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©rigimiL Cccturc.

THE INFLAMMATIONS AND THE CON-
GESTIONS OF THE NON-GRAVID UTE-
RUS.

PREI.IM IN ARY I.KCTURK,

By E. R. PE.VSLEK. jr.D., LL.D.,

PR0P8SS0R OF QVN^COLOm' IN BKLLBVCE HOSPITAL MKDICAL
COLLEGE.

Part I.

Gentlemen:—The uterine affections I am next to con-

sider are very little understood Uy the general practi-

tioner; and are the least of all settled, so far as tlieir

actual patliolojjy is concerned, l)y <i;yn;ecolo<i;ists them-

selves. It may he too nuich for me to (xpect to educe
order out of the common confusion, or to reconcile the

dirersc opinions which exist respecting tlicni ; hut I

hold it to he the duty of all who have had the oppor-

tunity, and have taken the time to form definite and
decided conclusions, to contriliutc what they may in

this direction. I shall tlierefore offer no apology for

giving my own individual and iiide|)endent views, as

they have been forced upon me and confirmed by the

study and treatment of uterine affections for the past

thirty years.

It will he understood that my subject includes all

the inflammations and the congestions to which the

uterus is liable, except during gestation, and during
the usual period of convalescence after parturition

;

and the tlnee principal cause.s of the hitherto unsatis-

factory progress respecting them will need to be con-

sidered at the outset.

1. Vague and incorrect ideas of the nature and pecu-

liarities of infiannnation.

2. The assigning to inflammation a too extensive in-

fluence in uterine pathology.
'.i. The mistakinganother entirely different condition

for iuHammalion.
L Though the, consideration of inflammation in a

general way belongs to general i)athology, 1 find it

necessary, for the rea.son just assigned, to premise the

views 1 have for so long a time held, and pulilicly

taught since 1845; and without tlie aid of wliich.

as I believe, the subjects I am next to speak of

cannot be rightly understood. I need not explain

liow my attention W!is first turn;'d to this subject,

nor allude to my imiuiries in this direction, furtlur

than to say that I commenced liy endeavoring to

undei'stand, and by experimentally testing every-

thing whicli had been previously done * by others

—

proving my own views by tlie microscope atul l>y

clinical observation. I am not, I may also add, un-

aware of the views since promulgated by the Ediu-

• Uy Wilson Phlllipfl, John Thonipwin. Gcrnlrin, KnlU'nbninuor,
OcrlxT, .Mfiilpr, AUwMi, r,»l«.Tt. Oulllvcr, LWor, Sen., Addl>on, U. J. It.

WiUianiB, nnd Uughca Bennett.

burgh School of Medicine, and l)y German patholo-

gists, especially Vircliow, and others,* while finding

my own scarcely at all modified, except as new dis-

coveries have tended to confirm them.

I shall confine myself to infiammation in the vascular

tissues, in order to avoid a discussion here, which
would otherwise arise—merely remarking that the
" parcneliynuitous inflamni.ation " of Virehow. and
wliich may occur in cartilage, is, for me, not inflam-

mation at all.

It would also be foreign to my present purpose to

discuss the sulijectof inflammation and congestion in a
systematic manner. I can here only sunnnari/.e my
views in an aphoristic form, under the following nine

propositions:

I 1. Infiammation is not a mere .stutc of a part, as

quoted from C'elsus for almost 1,7(10 years, in which
tliere is redness, heat, pain, and swelling. It is a juv-

rr.ss going (jn in the part, and the four signs jusl men-
tioned do not distinguish it from still another patho-

logical condition.

2. Congrstioii. on the other hand, is merely a state

of a part, in which redness, heat, pain, and swelling

may exist ; but it is not a process.

3. Inflamniation has its own characteristics, imme-
diate etfeets. and sequehe. if any at all ensue, and they

very frecpiently do ensue. Congestion also has its own
effects and sequehe. both differing, however, from
those of infiammation, and much more rarely ensuing.

4. Intlaminatiim is not tin: rfjKinitiiv jirarcxx, as is

I

still asserted on the now obsolete authority of Hunter,

i
\v\w would scorn such a proposition were he the phy-
siologist of to-day instead of a century ago. Hut it is

directly oi)pose(l to and preventive of it. If inflam-

mation attack a wound while healing, the reparative

process is at once arrested, and a retrograde action

ensues till the inflammatory process ceases.

5. Inrtanimation is a process, >iui generis, as .shown

by its phinomena and effects ; the reiMirative is an-

other process, unlike all others in its symptoms and re-

sults. The former is always [lathological, always to

lie deprecatjd, and never to be invoked ; the hitter is

always a pliysiological process, and always desirable

in the circumstances in which it can occur.

An exception to the first part of the preceding sen-

tence is found in the use of blisters. Certain apparent

exceptions I cannot stop to specify.

6. Infiammation is always the same process f wher-

ever found, thougli modified liy the structure ami the

state of the part. It very rarely occurs primarily in

the muscular tissue, whether striated or non-striated.

Ccmgestion is also rare in the former, but very eonunon
in the latter; and in the uterus and file ovaries it is,

during menstruation, a physiological condition.

7. Inflamniation is fretpiently accompanied or fol-

lowed by suppuration and by ulceration ;
but both

the.se may occur independently of it. The presence of

either in a part, therefore, is not to be accepted as

proof of the previous existence of inflamniation there,

• Whartnn Jonpj*. IfcnlcVlrchow, ra«et, John Simon, Joseph I.istcr,

Strinkcr, ('olinhcirn. RiTktitiKlmu>^'li, I*nii*sak, nnd Bfalc.

t The iml.v nuKllflintiiin* of inllnmniallim ot prncticnl ImporUnco or>'

tho sthenic and the a^lhi-nic funnx.
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Tvithout other corroborative facts. Suppurative autl

rilccrative iufJammatioii are terms really iiulioating no
peculiarity in the process itself. l>ut only in the disposal

of the iutlanimatory exudation.

8. Int^ammation is essentially an acute process, i.e.,

it is perfectly developed and bi'ought to an end iu a

few day.s at longest, and often in a few liours, from
the attack. This process may. however, be repeated
an indefinite number of times in a part, with intervals

of varying duration, though always itself character-

ized by a short duration.

Congestion, on the other hand, uiaj' continue through
protracted period.s—many moMtlis, and even many
years.

9. Chronic inflammation is, therefore, a contradiction

and a chimera. And I find that all the chronic inflam-

mation.s, so called, of the uterus, are simply chronic

congestions of that organ. Actual inflammation may,
however, recur from time to time, iu a chronically con-

gested part—there to rapidly riiu its course and dis-

appear.

The chayacteriatim of the intiammatory process,

which distinguish it from all other processes, will

apiiear as I speak next of its local and its general

phenomena.

Cn.VR.VCTERISTICS OF 1XFI.AMM.\TIUX.

AVliatevcr view in other respects may be held of in-

flammation occurring ju vascular ])arts, it must be
admitted that its most prominent cliaracteristic is an
e.\udation of the plasma of the blood into the extra-

vascular spaces, and among the histological elements

Oi: the part affected. For, if it be asserted with ,\li-

son, who wrote nearl}' forty years ago. and moi-e

recently with Vircliow, that a ti'mleneij only to exuda-
tion characterizes inflammation, that tendency is never
discoverable till tlie exudation has actually oceui'red.

But since this term is sometimes used instead of effu-

sion, and vice, verm, and sometim.'S even instead of

extravasation, the precise meaning of each of these

words should be here defined.

1. By effusion is meant the escape from the blood-
vessels of the serum (nearly) of the l_>lood, the fibrin,

and the blood-corpuscles still remaining in them. An
effusion cannot become organiz.'d, since it contains no
fibrin

;
but may remain indefinitely, to produce a^dema

or swelling of the part, or may bj absorbed. Effusion
very often occurs as a consequence of passive conges-
tion, liut not of intiammation.

2. By exudation is understood the escape of the
jilasma of the blood, or liquor «ii./i</iiijii,i— i.e., all the
lilood except the corpuscles, from the blood-vessels,*

among the liistological elements of the part. An \n-

Aamnvitory e.vudatio/i is therefore oi-(/diiizat>le. Chloride
of sodium, phosphates, and albumeu exist in it in

larger (jroporticni than iu the blood (Simon).
3. By e.vtravasation it is understood that the blood,

all its constituents included, escapes from the vessels

among the structui'al elements of the part.f This may
occur in connection with either congestion or inflam-
mation, but accidentally, and not as a characteristic of
cither. An extravasation is not organizable, since the
presence of the Ijlood-corpuscl.s, constituting -i-ery

nearly one-half of the bulk of th j l)lood, interferes with

* Exudation is a motlc of exosmosis through the capillary walls, they
bein:j: a soft protoplasm, like a film of coHodiou (Virchow), homo-
gencias and Hometinie? nucleated.

+ I'Jxtravasation usually im])lies a rupture of the capillaries; but
Cohuhc-im (1&(J8) and Itecklinghaui^en have discovered the red corpuscles
as well lis the white, passing through their wall.s and leaving no iiercep-
tible opening behind. Sometimes the red eoriniscles are seen t,i be held
for a time by the capillary walls, i)rodnc;ng a constriction—one-half
being within and the other outside of the vessel.

the organization of the associated jdasma. It may
remain for an indefinite period, still fluid or coagulated,
or be absorlied, or be converted into a purulent mass
and be discharged. In certain low conditions an exuda-
tion may bcccune red, not from the jiresence of the cor-

puscles, but merely of the coloring matter of the blood
(Paget). Effusion, exiulation, and extravasation—all

alike produce tcdcma or swelling of the part, which
is therefore not a sign of inflammation only. The local

characteristic of inflammation is the exudation.

But another recognized local sign of inflamraatiou

is increased redness of the jiart. This, of course, is not
to be detected in parts not visible ; but, admitting its

existence, it also equally exists iu congestion, and is

therefore not distinctive as a characteristic*

And the same may be said of the existence of iu-

creased lieat as a sign of inflammation iu the part ; it

can be verified only in parts which can be directly or

indirectly reached ; and it also occurs iu active con-
gestion, tliough in a minor degree.

Iu regard to pain and tentlerness on pressure, of
which so much has lieen written, as a sign of inliant-

mation, it should be remarked tliat it is not very seldom
absent in inflammation, while it is also very often, and
in some j);u'ts almost universally present in congestion.

Pure neuralgi:! also occurs, of course independently
of either of these conditions. Pain is therefore not
a characteristic of inflammation, though a valuable

synii)tom as directing attention to the affected organ,

whether infliuned or otherwise.

But the capillaries of an inflamed ])ai-t are in a
peculiar and chaiacteristic condition, as is also the
blood in tliose capillaries. The former are dilated to

the utmost degree short of rupture (and sometimes the

latter when extravasation occurs, as has been seen), and
tlie blood within them is stagnant, and consists of
corpuscles alone—the liqiuD- having exuded into the

inter-capillary spaces. The corpuscles are also very
adherent to the capillary walls.

The characteristic local signs of inflammation arc

therefore:

1. A peculiar state of the capillaries of the part.

2. A peculiar state of the blood iu those capillaries.

3. An exudation into the inter-capillary spaces.

Redness, heat, pain, and swelling may also exist;

but if so, they are not distinctive of this process.

Since the normal process of nutrition implies first a
normal circulation, or supply of blood to the part;

secondly, an exudatitm of plasma in the quantity re-

quired ; and thirdly, its assimilation, or conversion
into the tissue to be nourished—the inflammatory pro-

cess is, in its nature, a perversion of the nutritive

;

both the circulation (or blood supjjly) and the exuda-
tion being abnormal, and tlie latter always excessive.

The reparative process, on the other hand, is simply an
exaggeration of the nutritive; the circulation and the

exudation being increased just sufficiently to meet the

demands for the repair.

Inflammation is also characterized by two general

phenomena— an increase of filirin in the blood as a
whole, and a febrile reaction of a peculiar form.

Fibrin, t normally constituting 3 parts in 1000 of
blood, has, in all inflammations decided enough to

demand therapeutical interference, been found to

be doubled at least, and is sometimes tripled. In

* The redness of inflammation is at first crimson, and darker than
of active congestion ; and often becomes livid. It is not removed by
presstire ; the redness of active congestion is so. It continues in the
p.art after death ; that of active congestion disappears. The redness
of chronic paiswe congestion is with difliculty and liut partially removed
by pressure, and very slowly retm-ns. Wiieii extreme and livid, it

partially remains after death.

t The concrete fibrin (Denis), and not the dissolved fibrin or
metalbuinen, is here meant.
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sDiiic diseases, iis pnuiiuiuiiiii nud acute rheumntism, it

rises to '.) and even Id pints in 1000. Tliis ini^reased

lirodiiclioii of tiluiii (liypeiinosis) ceases witli tlie

cessation of tlie inllaniniation ; Imt it cannot he made
availalile in diairnosis, unless a consideiaMe amount
of lilood is taken for examination.

But the felirile reaction, wliicli is never absent in

ca.ses of inllaniniation severe eiiouf^h to require treat-

ment, is a most ivliiilile si-fn.

It is very important, however, to distinguish this

form of pyrexia from the fe^•«rs [iroper ; and I

refer you to the lirst volume of ^lillei's I'linciples

and J'ractieu of Surgery * for an alilo account of

iiitlammatory fever, a.s it is there called. If it occur
in a part, together with the foursyniptoms quoted from
Celsus, it niiiy he relied upon as deciding for inllaiii-

mation as against mere congestion. And, conversely,

the presence of heat, redness, pain and swelling, witli-

out the intlamniatory pyrexia, indicates congestion

merely. The fever will he either sthenic or iisthenic

(adynamic, typhoid) according to the form of the iu-

tlamniation In many instances it is the high tem-

perature, and not tlu' pain of iiillainmation, which ex-

liausts ami linally destroys the patient.

I conclude, then, that

:

lujIaiiimutioH is (I process, aui <iencria, though a jii'r-

cemioit of (lit: niitiitiee jinicemi—ehitritrtei'ized hy iiii

abnormal state nj' the ec.i.vls {the cujiillnrien fspecinllii)

of tlif part—and of the blond in those vessels, and by an
fj-cessive exudation of the blood-jiUnma into the inter-cti-

jiillary s/iacrs.

It is also eharaeliriz'^d by a notable excess offibrin in

thif blond as a irhole, and by a febrile reaction of a pe-

eiiliar hind.

I cannot here speak of the causes of inllammation.
nor explain how thi'y act, whether upon the vaso-motoi

nerves, or the muscular lihres of the minute vessels,

and thus directly or indirectly. But it is necessary

here to understand the various ways in which the in-

tlammatory exudation, causing the swelling, us has
liven seen, niay he suhsequently dispo.sed of. It must,

however, he premised that the inHamiiiatory process i-;

exhausted, and hronght to an end l>y the exudation
;

and all the changes suhsequently occurring in the part

constitute the "sequela'"' or "consequents" of in-

llammation.

A. In case the iullaminatory process has occurred on
a free surface—.serous membrane, mucous niemhrane,
or the skin—the e.xudation may he disposed of in the

following ways:
1. An exud.-ition upon a serous niembianc, as in

pleurisy or iieritonitis, producing lirst a detachment
of the epithelial layer to a greater or less extent,

may

—

a. Be iiromptly absorbed (end in resolution).

h. Or ninain for a considerable time in a Hnid state

in the serous cavity, and finally become purulent.

c. Or become coagulated, thus forming Hakes of
lil)rin, or a so-called false membrane, whicli. becoming
organized, constitutes adhesions of various forms.f

2. If the exudation occur u|>(ui a mucous membrane
it raises the epitlulium from the basement layer {i.e.,

produces an abrasion), if there be but a single layer of
(vlls, and .sometini '9 even if tle-re be several, as when
it occurs around the os uteri, producing the misniimed
"ulceration " there ' Thus the exudation arrives upon
a free surface, where it undergoes the highest organi-

• I'BKC 19 5».
+ 'IV» ' jitl iiitlnmmntinn on n wrnim fiiirfnr.' " nrthcviivc." !•' thrrr-

fort- n riii^ii. .frier. 'I'tti! itil)ir»i(>n rwntl^ simply fniin ttie iirgalii/jitlun
(if till' rMiM;iliini (in » iiiniilirunc deprivra vtt (-pitticlitiin, in a HUiti" of
almost cnliro rcdt, and wfi-Iiiiled from the nir.

zation possible in the circumstances (exposed to the

air and to motion) ; i.e., it is developed into ims-cclls.

which, mingling with the epithelial cells, fonnadense
tluid, at lirst slight in quantity, and tinged by com-
mixture with blood-corpuscles, but afterwards of a
yellowish, creamy appeuiaiiee, i'roin the rapid forma-
tion of the epithelial eleiiiciits. It has long been ob-
served that theie is very little, if any, ])ain in ea.se of
inllammation upon a mucous inembriine utter pus ap-

pears there; for the now very a|)paient reason that the

inllaniniation has previously subsided. The abrasion
al.so shows inllammation to have previously existed in

these cases, and to have ceased.*

In some localities, however (the ai r-pas.sagcs, vagina,

etc.), the exudation may, instead of develo|)iiig i>u;;-

cells, undergo coagulation, as upon a .serous niem-
hrane, and thus a so-called false membrane be formed.
.\n illustration is found in croup, and sometimes in

vaginitis. This is by the (Jerman pathologists called

"croupous intlamnuition ;
" but the process is the same

as in other instances—the exudation simply being co-

agulated, as if upon a serous membrane.
On both seious and mucous memlnanes the scciction

is greatly diminished (or arrested), and the quality

changed.
:5. In inflammation of the skin, also, the exudation

raises and detaches the epithelium (produces a bli.ster;,

and then undergoes the same change as usually on a

mucous membrane ; or if more deeply seated, it causes

swelling of the derma or (Hitis vera, as in the pareii-

cliyma of an organ, and may then be absorbed, or con-

verted into pus and be discharged. Both the vesication

and ths swelling may usually he seen (and .sometimes
also the suppuration) at the .same time in different

parts of a surface attacked by erysipelas. Virehow
terms inflammation on the free surface "exudative,"
in refeienee to the throwing off of the exudation, as I

have explained ; an expression which, since the inflam-

matory process itself here iircsents no peculiarity, is

calculated to mislead.

B. If inflammation attack the parcnchym.a or sub-
stance of an organ,! '•''• is not on a surface, the exu-
dation, causing a soft s.velling of tliB part, may

—

a. Be promptly absorbed, .-iiid the swelling removed;
/.'"., resolution occurs.

b. Or it may remain fluid and become purulent, and
then be discharged.

c Or it may become coagulated and subsequently
organized, and thus linally cause solidification cr so-

called induration of the part.

It has often been asserted that softening is the re-

sult of acute, and induration of chronic, inflammation.
In fact, the former is merely the immediate ell'ect of
the presence of the inflanim.-itory exudation in a pait,

while the latter is simply the result of its subsequent
organization.

But induration must hero he distinguished from
another condition often mistaken for it,— I mean hy-

pertrophy. The former results from the formation of
new tissue among the original histological i Icments
of the part, and which increases its size and solidity,

as water absorbed by a sj)ongi' first increases the size

and softness of the mass; but if the water subsequent-

ly he frozen, the whole is converted into a solid mass.

Hypertrophy, on the other hand, is au actual growth

• Of coufrto, Hbriu(JonH may occur Indciiendciitly of intlaiiiTnati>>n in
(itlier clrouniMtanccs M from agencies itiriXTttydomehini; llic cpltJlv-

lium.
t The pnronctiymatoUH inflaniniation of Virehow i« nut men' inflam-

mntion occurrinf^ in tlip l4ircnr)iyiiia of any orpnn. il^ wniilil na'umlly
lie nndendiNnI, lint a prtK'cjws bImo iK-eurriiiK' in iioiiMi-eiiLir ci.micK, a.-,

eartilaKc ; ilifTeriii^' cntin-ty frxmi itn- proiH-r iitll.iiiiiiiutory imM-.-s., in
vii-tculor purls, which 1 am conHldcrinff, and nit.-iiilcd l.y "cli'iidy

HwcUlng and a tendency to exudation."
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of tlie structural elements themselves of a part; or, to

follow out the comparison, an actual growth of the

sponge-sulistauce. Induration, therefore, merely proves

the previous existence of an organizable exudation,

and therefore of inflammation in the part. Hyper-

trophy, on the other hand, is the result of active con-

gestion, as will be shown further on.

The importance of all the preceding distinctions

vpill appear when I speak particularly of the inflam-

mations and congestions of the uterus; and tlie second

cause of the confusion respecting them will next be

considered.

©riginal Communications.

DIVISION OF THE ISTHMUS OF THE
THYROID GLAND TO RELIEVE DYSP-
NCEA IN BRONCilOCELE.

Ht frank HASTINGS HAMILTON, M.D., LL.D.,

NEW YORK.

Sir 6. Duncan Gibb contribntes to the LnncH, Lon-

don, Jan. 23, 1875, a paper on the subject of goitre,

and the relief of impending suffocation by ex-

cision, or by division of the isthmus of the thyroid

gland, in wliich he relates a case in which he had op-

erated suecessfullj'.

Tlie case is very interesting and instructive, and

some of the remarks of tlie distinguished operator de-

serve to 1j3 repeated. He says tliat he had long lieeu

observing tliese cases, and tliat he had become aware

of the fact that the gland occasionally encircles the

t.-ac1iea com^iletely, specimens of this kind being found

in som3 of tlie hospit.il museums. And in this way a

young man at Oxford died of suffocation under his

own obsjrvation, the condition of tlie parts being

veritied Ijy an auto|)sy. Sir Duncan Gibb concluded,

therefore, that the surgeon ought to anticipate

the conii)lete ligation of the trachea by the gland,

and operate by incision or excision of the isthmus,

when tliis condition was seriously threatened. A suit-

able case being presented in the person of a woman,
;Et. 29, who luid a small goitre of two years' standing,

and which had already begun to interfere with her

ivspiration, Sir Duncan did not hesitate to operate at

once. The patient being under the influence of chlo-

roform, the istlunus was exposed by a vertical iucis-

ion, two inches in length, when the projecting central

portion was found to be about the size of a " flattened

walnut.'.' By the aid of an aneurism needle a strong

ligature was passed beneath the isthmus on either side.

"The isthmus was then freed to the inner side of each

ligature, divided, and wholly removed, the tracliea

being observed to be quite free. There was not much
bleeding."

I do not think it is entirely plain, from the account

as published, that any portion of the istlunus was taken

away. The language, " divided and wholly removed,

the trachea being ol)served to be quite free," miglit be

construed to mean that the isthmus, being divided,

withdrew to eitlier side (and later in the paper he

speaks of this liaving actually occurred i, and was thus

wholly removed from the trachea. But this is not

material; the surgeon thought, and so do I, that, in

soni; cases at h'a^t, a complete division of the isthmus

is all that would be requir(Hl, especially as the two

lateral ligatures enclosing the isthmus must cause a

oai j'et , or ne.uly co.n plete, destruction of what ot

the gland there may be between the ligatures and tlie

median line.

The patient called upon Sir Duncan about four

months after, in perfect health ; she had married, and
there was not a trace of the old symjitoms. Tlie gland

seemed to have receded on each side from the median
line, leaving the fiont of the trachea completely ex-

posed.
Another somewhat similar ca.se is then given, in

which division of the isthmus was made, but the result

was not yet determined.

The writer concludes by saying that he believes

this to be " the first occasion in which the isthmus has

been either wholly removed or divided," etc.

In the first edition of my Treatise on Surgery, pub-
lished in 1872, occurs the following passage :

" Several years since I was called to a gentleman,

who was suffocating in consequence of the pressure of

a goitre. The gland was very large, and it was at first

thought that a free incision of thesterno-cleido-mastoid

—which was drawn very tense over the tumor on each

side—might afford relief; accordingly this muscle

was divided, Init no relief ensued. I then decided,

after consultation with several medical gentlemen

present, to cut tlirough the isthmus down to the

trachea. With this view the isthmus was exposed,

and a very strong ligature passed between it and the

trachea, first upon one side and then upon the other;

after which the isthnms was divided in the median
Hue, until the trachea was laid bare. To my surprise,

no improvement in respiration followed this operation.

As the only alternative remaining, and as death from
suffocation was impending, tlie trachea was 0]jened in

the lower angle of the wound and a tube introduced.

He now lu-eathed freely, but he survived the operation

only three or four days. An autopsy was made, anil

the specimen, lieing removed, was sent to me. It was
now seen that the gland had completely encircled the

upper rings of the trachea, and tliat the trachea itself

had undergone at this point a remarkable constriction,

so that it would scarcely admit an ordinary goose-

quill. In such a case, and perhaps in many others

which maybe presented, no operation but tracheotomy

could be expected to prolong the life of the sufferer

or to give even temporary relief " (p. 090).

Having no notes of this case, I wrote to Dr. B. S.

Hovey, a distinguished physician, now residing in

Rochester, N. Y., who was ])resent and assisted at the

operation, for further particulars, and have received

his reply as follows

:

" ROCHESTEH, N. Y., Xov. 2, ISTo.

" Mr De.\r Sir :—It is with pleasure that I answer
your interrogatories of the 2ttth ult.

"The gentleman upon whom you operated was the

Rev. E. II. Walker, aged about .50. The operation was
made on the 8tli of January, 1.819. There were pres-

ent Drs. W. H. Reynale, S. L. Endress, E. W. Patchen,

L. M. Cook, and myself. I am not certain whether
Dr. Blake, of Dansville, was present or not. The fi)ur

first are dead. Sir. Walker lived after the oijeration

three days and four hours.
" The autopsy was made by myself, and the speci-

men sent to you at Buffalo. You returned me a.cast,

showing very clearly what you state in your Treatise

on Surgery. I can add no facts to what you have
said in your description of the case, except that for

three days before the operation an attendant was con-

stantly required to hold that part of the gland which
lay to one side of the trachea (I don't remember which)

up from the trachea to jirevent suft'ocation. In your

operation you removed that part of the gland which
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ifUl Imok l.y the assistiU.t l>efm-c.you intr.Hlucoa '| can be ino.v ,-..nHusive tl.an tlu- results of Col.n's ro-

X This was ,Kmo after the isthrn... was searches in Hreslau. The wmU.' has m.t sysU^n^^^^^^^^^^^^
was
th!

divided, hopinji to relieve tlic pressure on the trnohea.

Tlie east you sent me shows tlie traeln'a eneireU'd l)y

tlie gland, and its internal diameter no larger than

you state.

" I am verv respeet fully,
' Your obedient servant,

•• B. S. IIOVHV."

e.xamined the refraction of all school ehililnirseyes in

this city, but in one room in an inteimediate school

nine out of forty-one were myopes.

The general hygienic rules to be followed by short-

sighted^children^and those having an hereditary ten-

dency thereto, aresiinple,—such as parents can be made

to comprehend. I'roper illumination, natural or arti-

lieial. a moderate use of the eyes if myopia exists, and
—^-' ^

] ;ivoidauce of the stooping or recumbent i)osition while

A FOltTABLE BOOK-KACK FOR TIIK I'SK ingaged in study or when using the eyes for near ob-

jccfsVequiring convergence of the optic a.xis, to<>ethcr

\\-ith suita1)le"glas,ses, comprise the chief of these laws,

and simple as they are it is astonishing how thorough-

ly they are neglet-ted. Our school furniture, usually a

OF MYOI'lC OHILOREN AXJ) ADULTS.

Uv WILLIAM SII.VW BOWEN, M.D.,

OI'MTHAl.Ml.' AND AURAL BUBOKOX TO THE IIAKTFORD 1I08FIT.U..

A FKW years since, when Dr. Cohn, of Brcslau, in Silesia,

l)ublish"ed the results of examining the eyes of 10,0(i()

school children * in the lower, "middle, and upjier

schools of that city, his statistics attracted great at-
[

tention, and students of ophthalmic science have lie-
;

come impressed with the extreme importance of the

subject and the results thus shown. Dr. (\)hn was

induced to undertake this ta.sk from ascertaining, when

revising the statistics of Prof. Fcirstcrs clinic, that T.")!)

short-sighted people had presented themselves within

four years, and that of these 7.")0 over 400 had applied

on account of .severe annoyance dependent upon the

refractive defect. The rcsiilt of Dr. t'ohn's investiga-

tions disclo.ses the fact that out of the lO.OGO children

examined 1,004 were myopic. The tendency to short-

sightedness increased as the scholars advanced fron\

the elementary schools upwards. In the middle schools

the proportion was one-tenth, and in the examination

of the educational centre of the city, the University of

Breslau. two-thirds of the students were myopic.

These investigations have since been i)ursued by

other competent authorities in Germany ; .ind Dr.s.

AVebstcr and Cheat ham. of Xew York. Thompson, of

Philadelphia, and E. Williams, of Cincinnaii, have

))ublishi'd valuable information as to the refraction of

the eyes of school children in this country. While the

proportion is not so large as in Germany, it is still

sufficient to cause the question to be asked. What can

be done to prevent the development ami increase of tliis

scourge, as it were, that is overshadowing our children

and subjecting them to constant ainioyance and often-

times danger to future vision. Of course this subject

is plain to the ophthalmic specialist ; the general hy-

giene of myopia has been for a long time reduced to
j

exact an<l simple principles, and liy him commtuii-

Gated with emphasis to all myopes who come under liis

professional care ; but the attention of physicians in

general practice has not been ade(|uately directed to the

extreme importance of the matter ; for they are the ones

who are called upon in the great nnijority of ca.ses for

advice as to the proper regimen for the short-sighted

child, who perhaps complains of pain and smarting of
j

the ej-es after a hard day's work overschool-book.s, and
,

by them the hygienic rides to be followed should be dis-

seminated as widely as they disseminate the laws of

health pertaining to proper ventilation, sewerage, and
[

the care of l\\v body. The demand for a higher and

more rapid educational sy.stem arc heard on all sides;

it is typical of the race for life. The average American

follows, and the so-called best and perfect schools are

those in which the youth is forced to the utmost of his

powers, the eyes sharing in the overwork as well as the

mental faculties. The statistics of reliable observers

show the results of this " forcing -system," and nothing

subject of pride, on account of architectural neatness

and elegance, is usuallv sadly deficient as regards the

height of desks, the angle at which they incline, and

the'^distance between them and the seats. Dr. Cohn

examined the school furniture at the Paris Exposition,

and found the American desks as deticieut in these re-

pects as those of European make, as he has shown in

an article, " The School- houses at the Paris Exposition,

from a Hygienic Point of View." The child is com-

l)ellcd to stoop and to Ijring his face close to the desk,

in order to see the letters, the type of sehool-btioks be-

ing generally small .md defective as regards clearness,

anTl this stooping position and the straining of the in-

ternal recti muscles in efforts of convergence causes

congestion, which may cause the refractive error, if an

hereclitarv tendency thereto exist.s, or increase it it it

already exists in an" extremely moderate degree. Stoo))-

in" and excessive convergence cause congesti<m of the

tunics of the globe ; congestion by mechanical |jre.ssure

tends to increase the Inilging at the jjosterior i)ole,

thus increasing the myopia. Aside from the use of

improper glasses, these two last are the most imiiortant

factors in causing progressive myopia, and conse-

quently to keep the head erect, to bring the book to

the face and not the face to the book, should be the

<lesideratum of all myopis.

Thi.s. however, experience teaches, is exceedingly

difficult to do. The child will not hold up the book ;

he becomes tired, and tindsit is easier to U'an over tie

desk where the book tinds support. It is with diffi-

culty that the aihilt myope of average intelligence can

be induced to svsteniatize the positicm of book or pa-

per, althouiili he may be the subject of progressive

posterior polar atrophy, and its consequent fatal re-

sults to vision fullv made known to him.

In considering this subjict the writer has fiwiuently

imagined a scImm.I desk, which, by its strict regard lor

the hygiene ,--t the eyes in the way of eimstructi<in and n

its relation to the seat, might avert in a certain dcgp c

some of the evils abovi! mentioned. After careful in-

(lUiries of builders of school furniture, and of school
' committee-men, it was ascertained that any radical

' ihange of form, unless of such a nature that all could

be uiTiform. would increa.se the cost of tlii^ article so as

to prevent a ready sale. Economy of first cost enters

largelv into the consideraticm of the average school

coinmittee-nian in fitting out his school room, ami as

a desk built <m strictlv hygienic principles would bean

innovation of a marked chaKuter, it was impossiblelo

find a manufacturer who c(nild be induced toconsidci

tlie importance of the subject sufficientfy to build

desks that would correct existing evils. .\ portable

rack that can be adapted to any of the i)resi nt .style of

desks has Iwen made by a firm in this city,* that go 8

• •' UuU-rauclmnit. dur Angcn von 10,000 Schtklklnrtoro," Lcliwlg. • O. D. Caio ^ Ca, School Furallmti lUnofticturctm.
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a long way towards aidinp; the accomplishment of one

of the hytficnic rules, viz., to enable the scholar to

read easily and without fatigue, with the head erect,

and to avoid tlie stoo|)ing position. The diagram
shows tlie rack in position, and partially folded to

1)3 packed away in the desk when not in use. It can

be made at a very small cost, is provided with metal

springs to keej) the l)Ook in jjosition, may l)e made at

any angle from the horizontal ])lane of the desk top,

and is provided with rublier bands on its support to

prevent noise in its motions wlicn in use. Tliey are

useful for myopic adults as well as cliildren, and can

be used on tlie office desk and in the library, and when
not in use can be folded and laid aside. It involves

no new principles in its construction ; it is the practi-

cal adaptation of old and well-estaljlished ones ; is

simple and not liable to get out of repaii-, and can be

made at very small expense, so as to be within tlie

reach of all.

H.iKTROED, Cons., Nov. 1, 1875.

Hcports of ^^ospitals.

BELLEVUE HOSPITAL.

XoTEs OP Practice and Peculiarities op Tre.vt-
MENT.

chronic bright's disease.

The following is a summary of a plan of treatment

recommended

:

DIET.

This class of patients should abstain as much as pos-

sible from meat. The opinion was expressed that the

excessive animal diet accounts for the great prevalence
of the disease in this country. Milk should be sul.isti-

tuted for meat, and should be associated with lime.

Hutter may be used; eggs if they agree, and fresh tish

in the morning. Pried fats should be carefully ex-

cluded, but cream may be taken without stint. Vege-
tables and fruits are always good, but those should be
selected wliich contain the least amount of woody
fibre. Rice and potatoes, therefore, may be used, but
asparagus, turnips, cabbage, and notably beans, which
contain woody filtre in large quantities, should be as-

siduously avoided. Onions may be eaten with impu-
nity, and are rather beneficial.

FOR THE AN.BMIA.

Iron should be administered from first to last, and
by preference, the tincture of the chloride. This pre-

paration is as.similated with difficulty, hence should

not bs given alone, but comi lined with nux vomica,

and to this spirits of nitre may be added to assist the

determination towards the kidneys. For example, ten

drops of the tincture of the cliloride of ircm, ten drops

of tinct. nux vomica, anil one drachm of sweet spirits

of nitre may be given three times a day.

Cod-liver oil increases the red corjiuscles of the blood,

because it is digested by the liver, and tin,' )jroduct en-

ters into them as an ingredient. The irrit.ibility of the

stomach may make it troublesome to take, but it

should be relied upon as much as in the treatment of

phthisis.

TO COMBAT THE DISE.VSE ITSELF.

We have one agent which may be regarded as a .spe-

cific against increase of connective ti.ssue in the body,

wherever the interstitial inflammation may occur, and
that is the bichloride of mercury. It should be given in

small doses, one-twentieth of a grain is the usual size,

and should be combined with a diuretic to make it

act u])on the kidney. For example, one-twentieth of

a grain of the bicliloride, one grain of digitalis, and
one grain of quinine may be given three times a day,

with the result of pi'oducing a specific action upon the

kidneys, and will raise the specific giavity of the

urine.

ATTENTION TO THE CONDITION OP THE SKIN

will materially assist the embarrassed kidneys, and to

do this we may have recourse to two things. If ex-

cessive O'deina is ])resent, the pressure produced shuts

off the circulation to a great extent and ]ncvcnts

removal of the fluid by diaphoresis. It is much bet-

ter then to make punctures in the distended skin of

the legs, and let the water drain away at once. No
apprehension need be had with reference to this tri-

fling operation, if the linili, when the punctures liave

been made, is wrapped with ciotlis wet in a solution

of carbolic acid in water, to which has been added
essence or oil of cinnamon. The latter is to correct the

smell of the carbolic, and is also equally antiseptic.

The second thing is, to rub the jiatient all over once
a day with sweet oil. If extra diafjlioresis is desirable,

it can be best obtained l>y placing a blanket in an
empty bucket, (jouring hot water upon it, for in this

way much less water is required, and then wringing it

out and quickly applying it aifiund the body and cov-

ering it with a dry lilanket. Tlie skin should' be well
oiled before the blanket is applied.

Such was a brief outline of the general treatment
for this class of cases, and may be suggestive in cer-

tain particulars.

PROGRESSIVE MUSCULAR ATROPHY.

The interest in this case was the h'tjiitatioi) of the

atrophy, for it affected chiefly, almost exclusively, the
extensor muscles of the thigh. There had been sim-
jjly a gradually increasing weakness of these muscles
going on during the past thirteen months without loss

of sensibility or pain. The thigh affected, the right

one, measured 17+ in. in circumference, while the unaf-
fected thigh measured I'Ji in. Below the knee the mus-
cles seemed very good. There was no evidence that the
man had ever suffered from disease of the spinal cord,
unless the present condition is regarded as due to some
degeneration of the anterior horns, but thei'e was no
evidqnee of pre-existing meningitis, myelitis, etc., nor
had there been any tremor or peculiar pain. There
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WiL-^ no ovid(!nce of peripheral paralysis, nor was there

any evidence of tumor producing pressure.

CARCINOMA OF THE STOMACH.

In this instance the patient coniplaincil cUiilly ol'

pain in the hip and hack, until her atti'ntiun was drawn
to other symptoms, when she admitted that slic vomited

quite regularly about an hour after eaeli meal, if she

ate anylhinjj; besides gruel and whey. She was forty-

two years of age; there was no hereditary taint with

malignant disease, so far as could l)e ascertained, and
she had never suffered from any sickness except the

present, which began <'ight weeks ago. U|)on exami-

nation, a tumor, about the size of a hen's egg, w.is

found in the region corresponding to the usual situa-

tion of the pyloric extremity of the stomach. The
woman did not suffer very nuich pain referalile to the

stomach, nor had she ever vomited blood or coffee-

ground material.

But c.'incer of the stomach may be present without

producing pain, and it sometimes occurs without vom-
iting, a ifact which is often overlooked. When the

Ciincerous disease is situated in such positions as not

materially to interfere with the movements of the

stomach, or is outside of where it will produce obstruc-

tion, vomiting may be absent.

EPII.EPST.

The chief feature of interest in this case was the fact

that the woman, forty- live years old, had had epileptic

fits one ; in aliout six weeks since she was ten years of

age. and they liad not given rise to (in;/ very marl-ed im-

pdinifiit of her mental faculties. The ciuse was per-

haps an exceptional one.

DISIXK-ATED LIVER—ClUnilOSIS WITH ENLARGEMENT.

This was a case of liver disea.se of considerable in-

terest, and the history is briefly as follows:

A male i)atient, let. 42 years, Germ.an, was ad-

mitted to the hospital, M;iy 7. 187.5. Tlie cliief points

in the clinical history were the occurrence of piles with
frequent desire to go to stool, soon followed by bleed-

ing from the gums, and these by loss of appetite, flesh,

and strength. Some time after, lie sutTend from gen-

eral anasarca and ascites, and finally from an attack

of jaundice, but this had nearly disajipeared. In

June, 187.5, he first noticed a swelling in his abdomen.
!

The general anasarca had nearly or (jnite disappeared
]

at times, but this had always occurred while the ])a- !

tient was in l>ed. The reason for this is probable
when the condition of the tumor in the abdomen is

considered. The abdomen at the time of the visit

was very much increa.sed in size, part of which \vas i

due to the j)resenee of fluid, but in addition to that '

there was present a solid body, slightly nodular to tlie

touch, .sharp in outline at its lower border, wliich could
be moved about very easily. From percussion and
other means of examination, it was very evident that

this liody was the liver, and that it was dislouated

downwards two and a half or three inches. At one
1

time its free border had reached nearly to the umbilicus.

It could be easily restored to the normal position of

the liviT, lint returned at once as soon as the mecliani- i

cal support was removed. !

Tlie vertical measm-ement of the organ as now sit-

uated in the abdomen was eight inches, which was
one and a half inches less than whin admitted to the

h.ispital.

Tlie question arose. Is the liver really increased

in size I The increa.sc in size was doubtful, although
at first thought apparent, for the liver was not only

|

dislocated downwards, but the normal convexity of
,

the organ, instead of being applied to the concavity of
I the diaphragm, was applied to the abdominal walls,

and the surface wliich could be measured was not the

anterior border, but the convex surface.

The diagnosis (if cancer ha<l once been made, but the

progress of the case had ))roved its incorrectness.

The history was rather that of cirrhosis, and it was re-

garded as a case of cirrhosis of the liver, in which the

liverin the luhitiiciil nt^Kji- of this disea.se was infrtdsril,

rather than dimiuislied in size. There was no evident

cause for this condition of the liverin this patient, for he
had been a rather temperate man; gave no history of

specific disease, and had not lieen sul)ject to any of tlie

causes which favor displacement of the liver in the

female.

|)ro0vcss of ittctiical Science,

TilE QtrESTIOX OK THE CONT.VGIOCSNESS OK HkRE-
urT.uiv Svpiiii.is.—Dr. .1. Caspary, of Konigslierg,

offers some facts in supiiort of the opinion which )ie

holds, adveree to that maintained by Dr. Carl Giinz-

burg regarding the contagiousness of inherited syphi-

lis. Dr. Giin/burg's observations were made in the

Foundling Asylum at Moscow, and were to this effect.

I

In this asylum is a separate department to which all

I

children are sent as soon as they show evidences of

syphilis. The nurses, althougli warned of the risks they

1
run, often voluntary continue to give the lireast to

I
the.se eliildren after removal to this depaitnu nt. Thus

I

in the yeai-s ISliS. l.'^Oi), and 1870, 120 children who
had hereditary syphilis were nui-sed by thirty-one

nurees for periods varying from six months to two
yeare ; no woman nursing less than two. and some as

many as sixteen different children. And yet no one

of these wet-nui-scs contracted syphilis. Casjiaiy niain-

I

tains, with regard to tliis, that a single ixisilive case

of infection should have greater weight than any
' amount of negative testimony such as this. He finds

such a ])ositive case quoted in the critical |iiirt of

!
(Tiinzbiug's work, from Le Barillier, of Boidi anx. It

was as follows: A healthy woman, with an abundance
of milk, entered the Cliildren's Hospital at Bordeaux,

as wet-nurse, fourteen days after her conlinemint. .Ml

the children whom she nur.sed continued healthy, (hi

October 1, 18.50, she was given to nurse a child, four

days old. and supp<ised to be healthy. It developed

thrush, and the nipjiles of the wet nurse became sore

in consei|uence, and on the twenty-fifth day the child

had syphilitic ecthyma, followed by other inanilesta-

lion.-sof syphilis, and died on Nov. 10. The sores on
the nurse's nipphs developed into ulcers, and she soon

showed various other manifestations of syphilitic in-

fection. (Tiinzburg's interpretation of this case, how-
ever, is that the wet-nurse was already the subjecl of

latent constitutional syphilis, contracted sore nipples

only from the child with thrush, which became ulcers

and foci of infection for the child, and were followed

by the outbreak of general symptoms in the woman.
Caspary al.so sn|)p<irts his own view of this case by

other argiiment.s, for which we have not -space. He
then gives the following case, which was in pint under

his own observation. A healthy nnuried woman, of

Ihiiiy-four, who had had and nursed two healthy

children of her own, in the spring of l.'<(iO took to

nurse an illegiliniate child, which had an eruption at
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the auus aud mouth, which the physician soon i-ecog-

nizcd as syphilitic. While nursing this child the

woman liecame pregnant, noticed a sore on her breast,

developed general syphilis, was successfully treated in

tlie fifth mouth of pregnancy by inunction, and on
March 4, 1870, gave birth to an apparently healthy

child. The husband remained free from infection.

The child, however, on Aiuil 14th. was found to have
syphilitic roseola, and died the next day. At the

auto))sy the cause of death was made out as bronchitis,

Imt in the liver was found a general increase of the

interstitial connective tissue, corresponding with the

description of Barensprung. Caspary also adduces a

case where a syphilitic illegitimate child, taken to

nurse Ijy a healthy married woman, communicated the

disease to her through primary sores upon the nipple

;

and later her husband and her own child, both of

whom were previously healthy, were infected. He
then l>rings forward this argumeut, viz. : If inherited

syphilis is not contagious, there must be such an essen-

tial difference between it and the acquired disease that

the system, when infected with the former cannot be

assumed to l>c ])rotected from the latter. lie therefore

inoculated, with tlie sccreticm from ulcerated i)ai)ules

in a case of acquired syphilis, two twin children, who
vi'cre the sulijectsof iuhei'ited syphilis. The result was
negative in each case, as he had anticii)ated. It so

happened that he was consulted at the same time by
a iireviously healthy married woman, living in the

same house with these children, on account of a sore

on her nipple, and this proved to be a chancre, con-

tracted by nursing one of these very twins, she having
an excess of milk over what was needed by her own
healthy child. The woman soou showed many of the

ordinary manifestations of constitutional syphilis. lie

has satisfied himself of the accuracy and comiileteness

of the case reported. In view of these facts he there-

fore does not hesitate to express his belief that the

contagiousness of inherited syphilis is proved, aud
that tlie o^jposite views of Giinzburg are erroneous aud
dangerous.—.Be;-, kLn.Woc/i., Oct.'" 11, 1875.

Nervous Cough .\s a Reflex Symptom of An-
TEVEUSION OP THE Uteuus.—Dr. Jlalachia de Chisto-

foris reports the following case : A lady of twenty-

three had suffered for a long time from a nervous
cough, having these peculiar features. It occurred only

in the day-time, disajipearing as soon as she lay down,
whether at niglit or in the day-time. There would be

a series of eight or ten dry coughs, followed by half

an hour's ([uiet. She had also suffered for a year from
frequent micturition and a dragging sensation in the

lumbo-sacral region. Various nervines had been tried

ineffectually. Her history was, that her first and <mly
pregnancy, two years before, had resulted in an abor-

tion at three months, and had been followed by some
persistent leucorrha^a and lumbosacral pain, aggra-

vated by standing and walking. On examination, the

larvnx, chest, and a1>domen were found free from dis

the bladder, from traction upon the utero-sacral liga-

ments, or from pressure of the cervix upon the poste-

rior sacral plexus or its branches—perhaps all three

reasons combined.

—

Ann. lonvers, ccxxxi., p. 519,

Miirzo, 1875.

—

Schmidt's J<ilirh. Sept. 8, 1875.

Indications from the Fluid of Explobatory
Punctures.—Dr. H. Westplialen lays down the fol-

lowing rules for our guidance in examining the fluid

obtained l)y exploratory punctures of abdominal
tumors.

1. The more viscid a fluid, and the more incom-
pletely its albiuniuates separate, so much the more
surely is it to lie regarded as ovarian. 2. If no co-

agulation forms after such a fluid has stood for some
hours in a warm place, or after its mixture with \ne-

viously tested blood serum, it is highly ))robable that

it comes from an ovarian cy.st. To this there are, how-
ever, exceptions. 3. The indications derived from the
precipitation by alcohol, aud from the form of the co-

agulum, are of but little value. 4. The microscopic
examination of the sediment should be chiefly for

cylindrical epithelium, and in the absence of this for

colloid and granular glolndes. 5. If these tests fail

us in the case of a very tliin fluid, the coagulation test

is most to be depended on. The suspension in the

fluid of fine particles of coagula, formed by acid, and
the difficulty of clearing it by filtration, also point to

paralbumen and metal l)umen and an ovarian origin.

—

Archie fiir Gyiuvkol. viii. 1.

—

Bcrl. Idin. Woch., Sept.

27, 1875.

Puerperal Infi,amm.\tion of the Ilio-sacral
Articulations.—-At the session of the Society of

Gynecology of Berlin, held March 16, 1875, Dr. EbcU
reported that he bad seen two cases of tlie disease

mentioned. One was in a patient twenty- four years of
age, with a contracted pelvis, a primipara, who was
brought into ;\Iartin"s clinique after attempts had been
unsuccessfully made to deliver her with the forceps.

She died of a low grade of inflammation of the joint,

with necrosis. The second case was a woman of

thirty, who was seized with severe pain in the left hip

on the seventh day after an unaided delivery. Soon
she could not walk, and lay on the right side with the

left thigh iiermauently adducted and rotated inwards.
There was doughy swelling of the soft parts covering
the joint, and rectal examination revealed the same
conciition of the anterior .surface of the sacro-sciatic

articulation. Temperature a litte over 103' F. The
treatment consisted in rest, painting with tincture of

iodine, and com))resses of water. Complete recovery

ensued.

—

Berl. liin. Woch., Sept. 27, 1875.

KoUMYS.—JI. Landowski recently made a communi-
cation to the Association francaise pour I'Avancement
dcs Sciences, on the value of koumys in consum|)tion.

It was stated that beside albuminoid matters, the liquid

contains salts identical with those of the sernm of the

blood, alcohol, and lactic acid. L. cited a number of

ease, nor was there any sensitive point in the si)ine ; there I
cases of consumption where koumys had lieeu employ-
ed with the greatest success. He recommends an ex-

tract prepared as follows : Good koumys, rich in fer-

ment, which has lieen deprived of caseine, is condensed
in a vacuum, at a low tem]3erature. After the evapora-
tion of the liquid the lactic and alcoholic ferments
remain, to which is then added alcohol olitained from
the distillation of old koumys. Adding a little lactate

to it the (ireparation of the extract is complete. It is

a syrui)y liquid, of an uncertain color, greenish white,

and opa(iue. Forty to forty-five grammes added to

one litre of milk are sufficient to change it in forty-

eight hours into excellent koumvs.

—

Lyon Medical,

Oct. 3, 1875.

were two painful points in the face, however, referal ile to

the trigeminus. On nudving a vaginal examination, the

utei'us was fcmnd enlarged and anteverted, so that the

body lay Ijehind the pul)ic bone and the cervix pressed

against the sacrum. These abnormal relations were
remedied on lier assuming the horizontal position. A
doul>le curved Hodge's [jcssarj' was introduced, which
restored the uterus to its normal position, and the cough
was I'elieved, to return, however, when, by way of ex-

•jeriment, the pessary was temporarily removed after a

,'ew days. After a year it was no longer required. The
author's theory is, that these reflex symptoms may have
ariseu from pressure of the body of the uterus upon
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THE SALE OF PATENT MEDICINES.

^^K recently referred to the qucsti(iniil)lc coiii-se pur-

sued by ))luinnuceutists in virtually declining to aban-

don a profitable traffic in patent and irregular medi-

cines, on the groinid that they were in popular

demand. We then, very pertinently as we thought,

jiropounded the incjuiry whether, under such circum-

stances, pharmacy could stiictly 1)C considered a pro-

fession, or whether it should not rather be classed

among the commercial pursuits, inasmuch as the sale

of such articles for mere pecuniary purposes savored

more of tlie eliaraeteristics of trade tlian of higli pro-

fessional duty. We are glad to find, in tlie columns of

the Amifii-iin Joitniiil of I'hurnuiey for December, that

the remarks wo then made have not escaped the notice

of tlie pharmaceutists of the country, almost all of

whom have been guilty, in greater or less measure, of

the practices referred to. We find our remarks not

only honored with editorial notice, Ijut also with a

special [laper offered at a meeting of the New York

Alumni Association of the Philadelphia College of

Pliarmacy, and which we republished in our last num-
ber. Botli these articles seem to confirm rather than

refute the main positions we then advanced. The
point in our own editorial of October 9th, whicli

.seems especially to have suggested these reiilies, is

the allusion we at that time made to " over-sensitive-

ness of the pocket-nerve," as the chief motive i)owcr

influencing the actions of the pharmacists in their

wrong-doing. In the pa|)er referred to, there is no

contradiction of this insinuation, but rather an apology

for tlie false status of pliannaey on the subject. Our
criticism on their course is, however, sjiid to be "most
unkind and unjust to the respectable minority of the

profession j of jiliaFmacy
I,
who ri'gard this feature as

a nuisance, and would gladly aid in its discontinu-

ance." We do not doubt that there are many apothe-

caries of excellent principles who do see the impro-

priety of this irregular traffic, but men must be judged

by tlieii' deeds and not UK'rely by their profes.sions.

What is this " respectable minority " aetu;illy dininj to

<lVeet tlie discontinuance of a ])raclice wliich is

acknowledged to bo frauglit with evil i Ab.solutcly

iii'thing, so long as the sale goes on unrestricted at

tlieir counters, and patent and special medicines are

meted out to every indiscriminate applicant. We eon-

frss to an unlimited faith in the adoption of radical

imasures for tlie siip[)ression of radical wrongs ; wc
consider therefore that a bold front on the part of

representative State and national pharmaceutical as-

sociations will have the effect of strengthening the

hands of this respectable minority; and of guiding

into patlis of propriety the great majority, who, in

their practices at least, are not so respectable.

Hut the author of the paper in the Jnuniid of I'har-

viaey. and the editor of the latter, who is also Permanent

Secretary of the American Pharmaceutical Association,

are strenuous advocates of half-way rather than of

extreme and thorough measures. Tlie former ina|)s out

a line of duty for pharmacists to follow tliat is beauti-

ful in its simplicity, and would be admirably prac-

tical in its working, if druggists were not human in

thi'ir weaknesses, and were absolutely perfect as pat-

terns of self-denial in their pecuniary dealings. When
llie millennium arrives we shall e.xiiect every pharma-

ceutist to frame liis course of action according to the

following standard there proposed: "His |the phar-

maceutist's] duty is: Never to recommend a ])atent

medicine, keep no advertising matter setting forth

their merits, allow no display of signs and show-cards,

etc., in his shop; and, if possil)lc, as it oftei.jis, keep

such nostrums out of sight of thc,.sblic, to sujiply

only on cu.stomcr's order, provided he cannot |>revail

ujKm him to consult a physician, or to try some

remedy wliich he shall prescribe." Wc presume l>y

' he," is meant the apothecary, who would thus sul)-

stitutc one wrong for anotlier by trying to induce a

(rii>tomcr not to purchase a nostrum of whose compo-

sition both are ignorant, and tlien violate his own
code of ethics by himself prescribing for the patient.

The fancy picture of an apothecary attempting to

argue with a purchaser on the impropriety of his

iiNing medicines which are kept regularly in stock for

any caller, and employing all his powers of gentle per-

suasion to induce the patient to consult a medical man,

may have its counterpart in actual practice in one ease

in a thousand, but in tlie otiier nine hundred and

ninety-nine cases the buying and .selling of irregular

medicines is a much simpler and more monetary

])roct'SS. W(^ believe, however, that there is .some

show of conscientiousness evinced in the proposed

hiding from sight of medicines, of which he is

confessedly a.sliamcd to be the seller, and for this

nnich at least let us be thankful. The editor of the

journal quoted believes that the lu'st way to abate a

nuisance is to educate the public; on the eontr.-iry, ex-

perience in measures of sanitary relief of other kiniU
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has clearly proven that while the process of educating

the public is l)eing discussed, the offence still endures

in all its original enormity. The pharmacist, in the

case in point, is really responsible for the spreading of

the very nuisance M-hich he professes a desire to do

away with ; a com-se of apparent duplicity of action

that tends rather to perpetuate it. As long as the

nuisance remains, the moral atmosphere cannot escape

contamination. But why adopt the editor's sugges-

tion and attempt to educate the pulilic at all. if it be

true, as the author of the other paper flatly asserts,

that the nostrum-))uying pulilic are not, as we had

represented, thR "non-educated portion of the com-

munity," and that "among the patrons of certain nos-

trums are numbered many of the best educated peo-

ple, notalily the clergy, who have an unaccountable

jiropcnsity for endorsing nostrums."

After all, it is tlie tpiestion of the pecuniary effect

of the sale of these medicines tliat is the stumbling-

block in its solution. All respectable pharmaceutists

agree that it is an evil ; but some of them differ with

us in the mode of discontinuing it. It is a source of

great profit, even i f it be a moral wrong ; and it is

probable, therefore, that apothecaries can never be

unanimous in any plan for its abandonment. It is

none the less an evil because physicians sometimes

prescribe these proprietary remedies; nor. does it

justify a wrong on the part of the apothecarj' in

selling them that his refusal to do so "would only

send the customer to the next drug-store," or lead to

the establishment of agencies for the tabooed prepara-

tions at other jilaces of business. Let him be just and

honorable to himself and the public ; he has no

further responsibilicy, be the effect what it may. But
a determined opposition to the traffic on the jiart of

the profession of jjharmacy—for so we woidd wish to

call it—would ha likely to induce the right-think-

ing portion of the ])ulilic to reflect that there must

be some valid reason for all this self-abnegation.

As it is very desirable that pharmacists and prac-

titioners should be in practical accord, we shall be

glad to hear of any feasible plan of conference be-

tween pharmaceutical and medical conventions that

will secure greater stringency of legislation, and sug-

gest satisfactory methods of remedying the evils al-

luded to.

TUB rRESBYTEUI.\N HOSPIT.^L AFP.\IU.

We are officially informed that the Pivshi/tfrhm Hos-

pital, on the 13th December, contained forty-five pa-

tients, that the managers were under the necessity of

opening two more wards, and that there were also ch.vcii

cniididate.i for the vacant places in the medical staff.

There are then eleven men at least who advocate the

principle of being dismissed from a hospital staff

without cause, and who are willing to trust themselves

to the tender mercies of a board of managers who have

defiantly outraged all notions of even ordinary justice.

If this is the way to uphold the dignity of our pro-

fession we have been wrong from the beginning, and

entirely misinterpreted the popular seiitiment.

THE SECULAlt PRESS ON MEDICAL TOl'ICS.

It is amusing to see the audacity with which the secu-

lar press tackles abstruse cpiestions in scientific medi-

cine. Not content with the exercise of its influence in

the direction of educating the people on hcJilth mat-

ters within the compiehensiou of all, it goes so far be-

yond the latter ))oint,, that even the educated physician

stands aghast at the jirofundity of its judgment. But,

after all, this is in keeping nith a self-appointed cen-

sorship of all the doings of mankind, the medical pro-

fession included. If a new remedy is reported, an

opinion must be expressed upon it ; the same with

some new method of treatment, or some new medical

doctrine, and it is done in that authoritative way
which is ridiculously refreshing. On questions of

medical ethics we nmst look to them for guidance,

and, refusing to accept their right to dictate, we must

be ridiculed into submission. Lately we.had a dis-

course on vivisection, which, in the novelty of the

views advanced and the soberness of the advice of-

fered, was more than u.sually entertaining. Just now

the topic of criminal insanity is occupying the atten-

tion of one of these medical authoritiis, and after read-

ing what he has to say upon the St.auderman case, we

are filled with regret that he was not consulted by the

lunacy commissioners befoie they made their report.

TUE LATE Till. KUACKOWIZER.

So seldom is justice done t(j the UKUioiy of the great

and good men in medicine, that when there is an ex-

ception to the rule of burying their deeds wth their

bones we make due notice of the fact. No more ap-

propriate exception could have been made than in the

case of the lamented Krackowizer, an elaborate and

graceful memorial of whom has lately been published.*

If our lamented friend could in his natural modesty

have supposed that his life deeds were worth recording

after lie was no more, he could scarcely have selceti d

more judicious and eloquent biographers than his old

friends Drs. Jacobi and Althof, and the Hon. Carl

Schurz. The addresses of these gentlemen are contained

in the volinne before us : the one by Dr. Jacobi, de-

livered before the Academy of Medicine ; the other two

at the Memorial meeting in Steinway Hall, October

23. At the same meeting were also addresses by E. F.

Hall, Esq., and Dr. P. Zinsser. These, together with

tlio resolutions passed by the different societies of

which the deceased was a member, and the various

public institutions with which he was connected, make

up the contents of a volume which caimot fail to be

acceptable to all who knev? the deceased. The life

* In Memory of E. Krackowizer, N. Y. G. P. Putnam" s Sons, lbT5,

8vo, pp. 68.
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sketch l).v Dr. Juoobi is i)articnliiily clociucnt in loving; ' tciulcncy to inoicase, and ciuise no trouMe aside from

admiration of his okl mul wiU-tiicd fiic-ud—and vct •'" <l''<coliir;ilion.

tlie wliole storv is not told.

Ucports of Societies.

NEW YORK MEDICAL LIBRARY AND
JOURNAL ASSOCIATION.

Stutfid Meeting, Dec. 17, 1875.

Dr. E. G. Lorin'g, Presiuent, in the Chair.

N.EVUS.

TiiK discushio.i upon tlic altove subject, it being a

special order, was opened by Dr. Bayi.is.

The doctor ga\(' a liiief remimi' of the ordinary de-

srri|)tioiis Ljiven to th:' different varieties of tliis affec-

tion, and then turned tlie cliscu>:siuii in the direction

of treatment, as |)robal)ly beintj tlie more interestini;

part Of tlie subject. To induce atropliy of tlicse

growllis resort has l>een liad to a variety of measures,

such as compression, lustringents. acupn'ssure. li^^a-

ture: different measures for cxcil'iij; inflammation in

the tissue, such as setons. puncture, laceration, inci-

sion, insertions of sponge, injections of stimulant solu-

tions, puncture with probe coated with nitrate of sil-

ver, vaccination, ligature in different ways, cauteriza-
\

I The superficial nievi of the va.scnlar variety arc

easily cured by either of the i)rominent methods of

treatment in ordinary use. When the .surface of the

n.evus is flat it can be treated quite satisfactoiily l)y

brushing it over with nitric aciil, just enough to pro-

duce a slight superficial eniiterization.

If there is no tendency to spread, the na-vi, perliap.s,

may better be left without treatuu-nt. but when they

nuuiifest a tendency to spiead, treatment should be at

once introduced.

If needles arc employed, blunt-pointed ones should

be selected, for it is the chemical action of the' heat

that we wish to secure, and not the mechanical action

produced by a sharp needle. The doctor exhibited

an instrument devi.sed by a former graduate of the

liiiversity .Medical College, which consisted of si.v

needles, each about the size of a fine knitting-needle,

and without points, inserted in a handle, and about

half an inch from their outer extremities they passed

through a bar containing two rows of holes. Each
row contained three needles, and the perforations were

separated nearly one- fourth of an inch in each direc-

tion. Uv using this instrument the operation cart be

greatly facilitated, and the heat is better retained in

this bundle than can be done by a single needle.

When the tumor is quite prominent the most desira-

ble method of treatment is by means of the ligature.

The tumor may be ligatured "in halves, or more divi-

sions can be made, according to circumstances.

The deeper subcutaneous n.-evi, conii)osed largely

of veins, the doctor looks upon with some ai)i)rehen-

sion as regards ultimate results ol>tained by treatment.

Uefercnce was then made to one or two cases whiclition, etc.. etc.

Du, Gauki.sii regarded needles heated to a white heat
j

h:id been treated feu- him by Dr. IJeard, of this city,

as the best means for treating mtvi of moderate size ' The treatment was by means of electrolysis, and good
which had a solid base. He had treated one case suc-

cessfully by vaccination, when the tumor was situated

over the anterior fontanelle.

Du. U. \\'. Tatti.or remarked that the na?vus araneus,

or 'that variety in which there is a central red |)oint.

from which little ves.sels radiate in all directions,

especially li.ible to occur about the nose and upper
])art of the cher'k. can be very easily destroyed and
cured liy the use of the electric needle.

Again, that variety, or subcutanco.is form, of nicvus

which is sometimes found in the cheek, and simulates
in feel a fatty tumor, can usually be benefited by
this method of treatment. In the treatment of this

results were obtained. The three methods of treat-

nu-nt for nivvi which Dr. Post i-ccommcndcd were the

lleedlc-s, the ligature, and electrolysis.

Dr. F. p. Eosti;k gave the history of his own case,

.ind exhibited the spot where the nicvus was situated.

It was upon the forearm, was congenital, was diagnos-

ticated as a fatty tumor by Dr. Bigelow of Boston,

who proceeded to an operation for its r< moval.

Wlien a long incision was nnulc, the mistake in diag-

nosis at once became evident.

Dissecti<ni was then made around the has • of the

tumor and about thirty vessels ligatured, whicli con-

tributed to its vascular supply. After a tedious and
variety he had lie>itated with regard to injecting ergo-

|

al-.rming illness. <luriug which the (piestion of ampu-
tine or other substance with the view of producing
coagulatimi of the blood, for fear that subseciuent

trouble might be experienced in the w;iy of cerebral

embolism. The common red-hot needles give so much
pain that the patient flinches when they an; introduced,
and then they are cooled before they have time to

reach the proper part of the growth. In this respert,

then, electric needles are far superior. They arc easily

applied, ancl the snbseipient results in the way of cica-

trices are almost nothing, for the puncture closes rap-

idly, and the spot can scarcely be recognized where
the needle was introduced. Where the ordinary ne<--

die has been employed the iu.stances are not few in

which minute keloid growtlis have appeared in the

cicatrices. Dr. 'I'aylor also referred to a ca.se of trau-
matic nievns occurring upon the nose, and believed
such an origin to be uncommon.

Dr. \. V. Post remarked that the most important
distinction to be made in this affeeticm is between the

v.^scular and the pigmentary varieties. Stains of the

skin are mere matters of personal blemish, are without

tat ion was lai.sed, he made a good recovery.

Dr. B. F. Dawson remarked that he was well con-

vinced that the treatment of na-vus .should be restricted

to two methods—namely, electrolysis and treatment by

the use of the galvanie cautiry. The doctor objected

to the use of needles, because they cannot be heated

siilhcicntly intense to retain their heat until they

e:ni be thrust into the tumor to the depth desired.

.\nother objection is the discoloration of tis-^ucs pro-

duced by the oxidation of the needle. Objection was
also made to the use of any agent which coagulates

the blood, hence all caustic a)iplications and injec-

tions of nstringents, stimulants, etc., etc., wen- ex-

cluded. The favorite i>lan of treatment employed by
Dr. Dawson is that by means of the galvanic <aHtery,

and to use this in the most successful manner a few
precautions are necessary. For the suiierficial iiievi all

th.it is re(piired is such a degree of lieat as will radiate

into the deeper tissues from the surface. If too in-

I tc use heat is used, it will be removed with the needle

I
or knife, or platinum strip, whichever may be cm-
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ployed, and the appearance of the nfevus will subse-

quently be the same as it was before the apjilicatiou,

whereas if the platinum is heated only to a dark-red
color, destruction of tissue will not be produced, and
the vessels will be made to shrink on account of the

effect produced by the radiated heat. For all super-

ficial n;«vi of moderate size a single thorough applica-

tion is all that is required to effect a cure. In treating

the subcutaneous tumors a white heat becomes neces-

sary, in order tliat the knife or needle shall retain

sufficient heat to be of service when it has reached the

deeper tissues.

With regard to nipvi having large surfaces, ]iortions

may be destroyed at different times, and consideraljle

])ortions will also be destroyed by the moderate in-

flammatory action which follows the operation. Dr.

Dawson also related a case wliere the na;vus was situ-

ated directly over the anterior fontanellc, and was
treated successfully by means of this method. The
dangers were recognized, and a corresponding degree
of care exercised in perfoi'niing the operation.

The point specially insisted upon Ijy Dr. Dawson
was, that the galvanic cautery did not in any true

sense produce a coagulation or thromljosis in the ves-

sels like that produced by an astringent injection, but
rather a clot wliich becomes rapidly organized and
a shrinking in tlie calibre of tlie vessels which
remains permanent, and that this can be effected

without destruction of tissue. If too hot a needle or

knife from the galvano-oautery is introduced into

tissues there will be :is much hemorrhage as after the

use of a cold sliarp knife.

Dr. Ai.t.en spoke of the galvanic cautery as the

most serviceal)le means at our command for the treat-

ment of najvus. Tlie ease with which it can be ap-

plied, the rapidity with which the operation is pei"-

fornied. and the almost total aKsenoe of severe inflam-

mation following it, strongly favor its adoption.

The doctor then referred to three cases occurring in

young children ; two upon the head and neck, one
upon the wrist, and all in active growth.
Those upon tlie head and neck were cured by a

single application. That upon the wrist I'equired a

little more prolonged application. In the superlicial

variety, all that is necessary is to ])lace the ])latinum.

moderately heated, in contact with the surface, and
allow it to remain sufficiently long to be certain that

the heat has radiated to the tissues below.
Dr. Andrew H. S.mitii referred to a variety of

ntievus which has a fibrous capsule, isnd the contents

can be enucleated almost as easily as an encysted tumor
can be remf>ved. Perha|)s in this variety enucleation

would lie the liest treatment. The doctor also spoke
of the iia^vi which are sometimes seen at the ahv of the

nose, and appear to involve the entire thickness of the

alse. Ho inquired whetlier this variety can be treated

by the use of the galvanic cautery in the same manner
as when the ntevi are situated in other localities.

Dr. Dawson replied that such mevi could be treated

by this means equally well as those found in other
situations.

Dr. Messenger mentioned a case of what is knovm
as the port-wine nievus. that fell under tlie care of a
quack, who nearly cured it with a sun-glass.

Dr. Piff.\hd remarked with reference to the solar

cautery, that he had found it ap]ilicable in the treat-

ment of lupus and chancroids, and could not see why
it might not be serviceable in the treatment of najvus.

While applying this cautery, it is well to jirotect the

eyes from the i)rilliancy of the light by wearing col-

ored glasses, else the ojierator will not be alile to

determine the e.aict outline of the cauterization. With

a little practice a line no more tluiu one- sixteenth of

an inch in breadth can be obtained with considerable

ease. The doctor referred to a case of na'vus situated

over the anterior fontanelle, in the treatment of which
he assisted Prof. Darby. The galvanic cautery was
employed, and the result obtained was satisfactory as

far as applied. The ufevus was of some size, and
only a portion was destroyed at the first operation.

Dr. W.\HD refei-red to cases where he had effected a

satisfactory cure by the use of the common hot needles.

The result desired in the use of the cautery is the pro-

duction of a clot in tlie vessels, which .shall rapidly

become organized, as after a ligature, and be followed
by permanent atrophy. By the use of the galvanic

cautery localized coagula arc not produced, but coag-
ulation over the entire tumor is produced at once

;

hence there is no i-is a Ui-f/o left in the tumor to drive

fragments of tlie thrombus forward. The doctor

recommended the galvano-cautery, Iiut at the same
time justified the use of the actual cautery by means
of the hot needles or hot iron when no other apparatus

can be obtained. He objected to the practice of in-

jecting coagulating substances into na;vi, for the rea-

son that great risk is taken with reference to the sub-

sequent development of embolism.
The hour of ten having arrived, the As^eiation was

adjourned by the President.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

Stated Meeting, December IC, 1S75.

Dr. S. S. Purple, President, in the Chaik.

the treatment of peritypiii.ltic abscess

Being the subject for discussiou. Dr. AVeber related

ii. brief the histories of three cases. The first occurred

in 1869, in a boy act. 18 years, and presented the or-

dinary symptoms of this affection. Dr. Willard
Parker, of New York, had repoi-ted his case and
method of operation in the year 18G7. Dr. Weber
performed his operation in the same manner, and
made a long incision over the region of the sus-

pected abscess, carefully dissecting through one layer

after another of the abdominal parietes until the

fascia transversalis was leached. At this point, a care-

ful search for fluctuation was made, liut none being
detected, it was deemed unadvisable to proceed fuither

witli operative measures. Accordingly a drainage
tube was in.sertcd. and the wound closed, except the

central portion. Only a short time elapsed before the

aliscess ruptured, and upon the second day a foreign

body, a hard lump of fiecal matter, was found outside

ujion the dressing. The drainage tube was retained

for a short time, and the boy soon made a perfect re-

covery. In this case the oiieration was |)erformed

upon the serenth day, and scarcely any connective tissue

was discharged from the wound.
Dr. Weber's second case occurred in a young man

!l^t. 25, who was quite fleshy and robust. The attack

was sudden and violent. There seemed no difliculty

in diagnosis, and the case was treated with opium fo-

mentations, etc., until the c/V/7/^/* day, when, after being
able to distinctly recognize a tumor, it was determined
to )K'rform the operation for evacuating the contents of

the supposed abscess. Accordingly an incision ahout
four inches in length was made through the al)domi-

nal jiarietes, and extended down to the fascia trans-

versali.s. At this ]ioint, as in the )jreeeding case, the

fascia was ])al]iated in search of fluctuation, when sud-

denly the wall of the abscess was perforated, and a
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large quantity of fetid pus escaped. The case did
well for a time, and witliin two or tlircc days an (iranjrr

seed covered witli f:ecal matter was found upon the

dressinj;. After a time, considerahk^ connective tissue

was discharged from the womid, and it was at least

four weeks before unian began to take place. In the

fifth week tlie patient became the subject of traumatic

crysipela.s, which involved the right side of tlie trunk,

invaded the wound, separated the lips, and delayed

final union for a very considerable lengtli of time.

Union, liowever, finally took place, but the cicatrix

seemed so insecure, that the doctor thought it advisa-

ble for tlu' patient to wear a truss as a guard against

the occurrence of ventral licrnia. Hernia has not oc-

curred, and the man wears tlie truss without serious

iiieoiivenienee.

Dr. Weber's third case occurred in a tall lank in-

dividual who had .syphilis, and was 28 years of age.

He was suffering from secuiulur;/ manifestations, mu-
cous patches, etc., .at the time of the attack, whieli

came suddenly in the night and developed the peculiar

symptoms of the disease. Leeches, fomentations.

opium, injections of warm water to relieve flatulence

(tympanitis was marked), beef-tea, milk, and stimu-

lants were the agents resorted to in the early treat-

luent of the case. On the ninth day it was determined
to perform the operation, and accordingly an incision,

as in the second case, was made through the tissues

over the tumor down to the fascia transversalis. Here
again, while i)alpation was being made, the linger

broke tluougli the wall of the abscess and a large

amount of fetid pus evacuated. In tliis case the

amount of suppuration following the operation was
very large, but no foreign body was discovered. At
tlie eiul of tlie second week there was a sudden and
marked aggravation of symptoms, characterized l)y

pain, dysuria, restles.sne.«s, tympanitis, acceleration of

jjulse, elevation of temperature, etc., etc. Tliese symp-
toms were relieved as much !us ])ossible by the use of
opium, the catheter, fcuiKiitations. injections, etc., etc.,

until at the end of tlie third or early in the fourth week
the patient begiin to pass pus in considerable quanti-

ties with his urine, and this continued for almut a

week. The wound in the abdominal ))arietes during
this time continued to discharge freely. With the

discharge of pus by the urethra there also came relief

from all the severe general symptoms.
In the fifth week the doctor was again summoned

in the night on account of a second aggravation of
symptom.--. The C(uistilutif>nal disturbance was about
the same as before, and was relieved as far as possible

by the use of the same mea.sures. At the end of about a

week the patient pas,sed a large quantity of pus by the

rectum, and again the patient felt relieved. Finally,

about the eighth week, tliee-\ternal opening had closed,

but the cicatrix jjresenting the same weak insecure

appearance. As in the second ca.se, it vviis recom-
mended that a truss be worn as a protection against

the occurrence of hernia. In this case also hernia has
never been develo|)ed. The (lUestion which the doctor
now raised for himself was. How shall I perform the

operation in the future? He formulated his answer
thus: there are, undoubtedly, cases which admit of
first introducing a tine canula or needle into the ab-

scess through the abdominal walls, and thus make the

instrument a guide for the subs<'quent incisions, ac-

cording to the method of operative procedure de-

scribed by Dr. ({union liuck of this city.

Perhaps, however, the incision enables the operator

to be more sure of flurtuiition beneath the fascia trans-

versalis, and tlmt is really the great point of impor-
tooce iu the operation. An incision four inches in

length the doctor regarded as amply p\ifHcient. Dr.
Wel>er cmphasizid another point, namely, that in
another case he shall treat the wound after the anti-
septic plan of IJster, or any other well approved |ilan,

for the purpose of destroying the atniosphcrie germs
with which it may become poisoned. The plan of
oinration by first making an explorative piinciure was
not ol)jected to by Ur. Weber, and perhaps there may
bf less liability to subsequent development of lieinia

than when a free and somewhat extended incision is

made through the abdominal walls. In any event, he
objected to delaying the operation beyond the eighth
or ninth day.

Dit. FoitDVCE Bakkkr remarked that he wa-s not
able to speak of this disease a.s an idiopathic affection,

lait his observations had been confined almost exclu-
sively to those cases which have been associated with
the puerperal state. He had seen a single case asso-

eiiited with typhus fever.

In this connection, the doctor referred to the well-
known tendency, in certain epidemics of puer|)eral

fever, to the formation of abscesses in various regions
of the body. In some epidemics, the occurrence of
such abscesses seems to be the most notable lesion,

and for this reason perityphlitic abscesses are seen
not infrequently.

Ueference was here made to the great difficulty of
diagnosis of this affection in i)uerperal women, because
of the obscurity of the symptoms. It is difficult to

determine whet lier we have to deal with pelvic peri-

tonitis or pelvic cellulitis, or metritis, or phlebitis, and
it is only by the most caicful study of the clinical

symptoms, accompanied by the most careful and judi-
cious physical examinations, that a correct difTerential

diagnosis can be made.
Certain points in diagno.sis observed by Dr. Barker

may be mentioned. Tunufaetiou of the abdomen is

especially liable to be absent in women sick with puer-
peral diseases affecting this region.

Where this form ot ab.scess lias been the primary
manifestation, he had not found that high degree of
tiiiiperature and rapidity of pulse, perhaps none of
the symptoms except tenderness upon jjre.ssure, which
commonly accompany iiuerperal peritonitis. The tem-
perature does not usually rise above lU;! or 104 F.

;

the affection is ordinarily of slow devchipuient. and
the pulse may reach lOS or 110.

There is not that amount of constitutional shock com-
monly seen in connection with metritis and phlebitis.

Vomiting is a prominent symptom. Difficulty of
micturition has been present in every one of his cases.

AliMnce of riyvrs is a notable peculiarity. We have
been accustomed to regard it as almost a necessity to

have rigors or chills developed during the progress of
[nirulent formations, but in all these cases which had
fallen under his observation this .symptom had not been
present.

The doctor referred to the fact that he had seen
several cjises where swelling of the limb followed the

development of an attack that was to terminate in the

formation of a perityphlitic absces.s, and the eiuses

were mistaken for phlegmasia alba dolens. But the
.appearance of the limb is something entirely different

when the swelling is developed as the result of the

abscess, from that presented when the swelling is the
result of phlebitis. For there is, iu the case of abscess,

an absence of the glistening skin, tenderness upon
pi( ssure, and the a-denia so commonly prr.-ent in tho
4illii( dolfiiK after the first three or four ilays. To the
practised eye the appearance of the limb in these two
ouiditions is entirely distinct.

Some of Dr. Barker's cases died of peritonitis ex-
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cited by the presence of the abscess ; some from ex-

haustion incident to the profuse su|)puration. In some
cases perforation occurred into tlie Ijhidderand bowel,

and in one case an external opening formed. One case

recovered without operative interference. A number
of cases recovered after an external opening y>'as made.

In one case of periuepliritic abscess wliich the doctor

meniioned, when an opening was made, the kidney

could be distinctly seen and felt, and recovery toolc

place. One case was related in whicli tlie aspirator

was used and about one ounce of jjus witlidrawn, the

patient jjlaced upon large doses of quinine with the

view of arresting cell-production, and tlie patient re-

covered.

Dii. B.'^^RKER inquired of Drs. Buck and Weber with

reference to the occurrence of rigors in their cases.

In Di'. Buck's last case there was a slight shiver last-

ing only a few minutes in the earlier part of the attack

;

and in Dr. AVeber's cases thei'e was a rigor in the first,

but not in the second and third until tlie succeeding

troubles were developed.

Dk. Buck remarked regai'diug the occurrence of

hernia, that in his first case a sufticient length of lime

had elapsed to determine whether the tendency existed

or not, but that it was absent, and there seemed to be
no special liability to its [n'oduction.

He further enforced the proposition that the cir-

cuinscrihcd xensitive pt)iiit indicates the exact location

of the abscess, and that elevation or redness of sur-

face were not necessary to a diagnosis, nor should the

presence of a tympanilic percussion-note over the tu-

mor deter from the oi)eration. The resonance can be

explained by the development of gas in the cavity of

the abscess, thus giving ri.se to tym[>anitic resonance

where formerly duhuss was prestut. The doctor also

considered it important to avoid v>ounding the abdo-

minal parietes to any greater extent than is absolutely

necessary.

A small canula No. 1, bougie scale, can be introduced

with perfect safety ; for if it should penetrate the intes-

tine no harm will follow.

He further alluded to the fact that it was Dr. Han-
cock, of London, who first performed the operation in

the year 1848 ;
and that Dr. AViliard Parker revived it

in 18U7.

The question was raised by a nienil:)er. Why not ope-

rate earlier and introduce the needle of the aspirator,

say on the third or fourth day .' AVhat harm can be

done ? AVould it not be justifiable 1

Dk. Wbbek expressed the opinion that nothing is

to be gained by interference before the tumor can be

distinctly felt, at which time adliesiims have probably

taken place. He disapproved of any operative inter-

ference whatever before the sixth or seventh day
;
pos-

sibly in some cases by the fifth.

Dr. Bcck corroborated the opinion of Dr. Weber
regarding too early operative interference.

The Academy then adjourned.

Uterine Vaccin.\tion of a Lamb.—In 1851 a flock

of ewes was vaccinated by Mr. Sylvain, V. S. Amongst
them several were pregnant. On the twentietli day
following the operation, a laml) born of one of the

vaccinated ewes presented on the inside of the left

thigh the three marks which had been made on the

mother, at the same place and on the same leg, when
the lamb was yet a foetus. She had been delivered

twelve clays after Taccination, and on the twentieth

day the pustules were in both, ewe and lamb, in the

jieriod of desqvanntion.

—

liecucil de Mifdecinc Viteri-

naire.

(flovvesponliciuc.

'•MILK OF MAGNESIA."
To THE Editor op The Medical Record.

Sir :—There is a proprietary prepai'ation with the

above title for sale in the shops, which has given rise

to considerable di-scussion. On the one hand, it is

claimed on the label that it consists of '" a sini}ile mix-
ture of pure hydrate of nuignesia with pure water."

On the other hand, those wlio have tried. to mix hy-

drate of magnesia with water, without the interven-

tion of gum, sugar, or other intermediuni, have com-
pletely failed, and are ready to assert that the prepara-

tion is not what it purports to be.

Whatever may be the "new process" to which the

proprietor lays claim, it is certain that a permanent
" mixture of pure hydrate of magnesia with pure

water " may be easily prepared by precipitating a so-

lution of Epsom salt with caustic potash or sotla, and
remox'ing the resulting sulphate by repeated washings,

decanting the clear liquid in the upper part of tue

vessel each time, and atiding a fresh quantity of water.

The last decantiug will leave a milky fiuid, consisting

of the loose flocculeiit precipitate of hydrate of mag-
nesia, with just enough water to till the interstices.

The apparent sa>ipensioii of tiio magnesia is owing to

the loose and bulky character of the precipitate, as is

sliowu by the fact that if the latter be collected on
a filter, dried and reduced to powder, it will no
longer mix with water, but will sink promptly to tlie

bottom.

The fluid obtained as above described seems to be

identical with the so-called " milk of magnesia," re-

ferred to above. It has exactly the appearance of

milk, and when a very little sugar is added it resem-

bles it closely in taste. This makes its administration

extremely easy, while being in a liquid form it acts

more jjromptly and uniformly than the powder, and
we should suppose would be less likely to form con-

cretions in the intestines.

It is an exceedingly useful anel convenient prepai a-

tion, and ought to be kept by every druggist in the

place of tile patent article, which is sold ;it an extor-

tionate price.

Andrew II. Smith, M.D.
110 E. 3STO St., New York. Xoi'- 2-1, IST.i.

RECOVERIES FROM GUNSHOT WOUNDS.
To THE Editor op The Mei>ical Record.

Sir:—In the perusal of some of the late numbers of

your journal, I have read with a deal of interest the

history of a number of cases of remarkable recoveries

from terrific wounds, and although not able to give

you a case in which the ai.atomy had been as badly

abused as described in at least one of your publi.shed

instances, yet I am disposed to contrilnite my mite to

the collection of remarkable recoveries from gunshot
wounds.
Every one who participated (in either army) in what

was called the "Banks Ked River Expedition," during
our late "unpleasantness," will remember the exceeil-

ingly rapid retreat which was made by that column ;

and also the fact that most of the Federal wounded,
who were at all badly hurt, died eillier on the field of

battle, or fell into the hands of the Confederates, and
eventually died from lack of proper attention. The
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history of the cusc tliitt is aliout to he rehited is. there-

1

fore, more tliau ordiiiiirily interestiii-j;. from the fact

tliat the patient wa.s in some manner earricil aK)ni; witli

the retreating troops, and recovered from his injuries,

measmalily at least, without any other hospital advan-
tages or surgical attendance than a retreating army
could give when it liad heen completely routed.

The description of tlie case is transcribed from an
old pension ilocket, made wliile I was examining-sur-

geou for pensions at Lancaster, Ohio, in IS^tiH and
IStiU, and is taken from the last examination made by
me, which was on .S^ptemlier Itli. IfjO'J, and was made
in an exceedingly hurried and carcli-ss manner. I

have not seen th< veteran since, but it is fair to presume
that lie is still living, and engaged in the pursuit of
his antebellum occupation, namely, that of a cobbler.

In a visit paid to the vicinity of his former liome, a
few weeks ago. I made some imiuiries as to his where-

,

abouts. and was informed that, several years before, he
liad "goiK^ west,"' and was, when last heard from,

flourishing in tluit country, wliercver it may be. I

give the whole entry as it stands on the book, and per-

haps the narrative may attract the attention of some
one who has seen the suliject since I liave, and who
may lie alih; to add some important particidare

]

thereto.
•• Reexamined Sept. 4th. 18(ii).—.John 15. Giunan, late '

a private in Co. .V, 14th Uegiment Iowa Volunteer In-

1

fautry, is instfibed upon the roll of the Columbus
(Ohio) .Vgency. He was wounded at the battle of

Pleasant llill, Louisiana, during tlie Hanks Red River
Expedition, seven times, as follows:

' Int. Produced by a splinter driven fiom a tree by
the bursting of a sliell : struck tlie left side of the

neck below the ear. and between the sterno-cleido mas-
toid swell and the ramus of the jaw. The results of

this wound have been an immense cicatrix, total loss

of hearing iu the left ear, and partial anchylosis of the

jaw.
"'id. Produced by a musket ball, wliich penel at d

the left thigh at a point seven inches above the patella,

on the inner margin of the rectus muscle, passed up-
ward and outward, and emerged at the point where
the sensor vagiu;e femoris becomes tendinous, and be-

neath the vestus externus. The results of this injury

are a large and constiicted cicatrix.

"3(/. I'ansedby a musket ball, which penetrated the

left thigh over the belly of the rectus muscle, passed
directly backward, and emerged at the upper angle of
the popliteal space, fracturing and comminuting the

shaft of the femur outrageously. The results of this

wound are deeply depressed cicatrices, and a large cal-

lus at the point of union in the bone.
" 4t/i. Caused by a musket ball, which entered the

outer side of the left thigh, at a point over the origin

of the va.stus externus. passed downward, inward, and
backward, and yet remains embedded ami encapsuled
beneath the inner condyle of the femur, and very near
the knee-joint. Thi^ results of this wound are deep
cicatrix, and partial anchylosis of the left knee-

joint.

".j'/i. Caused by a musket ball, which penetrated the

inner side of the left leg, at a point six inches above
tlic internal malleolu.s, and over the inner edge of the

tibia, and was extracted from tlie same place, having
spent its force. The result of this injury is a very

largo and painful cicatrix.
•• ijl/i. Produced by a musket ball, which entered the

left leg at a point one; inch behind the point of en-

trance of the lifth wound, pas.sed downward and out-

ward, and now remains encapsuled in the interosseous

space, and near the ankle-joint. The results of this

wound are the usual cicatrix, iiartial anchylosis of

tlu' ankle-joint, and intense pain on movement.
" 1th. Caused by a canister shot, which penetrated the

posterior surface of the riglit thigh at the upper angle

of the popliteal space, passed downward andoulwaid.
priiducing a compound fracture of the femur in its

course, and emerged at the point of the commence-
ment of the tendon of the long head of the biceps,

al>out tlirec inches above the external condyle of the

fciiuir. The results of this wound are a very large

cicatrix, a considerable nialfoniiation fiom improper
uiii(m of tlie fiactiue, and noticeable anchylosis of tin,'

knee-joint. lie cannot walk except with great pain,

and can do no work except in a sitting posture. The
case lias in no \\\m: improved."

Alter this description, who shall say that the enemy
did not obey the orders of their comniandeis to tire

lov,' ; I have no doul)t, judging from the evidence

orally given by Goman, and the nature of his wounds,
that it must have literally rainul missiles during the

battle of Pleasant Hill. I iiuiuired of him as to

whether at the time he was wounded, or at any' time

since then, he had been able to decide which one of his

injuries brought him to the ground. He reiilied in

substance :
" 1 received all the wounds at the same

instant, and went down all in a heai) at om;e. I tell

you it just haildl bullets there, and a fellow couldn't

get away from them, either."

1 am sorry to be unable to give a more detailed nar-

rative of the case, but on the whole the case can be

reasonably classed with the late one in The Rixokd,
which was the subject of twelve wounds.

Very respectfully,

.JosEi'ii R. Beck, M.D.
tr» Kast Wasiiisgtos St., Fort Wayse, Indiana.

CHANGES IX THE PUBLIC SERVICE.

ARMY.

Ofli'lal List of Changes of St/itions and Duties of Of-

Jierrs of tlif M(diad Dijiiirtment United States Army,
'from Dec. X'ilh to Dec. i4th, 1875.

Barnett, R.. A.ssistant Surgeon.—.Vssigned to tem-
porary duty at Jackson Barracks, La. S. O. 23'~, c. s.,

Department of the Gulf.

CowDREV, S. G., A.ssistant Surgeon.—Assigned to

dutv at Jackson Barracks, La. S. O. 2^2, Department
of the Gulf, Dec. IIS, 1S75.

ToKNEV, G. H., Assistant Surgeon—Assigned to duty
at Post of Pinevillc, La. S. O. 232, c. s.. Gulf.

Washington, Dec. 23, 1875.

The following decision as to the; status of Acting As-

sistant Surgeons iu the army is announced : Acting As-

sistant Surgeons are entitled to the same protection in

their positions, also to the .same respectful subordinate

conduct, and to the same military courtesy from enlisted

mill, as would be the case if they were commi^sioned
orticers. They are placed in the position of commis-

sioned officers so far as relates to their duties as sur-

geons by the United States Government.

Mh. .\cton, a London physician, who is known by

his writings on the generative organs, prostitution,

and allied subjects, died suddenly on the 7th of De-

cember of syncope, from fatty heart.

Dit. G. B. Ow ENS, J. P., has been ekcted Lord Mayor
of Dublin. Ireland.
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illcbtcal Items ariis ^tms.

The "Mass Meeting" Rksoi,utions.—Informa-
tion Wanted.—" Citi/.en" sends us the following:

—

" Dear Sir : It will be rcmeniljered that at the ' mass
meeting' (so-called) of the profession, held on Nov.
;)Oth, that after the passage of the • resolutions,' Dr.
Gillette's motion, 'that the resolutions l)e printed and
a copy be sent to the secretary of every hospital and
dispensary in the city.' was adopted. iSTow, I ask for
information why this resolution has not been carried
out? I state, by authority, that the Governors of the
New York Hospital are particularly desirous that tlie

' resolutions ' sliould be laid before them at tlieir ne.\t

monthly meeting."

New York Academy of Medicine.—The following
donations have been made to the library of the Acad-
emy since Nov. 34, IST,!:

From Dr. Elislia Harris—A volume of the " IMcdical
Papers of the U. S. Sanitarv Commission Jlenioirs,"

edited by Prof. Austin Flint," M.D. ; Vol. I. of Public
Health Papers of the American Public Health Associ-
ation ; a tiled series of the Weekly Statement of the
Bureau of Vital Statistics of the Cily of New York.
From the Boaid of Health of New York—Fourth

Annual Report of the Board of Health of tlie Health
Department of the City of New York, May 1, lS7a, to

April 30, 1874.

From Di-. H. T. Hanks—Tlie American Dispensa-
tory, edited by J. R. Ojxe, AM)., 1823.
From Mr. I. F. Wood—Twenty miscellaneous pam-

])hlct.s on medical subjects, and ten numljers of medi-
cal journals and rejiorls.

From Trustees of the Johns Hopkins Hospital, Bal-
timore, Md.—One volume entitled " Hospital Construc-
tion and Organization," 18T.3.

From Dr. .James R. Leaming—A volume on surgery,
by Ambrose Pare, printed in Dutch in Km'), formerly
owned liy Dr. Gerardus Beekman, who was a prisoner
of war in the American Revolution, and was released
to do duty because of the small nuiiil)er of surgeons.
From E. D. Hudson, .Jr.—The Materia Medica of

Cnllen, 2 vols., Edinliurgh, 1789; Cours d'Anatcmiie
Medicale, Portat, 5 vols., Paris, 1803 ; Anatomie
GJnf'ral, Ijy Bicluit, 4 vols., Paris, 1831 ; (Euvres Chi-
rurgicales, by Dis.sault, 3 vols., Paris, 1813.

From Mr. Juan C;imeros—jNIedicine Legale, by J. L.

Casper, 3 vols., Paris, 1803.
Fi-om Dr. Fianeisco Dichiara, Corresi)ouding Fellow

of the Acadeni}'—A Pamphlet on Electricity in Sur-
gical Diseases.

From Dr. Sell—Physician and Pharmacist, Nov..
1875.

The following works by Dr. Austin Flint were pre-
sented by him

:

Essay on Conservative Medicine and Kindred Sub-
jects, 1874; A Practical Treatise on Physical Explor-
ation of Chest, 1 800 ; A Practical Treatise on Disease
of the Heart, 1870; a Volume on Phthisis, 187.5; A
Treatise on the Principles and Practice of Medicine,
1873.

Du. P. Db Makmon, of King's Bridge, N. Y., is

spending the winter at St. Augustine, Fhjrida, on ac-

count of impaired health, consequent upon an attack
of pneumonia last spring.

Til F, Manual OF Thermometry, by Dr. E. Seguin,
of this city, lias been translated into Italian by Dr.
AlbLMto Zeri. This is another evidence of the apijreci-

ation of American labors abroad.

Tire Vivisection Question in England.— The
Briti.ih Mcdh-dl Journal says that the Committee of the
Association for the " Promotion of Human Treatment
of Animals," have resorted to the plan of placing in the
hands of young ladies, papers for the signatures of
their friends, and remarks: "This Committee ought
really to l)e congratulated upon their system of work-
ing, if it be carried out so completely in England as we
have been informed has recently obtained in Lincoln-
sliire, when it was suggested that the visitors attracted
to the neighborhood liy the festivities incidental to the
race-week should be apjilied to for their signatures.

How could there be a more perfect way of obtaining
opinions on an important scientific question, than by
sending to young ladies in country houses, papers for
such a purpose? Happening to see one of these valua-
ble documents, we oliserved that three-fourths of the
names were those of ladies, one of whom, however
wise in her generation, only gave her initials, as she
thought that ' liy so doing, her name would carry
greater weight.' How charming in a ball-room for
one of those enthusiastic young ladies to be alile to

make it a stipulation that, if she danced with him, he
must sign her anti-vivisection paper ?

"

Dr. J. Murdock H.vrvet.—At a special meeting of
the Medical Staff of the North-eastern Dispensary,
held December 10th, 187.5, a committee of three was
api)ointed to draft resolutions regarding the death of
the late Dr. J. Murdock Harvey, consisting of Di'S. W.
Schoonover, D. H. Mount, and E. H. M. Sell, who pre-

sented the following preamble and resolutions, which
were unanimously adopted :

]]7if'>-m.^, The members of the Medical Staff of the
North-eastern DisiJensary having learned of the sud-
den demise of their esteemed brother and co-laborer,

Dr. J. M. Harvey; therefore,

Jiesiihvd, That in the death of Dr. Harvey this medical
staff has lost one of its best memlters, and a most zealous
laborer in the cause of medical science. Self-sacrific-

ing and generous to a fault, none knew him but to

love him. He died a martyr to his profession, having
coutr.acted the disease which caused his death while
administering to a charity patient in this Dispensary.

liesiilri'd, That we cherish his memory as a noble ex-

ample of professional integrity worthy of our emulation.
liexolvril, That while we mourn his loss, we arc as-

sured that he is not dead, but sleepcth, and will one
day awake to receive the rewai'd of the right<:ous.

lies'ilvi'd. That a copy of these resolutions be trans-

mitted to the family of the deceased, as an expression

of our SYmi)athy in their great bereavement.'
ResoheiJ, That a cojjy of these resolutions be sent to

The Medical Record.
W. ScnooNOVER, M.D., Preniilcnt.

E. H. M. Sell, M.D., Sscretary.

S.MALi,-Pox IN London.—According to the Regis-

trar-General no death has been referred to small-pox

in London for over four months.

Weekly Bulletin of the Meetings of Medical
Societies.

Monrhy, January 3.—New York Neurological So-

ciety.

Thursday, January 6.—New York Academy of

Medicine, 12 W. 31st st. Election.

Frichiy, January 7.—New York Medical Journal

Association, 13 W. 31st St. :
" Alopecia Areata." Dr.

H. G. Piffard.
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©ricjinal Cccturc.

THE INFLAMMATIONS AND THE CON-
OESTIONS OK TIIK XON-OKAVID UTE-
RUS.

PRKUMTNAKY LECTURli

By E. 1{. PKASLEE, M.D., LL.n.,

PROP, or OYNJ£COI.UGY IK BBLLBVCB HOSPITAL UEDICAL COLLBGB.

Paiit II.
j

Oenti.I'^mkn ;—Tlie second cause of the unsatisfactory

l>ioj;i\ss respecting llie iiilUumiuitions and the conges-

tions of the uterus is

—

The muiuiiijitiou thiit iiif)<imui(itio/> is the 2)rinc'qi(d,

if' mil the Mcluaiccty cviUi'oUiinj, dement in uterine pa-
tkvlixjy.

I

To a student of our science, the idea that uterine dis-

nise m general is produced by any single pathologi-

cal condition, is sini|)ly al)surd. Yet the following

e.xclu.sivc views have produced lus many epochs in the

liistory of gyuiccology since I began to give special

attention to this department of practice. f'"ioni ISJJo

to 1S1.> Lisfranc, of the J..a Pitie Hospital (Paris;, treat-

ed cervical ulceration as the only important uterine

alTeetion l)e.-ides the malignant diseases. Dr. J. U.
Bjnnett. in his work piiblislied in IS-l."), maintained tliat

" ulcrralive intianiination of tlie os and cervi.v uteri

is tile one great eleiiienl in uterine palliology." Ten
years lat.r, Velpeau pio[)osid tlie mechanical view
of this subject, attributing lliese affections, iuflam-

matiou even, to displacement of tlie uterus; and
which has been revived by J)r. G. Hewitt in the last

<'ditioii of hi^ work. The surgical eiioch, starting

aliout ltjli4 with the notion that almost all uterine

alfectums, and many otliers peculiar to women, de-

mand surgical, and even operative interference, reached
its acme l<y 1S70, and toitunately is still decliuiug.

Dr. Chapman, in 1S72, asserted in liis work entitled
•• llysleroliigy," that congestion is the fundamental
oleuieiit in uterine jiathology ; a work of much merit

iiotwithstautling its exclusiveness, but not duly appre-

ciated by the profession at large, since most gvmeeolo-
gists even, ignore the fact that the uterus is capable
of becoming congeateiL

We lind, lu fact, as miglit be expected, tliat infiiuu-

mation, di.sjilaceinent, congestion, tuiiior.s, carcinoma,
and various other conditions may be the starting-point

in ut,riiii' affections, and the history of each cjise must
determine its originating eleinent-

IJul the asserted exclusive agency of intlammatioii

in uteiiue pathology has very naturally led to a third

cause of the cuninsion I am illustrating, viz., tItE

mititah'iinj o.itntJwr jiiitltoloijif'Jil ronditivnj'or iiijlaiinnn-

liou, unit rntlimj it aueh— irhirh ilijf'KrsJ'rom iiijlamma-

tion in all itn rliAirncl' rmtiex ami ijJ'evlD.

The condition thus misunderstood and mistaken for

intlaiimiatiou, proves on e.xaminalion to be congestion

iklone; aud it i^ impurtant neJitlo consider the

N.M'UUK, V.»niIiTII£S, ANB EFKECTS OI' CONOI«TION.

Ir inllamuiation be produced in the web of a frog's

foot by the application of a stimulant, cy., the tincture

of cupsituiu, the lullowiug order of changes occur.--:

1. There is an hicreased rush of blood into a;id

through the ve.s.sels of the part; i.e., the activity of

the circulation is increased.

2. The capillaries become nlmormally distended by
the Mood, and thus jiartially lose tlicir power of

transnnttinir it. Now lliiii' is diminislieil circulation

in the part, though too miieli blood.

Tlielirstof these conditions is active and tlie second

is passive congestion. 'I"li<re is hypein'mia, or excess

of blood in the ves.sels. in luitli.

;(. The.action of tliestimiilant being still further pro-

longed, a third change ensues, viz., the blood becomes
stagnant in the over- distended and paralyzed vessels,

and the rKpior sanguinis exudes tlu-ougli the vascular

walls into the inter-vaseular spaces, and tin; vessels

now contain the blood-corpu.sclis alone. In other

woixls, as will be at once perceived, actual inflamma-

tion lias now obtained.

I verified this statement thirty years ago, and re-

cently J. Lister has also (hme so ; and I reproduce it

here to show the ready merging of either form of

congestion into inllamuiation.

On the other hand, if the action of the stimulant be
willidiawii, the reveisi- order of these changes now
occurs ; intlamiiiaHon exhausting itself, to lie followed

by passive congestion ; this by active congestion ; and
the last, in favorable cases, by the normal state of the

circulation of the part. The stimulant action might
also have been applied only lung enough- to jiroduce

active congestion, or that and snl>sei|ueiitly ])assivo

congestion, and thus to have .stopped short of the in-

flaimnatoiy process.

Congestion of either form, therefore, strongly pre-

disposes to inllammation in a part; and the latter

leaves the part for a lime in a state «)f congestion, un-

less it ends pr<ini()tly in resolution.

Congestion of both forms may end promptly (in reso-

lution), or, unlike iiiflamm.-ilion, may continue for an

indefinite p<Miod. Any given case of either kind, not

promptly disappearing, may therefore be recent or

chronic. And the elfects of chronic congestion, both

active aud jiassive, are next to be considered.

I I. CIIUONIC ACTIVi; CONfil'^STION.—ITS EFFISCTS.

Active congestion being merely an exaggeration of

the normal eir(-ulati<m of a part,* will, if long con-

tiiuiod, as might be supiio.sed, jiroduce an iucrcase<l

nutrition of tiie part ; liypertrophy, as I have already

explaineil it, being the cmnmon result of active con-

gestion, if it become chronic. It al.so increases the

natural secretion of a part (if a membrane), but with-

; out changing its quality. Meantime, it is liable at

any moment to pass into passive congestion, and then

into inflammation. It is not attended by fever.

I shall present to you no less than eleven distinct illus-

trations of hypertrophy in the uterus, produced by
chronic iictive congestion, the nature and cause of

I

these changes having hitherto been overlooked.

The liypeitropliy from chronic active congestion

may often be removed by api)r(>priate treatment, but

in some cases it must c<mtimie through life.

The re<liii'ss of active congestion is rosy—a mere
exagger;ition of th(; natural color of the part—and
readily disappears on pressure, to return at once.

The eruption of a mil<l case of scarlatina is an illus-

tration.

II. CUROJJIC P.KSSITE CONOI58TION—ITS EKFKCTS.

In spe<:ifying the effects of pa.ssive congestion, I

need jdliide to it.s recent form only so far as to repeat

its tendency to pa.ss into intlammatiim. Hut two dis-

tinct forniHuf passive congestion must be mentioned in

* Active coiiKoi^toii U normal In the iitiM-ii- mul ovftrlen during
ovulation anil laonstnidtion ; Vnil boojme)! jiatJiulagical it it iicrfjui

a/Ut the mcD»tmal prriutl cvaaca.

0^
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reference to its origin ; viz., venous (or mechanical)
and capillary passive conjrcstion.

1. Venous congestion results from mechanical ob-

struction to the veins of the part. As illustrations, I

mention congestion of the lungs from contraction of
the mitral orifice of the heart ; of the stomach and in-

testines from cirrhosis of the liver; and, as csijecially

iuiportant to my main purpose, congestion of the

uterus and ovaries from its vai'ions displacements,

and from the pressure of intra- and extra- uterine tu-

mors. In all such cases congestion commences in the

vein.s, and extends secondarily to the capillaries of tlie

part.

2. Of passive congestion, which commences in the

capillaries, the follo\vin:r examples may be given:
The general lividity on the surface of the body in

cases of pulmonary emphysema—the liiglily carbon-

ized lilood directly paralyzing the capillaries: the

blueness of cold hands ; the redness of the nose, ears,

or extremities of those whose circulation is languid
from any cause. Hence, also, the hypostatic conges-

tion in low fevers ; and in the uterus, passive conges-
tion is often produced l)y cither of the two causes

next to be mentioned.
The immediaU cause of capillary ])assive congestion

is proba1)ly a panilysis of tlie nervi-vasorum (Ruki-
tansky), depending upon a deliilitated state of the

nerve-centres, or a pathological state of the blood act-

ing more directly upon the vaso-motor nerves. The
predisposiiiij canses, all of them especially active in

producing passive congestion of the uterus, are:

1. Local deliility of the part, especially as ensuing
after a previous inllanimation.

2. General debility from any cause.

3. A diminished amount of fibrin in the blood (liy-

pinosisj.

The redness of capillary passive congestion is

always of a dark, and sometimes livid tinge, return-

ing slowly after pressure, as seen in the eruption of a

case of asthenic scarlatina. There is no increase of
temperature, and there is a sense of weight and dul-

ness, rather than pain. There is no geneial hypcri-

nosis, or subsequent induration, as in inflanimation,

and no suljsequent hypertrophy, as after prolonged
active congestion. There is no fever.

A. The effects of venous passive congestion are:—
1. ffidema from effusion into the connective tis.suc

of the part, and dropsy of the serous cavities.

3. Extravasation on the capillary side of the obstruc-

tion; e.g., hematemesis from cirrhosis of the liver, and
hemorrhage from vaiicose veins.

3. Increase of secretion of the part (if a memljrane),

with change in quality.

4. A thrombus (coagulum) from the obstructed

vein may enter the heart and lungs, or into the gen-

eral circulation, and finally lodge in some [lart to

constitute " embolism."
.'). CTungreue may result, as from bandaging a limb

too tightly.

6. Inflammation is common in parts easily disposed

to it. As the uterus is naturally ])eculiarly indisposed

to assume the intlammatory process, either form of

passive congestion may exist, for many j'cars even, in

that organ without producing it.

B. The effects of capillary passive congestion are :

—

1. (Edema of tlie part from effusion; dropsy of

serous cavities.

2. Atrophy of the part, \vith some hardening, and
more or less of degenerative cliauge.

3. Increase of secretion, with change in quality.

4. Liability to active congestion, with recurring

in.l.immation ; in the uterus, especially to the former.

Finally, the general effects (the sequelic) of inflam-

mation, active congestion, and passive congestion, may
be summarized as follows. The bearing of the pre-

ceding views- on the inflammations and the conges-

tions of the uterus will appear as I proceed to consider

them.

1NFL.\MM.\TI0N AND CONGESTION.

1M3IEDIATE EFFECT. SECONDiBY CONSEQUENCES
(SRQUELyE).

( E.™,lation pro- ( -^Ijfption (resolution)

'i ma ivv r
I»'''"-iitit>". Diminished

(
nm. i'e\Lr.

y^ ^^.^^ changed secretion.

Dphy and Hyper-
Increased but

Infiammation .

r Chronic j
H.vpemMnin withj Hyperlr.

', ,-. < slierht (edema.-; plusia.
active,

j No fever. I notch
.1 __ _ _ r i^v-tfivoi

changed seci-etion.

Congestion/ fHvperiPmia with
[Extravacation.

Chronic ! effu.si(.n,prodn.- !

^hrombosis and embohsm.

I
Passive

I
injj pitting- tt'de-

I, y lua. No lever.

Dropsy. Increased and

I
changed secretion.

(Ati-ophy and degeneration.

©rig'mal Commumcittions.

PUERPERAL FEVER, WITH SPECIAL RE-
GARD TO ITS NATURE, ETIOLOGY,

AND TREATMENT.
By W. B. RODM.ysr, M.D.,

FRANKFORT, KY.

Beins a paper read before the Transylvania Medical Society, at Shel-
byville, Ky., Nov. 3, 1875.

I APPRO.\cn the sul)ject of this paper with great dif-

fidence and distrust in my ability to Ijring order out
of the chaos of opinions, wliicli have been and are still

held Ijy the numerous authors and writers ou puerperal

fever. ProViably more has tieen written, to less pur-

pose and with less unity of opinion, on this than any
other disease. This remark will certainly be verified

by any one who studies the literature of the past and
present ou this subject. So varied and conflicting are

the opinions of various authors, equal in eminence,
tliat tlie more one reads, the more vague and confused
his ideas become ; until at last, in utter perplexitj-, he
feels that he is unable to master even the nature of the

disease in question. Tliere has been more antagonism
as regards the nature and etiology, than the symptoms,
treatment and pathology, although the latter is exceed-

ingly varial)l{', and has been the subject of much dis-

cussion and difference of opinion.

I will ntit attempt to discuss puerpei'al fever thor-

oughly as regards the history, pathology, symptoms,
diagnosis and jjroguosis, but will give to the nature,

etiology and treatment (especially the prophylactic)

such prominence as I think they deserve. Jly reasons

for this will appear before this paper is concluded.
In the "Nomenclature of Diseases " drawn up by a

committee appointed by the London College of Phy-
sicians, pueiieial fever is defined as "a continued
fever, comnumicable by contagion, occurring in con-
nection with cliildl>irtli. and often associated with ex-

tensive local lesions, especially of the uterine system."

To this definition this note is added: "In returning

cases of jiuerperal fever, the moi'e important local le-

sions, sucli as peritonitis, effusions into serous and syno-

vial cavities, phlebitis and diffuse suppuration should
be specified."

I believe that the only true classification of all spe-

cific or infectious diseases must be made with due re-

gard to tlieir etiology. This statement becomes the
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more ovi<kiit upon niiituro rt'tlcrtioii. Classilicntion

from syiiiploms iind pathology hrinirs endless confu-

sion in its train. If we were to deeitle the nature of a

(li-iease from the symptoms, an oidinary dysentery

would l)ec<ime an epidemic dysentery, an ordinary

cholera morlius would not differ, exeept in degree,

from Asiatic rholera, nor diphtheritic laryngitis from
niemliraiious eronp. If wo relied on pathological

dianges, a malarial fever would be a splenitis, and
epidemic cer<l)ro-spinal m;'ningitis would not differ

from an ordinary meningitis. Take for instance this

illustration, which seems pertinent to the present sul)-

jcct. .V patient is taken violently ill, with symptoms
of severe systemic poisoning from some neute infec-

tious disease. Death may occur in twenty-four or

thirty-six hours. There may licMio characteristic symp-
toms, and the most careful autopsy reveal no patho-

logical changes by whicli we are able to characterize

the nature of the disca.se. It may be said that this is

an extreme case. Still, ca.scs have occurred, especially

in puerperal women, termed liy the French " foudroy-

aut," that is. thunder striking, crushing, which fully

sustain the illustration. Here we would licataloss
to know with wliat particular poison we had to con-

tend, but by tnicing the history of the case to its faiisi;

wc may liud that our patient has come in ccmtact with
scarlatina, variola, erysipelas, or has \)Pcn infected

with a large quantity of septic poison, which has pro-

duced death so rapidly, tliat no characteristic symp-
toms or pathological changes have had time to de-

velop. Other illustrations could be given, l)ut these

are enough to prove that symptoms and jjathology

neither separately nor combined are .s\ifficient for a

correct and satisfactory classification, esiiecially in spe-

cific or infectious diseases. On the other hand, reason-

ing from cause, a slight varioloid is essentially the

same as a malignant variola : the mildest scarlatina,

w hich is se.ircely noticeable, is identical in its nature

with malignant scarlatina, which may carry off the

patient in twenty-four horn's. " The cause tiie same,
til'! nature of the disease the same," is an axiom worthy
of adoption in the discussion of specific diseases.

When we have di-scussed the etiology of puerperal
fevi-r we will see that the temi is unfortunate, that

really th're is no such disease .sui generis, but that va-

rious authors have given the name to diseases which
are as distinct in their essential ipialities as crysipela.s,

variola, scarlatina, septicemia and pysemia. As I,ie-

b.^rmeister ju.stly remarks, the nature of |)uer[)eral fever

can n-ver be properly understood until the causes arc

definecL

L t us now see what the most probable causes of

puerperal fever are, sifting carefully the miiss of evi-

d^Mice before us ; and it would be proper, as ]Mr. Spen-
cer Wells suggests, to discard all theories which are

not in some measure supported by facts. Many phy-
•<ieians who have written on or discussed puerperal
fever arc agreed, that some of the most violent attacks

have bwn undoubtedly due to contact, mediate or im-
niodiat •. with eases of scarlatina. It is unnecessiiry "to

mention all those who have expres,sed this opinion, and
it will be amply sutticient to refer to a few, who have
sustained their theories with fact.s. which seem to me
indisputable. Dr. ISraxton llicks menti<ms n series of
eighty-nine cases of pufrperal fever; of these, thirty-

seven were clearly traced to scarlatina : twenty had the

rash, seventeen had not. I will venture to report the

history of two of these. .V woman Wiis taken with
the most violent fonii of puerperal fever, and dii (1

about the third day. There was no previous history

of sc'irlatina, but in a few days two of her children
had malignant scarlet fever, and died. A lady had

been delivered twelve hours when feverish symptoins
set in; a pile already inflamed became very tender and
painful ; from this part a blush s))read, something like

iiythenia, l.iit withmit any d( fined edges, and extend-

ed over her back. About the third day arthiitic |)ains

and swelling commenced, with delirium. Tliescsymp-
toms increased in intensity, and she <lied in great agony
on the fifth day. No i-jautliiiiKitoiiK exposure could be
discovered; in a week, however, two of her children

died with scarlatina, and the infant barely escaped
with its life.

Trousseau mentions an endemic of scarlatina occur-

ring in a village in France, which proved so fearfully

fatal to puerperal women, that even the poorest were
eoiMpelled to leave the place when theywere confined,

to escape almost certain death.

I cannot offer a better illustration of the ])ower of

erysipelas to cau.se puerperal fever, than by relating a

series of circumstances which occurred in Frank IVrt

last winter, and which I have previously reported in

Tub Ni;w YoHK MiiDic.vi, Kkcoud for.Vug. lilli, 187.5.

Dr. attended a case of facial erysipelas from the

iltli to 22d Deecnd)cr, 1874. During this time (Dec.

14th) be delivered Jlrs. P. of a child at full term.

On the 1.5th she had a low form of fever (puerperal i),

with some peiitonitis. and died on the 17th. On .Jan.

l:itli, 187."., he delivered Sally W., colored. On the

l.')thshehad the same fever, with similar symptoms,
and died on the Kith. .January 14tli, he examined the

womb of non-puerperal Mrs. W. lie found it pro-

lapsed, and with two recent abr.isions on the os. On
the loth she had fever and symptoms resembling those

of the two puerperal women, and died on the 17th.

.January 10th, Dr. examined the womb of Louisa
(colored). On her uterus there were abnisicjus. She
had the same fever, beginning on the Kith, and died on
the li)th. No other |)hysician in Frankfort or vicinity

had any cases of this kind. As no autopsies were made,
I cannot say what pathological lesions existed. I .saw,

in consultation, one of these cases (wliit<'), and there

was no appearance of erysipelas externally, but I firmly

believe that these women all died of that disease.

It has been suggested that it is to country doctors, or

those practising in the smaller towns and villages, that

we must look for r'lirtx which will enable us to arrive

at a proper undei'standing of the nature of the causis

of puerperal fever. This is obvious for the following
reasons : It i.s next to impossible for those living in

large cities, or practising in hospitals, to exclude vari-

i.m»factvni which may abound, (iiven a case or cases of

])uerpeial fever, occurring in a large city or a hos|)ital,

we cannot say with any degree of certainty whether
the patient is infected by some of the exanthemata
( which are almost always present), or whether th<' infec-

tion is due to py:emia or septi<-icmia, which is often

present in hospitals, or whether it is due to autogenetic
[loisons, that is to say, poisons which nniy originally and
exclusively develop in the body of the patient herself.

Suppose, again, that a practitioner should have reason

to believe that he had been the medium of contagion
through his clothes or person. He ndght, if engagid
in a l.irgc city practice, or in hospital alten<lanee, ha\e
seen, recently, cases of scarlet fever, erysipela.s, etc., ir

h.ive been engaged in dressing a septica'mie wouml,
or in making a postmortem examination. Here, na-

tur.illy, he is at a loss to say which of these po-siblc

factors is the true one. Not so with the coimtry doctor.

I'ossibly for weeks he has seen not a singleca-e of any
contagious disease, has dressed no wounds, has made
no autopsies. The cause is here narrowed within cer-

tain limits, and is the more eiusily i n 1 certainly ascci-

tained. For these reasons I conterd that such facts as
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I have mentioned al>ove, as coming under my own ob-
servation, are valuable in the hij^hest degree, for in

these every possible factor can l)e exclnded exc^'pt ery-

si[jelas. Ti'ousseau, wlio gloried more in facts than
theories, and who was one of tlie closest of oliservers,

relates that during an endemic of puerperal fever in the
Hotel Dieu, most of the children born of these puerpe-
ral woiu-'n died of a malignant erysipelas, which was
so rapid in its course as to leave no appreciable inter-

nal lesions. If we can l)elieve that these puerperal
women had a disease, which produced erysipelas in
tlie children, we know that their disease was erysipelas,

although the characteristic symptoms and lesions were
absent. We know for truth that variola, scarlatina,

and erysipelas beget, respectively, variola, scarlatina,

and erysipelas. Wlien a njare foals a mule, we know
that she has been bred to jack and not to a horse.

When we see erysipelas in the child, produced by puer-
peral fever in the mother, we know tliat her disease
is erysipelas, call it what you will.*

Dr. Parry, of Philadelphia, in a paper published in
the Aw'^ricaii Joiiniitl of jift-dicnl Sricnn^t, .January, 1875,
has fully shown that diphtheria may be a fruitful cause
of puerperal fever. lie mentions a series of cases which
would be called puerperal fever, where the peculiar de-
posit existed in the genital organs. Piof. Martin, of
Bjrlin. b.ilieves that all cases of puerperal fever arc
diphtheritic in their nature ; but this is an extreme view
wliieh he alone endorses.

It is unnecessary to'produce here facts to prove that
otiier acute infectious diseases—as typhus, measles,
smiU-pox, etc.— can also produce a fever which may be
c illed puerperal. It is reasonable to suppose that if one
i il'ectious disease can jjroduce it, another can ; but that
searlatina and erysipelas are more prone to cause out-
b -eaks of puerperal fever than the others seems prob-
able. Even Prof. Bai-ker, who contends that puerperal
fever is a disease sui generis, and has distinct entity,

acknowledges that the exanthemata can produce, in

puerperal women, a fever strongly resemi)ling that
which is called puerperal. Might he not go farther, and
say that tlie exanthemata will produce, in the puerperal
woman, a disease which the great mass of the profes-
sion will unhesitatingly designate puerperal fever ?

This much to prove the part that the infectious dis-

eases play in the etiology of puerperal fever. It has
been urged as a'n argument against this view, that in

many of the cases of puerperal fever, there are not the
characteristics of the disease which is supposed to
liave hscn the cause. I answer that the puerpei-al con-
aition may so modify the disease as to make the recog-
nition difficult ; or that death may take place so rapidly
tiiat there is not time for the development of charac-
teristic symptoms or lesions. Again, it has been said
t.iat puerperal women have been exposed to the exan-
cliemata, and have had no puerperal fever. This
proves nothing. It is not every one who is exposed
that falls a victim to the poison. If it can be definitely
proven that a dozen women have had puerperal fever
c lused by exposure to an exanthem, the fact of a hun-
dred liaving escaped under similar exposure cannot
<lispi-ove it.

While there are many who believe in the power of
ot'.ier infectious diseases to cause puerperal fever, some
of them do not deny that pyaamia and septieannia have
also their importance. On the other hand, many emi-
nent authorities, as Spencer Wells, Leishmau. Barnes,
Graily Hewitt, D'Espine, Billroth, and the mass of
the profession in Germany believe that most of the

* I am .iwarj (if the fdct that the etiology of erysipelas is not so defi-
iiitely aj;ri:ej on as that of the other exanthemata. Still I have given
the view tlmt is generally eut-'rtained.

cases of puerperal fever are purely septicemic or pyse-

mic in their nature.

Billroth defines septicemia as a " constitutional, gen-
erally acute disease, which is due to the absorption of
various putrid substances into tlie blood, and it is

thought that these act as ferments in the blood, and spoil

it so that it cannot fulfil its pliysiological functions."

It is believed that the sejitic poison is aljsorbcd l>y the

lymphatics alone, and that these ves.sels can only ab-

sorb it when there is a wounded or abraded surface,

and not even then, provided there is an abundance of
healthy granulations. Septicaemia may be either

heterogenetic, that is, the poison is introduced from
without, or autogenetic, where the poison is developed
originally and exclusively in the body of the patient

herself, and where outside influences have nothing at

all to do with theinfection. When wo reflect on the con-
dition of the puerpeial woman, remembering the con-
dition of tlie genital organs, the placental wound, the
abrasions of the cervix and os uteri, and laceration of
the perineum, the wonder is, not that so many women
have septictemia, but that so many have escaped the

danger from within and without. The important fact

to be reinemliered here is, the protective power of the
granulations, for generally before septic pi>ison can be
developed (especially the autogenetic), granulations
have covered the wounds and abrasions, and thus an
impermeable barrier is set up to the entrance of the
jjoison. Anything, then, which interferes with the
granulating process, or which disturbs the granulations
after they have formed, is bound to predispose the pa-
tient to septicxmic infection. It is evident th;it many
disea.ses, by retarding the development of granulations,

may cause septicaMnIa, as well as handling the parts in

surgical operations after delivery. Tlie sources of auto-
infection are blood clots retained in the uterus and
vagina, retention of parts of placenta or membranes,
cloths in the uterine sinuses, and possibly thromliosi.s.

If we conclude that tlie last may cause septictemia from
disintegration of the clot, traumatism is not a necessary

precedent, fen- here the poison is already in the blood
;

but it is an exception to a very general rule for septi-

caemia to develop, except from a wound or abrasion.

If it could be proven that septic or pya^mic miasms
could be absorbed into the lungs, in the form of fungi
or molecular bodies, it would revolutionize present
theories. The sources of liotero infection are numerons.
The attending physician may have about him the
poison of a post-mortem examination, or of a septicas-

mic or pyaemic wound, or dissection of the dead body
;

and especially is he apt to communicate the disease if

he has handled the putrid discharges of other puerpe-
i ral women, or cloths which conatin them. Some strong
proof has been brought forward where a sore on the
hand, which was in itself not poisonous, has been
the source of infection. Not only, however, from the

clothing and person of the attending phj'sieian, mid-
wife, or nurse can the infection arise, but the poison
may be in the air, especially of liospitals or crowded
tenements, or any place where there is an aggregation
of sick or wounded.

"\Vc all know the great danger to which patients with
wounds are subjected in closely crowded hospitals, let

the cause I)e what it will. Pya;mia is apt to become
endemic, and count its many victims, especially should
one case occur within the wards. So, in a hospital for

lying-in women, is pyannia apt to become a sccnirge.

Pyseuiia is defined as " a disease due to purulent infec-

tion, in other words, to the presence in the blood of
pus or certain of its constituents."' Tlie old theory
that pus, as such, could not enter the blood, has been
proven fallacious by recent pathological researches, but
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it is priiuipally to tlic liciuid ))urt of piis that pya?niia

is due ; tlio pus filoliiilc or leucocyte liiMn-; iuuocuous.

It is cTtaiiily uiiin'ccssaiy for ni.' at lliis time to l;o

tlc'OpiM' into the ctioloLTy of pyaiiiiii tlian to say, liiat

it is iliii' to tliu alisorption of pus. wliicli may l> • iiiilii-

<'nc('(l liy till,' roiiditiou of tlic patient nnd liis surrouml-

iii.;s, and to discuss lliose surronmliuiis. This luiui^s

us to tlie (piestlon " \Vliat ivlatious have bacteria ami
allied oriiauic forms to the py.'cMiic process iu the puer-

peral state ;
" This is a dilliciilt ipiestiou to answer, as

the study of these bodies is yet in its infancy. We
know as yet comparatively nothing concerniu'^ them.
Somi- eminent autliorities contend tliat they are more
the elT.'ct than cause of infection. Dr. 15. W. Richard-
son lielieves they ar(^ merely coincident with disease;

others again believe that they are the medium of con-

tai^ion iu certain instances. I believe no one at the

present day dinie.s the existence of bacteria, but what
inHu;nce they exert is still involved iu obscurity. They
S'em to exist everywhere, and if this be so. it is almost
proof ))iisitive that lli'v arein themselves innocuous.
I'rof. Lebert's theory is that <'ach infeeti(i\is disease, as

tiie exanlh.ins, typhoid, typhus, and relapsini; fevers,

etc., has its own [leculiar profomycete or organic germ,,

which is in its -If capable of g.'uerating ttiese diseases

nspeetively. But suppose tliey exist in hospitals or

sick-rooms in great abundance, as has l)een demon-
strated by Pasteur, ("lialeot. Ueveil, and others, is it not
n\ore likely that they may absorb the various poisons

from infectious diseases, poisoned wounds, etc., than by
coming in contact with a healthy person or a healthy
wound produce the disease the poison of which they
liave absorbed '. Can we not with propriety liken

them to emigrants? Healthy emigrants coming into

port will not cause disease of any kind, but let tiiem

b,> saturated with a specific poison, and the great pro-

bability is that diseases, specific in tlieir nature, will

ensue to those with whom they come in contact. If

tills theory be true, we can undcr.stand the prevalence
of septicipmia and pytemia in the wards of hospitals,

and especially in hospitals for lying-in women. Hill-

roth says that he has never seen an instance of this

pyicmic or septicruMnic miasm infecting the body ex-
lept through It wound or lesion, thougli he does not
deny the />'>.i.iil>iliti/ of infection through the lungs.

I'ya'niia and septicemia, then, may be contagious in a

restricted sense of the word, an<l if so, it is easy to see

that they may be fruitful sources of some forms of

puerperal fever.

I believi'tliat from the infectious diseases 8cptica?mia
and pviemia arise all the cases which can be properly
clrtiwed as puerperal fever. Since it is regarded as a

diseiuse communicable by contagion, it is useless lieie

to discuss those cases of fever in the puerperal woman
which ar,' purely local in their nature, as non specific

metritis, peritcmitis, etc. These diseases do certainly
occur in the puerperal woman, and arc accompanied
by high frVf\; but no one will pretend to say that they
iir,; contagious. The coiiditi(m of the pueri)eral wo-
man, both mentally and physically, has been supposed
to Increase their liability to puerperal fever, eviMi inde-
pendently of any specific poison. Woman during
pregnancy is peculiarly exempt from various morbific
Intluenees, but as soon as she is delivered she l),"Conies,

on the contniry, more than ordinarily susceptible of
dis-tuse : but this could not produc' scarlatina, eryslp-
el.is, heterogenetic septlc:emia and ])y!enila, unle->
other causes were [iresent, and these causes must be the
Sj)eeitic poison of the disease contracted. One reason
that woman recently delivered Is more prcme to fak'- a

specitie dis'-ase than at any other time. Is the very rapid
action of the uterine absorbent in the first two or thn-e

days after delivery. It is true that a woman will
usually escape puerperal fever in certain of its fcnins,

if she safely passes the fii-st four or live days after de-
liviM-y.

Kuring the discussion of |)uerperal fever recently
li' Id at a series of meetings of the Lonilon Obslelrieal

S(](iety, Mr. Spencer AVells propounded the following
ipiestlons, so that the arguments of the dllTerent g.'U-

tleinen might take a definite course:

1st. " Is there any form of continued fever commu-
nicable by ccmtagion m- infection, and occurring In

connection with elilldliirth, which Is distinctly caused
b\ a sjH'clal morbid poison, and as definite In Its pro-
gress, and th(! local lesions with It. as ly])hoid. typlius,

scariet fever, small-pox, or measles^" To this 1 an-
swer, No. The aliirmative of this proiHisition cannot
be proven imtil we find a contagious puerjx'ral fever
which has not arisen from some infectious disease, or
is not .septle,a>niic or py:emic In Its nature, and which
will not, in Its turn, produce a disease which we can
recognize as a ceriain inreetlous disease, or a pya-mia
or septiciemia. This is the view entertained by every
physician participating in the discusslim excei)t Prof.

Barker, of New York.
'.id. " May all forms of puerpcr.al fever be referred

to attacks of some infective continued fever as scarlet

fever or measles, occurring in connection with child-

birth on the one hand, or on t\w other to some form of
snri^lcal fever, or to erysipelas caused by or associated
with changes in the uterus and neighboriiii; i)arts, fol-

lowing the process of childbirth;" This question
was answered in the atllrmatlve )iy the great majority,

SOUK! few regarding fever from any cause in the i)Uer-

peral woman as puerpeial fever.

k\. " If all cases of contagious or infectious dis-

eases which occur under other conditions than that

of childbirth are set aside, does there remain any .--ueh

disease as puerperal fever;" I think not; at least it

remains to be proven. Leaving out S|iencer Wells's 4th,

we come to the 5th. " AVhat relation have bacteria and
allied organic forms to the pya'mic |)rocess in the ]iuer-

peral state? " This question I have already discussed.

If the opinions advanced In this paper are conect,
the pathology is neces.sarlly very varial>lc, and will re-

senilile that of the various diseases which cause puer
peral fever, exee|)t in so far as the lesions may be modi-
tied or inHuenced by the |juerpernl state. It is un-
neeissary for me to recapitulate here the pathology of
the various infectious disc asis,j)ya'miii and septhiemia.
We would naturally su|)pose, that the womb and sur-

rounding parts are principally affected, as it is through
these the poison in most cases infects the system. It

must be remembered that death may occur .so rapidly,

from an overwhilming poisoning of the entire system,
that no important lesions may be discovered.

Tlie symptoms occur in the first few days after labor,

espi-elally In <'ndemie or I'pidcmic puerperal fever, and
i;( ner.-dly within tlw third day. The reason fm- this 1

have already mentioned. In autogenetic septhiemla
or pya;mia they may come on later. Like the patlio-

loiiieal changes, the symptoms will vary according to

the cause, though we may say with tolerable certainty

that they an; generally decidedly asthenic.

The diagnosis and prognosis it is unneccs-sary to dis-

cuss, as they depend also on the nature of the cause.

'I'luatiiiiiit.—Spencer Wells's fourth ipiestion Is. " .\s-

suniiiig that a form of continued fever, eommunlca-
lile by contagion, inoculation, or Infection, does frc-

ipiently occur In c<mneelion with childbirth, how can
its sprr-ad In privali' and hospital practice be most cer-

tainly prevented or chicked ;" This Is practically the

most important part of the whole subject. AVIien we
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take into consideration tlie infectious and contagious
nature of puerperal fever, and the different sources

from wliicli this infection and contagion may arise, we
are surprised tliat tlie disease is not more generally

prevalent tlian it is. In a hospital for lying-in women
(wliicli should Ijc a distinct building, and not some
particular ward of a general hospital) the utmost care

should bo taken tliat no infectious disease be admit-

ted ; and sliould a specific disease arise within, it sliould

1)3 at once isolated, and that completely. The utmost

regard for cleanliness should prevail, and all soiled

cloths, bed-clothes and clothing should be boiled and
thoroughly disinfected as soon as possible. No jihysi-

cian should he. allowed to attend any woman, without

the greatest care had been taken, that he, his clothing

and instruments, were perfectly free from all morbific

poisons which might originate puerpcr.al fever. Even
these precautious will not jirotect patients in a lying-

in hos|)ital from nosocomial malaria, from bacteria,

from those organic germs which only too frequently

abound in the v.ards of hospitals. Piobably tlie best

plan to disinfect a room or ward of these germs or

ferments would be the sublimation of sulphur, which

produces sulphurous acid, a substance we well know
to destroy the process of fermentation* Dr. Wynn
Williams, oF England, has recommended for a similar

purpose iodine. A few scales of iodine placed on a

hot metal plate are sufficient to disinfect the clothing

and person of the physician, so that he may attend a

lying-in woman with impuuit_V4 Special attention

should be paid to the hands and nails. The history

of puerperal fever abounds with instances v,-herc this

dread disease has followed a certain ])hysiciini until

" his path became a highway of sepulchres." Un-
donl)tedly he had connnunicited the disease Ijy inocu-

lation or contagion, the ]>oison clinging to his per-

soli. Most of these cases, however, ocenircd before the

days of disinfectants. Soap and water will nut remove

the poison from the hands. This fact I know from

personal ex|)erience and observation I believe, how-
ever, that should a physician have the poison on his

hand, and should wash them thoroughly with a solii-

tiou of permanganate of potash, chloride of lime or

zinc, chlorinated soda or carbolic acid, and apply a car-

bolated oil to his Bnger when making the necessary

e.^amination, he will certainly rid himself of tlie poi-

son, and may attend cases of midwifery without dan-

ger to his putient. I believe it is Dr. Graily Hewitt

who says that " a miil-bi-ush is one of the most impor-

tant instruments in the accoucheur's outfit." We all

know that a physician has often and over again attend

ed scarlet fever, erysipelas, dressed old wounds, and

without taking ,any special precautious has attended

lying-in women with perfect safety. It does not fol-

low that there will not l.)e instances when he will have

crood i-eason to regret that he had not disinfected his

person and clothing. Ninety-nine times he may have

no trouble, but the hundredth may bring disaster in its

train tliat he can never forget or his patrons f(n-give.

Provided a physician lias had a case of puerperal fever

in his practice should he abstain from midwifery

practice for a certain length of time? If he changes

every article of clothing and thoroughly disinfects liis

person, jiayiug special attention to his hands and nails.

I think that he may safely continue. But if, in spite

of these precautions, a second case should occur, he

owes it to humanity to give up at once all his obste-

trical engagements for at least a month. The case of

Dr. Rutter, of Philadelphia, is certainly a remarkable

one. In spite of freciuent ablutions and selfquaran-

« See reimrks ot Prof. Barker, in Oct. 30 No.JllEDlCil. Eecobu, witli

regiir.i to chlorine gas for same purpose.

tine, iHierpe.ral fever followed him until he left Phila-

delphia. I have recently seen it stated that Dr. Kut-

ter had a chronic eruption of the skin, attended by a

])urulent discharge, which in itself might have pro-

duced ])uerperal fever in spite of all jirecautions which
he took. Mr. Huntley, of .Iarro\v-ou-Tyne, England,
shovv's by a series of conclusive arguments, that "a
secretion from Ills ovi-n hands was the cause, three

times successively, after intervals of .several months'

practice, of conveying poisonous m:itte,r to patients,

and so inducing puerperal fever." These facts should

convince us all that a physician cainiot be too careful

when he attends a case of labor. The nature of the

disease, and the great mortality which frequently at-

tends it, must convince us that it is principally the

prophylactic treatment wliich will avail us much in

puerperal fever.

The treatment of a case of puerperal fever, when
once initiated, must vary according to tlie cause. In

other words, we must treat ci'ysipelas, scarlatina, pysc-

mia, and septicaemia in the puerperal woman as we
would in a non-puerperal person, with due regard to

the modifications induced by the puerperal state. As
in nearly all cases there is a decided tendo'ncy to asthe-

nia, depleting remedies are out of the question. Qui-

nine and tincture of the chloride of inm arc the two
constitutional remedies on which I would place most
reliance. Opium should lie given freely if there is

much pain from peritonitis, metritis, etc. Tlic local

treatment should l>e the application of hot clotlis or

turijentine stu|)es to the abdomen. Blisters are hardly
admis-iil)le. Tiiere is oni^ |ioint especially deserving of

attention. In nearly all these cases there is excessive

foulness of the lochia, amounting in some instances to

putrefaction. Here antiseptic and disinfectant injec-

ti<ms are of the greatest Ijencfit. Numerous instances

are on record where the most violent symptoms of

puerperal fever have subsided like magic after intra-

uterine injections of some disinfectant. For this i>ur-

pose solutions of carbolic acid, permanganate of jiotash

or chlorinated soda, and (jroljably salicylic acid, will

answer. The ])atient should he sustained by the most
liberal diet and the use of stimulants. The use of the

sulpliites internally, as recommended by Prof. Polli, of

Jlilan, has been tried, but the success lias not been as

satisfactory as we would exjiect from the theory.

Si)encer Wells's (Jtli and last question, ''What is the

value of antiseptics in the prevention and treatment

of puerperal fever '." received but little attention in the

recent discussion before the London ObstetricaiSoeiety.

I have tried to briefly answer it wlien speaking of the

treatment, lioth prophylactic and sym]itoniatic. Most
of the time in the recent discussion was c(msunied in

the consideration of the nature and etiology of puer-

peral fever. It was remarked (I tliiniv in a review of

the discussion) that by collating facts principally from
physicians like ourselves, having what may be called

a country practice, and by bringing pathology in all its

bearings to our assistance, in ten years the ])rofes^ion

might be able to say exactly what puei-j)ei-al fever is,

to define it as clearly as we can small-pox, typhoid

fever, etc.

To us, then, gentlemen, falls the task of keci)ing an

accurate record of every case of i)uerperal fevei' which
may come under our own observation, using our best

encieavors to trace cveiw case to its source, if ])ossiblc.

Unfortunate and disagreeable as it might be for any
of us to believe that we had been the medium of

contasi<ni, and ])robably the cause of death itself, still,

let us imitate the example of those noble memliers of

the profession who have confessed their misfortunes,

I cannot say faults. By so doing we may warn our
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medic'iil luctlutii, aiul cmiMr them to shun that which

inny prove hiimili.itin;; Id themselves and ciihiiiiitous to

their patients. If I can persuade you all, or any one

of you. that this is the proper course to pursue. I will

feel that this paper has not been vvritlen in vain.

A CASR OF URKrill;<) RECTAI- FFSTULA
I'HODrCKD BY THK FOKOIBLE IN
TliOUUCTlON OF SOUNDS.

BEt'OVEltY AFTER !>KmNK.\l, SKCTIOX AND KELTAL
SITIKE.

By KDWAKD FK.VNKEL, .M.D.,

TISITINQ PllYSICIJlN TO CHARITY UOSPITAL. ETC.

TiTt: establishment of a fistula between the urethra and
rectum has most often followed the penetration of

cathet;>rs or sounds throui;!! the membranous portion

of the urethra into the convexity of the last curve of

the rectum, or into the portion surrounded l)y the

si)liincteis. Only slii^ht if any reference is made to

this condition and its treatment in text-books on sur-

f^jry, and but few cases are to be found in surgical

literature. For this reason the following case is

placed on record

:

S. H., aged 40 years, born in Germany, merchant,
marrii'd, consulted me last J[ay for treatment of
urethral stricture and cystiti.s. lie stated that aside

from his venereal trouble his general healtli had al-

ways been good. About fifteen years ago he con-

tracted a gonorrhcea, whicli was neglected, and gradu-
ally subsided into a gleety discharge; about twelve
years ago .symptoms of stricture developed, for which
lie was treated by dilatation by various physicians.

I

For ten years he has been in the habit of passing a

No. 10 Engl, sound on himself at irregular intervals.

About one year ago the stricture became very narrow,
ind cystitis developed, and lie placed himself under
the care of a physician, who u.sed to pass a No. 13
Engl, sound. and injected the bladder. Much force

was used at each introductiim. and the patient suffered

much pain, and lost blood. Tiie cystitis and trouble

in making wat^-r became very much aggravated, and
about four weeks before I saw him he consulted an-
otlicr physician, who ussd great force in entering the
bladder with a Xo. 1 1 sound ; he suffered intense pain,

and afterwards passed a large <(Uantity of blood by
III- urethra. The sound was passed three times at in-

tervals of three days, and the patient, instead of im-
proving, found himself ra|iidly getting woi-se. In
addition, he now noticed tliat he Irequently passed
winil by till; urethra, and urine at each micturition by
the bowel.

I first saw the patient on May ITth, ISTo. and found
him in a very nervous and feverish condition, lie

had had no sleep f(H' several nights on account of
having to p;iss water about every half hour, and mic-
turition was accimipanicd by severe p.iin in the peri-

neum, which radiated towards the back and right

hip. The meatus allowed tliepa.ssage of a Xo 12 Engl,
sound, which encountered an obstruction about half
an inch in front of the bulbous portion of the urethra.

This was easily overcome by a Xo. 10 conical sound,
but a further obstruction was met with at aliout the
niemliranixis portion. All attempts to pass this stric-

ture by various instruments failed, the instruments
showing a tL-ndency to deviate toward the right, and
tli'Te w:iH evidently a false p.issage in this location.

VVhile the patient passed urine in a very sin.all forked
stream, it was discovered that a consiclerable portion

of it came away through the anus. I{<'Ctal explo-

ration with the finger revealed a round depression,

which felt like ulceration, immediately in front of the

prostate, and about tliree-quartei-s of an inch in diame-
ter. A No. U sound introduced inio the urethra could
be made to pass from about the nienilnanoiis portion

to the right into a false passage whicli led into the

rectum. The plitient was ordered warm hip-baths,

poultices to the hypogastriuni an<l iierincum, and
oj>iates. Howels had moved freely. The urine con-

tained much pus; no casts were discovered.

l)n May ISth. in consultation with Dr. Erskine Ma-
son, it was decided to perform perineal section. The
patient bc'ingellieri/.ed the meatus was incised, a sound
introduced and (fXternal urethrotomy was performed
in the usual manner. No trouble Wiis exiierienced in

the divisi(m of the posterior stricture. The neck of
the bladder was well dilated with the finger, and a
large amount of pus and .stale urine was discharged.

It was ascertained that the complication of urelhro-

rectal lislula had been caused by forcible .souiuiing

and the establishment of a f.ilsc passage. The patient

rallied well from the operation; he slept wi'll and re-

gained his appetite. All symptoms of cystitis had dis-

aiipeared, whicli proved the advantage of the thorough
dilatation of the neck of the bladder, by whicli tree vent

was given to the discharge of urine. Received fpiin-

iiie and tincture of iron. Pa-ssed four stools in the

two days following the operation by the natural pas-

sage, but much flatus escajied by the jierineal wound.
During the four days preceding Slay '2Hl]i. he had no
passage from his bowels, in consequence of which he
liad considerable headache and some fever, which con-

dition was relieved by an enema of soap-suds and oil.

On May 30tli, a No. 10 Engl, sound was passed inlo

the bladder by the aid of the fintrer in the rectum.
The false passage was in close proximity to the urethra,

and the latter could be felt as a thin wall between the

.sound and the finger.

Up to June 'i'llh the iiatient had in!]>iov(<l daily, and
till' perineal wound had undergone considerable con-

traction. On that date, being very constijiated and
feeling the necessity for evacuation, he took nearly two
battles of citrate of magnesia contrary to order-s, with
the result that nearly half of the fecal discharge came
through the perineal wound. Severe C(mstitiilii>iial

disturbance followed, and the wound was with ditli-

culty kept clean by means of injections and perineal

douches of cold water. Quinine and opium.—On
June 28th, by means of a Ferguson's rectal speculum,

the rectal opening of the fistula, around which con-

siderable ulceration had taken place, was discovered

to be situated about IJ inches from the anus. By
metins of Sims's probe, bent at a right angle for about
tin inch from its extremity and coated with nitrate of
silver, the fistula was cauterized once every five days.

By July Kith feces ceased to pas.s by the wound,
though wind passed frequently. By July Kith the

perineal wound had contracted consideralily, anil the

patient then was taken into the country, where he le-

g.iined strength so rapidly, that after one week's so-

journ he was alile to wtilk out and take Sea-baths. The
|)assagc of the sound once a week was continued.

On August 2(!th the wound htid almost entirely

closed, and could only be detected by stretching

the perineum. Only a few drops escaped through it

during micturition, tlimiuh the patient was much aii-

iioyol by the passage of flatus through it. Rectal ex-

amination on September 8tli revealed that the lislula

had very much diminished in size, and now appean^d
as a valvular op iiing, with soft and granular edges;
it measured about half an inch transversely. Cauteri-
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zatiims -svere contiuuecl as liefore, and cold sitz-baths

and peiincal douches were continued at home.
Towards the middle of Octoljer tlte fistula had not

closed and flatus continued to pass, sometimes Ijy the

meatus aud sometimes Ijy the small apeiture in the

perineum. I decided ui)on clo.sing the fistula by means
of sutures ; and on October 30t.li, the patient being

etlierized, was placed on his left sidfe, tlie sphincter

ani was tirst tliorouglily stretched l)y the thumbs, and
tlien a t\vo-l)laded rectal speculum was introduced.

A No. Kj sound was jjassed into tlie Idadder so as to

render the tistula more prominent in the rectum. By
means of a curved pair of scissoi-s, such as are used in

the operation of stapliylorraphy, the blades being bent

at right angles to tlie liandle, the edges of the tistula,

wliich were raised as mucli as possil>le by a Sims's tena-

culum, were freshened, and then tliree tine silver wire

sutures v.-ere introduced, according to tlie method of

operating for vesico-vaginal tistulie. The patient re-

ceived opiates to cause constipation. The operati(m
|

was not followed by either fever or pain, he slept well,

and there was no disagreeable sensation in either the

rectum or liladder

Tlie patient remained in l>ed up to Octolier 26th,

when he was placed on his knees and ell)ows, and the

sutures were removed. The opening was found to

liave been united Ijy the central suture and the suture

to the left, while tlie angle to the right of tlie fistula

had not closed, but the opening which remained was
so small that no further trouljle was anticipated. A.

copious evacuation, after a large dose of castor-oil, did

not cause pain or re-estaljlishmcnt of the fistula, and
at the present date, Decemlier 12th, the patient con-

siders himself cured. The cold sitz-baths, however,

as also th ' weekly passage of a No. 16 sound, are con-

tinued.

progress of iHeMcal Science.

Pdnctuke of the PERic.4.RDinM.—Tlie following

case is reported in the Arehires MeilknJes lielges l)y Ur.

Villeneuve : A child, live years old, was suffering from
pericarditis with effusion. According to the state-

ments of the parents, the trouble dated from a fall two
months Ijefore, soon after wliich the l>reathing liegan

to be affected, tlie legs swelled, and the condition

grew gradually worse. When the patient was seen by

v. the symptoms had become very alarming. The
face was swollen and mottled, the eyelids were oede-

matous, the lips cold and livid. There was also con-

siderable oedema of the legs and scrotum. The ])ulse

was too feeble to be counted, and auscultation failed

to discover any cardiac sounds whatever. A fluctuat-

ing swelling, which undulated synchronously with the

respiration, occupied the precordial region. Respira-

tion was short, lal)ored. whistling, and accompanied

with pulsation of the jugulars. Tlie case appeared

desperate, and no medical treatment offering any pros-

pact of success, it was resolved to interfere surgicallj'.

A Dieulafoy's as])irator was procured, and tlie tumor

having been punctured at its most prominent part two
syringetuls of clear, yellowisli fluid were witlidrav»-n.

The fluid continued to flow in a stream after the

canula was removed, owing to the fact that tlie re-

peated application of blisters to the part had so

thinned the skin as to prevent the edges of the wound

from closing. With the aid of plasters, comjiresses and
bandages, however, the aperture was finally closed.

Tlie result of the operation was a very marked relief

of the child's as])hy-\iated condition ; the heart-sounds
could be heard again, and the pulse could be counted.

The wound continued open and discharging for six

months. The discharge was at first cleai-, and after-

wards became purulent. The fistula finally healed,

and the patient made a complete recovery.

—

Journal
de Midedne, Aug., 1875.

The V.\lue of Hysterotomy in the Tue.^tmknt
OP Fibrous Tumors of the Uterus.—In a carefully

considered monograph on the above subject by M.
Samuel Pozzi, the following conclusions are stated:

1. Abdominal hysterotomy, in the treatment of
filjrous l^odies of the uterus, in an o])eration which al-

though a very grave one, is in certain cases ])crtectly

justifiable ; it is fully entitled to a definite ])osition iu

surgery.

3. No com])arison, however, can be established

between the indications for gastrotomy for uterine

fibroids and those for the same operation in the case

of cysts of the ovary.

Whilst the greater ]iroportion of the latter demand
or justify the operations by reason of their rapid and
fatal course, the vast majority of the fibrous Ixidies of

the uterus lack the indications which should be re-

garded as sufficient.

3. The ojjeration shonld.be reserved for the fibrous

or fil>ro-cystic tumors, whose evolution is rapid, ijulo-

pante, and are accompanied by grave symptoms that

threaten life.

4. Large fibrous bodies which do not come within

the above category, even tliough they give I'ise to

serious accidents, should be treated by less dangerous
methods. We know, in fact, that these tumors tend
to grow smaller; that they are tolerated for consider-

able periods ; and, in any case, it appears to be demon-
strated by experience that the mortality resulting from
the expectant treatment is far less than that which
follows the operation of hysterotomy.

5. Whenever gastrotomy has been performed
through an error in diagnosis, and a uterine tumor is

found instead of an ovarian cyst, it is better to ])rac-

tise ablation, rather than to leave the operation incom-
Ijlete, even though the fibrous body should not be pe-

dunculated.— Thhe d'lifiri'ijaiion, par M. S. Pozzi.

—

Paris, G. Massou, iiljraire.

Resection of the Sternum.—Professor Oostanzo
Mezzoni reports, in tlie Bidlttin (jhieral dc thernpi ti-

tique, five cases- of resection of the sternum, t(;gether

with adjacent jjortions of the ribs and costal carti-

lages. In the first case the operation was performed on
account of a large tumor situated in the middle of
the sternum. The tumor was adherent to the bone,

was painless, hard, and at certain points presented a
sense of fluctuation, but further than tliis its nature is

not stated. The sternum was removed entire, together

with portions of the costal cartilages of the second,

third, and fourth riljs, exposing the pleura of the

mediastinum and the pericardium. The dressing con-

sisted of charpie, wliich had been dipped in i)henic

oil and the permanganate of potassa. At first the

case did well, the wound presenting a healthy granu-
lating appearance, but fifteen days after the opera-

tion the patient succumbed to a hypostatic jnieunionia.

In the other cases the ojjeration was performed for

caries of the bone, occurring in scrofulous subjects,

and in each instance the patient recovered. —Journal
de Medecine, Aug., 1875.
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infection during tlie initiatory symptoms is compara-
' livily slight. This certainly is tlie strongest possible

arsrument in favor of tliu prompt (j\mrantiniiig of a

Mispirioiis cast'. 15nt wliilc wc allow tliat uilli llii- right

ilisposilion on the part of those who have charge of

the chiklr.Mi much disease may bu jirevented, there is

another element in tlie question, and one which it is

more difficult to meet, because in a measure beyond the

I control of the teacher; and that is, the premature ap-

pearance iit school of those who have been the subjects

of these infantile diseases. It is well known that the

power of propagation lingers in many of these disor-

ders long after convalescence has conmienccd, and as

such a fact is one of the most diflicult things for igno-

rant parents to appreciate, there is no wonder that many

times the most daiigiMous jjoisous are sown broadcast.

Any direct interference with the sending of such little

ones to school would be considcnd as an infringe-

ment upon personal liberty, and would doubtless be

strenuously combated on such grounds ; but still there

should be some means devised for checking the evil.

j

We do not ])retend to say what these means should be,

theria amongthe school children of this city are facts
, _,vhether the reistablishnunt of sanitaiy insptction

which should awaken an anxious concern with the cnld effectually meet the requirements of the case,
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CONTAGION IN OUR SCHOOLS.

The prevalence and spread of scarlet fever and diph-

))rofessi<m. It is unnecessary to say that the occurrence

of Hie majority of these cases is explained by the fact

of direct contagion. No matter what particular views

may l>e advanced in regard to tlie modus operandi of

the poison, we hardly believe there are any at all

acquainted with the diseases in qucstivin who would

be willing to say that they are not cominimicablc. and

hence not amenable to ordinary preventive measures.

But, notwithstanding this belief, a belief shared in by

the most intelligent portions of the lay community, ^xe

have these diseases cropping out in the schools day by

day, under the very eyes of the teachers, and without

any apparent effort on their i)art to arrest the spread.

When a child carries a contagious disease from his

school to his home there is always trouble and anxiety

in the train, and not unfrcquently death, besides the

danger of the propagation to other members of the

family and among the neighboring children. In the

absence of sanitary inspection in our schools, it may

seem hardly fair that we urge upon the teachers any

extra duty to supply the deficiency : but we are con-

vinced that with very little trouble on their part a

great deal of good can be accomplished. And, after

all, in this |)artieular the teacher is the fittest

peixm to act, being always in direct coninuinication

with every scholar, and being the first to be informed

of any illness. It would seem to be a very simple task

to si-nd the ailing child home, and at the same time to

assume, especially during epidemics, that the .sickness

may ln^ of a contagiou-s character. Xegleet of such

prerautions causes the sacrifice of many valuable lives

yearly, and .so long as teachers consider that they have

no moral obligations in the matter we can hardly hope

for any change.

Kven in the most contagious diseases the danucr of

whether the Health ISoard could by a proper exercise

of authority control this part of school sanitation, or

whether to secure a more practical working to the pur-

posed preventive system the teachers should have

full authority to use their discretion in the matter. It

is very certain, however, that there should be some

measures adopted, especially in times of epidemics, to

prevent the spread of these diseases. In the cose of

private schools, as the whole authority is vested in the

principal, self-interest dictates a line of policy which

is seldom wrong. The greatest possible care is taken

to guard the scholars, and if all other means fail, the

schools are closed for a time until the danger is past.

This, it is true, is often done with our public institu-

tions, but not until a large number of children have

sickened and died ; in other words, not until the mis-

chief is already done which some reasonable ))reveu-

tive measure iiii'.ilit have arrested at the beginning.

IIOMICID.M, .M.\SI.\.

AxoTiiEU cold-blooded murder has been committed in

one of our larger hotels, which wc are told was caused

by homicidal mania. The circumstances of the case,

while they may seem to establish, scientifically speak-

ing, the theory of emotional insanity, arc not very as-

suring to the safety of those who are liable to be

thrown in the way of these maniacs. An innocent

man is shot by a stranger, with no provocation what-

soever; the stranger is f(umd afterwards to be insane;

and that, with the exception that a pncions life is

sacrificed, is about all. While there is a great deal of

room for doubt in regard to the great numlier of

criminals said to be insane, there can be no question

concerning a certain few. Thee is, however, a very
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melancholy satisfaction in discovering the latter and

proving tlieir case, inasmuch as it reflects so severely

upon the policy of allowing the lunatics to go at

large until the crime is committed. And yet the ques-

tion as to the prevention is as difficult to answer as to

the cure. Laws may be enacted to s\iit the emergen-

cies of well-pronounced cases, but every now and

then there will be a doubtful case as regards insanity,

but a very dangerous one as regards murder.

THE PHVSICIAN's MUTUAL AID ASSOCIATION.

Any association wliose object is the care of the fami-

lies of deceased medical men is worthy of our hearti-

est sympathy and support. The association to wliicli

we now more particularly refer, although in existence

but a few years, has grown in numliers and increased

in influence, so that its prosperity is assured. It now
numbers three hundred and twenty-three members ; has

a permanent fund of three thousand dollars, witli an

assessment fund of over twentyeiglit hundred, more

than twenty-tliree hundred of wliich liave been paid

out to the families of deceased members.

At the annual election recently held, Dr. Mark Rlu-

menthal was elected i)resident ; Dr. F. P. Foster, sec-

retary, and Dr. Samuel Ayers, treasurer, with a lioard

of trustees composed of representative and energetic

men. Under the circumstances we do not see liow the

Society can fail to continue its ])rosperity, increase its

membership, and extend its usefulness.

HOSPITAL APPOINTMENTS.

The exception taken to our remarks in the last num-

ber on the Presbyterian Hospital affair by a corre-

spondent, who signs himself " One of the Eleven,"

deserves a passing reference. No one cpiestions his right

to an o))inion in the matter, but the cause which he ad-

vocates is not strengthened by abusing tire opposite side.

Tact is certainly an accomplishment of which every

one should be proud, and one whicli, exei'cised cn-

ergeticall}- will doubtless secure a positi(m in the

hospital ; but it is hardly fair to charge those gentle-

men wlio liave been deposed with a lack of courtesy

and of good behavior, since no facts upon whicli

such a charge can be based have as yet come to light.

On the contrary, if such facts could have lieen sub-

stantiated we doul)t not that the Board of Managers

would have jjresented them as reasonable explana-

tions for their action. We entirely agree with our cor-

respondent that the dignity of tlie profession can never

be lowered by the acceptance of appointments on
" well-defined, equitaljle, and business-like terms," but

we fail to appreciate the direct application of such a

remark to the hospital in question. We believe that

the principle involved in the whole affair is pretty

well understood by the profession, and that there is

enough liberality towards the matter of opinion to

allow every individual member to act as he chooses

and bear his own responsibility. Any attempt, how-

ever, '-to dictate public opinion," by any so-called

"semi-secret club," is too absurd for sober considera-

tion.

lleoiciua aiiti Uottcc© of l3oolis.

The CnoLBUA Epidemic 0¥. 1873.

Ix accord with the joint resolution of Congress, of

March, 1874, authorix.ing an inquiry into and report

upon the causes of eiiidemic cholera, we have on hand
an octavo of over 1,000 Jjages, of great value.

It consists, first, of an able essay by Dr. .1. M. Wood-
ward, U. S. N., showing the " connection of the mer-

cantile marine with tlieim|iortation of cholera into the

United States, with suggestions as to the prevention

or limitation of future outbreaks."

This is succeeded by the following reports :

I. History of the Cholera Epidemic of 1873 in the

United States. By Ely JlcClellan, M.D., Ass. Surg.,

U. S. A.
II. Historv of the Travels of Asiatic Cholera. By

.lohn C. Peters, M.D., of New York. Ely & McClellan,

U. S. A.

III. Bibliography of Cholera. Bv John S. Billings,

M.D., Ass. Surg., U. S. A.

No brief notice can give adequate estimate of the

value of the volume, and we sliall only attempt an
outline with sliort comments.
The essay of Dr. Woodward has the merit of direct

clearness. It plainly sets forth the views of the author

as to the assignation, propagation, conditions and
limitations of the above. lie has evidently made a

very careful study of the subject. His views, therefore,

are worthy of all the defence which belongs to close

and ardent investigation, and yet are up for examina-

tion, rather than implicit endorsement. If his dicta

are correct, we have made a stride in comprehending
the disease, such as has been accomplished in reference

to very few of the contagions.

His nine propositions may be thus briefly stated:

(n) Cholera is caused by the access of a specific

organic ]K)ison to the alimentary canal, which is de-

veloped spoutaneoiisly only in Ilindostou.

(J) Outside of Ilindostan it is contained primarily

only in the vomit, stools, and urine.

(c) Incubation is completed in from one to tlirec

days, to which alkaline nourisliment is requisite, and
a temperature favoring decomposition hastens it.

('/) Impure potable water, dccomiDosing matter,

with alkaline reaction, and alkaline contents in the

intestines, favor tlie incubation of the poison.

(e) The presence of bacteria is the test of the poison-

ous period of the dejections.

The contagion, if dried during incubation, can be

kept, and tlins may be carried and introduced through

air, saliva, water, or food.

(f) The poison is destroyed by the process of growth,

or by contact with acids.

The specific character of the contagion of cholera

being granted, Dr. Woodward very properly insists

that every port sliould be informed, in advance of

arrival, when there has lieen a shipment of passengers

or goods from a cliolera-infected district. This gives

opportunity for the exercise of that vigilance which is

generally rewarded with success. The masters of shijis

should have precise directions as to what to do in case
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of cholera oiitl)rcnk. It sliould be nil axiom, that no
diarrhd'a is harmless tlurinf' a cholera season. Tiie

tru" remedy, says Dr. \V.. ajrainst eliolera, is preventive

niedieine. We would ehange tlie wuril "niediiine" to

measure or metliod.

We wi'.h that we eould l)e .ns eertain as Dr. W. is.

that •• we iiosses,s in tile mineral acids a certain means
of propliylaxis airainst eliolera." or tliat tlie.ippearaiici'

and disappearance of luieteria in e.vereta precisely martv'

their poison-jieriod. We invite a careful study of tlie

definite propositions of Dr. Woodward.
Tlu' clinical liistoiy of thi' epidemic of 1S7:!, liy Dr.

McClellan, has all the value to lie derived from close

ol>servation. and from a com|jilation of llie clinical

observation of maiiifolil persons at different points,

under varyinir ciiiiinistaneesand shades of type. Tlic

treatment shows all the .shades that experience, fashion,

and ho|iel'ulness in empirical prescription mii;ht sui;-

f^est. If bacteria are tests of the time of contagion,

the experiments of N'edswet/.ky, of Hussia. are valua-

ble as showing that chlorine water (chlorine. ; ss.
;

aqua'. I ij.) and the mineral acids alone destroy them.
Various propo.sitions. which nearly coriesjiond with

tho.se alluded to by Dr. Woodward, are discussed,

and similar opinions to tlio.se he presents arrived at.

Tile time of incubation is not so definitely affirmed,

and the presence of bacteria as a test of the jioison-

period not asserted. The contagion having been in-

troduced, it is a.sserted that it is inlhienced by the

hygienic condition of the |)Cople. and not by geo-

logical formation. No immunity is secured by one
attack. It is loosely as.serted that it rather predisposes

to a second fatal one where there is survival at tiist.

Preventives of cholera are noted to be (o) recogni-

tions of its infectiousness; ih) cleanliness, both of

localities and individuals; (c) thorough disinfection.

co|)peras, lime, and charcoal being esjiecially desig-

nated ; and ('/) also great eareas to dieting. Boiling,

filtering, and treatment with permanganatit of potash

are especially noted. The diit directions art loo.se, and
especially the assertion that wine, brandy, and malt
liquors are extremely useful in moderation. The article

of Dr. Me('lellan as a whole is excellent, but we regret

to see here and there a sentence thrown in which lacks

the precision which most of all we have a right to

claim from those to whmn Government gives special

facilities for investigation.

The history of the origin and spread of the Asiatic

choleni. which reached here in 1873. is very accurate

and interisting. Dr. Peters shows exceileiit ability as

a topograpliical historian of disease. Dr. .AlcClellan's

report as to its progress through the country is exceed-
ingly well expressed, and the classification aids much
in weighing the facts afforded by various coUabora
tors. We have examined with interest the various
testimonies of different ob.fervers. They furnish an
amount of evidence which greatly aids in making up
the medical history of the disease. The condition of
Sleniphis. a.s reported by its health officers, is the sami!

as tliaf of most places wliere the disease i)roved largely

epidemic. On an arrival, several cases may occur
amid healthy conditions; but it does not spread in

such localities very extensively, as a rule, if good liy-

giene abounds.
The history of the epidemics in North .\merica, by

Dr. McClellan. is also full of fiK'ts well collated and
aiRingiMl. Kaeli epi<leniic is treated separatelv, and
its phenomena carefully noted. The Odessa .Mteiibiiig

epiihMiiicof 1H(>.), which gave imternity to ours in isiiii,

is ciipalile of accimitc geographical description and
tracing.

Dr. Woodward's report in reference to the anny.

shows how it spread bv the movements of recruits.

Thu history of its spread in India shows it often con-

n.'Cted with the great festivals. No one can rise from

the perusal of the book, without recognizing it as a

perfect thesaurus of facts about eholc-ra. Its carerul

reading is diinanded by all who would study this dis-

ease tlioroughly.

It is well indexed, and very many iiiiDortant facts

can be found as to collateral causes of disease.

As to the Uibliography of Cliolera by Dr. killings,

we only take exception to the idea '• that the majority

of readers will probably think that the magnilude of

the work is much greater than its ini|ioitance." If so,

we pity that majority. It is a most valuable list, only

too short, if it has left a single authority out. The
study of cholera, like that of variola, is a typical

study. Jla.stering it, we master whole groups of epi-

diiiiics, and get a key to manifold siiecific diseases.

Concentrated and exhaustive study uixin such an epi-

diniic schools us fof laying hold of the depths of

other similar studies, and so is far better than partial

.studies of less (jronouuci'd contagion. We well remem-

bir being in the American Medical .\ssociation. at Bal-

timore, within a dozen years, when great excitement

was produced over the so called hiipiithe>iin of specific

contagion as the .sole cause of cholera outside of In-

dia. In fact, medical opinion then regarded it as gen-

erally arising somehow iJe voro. Now, poitaliility is

known to be its chief, if not only, terror. It is tlirough

the close studies of pronounced and v.-ell- defined dis-

eases tliat the medical world moves. A thorough dif-

ferentiating diagnosis has more of treatment in its loins

than we are apt to think. It is as true of diseases as of

|)estiferous animals, that their natural history is the first

thing to consider, especially if we would put in operation

elTeetive limiting causes. We commend the whole book
to the study of every lover of medical science, as well

as every praelitioner of medical art. When we first

looked at its bulk, we were disposed to say that not

expecting to meet a great cholera epidemic, we might
alTord to slip it in order to glean in more usual fields.

Hut we arose from its perusal with the feeling that it

teaches the law of epidemics, the importance of pro-

phylactic treatment, and the results of iirompt efficiency

in managing disease, to a degree that may make us feel

that the doctor is not arinorless, even in the midst of

assaults like those of fire, pillage, sword, and b-jmbard-

meiit,

A TKEATISE on TnKnAPETJTICS, COMPRISINO MATI=:niA

JlKUICA AMI ToXK-Ol.OOV. WITH KsnCClAI. Itl'.Kl^K-

i;nck to TMi; .\I'I'1.I(atiox ok ti:k riivsioLooicAi,

Action ok Dmcs to Ci.intcai, i!i;i)icixi;. By H.

<:. Wood. Jr.. M.U.. Prof, of Botany and Clin. Prof,

of Disejuses of Nervous System, Med. Dept. Univ.

I'enn.. etc. etc .Second edition, revised and cnl.ai'gcd.

Philadelphia : .T. B. Lippiucott & Co. 1870.

Bv comparing the present witli tlie first edition of

this work, there are many evidences of very decidid

improvement. The author has modified his conclu-

sions in regard to the theiapc utical actions of many
drugs, and -some of these comlusions are of consider-

able importance to the searcher alter practical fact.s

Mapy of the sections have been almost rewritten, as

mm h in conseriuence of the necessity for condensing

till- original text to make room for new material, as for

anything else. .\ numberof new suli.^tanci 8 have been

noticed which do not appear in the first volume, and
many additional facts conceining the older sulistanees

which have been necessitated by more reci nt investi-

gations. Kverywheri' our author has givin evidence

of his determination to keep up to the times, some of
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the references being of the latest possible date con-
sistent with their publication in the ])resent volnine.
It is needless for us to say that we are well pleased
witli the work in every particuhir. With its present
improvements it may be loolccd upon as ranking among
the leading treatises on tlie subject.

A PnACTiCAi, Treatise on Fractuues and Disloca-
tions, By Prank Hastings Hamilton, A.M.. M.D.,
LL.D. , Surgeon to Bene\nie Hospital, N. Y. , etc.. ete.

Fifth edition, revised aud improved. Illustrated with
three hundred aud forty-four woodcuts. Phihidelphia :

H. C. Lea. 1875.

TuE reputation of this treatise is so well estalilished

tliat it is unnecessary to say anything in the way of
general commendation. It still remains the only com-
plete treatise on Fractures and Di.'ilocations in the
English language, and in fact in any language, il' wo
except Malgaignc's work, whicli waspul)lished as long
ago as 1847.

The present edition contains many marked improve-
ments over its |)redecessors, to some of whicli we
would call attention. To the already large number of
illustrations tliirty more have been added. The firet

of these, on page 184, is an original one. and gives

a very correct and comprehensive idea of the usual
point of fracture of the clavicle, and of tlie action of

the muscles upon the fragments, and especially ex-

plains the effect of posture on Moore's dressing. At
page 131 is introduced Kingsley''s apparatus for the

treatment of fracture of the lower jaw, the ajtiilica-

tion of which allows of free motion of the organ
during treatment. Wliere this latter is indicated, the

apparatus in question is prol)ably the best that has so

far been devised. The author's new method of dress-

ing fi-actures of the clavicle is presented on page 207,

and has the merit of simplicity, if not of effective-

ness. And after all, in view of the complicated a].)|)a-

ratus that is advised for the prevention of deformities
after this fracture, anything which tends towards such
simplicity, and with a reasonable ]3romi.se of ))ractical

utilit}' as well, is a real improvement. Moore's tlieory

in regard to the separati<m of the epiphy.sis of the hu-
merus is referred to on |>age 283, liut does not receive

the unqualified endorsement of our author. One or

two cases, liowever well i)l)served or authenticated,

are hardly sufficient to estalilLsh a radical principle.

Among other new illustrations we also notice those on
])age 291, showing the varieties of form in which
Colles's fracture may occur. An interesting case of

intra-caijsular fracture, caused by a blow upou the

trochanter, is given, together with a woodcut. The
relative merits of plaster-Paris dressing and extension
with weight and pulleys in the treatment of fractures

of the thigh, are quite full}' discussed. Our author has
taken a consideralile amount of pains to express a

general |)reference for the latter, an opinion that will,

we doul)t not, be shared when the present fasliionable

treatment shall have sunk to its deseived level. Al-
though taking grounds against tlie use of plaster as a
sine fji/a tion. lie recommends it in some forms of frac-

ture of tlie femur and leg. A remarkalile result of
the plaster Paris treatment is presented by Dr. (iil)bes's

case, in which the limi) was sliortened until it was ar-

rested by the lower fragment resting against the neck.

We are glad to bear testimony with our author to the
cifect tliat tlie exten.sion with weight aud pulley has
made more perfect limbs than any other method yet

devised.

We have striven to give our readers some idea of

the additions in the new edition, and in conclusion
We wculd state, that as a whole the work is in everv

particular so fully ujj with the requirements of the
times as to leave nothing to be desired.

A System op Midwifery ; including Diseases op
Pregnancy and the Puerperal State. By W.m.
Leisiiman, M.D., Regius Prof of Midwifery, Univer-
sity of Glasgow, etc. Second American from second
revised English edition, with adilitious by .TonN S.

Parry, M.D . Obstetrician to the Philadelphia Hospi-
tal. Philadelphia : H. C. Lea. IHTo. 8vo, pp. 743.

In noticing the second edition of this work, it is

only necessary to speak of the additions and altera-

tions which have been made to the first edition. No-
tably the most important of these are to lie found in

the Physiological Tjccturcs, and in the chapters <m
Puer|)eral Fever. The editor has added some remarks
on the use of the forceps, already admiralily presented
by the author, and also upon lactation and jnierperal

disease, and the modifications of oh.stetrical instru-

ments in this country. As a general work upon the
sulqect, it will be found a valual)le addition to the

librarv.

Ueports of Spocictics.

NEW YORK COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY.

Slated Meeting, December 37, 1875.

Du. II. B. Sands, Phesident, in the CnAiE.

effects produced upon the blood of syphilitic
patients by treatment with mercury.

The interest of the paper read by Dr. E. L. Keycs
U])on the above subject centred upon his conclusions

from a scries of observations with reference to the ef-

fect produced upon the ninnher of red hlood-r/li,hide» by
the administration of mercury in the treatment of

syphilis. With regard to the value of mercury in tlie

treatment of syphilis. Dr. Keycs assumes the follovv'-

ing position: tliat sy))hilis is most surely controlled

and most often cured liy tlie unremitting use of small

doses of mercury, just enough to restrain the symptoms
without |)roducing any conscious physiological effects,

and continued for not less than two years. The drug
may be pushed if symptoms seem to demand it, is

often continued more than two years, and may be
assisted by iodide of iiotassium. The opinion was
expressed, that when a syphilitic patient in fair health

is treated in this manner from tlie period of his first

eruiition, he may be so cured that he vi'ill have but one
general erupti(m, and no serious lesion subsequently

;

that the health of such a patient wjll be as good after

as before sucli treatment, and that the excejitions to

the rule are not numertms. At this jjoiiit reference

wa.s made to the statement of I,i&geois, namely, that

small doses of corrosive suldimate increase the Vv'cight

of healthy men or animals. This statement has been
sustained by the clinical observation of Dr. Keyes.

R_;ference was also made to the results obtained by
Ricord aud Grassi in the examination of the blood of

syphilitic patients while they were being treated with

mercury. The clinical experience of Dr. Keyes had
seemed to contradict the result obtained by those ob-

servers. Wilbouchewitch, in an article (Uiblished in

1874, gave us his conclu.sions with regard lo the ef-

fects produced upon the blood in the early days of
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sypliilis l)y trciitiui'iit «ith mciciiiy. lUit Dr. Ki'yos

was of tilt.' (>|>iiiiim tliat this observer hiul fonmilatcil

his trcatiiu'iit for syphilis upon an erroneous interpre-

tation of facts. and pnxeeiled to show liow liis conclu-

sions Were wortliless. Ajfaiii, reference was made to

the report of Dr. J. Hughes Hennett, in wliich the fact

was stated, altliouu;li no note made of it, tliat dogs in-

creased in weiglit while talving small doses of mercury.

In the light of tlie oli.servations made liy the gentlemen
mentioned, Dr. Keyes liegan a series of experiments

which extended over a periotl of si.v months, and
were niatle upon persons in health, hospital patients,

and patients in private praetiei'. The blood was taken

from "JT indiviiluals, u( which si.\ were apparently

sound and ~0 were syphilitic. Only tlnee hospital

cases were used, and in tluni the coimt was made
chietly lor comparison. The blood was counted 101

times, and from 5 to 10 count.s made each time. The
instrument used is calleil a JItiiiiitimHi;: All the

methoils of actually counting the blood cells, to

wliicli reference has been made by writers upon this

subject, whether for red or white cells, have had the

detect of not accurately establishing the count for a

given volume of blood. The first recorded instance

where accur.icy was aimed at was reported by Cramer,
but his |)rocess wa.s a rough one. Keference was made
to the instruments which have Iwen used, and a de-

scri|)tion given of tin.' instrinnent employed in his own
observations. The lluid used to dilute the blood for

Counting was macU' as follows: Take urine, neutral,

slightly phosphatic, aliout 10".iO sp. gr., and make of

it a .^aturated solution with bora.x. Killer, and there

is left a fluid with sp. gr. about lOlJO, which is to lie

diluted with water until retluced to sp. gr. 1020. The
following was regarded as a better Huid, but the cor-

rosive sublimate may render it objectionable. Take
of urine, neutral or slightly alkaline, sp. gr. 1020,

filter, and add gr. v. of corrosive sublimate to the

ounce, subsecpiently decant, anil reduce with water to

8p. gr. 1020.

In the labor of the experiments Dr. Keyes was assist-

ed by Dr. A. L. Stimson, and observations relating to

the lollowing points were noted :

1. Aciriiije of ml bliwd-coijidscles in. 1 cubic iitm. of'

blood <;/ t/ic hxdiliij adult iiial>:—A high aveiage is o

millions. Ainemia rarely goes below o million.s, and
in live instances the count reached above G millions.

2. Kjf'Ct of .iiimll dt)Keii of' mt—curij ti/ioii the blood

eailij ill mjjilidix.—In all theciises counteil, the number
of the red blood-corpuscles increaseil inider the influ-

ence of mercury, gi.od hygiene, and tonics.

'A. Kffivt oj ttu loiii/coiitiiiunl um: of' aimtll doncs of
mercuiij iijnm the blood in xijjihilia.

—
'I'here were three

ca.scs : the drug was administered respectively, eleven,

six. and eighteen months; the blood-count was above
the healthy average, and clinically they were all in

excellent health.

4. Effect of mrrciinj in ej-ceas upon the blood in

syjdiiliK.—In this, the only case in which salivation had
been present (produced lor special rea.sons), the count
slioweil a loss of one million, which was attributed to

the excessive use of mercury.
3. Effect uf mercury minbimd with iodides ujion the

bloud ill nyphiliK.— In this list it would be fair to ex|)ect

freijuent exceptions to the rule, that mercury increases

the number of retl corpusclis in the blood of syphilitic

patients, because so many who need prolonged treat-

ment late in the di.sease become more or less cacheetic

and depreciated in giMier.il health, but in only two out

of the nine eases nndi-r this head did the average count
fall below the normal standard, and this among pa-

tients who had had syphilis for a long time.

6. Effect of mercury upon the blood in Ky/jhilia in hoi-

/lifdl ciiaeg.—There were three cases. One entered sali-

vated, and his count increased after he began to cat.

One showed a wietched count, was debilitated by dis-

easeand hospitalism, but improved under the inlluenec

of good hygiene and lonii s, and it was believed that
the mercury also helped him.

7, Effect of mntill dosen of mercury upon the blood of
individuiih not syiihililic.—The observations .showed
an increase in the count. In testing the cllect of
small doses of niercin-y, Dr. Keyes used the protio-

dide in granules, gr. ^ each (the pieparatimi more
commonly emi)loyed by him in the treatment of syphi-
lis) ; and, as every person's capacity for the drug
varies, one granule was administered after each meal,
and increased liy one granule each day (not dose)
on every fourth day. until some evidence of iiritation

was developed, when the dose was at once reduced to

one-half, and there continued at the option of the
doctor. The conclusions arrived at have in the main
been already given ; but the following may be added
to make the report more cumplete

:

1. jMercnry decreases the numlier of the red cells

when givtn in excess, especially in hospital iiatients.

2. Syphilis diminishes the number of reel cells be-

low the healthy standard.

'S. Mercury in small doses continued for a short or
long period in syphilis, given alone or with iodide of
potassium, increases the number of red blood-corpus-
cles, and maintains a high standard of the same.

4. Mercury in small dosis acts as a tonic upon
healthy animals, increasing their weight. In larger

do.ses it is debilitating or fatal.

5. Slercnry in small doses is tonic (for a time at

h'ast) for individuals in fair health, not syphilitic. In
such indiviiluals it increases the number of the red
i iloocl-corpusdes.

The paper being open for discussion, Dit. Bumstead
rennirked that he regarded the results reported by Dr.
Keyes as being of very great imiiortance, and compli-
mented the zeal with which the work had been pur-
sued. The only criticism which he would venture was,
whether the effect produced by mercury upon a
healthy individual can be taken as a standard of the
ell'ect which will be produced by mercury upon an in-

dividual sutfering.from syphilis.

With relerence to the results which follow a long-
continued use of mercury in the treatment of syphilis,

his exi)erience had diflered from that of Dr. Keyes.
Formerly he had treated .syjihilis aceoiding to the

plan of ailmiiiistering mercurials for six months, per-

haps a year, and following witli iodide of pota.ssium,

which was to be continueil for two or three months.
|'.:e results obtained by this jilan of treatment had, in

his hands, pioveil very unsatisfactory.

Latterly the plan of treatment which he has more
frequently adopted consists in the vigorous use of mcr-
eurnds for limited periods of time, and then the allow-
ance ol" an interval dming which no riinedy, except it

m.iy be a simple tonic, is taken. After a certain

length of lime, variable somewhat in different cases,

a return is made to the mercury, when it is again
pushed with considerable vigor. Dr. liumstead pre-

ferred this couise to the prolonged use of mercurials
in small dosi's, as recommended l>y Dr. Keyes, and
also l)y Jonathan Hutchinson, of London. Svith re-

gard to the excessive use of mercuiy in the treatment
of syphilis, such cases are rarely seen at the present
time.

Du. II. G. Pii'-F.\RD remarked that the difTerence in

conclusions arrived at by \\ilbonche« itch and Dr.
Keyes was not so broad as might at first seem, for
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both observers have proved that mercury increases the
number of red blood-corpuscles. Willnnichewitch,
however, administered larger average dos-s than Dr.
Keycs, and it is quite possible that if both luid used
doses of the same size, they would have arrived at the
same conclusions. The ouly difference, as their con-
clusions now stand, seems to he that ^V. claims a
dimiinUion in the number of red corpuscles when mer-
cury has been too long continued, while K. has shown
that an increase takes place. The field in which the
experiments were made pei'haps may also assist in ac-

counting for this difference. Dr. I'iffard referred to

the fact that the white corpuscles can be much more
readily coimted when the lilood upon the slide has
been tinged with anilin. The effect produced is two-
fold : 1st, the white corpuscles are colored so that they
are more easily recognized ; and, 2d, the red corpuscles
are in some way cleared out of view, leaving only the
colored white cor))u,sclcs in the iield. The doctor also
i-eferred to the value of the count as a means of diag-
nosis.

Dr. Otis remarked that although he had not had
any experience v.-itli reference to the precise labor ein-

l)odied in the paper lead by Dr. Keyes, yet he regarded
the results as an important step towards a more success-
ful plan of treatment for syphilis than perha|js we
have yet had. Mercury has been used in the
treatment of syphilis rather as an antidote than

|

otherwise, for the reason that the e.vact nature of
syphilis was not known. It is now known that a no-
table increase of white blood-corpuscles is present in
the blood of a syphilitic ])aticnt, and what we wish to
do in the way of treatment is to get rid of this accu-
mulation of cell elements, which constitutes one of the
manifestations of syphilis. Anything that can be ad-
ministered to the patient, which will clear his blood
of this abnormal accumulation of white cells, will give
him the most lienefit.

AVe do not wish then to tind an antidote, Init some-
thing which will eliminate from thesystem that poison
which manifests itself in an increase of these elements
in the blood.

Now, mercury is known to have the power of pro-
ducing fatty degeneration of healthy tissue. If it

will accomplish tliat, wc can understand how it will
attack material not of a healthy nature; and we now
know that when it is administered in small doses it

will eliminate this material quietlj-, gradually, and
finally clear it entirely out of the system. If any other
remedies shall lie found which possess the same i)Ower,
or which shall meet the requirements more effectually

than meicury, very well. But, in studying the effects

produced liy remedie.s, the labors of Dr. Keyes will
lend a practical and positive view to their use in con-
tradistinction to the empirical method of treatment
which has heretofore ol)tained.

Dn. R. W. Taylor remarked that the practical value
of the paper by Dr. Keyes consisted in the indisputable
proof which it carried regarding the innocence of
mercury when properly and carefully administered,
and the beneficial effect it can produce in the treat-

ment of syphilis.

Dr. Taylor then referred to a scries of experiments
which he had instituted with reference to testinn- the
value of mercury in the treatment of tho.se cases of
syphilis in which fever is present. Syphilitic fever oc-
curs in about one in six cases. He had found that
the fever was subdued and tissue change arrested more
promjitly by the use of mercury than any other remedv
used, and the general nuti'ition of the patient was at

the same time improved. Quinine in large doses,
iodide of potassium, iron and quinine were all used in

different cases ; but there was not that decided fall in

temperature following their use, as was seen after the
.

use of mercury. These facts will go hand in hand
with the observations made by Dr. Keyes, which con-

firm the value of mercury in the early part of the

secondary stage of syphilis. With regard to the use

of small doses of mercury, and continuing them for a
long time in the treatment of syphilis, he was fully

convinced of the truthfulness of the remarks made by
Dr. Bumstead.

In order to obtain the best effect of mercury in the

treatment of syphilis, it should be omitted for a certain

length of time and then resumed. The patient

in the interval ceases to become accustomed, as it

were, to the use of the drug ; and, even though ntani-

fcstations of quite an active character are jjresent u|)on

the skin, the disease will be more quickly and
thoroughly eradicated, by dropping the mercury at

times and allowing the patient to go on with tonics

and general hygienic observances. With such intervals

in the administration, mercury can lie employed and a

much more marked effect produced than can be ob-

tained by its administration in any other manner.
Dr. O'Sui.livan referred to two cases of syphilis in

which a perfect cure, apparently at least, was effected

by the long-continued use of -A grain doses of the bi-

cliloride of mercury, combined with iodide of i)otas-

sium, aiul given three times a day. The size of the

dose was believed to be remarkably small.

NEW YORK PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Stated MeMing, December 8, 1875.

Dr. F. Delafiei.d, President, in the Chair.

rupture op the heart.

Dr. R. E. Van Geison, of Greenpoint, N. Y., jire-

sented a heart with the following history:

—

Mr. F., a very rolnist man of (j.l years, who, from his

own account, was ' never sick in his lite," alter leaving

the bedside of a dying son was taken on the morning
of Nov. IS) with vertigo and vomiting. I found him
in bed at 9 a.m., feeling better. Nov. SoiS., I was again
sent for. Found him up, but complaining of severe

pain over cardiac region. Presciibed anodynes, and
he soon obtained relief. Nov. ;;;.5th, he again sent for

me. He had suifered all uight fiom the pain in his

chest again. Pulse 100. Murmur over the heart not

well defined, seemingly aortic. At 9 a.m. prescribed

opiates. At 9 p.m. found him comfortalile. Had
taken a little food. He expressed to his friends at 10
P.M. that he felt as well as ever. He slept until one
o'clock, and then arose to urinate. He spoke cheer-

fully to his wife ; said he felt (juite well, and thought
he should pass a comfortable night, and then spring-

ing into beil quickly dropped over dead.
Post-mortem held" Nov. 28th, 9 p.m.

The lesion was (>ne of rupture, apparently due to

thinning of the walls from fatty degeneration. On
examining the internal surface of the arch of the aorta,

there were found small patches of atheroma.
Dr. Van Geison remaiked that he had seen but one

other case of the sort, which occurred during his naval

service. The ijatient was a gunner, by tlie name of

Ripley, who while asking his comrade for some tobac-

co, suddenly fell and died immediately. An exami-
nation in that case revealed a rupture of the left ven-

tricle, due to the extreme thinness of its walls.

He presented a second specimen, which was of great

interest in clearing up what would otherwise have been

a very unsatisfactory diagnosis. The Doctor was called
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very suddenly, iibout ten days before, to a ty|)h(iid-

fuver piitieiit, will) was at tliu time sulTeriiij^ fiom e.\-

tieiiii' dyspiia'a. lie found liini just recovciing I'roni

an attack of dysjincea. His iiody was eold anil elani-

niy. pulse feeble, and it seemed as if he were in artieulo

mortis. With the aid of a little stimulant he rallied,

and pulsed the nij^ht (piite eiimfoitalily. The fuUow-
inj; morniui; he had had no recurrence of the dyspiuea.

and his fever symptoms were progressinjj; rej;ularly.

The lunj^s and heart were very carefully examined,
but nothinic was found to account for the stranjic phe-
nomenon of sudden dyspnuM. About an hour alter

the doctor's departure, the patient was seized with
another lit, but soon rallied. It was sui;j>;esled that

the dyspnu-a miLcht be ciiused by the accidental lod<j-

Bicnt of a crumb of Itread in the glottis, but his wife
remarked, in coml)atiiifjt this opinion, that the tits did
not come on altercating, but while the patient was in

a sound sleep.

At the end of the week, while in a cou-iliin-i fit suc-

ccedinj; an attack of dysjma'a, the patient discharf;cd a
carious tooth, which cleared up the diasinosis at once.

The tooth in question was attached to the gum by a
mere shred, and had linally escaped into the throat,

probably during sleep.

Dr. V^an Geison. in further allusion to his first case,

remarked u|)on the length of time which luul elapsed
from the initial symptoms to the death. It would
seem that the rupture had comnienced by a slight

leakage, and finally killed the man by e.n overwhelm-
ing tlood. The i)ericardium was partly filled with
fluid blood, but contained no clots. In Kiplcy's ca.se

the blood was firmly coagulated aroun<l the heart, tak-
ing as it were a complete mould of the organ.

Dlt. IJtVEKLKY KoiiiN.soN asked if the clot iu the
latter case was ante or post mortem.

I)n. V.\s Gi;i.sox presumed that the coagulation was
post-mortem, as the man died inst.mtly.

Dlt. UoniNsoN in this connection r(;ferred to the

statement made that ante and post mortem clots can
bi: dislinguished liy the presence or absence of the

mould of the siniilunar valves upon the clot.

Dk. 1)i;i,afii;i,I) remarked that we occasionally meet
with some cases of death from rupture of the heart
in which there are symptoms for several days before
death. In those instances the rupture is gradual, aiul

is obliipie in its direction. In tlie case iu question,
however, the rupture was very direct, and any such
explanation of the preceding symptoms could not
obtain.

Dj:. Loomis thought that the preceding attacks
were due to failure of the heart jiowers. If tlier<' had
been any escape of blood at first into the pericardium,
the patient would have suffered from pericarditis ; as

it vtas, he had only the usual symptoms of fatty heart.

i>ii'iiTirET{r.\.

Dn. A. II. Smith presented the laryn.K and portion
of the trachea removed from the body of a medical
gentleman, aged thirty-two years, who died of diph-
theria on the Satmday morning previous. His illness

was of ten day.s' duration, and during its earlier ])art

it partook of thitcharacter of membranous sore-thioal,
so much so that the patient gave himself no treatment
for threi' or four days. At the end of that time the
membrane formed very rapidly upon the (jharyux,
uvida Velum and tonsils. Then the larynx became in-

volved, when it was also evident that the disea.se had
extended into thi' air-passages lower down. He was
finally traclieotond/.ed at his own urgent solicitation,

rather than in accordance with the convictions of Drs.

Jacob! and Ueverley liobinson, who taw the case in

consultation. Dr. Smith performed the ojjeration, with
the innnediate effect of relieving the dyspna'a, but
the patient died four or five hours afterwards, ap-
l)arently as much.from the extreme exhauslion of the
general poisoning as fi-om interference of the respira-

tion.

The specimen showed a false mendnane lining the
larynx and trachea, thicker in the latter. The mem-
brane e.xtendctl as far us thes|)eiimen could show, and
doubtless existed in the bronchial tubes, although the
( ircumstauces of the case precluded the opening of the
chest.

Dr. Smith also exhibited a section of skull renu)ved
fiom a dissecting room subject, which showed a solid
bony frontal sinus.

SIGNIFICANCE OF ENI.AntiED (iLANI)S.

Dk. Koisinson asked concerning the significance of
enlarged glands about the neck in diphtlieiia.

l)n. S.MITH replied that in connc-ttion with his ca.se

they w'ci-e teiuh'r, but not enlarged.

Dn. KoBiNsoN remarked that some authorities main-
tain that there is a direct anastomosis of the lynipha-
tiis of the tonsils with those of the neck. If this were
a fact, a very impoi taut element in diagnosis would be
established, and would explain the fatal character of
such cases as are attended with much swelling of these
glands. The weight of authoiity favored the statement
that the fatal cases were almost always attended with
this state of things.

Dn. ^AN Gkison remarked that the practical fact
remained, that iu the majority of the cases of fatal

dil)htheria these glands were not at all involved. In
regard to this point he spoke without hesitation, his

experience in this disea.se being quite exttnsivc.

D\{. KoniNSoN nuiintained that Dr. Van Geison's ex-
|ierience was contrary to his own and to the greater
miniber of authorities on the subject. In thirty or forty
post-iUortems of children who had died ot the dis-

ease, the existence of swollen glantls was very marked.
Du. Van Gkison remarked that far from attaching

any grave importance to the glandular swellings, he
was ahnost willing, in consecpu'uce of their existence,
of giving them a favorable prognosis. In the to.xic

foim of the disease the glandular swellings were not
present, and in all those cases death, according to his
expi'rience, was certain. This accorded with the e.\-

peiieiice of the members of the Kings County Jledical
Society, as given rc'ceutly in a discussimi upon the
disease.

Dk. Loomis thought that the apparent discreiiancy
in the statements of the two precidiug gmllemen
ciiuld be explained by a diiference in the type of dis-

ease. In the earlier cases he was confident that the
fatal cases had glandular com|(lications as a rule, but
th.it the latter ones presented an (i]iposite condition of
things.

Clinical TEAciiiN(i in Pauis.—There has of late
years been a well grounded comiilaint of the jjaucity

of clinical instruition in the Parisian school, an<l the
latest reports say that measures have lieeii taken to
remedy this defect. Chairs are to be created for the
clinical teaching of syiiliilis, di.seasts of the skin,
ophthalmology, otology, mental diseases, ami odon-
tology, which will be established at the dilTerent gen-
eral hospitals already in existence, and pl.iced under
till' direct control ol the Facidly, whi<h will have the
right to ajjpoinl its own professors. The app<iintnient
is for ten year.s, w ith the power of rc-electiou, and the
salary is 5,000 francs y*f;- annum.
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Corvcaponticncc.

PRESBYTERIAN HOSPITAL AFFAIR.
To THE Editor or The Medical Recobd.

Dear Sik :—In the last miiuljer of The Recokd you
veiitui'o upon an interpretation of tlie principles of the

eleven applicants for appointment to the Presbyterian

Hospital. I cannot speak for all, but .so far as one of

them is concerned, you are in error.

I have applied for, and hope to have the opportu-
nity to hold an appointment iu that hos|>ital, on the

same tjrms on which all other physicians hold their

professional apjjointniL'nts, whetlior as family doctors,

examiners for insurance companies, or physicians to

corporations (hospitals included, di.sguise it as you
\villj ; that is, on good behavior. And in that term
I include not merely the oljservance of the code of

ethics and the avoidance of insanity, as one of your
correspondents would have it, but also tlw exercise of

that tact and courtesy which we expect to find in suc-

cessful num generally, and tlie absence of which has
b33n so conspicuou-i in the whole of this affair.

Permit me to add, that tlie dignity of the profes-

sion, about wliich we are all so projjerly solicitous, is

iu less danger of being lowered by the acceptance of
a half-do/. -n appointments on well-defined, equitable,

and business-like terms, which offer rewards as well as

penalties, than it is by ill-bred sneers at ladies, by
childish tits of temper over real or imaginary wrongs,
and by an absurd pretension on the part of a score or

two of young men organized as a semi-secret club to

the right to dictate pulilic opinion on all questions,

and to determine the reputation and standing of indi-

viduals.

One of the Eleven.
New York, January 3, 1S76.

CHANGES IN THE PUBLIC SERVICE.

ABMY.

Offidal List of Changes of Stations and Duties of Of-

ficers of th", Mdical Department United States Army,
from bee. 2Gth to Dec. olst, 1875.

White, Cn.\s. B., Surgeon.—.Assigned to duty at

Columbus Barracks, Ohio, as Post Surgeon. L. O. 264.

A. G. O., Dec. 17, 1S75.

Merrill, J. C, Assistant Surgeon.—To report to

Commanding General. Department of Texas, forassign-

ment to duty. S. O. 2G4, c. s., A. G. O.

RossON, R. L., Assistant Surgeon.—Assigned to

duty at t'amp McDowell, Arizona Territory. S. O.

103, Department of Arizona, Dec. 11, 1875.

Society of Neurology.—At the Annual Jleeting

of the New York Society of Neurology, held Dccemljer

20tli. the following officers were elected for the ensuing
year:

President, D. B. St. John Roosa, Jl.D. Vice-Presi-

dent, Win. H. Draper, JI.D. Corresponding Secretary,

Alfred L. Carroll, M. D. Recording Secretary and
Treasurer, A. McLaue Hamilton, M.U. Curator, Ed-
ward G. .Janewav, M.D. Councillors, J. C. Dalton,

M.D. ; Austin Flint, Jr., M.D. ; H. D. Noyes, M.D.

;

John J. JIason, M.D.
j

illeliical Jtema onb Nems.

New Medic.\l Weekly in London.—We under-
stand that a new weekly medical journal is l)eing

started in London, under the editorship of J. Milner
Fothergill. The first numljer will appear during the
present month.

The CmcAoo Jocrnal of Nervol's and Mestaii
Diseases is to drop the •• CniCAoo" and will be pub-
lished iu l.)oth New York and Chicago simultane-
ously.

The New England Pstchological Society is the

name of a new organization started liy Dr. B. 1). East-

man, of the Worcester Lunatic Hospital, and emlnac-
ing the su|)erintendents of similar institutions iu the

New England States. Pliny Earle. M.D.. of tlie North- .

ampton Lunatic Hospital, is the president, and Dr.

Eastman, tlie secretary and treasurer. Meetings are

to be held quarterly, the next one being at Worcester,

on the third Tuesday in Marcli, 1876.

The Late Professor Ji'ngken, of Berlin, be-

queathed his collection of instruments to the Augusta
Hospital of that city.

A New Sphtgmoscope has been l<rought to the
notice of the profession by Dr. E. A. Pond, of Rutland,
Vt., which consists of a glnss tube with a small bore,

in which an index of colored fluid rises and falls with
tlie pulse, as the large end of the tube covered with
delicate rubber is made to press on the artery.

An.vto.mical Material in London Schools.—
Some English journals are complaining of the scarcity

of material for dissecting in London, none of the
schools, it is said, having yet received more th;!n half

the subjects necessary to supply the men waiting to

dissect.

Francis Edmlnd Anstie.—The inscription written
by Mr. John Simon, F.K.S., to be engraved cm a
tablet in the Chapel of King's College, London, com-
memorative of the late Dr. Anstie. is as follows:

'•In memory of Francis Edmund Anstie, M.D.,
London, F.K.C.P.. Physician to the Westminster Hos-
pital, Honorary Fellow of this College. Laborious
in study, accomplished in jjractiee, ardent in love of
truth and justice, strenuous in efforts for the poor and
friendless, he was stedfast. gentle, and affectionate iu

all personal relations, and dearest to those who knew
him best. His death, which took place on September
the 12th, 1874, in his 41st year, was caused by blood-

poisoning incurred iu the discharge of his duty."'

Weekly Bulletin of the Meetings of Medical
Societies.

[The Medical Record is published every SaUirday.
Notices of meetings, Ifctiires, operations, etc., intended

for puhUeation in this bulletin should he received at tlie

office, 27 Great Jones Street, one week previous, to insure

their appearance.^

Tuesday, .Jan. 11.—East River Medical Association.

Election.

Wednesday, Jan. 12.—N. Y. Pathological Society.

Coll. of Phys. and Surg., 23d St., cor. Fourth avenue.

Election of officers.

Friday. Jan. 14.—N. Y. Medical Journal Associa-

tion. ' Rachitis," Dr. S. M. Roberts.
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©rigmal Cccture.

THE IXFLAMMATIoNS AND THE COX-
UKtiTlUNS OF THE NON-GHAVID UTE-
RUS.

PUELIMIXAUV LECTURE,

By E. R. PEASLEE. Jt.D., LL.D.,

norcssoK or gt.x^coloct in bellevce uosriTiL uedicil
i

COLLEGK.

Part in. <

Gentlemen:—H.iving consiilcrcd the principal ob-
stack'S to tlif correct undcrstiiiulinj; of my subject, I

next cnll attention to the fact tliat the cervix and tlie

corpu-s uteri are. iu relation to it, to lie mainly re<;arded

OS independent organs; and propose a miire detinite

anatoniiud nomenclature of tlieir different parts than
has hitherto lieeu suggested. :

1. Itecurring to the primal development of the
uterus, we find that onchalf of the body, and the same '

halt of the cervix (the organ being bisected antero-
postL'riorly). are developed from the s;ime embryonic
source— MuUer's duct— these halves subsequently
meeting and blending on the median line. But the

'

cervi.t is proportionately much larger at first, and so
remaiiL'i till puberty, since it constitutes, as it were, the
b.asis or nucleus of tlie future uterus. It is therefore
also tinuly attached to the contiguous parts; while the
body is not needed, and therefore not developed till

puberty arrives. I

Developmentally. therefore, the corpus and the cer-

vix are one and the same organ.
2. Ilistologiciilly. also, tliey are identical, being com-

posed of the same strutiural eUments—muscular
and areolar (connective) tissue, with vessels and nerves.

,

And they constitute l>ut a simple organ anatomically; .

the longitudinal tilires of the corpus being prolonged
into the cervix, both anteriorly and [josteriorly, dnd 1

rendi'ring the two portions inse|)arable by dissection.
|

•i. But iihytiiiloijicallij, the corpus and the cervix are
;

quite independent. The normal s:'cretion of the ccr-
[

vical canal is entia-ly unlike that of the uterine cavity ; \

and the two great functions of menstruation and of
gistation are confined exclusively to the latter, the
cervix not at alt participating. Partuiition also is

effected by the corpus uteri, nof only unai<led but even
resisted by the cervix, whose resistsince the corpus
finally overcomes. The cervix is. in fact, the sphincter
muscle of the uterine cavity, and therefore also pre-
vents premature delivery.

4. J'itJiol->i/ir,t/li/, also, the cen'ix and body of the ,

uterus are, to a notable degree, distinct. Intlammation
and congestion are very often confined to the cervix,
or to the corpus, alone; and certain diseases almost
always attack one of these parts to the exclusion of the
other; as fibroids are mostly developi-d in the corpus,
and carcinoma and epithelioma in the cen'ix. In
general, the latter is more liable to disea.se than the
corpus, and especially in the imparous woman, since

I

in her the cervix has attained almost to its full devel-
opment and vascularity, while the corpus does not till

at the end of gestation. But after the return of the
pregnant uterus to n -arly the same size as before preg-
nnnry, the corpus still remains far more va.scular than
before, and far more liable to certain pathological con-
ditions. It will therefore lie necessary, when I come
to .speak of the inflammations and the congestions of ,

3

the uterus, constantly to point out their different
synjptoms and effects in the parous and the im|)arous
woman. It will be seen that the ipieslion is not
whether the woman is married or a virgin, but whether
she has or has not been pregnant ; or, in oilier

worfls. has the uterus been, or lias it not lieen, devel-
oped beyond the virgin stale by grsl.ition. If gesta-

tion has obtained, and parturition, whether at term or
at any previous time, luis occurred, I shall speak of her
as a parous woman ; if pregnancy has never occurred,
she is of course imparous.

5. There is, however, a therapeutical interdepen-
dence of the corpus and cervix uteri; or rather a
dependence of the former upon the latter. Hence
remedies applied to the cervix may be found to act
upon the corpus, not only by reason of the continuation
of the tissues of the one into the other, but also be-

cause many of the vessels and nervtsof the corpus are

first sent to and through the cervix. Especially evident
is this in the use of scarifications of the cervix, and in

tlie application of leeches, suppositories, or powerful
cuunter-irritants.

The pathological independence of the cervix and
corpus uteri just illustrated necessitates a more precise

and distinctive nomenclature than has hitherto been
adopted ; and I propose the following terms, both
anatomical and pathological, as having been used in

my public lectures for the la.st eight years.

.\. The corpus uteri consists of three distinct layers
from without inwards:

(</) The perimetrium* (or serous layer\ covering the
entire corpus, and also the suijra-vaginal portion of
the cervix posteriorly.

ill) The nietrium, including the muscular and the
connective tissue.

(r) The endometrium—the mucous membrane lining

the uterine Ciivity.

B. The cervix also has three layers from without
inwards:

(<i) The pcritrachelium,t—the mucous membrane
covering the whole of the vaghial portion, but want-
ing on the supra-vaginal.

(A) The trachelium, including all the muscular and
coiniective tissue of the cervix.

(<•) The endo'raehelium—the mucous membrane lin-

ing the cervical canal.

Thus the endometrium, the endotraehelium, and
the |)eritrachelium constitute the entire mucous ele

nicnt of the uterus; and the metrium and the trache-

lium, the parenchyma, so-called, of the corpus and
the cervix respectively.

The nomenclature of the diseased conditions should,
of course, correspon<l with the anatomical terms; and
we recognize three inflammations of t.ie corpus and
three of the cervix, viz. :

I. Of' the corpus.—Perimetritis, * metritis, and codo-
nictriti.s.

II. Of thf ctnix.—Peritrachelitis, trachelitis, and
endotrachelitis. §
The accompanying diagram illustrates the applica-

tion of the terms just ijiven.

There are also, with reference to their locations, si.x

different congestions of the uterus, viz.

:

• Fmm **pi. /7rff»(nrf, nntl M*iriip, iitpmii. This term nil (ndomc-
triafn hati* now tHH-^itnc fAinitur.

• FrMiii T.pi. aniunit. aiiit t,ji\.iAo<. iSt' n--. k
- ri is UMjil in ^

'
lUI

Ith p'lvlc I"r f,l

>r i»,-lvir n-lli. " •11*

nd rotricU',!, LuJoiu. uiUa Ua. U-vu iu ual' lur aU<ul

' niloccrvicitin b; N>me writer* ; ft tMrtM^nxii compoimd of
t'r*.-ck iu:il Latin.
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Of Ihe corpus.—The peiimotric, the metric, and the

endometnc.

Of the cervix uteri. — The psritrachelic, the tra-

chciic, and the endotrachelic.

These congestions I next proceed to consider.

THE COKGESTIONS OF THE KOX-GRAVID UTEUUS.

These will be considered before the inflammations,

since they are vastly more connnon and more impor-

tant. Besides, the latter are generally jjreceded by
conTestiou, for a longer or shorter time, as their pre-

disposing cause.

Active congestion of the uterus during the men-
strual period, and for two or three days before and
after it, is a normal condition of tliat organ

; but wlien

it or the passive form further trenches ujjon, or ex-

tends through, the intermenstrual interval, it becomes

a pathological state, and demands appropriate treat-

ment.
Thus explained, uterine congestion is found to be

the most common affection of tlie uterus; and prob-

ably, indeed, is more frequent, when found alone and
wheii complicated with other affections, than all the

othere counted together. Moreover, it may exist, not

only for months, Ijut for many years, even tin-ough

the thirty years of menstrual life; thus entailing a

•i-reater amount of su Bering in the aggregate than any

other disease to which womau is liable, until the

health is, irremediably ruined.

It is therefore singular that its existence has hitherto

besn almost entirely ignored ; while it is universally

conceded that all other vascular organs are subject to

congestion. AVith the sole exceptions of Dr. Chap-

man, whose work was published in 1872, and Dr.

Barnes (1874), no gynecological author has recog-

nized congestion of the uterus as a pathological con-

dition re(|uiring any special treatment ;
* though by

* Some slight attention had previously been called to uterine conges-

tion by Ashwell, Simpson, and Grailey Hewitt only ; of whom Ash-
well alone alluded to its treatment, and this in but a dozen lines. Dr.

Barnes devotes four pages to congestion and its treatment (pp. 429—433).

None of these writers distinguish between active and passive, or recent

an I chronic congestion, nor indicate the ])articular part of the uterus

which is congested in particular cases.

several the phrases " active congestion " and " passive

congestion " have been incidentally used, as admit-
ting its possible or actual existence. But most writers

have ignored its existence entirely.

But the reason for tliis omission has already been ex-

plained ; and was also stated by myself in a discussion

upon chronic metritis, in the New York Academy of
Medicine, in 186G, in language to the following effect:

" I desire here to make a plea for tlie uterus, and de-

fend its right in common with all other very vascular

organs to Ijecome congested—a right which all authors

up to the present time, and the speakers on this occa-

sion, deny or ignore ; and to assert that chronic me-
tritis, so-called, is nothing more, nothing less, and
nothing else, than chronic uterine congestion, with its

results." I also now add, that the uterus is far more
lialile than any other organ to become congested
patliologically and chronically—the ovaries even not
excepted ; as might be expected, a priori, of an organ
which is habitually congested at least seven days in

each month, or aljout one quarter of the time.

©riginal €ommiimcatton0.

REPORT OF A CASE OF

PERITYPHLITIC ABSCESS IN
ILEO-C^CAL REGION,

THE

TREATED SUCCESSFULLY BY THE EARLY ESTABLISH-

MENT OF AN EXTERNAL OPENING IN THE AB-

DOMINAL WALLS FOR THE ESCAPE OP PUS.

Bv GU-IDON BUCK, M.D.

Mr. J. M., iEt. 26, of Liverpool, of good constitution

and regular haliits, being in good health and free from
any premonitions of the attack that was impending,
returned on jMimday. Nov. 8th. 187.">. to tlie city from
Philadelphia, by an early moining train, took his ordi-

nary dinner at' half-past six in tlie evening, and retired

to rest at aljout eleven o'clock. After a good niglit's

sleep he was awakened in the morning of Tuesday, !lth,

by pains in the right iliac region, which he descnb-
ed as a peculiar sensation rather than pain, and which
he feared might be the ju'ecursor of an attack of colic

such as lie had experienced on two previous occasions,

l)ut at remote periods. He had two small loose evacu-

ations following each other after a short interval. Hop-
ing to obtain relief by provoking vomiting he drank
freely of hot water, which he rejected unmixed with
other substances. The pain increasing in severity he
resorted to liot foinentatiiuis. At 9 o'clock he was
visited by Dr. G. H. Wynkoop, who ))rescril)ed six

grains of calomel anil administered a hypodermic in-

jection of Magcndie's solution of morphia, and repeated

it a second time, later in the day. The same evening,

about twelve hours after the attack, I made my first

visit, and found liim suffering from very severe pain

in the right iliac region, wliicli liad persisted all day.

He had vomited two or three times some bilious matter

subsequent to tlie vomiting produced l>y taking hot

water in the morning. Tiiere was no febrile heat nor
acceleration of tlie jjulse, nor had there been any rigor.

The abdomen was supple, but extreme tenderness on
the slightest pressure existed over a spot that could be

covered with the thumli at a ])oint three fingers" breadth

distant from and to tlie inside of the anterior superior

spinous process of the right ilium, and on the same level
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with it. The tcndemess iliiuiiiislicd in a iiiiirkcd ilcgrcc

as tile pressure receded from tliis circumsrriljed spot.

Suspicion of the existence of u lesion of the vernii-

fonn appendage wius cxcitetl. Witliout dehiy one
doz 11 leeches were ajjplied, and kiUuwed by hot
fomentations.

Heriind ilmj, at 9.30 .\.M.— Visited Mr. M. with Dr.

Wynkoop, and found him still suffering severe pain
liy paroxysms, and with the same e.V([uisite tenderness

on pressure over tlie spot already indicated in the right

iliac region, lie had had a shiver, lasting ten minutes,
since daylight. Pulse had risen to 10(> and temperature
to 101 . A second application of six leeches was made,
and poultices were continued. A narcotic treatment
was now instituted. Magendie's solution of morphia
was directed to he taken, l."i minims every hour, till

narcotism was produced, and thereafter to be con-
tinued every two hours. At 7.130 p.m., patient was
more comfortable and suffering less pain ; there was
less tenderness on pressure; he had not vomited for 24
hours past. Pulse was reduced to 80. Temp. lOOi"^.

A moderate degree of narcotism has been maintained
by To miniins of Mageudie taken since morning.

Third dill/, aX 9.30 .\.M.—Has passed a comfortable
night without severe (laiii ; tenderness on pressure is

loss marked; its locality, however, is unchanged; has
vomited bile. During our visit he hail an attack of
severe colic pain, diffused over the alnlomen. The
abdominal muscles were tense and retracted ; pulse 98.

Temp. 9!)" to 100". Has taken 00 minims of Magendie
through the night, up to eight o'clock this morning.
Ordered enema of infusion of catnip and the use of
the catlietcr to relieve fruitless efforts at urination.

Ordered to take calomel, gr. x.

At 7.:J0 r.M., patient somewhat relieved after the

operation of tlir enema ; has succeeded in urinating.

Tile abdomen has now became tumid. Local tender-

ness not increased; the surface of the boily is moist.

Dysuria persistent. Pulse 98. Temp. Uy. Jlorphia
has been taken in increased quantity through the day :

but tli2 urigiual dose of 15 minims is to he resumed
again.

Fourth da;/, at 9.30 a.m.—Has passed the night with-

out severe pain. Pulse 94. Temp. 99'. Abdomen
still tumid. Is much disturlied by nausea, evidently

aggravated by the morphia. It was therefore

stopped. Ordered calomel gr. ij., bismuth sub-nitrate

gr. v., to be repeated three times at intervals of three

hours. At 7.30 P.M., has taken no morphia since

ti .\..M. without increase of pain ; nausea persists. Pulse
84. Temp. 98 . Ordered sinapism to epigastrium,
ol. ricini 5 ss., and enema of infusion of catnip.

Fi/th Jill/.— Pulse 84. Temp. 98' morning and
evening. Flatulence and nausea persist. Abdomen
tumid. Cap. calomel gr. ij., sodic bicarb, gr. v., every
four liour.s.

SUth day, at 9.30 A.M.—Continued flatulence and
nausea, with eructations accompanied by severe colic

pains. Pul e 102. Temp. 101°. Stopped calomel
jiowder, of which he had taken six. At 7.30 i'..M,, no
derided relief. Ordered ol. ricini r ss., and an enema
of catnip, to be administered through an O'iiirne

rectum tulie, inserted high up,

tiexeiith dny, at 9.30 A..M.—The severe colic pains
continue. Pulse and temperature abated. At 8.30

I'.M., Prof. Alonzo Clark joined us in consultation, and
after a careful examination of the patient, conlirmed
til" diagnosis already arrived at. IJy careful percus-

sion he outlined a dull space uiion the surface identical

with the .siat of local tenderness, but unaccompanied
by any elevation on \.\v surface corresponding l<i it.

II? abo djtiued by palpation the outlines of a deep-

' seated tumor of somewhat firm consistiMice, the centre
of which also corresponded to the tender spot on the
surface. Patient's sufferings were further aggravated
liy the development of an inlhinnd swollen hemor-
rboid, occupying the right half of the verge of the
anus. It was split into two halves by transtixing it

lengthwise at its Ijase with a sharp pointed bistoury,

ami cutting outward through the surface. An enema
of 20 drops of JIageudie's solution was then adminis-
tered.

Kif/hth dill/, at 9.30 a.m.— Patient had jia.ssed a dis-

tressing night, chiefly caused by the h(nioirhoid, but
obtained some sleep toward morning after a liypo-

lU rmic inj<'Ction of morjihia. Has jiad .several free

liquid evacuations, and has vomited two or three

limes; the abdomen has now become more sup|)le.

Pulse 98. Temp. 99° to 100°. At 7.30 Prof. T. M.
Markoe joined our consultation, and also confirmed
the diagnosis,

Xiiilh diiy, at 9.30 a.m.—Patient piissed a better

night, more free from jiain. No vomiting, no eructa-

tions. Takes more liquid nourishment. Pulse 72.

Temp. 981°. At 7.30 p.m., pulse (iS. Temp. 98 °.

Tciithdny.—A good night. Pulse, morning and even-
ing, 04, AI>domen less tumid and more supple. Local
tenderness on jiressure is again liecoming more marked

;

its centre of greatest intensity remains at the same
point.

November t^t/i, eleventh day.— At 1.30 p.m., Prof.

Chirk met us again in consultation, with special refer-

ence to an operation. Patient's condition was as fol-

lows : The tumidity of the abdomen had subsiiled to

such a degree, that the surface lietwcen the umbilicus
and crest of the risilit ilium, from being ele^ ated, had
become sunken. Tlu^ deep outlines of llie tumor could
lie more easily distinguished by jialpation, though
there was still no circumscribed elevation u]ion the
surface at the point where the greatest sensibility to

pressure existed. No fluctuation was perceptible, nor
was there any redness of the surface nor adhesion of
the skin to the underlying parts. Instead of dulness,

there was now resonance on percussion over the seat

of greatest sensibility. This condition of resonance,
Conflicting as it did apparently with the sui>po.sed

presence of suppuration, might depend, as afterward
proved to be the case, on tin; coexistence of gas with
pus in the e.ivityof the abscess. Tliis apparently con-
flicting condition did not, however, deter irom the pro-

]>osed explorative operation, which was performed as

follows:

Operation. — Before the inhalation of ether was
commenced, the jirecise seat of greatest sensitive-

ness under digital j^ressure was onci- more determined
and located, as it had uniformly been, by daily re-

[leated previous examinations, midway on a line lie-

tween the umbilicus and the ant. -sup. spin, process of
the right ilium. After complete ana'sthesia and relaxa-
tion were produced, the deep-.seated outlines of the

tumor were again conlirmed liy a more thorough pal-

pation than h.id been admissible at previous examina-
tions. At the point chosen ujion the surface a punc-
ture was made through the skin with a bistoury, to

fai'ilitatc the onward progress of a sliarp-pointrd

eannla of the size of No. 1 bougie scale, which was
advanced cautiously through the aponeurotic and
muscular parietes of the abdomen to a depth of
more than one inch, when pus escaped by the side of
the canula, and immediately after through the canula
itself. The canula being held in tilu, ser\X'd as a

guide, upon theiuitersurface of whieha sharp-piinted
bi-tourv was <-onduct<'d into tlu' cavity of the abscifs,

and the opening enlarged. At the same time the
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external wouncl was also enlarged by dividing the

skin and underlying parts to the extent of nearly two
inches. A dressing forceps was then introduced witli

closed Ijlades, and witlidrawn witli the blades opened,

so as to enlarge the entrance of tlie abscess. A free

discharge of gr.ayish foetid pus, without stain of bile,

to tlie amount of uioretlinnan ounce, followed, togelher

witli an al)undant escape of gas. A linger was next

inserted into the wound to enlarge still furtlier the

opening and explore the cavity of tlie abscess, which
was found to extend in every diri^ction laterally li'vond

the re.ach of the finger; its opposite wall, however, was
reached by tlie end of the finger, but nothing delinite

was ascertained by it. A plug of cotton wick well

greased was inserted, and left in the opening to main-

tain it free, and poultices were directed to be continued.

In the evening [jatient was found comfortable, and his

pulse at 84.

S-coiul (In/ after operation.—Had passed a good
night, and taken food with some appetite. Removed
the ping, and gave exit to a copious discharge of

brownish matter, followed by tliick laudable pus.

Pulse, 82; temperature, !)9J-°. Replaced the plug,

wliicli was thereafter to be kept in only during the

day and left out at night. On the third day poultices

were discontinued, and a dressing of .simple cerate sub-

stituted. The abscess was injected with salt and water,

and tlie injection was to be repeated on the two fol-

lowing days. On the fourth day a particle of greenish

foesal matter of the size of a split pea was expelled

with the injection. On the fifth, sixth, seventh, and
eighth days small tufts of sloughy tissue, ascertained

to be connective tissue by microscopic examination,

were discharged, the suppuraiion continuing healthy

and abundant. On the twelfth day suppuration no
longer proceeded from the cavity of the abscess, but

from tlie external wound alone, which was steadily

tilling up and contracting. Patient's general condition

steadily iinprjved, after the opening of the abscess,

nil ler the use of generous diet and the citrate of iron

an I ([uinine, gr. v., ter in die, as a tonic. On De-

c ;iii')er 4th, th ; tifteentli day, lie was able to be removed
t'l tlie hoase of a friend in the vicinity of the Central

Park.
Dxemhir lltli.—Tlie wound has healed, and patient

has resumed his out-of-door life.

li'.marks.—The conditions upon which a diagnosis

was based in this ca^e were the following: 1st. The
abrupt onset of the attack without any premonition of

its approach. 2d. The early development of acute

local sensibility referred to the ileo-coecal region, and
restricte:! within a small circumscribed space, where
the slightest degree of digital pressure could not be

tolerated. 3d The uninterrupted persistence of the

acute local sensitiveness within the same restricted

limits, as was verified on each succeeding day, by
carefully repeated exploration up to the day of the

operation. 4th. The recognition of a deep-seated

circumscribed tumor of rather firm consistence, in-

distinctly definable in the earlier stages of the dis-

cas!, owing to the general tumidity of the abdomen,
but becoming more clearly outlined as the tumidity

subsided, and the abdominal parietes became more
supple. The centre of the deep-seated tumor also

'irresponded to the focus of greatest sensibility on

t 1 • surface. It was not, however, until the eleventh

d y after tlie attack that the deep outlines of the

1 imor could be defined with such a degree of dis-

t aetness as to determine the writer to resort to an
operation for establishing an external opening in the

abdominal walls, and the operation was then under-

ta':eu, notwithstanding the absence both of fluctuation

and elevation of the surface over the tumor, and also

notwithstanding the presence of resonance on percus-
sicju over the tumor, where previously there had been
dulne.ss, the resonance l>eing attributable to the co-

existence of gasVith pus in the cavity of the abscess.

It was a matter of regret in this case that a digital

exploration per anum was rendered inadmissible by
the jjresence of an inflamed and very sensitive hemor-
ilioid.

Si/iiiptoms.—In a retrospect of the progress of tlie

symptoms in this case, it is interesting to observe that

constitutional reaction was first noticed twenty-four
hours after the attack, when the pulse had risen to 106
and the temperature to 101°. Twelve hours later, and
after a .second application of leeches had been made
and the narcotic treatment put in operation, the pulse
had fallen to 86, and the temperature to 1001°.

On the third day the pulse was 1)8, temp. 09°.

On the 4th and .'ith days the pulse was 84. temp. 98°.

On the Otli day the pulse ro.se to 102, and the tem-
perature to 101°. On this day the distressing colic

pains, with eructations and nausea, reached their maxi-
mum of intensity, and the tumidity of the abdomen its

greatest degree of development. On the Sth, 9th, and
loth days the pulse subsided to 78, 72, and 64, and
the temperature to 99°, 981°. On the d.ay of the opera-

tion (the 11th of the disease), the pulse was 82, and
the temperature 99.!,°.

The uniformly moderate rate of the pulse and tem-
perature, notwitlistanding the severity of the al)dominal
pains, indicating as it did the absence of inflammatory
action affecting the iieritoneum, afforded a sure

ground for hope of a favorable prognosis.

TreiUmeiit.—ilr. Jas. Burno, in Vol. XX. of the

Transactions of tlie Mcd.-Cliir. Soeietij of London, judi-

ciously cautions against the energetic'depleting treat-

ment in the onset and early progress of the disease tliat

might be .ap|(licable to acute idiopathic peritonitis.

The object of the treatment should be to moderate the

production of pus, and thereby diminish the strain upon
the adiiesions that wall in the abscess, and shut it off

from the general peritoneal cavity, till the favorable

moment arrives for giving it exit by an external open-

ing through the abdominal walls. In the present case

these views of treatment were carried into effect by
two a])plications of leeches to the seat of disease ; the

first of twelve leeches at the expiration of twelve lionrs

after the attack, the second application of six at the

expiration of twenty-four hours, followed by poultices.

The narcotic treatment was commenced twenty-four

hours after the attack by the administration of

morphia, and continued at regulated intervals for

forty-eight hours, after which it was only occasionally

repeated by hypodermic injection to allay severe pain.

At no time was narcotism urged beyond a somnolent
condition, from whicli patient could readily be aroused

when spolvcn to. Tlie administration of calomel was
carried, perhaps, farther in this case than would be

advisalile in all cases. The distressing colic pains

with eructations and nausea, together witli imlications

of deranged hepatic functions, constituted a complica-

tion in his condition, which it was hoped might be
corrected by mercurials. The frecal evacuations, some-

times copious, which followed their use, certainly al-

leviated his sufferings, and were not accompanied by
any injurious effects. The present case is tlie second,

in which the writer has successfully established an ex-

ternal oiiening in the abdoinin.al walls for the evacua-

tion of an abscess, by a modified procedure differing in

certain respects from the method originated and em-
ployed by Prof. Willard Parker in 1867, and repeated

.since by others.
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Ill IDOTOM Y

WKCKEirs FOUC'KrS-SC'IS.SORS.

Bv HENRY D. NOYES, M.D.,

NEW YORK,

An fvo ficnn wliicli acridcnt or operation has ro-

niovcil the crvstalliiii' lens ami bt'cn tlic occasion of

sovcir iJitlaiMiiiation. fuiiiislics a case wliosc tr<atmcnt

is often extremely eniliarrassinir. After (lie symijtoms
of reaction have |)as>eil away the situation is as fol-

lows: Tile iris has hecome iiitiltrated with exnilation

which lias heen converted into ronneelive tissue, and is

in 11 stjite of latent liypeneinia ; the pupil is shut by
a neoplastic ineinhrane. and is often draiij^ed out of

its place toward tlie wound which was the l)e>^inninj];

of trouliles; the lens capsule is thickened, and adheres
to the postenor surface of the iiis. and adds* to the

thickness of the impillaiy ohstruetion ; the ciliary

body is hyperanuic and irritable, Tliis picture, in vari-

able sliades of ai;j;ravation. portrays the problem which
confronts the surijeon who desires to coiifersiyht upon
an eye whose deeper parts are sutlicieiitly sound, and
which only needs a suitable aperture to j;ive en-

trance to lij^lit. Many nietliods liavo been devised
to make the artiliciid pupil for this case. Every ope-

ration nliicli causes traction at the periphery of the
iris is sure to be unsuccessful, because the ciliary body
is thus irritated. Some of the means which have been
useful are .\.i;new's operation by a stop-needle and
hook—an operation by two hooks pullinj; from tlie

centre of the iris toward the marjjin. whicli 1 devised
—removing a piece of iris at one sittintr, and subse-

quently attacking the membrane which is uncovered
—iridotoiny by a broad needle or narrow knife, as re-

comineiided by Oraefc, While success has been at-

tained by all of these methods, failure has attended
upon them all in some instances.

The failure comes in the form of renewed inflamma-
tion of iris and ciliary body, sometimes accompanied
l)y lemorrhaiie into the anterior chamber, liy which a
fresh membrane is formed, and the openiiifr established
beconics af;ain obliterated.

Dr. Wecker, of Paris, has published his results iy

performing an operation which has marvellously over-

come the ditlieulties of this troublesome condition.

His method is iridotoiny by a scissors of peculiar con-

struction, I have tested this ])roceedin^ in twenty
cases, and feel constrained to let it be known how
satisfactory I have found it to be. Up to within a

week not one case hail turned out badly, so far as the

merits of the operation are concerned. This one bad
case hius ju.st occurred, and will be properly related.

It does not furnish any ur;;umeiit against the merits of

the operation, but proves what mischief may come
from an imperfect instrument.

Iridotoiny, as its etymology imports, is merely cut-

tin<; into the iris or obstrucliii'^ membrane, without
removini; any portion of it. It is an entirely diflciciil

proceedinjj from iridectomy, anil manifestly can be

ri-sorted to only to divide adhesions of the iris to the

cornea, or to secure an opening in the iris when the

lens is wanting;.

It may be done by a broad needle through the

cornea, or per scleram behind the iris; but this simple
form of the operation is successful only in the less

(toverc ciLses, A bent and double-ed-^ed knife, which
Graefe sn;;i;c»ted, is convenient, but does not really

modify this method.
The use of 8cis,sor8 is un old sug)»estion, but llwy

have not found favor. The Wecker scissors are con-

I

structed more after the fashion of shecpsheare than of

I

the usual instrument, and are represented iu the ilia-

' irrams.

Their "ffeneral form is like the iris-forceps intro-

duced by Liebreieh some years asjo. It rec|iiires ski-

ful workmanship to make them piciperly. 'I'h" lilad s

must, of course, be delicate and sharp, but they niu t

be so set that the edf^es rub lirinly a^'ainst each olhei

from heel to point without missinj; exact contact

for a tenth of a millimetre, they always creak

as they are closed, and will cut the finest libres of

loose floss silk without failure. With such an instru-

ment, a/Ill nil othr ixjit to he uned, Wecker's operation

is a .suif^ical triumph,

lie usi'S a narrow and thin-edged lance-knife to

ni.ike, a wound at the marLTiu of the cornea, about five

millimetres loii'^. He has had knives maile with a

stop, .so that tjie wound shall always be of the ri;,'ht

leii^'th. It is not essintial to employ them, but the

kiiiTe must be thin and keen. When it has made a

wound of the proper len<;tli. it is partially withdrawn,

and as acpieous humor escapes, and the iris a|>proaches

the cornea, is a<,'ain pushed forwards to make! an open-

in-; into the iris. Then it is (piiekly pulled out, and

the sci.ssors arc taken in han<l. They work eiiually well

with both the left and right hand of the operator.

They are passi^d into the anterior chamber with shut

blades, and then allowed to opi-n so that one blade

shall go behind, and another in front of the iris.

Some tact is needful to give easy play to the blade.',

but however lliey may be held, they cut whatever tis-

sue lies between them with great <-ert;iinty. It is ad-

1 visnble in almost every case to make two cuts at an
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acute angle with each other, like tlie letter V. The
second cut is the more difficult. The opening thus
made is of irregular outline, sometimes like an arrow-
head, sometimes like the shape of a l)icuspid tooth,

the roots being often of unequal length. If only one
cut ))e made the tissue.s may not retract sufficiently, l)ut

with two cuts an ample ))upil may be secured.

It is not uncommon to have a small loss of vitreous

humor: from this t)ccun'ence I have never seen ill re-

sults. Ilemorrliage of any importance I liave not

experienced. Recovery from the operation has been
pnmipt, and never atteniled liy sei-ious reaction, witli

one exception. Usually less than a week sufiices to

dismiss the case. This circumstance constitutes one
of tlie si)ecial recommendations of the proceeding,
and this will api)ear more distinctly liy reference to

cases. In only one case liave I failed to secure a satis-

factory opening tlirougli both iris and capsule. This
will be duly narrated and exi)lained.

I began to perform this operation in Marcli, 1874.

and my Last case was done November 19, 1875—in all

twenty cases.

The cases on wliich I have operated have been nf two
classes : 1st, occlusion of pupil, with attachment of

the iris to thickened capsule and absence of lens; 2d,

adiiesion of iris to the cornea.

Of the first series I will cite the following illustra-

tions:

C.^SE 1.—Mrs. J. H., xt. 78. Had had cataract re-

moved from both eyes, witliont any improvement of
sight. Savcre inflammation had occurred, by which
one eye had atrophied, and the otlier had imperfect
perception of light. In the latter the lower two-thirds
of the cornea w.is opaque, and what of the iris ajjpeared

through the upper third was atrophied; the globe a

little soft. This unfortunate condition of both eyes

was due to the previous |)overty und the unmanagea-
ble disposition of the patient. She was, in fact, in-

sane. The operation done on March 11, 1874. A
good pupillary opening obtained, and the eye recov-

ered very promptly. No improvement was obtained
in vision, becau.se of the unhealthy state of the interior

of the eye. The case was operated upon to test the

feasiljility of the operation, and was in this respect en-

couraging.

C.vsE 2.—.Mrs. B., aet. 56. Was operated on for

cataract by Graefe's method in 1872, and ol)tiiined

vision tu in both eyes, with tlie aliility to read Snellen

II. at twelve inches. In June, 1874. tlic jiuriil of right

eye was found drawn high up to the eicatiix and ol)-

scured by a dense membrane, permitting only percep-

tion of light. The left piipil was covered Ijy a thinner
memlmine, and vision was -,\f,-,. Upon the right eye
iridotomy, with a single cut by the scissors, gave an
opening which, at the time, seemed abundantly large.

But the next day the edges of the pupil liad approxi-
mated to such a degree as to give a less satisfactory re-

sult than was hoped for.

In a week patient was discharged, able, with this

eye, to count fingers at six feet. In the left eye kera-

tonyxis restored vision to i".

Case 3.—Mrs. C. J. Extraction of cataract liy Graefe"s

method, in October, 1874, followed by suppurative
iritis and closure of pupil. In February. 1875, a

<louble iridotomy done; reaction very moderate; a

clear |iupil of sufficient size ol)tained. A small tag of
iris occasioned some inconvenience by its swinging
motion. With -I- 4, vision = -ft"^,-. The vitreous was
found to be hazy.

Case 4.—Mrs. E. S., a't. 83. had an extraction of
cataract by Graefe's metliod, in May, 1874. Exuda-
tive iritis followed, and it was two mouths before

®

patient was discharged, and her health, which at liest

was very feeble, was much reduced by diarrhoea. In
about five mouths she was seen again, and found to

have vi.sion of Y,\ with + 3. The pu|)il drawn up-
wards, and covered l)y a thin memliraue. In five

months longer tlie membrane had thickened, and
vision greatly reduced, so that .she could not read any
common type. The membrane was attacked by two
needles, but no .sufficient aperture could be made.
Five days after the keratimyxis, doutile iridotomy
made, and a large pupil ol)taincd. Vision r,",, ; the
vitreous found to be filled with opacities. Extreme
age and infirmity made this case most unpromising,
and the mea.sme of success whicli was achieved was
due to her indomitalile pluck as well as to the suita-

bleness of the operation.

Case 5.—Mrs. E. S., xt. 70. Graefe's extraction. Dee..

1874. followed by a slow iiitis; discliarged after a
month. »'itli vision -,",",,, with -i- 4. In April, 1875, the

pupil was dragged upwards, and occui)ied l^y a mem-
brane.

By a doul)le iridotomy, under which the membrane
gave way readily, a clear, large pupil was obtained.

No reaction ensued; patient discharged in five days,

with vision jr! with + 4, and able to read Snellen

IV.

Case 6.—Mrs. N., ret. 45. Extraction of cataract by
Graefe's metliod, in Feb., 1874, followed by exsuda-
tivc iritis and occlusion of pupil. Patient

only al)le to count fingers at tliree feet.

A year afterwards I made a doul)le iri-

dotomy. whose result was a pupil of the

size and shape shown in the diagram and
whicli may serve as an illustration of

tlie form of pupil commonly made.
With -1-3-J vision = ji;.

Case 7.—Boy, a;t. 9, had his left eye injured by a
piece of iron, which passed through cornea and iris,

and caused cataract. The lens was alisorbed. and the
siglit was obstructed by a thick capsule and the partial

closure of the pupil. The iris was adherent to the
outer part of the cornea, where the foreign body en-

tered, but not adherent to the cajisule. By douljle iri-

dotomy the iris and capsule freely divided. The re-

sult was that the opening in tlie iris was enlarged, but
the cuts in the cajjsule reunited, and left an obstruct-

ing memlirane as intact as before.

The lesson from this ca.se is, that mere division of a
capsule not adlierent to the iris will not secure an
opening. Tlie metliod must be one of dilaceration, or

of extraction. I have very many times extracted such
capsules by a small, sliarp liook, which is an operation

of .some delicacy. I have in one case had a perfectly

satisfactory result by attacking the membrane from
behind with a long straight needle passed through the

sclera, as was formerly done in reclination of luird

cataract. The memlirane was torn, and so far dis-

])laeed into the vitreous as to leave the pupil free and
vision good. I am of the opinion that this proceed-

ing may be well and safely adopted in certain cases.

Since the above was written, another ca.se has fallen

to my experience which it is needful to narrate. It is

the only one in which a disastrous result has occurred,

and points out strongly the dangerous element in

cases of secondary cataract.

Case 8.—Mrs. W., ict. 65, has had extraction of
cataract in both eyes. The healing process w'as slow,

and iritis occurred, followed by some thickening of

capsule. In one eye a needle-operation secured a good
opening and ]>erfectly satisfactory sight. In tlie

other eye reading was impossible, although it could
count fingers at several feet distance. At mv advice
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the patient submitted to iridotomy. It should lie re-

marked that the iris was cauijlit in the cicatrix and
presented a small lilaelc proniinenee. As soon as tlie

eye was touched with Hxalinn foiceps. a decided in

jection appeared. sliowin<i tliat the ciliary body and
iris were in a condition of chronic hypencniia and
irritation. This would have been accepted as a con-

traindication to any other nioile of operatin<;. but by
the method intended a valuable dejjree of relief was
to be expelled, because the adhesion and draf^ging

upon the ciliary region woulil be loosened. The in-

cision in the cornea was made with some difficulty,

because the knife proved dull. Tin' first cut in the

iris was easily made, and fiapcd wid<'ly. In niakinj;

the second cut the sci.ssors failed to sever the relaxed

membrane completely : a small tag of tissue remained,

and in trying to divide it a little pull was made upon
the o|)posite periphery, which caused hemorrhage
from the ngi(m of the ligamentnm pectinatum. After
completing the operation the scissors were examined
and a spot was found near the end of the blades where
they did not forcibly i)ress upon each other and creak

when the edges passed. This defect accounted for

th? imperfect work of the instrument, and occasioned
the traction on the iris.

During the following night severe pain occurred,

suppurative irido-keratitis was set up: the pupil

choked with yellow exudation, and the cornea hazy.

The severe pain was much relieved, and the .symptoms
abated by an incision about (i mm. long across the lower
border of the cornea with a Graefe's knife. Hot
fomentations were freely used, and the intiammation
pas-sed its climax in about four days. The result was,
to leave the eye in a condition worse than it was be-

fore the operation.

The lessim to be tauifht by this case bears most upon-

the precision with which the operation should be done,

and the perfection of the instrument. The same
amount of ciliary irritability was present in other eyes

as in this ca.sc, and no evil effects succeeded the opera-
tion.

It would be tedious to adduce anymore cases of
this description. I may remark that all the operations

exc;;|>t the last have been done with the aid of ether.

IjOss of vitreous has occurred in several cases, but this-

has never had a bad effect on tlie result so far as I

could judire. In one man the vitreous was almost
wholly fluid, and about one-half of it flowed out of
the globe during the manipulation. The eyeball col-

lapsed to a degree which much embarrassed the opera-

tion, but good success ensued.
In conclusion, I will relate some cases where this

operation h;is been used for separating adhesions of
the iris to the cornea.

Where the adhesion is small and the iris healthy,

iridectomy best fulfils the indication and gives the

bait pupil. For the worst cases, in which the iris is

atropliied and largely engaged in the corneal tissue,

iridoiomv has served admirably. One case in illus-

tration will suffice.

C.tsE SI.—.lames SfcK.. a?t. 34. In childhood had
severe kerato-iritis of both eyes. The right cornea
was perforated and the whole pupillary circle pro-

lapsed. The lower half of the cornea became densely

opanuc, the upper half clear; the iris atrophied and
tense.

In the other eye cataract occurred, and it became
very desirable to render the sight available. The pa-

tient had been under my care in IHi;:!. and I had ope-

rated on both eyes by iridotomy. Marked benefit

was gained in the left, but mme in the right.

Upon this latter I did iridotomy in July, 1875. A

full, free pupil was obtained, no unpleasant reactioa

followed; the patient able in a week to go home.
The degree of vision recovered was small, because the

vitreous proved to Ixr hazy. Hut the patient could go
about alone, and placed his depindcnce on this eye.

There is no special difficulty in doing the operation

upon these cases. One may, however, be disappointed

in the size of the opening after the section. Some-
times the iris does not retract at all, although severed

from the cornea, and it will retract only in ca.se3 where
its fibres are upon the stretch. If the iridotomy do
not give a proper aperture, it prepares the way for a

successful iridectomy at a subseipient period.

The merits of Weeker's operation are favorably re-

marked upon by Prof. Becker in the last fasciculus of

(iraefi^ and Saemisch B. v. Ei-stihalfte, 3, 42M ; and
Mooren (t)phthalmologische Mittheihmgen aus 1873,

Berlin, 1874. p. 80) reports having done 2'i operations,

in all of which, except two. satisfactory results ensued.

The two exceptional cases were not failures of the

operative proceeding, but failures to restore sight—in

one because of choroidal disease, in the other because

of an accidental inflammation, which subsequently oc-

cluded the pupil.

FRACTURE OF THK INTERNAL MAL-
LEOLUS, WITH DISLOCATION OF

ANKLE-JOINT.
By PHILIP A. HISSELL, M.D.,

MAIIANOT CITY, SCnUTLKILL CO., PA.

TiiR forepart of September last I was called to see Elijah

Brayford. and foimd that he had dislocation ot the

left ankle-joint, the tibia resting upon the ei'iitre of the

foot. I attemi)ted the reduction, and m.ide it I'l la

Hamilton (page TIO), and to mysurpriscil immediately

returned to the same condition in which I found it. as

!?oon as I loosed the foot. I immediately reduced

au'ain, thinking that the first time I had not succeeded,

wlien the same thing took jjlace again. Upon a care-

fid examination I found a fracture of (he projection

of the internal malleolus, and as I attempted reduction

the end of the bone had turned directly l)etween the

tibia and astragalus, forming a wedge, throwing the

bone out of place as often as I would forcibly put it

there. By careful manijndation I succeeded in dis-

lodging the fractured end. and effected the reduction,

the leg maintaining its position on the foot; also re-

turning to place the fractured end of the malleolus.

In six weekshe was able to walk with staff, and an ex-

amination to-day, Nov. 34lh, about ten weeks after

the accident, shows no deformity of the limb. Was
not the case of Earle, as cited by Hamilton, which he

lost by amputation, the same or sin)ilar '. It occurred

to me as being parallel, and only presenting this fea-

ture, which induced me to report it for publication.

TlIK I.MPEUI.M. BoAUl) or Hf.AI.TH in (tEKM.\XY.

—

.\ sum amounting to about f4,000 has been appro-

priated to the establishment of a Supreme Boartl of

Ibalth for the (lerman empire, the principal object of

uliicli will be to collect reliable statistics in sanitary

matters, although it is reporteil that the board is also

to be a sort of sanitary court of appeals, to whieh the

district administrativi' boards or jirovincial govern-

nwnts will have to refer for sanitary advice and deci-

sinii. It is also reported that Or. Strack, Prince Bis-

mark's private physician, will be the president of the

board.
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potassium. In the intervals he prescribes iron and
strychnine, and apjjlies iodine locally.

He also recom mends that the extract of belladonna,

spread on a piece of lint, be applied along the lower

dorsal and lumbar vertebrse.— J'Ae Practitioner, Dec,
1875.

Mammaky Papill/E as Signs op Pregnancy.—
Dr. Vedeler has collected some interesting statistics on

thi.s point, liaving examined the breasts of women at

various periods of their life. The breasts of 20 fe-

males, between the ages of 1 1 and l(i, were fust examin-

ed. In 12, whoso breasts were not developed, he found

no traces of papilla;. In G, whose breasts had com-

menced to develop, lie found slight papillary eleva-

tions. In 2, who had moderately well developed

breasts, there were from 3 to 8 i)apilla>, each the size

of a pin's head. Surprised 1)y these phenomena, and

thinlcmg they might have been the result of some irri-

tation by which tlie activity of tlie breast had l)een

aroused, he examined C(» women who had never been

]M-egnant. Of tliese '>> were nnmariied. and of them

44 had papilht and 7 had none; while in 3 they were

from 1 to H lines liigh, or as large as in pregnant

women. One of tliem, a woman 53 years of age, who
had long ceased to menstruate, had modprately large

papilla'.

Of 4 married women, between 22 and 34 years of

age, who had never been pregnant, all had papilla.

One married woman, 53 years of age, who had ceased

to menstruate, had no papilla?, but the breasts were

atrophied. Tlius in only 13 per cent, of these 00 cases

were papilla' alisent.

Of 334 i)regnant women, papilhie were absent in 26

cases, or in aliout 8 per cent. Of 56 women who had
borne cliildren, l>ut were no longer pregnant, tlie re-

sults of examination were as follows:

In all but 3 of 15 jirimipara-, who had children

under one year of age, the ijai)illary bodies were pres-

ent, and of varying size.

Of 27 primiparre and multipara;, who were still

menstruating, and whose youngest children were from

1 to 20 years of age, but 4 were without papillie, and
in two of tliem the l)reasts were atropliied.

Of the remaining 14, who had ceased to menstruate,

and were between 50 and 70 years of age, their young-

est children being from 15 to 35, 11 had papillte and
3 had none.

Dr. Vedeler accordingly believes that the papillre

of themselves have no value as a sign of pregnancy,

since they are found in the menstruating and non-

meustruafing girl, as well as in the married (sterile, or

fecund) woman, or even in decrepid age. Tliey may,

he believes, l)e of diagnostic value, where jjreviously

existing papilla* become hypertrophied, or where new
ones appear. They may disappear entirely, but under

what circumstances is not clear.

—

2\^orak: Muff./. Laeg.,

0, 1875.

Uterine Asthma.—Dr. J. Waring-Curran thinks

that the treatment of this disorder sliould l)e wholly

directed towards the uterus. If the asthma precede

the catamenia, the latter must be encouraged by a

warm liatli, while small doses of ergot are to Ije ad-

ministered internally. Should the discharge be exces-

sive, it must be controlled but not stopped by the

same drug.

Tlie remedy, however, which will relieve the asthma

at any stage, is belladonna, ap|)lied locally and given

freely internally. The extract is the mii.st reliable for

external use, and the tincture for internal, .and they

should 1)0 combined with full doses of the Ijromide of

V.\niCEi,LA Prurigo.—Dr. Jonathan Hutchinson
states that it is proljable these cases do commence in

children as liond-Jide varicella. Their peculiarity con-

sists in tliat the eruption, instead of disappeaiing in

a few days, is prolonged indefinitely, by a succession

of fresh crops, and that the si)ots ulcerate and scab,

sometimes becoming large sores. He does not think

that after the first stage any vesicles a|>|)ear that are

likely to be mistaken for those of varicella. On parts

where the skin is thin, these vesicles are like those of

pemphigus, becoming turbid very quickly, and are

soon broken by the ])atient"s scratching. On the

palms of the hands and the soles of the feet jjerfectly

transi)arent vesicles are not uncommonly found, which
last for a few days. The eruption is attended with

intense itching. He observes that all the cases he has

met with were sporadic. He has never seen persist-

ent vesicular rash following varicella as an epidemic
malady.

—

British Medical Journal, November 20tli,

1875.

Extirpation of the Uterus by Abdominal Sec-

tion.—Dr. .lames R. Chadwick describes the removal

of a fibroid tumor of the uterus, extending two inches

above the navel and resting below upon tlie brim of

the pelvis. The patient being under the influence of

ether, the following operation w;is ])erformed :

An incision eiglit inches long was made in the

median line, and the enlarged uterus, which was en-

tirely free from adhesions, was lifted out from the ab-

dominal cavity. A Wells' clamp was then affixed to the

cervix and broad ligaments, and in addition a double
whip-cord ligature was passed through the cervix so

as to include the l)road ligaments. The body of the

uterus containing the fibroid was then cut away, the

wound closed with silk sutures, and the usual support

of cotton-wool applied. The patient passed through

the usual stages towards a recovery, till midnight of

the seventh day, when tetanus set in. She lingered, with

slight benefit from chloral enemata, and died near the

end of the eiglith day. The perfect suece.ss of the

operation per se was indicated by the condition found
at the autopsy. He is decidedly of the opinion of

Pean, who alter operating in 20 cases with 15 re-

coveries, asserts that the danger is no greater than in

ovariotomy.

—

Brntun Medical and Surgical Journal,

November"4, 1875.

Strapping the Breasts to Prevent and Arrest
Lact.\tion.—Dr. W. W. Munson has adopted this plan
successfully in a large number of cases. He usually

commences by placing a straj) laterally beneath the

breast, half way between the nipple and the lower
margin, so as to draw the gland well up, attaching

one end of the plaster high up on the sternum and
the other end high up under the arm. The next

strap is placed at right angles to the first, close to the

nipple. Holes are to be cut through the straps that

pass over the nipple, letting it project through, thus

allowing the milk, whicli may ooze out, to escape.

—

New York Medical Journal, November, 1875.

The Kansas City Medical Journal has ceased to

be published.
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STATE MEDICINK IN ITS RELATIONS
TO INSANITY.

One of the most interesting and vnliuililc papers prc-

sonted at the meeting of the Ainei'ican Social Science

Association, lield at Detroit last May, was tliat bear-

ing tlie above title, presented by Dr. Natlian Allen,

St.itc Coniniissioncr of Limacy for Massachusetts, the

able writer on insanity and kindred topics. After tlie

coniplinient tliis paper has received l)y its publication

in full in the English Journal of PuijcJtulogiad Medi-

cine aiul Mental Pathology, of Oct. Ist, 1875, edited

by Forbes Winslow, M.D., with highly commendatory

remarlvs 1 y Dr. Winslow, it needs no further remarlcs

rcs|»cting its liigli scientific value. There are a few

points of interest in it, liowever, which we desire

to notice. After giving a full account of what is'

being done in tlie different New England States, for

th;- insane. Dr. .VUen speaks of tlie apparent increase of

insanity in these States, whicli lie attril)utes in jiart to

ttiL- undue development of brain and a morbid state

of the nervous system. He then speaks of the chronic

insane, advocating tlie separation of the acute and

chrcmic cases. The subject of the committal of the

insane is alily handlcul ; Dr. Allen's opinion being

tliat improved legislation is needed in most of tlie

New E'.iglanil States, wliich would tlirow greater

safeguards around the coinmitlal of all [leisons wlio

arc charged with insanity. He also very properly

speaks of the great importance of a commission of

lunacy in each State, and thinks that there should be

a more thorough investigation into the etiology of in-

sanity. We agree with him here most heartily, as

this subject is altogether too much neglected. The

mure we know of the causes of insanity, the better

able we .shall be to strike at the root of the disease, so

as to prevent and check it. Dr. Allen very truly says

that 111 public need to understand more clearly the

cau»e» of insanity, and also to appreciate the fact that

tlieso causes are subject in a great nicasurc to the

((introl of human agency. Speaking of legislaticm in

lliis direction. Dr. Allen remarks: "Nowhere in the

whole domain of legislation do we want greater intel-

ligence and lilx'rality, or sounder wisdom and a

liigher tone of morality tlian in making the best pos-

silile provisions for the insane. Tliero should be com-

liiued with sucii legislation a thorougli knowledge of

sanitary and hygienic agencies in tlieir application

not only to pulilic institutions, Ijut to the community

at large, so that the means of prevention as well as

cure may Ijc wisely cnriloyed. And until such legis-

lation takes place no legislatore can be said to have

discliargcd tlieir whole duty to their constituents or

to the public." Dr. Allen (piotes in this connection

from the last report of the Commissioners of f^unacy

for Scotland, which it will be seen bears directly upon

this topic: "It is impossible to conic to any other

opinion than that insanity is, to a largo extent, a

preventable malady ; and it appears to us that it is in

the direction of preventing its occurrence, and not

through the creation of institutions for its treatment,

that any sensible diminution can be effected in its

amount. Lunacy is always attended with some bod-

ily defect or disorder, of which it may be regarded

as one of the expressions or symptoms. We must,

therefore, attempt to prevent its occurrence in the

same way as we attempt to prevent the oeeinrence of

what are called ordinary bodily dise;ises ; and if it bo

admitted that, to a large extent, preventable diseases

exist among us in consequence of the ignorance of

the people, it is clear that we can only convert the

prevental)le into prevented by the removal of that

ignorance through a .sounder educaticm." This idea

that insanity is to b.' i>rcvented by the better educa-

tion of the ignorant masses, so that they may become

proper guardians of their own physical, intellectual,

and moral health, is a very sound one, and worthy of

the earnest attention and study of all those interested

in the prevention and cure of insanity. The subject

of the iniprov<d treatment of the insane is referred to,

and in this connection Dr. Allen introduces two letters,

one from Dr. H. B. Wilbur, of the New York Asylum

for Idiots at Syracuse, and the other from Dr. (Charles

F. Folsom, secretary of the Ma.ss. Hoard of Health and

.Medical Superintendent of the McLean Asylum at

Somerville, Miuss., on the improved treatment of the in-

sane in foreign asylums. Both of these gentlemen, with

excellent facilities for judging, unite in their testi-

mony of the great amount of good which is being

accomplished by the introduction of more liberty and

freedom, and more ein|)Ioyment, in the asylums of

England and Scotland. These a.syUims have very

wisely introduced industrial occupations to a far

greater extent than we have as yet in our .\inerican

institutions, and with the best results. The writer

has always held that industrial iiursuits of a light

nature arc an effective and valuable remedy in tlio

treatment ami restoration of the insane, and in urging
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the adoption of such measures by the State Board of

Charities, at tlie meetiiia; of the American Social Science

Association in Detroit last May, gave it, as his opinion,

that the system of false economy which refuses to

malvc tlie necessary outlay for fitting up worlvslinps

and engaging tlie necessary extra attendants for

them, results oftentimes (especially in the winter,

when out-of-door work is impossiblej, in the enforced

idleness which is too often fatal to recovery.

In Dr. Willmr's letter mention is made of his visit

to the Fife and Kinross District Lunatic Asylum in

Scotland, tlij mjdical superintendent of whicli is the

able Dr. Jolin Eraser. Dr. Artluir Slitchell, Commis-
sioner in Lunacy for Scotland, had just made a visit to

this asylum, and Dr. Wilbur copied a portion of his

record upon their register. It shows vciy forcibly to

wliat an extent the idea of freedom is carried out in

this institution. It is as follows: "In visiting tlie

male side of the asylum every door was found un-

locked. On the female side, only three doors required

to be opened by a key. Of the 245 patients in the

asylum, 330 occupied unlocked rooms. This fact in-

volves more than the mere removal or a))atement of

the sense of imprisonment. It has this desirable re-

sult in all the inmates; l)ut to a very large and in-

creasing number it means actual freedom to come and

go at pleasure. It is admittedly of importance to

avoid the mere appearance of restraint, but much more

than tliis is done liere—the freedom accorded to the

patients l)eing real as well as seeming. On the male

side, in so far as locked doors are concerned, no dif-

ference was seen between the arrangements of this

asylum and those of an hospital for the treatment of

ordinary diseases. It is satisfactory to be able to add,

tliat the effects in tlie management are to render it

easier and clieaper." Dr. Folsom refers in his letter,

already spoken of, to liis visit to tlie West Riding Luna-

tic Asylum, in England, where, of the fourteen hun-

dred patients, not one was undergoing mechanical re-

straint in any form, and not one was in seclusion.

Unlocked doors, a great amount of general fi'eedom

and occupation, and a large numlier on parole, he

speaks of as being the prevailing and noticeable fea-

tures of both this and Dr. Eraser's Scotch asylum.

This bold advancement in tlie treatment of insanity,

originating in the Scotch asylum, with Dr. Batty

Tuke, the former superintendent, based on the princi-

ple tliat insane patients will appreciate and justify the

trust that is reposed in them, lias proved eminently

successful in England and Scotland, and we hope the

day is not far distant when we may successfully emu-

late them.

It is but due to our own institutions to state, that

owing to the management of our American asylums,

the medical superintendent is e:encrally unable to em-

ploy as many attendants as would be requisite for the

successful establishment of such a mode of treatment

in our asylums, owing to a false system of economy

respecting the care of tlie insane, adopted by many
boards of cliarities in the United States. To do this

successfully, we should require not less than one at-

tendant for every eiglit patients, and well-trained at-

tendants also. This would double the number now
employed in most of our public institutions. There is

one point, liowever, where we tliink the English and

Scotch asylums might copy us with advantage, and

their costly hospitals would thereby become much more

useful curative institutions than they are at present.

We refer to our comparatively recent experiments in

New York, Rliode Island, and Massachusetts, of asy-

lums for tlie chronic and incurable insane, which are

regarded liy tlie higliest autliorities as valuable auxili-

aries to our present mode of treatment, as they ease our

hospitals of the dead weight of chronic insanity which

fill our halls and impede us in our efforts toward the

cure of recent and acute cases.

It has lieen stated by competent authority tliat fully

ninety per cent, of the inmates of these fine European

asylums are chronic, incurable cases, on whom all this

expenditure for elaborate organization and classifica-

tion is thrown away.

Wliat such patients want is, a good asylum and

home, not a hoKpUid, which latter they only cumber up,

to tlie great detriment of the recent, curable cases.

In Great Britain, tlie chronic insane have been sent

to their friends or drafted to workhouses, both of

which methods of disposing of them are obviously

improper, as this class need competent medical super-

vision no less than recent insanity. Tlie Twenty-

Ninth Annual Report of the Commissioners in Lunacy

for England and Wales shows that there are 10.000 lu-

natics in workhouses, and in their report they notice

and acknowledge the fact that the hospitals for the in-

sane are becoming filled uj) more and morcwitli incur-

ables. AVe do not intend tliese remarks as a criticism

on Dr. Allen's paper, but merely to draw attention to

the fact, that while there arc many improved methods

of treatment in foreign asylums which we should

doubtless do well to imitate, yet we are much in ad-

vance of them in this respect at least, which we shall

do wisely, we think, in following up, by erecting in

every State an asylum for the chronic insane. Without

saying more upon this subject, we would in closing

congratulate Dr. Allen for his very valuable contribu-

tion to the literature of insanity, whicli he has made in

liis paper on " State Medicine in its Relations to In-

sanity."

MEDICAL .STAFF RANK.

There is no doubt that an attempt will be made in

the House to reduce tlie army al>out one third. While

it seems probable that this attempt will not succeed,

it may serve as an excuse for delaying action upon

the legislation asked in behalf of the medical depart-

ment.

It will be remembered tliat during the last Congress
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petitions from almost every Medical Society in tlie

United States were forwarded to that liody ref|Uestiii'^

the passaj^c of a tiill. refoiununded l)y tlie American

Medie-.d Association, to make the position of the medi-

rul officrs eiiual to tliat of tlie otlier staff corps.

Tlie House Committee on Jlilitary Affairs agreed with-

out a dissentinii vtiice to report this hill to th<^ House,

and one of its luenihers was eliarfjed witli tliis duty.

This ijenth'luan, a!tli(iui;h professing the jjreatest jjood

will towards tlio medical department, and to tliis l)ill,

never reported it, although he found opportunity to

report and to get passed several bills for the benefit

of other staff corps. 15y tliis ingenious specimen of

what is known among politicians as " management,"

he |)revented the bill from coming before the House

at all. 'Vhi American Medical Association at its last

meeting appointed a new committee to bring the mat-

ter again before Congress. It is underetood that this

committee have decided to present it first to the

S'uatj, which contains more of its previous members

than the House, and is therefore more familiar with

the subject. The chairman of the Jlilitary Committee

of the Senate, Ganeral Logan, has promised, as we un-

derstand, to prepare and introduce a bill which will

at least give some relief.

Precisely what form this bill will take has not been

decided, but it is supposed that it may give to the

medical department six colonels and twelve lieutenant-

colonels.

nCMtEOP.MnV IN MICIIIO.\N USI\'EnSITY.

It will be rememl)ered that in a recent number we
made this remark :

" In answer to an inquiry by some of the students of

tliK M 'dioal Department of the Jlichigan University,

Prof. Palmer i.-i reported to have said in substance :

'With Or. Sager it was a question of only two hun-

dred d<illars, while with ns (the Faculty) it was a

question of eighteen hundred dollars." If there is any

real foundation for this assertion it would appear that

the matter of principle is not the only one which has

actuated the said faculty in the stand which they have

taken. We sincerely hope that some reasonable ex-

cuse can li:> offered for lowering the dignity of the po-

sition a.ssumed to the meanness of a pecuniary consid-

eration."

In a subseipi?nt number it will lie recollected that

Prof. I'aluier (mph,-ili<ally denied the charge. Since

tlien rte have communicated with our informant, and
find that he had no foumlation whatever for the state-

ment he made to us. We always strive to obtain our

information on good authority, but in the present in-

stance we li.ave been in error, and willingly acknowl-
edge the fad. l( our readers were acquainted with all

the circuiiHtances connected with this information, as

we now are, they would not think it strange tliat we
had been misled. However, we were careful enough

to say at the outset that the statement was founded on

a rumor.

RELATIONS OF PHYSICIANS AND DUUGGIST8.

I.\ another column will be found a communication

from a gentleman who speaks in defence of the objec-

tionable practicis of druggists. The arguments which

he olTcis are quite original, if not convincing. The
plea for " counter prescribing" is perhaps the most ab-

surd of any that has been thus far advanced. No one,

it is true, lias a right to prevent any free-born citizen

from chosing his prescriber, provided the object of

his choice be competent. Hut if, despite the preten-

sion, the latter qualification is not possessed, who shall

take the responsibility of an occasional blunder '. We
must, however, for the sake of the argument, allow the

latter to be impossible.

MEDICAL students' RECErTION.

The Young Men's Christian Association gave a recep-

tion to the medical students of the different medical col-

leges on Tuesday evening last. We are happy to say

that the affair was in every way a success, and the guc.«ts

fully appreciated the efforts made for their entertain-

nii nt. The addresses delivered by Professors Kordyce

Barker, T. Gaillard Thomas, and D. B. St. .John Roosa

were e.vceeilingly appropriate and were well received.

.Mtogether tcie students were made to feel their wel-

come, and no doubt carried away the impression that

a sympathetic interest existed, not only towards them,

but to the profession of which they are the i)rospec-

tive members. These gatherings do good in many
ways, and should be encouraged by all interested in

the rising generation of medical men. The Associa-

tion, and particularly the committee who had the mat-

ter in charge, deserve the thanks of all for a very

enjoyable and profitable evening to their guests.

m • -^ —
P.VTiENTs" Notions ok the Ci.inkai. Thermometer.

— .V recent luimlier of the t<lii(h'iit's Joiirnid gives some
amusing examples of the '• hazy'" notions that illiter-

ate patients in a London hospital had of the nature
and uses of the clinical thermometer. A young wo-
man who was convalescent, and whose temperature
had long remained normal, had a slight relapse, which
she attributed to having liad " no glass under her arm
for a week." A man sulfcring from acute rheumatism
ob>tinatcly refusetl to have his temperature taken any
more, saying " it took too much out of him. It was a

drawing all his strength away." .V man had been in

the habit for some time of having his temperature
taken daily undi'r his tongue, with a lliermomitcr that

had just been doing severi' duty in the a.xilhe of other
jiatients. One night a brand-new thermometer was
applied to his mouth, next day he declared he was not
so well, and .said " the glass wav not sn strong as usual

;

he felt at the time the taste was different, and it had
nut done him so niucli good I

"' A .Si>terin one of the
women's wards says that many of the patients think
the thennomcters are used to detect breaches of tlie

rule against having un.anthorized edibles brought in by
fririuls; anri she accordingly does not disabuse tlieir

minds of their innocent superstition.
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Heoifius ontt Itoticfs of OooKs.

the author relates, that upon one occasion ho was
I

called upon to examine a frontal tumor, into which a

! surLTCon was about to introduce needles, in the belief

I
that it was a vascular na;vus. The fact that our author

j
had ]U'eviously seen a photograph of a case of cncephalo-

ocle, enabled him to recognize the true nature of the

growth, and to ])revent an operation wliieh would
doul>tless have ])roved fatal.

The value of well-executed illustrations as "royal
roads to learning"' caimot be estimated too highly.

The publishers intend to issue additional fasciculi at

intervals of three months.
Fox's atlas pur))orts to be a reproduction of AVillan

& Bateman's •' delineations," to whicli will be added
a numberof new sul)jects. The first part contains four

colored ])lates. illustrating tive varieties of ervthema,

and two of urticaria. Comparing them willi the

edition of Bateuian (ISIT) we find that the artist has
taken little more than the idea of the original, which
he has elaborated into nnich more truthful and life-

like representations of the diseases portrayed.

While these plates are not equal to the magnificent

cutaneous portraits by the late Dr. Elfinger, they will,

doubtless, in consequence of their lower cost, obtain a

The Popular HF..\LTn Ai,m-\n,\c for 1870. Edited
by Frederick HofFman. New York : E. Steiger, 22
and 2i Frankfort St. 8vo, pp. 44 (pamphlet).

This very useful and instructive annual is published
with the ostensible purpose of rc|)laeing the various

almanacs which are so plentifully distributed to the

pulilic liy the nostrum venders. It is hoped that this

means to counteract, in a measure, the schemes of the

countless numl)ei-s of patent-medicine humbugs, who
use an almanac for the purpose of advertising their

dangerous wares. We doubt not that so far the al-

manac before ns will fulfil the design of its editor.

and be at once creditable to the giver, while at the

same time it is instructive to the jniblic. Its modest
aim is to furnish useful information on matters of
health, advice in emergencies, and the exposure of

fraud connected with tlic patent-medicine trade, at

the same time preserving all tlie features of a first-class

almanac. In all these particulars it is so n>uchj| ^vidercir«ilation7a\Kl" prove 'of gTeat' value to those

who liavc not extensive clinical o]i])ortuuitiesfor study

ing this class of diseases.

puldished monthly.
Additional i>arts will l>e

(HorrcsponliciuE.

model of its sort that it meets with our unqualified
approval.

A Text Book on Hc.man Piitsiologt. designed for the

use of Practitioners and Students of Medicine. B.v

Ausrrs Flint. Jr., M.D., Professor of Ph.vsioIngy and
Phjsiological Anatoniv, BeUevue Hospital Medicil

College, etc. New York : D. Appleton & Co. 1S76.

. 8vo, pp. 947.

This work is principally an abridged compilation of

the five volumes of the author, for the sake of adapt-

ing the same to the uses of the student. Even with
the greatest care in the condensation, the volume is of

a ponderous, almost of an unwieldy size. Several ^ ______ _
new illustrations have been added witli the view of

\
ii^(^.ycs's interesting ijaper in vour issue of January 8th,

lightening the labors of the students, although very i j .^j ,„a(|j to say that it is the accumulation of white
little of entirely new material is presented. The

|
]ji(joj.(,,,iis .^vl)i(:h constitutes one of the manifestations

THE BLOOD-CORPUSCLES IN SYPHILIS.
TO THE EDITOB of THE JIedICAL RECORD.

De.\r Sir :—In the report of my remarks on Dr.

chapter on the blood lias been entirely rewritten, and
there is an account of the depressor nerve whicli is not

found in the larger volumes. As a work for students

it will doulitless be of value, although a much smaller

one would, for obvious reasons, be more acceptable.

To the general practitioner, who cares to master the

subject more in detail, the work will be especially use-

ful.

ILLUSTH.^TIOKS OF Clinicai. Scrgery (Fasciculus 1.).

By JoxATn.\N HrTcnrssox, F.R C.S.. Senior Surgeon
to the London Hospital, etc. Philadelphia : Lindsay
ife Blackston.

Atlas of Skis Diseases (Part I.). By Tilbury Fox,
M.D.. F.R.C.P., Physician to the Department for Skin
Diseases, in University College Hospital. Philadelphia

:

Lindsay & Blakiston.

The illustrations by Hutchinson are to consist of

pLites. |)hotographs, woodcuts, diagrams, etc., repro-

duced from a large collection, formed by tiie author

during his professional life. The first fasciculus em-
braces four folio plates, including one colored and two
plain lithographs of cix-cphiilnivlf. (me plain lithograph

of ic'try exostosis of the urhit, tliree life-size chromos
of roilent nher. and tliree cliromos illu^rating chunerr.

In addition there are a number of woodcuts. The
artistic execution is all that is to be desired, and there

can be no doul)t that they will prove of service in

facilitating the recognition of some of the rarer forms

of external disease. Of their value iu tills connection

of syphilis.

What I did say was, that the accumulation of
nitiiited—that is to say iiiiprrj'ect cells (wliidi could not

be distinguished under the microscope from the normal
white l)lood-corpuscles) constituted the material of

eccry known manifestaticm of syphilis. That chan-

crous indurations, syphilitic gland enlargements,

syphilitic ])apules and tubercles, gummy tumor,s, etc.,

were all made up of these vitiftted white blood-cor-

puscles ; and that the evidence of their vitiaticm or

imperfection was in the fact that such accumulated
corpuscles were never able in any instance to enter into

tlie composition of any useful tissue, but were only
piesent as an olistruciion to the healthy action of the

vessels and ti.ssues with which they were in cimtact

—

and h^nci tha elimination of this imperfict material,

was the direct object of treatment; that mercury,

which was known to be an active agent in bringing

about the fatty degeneration of healthy tissues, might
be readily acce|)ted as capable of effecting the same
result more easily and promptly in the case of tlie im-
perfect material ; that chemical experience had shown
this to be the fact, inasmuch as the moderate and pro-

longed use of mercurials has lieen found to be more
efficacious in the cure of syphilis, and less harmful to

the general system of the patient tlian where it was
jiushed to salivation, as was formerly considered

essential, and hence we were led intelligently to the

treatment of syphilis liy a mild and ))rolonged

\,
mercurial couree, rather than to the adoption of the
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empirical nictliod of iulniinistcring the (Irtig as nn
antlilntr to sy|)Iiilis. The iiifcronce wus tlicii drawn
that all forms of treatnuiU wliiili favored fatty dc-

gciii'Vation and flimiiiatloii ini^lit 1)0 cxpictcd to lie

useful in the Ireatiiieiit of this disease, and that the

facts stated l)y Dr. Keyes were imimrtant as furnishing

an additional aid in asccrtuinini; the effects of treat-

ment. Very truly vour.s,

F. N. Otis.
108 \V. S-lTlI STREtT.

THE TREATMENT OF TYPHOID FEVER.

A LETTEIt KUOM THE I..\TK SCHOEONOENEK.VI. TO
THE EOYPTUX AUMY.

To THE EitiTOtt OF The Medical Recohd.

8in :—I have read with great interest Professor W. H.
Thomson's lectures on the treatment of typhoid fever.

They are adiniralily coucetved. and they embody an
amount of practical sense and sclent Itic knowledge
which reflects great credit upon their author. With
your perinission, however, I will su|)plemcnt them witli

some observations which have been garnered from
rather an extensive experience of my own in the same
field.

There is undoubtedly a strong disposition at present

to run away with pyrejria—Ui confound it with the dis-

ease of which it is a symptom, and to regard its arrest

or abatement as the only indication worthy the cou-

sidcratiiin of the physician. To many minds tlicre is

no danger to be feared, save that which the thermom-
eter signals and illustrates ; and no remedies to be
evokeil, except such as (old water supplies or typifies.

In a word, the views which the " German School " has
promulgated relative to thedisastnms influences exert-

ed upon the organism by nn elevated temperature,

have been so entliusiastically adoi)ted by the profession

as to oliscure the true pathology of typhoid fever, and
to inspire a blind subserviency to the therapeutical

dogmas recorded by Ziemssen et id rjeitus nmne.
Without entering into any formal argument to de-

monstrate the fallacy of these ultra ideas, ( will simply
oppijs;.- to them a few practical statements, respecting

the reliability and the logic of which there can be no'

discussion.

1. Pi'Ver's patches sometimes ulcer.itc even to the

point of intestinal perforation, without the concomitant
occurrence of any special elevation of temperature to

indicate the existence of a typhoid infection.

2. The degree of heat developed in typhoid fever,

and the virulence of the disease itself, do not sustain

a necessary and invariable relation.

3. Patients constantly succumi) after the temperature
has reduced itself, or has been rcduccfd by remedies,

within what are esteen\ed the boundaries of security.

However important it may be in certain ciuses to

subdue the pyrexia, the indication which presents itsclf

in this respect should be met mtelligently and guard-
edly. Til.' physician should remember that the hent,

with which he has to deal, is not nnlli/ the diae'De to

be combated, and that the remedies demanded arc

"heroic," and reipiire the nicest discrimination in their

employment. He should distinctly realize that, in la-

boring to reduce the temperature, he is only attacking
one of the obstacles which interfere with the operation
or exhaust the energy of that "principle of conser-

vation " which the system reiiuircs, in order that it may
be carrird safely through the trying ordeal of the

typhoid infection. And he should most rigidly guard
against that fallacious infatuation which satisfies itself

with a crusade against pyrexia, whilst it ignores the

paramount obligations to strengthen the failing powers,

to renew the wasting tissues, to utilize the hampered
digestive proe<sses, lo limit the disastrous ulcerative

action, to eliminate the contaminating products of the

crude and unhealthy metamorphosis, and to assail

I rriy symptom Avliicli, by obstructing functions, or

di'veloping complications, or coml)ining with essential

plienoniena, adds to the patient's discomfort or dimin-
ishes his chances of recovery.

As I have before indicated, antij>yretic» are power-
ful alike for good and for evil. They are, in fact,

like the knife of the surgeon, which threatens disaster

ill one direction, while it heralds relief to another,

and becomes a weapon of death instead of an iiistru-

iiieiit of mercy, by the slightest error of judgment or

d'ticiency in dexterity. The gravest problem, jjcr-

haps, ill the whole range of practical medicine is that

embodied in the question of irlim and hmti to employ
this " energetic " class of agents. Ta\it: ixtrrtKil rolil,

fiuinstance—the pet hubby of modern therapy. Whilst
according to it all the eliicacy as a "heat reducer,"

which the most ardent advocate can claim, who can
estimate the dangers attendant upon its employment in

typlioid fever, when the heat is especially leebleor the

lungs are profoundly congested, or the skin is mor-
bidly sensitive, or the kidneys arc engorged and desqua-

mative, or a constant tendency to collapse manifests

itself ah initio? The lesson to be learned from its

wonderful effects in pyretic conditions must be studied

in conjunction with that which is taught likewise by
the facts, that the morbid condition immediately pre-

ceding death by cold is (me of proKtratioii, and that

the pathological phenomena immediately following
such a result uvk i\n arrum illation of li/ooil in the right

side of the heart and congestionn of the viscera gene-

rally. The same may he predicated of hatlis at a low

tiinpernture, with the supplementary statement that the

mechanical jnessure of the water upon the surface of

tlie patient, which is about one ])ound to tlie square

inch, and the effects of the movements and manipula-
tions Incident to the process of liatliing. are to be duly
considered in estimating their advantages and their dis-

advantages as remedial agents. I know well that it will

be regarded as rank relieliion against scientitie progress

to question in the slightest degree the eflieaey of cold
baths in the treatment of typhoid fever; and yet 1 feel

constrained to say, that in my judgment, although
they do possess gnat value ns remedial agents when
circumstances really ju.stify their employment—as the

abated sufferings and rescued life of many a patient

emphatically attest—they arc sometimes barren of

re.--ult,s, often ])ositively injurious, and generally used
with little judgment or discrimination. Witliout re-

capitulating wliat has l)eensaid already respecting the

(langei> incident to an exclusive or an ill-considered

antipyretic treatment, or dwelling upon the first of the

supplementary statements offered above, I will say a

single word touching the s'rond observaticm made in

that connection. In a considerable percentage of ty-

phoid patients the tendency is to tynrope, and death

occurs from asthenia. A position of absolute recum-
bency and a conditicm of perfect repose become,
therefore, essential elements in the trciitnient of such
ea.scs. When a life is trembling in the balance of an
enervated and struggling heart, the slightest movement
or exertion is fraught with peril, and may prove fatal.

1 would, therefore, lay it down as a cardinal rule of

practice to except this class of i)atients— iV.. those in

whom cardiac weakness, however it may be developed,
is a conspicucuis symptom—from the treatment by cold-

water baths, because assured that they arc prolific of

diaaatcr under such circumstances.
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Wlien cold is demanded and batlis are contraindi-

cated, the pack is usually resorted to, though from
the ni|jidity with which lieat is evolved, it is often

difficult to keep up a proper temijerature for more than
a very l.)rief period. Ice applied to the spine by means
of Chapmitiis hays is au admirable substitute for the

cold-bath, and a far more convenient and leliable

means of reducing tlie temperature than the pack. No
appreciable decline takes place after its removal.

to find any one who has not been at some period expised

to the subtle influences of this peculiar poison, so is it

ccjually difficult to meet witli an affection—especially

afecer—over the plienomena of which it does n(* ex-
ercise some control. Independent of those instances in

which the regular occurrcuce of exacerbations consti-

tutes a prominent feature, there are multitudes of
others to wliich it adds an incident or a complication,

wliereby tlie infection is inteusilied or the system ren-

wliile the impression produced can be prolonged at
I

dered less capable of resistance. As a general rule,

discretion—two most important considerations in esti

mating its value as an antipyretic agent. Injections of
cold water into the rertani, at frequent intervals, some-
times act wondei'fully well. As a general rule, I have
not found the diarrhcca increased by them, wliile I

have repeatedly seen dysenteric symptoms subside
under their employment. My father, who was an
ardent disciple of Broussais. treated typhoid fever
habitually and very successfully with injections of
cold water, to whicli tlie tincture of opium was added
in sufficient quantity to restrain tlie bowels ; supple-

mented l)y a liberal supply of powdered ice, and of
milk with lime, water by the mouth ; frequent dry
cuppings over the abdomen and spine, and cold ap-

plied continuously to the shaven scalp l>y means of

bladders filled with ice or iced water. This mode of
treatment—I mean the cold-water injection plan—has
just been revived by Dr. Folts, who lias published
a series of valuable papers in the Lyon Medicale,

giving his observations and e.\i)erience on the sub-
ject. He states that they exert a local and a general

action. The load action consists in a cooling sensation,

accompanied by intestinal contractions; while the
general action is illustrated by slackening of the pulse,

marked diminution of temperature, al)atenKnt of
thirst, augmentation of secretion, and quietude of the

nervous system. In his judgment they constitute the

most valual.)le remedy in typlioid fever yet known to

the profession ; and after a long experience, I am pre-

pared also to indorse tlieni in a very emphatic manner.
Injections of iced water under the skin, also, answer

admirably when the pyrexia is especially prominent
and- persistent. They not only reduce the heat. Ijut

control in a marked degree many other important
symptoms. An ounce of ice water can be injected

daily, by dividing it in two portions, and distributing
them over different parts of the body. When e/uinine

is not well borne by the stomach, or the patient refuses
it, advantage may be taken of these injections to in-

troduce it into tlie system; and they can, likewise, be
made vehicles for the administration of pejifones,

which, according to the demonstrations of Sb-icker and
Oser can be thus absorbed without difficulty. Diluted
milk may be cooled down and injected in a similar

manner, to act as an antipyretic and to serve as a «;/-

triment as well, since Menzel and Pero have shown
that nutrition can l)e effected in this way
has not only confirmed their experiment;
that other nutritious matters can be administered hypO'
dermically with equal advantage and a like impunity.
Wliile referring to hypodermic injections, permit me
to say, tliat I first injected hrandij under the skin iu the
early part of tlie year LStiT, as tlie Baltimore Medical
Bulletin will show, and that I have continued so to
employ it, in extreme cases, up to the present moment.
Can you tell nie wliether or not it had been adminis-
tered subcutaneously prior to that date?

Quinine is, unquestionably, a valualile agent in the
treatment of typhoid fever, both from its anti-periodic
and its febrifuge [iroperties. Malaria jilays a far more
important role in the clinical history of this disease
than is generally supposed. As it is almost impossible

,
while Kreugg
but proved

therefore, quinine is indicated in typlioid fever, on ac-

count of its antiperiodic properties, as the agent by
which the malarial incident or complication can be
most readily removed. The well-known antipyretic

properties of this drug render it an import.-int adjunct
in the treatment of typhoid fever. It should not, how-
ever, be administered too liberally—not accordmg to

the demands of enthusiasm, but to the dictates of ex-

perience. If it be administered in " heroic doses" or

very frecjuently, it overdoes the work required of it,

and produces a cinchonism which adds to the burdens
of the already struggling system, whilst it increases the
dei'angement of the nervous centres and intensifies the
disturbance of the digestive function. Doses of from
ten grains to ^fifteen grains, three times daily, answer
better than those of larger quantities more rapidly ex-
hibited. Quinine should be given with especial cau-
tion when the pulse is hyperdicrotous or after concepAion

has occurred, since it exerts a sedative influence upon
the heart and a stimulatinf/ action upon the uterus in

a very marked degree. I have sometimes seen the febri-

fuge properties of quinine decidedly increased by the
addition to each dose of the quarter or the sixth of a
grain of morphia and two drachms of the sulphate
of magnesia, with water enough to dissolve them
properly—say one ounce and a half.

Calomel is a good remedy, l)ut- it should never be
employed, according to my experience, after the seventh
day. I have repeatedly seen intestinal perforation fol-

low its administration in the advanced stages of the
disease. As a general rule, it is better borne and should
be more freely given, when meningeal, hepatic and ma-
larial complications connect themselves with the febrile

attack.

Inunction is valuable in all diseases which arc char-
acterized by a hot, harsh and dry skin, and cs|)ecially

so in typhoid fever. By restoring the functions of the
sebaceous and the perspiratory glands, and relieving the
irritability and the tension of the cutaneous surface,

it assists in removing effete matters from the blood,
and indirectly stimulates the other organs to an aban-
donment of their tor])idity. In a word, it re-establishes

the normal equilibrium and legitimate relation between
the integument and the viscera, and transforms the/6i//s

ct orirjo of au infiuite variety of morbid reflex actions
into a source of healthful impulses and of physiological
sympathies. The reduction of heat which follows ole-

aginous inunctitm in typhoid fever settles the question
in regard to the absorption of fatty materials by the
skin, and demonstrates the reliability of the views of
Bernard and Walkenstein in that regard, since, if car-

bo-hydrogenous elements did find their way-into the

system under such circumstances, increased combustion,
with a consequent elevation of temperature, would be
the natural consecjucnce.

I am convinced that warm- poultices do more harm
than good in this disease. While tliey are agreeable
to the patient and conceieient to his attendant, they
really increase the heat and concentrate it upon that

portion of the body which is the special seat of mor-
bid action. They are prolific sources, in truth, of nie-

teorism, hemorrhage, diarrhcca, and intestinal perfora-
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tion. Cold, npplifd l>y mciiiiH of ll.inncls satiiriiti-il

witli iced watc-r or liladdrrs lillcd with ice, sliuuld he
employed in their stead. Spiicc will not permit nie to

say whiit I had pro|)oscd in regard to tiirjirjitoif, hut
1 cannot eoncluile without putting in a word for it.

Although hy no means a "specific," nor of universal ap-

plieiiliility, yet, as a general stimulant to the system,

and a special cxcitor of the secerning organs—particu-

larly the skin and Icidneys—it has scarcely a superior

in the Materia .\ledica. In the later stages of the dis-

ease, when the tongue is specially dry and cracked,

the abdomen unusually tympanitic and teniler, the

akin excessively ilry anil harsh, the kiilneys decidedly
insensible and tor]iid, the pulsu thready and moiiocro-

tnm, it fre(piently acts like a charm, not ctirimj the

di.sease, of course, but giving to the crowded system
"a fairer field and a fuller opportunity for resistance."

Atco/iolic athnulititU, as a general rule, arc not re-

quired, since they increase combustion and develop
pyrexia. When it is necessary to resort to them, as in

tlireatencd collapse, or when the pulse and tempera-

ture are ap|mrently in contradiction—the one l)eing ex-

cessively frequent while the other is not excessively

high and eict; eersti—or after hemorrhage or in conjunc-

tion with exhaustive diarrluva, etc., etc., "dry " cliaiit-

paijne, either completely frozen or ice cold, sliould be

selected. Fortunately for humanity, the chimeras of

Todd and kindred " alcoholi.sls" have had their day,

and brandy is no longer the panacea wliich enthu-
siasts "swear by." At Ix'st this " plau of stimulation

"

was like holding a candle out of a window and mis-

taking tlie coruscations of an accelerated combustion
for the indices of an increased intensity and duration of
illuminating power. Patients got luttrr, or seemed to,

but they ilieil in the end, a little faster and more cer-

tainly than before.

SaliiluiU of eojijier is the best remedy I know of for

the diarrluva of typhoid fever. Half a grain should
be administered every second or third hour, combined
with very small quantities of morphia or opium, and
associated appropriately with cani|)lior, copaiba, cu-

bjbs, turpentine, or creosote. This ilrug seems to ex-

ert some special curative influence over the ulcerative

(iction which takes place in the intestinal glands.

Sometimes typhoid fever as.sociates itself in a very

striking manner with epidemic erysipelas, and, when
such a relation exists, the wiiimd nciils, or the hyjiunul-

phitc of nvjii, or the iiturinteit tinHiire i>f iron can be
u<ed to great advantage. The fact of this as.sociation,

and the oeneticial action of these remedies, with other

circumstances, has tempted me to regard many a so-

called case of typhoid fever as a veritable erysipelas

of the glands ui the small intestines.

Witli reference to n««;'(Vn«c/(^, I would most heartily

endorse all that has been said in favor of milk as an
article of diet. Like cod-liver oil in certain ca.ses, it

is both a midiciiie and a J'ovd in typhoid fever. It

should, however, i/riieriiUy hr. nkiiumid, and neerr aiceet-

null, since oleaginous and saccharine elements are

ruiirij'ai-ie.iilii, wlidst a certain amount of lime water
should be combined with it, indess an acid trcatmeiit

be decided upon. Occasionally, however, milk tlisa-

grees witli the |)atient, anil becomes a source of dis-

turbance instea(l of support, and the physician should
remember this fact, and be prepared to meet it

promptly, I am convinced that nvliil fhvd ta often a

desideratum, and that great advantage results in many
cases from the employment of niw vifiil. By giving
P'li.iine, or, better still, jiaiirrculini; esjiecially when
tympanitis is very prominent, its digestion is secured,

ami nutrition is correspondingly reinforced.

There is one remedy, as yet but little known, which

is destined to a conspicuous career in the therapy of
typhoitl fever. The iiioiuibioiniilc nf eaiiiji/ior not only
jjossesses the medicinal virtues of the bromide family
and of canijilior iu a happy combination, but is pre-

it>\\\\fnt\y II III ijii/ri tic h\ its action U|ion the economy.
M. Uourneville. after many careful exi)eriments, has
demonstrated that the monobromide of camphor low-
eiN the tenq>eratuie nijnd/i/ itml dicidtJIij, whilst it les-

sens the frequiiicy of the pulse, iliminislies the num-
ber of inspirations, and abates nervous excitement,
without disturbing the digestive fimctions. These
conclusions have been thoioughly verified liy the ob-

seivations of -M. Pothault, who declares that he has
reduced the tem|)eralure of infeiior animals as much
as '.i' C. in an hour, and found that the sulisequent

|)rocess of heat evolution is unprecedentedly gradual
and protracted. From these statements it will be at

once perceived that this drug pos.se.sscs jirecisely those
remedial elements which are mo.st required in the treat-

ment of typhoid fever, and that its nitroduetion is an
invaluable acipiisition to modern materia medica.
Having recently administered it with admirable results,

it gives me j)leasure to suggest its euqjioyment to my
coufrftres. The dose of the bromide ot camphor is

from threi' to tin grains, repeated every third hour until

a decided impression has been made upon the tempera-
ture or the circulation.

The best /ii/jj/ivtii-s urc either chlnritl or the hrmnide

!>/ potassium, in combination with codiin and the

tiiii-lure of stnnliul, according to the following for-

mula;:

IJ . Chloralis hydratis 3 ij.

Codeia gr. i.

Sunibul. tincturic t 3 iij.

Aurantii syrupi f ; ss. 1
Aqua cinnamomi q. s. ad f ; iij.

JI.— S. One-half at a dose, and the remainder in three
hours, if necessary ; or,

If . I'otassii bromidi 3 i.

Codeia gr. i.

Sumbul. tinctura' f 3 ij.

Aqua cimiamomi q. s. ad f 3 iij.

JI.—S. One-half at a dose, and the remainder in tJu'ee

hours if necessary. The chloral mixture should be
given without syrup, if the patient can be induced te

take it, for reasons previously expl.ained.

As I have alreatly written so much more than was
originally intended, 1 must reserve my observations on
raiiliiic and m-liriiil sii/ntlvrs for afiother occasion

;

and, with the ho|)e of pardon for this very crude and
protracted communication, I beg to subscribe my.self

very respectfully your obedient servant,

ElJWAUD AVauren, M.D.
No. 83 RuK Cacmartin. Pahis.

THE RELATIONS OF PHYSICIANS AND
DRUGGISTS.

To THE Editor of Tub Medical Becord.

FiivsiciANS and medical journals seem to delight iu

"showing iq) " druggi.sts in anything but a favorable
liglit, and it is lime, I think, to put in a word for what
may be called the ot/i<r siilr of tin; <iuestion at issue.

Is there a business man who believes that a drug-store
devoted exclusively to putting up physicians" prescrip-

tions "would pay "
J This is a question that every

man entering ujion a business musl seriously consider,

"Will it |)ay(" Occasionally an allempi lias been
made to transact a purely retail drug business, but the

failures have been so signal, that the attempt has been
rarely repeated. Even i)hysiciaii.s, who have had much
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to say upon this subject, have failed to encourage any
such effort, elioosiug rather to send their prescriptions

to those who dealt in Yankee notions, cigars, patent

medicines, homoeoiiathic specifics, and soda and saline

waters as well as drugs. Wliether p^rcentnije had or

has anything to do with the directions of these im-

maculate doctors, it does not at present liecome me to

say. And now what just objection cau be offered

against a druggist dealing in miscellaneous articles, so

long as tills trade docs not interfere with the proper

filling of i^rescriptious ! I take it that there is no good
ground of complaint, and that ol)jectlons often urged

are fancied rather than real. Much complaint is made
on the part of some, that druggists keep on hand and
deal in homoeopathic remedies. I presume it to be

true that if these remedies had no sale druggists would
not deem it worth while to keep them on hand. But
it is useless to ignore the fact, that the number of peo-

ple who employ homceopathic physicians and remedies

is neither small nor, in most matters, greatly lacking in

intelligence. And just where lies the great moral
turpitude of dealing in what these people want, is not

strikingly apparent to an unprejudiced mind. As to the

crime of dealing in patent medicines of various kinds,

there may be some room for argument. It would,

without doubt, be a sweeping statement to say, that

they, one and all, are wortliless—tliat they are put up
solely with a view to sale, witli no regard whatever

to their curative virtues. It such were the case, if they

had no merits whatever, their sale would probably not

be long continued. It may be sufficient to say, that

not a few reputaljle jjhysicians use in their own fami-

lies and employ in practice—perhaps rather s«i rosa—
patent medicines, of which tlicy know not the ingre-

dients, but which they have confidence in, gained

simply from observing the favorable effects following

their use. It will be easy to deny this, or to say that

such physicians are not reputaV)le, or that in so doing
they have broken a solemn obligation, but tlie fact I

have stated can be confirmed upon inquiry at almost

any drug-store.

Lastly, druggists are charged with usur|)ing the

prerogative of the doctors in prescrifiimj for such as

ask them to do so. This is a sericms charge, and
should be carefully examined into. In the first jjlaee,

who gave Jl.D.'s an exclusive right to i-ccounnend or

direct what the sick and ailing mayor must take?

May a mother or nurse use bouL'set or anise-seed tea

without asking the permission of the learned doctor?

May not a friend or neighbor suggest a dose of ipecac

or spiced syrup of rhubarb, or a hot Ijath, without a

doctor's license ? And when a sufferer fiom neuralgia

or from a racking cough prefers to ask the druggist

for a remedy, rather than consult the doctor, it may
not be flattering to the doctor's opinion of his exclu-

sive right to prescriljc drugs, or it may be evidence of

a want of good judgment on the part of tlie person

afflicted ; still, I am not aware that any one has a right

to restrict liira or to dictate to him in the choice of

a medical adviser.

It is not my purpose to advocate or to justify indis-

criniiuatj prescribing by mere druggists, yet I am in-

clined to think there are frequently circumstances

mitigating what tlie doctors style a heinous cffeace.

Some of the doctors who have much to say in rela-

tion to tliis matter send few patients to drug-stores for

medicii.es—are tliemselvcs dispensers of pills, powders

and liquids from a miniature peripatetic drug-shop,

carried about with them in the shape of saddle-l)ags,

or the more recent and fashionable medicine chests

and pocket cases. If I observe rightly, this custom of

carrying a small stock of medicines, in cities, is rapidly

increasing. I am not inclined to condemn the practice

in itself, while it is restrained within proper bounds,
for I can see that it has many good features to recom-
mend it. But it seems to me that if the right of pre-

scribing dnen belong exclusively to the doctors, the

business of dispensing drugs belongs as exclusively to

the pharmacists.

I presume the mutual relations of the parties to the

contest will, after all, in some measure regulate them-
selves, and my advice to both parties I offer in the

slightly amended doggerel

:

" Doctor.'? and druggists, each pursue
The course that seems the best to you,

And let tlie grumblers grumble."

A. W. Adsto.
140 Park Place, Brooklyn.

iflebicol 3tem0 anh Neibo.

New Yokk Academy of Medicine.—The following
officers were elected at a meeting of the New York
Academy of Medicine, held January 6, 1870 :

For Vice-President—Dr. Fordyce Barker.
For Trustee—Dr. S. T. Hubbard.
Committee OH Admissions— Dr. T. M. Clieesman.

Committee on Me<Jical Ethics—Drs. O. White and M.
Morris.

Committee on Medical Education—Dr. C. C. Lee.

Committee on Liliriiry— Drs. J. H. Hinton, J. R.
Loaming, E. D. Hudson, Jr., 0. M. AUin, and George
Bayles.

Drs. J. W. McLane and H. F. Quackcnboss were
elected resident Fellows.

Ahmt News.—Smitu, R. E., Assistant Surgeon, has
been assigned to duty at Fort Bayard, New Mexico.

The Prize Committee, appointed by the Executive
Committee of the Alumni .Association of the College
of Physicians and Surgeons, at their meeting on March
2d, 1875, consists of the following gentlemen : Prof.

Henry B. Sands, M.D.. Dr. Edward C. S.-uuin, Dr.

Ellsworth Eliot.

As the Register and the college catalogue both give
a different list of names, it seems desirable that the

correct one should be published.

Miss Is.\BELi,A G. Cl.\rk, having passed the major
examination of the Pharmaceutical Society, was ad-
mitted as ))harmaceutical chemist on the 13th of Do-
cemlier. There are several ladies, it is said, j>n the re-

gister as " chemists and druggists," but this is the first

instance in Great Britain in which a lady has passed
the major examination as pharmaceutical chemist.

PuoFESsoR WiLHELM BoECi\, of Cliristiania, the

well-known syphilographer, whose visit to the United
States a few years since made him many friends, died
on tlie lOfh of Decemlier. His efforts to introduce

syphilizatiou as a means of prophylaxis agaiust the

disease arc well known, but have secured him no fol-

lowers.

Weekly Bulletin of the Meetings of SIedical
SoCtETIES.

Monday, January 17.—N. Y. Acad, of Med., Ob-
stetric Section, No. 12 W. olst St.—N. Y. Society of
Neurology and Electrology.

Thursday, January 20.—N. Y. Academy of Med., 12
W. 31st St.

F'riday.—N. Y. Medical Journal Association. Dr.

L. D. Bulkley, " Study on Cases of Skin Disease treated

at Demilt Dispensary, 1875."
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©riginal Communication.

THE TREATMENT OF SYIMULIS.

IlKIXO A I'AUT OF OXK OF TIIK ANNtiAI. RF.I-OUTS ON
THE PHUIIIIESS OF MKDICINK AND srmiliKY • IMIF,-

PAllKD FOH THE MEDICAL .loritNAI, ASSOCIA-

TION OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK.

By R. ^y. TAYLOR M.D.,

PDYSICIAS TO CIIARITV UOSPITAL, ETC., ETC.

Mit. Pkbsiuent and Gentlemen :—It lias lu'cn my
objfct ill preparing this report to treat of subjects most

iiiterestiii<x to a Society siieli as this, coiiiposril princi-

pally of ficneral practitioners. Tims, its character

and sco|)e clitTcr widely from a similar rimnni' pn>-

pared exclusively for specialists. Having, according

to the wi.-ih of the Society, to include articles jiuli-

lished since January, 1ST4, tliere was on my hands

such a ina.<s of material that it would have been impos-

sible in the time alli)ttetl to me to have presented ihem,

even in brief; therefure I have selected such of these

subjects as to my mind were most interesting to the

membei's ; such, indeed, as are most intimately connect-

ed with the daily wan: 8 and experience of the gene-

ral practitioner. As the t.eatmenl of syphilis is sucli

an important subject, I have devoted consideralile

<|)ace to its review.

Since .January, 1874, a number of importaut articles

have appeared on tlie treatment of syphilis. The
greater proportion have been written by believers in the

value of mercury, while antimercurial views have been

urged by a few. By far the most important paper.

l)y rea.son of its clearness of dictijii, solidity of aigu-

meiit, and comprehensivene.ss, is the one by that care-

ful observer of syphilis. Mr. .Jonathan Hutchinson.

Ilis pa|)er, "Use of Mercury in Syphilis" {Lum-rt

1ST4), bears the impress of long and patient research,

unattended with prejudice, and it is fair to suppose

that it has and will continue to e.vert an iiiHuence

-alutary in its effect upon the medical world. As a

model of clear and calm reasoning and pertinent argu-

ment the paper takes high rank. Hutchinson's conclu-

sions are as follows, which are here given very briefly.

Mercury is the vital antidote to syphilis, curing the

disease, as shown by ca.ses of subse(juent perfect

health after a first attack which is followed by a sec-

ond.
A cure depends upon the stage of development at-

tained by the disease before treatment is instituted.

Mercury must lie given for a long time in consi(U'ra-

ble rpiantities, avoiding salivation, which is injurious.

Susceptibility to the agent indicates mikl do.ses.

•jive the remedy as soon as indication is noticed.

as secondary .symptoms will then be very mild if they

occur, and they may not.

Mercury is powerful in delaying the second stage,

and repeated outbursts indicate that its administration

has not lieen sufticiently active rather than that the

agent is ineflicacious.

Tertiary lesions appear in proportion as the secon-

dary stage has been long and severe, and are less fre-

(juent when mercury is given early.

This drug does not injure the health if given can-

tiously, and it may be administered oven in ulcera-

tive conditioiu, as it is not contraindicatcd by any

• IleoU November SC, ICTB.

/

particular form of syphilis. Iodide of potassium is

ineflicacious in the primary and secondary stages,

while mercury acts will where it fails.

The mode of admiMi>tration is of no great import-

ance, provided toxic ellects are avoided. The wiiole

text of this i)a|)er is worthy of careful study. 1 may
here remark, th.it lengthy ciiticism liy me is now inad-

missible; but I could suggest that v<'ry strong argu-

ments may be brought up against giving meicury

quite- as early as advised by Hutchinson, for I am
disposed to think that the cases are exceptional where
this is needed, and that a much better result attends

delay until the evolution of secondary symptoms.
Inllucnced by these arguments, as well as by those

of Fournier, of Paris, Dr. V. U. Drysdale, who has long

been known as an ardent antimercurialist. has recant-

ed his former doctrines, and now appears in tlie ranks

of mercurialists. In a paper recently read (•On the

.Vnteccdents and Treatment of Tertiary Sypliilis") this

author makes a profession of faith, and manfully ac-

knmvledges his conversion. The chief value of hia

paper is liis assertion, that he has seen tertiary lesions

follow a non-mercurial treatment. Though this fact is

well known, it is important in this <onnection, as one

of the strong tenets of the antimercurial faith is the

alleged baneful effect of mercury in pioducing tertia-

ry lesions, which liy many are said to l>e the result of

that drug, and not the manifestations of the disease at

all. .'\.proi)os of this subject, an article liv Van Bun n

and Keyes ('• A Contribution to Syphilidulogy," .!;-

(•I<ire.i (if Ih-nnnlnhiijil, .I:in., 18T">) affords food for

thought, as there are in it detailed two cases of very

severe late syphilitic hsion. i.i which no nu'rcury had
ever been given. Drysdah? having so recently adopted
the use of mercury, is, of course, somewhat chary in

its administration, and tiiinks it valualile in the

secondary stage alone. It must be confessed that his

article is of no practical value, though by experience

in Ilis new field he may make useful observations. In

a doctrinal point of view tliese two articles are the

most important of any of recent date. There Iia\e

been others published relating to the various modes of

treatment, which are of unequal value.

In the issue of November. 1ST4. of that very valu

alile and liractical journal, The. I'luctitioiii'r, is a chav-

acteri.stic, short, and suggi stive paper on " The I'se of

Mercury in some of the Obscurer Forms of .Syphilis,"

by .1. Milner Fothergill. This is one of those |)eculiar

articles which, if not attentively read, is passed over

as Ijcing of little value; yet if read attentively, and re-

read, its merits are appreciate<l, and it then ofTei's food

for careful thought. The obscurer forms of .syphilis

meant by the author are those late, and in sonu! cases

diflicult of recogniti(m. conditions of impaired nutri-

tion which are so often met with in general practice,

due liotli to aequiicd and inlierited disea.se. Tlii^ au-

tlior shows that while mercury may, if injudiciously

administiTcd, induce tendcMicy to malnutrition, it

may, l)y careful em])loyincnt, produce the best results.

He says, very truly :
" The fact .should appear that

there are cimdilions of ana'iniu associated with .sy-

philis, just as there are slates of ann'inia found
in connection with malarial intoxication, with sup-

pressed gout, or with lead poisoning." And further

on :
' Under such circumstances the building up of the

blood by iron is frustrated by the action of the poi.son.

The removal of the virus by its own specific— quinine,

potash, and iodide of pota.ssium— often relieves the

anainia ere iron be given. S<> in syphilis : the admin-
istration of mercury resulted in the palliation of tlio

anaiuia of syphilis, and facilitated the blood forma-
tion under the ha'raatemic." Tb Tc are certainly few
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Vsho will deny tliis clear statement. Going on further

in the study, M. says :
" One of tlie most unfortunate

matters in the tlierapentic use of mercury has l)een the

forgetfulncss on the part of those using it of ils gen-

erally d'struetive action on the blood and tissues, and,

indeed, not that only, Ijut even a spare diet has often

been conjoined with it. No wonder, then, tliat the

mischievous consequences of the administration of

mercury became vividly a[)parent. But can we say

that some fault does not lie at the door of the adminis-
trator who is ol)livious of this action { " It is certainly

gratifying to find in an article such sound views, and
it is to be hojjed that they will be extensively read.

The last question quoted is one wliich is particularly

striking to those wlio read the various wild attacks of

men, wlio generally are those of little e.x|)erience,

against this invaluable agent, and an impartial ob-

.server may certainly with justice in(iuirc whether or

not tlie agent is at fault in cases of disaster by its use,

or wlietlier it is due to some sh(n'tcoming of its ad-

ministrator. Personally I have arrived at a liigli ap-

preciation of the value of mercury by imijartial ob-

servation of a very large number of cases of syphilis,

having followed in a comparative manner all forms of

treatment. I have elsewhere expressed myself as

strongl_v in favor of its use, tliough, of course, I re-

commend that all due caution sliould l)e exercised.

Fotliergill jjuts tlio question as to the use of mercury
in sypliilis in a very apposite numner. He says :

•• What
we should strive after is to get the good efl'ecis of a

mercurial course upon the sy|)hilitic virus, and its con-

sequential results, while at the same time we protect

the organism against tlie evil effects of tlie action of

the niL'rcury itself." We ourselves hardly tliink that

the evil effects are really as great as tliey appear to the

mind of Fothergill, who in his early education was
taught to regard it as a poison, l)eing later on con-

verted to its adoption l>y successful experience. The
necessity for tiie prolonged treatment of sypliilis is

clearly sliown by the author, whose remarks thereon

are very practical.

Another paper on tlie treatment of syphilis, especi-

ally of the secondary stage, is from the pen of Mr.

Milton, of London, " On the Treatment of Secondary
SyphWh " (Einiihurt/h Med. Juui:. March, 187.")). The
author is an advocate of mercury judiciously adminis-

tered, lie calls attention to the futility, even injuri-

ousuess, of giving m-rcuryto, or even attempting to

treat persons of irregular habits, especially those who
indulge in drink. The directions for treatment, as set

down by Milton, are very judicious, and iucluile a pre-

paratory course, directions for the avoidance of injuri-

ous effects, and for gaining all the curative benefits of

mercury, and for a subsequent or supplementary course

with the iodide of potassium. lie advocates the plan

of what we now terni interrupted treatment, using in

the main moist m.-rcurial fumigations. Even if a per-

son does not regard as necessary all the details advised

by Milton, he will concede that tliey may be beneticial,

and that the scheme of treatment recommended is

liased upon common sense, and is the result of long

and careful study. The article is well worth study in

connection with the others already considered. There

is in it a temperate manner of statement, which is be-

coming to a scientific inquiry. Another noticeable

article is by .1. R. Lane, of Loudon, which is tlie result

of his study and observation for twenty-three years.

It contains no new facts or striking assertions, yet as a

reflection of such a long experience it is of much
value. The author is an advocate of merciu'y and
iodide of potassium in the treatment of .syphilis, the

indications for which he reviews in a verycandidman-

ner. He is a believer in the curability of syphilis, as

shown by instances of reinfection, and by the fact that

those who have l)een syphilitic may in time ))eget

healthy children. Lane thinks that mercury should be

given as soon as the chancre is pronounced to be syphi-

litic; by so doing he thinks he has in many cases

prevented any further manifestation of the disease.

He likewise, while he endorses the agent, advises cau-

tion in its use, and in phagedenic complications, its dis-

continuance. He is disposed to rely upon the natural

tendency to resolution in cases of mild secondary dis-

ease, and, while to peisons of good health lie give-

mercury, he proceeds with caution in those of the so-

called strumous diathesis. While he advocates, like

Ricord, iirotracted courses of treatment, he does not

think that subsequent medication by iodide of potas-

sium is necessary. As to the form of the diug, he

prefers blue-pill, guarded by opium, and thinks that

administration by the mouth is preferable t<i other

methods. Iodide of potassium is much relied upon by
hinuinthe tertiary stage, and he thinks that its power,

as well as that of other iodic salts, is intensified by the

addition of caibonate of ammonia, and that the the-

rapeutic value is enhanced by tlie simultaueous use of

the decoction of sarsajiarilla, and he regrets tiie disuse

into which the latter preparation has fallen. The re-

marks on the intolerance of io<lic salts are of practical

interest. Lane says that he has descended as low as

to half a grain of iodide of sodium, and by slowly

accustoming the system to it, he has raised the dose to

twelve and fifteen grains. He mentions a case of in-

tolerance of the potassium salt in which he produced
tolerance of the sodic. As to tlie value of the iodides in

secondary syphilis, we are glad to see that Lane is very

emphatic, as in that stage he considers them harmful.

Among German authorities no one is deservedly more
worthy of attention than Von Sigmund, of Vienna,

whose articles on the treatment of syphilis, particularly

by the inunction cure, are noticeable for their practical

character as well as a minute knowledge of the indica-

tions for the varying phases of the disease. His latest

contribution was written for the IlaliiDi Journal of Ve-

nereal and Cutaneous Diseases, issue of February, 1874,

and is entitled, " The Proper Time to Commence the

Treatment, and the Choice of the Method.'' The pith of

the article may be stated in the following conclusions:

1. The methodical general treatment of syphilis should

be, as a rule, commenced when undoubted signs of the

general disease are manifested, namely, at the evolution

of the secondary lesions. 2. Mercurial preparations

are to be preferred. 3. Treatment should be kept up
uninterruptedly or periodically, according to circum-

stances, as long as the symptoms of the disease per-

sist or reappear. 4. Intercurrent diseases should be

treated as in a non-syphilitic subject. 5. Hygienics

and tonics should be u.sed in each case, and the diet

should l)e supporting. He prefers in general inunc-

tions, uses the bichloride of mercury subcutaueously

in appropriate cases, and has derived benefit fi-om cal-

omel thus administered, which, if used in small quan-

tities, will not produce al)scesses. He urges care in

the administration of medicine, and an avoidance of

overdosing. As an adjuvant to mercury, he thinks

iodide of potatsium to be of benefit, but of no fu

ther value. The paper, though short, is eminently

useful and practical, and we regret that space does not

permit a fuller consideration of many of its points.

The O|)i;-!ion that mercury should be withheld until

the evolution of the secondary stage is particularly

noticeable, and coining from such a man deserves atten-

tion ; certainly in all liut excejitional cases this method
is, in the end, most satisfactory. Sehutzemburgcr,
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(•' Hadical Cure of Syphilis by Subacute Ilytlrargyrosis"
l.ijon Ml'l., July, iy74), also is an advocate of im icu-

ry, and In- lullevestliat l>y it sy[iliilis may lie nidically

cureil. His nu'thod of treatiiiciit is liy a system wliiili

lie calls suhacute hydrarityiosis ; iu other woids. hi'

keeps a patient for a period of time under the inllii-

ence (if ni 'reury in a mild manner, without tlie pio-

duction.of any toxic effeets. He also prefers inunc-
tions above all other methods, as he thinks that they
net more rapidly and surely on tlie system, lie ad-
vises a pre|iaratory treatment, such as baths, sudorilie

decoctions and pur-ratives. after which he uses, every
second day. an inuni'tn)n of ;U( to Ud grains of mercu-
rial ointment, in {general 20 to li."; of suc'h luinj^ sutti-

cieiit. It is necessary to stop if full salivation is in-

duced, but not on account of mild buccal lesions. S.

says that he lias thus cured many severe cases. The
great value of the inunction cure is further attested by
a reniarlvably foreilile pa|)er by I'anas, " The Treatment
of Syphilis by Mercurial Frictions" ( Luiiil'ia itdkil
ll-r,inl, .January, ISTl.) In speakinj; of tin! allegi'd

disadvanta'^es of this method, he thinks that they are
much overstated and readily avoided, and that the
advantaijes far preponderate iu their favor. He con-
siders that stomatitis should not, and need not, be in-

duced, and he -^ives dire<^tioiis (of coni'se already well
known to us) for its avoidance. When mercury enters

the economy through the skin, Panas thinks that it is

not decoin;)o-!e<l in the circulation as when taken by
the alimentary canal. The usual i|uantity of mercurial
ointment used by P. is 1)0 grains daily. He claims
that he has thus cured many severe cases, and speaks
with emphasis of the necessity of treating infantile

syphilis iu this manner. Though the paper ccmtains
nothing really new, it is of much interest on ai^eount

of thi^ continuation which the e.\perlence of tlie autlior

gives to claims which are extensively made for this

valiiabli- treatm nt. Certainly the author is pi-rfectly

correct when he states that it acts very beneticiall-y,

particularly in hereditary syphilis. His remarks on
tlu^ failure of the proto-iodide and the biehloiide of
mercury are somewhat sur|>rising. particularly as to the

former. Kvidently impressed with the views advo-
cated by I'anas, Augustin Gufnel, of Paris, takes as

tli(^ subject of his inaugural thesis (" litude sur les

Frictions m"rcurielles dans des formes graves de la

Syphili.s," Thiise de Paris, 1874), tin; study of this

ni'thod in severe forms of syphilis. Though his per-

sonal experience with the inunctions is neces,«arily lim-

ited, he has collated with great care, and has well re-

ported, a large number of cases of various neuroses,

presenting severe lesions of syphilis, in some of which
very delicate tissues were; involved, in which a cure or

great benetit resulted from their use. As showing, then,

the experience of many prominent French surgeons, (iue-

nel's conclusions, which are ils follows, are worthy of
record: 1. .Mercurial frictions, properly used, have
none of the dr.awbacks which is attriluite<l to them.
'i. Th'y do not disturb the alimentary canal. .'J. They
are succ"s:iful very often iu cases where internal tnal-
ment has failed. They should be employed iminedi-
ately iu grave forms of syphilis, iu which the lesions

compromise the life of the patient or an iin|)ortaiit

organ. 4. They are especially indicated in sypliilis

of the cerebrospinal .system, and of the tissues of the

eye. h. Th;y are of as much value in the tertiary as

iu the secondary period. This latter conclusion sng-
ge<its to us a capital paper by Dr. Slurgis " On the I'se

of Mercury in the later Stages of Syphilis {Amrrirmi
Jiiitriiiil of Medknl Sz-iiiii-fH. .lanuary, 1MT.")|, in which he
clnirly shows the ni'ces.sity for tlie adiuinistiation i)f

mercury in late stagen of syphilis. There undoubte<l-

ly is a lurking opinion in the minds of many, whose
iNperience in the treatment of syphilis is limited, that

the iodide of potassiuiii is the imly remedy neces-

sary in tertiary syphilis; some, indeed. i;o so far as to

think not only that inerciiry is coiitraindicated, but

that it may even \n: then harmful, if not unnece.wiiiy.

Sturgis clearly shows that the iodic salt is often

powerless againsl late syphilitic lesions, or that ils ac-

tion is unneces.sarily slow. In such ca.-^es .Slurgis states

that a combination of mercury with the iodic salt is

meessary, an opinion which I heartily endorse, as

almost every day I me(^t with instances showing this

iiec ssity. Sturgis also gives preference to inunctions

applied continually to the soles of the feet, and advises

that the iodide should be simultaneously administeieil.

He calls attention to the value of the oleateof mercury
as a readily absorbed, cleanly, and etlicacioiis agent,

\ which may be used of a strength as high a.s 2(1 per

I
cent. The bichloride alone is not well tlioiiirht <if

by Sturgis. The combination treatment, as lliiis indi-

cated, should be used until all lesions have disappear-

ed, or until the condition of the patient lenders it

tiuceesary. Act<ui has for many years been known to
I lie an advocate of the u.se of mercury iu syplnlis : and

I

in a recent address bef(ne the British Medical Asso-

ci[itiou {''On the Modern Treatment of the Advance<l
Stages of Constitutional Syphilis," British Mol. Jour.,

Aug,, 187o), he reiterates his views. He urges the ne-

cessity of preventing syphilis, and states that he has
found that in Edinburgh it is very severe. In the

seecmdary stage he advises mercury; thinks that the

iodide of potassium is only good in the tertiary stage,

and that a mixed treatment is beneficial in many in-

stances of late manife.stati(ms. Very similar views are

olfered l)y .1. Iv. Spender ('"The Treatment of Syphilis,"

I^iiiret, 1874). who has from time to time written on
the treatment of syphilis. He tliiuks that in secondary
syphilis u mixed treatment, in scmie respects dilfeiing

from the one iu vogue among us. in that he gives the

mercury in the form of gray [lowder instead of one of
the iodides, or tln^ bichloride combined with iodide

of potassium. In tlie ti'rtiary stage, however, In^ uses

the combination with the liicliloride. together with

I tincture of bark. The benelits of most mercurial fii-

I migations have lieen treated of by several authors.

I Foye, of IJoston, brings out a very handsome little

volume, entitled '-The Treatment of Syphilitic Disea.sc

by the Mercurial Vapor Bath." 1874. The work isa cu-

rious mixture of the views antl cases of Langslon
Paiker and Henry Lee, with ji few unimportant ad-
ditions by the author. As endorsing the treatment,

the views of Foyc may Ite interesting, but there was
little necessity for a book of tiie kind. It may be

slated that the apparatus for this treatment, as devised
by the autlior. is both simple and complete. Mr. .1.

St. .lohii Wilders (• The Treatment of Syphilis by Jloist

.Mercurial Fumigation," Jlritish Mid. Jnnviiiil. .Ian.,

IHTO), takes exception to what he considers to be

slighting language of Lane in the paper already con-

sidered, and writes a very eulogistic contribiition as to

the value of moist mercurial fumigations iu syphilis.

' Wilders was the ))upil of the late Langston Parker,

,
anil is efpially as zealous in favor of this treatment as

1 was his predecessor. He claims that the tn'atment is

neither troublesome nor dirty ; has no depressing in-
' tluence on the patient, but is, cm the contrary, a cleanly,

rapid, easily manageable method, powerful in action,

and least of any harmful to the constitution of the
I patient. In speaking of ninety-one cases. Ireate<l and
reported by Parker, he says; "I can most fearle>.s|y

I

altirm that they are a tnistworthy record of the uiai-

[
villous etlieacy of this treatment." In suppiut of his
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assertions he details a bad case, nliich being unin-

fluenced by otlier metliods was happily cured by the

vapor-bath treatment. It is somewhat singular that in

Fi'auce, where the study and treatment of syphilis has

been carried on by so many oljservers, that the mer-
curial vapor baths have not until recently l)een used.

Perhaps this is an instunee of a scientific exehi«iveness

on the part of the French which is now hap[)ily pass-

ing away in a measure. Horteloup ( "• Traitemtnt dc la

Syphilis paries Fumigations mercurielles," La France
Midicah, i'i and 44, l.sT.")) details his experience during
the years 1873 and 1874 in the treatment of 14.5 syphi-

litic patients having such lesions as buccal mucous
patches, the same in an liypertrophic form on the anus
and scrotum, as well as early exanthems, sucli as rose-

ola, simple papula?, and those with slight ulceration.

Twelve of these treated early in his experience were
not Ijenetited. and he thinks that the want of success

was due to his then experience. There were 4:! who
were decidedly ameliorated, some of whom would
liave been cured liad they persisted in the treatment.

But the number really cured was SI, in whom the dis-

ease assumed a mild form. The average numlier of fu-

migations used was 13, and the agent calomel, accord-

ing to the plan of Lee, of London. H. thinks tliat in

33 cases he failed ; some of them were examples of pre-

cocious syphilides, and others of the dry squamous
form. In many of these he used as many as oO fumi
gations. In several cases of deep ulceration, and in

certain tul^ercular eruptions, he oliserved great l)enefit

from tlie simultaneous use of the iodide of potassium,

with the bath treatment. As to the drawback.s. such

as stomatitis and a sense of suffocation, he thinks tliat

they are very trrding and readily oliviated. Horteloup
leans to the opiniim that more benefit is derived in

cases of superficial ulceration than in those of dry
scaling syphilides. This latter experience strikes us

as being peculiai', as in very many instances of inter-

mediary and late-scaling syphilides we have found
tiiese baths to remove them when they had resisted all

other methods for a long time, and carefully employed.
According to Horteloup, moist calomel tumigations

may be employed for syjjhilis in tlie following con-

ditions, administered alone : in cases of early ulcerat-

ing rashes, mucous jiatches, impetigo (sic), ecthyma.

2. Administered simultaneously with the internal use

of iodide of potassium, they are of benefit for the

latjr lesions: Tubercular, ulcerating, pustulo-crusta-

ceous. and deep ecthyma. As a record of exjjerience

the paper of Hoi'teloup is worthy of study.

The value'of natural sulphur waters in the treatment

of syphilis has also been studied by several observers.

Two lirochures of pretentious size have been written

by physicians who have large personal experience in

tliis method of treatment at the sjjrings. The first is

by Schuster (" Bemerkungen zur Behandlung der

Syphilis," Berlin, 1874), while the second is Ijy Reu-
numt, who lias previously written two works on this

subject. They both reside at Aix-la-Chapelle. and
evidently have studied the question as to tbe indica-

tions for tlie advantages and mode of action of the

baths, and of the waters taken internally, in a very

jiraiseworthy manner, and there is in their woi-ks an
absence of that vein of empiricism so frequently met
with in such productions. Tlie chief value of this

method of ti-eatment is in late chronic and obscute

cases, and the facts given confirm wliat we already

know of tlie value of this combined internal and ex-

ternal treatment. No noticeable facts or new views

are brought out, as both works are a repetition of what
we already know. In the same v -in is tlie Parisian

Thesis of St. Paul ("lltudesur la Medication thermale

sulphuieuse," 1874), whose work is a compendium of
facts observed by others. Another advocate of this

treatment is Dr. Page Bordes, who claims (" Du Traite-
mentdes llaladies syphilitiques par les Eaux minerales
d'Aulus." Ti-iliuae Midiade, Aug., 1874) that the min-
ei'al waters of a spring at Aulus. a little spot in the
Pyrenees, arc of great benefit in the treatment of bad
cases of syphilis, and that the natural advant.ages of the
place are excellent in a hygienic point of view. Final-
ly as to this method Grandidier (" UeberLungen Syphi-
lis uud ilire Heilbarkeit durcli die Schwefclquellen zu
Neundorf," JierUner IIin. Worhtiischrift, No. 15, 1875)
states that among several hundred cases of constitu-

tional syphilis he has treated thirty with lung affec-

tion. The patients were adults, and tlie lesion most
commouiy involved the right middle lolje near the
base, very rarely the left. The treatment was cither

by the waters alone, or combined witli anti-syphili-

tics. One or more seasons at the springs nearly always
effected a cure, there being no relapses. 1 give the
results without comment.
The treatment of syphilis by hypodermic injections

of corrosive suljlimate has also been the subject of
brochures and papers, in Theses of Paris by Cotte and
La JMoaligou, and in articles by Cullingwoith {Liineet,

Nos. ] 9, iO, 21, 1874), and Proteta (Aiindles de Dermat.
et Syphilograjjhie). No new facts whatever are ad-
duced, and the general conclusion of the authors is,

that in a limited degree and in certain peculiar cases

this method is valuable. Such is the accuuiulated
knowledge to be gleaned from papers publislied since

January. 1874, by the advocates of the use of mercury
in the various forms in syphilis. Let us now review
the labors of the antimercurialists. The most preten-

tious work is that of Proksh, entitled, ' Antimercurial
Views as to the Treatment of Syphilis.'" His work is an
octavo of nearly two hundred pages, and its perusal

betrays a lack of knowledge as well as a liigotry of
mind of the author. He is a decided antimercuiial-

ist, and sums up his conclusions as follows : Mercury
is not an antidote to the syphilitic poison. It merely
causes the more rapid disa|)pearance of its lesions or
symjitoms. 2. We do not know the effect of mercury,
or even of syphilis. 3. Syjjhilis is cured by the heal-

ing power of nature alone, assisted by a simple toijical,

symptomatic, and dietetic treatment. 4. During a

mercurial treatment the study of the pathology of

syjjhilis is impossible. 5. Mercury employed in hos-

pitals for syphilis favors the development of scorbutus
and gangrene, and is injurious to such patients by its

vajiors.

Comment on such remarks is certainly unnecessary.

It is an interesting question to know what kind of ex-

perience and line of thought led a man to such desul-

tory and incoherent views; still, they are on a par with
those recently put forth by Hermann, of Vienna, who
has long Ix-en known as a rabid antimercurialist.

The present paper ( •' Sur la Nature des Affections Syphi-
litique et le Traitement mercuriel," ifdzHtc des Hopi-
tau.i, Jan., 1875;, which as a model of incoherence is

inimital)le, was, strange to say, read Ijefore the Acade-
my of Sciences of France, to which body tlie author
addressed it. Hermann states that he founds his doc-
trine, as he calls it. on twenty thousand cases of cure,

and he claims that in his liospital the jiercentage of
relapse and death is much smaller than in the general

hospital of Vienna where mercury is used. Tlie pres-

ent paper should be judged not only by its own claims,

)jut also by reference to a work of large size published
by the author a few years .ago, " Ueberdie Wirkung des
Quecksilbers auf den Menschlichen Organismus," in

which certainly there are more instances of highly
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iiuestionaljle diagnosis and false aroriinu-ntafion, tliau

in Hiiy iitlier (if equal size with wliicli we are familiar.

Herinami's concUisiDiis are : .«>_v|)liilis slioiild l>e consid-

ered li-f a local dis -iv-ic haviiii; eonsi-cuti vc I'ornis, which
bear iiiliinate relations with the oriirinal lesions. 2.

Mercury should lu lianishi-d from treatment. 3. Con-
sider the so-called constitutional li><.ions as the effect

of mercury. The falsity of the last conclusion is well

shown liy a perusal of the paper of Keycs and Van
Buren already alluded to. and is made manifest very

often in |>nu-tice. in which cases of tertiary sy|)hilitic

lesion present to us without previous treatment owin^
to various causes. The same ohjection may lie ur^ed
against llerm.'inn which applies to almost all writers

of his faith, nauiely. that they are hlatant with dog-
matic and (juestionalile statement.s. and that they pre-

sent no soliil facts. This criticism is certainly applica-

ble to a paper liy .1. U. Beck (" On the Use of Iodide of

Potassium in Syphilis," Phil. }[id. Ti>w». March 13,

IS'.'i). which is really a dogmatic assertion that mer-

cury merely masks syphilis, causing its manifestations

to appear later on in a malignant form, and of course

doing intinite harm. If such a sttitement was based

on any facts, or upon careful reasoning, it should re-

ceive attention, but when it stands alone, and is used

somewhat as a taunt to those whu believe in the efficacy

of mercury, it carries with it no weight. The author
offers two cases of late syphilis in which iodide was
very beneficial as food for contemplation for mercuri-

'

alists, whose only conmient will be that they are sur-

prised that the author thought them at all unusual.

In the same vein Watson read a pa|ier '• On the Use-

'

lessncss of Mercury in Syphilis { L'liiilon ileil. lleeoni,

Dec. , 1ST4) before the Medico-Chirurgical Society of
Edinburgh. This paper is more temperate in tone

than many others, still it lacks reason and facts; its

gist is simply that the author does not think mercury
useful and necessary except in some cases. We find

again that time-worn statement, that the dmg causes

tertiary lesions, which is the key-note of the faith of
all antimereurialists. Watson also urges the fact that

without m-rcury syjihilitic lcsi<ms will disappear, and
then considers this a valid reason why it is u.seless. He
fails to t 1 1 us—perha|>s he does not know—of the calam-
ities which often happen to those who are thus treated.

Indeed he does not consider tlie fact that such a state-

ment is far too sweeping, as it is onh/xomf of the lesions t

which are so epheni"ral in character, and if his expe-

rience is in any way extended he ought and must have
met with casi-s which would not g<>t well without mer-
cury. It. is c-rtainly to be sincerely hoped that before

any more antiim-reurial ar:icles are written that some
new, undoubted facts will be obstTVcd. a.s such now are

merely repetitions of statements which will not bear a

cruciid te.st. Hardaway writes a very temperate paper
i

on the non-mercurial treatment of syphilis (.'</. /.luU ',

Cliiiii-id R'rnril, May, HT.il. He endorses the \-icw

of Didiy and some others, that syphilis is in general

mild, though in some cases its course is severe,

hence that there is a mild and a severe form. Like
Diday, II. regards tli • use of mercury a.s unnecessary

in the mild form, which he thinks should be treated

by tonics, on general hygienic principles. In severe

cases he relies upon the agent, but he thinks tlmt its

long-continued use will produce disastrous effects. In

support of the treatment of syphilis by the tonic plan

H. cites two cases thus managed and cured, which
respectively, in five and two years, have presented no
relapses. .\t first thou;;ht these might ap|>ear as car-

rying great weight against the use of mercury, yet '

such conclusions must be accepted with gwat caution, <

as sufficient time has not yet elapsed, nor are the cases '.

' sufficiently numerous upon which to fonn opinions.

It is certainly true that in some cases, owing to some
pi( iiliarity of the .system, which is only affected l-y

svphilis in a very mild and ephemeral manner, under
a tonic tn'atment, and even with no treatment, the

nonnal standard of health will be n^irained ; but such

casis ate exceptional, ami the opinion of the really

sound and scientific observers of large Rading and
experience is emphatic in favor of the absolute ne-

ee>sity for the administration of mercury in the early

sta'_'i-s of syphilis, in order to prevent ulterior trouble.

Ilaidaway's pa|K"r is a very creditable one, and stands

in marked contrast with the other ones of extreme

statement which we have c<insidered.

In conclusion, gentlemen, let me thank you kindly

for the honor conferred upon me in selecting me as

the pereon who should prepare for you the report of

progress made in this interesting and important field.

Ucports of tjospitals.

BELLEVUE HOSPITAL.

Reports of Pr.\ctice .inii Pecullvrities of Tre.^t-

MEST.

roTT's DISE.\SE OF THE SPIXE—TRE.VTMENT BY ME.\NS

OF THE PLASTER OF-P.\RIS J.^CKET.

Till.-- method of treatment, just now, is very ))romis-

ing. It is simple, is within the reach of every sur-

geon, and thus far the results attained have been

eminently satisfactory.

The jacket is applied in the following manner:
Have the patient put on a light wrapper, and then, by
means of a i)ulley attached to straps which pas-s

through the axilbe and secured to a cross b.ar over the

head, suspend liim completely, or as nearly so as pos-

sible. In this way the weight of the body is made t<i

act as a counter-extending force, and removes all

pressure from the diseased surfaces of the bones.

Now. while suspended, draw the wrapper dov.ii

smoothly over the trunk and hips, and then with a

roller-bandage filled with plaster begin two or three

inches below the crests of the illii, sufficient to secure

a firm hold upon the pelvis: fii-st making two or three

extra turns of the roller at this point, and then em-
braei' the body by succ-ssive turns until' the entire

trunk is encased to the armpits. If the disease is high

Uji in the dorsal region, the bandage can be carried

over lach shoulder like a pair of suspenders. It is

proper to place a roll of cotton upon e;ich side of the

spinal column opposite the seat of the dis-a.se. and
the bandages may be reinforced by strips of tin made
rou^Ii like a grater to prevent them from sliding, if

th'- size of tlie patient or other conditions s'-em to

d maiid it. Two or three rollers are usually sufficient

to make a substantial jacket, |)articularly if thi'y are

supported by the tin strips. There is one point with

refer.ncc to padding the trunk with cotton or other

yielding material b;-fore applying the roller, and that

is. do not pad any nuire tliaii is absolutely necessary,

for ii\ so doing the irregularities of the surface arv

almo-t entirely iibliterated, which is ju.st the thing to

be avoided. It is the gentle moulding of this jacket

to the depressions and elevations upon the .surface of

the body that enables it to accomplish its work and

l>e worn without complaint. Whereas if the trunk is

padded with cotton to any great extent, the jacket
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cannot get sufficient hold to keep the pre&sure off the

diseased surfaces, consequently is thrown one side as

inefficient. The straightening out of the patient, so

to speaiv. can be done in any manner the ingenuity of

the surgeon may devise. If the patient is a child, for

instance, this can he easily accomjilislied by jilacing

him across the laj) of an assistant, who shall scjiarate

his thiglis until all the extension is made wliieh is

necessary. Now, it mil lie suggested, can respiration

be carried on jiroperly while the trunk is encased in

such a fixed jacket ; E.xperience so far lias proven

that nature will take care of that. Indeed, it seems

as though a very great l)enefit is to be derived by
keeping the riljs quiet, for they are thus ])revented

from producing constant ruV)bing at or near the seat

of the disease in the sjnnal column.

Again, su]i])Ose alisccsses arc present, how are they

to be managed? Simi)ly make a window in the

splint, and then the discharge is placed at the com-

mand of the surgeon as well as though no jacket were

present.

Suppose the jjaticnt complains of the jacket, that it

hurts him, that it does not give him ease from pain,

etc. ? Remove it at once ; find out where the diffi-

culty is, and remedy it while api)lying another, for it

may be said witli a very great amount of certainty,

that the fault is with the surgeon and not with the

plan of treatment.

Now, all tliese points were illustrated in a bright

little girl before us, iet. 12 years, who had been wear-

ing (me of the best constructed braces that American

or foreign ingenuity has produced, but which failed

to afford the relief desired. Since the plastcr-of-Paris

jacket has been applied, she can ride in the cars and
walk with jierfect ease and comfort, and has gained

several pounds in weight.

HYDUOPSPElllTONEUM.

Two or three points were illustrated by this case,

tlie history of which is as follows: A female, a't. 40,

with unimi)ortant family hi.^tory, and accustomed to

the use of alcoholics taken upon an empty stomach,

was admitted to tlie hospital October 7th, 187"). She

had se^'eral attacks of ejiistaxis, and jiassed some
blood l>y stool five weeks ])revious to admission. One
week after she noticed tluit her feet were swollen. ]jar-

ticularly at night. The cedema extended upward,
and at about the same time she first noticed some en-

largement of the abdomen. At our visit tlie alxlomen

was very large, and the accuuuilation of fluid had
;

become bufdensome. The case was therefore one
'

which illustrated a large accumulation of fluid in the

al)doiniual cavity with more tlian usual rapidity, never

liaving before suffered from ascites.

Tlie case illustrated anotlier point, namely, that

oedema of the lower extremities precedes the notice of

abdominal enlargement, which was regarded as in

keeping with the general rule.

Early tapping, followed by a tonic plau of treat-

ment, was advocated for this class of cases, and vras

at once introduced. Rejieat the jiaracentesis as often

as the accumulation recurs. In this case the probable

cause of the ascites was ciixhosis of the liver.

EPITHELIOM.^—TERCni.OEIDK OF .^NTIMOXY.

Tile growth had been developed upon a cicatrix

following a burn, and it was hojied tliat the cell

action could be so modified liy tlic a|)plicatiou of the

terchloiide of anatomy as would avoid au operation.

It was situated upon the anterior aspect of tlie fore-

arm, near the wrist, and was a little nioie than an
inch in diameter. The surface of the growth was

touched with tlie caustic, exercising due care that the
surrounding tissues escaped, and it was to he repeated

every six or seven days. The case progressed favora-

bly.

CHKONIC HEART DISE.^SE.

The points of interest in this case relate to situ-

ation of the apex beat and tlie innocuousness of val-

vular lesions. A male jiatient. ,iH. 2S. had had re-

|)eated attacks of articular rheumatism some years ago,

and had since been told l>y liis jihysicians that he had
heart disease. He had not. however, experienced any
trouble which he could refer directly to the heart.

Upon physical examination tlie apex was found \>eaX-

ing distinctly in the J'ourtJi in ercostal space, and that

while the ])atieut was stai.ding. There was no en-

largement of the spleen or pericarditis with effusion,

or increased area of cardiac dulness. or other con-

dition wliicli would account for this exceptional situ-

ation of tlie a])ex beat. Auscultation revealed a

mitral regurgit.-uit niunnur of moderate intensity,

and .a very sliglit aortic regurgitant murmur. It

was thought altogether proljalile tliat these lesions

had Iieen jiresent for many years, and that they were
doubtless the residt of rheumatic endocarditis. Espe-
cial attention was drawn t<i this fact, namely, that we
do not, as a rule, have evils resulting from valvular
lesions of the heart until they liave allowed of more
or less enlargement of the organ, and that the graver
difficulties, such as dropsy, dyspncra, etc., do not, as a
rule, occur until the heart has become dilated. Such
murmurs, tlierefore, under circumstances like the
])resent, relate ehiefiy to the future of the jiatient.

Tliey may at some remote period give rise to trouble,

riut they may be carried for years without becoming
of especial importance, unless an intercurrent attack
of endocarditis is developed. This point was regard-

ed as siieeially impoi-fant in connection with prog-
nosis, and the idea that a grave prognosis must be
made sinijily because a valvular murmur is present,

shoukl be cast aside, for the intensity of tlie murmur
gives no relialjle information with regard to the extent

of tlie lesion.

PLEURISY WITH EFFUSION.

Tlio point of special interest in this case relates to

treatment, and it was made more interesting from the
fact tliat a plan had been marked out ujioii tlieoretical

grounds, by a group of students, whicli consisted of
diuretics, perhaps hydragogue catliarties, and counter-
irritants. None of these measures, however, were
resorted to for the renio\\al of the fluid, liut un-
der the influence of a full tonic course, with good
diet the fluid in the pleural canty was rapidly dis-

appearing and the strength of the patient was in-

creasing. Only a single small blister liad been aji-

plied.

TYPHOID FEVER.

It was remarked l>y the visiting jiliysieian. tliat this

fever is the only disease, except a doulile quotidian iuter-

mitteut, wliieh gives two full thernionietrical curves
within twenty-four hours : that is, two full iutermis-

sious and two exacerbations. This will, if tiue. account,
in a certain number of cases at least, for the high tem-
perature met with in typhoid fever in the morning,
and is al.so a good aid in making a positive diagnosis.

FRACTURED CLAVICLE.

The bone in this case was fractured by direct vio-

lence, having been jilaced in forcilile apposition with
the hoof of a horse. One point with regaid to treat-
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ment was notecl, niul that was, that any dressing to be

efficient must hold tlic .mipuhi in a fixed i)Osition.

FltACTlKK OK Tim r.VlKI.I.A.

A few points of interest were noted in connection

with a case helonijinir to tliis class. A man, a-t. tifty

live years, had sli|>i>e(l ami I'ullen n|)on tlie |iavenient

in such a manner as to strike squarely upon his knee,

and the result was a transverse fracture of the pat( !la.

In this history there were two points, namely, a frac-

ture of the patella hy direct violence, which has heen

said never to occur ; and a tniiiiiri'r.tf fracture as the le-

sult of that direct violeni'e, wliieh has been said to oc-

cur on'v from muscular violence. The case illustrated

another point, namely, that the separation of the frag-

ments is not always, perhaps not in a uuijority of ca.ses.

due to the action of the i|uadrice|>s femoris muscle, hut

to a distention of the joint by the effusions incident to

an acute synovitis. This introiluces an item with regard

to treatment, and that is. apply cold, and iilirniin iniit

until the swellin>; and inHammation have sul)sided lie-

fore applyinr; any permanent dressim;. The condition

of the knee su-r^ested another thouijht. namely, that

when there is serious joint complication in eases of fjae-

ture of the patella, a portion of the eartilaue coveriiifi

the iiijifr nmih/U of the n-inur is usually chippeil off.

The same case presented another interestins; feature

;

namely, a fracture of the jjatella had occurred upon
the opposite Icir five years at;o, which was doulitliss the

result of muscular violence, for while carryiii'i a heavy

weiiiht he slipped, and in the attempt to save him-

self an extra strain was Imni^ht upon that lejr. the

lionc <;ave way. and he fell to the yround. The union

in that instance had been exceedingly good, and per-

liaps bony.

progress of iHetiical Scicncf.

Sf.CTIOX OV TUK liATISSIMl's DoKSI KOIt UoTAllY

Latki'.ai, ('rnv.\Triii:.—Prof. Lewis A. Sayrc recent-

ly delivered a clinical lecture on the above subject,

and. at its close, performed a very interesting and
novel operation. He explained his use of the adjec-

tive i-iittiri/, ap|)lied to lateral curvature of the

spine, as denoting the fact that a rotation of the verte-

bra' took place prior to the developnu'Ut of the lateral

delormity. It was very important in tn^ating this

form of curvature to ascertain whether its original

seat was in the Imnbar or In the dorsal region. It was
ill the curvatures commencing in the latter region that

the primary rotation was most maiked. The lateral

curvatine that begins in the lumbar region was due.

usually, to an Inecpiality of the two lower extremities,

causing the plain' of the pelvis to be inclined to one

side. Such a deformity, if treated In its inception

—

before the development of structural changes—could
be remedied l)y simply wearing a thicker sole on the

foot of the shortened limb and by apjiroprlatc gym-
nastic exercise. The mode in which the doi'sal curva-

ture bei;lns was a little more complicated. In this

ea.se the origin of the deformity was ascribed to a

preponderating action of the serratus magnus muscle
of one side over that of the other. The unequal ac-

tion might arise from a habit of carrying one sliouhler

backward more than the other, or of carrying on<'

liand behind the back, thus drawing the .'seapula

backward toward the spine, by which the great serra-

tus muscle, xvliieh arises from the base of the scapula.

Is rendered tense, wilh full |)ower to act on the ribs.

The latter rest with their angles against the transverse

pro<'esscs of the vertebra', and their heads upim the

ijodles of the vertebra' ; thus, when the .serratus nnig-

nus of one sidi' is contracted, a (lowerful leverage 'is

exerted upon the splni', which causes a rotation upon
Itsi-lf. " This rotation iiroduces tension of the latis-

simus doi-sl upon the opposite side, nn<l keejiing up a

constant Irritation, stimnlates it to undue contraction,

wliieh bends the body to that side, thus producing the

latiral curve." The curve having lieen once estab-

lished, the superincumbent weight of the body con-

stantly tends to increase It.

It was observed that In " the very early stages of

this deformity the distortion can be rectified liy In-

stiuetlng the patient to use his muscles so as to cause

their development In exactly the opposite direction to

that which has jjrodueed tlw deformity." Various

devices were mentioned by which this end might be ac-

complished -such as, balancing a l>ook upon the top

of the head while the patient walks alioiit the room
;

gymnastic exercisi's; sitting while at study upon an

luu'ven seat or triangular chair, so that there will 1 e

danger of falling over unless the liody is ])roperly

]Miised ; a spiral corset which has a constant tendency

to imlelescope Itself and thus keep the patient sti alght.

and the like. Such methods of treatment, it was ob-

served, apply only to those cases In which permanent
structural changes have not yet taken place.

At the conclusion of the lecture a case of lateral

curvature in a man was presented, in which the latlssl-

nins doi-si had become contractured. On stretching

the man out by means of a sling I'assliig under the

arms and secured around the chin and occiput, the

apparatus being suspended from abovi' and worked
by a cord and pulley, the muscle W'as brought out

])romineiitly Into view and was evidently the means
of preventing the body from straightening Itsi'lf.

\Vhen the nuiscle was pinched spasmodic contractions

of nearly all the muscles of the body were prodiu el. It

w.-is claimed that attempts to.'itretch this muscle would
only serve to Irritate it and aggravate the condition.

The professor therefore proceeded to divide the muscle

siibeutaneously : an operation, as he stated, never be-

foi'e intentionally performed for the relief of this de-

formity. The Immediate effect was entirely satljfac-

tory. "The |)atlent W.-IS straightened almost upon the

Instant, so far as the lateral eurvaturi' was concerned,

the angle of the ribs upon the opjiosite side being

about the only defoinilty left." 'I'lie pain of the op-

eration is stated to have been only trilling; and ini-

mediatcly after, having bei n r<moved from the gal-

low.s, the patient expressed himself as feeling perfectly

comfortable. Having been placed In bed a broad

band was passed around the upper portion of the

trunk and was secured by an India-rubber strap to the

lixliires upon one side of the bed. and another around
the pelvis secured In the same way upon the opposite

side. IJetween these two elastic forces the body was
retained in a ])erfectly straight position.— '/'Ae Mtilicut

ami Suri;iral lieporter, Oct. 23, 1H75.

Hattky's Opkhatiox.— Dr. Hattey, of Georgia, has

a number of times performed ablation of one or both

ovaries, with the avowed object of artiliclally liidueing

the menopause for the relief of a " diseaseil oi' |ii mi-
clous ovulation." In all. he has operated ten times;

In two instances the result was fatal, and In <lglil suc-

cessful. Only such cases were deemed suitable lor

the operation as were otherwise incurable. Thi' con-

ditions for which the oi>eration was performed In the
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tliffereut cases have varied considerably. Thus in one
casa tlie patient had anienovi'lKKi, convulsions, recurring

hematocele, repeated pelvic aljscesses, incipient tuber-

culosis from pidmonary congestions, etc. Several were
cases of ovarian neuralgia ; in some there was intract-

able dysmeuorrhoea, witli ))elvic deposits of old lymph ;

one liad ovarian insanity, etc. We are assured tliat in

no case has he operated where any other metluid of
treatment offered any prospect of a cure.

Dr. Biittey's views with regard to this operation are

given somewhat at length in the form of an " interview "

l)stween tlie author of tVie operation and Drs. Yandell
and J[cClellan. in the Octoljer number of the Aiiirican
Pi-iii'tifiniiJ'r. In answer to a question in reference to his

method of operating. Dr. Battey replied as follows:
'" I place the |)atient ni)on the left side, semi-prone,

retract the jjerinxum with an old-fashioned Sims'

duelvbill, having a broad Init rather short blade, that

is l)nt little cupped, which I find very desirable. The
cervix uteri is now seized with a stout volsella and
drawn down under tlie pubic arch. The inci.sion is

made in tlie median line of the posterior vaginal cnl-

i/e-mr witli scissors, and from an inch and a quarter to

an inch and a half in leugtli. the latter preferable.

Tiie incision e.\teuds at first down to tlie periiueum,
wln'ii, if tliere be no bleeding, tlie serous niembrane is

o^iened. The speculum is now removed and the index
finger passed into Douglas's fossa, to hook down one
of the ovaries and bring it into the vagina, while an
assistant, by pressing the liand upon the liypogastri-

um, depresses the viscera in thepeJvis. Occasionally
there is advantage in turning the patient supine, that
the viscera may gravitate into the pelvis. Often the
use of a suitably constructed forceps is reriuired to as-

sist in bringing down the ovary. A temporary liga-

ture is cast around the liase of the ovary, and thentlier

organ similarly treated, when they are reinovi-d by
6crasement, about ten minutes being consumed in

crushing the pedicle of each ovary, the temporary
ligatures coming away with the ovaries. No suture is

used -in the vaginal wmuid, nor is any tent or drainage-
tube em]iloyed, as a rule. In several of my cases the
ovaries have been found to lie bound down by old
peritoneal adhesions, which required to be broken up
by tlie finger, and in one case the ovary was literally

dug out with the finger-nail."

In response to questions regarding the effect of the
operation upon the menstrual function, '• sexual de-
sire." etc., Battey replied that he had never seen any-
thing like proper nienstrnation after it ; that the sex-
ual desire, so far as he could a.scertain, remained
unaffected; that, aside from remaining barren, which
all of the patients indeed liO|)eles.sly were before the
operation, nothing whatever was lost, and there was
no evidence that the patients had been unsexed by it.

The term "spaying," which had been applied to the
operation by Dr. ;^iatthews Duncan in an address before
the British Medical Association, was repudiated.

TVPIIOID FliVEIt C.\USED BY iNTEItMtTTEST WaTEK
Supply.—Dr. Carpenter gives an account of an epi-

demic of typhoid fever' which visited Croydon in
ISG.j, and was then due to improper ventilation as re-

garded the sewers, all the gas from them discharging
directly into the houses, and contaminating the water
supply. Energetic means were taken suliseqnently to
remove the cause, and typhoid as an epidemie en-
tirely ceased. It occasionally hap|)ened, however, that
sudden developments of severe illnesses took place
in single houses or blocks of houses ; every inmate
suffering more or less. The situation of these anoma-
lous attacks was found to be in the higher parts of the

district, where every sanitary requirement had been
complied with. After a time it was noted that those

cases in which whole households were affected oc-

curred soon after the district had been placed under
an intermittent water sujiply in consequence of the

demand for water being greater than the sui)|)ly.

Another point was noted, that the water obtained
from these houses contained sewage matters sufficient

to account for tlie illness of the inmates. The supply-

pipes which run from the mains into the houses are

often carried through made ground, or through a sub-

soil soaked with sewage matters. The service pipes

become rapidly corroded, and pin-hole pipes are the

result, letting t)ut water under pressure, and when the

pressure is removed there is intermission of sujiply,

and nasty water is drawn into the pipe. In February
last there were three cases of tjqihoid in the district,

two of which were imported. At this juncture there

was an intermittent water supply lasting several days.

Five weeks after the intermission an epidemic com-
menced, and by April 3(lth four hundred cases of fever

were reported. A second epidemic occurred ou the

lOtli of Septemljer from an intermittent water sup])ly,

this epidemic also coining to a climax in five weeks.

Dr. Carpenter also mentions the following imjiortant

fact : In a certain street the houses ai'c supplied from
two different sources ; those on one side by the Croy-

don Waterworks
; those on the other by the Lambeth

Company. The sewer is in the middle of the road,

and is common to both. The fever only affecti'd

those who were supplied with water from the Croydon
A\"aterworks. — British Medical Journal, November,
187,1.

Reduessement Brusque op Genu Valgum.—At a

meeting of the "Si-iciete de Chirurgie,'' held on Nov.
ITtli. M. Tillaux jn-esented a young man, aged U!. in

whom he had [jerforined this operation in .June, 1874.

The operaticni differed somewhat from that described
by M. Del'ire, of Lyons. The thigh was made to lest

on its inner surface on a table, so that the knee just

reached the edge. The .surgeon then seized the leg.

and using it as a lever forcibly straightened the limb.

It was necessary to lireak the knee, the epiiihysis of
the femur being se])arated. Both knees were oper-

ated on successively, immovalile apparatuses were at

once applied and kept on for two months, and at jirescnt

the young man's limbs are quite straight. In the discus-

sion that followed M. le Fort said that the deformity
depends on a malformation of the anterior part of the
articulation, the anterior portion of the inner condyle
being too strongly developed. The genu valgum is at

its maximum when the leg is extended, but disajipears

when the knee is partly fiexed.

—

Mmiveiiient Medical,
Dec. 4, 1875.

LlG.\TURE OF THE FeMOR.VL ArTERY WITH ANTI-
SEPTIC C.\TGUT.—Mr. Nankivell mentions five cases
illustrative of the results of this treatment. In no one
of these patients was there the slightest sign of second-
ary hemorrhage, nor was any portion of the ligature
seen in the dressings.

The wound, in two cases, liealed in 21 days; the
others in 31, 40 and .54 days respectively. He says
that it is difficult to compare the period of cure in

cases treated by catgut, on the one hand, and silk liija-

turcs on the other, from the fact of the melting away
of the ligature in one instance, and the separating of
the thread in the other. He does not think the pres-
ence of the catgut prevents primary adhesion of the
deeper parts of the incision.

—

Lancet. December 11,
1875.
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HOSPITAL COXSTRUCTION AND ORGAN-
IZATION.'

"lIospiTAi. Construction ami Organization" is the title

of tlif book recently i)ul)lislie<l Uy William Wood &
Co. for the trustees of .lolins Hopkins Hospital, Balti-

more. It is th • first installment of a precious succes-

sion of blessings which we l>i'lieve awaits the Amerinan

people in the execution of that grand inception of

which a university is the centre, and this hospital is

one of the earliest and most prominent oul posts.

The trustues show, even in the advertisement, that

they have measured the scope of this great endow-

m !nt. Tha lett jr to the authors, by its greater detail,

cxitibits an enlightened apprehension of the various

problems that are to be solved in the carrying out of

the plan. The munificent donor evidently knew his

ni'JU, and. while indicating the outlines of his design,

wisely left expansion and details to the "discretion,"

"good judgment and experience in life" of those

wliom he felt assured would rightly estimate and ope-

rate this wondrous charity. They, first of all, resort

to the method best adapted to elicit information for

their own guidance, and also give it to the public that

it may reap the advantage of the opinions tlie book

expresses. We are glad to know that the authors of

these essays invite a free discussion. It has evident-

ly b3en their honest and modest intent to collect the

bast information within tlwir reach, and to speak ad-

visingly rather than authoritatively.

The investigation of the subjects presented in the

letter addressed by the trustees to the authors involves

the entire preparation, machinery and management of

all cla-sses of philanthropies. A hospital has been

' • HosiMTAl. I'l.Asa. FiC^ Kiviyn fiflattn{/ to thf f'onAtrurtinu.

Ori/fiiiiziiNiin, riHiJ itintftgrmfiti ff llt'tpiui'-m, Omtrihutcl by their

.\itlhor- for thr Johlw lltipkiliH H<ti.)>itul. <>f Ilftltiin'tn-. N<-.vY'>rk:

Willlani Wuu<l hi Co. 18T5. hvu, pp. %!).

called " Hotel Dieu," or hotel of God, for it is well

reiugnized as a typical application of that charity

which is not a mere humanity, but a response to the

I divine which is within and about us.

When, for instance, we solve the question as to the

liLst house construction for the in-dwelling of the sick,

we are compelled in the invc-^tigation to traverse those

very problems which have to do with the bt-st condi-

tions of private houses.

The care of the sick is in many respects but an ad-

vanced study of the perfections of household adminis-

tration. As, too, there are more sick people by tens

of thousands in private houses than there ever can be

in |i\iblic charities, salient questions as to the manage-

ment of all these are involved in every appreciative

discussion of a hospital and iU affairs. Physicians

here leara most imi)ortant lessons to be carried to the

bed-side in every home. Nurses are here trained in

the details of that attention which all sick ones require.

There is a l^eautiful .symmetry in the will of the donor

in that he specifies, in connection with the hospital, a

training-school for nurses, and singles out the medical

college for chief prominence in its common relation to

the hospital and the prospective university. While

every educational interest will greet the rising Gottin-

gen, every medical man must rejoice with the spark-

ling joy of true science, that now there is prospect of

opeuing to medical education an arena such as neither

the continent nor the century have before enjoyed. We

wonder not that one of our authors, himself a medical

professor, breaks forth in honest utterance fpp. »17-

318) against most medical colleges as private educat-

ing and licensing stock corporations. lie speaks of

our whole system as " vicious," and glows with en-

tliusi:ism as he declares that " in the munificence of

Mr.'llopkius wo have tlu prophecy and possibility of

a reform in education, which will be general in its

character and |)ermanent in its results." We recently

heard an eminent Baltimore medical professor say that

he was willing to see this noble plan executed, although

it should submerge his own institution.

ThL- language of the donor justifies prolific expecta-

tions beyond the hospital itself. He says to the trus-

tees: " Vou will bear in mind that it is my wish and

purpose that the institution shall ultimately form a

part of the medical school of the University." He

visioned beyond the lienefit to those in the hospital,

knowing that all are dependent n|)on the skill of the

physician, and that the right application of hygi-

enic principles here will outreach gifts by the hand-

ful into all the homes of society. In his directions

as to a training-school for nurses, he puts this still

furtlier in words, " because," says he, " it will secure

the services of won\en competent to care for the sick

in the hospital wards, and will enable you to benefit

the whole connnunity by supplying .7 with a class of

trained and experienced nurses."

We enter, therefore, upon the examination of this
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liook not merely as we would discuss a constricted

local charity, but because it involves the whole ques-

tion of habitations, and bears largely on the interests

of all society. Thj limits of a journal only permit us

to indicate the more essential points and to limt at ad-

ditions, without the oppoi'tunity of extended enforce-

ment.

Tlic authors who here present their views may well

Ije rcnardcd as representative men of their profession,

and as such closely allied to the subjects tliey discuss.

The cities of New Orleans, Washington, Baltimore,

Philadelphia, New York, and Boston are represented

by tliem. Five of them are physicians of i>rominence,

and one of them is an architect, who by his two ap-

pendices has well entitled himself to be reckoned as

furnishing a plan. Some of the writers have been fa-

miliar with both civil and military life, and two, at

least, have evidently availed themselves of minute

jjrofcssional aid from architects and engineers. While

the pa()ers are of quite uneciual merit, we should be

sorry to spare any one of them from tlie comjiilation.

If in review we seem fuller in the criticism of pos-

silile shortcomings than in l)ringing out the merits of

these essays, it is only because such method best an-

swers the practical results which trustees, authors, and

voluntary contril)utors alike desire.

The site chosen is first in order before the ])recise

location of buildings is discussed. This, fortunately,

is already determined, so far as the hospital is con-

cerned, in such a way as seems eminently satisfac-

tory to all tlie essayists. Fourteen acres of high

elevation, bounded on three sides by streets grading

therefrom, with good surface drainage and a fall for

under-draiuage toward tide-water, certainly ])resents

an attractive landscape, over which the eye of tlie de-

lineator may range with delight. It is a beautiful

plot, already in the city, and destined to be more so,

and presents many natural advantages of position and
space. Tlie charm of this has been so great tliat I mt one

or two of our authors seem to give to drainage tlie im-

portance whicli the subject demands. One gives it

but a passing line ; another alludes to it only as to the

carriage of surface water ; a third and a fourth, while

announcing the subject, speak almost entirely of sewer-

age, under the head of drainage, as if the two were

identical. In paper five we are glad to find more de-

tailed attention to its importance.

While we do not believe in the impurity of ground
so strongly as there presented, yet the remark (p.

371) is most important, that "there should be a

thorough examination as to the existence and depth of

the stratum of water-bearing soil and the fluctuations

of the ground- water." The rttentivity of different

soils and their varied needs of attention, is not always

the same on all parts of the same plot, and the ground
substructure should be well mapped and described

before occupancy. When the facts are determined we
also claim that " a system of deep drainage should be

perfected, which should effectually prevent ground-

water from approaching within six feet of the surface."

We must never forget that character of sub-soil, rather

than elevation, determines man}' cjuestionsof drainage.

Besides, although natural drainage may lie good,

and the underlying strata pervious enough for dryness

in tlie natural state, such buildings as are here to be

spread aliroad suspend very many of the laws of tellu-

ric and celestial correspondence.

Erections upon and over ground distuil) its tempe-

rature, moisture, evapoi'ation, its electric condition,

etc., so much that compensation is required.

The underground plan of the engineer is as funda-

mental as the uprising structure of the architect. Art

above groiuid must be conservative toward the ills

with which she covers the earth, unless somehow she

intervenes to make the curse a blessing. This.she can

do, but it must be done beforehand, in order to com-

prehend and couti-ol the situation. We have sometimes

even to complain that engineers understand levels and

the arithmetic of descent better than they do the ])lay

of iihysieal forces, and seem to think all their science

consists in right fall and curve, and calibre of tubes.

As the doctor must needs consult the architect, so must

the engineer the physicist. We do not dwell upon

gravelled walks and grass lawns and arrangement of

trees, because all preparation of grounds Ijelow and

on the surface should be in subjection to the law to

preserve or secure the best natural conditions of build-

ing ground, and to provide compensation by extra

drying facilities for those neccfi^ury or ornamental in-

terpositions W'hich art introduces, whether in buildings

or surroundings.

While we believe in the ventilation of tlieeai-fli, we
are a little suspicious of heated ventilating shafts

" communicating at the base with drain-pipes and

conduits," unless great care is taken that they do not

raise unduly the tempei'ature of organic matter by

over-heat and irregular action.

THE PROBING OF CAVITIES AFTER GUN-.SIIOT WOUNDS.

The iniiiortance of a thorough study of the prin-

cijiles of medical jurispiudence is becoming more and

more apparent when we take into account the efforts

of the lawyers to transfer the responsiljility of death

in certain murder cases to the sui'geons in atteud.ance

upon them. The plea of moral insanity has lieeu

worn so threadbare, that more than ordinary pains arc

required to convince a jury of its truth. This does not,

however, seem to be the case with what is now tei-med

in the courts scientific murder, either by neglect or

unwarrantaljle interference on the part of the surgeon.

The first notable instance in which this plea was ad-

vanced was in the Stokes trial. It was assumed by
the defence that probing of the wound in the abdo-

men and an overdose of morphine were the responsible

causes of death. Although neither of these assump-

tions were substantiated to the satisfaction of the jury,
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enough of tloiilit was thrown upon the question at is-

sue to result in a mild verdict.

In the ease of ('arrutli, of Viueland, who was shot in

the head liy Lamlis, a similar line of defence has been

taken, and some of the surgeons in charge of the case

are made to anpear in a very unenviable light before

the i)ublic. Tliere is an attempt to prove that the intro-

duction of ii probe in a direction contrary to the course

of the ball into the brain, excited intlamnuition pfr »r.

and caused abscesses, of which the patient afterwards

died. Again, the defence claims that the alwcesses were

not discharged as they should have been, and that the

reasonable chance of a recovery was thus cut off. There

are a great many matters of fact to come up in the

consideration of such questions, and it is not to bo

wondered at that the expeits in the case have dilTerent

ojiinions.

In view of the autopsicid appearances of the brain,

it is hard to ])rove that the probe produced extra in

flanunntion, but the possibility of such a state of af-

fairs is seized upon as one of the desperate chances in

criminal jurisprudence. No practical surgeon will at-

tem|)t to defend the passage of a probe through sound

brain-tissue. It is one of those mistakes which con-

stantly occur as the result of eager officiou.sness in such

cases. We know it is the fashion to find the ball and

extract it, if possible on the spot, as if this were the

main object of all treatment ; but in cases of gunshot

wounds of cavities we think it is time that the fashion

be changed. In the great majority of instances of

gunshot wounds of cavities the mischief is done

when the ball enters, while the risks of intirnal

hemorrhage and secondary intlammations of the vis-

cera are suttieiently great to deter the surgeon from

constantly thrusting in his probe; and even if tlieliall

be found, as the result of blind poking through vital

tissues, its extraction, under the most favoiable cir-

cumstances, is rarely if ever unattended with positive

danger. The moral of all this is, viewed at least

from a medico-legal aspect, that the less we probe

for balls hidden in cavities the better.

TJNNKCESSAUY JOURN.^LS.

ENTKiiiMtisii in journalism is, on general princii)les, to

be connnended, but it is hardly requisite for every

society or every school in North America to have its

so-called " medical organ." Every little while we

hear the announcement of anew periodical of this sort,

generally accompanied with the usual modest misgiv-

ing on the part of the editors as to its ultimate success,

but invariably with an earnest appeal for the support

of friends. Slany of these ventures are cxjjlained

on the ground of a want long felt by a particular

medical community, or a particular medical school,

and it is only after a signal failure that the editors

are willing to acknowledge that they have made a

mi.scalcnlation. Hut tliis is a matter of business which

every one who is likely to be interested in journalistic

undertakings .should thotiirhtfidly consiih-r. niiere is,

liowcver, another element in Iheipiestion which sluiuld

be taken into account. These new periodicals not
only take a certain share of pecuniary Bupi)ort from
those already established, but are Ihe means of ulti-

mately bulging many valuable eommnnications. He-

sides this, every unneees.sary journal tends dir<'etly to

interfere with the general progress of journalism.

Tliis fact is well presented, .although periiaps not frimi

an entirely unprejudiced standpoint, by the editor of

the Canada /miicvI, in allusion to a new journal (T/ie

Cdiiiidian Jmirmd of Medical Scieneeg), which has ap-

peared in Ontario. lie says: "It is much to be re-

gretted that the American idea of having a 'school

organ' should have been transplanted to Canadian
soil. There can be no other reason for the appearance

of another medical journal, esi)eeially in these hard

limes. There is no surplus of literary material seeking

pulilication. In fact, Canadian jouinals, so far, are

obliged to fill their )>ages with extracts and reprints.

Two journals in Ontario cannot Inith pay working ex-

l)enses, and the result of this effort, even if partially

successful, will be to weaken and jeopardize the exist-

ence of both, and bring Canadian medical journalism

into bad repute. It will also have the effect, if par-

tially successful, of retarding or |)reventing those

improvemeut.s, not only in the quality and quantity of

the matter provided for the readers, but also in those

looking towards the issue of semi-monthly or weekly

editions, a very great desideratum in these days of

rapid improvement in medical and surgical science."

HOSPITAL ABDSKS.

TiiK injustice of operating in hospitals upon patients

who can afford to pay is not altogether an Ami'ri-

can institution. In a recent number of Ihe liiitixh

.^f//licnl Jouniiil, a correspondent calls attention to

Ihe abuse, presenting at the same time some very

damaging facts against the upright intentions of

n)any of the surgeons who hold hospital appointments

in London. In the course of his letter he says :

"If the perscm cannot pay the regular fee of the

hospital surgeon the .system is to do it for nothing,

rather than the provincial medical nuin shall do it fur

a feethat will quite remuuerate him. Of lale it has

been getting so bad, that jjcople tell tH)unlry sur-

geons that, unless you do it on their terms, they will

go to London and get it done for nothing. At this

present time I have a ])a(ient. the aunt of a banker

who moves in the best society, but has the inqiudenco

111 tell me that, if a large fee be charged, slie will

go to a charitable institution. I could tell you of

dozens of cases; in fact, it is getting most monstrous.

Kven to-day a man worth thousands is threatening

similarly unless the operation is performed at his

price," etc., etc.

We have so repeatedly given parallel examples to

the above as occurring in our owu city, that this will
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be recognized as an old story. The evil is a great, a

growing one ; Ijut under the present system of hospital

management, the remedy, being so radically opjjosed

to the interests of those who hold hospital and college

positions, is hardly possiUe of immediate application.

As all cannot hold these appointments, the obscurer

practitioners must struggle on as best tliey can, and be

satisfied with the few crumbs that accidentally come

in their way. If they cannot be successful, tliey can

at least be philosophical.

MEDICAL students' KECEPTION.

In the present numlier we pul)lish a full report of the

reception of the medical students of this city by the

Young Men's Christian Association. We take occasion

again to heartily commend the spirit which prompted

such a tender of Christian hospitality. The medical

student is a hard-worked, and, generally speaking,

a much neglected piece of humanity. In the intervals

of hard study, when he is in need of relaxation, he is

literally without any kind and sympathizing influences

save those which centre around an attic room in a

second-class boarding-hou-se. That ho is in need of

friends, comfort and sympathy, every one who has left

a good home to go to a strange city, fully api)rceiates.

It is to supply these jjressing wants that the Young

Men's Christian Association has opened its doors for

the winter to the medical students here, and may the

example be followed l)y similar associations else-

where.

Ecports of Societies,

NEW YORK PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Stated Meeting, Deeemlter 22, 187.5.

Dr. F. Dei,afiei,d, President, in the Ciiaiu.

ANEURISM OP aorta.

Dr. Loomis presented a specimen taken from a Scotch
sailor, 33 years of age, who was admitted iuto Belle-

vue Hospital on tlie last day of Xovenil):'r. He slated

at tlie time of Jiis admission that his father and his

mother had died of phthisis. Farther than that his

family history was good ; that thirteen years before he
had an attack of syphilis, for which he was treated

with mercury and iodide of potassium, and that dur-
ing these thirteen years he suffered from syphilitic

manifestations, which yielded to specific treatment;
that three years before he had received a Idow on the
left l>reast from a weight of three liundred jiounds
falling from a height, and striking with a slanting
blow with sufficient force to knock him down, or, as

he said, " knocked his breath out of his body for fif-

teen minutes." It seems that he had been unconscious
for a few moments after tlie blow.
For the last twenty years he had performed the

duties of a fireman on board of a steamer, had l)eeu

a hai'd drinker until within two or three years, when
lie drank moderately.

In February last he, for the first time in his life, had
a cough. It came on after exposure, and he thought
tliat it was due to a cold. This cough was attended

at times with expectoration of a glairy mucus, and
at times witli a muco-purulent material, and was not

jjaroxysmal in character. He remained pretty well

from last July until six weeks before admission into

the hospital, when he began to cough again and to ex-

pectorate as befoi-e. Three weeks after the second
commencement of the cough he spat about a table-

spoonful of blood. The blood was bright-colored,

and was not mixed with tlie sputum. After that, up
to the time of his admission, he spat up streaks of

blood in his expectorations, and sometimes the lilood

would come up clear and bright red as before.

He said that from the time he had received the blow
he had pain in his left chest, which was especially

marked after exercise. He would locate it at one time

in the epigastrium, and at anotlier time in the left

nipple. During the six weeks previous to admi.ssion

it had increased and extended into the left scapula,

was of a constant and heavy character, and at times

was sharp and lancinating. After the third week of

tlie cough he began to suffer from shortness of breath,

and after exertion would sometimes l)e comjielled to

lie down. There was at no time, as far as he could

rememl)er, any change in his voice, any peculiarity in

the cough. He had intermittent fever at different

times during the last twenty years.

At the time of his admission into the hospital he
had a temperature of 102° F., pulse 109, and rcs|)ira-

tion 20. He got short of l)reath on slight exertion

;

he had a cough bronchial in character. accom)>anied

by a muco-purulent expectoration streaked with blood,

at times spitting uj) a moutliful of clear blood.

Within twenty-four hours alter his admission his

temperature was normal, and his jjaroxysm of fever,

which was present at the time of his admission, ended
in a profuse perspiration. During his stay in the hos-

pital he had repeated attacks of fever, followed by
sweating, wlien his temperature would return to its

normal standard.

He was well nourished, had a good muscular devel-

opment, a rather anxious expression of ccmntenauce,

and preferred to lie partially on his left side and
jiartially upon his back, witli his head elevated.

He liad noticed, within tlie last few days before his

admission, that there was some diiRculty in swal-

lowing. Before the food reached the stomach there

was a painful sensation experienced. Inspection

showed absence of motion on tlie left side, and
exaggerated motion on the right side. Standing
liehiud the patient, and casting the eye over the

anterior portion of the left clicst, a .slight undulating
motion or vibration could be noticed. It was very
slight, and more apparent when a piece of white
paper was laid over the infra-clavicular space of
the left side. The heart was beating in the normal
I)osition with normal force. On palpation there was
an entire absence of vocal fremitus over the anterior

portion of the left chest, but laying the hand over the

left clavicle, there was a distinct vibration of voice.

There was no bulging nor motion on full inspiration,

or very little, and there was at no point any pulsation

over the left chest. Dr. Loomis thought that, wliile

grasping the chest -n-ith (uie hand on the posterior, and
the other on the anterior aspect, an indistinct luil-

sation could be detected, ()n jiercussion there was
com])lete flatness over the whole of the left chest, ex-

cejit at tlie infra-clavicular space, where there was
merely dulness.

On auscultation there was an absence of vesicular
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respiration over thi; anterior left elu-st. hikI exiiitfjertit.d

over the anterior riijlit cliest. Tlierc was luoncliiiil

respiration at tlie jnuetion of the anjjles of tlu' sitapii-

la. in tlie iiiter-seapiilar space, and bronclio-vesicnlar

liieatliinj; underneatli tlie clavieli' in front. Tlie heart

was normal in sound, with a slight inerease in foree of

beat, and a little prolongation of first soinid, but there

was no murmur. On careful listening in thi^ inter-

scjipular spare, when the left scapular was well lirought

forward. Dr. I... detected a distinct systolic lirnit, lint

it was not detected liy any others who examined the

piilieiit, in fact was not heard at all save at one or two

examinations. The diagnosis made at the time liefure

the class was: pulmonary consolidation of the left

lung, with pressnre upon the left lironchns, which in-

terfered with the entrance of air into the left lung,

cutting off vocal fremitus anil the respiratory sounds,

and tiiat that jiressure was proliably due to an aneu-

rism given off from the descending portion of the

aorta while passing forward. The reasons for this

were that the heart wii-s occupying its normal position,

and any idea of the existence of suliacute pleurisy

which the physical signs might indicate had to be

abandoned. The ree.son for believing that the aneu-

rism pres.sed ujKin the left bronchus was the fact that

the ])atient had spat blood a numlier of tinus in small

quantities, that he had a bronchial cough, and that he

had at times tlillicult deglutition. The prognosis was

that he would probably die from sudden hemorrhage.

From that time the case went on very well, the patient

rather improving than otherwise. The quinine con-

trolled his fevci-raud his appetite returned. The phy-

.sical signs remained, except that they were less defined.

The night before his death he felt so much better that

he stated to the house-physician his intention of leav-

ing the hospital. At seven o'clock the next morning

he bled two quart.s, and died immediately after.

On <ipening the thoracic cavity the right lung was

found rather cni;hysemafous in its distention, the

lower poition being in the condition of pulmonary

congestion and u-denia. The left lung presented the

apiiearance on its left surface of that slow form of

lineumonia called catarrhal, with a good deal of

tiliKius increase. The pleura was thickened, and
showed the evidences of inflammation. The heart

was normal in size, and so far as the valves were con-

cernetl there .seemed to be nothing that would lead

them to be insufficient, or give rise to obstructive

murmur. At the origin of the aorta there was an athe-

romatous degeneration, which extended more or les.s

throughout its whole extent. At the point where the

lower portion of the descen<ling arch swings under

the left bronchus there was a fusiform anenrismal

pouch, at the di'pending portion of which was an

opening large enough to admit the end of the index

linger. This opening seemed to have taken jilace

rather slowly, from the giving way of tissues arouml

it. At the time of the aut<ip.sy the opening containid

a well-organi/.ed clot, and one was fouiiil in the left

bronchus. The recurrent laryngeal was not involved.

The aneurism was about the si/.i- of a hen's egg.

Uil. 0'8l l.l.iv.vN referred to the case of a Catholic

ch'rgyman under his care, in which, although aneurism

was suspected, there was nothing to indicate its exist-

ence for three months .save ditticult deglutition and

an occasional huskiiU'Ss of the voice. Subsequent

to this there was a slight duhuss under the left

clavicle.

1)11. liKVKKl.EY I{<>uiN.soN remarked that dysphagia

was (piite a significant symptom in aneurism of the

aorta, while the huskiness of tlie voice was. explained

by the exiisteuec of paralysis of one of the vocal cords,

which condition from the start could be distinguished

with the greatest readiness by the laryngoscope.

I ill. Loo.Mis stated that laryngeal sym|)toiiis, in con-

iiertion with thoracic aneurisms, had been recognized

fi'iiii the time aneurisms wore known to exist ; but in

regard to the laryngeal element as an aid to diagnosis

Ik had not iiuicli faith. Within the past two or three

years he had seen three eusis of aneuiism in which
the diagnosis could be made by physical examination,

and which were being treated by a gentleman well

skilled in laryngoscopy, for paralysis of the vocal

cords.

I)n. RonixsoN replied that these ca.scs might have

biiii due to coincident congestion of the vocal cords,

the significant point of diagnosis by the laryngoscope

being that in aiieurisinal tumors these coiils were

simply paralyzed.

[To be Con<iH»e>t]

€orvesponliciuc.

ARTIFICIAL EESriHATIOX IN ATO-
I'LEXY.

To THF. Korron ok The MEi>ieAL Record.

Sill :—Tlie following case may be of interest, as it

supports the views of Corso, the advocate of artificial

respiration in apoplexy:
On the olst March, 1875, while travelling in the cars

between Baltimore and Philadelphia, Col, 15., of the

.Military Academy at Chester, was seized with apoplexy.

1 had him immediately n moved to the parlor car, laid

upon the fhior, ami liis clothing loosened. By this

time he was entirely unconscious, his breathing was
slow, labored, .stertorous, and ])Ufling; faced Hushed

and turgid; pulse slow, hard, and intermitting; pu-

jiils of eyes slightly contracted, but no disparity was
obsen-ed between them; surface of body warm; no

convulsions nor paialysis.

Fearing death by njiumi—face becoming more livid,

the ooiiia more (irotound, and the respirations feeble

and labored— I had recourse at once to artiliiial respi-

ration (Sylvester's imthodl, and in the space of an

hour and a (juarter had the satisfaction ot seeing the

ColnDcl return to consciousness, and by the time the

tiain reached Chester, he was in a condition to be re-

mo\ed to his residence at that place. I have since

heard from his physician that there has been no return

of the.attjtck, and that he is now in the enjoyment of

g(io4'Lenltli. So profound w as the coma aiul so grave

llie rflipiratory symptoms in this case, that I feel a.->urid

I ill tbe absence ol all other reineiliesi he must have

expired but for the timely use ot artificial lespiratioii,

I have recently tried Sylvester's nielhod in a ease of

uremic apoplexy without success, but in two cases of

angina pectoris in which it was used, it afforded coii-

sideral)le relief,

C. J, Cleuounk, M.U.

I'KACTUKE UK CLAVICLE BY MTSCLT-
LAK ACTION.

To TUE Editor of The Medical Kh'.ihk

Dkab Sir :—Considering the rarity of fracluri>s of the

clavicle by muscular action, I have thought it proper

to offer a report of the follow ing case for publication :

.lames M., about ^1 yiais old, cat< lur ol the .Xndros-

eoggiu Base Ball Cluli of this city, last summer, while
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playint? in his position belli iid tlie striker, received a

IjIow on his chest from tlie l)iill. It did not canso him

auy histing pain, nor interrupt his playing. In the

next inning, when it came his turn to strike, he struck

forcibly at the ball, missed it, felt a sharp pain, and
" giving way " in his left shoulder, and liis arm fell to

his side. I saw him a few minutes later, and found

the left clavicle fractured at the junction of the mid-

dle and outer thirds, and the fragments separated.

The casj was treated by Dr. J. A. Donovan and myself,

and the patient made a good recovery. When we ques-

tioned him in regard to the blow from the ball, he

could not tell even on what part of the chest it was

received. Nor could we tell fjom examination. From
the fact that he jjlayed some time after he was hit,

without any inconvenience, and from other circum-

stances already given, it was our opinion the fracture

was caused by muscular action alone.

Edw.\ud B. Westox, M.D.

Lbwiston, MilNE, Dec. 20. 1^7.5.

HEYWOOD SMITH'S SCISSORS.

To THE Editor of The Medical Record.

Sir :—I have had recently put into my hand part of

the number of your journal of .Ian. 15th, 1874, and at

pp. 45, 4G. there is a description, with an engraving,

of a pair of angular scissors, with double action, made
to cut at any angle, by working on a hinge with a

rotatory joint, and claimed to be introduced to the

profession by Messrs. Tiemann & Co.

I beg to draw your attention to the fact that these

scissors are my invention, and are fully described in

T/ie Lancet of April 37th. 1872.

I think it is but fair that when instrument-makers

wish to put forward a new instrument they should

give due credit to the inventor, even tliough he be not

of their own country.

I remain, yours faithfully,

Heywood S.mitii, M.D.,

Physician to tlie Hospital for Women.
Portugal Street, London, W., Dec. 3, IST5.

JHebical Items anb Ncros.

New York Academy of Medicine.—At the recent
meeting of this body, valuable donations to the library

were announced. Notable among these were several

volumes from Dr. .1. T. Metcalf ; aii volumes, 110 mis-
cellaneous medical journals, and 325 medical pam-
phlets from Dr. E. K. Peaslee ; a magnificent dona-
tion from Dr. J. W. S. Gouley, consisting of the works
of Hippocrates and Galen, in Greek and Latin, i:i vol-

iiiiies bound in folios, and valued at (iOO fi'ancs ; an
alphabetical index and catalogue of the first 7'S vol-
umes of the medical pamphlet.5 in the library of the
Academy, prepared and presented by Dr. Lawrence
.lohnson, and several volumes from Drs. E. D. Hudson,
Jr.. and J. W. Howe.
A bust of Dr. J. Kearney Rogers was accepted from

Mr. Isaac F. Wood, and the thanks of the Academy ten-

dered to the donor. •

A portrait of Dr. .John Watson was received from
Mr. E. C. Watsim, aud a rest)lution of thanks adopted
by the Academy.
The following ix'solution was reported from the

Council and adopted by the Academy :

Resolved, That a committee of three be appointed
whose duty it shall be to secure, if possible, the (jas-

sage of a law that shall exemiit the jiroperty of the

Academy from taxation and seizure for debt.

The )iresident appointed as such committee : Drs.

Austin Flint, 8r., E. li. Peaslee, and .1. O. Stone.

The president announced the death of Dr. John R.

Van Kleek.

Dr. F. P. Foster then read a memoi-ial, which was to

have been read by Di'. Van ICleck upon the death of

the late Dr. Isaac Wood.
After the reading of the memorial, Dr. A. C. Post re-

ported the following resolutions upon the death ot

i)r. Van Kleek, and the president appointed Dr. James
R. Wood as memorialist

:

Remiheil. That the Fellows of the Academy have

heard with sincere regret the intelligence of tlie deatli

of our old as.sociate, John R. Van Kleek, M.D.
Ri'soJvril. That we cherish his memory as that of an

honored and useful member of the medical profession.

Besiihvi/, That we sympathize with the family in

the great bereavement v,'hich tliey have sustaine:!.

R'sfilivd. That copies of the resolutions be sent to

the family of the deceased and to the medical jour-

nals of this city.

A. C. Post, M.D.,

W. N. Bl.\ke.m.\n, M.D.,

J. G. AiuMs, M.D.

RscErTiON TO Medical Students by the Younw
Men's Chkistian .Association.—The Young Men's
Christian Associati<m gave a I'cception to the medical
students attending the different colleges of this city,

and extended to them the numerous jirivileges and ad-

vantages of the institution. A very large audience

was present, composed chiefly of niedicid students and
their lady friends. The programme was opened in the

Hall by an organ selection, entitled " Thunder Storm,"'

executed by Edward G. Jardine.

Mb. Wii.lia.m E. Dodge, Jr., the President of the As-

sociation, delivered the address of welcome, tendering

the use of the hall, library, and gymnasium to the

students attending medical lectures. In the C(nir.se of

his remarks he related some very interesting and tell-

ing anecdotes of professional life, and concluded by
advising the students to cultivate a manly and Chris-

tian character. The address was followed by a song,
" I dreamed that I dwelt in marble halls," rendeied by
Miss Benziger, after which the first sjjcaker. Prof.

FoRDTCE Barker, was introduced, and offered the fol-

lowing remarks

:

JIr. President:—On rising to perform the part

assigned to me in the programme of the evening, it is

my. duty and my privilege to thank the .Association,

through you, for the kind and haj^iiy conception of this

entertainment, which has been so beautifully carried

out this evening. I thank you in behalf of the young
gentlemen, your guests, who are present from every

part of the United States and the British Dominion of
North America, and who have come to (his city on
account of its great advantages for the study of our
profession. I thank you, in behalf of their fathers and
their mothers, their brothers, their sisters, and their

sweetheaits, that being strangers in a great city, you
have held out the hand of friendly welcome to asocial

entertainment of music, song, and speech. I thank
you, on the part of the faculties of the different medi-
cal colleges in the city, for your interest in and your
hospitality to those who will hereafter represent in

every part of the land the results of New York profes-

sional education.

As the magrificcnt organ performance, to which we
liave just had the pleasure of listening, recalls to my
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mind tlio |jictiiic's((iic town of Ficylmrf;, in Switzci-

land, with its stiitiini; vii'W of llie Alps ami its sus-

pension i>iiilL;o, ami also luiiijjs l)ack to tny mind's lyr
tlic liMiitiful LaJtc of Liucine, its ^raml motnilain
sc-rnciT, witli tlic Hliii;! on tlic one sitlo and Ml. I'ilalc

on tlif otlicr, ami tlic woniulrd colossal lion of 'I'lior

Widdsen, an allci,'oiical monument to the Swiss Guards
of Louis XVI., because I licaicl this same ))icci.' played
on tlie line orjjans of Freyliuif; and Luceine ; so in

after life a thumlerstoiin \vi 1 cucall to many a Inird-

woikini; dottur the reniiniscLncj of the happy evcninj;

passed in this niaiMe hall. 1 believe the hall is "iian

itc, hut you will permit me to call it niaihle by cour-

tesy for this evening only. The son;; w hieli has just

l)ucn so cliarniimily rendered will often be heard a^ain
by some of yom' quests in the households of the sunny
South, the far West, and the frigid North, and will !)"•

sure to bring back the memory of earnest student life

in New York, and the hospitable gathering in the

Hall of the Young Men's Christian Association. I

dure say that even to-morrow night more than one
wlio is engaged in tracing out the muscles and the

nerves, the v(Mns and the arteries of the human body,

will tindhinislf unconseicusly humming, " 1 dreamed
that I dwelt in marble halls."

It is an ungracious act to criticise when cvcrythim;
has been arranged so well, but I must say to the

students contidentially—I have often before talked to

student.-, contidentially—:that it was a great mistake on
the part of the committee of arrangements to put me
in painful contrast with my friends and elegant ( I meant
to have said eloiiuenl, but both terms are appropriate)

confreres who are to follow, and who are noted for

their gifts of oratory as well as for their rich, sonorous
voices. Now, if I had only been set down for one of
the songs, I am sure that I slu^uld have added much
more to the entertainment.

Sidney Smith said that there would be many more
Samaritans in the world weie it not for the oil and the

twopence. The Young Men's Christian Association

Inive proved themselves good Samaritans to the stranger

students of medicine in this city, and have furnished

the oil, or its eiiuivalent gas, and the metaphorical
two-pence. The pleasure they have given will renniin

a happy memory .for after life. This programme will

be taken honu; to many a household, and will be read

with delight by many a fond fatlier and loving mother.
It sounds good, pure, and moral: •' Reception to

^ledical Students by the Young Men'.s Christian As.so-

ciution of New York." The events of the evening
will be rehearsed with glowing, grateful enthusiasm
to the appreciative interested listeners of the home
fireside.

And now having spoken my thanks in behalf of the

medical students and of their friends and of the facul-

ties of the medical colleges, will you, Mr. President,

permit ni' to address a few words to your guests in

behalf of the .Vssociation over which you preside.

Well then, gentlemen, students of medicine, I am
authorized to e.\press the hope of the Young .Men's

Christian Association that you may have the patience

of .lob, and a good many tither patients, the piety of

Abraham, the meekness of Closes, the strength of Sam-
son, the vali>r of David, tlie wisdom and riches of

Solomon, the zeal of Peter, the knowledge of Paul, and
be like Luke a beloved jihysician, like him write a

treatise, antl after having lived to the age of Melhiis-

nleh, that you may, like Klijali, be taken up to heaven.

A violin solo by Carl Lanzer followed, after which
PuoK. T. G.VII.I..MIIJ Tiio.M.vs, yi.U., delivcied an-

other address, in the course of which he said, that

in this broad land, teeming as it did with medical i

institutions, the number of physicians wils neces-

s.irily rapidly increasing to meet the dennmds of
an hicreasing population. Kvery one in this state

of uffairs admitted the urgent necessity of the
maintenance of a good understanding between the

niedical guild and society at large. Then having given
a brief history of the |)rogress of medical science,

he continued, by saying tiiat in olden times, before
society was so highly cidtured as now, the medical
student was looked upon as a rather wild, erratic, and
dissipated individual, with an undue fondnc-s for

midnight raids upon mighboring church-yaids. Af-
ter a long course of social chastisements and repioofs.

however, n change for the better had by slow degrees
c(jine over public sentiment, and had residled in ele-

vating the profession above the i)lane it occujiied in

former years. Although the character and .social rela-

tions of the students had much improved, much yet
remained to be done, and students themselves by their

own efforts must elevate their profession and mutual
interests.

-Vfter a pleasant song by iMiss Benziger,

PitoF. I). B. Sr. John Hoosa, M.l)., delivered an
address, in the course of which he alluded to tin- gicat

progress made in medical education during liie past

lifty years, claiming that New York was now entitled

to the honor of being a university town, a medical
centre for the United States, lie concludeil by say-

ing- that he interpreted the invitaticm extended to the

students as a well-timed hint to them that it might be
desirous for them not only to improve their morals,

but their nnmners, which had become somev.hat bhmt-
e<l by the professional expeiieiice of the lecture and
dissecting rooms.

Chancellor Crosby, of thcUnivcrsity, was called upon
for n speech, but he begged to be e.\cu.sed, icmark-
ing that the statements he had lecently made befme
the medical students had apparently so startled that

body that he had not yet heard the last of them.
.\fter l)artaking iif a collatiini the audience adjoin n-

c'd to the parlors, where they were further entertainiil

by a musical programme.

Dancer's CuAMr.— Dr. B. Schultz descriliesin a re-

cent number of the H7<>h<';- -!/<</. Wiii-li'iiwhr. a disease

pi culiar to solo dancers in the ballet, which has come
under his observation in three ca.ses, the most aggravat-

1(1 of which is describe<l as follows: The patient com-
plained of suffering very severe pains while dancing,
liiginning in the soles of both feet the pains spread
witli increa.sing severity to the calves of the legs ; Ihey

at hl-st became so violent that her feeling of security

was lost, the feet seeming as if made of wood. These
p.iins were accompanied with violent palpitation

;

and, if .she continued to dance, she felt faint and
sometimes lost consciousness, the body becoming quite

rigid. When the pain and palpitation were hss in-

l( n.se, the pain continued aftir dancing, and ceased

very gradually, leaving some tenderness (d the soles;

on nttcmi)ting again to dance the suffering would re-

cur again. Dr. Sehultz found, from the exannnation
of these cases, that the cause of the ptiin lay in the /«m
performed on the points of the feet, and is owing to

exhaustion of the muscles which tix the metalai>us

and phalanges of the great toe. The shoe woin by the

dancer, without which the ballet .step seems to be im-

pos.sil)le, is made" as follows: The dancing shoe is

made rather wide; the sole is of soft leal li>'r, and
shorter than the foot, reaching only lis far as the jios-

terior third of the ungual phalanx of the great toe.

The upper pait, generally of satin, projects forward,

and SQpplies the place of the- delicient lentlier of the
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sole. Tliis part of the satin is worked tlireads, so that

it may not )^e torn. In the interior of the slioe, over

the leather sole, is a layer of thin, firmly i>ressed paste-

board, either e.\tendnig over tlie whole Ijreadth of tlie

anterior part, or limited to tlie lengtli of the great toe.

In tlie former case it is carried baclv, gradually nar-

rowed as far as the heel. The leather sole and its

covering are lined with find kid leather. The heel

part of the shoe is quite soft, consisting only of satin
;

and the shoe is fastened aliove the ankle Ijy narrow
ribijons. Without this preparation the pointed step is

impossible.

Ne\v York Patiioi.oqic.4l Society.—At the last

annual meeting, held January 12, 187G, the following

officers were elected for the ensuing year : Pi'esident,

C. K. Briddon ; Vice-Presideut. Dr. K. F. Weir i Secre-

tary, Dr. Q-eorge P. Shrady ; Treasurer, Dr. John H.
Hinton.

State Emigrant Asylum of Ward's Island.—
Concerts are given to the patients of tliis institution

evei7 month by volunteer performers.

Sm.vll-Pox in Brooklyn.—The Brooklyn Board
of Healtli have considered it neces.sary to divide the

city into small-po.x districts, over which a pliysician

is to l^e placed, whose duty it is to arrest and prevent

the spread of tlie disease Ijy every means in his ijower.

Dr. D. H. Cronin is chief of the staff.

Irregul.vr Pr.\ctice in B.waria.—A ministerial

order, dated July, 1873, provides that, liefore tlie 1st

of March in each year, a tabular return shall l>e made
of persons practising medicine without due authority

in the kingdom of Bavaria. The table for the present

year is pul)Iished in a recent number of tlie Airztliches

Intel/ iffiiiz-Btiitt. It shows that there were, on Jauuary
1st, 1,150 illegal practitioners— 911 men and 24.5

women— in the kingdom ; and gives statistics as to

the nationality, social condition, and calling of the

various persons, and the dei)artment in which they
practise. There are 106 homa>opaths-^99 males and 7

females; 39 boue-si Iters—28 males and 11 females;
1.5 rheumatism and guut doctors

; 2 hydj'opaths ; while
4 gave their special attention to skin-diseases, 2 to can-
cer, 2 to syphilis, 7 to hernia, 4 to whitlow, 1 to tooth-

ache, etc., and in the list are 390 cliirurgen, liarber-

surgeons and dentists, and 40 apothecaries. Medicine
in general is practised by 404 ; internal medicine by
113; and surgery by 50.

Vaccination in St. Peterseuro.—In the Found-
ling Hospital at St. Petersburg, where most of the pub-
lic vaccination is carried on, calf lymph has been used
side by side with human lymph lor five or si.x years

past. It is found to be equally protective, and failures

in primary operations have, by care and perseverance,
been reduced as low as two per cent.

A New Weekly.— The Loiusville. Medical Meios, a
weekly journal of medicine and surgery, is edited by
Richard O. Cowling, A.M., M.D., Professor of Surgical
Pathology and Operative Surgery in the University of
Louisville, Ky., and William H. Gait, M.D. Terms,
$2.10 jjcr annum in advance, postage paid.

A Spiritual Physician recently gave the following
opinion, based on the examination of a lock of the
patient's hair : "There is a biliuus torpid state of the
liver, an over-secretion of gall fluid. This mingles
with the bile and leaks into the stomach, upon which
is fever-coating. Tliis retards digestion and agitates

the nervous system. Too mueli internal slow fever

habit, obstructions at the kidneys, sediment in the blad-
der." I

Another Giant.—The PnhUhm Medico, of Nov. 21,

quotes from Im C'ir>-es])Oi>deneia the statement that a

young man from Alcocer, twenty-six years of age, and
2.80 metres (9 ft. 2^ in.) in height, named Augustin
Lorenzo Capilla, has been presented to liis majesty the

King of Spain.

The Late Dr. John R. Van Kleek.—At the

monthly meeting of the Board of Trustees of the

Physicians" Mutual Aid Society, held at No. 12 W.
31st St., January 4th, 1876, the death of our late as-

sociate, Di'. John II. Van Kleek, having been an-

nounced to the meeting, it was, on motion,
EesoJred, That a committee of three be appointed

to draft resolutions in reference to the same.

The Chair appointed Drs. Barry, Gouley, and Van-
dervoort as this committee, who subsequently presented

the following resolutions:

Resnh-ed, That the sudden death of Dr. John R.

Van Kleek has deprived the Board of Trustees and
the Society of one of its most steadfast and efficient

members, whose deep interest in its welfare and use-

fulness was at all times manifested by his regular at-

tendance at our meetings, and in tlie share he took
in all its deliberations.

llettolved. That the Board of Trustees, in common
with those Societies of which he was an honored mem-
ber, deeply deplore the loss tiiey have sustained, and
present to the family of the deceased their sympathy
and heartfelt sorrow in this their hour of trial.

liesiiln-d , That a co])y of the above resolutions,

signed by the President and Secretary, be transmitted

to the family of the deceased.

Mark Blumenthal, M.D., President.

Frank P. Foster, M.D., Sem-etary.

The Deanship of the Faculty of Medicine in

Paris has at last been aecrpted by Professor Vulpiau.
Professors Broca and Sappey are spoken of as the as-

sessors to be appointed.

Registrars as Agents for Quack Inf.vnt Medi-
cine Vendors.—The proprietors of an English (juack

medicine, which is widely advertised to afford instant

relief in convulsions, flatulency, affections of the bow-
els, difficult teething, thrush, rickets, measles, whoop-
ing-cough, or vaccine inoculation, and rejoices in the
name of " Infants' Preservative," have recently adopt-
ed a new method to push their nostrum. A circular

has been addressed to every registrar of births and
deaths in England and Wales, offering to pay him for

delivering a circular advertisement of this nostrum,
together with the vaccination notice at the registration

of every liirth. As there are 2,193 registrars in all in

the districts named, it is probable that the project vvill

be a paying one, although a considerable number may
decline to become the agents of the scheme.

Is Cowpox Preventive op Foot-and-Mouth Dis-
ease.—M. Felizet, of Elbeuf, h.as observed that, while
epidemics of cowpox and foot-and-mouth disease Iiave

been prevalent simultaneously in his vicinity, no beast
affected with cowpox has, up to this date, been at-

tacked with footaud-niouth disease. Following out
this observation, M. Felizet has, during tlie last four
months, vaccinated thirty oxen, and not one of the
twenty-five beasts effectually inoculated has, up to

tills date, shown any sign of foot-and-mouth disease,

although living among animals infected largely with
it. M. Felizet communicates this observation to the

liecueil de Jifi'deciite Veterinaire, the editor of wliicli,

M. Bouley, suggests that in order to ascertain if cow-
pox is preservative against this disease the experiment
should be reversed, and animals which have had the

foot-and-mouth disease should be vaccinated.
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UN'USUAL UTERINE HEMOUKIIACIES.

BBIXG IIKMARIC3 MiDB BErORB THE SBW YORK AOADEMT OF
MEDICINE. JANTAKV till, 18iti. OS A PAPER REAP BV MB. II.

T. IIANK!t. "OS THE CAUSES ASP TREATMENT OK
CASES OP uscl^ual uterine KEHOBRU AOES."

Hy FOROYCE HAIilCEU. Ml).

Mb. PuKsiDicNT .\NU Gknti.kmks:—The sulijuct now
l>i.'fmv the Aciulemy for discussion is onu of great iin-

portinu'e and interest, and one wliicli every practi-

tioner must fully understand, because it constitutes a

prominent sym|)tom in a larj^e cla.ss of ca.ses.

The i)a|ier to whieli we have listened this evening is

a couscientious.study of tlii.s subject, and does its author

credit; but tlie suiiject is so large tliat no single

])aper, of reasonable length, can cudirace all the

topics which it involves.

Menorrhagia and metrorrhagia are either active or

passive. They are active where dependent upon i up-

ture of blood-vessels occurring in connection with ex-

cessive fluxion of blood towards the uterus. Passive

menorrhagias and metrorrliagias are tliose which occur

not only from excessive deteiininatiou of lilood tow-

ards the uterus, but are associated with a depraved

condition of the blood, or a weakened condition of

tha blood-vessels of the part, or impeded return of the

venous blood.

In studying the causes of menorrhagia and metior-

rhagia, we have first to notice the essential condition

of the pelvic organs associated with the function of

menstruation. Tliose cases which depend upon some
peculiar coiulitiou affecting the uterus itself have been

fully discussed in the paper read by Dr. Hanks, and I

do not, therefore, propose to go over that portion of

the subject. Of the conditions which give rise to ac-

tive hemorrhage from the uterus, there is only one

wlfich has not been alluded to by the author of this

paper; nor do we find any special reference made to

it by writers upon di.seases of women, namely, a hyper-

icmic condition of the organ dependent upon perime-

tric exudation. In some of these ca.scs, the uterus is

bound down by exudative adhesions, hypeiivmia

result.s in consequence of an impeded return of the

circulation, and at the time of the physiological con-

gestion of the menstrual period, mi'uorrliagia is a

result.

There is a class of cases in which uterine hemor-

rhage occurs independently of any peculiar condition

of the uterus itself.

Certain conditions of the ovaries may give rise to an

unusual discharge of blood from the uterine cavity.

Acute ocitritU is one of these conditions; and al-

though very rare in the nonpuerperal woman, yet

under the intlnencc of strong sexual excitement, or by

some sudden shock, emotional or physical, the process

of ovulation is arrested, acute ovaritis is excited, an

increased lluxion of blood towards tin- uterus is devel-

oped, and profuse hemorrhage may follow.

(Jritrian ilymiienon/inii is another condition which is

8(nni;time3 attended by profuse uterine hiinorrh.ige.

although deficient menstrual disciiarge is more fre-

(pi^Mit. There is what has been termed the ovarian

t'inpjrament, a condition in which tho ovarian func-

tion is vory active, fully completed, while the uterine

function and development are correspondingly imi)er-

fect.

'I'his class of cases is chnrncterized by the early

apprarance of menstruation, by an excitable nervous

temperament, a tendency to hysteria ; and when iiu-n-

stiM;ition is to appear, the function will be preceded for

two or three days, or even more, by languor, nausea,

headache, pains in tlie breast, and frequently by scvuc
[laiiis in the region "f the ovaries ; and when at last the

menstrual discharge appears, in a certain although not

large percentage of cases it is apt to be excessive.

These cases of ovarian dysmenorrlura and menorrhagia

are not very rare. In some instances great beni-fit is

derived from the use of bromidi' of potassium adniin-

isti red in free doses for a few days previous to the

oeiurrencc of menstruation ; and to this may be added
leeching at the commencement of the ovarian sym|i-

toms. Of course the woimm should maintain the

most perfect quiet and rest in the recumbent posture

during the entire time occupied l>y each menstrual

epoch. Sometimes the shock developed in this I'lass of

cases will be such as to re(|uir(t an entirely opiuisite

course of treatment.

Here again the plan to be pursued is determined

bv the general condition of the system, and if there is

a depressed condition present, it must be met by the

usi' of those agent~sso well recoirnized us lieiiiir pmper
anil important in the treatment of shock and depies-

sioii under any circumstances.

I loth plethoric and ansemic conditions of the .system

are found associated with ovarian dysmenorrhn-a and
menorrhagia.

Acute iivarlan tliiijilfirements. such as a sudden pro-

lapsus of an ovai-y from violent effort, or shock, or

produced by ctmstipation, may give rise to menor-

rhagia, as a result of th<: highly congested ovary.

When this accident occurs it will be attended by

acute symptoms of displacement of the ovary ; and

tlu> patient suffers greatly fnnn the characteristic

pains which attend this displacement, and the condi-

tion may be accompanied by menorrhagia extending

over two or three menstrual periods. As a matti r of

course, the rational method of treatment under llnse

circumstances is to overcome the displacement and the

ovarian congestion.

There is another class of cases in which both men-

orrhagia and metrorrhagia occur, which are due to

,;ii,ilitioiiii u/or(jiin.t reiiiiilyfrom the titcnix, or constitu-

tional causes, if you choose to call them such.

Profuse hemorrhage from the uterus may result from

olntructed portal circulation, obstructed circulation

through the right cavities of the heart, and also from

certain diseases of the kidneys.

Dinlurljfd hruiii ncliim/r'-m emotional enuses nniy In?

followed by violent uterine hemorrhage. Such ca.scs

must have fallen under the clinical observation of

most who have been long in practice, which are en-

tirely unassociated with any evidence of local affec-

tions of the uterus.

.\gain, we have constitutional causes of uterine

hemorrhage, which may be regarded as ti'.ric.

.Miliaria is not inifrequently th<' cause of menorrlia-

iia, not always profuse, Imt the menstrual tlow is pro-

longed unduly by the general impairment of the con-

-litution and "the defective nutrition of the l.lood-ves-

s-ls of the uterus from the continued influence of

malaria.

.Menorrhagia may be caused by the toxic inllucnce

of various exanthemata. A inosi remarkable cius..- of

menorrhagia once came under my obsirvalion, and oc-

curred in the pirson of a giri. iit. 1 1 yi'iirs. the daugh-

ter of a member of this Academy, wlio_was suffering
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from measles. The exhaustion present in tliat case

was equal to anything I ever saw in tlie adult female,

having profuse uterine hemorrhage from nny otlier

cause. It was finally arrested, after a great variety of

measures adopted had failed, by tlie introduction of

an alum cone into the cervix. This is the only case

I have ever seen in connection with measles.

I have seen four cases of this character occurring in

patients sick with scarlet fever. It is ;ilso said to oc-

cur witli typhoid fever, small- pox, yellow fever, etc.

;

but associated with these latter, menorrhagia lias never

fallen under my observation.

There is another class of cases in which excessive

uterine hemorrhage occurs, dependent upon a constifu-

twnal cause soinnohat periiJiar. Perhaps I am wrong
in classing tliese cases under a constitutioual head ; but

the class of cases to which I refer may be described as

follows

:

A woman who has been free from any uterine dis-

ease, perhajis has borne one or two children, suddenly

begins to grow stout ; exhil)its a remarkalile tendency

to obesity; so that from being a thin, spare woman, slie

inci'eases in weight from fifteen to iifty pounds, or even

more, and with tliis romarkalile tendency to obesity

there is in some cases a rapid diminution in tlie amount
of blood lost at each menstrual pei'iod.

But there are otlier cases lielonging to the same class,

wliere, instead of diminution in the menstrual dis-

charge, this tendency to obesity is accompanied by an

excessive uterine liemorrliage.

These are troul-ilesome cases, for the reason that you
will suspect, from the severity of tlie flow, some seri-

ous uterine lesion ; but wlien you come to make the

most careful examination you will be rewarded by a

failure to detect any condition which will satisfac-

torily explain the occurrence of tlie hemorrhage.

The only thing which does explain the liemorrhage

in these cases is the increased size and consequent ple-

thora of the uterus.

I think this class of cases is not very rare. I have
repeatedly examined the internal surface of the uterus,

after dilating the eervi.x with comjjressed sjionge, in

tliese cases, feeling certain that I sliould find some
uterine disease which would account for the profuse

flow, but have been disappointed in the same number
of cases by finding it entirely free from any lesion or

disease appreciable or discoverable by the most careful

examination. The ajjpearance of these patients is

usually healthy, and the countenance is commonly
flushed, but at tlie same time they are an?eniic. Tlie

blood is impoverished, and the jjatient has a flushed

face simply because the capillaries u|)on the surface,

which are not large enough to allow blood of a nor-

mal character to pass through them, now carry red

anteniic blood, and the slightest emotion or exercise

causes them to be surcharged and the face to become
flushed. They are cases of anannia, and when placed
upon the use of tonics, quinine, iron, chlorate of pot;

assa, etc., instead of getting stouter and increasing in

weiglit, they will diminish in size and weight, while

the patient is greatly improved in healtli and strength.

It has seemed to me also that there are certain moral
phenomena jieculiar to this class of cases, for these

patients almost invariaijly believe that tliey are suffer-

ing from some disease of the heart. They are espe-

cially liable to attacks of i)alpitation, and a very fre-

quent complaint will be that they have awakened in

the night and found that the heart has stopped
beating.

The plan of treatment which I adopt for these cases

is first to administer the acetate of ammimia and
saline cathartics for the purpose of depleting the

blood of its excess of n'atery elements. Next I use

chlorate of ])otash as an agent of very great value, on ac-

count of the influence it lias in changing the condition

of the blood ; and then come the prei)aratious of iron.

In immediate association with this class of cases

comes another form of menorrhagia, namely, elilm-otic

mcnorrhagta. We may have ehlorotic menorrhagia as

well as ehlorotic amciiorrhoea, although it is not of

such frequent occurrence. Tliese cases, however, are

sufficiently frequent to be met with by any man with
an ordinary amount of practice.

Another class of cases, which every practitioner

must constantly come in contact with, is mennrrlidgia

fisfiiii-iiitnl tfit/i the. dhitdcteric xjeriad. These form a

class of troublesome cases. For some reasfm the men-
strual function becomes more active than natural, and
is sometimes prolonged as to duration, and abnormal
as to frequency of recurrence. Many of these cases

occur in women who, at the period of the menopause,
liave a tendency to become much more corpulent than

in former life, and in some such the menorrhagia may
lie conservative in relieving dangerous jjlethora, but it

is liy no means confined to this class. It is also seen

in the thin and spare. When it occurs it usually ex-

cites great appreliension in the mind of the patient,

for, with a great majority of women, the belief is

strong that the time of the menopause is the time of

all others most favorable for the develo|)meut of m.a-

liguan: disease of the uterus whicli will destroy their

lives.

And it is only natural that we should expect to find

some uterine lesion present, when we talve into consideia-

tion the changes which this organ has undergone during

a series of years. The mucous membrane has been con-

stantly undergoing change, sometimes in the full de-

velopment of the decidua of pregnancy, and certainly

in the formation of the menstrual decidua. It is not

surprising, then, that at this period a recurring physio-

logical congestion should in some cases bec(niie a

chronic engorgement, and arrest the incessant meta-

morphosis of the internal surface of the organ, which
has been going on for thirty years or more, and thus

result in some lesion of this surface.

In closing, I will briefly refer to the plan of treat-

meutj whieli I adopt in this class of cases. Where
the uterus is f(nuid to be increased in size and weight,

I dir("ct the patient to use, for a week previous to tlie

return of the expected peiiod, sujipositories made
after the following formula

:

B . Ext. ergot, aq. (Squibb's) 3ij.

Cacao butter 3 i.

M.
Div. into suppositories No. xii.

One of these suppositories is to lie introducrd into

the rectum morning, noon, and night ; and I always
give positive directions tliat they siiall be carried far

up into the bowel, and the patient must keep the re-

cumlient posture for at least one hour. These are to be
continued ior a week previous to menstruation, and
also througliout its duration. I ju'efer to use ergot in

this manner, ratlier tliau by the hypodermic syringe,

for the reason tliat the remedy is easily handled by the

patient or nurse, and you avoid the risk of trcniblesomc

abscesses in the tegumeutary walls of the abdomen,
which in my hands have frequently followed the use

of the ergot liy the hypodeiinic syringe.

Now, if the hemorrhage is prolonged, although not
excessive, I infer that there is some lesion affecting the

lining membrane of the uterus.

I then have resorted to anotlier plan of treatment,

which, since I commenced it, I have rarely found neces-
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saiy to repeat in any case beyond the second menstrual
return.

In tliose eases, tlierefore, of irregular uterine hcmor-
rliajje seen in connection with tlie climiictcric |>ori(id,

soinetiuu's prolonjied, sotnetinics |)nil'iisc, I intiiiduce
into the ciivity vt ttic uterus cylinders of iodoform
made accordinj^ to the following formula

:

IJ. Iodoform 3 jiss.

(luni tragacanth gr. xv.
Mncil q. s.

M.
Div. into cylinders No. x., each one and onedialf

inches in length.

One of these cylinders is to lie carried completely
into the cavity of the uterus, and a pledget of cotton
iiihiiduced against the cervix to retnin it in position.

Introduce one of these cylinders daily for five or six

days previous to menstruatiim.

The only ol)jection to tliein is the excessively dis-

agreealile odor which attends their use.

I have fre([uently had patients complain of a most
disgusting taste in the mouth, in less than two minutes
after one of these cylinders had lieen introdiu-ed iutn

the cavity of the uterus. But to me, the results which
have followed their use have heen most satisfactory.

These ca.scs of climacteric hemorrhage are quite com-
mon, and are often found very troulilesonie to the;

practitioner. By the use of the suppositories of

Squil)l)"s aqueous extract of ergot, tlie dnonie engorge-
ment of the uterus may generally lie effectually over-

Come. If the nienorrhagia still ))crsists, we have good
reasim for suspecting lesion of tlie internal surface of
the uterus, which I think is cicatrized by the cylinders

of iodoform. I have formerly used for this purpo.se

sulphate of zinc, introduced into the cavity of the

uterus, and in some cases of profuse hemorrhage the

.solution of the pei-sulphate of iron; hut, in all those

cases in which the cylinders of iodoform liave l)een

used for some days i)revious to the apj)ear;mce of the

flow, there lias been subsequently no hemorrhage of
sufficient importance to make the solution of the per-

sulphate necessary.

I have sometimes found it necessary to use the sup-
positories at each recurring period for several months.
as the tendency to engorgement of the uterus is very
ditlicult to overcome at the period of the menopause.

SnoRT-smnTEDNEss IN FitA.NCE.—The luiinber of

short-sighted persons in France is said to be steadily

on the increase ; and as this condition would consti-

tute a serious inconvenience in a military point of view,

the authorities liave Ijecome anxious about the matter,

and luive requested the Academy of Jledicine to in-

vestigate the cause, and, if pos-;ible, to remedy the

evil. The subject has been lately discussed by the

Academj', but the conclusions arrived at are not j'ct

known, l)ut it would not bj sin-prising if the use of

spectacles should be introduced in the army. Hither-

to only officei-s have been allowed to wear spectacles.

but the privilege will have to be extended to the soldiers

in the ranks if it be desired to muster a strong army,
particularly jis it has beni discovered that, in many
cases, niyo|)ia is artilicially |)roduced in order to es-

cape the conscription. This is done by reading with
strong concave gla.sses, so graduated as to reduce tli<'

Tisunl power to the use of tin,' No. 2 or 3 glasses.

Dr. E. p. Wim.ett, the chief of a gang of body-
snatchers, wlio was recently captured, pleaded guilty

in the Criminal Court of ('hieago, .Ian. 25. He was
charged with robbing tlie grave of a mother and child

in Oracelnnd Cemetery a few months ago.

©riginal Communications.

DivuLsioN OF UKi'rniHAi, sti;ict(i:f,
FOI.l.OWKI) 1!V (fil'lurs lll.^lDl;.

in IAGE AT THE END OF A WKliK.

By J[. A. WILSON, M.I).,

I-ATK SCRGKON TO CITV writK-II0U8E AND DliiTHlCT niYSIOlAN Tf
TUB Ot'T nooit I'OttR. riN.S. : I.ATB ATTKXIIINr, l>UVHirii<f TO

MBW VURK. NtiHTH WK..<TKRX, AND Utll.LUVrK PISPU.Y-
8ARIES, MKAUJKIl COl'.STV MEDICAL SOCIBTV, ETC.

I REPORT the following case, for tlie reason that I

have been unable to find any record of a siniihir one.
I have al.so inquired of a number of my medical

acquaintances in this city, some of them prominent
spicialists in this department, none of whom eoulil
direct me where to liiid recorde<l a like one, in fact

siiying that they had never heard of such a ca.se.

Iliinorrhage from the urethra (I refer exclusively to

that consequent upon surgical procedures), is quite
common, and occurs frequently as a result of the jias-

sage of sounds, bougies, or callietei-s, internal ure-

throtomy, single or otherwise, or any otiier traumatic
injury to the urethra.

Hemorrhage after urethrotomy may be immeilialr
or secondary ; the latter form occurring in only a
limited number of cases, |)ossil)ly v.ithin twenty-four
houi-s, or not until after the lapse of ten or twelve
days

; but it is rare, and to be regarded as a coiise-

i|uencc of unskillful operating.

In connection with, or immediately following divul-
sion, a few drops of blood e,sca])e, which are not of
any moment ; it rather indicates that the di vulsor •' has
done its work," and that the stricture-tissue has been
ruptured. But a secondary crt^»/(;i(.i hemorrlmgc, follow-
ing the simple, rapid operation of divnlsion, occurring
eight days afterwards, in a strong, healthy man, no
other existing complicati(ms, without any recognizable
cause, is, as I have just said, an accident not yet mi n-

tiimed by any writer that I am aware of.

Captain S., a't. ;!2, strong, rathi'r stout, weight
aliout 17.T lbs,, called upon me July illh, 1S75; jiad

been in U.S.A. (cavalry service) since ISfJl, with the
1 xception of last two years, and ha I suffered at one
time for three months from intermittdit fever; re-

inainder of the lime "perfectly well ;" never con-
tracted syphilis. Hashad gonorrluea three times, the
lirst in ISti:!, lastingeight mouths; the others of short

duration, during one of which epididymitis of the

right testicle was developed. In the winter of IHO.')^

he was treated for untliral stricture by nn army .snr-

gi'on, but he does not recollect wliieli instrument and
number the doctor lirt/tni with ; thinks the treatment
ended when he reached No. 12 K. steel sound.
The treatment was interruiited l)y another attack of

ipididymitis, right side, upon subsidi nee of which
the testicle was strapped and use of sounils contiiund.

In the early jiart of .Iiini', 1S75. he again observed a

stiglit uretliral miico-puruleiit discharge, not ncconi-
piinicd with "ardor uriiue'' or acute infiammation,
but he did not know whether he liad contracted a

fresh gonorrluea or m t.

From that time until his call upon me (July 24th)
111' had been trejiting himself, using pure riant as an
injection, and taking internally /ii» prescription, a

mixture of copaiba, tr. aloes, and spl.s. nitr. dnlc. He
wiis not, however, very successful, and requested me
to treat him for "gleet."
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Makiug it an invariable rule in patients with sucli

histories to carefully examine the urethra, I at once

did so in this case.

First picking up a No. 4 (Englisli) flcxiiile liougie,

I found it to pass with difficulty. A ljougie-;l-l>oule,

smaller size, was then introduced, wliich located thi^

stricture (but one) in t)ie membranous uretlu-a, one-half

an incli in length, very firm.

I then passed a filiform guide into the Ijladdcr, and
upon it a No. 4 tunneled sound, whicli, upim with-

drawal, I endeavored to follow with a No. 5 or 6

fl^'xiljlc bougie ; liut the stricture seemed so resisting

and dense that tlicy only bent sharply upon themselves,

and I did not succeed. His urethra being very sensi-

tive, and a slight lileeding taking place, 1 clesisted

entirely that day (Saturday), and requested liim to

come again Monday following.

At this visit it seemed impossilile to make further

progress towards a cure " by dilatation," eitlier with

flexible or infiexiljle instruments of auy Icind, and I at

once advised '• di\'ulsiou," especially as he was luu'ried

for time to attend to important lousiness in Boston, go
to Europe, and quickly return to the south.

Besides, the uretliral canal was very irritable ; these

few introductions of instruments liad rendered it very

sensitive, causing quite an amount of [jain, and always

accom].ianicd by slight l)leeding, however gently and
carefully made.
On the following Wednesday p.m., July 28, 1875,

witli the kind assistance of Prof. E. L. Keyes (Dr. R.

W. Taylor was also present), I ruptured tlie stricture

with Sir Henry Tliompson's divulsor to a point of di-

latation equal to a No. 20 E. sound. But few drops of

blood followed, very little pain was felt, no ana?stlietic

employed. After witlidrawal of the divulsor the

meatus was incised, and a No. Ki sound passed readily

througli tlic old site of stricture into the Ijladder.

A Ivypodermic injection of a quarter of a grain of

morphia and ton grains of quinine were then adminis-

tered, and tlie patient sent liorae in a carriage.

I sliould mention that before the operation the right

epididymis was slightl}' tender upon pressure, some-
wluxt indurated, Irat not swollen, for wliicli condition

a sus])ensory liandage w'as advised, in conjunction

witli rest and quietude. Beyond granular effervescent

potass. Ijicarlj., to render tlie urine less irritating, ten

grains in water three times diiih', notliing else was
prescriljed.

As he liad very little business in New York to attend
to, lie remained almost constantly in his room and in

bed ; his liowels regular, urination ocea.siouing him no
]iain nor difliculty whatever.

He felt perfectly well (no complications wliatever

arising) until the niglit of the same day as the oper-

ation, one week afterwards, I was at twelve o'clock

liastily summoned to his bedside, and found to my
astonishment that he had, within twenty-five minutes,

lost at least from one to one and a half ])ints of blood
per urethra (judging from the satui-ated bed-clotlies,

towels, etc.), clear, fresh, red, and still flowing freely

when I arrived. He was pale, and mueli alarmed

;

had enveloped the genitals with cold, wet towels with-

out effect. I at once employed iee .freely, placing it

upon and about the penis, scrotum, ))erina_nun, jiubis,

in the rectum, and gave a teaspoonful of fiuid extract

of ergot. These meiisures producing no marked effect,

I jiassed a No. 14 sound, w-hich promptly checked the

flow, except a very slight oozing from the meatus.
Giving him a half drachm cacli of H. ext. ergot

and laudanum, placing towels and cloths Hrmly
against the p3rina;um, leaving the sound still within
thv ur thia, directing a friend [of his (who consented

to remain witli him all night) to continue the ice in

moderation, with a teasponful of the ergot every two
hours, I left him.

I of course tiiought of injecting the urethra with

persulphate of iron, etc., luit as the sound, pi'i'ssure

n|)Oii the periua^um, ice, etc., seemed to control it (by

forming, I suppose, a urethral clot or clots), I con-

sidered that measure unnecessary.

Returning next morning at seven o'clock, learned

that he liad slept very well, liad taken two doses of

ergot, but of course did not feel particularly comfort able.

The blood had coagulated upcm the sound at the

meatus, to the extent probably of half an iueli in

dejith, merely from the " oozing."

As he wished very much to urinate, I withdrew it

without difficulty, causing no pain, nor did urination
;

but, as I feared, the movements necessary to tliis act,

together with the removal of the sound, pressure, and
ice, brought on again an ?ctive fresh hemorrhage.

For the time Ijeing I placed a folded dry towel upon
the end of my cane, and jjtessed it against the peri-

nanini, just at the location of the stricture, the other

end toucliing the footboard, and had him " push him-

self" against it, regulating the pressure according to

the pain or his own feelings.

This procedure answered so well that I had his

friend procure a stick about three inches wide and
three or four feet l.ong, which I substituted for the

cane, occasioning him no discomfort whatever. Dis-

continuing the ergot and ice. I prescribed fifteen drops
of liq. ferri ])erchlor. iu simple syrup and cinnamon
water every hour, also one grain of ojiium with two of

acetate of lead every three hours; directed him to

remain quietly in bed, to eat any light food he might
fancy, and not to micturate until 1 returned.

At next visit, four o'clock tliat afternoon, there was
luit the faintest trace of fresh bhiod at the meatus, al-

though he had for last hour or two lessened the perineal

pressure very greatly by drawing himself away from
the stick somewhat. During and after urinating

there was no appearance of fresh lilood, and I removed
the pressure (stick) entirely.

Would have injected the urethra had it been neces-

sary.

Continued the iron internally, .stopped the piU.s. I

called at eleven that r.M.
;
patient very comfortable,

had had a good appetite, was in good spirits.

He again urinated freely and easily, no blood to be
seen. Expressing a desire to have his bowels move, I

advised that any such immediate attempt be postponed
until I should see him again.

The next morning lie seemed " as well as ever," and
all treatment was discontinued.

He remained quietly in his room for a day or so,

and on the sixth day after the hemorrhage, twelfth

after divulsion, Nos. 16 and 17 steel sounds were
passed without difficulty or pain.

Notwithstanding thelce, hemorrhage, recumbent jiosi-

tion, suspensory liandage, rest, etc., the right epididymis
was still about as sensitive and tender as at first.

I advised the liandage to be worn constantly, and for

him to remain quietly in the hotel. He '" drank " very

little at any time, " nothing " since first call upon me.
August 12th. Introduced Nos. 17 and 18, and on

August 14th the same; not employing a larger sound
than No. 18, for the reason that lie ex|)ected hourly
almo.st to leave the city, intending to continue the

treatment after his i-eturn.

Five grains of quinine were administered after each

introduction, as a proi)liylactic against urethral fever.

The meatus was again incised, owing to the pain

caused by t\w sound at that jioint.
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August ntli. Wisliini,' to j^o onst for a fi-w (lays, ho
rcqiu'stcd I'liillicrmlviiv relative to liis '-sore testicles,"

for the left epididymis was now slij;litly tender and
indurated, it having also been injured, he said, against
the ponnnel of a saddle while riding some years ago.
I prescribed the following: U. I'lumlii iodid. grs. xii.,

ungt. stramonii ; i. M. S. portion tlie size of a ha/.el-

niit to he ruhUed into the scrotum night and morning;
a liki' amonnt to he spread over a piece of rag or lint,

laid ii|>on the scrotum, covered with oil-silk to prevent
evaporation, etc., the suspensory bandage to enclost-

all. Internally, 1{. Potass, iodid. 3 i. e.\t. conii mac.
!.•)., syr. sarsif co. 3 ij., arpuu dcst. = iv. M. S. a table-
spoonful three times daily.

Within a day or two he sailed for Europe; has not
since returned, nor have I heard from him.

There are several jioiuts of interest in coiniection
with this case, one of which is its rarity ; for it may
be that I have not been sullieiently thorough in niv
search through the literatun; of the subject, and .some
cases mitji have been reported.

Considering, also, that such hemorrhage has not come
^vithin tlie experience of the above-mentioned surgeons
and others of this city, I feel justiiied in alluding to
its rarity.

In the next place, the obscurity of the origin and
cause of such a five hemorrhagi;, notwithstanding
the almost ])erfect conditions and hygienic surround-
ings of tliis patient, for the whole week snbseciuent to
the operation. A man of wealth, with no business
cares nor anxieties, taking no exercise, lying in be(

TJIK IMl'ENDINc; DANGER.
By .1. B. MAT'l'ISOX, M.D.,

OIIUOKl.YN, N. Y.

I

Ameuica is in peril of Ijecoming a nation of opium
inebriates. Tens of thousands of hapless devotees bow
at the shrine of this seductive goddess, and, from the
palace and the poorhonse, the hall and the hovel, is

being recruited the increasing host marching down-
ward, with steps, slow but sure, to death or degrada-
tion.

That this seemingly sensational statement is not ex-
aggerated, can i)e proven by statistics and by the as-

sertions of those who, with abundant opportimities
for observation, have not failed to note the gradually
accumulating evidence of tills fact, sad though it be.

"

I'Voni one of, if not tin- le.idlng exponent on the sub-
ject of alcoholic and o])lum intoxication in this coun-
try, we have authority for the statement th.it while the
fiiiiDer is dimiiii«!iii)i/, the ludir. undnubt(dly, is on the
iiirreune. Dealers in crude o])ium, and manufacturers
of its alkaloids, assure us that the importation of the
one and the production of the other are rising rapidlv.
year by year; .so nuicli so regarding morphia, th.-it. at

one of our largest manufacturing centres, the sujiply
Is .said to be Insutliclent for the demand.

Acceptiiig these statements as true—and wo have no
proof to the contrary—the iiuestion naturally presents
itself, What becomes of the vast .amount of this power-
ful drug ; Of the sources of its consumption then-

almost constantly in one of our last hotels, with good !

n'^' '^ut two : the one, its employment as a tliera|» uti-

attendance ; drinking no spiiltous liquors whatever, U"'l mensure : the other, as a stimulant. Regarding
eatiuLT plain food; no hemorrhagic diathesis: health ' ""Se, the assertion has gone the round of the i)ress.

excellent, no sexual intercourse, venereal excitement,
erections or chordee, regarding all of which 1 made
.special Impiiry.

The exact condition producing hemorrhage under
such circumstances JiMi of course only be surmised

;

had Ihi'i-e been any cutting ( urethidtomy), wc might
more naturally have expected such a sequence.

rieeration, as the result of the violence or injury
inflicted upon the mucous membrane or other tissues

so

medical and noii-inedical, that, in the opinion of thoK-
competent to judge, not more than one-third is for tl.e

former purpose.

Allowing this, the query rises, What is tlie/«H« el

or'iijo ot the lnoit)lnate demand as a stimulant? Is

tlie initial i)oint of its taking merely the desire for its

pleasures, physical and psychical. Or is it, that, once
ordered on |)rofesslonul authority for some ill, fanciid
or real, and continued for a time indefinite, the unfoi-

at the strlctured point, and proceeding so far as to
j

tunate victim, all unconscious of the danger towards
cause the opening of a small bloodvessel at that point,

|

which he is drifting, finds liimsilf, when theraiieutical

would easily account for it; and this I believe to
j

"''''ssity for its use has been fullilled, In the coils of a

be the explanation of the accident, although the dis- |

monster w^hose snlitle power and strong embraces only
charge after continued the same as before the opera-
tion— .slight, gleety, neither profuse nor purulent—nor
did he complain of any tenderness or soreness alouLi'

that feels them knows*
Touching this point, observation varies, though wc

tliink it indisputable that the vast preponderance i f

testimony favors the eau.-ic la.st mentioned as the primal
source of this most deidoialile inactice. Dr. Geo. Con

the urethra, two features or symptoms we would rather

expect to find accompanying an ulceration so extensive
as to open a blood-vessel. Again, for so thorough a i H'l-s, who has lately written upon this subject, holds t

lesion as this (if it did exist), it healed lemarkiibly ' "'C opposite vii'W, his language being, "in accordance

well and (|uickly ; for no sounds were [lassed nor any '

" '"' ""^ ''i'"' information I have been abli' to gathei-.

treatment employed for nearly a week after the bleed- I

''"' Inrgest number of opium eaters contract the habit

ing (nothing toindlcatc ulceration during this time), ' f""" choice, merely for the i>lea.sures of ojiium."

and thill only thi' introduction of soun(fs .seventeen ,

Foremost among those qualilied, from long ex])eri-

aml eighteen three times before his departure for ,
•'".'^e an<l careful observation, to pass judgment on

Europe. this question Is Dr. .los. Parrlsh. for .several yeai>

In conclusion, this case proves that the operation of |

H'esident American A.ssociation for the Cure of Inebri-

divnlsion iihii),\ and only upon our stricture, althouiih '''''s, who, summarl/Ing certain facts to be dedi.ced

so simple and readily performiMl, however !;entlv mid 'i'"" " mo^t interesting and instructive addrr>s,s di'-

carefully done. );«/// "be followed bv hemorrhnge siilli Hvered before that organization, reaches a din ctly

ciently serious to alarm and delillitate the jiatient and
to demand of tlii' surgeon prompt and energetic meas-
ures for its control.

Vi i:i>T 'rWK.NTT-ElOUTII Stiifft.

Dit. I... A. Stimson has been appointed Curator to

the Charity Hospital.

ntrary conclusion, and says, " iMen take it, not for

social enjoyment, but for a physical necessity."

.V prominent physician in this Slate has written ns

that, to his knowledge, of more than a half .score of

opium inebriates who reside in proximity to his oflicc.

nearly nil assert the inception of their baneful boiiilage

was u pn'scription i-ontaining opium, in I'lie form or

I

unutbcr, at the hands of tlieir medical utti ndants.
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One truly commiscrable victim, iio-\v running under a

steady ))ressure of twelve grains of morphia ;/.";• dkm,
dates this " horror of a great darkness " resting upon
him, to the order of his physician, given years Ijufore,

to take it for the relief of a pain in the Ijack

!

A leading jjractitioner in a city not far distant re-

cently informed us, that be vras assured more than

tn-enty cases of this kind were withiu the cognizance

of (me of his professional friends, most of whom dated

their durance to an opiate ])reseription.

Dr. Brinton, in a recent editoi ial on this topic, asserts

t'.iat " more tlian one such instance has occurred to

our personal knowledge," and takes decided ground

against an indiscriminate prescribing.

From acnijis the ocean come the notes of alarm.

Dr. Francis W. Mimett, Lecturer on Materia Jledica at

Surgeons' Hall, Edinljurgh, being impelled to raise a

warning voice on account of tln-ce cases of the opium
h.iljit coming under his observation within a limited

time, and all having their starting-point in a phy-

si 'ian's prescription. After detailing them, he re-

m u-ks as follows, all of which is to be commended
to the careful consideration of every practitioner;

" This leads me to say that I think there are many cases

of chronic disease, or disease in which sleeplessness is

a prominent symptom, in which opium is frequently

jirescribed, without, perhaps, any thought of this

dmger supervening, and wl>ich has led me to Ijelieve

a id practise that it is advisable not to give opium con-

liuuously, for any length of time, iii those cases, unless

in i)ainful and incurable diseases, as cancer, etc., es-

))ecially if the patient is of a r.ervous temperament.

Tiiere is no doubt that pain or sleeplessness, would more
frequently have to l)e endured, but other remedies might
be sulj.stituted, wliich would in part, though not en-

tirely, take its place. And if we consider that it

would save some, more, perhaps, than many are aware

of, fi'om contracting such a lial)it, I think that, at least,

it would l)e advisable to consider this danger, and l)ear

it in mind, when we are called upon to treat such cases,

and- l)elievo opium to be indicated ; a danger which
most readers well know, from their own experience,

not to be a fanciful one.
" Medical men are nowadays occasionally assailed

with reiJroach for prescribing stimulants rashly and
u:meoessarily, and so encouraging a taste for them

;

hut the public are already beginning to find out that,

as a rule, if individuals want stimulants, they do not

wait to get the sanction of their medical attendant,

although they may, and do sometimes, use his name as

an excuse.
" But it is otherwise with those whom I have men-

tioned, who have not known the potency of the drag,

at least personally, until it was professionally admin-

istered, and who, in all likelihood, would not have
known it unless so ordered. And this is generally the

rule, I thinlv, that the majority of haliitual oi)ium-eat-

ers have, in the first instance, acquired the taste for it

after having been ordered it l>y a medical nuui ; not

that I think it liy any means a reproach to us, or that

we should l)e afraid to use it on account of the fact

that some ill-regulated people will aljuse the drug to

th-'ir own hurt, l)Ut for the reason I have mentioned :

and in view of this danger, I venture to say that this

ought to he borne in mind when we administer opium
in these cases, lest we, might be the innocent cause of

settiug the spark to the fire that may only be extin-

guished with life.''

Speaking from personal knowledge and observation,

the entire weight of our testimony militates tlie state-

m?nt tliat this direful degradation is induced volun-

tarily. In a rcmarkaljle instance presented the \>vo-

fession the past year

—

vide Recobd, Jlay \-—nearly

seven years' servitude, starting in a surgeon's selection

of nioi'phia for the relief of a severe sciatica, was en-

dured before the poor bondman came out into perfect

freedom.

A lady in one of the New England States, of high

culture and eminent social position, fell a victim after

only eight weeks' daily use of the hypodermic syringe,

and underwent ten days' torture of mind and l)ody ere

was liroken the last link of the chain that had been

unwittingly forged around her.

A lady in this State, after three months' emi)loyment

of morphia in moderate daily doses, per ]>hysician's

prescription, awoke to the consciousness that she was
in the coils of this monster, and we have yet to learn

of her escape.

An intelligent physician of this city, after a few
weeks' using of this drug for a severe neuralgia, found
himself " in the bonds," and though many months
have hipsed he is still enthralled. More cases, all con-

firmatory, could be cited, but they are uuneeded.

Granting the foregoing .statements their i)roper con-

sideration, what is the great lesscm to be learned on
this all-important suliject? Simply this, .that the ««-

c^ssitt/ for caution in the prescribing of o|)iates rises

to that of a iluty in view of the fact, incontestable we
take it, tliat much the larger uumber of pitiable vic-

tims to this galling bondage become such through the

unintentional ministrations of their medical atten-

dants.

Of all painful disorders demanding a liberal outlay

of opiates for relief, none so much so as neuralgia

;

and it is asserted by one prominent wiiter on the sub-

ject of stimulants and narcotics, that the principal

cause of the wide-sjuead prevalence of the opium
habit in this country is the increasing frequency of

that disease, and the consequent freedom, amounting
at times to recklessness, with which the anodyne prop-

erties of this drug are invoked for the mitigation of

pain.

Now, it is well known that, in almost the entirety

of cases of this neiu'osis, the exhibition of an opiate is

but iialliative, scotching, not killing, and exerts a

curative effect only so far as, by lessening the sns-

ceptil)ility of the nerve affected, it affords it a chance

to rest and an opportunity of regaining its lost tone

;

a loss every bout of pain increases, and the recovering

of which is an absolute essential in the successful man-
agement of this hydra-headed disoider.

Again, in the light of recent researches and thera-

peutical advancement, it is safe to say that the greater

proportion of neuralgic cases, other than those' begin-

ning sonu'what late in life, admit of radical relief if

a proper jdan of medication be adopted ; and of these

we hazard little in opining, that a decided majority

could be couducted to a successfid termination with-

out any such lavish expenditure of opium or its salts,

as would expose the patient to the risk of confirmed
intoxication.

On this point much has Ijeen given the profess^ion

of late years, and of those to whom we are thus in-

debted, none take higher I'ank than the lamented
jVustie, whose classical work on this disease will long
remain as a monument to his geuius and self-sacrific-

ing devotion.

Of course, it must lie admitted thei-e are many in-

stances of incurably painful disease—cancer, locomotor
ataxia and the like— wliere 0])iates in some foi'm are im-

peratively demanded ; l)ut as in advanced stages of these

disorders the fatal e'lding is inevitable, the same care

is not requi.-iite as in those paiuful luit curable cases

where, 'twixt two evils, we should clioose the lesser,
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wliicli, wliilf it mii;lit necossitiite an incivase of \m-
tleiicc iiiidor suTcriii;;, fur a tinio, would not incur the
(lan^ir of wliicli \vc have niadi' imntion.

In our o|>inioii tlicre is in nmny. perhaps the ma-
jority, of tliosc individuals likely to lirconiv opium in-

chriatis, a constitnti(PMal condition so in liarniony

with the snarinttly scdurtivu properties of this druij;,

that its a<hninistration in any form for more than a
very limitetl period exposes them to the risk we have
mentioned, heinsj a soil in which the sowing of such
-eid is extremely liable to eventuate in a most bitter

fruition. It is not oui's to determine tlie precise na-
ture of this condition, but we strongly suspect it to be
larjiely akin to that peculiar diathesis so strikin>;ly

manifested in most cases of genuine neuralgia, the
main element of which is a well-marked htndit<inj
tendency towards a del>ilitated state of the nervous
system, cither special or general. So thoroughly do
we thus regard it that, given a case of painful dis-

ease, in which the demand for opiates was urgent, and
wh -ri' it might l>i' found essential to continue them for

<(iiit a prolonged time, we should deem the proba-
bility of forming a habit of opium inebriety in tjuite

direct proportion to whether, on careful genealogical
examination, were or were not fi>und well-marked in-

dic.iticms of the afore-mentioned diathesis. We do
not wish, however, to be understood as saying that
\vh;M-e these are wanting the risk is nil ; nor, on the
other h md, that in every instance where they are well
mnnifested the patient is in danger, for we believe
there are cases where the system is so intolerant of
opium in any form that it is well-nigh impossible to

establish a condition of confirmed inebriation

While insisting ui>on the fact that physicians' pre-

scriptions are largely res|)onsibk; for the inception of
opium addiction, it must not be overlooked, indeed it

cannot be denied, that a most important auxiliary fac-

tor in establishing this vicious practice is to be found
in the comparative facility with which, the appetite

once created, its unhappy victims find means for its

perpetuation and still furthia- enslavement at the hands
of the dispensing apothecary. As pharmaceutical
rules and regulations are at present, this can be accom-
plished almo.st without hindrance, and on the easy
morality involved in the principle, " If I don't, some
one else will," a mode of moralizing which, as his
been well observed, is an uuly connnentary on the

tendencies of the day, conscience can easily be lulled

to slumber, and a fresh supply of fuel furnished the

flame raging so remorselessly within.

Much has been done of late in elevating the stand-
ard of pharmacistieal reipiirenient.s. but more remains
to b- done. Legislative enactment, prohibiting the
refilling an opiate pr.'seription, or the dispensing of
opium in any form, unless acciun|)anied by a positive

order from the attending physician, would, we are

confident, accompli-^li an immense amount of good in

protecting those who otherwise might become the
pitiable possi-ssors of a craving so horrible as to be
Well nigh irresistil)l^^

That the danger on which we have descanted is far

fetched and improbable, we cannot admit. We be-

lieve it to be s\ flirt staring the profession stpiarely in

the face, and the sooner it rouses to a rightful reali-

zation thereof, the bitter will it be in reducing the

ranks of a class of unfortunates deserving oin- deepest
cummiseratiuD.

Th.-it the vice of opium inebriety would, to a certain

extent, pri^vail drspite an observance of thepiveaulions
alluded to. wi' do not doubt: but we unhesitatingly

think it woulil be shorn, in large measure, of tlu'

strength it at present possesses, and its now rapidly

augmenting proiiortioiis be thoroughly checked, and
sulTer n speedy decline.

Ill carrying out the reform we have indicated, it

should be the aim of every practitioner, when called
upon to prescribe this most valuable medicine, to see
to it that he exercise a discriminating carir in so doing,
by careful inquiry as to the neurotic status of his pa-
tient from the standpoint of hereditary tendency, and
if nice.s.sity demands a sonii^what prolonged adminis-
tralicm. to watch most warily and gujird against most
streimously the earliist indications of an appetite that,

thoroughly established, will scarcely be denied, and
which entails upon its unhappy possessor a darkness
so dense, a horror so indescribable, that death, at times,
seems preferable.

UOMMUNICABILITY OF DIPHTHERIA.
By p. I?. PUMYE.V, M.I).,

IMLAYNTOWS. N. J.

Is di|)htheria contagious, is a fiuestion now often iusked

the physician, and his reply is one of seriou.s impor-
tance.

Were it not for the diversity of opinion among
physicians as to the comnmnicaliility of this extremely
fatal disease, a statement of the following facts would
lie uuncc.es.sary. The history of the origin and pro-
gress of diphtheria; now in my practice, shows its

contagious character, and how it may be propagated
and restricted (in so far us a few cases can).

Charles 1)., and Mary K., cousins, were both ser-

vants in th(^ same family. Mary K. was taken sick

with sore throat, and went home. Although com-
plaining a good deal, no physician was called until

lier only brother was taken sick with sort- thioat, and
was hardly able to swallow. An inspection of his

thioat at once revealed the nature of his disea.se, and
his subsequent death sliowe<l its malignancy. .\s the

neighbors were very much alarmed, no one came near
the house, except an uncle, who volunteered his services.

He caitght the disea.se and <ommunicated it to his

family. Three of his six children died.

< »u December "ith I was called to see Ch.arles P.,

the cousin before mentioned, and as(( rtained that he
hail diljhthcria. As he was not conlinetl to his bid,

and his employer did not wish to endanger his own
family, he innnediately took him home. Less than
two weeks subsequently the disease appeared in that

family. There were five boys and five girls, and as

far as possible the ^irls were kept away frmn the

boys. Not until all the boys had had the di.seasc and
leeovercd from it did any of the girls take it. They
niiw have it. and one. the youngest, has died. The
oldest girl did not live at home, but when she ascer-

tained that her brothers were sick, she oimc home to

vi.'-it them and thus caught the ilisease.

These three families live within a radius of half a

mile, and there is not nor has not been another Ciise of
diphtheria within a radius of five miles.

Was not the disease in these cases eomniunicnted by
contagion and its propagation restricted by isolation?

We may not always be able to trace the origin and
growth of this insidious disease. Sporadic cu,ses un-

(bMibtedly occur, as in scarlatina. Sonu'times the at-

mosphere seems to be so loaded with the contagious

miasm as to produce an epidemic. Hut our iindiility

to trace it or its epidemic character does not ilisprove

it^ contagiousness, no more than it would that of
pi rtussisor variola.

Prof. Smith, in his work on " Disea-ses of Cliildren,"
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says'that the " communicability of this disease is as

secufely estalslishcd as almost any doctrine in pa-

tholosry."

It is niucli to be regi-etted that there is not entire

unanimity of opiniou'among pliysicians in regard to

tiio contagious nature of ftliis disease, and that the

people are not taught to shun it as they would small-

pox.
Wlien Ixitli the profession and the people acknow-

ledge and appreciate the communicability of diph-

theria, then it may be more restricted, and our children

better protected from this insatialjle monster.

January 10, 1875.

progress of iileiical Science.

Fatty Embolism as .v Cause op Sudden Death
AFTER Injuries op the Bones.—Prof. V. Czerny, of

Freiburg, discusses this subject mainly in its clinical

aspects, taking the reports of two cases as a text, and

gives al)undant references to current literature liearing

on it. Tlie first case was that of a healthy man of 24,

who sustained a simple fracture of tlie right tliigh in

its upper third, the result of being buriecl Ijy tlie fall-

ing of a sand-liank. Tliis wasonNov. 16. Thesurgeon

wiio was called to him found that he suffered little

pain at the seat of the fracture, but could not lie down
without difficulty, especially on the back, and could

not breathe easily. On the 18th, the swelling hav-

ing sulisided. a pastel)oard splint was applied, the

patient at the time iinding it very difficult to maintain

a half-sitting posture. On tlie night of the 20th great

clyspna?a and de]n-ession suddenly manifested them-

selves, without inflammation, and he died on the 22d.

The authorities suljsequently liad the body disinterred

and examined. The fragments of bone were in proijer

])osition, but lioth lungs were full of venous lilood,

and the memln-anes. substance, and blood-vessels of

the Ijrain also similarly tilled. It appears that E.

Wagner in 1865 stated his opinion that a suddenfatty

embolism was eapalilc of inducing hypeiwmia of tlie

lungs, cedema, and deatli ; and in 1866 F. Busch

established that the medulla of tlie bones when cru.sh-

ed was taken up by the veins and lymphatics, and

caused emboli in the lungs, and death. Still these views

do not appear to have been very generally recognized,

although cases of fatty embolism causing sudden

death have been occasionally reported. Czerny's sec-

ond case is as follows: J. S., aged 32, a strong and
healthy mason, sustained a simple fracture of the

right thigh just below the middle, as a conseciuence of

a fall from a scaffold. He also liad a tlesh wound on

the chin, which was sewed up and dressed antisepti-

cally. He was taken at once to the clinique, wliere

dressings and applications of ice were made. He com-

jilained very little of pain, although quite conscious.

This on Nov. 14, 1874. On the following day Prof.

C, in a clinical lecture on the case, mentioned that,

although free from fever on the previous day. liis tem-

perature tliat morning was nearly 103'^ F., and he gave

a guarded prognosis. In the evening the tem])erature

was almost a degree higher. Although at niglit he

had no pain, lie was restless, and had at intervals of

three hours two doses of aliout J; gr. each of morpliine.

Some hours after midniglit lie was found comatose,

with deep and frequent respii-ation, accompanied by

coarse rales. The chest was resonant on percussion.

Pulse 100. full and strong. He was lilcd from the

arm, but obtained no relief, and died at half-past

seven, thirty-eiglit hours after the injury. At the

autopsy both lungs contained air and fluid. The
left side of the heart was contracted, and there

were coagula in both sides. The ves.sels of the pia

mater and of the brain were distended with blood,

and in both of these w'ere numerous small ccchynioses.

There were extensive extravasations of blood at and
about the seat of fracture, but the femoral vein and
artery were not wounded. The microscoiie reve.iled

throughout the lungs a firm injection of all the smaller

arteries and the capillaries, with clear fluid fat. Like-

wise in the brain, corresponding to the small ecchy-

moses, were branching fatty emboli in the vessels. Fat

was also in the vessels of the kidneys and liver. The
fatty embolism of the lungs was considered a sufficient

cause of death. Prof. C. has given in extenso the

reasons which led him to express the opinion, as lie

did before the autopsy, that fatty embolism would be

found. He quotes the statement from Busch that fatty

embolism begins in the first few hours after the injury.

The difficulty of respiration would point to this con-

dition. Possibly the slight sensitiveness to pain may
also he symptomatic of it. He made a series of ex-

periments on animals to clear up some points in his

mind, but the results do not ajipear to have been very

positive. Shock cannot be held to explain a deatli

after injury, when an interval of several hours of good
condition lias intervened between the injury and death.

He concludes that fatty embolism is of essential sig-

nificance only after injuries of the bones, and ))eihaps

osteo-myelitis. We may suspect this coiidition when
after such injuries a rapid failure .sets in, with inter-

ference witli tlie circulation in the lungs; and second-

arily in the general capillary circulation, witliout other

cause, and very shortly after the injury is received. It

.should be accepted as a sufficient cause for death, how-
ever, only when the autopsy reveals a degree of it so

extensive, or in such important organs, as niateiially

to interfere with their functions.

—

Berl. IcUii. Wochen-

schrift, iV'or. 1 and 8, 1875.

Oxide op Silvek in Locomotor Ataxia. — Dr.

Chas. Carter has treated two cases with tliis drug.

In one case of seven years' standing, one half-grain

doses three times daily were given. The quantity was
gradually increased for seventeen weeks, until ten

grains three times a day for one week were adminis-

tered. It was then found necessary to suspend the

medicine on account of a severe attack of dianhoea,

which subsided without further treatment. During
these seventeen weeks the neuralgic attacks, wliich

before were so frequent and painful, liad only occurred

three times, and then very slightly. Reflex action,

and the jiower to flex and extend the feet, were now
well marked. Before treatment the patient was un-
able to walk the streets at night, or stand with his

eyes closed. He now could w'alk at niglit, but was
still unalile to stand with closed eyes. In the second
case, of three and one-half year.s' standing, there was
chronic diarrha?a as a complication. After getting the
diarrhani under control, the oxide of silver was given

in half-grain do.ses, which proved quite sufficient to

relieve the neuralgic attacks. The treatment extended
over a period of three months, and with results as

satisfactory as in the first case. These cases of Dr.

Carter's would seem to show that tlie oxide of silver

controls the neuralgic disorder in advanced cases, and
even arrests the further progress of the disease.— The
Medical and Surgical Reporter, December 18, 1875.
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HOSl'ITAL CONSTRUCTION AND ORGAN-
IZATTON.*

JI.

The question next in inipoitiuirc to tlic adequate

pre|iiiiiition of giound surface, is the material of wliieli

tile IjuiUlingsare to be coinposej, and tlieii' eoneietion

and anan^;enieut into .stnictnie. Wliat is gineially

said by writere as to tliis matter, is too often but the

expression of taste, or in utter disregard of the healtli-

considenitions involved. Some of our authore speak

merely at a venture, without appreciating the signifi-

cance for health involved, in choice of material.

Dr. Billings (p. l.^i) refers to "impervious walls,"

but expresses a great doubt (p. 28) whether it is

feasible to attempt to make walls aud ceilings imperme-

able. He speaks both of a hollow wall and of a space

between plaster and wall, such as wc have in ordinary

furring and lathing, and suggests such construction

of the space as will permit it. when needed, to In'

charged with chlorine or sulphurous gas for disinfec-

tion.

Dr. Folsom (p. 60) advises a Ijiick construction of

double wall, with closed air space and plastering

directly on brickwork, and so prepared as to be '• hard,

smooth, and imjimni'tihlc Hi/' ntnni', so that they can

lie freely scrubbed ; or if this is impractiealile, very thin

furring should be so attached as to be easily removed

and replaced." A coat of paint occasionally is also sug-

gested. .1. (p. 112) gives an indisciiminate choice

bctw<'en brick, stone and iron, and suggests granite as

the most dural)le. "The walls should be impermea-

ble," and I'arian cement or glazed tiles or slabs joined

j)erfectly by a good cement should form the surface?

wall inside. The floor of the same should be covered

with oil-cloth.

• llnsplTAI. l^LAHfi. Fire JCmwi/h lif'ttltnu to the. I'linMlr'l' thin,

OrO'iiHifttiini. find MininyemfJit iif UttHtithtti. CnntrihiiUil hy Itifir

Authont f.»r the Johnx HniikiiiM IIrM{>ital, u( BiilUniorf N.-w Ynrk :

WlUiiini Wood fc Co. 1876. >*vo, pp. S&3.

Our next author ("p. I!)7) says that " north walls,

evin if wholly impermeable to air, become chilled,"

and so require much heat to keep rooms bounded by

Ihiin warm. If stone be used (p. lOfl) it should

not be so white as to be glaring, or so dark as to be

i;loomy. Whatever be the exterior, the inner walls

and the lining of the outer should be of wellbuined

brick well-laid with strong mortar. lie also advo-

cates an air space. Pla.stering should be applied di-

rectly to the walls, with hard plaster well polished as

a finish. Ilis remarks (p. 201) as to wet cleansing

contrast strongly with those of Dr. Folsom (p. GO),

and as to floors with those of Dr. .Tones (p. 112).

S. recommends porous brick, hollow walls with air

space, which may be fumigated, and plastering to be

on lath, with a good hard finisli surface, lie speaks

of porous walls as if they needed care as to cleansing,

and of hollow walls as warmer and less liable to

dampness. lie also Cp. Ill 2) suggests that the air

spaces may be made to communicate with the hot air

cliambcr for warming. He suggests washing or gas-

eous disinfection of walls, and in a note of Angus

Smith's draws attention to dry rubl)ing. A reference

is made (p. ;i02) to the roofing of glass and iron of

tlie Grand Oentral Deimt, but preference is given to the

common ceiling.

Mr. Niernsee
(
p. VA\} constructs the orphan asylum of

biick. with highpitched and band coursed slated

roofs, with all partitions of brick. He lays down a"

an axiom (p. 3JG), "that the mo.st impervious ma-

terial should be used for inside construction of hospi-

tals," and (piotes. (p. 3;!7) "high authority" for two-

slory structures, " provided the materials used are as

iinpermeiMe as can lie obtained. The outer wall

I p. 338) is to be doulile and hollow, and the whole

inside to be so coated aiul polished as to be imper-

meable." If this fails, Dutch tile or glazed c^arthen-

ware are to be used, or the walls lined with one-quar-

tir inch corrugated glass, both of which are diclartd

" absolutely impermeable." The tlooring, also, may

be encaustic or glazed pottery tile.

The views thus expressed by souu: of our authors

seem to be in the wrong direction, and to fail in com-

prehension of one of the chief designs of structure.

.\ building for habitation is not intended, in any of

its parts, for the entire exclusion of outside air. Its

design is to protect from winds aud storms, and to

modify outside temperature to that extent which

sedation or sickness or any changed condition of the

in-dwellers mayrequiri'. All this is perfectly consist-

int with the admission of air without perceptible cur-

rents through all parts of the structure it.self. Indeed,

without this we are more liable to that impinity of

air which causes abnonnal sensations of heat ami cold.

In the very building-walls we create sourc.-s of damp-

ness which cause chilliness and disturbed temperature.

The great problems of heating and ventilation are

more involved in materials for structure and its scicn-
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tific arranse incut than in the discussion of special con-

trivances, impoi-tant as these latter may be. It is not

iuipermeability of walls that we waut at all, but such

liernicability for air as prevents both dampness and

draught. Long since the distinguished chemist Ros-

coe (in tlie Chemical Tranaattions, London), insisted on

porosity of wall structure. The more recent investi-

gations of Pettenkofer, Tarn, and otliers, no longer

leave it a question tliat in the accurate study of struc-

ture throughout we are to seek to abate many of the

demands now made for artificial addenda. Already

the porosity of different material, of different speci-

mens of the same general material, the best modes of

combining mortar, cement, grouting, or other soft mix-

tures for interspaces is being tested. Richardson, in

his recent " Jlodcl House," even objects to sea sand as

unfit for walls because of the salt it contains. If

material is too porous, it becomes the sponge for

water instead of for air. If too compact, it retains

dampness, and cannot be kept dry on account of the

exclusion of air. We have before us an examination

of bricks made by the chemist of the St. Louis Board

of Health, in which bricks taken from different build-

ings varied from 1 to 15 ounces in the amount of

water they would absorb. Different clays and differ-

ent methods of mi.xing. ])ress'ng, and burning, give

different results, independeut of mare hardness. We
liave l)y actual experiment found large variation in

tliis regard. lu one case, l)y arranging bricks of dif-

ferent ])orosity in successive layers, we secured without

air spaces a dry surface for plastering inside and a

dry house.

The question of giving a smooth, uuadlurent sur-

face to an inside wall, is quite different from the ad-

vocacy of air impermeability. In fact an air-tiglit

surface acts as a condenser, and so secures a film of

moisture which cau do more than all else to catch

and locate fomites. The experiments of Franklin and

of "Wells on the relations of different mateiials as to

heat aud moisture, api)ly directly to clothing, and just

as directly to structural protection. A dress whicli is

not too closely woven or pressed, is wanner than too

close material, because the air in the interstices pre-

vents moisture, and is a poor conductor of heat. In a

building we want a sniootli wall, with rightly modi-

fied porosity. Hollow walls do not accomplish this

alike for all sulistances or for all localities. The spaces

may Ijecome the dwelling-place of dead air. As gen-

erally arranged, they are crossed with girders for the

anclioring of walls, and so are not continuous spaces.

We commend to jjliysicists tire study whether contin-

uous courses of liricks or material of varying porosity

are not more likely to secure dryness, ventilation, and
uniformity of wall temperature. If spaces are want-

ed for tires or ventilating, is it not better to have suc-

cessive flues rather than one continuous space.

We know of no good reason for plastering directly

on the structural wall, although far more feasible on

the kind of iuclosure we have indicated than on the

other. Lath and plaster wall, when rubl)ed to a pol-

ished smoothness and perhaps painted with zinc, is per-

meable. The intei-space made by furring and hy the

lath is favoraljle to ventilation and equalization of

temperature, and the spruce lath are in no danger of

impregnation. It is a question whether chimneys in

the part facing rooms may not be made of soft or

porous brick, so as to act with some ventilating power

throughout their length. lu an occupied ward the

draft toward the chimney is quite assmed, or if not

can always be secured. Brick partitions between the

rooms, or a row of brick inside plaster walls on lath,

probably serve to aid equalization of air by their

porosity. These are matters for exact experiment.

We can only speak of the indications of science as

illustrated in the general laws of air circulation, and in

view of some definite experiments already made.

These, thus far, plainly call upon us to forsake the

"impermeability" idea, and point us to investigation

as to the degree of porosity demanded, and the

methods by wliich it is best secured.

The roof inclosure, too, needs large attention, just

because it is a part of inclosure, and involves the same

geneial principles as are concerned in the other " walls."

Its different inclination to air, sunlight and storm, must

be studied, but not to the exclusion of those jjrinci-

ples which apply to the porosity of the sides. Sliould

not the rafters be so boarded and finished as to admit

of the interposition of such material on the under-side

as will projjcrly graduate the entrance of air and heat ?

Tlie roof of the Kirkljride Asylum, Philadelphia, is

"slate fastened on lath, and plastered with hair mortar

on the upper aud under edges, and on the points of the

slate." Tlie suggestion made by Niernsee (p. 332), as

to the use of cement concreting on the flooring directly

under the roof for fire-proofing is more important for

damp-proofing. A mason, however, has told me, that

since tlie quick cement is used so much in place of

lime and sand moitar, Ijuildings are dami)er. We
have been saved from tlie e-\-ils of every roof-inclosure

in part by the fact, that tlie attic has usuallj' been an

open space, but with our mansard and round ceiling,

and ridge finish, w'e have reason to study it as we do

side-inclosure.

For the admission too of air, sunlight and heat,

this part of tlie building admits of large utilizati(m,

and both in itself and in its apertures is a structure

study. We would thus direct attention to the whole

matter of building material and inclosure, as one upon

which the opinion of any doctor who walks a ward and

prescribes for patients is little worth, unless as a pliysi-

cist he has made special study as to the play of pliysical

forces on and through dead matter, and the laws by

which structure modifies outside couditions. We
would relegate the subject not to surgeons or archi-

tects or engineers, except so far as they may be medi-

cal or sanitary physicists. Because we understand dis-
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eases and tli 'ir laws, it is unfair to oxpcct tlmt by tlic

general results of our treatment of liospitiil cases, ami

our sense of smell and inhalation, we should l)e aide

to decide as to the adaptability of different geological

forumtions for inclosure. It may be well to get our

>j;enrral views, and suggestions as to the direction of

inriuiry and as to those points where our sciences aj)-

proxininti-, but the experts in that line must come from

a school of technology, and not from a medical insti-

tute.

The suggestions of our aulliors as to these parts of

the inclosure are for the most |)art very practical. We
think with Niern.see (j). H3S), that the boxes aiid sashes

of the windows ran be made of east iron at a small ad-

vance over tlie cost of hard-wood frames, and have the

advantage of being less absorbent and lire-i)roof. Dr.

Hillings (p. 2G) would not have a window to each bed,

1 lut would have them in tliree parts with square to)) and

glazed with plated glass. Dr. Folsom has (p. 7il) be-

twei'ii tlie beds on three sides of the wards windows

three feet wide, three feet from tlii' floor, and ten feet !

high, the rooms being fourteen feet high at the wall, and
j

finished to twenty feet at the centre, lie lias ordinary !

sashes below, "and the upper two feet, above a tran-
j

som, having a sash hung on hinges at the bottom,"
[

opening inward and provided wich sides so that tlie

entering air is directed ni)ward. It is suggested that all

sashes be iloubly glazed with an air-space between for

non-conduction of heat. Dr. Jones (]>. IIG) says, "the

windows in the wards should be numerous, ojiposite

each other, and should reach from the ceiling to the

rtoor. Dr. Morris (p. 202) opixi.sesthislast, but advocates

doul>lc glazed windows, and inside-shutters for shade.

Outside awnings of canvass are also suggested for sum-

mer, and the window-scats or sills are to be of polished

slate. Dr. Smith (p. 300) has eiglit feet of wall space

to each bed with a window four feet wide, tlie win-

dows, on opposite sides alternating, with double sasli

for warmth in winter, and as a means of ventilation

without currents, and ext<nding to the lloor. Morris
'

(p. 338) advocates the donblc-sash window, double
;

hung, the sashes being eight to twelve inches apart, and '

prefers this to the transom window of Folsom. Thus by

opening the upper outer and the lower inner sa.sh ven-
]

tila'-ion is secured without draught. When shut an

airs[)ace and heat regulator is alTorded. In the orphan '

home (p. 332), the windows on the nortli are double-

glazed, and revolvingself-coiling shutters outside, take '

the place of Venetian blinds. The i)lan of Fol.som as

to windows with transom above, strikes us most favor-

ably. Instead of th(r hood opc^niiigs, Oppert (Hospi-

tal Infirmaries and Dispensarii's, London, 1807) has

perforated zinc plates at the upper part of the upper

sash outside, which therefore, do not furnish a place

for tlie lodgment of dust or organic matter. When the
I

ceilings are rcmnded to twenty feet, as in liis one-story

structure, the windows should extend up to the side-

ceiling, n.s suggested by Jones, but not to the floor (Jones

it ilorris). Doubled-sashed and d(mbh'd-ghized

windows tend to eipialize teiii|)eniture, but we are all

along afraid lest the attempt to exclude draughts be

carried so far as to impede air circulation. The double-

sash if properly managed, however, is very available

for regulating egress and ingress of air. Windows
do Car more for us as ventilators when shut, than they

get credit for, and the vaiiation in material from the

rest of the inclosure is servi(-eal>le. We are constantly

to bear in mind that the climate of Haltiinore is not

that of New England or Old Knglaiul either. We
prefer windows not quite so wide as four feet, and

notwithstanding the reasons given by S., In-lieve they

ari' best opposite each other with full rooin for beds

between.

The same objection which is made to corners or

mouldiugs will apply to pulleys and cords, and win-

dow fastenings, and also to door-furniture, and espe-

cially keyholes, so that these must be so made as not

to harbor organic matter, and admit of easy cleansing.

We cannot with Dr. Jlorrisajjproyc inside slatted shut-

ters for shade, but much prefer the outside revolving,

self-coiliug blinds of Mr. Niernsee. Doors and their

casings need to be of liard wood, thoroughly plain and

oiled or painted. In many casesa part of these may be

of glass, and a transom overhead is frequently needed

ftir ventilation.

The inside woodwork should be of hard-grained

and oiled wood, closely jointed. All mouldings

should be avoided, but when there is necessary pro-

jeetiou, as over doors (Dr. Folsom), the lintel should

slope away from the wall so as to be easily cleansed of

dust. The directions of Dr. Morris (pp. 200-201) are

excellent as to the floors, etc. The glazed tiles and

oil-cloth of J. will not do. There are reasons for im-

permeable floors arising from horizontal position, and

from their being the natural receptacles of the organic

matter afloat. Even these must be impermeable only

on the polished surface, and not so smooth as to be

slippery. Corrugated gla.s.s, as now being prepared,

has some claims for consideration here.

All corners should be rounded, and cement used for

baseboard, as suggested by Dr. Morris (p. 200). But

this too must be so smooth and paint<;d as to admit of

ca.sy cleansing. If there is danger of breakage- from

niovem'nt of beds and furniture wainscoting liiiishcd

t" the windows may be used, if very carefully jointed.

.Vll cornices are to be avoided, and the ceilings are

b.'tter rounded, so as to avoid eornei-s, and they thus,

in some degree by .shape, favor diffusion and exchange

iif air. It is dilflcult to dispen.se entirely with shelving

in wards, but whalevirr is needed in addition to the

window sills should be of polished .slate or gla.ss, sup-

ported by smooth metal brackets, with a small inter-

space between the shelf and the wall.

With our present varieties of oils, varnishes, and

colorings it is easy to suit painting inside and out to

taste and health. The rules which guide should Iw
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just tliose wliicli pliilosophy furnisbes, and should be

gDverncd liy exposure, sunshine, etc. We would not,

foi- instance, paint a sunimer-house black for the same

reason tliat we would not w6ar our blackest cotton

clothiiv^ in til? tropics. We have the authority of

Miss Nightingide so often quoted by our authors that

the l)est wall now extant is oil-paint. It is smooth

and easily cleansed, without lacing impervious of air

any more than a painted board is. Zinc paints are

generally to be preferred to lead inside.

House pipes enter so much into structure as to de-

mand our next consideration.

Ucports of Societtcg.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

Stated Meetiiuj, January 20, 187G.

Dr. S. S. Purple, President, in the Chair.

on the c.\uses and treat.ment op cases of un-
usual uterine hemorrhage.

Dr. it, T. Hanks read a paper upon the aliove subject,
in whioli he confined himself to tlie consideration of
those diseases most commonly attended with menor-
rhagia and metrorrhagia. After reviewing the well-
known means for making a diagnosis, the doctor pro-
ceeded to notice the diseases in which hemorrhage
from the uterus is more commonly a prominent symp-
tom, and followed his remarks upon tliis part of the
subject witli a recital of illustrative cases. The more
notable of these were tlie following

:

Two cases of uterine filjroid, one sub-peritoncal, the
other sulj-muous, which were treated by hypodermic
injections of ergot with mai-ked benefit. Oiie case of
endometritis terminating in retroversion, which was
gradually relieved and cure finally effected by tlie use
of tlie cotton tam))on soaked in glycerine, following
it the second or third day with an Albert Smitli jief-

sary. A case of granular erosion of the os and cervix
was mentioned, which had been successfully treated by
the local application of strong nitric acid, iodoform,
and the use of the glycerized cotton. Objection was
raised to the use of nitrate of silver in such cases, lie-

cause of the liability to produce a condition wliich
gives rise to sterility. A case of cancer was cited, in
which hemorrhage became a dangei-ous symptom, and
was controlled by the application of liq." ferri sesqui-
chloride upon cotton twice a week.
The Doctor also made reference to several diseases

in which menorrhagia is sometimes present, but does
not form a jirominent symptom, such as to demand the
special interference of the physician. Among these were
blood-poisoning, as from measles and scarlet fe\er,
menorrliagia occurring with phthisis, pelvic cellulitis,
and peritonitis, accompanied by slight metrorrhagia,
etc., etc.

Dr. Pbaslee, in commenting upon the sulijects
brought forward in the paper, mentioned two points
in ])atliology which he regarded as very important.
Tile lirst related to the development of retroflexion l)y

endometritis. He was of tlie opinion that probalily
not one in five hundred cases of retroflexion of tlio

uterus had an antecedent history of endometritis.

Further, he was of the opinion that endometritis can-
not produce displacement of the uterus, for the reason
that the weiglit of the memlirane, increased as much as

it ever is when inflamed, is not sufticient to produce
any effect whatever towards a dis|3lacement. If the

tAVO conditions are present at the same time, it is sim-

ply a coincidence. There may lie jiresent a hyper-
trophied condition of the cndometi'ium, as a result of
long-continued active congestion, and such a conges-

tion may jiroduce displacement, but not congestion
simply of the endometrium. In order to produce rC'

troflexion, if produced by increased weight of the

organ, there must be an affection of something more
than the endometrium, that is, of the parenchyma of the

uterus. .But we are now speaking of the effects of
congestion and inflammation upon the endometrium.

Tlie second point was with reference to the term
granular erosion. There is no erosion whatever ; and
if tiiere wore an erosion, there is no granulation. It is

sim|)ly a granular ap|)earance, whicli lias also been
called ulceration. But there is no loss of substance from
the part, except a mere desquamation of the epithe-

lium. The granular appearance seen is due simply to

hypertro|iliy of the normal pajiilla' of the part, which
when normal are covered with epithelium which pre-

sents a smooth surface. Wlicn the ])apill;e become en-

larged, the e)iitlielium is lifted up, degenerates, and is

swept away, leaving the papilla:: liare. It is not erosion

or granulation. As a rule, this condition is never found
upon the cervix of a woman who has not liceii preg-

nant. It is characteristic of the woman who has been
pregnant, and is difficult to cure unless tiioroughly

treated. The treatment the doctor recommended was
to cut all these so-called granulations down level with
the cutting curette, and then apply cotton, with or
without glycerine, so that the raw surface shall not
come in contact with opposing surfaces. Tlie fresh-

ened surface heals in a short time, as a rule, unless

anotlier condition remains, namely, a basis of active

congestion. If there is still remaining a surface in

which the blood-vessels are distended, scarify that

surface and remove the active congestion, and with it

the cause of the growth and hypertrophy of the pa-

pilla;.

Tliere is another class of cases, closely allied to

those just mentioned, in which there is present a hyper-

tropliy of the papilla' just within the os, and extend-
ing upwards one-eiglith and perhaps one-fourth of an
inch. This condition may be developed in the same
manner as the other, Init is almost invarialily seen in the

woman who has never laeen pregnant. The hypertro-

phy is sometimes so great, the mouth of the uterus is,

entirely closed by these growths. The method is the

same as recommended in the other class of cases.

At this point the doctor spoke of scarification as the
best possible means that can be employed to relieve

uterine congestion. Leeches are usetl, l>ut scarification

is much more eflicient, and can be readily jierfornied

in the cervix, and even the entire cavity of the uterus.

It was maintained that the most certain method of re-

lieving a patient of membranous dysmenorrhcea, is to

so relieve the internal surface of the uterus of conges-
tion liy scarification that it cannot get this membran-
ous growth.
The cotton and glycerine is an excellent ajiplication

for the relief of local congestions, and lie constantlv re-

sorts to it in aiKi'iuic iiersons ;
liut its effects are small

as compared with those obtained Iiy scarification.

Dr. Peaslee then referred to carcinoma uteri, but to

that class of cases only in which hemorrhage becomes
an alarming symptom.
To arrest the hemorrhage the persulphate of iron is
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a useful |)ro|>nr;iti(>n. if a simple styi>tic is dcsireil.

His mi'tlunl of tiviitni</nt, however, was to remove
every portion of tlie fiiii<;ous fjrowth with a cuttiii-j

curette, down to the scirrlious hast! lielow.

If the woman has already lost eonsiih-ralile blood,

and is amemio, it is best to resort to this procedure,

for a fatal hemorrhage may attend any delay, and if

the parts are well exposed and the funj^us removed
quickly, as a rule, severe hemorrha<;e does not attend

the openitiim. It the scirrhous tissue below is cut

thron<;h, a |)rofuse lienuurhaLfe will follow, liut if

only the fungous <;ro\vth above the scirrhous base is

swept away, not much liemonhafje will be produced.
This operation will arrest the Lcrowth of these little

fungous projections for a time, anil if regularly repeat-

ed, perhaps every two or three weeks, it will check the

progress of the disease, and the life of the patient may
bo prolonged for one year or more. An illustrative

case was related, in which the patient's life was pro-

longed for a year, and when death did occur it was
not from hemorrhage or septictemia, but from a

gradual failure of vital power.

(The remarks of Dr. Barker can be found on l>age

65.)

NEW YORK ilEDICAL JOURNAL
ASSOCIATION.

Stated Meeting, Jan. 7, 1S7G.

DU. F. P. FOSTEU, VlCE-PRE.«rDENT, IN THE Ctl.Mll.

ALOPECIA AKEATA.

Dr. H. G. Piffard read a i)apcr upon the aljove sub-

ject, in which he gave a brief history of the affection,

embracing its clinical manifestations, its causation, and
its treatment. The name has usually been applied to

|

circumscribed spots of balilnes-s occurring upon the

scalp, but the beard may lie alTected in thesame manner,
j

and also every hairy spot upon the body. The hairs fall
j

out by the roots and do not break off close to the scalp.

In SOUK! instances the baldness is i)ermanent. and upon
the other hand, a new growth of hair is sometimes spon-

taneuus. It does not occur in advanced life, and is

unassociatcd with any special internal derangement. '

Some have claimed tliat it is a parasitic affection, others

thit it is non parasitic. The doctor referred to repiuts

of ciLSjs where the observations were thought to point

strongly to contagion as a means of its propagation,

and also mentioned the possible relatiim existing be-

tween alopecia areata and Ciuses grouped under the com-
i

luon term ring-worm. Five eases were reported, which
were regarded as siitHciently suggestive to keep us alive

to the possibility of a closer relationship than has hith-

erto been suspected. Dr. Piffard has been unable to

find the spores described by those who claim that alo-

pecia are.ita is a parasitic affection ; but he brought for-

ward the idea that there was possibly a localized fatty

degeneration at the points of bulging seen along the

shafts of the hairs. It is possible that what have been

lieretofore regarded as spores were no more nor less

than |)articles of fat. The treatment reconnnended
was epilation of the hairs at the margin of the affected

spot, followed by blisters and by stinudating applica-

tions, such as ointment of turpeth mineral, ;is soon a.s

the blistered surface has healed. It may be necessary

to repeat the epilation and blisters. A cure is usually

effected in from two to four months.
Dit. Kl'.VKs remarked that he had never been able to

tind any spores in this affection, and looks for a return

of the hair at any time within two years. If thesjiot re-

mains bald for a longer time the hair is usually never
restored. His treatment has consisted in the internal use
of arsenic, iron, and ph<isphoius, the external use of

stimulant applications, varying in strength according
to the sensitive ne.ss of the patient, and in s<>me cases

thi' induced current was thought to have exerted a
lieiieficial inlluencc.

Hit. Hli.ici.i;v regarded th<! disease as non-|)ar:i--itic.

lie had used e(pial parts of tinct. of capsicum and gly-

cerine as a local application, and with good suices.s.

.Vrsenic is usually employed internally. He ngards it

as a neurotic alfection, but did not regard electricity

as a specially serviceal)le agent in its treatment.

Du. Stiiiuis referred to a case in which the disease

was apparently due to syphili.s. and disap|)eared while
tlie ))atient was taking anti-syphilitic remedies.

Dit. Bui.KLEY referred to a similar case.

I)u. Keves referred to a case where the disease was
present in a patient sui)po.sed to be syphilitic, but he
was of the opinion that the patient did not have
syphilis.

Du. K. W. Taylor remarked that he had not been
.able to associate the disease with syphilis. He had
seen cases in patients as young as four and as old as

fifty-two years of age. A change in the stimulant ap-

plication used he regarded as being better than the u.se

ol one remedy continuously. Kleetricity condiined
uilh these may probalily be of benefit.

Du. Fox regarded tlie afTcction as a neurosis.

Du. PlXFAKl) remarked that the conllietiiig opinions

of different oliscrvers did not permit us to form any
definite idea regarding the true nature of the disease.

It is altogether probable that the fatty degeneration,

to which he had referred as possibly being present

in the hair, is a result and not a cause, and it is neces-

sary, therefore, to cast about for an explanation of

til is change.

\^l^. F. P. Foster regarded it as fpiite possible for

a ring-worm of the scalj) to cause by retlex action, a

true alopecia areata at a different part of the i-urface

from that affected by the parasitic disease. In such

case, the parasite would lie found upon the hairs

taken from the surfaci: affi'cted by the parasitic dis-

ease, and not upon the hairs taken from the surface

alTected by the alopecia areata. .V parasitic xlin disease

would be more likely to jnoducc a rellex disease

affecting the skin than would a disesisc of some otlier

structure of the bodv.

Fever in T{o>rE.— The J/inret says that it appears

fiom the returns of the Registrar-General that the

annual death-rate in Home, during the six weeks end-

ing November 14th, was ecpial to thirty-seven per

thousand. <)nc> hundred and eighty-three of the

deaths during that period occurred among strangers

and nonresiilents. Th<' principal feature in the ncent

Homan returns has been a marked increase in the fatal

ea.scs of fever, which, during the si.x weeks under

notice, have numbered no less than 2'JO, equal to

an annual death-rate of 7..") jier 1,000. During tin-

last of these six weeks the deaths referred to fever in

Home were lifty-two, a considerably higher number
than in any previous week this year, and in<luiled

twenty-nine described as "eruptive," ten as •• febbre

d'itssorbiniento." seven as intermittent, and si.x us

typhoid. Considering the number of strangers who
spend several weeks of thi' wint<'r season in Homi', the

-anilary condition of the place is not .so good as could

be desirid.
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NEW YORK PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Stated Meeting, December 23, 1875.

De. F. Delafiei-d, President, in the Chair.

(Continued from page 61.)

A CASE OF PERITYPHLITIS WITHOUT A DIAGNOSIS.

T)r. Delafield presented a portion of tlie colon, to

Avhich belonged a long history, yet a history of con-

sideral)le interest, from the variety of diagnoses which

were made, none of wliich were confirmed |jy the

post-mortem.

The patient was a woman, thirty-nine years of age,

who was admitted to Roosevelt Hospital Oct. 1, 1873.

She said that she had been perfectly well until two

months licfore that time, when she was suddenly

seized with vomiting. This vomifing soon passed

away, when she felt well until the next evening, when
she vomited again. It again ceased in a few minutes,

and recurred the next evening, lasting as liefore only

a few minutes.

A few days after this she began to menstruate, it

being her regular period. The discharge, instead of

ceasing as usual, continued for three weeks, and dur-

ing this time she lost a good deal of lilood. During

this time she had pain in the lower part of the abdo-

men in front, not constant nor sevei'e, luit it ceased

with the termination of menstruation.

Slie continued to feel perfectly well until tlie first

of Septemljer, when she was again seized with vomit-

ing, and the vomiting continued during the day. At
the same she had several slight chills during the day.

This condition lasted for a week. Tlie next week the

vomiting ceased, she liad no more eliills, and was able

to do her woi'k during the morning, but in the after-

noon there was nausea and lassitude. This ccnidition

continued up to five days before she entered tlie hos-

pital. At tliat time she was seized witli very great

pain, tenderness, and swelling of the abdomen. She

had been taking laxative medicines, and her bowels

had moved several times. She would occasionally

vomit during the day.

At the time of admission the vomiting had ceased,

and the patient complained of severe pain and tender-

ness in the iliac and epigastric regions, and extending

backwards. There was some redness of the skin, and
a slight swelling in the right lumbar region. Her
face was flushed, pulse 120, temperature 102° F., and
respiration 36.

After her admission her general condition improved.

Her vomiting was better, and her bowels were dis-

posed to be loose. This looseness was controlled, and
there was nothing special complained of l)ut occasional

vomiting, txci^pt that she had night-sweats.

On the 11th of October it was noted that the pain

was more severe, and that a liard lump could be

felt under the liver on right side. On deep pressure

the pain seems to bo very great, and yet when she lay

upon the painful side of the alxlomeu tlie pain was
relieved. On Oct. 18th she had signs of bronchitis

—

cough, expectoration, and night-sweats. Tenderness

on pressure over riglit side still continues.

On Oct. 28th it was supposed that she was suffering

from fecal imiiaction, and lier liowels were pretty

freely moved with purgatives, without any particular

effect upon her conditiim. This was the first diagno-

sis.

Nov. 20th. There was a good deal of tenderness over

the right kidney, and with the stethoscope there was
heard a douljle murmur, which was limited to the

right side of the spinal column, above tlie tenth rib.

It was then supposed that there was an aneurism of

the abdominal aorta, and this was the second diagno-
sis.

Nov. 33d. The same murmur was heard distinctly

again.

Nov. 29. Her legs became swollen, particularly the

left leg, and she had all the symptoms of thi-ombosis

of the left femoral vein.

Dec. 3. She was examined by Dr. Drajier, who sus-

pected that there was abscess in the abdominal cavity,

and that the abscess was probably due to the exist-

ence of caries of the spine, and this was the third

diagnosis.

Dec. 8. It was noted that there was a soft tumor on
the right side, at the level of the h'ft edge of the kid-

ney and external to it. The fluctuation was not very
distinct. This swelling slie .said she noticed for the

first time the day before (Dec. 7j

Dec. 9. 'i'umor has increased in size, and fluctuation

is distinct. Urine normal.

Dec. 10. Was examined l>y Dr. Mason, who recog-

nized the existence of pus in tlie lumbar region, and
sujiposed it to be a post-renal abscess, the result of
perinephritis. After this time the woman's general

condition Ijecame improved.
Dee. 17. It was noted that the tumor, pressed upon

from behind, produced gurgling in the abdomen,
which could be felt in front, and finally the fluctua-

tion and tumor disappeared. It was then supposed
that the abscess had discharged its contents into the
gut.

Dec. 37. She complained of pain and tenderness over

tlie ileum, near the anterior sujjeiior spinous process,

and liere somewhat later fluctuation made its appear-
ancfi, and an abscess o))ened.

Jan. 7, 187.'). She was seen by Dr. Sands, who also

supposed that she suffered from caries of the spine,

that the alisccss was the result of this, but he advised
that the abscess should not be opened.

Feb. 21. She was seen by Dr. Scuafper in consulta-

tion, who likewise supposed the abscess secondary to

caries of the vertebra, and advised aspiration. Dr. ^Veir

also saw her at the same time, and concuri-etl in the

diagnosis and treatment proposed. The ab.-icess was
accordingly aspirated, and the swelling disappeared.

March 13. The tumor in the lumbar region returned,

and opened spontaneously and discharged pus pretty

freely. A little later a similar opening over the crest of
the ileum, discharging pus. These openings were kept
o[)en and regularly washed out, when it was found
that solutions injected into the opening liy Puupart's
ligament would flow freely from the one in the lum-
bar region.

At this time her fasces were examined, and pus hav-
ing been found in th^m, it became evident that a com-
munieation had been made with the intestine.

Sept. 1. She was seen by Dr. Thomson, who made the
diagnosis of perihepatitis resulting in abscess, the ab-
scess communicating with the lung and the intestine.

This was a further difference of opinion.

After this the patient progressed sometimes better

and sometimes worse until within the last few months,
when the abscess had entirely ceased discharging, and.

at the time of her death the external opening had
almost entirely healed up. At the time of her death
the symptoms which she complained of were those of
phthisis, which had been developed within the last

few months.
At the autojisy the brain was not examined. The

upper lobes of both lungs presented the lesions of
chronic disease, and in the apex of the right was a
moderate-sized cavity. The heart was the subject of
brown atrophy. The liver was somewhat increased in
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size, and was in a condition of waxy infiltration. Tlie

kidneys were slightly incieasod in size, and bad also

WM.xy iiiliUnition. In the piriloneal cavity was a large

anionnt of clivir serum, and the perilonenni lining the
alidoniinal wall was somewhat thickened and rough-
eneil with little nodules, but there was no lihrine and
no adhesions. The stomach was normal. The small
intestines were in a condition of chronic catarrhal

iuHaniniation, with liere and there a small supertieial

ulcer. The cajnit coli was lirmly adhennt heliind to

the po.sterior abdominal wall, and in this posterior

portion of the gut was an opening capable of admit-
ting the end of the little finger. This o))ening led

directly into a very small cavity in the tissues beneath.

Tliis cavity was very small indeed, and was empty.
Leading into tliis cavity were a number of n:irrow. flat

sinuse.s, leading from these points lieneath the caput
coli to the old external openings. Tliese sinuses were
small and lontracted. and contained no pus. All
about them there was a considerable amount of dense
cicatricial connective tissue, extending from the |)oint

of a<lhesion of the cohm up to the lower end of the

right kidney, and i)artly embracing it. That portion

of the capsule of the right kidney was thickened, but

the kidney itself presented no lesion but waxy degen-
eration.

At the time of death, then, the patient had entirely

recovered from the original disease. The cavities had
closed, as was \'irtually the ca.se witli the hole in the

intestine. The caput coli, by the way, showed no
other lesimi save the perforation. The case seemed to

have l>een one of perityphlitis, the abscess forming
behind the caput coli. Whethi'r originating in an
intlannnation and perforation of the caput coli, or

originating as a phlegmonous inflammation of the

connective tissue beneath the caput coli. neither the

hi.tory nor the autopsy seemed to show. It seemed
curious that the patient, after having been under ob-

servation so long, and having been seen by so many, a

correct diagnosis was not made. Dr. Delatield made
no iliagnosis at all, and Avas beyond criticism.

Du. Post exhibited two recurrent tumors which he

had removed from the lower ])art of the right arm of

a yonng man. aged 30 ycais. They were recurrint

growths, making their a|)pearance about two years

after the first operation. They were situated near the

lower extremity of the arm ; one on the outer side,

about a hand's breadth above the elbow; the other

posteriorly, and a little below that level. They in-

volved the muscular tissues of the limb, but the skin

was movable over them and there were no glandular
enlargements. The muscles involved in the growths

were the triceps, the outer part of the lirachialis anti-

cus. and a portion of the supinator longus. All of

the tissues of these muscles involved in the disease

were removed with it. The ojx'ration was ]ierformed

in this manner with a view of saving the linili, in lieu

of an amputation, which was at first ])roposed.

The seccnid specim( n presented by Dr. Post was a

tuljular sefpiestiiim, removed by operation from the

j)opIiteal region of the femur of a girl, seven years of

age, who had suffered from ostto-myelitis of that

|)art. The specimen was presented as a rare one of

its kind.

The Society then went into executive session.

Rei.ioious Excite-Ment.—The number of the .V.'//-

cal and Siirgirul Journal (Philadelphia) for .January

22d contains a very readablejnud excellently written

editorial on the " I'hy siolojiical AniMjCts of Kcligious

Excitement."

Utvo 3n5trumfntG.

A NEW APPARATUS FOR ETHEK.
By W. CHEATHAM, M.D.,

NEW YOIIK.

I WISH to call the attention of the professi<m to a new
apparatus I have had madi' by Messi-s. Stohlmann,

Pfarrc & Co., of 107 E. 28th street. New York, for

the administration of ether. It operates by I.inle's

nil thod of reph nishing the evaporating surface with-

out removing it from the face.

A patient cannot be anirsthelized as quickly with it

as with a common cone, but with much less ether. It

leononiizes by not having to remove it from the face

to replenish it. and l>y this you avoid the disagiecahle

( ffect of having the ether that would olherwisi' escape

permeating every part of the house in whicli it is used.

Its convenience of application is abo ipiite obvioup.

The ease with vhieh tlie face-piicc (being ])aper) con

be removed immediately after use and tluown away
is, I think, a strong nci ninii lulation in its favor.

The apparatus consists of a tin cup (A), holding in

the inside a .sponge as an evaporating surface, and
connected from the toj) by rubber tubing with the

bottle that contains the anaesthetic. This tube has at-

tached to its distal end a cat) (D) tliat w ill fit over the

neck of almost any bottle, doing away with Leute"s

graduated bottle.

Make a cone of paper, cut the top off. so v. hen fin

cup (A) is slipped inside the top of the cup will pro-

trude a line or two from top of cone.

Place tin cup (B) over both cup and cone, screw it

down tightly liy means of nut (C), and yon Invve the

cone held tightly, .\ttach tube to top of cup. .'ind

the apparatus is complete. The smaller tlu' cone the

quicker you can get tlie patient under lli<- intludice of

the ana'.sthetie. I would suggest after the cone is in

position the bottom should be tiimmed, leaving a part

of it—we shall call it the back part— that is inlemUd
to go over the chin, three inches longer than the cup,

and sloping forwards and upwards, having the front

part, intended to go over the nose, about an inch

longer than cup. E gives an inside view of cup (A).
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DR. F. N. OTIS'S SIMPLIFIED AS-
PIRATOR.

The acromiianyiii.i; engraving represents a simple in-

strument, the

Itlebical 3tem3 anb Nema.

'ori'iinal of which was extemporized

from materials within the easy reacli of every surgeon,

and so combined as to form

an Aspirntur, complete and

efficient for all ordinary pur-

poses.

The " Simplitied Aspira-

tor " consists of an ordinary

well-fitted syringe (A) of any

convenient size, joined to

which, by an incli oi' rubber

tubing, is a short liard-rub-

l)er, nietal, or glass bifurcat-

ing tube. To eacli arm of

tins tul)e is attaelicd unotlier

bit of rubber tubing, which

terminates in a hartl rubber

valve, such as is used in tlie

construction of the Davidson

syringe. These valves are

arranged to work in reverse

directions. On retraction of

the piston of tlie syringe, the

valve at B (connected by

tubing with the aspirating

needle) opens and permits

access through the needle

to the l>arrcl of tlie syringe.

The piston l:ieing driven 1 >ack

the valve at B closes, wliile

that at C opens and empties

the syringe througli the con-

necting discharge pipe. Near

the base of the needle a short

glass tube is inserted in or-

der to afEord early informa-

tion of the character of the

fluid in urocess of evacuatiou- " The Simplified Aspi-

rator" was the result of a necessity for an mstrument

sufficiently small to fit in my " retention case," and a

one-ounce hard-rul)l)er svringe was found to be suth-

ciently large for easv aspiration of the Ijladder. In

an emergency it might be used for transfusion, simply

by adapting a small canula to the discharge pipe.

This instruinent has been dupHi-'ated by Mr. Schmidt,

the surgical-instrument maker, cor)ier Thirty-fourth

street and Broad wuv, and is put up m a case witli two

sizes of aspiration" needles, for nearly one-third the

price of an ordinary aspirator of the cheapest descrip-

tion. „
p. N. Otis, M.D.

lOS West .34Tn Street.

CHANGES IN THE PUBLIC SERVICE.

ARMY.

Offlrial List of Ohangn of Stations and Duties of Of-

ficers of tlie Medical Depnrtinmt Waited States Army,

from Jan. UUh to Jan. 22(?, 1876.

T.wr.oR, M. E., Assistant Surgeon.—Assigned to

duty at the Post of McComb City, Miss. S. O. 0, Dept.

of the Gulf, Jan. 14, 1 ST().

Epileptic and Pauai.ytic Hospital.—Dr. L. D.

ISullcley has been ajipoiiited by the Commissioners of

Public'Cliarities and Correction Visiting Physician to

the Epileptic and Paralytic Hospital, BlackwclFs

Island, i>ic<i Dr. K. C. Seguin, resigned.

New York Orthop/BDIc Dispensary.— .\t the an-

nual meeting of the Board of Trustees .Jan. lOtli. the

following Medical Board was elected for the ensuing

year :—
Consultind Surgeons : Drs. F. H. Hamilton, T. M.

Markoe, Henry B. Sands, Steplicn Smith, and William

H. Van Buren. Consultiiuj P/iysicians : Drs. "William

H. Draper, A. .Jacolii, and John T. Metcalfe. Gonsidt-

inij Orthopmlie Surgeon. : Dr. C. Payette Taylor. Con-

sulting Oculist : Dr. C. R. Agnew. Consultant on

Nervous Diseases: Dr. B. C. Seguin.

Attending Surgeons : Di-s. .John G. Curtis, G?orge

A. Peters, Thomas T. Sabine, and Newton M. Sliaffei-.

Orlhoprrdic Surgeon : Dr. Newton M. Sliaffer.

Assistant Surgeons : Drs. S. A. Poster, George B.

Packard, and A. B. Judson.

TnE Can.vdtan .Journal of Medical Science is a

new monthly quarto of thirty-two pages, in the style

of the Camtda Lancet and Canadian. Medical Record.

Uzziel Ogdeii, M.D., Lecturer on Midwifery and Dis- .

eases of Women and Children, in the Toronto School of

Medicine, is the Editor; and R. Zimmerman, ^M.B.,

L.R.C.P. Loud., Demonstrator of Microscopical Ana-

tomy in the same school, is the Corresponding Editor.

The volume commences with the year, and the sub-

scription price is three dollars.

KiNfjs County Mrdical Society.—At the last an-

nual meeting the following gentlemen were elected for

the cn.suing year:—Alexander Hutchius, M.D., l^resi-

dent ; J. S. Prout, M.D., Vice-President ; R. M. Wyck-
off, M.D., Secretary; J. D. Rushmore, M.D., Assistant

Secretary; G. G. Hopkins, M.D., Treasurer; W. W.
Reese, M.D., Librarian ; Doctors Baker, Buell, Burge,

Jewett, and Matthewson. Censors.

Medical Society op State of New York.—No
legislative action having been taken in regard to

changing the time of m-eting of tha Society, it is pro-

posed that a sufficient numbLjr of members in Alliany

and its vicinity shall meet at the regular time, organ-

ize, and tlien, ^vitllout transacting any business, ad-

journ until June next.

]Medic.\l Legislation.—The Canada Medical Record

is much exercised concerning a prospective " Act con-

cerning the Medical Profession of the Province of

Quebec." Like all other bills of its kind, it is said to

be exceedingly im|)ractic:ilile, and "utterly imjiossible

of accomplisliment ;
"— th^; same old story.

Presbyterian Hospital.—Drs. C. K. Briddon,

John H. Hinton, and L. A. Stimson have been ap-

pointed attending surgeons.

Scarlet Fever ; Two Attacks in One Patient
within Two Months.—A correspondent of the Jjon-

don Lancet, of January Sth, reports a case of tlie

above.

The Louisville Medical News is a very sprightly

readal)le journal, but Dr. Cowling, its editor, is not

yet siumd on the patent-medicine question. We Ijc-

lieve he is yet open to conviction.

Weekly Bulletin of the Meetings of Medical
Societies.

Tuesdai/. Feb. 1.—New York Obstetrical Society;

New York Dermatological Society.

T/iursdai/. Feb. 3.—New York Academy of Medi-

cine, 16 AV. 31st.

Friday, Feb. 4.—N. Y. Medical Journal Association
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©riginal Commuuication.

OSTEO-ANEURISM OF THE INFERIOR
MAXILLA.

MOATOIIK OF TUB I.KKT KXTKKNAI. rAnOTID AND UUllIT

COMMON CAKOTID AKTKUIKS.

(Being a report upon Hpooimru* pre»'nt(v\ nt the mofttnK of__tha New
York r&thuloifical Sjt-icty, January 12, liCC.)

Uy EUGENE PEUONET, M.D.,
rORDIIlM nSIGIITS, NEW YORK.

CxnoT-iSK M., I'J yeiirs and 10 months of nge, was of

hi'altliv parouts ;iii(l of a iiatiinilly j^ood and robust

tciuiJeiaiiii'iit. At iilioiit tlic a^c of 13 yi'ais her

8cccind iiifciior molar on left side made its appi'ar-

aiifi', and siiicf tliat time she complained of more or less

pain in the vicinity of tliat toiptli. The left cheek hi;-

<;aii to swell at aliout the same time. On the morn-
inj;-! of the lilst of May, 1st, 3d, and :id of .June.

1S74, her mother observed that the upper portion of

Iter nightdress w.is coiisiderahjy Mood-stained. On
the third of June, at about three in tlie afternoon,

wliilst in the act of washing; her face, was suddenly
tak Ml with an alarminjc hi'morrhajje fnuu the mouth,
whicli only cease<l with the occurrence of syncope.

The liMUorthaife recurred twice in the succeedini; :i8

liours. This was pronounced vicarious menstniation.

as til' patient had never had her lu'nses since their

lirst appearance in September, 1S74, and the attending

physician only prescribed lemonade as a drink.

On till' S'tli day of .June tin; patient was removed
from WilliuiMsburi^ to her aunt's residence at Tre-

mont. was then placed on a course of quinine and
iron, witli a <;enerous diet. Althc,iUL;h she recuperated

rapidly, lier left cheek did not diminish in size, but

appeared to gradually increase, and tlie superficial

veins became more prominent. Now and then she

would complain of a pulsating pain extending from
the chin .ilong the ramus of the maxilla u|> to the left

temporal region, which was Controlled by sulphate of

niorpliinc in doses of i of a grain. On the Sd day of

July, early in the morning, before rising, was sudden-
ly taken with an arterial hemorrhage from the mouth,
arising from the vicinity of scc<md inferior molar
tooth of left side, which, after the loss of over two
pints of Idood, was arrested by the ap])licatiou of a

coniprc-s of lint saturated with the perchloride of

iron over left molar tooth. On the 4lli and 5111 the

henii)rrhage recurred twice, in each instance caused
by the removal of the styptic compress.

On the 5th of July Dr. J. W. Hupfeld requested me
to see luT. I then found her remarkably exsanguine

—

with a |)ulse of 130, tem|)eraturc about norma)—com-
plaining of a throlibing pain from tlie mental sym-
physis up to the left temporal region, an aneurisnial

thrill and bruit extending from tlie left supra-clavicu-

lar region, abmg the course of the carotid and tempo-
ral arteries, also of tlie facial and left mental. The sn-

perticial veins markedly develo|)ed. Owing to the in-

stantaneous recurrence of the hemorrhage at the slight-

est atteni])t to open the mouth sutliciently, it wjis im-

pos.Mble to make a thorough exaiiiiiialion williiii it.

From the cursory exaininal ion thus nuule I pronounced

it a cirsoid aneurism, and therefore a<lvise<l ligation

of the common carotid. In the meantime placed a

compress over left facial and mental arteries, which
controlled the throl>bing pain, and gave the patient

rest. Dr. Ki-skine Mason saw her <m the 13th of .luly.

confirmeil th" diagnosis, and aivis'ed ligation of the

common carotid.

On the lOtli of July, with the assistance of Dr. Henry
n. Sand's, and in the presence of Drs. J. C. I'eters,

Halligatc, Naudain, .\. M. Campbell, (ioodwillie and
llupfeld, I proceeded to ligate the left external earotiil.

It had been my intention to ligate the common caro-

tid, especially as I had occasion to tie it on a previong
o((;usion for sectondary hemorrhage from tin; internal

maxillary ;* Imt the advice of Dr. Sands, a.s well us

the cogent argument of Dr. Laiidon It I.angworlh, in

his able thesis on the ligature of the external carotid

j
artery.t led me to alter my pnrpo.se and to li;;ate the

latter artery. I ma<le the usual incision for the liga-

ture of the common oarotitl, along the anterior mar-
gin of the sterno-cleidoinastoid muscle, downwards
two inches and a half. In the su|)er(icial fa^eia an
enlarged facial vein was isolated, ligatcd and divided,

the incision throngh the platysma myodes and deep
fascia brouglit the sheath of the vessels and de.-cendeiis

j

iioni clearly into view. I then opened the sheath and
' exposed the internal carotid, which was at first thought
to be the external, as its compression arrested the piil-

I sati(m in the facial and temporal, but in isolating it the

;
error was discovered; the bifurcation was then sought

I
for. but as it was evidently concealed by the bifur(a-

1 lion of the abnormally large facial vein and internal

juLTular. I passed a silk thread around the latter, with
' which Dr. Sands drew it cautiously to one side, thus

exposing the arterial bifurcation. I then isolated the
I external carotid, which laid almost beneath the inler-

I nal, thus accounting for the arrest of pulsation in the

liranches of the former, when the latter was compres.sed,

and ligatcd it about 5 lines above the bifurcation.

I
No oflier vessels were ligatcd, and the wound was

;
lirouglit together liy 5 sutures. The operation, inelud-

j
ing the administration of ether, occupied <iO minutes.

1 10 P.M., 1'. '.(0; iiatient comfortable, no pain ; left

i molar tooth loose; 11.30 r.M., P. 100.

.luly 17th, 7 A.M., P. 100; G ivm,, P. 102. IStb,

7 A.M., P. 90, as the wound had united by lirst inten-

tion, I removed three of the sutures; C p,m., P, 100,

patient wiped some lilood, mixed with i)us, from her

month. 21st, 7 .v.M., P. 113, spat considerable blood.

and complained for the.n'/st time since the opeiati<m

of pain in molar tooth ; both were relieved by washing
tlie mouth with ice water; 6 p.m., P. 100. 23<l, 7

A.M., P. 98; t! P.M,, P. 100; to P.M., ])atient awakens.

spits out some dark-looking clotted blood, and com-

plains of intense; pain in left tooth and cheek ; ice

water in month relieved her at once. 3:Jd, 7 am , P.

'.10, slight hemorrhage from moutli ; P.M., P. SIS.

31tli, 7 A.M.. P. 103; 13.;i0 p.m., a sudden arterial

hemorrhage from wound in neck, which, after the loss

of twelve or fourteen ounces of blood, was tinally

arrested by Di-. .V. M. Campbell, who compressed the

common caroti<l ; at 3 p.m. 1 found the patient anxious

but comfortable. P. 130; the common and internal

carotids of leftside pulsating with considerable force.

:!.30 P.M., P. 12(>, administered tiiict. veratruin viiido

gtt. v., and tinct. digitalis gtt. x. ; G.:tO p.m., P. OS;

7.08 P.M., P. 100, administered tinct. v. v. gtt. v.,

tinct. d. gtt. X.; 9.35 P.M., P. 78, sleeping quietly;

10.25 P.M., P. 78; 10.3.5, P. 103, awakens; 10.45

• On tho Jilrtof Julv. 1S(U. nt Iho Ijulllc uf Itiill llun, i> |irlMit<- mI

I' tnpany F. "I»t tloKlnxnt N. Y. N. li.. r»'< Iv.'.l ii iiiuKhnl xi.uiiil c,(

iL'- facv. till' iiilHiUtr i-nt*Tin(f tho nntniiii mi i.-fi .i.le. Oii_Ili.' ;;lth n

-.v.TO htMnorrhnKo fruni w<,iinil, ntfntn on Itw Mflth iin<l '.*T" .
\vhith

' oiiM only bcchiH-kiMl by oirnitrctvitui <'f thi- tiiiiimoii 't

-I'll". On the ItttUT ililic, «ilh thf n^-i-lini"*' "f Or- -"i

;.ii.l C. Deinnw. 1 Ififnteil Ihr I. (i .•iiiir .i .ur ml, IMi- '-i-

oi nt wan n-rnovcHl from Sii l: MBlm*•«i»»^ win ir hi. t. li.»eiii

!. et litm un.Ier nlnkTvati..!. t hni .<Mit him U* U rhinuml ;

ihrihfN.nk int.. a tvph.i l ""I .lil^l m, ihc tllh .lay-at

l,u«t ao I WW informni hy llr. Wliiu. ..( lln- 1« llh.«ti- l-lanil Vol.

' Dr. Uiown .Siyiiiinia •• Aiih. ol Seleiit. ami l-int-l. Mi'.lli-lno,^ No.
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P.M., a sudden flow of blood from wound in neck,

which I immediately arrested by conipressing the com-
mon carotid, then applied a graduated rubber com-
press over carotid in supra-clavicular region; 10.55

P.M., P. 114, administered morpliia; sulijh. gr. i,

tinct. V. V. gtt. v., tinct. d. gtt. x. ; 11.20 r.ir., P.

108 ;
11.50 P.M., P. 8G ; 13 M., P. 82.

July 25th, 12.30 a.m., P. 94, administered tinct. v.

V. gtt. v., tinct. d. gtt. X.; 1.20 a.m., P. 89; 4.10

A.M., P. 92, administered tinct. v. v. gtt. v.. tinct.

d. gtt. X. ; 5.35 A.M., P. 95 ; 7.15 a.m., P. 06, sleeping

quietly; 8 a.m., P. GG ; 9 A.M., P. 72 ; 9.4G a.m., P. 82,

administered tinct. v. v., tinct. d., aa gtt. v.; 11.25

A.M., P. 93, administered tinct. v. v., tinct. d.. aa

gtt. v. ; 1.30 P.M., P. 80 ; 2.20 P.M., P. 77; 4 p.m., P.

120, not having urinated in twenty hours, twelve

ounces of urine were drawn off with catheter
;
4.10

P.M., P. 100, slight artL;rial hemorrhage from mouth,
also sanguineo-purulent discharge from seat of liga-

ture ; administered tinct. v. v., tinct. d., SS gtt. v.
;

5 P.M., P. 100 ;
6 P.M., P. 90, T. 102° ; 7.12 p.m.'; P. 88,

administered tinct. v. v., tinct. d., aa gtt. vj. ; 10.48

P.M., P. 88, slight hemorrhage from wound in neck,

immediately controlled by pressure on compress; 11.33

p.m., p. 93, owing to compression of carotid com-
]>lains of consideralile pain; very restless, adminis-

tered niorph. sulph. gr. j.

July 2Gth, 1.35 a.m., P. 78, administered tinct. v.

v., tinct. d., aa gtt. vj. ; 4.25 a.m., P. sle<'ping

quietly; 5.30 A.M., P. 72, T. 99; 5.35 a.m., P. 80,

administered tinct. v. v., tinct. d., aa gtt. vj. ; 6.35

A.M., P. 07 ; 7.55 a.m., P. 65, nausea and slight vom-
iting of viscid mucus ; 8.50 a.m., P. GO, nausea and
vomiting; 9.45 a.m., P. 60 ; 10.35 a.m., P. 64 ; 12.15

P.M., P. 74; 2.25 r.M, P. 96, administered tinct. v.

v., tinct. d., aa gtt. vj. ; 3.10 p.m., P. 88; 4.45 p.m.,

P. 78; 6 P.M., P. 72; 7 p.m., P. 80; 8.05 p.m., P. 78,

comiilaiiis of jjain in tooth ; 9 p.m., P. 100, pain con-

tinues; administered tinct. v. v., tinct. d., aa gtt.

vj. ; 10.40 p.m., p. 80, still complains of piiin.

July 27th, 12.30 a.m., P. 80, pain in tooth; 1.15

a.m., p. 72, complains of pain in tooth, very restless;

administered morph. sulph. gr. ^; 3.10 a.m., P. 70,

sleeping quietly; 6 a.m., P. 80, no pain ; 6.45 a.m., P.

100, administered tinct. v. v., tinct. d., aa gtt. vj.
;

7.45 A.M., P. 88 ; 8.55 a.m., P. 80 ; 9.20 a.m., P. 85
;

10.20 A.M., P. 77; 12.30 p.m., P. 79; 3 p.m., P. 82

:

4.50 P.M., P. 96, administered tinct. v. v., tinct. d.,

aa gtt. vj. ; 5.55 P.M., P. 98; 7.10 p.m., P. 92, bowels
move freely ; 9 p.m., P. 90, marked pulsation in com-
mcm and internal carotids, pain in tooth ; administered

tinct. feni mur. gtt. x. ; 9.55 p.m., P. 100; 11 p.m., P.

89.

July 23th, 12.10 a.m., P. 90, anxious and restless;

administered morph. sulph. gr. ^. 2 a.m., awakened
suddenly with arterial hemorrhage from mouth, which
compression of the left common carotid fnihd to arrest,

but was instantaneously arrested hy plug of lint, satu-

rated with the persulphate of iron, over molar tooth;

administered tinct. v. v., tinct. d., aa gtt. vj. 3 a.m.,

P. Ill ; 7.55 A.M., P. 112; 10.20 a.m., apprehending
further hemorrhage, and the patient having been

anaistlietized with ether by Dr. A. M. Campbell, 1

proceeded, with the assistance of Dr. H. B. Sands, and
in the presence of Drs. Bathgate, Naudain, and Hup-
feld, to ligate the right external carotid. The dan-
gerous olistacles, as well as the unusually high bifur-

cation met with on left side, led me, with the concur-

rence of Dr. Sands, to modify the operation. There-

fore adopting one somewhat similar to that of Mal-
gaigiie for ligation of the lingual, began my incision

at a point half an inch above the angle of the infeiior

maxilla, ojiposite the lobe of the oar, carried it

obliquely downwards two and a half inches, to a

point midway between the sterno-cleido-mastoid and
the vertical ridge of the hyoid bone, thus exposing the

upper half of the .superior carotid triangle, bounded
tjehind by the anterior margin of the sterno-cleido-

mastoid, anteriorly by the stylo-hyoid and posterior

belly of the digastricus mu.scles, below by the greater

cornu of the hyoid ))one. This brought clearly into

view the external carotid and superior thyroid arteries,

the latter passing over the greater cornu of the hyoid
bone, also the tli_vroid vein. Neither the jugular vein,

internal carotid artery, nor any nerve, not even tlie

lingual, was oliservcd. I then passed a ligature

around the external carotid about two lines below
the thyroid, also one around the superior thyroid
about three lines from its origin, Ijotli inmiediately

below the digastricus and stylo-hyoid muscles, the inser-

tion of the tendon of the latter muscle being distinctly

observable. The wound was then brought together

by four sutures and the plug removed from over
molar tooth, and gtt. xxv. of aromatic spirits of
annnonia administered ; the whole oiieration, in-

cluding anesthesia, having occupied thirty minutes.

10.50 A..M., P. 98; 11.15 A.M., P. 80, administered
sp. amm. arom. gtt. xxv. ; 12.45 p.m., P. 110, T. 99i%
administered tinct. feni mur. gtt. x. ; 3.25 p.m., P.

105; 5.18 P.M., P. 118, administered tinct. v. v., tinct.

d., aa gtt. vj. ; 7 P.M., P. 102, administered tinct. feni
mur. gtt, x. ; 11.15 p.m., P. 105, administered tinct.

V. v., tinct. d., aa gtt. vj.

July 29th, 2.30 a.m., P. 100, administered tinct.

ferri mur. gtt. x. ; 4.05 a.m., P. 100, 6 a.m., P. 100;
8 a.m., p. 100, administered tinct. ferri mur. gtt, x.

;

11.30 A.M., P. 108, admini.stered tinct. v. v., tinct. d.,

aa gtt. vj. ; 1 P.M., P. 108, administered tinct. ferri

mur. gtt, X. ; 5 p.m., P. 105, administered tinct. ferri

mur. gtt. X.; 9 p.m., P. 99, administered tinct. ferri

mur. gtt. X. ; 10.15 p.m., P. 106; 12 M., P. 90, sud-
denly slight hemorrhage from mouth, which was spon-
taneously arrested ; very nervous and anxious, ad-
ministered moi'ph. sul])h. gr. |.

July 30th, 1 A.M., P. 90, administered tinct. ferri

mur. gtt. X. ; 5 a.m., P. 90, administered tinct. ferri

mur. gtt. X. ; 9 a.m., P. 104, slight .sanguineo-puru-

lent discharge from the mouth, administered tinct.

ferri mur. gtt. x. ; 9.30 a.m., P. 104, administered
tinct. V. v., tinct. d. aa gtt. vj. ; 11.45 a.m., P. 104;
complains of intense pain in lower jaw, relieved by
comjjrtssing the lift common carotid; 12.05 p.m., P.
106; administcrecl tinct. v. v., tinct. d., iia gtt. vj.

;

1.25 P.M., P. 93 ; 3 p.m., as there had been an 'almost
continuous oozing of blood from mouth since 9 a.m.,

I determined to make a further atttnujt to ascertain

the exact seat of the hcmorihage, and to adopt .such

further measures as should be deemed advisable. The
])atient having accordingly been aua;sthetized by
Dr. A. M. Campljell, and the right common carotid
compressed by Dr. Purroy, whilst I com))resscd the
left one in order to control the circulation through the
internal carotids and their uplit/ailmic liranch. Dr. 6. II.

Goodwillie attempted to make an examination of the
mouth. The doctor had barely opened the jiatient's

mouth, and was about removing the plug of lint from
over molar tooth, when the blood gushed per saltiim,

notwithstanding firm compression by the doctor over
molar, which sank in the socket. Without exccjjtion

it was the most appalling sight it has been my misfor-
tune to meet with. The patient sank rapidly, and ex-
pired at 5 P.M.

Autopsy, twenty-three hours after death, made by
Dr. A. M. Campbell : Rigor moi tis well marked ; body
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well nourished. External incision on left side of
|
of the facial and lingual, as well as (lie superior

iwck, two and a half inches in Icnfjth, united, except

inf; at two pdints; ll:e lif,'alure (/i .«(Vw. Incision on
ri;;ht side of neck, two and a half inches in lenijlli,

united, excepting at points of egress of the ligalun s

around carotid and thyroid arteries. On openinjj; the

thoracic cavitv. tlie lunfrs were found to he pale and
exsan<inine, witli hut slii^ht hypostatic congestion, the

heart empty and normal. I then threw an injection

uf melted wax, colored with cochineal, into the inno-

niinata artery, on the completion of which Dr. Camp-
liell proceeded with the autopsy. Scalp bloodless,

serous effusion heneath meninges, hrain otherwise nor-

mal. Tile vcrtehral arteries and circle of Willis in-

jected with wax, the left internal carotid also; the

rir//it vilcnidl ciirotid at_tirKf. i^iijtpiKsi'il to be empty, was
wanting. The two veitebral and basilar tpiite large.

Tho Ifj't posterior connnunicating waitting. The two

thyroid closed by adhesive inflammatory action,

with the clot arc shown in Fig.
Tins

Via. 1.

nntcrior cerebral springing off from the right posterior

communicating forming an arch, the centre of which
would have been normally the anterior communicating.
The left internal carotid artery connecting with the left

anterior cereljral, while the right anterior cerebral has
no such connection. The left i)osterior cerebral ab-

normally large, and the right one wanting, as seen in

Fig. 1.

The dis.section of the scalp was then continued down-
wards. The greater part of the left temporal bone,

with the internal carotid attached, including the exter-

nal and common trunk, removed. The internal carotid

tilled with wax emerged from the carotid canal, the

injection having descended to within a short distance

of the bifurcation. The ligature had ulcerated through
the external carotid. Above the seat of the ligalnn'

the artery w;is closed by a clot which completely filled

it, showing that the secoiidnry hemorrha'je canic from
the jirorhiKit'' side of the liijuture. The jiscending

pharyngeal immediately above ulcerated through, but

pervious; then the continuation of the external car-

otid, somewhut contracted ; below the common trunk

The diseased .section of the inferior maxilla was
IIku removed. On the right side tlie arch of the

aorta with its branches was dissected upwards ; at this

stage our further dissection w;\s i)ereniptorily stopped
by the representatives of the family, and we were
only able to remove the carotid a short distance above

the seat of the ligature, otherwise we .should have

traced its subdivisions, and also removed the tem|)oral

bouc on tli.-it side. The ligature around the carotid

was inunediatcly below the superior thyroid, which
was also ligatured. Immediately above the latter was
a tuft of branches— a common origin for the lingual

and facial, and the ascending pliaryngeal ; then ex-

tending upwards the continuation of the external

carotid terminated in the internal maxillary and tem-

poral arteries. But, owing to the above-mentioned

fontrefempt, our complete dissection of this unique
specimen was cut short.

The segment of the mn.xilla included the ramwi of
tlie jaw and body as far as the anterior bicuitpid
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of left side: ths ramus much enlarged; the second

bicuspid and anterior molar firmly imliedded in their

alveolar processes, while the second molar, quite loose,

l)ut perfectly sound, was held in situ, hy a shred

of connective tissue; the tliird molar tootli still im-

bedded within the ulcerated gum, and quite loose.

The alveolar process of the second molar entirely ab-

sorbed, also the anterior portion of tlie alvcohi of the

third molar, as well as the lower portion of tlie pos-

terior section of that of the second molar ; beneath

the second molar the ulcor.ited coats of the infeiior

dental artery. At the upper and inner surface near

the base of the coronoid process, two openings iu the

bone. The inferior dental foramen mueii enlarged, the

inferior dental canal quite enlarged at section.

On the external surface, the bone mucli thinned and
tlic mental foramen enlarged.

Tliis unique case, althougli unfortunate in its results,

throws consideral)le liglit on tlie subject of the lig.ature

of the carotids, and resolves itself into tlio following

apliorisms

:

1. If an accurate diagnosis had been niadewlicn the

case first came under my oliservatiou, removal of

the diseased segment of the inferior ma.xilla sliould

have been attempted.

2. The indications under the circumstances were un-

doubtedly the ligation of both external carotid arteries.

3. The recurrent hemorrhage, owing to tlie anasto-

mosis between tlie middle meningeal (internal maxil-

lary), anterior meningeal (internal carotid) and the lach-

rymal (ophthalmic) arteries; also to the one l)et\veen

the nasal or spheno-palatine (internal maxillary) and
nasal In'anches of tlie etlimoidal (ophthalmic) arteries;

again to that of tlie lachrymal (ophthaiinic) witli the

deep temporal branches of the internal maxillary
artery. Tlie more remote anastomosis ijetween the

temporal (external carotid) and ophthalmic arteries is

hardly worthy of consideration—demonstrates that

an error was madj in not simiihuneoiisJi/ ligating on
left side the inteninl carvtid, whicli would have thus
cut off tlie direct curreut from tlie liasilar to the com-
mon carotid artery, thus affording a greater check to

the development of the recurrent circulation.

4. In young suljjects the ligature of both common
carotids can hi jjerformed with comparative safety, as

1 12 collateral circulation through the vei tebrals rapidly
cjmpcnsates the loss caused liy tlie ligation of the

former.

5. The mode of procedure f.doptcd by me on the

right side, althougli successful, demonstrates that it is

best to seek tlie bifurcation
;
yet we would hive here

made an unsuccessful search for it, and would have
been comper.ed to have placed the liijature at the seat

of election, or else to have ligatcd the artery above the

digastricus; therefore above the common origin of

tlie facial and lingual arteries, and below its division

into the internal maxillary and temporal arteiies.

6. The secondary hemorrhage on left side arose

from tlie cardiac side of ligature, as the distal extremity

of the external carotid was completely closed by the

clot prior to its removal from the artery. It is barely

possible that the anterior pharyngeal may have slightly

influenced it.

7. The neuralgia in the infei'ior

dental nerve, controlled by compres-
sion of the common carotid on left

side, shows that it was caused by the

pressure of the aneurismal sac on the

nerve.

8. The question arises as to the

predisposing cause of this aneurism :

was it due to the developments of

the molar teeth on left side, inducing
an increased circulatory action on
that side, which, although anatomi-
cally normal, was, owing to the ana
tomical deficiency on the right side,

ph_ysio!ogically excessive ?

9. The control of the secondary
hemorrhage liy tlie combination of

veratruni viride and digitalis de-

monstrates its value in similar cases

;

the first through the vaso-motors acting directly on

the arterioles, the latter through the pneumogastrics
on the heart.

©rigmal Cecturc.

A CLINICAL LECTURE UrON CHOREA.
DELIVEHED iT THE LOKQ ISLAND HOSTITAL MEDICAL COLLEGE,

By ALT.AN McLANE HAMILTON, M.D.

(Ucpoited by Dr. James H. Shorter.)

Gentlemen :—It will be my pleasure to say a few
words to you to-day in regard to a very common ner-

vous affection of childhood. I allude to chorea,

whicli is a disease you will constantly meet with when
you leave here. I may safely say that two-thirds of the

convulsive neuroses of children are designatect by this

term. You are doubtless familiar with the appearance
of the little patients, but to illustrate my remarks more
clearly, I have brought bef.ire you two Ijoys, and I want
you to examine them closely. They arc both badly
nourished children, delicate and jiale. You will no-
tice the dark, straight hair, thin lips and melancholy
expression upon their faces ; their Ijrows are knitted,

and their eyes sunken. These things strongly indicate

a condition known as the nm'iius diathesis. It is

among patients of this kind that we find nervous
disease. I have seen a great many cases of chorea,

but do not think that more than a tenth part of the

number were of the blond type; but nearly all of them
possessed the dirty-white complexion, cold hands, and
I'ough skin which is accompanied by a phosphatic con-

dition of the urine. Chorea, as the text-books tell us,

is a convulsive affection without loss of consciousness,

affecting generally certain groups of muscles, perhaps
one-half of the body ; attended sometimes liy ])aresis,

rarely by loss of sensation, and confir.cd nearly always
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to childliooiL It is comimrativcly rmo after the foiir-

t3?nth or lift •nth year, unci is <^,'iieiiilly eurable.

In adult life, wo find it to assume various unusual
forms. The patients may roll over and over on the

floor, s])in like tops, or there may he paralysis with

contraotions. It is then usually the rontiiuiation of

some previous uttaek, datin;.; from early life. I pro-

pose to-day to speak more partieularly of this neurosis

nmon;; children. We are told l>y various writiTS that

it is eontined to the period hi'tween tlie tliiril and four-

teenth years. altliou;;h certain authors, Watson anions'

them, limit the time hy thi' first and second dentitions.

Dr. Hillier. of the Children's Hospital, (Jreat Ormond
Street, has <;iven a talih', which is nfirnd to by Uad-
cliffc in Uus.sell Reynolds's System of .Medicine. Of A'2'2

cases at the aliove institution, 104 were between the

ages of ten and twelve. Oirls seem more often affected

than boys, for what reason I cannot say, except that it

may he the more delicate organi/ation of the former,

and the preparative changes going on before menstru-

ation.

You will form a better idea of the disease if I relate

a case. Tlie patient, a boy of ten years, who attends

school, becomes irritable, loses a))|)ctite, and does not

care to p;o out and play with his fellows. He becomes
pale and thin, and sits by himsilf. In a little while

some movement of the hand or linLTers, some twitchinu;

of the face, or dragginj; of one foot, when he walks,

attract the attention of parent or teacher. He may be

punished, with the idea that such movements are the

result of bad habits or viciousne.«s, but it does no

ijood, but probably increases the trouble. These
jactit;iti<nis cease at niitht, when he rests uneasily, and
is disturbed by bad dreams. This is the condition you
will find the patient in. What is the course of the

disease? If you do not treat him pro|)erly, or if he

is neglected, it will not be long before the convulsive

movements become general. The feet may drag along.as

if he was paralyzed, and so he sometimes i.s, for the con-

dition is a gradual one. He will be unable to button

liis clothing, or attend to his little wants. I have a

))atient under treatment at present, who ])rcscntsa con-

diti<m which is not uncommon, but I have not seen it

mentioned in the textbooks, as it should be. I allude

to the involvement of the vocal cords, and the aphonia

which may nsult. There are other defects of articu-

lation, which arise from an incoordination of the lips

and timgue. Wlien the case reaches this point, we
may C()nsider the conditiim a troublesome one. Now,
gentlemen, I wish to allude to the character of Ihe

convulsive movements, and I may begin by telling you

that they are always clonic. You know that the two
great varieties of convulsions are clonic and tnnic,

and I consider these tcrnm simply clinical ex))ressions.

for it is a great matter of doubt whether there is such

a phiixioliiijical condition as a tonic contraction. \
muscle in tonic contraction ])resents the condition

ghown by the electrotonic muscle, and tlumgli I may
be bold in making a rash statement, 1 consider such a

tonic or tetanic state simply a rerii rapid contraction

of the muscular tibrilhp, and the rigid contraction of

the limb a gross appiarance. I think that the ex-

periment with the tuning-fork will snl>stantiate my
a.s.«ertion. We will, however, use the <xpr(ssiniis

clonic i\ni\ Omic in their clinical sense to distinL.'Mi>li

the convulsions. Tln-se contractions of the muM-h -

in chorea are (donic; that is to say. there are intermis-

sions of rest between the contractions. They are not

increa.sed by an effort of the will, to stop them, as is

the CiLse in sclerosis, where the tremors are exaggerated

by any attempt of the individual to control them. In

certain cases, however, there are excejitions to this

nde, and I have often been led to suppose that chorea
might iM'divided into two varieties, viz. : one, in which
the movements are increased with the exercise of the

will, the other, when they are most violent in a stale

of rest.* The movements of the hands arc character-

istic, I think. There is a prehensile movement of the

fingers and a rubbing of the ball of the thumb and
ends of the fingers. There is swinging of the arm.

and a shrugging of the shoulder, as if the patient

had on large or uncomfortable imderclothiiig.

A little point that may. perhaps, interest you. and 1

only s|)eak iif it because it is uniipie : I allude to the

habit which these little patiints have of rubbing the

si'am of the troii.sers' leg liy the hand which is affected,

for these movements often go on most actively w hi n the

arm hangs by the side, and when the attention is not

directed to it. In other diseases just such "little

straws" will give you a servicialile hint once in a

while. Take, for instance, connneneing paresis of any
kind of the lower limbs. If you look at the tip of the

shoe you will find the sole worn down on one side of

the body. In locomotor ataxia you will discover a

reduction of the heel. Whi'U these little i)atients are

worried or embarrassed the movements are greatly

increased, and you must bear this in mind in your
subsequent management of the ca.se. Tlie urine is

generally neutral, or cLse it contains dense clouds of

the phosphates. It is passed in the majority of cases

in great quantities.

Now, I wish to say a word about the etiology. It

is t\\? g^u'Tal ojiinion tliat chorea is nearly always

associated with cardiac or rheumatic troubles. Kom-
berg, Hughes, and West, besides many others, have so

decided ; and w lii n we consider the pathology of the

disease it will appear to us very reasonable. Of 104

cases of chorea at Guy's Hospital, but 15 of the num-
ber were free from any indication of cardiac or rheu-

matic difficulties. .

It often foUpws scarlatina or other zymotic febri-

euloe, or takes its origin from an attack of acute

rheumatism. The oldest of these boys first went

through scarlet fever w ith kidney complications, which

were unusually severe. The disease may result, and
generally doe.s, from some directly exciting cau.se,

such a-s over-study, bad air, or food, or sudden flight.

>Iy recent investigations in regard to the occurrence

of the disease among school children revealed the

astounding fact, that over 20 per cent, of young

school children of the i)ublie schools of New York

were affected with choretic affections of greater or

less gravity. West exi>resses it as his opinion, that over-

study is a" common cause, and my investigations more
than prove this. I will allude, en ]ia>mii(. to a cause

which is often overlooked. I mean want of e.xerciso,

and eating between meals. The c<uifectioner is one

of the worst enemies of the practitioner who treats

nervous disease.

In regard to the pathology, I can only stiy. that a

Beat nundxT of oU-'-rvers believe the disea.se to be a

Hnclioual one, and a few take the view which 1 be-

lieve to be the right one, viz., that the disen.sc is

organic. Hughlings .Jackson, nn able investigator,

considers the lesions to be locat<d in tin- corpus stria-

tum, where small throndii plug up the niinute vessels.

The microscope has proved tliis. Some writers have

raised the cpiestion in regard to the existence of the

henii-chorea on the same side of the body as that of

the brain where the lesion is found, and contend that

there must be crossed action. Broadl^i-nt oi)po»es llngh-

• In » B'o.Tt cotivi'fMtInn with my frlrml I>r. P. Wrir Mllt'bcll. he

rrnurknl tlist ho ha.1 uftwi n-ctjgnli hI Ihc ncccwltjr for nirh * dWt-

. kton.
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lings Jackson to some extent. Now, it is easy to see

liow thess plugs may come from the heart. A concli-

tiim of tliis organ lias been witnessed by some ob-

servers, where fibrinous masses were adherent tu the

clionLa? tendinai and chorda; columnse. These little

.shreds may be detached and carried up in the circula-

tion. Tliey are really small emlioli. As to the inconsist-

ency of the hemicliorea occurring on the same side as

the lesion, I do not think it is at all impossible. Dupuy
and Brown-Sequard have made experiments which
prove that siich a condition of affairs may exist—and
I have myself done the same thing. Since my experi-

ments, I liave hoard of a case, related by Dr. Walter
Hay, of Chicago, in which post-mortem examination
revealed a cerebral hemorrhage on the side of tlie

hemiplegia. I have before said, that clonic convul-
sions are those of the disease under consideration.

jVow, I wish to tell you, that this variety of convulsion,

like tremor, is due to an interruption of nervous dis-

cliarges, and a point of irritation at the scat of origin

ot motor impulses. It is very probable that there is

trouble also in the nerve trunks. Ellischcr has con-

tirmed this in describing the degeneration of certain

nerve-tiljres in a case of cliorca that recently died from
some intercurrent disease. Schmidt calls attention to

an ex2)lanatiou he gives. The origin of the neurosi.s, he
says, springs from anaemia in the first jilace, and,
secondarily, spinal irritation, which he suggests is

syniptomatized by tlie painful points which are found
in the spinal column. It is undoubtedly a sensori-

motor disturbance, due to insutficient nourishment of
nerve-tissue; and tliat is enough for us to know.

Fatal cases of chorea are rare. Hughes and Bastian
have both collected cases, most of which presented
extensive changes in the nervous sulistance. Lately,

Ellischcr has given us an account of a most interest-

ing observation. Tlie vascular changes- in the lirain

were markijd, the walls of the vessels being changed,
and the surface covered by dark granules. In certain

places the caliljre of the vessels was narrowed, and
there was an accumulation of blood-cor])Usclcs, and
consequent effusion of the watery parts of the blood.
Some of the vessels contained coagula. The connec-
tive tissue about these ve.s.sels was thickened and in-

creased in size, and contained yellow ])igment and
granulated nuclei. The large ganglionic cells in the
brain were filled with pigment, and the cell contents
much changed. Sections of motor nerves exhiliited

red patches, and destruction of nerve-fibres. These
clianges show, then, great vascular alteration, and de-
generation of normal nerve-tissue.

The PROGNOSIS is generally good. A case of acute
chorea—and I consider it to be one that has not pro-
gressed more than a month or two—should get well
with proper treatment in about the same length of
time; but you will generally meet with the cjironic
type of the disease, and will then have your hands
full—and will be lucky if a cure is wrouglit in five

o,' six months.
These cases rarely die from the disease itself, but

eitiier outgrow it, or end their days by some other
disease.

In the matter of diagnosis I have very little to say.
I do not think chorea can be confounded with any
other neuro.sis. You will liave to make the differential
diagnosis sometimes between it and tremors of various
kinds—butthere will be no trouble—the movements are
characteristic. "What I have already said aliout scle-
rosis you must remember. You must also know that
certain irregular movements maybe simply liad luabits,

also that certain limited convulsive twichings arc
found in connection with ascarides.

i

It is important and difficult sometimes to make a

diagnosis when chorea follows hemiplegia, or is asso-

ciated with other organic neuroses. A condition called

atlievtosis by some writers I believe to be a choretic

state, and various neuroses of the convuls-ive kind,

now designated by different titles, I am sure are noth-
ing but varieties of chorea.

A peculiar form of hemiparesis must be differenti-

ated from the hemiplegia, cercl.iral hemorrhage or other

brain lesions ; but these are micommon affections, and
slow to disappear, while the hemiparesis of chorea is

amenable to treatment and follows the choretic move-
ments, and jiasses away in a comparatively short time.

I wisli to tell you of an interesting case, with a

peculiar complication, which might mislead one
in diagnosis. The jiaticnt, a boy of ten yeaivs,

was brought to me by his father for treatment, after

having been seen by many practitioners, who did
not agree in regard to his condition. I saw that

his movements were choretic. Questioning revealed

the fact, that he had never been a strong child, but
had always been dis|)Osed to nervous troubles; even
tlie cxantliematous fevers, which, like other children,

he had had, were generally connected with stupor, and
other evidence of su.sceptibility of the nervous sub-

stance to blood-))oison. He never had any rheumatic
nor cardiac affections, and I could hear notliing to indi-

cate valvular trouble. The heart sounds were sharp

and quick, however. Four years ago he began to de-

cline, became weak and ana'mic, was irritable, moody,
and bad tempered. His appetite was ca])ricious, and
he ])refeircd candy and sweets to more s<ilid food. In

the summer of 1872 the movements in the hands and
arms began, and soon became general. His rest was
uncomfortable, and he started up in his sleep and
cried out. AVlien I saw him four months ago he was a

pitiable ol)ject. His movements were general. He
was unable to hold anything, and was ])Owerlessto per-

form any voluntary action, except those of a general

kind. He could not unbutton his clothing nor put on
his cap. His mother even had difficulty in making
him walk.

Varii'tii of Movemfitt.—Head was violently agitated,

there being contractions of the sterno-cleido-mastoideus.

He "sucked in his cheeks," and pursed uj) his mouth,
smacking the li])s. Other facial contortions were
violent. He winked spasmodically, and there was
constant motion of the eyeballs.

Tlie arms were in constant motion, but the right was
not affected so much as the left. The right aim and
hand were slightly paretic, and he was able to force the

column of tiuid in the fluid dynamometer* up to 16",

which is equal to 15 lbs. ])ressure to the square inch.

The left forced it up to 18°.

The legs.—The right leg was also slightly paretic.

The toe of the shoe was worn down to sonic degree,

although the walk was not noticeal>ly affected.

There was an uneasy rolling of the pelvis when he
sat down, and the legs were not entirely under the
control of the patient. There was pain in the wnsts
and ankles. Under proper management of his diet he
gradually improved, and at the last visit was nearly

well. I noticed then for the first time the following
peculiar state of affairs: When sitting in front of me,
I told him to raise his hands, one after the other. The
right hand he raised promptly, but the left he could
not, unless he took hold of the wrist with the other
hand, and lifted it up. This condition struck me as

remarkable, particularly as he had to repeat the pro-

cess of aiding with the right hand. Seveial neuroses

* Described in Psychological and Medxo-Legal Journal, April, 1&T5.
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mi<;lit cxpliiin tlio coiulitidii

to pliminati' tlicin in the (liiif^iiiisiH.

1st. /'(nih/Kis.-TUv left liaml and forearm nii;;Iit lie

Iiftrotic. Tlicrc was no loss of iloi'tro-nmsnilar con-

tractility, liowfvcr, Imt, if ai\_vlliinj,', it was incrwiscd.

Tlie muscular power, tested by tlie dynamometer, w.is

fo\ind to l)e even better than in tlv,' other hand. There
wius no atrophy. With these facts in view, it seemed
improhalile that this should be the cause.

it wa.s found that when the other hand was held
down, the boy was then aide to lift his left hand unas-

sisted, and even to raise a dumb bell weijihini^ 10 lbs.,

but so soon as th other hand was released he was
unable to repeat it.

2d. Jliliit, —To determine whether tliis was the result

of any bad habit, I ascertaiueil from the father that his

sou had never used one hand to lift the other till a few
weeks ago.

'id. Cfittral changes.—I have been forced to accept

the theory that there is some central trouble, or else

some chan;;e in the nerve itself affectinj; its conduc-
tivity, althou;.^h the absence of sensory or motor <lis-

turbauce (the limb bein-^ neither hypenesthetic nor

amesthetic, and there beiiijj no loss of motor power,

liut, on the contrary, greater muscular excitability)

would contradict this. .Vs we know, one of the first

signs of certain central troubles is this very marked
olectro-muscular contractility. The only liojie for

diagnosis rests with the advance of time, when, if cen-

tral dise;ise exists, it will manifest itself by other symp-
toms. If this is not the cause of the disease it is very
probable that it may be hysterical.

We will now speak of (renliiu'iit, and this, perhaps,

is of more importance than anything else of which I

have spoken, and in -living a list of drugs I will ex-

clude a great many remedies that have been useil with

indifferent success, and only allude to a few, in the

order I believe them to stand in point of efficacy :

f
Strychnia.

.\rsenic.

Iron in its various forms (bromide, car-

bonate, etc.).

Internal

remedies.

External
remedies.

Phosphorus.

Cold to spine.

however, and I proceeded I cervical vertebrtv. Eserine has been lately recon\-

1 mended, and IJonchut has given the results of 437
cases, 2(>."i who took it in pilnlar form, and 2:t2 liy-

podermically. Eserine is the alkab^id of Calabar

liean. The average dose was from two to live milli-

grammes, lie obtained temporary benelit, which
seemed to wear olT ; but when tlie drug was repeatedly

administered he accomplished many cures. He reports

twenty-three cures, by an average of seven injections.

It is a dangerous remedy, however, and produc<-s

severe gastric symptoms.
The salts of zinc have occasionally proved valuable

in cases of this disease, but I prefer the remedies I

have mentioned. Conium is occa-sionally edicacious,

but its effects are temporary. I must say, before go-

ing further, that I have found phosphorus, with cod-

liver oil, to be a most valuable curative agent, and in

cases where everything else failed, it has succeeded.

This seems reasonable, wlu'U we consider how much
impaired must be the nutrition of the nervous matter.

Now, gentlemen, you will find instances where noth-

inuf does good. Put them in a dark room, and keep
them perfectly rpiiet. You will be often astonished

at the result. Weir Mitchell has written of the value

of this treatment, and I refer yon to his lecture. There
are little things that must be watched. The diet, above

all things, should be regulated with judgment. Plenty

of fresh air and sleep comi' next, ami absolute mental

rest must be enforced. The school books and the

school room are to be parted from, and agreeable di-

versions ])lani\ed. .\n excelhnt auxiliary to your

medication is the salt bath. A handful of rock-salt in

the water, and the energetic u.se of the rough towel,

will infuse a tone and vigor that will soon become
apiiarent. In conclusion. I must tell yon that decided

medication is useless in these patients when their per-

sonal habits are not lookeil after; but if you will start

them U|ion tlie right track, and afterwards give the

niidicines I have named, you will have the satisfac-

tion of generallycuiing your case, and covering your-

self with glory, for the cure of chorea is considered

by the friends of the patient to be a great trium|ili.

Sew TOKK, Jan. IS, 1870.

( Ice.

- Ether spray.

( Cold douelic.

Kus.sian or Turkish baths.

(.Salt baths.

Rest, diet, fresh air.

Some of these may be combined with good effect.

Th;' plan of treatment I generally employ is the follow-

ing: ^Should the child be ' run d<iwn," as is generally

the case, I begin with some preparation of iron, and ad-

minister at the sami^ time cod liver oil. As regards

special treatment, I find stryclinine serviceable carrieil

up to th[? point wlnre slitTness of the sural muscles is

arrived at. Next to this I consider arsenic to stand.

It must be given in large doses. You will occasionally

find that digestive troubles are produced very quickly

by this drug, and then strychnia may be sulistitut<d.

Cold to the spine cannot be over<'sti mated as a pl.in of

treatment. S'ou may either use the ether spray, wliieh

wa.s first suggested by Subetski, of Warsaw, in ISti'!.

or apply ice l>ags every day, allowing them to stay on

about ten minutes. Perrond. who has used the etiu'r

spray, makes applications from four to eight minutes

in duration every day. Of thirty-live cases I have

treated in this way (I mean with the ether spray) from

fifteen to twenty applications produced permamiit

I»;!n"l5t. und h?re [ w<iuld say that the spray should I"'

directed to tijj ujipcr part of the cord, over the upper

progress of illrtiral Science.

AiiTnnor.KTiiY in .\ C.vsf. of LntwMOTou .\taxi.\.—
M. Bourceret recently reported the following interest-

ing case to the Soriite Aii(it>iiiiii/>ie : A middle-aged
woman entered ha. Charitf on .Vpiil 8th, giving a jiretty

well-marked history of locoiiKitor ataxia, that dated

back ten monllis, aiidaffeetid the left leg particularly.

'Phree d.iys later Iiim- left thigh and buttoek sudilenly

began to swell. The swelling reached itsmaxiniMiii in

a few horns, wits hard, not truly ii'dematous, not painful

on pressure, and iiided abruptly at the knee. There was
no fluctuation. The affected parts were double the si/o

of those on the op|iositc limb ; the leg was shortened,

.Mid the foot slightly rotated outwards. There was
also a certain resistance without tenderness in the left

iliac fossa. The swelling disappeared almo.-t entirely

in u week, and about this time vaginal examination

iliscovered a round, smooth, hard, fixed tumor, appar-

ently springing from the pelvic bones in the left side.

Soon afterwards pus was detected in the sheath of the

psoas, above and below Poupart's liijament. On May
:!d the left knee b.gan to swill, with 8ympl<mis of

great jirostration, and death took place on the 0th.
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On the autopsy pus was found disseminated between

tlie muscles of the tliigh, especially on its external and

]>ostcrior aspects. The pus had also perforated the

sheaths of some of the muscles, separating l)Ut not de-

stroying the filires— a proof that the effusion had taken

])Iaee with great rajjidity. Anteriorly it had perfo-

rated tlie shenth of the psoas, and made its way into

the pelvis, where it was infiltrated between the filjres

of the iliacus. The capsule of the hip joint was much
thickened, contained some calcareous concretions, and

was perforated below and beliind. The Ijorders of the

cotyloid cavity were eroded behind and below. The
head and twotliirds of the neck of the femur had dis-

appeared, the inner surface of the neck being smooth

and slightly eburnated. There were no osteophytes

about the neck or great trochanter, but on the con-

trary in some places there was rarefaction of the bone.

When the capsule was opened the femur was fcmnd to

b3 luxated backwards, the enlarged capsule allowing

the luxation to l)e easily produced, and as easily re-

duced. The left knee was distended with pus. and

the cartilages were eroded in spots . The right hip-joint

was unaffected.

On laying bare the cord, a small filjroma, about the

size of a pea, was seen on the right posterior lumbar

roots. The posterior roots on both sides were completely

atrophied as far up as the cervical region. They had a

yellow color, and were very vascular. In the lumbar

and inferior dorsal regions the median posterior col-

umns were gi'ay, hard, and apparently composed
wholly of sclerotic tissue, while the lateral portions of

the posterior colunms, tliough degenerated, were soft,

and of a reddish-gray color. The lesion gradually ta-

])ered off towards the cervical region, where only the

median posterior columns were affected with the red-

disli-gray degeneration.

In the discussion that followed. M. Charcot called

attention to the wonderful rapidity witli which the

lesions of spinal arthropathy arc produced, lie men-
tioned a case which had l)een under his own cliarge, in

which the humerus had been destroyed in tlie short

sjiace of three months. In his case, as in that of M.
Bourceret, the destruction was like what would be

))roduced by rubbing a bone on a grindstone. This

rapid destruction of bone is haliitual in and jieculiar

to the arthropathies of ataxia. Tliere seems to be in

these cases a peculiar alinormal condition of the l)one,

which favors their rapid dtstruction. Spontaneous

fractures are, it is true, very frccjuent in ataxics, Ijut in

this instance it was of no importance whether there

had been a fracture or not. The pressure of pus

in this case was exceptional, but it had been observed

now in three out of about fifty cases. A dry arthritis

might in these cases be transformed into a purulent

arthritis.

—

Progves Mcdiail, Oct. 9, 187.5.

HAEMOPTYSIS Tre.\ted WITH Ergot. —Dr. .Jas. JI.

Williamson has made a fair trial of this drug in the

treatment of fifty cases of haemoptysis, and with en-

couraging success. The ergot was given invariably

by the mouth, and in the form of the fluid extract.

Forty-minim doses may lie administered twice within

the first honr, and guided Ijy the results, at least every

two hours afterwards, tlie dose being diminished and
given less frcfjuently as the hemorrhage sulisides. No
disagreeable effects were obseiwed to follow, even
when large doses were given at short intervals ; but,

he says, tliat if four or five full doses make no distinct

impression upon the hemorrhage, the remedy should
1)3 abandoned for anotlier. This treatment jjroved

ineffectual in only six out of the fifty cases.

—

Lancet,

November 13, 1870.

Syphilitic Phthisis,—Founiier suras up in the

following four axioms the conclusions he has reached

on this subject:

1. Tertiary syphilis can produce in the lungs lesions

which, either locally or by reacting on the general

health, simulate pulmonary phtliisi.s.

2. These pulmonary lesions of syphilis are often

amen.able to specific treatment; however grave and
important they may ajipear, they are far from being

always l)eyond tlie resources of art.

o. Consequently, when a case of pulmonary lesion

presents itself, it is important, unless the existence of

tuberculosis be quite certain, to ascertain if the lesion

can be traced to syphilis. It is necessary always to

bear in mind that syphilis is a possible cause of pul-

monary lesions.

4. When syphilis can he suspected to be the cause,

the primary indication is to prescribe specific treat-

ment, which in similar cases has sometimes been fol-

lowed by the hajipiest results.

In making a differential diagnosis, Fournier reliis

mainly on the syjjhilitic lesion being unilateral, cir-

cumscribed, and without predilection for the summits
of tlie lungs. It generally affects a portion of the

lung not more than a few centimetres square, consti-

tuting a little islet of disease surrounded by healthy

lung-tissue. When the morbid changes are far ad-

vanced in this circumscribed spot, the diagnosis of

syphilis is pretty safe. The co-existence of a fair de-

gree of health and cmhonpoiut with advanced iiulmo-

nary changes, points to syphilis as the cause of the

latter, as does also a slow development of the pulmo-
nary lesion, the general condition remaining good. Of
course, a close examination of the entire body for tha

ordinary symptoms of tuberculosis or syphilis must
never bo omitted.

There is no hereditary transmission of pulmonary
syphilis.— Gazette IlehJum., Dec. 17, 1875.

Removal of the Entike Right Parietal and
Half of the Front.\l Bone.—Dr. John K. Hayes
reports a case, where, after a severe burn, those bones
were exposed. About five months after the injury the

patient presented herself, complaining "that the liones

of the head were falling off." Tlie right parietal and
h.alf the frontal bone were found separated from those

of the opposite side, to the extent of about an inch,

and slightly movaljle. At first no interference with
them was made, serious results being feared. On
the third day, liowcver, tlie licmes having separated

a little more, the whole parietal and half the frontal

bone were removed. Tlie inner surface was 'covered

with a thick curdy matter, and tlie depiessions for

arteries, etc., oliliterated. Tlie surface of the dura
mater was covered with florid granulations, and a quan-
tity of fetid pus came away. On making slight pressure

on each side of the head, " a (luantity of pus welled
up from between the hemispheres." The i^atient felt

no inconvenience, neither headache nor any other cere-

bral symptoms. The surface was washed with a weak
carbolic acid lotion, after which water dressings were
applied. In ten days it was changed to zinc dress-

ings. The surface occasionally bled from the slightest

touch.

Two months after, skin was grafted on the surface of
the granulations at four different places; three liecame

attached and the other fell off. Four months after

this the patient seemed to be quite well. New skin
had grown nearly over the entire of the exposed sur-

face, and she was able to attend to her ordinary duties

without complaining of any pain.— The Bfiiish Medical
Journal, December 25. 1875.
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HOSPITAL CONSTRUCTION AND ORGAN-
IZATION.*

III.

House rii'Ks cuter so nnidi into structuro, as to ile-

mand our next consideration.

While some drain-pipes are needed under liasements

to secure dryness, and if carriers of water only are not

ljal)le to {ret out of order, if properly laid, all other

pipes sliould not l>e under the buildings, l)ut be ar-

ranged so as to be as accessilile as possible. The

{greatest pains must be taken that all water-pijjes, heat-

])ipcs, gas pipes and soil-pipes connecting with the

buildings, be made as impervious as possible. Birect

e.vperiinents have sliown how few materials are iuiper-

vi()U><"to air. Besides, sewer gases act upon many

metals, and cause such corrosions as increase porosity.

We have recently had sent us a specimen of ])ipe lined

witli glass, which has been in successful use, and secuis

to secure that impermeability which is desirable in

lionseeonduits, and tliat smoothness which prevents ad-

hesion to the surface. It must be remembered, too, tliat

all pipes, unless very closely compacted with the struc-

ture through which they pass, ou their outside, form

special capillary air-conduits. The heating apparatus,

especially, is thus liable to become a nii.xer of the air

of different wards, if one apparatus is used for all.

The method as to sewer-pipes is tluis given by our

authors: Ur. Billings (p. 4:5) speaks chictly of plans for

ventilating sewers, and recommends shafts rising above

the l)uildings, but not connected with any of the a.spira-

tory cliiii\neys. Dr. Folsom alludes to them only inei-

dentnlly. Dr. Jones Tp. Ill) has the house .sewers dis-

charge into two main sewers on the hospital grounds,

the former being not Icsa than two feet, and the latter

• UOSPITAI. Plans. Five EnKiyt Itelntlng to the Conntruttitm,
Oroantztilloii, atui ifanaaement of f/ofptla'n, CoDtributcil by ttifir

Anthorx f»ir the John** Hoiikiiw HoMpilnl, uf Daldmurv. Kcw Vurk

;

w.iiiKin w>K^ li uo. ih;5. mvo, iii>. noa.

four feet in diameter. These to be ventilated, and all

water used for culinary and batli purposes to flusli the

water closets and empty info the main sewers. He alstj

proposes a system of fountains on the grounds, the

waste water from wh'.ch should flow into the sewers.

Dr. Morris (p. 22H) wi>uld have every water-closet

separately trapped, and every |)ipe carrying soiled water

furnished with traps. The main sewer should be out-

side the grounds, as suggested by Dr. Folsom as to the

main drain. To prevent reMu.x of air from this " sewer ''

into the " drains," a connection should be made with

the furnace of the steam heating apparatus.

The spouts collecting the water from the roofs

should full into the sewers, these openings, when not

slopped by water-flow, serving as ventilators. Other

drain-pipes should connect with flues, opening above

the roofs. Drainage and sewerage are sjjoken of ns

if the same.

Dr. Sniith has very little to say as to methods of car-

rying off the wa.ste-water, but in reference to the risks

of sewers, advocates ground ventilation (p. 22S), by

means of a heated shaft communicating with drain-

pipes and conduits. He would ha c the more super-

ficial conduits porous, and would so ventilate and

warm the soil as to draw gases from th(! ground into

thorn, and discharge them above the buildings.

Dr. Niernsce (p. 330) i)rovidcs that no soil or water-

pipes should pass under hospital buildings.

We beg to suggest that it would be better if we
could confine the name " drains " to tubes for the car-

riage of sinface ami subsoil water, and regard all

water contaminat(;d l>y ablutions, by fecal matter, or

by any of the offal incident to dn'ellings, as to l)e car-

ried by pipes known as sewers, soil-pipes, or wastage-

pipes. The terms " main sewers " and " house-connec-

tions" are sufficiently distinctive, if "soil "pipes, to

si)n\e, confuse the idea of ground soil and fouled

water. We believe, with S., tliat water-closets, baths,

etc., should be, as far as jio.ssible, separated frcrin

other buildings. The laundry furnishes a large amount

of impregnated water, and the soaps used in washing,

not only, by their decompositions, add to the impurity,

but help to befoul the .sewers with adherent matter.

Flushing by the water from the roof spouts failed

ns in a fair test of three years' duration. In quick

iMin-fall, the air is so rapidly displaced (Parkes" Hy-

giene, p. 340) as to break or exhaust the trap.*. The

emptying of fountains into the pipes opens ventilators

lit points not desirable, and will be of little service.

It is doubtful whether any of the water-traps are suc-

eosful, and whether foul water even, whin not eni])-

ticd by suction, is a good interruption to gases. Dean,

of Rochester, after careful experiments on his own

house, discards them. (See Health A.sso., IST.'i.)

Ventilation of sewer-pipes by means of lieat must

be well guarded, for heal is a promoter of dicompo-

sition. The eauticn of Hillings is good as to the wp-

arution of sewer ventilating shafts from aspirating
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chimneys. Down currents sometimes arc detected,

even where fire is adjacent, especially as to descending

flues. " Eckstein on Chimneys," gives important cau-

tions. The siz3 of ventilating shafts must I)e nearly

that of the soil-pipes themselves. Tliey are of little

account if left to natural ventilation.

We Ijelieve a complete separation of connection be-

tvv3sn liouse-pipes and main outside sewers is tlie only

feasible plan. Each house sewer-pipe can in this way

have only its own relation to theljuilding and to the

main, and tluis concentration of poisons can be prevent-

ed. The excellent paper of French, on Drainage (Mass.

Report, 1873) also alludes to house-sewerage, and

gives a most excellent method of sewer separation.

The last Report of the Board of Ilcaltli of the District

of (;'oluml)ia also well illustrates some of these points.

This outside method of breaking connection admits of

airing and disinfecting and filtering. Tlie pipes be-

tween tlie house and the main should be so vitrified

or glass-lined as to prevent adhesions on the inside,

and sliould I).'; flushed each day witlisome disinfecting

solution. We liave much to say as to preference for

tlie dry system for much of hospital e.xcretu, Ijut here

must confine our remarks to pipe construction.

Tlie only plea for S3wer-pipes of two and f(mr feet

diameter is tliat they admit of inside patrol. A pipe

of too great calibre does not cleanse itself as well as

one adapted to the amount of waste to l)e carried (see

Prencli, etc.). We would liave also two continuous

pipes from eaeli ward, laundry and kitclien receptacle,

so that as often as need be one uiiglit be shut off and

flushed witli air and gaseous disinfectants, or cleansed

by an inside piston. We believe the time will come
wlien the various pipes tliat enter into house construc-

tion will be so arranged as to admit of direct police,

witliout removal of ground or floors, so that any de-

fect may be prevented, and after cleansing Ijy Hush-

ing, the parts may be swabbed out.

Next to the consideration of structure, we come to

consider the relative arrangements of tlie buildings

and of the various parts, eacli to the other.

It is at once agreed that no building sliall rest direct-

ly upon the ground. Tliere are some reasons wliy a

military plan should in some cases be adopted, and
pai'ts be located on arches three or four feet l)igh, with-

outexcavation. Thus we securea well-drained and well-

aired ground surface, just like that of tlie surround-

ing soil. Floors, sucli as we have noticed, m.ay be

filled between tlie under-bearas with brick or cement,

supported on an open iron frame, or l)y an e.xtra under-

boarding, and tlie porousness of side inclosure is

easily insured. Thickness of inclosure here, as else-

where, comes into consideration.

If, as is usual, a basement or cellar be advocated, wo
must be careful to define it Ijefore we assign its utili-

ties. A basement witli drains, so as to care for all

surface water and keep all ground water at least si.x

(6) feet belovif (S., p. 277) tlie surface, with areas to the

outside wall.s, and space and air ducts below (N. p.

33o), and witli only two or three feet of a higli-ceiled

basement below the surface, is not tlie underground

base concern which it is popular and proper to taboo

prodigiously.

The basement of Billings, p. 27, is 9 feet high, all

above ground, floored witli asphalt and lieated and

ventilated. Tliat of Folsom, by plan, must be at least 8

feet liigh, with 5 feet in the clear above ground, and

duly asphalted and dried below. That of Jones (p. 163)

is 12 feet high, with a good share aliove ground level.

Tlio basement of Morris (pp. 195 and 220) is "lofty,"

with large windows and as well-lighted, well-venti-

lated, and well-finislied as any other part of tlie build-

ing, witli vaults and cellars beneath, made as di'y and
airy as possible. Tlie floor of the basement has im-

ported Portland cement walls, with hard-polish plaster.

If anj' part of it by grade is brought lielow ground level,

there is to be a wide area, with sloped embankments.

The basement of Smith (p. 298) is feet above ground,

with doul)le-aired side walls, asphalt and concrete floor

and under-drainage in tlie deepest perfection of the art.

AVe rejoice with much joy over good foundations,

and feel glad that such attention is Ijestowed by our

authors upon the lieginnings of the great uprising.

But we demur a little from calling such structure a

basement, unless we reject the definition of Webster,

" a story below the level of the street," and accept

that of Worcester, " the first story on wliich the main

order of arcliitecture rests." We believe in just such

first-stoi'y structure, but sucli basements can be made
far more available tlian most of our authors suggest.

AVe do not wonder tliat Dr. Morris assigns at least

mania A potu to one of these basement rooms, and has

in one end a dispens.ary (p. 231), although afterward

insisting that second or (really third storieg) are

healthier than those Ijelow. Such sub-structure is

suitable for recejition wards, for walking patients,

for some forms of disease, and for various admin-

istration purposes. Much of tlie question as to two-

storied structures aljove depends upon the estimate

put upon such apartments as tliese. We should cer-

tainly never think of putting a doulile tier «f wards,

making a height of forty feet, witliout attic, above

such higli basements as these. Clean ground is not

so unwholesome a thing. If we are to have such

lofty substructure we should surely utilize it after the

plan of Dr. Jones (pp. 163, 104), with exception of

laundry and some minor alterations, and should so far

carry out the ideas of M., as not to need his second

(third) storied ward.

The question as to whether the buildings shall be

erected for temporary or permanent occupancy, and
the -allied, although not tlie identical question, whether

they shall be of single or successive stories is, as it

well may be, prominently considered \)j oui' authors.

We find tlie most of them laboring under that con-

fusion of terms, which of late years has found its way
into hosjiital nomenclature. The letter of tlie trustees

speaks of ' the choice between the pavilion system,"
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which jirlniils of two or more s-toiies in height, |)cr-

luiiiiciitly const ructi'd, ami " tlie?»(('r(/ri- system, of one-

story structures, destructilile in wlioU> or in part." B.

very wisely use.s tiie terms temporiiry ami permanent

liospitals as the only ones having detinitivtncss, antl

considers the que.'tion of numl)er of stories as distinct

from tliat of leuL^tli of occupancy. Yet afterward,

in tile use of the terms, " wooden liarracks," "l)arrucl<

hospitals," " one and two story pavilions," he gives

currency to these loose nominals.

Dr. Folsom (p. 2(5) speaks of pavilion wards, but, we

arc glad to see, usually avoids the modern terms. Dr.

.Jones (p. 113), while using the words temporary and

))ermanent, as a heading, speaks much of destructihle

wooden pavilion hospitals, of the pavilion system, of

temporary iiavilion hospitals, etc. Dr. Morris (p. 178),

while guarding against the application of the terms

pavilion and barrack, as not distinctive of one or two

story, or destructible and indestructible structures,

proposes the terms " City Hospital," as denoting per-

manency. Yet he also bows to custom, and speaks of

' temporary barracks and hut liospitals," of '' pavilions

of two-story elevation," of "separate pavilions," and

of "pavilion wards." Dr. Smith (p. 201) quotes the

faulty definition of 5Ii.ss Nightingale, who describes a

pavilion " as a separate detached ni.ocK of buildings,

or separate detached hospital, witli as little connection

in its ventilation with any other jiart of the hospital

as if it were really a separate cstaljli>hn;cnt, miles

away." He says (p. 292) that a pavilion may be a

tent or barrack, and may have one or many stories.

Niernsec f]). 3;!(>) speaks of the " pavilion system of

ti;mporary barracks, and permanent pavilions," and

says, their complete separation, as well as the number

of stories, is still an open question. Here is great tribu-

lation of nomenclature, which our es.sayists have not

oiiginated, l)Ut which, as representative men, they have

a right to throw off as '•impedimenta."

A barrack, in comparison with a teut, is the military

word for permanency, just as of old the temple was

more permanent than the tabernacle. In hot climates

\ it would be a wooden structure, to be torn down it con-

venient on taking march ; but in colder climates it was

left behind, while the tents were moved on. In this

vicinity are large brick structmes, erected one hun-

dred years ago, in which the British army quartered.

They were called then, as they are now, barracks.

Tlie two-story Stone Barracks, of Fort Kelly, Kansa.s,

arc not movable structures.

When the i)lan of wards, in wings or as offsets, from

the main Imilding came to be discn.ssed, tlie terms " pa-

' vilion," and "block" crept in to denote this imlnlion.

For asylums, the term " cottage system" was similarly

employed. Now, the real idea of pavilion issomething

" light, temporary, evanescent" It was the Latin term

for buttertly, and had before that application to light

and movable encampments. The |)avilions of dark-

ness (2 San\. 22: 12) were clouds. The pavilion which

Benbadud feasted in (1 K. 20: 12) was a tent or

booth (Keil and Berthean). When Nebuchadnezzar

spread his canopy (Jer. 43 : lOi, or (.\. V.) paviTKin, it

did not mean an offset to a main building. Its use in

architecture, to denote a turret or such insulation, as

Ciwiltand Brande describe, do not justify its present

application. Addison's "royal pavilion" was a tent,

and the "field pavilioned" of Milton was a tented

field. Let us forsake the innovation, and talk of tem-

porary and permanent hospitals of isolated and ag-

gregated wards ; of one or many-storied structures,

as the case may be.

It is to be borne in mind that this hospital is to bo

a hospital for the more serious sicknes.ses. In other

words, the convalescent hospital, which, as sug-

gested by F., may also rightly accommodate a class of

comfortable incurables, makes the; sickness in this

hospital more grave. The classification of S. (p. 300).

as taken from Bellcvue, of 242 able to go up-stairs, 100

to walk about the wards, and only 99 in bed. will not

do here. The kind of arrangement needed is modi-

fied by this consideration. We hope that the con-

valescent hospital will be so situated as to be readily

accessible by special rail cars for invalids from this

hospital, and so admit of easy transfer. And it must

be borne in mind that it is equally important as this

one to the Medical College. The student needs to

study the modified conditions of ehronieity and of con-

valescence, and also to study the physiology of such

sul)jects as well as the intenser pathology. If we are

to 1>e patients of any of these gentlemen, we prefer the

student who spends in his preliminary course twice as

much time on these, as upon the curiosity cases or

severer casc.o. Close clinical observation here gets its

fii^t. best start, and prepiires for those intense studies

which belong to intense cases, and to such maladies as

will be seldom met in practice.

Then, again, inside arrangement and height of struc-

ture must be made subservient to questions as to clas-

sifiriition of disease. The experience of each year is

making more definite the lines of demarcation between

disrtises, and teaching us not only their separation, but

that different forms ot disease need variation as to

surroundings and ajipointments.

The controlling idea as to the size of wards is

regulated much by relative considerations. With the

niccssity of wards for colored people added to the

classification of disease, it is quite a))parent that in a

hospital of 400 beds, in order to isolation, not many

wards will need to be large.

Entire separation of nniles and females is also in-

sisted upon, but as such a hospital can only be con-

dmted under close discipline and constant personal

pri si^nce, wc see no reason why, in bed-diseases at

least, the same ward should not be occupied at one end

l>y women, and the other by men, so long as tin-re is a

proper cross scn-cn, and pa-ssage from one part to nn-

ollier is prohibited. The need of disease classification

is rrcognized by all our authors. A si'ntencc fnmi B.

ip. 14) well fellows how much questions of inside ar-
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rangement turns upon this. " If men affected with

rlieumatism, disease of tlie heart, organic disease of the

stomacli, and paralysis, are placed together in a ward,

the danger of hospitalism and infection arising among

them is exceedingly small."

A CORE FOR "lNCnR.\BLES."

An attempt is being made to establish in this city a

Iiospital for the cure of chronic and intractable dis-

eases. No one is prejiared to say on general principles

that such an institution is not very much needed here,

that it would not have a wide field for usefulness, and

lie gratefully patronized by a large numl^er of pitiable

sufferers. Fiom the recent circumstances, however,

which have attended the inception of the enterprise

we are inclined to the opinion that the time has not

yet arrived to give a practical turn to the sympathies

of tlie profession and of the puijlic. TVe have no

right to question the motives of any medical ])hilan-

thropist who believes that he is to be the special in-

strument in the hands of God of working out the sal-

vation of a hopeless class of his afflictcdfellow-beings

;

cliarily for the humanitarian instincts of our profession

])laces such motives beyond the pale of criticism.

Neither do we desire to doubt the special skill of

any one who openly and defiantly boasts of extra-

ordinarily brilliant results in the treatment of desper-

ate cases.

The history of all great discoveries teaches us to be

cautious in the premature expression of opinions con-

cerning sucli matters; not to condemn genius in any

shape, whether it discovers the circulation of the blood,

the principle of anicsthesia, the cure for hydrophobia,

tlie 2)roteclive power of vaccination, or anew treatment

for asthnui, chronic rheumatism, and other so-called

incural)le diseases. New ideas are the landmarks of

progress which are offered to us by the benefactors of

our race, and cheer us in our toilsome journey toward

the goal of therapeutical perfection. All we ask, how-

ever, is to have any novel claims properly substantiated

by soma few significant and telling facts. This is the

principle which as im|>artial students of truth we have

a right to discuss in connection with the prospective

establishment of tliis new hospital. The projector

of this charity has conveyed the impression, in an

article published in full in one of the secular pa-

pers, and previously read before one of our medical

societies, that the profession did not understand how
to treat certain chronic diseases, and that tlieir cure

has been a lost art which he had been fortunate enough

to discover. This is all very well ; and if he can sub-

stantiate his claim by scientific facts, he is entitled to

the resi^ectful consideiation of those of his brethren

who are anxious to learn of his metliod. lie leaves

us, however, with the simple assumption that

we are ignorant of the principles up(m wliich his

treatment is founded, and fails to fulfil the promise

made in his paper to further enlighten us. In fact, he

gives us to understand that he is not prepared to pub-

lish his methods to the scientific world until he shall

have a hospital where these methods can be demonstrat-

ed. "With a few who might stoop to question the

motives of such a publication in the public ])rint3, the

suspicion might arise that this was a case of medical

advertising in its most glai'ing form. But from the fact

that any objections which were urged against his course

came, as he says, from only such of the few who belonged

to the younger and uninitiated members of the profes-

sion, it is perhaps not worth while to consider them. We
may. however, for the sake of the laudable motive of es-

tablishing a hospital for the cure of tliese so-called " uu-

curable '" diseases, and enlisting the favor of the public

in behalf of his project, excuse this flagrant violation

of the Code, more especially asj his endeavors have

since been endorsed by a large numl)er of the most

eminent men in New York, who have signed his peti-

tion, and thus recognized his sujjerior skill.

Upon this medical endorsement hinges the ultimate

success of his undertaking. In fact, this certified ap-

proval by the most "eminent medical men" here, carries

a weight with the public which no one can question

;

and while it tacitly acknowledges that the profession,

as a whole, are ignorant of what they should know,

it commends the projector of the new hospital as a

gentleman of superior fitness for his work. This is

certainly a very flattering compliniL'nt, and well worth

the trouljle of obtaining the signatures.

In due time a call for a pulilic meeting to consider the

feasibility of the hospital project is made, signed,

among others, byDrs. Marion Sims, E. H. Davis, Mark

Blumenthal, and Joseph Wooster, and the meet-

ing is held. The clergymen who were present, and

who made addresses upon the occasion, very properly

commended the movement from a humanitarian point

of view; but the medical responsibilily of the affair

was thrown entirely upon the " eminent medical gentle-

men" who had so cordially endorsed Dr. Ilartt as the

right man in the riglit place. Chancellor Crosby grace-

fully and prudently acknowledged that he could take

no responsibility in deciding the medical merits of

the movement ; but when lie saw such names to the

petition as those of Alonzo Clark, Gurdon Buck, and

Clias. A. Budd, he felt himself safe in following

their lead. The Rev. Dr. McGlynn, who also spoke

upon the sul)ject, said, in substance, the same thing,

and so the leaders of the medical profession are likely

to have all the credit that belongs to the inauguration

of so pretentious an enterprise. The expediency of sign •

ing the document is, on a question of principle, open to

some discussion. "We have been led to place such

implicit reliance upon the judgment of some of the

medical leaders in this city, that we hardly thought it

possible for them to be so ready to write their names

to a document which on its face was a reflection upon

the skill, learning, and capabilities, not only of tlieui-

selves, but of tlie entire profession of medicine of this

city.

Having entered our protest against this careless man-
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ner of wriliiig certilicatcs, so common cvi-n with our

l>jst moil, we ask tliiiii in the name of the great buily

of the profession whom they liavc the honor to repre-

sent, to use in futiu'e that prudence in the iliscluirge of

their responsibility, which we have a right to expect

of tliem.

Ilcports of Socictica.

NEW YORK COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY.

Stiitrd Mi'eting, Jununri/ 24, 1870.

Dn. T. .\. Emmet, VicePiiesjdent, in the Chair.

ON GLEET, AND ESPECIALLY ON ITS UELATIONS TO
STItlCTUUE OP THE UUETlinA.

The President of tlie Society, Dii. II. B. Sands, read a

paper upon the above subject, chiefly for the purpose
of exciting discussion. Tlic word gleet was used
with a r<'stricted meaning, and was regarded as indi-

cjiting an imperfect orclironic gonorrlia'a. The exist-

ence of otliLT varieties of gleet, however, was not
denied. .V brief outline of the symptoms commonly
attending this affection was given, and brief reference

was also made to the methods of treatment employed
for its cure. The pathology of gleet was next con-
sidered, and the opinion exjjressed that many surgeons
hiive pr.sented views which are exclusive and erro-

neous. In the first place, bearing in mind the sense in

which the term' gleet is used in the paper, what means
have We for determining tlic pathology of the dis-

i-.isei Knowledge may be obtained from three
sources: 1. Post-mortem examinations; 2. Exploration
of the inethra during life; I!. Effects of remedies.
Regarding postmortem evidence, the views of Sir

Astley Cooper, Rokitansky, Sir Henry Thompson and
otliers were (juoted, and the conclusion arrived at that

th' essential cause of gleet is a catarrhal inllamniation
of the urethral mucous membrane and its follicles;

that strietural narrowings are fretiuent; that when the

gleet Ikls lasted for a long time it sometimes happens
that no pathological alterations can be seen.

It is interesting to notice that the lacun.io are quite

commonly affi'Cted, and that the two ])orti<)ns of the

I
urethra spe -ially ])rone to chronic inllamniation are

the fossa navieularis and the bulb.

Witli regard to the evidence obtained by explora-

tion during life, it was remarked that the en<loscope
had failed to fiillil the predictions of it-s inventor,

yet was an instrument of value in determining whether
circumscribed spots of inflammation exist along the

course of the urethra. These patches have been found
with greatest freipiency in the l)ulbous portion of the

urethra, and much stress has been placed upon them
as a cause of gleet. They are, however, not to be re-

garded us the sole cause ; and ar<' absent in many of

the milder cases. Ex|)lor;ition of the urethra by
means of sounds shoulil never be neglected in obsti

natc cases of gleet. Rut in using tliem, the fact

must be borne in mind that the inflamed patches in

the urethra arc not always sensitive, and al.so that at

certain parts of the canal a natural sensitiveness will

be found. In certain cases the Ijulbous sounds are

aluabli' aids in examination.
With reference to studying the pathology of gleet

by observing tha effect of reuudie-s, it was remarked

that certain cases are cured by the application of
stinuilating ointments to the fossa navicubuis, perhaps
in others as far back as the bulb, and that the fre-

"pient success attendin<; topical applications jioints

to a disease of a catarrhal character. In eeitain rare
cases cure is spontaneous. The conclusions were em-
braced under four heads:

1. ttleet depends upon a chronic inflammation of
the urethral mucous membrane, either diffused over
a greater part, or limited to spots, chitfly to the fossa
navieularis and bulb.

2. (fleet depends upon inflammation of the lacuna;
opening into the urethra.

;j. Gleet depc'uds upon stricture of the urethra.

4. Vegetations along the course of th(^ urethra,

inflammation of Cowper's glands, the prostate gland
or the seminal vesicles, etc., arc but rarely the causes
of gleet.

Dr. Sands then jiroceeded to the examination of
certain views respecting the jjalhology of gleet, which
have for their able advocate his colleague, Dr. Otis.

These views assumes that gleet invariably depends
upon organic stric'turc, especially strictures of wide
calibre, and that the division of these strictures by
internal urethrotomy offers a safe method for effect-

ing a cure.

Dr. Sands denied that the healthy urethra has a
uniform calibre, which can bo ascertained and niea.s-

ured with precision. It is necessary, also, to recognize
what is meant by the term calibre of the urethra.

The term calibre is ordinarily em]>loyed to indicate

the size of a tube. But anatomists have long recog-
nized the fact that the urethra is not a tube, except
when distended. This is true of both the living and
dead subject, as proven by amputations and post-

mortem examinations. Being a canal only when dis-

tended, and having elastic walls, the calibre of the

urethra will vary within certain limits, depending
upon the el.asticity of the walls and the amount of
force used in separating them.
The normal calibre of the urethra is ol)tained when

the latter is moderately distended by urine duiing
micturition, and. although this cannot be estimated
with accuracy, tliere is reason to lielieve that it is not

large. Heference was then made to the various

methods which have been employed for defeimiiiing

the calilire of the urethra upon the dead suliject.

Rcybard found the greatest diameter to be IHJ mm.
Several casts of the urethra were exhibited, which
had been jirepared by injecting the canal with wax.
One ca.st was made by using oidy a moderate amount
of distending force, and conse(iucntly was snudli'r

than the other three, which were made by using such
distending force as could be employed without pro-

ducing rupture. Although it cannot be proved that

the distending forci^ in every instance was the same
in amount, but assuming that it was nearly so, it

is ascertaintd by this means that the dimensions of

the male urethra, when dilated, vary in dilTerent

individuals. The results obtained in these cases agreid
with those of Heybard, and the figures sliowed that

there is want of uniformity of calibre in difTerent

parts of the .same urethra. 'I'liis is an important
fact, although not new. The figures showed that

the urethra has alternatingcmitructions and dilatations

throughout its entire length, but this is tacitly denieil

when wc admit that the calil>rc of the urethra is indi-

cated by the calibre of the bulb.

Dr. Otis uhuie denies the existence of n nomial
narrowing of the meatus externus, and regards the

presence of a narrow meatus a.s almormal. Dr. Otis

dties not state, however, that he has ever denionstiated
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tlijs himself, but quotes ITonle for his authority. Dr.

Sands heUl, liowever, that Dr. Otis liad misquoted

Ilenk', and mistaken tlie exception for the rule.

To meet the ol)jcction that these observations have

been made upon the dead and not upon tlie living

subject, Dr. Sands lias studied tlie suliject Avith the

same care upon the living sul)ject, and has found the

urethrometer designed l>y Dr. Otis a valuable instru-

ment in conducting this jiart of the examination. But

he has not lieen al>le to obtain the same results which

have been recorded for the instrument. He has ex-

amined the urethra; of twenty healthy adults, and,

with a single exception, expanded the urethrometer in

the bullj of the urethra to its fullest extent, 4.j, without

causing decided pain or inconvenience. In some of

these cases he was unable to liring the instrument for-

ward more tliau an inch before meeting with resist-

ance. From this it was inferred that the bullj in the

living suljject is generally capalile of greater dilata-

tion than can be effected by the urethrometer at any

other portion of tlie canal. Thus proceeding. Dr.

Sands has satisfied himself that there are variations

in different portions of the urethra corresponding to

tlie variations obtained by injections upon tlic dead

body.
Tlie assumption of an invariable calilirc for any

urethra is unwarrantable, and liable to lead to grave

errors in practice. Dr. Sands is convinced that a healthy

urethra, explored l.iy large bulbous sounds, will grasp

the instrument tightly at certain points, thus giving

the deceptive feel as though stricture is present. This

may arise from a deviation of the sound from the axis

of tlie canal ; from spasmodic action of the fil'res sur-

rounding the mucous membrane in front of tlie instru-

ment ; or from slight inequalities not constituting

stricture. lie would not have it supposed that he did

not approve of the treatment of stricture Ijy means of

internal uretlirotomy, but believed it to be applicable

chiefly to close strictures, and as an auxiliary to dila-

tation. He is a firm believer in gradual dilatation,

as by far the best method of treating the majority

of urethral strictures. Finally, the use of sounds

exceeding 25 mm. is very rarely necessary either for

diagnosis or treatment of stricture of tlie urethra.

Because the canal can be distended to a much larger

size, it does not prove tliat it should be so dilated.

The practice of slitting up the meatus is irrational.

A sort of artificial hypospadias is produced, and ex-

cept in special cases it should be left as it has been

made l>y nature.

The paper read by Dr. Sands being before the

Society for discussion,

Dr.F. N. Otis remarked that it was with pleasure

that he appeared to discuss certain questions wliich

had been Inought forward by the President. For their

were certain points ujjon wliich there was no disagree-

ment between Iiimself and Dr. Sands, and there were

certain other points upon which they were very greatly

at variance. Reference was then made to the manner
of preparing specimens to aid us in the study of

urethral conditions, and Sir Henry Tliomjison was cited

as authority for the statement that all methods of

cxamiuation upon post-mortem specimens are utterly

valueless, as far as they furnish any aid in appreciat-

ing the condition of the urethra present during life.

Dr. Otis then referred to the examination of 100 cases

in the living subject, made within the last montli by

means of tlie urethrometer, and in the presence of

Drs. George A. Peters, Stephen Smith, Bull, Bangs,

and others. In these examinations it was shown tliat

the bullwus portion of the urethra is the largest, and
that through the anterior portion of the penis the

instrument passed smoothly along to the meatns
tlirough a canal of practically a uniform size.

Now tliis was the invarialile history and condition
of every case examined. It was proved during these

examinations that the urethra in every case was an in-

dividual part of the man, as much as the foot or hand,
and that there could be no jjositivc standard in esti-

mating the calilire of the human male urethra.

Again it was demonstrated that there was a con-
stant relation between the size of tlie i)enis and the
uretlira with which it was associated. By the term con-

stant is simply meant a sutHciently trustwortliy and ex-

act guide to the urethral caliiire for surgeons unable
to avail themselves of the use of tlie urethrometer.

Out of twelve consecutive cases, the proportionate re-

lation was found to vary not more than 2 mm. in

any given case. These examinations were made upon
men who claimed never to have had venereal disease.

The Doctor stated that in seventy-one out of the ninety-

live cases, the relative proportion was within 2 mm.
When tlie difficulties attending and surrounding an
examination are taken into consideration, any plan of
measurement which can show such results is worthy
of consideration, and must be acknowledged to be of
the greatest possible value if a more accurate method
of e.Namination is not at hand.

Dr. Otis did not regard the size of the external

meatus as a guide to the size of the urethral canal, as

stated l)y Dr. Sands ; because the meatus is found
of such variable size, that it is impossible to determine
v.'hcre we shall stop and say that we have a normal
condition. A man may have a very small meatus,
and yet never suffer any inconvcnieuce as long as it

remains unaffected by disease. It deviates from any
assumed normal tyjje, but it is a deviation, and is not
of necessity abnormal. But if such a meatus becomes
involved in inflammatory trouble it may give rise to

serious consequences, not only with regard to the ex-

isting disease, but with regard to subsequent reflex

disturliances. A contracted meatns is the almost in-

variable associate of gleet, and when the contraction

is removed the gleet usually gets well quickly, while a
meatus corresponding v.'itli the size of the urethra

behind it, gave assurance that gleet would not follov/

in an acute urethi-itis.

Dr. Otis maintained that Henle's illustration of the

peculiarity of tlie urethral orifice was repeated in his

book in three separate and distinct places ; that he
had put forth his views not to show that the meatus
indicates the size of the canal, but, on the contrary, to

show an entirely different part of the construction of
the organ ; and tliat although in the text of his book
he has made the statement that the meatus is the

smallest jiart of the canal, thus confirming the idea
which has been handed down from one generation to

another from the earliest times, yet his transcripts from
nature give a distinct deni.al to his claim, and confirms

Dr. Otis's statement with regard to the correspondence
of the meatus with the fossa navicularis, as he had
previously claimed that Henle's illustrations proved.
Reference was then made to the variation in size of the
external meatus in the 100 cases examined, and they
were fonnd to measure in mm., 12, 15, 10, 17, 18, 20,'

25, 26, 27, ;M, 37. etc. ; and the Doctor regarded it as

impossible to ])ick out of these what should be called

a normal standard. Several individuals were then
brought forward, in whicli the size of the meatus
corresponded to the size of the fossa navicularis, and
at the same time showing the constant relation before
claimed between the size of the penis and the urethra
witli which it was associated.

Dr. Otis wished it to be distinctly understood that
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lie dill not retrnnl the size of tlie biilli as tlie size of
the urithial iMiinl iinturior to it. lie liad alwnys roc-

ogiiizi'd it as thi' hirgci^t part ; also that tliciv is" a nar-
rowing, bitwoen two and tlirot' inclics from llii' liulb,

of two or more millimetres, liut tliat the sjioik/ij |)or-

tion and fossa navieiilaris he had found |)ra<-tieall_v of
a uniform size where tluMe is no disease, and that is the
l>art which he always measures to estimate the normal
calibre of the canal, lli: has also come to regard the
litlh' ridges which are encountered a short distance in

front of tlie hull) in a healthy urethra, which feel very
much like strictures, as folds of mucous membrane
which are straiglitened out during erection, and very
likely during micturition and ej.iculation. This con-
clusion was arrived at from a case in which erection
took |)lace during th<! e.\an\ination, and which was
subse(|Uently c.xaminid in tlie llacciil slate.

Dr. Otis made the statement that the fre(|ueney of
strictures at this point might be explained by the lia-

bility of tlie retention of solid constituents of the
urine, during .some urinary disturbance, in these folds,

whicli tinally result in their thickening and consc-
iinent contraction.

lie also alluded to the use of the nrethromcter as a
ilelicate surgical operation, reipiiiing skill and expe-
rience in order to obtain uniform results; and slated

that in the 10(1 casi-s the sensation of fulness was ex-

perienced by the person under examination before the
instrument indicated a circuniferenee at that jioint of
40 mm. With regard to Keybard's experiments, they
were made upon the cadaver, and the distending force
was repeatedly curried up to the point of rui)turing tlie

mucous niembrane
; and Keybiid himself states that

after ru|)turing the mucous membrane the tissues of the
cor|ius spongiosum are much more distensible.

Dr. Otis doubted whether any advantage was to be
gained by a distention of the urethra by means of the
nrethronieter above a mere sensation of fulness. His
object has not been to make urethra' larger than na-
ture has intended ; it is simply to ajipreciate them in

their variations, and to appreciate the obstructions to

wliieli they arc subject.

The Doctor then alluded to serious difficulties wliich
might depend upon a stricture which will admit 28 or
even liO of the French scale, such as gle( t. abscesses,
from follicular intlaninialion, rellex disturbances, etc.

Swelled testicle and inliainmation of the bladder may
depend upon strictures througli which an instrument
of 2-t Frem h scale can be jjassed with complete ease,

and without such instrument conveying the slightest

I

iilea of an abnormal condition of the canal; thus
.srpiarely taking issue with the statement made by Dr.
Sands, that an instrument 2.") mm. in circumference is

sufficient for diagnosis and treatment of urethral
difficulties.—The hour for adjournment haviiigarrived.
further discussion of tlii' subject was iiostjioiied to the
next stated meeting of the society.

PlIVSIOI.OOT AKD P.\TIIOLOOY OK THE BuAIN.—Dr.

Eugene Dupuy, of this city, well known for his le-

sV'irclies into the physiology and pathology of the brain,

and a late as,sistant to Dr. lirown-Sf(iuard at the Paris

Faculty of Medicine, lectured, on January '24tli, in the'

College of Physicians and Surgeons of I'hiladelphia.

on some points of cerebral |)atliology. He very satis-

factorily demonstrated, by analysis of cases and by
interesting experiments, that the theories which have
been prevalent since the works of Hetzig and Ferrier

have been published, are not tenable, viz., that h cali

zation of functional centres in the brain is in)|)ostible.

(Toircspoiiliciicc.

STATK EXAM 1 NATIONS.
To IHK EniTOU OF TUE Mkdical REOOni).

Slit:—.Mlow me to make a f( w comments upon your
recent editorial on Stale Kxaniiiiations.

In the Inst place, if we are lo have State Examining
Boards, the Slate, which will be largely bdufilid
thereby, should have some interest in the matter. The
object, ns I understand il, is not merely (o purge the
medical profession of ignoramuses, but to protect the
public against pretenders in any and every systini of
iiiedieinc. To this did the lawshould provide for the
examination of regular and irregular practitioners. In
order to ])rcvent favoritism, the appointment of ex-
aminei-s should be in the hands of the Supreme Conit
and the State Medical Society of each State, hut not in
t/if rollfff/'ii. The latter will always be sufficiently re-

presented by their members in the' State Society. An
iiitj-iUary board, consisting of one examiner on Prac-
liei' and one on the Materi.a M< dica of each irregular
school, might be so apiioiiiteil lliat piaclilioners of any
system of medicine cciild be examined by the boaiij.

The colleges could confer their degrees .ms usual when
aiilliorizcd by a mandamus from the Stale Board, but
I can see no advantage to be derived from changing
the wording of diplomas. As to the number of cx-
aminei-s, seven would seem to be unneci.ssaiy ; three to
live arc found sufficient for the (xamining boards of
Ihe araiy and navy, before both of wliicli the ordeal
would probably be as severe as that of any State
board.

.\ per diem compensation might be ojjin to the sus-
picion that the time of examination could be unneces-
sarily prolonged, but a fair remuncralion— not Ic^.s

than .$,'5,000 a year-^may be provided, in the following
manner: Let each matriculant pay into the Stale
Treasury the usual graduation fee of iflJO (to be re-

turned in case the slndint fails to pass), and if the
aniciunt thus collected be insufficient for the sliixnds
of Ihe examinei-s, let the State sujiply the deficit. This
plan would give an i>iil,pcnilrut. diaiiitfirffid examin-
ing board, free from all connection with IIk; schools,
anil removed from all suspicion of favoritism and un-
fairness by its jieciiliar mode of appointment, and IIk?

fact that it represented all Ihe scliools or systems of
medicine licensed by the Stale. It does no violence lo

the present college system of examinations (as at Har-
vard, for example), nor interferes wilh their ancient
right to confer degrees,— it leaves tenrliing to the
sehool.i, and only reipiires the final examination to be
iii.vde by the State Board, whose mandamus should be
issued for the degree.

E. N. R. O. B. E. L. C.
/)<rc«ni4«r 6, 187B.

CHANGES IN THE PUBLIC SERVICE.

Oilirinl Lift of Changn of Slnliont niiil Diitien of Of-
Jirtn-tofthf Midini) Drjmrtmrjd United Slalft Ariiij/,

from Jan. 2:!7 to dun. i'Mli, 1870.

McCoiiMiCK, ('., Surgeon — Kelievid from duty ii-i

Midical Director Dept of California. S. O. IT), A. <!.

O.. .Ian. 21, 18~«.

Kkkkky, C. C, Surgeon.—To rejioit to the Comd'g
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Gen'l Dcp't of California, for assignment to duty as

Medical Director of that Dei/t. S. O. 15, c. s., A.

G. O.

Wn.LiAJts, J. W., Assistant Surgeon.—Leave of ab-

sence still further extended one month. S. O. 15, c.

s., A. G. O.

JIeiirili,, J. C. Assistant Surgeon.—Assigned to

dut}- at Fort Brown, Texas. S. O. 9, Dep't of Texas,

Jan. 17, IMTO.

Hai.l. William B., Assistant Surgeon.—Assigned to

duty at Foil Wrangel, Alaska Ty. S. O. 0, Dep't of

the Columljia, Jan. 11, 1876.

IHebkal Itcma anb 'Ncwb.

QuAR,\NTiNE.—Tlie Assemlily Committee appointed

last winter to investigate the management of the

(.Quarantine, Immigration, and Health Officer's De-

partments liave presented a leugtliy report, in tlie course

of wliicli tliey recommend the abolishment of the

Board of Quarantine Commissioners :

Tlie unwieldy lioard referred to lias not for at least

three years been called together, so that practically the

llealtii Officer has had complete control over tlie im-

])ortant question of expenditures for salaries. The
power of auditing bills contracted by the Health

Officar miglit as well be exercised by tlie Comptroller.

As to the custody of the property of tlie State, we
submit that tlie Ilealtli Officer could very easily take

charge of, and act as tlie custodian of, tlie property

of the State, without any expense to tlie State. There-

fore, we are o f opinion that the office of Quarantine

Commissioners should be aljolished ; that tlie [lowers

now vested in the Commissioners be devolved upon the

Health Officer ; that a Board of Appeals, consisting,

for the time being, of the Presidents of tlie Chamber
of Comni-'rce, of the Shipowners' Associaticm, and the

Board of Hoaltli of the City of New York, be consti-

tuted to serve, without compensation, for the |)urpose

of deciding appeals from the decisions of the Health

Officer ; that the Health Officer pay the salaries of

all employes in quarantine out of the fees collected liy

him ; that all bills for repairs be contracted by him
only, with the assent of the Comptroller, and paid by
the Comptroller out of funds appropriated for repairs;

that hereafter no appropriation be made for the main-

tenance of quarautine, except for necessary repairs

;

that the money earned by the State's boats in quaran-

tine for the transportation of passengers and mails,

and that derived from the care of the sick on Dix's

Island, be accounted for and paid by the Health Offi-

cer to the State.

Afx-les-Bains.—Sir Dominic Corrigan, Bart.. M.D.,
contributes some very interesting oliservations on the

above in the December number of the Dublin Jotir-

niil of Medical Science.

M.VTETUAT, FOii DISSECTION.—Charles Schefflcr has
contracted to bury dead Chicago paupers for §1.40

eacli, and says that he means to sell the bodies for dis-

section. He argues that there is no law to prevent the

business ; that the burial, after the doctors are through
with the corpses, will fulfil the contract, and that tlie

plan will save money for the city, inasmuch as in no
other way could a contractor do the work at the price.

TitE LATE Dr. Anstie.—In the London Practitioner

for January, 187G, appears a memoir of the late Dr.

Francis E. Anstie, by Thomas Buzzard, M.D. In the

c mr.se of the admirably exhaustive history of the life

and services of the lamented deceased, his biogiai)her

savs

:

" Some of the experiments which he performed were
attended with considerable personal risk. On one
occasion he fastened to his face an inhaler, containing
an ounce of ether, jilaced his watch before him, took a
pencil in hand, and began to make a mark upon a
piece of paper on the lapse of every fifteen seconds.

He soon lost consciousness, and when he could again
distinguish his watch he found that thirty-five minutes
had elapsed, and that he had made but two marks on
the paper. He was alone during this experiment.
Another time he took a grain and a half of very good
extract of belladonna on going to bed, and woke in a
state of delirium."

The Rank and Pay of Army Surgeons.—The bill

of Senator Logan, now before the Committee on Mili-

tary Affairs, provides that the number of assistant

surgeons now allowed bylaw shall be recluccd to 125

;

that the office of medical storekeeper is abolished ;

tliat from and after the passage of this act, in addition
to the grades now allowed by law, there shall bo four
surgeons with the rank, pay, and emoluments of
colonels ; eight surgeons with the rank, pay and emolu-
ments of lieutenant-colonels, to be jiromoted by seni-

ority from the medical officers of the army.

Ulcerated Nipples.—M. Legroux (Annalcs de
Oynkolor/ie, Nov., 1875) advises the following treat-

ment : Spread with a camel-hair brush a layer of
elastic collodion around the nipple, in a radius of an
inch or more ; a piece of gold-beater's skin should
then be placed over the nipple and collodion, taking
care to make a few holes \\\X\\ a pin over the part of
the gold-bcatcr"s skin which covers the nipple, so as

to allow the milk to ooze through. No collodion

should be spread on the nipjile itself, as more pain
might thereby be occasioned. By the rapid evapora-

tion of the ether the collodion dries U)) and the gold-
beater's skin adheres. The nipple is thus more or less

pressed down Ijy the latter, which in drying becomes
tense. When the child is to be nursed, the end of the

nipple should be wetted with a little water. The
covering of gold-beater's .skin becomes soft and supple,

allows the nipple to swell, and protects the ulcers and
fissures from the pain of suctitm. The mother or

nurse thus suffers no pain, and the ulcers Ileal in a few
days.

Postural Treatjient op PALriTAXioN.—A corre-

spondent of the I'lilin MciUcah. calls attention to the

fact that pal))itations, when not depending on organic

disease, may be almost immediately arrested by bend-
ing the head downward, and allowing the arms to

hang |iendant. The effect is still more rapidly pro-

duced by holding the breath for a few seconds while

the body is in this bent position.

Anti-V.\ccination.—Dr. H. F. Germann, Prof, of
Medicine, University of Leipzig, has just pnbli.shed a
ponderous volume of one thousand pages on the sub-

ject of com|nilsory vaccination. Among other things

Prof. G. claims that the scientific side of the vaccina-

tion question has not yet been so fully investigated as

to justify any compulsion.

Weekly Bulletin of the Meetings op Medicai,
Societies.

Mondinj. Feb. 7.— N. Y. Neurological Society ; Notes
on Clinical History of Chorea, by Dr. .1. C. Peters.

Tuesdiiy. Feb. 8.—East River Medical Association.

Wedncsdnij, Feb. 9.—N. Y. Pathological Society.

Thursday, Feb. 10.—Brooklyn Pathological Society.

Friday, Feb. 11.—New York Medical Journal Assj-

ciation.
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©rlglnal (Eommunicrttiong.

DIPHTHERIA.

CONDENSED PROM LECTfRES DKI.IVEUKD IN JEFFER-
SON MEIIICAL COLLEGE. ON M.\y 13tH,

17th, 20th, .\nd 24th, 1875.

Bv J. SOLIS COHEN, M.D.,

LSCTI-RFR OS L.IRYNQOSCOPT, A.Sn DISB.ldBS OF TIIK THROAT AND
CHEST.

Part II.

I'KOCiXO.SIS.

The prognosis is usiitilly grave in diphthi'ria, .Mtiiiy

rases progress to a favoral)le termination, l)ut sucli a

happy result cannot be positively predicated in any
given instance, for those which are mildest at the o\it-

set may yet terminate fatally. The character of the epi-

demic, the liygienic conditions by which the patient

is surrounded, and the opportunity that may c.\ist for

improving those hygienic conditions, all e.\ert mor.'

or less influence on the general prognosis. We should

hoi)e for the best, and Ije pre|)ared for the worst, in

every instance; bearing in mind that no case, how-
ever trivial it may appear, is absolutely unimi)ortant.

Cases mild at the outset, may become severe at a later

period ; and relapses may occur even after the first

subsidence of the alanning symjjtoms. The age of

the patient is to be taken into consideration. In the

absence of any other prominent indication, we tind

that the case is generally more unfavorable the young-
er the patient.

Tile general state of the constitution is of great im-

portance. Previous general good health renders the

prognosis favorable; while patients debilitated from
any cause whatever are less likely to recover. Compli-
cations with other disejuse.s, as measles, scarlatina,

or pneumonia, render the prognosis unfavorable.
The deposit itself sometimes furni.shes indicationsof

the severity of the case; but by ni> means constantly.

Simple tonsillar or ph.'iryngeal (oio-pharyngeal) exu-

dation alone is less grave than when complicated with
naso-pharyngeal, nasal, or laryngeal exudation. Wlien
the tonsils are sheatlied, a.s it were, in an env(lo])e * of

exudation, it is sometimes indicative of a condition in

. which laryngeal exudation is likely to occur ; and the

])rognosis is therefore les-s favorable. Mild cases,

liowevcr, in wliich tlierc is but little deposit, may
prove fatal by blood-poisoning, or by collapse before

the local manifestation has become fully developed.

Septic cases (so-called), and ca.ses actually gangrenous,

are exceedingly grave; the latter not only from the

ulcerative processes that takes place, Vmt from increased

element of poisoning carried into the system by each
inspiration over the fetid detritus in the throat.

Nasal diphtlieria is of such grave augury that some ob-

servers consider it of fatal signilicance, though without
^ufTcient reason therefor. In children at the brea,st it

interferes seriously with nutrition. Kpistaxis, there-

fore, and even moderate coryza, should attract prompt
attention, as indicative of na.sal complication.

In his letter to Drs. Hlache and (tuersant.t in refer-

ring to the terror felt by the former and by Trous.seau

at witnessing sudden loss of life after forty-eight

hours' illness, Bretonncau as.serts that he had recently

* Bretonnean. op. oit, p. 24, not?,

Fifth Jlimr.lr. op. dt.. p. IIW.

acipiired the conviction that the disease is developed
in the nostrils and extends there without any warning
and without any apparent symptom. lie therefore
mgcs that visilile symptoms should not be waited for,

but that, at the least sign of snuffling, at the slightest

indication of coryza, swollen lymphatic glands shoidd
be felt for, not merely looked for, beyond the angle of
the lower jaw, below the lobe of the ear, and thence
down the sides of the neck. At the same time the

upper lip will be foun<l red below the nostril of the
same side on which there is any glandular swelling,

ami unefiually and proportionately upon both sides, if

there is glandular swelling upon both sides.

Pain in the ear is mentioned by Hretonneau as an
tarly symptom in one of his cases;* and by Dr.

Beardsley, of Milford, Conn., as the first symptom in

almost all the eases he saw in an endemic; occurring a
day or two before any otiier complaint was made, and
Ijefore any evidence of exudation could be detected in

the throat.t I have observed the same fact in a few
instances, and not only in diphtheria but in other in-

tliunmatory processes involving the tonsils, posterior

piil.ttine ar.-:hes, an 1 epiglottis. It is characteristic,

perliaps, when present, but not pathognomonic.
Kpistaxis, and so likewi.se hemorrhage from the

throat, is sometimes indicative of blood change, as

well as simply direct loss frinn destruction of tissue;

while, when copious, this direct loss of blood itself is

an additional complication of unfavorable omen. Ir-

regular cutaneous rashes and eruptions, spots of ecchy-

mosis and purpura, are likewise of unfavorable

augury. Laryngeal diphtheria (diphtheritic croup),

and with it, of course, diphtheria of the air-tubes from
larynx to ultimate bronchi, is of the gravest signifi-

cance, for it indicates the approach of mechanical im-

pediment to respiration, a conditicm which can but add
to dangers already existing. As far as the mechanical

danger alone is concerned, the constitutional condition

may be almost disiegarded in the prognosis ; the age
of the patient, the relative calibre of the larynx, and
other affected air-passages, and the tenacity of the

morbid product, being points of much more importance.

During the first week of the disease, in cases not

directly fatal from innervation or collapse, the danger

is from the larynx, and if the larynx remain unalTi'Cted,

tile danger then lies in the exhaustion and deficiency

of nerve force or energy ; conditions which may ensue

even in C(mnection witli but a trilling amount of in-

fininmation and exudation in th<' throat.

The tumefaction of the submastoid, submaxillary,

and cervical glands is regarded liy some observers as

proportionately indicative of the severity of the case,

—

on insufficient ground.s, however, according to the

opinions of others.

The constitutional symptoms of the disease it.self

furnish indications for prognosis. High temperature

may be regarded as unfavorable. .V strong, full pulse

is a favorable indication; a rapid and feeble pulse, on

the other hand, is an unfavorable imlication ;
while a

vacillating and infrequent pulse is almost of fatal

siirnificance, tmless dependent upon cardiac disea.se

previously existing. Loss of appetite and imwilling-

ness to take nourishment are unfavorable signs.

Vomiting is an imfavorable indication, and diarrha-a

still more so. The presence of albumen in the urine i«

retrardcd as an unfavorable sign, and when the albu-

men is very abundant, the case almost always termi-

nate* fatally. I>r. Wade.J to whom wc are chitflj

• Op. cit.. Fifth Memoir, p. SOI.
• T> D. SIkIo: riliihthcriR ; lu N»tnm »n<l Tn»unonl. PhUMf

el >, Itfat. p. 4J>.

: Ob*cr\ulionii on DiphthOTla. r.4>ndon, l^AI*.

X
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indebted for the observation of this symptom, found
that indications of the imiiairment of the renal func-

tions were constantly precursory of an unfavorable tei'-

mination. When the albumen is abundant, there is

sometimes uraemic intoxication, and delirium is almost

always a fatal sign.

In cases terminating favorably, recovery usually

takes place from the eighth to the fourteenth day, the

symptoms gradually diminishing in severity and ur-

gency with normal resumption of imjjaired function.

In cases terminating fatally, death usually occurs

within a few days, sometimes not until the end of two
weeks, and sometimes as late as the fifth week. The
patient may succumb to asthenia, or exhaustion from
the severity of the systemic disease, with or withou(
invasion of the larynx. Death from asthenia may
occur daring the first week in delicate or debilitated

subjects, in rare instances within thirty -six hours; but

it is usually delayed until the course of the second
week. The jiatient may die from sudden asphyxia, or

from gradual apnoea, caused by the local impediment
or oljstacle to res]3iration. Asphyxia may be produced
by the flapping of free or partly free exudation in the

trachea, or in the larynx, whicli, while it permits inspira-

tion, effectually prevents expiration by its valve-like

action. The patient may die from the innervation

following the disease, even after the establishment

of convalescence, or even after ap])arent recovery.

Bretonneau has recoi'ded cases,* and so have others

after him, in which, though the symptoms were
mild, life was often lost, and in which the post- mortem
evidences (even after tracheotomy) were insufficient to

account for the death. Bretonneau saw no case survive

the sixth day of laryngeal symptoms, without tracheo-

tomy. Jenner f has twice seen death within twelve
hours from the time the laryngeal symptoms were first

noticed, and had never known it delayed more than
five days after positive indications of the existence of
the deposit in the larynx.

If symptoms of laryngeal implication have not be-

come manifested within the first week, the danger from
this cause, though liy no means averted, diminishes
with the relative iirolongation of the attack.

A jjoint to which attention is called by Prof. F]int,|

who had seen tM'o cases terminate in this way unex-
pectedly, is a liability to sudden, fatal syncope; even
in comparatively mild cases, or during convalescence;
and generally due to some unusual exertion, as getting
out of bed. Dr. .1. F. Meigs, amou'g othei-s, has re-

ported§ cases in which sudden or unexpected death was
due to the formation of clots in the right cavities of
the heart. Similar instances are not unknown to other
observers like-nise.

The prognosis in diphtheria, then, should always be
guarded.

THE APP.\RENT IDENTITY OP DIPHTHERIA WITH CROUP.

The majority of practitioners, at the jiresent day,
believe in the identity of croup and diphtheria : but a
very respectable and equally intelligent minority are

.
unable to support this opinion. A consideration of
the main points urged upon both sides of this interest-
ing question cannot fail to be instructive.

A lively correspondence on the subject has occupied
no inconsiderable portion of tlie columns of the Lon-
ilon Lancet, and of the Britisli Medical JoufiiaJ, during
the present year: and has elicited special attention^

* Op. cit., p. 47.

+ Op. cit., pp. 36. 37,

t Principlea and Practice of .\Iedirinf!. Pliilatlel)ihia, IsRS, p. Mfi.

§ Ain. Jonr. Jled. ScienceR. April, lS(i4. p. 305.

from the fact, among other things, that a prominent
London teacher. Sir William .Tenner, who contended
for the non-identity of the two affections a few years

since,* is now an advocate of the theory of identity,

in which, l.iy the way, lie has the unqualitied supjjort

of some of the ablest and most prominent authorities

in Great Britain.

For the fair discussion of the subject, as definite

ideas as possible should be conceived of tlie terms

diphtheria and crouj). Tlie fornu-r term has jjeen suf-

ficiently dilated upon, and may lie regarded as indi-

cating positive deterioration of tlie blood, in addition

to the local manifestations described. The latter term
has unfortunately become applied to several ecmditions

which Ijear no pathological analogy save in a single

result, which may follow causes very different in their

nature—inflammatory, septic, toxic, and mechanic

—

and this one manifestation is laryngeal stridor with

mechanical impediment to resjiiration. Now, discard-

ing, once for all, such varieties of suffocative affec-

tions as may be included under the terms "false"
croup, "spasmodic" croup, "stridulous'" laryngitis,

"thymic" asthma, and the like, we are to ascertain

whether there is an acute idiopathic inflammatory af-

fection of the larynx, or larynx and parts contiguous,

of an exudative or pseudomembranous type, propaga-

ble along the bronchial respiratory ti'act, and occasion-

ally along the respirato-alimentary tract, nonconlagi-
ous in its nature, unassociated with constitutional

disturbance as an essential element in its phenomena,
and in which the sole danger to life is mechanical

obstruction to respiration from swelling, or fiom the

presence or accumulation of the products of the exu-

dation ;—an affection the inherent tendency of whicli

is to recovery, apart from the mechanical obstruction

mentioned. Cases of this kind are not frecpient, at the

present day, I am willing to admit. Many practition-

ers practise a long while without encountering them ;

.still they are by no means rare, and have been observed

and recognized by many practitioners. f Gentlemen
who have not encountered cases of the kind deny the

existence of a true non-systemic croup, instead of

simply stating that they have never seen the disease.

These cases represent the true croup of those who be-

lieve in the disease independent of diphtheritic intoxi-

cation, and are classed as sporadic diphtheria by those

who contend for identity. There is no doubt that

many advocates of the existence of a true croup include

undoubted cases of diphtheria in their category ; while

cases of supposed croup, on the other hand, are includ-

ed in the categories of those of the contraiy opinion.

Hence much of the existing confusion as to what is a

case of diphtheria, and what a case of croup. If we
are wiling to admit, as I think we safely can, that a

patient with dijihtheria may contract croup, and a ]m-

tient with croup may contract diphtheria, this obscurity

disappears in part. This is not mere begging the

question. Typical cases differ as much as ever, but

cases of coexisting disease partake of the nature of the

two extremes, and the anatomical phenomena of both

gradually merge into each other, while the clinical

manifestations become l)lended. The existence of the

one does not afford immunity, at the time or for the

future, against the contraction of the other ; and they

* Diphtheria: Its Symptoms and Treatment. London, 1861.

t I ma.v mention, that at the close of the lecture in which the ;iboYe

remarks wore inade, a well-known physician infer ned me that lie had
followed me from my office to get me to see a case in consultation,

which he had believed to be diphtheria, but which he now thought, from

the tenor of my remarks, mipht be what I considered as true croup. I

accompanied the gentleman to his patient, and found a case of croup,

similar to the typical hypothetical case in the text. The case terrni-

nnted favorably.
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iiiiiy appear together, or in rapid sequence, or they
muy follow at K>iiu; iiitrivals.

If the ttTiii fioiip is appli(al)le to any inflammatory
affection of tlie hirynx, tnidica. and parts conti";iious,

whicli is accompanicil liy tlic (k'Tclopniiiit of a pro-

duct which wlicn coniplcted represents an adventitious
niemlirane. then it appeal's to me tliat we have several

varieties of croup:—
1. IiliojMil/iir or sthenic croup, true, croup; a purely

inflammatory local affection, non-spccitic in its origin

as far as we know, sporadic in its appearance, rarely

implicating the tissues aliove the larynx, rarely occur-

ring more tlian once in tlie .same individual, conlined

almost exclusively to childhood, non-cnntagious, and
unattended with any essential systemic complication

;

death occurring medianically from aspliyxia, or from
slow apno'a, or from asthenia conse(iuciit on the im-
pairment of vital force produced l)y i)rolonged imped-
iment to respiration.

2. Systemic croup, or the croup of diphtheria ; a sys-

temic disease, specitic in its origin to the best of our
knowledge, acconi|)anied and in part preceded by
p.seudomemhranous manifestations in tlie pharynx,
nares, and portions of the alimentary trad, often fol-

lowed by certain cliaracteristic disturbances in tlie

nervous, circulatory, and glandular systems, frequently

occurring more than once in the same individual, en-

demic or epidemic in its appearance although some-
times sporadic, contagious in its nature, and attacking

people of all ages, though more frequent in children
;

the tendency being to (leath l)y asthenia, though it is

likewise liable to jjrove fatal mechanically from ob-

struction of the air-passages.

3. Deuti-nip'ithic croup ; such as becomes developed
in connection witli certain of the exanthemata, typhoid
fever, and the latter stages of phthisis and other dis-

eases of malnutrition, in which it is often associated

with similar de|)osits in other portions of the body;
therefore bearing a closer physical resemblance to the

local manifestations of diphtheria : and
4. Trauuuitic croup ; such as follows the local ac-

tion of steam, acids, vesicants and mechanical injuries,

the membrane, as remarked by Hretimneau,* remaining
circumscribed about the injured parts.

Certainly a special diathesis or a special infection is

not necessary for the mere production of false mem-
brane. In all these in.stances, the meinl)rane is di|)h-

theritic in the sense of being adventitious, but, as we
know, adventitious membranes may become developed
under still other conditions, as from the local influence

of irritant gases, local injuries, and the like. To add
one more to the examples that have l)een rejiorted from
time to time, I have in my possession a numlier of

fragmentsof membranes coughed up duringtwo years,

following a tracheotomy which I had performed for

the extraction of a foreign body (beefbonel which had
remained in tin- tracliea for more than two years ; and
the patient informed me that she had coughed up
"such fragmentsof flesh " from time to time before

the operation. There were no general symptoms indi-

cative of the process of membranous formation or ex-

foliation.

The problem offered for solution is whether the first

form is an independent disease, or simply a sporailie

variety of diphtheria—the second form. That instances

of the tirst form were known to the ancients under dif-

ferent appellations there is abundant proof.f

* In the cane of the iirolongcd M>)oam of foreign bodies a pormaneot
adviMiUtluU'* inembrtinu i-iivelup^ them and tvndem their rot**ntlon

hnniilifw.

t S -e e.-«pcrinlly. oltMTvntions tending to asrcrtnln whether the

niicienu wen- o^-tiuainu-^l with the dU«-«c kiiuwn to im famtltarly by

It is also evident that this form of disease is not

identical with the so-ealh-d ijnuijrrhous iiiujiini whidi
Hiilonneaii Hi'st discriminated as a special alTection,

and to which he gave tlie name iliphlhirite.

liretonneau coiiteiidetl for the identity of croup and
diplitheria, and believed * that " Francis Home per-

suailetl himself that he hail just met with an alVec-

lioii which had hitherto escaped tlii' attention of his

predecessors," and that his new name " .so fascinated

all persons that it prevented them from recognizing a

disease observed from the most remote antiiiuity." At
tile same time Hretomu'au states distiiKtly that " no
iiillamnnition with exudation is iliphthi rile when it

does not spread by contagion;" the membranous i x-

uclation being considered by him lus tlie ])oison itself.

Tlie development of diphtheritic patches upon
abraded cutaneous integument is universally known,
whether due to a local deposit or to an exiulati(in

from the tissues. It is not improbable, at least in

many instances, that the diphtheritic patches in the

throat are fli'st develo|)ed on abraded surfaces. There
is usually som<' history of catarrh |)recediiig the devel-

opment of dil)htheria. Now, this catarihal inflam-

mation of the laiyngo-traclK al nuieons ineiiibrane may
jinidiice an elevation or separation of tlii' epithelium,

and thus represent the condition of abraded integu-

ment. It is dillicult, and sometimes iinpossil)l<'. to

recognize sliglit losses of epithelium with tlie unaided
eye, in the usual method of examining the throat, and
the pharynx and parts contiguous to it may be in this

abraded condition i)revious to the attack. Uranting
this, the two jiroccsses in the skin and in the mucous
membranes are analogous.

.\ttciupts at discrimination in the nature of the exu-

dation have failed, although characteristic dilTerencis,

elieinical, microscopical, and pliy.siological, are still

contended for by some (lathologists. The discrimi-

nating condition pointed out by V'irchow some yeai-s

ago, and so extensively supported, that the pseud"-

m 'lubrane of diphtheria is adherent to the mucous
membrane, or intiltrated into it, while that of ciou;)

simply lies upon the mucous membrane, is now ac-

knowledged by liimt as lost in particular cases;

true croup of the larynx and trachea invading tlie

pharynx and often actually coexisting with diph-

theria, and not presenting as a free exudation until we
reach the deeper br<mchi or the pulmipnaiy vesicles.

We cannot establish any essential difference <m an-

atomical grounds, tlie pathological products of the two
alTections being identical as far as our means of exam-
ining them are to be relied upon.

There is no absolutely characteristic manifestations

in the location of the jiathological product, nor in the

C(indition of the mucous membrane beneath it; evi u

d ^truction of tissue l)eing sometimes encountered in

croup as well as in <lii)litlieria.

When we investigate tlie clinical features and mani-

festatiimsof the two diseases, we can, I think, recognize

a difference as tabulated below :

CROUP.

Nmi-specific in origin.

Never coiita(fi*ai8.

.Net iDoculahlc.

Nut of adynamic type.

I'sually 8}iorndiu.

Karely attAcks adults.

DIPIITUKKIA.

Specific in origin.

Often contagious,

Iiimiilalile.

Of ailynaniic typo.

Usually endctnio «r opi-

deraie.

Often attack.') adults.

th.- naiiw of eronp, by John Rwlm in Coxe, JI.D., Prof, of UaterU
.M"h'-« and Phariiinc-y In t'lu University uf Ptnn/'yJ ranla—.loi. ,/<.«. .

.!/..( *•*., Nov. isar ji. M.
• ' 'p. eit., p. 4.

' IMthuIu^le and Theraple, t . p. Ml.
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CROUP.

Always accompanied by
exud;ition.

Fatal only by physical ob-

stmcoion to respiration,

whether directly or indi-

rectly.

No depression of heart.

False often strong and hard.

Respiration more accelerat-

ed in proportion to the

pulse ; ratio rarely if ever

less than one to four.

Albumen rarely in uriue.

Not followed by paralysis.

Would bear antiphlogi.stics.

Rarely attacks more than
once.

DIPHTHERIA.

Sometimes unaccompanied
by exudation.

Often fatal without any
physical obstruction to

respiration whatever.

Marked depression of heart.

Pulse never strong and
hard, even though quick
and full.

Respiration not accelerated

in proportion to the pulse
;

ratio usually less than one
to four.

Albumen often in urine.

Often followed by paralysis.

Would not bear antiphlogis-

tica.

Often attacks more than

In addition to this, it may l)e mentioned tliat diph-

theria, unlike croup, has never been thouglit due to

excessive plasticity of the blood.

With regard to contagion, it may furtlier be re-

marked that I know of no recorded instance of un-

doubted croup (such a case as would not l)e classed as

diplitlieria by these contending for uon-identity)

which has been traceable to exposure to tlie contagion

of a case of diphtheria (such a case as wouUl be desig-

nated dii)htheria liy the partisans of both views).

Evidence to the contrary ought to be accepted as con-

clusive. With regard to the pathological product, it

may be admitted that no one doubts that diphtheria

may exist and even terminate fatally, without the

development of any membrane in the larynx or

bjlow it. No one doubts either that the disease, to

constitute croup, necessitates the production of a

pseudo-membrane or its representative in the larynx or

trachea, or bronchi. In diphtheria, too, tlie membra-
nous affection in the larynx is secondary ; and, on the

other hand, croup does not necessarily affect the

pharynx. Diptheritic cases may be mistaken for

croup, and thus the two be regarded as identical,

from there being evidences of membranous exudation
in tlie larynx, but none in the pharynx ; the fact

being, as often demonstrated uecroscopically, that the

m8ral)rane had occupied localities out of direct sight,

such as the postei-ior surface of the palate, the lower por-

tions of the oesophagus, upper portion of the pharynx,
and the like. Laryngoscopic and rhinoscopic insjjec-

tion, when practicable, would set such doubts at rest.

In th3 same way as we have enteritis and typho-ma-
larial enteritis, pneumonia and typhoid pneuuionia,
erysipelas and malignant erysipelas, we may have
croUjj and diphtheria; the disease being due tu an
ordinuy cause in the one instance, and to a specific

cause in the other ; the analogy being in the organs
or tissues affected, and the difference in the mode of
origin and in the systemic complication.

Uninplamm.^.bi.e Fabrics.—The London journals
ara much exercised over an accident in the Alexandra
Theatre, Sheffii'ld, by which a ballet girl was burned
during the represeutaticm of a fairy scene. The
Lancet maintains that the fabrics of these girls should
be made uninflammable l>y immersion in a solution of
neutral tungstate of sodiuui mixed with three |)er cent,

of liliDsphato of sodiuui, and that such a precaution
should bj enforced by law.

URETHROPLASTIC OPERATIONS
TO REMEDY

HYPOSPADIAS, EPISPADIAS, AND ALSO INCUR-
VATION OF THE PENIS.

By J. W. S. GOULEY, M.D.,

SUHGEON TO BELLEVUE HOSPrrAL.

Some years ago I directed my attention to certain

plans of operation to remedy congenital malforma-
tions of the penis, wliich, for lack of proper material,

I could not carry out until the case narrated below
presented itself. I think that these processes can be
adapted to the three principal varieties of hypospadias,
and also to balauic epispadias; and they seem to me
more promising than those heretofore employed.

Balaiiic hypospadias, which is very conmion, has
generally l^een considered too trivial to merit much
notice, exce))t it be attended with constriction of the

urethral orifice, which then constitutes one of the forms
of congenital stricture, and demands internal lateral

incisions.* But there are cases in which, eveu after

free internal division, sufficient irritation still exists to

cause sundry derangements of the nervous system, and
to annoy the patient in various ways, and in these

scarcely anything .short of an operation will give relief.

In September, 1873, a gentleman requested an opin-

ion from me regarding the propriety of his being op-
erated upon for congenital balanic hyposjjadias. He
had already been subjected to several oi)erations, all

of which liad failed. One, he said, had consisted in

denuding the edges of the gap or fissure, and bringing

them together with wire sutures. But before this last

attempt, an endeavor had been made to " dig a canal
tlirough the glans penis." The appearance of the

deficiency was similar to that represented at A (Fig. 1),

the malformation extending a little beyond the line of

the Ijase of the glans. At about half an inch from
the end of the penis, the fissure was traversed by a
cord-like isthmus of mucous membrane about an
ciglith of an inch in thickness. This was the result

of the " digging " just referred to, and through the

foramen which resulted. No. 8 sound only could be
passed, while the urethral orifice at the proximal ex-

tremity of the gap admitted a No. 15 sound quite

easily. There was also a slight degree of incurvation

of the penis in its last inch. I told the jiatient that I

had declined to operate in several cases similar to his,

because I thought the malformation too slight to cause
more than a very trifling inconvenience, and that for

the same reason I would, in his case, advise against an
operation. But as he gave me to understand that this

affliction was preying greatly ujjon his mind, and as

he became very urgent that I should undertake to

remedy his trouble, I finally consented to do so ; but
deferred the performance of the operation for a few
days in order to mature the plan that I had already
conceived lor cases in which the defect is more ex-

tensive.

On September 9th, 1 875, assisted by Dr. Z. E. Lewis,

I executed the operation in the manner herein de-

scribed, after having had the patient etherized. As
nothing could be gained by preserving the isthmus A
(Fig. Ij, and as it was really in the way, I snipped it

in the centre, and its cut ends retracted to either side

so as to be almost out of sight. I then made a longi-

tudinal incision, beginning at B, and extending to 0,
and another parallel with the first, and a quarter of an
iucli to tlie outside, from D to E, and the two were
united by short cuts from B to D, and from C to E.

* See Gouley on UiBeases of the Urinary Organs, p. 107.
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Thy tcjiuinents were di.ssoctcd off from nil the spiicc

boiiiul 'il l)y tlii'si; incisions. This process was rc-

l)c;vtctl on tlie opposite side. Tlic niiicons nienilirane

and skni in all tlie central space, half an inch in

lircadth, more or less, included between the incisions

H 15 to C C, from A to K, and beyond, were preserved

intact. The incisions H V, 15 (', were about one-

twelfth of an inch distimt from the edge of the

Fio. 1.

somewhnt elliptical K^l' "t its widest portion, and of

course farther off above and lielow. beiui; nuide i|uite

struifjht and with a view solely to the necessary widtli

of the new urethra. Tlie next step consisted in prail-

ually slidin-; the skin, so as to doul)le it upcm it.self

and bring thj lateral denuded surfaces into apposition,

to bo BO retained by a numl>er of fine silken sutures

in such a manner that ('(' would be united In 15 15.

ISut to elTect this I hail to liejiin to slich at K F. jiass-

ini; the suture from within outwards above, and from
without inwards lielow, so that in folding the central

skin which was to form the urethral tloor, the angle
iir crease came at the point represented by the dotted
line G O, lus close as possilih^ to the edge of the ab-

noHual urethral oritice. 15efore tying the suture of
one side, that of the opposite side was lirst passed,

then the other threads were successively applied on
either side, tied, and cut short, so that their free ends
lay inside the newly formed urethra, until the last two,

uniting V, V to 15 15, were secur< <1 ;—in all five on each
side. Four adtlitional sutures were passed on each
side along the lines formed liv the apposition of C E I

to 15 1) 11. The stichiug Cdiiiplited, the meatus l)e-

canie transverse instead of loiigitudin.il, its inferior lip

bring the fold of .skin from K, formed liy the apposi-

tion of the points (' C to 15 15, and its superior lip the

edge of mucous membrane frcjni 15 to 15,

To prevent erections, ice-water dressing was used,

and hyo.scyanuis and cainiilior given freely at night.

The patient drew otT his urine periodically with a
No. « soft India-rubber catheter; each time, as di-

rected, ])inching closely the distal end of the instru-

ment while withdrawing it. He followed so faith-

fully this latter injunction that not a drop of urine

ever came in contact with the wound, which healed

primarily. Some of the .sutures were removed on the

fnuith day, and several others remained twelve days
in the urethra, creating very little if any irritation, and
were readily cut awtty.

Three weeks after the operation he indulged in the

sexual act without any marked inconvenience, but
till night that, during erection, the incurvation of the

piiiis was somewhat increa.sed, and determined to have
this remedied by a second operation, which he uiuler-

wint on October lUth, IHTo. I made, on each side,

through the integuments, an incision, beginning near

the base of the glans—^wheie the prepuce was quite

loose, and resembled a jiair of wings—and carried the

cuts along the under-siirface of the organ, upwards
and inwards to the median line, a little beyond the

proxinud extremity of the newly formed nretlu a, where
they were united, making a V-slmped wound. The
central skin, which formed the Hoorof the new urethra,

being thus liberated, was pulled forward as much as

p()s.sible. The edgesof the wing like proees.ses having
Ixen clipped, the skin was drawn back and stitched

to the sides of the V in such a manner as to convert it

into a Y. Hut as this produee<l a considerable degree

j

of circumferentiiil tension, I next made a longitudinal
' cut. an inch and a half bnig, only through the skin,

on thed<ir.-.al aspeit of the penis, and began to stitch

il liy bringing together its two I'Xtremities, and socim-

veited it into a transverse wound, with the efTect of

' completely relieving all tension, ami at the same time

of causing the organ to curve slightly backwards.
I The wounds henleil primarily, except a small piprtion

i

on the under surface which gianniated. The patient

was out in u week. His penis is now straight, and
causes him no further anxiety or inconvenience.

A few weeks ago (.lanuiiry, 1><TI!) I ilescribed my
method of operating to I'rofe.s.s<ir A. ('. I'ost, who ap-

l)lied it to u case of balanic hyposp;ulias. re.-nlting

ironi a phagedenic chancroid. The operation was
entirely succe.-sful. The Uoilor had propo.sid to open

the urethra In perineo, in onler to keep the urine aw ay

from thewoimd near the point of llni penis, but timilly

concluded to adopt my simpler and safer plan of rc-

ipiiring the patient to ptis.s all his urine by tliu aid of a
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soft rulj1>er catheter, introduced as ofteu as his blad-

der required relief.

To avoid employing a major, as an auxiliary to a

minor ojjeration, is a surgical precept that should not

be disregarded, and, in accordance with this doctrine,

it would l>e as wrong to perform external perineal

urethrotomy, with the sole oliject of preventing tlie

flow of urine upon a wound made to remedy lialanic

hypospadias, as it would to first tie the brachial in

order to control hsemorrhage from the digital arteries

in amjjutation of a finger. These objections are, I

think, in themselves sound and conclusive; but even

if they were insufficient, there are other reasons why
this measure should be condemned. The experience

of past years has taught that the endeavor to turn the

current of urine, at least for the first day or two, by
making a perineal opening, is almost certain to fail.

It is well known that during the fii'st day after this

F:n. 2.

(Enlarged from Bouisson.;

operation the urine visually flows through the whole

urethral canal, owing to contact of the swollen lips of

the wound in the perina-um. But it has been said that

this might be "ol)viated by a catheter passed into the

))ladder tlu'uugh the iierincal wound, and retained in

position." Tlmt a catheter so introduced and retained

does not always prevent the escape of some urine

through the whole length of the urethra, during the

first twelve hours, has long since been proved by many

excellent observers. Therefore, I venture to assert, and

hope to maintain, that opening the urethra in perineo,

as an adjuvant to this anaplasty, is worse than useless,

since it constitutes not only a com|)lication of some

giavity, but a delusive procedui-e, calculated to defeat

the very object which the ojjerator may seek to attain,

i.e., to prevent the urine from contaminating the

wound at the anterior extremity of the urethra, exactly

as it would if it were voided spontaneously, or if it

trickled beside a catheter passed through the meatus

and retained in position.

In Dr. Post's case, where there is no incurvation of

the penis, it is almost impossible to discover any

traces of the surgeon's work. All that is observable

is that the meatus is transverse, and that the prepuce,

which has grown fast to the point of the penis, can be

retracted only sufliciently to uncover the upper surface

of the glans. If in this case there should be any

tendency to accumulation of smegma, the prepuce

could lie slit on its dorsal aspect, or another operation

could be done to construct a new prepuce capable of

partially covering the glans, and of being completely

retracted. The operation would be so simple that I

shall take no space to describe it.

SCROTAL HYPOSP.VDIAS WITH INCUIIVATION.

When, in the scrotal variety of hypospadias, there

is such incurvation of the penis as to impede sexual

congress, an operation should be done to straighten

the organ, and subsequently a new urethra might be

constructed. It must be evident to all who have care-

fully examined cases of congenital hypospadias with

incurvation that the abrupt bend in the p<nis (Fig. 2)

is due entirely to the defective urethra, which checks

erection, as in the "chordee" of acute urethritis. To

remedy this deformity, the operation ordinarily per-

formed consists in cutting across the bridle-like ure-

thra, and then ajiplying such dressings as will ensure

a curve in tlie opposite direction until the completion of

the healing jirocess; generally, however, this is unsuc-

cessful, ikiuisson, of JIonti)ellier, reports a case'* of

this kind, in which he resorted to division of the

l)ridle three different times ; and though he severed it

completely down to the sheath of the penis, and was

very careful in the after-treatment, he failed each

time. The reason of his failure is that he made a

transverse wound, and when cicatrization was com-

pleted, the parts resumed their former condition. In

point of fact, a transverse wound will generally leave

things in a much worse state than before. I was so deep-

ly in^pressed with this fact, from reading Keybard's ac-

count of his experiments to illustrate the effect of

different wounds of the urethra, that 1 determined to

contrive an operation for splicing, and so Icngtliening

the short and curved urethra in hypospadias, thereby

avoiding a transverse cut. Eiiriy in 181)6 I saw two

cases of scrotal hypospadias with great incurvation of

the penis, which I thought fit for the operation, but

circumstances prevented its performance.

The splicing process above mentioned was to consist

in making a°sigmoid incision to involve the whole

thickness "of the urethral wall to the sheath of the

corpora cavernosa penis, from L to M (Fig. 3), and

two lateral cuts from the base of the glands N N to

O O, a little beyond the orifice of the urethra P. The

sio-moid incision was to be made an inch and a half

lou" as the urethra was to be lengthened by an inch.

As soon as the parts would be lil)erated, the traction

made upon the penis, in tlie endeavor to straighten it,

would liring together obliquely the, edges of the sig-

moid incision near its points L and M, which would

take the position represented at K (Fig. 4), where a

couple of fine silken sutures would Iw ajiplied
;
then

the ed^es of the long lateral cuts S T, S T (Fig. 4)

woukUx' stitched to the edges of the central portion,

duriuc which time an assistant should hold firmly the

Plans "in such a manner as to curve the penis back-

wards. The diagram (Fig. 4) is drawn on the same

* Bouisson, Tribut a la Chirurgie.
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scale !is Fig. 3, and is iiittiulftl to repivscnt uiif inch

of i^ain.

Ice- water dressin;; slinuld tic applied in sueli a case,

and tlu; penis drawn back upon the liypo-^astriinn, or

it may lie j;uycd tiy a dmilile suture passed tlinHi;,di

the point of the glans, and then throUf;h tlie skin ol

tile pudii- region, and so retained for three or four

days. This is all I then intended to do ; but now, the

fn-st operation sueceedint;, I would go a strp farther,

and in about four weeks afterwards would under-

take to construct a canal from the orifice of the urethra

P, in front of the scrotum, to the point of tlie penis,

after the manner described for balanic hypospadias,

but liorrowing tlie tissues from the scrotum : tliat is,

leaving intact a central quadrilateral portion of skin

of sufficient dimensions, and making denudation on

each side, and sliding and stitching, as in the balanic

operation.

In perineal hypospadias, and in epispadias, the same

principles can be applied, with sueli mollifications as

will be suggested by tli(' particular condition of tlie

parts in each case; always folding the skin forwards,

and stitching as before described.

The method just detailed for lengthening mucous

or cutaneous surfaces by splicing, can, I think, be

a«laptcd to anaplastics in various parts of the body,

and also to operations for remedying certain defor-

mities due to loss of substance from bums and other

causes.

If, in the performance of the operations described

above, particular attention be given to the following

ill tails, the cliances of success will be greatly increased.

1. The vertical incisions B i\ I) E (Fig. 1),

should lie a little longer than the fissure to lie dosed.

If the latter be an inch and a half long, the former

Fio. 4.

should extend a .piarter of an inch farther back, to

guard against any p<issiliility of tension, and al.so to

allow for subsccpicnt retraction.

2. The denudation should extend a little more out-

wardly upon till' glaiw, wlierc the mucous meiiibraiie

I

is low "movable, than upon the body of the penis, where

the skin is retractable by its own elasticity, owing to

the underlying loose connective tissue.

3. Enough sound skin should be left in the ceiitrt-,

bitwcen the incisions H C. » C, from A to K (Kig.

I

1 1 to make a cajiaciuus urethral canal.
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4. Tlie mode of applying the sutures so that the

knots may lie within the newly formed urethra is one

of tlie most important features of tlie operation, and

if tlie operator wishes to ensure apposition and rapid

union of tlie parts, he should bestow no little care

upon tills step.

5. No catheter should be retained in the urethra, but

the bladder should be emptied as often as required, by

means of a soft India-ruliber catheter not larger than

No. 8 of the English scale. Great care, however,

should be taken while withdrawing the instrument to

pinch up its distal end, in order to prevent any urine

from lingering in the canal or saturating the wound.

6. If the denudation be free enough, and apposition

of the parts be effected, union, if not by the first,

certainly by the second intention, may be confidently

expected in the majority of instances.

7. In case of failure of the operation, the parts

will probably be in no worse condition than befoi'e,

and a second operation can soon be attempted.

8. In the operation for splicing the cord-like urethra

(Fig. 3), and lengthen it, say by an inch, the sigmoid

incision L M should be made about half an inch

longer, to allow for retraction and also for the oblique

position in which the ends of the flaps are placed isee

R, Fig. 3). This incision should involve the entire

thickness of the urethral wall, and e.tpose the sheath

of the penis, but care should be taken to avoid wound-
ing the cavernous liodies. Any bands of connective

tissue wliicli might prevent the flaps from l>eingslidin

the right direction, should be divided, but the si)()ngy

body should be disturbed as little as possible from its

bed.
9. The lateral longitudinal inci.sions S T, S T

(Fig 3), should be made close to thc^ edge of tlie

urethra, and deep enough to exiiose the sheath of the

penis ; and in stitching them to the edges of the cen-

tral portion traction should be made upon the penis,

which should at the same time Ije curved backwards.

10. The second oiieration, to construct the new
urethra, should not be attempted in less than four

weeks.

311 Madison Avenue, New York, February 3, 18T6.

ON A READY METHOD OF ADMINIS-
TERING FLUIDS WHEN THE JAWS
ARE FIRMLY CLOSED.

By F. a. BURR.\.LL, M.D.,

NEW TOKK.

examination, which any
cavity, will

labor was seized with convulsions after the delivery of

the head by forceps, and while the body, which was
unusually large, was lieing cxtiacted. C'liloroform,

which had been discontinued after the emergence of

the head, was again administered, with the effect of

controlling spasm. The unconsciousness of the

patient had interfered with the administration of a

dose of ergot, which should always, I think, precede

the delivery of the placenta, and after the extraction

of the body decided hemorrhage begsm.

As the patient partially revived, although her jaws

were still firmly set, I poured the fluid extract of

ergot mixed with water into the cavity formed by her

retracted cheek and the liquid passing into the mouth
was soon swallowed. The hemorrhage continued but

a short time.

I have not found that liquids thus administered run

into the larynx, nor do I think this is likely to occur if

too much is not given at once. It is more jirobable

that they would ])ass over the arched ])avenient of the

tongue into the gutter beside the tongue and larynx.

It is not to lie supi)0.sed that this method will always
succeed, but it is worthy of a trial and can be tested

prom|)tly. Uses of it will at once suggest themselves

to the physician.

|)rogrcs3 of iHetiical Science.

A SIMPLE examination, which any one can easily

make of his own buccal cavity, will show that pos-

terior to the last molar teeth, when the jaws are closed,

is an opening bounded by the molars, the l)ody of the

superior and the ramus of the inferior maxilla. If on
either side the cheek is held well out from the jaw, a

l)ocket or gutter is formed into which fluids may be
j)Oured. and they will pass into the mouth through the

opening behind the molars, as well as through the in-

terstices between the teetli. "When in the mouth they

tend to create a disposition to swallow, and by this

method a considerable quantity of liquid may be

promptly given.

I have used this plan for some time, and the sim-

plicity of it makes me hesitate to i)resent it in this

article. At the same time I know it is new to some
practitioners, nor have I seen it mentioned in any
journal. It is one of those apparent trifles which are

often very u.seful in ])raetice.

Recently a patient whom I was attending during

NoN-iNOCULAnn.iTY OF Phthisis.--In a paper read
before the Aeadfmie de Medecine, 1\[. Metzquer com-
bated the well-known assertions of M. Vill'Mnin as to

the iuoculability of tubercle, and related experinirnts

that gave ccmtradietory results to those obtained by
that oijserver. The latter is said to hav(^ killed his

animals too soon, so that he was unable to determine
from the evolution of the di.sease whether it was
really tuberculosis or not. M. Metzquer, after pio-

ducing exactly the same lesions, saw his animals re-

cover after a longer or shorter interval, which he
regarded as a |)roof that the le.sions were not tubercu-

lous. Moreover, lesions, to all appearances tuliercn-

lous, were found to be produced by inoculation of
many other substances besides tubercle. M. Metzquer
concluded, from 130 experiments, that the nodules de-
veloped by inoculation were not tubercular, because
they were most frequently reabsorbed : because they
could be produced liy the inoculation of different sub-
stances, and, finally, because his experiments showed
that the older the tuberculous material inoculated was,
the greater was its activity; while, on the contrary,

truly virulent substances succeed better when employed
at a less advanced period of evolution.

—

Journal de
Medecine, Dec, 187.5.

Resin op Copaib.v in Ascites.—Dr. Samuel Wilkes
has tried this remedy for two years ijast, as a diuretic,

and considers it of great value. The old objection to

the use of copaiba is entirely done away with by using
the simple resin after the nauseous oil is removed. In
cardiac and hejiatic dropsy its eflScaey is undoubted,
more especially in the former case. In a case men-
tioned, aftiu- digitalis, squill, and mercury had ceased
to be effectual, the copaiba taken in doses of fifteen

grains (made into pills), three times daily, removed all

dro|)sical fluid in a few days. The excellent projieity

of this drug is. that if it acts on the kidney at all, it

acts at oniK'. If the first or .second do.se does not dis-

play its diuretic effect, there is no use in persisting in

it.

—

Bfitish Medical Journal, December 35, 1875.
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TlIP Afl^^llTrMT Ik I'Y^OT? 1^ •
I

'">8 one genenil l)oilorlioa8c in a sopnrntc Imildiiifi mill

1nn xU-Li-L/lV llLt llijL Ull U: i

„t one i-xtnme of the Mock (pu^'c (!3). Pr. Jonos ad-

vncatea liot water on tlie low-pressure M>t<in, oillii-r

/^ 1%. I <>
I f /ii V • V .- <V"'AC 121) l)y a central lii-atiiif; nnnaratiis for eatlia lUcckln ilounml of i\hhtmc mh bllVjJCrn. l,„ildi„f:. ..r so a.s t,. M,,,,,ly tl.,. ..ntir,. hospital, lie

stronfrly insists that wards should be of ditTcreiit tem-

peratures, to accord with the varied conditions of dis-

ease (page 122). This seems to us host secured l>y

scpamte boilers. In another (ilace he fjives approba-

tion to all that is said l>y Parkes, in his Manual of

lly<;i(ne (pai;e liTO), in advocacy of hot-water pipes

and radiatini; grates. Dr. Smith (^pagc SIH) claims

that in Baltimore no elaborate system of healing can

be required. He thcrefine does not elaborate a pbin.

but snys cither the fire-place or its princi|)le shoidd be

adopted, or the ward should be warmed throu^di an

air-chamber heated by coils of steampipc, the latter

method beinj; spoken of n.s economical. From his

remarks as to " machinery, care, and supervisicm on

the part of attendants," we suppose him to mean a

separate appar.itus for each ward. He <iives jiromi-

nencef^p. 312) to a heatinj; of the floors and walls of the

buildint; l)y heated air, which reaches then\ after beinj;

warmed by steamiiipes in the basement. The walls

also are warmed by connectinj; the interspaces with

the lower air-chamber. Hetween the roof and ceiling

he has also space for admission of this warm air.

These fire-places help to warm the wards, and registers

are arranjjed for S])ccial needs. It is well to compare

all this with what we have said as to structure itself,

and not make of it too much of an artificial heating

! Ne'W Yorli, February 1 9. 18T6.

HOSPITAL CONSTRUCTION AND ORGAN-
IZATION.*

V.

IIow to temper and how to ventilate the model hospital

are themes to which our authors very naturally devote

much consideration. In private dwellings these are

complicated problems. In hospitals such as this they

involve most critical interests, and call for the astute

study of the [ihysicist, the engineer, and the physi-

cian.

Dr. Billings (page 44) and Dr. .Tones (page 12(lj

very properly give as a starting-jjoint the meteorology
|

and airing apparatus, and so interfere with natural

of Baltimore. The former thinks there is need of
i
processes.

artificial heat only about three months (page 19), and
|

The fire-place would only Ix; possibly omitt^'d by

remarks that the real difticulty in ventilation will one of our authors, and he substitutes it (Billings,

occur in warm, still weather. All the others seem ' page 21) by a coil of hot-water or steam pipes,

mainly to be providing for cold weather. Morris (page 227) says that a hos])ital ward without n

Dr. Billings gives preference to heating by hot water liie-place is radically and essentially imperfect. Where

on the low-pressure system, since air heated thus to
j

fire-places are prominently used, the plan of Folsom

l.iO° F. is more agreeable than when heated to over
i
(pages 7.5-0) is excellent. Neirnsfe (page 332) has a

200°, as it must be l>y furnace or steam radiators. ' large open fireplace in every apartment of the Orphan

He admits, as an objection, that you cannot moderate Home, "besides auxiliary hot- water or steam heating

heat or overcome cold so ra|)idly as by steam radiators. —both systems of heating being combined with large

He raises the ((ucstion, whether separate boilere (pagi: air-llues for ventilation on the exhausting principle."

19) for each building are not desirable. We are glad He happily (page 33y) recognizes the sun as a .scmrco

also that Mr. Neirnsfe (page 339) gives his approval of heat as well as light, and to be utilized. Most of

of an entire isolation of the heating apparatus for each the patent heat-mongers and routine hospital cimstruc-

ward. and also (page 3fl0l, in case of two-storied tors a.ssign it a very secondary place. We have thus

ward.s, makes a .separation for each ward. E.xpense is many old and valuable suggestions, and spread our-

probably diminished, and one of the most important si'lvcs before our old Baltimore heater in Calvert street,

conditions of isolation secured. Dr. Moiris says (page while our worthy trustees jierspire over this tcmpera-

183) the warming and ventilation of each ward should

be entirely independent and isolated. Dr. Folsom

lure machinery. It will be noticed that dependence

placed upon no one system of heating, and our

(page 59) places main dependence on heating by low authors are suggestive and somewhat non-committal.

pres.sure steam apparatus and indirect ladiation. He Thu bearing of liealing upon vi-ntilalion isrrcognizeu

as in most cast's determiniiu; the source and metli< d
• HoariTAl. I'LANB. Five EMmj/M Retatlng to the Conxtrtftion,

OraaiiUtilhiii, aiiil Management <•/ //i>ftplla:i. Contributed l>)- ttii-ir • of hcBt for instance, the hre-place Seems a» umcll
Author^ f'lr Ihr JohnH Honklnf* licwiiitHl, of Bftltjmurv. New York :

,
• t . , ^'i ^ •* • . „ i. .„#.... l» ;.

W.lliiim Wood 4i Co. 11*75. Mvo, pp. 363. Vindicated as a ventilator as it is as a heater. It I5
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true we have to bear in mind heat as a mode of mo-

tion, and also to remember that the difference of de-

trree between outer and inner temperature is really the

chief cause of currents and so of ventilation. But

tli; fact is, in our vicious modern systems we come to

endure too mucli artificial heat just because it is made

I lie only dependence as the motive-power for ventila-

t'on. Heat is not as stifling as stagnant and impure

air. We get to enduring and enjoying the former

liocause it helps to rid us of the latter. It were far

bitter to depend more upon some natural changing of

air, or upon such artificial method as gives diffusion

to currents independent of high heat.

We are in most of these plans striving too much

after uniformity of tcmiierature. We are very glad

to find Mon-is (page 232) quoting these excellent sen-

tences of Miss Niglitingale : "Nature affords air to

both sick and healthy, of varying temperature, at dif-

ferent hours of the day and night and season ; always

apportioning the quantity of moisture to the tempera-

ture, and providing continuous and free movement

(of the air) everywhere. We all know how necessary

tlie variations of weather, temperature, season are for

maintaining healtli in healthy peo])le. Have we any

right to assume tliat the natur.il law is different in

sickness? In looking solely at combined warming

and ventilation to ensure to the sick a certain amount

of air at 60° F., paid for by contract, are we acting in

accordance with physiological law? Is it a likely

way to enaljle the constitution to rally under serious

disease to undercook all the patients day and night,

during all the time they are in hospital, at one fixed

temperature ? I believe not. On the contrary, I am
strongly of the opinion—I would go farther and say

I am certain—tliat the atmosplieric hygiene of tlie

siclv-room ought not to be very different from the

atmosplieric hygiene of a healthy house." Yet the

great idea of the most of our artificial heaters is uni-

formity of temperature. In striving after this, the

general result is a temperature too high. The varia-

tions that do occur are generally alwve 6.5°. A system

of cimtinuous parlioiling results, which, like vice, after

a time becomes enduralile. Now, in such sick wards

as these will l^e, most patients are in bed or liave a Ijcd

readily accessible to them whenever desired. The bed

is clothing, and itself affords facilities to the patient

for regulating his temperature. The temperature of

tlie inbreathed air is not the only source of heat to the

patient. Tlie fact is, wards are more apt to he accom-

modated to the sensations of attendants, wlio in night

vigils and in their moving about are much more sus-

ceptible to cold than the patients in bed. Such per-

sons should he clothed witli special reference to tlieir

duties, and have over-sacks near at hand, so that a

lower temperature can be prevalent.

Again, in most heating plans there is great omission

to recognize the indispensable relation between heat

and nioisture wliich nature maintains out-of-doors, and

which is so important to the sick inmates of hospitals.

The degi-ee of moisture needs to be accommodated to

the degree of heat. If we use artificial heat we must

also avail ourselves of artificial moisture. There is very

little allusion to this point by our authors. Billings

alludes to it (p. 20), although not explaining it in

accord with physical and physiological action.

Absolute temperature is not the criterion of the

caloric condition for breathing of the inspired air.

It is important to know how far its capacity for moist-

ure is met witliout the necessity of drawing ujjon each

individual for the supply. " The moisture in the air,"

says Leeds, "is the great governor or regulator or

conservator of heat." " It is like a soft invisible

blanket constantly wrapped around us, wliich pro-

tects us from too sudden heating or too sudden

cooling."

While excessive moisture is oppressive, excessive

dryness is equally so. The state of invalidity in pa-

tients and the fact tliat the air is constantly being be-

fouled by thorn more than by those in health, and

tliat some of these foul gases have a different law of

saturation fi'om pure air, calls for astute investigation

in this regard. While air passed over !u)t-water pipes

does not largely lose its humidity at 00° or 6.5° F.,

yet in the condition of sick wards there is often need

to add watery vapor. Carl Pfeiffer well says, " The

most healthy state of the atmosphere can be obtained

only when the dew-point of the air is not less than 10°

nor more tlian 20" F. lower tlian the temperature of

the room." The relation, too, of evaporation to the

electric condition of every air needs to be studied, as

urged by Hood. The uncomfortableness of very

warm days is generally largely due to the air being

saturated witli moisture, and not to the absolute heat.

Thus evaporation is interfered with. On the other

hand, a very dry, hot atmosphere makes too heavy

demand on the moisture within us, and is especially

oppressive to the sick. Tliere is need of constant

testing as to the humidity of the prepared air of the

hospital, and the hygrometer is as significant as the

thermometer. The relation of the air inside and out

to the dew-point must be constantly noted. The
crawling foot-measure, mentioned by J. W. Draper

(Text-Book of Chemistry), illustrates tlie significance of

moisture, as does also Gardner, in his Medical Chem-

istry. Baked air is as deleterious as foul air. We
have had occasion to use a portaljle liot-air furnace

and by extra water-pans, and by a water-basin of

heated watar hung in each register, or l)y water drip-

ping from one to another, are al)le to modify the in-

spired air. The Winans method for moisture, as well

as for lieating, is worthy of careful study. In the

climate of Baltimore we incline to fire-places and

grates, as suggested by our autliors. and to having for

each ward in reserve a separated heating arrangement,

by which air that has been heated by contact with

steam or hot-water coils outside, may be introduced
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into the ward when required. We believe a proper

system of lientin-i will yet. come to introduce this

heated air tliroui>;h many apertures, rather tliau throui^h

two registers tu a ward.

The proper diffusion of heat prolvihly ahso requires

that it should both enter and liave apertures for exit

towards the floor, rather than the ceiling, or at least

scatt -red about here and there.

Mmy of tlii'se qu stions nnist still be considered as

si(h jiflw, and upon tlieni this liospital may aid in se-

cunnji; valuable information. The great trouble as to

heating and ventilation as well, is that we have been

d;;)Miding too much on what we call the experience

of doctors, areliiteels and engineers. Tliese are valu-

able as correlative and accessory. But many an archi-

tect gives a tasty plan and Tnany a physician makes a

good round through a hospital without their opinions

b^'ing of much value,when from their noses and feelings

they elaborate unlearned dicta as to the atmosphere

within. This has to do with that close observation

and record of science which Ijelongs to the close sphere

of physics. We want definite tests and experiments,

such as Franklin made aljout electricity, or Wells on

dew, and to depend upon series of authenticated ex-

periments in the hands of skilled manipulators. We
are glad to see this point alluded to l)y Billings (p. 32),

and to l)e assured tliat it is easy to have a series of

dials- which will show at a gl ince tlie temperature and

the amount of air pa.ssing through the various heat

and foul-air ducts. To these we must add various

kinds of hygrometei-s, barometei's, anemometers, etc.,

an 1 te^t moisture, rapidity and diffusion of currents,

electric condition, and all those points now so well

recognized as somehow bearing on health and on

recovery from sickness. The remark made (p. 4) as

to clinical observation has a wider range.

It is by the application of "instruments of precision

and of graphic measurement " that we are yet to ar-

rive at definite laws as to heat, moisture, ventilation,

as to all conditions of inbreathed air, and come to

know it in its bearings on household life.

We are equally concerned with the one who has

charge of the heating of wards as we are about the appa-

ratu.s. Tools are grand, but it is the operator that tells of

their practical utility. We want an engineer who is

also a scientist, and who will be as expert in all this

department of natural philosoi)hy as tlie surgeon is in

applying the laws of liuman waste and repair. AVe

notice that among the officers of the House of Repre-

sentatives there is an engineer of ventilation at :f 1,800

per year; three assistants, $1,440 each; and six firemen

of ventilation, each f 1,0!)."). We would just like to

have them up for ccmipetitive examination before a

board consisting of a professor of physics, a chemieal

professor and a practical operator we know. We
would just like to know the results of their observa-

tions, and what evidence there is thirt what are called by

them "observations" amount to anvthiug scientili

I

cidly, which means practically. We hope the trustees

of .Tohns Hopkins Hospital will not so far adopt any

one plan, but that under experts they may ventilate

these subjects, and give us scries of graphic observa-

tions, etc., which will cost no more than these, and

result in determining questions of great ctmcem to all

valetudinarians.

In all this, too, it is ever to be borne in mind that

each person properly liaiulled is a heater, that all his

garments are heaters, that the properly constrneted hos-

pital is a heater, that the chiujiiey tire is a heater, and
that the special ai)pliauces for heating arc to be regu-

lative and sui)plementary merely. The demand for

them is by every pos.sible means to be reduced to a

minimum and then to be superintended by high skill,

because the indication for use is so relative. Hlissings

\>e upon the men who in hospitals abate artificiality

everywhere except so far as it supplements the ability

and availability of elemental forces.

Heat is so much a mode of motion and therefore

so correlative to ventilation, that it is difficult to con-

sider the one separate from the other. AVhen we come

to inquire as to the modes of exit of the lieated air,

the two are inseparable. This relation in a hospital

is practically all the more intimate, becau.se, as Lan-

chester, in " How to Make Homes Healthy," remarks :

" One result of the poisoning of the blood by impurity

of air is the extreme susceptibility of the system to

cold."

It must first of all be understood that nothing can

wholly supersede natural ventilation, and hence win-

dows, doors, chimneys and the ventilation through

structure indispensable, so far as are consistent

with avoidance of draught and a healthful tempera-

ture. In a country house where each room hivs a fire-

place, or where a wrought-iron stove receives its air

at the bottom from the room or from an outer tul)c»

and distributes it warmed above the cylinder, there

need be but little trouble as to purity and warmth of

air. Leeds, in his book on ventilation (p. 2">), has well

ilhistrat«l the simplicity and success of the arrange-

ment, and also that some of the outcry about stoves is

frivolous.

But in a hospital filled with abnormal conditions

arising from continued occupancy by sick people, de-

pendence cannot be jjlaced upon natural ventilation,

or upon the simple methods of country households.

l)ur authors treat ventilation in fxtntxo. Billings

guards the point that letting in and letting out air is

not always thorough distribution, which is necessary

to good ventilation. He associates ventilation with

tlie heating, and claims that letting in the warmed air

at the top (p. 22) and drawing out the air at the bot-

tom secures the best diffusion, which, in comnum with

Franklin, Leeds, etc., we very much diuibt. The

method of introducing and removing the air at the

bottom as in Barker's ventdator. does not strike him

favorably. He would introduce the air high up, or
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both aliove and below fp. 30). and have an aspiratins;

shaft s(i r.onstrncted as to -sBck out the foul air from

the sides and oorners near the floor. Tlidge ventilation

is also availed of.

Folsnm (pi>. 70 and 81) acromnlishes artificial venti-

lation liy a central chimney-stack, and l)y 12 ventilat-

ina; ducts scattered about the ward near the floor in

the walls, connectins; with tlie chimnev as an asi)ivat-

ina; flue in the liasement. On patre 82 these openings

are spoken of as beneath the p.itients' I)eds. and tlie

process of admixture and removal of air descrilied.

Heated air is introduced by two rerristers aloncfside

of the chimney-stack, the air being heated Iiy a l)oiler

and heated coils. The system is that of introducing

heated air at the Iiottom, and lettina; it out at tlie bot-

tom. Th" cliimneys are helps both as lieaters and ven-

tilators, and there are two ventilators in ceilinc; for spe-

cial use when required. The low specific prravity of the

onterins; warm air is relied upon to carry it upward.

It is then regarded as cooling, and d^seending along

the walls so as to seek the ajiertures and obtain exit.

Jones (p. 122). b''sidcs tire-j)laces, would supply the

wards by fresh-air boxes h"ated by coils of hot-water

pipes. He thus introduces the warm ail- at the bottom,

as is more fully explained by Parkes. He leaves the

breathed or changed air to escape by fire-places and

windows, and to lie disinfected by tar water. He is

almost .as enthnsiastic over Berkeley's " Siris. or the

virtue of Tar," as was Prof. Fraser, who calls it " the

great work of the age on pure philosophy, and one

which connects tar with the highest thoughts in meta-

physics and theology." Dr. McCosh thinks otherwise,

and says, " I cannot discover any higher logic than

quacks employ in recommending their medicines."

We like tar as a disinfectant, and value it more than

some more popular smells, but still think more atten-

tion due to removal.

Morris (pp. 226-30) magnifies with enthusiasm the

value of fire-places both for heating and ventilation,

and with the Gallon modification, by which cold air is

introduced liehind them, and heated so as to lie used

through apertures half-way toward the ceiling, he

shows them to be largely available. He also would

have similar flues in the side walls with openings at

ceiling and floor, to be opened or shut as required,

and to be used when there is no fire in the chimneys.

He would secure a draft by connecting them above

with a central smoke-stack. He would also have foul

air removed upon the Barker plan near the floor.

In addition he would have heat supplied near the

floor from steam-pipe radiators outside the wards,

the same as other of our authors, with the difference

that he prefers " high-pressure " as more easily regu-

lated and more certain. He would have a fan pro-

vided to secure air to these radiators when ueeded, as

it seldom would be.

Smith (p. 309) speaks of three kinds of ventilation :

1st. Natural, i.e. by windows, doors, and chimneys.

2d. Vacuum or exhaustion of air by heated shafts

Caspiration) ; and, 3d. Plenum or fan |)ro|)ulsion.

He would rely entirely on natural ventilation in one-

storied wards (p. 313), and combine vacuum and ple-

num ventilation in other structures. In the vacuum
metliod he would still have the suction of foul air

chiefly through heated chimneys. In the third the air

is driven into the wards by a fan, being heated in

winter and cool in summer. He does not specify at all

at what points heated air is to be introduced or outlets

provided. In fact, he relies so much on the warming
of the structure itself , and on chimneys, as to leave the

rest mostly to natural ventilation, and cautions against

too elaborate apparatus.

He would have the wall-sp.ace warmed, and not de-

pend much on inside ward arrangements, and does not

discuss the bearing of this heated wall condition on

inside ventilation.

Neirnsfie (p. 332) relies on natural ventilation, fire-

places, and large air-flues for ventilating on the suction

or vacuum principle. His method of preparing and

introducing heated air is Ijy registers connecting with

hot-wntcr radiators below. He has (p. 360) a central

chimney and ventilators in the basement of each ward,

and by separate pi|)es for the smoke inside of the

chimney makes of the rest of it an aspirator for draw-

ing out the foul air of the wards through openings at

the floor.

For summer ventilation all of our authors who refer

to it rely upon the fan as most available when natural

veniilation fails. It should be remembered, however,

that the fan is applicable in colder weather as well as

in hot weather, as a substitute for excessive heat, as a

motor or ventilator. In the Kirkliride Asylum the fan

is relied upon both in summer and in winter, and is

spoken of as a substitute for the ccntr.al chinmey-stack

or for fireplaces. See Reports of Penu. Hospital for

Insane, 1859, 1868, 1873, 1874, in which are many
valuable hints on this subject. Because heat is so

much a mode of motion, in most public buildings it is

relied upon too much, and propulsion too little, for

ventilation. Overplus of heat is more endurable than

stagnant, foul air, and the occupants are refreshed by

over-heat, not because it is good, but because it serves

to diffuse, distribute, and expel the befouled air, and

so is a constructive good. So at length the patients

come to enjoy the contrast. It would be far Ijetter to

get the same result without this lesser evil. Fans and
housetop wind-mills, it may be, are yet to be studied

very much as to ventilation. There are really but two
methods of ventilation : that made by difference of

temperature in adjacent strata of air, and that by me-

chanical forcing or disturbance of air. What is called

the vacuum or exhaustive method by heat is merely

making one body of air of different temperature from

another, and so causing suction and distribution. The
plenum or fan-pr< palsion method seeks to secure mo-
tion with a less degree of heat or mechanically. Natu-
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rul ventilation partakes of the character of eacli. The

fan. as used in winter, also serves to bring air more

riipiilly in contact with radiators, l)\it we are not to

lose sight of it as tlien combining ventilation by heat

and mechanical action both. We are to study how
much it can be made to do the one or the other in dif-

ferent ])roportion, according to the demand of locality

and of the state of weather on any one day. The ad-

justment of all these plans to each otlii^r is the art of

ventilation. Tlu' scientist defines with precision the

laws. Tlic expert being informed as to these laws

operates the machinery, adjusts the relations, and then

we get experimental knowledge. Tliat we expect to

get from Johns Hopkins Hospital.

As to the points for introducing warm air or i)ro-

pellcd air, and the points for providing exit for used-

up air. we are more and more h'd to the view that

tlicse should be many. Wliether these apertures should

be, some at the ceiling and othere at the tioor, or

whether both should be below or both above, has been

largely discussed. Our authors mostly incline to l>oth

entrance and removal near the floor. We think ex-

periments have shown that Franklin was right in his

.stove theory, and that a room becomes enually warmed
by the warm air spreading to the ceiling, and being

displaced by new columns of warm air, and so circu-

lating down the walls and through the room. If a

ward is intensely f(ml we can see reasons why, at a

great loss of heat, all heated air should be allowed to

escape at the ceiling or by ridge ventilation, but, under

usual circumstances, diffusion is safely secured by its

removal upon descent. Really, however, the openings

should be, for ingress and egress, neither above nor be-

low, but all around. This whole subject of heating and

ventilation needs to be restudied in its natural laws,

and then ])rinciples applied with scrupulous exact-

ness and with testing. Pettenkofer. in his lecture on

i"The Relations of the Air to the House we live in," says

more in ten pages than most do in fifty, just because

he tests principles, and is an experimenter in hygiene,

instead of a mere nose-ologist as to the odor and purity

/ of air. Our .subjective impressions arc sometimes

of little worth. Give us a ward right in its structural

composition, with windows, doors, and fire-places prop-

erly arranged, and some one with thorough sense to

I
manage them, with such ailing, sun heating, and

cleanliness as may bo secured, and in Baltimore the

apparatus for heat and air need not be complicated.

A wrought-iron portable heater in tlie liascmcnt, with

pro|)er adjustment of jacket air-space and pipes, cost-

ing $:J00, might shock the furnace foundries, but we

J
could get good regulative heat out of it. Give us

somehow a fan of simple construction, which could

be worked when required, and communicate with the

ward at varituis point.s, and out of it, too, in smnmiT
and winter, we could get ventilating comforts. If the

walls are hollow, chinnieylike flues through these,

with a gas light somewhere in them, and a small fan

arrangement inside, attached to a movingpower, would

make a draught in summer of much .service We
think the suliject of summer regulation in Ualtimore

needs far more study tli.in the winter.

TUe relation of ligliting to heat and ventilation has

nut been sutHciently discussed by our autliora. A
single French hospital has more than 1,000 gas-

burners, and each gas-burner consumes as much oxygen

and gives off as much carbonic ai'id gas as five persons.

The amount, too, of heat is very great. The necessity of

.•I right sort of burner, of a constant, subdued light at

niglit, oud of such lowering as will not cause imperfett

combustion, needs attention. Lamps too often need to

be used at bedsides. Great use can be made of gas-

light and gas-heat for ventilation. The whole subject

is treated by IlamnKmd in his book on hygiene. His

essay on construction of hospitals, like that of Lee and

several others, is well worthy of study, beside those of

our authors. Night vigilance over hospital heat and

air is less operative than in the day-time, and patients

often suffer greatly from conditions which are more

carefully watched in the day jtatrol of physicians and

wardens. We hope .some day some Yankee will build

a ward which will be divided by a movable glass

partition ejisily raised, like an elevator, and only one

half occupied by day aud the otiier half by night.

The beds could all b^ on an impervious platform on

each side, and so attached to power outside, that at a

given time the whole would move without a jar into

tlie adjacent jiart, leaving each room alternately

vacant.

This whole work- brings us in its every section more

and more to realize that the exactness of pliysics and

of good housekeeping arc the foundations of hospit d

success. The liouschold system will yet come to ))<• the

prevalent idea of hospital construction and hospit.al

management. We want a neat hospital village in

wliich each classified kind of disea.se has its home Then

let it Ikj regulated and administered !W would be the

household of a man and his wife who had twenty five

relatives sick under their charge with one disease, and

with ample means for proper nui-sing and care of

them. This is the higlier " secundum artcm " we

need, both as to construction and organization. The

dusting of furniture and walls, the cleansing of wards

and scrubbing only for soiled spots, the vacjkting of

rooms as often in prni>-irti"n as the good housewife

would have genuine house-cleaning, the proper airing

of lieds and bed-clothing, tlu regulation of transimi

windows and sky-lights and warmth—these and many

other points not easily pencilled out in detail, but ea.sily

sccurL-d by the etlicient housekeeper, these are the do.

tails of administration which to us promise more than

one grand administrative buihling. with corridor con

iie<tions to divers offsets, with general a.ssembly-rooms

for attendants, with an all-pervading heating and ven-

tilating apparatus, and asewerage which links them all

into one.
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In tli(? notice of tliis valuable book we have been

Compelled to deal with suggestions rather than to

enter upon discussions, and so have l)ut imperfectly set

forth reasons, and omitted much that waits to be said.

We liave been compelled to pass over many points,

such as furniture, chapel, amphitheatre, dead-house,

autopsy tables, bedsteads, bath and water houses, fire-

escapes, etc., because crowded out by more leading

questions. We have studied these various ])lans

among themselves and in compare with other sources

of information, and welcome this contril)ution to the

science of construction in general and hospital admin-

istration in particular. It is not wonderful that in so

broad a tlieme some points sliould have Ijeen over-

looked or dwelt upon too briefly, or that room should

be left for other plans and modifications. We hope,

and believe, that Jolins Ilojjkins Hospital will lie

lienifited by these essays of our autliors, Billings,

Folsom, Jones, Morris, Smith, and Niernsf-e, and will

in its construction and orderings be so fortunate as to

command the results of the closest science and the

most tactile art. Engineers must study more than

levels, and arcliitects more than artistic effect and con-

venience. Physicians must get hold of the therapy of

hygiene more wonderful than that of Materia Medica,

and inirses know that their specialty can have no other

foundation than a full knowledge of all the element-

ary branches of good housekeeping. Uniformity of

plan must yield to classification and segregation both

of disease, and of the attendants. Effort must be

made to secure to each sick one a shelteiing liome,

where in summer and in winter, by day and by night,

art sliall see that all vital and normal forces of nature

have due play around as well as in the iiatient, and
then (inly as handmaid give its kindly helping hand.'

In this beautiful city, to which we are attached by
other, as well as hospital memories, we shall watch
with interest the rising of the model hospital, the

model medical college, and the model university, as

the devotees of education and of science watch any

progress which means a higher standard of excellence

and with it benefit to all humanity.

The endowment is in worthy hands, and the chosen

president is skilful in organization and operation.

Witli intelligent co-operation, and a zeal according to

knowledge, an exjjectant people feel assured these

gentlemen will well plan and well equip the uprising

structures of this wonderful philanthropy.

The present number contains the concluding article on
Hospital Construction and Organization. There weie

so many questions connected with the subject, and
such an opportunity for discussing them in their ap-

plication to the projjosed model hospital of Baltimore,

that we have considered it necessary to present them in

detail. In order that no other material may be crowd-
ed out by the length of the article in this number, we

have added some extra pages. Although averaging

more than the usual editorial space devoted to such

subjects, we hope that the general interest in the dif-

ferent topics may warrant the course jnirsued. These

articles were originally written as an elaborate review

of the work in question, but they so entirely accorded

with our own views, that, contrary to our usual custom,

we concluded to use tliem as editorial articles. It is

but just to say in this connection, that the author is

Dr. Ezra M. Hunt, of Jletuchen, N. J., wliose articles

on House Hygiene and kindred subjects have attracted

so much attention among sanitarians.

PHYSICI.\NS' PKBSORIPTIONS .\ND DISPENSING CHEMISTS.

So much depends upon the care and honesty with

wliich our jireseriptions are compounded bj' the apo-

thecary, that every prescriber would fain believe that

wilful mistakes or fraudulent practices are imi)ossible.

This is the charitable view of a question which has

a very wide-spread bearing, not only upon the good of

our patients, but the science of therapeutics in general.

When a i)hysician orders a certain quantity of a drug,

he naturally expects that the order will be duly ex-

ecuted in every particular, and unless there is a palpa-

ble mistake in the dose of the drug, which makes

poisoning possible, he does not appreciate the neces-

sity of any comments, or any suggestions on the part

of his compounder.

It would be well if all sucli expectations could be

properly met, and there be no necessity for I'etlection

upon the assumed high-mindcdness of a certain class of

so-called pharmacists. To the credit of the profession

which they assume to represent, we are glad to know
that they are few in number, but that these few exert a

bad influence upon the majority of good men and true,

who wish to cultivate the "prescription business" on

thoroughly upright principles, is too apparent for com-

ment. We have recently heard of apothecaries who
not only openly criticise the prescriptions that may
accidentally drift into their shops, but presume to sub-

stitute something which tliey consider l)etter. Not
long ago a well-known gentleman of this city, who
has special reasons for prescribing large doses of qui-

nine, wrote one of his prescriptions containing that

drug. The patient, on i)resenting it to an apothe-

cary in his neighborhood, was quite startled to learn

that he was about to take a poisonous dose. Not satis-

fied with this comment, the compounder volunteered

the advice not to take the medicine in the quantity

ordered. Tliis is liut one of many instances of the sort

whicli occasionally come to our notice, and to put the

case mildly, might lie looked upon as " unwonted

interference." In the event of the prescription being

accurately compounded, the patient is free to choose

between the advice of his pliysician and that of his

apothecary. If there were any doubt in the mind of

an honorable apothecary as regards the safety of a
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patient taking n large dose, the couraeto be pursued is

80 apparent that we hardly need refer to it. In all

such cases of interference by the apothecary the physi-

cian generally protects himself from aspersions on

his professional skill by advisini; his patients to go to

another shop, and the dilHeulty is promptly and etTee-

tually reniediLil. if, however, the compounder chooses

to go fnrther, and either for the good of the patient,

or what is more likely, for the good of himself, lessens

the quantity of the drng in the i)rescription, or substi-

tutes it for something wliieli he thinks equally

good, the physician and jjatient alike become the

victims of tlie most despical)le of frauds. The
temptation for franilulcnt dealing in this respect is

particularly great when the ingredients of the recipe

are very expensive. We have known that the substi-

tution of one article for another is possible in the

making up of proscriptions in some of the drug-shops

of this city, but have no positive knowledge regarding

the actual reduction of <piantities of ditTerent aiticics

ordered. That such things, however, may occur in

well-regulated connnunities, we have proof in some

recent developments concerning the doings of some of

the apothecaries of Sheffield, England. It seems that

some an.xiety had e.\isted on the part of the practi-

tioners of that place as to ihe care and accuracy with

which the prescriptions were dispensed. To test the

matter, the inspector of the health department pre-

sented to certain local druggists some prescriptions,

which were so arranged that each should contain a

full dose of some e.vpensive remedy, capable of ready

and accurate ipianlitative estimation in a mixture.

Iodide of jiotassium was selected for that purpose,

and in each of tliree prescriptions one hundred and

twenty grains of the salt were ordered. While two

prescriptions contained the full quantity, there was

only seventy-six in the third. Of tliree sauqiles w liicli

should liave contained sixteen grains of quinine, one

contained only nine and a halt grains; anil another

sample, which should have ccmtained forty grains,

contained only thirty. The reduction in the quanti-

ties might have been much greater, but violatiim of

the principle of fair dealing is the same, whether the

transgretsion is great or small.

Concerning this particularca.se, The Lancet {J&n. 15)

speaks as follows

:

' It is, of course, wrong to tamper with or ' devil

'

any prescription, Init when iodide of potassium or

quinine, and a few other druijs whose actions are so

thoroughly iiuder.stood, are concerned, it is almost

criminal. It may appear a strong statement, but there

are cases in which a patient's life may ilepend on the

quantity of iodide of potassium taken, and almost

as much may be said in some cases in which quiiiinr

is ordered. Curiously enough, it is generally in those

instances in which large doses of these remedies are

ordere<l that it is of the greatest importance that the

full dose should be administered."

Ufuifius ant) Uoticcs of OooKs.

A Tbeatisk on the Diskasks of Infancy and Cirii.D-

noon. Hy J. Lkwis Smitu, ll.l)., Physician to the
N. Y. Infants' Hospital, Physician to the Catholic
J'oundhnj; Asylum, etc., etc. Kiihirged and thoroughly
revised. Plula. : U. V. Lea. 187(>. Bvo, pp. ilt).

Tins work took a stand as an authority from its fii-st

apjiearance, and every one interested in studying the
diseases of which it treats is desirous of knoHin-r
what improvements are apparent in the successive edi-
tions. In the second edition a great amount of new
material was added, including many diseasis not al-

ludeil to in the lirst edition. The alteiations in and
additions to the volume alluded to were <piite ap-
parent, but witli two or three exceptions in the present
Volume, the various additions and improvements are
not noticiable to the superficial examiner. The prin-

cipal atUlitions to wliicli \\e refer, and which will be
the distinguishing features of the third etlitiou, are the
chapters on diijlitlieria, cerebro-spinal meiiingilis. and
icilheln. The former disease is considered much more
in detail than formerly, and a great amount of very
practical information is added. The author is not a
litliever in the bacterian theory of the origin of this

disease, but is inclined to the oi)inion that the develop-
ment of microccKci is a consequence rather than a
cause. This opinion is founded nixm the fact that he
has observed this micrococcus in al>undance in non-
tliphtlieritic exudations. The whole article on this

tlisease has been virtually re-written, in order that the
aiilhor's experiences in the late epidemics might l>e

ihily [iresented ; and altogether it is one of the most
comprehensive and one ol the best written chapters on
till' subject that we have tliiis far read. His ileseription

of cerebro spinal meningitis, founded also for the most
jKirf on personal experience, is adniiialily dear and ex-
Icuistive. His remarks upon rc'itheln are neci-.ssaiily

slioit, and arc mainly conlined to a notice of its ana-
tomical characlers as distinct from tiiose of ordinary
measles and scarlet fever, with l)otli o( which diseases

it has sometimes been confounded.

MuDiCAi. Diagnosis, with Special Reference to Practical
Medicine, a Guide to the Kuowleciffe and Diseriniinatioii

of Diseases. By J. M. ])a Costa, M.D., I'rof. of I'r.ie-

tice of Medicine and Clinical Jtedieine at Jeffersou
Jlcdieal College. I'liila. fourth edition, revised.

Phila. : J. B. Lippineott it Co. 1^70.

A l'X)URTU edition of this work has just been publislud,
and as far as we can judge from a cursory examination
(d its contents, all the nece.s,saiy changes and additions
have been made to bring it up to the reciuiiemeiits at
the present time. The principal adilitioiis have been
incorporated in the chapters on nervous disias. sand
levers. The work, as a whole, is in our opinion with-
out a riviiL

biXTlUF.s ON Bnir.iiT'iJ Diseasf. : delivered at the
Itoyiil Jiilinnarv attJlasgow. Ifv I). CAMriil.1,1. Itl,A< K,

.M.U., L.ll.CS. Kdin.. eU-. I'hila. : laudsjiy iV Bluk-
iston. Its75. 8vo, pp. 14(1.

Tills volume comprises a series of six lectures on
Uriglit's disease (d the kidney, delivenil at llh' Uoyal
Intlnnary of (ilasgow, and aftirwards|inblislie<l in the

Mnlirtil I'rfnii iinil I'lrnidir. In the present torni they

have been revised and nmplilied, and cannot fail to Ik-
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acceptable to every busy practitioner who has not tlie
j
which lias been thrown out by European and Ameri-

tinie to consult a large treatise. The subject is very can experimenters. Upon the laljors of these experts,

interestingly, comprehensively, and practically treated.
[

liowever, tlie medical student and tlie practitioner

I are oljliged to rely for pliysiological sustenance. He,
Trans.\ctions op the College op Physici.vus op therefore, who emljodies in a boolv tliat wliich can be
PaiL.ujELPHiA. Third Series. Vol I. Phila., 1875. easily digested and readily assimilated, and at the
8vo, pp. 190. same tiuie nourisli, and can also produce material that

Although a work of small size, it contains a large slii^H stimulate and encourage witliout leading to posi-

amount of very valualjle material. The various topics ;
tiyism upon the one hand, or to regard pliysiological

discussed give tlie volume an attraction to almost every

one interested in the curious tilings in medicine or

surgjry. Every one of tlie twelve paijcrs i)ul)lislied is

science as altogether uncertain upon the other, must
have licen jjowers of discrimination and a filter which,
unfortunately, every autlior does not possess. In this

worthy of a place in the volume, and amply repays a ;
respect, however, we believe that the writer of the

careful study. Having said thus much, we present

our readers with the following list of the articles. I.

Report of an Autopsy on the bodies of Chang and Eng
Bunker (Siamese twins], by Harrison Allen, il. D. (il-

lustrated). U. Case of Adenoid (Hodgkin's) Disease,

etc., by James H. Hutchinson, M.li. (illustrated]. HI.

Fracture of Neck of Scapula, by John AshUurst, jr.

book before us has succeeded to a degree wliich will

yield him the general approbation of the profession.

Prof. Dalton has discussed conflicting theories and
conclusions regarding physiological questions with a
fairness, a fulness, and a conciseness which lends
freshness and vigor to the entire book. But his dis-

cussions have been so guarded by a refusal of admis-

M.D., etc. IV. New Operation for certain Cases of ,

s'"" to those speculative and theoretical explanations.

Cleft Palate and Bifid Uvula, by Wm. S. Forbes,
|

which at best exist in the minds of the observers them-

M D. (illustrated). V. Excision of Elbow, etc., by selves as only probabilities, that none of his readers

John Ashlmrst, M.D. (illustrated). VI. Experiments need be led into grave errors while making them a

on Laryngeal Nerves of Sluscles of Respiration, etc.,
j

study.

in a crimmal executed by hanging, by ^V. W. Keen, I
So much for a general inspection of the work. We

M.D., etc. VII. Nitrite of Amyl in various Forms of i

will now review it a little more in detail, and direct

Spasm, and its Value as an aid to Diagnosis, bv S. Weir attention to a few, and only a few, items, which the

Mitchell, M.D., etc. VIII. Case of Acute' Tetanus reader, if he chooses, may regard as criticisms. We
treated by Nitrite of Amvl, by Wm. S. Forbes. M.D., are not studying the book, however, as does an ad-

etc. IX. Remarks on Diabetes Insipidus, by J. M.
Da Costa, M.D. X. Report on Surgical Considerations

in regard to tlie propriety of an Operation for the sepa-

ration of Siamese Twins, by Prof. W. H. Pancoast,

M.D. (illustrated by chromo-lithographs). XI. En-
cysted Dropsy of Peritoneum, ' Suppuration, Abdomi-
nal Section, and Recovery, by J. Ewing Mears, M.D.,

with remarks thereon by Dr. Wm. Pepper. XII.

vanced physiologist when called upon to expend his

powers of criticism, but are endeavoring to read it as

does the earnest medical student and practitioner. We
open the book at random, and find that we are brought
face to face with what the autlior has stated regarding
the anatomy of the organs of respiration. The first

item that attracted attention was the failure to men-
tion the ciliated epithelium in the anatomical descrip-

Quiuiiie as a Stimulant to the Pregnant Uterus, by ,

tion of the bronchial tubes.

Albert H. Smith, M.D. The present volume begins I ^ l'"le farther along we came to the " movements

the third series, and contains the papers read before »* respiration." Under this head are discussed the

thj College from April, 1874, to June, 1875, inclusive. I

movements of inspiration and the movements of ex-

piration, and we are taught " that only a small por-

A Treatise on Hum.^n PnvsroLOGT ; designed for the ^'"".0^ ^he air in the lungs passes in and out with each

use of Students and Practitioners of Medicine. By respiratory movement; and it will require several SUC-

JoUN C. DaltoN, M.D., Professor of Physiology and cessive respirations before it can be entirely changed."

Hygiene iu the College of Physicians and Surgeons, Now just how the air in the deepest iiortions of the

New York ; Member of the New York Academy of

Medicine, etc., etc., etc. Sixth Edition, revised and
enlarged. With three hundred and sixteen illustra-

tions. Philadelphia : Henry C. Lea, 1875.

The volume before us is a revised and enlarged

lungs is renovated is not stated. This is certainly an
important physiological question, and we were disap-

pointed iu not liutliiig some reference made to the

agencies which are at work in that direction. While
reading the same pages we became aware of the fact

edition of a work which has been used for several that the author has adopted the metrical system of

yeai's as a te.xt-book on human physiology. The repu- weights and measures. Although this system has had
tation of Prof. Dalton as a careiul teacher and me- the signet of Englisli legality for more than twelve

thodical writer insures a hearty welcome to the present years, we believe that Prof. Dalton has erred in using

edition of his Ijook, which contains fully titty per it, just at present, in a text-book for students and
cent, of new material. In taking a general survey of, practitioners, and that it will prove unacceptable to

the work, we find that the arrangement remains pre- the majority of American readers. The author would
served wliich obtained in the last edition; but as ouri have giveu incalculable aid to the general practitioner

comparison goes on by pages and chapters, we find (who likes to find things in a nutshellj, had he ap-

tliat, ill many places, the old text has been rewritten, pended a table containing the value of the terms used

as well as additions made such as were necessary to iu the metrical system, expressed iu inches, ounces,

render it a fair exponent of physiological science up' pints, etc., etc.

to the date of its puljlication. The successive changes I In Chapter XH. are presented the theories of Denis

which have been rung upon physiological problems and Schmidt with reference to the nature of the pro-

withiu the last decade, especially upou tho.se relating cess of coagulation of the blood ; but with the tact of

to the circulation, the lymphatic antl nervous systems,
|
a careful observer the author does not fully adopt or

have necessarily made the laljors of the conscientious entirely reject either.

teaclur and author most arduous. Even experts liave

bjen perplexed in their attempts to separate tlie few
grains of truth from the huge pile of dirt and chaff

As we open the book again we notice that Prof.

Dalton still adheres to the belief that the heart

lengthens in ventricular systole. We had supposed
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that this question wiis settlud, and that it hud been
gcniTiiU.v !Rix-|)t(d as a fact suscfptiMe of niatlifniati-

cal ilfMioiistiaiioii, that the viMitnciUur cavities neces-

sarily sliurteii liming systole.

Again, wo notice in the chapter upon the circuhUion
that no reference whatever is made to the safety-valve

action of the tricuspid and pulmonary valves, which
is an item of considerable practical interest to the

student of thoracic diseases.

The section devoted to the subject of reproduction
contains one of the simplest, most elegant anil com-
prehensive descrii)tions of this process to be founil in

tile English language. As a matter of course these

chapters coukl have lieen made much more elal>orate,

but they are sutliciently so to meet the ilemanils of the

ordinary meilical stmlent and busy practitioner. These
are some of the suggestions noteil while reading the

si.xth edition of this valuable treatise upon human phy-
siology.

TllANSACTIONS OK THE AMERICAN XKlROI.OdlCAL As-
SO.'IATIO.N FOR 187."). Edited by F. 1'. KlNXICUTT,
SLD., and T. A. AUUridk, M.U. Vohiine I. New
York : S. W. Green, Printer, Xos. 10 auil IS Jacob
Street.

Tuis is the fust volume of tlie transactions of a new
medical organization, and contains the minutes of the

j)roceedings, tlie constitution and i)ylaws, together

with the papers rcail at the fii'st session, and the dis-

cussions to which they gave rise. The volume con-
tains "257 l)"ges, and has been prepared with a care

wnich entitles the editors to the thanks of the .Vssocia-

tion. The plates accompanying some of the paiiers

are exceedingly gooil, and will serve as valuable aids

to the speci..lisl, as well as to the general leader. The
average merit ot the papers is quite high.

The Stident's Guiue to Human Osteology. By
W. \V. Waostakfe. B.A., F.ltC.S., Assistant Surgeon,
etc., and Lecturer on .\natoiuy at Sl. Thomas's Hos-
pital. i'hilaUelphia : Lindsay ilc Ulukiston. Itj75.

This little volume of 849 pages of text-matter is the

ivsult of an etlort, the author tells us, to give a brief,

but clear ileseription of the bones of the body, and at

llie same time to interest the reader by attaching points

of practical importaiKe to tlie various bony landmarks.
In these respects the author appears to have tultilleil

the object he had in view, ami the descriptive jKntiun

ot the work gives a fair rOsunie of what is found in

most text-boiiKs. In the matter of boneslruclure,
however, we have a good deal that is new, being
mostly the result of recent inquiries made by the autliur

and others into the bony nines, and their ailajjla-

bility to sustam the peculiar tasks assigned tiam.

llliistration.s are uuuicrous, both liy lithographic plates

and woodcuts. The former are mostly new, though
tlu- disadvantage of having them on separate pages is

telt, as they are often far away from the te.xt. Jlany
of the ^^oodcuts have been bonoweil, chielly from
Ward. Those prepared for the author are often very

poor, and are scarcely any adilition to the value ot the

Oook. There is a cjrtain carelcssnei-s of "getu))"
aljoui them that might have been avoiiled, though, as

the author siiys, illustrations, whatever their beauty or

correctness, can never supply the information to the

student tliat the bone ilaelt does, when held in the

hand. The last eighteen pages give us a very usclid

summary that may be read with proht by student or

practitioner. In it we have a description of the impor-

tant l)ony points of the body such as can be felt with the

tiuger, una their relation to various other inipoitaut

parts, thRt are to be borne in mind in mnttcrsof physi-

cal cliiignusis, or when operative interference is re-

(piired.

A Manual of Minor Sirgeky and Uanuagino. By
CiiRlsToiMiKR Heath, F.R.C.S., Surgeon to Univer-
siLy College Hospital, etc. Philadelpuiu ; Lindsay iSs

lilukiston. ISio.

This little volume of some 300 pages, which has now
entered on its fifth edition, is, as its author tells us,

disigned for the use ot those who wish to master the
smaller details of surgery, and so to prepare tin mselves
for the nunuroMs aeeideiits and emeigeiieies that are
met with in ho.spital anil dispensary practice. The au-
thor's experience as a dres.ser and house surgeon
enable him to ai)pieciate the value of just this kind of
information, which is apt to be omitted in the larger

text-books. Special rules are laid down for Ciuse-tak-

ing and for condueting iiost-morleni examinations. To
these are also added a lung list of formula,' in use in

the London Hospitals, anil some of the iliet lists for

l)atients. Altogether this little manual will be found
very readable, and will carry useful inloimation not
only to stuilents, but also to young practitioners who
have not had the ail vantage of hus|)ital training, and
perhaps to others who are not specially tamiliar with
the most recent advances made in this department. The
illustrations are good, and are sullicieiiily numerous.

OiTLiNEs OF Practical Hi.stoi.ogy; being the Notes
of the Histological Section of the Claris ot Practical
Physiology helu in the University of Edinburgh. By
Wll.LlA.M XlLTiiERFuiii>, M. U. , F.Il.S.E., Proiessor of
the Institutes of Jlediciue in the University ot Edin-
burgh, E.xaniiner in Physiology iu the University of

Loudon. Philadelphia : Lindsay >t Blakistou. lb7o.

A UAKDUOOK which acquaints us with the most recent

methods of microscopic work is always to be prized,

and especially if the matter be condensed in the least

liossible compass and is from the hanils of an experi-

enced teacher of microscopy. The bulky tivatises on
this subject have done a great deal to liighteii away
many who woulil have been glad to famlliari/.e them-
selves with histological work. To such we would
recommend these outlines, as showing in very siinide

words what is required in getting a knowleilge of
(iractical histology. The subject-matter is discussed

111 about seventy printed pages, while for convenience
ill taking notes, each page is iiUerleaved. '1 he author's

laiuiliaiity with the subject enables him to give only
those metliods of work that long experience has slio>\n

to be the best. Though he has not contributed much
that is new in the way of methoil.s, he appears certain-

ly to have done a gnat deal towanls lacilitating the

work. Tlie freezing microtome he ilescribes gives

promise ol much success. It is exactly the instrument
that has long been needed for jirepanng fresh ti.»sue8,

especiully nerve elements, and other ilelicate substances
for early examination. Huch an instrument, if cheap
enough, will certainly come into very general use.

Ukonolooy and its Practical Applications. By
(iEUKUE M. KoiiER, M.U. Louisville, Ky., lKi5.

Keprinted from the Jlir/uiiund iiiiil J^mincUU. Mtilicul

Juuriiiit, September, October, November, and Decem-
ber, 1874.

This is an unpretentious pnmplilet of about 100 pages,

but contains, nevertheless, a gooil deal ot valuable in-

forniution drawn from relialde sources. The author
discusses the characters of healthy uiiiie, und di scribes

it- most impoiiaiit ingredients, aiul gives many good
processes tor their detection and quantituiive Ueter-
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mination. lie describes the processes, liowever, a lit-

tle too nakedly, and fails to give the necessar_v hints
and " wrinkles '' which the pliysician whu is not al-

ready practically familiar n-ith chemical manipula-
tions sliould be acquainted with, to enable him to

perform the necessary analyses successfully. For the

determination of urea he recommends the old processes

of Liebig and Davy, but fails to allude to tiie " cor-

rections " which must be applied to the results ob-
tained by either of these procedures. He makes no
reference to the more recent and convenient, and
probably more accurate, methods of Boymond, Piffard,

and Yvou.
In but one place only we have observed a manifest

error. Its importance, however, induces us to notice

it. On iJage 21) we tind :
" The specitic gravity is Ijest

taken by measuring 100 cc. of urine into a beaker or

flask, whose weiglit is accurately known. Tlie increase

of weight in grains will be the specitic gravity, water
being 1000." If this were followed out, urine whose
real specitic gravity was 1.030, would appear to liave a

specitic gravity of 1.308. The substitution of the word
yrariiMcs for grains in the quotatiim will make the

procedure correct. As the metric system is employed
in the various analyses, we presume the " grains '"

is a
misprint.

The author describes the microscopical a])pearances

of urinary sediments, and illustrates them by means
of reproductions of the lithograpliic plates of Vogel,
Funke, etc. He discusses the pathological conditions
associated with derangement of the uiinary secretion,

and gives many useful hints in connection witli their

management. Finally, he incorporates Thudichum's
scheme for the .systematic analysis of urine.

The importance of urinary examination is too often
underrated, and tlie author deserves credit for calling

the attention of the profession to the methods by
which it may be successfully undertaken.

Sanitary and Medical Reports for 1873-74, by
Officers of the United States Navy. Prepared for

publication under the direction of the Surgeon-Gen-
eral of the Navy. By H. C. Nelson, M.D., Surgeon
U. S. Na^'y.

Under tlie above title the Bureau of Sledicine and
Surgery has issued an octavo volume of eight Imndred
pages, comprising seventy-eight articles contriiiuted

by medical officers of the United States Navy. Tliese

reports embrace the subjects of hygiene in its applica-

tion to ships-of-war and naval liospjtals, medical
topography of various foreign cities and countries,

descriptions of foreign hospitals, accounts of certain

rare diugs, and miscellaneous medical papers. The
variety ot subjects discussed in these pages is so great
that our limited space precludes even the mere enumer-
ation of them.

Tlie appearance of such a creditable work, which
excels its two predecessors botli in interest and style, is

an earnest of future production of still greater merit.

The medical officers of the navy have for years labored
under great discouragement. The bureau, since its

establishment in 1S43, has Ix'cn plunged into Kip Van-
Winkle sluml)er, disturbed only by its solicitude to

discover the smallest quantity of beans and "junk" a
.sick man might be made to subsist upon, and tlieir

exact cost. Great importance was given to tlie ex-

pression of these two facts—quantity and cost; math-
ematically and sore were the trials of the medical
officers in wrestling witli decimal iiiillionths and tens

of millionths to arrive at the desired result, as an error

of a milliontli lirought return of papers with the '• re-

turned for correction," and a lengthy correspondence.

I The real vital interests of medicine and surgery never
dawned upon the bureau during its brief intervals of

I

awakening. Tliis state of affairs grew, in great

! measure, out of the lamentaUe' mistake of political

and religious interests determining tlie appointment of

\
the least experienced and intelligent of the corps to

the office of Surgeon-General, so that it was not sur-

prising that blankets went to Africa, quinia; and cot-

ton goods to Lalirador, and hospital supplies shipped
after, instead of before, battle.

The same benighted policy withheld from medical
officers all means of medical and scientific research

that involved any expense. The instruments were, as

a rule, bad, the medicines unreliable, and the surgical

appliances of the meanest, cheapest, and most ancient

sort. Thus all spirit of emulation was crushed out.

The contributions of the bureau to medical science

were restricted to the annual flatulent reports, barren

of all utility except, perhaps, to puzzle children with
decimal conundrums.

This state of things endured until the close of the

war, when Dr. "Wood, a gentleman of large experience

and tine mental culture, succeeded to the bureau, and
immediately inaugurated a new erra, completely revo-

lutionizing the arrangement of his predecessors. Sup-
plies of the best materials, all the most improved ap-

pliances, were freely furnished, and medical officers

were invited to make reports for ])ul>!ication, and, for

the first time, prominence was given to purely medical
interests. This policy has even been greatly amplified

by Surgeon-General Beale, under whose f(.>stering care

the third volume of the bureau's series now api)cars.

The superintendence of the work througli the press

has been entrusted to Surgeon H. C. Nelson. U. S.

Navy, and the creditable manner in which he has ac-

quitted himself will be revealed by the examination
of the volume itself.

We are informed that the limited means of the

bureau has restricted the edition to comjiaratively a

small number, and far inadequate to the demand that

will be made. This is nuieh to be regretted, as its

pages contain information that should be within reach

of physicians throughout the country.

Ucports of Societies.

NEW YORK PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Stated Meeting, January 13, 1876.

Dr. F. Delafield, President, in the Chair.

EMBOLIC softening OF THE BRAIN, WITH INFARC-
TIONS OP THE LDNCJ.

Dr. Satterthwaite presented the brain, right lung,

and heart of a patient who had the following his-

tory :

He was first seen by the attending ])hysician on
November 17, 1875. Two days [ireviously he had
suffered from headache, referred to the occipital I'e-

gion, and the pain was so severe that he had to leave

his business and return home. His wife gave him
some laudanum, and he remained within doors, but
continued to suffer. On the next day, the lOtli, he
took a cathartic. On the same evening, about 11 p.m.,

his wife was waked by finding him in a sort of convul-

sion ; he then jjassed some foeces involuntarily, and was
found to he unable to move or speak intelligently.
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When seen tliv noxt day l>y I'i^ pli.vsiciaii, lie was fouiul

to liavi' paralysis of motion and sensation in tlie left

side, incliKlini; tlie fare. He was drowsy, liut not

comatose ; lie was irKide to uiideisland wlio lii> phy-
sician was. liut could not answer (iiustions intelliiivnt-

ly ; he called for f;iii, and yet he was said to have
lictn of temperate haliits.

Pnlse. was slow and rnll. Witliiii tlie next few days
lie rejiained his intelliLTence, so as to recognize every

one. and to answer <(Uestions correctly, but not quick-

ly, and he no lonifer made the irndevant remarks which
lie had made at first. He was also able to move the

left leir a very little when it was pinched, but this re-

action did not sulisecpiently increase. On November
a4th there was crepitation and slight diilness, but no
bronchial breathing or bronchophony in tlie lower part

of the rijjhl hiiij; before and behind. On Xovember
'J.'itli. while beiiiLf partly raised to takesome milk, which
was his chief diet, he suddenly complained of extreme
pain in the lower part of the chest, to the rijiht of the

sternum. His face beeanie congested and his whole
body was bathed in profuse perspiration, and shortly

liis extremities, especially the right, non-paralyzed, be-

came extremely cold. He was quite conscious, but

complained of the pain, which, however, soon abated

somewhat. The respiration was aliout :J0 per minute,

rather shallow, and acconip;;nied by pulling out of the

cheeks. The pulse wjus about r..'0 and very weak.

Hiandy w-as given him. and liot applications were made
to the extremities. He lallied frcnii the attack, and
the pulse became stronger and less frequent, and he
passed a good niglit.

On (3) Xovember 2Sth. the night of December 10th,

December l.")tli, and on December 20tli, he had similar

attacks, in the last of which he died suddenly. Tlie

pulse was qui-t and weak during the attacks, but be-

I ween tln-m was remarkably slow, ranging from 4H to

(is. During the last ten days of his life the pulse has

been ItO and 10(1. The treatment consisted in giving

brandy and laudaiuiiii. In one case morphine, admin-
istered hypoderinieally. had the happiest elTect upon
pulse, pain and res])iration, and in a short space of

time. He had very little other treatment^—a little

cpiinine, a little iodide of potassium, and a dose or

two of castor-oil. The disease was held liy his attend-

ing physicians to be one of multiple emljolism—an

opinion which Dr. Austin Flint, who was called in

consultation, also gave.

.\iitopsy "24 hours po^t-niortem.

Piody well nourished.

The hifirt was found to be a little enlarged. The
valves were not very notably changed, though there

were atheromatous deposits in both the aortic and
mitral, the former being a little stiffened from athero-

matdiis thickening. The aorta was also somewhat
Htheromatous. The left ventricle was considerably

thickened.

The riijht Inni/was crepitant in front, but non-crepi-

tant and adherent above and behind. There were

some inlarctions in the upper part of the lower lobe,

varying in size from a small marble to a pigeon's egg.

They varied in color from a yellowish-brown to a

dee|>red.
,

The Ir/'t liiii;/ was nonadherent, crepitant atiterinr.

but congested hypostatically behind.

The /(cfr and apUxii presented nothing notably ali

normal.

The ri;//U iiiliii !/ was cinigested, somewhat lobiilaled.

and cortex in parts adherent.

The Ifft kiihifji was congested.

On exposing the hrnin th- vessels of the meninges

were distendeil with fluid blood, and there was < "

siderublc effusion of tolerably clear fluid in the

meshes of the pia mater. The brain substance wa»
soft and (edematous.

Upon the outer side of the ri^'ht middle lobe a sense

of fluctuation was given to the lingers as il there

was a large collection of fluid in the middle lobe.

When til.' brain was turn/d over on the l.-ft side, the

wall of this softened middle lobe fell in for a ilislance

(it perhaps three inches in length and one to one and
a half in breadth.

Examining the vessels at the base, they were, so far

as could be seen, free from blood, but were mark-
edly atheromatous at points. Following up the ri;;ht

lissure of Silviiis, it was soon observed that the middle
eriebral artery iinmediately beyond the origin of the

ant, frontal, was tense from distention of the blood, and
of a dull blue color ; this distention extended onwards
iiiti^ the ant. and jiost. branches, one of whicli pa.sse»

to the i.sland of Keil. and the other to supply the

iiiiildle lobe. From these point.s cmwards they were
empty, but the lirain tissue al)out them was "mushy "

in consistence, and of a faint reddish color. The soft-

ening also involved the floor of the corpus striatum

of tlie same side, where the same condition of red

softening could be seen. There were no marks of the

ordinary vessels that are seen on the corpus striatum.

In this case th • source of the emboli seemed to be
the aortic valves, which were atheromatous, and minute
masses might have been carried off from them and
deposited in the brain and lungs. Microscopic ex-

amination of the plugs in the two branches of the

middle cerebral showed that they contained granular

iiuittor and vari(msly sized oil-globules, such as arc

seen in atheroma.

NEW YORK MEDICAL JOURNAL
ASSOCIATION.

Stated Meeting. Feb. 4, 187(5.

Dn. E. Q. LouiXG, PnEsiDEST, in the Ch.\ir.

RECENT DISCOVEntES IN THE PHYSIOLOGY AND PA-

THOLOGY OF THE BRAIN.

Dr. Eugene Dupuy, in a plain and interesting man-
ner, directed the attention of the Association to certain

points relating to the function of different parts of the

liiain. His remarks were intendid chiefly to over-

throw the doctriiie of localized functional centres, and

were oonflned for the most part to the pathological

lesions attending hemiplegia, heniianicsthesia, aphasia,

and epilepsy. A review was made of cases from

Charcot, llitzig, WestfalTs clinic, etc., and in these

reports Dr. Dupuy believed he found just as much to

disprove as to sustain the idea that there are in the

brain localized centres for nerve force. Dr. Dupuy
referred to the physiological experiments which have

been ijcrfonned upon animals with the view of hi-

eating such centres of nerve force; but he did not be-

lieve that they had substantiated the theory of locali-

zation. The doctor denies the excitability of the

cortical substance of the brain. Aphasia may be de-

veli>ped by lesions independent of the island of Reil,

or it« immediate surroundings.

The natural fluid found in the cerebral substance and
eiivities constitutes one of Ihi' very U'.st media for cini-

ilneting electricity, hence must be remoMil as much
a- possible; absorlMiig witli blotting paper is a good
method, otherwise il will enter as a disturbing factor

tr. the obtaining of exait results. When the expeii-

1. nf< of Hitzig, FerriiM-, nml others have been re
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peated l)y Dr. Dupuy, after having taken such piecau-

tion as would enaljle him to apply the electrodes to a

dry cortical substance, he h.as failed to verify the state-

ments made by these experimenters. Dr. Dupuy's re-

marks were listened to with marked attention.

Dk. Dalton followed with lemarks, in the course

of which he referred to the fact tliat definite muscular

contractions are produced in a living animal liy the

application of a very faint discharge of eleetricily to

the cortical substance of the brain. Whether tliis is

due to a physiological irritation conveyed downward,
or is due to a simple diffusion of electricity to the

dee|)er parts, is a question. The simplest explanation

is, that the effect is produced by the conveying of a

physiological irritation downwards. If it is due to a

simple diffusion of electricity, why do we fail to get

a certain set of contractions when the electrodes are

applied elsewhere than over certain points? This fact

was alluded to merely from its suggestive import, rather

than because it carried with it any positive proof.

There are certain pathological lesions which are fol-

lowed by certain clinical phenomena that are well

established. For instance, when a patient has paraly-

sis of motion upon one side it may be associated with

lesions upon the same .side or opposite side of the

brain, but in by far the greater majority of cases upon
the opposite. Now, when hemiplegia occurs from le-

sions upon the opposite side of the brain, it is due to

a well-known anatomical reason ; and when it occurs

from a lesion upon the same side of the l)rain, there is

doubtless an anatomical reason, the same as in the

other instance, except that it has not yet been foimd.

The subject is full of interest, and requires carefully

conducted experiments to settle certain perplexing

questions arising l)oth in physiology and patliology.

Dr. Dcpuy remarked with regard to the impression
being conducted downward into or through the cor-

pus striatum, that he had divided all the fibres going
to that body, breaking it up entirely, and oljtainecl

the same muscular contractions as when the corpus
striatum remained intact.

The hour of ten having arrived, the Association was
adjourned.

dorresponircncf.

HEMOPTYSIS: RELATION TO BARO-
3IETR1C PRESSURE.

To THE Editob or The Medical Record.

Sir :—The following case may lie of interest to some of
your readers:

May 25, I was called to see Mr. Q.. aged 21 vears,

who had a violent attack of hsemoptysis. tlie first with
which lie had ever been visited. He is a gentleman of
fine physical development, and lias always enjoyed
good healtli. His father died of consumption, "but

neither he nor his brother or sister—all of whom are
growni—has manifested any symptoms of the disease
liefore the attack in questicm. He has always taken
more than the ordinary amount of physical exercise,

using dumb-bells, Indian clul)S, etc. Tliese last he
used during the summer of 18T4, and he resumed their

use in the spring of this year. He had not gone
through his usual evolutions with them on the day of
his attack, but had exercised with them .somewhat
violently the day previous. The day of the attack he
felt as well as usual, was quietly engaged during the

morning, and about the middle of tlie day lay down
on his bed. Sliortly after the hemorrhage came on
suddenly, and was very profuse, oecuriing in the

lower lolje of the left lung. Mr. Q. has had no
hemorrhage since this attack.

The jjoint of interest to which I wish to invito atten-

tion is this

—

the coincidence of the hemorrhage with

the time of minimum barometric pressure (hiring n,

period of several days preceding and follotoing the at-

tack, this coincidence extending not only to the day of the

month, hut also to the time of day.

Knowing tliat the month of May had been one of

exceptionally low atmospheric pressure, I concluded
to investigate the subject more accurately. I therefoi-e,

some days afterward, obtained from Prof. F., who
keeps tlie meteorological record at this station for the

War Department, the I'cadings of the barometer for

several clays before and after the 3.5th of May, and
here append them. These observations were taken

thrice daily at 7 a.m.. 2 P..M.. and 9 p.m. I also give

the average of each day's readings :

May 1.S

" lit

20

23

a9.8(i0
)

29.J6l>'-

I

M.lllo
)

29.118 1

29.IMT V

29.010 )

a9.nt9 1

29.047 \

a9.1(J0 )

29.0.i3 I

88.957 '

28.947 )

2S.911 1

28.928 \

28.»:i5 )

28.909 1

28.824

2S.SH0 i

= Average 29.160

29. 058

1 28.850
)

May 24- 2S.7fi7 i- = Ave
( 28.812 )

23-

29.099

28.82.0

28.864

28.824 1

2'*.759 V =
( 28.777 i

1 23.992 1

26 J 28.875 v =
/ 28.897 S

(28.96!)
27-' 29.116 - =

( 28.852 i

( 29.011 1

28- 29.001 v =
( 28.962 \

1 29 076 I

29-29.0-11 =
( 29.0 r.i \

gc 28.810

28.787

28.921

28.973

28.991

29.067

I could have gone back of May 18, and shown tliat

the mercury had descended almost from the beginning
of the month, and it continued to rise even after the

29th.

Tliis may be simply a fortuitous coincidence, but I

can hardly resist the belief in a causative relation of
greater or less degree between the two events. I am
inclined to think that the increased arterial tension

caused by diminished barometric pressure, superadded
to the strain of tlie previous day's exercise, precipitated

the catastrophe, which might otherwise have been es-

caped. We are all familiar with accounts of such
hemorrhages occurring in ascending mountains, al-

though some observers are disposed to attriljute them
to the unaccustomed exertion rather than to rarefied

atmosphere. This explanation, however, would not
suffice in the case of aeronauts.

I report the case that the question may be tested by
other observers.

Alfred B. Nelson, M.D.
Danville, Kt., Feb. 6, 1875.

Children's Hospital op the District of Colum-
bia.—The fifth annual report of this institution states

that the aggregate number of patients treated during
the past year was over 1,700, an increase of 700 over
the jjievious year. The charity is in a prosperous
condition generally, and is constantly increasing its

usefulness. The medical staff consists as follows:
Consulting Medical Board—Drs. J. C. Hall. Grafton
Tyler, C. H. Leebemiann, W. P. Johnston, and .John-

son Eliot ; Attending Physicians—Drs. F. A. Ashford,
S. C. Busev, W. B. Driukard and W. W. Johnston

;

Hou.se Phvsician--W. W. Streeter, M.D.
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SIAMESE OBSTETRICS.
To THE Editor or The Medical IUxohd.

Dkau Sih:—Tliinkinj^ a slunt article on Rinmcsc
Olistctrics might lie interestinj^ to voiir rcadoi-s. 1 lOi-

Wiinl yim tlie following rlcscnption of practice in tills

country, from my own observation. AVliiii a woman
is atiout being confined, several femali' friends are

called in .i.s attendants, also the old "' yi " or midwife.
Another name they have for her is moh-rasksah-eran.

The only means they have for aiding the woman in

labor arc manipulations and ])ressure. They place the

]>alicnt on lier back, tlien a woman is .seated on each
side, these two women begin by forcibly pressing the

abdomen down and l)aekward.

This procedure is continued from three to five hours

;

then, if having failed to expel the fivtus, one of the

attendants is supported by the hand while she tramps
the abdomen of the patient ; always placing her feet

above the foetus. Then, as a <it'rni,'r ressort. all other

means having failed, they suspend the parturient by
means of a band beneath the arms. One, and some-
time two. of the attendants, will then clasp with their

arms the Ijody of the ))atient and suspend themselves

also. This last expedient seldom fails to produce a

rupture in some direction.—it may be the uterus, peri-

na'um or encephalon of the child. I am certain many
children die from hai-sli Ireatment during parturition.

I have seen even adidts with cysts of large size at-

tached to a point corresponding with the anterior

fontanel of infancy, and heads of the still-born dread-

fully lacerated. AV. L. Hutcuinson", 51.1).

Bangkok, Siam, November 11, 1875.

ITfWj 3nstruments.

A DILATING URETHROTOME.

By .IAS. ANDREW MILXE, :M.D.

In offering a new stricture instrument to the profes-

sion, it is not that I would ignore the many valual'le

ones already brought to notice and repute ; but believ-

ing the one here represented to meet many require-

ments not fulfilled by others, I cannot but feel ccrtaiu

it will be appreciated by those that employ it.

The point is so constructed that a small whalebone
liougie can be attached, to serve as a guide in cases
of very small calibre ; thus a stricture of slight capa-
city can be permeated.

The size of the instrument when clo.sed is No. 8
French ; therefore it is much smaller than any other
instrument I am acquainted with—I'ven Dr. P. II.

Watson's modi Kcation of Jlr. Holt's dilator, which is

Ul French. Tliis great reduction in size does away
with much of the trouble of dilating a stricture witli
bougies so as to admit of the use of any of the instru-
ments heretofore in use.

I have used the instrument in a suflicient nundwr of
ca-scs to test its working fully, and am certain it will
find favor with those that employ it.

Internal incthrotomy is the most reliable, by far the
safest, more readily accomplished, and the most effec-

tual means of cure for stricture of the urethra yet de-
vised. A careful and thorough division of the tissue

forming the stricture, followed by the use of a sound
of larye size, until the woi-k of healing has bi'en per-

fectly accomplished, can but result in the most satis-

factory manner.
OsWEOO, N. Y., Jan. 10, ISTB. *

IMPROVED T;ARYNGEAL INSUFFLATOR.
By Dr. D. H. GOODWII.I.TE.

The above cut represents a laryngeal and |)ost-nasal

insufflator. It consists of a stem of hard rubber,

and a L,lass powder-holder attached to a ball of soft

rubber. The powder-holder fits into the stem. The
advantages are, that it is easily loaded by putting

the glass-holder into the powtler in the bottle. The
powder fills up the wliole calibre of the tube, and so

is sure to be blown out. The glass-holder can be
readily disjointed from the ball, and, by tubing, be
attached to the air-receiver if desired. Use a bottle

for your powd<r two inches dee)), with a wide mouth.
Keep the ball and holder in the bottle when not in

use, instead of a cork, and it will be always ready
loaded for use when wanted.

ItKI Wkst 34tu Strgbt.

e.'tX^^MkHH b CU.

Tin; instruuient consists of a dilator that is brought
into action by a screw force at the handle, producing
traction upon a flexible rod attached to the terminal
extremity of the instruuient, and is lifted from a curve
to bridge over the concavity, making it a dilator of

capacity and power.
Near the handle, upon the side, is a graduated scale,

showing at a glance the exact degree to which the

dilator has been opened.
Upon the convex side of the instrument slides a

guarded knife for dividing the striclure tissue.

CHANGES IN THE PUBLIC SEKVR^E.

AlUIY.

HtiBB.iRD, Van Burek, Assistant Surgeon.—Granted
leave of absence for two months. S. O. 2C, A. G. O.,

Feb. 7tli, 1870.

The ("oNTorRS for Forty-seven Ari-oixTMENTs of

House Surgeon to the Paris Hospitals has just ended,

and the examination is said to have been very credit-

able to the prolicieucy of the caiulidate.s.
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IHebical Jitms anb Jletds.

Dkath of Dr. E. Leb Jones.—AVe are puined to

hear of the sudden death, on Jan. ;30, 1876. at Oakhind,

C'al., of our esteemed friend Dr. E. Lee Jones, for a

long time an honored and hifluential practitioner of

tliis city, and an active worker in many of onr socie-

ties. Two or tliree years since, in consequence of fail-

ing healtli, he took up his residence in Oakland,

where he was honored by his medical brethren in many
ways, not the least of which was his election as Presi-

dent of the Alameda County Jledical Association. The
following action was taken by that body regarding his

death ;

—

Oakland, Cal., January .31, 1870.

At a special meeting of the "Alameda County

Medical Association," lield at its rooms this evening,

a Committee was appointed to draft resolutions regard-

ing the death of the late Dr. E. Lee Jones, consisting

of Drs. Wm. V. Gibbons, Jno. C. Van Wyck, and Chas.

8. Kittredge, who presented the following:

W!iereas, The presence of death, at all times sorrow-

ful, has been especially so in a recent visitation, which

has removed Dr. E. Lee Jones, President of this So-

ciety, from an honorable and useful career among men

;

therefore.

Resolved, That in the life and daily walks of the

deceased we recognize a character which combined

purity of life, integrity of principle and high intellec-

tual culture with a jn-ofession.al life, and made ujj the

substance of a true physician.

Mesolved, That we de.sire so to emulate his standard

virtues, that while we honor our profession before men,

we may ultimately receive the benefaction now real-

ized by our deceased lirother, and which is promised

to good and faithful stewards.

Rcsohed, That our sympathies follow his bereaved

family through tlie cloud of sorrow which now rests

about.their habitation.

C. S. Kittredge, M.D., Secretary.

Snow in the Streets.—Wlien snow falls in the

streets of Lyons (France), it is immediately washed
away by hose attached to the water mains. Not only

is the snow thus disjjosed of, but the streets are washed
clean.

The Medico-LegaIj Society is founding a library.

A large number of very valuable works have been se'

cured, among them a complete set of the Annales

d'lTi/'jieiie PuhUqve et de Meilecine Legale, numbering
ninety-two volumes. The late President, Mr. Clark

Bell, has been untiring in his exertions to give the

library a good start, and to his sjjecial labors and
contributions is in most part due its promising future.

Medical Testimonials.—The practice of giving

medical testimonials in favor of articles of commerce
is on the increase in London. "Avery common de-

vice," says The Lancet, "is to send the medical man
some of the article it is designed to puff. He incau-

tiously acknowledges receipt, with a few graceful re-

marks, the product of ordinary civility, and straight-

way his name appears in print." We have the same
trouble here, but in a more aggravated form.

Dr. Tilt, of London, has been elected honorary

fellow of the Obstetrical Society of Philadelphia.

ScROPDLiDE.—" The Treatment of the Different

Forms of Scrofulide" is the title of a pamphlet by
Dr. H. G. Piffard of this city, which is republished

from the London Practitioner.

The Children's Hospital of Boston treated dur-
ing the past year one hundred and forty-five patients, of
whom si.\ty-nine were cured, twenty-three relieved,

and sixteen died. In connection with the institution,

a convalescent home has Ijeen estal)lished fourteen
miles from Boston, a short distance from the station in

"Wellesley. From the first of June to the middle of
October thirty-nine children were treated there. The
exi)eriment is said to be a success.

Decay of Trees in Kensinoton Gaudens.—There
is considerable anxiety manifested in regard to the

Ijrobable decay of many of the finest trees in these

famous gardens. Many causes have been assigned,

the most reasonable of which are, the absence of the
natural mould at the foot of the trees, too ]jcrfect drain-

age of the soil, and the deteriorated air of London.

The New Medical Staff Bill introduced by
Senator Logan is making good progress, and there is

a reasonable hope of its becoming a law.

Trenton Lunatic Asyluji.—A legislative com-
mittee has lieen appointed to inquire into alleged ex-

travagance in the management of this institution.

United States Medical Directory.—A second
revised edition of this work is to be prepared.

New York Veterinary Society.—The following-

officers have been elected for the ensuing year : A.
Lockhart, M.R.C.V.S.L., President ; J. L.Robertson,
M.D., V.S., Vice-President; J. D. Hopkins, V.S.,

Treasurer ; and L. T. Bell, V.S., Secretary.

Bronciiocele in Horses.—Prof. Liautard, of t!ie

American Veterinary College of this city, recently suc-

cessfully extirpated two large bronchocele from horses,

aged respectively nine and iifteen years. With one
exception, no similar cases have been reported for the

past thirty-three years.

Vivisection.—The discussion of this subject, which
has been carried on so extensively in England, has
been refeiTcd by the Government to a Royal Conmiis-
siou, from which a report is soon exjjected.

An Asylum for Lepers at Bombay, with a capa-

city for 1.50 patients, is to be built as a memorial of the

visit of the Prince of Wales.

The New York Dermatological Society has re-

cently adopted the rule, that candidates for admission
shall apply in writing to the President, and accompany
their application with an appropriate thesis. This is

an evidence of progress.

The Plague is said to have reaj^peared in Mesopo-
tamia.

Death prom Chloral.—Another death from an
overdose of Chloral is reported in the Medical Press

and Circular (January 19). The patient was a lady,

who took of a patented preparation a quantity which
was ascertained to contain one hundred and twenty-

five grains of tlie drug.

Weekly Bulletin op Medical Socibtees.

Monday, Feb. 21.—Obstetric Section, Academy of

Medicine. New York Society of Neurology and Elec-

trology.

Tuesday, Feb. 23.—Yorkville Medical Association.

Council of Academy of Medicine.

Wednesday, Feb. 33.—New York Pathological So-

ciety.

Thursday, Feb. 34.—New York Medico-Legal So-

ciety.

Friday, Feb. 35.—Medical Journal Association.

Saturday, Feb. 36.—New York Medical and Surgi-

cal Society.
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©riginal Commumcations.

A VARIETY OF "INFANTILE IIERNTA,"
STKANCIULATED, WITH Ol'KKATloN.

By JAS. D. TKASK, M.I).,

ISTORIA, .N. T.

Fkid.w, Jan. 7tli, of the present year, I was called in

luisto at !> I'.M. to a <jcntlenian. a stian<;er to me, in

icliitioii to whom I leaineil the foUowiiii; history:

Mr. K. P., ict. ."(7 yeans, on lisini; Wednesday morn-
ing, Jan. ."itli, went to the well to draw water. In the

net of lifthi^ the pail, he was conscious of an unusual

sensation in the left j^roin. At least twelve years ai;o

Mr. P. wiis the sulijeet of liernia in the same spot, and
wore a truss; hut for the last six years lie had not

worn the instrumint, neitlier, as he Ixlieved, had the

gut come down during tliat time. On the recurrence

of the hirnia lie went to l)ed. sufferin-j from discom-
fort in liis Ijowel.s, not at first recof;nizinir the lieinia.

and toolc an ounce of castor-oil. The oil was almost

immediately vomited, and tiie dose was repeated.

The second do.se liavinj; been rejected, he took re-

peated draULthts of saline cathartics, all of which were
thrown from the stomach, and no action of the bowels
took place, lie had also taken a warm bath. Suffer-

ing from pain in the bowels, the stomach rejecting all

nourishment as well as medicines, he pus.sed the whole
of Wednesday, Thursday, anil Friday in great distre.s-s.

but obstinately refusing medical aid.

In the evening of Friday he allowed a physician to

Ijc sent for, who administered a large dose of mor-
phine hypodermically. and retind from attendance.

When seen by me two hours afterward, the patient

was in a state of collapse. The pupils were contracted

frinn the morphine, but he still coiuplaincd of pain at

the seat of the hernia. Tliir intellect was i)erfectly

clear; he gave a history of his case, and stated that

the matters vomitid during the day had been observed
by himself to have a distinctly fecal odor.

At first glance it seemed to me that he was beyond
reach of aid. On inijuiry, however, I found that he

had as yet taken no stimulus. On giving him brandy,

and applying heat to the extremities, a |)ortion of the

Ijrandy was retained, and some reaction ensued.

On examining the tumor it was found to be about
one and a half inches in its long diameter, and one
incli in it.s transverse, and it occupied the ordinary

site of femoral hernia. Considerable doubt was felt

as to the character of the hernia, whether inguinal or

femoral. After quiti- a protracted exannnation liy

myself and a meilical friend who, with my eon, was
assisting me, there seemed to l>e little reason for

regarding it as anything else than femoral, and yet

this could not be determined with confidence. It lay

almost altogether Iwlow Poupart's ligament, and the

finger could readily be passed in the direction of the

femoral vessels. The pubes having been shaved, a

short neck <'ould be felt upon deep pressure, extend-

ing to the site of the internal abdominal ring. Gen-

tle taxis was unsucc-cssful in reducing the tumor.

In conseciuence of the extreme prostration of the pa-

tient he was not etherized. An incision was maile

through the integuments, from over the intermil ring

downward and sliglitly inward, in the direition of the

fenn)ral ring, anil in the long axis of tlu^ tumor.

Beneath the integuments the dis-seetion was made ljy

the knife through a layer of condensed connective
j

anil (ilirous ti.ssue, which could not be taken up by th •

director. Heiieath this thi' director was employed,
and by its aid two pretty distinct planes of nmscular
libres were divi<Ied, as well as some loose areolar tis-

sue beneath these, exposing what was regarded as the

hernial sac. This structure was raised by thi^ forceps,

and when snipped, diviiled upon the director. '1 he
intirior of a serous sac was thus exposed, and what was
assumed to be the knuckle of intestinir came into viev.

The finger could be passed in freely upon the pubie
side, and swept downward, encountering .several Rmall
thread-like bands, most of which were broken by tin-

linger, and some cut by the knife. The tumor cou'd
be turned (Hit of its investing sac, and sei nied (juiii

movable, but the bands high up on the under sidi
.

and also on iliac side, wen; found too numerous ui.il

iliiisc to be broken tip. Carrying the linger up
toward the internal ling, the neck of the tumor was
found adherent to it on all sides. It was impossible li'

pass the director or jjiobe at any point. At this time
we knew only of the recent strangulation, but had no
positive knowledge as to the past condition of the

hernia; and it was by no means iinjirobable that a

portion of the gut had been down for years, and con-

tracted adhesions. The knuckle had the glistining

aspect of intestine, and after awhile lo.st its lustre

from exposure to the air. On pinching up a portion
of the wall, for it was not tense, this could be dis-

tinctly detached from a mass within, which had the

i"e<l of omentum. If the knuckle were intestine, the

contents were inexplicable.

An attempt was made to dissect up the supjiosed

adhesions by the sharp fingernail. By this means the
internal ring seemed to have been opened up in front,

and enlarged to receive the tip of the finger. Taxis
was tried, but failed to reduce the swelling. It was
now discovered that the finger had dissected U|) a

plane of fibrous tissue. After introducing the director

lieniath fasciculi of the supposed adhesions of the
neck, these were divided. This was repeated again
and again, until the director at last ])enctrated a

cavity, and being turned downward and forwaid.
could be passed onward so as to be felt beneath the

investing wall above referred to ; and this being laid

open by th(! knife, the intestine itself came into vii w.
Notwith.standing the duration of the strangulation

and the gravity of the syinptims, the intestine appeal-

ed to be in a condition to justify its return. It was
Haccid and entirely empty. On carrying the finger

up to the internal ring, by a little exertion this was
enlarged so as to allow of the reduction of the int( s-

tiiie. The lacerations that had been effected outside
the neck of the sac proper, rendered the opening into

the peritoneal cavity so large that the intestine could
nut be kept reduced. In consequence of this I intio-

iluied two .silver sutures through all tlie investini;

structures and the peritoneum, and closed the wound.
Not a drop of fluid was found in either sac.

The operation, nece.s.sarily somewhat jirotracted.

was borne with scarce a complaint, and the patic lit

expressed himself much relieved after return of tin

liowel. There was no more hiccup; and food and
stimulants were retained. lie sank, twelve hours
aflir the operation, from the exhaustion of prolonged
and unmitigateil suffering and want of support.

What were the nature and origin of the false .sac

lii-^l encountered i It was clearly peritoneal, and the

hi-mia a form of the variety improperly called " ii

-

fantile.'* As describcel by <Jray (see An*if"iiiy, Ainer.

edit., 1870, p. S'Jil). in infantile hiTnia "the lierni: 1

sai- descends along the inguinal c anal intv thf KTnlitii,

Ijehind the pouch of peritonium \>hich accouipnniis
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the cord and testis. The abdominal aperture of this

pouch is closed, but the portion contained in the

inguinal canal remains unobliterated." The hernial

sac is invested more or less completely by the posterior

layer of the tunica vaginalis, with some areolar tissue

lictween, " so that in operating upon this variety yt

hernia, three layci-s of peritoneum would require

division."

The only explanation that can be offered of the

conditions found in tlie case now reported, seems to

be, that adhesions of the opposite surfaces of the

tunica vaginalis had occurred not only at the abdom-

inal ring, but from the testis upward, quite into the

inguinal canal, but not throughout its entire length,

leaving a space in the u|)per ])ortion of the canal still

open. The knuckle, originally passing through the

internal ring, descended a very little distance l>ehind

tliis closed sac or pouch of peritoneum, sutfieiently

far to engage it so as to carry the pouch Ijcfore it as

it itself advanced in its course forward. The mechan-

ism of this will be easily understood from the accom-

panying diagram.

After examination of the principal surgical autho-

rities, I can find no account of tlie occurrence of

hernia under the peculiar conditions met with in the

case here reported, and I am therefore inclined to

believe that it is a form lieretofore undescriljed.

Had it been a case in which the tunica vaginalis

was yet open at the alidominal ring, but closed from

below upward, it would liave been simply a modifica-

tion of ordinary congenital hernia, and there would

have been but one i)eritoueal covering. The adhe-

sions that were broken up by tlie finger nail during the

operation were those by which the abdominal open-

ing of tlie tunica vaginalis had lieen originally obliter-

ated. By tlie destruction of these adhesions outside

the true sac, the finger had gained access to the peri-

toneal cavity.

Tlie hernia apparently occupied but a small portion

of the inguinal canal. It certainly did not follow

the course of the canal; but emerging from tlie inter-

nal ring it passed fii-st directly forward, and then

downward, over and Ijelow Poupart's ligament, so as

to lie directly upon the saphenous opening. Hence

the difficulty in diagnosis. The ordinary coverings

of such a hernia would be integuments superficial

fascia, tendon of external oblique and internal oblique

muscle, wliicli latter furnished muscular fibres that

were encountered in tlie operation. Beneatli these

\voukl come the two layers of tunica vaginalis, and
under these the hernial sac itself. In the present in-

stance the protrusion unquestionably occurred through

a fissure in the aponeurosis of the external oblique, as

no layer corresponding to this was encountered in the

operation. Occupying tliis position, the possiliility of

its connection with the tunica vaginalis couid hardly

sugg'st itself.

AH authors concur in ths rarity of what is called

infantile hernia. Mr. Birkctt, in Holmes's System of

Surgery, descrilies four different conditions in which

tlie infnndibuliform process of the tunica vaginalis

may be found after descent of the testis, but neither

of these corresponds to that liere described.

A NEW UTERINE APPLICATOR.
By JOSEPH R. BECK, M.D.,

FORT WAYNE, INDIANA.

(Rea.i before the Allen Co. (Ind.) Meilical Society, J.-m. 4, 1876.)

There can no longer be any doubt entertained by any
practitioner who has carefully noted the progress of

events, of the fact that the injection of a medicated
fiuid into the cavity of tlie uterus is hazardous. Per-

haps it would be as well, while we are engaged in

classifying the operation, to follow in the wake of the

insurance men, and denominate it an " extra-hazard-

ous " operation.

Tlie echoes of the fierce discussion which was had
on the propriety of this procedure, having a sjiecial

bearing on the employment of the perchloride of iron

in post-partuin hemorrhages, have scarcely ceased to

reverberate through the liall of the Britisli Olistetrical

Society, where the operation was bitterly assailed, and
as carefully defended, ere the busy practitioner, who
had accepted the legitimacy of tlie operation, because

of the undouljted authority which stood as its sponsor,

began to record his experience in its employment. It

is a peculiar fact, and one worthy of a passing notice

at least, that although Dr. Barnes advocated the op-

eration because of its great success in his hands, yet

probably not more than a dozen other jiraetiti oners,

who followed him in its use, are able to add very

powerful testimony to its unvarying good results. On
the other hand, scarcely a week passes in wliich death,

as the result of this operation, is not recorded some-
where.

I do not propose to insinuate here that the applica-

tion of fiuid medicaments to the intra-uterine mucous
meinl>rane is improper or illegitimate. On the con-

trary, the measure counts among its advocates none
warmer in its praise than myself, particularly in the

application of the perchloride of iron to a post-jiartum

hemorrhage. But ! This exclamation implies an
olijection, and the olijection exists in the fact that

while I am an enthusiastic advocate of the application

of such medicaments, yet I am no less earnestly op-

posed to their application hy injection. Take, for ex-

ample, the history of post-partuiu hemorrhages, where
the principal object has been to restrain the flow. The
mechanical part of the operation has almost uniformly
been a success; but the case has tliereafter so very
frequently resulted in a "smart peritonitis," or—

-

death, that we may well begin to suspect that there

is something in the matter which is radically wrong.
It cannot be that tlie wrong lies in the medicine,

and hence I apprehend that the whole burden of the

troulile may justly be cast upon the manner in which
tlie remedy Jms been applied. Of course, as I am an
advocate of the employment of intra-uterine medica-
tion in hemorrhages and othewise, no discussion of
its merits need be touched upon in this paper, and the

point to he insisted upon, succinctly stated, is only as

follows:

The application of a solution of the perchloride of
iron will always check a uterine heinorrhage, except
in occasionid cases of very large fibroids, or cancerous
elaborations ; but the injection, of the medicine will

occasionally and semi occasionally jiroduce death. in
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ftdditidn to it checking of the licniorrliiige. Tills is

Hii uiifoitiiiKite state of uffuiis, iiiul tlie more so in

Hint til • nmnli(T of fiital tciiiiiiiiitioiis is iimli'i-stutcd

latliiT than exaggerated. If it werir deemed neeessarv,

II iiiiiiiliir of my colleagues in niv own Stale could
testify to the correctness of this observation. Some
of Hiese gentlemen were expert gyna'cologists, too,

lis I ha|)|ieii to know, and were fully proviiled with
the mist im|irove<l u|)i)aratiis for inji^etion, and yet

they are coiu|)elle<l to report that death frequently

lurks in the operation.

illlll,!

[Instrument closed, -i.nirrel; /?. brush-plunger :
('.

concealed piston ; I), point where C fastens into J>

when ready for use.

C withdrawn from plunger and caught at D. Ready
for use.

C returned into .4, extrudes the lirusli-plunger B
into the uteiine cavity. It has lieen previously cliuigcd

with the medicament, and liy turning (' in the Imrrel

.1, the plunger is made to revolve, and thus touch tlic

wliolf intra-uterine surface.
|

This brings me to what I desire to present as my own
views in the matter, and to explain what I have de-

vised and substituted in the way of (ijijilifitiim for

111 the summer of 1871 I Wius called to see a married
wnman, living abinit live miles south of the city, who
had been an invalid for about two and a half years.

Sli(t had never fully recovered from her last labor,

which had occurred about that lingfli of time prior to

my visit, and the trouble had originated in all proba-

bility from a remnant of plai-ciita having beiii allowed
lo remain in the uterus after delivery. It is necilkss

to go into the ih'tails of the treatment I gave her, and
it is suHicient to remark that after dilating the cervi-

cal canal, and scraping otT the adventitious growth,
the patient had a terrific hemorrhage. This I eventu-

ally succeeded in checking by means of the injection

of the peichloride of iron solution, carried in through
an excellent double catheter. The patient had pelvi-

peritonitis rapidly developed, and in spile of all efforts

d'\f<.\ inside of two weeks.

1 had einiiloyed various other ])lans of treatment un-

snecessfully, before resorting to the iron injection, and
my mind is fully made up that the injiction, not the

medicine, was the exciting causi; of the peritonitis,

and hence of the death. I can contribute much testi-

mony as to the value of the remedy, and feel satis-

(ii^I that its field of usefulness should be more widely
extended; liut niy voice has been from the time of this

di ath totally against the i/ijcctimi of <iiiy niedieameiit

into the cavity of the uterus, tiiii/i'r <iny ciii-iniixlaui-iit,

<in account of the great danger incurretl thereby. My
opposition to the measure is still more decided since

1 know that the same good effect.s attending the injcc-

tUiii may be attained by other means, wliii'h, in addi-

tion to being equally eiri'Ctive. have the i|Ualiliealion

of being absolutely and entirely devoid of any dan-

ger.

1 had about the time referred to, numerous ca.scs of

hi iiiorrliage following abortions and mi.scarriages,

and occasionally a few after labor at term, and the

(pu-stion forced itself upon me as to lioiv the iron .solu-

tion could be mi'ily applied to the uterine mucous
iiKinbrane, when other well-known remedies had
failed to arrest the heinorihage. It had al.so been a

matter of fre(|Ueiit note with me, that the various iur

.struments designed for the application of remedies to

that niembrane in other diseases were, in many in-

stances, lamentable failures (notably the a|)plication of

ioilinc for chronic endometritis) ; and ipiile a long

time ago, as early as the winter of 1H71, in fact, I

ihiMight of devising some means whereby the neces-

sary a|iplicatioiis could be made to this nieinbrane, icilh

iih.iiilulily no ilangn; and with the production of less

nlriine colic than was the case generally. Revolving

the matter in my mind, I finally designeil an instru-

ment for this purpose, which 1 denominate my "Ute-
rine Applicator,'' and to which I desire to call the at-

tiiilion of the profession. In my humble judgment
it is, for its purposes, as nearly perfection as it is possi-

ble to have any instrument.

The description of the Applicator will occupy us

but for a moment, owing to tile fact that there is so

vrry little to describe. It C(msists of three parts, a

liarrol, a brush plunger, and a conciahd piston. It is

so simple that its every qualilication can bi- easily S4'in

in the subjoined figures. The barrel is made of glass,
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and is three-quurteis of an inch in diameter, and sis

inclies long. Tlie plunger and jjiston are of brass,

nicliel-plated, tlie former being foin- and a luvlf, and
the latter six indies long, thus giving an extreme

1 jngtli of ten and a half inches, wliicli I have found

to be long enough to meet every indication. The
plunger is covered with a brusli made of a piece of

sheepskin, with the wool on, whicli is put on tlie

])lunger while the tanned skin is wet. and thus liugs

the plunger tightly when it dries. The tigures explain

the instrument in othei' particulars.

It will be seen from the description of the instru-

ment that its range of usefulness can be almost iu-

detiiiitely extended, and that every case which requires

an application of any medicine to the cavity of the

uterus, can be fully and completely covered by my
Applicator, so long as the medicament used is either

in a liquid or a pulverulent form. It is, of course,

entirely unnecessary to detail the pathological con-

ditions in which the instrument affords an invaluable

aid, and it is sufficient to say that in a series of the

most severe and exhaustive trials, covering a peiiod of

four years, I have never had one occasion to be dis-

satisfied with it.

It is manufactured solely by Mr. W. F. Ford, of

New York, and is also for sale by Messrs. Caswell,

Hazard & Co., of that city. The great simplicity of

the instrument implies a corresponding cheapness in

cost, and the result is that every practitioner can

add one to his obstetrical case, with no inconve-

nience to himself. The brush, if carefully cleaned after

u-)ing, will remain in good condition for a long time,

and the remaining portions of the Applicator will

n;;ver wear out.

With the remark that the instrument is only in-

tended to be used through a dilated os and cervix

(vvliich reminder is, however, not needed), when ap-

|)lied to the uterine cavity, I invite the profession to a

consideration of its many manifest merits.

15 Kast Washington Stkebt.

A CASE OF PUDENDAL HEMORRHAGE.

Bt henry N. read, M.D.,

.\D.TUSCr PHYSICIAN TO TITE LONO ISLAND COLLEGE HOSPITAL.

Mrs. S -, a delicate, nervous woman, engaged me to

attend her in her fifth confinement, which, as she men-
struated last in the second week in December, 1874,1
entered on my record as due the middle of September.

I was called in several times during the month of July
to prescribe for her, and found lier always suffering

ficnn weakness, fainting spells, and pain in the lower
limbs and feet; the veins in the legs were greatly en-

larged, and considerable oedema also existed; no albu-

men in urine. Enjoining rest in a horizontal posture

and the avoidance of all exertion, I had not seen her
for a week when I was sent for, the evening of the

10th August, in great haste, with tlie intelligence that

she was in labor and fiooding. When I arrived at

her house I found iK'r in bed, perfectly exsangui-
nat.'d, with an anxious countenance, complaining of

a burning pain in the vulva, but no hibor pains.

The nurse told me that '• it did not act like a labor

case;" that the patient had lifted one of her chil-

dren from the fioor, and had immediately snnk down
saying, " that soni ^tiling had given way." When she

was carried to bed a pool of blood was found on the

floor, whieh continu.'d to run very fast as sh" was
carried along. I piis,.! my hand under the clothes

and found a tumor between the thighs, and on inspec'

tion found tlie bed saturated with blood of a dark
venous kind, which was issuing with a perfect gush,

from an opening in the inner side, through the mucous
membrane of the left labium majus. The left labium
itself was enormously enlarged, fully equal in size to

tlie head of a new-born child, of a color almost black,

and exquisitely painful to the touch. Tlie opening
through the mucous membrane readily admitted two
lingers and thumb, and was situated within the vulva,

which made it more difficult to reach ; great tensi(ni of

tlie parts also existed, with great pain to the patient on
touching. The right labium was, with all the exter-

nal genitalia, completely hidden, and the tumor, as the

patient lay with limbs extended, looked like a large

blue-Wack bag, occu])ying the whole of tlie space

between the thighs. 1 immediately passed my fingers

into the opening and turned out a quantity of clots,

but this was followed by a gush of blood, which
quickly tilled up the cavity occupied liy the clots, and
ran in a stream from the opening. I then hastily stuffed

into the opening rags dipped in ice-water, pushing in

as many as possible, and, keeping my fingers pressed on
them, sent for peisulph. of iron, in tlie meantime stimu-

lating with v.hiskey and amnumia. When the per-

sulpli. arrived I saturated a number of pledgets of raw
cotton with it, and then removing the rags and clots

rapidly filled up the space with the jiledgets. This
checked the hemorrhage somewhat, but it soon began
again, and I again emptied the cavity of the pledgets,

and taking the bottle thrust the neck into the ojjening

and poured about 5 ss of the solution into the cavity ;

fresh cotton was then packed in, and this controlled

the bleeding effectually. The patient complaining of

intolerable burning pain, I gave half a grain of mor-
phine, and having bandaged the legs from the feet up
1 made her comfortable. No hemorrhage returning,

after waiting some time Ileft at lOi p.m. Returned at

2 A.M., found no bleeding
;
patient complaining and

restless. At 10 a.m. next day no hemorrhage, patient

very restless, suffering great jiain ; temp. 102^^, jjulse

130. The tumor appeared hot, hard, and very tender,

with no diminution in size. I drew the water with
difficulty, owing to the swelling, and this gave much
relief. Fearing lest infiammation and sejiticaimia

should set in, I made an attempt to remove the ma-
terial in the tumor, but the first attempt caused bleed-

ing, and it was abandoned. Gr. ^ morjjh. was ordered
every two hours, and iced cloths applied to the tumor.
Saw her at 5 p.m. same day ; temp. 103^°, jiulse 140 ; no
reduction in size of tumor, but less heat and' tender-

ness
;
patient more quiet and somewhat under influence

of morph. Ord. gr. iij. quin. sulph. every three hours,

iced cloths continued; morph. stopped. Saw her at 10
A.M. next day; temp. 102", pulse 124. No change in

condition of tumor. Complaining of severe intermit-

tent pains in back, resembling labor pains. Alarmed lest

labor should set in with such an obstacle in the way of

delivery, I again attempted to remove the packing, but
the hemorrhage again appearing I had to desist. The
quinia was stopped, and gr. i morph. administered,

and I had the satisfaction of finding the pains in the

back cease ; continued iced cloths, and administered
nutritious food and whiskey. No change at 6 p.m. same
day. At 10 a.m. next day, third after the accident, I

found a decided improvement ; temp. 100i°, pulse 110.

Tumor somewhat shrunken, with slight oozing, and
very offensive smell. Beginning carefully I removed
piece by piece the contents of the tumor. A large

cavity was left, which was injected with a solution of
carbolic acid, and injections ordered every two hours,

as there vvas a large and offensive discharge.
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The patient prof^ressed favorably from this time,
and at the pvcsent writiiijj; is walkin-; alKHit the
house. The laliium is sliriiiikeii to its normal size, and
no ileforiiiity of parts exists; the varicose veins and
oedema of lower lei;s l>ave also disai)peared. The easi'

presents some interesting; points. The occurrence of
this accident is mucli more counnon durini; parturition,

or just alter it, than previous to it. Simple thromlius
of the vulv;u with no e.vteriial opening, is neither dur-
inf; preijnancy nor |iarturition a daiifrerous affair; liut

with a lar'ie <ipenin^.;, or with any o]ienin^ ixteriniUy
communieatinu: witli the engorged ple.xus of veins of
the hull! vestiliuli. it cannot lint he regarded as very
serious. The only otherease that li.is come under my oli-

servation— one in tlie practice of a friend —terminated
fatally liefore medical aid could he ohtained. hem<M-
rhage heing the cause of death. Authors differ as to the
prognosis of the accident. Velpeau regards it as rather
belonging to the non-pregnant than to the pregnant
woman, and states that it is «e<(frt;(;/c;-oH)i. owing to the
fact tliat there are no large vessels in the vicinity to he
injured. This evidently refers to thromlius in the unini-
pregnated woman, for enlargement of all the vessels in

the parts adjacent to the organs of genenititm takes
place to such an extent in the latter months of pregnan-
cy that we get the vaginal pulse distinctly by a finger in

the vagina, and any rupture of a vessel in tiie-se highly
engorged parts, where the veins and plexuses commu-
nicate so freely, must be reg:irded as serious. Cazeaux
gives the prognosis as unfavoral)le, citing the statistics

of Deneaux, who collected sixty cases, occurring before,
during, and after parturition, in which tliere were f wen-
tytwo deaths^30.fi per cent. Perret and Riot also state

the prognosis very grave. Prof. Barker gives the prog-
nosis as much more favorable than the French authors
cited, and thinks tli.at improved methods of diagno-
sis and treatment account for it ; in his admirable
work on " Puirper.d Diseases" he cites thirteen cases
which had occurred at Bellevue IIos])ital during his
connection with the institution, in which there were
only two deaths. Scan/.oni has collated fifteen cases,

with no death. A case of Wood's, and one of Sayre's,

with recovery in each, is mentioned by Harki'r. The
very different views of men ecpially eminent may,
I think, be explained on a different ground from that
advanced by Barker, viz., 'improved methods of
diagnosis and treatment." The diagnosis of these
tumors is readily made, a simple inspection being suffi-

cient; and lis far as regards the treatment, allautliorsto
whiun I have ref<'rred give the treatment as the same

—

Barker himself, Cazeaux. Thom.as, Seanzoni, Deneau.x,
Velpeau, Bedford, Tyler Smith, and othi is. My theory
is, tliat the prognosis depends very niu(-h on tlve anatom
ic;d point of rupture of the blood- vessel. If this take
plac:'SUper(iciaUy, i.e., between the skin and superficial

apon-Mirosis. or between the superficial and middle a|)0-

neuroses, the prognosis is favorable ; l>ut i f it occur be-

tween the (lerineal and pelvic aponeuroses, or above
this latter, the prognosis is <ibviously vi^ry grave ; for

in either of these ca.ses, the IiIckmI following the reflec

tions of the aponeuroses, could invade the entire pelvis,

extending even to the iliac fossip and peritoneum, and
if the hen\orrhage cimld be controlled, fatal peritoni-

tis would be most likely to occur. In my case the

rupture occurred between the superficial and middle
fascire, and the blood was nticessarily confined to the

c 'llular tissui' of the labiiun, so when the external open-
ing was closed hydrostatic pressure cansed the bleed-
ing to cease.

r was sent for to attend Mrs S , on the evening
of the 2;?d of Sept., and after a five honra' labor she

was delived of a female child weighing about seven

pounds. The breech presented, but nothing unusual
occurred during labor, the clnld being born alive,
though feeble, and for a few days it was doubtful
whether it would live; it soon began, however, to
thrive, and both mother and child now enjoy cxed-
lent health.

Ml) UsNnY Stbeet, Bbooklyn.

progress of iHcMcal Scinicf.

AmiOMINAI. SkCTION 1-ou iNTlIssrsCKI'TION.— .\t a
recent meeting of the Uoyal Medical and ('hirurgical
Society, three papers were read upon this <pperation.

-Mr. Howard Marsli related a successful operation, per-

formetl by himself on an infant seven months old,
that had been complaining for thirteen days. The
bowel was found projecting two inches beyond tlu;

anus, and the ileo-cacal valve could be seen at the ex-
tremity of the ])rotrusion. « hile in the alidomen a firm
cylindrical tumor was felt. Insufllation. and the care-

ful distention of the large intestine with lnkew;irm
water, failed to reduce the intussusception. .Middmi-
nal section was then deciiled upon. Cbloiofoim hav-
ing been administered, the abdomen was open( d to
the extent of two inches in the median line, just be-

low the umbilicus. It was impossible to reduce the
intussuscepticm by the introduction of two fingers into
the abdomen, so the bowel was first withdrawn from
the abdominal cavity, and then reduction was (asilv

effected. At least one half of the colon and an (f|Ual

part of the small intestine were iiivaginati'd. The in-

testine was retvnned into the abdomen, and the wound
closed with hari^-lip pins and superficial suturi s. No
bad symptoms f<illowed. Sickness ceased at once
after the operation, flatus was passed on the second
day, feculent matter on the third, and on thi' fouith
the child was convalescent. Mr. .M.-u>h IlKiUglit that
in this case the intestine was merely invaginaf(d for
thirteen days, and that infiammation set in twclv<- or

fourteen hours before the o])eration. He concluded
by referring to the necessity of undertaking the operii-

tiipii, if all other means had failed : tiivt. in acute cases
of not more than twelve or fourteen hours' duialion ;

and, second, in chronic cases in which tlu re had be n
no symptom of iiiHannnation or strangulation of the
intestine. The .second case was under the care of Dr.

Hilton Fagge and Mr. H. G. Howse. This case, an
ailult with intussusception, without symptoms of
stniugulation, had infiation pcrfornud three timi s with-
out success. Mr. Howse thereupon proceeded to (ip( n

the abdomen by a vertical incision opjHisit the umbili-
cus. The intussu.scepted nuiss was readily felt and
drawn out of the wound. It was only by a kind of
kneading movement with pressure upon the distal ind,
that reduction was effected. The length of llii' in-

cluded bowel was (•ighteen inches. The patient re-

covered without a bad symptom, the wound healing
by first intention. In this case, hemorrhage from the

bowels was absent, and in their nuiarks the two gen-
tlemen showed it was of great importance not to

delay the operation till hemorrhage occurred. Mr.
Hutchinson relat<'d a third and fatal case, where the
s.inie operation was performed upon an iuf.iut six

mouths old, aftir the other methods of treatment had
failed. The intussusception involved the whole length
of the colon and the ileociecal valve. ('<m-iilernble

dillieulty was encovmtered in replacing the iiitislines

within the abdoim n. They were accnrdingly punc
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turod witli a liare-lip needle in two or three places, i

Death occurred six hours afterward, and the post-

mortem examination showed evidences of recent exten-

sive peritonitis. He was not inclined to consider the

length of the incision as unimportant in the operation.

Tliere was no analogy with ovariotomy, where one had

to deal with flaccid abdominal walls after removal of a

large tumor. In intussusception, on the other hand,

all the contents of the abdomen that were extended

had to be replaced, and this re])laeement was difficult,

just in )>roportion to the length of the incision, and

the amount of the prolapsed bowel. He had some-

times to reduce the size of the incision before he could

re))lace the intestines. The jn-esent was the oidy case

in which he had ))nnctured the intestines, and which

he ho|)ed never to do again, attrilmting the fatal issue

to this puncture. The geneial (]])inion in the discus-

sion seems to have been, that tlie operation should only

be reserved for those eases where all other means had

failed.— llie Lancet, December 18, 1875.

Embgi.is.m of the Pulmonary Ai-.teuies follow-

ing T)IE USE OV Es.M.MiCIl's El.VSTIC B.\ND.\GES TO THE
LowEii Extremities.—Dr. J. V. Massari reports at

length the following case, which occurred at the

cliuique of Prof. .1." Spaeth: A woman, 33 years of

age, and in the sixth montli of her eleventh |)regnancy,

was brought in suffering from hemorrhages, which

were soon ascertained to !)e due to jdacenta pra?via.

Labor was artificially induced, the placenta separated,

and the fa-tus delivered in the afternoon. After the

operation the |)atient fell into a condition of collapse,

with fainting tits, and difficulty of breathing. An
elastic bandage was tlierefore ai)i)lied fiom the toes to

the u|)per third of the thighs of both extremities, with

the effect of relieving the urgent symptoms of exhaus-

tion. Stimulants, beef extract, etc., were given, and

there was no further hemorrhage. During the evening

she complained so much of the jiain of the bandages,

that they were taken off, but had to be replaced at

once on account of the threatening symptoms of pul-

monary and cerebral anitmia. The next morning they

were once more removed, and again replaced at once

for the same reascnis. During that day her condition

somewhat improved, l)ut at 11 o'clock at night, as she

could not sleep from the pain of the bandages, that on

the left leg was carefully loosened. At once her face

became pale, in her wrists the pulse was lost, there was
dizziness, panting for breath, and great complaint of

pain and i)al])it;)tion about the heart. After various

remedies, including compression of the abdominal
aorta, and restoration of the l>andage, had been used,

the pulse became perceptible again ; but the bad
cardiac and respiratory symptoms constantly increased,

and she died after two hours. The autopsy was made
thirty hours post-mortem. In the pulmonary arteries

of the third class on both sides several clots from 3

to 4 mm. thick were found. The saphenous veins

also and their radicles, in both thighs, were found
dilatfd, convoluted, and filled with small, partially

adherent clots, strikingly resembling those found in

the lungs. The author's conclusion is that this throm-

bosis of the pulmonary arteries, which caused death,

doul)tlesy took place when the bandage was taken off

the left leg ; that the clots came from the region of the

.saphenous veins, and their formation tliere was
favored by their varicose condition, and the long re-

tention of the bandages in situ, being respectively

ssven and thirteen hours consecutively. The jiatient

also showed an unusually low degr(;e of recuperative

energy. AVe should therefore be very cautious in the

use of the elastic bandages where there are any vari-

cose vein,s, because of the difficulty of completely
em])tying them as it is applied, and because blood so
retained favors the formation of finer clots. The
author refers to a similar accident leporti d by Prof.

Kundrat, where flannel bandaires liud been used over
varicose veins.— V/iener I/cd. Woch., Nov. 37, 1875.

Angina Lunovici.—Mr. F. Murchi.son has studied
a series of peculiar cases of soie tlnoat that he saw
among the residents of the Hebrides, during a two
years' residence there. He is inclined to think the
disease may be angina ludovici. as tlie symptoms
strcmgly resemble these that have been connected with
it by authors. It attacked children and young per-

sons of various ages, the symjjtoms being uniformly
the same. It affected the Aveak and anaemic in the
proportion of six to one of the robust and healthy.

All the cases seemed to be idiopatliic and indeiiendent

of any local lesion. They all occurred in winter, and
in close succession, but were not confined to one
isolated locality. The disease was ushered in by a
chill, a .stiffness of the muscles that move the tongue
and throat, and a general feeling of malaise. After
these incipient symptoms, there was a hard swelling

in the vicinity of the submaxillary gland, in the gland
itself, and in the entire floor of the month, so that the

functions of mastication, deglutition, and icspiiation

were seriously embarrassed. From this centre tlie

disease gradually extended until the parotid and
thyroid glands ivere involved. The tumor became
liarder and pressed the tongue upwards, making it

very difficult to feed the jjatient. This condition

contitiued for twelve days at the longest, when the

seat of tlie iuHammati(m and the throat bulged out

like an immense goitre. Some cases ended in r< solu-

tion, others in the formation and discharge of pus,

but none in gangrene or in death. In each case a
marked hardness remained, which proved intractable

to any remedy excejit iodine and time.

—

British Mid-
iml Journal, December '2i>, 1875.

Paracentesis of the Pericardium.—M. Roger, in

an interesting communication to the Academic de
Medecine, has attempted to show in what cases this

operation is indicati'd, and how much benefit may be
expected from it. A large effusion into the ])ericardi-

um affords the piimary indication for the operation,

but the diagnosis of this is not always easy. The
arching forwards of the pniecordial region, the flat-

ness, and the functional distur))ances are not always
reliable signs. Dilatation of the heart, effusion into

the plenra. and a mediastinal tumor have been mis-
taken for effusion into the ])ericaidium. In considering

the projuiety of the operation, the nature of the effu-

sion and the causes which produce it, as well as its

quantity, must be taken into consideration. In hydro-
pericardiuiu and acute pericarditis the effusion can
generally be made to disappear by proper treatment.

Operation is most fiv(juently indicated in chronic
pericarditis, because in consequence of changes in the

structure of the pericardium resorption of the fluid has
become altogether impossible. Moreover, the ))ericar-

dial lesions generally persist and ijrevent a complete
recovery. In many cases the effusion is associated with
tubercular growths in the pericardium. In operating,

the parts to be avoided are the heart, tlie internal

mammary .artery, the pleura and lung, the diaphragm,
and the liver. The jiuncture should be made in the

fifth intercostal space, a little nearer the nipiilc than
the sternum, and the instrument must be made to

penetrate in a straight line from before backwards.
This rule, however, maybe varied when circumstances
require it. The aspirator should be used, and the
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trocar is to be as fine as |)ossible. M. Rojjer has collated

fourteen oases in which the operation lias been [jer-

forni;'(l, with one perfect and tiv<' ini|»Tfect cures. In

these live enscs life was ])i'oli)n;;eil. anil deatli was
finally caused liy some ccinconiitaMt disease. 'I'he ac-

cident tliat was most dreaded—-inmcture of the hturt

—

has not lu'eii followed by fatal results.

—

Journal dr

Medeciiie, Dec, 1875.

Spider Bite.—Dr. Semple, of Virginia, reports five

cases of the bite of a small black spider, in all of

which very grave symptoms were produced. The
symptoms were a sensation of prickinp; and itchimj

at tlu' seat of puncture, nausi'a, and abdominal ])ains,

a sinkinc; feeliuij in the epii,'astriuni, (irivcordial pains

of great severity extending to the axilla and down the

arm, ninnbnes.s, and iu two cases partial jiaralysis of

the arm. apniea, a very quick, small, and almost im-

perceptible pulse, great anxiety, and coldness of the

surface. The treatment consisted in large doses of

whi.skey and ammonia, with the bromides of potassium

and ammonium in two of the ca.ses. In one ca.sc, death
being imminent, ten minims of strong afpia ammonia
were injected into a vein of tlu' arm. Reaction began
immediately, and in fifteen minutes the pulse was full,

regular, and (mly 77 to the )uinute, the skin was
warm and moist, .ind the rcspiratiim natural. The
only unplea.sant sequel was a small slough, caused by
the escape of a few drops of the ammonia into the

cellular tissue. All the cases recovered.— Vinji/iia

Afediad }foiUhly, Dec, 1875.

P.\UTIUITION IN Tll.M'MATIO Pah.\pi.eoi.\.—Drs.

Birkerd ami C". Lange C(unmunicate the details of an
interesting case, which shows that ])arturition may be

acc<Mn|)lislied by the unaided efforts of the uterus.

The patient was tw 'Uty years of age. and at the close

of the eighth month of pregnancy, when she was up-

set and thrown into a ditch, a wagon-bo.x falling on
her back. After removal to the hosjiital an examina-
tion was made. Tlie patient was lying motionless on
her back, in a sleepy condition, able to move her arms,

but not the lower extremities. Sensation was very

much diminished in the inferior extremities, and she

complained of a pricking, buz/.ing sensation in them.

Theri' was also paralysis of the rectum and bladder,

and considerable impediment to the n'spiration. At
the level of the fifth and sixth \^rtebr:e thrre was
great tendernes.s, so much so th.at pressure on them
caused her to scream, and a ))ain darted through the

breast. Ko mobility or crepitus could be discovered

over the vertebral column.
Labor was induced, four days after the injury, by

vaginal injections of warm water. The mouth of X\w

uterus <lilated, the membranes ruptured, the head came
down, and, by the aid of forceps, the delivery of a

living female child was com|)leted. The uterine con-

tractions were (piite forcilile. but could only be (b-

tccted by vaginal examination, and the mother did

not appear to notice what was taking place, talking

about other nnUters. No assistan<!e was afforded by

the muscles surrounding the tympanitic, distendrd

abdomen. The |)lacenta was (piite a<lhcrent to the

uterus, and was removed in half an hour by the band.

Very slight hemorrhage. Patii-nt died five days after

the deliverv. No post-mortem.

—

llonjiitala-tidemli

,

Sept. 22, 18'75.

A Xkw Opeh.vtiox Foil V.viiirosE Veins.—M.

Rigaud, of Nancy, at a recent meeting of the Anidi luir

dfn Siuz-iirm. (jroposed a new ;ind simple operation for

varicose vi'iiis, viz, : simple isolation of the vessels

from their sheath. Tliis isolation will invariably pro.

duc<' a coagulation of the blood, not by .si-tting up a

phlebitis, nor by retarding the circulation, but by the

altirations in the venous walls ciinsei|Uent on cutting

olf their source of nutrition. The experiments wt'ie

made upon dogs, the vessel being in each case com-
pletely separated from its sheath for a space (jf two
to three centimetres. The lirst |)henomenon noticed

was a considerable dilatation of the denuded jjortion.

due to a paralysis of tli<' middle coat. The external

surface then became dull, violet or brownish red in

lolor, and gangrenous in s|)ots. As they no longer re-

ceived any blood through the vasa vasoruin, the ex-

ternal anil middle coats necessarily became necrotic,

and involved in a secondary process of necrosis the cii-

duthelium, which derives its nutrition by imbibition

from the middle coat. Up to this time the circulation

of the blood through the vein had continued, but as

sooif as the endothelium by its necrosis became a

foreign body, coagidation of the blood began and
gradually exti'nded upwards and downwards, accord-

ing to the ki>own physiological laws

—

O'az. Ilehdoiii.

Xo. 4.5, 1875.

A New Kind ok Gu.\.ss Okef.n Sittitm.— Dr. O.

I'osenbach, assistant at the .Medical ('linifjue of .len;i

d( tails the following case, and calls attention to the

difference between this and the .somewhat similar phe-

nomenon re])orteil by Traube. The patient suffered

fiom bronchial asthma, with attacks of severe dys-

pnira and consecutive emphysenuv of the lungs. Dur-
ing the attacks the s|)uta were scanty, gla8.sy, very

tenacious, of a whitish color, covered with a thick

stratum of foam, and themselves filled with air

bubbles. They also contained lumps and plugs of a

gray color, in which, as also in the lluid porlimi, were

found numerous pointed octahedral crystals, as de-

scribed by Leyden. As the attack subsided, the sput.i

became more abundant, more mucopurulent and fiuid.

and contained fewer crystals. After allowing such :.

specimen of the sputa from late in an attack to stand

for twenty-four hours, while still free from offensive

smell, he found it had become comiiletely green, the

coloration being limited to the fluid portion. The
lluid was neutral to test paper, but an alkali

nndercd the green more intense. Under the micro-

scope were found vibriones in abundance, and also

lii;htgrcen spores and larger round masses of snndl,

highly refracting granules, which showed a great re-

SImblance to the clusti^rs of spores. The mucous, pus

and epithili.nl cells were also filled with these small

green granules, and they were ca))able of resisting

tlie action of agents which destroyed the cells. Dr. H.

llierefore connects the color of the sputa with thi'

(lusters of spores, and he found he could ))ropagalc

them and |)roducc the same coloration in the .sputa of

a phthisical ])atient and in milk.

—

Berliner Klin.

M'orh., November 2!), 1875,

S.\i,icvi.ic Acid fou Tvi-iioid Fever.— Dr. T. .1.

I'itncr, in a letter to thc^ November number of I'lie SI.

LoiiiK Med. and Siirr/. Journal, from beipsic, si)e:iks of

tlic use of salicylii! acid for the treatment of typhoid

fever, in the wards of the hospital, whieh arc under
the tiirection of I'rof. Wunderlicli. The results are

described as rennirkable. The most striking and uni-

birm effect was a fall in the temperatine within twenty-

four hours after the administration of the remedy.

Tlie dose was one gramme (fifteen grains) in solution

in water, rei)eated three or four times during the day.

The average decrease in the temperature isstatid to be

about three degrees Fahr., thougii it siunetinits

fell as much as from 1(14 to !l!i Fahr. The full

of temperature was accompanied by a like amelior-
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tion of all th? other symptoms. Prof. Wimdorlich, in

speaking of tlip value of the remedy, declined to ex-

'iress himself definitely as to its merits, •' but men-

tioned the fact of the "fall of temperature as full of

uromise for its usefulness." It had only been on trial

for two months.

A Case of H/EM.\TTDno.'<is.—Dr. M. Tittel reports

the following cass : The patient was a strongly-built

man of twenty y(!ars, belonging to a well-to-do and
lioalthy family. He stated that when twelve years

old he had an eru|)tion of red spots ui)on the face,

and they were circunscrilied, non- elevated, painless,

and did not itch. At tlie time of their appearance his

faC3 was extremely pale, and he .suffered from great

fatigue and headache. They disappeared after two
months without medical treatment. He also stated

tlrit a year later, after l)eing severely chastised by. his

father, lilood at first actually spirted, and afterwards

ran steadily and slowly, from the dorsal surface of his

I 'ft hand, although tliere was not the slightest wound
on the hand. Tliis lasted for some days, and then

-itopi)ed. It was succeeded by great mental depression

and noticeable sluggishness. He stated tliat lie .subse-

quently had other liemorrhages, and that they as-

sumed the character of blood-sweating, so tliat his

shirt, his neck-handkerchief, and his stockings, would
uet of a rusty color. Dr. Tittel had at length an op-

jjortunity of witnessing one of tliese attacks person-

.vlly. lie found that it was accompanied by a decided
diminution in the frequency of thi pulse, viz., from GO
t J 40 beats per minute. Tlie hands and feet were some-
.v'.iit swollen. Tlie surfaces most affected were the
rliroat, the volar surface of the hand, the anterior sur-

face of the leg and the feet. At the same time tlie

oatient complained of fatiguj, Iieadache, dizziness,

vv-jakness, and disinclination for work, and these

symptoms always preceded an attack. Tlie .stools and
urine were free from Ijlood. On microscopic examina-
tion, the discoloration of the clothing was found to l)e

due to blood, and, on examining the iKvtient, the
doctor saw blood actually oozing from the orifices of
the sweat glands on the forehead, and even more dis-

tinctly in the palm of tlie left hand—an olxservatiim

which was confirmed by Prof. Wagner and several

other physicians named. Ou reviewing the literature

of the subject, the author finds many cases of greater
or less authenticity recoi-lcd, and a prevalent impres-
sion among the older writers that such hemorrhages
are connected with vVilent mental disturbances, or
with physical excesses, or, again, that they are in the
nature of vicarious menstruation. In the present case
the microscope showed that the hemorrhage was
through the canals of the sweat-glands. He can
throw no light upon the etiology of the affection, and
can only ascribe it to a lesion in tlie innervation of tlie

capillaries of the skin. The patient suljsequently
joined the artillery, and had no more hemorrliages,

—

Air/dv ih-r He'Munde, Nov. 33, 187.5.

HooriNG-CoUGH TRE.\TED BY THE lODIDB OP SlL-
VEK.—Dr. Robert Bell, of Glasgow, has treated over
one hundred cases with this substance, and with uni-
form success. He u.ses no otlier remedy, except occa-
sionally ten or fifteen grains of bromide of ))otassium
at bedtime. In almost every case treated l)y the
iodide of silver, the cough lost its hoop in four weeks,
and was well in six weeks. Similar results were ob-
served where two or more cases occurred in the same
family. One eighth-of-a-grain doses three times a
day were given, in a case illustrative of the treatment.
He says he docs not attempt to explain the precise
:i 'tion of the iodide, but th.at hooping-cough beiug a
disease of the gastric periphery of the pneumogastric

nerve, the silver salt acts as a sedative to this morbidly
sensitive nerve, preventing reflex irritation being con-

veyed to its ])ulmonary ramifications.— The Olmtetrieal

Journal, December, 1875.

Great Development op Am<eb.e in the Large
Intestine, associated with Dysentery.—The fol-

lowing case is reported by F. Liisch, from the cliniquc

of Prof. Eichwald, of St. Petersburg: A farm-laborer,

twenty-two years of age, contracted in 1871 an obsti-

nate diarrhoja which lasted six months or so, and left

him so weak that he was not equal to military duty.

He recovered somewhat, however, and became a lum-
berman. The wet and cold to which he was ex-

posed in this employment brought back his troulile in

the form of severe dysentery, so that at the beginning
of November, 1873, he was received into the hospital.

His stools at this time were found to be scanty, fluid,

foul-smelling, and of a reddish-brown color, and to

contain yellowish-wliite .and grayish-red masses of mu-
cus and pus. On microscopic examination there were
found large cell-like bodies, in part free and in i)art

enclosed in mucus, which, from their peculiar motion,

were recognized as animal parasites, in fact as amcebffi.

All the ordinary modes of treatment for chronic dy-
sentery were used without more than a transient

benefit, and then car)>olie acid was given internally

and liy enema. This did no Iietter. At the same time
it was oljserved that there was a certain relation be-

tween tlie quantity of the parasites and tlie intensity of
the symptoms of tlie disease, both increasing together.

This circumstance witli others, and with the result of
experiments made upon dogs, induced tlie physician

to give quinine, thinking it unlikely that he could
cure the disease until he had destroyed the parasites,

which seemed to keep it up. It was, therefore, given
by iiKuith and rectum. The results were very gratify-

ing, the patient improving in every way, and ]>y the

end of ten days not nn amoeba could be found in the
stools. Still they had not all l)een destroyed, for after

the quinine had been discontinued for a few days, they
returned in full numbers, and all the bad symptoms
returned witli them. In fact, the patient's condition
became so liad that transfusion was resorted to about
the iiiiddh- of February to save his life. Soon after

this lie Ijegan to have a cough. On Jlarch 9 he had a
chill, followed by fever and the development of pleu-

risy, with eifusion ;'and, strange to say, at this time the
character of the stools changed to that of typhoid-
fever evacuations, and the ama'ba? entirely disappeared
from them. The author can offer no satisfactory ex-

planation of this fact. However, the effect on the

bowels was most favorable, the passages soon becom-
ing almost normal in ciiaiacter and frequency. On
April 13, however, the patient died from cheesy
pneumonia. At the autopsy the large intestine ex-

hibited inflammatory thickening of its submucous
layer; there were ulcers and cicatrices, and abundant
pigmentation, also numerous mucous cysts, all these

appearances being most marked in the descending
colon, and the vicinity of the sigmoid flexure. The
author gives a very detailed account of the anio3b!e

found in the stools, and discusses them with this con-

clusicm, viz.. that they did not correspond with any
forms hitherto described, and therefore he names the

variety amo'hii coli. He is satisfied that the amoebae
had an essential influence upon the symptoms of the
disease, keejjing up tlie inflammation and preventing
the ulcers from healing. His view of the case, as a
whole, therefore, is that the patient first contracted the

dysentery, and that subsequently the amcelia; found
entrance, and kept up the iuflamniatiou.— Virehoio's

Arcliiv, Nov. 10, 1875.
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PCm.l6nED BY

! acknowledges is liis superior, nnd is gntisfii'd, as he

rortninly lias a right to be, tlmt no advantage will be

taken of the circuni.stanec by the new coniiT. The

patient's friends are not so easily satisliiil. and, know-

ing something of the eonventional trainnuls of eti-

(|iiette, manage to secure a iirivate interview, which,

1 with shame be it said, is granted.

'• Well, doctor, what do you really think of John's

case ?

"

And this is the reply :

"I think that the patient will get along. The

dootnr seems to understand the case very well for a

young man. It is true there was sonic little difference

of opinion in regard to the plan of treatment, but the

doctor very kindly listened to my suggestions, and will

doubtless heed them."

Then follows some smiling allusions to medical

cticjuette, how wrong it is to destroy confidence in

=
I

the attending physician, how necessary it is that the

present attendant should be continued, if for no other

THE ETHICS OF CONSULTATION.
^y^^^ ethical reasons, and the consulting pliysician

Tire relations which we should sustain to each other, ' bows himself out, leaving his unsuspecting viitini with

especially in the matter of consultations, are so impor- a damaged professional eliaracter. We do not wish

tant that we cannot have our attention directed to to be understood as drawing upou our imagination

them too often. If all the medical men in the land i and making this a supposablc cas-.'. On the contrary,

were actuated by the proper spirit, there would be the e.\amplc is founded on a fact, and the dialogue is

no ditticulty in settling doubtful points of eticputte,
j
rejiorted almost e.vactly as it occurred, and by one of

and there would be no such aliuses of privilege, and tlie friends of the patient wlio was present at the time,

no such violations of confidence, as we arc so con- And this is not an isolated instance of its kind. Nu-

Wm. WOOD & CO., >o. 27 ftrcal Jonea St., >'. Y.

New YorU, February 26. 1876.

stantly compelled to notice. As we have often said,

the very existence of a code of ethics in our profession

is a reflection upon the honesty of our intentions ; but

imfortunately there is a necessity for it, in consetiuence

of advantages which are often taken by some of the

meaner spirit.s. There is so much temptation witli

nierous examples of the same sort of double-dealing

have come to our knowledge, and they arc constantly

occurring all over the country.

It is unnecessary to refer to the many similar oppor-

tunities for the consultant to make capital in the sick

room, by acts which are not puiiisha1>le by the code, a

the latter for unfair dealing, there is no wonJer ! timely shrug of the shoulder, a significant elevation of

that there are many abusss to correct and many re-

forms to advocate. In some sections of the country

there is no delicacy whatever in din^etly interfering

with each other's rights, and i)hysicians do not hesitate

not only to denounce each other's practices in the sick

the brow, a pccidiarly anxious attention to the patient's

irustory of his case, and many other mnttei-s. Xeither

is it necessary to say how often they take advantage of

the .situation. These are acts which are capable; of a

<-haritable construction, and we naturally give them the

room, but to engage in professional tights in their vil- I
benefit of a doubt. The iHitient, too, is magnanimous

lage papers. But with these we have no special con- I
in supposing that the consulting physician is doing his

cern at present. We only desire to call attention to best to suppress his natural feelings. But when words

some of the less overt violations of professional obliga- j
an- spoken, and distinct impresssions conveyed, the case

tions in regard to consultations, because they are mote is diffeient, and we have something positive upim

conunon. an<l, Uom the fact of not being so readily
j

which to ba.se assertions.

ai)preciated and detected, are really more dangerous. I
It may seem a bold thing to say, but we neverthe-

Take the following example: A young nuin, ac- less believe it to be true, that the desire for profes-

tuated by the strictest regard for the good of his
j
sional advancement and pecuniary gain is so strong

liatieut, asks for a cim.sultation, and chooses for his with some of the profession, that alnust every con-

consultant a gentleman of experience and standing. ' siileration is lost sight of in its gratification. Mcdi-

In securing the object of his choice he takes pains to
;

eal etiquette, it is true, offers a slight barrier to the base

impress ujion the patient and his friends the impor- (purposes of unprineipkil men, but even this is easily

tance of having an opinion such as this distinguished iToken down. There is, too, a certain class of pro-

member of the profession cixn give. Tlie consultation fessional men, who arc bold, and>itious and urasping,

is held, anil the younger mend>er behaves himself in a who arc always willing to help others a little, to be

becomingly respectful manner towards one who he 1
heljicd themselves a good deal, but so soon us this

i
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relation of quid pro quo is distuibed, even medical

etiquette cannot prevent tlie (juiet crowding down
of one will) aspires to something more than second-

rate. When patronage ends, war generally begins.

It would seem, as far as these practices are con-

cerned, at least, that the ethics of the profession were

niide to enable the larger fish to feed upon the smal-

ler, so that the latter could never arrive at maturity.

A NEW TIME-SAVING METHOD OP SECUKING A DIPLOMA.

Probably there has been no more original plan of sav-

ing time in the acquirement of a medical education

than that inaugurated at Louisnlle, Kentucky. In

these days of the wholesale manufacture of doctors,

it is interesting to know of some of the secrets of the

trade, some of tlie means adojjted by respectable col-

leges to increase their constituency and swell their

incomes. We l^elieve this enterprising Western town
is entitled to the credit of an innovation, which con-

sists, as we understand it, in crowding two courses into

one year, at the end of which time, both courses Ijeing

full ones, the student may graduate. It is managed
in this manner: Tlie Louisville Medical College gives

a winter course in the regular way, and the Kentucky
School of Medicine gives a spring course. This may
appear perfectly proper, until we know that but one

faculty controls both institutions ; that is to say, the

professors of the winter course in the Louisville Medi-
cal College are (with one excejition) the professors in

the spring course in the Kentucky School of .Medicine.

Declaring themselves two distinct institutions, each

capable of giving a full course and a medical degree,

there is nothing whatever, so far as we can see, to

prevent the winter-course students in one school from
becoming spring-course students in the other, and, at

the end of the latter course, of graduating in medi-

cine. The excuse for thus infringing upon the rights

of medical education is presented with all the candor

of gentlemen who are evidently determined to cater

to the wants of those students who wish to be put

over the road in the shortest j^ossilile time. Among
other reasons, the announcement presents this one:
" Because there is no known reason why students

should be compelled to defer attending a lecture

course until October of each year." Certainly not,

except he has commenced one the year before at that

time. And again, the same announcement says : " Be-

cause large numljers of the best young men are always

anxious to complete their collegiate studies without

the intermission of the summer months." We have
no doubt that there are a large number of the young
men whose wishes in regard to the through-ticket sys-

tem would l)e gratified, but we are hardly prepared to

admit that tliey are the " best" men.

What, however, is more amusing than anything else

connected with this copartnership scheme is the fol-

lowing: "Lastly, because it is believed that while

any chartered medical institution will justly forfeit

the respect, ctmfidence and support of the profession

if it gives two graduating courses in one year, the Ken-

tucky School of Medicine now reorganized will act

most judiciously and with manifest proi)riety [«/c] hy

selecting the spring as the period of its single annual

course." Here the passengers for the through trip

stop for refreshments, have their tickets punched,

and take the forward cars. This is the only change

necessary over the new branch of the road.

Another striking evidence of coi)artnership between

the two schools is the following official statement :—

"The graduate of this college [Kentucky School of

Medicine] will every year receive in addition to his

own diploma the Ad Euiidem degree of the Louisville

Medical College, whose annual session, commencing

every Sc|)tember, closes in the last week of the fol-

lowing February. This ad eundem degree is furnished

without cost."

Dr. Cowling, the editor of the Louisville Nnos, in

discussing this question of identity, makes the follow-

ing comment

:

" We confess that we are too dull to see where the

claim for separate existence comes in. We feel rather

sure that we cannot praise the 'Louisville' without

making the 'Kentucky' l)lush, nor blame either

without expecting to encounter the swords of both.

The phenomenon has in common I)rain, heart, and

lungs. We will be perfectly honest in calling it the

Louisville-Kentucky School of Medicine. It holds two

graduatin<i courses in, one year ; it yraduates students of

medicine in nine months, and presents each with two di-

plomas."

This, then, appears to be the gist of the whole matter,

and our Western brethren deserve the credit of initi-

ating the easiest and quickest method of obtaining a

double-headed diploma of which we have yet heard.

Ueports of Societies.

NEW YORK PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Stated Meeting, Jamiary 32, 1876.

Dk. Charles K. Briddon, President, in the Chaii!.

CANCER OF tongue AND JAW—OPERATION FOR RE-
MOVAL—DEATH OPIUM-EATING.

Dr. Post presented several specimens, tlie first of
which was one of malignant growth of the floor of
the mouth, the lower surface of the tongue, and the

parts in front, involving the bone it.self, and the in-

tegument in front of it. The latter condition was not
recognized, however, until tlie time of the operation.

The patient, a male, jet. 50 years, was admitted to the
Presliyterian Hospital three months since, presenting
an indurated ulcer below the tongue, concerning the
diagnosis of which Ivtwcen cancer and syphilis there

was at first some difficulty. Anti-syphilitic remedies
were enqiloyed, l>ut with no marked effect, and the
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patient's condition after a time j^iew grnduully \voi>c.

beini; unal>le to swallow except with ;;reat difficulty,

and sulTciiiii; a {^reat deal of pain. The suspicion of

tlio malijjnancy of the j;io\vth heinj; conliiined, and
the prospects of the patient beini; desperate, an
operation was determined upon, for the purpose of a

temporary relief to his sutTerini;s. It was performed
l>y dividing the lower lip from each angle of the

mouth downwards, and making a section of the jaw
at the corrcsponiling points. The tongue was drawn
forward, a large portion of which was removed. It

was then found that the morliid growth had perfo-

rated the jaw and involved the iutcg\uiient in front.

A consideralile but not an excessive cjuantity of hlood
was lost in the operation.

On the morning after the o|)eration the patient was
al>le to swallow without much ditKculty. His |)ulse

was fair, hut he was quite restless, which latter was
in a measure accounted for hy the absence of a large

portion of his tongue and the drawing forwanl and
fixing of the remaining ])ortion to guard against the

danger of falling into the larynx. The ])atient died

in less than twenly-four hours after the operation, from
nervous prostration, which probably was somewhat
connected with the habit of opium-eating which he

had acquired.

EPrniKI.IOM.^. OF TONOUE—OPEH.MIOX.

The .second specimen was one of epithelioma of the

base of the tongue and mucous membrane of the sub-

lingual gland, removed by operation from a female,

aged 73 yeaix The diseasL' was of five months' dura-

tion, attended with but little pain, and was not ulcera-

tive. A simple, straight incision was made in the

median line of the chin, the jaw divided and drawn
asunder, when a platinum wire was attached to Daw-
son's battery and passed around the growth luider the

tongue. Contrary to expectation there was a good
deal of bleeding, necessitating the ligaturing of th(^

lingual and sublingual arteries. The other jjortions

of the tumor were removed without difficulty, the

severed ends of bone wired together, and the integu-

ment unitecl by sutures. The prospect of union Ijy

first intention was good.

UM,.\RGED I'UOST.\TE—K.\I.SE l".\SS.\.OES—C.VI.CII-IEI)

TUNICA VAGINALIS.

A tliird specimen was taken from a man, aged 7:!

years, who came info the hospital suffering from
symptoms of enlarged ])rostat(! and partial retention

of urini;. .Vfter ailinission, and after the patient sup-

posed that he had entirely emptied the bladder,. Dr.

Post introduced a catheter and drew off twenty-four
ounces of unne. Th -re was a difficulty in introdii'cMig

the catheter, other than that occasioned by enlarged
prostat;', the instrument b.'iug detlected to the right

liy a falsL- p:issage. The patient also had a sarcocele

of one side ami a calcification of the tunica vaginalis.

He died a few days alter entering;, from di.seaso of

other organ.s than those to which attention liad been

primarily directed.

The following were found on autopsical examina-
tion : Extensive tub.'rculosis of lungs, with secondary
pneumonia, dilatation of right ventricle of heart, with

n large clot in right auricle, probably ante-mortem.
The kidneys were the seats of waxy degeneration.

The tunica vaginalis wa,s calciliid, and there was a

fal.se passage running par.dlel with the urethra and
communicating with it at intervals by four distinct

openings. The prostate was enlargeil, had a large

pouch beliind it, but in place of the enlarged third

lobe there was found an extra growth alongside,

which was somewhat pedunculated, an«l doulnhss
acted as a valve during life. The bladder was .saccu-

lated, as might be inferred from the danuning of the

mine after the patient supposed the viscus empty.

.MALIGNANT DISEASE OK ANTEIIIOU WAI.I. OK ULADUKIt,

WITH SVMrTO.MS OK STONE.

A fourth specimen was one of nndignant disease of

the anterior pr>rtion of the bladder, which in conse-

<iuencc of a calcareous deposit on the svirfare of the

growth, with other rational symptoin.s. gavi' some of the

physical evidences of calculus. The |)atient whs re-

peatedly examined with the sound, but with somewhat
varying results. In the first examinations the iiistru-

meut having grated upon some solid and lougli sur-

face, the suspicion of calculus was appanntly well

enough established to warrant the introduction of the

lilhotrite. Two operatiims were performed with this

instrument at different times; at the first a minute cal-

( ulns was extracted, and at the second iinolher was
instantly seized, crushed, and lost. Although at dif-

ferent times the instrument struck, anil always in (.'nc

situation, what appeared to be a calculus, the diagno-

sis was not certain. 'With a view of charing up
doubts upon the subject. Dr. Post introduced his hand
into the rectum, with the view of examining the blad-

der, but the fingers were so cramped in a cone-like

position that nothing satisfactory could be gaintd.

On subse(iuent sounding. Dr. P. felt so well as-

sured that an encysted stone existed, that he jierformed

cystotomy with a view of niaking a free imtht for

morbid discharges, and of removing the calculus if

one should be found. The usual bilateral incision

was made, but the perineum being very deep the

position of the supposed stone could not be reached

with the finger. The forceps was then introduced,

and a number of efforts made to disengage the for-

eign body, but with no avail, and as far as lithotomy

was concerned, the operatii>n was unsuccessful. The
patient, however, expressed himself much relieved

iiy the free discharge of the [jroducts of inflam-

mation through the wound. In the course of ten

days after, several hemonhagcs occurred ; these were

followed by chills, slight in< lease of temperature and
pulse, and the patii iit linally died, and what was .sup-

posed to be encysted calcareous disea.se was a nnilig-

nant growth encrusted with calcareous deposit. The
patient was !i'3 years of age.

FIIlUO-llECl'RIlENT TUMOIl OF GLUTEAL IlEC.IOr.

A fifth specimen was a fibro-recurrent tumor re-

moved from the gluteal region of a wonnm aged ii'>

years. The growth was secondary, a pievious opera-

tion having lieen made a year before.

Du. Post la.stly presented two wedge-shaped por-

tions of bone removed by operation from the knee of

a man, .50 years of age, "for the pur])ose of correcting

a deformity and nselessness of a linil), the seat of bony
anchylosis. An H incision was made over the knee,

dividing the ligamentum patelhe. It was then found

that bony union existed with one of the cundyhs and
the corresponding ]iortion of the tibia, while in the

opposite condyle lliere W(TC some traces of synovial

I

membrane. The patella itself was free. A wedge-

shaped portion was removed, but not being sutlicient

I to bring Ihe leg nearly in the straight position, another

I

wedge was suiweil out. The divideil portions of bone
were then brought together with wire sutures, the

I

wound closed, side splints applied, and the limb
' placed in u fracture-box. There were no signs of
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constitutional disturliance after tlie operation, and the

prognosis was good.
Dr. M.vsox referred to a calcified tunica vaginalis

in the musevim of Cliarity Hospital.

Dr. Weir remarked that Dr. Post had given him
an opportunity in ttio case of malignant disease of tlie

l)ladder to hold the forceps after it liad been intro-

ducjd. and he felt distinctly the grating sensation.

He had been deceived once Itefore in a somewhat
similar case, after the division of a stricture.

Dr. BuRCifARD referred to a case somewhat similar

to tliis one of Dr. Post, in which Prof. Diddell, of

Strassburg, performed tlxe median operation for litlio-

tomy, and removed the growth, liliewise situated on

tlij3 anterior surface of tlie bladder. The recovery

of til J p.itient was apparently complete.

C.VXCER OF THVROID OL.VND—DEATH FROM .\Sl>IIYXrA.

Dr. AVkir presented a specimen of cancer of the

tliyroid gland, removed ]iost-mortem from a woman,
6S years of age, a patient of Roosevelt Hospital. The
disease was of less than ten montlis' duration, had
grown with great rapidity, and during tlie last two
months of life causacl consid jralile dyspna>a. At the

time of her admission into the liospital, in June last,

the tumor measured five and a lialf inclies across, and
one and a half on its vertical diameter. It was uni-

formly liard, encircling the tracliea and neck as a large

collar, terminating rather aliruptly on the riglit side,

and fading into tliD surrounding tissues on the left

side.

During her stay in tlie liospital she suffered from
repeated attacks of dyspntca, Ijut as tliese were mark-
edly mitigated Ijy opiates tlicre did not seem to l)e any
urg.^nt need for operative interference until slie was
sufficiently improved in lier general condition. Fi-

nally, tlie day was ti.ved for the operation, but two
hours before the time of the latter she died in a fit of

dyspnoea.
At the autopsy the growth, which was truly cancerous

in character, was found to involve the trachea, passing

between it and the a>sophagus, not involving the walls

of the latler, but encroaching n|)on the calibre suffi-

cient to ijroduce the dysphagia of which she com-
plained during life. Dr. Weir then referred in detail

to the operaticm he intended to have performed had
the patient lived, and concluded by remarking upon
tlie e.ftrein? rarity of the disease in question.

ORIGIN" AND PROGRESS OP M.AMMAU\! CANCER.

Dr. Dei.afiei.d presented a section of the mammary
gland, showing the origin and progress of true cancer

of that organ. There was no extra developin"iit of

connective tissue or connective-tissue cells, and the

purely glandular element nf the growth was very
satisfactorily exhibited. The gland ducts were all

enlarged and completely filled with epithelial cells:

Tli3 same was the case with the acini. It was,
then, an example of tru'^ cancer, involving the greater

part of the mammary gland, beginning as an increase

in the epithelial cells of the duets of the ijland and
acini of the gland, and going on as an infiltration of

the lymphatics with these .sains cells. The disease

originated in the duets of the nipple, and involved
the lympliaties secondarily. The organ was removed
by I)i-. Weir.

Dr. Weir stated that the patient was 4.5 years of
age, unmarried, was considerably emaciated, but in

fair h:!alth, and no secondary glandular enlargements.

brigkt's disease and svpuiLiric pachymeningitis.

Dn. A. H. Smith presented a brain, removed from

a male patient of St. Luke's Hosi)ital, admitted Se])t.

2.5th, and aged 35 years. For two years before his

admission he had been ijassing more than the normal
quantity of urine, and liis urine having been examined
about that time he was told that he had diabetes.

The quantity of urine fluctuated very much during the

whole of his sickness ; at times it was equal in quanti-

ty, as he .said, to two chamber-potfuls in twenty-four

hours, while at other times it would be normal.
Eighteen months previous to admission he began to

complain of ])ain in his liead. His general health

deteriorating he went to the country to recruit, but
without success, and when he was seized with a slight

convulsi%'e attack, becoming alarmed, he repaired to

the city again and there sought admissiim into the lios-

pital. During tlie first day he passed 86 ounces of
urine: the .second day, 56; and the third, 30; and the

fifth day it was reduced to 17 ounces. No sugar nor
albumen was discovered.

Ten days after admission he was seized with a ura;-

niic convulsion, when the urine became albuminous,

and smooth, hyaline casts made their appearance.

From this time he began to be stupid, and this condi-

tion increased until he died.

The kidneys were found, on post mortem examina-
tion, to be in the condition of chronic Brighfs d.isease.

All the other organs were healthy, except the brain.

On the anterior aspect of the left hemisphere a large

patch of the dura mater was very much thiclvened

and adherent to the brain, the latter being softened at

the point of contact. Just above the left occipital pro-

tuberance the scalp was adherent to the skull, marking
the site of the kick of a horse when a boy. The his-

tory of syphilis was not satisfactory, although there

were numerous suspicious spots over his l)ody, and
there was an abatement of tlie symptoms under spe-

cific treatment.

NEW YORK MEDICAL JOURNAL ASSO-
CIATION.

Stated Meeting, Feh-uary 11, 1876.

Dr. F. p. Foster, Vice- President, in the Chaib.

facts and suggestions rk.garding the tre.atmest
of the insane at oitr city institutions.

The oliject of the jiaper read by Dr. R. L. Parsons
upon the above subject, was to show what improve-
ment has l)een provided fiu" the better care of the

insane during the past year, particularly at the New
York City Lunatic Asylum upon Blarkwell's Island,

and.to give suggestions relative to what is yet required

in order that this unfortunate class of persons may l^e

properly cared for and maintain''-d.

Among the reasons for bringing this subject before

the medical |M'ofession was the pungent one that med-
ical men know too little upon this subject.

The first improvement mentioned was the introduc-

tion of the pavilion system, and it was believed that

by this means certain classes of ])atients nan be more
easily cared for and supervised. Two pavilions

have been constructed, three more are in process of
construction, and eacli has an estimated capacity for

the accommodation of sixty perstms. In a pavilion

having a large central hall with wings upon eitlier

side, much less air-space is required for each person
than when the liuilding is cut up into rooms. These
pavilions at jiresent are heated by means of stoves',

init perhaps hot water miglit be substituted with ad-

vantage. The average cost of a pavilion to accommo-
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diite sixty persons is !|(),000. iiiul tliis was ngardc d as

ccoiioiiiiial, eviii if it ln'caim- lucissary to ivihovl- tln'iii

every few years anil ciinstriRt new ones. Anotlier
iulvantai;e claimed for tlieni was that they are more
cheerful and homelike, and there is less appearance
of restraint than in a Imililing eontainin^: several
stories and a multitude of rooms enclosed \>y heavy
stone-walls. Another ndvaiitajje is the facility witli

which patients can he fjot out into the open air.

These were the chief advautafjis iirj,'ed in favor of the

pavilion system, anil they are essentials in the proper
treatment of the insane.

There are some disadvantages, such as the fact that
they reipiire a f^rcater space to aeeommudate the same
numher of patients; the lalior attendini; the heating
is greater; and the labor in distributing the food is

greater. The tirst cost of heating apparatus is les.<!. The
greatest ditliiulty attends tlie proper distribution of
the food. The ditliiulty of supervision liy the mi di-

cal staff is also somewhat increased. Another disad-

vantage consists in the dillieulty of securing ellieient

supervision during the night, for night-watehnun are

retiuired for each pavilion, and night-watchers to pre-

vent interference with the tires, etc. If the room is

heated by steam no night- watchers would be re-

quireil.

Heating by steam also has its disadvantages. For
it necessitates covering the pipes with some fabric,

and with this comes tlie dillieulty of keeping sucli

covering free from dust and organic matter. Proba-
bly the organic matter wliich conies in contact with
the pipes and becomes roasted will not act prejudi-
cially to the best interests of the occupants, but the

dust n\ay be a senous disadvantage. The coverings of
the pipes, therefore, sliould be litted in such manner
tiiat I hey can be easily removed and replaced.

lladiated heat exercises a stimulating inHueuce upon
the tissues, while conducted heat, raretied air, is ener-

vating, and tends to protluce relaxation of tissues.

The temperature of a room in which there is an
open tire is equally comfortable at (>()"' P. with a
room heated to 70^ F. by means of conducted heat
The use of steam radiators for heating purposes was

recommended.
There are three considerations which should enter

into the making-up of the diet-list.

1. Sutlicient quantity of nutritious food;
2. As great variety as practicable

;

3. The food should be cooked well, and with as

much variation as circumstances will permit. As a

corollary, the manner of serving the food should be as

nearly like that emjiloyed in ordinary life as po.ssible.

Kipe fruits are exceedingly benelicial. Kxtra diet

U|)on holidays, accompanied l>y extra entertainments,

are fully appreciated, and contribute very materially

to the general improvement of these patients.

A halt has been constructed in wliich gymnastic
exercises can be taken, and theatrical performances
and concerts given for the amusement of the patients.

Amusement.s are of the greatest possible benclit in the

treatment of the insane.

Improvements have been made so that the patients

now have red llanncl underclothing wh'U sick in Ited,

and cotton tlannel when in oiilinary healtli.

Excited patients are under constant supervision, and
provisions are now made for this clas.s, which are more
complete than they have been for many years.

There is a feeling abroad, and it has also taken an
otlicial form, that the dormitories for the insane of

our city are notliing more than almshou.ses, and that

their oceupant.s should simply be regarih d as paupers.

Ucnce tlicrc i:i u iceling that only such provisions
i

should be made for the insane as are merely necessary
to sustain life. For, it is urged, if more is done for

paupers, our instilulions will be tilled to oveitlowing,
iinil the crowd will increase with increasing aeconmio-
ilation. While this may be tnie with rifeiinee to

the inmates of almsliouses, the principle is not appli-

cable to lunatics. Only a very small i>roportion of
tile insane were paupers before becoming insane, but
were nearly all useful and law-abiding citizens.

.M.iking generous |)iovisions for the care and cure of
the insane is really tin; best method that can be
adopted to reduce tlip number of insane patients.

The present expen.se for maintaining each |>atient

one day, including food, medieinis, clothing, salaries

of attendants and medical staff, is a little over twenty
cents.

I^imhnoiiy, and not economy, is the word to be
used when speaking of such stinted expenditures.
What is really needed is one altindant to every twmty
patients. The force of medical attendiinls is not
siilliciently effective, and should be very much in-

creaseil.

The ])rcseiit capacity of tlie wards of that institu-

tion is not .sutlicient ly ample to prevent the necessity
of making beds upon the lloor for the aceommodation
of an patients every niglit.

Although pavilions are adequate for the care of
cpiiet patients, the most apjjrovcd structures are neces-
sary for the proper care of the excitable patients.

Such buildings are necessary for the proper manage-
ment of this class of patients as will render it possible
to completely isolate them from each oilier.

It remains a noteworthy fact, that although im-
|)rovements have been secured, such as better diet,

bolter clothing, better domiciliary accommodations, a
hall in which relaxation and amusements can be fur-

nished, yet the New York city institutions lor the
insane have most inadequate piovisious for the proper
management of their inmates.

l)u. LuDi.u.M drew attention to the fact, that a gen-
tleman in Ijondon had i)roposed to furnish fooil in a
hot state at any point twenty miles distant u|)on a
direct line of railway. The food is placed in tin

boxes, which are placed within wicker baskets that
are lined with felt, and covered tightly with a cover
lined with the same mateiial. Dr. Ludluni inquired
of Dr. Par.sons whether this plan had ever been tried

upon the Island i

Dii. Pausons replied that the precise plan had not,

but that he had a similar arrangement for transporting
food, so that it might be delivered to the jialients

while warm.
Dk. A. C. Post referred to the fact that in Norway

llie peasants were in the haliit of larrying their food
in felt-lined ves.sels, where it would retain ils liiat for

.several hours. The doctor further remaiked that an
objection to steam radiators for heating purposes was
the fact that radiators do not secure any ventilation.

They sinq)ly heat the air in the room without produc-
ing any circulation, except the imperfect ciiiulatiou

set up in the air which comes in contact with the radi-

ators, and tin ulates over it. A proper thiiiual veiiti-

l:ition is secured by heating a room with air which has
lieen heated by passing over hot pipes. Ventilation I'y

opening windows and doors establishes currents which
are oftentimes injurious to health. Warm air is just

as pure as cold air, although it lontains less oxygen,
and it is much more comfortable. Opi n tires would
lie preferable fur heating and venlilaling purposes, but
ill our cold climate they could not be adopted, espe-

t iaily in our large institutions, without un enormous
e^penac for fuel.
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Dn. McDonald conoljoiated the views of Dr. Par-

sons, as expressed iu the paper, and regarded it as very

poor economy to bring the supplies and attentions for

tlie insane down upon a level with tliose afforded for

paupers. He also referred to the introduction of the

new diet-list into tlie asylum for insane on Ward's
Island, and stated that tlie average death-rate for

nine months previous to its adoption was 14 a month.

The tiist month after the introduction the deatli-rate

was reduced to 10, tlie second to 8, and the tliird to 4,

and that at a season of the year, October, November,

and December, wlien tlie highest death-rate was ex-

pected. Tlie expense for food was increased, l)ut tlie

bills for msdicines and liquors were notably diminished

in size.

Du. Be.uid remarked that the corps of attendants

at our institutions for the treatment of the insane was
not sutHcient to permit any scientific experiments of

value to be made. In a majority of asylums tlie treat-

ment is thoroughly routine, and scarcely any advance

has been made for tliese many years. Now tliat we
know insanity to be a disease of tlie brain, it would
seem that much advance miglit be made )jy well-

directL'd experiments with reference to the effects pro-

duc^'d by various remedies. In this direction there is an

immense field for operation in our asylums, providing

they were furnished with an adequate numl.ier of assist-

ants. The single item of improvement in diet has been

followed by marked bv-neiit, and doubtless much bene-

fit could b^ derived from the use of various drugs, and
watching carefully the results obtained. Not only

could advances be made in the treatment of the insane,

but in the treatment of nervous diseases in general.

Dn. E. C. Seguin regarded an increase of the medi-

cal staff as one of the niost important of the subject

which call for reform in our public institutions. This

evil is of a twofold nature: 1, overwork; 3, insuffi-

ciency of remuneration. In our insane asylums there

are from four to six hundred inmates under the super-

vision of one man. The result is that the superintend-

ent can give but little information ccmcerning the

patients, or has but little at liis command except what
is obtain jd by reference to the books. The assistants

do notnumlier more than two or three, and with such

a number of patients it is impossible to give thorough

care and investigation to each patient. The fact that

some are chronic cases, requiring but little or no atten-

tion, does not help us out of the dilemma
; foi' many

of these cases which arc regarded as chronic are in a

condition in which proper attention would be of im-

mense benefit. Many instances of cure liave occurred

after the patient has been insane for eighteen montlis

or two years. The number of assistants to properly

carry out artificial feeding in such cases as require it;

to use the hypodermic syringe, as in the later treat-

ment of melancholia by means of hypodermic injec-

tion of morphia; to weigh the patient, use the ther-

mometer, spliygmograph, etc., etc., is entirely inade-

quate.

In many of these institutions there are no provisions

for a library, and in scarcely any are tli Te adequate
provisions for pursuing pathological investigation.

Tliese are some of the ol>>tacles to be overcome, if

th3 greatest benefits are to be given to the inmates of

our insane asylums.

Non-Impregnated Uterus.—At a recent meeting
of the London Obstetrical Society, Dr. John Williams
stated that the multiparous uterus could be diagnosti-

cated from the nuUiparous by the permanent alteration

of the arteries of the former.

Ee^jorts of i^ospitab.

BELLEVUE HOSPITAL.

Notes of Pu.vctice and Peculiarities op Treat-
ment.

an unusual complication of typhoid fever

—

capillakv bronchitis.

This case illustrated one or two points of interest,

which will be mentioned in the history, but the special

item was an unusual complication.

A female patient, ret. 1.5, was admitted to the hos-

pital, Aug. 28, for some local affection, which had no
bearing upon her subsequent illness. On Sept. 3 she
walked about the ward some, and also up to Sept. 15,

l)Ut at that time suffered somewhat from diarrhoea

;

had been listless for a day or two and appeared to be
very weak. She had also had a trifling amount of

bronchitis. In the afternoon of the fifteenth or eigh-

teenth day after admission, it was noticed that she was
extremely feeble, manifested some tremor, complained
of some pain in the chest, and also of feeling cold. It

was suspected that pneumonia might ha developed
from the increased severity of the symptoms, but

physical examination determined only an extension of

the inflammation to the smaller bronchial tubes. On
Sept. 16 her condition was woi'sc, respiration rapid, face

flushed, and lales so abundant that a vibratory motion
was communicated to the walls of the chest, which
could be easily recognized by the hand, and there was
also an almndance ofJhte lales. At that time the tem-
perature was found to be 10(1° F. This was regarded
as a point of interest, and gave rise to some differ-

ence of opinion regarding diagnosis; for this high
temperature was such a marked variation from the

general rule in the formative stage of typhoid fever,

that there was an inclination upon the jjart of some
of the visiting staff to exclude that disease. But the

sequel proved that the laws of temperature in dis-

ease are laws which have exceptions, and that the
observer must take cognizance of the exceptions as well

as the laws. In this case, however, the early compli-
cation, capillary bronchitis, probably accounted for the

high temperature.

^V/>^ 17.—Her temperature was 102}° F. in the

morning, and in the evening 10.5° F., with a morning
pulse of 110 and U. 83; and iu the evening P. 118,

R. 3(i. Here was another point worthy of note,

namely, increased frequency of respiration ovt of pi-o-

portiiin to the increased frequency of pulse. From that

fact it was observed we had a right to infer that there

was some pulmonary affection present iu the case.

Si-pt. 18. --Morning temperature 105° F., P. 160, R.
3.5 ; evening temperature 103i' F., P. 113, R. 29.

S':iJt. 19.—Her temperature was 105° F.,and R. 40.

Sept. 30.—Teinperature 102^ F. morning, and 104^°

F. evening ; R. 46 morning, and 48 evening.

Sept. 31.—Temperature"l03i° F. morning, 104° F.

evening ; R. 40 morning, 43 evening.

Now it was noticed that an eruption was present

upon the abdomen, having the characteristics of the

typhoid, and it was seven daj's after the patient had
taken to her bed, which made it about the classical

time for the appearance of tlij typhoid eruption, reck-

oning the commencement of the disease at the time
the patient takes to the bed, as is the custom with
some observers. The temperature rose to 106° F. and
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10(ii° F., iiiul ooiuimiol lii,L;li until tlie 'JTtli, the day
previous tu ilcatli, wlun it till to lU.)^ F., iinil u|)<iii

MIL' <lay of (lentil to Id'JJ F. nioniinj^, anil evening

10;ii° F. Tliu i(]nii)li<iition of capillary l>roncliitis in

tills casL' was ivf^ardctl as eenj riirc, wlu'reas an oidi-

Uiiry bronchitis is almost constant.

CHANGES IN TilK PUBLIC SERVICE.

Official List of Change* of SUttions and Dtitiea of' Of-

Jicers ofOie Medical Department United Utaleii Armi/,

from i'\b. nth to Feb. 19M. 1870.

AKMY.

IIaktsukk, a., Ajwistunt Surgeon. --Granted leave

of alisence for one monlli, witli (jerniission to apply

for an extension of live niontlis. S. O. 17, Depart-

ment of the Platte, Feb. 11, ltJ7(i.

Weisel, D., Assistant Suifjcon.— A«sii^iied to duty

as Fost-SurLTeon at .Mcl'heison Hiinaeks. Atlanta, (iu.

S. O. 24, Department of the .South, Feb. Hi, 1S7(J.

DcLANY, Alfred, Assistant Surgeon.—Died at Mc-

Phersou Barracks, Atlanta, Ga., on Feb. 14, 1870.

fUcbical Itema anb Netoa.

Bei.t.kvuk IIospit.\i, JIedicai, Coi.i.eoe.—The Fif-

teenth Annual Coinnuncenient was held in the

Aciidemy of Musie, on the afternoon of February

2lst, at whieli time the dejjree of Doctor in .Medicine

was conferred by the President of the Faculty, Prut.

Isaac E. Taylor, upon l."i!t graduates. The audience was
brilliant. The music was funiislied liy a grand or-

chestra under the direction of Mr. Carl Bergmann.
The llippociatic oath was a<lmiiiisteied to the class

by the Kev. Dr. Beach, Chaplain of the College.

The following prizes were awarded : to John A.

AVyetli, iM.D., of Wew York, the Wood prize of the

Alunihi Association, $100, for the liest essay; to P. ,1.

Iliggins, the tii-st Mott prize, !f.">0, for the best clinical

repoit; to Setli W. AVilliams, the prize for the best

e.\aminatioii in Physiology, establislicd by [jconard .1.

Gordon. Honorable mention was made of the exami-

nations for this prize pas.sed by J. A. (Joogan, W.
A. Gc-orge, J. H. .lackson. G. II. Magness, II. Muhl-
fcld, F. A. Rice, F. U. Sherman, E. H. Tyler.

The address to the graduating class was delivered

by Prof. A. B. Cro.sby, who laid I), fore them in fitting

words what may be accomplished by enthusiasm.

Enthusiasm involves the idea of energy, work, and
pluck. To work in a prof<'Ssioii so laborious, self-

sacrificing, impecunious, requires enthusiasm. The
broad field of incessant scientific activity demands
cnthusiiism. A few well-selected text-books, if well

mastjred by a working enthusiasm, are far better than

shelves covered with half read volumes. Entliusia^Mi

properly directed can never be rode to death, and if

the doctor will work with enthusiasm he will tiiul

that the righteous man is not forsaken.

The valedictory address was delivered by Charles

W. Cropper, of Ulinoi.s, and possessed the merit of

brevity without being altogether void of wit.

Dinner op the Ai.cmni ok the Univehsitv
Medicai. College.—The fifth annual dinner of the

Aluiuni of the Medical Department of the University

was given at Delnionico's on Tiiursdiiy evening, Feli.

17th. The President of the Association, Dr. C. I.

I'aiilcc, presided. The Mayor of the city; Chancellor
Crosby; J). Willis James, of the Council ; Dr. Koosa,
(10; Professor Markoe, of Columbia College ; Profes-

sor Noyes, of Bellevue ; Dr.George I. Fisher, class of
'4!l, of Sing Sing; Dr. .MacDonald, class of '70; Dr.

Bush, of '70; Hon. Mr. Bailey; Dr. AVm. II. Thom-
son; Hon. Mr. Depew : Whitelaw Beid, Ksip ; and
Dr. William A. Hammond, of '48, responded to the

regular toa>ts. The dinner was a large one, the

.ihinini and guests filling the large room of Delmoii-

ieo, an<l will lung be remembered by those who weie
pre.-^.'nt as a happy assemblage.

Post-.mohtem Kim)NE.ss.—In the course of an ad-

mirable editorial article on the above subject, in The
Ainerieitn MeiUeal M'irkly, Dr. E. S. Gaillard says

:

"I knew a physician who went tlir<jngh life with
scarcely a word to cheer, encourage, and strengthen

him. lie was brave eiuuigh to endure in sili nee.

He was accomplished, true, and skillul : ( liarilable

and kind ; but no one ever told him .so. Hestiuggled
Ijravely with poverty and .ndverse circumstances, but
thi're was scarcely one to help him. Troubles thick-

ened about him, but these were not told, and there

were none who cared to iiuiuire about them. Ho
struggled always for the right, and to aid in main-
taining what was just and true in his profession; but
misunilerstood, and his actions misinterpreted, he was
freipieutly maligned and seldom supported. He
toiled bravely on; a generous husband; a devoted
father; a good neighbor ; suffering from labor ; worn
with care; maintaining all the while his family,

and adorning his profession; winning gradually a

sure foothold and a relialile income. But suddenly
he staggered under the load so long carried, and fell.

.\fterabrief illness hi' die<l. His brethnn gathered
at his funeral ; they profusely decked his l)ier with
tlie choicest (lowers. They recorded before their [iro-

fession and the public their appreciation of his talent

and of his bravery. They piaised his energy and de-

votion. They eulogized his endurance under trial,

and his jiatience in his struggles. Tliere was not a
word of luspersion, of contumely, or of blame. Many
spoke indignantly of the false charges that had been
made against him, and of the unfair treatment that he
had received. There was enough said and done then to

have gladdened his whole life; to have blessed and
made him contented and liajipy ; to have rendered his

rugged journey a living sweetness. Thire was enough
of moral sunshine poured over that silent cotlin to

have made the inmate's life a bright and cloudless

day. But it all came too late ; the cold ear was now
deaf; the once responsive eye forever closed ; the heart

that could have been gladdemd was still ; the hand
lould no longer feel the friendly grasp and bo warmed
l>y it. All was too late. It was the saddest of uU
manifestations, postmortem kindness."

Medical Depautment ok University of New
YoiiK.—TheTliirty-fifth ,\nnual Commencement of this

institution was held at the .\cndemy of .\Uisic, on the

evening of February l.Tlh. at which time the Degree of

I )octor of .Medii ine was confernd by Chancellor Crosby
upon I'M giadu.ite.s. Prizes were awardi'd to the fol-

lowing gentlemen: To Harry Bell Conrad, of New
York, the >lott gold medal ; to Alexaniler Dallas, of

New Y'ork, the Mott silver medal; to Elbert C. Drake,

of New Y'ork, the Mott bronze medal ; to C. A. H. L.

Von Bandolm, of New Yo. k. Prof. Bndd's prize,

also Prof. Thomson's prize ; to Wm. Howland Tuy-
lor, of Mas,s., Prof. Loomis's prize; to Edwaid iSiiii-

I

ders, of New York, Prof. Arnold's prize, also Prof.
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Roosa's prize ; to Samuel Kohn, of New York, Prof.

Weisse's prize ; and to H. S. Nonis, of New York,
the prize established by Mr. James Biyce.

The .\cademy was filled tuoverrtowing. The music
was furnished by Grafulla. The address totlie gradu-
ating class, delivered by Hev. Dr. Storrs, of Brooklyn.
was brilliant and powerful, and received untiring atten-

tion. On this, our centennial year, the memory of the

relation sustained by the medical profession to the

nation at the time of its birth was revived, and the

e.xtent and importance of the work now before the

class, as menical men and citizens, were eloquently set

forth. It was maintained that the enthusiasts move
the world, l)ut that the only true enthusiasm is that

which seeks truth, because it is truth ; does good be-

cause it is good; and performs duty because of the

love of duty. In this there is manifested an affection,

and in the affection is the unfailing reward. Dr.

George W. Chandler, a member of tlie graduating
class, delivered the valedictory address, which was
favorably received.

Army Medical St.\ff R.^nk.—The following is the

memorial to be presented by the Committee of the

American Medical Association.

To the Iltiniiralile Senate and House of liepreseiita fives

of the United Staten, in Congress asse/nlilnl

:

The undersigned, a committee of the American
Medical Association, respectfully represent that the

existing laws do not, in tlie opinion of the association,

accord to the medical corps of ;he army equality in

rank witli the other .staff corps, or with the medical
corps of the navy. The committee lielieve that the

members of the medical profession throughout the

United States share in this opinion, and that they ear-

nestly desire that an increase in rank and pay be given
to the medical officers of the army. A i)etition to this

effect was presented to your honorable body during tlie

last session of Congress. A rejiort of the conmiittee

charged with that service was made to the American
Medical Association at its meeting in Louisville in

May last, and is herewith submitted. In accordance
with the resolutions therewith adopted, the imder-
signed members of the committee, and in behalf of the

medical profession of the United States, do earnestly

entreat Congress to redress the grievances of the

medical corps of the army, and to put it upon a per-

manent basis of respectability and usefulness. They
beg leave to represent that this can only be done by
providing that the officers of this corps shall hereafter

receive a certain increase in rank in accordance with

length of service.

And your petitioners will ever pray.

H. A. Johnson,
Chairman of the Committ^.

TiTE Ui.STEU OvEiico.^T is Spoken of by the Sanitary

Record (London) as "the ne plus ultra of convenience

and comfort." It further says, and very correctly too,

we think, " Its length, if not its style, should be adopt-

ed in all overcoats, which should reach to at least

three or four inches below the knee for adequate pio-

tection against cold." This style of garment is quite

popular with the medical profession, not only here,

but everywhere else.

IIe-M-tii Physician op Knoxville.—Through the

efforts of the Knox County Medical Society the alder-

men of Knoxville have rescinded their former action

abolishing the office of city physician for Knoxville,

and have increased the salary of that gentleman. This

is a good example for other societies in protecting the

rights of their members, and using their influence

against political trickery.

TirE Right of Dkuggists to Phescribe.—An ac-

tion has recently been brought by the Apothecaries'

Company against a chemist and druggist of High
Street, Shadwell, to recover a penalty of £20, under
the provisions of the Apothecaries' Act, for alleged

infringement of that act, by practising as an a))otlie-'

cary without having obtained the necessary certificate

from the company. The jury returned a verdict for

the plaintiff. In Great Britain, at least, illegitimate

counter-prescribing has received its death-blow.

The Title of Doctor of Medicine and the Lon-
don College of Physicians.—A committee ajjpointed

to consider resolutions bearing upon the aliove, recently

adopted the following: "That no fellow, member,
or licentiate of the college is authorized or entitled,

by virtue of any diploma or license of the college, to

append to his name the title of Doctor of Jlediciiie,

or the initial letters M.D., or any other letters indicat-

ing that he is a graduate in medicine of a university,

unless he has obtained a Degree in Medicine from a
university legally entitled to confer such a degree, and
which is recognized liy the college." This will appa-
rently end a long controversy on the subject.

Doctors and Newspapers.—Dr. A. G. Field, of
Des Moines, Iowa, publishes an article with the above
caption, in which he advocates the expediency of
newspaper advertising. Some of our New York
bretliren are so well versed in tliis business that they

can give Dr. Field a great many useful hints.

Royal College of Surgeons, Ireland.—It is in-

tended to enlarge the nius^m and library of the

Roval College of Surgeons, Ireland, at a cost of

£5,000.

" Peculiar People."—Another of this religious

sect has been indicted in England for refusing to call

in aid, and thus probably preventing a death from
whooping-cough. Our British cousins are certainly

very practical people.

The Medical Society of District of Columbia has

completed its second volume of transactions. It is

made up for the most p.irt of the reports of the stated

meetings by the Secretary.

Acute Bronchocele in Pregnancy.—Dr. John
B. Roberts, of Pennsylvania Hospital, Philadelphia,

asks for accounts of cases of the above, attended with
grave attacks of dyspnoea.

County Main Shwers in Aid op the Drainage
OF Vii-l.\ges and Small Towns.—Dr. A. O. Bayles

contributes a very practical article on the above subject

in the London Sanitary Uecord, January 15.

Scarlet Fever.—A gentleman of London has re-

cently Ijeen fined for conveying his daughter, while

suffering from scarlet fever, to an hospital in a puljlic

cab.
. ^—^ —

"Weekly Bulletin of Medical Societies.

Monday, Feb. 28.—Medical Society of County of

New York. Discussion of Dr. Otis's paper.

Tuesday, Feb. 29.—Alumni dinnerof College of Phy-
sicians and Surgeona—(Sieghortner's, 32 Lafayette

Place, 6 P.M.).

Wednesday, March 1.—Commencement of College

of Physicians and Surgeons.

Thursday, March 2.—New York Academy of Medi-
cine.

Friday, March 3.—N. Y. Medical Library Associa-

tion. Dr. Beverley Robinson's report on Diseases of

the Throat.
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©riginal Communications.

DlI'llTllKlllA.

CONDUSSM) FItOM I.KCTlMtKS DKLIVKKEII IN JEFFEK-
80N MKDIC.VI. rol.I.KOK. ON MAY l.ji'll,

1~TII. 3OIMI, AM) 2tTII, It*?.").

By .1. SOI. IS COIIKN, M.I).,

LKCTDI'.ER OS LAUVNOOBCOPY AM> DISE.ISKS OF THK TIIKOAT AND
OilSST.

TUE.Vr.MENT.

III.

If diplithniia is piiiiiaiilv or essentially a constitu-

tiouiil affc'Ction. its cli-vilopinent, wliuii once it has

fairly attacked the organisni, can no nioie he prevented

than can the developnrent of tlie contui^ious cxantlu'-

niata, typlioid fever, and other speeilic diseases of like

character. Seclusion from infection ajjpears to l)e the

only relial)le means of prophyla.vis. If removal from

infected centres is impracticahle, wv. must lie content

witli advisiuij avoidance of exposure to cold, inhala-

tion of dust and other deleterious matters in tlie at-

mosphere, over- e.\ereisc of the voice, and eveiytlunj;

whatever wliich may predispose to inlhmnnation or

catarrli of tlie nares, throat, and air-passaj?es. At tlie

same time care must lie taken to keep the general sys-

tem in its healthiest condition ; and if there is occasion

for the use of tonics, the tincture of tlie chloride of

iron may he administered with great propriety.

Upon the appearance of any moriiid secretions in

the throat or nostrils, frequent and ctlicient cleansing

shoukl he instituted with washes, douches, or gargles

of weak snlutions of tahle salt or chlorate of potassi-

um; and if there is direct exposure to infection, carbo-

lic acid, salicylic ai-id, sulphurous acid, permanganate I

of potassium, the hyposulphites, and the like, may lie
j

judiciously sulistituted on account of their antagonis-
[

tic actixin Ujioii tlie development or propagation of

low organisms.
|

The treatin 'ut to hz instituted, once the pathologi-

cal products have become manifest, will depend upon
thj views h'-ld as to the nature of the disease aiul its

cause. Niitritjvi^, supporting and stimulating treat

uieiit constitutionally, is now almost universally reeug-

niz.-d as absolutely necessary ; and depleting measuies,

even of the mihlest character, arc almost universally

avoided. This unanimity would indicate that diph-

theria is something more than tlie pseudo-membranous
croup, which, if we credit the records in our text-

liooks, Wius farmerly thought to rerpiire the use of an-

tiphlogistic measures.

With regard to the treatment of the local manifes-

tations, tlierc is much less unaniinily of opinion.

Practitioners who regard diphtheria as chiefly a sys-

temic disease are apt to consider local measures as

useless anil produetive of fresh sources of injury.

They will depend on systemic medication to tln'

exclusion of speeilic or special local mea.sures, unless

we look upon the exhibition of emetics, expectorants,

and the like, for the expulsion of accumnhitions in

the air-passages, as local measures. Many emiiiciil

jiractitioners discard all local treatment whatever.

Practitioners who believe the disease to be chielly loi al

in the lirsl instance, will direct their (ITorts toward^

removal or d -struetion of the morbid proilucts, and. il

tuu lute to accomplish this result, to the exhibition of

local agents that dissolve or decompose them. Those

who piirtake of both views will pursue a mixed lieat-

ineiit accordingly.

Although nuiiibeis of observers denounce to|»icnl

treatment on the score of its uselessness in a systemic

disease, its inellicicncy to prevent subsequent deposits

in the same locality, its lial)ility to induce additional

deposit upon surfac.'s which inuy be aecidmtally or uii-

inti-ntionally exposed to contact with the local ninc-dy.

th dillieulty of its elfcctnal application in cielain in-

stances, and the like, evidences of the etileacy of local

interference have been too numerous to justify entire

reprobation of the practice. Kmployed liy Aretaus, cen-

liiiies ago, and then reintroduced into practice by

\'an Swieten, and again by liretonneau, it has been

abandoned and resumed again and again. Some observ-

ers resort to tlie local action of caustic applications, with

the view of arresting the extension of the nunilnane

over unaffected structures, or effecting its entire de-

struction,—and cliiiHy on the theory that the main

danger lies in the deposit ; others hope to excite a

substitutive healthy inllammation of the part which

sliall su|)eisede the unhealthy specific process; others,

a'^'ain, hope to destroy the cryptogainia which are be-

lieved to be the initial cause of the deposit; and (it hers

hope to place the inueous UKUibrane in a condition

unfavorable for the propagation of these organisms.

As diphtheria is always .serious, every case dMiiiinds

close attention, and freipient and careful I'xamiuation,

with tlie aid of all the lescnirces at our disposal
;
and

the treatment, to be at all elTectual in hazardous cases,

iiiiist be assiduous and free from vacillation. Topical

applications, when re-sorted to, should be made by

the medical attendant himself, or by a jirofissional as

sistant fully com|)etent, no matter bow frequently they

need to be repeated ; and other local measures should

bf instituted under the personal superintendance of a

well-instructed attendant. Many a patient is sacrificed

to inellicient attention, a neglect that is only excusable

ill the country iiraclitioner whose jiatients reside at

distances so remote that it is impossible to secure them

a proper amount of inofei-sional surveillance, and

\,hich is actually culpable wlun there are other jiliy-

>ieiaiis whose assistance can be enlisted if the regular

ailviser is unable by press of business to devote suf-

lieient iieisonal attention to his own patient.s.

Several objects must be kept pnmiinently in view

during the entire treatment. Chief among these Js
I llicient sustenance of the patient, and the pioinpl dis-

charge of the inoibid products as they accninulate.

U those two main indications can be fulfilled the pa-

tient can be carried safely throU'-h the disease. There

is no specific, topical or cmistitutional, which can ar-

rest the disease or prevent the evolution of the local

manifestations, although there are agents which modify

1 lie process and diminish the viinlence of the infec-

tion. A warm, equable temperature, an exciss of

humidity of the atmosphere, and free ventilation con-

duce to the comfort of the patient, and the facilita-

tion of expectoration. Until the appearance of the

ixudatiou \\v may depend upon nutritive and tonic

treatment, with thorough cleansing of mouth, throiit,

and nates; care being taken to disinfect the a|aitiniiil

and the house as far as practicable. Thisdisinf. ction

may be accomplished to some extent by the fric use of

solutions of carbolic acid exposid here and there, or

sprayed about from time to time, and of sulphurous

acid in spray, or in funns from Ignited sulphur; thc-sc

agents being conqietent, in s<miii- instaiicis. to destroy

the germs which spread the intection, if tiny do not

originate it.

, Tincture of the chloride of iron is one of the most
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v;ilu?d remedies for internal administration. It is

ii-iiiilly given in decided doses frequently repeated;
from five to fifteen or twenty drops, according to the
i\7;i an I vigor of tlij patient, every second hour, hour,
or hilf-liour. It i? necessary to secure its action upon
tlie blood and system as rapidly as possible. Its fre-

q'ljiit deglutition likewise e.verts a beneficial physical
inllii'iicj upon tlie morbid products witli wliicli it

Cimes ill contact; for, as will presently be stated, it

is one of our most reliable agents for topical medica-
tion. I hive no hositatio.i in comm.'nuling the use of
this remedy.

Quinia is much used as a tonic in diphtheria, as

well as for its action upon tlie nervous system, and as

an apyretic in fever. It may be coml)ined witli the
tincture of iron in the form of tlie hydrochlorate, or, if

tliat is not accessible, in the usual form of sulpliate. It

is given in decided doses until tlie buzzing in the ears

or some other manifestation gives token tliat tlie sys-

tem is under its inHuence, when the doses may be les-

sened and the intervals between tliem increased. lam
not much in the liabit of prescribing quinia in dipli-

theria, unless I see some special indication for its ex-

liiliition ; Ijut this practice is liy no means to lie con-

strued into any absolute disparagement of its remedial
a ;ency.

Alculiol, in the form of some strong wine or lirandy,

is of great value as a .stimulant. From lialf a diachm
to half an ounce of lirandy, or its substitute, accoi'ding

to the age of the patient, may be given every two or

three iiours, or more frequently ; and its free adminis-
tration should not be delayed after the earliest symp-
toms of loss of vigor are ap])arcnt. Its effect on the

general condition of the patient will be the criterion

for its continuance. When indicated and well borne

it may b.-; used freely, especially if efficient nourish-

ment is dirticult.

Carbonate of ammonium is a remedy of great value
at special moments of sinking. A foil dose at such
periods will sometimes .stimulate the patient during a

short interval, which may be taken advantage of for

the administration of the remedies in systematic use,

or of emetics, or inhalations of lime, and tlie like, to

facilitate the expulsion of accumulating secretions in

the ail- passages.

Chlorate of potassium is extensively used as an in-

ternal remedy, freqnently in the form of chlorine

mixtnre, which contains an equal number of grains of

the s:ilt and of drops of muriatic acid in simiile or

aroniitic water, infusion of cjuassia, and the like, vi'itli

the addition of some syrup if desirable. It is al.so

given in the form of lozenges, containing a grain or

more of the salt each, administered as frequently as

may be necessary to introduce the desired quantity of

the chlorate, usually from thirty grains to a drachm
or so in the twenty-four Iiours. Through rarely jire-

scribing chlorate of potassium with confidence, the

loz'iige is the mode of administration that I usually

prefer, because the remedy is retained longer in cuntact

with the affected parts, and thus has a better chance
to exert a beneficial infiuence locally. I must remark,
however, thiit I have rarely seen, even in slight cases,

the rem likable results from this remedy which liave

followerl itse.vhibition in the practice of many others
;

.and though acknowledging its occasional usefulness,

I am inclined to doubt its elfioacy as a reliable remedy
against the disease or against its local manifeslatiou.

Fiirtlierniorp, its inordinate use may irritate llic kid-

n';ys, a result to be avoided in view of the significance

of a'bnminuria as an unfavorable manifestation.

Cilomel, first employed in croupous affections by the

illustrious Dr. Kush, of tliis city, is extensively used as

an internal remedy to modify the condition of the blood
and to prevent further exudation ; some practitioners

believing that the disposition to exudation is arrested

as soon as the system is under tlie infiuence of the mer-

curial. It is given early in the disease, before the

I
strength of the (latient has become toomucli impaired,

I

in doses of from one to three grains every second hcmr,

hour, or halt'-lumr, until there is evidence of its con-

, stitutional effect in the characteristic stools, or upon
i
the gums, when it is discontinued or repeated at longer

intervals as circumstances may dictate. Brctonneau
and others have reported successful results frcmi this

treatment, even after the larynx and trachea had be-

come implicated. Jlercurial inunctions, a drachm of

the usual ointment every hour, arc sometimes employed
in addition, to hasten the desired result. In infantile

cases, with prominent cerebral symptoms, boring of tlie

head into the [lillow, and the like, I have seen excel-

lent results from the internal use of calomel ; but I wcuild

not recommend its employment otherwise, except at

an early period, and in a vigorous subject, and would
abandon it after a few doses, if there were no decided
evidence of its usefulness.

Brctonneau felt induced to brdicve * that the action

of calomel in modifying the jiellicular intlammatiim

was due to its insinuation into the larynx; and Jodin
attributed much of the good elTects of the internal

administration of both calomel and chlorate of potas-

sium to their mechanical action in jiassing over the

deposits.

The alkaline carbonates of potas.sium and sodium,
and the acetate of potassium, have been recommended
for their infiuence on the disposition to exudation, and
they are often exhibited in association with calomel.

Large doses are said to be necessai'y ; fI'om fi fteen

grains to a drachm in the twenty-four hours to infants,

and from one to three drachms daily to adults. I have

no experience in their use in diphtheria.

Copaiba and cubeb have been highly vccommcndcd
by Trideau, especially in the fiist and second stages of

the affection. To adults he administers a desseit-

spoonful of the syrup of copaiba every .second hour,

followed in the intermediate hours by fifteen giains of

powdered cubeb in a tablesjioonful of .syru]). For chil-

dren the dose is about onc-iialf of this amount. These

remedies are administered on the piiiieiple of their

property in drying up sources of mucous secretions.

Cnbeb, more particularly, has received the commen-
dation of many observers who have followed Trideau
ill its use. It is supposed that the elimination of these

remedies Iiy the respiratory tract cnaiilcs tluiTi to exeit

a sjiecial topical influence on the bi-onchial mucous
memlirane.
The hyposulphite of soda, recommended by Dr.

Tubbs, of Upwell, is sometimes used internally, in the

hope that in its deeomjiositiou the sy.stein may bo

favorably subjected to the infiuence of sulphurous

acid upon low organisms. It is administered in doses

of from one to three grains to children, and from
eiglit to ten grains to adults, repeated every three or

four hours.

On similar grounds carbolic acid and salicylic acid

have been given in diphtheiia with a.^scrlcd bimfit. I

have no experience to offer in this cimnection, but

should not anticipate nnieh from the internal use of

antiseptics from quinine, through tlie list, to .salicylic

acid, as much larger amounts w(uikl be required to

disinfect the mass of the tissues tliaii it would be con-

venient or safe to administer.

Bromine has been used internally with much asserted

* Op. cit., 4th Memoir, p. 1G8.
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succes'i.* As will he mentionod Inter, it is a viilualilc

rcmctly liy inli.'iliition. I have no experience with its

int"rn:il rulininistriition. The dose is ii drop or two of

ii solution, one uniin to the ounce, given in swecteneil
water, and repeated every hour or so.

Iodine and many other remedies have hecn e.vtolled

for their constitutional influence on tlie disease, I)Ut it

is hardly worth while to enter into their consideration,

)is they are not in frerpieiit use.

Swollen and tender inlands externally have been
nieiitioned as frerpient accompaniments of the earlier

symptoms. 'Warm applications of cotton waddini;,

spon^io-piline, or even actual cataplasms are fre-

qui-ntlv used to relieve sulTerin;.;; and some cases are

treated liy mild inunctions witli some imiocuous oint-

ment or grease, as lard, cold cream, olive oil, and the

like. Care nnist he taken not to employ agents which
may alirade the skin, on account of the danger of

'

cutaneous infection, with its nnfavorahle effects. Some
practitioners employ cold compresses, and even ice ex-

ternally, hut the ])ractice is liy no means devoid of

injurious consequences, though often resorted to with
imj>uuity. If not promptly l)enefieial their use should
111' discontinued. Ice to the interior of the inllamed
throat, on the contrary, is often a grateful and liene-

ticial application, though condemned by some authors.

1 have always allowed my patients to take all the ice
i

they craved, and h.ive encouraged tlie frerinent use of

ic'd-water, water-ice, and icecream in small (pianti-

ties at a time ; and my impression is that the use of
pellets of ice, alloweil to dissolve in the month, is

'

steadily gaining in favor.
jWe now come to consider the treatment in reference

to t\\? exudation itself.

The use of emetics is indicated, in children, if there

be evidence of accumulation of secretions in the air-

passages, in order to provoke their expectoration by
tne act of vomiting. The action of an emetic is to in-

duce diaphoresis of the skin from the vascular relax-

ation wliich accompanies the act, and something of tlie

8am;r kind may b;; supposed to take place in til.' bron-

chial mucous membrane, thus facilitating the detach-

ment of viscid or adherent secretions. The air-i)as-

sag.'sof infants are very tolerant of mucous accumu-
lations, and therefore this point needs attention.

It is an important matter to encourage cough, or to

provoke it if necessary, whenever morbid products

are accunmlating in the air-p.assages Adults are

ubie to expectorate voluntarily, and the sime indi-

cation for the eniL'tic does not pres "nt. .\lum. soon

to be mentioned as one of the suitable loc d agents.

is an excellent emetic in mild cases, and is uiiattend.d

with the objectionable aft a- effects which sometimes
follow the use of ipecicutmha, tartar-emetic, sulphate

of copper, and the yellow sulphate of mercury, tlie

four cm jtics in most use for the pur|ios:'. The recog-

nition of the value of alum is due to the late Dr.

Meigs, for many years Professor of Obstetrics in this

college. It is administered in doses of ateaspoonful
in an eipial quantity of honey or m;>l;uss;'s, and repeated

in ten or tifteen miuutr'S if the first dose is ineffectual.

Should three or four dos;>s fail to produce cme-sis, the

oth Tarticl-s ju-t m Mitioned may besuii^titnted in prop-

er dose-s. Consid'-ralile circumspecti(m is requisite in

the use of the tirtarometic on account of its depressing

effect.s. The hydrochlorate of apomorphia. a new rem -

dy, has recintly acquired great n^putation as an emetic,

on account of ih • prompt n :ss and certainty of its action

and th" almost iMitire absence of after-eff 'Cts. It is

usually administered by hypodermic injection, in doses

I'f from one-thirtieth to one-tenth of a grain, and ilH

cftVcts are produced in a very few minutes. I have
had no experience as yet with this agent, but mention
it favorably on the authority of several reliable ob-
srivere. Titillaticm of the bas(r of the tongue is said
to be sometimes effectual in inducing emesis in these

instances. The emetic should be repeatid at intcrvnls

of six or four hours, more or less, according to the in-

dications. Kinesis is by no means always requisit(r,

nor should it be pushed too far.

Kxpectorants acting thrtjugh the system arc rarely of
iiuich use in diphtheria. The action of .senega in ren-

dering the exudation more lluid, and f.icilitating ex-

pectoration, is insisted on by Ihetonneau,* and he was
led to associate it, in doses of a few grain.s, with the
iali>niel treatment, in casts where dryness of the iiiu-

C(jus surfaces appeared to have lieen the principle oii-

stacle to the expulsion of the false minibnines. In
case an expectorant is indieatcd. I think sdiega the
most reliable agent thai you can employ. Sanguinaria
is used with considerable success by a number of prac-

litionei's in this city. A little carbonate of ammonium
added to the senega is sometimes of advantage. I

have seen chloride of aiiiuKinium answer a good pur-

])ose in some instance.-.

(To be continued.)

• Ounsni, Comptcs rendu do I'Acad, dc Sal., 1858, p. 102.

THE ELKCTROLVTIC TRKATMKNT OF
MALIGNANT TUMOll.S.

By WM. B. NEFTEL, M.D.,

NEW YOllK.

Mv first case of a true cancer cuicd by electrolysis,

w liich, as I can now add, has never been followed by u
relapse, was publislie<l in this journal in l^idlt. Sii;ce

tliiii I have continued to study the clinical history ami
tlie histological nature of morbid growths and their

el -etrolytic treatment, and pulilished my researclns

ill the fifty-.sevciith volume of Virchow's Archives,

V, hence they have been reprinted in ih' leading medi-
cal journals of G rmaiiy. Fiance, England, Italy, etc.

At that time my inineipal object was merely to de
iiinustrate that even the most nniligiiant tumors (car-

eiiiiima, sarcoma, etc.) can be cured by electrolysis.

I have since modified and improved the methods, the

d. tailed description of which will appear in an Eng-
lish edition I am now pre])aring for piiblic.ition. It

seems to me, however, that wiiluait further delay I

owe a brief reply to the inquiries of some of the

niiiiierous readers of TnE Jlicuicvr. Rixoiii), in the

c.iliimns of which appeared my first preliminary no-

tice upon the subject.

The final result of my researches can thus be

summed np: " T/u^ muni wnliiiniiiil hitiiorn (raiD^fn,

!/'.
), at a rjn-lniii nUuje «f titsir ilfrflojimoil cnii lir. tnili-

ntlhj cured III) dei-trolijuii emphiiiFil iir<u>riliiiij to cfrtaiii

lirtllidt.''

As an illustration I mention three cases selected

from a numlier of similar ones.

.Mi-s. il., wife of an experienced physician, forty tlircfi

v.iis old, married twenty yea's, ami iiictli r of tlinc

eliildren, was formerly he.dthy, with the exi-epli<in of

ilvsmcnorrhina sh' had siilT.red from when a girl.

.\tler til' birth of her li'.'sl child she h:id an iiillamnm-

|..ry swelling of the right niainmary gland (puerperal

111 istitis), which, howevi'r, got well spontaneou'-ly. In

.\pril, 1«({lt. kIi" received a blow in the same breast, but

til • pain .soon <lisappeareil, and she liiou:>ht no mo-e
.if it until .Vugiisl, when she commenced feeling pai i.

I* Op. dl., p. lOft^
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and discovei'ed a hard lump that continued to grow
slowly, and became adherent to the skin. The pain

assumed a lancinating character and extended over

tlie right arm.

I found the patient very much emaciated, ansemic,

and cachectic-looking. Tiic tumor was of the size of

an orange, and adherent, the nipple was retracted, and
the axiUary glands somewhat indurated. The l)rotlier

of tlie patient died from an epithelial cancer of the

lower eyelid.

April 19, 1871, I performed the first electrolytic

operation, with the assistance of Dr. Whitelicad (for

merly of New York, now of Denver), and of Dr. Har-

well, the luisljand of the patient (of Waynianville,

Upson County, Georgia). No fever or any utlicr mor-

bid reaction followed the ojieration; on tlie contrary,

the general health of the patient commenced to im-

j)rove very rapidly, and soon the appetite, sleep, and

complexion became normal.

In the jiresence of the same physicians, April 28,

May 3, and 6, I repeated the electrolytic operation,

followed by the usual after-treatment described by

me in Vircliow's Ai'chives. The tumor gradually

dinunished, tlien entirely disappeared, leaving no
trace, and the patient returned home in an excellent

condition of health. The patient and her husband
have several times written to me that no relapse has

taken place, that her general health continues to be

excellent, and that she lias gained flesh.

In his last letter, dated Jan. 1, 1876 (Waynianville,

Georgia), Dr. Harwell writes to me: "I am happy to

inform you that my wife is still living, in good
liealth, and, I trust, permanently cured of the cancer

that was so fast terminating her earthly pilgrimage.

It will soon be five years since she was under your

treatment, and as yet there is no symjjtom of a re-

lapse."

The following case presents several points of inter-

est besides the cure of the tumor.

Miss , about forty-three years old, of high social

position, came under my care, Nov. 10, 1874, affected

with scirrhus of the right breast and induration of the

axillary glands. Her father died of a cancerous tu-

mor on the neck, and her In-other of consiiiui)tion.

She suffered for a number of years from a most
aggravated kind of dyspepsia, whicli allowed her to

use only a few articles of food, and these in the small-

est possible quantity. The slightest increase of, or

variation in, the diet would cause such an amount of

distress and suffering that the patient decided to

imdergo a slow process of starvation, as the only

means of rendering life bearable. She arrived at this

decision after having in vain tried all methods of

treatment, and received the verdict of one of the most
prominent physicians that herdyspe])sia was incurable.

A year and a lialf ago she noticed in the right breast

a small nodule, which was slowly increasing in size,

and for the removal of which slie put herself under

my care. I found the patient very much emaciated.

in the right mamillary gland one large nodule of

irregular shape and of the size of a walnut, and,

besides, several smaller ones; the axillary glands

much enlarged and indurated. The patient ke[)t in

secrecv even from her nearest relations the existence

of her tumor, and told me that she was preijared, if

necessary, to suffer any amount of pain, provided the

operation could be [lerformed without the presence of

any i.ue. She would also take no anaesthetic, the

effects of which she much dreaded.

I
Dec. 1(), I peiformi'd thi: first operation liy the im-

provi d method, which, however, I had to modify in

accordance with the exceptional conditions and pecu-

liarities of the case. The pain from the insertion of

the needles was avoided by local anaesthesia, while

Siemen's rhi'ostate affcnxled the means of increasing

gradually and slowly the current-intensity in a jjer-

fectly ]iainless manner. One who has not witnessed

such an operation can hardly imagine how the necro-

tic destruction of the tumor can lie effected by a

strong galvanic current without causing the slight-

est pain. The i)atient herself assisted me during

the entirely painless operation, holding the inserted

needles, etc., and after the operation walked home
feeling quite comfortalile. No fel)rile or any other

reaction followed the operation, which 1 repeated in

the same way three times, at intervals of several days,

until the nodules disappeared, after which the usual

after-treatment was commenced.
The most .striking effect of the treatment was pro-

duced upon the dyspeptic symptoms, wliich have

entirely disappeared, and the patient has not felt so

well for many years. Her general health continues to

be excellent, she has no dyspepsia, and is able to eat

all kinds of food in the necessary quantity without

any inconvenience.

She says she would have gladly underg(me the same
operation merely for the cure of her dyspepsia, were
she not obliged to submit to it for the di.spersion of
the tumor.

Mrs. E., an intelligent and cultiv.ated lady, about
forty-nine, still menstruating, thcuigh irregularly, has

borne six children, inily two of whom are living. Her
grand mot her and three of her grand mother's sisters died
of mammary cancers, her mother is supposed to have
died of pulmonary consumption at the age of sixty- four,

but as she also had a tumor in the hypogastiic regi(m,

and a tumor or tumors in the abdominal cavity, it

seems more plausible to assume that the alleged con-

sumption was nothing but a secondary cancerous

affection of the lungs. The patient was always in

good health, except th:it in the winter of 1874 she occa-

sionally felt a .slight pain in the left breast, to which,
however, she ])aid no attention, until in May, 1875,

when she accidentally discovered in the breast a small

lump, the size of a hickory nut, which grew so rapidly

that in the course of two months it attained the size of

a child's head. Her family jihysicians, Drs. Jones
and Graham, of Charlotte, N. C., gentlemen of expe-
rience and high standing in the profession, declared
the tumor to be a carcinoma of the most malignant
kind ; and as the axillary glands were already affected,

and a surgical operatimi offered no hope of success,

they advised the patient to go at once to New York
and put herself under my care for electrolytic treat-

ment.

I examined the patient July 17, 1875. She present-

ed a somewhat caeheelic appearance, but was other-

wise healthy. The whole left mammary gland was
transformed, or rather degenerated, into a large tumor,
the size of an infant's head, irregular in shape and
consistency. The tumor was adherent to the skin and
subjacent tissues, the nipple indurated and retracted.

In the axilla another tumor could be felt, the size of a
hen's egg, and composed of a conglomeration of in-

durated and enlarged glands. The subcutaneous veins

over the tumor were dilated. I could only corrol)o-
'

rate Drs. Jones and Graham's diagnosis, and was very
reluctant to undertake the case, as, according to the
rules laid down by myself, the electrolytic treatment
of malignant tumors is successful only as long as there

are no dejiosits in internal organs ; in other words, as

long as the disease remains local. Taking into con-
siileration the exceedingly rajjid growth of the tuinca-

(^it was daily incieasing under my observation), and
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tlie iifFcctioii of till' axillary jilaiids, the freiu'ralizatinii

of till' disease seemed ceitaiii, and the tieiitinc iit pie-

Bented no hojie of coinplete success. However, as a

Kill irieiil operation was out of the question, and nothing
else eonld save tlie patient, I resorted to the electro-

lytic treatment liy my new metliod. I |)erfornied

three eleetrulytic operations under the influence of an
an:e~lli 'lie. and with the assistance of Drs. Castle,

Ilarit, and Holiie, followed l>y the usual after-treat-

ment, which, however. 1 had to modify, as will soon he

descril)i-d. The lar^e tumor as well us the axillary

tumor have enlirely disappeared, the f;i'neral health

of the patient hecame excellent, and continues to h

so. as she informs me in her last letter of Keh. 21,

1876: "lam <iettin'^ on splendidly, have no pain at

all, eat well, and shep well, for all of which." etc.,

etc.

I .select these three cases as helonjiiuf; to different

periods, since the introduction l>y n\e of the electrolytic

treatment of nialii;nant tuuioix ThoUL;h all uudouht-
edly mali^xnant (canc<Tousi. th y dilTer, however, in the

rapidity of their development and in the methods of

treatTuent, the detailed account of which will he puh-
lished in a separate monograph.

In conclusion. I may add tliat the electrolytic opera-

tions performed liy me have never heen followed hy
pya-inia, erysipelas, or any other accidental diseases,

w hiili so often comi>licate suri;ical operations. On the

contrary, the j;eneral health of the patients commenced
to improve rai)idly, and they were not prevented liy

the treatn\ent friun imrsuin^ their occupations and
their social or household duties.

THE VKLLOW OXIDE OF IIERCUKY IX
rilLYCTEX L'LAR KERATITIS.

Bv PETEU A. C.VLLAN, M.D..

NKW YORK CITV.

This form of conical intliinnnation is essentially as-

thenic in character, followiu'^ the exanthemata or any
exhaustive disease, and often en^euilered by neglect

of hygienic laws. Arlt denon\inates the disease serofu-
losa, on account of its frequency amongst scrofulous
suhjccts.

It is almost .exclusively confined to subjects under
fifteen years of aj;e, and furnishes about four-tifths of
all the eye cases amoni;st the children frequenting our
eye hospitals and intiruuiries.

Kvery practitioner has seen .such cases, in which
snudi vesicles or phlyctenules develop on the cornea
))roper or itslimlius, almost lu'al, when fresh ones make
their appearance; the former nuirkiug their coui^e
by whitish opacities or superficial ulcers very slow to

heal, and acc(unpanied by more or less intolerance of
ligi'.t. The j'liiitiiji/iiihid linirx no fihilioti.thiji to the sr-

r. rilij of till- fiisf. The inflammation runs a course of
weeks, usually months, getting nearly well, tlien re-

lapsiu'.;: this repeats itself many times, tinally wear-
in;; out the patience of both doetoi-s and parents.

Ill the treatni'iit of this form of keratitis, it is a «'«'

HHii lion that till' h 'alth of the patients be attended to.

seeing that the little ones are not kept in dark or

badly ventilatiil rooms, and when practicable sent

into the fresh air. regulating di-t, etc. It is only in

this way, and in conjuticli(ui with the local treatment,

that relapsi's can be prevented and the disease perma-
nent ly cured.

In eye therapeutics the use of red and yellow oxide
of mercury is nothing new. Twenty yeni's a;;o .Mac-

kenzie recommended u powder of the former with

sui;ar—one part to eight—to be blown on the eye for

opacities of the cornea. Ten years a.ro Pagensti clier. of
Wiesbaden, introduced a salve of the sami' propor-
tions, using the yellow instead of the red oxide.

We have found the yellow oxide of mercury, mixed
with the glyceiinate of starch, one to six, or even one
111 four parts, in our hanils jirove a specific in |ihly<l.

k' ratitis. The yellow is preferable to the icil. on ac-

euuht of its not irritating so much, and lard is inferior

to the glyceiinate of starch as a vehicle.

In using the yellow oxide of mercury in such large
proportions, certain advantages are to be derived over
the ordinary methods of treatment, viz.: certainty of
<urc. great reduction of the percentages of relapsing

cases, alleviation and disa])pearance of the intolerance

of light, without the use of uncertain medication or

siUi^ical interference.

In using the ointment a quantity not exceeding half

a pea should be put in at oni- time. The lids should
be closed, and the eyeliall gently rubbeil so as to make
the salve be distributed ecpially over the surfaces of
cornea and conjunctiva. Omitting this it gravitates

into the lower cnl dc .sac. and in a small percentage
of eases may cause a slight superficial ulirasion. This
abrasion quickly heals, however, if the tieatment be
omitted for one or two days. In the accompanying
cases the treatment was not oflener than three times
per week unless specified, and, as usual with such a

cliiss. not so frequently, tlie paliinis not being rci^ular

in attendauce. In all cases that it is practicable, the

application should be iiiiulf diiilij. and. if possible,

after the fii-st few times intrusted to the iiarents, with
apiiropriate instriidion.-. It is well to continue treat-

ment for two or three weeks after the apparent cure of
tlie disease.

With regard to the use of s. atropia and hot fonun-
tatious. they may be necessary in the earlier stages of
th;' inflammation, but in the later stages they are not
inijierative, particidarly the hot water, which tends to

produce a jia.ssive congestion, and retards rather than
assists the di.sappearance of this asthenic disease.

We have used willi unfailing success the yellow
o\ide in phlyct. keratitis during the last two y<'ars,

anil often in chronic cases of interstitial and va-^-eular

keratitis. Ein])loyed to remove chronic opacities

of cornea, it will very fre(|uently prove too irritating,

causing slight conjunctival abrasions.

Dr. W. T. Bacon liiis given the yellow oxide of
niereury in the proportions suggested a thorough trial

at tlie New York Eye and Ear Infirmary, and has fur-

iiislud me with the notes of some twenty odd cases,

fmin which the following are averages of the whole
number:
Mary W., ict. S. Had kciatitis for last year; first

in right, then in left eye. Improved under treatment,

but never well. Hoth eyes have opacities on cornea

;

(Uie phlyct. on left cornea, two on coini'a of right
;

eoiisiderable intolerance of light. Oct. 'i~. began
tr( atment with salve of yellow oxide. Nov. 'A. coiuli-

lioii veiy much improved. Nov. M, .slight <ipiicitics

mark the position of recent phlyct.. and all injec-

lion cleared up. Intolerance of light entirely gone.

I'alient treated and kept under observation until Dec.

1 st ; discharged.
Win. II., a't. IS months. Since last May has lind

k'latitis plilyct. of left eye. Alxuit .Viigust right eye
b -LTan to have same trouble. Eyes irritable, cornea
hazy; plilyetcnula on cornea of right almost over
piqiil ; left has a vesicle on linibus cornea, outer side.

Much conjunctival inji'ction of both eyes, willi marked
inl'Oernnpo of light. Oct. !<, liegan use of yellow
oxide, omitting all other treatment Oct. 2o, pliolo-
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|)liol)ia li;\s disuppearcd ; ;ill injection of conjunctiva
removed. Hnziness of corneii cleared up. Opacities

reniainina;. and patient to l>e liept under treatment for

some time longei-.

.losie C. a=t. 5. Last August first attack in left eye.

A plilyctenula on lower and inner j.iortion of limbus
cornea, witli hand of ccmjunctival vessels running to-

wards it. Intolerance of liglit moderate in decree.

Oct. 18, began use of ointment. Nov. :i, marked
improvement; no pliotoplmlMa

;
phlj'ctenula almost

healed. Patient failed to return until Nov. 12, when
he was Ijrouglit l.nick with a lelapse, great congestion
of eyeball, and light very ])ainfnl to the eye. Re-
newed the treatment. Nov. 15, saw patient; symptoms
greatly alleviated. Nov. 19, cured.

Dan. K., xt. 4. Right eye affected since Sept. 30.

of cornea, inner side, midway
imbus; very slow in healing.

Oct. 2.5, small ulcer

between i)upil and
Used ointment fortirst time. Oct. 27, slight abrasion

at cul-de-.sac as a result of the application. Omitted
yellow oxide, and touched tlie abraded surface with a 5

gr. sol. of nit. argenti. Nov. 1, ulcer has filled up and
almost well. Patient failed to return.

Maggie 0"N., a;t. 9. Has been suffering with left

eye since spring ; eye would be almost well at times,

and in a few days bad again. Laige superficial tdeer

on limbus cornea, lower and inner ])ortion. Eyeball very

much injected

—

ivri/ little intolerance of liglit. Oct.

20. began use of ointment, omitting all otlier medica-
ticni. Oct. 2T, injection nearly gone : no intolerance

of light. Nov. 5, ulcer healed, leaving an opaque
sjxit ; no injection ; treatment to be continued.

Mary R., ret. 15. Three years ago, first attack in

loft eye, following an ojieration for the destruction of
t.lie lachrymal canal of same side. Present attack
dates l)ack to Feb. 15, 1875. During all the inter-

vening time the eye has never been well. Has but a
slight amount of injection in the lower portion of the
glolie : not very marked plK)tophol)ia. Has a phlycte-
nula on lower third of cornea. Oct. 1. has l.ieen in-

trusted with some of the ointment to use every day at

home, with order to rejjort at the expiration of a week.
R(-turned cured. To continue for some time the treat-

ment. In this case the constant flooding of the eye by
tears is an active cause in keeping up the disease.

No. 9!) W. 31st Street.

A CASE OF LEFT HEMIPLEGIA WITH
APHASIA.

By S. HEMINGWAY, M.D.,

LATE RESIDE.NT PUYSICIAN EPILEPTIC AND PARALYTIC HOSPITAL.

The following is the history of a patient admitted to
the E|)ileptic and Paralytic Hos))ital in the division to
which Dr. E. G. Janeway was tlie Visiting Pliysieian,

and was seen by him on many occasions during the
l)atieiit"s stay in the institution.

Tiie great rarity of lesion on the right side of the
brain, associated witli aphasia, is tlie reason why this
liistory is presented.

Jane R., sat. 30, widow; occupation, seaMl^tress;
education fair, can read and wiite. Entered hospital
Oct. yO, 1873. Family histcn-y good ; says she ahvavs was
a lr",;dthy woman till present illness. Admits having
liad a sore on genitals five years ago. Cicatrices are at

present visible on forehead, which are proliably a re-

sult of tubercular syphilide ; says they came tliere five

years ago. Her left eye shows the result of au old

ophthalmia, which, it is supjicsed, was of gonorrhceal

origin.

For tw'o years past lias had slight palpitation on
exertion. Always used her right hand in her occupa-
tions.

Four months ago, one night when she was going to
bed, she became suddenly speechless; tlici'c was no
])aralysis whatever. Next morning, on attPiupting to

arise, found her left arm, leg, and side of face jiara-

lyzed, also with loss of sensation in tliosc parts. Loss
ot speech was complete; and hearing, which before
this was excellent, was now lost in left ear. Iler

tongue was only affected in sensation. She was not
able to appreciate sweet .sub.stances placed on tongue.
Sense of smell also lost. Aliout one month after this

attack, i.e., three months ago. improvement began in

speech, face, and lower extremity, and has continued
since then. Upper extremity began to improve one
month ago. S|)liincters have not been affected.

Is a medium-sized woman, pretty well nourished.
Mental faculties good, with exception of loss of
memory, constituting well-marked amnesic aphasia.
Is unable to recollect manj- words, names of objects,

as liat. ke\\ handkerchief, jjcncil, etc. ; though she can
readily repeat, them on being told, she forgets them
immediately afterwards. Is unable to read continu-
ously, omitting words and giving up from inability to

fix attention. On attempting to write the letters of
the alphabet the result was A,'B, C, D, D, S. G, H, I, but
when the letters were told off to her she wrote them
down easily. Partial ))aralysis remains on left side of
face; cannot close eyelids tightly. Sensation is lost to

a great extent in left side of face and in left nostril.

Does not wince on the application of aqua ammonia
to left nostril, nor does she wince when the conjunc-
tiva on same side is touched with an irritant. Hearing
poor on left side. Taste is impaired anteriorly and
posteriorly on left side of tongue.

Dynamometer . .„i\ t.A [ outside circle.

j35sthesiometer is valueless on account of loss of
sensation of reaction to pain. Does not wince on
pinching arm, liut does on palm of hand and tips of
fingers. Perception delayed ; takes about three seconds.
Can rai.sc arm to level of shoulder; a little stiff. Can
flex and extend forearm and fingers, but .slowly. Heart
sounds normal. AValks without elasticity. Sensation
in leg as in arm. Reflex action lessened. Electro-
muscular contractility good. "

Ffh. 27///, 1874. Aphasia almost entirely disap-
peared. A little slowness in s])eaking.

T^ . \ left, CO ) . . 1 . ,Dynamometer ,
^.j^j-j. g^ . outside circle.

Sensation recovered in face, etc. Taste and smell
all right again. Walks about as well as ever.

Treatmi'iit—Iodide of potassium internally, and ap-
plications of faradic current.

TiTE .Itjni.\ta Vali^ey (Penn.) Medical Associa-
tion is the title of a new organization, whicli held its

first meeting in Huntingdon. Pa., Fel'. 4, 1870. The
following officers were elected : Prc^iihiit, Dr. Roan
CUark. Vice-Pi-ciidentu, Dr. John B. Ross, of Blair,
and Dr. D. P. Miller, of Huntingdon

; Dr. J. I. Marks
of Mifflin

;
Dr. D. M. Grawford,"of Juniata

; Dr. 0. H.
Orris, of Perry. Uccordiiuj Sa-rctarij, Dr. A. B. Brum-
baugli. (WreKpoii(lii)f/ iSn-irtari/, Di-. A. Rothrock.
2'I-fusurer. Dr. W. M. Finley.

The next meeting will be held in Lloydsville, Blair
Co., Pa., July 7, 187ti.
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progress of Ittrtical Science.

On tiik Cosnkction of Epithemoma of the
ToNOUE WITH PsollIASIS OF THAT OuC.AN.^M. Tlf-
lat rcci'iitly rcail an iiitortstin;; liapcr on this siilijcct

l)efi)rc the S'irii'ti' tlf C/ilninji,: lie rcpoilid three

cases, of whieh the fiist was a \vell-iiiiiiked one of
C|)itheli<>ni.'i which liad been picecded liy a very small
patch of psoriasis. Surgical intervention jnoved nsc-

less, and the patient sucinnibed to tlie usual accidents

of cancer of the tonj^ue. The second tumor had
started from a smoker's patch, which liad existed a

lon^ time. The tumor was removed l>y the t;alvano-

cautery. and microscopical examination showed the

typical structure of epithelioma. In the third case, a

tumor, divided into two lobes by a deep jiroovc, corre-

spondin<; to the median septum of the ton<;ue, hiul

developed from an old and rebellious patch of psoria-

sis. Alth<iUi;h the usual siijns of epithelioma, both
functional and ratinn-d, were wantinii, the tiunor was
removed by the iralvano-cautery. Slicroscopical ex-

amination shov.cd it to consist of the mncous mem-
brane ijreatly tliickened and traversed by bands of

younc; epithelial C'lU. but there were no epithelial nests

and no hypertropliied papilhv. Nctwithstandinjj; the

absence of th- ordinary sij^ns of an epithelioma, and
the almost neijative results of the microscopical exam-
inatii>n, M. Trelat considered the tiunor an epithelioma

in th(^ earlier .stagesof evolution. Was the connection
of psoriasis and epithelioma in these three cases sim-

ply a coincid'-nee, or did the psoriasis Income trans-

formed into an epithelioma? The observations were
still too limited in number to b.ase a theory upon them,
bnt >[. Trflat believed that the lin<j:ual psoriasis

should be liehl to have determined the development
of the epithelioma by the continued irritation of the

mucous tissue of the ton<;ne. It may be remembered
that Dr. Weir, at a mei^tiny; of the D,;rmatolo;;ical So-

ciety of New York, on tjanuary oth, 1^^7.5, related a

case of irt/iij'ixif nf the tomjiie in a jJiitient who had
had syphilis, in which, after the failure of specific

treatment, section of one of the tuberose mas,ses

showed the microscopic characters of epithelioma.

—

Tribune Me.limU, Doc. l<Jtli, 1875.

Comparison of the Open with the Antisf-Ptic
TiiEAT.MENT OF WouNDs.— Ivroenleiu has carefully

comi)ared the results of Volkmann and Thiersch in

their antiseptic treatment of wounds, with those at-

tained at the Ziirieh clini<pie by the open treatment

in similar cases. 11^ finds the results almost alike

under both modes. For purposes of comparison he

makes use of tlie major amputations of the extremi-

ties, fracturis of the loni; bones treated conservatively.

and extirpations of th • niauun.'c, to^i^ther with pya-
mi.'i, septiciumia and erysipelas. His tables are so ar-

ran-^ed as to show distinctly the efTect of other factor^

which influ'iice the result, such as age, sex, the kind
and seat of the amputation or wound, etc., apart Ironi

the mode of treatment. Thus, to give a few of his

figures, of seventy amputations treated antiseptically,

the mortality was thiity per cent. ; of eighty-live

treated in the open way, only twenty per cent. In

regard to the great success of Volkmann in treatini;

compound fnictiires of the leg. mneh greater than thai

under the open tri'atment at Ziirich, the author thinks

that an explanation of this difference is to be foiuul

in the advanced agi- of many of those treated at the

latter place. In the cases of extirpation of the

maminn the open treatment resulted much Ihi' more
f.ivorably. lb' concludes that neither mitlMid hag

pioved capable of averting erysipelas, but that both

liave rendered rare the occurrence of pyu.'mia and sep-

tie:cmia. Under the antiseptic ticatmer.t the time
re ((uisite for a cure is decididly shorti'r, and the func-

tiim of joints better |)rcserved, owing to the frequent

occurrence of prim.iry union. He regards the CHUsli<;

and toxic ipialilies of carbolic acid as of great disad-

v.intage in the antiseptic method, a ditVuulty which
tlie use of salicylic acid may avoid. Then this latter

method is far more expensive than the other.

—

Liimirn-

h.ck'a Archir,W\. l.—Berl. klin. Woeh.. Dee. 0, 1875.

A Case of Ui.ci;r.\tive KNDOCAitnrris Involving
TMic PuLMONAitY AitTEnv.—The following case is re-

poited by Drs. I.ehmami and Van Deventer, of Amsler-
dam. A laboring man of 4(> years was admitted to

the hospital on ^ilarcli 2Ist, 1S75, and the diagnosis

was made of acute croupous pneumonia, in the stage

of resolution, of the lower lobe of the right lung. He
dill well at first, but on April 'iA he was found to Imvc
a pleuritic effusion on the right side also, and on the

thirteenth thoracentesis was perfornK d with Diculafoy's

aspirator, and some twenty-one ounces of |ins witc
withdrawn. This operation had to be repeatid on the

seventeenth of April, but after drawing ab<iut five

ounces of pus no more could be obtained, although
there was evidently more within the thorax. The
patient died (ui the 21st, with symptoms of eiillapse,

but at no time showed any symptoms whatever of

cardiac disease. At the autopsy the right lung was
found coin])re.sscd upwards, and the space between it

and the diaphragm occupi( d by a collection of some 42
ounces of ))ns, divided into two comiiaitments by a

vertical ])artiti(m formed of the thickened pKura,
which accounted for the imperfect results of the lap-

ping. The calibre of the pulmonary artery was foui.d

to contain five fibrinous clots, adhering to the simi-

huiar valves, which latter, though retaining their

normal form, were ulcerated on their free surfaces and
idges, so as to be almost transjiarent. There were alic

similar ulcerations on the lining membrane of the

artery near the valvc.o. There were no thrombi in the

lungs. Under the microscope the diseased valves

were found studded with small lymphoid cells of the

size and form of ]ius cells, and the same was true of

the ulcerated surfaces, where, too, the cells were bulged

between fibrinous threads, which were immediately
connected with the coagula mentioned. At the points

of attachment of these coagula, and also in and among
the pus cells, were everywhere to lie seen ac( unuilations

of round, highly refracting, generally iiumtifonn
liodies, wholly destitute of motion, and wliich lemaimd
almost unaffected by various reagents. These particles

were also found in the blood of the heart, in the pus

friun the chest, and in the canaliculi of the kidneys.

The authors express their opinion that the enipye ma was
thi' primary di.sease, but confess themselves utterly

unable to determine whether the minute bodies they

found were vegetable organisms or merely the <li-

tritus of tissue. This latter (jue-stion, the very un-

u-ual occurrence of ulcerative endocarditis on the

right side of the heart, and the absence of any symp-
toms indicating its presence during life, make this

ease worthy of interest.

—

Berl. lliii. M'ocli., Dec. 0.

1X75.

•Sudden Death with .Vi.nrMiNOfs ExPF.cTonATioK
I oi.i,owiNO Thouaoi-.ntksis.—M. OnlnionI npoits the

tollowing case from the llopital Laiiboisiere. A fe-

male patient was admitted on the sixth day of au
acute articular rheumatism, .\uscultation revealed
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double endocardial murmur, most distinct at the apex
of the heart. She improved steadily for nine days,

but on the tenth day had a relapse of the articular

pains, attended by effusion into Ijoth pleura?. Eight
days afterwards she was .suddenly seized with a vio-

lent attacli of palpitation and dysjuiroa. The effusion

was the same posteriorly, Ijut anteriorly on tlie left

side, tliere was dulness and friction sounds cxtmdcd
up to tlie clavicle. In view of the imminent aspliyxia,

thoracentesis was performed on the left side, Ijut only

CJ oz. of a clear yellowLsli fluid were removed ; false

memljranes constantly interruiiting the escajje of the

fluid. A second puncture was made in the axillary

line, but only a few drops of fluid escaped. Although
the auscultatory signs were unaltered, the patient felt

somewliat relieved. Five minutes later, however, she

was seized with violent dyspncca, and her mouth filled

with au al)undant, frotliy, yellowisli liquid. She spat

up a spittoon and a half full of tliis fluid, and died

t.venty minutes after the operation. At the autopsy

t'le l)orders of the mitral valve were found to be

thickened. The left |)leura was covered witli soft

f.ilse membranes, one-tifth of an inch in tliicl<ness. and
cjutained about half a pint of yellowi.sli fluid. There

was atelectasis of the lower borders of lioth hmgs pos-

teriorly, but they were otherwise liealthy. Tliere were

no traces of puncture of the lung, and no frotliy fluid

in the bnmchi. What was death due to ? Evidently

not to perforation, nor to congestion and osdema, nor

to absorption of the fluid left in the [ileura. 31. Eay-
naud has reported a case of instantaneous death fol-

lowing a simple incision of the skin, and he thinks it

poisibie that death, in this case, was due to a reflex

irritation producjd by the puncture of the trocar act-

ing on the pneumogastrics through the medulla. The
irritation, however, must have acted .slowly, and have
produced an effect analogous to that neuro-paralytic

osdema which is produced in animals by division of

pneumogastrics.

In disiussing a case similar to the above before the

tiociete M.}tHmlc des Ilopitaiix, M. Marrotte attributed

the sudden death to syncope dependent on the sitting

position in which the patient was at the moment. He
did not overlook tlie influence of the derivation of

blood resulting fnnn the evacuation of a large amount
of fluid, but attached more importance to the sitting

position, for he had seen a certain number of ty)ilious

patients, in the stage of convalescence, who had died
while sitting up. From this circumstance he deduced
the rule never to perform thoracentesis with the patient

in a sitting position.

—

Fnince Mi'diccde, Dec. 8th, 1875,

and Mouvcmeiit Medicid, Dec. 2o, 1875.

PetroIjEu.m in the Treatment of Skin Diseases.

—Dr. Maccormac recommends petroleum for porrigo

and favus in preference to other remedies. The plan

of treatment, so far as the scalp is concerned, is to clip

or shave the hair closely. One part of petroleum is to

be added to two of lard. This ointment should be
applied gently but thoroughly once or twice a day.

In cases that have been neglected, iioultices of bread
or linseed meal should lie used before applying the

ointment. After the application, a piece of dry, soft

linen rag may be laid on. and over all a clean linen

cap. Before the next application of the ointment, the

head must be cleansed with black or fish soaj), and
warm water.— The PrtiHitioiu'r, Oetoljer, 1875.

Suppuration op the Lachrtmai., Sacs in In-

F.^NTS.—Mr. Hutchinson, speaking of this uncommon
affecti(ni, says lie has only seen two cases. In both of

these, pressure over the lachrymal sacs caused the pus
to regurgitate freely through the canaliculi. There
was no redness, or evidence of inflammation. He

found it difficult to form any conjecture as to the

cause of the syin])toms in the.se two cases. Both the

children were quite healthy ; in both it occurred so

immediately after birth, that it was difficult to sus-

pect any ex])osure to cold, and in lioth it occurred on
each side, making the action of any accidental cause

improbable.

—

The Lancet, December 18, 1873.

On the An.-vtomt op the Position and Changes
IN Position op the Uterus.—Pausch of Kiel calls at-

tention to the want of agreement between the results

of anatomical investigation and the views of gynecolo-

gists on these matters, the difficulty being referable

largely to the effect of post- mortem changes in the

position of the uterus. He considers the delineations

of Kohlrausch the best tliat have been produced.

They were made from alcoholic preparations, with the

bladder and rectum filled with cotton. In effecting

the post-mortem changes he attributes great influence

to the disapi)carance of the swelling of all the tissues

and of the ccmtents of the vessels, to the contraction

of the muscles, and to the action of gravity, which
now comes into play. Intra-abdominal ])ressure must
also be considered; and as these changes increase with

the lapse of time, it is important that the investigation,

to be accurate, should be made early. As the filling of

the bladder and rectum lead to changes in the position

of the uterus, either in part or as a whole, there is no
" normal " ]K)sition for it, but only a " medium " one.

The attachments of the uterus, he says, consist of its

connection v.'ith the wall of the vagina and with the

circuincervical layer of connective tissue bounded be-

hind by the abdominal cavity, in front liy the liladder,

and laterally losing itself in the connective tissue of

the pelvis. Then there are the well-known duplica-

tures of the peritoneum, and under them he describes

two strands of muscular fibres arching from the broad
ligaments to the pelvic wall in front or behind.

—

Arch,

filv Anat. Phys. u. wiss. Mrd., 1874, 6, p. 702.

—

Scltmidt'n Jahrh., 1G8, II., 1875.

Atrophy op tub Optic Nerve in Pott's Dis-

ease.—M. Aliadie has observed this atrophy in a patient

suffering from Pott's disease at the level of the first

lumbar vertebra, where the first syn-.ptoms had co-

incided with the ocular troubles. He regards it as

probable that in a certain number of cases, atrophy of
tlie optic nerve, without apparent cause, may be symp-
tomatic of a Pott's disease, of which the symi)t(mis

referable to the spine and cord have disappeared some
time before. Tlie ocular complications have not been
more frequently observed, partly because tlie" osseous

lesions have disnp))eared at the time the former weie
discovered, partly becau.se Pott's disease only induces
them when it is located at certain special jioints, as at

the level of the cilio-spinal centre. The above fact is

therefore lield to indicate the pro])iiety, in cases of
atrophy of the optic nerve, of examining the, spine,

and of applying a|)]n'opriate treatment to the angular
curvature, if any should be found.

—

Jovnud de Mid.
et de Cliir., Jan., 187G.

Prob.\ble Intussusception Reduced by Injection
WITH THE Body Inverted.—This method was )Hit in

use hy Mr. Wareu Tay in an infant seven months old,

where the intus.suseeption had been in existence thirty

hours. As much warm water as possible was injected,

while the child was held up by the feet. The relief

was immediate, and tlie tumor which before was felt

per rectum, disappeared entirely. Mr. Hutchinson has
repeatedly insisted, that it is not material whether air

or water l)e injected, but it is very important to have
the patient held up by the heels.

—

Ilie Lancet, 3&ii\x-

ary 1, 187G.
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THE ARMY MEDICAL SERVICE.

The medical stuff of our own aimy i.s not iilono in

its discontent concerning increase of rank and paj'. In

Great Britain, for instance, tlie dissatisfaction concern-

ing thu privilig's of tlie line ofiicors compared witli

those of th:' medical staff is so great, tliat it is almost

impossible to (jblain candidates for the entrance exam-

ination. Indeed, the government has been, for tliis

reason, compelled to postpone such examinations, and

the vacancies created by dcatli and promotion are not

likely to be filled l)y first-cla.«s men. For a short period

after 1S.")S that service seemed to be quite popular with

tlie profession, as it held out reasonable hopes of fair

remuneration for the time being and a promise of

future increase in rank and pay, commensurate witli

length of time in the army, increase of experience and

consc(iuint increase in nsefuli\ess. Soon, however, the

j(^alousy of the line manifested itself in many curtail-

ments of rights, positive and relative, until the army

surgeon virtually linds himself in the same position as

lie was liefine any of the reforms, which he had so long

asked for, had been initiated.

Tile London Laiicrt, in speaking of the drawbacks

of this l»ranch of the service, refers particularly to the

slowness of promotion, and tlie almost certain prosjiect

" that a young man, however able, industrious, or am-

bitious, would have to retire at the end of twenty-tiv.<^

years' service—most of it foreign—with the mere rank

and pay of surgeon- major." All this time the train-

ing for the medical profession is becoming more difli-

cult and expensive, at the sainit time, by a recent war-

rant, tlie work of the medical officer is increa.sed, and

the pay is diminished. This, then, is the state of af-

fairs in Great Britain, and an effort is to be made

during tin; present meeting of Parliament to remedy

th:; didirulty by appropriate legislatiim.

In Germany a similar dissatisfaction exists regarding

the vexed qu.'stion of increased rank and pay, ai)[M iils

lor relief are unheeded, and there is great diflieulty in

filling the lower grades with competent men. Tho
imdical department of the Prussian army was con.sid-

( red in advance of those of all other countries in the

perfection of its system of ai)poiiitment, promotion,

and pecuniary compensation; but the sliidcs of im-

provement which have b(M;n taken, especially during

the past few years, arc so effectually checked, that imly

such as are compelled to do so stay in the service.

It appears that the Imperial Government has not made
good its promise to fulfil all tlie coudilions of the

army warrant of 187;i, the consequence of which has

been n considerable amount of pecuniary stinting in

the lower grades. The war minister, yielding to the

! [iiessure of professional sentiment, asked for increase

of funds, but with no avail, and the vacancies still ex-

ist. The latter condition of affairs obtains in our own
army, and for a like reason. The same disposition to

ignore the actual value of medical servicers is so stiik-

ingly apparent here, that no young medical man ever

thinks of remaining in the army more than the few

years which may be necessary to' bridge ovi^r the

threatened impccnniosity of his early jirofessional

career. And this will continue to be the case so long

as the authorities refuse to recogni/.e our claims, and

di clinc to offer to us adequate inducement for faithful

and cfRoient services.

At a time when special and renewed efforts are made

to secure the passage of a new law for the relief of our

own army medical staff, this subject of medical army

liills becomes a matter of special interest.

Although the experiences across the water are not

very encouraging, we have reason to believe, in view

of the reasonableness of our demands, that the peti-

tion will be granted. And even then our medical

staff will be so much below that of any other coun-

try, in the matter of rank and pay, that their com-

jjlaints should be viewed in the light of argunitnts to

prove what we ought to have, rather than what we

now ask. If, however, the liill docs not pass, the

trouble of vacancies on the medical staff will not

only continue to exist, but will increase, for the simple

reason that the profession will abandon the idea of

ever obtaining their rights by legislation, and will leave

the army to take care of itself. It may after all be

possible that such a state of things will occur before

justice is done. But we are for the present, at least,

willing to wait and to hope.

THE CAKE OF OL'K IfOSPITAf, PATIENTS.

'fiiK Committee of the State's Charity -Vssociation

has published its annual report, basi^d upon observa-

tions made Concerning the care of the sick poor at

BHcvue Hospital. .\llliough the general condition

of this institution is far from what it should be, and

:illhough many comi>laints of shortcoming are made,

il is a matter of surprise that they an' not even greater

^
ill number and more dillicult, under the present sysl«.'ra
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of management, to remedy. The want of the proper

numl)er of surgical instruments and surgical appli-

ances is certainly a very grave one, and for which

there can be no possible excuse. Neither is there any

good reason why the patients should not have a suit-

able amount of clothing, intelligent and efficient

nursing, or a proper supply of substantial and nour-

ishing food. The want of soap forms a very just

ground for censure of the authorities, and shows as

much as any apparently trivial matter can, the lack of

forethought as to suitable provision of necessaries.

But, taking everything into account, we are glad to

find that it is no worse. With no desire, in the face

of the facts, stated and vouched for, by the C'ora-

mittee, to offer any excuse for negligence in the dis-

charge of sacred trusts, there are, however, many
circumstances to be taken into account when we view

the subject of management of this institution in a

strictly impartial light. In the first jdace .the Com-
missioners are a part of a political machinery which

must be in tlic interest of patronage to party ; conse-

quently many, if nbt all, of the appointments of super-

intendents, orderlies, and nurses must be of a political

character. Altliough this in itself is an evil, it can

never be remedied short of a total abolislnnent of the

wliole system. In the second jilace, the funds appro-

priated to the support of the institution, allowing that

they are judiciously and honestly employed, are lim-

ited, and the Board have to measure the expenditures

accordingly. The greater or lesser quantity of this

appropriation has an important bearing upon the

quantity and quality of tlie food furnished, as well as

other necessities. The food may not come up to the

standard of fitness demanded by a committee of gen-

tlemen and ladies accustomed to the luxuries of good
living, but must nevertheless be regulated by the ])rice

per capita, whicli is so ai-bitrarily regulated by a cer-

tain limited amount of mone}'. Not very long ago
this vexed question was pretty thoroughly discussed

by the Board, when it was determined to shift the

responsibility of constructing a general diet table ujjon

a medical gentleman, a member of the medical staff,

whose fitness for assuming such a responsibility was
unquestioned. Tlie result, as claimed by the Commis-
sioners, is that as nutritious, varied, and suljstantial

diet is allowed the patients as can be obtained any-

where for the amount of money expended. If the

full amount of this special appropriation is honestly

expended, we see no particular reason to complain.

Until the contrary is proved by the Committee, the

responsibility of any neglect in this particular must

rest upon the authority wliich fixes tlie price- Again,

we must take into consideration the fact that the ma-

jority of the patients being i)aupers, they arc not

accustomed, even in health, to what people in the

higher grades regard as absolute necessities.

In regard to tlie matter of so-called extras for those

who are very sick, it is impossiljle to offer any excuse

for not heeding the orders of the attending.physician.

If a limited amount of money is allowed for food in

general, there should be enough of good management

and consistent economy to enable the hospital author-

ities to set apait a so-called hospital fund to meet the

exigencies which are so constant and so pressing in an

institution of this size. This has been over and over

again proved to be |_)racticablc during our late war, in

the management of tlie military hospitals.

INFECTIOUS DISEASES FN SCHOOLS.

Our English contemporaries are much interested in the

discussion of the proper means of preventing the spread

of those infectious diseases among school children

which are obscure in their invasion, mild in their pro-

gress, and variable as to the time when the danger of

pro])agationis past. Whooping-cough being a disease

of this class, and being at the time epidemic in Great

Britain, a great deal is said about it in connection with

practical epidemiology. To prove, however, the diffi-

culty in the way of preventing the contagion, a corre-

spondent of The Lancet states, tliat while health officer

during a recent epidemic of whooping-cough, he issued

a circular to the various schoolmasters and schoolmis-

tresses, requesting them to have all children suffer-

ing, or suspected of suffering, jjlaced upon the sick

list and isolated. At that very time, one of the chil-

dren of that gentleman was suffering from the disease,

and was running al:>out at large, entirely unsuspected.

In fact, it w'as only when this child's bi'others and

sisters contracted it from him that the existence of

the affection was recognized. Of course, nothing can

be done in a practical way to prevent the s|)rcad of

contagion under such circumstances of insidiousness

of attack, but in the more pronounced cases some

effort, at least, can possibly be made to isolate all

those children known to have been exposed. At best,

however, it is a problem for practical sanitarians, and

the discussion which it is likely to receive may yet

end in some practical results.

The Ai,B.\NY Medical College, Reohgakization
OF THE Faculty.—The following gentlemen have
been apiwintcd to the professorshiijs named in the

above in.stitution

:

S. Oakley Vanderpoel, M.D., Professor of Theory
and Practice and Clinical Medicine ; .lohn V. Lansing,

M.D., Professor of Materia Medica and Clinical Medi-
cine; John Swinburne, M.D., Clinical Surgery ; Alliert

Van Derveer, M.D., Surgery ; .lohn V. P. Quacken-
bush, M.D., Obstetrics; Samuel B. Ward, M.P., Sur-

gery; Jacob S. Mosher, M.D., Hygiene and ]\Iedical

Jurisprudence: Lewis Batch, M.U., Anatomy; Maurice
Perkins, M.D., Clieinistry; John P. Gray! M.D., of
Utica, Mental Diseases; Edward B. Hun, M.D., Ner-
vous Diseases; AVilliam Hailes, M.D., .\natomy. His-

tology, and Pathological Anatomy ; George T. Ste-

vens, M.D., Diseases of the Ear; J. P. Boyd. Jr., M. D.,

Diseases of Women and Children ; Cvrus-Mcrrill. M.l).,

Diseases of tlie Eye; Willis G. Tucker, M.D., Chem-
istry; Henry March, M.D., Curator, etc.
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Ueuifius ant) Uoticcs of Cooks.

PKixcrn.Ks OP HrMA.N Physiology. By William B.

^Caki-kntkk. M.D.. F H.S., F.G.S.. F.L.S., etc. IM-
ilcil by llKNUY r<i\vEK, M.B., London, F.R.C.S.
Eijjhtli Edition. Pluladclnlua : Lindsay & Blak-
ISTox, lST(i. 8vo, pp. llTli.

TiiK first notiociiUlc feature of this work is its immense
size anil its unwieldy shape; hut the reader, althoui,'li

lie Wduhl nuuh rather linve one volume in two, us two
in one. is ipiite willing; to overlook tlie forethouirlit of

the puhlishers. in consideration of the j;rent amount
of varied information to l)e found lietween the covoi's.

Although, as the editor justly expresses it, it is impos-
silile to give more than an outline of the more impor-
tant results of recent research, the woik itself, in

regard to the faithfulness with which this outline has
been presented, may be considered a skeleton cyclo-

pa;dia of the science. The principal results of the

numerous physiologiciil researches which have taken
place during the past five years are faithfully and
comprehensively recorded, leaving nothing to be de-

sired by one who wishes for a thoroughly trustworthy

book of reference. These rcJiarks apply with equal
force to the recent improvements in microscopy in its

application to the e.xaminalhm of tissues, as well as to

the philosophical interpretation of the various com-
plex functions of the human organism. The relations

of these are not only explained in a i)ractical manner,
but their liearing upon jjathological anatomy are con-

sidered with II faithful minuteness worthy of the

highest praise. The new methods of making micro-

s<'opic sections are particularly conunendalile in this

connection. The microscopic anatomy of the different

organs of the body and their functions are very elali-

orately considered, while many of the descriptions

given are rendered more lucid by elegant wood-cuts.
This is all that can be said in praise of the work in a

general way. To the jiractitioner it is of the utmost
value as a work of reference, for in it he will find all

that he cares to know concerning the structure ami
functions of the body, and to the student who may be

more particularly devoted to this (larticular brancji, it

is indispensable. We have experienced the greatist

salisfaeliou in the perusal of certain chapters in this

volume, and taking these as indices of the whole work
we cannot say too much in its favor.

TnK Body and its Ailments. A Hand-hook of Fa-
miliar Directions, etc. . for Care anil Medical Aid in

the more usual Complaints .nnd Injuries of Adults ami
Children, etc. By Geo. H. Napiikvs, A.M., MM
l'liila<lelphia : U. 0. Watts & Co. 1S7G.

Tins is a book written for the jjeople, and will doubt
less do a considerable amount of good in the way of

general enlightenment upon medical siibj<'Cts. Tln're

is one thing in its favor which we cannot say in gen-
eral of works of its cla.ss, and that is. it docs not en-

deavor to make the laynuui a self-prescriber. In the

effort to give the most information for the money, the

author occasionally out.steps the boumlsof discretion in

advising his roadei's concerning some of the operations

in minor surgery, which are often difhcult in the hamls
of experts. This will prove no fault in the work if

the layman .in his presumption of self-knowleilge,

docs not abuse the privilege of judging for him-
self when and how any even a simple remedy is to be

applied.

A.snual Rici'oitTR ON Diseases ok the Chest, under
the direction of Houace Doiiei.l, M.D., Consulting
Physician to the Royal Hospital for Disease^ of the
Chest, etc., assisted by Dus. Ai>()i.i'iii'; Waiii.ticii and
R. SlllNOLKTON Smii II. Vol. L, Juuc 1. '1874. to June
1,1875. London: S.mitii, Bluer & Co., 1875. 8vo,

- pp. 328.

Tins is the first volume of a scries which will be pub-
lished yearly, uiuler the supervision of Dr. Dobell.
giving a comprehensive, discriminate, and practical

digest of progress in the treatment of chest diseases
throughout tlic world. The editor has giv^n evi-

dence of great care in the selection of his extracts, and
has amply availed him.self of his extraordinary facili-

ties for gathering informatiim on this subject of his

report from all quarters of the globe.

Ucports of Societies.

NEW YOKK PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Statrd Meeting, February 9, 1876.

[Du. Chas. K. Briddon, President, in the Ciiaiil

tIR/EMIA AS A CAUSE OK DYSPNOCA, ETC.

Dn. Jacobi presented specimens of the kidney, spleen,

and portions of the respiratory a))paratu.s, removed
from a female |)atient of IJellevuc Hospital, ."^he was
twenty-four years of age, a hard drinker, and had lived

a very irregular life. Last November she had a miscar-
liage at the seventh month, which confined her to

bed for about ten da^'s. Nothing of any importance,
however, could be learned concerning the symptoms
from which she suffered on admi.ssion. She stated

tliat she had a •'cold" for ten days, and that three

days before admission she lost her voice and liegan to

suffer from dyspncea. Kxamination of the limgs gave
only negative results. Respiration was 2C-;iO

;
pulso,

120-140; temperature by vagina, OOA" ; extremities

cold. Dr. Jacobi saw tlu' patient for tlie first time the
ilay after her admission, Feljriiary 5th. At tliat time
she was aphonic, and was suffering from dyspnica.

The latter was of a twofold character; in the first

place showing all the signs of laryngeal obstruction,

at the same time the frequency of the respirations

]iointing to an abnormal condition of the lungs. On
careful examination of the latter organs, there were
evidences here and there of bronchopneumonia. In
looking for the cause of the laryngeal trimble, it was

I

found that the tongue and pharynx prcs( nied a very

unnatural appearance. The former was red, but not
denuded of epithelium, was dry and hard, showed a
number of elevated papilhr. and a number of well-

defined grooves between. The pharynx was in about
the same condition. Altogether, the parts pre.sinted a
scaly appearance, similar to the condition of psoriasis

on the external surface. lutrodiu'ing the linger into

the throat, the epiglottis was found stilT, hard, and
thick, being more or less immovable during respira-

tion. The larynx appealed to be in the sanw condi-

tion as the tongue. It was thought that the diseaso

extended even beyond this point, and afforded an in-

stance of a rare affection of tlii' air-passagi's. charac-
terized by an e|)ithelial growth in the foim of scabs,

which sometimta necessitated operation for the dys-

pntca which it occasioned. The di.ignosis in a gen-
eral way, however, was pharjiigitis, laryngitis, tra-
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cheitis, and broncho-pneumonia. Laryngotomy or

tracheotomy was not advised iu consequence of the

lung complication, but the dyspnroa increasing it was
considered imperative to open the larynx, and the

operation was performed by Dr. Welch, lionse-physi-

cian, with temporary relief. Slie soon after grew
worse again, and died February Cth.

The tongue, epiglottis, larynx, trachea, and upper

bronchi, having been preserved in fluid, did not, of

course, show the dryness noticed during life, but

throughout their whole extent they were hypera'iiiic.

The muciparous follicles of the trachea were somewliat

swollen. Although tliere was some thiclvening in tlio

air-passages, tliere was not enough to account for tlie

dyspnoea. After death, there was found a certain

amount of oedema of the lung, due prolialily to lier

dying condition. Dr. Jacobi believed that the dys-

pncea liad l)eeu due to a large amount of l)lood-vessel

dilatation, which partly disappeared after death. Be-

sides being oadematous, the lungs presented evidences

of lobular condensation. The spleen was enlarged and
lobulated. The principal interest, however, centred

in t1ie kidneys. The urine had uot been examined
during life, but the kidneys were in a condition of

disease which had undoubtedly existed for a long

time. Both organs were in a state of advanced
nephritis, and contained abscesses. In regard to the

question of diagnosis, the latter specimens were of in-

terest in proving that the original cause of the conges-

tion in the niucinis tract was not appreciated during

the jjatient's life.

DRYNESS OF MOUTH IN BRIGIIT's DISE.\SE.^

Dr. Sugdin remarked that Dr. Draper had called

his attention to the fact that an unnatural dryness of

the mouth and throat were very significant symptoms
of chronic Bright's disease. In a number of instances

he had been alile to test the value of these signs.

Dr. J.^coci stated that the observation w.as undoubt-
edly correct, and that the case under consideration was
an exam])le of the sort. In answer to a riueslion fi'om

Dr. Loomis, he remarked that the broncho-pneumonia
could be explained by the want of air in the lungs

reducing the pressure upon the blood-vessels, and in

its turn inviting congestion and inflammation, but he
V)elieved that the oedema was simply a result of the

dying condition.

DIPIITIIERI.\.

Dr. Lewis Smith presented the air-jiassagcs of a
child ased six years, who had died of diphtheria, Feb.
7th. This patient had a brother three years of age
who was attacked with the disease at the same time,

and in the same way. Both had dyspna?a. hoarseness,

and loss of voice, and in neither were thei-e any signs

of pseudo-memljrane iu the fauces. The temijeratnre

in each was about 100° F.
,
pulse 95, and in the begin-

ning (Feb. 2) no albumen iioi rasts were found in the

urine. Both were able to lun around, and the only
symptoms of trouble were those belonging to laryn-

geal obstruction. Quinine was ordered for both chil -

dren, three grains every two hours for the older, and
half that q\iantity for the younger. The latter child,

however, -was exceedingly olistinate, and the medicine
could be given only at very long and irregular inter-

vals, and practically s])eaking it was without any
treatment wliatsoever. His brother, six years old, was,
on the contrary, very anxious to take his medicine,
and submitted patiently to the persistent use of the
vapor of lime water, l>y Codman and Shurtleff's (Bos-
ton) ajjparatus. On the second or third day of at-

tendance a consideral)le amount of fibrinous exuda-

tion was expectorated, but the relief was only tem-
porary, the dyspna'a returning, and continuing to

increase until deatli occurred Feb. 7.

The urine was not albuminous until thirty-six hours

before death. Although no casts were discovered, the

urea was iu great excess. The yountjer child, despite

the lack of treatment, was living at the time of mak-
ing the report, and was as obstinate as ever.

At the autopsy made by Dr. Satterthwaite the lungs

were found in a semi-collapsed state. The pericardial

sac contained two drachms of transparent serum. The
surface of the heart was normal. There was a large,

firm, white clot in the right ventricle, extending into

the pulmonary artery. In the right auricle there was
also a large, dark clot with light centre, and slightly

adherent. The cavities of the left heart contained a

moderate amount of blood, which had a " tarry

"

appearance. A small point of diphtlieritic dejiosit,

not more than two lines in diameter, was found upon
the left tonsil. There was, however, a firm exudation
covering eveiw portion of the larynx and trachea, en-

tirely enveloping and concealing the vocal cords.

This exudation was traced down to the bifurcation,

and along the bronchi, to the left side. The left lung
was examined, but no memlji'ane was found below the

first bronchus, merely a thickening of the mucous
membrane by injection. There were no signs of pneu-

monia in this lung, although some signs of pneumonia
were found in the upper lobe of the opposite one.

The case was one in which, in the opinion of Dr. Smith,

tracheotcnny might have been followed by recovery.

The membrane in the trachea was too thick to be fa-

vorably affectetl by the spray.

Dr. Satterthwaite, by invitation of Dr. Smith,
gave the following description of the lesions found
iu the right lung : The pseudo-membrane was traced

until it gradually faded away in the bronchi of the

tliird degree. Beyond that point the mucous mem-
brane was injected, and somewhat thickened. The
upper lobe was in a condition of pneumonia, as well

as upper portion of lower lobe. The middle lobe was
merely congested. The bronchial glands were en-

larged to a considerable extent. In the upper portion

of the air-passages, where the membrane was thick

and adherent, it had an opaque, cheesy appearance, but
lower down, where it was thinner and less adherent, it

was more translucent.

The examinations of the spleen, kidneys, aud lung-
tissue were made in conjunction with Dr. Edward
Curtis, a detailed report of which was promised.

A short discussion ensued iu regard to the supposed
antiseptic effect of quinine upon bacteria, the opinions

exijressed being decidedly in the negative.

MYOCARDITLS AND SYPHILIS.

Dr. Bcrchard presented a heart removed from a
young man aged twenty-five years, who, for the i)ast

fifteen years, had been addicted to the excessive use

of alcohol. Dr. Burchard was first called to see the

patient November 2i). who was at the time suffering

from an attack of double ]>neumonia. The case ))ro-

gressed favorably, and resolution was taking place

when, on the tenth day. he was seized with a cliill,

whicli ushered in a double acute ])](urisy .and pericar-

ditis. A diagnosis of these conditions was made ac-

cordingly, and subsequently confirmed by Dr. Loomis,
who was called in consultation. No particular points

of interest marked the case until January li), when
the patient began to experience excessive dyspnoea
and great deterioration f]f strength. Dr. Loomis
again saw him, and at that time made the diagnosis
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of myociiiclitis. Durinp; tln^ Inst week in Jainiaiy tlio

patient tlcvcloijcrt well-maiki'd sypliilick". The stii'n;j:lli

riipidly failed, l\w dyspna'u givw more and more ui-

{lent, and on Sunday evening, Fclnuaiy 7, he died.

Tlie autopsy nn-ealed excessive efTusion in Imlli

pleural cavities. The lunjjs were conipaiatively liealt liy.

altliuu;.;Ii coMipiessi'd l>y the effusion. The pericardial

sac cimtaiiu'd an imnnnse amount of scrjus efl'usion,

an<l its surface covered with plastic <^fTusion. The
heart was enlarged and dilated, ami the substance of
its w.ills almost entirely replaced by interstitial cellii

l.ir i;i-owtli. The liver was cirrhotic, and the kidneys
cidarged and waxy. In some tiil)ules there were im-
incnse deposits of uric acid crystals.

Hit. l.oo.Mis, in connection with the forc£;oin<» case,

remarked that his experience had led him to believe

that myocarditis \va.s of much more frequent occur-

rence in connection with attacks of acute endocarditis

and pericarditis than the statements of authorities would
lead u^ to believe. In the present instance thcdia;j;no-

sis was very easy. The action of the heart was exceed-
iiiLjly feeble and lab<ired, and tiie sounds peculiarly

indistinct. Me expressed the opinion that the train of
clu'st symptoms was due to syphilitic infection, whiiii

did not declare it.sclf until the eruption appeared, and
after the luntrs and heart had been involved.

SvrUir.ITIC .\ND SIMIM.E r.VCIlVMENIXGITIS.

Du. Skguix exhibited a section of the diseased dura
mater, presented at the previous meetin<j by Dr. A. II.

Sniitli, in order to prove not only that tlie diaynosis

of {jummy tunuu' was correct, but to exhibit some of

the microscopic charactei-s of the growth.
lie presented a second specimen, likewise a section

of the dura mater, the lesions of which were simply
inflammatory in character. It was removed from a

gentleman of Texas, wlio had been sent to Dr. Seguin
by Dr. Iladden, on account of persistent headache.
Five weeks before that time the patient had been ex-

posed to a very hot sun, and although not snft'eriiiL;

from any of the sym|)tonis of sunstrok(! at the time,

lie sul>se(iuently was attacked with headache, from
which he never entirely recovered. The headache
WHS tirst seated in front, about tlie median line, over
the region of tin: anti'iior fontanelle. It gradually ex-

tended backward in a symmetrical fashion mitil it ulti-

mately l);^came seated in the occi])ut and liack of the

neck. His pulse was ii't, and regular. He was ex-

amined very carefully, and nothing was found upon
whicli the diagnosis of organic di.scase of the brain

could be bas''d. and for the want of a better name the

malady was calli<l eong stive headache. The patient

went to the country, and, returning again in the tall.

died. Dr. Seguin did not .see him at the time, but had
been inforinetl that he had died comatose. There had
been no dilllculty of deglutition at anytime, nor para-

lysis of any kind. Dr. Clymcr, who had seen the case

in considtation, wa.s reported as non-committal in re-

gards to a diagnosis.

The autopsy was made by Dr. Iladden, and shuwcd
a large clot over the convexities of both hemispheres

on the external surface of the dma mater, and enve-

loped b 'tween it and another membrane of new forma-

tion. This latter was formed originally as the result

of inflammation, was embryonic in charac^ter, and cnn

tained a large nuiuber of newly forming blood-chan
nels. This condition of things wasnuit<! satisfactorily

shown under the microscope to the members. The
opinion was expressed that one of these blood-chan-
nels had ruptured, producing the effusiim in the sub-

stance of the n 'W growth, giving the said effusicm the

gross appuaraucea of a clot between two membranes.

Dii. Sej.i. exhibited the cervix uteri rMnov<d by
operation from a lady in Statin Island, the mother of

lour children, who had sufferid for the la.-t twelve

years with all the distressing nervous symptoms which
are associated with chiouic enlargement of the organ.

The operation was very satisfacloiily peifoiined by
means of Dawson's battery. The patent promised to

make a good recovery.

The Society then went into executive session.

<SorrEspoui)incc.

THE METRIC SYSTEM IN I'RKSCRIl'-
TIONS.

To THE EuiTon OF The Medical Recoud.

Siu :—Can we not, at least those of us who are not too
old to learn new things, make an elfort to introduce

the metric system into our prescriptions? [Scientific

men, the world over, here as elsewhere, adopt it for al-

most all measurements, whether of weight, length, or

capacity. It has for several years been legalized in

this country, and it is universally acknowledged by all

who take tlie trouble to learn it to be the most satis-

factory and convenient system ever proposed. Why
then is it not adopted by a profession which claims to

advance with the age I Simply bec^ause men are too

indolent to spend a half hour in acquiring the few data
which would enable them at a nionieufs notice to

translate a grain and ounce prescription into a metric

one. If they will simply remember that a yruiinin) is

aljout 15 grains, or the quarter of a drachm (Troy),

and that ao grammes weigh about an ounce (T.), the

tiling is done. A few weeks' jjiactice will enable

them to thill/,: in the metric system, and save the

trouble of tianslatiug their ideas into it. Surely it is

worth while to ilo this, and to get rid of our present

system, in which we have, for instance, ounces of three

different weights, viz., ? i. (av.) — •l;(7.5 grains, f. 3 i.

= 4.55.50 gis., and ; i. i^Troy) = 480 gis.

In writing a prescription by the metric system, the

quantity of cadi ingredient is exi>ressed, in nuilliples

or fractitms (decimal) of a common unit, which, of

course, will be the gramme, thus :

GKAM.MKS.

IJ Ilydrarg. proto-iod 1.

Kxt. lactucarii y.

M. Ft. pil. No. Ix.

iir

CRiuyes.

I; Strychniie sul|)h.,

Acjdi arseniosi, iTil 0.015

tiuiniie sulpli 2.

Ext. gentian, co q. s.

51. Ft. pil. XXX.

I have adopted this plan niy.self, and w<iuld most
seriously urge it upon the attention ol tnosi' who have
not travelled the bad old way so long, that a new
departure is impossible,

Ilespectfullv v<iurs.

11. U. I'.

Qeoiioic OitEiCN U.\.s<ovi;n, F.U.C.S., one of the

SiirgeuDs of St. .Mary's anil l.ioek Hospitals, Lt^ndon,

died in that city of pleuro-pneuuionia, Jan. :iJ, in the

forty-sixth yiurof his age.
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NOVEL USE OF APOMORPHIA.
To THE EniTOR OF TiIE^MEDIC A L^RECOEU.]

Dear Siii:—The report of tlie following case may be
interesting to your readers, so far at least as it suggests

tile valu:; of the coni|)aratively new remedy, apo-

morphia, in a class of cases in which I have not heard

of its having been used. On the SOtli of November,
1875, I was called to sec a little l-)oy, three years old,

who had, two hours previously, accidentally swallowed
a biconvex lenss-slmpsd tin whiitle. I found it lodged
near the cardiac teruiinus of tlis oesophagus. The little

fellow was sulfering considerable pain, writhing his

body when he attempted the act of deglutition,

which act seemed irresistible every few seconds. A
small quantity of bread and water was given him to

ascertain whether the oesophagus might be completely

occluded. He rejected itaUuost immediately, witli no
admi.vture of the stoniacli contents. I then adminis-

tered hy[)odermically in liis arm the one-twelfth ( ,'v) of

a grain of apomorphia. In three minutes, by the

watch, the emetic quality of the drug was manifested

by pallor. He was then placed on a bed, flat on his

belly, when, after tlirec or four violent attempts, he in

one heave emptied entirely the stomach, the wliistle

taking the lead, and ringuig, as it fell in the Ijasin,

produced a most agreeable sound to the ears of the

anxious mother, who before had but little faith in my
expedient. Tlic whistle measured 1 ,'^|,- inches in dia-

meter. The child, when seen an hour later, was bright

and running about as well as ever.

Respectfully yours,

Ed. T. Robinson. JI.D.
EionMoSD, Va., Feb. 21, 1876.

©bitiinrj).

JAMES HINTON, M.R.GS.

The death of the distinguished aurist and metaphy-
sician, Jlr. .James Hinton, of London, was a very sad
surprise to many of his friends in the United States,

who did not know of his illness until the announce-
ment wa-i made in the London pai)ers that he had
died on the Kith of December, at St. Michael's, in the

Azores. Mr. Hinton was about 52 years of age wlien

he died. He had retired from -practice about a year
and a half before his death, for the purpose of engag-
ing in some studies very congenial to his disposition.

Among otiier subjects, the expression of force and
truth l.)y means of drawing and painting, was one to

which lie gave a great deal of time during the last few
years of his life. He was a warm admirer of Constalile

and Turner, and he proposed to give a series of lec-

tures to selected hearers during tlie next spring and
autumn in New York, New Haven, and Camljridge,
upon the study of art. Mr. Ilintoii's enthusiasm, on
this and other .subjects that interested him, was
marked, and seldom failed to elicit responsive atten-

tion and sympathy from those who have enjoyed his

entertaining conversations. Althougli Mr. Hinton was
the author of several works on various suljjccts,

"Tlie Mystery of fain: a Book for the Sorrowful,"
" Life in Nature," and was also a frerpient contriliutor

to the English magazines, he was chiefly known in

this country as a successful aural surgeon, wlio con-
tributed largely and well to the knowledge of the pro-
fession in otological science. His papers on the Pathol-
ogy of the Ear, in Guy's Hospital Reports, the Appen-
dix to Toynbee ou the Ear, the article on Aural Disease

in Holmes's Surgery, " Questions in Aural Surgery,"

and the Atlas of the Membrana Tympani, have made
for him a reputation which perhaps will be as enduring
as our language. Mr. Hinton studied medicine at St.

Bartliolomew's Hospital, in London, passing his exami-
nations in 1848. He spent a year after this in .Jamaica,

having taken charge of a cargo of free negro laliorers

going from Sierra Leone to that island. He visited

New Orleans, but embarked for England from that

place without having been in the Northern States. He
married in 1853, and (iractised as a surgeon in Jjondon
for some years. In 1855 and 1850 he spent much time
with Mr. Toynbee, and arranged his famous museum
for the illustration of aural disease. Mr. Ilinton re-

tired from practice in 1858 or 1859, but returned again
in 18(53, and was appointed Aural Surgeon to Guy's
Hos|)ital, a position that he retained until his final re-

tirement. He also succeeded to Mr. Toyniiee's (irivate

practice in 1864. Mr. Hinton was looking forward
with great interest to his proposed visit to America,
where he had many admirers. The coining Interna-

tional Congress of Otologists was one of the attractions

from which he promised himself much satisfaction,

and of which he spoke in all his late letters to his

friends ou this side the water. Mr. Hinton was a man
of decided religious couviction.s, l)elieving firmly in a
personal God. It is often thought, that in order to at-

tain great success in any calling, there must be a prefer-

ence for th;it aliovc all others. Mr. Hinton's life is an
evidence that a man who is constantly hoping for a day
when he may forsake the avocation by which he earns

his bread, for cuie more completely to his tastes, may
yet be eminently successful in his enforced occupation.

But we may not tiiink that Mr. Ilinton had a great

distaste for his profession. He enjoyed even its

laborious details, which he worked upon with industry,

genius, and skill, and he acquired a large and lucra-

tive luactice, so that his waiting-rooms were among
the most crowded of London

;
yet he always seemed to

feel that there was a larger field for him than the prac-

tice of aural surgery. .lust as he had well entered upon
the prosecution of that, he passed into immortality.

Mrs. Ilinton. two sous who are graduates of Cam-
bridge and Oxford respectively, and one daughter
survive Mr. Hinton. D. B. St. .1. R.

CHANGES IN THE PUBLIC SERVICE.
Official List of Clmnrjct of Slntions and Duties of Of-

ficers of the Mediad Departinent United States Army,
from Feb. 20th to Feb. 2G?/i, 187G.

AUMY.

McKriB, J. C. , Surgeon.— .Vssigned to duty as At-
tending Surgeon at these Headquarters. S. O. 15,

Department of California. Feb. 15, 1870.

Stouuow, S. a.. Assistant Surgeon.—Assigned to

duty at the Presidis of San Francisco. S. O. 15,c. s.,

Department of California.

WiM.iAMs, .1. W., Assistant Surgeon.—Ordered be-

fore Army Medical Board, New York City, for exami-
nation for promotion; upon its coinpletiim, to accom-
pany the first detachment of recruits to Department of
Dakota, and until it is forwarded, .assigned to tem-
porary dutv at Fort Columbus, N. Y. H. S. O. 34,

A. G. O., Feb. 31, 1870.

Steinmetz, TV. R. , .Assistant Surgeon.—Assigned t(f

duty at Fort Wallace, Kansas. S. O. 38, Department
of the Missouri, Feb. 10, 1870.

De Lofpre, a. a.. Assistant Surgeon.—.Issigned to

duty at Cam|), near Cheyenne Agency, Indian Ty.,

S. O. 28, c. s.. Department of the Missouri (now known
as Fort Reno, Indian Ty.).
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fllcbical items anb Nevus.

ViKCiiow.— A. word about Vlrclniw, and I will

close. All in nil, hi! is one of tlu' most r('m!irk!ii)l<>

liU'tlif:il mill I ever knuw. His jrvstmiid is Ijy no
means stiikiny. He is below the averai;e (ternian

stature, of a ilinj^y eonii>le.\ion, ami with an inipas

sioneil i'.\])ressiiiii ; one fails to detect the depth of

liis researches in science, or the strong will or tlie cut-

ting sarcasm which characterize hiju. An hour in the

PatholoLfisches Institut easily demonstrates his accu-

rate study in that part of medical science to which he
lias devoted the most hours of the best i)art of his

eventful life. His political tenets, at variance with
those of the chancellor of the empire, and in sym-
pathy with that large radical party of Germany whose
ideal may be seen in nearly every European govern-
ni'nt of to day, call it by whatever name you please,

liberalism, radicalism, or conservatism, have devel-

ojied an inm will and a bitter sarcasm which make
him a species of terror to the government. In other

ways is he remarkable. Always late at his lecture,

and appearing now but twice a week, he has time
enough, apparently, for the numerous demands made
upon him. On tlie same day he is to be seen from
nine to eleven a.m. in the Pathologi.sches Institut,

demonstrating, with a vast array of material, cellular

pathology; and from five to seven or eight p.m. in

the Chamber of Deputies of Prussia, of which this

week lie was elected vice-president, over the ncnnina-

tion of liis predecessor; later, hard at work in the

Hoyal O-'Ographical Society. Besides these olticial

appointments lie is chief editor of a popular journal

of science, contributes occasionally an article to scien-

tific bodies, and gives popular lectures in the winter.

I have alluded to his life as an eventful one. It may
not be generally known on our side of the water that

in the revolution of 1848 he fought as a common
soldier behind the trenches; that he was forced to

abandon his professorship here on account of his po-

litical doctriu' s, and that he went to Wiirzburg, where
the buok of his life—the exposition of the cellular

pathology — was written ; that the government was
obliged to recall him to his dejiartment in the uni-

versity on account of the urgent demand of scientific

men, who recognized his worth by die new book
;

that later Prince IJismarck challenged him to a duel,

whose ai-crptance he had the counige to refuse; these

and many other events of his life make Hndolph Vir-

chow one of the most conspicuous men of the day in

Germany. I am told that lie regrets the comment not

long ago made about him, that he was a severe criti<'

as to til • merits of other men. Virchow is poor, lives

on th • second llight, and complains that he cannot
live :is a gentlcanan of his staniling should.—A'.M^wn

Meilioil and Huri/iad Journal, L'Xlevfrom lierlin.

SUM'IIITE OF SOUA IN .\CUTE DvSENTKKY.—Dr.

John H. C. Gazzo, of Thebodeau, La Fourche Parish,

Lu., wishes to call the attention of the profes-sion to

the virtues of sulphite of soda as a remedy for dysen-
tery. Hj employs it in the following manner:—

IJ Soda sulphis 3 i.

Acid salicylici 3 ij.

AijUiC dcstil 5 V.

Syiup. idsa galli., U. S. P,
Tine, opii 11, iiil. 5 gs.

Syrupi v.inilla 5 '•

Jli.sce. Fiat uiistura.

The mi.\tnre was given in half tablespoonful dosip,

wilh an e(inal quantity of fresh milk every half hour.

On account of its aniiseptic and disinfecidnt proper-

ties lie believes it can be employed in the form of an
enema, and that it will not only destroy or annihil.ate

the offensive, decayed, .-md pulrid evacuations, but will

also give considerable relief to the patient. The ordi-

nary means for kei'|)ing ui)the circiilati<in are also cm-
ployed, such as stimulating antispasmoilic liniments
to the bowels and limbs. All of his cases did well.

TllANSACTIONS OK St.M'E SOCIETIES AND MeUICAF-
•Idiunai.s.—The editor of the I'hihulcljihid Meiticul

Tiiueii, in noticing a nuinljer of volumes and pamphlets
of State Transactions, says :

" The amoinit <jf money
which is yearly expended upon the printing of Trans-
actions, of very little or no value, in the I'nitid Slates,

must be enornunis. It seems to us that it would be
far better if every County or State Society would siib-

seribe to some journal, to be supplied cii iiKiK.ti- to its

mi inbcrs, i)rinting nothing but tlie merest outline and
liusiness minute.s, and turning into a useful channel
the yearly sum now bestowed upon the typographer.
A live weekly or bi-weekly journal would bi' a con-
tinual stream of light in many a place now sitting in

darkness, and one year of trial would, we are con-
vinced, render the present plan utterly obsolete. The
success of the IJritish .Medi<'al Association dates from
the time when it created and furnished to its members
the Brilisli Miilical. ,/ournitl. 15y massing numbers, it

bi-conies possible to furnish a costly journal at a very
small price per cojiy. Ten thousand subscriptions at
two dollars make twenty thinisaiul duUais, and would
support a much more princely j.ninial than could be
furnished to tliiee thousand subsciibeis at four dollars.

The strength of numbers is nowhere more a|i|)arent

than in journalistic eiiter])rises. and, in s])ite of the
enormous anuuint of journals published in the United
States, the need of journalistic light was never greater
than at present. The number of the journals pullli^lled,

instead of making them superior, tliicjugh tin' stimulus
of competition, renders them weaker, through the

want of food. The sub.scription list being small, the
outlay ujjon the journal must be proiiortionatc. Let
u^ hope, then, for a consolidation of American journals,

and also for the ab.indonment of the Transaction |)ub-

lieation, and the adoption, by State Societies of gene-
ral subscription to journals in behalf of members."

Cii.MiGEs TO Ci.EitdVMEN.—The Americitii Medical
Wi'eklij speaks in favor of no charge f(M' professional
services to clergymen. On principle we believe the
doctrine to be correct, but there are many exceptions
1(1 the rule, which may occur to every poor practitioner

who may consume valuable time in attendance ujion a
wealthy minister.

OiiAiiLES O'Keii.i.v, E.si]., M.l), on his retirement
from the office of Uesideiit Piiysieian of the City Hos-
pital, Hamilton, Out., was pie.senled with an elegant
service of plate. It is uniicces.sary to say that this is a
purely English custom.

Medicai, Theses. —The Lon'mriUr .\ftdirnl Kncs
slates that the Medical Department of the I'liiversily

of Ijouisville h.ave decided to aboliNh the requirement
uf theses from canilidatcs for grailuation.

.Swallowing Aktificiai.Teetu.—Twocn.ses of this

accident have been recently leportetl in the English
journals.

FiiOATlNO Kidneys.— Dr. .1. Wickhani Tegg, of
Liindini. wants iiifonnatiun concerning cases of lloat-

ing kidneys.
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The Ai.umni Association of the College of Phy-
sicians aud Surgeons held their eighteenth annual
meeting on the evening of Feljruary ^'3, in the

College Hall, corner of Fourth avenue and Twenty-
tl'.ird street. The retiring President, Dr. Alfred S.

Purdy, was in the chair, and opened the proceedings
with the delivery of his address. lie lucidly and
tersely explained the cireuinstances attending the

collapse of the effort to unite the college with Colum-
bia College. The proposal, when first made hy Presi-

dent Barnard, had found great favor in the eyes of the

counsellors and trustees of the medical institution, as

they had been for years endeavoring to raise a fund of
$1011,0110 for the endowment of a chair of patliological

anatomy, and expected great pecuniary assistance as

the result of such a union. But the endeavor had
failed, and the Alumni were now compelled to trust

to their own exertions. It was never contemplated
that they should raise this large sum by their own un-
aided efforts, but it had been justly considered wise
to attempt to raise as much as they could, say al)OUt

lifteen thousand dollars, and then to make a public

appeal. About five thousand dollars had l)een sub-

scribed, and t!ie McClellan legacy would give them
about lifteen thousanil dollars more, so that tliey were
now in a condition to renew the effoits which had
been abandoned when it seemed probalile tliat all

which they desired to accomplish would be done for

them by Columbia College. At the conclusion of the

President's speech the usual routine of business was
entered into, and all the rejiorts were read. Then
came the work of renewing the organization by the

appointment of fresh otlicers, and this resulted in the

following officials l)eing chosen: President, W. H.
Draper, New York

; Vice-President, Alexander Dough-
erty, Newark, N. J. ;

Secretary, George Bayles, New
York ; Assistant Secretary, C. S. Bull, New York.
There was no balloting for the office of Treasurer, as

the a|)pointment is conferred by the Trustees. After
the nominations had been adopted, the meeting ad-
journed to the 2yth inst., when the Alumni dniner

took place.

Sm.\li. Pox Hospitals in JIontke.\i,.—We learn

from the Caiuuhi Mcdicalcuid Sii.rgicnl Jmn-iial that two
small-pox hospitals have been established in that city,

one for the French (Catholic) and the other for the

English (Protestant) people. Dr. La Kocque is pliysi-

clan to both these institutions, much against the wishes

of the British C^anadians, who prefer Dr. Dugdali.', the

liealth othcer. The latter gentleman declines to serve,

and thus the matter stands.

NcLLiPAROUS Uterus.—The diagnosis of nullipar-

ons uterus is still under discussion, aud the Obstetrical

Society of London have appointed a committee to

investigate and report upon the wliole subject to the

Society.

Fkbncii Senate.—Four medical men have been
elected members of the newly constituted French
Senate.

Toothache.—Dr. J. Sawyer {Practitioner) cures this

troulilesome affection with tincture of gelsenihuun in

fifteen-minim doses, every six hours.

NuiisiNii.—A Metropolitan and National Nursing
Association for providing trained nurses for the sick

poor has been inaugurated in London. Five ladies

are already working in connection witli the Association,

and go from house to house disi)ensing their Good
Samaritan offices. Being under "distinguished patron-

age," a British contemporary thinks that the Associa-

tion will be a success.

An Aiitifici.^l Ice Rink has been constructed in

Chelsea, England, hy Dr. John Ganigee, the distin-

guislied veteiinarian. The ice is produced by the

rapid evaporation of ether. This latter is accomplished
by an air-pump, worked by a jjowerful engine. By an
appropriate apparatus the ether is afterwards con-

densed, and can l.)e used over and over again in the

same way. With the exce|)tion of the steam-engine,

the whole apparatus is automatic.

The London Mbdicu, Examiner.—^V'e understand
that the programme determined on by the ])ro|)ri('tor

of the Londiiii Midictil Exiiniinrr was too independent
and radical for Dv. Milner Fothergill, who had fieen

engaged to act as editor, and that since the second
week of the appearance of the Ex.iminer, j\lr. Oakley
Coles, the author of "Deformities of the Jlouth,"

and the editor of the Monthly Rjiiiew of DenUd Sur-
gery, has become both proprietor and editor.

Treatjitsnt op the Insane in America.—Dr. John
Charles Bucknill, the well-known British alienist,

writes a letter to The Lancet (Feb. 3), defending the

treatment of the insane in America, in answer to a
recent editorial on that suljject in that journ.al.

Diseased Pork.—A pork butcher of • Bradford
(Eng.) was recently committed to prison for digging
up the carcasses of pigs which had died of typhoid
fever, and exposing them for sale.

The Washington University School of Medi-
cine, Baltimore, held its uintli annual commence-
ment at Ford's Theatre, Feb. 24, 1876. The degree of
doctor of medicine was conferred upon thirty-two

graduates. Dr. W. C. Kloman, Professor of Anatomy,
delivered the address. The exercises were enlivened

with a])i]ropriate music.

New York Eve and Ear Infirmary.—The fifty-

fifth annual report, for the year 1870, has just been
published. During the period mentioned nine thou-

sand four hundred and tifty-seven patients have been
treated in the institution, classified as follows: Dis-

eases of the eye, G,574 ; of the car, 2,315; of the nose
and throat, OOS. The average daily attendance was
120; of these three- fourths of 1 he cases were for eye
diseases. A statistical reijort of forty cataract <ipcra-

tions. jjcrformed l)y the surgical staff, Drs. Noyes,
Althof, Eno, Derby, Cutler, Bull, and Callan, has
been compiled by Dr. W. Oliver Mooie, Resident Sur-

geon, and is a very instructive and suggestive docu-
ment.

College of Physicians and Surgeons.—The
commencement of this institution took place Marcli 1,

at Steinway Hall. A full report of the same could
not be prepared in time for the present issue.

Weekly Bulletin of Medical Societies.

Monday, March 0.—New York Neurological Society.

Pathological Society of Brooklyn.
7Vr«/i-(i/. Mai-ch 7.—N. Y. Obstetrical Society, N. Y.

Derniatological Society.

Wednesday, March 8.—New York Pathological So-
ciety.

Thunclay, Marcli 9.—New York Laryngological So-
ciety.

Friday, March 10.—N. Y. M-dical Journal Associa-
tion. Peri-nej)hiitic abscess in children, by Dr. V. P.
Gibnej'.

Sittiirday, March 11.—New York Medical aud Sur-

gical Society.
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Original Comtuuiiicatious.

DIl'HTHEKlA.

CONDENSED PKOM LECTrUES DELIVEIIED fS JEFFEIl-
80N MEDICAL rol.I.EOK, ON MAY IIJTU,

17T1I, 20th, and 24tii, 1875.

I5v .1. SOLIS COHEN, M.D.,

LECTCnSR ON'LAUYNGOSCOPT AM) DISEISBS OF TDE TU»OAT AM>
cnssT.

TREATMENT.

IV.)

ToiMCAi, MEASURES ciin oiily lJ2 c'ffoctual »vhcn they
c;iii be tlioiDU^Iily aiiplit'tl tii the entile exudative jjiu-

iluct; iiml their use, therefore, is cliietly limited to

niuuifestatious that are uecessible to vision. It is

generally deenied inexpedient to resort to foreihle

removal of the membranes, although it is considered
allowable «hin they are partially detached at their

tdges and but slightly adherent. Some practitioners,

however, not wisliiiig to limit the action of the caustic

or astringent to the membranes, and doubtful of its

action tluougli th .in U|)on the mucous membrane lie-

ncath, remove th^ patches forcilily, and then cauterize

the bleediug surfaces. Tlie difficulty of ellcctual

topical ap|ilications is often very great, and freciuen'ly

insun>iouiitable, especially «heu the deposit occupies
the upper pharyngeal walls, the internal nasal outlets,

the posterior surface of the palate, etc., localities

requiring the artilicial aid of mirrors to inspect them.
Besides tiiis there is great danger of injuring healtliy

tissues, and thus exciting inflammation, with peihaps
effusion beneath the mucous membrane. In addition
to this, in certain cases the operation causes a good
deal of pain, as well as intense physical and mental
sulTering, and often interferes in this way with the

adequate introduction of nourishment antl stimulus,
particularly in nervous subjects. It is (piestionalile,

therefore, whether it is jU5.tiliable to persist in making
thj applications by force in cases where the resistance

is great, and where the outskirts of the visible deposit
are out of reach.

If there are but a few cireumscrilied patches steadily
extending in circumference, and fully within reach of
instruments, there can be no valid objection to a

single thorough local application, in the hope of
arresting their progress by continuity. Should this

fail, it is hardly likely that anything is to be gained
by its repetition. In employing this method we need
not forget that the first dei)osit is likely to be rejjlaced

by others ; and we are entitled to remember, on the

other hand, that this is by no means universally llie

case, and tliat therefore there is a po.ssibility of getting
rid at once of the local source of danger by a

thorough topical application. Of all the local au'enis

that I have employed, and seen employed by others,

the tincture of the chloride of iron has been by far the

most erticaciiius. It is believed that aqueous solutions
of iron are not as useful as the tincture; and this

leads to the inipiiry whetlier its local action nniy I"- in

any measure due to the alcohol ; Ivacleria are said to

be inevitaiily killed by immersion in absolute alcohol
;'

uud it may be worth while to determine whether the

org.misins present in the diphtheritic exudation may

* BuKtian snd otticn.

be destroyed by its local application. Tincture of tin-

chloride of iron, lirst recommen(b'<l by Dr. lleslop, of
Birmingham." and by Gigot and .bidin.f is at ijrismt
the favorite topical remedy with most j)ractitioners

Jodin ^ believes that it penetrates the vegetatitn
completely, limits its action on the surface, and nniy
be absorbed without danger; that it modifies the
hemorrhagic condition which constantly surrounds the
points of exudation, and provokes a desire to expec-
torate which facilitates the expulsion of the morbid
products. He calls attention to the necessity of exert-

ing a certain amount of pressure in its application, as
a liquiil simply coui-sing over the parts can have luit

an uncertain action ; and to the necessity of reaching
the entire exudation, as a point spared may be the
source of a new deposit. He recommends gargling
after the application, and repeating both procci^sea

until all is removed. For the nares .syringing does in
.steail of gargling. The proper amount of pressure
cannot be exerted in the larynx, nor the cirenms|)ectio:i

excrclBcd to touch every part. Here Jodin ri commends
tracheotomy and the application of the iron up and
down through the artilicial opining.
There is but little doubt that this rtniedy is cm

ployed with more geneial confidence in its eliicacy

than any other local agent.

The sulphate of iron ( Monsel's salt) in powder has
been found the most etlieacious remedy liy some prac-
titioners. §

Hydrochloric acid, extensively employed at one time
by Bret(jinieau, Tnuisseaii, and others, is larely used by
the active practitioners of the present day. The same
rennirk applies to the local use of nitrate of silver,

and likewise of calomel, once highly extolled by
Trousseau as a pouerful modifier of the diphtheritic
infiammation.

Hydrochloric acid was employed locally by Ureton-
neau before he recognized the nature of the disease,

and still deemed thi^ diphtheritic aspect of parts de-
notive of spliacelus,|| He ajqilied the .>-trong acid at
intervals of twenty-four to thirty houis, and believed
that it arrested the ])idgress of the specific inflam-
mation by substituting another. The funus of hydro-
chloric acid were first employed in the disease in

Cretonneau's time, but their use has bei n abandoned.
Trou.sseau, likewise, also employed the fuming

hydrochloric acid, applied on ebarpie, repeated twice
a day, expecting such modification of the parts after

two or three days" use as to justify the ajjplitation of
less active ag<nts. H(' also enq)l<>yed the conc.ntrat<d
solution of chloride of iron, but abandened it again
for the muriatic acid.

Nitrate of silver is a local rcnu dy that has been
extensively employed, Jind was fii-st recommendid by
Dr. Mackenzie, of Glasuow* as a substitute for the
sulphate of copper. Its use has been highly recom-
mended by Hrelonneau, Trousseau, and many olliern.

Jenner states** that the single itticient application of a
solution of twinty grains to the drachm of water, fre-

i|Uently slays the sjjiead of the exudative inflaminalion,

and he has seen th- same result from the solid ^lick

carefully applied around the |)ateh ; though he lie-

lieves that on the whole hydrochloric acid and water
in equal parts more fictjuently attain that obji ct. He
rcprubHtes, however, the repeated application of these

• M«l. Tlmp^nnl clnjft.-. If.is. p. &,'S.

t 0«i. (lis li..|i.. l,-,>. |,|,. ...VI. .|.-B.

t l)e III imtnn* <-t ilti tniitiiiii-nt tlu croup ct dcA nnililli* CJlu-nn.*. »e*,
Piiri^ l^.'.ll. p 33.

( Uciinl.lcv : glailnon Dlphttioria, fhlla., 1881, p. TO. Nclwn, N. V,
Ml-*!. Jour.. Jan., is*-!, p. t-t

I Or. cli.. I. li Cues.
5 F.UiiiuirKli .M.-.I. anil Surg. Juur. 1!-!1">, p. KM.
•• Oj. clt , p. 119.

/^
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trong local remedies at short intervals. The solid
]

stick,"iii a holder so guarded that only the cauterizing
|

point is exposed, or strong solutions of the crystals, are

alike used for this purpose. <^f late years this agent

has lost much of its repute in these cases.

Powdered alum was used l)y insufflation as long

back as in the practice of Arebieus,* and successful

results in the early stage of the pharyngeal exudation

have b3en reported by Bretonneau, Trousseau, Pom-
uiier, and many otliers. Fifteen grains, mixed with

sugar, are propelled on the i)arts by an insufflator, or

blown upon them through a quill or other tube, every

three or four hours. Daviotf speaks highly of it in the

lirst stage as generally preventing the formation of

m 'mbranes. I do not think that it is much used at

present.

The local ajiplication of powdered sulphur has been

highly lauded, especially liy Spanish authorities, for

its destructive action upon low org.anisms. Tliere

seems to me to be ample reason to acknowledge its

efficiency in certain epidemics that have been reported,

or, at le.ast, its equality with other topical agents. In

other epidemics, again, it is said to have been useless.

Wlisro topical applications by the brush and pro-

liang are injudicious or imiiractical^le, local medica-

tions l)y the gargle, syringe, or spray douche are (jften

resorted to. Here soUiticms of alum, borax, chlorate

of potassium, lactic acid, carbolic acid, sulphurous

acicl, lime, bromine, glycerine, and tlie like are em-

ployed. The stronger caustic and acid solutions

are not suitable for this method of employnunt.

Simple water, hot, tepid, or cold, as best suits the

patient, impregnated with Cologne water or toilet

vinegar, is a grateful application in the form of

douclij or s[)ray, and often as apparently efficacious as

solutions more medicinal. Wlieu the exudation occu-

pies tlie larynx and trachea, topical remedies are most

suitably administered by inhalations. Direct cauteri-

zations of the larynx and trachea are still occasionally

praoti.secl, but the method has been almost universally

aI)andon'-d as hazardous and ineffectual. Insufflations

of alum, calomel, etc., are rarely employed at the

present tlay either. That the local application to the

larynx and trachea of nitrate of silver, so highly ex-

tolled by Bretonneau, Green, Gibb, and otliers, has been

of groat use in some instances, there is no reason to

doubt. But it may be douljted whether any s|)ecial

beneficent action is to be attributed to the nitrate of

silver, for many indifferent substances employed in the

same manner have likewise proved successful in indi-

vidual cases. It is likely that most of the lienefit has

li.'en due to the mechanical detachment of the mem-
brane removed, or merely loosened by the contact of

the sponge in the execution of the operation. A
sponge saturated with water, or with a weak solution

of carbolic acid, or the like, would then be equally

efficient, and be much less apt to produce intense

spasm of the glottis. By 2)lacing the index finger of

one hand upon the laryngeal face of the epiglottis, it

is not very difficult to carry a sponge prol)ang along

the guide into tlie larynx, and by suitable movements
to reach most of its interior surface, or that of the

trachea, and if it come in contact witii memljranes

they will be removed in part adherent to the sponge,

and will \)0 in part detached and expelled snljse-

quently in the efforts of cough.

In cases where tracheotomy is out of the question,

or where it will not be consented to, it may be justi-

ti.-ible in the face of impending suffocation from

accumulated products to attenijit their mechanical re-

moval in the manner indicated, tlie o])^ration being
completed in as few seconds as possible. There is a
moderate risk of impacting membranes in the trachea

or in tlie primitive bronchi, a result which would ac-

celerate the very condition for the alleviation of which
the operation is attem])ted ; but such instances would
ordinarily be very infrequent. On the other hand,
removal of obstructing membi'anes will facilitate res-

piration for some time, and m.ay save life if there be
no reproduction of them. The responsil>ility of per-

forming the operation is great enough in any instance;

and in case of impaction, immediate tracheotomy
would be necessary.

The agents administered by inhalation are usually

such as have a solvent action upon the morbid product
or keep it diffluent so as to favor its expulsion by
cough. Various alkalies have a certain solvent action

upon the membrane. Lime-water is the most efficient

and promptest, and is at present the most resorted to.

Iodine, clilorine, bromine, creasote, carl)olic acid, sali-

cylic acid, sulphurous acid, and lactic acid are used
for the same purpose. With sulphurous acid I have
had some successful results. These agents arc usually

admininistered in the form of .sprays.

Bromine vapor has been highly recommended by
various oliservcrs. Ozanam throws a large pinch of

table salt or of bromide of potassium upon boiling

watjr, and adds gradually a teaspoonful of an aque-

01 s solution of bromine, a drop to the ounce. The
vypor is inhaled slowly and deeply througli a funnel

of glass or paper. Leuthlen saturates a spon gein a

solution of two parts each of liromine and lironiide of

potassium in one hundred parts of distilled water, and
holds it l>efore the patient's nose and mouth, much in

the same way as administering an autesthetic.

The vapor of ammonia has been recommended to

excite vomiting and expectoration.

TKAcnKOToMY..^-Wlien there is such evidence of

false membrane in the larynx and trachea as to threaten

suffocation or asphyxia, and emetics and inhalations

fail to effect its expulsion, the operation of traeheotoniy

is indicated to enable removal of the membrane in the

first place, and respiration through an artificial open-

ing, below the point of obstruction, in the second.

If tlie membrane should occlude the bronchi to any
extent, there is little to hope from the operation

;

but this condition is very difficult to determine, on
account of the transmission of morbid sounds from
the upper passages. The most reliable indication is

continuous and increasing dyspntea with gradlial as-

phyxia, but unaccompanied by incurvation of the

tissues above the sternum, or to any considerable

extent at the base of tlie thorax, or in the intercos-

tal spaces. If the tissues named are drawn in to

any great extent with each inspirating effort the in-

dication is that the impediment is cliietly in the

larynx or trachea, and much more is to be e.xiJected

from the operaticni. Great stridor in inspiration indi-

cates olistruction at the glottis. It is not expedient
to go fully into a consideration of all the points in-

volved in the question of tracheotomy, as that is a
sul>jeet that requires a careful study of itself. In a re-

cently pulili.shed essay,* to which I may without undue
pretentiim refer such of yon as are interested in the

subject, I have carefully gone over tlie subject in all

its important bearings, and ijresented the p7-os and
cons as impartially as I am able to do. It will

suffice to state that the 0])eration has been successful

in many cases apparently hopeless, and promising but

* Bretonneau, op. cit.. p. 43.

1 Miiinoir.:. etc., Sydenham S
,
p. 371. * Croup iu its Kelations to Tracheotomy, Philadelphia, 1S74.
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little success. On the otlier liand, it often fails even
in i)i<)niisinjr cases. Jlueli depenils on the seleetitm of

cases, the proper performance of the operation, and on
the after-treatment. There is no insuperable contra-

indication to the operation, unless it be evidence

of tlie deposit of fibrin in the cavities of tlie

heart. Amesthesia is admissible, if sensation is

inta<t, but must be employed with great I'aution. The
operalicm mu^t be deliberately performed unless tlie

emergency is sueli that the patient is sure to mffocale

during the dissection. As a rule, hemorrhage should
be restraiiiid before the trachea is incised. Tlie false

membranes present in the larynx and trachea should
be removed by extraction and suction (with syringe

or with i)ipettet, before any tul)C is introduced. Fi-

nally, the most assiduous attention must be paid to

the after-treatment, as regards disease, wound, and
tube. The tube should l>e dispensed with if praeti:a-

ble, and should 1);' removed as soon as there is no fur-

ther indication for its use. Aljove all must it be kepi

in mind that the operation merely offers a possibility

of recovery by affording a means of cflicient respira-

tion during the continuance of the disease. It will

help the patient to live through the evolution and de-

cline of the disease, but it cannot cure it. It is a

chance for life which should not be denied the |>!iti(iit.

if tlie conditions are such that it can be |)rop( rly at-

tended to afterwards ; and the SDoner the operation is

licrformed after it is indiiated, the better tlie hii|ie of

succe.s,s. The operation is rarely successful in adults.

chiefly because the si/.c of the larynx is such that the

mechanical imiiediment to respiration is not suflicii nt

to call for an artilieial opuning below it, until after

the exudation has invaded the bronchi. I know of
but three or four records of success after tracli'otomy

in the adult, while the records of success in children

may be counted in hundreds, some of them in subjects

much less than two yeai-s of age, although success is

very rare at this early period of life. The main iudi-

cation.^, after the o|>iration, are to keep up nourish-

ment to sustain the patient, and to encourage or to

provoke cough, to k<ep the air-passages dear. All

treatment should be subservient to these ends, so essen-

tial for a favorable termination to the case.

The manner in which I have become accustomed to

treat diphtheria, modified of course according to the

exigencies and individualities of the case, may be

stated as follows : The patient is placd in the most
convenient room of the house, encumbered with as

little furniture as practicable, care being taken to pro-

vide for due ventilation and an equable temperature of

7.1 F. Great attention is given to nourishment, and
to systematic alcoholic stimulation, when the strength

is becoming exhausted. Th/ nostrils, when doggi'd,

are iLssiduously cleaned by douche or syringe. Tinc-

ture of tile chloride of iron is given in full and fre-

(luent doses, and applied locally to any circumscribid
patches that can be reached in their entire extent. A
continuous evolution of steam is kept up in the apart-

ment so as to moisten the air ; the throat and nostrils

are ke|)t as clean as po.«sible by douches of a weak
solution of carbolic acid (two grains to the ounce), ami
tha same is occasionally administered by inhalation in

sju-ay. As soon as there is any evidence of inorliid

product in tlu' larynx, or parts below it, inhalations of

the fuines from lime in process of slacking * are ail-

ministered for ten or fifteen minutes at a time, and re-

peated every second hour, hour, or half-hour, according:

to the fireiloin of respiration and the moisture of the

bronchial rfdes. I give the vapor from shieking lime

• Gotgcr, Med. •nd Sorg. Reporter, PhUii,, McrcliH 18)!t.

the preference over inhalations of the spray of lime-
water, though I have seen good effe<ts from the latter,

and sometimes alternate the two methods. If the lime
dues not appear to suit the case, or if its good elTects

an- not continuous, inhalations of tlie warm spray of
bromine, a grain to the ounce of water, with a grain
of the bromide of iiotassiuiii. are substituted. SlmuUl
tiese likewise prove iiuHicacious I u.se the snlpliurous
ac ill spray. If the laryngeal symptoms increa.se. and
a<yliyxia is to lie dreaded, I advise tracheotomy as
siicin as there is marked inspiratory incurvation of the
intercostal, substernal, and suprasternal li.vsiie.s, with-
out waiting for the period of cyanosis, provided that
no respite is procured by the inhalations, or by tiie

action of emetics.

I am inclined to regard saturation of the atmo-
sphere with steam * as one of the most valuable ele-

ments of the treatment of diphtheria in the presence
<ir exudation in the air-passage ; the object being to
supply to the exudation an abundance of water to
replace lliat which is lost by evaporation or coagula-
tion in its traiisformatiou into membrane, and thus
favor its detachment and expectoration. With this

view I often keep up a continuous evolution of steam
so great as to loosen the wall-paper in papered apart-
ments.

Oertel,t a recent authority of some notoriety, jilacea

Ins main reliance in this agent in the treatment of
ili|ihtheria in the stage under consideration, with the
\ lew of promoting almndant suppuration beneath the
adventitious meml>rane to loosen it, and preventing
the jnopagation of the cryptogamic growth, which he
slates cannot penetrate into the tissues through the
layei-sof pus.

There are a variety of expedients for obtaining a
suthcient evolution of steam. If there is a stove in
the room, a vessel of water containing small articles,

sueh as handkerchiefs and napkins, may be kept
iiiiiling. If this be insulHcient, wet cloths may be
hung up about the room and be changed from tiiiie to

time. A wash boiler may be brought into the room,
a'.ready tilled with boiling water, and an attiiidant

stand by it lifting out articles of clothing on a stick,

and then iinmersing them and lifting them again,
kieping it up all the time. .V second vessel sl:ould be
ready to replace the first one as .soon as its water fails

to furnish sullicient steam. Buckets of water may be
brought to the bedside, and hot bricks or bits of
leated iron dropped into it. Water may be poured
over a hot shovel now and then to get u|) a sudden
eiipious evolution of steam for the moment, and so on.

.\ tin kettle may be altered so that a long wide spout
is let into its side high up, to direct the steam towaids
the mouth of the patient, and can be fe<l by an alcohol
l.iinp or one of the cheap gas stoves in c<.nimon use in

( ities. If a funnel-.sliapeil tube is .soldered into the
eciver so as to dip down into the water, the supply of
steam will be more copious. This croup- kettle is in-

r\:pensive, and may replace the iiioie perfect instru-

ment. The air of the apartment should be kept well

ventilated by an open window in an adjoining room
or .stairciusc, a screen formed by a sheet hung over a
line being placed in front of the door of communica-
tion, or around the bed to screen the patient from
ilraught. If the room is large, the bed may be
l>rought do.se to the stove, and shi-els may be hung
rouna it so as to retain the steam in its vicinity. The
1' inpcrature of the apartment may be maintaini-d at
so", 83° or even 'J0° F. This st«aining is kept up

• \VBnn*T; Da Cnnip ct do "(on tnitfim-iit imr le vniwtir d'l-au,

' Zieii.io -n's Cyrloiiwlia, New York. \uL i. \>. (TIB
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night and day as long as tlieru is any occasion for it,

tlie amount of heat and steam Ijeing tlieu lessened

gradually.

In order to assist in the early destruction of the

memliranes, and to afford inlets tlirough them for the

penetration of the \vatei-y vapor, I resort to the vapors

of slacking lime as recommended liy Dr. Geiger, re-

peating tlie proce.'is every hour or so, or wlicnever the

character of tlie respiration indicates impediment due

to tlie presence of mcmlirane or its reproduction. Hot
water is poured upon small pieces of unslacked lime

in any convenient vessel. A large piece of stiff

wrapping paper, folded into a funnel-sha])ed cone, or a

stiff paper bag with one corner cut off, and inverted

over tlie vessel serves to direct the vapor towards the

mouth of the patient. Tlie patient must not Ije l)rought

too close to the hot vapor, and liis eyes may l)e protected

l>y a clotli or the hand of tlie attendant. Tlie el)ulli-

tion of tlie lime in slacking forces numerous minute

particles up in the steam that rises from the vessel, and
are taken Avith it into the air-passages. It may lie that

the lime does not act chemically on the memliranes.

and merely wedges them uj) mechanically here and
tlu^re, permitting better access of the aqueous vapor

;

but that it acts beneficially in forcing the expulsion of

shreds of meinliiane, casts, and the like, tliere is no

doubt.
This treatment is likely to induce a catarrhal jinen-

monia, but if it saves the patient from tlie immediate

dangers of suffocation, that is a secondary matter to

be attended to subsecjuently. I have seen numbers of

chi!dr3 1 saved by this treac^iunt, who, to the best of

my uli'inent, would have perished without it; some
of tliem Ijeing cases in which it was believed tliat

traclieotcnny held out no chance of a successful ter-

mination.

THE SPRAY TREATJIENT FOR INFLAM-
MATIONS OF GEN ITO-URINARY

TRAtiT.

By E. BRADLEY, M.D.,

NEW TORE.

In a paper which I read before the New York
Medical Journal Association, a year ago, I called the

attention of the profession to the use of 'the spray "

in the treatment of inflammations of the bladder,
vagina, and womb, and presented an instrument v\liich

I ci'vis'd, and Iiad been using for some time in the

treitment of those diseases.

Since that tiuie I have used the instrument very
extensively, and have found it of so much service

that I again take the liberty of bringing it before the

profession, in the hopes that they will be induced to

give it a trial, feeling confident that all who use it

will find this means of medication infinitely superior

to the uterine probe (armed with cotton) the use of

injections, glass jtubes, and all other mettns of iiitra-

iifcriiie (ipplimtion. By its use we are enabled to reach

every [jart of the uterine cavity, and bring our medi-

cated substances to bear directly on the mucous
membrane.
My plan has been to first spray the uterine cavity

with tepid water, after which I use solutions of iron

(sesquichloride), iodine, carbolic and salicylic acids,

of different strengths, as the cases may require, adding

to the solutions a little morijhine where an unusual

amount of tenderness exists.

During the past two years I have had the satisfac-

tion of seeing many obstinate cases of cystitis and
endometritis yield to the use of the medicated spray,

after resisting many other modes of treatment, and I

have never yet experienced, in using it, any inconve-

nience from uterine spasm or excessive pain.

The instrument is made of vulcanized rubber (capa-

ble of resisting the chemical action of any substance

which one would be likely to use in the cavities of the

bladder and womb). It is made like the ordinary

spray instruuient, with the addition of a lo/i<j arm,

properly curved, to enter the cervical canal, and to

pass into the bladder, and if displacements of the

womb are met with, tlie curve can be changed to the

proper angle to suit the case by heating.

The accompanying wood-cut gives a good idea of

the instrument I am now using.

Many cases might be given in detail illustrating the

happy effects of this mode of treatnunt, but I will

leave that for some future article, in the hopes that

this will suffice to induce my professional brethren

and all progressive synecologists to give it a trial.

Before closing this article, I desire to add that I

have found it necessary in some cases of cystitis

(where the bladder was very sensitive, and its walls

much thickened from inflammationj, to use the spray

very sparingly, and to meet such cases I am having an

instrument constructed (similar to the one described in

the accompanying wood-cut) with the addition of a

channel or groove, so as to admit of the exit of all tlie

air from the bladder, thereby relieving the tension of

its walls

^ 1 W. 24th St., New Yoiik. ,,,..;

British Aemt Medical Department.—One of the

proposed measures of reform and amelioration of the

Army Medical Department of Great Britain is likely to

take the form of what is called short service. Medical
students, as soon as they have obtained the necessary

licenses to practise medicine and surgery, will be in-

vited to compete for positions in the army on the un-

derstanding that they will only be required to serve in

it for a limited period, say ten years, at the end of

which time they will be free, or rather be required to

retire. A certain bonus, the amount of whicli is not
settled, will be given them on retirement. This ar-

rangement, while it may help the government in

tilling vacancies, and will do away with the retire-

ment on pensions, will very seriously weaken the ser-

vice by depriving it of the skill and experience of the

old army medical officers in the administrative de-

parfinents. It is proliable, however, that some modifi-
cation in the general plan will be made to remedy this

difficultv.
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©riginal Cccturc.

GALVANISM IN SK IN DISEASES, N.l^lVrS,
FAVrs. niLKCMOXOL^S SOllOI TLIDH,
rEMririGus, molluscum contagiu-
SUM, ETC.

BEIJfO A CLINICAL LtXTUIlE DELIVERKD FEB. 7, 1870,

Bv PROF. HENRY G. PIFFARD, M.D.,

rNMVBBSITV OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK.

(Rei'outed by Dr. Geo. K. Fox,)

Gestlemex:—As this is the Inst opiiortunitv I will

Imvp of iiddressini; you Uefore the close of the winter
session. I cannot let the occasion p;iss without ask-

ing your attention to a certain jihysical force which
may sonietinus ren<ler efficient service as a remedial
a<;ent in connection with diseases of tlie skin, as well
as those of other |)arts of the hody. I refer to galvan-
ism. This agent may he used in five diffen'ut ways
in tlu' tre.itment of disease, and with results varying
with tlu' maimer of application. In two of these the

galvanism is employed indirectly, in three directly.

In the former it does not enter into or modify the

tissues, hut induces other phenomena which are then
employed remedially. In the hitter it does enter the

liody and directly affects the parts. These applica-

tions are

:

1. To excite an induced electrical current in a coil

of wire surrounding a temporary nnigiiet (iiidireet).

2. To produce aituh/sis (ilirM).

i. To i)roduec ebrtrohjuis fdircrt).

4. To produce eodiiiihituni (ilirei-l).

T). To produce an intense heat in a small piece of
piatinuni or other metal (iiKlirert).

The nature and effects of the induced electrical cur-

rent have already heen fully expljiined hy on(^ of your
other teachei's. and need not detain us at present. The
otlu'r four applicati<uis of galvanism 1 shall allude to

;

liut hrietly. and simply to explain them, in order that

you may olitain a clear idea of the fiuidanuntal jirin-

ciples which underlie the cnii>loyment of this agent,

and the kinds of phenomena which it is capable of
producing. Attempt at detail would trench tmi deeply
upon the time at our disposal.

By oiliih/.tix we n\ean a modification of nutrition.

If the current from a galvanic hattery, composed of a

lumher of cells properly joined, be passed through
the liody hy means of moistened sponge-covered ilieo-

'

phones applied to the surface, we may in one instance, I

by stimulalinLT tlie ner\-ous system or the circulation,
]

exalt the vitality of parts in which it is depressed ; in

another instance we may subdue ])ain : in a third, re-
!

move pruritus; in a fourth, hasten the resolution of i

an inflammation: in a fifth, reduce an infiltration;
|

and in a sixth, cause the parti.nl or total disappearance
of a tumor. These are all effected by modifications
of the local nutritive processes, whereby absor|)tiim is

rendered more active, and nornuil action supplants
the pathological. As these changes are effected slowly,

^

it will be impossible for me to give you a demon.stra-
|

tion of them. i

By rhrtrofi/fU, on the other hand, we mean the di- !

rcet decomposition and destruction of tissue elements,

and of the Muids wliiih surround them. The simple-t

illustration of the electrolytic effects of the <;alvanic

current is the decomposition of silinc solutions. If,
j

for instuucc, the current be passed through a solution
j

j

of iodide of nota.'-siun), this compound, as well as the

'wilier, is split up into its compomnt ehnunts. By
"living at the screen (a niagi<- lantein was arriing(cl

1 with a glass cill containing a dilute solution of piila>K.

I

ioil. at its focus; into this were introduced wins
connected with the poles of a battery) you will see, the

moment the current jiasscs through the fiuid. un active

cliaiigo occurring in the s<iIution. At one wire we s<c

a lirownish discoloration, at the other the developmi nt

of numerous bubbles. Oxygen, acitls, and similar

bodies collect in llw neighboihood of the ])ositivc

pole; hydrogen, alkalies, and liasic sulistances at the

n gative. In this instance the oxygen, resulting from
the decomi)osition of the water collecting at the posi-

tive pole, rapidly oxidizes the metal of which the

wire is composed ; the free iodine, also eollicting at

this point, discolors tlie solution in the neighboiluiod.

I

.\t llie other pole the potassium is fne. but. biing

riadily soluble, is unperccived ; while the hydrogen.
\ unalile to combine with the wire, escapes in the form

1
of little bubbles. If now, instead of dipping the

wires into a saline solution, they are plimged directly

into the body, the same phenomena will occur, and
the tis.sues and fiuids in their immediate neighliorhood

will in like manner be split up into tlieir elements or

into simpler compounds. As the tissues, however, are

Very complex in their eom])osition, additional pheno-

u;( iia occur. These arc, first, an appreciable elevation

of temperature in the wires, which effects a slight

cautiiizing action upon the parts; and secemd, at one
eif the pedes a slight tcndcne-y te) the coagulation of

alliuminous anel fibrinous substances. This latter

e-ffee t is readily di numstrated. If you again leiok at

the screen (the cell containing the peitash sohiliem was
replaced by one ceintaining albunieMi, and the wires

adjusted as before) yeni will sec, when the circuit is

eleised, that bubbles of hydreige^n appear at the nega-

tive wire, but at the sanu> time the i)e)sitive wire is

beeoming surrounded by a dense mass of opaepie ma-
terial, which in this instance is ceiagulatcel albumen.
Freim this we see that ihdrdhj.iis is most active at the

negative, and rnti//i/liiti<>i> at the |>ositive pole. Elec-

trolysis enables us te) destreiy me)rbid growth,", and
ceiagulation enables us to occhidc vessels by the fetr-

mation of clots. The |)articular inelications for these

uses eif galvanism we have not at present time to con-

sider

Tlie last (indirect) application of g.ilvanism is what
is known as the galvano-cautery. If a strong gal-

vanii' current jiasse-s reaelily thieiiigh the wire which
connects its peiles, it deies sei witliemt creating much
disturbance; but if its passage is resiste'el, heat is de-

ve'lopi'd at the jieiint eif resistance. Platinum is a

resisting beidy, anel if a small piece' eif it be intreiduced

intei the circuit, it soem beeemies reel and then white

heit (this was denionslrateel with a small cautery bat-

tery). This heati'el ]ilatinum may then be' used as a

e-eiunler-irritant, as n haniostatic, or for the' eh stiuctie n

eir riinoval of morbiel growths The other day vein

were shown a tumor which I hael reineive'el in this

iiiaiiiier. I will neiw sheiw you a |)holograi>h of the

p.itii lit before the eipcratiem (the pheiteigiiiph was pro-

jieliil upon the screen abeiut twice the si/.e of life; it

ili>playcd an hypertrophiefl jnrptili^im rlifnriilit. which
after removal weigheel (1| euinces). We' must now
h'uve the subject of galvanism, anel give emr atte ntion

tei the patients wliei are wailing in llw anle-reieim.

f'AsK I.—The fiivt one' (a man au'iel I."; years) is emc

wliMiii you will ricoi;ni/.i' as a feirmer case eif Erzima.

To ilay he d(,'sires the removal of a small Xa'vus jnvt

b. ninth his left eyi\ This may be' effi cted in a niei-

niiiit by the introduction of a couple of needles con-
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uectcd -nith the poles uf tlic Ijiitteiy (this operation

ivas then perfoinied). We liave now (lestroyeil most
of tlie euhu'ged vessels, and coaguhited u portion of

the Ijlood. In a few weeks there will l)e l)ut a slight

trace of the nasvus: in a few months it will be impos-
sil)le, perhaps, to discover its foi'mer site. This ap-

plication of the galvanic current is one of the most
effectual and convenient methods of treatment in this

affection. I cannot detain you with fuither remarks
concerning nivviis, as we have to-day an unusual col-

lection of rare and interesting cases, some of which I

may never again have an opportunity of showing
you.

C.^sE II.—A boy, 18 years of age. Four weeks ago
I showed you a case of Favus of long standing, and in

connection with it an ordinary house mouse affected

witli the same disease, and which had been given me
by my friend Prof. Keyes. The present jjatient is

another case of Favus, of two years' standing. As
the nature and treatment of this disease was fully con-
sidered the other day, I shall not repeat what was
then said, but will simply present the ease to you for

inspection, and at the same time pass around a cage
coutainiug a white mouse, which I placed in a cage
with the other one a month ago, and which has con-
tracted the disease from it, and exhibits some favus
crusts witliin the right ear. Remember that this dis-

ease is not only contagions from one human being to

another, l>ut it may also be conveyed fiom mice to

cats, and from cats to children who i>lay with them.
It is important, therefore, that you should be al>le to

recognize the disease in the lower animals as well as

in num.
C.vsE III.—A girl, aged 23 years. Last week we

had a case of Erythematous Scrofulide {hqnis ei-yllii:ma-

tiimis), Ijut this one is a phlegmonous scrofulide, and
presents itself as a small, bluish red tumor upon the
left side of the nose. The tumor is oval, and about
lialf an inch in length and a quarter in breadth, and
looks like a small abscess ready for ojjening. It is,

in reality, a dermic phlegmon, l)ut, instead of being
soft and fluctuating, is firm and hard. The couree of
these lesions is chronic, and their progress exceedingly
slow. It may be weeks or months before they soften
and suppurate. When this oceurs, a tedious ulcer,

discharging a thin, ill-conditioned pus is the result,

with finally an indelible scar. Tliese lesions are, with-
out question, scrofulous manifestations, and demand
a constitutional treatment adapted to this condition.
The indications for local treatment are, in the early
stages, to procure resolution, if possiljle. This may
sometimes lie accomplished with mercurial .and iodic
applications. If softening, however, has occurred,
the pus should be aspirated with a hypodermic syringe,

and a drop or two of dilute iodine afterwards in-

jected.

C.\SE IV.—A man, aged 40 years, with Pemphigus.
Tliis is a di.sease always characterized by an eruption
of bull*, but under the same name have been included
a large number of cases, varying greatly in res])ect to

nature, course, and cause. For instance, the name has
been applied to an affection of ycnmg cliildren, in

which a bullous eruption occurs and runs an acute
course; to a bullous eruption affecting infants who
are the victims of hereditary syphilis; and to various
anomalous eruptions characterized by the presence of
bulhc. I jjrefer limiting the term Pemphigus to a cer-

tain chronic relapsing affection of adults, of which
the case b['fore us is a striking example. Tliis case,

wliich had been diagnosed as .syphilis, was undergoing
the usual specific treatment, ancl passing from bad to

worse, when he first came under my oljscivatiou.

Under the influence of arsenic, a marked improve-
ment in his condition has become manifest.

C.\SK V.—This man presents a tolerably common
and often obstinate affection of the Ijcard known as

Sycosis or " barber's itch." It is an illustration of the

non-parasitic variety, being due to a simple inflamma-
tion of the hair follicles, and hence presents a con-

trast to the cases of ringworm of the beard which ycm
have seen, and in whieli the eruption results from the

))resence of a vegetable parasite, the tricpJiyton Umfii-

riins. The treatment is nearly the same as in the

parasitic affection, namely, epilation, followed by the

white precipitate ointment.

C.\sE VI. is an infant exhiljiting that very common
affection eczema of the face. In this case a pro])er

diet, with the administration of syrup of the iodide of

iron and cod-liver oil, and to])ical ap])lication of any
emollient ointment, will speedily effect a cure.

Case Vll.—I have now the pleasure of exhibiting

to you an extremely rare and interesting affection of

the skin known as MoUuscum contagiosum. The
Ijoy is a patient of Dr. Fox, to whom we are indelited

for this oi)portunity of studying the affection. Scat-

tered upon the breast and liack you notice a number
of button-like elevations rising abruptly from the sur-

rounding skin. Tliey are seen to lie small, flattened

pouches of skin, containing a white, semi-solid, cheesy
matter, which may be seen exuding from a central ori-

fice when ijressure is made njion the sides of the little

tumor. Some of them are slightly umbilicatcd, like

the mature pustules of variola, to which they bear no
small resemblance. The nature of this affection is

very obscure, and its contagiousness has been the sub-

ject of dispute. And now, as I have already trespassed

upon your time, I will merely ask you to observe this

case very closely, that yon may readily recognize it

should you ever have the opportunity of seeing a

similar one. The treatment consists in squeezing out
the contents of the little tubercles, and applying ni-

trate of silver freelv to their interiors.

|)ro0rc3s of iHetiical Science.

When we M.\t and When -w^ iMat Kot Bleed.—
Dr. Henry Moon thinks that the indiscriminate use of
Wood-letting, years ago, destroyed many thousand
lives annually. In some case.s, however, with the

light of modern science, it is still a remedy of great
practical usefulness. In cerebral hemorihage, if the
impulse of the heart be strong and its sounds loud, if

the pulse be regular and no signs of wdema of the
lungs exist, the patient should be Wed without delay.

Here a judicicuis timely bleeding may prevent the ex-

tension of the paralysis from the cerebrum to the
medulla ol)longata. The patient may not be bled, on
the contrary, when the heart's impulse is weak, the
pulse irregular, and rattling in the trachea has already
begun. In acute croupous pneumonia bleeding may be
beneficial when the pneumonia has attacked a vigor-

ous and hitherto healthy person, the temperature being
higher than 100° Fahr., and the pulse rating at more
than 1 20 beats in a minute. In those, however, who are
already debilitated, bleeding increases the danger of
exhaustion. Should the fever in pneumonia be mode-
rate, venesection is not indicated, even in healthy and
vigorous individuals. The result of a bold venesec-
tion in fluxion of the lung, arising from excessive
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ciiriliiio artiim, is [istDiiisliinj;. As soon as the vohiiiu'

of tliL- Mood liiis liccomc U'ssciieil, the pressure tliniiri-

ishes ill the arteries, (lie |)aticnts often tireathiiiLT more
freely lUirinj; the operation. The bloody foam whieh
they were e.iipeetoraliiii; vanishes, and life may lie

rescued from the <;r<atest danj^er hy aid of tlie phy-
sician, nieediuf; sliould never I)e used in cases of

lou'.; standinj^ disease of the heart, except under tin-

most |)rissin'; <-ircun\stanees. In endocarditis Meed-
inir is decidedly injurious, yet at times a condition
exists, such as overehariie of the pulmonary circula-

tion, threatening; (edema of the luiius. when prompt
relief liy diminutiou of the hlood is demanded.

—

llritith MfiUi-al Joarnnl, January 15, 1870.

PuEKPEnvi, Ff.vkk.—Dr. William O. Priestly, in an
address licfore the London Obstetrical Society, i^i\Ns

especial prominence to the ipiestion whether puerperal
fever is a specific disease. He thinks that clinical in-

vestij;ation and patholo'Tical research have both in

recpntltimes been teachini; that what has been called

puerperal fever or fevers are but forms of blood-
poisoning or septic.rniia, similar to those observed in

other than puerperal patients, havina:. it may be. a di-

versity of origin, and intensified and modified, pcr-

Iiai)s, by the peculiarities of the jnierperal state ; but

still they are essentially the same, and do not constitute

a pathological genus apart. Dr. Karnes says that the

origin of the poison, whatever may be its nature, or

ch •mieal compositi(m. has two sources. In the one
case t ic virus is found in the patient's own body, as

the lesult of initial morbid changes in some special

part, which effects eventually the rest of the system :

in the other case the virus is imported into the body
by contamination from without. To the one cla-s

of cis-'s lie applies the term "autogenetic," to the
other, " heterogeni'tic."

A warm discussicm has taken place as to whetlur
pu'rperal fever is e|)idcniic or endemic. Dr. Mathews
Duncan doubts the evidence of its epidemic charae-

ler altogether. As to the contagious (piality of puer-

peral fever, th^ direct proofs have aceuniulaleil to such
an extent that to disregard them would be a plain dere-

liction of duty on the part of a mi'dical practitioner.
—Uritinh Mfiliail Joiirruil, Jan. 8, 187(i.

R.\1MD Dri,AT.\TION OF THE FeM.M.E UuETHR.V.—
Dr. Gjorge Jewett rel.ites .1 case of a girl, 15 yi'ars

old, who had introduced the handle of a crochet-

needle, thnmgh the unllira, into tlie bladder. Tln'

foreign Ixjily was easily detected with the sound.

but it \v:is (irmly fix<-d at botli e.xtremitie.s. and any
effjrt to move it caused great pain. Digital explo-

ration of the liladder was then decided upon.

Ether was adiuiiiistered, and a Xo. l(i male sound
was introduced, th.? index finger, well lubricated, bil-

lowing its introduction. A rotary motion, with

moderate force, brought the linger to the base of tin-

second phalanx, where further dilatation without rup-

tur.' seemed impossible. The bladder was empty, and
the foreign body easily reached. The lower extniniiy

was two inches to the right of the meatus, and wliili-

(n leavoring to lift it imt of the base of the bhubbr.
a sudd<'ii ru()tureof the meatus occurred. After smnr
dillieulty thi' fingernail was introduced under the pipiul

of the needle-handle, and the linger being ginlly with

drawn, the vesical contraction forced the intrnilin:.'

body far out of the meatus. There was niocb rati-

h •morrhage, which ceased spontaneously. The patii iit

was put in bed; opiates were given, and fominlatii'n>

ordered to the pubic region. In two weeks the n-

CO very was complete. Allusion is made to the fact thai

iu such cuses diinou advises two incisions to be made

in the meatus: one supeiiorly, of ou'fourtli a Centi-

metre, the other inferiorly. of one-half a centimetri'.

Jb)»toii lledicid Olid Sunjiiral Juurinil, January 27,

187G.

AMVi.oin Dkcksmcuation of the Jlfscfi.Mi SriiiT-

TURE OK THE IlE.Mn'.—I,e(mhardi"s vioht ink. as a

test of great delicacy for the amyloid degini ration of

tissues, has fully maintained its reputation; and now
Prof. Ileschl. of Vienna, reports that by its use his

:i.s.sistant. Dr. fJreus. has detected this foini of degen-

eration in the vessels and in tissue betwedi the primi-

tive bundles of heart muscle. Prof. H. had never

before succeeded in verifying this state of things,

although suspecting it to exist. The arteries anil ca-

pillaries, anil also the connective tissue surrounding

them, gave the characteristic reaction; and in regard

to the muscular elements it was found that the degin-

eration was manifested in an envelope of homogeneous
nonnucleated tissue, whieh surroundi d with a more
or less complete envelope one or seveial of the primi-

tive bundles, while' they themselves wiae uiiafTected.

In this connection, attention is also called to the iact

that the heart muscle has no sarcolenima. and thus the

amyloid degeneration described above must have in-

volved an enveloping tissue of new foimation. and
presumably exudative in its origin. Ileschl therefore

regards this as confirming his views of the origin of

the like degeneration in the liver, as oppo.sed to the

views of Rindlli-isch. who stales that it is the liver

cells which arc the chief seat of the waxy change.

—

ir.V.i. med. Woi-h.. 2. 1S7G; AUij. mnl. Ceiitrnl-Xtij., 5,

1876.

The Fi.x.vtion of Cociiinkai, C'ahmixk in I.ivino

An.\tomicai. Ei.e.ments.—.Vt the meeting of the tiuii

iti de Biohi/ie on December 11th. M. Pouchet reported

the results of the following experiments: A tabht cf

line carmine was dis.solved in water to the cmisistenoe

of paste, and injeetrd into the lym|)hatic sacs of eight

frogs, a mass equal to about two cubic lines being in-

jected into each animal. In a day or two the leucocy-

tes of the blood were loaded with grains of carmine,

and soon the tendons and lilirous tissues generally be-

came colored by a true imbibition, not by a gianidar

deposit of the carmine. The fibres and cells were
both tinged. When acetic acid was added to a frag-

ment of tendon or aponeurosis under the microscope,

the fibres swelled and the coloration consetjuently be-

came less marked, while the cells preserved tin ir color.

The nuclei were not more deeply colored than the

bodies of the cells. The subcutaneous 'fascia, the

sclerotic, and the non-calcified portion of tin- dental

socket were colored a bright red. The epilhelinni and
the epidermis, the cryst.illine lens and its capsules, the

cornea, the basement substance of the bones and of

the cartilages and their cells, and the muscular sub-

stance presented no traces of coloration. Even the

girotoplasm of the leucocytes was not colored, although

it I'liclo.sed grains of carmine. Tlie nervous ehnunts
were entirely exempt from coloration. A notable jjc-

< uliarity was a light coloration of the external seg-

ment of the rods of the ntina. which disappiarcd

rapidly on the addition of water or alcohol. This

eolorution of the rods is remarkable, because after

death this layer colors very slowly, while the granu-

lar layers do so very rapidly.

Id order to explain this fixation of the carmine wc
must lli-st admit that a small i|uantity of it was d-s-

solved by the alkaline serum, whence it pas-ied, by

reason of special chemiial conditions, into ceitain de-

termined tissues and anatomieal elements It is pos-

si'''.e, however, that had the experiments iiein.coiiliu-
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u:tl loiiijji-. a lander uiiiul)?!- of tissues would liave

bjcn afC ^oted. The coloration did not seem to l)e so

epheinsral as that obtained with indigo-carmine.

The carmine granules disaijpeared rapidly from the

lymph-sacs, having been taken up by the leucocytes,

whicli a])peared to 1)3 increased in numlier. During
the first few days, no free granules were found in the

blood. Tlie red globules contained no granules.

Tlie leucocytes charged with carmine accumulated
rapidly in tlie capillary networks of the liver, kidneys,

spleen, lungs, and medulla of the liones, giving them
a rose color, which was not due to imbiliition, but
was com|)araljle to that produced by a successful tine

injection. If all tlie capillaries of the body were
filled with these leucocytes, of course hrematosis could

not take place, and the animal would die. These
observations formally contradict the generally admit-

ted proposition that living bodies cannot take up
carmine.— Gazette Medical de Paris, Dec. 35, 1875.

Diffuse Phlegmonous Periostitis.—In discussing

a paper of M. Duplay in the Snciete de Chirurgie, M.
Giraldiis endeavored to point out the characteristics of

tills affection, which he claims is very often mistaken

for periostitis, o.steitis, of osteoperiostitis. lie held it

to be cliaraeterized by the gravity of the general symp-
toms, the typhoid aspect of the patient, and the in-

tensity of the fever; locally the supi)Uration is deei)

and alnindant, and detaches the periosteum to a large

extent from the bone. Early resecti(m was said to

shorten the duration of the suppuration, and secure

the preservation of a healthy periosteum, which can

reproduce a bone lint little deformed, and without
invagination of a sequestrum.

M. Trelat thought it was difficult to distinguish

between the different forms of osteitis and periostitis,

and that early intervention, though excellent in grave
cases, miglit be dangerous under other circuinstanecs.

He lu'ld that necrosis is due to suppuration in tlie

Haversian canals. M. Verneuil protested against the

idea that separation of the periosteum necessarily causes

necrosis of the whole bone, and mentioned several

cases where extensive denud.ation of the shafts of the

long bones was followed by the loss of only a few
splinters. M. CJuyon mentioned the case of a cliild

suffering from diffuse phlegmonous ])eriostitis, who
was cured by incisions and drainage.

—

Journal de Mi.d

.

et de Ckir., Jan., 1876.

EpILEP.ST of TlIIltTT-TIIREE Ye.VRS' StANDINii
Cured by Riieum.\tism.—Mr. Edmund B. Whit-
coinlie gives the history of a female, who came under
his observation at the Birmingham Borough Lunatic
Asylum in August, 1870. She liad been admitted ten

years before as an insane [latient, the su|)posed cause
being e|)ilepsy. During the first year (1860) she had
from ten to twenty fits a month, these chiefly occurring
at night. In 1861 she suffered from anienorrlia?a, and
at frequent intervals, for the following eight years, she
had irregular menstrual discharges, at times amount-
ing to menorrhagia. During this period there was a
large increase in the number of fits ; she became anre-

niic, and was very feelile mentally. When first seen
by Mr. Whitcombe (1870), she was thin, very pale, and
complained of frontal headache and jjalpitation of the
heart. Mentally she was depressed, and appeared
frightened at trivial matters. Full do.ses of the tinc-

ture of perchloride of iron and a liberal diet were
given, under which she improved. In May, 1872, she
liad an attack of acute rheumatism, which left her in

a chronic state of rheumatic arthritis, the wrist and
knees being inr;licated. During the following year
(1873) she suffered much, especially from the left

knee, which, in the early jiart of 1874. swelled, became
hot, red, and exceedingly painful. Supjiuration and
partial luxation of the joint quickly followed, and,

after con.sultation, the limb was removed just above
the knee. The operation was well borne, and from
tills time onward she jirogressed rapidly, and in less

than a month was able to sit up ; the stump had
healed, and her general condition had much imiiroved.

In November, 1875, she was in good bodily condition,

and free from pain. She was bright, hapjiy, and
rational in her conversation, and her memory was im-

proved. There had been no epilepsy, nor any sensa-

tion of a coining fit, since June 4, 1872. From the

time the patient was admitted (1860) to the time the

fits ceased (1872), she had 2,531 attacks of epilepsy,

the greatest number in one year being 502. Mr. Whit-
combe thinks the most interesting feature in this case

is the complete cessation of epilejitic fits after an unin-

terru])ted suffering for thirty-three years, and, with
that, the return of the mental power. The use of

medicines, or any improved bodily C(mdition, cannot
be accredited with these satisfactory results. The case

presents itself simply as one of metastasis. The epi-

lepsy succumbed to rheumatism, in which, according
to Dr. Sieveking, a " genuine blood disease " is not
unfrcquently followed " by a jiermanent cure of the

epilepsy."

—

Journal of Mental Science, January, 1876.

Specula for Examining Tins Femai,e Bladder.
—At a meeting of the Obstetrical Society of Edin-
burgh, held July 14, 1875, Mr. Mathews Duncan
stated, that he had recently been |iaying renewed at-

tention to bladder diseases, especially chronic cystitis.

He had rejieatedly dilated the urethra to a large de-

gree, and found that it relieved the cystic symptoms.
Through the urethra so dilated, by Simon's vulcanite

tubes, the interior of the urethia and bladder can
easily be seen. In order that a thorough visual ex-

amination may be made, he now uses common glass

specula, three-quarters of an inch in diameter, or

larger, with internal mirror surface. They show the

inside of the organ, as well as similar, but larger,

specula show the vagina and cervix uteri. The whole
operation of dilating and examining the Iiladder,

exclusive of the use of chloroform, does not take more
than five minutes.

—

Edinburgh MedicalJownal, Decem-
ber, 1875.

t

Tub Antiseptic Treatment of Empyema.—Dr.

Alexander J. Sinclair emphasizes the statement, that

the successful treatment of empyema cannot be car-

ried out without permitting the escape of the' fluid

liy means of an opening. Where, by what means,
and by what method this opening is to be made, and
what treatment is necessary to eifect a cure, are the

important questions. He thinks it is strange that a
fistulous opening is not made at the onset of the

disease, and that the patient should be exhausted by
previous successive tappings, before nature or the sur-

geon has established a patent extenial opening, witli-

out which few if any cures can be effected. lie then
mentions two cases, which wei-e successfully treated,

by opening the cavities in the manner recommended
by Mr. Lister. The best method for the ])aticnt is to

make a fistulous opening at once, this method lieing

robbed of its dangers by carefully making the inci-

sion, and suliscquently dressing the wound antisepti-

call\'. Inde])endi'nt!y of the freedom from danger,

the cleanliness and comfort to the patient can only

be known to those v,'ho have seen the profuse dis-

charge of pus from the ordinary fistulous oiiening in

the ))leura, after emiiyema.-

—

Edinburgh Medical Jour-
nal, December, 1875.
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SUCCESS IN A CROWDED PROFESSION.
As \vc Imvo just recruited the army medical with

lietwcen (lirce and four thousand j^niduates we have

aniilher o|)portunity for inoralizini;; in a general way
on the professional prospcct.s of these new-comers into

our ranks. So lon^ as the bugles blow, the drums

beat, the bunds play, the banners fly, and the com-

nienremcnt addresses are being delivered, there is no

end of cntliusiasm ; and as eaeli young soldier grasps

his parchment commission there is that quiet deter-

mination to succeed in liis future calling, wliicli is

simply terrible to contemplate. No doubt a great

deal of this is a genuine feeling on the part of the

young graduate, and may, witli a few. be kcjjt alive

long after the music has died away and the tinselled

promises of the orators shall have become dinuued by

tlic evcry-day work of the plodding, struggling, and

half-starved i)ractitioner. But even with this few,

despite the enthusiasm, anything like brilliant success

will, we fear, be the exception rather than the rule. This.

1 it is true, is rather a melancholy background to what

woidd oth'rwise be a bewitching contemplation for

evi-ry aniliitious youth; l)Ut facts are cold, stubborn,

and uncompromising, and will have their way.

I
We know that it is the custom for the [irofessors to

I lioid out brilliant hopes to their classes, and to promise

them all sorts of rewards for tlieir labors; Imt by ac-

tual experience, these hopes are seldom if ever realized.

The whole troulile lies in the present system of medi-

cal education, whidi, disguise it .as we will, is carried

' on almost solely for the benefit of close corporations, in

tlie shape of medical schools. There is eveVy induce-

ment offered to enter these institutions, large classes are

desirable liecause they pay, and when the end comes

the graduate is dismissed with a benediction, to find

out too late that their so-called brilliant attainments

are really a drug in the market. It is well enough to

say that there is always room in the front ranks; but

we sliotlUl like to have it proved that even these are

ni'l full to overflowing. We do not mean to be un-

deisfood as saying that there is not need for improve-

1111 nt in the science of medicine, not room for more

brilliant minds, and bettc'r seientitic work; but we are

liasc enough to view the position from a pecuniary

point of view. It is an old saying that a crow can

never fly so high that he is not compelled to come

down to get something to eat.

It is true every one is made to understand, even by

the college professors, that the profession is not one

from the practice of which a fortune is to be gained,

but it is also confidently if not blindly and wildly as-

serted, that by hard work a competency is assured and

an envialile reputation attained. We believe in the

latter condition, but not in tlie former. It is well

known (hat the larger numbi'r of really talented men

in our ranks were poor, and so far as statistics would

seem to prove, the greater a man's reputation wa.s. the

less was his income apt to be. The exceptions to this

rule, even in our own day, are more apparent than

real, for our most successful men in ]>ractice, in a pe-

cuniary sense, are not those most respected for their

U'liniing among their jieers.

Hut the commencement orator, allowing for the

sake of the ai'gument that the lanks are crowded,

still maintains tluit al)ove the common struggling

mass of ordinary intellects there are vacancies of posi-

tion which every conscientious worker may help to fill,

and still there will be room. This is to be understood

as tliat higher realm of thought in which their teach-

ers dwell, and in wliieli there is none of that base rival-

ry fof preferment, and none of that meanness of pur-

po^> which charaet "riz^' the lower stratum of profes-

sional society. Wliile we forgive the innocence of

such an assumption, we are discourteous enough to deny

the fact. If some of these young men should ever

dare, unsu])ported by some college ring, by social

inlhience, or political patronage, to a|)ply for a hos-

pital appointment or j)rofessorship, they may be

somewhat astonished at the amount of jostling, elbow-

ing and toe-treading there is in the upper and roomier

r 'abiis of professional distinction. Talk of the digni-

ty of their profession! What would these aspiring,

higli-minded young men think of their pet |)rofessor

l)Uttou-holing some pot-house politician to obtain a

position on a hospital board ? What would they think

of g ntlemen of standing and intluenec stoo|>ing to

di-^|ilace their bretliren on such a board, for the sake

of tilling the vacancies themselves? liut as this is

all done for the good of the colleges, these freshly

graduated men may, in charity, claim that the end

jiistilies the means.

Tlie majority of these young men, however, cannot

hope as yet to apply tor such a position; but they

inliiiil by hard and conscientious work to prepare

themselves for it. X goodly number, however, must,

during the whole of this time, eani their living. Let
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us for a moment wiitcli their iirugrcss. Starting with

the assumpticin that gnorl, honest work must ahva3's

tell, their livelihood seems a secondary consideration.

The encouraging words of their teachers echo in their

ears so long as they have an overdose of conceit of

their own unaided abilities, and then unappreciated

merit sinks into the struggling, grunil)ling, and un-

successful crowd below. They find that there is no

room to spread themselves above, and consequently

they must be crowded below. They are not now
aware of the fact that there are hundreds of young,

aspiring, energetic, studious men, who, despite their

acquirements, are unalile to gain a decent living.

Even the specialties are so crowded that, iu order to

practise them in some localities, patients are solicited

to come for free treatment to infirmaries, dispensaries,

and college clinics. This may be a method of gaining

a rejmtation, but hardly one for making a living.

Again, does the young aspirant expect to succeed

to his preceptor's business ? Does he cxjject his teacher

to aid iu tlij hand-to-liand flglit with threatened im-

pecuniosity ? From what we know of medical men
generally, we are compelled to dispel his hopes. We
can expect the realization of the latter when we find

any older medical man making more money than he
cares to collect, or having a larger field of practice

tlian he cares to control. The instinct of self-preserva-

tion grows so strong with age, that usually, if there is

any show of help at all towards the younger jjracti

tioner, it has a tendency iu the end to add to tlie influ-

ence and increase the emoluments of the i)riucii)al. If

this young man chooses to be independent of such

help, aud has the right sort of pluck, and is willing

to wait for a vacancy created by the death of some
neighboring practitioner, he will eventually succeed.

"When the "grinders are few," " the almond tree flour-

ishes,"' and the grasshopper is getting a little unsteady in

his jump, he will generally find that he has enough of

business, enough of bread to eat, and will also under-
stand why he cannot afford to throw liis hard-earned

competence into the lap of some expectant and over-

ambitious youngster. In the meantime the latter has

plenty of opportunities for knowing that he is an in-

truder in the neigliliorhood. He does not appreciate

this, when he first hangs out his sign. Tlie mock
civility with which he is usually received by his

medical brethren so completely disarms Ijim tliat he
is rather encouraged than otherwise. This rec<!ption

is considered by some to be in accordance witli medi-
cal etiquette, and the honor and dignity of the youug
aspirant is considered safe. After a while, however,

lie discovers that in proportion as he may succeed in

a small way in practice, iu that proportion his ]iatron-

izing friends grow cool, and he is more than ever con-

scious that he is forcing himself into a company in

wliich his presence is not needed. How often we have
heard it said: " Another doctor has come among us

to help divide up what little patronage we have."

Tliis is tlie l)read-and-butter question, which thrusts it-

self upon every medical community ovci' the laud after

every graduating season
;

yet the college professors

say, year after year, " Plenty of room in the profession

for you, gentlemen. We want you all," and the col-

leges continue to bid for larger classes and to glorify

themselves over tlieir success in oljtaining tliem.

In what we have said we have liad reference to com-

petent men—men who have had excellent opportunities

for medical education, men who should succeed, but

who, in consequence of the crowded state of the pro-

fession, cannot hope for the fulfilment of their ambi-

tious desires. It is very pleasant to think that there

is always room in the front rani;: l.)y the occasional

dropping out of a great- m.an, but the more crowded

the line the less chance is tliere for those at the foot

to feel the motion which the vacancy may occasion.

THE INTEEN.4TI0NAL MEDICAL CONGRESS AT PHILA-
DELPHIA.

If we were not otJ'erwise informed, we might infer

from the tone of the Pliiladelphia correspondent of a

weekly contemporary, that indecision and unnece'isary

secrecy had characterized the preliminary arrangements

for the International Congress to Ijo held in tliat city

in Sept?ml)er next. But this view, as tlie w'riter him-

self almost confesses, is based on th3 fact that he

found it impossible to gratify an over-anxiety to ob-

tain tlie information he needed for publicity at a time

when it was very undesirable that the Centennial 5Iedi-

cal Commission, which was responsil.)le for (lie faithful

preparation and execution of the fully matured |)ro-

gramme, should publish the, as yet imperfectly di-

gested, plan of tlie entertainment they were about to

offer. No one should be so hypercritical as to blame

a generous host for hesitating to exhibit to a prema-

turely impatient interviewer his half -set tallies, which

in due season will groan with plenteousiiess and va-

riety.

The work outlined for a Congress like this is of no

simple kind ; its details must be considered and re-

considered in every possible shape, and what may be

deemed an attractive feature one day may on the next

be judiciously substituted or supplemented by some-

thing of a still more interesting and m.agnetic charac-

ter. It is therefore an unkind stab, inflicted in the

house of its own friend, that the Commission should

be charged with doing, only to undo at the first favor-

able opportunity. AVe learn, indeed, that this has

never been done, except where strength and tone were

to result from the change. The International Con.

gress at Pliiladelphia has the advantage of being with-

out a parallel; no previous Congress of a like kind is

in any way connected with it. It stands on its own
merits, and has no Congressional ancestral line in

which it occupies a jiosition by dii"ect descent.

An original programme can therefore bo effected by
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tilt' untrnmmpllcd Commission, nntl excellent mntcii:il

will 1>L' at its eomniiind. We Imve lueviously alhulid

to intciniitioiitility as a desiniUli^ rliaiaeteii«tie of tin-

Conjjrcss; bvit the Commission must labor inulcr a s:Ti-

ons ditHculty in this respect, however active they may

lie in their clTorts to secure it, in not being able to

know exaetly whom and what to expect from abroad

as contributors and contributions to the attractions of

the sessions. The history of European congresses is

very different; thare is no great ocean to cross, and no

louif ubsauce from other duties required to attend any

such assemblage, so that many distinguished men may

coui? from far and near to mingle in the deliberations.

In such doubt the Commission will be, of necessity,

compelled to arrange a schedule of entcrtaiment, in

which the main work of the Congress will be done by

their fellow-countrymen, while every opening and fa-

cility will be afforded for the reception of all foreign

material that will be offered them. When the i)relinii-

nary programme of each day's work shall be issued, as

we learn it shortly will be, we shall more fully refer to

its salient points.

Ileports of Societies.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE COUNTY Ol'

NEW YORK.
Stated Meeting, Fchriinnj 28, 18TG.

Dk. T. .VdDIS E.MMET, VlCBPKE.SinEXT, IN TUi;

CllAIU.

ox GI.EET. .\ND KSPECI.M.LY OS ITS KEL.XTIONS TO
STIilCTUIlK OP THE URETIIUA.

The discussion connnenced at the last stated meetinu.
upon a paper read by Dr. II. B. Sands, the President.

on the above subject, was continued, and was opened
by Dr. F. N. Otis, who is the chief advocate of tlie

views attacked by the President in his pa|)er.

I)|{. Otis (irst alluded to the relations which gleel.

stricture, and gonorrlnea sustain to each other, and be-

lieves that, inasmuch as all gleet depends upon stric-

ture, and not upon gonorrlnea, the important ques-

tion to be discussed in this connection has refereiii e

to the nature and causes of .stricture, ll.iving settlrd

these, the different kinds of gleet will be sullieieully

indicated. The sunnnary upon this point, accord-

ing to Dr. Sands, and referred to liy Dr. Otis, is that

the causes of gleet are not deteruiined by post-mortem
examination ; that the e.xamiiiations made during life

do not afford any definite information regarding the

causes; and that the effect produced by local meas-

ures, or constitutional remedies and management, do
not furnish any well-('stablished data upon this point.

Dr. Olis conceded the elliciency of nMnedlcs. local

and coiistilutioual, in the treatmi'Ut of gleet, but at

the same time maintained that the ces.sation of the

di8charg<' does not necessarily indicate a cure, and
also that it is very liable to return in consequeiier I'l

trilling exce.ssps of almost any character. Hut, >a\-

Dr. Olis, why go through all this iii(|uiry as to whille r

th(r glei't depeiiils upon a chronic iiitlainmalion, or i^

relieved by constitutional remedies, gleet speeilics, in

jections, bougies, etc.. etc., before asking the question

with regard to its relation to nrclhral stricture V Dr.

Otis raises the question at once, and regards chi(mic

urethral discharges, as a rule, depindant upon stiic-

lures, whether from gonorrhu-n or .some other inllam-

matory process. Dr. Olis does not beliive, however,

that stricture of the urethra is necessarily < nusi d by
L'onorrha'a. It is mo.st often brought to the notice of

the surgeon by that disease, but certain conditions may
have been |)r<'.scnt previously, such as thickening of

the mucous membiane, local spots of irritation, etc.,

which are increased and intensilied by the goiiorilnpn.

The gonorrluea is not the cause in such cases, but sim-

ply aggravates and iutensifics i)reviously existing con-

ditions ])resent in the nrellna. which have given no
special inconvenience until affected by the inllamma-

tory processes of this affection. .\t this point. Dr. Otis

fortified his |)iisition l>y i|Uotations from Tluimpson,

Brodie, Adou. (Jross, and others, sliowing that organic

stricture of the mclhra nuiy depend upon certain

highly irritating conditions of the urine, excessive

venery. and prolonged sexual intercourse, gout, rheu-

matism, masturliation, etc., etc. Depending then, as

it docs, upon such a variety of causes, it is but just

to infer that stricture is present in very nniny cases

in which it has never been detected, and then^ would
be a signal failure in attempting to detect it in any
urethra of a capacity al>ove '2Ti mm. in circumference,

if governed by the limit in size of sounds recommend-
ed by Dr. Sands for commim u.sc.

The doctor then procec'ded to the discu.ssion of the

questions, ^\hat amount of contraction is necessary to

produce prolongation of gleet ; and What degree of

contraction is worthy of being calU'd a stiictme i In

this couuecliou allusion was made to the little ob-

structions, or wrinklings found in the urethra, which
arc detected by the passage of an instrument, and
illustrated upon the urethral casts which have been

exhibited.

These are capable of affording slight resistance to a

free passage of urine, and are points at which the solid

constituents of the urine may accumulate, give rise to

irritation, iiitlannnati(m, and sul>se(pient thickenings

of the mucous memlaane. Now, suppose lh.it two
urethiic are invaded by gonorrha'a, one in the condi-

tion just alluded to, and the other one in which the

mucous membrane olTers no resistance to the complete
pas.sage of the urine, all things lieing eipial, which
wimld be the least likely to suffer fioin subsequent

gleet? Manifestly the one which has offered the least

resistance to the complete discharge of the urinary and
other secretions. Dr. Otis does imt regard the succes-

sive contractions shown in the casts of the urethra^

1 xhibited as typical of a healthy canal, any nu>re than

half a dozen shrivelled hemorrhoids are indicative of

a normal anal orifice.

Dr. f)tis recognizes the fact, that in certain cases

where stricture has been demonstrated to be present

<luring life, the; appearance of tiie nuieous inemliane

after death is a|)parently normal, and gives no evi-

dence of the existi-nce of contraction; but tluit by tlic

passng'! of a bulbous sound the conlraelion is still

recognized, thus indicating the locality of the stricture

to be beneath aiul independent of the mmous mem-
brnne. and resulting from changes which are not

neci's.sarily cicatricial, but may bi' atrophy with con-

traction of the trabecular sirinlnr' of the corpus

]

spongiosum, or conilinsalioiis of tissue in that viciiii-

,
ty, which may so nearly iTsemble the natural structures

llnit the micr(isco;)e fails to deteit their true source

j

Old natmv. Hitherto micro.scopic invesligalicms have

1
been directed towards the deluctiou only of eicatriciul
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structures, associated w-ith strictures, but the suliject

has not received from experts such iitteiitiou as its ini-

portiince demands. From whatever cause these con-
tractions result, tlieir effect is that of stricture, and
thsy are amenable to the same methods of treat-

ment.
With regard to the meatus, it was noted that not

more than one in ten gives the test for the size of the

cali))re of the urethra, and it is therefore in no sense a
guide to the urethr.il calibre.

One of the points insisted upon was, tliat localized

contractions at any point of the canal, and from any
causa, tend to embarrass the muscular structure, and
render the subject liable to subsecjuent trouble, because
of an imperfect expulsion of the urine, and a conse-

quent retention of some of the solid constituents which
become sources of irritation and consequent inflamma-
tion.

If, therefore, tlie obstacle is removed one of the pre-

dis;josing causes to diseases affecting the genito-urinary

tract is also removed.
Here Dr. Otis dwelt at some length upon the con-

tracted meatus as a cause of various genito-urinary

diseases, and concluded with the suggestive question :

If relief follows division of tliis contracted portion of
the urethral canal, is it irrational treatment, as claimed
by Dr. Sands ?

In discussing the qiiestion : What is the normal
calilire of the \irethra ? reference was made to the

investigations of Thompson, Sands. Van Buren an<l

Keyis, Guthi'ie and others, showing the api^areut want
of harmony upou this point, for the standards laid

down vary from 19 mm. to 40 mm. Amidst all this

confusion the man who seeks advice of representative

men concerning the condition of his urethra, will have
given him an equal variety of diagnoses as to whether
tli3 canal is normal or stricture present. It is evident
that some new method of examination should be
brought forward. With this view Dr. Otis presents

the doctrine that each urethra has an individuality of
its own, and liears a definite ratio to the size of the

penis with which it is associated. Dr. Otis does not
desire to be understood as saying, that there is a ma-
thematical exactness in tliis particular, but that it is

a sufli;iently trustworthy guide when the uretliro-

m3ter is not at hand. In tlie tabulated report of 100
cases of normal urethrae examined by Dr. Otis, in com-
pany (on differeut occasion*) with Dr. Stephen Smith,
Dr. a. A. Peters, Dr. Bumstead. and several other sur-

geons, and presented to the society, the relative pro-

portion between the penis and the urethra was shown
not to vary more than 2 millimetres in 75 cases, and
the average urethral calibre in 100 cases was 33 milli-

metres.

Concerning gradual dilatation, recommended by
Dr. Sands as the best treatment for stricture. Dr. Otis

regarded it as a temporary expedient, and that it

should not be relied upon exclusively, nor should
section hi restricted to close strictures. Dilatation

should be used as a tem|)orary expedient (except as pre-

paratory to uretln-otomy), the same as demulcents and
sedatives are used as preparatory treatment or for tem-
porary relief in cases of vesical calculus not permit-
ting of the more perra.aneut relief by tlie knife or the

lithotrite.

In concluding. Dr. Otis urged the necessity of the
early recognitiou of stricture, and a prompt restora-

tion of the urethral calibre, as a wise economy, rather

than to treat the gleet, trfiirh icas a sure siijii of stric-

ture, by injections, internal remedies, and bougies,

imtil the olistruction had resulted in damage to impor-
tant contiguous organs.

Dr. Weir proceeded to discuss the questiou under
two 1 leads

:

1. What is the size of the normal urethra ?

2. Wliat are its normal contractions .'

Ilis conclusions were:
1. That the spongy jjortion of the urethra is the

smaller and least distensil>le.

2. T'l^t -I healthy urethra can be distended in its

spongy ])ortion to admit 32 to 33 mm., French scale.

3. Normal contractions frequently exist as small as

29 mm. in the spongy ]3ortion.

4. The normal size of the meatus varies from 18 to

28 mm.
5. That the urethral canal is narrowed at the mea-

tus, dilated in the glans, slightly narrowed at tlie

termination of the fossa navicularis. and then is nearly

uniform in size through the spongy portion, again en-

larges at the bulb, etc., etc.

Dr. Weir, in the course of his remarks, referred to

cases in which there were evidences of stricture during
life, but no evidences were found liy microscopical

examination after death.

Dk. Bu.mste.\d remarked that there were many ques-

tions in connecticui with the sul)ject under discussion

upon wliich he wished to have further light and more
experience Ix'fore venturing an opinion upon jiarticular

points. The truth in the case has probalily not yet

been found. But with reference to gleet and organic

stricture the doctor expressed a doubt whether the

former invariably depend upcm the latter. He was not

able to see any reason why we should not look for

causes of a gleety discharge in a granular conditicn

of the mucous membrane, hypera?niia at certain points,

etc., such as are seen in chronic conjunctivitis or in-

flammation of other nineous membranes.
With reference to the use of the urethrometer. Dr.

Bumstead regarded the feeling of fulness alluded to as

a somewhat uncertain index, for it depends very much
upon the sensibility of the i)atient, and also veiy much
upon the care exercised by the surgeon. Dr. Bumstead
agreed with Dr. Otis, and accepted the measurement of

the central portion of the spongy portion, it 1>eiug the

least disteusil)le. as the fairest index of the size of the

urethra. How far that measurement corresponds to

the size o£ the ])enis he was not ])re]iared to say,

although from the limited number of examinations he
had made they had so far corresponded that he was
willing to accept the statements made by Dr. Otis

upon this point.

With regard to the size of the meatus, t)r. Bumstead
differed with Dr. Sands, who regards it as a rough test

to the calil)re of the urethra, and considers tlie freaks

of nature in this direction quite as constant as with
reg.ard to the length of the penis. We shoidd never

be tempted to take the size of the meatus as the index
to the calibre of the urethral canal. He was of the

opinion that, as a general rule, the meatus is smaller

than the caliljre of the urethral canal itself, and does

not hesitate to divide it either for purposes of dila-

tation or for the purpose of passing instruments other

than dilators.

With regard to internal urethrotomy for the cure of

uretlu'al stricture, as compared with (lilatati(m, his ex-

perience had differed from that of Dr. Sands, and he
did not regard dilatation as the best means to be em-
ployed. It is well known how unsuccessful the

method of treatment by dilatation has l)een, for stric-

tures sul)mitted to dilatati(m have recurred time and
time again, and that was the rule and not the excep-

tion. He had obtained nnieh l)etter results by iutemal
urethrotomy than by dilatation or by rupture. Some
vears ago Dr. Bumstead was in the habit of treating
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urotliral stiictiircs by the use of Hull's divulsor, Imt

liittt'ily lie has (lisciircU'il this incthoil of tiviitiiiiiit

almost I'litinly. For the tivatimiit of striiluir in lli.-

anturior portion of the uiitlira, internal nrethrutnuiv

is rarely productive of harm, and has a great superior-

ity over ordinary dilatation. He had also found that

internal metlirotomy, when tarried to a consider-

al)le extent has, in his hands, lieen productive of

l)etter results than when carried to a lower dcLjree.

Heference was nnule to several cases which had lieen

cut so as to receive 2(i French scale, and in tlie course

of si.\ months had so contracted as only to admit 14 or

13 of the same scale. These cases, cut a second time

up to the same point, contracted a second time, and
so on ; so that during the last two or three yeais it has

lieeu his custom to cut up to S't and 40 French, anil

the tendency to contraction has heeu nuiili le^s than
Ivforc. Tlie same may lie said witli regard to the

habitual use of very large sound.s.

With reference to (lie statement made by Dr. Sands
that instruments larger llnui 2.j mm. were rarely

necessjiry for puiposes of treatment or diagnosis, he

did not believe it Could be carried out in practice.

He was of the opinion that sounds larger than IM nun.

were constantly rc(|uircd in practice, and he should
not feel satisfied if he restricteil himself to that size.

With regard to slitting up the meatus, he was of the

bjlief that it was done altogether too much, as well as

cutting the urethra elsewhere, especially by the in-

experienced. But he had seen no ill results from slit-

ting the meatus, and did not hesitate to resort to the

operation if n,CiS-sary to etlect the passage of an in-

strument. "I will say," adds Dr. Bum^Iead, " as I

c )mmentLd, that the truth with rciiard to this matter

mider discus'^ion is yet to be arrived at. The subject

r.quires further investigation before we express a lull

ami decided ojiinion as to exactly how far dilatation

of the urethral canal should be carried."

Dr. liKOKOE A. I'KTEits. couunenting upon the cases

in which he had assistid Ur. Otis in making the

measurements, remarked that he was surjjrised at the

unifornj correspondence lietwem the actual measure-

ment of the urethra and that calUd f(n- by the cir-

cumferential measurement of the jienis, the variation

not being more than 1 or 2 mm. When using the

urethrometer he does not depend upon the sensations

of the patient, with reference to tlie distance to

which the blades can be separated, but tiu.sts to his

own sense, and gives them sufficient separation, so that

the instrument is barely grasped by the urethra with-

out distending it unduly. At th;; meatus the iustru-

in;'nt must be reduced in size two or more luillimetrts

b:>fore it can make its exit, if it has moderately dis-

tended the e.inal before reaching that point.

With reference to slitting the meatus luinnrivis, he

has hud no trouble or fear in resorting to the opera-

tion, and has found it very essential tor the purpose

of perfecting the treatment of stricture, aud some-
times for the absolute diagnosis.

He has failed sometimes in affording any relief

nhen the meatus has been slit for the cure of what
w<is supposed to be reflex trouble, but lias never seen

any actual harm arise from the procedure.

jWith reference to the use of instmments, the doctor

remarked that lie had carried them up to 3'), somi -

times 40. and was contidint that he had obtained

more permanent benefit than whun they were carneil

only to 2.'i or lower.

With reference to the qu'stlon of internal urethro-

toiiiy he agreed with Dr. iSuinstead in the statemiiil

that it was to be relied upon for tlie treatnii'nt of sirii-

ture of the ua'thru rather than dilatation or ru] ture.

Dll. Kkvks reinarkid that the fait that the urithia

can be distended to very ^reat diimnsioiis has been
known for a long time, but that this fact has any
practical importance has not been shown.

So also the urethra will permit of extensive cuttings;

but these, together with excessive dilatations, have
fallen into disuse, thus showing that the profession

hiis declared itself again.st extreme niiasures in these

directions.

That the rectum can be dilated siifliciently to admit
a man's hand, and the female urethia so dilated as to

readily admit the index linger, does not necessarily

make it the most judicious method of obtaining ad-
mission through these openings. Why any dilTerence

should be made respi'eting the male urethra he was
not able to undelstiind. That the measurements vary

very greatly has been shown by the figures of every
oliserver, and these variations which have been found
in the calibre of the urethra, are enough to disprove the

\alue of any instrument for its mcasurenunt beyond
certain reasonably high limits. If anylioily could
( stablish the absolute calibre of this canal it would be
valuable, but it seems difficult to obtain such a stand-

ard.

In the treatment of gleet by dilatation the doctor
recommendeil that instiuments below rather than above
IjO mm. in circumference should be used, and stopped
when the symptoms disappear. Dr. Keyes remarked
that he hail not used a s-ound for this purpo.se above
tlie£size of oCi, and that size was usi d only once, and
in a patient who had an excei)tionally large urethra

and penis. The symptoms of gleet cea.se almost
always after the use of instruments below 30. In the

anterior portion of the urethra internal urethrotomy
is better than dilatation in the treatment of stricture.

In the deeper |)ortions of the urethra stricture does not

yield to internal urethrotomy so readily.

Traumatic linear strictures are best trcafed by ex-

ternal section. And so it is ; no fixed rules can be

given with reference to the treatment of stricture, but

every case must be studied by itseU'. To establish

measurements, therefore, upon fixed standards which
shall decide delicate questions with reference to opera-

tive interference or general treatment are apt to do
more harm than good.

Ucports of i^osyitiils.

BELLEVUE HOSPITAL.
XoTES OF Practice and Peculiakities of Tiikat-

MEST.

TTPHO-MAI.AHIAI. FliVEU—WHY NOT »IAI..^HI0U8.

Titi8 case illustrated the association of malarial with

lyplioid fever, and in it are found certain items of

i.iterest with reference to treatment and difficulties in

iliagiiosis.

A male patient, aged 26, was admitted to the

hospital (^ct. 4tli. lie had lieen a moderate drinker,

and when admitted had suffered from interniitti lit

lever, "ofT and on," since July 0th. On Si'pt. •Jtith

li • had frequent, yellow, greenish disi barges from the

I'ciwels, and on Sept. 2Mh he was obligid to give up
his woik. which was that of a hostler.

j

At the tiuie of admission he complained of diarrlia-a

and chills, which he said had occurred every other
I day. The diarrhiea was relieved by forty drops of

Siiuilili's diarrlio'a mixture, and did not rttuin.

I On Oct. ."> his T. was lo;l F., and he was placid upon

i

extra diet (milk and eggsj, and whiskey lour uuuciK
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every twanty-four hours. The stimulant was aduiin-

istei-ed because the piitient had beeu accustomed tti the

moderate use of it while in healtli, and it was continued

throughout the course of the disease. At 10.30 a.m.,

Oct. '), whcni the typhoid was suspected, his tempera-

ture was W2° F., P. !)8. K. 24, and he received ten

grains of quinine, having previously received twenty,

but no effect was prochiced upon the temperature.

From this hour a record was made almost hourly, day

and night, of the T., P. and U., Iiut only such report

is made liere as illustrates special features of tlie case.

At 1 p.jr. a few spots of the characteristic eruption

of typhoid fever were seen upon the alidomen. At 3

P.M. Iiis temperature was lOif F., and P. 7.'», which

will illustrate the fact that the pulse cannot be relied

upon to determine the presence of fever, liut that the

thermometer is necessary. Ten grains of ciuinine were

administered by mistake, for it was determined to

treat the pyrexia,' in this case, by means of cold batlis

alone.

At 7.45 P.M. the temperature was lOof" F., and ths

man was placed in a bath having a tem|)erature of

72^ F., and kept in for fifteen minutes. Tlie patient

at first complamed somewhat of a sensation of cold,

but the relief which he received was so marked that

he subsequently courted the l]ath ratlier than other-

wise. At 8 o'clock, five minutes after removal from

the first bath, his temperature stood at OHf F. Tiie

rule adopted was, that he should have a bath when-

ever the temperature readied 10.j° F. On Oct. Gth, at

1 P.M., the tliermometer stood at lOSJ" F., and he was
at once placed in a bath having a temperature of 73°

F., and Icept in five minutes, and five minutes after

his removal the temperature was 9Sf° F. At 5.30

P.M., tlic; temperature had risen to 1031" F., and the

bath was repeated as before; continued five minutes,

and bi-ouglit the temperature down to 98+ F. At 7

P.M. tlie bath was again repeated, and the thermom-

eter fell to yy F., after which the patient went through

the night, the necL'Ssity for repeating the batli not aris-

ing. Oct. 7, at 9 A.M., the temperature was 100 F.,

P. 80 ; the general aspect of the patient was good
;

there was no diarrhcea. no delirium, no tympanitis of

account, no tenderness in the right iliac region, and,

exclusive of certain complications, the prognosis was

good. Why was not this a case of malarial fever?

There had not been so wide a range in temperature as

is to be; e-xpected in remittent, there were no marked
remissions, and there were no obvious manifestations

of the malarial element after tlie administration of the

forty grains of quinine. The eruption of typlioid was

marked, although not abundant. It was thought quite

probal)le that tlie malarious element would manifest

itself in the way of a chill at about the time of con-

valescence.

TEMPORAKT APHASIA AND HEMIPLEGIA.

The history of this case is brief, and its interest at

once apparent. A male patient, ret. thirty, and an

occasional drinker, liad an attack of articular rheuma-

tism one year ago. Three months after the occurrence

of the rheumatism, he was attacked suddenly with

aphasia and right hemiplegia, both of which soon dis-

appeared, l)Ut that attaclv was followed by five or six

similar ones during the course of one afternoon.

Neither the h>;miplegia nor aphasia remained for any

considerable length of time. It was thougiit that

these attacks w'ere probably duo to emijolism aff.cting

the middle cerebral artery or some of its branches.

There wa.s, however, no evidence of valvular lesion of

the heart at the time of tlieir occurrence, nor has there

bsen since. Especial attention was then directed to

the fact that emboli m;iy come from collections of

filn-in, so situated in the heart cavities as to prevent

the production of a murmur because they are outside

of the current as the blood passes through the organ.

This fact is, perhaps, too much overlooked in making
a differential diagnosis between embolism and cerebral

hemorrliage as causes in any given case of hemiplegia,

and it is dcul>tful wlietlier the temperature of the

patient will always enable the diagnostician to decide,

decide. Peripheral paralysis, independent of the

above, was also jiresent.

fllcbical Items ards Nems.

College of Physicians and Sougeoxs—Co.mmence-
MENT ExEucisEs.--The sixty-ninth annual comiiicnce-

nient exercises of the College of Physicians and
Surgeons (Medical Department of Columbia College)

took place on tlie evening of March 1, in Stemway
Hall, and were attended by an audience composed
mainly of the friends and relatives of the graduates,

wliicli filled every avail-able part of the liall.

Prof. Alonzo Clark, [U-esident of the College, pre-

sided. The llippocratic oath was administered to the

graduates by President Barnard, of Columbia College,

after which the degree of Doctor of Medicine was con-

ferred ujion ninety-tiiree graduates. President Clark

then delivered a short and sensible address to the

graduates, giving them some useful hints in regard to

the securing of professional success, after which Prof.

Dalton announced the following prizes: First prize

for thesis, $50. Abraham Mayer, New York ; second
thesis prize of .|25, to David II. Davison, New York

;

Stevens triennial prize for the best thesis on the use

of the api)licatiou of the spectroscope in its rela-

tions to practical and scientific mi'dicine ($200), to

Dr. E. Rosenberg, New York
;

jirize of $50 lor l)est

examination in anatomy to Frederic P. Griswold,

Conn.
;
prize of $100 for best examination in diseases

of children, to .J. Augustus Walther, New York. For
best clinical reports, Howard E. AVilson, of JIass., re-

ceived a case of surgical instruments ; Chailes F.

Stillman, of New Jersy, $50, and Edward B. Foote,

Jr., of New York, a microscope; and George S. Knick-
erbocker, II. Ashland Clay, S. O. Vamlerpoel. .Ir.,

Alonzo Blauvelt, of New Ycn-k, and Algernon T. Bris-

tow, of Brooklyn, received honorable mention.

Tlie Alumni Association prize of $400 was awarded
to Dr. Thomas E. Satterthwaite, for an essay on the

structure and development of connective substances.

Dr. Frederic A. Lyons, of the graduating class, de-

livered a valedictory poem, which was a very credit-

able and talented |jroduction, and was very flatteringly

received Ijy the audience.

Rev. Dr. Bellows made the address to the graduates,

choosing for his subject, " Quackery in tlie Profession."

The exercises were enlivened by appropriate music.

3IEDICAL Service at the Centennial.—There is

is now being erected upon the Centennial grounds a

building of some size, which is to be used as a medical
headcpiarters. Two small wards—one for males, one
for females—are to be attached, with beds, medical
supplies, and everything in readiness for any emergen-
cy. At all times during the exhibition there will l)e a

physician on duty in this building. Amidst the mul-
titudes who will throng the Centennial there must be
from time to time cases requiring immediate attention
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—siulden illness, accidents, and, if the summer prove

ik hot one, sunstroke, etc., etc. ; so that the ijrovision

maile seems (o ns u very wise fdicthounlit. No pMlicnt-;

will lie kept over niuht in the hospital, the beds lii>-

ini; |irovi(ied simply for the reli f of ciisi s of severity

until they C:m he removed in the iimhulunee to their

homes or some of the eity hospitals. Some of our

country hrelhren, mayhap even of our eily eouf^^res.

will lie fjhul to knov.- that larjje and eommodions olli

ees will also lie fnrnishvd in the liuilding, in v>liieh tlie

statT will he at all times happy to receive such physi-

cians as may desire a few nuiments' rest from the loll

of sii^ht-seeinj;.

—

P/iihiiU/j'/iic Midiciil Thiien.

Di:\Tl! OK CiiAKi.ics II. Ci.EKKE. M.l).— .\t a mcet-

iujLtof physieiansof Geneseo, on tlieCith day of Decem-
lier, 1S7."), at the olliee of Drs. Wells and .\utes. Dr.

,1. L. Shaw h.'ing chosen ehairman, aiul Dr. II. T.

-Vntes, S.'cretary. the followin-j; preamlile and resolu-

tions, as pres nud liy Drs. Shaw and Wells, approveil

by a conuniltee of Drs. I'omeroy. Hrown and llayden.

were adopted :

ll7/»-/v((.v. It has pleased the Ruhr of life and deatli

to take fr<im his eartldy labors and usefulne.ss our

friend and professional brother, Charles II. Olerke

;

therefore,

UiKiihril, That in the decease of Dr. Gierke the

medical profession of Gjueseo have sustained the loss

of one of thrir best and most highly-esteemid associ-

ates—esteemed for his professional ae(juireinents, his

practical skill and success as a iihysieian—esteeuutl

for his houoralile and upright character, his unvary-

in>; trustworthiness, his cordial bearing and loyalty to

duty.
Ji(.wfr</, That we will eh 'rish his memory as a briyht

ixam|)le of professional rectitude and private virtues

worthy of our emulation.

HiKotccJ, That iu making post-mortem examination

we are not inlluenced by idle curiosity, but liy the

positive ri-quest of deceased, and for the cause of

seienec and humanity.
Jiesoleiil, As an emblem of our respect for the de-

cea.sed and family, we will wear crape on the left arm
for thirty days.

JltHi'tc'il. That a copy of these resolutions, signed

by the medical profession of G.'neseo, be transmitted

to till! family of deceased, with the expression of our

heartfelt .sympathy in their great bereavement.

Ji'imilcnl. Til it til L'se resolutions be publislied iu the

papers of the eity, ami a copy sent to his agid mother,

and that a notice? of his death be forwarded to Tiik

.Mkiiic.vi. ISkchuu, of Xew York City.

Signed. Dr. .1. L. Sliaw, Dr. S. T. Hume, Dr. D. L.

Maeliesnev, Dr. Ira H. Wells, Dr. Enos Pomeroy. Dr.

W. C. Bri'.wn, Dr. Wm. llayden. Dr. T. H. Kidton,

and Dr. T. II. Antes, Secretary.

Ge.s'eseo, Ut:N'HV Co., III.

FiiKE riosiMT.'vi. Foil Cmi.DRKN.—Tlic last annual
report of this institution shows a total number of

..iiiety-six patients treated. The medical stalf is as

follows: Consulting Physicians, Austin Flint, Sr.,

M.D., and .Monzo Clark, -M.D. Consulting Surgeons,

George .\. Peters, M.D., and ICrskine JIason, M.D.
.\lti-nding I'livsicians aiul Surgeons, Robert Watts,

.M.D., and ChaVlesT. Poore, M.D.
The Society have [ uiclias(d the building they now

occupy (Tliiityfourlh Street and Kiglith av.) for .$;J0.

01)0. Th •hospital is intended for the exclusive reception

of childi'Mi. and it is always to be entirely free to the

helpless little ones. On: of the means taken to raise

th-i required amount of punhase money, and at the

sauje tim.' give th.' children a propri' tor's intirest iu

the building, is to ask each child to contribute one
liriek. • The cost of a brick when in position is esti-

luiled at ten cents, and it i< (h sired to have M.'iO.OOO,

I'luivalent to Ijli.-i.oou. An illuminated caid will be
pn MUted to each pureh.-iser of a brick, signed by
llisliop Potter and the Treasurer, slating that he (or

sliri "has placed one brick iu St. Mary's Free Hospital
fillChildren." .Mthough this plan has lieen originated

ipiite recently, 10,00ll bricks have bee nsubscrilied, and
tie- popularity of the scheme with the Sundayseliool
ihildren is such that no fears are entcrtaincil of its

ultimate success. It is also desired to establish a

training-school for girls. A moihst begimiing, mnhr
tbi' Sisters of S*. Mary, has already been made in the

[inscnt liuilding. and it is hoped that ere long thry

will have a more suit.able house, provided with all the

necessary and systematic arrangements.

TitrcnrNous Pouk.—The Scientific Committee to

tile Prussian Ministry of .Medical Alfairs have recom-
mended a nu-tliod of dispo.sing of and utilizing the
carcasses of condi nnud hogs. They assert that llie fat

enu be used as lard without danger if it is melted out
of its tissue by roasting; and as it would be danger-
ous to bury the deceased meat, for fear of the infec-

tion of other animals, they recommend that it be
builed down for the umuufacture of soap and glue.

Tins MEDic.vr. SociKrv of the County of Kings
I .\. Y.) intend to pullli^ll tlnir proceedings montlily in

pamphlet form.

CiHRGES TO ('i.Knc.v.MEN. — A corresjjondent from
Boston writes: "An item in TitK 3Iei)IC.«.l Ri-xobu
of .March 4th, eoucerniug charges to clergymen, re-

minds mo of personal experience.

1 once attended a child of a clergyman for seme
weeks. The child was auaanic. and alter considerable
attention was bremght up tei the health line'. I was
askci:! what my bill was. I replied, '• IS'othing."

Seime weeks afterward I was surprise d to hnd that

the family had engaged aneitlur physician, who never
failed to charge every patient and get his meiney. I

expressed my surprise tei au iiUimate frienel of mine,
who replied: " If yeiu will ueit mentiem it. I will slate

that the clergyman's wife, in a couveisatiem with my
wife, said: ' We eMnjihiyed Dr. to attend Mary,
but he didn't charge anything ; so we conelueUel that

he eeiuld not be geiod for much, and now that Henry
is so very sick we concluded to employ Dr. .'

"

T.

FunNcn Pni7.ES.—The Grnnd PrU Jifonti/ondir ifidi-

rill: it Chiniri/ii; valued at 10,0(10 francs, was taken by
JI. Oninius, hissulije'ct ivlaliug to investigatiemson'thc
application of electricity to therapeutics.

M. A. Guerin alsei received a prize of 2,.500 francs
feir an article .sheiwing lli<! vrtlue of cotton dressings
in the treatniiMit eif wemiiels.

.\1M. n;Tgereiu ami I'lleite received 2,000 francs
for a work on poiseuiiug by the' mrtallic jioiseins.

M. Uigaud re'ceive'el the' I'li.r Hurliirr (2,000 francs)
for his articles em the' tivatini'iit of varicosities in the
lowe^r extremities anel varieeieele.

Pre)fes.sor Chauveaii, of Lyons, re-ceived the Prii J.>\-

/./: (pliysieilogy) for his investigations in the diunain
of virulent diseases,

'\'\\c PrijT liirHiiiiO 1-20,000 francs) given for the dis-
I'oveTy reflecting meist liemeir on the' country or of most
value to it, was given this ye'ar tei JI. llirt feir his

wnrksilhistratiiig the influences which the' modilicatieins
of barometric pressure exercise on the plieiuimena of
life'.
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Medical Advertising.—Concerning a recunt refer-

ence to his paper on tlie above suljject, Dr. Fields

writes

:

' It was presumed tliattlie clandestine newspaper ad-

vertising tliat gave occasion for tlie article entitled

' Doctms and Newspapers" was confined to tliis lo-

cality, Ijiit as some of onr New Yorl< Ijretln-en are so

well ver.sed in tliis bnsiuess that tliey can give Dr.

Fields a great many useful liints," tlie closing para-

grapli of tlie article may have more general applica-

tion.
" And instances are not wanting, where the exploits

" aspiring meml)ers in good standing in our own

profession, have been the subject of extravagant news-

paper notices. Such occurrences are always unavoid-

able ' or ' accidental ' or ' very mortiiying to the

of the recipients, but if a revision of the codepride . . .

should remove the occasion for the lying there is

about such matters, it is fair to presume that among

other beiietits, would be tliat of improving protL'.ssionat

morals."

A New P.ukop Si.vmese Twins.—At a recent meet-

ing of the New YorU Pathological Society, Dr. John

E.°Blake presented a pair of infants joined after tlie

fashion ot the Siamese twins. The specimen was

merely loaned to him by a gentleman who liad pur-

chased it for the Anatomical Museum at Sweden.

Tlie twins (females) were born in Tobasco, a town in

Mexico, are reported to have lived nine days, and to

have weiglied 15 pounds. The motlier was an Indian

and the father a mulatto. One twin showed the

characteristics of the former race and tlie other of the

latter. In this connection it is well to state that the

Students' Journal and Hospital Gazette (London,

Feb. Vi) reports a similar case. '-The wile of a

carpenter residing in Hastings was delivered of twins

(girls), who were united by a cord or liganicut offlesli

cU-awmg both breasts together." The infants, wlio

were well developed and po.ssessed pretty features,

did not survive their birtli. The case has attracted

some attention among medical men in that place, and

photograplis of the twins have been taken.

The Eucalyptus in the Campagna.—A paper was

recently read before the London PhainiaeeuUeal So-

ciety, wherein the following statement was made: In

the Campagna. some three miles from Uoiiie, a century

or so ago, there was a village containing various

churclies°and a monastery, which had to be abandoned

on account of the malaria. Up to 18(it) or 1S70 the

churches tliere were in ruins. Six years ago two French

Trappists planted the Eucalyptus globulus in the vil-

lage, some of the trees having now attained a height

ot°tliirt.y feet. For the last two years the monks have

inhabited the ruined convent without suffering the least

inconvenience, using, from time to time as a lebrifuge,

a decoction niaile Ironi the leaves of the tree. Italian

botanists and physicians are urging the Government

to plant the Kucalijptus in quantity in the Cam-

pagna, believing that by its .means these deadly

plains maybe restored to that ilouri.sliing ecnidition

they had ouceattaiiied during the periods of early Ko-

mm his'.o.y.

OvERCIioWDING IN OUK SCHOOLS.—The subjeit of

overcrowding in the jiuIjUc primary schools is _en-

<.a"in"- the "attention of one or two of our leading

S.'c'uUir papers. One of tlie latter is pulilishing elab-

orate reports of visits to the different schools in tjiics-

tion. We hope they will liave the effect ot drawing

the attention of onr legislators to the expediency of

increasing the aecominodations of the little ones.

Milk tue Cause of an Epidemic—An epidemic

of typhoid al character has just broken out in a small

Lancashire village of some 500 inhabitants, where 150

people were taken ill. It was quite conclusively shown

that the poison came from milk which liad been fur-

1, is led by a sick cow.

A Medical Lord Mayor.—The present Lord Mayor

of Dublin is Dr. G, B. Owens. The Medical Press aud

Circular says of him: "In ascending the mayoral

chair Dr. Owens has shown a beneficial example both

to his inetro|)olitan liretliren and the citizens of D"l>

lin, for he has proved that active medical practice i.s

no bar to the praiseworthy discharge of public duty,

and that the claim of a physician or surgeon to civic

honor will he recognized by the citizen whenever

high social qualities accompany administrative

abUity."

Double-Headed Diplomas. — A correspondent

from Carthage, 111., writes: In your issue of Feb.

20th, you inention a new time-saving metliod (if

securing a diploma,' and credit those Siamese twins

institutions at Louisville, Ky., with inaugurating it;

but fho credit {'<) for this innovation belongs farther

west. The College of Physicians and Surgeons of

Keokuk, low a, has had a winter and sninnier course

of lectures in operation for three or four years jiast,

and grants diplomas after an attendance on the two

courses, so that a student may commence attending

lectures in October and graduate in the following

May."

Dipiitiieria.—Mr. Edward Garraway (£«/;(•«/, Feb.

19) savs that in the earlier stage of the deiiosit of this

disease, a single painting with a strong solution of

nitrate of silver will effectually destroy tlie parasite

and rescue the patient."

Army News.—There have been no eininges of sta-

tions or duties of medical oflicers of the army for week

ending March 4, IbTO.
.

Vivisection.—Tne Royal Commission on vivisection

have made a report, in which they have come to the

concln-iion that the use of animals for exiieriments is

not by any means so cruel and reckless as has been al-

leged, the Secretary of the Koyal Society for the

Prevention of t!ruelty to Animals has now acknowl-

edged that he does not know of a single case of wan-

ton cruelty, and the t;ommis.sioners themselves reiioit

that a general sentiment of humanity on this subject

appears to pervade all classes in the country. Tliey are

opposed to any legal enactment for the |)revention of

any physiological experiment, and maintain that such

experiments before medical classes are necessary aud

legitimate if performed with amesthesia. In conclu-

sion, the Commission recommend tliat vivisections be

placed under the supervision of the Home S cretary,

by means of a system of licensiiiii and registration.

Weekly Bulletin of Medical Societies.

Monday, March 13.—N. Y. Ophthalmological Socie-

ty ; N. Y. Medico- Historical Society.

Tuesday, March 14.—East River Medical Associa-

tion • Y'oikville Medical Association.

Wednesday, March 15.—N. W. ?i[edical and Surgi-

cal Society. ,,-,..
Tiiursday, March 16.—N. Y. Academy of JVIedicine,

13 West 81st street.

7'V/'/<fV, March 17.—Medical .lournal Association:

Dr. McLane Hamilton, " Genital Irritations as a

Cause of Nervous Disease."
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©riginal Communications.

DIPHTHERIA.

CONDENSKP FliOM I.ECTIRES DELIVEHED IN JEPPEIt-
SON MKDK'AI. COLLEGE. OX MAY KiTII,

ITtii, 20x11, .\nd 3-4TU, 1«75.

By J. SOLIS COHEN, M.D.,

LECTI'ltElt OS LARTSOOSCOPy, ASP DIS8ASE3 OF TUB THROAT AND
CUUST.

Part V.

SEQUEL/E.
I

The pnnilysps that occur (Inline: convnlescpnco, or

aftur its I'stiililisluncnt, or after tlic lifijilit of tlic ilis-

I'liso li;is lii'ou |)iissi'il, !UV iniliciitive of a profound
niorliiil impression on the nervous system. This im-

pres-sion is in some respects characteristic, althouf;li

simihir paralyses are found to occur after otlier severe

specific systemic affections, as smallpox and typhoid
fever. The amount and intensity of these ])aralyses of

diphtlicria are hy no means directly proportionate to

the severity of the affection.

The palate is the most frequent, and usually the
!

earliest seat of the paralysis. It is seen to he rela.xed,

and does not contract upon contixct with it of instru-
,

nients or stimulus. The results arc difficulty of swal-
i

lowjnj;, rejiurgitation of tiuiils through the nose, and
an altered (so miscalled nasal) tone of voice. It

seldom occurs hefore the third or fourth week of the

disease, althoui;!) it has l>een noted as early as the

ninth day. Cutaneous diphtheria is sometimes fol-

lowed liy the same sort of paralysis of the palate, a

sifjnilicant fact indic.atinu; that the impairment of ner-

vous force is due to systemic poisoning rather than to

any local cITeet U|)on the peripheral terminations of
the alfeeted nerves themselves.

The (iharynx. and, to some extent, the (esophagus
also, are sometimes paralytic after diphtheria ; under
which circumstances the ditliculty of swallowing is

still greater, so great sometimes as to necessitate feed-

ing through a stomach tube. Vomiting, however,
nuiy occiu' even after swallowing is impossible. The
nerves of the larynx nniy he paralyzed, in which
case there will he impairment of voice, constric-

tion of the glottis, or immohility of the epiglottis,

according to the nerves impaired. Laryngeal paraly-

sis, favoring the escape of food into the air-passages,

necessitates the use of the stomach tube. Constriction

of the glottis would lie an indication for tracheotomy.

The nerves of respiration are sometimes impaired, and
we have dyspiKva or apud'ain couseiiuenee, so thattlie

institution of artilicial respiration nuiy l>e ti'mporarily

re(|uisite from time to time. The cardiac nerves may
li'conie implicated, a manifestation, often, ot fat.il

signilicance, the activity of the heart diminishing to

from sixty to forty pulsations in the minute, or down
to thirty, and even lielow that hefore death.

In addition to these manifestations there may be

impairment of the organs of special sense: taste,

sm '11. hearing, and \i.sion. In fact the paralyses may
b- m uiifesteil in any of the organs and muscles in

whicii paralysis is nianitestcd luider other conditions.

Th' treatment of the paralyses following diphtheria

coM.sists in the use of the ordinary methods of invigor-

atioii — fr.'Sh air, baths, and tonics—under the intln-

cnce of which the nervous system gradually uudergocs

recuperation, and the paralyses subside. Should this

not be the case, the use of strychnia and of phospl..i-

rus arc indicated, while local applicaticms of the elec-

tric current are calculated to hasten the progress of
restoration to normal function. Sym])toms of paraly-

sis sometimes remain for sevi'ral months after cc n-

valescenee from the diphtheritic manifestations. Occa-
siiinally they are insusceptible! of anuliorati< n, and
if important functions are interf<Ted with they nuiy
be the direct cause of death, as in paralysis of the
respiratory (Ugans, the heart, and thcf ]ihaiynx and
a'sopliagus.

COM.MON MEMBltAKOUS 80UE-THHOAT.

It would be improper to conclude these lectures on
diplitheria without alluding to a nonspecilic dipli-

tlieritic sore-throat, which is often confounded with
diphtheria. Thi' local manifestations are similar to

those of diphtheria, but their mode of origin is dilTer-

ent. Under general snbj<'Ctive symptoms of ordinary
catarrhal sore-throat, snndl vesicles form up;/n the

|i;ilate, tonsils, or pharynx, the ccntents of which be-

come turbid. These vesicles either subside in two or

three days, withmit leaving traces of their ))resence,

or they rupture, leaving small ulcers, whicli soon be-

come covered with a plastic exudation which spreads
anil ooalesci's with other patches which have com-
menced in the same manner at other portions of the

surface.

The prognosis is favorable, the affection subsiding
spontaneously in a week or ten days; though it is

oeeasionidly fatal, in ciiildrrn, frojn extension of the

pellicle into the air-passagis.

The treatment consists in the ailministration of

tonics constitutionally, and the local use of alum,
bcirax, or mild astringents when reipiired.

In the presence of epidemic diphtheria, it would be
viry difficult to distinguish a case of conuntm inem-

biMuous .sore-throat; and in case of doubt the b.tter

]ilan would bo to treat the ease for diphllic'ria, as

unnecessary activity would not be proiluctivc of

injury. Hut when these cases get well, as they

almost always do, we must avoid recommending for

diphtheria some iniflicient remedy, during the use of
which a ca.se of connnon membranous sore throat has
gotten well spontaneously. Much of the success

alirilmtcd to some of the remedies highly landed in

diphtheria has been due to their em|)loyinenl in un-

recognized cases of common membranous sore throat,

by no means an infrequent affection, in large cities,

at all .seasons.

A rUNIOAL CONTRIBUTION TO THE
i:ri«)l.<)(!V OF ACUTE CARDIAC IN-
I'l.A.MMAI'IONS.

Bv KDW.Mil) .1. liKUMIXGIIAM, M.D.,

NKW YOltK.

It is thought thai the following cas"s will be of in-

terest, OS bearing upon a point doubtetl by a largo

number of the profession, viz., the occurrence ot

acute cardiac intlainin.ation as n primary idiopathic

disease.

Case I. Arntf I'rimnrii lilinpnlhif Eiiilncnrilili*.—
Oil December Uth. IsT."), I wius called to see M. IC,

.et. .'lO, widower, clothpresser by trade, who rebilid

the following history :— Until tin days ago he had in-

joyed perfect heiilth. hardly knowing a siek day
thrciughout his life, llis habits have not bei n of the

best, as he has been a steady drinker, and would im-

//-
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bibe to intoxication a couple of times monthly. Has
n'^'ver used tobacco. Ten days since he retvn'ncd from
his business as usual, enjoying tlio best of health, and
not under the influence of any stimulant ; and, after

building his fire (he lived alone and was his own
housekee])er) was seized with severe pains in the prfc-

cordial and epigastric regions. These pains he de-

scribed as feeling as though knives were passing

through him. From this time he liegan to complain

of his heart troubling him, and a slight cough de-

veloped. xV physician was called in, wlio prescrilied

for the patient, but made no subsequent visits, and, in

consequence of his neglect, I was sent for to-day. I

found the patient to be an e.vtremely nervous and ir-

ritaljle individual, easily excited, and cirasiderably an-

noyed about his condition, whicli did not improve in

th_' least, and caused liim to pass many sleepless nights.

An examination of tlie lungs revealed rales over lioth,

anterioi'ly and posteriorly, respiratory sounds about
normal, and slight dulness on percussion. Heart l)eat-

in^ so irregularly and rapidly that the sounds were not

distinguishable, Imt there seemed to be a rouglmess of

both. Pulse could not be counted, about 180. Ten-

derness on ijressure and pain in epigasti'ic region.

Bowels loose. Nausea at times, but no vomiting.

Eructations. Liver neither enlarged nor tender. No
oedema of extremities. Urine examined and found
to 1):^ normal. Ordered mustard leaf over epigastrium,

Tr. digitalis x., quin. snlph. gr. ii., every three hours

;

sleep to 1)3 ])rocured by hydrate of chloral; and light

but nutritious diet.

1 Der.. I'ith. To-day the patient is much more com-
posed, and is entii'cly free froni pain. Heart slightly

improved, but still very lapid and irregular. The
roughness spoken of above is more perceptible, but no
murmur can l)e detected.

D'C. lAth. Dr. J. .J. Henna saw the patient in con-

sultation to-day. He could detect no murmur, but the

pulse-tracing by JIarey's sphygmograph, in the use of

which Ur. Henna has had a large experience, indicated

mitral reganjitation.. Pulse 130. Lungs in tlie same
condition.

Dec. 31.s'<. G meral anasarca has gradually de-

veloped, and at present is very distressing, as well as

the O-'dema of tlie lungs. Of late the urine has con-

tained a trace of albumen. Hot air and vapor baths,

and diuretics and cathartics make no impression. The
pulse has been brought down to 80 by tlie digitalis,

and at preseut it is very little out of the way as regards
regularity. To-day Dr. S. A. Ilaborg was called in

consultntion. He could detect no murmur, but only
roughness of the heart sounds. The treatment was
continued.

JiinAOtli, ISTfi. Pulse 00, and regular. Condition
otherwise unchanged.

Jan. 2()tli. Condition the same. Patient suffers a

great deal from the distressing cough, and his whole
cry is for its relief. An examination of the heart to-

day ("the first for three weeks) revealed a loud blow-
ing miirmur, lieard with and following the fir.st sound,

most distinct at tlie apex. The patient and his friends

were anxious to have an expression of ojiinion in re-

gard to the prognosis of his case, and I accoidingly
explained to them, as well as I could in unteehnical

language, his exact condition
; and held out no hope

whatever of an ultimate complete recovery. He and
his daughter, the parties most immediately interested,

expressed tliemselves as perfectly satisfied that the case

should remain in my hands, and that all that was
possible would be done for the patient. A few days
later, however, I learned that a doctor had been called

in, and had substituted another line of treatment, from

which he promised the patient a complete cure in be-

tween five and six weeks. The treatment wliich I had
adopted throughout consisted of diuretics, diapho-
retics, cathartics, and tonics. A hot-air bath Viliich I

had procured for tlie patient was removed by the at-

tendant in payment or jjart payment of fees, and the

poor fellow was thereby deprived of aliout the only
means of producing a healthy action of fht skin.

These facts were related to me by the patient himself.

Tlie subsequent history of the case is related in a few
words. The patient did not improve under the new
treatment, but failed graduallv, and died quietly on
February 17th, 1876.

The first point of interest is in respect to the diag-
nosis. During the first part of the period in which
the case was under observation it was regarded as a

functional disorder, notwithstanding the roughness of
the heart sounds, which was thought to lie due to a
chronic affection of the valves arising from the irrita-

tion of alcohol (the man had been a steady drinker),

and besides it was not sufficient to give rise to such a

marked disturbance. The s))liygmograph pointed to

the nature of the trouble in the earliest stage of the af-

fection, but as the physical signs did not agree with
it its testimony was cast aside. In fact, it was not un-

til the mitral regurgitant murmur had develojied so as

to be audible that the ca.se was comprehended as one
of acute endocarditis. Of this there cannot be a doubt,

as the murmur was most decidedly developed while
the patient was under observation. Such being the

case, it is an interesting fact, and one of value also,

that the patient had never suffered from rheumatism,
and therefore the testimony offered by this case is con-

trary to that generally laid down in te.xt-books, viz.,

that acute endocarditis seldom or never occurs as an
idiopathic .affection.

C.vsE H. Acute Pfimary Idiopathic Pericarditis.—
L. S., a>t. 17, employed in book-store. A couple of
days since became overheated while carrying in some
liooks from the sidewalk, and as a consequence
perspired freely; while in this condition he was sud-

denly chilled, and during the evenii\g of the same day
had several severe chills of short duration. Pain in

the precordial region and fever succeeded, and this

evening (.January 23d. lS7(i) I was sent for. I found
him in the following condition : Pulse, 132 ; tempera-
ture, 102^° F.

;
pain and oppression in cardiac region,

which is increased upon pressing upwards from the

epigastrium, and is llieu aggravated by ])ain on the

left side of neck ; dyspnoea ; countenance somewhat
anxious; slight epistaxis ; occasionally a cough. Phy-
sical examination revealed a few riiles here and there

over be it li lungs, anteriorly and posteriorly ; lungs other-

wise healthy. Over heart was heard a double friction

sound, synchronous with the cardiac jnilsations, which
was increased upcm the jiatient holding his breath.

Area of cardiac dulness not increased. Ordered ap-
plication of emplast. cantharid. over scat of pain ; a
laxative; quin. sulph. gr. ij., tr. ferri chlor. TH^v.,

every three hours, and U. S. liq. morph. to be given
in suflieient quantity to relieve pain, say I i. every
three hours, alternating with the quinine and iron ; and
port wine. .A few days later, as the pericardial fric-

tion sound was supplemented liy the effusion into the

pericardial sac, a pleural friction sound was manifest
in the left mammary region. The signs of pleuritis

developed progressively, and amnion, niuriat. was add-
ed to the treatment. In consequence of the gravity

of the symptoms, I requested a consultation. Dr. J.

A. Jlonell was accordingly called in, on February .5th.

At this time there was bulging of the whole left side.

dulness on percussion, and bronchial breathing. Res-
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piration latiored
;

pulse, 112; toiiipcniture, 102J° F.

;

ivspinition, 43; lu'urt liiluiriiig. Dr. MoiioUcoik-uiriI
in the (liiij^nosis—acute iiliopatliic pericarditis with
effusion, and .-icutc phuritis with effusion—and we de-
cided upon the fdUdwing coui'se :

li l^uin. siilph 3 i.

,'rr. ferri chlor 3 ij.

Amniun. uuiriat 3 iss.

Pot. iodidi 3 iij.

A(iu:e. q. s., ad ? iv.

M. Si;;, teaspoonful every three lioure.

Inf. digitalis (i;r. .\.-gill) 3 i., three times daily.

Counter-irrilalion to l>e kept up by

If ()1. tiglii 3i.

Klher. sulpli ...... 3 iij.

Tr. iodinii 3 iv.

M. iSiij. externally.

Opium and wine as indicated, and nourishing and
concentrated food.

Miin-h ."). The treatment has heen varied as the

symptoms indicated, and the patient has not had an
untavoralile sign. For the past two weeks the pleu-

ritic elTiision has l)een disappearing ([uite rapidly, un-

til at prcMUt it is almost entirely gone. The cardiac
clliision, however, is much slower in being absorbed,
although it Is progressing as well as can be expected,
i'ulse ranges fioin 1(K) to 10."); temperature. '.Ill" F.

Skin, bowels, kidneys, and stomach acting admiralily.

This is one of those rare but unequivocal cases

of pericardial intlammation occurring in a previous

healthy pei-son. It cannot be regarded as complicating
the pleuritis, as both disciises progressed at about the

same time, and in the early stage the symptoms of the
cardiac trouble were by far the most prominent.

It is hoped that these cases may be of some little

value as evulence of the fact of cardiac inflammations
occurring as primary idiopathic diseases.

24.3 Wb8T Md Street, New Voiik.

RESECTION OF TlII^ RADIL-S FOR NON-
UNION.

By LE ROY McLE\N, M.D.,

8CBOCON TO TROT HOSPITAL.

•loiiN B , aged 30, received, April 30th, 187.5, a frac-

ture of both bones of the forearm, through their mid-
dles third, while adjusting a belt over a pulley in a
plauing-mill wliere he was employed. The fracture

was redu 'cd. and dressed witli front and back splints,

liut at the <nd of nine weeks it was found that union
of but one bone, the ulna, had taken place.

The lind> was then put up in a |)laster-of-Paris ban-
dage, ri'acliing to the elbow, which was removed in

sixty days with no better result. August 28th, twenty
weeks from date of injury, he was brought to me
for treatment by his attending physician. I faith-

fully but fruitlessly tried friction of the ends of the

frag[ncMits. and I'rainard's perforators, with a like re-

sult, and ius a last resort resolved to excise the cuds of

the bone and retain them in position by means of silver

wire.

The operation was performed November 30th, as fol-

lows : The patient having been placed under the in-

fluence of ether, an incision three and oni:half inches

long was made on the outer side of the arm. parallel to

the bone, and over the seat of fracture, and the ports

exposed.
The ends of the bone, which overlapped each other,

were covered with a tough librous mein1>rane. This,

with a portion of bone, was removed with bone forceps,

no effort being made to preserve periosteimi, when,
finding that the extremities could be nicely »]iproxi-

nialed, they were drilled with a small Hraiuard per-

forator, and a double silver wire introiluced to keep
them in apposition.

The wire was then twisted and allowed to protrude

from the wound, which was closed by three sutures.

Splints and a roller being appli( d. the pjitient was put

to i)id and an opiate administired. The operaliin

was followed by little or no local or constitutional dis-

turbance.

The wound healed kindly, without much .suppura-

tion, and at the end of a week he was able to visit

my office. The limb was examined and redressed at

stated intervals, and eleven weeks from date of oiiera-

tion the wires were removed, when [jerfect union had
taken place.

©riginal Ccctiivc.

ON THK DIAGNOSIS AND TItKATMHNT
OF CHRONIC SCALY ERUPTIONS OF
THE PALM OF THE HAND.*

Bt L. DUNCAN BULKLKY. AM , M.D.,

PMT8ICIAN TO THE SKIN DEPARTMENT
YORK.

DEJtILT IilSPESSARV, NEW

TuKUE arc three (and but three) foimsof scaly dis-

ease liable to affect the palms of the hands, which are

very similar in appearance, very apt to be coufoundid

or mistaken for each other, and yet which require

widely dissimilar treatment. These three are: I.

Erstjiiia pdliiiiifi' ; II. psorliix'tK putiiiiiris (non-specific)

;

and. III. Si/ii/ulii,l,-nii(i palmare^ or chronic scaly

syjihilidc of the |)alm.
" The importance of correctly differentiating these

diseases can hardly be overestimated, and yet I pre-

sume that there is no one who sees much of cutaneous

disease who does not contiiuially meet with cases of

oni' or other of these affections which have been

wrongly diagnosticated, and consequently wrongly

and ineffectually treated for months, periiaps for

years. We have now attending at the Dispensary

ilin-e cases exhil)iting these three forms of disease,

and a brii'f detail of them will estalilish more clearly

than in any other way the essential peculiarities of

each, and a close c<jmparison of the lesions will lead

one to wonder how they coidd be taken one for the

other; and yet this is constantly done, and nuiy reailily

happen when each disease is considered alone anil not

compared in its elements with those most res.jubling

it. The casi'S are as follows:

Case I. Enfiini jHihimrr.—This woman, aged twenty-

six, bringing two healthy children with her. presents

a palmar eruption which so much resiinbles lh;it juo-

duccd by syphilis that casual observation might mis-

take it for such, but carefid study will show. I am
sure, that there is abundant evidenc<- that syphilis is

net the cause of the lesion before us. First, thm,
observe that both hands are almost symmetrically

alTected; now, while the earlier eiiiplions of syphilis

an- generally syuunctric.d. lesions -urring bite in

the disease aiv wont to be unilateral, anil rarely do

• rum ulinwn uiil rmwrln mnJo In mbnuncc to priv c
at the Domtlt UUpenwry, Nuw Yurk.
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we see both hands simiU\rly occupied by the syphilo-

dcnna of the pabn. The gummiitii niid lione lesions

of syphilis appear to be intliienced largely l)y local

causes, and I liave often tliouglit tliat these late sealy

eruptions on the palm had, as their starting-point,

some local cause, tlie continuance of which may tend
to cause tlie latent poison to concentrate tliere. In
this case, tlien, the almost precisely similar ap|)earances

of botli hands ratlier speak against syjjliilis. But,

second, on further questioning wc .find that the

patient has had thj eruption for three or four years;

tliat it coni'.'S and goes, perhaps several times in a sea-

son, being worse, as a rule, in (lie spring and autumn,
and tliat its severity depends veiy much upon the

a'nou'.it which tlie hands are used in wasliing. A
curious feature also is that slie is not trou))led with
the ei'uptioM wlien pregnant, but wlieu nursing, tlie

disease is always worse. These elements speak against

syphilis, but weigh greatly towards an ec/.ematous

nature of the affection. Let ns now see what can be
learned from tiie appearances of the ern|jtion.

The left hand is most affected, and its state may
hi thus described. A considei'able portion of the

pabii is bereft of its normal epidermis, is slightly

I'edd.'ned and somewhat scaly. I say smiuwhiil scaly,

becau.se you see quite a porti</n of the skin, where the
normal furrowing of the epidermis seems to be pre-

sent, without any scaling over it; but even here the
abnormal redness and the thickening felt on pinching
a fold of skin bi'tween the lingers shows that tliere is

yet trouble beneath, and these portions will .sooner or
later scale again unless prevented Ijy treatment. The
edg'S of the eruption are sharply cut, the healthy
epidermis at the border standing up abruptly, almost
as if cut with a punch, a state not seen in syphilis in

this place: the whole of tlie skin of the palm is

thickened pretty uniformly, and there is some crack-
ing at the lines of motion : finally, she says that the
affectiid portions at time's discharge serum. The dis-

easjil surfaces often itch c.Kcessively.

We will shortly see how these clinical features
differ from tliose presented by the case of palmar
syphiloderma, Init let us first examine another similar
eruption presented by

C.\SE II. Psuridsis piihimris (non-specific).— Non-
syphilitic psoriasis of the palm is very rare ; indeed
somj Vi'riters liave indicated that it does not occur
c.vcept when as.~ociated with psoriasis of other parts,

in whicli case, of course, the diagnosis is compara-
tively easy. Tliere can be no doubt, however, of the
existence of true psoriasis affecting the jialms alone,
and the case before us presents features different en-
tirely from eczema, on the one hand, and certainly
not due to syphilis, for there is absolutely no corrobo-
rative history of the latter disease, and clinically it in
nowise resembles cither.

I must here say that when I used the term non-
si/jj/iilitic jisoriasis, I did not intend to implv that
true psoriasis can ever be of .syphilitic origin, or that
t!ie scidy eruiJtion due to that poison should ever be
called psoriasis ; the expression was used because the
term palmar psoriasis has very generally been applied
to the eruption of syphilis, wliereas I wish to claim it

solely for the true disease. It is a great error, which
has c 'cpt into dermatology, this using the name of
one disease adjectively to express a quality of another.
We may have [lustular, squamous, or vesicular lesions
of the skin due to syphilis, which may resemble acne,
psoriasis, or eczema, but it is improper to speak of
syphilitic acne, psoriasis, or eczema, nor should the
term syphilitic lupus ever be applied to any of the
Jorms of tubercular syphiloderm; great confusion

must necessarily arise from such a confounding of

terms.

To return to our ease of palmar psoriasis. Both
hands of this man, aged twenty-eight, are covered on
their inner surface with a scaly eruption made up of

isolated s]jots of different sizes, some of them touch-

ing eacli other where the normal epidermis is want-
ing. These spots are mostly circular, varying in size

from one-twelfth to one- half of an ineli in diameter;

the surface of each one is covered with a moderate
amount of scale which can be jiicked off, beneath
which the surface is reddened, but there is no sign of

exudation. On pinching up the skin you see that

there is not the thickening observed in the former
case, the eruption has never exuded moisture, and
itches but moderately at times. Moreover, here, where
the disease extends slightly on to the wrist, the charac-

ters resemble somewhat the ordinary |jsoriasis, cer-

tainly more than they do those of eczema, the erup-

tion being in circles, and these scaly crusts, although
not typical of psoriasis, are more light, flaky, and
easily cletaclied than in eczema. Now, while I do not

know of microscopical investigations to establish the

identity of this form of ernption on the hands with
])soriasis as ordinarily observed, I hold that its clin-

ical features resemble that disease rather than eczema,

and, in addition to accuracy of diagnosis. I am al-

ways desirous of robbing eczi'ina of all that I right-

full}' can. for at the best the term is used to designate

phenomena differing vastly in appearance. The rea-

sons, then, for establishing such cases as this as pso-

riasis, and not eczema, are these: the absence of itch-

ing, exudation, cracking and thickening, and the

distribution of the eruption in small, round, cli'arly

defined spots, as oj)posed to the single larger patches

of eczema, the scaling representing at the same time

that in jjsoriasis, altered here by the thickness of the

epidermis.

Look now at the eruption affecting only the left

palm of this next patient, who has been in attendance

some time with constitutional syphilis, and quite a
different picture is presented.

Cask III. Si/iihiliidrnnd Kqiiiimosum imlinare.—This
man, aged thirty-eight, exhibits, as you see, on the

right leg an unmistakable tubercuhir eruption of

syphilis, his tongue presents a characteristic ajjpear-

ance of late sy|)liilitie mucous ulceration, while here

on the inside of the left hand there is a lesion which,

with experience and study, should speak quite as

plainly of the results of syphilitic infection. Thj
date of his inoculation is unknown, as he has been
repeatedly exposed with oc:casional venereal infec-

tions; the sore which resulted in the syphilis may
have been within five ye.nrs, though I have seen just

such palmar syphilis twenty years after infection.

The clinical features of the eruption on the hand
may be thus described. On the left palm there is a

patch of diseased skin irregularly circular, of nearly

two inches longest diameter, cxtendmg from very

near to tlie radial border of the ball of tlie tliumb to

about the middle of the hand. The entire integu-

ment covering this is \\\ a roughened state, peeling off

in places, especially at the edges; the whole surface

is darkly reddened, and where the e|)iderinis has come
off the color is of a more livid purple. You will

notice that there is very little if any thickening in the

centre of the patch, where the disease seems to have
expended itself ; but here on the edges there is a
moderate thickening and elevaticjn, the result of the

specific infiltration of tissue. The eruption does not
itch at all, and gives no annoyance except its un.sight-

liness, though this latter is not always the case, for I
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have sei-n |)alranr :u\d plantar sypliilitic piitclies crack
anrl blcod and give givat pain.

Y<iu will btiir in niinil that sucli a patch iis we arc

looking at is one of the late manit'cstations of syph-
ilis, not infri<iiicntl_v it is the only one after many
years of innnunity. and it is quite dilfcrent from the

acute oong 'stive eruption on tin palms and soles of
that yonng man now in attendance, with the profuse,

gi'neral, large pa|)ular syphilide, now only six months
after infection. There, you will remember, the

liatches are smaller, are numerous, round, and resemble
those on the rest of the body, exeejjt that the epider-

mis licing tliicker in these situations there is less

el<'v.'ition and a less marked discoloration in him.
\Vh 'U 111' first came under treatment many of the spots

on the soles of the feet were ulcerated by the pressure

and maceration, and he walked with great dithculty.

Let us now take this little group of cas<'s and analyze
the histories and appearances of the lesions. The erup-
tion in the tiist case, that of the woman with eczema,
alTeets both hands, the palms are thickened, itch cx-

c.'ssively at times, and at tinu-s discharge scrum, and
are almost continually cracked. In the second case,

which I have described as psoriasis, the disease re-

mains in isolated patches which scale continually

;

they are mostly circular and never exude, they itch

but seldom, and then not greatly, and both hands are

also very similarly all'ected. On our syphilitic patient

the eruption affects but one hand, lhedi.seas<' is in one
lari.'c patch, as is generally the case, it is and always
has been dry, has steadily increased from a small spot

to its present size, the scaling is inconsideralilc and
the margin is not evenly laid out, Imt is of irregular

outline; moreover, the portion denuded of its full

share of e|)idermis is of a dark purple red color. On
close examination the crujjtion is further found to be
composed at the margin of a number of .seijarate ele-

ments, for while eczema and psoriasis enlarge by
peripheral augmentation of smaller patches, the erup-

tions caused by syphilis are made up of an ni/t/nyn-

timi of smaller portions, the cutanecnis lesions of
syphilis, as you know, having a tendency to assume
circular forms.

Thus far of the visuil appearances of the disea.ses

offered for our differentiation, but the histories of the

cases afford us ample aid as well. The woman has

had her eruption for three or four years, it comes and
goes, is worse in the s|)ring and fall, and, moreover,

depends very nuicli upon the use or abuse of the hands,

and on le-r physicd state : she has n<'Verliad any other

eru|)tion and gives no history of syphilis, and further-

more, brings two healthy children with her, all she has

ever had, and having never had any miscarriages. The
man with the psoriasis of the palms has had the dis-

ease several years, gives liki^wise no syphilitic history,

and has had no other eru])tion. It is always well to

examine the whole body where there is uncertainty of

diagnosis, for then? might exist some evidences of past

or presi'iit eruption which would materially assist in

diagnosis, and as before remarked, in nui«t cases of

psoriasis of the palms there will be found patches

elsewhere of the disea.se. In our last ca.se—thesyphili- '

tic—the othersymi)tonisareso very pathognomonicthat
a mistake would be impardouable. I remember well

Hazin, when showing a case of palmar syphilis at St.
j

l/ouis, Paris, looked at once at the tongue, and finding a

mucous ulceration there, remarked, that when a suspi-

cious lesion on the tongue coexisted with one on the

pnlm, syphilis must be very strongly suspected, a point

which I have verified an<l poinle<l out again and again.

We will now consider for u moment, with reference ,

j

t) treatment, the disastrous consequences of a mistake
I in the diagnosis of thi'se cases. Apart from the wioi.g

done, and perchance distress occasioned by ascribing

syphilis as a cause of disea.se where it does not exist,

tile measures appropriate for one would not only fail

to do good, but would |)robably do very positive in-

jury to the others.

'1 he prognosis, too, varies greatly with the diagnosis.

In the last patient we can assure a perfect and quite

speedy cure— I have seen palmar syphilis disappear

within two weeks after a course (jf treatment had bein

entered upon; the second patient must have a rather

morc^ unfavorabh' prognosis, for it will certainly take

longer to remove these hard almo.st horny masses of the

palmar psoriasis, and the measure of success will de-

pnid very much upon the faithfulness of the patient.

Ill the first case, of chronic eczema of the palms, the

prognosis is more doubtful yet, and must be very

guarded. Tin.' di.scase has already lasted three or four

years, getting better and wor.se ; the patient is a mot her

of a family, as you see, in the humbler walks of life,

and must use the hands constantly in washing and
over the fire, and she very probably will not or can
not give the care necessary for her cure. As soon as

till' hands get a little better she will neglect treatment,

and it she does, the disease will as surely relapse as a
ball will tend to run down an inclined plane, if in

pushing it up yon stop anywhere short of the toi). Had
slir the syphilitic disease, or rather, were this a case of

palmar syjihilis. the prospect would be brighter, for

iiiti-rnal medication will remove that lesion even under
the most adverse circumstances. The fact of (Hir

third (latient having had his hand trouble several

nmiiths does not diminish the ])rospects of his cure,

whereas the years which have gone over this woman's
eczema have quite another meaning.
The treatment of these three cases will likewise

differ widely according to the diagnosis. The
woman's hands require a moderate stimulation com-
bined with soothing measures and internal remedies,

especially arsenic, iron, and alkalies, together with

cod-liver oil ; the second patient's disease needs far

greater stimulation, which indeed would aggravate

greatly that of flic woiiiiin ; whereas in the case of the

sypliilitic patient neither of the methods about to be

given for the former ones would be of any real service,

but well directed antisy))liilitic measures will, in all

probability, alone .surely and completely remove the

lesion.s.

This woman, then, with a tender skin, with hands
cr.'iekcd and painful, and yet itching greatly, r((|uires,

first, mild stiiiuilatiou suflicient to relieve the itching;

second, soothing applications to protect the cracked

and denuded portions from the air, water, and dust;

ami third, internal remedies. To fulfil the first iinli-

cationswe will order the liquor pieis alkalinus (1}

I'll is liquidic, : ij.; pofas.s. causticiP, Z i. ; aquie, ; v. M.)

diluted six times with water. The affected (larts are

to be first gently bathed with this, then, as they im-

])rove, CO bo rubbed, with increasing force, first with

limn, later with llannel, and this to be followed by an

I intment (I{ Ung. picis. ; i. ; zinci oxidi. : i. ; uiig. aqiue

rns . 5 i. M- 1 which is to be kept applied as much of the

time as possible. Internally she will be directed to

taki' the following after each meal in a wineghuss of

water: I{ Sol. Kowleri, niiij. ; ferri amnion, cit., gr. ij. ;

tiiiet. nuc. vom.. TTjv. ; liijuor potass.. Tfi vj.; tinct. cin-

ehon. coni]>. ad ; i. M. It would be well if she

lould be induced to take cod liver oil pei-sistently

b.r six months, even if the hands slioulil be quite well

b. fore that time. Indeed, internal medication should

always be continued for some period after the disap-
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poarance of Uie disease, for it must be remembered

tliat the local disease in such an instance depends

largely on the n;eneral state, and if removed by local

treatment is very ai)t to return from a continuance of

the cause.

For the jjsoriasis of the palms, in the second patient,

we will direct a good scrubbing, morning and night with

ordinary soft potash soap, laying the back of tlic hand

on a table, and using a ])iece of coarse flannel, and

later even a scrubbing brush. Tlie following ointment

is to be kept closely aiiplied at night : IJ Ung. liydrarg.

nitratis, 3 ij. ; ung. jiicis, ; ij. ; ung. simplicis, I iv. M.

Ill view of its already long continuance it would be

well to give him arsenic at tlie same time.

The man with the syphilitic jjalmar lesion will con-

tinue to receive mercury and iodide of pota.-sium con-

Ijined. in the usual "formula, under which he is

steadily improving. He has been ol)liged to stoj)

the treatment seveial times from stomach irritation and

other causes, which accounts in a measure for the

rather tardy disappearance of the palmar lesion.

progress of iHetJical Science.

Ergot and its Active PiiiNcirLEs.—Dr. G. Lr;vi

has a long and instructive article in Lii Speri-

meiitaJe, for August and Septeml)er, 187-5, in which

he gives the results of his study of the physiological

and therapeutical action of secale corniituiu, esi)eci-

ally in its application to obstetrics. lie has endea-

vored to discover how its constituents act in individ-

ual cases. From all the facts collected, and fiom the

investigations he has made, the following conclusions

are derived

:

1. The sum of the therapeutical effects derived

from ergot are due to the presence in it of phosphoric

acid.

2. The diseases for which ei-got is a useful remedy
receive equal l)enetit from phosphoric acid.

3. With ergot two distinct series of phenomena are

reproduced by elements of different natures: the phy-

siological (ergotism) recognize as a cause the vege-

table principles (ergotine. erboline. etc.) ; the obstetri-

cal, on the contrary, the ])hos|)horic acid.

4. The hannostatic effects, like the erliolic, are ob-

tained equally, and with the same inteusity and
])romptness, with phosphoric acid as with secale cor-

nutum.
5. The quantity of soluble phosjjhoric acid found by

analysis in recently |)ulverized ergot both in that which

is old and in the hydro-alcoholic e.vtract (ergotina),

is proportional to the obstetric effects which are ob-

tained from these various substances used separately.

Aconite and Aconitine.—M. Oulmont has been

making exhaustive researches into the variations in

the' action of the different preparations of aconite, and
the following are some of his conclusions : The alco-

holic preparations of the fresh leaves, the stalks, and
the seeds are almost inert in small doses, an ounce in

animals and half an ounce in men producing no ap-

preciable effects. The alcoholic preparations of the

fresh roots, and the tinctures of the roots and the

dried leaves, especially the two last, are more active

;

but they are uncertain preparations, and it is difficult

to calculate their doses exactly. The officinal extract

of the leaves is of little value. The extract of the

roots, prepared from the aconite of the Vosges, is much

more active, certain, and regular in its action, and is

easy to administer, and consequently should b-' pre-

ferred. It can be given in doses of one-third to one-
half a grain j)er diem, gradually increased to a grain
and a half or two grains, without fear of accidenr. '

Acimitine is very active, and great caution mu t be
exercised in its administration. It .should be givtu at

first in doses of jJti gr., gradually increased to -/- gr.

or even ,Vj gr. He concludes with the stat( ment that

the roots contain most of the active ])rinciples, and
these principles are contained in increasing C|uantitirs

in the plants found in the gardens, in the Vo.^ges, in

Dauphiny, and in Switzerland. That of the Vosges
should be jweferrcd for the different )ireparations.

—

Jiniranl de Mid. et de Chi?-., January, 1876.

• R.\niES Sdccessfully Treated bt 'Woorara.—
Offenberg, in his inaugural dissertation, Berlin, 1875,
reports the case of a girl of twenty-fcjur who had been
bitten eighty days before by a dog su|iposed to be
rabid. Injections of morphine and the inhalation of
chloroform having been used without benefit, seven
injections of woorara, amounting in all to three grains,

were given in the course of live and a half hours.

First the muscles became steadier, then the convulsive
seizures less fiequent, the dread of water and the

photo[)hobia disappeared, and the voice improved.
Some symptoms of ])aralysis now appeared, which
reached their maximum the following day. On the

second day there was a slight relapse of the symjjtoms
of ral)ies, which was checked by an injection of a little

less than lialf a grain of the woorara. The patient re-

covered slowly, a certain degree of weakness and
sluggishness, and especially weakness of sight, remain-

ing at the end of two months. There was inllamma-
tion but no suppuration at the points of injection.
—Devturht: Zt«clii: f. praJ,'. Med., No. .52, 1875.

—

Ally.

Med. Cent. Zeit, Jan. 5, 1876.

Liquor Kismutiii for Hemorrhoids and Prol.^p
sus Ani.— Dr. John Clelnnd freely admits, that in

many instances hemorrhoids cannot be treated suc-

cessfully williout surgical operation, yet in a large

number of cases operative interference is unsuitable.

His attention was first called to the use of the liquor

bismuthi, given as an enema, in a peculiar case of
prolapse of the bowel. A middle-aged woman came
for consultation, ni such a condition that she could
with difficulty walk, iuasnnich as whenever she jiarted

the thighs, at least one-half a yard of intestine was
extruded. The whole surface of the mucous mem-
brane exposed was of a deep raspberry I'cd, in that

chronic condition which some jiractitioners deliglit

to treat with nitric acid. External supports and astrin-

gents had been tried, but had failed. The patient was
then directed to mix a dessertspoonful of liquor bis-

muthi with half a wineglassful of starch, and after

getting into bed, and retuniing the bowel to its place,

to introduce this enema and retain it. A few weeks
after, the patient returned, stating she was well. The
treatment was ordered to be continued, and there was
every reason to believe there was no return of the

malady. In ordinary prolajjsus in children, the same
remedy has been used with invariable success. In
hemorrhoids, where the mucous memljrane is consider-
alily involved, no application can com])are with the
injection of liquor bismuthi, it being painless; and as

in the ease of prolapsus, the improvement of the
mucous membrane has a wonderful influence on both
the veins and integument. In instances in which sur-

gical interference seemed indubitable, by this treat-

ment the patient recovered without the necessity of

,
an operation.

—

The Pructitioner, January, 1876.
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TiiK so-rAi,i,ED Fi'xfiis Foot of India.— Tliu
cause of this stniiiKc disciisi', wliicli ocriiis in scjiiii'

parts of Iiulin, especially in Mailiirii (wlieiK'e one of

its names), haslieen attiilmtcil liy Vanilyke Carter to

a funt;iis. Altlioujili the eviilcnee was in favor of a

fiuijius heinj; ihe causi of the Mailnra foot, yet decided
opinions of a eonlinry kind liave not lie(n wantin;:.

Drs. Lewis and (;nnniiii;liani, after years of sindy and
examination of this disease, entirely netiative the view
that the disease has a funsioid origin. They have
found indeed, in one variety, a funfjns ; l)ut this ap-

peared to lie entirely secondary. They distinguish
three varieties of the funijus foot, viz.. the roe like

bodies, the pink particles, and the Mack masses. The
first are shown to be fat in variously modilied forms;
tlio second are found to \ir pitjniented concretions,

not the sliglitest trace of a fnnijus or of other vefj;et-

able orfianisms beinj^ ])re,sent in either; and the tliird

are shown to consist of degenerated tissue, mixed to

a {rreater or less extent with black pigment and fun-
goid elenuMits. They deny that tuugi or allied forms
can act on healthy tissue, and really assert that disease

of tissue ahv.iys precedes their ai)pearance, and is

Ycally the primary disease. They even api>ear to

imply tliat fungi will only act on nuUter already
dead, and that, therefore, living jiarts can never be
infected by low organisms.

—

I'/u: l.dncH, January '2'i,

1870.

Diagnostic Value of the Ii.io-Femohal Thi-
ANCi.F, IN In.iiuies OF TIIK IIip-JoiNT.— Mr. Thoiuas
Bryant attaches great value to this mode of diagnosis,

|)articularly in cases of impacted fracture at the hip-

joint. He eontidently asserts, after repeated proofs,

that while in a healthy subject the ilio femoral triangles

are exactly similar upon the two sides of the body.
with i'(pial sides and equal angles, he can with tcjual

conlidence be a.ssured that in all cases of injury to the

hip, in which shortening of the neck of the thigh-

bone exists, the amount of shortening can readily an<l

accurately be made out, on comparing the bases of

the triangles of the two sides. There are rare ca.ses

where obscuro injuries to the hii)joint may not be
cleared up by nuans of this test-line, but they are

exceptional, whereas, by its u.se, a large number of

cases that would have lieen called obscure have ceased
to be so.— The Lancet, January 22, ISTG.

DipnTiiF.KiA.—Dr. Robert Hell thinks that our cim-

ceptions witli regard to the mode of ingress of the

poison of diphtheria are far from correct. In its first

stages it is purely a local disea.se, exactly as a (hancr<-

at its commencement is syphilis in the ])art only, not

liaving yet affected the general .system ; or as vaccinia

in its primary stage is purely local. If then the

poisonous nature of the deposit in the mucous mem-
brane of the mouth and throat can be destroyed,

while the disease is yet local, we keep it in that con-

dition and prevent its further effect on the health of

the patient. .Since Dr. Bell has adopted this methed
of treatment, he .says he has lost only two cases from
diphtheria, and these were cases wtiieh resisted, so

that it w;is impossible to employ the treatment at all.

He has treated a large number of cases, and with
alino.st uniform success. From the very onset of the

disease, he insists on free stimulation and plenty of

nourishment. Tliis dietetic treatment must lie sinuil-

taneous, with local and general medical treatment

:

Ijut the most important is the local application of

substances which destroy the poisonous properties of

the deposit on the throat. This application consists of

carbolic aci<l, one pjirt ; sulphurous acid, three ])arls;

solution of perchloride of iron an 1 glycerine, of each

four parts. The mouth should also be rinsed out fre-

quently with a weak solution of Condy's lluid in

water, and the following mixture taken in des.seit-

spoonful doses every two liours : 1?. I'otassa' chloiatis,

: iij. ; acidisulphurosi, l iiis.s. ; lincturie ferri perthlo-
ridi, ; iij.

;
glycerini, ? i. ; aqua>, (|. s. ad ; vj.

—

Ihitish Medical Journal, January 20, 187C.

The Results of Oi'eii.\tions on Scrofulous
I'kksons.—M. Bernard, in the coui'se of his studies on
scrofula in general, has arrived at the following
conclusions on the subject. In the scrofulous the

grave complications which succeed the traumatism
are rare. The attacks of erysipelas or of lymphangi-
tis are mild, when they occur at all, whili; dilVu.so

Cellulitis, gangriiKUis inllammation, and i)yaniia arc

hardly ever met with. In general the scrofulous resist

well the shock of an operation, so inueh sotli.it (lerdy

has been al)le to cite three ampulatiims for «hiti>

swelling in which the traumatic fever was alnn'St nil.

liut it must be confessed that, although the scrofulous

siqiport the shock of an openition well, and rarely

succumb during the first two or three weeks, the

period of danger lasts much longer in them, and the

final result is much more doulitful. In numerous
cases the operation produces both local alleviation and
an amelioration of the general symptcuns, by remov-
ing a constant source of pain and exhaustion; but
this temporary improveuunt, though laising hupes of

a complete recovery, does not persist, and the patient

soon after di<s, worn out liy the general disease. M.
Verneuil expresses himself as follows on this subject:

''Surgical intervtntion rarely arrests scrofula, aggra-

vates it scmietimes, but most frequently does not aflect

its evolution :U all." -AI. Bernard spealis strongly of the

value of alteratives, and especially of sea baths ;ind

ccmntry air.

—

Lc Bonlcaiix Medical, January 2r), IbTO.

Intermittent Budnciio- Pneumonia.—In a paper
ri'ad I>efore the Academic de ]M('dccine, on January 11,

M. Bourgade, after some remarks on the changes in

the paludal miasms in the provinces of central France,

produced by sanitary measures, and the amelioratiil

iiygienic condition of the iiopulatiiin, st;ited that the

typical intermittent fever has partly disappeared, to

lie re|ilaced by an insidious form which impresses a

peculiar stamp on all diseases and giv s them an ab-

normal gravity. IIis paper treated particularly of the

special characters assumed by broncho-])neunionia

under the infiuenee of the paludal miasm. This aff( c-

tion presents all the symptoms of the typical broncho-

pneumonia, but with certain peculiarities that indicate

a special pathogenic influence. For instance, the

initial chill is repeatid during several days, but does
not indicate a ])eriodical increase of the disease ; or if

the chill be wanting it is replactd by malaise, and a

dull pain in the region of the spleen. Percussion

reveals more or liss extensive dulnes.s. and uicasuie-

nient a remarkable enlargeiiK nt of the thoracic cavity,

due Mot to ])lenri.sy, but to the congestive turgescence

and disappearance of the lung noted by M. AVoilliz.

The auscnltatciry signs are less marked than in tlu^ sim-

ple form of the disi ai-e, and vary in intensity with the

appearance and disappearance of the febrile exacerba-

lion.s. The pathognomonic clniraeter consists in

fact in daily exacerbations of fever, which appear
regularly night and morning, rarely in the evening,

when, on the contrary, marked remissions are ob-

served. The course of the temperature is not le^8

remarkable. At the time of the access of fevi'r it

may rise to 104' or lOfi.v,' then fall to 102l"<ir
1110 S"F., and go on rising and falling with llie ex-

acerbalious and remissions of the fever. The course
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of the disease isiiregiilar. and its duration often pro-

longed. It may last four or five weeks. It yields

easily and r.iindly to quinine, when given early, Ijut

if tlie miasmatic element be overlooked, the prognosis

is grave. It may end fatally when neglected.

Si. Bourgade believes this brouclio-pneumonia to

be, not an inflammatory disease, but an affection

allied to intermittent fever. Tlie irregularities in its

symptoms, its advance by fits and starts, the regular

daily exacerliations of the fever, and finally its ready

submission to quinine, all point to its paludal origin.

It is a special form of intermittent or remittent bron-

clo-pneumouia.

—

Gazette Eebdom., January 14, 1876.

Veratrdm as an Antidote to Opium.—Di'. J. S.

Todd, in a paper read Ijefore the Atlanta Academy of

Medicine, advocates tlie use of veratrum as a substi-

tute for belladonna in opium poisoning. He in-

stances six cases in which this remedy was used, l>ut

does not attempt to explain its modus nperamJi Four
of these cases recovered entirely from the effects of

poisonous doses of opium, veratrum being adminis-

tered hypoderraically. In one of these successful

cases atropia did no good. Two of the six reported

cases died, but in one the large amount of opium
taken, and the length of time before the commence-
ment of treatment, showed clearly to his mind that

recovery was imi)ossil3le. The good effects of the

treatment were manifested by the lengtli of time tliat

intervened before death. In this case the patient

received hyiiodermically, in less than six hours, a

drachm of tincture of veratrum viride, witliout low-

ering the pulse; in fact, veratrum. seemed rather to

keep the heart going. In the other fatal case the pa-

tient, a boy of twelve years, was suffering from men-
ingitis, and morphine had been given witli after-

symptoms characteristic of opium poisoning. Under
the cold douche and three injections of tln-ee drops
each of tincture of veratrum viride, the symptoms of
opium poisoning disappeared, and though he died, it

was from the force of the disease and not from opium
poisoning.

Wliile Dr. Todd feels every confidence in this dnig
as an antidote to opium, he advises ncjt to neglect

evacuating the contents of the stomach, the use of
electricity and strong coffee, and recommends that the

patient l)e walked, flagellated, tickled, etc.

Dr. Todd also firmly believes that the actions of
o >ium and veratrum are reciprocal, and that in vera-

t am poisoning opium is the remedy to be employed.

Differential Diagnosis bet^veek Serous Sub-
PSRITOVEAL AND OvARi.A.N CvsTS.—At a meeting of

the Societe de Medecine de Strasljourg Koelierle

read a paper on this subject, the diagnosis lieing

based on the characters of the fluid contents. These
cysts originate in the ovaries, uterus, Fallo])ian tubes,

broad ligaments, and even in tlie kidneys; but, what-
ever the point of origin, their anatomical relations

may be so similar as to render it impossible to deter-

mine to which variety they belong.

If the fluid obtained by puncture is thick, viscid, or

fatty, and contains hair or epidermal cells, the cyst is

ovari.m ; but when the fluid is clear and of low
specific gravity, it is im])0ssil)le without chemical
analysis to say to what variety of cyst it belongs.

The fluid from the parovarian cysts, or those of the
broail ligament, contains no albumen, is clear, slightly

saline, and does not become cloudy when acids are

added to it.

The ova ian cysts contain a fluid rich in allnimen,

and especially in paralbumen. (Tiie precipitate olitain-

ed by nitric acid is redissolvcd in acetic acid.)

The tubal cysts, on the other hand, contain albu-
men and a little paralbumen. (Acetic acid increases
the precipitate.) Exceptions to these rules exist, but
they are very rare.

M. Koeberle closed his communication with the fol-
lowing table, wliich includes the principal differential
characteristics of these cysts :

S em u s siihpentoneal Ovin-irin cysts.—Uui- or
(V/,s/«.—Always unilocular, niultihicular. Contents
Contents very fluid, usually fluid, flowing more or less

colorless and limpid as slowly, viscid, glutinous,
water, sometimes very Usually ricli in allmmen,
.saline; contain as a rule metalbumen, paralbumen,
no albumen. Albuminous giving with nitric acid a
precipitate obtained with precipitate soluljle in ace-
nitric acid, m.ay be solul)le tic acid,
in an excess of that acid. Contents more or less

glutinous, sometimes en-

tirely incoagulable Ijy ni-

tric acid and heat ; in

rare cases limpid as water,

slightly frothy, containing
only traces of allmmen
(Colloid cysts).

Pure fat, fluid, mucus,
masses of epidermis, haira

in suspension (Dermoid
cysts).

Examined under the

microscope the fluid con-
tains yellowish granular
globules, characteristic of

ovarian cysts, from three

to thirty-five, or even sixty

millimetres (Oin diameter.

Their enveloi)e is rendered
more distinct liy the addi-

Embonjioint and genei'- tiou of acetic or ))hos-

ally a healthy look, even jihoric acid. Usually cm-
when the tumor is very aeiation more or less pro-
laryfc. miunccd.

Fluctuation usually well Fluctuations more or less

marked. distinct, sometimes limited

(Multilocular cysts).

Walls thin. Walls sometimes thin,

sometimes more or less

tliick. firm, hard, bossed
(Multilocular cysts).

Ossification in parts

(Dei moid cyst,s), some-
times the very hard parts

are due to calcareous in-

crustations of the walls of
the cysts.

Development slow, at Development generally
times. rapid, sometimes slow.

Attain, sometimes, a con- Generally adlierent from
siderable size without lie- an early period, before
coming adheient to neigh- their size is at all con-
boring organs. Scnnetimes siderable.

very adherent even when
small.

—

Le Bordeaux Medical, Jan, 11th, 1876.

The Indiana Medical College—Department of
State University—held at Indianapolis its Seventh
Annual Commencement, Feliruary S.ith, The degree
of Doctor in Medicine was conferred by Rev, Dr.
Moss, President of the University, ufjon thirty-two
graduates.
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WHAT OUR :\IFDI('.\L SYSTEMS ARE,
AND WHAT THEY MAY BE.

It is very pleasant and proper, in this our centennial

year, to look back over tlie history of American medi-

cine and American medical nun. and mark witli pride

the advances that have been made in every department

of our art. Perhaps wc are apt to be too busy witli

the present and its needs to devote as much time to

these matters ;»s we ouiiht. and while the names of

our distingui.'ihed physicians and surgeons remain

present in our minds, their acliievenu'nts liave often

bjeu forgotten. For this reason W3 owe a deljt of

special gratitude to our distinguislied countryman, Dr.

Clarke, for the laborious and scholarly ta.sk lie lias

accomplished in setting before us the contriliutions

Americans have made to medicine, and for the very

interesting way in which he has presented liis work.*

There are some points, however, in liis article which

touch upon the ever-vexed question of medical educa-

tion, in which he seems to have given rise to misun-

derstanding in some quarters, if he has not laid liim-

.self open to criticism for the very favorable compari-

son which he draws lietween our system of teacliing

and tliose in vogue elsewliere. Living as tlio author

does under the very shadows of an institution whose

pre-eminence above the other medical schools in the

country is a fact that few will be willing to deny, we
can hardly believe tliat he regards the condition of

our scliools in general as satisfactory. In so far as lie

says that " our medical schools are an honorable con-

tribution to the medical work of the century," we are

(juite willing to agree with him ; when, however, he

adds tliat "if the neccssitic.9 and different conditions

of Europe and .Vmerica arc impartially compared, we

shall tind that the American method of medical edu-

cation yields as good a practical result to the nation

as the European method of medical education does to

^* "A Ci'ntnry of Aniuricau Medicine," Am. Juunial of ttlo Mt'»I.

Sci., Jan., 187S.

Europe," then wc confess ourselves sceptical—at least

until the proofs are presented.

Dr. Clarke, however, takes care to tell us that " the

schools, except in the case of Harvard,

do not pretend to give a complete education, liut only

j

to sui)plenient that whieli the student g-ts elsewhere."

And then he say.s, speaking of the quality of the edu-

cation, that " these who, like the apothecary of Eng-

hind and the Secundiir Aer/.t of Qerniany, are charged

witli the medical care of the ma.ss of the comnninily

ill Europe, are not better equipped for the practical

work of their profession tlian their average American

contemporary." We are unable, however, to see how

any system of in.struction can be satisfactory if it, ex-

cept in the case of Harvard, docs "not pretend to

give a complete medical education." Nor can tlie

compariscni just quoted be regarded as flattering.

Those who are conversant with the nqiiirenicnts

abroad will hardly be plea.scd to have us inforniid

tliat the mass of our doctors are fully up to the stand-

I

ard of "English apothecaries" or "Si'cundiir Aerzte"

I

on the Continent. The title of "general practitioner,"

wiiich is conferred upon the graduates of the Apothe-

caries' Society, is ceitainly not an exalted one, and it

is this, we take it, to wliich Dr. Clarke refers. It is one

of the very easiest to obtain, and while it confers upon

tlie possessor the privilege of practising, would, in the

absence of a better degree, be a very poor certificate

(if his medical proficiency, if he desired to indulge in

tlii'higlierorder of metropolitan practice or was a can-

didate for a hospital apiiointment. A knowledge of

surgery is not required for his title, and he need only

attend three winter and two or three summer sessions,

a remarkably short time in which to get an English de-

i;ree. As for the class of continental «ib- physicians

to which Dr. Clarke refers, there are certainly many

species differing according to the locality and existing

conditions. If he refers to what are known in Prussia as

the " Wundiirzte," some sort of barlier surgeons, their

sphere is usually restricted, and if they arc found over-

stepping its limit,s, they render themselves liable to

the authorities in so doing, so that they are not to be

regarded as tilling the position of [iliysieians in the

sense of our ordinary practitioners. The same tiling

may be said of the French "ofliciers de santC
;

" they

practise in certain defined departments, but in grave

cases areconi|)elled to call in tlie aid of a " docteur en

iiu'decinc ct chirurgie." Hut it is really mortifying to

compare the requirements of even the Ix'st of our col-

leges with that of a really tirst- class degree, as for ex-

ample a fellowsliip in the Hoyal College of Surgeons,

or the title of Doctor in Prussia. To Iwcome an

K.R.C.S. (and it is a very necessary thing to obtain if

one would hold some of the higher positions in Eng-

land) he must show evidences of having been suitably

prepared for the study of medicine, must have studied

six years, and liave had a prescribed course of medical

and surgical training in a hospital, and have success-
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fully passed a rigorous examination. No one of our

colleges exacts such severe conditions for a degree.

And yet some of them liaidly require half as much

as is demanded even by the Apothecaries' Society. To

obtain tlie' title uf Doctor in Prussia from the regular

examining Ijodies requires satisfactory evidence of

preliminary study, and a university education. The

applicant must further pass satisfactory examinations

in anatomy, physiology, chemistry, physics, and some

one or otlier of tlic natural sciences, sucli as botany, as

well as in surgery, ophthalmology, materia mcdica,

olistetrics, diseases of women, and medical jurispru-

dence or hygiene. He must also have passed a pre-

scriljed time in attendance in the surgical and medical

wards of hospitals, and have attended at least four

confinements.

One of tlie most interesting and instructive books

that have ever appeared on the matter of medical edu-

cation is the one that BiUrotli * has lately written, and

it will well rejiay careful study for any one wlio can

read it in llie original.

He tells us that there arc in Germany, as we know

there are here, two classes in tlie medical profrssiim;

one that would tlu'ow down the bars and make the

acquisition of medical degrees an easy one, and an-

other cla.ss that would insist upon stringent courses of

study, mailing them more thorough and complete in

proportion as general knowledge and cultm-e advances.

Tlie arguments used are the same the world over. The

one class says tliat the prjs( nt requirements in Germany,

and sucli as are urged upon our adoption by many in

this country, are unnecessary. "Pliysicians have no

need to be liteiati ;
" they need fiist of all to learn

how to treat the side ; in fact tlie best educated men
are often unsuccessful |)ractitioners, while ill-educated

men may liave large and nourishing practices.

It is also urged that iiliysieians are unfitted liy high

degrees of education and culture to practise among

the lower orders, especially in the country places, for

these peoijle are better satisfied with those who are

nearer them in their attainments, and can therefore

sympathize ))ctter witli them.

Besides, tliey say, the difficulties that are interposed

between tlie student and his diploma will have the

effect of fiightening away many from the profession,

and thus in time there will get to be an actual want

of ))hysicians. Tlie expense of a full course of medi-

cine is too gieat for tlie poorer students.

And finally they ask. Where is tlie money to come

from if tlie system of instruction is going to continue

to be so exi)ensive ?

Billrotli answers many of these arguments so well

that we insert in substance what he says

:

In the first place medicine must either 1)c progressive

or retrogressive ; it cannot stand still while otl'.er kin-

dred branches of science are moving forward. It is

* Uebcr dae

1876.

Lehren und Lernen der med. WiBscnschaften. Wien,

by the study of tlie natural sciences especially that we
are making progress ; they, in fact, have given us the

ophthalmoscope and taught us electrotherapy ; while

the application of the higlier mathematics to tlie doc-

trines of liglit and sound liave 1)een very necessary in

developing our present knowledge of tlie meeliauism

of siglit and liearing. It is, in fact, the natural

sciences which are now pushing us forwmd most

rapidly in the diagnosis and treatment of disease.

This is the very point Dr. Clarke makes when he

tells us that the founders of modern physiology and

pathology—.lohn Hunter and Bicliat—rescued medi-

cine from empiricism by jjerceiving its relations to

the natural sciences. And so it has been in this

country, for tliough many an ill-educated man lias

had successful lu'actice in the common sense of tlie

term, those who, like Rush, Pliysick, Warren, and

twenty otiicrs that we might mention, liave not only

been successful as practitioners merely, liut have left

an indelible impress on the medical history of their

times, liave been men of broad and liberal education,

fully up to the scientific knowledge of the times, of

which their contriljutions were the fair and legiti-

mate oifspring.

So far as its being undesirable that a jiliysician

should be a man of high education and culture, be-

cause he cannot then be on a par with his patients,

the reverse is the case. The physician actually accom-

plishes more if he stands on a higher level, and in

fact this is one that he has usually occupied even in

the humlile avocation of a village doctor ; while he is

most apt to be guide, jiliilosoijher, and friend to the

lowliest of those he is called upon to treat.

As for the danger of friglitening away studiMits by

the increased difliculties in obtaining a diploma we

need have no concern ; for notwithstanding the threat-

enings which have been made in Europe for some

years back, Billroth tells us that the number of stu-

dents has been rapidly increasing at the German

universities, especially since 1807, and the same is

true in this country, we have every reason to believe.

In regard ti the expense which long courses entails

upon students, Billroth has the Ijoldness to say in

effect "then do not study medicine." The study of

medicine of to-day is of such a nature that it is folly

to think of embarking in it with the liope oi Ijeing a

successful inactitioner without a very ccnisiderable

outlay of money, so as not only to carry the student

through the necessary curriculum, l)ut well out into

the first years of his practice. lie inveiglis against a

class of students, whicli fortunately we do not see in

this country—poor Jews from Hungary and Gallacia,

who go to Vienna with the notion that they can

acquire a degree by study, paying their way by work-

ing as telegraiih boys, post-boys, selling matclics, and

the like ; the fact being tliat they cannot earn money

sufficient to buy the necessary books, or take the

necessary courses, and therefore pursue medicine under
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thi; <;ii';itest (lisiidvniiliige. Tlicy In'ijin tliti practice of
j

medicine only to be sorely clisapijiiiiitcd liy liiidinj;

tliiit they have no priictice, and can j;et nonc^ that will
,

yield them sufficient support, and therefore have to
[

resort to some other means for their livelihood, at

least for the first years of their practice, which should

be spent by them in further perfectint; themselves in

the art. Tliere is duulitlcss much truth in this which

may be applicable to many students in our own

country. The student of medicine requires imper-

atively so many adjuncts to his ordinary studies in

the way of books and instruments, and should take so

many special courses, that the expense, even in this

country, is vastly greater than it used to be.

But if the fpiestion be asked where is the money to

come from to sustain an elaborate system of educa-

tion, we answer by endotoment. If we satisfy the

laity that medicine is a science as well as an art, and

that it is actually developing itself by the discovery

or a|)|>lication of new facts, in the sante way as other

branches of natural science, we shall at least com-

mand their syni|)athy, and may secure money for the

jiroper establishment of such institutions as arc now
flourishing in Europe.

But there is another project which is now coming

into notice, the aim of which is in the right direction,

and promises most beneficial results. It is e.\amina-

tions of students by proper ])ersons in each State, inde-

pendent of the colleges. We cannot expect much
benefit from legislation and legislators. They recog-

nize the regular practising physician, the homoDopatli,

and the eclectic as eriual before the law, and perliui)s

nothing else can be expected. We can, however, do

one thing—set our own house in order, and show

the standard of attainment that we recognize as re-

quisite for practitioners, and if the requirements be

high enough, wc shall soon have the credit for it.

Make it credital)le, and every young physician coming

to piactise in the State, and perhaps not a few in other

States, will find it greatly to their advantage to have

our State diploma. As it is with the F.R.C.S., so it

can be with the diploma given under the auspices of

our State Medical Society. Other medical bodies with

a lower grade of requirements will soon be rccogni/.td

as such by the puljlie, and will soon hold a correspond-

ingly lower j)osition in public esteem.

There can be no great dillieulty in organizing such

n board from the members of the State Medical So-

ciety. As it will be more creditable for the medical

colleges of the State to Ijc in a minority, let the ma-

jority be non-college men. They then may meet

and elect an examining board to serve for the year,

silting twice a year, at times agreed upon by them-

selves. Fixed rates of fi-es can be established in

accordance with the time spent in examinations.

PropiT sujiervisors may also be appointed to attend at

the examinations, ami decide upon (loints of difference

as they nuiy arise. The diplomas thus issued may

then be publicly given, as now, at the regular com-

mencements of the colleges. Such a step as this would

be the first one towards a uniform standard of rc(|uire-

nient for graduation. If the standard wen^ found to

be too high for many who would otherwise bo excel-

lent practitionei-s. and the country were really in need

of them, then it might be time for considering the

question of a lower degree, as of M. B., or Baclielor

of Medicine, much in the way that it is given at Cam-

bridge or O.xford. We have, however, no desire to

extol the cumbrous systems .still existing in England,

the stupid conditions that arc enforced upon those

who seek a license, and the endless array of titles,

which, doubtless, are full of hidden meaning to the

happy possessor, but of no earthly acciunit to the great

majority of his fellow-beings. Wliat we do urge,

however, is, that we do at least have one high standard

for our M.D.'s which the holder may be proud to

obtain and we to give. If our examining board

sliould, however, find it advisable to grant a lesser

degree, let it be distinctly known as such, and that the

holder, whatever his title, is not an M.l)., but a star of

lesser magnitude.

MliDIC.VL AI>VKin'ISINO.

It is indeed a difficult and thankless ta.sk to plead for

honesty in the face of the present determination of

certain nu'dieal men in this city to ignore the obliga-

tions which they owe to the profession, and to dodge

a strict compliance with the code of ethics which they

have pledged themselves to support. But we still be-

lieve that there is enough of the right sort of feeling

with the majority of our brethren to supi)ort us in our

endeavore to correct a growing evil. Even at the ex-

pense of being considered radical on the subject, we
have considered it to be our duty to oppose medical

advertising in any shape, directly or indirectly, ad-

mitting of no compromise between what we believe to

be right and what we believe to be wrong. .Mready

we have been forced to .say a great deal on this sub-

ject, but it seems that the end is not yet. Examples

for criticism are being constantly thrust before us,

which uitlior compel us to notice them or give up in

despair. The latest one of the sort is that of the Pub-

lic Health Association, which we are pained to see of-

fera a very convenient medium for public notoriety to

some of its memliers.

We have no desire to question the motives of gentle-

men who wish to educate the pul)Iic on matters per-

tiiining to health, but they owe it to their brethren to

lie extremely careful how they accomplish their object.

In order to do this properly they should be above the

suspicion of l>enefiting themselves indiviilnally in

ft purely professional way before tlie pul)lie. That

they have failed in any such endeavor which they may

have had is quite apparent from the jiroceedingsof the

last meeting. On that occasion the subject of diphthe-

ria was before the Society—certainly a very interesting
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one for the pulilic. Instead, however, of present-

ing it in its proper liglit, and continhig the dis-

cussion to preventive measures, an elaljorate and
strictly medical paper was read by one of the members,

so full of technicalities that even tlie reporters of

the daily papers could not understand its purport, and
this was followed l)y the experiences of certain mem-
bers in regard to its ti-eatment. What is the natu-

ral effect of this upon the popular mind ? Simijly to

prove tliat these gentlemen were the leaders of medical

thought upon the subject, and were, if not the only

ones who understood the disease, at least among the

few who could Ije trusted in its management. There

can be no excuse offered for misconceiving the object

of the meeting. It was avowedly a public one, and
the discussions were intended for a pi)]jidar audience.

Tile meeting was openly advertised iu the daily

papers
; the names of the gentlemen who were to take

part in the proceedings were given iu connection with
the subject to be discussed, and the reporters of the

daily press were invited to attend. As a natural con-

sequence a report of the proceedings was given the

following morning in the various city papers, and there

was the usual mortilication of seeing one's name in

the public prints.

As the discussion of the subject is likely to be con-

tinued, opportunities will doubtless be offered to some
of the other medical members of the Association for

giving their extensive experiences in the treatment of
this very interesting disease.

OVERCROWDINO IN THE SCHOOLS.

The overcrowding iu the primary departments in

our public schools is in some degree due to the prac-

tice, among parents, of litei-ally converting these insti-

tutions into mere nurseries for the smaller cliildren. It

seems, however, tliat the school authorities have no

power to prevent this, and the children who are old

enough to learn suffer iu consequence. The President

of tlie Board of Education recently remarked, that if

he had his way he would allow no child under six

years to attend school. He is evidently the right man
in the right place.

Ecparts of Societies.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

Stated Meeting, M<ireh 3, 1870.

Da. S. S. Purple, President, in the Chair.

Previous to the reading of the paper, Drs. J. E. M.
Lordly, S. A. Raliorg, CHnton Wagner. C. G. Stanley,
A. B. De Luna, W. H. Katzcnbach^ Edward Bradley,
and Matthew D. Mann were elected Fellows of the
Academy.
The Librarian acknowledged the reception of an ex-

ceedingly valuable donaticm, made by Dr. Isaac E.

Taylor, consisting largely of old and rare medical
works, the more notable of which were the following:

The works of Ambrose Pare, l(5i!4; Anatomical Exer-
citations concerning the Generation of Living Creatures,

Ijy William Harvey. 1G.53; Com])Iete Body of Chemis-
try, by Feljare, 1670 ; Carswi'U's Illustrations of Patho-
logical Anatomy, 1838; Bailies' plates, illustrative of
pathological anatomy, 1709; Hebra's plates, illustrat-

ing diseases of the .skin, 8 vols. ; Bright's Reports of
Medical Cases, with colored [Jates, 1827 to 1831, 3
vols. ; Hooper's Morbid Anatomy of the Uterus, with
l)lates, 1833 ; Albinus on the Bones of the Fretus, with
jjlates, 1087 ; Rieord's Complete Treatise upon Venereal
Diseases, with colored plates; Cruveilliier's Pathologi-

cal Anatomy, 1831, 3 vols. ; Bateman's Delineation of
Cutaneous Diseases, 1829; and 83 volumes of medical
works,' written liy Boerhaave, Mead, Hoffman, Celsus,

Miller, Paul Barbette, llaygarth. Otto, Rayer, Cheyne,
etc., etc. The value of the donatiou was nearly

$1,000. The reception of 100 periodicals from Dr. J.

11. Learning was also acknowledged.
Drs. Anderson and Adams introduced resolutions

for the purpose of reorganizing the Sections on Chem-
istry and Public Health.

IS CRANIOTO.MY, CEPHAI-OT05IY, OR CRANIOCLASM PRE-
FERABLE TO CESAREAN SipCTION IN PELVES OF 1^ TO
2i INCHES ? WITH A CASE OP LABOR IN A KYPHOTIC
PELVIS OP 11 INCHES.

Prof. Isaac E. Taylor read a paper upon the .above

question, which was the second part of the subject

considered at a meeting of the Academy, held Sept.

10th, 1873.

Reference was tirst made to the mortality attending

Cajsarean section, and from an examination of the

statistics given by English, German, French, Belgian,

Italian, and American operators, and also from Rad-
ford, tlie average was found to l)e 53 ])er cent. The
figures of Dr. Harris were mentioned, in wliich only

26i3f per cent, of the cases terminated fatally, while
something more than 80 per cent, of the children were
saved.

Dr. Taylor recognized the fact that the success of

this operation is materially influenced by delay, and
is much more mi favorable when resorted to after the

woman has become exhausted, than when performed
before the strength has flagged to any great extent.

With regard to craniotomy, ceplialotripsy, etc., the suc-

cess of tlie operation is influenced by the period at

which it is performed, presence or absence of compli-
cations, condition of tlie mother, choice of instru-

ments, correct principles of delivery through the dif-

ferent parts of the pelvis, etc., etc. Too great delay
is cul])al)le, and is the cause in very many cases of un-
favorable results. Indeed, to delay is to contril)Ute

to bad results in all these formidable operations, for

then we have to contend with exhaustion and a pecu-
liar nervous condition which is of l)ad import.

Prof. Taylor then gave a detailed account of his

case of lal)or in a kyi)liotic pelvis, contraction at the

inferior strait, where there was no evidence of rachitis

or malacosteon, and which measured 1| inches. De-
livery was accomplished with safety to thew'oman, the

child weighing 11 pounds. The cephalotrilie which
Prof. Tayhn' employs is his own modification of
the French instrument; the modification consists in

its being made lighter, less curved, and more serrated.

In this connection the cases reported by Jones were
studied with reference to their duration, when it was
found that the average was 45 hours. 'I'he nature of

tlie operation, .said Prof. T.aylor, is not to be blamed if

t is too long delayed and improperly performed. Every
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liour lifter rupture of the niouibranes entails danjicr

to the iiuither. Dr. Tayh)r does not eiuphiy the

ccplialotribe or cnmiochist as traetors, altliouj;h more
or h'ss traction may l)e made witli these instruments,

but, as a ruh', otlier instruments must come in to

comph-te the delivery. 'I'he doetor has an aversion to

the crotchet, and j^ives iiref<'rcnce to the right-anjjled

blunt honk. The cephalotrilie and cranioclast are not

aliiiic si.theiciil ti> accom|ilish the opeiation. nor will

the cephalotribe bo superseded by the cianiocl:ist.

I'rof. Taylor then referred to cases in which he had
effectc-d delivery when the superior strait was con-

triicted to i inches. In these cases he believes he has

derived great advantage from turning the occiput to

the posterior part of the pelvis; that is, the back of

the child to the back of the mother. Ilis operatinn

by preference in the.sc cases is version, and then perfo-

ration of the head, followed by such olliei instrumental

procedure as the nature of the case may di inand.

The advantage claimed for bringing the occiput

posteriorly, was that perforation and the subsequent

steps of the operation can be much easier |)erformr(l

from behind, than to be obliged to force a passage

through the jaw for the pinposc of eni|)tying tin-

cranial cavity. The metlioil of performing version

commonly resorted to by Prof. Taylor, is what is

known as the two -frnger method ; that is, two fingers

introduced through the cervi.v are aided by c.xtemal

manipulation.
" There is no rea.son," said the doctor, " why we

should not resort to vcr>ion in extreme cases, instead

of allowing the patient to go on, for the woman can
be delivered in u much shorter time than by the C'le-

sarcan section, and with more safety." Version is the

important item in the management of these cases, and
is the peculiarity of Vrui. Taylor's method.

In ca.ses of lalior where the polvis is contracted to

the extent under consideration, four methods of man-
agement have been given:

1. The ordinary method, craniotomy, ccphalotripsy,

cranioclasm, and traction by the cepbalotribc! anil

cranioclast.

2. Craniotomy, complete ccphalotripsy, with de-

striction of the vault, making the head a face pre-

sentation, and to be delivered edgewise. JJary and
Hull.

'i. C'laniotomy, partial or complete ccphalotripsy,

delivering thi; head sidewi.se by craniotomy forceps,

a crotchet, or blunt-hook. Osborne.
4. Craniotomy, ccphalotripsy with or without crani-

oclasm, and version performeil directly after with the

trial of the blunt-hook, or crotchet or forceps, which-
ever nniy be elected.

From the observations Prof. Taylor has made, he

ha.s arrived at the following conclusions:

1. That a mutilated child can be delivered wilh

safety to the mother through a sjjace of 1^^ in. antero-

posterior, and 2J or 'i in. transver.se diameter, by
craniniomy, ccphalotripsy, or cranioclasm, when tin

vault has been destroyed, the face made to present

edgewise, or the head sidewiso.

'i. That after c'-phalotrip.sy, or cranioclasm. if ne-

ces.«ary, vei'sion with propulsion from above the pulM>.

early performed before the uterine forces are e.\-

hausti<l, is preferabh' to that just indicated.

y. That the cephalotribe or cranioclast cannot be

considered as available tractors in cu.ses of e.xtrciue

contraction of the pelvis, but that other instruments

be< ome neces-sary to properly effect the delivery of the

wonutn.
4. That the Cii'.sarcan section should not be per-

formed when contraction or deformity is present, as
,

stated above, unless demanded by other conditions
and complications.

PnoK. P.M.i.KN remarked that the statistics con-
cerning the mortality attinding the operation of crani-
otomy, cephalotrip.sy, etc., were something horrifyin-''-
and while it may be true that the success can hi- nm-
terially improved by i)erforming the operalioii at an
earlier ]Hri(jd in labor, yet he was of Ihe opinion pref-
erence should be given to gastro clytrotomy wlnn
Ihe contraeli<jn of the pelvis is less than two indies.
By resorting to this ojjcration, the dangers attendin"'
Ciesarcan section are avoided, such as- hemonlia""
.septicft'Uiia, metritis, etc. Prof. I'allm was of ilie
opinion that Ihe statistics upon Ca'sarean seeliun arc
about as favorable as those found in conn(dion with
craniotomy, and certainly a large pro|)oition of chil-
dren are savid by the former ojieration.

He also iigarded versiim as much safer in labor
with a jjclvis of three inches conjugate diameter than
delivery with forceps. In the class of cases, however
mentioned by Prof. Taylor he favored the operation of
gastro-elytrotomy as revived by Pri)f. T. G. Thomas
of this city, rather than resort to the use of cephalo-
tribe or cranioclast.

NEW YOEK MEDICAL JOURNAL ASSO-
CIATION.

Stated Meeting, February 25, 1870.

Dn. E. G. LoKiNo, President, in the Cii.vrn.

REPORT UPON DISEASES OP THE Tnuo.VT.

The regular monthly report was made by Dr. Ukver-
i.EY Robinson, and embraced biief and concise re-
ferences to a large number of subjects which have
engaged attention during the year 1H7.5. We can refer
to a limited number only of the more important items.

Ileitler has mentioned adenoid tissue in the mucous
membrane of the laryn.x as a cause of catarrh and
ulceration.

Dr. Bigelow, of Boston, has drawn attention to
erectile tissue coveiing the inferior and middle tur-
binated bones, and it is claimed that the mucous mem-
brane nniy, in consi (juence, be iucreased in thickness
one-fourth of an inch.

S<hroecker was quoted in favor of tubercular laryn-
gitis being secondary to tuberculosis of the lungs.
Morbid condition of Ihe bronchial glands in chronic

whooping-cough was mentioned as a piubable condi-
tion to account for the long duration of certain eases.

Au-scultation of the asophagus in fmnt. for the
upper portion and over the spine, or to the light, for
the lower portion. Spasmodic dysphagia is iinknown
to the stethoscope.

Oziena is almost always of a scrofulous or svpliilitic
nature

Politzer was quoted as speaking of vegetations in
Ihe pharynx, and reference made to the removal of the
adenoid eolargenieiils by ixcision.

Dr. Hoiiinson e.\pre.ss<d his disapproval of the
operation for extirpation of the larui.x under any cir-

cumstances.

Tlic article in Ziemssen upon diphtheria, was (pioted
from, but Dr. Kobin.son objected to the use of vapor
inhalations, for the reason that they are ditlicult in
children, and in adults they are of douMtiil etlicacv.
lie believes that they aggravate rather than beiieli't,

and should not be employed. Cubebs and other
resinous substances were recoinmcndtd. The do<tor
also entertains the belief thai nieinbrunous laryngitis
and diphtheria are idenlical.j
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A solution of sulphate of quiuine, two grains to the

ounce of au acidulated menstruum, was mentioned as

a local a])plication in oases of diphtheria and intlani-

matory sore tliroat, and liad lx;en attended l)y quite

favoraljle results.

Dr. K. p. Lincoln reniarlied, witli reference to the

presence of adenoid tissue in tlie vault of the pharynx,

tliat latterly he liad employed chromic acid for tlie

destruction of the enlarged follicles, in preference to

nitrate of .silver, or removing them witli any cuttiug

instrument; Ijut that still later lie had used tlie gal-

vano-cautery for tliis purpose with tlie most satisfactory

results, lie has be-en able, l)y means of tliis cautery, to

treat succjssfully, with two or three applications, cases

which required a large number of applications of

chromic acid, and the cautery is also mucli less painful.

Dk. Bennett exhibited in.strunients for spraying

the nasal, pharyngeal, and laryngeal passages, and

claimed fi>r them tliat all parts of the nasal passages

can in this way be reached.

A running discussion here ensued, in which Dr.

Rol)inson maintained that it was au illusion to sup-

pose the nasal passages could be reached in every part

by a spray, especially in certain acute and chronic

cases, in which tliere is a large amount of swelling of

the mucous membrane, etc. lie also objected to tlie

use of spray in general in the treatment of this class of

diseases.

Dr. Bennett maintained that in the cases to which

reference had been nunle, there was usually no necessity

for spray until the condition of the mucous membrane

has been changed by constitutional treatment and other

means. If ne'cessary, however, the line tubes can be

pushed through between the swollen parts, and in

some cases it might be demanded.

Dr. McIi.v.\inb entered his protest against the doc-

trine of blood-poisoning. He maintained that tile

blood had received a complete chemical analysis, and

then asked the question. Which element is affected in

those diseases said to be due to b;ood'poisoning, such

as dii)htlieria ? He regarded the idea as a relic of

the dark ages.

On motion, the Association adjourned.

Corrcspoulieuce.

THE APPLICATION OF MEDICATED
SPRAY TO THE GENITO-URINARY
TRACT.

To THE Editor of The Medical Recobd.

In The MEmc,\L Record of the 11th inst., Dr. Brad-

ley calls attention to the value of atomized applica-

tions to the mucous membrane of the geiiito-uriuary

tract. He seems to urge tliis mode of treatment upon

his professional In-ethren, and rather com|>Uiins that

although he called attention to it a year ago, it does

not seem to have met with much favor.

Unless there is some unexplained mode of making

tlie ai)[)lication, furtlier than appears in liis article in

The Record, I apprehend that there are many whosi

preconceived notions of the anatomy of the parts re-

ferred to would prevent their even experimenting in

this direction.

The instrument used in making the applications ha«

a very familiar appearance, being apparently the com-

mon hand-ball atomizer, with what miglit fitly bi

termed a iiiudijiedtioii of the tiihc to adapt it to tht

conformation of the particular parts to be reached.

The illustration represents the spray as flying freely

in all direotions, and for some distance from the nozzle

of tlie instrument, indicating tliat the spray, as such,

impinges upim the membrane lining the parts referred

to, viz. : the uterus, vagina, and bladder.

As Dr. Bradley proposes to give turther details in

some future article, will he kindh' make clear one or

two points that have arisen in the minds of some who
have had no experience with this mode of application.

Are not the walls of the uterus, when not occupied
by the products of conception—of the vagina in its

ordinary state, and of tlie bladder wlien the urine is

evacuated—so approximated as to leave no open cavi-

ty i Or, as Di-. JJradley gives us to understand, is the

bladder when emptied of urine distended with air?

If, as many teach and many more believe, the walls

of these hollow organs wlien not distended with their

natural contents are in apposition, how mucli " spray "

can be thrown upon every part of the viscus to be
medicated ?

If, therefore, what 1 think is the general belief re-

specting the condition and position of tlie parts

referred to is tiue as a matter of fact, however beau-

tiful the thnii'ij of the application of medicated
"spray" to the genito-urinary tract, there seems to be
a very obvious meclianical inipedinieiit in the way of

its practical application.

Whi'ii these old-fashioned notions are clearly show'n

to be wrong, and it is fairlj' deimmstrated tliat

"spray"" is really applied to tlu parts designated, I

see no good reason why medical men should longer

hesitate to experiment with this method of treatment.

Bekj. Ed.son, JI.D.
140 P.^RK I'LACK, Brooklyn.

THE ELECTROLYTIC TREATMENT OP
TUMOR.S.

To THE Editor of The Medical Record.

Sir:—I have read, with much interest, Dr. Xcfters
paper on "The Electroljtic Treatment of Malignant
Tuinor.s," in No. 378 of The Record, and sincerely

hope that the "brief reply to the inquiries of some of
the numerous readers," etc., is more satisfactory to

ol hers than to myself. We are told that " the most
malignant tumors (cancers, etc.), at a certain stage of
their development, can lie radically cured by electro-

lysis, employed according to certain methods," but we
are not informed what these certain' methods are.

The histories are related very imperfectly, where we
are assured that the author effected cures fn appa-
rently hopeless cases. But he does not go into minutia',

promising to do so in a separate monograph. Hav-
ing owned for the past six years a part of this same
woik (I suppose), which was published sejiarately,

and the preface of which says the rest was then jirepar-

ing for pulilication," I fear that the American pub-
lic may lose many valuable lives before its appearance.

On reference to Vircliow"s Archies, vol. 57, 1873,

we find that a paj)er had been published in vol. 48,

l8(Jt), reporting the case of Congressnum T. T. D., and
'the case gave rise to much misunderstanding, as I

had published it very incompletely, proposing shortly

to issue a very complete work on the sufiject."

In vol. 57 of Virchow's Archks, the case of Mrs.

H. (given in The Record, No. 278) is more fully

reported, the CKict line of treatment pursued being
given. This may be either because our Q-erman
Drethren, being fni flier advanced than ourselves, are

oefter alile to ap])reciafe the improvements recounted,

or because they will not so readily put up with half-

duished journal articles.
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Pfiluips it might 1)C as interesting to yuur otliet

renders as it was to myself, to know wliat tliu "certain
nietliixl' in tliis case was.

While Mrs. H. was under chloroform, three negative

needles were introduced into the tumor, and u large

positive electrode applied at some distance from the

tumor; a current from liTi Siemens' elements was
applied for ISO minutes. This was done April 11) and
.?8, May ~ and (i. From May S to June 10, the patient

Avas treated daily with weak currents ; a small plate-

shaped negative electrode, covered with a moist cloth,

heing api)lie(l over the tumor, especially over the jjunc-

tures of tlie electrolysis needles, and a similar positive

electrode hcing applied at some distance for a time,

then changed around. From si-.\ to ten elements were
employed fur fifteen to thirty minutes.

This a<eount having l>c'en published in a Ocrraan
journal somi' tluve years since, and " reprinted in the

leading journals of Germany, France, England, etc..'"

there certainly can be no im|>ro|)rii-ty in my quoting it

here. Yours, etc.,

C. E. 11.

allowed by the cooling of the tube to recede.
Next the detached portion of mercury is shaken into
the tube, ordrlviii downwards by gentle heat, and the
registering pencil is made.
The cuts represent the register in the reservoir, and

in the body of the tube resiiectively.

tlcw Sristrumrnts.

l£

/^

IE'
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AN IMPROVED FEVER THERMOMETER.
Messrs. F. G. Otto & Sons have contrived a self-

registering thermometer, which i)romises to be of

service to the |)ractitioner. Its peculiarity of con-

structicm is such that there is no danger of losing the

register by contact with the mercury in the bulli.

This is such iiu annoying and
oftentimes uiuicconnlable acci-

dent, that any device calculated

to nuike it impossible will be

considered as a real improve-
ment. It is proposed to i)revent

the descent of the regi.ster below
a certain point in tlie tul)e, by
means of a sliglit I'nlargemeiit of

the bore a short distance above
the bulb. This is, so to sjieak, a

supplementary reservoir, H, wliicli

is capable of hiilding the small

pencil of meicury, and not allow-

ing it to go farther, despite tlie

most violent jairiug. In additiciu

to this, theie is another contri-

vance which enaliles any peismi

of ordiuary skill to make a

register for himself. Although
this is obviously unneces.s.iry in

the instrument l)eiore us, it can

serve as a very useful modilica-

tion to the ordinary plauiburc
tube. It consists of a globular
excavation at the end of the

tube, and continuous with the

canal. Suppose the register is

lost, that is. the small pencil of

mercury has attached itself to the-

main column in the bidl). Tli''

tube is cautiously heated mitil

the colinnu of mercury is forrcil

to the extremity and partly fills

the excavati(m ; a genllt^ lap

with the finger detaches llial

part of the mercury already

-

ARMY NKWS.

Official List of C/iiii(;/rj< of Sttttiimt and Duties of
(iffi<wr«o/ tin- Miilinil Jjepiirtment, U. S. Army, from
March Wi to March l\th, 1876.

IviMB.u,L, -J. p.. Assistant Surgeon.—Assigned to
duty as Chief Medical Officer, with the troops in the
field under couunand of Lieut. Col. Geo. A. Custer,
7th Cavalry. S. O. 27, Department of Dakota, March
2d, 187B.

fUebical Jtcma onir Ketoe.

the excavation, or cell, and the nniin colunm

Jefferson Medioai- Colleoe Amtmni Association.
—The annual conuuencement of the JelTcrson .Medical
College took place .March Uth. The degree of
Doctor of Medicine was conferred ujxin one hundred
and forty-six graduates. I'lofessor William II. Pan-
coast delivereil the vahdietory address.

At the last annual meeting of this alumni associa-
tion. Prof. Gross was elected President; l)rs. W. C.
Atlec, Elwood Wilson and J. M. Nolty, Vice-Presi-
dents; Thomas II. Andrews and Hichard J. Dun-
glison, Secretaries; and Prof. B. II. Hand, Treasurer.

PuESBVTiCKiAX HosiTTAi,.—The letter of rcsiirna-

tion of Miss Woolsey, Hesident Directress of Presbj--

terian Hospital, which has been under consideration by
the managers of that Hospital for more than one year,

was accepted at the last meeting of the Board, to take
clfect at the end of the year, in Ajiril, Dr. William
T. White has been elected one of the attending sur-

geons.

ST.vTnE OF Prof. Stokes, of Duui.in.—The statue
to Prof. Stokes, which has been placed in the Ex-
amination Hall of tli(^ Koyal College of Surgeons,
was unveiled on the Kith ult. He was president of
the College in IK4'.). This is the third statue which
has been erected in the hall, the others being those of
Sir Dominic Corriijan and Sir llenry Marsh. A vacant
corner is intended for that of Dr. Graves, the statue of
whom is now in the hands of the scul|)tor.

Ueduction of Salaries of the Health Board.—
.V bill is now before the State legislature for the reduc-
tion of the Sidaries of the city oilieial.s. It is proposed
to reduce that of the I'resident of the Health Board
from $7,000 to ^1,000 per annum, and that of the other
eoDimissiouers from .$0,000 to $;i,000.

Army Medical Skuvice in Enoland.—There is a
great deal of anxiety manifested concerning the pro-

po.scd bill for the short service term. The measure is

strenuously opposed by the profession ami the medical
press.

J. G. Adams, M.D., has been appointed Centcnni.il

Orator for the N. Y. .Vcademy of .Medicine.

Death op Andral.—Gabriel .Xndial. the emincr.t

and venernted Ficnch physician, died on the I Uth of
K<!bnniry IilsI. of bronchilis. at tin' age of 70 yiars.

He was honorary Professor of the Fa( ully of .Medicine

in Paris, .Member of the Inslilutc. ami of tlie Academy,
\
and Comnuinder of the Legion of Honor.
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American Cltnical Lectures.—Professor Roberts

Bartholow, of Cincinnati, opens the second vol. of this

series with an article on " The Principle of Physio-

logical Antagonism as applied to the Treatment of

the Febrile S^tate."

Lectures on the Patiiolooy and Treatment op

DisEA.sES OF TUE Centrai, Nervous Sy.stem.—Dr.

Eugene Diipuy will deliver at the College of Physi-

cians a course of lectures on the Pathology and

T.eatmeut of tlie Diseases of the Central Nervous

System, connnencing March 21st, at 8 P. m., and con-

tinuing on every Tuesday and Thursday thereafter

until completed. The course will comprise six lec-

tures, fully illustrated by experiments, and will be

free to the profession.

An.ilysis of llAii.iiOAD AcciDENT.s.—lu analyzing

the many causes of accidents on railroads, a leading

English authority has ju.st stated, in a paper read be-

fore the Koyal Institute, th.at human macliinery was
responsil)le for forty-one per cent, of these accidents,

defective signals for twenty-eight per cent., defective

roadway for eighteen per cent, and defective rolling

stock for thirteen per cent. Taking a length ol ten

Uiil.'S of railroad, for one jjassenger to l.)e killed on

tliis extent of travel, from causes beyond his control,

he would have to travel some two hundred million

ei"-ht hundred and ninety-six thousand miles before

losing his life. If a person, then, was to travel ten

hours a day, at a speed of thirty miles an hour for

each of theau.) days in the year, he would probably

be killed at the end of 1,835 years.

Meuicai. Alumni Associ.\tion of the University

OF MiciiiOAN.—The Medical Alumni of theUniver.sity

of Michigan organized last year, and the fol-

lowing officers new elected : President—R. C. Kendzie,

Lansing; First Vice President^—B. Barnuni, .Jackson;

becoudVice-President—J. J. Mulhoron, Detioit ; Third

Vice-President—L E. Brown, Monroe ; Fourth Vice-

President— C. N. Metcalf, Eaton Rapids; Fiftli Vice-

President—W. J. llerdman, Zanesville, O ; Secretary

—

AV. P. Breakey, Ann llarlior; Treasurer—Jolm Kapp,

Ann Harbor.

The next meeting will be held the evening preced-

ing the Connnencenient e.Kercises. It is urgently re-

quT'.steil that all wlio learn of the organization will

pi'om))tly forward to the Secretary their own address

and that of any Alumni they may know; also the

names of any they may know to have died, witli any

interesting facts of their protessioiuU lives, and of the

time anil place and circumstances of their death. And
that all wlio cannot meet with us will send some greet-

ing to tliose who attend. Notice of tlie place and
hiiur of tlie business meeting and of the supiier will

bj given, and it is expected that a hirge i. umber of

Alumni will on this and each succeetling amiivei-sary

of their pi'ofessional birth visit tiieir Alma Muter and

greet old friends.

American Medical Journalism. -:-Thc editor of

the BoKtim Medical and Siiryical Jonrnnl says:

" A "lance at the list of our present periodical pul)li-

cations will show a peculiarity which is in marked
contrast to tliose of other countries. Each .separate

medical community, however diminutive in propor-

tions, is usually provided with a journal of ils own.

Most medical schools, particularly those whose quali-

lieatiinis for tlieir work are of an uncertain ch.-iracter,

cinisi<ler an ' organ ' a necessity. The result is a

series of journals of purely local ciiaracter, whose veiy

names, in the majority of ca.ses, are unl<nown beyond

the moderate limits of their circulation. Our l>asis of

classitication may be considered rather geographical

than scientific or literary. Indeed, the latter qualifica-

tions appear to be quite secondary to local interests.

I

No sooner is the 'organ' fairly ettalilished than rival

interests feel the need of protection, and an o])posi-

tion journal sjirings into existence. The small stock

of material which a busy community can muster can

be divided between the two, and the gaps are filled

with a large amount of l>orrowed plumage, while
editorial space is devoted to a petty warfare, from
which the cause of medicine receives but little benefit."

Pennsylvania State Board of Health.—An act

has been passed liy the Senate of Pennsylvania, and is

now before the House of Representatives, for the crea-

tion of a State Board of Health, to consist of five

])hysicians, to bo appointed liy the Governor. The
i duties required of them are vneroiis, arid they are to

receive in) salari/. liut tlie actual personal cxpi uses of

any ineniljer while engaged in the duties of the Board
shall be allowed and paid. Eight thousand dollars

are apjiropriated for the puiposes of this act and the

expenditure properly incurred.

The editor of the Medical JVewfi and lAhrarij com-
ments as follows: " The provisions of tliis act do not

seem to us to be very promising of useful results.

Gratuitous labor is rarely well perfornud. and to re-

quire services of physicians th.at would not lie demand-
ed of any other class of citizens is altogether unjust

and unworthy of a rich State. It is also to be feared,

that, as the ai)])ointment of the members of the Board
rests with the Governor, political influence rather than

merit will govern the choice."

Death of Dr.. Z. W. Scriven, of Long Branch.—
Dr. Scriven died suddenly on the 11th ult. One of

his professional friends thus writes of him : "His sud-

den and unexpected demise has caused a gloom not

only over this community, but to the hearts of the

many of our transient visitors, who had learned to love
him as a man and hold him in high regard for his de-

voted attention and [jrofessional ability. Possessing

a vast fund of general knowletlge, together with a

generous, loving, and genial disposition, he had by
an arduous practice of twenty-three years gained the

confidence, commanded the respect, and endeared him-
self to the hearts of this community, antl especially to

the writer.'—G."

Vital Statistics.—In the Bureau of Vital Statistics

for the past week there were reported 071) deaths,

against G51 for the week previous. The increased

mortality was due chiefly to dijilitlieria, phthisis, bron-

chitis, and pneumonia. There was a decrease of six

in the number of cases of small-pox.

The New York Dispensary has in-inted its 86t.li

Annual Report, for 187.5. During that year 42,1 (i2

patients were treated, and the aggregate iiumljer of

persons treated since the foundation of the Dispensary

is 1,6511,9.10.

Weekly Bulletin of Medical Societies.

Monday, March 20.—Obstetric Section of Academy
of Medicine. N. Y. Society of Neurology and Elec-

trology. Pathological Society of Brooklyn.
Tuesday. March 21.—N.Y. Obstetrical Society. N.Y.

Derniatological Society. Medical Society of County
of Kings.

Wtdnendei.y, March 22.—New York Pathological
Society.

IViursdny, March 23.—New York Jledico-Legal So-

ciety.

Friday, March 24.—N. Y. INIedical .Tournal Associa-

tion. Dr. M. A. Pallen. " Perineal Lacerations."
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Urports of Societies.

NKW YOIJK A< ADEMY OF MEDIC'INK.

Stated llMling, March Ifith, 1ST(>.

Ph. S. S. Pcuri.E, Piiesfdent, in the Cliaii-.

TltE TREATMENT OK DII'HTIII'.in A.

Till-; oliji'ct of tlic paper read iipcin lliu almve sulijcct

l)y 1)1!. C K. ISii.i.iNOTON was, to (•oiitiiliute to tlie

l)i'0(if of tlio (Uictiiiie that the piiiuary disease was
a h)eal alTectioii and the souree of constitutional mani-
festations. The doetor admitted that theivwere many
cases wliicli seemed dillicult to explain npon this theory,

hut claimed that the exceptions were too few to wiij;li

atfainst that doctrine, which he couched mider three

heads

:

1st. In tlia great majority of constitutional cases

which liavc been under his oliservation, the local

affections have Incn nuieli more .severe than in the other
class of ca.ses

;

2d. The constitutional disease, as he had seen it,

had heen, not antecedent to, liut consecpient U[)ou the

local affection ;

3d. The residts of treatment on tlic principle of hjcal

disinfection stronjjly contiinud this view. The paper
was based on observations made in :J00 cases, of wliich
l.")0 were under his own care; and the iireat majority
of all the cases occuired in patients under 12 yeais of
age.

Three elements entencl into the study of the treat-

ment of that affection :

1. Contagion; 2. Inllamniation, and the formation of
the pathological exudation and the accompanying nerve
irritation, symptomatic fever, etc. ; ;!. The resulting
specific and septic poisoning.

The indications in the treatment were, 1, to destroy
the contagion ; 2, to subdue the intiamniation, v.hieli

was niostelTcctually done Ijy removing its cause ; and '•),

to combat the alisorplion of the ])oiso)ious element
troin the spot at v.hicli tlie local disease was manifested.

Kailing in these essentials, constitutional remedies
were useless. In other words, local disinfection was tlie

proper treatment for diphtheiia. The iihysician

sIkuiUI aim to destroy th" poisonous exudation and
lUlids; l)Ut, at the same time, should exercise the ut-

most care, and not irritate the part aflFected.

That gave rise to two qui.stions:

1. What were the best medicinal agents that could
li employed for that purpose ;

2. What was the best mttlmd of employing tlKUi ?

The tinctureof tlu chloride of iron was placed at the

liejul of the list of remedies to be used .is local disin-

fectants ; and it also possessed other propeitie.s, whieli

justly commended it as an agent to be employed in the

treatment of diplitheiia.

Lime-water, glycerine, chlorate of potash, carbolic

and salicylic acid, and sulphite of soda were also

nu'Utioned in this comiection.

With regard to the maimer of employing these rcm-
I'dics for the purpose of obtaining their disinfectant

iiiHuence, Dr. Hillington recommended their intcmial

use rather than topical a|iplication l>y means of a

i-aii\el"s hair biiish, sponges, etc. 15y that, however, he

ilid not wish to exebide spray and the local us- of

remedies by means of tlie solt brush, for these iiicaii!-

might be employed in c.'rtaiii c.i>es with gnat benefit ;

but thev should be iisi d uilh t!i • ntini.st c:ire, list a

inechanieal irritation si. oiild be produced. The follow-
ing prescriptions were given :

IJ Tinct. ferri peichloridi 3 isa.

Olycerini,

A(iU!K, nn - i.

M.

A tcas|)oonful to be given every two hours. For
children under two years of age, one dni(;liin of the
iron was 11 sullieieiit quantity to enter into the ])rescrip

tion. When vomiting was a troublesome syiiiptoni, it

sometimes became necessary to (unit this mixture.

It was al.so recommended to administer tcaspoonful
do.scs of the following mi.xture, every two hours—that
is. alternate with the above; but the administration
should come after an interval of thirty minutes.

]{ Potassje chloratis 3 ss.

Olycerini ; iij.

Lii[Uoiis calcis, ad - iij.

M.

The frequency of this dose wjis insisted upon by
Dr. Billington as an item of very great importance.

It was also recommended to give teaspoonful doses
of the following mixture, in addition to those already
[a escribed.

V, Acidi salicylic; grs. x to xv.

Soda' sulphitis ; ss to grs. xlv.
Olycerini ; ss.

Atiute, ad r iij.

JI.

It was recommended to use the following mixture
in the form of spray for several minutes at a time,
and just before the administration of each dose of
medicine.

IJ Acidi carbolici ni. .\.

Licpioris calci.s ; iy.

M.

Applied by means of an ordinary perfuming atomizer.
The doctor had found that children under two years
of age so resisted the u.«e of the atomizer that it was not
available. He also recommeniled early resort to the
nasal douchO. and if olfeiisiveness of tlie breath per-
sisted, the nasal syringe should be resorted to and the
salicylic mixture already mentioned.
For tougli. unyielding membranes, the followin^j

was recommended.

IJ Tinct. of the chloride of iron.. . .two parts.

Olycerini one jiart.

M.

Applied with a camcMiair pencil, but the greatest

care should be exercised not to treat the affected parts
roughly.

Dr. Billington legarded quinine ns worse than use-

less, especially in young children, except as an agei.t

to reduce the temperature. It was to be used for this

puq)ose only when the temperature remaim d high after

the initial stage had passed. For the high t( mpeialuie,
sometimes present early in the disease, a single dose cf
( aluniel was recommended. The doetor also main-
tained that the great majority of cases required no
medication exce))t the disinfectant measures, to whieli

allusion had been made. Taking all the cases, piob.i-

My fiO per cent, would recover .spontaneously. Sliniii-

laiit.s shtuild not be used indiseiiminately. The
patients might have ice freely when they wouhl take it ;

should lie siistaiiK'd by cold milk, perhaps eggs; nnil

the juices of fruits, and the fruits tlieiii-selvts were n--

garded asbem licial.

Dr. liillington reported astonishing results, which
h-' had obtain <I by folhiwing out this plan of treat-

/2-
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meut Membranous cxudLition was present in every

one of the cases referred to in tlie paper.

Out of one hundred and twenty-four dispensary

cases there were ninety recoveries. .Of these one hun-

dm 'and two were under his own care, and eiglity-

dght recovered. The hirgest number m a single

month occurred in the montli of August, lb,o. In

s private practice, the doctor had liad sev<.nteen case

and all recovered, with but a single ''^tt^'i; ^""-
/^^

th->se seven were of the severe tendency; the othci»

^yere mild. The average duration of the doctor's cases

was f om four to sfx days. These cases added

Tthose treated by Drs. Darkin and B"^'-; ;-/-
cordance with tlie same plan, raised the nunibei to

m- y mie, and with but a single death, already men-

tioned The inhalation of steam was regardecj un-

f' voralilv Dr. Billington believed that he could jDre-

vlt sysu-mic infectimi, and also subsequent serious

larvn^real complication, by early, thorough, and faith-

ful re"ort to and continuance of the measures for local

disinfection which he had recommended

The paper was listened to with marked attention

Du. B.umv, in discussing the paper, remarked that

the success obtained by Dr. Billington in 1-, "^^

;
ment of diphtheria had been wonderful, and that he

hid not beL able to ol,tain -y -^'^
>f"\'^/^\7,

plan of treatment he had ever adopted. Dr. Lai y

Was of the opinion that diphtheria was strictly a consti-

Uitional disease, and the local manifestation was simply

an indicator. His treatment, therefore, was local and

creneral. He discarded the promiscuous use of irrita_

?in- substances in the throat. AVherethe am.nuit of

exudation was small, he used tincture of iron or mmiatic

acid with glycerine ; and if the patient was of suthcient

age an astringent gargle: alum chlorate of potash

etc. If the patient was young, the vapor of hot w-a e.

or vapor of iodine was recommended In tl'ose case

in which the tonsils were pretty well covered he had

been accustomed to use a powder composL.d of sul-

„hate of iron, chlorate of potash, and muriate of am-

monia. This ;as blown through a cpiiU into the throat

every two hours. . . ., j, ,1 1

His .'eneral treatment was supporting m its fullest

sense, ±^r the tendency to death was by asthenia. Iron

with quinine, chloiate of potash, carbonate of am-

monia, milk, beef essence, milk-punch, should be em-

loved. The surroundings of the patient should be

cheerful and pleasant; the unaffected children re-

moved if possible, from the house ;
the room continu-

ously disinfected; and the sick quarantined. In his

cases the ordinary duration had been about two weeks

if the patient was to recover. The more acute symp-

toms passed away in from four to six days; and if

case were to prove fatal, it usually dn^ soabout th

fifth or sixth day. He had not met with a single fatal

case in an adult'patient in his own practice.
_

Du Burke was also of the opinion that diphtheria

was a'constitutional disease with a local manifestation <

He also regarded local applications by means o

brushes and sponges as harmful. The mild cas

said the doctor, -would get well ol^ themselves bit

perhaos they had better have given them a little cu-

Lbs mixed with mucilage." '-The malignan eases

continued the doctor, " would die m spite of all tieat

"'There was a class of patients between these extremes

that could be saved, a certain portion of them, liy the

nseoE constitutional remedies, such as quinme, iron,

^*
Or "^Burke mentioned the use of bromine with

In-om'ide of potassium, as reoomnu-uded by 1 rot.

Thomson; and in some cas.s it had evidently done

good, but in many cases it had d.nie no good what-

ever He also recommended inhalation ot the vapoi

of lime-water, especially where croupy symptoms be-

came developed.
,

Dr HvNKS remarked that Dr. Bdbngton s paper was

exceedingly interesting to him, for two v^^-iso"^ • t^l^
'

liccause of the remarkable success which had attended

his mode of treatment; and second, because it was the

expression in words of convictions which had been

slowly but surely maturing in his own mind during

the past fourteen years.
1 1 1 r„v v.,.

Dr Billinn-ton's success was truly roniaikable, lor hi,

well knew tlie type of the disease as it had appeared in

the twenty-first ward; having had in his private prac-

tice, during the last five years, in that district fom

twenty to thirty cases every year. He knew that many

of thcL cases -attended by Dr. Billington had been

severe, and not a few malignant. Therefore, when the

lar.'C per cent, of recoveries was considered a cause

mirst be looked for, and he believed two excellent rea-

sons ciild I .e found fortius satisfactory result. One w.is

the kind of medicaments used locally and internally,

and the other was tlie great care he l,estowcd in teach.ug

the parents or nurses the ;'n';-«r manner of "dministc -

in- the remedies presented. This carrying out to the

let'ter every little detail has had much to do, mo.e

than many had been led to suppose, in the cure ot

'^'llcSed he could sufHciently emphasize the vast im-

portance, in treating diphtheria, ot careful attention to

the minutiae. jNIanv had been, and still ^yere m the

habit of looking at the patienfs throat, writing a pre-

scription to be taken, ordering a gargdeeTeryte^^

hours, and the nose to be synngcd twice a day Ixlicv-

n..th.t their directions would be followed. He knew

.rwever, that one-half of the best class of patients

even did not receive the full benetit ot the inedica-

ments through lack of proper, intelligent "i"-^'"!.'-

He mentiwicd that the paper was interesting to him

because it was the concise and practical^ exp.-essum of

views that had been maturing in his mmd for ^eveia

vcars He remembered the disease as it appeared in Ne\%

Lgland fourteen years ago. Then it was not a one

a disease of childhood, but adults were freque itlj

attacked, and It seem(.d to him that n™'ly one-ha f

the deaths were among those over fifteen yca.s of age

The prize essay of Slado was the only authority 1 01

the tl-eatment at that time. They were taught to canter

ize the throat, and use severe remedies, etc., etc. lie

rememberedhow,while|,crformingthepart.ot nurse for

his iireceptor, he applied strong nitrate ot silver, local-

V twice a day, gale strong solution of tincture of iron

and quinine, brandy and whiskey, and made ex ernal

ap,,lication of ,.oultices of various kinds. A '""t
J'";;;

lialf of the patients died, both young and old. When

he commenced practicein Massachusetts, the disease was

prevalent in a malignant type, and he treated his pa-

tients as he had been taught. He could not conscien-

tiously continue the use ot strong caustics, and began

to use tannin dissolved in glycerine. Also Huxhani s

tincture with aromatic sulph. acid, in frequent doses, in-

ternally, with a little pyrophosphate of iron occas.on-

vllv liis success was better, and he learned thus that

the disease did not require nitrate of silver in the

tirst stao-e; and never, excepting m the necrotic oi

ulcerative stage, which appeared in some cases

from the eighth to tlie fifteenth day. Within the last

few years lu- had not changed the internal treatment,

except that he had found more quinine necessary m
New York than in JIassaeliusetts. For local treat

-

,nciit. he had clianged the glycerine and tannin tor

pleasant .solutions ut carbolic acid as a gargle, o.
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oiiual paits (if powilori'd chlorate of potnsli mid susjar'

tliiDwn tliiou^li a <rliifs tiilio into the mouth and on
thf aHVct(<l parts. Hi- liktd Di-. liillinLjton's nicdica-

nunts. and t!-prciall_v liis preparation of carliolic acid
and lime water, which lie used with the adniiralde little

atomizer.

The success of his treatment would not e<jual Dr. H's,

yet he had heen led to suppose that it compared favor-

aiily witlimost of his brother practitionei.s. Diirinj; the

year l.sT.j he had had twenty-.seven cases, with twenty-

one recoveries and six deaths. As one of the latter

numher occurred out of the city, and he saw the patient

for the first time after it was too late to do any jjood.

he deducted ilinmakinj^ his per cent., and therefore

reckoned this 70+ ))er cent, of recoveries as n fair

record, considering tlietype of the disease. There was
one jiractieal .sug<;tstion on which he laid jjcreater stress

than had l>r. IJillington. He Relieved he had met with
marked Success in enforcinjr a sort of quarantine regu-

lation when the disease had appeared. A careful and
thorough disinfection of the room and apartments of

th_> patient and family coidd n.it he too strenuously

insisted upin. For this jjurpose he used sulpho-
carliolate of lime. lie also compelled a persistent admi-
ni.stralion of the aiitisej>tie remedies, carliolic acid in

solution, or pulverizi <1 cidorate of potash, to all tln'

miafl'eeted niemlieitiof the family. In carrying out that

regime during the past year, he had lia<l the satisfac-

tory residt of |)reventing the spread of the dis<'ase to

ether mendiers of the family. In several instances

where there were four or live ?mall children that re-

sult had lieen attained. In conclusion, he wished to say

that we could not he too careful, using all the means our
knowledge could command, in preventing the ravages
and spread of thtt fearful disease.

sition, tumefaction, and. finally, fluctuation. These
symptoms, associated with tlie fact tliat the attack was
an acute one, were regarded as those chiefly to lie re-

lied upon in making a diagnosis. Dr. Uihney reganUd
tli.ignosis of perinephiilic aliscess in the very young

]
cliild as impo.ssilile. The most jirominent jiortion of

the idisccs-s in the.se cases was silmited near the centre

of the crest of the ilium, some three or four inelus to

the light ot the vertehral spinous processes. In one ca.«e

the tumefaction in tlie right lumbar region was five

! inches in longitudinal, and eight inches in transverse

measurement. Ir this case jauniliee was present. Spasm
of the psoas must It was regarded as a notable symplom,
and in the cases ixpoited was relieved in a marked ite-

gree after the evacuation of the pus. The practical

tliagnosis of this alTeclion from hip-disease was not
always easy.

\Vliile studying some of his cases, Dr Gilincy had
felt almost prepared to admit the impossibility of

making a dilterential diagnosis between peri-nephritie

j
abscess and caries of the verte))rie. I!ut when a case

1 came under ob.servation in which were jircsent rigors,

fever, nausea and vomiting, constipation, loss of ap-

[letite, pain in the side, etc., and the attack acute, spi-

' iial disease was believed to b(^ very easily excluded.
In primary uncomplicated cases the prognosis was fa-

vorable, and the treatment consisted in attention to the

general condition of the patient; and, as soon as fluc-

tuation became distinct, evacuating the contents of
the abscess, either by means of the aspirator or bis-

toury. Dr. Gibney remarked that he had not derived
any special advantage from injecting the cavity of the

' abscess after the jjus had been evacuated.

Dr. Gibney "s paper can be found in full in the Juvr-

iml of Ohntitries.

NEW YORK MEDICAL JOURNAL
AS.SOCIATU)N.

Stated Mteting, March 3, 187C.

Dr. E. G. Loring, Pjiesident, in tile Cii.\ir..

n-.RI-XKrtlHITIC ABSCIiSS IS CIIILDUEN.

Dr. v. p. GinxEV read an interesting paper upon the

above suliject, in which he reported and analyzed the

histories of nine cases. Of these, seven terminated in

abscess with external opening, and two in resolution.

The existence of that affection had been d( nied by some
authors; and, excluding all cases in which the abscess

had been clearly of a .secondary character, only three

cases had hentofore been ))laced upon record. The
ages of the patients, in the cases reported by Dr. Gibney,
were respectively, )^, 1], (i. !», ;!.}, 2*, (i, 10, and 2 years.

Six w.re females, and three nudes. In seven cases no
exciting cause could be found. .Six out of the nine
gave no evidence of struma. In seven cases theabsce.-^s

(including the three cases reportid by others) were
upon the right, and in live upon the left side.

SVMITOMS.

The dise.as,? usually began with a rigor, followed
by febrile symptoms, more or less severe, loss of appe-

tite, general indisposition, lan<inating pains, and the

lociility of the pain ^\as perhaps not positively deter-

mined.
Coniitipation was always present. There wasclcvation

of the shoulders, a disposition to stand with the body
leaning foiuard, flexion of tlu; thigh, pain in the re-

•;ion of lli kidney, tenderness upon pressure, prone jio-

Stated Meeting, March IQth, 1S~G.

Di!. F. P. Foster, Vice-President, in the Cii.\ni.

Till-; PROPEU CONSTRUCTION OK (!AI.V.\NO-C.VUTERV

Ari".\U.\TfS.

Dli. II. G. PiFF.\RD read an interesting jiapcr upon
the above subject, in which he referred to the fact that

the treatment of disea.se by means of the galvauo-

cantery had been restricted, because of certain iiuon-

viiiicnce.s, such as size of instruments, non-portability,

the presence of noisome funics, etc., etc. These obsta-

cles, however, had been almost entirely nmoved by
instruments latterly ilevised, the more notable of which
were the battery of Dr. I5yrue, of Brooklyn, and that

oC Dr. Dawson, of this city.

Dr. PifFard inclined to give Dr. Dawson's apparatus

the lircfcronce ; cousci|Ueutly. the interist of his paper

e.iitred upon the i(uestion, AVas it possible to consliuct

an apparatus still more jiowerful (than Daw.son'sl,

uilhout increase in size t To this (luestion the doctor

i.'avcau aflirmative answer, and proceeded to speak of

the qualities which a desirable battery should possess.

These were the following: It should be in thi' highi si

degree portable, reli.ible, durable, ciinvciiiint and com-
pact, as far as these i ssenlials could be made compatible

with each other. The problem, then, was to combine
' thescelements in such a manner as to give the greatc st

po.ssible efl^clency to the apparatus. Here Dr. I'ifTaid

( nlcred into a det.iiled ilescriplion of the various pi.r-

tioiis of the apparatus, the battery, the electrodes, the

fluid, the poles, and cord, etc. Dr. Piffard (hen ex-

hibited a battery constructed in accoidancc with the

pi iiiciples detailed, and which corn spomh d with the

i I'awson battery in all its es-sentials. except the agita-

1
tor. To summarize: In Dr. I'iffard's, anil also in Dr.
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Dawson's battery.—for tlicsc were the two jilact-din

fonipctition,—])latimin. was cniployed as tlic negative

plate; the measiireiueuts aclDpteil l)y Dr. Piffard were

nearly the same as tlios,: en-.iUoyed Ivy Di'. Dawson: the

number of wires (pure copi)er) in Piffanl's eoiulueting

eord oOO, in Dawson's V2'i ; and Dr. I'ilTard miployed

the air agitator, while Dr. Dawson u^ed an agitator

wliieh he had patented.

The speeial iKiints of snpLTiority whieh Dr. I litarcl
,

i i; i n,

claimed for his battery were, a larg-er s.ufaee of plati-
|

paper, m wlneh were en.bodied th:

"
the

The discussion was quite sparkling, and at times

rather electrifying.

Slated Meeting, Mai-clt 17«/i, 187G.

Dn. K. G. LoRiNG, President, in the Chair.

GENIT.M, IRiaTATIOX AS A CAtlSE OP NEBVODS DISEASE.

Dr. a. McL.a.n*^ Hamilton read an interesting

num, hence more electricity, without mereasnig

size of the apparatus, and the air agitator.

llis battery had four negative i)lates ;
i.e., tvro plati-

inim plates, and three zincs in each cell. Dr. Daw-

son's lattery had two negative plates; i.e.. one plati-

num i)late and four zines in each cell, and his conduc-

tors contained 12.j wires. The platinum plates in Dr.

Dawson's battery were somewhat larger than those in

Dr. Piffard'.s.

The strength of the fluid used in each apparatus

%vas the sainc. but the quantity required by Dr. Pif-

fard's battery was somewhat less than that reiiuired by

Dr. Dawson's apparatus. The two machines were then

bi'ought out for trial, and the same wire, sinnewhat

larger than the commercial, used by each oi)erator.

Dii. Dawson was able to heat it without using the

agitator, so that one could simply smell woollen when

tiTe two were brought in contact; but with the agi-

tator it was quickly brought to a liright-rcd heat,

which remained for some time.
_

Dk. Pifkaud was able to heat the same wire visibly

red without using the agitator, and with the .agitator

closs to a white "heat, wliich also remained for some

time.
" But," said Dr. D.».^v.soN. " why not?—for Uf. Pif-

fard's battery had double the negative surface."

Dr. Pifkard remarked th;it it proved that what he

had aimed at had been aeeomplished.

Du. Dawson maiutained th;U a battery stronger than

his own was unnecessary for purposes of galvano-cau-

terization.

Du. Dawson exhibited a battery which Dr. Piffard

acknowledged was -more powerful than the one he had

devised, but at the same time claimed that it was not

the instrument against -which he had made his competi-

tion, for it was not the apparatus which Dr. Dawson

had placed upon the market.

Dr. Dawson admitted that it was not the nistiu-

ment upon the market Ij-aring his name ; and further-

more, he recommended that it should not be used for

o-alvano cautery purposes, because it wasaltogethertoo

p iwerful, and v.'ould destroy the platinum knives, too

freely. .

As the batteries were operated, it was a fair con-

clusion that the effect produced by Dr. Dawson'.s agi-

tator was quicker and more duralAe than tliat pro-

duced by the air agitator employed liy Di. Piffard.

It was also quite evident that tlie air agitator was not

ill good working order. Dr. Piffard also recominendcd

a sTuglc connec'tingpiece into wliich all the knives can

be fit'ted. This he regarded as a convenience, for the

operator wa? then alile, liy means of a pair of pliers, to

construct an imiiromptu instrument from a i-iece of

i>latiuum wire. Some devic'e in the handle for lireak-

in"- the current, the button-break and others tlien ex-

hibited, were regarded as essential, for it placed the de-

cree of heat under the immediate control of the ojie-

rator. The use of blue eye-glasses was regarded by

!>:•. Piffard as a valuable accessory in some cases, as

tli'-y protected tlv; eyes of the operator from tluMlazzle

of the heated wires or knives, and enabkd him to

be more exact in making certain delicate ap] licatious.

_ esults of observa-

tions he had been led to make on account of the frequent

occurrence of nervous disease depending upon irrita-

tion of the external organs of generation. Dr. Hamil-

ton considered these cases under two heads:

1. Those depending upon reflex irritation, indepen-

dent of sexual ex'^citenunt, although the latter might

enter as a complication ; and

2. Those in which erethism acted as a cause of central

disease. This eretliism might be continuous or fre-

([Ucntly reiieatcd.

The doctor was of the opinion that these causes had

much to do with the functional nervous disturljanecs

met with in infancy and childhood, and that these

cases were not to be thrown upon the medical scajie-

o-oat, dentition, intestinal irritation depending ui.( n

worms, etc. But, while recognizing the fact that a new

channel for observation had jjeen opened which might

lead to a more intelligent explanation of many dis-

orders incident to infancy and cliildliood, "yet," \i\-.

Hamilton felt compelled to believe that, with regard

to the external organs of generation in the adult, the

Held was more restricted, especially in the male subject.

At this point the doctor proceeded to .study the com-

plex character of the nerves which supplied the genito-

urinary apparatus, and also the relation which this

bore secondarily to the ccrebro-spinal axis. In this

anatoiiiie:d study, the tilnes of the sympathetic and the

cerebro-spiual systems were found to be intimately asso-

ciated ; and this" intimacy was manifested in the external

organs' of generation " in both sexes, as seen in

the glans penis, clitoiis, etc. etc. Arndt was quoted

as authority for the statement that the paccinian cor-

puscles found in the glans penis and clitoris were in

some manner connected with the vaso-motor fll)iTs.

Attention was next drawn to the physiological

actiim of the nerves supplying those paits ; and troiu

tliat part of the study, togetlier with the anatomy, the

fact had been derived that erection of the ])<nis and

clitoris was due to ])arcsia of vaso-motor nerve tiln's.

Tliat being the case, they ceased to stimulatje the va.'cu-

lar walls.Tlilatation of "the l)lood-vcssels occurnd. the

organ became distended with blood, and an ereetim

was displayed.

Keflex sensations from those parts produced aval id y

of phenomena, both motor and sensory.which depeml-

ed upon impressions conveyed to the liiain and .spiiud

cord. These phenoiiKiia might also be develoiied by

peculiar psychical states.

The general influence which cxciti ment of the ex-

ternal organs of generation had upon the nervous

system could be seen by studying the physiological

condiliou, known as orgasm. It was not difficult, nov.

.

to understand how i)athological eonditiiuis might lie

develope<l liyany disturbance of the normal condition

of that analcimieal and physiological arrangeiiKnt.

Carrying the physiological study a little lurther, tlw

part ji'laved 1)V oilier ganglia and nerves than those

immedi.-itilvccimieeted witli the generative apparatus

was readied, and iisychical, sensory, and motor mani-

festations found, which sliowed that the ceiebro-spinal

system in geneial was affected. The vaso-motor intlu-

eiice attending an erection might be from remote centres.
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118 many of tliesc filaments distributed to the {X'nis

liad tlu-ir origin in the vaso-motor centre of tlic nic-

ilulla. Xow, the original sensory impression mijjht he

conveyed directly to an inliibitory centre of the cord,

and f^ive rise to ehanijes in its vascularity throii<;h the

niedinni of the vaso-niotor til)res; or the orii^inal

disturbance of the vaso-niotor filaments might be in

the organs tliemselvcs.

Again, a sonsient impression might go directly to the

medulla and produce a secondary change in the centres

tliere, chielly in the way of isiluemia.

Dr. Hamilton then i)roceeded to the statement of
certain other physiological facts which had a direct

connection with the pathology of the conditions under
consideration. The tirst was, tliat gross stimulation,

pa.ssing from the ])eriphery of a nerve, did not always
go to a definite nerve centre, but generally went to a

numl)cr.

Oft-ropcated special impressicms would make a new
channel for themselves; and a particular variety of irii-

tation might be reflected so frequently uiion one spot

that tluL' function of the locality would be impaired.

We might have, for instance, sensory impressions, cer-

tain forms of contraction, and mental disturbances in

three different cases as the result of certain external

impressions.

Turning attention to the ])athologicnl field, there

were three things which «liould engage! attention: 1.

Smsory impressions at the poriphery; 2. Their trans-

mission ; ;1. The results. Under the first head, the irri-

tation might be painful or purely agreealile, but l>oth

were liable to be conveyed to the nerve centres and do
harm. AVhy these forms of irritation should be re-

ceived and transmitted in a different manner, and why
these special nerves received a peculiarly distinct sensa-

tion, remained to be explained. The prick of a pinnever
produced the same result obtained by friction. There
was nearly always motor response resulting from the lat-

ter morbid impres.sion ; which manifested itself citlier

by C(mvulsions of both lower limbs, with a disposition

to flexion of the legs and thighs, and marked adduction

of the toes; orthere might be general movenuiitsof botli

upper and lower limbs. There might be epileplifoini

convulsions, and there was frequently mental disttu b-

ance, varying from sinii)le irritaliility to contirmiij

dementia. In this connection, the doctor exi)ressed the

d jubt that there were any cases of mental troulile, as-

^ciated with genital irritation, where masturbation,

either unconscious or wilful, had not been practised.

Altentitm was next directed to the various dysics-

thesia mentioned by tlic patients of hysterical tendency,

such as coldness and moisture of the glans, or i)eculiar

burning sensations, etc. There was really no such con-

dition, for the tem])eraturc of the pails was normal.

Patients who made these complaints were neatly always
masturbators or suffered from spennatorrhrra. It was
also important that the physician shoultl determini'

whether the condition of the genital organs was primary

or secondary ; and that led to the consideration of sncli

diseases ius myelitis, etc., etc., and thiir attendant syin|i-

tonis. With regard to change in physiologie.-d functions

that might follow a formiilable ri flex irritation, Dr.

Hamilton took issue with Hrown Sequard as follows:

llrown-S.'(iuard held that there was first, contraction

• if the blood-vcs-sels; and .second, that there were no

nutritivi' changes. In reply to these. Dr. Hamilton sug-

•4ested that prolonged spasm or contraction must givi'
i

way to an opposite conilition; and, therefore,hyperiemia

in.stead of ana'mia was prwent. This was the view enter-
j

tained by .\nstie. Dr. Ilamilton also believe<l that sec-
|

ondary nutritive changes were very probable nsnlts.
[

Thepromincntnervoussymptoms which attended con-

1

' tinned morliid peripheral irritation sent from the g'ni-
tals either to the bladder, spinal cord, or nu dulhi were
divided as follows: 1. Those expressed by want of nnis-

cidar power, such as paresis, iniluding parnp'cgi i and
! partial paralysis of isolated groups of miisclev, and the
muscular fibres of the bladdir. 2. .Sensory, such as

I hyperu'.sthesia, anaslhesia, and dysiesthesia. ',1. Vaso-

I

motor, such as local hypera-mia and priapism. 4. IIv-

I perkinesis, including choreaic movements and transi-

tory contractions, ."i. I'sychical disturbances, such as

loss of consciousness. impniruK nt of memory, irritabili-

ty, melancholia and demintia. The patient might pr< sent

many of these symptoms at the same time. In children,

various congenital defects and aequirtd bad habits had
preceded the appearance of some of these symptoii;s;

and in adult li fe they were developed in consequence of

venereal excess, which was common, and. more rarely, bv
stricture and other urethral dillieulties. The above acted
by inhibitory ri flection: and, beside fhe^e, there were
certain idiopalliic and traumatic neuroses of the |)enis.

In the ca.ses which had been reported with nuirbid
conditions of the organs under consideration, atten-

tion was directed to phimosis or other genital irri-

tation, and stricture of the urethra. Dr. Ilamilton
then gave a biief analysis of the ten cases reported by
Dr. Sayre. and addeil the histories of four which had
fallen under his own observation. From these cases
the following conclusions were drawn:

1. That convulsive movemeut.s, more particularly

of the lower extremities, the spastic contractions of
the flexors of the thighs and legs, were connertid in

some children with a continued irritability of either

the glans penis or the clitoris.

'2. That, as a rule, beyond irritabilify. there were no
mental symptoms.

;i. That exaggerated power, or hypcrkincsis, was the

rule.

4. Tliat atrophy or actual paresis were exceptional.

Dr. Ilamilton next turned his attention to these

nervous conditions depending upon another form of
irritation, namely, that associated with sexual excite-

ment. That venereal excessi s and masturbation were
<"iuscs of nervous di.sease, in the greater number of
instances, there could be no doubt. Clinical experience
attested that statement. The di.sease might be a neu-

ralgia, epilepsy, and even insanity. Insanity depi nd-
ing on that cause was thought to be less common
among adults than among children. Ifefcrence was
then made to nervous symptoms depending upon

STniCTCHE OP THE UUKTHUA,

and the opinion expressed that that rarely produced
eillur than le)eal tre)uble. Te) his suppe)rt he brought
Dis. Keyes ami Sturgis of this city, while Drs. (biule'y

aiiil Otis held to oppe>site views. With icferenee' te)

the cosjs repented by Dr. Otis, !);. H. reniaiked that

any long-continued irritatie)n at any peiiphend pait

of the beidy. |):irti(idarly where the' ne^ive' supply was
altimdant, might preieluce seiious neuric symptemis.

Tliirc could be no manner of dembt but that those

ticiublrs were neit as ceir.staut ami ce>mmon i^s Dr.

Otis suggested, was, tei his minel, neit at all certain.

Tile' docteir a!.-e> disagreed with Dr. Otis as rrgaids

the normal calibre eif the meatus anel urethra; and
regarded extreme ililatatie)n, suelelen and se'vere, as

vi-ry liable te) be feillowed by bael residl.s. It

might be assumed, however, that when the meatus wns
elosed after ule-eratie)n, or faileel to admit a nie'der-

at -ly large sound, it shemld be' mlargeel. Sei teiei with
till' urethra; veTy large' semnels eliel meire' haim tliiin

L'"eid. Dr. 11. was eif the' opiniem that \astly teiei much
impurtunco was attached t.> iiiitatiin uf the g(ni-
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tills as a factor in nervous diseass ; and, while recog-

nizing the important part it miglit, and often did, [ilay

in the ])roduetion of sucli derangements, lie believed

tliat some were inclined too frequently to remove tlia

foreskin or dilate the nrcthra, when in one case tlie

covering of tlie glans was a normal condition, and in

the other tlie canal was large enougli to perjuit tlie per-

formance of tlie functions designed by nature.

Tlie paper was discussed by Drs. Gibney, '_Post,

Stein, Ludlum, .and bell.

|)ro0rci50 of i^eliical Sciencp.

RtiEU.MATisM AND Tr.vu.matism.— M. Vern"uil re-

cently communicated to the Ararlemi/'. de M-declne
some interesting oljservations on tlie relations of rlieu-

inatism to traumatism, prefacing tliem, however, with
the remark that they were still too few and too incom-
plete for synthesis. He divided all cases of wounds
or operations on rheumatics into three classes: 1st,

those in which the injury followed its normal evolu-

tion ; 2d, those in which the diathesis seemed to

manifest itself at the jioint of injury; 3d, those in

which tho injury excited rheumatic manifestations.

The first class was by far the most numerous, the rlieu-

luatism ordinarily creating no special actiim on the

seat of injury, and not modifying the process of cica-

trization. In certain cases, however, the diathesis

manifested its influence by serous effusions. teJemas,
and simple or heinorrhagic congestions of the pseudo-
phlegmons, accompanied by intense pains; in a word,
by all the signs which characterizj the arthritic condi-
tions of wounds. In concluding, M. Verneuil main-
tained that the facts adduced proved : 1st, that trauma-
tism c m awaken a latent rheumatismal diathesis, and ex-

tend its manifestations to organs previously respected
;

3d, that the most various forms of injury possess this

cvciting power ; :Jd. that the diathetic manifestations
excited by it are of very different Idnds (articular in-

tlammations, cutaneous eruptions, neuralgic pains,

pericarditis, etc.). How this exciting power acts in

aw.ikening a diatliesis ; why. once aroused, its mani fes-

tations affect one organ rather than another ; and why
the seat of injury is only occasionally affected, are ques"-

xXomstAW mh judkc.— Gazslte IIMom., Jan. 14, 187(i.

The Form.vtion op Sugar in Anim.4.ls.—The fol-

lowing extracts from a paper read by M. CI. Bernard,
before the Aeadeinie dfs Sciences, are interesting, as
epitomizing the labors and discoveries of the great
physiologist on the glycogenic function of the liver.

I. "The blood of man and of animals is invariably
saccharine. I have shown that the constant glycamia
dejiends on a normal function of the liver. About
the same time I showed, by other experiments, that
this physiological production of sugar in the liver is

dependent on the influence of the nervous system, and
that after injuring a particular spot in "the fourth
ventricle, not far from the origin of the pneuniogas-
trics, the saccharine matter isjioured into the blood in
such quantity as to render the .animal diabetic. It

was the ensemble of these facts that led me to admit
the existence of a function of the hepatic organ, until
then unknown, which I named the gbjefigenie function
(if th- liccr. . . . Next I found sugar in the .allantoid

and amniotic fluids, and in the urine, showing th.at

diabetes is in some measure the normal condition in
the ffEtus. I oljtained, moreover, especially from the
muscles and the lungs, a substance that can produce
sugar by a sort of special fermentation. I added,

finally, some experiments on the influence of saccharine

matter on the development of organic cells. From
that time glycogenesis seemed to me to be. both in

animals and in vegetables, a general physiological

phenomenon, accompanying everywhere the manifes-

tations of life. . . .

II. " But it was not sufficient to have ascertained

the formation of sugar in the liver, it was necessary

to ijenetrate deeper into the phenomenon, and to

endeavor to make out its meclianism ; this I called

the second period of the question. It was marked
by the experiment of the washed liver, and the discovery

of the glycogenic matter, a discovery that in a manner
changed the aspect of the problem by uniting it to

one of the most difficult questions of General Physi-

ology, that of the intimate nutrition of the ti.ssues. . . .

I have demonstrated that, in pl.ace of seeking the sub-

stance which precedes and produces the sugar inimi-

diately in the blood, it was necessary to locate it in

the liver itself. . . .

"I finished Ijy being convinced that the liver con-

tinued its glycogenic functi{m after its removid from
the body, and that after a certain time the quantity of
sugar increased really and rapidly, after which time
the quantity remained almost fixed. This v.-as an un-
foreseen but most instructive fact. It demonstrates
clearly the instal)ility of the vital properties, and at

the same time makes us a])preciate the delicacy and
all the difficulties of chemical analysis .applied to the

fluids and tissues of the organism. The same organic
tissue, analyzed in exactly the same way, at intervals

of flve, ten, or fifteen minutes, is no longer the same
tissue and docs not give similar analyses. Tliis applies

not alone to the hepatic tissue— it is a general quality.

All the animal fluids and tissues, within as well as

without the organism, present a rapid and incessant

chemical change.

—

Gazette llchdom., Jan. 21, 187G.

TlIUOMBOSIS OF THE CAVERNOrs SlNU.SES.—At the
annual meeting of the Clinical Society of London, Dr.
Dowse reported a case of a patient, robust and well
liuilt, who had received a blow on the occiput by Iieing

tripped up. He was slightly stunned, but able to

walk home. No cerebral symptoms followed till the
third day, when severe head.aclie set in. The attacks
of headache were varied by seizures of faintness and
shivering, and he complained of the perver.sion of
taste. The day liefore he came under Dr. Dowse's
care, his vision became cloudy, and in a few hours was
totally lost. The other s])ecial senses were good

;

cranial and s|)in.al nerves normal
;
pupils dilated ; the

optic discs were swollen, and jiatches of retinal hem-
orrhage were discovered, the veins being large and tor-

tuous. I)cath supervened upon an attack of erysipelas
of the scalp, and the day before de.ath, there were jjara-

plegia and coma, but no convulsions or rigidity.

No fractur-e of the skull was detected after death, but
both cavernous sinuses were found completely occluded
l>y fibrous clot. There was a recent hemorrhage into
the right .anterior cerebral lobe, which contained a
clot, surrounded l)y punctiform hemorrhages. At the
base of the brain there was a protrusion of cerebral
substance, apparently due to the pressure of the clot.

Dr. Dowse thought that thrombosis of the cerebral
sinuses was more frequent than was supposed. Hem-
orrhage into the anterior lobe was rare. In the after-
discussion. Jlr. Hulke wished to know whether there
was a pulsation of the orbital tissues, closely simulat-
ing aneurism, a symptom which was often described in
cases of tliroinbo.sis of the cavernous sinus. He had
himself .seen it. and thought it explained by the dias-
tole of the ophthalmic aitery, being accompanied by
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tension of the lliiiils in tlie tissues of tlio oibit. Mr.
Holmes retnaiked tlmt in n\any of tliese cases a lond
niurniur could lie heard with the stethoseope. Dr.

Dowse sai<l tliat these si^ns were al>sent in his case.

Xo sletlioseopie examination of the liead was madi'.

Mr. Illlike, in reply to the President, Sir 'William .Ten-

ner, as to the naturi' and seat of the nun'tnnr, said that

it was rhvthmieal with the pulse, and was attributed to

compression i^f the earoti<i artery in the sinus, prol>-

ahly intensilied liy its conduetion throui;h the bones of
the skull.— The Luncet. .lanuary 22, ISTli.

Invasion of tub LYMi'ii.vrirs of tiik Lung nv
Pl.KiiiisY.— .\t a meitini; of the Patholottical Society

of London, Dr. Jlo.von presented a specimen of this

kind, taken from a man. twenty-nine years of aije, who
Avas .seen shortly before his fatal illness inj^ood health.

Three days later he was found in a sinkinj; condi-

tion, half nnconstious. with pulse ItiO, respiration

(!0, and hiceoufili, and died suddenly. At the ])ost-

niortem, ten horn's after, the body was found already

decomposing; the blood was of a dark color, staininu;

the tissues, and the peculiiu- odor found in blood-
poisoninj^ was present. The only morbid condition
discovered was that there were tlirce ounces of san-

iiuiueons pus in the ri;,'ht ])leura. Further ex;imina-

tion showed the network of the lymphatics of the

luir^s to be tilled with ])us, which oozed from them
on section, this condition cvtendinij as far as the

bronchial j^land.s. The lymphatics of the [jleura were
unaffected. At the|)osterior surface of the ri^'ht bron-
chus there were two ])atclies of coal-black color, and
the bronchial glands beliind this were much diseased.

Two years ago two similar cases had been exhibited,

in which intense pleurisy had invaded the lymphatics
of the lung, and in both tlxse cases there was obstruc-

tion of the bnmcliial glands. Dr. Moxon tliought that

in the case under ol)servation the nutrition of the tex-

ture of the lung was ])robal)ly impaired by the liad

drainage, due to obstruction of the bronehial glands.
.•ind that it then was rendered liable to undergo more
intense inllannn.-ition. As to the idea of blood-jioison-

ing. he (juoted the opinion of Dr. Wilkes, that incases
of iullammation of the pleura from blood-poisoning
the process was always secondary to affection of the

lung tissue.— 2'he Lancet, January 22, 187(5.

^[[iTnoi) OF Piir.i>AuiN<; Pfseasf-d Tissrics fou the
>[icno.scoi'i;.—Some time ago it occurred to Mr. .John

Stevenson that a mixture of glycerine and tragacanth
might be used for the purpose of imbedding ti.ssues,

both recent and hardened, lie takes two drachms of

glycTiu" and mixes it on a .slab with one drachm and
a li ilf of powdered gum tragacanth. The piece of or-

gan to be sliced is placed in a two-do/en or smaller
pill-box. and tli<' mi.xture, lifted on a llexible knife, is

poured into the bo.x. It is allowed to stand in a cool

place for fron\ eight to twelve hours, when, if not

wanted for cutting, the bottom is taken off the box
and slit up the side, and a solid, somewhat elastic

(take is obtained, with the piece of tissue imbedded in

it. This is placed in methylated spirit until reijuired.

The tissue should be placed near the margin from
which it is to \>t; cut. and the cutting conducted in

the usual way. It will be found best to moisten the

surface by dipping it in spirit, and wetting tlie upper
surfa<i' of the section knifit with a cannd's-hair pencil

dipped iu spirit, so that the si^clion may float as it is

cut. When it is to be kept in spirit for twelve to

Iwenty-four hours, the mass is bitter mixed with two
ilrachms of glycerine, one drachm of tragacanth pow-
d T, and lifteeu grains of gum arnbic powder. The
[nopjrtics of the mixture are (juite in accordance with

the chemical naline of its constituents, for glycerine

dissolves gums ami rt'sins freely, being at the same
time hygroscopic: and tragacanth has twenty-live times

the power of ordinary gum arable in eonuuunicating
the property of viscosity to water. If the tissue has
been previously in spirit, it must be steeped for a few
houi-s in cold water before imbedding.

—

Ediiihurgh
M,ilicalJovrn<tl, .lanuary, 1H70.

OnSEItVATIONS ox I?EV.\((INATroN WniNO AN Kl'I-

DKMic OF Smai.i.-Pox.—Dr. William U. Davis, in a

paper read Ixfore the Cincinnati Medical Society,

comes to the following conclusions, from ob.servations

in that city during an epidemic of snniU-pox : Fiint,

That ex|)osure to infection and intense epidemic in-

liuence largely increase the susceptibility of the sys-

tem to the influence of vaccine virus, and accounts for

tlie unusual number of successful revaccinations dur-
ing the existence of an epidemic. Second, That vari-

ola and varioloid give no more inotection from a re-

currence of variola than vaccination. Third. The cica-

trix is not a safe criterion of the degree of protection

giveiiljy the vacciiKitiou from which it resulted. Ftniith,

It is advis.-ible to revaecinate upon every exposure to

infection, unless it has been done recently with success.

F'/lli, Those who were successfully levaccinated were,

to some extent, .susceptible to the variolous iiilluence ;

not that all would liave taken the infection, for an
epid<!mie never takes all the unprotected. That they

are in some danger is provi n by the results of vacci-

nations in the hospit.'ils and standing armies <if Europe.
In the Prussian army the annual death-rates from
small-pox, before revaccination was iutroducicl. aver-

aged 104. During the twenty years immediately suc-

ceeding the e6tabli>hment of systematic revaix'ination,

then! were but forty fatal cases, and Simon says, but
four of these had been successful revaccinations.

The CifsKs and Tkkatment of Si,ei:i>i.essness.—
Dr. .1. Milixr Fothergill thinks tlu' experimc nts of Dur-
ham, Hammond, Douder.s, and others, have cieaily

sh<iwn the relation of sleep to cerebral ana>mia. This
condition of aniemia is ))roduced by the co-o]ierati(m

of two factors, one a modilication of the vascular sys-

tem, the other a diminution of activity in the cerebral

cells themselves. It is the combination of these two
factors in the jiroduction of sleep that must ever be
boine in mind in tie.' treatment of each case of in-

somnia. Sleeplessniss, among other causes, is due to

a ciiiidition of high cerebral vascularity. There may
be a local (cerebral) hypera^nia, a general vascular ex-

citiinent, and a rise of temperature Opium alone

will not meet these complex states In order to ]iro-

cure its hyimotic effects, it is necessary to combine it

with a direct vascular depressant. In chloral-hydrate

we have a drug which acts upon the nervous system,

lessens the heart's action, and lowers the temperature,

lint the very i|ualities which may here render it so

valuable. Constitute the objections to its use in other

forms of insomnia. A different form of sleeplessness

is found where jiatients have cerebral ana'inia. Here
there is sleepiness felt during the day, especially when
in the upright position, but at night when the body is

ni uinbcnt a state of wakefulness is instituti d. Such
a eondition is most pronounced in melancholies. Jiro-

iiiide of potassium and chloral in such cases, however
elTective in procuring sleep, are injurious, from their

tendency to aggravate the condition of aiiamia. Au-
thorities advocate, instead, alcohol and opium, ac-

ciimpanied by a generous diet, and by the exhibit inn of
iron and <|uinine in fair i|uaiilities. There is a foim
of patwivc cerebr.d hyperaini.a, in which ii;somnia is

l)rebent, du; to partial vaso-motor paralysis of the in-
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tracranial blood-vessels, usually associated witlunental
ovei'work. One constituent factor of the treatment
must be to lessen this cerelnal activity by some suitable

agent. Bromide of potassium, of all remedies, is tlie

most efficient, and witli it dij^italis may be advan-
tageously combined. In such cases it is tlie action of
digitalis upon the periplieral vessels, rather tiian its ef-

fect upon the heart which renders it so valuabl(! here.

Dr. Fothergill, after reviewing the different forms of

sleeplessness, mentions some of tlie chief forms of
hypnotics in common use. Opium is indicated in

conditions of insomnia, which originate in pain.

Hyoscyamus may be resorted to in cases wliere opium
or morphia disagree, as in chronic renal disea.se.

llj'drate of chloral is useful in conditions of vascular

excitement, either alone or in combination nntU o|)ium.

In cases of sleeplessness, where there is continuous
high blood-pressure, or where there is distinct py-
rexia, chloral-hydrate is the hypnotic par e.rc'Uoic/'.

It is to he avoided, however, where inability to sleep

is due to worry and to brain exhaustion. Tlie utility

of bromide of potassium is shown wlicre cerebral

activity is kept up by distant peripheral irritation,

especially where that irritation lies in tlie pelvic vis-

cera.— The Pnictitionei-, February, 1870.

On Bentgs Polypoid Excrescences oi-' thk Blad-
der IN THE Male.—Dr. Hermann !Maas, of Breslau,

lias recently met with three cases of mucous polypi of

the male bladder, which are interesting Irom llieir

rarity and from tin means adopted to diagnosticate

and cure them. Tlie fir.st occurred in a previously

healthy man of iifty-three, and iiis only complaint
was of the occasional jiassage of Ijlood with his urine,

]) irticularly after taking spirituous drinks. Of late,

however, the blood had come so frequently and in

such large quantities as to weaken him very seriously.

Careful examination- revealed nothing to account for

the Inmorrhage. Suspecting that possilily there was
a small ulceration. Dr. >I. introduced a large double-
current catheter into the bladder, and poured in

weakly carbolized water. All of a sudden the out-

wartl tiow of water was ai'restcd, and on withdrawing
the catheter, which required some little effort, a mu-
cous polypus, pedunculated, and of the size and shape
<if a small hazel nut, was found engaged in its eye.

On a second attempt Dr. 51. was fortunate enough to

secure a second polypus in the same way, and after its

removal there was no return of the hemorrhage. The
second ease was in an officer of thirty-three, who had
suffered for some years fi-oni a stricture of the mem-
branous urethra, which had been very irregularly

treated. His history was that at times he had had
attacks of complete retention of urine, wliich had been
relieved by the passage of smaller Ixiugies and liad

been called " spasmodic." Dr. "SI., when he tiist saw
him, could jiass a No. ,5 Charrifire, and soon was able

to increase it to No. 9. All of a sudden the mine was
arrested, and could not Ijc made to tiow until a cathe-

ter of corresponding size had been several times passed
vroU iuto the bladder. Being unable to diagnosticate

a stone, and remembering the last case, the doctor
endeavored to entrap the polyjius he suspected by
similar means. As the circuin.stances of this case for-

bade the use of the double catheter, he introduced a

No. 8 elastic English catlieter, after enlarging its eye.

This was connected by i-iibber tubing with a J. sha])ed

glass tulie, and by means of a funnel tlie bladder
was fully distended with warm carbolized water.

Depressing, then, the outer end of the tube, gravity,

aided by the expulsive force of the bladder, caused a

rapid flow of water, and after several trials the sus-

pected polypus was engaged and removed. It was
17 mm. long and 7 thick. There was no further re-

tention. The third case was almost precisely similar

to tlie second, the jiolvpus being the size of a stiaw-

hen-y.—Berl. KUu. IKw-A., Jan. '24, 1876.

Ai.KAPTONrRiA.—The following observations on a

case where alkaptoii was found in the urine are re-

])orted by Dr. Fiirbiinger, from the Clinique of Prof.

Friedreich. The (latient was a consumptive in an ad-

vanced stage of the disease, and the urine, which was
scanty, of a dark color, acid reaction, and of noimal
specitic gravity when treated with Trommer's test,

sliowed a precipitate of the red and yellow oxides of

copper, thougii no sugar was present. The dark color,

which was due to the jiresencc of an unusual amount of
urophiein. was ascribed to co-existing chronic disease

of the liver. Proof of the existence of alkapton.

which was suspected, was found in the alisorption of

oxygen when the diluted urine was agitated with
caustic potash. The absence of sugar was determined
by first jjrecipitating with an abundance of acetate of

lead, and then testing the filtrate by Trommer's method,
for the alkapton is carried dovru witli the precipitate.

This then will be found the best method of elimin-

ating alkaptoii from any suspected fluid, and after-

wards determining the presence or absence of sugar.

Thus tested, there was not the slightest trace of reduc-
tion of the cojiper salt. Various other tests corrobora-
tive of the al)senco of sugar, and the presence of
alkajiton were employed, notably Bcittger's, dependirg
on tile reduction of a bismuth salt, the fernuntatiou
test, iMulder's indigo test, and the silver and (piick-

silver test. A numijer of others are also referred to of
interest to the chemist. Several were also rendered
ineffectual by the large amount of coloring matter con-
tained in the urine. The post-mortem examination
was made by Dr. Tlioma, and nothing of special sig-

nificance was found. No anomaly was discovered in

the urinary passages, nor was alkapton found in any
other fluids of the body. Hence Dr. F. concludes that
alkapton is first formed in the secreted urine within the
organism. Bocdeker's case is the only other one which
the author can And reported, and in the absence of a
)arger number for comparison, the presence of alkap-
ton in the urine remains wholly unexiilaincd.

—

JJerl.

klin. Woch., June 7 and 14, 187.j.

A Case op Splenic Fevep..—The following case

is reported by Prof. Bollinger, of Munich. A cow
was sick, and although, when .she was killed, tlje in-

testines were found full of blood, and the spleen four
times its natural size, still the flesh was eaten by men.
A few days later the butcher oljserved a small red
spot on the ball of his right thumb, which soon
acquired a red areola and a dark blue vcsicuiafion.

At the end of four days, when general symptoms with
great depression had ajipeared, the sore was cauterized
with the hot iron. Nevertheless, the man died on the
eighth day, after having convulsions, trismus, higli

fever, etc.. At the autopsy the characteristic features
of a splenic fever carbuncle were found in the arm,
viz., dark coloration witii red areola and distinct
v.isicles, together with oedematous swelling of the
the lymphatic glands. Th( rj was also hemorrhagic
effusion into the stomach. .M.-my bacteria were found
inthe spleen, but few in the cai buncleor in the lilood.
Inoculations of the blood up(in sheej) caused their dcatli
in from two to five days, with pronounced symptoms
of apoplectiform anfhi-ax ; nor did the addition of
salicylic acid serve to disinfect the iioisonous blood.
An-ztlirh. Int. Bl. Xo. 4. 1S7U.—.l?/y. Mai. Cei.t. Zdt.,
Feb. 3, 1S7G.
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THE PEOG^vAM:^[E OF THE INTERNA-
TIONAL MEDICAL CONtJRESS.

The Centenniul Jlcilic;il Cuinmissiou lias, through

its ('(immittee of Ananircmtuts, so far perfected its

phiu of tlie work to be accomiilished during the week

ending; Septeiiilier iUh .it Phihidel|)hia, as to he able

to publish its preliminarj' pro<;ramiiic. We cau well

appreciate the amount of thought and labor fxpended

in makincr the various features of tlie entertainment

blend and harmonize into one uniformly attraetive

whole. We infer from the employment of tln' <|Uali-

fying term " ])reliniinary," that the programme is as

complete as it is now possible to make it ; but that it

may still admit of extension by additions, possibly

from foreign sources. Indeed, it must be very diffi-

cult at the outset to impress upon gentlemen from

iiljroad the urgency of these early l)r(parations for a

great nndertaking, and the neces,sity of inmiediatc

respon.ses to the solicitations of a Secretary or a 'Jom-

mittee. A Congress to meet six months from this date

should be more tlian a mere outline to-day. Happily,

this Congress has long since advanced beyond the

shadows of coming events, and has already passed

into a structure of a very substantial character, indi-

cating clearly the scope of its practicd work and its

various projected paths of usefulness.

The almost total al)sence of foreign names strikes

one at a glance, that of Prof. I.ebert of IJreslau Uni-

versity lieing the only one upon the lint. This is no

fault of the Committee, however; for we learn that

other gentlemen have been invited to address the Con-,

grcss and have declined. It was part of the origin;d

plan of the Connnissiim. that four addresses should be

delivered by distinguished foreigners, before the Con-

gress in its entirety, at the morning .session. It is of

course imp(>s.-iible to carry this feature into execution,

if gentlemen who may be selected are imable to

accjpt ; but th.-re is plvnty of t)pportun:ty offered for

good volunteer pnpeis from medical men the wurld

over. These nniy be even more provocative of discus-

sion than those already included in the ])ro;,'ramme of

work of the sections, of which there are nine. Whih'

it is absolutely essential to the success of such a Con-

gress th^t the labor should be systematically prepared

beforehand, a great deal of the interest attached to

the sectional discussions in the American Medieiil

.\ssoeiation has resulted from their spontaneousnos.

Much more sjjarkle is associated with such voluntary

efforts, and a gi-eater amount of agreeable effervescence

constantly l)ulibles vip to the surface under their ir.flu-

enee.

The programme of addresses l>ef(>re the gencndCon-

grc--^ eniliraces an excellent selection of represei.talive

men, judiciously apportioned from various localitiis.

There is no very good reason, however, why Phihuhl-

phia should have so thoroughly ignored her own ju.-t

claims to a prominent jilace upon the list. She v. as

certainly entitled to one representative man in tlrs

l>i)rtion of the jirogrannne. It w"idd be an act of in-

justice to her, and to her excellent corps of able and

active thinkers and workers—many of whom have

adorned the paths of professional labor, and of medi-

cal literature— if the inference shonld be drawn by

foreign visitors or readers, or even by our fellow-

cuuntryraen, that any lack of originality, or of ability

was the cause of such exclusion. Our friends in that

city who have arranged the iirogrannne of the con-

gress have only themselves to blame if their modisty

ha> been carried to the extent of self-immolation.

Kviii in the work of tlie sections we find the minus

of but four Philadelphians out of the thiity-five who

arc to open the discussions on scientific subjects.

\ew York, in addition to her representation in the

li^t of morning addresses, supplies the names of fuur-

tcdi rejiorters for the section. Their names will be

found in another column. Only four subjects will be

di>cusscd in each section, one being allotted to ladi

afternoon. There will then be abnndant opportuni-

ties for the iircsentation of voluntary papers; the fifth

d:iy, it is presumable, being also devoted entirely to

th.iu. lliindnds of distiiignislw d men in all portions

of the world will be invited to attend the sessions of

the Congress. It is to be hoped that the resjionscs

will be of such a nature as to make this meeting :i

memorable one by tlie presence of numerous rcprescn-

t;itivcs of science, learning, and skill from foreign

countries as well as from our sister states of the Union.

"bII.^I.I, it be a rnoFESSION on .\ TIl.^DE f

''

It will not be forgotten that, <m more than one occii-

.-iou,weluivc impressed upon our pharmaceutical fi lends

the importance of regarding the mselvi'S as members of

a wortliy profession, which ^hould be elevated bi yond

and above the baser eoiisidcnilioiis and tcinitntioiis

of trade. Wc shall be giatilled if. iis a result of thu
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proper digestion of tliis food for reflection which we

have given them, ])liarraacy shall attain the elevated

rank it deserves to occupy. We are fortified in the

correctness of our views, when we find them endorsed

liy one of the oldest colleges of pharmacy in the

country—that at Philadelphia. In his valedictory to

tlie graduating class of that school, delivered JIarch

M. 1870, Prof. Joseph P. Remington employed the

following language, which is almost identical with

that of the Recoud (in its editorial, Oct. 9, 1875,

'• Shall it ha a Profession or a Trade?") in its allusion

to the same topic: "A vei-y important subject must

soon he solved. Do you regard your avocation as a

jirofession or a mere business calling > * * * You

must make a decision. AVhat shall it be ? Profession

or trade, pharmacy or a black art, pharmacopiria or

price current?" These queries, coming from such

an authoritative source as the rostrum of the College,

were doubtless well received. They are our ov.n, and

we therefoi'e return the compliment, and ourselves en-

dorse them.

THE E.\GI,EY EPIDEMIC.

The account of the Epidemic ar Eaglcy, which we

are enalilcd to give in another column, is a suggestive

comment upon the dangers to which every one who
uses milk may become exposed. If the present exam-

ple were an isolated one, we might offset the apparent

sensationalism connected with it. It is true, instances

of the sort are not common, but this should not deter us

from ajjjjreciating them when they do occur, and guard-

ing as much as possil)le against their recurrence. How
this latter can be accomplished is a problem which is

engaging the attention of the legislators of Great

Britain; and it is now quite possible that some means

will be adopted by the English Government to pre-

vent a repetition of such wholesale poisoning. Prol)-

ably the only thing that can lie done in this direction

is a periodic inspection of all dairy farms. Doubtless

in this country any enactments having such an end

in view, would be looked upon as an unnecessary re-

tinement in sanitary science ; but its reasonableness can

hardly be denied by any one who is willing to admit

the possibility in any dairy district of a similar set of

causes as those operating at Eagley producing similar

results. Until we look into the whole matter of

our milk supply, it is impossible to conjecture how
many cases of fever, diarrhoea, and various anomalous

and apparently inexplicable symptoms, may not be

traced to the admixture, accidental or designed, of

putrid material in the water used. At this time, when
such a general interest is manifested in the suliject, it

may be a matter of curiosity, if not of (irofit, for some

of our readers residing in the rural districts, to study

the causation of some of the fevers and diarrho-as

which they may bo called upon to treat in connection

with the water supply of the barn yard and the dairy.

THE CARE OF THE INSANE.

Dn. H. B. WiLBUH, the accomplished Superintendent

of the Syracuse Idiot Asylum, has just sulnnitted a re-

port to the State Board of Charities founded upon per-

sonal observations concerning the management and

construction of the insane asylums of Great Britain, in

which is embodied some interesting conclusions bear-

ing upon the care of the insane in our own country.

From an economic point of view the cost of the con-

struction of our asylums does not bear a very flattering

comparison. Dr. Wilbur found that the Commission-

ers of Lunacy gave the maximum cost of construction

as £150, or about $750. (ler patient, including land and

furniture. In Massachusetts, on the other hand, the cost

of two asylums in the course of construction is esti-

mated at the enormous sum of from $2,500 to $3,000 per

capita ; while one in New Jersey, also being built, is

fully up to the last high figure, and the three asylums in

process of erection in this St.ite will range from $4,000

to $5,000 per ijatient. Regarding the cost of main-

tenance of each patient after his or her reception,

there appears to be a similar difference, in this State

at least, in favor of the economy of management in the

British asylums. For instance, in the three State Luna-

tic Asylums in this State the average weekly cost of

maintenance excL'eds six dollars for each patient. In

one of these institutions, during 1874, it even exceeded

that amount. On the other hand, the average cost per

patient in th3 county asylums in England, institutions

corresjionding to our State Asylums, is less than three

dollars, including clothing; and in like asylums in

Scotland and Ireland C(nisiderably less. These arc

very important facts for the consideration of every one

interested in the economical and yet pioper care of

our insane.

From this point of view, at least, we have something

to learn from our transatlantic cousins. On a previous

occasion we alluded to the beneficial effects of engaging

the patients in some sort of employment ; and we again

take the opportunity of referring to the matter, by way

of showing tlie actual i)er cent, of those who can be

placed under such influences. In this country the em-

ployment system has gone so much out of fashion that

we are almost without statistics for comparison. The

Utica Asylum, however, furnishes a starting point

by showing that the average of male laljor was

less than eighteen per cent, of the entire number

of male inmates. Dr. AVilbur fcnind in the English

asylums which he visited that the employed pa-

tients averaged fully sixty-two to sixty-eight per

cent., while th-j percentage in Scotland was even

greater. This gives us a very marked difference in

figures; and, taken in account with the statement that

the patients " are a better-looking set physically than

tlio patients in some American asylums," is, to say the

least, quite suggestive. In this connection we may
quote the following statement as having a significant

bearing in this connection

:
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" Within a few yours, in a certain Scotch asj-liim

where the employment of patients li;ul lieen puslied to

its maximum, the saj;aeious and kind-heaited Superin-

tendent tliought that he would try tlic experiment of

unlocking the doors of one of his liest wards and patrol-

ling the patients. Tliis worked well ; he tried the next,

and so on till a largo degree of personal li1)erty was

enjoyed by nearly all the patients. Thougli the Sujier-

intendent, J)r. IJatty Tuke, has retired from this

asylum, his successor, Dr. Fraser, lias administered its

affairs in the sjime benevolent spirit."

We will also remind our re.idcrs, in passing, of more

unequivocal testimony as to the benefitji of the employ-

ment system, which is eml)odied in the extract from

a letter of Dr. Wilbur, to which reference was made

in our recent comments upon the jjaper of Dr. Nathan

Allen on State Medicine in its relations to Insanity

(cide vol. X., page 41).

In regard to extrav.Hganee in the construction of our

jisylums. Dr. Wilbur very truly says:

"Thjr3 is in Great Britain a safeguard against

squandering money on buildings that, most unfor-

tunately, does not apply in the construction of State

Asylums in America. It is this : the tax to meet such

outlay is drawn from the same locality where it is ex-

pended, and the members of the boards of management

arc among the largest tax-payers of the region. Thus,

their own pecuniary interests, and a sense of responsi-

bility to an inmiediate constituency, equally interested

together, act sis a strong check against extravagance."

AVc have, however, said enough to give the general

drift of the report, and will close by quoting the con-

clusions of Dr. Wilbur:

"That in this country the welfare and comfort of

the insai\c, and the various correlated interests of

society, would meet on common ground, not until every

State in the Union had some legally constituted board,

alike in powers and functions to those of the I'ritish

IJoards of Lunacy."

There are many other very interesting matters re-

ferred to in the report which we shall take occasion

to notice at some future time.

all applications for tho admission of pupils into any

school or class, whenever the room oeeui)ied by the

same is filled to the extent of its sitting caiiaeitv."

O^TinCUOWDEI) SCHOOLS.
1

We arc pleased to learn that tho Committee on
I

By-Laws of the Hoard of Kdueation iiave given the

subject of overcrowding in the |)ublic schools such a
1

consideration as its importance demands. They very
j

frankly admit that the evil of which so much com-
|

plaint has been made exists to an alarming extent, and

show a very commendable spirit to remedy it as far

as it may lay in the power of tlic Hoard. They

make a provision for increased, cajjacity for each

scholar, which, althougli it is still inadequate, is still

a great improvement of the former condition of tilings.

The following sensible regulation was reeoinminded

and adopted

:

"It sliall be the duty of every principal to reject

I'ltorosED .\menumi;nts to tiii; riiAUMA( y liii.L.

Ik the year 1873 tho Legislature of this State en-

acted a law to regulate the practice of Pharmacy and

tlie sale of poisons in the city and county of New
York. It is within tlie recollection of many of our

present readers that this law was the result of a de-

termination on the part of the pharmacists in tiiia

city, represented by the College of Pharmacy, not only

to supersede the one at that time in force but to im-

prove the status of pharmacy in general by the es-

tablislunent of a system of registration which sliould

ensure qualification and responsibility on the part of

every one who dispensed medicines. Through the energy

of Senator Weismann and tlie hearty co-operation of

.\sscmblyman lAiughran the desired result was 0)3-

tained, and since that time the working of the law

has been in the main satisfactory. One of its provi-

sions was to the effect that the members of the college

should elect five competent pharmacists, three of

whom should l)e also graduates in medicine, and two

graduates of the collegia, who should constitute a

board for the examination and registration of all

those not already graduates and not already licensed,

who desired to conduct the business of pharmacists.

Experience has now proved that the difficulty of con-

stituting the board in accordance with the letter of the

law is so great that an amendment has been offered

to remedy it. Tho latter consists in a recommenda-

tion that tlio said l)n:\:'d shall be comi)oscd entirely of

graduates in pharmacy, the reason for this being

that it is exceedingly difiicult to find a sufficient

number of physicians who, being competent for the

appointment, are willing to act.

Another amendment consists in a provision that,

fruui the first of July, 1878, only graduates in pliar-

maey from an American or foreign College of

Pharmacy shall be allowed to establish themselves in

the city and county of New York ; and that after 1878

tlie board shall restrict itself to the examination of

caiididiites for a licentiate's degree.

It is also proposed that the clause in the present

law that junior assistants or apjireiitices shall not be

I)irraitted to prepare physicians' prescriptions until

they have become graduates or licentiates, be so

amended as to give all such persons op[)ortunity to

dispense ])rcseriptions under the sui)ervision and upon

tlie responsibility of their principals. A bill em-

bodying these provisions, [iresented to the State

Senate by Senator Booth, has already passed that

body, and will soon come before the Assembly for its

action. The changes proposed in the present law

have received the sanction of all the leading pharma-

cists of this city, and there is every reason to suppose

t,hatthe Assembly will follow the lead of tho Senate.
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If this be the case, we sluill floul)tleKS have ;i l:i\v for

tlie regulation of pliamiacy in this city and vicinity

wliich shall be as near perfection as ordinary legisla-

tion can make it. The profession are certainly enough

interested in the result to throw the weight of its in-

fluence in the scale.

€orrc5pontiencc.

TiTE ELECTROLYTIC TREATMENT OF
MALIGNANT TUMORS.

To THE Editor t)F The Mkdical Ti-ecokp.

Siu :—I am not in the habit of entering a journalistic
controversj', especially when the assailing person, the
critic, is unwilling to sign his name. "

In the iirst

place, such jiolemies never promote scientific knowl-
edge

;
and besides, very few readers take the trouble to

exiimine the facts, tluis leaving much room for in-

correct statements and vague insinuations.

My critic, 0. E. H., in t!ie last number of the Re-
coitD, intentionally tries to confuse the readers by
nii.\ing up different articles wiitten by me on different
subjects, at different times, and in diiferent places, re-

viewing tlieni >\s"apart of thn miiit) w«/-^-." adding
in parenthesis, very adroitly, f(n- any futui-e emergency,
that li3 suppo.ses so. The critic ackiiowledges, how-
ever, that he ov.uis my " Gnldano-T/irn/ji/ut/rx," and
therefore lie ought to know that it contains only arti-

cles on the auditory, sympathetic, and pneuinognstric
nerves. At the time cjf their publication, they supplied
a want in the American medical literature; and, be-
sides containing original researches, gave a complete,
tliough concise exposition of our knowledge on these
subject.s.

The critic quotes a few phrases from my researches
in Virchow's Avchivfs, where on the first page I say,

that I pui^lished, some years ago, a short preliminary
notice on the electrolytic treatment -of malignant
tumors, that gave rise to misunderstandings; but he
does not explain that the very article from which he
quotes is tlie one containing a full and minute exposi-
tion of my views and methods. He thus leaves the
reader under the wrong impression, that I had not ful-

filled my promise.

If the critic has really read my reseai'ches in

Virchow's Archives, he ought to be the last to com-
plain that ' 1 ilo nut I/O into niintitirr, cCr.,'" as I have
given a most detailed account of my cases, and an ex-
haustive exposition of my views and my methods of
treatment, lie refers to tlie case of, Mrs. H.. which I

mentioned merely as a corollary to the iireceding case
described on five pages, and to the following one de-
scribed on four pages. Ilis qnotatiim as regards the
treatment is of nu ])ractical use without a general
knowledge of the whole theory. But even in these
few lines, the critic misquotes me, and is. incorrect.

The last fault the critic finds with me, is that I

)iulilished my researches in e.v.tenxo in German, while
I gave only a short resume for American ph3-sicians.

But this has certainly been against my will.

I herewith, Mr. Editor, send you for inspection the
English manuscript of my researches on the electroly-

tic treatment of malignant tumors, a monograph con-
taining more than one hundred and thirty ))agcs. cer-

tainly too voluminous to bo jjublished in u medi<ail
weekly.

An American journal refused to publish these re-

searches ; and I have a.sked in vain for an opportunity
to read my pajier before the Academy of Medicine,
but the late president denied me this (ip])ortunity, on
the ground, as he wrote me at the end of two year.s.

that the suliject did not present suflicient inlere.st, and
added, to enable mo "to accumulate more interesting

facts."

Truly the old French adage can .still justly be
applied to those learned critics who scarcely ever make
original researches: ''la critique est a: see, mais I'ait

est dithcile.'' Yours very truly

Wm. B. Neftel.

DEATH FROM liUPTURK OF AN ANEU-
lilSM—SUPPOSED CAUSE, PENETRAT-
ING ^YOUND OF THE HEART.

To THE Editor of The Medical Hecoed.

The first officer of a merchant ship, during an alterca-

tion with one of his men, recriv(d a stab in the chest
with a sheath-knite and fell back dead.
Being summoufd to tlie case, we found the man, as

had been reported, laying (Ui the .ship's hatch lifeless.

On liaiing the clust there was disclosed a wound
an inch long on the left third intercostal space, directly
over the heart.

Having no other idea than that the instrument had
IJcnetrated the organ, and was the iiiinudiate cau.so of
death, we reported the case to the corcmer.
On making a ixist-mortem we found that the knif;'

had barely passed into the cavity of the chest, and was
consequently not the cause of death, as had lieen sup-
posed.

A further examination, however, disclosed a ru))-

tured aneurism of the pnlinonai-y artery, the immediate
cause of which was doubtlessly the exciteuient of tlic

scuffle and the sliock of the blow from the knife.

The two points of special intere.st in connection
with this case are :

—
1st. The location of the aneurism. As Flint, in his

chapter on thoracic aneurisms, does not mention a single

case as occurring in the pulmonary artery, we concluded
it must be rare.

2d. The medico-legal question which might arise,

as to the degree of criminality of the assailant. It

is clear that, had there been no post-mortem, the case

would have been declared one of murder in the first

degree.

The revelations of the autoi)sy,-howevcr, converted
it into a simple assault with a deadly weapon ; at least

such was the wording of the indictment, which was
carried out by the decisicm of the court, as the prisoner

received some six or eight months only.

D. B. Simmons,
Chief Surgeon to Ken Hospital, Yokohama, .bqian.

Yokohama, Japan', '/iin'/tu //, tS'ill.

College of PnAitMACY nv City oi' Nkw Yokk.
—The Forty-Sixth Animal Commencenuxt was
lield on Tuesday evining. March ?1<-t. 1ST(!. at Cliich-

ering Hall. After the o)icniiig aihlnss l-.v the Presi-

dent, Paul Ballnff, tin' degree of " Giadnnte in

Pharmacy," was conferred upon thirty-niiie genth nvn
Prof. P. W. Bedford awarded the alumni prizes: the
first, a gold medal, to Henry C. Sehrank ; the sccoi d
and third of equal value, and for equal gnuhs. 'o

Adolph Ilenning and Henry Millar. Prof. Kdwi'd
Curtis, JI D., delivered the address to the grndiiates,

after which the valedictory was pronounced by U.
Liebcr Coit, of the Gi';idnutiiig C'lats.
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AUMY NEWS.

Ofiieutl LiH of Chanije» of Stations and Duties of Of-
Jicfra of the Medinil Department Vnited States Aninj,

from Fehniary Vith to February ISM, 1870.

Mti.iiAr, J. .1., Surjicon.—Leave of ali.scnoe cxti'iukil

four niuiitlis. S. O. 4'J, A. G. O., >riircli i:!, ISTli.

FonwooD, W. II., Asst. Surgeon.—Gnmtod leave of

absence for one month, with permission to leave limits

of the Department. S. O. 43, Department of To.xas,

March 11, 1«TU.

Ad.vib, G. W., Asst. Surgeon.—Assigned to tcmpor-
.iry duty as Post Surgeon at Fort Richardson, Texas.

S. O. 4:5, C. S., Department of Te.\as.

M.MS, L. M., Asst. Surgeon.—When relieved at

Xashville, Tennessee, l)y .\sst. Surgeon Gieenleaf, as-

signed to duty as Post Surgeon at (liattanooga. Tenn.

S. O. :lil. Department of the South, March 10, 1870.

fllcbical Jtcma ani) Xeroa.

Intkrsatiosai, JlEDtcAL CoxGHEss, Pliiladclpliia.

Preliminary Programme.—Tlie (Congress will meet at

noon, on ilonday, S^ptemher 4tli, 1870, in the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania. The following addresses will

1)0 delivered in general meeting:—Ou Medicine, by
Prof. Austin Flint, JI.D., Xew Yoik. On Hygiene
and Preventive .Medicine, by Henry I. IJowditeh. M.D..

of Ma.ssachtisetts. On Surgerv, liy Prof. Paul F. Eve,

M.D.. of Nashville. On Obstetrics, by Prof. Theophi-

his Parvin, M.D.. of Indiana. On Medical Clieniis-

try and Toxicology, by I'rof. Theodore (J. Wormley,
JI. D., of Columbus, Ohio. Ou Medical Biographv.
by .1. JI. Toner, iM.D., of Washington, I). C. Address,

by Prof. Hermann Lebert, of the University of Bre.slau.

On Medical Education anil Jledical Institutions, by
Prof. Nathan S. Davis, M.D.. of Chicago. On Jledi"-

u.il Literature by Prof. L. P. Yandell, M.D., of Louis-

ville. On .Mental Hygiene, by .Tohn P. Gray, M.D.,
of Utica. N. Y. On Medical Jurisprudence. l)y Prof.

S. li, ChaillO, JI.D., New Orleans. Discussions on
Scientific Sul^jects will be opened in the sections as

follows :

—

Skction I. MicDiciNK.—Typlio-malariid Fever; is

it a special Type of Fever J .1. .1. Woodward. M.D.,
.\s.sist.U)t-Surgeon. U.S.A. Are Diphtlieietic and Pseu-

do-membianous Croup Identical or Distinct Affec-

tions? .1. Lewis .Smith. M.D., of New York. Do
the Conditions of Jlodern Life favor specially the

Development of Ni'rvous Diseases '. Prof. Holierts

ISirtholow, M.D.. Medical College of Ohio. The In-

llmnce of High Altitudes on the Progress of Plithisis.

Charles Denison, M. D., of Denver, Colorado.
Skction" II. Hi<>i.<)(iV.—Micr<isct)py of the Blood.

Prof. Christopher .Johnston. M I)., of IJaltimore. The
EKCH'tory Function of thi' Liver. Prof, .\uslin Flint.

]

.'r.. M. I)., of New York. Pathological Histology ol

< a.icer. Prof. .1. W.^S. Arnohl. >I.D.. of Xew Yoik.
Tlie Mechanism of .Joints. I'rof. Harrison Allen.

M.D., of Philadelphia.

Skction hi. SrHiiEKV.^Anlisej)lic Surgery. I'n f.

.John T. Ilodgeu, M.D.. of St. Louis. Jledic.d and '

Suigical Tnatmint of Aneurism. I'rof. William H.

Van liuKii, .M.I)., of Xew York. Treatment of Cox- '

al^ia. Prof. Lewis \. Sayre, M.D., of New York. I

The Causes and Geographical Distribution of Calcu-
lous Diseases. Claudius H. Mastin, M.I)., of Mobih>.

Ala.
Sf.OTtON IV. DkUMATOI.dOY AM) SYlMlll.oI.on V.

—

Variations in Type and in Prevalence of Di.seases of

the Skin in Dilfereiit Countries of iMjual Civilization.

Prof. James C. White. >l. I)., \)f lioston. Are Ec/.enui

and Psoriasis Local Diseases, or are they Manifesta-

tions of Constitutional Disorders < Lucius Duncan
Bulkley, M.D., of New York. The Virus of Vi ne-

real Sores; its Unity or Duality. Prof. I''n<inan J.

Bumstead, M.D., of New York. The Treatun nt of
Syphilis, with S|)eci,d Keference to th.e Constitutiomtl

liviiiedies appropriate to its various Stages: the Dura-
tion of tlieir Use, and the (Question of thi ir C<inlinu-

ous or Inlermilt' nt Eniplovment. Prof. E. L. Ke^ts,

M. D., of New York.
SiiCTiox V. OnsTETitics.—The Causes and the

Treatment of Non-puerperal Hemonhaires of (he

Womb. Prof. William 11. 1!\ fold, M.D., of Chicago.
The Mechauism of Natural and of Arlilieial Labor in

Narrow Pelves. I'rof. William (iooddl, jM.D.. of
Phibidi'lphia. Tlie Treatment of Filnoid Tumors of
the Uteius. Washington L. Atlee, -M. 1)., of Phila-

delphia. Tlie Nature, Cau.ses, and Prevention of
Puerperal Fever. Prof. William T. Liisk, M. D., of
N^ew York.

Section VI. Opiitiiai.moi.oov.— The Comparative
Value of Caustics and Astringcius in the Treatment
of Diseases of the Conjunctiva, and the Best Mode of
.\pplying them. Prof. Henry W. Williams, JI. 1).. ot

lioston. Tumors of the Optic Nerve. Hermann
Knapp, JI. D., of X'ew York. Orbital Aneurismal
Disease and Pulsating Exoplithaluiia ; their Diagno-
.-^is and Treatment. Prof. E. Williams, .M.I)., of Cin-
cinnati. Are Progressive .Myopia and Po.sterior Sta-

lihyloma due to Hereditary Predisposition; or can
they be induced by Defects of Uefraetion, acting
through the Inlhience of tlie Ciliary Muscle ? E. G.
Loring, M. D., of New York.

Sectiox VII. Otology.—Importance of Treatment
of Aural Disea.scs in their early Mages, es|)ecially when
arising from the f^xanthemata. AUiert H. Buck. JI.D.,

of New York, AVhat is the Best Mode of L'nifoini

Jleasurement of Hearing? Clarence J. IJlake, M.D.,
of Boston. In what Percentage of Cases do Aililicial

Drum-membraiKS prove of practical Advantage? II.

X. Spencer, .M.D., of St, Louis.

Skctiox ^'HI. Saxitaisy Science.— Disjjosal and
Utilization of Sewage and Refuse. John H. Ranch,
JI.D., of Chicago, llospit.al (\)nstruclion and Vi iilila-

tion. Piof. Stephen Smith. M.D.. of New York. The
(Jenernl Subjeetof (Quarantine, with Particular Refer-

cnceto Cholera and Yellow Fever. J. M. Woodwoith,
M.D., Supervising Surgenn-General U. S. .Marine Hos-
pital .Seivice. The Present Condition of the Evidence
concerning " Disease germs." Thomas E. Sattci-

tluvaite, M.D., of New York.
Section IX. JIentai, Diseases.—The Micioscopi-

(.d Study of the Brain. W.iltcr H. Kenipster, M.D.,
of Oslikosli, Wisconsin. Resixmsibility of the Insane
bir Criminal Acts. Isaac Ray, M.D.. of Pliilndelphia.

Simulation of Insanity by the Insane. C. II. Hughes,
M.D.. of St. Louis, the" Best Provision for the Chro-
nic Insane. C. II. Nichols, 51. D., of Washington,
D. (;.

Gentlemen intending to make communications upon
scicntilic subjects, or to participate in any of the de-

bates, will plea.se notify the Commission before llic

lii'st of .\ugnst, in order that i)laccs may be assignid
)hi-ni on the programme.

In order to facilitate debate, (licic will be publitlud
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on or about June 1st the outlines of the opening

remarks by the several reporteis. Copies may be

obtained on application to tlie Corresponding Secreta-

ries.

Tlie volume of Transactions -n-ill be pulilished as

soon as practicable after the adjournment of the

Congress.

The public dinner of the Congress will be given on

Thursday, Septemlier 7tli, at G.oO P. IM.

The rer/isti-ation-hool- will lie (ijien dnily from Tliins-

daij, Aiirj. 3\,/i-om 12 to 3 P. M., in the Hall of the

College of Physicians, N. E. corner 13th and Locust

Streets. Credentials must in every case he jirescnted.

The registration fee (which will not be required

from foreign meniljers) has l)een fixed at Ten Dollars,

and will entitle tlie member to a copy of the Transact-

ions of the Congress.

Gentlemen attending the Congress can have their

correspondence directed to tlie care of the College of

Physicians of Philadelpliia, N. E. comer of Locust

and Tliirteenth Sts., Philadelpliia, Pennsylvania.

There is every reason to believe that there will be

ample hotel accommodation, at reasonable rates, for

all strangers vi.siting Pliiiadcl|ihia in ISTO. Further

information may be olitaiiud by addressing the Cor-

responding Secretaries.

,1?^ coniiniinications mnxt he addressed to tlie appro-

priate Secretaries al Philadelphia.

S. D. Gross, ^\. D.,

l^resident.

WiLi.i.\M B. Atkinson, M.D., 1400 Pine Street,

Recordinrj Secretary. William Goodell, JI.D., 20th

and Hamilton St-s., Daniel G. Bhinton, M.i;., 115 S.

7th Street, American Currcsiifiniliiirj Secretaric.'i. Hicil-

ARD J. DuNGi.isoN, JI.D., 814 N. 1 Wli Street, R. M.

Bbrtolet, M.D., lliJ S. Broad Street, Fureifjn Cor-

responding Secretaries.

Philadelphia, March, l&7(i.

The "Milk Epidemic" at Eagley, to which we
have made reference two weeks since, is still causing

a great deal of sensation in England and awalcening a

considerable amount of interest in medical circles in

regard to its origin. As the result of a thorough in-

vestigation on tiie part of the health autlioriliis, it

seems that the fever—a mild form of typhoid—was

clearly traceable to milk contaminated with water

which was "so foully polluted as to render it little

better than liquid sewage." It seems from more de-

tailed reports which comes to us from across the water,

that the earliest case was brought before the notice of

the local autlioritics on Wednesday, tlie iJth of Feli-

ruary, and that before tlie following Saturday evening

tliere were between eighty and ninety jiersons coiitined

to their beds with fever, eleven of whom eventually

died of it. Tlie suddenness and violence of the at-

tack and its limitation to a small locality naturally

suggested some local cause, and investigations were at

once instituted to discover it. Eagley does n<it con-

tain more than five hundred inhabitants, and the ma-
jority of these are employed in some tape and cotton

thread works which are built on the stream running

through the valley and passing by the lower part of

the hamlet. It was soon discovered that in every case

of sickness during the epidemic, the sufferei's had been

accustomed to drink milk from one particular farm,

while those who had not been in the haljit of drinking

that milk, although living in the same house, invariably

escaped the disease. A visit was next made Xn the

farm, which showed that the milk cans were always

washed with water from a brook which ran by a mill

in course of construction, and that the workmen em-

ployed in the latter work had. for want of better con-

veniences, deposited their excrement uiion the banks,

whence the said excrement was washed into the stream

by every fall of rain. The milk had lieen in this man-
ner evidently contaminated with sewage matter. An
examination of the water in the tubs left little doubt
as to its sewage contaniinatiou, as it contained large

quantities of free ammonia, albumenoid amuiouia and
chlorine.

The Medical Press and Circular (Mar. 1), in a lead-

ing article upon the suliject from which we have con-

densed the above facts,says :

—

"But as far as the etiology of typhoid fever is con-

cerned, the great cjuestion is, whether this sewage-con-

tamination was or was not of a sjiecifie nature. In

most outbreaks of this kind, the water has been found
to have been polluted with fever evacuations, and a

more strict investigation will be necessary before it

can be said that such was not the case in the Eagley
epidemics. At all events, this and similar outbreaks

show the necessity of ensuring the purity of all water

that is used in dairy farms, and in the premises of all

milk-venders."

ITniformity op WEiGnTS AND JIeascues.— Dr. E.

Soguin of this city, who has within the past three or

four years given a great deal of attention to the de-

velopment of an idea to establish a unity of method
in scientitic observation throughout the world, proposes

through the next International Medi'-al Congrcs-s

to infuse a more jMactieal interest into the subject

among medical men throughout tlie world. After re-

ferring to what has already been done in advocating
the claims of such a uniformity of system, he .says :

—

"In furtherance of these antecedents, it is now pro-

posed to submit tlie same question to the next Inter-

national Medical Congress—to ask the Congress to

constitute National Commissions, similar to the French
one, which has volunteered its services in Paris ; to

apjioint the next meeting of the International Medical
Association, as the place where these Commissions will

present a joint report on the most practical means of

uni/orniisin;/ the methods, instruments, and records of

observation ; to consider the feasibility of this ])lan in

connection to—but not by confounding it with—the

adoption of the French ?Tletric System ; to entrust all

the executive measures demanded for the realization

of this plan to Dr. W. B. Atkinson, the General Sec-

retary of both the American and the International

Associations."

SLAUonTERiNG-HousES.—The Health Commission-
ers, as the result of a recent tour of ins2)ection of the

different slaughtering-houses of this city, suggest
that on the east side the butchers ere; t a capacious
building near the water's edge, provided with all tlie

modern improvements to ]ireserve cleanliness and pre-

vent waste of blood and the other matter now carried

off by the sewers. This waste material can be made
into fertilizers worth $40 a ton. They maintain that

no matter how much pains the butchers may take,

they cannot jirofitably conduct a small slaughter-

house in such a manner that it would not prove detri-

mental to the liealtli of those living in the ueighbor-
liood. On the west side the butchers could hire
" baulks " in the abattoir at the foot of Thirty-fourth
street, or unite and build sucli a building as is sug-
gested for the east side. They arc, therefore, con-
vinced that the licst interests of the city demand the
removal of slaughter-liouses beyond the more thickly
inhaliited quarters, and tliey will call for the enforce-
ment of the ordinal ce that limits their remaining
below One-hundred-and-tenth street to Julv 4, 1870.
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JIi'.DiCAi, Rk.liek Tickets.—Tlie New York Ortlio-

I)iC(lic Dispensary ami Hospital issue reconiiiiendations

in blank for physicians wlio may desire to send any of

their poor jiatients I'or treatment. A surgical clinic is

held every Widnesday at 2 i: .m., and an orthopiedic

clinic every Friilay at 2 i: M.

The Italian Meuicai. Association is to be held in

Turin, commencing September 18th, 187li.

Keligiol's Insanity.—Dr. Gray, of the Utica Insane

Asylum, declared, some time ai^o, that he had yet to

see a case of insanity wliieli eouUl \n; clearly traced to

re!i<;ioU9 excitement us its cause. Katlier a remarkable

statement; but it must be recollected that liis patients

coming, as they do, from New York, are not very sus-

ceptible to such exciting causes.

Centenniai, ExmiiiTioN.—-Dr. William Pepi)cr, of

Philadelphia, has Ijeen chosen medical director of the

Kxhibition.

JIhuk'.u, C'oi.i.eoes op Piiilademmiia.—The .TeffL'i-

son Medical College of Philadeli)lna, held its com-
mencement exercises on Saturday, .March lltli, at 12
M., in the .\cademy of Music. One hundred anil forty-

one gentlemen received the dii>loma of Doctor of

Medicine. Dr. .Vddenell Ilewson presented to the col-

lege, in behalf of the AUunni Association, a ])ortrait

of the late Prof. Dunglison, after which Prof. Pan-
coast delivered the valedictory address.

The University of Pennsylvania, medical dejiart-

ment, held its commencement exercises March Idth,

in the same place. There were 124 graduates. The
valedictory was delivered by Prof. Alfred Stillf.

Dr. IIexuy F. Askew, of AVilmington, Delaware,
died of apoi)lexy, March .jth, IfTii, aged 7(1 years, lie

was a successful practitioner, an ardent and leading
politician, and was at one time named for Governor
of his State, and at another time United States Senator.

Both of these nominations he declined. In 1S()T he

received the higli honor of an election as president to

the American Medical Association.

IIo.sriTAL Appointments.—In Dublin largo ])remi-

inns are paid for hos|)ital ap|)ointm<nts. In the .lervis

St. lIos;;ital five hundred pounds steiling—three hun-
dred to the foreman incunil)ent aiul two hundred to

the hospital— is said to be the customary sum.

—

I'/i/ln-

thljihia Midii-iil Tiiiir.H. Some of our friends in New
York have paid more th.in that to secure a simple
professorehip.

The PiiESBVTEUiAN Hospital Affaiu.—The Lou-
tloit Mi'iliiiil Kfitmiiin; at the conclusion of a lengthy
editorial on the subject, says: "•It amounts to this,

that unless the members of the medical staff consent

to be the creatures of the Hoard, to have no opinion of

their own, and to think, and speak, and vote accord-

ing to the ascertained wishes of the leading member
of the Hoard, they are to be cashiered. A secret tri-

bunal—a star-chamber— is to be constituted, in wliieh

])ei-sonal pique is to arraign and condenm unliearii,

and without appeal, all whose views are suspected
to be at variance with those of the judges; private

information being accepted, and trial by jury being
»:;t aside. A more monstrous claim tlian this to bi'

niade in the nineteenth century by the nnmagers oi

any iiospital wi; c.imiot conceive, but it is only a lit He
more astonishing than tlie fact that eleven medical itk m

in New York have Ipcen foimd willing to accL'[)t oHicc

at the hospital under such conditions. The candida-

ture of tliese gentlemen is greatly to be regretted,

because it strength.'ns the Hoard in the maintenance

of a po.sition morally unten.able, and weakens injuri-

ously the influence of the medical staff as n body. All
who arc ac([Uainted with the management of hospitals

must be aware that tliire are occasions when it becomes
necessary for the medical staff to oppose some contem-
l)lated action on the |iart of the lay authorities, or to
support with all tlie weight of their united influence
some ini|)roveinent or alteration wliieli the Board may
be unwilling to elfeet. These are the occasions when
union issliown to l>e strength, and disunion is equiva-
lent to disregard and defeat."

Effect of Extueme Cold on JIind and Hodv.
M. Payer, the eminent Arctic explore!', ri'fiirin"' to a
certain day on which the thernuimeter indicated 58'

Fall, jjclow zero, says that so great an anumnt of cold
paralyzes the will, and tliat, under its influence, men,
from the unsteadiness of their gait, their stammering
talk, and the slowness of tlieir mental operations, seem
as if they were intoxicated. Another effect of such
cold, mentioned by JI. Payer, is a toriiK-nting thirst,

which is due to the evaporation of the moisture of the
body. It is unwholesome, loo, to use snow to (|uench
the thirst, as it brings on inflammation of the tliroat,

palate, and tongue
; besides, a temperature of

;!,")f' to
.IS' below zero. Fall., makes it taste liki^ molten metal.
Snow-eaters in the North arc considered as feeble and
etTeminate, in the same way as is an opium-eater in the
Kast.

The Use of AVell-Watek in the Cities. The
State Geologist of New .Jersey, in his recent report,
calls attention to the habit still in use in some of the
older cities of New .lersey, of i)eople drawing their
siijiplies of water from old wells. In an analysis of
the water coming from some nine wells in Princeton,
live of them were found to contain free ammonia,
albuminous matter, and chlorides in excess. In trac-
ing the effects of these waters, it was found in almost
all cases that diarrlnea and ty|)hoidal fevers accom-
])anied their use. It is almost impofsible to be sure of
till' good i|uality of any well Aviiieh is surrounded by
houses, wliere drains and sinks empty into the sur-
rounding soil. It would l)e well if not only the i)ro-
prietors of large country hotels of summer resoit
would look more closely to their sources of water, but
should eschew well-water entirely. For the health of
their guesLs, it is better in all cases, where running
water does not exist, to seek their source of water
from cisterns whi( li are fed from the rain-fall on the
roofs. Wherever such rain-water is used it may be
safely stated that there is an entire excnijjtidn from
the diseases which always attend the use of water con-
taminated with putrefying organic matter.

Infant Moutai.itv.— f.f Uiillrtin Fninrnis lias call-

ed attention to a plan which has in view a diminution
of the extraordinary di'alli-rate among infants. It is

stated that anioiig 10(1 individuals in France there are
reckoned only 2..'>."> births, while in Kussia there ale
4.77. Other countries offer interniediat(' proportions.
Thus 100 maniages in Prussia give 4(iO infants; in

I'rance, only ISUO. The .innual excess of liirlhs (,ver

deaths calculated for a million inhal>itants is in Nor-
v.ay and Prussia about 14. (Kid; in Hussia and Swedin
about 12,0(1(1; in Spain and Portugal, M..")0(l;and in

France only 2.40(1. It appears from such statistics

that the ])o|)ulation of Fiance wonlil double in 170
year.s, while 42 years would sutiice for Prussia. .'•2 for
F.iigland, and (i'i for Hussia. Worse than this, how-
ever is the fact, ns stated by M. Hrochard, that 100,000
nurslings annually die in Fiance from starvation and
misery. It a|>pears, too, that while infants who arc
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nnrsod by their mothers or l)y v/ct mirscs at honip die

(lurinct the first year in the propoition of 8 or 10 in

100, lliose who are placed away fi-oiii home, under
hospital care and inunicii)al direction, give a mortality

(if y 'J to ;!0 in 100, and those who are intrusted to

nurses in tlie province.sshow tlie enormous mortality of

from 50 to 70 in 100. With the design of developing

maternal nursing, therefore, and of caring for ihe

nursling when it has to be removed from the family,

there has been instituted in Paris, under efficient aus-

pices, the Protective Society of Infancy.

Medical Degrees i'or Women in Gre.\t Brit.^in^.

—A. bill to amend the medical act as far as it relates

to the registration of women who have taken the

degree of doctor of medicine in a foreign University,

is now before the British Legislature. Tlie pre.sent

law refuses to recognize men as practitioners of medi-

(ine who are not possessed of British qualifications,

but it is proposed to make exceptions to this in favor

of females. On this subject, the London Lancet truly

says: •' If certain foreign boards of examination arc

to be recognizjd as competent to say what persons are

lit to practise medicine in this country, it is absurd to

i-estrict the recognition of tli.-ir competency to the case

iif females only. The Legislature would surely not

connnit itself to so silly an enactment as that of two
])i'r5ons, one a female and the otlier a male, possessed

of fv^reign d.'srrees. the female should be admitted to

the Medical U-gister, and tlie male should nut. This

Avouhl l>e a curious way of remedying the partiality of

]>ast legisl.-ition. It is not by such measures that the

tlcjctrine of the equality of the sexes is to be pro-

uioted."

Weston's Pedksthiak Feats are attracting consider-

vble attention in London with scientific men. Among
others Mr. Asliburton Tlioni|)son, of that city, has Ijoen

keeping account of his condition, with a view of a full

report of the case, and Dr. Pavy, of Guy's Hospital,

has been moi-e jiarticularly engaged on the analysis of

the urine, with a similar object in view.

Alc.mni Assocr.wioN op the Miami Medical Col-
i.EfiE, CiNCiNX.VTi, Ohio.—The n'gular animal re-

union of the Alumni Association of the above college

took place February 28, 187(). The follovi-ing officers

were elected for the ensuing year:

—

Pi'i'niileht. Dr. B.

Stantim, City ; Vnv-Pre/iideiitx, Dr. R. C. Bond, Auro-
ra, Ind. ; Dr T. S. Neal, Dayton. Ohio ; Dr. J. D.
G.itcli, Laureusburg, Ind. ; Dr. ^\\ 51. DeWitt, of

Longvicw, Insane Asylum ; Dr. F. R. Evans. Frank-
lin, Ohio: Dr. S. L. Ensiningcr, Crawfordsville; Scc-

i-titary. Dr. AVilliam Judkins. Ti'msurei; Dr. J. L.

Cilley. Ex-Conuiiittiv, Drs. AYm. B. Davis, A. D.
Bjudor, and L. A. Shepard.

Dr. Thos. A. Neal, of Dayton, Oliio, Gla.ss of '54,

ViMS elected orator for the reunion of 1877.

The retiiing President, Di'. W. T. Brown, in an elo-

qii 'Ut and appropriate speech, addressed the associa-

tion, and welcomed the graduates of '70. On behalf
of the latter, Dr. Allison jVIaxwell made a fitting and
a very hai;i)y response. The oration, the feature of
the evening, was delivered liy Dr. G. R. Patton, Class
"55, of Lake City, Minn. His subject, the " Jlcdical

Pendulum," was handled in a very .scholarly way.
.The u^ual toasts v.eie responded to, and the affair

was altogether a great success.

The City Moutality for the Past Yeak.—From
the Report of the Board of Health for 1875, now in the

course of preparation, we learn that the number of deaths
for 1875, from all causes, in this city, was o0,709.

whic'.i is an increase of 1 ,C8 J over the number reported

for 1874, Of this number, 10,908 were from zymotic
diseases, an increase of 1,100 as com]iared with the

inort.-dity from this cause for 1874. There were cmly
1.180 violent deaths reported for 1875. which was 02
less than during the previous year. There were 040
more deaths from diphtheria in 1875 than in 1874.

There v.-as also a considerable increase in the mortality

of cliildren under five years of age, as compared with
that of 1874. Dr. Elisha Harris, the cx-Kegister of

Vital Statistics, states in his rejioit that for three years

diphtheria has l)ecn adding largely to the moitality

among the children in this city. Until recently there

has been only a small amount of this disease south of

Fourteenth street, and that has been chicfiy confined

to the Seventeenth Ward, the region of the old Slny-

vesant meadows. In tliis ward, in 187i!, there were
2,302 fatal ca.ses of dipthheria; in 1874, 2,l!);i, and
in 1875, 2,480, in a population of 101,094. In the

Nineteenth Ward the number of deaths from diph-

theria v/as lij.SSy for the three p.ast years in a ijopula-

tion of 117,8;!5. In the Twenty-first Ward, including
the Murray Hiil district, in a population of 58.88;i,

in the past three years, there were 0,284 deaths frcnn

diphtheria. Cleanliness and disinfection of the

jjremises arc recommended, and the isolation of cases

as much as possible. In 1875, 3,o52 children under
five years of age died from diarrhceal diseases in this

city. Great improvements have lieen made in the

tenements, in consequence of which it is claimed that

tlie i)oor of New York enjoy greater advantages tlian

in the great Euro|)ean cities, jiarticularly Berlin,

Munich, Breslau, or Liverpool.

How TO Preserve Leeches.—Dr. Andlierg has

given the results of his experiments on the pre.servatimi

of leeches. He experimented by placing five mihealthy
leeches in a glass jar half filled with water, and contain-

ing about an ounce of the common black oxide of man-
ganese well ])ulverized. For the sake of comparison
he also placed five healthy animals in another glass

jar similarly jjrepared. Both jars were then exposed
to strong daylight. After four or five days small
bubliles began to rise from the bottom, and the dis-

eased leeches began to present a more lively and
healtliy aj^pearance. The water was not changed for

three vveeks, when it became necessary on account of

the death of two of the animals. The remaining three

continued wel, and no further change of the water
was necessary for many weeks. The other five leeches

continued to remain healthy, though the water was not

changed for eight weeks.
In another jar, prepared jn the same way. he jjlaced

four leeches that had just been used. The water was
changed in a few days, as tlie leeches had thrown oif

much blood, after which no further change was neces-

sary for two months.

Dr. A. says that much time and expense may thus
be saved in hospitals where leecliLs are extensively used.
— Usp. Lah-arifiir. FOiliamlL, I.

Weekly Bulletin of Medical Socities.

Sulurdiii/, March 25th.—N. Y. Jledical and Surgi-
cal Society.

Miiiuhiy. JIarch 27th.—iledical Society of County
of New York.

Tuesdatj, March 28th.—Yorkville jMedical Associa-
tion.

Fridinj, March 01st.—Medical .lounial Association.
"Report on Diseases of Women,'' by Dr. Paul F.

?Iunde.
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©riginal Communications.

TIIK DISCOVERY (>V MODERN AN.ES-
TliKSlA :—A CRITIQUE.

|

By II. P. STK.VUNS, JI.D.,
j

RARironD. CONN.
{

Coi.VMiiUS concoivcil the idea, or reccivi'tl it from tlic .

rccoiils of vovafri's m:iilo liy niiirincis licfoic liis tiiiu-,

that one, l>y siiilin;; due west, would diseover liind.

He accoidini^ly aeted upon this suu'ireslioii, left Spain
on the ;id of .\uf;ust, 14',I2, and on the 12rh October
discovered one of the Bahama Islands.

To avoid references to authorities in the several por-

tions of this paper when they might seem to he re-

quired, I will here remark, onee for all. that every

essential statement made has been substantiated by
the sworn testimony of disinterested peisons—holdinii

the hiLjhest soc^ial positions in Hartford, as well as of

physicians, clerirymen. and lawyers— such evidence as

would be deemed sutlicieiit to vindicate claims in any
of the courts of justice in this or other countries.

He afterwards made these voyai;es, discoverini; se-

veral islands and tlie mainland of the new continent,

thou>;h not himself aware of the fact. Through tlu'

machinations of his enemies, he was sent home from
the field of his discoveries in chains; and, finally, after

suffering disgrace and the ingratitude of his king dur-

ing seven weary years, he died in poverty and neglect;

not even knowing, himself, that he had added a con-

tinent to the wealth of the world! During the latter

])arl of his life, and for years after his death, otliers

claimed the honor of his discoveries, and sought to

reap the emoluments arising from them.
Jenner, when a student in medicine, heard from a

young woman that she could not take small-pox. be-

cause she had already had cow-pox. This suggestion

lie never forgot; but not until ITilO did he actually

make the test, and denuMistrate it to be a fact, by vac-
cinating .lames Pliipps. He immediately wrote to

his friend (Jardiier. that he had at length accomplished
what he had so long l)een waiting for; an<l witli exul-

tation declared that the boy had since been vaccinated
for small-pox without success, as he had ventured to

predict. .Vfter making other experiments (unfortu-

nately we do not know how manyl lu^ went to London,
to make known, more widely than before, his discovery.
His reception was disheartening in the extreme. Not
only dill the doctors refuse to make trial of the process,

but (he discoverer was accusid of an attempt to " bes-

tiali/e" hisspeciis by introducing into their systems
diseivsed matter from a cow's udder. He returned
home, with surprise and chagrin, and afterwards pub-
lished an account of sev»>n (71 successful cases.

But it w,as not until about a year afterwards that his

discovery began to be looked upon with any favor,

and thin it was brought about by one .Mr. Cline, who
luid bi'in successful in vaccinating some iiersons.

Some of his medical brethren unihrtookto rob him of

the honors of his discovery ; and it was not until some
three or four years after his first experiment that va<-

cination with vaccine from cows cann; to be accepted
by the profe.s.«ion, ami In- honori'd as its discoverer.

Wills, on the Kith Dec, IS-U, witnes.sod some ex-

periments mad<^ with nitrous oxide, and saw one per-

son while under its influence bruise himself severely.

After the effects of the gas had passed away, he ques-

tioned this person as to his injuries, and learned, to

his sm'prise, that he was unaware of any. He then
nnide tiie suggestion to Djivid Clarke that one could
have a tooth extracted without pain while under the

inlluence of that gas. The next ihiy he took the gas,

an<l ha<l a molar tooth extracted without pain by his

friend Uiggs. During the next few weeks he tried the

experiment upon lilteen (1.")) persons, extracting teeth

in all ca.ses without pain, cx(H'i)t two. These thought
thiy felt a little pain. Elated with his grand dis-

covery, he started for Boston to make it known more
widely than could be done in Hartford. He at once
went to his former pupil. Dr. Morton, and to one or

two surgeons, all of whom received his statements with
much incredulity. After waiting several days, he suc-

ce( ded in getting an oi)portunity to test liis theory
once, in the extraction of a tooth; Init, as the bag
containing the gas was renuivcd too soon, the patient

made some noise and shouted; and in conse()Uence the

audience of medical stuilents hooted and hissed, and
called the whole affair " <i liiim/i'i;/."

Wells returned home annoyed and dis.appointcd

;

ami being of a sensitive nature, and in delicate health,

was quite unwell for several months. He, however,
Continued to use the gas in his own ofliccs when en-

gaged in dentistry, or with his friend Biggs; and,
(luring the su<-ceediiig two years, in as numy as fifty

(."(0) cases successfully. One of the surgeons of the

city. Dr. Marcy, after a conference with Wells, in rela-

tion to the pioperties of sulphuric ether as compared
with thost' of ga.s, used ether, and removed an encysted
tumor without pain, while Wells was present. He
{ncountered great obstacles in vindicating his claim as

discoverer, because his former jjupil. Dr. Morton, laid

claim to the lumor of discovery, in conse(|uence of
having succeeded with ether in lS4(i. Wells, having
exhausteii his slender resources, and stung by the

treachery luul ingratitude of one to whom lie had re-

vealed the steps to his discovery, both in rcsjiect of gas
and ether, after nearly two y( ars of effort to vindicate

his claim, became insane .and died.

The al)ove three cases rest upon precisely the same
kind of evidence, and have points of remarkable
similarity. Each of the parties had a definite idea in

his mind and announced it to others. The first, that

by sailing due west from the southern |)ortion of the

European Continent, one w<iuld discover land. The
second, th.it the system was so constituted that it

would beconu^ insensible to the jioison of sniall-jxix,

liy first becoming vaccinated with cow-pox. The
third, that the system was so constituted, that by in-

lialing enough nitrous oxide ga.s, it would become in-

j

sensible to the pain of surgical operations.

I Each of them succeeded in demonstrating that his
' idea was a truth, before any other jH'ison laid claim
to having done so. Two of these parties found great

dilliculty in convincing the medical piofission that

Iliey had made a discoviry of incaleulable value to the

world. They all had rival claimants to the lutuor of
discovery, and years Jiassid before the completeness
and full signitieance of their discoveries were undii-

>tood.

There no longer exists any doubt as to whom the

honor of discovi'iy lielongs in the tii'st two ca.ses; and
the third is so similar, in all the essential points per-

taining to a discovery, that a mere statement of the
' ciuse, in conjunction with the othei-s, would seem to bo
enough to place it bi'vond dispute.

And, since the .\meriiaii .Medical Association, and

i

other learned bodies, and men, both in this and other

countries, have pronounced in favor of Wells as the

I rightful discoverer of modern amvsthesia, his friends
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might well rest content, and let posteiity do, as it lias

done in the other cases, award to each his rightful

niche in the gallery of discoverers.

But th,- friends ot one of the claimants, with a per-

tinacity as great as that shown by the Court of Spain

in its efforts to detract from the honor of Colunilius,

still persists in keeping his case before the public, and

in endeavoring to secure honors and emoluments
which rightfully belong to another. In fact, our

Boston friends, with a pardonable jiride in matters of

seieiitijie dincoeenj, not un frequently formulate their

convictions thus :

—

" W. has sliown this, and J. that; but it was reserved

for our own M. to make the imperishaljle discovery.

And it seems proliable that the average Bostonian still

believes that modern Anaesthesia was first discovered

by inhaling ether."

Therefore it is a matter for special congratulation on

the part of the friends of Wells, that this latest effort

on behalf of Morton has lieen presented by no less a

person than Professor Hem-y J. Bigelow, M. D., of

Harvard University.* This is specially gratifying, be-

cause we may be sure, tliat one who has from the first

been deeply interested in, and identified with, the ether

claim, and has done far more for it than Jlorton him-

self, will he sure to present the case with learning, as

well as every available argument in its favor. If,

therefore, a critical examination of Dr. Bigelow's argu-

ments shall eventuate in sln)wing tlnit they are unsound

;

that, in fact, they arc wide of the sul>ject he undertakes

to discuss, pertaining to improvements since, rather

than to the subject ot discovery ; and tliat Morton ob-

tained his knowledge of anaesthesia fi'om AVcUs, in

the first instance, instead of by discovery
;
and that

his work was a mere continuation of what Wells had
already shown, and to l)e ranked with the labors of

Sympson, Kichardson, and others—I think we may
let the case rest.

Let us therefore examine the views of Dr. Bigelow,

in reference to AVells's claim, in tlie light of history, as

shown in the two cases already presented. And that

there may be no misunderstanding in the use of terms,

it may be well to define two or tliree as preliminary.f

1st. A discovery is •' the finding out or bringing to

liglit something before unknown."
ii\. " An Aiueitlietic is an agent which produces

aniesthesia by lieing received into the lungs in the form

of vapor or gas, and passing witli the' blood to the

nervous centres on which the action is exerted."

Examples : cliloroform ;
sulph. ether ; nitrous oxide

;

chloric ether.

Using these definitions, we find the discovery of

modern anresthesia to be the bringing to light or mak-
ing known what was before unknown, viz., tliat the

body can Ije rendered insensiljle to surgical i)ain l)y the

inlialation of one of tlie above-named sul>stances.

Did Wells conceive this idea and convert it into a

certainty before Morton did J Dr. Bigelow admits

his priority of inception, but denies that he demon-
strated its truth. He considers that thirteen (18)

cases of painless extraction of teeth were insuflicient

for this purpose—that the partial failure in rendering

two of his first fifteen cases insensible vitiated his

proof and rendered it inconclusive. Let us look a lit-

tle more closely i«to this view of the suliject. Wliat

did these two partial failures render inconclusive?

* Dr. BiE^elow's paper appeared in tile January number of " The
Jonrnal of "the Medical Sciences," witli the title of '• The Discovery of

Mmlern Anesthesia."
t This really becomes necessary, as there seems to be so much confn-

sion in tlie mind of Dr. Bigelow with reference to the ordinary signifi-

cation of terms. ,

Was it that the body could be rendered insensilile to

pain by breathing nitrous oxide i Certainly not ! That
must, in tlie nature of things, have been a fact since

niJin and nitrous oxide have existed. Neither Wells,

nor any one else created this fact. It is a fact now; it

was a fact then : it has Ijcen such in all ages ; and
Wells, when he lirought to light this fact on the 11th

Dec. 1844. thereby became a discoverer. We now know,
and lie su.s|iected, why he jiartially failed in tliose two
cases. A few more inspirations of gas would have
rendered them just as perfect as his other cases; and I

fail to see how this circumstance affected in any way
the essential fact.

Let us see how Jenner would have fared in Dr.

Bigelow's review. When he had made but one suc-

cessful vaccination, he proclaimed to his friends that

he had demonstrated his prediction ; and the date of

that first 'successful vaccination has been celeln-ated

ever since as the time of his discovery. Was it made
then or afterwards ? If afterwards, when ? Was it

with his second, or fifth, or seventh case ? Jenner evi-

dently thought it was with his first.

If, then, Jcnner's discovery is universally conceded to

have been when his first case proved successful, why
not Wells's also ? Wells no more needed fifteen or one
hundred and fifty eases to make his a discovery, than
.lenner.

Again, take the case of Columbus. When do we
date the discovery of a new continent by him ? Why
on the day that he first descried that little island.

The continent was not discovered, except prospect-

ively, for years afterwards, or until his third voyage.

Tliis developed or grew out of the island discovery.

Was it, therefore, any the less discovered i Or if Col-

unilius had died previous to his third voyage, would
he any the less have been entitled to the honor of

having discovered a new continent ?

Let us now refer to the question of crrtaintii. Dr.

Bigelow lays much stress upon the seeming failure of

Wells in his experiment before the Medical Class in

the Massachusetts Ikispital. Does this failure (if it was
one, which i-s by no means certain) in any way invali-

date Wells's claims. I think not. The ancT-sthesia

had been perfect in his former thirteen (13) cases.

Dr. Bigelow admits that in,sensibility liy nitrous oxide

at the present time is ' unfailing." Docs a failure to

secure it on one occasion affect the question at all?

Would it do so now? If not now, why then ?

Suppose Coiunibus had perished in his second voy-

age; on account of the unseaworthiness of his vessels

;

or for any other reason, had failed to reach the islands

lie had discovered during his first voyage, would this

failure have, in any way, affected the tact of his dis-

covery during his former voyage?
Or let us suppose tliat the first case in which ether

was given in the Massachusetts Hospital, liad been
one, such as we are all familiar enough with now—

a

person of full plethoric habit and accu.stomed to the

free use of stimulants ; and, in consequence, that after

ether had been given a few minutes, he had begun to

shout and struggle, that his face had become livid,

his eyes partially fixed, and he had exhiliited symp-
toms of becoming asphyxiated. Let us suppose Mor-
ton to have been a stranger, with only one or two
friend.s who really knew nothing about the effects

of ether, or if anything, only enough to make them
doulit as to its safety—that the audience was one of

students, attracted by curiosity
;
under such circum-

stances, which we all know miglit liave occurred, can
we doubt there would have lieen shouts of derision,

and, if the oi)erator had continued, of denunciation

and interference, long before etherization had become
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roiiiplctc t Yit it woiilil simply Imve lij-cii ii rcpc-

tition of Wells's cx|H'iiiii(iit, or iiitlier worse, mill sij;-

iiilieil iiolliiiiy: ill reality as to the merits of llie case.

Aijaiii, Dr. Hijxelow .says thai Wells faileil. heeiiiisp

he did not show that ana'<tliesia liy nitrous oxide was
" iifpi/filil':" III another plaee, he a<lmits that antes-

lliesiu hy nitrous oxide is now inev itiiMe. If so now,

why not tlien ; Do facts in n.iture chanj;!' ? Hear his

explauatioii--We now "iive a iiiiich larsjcr dose I 1

Does lie know how much Wells ffuve. We know he

i;ave enouiih to produce iiu:esthesia in thirteen cases.

lie knew no reason why he should not do so in all

cases. If, throiiiili inadverteiici' or mistake, he, or any
one else, fjave too little, twici- or thrice, does it affect

the fact of discovery ; Wouhl it have affected .leii-

iier's discovery, if vaccinations had failed in three or

four of the first fifty eases, throu;;h neglect to use

fri'sh matter, or through its imperfect introduction '

How often do wc now fail for this very reason. There
h:'.s never been a tiiiii! whin such failures have not

occurred. Vaccination is not now, nor has it ever

lieeii as iiieeitiilili' as aiuesthesia l>y nitrous oxide.

Do wo any the li's.s honor .leiiiier as its discoverer?

Why, then, should Dr. Biifelow think that too small

a dose in a few of the first cast's of aniTsthesia should
render Wells's claim void ; H now, after thirty years

of experience, we found that only nine (9> out of

ten (10) pei-sons coulil he reii<lered insensihle to pain

l>y inhalation. an:estliesia would be still one of the

most wonderful discoveries of the ai^e, and of ines-

tiiiiiilile value to mankiud.
.\piiii Dr. I!ii;elow says, AVells failed because lie

did not prove that aniesthesia by nitrous oxide was
"Art/'c." Is it safe now ; If now, it was then. Wells
never f<mnd it otherwise. Was ana'.sthesia by ether

nafe durini; the first month of its use; Neither Dr.

.Morton or Dr. Bin'elow knew that it was safe in the

lii-st case, i.r the first fifty cases. In fact, some time
after it had been used in the hospital, Dr. IJinclow

says Morton did not know in what the dantfer of

usinjr it consisted, but was on hand with a bai; of

oxyjjen. But, surely, we need not argue the ques-

tion of safety, as we all must know that it has
nothing whatever to do with the fact of discovery,

but is mirely an incidental. I very well remember
hearing, when a medical .student, Dr. Bigelow. while
discu.ssing the (|uestion of the safety of aniBsthcsia,

say, that if it were certain one person out of a sup-
posed number (I forget precisely the number, now) who
should be rendered insensible by etlieri/.ation, would
die, still the discovery of aniesthesia would be one
of inestimable value—that th(; risks should be taken
as we taki; them in travel by railways and steamships.

So much for Dr. Bigelow's three points which he con-
siders essential to modeni ana-sthesia. They are all

incidentals, iniirely ; and, thougli inipoitant, as indicat-

ing the value of the discovery, yet, in the nature of the
ciuse, could only become known, long after both Wells
and .Mortiui made their claims.

It a|>peai's to have dawned on the mind of Morton
after .some years, that his claim could not rest on the

fact of discovery, and in another part of Dr. Bigelow's
paper the line of argument is changed. He says,
•• But Morton also uige<l that this was not a discovery
ill .science, but in art; that surgical aniesthesia was
due, not to any scientific novelty in the long recog-

nized ether insensibility; bnt to his having worked
out the application of this insensibility to use in art.

with entirprise, and perseverance, through many de-

tails, in tile midst of dangers, till he gave to the world
u perfected system of eUicient and safe aua'.stlicsia.

Morton was right again.''

Let us analyse this view a little. Not a discovery
in science, but in art ; i. e., the muiiiirr of administering
ether! Neither .Mort<pn nor Dr. Bigelow took this

view, when his claim was made, nor until years after-

warils. They at first claimed tliat he had discovered
li/iir/, and unit of the most wonderful and usifiil ever

brought to light in scienc(\ But finding, later, that

they could not vindicate this claim, because Wells had
proved his earlier disroviry, they then try to make the

mnniier of administering ether cover the whole
ground.

If this view is correct, aniesthesia has been discov-

ered every time any one has found an improved
iiwthod of giving ether ; or ascertained that it could
lie produced by chloroform, or chloric ether, or other

anastheiic. No oix^ now gives i ther in the same way
ill which Morton first gave it; the moilits ojirraiidi

has changed again and again. The great fact of
modern ana'sthesia lies back of any tniiiinir of |)ro-

diiciiig it, and this it was whiili \Vells discovered,

wh'ii he demon^t^at(d that the body couhl be ren-

dered so iiisen>ible to pain that a nerve could be lacer-

ated or lorn and tin.' [lerson not know it. No person
liad I'ver done this before, or made any such claim.

Tiie argument as to inrthnil. if used by any one lest

eminent than Dr. Bigelow, would be deemed puerils

liy scientific men. We miglit as well say, that tli

;

discovery of America consisted in improving the are

of navigation, because one could, by this improve-
ment, reach thecontinint more mtiiiuli/ and snjVhj ! !

or tliat the discoverer of a new jilanet is he who suc-

ceds in so improving a telescope, or in making a bet-

ter one, that a ])lanet disc'overed two years before,

could be more easily or cirtainly found again '.
!

.\gain. Does the woik'ng "oul the application of
tliis insensibility to use in art, with enteijirise and
per.severance, tliniugh many details, in the midst of
dangeis," rightly constitute Morton the discoverer of
modern ana'sthesia ? I fail to see how it does.

The truth is, there has never been a great sciuitific

truth discovered, concerning which there was not ad-

ditional knowledge afterwards coming to light.

Xewton is suppo.sed to have conceived the idea of the

law of gravitation, when he saw the apple fall while
sitting under the tree, and afterwards demonstratid
the existence of such a law or condition ; but how lit-

tle did lie at first com[)reheiid the whole system in all

its details and extent.

The Brothers I'inzoii, with wonderful perseverance,
uikI ill the midst of great dangers, succeeded in iiiak-

iu'g many disc'overies additional to those of ('ohini-

bus
; and either they, or somebody else, first showed

that Columbus had discovered a continent, instead of
the confines of Asia. In fact, they and others did
immen.sely more towards developiii'; and bringing to

light, and thereby reiideiing the ifiscoveries of Col-
umbus valuable, than Morton has ever done in rela-

tion to Wells's discovery. .Ml this has not changed
tlie verdicts of mankind, nor in any measure dimmed
the honor of Columbus. Can it be possible that pos-
terity win not render a like verdict for Wells ?

Before proceeding further, I must refer to an effort

liy Dr. Bigelow in the first part of his pajier to rank
the rcsultsof ^Vells'slaboi-s with those of Sir Humphrey
Davy. He says: "In lH4t Horace W'ells appiaied,
( xactly repeating the hypothesis Davy had pointed.
Davy commenced it, and the .scientific world knew it.

Did Horace Wells convert into a certainty the proba-
bility of Davy ; He did not."

Let IIS examine this pro|)osifion a little. As prelim-
inary, however, we will refer to a remark of Dr. Bige-
low, ill his preface to the extract containing Davy's
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He saj's : "It is impossible to read the

annexed statement without renewed amazement, tliat

this great blessing to animal existence was distinctly

offjred to scientific men, and as distinctly rejected by
tliem, for half a century. The great discovery was
here clearly jiointed out to every tyro in medicine and
chemistry. It only remained for somebody to test this

hypotliesis, this guess, and to convert the guess into a

certainty."

AVIiat " great Ijlessing to animal existence" was so dis-

tinctly offered to scientific men by Davy? Was it an
improved method of administering ether ? Not exact-

ly ! Wliat was it < AVhy that " as nitrous oxide in its

extensive operations appears cajjable of destroying
physical pain, it may probal)ly l)e used with advantage
during surgical operations." This is the suggestion,

—the guess. It has nothing wliatever to do with mode,
xnfetii or completcnr.ns. Yet Dr. Bigelow says it only
remained for somebody to test this guess, and con-

vert it into a certainty. He hei'e seems to have a

correct idea as to what constitutes modern an.'csthesia.

He is now, however, dealing witli Davy. Is anaesthesia

one thing with him when di'scussing Davy's suggej

tion, and anothin; when^dis![^uS9iri*Vll;it AVi 11- Mid

lias tills appearance. ^'

But it only remains to test tliis ' gue.'s.s.'", I'ra.v

shall it be done ? How is it likely Davy^vould.lfa'
done it? If he had been a dentist, very likely"

would have drawn a tooth. If he had been a surg^i

he might have ojjcned^an abscess or amputated a

ger. Either of these; would have Ijeen a test, and
tliere had been no p;iin a frcry tonclusive one; and Kb
would very likely have said, as Jenner did after his

first successful case of vaccination, that he had con-

verted his prediction into a certainty. Do we think
there would have remained any doulit in his mind if

h : liad found the same residt in a dozen cases ? Would
lij not have l)ecn warranted in saying to the world,
'• I have tested my prediction, I have demonstrated its

truth ?" If he had done tliis, would Dr. Bigelow have
qu.!Stioned his conclusions, or denied him the honor of

discovery to-day? His whole language indicates the

contrary. Yet he says AVells did not ap[)ly the test to

this guess. So far as I know, there is not the slight-

est reason for supposing that Wells liad any knowl-
edge of Davy's suggestion, or that lie obtained it from
a'ly one. We have seen how he came to have it—and
that, to test it, he lacerated the nerves of more tlian a

dozen persons, and then went to Boston for the pur-
pose of making known the results and using it in a
case of amputation in the hospital. His failure in

Boston was no greater than that of Jenner in London.
He and his friends continued to use it till his death.
And yet Dr. Bigelow says he left the knowledge of

anieithesia "just about where Davy left it lialf a cen-

tury before." I A6 not believe a more unjust, harsh
and illiberal statement has been made in the discussion
of any question of discovery or science during tlie last

half century.

During thewliole an.Esthetic controversy great stress

has been laid on the fact that Wells, after his disap-
pointment in Boston, in a measure left the practice of
dentistry and engaged in otlier pursuits which fur-

nished him a more active life. This has been magni-
fied by Dr. Bigelow and others into a total abandon-
ment of his discovery. His family and his profes-

sional friends have testified again and again that this

was not true. Moreover, his widow now has the liags

for holding the gas which slie made for him in the

year 1845, and she was making them from time to

time because he wished to increase the doses in certain

cases. His friend Riggs was using it during the same

year, and now has the book containing the original

entries of his charges. Dr. P. W. Ellsworth wrote to

this effect a letter, which was publislied in the Boston
Medicnl and Surgical Journal in 1845 ; so that the evi-

dence is indisputable; and yet Dr. Bigelow, in this

centennial article on the discovery of anaesthesia, is so

partisan as to ignore this evidence and reiterate the

old story.

Again, not only were Wells, Riggs, and others using

nitrous .oxide in Hartford during 184r). Ijut JIort(m

was thoroughly aware of the fact; and during tliat

and the succeeding year came to Hartford on at least

two occasions, and is known to have had conferences

with Wells on the subject, and from him and Riggs
learned the fact that ether as well as nitrous oxide had
been used. This last interview was only a sliort time
before he drew the tooth of Eben Frost, under the in-

fluence of ether, in Boston. Therefore, as the whole
truth stands, it is as clear as the light of noon-day
that Morton's experiments were simply a continuation

of Wells's. In fact. Dr. Bigelow himself, when discuss-

ing the claims of Jackson and Morton, says, "Tliere

can be no C[uestion that Morton knew about ether."

Here we see how he came to know aliout it. He
learned from Wells how he had |n-oduced amx'Sthesia

with nitrons oxide and ether, as Mr. Cline learned

from Jenner how to jn'oduce vaccination. Tlic pupils

in both cases were the instruments through whom tlie

discoveries were to become more largely known ;
luit

wliat a contrast in their after-conduct!

The letters of Drs. Morton and Wells, dated resijec-

tivcly Oct. lath and 20th, 1846, are again l)ronght

forward liy Dr. Bigelow, to prove that Wells Inid given

up aiuTstliesia Ijy nitrous oxide as worthless. Yet
this letter proves nothing of the kind, as we readily

perceive, when we understand the impression under
which it was written. Morton, in his letter, misled

Wells by a false statement. He claimed to have dis-

covered a new "compound" which was vastly superii r

to Wells's gas or ether. Wells, with the ditticulties at-

tendant on manufacturing, keeping, and trans])orting

gas, and the supposed danger of etlier, thouglit Mor-
ton had hit upon something likely to obviate these

ditticulties, as was claimed ; and witli this im])ression

wrote tliis letter of congratulation to his ((uondam
friend, as was natural. By doing so, lie liad not the

remotest thought of j'ieldiug his claim to the discovery

of anaesthesia; and after his visit to Morton, in Bos-
ton, returned home, not a little surprised at Morton's

claim : having ascertained to his own satisfaction that

tlie '' ronipound" or " letheon" as Morton CiUled it,

was simply ether, which he had already used ; knowing
the effects to be similar to those of nitrous oxide. We
might as fairly expect Morton to have relinquished

his claim, because the next year Simpson discovered

the anicsthetic properties of chloroform, which does
away so far with tlie disagreeable properties of ether,

that it very nearly superseded the use of the latter

everywhere outside of Boston for several years.

Did space permit, I should like to refer to other

portions of Di'. Bigelow's paper, but it seems hardly
necessary to do so ; I must, however, again draw at-

tention to the inconsistency appearing between the

opening and clo.sing of the article. The subject of his

paper he announces as " 17ie ditirmvry of Modern An-
ci'Me.sia." He closes with an all hail to "Tlie inven-
tor of tlie Akt op Anaesthesia !''

Sm-ely the learned Professor cannot have forgotten,

or expect others to forget, the distinction between a
discovi'rer and an inventor—a discovery and an inven-

tion. His exclamation sounds very much as it would,
in speaking of the discoverer of America, " All
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honor to tlic (lisooviTor of tlie art of steaiu niiviffii-

tioii
!

"' Or of the discovi-rcr of vncciniition, " All
honor to the discoverer ot the iirtoj caceinatiiuj wilh a

<l<iill, nr II xjiriii'/ laiiivt .'.' ''

In closini^, I think we may fairly formulate what
has Ix'cn doni' in modern anesthesia as follows:

1st. In Dcci lulier, IS44, Wells made the sujr>;csti(in

anda|>|>lied the test in his own pei-son, l)y inhaling a

larijo dose of nitrous oxide, anil liavini; a tooth ex
traded without pain, lie and his friends in Itartford

continued to |)erforni painliss o|)erations wilh nitrous

oxide (excei^t once, when uther was usedj until his

death.

2d. In September, 1840, Morton, a former i)ui)il of

Wells's, aware of his discovery and repeating his ex-

periments, extracted a tooth without pain, while the

patient was under the inlluence of sulphuric ether. IIi'

afterwards introduced the practice of aniesthcsia liy

ether into the Massachusetts Hospital, and from
thence it liecame known to the world.

yd. In 1847, Simpson first introduced the |)ractice

of ana>sthi'sia in .Miilwifery. therehy niaUiuL; known
inore widely its value. Ih' also discovered the ana's-

thetic properties of chloroform, and, l>y his writings

and teachiniis, very largely contriliuied to introducing
the practice of antesthesia to the world.

4tii. Others have since discovered the anicsthetic

properti(^s of different vapors, whicli are more or less

used in practice.

The friends of Horace Wells have no desire to de-
tract from the merits of what has actually been done
by Morton, or .laekson, or others, in the field of ana's-

thesia; nor, on the other hand, do they l)ropo.se to

liave the great fact of its discovery and first intro-

duction by him ignored or set aside without protest.

THE TREATMENT OF FRACTURED
CLAVICLE.

By FR.VNKLIN STAPLES, M.D.,

WISONA, MINN.

To mention tlie subject of fractured clavicle and its

treatmiMit, is sufhcient occasion for a reply that nothing
new can be said upon the subject. It is nevertheless a
wrong conclusion, though one wliich we have been too

much inclined to adopt, that a thing to be valuable
and worthy of our attention must be new.

In till- tn-atment which is here pri'sented, it is only
claimed that the more important principles of surgery,

now fully established concerning this fracture in its

more common forms, are met and complied with in a

manner generally successful by a simple and conve-
nient apparatus.

The more common fracture of the clavicle—and the

one, whether in the child or adult, retjuiring etlicient

and careful treatment to avoid deformity, is known to I

be that generally produicd by indirect violence—is usu-

ally in the middle third of the bone, is oblique, and I

presents itself oftenir than otherwise with the iimer

fragment lilted upwards, and with the outer fragimnt
tilted downwards and backwards. The diformity is

from the overriding of these fragments with their

relative positions as above ; or where the fradure is in-
,

complete, it is from an angidar protuberance at the
,

point of partial fracture. It is also true and wi'll

known that the displacement, especially of the outer

fragment, is due to the weight of the arm and the

mobility of the shouhler, it having now no bony sup-

port, togethiM' with the strong action of the muscles of
|

the shoulder and thorax. I

Treatment.—There are few cases of fiactnred clavicle

with an overriding or angular deformity of the bone,

in which the deformity will not disappear and the

fragments fall into ]ilace, if the surgeon, standing be-

hind the patient, with the latter in an erect, sitting, or

standing position, will place his thumbs on the seapulir

of both sides and extend his lingers over the acr<,mion

proce.s.ses
;
aiul thus, grasping the shmilder and pressing

upon the scapula, draw the shoulders backward so as

to cause the posterior borders of the scapuhe to »p-
|iroximate each other. And more especially will the

displacement be found to disap])ear, if, while the

shoulders are held in this fixed position, the arm of
the injured side lie brought directly against the side,

and the shoulder relieved of its weight by a support
placed inider the elbow and forearm. Now, it is evi-

dent, and practical observation will demonstrate the

fact, that if the scapuhe can be held thus fixed, the

shoulders lie kejjt thus immovable in their relation to

the thorax, and the arm be kept thus sujiported. per-

manent extensi(m will be maintained on the fractured

bone, and in the recovery the least possible displace-

ment and deformity will result.

The gliding of the scapuhe and shoulder, with its

outer fragment of the clavicle, to some extent around
the thorax, as around a cylinder, is the principal

means of correcting the backward and downward tilt-

ing of the internal or fractured end of the outer frag-

ment ; while putting the whole bone upon a stretch, or
at lea.st relieving it ot the exercise of its function as

the brace of thi' shoulder, by supjilying a permanent
attachment for the shouldi r behind, obviates the great
tendency to displacement and dcftirmity.

To .serve the purposes above descrilied, the appa-
ratus represented iu the accompanying cuts has been
devised.

Five years ago a splint, in some respects similar to

thi.s, WJI.S presented by me to llie Miimesota Stale Medi-
cal Society, and a description of the same publi.'-hed in

the Niirlh-irentf-rn Mnllad diid Siinjiial Joiininl, and
favorable mention of the same was made in thi' lieport

on Surgery by Dr. Marks, of Milwaukee, to the Wis-
consin State Medical Society. The apparalu". as now
presented, has bei'U modified and improved, and is

manufuctured by Messiu. Sharp Jc Smith, of Chicago.
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It has, of course, no patent, and can be iuiproved by
any surgeon having the requisite ingenuity. It con-

sists of a curved and padded s))lint placed across the

back on a line with the shoulder-joints. This not

only presses firmly upon the scapuloo, but is so curved

a? to fit upon the latter in such a manner as to hold

t lem more (irmly in a fixed position, both shoulders

Ijjing brouglit l)ack as much as may Ije re(|uired by

means of stuffed liands attached to the splint at vary-

ing distances from the ends of the latter as llie form

a id size of tlie patient may require. The splint is

h.'ld in ]>lace by an adjustable upright slide of steel,

sliglitly flexiljle and somewliat lient to the form of

t le spinal column, the lower end of wliich is firmly

secured to a licit passing around the waist The appa-

ratus is light, quickly applied, adjustalile to different

sizes, and easily worn. It has no protuberances that

prevent the patient from lying in lied upon tlie back.

To^comijlete the appliance, the usual handkerchief sling

envelo|)ing the elbow, supporting tlie forearm, passing

over tlie opiiosite shoulder and fastened to the band
there, is required.

Prof. F. H. Hamilton, in his treatise on Fmrturcs and
Dithmlions, gives tlie names of Heister, Chelius, Mil-

ler, Keckerly, and others, who " prefer, foi- this pur-

pose, some form of back splint extending from acro-

mion to acromion, against which the shoulders may
be jiroperly secured." Dr. Parker says that splints

of this kind, witli a figurc-of-8 bandage, are better

than all other kinds of apparatus ever invented. The
Sdini principle is illustrated liy the practice of coin-

p.dling the patient to lie upon the back, witli or with-

out a pad between the shoulders, during the whole
time required for the reunion of the bone. In this

position the ])ressure from tlie weight of the chest

firmly holds the scapula in ])osition, while the shoul-

ders, from their own weight, fall liack into the same
position as if bound to a splint. Although this can-

not well be done in private practice, yet it was the

treatin(!nt adopted by Dr. Buck, in the New York
Hospital, and has the commendation of Dis. Post

and Hamilton.
The splint of Keckerly, represented in the work of

Hamilton, was faulty, and not likely to succeed in

m;eting the indications in any case, in that it was too

narrow, without form to fit the back and shoulders,

and not provided with suitable means to hold it firmly

in position. The failure of this ajiparatus, and others

of similar construction, to secure even the success of
the ajiparatus of Fox, was not from error in iirincijile,

but rather from want of the proper application of

the principle in the faulty and imperfect cunstruction

of the ap])liance.

The axillary pad is now generally ruled out of good
surgical practice Ijccause of its iiselessness and jts lia-

bility to injure the nerves and vessels of the arm.
Fox's apparatus has good points, but does not secure

fi.Kation of the scapnlse and .shoulders, hence with its

use deformity usually results.

The old trio of indications, '•lacl-wiinl, vpward, and
imtward" or rather the arliitrary attempts to meet
them, have been productive of much mischief, and
the usual want of success in securing good results in

the treatment of this fracture has led to general dis-

satisfaction with all modes of treatment, and it has
become quite fashionable among surgeons to adopt a

kind of let-alone treatment, on tlie ground that more
or less deformity is inevitable with any treatment.

Moreover, it has been said that it is a matter of little

consequence whether deformity results from a frac-

tured clavicle or not. But I contend, that while it is

far better to have a good result in all cases—for a

peifect apposition, at least, favors a more rajiid re-

covery—in some cases it is of the utmost imixirtance
to have as good a result as possible, this especially in

the case of female patients. It i.s, then, important in

this, as in all departments of medicine and .'-urgery, to

have within our knowledge and at our disposal at

all times the best possilile means of treatment.

THE EFFECT OF MEDICINES UPON THE
TEETH.

,By J. F. P. HODSON, D.D.S.,

NEW YORK.

It is an assertion very frequently m.ade by patients to

their dentist, in excuse for a largely decayed or much-
filled set of teeth, or perhaps to account for their

entire absence, that at such or such a time they had
a severe illness, and that their jihysician had ruined
tlieir teeth with [lowcrful medicines.* This is a very
popular and deep-seated impression, and (ircvailing as

it does among the most intelligent peojile. as well as

those of other classes, it cannot be propeily denomi-
nated a vulgar superstition or an igncu'ant [irejudice,

for the basal princi])le upon which they have built

their pet theory is. alas, verii ti'ue,—the teeth hiira de-

cayed during the illness, and in some in.stanccs even
more than during all the previous life taken together.

I am persuaded, however, that as to the cause, the alle-

gati(ra is. in the great majority of cases, untrue,* and
that tlieexhiliition of acid remedii;s had comparatively
little to do with the matter, and that this little may
be reduced to a mere shadow ))y proper care. I hope
to hereinafter show, as well as to offer some sugges-
tions that may prove of service to the jihysician in

warding off from tlie teeth of his helpless and jirac-

tically unconscious patient, some of the terribly de-
structive inrtuenccs which obtain during this jieriod.

During the latter months of the period of gesta-

tion, and in fevers very especially, or the progress of

* It will be, of course, understood that reference is made in this

article to substances which dt^cit// the teeth, and nut. to tliose which
attack the alveolar and dental periosteum!', as do tlie mercunal prep-
arations.
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any illiioss involving a feverish condition, the rtuids

of thi' moutli are constantly as intensi'ly aeid, as

respeet.s the teetli. as is any nieilicino adniinisteicd liy

the pliysician ; and, nioivover, from tin- hi^'h li'nipc ra

tnre of the liuccul cavity at sncli times, tlic iioucr of

til 'se acids for evil is (greatly an'^inenteil. Fnrlher, a

direct conseiinence of tliese cunditions is the especijiUy

rapid fermentation and decomposition of all food
h)d.;ed ln-tween and around tlie teetli. and the conse-

quent elimination of other deleterious acids.—all form-
ing a niiijhty power, inider which it is not snrprisint;

that tooth-stincture should melt away like dew before

the snn. It is indeed a eeri/ surprising thinff that

any tooth should live to tell the tale.

Still further, durin'^ such a period and condition of
thiniis—when of all times in one's life the mouth
needs the hest and most faithful (•are, it, in reality,

because of the helplessness of the patient, receives

ahviliiti'lij ni>n<\ and the teeth, poor victims, are left

entirely at the mercy of this ijrand coalition of their

enemies, who are all eayer to advance their work of
dcfstruetion, aye, complete it before they shall have
aijain b.'en broULrht to bay by the conditions of return-

im; h -alth and the tooth brush of the jialient. And
all this, fors.xith, the physician's "powerful medi-
cines" accomplish.

The physician is, however, the strong njjht arm
u;)on which the patient should lean durin;; illness,

at least as to all thinj^s directly pertaininij to it. To
the physician, therefore. I appeal in behalf of all our
mutual patients, that they n\ay, by a few timely suj;-

gi»tions, lookiui^ to the neutralization of the acid
cunditiim then prevailin'j; in the oral cavity, very
essentially reduce the dreadful ravaj^es of this period
up<m the teeth,—such, for iiistaiiei', as directing the

patient to rinse the uumth frequently with lii/iior ail-

eii). diluted accordini; to the sensitiveness of the mucous
membrane, and Havored with a few drops of wintei-

green or peppermint to make it agreeable; or to rub
cn'tii /irrp. freely ,ibout and betwei-n tlu' teeth, and
allow it to remain during the night; m: if the patient

he able to use the tooth-brush, to add a small quantity
of »oiUr hiaiib. to the usual tooth powder (for this

purpo.se only, and not for general use) ; or, in short.

the enq)loyment of any of the manifold methods of

neutralizing the acid condition which may l)e most
accessible at the time.

It may be objected to the foregoing that the mouth,
during the progress of a fever, contains but little fluid

of any kind; truo, but this very circumstance makes
the little which is thero--the mucus principally—espe-

cially concentrated, and correspondingly baneful in

its efTects upon the teeth ; whereas, in a normal condi-
tion of the system, the acidity of the mucus is entirely

neutrali/.'d by the large influx of the alkaline saliva.

Th ' tube through which acid remedies arc usually

'irecled to be taken dws not pri'vent them from re

gurgitating upon the teeth in the act of sw.illowing.
so that it practically aeconqilishes very little of tlic i

object siiuiiht to l)j atlaiueil by its employment; but if.

in addition, the month !» imnu'diately and thoroughly
rinsi'd with the solution of lime above referred to, or

a solution of »i(yi. r„rh. leii/n. the evil effects of any
acid n-medy upon tin' teeth will be entirely iibviated.

In the exhibition of strong alkalies, on the other

hand, which lay hold of the gel.itinous c(mstilninl>

of th teeth, the tlniils of the mouth durini; ilbn>-

»rc, lus has been stateil, uMially so pronouncedly acid :

a.s to entirely neutralize this condition; but if other I

xvise, a slight rinsing with a very dilute simple acid,

like tartaric or citric, will ac<'ouq)lish the result di'-

sired, though the cflFuct of these remedies njion the i

teeth is scarcely worthy of oonsidenition, so entirely

will the matter of their neutraliz.ition take care of
itself. And even at other times than during actual

illness is this the ease with many of our people, who,
with their irregularities, hot foods and drinks, the

precipitate haste of their eating, and the half-m.'isti-

cated masses with which ih-ir stomachs are constantly

insulted, are, even in health {'.) mu<'li addicted to gas-

tric disturbances, aiid eructations, depraved and
vitiated seentions, and agenei.illy dyspeptic diathesis,

—than whiih condition, by the way, none could be
more iuiiuicid to the integrity of the dental structures.

progreas of iEcliical Science.

P.\RACENTi<;sis Pekic.vudii. — Tlic following ab-
stract is from a case presented to the ("(Uiuecticut

State Medical Society at its last session, by Dr. Irving
W. Lyon, of Hartford. Conn.
A robust laborer, aged thirty-one years, was seized

with pneumonia April ]'.ith, 1874. The disease, which
was conlineil to the riglit lower lobe, progressed favor-

ably, so that resolution had commenced April 20th. On
the 21.st, the patient was seized with acute pain in the
precordial region, auscultation of which g.ave the dou-
iile friction sound of acute pericarditis. On M.-iy .5th,

the patient was ajjparently dying; the area of cardiac
dulness was greatly incn-ased ; the precordial region
had notably bulged; head, face, and neck, very livid

and swollen, and the entire body n-dematous; pulse
feeble and irregular, rcs))iration labored. The vertical

diameter of the liver on the mamnniry line was seven
and one-half inches : resolution in the right lower
lobe comi)lete ; every i)ait of the left thorax yielded
exaggerated resonance upon ])cicussion, except that

occupied V>y the distended pericardium.

The operation was perfornK'd liy introducing a small
trocar and camila through the liith intercostal space,

exactly three inches from the median line, and one
inch to the right of the left nipple; the point was
directed upwards anil bac'kwards, with an inclination

towards the median line. The instrument entered
just two inelies. .and upon withdrawing the trocar,

pus flowed freely until tliiily-two ounces were col-

lected. The relief was innnediate and marked, so

that the patient was removed, in tli(' space of .a few
moments, from a state of impending death to one of
comparative safety and comfort. Six hours after the

operation the pulse was 101 and regular, cyanosis
nearly absent, and the liver dulness had diminished
from seven and one-h.ilf to live and on-hidf inches.

Twenty-two hours after the o|)eration the pulse was
'.16, respiratiim 20, temperature OSj ', and the liver

imusured but four and one-half inches on the mam-
mary line.

May Tth, two d.iys after llii' operation, the former
symptoms began to re-appe.ir. and the patient gradu-
ally lost gromul till May 12th. when it was d<termine<l
to repeat the ta]>pinL;. This was done in the same
nninni'r as before, lint only imv. oinu'c and a h.ilf of
pus flowed away, thou^di all jircsenl felt ciailident

that tin' pericanlium contained mmli more. The
patient died May 14th. Iiavini; lived, after the first

opiTation, nine days. Xo autopsy could be obtained.
The trocar and canula were used because the contact
<if the heart with the aspirator niH'dle, as the fluid sub-
sided, was dreaded. —.•/''</"•';/ Cnmiiiiinieiilium of thf

Connerticul MtiliatI .s'ori>/y, l(<7o.
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On the Origin and Spread of Carcinoma in the
Fbmat-e Pelvis.—Pi-of. Freund, of Breslau, l)elievL'S

he has found in the histories and autopsies of four

cases, whicli he reports, new facts bearing upon the

history and origin of malignant tumors. Whereas
in married women of normal conformation the vagina!

portion of the CBrvix uteri is subject to irritation, not

to say injury, in coitus, in the cases of cancer he re-

jjorts, sueli possible causes were, for one reason or

anotlier, absent. Thus the first case was in a eii-fiii

irdaHa of twenty-tliree, in whom a primary colloid

cancer of the rectum extended through tlie connective

tissue to tlie base of the right broad ligament and
cervix uteri, death resulting from peritonitis from ])cv-

foration. The second case was in a virgin of forty,

in wliom a villous medullary cancer, which l)egan

in tlie posterior wall of the l)ladder, gradually in-

volved tlie anterior vaginal wall, the connective tissue

on the left side of the pelvis, tlie left ureter, and
finally occasioned deposits in the outermost layers of

the left half of the cervix. In the third and fourth

cases, owing to a constriction of the upper portion of

the vagina, the cervix being protected, remained free

froui canc'.'r, although the vaginal walls, and second-

arily the rectuui, were involved in the disease. These

cases, he thinks, suggest the importance of thorouiih

exploration in cases of obstinate catarrhs, or ditlicul

ties of excretion in the pelvic organs.— Virchiins Ar
chiv, Bd. Gi.—Bei-Un. Klin. Woch., Jan. 18, 18TG.

BoUTON DE BiSKR.i.—Di'. H. Vandyke Carter

read a paper Ijefore the Royal Medical and Cliirurgi-

cal Society on this disease, as it occurred at Biskra in

1874. One-third of the soldiers, and more than (Uie-

half of the officers of the liattalion, were afflicted with

the disease. The "liouton" resembles the Delhi boil,

so well-known in India, and has been compared with

the Aleppo evil. A few days after its appeaiauce,

the ' boutou " is found to be composed almost entirely

of a granulation-tissue. But in addition he found a

true parasitic organism, consisting of spheroids and
mycelium, which occupied the distended lymi>hatic

vessels in and annmd the " boutou." At a subsequent

stage of the "bouton" these vegetable oryani.sms

-seemed to disajjpear, aud there were found besides pale,

round and stellate granulation cells, numerous bright,

orange-tinted particles, wliich were arranged as sjjlieri-

cal or ovoid groups, everywhere disseminated through-

out the tissues of the tumor. By microscopic scrutiny,

the endemic limitation of the Ijouton de Biski-a, its

seasonable occurrence, incubation period, and limited

duration, its multiplicity of local manifestation and
noa-recurrence, and its inocuIal)ility, were all satisfac-

torily explained on the supposition of the parasitic

origin of the affection. In the after discussion. Dr.

Tilliury Fox said he had examined two preparations

of the ''bouton" sent over by Dr. Carter, and had
failed to detect the existence of any parasitic elem nits.

In the deeoer parts of the tissue, appearances like

mvceliuni could be seen, but they .seemed rather to re-

.semble ordinary lymphatic tissue. There was very

little question as to the iuoculability of these affec-

tions. Dr. Tliin was inclined to believe the disease

was in a great degree sypliilitic.

—

The Lancet. Febru-

ary 12, 1876.

Mania-a-potu.—Di-. L. A. Dugas, in a pajier read

before the Medical Association of Georgia, relates his

treatment of this disease. It consists of the adminis-

tration, once or twice a day, of cold water affusions,

of such food as may be rclislied, and at times of two
or three small glasses of toddy. If the patient is

very unruly, one or two intelligent persons should at-

tend him day aud night, as long as it may be neces-

sary. For the affusions, the patient should be stripped

of all garments aud seated in a tub, the ))hysician

should pour one jjitcherful after another over the head
in a regular stream, which will pass down over the

entire body. The affusion is to be continued from
one to three minutes by the watch. The pulse, at first

full and strong, soon becomes small and frequent.

The pliysiciau should watch this carefully, aud cease

whenever the patient is entirely rational aud the pulse

sufficiently subdued. After tlie patient is rubbed and
dried, and the room darkened, he will generally sleep

six or eight hours, and awake perfectly rational.

With the exee[)tioii of toddy, all narcotics are es-

chewed in the management of the case.

Anchylosis of both Elbow-joints.—At a meeting
of the Jledical Society of Limdon, Mr. William Adams
brought forward a case of this kintl, where there had
been anchylosis of both arms in the extended position,

the result of rheumatic fever three years before. The
treatment of the left arm (woved successful Iiy subcu-

taneous division of the shaft of the hmnerus just above
the condyles, after which tlie forearm was flexed to a

right angle, and placed in a rectangular splint. A
fortnight subsequently, pa.ssive motion was commenced
and steadily continued. Forcible extension was used in

the right arm. which the left arm resisted,—therefore

the subcutaneous division. Mr. Adams referred to

the pathology of rheumatic anchylosis, observing that

such cases were most favorable for the operation of

forcible movement under chloroform, in consequence
of the absence of any destructive disease in the articu-

lation. This was the first case where subcutaneous
division of the humeins had been performed.— 2'Ite

Lancet, February 13, 1870.

MaMMITIS and M.1.M.MARY AbSCESS TREATED BY
Bandaging.—Dr. L. A. Dugas read a papei- before

the Medical Associ.ation of Georgia upon this mode of

treatment. To lessen the determination of blood to

the mamm^^; while inflamed, the child is to be suckled
as seldom as possible, and gentle compression sufficient

to force out the blood from tlie distended vessels, and
cool applications to the organ are the ]jroper remedies.

He has devised a bandage which, lie believes, com-
bines all the requisites. It consists of cotton or linen

shirting, about ten inches wide, and long cn<iugh to

surround the thorax, and to be secured in front by
digitations, similar to other " many-tailed " bandages.
This is to be applied from the axilla down, pass around
the chest and over the mamma, and lie tied in front of

the sternuui. It effectualh' compresses both organs,

and can be loosened or tightened without any diffi-

culty. The child may be nursed through an aperture
for the nipple made in the bandage. As soon as the

congestion becomes |)aiuful or threatening, the band-
age should be applied with such moderate tightness

as will relieve pain, and the treatment should be con-
tinued until the trouble has entirely sulisided. AVhen
suppuration takes place, the pus should be let out by
the free use of the bistoury, and a linen tent renewed
daily. There sliould also be an opening in the baud-
age opposite the incision for the escape of pus. This
bandage is adapted to every stage of mammary inflani-

niatioD. If too late to prevent siqipuration, it will

lesseu the size of the abscess, and after an opening has
been made for the escape of pus, it will bring together
the walls of the abscess and hasten the cure. One of
its greatest advantages is that it relieves the patient of

all pain as soon as it is applied, by removing the
di.stension to which the unsupported tissues are sub-

jected by the congestion, or the accumulation of jjus.
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SilollTEXING THE TLMK OF STUDY.

To any oin- wlm lias taken tlie pains to follow tlic dis-

cussion rcgariling the relative nierifs of tlie different

medical colleiies at Louisville, the hope of refoni\ in

luattui-s of medical education seems a long way off.

In tlie ardor of defending the claims of their respective

institutions, the editore of the L'titigrAlh Medical News
and the American ileiUra! Weekly are disclosing some

rather refreshing facts for the contemplation of the

uninitiated.

In Louisville, containing as it does three medical

Colleges, it is rpiitc natural that a spirited straggle for

preferment should be engendered, and that a consider-

able difference of opinion should e.\ist between them

in regard to tlie adoption of the best means for secur-

ing the largest classes and obtaining the most money.

This is all well enough, and gives evidence of that

commendable desire to aid in educational reforms

which is so prevalent in other cities having the same

facilities. One of the privileges of every medical

school in this country is to claim that it is better than

its neighbor, antl that it deserves to succeed while the

other merits ignominious failure. This is what is usual-

ly termed a generous rivalry, and the institution which

makes the greatest pretensions and is loudest in its

self-pniise appeals the strongest to the sympathies of

outsiders. If schooU have medical organs, so uuieh

the sooner can tliis desirable end be acconiplislied.

provided there is no one to dis|)ute their claims. Tliis

is the troulile in Louisville ; and it seems so diHicult to

settle which of the colleges is the best that the jour-

nals in ipiestion are discussing the matter with more

ardor than discretion. The result hiis been that they

have torn each other's drop-curtains, ami the audience

is allowed a glance of the sham stage-machinery bi-

hind.

Evidently compelled, for the sake of success in ob-

taining dashes, to mcH^t the re(piirt!ments of populardi-

mand for short courses, small fees, and cheap diplomas.

each school is striving to outdo the other in smoothing

tlie road to graduation. The result of such endeavors

can easily be foreseen. The limit of this medical auc-

tioneering must be reached some time or other, and

may in the end result as did the famous fight between

the cats of Kilkenny. In the meantime each combat-

ant is doing his best to injure the other,—scratch for

scratch, blow for blow, and howl for howl. If one

college gives two full courses in one year, the other does

worse ; if one grants beneficiary degrees, the other

cheapens its instruction in another guise, and so the

fight waxes hot. As far as we can see at this distance,

neither one of the colleges is entitled to the counten-

ance and support of the profes.sion of that part of the

c(mntry, and in fact the necessity for their existence at

all, under their present rcsjiectivc managements, is a

question which every inii)artial medical man luis a right

to consider. If the facts stated by either side are true,

there is a system of corruiition in the matter of medical

teaching there which is melancholy to contemplate.

I

We have not noticed any defence for the yearly Iwo-

[
course system; in fact it is virtually admitted in at-

}

tempting to justify the course pursued by a reference

[
to similar doings elsewhere. In regard to this \h\t-

ticular phase of the question Dr. Gaillard, the editor

of the Amerirtm ifnlicul Weellij, says:

"And now for the question of twocoui'scs of lectures

I in one year. Any student in any medical college in

this country can go to the Long Island College or one

of the Cincinnati colleges in JIarcli, and enter upon

his second course of lectures
; sraduating in June of

I

that year; that is in nine months. A good student

I

can do this at these colleges, and also at the I'niver-

.sity of Virginia. This is well known, or ought to be

well known to every journalist in the land. The col-

leges named are in full affiliation with all municiiial,

county, and State medical societies, and with the Na-

tional Medical As.sociation. Hut these facts are not

the facts which suit the |)artisan purposes of those

who have [jartisan objects to accomplish or personal

1 spleen to gratify. Indeed, a Cincinnati Medical Col-

i

lege has for years given and now gives two graduat-

ing courses in one year. The Atlanta Medical College

has done the same thing."

If this be true, and we see no reason to doubt it. it

is high time that the profession looked this matter

j

fairly in the face ; it is high time that this mon-

strous evil should be in some way rcmi^dicd. What

hope can there be for reform in medical education

if the system of eorrupti(m in so-called high places

is allowed to go on, not only uucliecked but uurc-

buked.

THE ISTEUNATIONAL CONUKKSS OF oriniIAl.MOI.O<iY.

Some twenty yeare ago, in the city of Hrussels. a num-

ber of practitioners of medicine who were working

sjKeinlly in a department which the invention of the
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oijhthalmoscope had brought into great scientific prom-

inence, orfjauized wliat is called the "International

Periodic Congress of Ophthalmology," a body which

lias held sessions every four years. It met first, as we
have said, in Brussels ; then in Paris on two occasions

;

and fin.ally, in 1872, in London. The objects of this

organization, as stated by its rules, are " to ])romot.e

ophthalmological science, and to serve as a centre to

those who cultivate it."

Tl)e sessions of tiie society take place every fourth

year, and tliey have usually lasted for about three days.

Mtiny of the men most eminent in ophthalmic science

have contributed papers and taken part in the discus-

sions at the meetings, so tliat the volumes of transac-

tions have a permanent value. At the meeting held

in London in 1873, there were eleven delegates present

from the United States—from Boston. New York, Pliila-

delpliia, Rochester, St. Louis and Davenport. The
Boston and New York delegations invited the Congress

to hold its next session in America ; arid, after a rather

s])irited discussion. New York was selected over Madrid.

Tlie Pliihulelphians, not then fully alive, perhaps, to the

glory awaiting that city in Centeimial year, made
no offer of it for a place of meeting of the Con-

gress. Since then, as was seen by the last number of

this journal, the International Medical Congress to

meet in that city has arranged for a section to be de-

voted to Oplithalmology, liut this must not be con-

founded witli tliis C(mgress. The New York com-

mittee appointed in London, have nearly perfected

their arrangements for the meeting of the Congress of

Ophthalmology. It will assemble at Cbickering Hall

on Tuesday, S.'ptcmber 13th, at 12 o'clock noon.

A committee will be in attendance, on tlie Monday
afternoon and evening jjrevious, to enroll meml)ers of

the Congress and candidates for meml)ersliij). The

American Ophthalmological Society will entertain the

foreign guests, together with distinguished members
of the general profession, on Thui-sday evening, Sept.

14, at Delmonico's, and there will l)e various recep-

tions for the delegates. Pj'ofessor Helmholtz is ex-

pected to visit America, expressly to be present at the

Congress, with others nearly as well known. Commu-
nications are constantly being received from the old

world, sliowing tliat the sea-passage does not deter

some of our foreign brethren from their usual visit to

this Congress wlicn lield nearer home. Inasmuch as

the discussions of tliis Ijody take in all of oijtical

science, it is believed that all our eminent physiolo-

gists and physicists, as well as the ophthalmologists,

will lie glad to enrol themselves as members of a Con-

gress which only prescribes that its candidates for

membership shall be "either a doctor of medicine, or

of surgery, or of .science, or possess some otlier equiva-

lent degree, or be distinguished for scientific knowl-

edge."

The profession in New York, as well as our educated

classes, will certainly cordially welcome the assembling

of an International Scientific Congress, whicli is the

first to appoint a meeting in the United States.

THE DISCOVERY OP AN/KSTnESI.\..

The vexed question concerning the discovery of

Anaesthesia being again before the professional jjub-

lic, Dr. II. P. Stearns, of Hartford, contril)utes, in tlie

present number, a very interesting article upon the

subject. Every one who lias, during the past ten years,

taken the pains to examine the validity of tlie respect-

ive claims of Wells, Morton and Jackson, must be

surprised at the stand taken by Dr. Bigelow, and must

applaud Dr. Stearns in his praisewortliy efforts to turn

the current of opinion in its pro])er direction. Tliere

can be no doubt that Wells was the real discoverer of

anaesthesia in its present accepted signification; and

that to him, and to him alone, belongs the credit of

conferring this priceless boon upon humanity. Dr.

Stearns founds his statements upon fact, and the con-

clusions at which he arrives, based as they are ujion

sound argument, must carry conviction to the mind of

every impartial reader.

MEDICAL ADVERTISING.

The correspondent who favors us with a communi-

cation concerning tlie Medical pajjers recently pre-

sented to the Public Health Association, very jjroperly

rebukes the action of their authors as an "abuse of

privilege." There is no doubt that the Association

is capuljle of doing a great amount of good in advanc-

ing Sanitary Science, and we wish it God speed ; but

its object can never be attained so long as medical ad-

vertising is an incentive for much of the work that

is done. It is quite necessary that medical men should

be members of such an organization, as they are emi-

nently fitted to offer counsel on all subjects pertaining

to preventive medicine. Their duties in that respect

can always be satisfactorily performed without the

slightest violation of the Code. Teaching the jjulilic

is one thing, but medical advertising is another.

Our correspondent very generously gives them the

credit of unintentional wrong, and out of courtesy to

such charity we shall not take issue with him.

Keoieius anti notices of 6ooKs.

Phthisis: Its Morbid Anatomy, Etiology, &c. By
Austin Flint, M.D. H. C. Lea. 1875.

Dr. Flikt is one of the very few original writers on
medicine of whom this country can boast. He neither

translates, comjiiles, noralxstracts from foreign authors.

All of his jiublished works have been characterized

by the same merit :—a careful study and analysis of

cases of disease oljserved liy liimself.

In the present work he gives us the results of his

oliservations of phthisis. The. study emliraces an
analysis of 070 cases of this disease. From tliese cases

he deduces conclusions concerning the morbid an-
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atomy, the I'tiolofjy, the symptimis. the fatality anil

pnignosis, the troiitnient, and tlie physical si;;ii» and
diajfuiisis of phthisis. From (he insntlirieiit cliaiiutir

of his records, liowever, only a moderate ninnl)er of
cn.se,s can be used for the study of eadi of these dif

ferent topics.

AVe must confess that our feelin-;, after leadinj; the

book, w;is of re<;ret that Dr. Flint slioiild have sacri-

ficed so much hibor for such unsatisfactory results.

It is easy to appreciate the |)alience and tlie time

which nuist have been consumed in comparin>f and
imaly/.inj; so hip^e a number of cases. Aiitl yet, as the

result of all this time. lal)or, and patience, what do we
find; hardly a sinirle new fact.

U'liile, then, we nuist thank Dr. Flint for adding tu

our eolleclion of facts on the subject of phthisis, we
must re;;rct that so much good work should be of so

little value.

Al)l>isox"s DisKASK. By Kdw.skd IIk.milvm Gui;kn
now, .M.D., I'M!.';.S. Philadelphia: Lindsay iV

IJl.AKISTO.N.

Fho.m time to time a monograph will appear on some
ni'dieal subject, which is so complete, so exhaustive,

nnd so lucid, that for many years all discussion is closed,

and the monoicraph beconu's the standard autlnnity on
that particular topic. Such is the character of this

treatise on Addison's Disease by Dr. Clrecidiow. It

exhausts our present knowledge of the subject. For
the n.'.xt five years at least it will be our authority for

all that concerns .Vddison's Disea.se.

On Spkkmatokuikka : Its Patholoji^y, Results, and ("om-

plicatiorig. By .1. L. Mil.TON. Surij;eon to St. John's
Hospital for l)ise,i.scs of the Skin. Tenth edition.

London : UoiiKiiT HAiimviCK, 192 Piccadilly. ISlo.

In many respects Dr. Milton's treatise upon tliis

subject is worthy of commendation. Although it is

evidently the work of an enthusiast, usiu^- the word in

the sjnse in which it is more commonly employed, yet

thnre is sullieient evidence of true enthusiasm to con-

vince the uni)rejndiced readerlhat its merits more than

balance its demerits. Dr. Milton lakes the yround
that spermatorrluea is a di.sease, and not a mere symp-
tom, as it Inis (piite LCenerally been regarded. "Even
Chough it is nothing l)nt a symptom," says the doctor.
• the subject merits all th.' attention he has given it,"

mid it is quite probable that this is true. The
autlior " rejoices that the battle of spernnitorrhooa has

virtually b"eu fought and won." and in the preseni

edition of his book the vigor with which he strikes hi-

galH.'s into some of liis antagonists indicates that he i-^

d(!termined to have his clarion notes heard in triumph.

iLi.usTitATioNs OK Clinical SiTRoicuY. (Part II. ) Ity

Jonathan Hitciiinson, K.R. C.S.

Atlas OK Ski.s Diskasks. (Parts II.—V. i By Tii.niuv
Fox, M U. Philadelphia: Lindsay & Blakiston.
Second notice.

IIutciiin.son's illustrations include varieties of soft

venereal sores, balanitis, melanosis, hydrocele of tln'

neck, and two anomalous unnanu'd alTi-etions of tie

skin. The plates are excellent, both in the mailer of

selection and in artistic execution. The letter-press

which accompanies them Is particularly instructive,

and contains many niw nnd original views. Willi

reference Id.so ft venereal sores (chancroids) 11. beIieve^<

that they "are due to the contagion of (he pus pro

duced iiy syphilitic inthimmutlon." and the hard (In

durated^ cliain-res "to that of tlie specific virus of

syphilis. The pus acts almost imuiedlutely after its

implantation, whilst Ihe virus r<'quires an Interval 1)C-

foro Its effects can be recognized. Kither may be

implanted alone, or both together, and if Ihe latter

happens, then a sore which was for the liist month
(puti' delhiilely soft may at length tak<' on induiation."

It is donbtfid if this pKiposition will at pr. sent gain

any very general aee:ptan<:e, although to the mind of

the writer there undoubtedly exists a much <loser con-

nection between the hard and soft sores thin the profess-

ed dualist woulil be <lispose<l to admit. What this con-

nection is, it wouUl lie a little hazardous to as.seit. It

is one of the problems which the future may perhaps

solve.

Fox's ])lates are of the same character as those

.•ilre.ady noticed, and illustrate strophulus., roseola,

lichen, eczi-ma. and !m|)etigo. The text which ac-

eoiupanies them is in the main judicious and instruc-

tive, but the noinenelatinr is Willaine in the extreme
;

and, however useful in its day. must at the present

time be considered as unphilosophieal and perph'xing,

and calculated to liinder ndher than increase a dif-

fusion of sound knowledge concerning cutaneous
affections.

(Ilovrcsponlirncc.

MEDICATED SPRAY TO GENITO-URI-
NARY TRACT.

To THE Kditou of The Mrhicai. Kecohd.

Sir:—In your journal of .March isth, Dr. Kdson has
anailide, in answer to a communication of mine, on
• The Application of Medicated Spray to the Genito-

urinary Tract."

The doctor, inadvertently, I presume, leads the pro-

fession to infer that I claim to have hire/itr'd the Spray
instrument; while the f.act is, I explicitly state that

the instrument I am using is the '" onlinanj oiif, with
theadilltion of the long arm," &c.

lie next calls attention to the Illustration, and at-

tacks the engraver for represiaiting the .Spray as "Hy-
ing freely In all directions, and for some distance
from the nozzle, indicating that the Spray, im such,

impinges on the mucous membrane. Had Dr. Ed.soii

read my article ciircfiilh/, he would not have made
that criticism. I said, that " by the u.seof this instru-

ment we are enabled to reach every ])art of Ihe uterine

(avity, and bring our medicated substances to bear
directly on the mucous membrane."

It will lie seen that Ihe ])oint which the doclor at-

tempts to make In reference to " Spray iin mir/i" Is

jjurely at the expense of t/w eiigi-Kccr, and of minor
Importance.

I now repeat, for the benefit of thedoctor, lliat our
nx'dlcated fluids are brouglit In contact with the

mucous membrane In such linely divided panicles, as

to reach the cavitli's of the womb, vagina and bladder
completely, without shock ; ami Ihe results of sucli

treatment are eminently sallsfactory.

Hefore calling attention to sonn> well-known facts

to sustain me In till' above slaliinent, I beg leave to

protest against the habit In some of criticizing a mat-
ter of experience, a fa<t of pra<'lice, on purely theori't-

ical grounds. How can a genthniaii who "has had
no experience" juilgc^ of Ihe v.'duc of a fact which
must of necessity, be founded almost entirely upon
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experiment? The doctrine I maintain is, that in tlie

invcftigation of morljid action, the physician lias ««//(-

ing to dn with "preconceived notions." His mind
must l)e free frcmi bias. His convictitms derived from
an honest and intelligent exercise of jndgnient in each
particular case -which presents itself. The treatment
of disease deals with pathological, not physiological

conditions. However much the walls of the womb
may he closed in the natural state, in a diseased con-
dition more or less of a cavity exists ; in cases of
physometra. for instance, when the womb sometimes
becomes vei-y much distended witli gas. Women lying
on the back, with the womb gravitating into the hol-

low of the sacrum, will have air enter the vagina. i)ass

up into the eavity of the womb, and be expelled on
a change of jiosition. Again, we know that injec-

tions thrown into the vagina have been known to

jiass through tlie cervical canal into the cavity of the
womb and through the Fallo|nan tubes. Lastly, we
are aware that the process of involution, following-

delivery, is often imperfect, leaving the walls <jf the

womb Hdiby and not contracted ujjou themselves;
which fact proves, beyond question or doubt, that
there are certain diseased conditions of the womb
which would easily admit of applications being
made by means of the 8pr,-iy instrument. For the
sake of argument, admitting Dr. Elson's tlieories ''that

the cavities of the the womb, bladder and vagina, are
always closed,'" the walls certainly are not ijlti'd tofj, tit-

er, (this is a pathological ondi'.ion not nft^n met with,

as far as my experience goes,) and they can lie separa-

ted by the introduction of any instrument. Without
doubt, the larger the ealilire the larger the cavity.

Now, if my friend will jilace his patient on her
back, introduce any speculum he is in the habit of
using, exposing to view the os ext.mum

;
then, as soon

as he is satisfied tliat the cervical canal is large enough
to admit the tube easily, and allow free motion, let

him pass the tube to the /')//((/»(«, and, as he gradually
withdraws it, let him work the liand-ball. lie will

succeed iu throwing the thiid, linely mixed with air,

into the i-iirit;/ of tin' tcottih.

In withdr.awing the instrument we will notice air

and water escaping into the speculum, and since no
solid ran orcii/ii/ tlie sdiiin xpuci' at tin' same time irith a
Jiuid, this in itself should convince him that there mu.st
at times be an 0|)en cavity in the womb, and demons-
trate to him that the practical ai)plieation of the spray
is "as beautiful as the tlieory." He will have the satis-

faction of seeing "the mechanical impediment" he
speaks of disappear, and it will leave hiui with the
com fluting retleetiou that " his old-fashioned notions"
have been considerably damaged.

E. Br.\dley, ;M.D.
1 W. a4TH St.

The direction accompanying this ])rrscription. and
the following one is, '"a teaspoonful to be given reery
liniir,'" (not every two hours.) so that the two shall

alternate at half-hour intervals. When the Salicylic

Acid mixture is used, it is instead of the second pre-

scription, not in addition to it. The total recoveries,

out of 124 dispensary patients, was 94.

The quantity of glycerine in the third prescription,

is, of coui-se, 3 ss, not ; ss.

Yours very lespectfuUy,

C. E. BiM.INOTOX.

TREATMENT OF DIPHTHERIA.
To THE Editor of the JIedical Recoud.

Sir:—Thanking you for your generally accurate re-

port of my paper on Di]ihtheria, read before the
Academy of Medicine, jiermit me to encroach on your
space for the correction of a typographical error or
two.

First and most important : instead of an ounce and
a lialf of tincture of iron in the lirst ijrescription, the
formula given was as follows:

I^ Tinct. ferri perchloritli fi
~ jss

Gl.ycerini,

Aquas, a a 3 j

M

A PLEA FOR EXACT BIRTH REGIS-
TRATION.

To THE EnrroR of The Medic.\i. Record.

De.\r Sin:— Notwithstanding the earnest cffoits of

the 'Department of Vital Statistics" to obtain an ac-

curate record of births occurring in this city, it must
be conceded that many physicians neglect the im-
portant means of accomplishing it, perhaps not wil-

lfully, but from the present inconvenience, or forget-

fulness, much to the disappointment of the dejjart-

ment and to tlieir own risk of penalty for the omis-

sion. I consider it a matter .so intimately connected
with the interests of the ])rofession and of society,

that we should all take a pride in its perfect fulfil-

mei.t.

My own method has been to olitain the requisite in-

formation from some member of the (aniily before

leaving the house, rather than tiu^t to the cliance of

])rocuring it subsequently. Whilst it may be objected

that the record ])laces the names of the new-comer and
parent in a rather miscellaneous group, we may con-

sole ourselves with the thought that the inevitable

"death record'" has no rose-scented, gilt-edge l)age

for millionaires difFeient from tliat for the less- favored

ones of fortune; so that in thi.'j, at least, we must all

yield alike to the great leveller of our I'ace. Some
l)arties, married late in life, thinking it an iinpeitinent

inquiry, may be fastidious about giving their ages,

but when informed of the )iossible future importance
of the record for identity, etc., will usually be found
to accede witli a good grace.

It has always been my plan to enter in a day-I>ook

the hour of hiH'li, and I jjroposc te show incidentally

what I consider may be its necessity in a legal ]ioint

of view, by a ))ossibility in a case at present wittiin

my own knowledge. A youth was left a legacy in

trust, payable when he attains a certain age; snjipos-

ing his birth to have occurred in the evenins. the Jiay-

ment to l)e made in the morning of the day he reaches

the required age, of the money disbursed at once )iy him
in previous obligations, and death should oveitake

him before the hour shown by the birth-iecord, would
not the trustee jirobably be held liable by the heirs of

the young man for any deficiency in tlie sum thus paid '.

I think he would, but I may be in error Again, it

occurred to me to have been called on by a guardian
to inquire the age of his ward (about to be married),

who had asserted her riglit to tlie care of hei' large

fortune, and also wished to dis]iense with further pay-

ment of Commissions on it. As he had expected to

have continued his office one year longer, he was evi-

dently quite disappointed when I told him, on refer-

)-ing to my jcuiinal, that the ycjung lady was entirely

correct in regard to her age.

I presume that such instances might be multiplied
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in tli(; cxix'rienco of others of tlie profession; Imt inv
oliject will liiive l)i>eii iu;e(iiii|ilislieil, if I sli;ill, li_v this

hrief stateineiit, only iiwiiken tlie interest of its iiieni-

beis in a much nej^heted duly.

As soniewliat ^eriniine to tlie sul)ject, the foUowint;
])iiru^ra|>h from lliis mornini;"s newspaper is added:

".lohn Stevens, of I.oijiinsport, Ind., was lieir to

$rj,(IO(), and at his earnest solicitation tlie money was
•civen to him when he was only nineteen years old.

lie has siplundered it all. and now sues the trustees to

make them pay liiin over ai^ain, his elaim beinj; that

they should have held the property until he was
twenty-one." K.
Nkw YoilK, MAUcn l;j, 1S7G.

GLAZKI) JUMCK IN IWSPITAL CON-
.STKUCTION.

To THE Editor op The Mei>ical Record,

Dkah Sik:--I have rend with interest your recent ar-

ticles on •• Hospital Const ruction," etc., and am glad
to.tind that tliesuhjeet is eomniandinij; increased atten-

tion from some of the most intelligent of our profes-

sion.

Nevertheless, the best system of hos|)ital construc-

tion yet devised is far from perfe( t.

The vexed and vital (juestion of drainage is still in

an unsettled and imsalisfactory state, an<l no material

yet suggesti'ci for interior walU fully meets all the re-

quirements.

In addition to iron, stone, corrugated glass, glazed
tile.s, etc., suggested by various writers, it has occurred
to mc that an article of glazed hrii-h could be made,
that might be found nearly if not quite impermeable
to moisture, and suitable for exterior as well as interior

walls. Many of tlie ditlieuUii'S .itteiiding the subject

of drainage would not exist if, in the .silectlon of sites

for hospitals, this suliject received all the consideration
it is entitled to. In my opinion, no large, permanent
hospital should be located within the thickly popu-
lated portions of cities.

In these days of railroads and steamboats, and con-

sequent "rapid transit," all large or permanent ho.s|)i-

tals should, if pos,sible, be located outside of the city

limit.s, at some point where all tlie topographic anil

and hygienic indications are best fullilled.

At no distant day the withdrawal of the sick from
crowded cities, and their location at points and under
conditions most favorable to their recovery will be
looked upon as a fundamental rule of hospital liy-

giene. Kespcctfullj-, etc.,

C. B., Ml).
St. PlCL, MiSN.

ri.iNTfAL sT.vrr.sric.s OF ax EriOKMH'
OF SCAHI.KT FKVKI!.

To tbe Editor or Tnn MEOirAi- IIecord.

Dk.vh ,'^iii:--In Tin: .Mkhkai. Kicruitii of Novenibir
20th, IH"."!, you published a record of thi> inception nf

an epidemic of scarlatina which has been in progress

ill my practice since October last. I have taken notis

of s"Venty-livc cn-ses from the luimber occurring, wlilili

directly came to my notice. In lifty of these cases the

initial symptom was vomiting—oeciirring in tliise

tifty cases williiu the first tweiity-fuiir hours of tliu tirsi

noted indisposition. In all the eases which proved fa-

tal, vomiting was a persistent symptom.
In twenty-five cases the afTcci ion of the throat was

severe. In the.se twenty-live cases the only sequela;
which occurred was adenitis, which in some of the pa-
tients went on to suppuration. It is worthy of men-
tion here that all of the cases in which a strong lini-

ment <if cainpliorate<l oil w;is thoroughly used, the ter-
mination was by resohlfion and not by formation of
abscess. In the cases in which adenitis appc'ared, I
discov<'red no affection of tlir> kidney, no jilbuniiiuiria,

and no a-diMiia, though I examined carefully for them
in each case.

The complication of albuminuria and oedema oc-
curred in fifticn cases nofid; of these eight could be
directly traced either to exposuri' at too early a period
or to paiticiil.ar errors in diet ; the other seven showed
no complication whatever save the di.sease itself Con-
vulsions occurH-d in six cases; two at the maximum
of th(! erupliim

;
both of these ca.ses were fatal ; four

appeared about the eighteenth day. Thesi' were speedi-
ly controlled by the free use of bromide of jjotassium,
except in one case which had convulsions quite frc-
qu.'ntly for nearly a week. In this case, a child of
eleven years, the pupils were largely dilated, and, I

think, the child was blind for the same period. On
alternating the bromide with iodide of pota.ssium, the
improvement was marked, and convalescence soon oc-
curred. In two cases, abscess of the tcmsils appeared
within the first five days, simultaneous with the irrup-
tion. These cases did perfectly well and recovered
without scqnelic.

The shortest duration of any case noted was ten
days; the longest, including sequelie, fifty-live days.
Number of fatal cases, four; of these two died be-

fore the fifth day: one on the elevc nth day, and one
on the eighteenth day. Three of these caseswere under
the age of eight years, and one had reached the age of
twenty-four years, which last had the complication of
a diphtheritic exudatiim in the throat, which came off
on the eighth day in the form of menibiane, tough
and of yellowisliwhitc appearance.
The ca,se which was fatal on the eighteenth day had

high fever and vomiting from the coiiimenciinent.
The fever was coiitiiuious from first to last, not at any
lime noted to fall below 104" F., nor above 100" F.
tjuinine was not tolerated by the stomach, and cold
allusion was interdicted by the parents, so we Iiad the
Ijenctit of neither.

In one case, in the person of my own child, the tem-
piraturc rose to 107°; rash was |)urplis ,iiid child ex-
ceedingly restless; vomiled often, .and violently deli-
rious. On the third day cohl i.ljlution was ns<d, .spong-
ing with cold water eight times in one night. After
ihe lii-st balh, child slept one-half hour; awoke restless
and delirious: another bath used, slept an hour ; the
other six usi'd during the night with eipially good ef-
fect. The baths were used, but not as frequently for
the next three days, when rlesquaination occurred
and child made a rapid recovery. The other remedies
used in Ihe case were carbonate ammonia and am-
monio- citrate of iron, as recommended in Smith's Dis-
eases of Children.
Of Ihe seventy-five cases the respective ages appear

thus : Tiei) below imr year : between oni' and three years,
none; between three and six yeai-s. thirty five cases;
lietween six and ten years, fifteen cases; iietween ten
and fourteen, seven cases; over fourteen and under
thirty years of age, sixteen cases.

David Dana Sitaii, M.D.

ruiroRT, Me., Fcbrunrv 88. 1876."
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MEDICAL ESSAYS BEFORE THE PUBLIC
HEALTH ASSOCIATION.
To THE Editor of the Medical Recobd.

Sir:—The corauifiits in your issue of March 18th, on

nhat you term •' medical advertising, '" are no doubt

based" uiion a fair and correct interputation of tlie

code of -Aledical Etiiics. I would remind you, how-

ever, and through you. the medical profession, that the

Pulilic Health Association of New York is not a

medical society. The plan and purpose of its organ-

ization had iuview the estaldishraeut of a society to

be composed of persons " selected with esi)ecial ref-

erence to their acknowledged interest in, or devotion

to, sanitary studies and allied sciences, and to the

practical "application of the same." Consequently,

the membership includes gentlemen re|)resenting

various professions, as well as a numbei'-of merchants.

It was never intended to be a medical society, and the

presentation before it of such papers as those you

criticise, in an alnise of privilege which should call

for more vigilance on the part of the Executive ('(Jin-

mittee.

The attendance of reporters at the meetings, by invi-

tation, originated in a desire on the part of tlie associa-

tion to disseminate u.seful knowledge, which should

prepare the way for public sanitary reforms. The

society, as a body, has never given any encouragement

to strictly techuical medical discussion, beyond tolera-

ting it with an easy good nature which has been fatal

to its usefulness. I tliink the medical gentlemen who
have read papers, and taken i)art in diseussi(m. upon

subjects of strictly professionid interest, have in no

case intentionally violated either tlie letter or the

spirit of the code. They have merely—and without

knowing il—made the mistake of l)ringing liefore a

society organized for a specitic work, matters foreign

to its "inu-pose, and, strictly speaking, " out of order."

It is to be hoped that the plan of reorganizing the

work of the association, adopted at a recent meeting,

will guard against such mistakes in future.

Lay Member.

ARMY NEWS.

Official List of Changes of Stations and Duties of Of-

Jicers of tlif. Mcdicid Di'iiartment United States An/uj.

from March IQth to March 25th, 1870.

Webster, W., Surgeon—Leave of absence extended

20 days. S. O. 49, Military Division of the Atlantic,

March 18, 1876.

Meacham, F., Assistant Surgeon—Granted leave of

a1->sence for one month. S. O. 56, A. G. O., March 21,

1876.

JHebical Items anb 'Ntvos.

Hospital Statistics.—The annual rejjort to the

Commissioner of Charities and Correction, made by Dr
Daniel H. Kitchen, chief of staff of tlie Cliarity, Fever,

Epileptic, and other hospitals on Blackwell's Island,

contains the following statistics, witli others: Re-

maining in the hospitals on Jan. 1, 1875, 388 males

and 359 females; admitted during the year, 5,383

males and 4,046 females ;
dischargecl recovered, 3.035

males and 3,401 females; imiiroved, l,.!)6t males and

1,138 females: unimproved, 335 males and 198 fe-

males; died, 464 males and 307 females—making a

total of discharged patients of l)oth sexts, 9,371 ; re-

maining at tlij end of the year. 435 males and 369 fe-

males.

CoNTACaous DisE.\SESiN New YoRK.—Through the
kindness of Dr. W. De F. Day, Sanitary Superintend-
ent, we shall hereafter be aljle to present our readers
with a weekly talnilated Statement of Contagious Dis-
eases reported to the Sanitary Bureau:

—
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turod in Lonilim. This is ii very (Icsiratpli' improvc-

imiit, aiul sliuutil be adopted in this country.

Dkatii FnoM Septic Inocul.vtion.—The London
hiiin-t (.Miiirh 4) mentions n case of a woman, "a
laycr-iiut," in tlie Isle of Man, wlio died as tliu result

uf inoculation. She was called to lay out the liody

of a person who had died of f;anfircnous erysipelas of

the arm. The woman, liavinj; pricked lnr linicer with

a thorn, hisitated, hut ultinuitely undertook the duty.

Sulisei|Uenlly slie showed syui|itoMis of lilood-poi.^on-

inj;, wliieh ended in her death.

Muscri,\u KxF.nTioN .\s .v C.\dse op .\i.m!MiNr-

itiA.— Mr. Heiij. Duke, wntinij to the Lomlon I.itucit.
\

says: "When a student at Cuy's I entered for the

mile race in the United Hospital Sports. Two days

previous to the race I ran a mile. The same evening,

happeninj; to he rcadinj^ a work on the urine, describ-

inj; how to test the same, I thoufiht, l)y way of illus-
|

tration, to test my own. My horror may be imaj,'ined

on tindinr; it to be nearly solid with albumen. I did

not feel id at the time, and it disappeared within

twenty-four hours. The next day but one previous to

the race I tested my urine, and found it healthy, and
ai^ain ran a mile, and on e.xaminint; some urine passed

immediately after, found it nearly solid with albumen,

which airain totally di.sapjieared in about twenty-four

hours, and may therefore be fairly attriliuted to exer-

ciser; for it is now nearly nine years since I have found

any."

Pkof. Fh vsk II.vwTnonx. of University of Louisi-

ana. Xew O.leans. died of Hri'^ht's disease, Feb. 24,

1S70. He was born in Conecuh Co.. .Vlabama, Se))t.

20, 18:!.i. f;raduated in medicine at medical depart-

ment of Uuivei-sity of New York in IS.)!), and during

the war sei ved a«suri;eon in the Confederate army. In

18(56, he was appointed Prof, of Cluinistry in the New
Orleans school of medicine; in ISIJll he was elected to

a full professorship of clinic.d medicine in the Univer-

sity of Louisiana : and in 1.S71, he exchany;ed this chair

for the one of diseases of women and children, which

lie held at the time of his death.

A Xkw CoNv.vT.ESfENT HospiTAT,.—Tlic clcgant

hotel at West Point, known as Cozzens', was recently

purchaseil on foreclosure by a lady of this city, who
presenti'd it to the Society of the N. Y. nos|)ital to be

used as a home for convalescents. The <jovernors of the

hospital are takiniiinmiediate steps to adapt the build-

inii to it.- new purjioscs. Convalescents from the St.

Luke's Hospital are also entitled to its privileges.

his many traitsof kindness, geniality and manly worth,

therefore, be it

ItiKolreil, That, in the death :of (Uir associate, we
have lost a true friend ami earnest fellow-worker, whose
example we emulate and whosi' memory wo cherish.

Jitauhiil, That a copy of of these resolutions he-

sent to the family of the deceased, as an eviiknce of

our sincere sympathy, and another puijlished in the

Medic.m. Hiaoiii).

W.M. l)i; F. D.w, M. 1).. Cliairman.

Am.an McL.\xe H.v.Mii.ToN, ^l. D., t<ecretary.

—At a meeting of the Ycmkers' Medical Association,

tlie following resolutions were adopted:
Wherrtis, Death has removc^d from our midst one

of our most valued numbers and Kx-Prcsident, I)ii.

Ch.vui.es F. UoDKNsrEiN, therefore, be it

lifsolviil. That in the death of Dr. Kodi-nstein,

we mourn the loss of a valued brother, a true-hearted

luible nuvn, a skilful physician, and a devoted student

of medical science.

llfKulvrd, That we tender to the family and friends

of our departed brother our heartfdt sympathy in

this dark luuu' of their alUietion.

Tttsolml, That we attend the funeral of Dr. Ho-
densteiu, from his late residence at Trcmont, in a

body.
Hfsiilri'd. That a co))y of these resolutions be sent

to the family of Dr. l{(.d( nstein. and also ],\iblijh(d

in the MEurc.M. Uecoud, the A'cir York MediculJuuriial,

and the local newspapers.

( .T. FosTEU Jf.xkins, M.D.,
Committee : - .1. H. Pooi.ev. Sr.. 5I.D.,

( K. Pelonkt, M.D.
March tilth, 187fi.

—At a meeting of the New York Obstetrical Society,

held March, ^Ist, 187(1, the fallowing resolutions were

adopted relative to the death of its late Fellow, Dr.

Charles F. Uodeiistein, of Tiemont, N. Y.

:

Tl hereiiii. This Society has learned with deep regret

the death of Dr. Charles F. Hodenstein, therefore be it

Bi'sulced, That this Society recognize in the late

Dr. Rodenstein an active and invaluable Fellow,

whose regular altdidance at its meetings, costing him
a journey of many luiies, was a proof of his profe.s-

fessional zeal and constant interest in the welfare of

the Society.

liiDuhnl, That the death of Dr. Kodenstcin is a loss

to the profession, of an able and energetic physician,

and to society of a gentleman of large culture and
genial dispositi(m.

lltmiU-.d . 'I'hat the Society tender to the bereaved

The P.w of Ahmy Scroeons—The bill to reduce faiiiilv of Dr. Hodenstein their heartfelt sympathy in

the salaries in the army, provides that the ])ay of their aliliction.

assistant surgeons shall be $K."i<HI per annum, and that

of the full surgeon (major) $"J,.")()0.

Dn. Cn.\nT,E.s F. Hodenstein, of Tremont, N. Y..

died March 10, 187*!, from |)neumonia. Hi- was a I

graduate of the College of Physicians and Surgeons,
j

Cla.ss of I8.i7, was Sanitary Inspector of the Hoard of
(

Health, and a respected and successful practitioner, i

The following actions were taken by the respective

associations of which he was a member.—At a meet-

ing of the corjis of Sanitary and .Vssistant Sanit.iry

laspectors, held at the Ileadipiarters of the Health De-

partmi'ut, .Monday, Manli lOtli. 187(i, the following

resolutions were unanimously adopted :

Wh-fi'ii. It has pleased an all- wise Providence to

remove from our midst our late friend Dr. C. F.

Rodenstcin, one who lia-s endeared himself to us all by

Jlfsolmd, Tli.it a copy of these resolutions be sent to

the medical journals of this city for publication,

i .loiiN HVUNE, Jl.D.,

Comniitlee : ^ JAm-.a F. Ill nteh. M.D.,

( Cii.Mii.Ks S. AV.vitn. 31. D.

T. Gaii.i.auo TiioM.^s, .M.D, /'/r.w/c;((.

t pAi'i. F. MuNDE, M.D., ticcnttinj.

I

.\.MEnirAN Medicai. .\ssoriATioN.—The Iwenty-

>iventh annual session will be held in the city of

Philadelphia, Pa., on Tuesday, June (i, is7li,al 1 1 .\.M.

•The delegates shall receive their appointment from

permanently organized .Slate Jlidical Societies, and
such Cmmly and District Medical Societies as arc

recognized l>y rijirmriiUili'm in tlnir irx/Hi-tiri' State

Sorirtim, and from the Medical Department of the

.Vrmy and Navy of the United States. Kuch Slate,
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County, and Disti-ict Medical Society entitled to rep-

resentation sliall have tlie privilege of sending to the

Association one delegate for every ten of its regular

resident members, and one for every additional frac-

tion of more tl\an lialf that number ; I'mrided, how-
ever, that the niuul)er of delegates for any particular

state, territory, county, city, or town shall not exceed

the ratio of one in ten of the resident pliysicians who
may have signed tlie Code of P^tliics of tlie Association."

Secretaries of Medical Societies as above designated

are earnestly requested to forward, at ona; lists of

tlieir delegates, in order tliat tlie Committee of Arrange-

ments may be enabled to form some idea of the num-
ber likely to be present.

Sections.—"Tlie Cliairman of the several sections

shall prepare and read in the general sessions of tlie

Association, papers on the advances and discoveries

of the past year in the branches of science included in

their respective sessions. * * "—By-Laws, Art. II.,

Section 4.

Practice of Medicine, Materia Medica, and Pliysi-

ology: Dr. Francis G. Smith, Pli;ladeli)liia, Pa.,

Chairman; Dr. B. A. Vauglian, Columlius. Jliss., Sec-

retary. Committee appointed tore])ortto this section

—

On Clinical Observations: Dr. N. S. Davis, 111.. Chair-

man, Dr. H. A. Johnson, 111., Dr. J. B. Johnson, Mo.

Obstetrics and Diseases of AVomen and (,'hildren; Dr.

S. C. Busey, Washington, D. C, Chairman, Dr. Kol)ert

Battey, Atlanta, Ga , Secretary. Committee ap])ointed

to report to this section—On the connection of the

Hepatic Circulation with Uterine Ilyperscmias, Flux-

ions, and Inflammations: Dr. L. F.Warner, Mass. Sur-

gery and Anatomy : Dr. Alonzo Garcelon, Lewiston,

Me., Chairman, Dr. E. T. Easley, Dallas, Texas, Secre-

tary. Medical Jurisjirudence, Chemistry, and Psy-

chology: Dr. E. Lhiyd Howard, B.altimore, Jkl.,

Chairman, Dr. V. L. Hurlbut, Chicago, 111., Secretary.

State Medicine and Public Hygiene: Dr. I{. C. Kedzie,

Lansing, Mich., Chairman, Dr. Ezra M. Hunt, Jletu-

clien, N. J., Secretary. Committee to report to this

section—On Form of Bill to establish a Nation;d De-

partment of Pul)lic Health at Washington : Dr. H. B.

Baker, Mich., Chairman, Dr. H. A. Johnson, 111., Dr.

M. Toner, D. C.

Papers appropriate to the several sections, in order

to secure consideration and action, must be sent to

the secretary of the ap])ropriate section at least one

montli before the meeting which is to act upon them.

It shall be the duty of the secretary to whom such

papers are sent, to examire them with care, and, with

the advice of the chairman of his section, to determine

the time and order of their presentation, and give due

notice of the same. * * * * "—i?(/-X«iM, Art. II.,

Sect. r,.

The following Ccmimittecs are expected to re]iort :
—

On Mechanism of Accommodation of the Eye, Dr.

D. S. Reynolds, Ky., Chairman ; On New Remedies,

Dr. Austin Flint, Jr., N. Y., Chairman; On the Medi-

cal and Surgical Uses of the Aspirator. Dr. E. S. Gail-

lard, Ky., Cliairman; On Influence of Climate on Pul-

monary Diseases in Minnesota, Dr. Franklin Stajiles,

Minn.,"Chairman; On the same in Colorado, Dr Chas.

Denison, Col., Chairman; On the same in Florida,

Dr. E. T. Sabal, Fla., Chairman; On Proper Legisla-

tion to Prevent the Spread of Syphilis, Dr. Samuel D.

Gross. Pa., Chairman ; On Prize Essays; Dr. Samuel

D. Gross, Pa., Chairman; On Necrology, Dr. S. C.

Chew, Md., Chairman ; On Rank of Medical Corps

in the Army, Dr. II. A. Johnson, 111., Chairmam.
W. B. Atkinson,

FcTinuiieiU Secretary.

Periodical International Medical Congress.^
Tlie fifth session of this Congress will be held at

Geneva in 1877. A committee of organization has
been appointed by the medical society of the canton
of Geneva, to act in concert witli the scientific section

of the National Genevese In.stitute. This committee
is as follows: President, Professor C. Vogt; Vice
President, Dr. CI. Lombard ; General Secretary, Dr.
Prevost; As.sistant Secretaries, Drs. D'Espine and
Reverdin ; JMembers, Professor Mayor, Drs. Dunant,
Figuifere, Julliard fils and Revilliod. The Congress
will be exclusively scientific; it will last one week,
commencing on Sunday, Sejitembcr 9, 1877. The
official language will be French. All communications,
whetlier in reference to the Congress or to questions
which may be the subject of discu.ssion, will be ac-

knowledged by the committee. Such communications
should be made liefore June 1st, 187(i, at which time
the committee will make their final decision as to

rules and programme, and will appoint reporters. The
Congress will open under the auspices of the Swiss
Federal Council and the authorities of the canton, and
of the city of Geneva. N.B.—All cominunieations
relating to the Congress, should be addressed to the

General Secretary, Dr. Prevost, Geneva.

The International Congress of OPHTnALMOL-
oc;y will meet at Cliickering Hall, Fifth x\ venue. New
York City, on Tuesday, September 12, 1870, at twelve
o'clock noon. The following extracts from the rules

of the Congress will give an idea of the general char-

acter of the Society, and of the terms of membership

:

" 1. The object of the International Periodic Con-
gress of Ophtlialmology is to promote ophthalmologi-
cal science, and to serve as a centre to those who cul-

tivate it. It will entertain no discussion foreign to

this object.
" 2. The number of members is unlimited.
" 3. Every member must be either a doctor of medi-

cine, or of surgery, or of science, or possess some other

equivalent degree, or be di.stinguished for his scientific

knowledge.
''4. Candidates for admission into the Society shall

be admitted on presentation of their diphuna or of

their scientific title, unless ten members demand a
ballot.

" 5. The sessions of the Society shall take place

every fourth year, and be limited to ten days.
* * * * * ' *

" XI. The Society gives no diploma. Before the

opening of each session a card available for admission

to all the meetings, and signed by the President and
Secretary, shall be given to each member on payment
of his subscrii)tion (fixed at ,$2), and ui)on signature

of his name on the register of those attending the

meeting."
CORNELIDS R. AgNEW.
Henry D. Noyes.
Daniel B. St. John Roosa.

Provisional Committee, appointed in London in 1873.

"Weekly Bulletin op SIedical Societies.

MoikIh]!, April 3.— N. 'Y. Neurological Society;

Pathological Society of Brooklyn.
Taesdaij, April 4.—N. Y. Obstetrical Society ; N. Y.

Dermatological Society.

J'hiirsday, April 6.—N. Y^ Academy of Slcdicine.

Friddi/, April 7.—N. Y'. Medical Journal Associa-

tion.
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©rigiiml Communications.

ON TIIK TIJKATMKXT OF KI.KI'II ANTF-
AISIS, WITH A TA15J.E OF Fll-TV CASEtJ.

Bv D. W. OSGOOD, M.D.,

8V«OEON-IS-CIIAmJK OF FOOCHOW MEDICAL HIBSIOMART HOSPITAL,
FOOCHOW, CHINA.

Elephantiasis Arabum, Barlmdoes leg, or maladie
glaiidiilaire, etc., are names given to various forms of

skin disea.ses; but should be tontined to that fonu of

disease cluiracterized by hypertiophy of the tibrous

and intra-cutaueous tissues, ami which, in a lar^e ma-
jority of Ciises. is Hssoeiated with enlarged lym[)liatie

glands. Elephantiasis is eomparatively eommon in the

West Indies, in India, and in Southern China, wliile it

occasionally occurs in Europe and tin.- United States.

The disease seems to show a [lartiality for the legs

and scrotum. About three-fourths of the patients

treated at Foochow have had the disease located in the

legs, and the remaining fourth in the scrotum.

I'hu usual history given by the patient is, "lie
had au ague lit or chill; and at that time, or a few
days suljsequently, he had enlargement of the part,

accompanied by redness and pain, with swelling of

the lymphatic glands." The ague may continue for

months, or in exceptional ca.ses there may be only one
chill, at the time of the connnencement of the attack.

Nearly all the patients have a sallow jaundiced
look, are poorly nourished and come from malarious

districts. In the early stages of the disease there i.s

l)ain, swelling, and more or less of cedema. As the

part enlarges, there is ana-sthesia, and in some few-

cases ulceration. When the scrotum is involved, there

may be constant pain, caused by the diseased mass
dragging down and elongating the spermatic cords.

Tlie size attained by these tumors varies from a few
ozs , to one hundred and sixty lbs., the latter being

the weight of a scrotum in the museuui at Montpeliei-,

preserved by Delpech. 3. A friend of the writer when
in Formosa, saw a native whose scrotum extended to

within si.\ inches of the ground when he wasstanding
erect. He utilized it by making it serve liim as a

chair, and it had the advantage of always being near
at hand.

FiLssing to the treatment of elephantiasis, we may
remark that internal medication avails nothing, ex-

cept as the patient's general health is imjjroveil. With
the latter object in view, nuiuiuc and iron may be

advantageously administered in a large majority of

cases. When the dise:ise is recent, and located in the

legs, we may hope for marked improvement, if not a

complete cure. The leg shouUl be carefully bandaged
from the toes to the groin, and the patient contined to

a horiz<mtal position. Bli.sters should be applied over

the enlarged glands in the femoral space; and it is a

question worthy of cjireful consideration whether in

some cas<'s the enlarged glands o\ight not to be extir-

pated, thereby removing pressure from the deep veins

and lymphatics. The bandaging should be continued '

until the leg regains its normal size, after which the

patient should use a good clastic stocking when stand-
'

ing or walking.
»\'ith regard to the treatment of elephantiasis scroti

we can speak with contitlence, as over sixty cases have
j

been operated on in China within the last tilteen years,

and all have recovered, without a single exception. We I

know of no other lapilal operation which gives the

same degree of reli<f to the patient, with as little risk,

I
as that of amjiutation of the scrotum.

It may be asked, if the operation is as free from
danger as reprisentid, how is it that Liston and Key
each lost his patient on the operating-table ( .Vnd how
is it that one of our best .Vmerican authorities writes:

, *''If I had to deal with such a case, I should be

]
tempted to cut away the mass piecemeal at several sit-

tings, tying the vessels as they are divided, and Using
' the actual cautery, to sear, if neqessary, the raw surface.

Or, instead of this, lemoval might be effected partly

by the knife and partly by the fcraseur."

We reply, that the principal danger to be appre-

hended is from excessive hemorrhage; and fortunately

we have it in our power to arrest, or at least control

it, by the use of Fayrer's touiniquct.

To show the necessity of some such appliance, we
(luote a few lines from the Aimrican Jonriinl of the

Mnliciil Scteiiccn, No. CX.WIX., in which Prof. Neill

records his experience in operating upon a case of
elephantiasis. lie writes: "Every incision was fol-

lowed by free hemorrhage. There was great difficulty

in securing the vessels, as they were dilated, tortuous

and thin, and the structure in which they were imbed-
ded was so dense that it was impossible to draw them
out with the tenaculum. The veins were large sinews,

and as the dissection progressed it became necessary

to secure the bleeding orilices by needles and with
ligatures. The oiieratiou was completed after four
hours of most arduous labor." I am certain the dan-
ger or difficulty attending the opeiation, when per-

formctl without Fayrer's tourniquet, have not been
; overrated liy the aliove-mentioned .--urgeons. The first

I

ease operated upon in the Missionary llosi)ital was for

a scrotum measuring twenty-two inches in circumfer-

ence, estimated weight twmty pound.s. The operation

rcMiuired nearly two hours for its completion, and the

hemorrhage was fearful, and we experienced the same
tlithculty in securing the lileeding vessels as Prof.

Neill. In all our subsequent operations we have used
Fayrer's tourniquet, and the hemorrhage has been tri-

tiing in amount.
Our usual method of operating may be conveniently

described in connection with the histoiy of case No. 5.

The patient, aged thirty-four (li4) years, presented
himself for treatment with a scrotum measuring thirty-

si.x inches in circumference. It had an unusually
broad base, and came nearly to a level with the knees
when the patient was standing. It was covered with
verruncular growths, the largest of which were about
the size of a pea, and together with the remains of an
hypertrophied prei)uce on its anterior surface, the

growth presented all the usual appearances in such
cases.

About an hour before the operation, the scrotum
was elevated and compressed, so as to partially empty
it of its venous blood. The patient being well under
the influence of an amesthetic, Fayrer's tournii|uett

was applied about the neck of the tumor, and given in

charge of two assistants, who were directed to make
.-teady and firm traction. Two lateral tlaps were dis-

s<cted up, one from either side of the scrotum, tlie

incision extending from the penis to within an inch of
the anus. Next an incision was made through two
inches of fibrous tissues, ami one testicle dissected out
Ironi its abnonnal Ciivering; then the tis.«uis anterior

to and covering the jjenis were carefully divided upon

• Oro««, Tot. II., p. SOS.

ThlxiiiiKUtx.fniiiui'of whiivHXinl nli.inl Bvi- fc<?( loHK. Thi'cndu
UK' niatli^ f-.ti4t tu wmNk'ii haiitlli-H : n KiiiaU rintf ih Hiippcd over a luo|>uf

tliw cvrxl, M) as to keep ll in |K>t.itiuii.
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a director, until it wsis exposed to view. As the i)re-

jHic wiis diseased, it was entirely removed, iind the
penis dissected free from its surrouiidinj; adhesions ; af-

ter whichthe remaininj^ testicle was <niickly found, and
freed from the lilirous tissue in which it was inil>ed-

ded. The LH'uitals were i^iven in cliarj^c of an assist-

ant, who was directed to liold them well up out of the
way, when the tournii|nit was loosened anil the tumor
removed with a few strokes of the scalpel. An assist-

ant, provideil with a largo sponge, was directed to

make immediate pressure on the wound until tile arte-

ries could lie li^ated. In n\any instancis torsion isi|uite

sutlicient tu anest the hemorrhage. The wound was
dre.s-sed with carbolic acid solution, one part in fijrty,

and aftc'rward with a .salve containing carholic acid.

It will be seen that the operation c<insists, I. In the
elevation of the scrotum for an hour or more before
the operation; II. The use of Fayrer's tourniquet.
III. Dissecting up lateral tlaps. which should not in-

clude any of the diseased skin; IV. Dissecting out
the penis and testicles; V. Holding the genitals w<'ll

out of the way, and removing the scrotum with a few
well directed strokes of the scalpel ; VI. .\rresting the
hemorrhage by pressing upon the wound and liy ligat-

ing or twisting the arteries.

should hydrocele e.\ist, the sac should 1)C opened
with a free inci.sion. In s<mie cases the spermatic
cords are much elongated, but they retract soon after
the operation, and in a few days the testicles arc
drawn up close to the inguinal rings. The parts
are usually covered witli granulations in two or three
weeks, after which time skin grafting may be advan-
tageously resorted to. In conclusion, we append a
table of fifty cases of eleiihantiasis scroti, which have
been operated up in Southern China, all of which
have recovered.

It will be seen by referring to the table that thirty-

three of the patients had had ague. One had never
had it, and in the remaining cases the record was
defective in this respect. About one half of the
patients have had hydrocele, and in connection with
it the testicle has freipiently been atrophied.
The average age of the patients has been thirty-

eight, and the average duration of the disease eight
and one-half years.

Ciise No. 4 we believe to be entirely unique. The
tunujr measured a foot in diameter and had its origin
from the skin covering the lineaalba and recti nmscles.
Wh<-n the patient stood erect the tumor covered the
genitals. As it gave him much inconvenience we
decided to operate, but shortly before the appointed
time the patient absconded, and we have heard no-
thing of him since.

EXDOC.VRDI.VI, Vl-.GETATIOXS IN THE IIoilSE.—M.
Trasbot, Profes.sor in the Veterinary School of .Vlfort.

presented to the Anul^mif tic Mideciii recently, tlie

heart of a colt aged eighteen months, which presented
the following lesions; Chronic endocarditis with
vegetations, and insullicicnce of the semilunar valves of

the pulmonary artery; extensive dilatation, vege-
tation. an<l insulhcience of tlii' tricuspid valve.

M. Tnisbot called attention to the following points

in the history. When the colt was one year old. it

wa.s suddenly seized with marked lameness of the

right leg, with red and painfid swelling of the fetlock

joint and p:ist<'rn. This lameness lasted about three

weeks, and w.is probably rlu lunatic in it.s nature. This
was regarded as a new confirmation of the connei'tion

between rheimiatism and diseases of the licart.

—

Bul-
letin general de T/ieriipeiitiqiw, February "J'J.

TWO CASKS OF MUSCULAR HUPTUKE
IN WHICH MASSAGE WAS USED.

Bv DOUGL.\S GRAIIA.M, M.l).,

OF DOSTON,

C.\SB I.—^Ir. J was a moderately corpulent,
hale and hearty old gentleman, about seventy yeai-s of
age. Nearly three years after riiiituiing the teiidon of
his left rectus feinoris he called to see me, and I

gathered ivnm him the following history relative to
his case: In getting off a horse-car, thinking it had
stopped when it had not. he fell down, and as it was
with ditlicuity he could stand when he got up, he was
taken home in a carriage. The tissues above and
around the left knee-joint were swollen and ecchy-
moscd. Ashe bore with impatience the restraint of
rest which his physician put him under, at the end of
a week he attempted to walk, but falling ilown two
or three times somewhat detened him from further
attempts at this means of locomotion. Immediately
following this came a nwrcifiil (i) illness of gastric
origin, which kept him in bed for a couple of weeks.
At the end of this time the extravasation had been
absorbed, leaving a depression above the patella, into
which two fingers could almost be passed. Since
then he had only been able to walk short distances,
two or three sipiares or so, very awkwardly, and with
his mind concentrated on the lame leg. for when he
was off guard; which was quite frequently, he would
fall.

About this time he consulted me, and after three
applications of massage he walked from his house
around the Common and Public Garden— about a
mile and a half. The following week he had
three more seances, when he again tried his pedes-
trian powers more than his business gave hiiii

any occasion to do, and this time extended his
walk considerably beyond that of the previous week,
••with greater ease and comfort," he said, "than
he ever believed he would, and without scarcely
thinking of the lame leg." After three more ni(iK.iiii/t'ti

he went out of town to look at a country residence
for the summer, and being seated in a rear car he
thought they had not quite reached the depot he
wished to get out at. But when they started he dis-
covered his mistake and pulled the bell-rope, got out
when the cars stopped, and walked back to the depot
on the track, a distance of over a mile. The carriage
he had engaged was, by that time, gone, and none
could be got. for it wa,s only a small eoimtiy station.

So off he started on foot and walked from and to tl e
depot, over a hilly country, in all aiiout five or six
miles, enough to tire almost any one, he thought, and
yet the lame leg felt no worse than the otlier next
day. He continued to have such good use of the
limb without any more troul)lc for four months longer,
when he was taken with a severe illness, which still

keeps him prostrate.

'I'lie treatment was friction and kneading of the
whole limb with the palm and lingers, varied with
acto-passive or resisting movements of the foot, leg.

and thigh in all their natural directions. 'While usii.g
the acto-|)assive motion it was interesting to observe
from time to time the increasing strength and ease i f

movenient which he was ),aiiiiiig. That such tr. at-

ment often improves the nutrition and contractility
and comfort of mu.scles, and const ipKiitly makes thi m
more ready to obey the mandates of the will, or tlii!

automatic action of its subordinate centres, has been

[
recognized from the most ancient times.
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Case II.—Dr. Bull, of Worcester, has very kindly
sent me his notes of tlie following case : Mrs. C, aged
45, a roliust and muscvilar American lady, weighing
165 pounds, fell heavily on a slippery sidewalk, on
March 13th, 1873. She did not bruise any particular

part of her body, but made a violent effort to save

herself, and was badly shaken. Her menses came on
prematurely that day; * no other inconvenience was
complained of, except a feeling as if she had taken

cold in the neck. On the morrow there was decided

pain in tlie neck and shoulder, which was not re-

lieved by the usual household liniments, but grew
steadily worse until I saw her on March 17th, four

days after the fall. I found her carefully supporting

th3 left elbow and hand, and inclining her head to the

bft side. When perfectly still, she felt only a dull

ache ; but the slightest movement of the head or arm
caused her to cry out, witli pain in the left shoulder,

neck, and back of the head. The pain was distinctly

crarap-like, and more severe than anything she had
ever suffered, even in childbirth. The skin was not

at all Ijruised, nor was thei'e any signs of injury in the

shoulder-joint. Tliere was only great tenderness al)ove

the scapula, covering an area as large as one's hand.

After half an hour's massage of the muscles of the neck

and shoulder, the tenderness was found to be confined

to a spot on the side of the neck, a couple of inches

aboye the scapula, where the slightest pressure caused

acute pain and spasmodic contraction of the anterior

fibres of the trapezius, running up to the occiput two
inches or so behind the ear. Light rubbing was soon

tolerated over the spot, and the pain no longer radiated

to the occiput and shoulder. Before leaving I was al)le

to move the arm freely in all directions ^vithout causing

pain, and the patient could move her arm and her head
a little while my hand supported the trapezius, without
the spasm coming on.

Diagnosis. —Rupture of anterior fibres of the trape-

zius, in the effort to save herself from falling.

The improvement continued, and 'the patient was
toleraljly conifortalile lying on her right side. Tlie

spasm occurred occasionally in the night, and half a
dozen times next day. There was thought to l)e a

slight depression at the seat of pain, and a swelling

behind it. On the 18th, after massage, the head could

be raised and nodded, and moved to the riglit without
spasm, but any attempt to move it to the left was fol-

lowed by spasm, and was not persevered in. JIassage

was used by me for several days ; voluntary motion of

the trapezius was encouraged, and on the 31st of

March all symptoms had disappeared. At present,

August 4th, 1875, if the lady sweeps much or takes

cold, she has some pain in the old spot, but rest soon
relieves it. The doctor adds: "Ihave not given my
notes in full, as they contaiu little else of interest ; but

I have said enough to show how a lady, not in the

least nervous or hysterical, was relieved liy tiia.'^<iijf of

a very severe pain—restored to a healthy condition

more speedily than could have been accomplished by
any other therapeutic means."

Gently administered massage is soothing and hyp-
notic, hence its tolerance at the commencement of its

use in this case. More forcil)ly apjilied, it is capable
of producing an agreeable sort of anaesthesia, f so that

by working at some distance from the painful spot,

A patient of mine, set. 42, convalescing for a year from rhenma-
tisra, fell heavily on her nates, and the nienses. which had been absent
for three months, came on a^ain.—(D. G.)

+ A familiar example of this is the pinching up of the fold of skin
between the thumb and forefinger, and working it for a minute or two
before introducing the needle of the hvpodermic syringe, which may
then be done without the patient's even knowing the moment at which

1 % penetrated the skin.

we can gradually approach it. The circulation at the

same time being freely excited in the vessel and tissues

near the cardiac side of the objective point, has a fa-

vorable revulsive effect. As soon as massage could be
tolerated upon and about the seat of the injury, the

effused products would be distriljuted over a greater

area, their points of contact with the veins and lym-
jihatic vessels increased, and, consequently, absorp-
tion— aided still further by the risa-terijo of the

ninssa'je upon the returning circulation—could be
carried on more rapidly ; all of which, it seems to me,
would be as likely to favor recovery in cases of this

kind as in sprains.

These are the only two cases of the kind I know of.

All the reading I can find about the matter is the follow-

ing from Estradfere, page 141 ; •' In muscular rupture of

small intensity, le tmumije, by favoring the resorption

of effused liquids is one of the good therapeutic

agents."

A CASE OF DISLOCATION OF THE
RIGHT FEMUR ON THE PUBES.

By ERrfKINE MASON, M.D.,

PROFESSOR OF CLINICAL SURGERY, MEDICAL DEPARTMENT OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK ; SURGEON TO THE
BELLEVCE AND ROOSEVELT HOSPITAL.^.

P. C, a strong muscular man, aged 55, was brought
into my wards at Bellevue Hospital, Dec. 31, 1S75,

and gave the following history. On the evening
previous to admission, while leaning against a railing

which enclosed an area, in some manner, unknown to

himself, he fell over the railing into the area, a
distance of nine or ten feet. He was insensible when
picked u]) (which was immediately after he fell) ; but
on returning to consciousness he found he was unable
to stand, and that there was great immobility of the

right liml).

As the patient lay in bed the limbs were parallel,

the right foot was strongly everted and fixed. He
was unalile to move the limb of his own accord be-

yond drawing up his knee to a slight extent. A
globular iirominence, which was evidently the head of
the femur, was observed in the groin pushing upwards
Poupart's ligament. By measurement, the head of the

bone was found one inch from the anterior superior

spinous process of the ilium, the femoral artery was
pushed inwards and upwards, rendeiing its pulsations

very apparent. He preferred to cross the souiul limb
over the injured one, as in this position he said he felt

easier. The great trochanter was situated half an
inch below and Ijehind the anterior superior spinous
process, and there was a marked depressiim in the nor-

mal situation of the trochanter. As he lay in bed, he
could aljduct the limb only to a slight degree. Two
inches brlow the tuberosity of the right tibia was a

recent al irasion of the skin. Upon making careful meas-
urements of the limli from tlie anterior sui)crior spinous
process of the ilium to the end of the inner malleolus,

I was surprised to find that the slioitening was but a
quarter of an inch. In order to be correct in these

measurements I went over them several times, and they
were all confirmed by Drs. Frank H. Hamilton and
James K. Wood. Upon placing him in the erect posi-

tion, he stood with the foot strongly everted, the heel
slightly raised from the ground and resting just liehind

the inner malleolus of the sound limb, the knee a
little flexed and thrown outwards. AVe could not
bring tlie limb liackwards or forwards, and could
only aljduct it slightly.
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Patient liciiif; placi'd upon the floor ami cthenzoil.

I pniffrdcd to its ivdiiction l)y inanipulation. I'lvsiiit

—Drs. llaiiiiltou, Wood, tlip monil)ei-s of thi- house
staff, and my class of students. Tlie various numiiiu-
lations that were ivsortcd to are given in the order in

which they were used.

First (ittfmpl. I sli;,'htly flexed the tliiLrh, then
made extension and rotated outwards, Dr. llauiilton

at this period of the inanipuhition drawini; upon the

upper portion of the thij;li liy means of a jack towel
in an outward and upward direction, while I l)rouglit

the liml) down to llu' lloor. This attempt failed.

Srfmtl ii/tfiii/if. Flixin<j the thi'^li at a rii;ht angle
to the pelvis and rotatini; outwards. This failed.

Third iittriiijit. Flexion to same dcLfree as before,

and rotatiuLT inwards and l>rini;ini; the thiiili across

the middle third of opposite thij^h, pressiiii; the knee
down, at the same time making; extension and lirinj;-

ing the liml> down liy the side of the other. Failed.

Durini; this manieuvre I felt tlie head of the hone
.slip, liut upon examination it apparently had not
changed its position.

Fourth ad^iiipt. Flexion to same degree .is in the
otlHT two attempts, and makin>jf stroma extension.

Extension heiu'.; made hy a jack towel passina: under
the knee of the patient anil over my shoulders, the

pelvis of the pati<'iit heing held down l)y means of a.

folded sheet passinii over his pelvis and under the
feet of two assistants, who stood on either side of the
patient, the ends of the sheet beini; held securely in

their hands (this device, which was suirj^ested hy Dr.

Hamilton, answered admiralily in holdin!:; the pelvis
steadily to the floor). This attempt also failed.

^'ir'th ntli'iiijit. Patient was turned upon his left

side, and couiiter-extension made hy means of a jack
towel pa-ssiuLTover the perineum, and held by assistants.

I then, with the assistance of Dr. Wallace of the house
staff, made extension from the leir and thii^h, and
after a moment or two of extension t pressed tlie thii;h

a little backwards behind the other, and the head of
the bone ijlided into the acetabulum.

Patient Wius then [)laced in bed, where he remained
for some two or tluve weeks, and left the hospital .Tan.

2.5. 1876. He could walk without crutches, but pre-

ferred, he said, to rely on them a little longer.

I have regarded this case of sutheient interest for
publication for several reasons: First, the position of
the limb did not correspond to the usual description of
this rare form of dislocation given in our text-books.
There was not the marked abduction of the limb that
is usually ascribed to this dislocation ; on the contrary,
the limbs were parallel, and it was with diflieulty that
any degree of abduction could l)e produced. With
reference to the amount of shortening, it was less in

this case than I should have expected or regarded be-

fore very careful measurements had been taken, and
this point Wius particul.irly noticed by those who had
the opportunity of examining the case.

With reference to the method which should be cm-
ployed in the reduction of this form of hip dislocation,
there would appear to be no fixed plan of pniceduri'.

Indeed, if we examine, as we have done, reported
cases of this dislocation, we find that the methods that

have been adopted and proved 8U(^cessful have been
various. We are told, it is true, by Bigelow, that re-

duction ni.iy be effeited in a variety of ways ; and he
d(sicribes, in his most excellent work on Dislocations
of till' Hip. no less than five or six methods of manip
ulation ; though, a-s he states in his book, he has never
met with this dislocation, we have no means of know-
ing which wimld be the most effectual. As far as we
are aware, the ouly two dislocatious of this kind that

have been reduced by precisely the same manipulations
are those occurring in the practice of Dr. Fountain, of

Iowa, and reported in Hamilton's work on Fractures

and Dislocations. Though in one of our attempts wo
employed almost the .same kind of manipulation as
dill Dr. Foimtain, we were unsueee.ssful ; as were also

other methods, which in other cases had proved suc-

cessful.

From our study of this dislocation upon the cadaver,

it would appi'ar that this luxation should readily be

reduced by flexion of tlii> thigh, nearly if not (piite to a

right angle, then rotating the head of the bone inwards
or outwards, and gently rocking the same towards the

acetabulum, while we bring the thigh down parallel

with the other. Ex])erience, however, with these dis-

locations in the living subject, proves this not to be
the case, and it seems probable that but few of these

cases will be reduced by precisely the same mode of
procedure.

In this connection I should like to place upon record
an observation I made ui)on the cadaver while illus-

trating the several dislocations of the hip. and modes
of reduction by manipidation before the medical class

of the University last winter. It is well known to

surgeons, that in the reduction of dorsal dislocations,

either by the pulleys or manual manipulations alone,

that the head of the bone, insteail of at once ijassinu

into the acetal>ulum, will often fall into the thyroid
foramen, and this may occur several times before its

reduction is cITected. We found that when the ob-

turator intcrnus was intact, this accident did not occur;
Init upon rupturing or cutting this muscle, without the

greatest care on oiu' part this mishap would occur;

and, indeed, on two occasions, in spite of all our care,

the bone slii)pe(l into the thyroid foramen. These
experiments were done on a cadaver, where all the soft

jiarts were removed with the exception of the obturator

internus muscle and the ilio-femoral and capsular lig-

ament jiroper.

ll.'i West •14th Street, March 21, 1ST6.

THE TltP]ATMENT OF FRACTURE OF
THE NOSE.

By PHILIP A. BISSELL, M.D.,

MAHANOY CITT, PA.

The Mf.dic.vi, Uecokd (N. Y.), Vol. 10, No. 47, Xov.
'JO. 187.'). contains an article upon the treatment of
fnuture of the nose, |iy means of a cog-wheel apparatus.

I will give a history of three (li) cases, which I have
treated within the last year, two of which presented
tlie same ap|)earanee, the exceptional one which was
the second of tlu' three cases which I was called ujion

to treat, differeil from the other two in there being an
incised wound through the soft parts at the junction of
the vomer with the nasal cartilage. My iiiiiihiH ope-

niiiiti is the .same as that whicli is described by Mr.
-Vdams, bringing the parts in nilu with the aid of the

forceps. To hold them in coapt^ition I simply u.se

sponge tents, withdrawing the old and replacing new
ones daily according to the indications of the case. I

have not experienced any dilliculty from the scnsilive-

iiess of its lining membrane or otherwise, in introduc-
ing the above-mentioned support into the upper part

>'l the nasal cavity. I select tents which will expand
In about till' capacity of the nostril. I have not foiinil

any need whatever for a steel compressor, or any oilier

iiistrumeut with the exception of a strong pair of foi.
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ceps, to assist me in replacing the fractured portions of

bone, etc.

The following is a resume of the cases : Case

1. The fracture was produced Ijy being struck

-\\\t\\ an iron bar across the upper jjortion of the nose

at tlie junction of the nasal with tlie frontal lioue, caus-

ing a longitudinal fractin-e of the ossa nasi extending

to the inner eanthus of tlie eye upon the riglit side,

brealving the left side into small fragments, and
separating the cartilage from tlie vomer, etc.

Case 2. The iiatieutTwas struck with the handle of a

hoisting machine, causing nearly the same fracture,

with th^' exception of an incised wound at the junction

of the vomer with the nasal cartilage, nearly separating

that portion of the nose from the face, which had to

be held in place by sutures.

Case 3. Patient was struck with a lump of coal

which completely flattened the nose upon the face and
]) -oduced an injury to the supra-orbital arch on the

right. All three \i) of these cases were treated with

th:; spopg:^ tents, none of them presenting any deform-

ity exc.'pting from the cicatrices on the soft parts.

I cannot see what advantage the cog-wheel apparatus

has over th3 spongs tents, yet I can see how hollow

|)lugs can and would suggest hard ruljber tubes, which

could be made compressi!)le by hot water, made coni-

cal (if practicalile) and introduced into the nasal cav-

ity. They would be lietter than tents, as they could be

left any length of time without removal.

progress of iSEetiical Science

S.\LicvLTC Acid in the Tre.\tment of Acute .Vu-

TicUL.\ii Rheumatism.—Salicylic acid, since its intro-

duction into the materia inedica,has been very extensive-

ly employed as an antisejjtic and febrifuge. Its exact

value in lioth of these offices is still apparently ««?<_/»(?/«.

Within a few months, surprising results have l)eeu

claimed for it in the treatment of acute articular

iheumatism, and we give below a summary of the

results attained by several recent German observers.

Tims Dr. Strieker, from its use in Prof. Traube's wards,

declares tliat it has been found on trial to be a remedy
cai)al)le of detinitely curing recent cases of rhemnatic

affection of the joints in an exceedingly short time.

Hj does not claim for it the power of absorbing ex-

udations which have already taken place in the joints;

in the acute stage he finds improvement is coincident

with the fall of the temperature. lie considers it

harmless, if given in doses of from 7 to 15 grains an

hour. Wliile these are safe doses for young and vig-

orous persons, they may, in those who are advanced

or weakly, produce some excitement, with ringing in

th: ears, deafness and sweating. To prevent relapsts,

h3 advis3s that the acid should be continued in dimin-

ishing dos3s for some days after the chief sympton'S

are sulidu^d. The acid is of very doubtful utility in

chronic rheumatism, and that associated with goror-

rhnea and dysentery. Dr. S. uses the pure acid in a

pulveriz-d or finely crystallized form.

Di. Hildebrandt, in the Deutsclie Med. Wochei scTir,

No. 7, 1876, gives the details of a case of acute rluum-

atism, occurring in a girl of eleven, to wbom he gave

the salicylic acid in doses of 3J grains lumrly. with

thj result of complete relief of the symptoms at the

end of thirty six liours. It was continued in doses of

lA grains for some days longer.

At the end of a short article on the various uses of
salicylic acid, in which its use in diphtheria occupies
most attention. Dr. Robert Buch, from his own expe-
rience in a number of cases, confirms the favorable

views of Strieker regarding its use in acute rheuma-
tism. With him, too, it has proved unsatisfactory in

the chronic form. He prefers to give it. as recom-
mended by Ilanow, in solution with phosphate of

soda ; and nr>t. according to the })lan of Schulz, sus-

pended in mucilage.

L. Riess. of Berlin, is inclined to speak more guard-
edly than Strieker of the action of the acid in rheuma-
tism. Tlius he recommends it as a valuable antiseptic

in this disease, and says that in many cases, especially

when coming early under treatment, a great ameliora-

tion of the sym))toms is coincident with the deflorcs-

cence. From his figures, however, it would ajipear

that the duration of treatment in a majority of cases

is not very short. His own ])lan was to give the remedy
in large single doses, combined with soda, as often as

the temi)erature reached 102.2' F., but he afterwards

adopted Strieker's so far as to give la-grain doses

liourly: using as before, however, the solution with
phosphate of soda, and not the ])ure crystals. Still

iiis results were much less favorable than Strieker's.

He has more recently used the commercial salicylate

of sodn.

Dr. .Julius Steinitz, of Breslau, gives details of three

cases, in which he gave to two adults doses of 7i

grains hourly of the pure acid, and to a child of six

and a half years 3 grains at the like intervals. The
two foi'mer were ])ractically free from pain and fever

after nineteen and twenty doses respectively, although
the sec(nid one had l)een complicated with very violent

delirium. The child required but sixteen doses. Dr.

Steinitz. too, has found it entii'ely valueless in chrcmic

rheumatism.—.B«7. EUn. Woeh.', Feh. 21, If^ld—Allg.

Med. Ueid.-Zeit. Feb. 23, 2G, Mar. 1 and 4, 1876.

The Circui-atory Disturb.vnces visible to the
Ophth.vlmoscope in Trau.w.\tic Lesions of the
Br.vin.—M. Panas concluded a memoir on this sub-

ject, read before the Academic de Medeciii, with the

following resume of facts, that were established by
his observations

:

1. Papillary stasis often occurs as a result of the

different traumatic lesions of the encephalon (concus-

sion, contusion, wounds, fractures of the cranium,

&c.)
2. This st.asis in question is not always accompanied

by visual disturbances ; consequently tlie ophthal-

moscope should be em])loyed in all cases of injury to

the head, whether a diminution in the acuity of vision

be complained of or not.

3. According to the autopsies made, and according

to Schwalbe, this stasis seems to depend on an infiltra-

tion of blood or of serum into the sheath of the optic

nerve, and is not directly due to the cerebral lesion.

4. The papillary stasis cannot be said to belong to

one variety of cerebral lesi(m rather than to another,

nor does it afford us any assistance in judging of tlie

gravity of the lesion.

.'5. AH that can be affirmed in the present state of

:nir knowledge, is that the pajjillary stasis indicates

the presence of an effusion into the meninges.

—

La
BVaiice Mklicale, Feljruary 20th, 1876.

Numer,\tion of the Globules in the New-
BHiN.—M. Le|)ine reported to the SociHe de Binhnjie,

a", the meeting of the 12th of February, the results

f irnished by counting the globules in tlie new- born.

In his experiments, he used the instruments of M.
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Iliiyem. and took the Mood from a tiii-jcr or the ^reat

toe. He proved that tliere is a coiisiderabh' aiifjini'ii-

tation of the -^hiliulcs on the day after the liivtii of the

chihl, Imt on the second day a |)ro;;ressivc diminution
in their nuinUer l)e<;ins, and continues for a certain

time. In one ease Jl. L(5|iine found alternating aui^u-

mentation and diminution, where tliere was an un-
healtliy conditicm of tlie subject. Thi.s diminution of
tlie l;1oI)uU'.s, wliidi hejjins on tlie second day ami is

tinislied on tlie cij;lith day after Inrtli, is in inveisi>

relation to the chani,'es in the weiijht of tin' child.

On the day after hirth there is diminution in wei^dit.

due to loss of meconium and increa.se of the f^lolmles.

From the second day the weii,'ht i:o<s on increasini,',

while on the other hand the -Jiloliules diminish. It is

important to note that, in patholo:,'ical conditions, an
augmentation of the ,i;lol)ules corresponds always with
a decrease in wei'^ht, while at the same time a diminu-
tion in the gh>l)ules is attended liy increase of weight.
—Le Moucemeid Medical, February I'.l, ISTG.

Inf.\ntii.e P.\rai,ysis in ax Advi.t.—M. Conty
])res,'nted to the Svciete ile Biologie, on February 2(ilh,

a patient aued 28 years, suffering from acute myelitis

of the anterior horns ( infantile paralysis). The paraly-

sis, a hemiplegia complete in the lower, ineoinplete in

the uppiT extremity on the left side, appeared suddeidy
after a fever of four days" duration, without disturb-

ance of sensation or nutrition, or cerel)ral symptoms.
Atrophy of the muscles was apprecial>le in September,
a month after the coMimencement of thetroul)le; at

])resent the upper e.\tremity is one to tluve centime-
tres, the lower extremities three to eight centimetres,

le.ss in circumference on the left than on the right side.

The paralysis began to diminish a month and a half

after its first appearance, and at the pres<nt time all

the movements of thr' limbs can be performed, but
their force is diminished, and some of them arc very
limited. The nuiscles on the posterior aspect of the

leg and thigh contract but very slightly on the appli-

cation of th<' faradic current.

Tliere is moreover, a marked hypcrresthesia of the

paralyzed muscles, a diminution of one to four degrees

in the temperature of the atrophied parts, and finally

some very curious disturbances due to vaso- motor
paralysis.

—

Le Mnuvemeitt Midieal, March 4, 1870. 1

The Ferment of Uhe.\.—M. Musculus ha.s described

a new te.stpaper, by means of which urea in solution

can be recognized even when present in very small
quantity. lie obtained it by tilteriii'.; ammoniacal
uniu'. washing tli(^ filtrate with distilled water, and
coloring it with turmeric. This paper contains asniall

quantity of the ferment in its pores, where it may be
]>ri'servcd for a very long time. When the paper '

is dipped in a solution of urea, and then exposed to

the air, it becomes brown in a few minutes. This
change of color is due to the action of the ferment,

which metamorphoses the urea, a neutral body, into

carbonate of ammonia, without action on the turmeric
paper.

Kvery specimen of urine docs not furnish this fer-

ment ; some specimens can even be exposed to the air

for months in summer without undcigoini; alkaline

fermentation. The thick glutinous ammoniaeal urine

|i;»ssed by patient.s sntTering from catarrh of the blad-

der, is the richest in this ferment. Such urine can-

not be tiltered, because the mui'us in a short time
forms an impermeable coating, which gtops up all the

pores of the paper. If strong ali'ohol lie added to

it, however, the mucus coagulates into a mass resem-

bliug tjbrine, which can^ be eaiiily isolated from the

' Muid. This mucus is itself the ferment. In order to

preserve it, it must be dried by a gentle heat, pulver-

ised, and placed in a tightly corked bottle. This
urea ferment po8ses.ses none of the properties that

characterise the organised ferments, but has, on the

contrary, a great resemblance to the soluble ferments,

Mich as the diastase, the saliva, and the piincieatic

juice; in fact, according to M. liouchardat, acids and
alkalies hinder the action of the diastase, while alco-

Iml, ether, and creosote e.xert no iiiHuence over it.

The same is true of the urea ferment. CJarbolic acid
is the only aciil that exerts no action on this ferment.—Bulletin general de I'/urajn utiqiie, February 29.

Acute Gi-.\ndeiis.—Dr. John Reddy gives the his-

tory of a case of this disease, which came under his

observation. The patient, a stout, well-built man. had
travelled for three days on a steamer where there were
fourteen horses, ten of which were sick, the symptoms
being debility and a foul discharge from the nose.

' He was obliged to take care of them himself. Two of
the horses died and were thrown overboard, and on
two occasions he was made to vomit by the stench on
first going to the horses' quarters in the morning.
Four days after leaving the steamer he felt unwell, ex-
piriencing peculiar sensations about his limbs and
liody. not of a painful character, but producing a kind
of uneasiness. These continued for four days, when
111' was seized with a severe rigor, high fever, and pro-
fuse sweating. This condition lasted for five days,
when a globular swelling, about the size of a goose-
egg, was noticed under the right clavicle, extending
down to the margin of the third intercostal sjiace.

This had arisen the night before, and was exceedingly
painful and tender to the touch. Tincture of iodine was
painted over it, and warm linseed-meal poultices were
applied. The next day the iiainful swelling of the
chest was found to be relieved by the poultices and
iodine paint, but there was pain llirougliout his body
and along his arms and legs Three days after, a new^
feature presented itself: Along both arms, and from
the shoulders to the wrists, and from the hips to the
ankles, and in the calves of the legs, about one inch
apart, hard, well-defined swellings were felt, project-

ing somewhat from the skin, and about the size of
very small filberts. They were very painful to the
touch

; and here and there small, dusky, dry, erythe-
matous patches were seen. Along the su|)ra-scapular
region there was another globular swelling, a little

larger than that which existed on the chest, and e(|iial-

ly painful. For this, the game treatment was ordered.
The folhnving day the debility was marked, and the
jierspiration profuse. A tumor, similar to the one
mentioned over the scapula, appeared, occupying the
crown of the head and a |iortiou of the right parietal
bono. Pink streaks along the line of the lymphatics,
passing between or along the line of the hard, knotty
tumors, were also observed. The patient was languid,
and complained of great jirostratioii. On the seven-
teenth day of the disease, a number of vesicles appeared
on the arms and shoulders, which, in the coui-se of a
few hours, became pustular. They were not unlike
>mall-pox |)UkIu1cb, and made their appearance in

crops. On the llllli day the pulse was ILMT, and the
temperature l(i:i; . There was great prostration,
with a short cough and oppressed breathing, ami on
the twentieth day the patient died. After reading
Hollinper's exhaustive article on the subject, in Zicin-
-•ien's Cyehipa-dia. in vol. III., on Chronic Infections
Diseases, and other articles of a similar kind. Dr.
Keddy sayg he could not fail to recognize the great
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similarity l)etween them and the case brought under
notice.

—

Canada Medical and Surgical Journal , March,

1870.

1 MoRPn.E.\.—At a meeting of the Chemical Society of

London, D)-. Dyce Duckwortli exhibited an example of

tliis disease, giving the following history of the case:

The patient, a male, 20 years of age, had been under

observation for four years. The change dated from
an attack of headache, when he liad observed an alter-

ation in the color and texture of the skin on the left

side of the forehead. When first seen, there was a

sraootli. shiny, slightly depressed patch, which could

not be pinched up above the left eyebrow, and it

extended upwards over the forehead ; the patch

also involved the scalp, the hairs of which had
fallen out. The surface was dry, no perspiration

occurring when other parts of the face perspired,

and the sensation was blunted over it, but not

lost. The patcli slowly grew, a year later was still in-

creasing. Al)out one year after, it was still larger,

reacliing to the inner edge cf tlie eyebrow, and ap-

l)roaching more nearly the vertex. It Wiis of a dark,

raw sienna color, with vascularity here and thei-e. and
it was raised al>ove the surrounding surface. Subse-

quently, the patch l^ecame more depressed, especially

at the margins, and the color faded, only sliglit pig-

mentation remaining here and there, and it became
warmer and more vascular than the surrounding

skin. It was a curious fact that the disease was con-

fined to the left side in all the six eases that had been

recorded in English literature, tliis l)eing the seventh.

Dr. Hilton Fagge agreed witli Dr. Duckworth, in tlie

after discussion, that a disease so distinctly localized to

the region of one nerve, namely the fifth, should have a

distinct name. As to the pathology of tlie affection,

he did not know whether it was due to a definite

filjroid growth in the skin, as in the case of ordinary

diffused scleroderma ; if so, it would be an cxam])le

of what was at jjresent a doulitful occuri'ence—namely,

the atrophy and aljsorption in course of time of a true

fibroid tissue, as distinguished from a small-celled

growth.

—

The Lancet, March i. 1876.

Nervous Aphonia Cured by Inhal.^tion of CnLO-
ROFORM.—Dr. de Ridder, of Li&ge, reports a case in

which these inhalations produced the happiest results.

The patient, a woman of twenty-eight years of age,

of a good constitution, became aphonic while suffering

from an ordinary cold. Tiiis aphonia resisted all the

remedies employed, after the disapjiearance of the in-

flammatory symjjtoms. As the patient was hysterical,

}I. de Ridder, thinking that the aphonia was nervous,

employed without success, assafoetida pills, and then a !

narcotico-anti-spasmodic mixture. Finally he made her

inhale the vapor of chloroform for one or two minutes

every hour, in such a manner as not to produce anses-
]

thesia, h\xt just enough to produce a little giddiness
:

or stupefaction. The aphonia yielded little Ijy little,

and at the end of two days had comiiletely disap-

peared. Five months afterwards, chloroform was
again employed with like success for a recurrence of

the attack. Finally, a year later, the same aphonia,

accompanied by a spasmodic hiccough and incessant

vomiting of a glairy matter, showed itself after a vio-

lent attack of hysteria. The employment of chloro-

form, administered in the same way, again succeeded

as srcll as before. The hiccough and the vomiting

yielded on the employment of ether.

—

Journal de Med.

et de Chir., February, 1876.

The Action of Cold on Milk and its Pro-
ducts.—When cow's milk, ^ticsh from the udder, is

ex])oscd to different temperatures between 0" and + 6C°,

and kept at the same temperature for twenty-four or

thirty hours, the following results are obtained :

1st. The rising of the cream is more rapid, the

nearer the temperature at which tlie milk has been
•kept apjiroaches zero.

2d. The amount of cream obtained is greater, when
the milk has l)een exposed to a low temperature.

3d. The yield of butter is also more consideral>le in

this case.

4th. Finally, the skim milk, the butter, and the

cheese are of a better quality when the milk has been
kept cool.

MM. Tisserand and Boussingault think that the

low temperature arrests the evolutiim of the living

organisms that constitute the ferments, and prevents

production of the fermentation due to their action.

In some northciTi countries the milk is kept at a

temperature of 8" to G^', by means of large basins

filled with S])ring water or even witli ice.

—

BtiUetin

general de Therap., February 29, 1876.

Ergot in the Treatment op G.vlactorrhce.a. and
M.vsTiTis.—Dr. SchtscherliinenkofE obseived during
an epidemic of raphania that, associated with the

symptoms of ergotism, the secretion of milk in nurs-

ing women was often diminished or arrested. Recog-
nizing the fact that an accumulation of milk in the

ducts is the great cause of ])arenchymatous mastitis,

he prescribed the ergot of rye for two women, who in

former confinements had suffered from this troulile,

giving it as soon as there was swelling of the glands.

The results weVe most favorable. In so-called milk
fever he also gave ergot, combined witli cpiinine, in

doses of grs. v.-x. of each three times a day. He
also found it useful in arresting tlie secretion of
milk after weaning the child. He gave as much as a
drachm daily for a week without unfavorable results.—Sitzunaislierichte d. Ges. russ. Aerzte in Mosiiau, 1874.

—Allg. Med. Cent. Zeit., May 19, 1875.

Preservation of Meat by the Constant Electri-
cal Current.—Bloeh reports that a piece of meat,

through which a constant current was allowed to flow,

remained xmchanged in color and .smell after six days'

exposure to atmospheric influences ; while another
piece similarly exposed, but without the electrical

current, had become putrid at the end of the six

days. He promises to publish further exjjeriments.—

•

Centralhl. f. d. med. Wissenschnften, Jan. 22, 1876.

Camthorated Ether in Erysipelas.—According
to Cavazzani, a preparation consisting of camphor and
tannin, of each one part, and ether eight parts, is an
excellent application, even in cases of phlegmonous
erysipelas. It is also very efiicacious in Innns of the

first and second degrees; the heat disa])pears rapidly,

and blisters do not form. It should be applied every
three hours.

The De.vd among the Poor.—Tlie London Lancet
calls attention to the inconveniences attending post-

mortem examinations among the poor. In many in-

i
stances a whole family occu])ies but one room. The

j
editor suggests the propriety of establishing mortuary

I

houses in the crowded districts, where not only

j

autopsies can ))e performed, but where burial can he
1 awaited with decency.
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New Voilt. ^Vpiil 8. 18T6.

TRELIMINARY EDUCATION.

If we look over tlia catiilogues of our different medi-

cal collescs we slmll find tlint not one third of tlie stu-

dents liivve received a baccalaureate degree. Judging

from the standard of i)reliminary education adopted

in other countries, not one-third of our young men

who eommince the study of medicine and attend

medical lectures are properly ((ualitied to do so. Every

one knows that the reason for this is, tliat the medical

schools take any one who may choose to apply, and

who is able to pay the fees. It would be so much

against their interests to do differently that we can

hardly expect them to change their course by insisting

upon some method of prelijuinary examination wiiicli

would insure a higlier grade of intellectual acquire-

ments among the matriculants. Far from doing this,

we- have seen how much of a disposition there is to

tritle with some of the dearer interests of the profession,

in crowding upon us graduates who are wholly un-

titled for the responsible duty of jiractitioners, and

who have b.^en allowed to evade, not only the letter

but the spirit of the law, liy being credited with two

courses of lectures in one year, and thus actually siiort-

cning tlif term of study. There has been, it is true, a

great deal of talk on the part of the medical teachers

in regard to tlie necessities of reform ; but, witli one or

two exceptions in the case of medical colleges, noth-

ing has been done to effect it. Practically speaking,

it has amounted to nothing but high-sounding empti-

ness of promise to drown tlie clamor against what

they know to be their purely selfish interests.

It has long been evKhmt that any change for the

better must l>e made by tlie profession it.sclf, independ-

ent of tlie colleges. An attempt to effect a very de-

sirable departure from the system of allowing every

one to enter a medical college without a sufficient pre-

paration for the study of medicine was made by the

Aiuericau Medical iVsaoeiation in 1871. That body, at

the instance of its Committee on Medical Education,

passed the following

:

" That each State and local Mcdi< ;|iKlllRUBabej^
luested to |>rovid<'. as a ])ermanent |ini9^^^^JJ!|niia> .^,4. Of,,

* i-ufiiru'gliz;ition, a Hoard of Censors, for ilrtcrin

lional ipi.'ililieations of such ynung nun ^I^^^^^BI^ti
1<) comuience the study of inrdicine, .'ind that noMii'm-

ber of such society bi' pcrniittrd lo receive such a stu-

dent intohisortice until such student presents a certifi-

cate of proper preliminary education from the Censors
!i|ii)ointed for that ])urpose, or a degree from some
literary college of known good standing."

This resolution was adopted by the Medical Society

of this State the subsequent year, and another supple-

mentary one adopted, to the following effect:

"That no member of any medical organization re-

presented in this Society be permitted to receive a stu-

dent into his otliee until such student presr-nts a cer-

tificate of a Board of Censors, showing his qualifications

to enter upon the study of medicine."

Tlieoretically speaking, these provisions would seem

to remedy a very im])ortant defect in medical edu-

e;ition, but, practically, they became a dead letter.

The American Medical Association was seemingly

powerless to enforce its regulation, and the State Soci-

ety, through its county organizations, ignored its self-

imposed obligations. There were, however, two ex-

ceptions to tlie rule.in the case of the Medical Societies

of Erie, and of Ulster, in this State. Hoth of these

organizations deserve the credit of living up to the

principle involved in the resolutions named. The Eric

Coimty Medical Society particularly has distinguished

itself by a determination to do its duty in this respect,

in proof of which we quote the following extract

from the Examining Board, made at its last annual

meeting

:

" Since 1873 a continuous and systematic effort has
been made by this Society, to enforce the |)rovisions of
its by-laws in relation to preliminary edueation, as re-

commended by the State and National .Medical Societies.

This effort was begun by the Primary Board issuing n

circular to all the niciubers this Society, calling atten-

tion to the recomuKndations of the .\ineric:in Medical
.\ssociation, and our State Jledieal Society, together
with such )mrts of our own by-laws as relate to pre-

liminary education, and ivsking for tln^ support and co-
operation of all.

" It is not necessary to enter into a detail of all the?

official acts of this board since 1872; you are fully

acfiuainted with the results of our efforts. These re-

sults have been by no means commensurate with the

importance of the cause in which we have laboriMl, but
have been sufficient to denumstrate to us the entire

practicability of this part of reform in medical educa-
tion, and to afford abundant encouragement to con-
tinue our efforts in this direction."

Having done this much, the Society appeals to its

sister organizations throughout the State for co-opera-

tion, and asks the president of the State Society to

firing the matter before that body, and to urge organ-

ized efforts in the same work througlnrnt the State.

My all means let its example be followed. If such a

thing is accomplisheil, we can at least control to a crc-
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tain extent the entrance of unqualified men into the

nnllpn-pa- nt-^pngt. the profession can prove that it is iu

kg tlie work of reform, and can be en-

"e medical schools to a stricter respon-

. to the qualifications of their matricu-

INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF OTOLOGY.

The American Otological Society has issued a call

for an International Congress of Otologists, to be

held in New York, on Friday, Sept. 1.5, at Chickering

Hall, the day after the adjournment of the Oplitlial-

mological Congress. Many of the American, and some

of the foreign, Ophthalmologists are also Otologists;

therefore it is believed tliat the sessions of this Congress,

which are for one day, will be well attended. Dele-

gates from Fi-ance and Great Biitain have already

promised their presence.

UcDteius flitti ttoticc0 of OooKs.

Extka-TJterine Prtcgnanct ; Its Causes, Species,
Pathological Anatomy, Clinical History, Diagnosis,

Prognosis and Tre.atment. By .lonx S. Parry, M.D.,
Obstetrician to the Philadelphia Hospital ; Physician
to the Department for the Diseases of Women iu the
Presbyterian Hospital ; Vice-President of the Obstet-
rical Society of Philadelphia, etc., etc. 8vo, pp., 273.

Philadelphia: Henry C. Lea. 1876.

Tms oljscure branch of midwifery has recently at-

tracted unusual attention in various medical jour-

nals, and has been brought prominently before many
of the Obstetrical Societies for discussion ; but the juo-
fession has long felt the need of some special treatise,

presenting a full historical record of cases, descriliing

tlieir pathological anatomy, and discussing the various

and most apjiroved methods of treatment.

Dr. Parry has fully satisfied this want in the book
before as. Tlie work is b.asedupon the analysis of .500

cases of e.\tra uterine gestation, collected and arranged
so that the views of various observers may Ije readily

compared.
Of these cases Dr. Parry has made a most critical

and searching examination, closely discriminating 1)6-

tween statements based ujjon conjecture and specula-

tion merely, and facts deduced from large clinical

experience.

While the various ]iarts of the treatise contain many
origin.al and valuable suggestions, the sections on
pathology and treatment are especially excellent, and
show an extraordinaiy amount of research and care.

Tiie taliular presentation of the suljject of gastrotomy
leads to important practical conclusions.

The book will doubtless have an extensive cirenla-

lation, and will greatly aid tlie student of this recondite
department of medical science.

Dr. II. Lenox Hodge's Note Book for Cases of
OvARr.\N Tumors, and other Abdominal Enlarge-
ments. Philadelphia, Lindsay i& Blakistou : 1875.

Pamphlet, p. 35.

In the preparation of this little book, modelled
as it is in the main upon that first suggested by
Spencer Wells, nothing appears to have been omit-

ted which could contribute to thoroughness and
accuracy of diagnosis, or to a systematic record of the

history and progress of a case. No one could devise

anything Ijetter for tlie record of liis fir.st cases; but as

they accunuilate, everyone, prolialily. would introduce

changes in the plan to suit his own ideas of classifica-

tion. A page on which post-mortem appearances may
be noted appears to be a desideratum, unless, indeed,

one can be so sanguine or so charit.able as to believe

tliat the skill of ovariotomists has now become so great

that an autopsy never enters into their calculations.

The Physician's Visiting List for 1876. Thirty-fifth

year of its publication. Philadelphia : LiNDS.W &
Blakiston.

It still continues to be an agreeable and valuable

pocket companion for the medical practitioner.

Ecport0 of Societies.

OBSTETRIC SECTION.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

Prof. Isa.\c E. Taylor, Cii.\irm-\n.

A stated meeting was held at the residence of the

Chairman. March 20th, 1870.

Prof. Taylor with brief and appropriate remarks
welcomed his guests, thanked the members for their

suffrages in making Iiim their presiding (jflicer, and
pointed out what should be accom|)lishi'd by the

section. The regular order for the evening being

phantom TU.MOR8.

Dr. Chadset referred to a condition which he had
met in a wiuiian, 40 years of age, who had never
liorne children. The lower jiart of the abdomen was
distended l)y a hard tumor that pressed upon the blad-

der to sucli an extent as to render catheterization

necessary. The bladder Ijeing emptied, an active cath-

artic and emetic were administered, the catamenia
appcai-ed, not very profusely, and the uterine tumor
was reduced to its natural size. Tlie enlargement had
been felt by the woman for some time, but with the

return of the menstrual flow had entirely disajipeared.

Inquiry: Was it congestion of the uterus, or

something else ?

Dr. Worster remarked that he had seen cases in

which venous congestion depending upon flexions had
been developed to such an extent as to give rise to a

condition closely resembling what is commonly under-

stood by the word tumor ; l)ut which had entirely

disappeared when the neck of the uteius liad lieen

straightened and a certain amount of local dissection

made. He referred to one case in which the pelvis

was filled with a uterus that was enlarged in conse-

quence of arrested return circulation dependent u|ion

flexion. Tlie flexion removed, tlie parts were restored

to their normal size.

Dr. Downs referred to a case which he thought
might be classed under the head of

UNUSUAL uterine HEMORRILUiB.

He was called to visit an unmarried German girl, aat

38 years, and found her pale and almost pulseless, on
account of loss of lilood from the uterus. A jiiece of

ice, as large as could be used, was at once introduced
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into tin' vai^iiiii and c.iMicil U|i to till- cervix. The osi

W11-; open to iihont liiilf the si/.e of tlie index finf;er, a

tritle soft aliout the edires. and situated to the left side

of the |)elvis. The liody of tile nteius coidd lie easily

reeo'^nized Iviii;; to the rijjht side of the pelvis, and
when |)ress(d npon -.'ave a s( nsation to the tinker as

thoiiLfh it eontaine<l tliiiil. A lianda<;e was adjusted
to retain the ice in position, and draehm doses of equal

liarts of fluid exirnet of ertrot and paregoric -were

administered every half hour until the (low ceased.

The hlood which was lost clotted ruiickly, was of

a hrii^ht red color, and was sonKthin-; more than

three quarts by measure. It was closely cxaniineil.

l)Ut no evidences were found which led the doctor to

believe that tin- flow depended upon a iniscarria<;e.

The woman had not had her coursi's as freely for

three or foiu- niontlis as usual, otherwise they had been

regular.

At the end of two weeks, the doctor was not able to

make anythinj; more of the case, and came to reirard

it as one of uterine conitestion, which relieved itself

suddenly in the way of this profuse flow.

ANTISKPTIC TKK.\TMKNT OF Dtl'IITllERTA.

Dh. Post referred to a patient whom he was called

to visit in the mornini^. a bcjy ;! years of aire, who had
very considerably swollen tonsils, with diphtheritic

])atches upon them; considerable n\ueous dischartce

from the nasal cavities: and glandular enlargement
with tenderness at the angle of the jaw. The doctor

at once prescribed bi-oniini; with bromide of potassium,

after the following formula :

IJ Potass. Bromid. 3 i.

Aqua- 7 i. M.

Dissolve in the solution of bromide of potassium,

twenty minims of bromine.
Of this mixture administer gtts. x in a teaspoonful

of water eveiy lioiu\

The nasal cavities were hourly washi'<l with a solu-

tion of eonnnou salt in water, a teas|)oonful of salt to

the pint of water; and one grain of sulphate of qui-

nine given in solution every two hours. To these were
added a tablespoonful of milkpuneh every hour.

In the evening the patient was found breathing with
much greater ea.se than in the morning, and was sit-

ting up in bed.

This single case sim])ly showed something for the

disinfectant plan of treatment,

I)ii. Post also referred to another boy, n;t, 9 years,

who had the disease much worse than the boy just

alluded to, and the solution of bromine with bromide
of potash was applied by means of a swab, because

the |)atient made no resistance, us was the case in the

other patient. In other respects, the treatment was the

same. In the latter case also there was marked
improvement at the second visit; and at the end of

four or live days the patches of diphlhi'ritic exudation
had all disappeared and the jialient was fairly conva-

lescent.

Three weeks subsequently, the boy had double vi-

sion, which was treated by the use of strychnine in 1-00

gr, do.ses thrice dailj, and complete recovery followed.

There was another child of thr family at that time,

and he was removed from the house. He, however,

was attacked with diphtheria a few ilays afterwards ;

and, apparently, was no worse than the boy who was,

under Dr. Post's care, but the case proved fatal.

1)11. Downs inepiired whether the dose of milk-

punch given to a boy three years of age was not rather

large 1

Du. WoKSTEB remarked, that he regarded stimu-

mm
lants as the sheet-anchor in the treatment of diph-

theria.

I)n. Post further remarked, that In

fair inference, that whatever benetit wn
disinfectant n'medie.s, came rather by

short intervals and in doses of corrc sj^jJiji^sOT
than in larger doses given at longer inli'iv.Tfsl^pi^'^

TuK C'll.MliMAN referred to the susceptibility mani-

fested by Certain patients relative to the aeliim of

strvchnine, and mentioned one case where niaikid

riLiidity of muscles was developed soon after the ad-

ministration of the second dose of ,,'„th of a grain ;

and another case wln're |l,,tli Ltrain doses ])roduced the

physiological ell'ect very rapi<lly.

Dk. C\no remarked, regarding the use of bromide
of potassium in the treatment of diphtheria, that it was
his main reliance, and had been for the last lifleen

years. The doctor m.'iinlained that there was nothing

which dissolved the membrane with greater cerlainity

than this drug, lie employed it in solution of the

strength of one drachm to the ounce of water, and
ei>nnnonly applied it in the form of spray. Whenever
tlie breathing became dry, he at once resorted to the

spray for a few moments, when the child usually com-
menced to br<'athe more freely, and, in many cases,

coughed and threw out ])atches of mendirane. He
reeommended its early use, as there was no more effi-

cient method of relieving capillary coi; 'jest ion.

Dit. KiNN'Ki.i, remarked, that it was dillic iilt t<i know
what was meant by the term early. AVlan the mem-
l>ranc was formed, the disease was develoiud ; and,

prior to that time, how were we to tell whether it was
a case of diphtheria or not ?

Dit. C.viio replied, that when he noticed an increased

redness in the thro.-it in a patient who com))lained of
the chilly sensations, general malaise, aching limbs,

headache, etc., symptoms commonly atti ndiuL' diph-

theria, and the patient had been within the intlnenee

of the disease, lie did not wait for the form.-ition of

the membrane, but at once resorted to measures to re-

duce the cajiillary congestion ; and for that purpose

there was nothing better than the bron\ide of potas-

sium. Whether such a case was to develop into one
of true diphtheria, he was not able to say ; but if it

did prove to be a ca.sc of diphtheria, the remedy
wliich he wished to use had been commenced early:

and if it did not prove to be one of dii)htheria, cer-

taiidy no harm was done.
Dr. Finnkm. continued, that he h.ad not saved a

single case in which the membranehad become formed,

and inquired of Dr. Caro if he could point to any
eases of diphtheria wliich had got well under his plan

of treatment?
Dii. C.\RO in rejily. cited six cases in one family with

recovery in every ca.se.

Dk. Finnki.i, said, he believed the best thing for

liimself to do, then, was to change his location.

1)11. PlMilM.K mentioned the fact that the (irst written

(lescri|)tion of the disease known as diphtheiia, was
liy Dr. Cadwallader (olden, a New York |)liysieian, in

the year IT'iH. Dr. IJard wrote his celebrated (laper

on Angina in the year 1771. and from this, lircton-

neau, in his writings upon this affection, had taken

almost the exact language.

l)n. C'asti.k remarked, that in Ziemsscn's Cyclo-

pa'dia there was evidence that the disease wa,s known
far back among the Araliians.

StJDDEN BLINDNESS A880CIATBD WITH PUEONANCV.

The CllAliiM.vs statid, that he had under observa-

tion two casts of uterogestation, in both of wUicb
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loss of vision -was suddenly developed, without cede-

ma "6 JjMiST'jMY
^"''^ symptoms of any kind. Without

^i^'iimgV^^l 1 . the question arose vrhat should the

^entiucijt'bQ^or that class of eases? One of them
'Sva'^ ill fhr sixth, and the other in the seventh month
ofHIMjy^^ii^y. The urine had a specific gravity of

lOl.'W^roso. and contained considerable albumen and
some ei)ithelial easts.

One ))atient was totally blind in one eye, and could

see only sliirhtly with tlie other. From tlie experience

which Tir. Taylor had had in such cases, he recom-

mended the induction of premature laljor : for, the

great danG;cr was the development of convulsions.

Premature labor could l)e completed in from thirty-

five to forty-five minutes, and delays were dangerous.

He was of the opinion that in nine out of twelve cases

of this character, the measure would lu'ove a success,

and .save the life of the woman. So far as the child

was concerned there were grave doubts with regard

to its viability in any event, as "it doulitless felt the

powerful im|)res,sion produced by the circulating

poisonous element.

Dr. iruBRARii inquired concerning the quantity of

water lieing passed by the ))atient to which particular

reference was made ?

Dr. T.wi.or replierl that she was passing al)out one

quart in twenty-four hours, but that he had had just

such cases where one gallon was passed within the

same li'ugth of time.

Dr. Hubrard believed that if the kidneys could be

made to act so that the ))ropcr quantity of urine would
be discharged, such patients can be carried through

without resorting to i^remature labor. He further re-

marked that he had had three such cases, at fifth,

seventh, and eighth mouths respectively, and all went
through safely.

Dr. T.wi.or inquired whether the eyesight was af-

fected in those cases?

Dr. Hubbard i-eplied that it was not, to any great

extent.

Dr. T.vti.or remarked that, he regarded that symp-
tom, its sudden development without O'denui. as the

particular feature of his cases ; and that, in tliat par-

ticular class of cases, premature labor offered the

best results.

Dr. IIunnAiiD believed that, if the woman should

receive tablespoonful doses of infusion of digitalis, she

would go safely tlirough the night ; and from that she

could be safely carried through to term.

Dr. T-Vylor said that the woman had already been

carried along for ten days, was perspiring freely, and
seemed quite comfortable; but at his evening visit

there were some twitchings. and he would not I)0 sur-

prised at any moment to receive a call witli the an-

nouncement that tlie woman was in convulsions. The
point iu the cases was the suddenness witli whicli the

symptoms were developed. Tlie albumen in the urine

had u<i sjiecial significance except as it pointed in the

direction of danger.

Dr. Finnri.i. inquired of Dr. Taylor whether he

would perform premature labor before convulsions

were develojicd ?

Dk. T.wlor rejilied no ; unless there were prominent

symptoms indicating their apjiroach.

Dr. Post inquired of Dr. Taylor if he had Ijled any

of this class of patients, before convulsions had taken

place ?

Dr. T.wlor replied that he had not.

Dr. Post then referred to cases in which he had
given relief from tlic tlireatenings of convulsions by
blood-letting; Init he had never had occasion to

employ it iu cases where sudden Ijliudness was

present. In the light of his experience, however,
he should regard such cases as proper ones in

which to resort to this measure, and preferred to first

determine what lilood-letting would do, in cases

which would admit of it, before resorting to prema-
ture lal)or.

Dr. Finneli, inquired of Dr. Taylor, how he per-

formed the operation ?

Dr. Taylor replied tli,at he ordinarily used Barnes'

dilators, until the os internum was dilated to the size

of a silver quarter; and then, introducing one or two
fingers, performed external version, In'inging the

breach down, when one or both knees or feet will

dro]) into the hand, when they can be seized, brought
down, and the lat)or very soon completed.
Dr. Finnell inquired what olijection there could

be to the introduction of first one finger, then a second,

and then a third, for the imrpose of dilating the os ?

Dr. T.vylor replied that the dilatation could not

be ])roperly done in that manner, for it is the os inter-

num that must be dilated, and the dilator must be
cariied al)0ve that point.

The hour of ten having arrived, the .section adjourn-

ed to an adjoining room, where difficult cases and
local applications for throat diseases gave place to a
delicious prescription for gastric disc^uietude.

NEW YORK MEDICAL JOURNAL ASSO-
CIATION.

Stated Meeting, Mareli ZUh, 1876.

Dr. E. G. Lorino, President, in the Chair.

Prof. M. A. Fallen read a brief but interesting

paper upon the mechanism, prevention, aud treatment

of

PERINEAL LACERATION.

The anatomy of the perineal body was first studied

;

and it was noticed, .as the reader passed to the ques-

tion of mechanism, that he used the term " procession

of the vulva," instead of " retrocession of the sacrum."
Under the head of Prevention, Dr. Fallen recom-
mended that, in certain cases, lil)eral inci.sions should
be made upon both sides, Ijut always al)ove the ducts

of Bartholini, aud in tlie interval between labor-pains.

Among file accidental causes of this lesion were
mentioned laceration of the cervix, whicli might ))er-

mit tlie head to be driven upon the perineum before

it l)ecame sufficiently distended to safely resist the

pressure; unskilful instrumentation—not that it neces-

sarily attended the use of instruments, for the forceps

might save a ])erineuni—but when predisposing causes

were present, they niiglit give rise to rupture ; unusual
size of tlie fojtal liead, perliaps conqilicated with
small vagina and vulva; undue amount of adi])ose

tissue; ulcerations of the fourchette, etc. The (iredis-

posing causes were divided into vulvar, vaginal, and
pelvic. If the head were suddenly protruded from
the vulva with a sh.arp pain, it was maintained that

the attendant miglit suspect a perineal rupture. For,

when the uterine forces were active, and tlie liead was
di'iven through the cervix liefore proper dilatation

could take place, and thus made to descend ujion the

perineal structures, or when certain other accich ntal

and predis[)osing causes were present, it was main-
tained tliat no skill could prevent laceration. It was
believed that many ruptures occurred which passed
unnoticed. The doctor, in general terms, dissented

from tlie opinion tliat perineal lacerations heal spon-

taneou.sly. Under the head of treatment, Dr. Fallen
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advised the imiiieditite application of silvur-wiie !<u-
; Du. JlEssiNiiBU had seen some ten or twelve limidrcd

lures, unle^s the exhaustion ol tlie jnitient precludetl ' eases of labor, with only one rupture ot the iiuruieuni

tile operation, lie urgeil ininieduite operative inter- ot sullieient iuiporlance to denianil sul>se(pient alteu-

terence, if possible; ou the ground that in no single tion. He argued in lavor ol manipulation lor preveu-

instance had he seen a perleci restoration of the parts liou, aiul chielly in the way ol eunirolliug the too rapid
in the cases wiiere spontaneous union had been said descent ot the lieail.

to have taken place. In all tUe cases he had seen, llie

fourchette liail been found destroyed, ami tlie niUscles

had always been found separated. It was maintained

that sutures were the only sustentative measures w liii li

sUoultl be employed, tliat tuey should be ileei). and
not more than a line apart, aiul should be ^upple-

menteil ijy superhcial sutures in each mter-spuce ; that

ine i)owels slioiild lie kept soluble by warm eiiemata,

and not constipated by opium, alter llie coninion rule;

tliai the vagina should be ke^jt well cleansed; the

bladtler welt emptictl ; and that advantage miglit be

tierive.l if the nates of the patient were placed in an

India rul)ber ring cushion tilled with air. The doctor

claimeit tUat no operation lor the restoration ot tlie

tleto Jnstruincnts.

A NEW ETHER APPARATUS.
By OSCAU II. ALUS, M.D.,

SUnOEOS I'llEBUyxKltlAN UObl'lT.VL U'HlLAUKH'HIA),

The apparatus consists of a wire frame-work, suf-

ticieiitly large to cover the lower part of the face.

The wires are parallel, and about an eigiith of an inch

apart. Hetweeu the wires, Iroin side to side, a strip

I bandage two and one-hall inches wide is passed.
perineal body shoukl be undertaken betore dctermiu-

; .||,y instrument is only about lour inches long and
mg the position ot the uterus, and the cunditiou of j|„.gg jm.,,,.^ j^^ ij^ greatest width, and yet it con-
tlio eervi.\. Ketroveision always altendeil a perineal

laceration. The conditions demanding an operation

were considered under four heads: I'erineal rounder-

ing. Vaginal Sundering, Perineo-rectal Sundering, and
Uecto-coccygeal Sundering. i)r. Fallen has been suc-

cesslul in nearly all his operations.

Du. -McNuii believed that he had prevented laceration

of the perineum by resorting to tlie lateral incisions of

tlie vulvar orilice to wliieli lelereiice has been made
by Dr. Palleii. He should hesitate, however, betore

resorting to the operation in private practice. The
plan for prevention w Inch he recoinmended was that

ot introducing two hiigcrs into the lectuni, and,

catching on llie malar suriaces, rolling the head from
the perineum, at the same time iJUsliiug the tourchette

bacKWaid. .Mere support from tlie outside lie regarded

as being of no use whatever. Success had attended

<mly about .5.5 or GO jier cent, of his operations in this

class of cases. W'ltU regard to the sundering ot the

muscular structure of tlie perineum. Dr. iluiide sup-

ported the view taken upon that jjoint by Dr. l^alleii.

Dii. D.\KiiY remarked mat there were many operators

who perlornieil this operation alter a particular method;
but mat, alter all, they were only modilications ot the

principle hist elaborated by liaker Brown. The
doctor also niaintained that, in fact, all that was
really practical had reference to complete anil incom-

plete ruptures; that is, whether or not the sphincter

am muscle was involved. He also spoke in lavor ol

deep sutures, and that some nou'-absorbing mateiial

was always pieterable where it is desired to have union

unit's more than three yards of bandage when passed
Ik! ween all the wires. By lurlher relerence to the hguru
it will be seen that each section of the baiulage is

separate from the adjoining one, thus permitting the

air to pass treely to both siiles of it. 1 usually sup-

ply the ether from a graduated bottle furnishetl with

a dropper-cork, as by such a couvcuieucu 1 can add

I lEMANM a. CO

the ctlicr as gradually or as rapidly as the case may
lUniand.*

My mode of using it is as follows :—Placing it over
the face, I sprinkle on ii feir ilmps of ether,— I mean
literally but a few dio|)S. In a few seconds I add a

tiike place without being attended by ulcerative action,
j

f'W. '"ore drops
;
and usually in from half a niinnte to

In that respect there had, perhaps, been some advance
uuule upon the methoLl given by Baker Brown. Cut-

ting the sphincter might ue necessary, in order to keep

everything at rest, but it should oe done subcuta-

neously, and cut Iroin without in, which would lie

suttieient to give rest to the deeper parts. Dr. Darby
argued in lavor of nuill sutures, and believed that

Wiie siuures twisted over the edges of the wound in

the ordinary nianner should never be tiusted to close

the deeper portions. He also believed that, in many
cases, the rupliire healed entirely where the woman liatl

bjen Kept Ml the proper position.

Du. (iii.i.KrTK thought that he had been unsuccess-

ful in aoout OU per cent, of his operations for tlie cure

I minute I tind that I can drop il more constantly. As
soon as I notice t/w ditrji iimjiintdonn, I pour on a
small stream, watching carefully least I irritate the

larynx, and as soon as 1 lind the patient tolerant of its

vapor, 1 add it in larger iiuanlities, and as rapidly as

cull be evaporated, and am usually gratiticd by seeing
my patient pass ij'iirtli/ under its inlhieiice in from
tliice to ten minutes.

Xow it may be asked, W/uit advantagea docs this

possess over the towel and sponge '(

1. It possesses a much larger evaporating surface
than cither. The whole amount of bandage consumed
is eleven feet and two inches, and the entire evapor-
ating surface is over seven humlied sipiaie inches.

No two of its folds touch, and hence the ether cannotol rupture of me perineum. He also believed that .,.,,
niueii could b^ done iu way of prevention, by iiitio- remain in a lluid, but must rapidly a-ssume the ethereal

duciiig tlie lingers into the rectum, and prucueding lu

the m.oiner already mentioned.
* BBofa a cork oui be had at any dnig storo, and will be fooiul of

great convenience.
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state. Tlie instrument is just suiHcient to cover nicely

the nose and mouth—does not interfere witli vition,

and yet in so compact a form furaishes tlie vapor in

a more concentrated form, for tlie amount of ether

expended, than any instrument with whicli I am ac-

quainted.

2. With so large an evaporating surface, there must
be rajy'ul evdiioration of tther, riipid aiiii'st/ietic infect,

and economy of ether. The amount of ether oonsiuned

is always in direct ratio with the time required to

effect antesthesia. When I use but two ounces, the pa-

tient is usually ready in si,\ minutes.
'6. The instrument is designed to cover accurately

the nose and mouth, so that there is no escape of

ether at the end applied to the face. In tliis, it i)re-

sents a marked contrast with the usual mode of ad-

ministration. The tendency of the vapor of ether is

to escape, not at the top of an instrument, Imt, owing
to its great sjieeific gravity at its most dependent por-

tion. Tliis instrument is open at the top, tirst, be-

cause there is a minimum waste of ether by such an
arrangement; secondly, because it permits tlie ether to

be dropped on constantly and in small quantities; and
thirdly, because sucli an arrangement permits the ope-

rator to impregnate tlie respired air to any desired

degree through a constant supply.

4. There IS no exclusion of air, and if properly used,

there is not tlie slightest laryngeal irritation.

To avoid tliis, one must bear in mind that a few
drops at a time are all that are required for the first

one or two minutes, when (jradiudly it can be increased

to any desii-ed degree. By this means we may avoid

also the resistance that is often shown when ether is

given rapidly at first. In my entire use with the in-

strument, I have rarely required any assistance in gov-

erning tlie [latient, and in a large per centage of cases

they pass under its infiuence without a .struggle. I

have given it frequently lor Dr. Washington L. Atlee

during the past year, and in not a single case was
there voluntary resistance or a perceptible stage of

excitement.

5. The instrument is especially servicealjle wlien a

prolonged use of ether is required. A slight dripping

will suffice to prolong the effect, and economy of

ether, thougli not a great desideratum, is A\\\ worthy
of consideration.

A MODIFICATION OF LENTE'S ETHER
INHALER.

By F. D. LENTE, M.D.

It is probaljle that the profession begin to think that

they are going to be overwhelmed with as many
varieties ot inhalers as of vaginal specula ; but, as the

writer was a pioneer, so to speak, in the defence of

ether as against chloroform, and the contriver of the

first ether inlialer in this country, he may be pardoned
for calling attention, after tlie lapse of so many years,

to a modification of his apparatus, especially as it

secures a marked simplification and a great reduction

in the prices, its former complexity and consequent

high price being apparently tlie only obstacles to its

general introduetiou.

A person thoroughly conversant with the use of

ether can succeed quite well, though with a waste of

the drug, and greater annoyance to the operator and
as.sistants, with an extemporized apparatus, a towel

and stiff paper formed into a cone, or a cup sponge
enveloped in some impervious material, 'i'lie great

objection, however, to a soft apparatus is that its air

space is liable to be, and almost invariably is, much
contracted during the struggles of the patient by the

pressure exerted upon it either by the administrator

or the patient, who frequently clutches it and gets it

out of shape, and by losing its stiffness from other

causes, so that, as the writer has not unfrequently

Seen, the patient's struggles are mainly cau,sed by
having but little chance to breathe either air or ether.

The writer formerly contended that, in using the in-

haler, the admixture of air should be pjcvented
asfar as possilde. This was owing to the imperfect

fitting of the different parts of the instrument, and of

the cushion to the face, more air than necessary being

thus admitted. With the present apparatus, however,
its improved shape, and better fitting cushion, all en-

trance of air may be prevented, which was never con-

sidered desirable. An arraiigenient is, therefore, made
for the admissicm of more or less air at the apex of

the cone. But, at the same time, the writer adheres to

his original idea that Init little air should be admitted
after the patient is able to breathe with tolerablefacility

—that is, if we desire rapid etherization, whicU is not

desirable if the operation is to be a protracted one. He
is, therefore, of tne opinion that the recently contrived
open inhalers will eventuiilly be suixrsecleil in the

hands of those who have the opportunity to become
thoroughly acquainted with the operation of both, by
the conical foinis, with a more restricted adiiiLssion of
air. Lately, when called upon to give ether r.peattdly

to a brother surgeon tor operative procedures, he used
Allis' open inhaler, and the extemporized cone (towel
and napkins) successively, and both the patient and
tlie assistant i)hj sicians noticed a marked dilfereuce in

favor of the latter.

The present iustiument resembles very much the

face-piece of Waldenhurg's apparatus foi condensing
and rarefying air ; and the idea of using slieet brass

and the India rubber «;'/•• cushion was indeed taken
from it. But the air-cushion is a failure, as almost all

injiated things are, without an improvement suggested
by the writer, the stuffing of the tube tirst wiin liair,

so that, when the air leaks out, the cushion will still

retain sufficient of its rotundity to fit the face air-

tight. When it is to be used, a handkerchief, or
liiece of sheet lint, etc., is stuifed into the cone, a
wire or whalebone arrangement slipped in to keep it

off the face, and it is ready. There is a hole in the
stopper to admit air. and if more air is needed the
stopper can be removed. The ether can be poured in

the opening at the apex, in case it is undesirable to

remove the cone from the face, or throw it on the
cloth. Its cleanliness is perfect, as a different piece of
cloth may be usctl each time.

It will have been noticed by some that Golding Bird
has a description ol an inhaler in the August number

. of the London Lancet which resembles this very
closely. But he has two values, one at the top lo
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iidinit iiir, aiul onu iiciir the I)iisc to Ciiiry off tlio ex-

pircil air ami ctluT. Mr. I'fanc, of 07 Chiitliam

Street, informs tlic writer that l.iier, many yeai-s ago,

had a coiitriviince very similar to tliis, but it lias b en
laid aside and apparently f(>ri;otten. It is very likely,

however, that an iirran^enunt similar to this for jfut-

ting rid of the elTete air may render etherization less

unpleasant, durinj; its early ste|)s at lea.st. We must
not forj^et, however, that while so little oxygen is ad-

mitted to the lungs, much less carbonic acid requires

to be exhaled.

I\\I.ATKA, Fla.,

FORCEPS FOR Til •: EXTRACTION OF
AKROW-HEADS.

Br J. n. BILL, M.D.,

BCHOKON U. 8. ARMY.

I nAVE devised the forceps

represented in the wood-cut
for the extraction of arrows,

which have been made for

nie by Ticinann it Co.

The cut describes itself suf-

ficiently, but I will add that

for arrows not lodged in bone
they should be introduced
closed, and used as a snare by
which the iron or Hint point of

the arrow may be entangled.

For an arrow lodged, they

are to be introduced closed,

carried down alongside the

flat surface of the arrow-head,

ojjened, and then closed on
the foreign body.

In length they are nine
inches. From the points to

the joint—which must be
very strong— is two and a

half inches. The handles are

crossed, and provided with a

ring large enough to admit
three lingers. The |)oints are

one-half inch or a little less

across.

ARMY NEWS.

Oflieial List of Chonr/eii of Stations and Duties of Of-

ficers of t/it: yfeilicdl ihparlineut United Utatea Army,
from March HUh to April \st, 1870.

Be.nti.ev, I;., Assistant Surgeon—Assigned to duty at

Camp Independence, Calif. S. O. 25, Department of

California, March is, 1870.

C.vnvAi.i.o, ('., .\ssistant Surgeon—Ordered to Fort

Union, X. .M., for medical treatment. S. O. 32, Dis-

trict of Xew Mexico, March 24, 1>570.

FiNLEV, .1. .\., Assistant Surgeon—Granted leave of

absence for one month, to date from .lune 1, 1870,

with permission to apply for an extension of one

month. S. O. .)4, Department of the Missouri, March
23, 1870.

Bedai., S. S., Assistant Surgeon—To report to

Licut.-Col. (;. I'. Huell, nth Infantry, for duty as

Senior Medical Oflicer with the " Scouting Camp " to

l)C established on Devil's Kiver, Texas. S. U. 50,

Department of Texas, March 22, 1878.

illebical JItema ani) Ntiug,

CONTAOIOBS Diseases.—Compaiative statement of

cases of Contagious Disease reported to the Sanitary

Huresu, Health Department, for th(! two weeks ending
April Ist, 1870. Walteu De F. Day,

San itary Sujierintenden t.
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Leipsic. In Munich there are 9 regular professors in

theology ; in Berlin, 6 ; in Leipsic, 7. In the law
faculty "of Munich there are three regular professors

more than in Berlin, and the same number as in Leip-

sic. The medical faculty of Munich comjjrises 15

regular professors; Berlin 13, Leipsic 10. The phi-

losophical faculty at ^Tunich includes 31 regular pro-

fessors, Berlin 33, Leipsic 32.

Parisian Medical Students.—The number of

students of medicine registered this year Ijy the

Faculty of Medicine, is six thousand five Imndred.

Si.^ millions of francs have been voted to the city

of Paris for the erection and perpetual endowment
of additional buildings for this renowned medical

school.

Graddates in Dentistkt.—Only one hundred and
forty six gentlemen graduated from the different Den-

tal Colleges during tlie recent commencement season.

An Ancient .iIIscclapian Temple.—A Monolith

has been recently discovered in the rear of the Cathe-

dral Notre Dame, which is said to prove the existence

of an ancient temple, dedicated to jEsculainus. Ac-

cording to a writer on antiquities it is supposed that

this temple existed on the present site of tlie Hotel

Dieu.

DE.\Tn OF Dr. Parkes, F.R.S.—Dr. Parkes, the

well-known author of the work on Hygiene, died at

his residence in Netley, JSIarch 15.

Johns Hopkins' Hospital.—It is proposed to make
the medical department of this institution independ-

ent of students' fees.

Typhoid Fever from Infected Water.—An
epidemic of the above has recently appeared in Bres-

lau. Over six hundred persons have been attacked.

H.VRLEM Fi,.i.TS Nuisance.—Consideralile anxiety

beins manifested in regard to the sanitary condition

of Harlem Flats, Profs. Chandler and Day, of the

Health Board, accompanied by Sanitary Inspector

Viele, recently made a sanitary inspection, in order to

recommend some measures for improvement. Three

years ago the locality east of Third avenue, between

Ninety-third and One Ilimdred and Second streets,was

comi)ietely sulimerged by tide-water, wliicli, in con-

junction with the sewerage from the west side of the

avenue, produced unhealthful odors. The ground at

this low point was tilled in during 1874 and li^To, so

as to bring it above tide- water, in many cases the fill-

ing being to a depth of fifteen feet. In the area be-

tween Second and Fifth avenues, and One Hundred
and Sixth and One Hundred and Ninth stieets. similar

ditficulties were encountered, and the same policy was

adopted. The streets were built up above tide-water,

with the exception of One Hundred and Seventh

street. At present it is two feet below the highest

tide-water, and the land between One Hundretl and

Sixth and One Hundred and Eighth streets is com-

pletely under water at certain seasons. The Com-
missioners think that Ijy raising One Hundred and
Seventh street to the level of the suirounding streets,

they will compel the owners of lots on both sides of

it to fill in their property. It is thought that the cost

of this improvement will not be over $15,000.

Prop. Joseph Father, of India, of cobra poison

fame, has been made Knight Commander of the Order

of the Star of India.

The Plague has reached Bagdad, where there are

ten cases daily. An Egyptian quarantine of fifteen

davs is established for all arrivals from the Persian
Gulf.

The Instruction or Idiots.—In order to make a
proper classification of the inmates of the Idiot Asylum
on Kandairs Island, the Superintendent has been di-

rected to ijrepare for occupancy the building formerly
known as the " Baby Nursery,"" and the Resident Phy-
sician will so select its occupants that the teachable
inmates shall be completely separated from the others

who are more seriously affected.

The Surgical Congress of Europe is to meet in

Berlin, April 19th.

Bellevue Medical College.—Dr. Wm. 51. Polk
has lieen appointed lecturer on Materia Medica at

Bellevue Hospital Medical College.

John Morgan, F.R.C.S.L, Professor of Anatomy
in the Royal College of Surgeons, in Ireland, died in

Dublin, Saturday, jNIarch 4, of enteric fever, aged 47
years. His skill as a teacher, and his success as a sur-

geon secured for him an enviable reinitation. His
studies in anaesthesia, which commanded so much at-

tention at tlie time, resulted in the re-introduction of

ether in Irish surgical practice.

Opium Trade.—The Anglo-Oriental Society has
urged upon the British Government the desirability of

restricting the opium traffic in China and the Indian
Ai'chipelago.

SIolecules in the Germinal Matter op Eggs.—
Mr. Sorby, in a paper recently read before the Royal
Microscopical Society, London, in speaking of Dar-

win's Pangenesis theory with reference to the number
of molecules in the germinal matter of eggs, and the

spermatic matter supplied by the male, says that in

-j-j.Virth of an inch cube he reckons:

Albumen 18,000.000,000.000 molecules.

"Water 992,000,000,000.000

1,010,000,000,000,000

or in a sphere of the same diameter, 530,000,000,000,-

000 of the two components.
According to Pangenesis theory, the remarkable

facts of inheritance, extending even to the repro-

duction of unimportant peculiarities of parts or organs,

and the occasional outbreak of ancestral characters

that have been dormant througli several generations,

are accounted for by the supposition that eagh part of

an organism contributes its coustitUL-nt and effective

molecules to the germ and sperm particles. These
dormant germules must be extremely minute, as well

as extremely numerous. Mr. Sorljy assumes that they

may be spheres, each containing a million molecules,

and that one thousand of them woukl make a mass
just within the reach of microscopic vision—all of

which we recommend to the diligent student of

microscopy.

"Weekly Bulletin op JHedical Societies.

Saturdai/, April 8.—N. Y. Medical and Surgical

Society.

Monday, April 10.— N. Y. Optlialmological Society
;

N. Y. Medico-Historical Society.

Tuesday, April 11.— East River Medical Association;
Yorkville Medical Association.

Wtdiusdity, April 12.—N. Y. Pathological Society.

Friday, April 13.—N. Y. Sledical Journal Associa-

tion, and Harlem Medical A.ssoeiation.
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©rigliml Communications.

>rATi:i:iA^rRnir'A,TirHi{Ai>iaTTi(s,AND
rilAKMAfV OF TllK ANCIENT EGYP-
TIANS.

Bv CIIAULES lUCE,

NEW YORK.

TiiK ])iof;rcss of tlie exact scii^nces has in moilcni times

so iiuicli alisi>rl)t(l tlie attention and study of all in-

terested, tliat only a eoniparatively small nnin!)er have

l)ecn willing; or uhle to devote some of tlieir leisure to

the history of the various branches of natural science

iu the past. The importance of these historical in-

vcstii^ations is often overlooked or underrated, and we
should Welcome any positive adilitions made to our

kno\vledj;e of the state of the arts and sciences in an-

cient times.

Medical science, and in its wake pharmacy, although

now standing; on a sounder basis than of old, owini;

to the strictly scientific experimental and inductive

methods pursued in its various funchunental depart-

nient.s, may still derive much indirect advantai^e from

a study of their own past. In the writings of the

great ancient physicians, as a rule, calm judgment,
.sound common sense, and a multiplicity of resources

under the most tryiui; and ditlicult circumstances, stand

out broadly from anion'.; the mass of antiquated and
worthless material, and many a hint may even yet be

gathered therefrom and used with advantage by the

modern followers of /Ksculapius.

During the month of September of last year I re-

ceived, for inspection, the tirst copy of the Papyrus
Ebei-s which reached this country. I made extensive

extracts at that time, intendini; to publish whatever

might be of interest, and contril)nte to the history of

medicine and pliarmacy. but I could not lind time to

work up my mateiials into a connected shape. Since

then, the late librarian of the Astor Library in New
York, which possesses a copy of tlu; work, has

jHlblished a brief but excellent account of the work in

the A'. } TiUiane of Nov. 9. 187."), which Inis found
its way into various journals (as, for instance, the

C/iiaijii P/ntrmrii-Ixt of November; see also Dr. II. C.

Bolton's paper in the Ami'i-iniii Chemist, Vol. (i. No. 5)

;

and some of our readei-s probably possess already a

general knowledge of the character of the work. The
account given in those papers, however, is not neaily

as full as the antiipiity and importance of the work
deserve; and I deti'rmined thirefore to give such ad-

ditional information of its contents as seem to be of

interest. In doing so, I shall leave out all philological

material not neces.sary to the subject, giving only that,

wliicli may throw some new light upon the dirivation

of technical names, or in souk' way may aid us to

undi'rstand the facts stated. But in order to put those,

who have not as yet seen the previous accounts of tlie

work, in possession of the necessary facts, 1 will briefly

r;peat them here.

During the winter of 1872-73, Dr. George M. Ebers,

Profes.sor of Egyptology at the Univei-sity of I>eip/.ig,

and .Mr. Ludwig Stern, of Berlin, purchased in Egypt

a papvrusroU of a size and beauty exceeding any

previously known. It was found to be a conii)lcte

work, tmasuring ;{0.2;i mi'tres in length, by :!() centi-

metres in wiilth. The writing is one side only, i-xcept-

ing near the end, where it runs over on the back ;
the

letters are hieratic, beautifully dear and black, with
frequent intei'S])ei-sions of headings and nuirks of
weights and measures in red. Its age was determined
by Prof Ebers by muans of the names of the Egyptian
kings mentioned in the text, and contirnied l>y the

paheographical examination of the characters, and a

calendar ins(!ril)ed on the lirst page. The result provis

this manuscript to have be<n written l.'j.")'.' before Christ,

being one of the oldest original documents whicii

have come down to our days. It is now in the library

of the University of Leipzig, where it is preserved,
cut into sheets corresponding with the pages, in glass-

frames. '

According to Clemens of Alexandria ' (died about
'.."20A.D.), and .lamblichus" (about JJIO A.D.), there

existed 43 so-called Hermetic books of the ancient
Egyptian.s, 30 of which contained their philosophical
works, and G the various branches of the medical art.

namely ; treatises on surgery, anatomy, therapeutics,

diseases in general, ophtlialmology and gynaecology.'

The present work is, without doubt, the treatise on
therapeutics, and it betrays an astonishing knowledge
of a great variety of remedies. Evidently at the time
of its composition, medical art was in a lloinishing

condition in Egypt as well as in Syria. ' We know
tliat the great universities of the Egyptians were at

Memphis, lleliopolis,'' Thebes, and Sals and Chennn,
at all of whicli ]ihices the medical art was studied and
taught, and when.' important consultations on ditlicult

cases were wont to take place. The papyrus .shows

that in the sixteenth century befoie our era there were
learned men in Egypt, who could make intelligent

observations of disease, combine conq)licated recipes,

and use them with judgment. The author even men-
tions remedies which have come down from uni-itul

times, as e. g., a species of coUyrium originated by
Xui, an ancient physician, or wlien he discusses the

antiquity of the usi' of the teqem-tree. ' Although in-

cantations and invocations play a consideraltle role in

the treatment of diseasi's, because jjriestly ]>hysician8

could not do well without tliem, " still there is an entire

absence of galimatias or gibberish. In those ancient

times the magic art was strictly interdicted, and even

' Tlie title of the work, translnted from the Gormnn is: Papifrtf*
Kiit^yn. The Jlermeltc llaol- on ifir; Materia Mftlirxi of the AttcletU
E<ji/i>tiatui, in Jlierottc Wrllinff. KdUinl. with Indlceft, ami introtluc-
linn, by Ueorjje Kbers. With hivrogtj/j)hic-latln glonmrtj, by l.udwi'j
Sttrii, under the pfilronatj'' of tlie Hoy. liitrvan of Etiucntion ofNttj-tiny.

I.'-ipzijr, IS75 : 2 vols., fo)ii>. A tntnslittioii and commentAfy nrc
proini'wt by the ediUtr. In the ori)?inn1. nlthou;4h it is a cttntinuoim
r"ll. the text is neverlhclcKs divided into WH'tions. eorresponding to
what we may call puijes, niiinberinK IIU, each of 21 or 22 lines.

* stronmtti, eii. Potter, VI., p. 758, ^ &A.
' Mi/ntfr. H, I wi'i.
* The priest* or i)a'<tophores (''carriers of the sacred symbols onil

v,-.»,seK" mentioned also m the body of the work) hatl to commit alt

these works to niemtiry hi/ oj'at iuitrurtion only, exactly like thy brtth-

nianfi of India, who arc rerjnired to study and learn the Vcdos oidy by
oral teaching ; niid although th'' iiuiiilM-r of thoM* who ailherc to thu
old tenets is i^adnally ilyinK ont, still there arc found numbers of sa-

cred scholars, or bhattfu-htlrya's, who have all tin holy writings by
heart.

^ On pnffe fi8, lino 8 of the text, there is mentioned a rennNly for th''

eyes, *'accoriltntf to t'<t ttnlhoi ity ttf tt Semite of liybltm.'' Ityblos, the
F.rjyptian name of which is Kcpiii, tlrb. (Jeltnl, was a city of Syria, now
Jcljeil, of which a sinunilar leu'i'nd is rclatitl by T.ucian de Svr. »Iea. 7.

" Strabo (died '21 11. C. ) yet "saw the lame house at Ili'llci|s>lis, in

which the priests, skilled in science and astronouiy, had onc<'ilvvelle<l,"

tiiid he adds, that " at his time the seieniv, as well as the priesLs, werti

thinlts of the past "
( 17. SOH).

' Other allusions to older writinffs are: p(?. 75, 12: ** Pay well alien
tlon. This in a gen nine rentetly, foanit ftnring a genrcA in the leniltle

../' f*«-n</r" ( = Osiris-Atfathcslcnion); \m. IO.'I, 1: ^'Remedy to rare
iitt tHHttly paint, an it icaA fintnd In irritin'li nnder thf feet of or
Anubta^Mtatue at t'hejtem. It icon brougitt to lti\ ilojeiityif t Jfiier a. a
1,4'icer Egypt, I'/nifthnln, Ihejnil."

" The Mime Is tnic of the ancient Hindus, one of whose .iMicr^Nl Issikn.

th" Alhnrrarrilii. is full of Incnutations for therenH>\al of illscnM-s

1 1 hlefly the " tjikmiin." pn-sumably an entptive fever), anil is likewllc
full of medical atiil tlicm|s-uticid allusions, on which 1 will vudiwvor to
give Information hereafter.
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RamesesIII. yetpunishecl alchcmistsandmagicianswith
death. The art of healinj; -was communicated by the

Egyptians and Phaniicians to the Greeks, ° among wliom
it was held in the liigliest esteem, even in the earliest

times, when it yet stood in close connection to Vatici-

nation (Mantic) ; it was always considered as an occu-

pation worthy of a freeman, while among the Romans
it often descended into tlie hands of slaves. In many
Greek states the jjhysicians received public salaries, '°

in otliers they practised for fees," sometimes paid in

advance,'^ to cov'er expenses of pharmaceutical prepara-

tions, wiiich they themselves procured. Self-medica-

tion, a most common practice with the Romans, was
entirely rejected by the Greeks, who permitted only

those to practise who had studied under a reputal)le

teacher, and we find even traces of suits of malpractice.

Later, a number of specialists made their ai)pearaune

as oculists, auiists, dentists, surgeons, and even female

gynaecologists.'^ But in after-Christian times the Ijlack

art Ijegan to make inroads into the science, gradually

corrupting and almost obliterating it.

Although the present papyrus was found near the

necropolis ("City of the Dead") of Thelies, it was
certainly written in lower Egypt ; as was also another

more recent medical papyrus, now in the possession

of the Berlin JIuscum, which was found in an earthen

vessel at Saqqarah, that is, the necroiiolis of Memphis.
In tliis connection it may be interesting to mention that

in addition to these two, there is another medical papy-

rus of 15 pages in the Berlin ^Museum, one in tlie Mu-
seum in Leyden,"onein the British JIuseum,"(>ue in the

Mnsee de Louvre at Paris, one in the Viceroyal Museum
at Bulaq, and one in the Museum in Turin," besides a

medical work in Coptic, written aljout ",)00 a.d., but
composed much earlier, which is evidently derived from
a work similar to the Papyrus Ebers." Fiualh', L.

Stern discovered in the library of the Khedive at Darb
el Gamamiz a co]iy of the Arabic medical woik of

Abu Sahl Isa ilm Yahya el-Mesihi, a converted Copt,

the end of which is almost a verbal translation of a por-

tion of the Papyrus Ebers, and is entitled, " Chapter
on Remedies," and mentions a heimetic text.

I will now proceed to give a summary of the con-

tents of the papyrus, followed Ijy an aecotmt of the

8 This fact, well known fi-om the admission of the ancients them-
selves, has obtained further and conclusive proof by comparison of the

contents of the medical works of the Egyptian and Greek physicians;

a number of technical terms, names of remedies and modes of treat-

ment being dearly derived from the Egyptian text books. In Galen's
days (born 131 A.D.) the science had already much degenerated.

i" Sec Slrabo, -J.lSl ; Diodor, 12,3.—About 641), B.C , Democedes,
a celebrated physician of Croton, received as high a salary as a talent

of silver (.^1. 0:2*11 ; when called to Athens, he received IIIU minas

($1.710J, until polycrates, of Samos, gave him two talents (Herod.
3, 131).

11 Among the Romans the usual average compensation for a medical
visit or consultation was 1 numnnis (about 29, cents): but we read
of fees as high as 810,000 (PUn. hist. nat. 29, 1, 10, and 321 ; and the
court^physicians of the Emperors had salai-ies of aboutj §15,000, and
one even of $SO,000.

12 In some portions of China the custom prevails to pay a physician
a regldar monthly or weekly salary, which he receives as long as the
members of the family, for or from whom he receives it. are in health.

During their sickness the salary is stopped, until reco\ ery has taken
place. A truly Chinese bargain !

,13 In Athens slaves and women were not allowed to practice medi-
cine. Later, however, when a woman, Agnodice, had been discovered
exercising obsteti'ical practice in man's attire, for which she was to
have been punished, the women of Athens took up her cause, and
succeeded to have the laws so altered as to permit females to practice.

(See Una- 2'i'4.)

"The Greek text of this was published by C. Leemar.s. See also

Reuvejis in his " Lett*-en () M, Letronne.^^ This is very valuable on ac-

count of the many names of plants and minerals which it contains.
16 This is a palimpsest dating from the ISth dynasty, 7 inches wide

and 8 feet long, containing considerable gal.matias.
16 Contains a magic text interlarded with medical chapters.
11 Instead of the Egyptian names of Gods (as A'a, *S7/«. ete.> the 'e are

invoked archangels, among them Ot'iel (Uriel), Gabriel (ilithael), and
liapfiael.

weights and measures and the materia medica of the

work.
1. Thenipetitii's

:

—Mention is made of variou.s

Purgatives; Diuretics; Anthelmintics; Antilitliics

;

Tonics ;
Abortives (treatment per vaginam). Remedies

for incontinence of urine; strangury; fistula; ha.'mor-

rhoids ; do. for diseases of stomach and heart ; do.

for hemicrania; diarrha^a; infantile diarrhoja ; lym-

phatic swelling in groins and throat ; stricture ; itch
;

conjunctivitis ; lippitudo ; albugo cornete ;
catar.act

(treatment : dried children's fa;ces) ;
" smaragd-dis-

ease " (glaucoma
;
blindness; gerontoxon (arcus se-

nilis) ; "crocodile-disease" (probably pterygion").

Remedies for removing granulations, and to contract

the pupil ; do. for inflamed eyes, to be used at various

seasons of the year." Remedies for tumors in nose;

do. to prevent gray hairs and falling out of hairs; to

make hair grow—even on a bald head and on a cica-

trix ;

•" to" make it fall out ; remedies for caueer
;

gangrene ; for healing wounds and wales ;
for various

eruptions (leprosy ; herpes?—on jiage 27, IG, there is

also mentioned a pustular eruption, which Prof. Ebers

thinks may have been timaH-2}o.r) ; for boils, toothache,

dental abscesses, erysipelas, swelled legs, lameness,

footsweat, shaking palsy, diseased bones, and summer
or Nile-fever. Remedies to alter the color of the skin,

to give a smooth comjilexion and to remoye wrinkles
,

do. for prurigo, prolapsus uteri and prolapsus va-

ginae, excoriations and condylomata in vulva, pruri-

tus, diseased milk, puerperal fever and amenorrhoca
;

do. for deafness and lunning of cars. Instructions

how to bandage wounds, how to treat dental diseases

and how to extract the chikl from the womb ;
methods

of expelling urinary calculi, and how to remove them

by operation from the male or female, or how to

destroy them in the body; how to remove inllamed

tumors from the loins of jiersonssuffei'ing from urinary

diseases ; and means for destroying fleas, lice, serpents,

rats, mice, lizards, etc., etc.

2. Analom?/.—The work contains proof that the

ancient Egyptians were tolerably well versed in super

flcial anatomy, for nearly all parts of the human frame

are mentioned, as well as the large viscera ; besides

there is mention made of bile, urine, scimn. saliva,

footsweat, lymph, calculi, moles, etc. The functions

of many important organs were however unknown to

them, and I am inclined to believe that actual opjior-

tunities for studying anatomy offered themselves but

rarely, for nerves, arteries and veins are frequently

confounded together, as for instance in this passage

(pg. 99, 1):
" The secret book of the physician : The science of

the movement of the heart : from it go ve.'sels into the

whole body. In regard to these the priestly jjhysician

Neb-Seeht maintains, that 4 go into the clieeks (3

giving sap, 2 blood), 4 into the interior of tiie temples,

4 each into the head, nose, ears," intestines, spleen.

liver and buttocks, 2 each into the kidneys, l>ladder

(?) and testicles, and (i into each arm and leg. 'Where-

ever he may lay his finger, upon any part of the liody,

be touches the heart."

3. Weights and Measures-—"Weights are iudieated by

18 So-named by the Greeks, on account of its similarity to a finely-

reticulated insect-wing, which the head of a crocodile resembles.
1* The Egyptians have always suffered from many eye diseases. See

Pruiter, Die Kranllieiteii (lea Oi-ients^ page 433.

20 On page fifl, 15 a remedy is quoted, having the following com-
mendatory title ;

" Another remedy/ to cause the hair togrnic, invented

by Lfidy Se.s, the vjother o/his august majestt/ the Kintj of Upper and
Loioer Egyi)t. Teta^ thejifaty

SI Page 103. I.t :
•• To the right ear lead two nerves, hy which the

spirit of life enters ; to the left ear lead two nerves, by ivhich the spirit

of death e7iters.'^
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ninulKTs surmounted by a dot. The nundxM-s occur-

rin'4 ill this nmmuT are 4, !(, :12. (i4, iis friulions of 1.

I'hr unit of Wi-ii^ht linds its fquivuhnt in Hh- hiUv

Vraliic tftrht'in, •' or dnuhni. whicli nanu-. in th(^

:tl)s;'ncc of another, has bt-'cn chosen by Prof. Ebers to

li 'note it.

TUi' unit of n)CJisurc is tlie tcnat, equal to 0.0 of a

litn-. Anolii.'r is h^nna (Il^h. /////), eiiual to 0.40.'»

litr.\ Th TO are si>ecial si-rns to denote these, as well

as to express fractions such as A, \ and \. { is

expressed by puttini; side by side the fractions i i; ^

J. — ij; i i*=Vi * i \=^' -V perpendicular line

opposite the several iny:redicuts of a mixture denotes

equal parts.

4. M'U^ria Medten,—a. Minerals.—Many metals or

metallic compounds are mentioned, but not all are

recoi^nizable.^ Wo find mention made of sea-salt.

nitre, charcoal, b^ad, bronze, antimony, '^ copper,
'^

la;>i-i la/.uli, sapphire.

h. Anuivth.—The following are nu'ntioned as fiu'-

nisUin-^ material for certain remedies and preparations :

crocodile {'I varieties), * ass, bee, beetles and tlics,

stag. bulTalo, roe (Capra liircus), hedgehorj, lizard, cow.

ox, wild cat, swallow, camel, \i\\f. ram, greyhound
(Cinis wrtai^ns, imported from Abyssinia), liippopota-

inns, bat, i^oose, tortoise. In addition, the following

are mentioned as nuisances : tlca, louse, rat, mouse,

dog-tick, and various worms, cbietly the tape-worm
(Tifnia solium).'*'

c. IVantti.—Acacia vera ^Villd. (Egypt. sejiUt, now
I sontj. acacia.

—

Acortis CnhimHH \i.. sweet flag.

—

Ahn'xy-
• loii A'jiiKochfnn (?) Lour., lignum aloes ^.

—

Artemisia

(probably Potitica L.), Roman wormwood^.

—

Balsamo-

ih'ndron ^f^/rrf^a Nees., myrrli *".

—

BofucfUia serrata

Uoxb., frankincense tree''.

—

Cicer arietinum L., chick-

])('a
'".

—

Coc->s fmtifitrmis AVilld. ( IChcitHs ^iJlhiopica)^

i'lack ebony tree**.

—

Coriandrum. aaticum L., cori-

;inder.

—

CractH (saticus L. and otlier species),

••The Arabu- (/*yA»'»ii or drachm equals 18 grains, nnii is even now
(livi k'l into (i-l partj<, cilli-'l kutn'iii/i (wheat kT.iin<(. four of whicli

niak- a Jt7yv/(. Now a-i l-1i4 ilirhi'tu or 1 kamhtih is frequently pre-

s ni> vl of Hubstanco-s where evi»h"ntly a larger ctunntity is interuicil,

IV .;. Kijors fonjecturc* that the unit is really not the draehm, but thi;

iV'li-u'htn. Thin supposition i* sirengthonert by the fjint that the cor-

re->pJUilinK equivalent in Coptic (which ia a descendant of the ancient
r./yptiani. nann.'ly »tiTt or jtire. inny denote cithiT wcifjht : and also,

iK-f.-nu-^e the A^n for .V t«iKtt, which was originally a litiuid measure.
(Mvurs likewise ai* wcii^ht, namely «><iiml to one-half of our unit, whidi
wijjrn has come down to ufl in nearly the same shape ( 3 ), and with
ni.'arly the Kiint' value as the///// u'ritjiitiut {ui'ifi) dSthem.

»*;»mp;ir4' /.'ituuHon JtetaiH ill Kji/pttan fiuiCftptionfi, inAbh.it
Aliltl. tl. It'iMH. in UtrUn, 1811, 77. I'iO.

5* 'I'ha Egyptians used black native tailphide of antimony as a colly-

rliun, and it is even yet employed by the women of Egypt to color their
eyelids. The AV/y/iii**/! name of antimony is mestcm or stem. Coptic
aOt)ti, or <rT»m-stibiutn, ontim. We pt>«sess several r'-cipes for preparing
thoM- rollyria. which were usually kept in small b«ixe''. often partitioned

otT to holil s«'ven»l kinds, like one pres^-rvetl in the I'aris Museum, being
no d'lubt ideiitiejil with what Pliny {/liii. tutt. l.'f, 5, I ), Q!<\UHcniiitim
nnjurntufum, the first of which was found by Alexander among
Darius' bairgnge,

"^ AtTording to t^pnimt this is not copper, but eleclrum, rh ^Afierpof.

L^ Pane fii-uou/nsiyf it is trt Cypriitni or unttttn^ \aXKii<: iceKou^ccos,
use.1 fur destroyinir pnjud flesh.
M One is ealle 1 titu, the other mwA, Arab, at lanwft/i, by mcUithesis

*T Thi-i in sup|K>vd to l>e this variety, fiom the fact that Uotri/ocf-
phitltiM latH-M or TtKntfi latfiy which are common In Switzerlnnil and
Uu*tsia, are very rare in the southcin countries of Europe and in the
East.

»" The identity of this is not quite eeitain. It was an odoriferous
herli hrouirht fn>m Arabia, and very likely was aiftrHwootl, n si»e<:ies of
aroTua hiehly valueil by the orientals. On ilj« ns>» '*4-e Duitcity. I, '-JI.

^^ I'o-wibly .Irt. fimi Wilk.. .irnO. nl-shinith ("the green '"l

* /'.»(/. (/r- /(/(/. rt Oiir. 8U-iJl :
" At noon-meal thu Egyptians fuml-

g(it« with myrrh."
*' The r sin is the part nscd (oUftnnnm.)
w Oreek ipt$iv0o^ (^ modern ptfiii-0ia) ; cf. Oalen. de atlm. /(tr. 1, S2.

A'fien Dfipn. 'i, AX.
• EfMnty, derivetl from thii source, as well a«i fnmi IHohpt/rofi "'W-

anoeyton R-ixb,. and an inrurior kiiMl, viz.: Anthyiti/t Cretion L. (7**-
ophr, KUi.pl. 4, -I, *»> were u*e«l chielly as astringi'iitif : cf. Diohcor. I,

saffron**.— Andropofjon Schoenanthus L., sweet
rush.

—

Cucumis inch L., meb)n.— Cuiiiiinnn Cyin-
iii'im L., cumin".— Citvua vudica Hisso, cit-

ron (tlie fruit).

—

Ccraiohia Siliijua L., St. John's
bread **.

—

Cijpenis couio/tun L., hairy i ush ".

—

Ficttn

sijcamorus L., sycamore fi^-tree **.

—

Uynriuthiiit (non-
seriptus \ L. ), hyacinth '•'''\—Itijoncyamus itijpr L.,

henbane.

—

Jlyplufne cucifera Persoon ( J[. Tluhaira
(laerfc. Cucifera Thrhaica Delile), ^in^er- bread-
tree, dum palm **.

—

Juuiperus cotmnitiuM L., com-
mon juniper, and J. orycednts ]j., Spanish juni-
piT*'.

—

Ltu'tura ttatim L., lettuce".

—

Liiium usi-

tutisHinunn I^., flax.

—

Maiidrmjora ('[ficiualis Willd.,
mandrake, Alrauu (fruit and root)",— Montx nigra
b.. mulberry **.

—

Xymphwa lotuv L., lotus **

—

Oiea
Kuropita L., olive tree".

—

Parietaria ofh'cinalis L,,

hclsine, wall-pellitory.

—

Phomix dartyfijtra L., dale
tree*".

—

l^nus CUdniit L., Cedar of Lebanon *'.--P,'.v-

taria Lfiiitittcus L., mastich tree *".

—

PiUada Ttrfhin-

fhiJt L., turpentine tree".

—

Puuica yraitafum L., pome-
uranate.

—

Jiici/fis communis L., castor-oil-plant ^'.

—

6'((/iar (species?), willow.

—

Sesamuvi orientale L., gin-

" Used in a variety of wavp, in infusion, decoction, in mixtures, and
in wilvea. Dioscor. 1, '-JS-'-JC says, that the stiffron-paste, KfioKotiayfia,
\> made from saflfron-sjilve. kp6ki.vov /xupoe, by cxi)R;ssiug the aromatic
l';irts and shaping them into forms.
^ atpjiom-atts calle*! the Ethiopian Cuminum, " the royal *'

(3n(riAixot'), alter this he ptaect.1 the Egyptian, and then the other^ —
inoMc. 3. r.i.

^'^ Ef/ffpt. nan. Arab. charrub=Cftrob tree, was very much used.
Tlfoph. 4. 2, 4, says that it iloes not gi'ow in Epypt-, and was wrongly
railed at hie time ''Egyptian fig." (inlen. tie al. fuc, a. .'tj, pro-
n"iinccs it as not being wholesome food, and says it should not be im-
ported.

a: This is the Greek trapi or aapJi' {Eoypt. sarn*), which, acconling to
T/ieophrajstu9 (hist. pi. 4, 8, 5j, grows in bwanipy places inundated by
the Nile.

''-'^ All species of /'/«»* were hehl in great esteem by the ancients ; the
wood ia almost indestructible, and every portion of the tree is of value.
Fiott Bengatenms L. (fVc«w Indira Koxb.), the banyan tree, yields a
while gintinous juice, used as an application to the cnieks on the soles
of the feet; »ee Ain^lie, JfiU. Mtd. II.. U).

—

Ficits oppositif'dia Uoxb.
and F. polt/carpa Ilo.xb. arc valuiibie emetics (fniit, juh-iIs. and bnrkt.
^Fit.its retigloHa L. plays an importint part in Hindu religious eere-
monies, and occurs already in the Vedas ( A'lV/r. 1, i;J5. t*, etc.. .It/iarvur.
'•i. (J, 1, etc.).—On the medical uses of Fictit airictt L. among the
IlinduR, see L. Da Coxta in Curbyn's Tnd. M'd. Journal. 1S.'J7. 'i'^\.

'•*" Effj/pt. pesen, lleb. shoshan, Arab. t<usan ; this, however, is snp-
po-^cil to be rather Nf/mphira httu-i.

^o ^ovKio^opov {Theuph. 4, 27j. Cf. Alex. Zlegler^ Heine im Orleitt.

lA-ii'/.ig, lKr>5).

4' The fndt. tops, and oil were nsod. The Oreeka enumerate in their
recipes of Ky^i two sjiecjies (aKtvdi&t^ 6uo, Ifionc.or. 1. IlVi), the larue
and the email ; the former is oxycedruM, the latter coinmiinltf.

*• r.ottnco (6plSa() was used bv the Greeks ns a soivirifte {lUpjtoi-r.
,! .::.H'i, 2; Ct-l^nn 2. ;J'2 ; Pallad. 2. M; Martial, l.'i, 11): hut ih-
.v|.Lvitw virosa seems to have been the one, the juice of which, in'xi^d
with opium (fiTiKuifiof), was us<.?d for this purpo««'. (Diom-or. 2, 1G.">).

*3 The root is yplit, and has been comjiared to human legs, from
whieh circumstance originated many superstitious uses. ColnmtUa
(le. 19) c:d!s it "half man, half plant." See Puut ^gtn. ed. /r.
AilautM, n., p. 2Ut.

*t The fniit, bark of root, leaves, and juice of root were usetl by the
ancients. The fruit was called "bread" by the Ei,'yi»Iians. It was
u*eii against fevers, by applying it with scented oil uiM»n the region of
(lie stomach {Athen. Dcip. 2, 51). The same authority ob'^-rves that
the fruit is sessile, without a stilk (<^epri d< rov Kapit'ov ij aiyinria
ffvKatxivo^ anii roe ft/Aoe Kal ovk anb rtof imKapniutv, ibid.).

*iThU is aeeonling to f'tif/'r, Hot. Strtifziige 4, 122, the plant
«lto.<han («tee note Il'.t). The ICgvptiuns collect^il it, dried it in the *.uii,

eoinndnuted the poppv like body within the II(»wers. and baked bn>ad
..f it (Herod. 2. 1)2 ; Thiophr. 4, S, !l>. Dimtur. Sic. (I. lU. .'14. i:ti Koys,
that they have h-arnt the use of cUiblo fniitA and of lotus from Isis
:inil (ho old King Menas,
<Tho fnilt nnd oil were iiscil.

* The fruit alLuic is used. An InfuHion of it yieldi- by fennentaMon
a -p'-iies of wine, whii-h is yet much used In Nubia, where it forii.s a
griienil everj'-d»y stimulant.

*- It in fre<|uently doubtful whether by the oil is meant ott of .Iimi|Mr
or oil of IMniiH <;edrns.

** Egypt, temlen. Greek ax^*'<*':- Forms an ingreiUent in Kyptii.
/••il/intiit^ "2. 'AO. mentioUHan oil (oleum lentiseinuin—(Aaior (r;^>'iii-ot'

,,i fHoit'or. I, 'J^h, which is preparetl from the rli»e s*'e<l by eximction
A ii ti i".ii;iiv' water.

1. .*)(). 1. in. mentIon<t an oil, Ttptpiv0tvoi' *Aatoi', irindc
1 (Tc note 411).

I oil were nse«|. Egypt, gaga, Copt. «u«i, Grert ki«i.
//./'/. ktka>on. Ao-'inling to PUwuridrj, (|. '•>. 4. l«i) the Egvpt!uiis
>to not pn^Min- the oil by Ihiillng the seetU with wut^r, but b^ express-
ing the rruolictl »m-«1s.
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gelly, benne'-.

—

Sorghum rulgare Willcl., Turkey
millet.

—

Tamitrix Afrimna Desf. and T. articulata

Valil, tamarisc.

—

TrigoneJhi fa'iium Grfecnm L., fenu-

greek ''.— Triticiim spcJtii L., spelt, and 1'. vulgare

Vill., wheat.— Vitex Agi/tis Castas L., agnus castus.

d. JMiscettnveovs Eemcdies.—A great variety uf icme-

dies occur, "wliicb it was difficult to classify otherwise,

and which are therefore jilaced here together. AVe find

mentioned: decomposing or (jurulent blood (for ex-

ternal use) ; 27 various oils, nine of which were con-

sidered sacred''^; beer which had ceased to ferment;
vinegar"; crude honey; wine; milk; s])ring- water

;

dried blood of various animals ; sour and sweet grapes

;

various flowers; tortoise shell; fermented dough;
yeast ; bread, simple, or mixed with aromatic seeds,

or sweetened; wax; eggs: chaff; human brains, se-

men, urine, fwces and menstrual fluid*'; wafer which
has been used for washing the genitals ; fluid jiressed

from i)igs' eyes; the genitals of cats (mo.st of the last

named for external apfdications only) ; and a .species

of lint for surgical di'essiugs.

5. Pharinacy.—Although many passages of the

papyrus are as yet not fully understood, owing to the

occurrence of doubtful technical terms, or names of
unidentitied plants, animals and minerals, we still

find a number of pharmaceutical acquaintances, such
as globule, pill, granule, cataplasm, mixture, ointment,

aromatic ointment and ijomade, coUyrium, pastille,

clyster, mortars and caj)sulcs. A large nundier of
recipes and formulae are given in the text, as foi- in-

stance: Fur eolic-pains: Cumin -^^Z, goose-fat 43,
inilkX t;nat. As a diuretic : lli»tey, St. John''s hrtad.

Agnus Casti/s seeds, of each, eqval parts (1 3 ). One of

the most interesting is the recipe for the Kp/ihi''',

which was a celebrated mixture used bj' the Egyptians
for fumigations, as medicine, and in eml)alming, the

composition of which is given on page SIS of the

papyrus as follows

:

" Preparation of Kyphi, to male agreeahle the odor of
the house or of dresses :

" Myrrh (dry), juniper (herries), oUhanwn, mastix
(twigs), fenugrceh (seeds), raisins (? temten), and three
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6- Oil of sesame was used quite frequently. The Egyptian term is

semsemt, Vopt. <j^\i.(j-r\\i., Arab, simsim.
6" The seeds. This plant has a variety of names: Efjupt. sabt.

Greek fiovKepaq (uxhorul, alyoKepas fram's ht>rn, whence the German
appellation Bockshorn). and t^Ai? {Mndei'n Greek t^Au).

6-1 These are in frequent use. ofien combined with honey, coiTcspond-
ing to the oil-honey or eAoio/ieAi n:entioned by Dioscor. 1, a7. We
a.!so find " oil made two days before,'" end " wiuterstrained oil."

^^'Ihe Egyptians were cele'Tated for their excellent vinegar; ac-
cording to Ai/ien. Deip. 2, (i7, they prepared it from grapes, raisins and
dried tigs.

''^ Excrenientitious matter has been used by many nations for reme-
dial purpo-ty^s. Semen vinle and sanguis menstrualis even by the Arabs,
according to Abu Ilnrairah at iSoJfuri. A very full account of ex-
ireinentitious med.cine among the Hindus may be found m rhurniac.
Jo'irn. uiid Trans. iV'oy. 18'i5, pau& *^tJ4.

other unrecognizable ingredients. Mix ihfin together

and put them to ^Ae _/?7r (namely to l)uru them ; may
also mean ' and set fire to them.') For women it is to

he 'preyarcd otherwise ; nameli/j it is to he hoiled with

honey, inixed, and formed into globules; theyfumigate

BT Kyphi is mentioned by Hiernn. in Jovin. 9, 8. Scribon. Larg.
compoH. 70. Galen (several times), and Plutarch {de Imd. et Osir. 81)
mentions the following as ingredients of Ki"<Jii, namely: lemongrass
{Juncus odortitus), aspalathus {Cytisun Gra'vus)_ shrubby hartwort
{liiipleurtim fruticosiim), mastich [Fistacin (eiitisciis). bitumen (pro-

bably means Chton tiirpeiUiite). 8wamp-gras.=, {Utra conferva), sorrel

(liumeu:-), the small and large Juniper, (f-ce note 41,)cardaraom (Atno-
mum Cariiamomiim)j sweet-tlag {Acorus Calamus).
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r'lth lli'iti, iiiul aho usf th-m as piutilles to make agree- I

., 1,1,- t/ir odiirii/t/ie mouth"."

Iiicdiulii.-iion weannexii fiuvsiiiiile copy of l)Oitinn

of 11 pii;,"' of the pupyru-:, with its tniiislalion. Tin-

liLClilly-sluuU'il portions of the copy aiv in tlic oii^'inal

written in rcil ; tlio oth-rs in MacU. Tin; ri':ulcr niiiy

roniparo tlic lines of hieratic \vritin<i of tlic i>riL;iiial,

wliirh reads from rijrht to h-ft, with tiiu transhitioii

in hicrojjlyphics. of whicli the other form of script is

an iilibruviiition, and whidi are read from left to

right.
_^ _ ^ .

NOTK.S ON TJIK TATIIOLOGY AND TREAT-
MENT OF SOME FORMS OF IIYSTEIU-
OAL DlSOltDEKS.

By EUGENE DUPUY, M.I). (Uxiv. Pauis.)

XEW YORK.

If hysteria in soine of its severe paralytic forms is

verv iintraetaMe. it is hy no means unamenalile to

therapeutic agents. It is well known that some ca.ses

of contracture', more fre([uently of the lower linihs,

will, after lonu duration, simulate all kinds of malfor-

mations, and whc'n the muscles have undergone wast-

ing, leave, as a secjuel, a useless liml).

But what is the nature of the disease—or, in order

to he in accordance witli the majority of contemporary

liathologists who think that every disease must, in every

c;use, have their r'niix H ori'jo in the same ors;an—where

is the scat of tiie malady '. If a very great luimher of

hiuh authorities see a connection between abnor-

mal st.ites of the female generative organs and the

development of hysteria, many others, invested by

common consent with just as high authority, deny

anv such connection. I shall simply state, that dis-

eases of almost every viscus have Icen traced jis the start-

ing cause of hysteria; and that some of its severe

forms—contracture, paralysis and wasting—have been

observed in children before the age of puberty, and in

women after the critical period. A theory which is now
gaining ground in France, and which docs not lack

ingenu'ity. originated with Professor Charcot. lie,

after carefully contparing the phenomena of liemi-

ana'sthesia, hemiplegia, etc.. etc., usually associated

with certain forms of hysteria and similar symptoms,

which, according to him. arc always met with in de-

structive disciuses of that part of the middle encephalon

called internal capsule—believes that that part of the

cerebral organs is the seat of hysteria in its hemiplegic

form at least. I would certainly adopt that theory.

Elsewhere I have shown this idea to be somewhat falla-

cious •( for it is always safe to sail under the same

wind with so eminent a teacher as Prof. Charcot), pro-

vided the internal capsuli! were a nerve centre instead

of l)eing merely a tract of sensitive and motor lil)rcs.

iilentieal with the tract of the spinal cord, is devoted

merely to SL-nsito motorial conductions. The study of

cases of lesions of the pons Varolii, both in male and

femah- subjects, caused by most diversu disrases, and

in which I have very often observed hysterical .symp-

toms, cause me to doubt. These symptoms have been

well .studied by my friend Dr. E. C" Seguin. He thinks

that thev depend upon various lesions, more especially

of the right hemisiihere of the brain, a view put for-

waril by I)e Fleury. of Bordeaux, in his work on the

Comparative Dynamics of the Cenbral Hemispheres,

some years since. This opinion, and the assertion that

some hysterical symptoms have been observed in dis-

eases of the pons, by B.ostian, of London, in his treatise

on Paralysis from Brain Diseases, together with a

pretty numerous series of experiments on dogs and

eats, "permit me, I believe, to state, that very likely,

hysterical phenomena are dependent upon the abnormal

>tate of either lateral portion of the upper part of the

perns Varolii.* I may as well state here that the

nerve centres of th(' pirns are perhaps merely passive

in the process, and only become organically impli-

cated when we already tind contractures and paralyses

with atrophy of muscular tissue and the consequent

deformities.
"

I have satisfied myself that the origin of

the trouble is a vascular one of the nervous centres, an

abnormal condition of the so-called .sympathetic nerves.

The origin of the latter, according to classical authori-

ties, is in the jjons; but I believe it is all along the spi-

nal cord and base of the brain, as shown by Vulpian

lati-ly, and as tauu'ht for now more than twenty years

by Brown-Spquard. Hut, unlike the abovi^ named emi-

ni-nt physiologists, I think it probable that the vaso-

motor nerves, instead of originating in the axis of

1,'ray matter of thcr spinal cord and pons, penetrate

rnto it, and instead of proceeding from those centres

toMcthcr with the other nerves as they come out,

and as Bernard has tried to establish for the so-

called cerebral nerves, they only join the nerves of

motion and of common and special sensation at their

exit from the cerebral and spinal mass, and at the

point where they receive their sheathing from the

pia mater. For the trig^Muinus nerve, at least, this

point is beyond contest, both experimentally and ana-

tomically. One of the first workers with the micro-

scope in the field of anatomy of the nervous ccntris.

Hanover, has as far back as 1.S44, most beautifully

ti'.,'ured tjie fibres, cells and small ganglia on the tract,

and chiefly on the ganglion of Gasser of the: trigeminus.

M.ireover. Rainev, in a paper i)ublislu'd in the Tinns-

,i.-i:ona M'd. Chirurfj. Socii-lij <>/ L,>ii>l»ii. 1844. states

that the arachnoid is the centre from which arise the

vascular nerves.f

I f after the removal of the whole cerebral hemispheres

and gangli.i, except the pons. sen.sations in warm-blood-

ed animals still jjersist, as proved by the experiments

(if Vulpian, and more recently of Onimus, L('pine.

I'.rown-S.'quardind others: it appears to me legitimate

enough to conclude that the vascular nervous centres,

w Inch arc most numerous around the pons, are altered

either directly or indirectly through peripheral sensory

fibres. The nature, seat, and duration of any given

irritation will determine the variety of diseased mani-

festations. In this connection I may call attcntiim

to the Very able pamphlet of my Icirncd friend, Ur. I.c-

pine, of Paris, in which he has reported ca.ses of hemi-

plegia and other interesting phenomena dependent

upon diseases of the lungs, and some very curious

and suggestive experiments of my eminent friend and

teacher^ Brown-Sf(pi.ird. showing various effects exer-

cised by mere pricks of the lungs and other small

thoracic viscera upon the pupil of the eye. These

are verv interesting facts, wliich go to support the

Ih'ory that alterations of the abdmninal and thoracic

viscera do have a very strong " n'tentissiMuent " on the

vascular centres. Well-known phenomena of hemi-

ana-sthcsia and antcmia of the skin, or contractures

<*Ttlo Kevlrtlan women »rc nnu^l. rvt-n to tli:« da.v, for ttioir l»d

h»btl cif chewitiK "nl"n» nn.l ir»rlk-.

•Tl»u«e Iniiugurtili., I**r.t. IS^i.

' T!r<y«m-SAni«rd ban shown mn. nomc monthfi airo In Vnrit. Aogm upon

h h.. hiul liiirnt -onw linr; of tin. lonvcilutinn-, ni'.'l fi'un.l. i nlv

:.lv.l« iin thi'Kinie kill... Iinti'von inraplivi" r.li.ni.nn.l hi'mipninpU.

rhl« will <ii«|i<»H<. of the iilijivtl.'H Ihnt niUlit I"- nii"<M tlmt ill»-

• ..( thi. i»in« mnnol k'lvc. rl«.. to i.yrnptoni« liimliiliin: paral}»l« or

lO-it-'turc of the lov%er liinli iiloni'. a* in liy-ti-rin.

For inorr on the Mllijei't ('f VOHO-Tnolor i-i'iilrr*. mv my imix-r In C.

.lolaBH-ile Iliol.. (i.alteM..l.iler«r:». p. 37I)biu1 p. 000. Cunnult

o noctaifontaiiie. Id., p. t>(X> >n<l p. MS.
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followed by paralysis, deformities, etc., wliich may
become permanent at the end au 1 present a faitliful pic-

ture of amyotroi)liic sclerosis (Charcot), and of coxalgia

(Brodie, Verncuil, etc.), and even of club-foot. As
my intention is only to deal with that form of hys-

teria which sometimes does ultimately v^rge in per-

manent deformities and paralysis through wasting,

I shall dismiss the other aspects, however interesting

here.

Tlie diagnosis of the disease is not, as a rule, a
very difficult one, except perhaps, when it attacks very

young males and females ; in wliich cases it may be
mistaken for coxalgia, so-called idiopathic contrac-

tures following convulsions, wasting of infantile

liaralysis, clul>foot dependent upon organic disease

of the spinal cord, etc. But if it is sometimes diffi-

cult, when the deformities have been long standing,

to discover what is their origin, it is, however, not
absolutely beyond our means ; careful consideration of
the habits of the little patients, aud of tlic onset of

the disease will help us a good deal to clear the ob-

scurity ; but of this, more liereafter. "When the par-

alysis occupies tlie u]iper limb or one side of the body
in adult patients, it is much more often tlie left

side. Soiuetimes the minor symptoms will almost
give rise to the suspicion that hemorrhage has taken
l)lace in the brain; but tlie state of the pupils which
are dilated in liysteria, and slightly respond to light;

the non-deviation of the tongue, the non-alteration of
temperature, or its lowering below the normal degree,

the loss in a more or less degree of sensation in the

paralysed parts; will help us to come to a correct dif-

ferential diagnosis. When contractures are present it

will be easily seen th.at we have not to deal with hem-
orrhage or coar-se lesions of the brain, l)y the fact

that if we try to push the extended arm by pressing on
the palm of the hand in such a way as if to push the
limb Ijehind the shoulders, or perform the same opera-
tion on the sole of the foot, pushing the leg in the
axis of the trunk, we will detect, particuhirly if the dis-

eases is of long duration, the peculiar .shaking conimou
to every form of sclerosis. This aspect of hysteria,

as pointed out by Professor Charcot, is due to sec-

ondary fasciculated sclerosis of the lateral column
of the spinal cord, whicli, however, ho distinguishes
from what he has called amyotrophic sclerosis, by
the fact that in tlie last-named disease the cells of the
anterior horn of the spinal cord are primarily affected,
while in the hysterical wasting under consideration,
the cells become affected only as a consequence.
Moreover, in all the hysterical shams, however chron-
ic, of muscle disease, galvanic electricity gives rise,

both through nerve and directly, to contraeliou,
which it is well known does not take place in the
genuine diseases. If we have to deal with contrac-
tures of parts only of muscles of the lower limbs,
the diagnosis is sometimes more troublesome. To
say nothing of the many means which individual in-

genuity can suggest, one at least will always settle

the case, ]irovidecl there has not already been a com-
plete wasting of muscles; and that is inhalations of
ether or chloroform, and perliaps nitrite of amyl,
but chiefly the exhibition of chloral hydrate, in full
doses. Indeed by that means it is almost always sure
that we shall discover if we are dealing with hysteri-
cal mimics of organic diseases of the nervous centres.

In every case, of course, it is most important to

know the history of the disease ; and if we have to

treat children, one of the first jioints to make clear is,

wliether they are not addicted to onanism or irritative

practices U|)on the genitals. I have lately seen in

Palis a girl eleven years old, not yet uieustruated, who

presented a deformity amountiug to atrojihy of some
ninscles of the leg and club-foot, which could be as-

cribed to uo other cause than that stated above. She is

actually highly hy.sterical.

But it is not enough to try to find out what the cha-
racters and features of hysteria sometimes are ; by
far the most interesting point is the treatment. If in

very great number of cases of hysteria the physician
has to resort, through failure with all else, to so-called
moral treatment, I must say, that in the forms of the
disease of which I have been speaking, he will run
great risk of allowing permanent impairment of some
limb of the patient. Moreover, if the physiological
process of the disease be such as I have tried to es-

tablish, it is not unreasonable to resort to tlierapdi-
tieal agents, which former experience has taught to
l)e of service in similar conditions. I have .sonic-

times been lucky enousih to relieve a few patients suf-
fering from paralysis of motion, and sensation by the
use of stryclinia, steam-batli, massage, and generous
diet. In a long standing case, I tried the actual
cautery, applied on the najie of the neck, but perhaps
the "emotion" of the p.atient did all the curative
work in this instance. When there is contracture, it

will be made to disajjpear by the use of chloral hy-
drate, exhibited every other night, and steam-bath on
the intervening days, the cold douclie only to be ap-
plied to the head and neck. The spinal hot-water bag-

is more efficacious in some cases where only the lower
limbs are implicated. Of course, the continuous cur-

rent of electricity has to be employed ; but just as

with faradic electricity, it will be found to be of little

avail exce])t when directed against the wasting of the
muscles. By far the most effective treatment, and
chiefly so when there is the shaking, indicating sclerosis

of Charcot—consi.sts in large doses of strychnia, and
alternately of iodide of potassium in not mere than
four or five grain doses of the latter, and the a)))jlica-

tion of the actual cautery. Iliave employed this latter

agent, after the manner adopted by Brown- Sequard.
It must be used every other day, and in order to be able
to do that and also to assure success, the iron niu.st be
heated to whiteucss,and only allowed to touch tlie skin,

which then peels off just as if scratched very .slightly

by the nail—and the touches must embrace a |)retty

large surface in length—on the two sides of the spinal
jirocesses.

We must not forget, however, that in some instances

of pretty frequent occurrence, all the symjitoms de-
scribed in this lecture will vanish on a sudden with
the accompanying circumstances, and phenomena gen-
erally described in cases of miraculous cures, but
whicli are also daily met with in practice. I need
not say, in dismissing this subject of hy.sferia, that all

those therapeutical means will be found only of tem-
porary efficiency, if the primary cause of the disease
is not got rid of, whether it be seated in the genitals,

the reproductive organs, the viscera, and the nerves or
nervous centres.

LIVING LAEV.^ IN THE EAE.

By DAVID WEBSTER, M.D.,

OF NEW YOHK.

I HAVE .seen two cases of living larvre in the ear; the
first (Mr. G. W. G., act. 24), I saw at the office of Dr.
C. R. Agnew, in llie summer of 1874. He gave a
history of chronic supi)uration of both middle ears,
which commenced during an attack of scarlatina, at
the age of four. Tliis discharge had ceased at th e
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iiLjo of twelve, niul his jjcnoral health imiiiedintely be-

LTiui to siilTcr, l)iit uMs restored to its iionnal eou-

ilitioii ^hcn the diseliar^e re-cstalilislied itself, after a

eessalioii of aiioilt three months. This patient was
evidently a firm licliev<'r in the evploded theory " that

it is dan^'i'fous to stop the diseharj^e from an ulcerated

ear." Althoiif;h the disehar;;e liad for many yeai-s

l)?en very offensive, hi' had done' nothinj; for it until

a few days before I saw him, when his left ear had lie-

eome painful, and aff 'eti'd with an intolerable roarinii'.

lie had then cansL'd it to be syringed with warm
water, when, to his great horror, ten or fifteen little

white worms were washed out of tlie ear. The
syringing had l>een fre(]uently rejieated, but the pain

and jioise continued ; antl, on the morning of the day I

saw him, a worm, larger than any before, had been

washed out, and there had l)een somel)leeding from the

ear.

I f<mnd the bottom of the auditory canal covered

with offensive ])us ; tlie membnina tympani had been

mostly swept away ; and, coiled up, partly in the tym-

panic cavity and partly in the external auditory canal,

siiuirming and wriggling about in a very lively man-
ner, was a white maggot. I syringed the creature out

with considerable dillieulty. as he clung most ten-

aciously to tissues with which he lay in contact, prob-

ably by means of the ''strong, l)ut delicate frame-

work, of horny consistency, and two hooks also of a

stout, horny structure, articulating with this frame-

work," which Dr. Hlake, of Boston, has described.

After assuring myself that I had removed the last of

the grubs, I inflated the patient's ears by Polit/.er's

method, and advised the use of an astringent night

and morning, after syringing with warm water.

I saw him only once nuire, nineteen days later. He
had suffered no more from pain or tinnitus, and liis

hearing distance, as measured liy the watch, had gone
up from thriv inches to nine inches on the right side,

and from half an inch to four inches on the left siile.

Xo more larv.e had made their appearance.

The second case I saw at Dr. Agnew's clinic, at the

Manhattan Eye and Ear Hospital. This was also a

case of suppurative inllaniniation of tlii; middle car

of many year.s' standing. The patient complained of

pain and roaring, and also thought he felt something
wriggling about in liis ear. The drumhead and the

o.s.sicles had been entirely swept away by ulceration,

and the tympanic cavity, on inspection, seemed alive

with the siiuirming little animals. Some of these

were dislodged by syringing, and the remainder I

stirred up with a little cotton twisted about the en<l of

a dentist's cotton-holder, and afterwards w.-ished them
out with the syringe. There were five or si.v of them.

Dr. Uoosa, in his admirable treatise on the ear,

says: " The ancient works on aural diseases speak very

much of worms in the ear, ami of the proper means of

removing them. It is j)robable that these so-called

worms were the larvje of insects, which germinated

from eggs deposited in the pus of a chronic suppura-

tive process. Certain is it, that since the haliit of

cleansing an ear from pus has become a well-recog-

nized duty, the |)raetitioner of the present time sees

very little of worms in the care."

19 BAST TUIBTT SI.STII STUEKT.

MoDEUN An.kstiifcsia.— Dr. H. P. F!tk.\rns' article

on Jlodern Ana'sthesia, which a|>p<'ared in a recent

number of the >[i;l)IC.\l Ur.conn. lias \wvn republished

in pamphlet form. In this publication sonw^ t.vpo-

graphi<al errors which found Iheir way into the origi-

nal article, have been corrected.

IIAI'II) DIiMINUTrONOFA RE-MAUKAIUA'
LARtiK SIVLEEN UNDER THE HYPO-
DERMIC EMPLOYMENT OF ERGOT.

Bv J. II. MILLER, M.I).,

MODKRLV, MO.

Mrs. S., aged 28, married, the motlier (>( three
children, of previous good health, was attacked in

August last with bilious fever, as she states, re-

covered, but shortly relapsed, and has since that time
been suffering from freiiuent attacks of intermittent
fever of the quotidian type.

Her physician, not having been penetrated witli the

incandescence of advanced medicine, but a thoiDughly
stereotyped routinist, put her through on remedies
of the most obsolete character ; and what her disca.se

had not already done for her, he very effectually

accompli.shed.

On the second day of January I called to see her,

and found her in extreme prostration and very
anaMuic, with dyspepsia, neuralgia, a masked form of
intermittent fever, and with a spleen of extraordinary
dimensions; so large was it that tin; whole .abdominal
cavity, from the extreme left to the middle of the

right hypochondrium. and from the umbilicus into the

epiga.strium, was occupied by its presence.

After improving her general coiulition by proper
alimentation, liy tonics, and by stimulants, I addressed
my remedies more particularly to the reduction of the

size of the spleen, and pn'scriljcd for that ptU'iKtse

large doses of ((uinine, cldoride of ammonium and
iodine, with iodo-croton liniment externally.

Having failed, after consideral)le perseverance with
lliese remedies, to elicit a favorable response, I deter-

mined to abandon them entirely, and put the thera-

peutic ])owers of ergot fairly to the test.

No other remedies were administered except Tine,

gentian, ; iii., Acidi Hydrocyanic dibit., gtt. xxiv.,

one teaspoonful thrice daily, for some gastric troubles

which seemed to call for special attention.

On the sixth day of Febru.iry, I made the first hypo-
dermic injection of ergot. I visited her again on the

Ttli, and made the second injection ; and, although I

did not find any diminution in the size of the splei^n,

yi't discovered a vi;ry sensible change in its character

and consistency. On the 8th I made the third injec-

tion, and at that visit there was a very perceptible

slirinkage. Owing to professional engagements of ft

(liffereiit character, I did not visit her on the !)th. On
the 10th I made the fourth insertion, and found a

very decided diminution in its size ; and for four con-

secutive days I made injections with rapid and marked
diminution. Dn the 14th, it had almost attained its

normal size. Thus, from the Olli to the lllh, that

enormous spleen had almo.st entirely ilisappeared

under the hypodermic use of erg<it alone. On the

Ith of Mareli I cidled, in order to ascertain if the

improvement had bi'cn ])ermanent. She met me at

the door with a recognition of comi)laisance and
with expressions of profound gratitude. The spleen

was normal.

MoBERLT, Mo., March S, tS7r,.

Cestenniai- Medicai, CoMMisstos.—The number of

delegates to be appointed to the above, to ri-pri'sent

the Medical Society of the State of New York, is thirty-

five. The selection is entrusted to Dr. Thomas F.

Rochester, of liuffalo. President of said society.
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progress of ilUltical Science.

OvAKIOTO-MT, WITH DRAINAGE THROUfill THE PER-

ITONEAL Cavity.— Dr. Olshausen, of Ilalle, has sum-

marized his experiences in ovariotomy, with especial

reference to the use of drainage tliroush Doughis'

cul de sac, giving an exhibit of twenty-tive cases in

svhicli lie lias operated. He has come to share Sims'

former opinion, that the majority of deaths after ova-

riotomy are due to septica?mia, but thinks that the

question of the advisability or not of the use of drain-

age tubes should be determined by practical experi-

ence, and not by thcorjtical considerations. He dis-

cusses the objections to the use of tliecarbolized spray

in the operation ; and expresses the opinion tliat drain-

age and greater care in preventing septic infection will

improve even the admirable figures of Spencer Wells.

He gives the details of the operation as he practises it,

insisting particularly on numerous antiseptic pi-ecau-

tions with carbolic acid. After the removal of the

tumor is completed, he makes a puncture from Doug-

las' culde sac into the recto-uterine excavation with a

trocar of full four-tenths of an inch calibre, and

carries a drainage tube of the same size throng)) it,

and places it in the superior angle of the wound. He
regards the iirst 48, and, more ijai'ticidarly, the first

34 hours after the operation, as the most important in

respect to after-treatment in this method, believing,

with Sims, that, during that period, a thin fluid secre-

tion is rapidly produced, having highly septic pro.

perties, and tliat it must lie ijromptly got rid of. To
this end, ho recommends syringing out the tube with

a warm salicylic acid solutiou every hour or two hours

during the first day. He generally removes the drain-

age tube about the twelfth day. The thermometei' gener-

ally indicates, by the third day, what is to l)e the fate

of the patient. Of the twenty-five cases which he re-

ports, the last fifteen were treated with the drainage

tubes. Of the first ten cases two recovered ;
of the

last fifteen, eleven. He does not, however, claim the

whole of the improvement for the drainage, but at-

tributes it to better surroundings of the patients

—

greater cleanliness, and especially thorough disinfect-

ant measures, and to his own increased skill. He be-

lieves, however, with Nussbauni, that drainage has

saved many cases that would otherwise have rapidly

succumljed.

—

Bed. Klin. WocJi., March 6 and lij,

1876.

The iNocuLABiLiTf OP Relapsing Fever.—Dr.

Motschntkoffsky, of Odessa, has been experimenting

for several years with inoculations upon man and ani-

mals with tlie matter of typhus, typhoid,' and relapsing

fevers, and was successful in the case of tlie la.st dis-

ease only, and in the human subject. He succeeded

mly by the use of the blood, taken during a parox-

ysm of fever, and it made no difference whether it

contained spirilla or not. Tlie disease thus induced

differed in no respect whatever from that due to other

jauses, nor was any other form of fever ever devel-

oped from inoculations of the blood of relapsing

fever. The period of incubation was between five

and eight days. Blood kept hermetically sealed for

two days in a capillary tulje yielded positive results,

as did also blood diluted in equal parts witli a watery

one per cent, solution of muriate of quinine, but

when diluted with the one-tenth part of s|nrit the re-

sults were negative.— Veulralbl.f. d.Med. Wiss., March

11, 187G.

Typhoid Fever in a Child, with Rupture of the
S leen.—Dr. Wittniaim, from observations in the

Children's Hospital at Pesth, declares that in all cases

of typhoid in which hemorrhage from the bowels
occurred, it was preceded for a few days Ijy slight

hemorrhages from the mucous membrane of the

mouth and gums. He gives the history of a well-

marked case of typhoid in a lioy of ten, admitted to

the hospit.'d, December 29th, with the history that he
had been seriously sick for five days. The tempera-

ture ranged between 104° and 10G° F., the pulse from
120 to 132 ; there was delirium at night, slight bleed-

ing from the lips and gums appearing on tlie 30th.

The cold water treatment was not used, because a lit-

tle girl, on whom it had been used under like circuni-

stjinces a few days before, had died of hemorrhage
from the bowels. On .January 2d, however, delirium

increasing, he was put in a wet pack. The next day
there was sensitiveness in the region of the spleen,

and the bleeding from the mouth continued in spite

of various modes of treatment. On January 5th the

stools contained blood, and he fell into a state of col-

lapse and died, the temperature falling from 104° to

97.2°, F., during the last six hours. At the autopsy, an
ulcer, with hemorrhagic appearance of base and
edges, and half an inch wide, was found on the post-

terior wall of the jiharynx, between the orifices of the

Eustachian tubes. The stomach and intestines con-

tained altered blood; the Peyerian patches were the

seat of the characteristic lesions of the disease, and
the peritoneal cavity contained about a pound and a

half of dark fluid blood. The source of tliis was
found in the spleen, which organ was enlarged to four

times its natural size and was the seat of two long and
deep lacerations or ruptures, one of them two and a

half inches long and an inch deeix

—

Juhrh./. Kiiuler-

hcilk., JX., 3, 1876.

Congenital Syphilis Treated with Iodide op
Iron.—Dr. Alois Slonti, of Vienna, claims advantages

for the treatment of congenital syphilis with the

ferrum iodatnin saccJiai-iUum (Ph. Germ.) over the

ordinary treatment with mercurials. He gives it dis-

solved in the milk, regulating the dose according to

the age of the child. Thus, tlu'ce grains are divided

into ten doses, of which a new-born child will receive

two or three in a day, while at one year of age three

grains will be given in a day, etc. It should l)e con-

tinued as long as any manifestations of the disease

remain on the skin or mucous membranes, or there is

any ana-mia or enlargement of the spleen. He claims

that iodism is never produced under this treatment,

and that, after a few days' use of it. the child becomes
more quiet, and the symptoms of the disease begin to

disajjpear. The duration of treatment is undoubt-
edly somewhat longer than under mercurials, but

tlie nutrition of the child is not impaired ; on the

contrary, rather improved. Of course, it cannot be
substituted for mercury in the ti-eatmeut of cases re-

quiring very prompt remedies, such as specific laryn-

gitis, accompanied 1>y .stricture of the larynx.

—

Jahi-h.

f. KiiiderluiUc, X. 3, 1870.
^ • -^—

Anti-Vivisectionists Despite the rejiort of the

Royal Commission, the anti-vivisectionists of England
are still active in their efforts to procure the passage

of a bill to suit their ends.

Borax as an Antiseptic.—The antise|)tic properties

of borate of soda are being discussed in France, in con-

nection with a proposition to preserve meats and milk
by its agency.
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MEDICAL SOCIETIES AND MEDICAL
EEFOKMS.

TiiK discussion of tlio subject of medical education

dining tlie past fuw years, lias not been altogctlui-

l)arren of results. The profession lias not only niain-

tiiincd its right to criticise the doings of the medical

schools, but has succeeded in commanding a respect

for its opinion. So far as ultimate reform is con-

cerned, this begiiniing is encouraging. Hut that the

time is approaeliing when more radical measures must

be initiated, seems quite evident if we rightly interpret

professional feeling upon the subject. The medical

journals throughout the country have fought against

the al)uscs in our system of medical education almost

single handed, and while the majority of the reading

professi(m endorsed the views which have Ijeen ex-

pressed, and acknowledged tlie necessity for change,

nothing more than professional opinion has been cre-

ated.

Now, however, it seems that the societies are begin-

ning to take hold of the matter and directly use the

weiglit of their influence and authority in preventing

that greatest of all curses to medical progress in this

country—the multiplication of medical schools. Every

one knows how easy it is to found a medical college,

create professorships, advertise the ])rofessors, and

graduate students. Nothing is easier, and notliing

more profitable in one way or anotlier, to those in-

terested iu the success of the school. The obtaining a

charter is a matter of form, as is also the jirofessorial

appointments, and then we have another full-fledged

and portentously named college added to the already

lengthy list. The ease with which tliesc institutions

can be established has been a fact so mucli deplored

by the profession at large, that any effort calcul-

ated to remedy the evil should be duly consid-

ered and appreciated. The Allen County Medi-

cal Society, of Indiana, certainly deserves considera-

tion in connect!. m witli its recent action regarding the

prospective establisliinent of a medical school at Fort

AVayne. The resolutions bearing upon the question are

of such length, that we cannot find room for more

than a few extracts; but we trust that they will be

sufficient to cxjilain tlie principle and spirit of the

action

:

Dr. G. T. Brusbacli, after pointing out the acknow-

ledged evils attendent uixm a multiplication of medi-

cal schools, concluded as follows :

W/tfrt-ns, Reform in tliis matter, in order to ])rove

successful, must conimciice with the County Jledical

Societies ; antl. as it is high time that some one should

lead off in the premises, and endeavor to change these

tilings: now, tlu'iefoie,

liemhiil. That the .Mien County Medical Society

learns with deep regret of the attempt to establish an-

other low-grade medical school in this city, and hereby

enters its earnest protest against the institution of any

more so-called medical colleges in the State of In-

diana.

H/solted, That the Allen County >[edical Society

hereby desires to be distinctly and explicitly un-

derstood as withholding any and all professional

recognition from the hybrid concern, which, it is gen-

eriiUy believed, is about to be established in this city,

and from its aiders and abettors.

Henohed, That the Secretary be hereby instructed

to make inquiry to that effect, and report if any mem-
bers of this society are in any way concenied in the

establishment of the school referred to. and to furnish

a list of the names of such membere to this society at

it.- next regular meeting.

HfgoJred, That this society recognizes the establish-

ment of the aljove school simply as a means of dis-

honorable advertising.

Following these resolutions were some offered by

Dr. Joseph R. Reck, of equal purport, but if possible

more radical iu their aims. Both sets of resolutions

were deliberately discussed and unanimously adopted.

The principle involved is eminently correct, and we

await the result of the protest with some little concern.

If the success of the measure can be established as a

lirccedent, there will indeed be great reason for the en-

couragement of other societies who may be inclined

to follow the example.

In connection with this -ubject we would also refer

to another instance of determination on the part of a

medical society to cx|)ress an opinion in regard to the

continuance 'of another medical school. The Iowa

State Medical Society has protested against the en-

dowment of a medical deiiartment to the present State

Tniversity, on the ground that uuder the proposed

management it could never be more than a second rate

school. This protest was based nminly upon the fact

that clinical and didactic medicine could not be effi-

ciently taught in a small inland town.

We believe that this is one way of correcting n

•,'rowing evil, and we hope that the lime is not far dis-

tant when other medical organizations shall be equally

explicit in their denunciation of wrong, and equally

determined in their efforts at reform.
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MEDICAL ADVEKTISING.

The review of medical works l)y the secular papers

is anotlier one of tlie phases of medical advertising to

wliicli a passing reference should he made. At first

sight it might appear as the merest accident that a

newspaper should care to devote its review space to

a strictly professional work ; and that it was more the

result of manceuvring by some enterprising publisher

than any desire on the part of the author for public

notoriety. Wlien, however, the matter is examined in

all its bearings, and the usual circumstances which
hang upon ordinary clianccs are carefully weighed,

there is but one way to settle tlio question why some

medical authors are always fortunate, and others

never have a chance. Of what use is it to tlie general

public to know, through a news]japer, that Dr. A. has

written a masterly work on diphtheria, an exhaustive

treatise on scarlet fever, an elaborate book upon frac-

tures, or joint diseases, or piles, except to prove that the

author is an authority on the subject, and has more
than ordinary qualifications for the practi ce of his

specialty ? And what is this more than medical adver-

tising ?

This practice has been carried on .so extensively in

Great Britain, that tlie profession there are beginning

to appreciate its damaging effects upon their dignity,

and arc clamoring, through their journals, for re-

form. Not only do some autliors allow their works

to be noticed in the manner indicated, l)Ut favor the

insertion of standing advertisements in the leading

secular jiapers. The British Medical Journal, which

has been particularly active in exposing sucli dis-

honest ijroceedings, has been directly instrumental

in the passage of several resolutions Ijy the Ijranch

societies of tlie British Medical Association. These

resolutions condemn the practice in the most unmis-

takable terms. The journal in question speaks thus

plainly in regard to this business of special adver-

tising:

"It is more than doubtful whether the profit to the

publisher from advertising a medical treatise in news-

papers repays the cost. Such books are not commonly
so advertised with a view to sell copies of them to

the puljlic, but to make known their titles and the

names of the authors. In a large number of cases,

it is notorious tliat authors devote an annual sum for

the mere jjuipose of defraying the expenses of such

advertising, and subsidize their publishers for the

purpose. Medical ))ublisliers act, too, very largely as

the agents for authors of the books which they publish

;

and if the leading medical publisliers were asked,

they would jjrobably say that only a small proportion

of the Ijooks on their list belong to them, and that

they are those which are leajt advertised in the daily

papers."'

Although very little of this kind of advertising is

done in this couutrv, there is enough of it to draw the

attention of those who are interested in maintaining

the honor and dignity of the profession, and in

keeping it above the suspicion of underhanded

practices.

UeDtcttis anti tlottccs of SooKs.

A :M.\ntjal of Gtener.vl Pathology, for the use of
Students and Practitioners of Medicine, by Eunst
Wagner, M.D., Prof, of General Pathohigy and
Pathological Anatomy in the University of Leipzig,

kc. Translated from the sixth German Edition,
l.iy .lohn Van Duyn, A.M., M.D., Prof. Anat, &c..

in Jlcdical Scliool of Syracuse Univ., N. Y., and
E. C. Seguin, M.D., Cliu. Prof, of Diseases of Mind
and Nervous System, College of Physicians and
Surgeons, N. Y. New York : Wiliiani Wood ttCo.,

1876. Svo, pp. 728.

The advances which have been made in the study of
pathology invest this branch witli a ))eculiar interest

to the progressive student in medicine. The home
for the science at present is Germany, for there, within
the jjast ten years more particularly, the most lliorough

investigations have been carried on, and the greatest

progress made in the elucidation of the laws of dis-

ease, and in the interpretation of patliologieal lesions.

Tlie work before us is a coutriliution to the literature

of this school, and may Ije said to represent the ad-

vanced views now lield liy the progressive investiga-

tors, and the most careful workers in this interesting

and important department of our science. Originally

appearing as a small volume in 1862, it was the con-

joint production of Profs. Uhl and Wagner, but liy the

death of the former, just previous to tlie issue of the

work, its jjreparation for the press devolved upon
the present author, who subsequently elaborated it, in

successive editions, until it has reached, in its last ii-sue,

the portentous size of an elaborate and comprehen-
sive text-l)Ook of over 700 pages.

It would be impossible to follow the author .step

by stej) through the volume, and present his views on
the different sul.ijecfs of which he treats, as sucli a

plan would involve the writing of a small treatise in

itself. His aim having been to condense as much as

possible, he has so successfully carried out liis jihm that

an iinnieuse variety of subjects are crowded into a com-
paratively small space, with only such elalniration as

would enable the reader to understand the principles

enunciated, and appreciate the significance of a fact.

Indeed, he has in some instances sacrificed clearness

to liis desire for ctnulensation. Although it may be
impossible to go through the work in detail, an idea

of its merit as a text- book for the student, and as a

guide to the general iiractitioner, can be obtained by
some statement in regard to the arrangement and sul->-

division of its component parts.

Before proceeding further, it is quite necessary to

understand that general pathology, jnoperlyso called,

eniliraces a very wide range of study, and comprises
a tliorougli knowledge of everything pertaining to tlie

morbid state, and to disease in general, whether it be
ill its nosological, etiological, pathological, jihysio-

logical, or chemico-pathological relations. It may, in

a word, be considered as the fundamental science of
medicine proper, liy a knowledge of whicli we are

ena1)led to e.vainine into the causes, effects, and treat-

ment of disease.
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When such a imiltitiulc of sulijpcts is to be coii-

siiU'ifd as will i^iiaiantoe a iinsonaMe coiiiplctc-ncss to

the whok', it liccomcs a iiiattirof iiioio tliaii oidinarv

Ciincpin witli the studi'iit as to the system which tlir

author may follow, and the skill with which he may
classify. In the latter respect. Prof. Wajjner has
lieen successful, ami has fullilled all the conditions

iieees.saiy to make the work, not only a very eomphtc
one, hut a very available and systematic one for

reference.

The reader is carried from the beffinninfj to the end
by an easy and natural method, and is enabled to ap-

preciate the siij;nitic,ince of each new fact, and the

application of each new principle as ho proce<ds.

Geoeral nosology, for instance, is the tiret subject pre

scnted, comprising a discussion of the nature and
extension of disease, general symptomatology and
diagnosis, general prognosis, course and duration of

disoiise, and its termination in cure cr death. Next
follows general etiology, comprising the usual ])r<'-

disposing and exciting causes of disease, internal and
external ; tlmse pertaining to the individual and to

outside intlu nees; and their general pathology, an:i!-

omy, and physiology, in its relations to the local dis-

turbances of the circulation, to iiitlanimation, and to

the gener.d disturbances of nutrition, in tlie shajjc of

atrophy, hypertro[)hy, and the al>nornial metamorpho-
sis of tissue. In tlie latter, we may say in passing.

are considered the formation and structures of thr

different morbid growths which arc classitied under
the head of tumois.

The patliology of the blood next follows, under
which heading I lie anomalies in structure of blood cor-

jmscles, their deterioration, positive and relative, and
the different hematic conditions which arc associated

with the dilTerent affections known as blood diseases

are presented. Any one who has not studied gen-
eral pathology in the comprehensive manner of its

treatment l>y the author, will be astonished at the

amount of useful information contained in the work.
and will be gratilied in finding such a thorough n'i(/»o

of the fundamental elements of medicine.

The editors have done their work well under the

circumstances. The style of English is not Addisn-
nian. it is true, and a great many Germanisms have
crept into the text ; but by com]>aring the tran.slation

with the original, we are willing to make every al-

lowance. Prof. Wagner has a styh- which is jjeculiar.

He deals in parenthetic and involved sentences, and
sacrifices everything else, in the expression of an idea,

to bri'vity. The only fault with the translators ha>
been, that they have followed him too literally, and
Imve destroyed much of the beauty and snioothnes>
of a freer rendering.

The >rKDic,M. .Intisi'iiuKEXcE of Insanity, by .1. 11.

lUi.Koiu l?uo\vNE, Ks(;.. of the Middle Templr. and
Midland Circuit. liarrister-at-Law. Arc. (boncbm,
Kng. ) Second Kdition, with reference to the Seotc h

and .\merican di'cisions. Phila. : Lindsav i\: IJlakis-

ton, 1H7«. Hvo, pp. 71:;.

\ViiEN this work llrst appeared, in ISTI, it was wel-

comed by till' medical and leg.il world as one of the

most valuable contriliutions to the medical jurispru-

dence of insanity in our language.
Since that time it has maintained its reputation, and

lias been studied with satisfaction l>y every one in-

terested in til • medico-legal iniiuiries bearing upim
disco-Hed cimditions of thr mind. A second edition

comes to us, with additions and alterations, which
render the work ev<'n more valuable, ensierof refen^K r.

und more comprehensive in detail. Written by a bar

rister, the foundation of the treatment of the subject
rests upon the le<;al responsibilities of the different
varieties of insanity ; but in order that such responsi-
bilities should be clearly appreciated, a very careful
analysis of the cases from a strictly medicarpoint is

made. Intended for both attorney and physician, it

sup])lies the wants of each, and is a bond of mutual
supi)ort to a strictly siientific ojiinion. The style of
composition is admiralile in terseness, and classic in

tlie interest which it evokes on tlu; subject, while the
vast number of illustrative and curious exanij)les of
disease gives it a value which is peculiar to itself.

.V Treatise on SfuoERY, it.s PniNcin.Es .^nd Phac-
TiCE. I5y T. lIoi.Mf;s, M,.V., Cantab,, Surgeon to
St. George's Hosjiital. Philadelphia: ileiiry C. Lea,
187C.

Tins is a work which has been looked for on both
sides of the Atlantic with much interest ; and the
piom])t appearance of the Philadelphia re|)rint is an
indication of the estimation in which the author is

hild. ^[l•. Holmes is a surgeon of large and varied
experience, and one of the best known, and, perhaps,
the most brilliant writer ujion surgical subjects in

England. In his preface to this work he s])eaks of it

as -'to some extent an introduction " to the System of
Surgery edited by him ; and while that may be true of
it in the way that an outline sketch would be an intro-

duction to the completed picture, the expression dots
not do justice to the work. Books upon surgery may
be clns-sified as encyclopa'dical, clinical, and manuals,
or text-books, each of which has its distinct field

;

although, of course, much of the same material is to

be fimnd in all. This book belongs in the tliird group,
and its n.se is distinctly limited liy the very qualifica-

tions which fit it for its jjlacc. It is a book for
students—and an admirable one—and for the busy
general inactitioner. It will give a student all the
knowledge needed to pass a rigid examination, but it

will not give him all the details he will want to know,
when he finds himself face to face with an important
surgical case; those he will have to get from other
books, or by experience.

It may well be doubted if work of this kind might
not better be left to other hands. Jlr. Holmes says
that no man without a " pereonal experi<nce of the

various exigencies of surgery '" should attempt to write
such a book ; l)Ut his own work .shows evidence of the

insufficiency of this argument. The experience of no
man, especially in these days of sjiecialism, covers all

the topics, and the writer is tempted to give undue
prominence to those with which he is best aciiuaintcd,
so that many bare spots must be left. A text-book is

a eom])ilation, and its |)reparation belongs to that <Ia.-^

iif work which falls naturally to the part of young
men of limited experience and abundant leisure;

—

lliose whi> supply the innumerable' journal and dic-

tionary articles, and who have sutheient knowledge,
training, and experience to be able to compile in-

telligently. Mm like Jlr. Holmes would find a better

and more useful field in the one in whiili he has
already done so much that is valuable. Their woik
should be original, encyclopaedical in fulness, or clin-

ical in character.

It is impossible, within the space at our disposal, to

enter into a detailed criticism of this book. It is an
ungracious act to seek only for the defects ; and where
there is so much to praise, it is impossible to specify.

The book fairly justifies the high expectations that
were formed of it. Its style is clear and forcible, even
brilliant at times, an<l the concisi ness neidid to bring
it within its present limits has not inipuind its force
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and distinctness. It is profusely illustrated, but then

many of the illustrations are worthless. The author's

praiseworthy attempt to give drawings of the si^eci-

mens in the pathological museums, has failed utterly

in many cases. Tliis ajiparently is not due to careless-

ness in making the drawings or wood-cuts, but to the

inherent difficulties of the subject. Few specimens

even can be understood without being handled and
studied ; how impossiljle then it must be to make a

drawing which will convey a just idea of one. This

failure is doubly unfortunate, because the space occu-

pied so unprofital)ly has been gained by very close

jjruning of the text in many places.

Fi'om the American point of view, there are two sub-

jects which deserve criticism. Mr. Holmes has not

done full justice to that treatment of fracture of tlie

thigh which is identified with the name of Dr. Buck.

He does not seem to be practically familiar with

tlie method of treatment, or with the record of its

results.

In this connection, we may say that he has j)reserved

the traditfonal distinction l)etween the provisional and
the permanent callus, a distinction which is not justified

by pathological anatomy ; and that he still classifies

fractures of the neck of the femur as intra- and extra-

capsular, and devotes a page and a half to their

diagnosis—a diagnosis which can never lie more than

])roba1)le, and which has no practical value as regards

either prognosis or treatment.

The second point is the treatment of stricture. He
makes no mention of the use of a tunnelled instrument

over a guide, and recommends treatment by tying in

catheters; and in his directions for tying in, lie tells us

to pass the strings through the rings on the end of tlie

catheter ; and then, lest there should be any mistake

as to his meaning, he adds (p. 790) that "the difference

between a silver and a soft catheter, as regards their

suitability for tying in, is certainly not very great."

Such treatment is absolutely condemned by American

authorities, as well as by many English and French.

The latter tie in soft catheters occasionally when the

difficulties of catheterisation are very great, as in cases

of enlarged jn-ostate, but they always do it under

protest ; and in the treatment of stricture the represent-

ative surgeons never leave a bougie in place for more
than 15 minutes. Our American authorities go still

further, and claim (Van Buren and Keyes) that the

simple entrance and immediate withdrawal of a metal

sound procures the best results.

Uretiiral fever, so common and so redoubtalile an

accident, is mentioned only in a foot-note (p. T95) as a

name given to " distressing rigors," accompanied l>y a

rise of temperature and great malaise. There is

something wrong in the jjerspective of a writer who
gives half a page to an instance of death following

the removal of a small wen, and does not mention the

possiljility that division of a stricture, or even cathe-

terisation, may have a fatal result.

The chapters on diseases of the joints and of the

bones, are admirable ; that on minor and operative

surgery contains much that is very useful ; the article

on Lister's antiseptic dressing is a judicious depart-

ure from the general economy of space ; and although

we have felt compelled to criticise some points, we
cannot close the book without saying that it is the

best and most complete surgical text-book in our lan-

guage.
The ijulilisher's jiart has been well done. The il-

lustrations have been skilfully copied, the text is clear

and distinct. It is to be regretted that the margin-
al index of the original has l^een suppressed in the

reprint.

Tr.\ns.\ctions of the Twenty-fifth Anniversary
Meeting of the Illinois State Medical Society
FOR 187.5. Chicago: Fergus Prrintiug Co. ,244-248
llliuois St.

The volume is bound in cloth, and reflects credit both
upon the Society and the ]niblishers. It is made up
largely of reports upon different branches, such as

surgery, practical medicine, etc., and while reading

them we became not only interested but fully con-

vinced that the Western as well as the Eastern doctors

disagree. To some of these papei'S, however, the re-

mark made by one of the thoughtful members of the

Society can with fairness lie ajiplied, namely, that

they are "liare recitals of points of jn'ogress which is

so faithfully done in certain of our journals and year

liooks, or accompanied with loose and jjracfically value-

less comments on the same, that they should not burden
the pages of the Transactions." In the report upon
" Shortening in Fractui-es," Prof. Sayre, of New York,
has a sharp rejoinder to the doctrine which he advanced
at the annual meeting of the American ]\Iedical Asso-

ciation, held in Detroit in 1874. We incline to the

opinion th.at the rejoinder would be endorsed by the

great mass of tlie jirofession were its circulation equally

extensive. Tlie author of the report believes that

some shortening almost invariably occurs, without re-

gard to the plan of treatment adopted, and upon this

point we think he is sound.

TR.4NSACTONS OF THE AMERICAN OtOLOGIOAL SOCrETY.
Eighth Annual Meeting, Newport, R. I., July 21st,

187"). Vol. 2, Part 1. 98 pp. 8vo. Boston : James
Campbell.

The imblishing committee are to be congratulated on
the promptness with which their task has been fulfilled.

With a little more attention to jiroof-reading a few
errors would have been eliminated. Thus in the list

of officers for the ensuing year the name of Dr. C. H.
Bennett is printed in place of Dr. C. H. Burnett. Other
mistakes occur on pages 58 and 60.

The report on the Progress of Otology for the past

year is divided into two portions. Dr. C. J. Blake hav-

ing iirepared Part 1st, which includes the anatomy and
physiology, and Dr. A. Mathewson Part 2d, including

pathology and therapeutics. These gentlemen have
been fairly successful in their efforts.

Among the interesting papers contributed is one by
Dr. A. H. Buck, on the method of using medicated
Eustachian bougies. Nitrate of silver solution, of the

strength of 20-40 grs. to the ounce, is the remedy he
generally applies in this manner. A fine whalebone
or cat-gut bougie, with a bit of cotton twisted about

one end, is dipped in the solution and [lassed through

the catheter, and so on into the Eustachian tube. This

method is a very safe one, for the skill requisite in the

manipulation will necessarily confine its employment
to the hands of the experienced otologist.

Dr. Clarence J. Blake communicates some very in-

structive investigations on the intra-tympanic ])ressure

during phonation, observed in a patient with purulent

inliammation of the middle ear.

Two Thousand Years After ; or, A Talk in a Cem-
etery. Bv John Darby. Claxton, Remsen & Haf-
felflnger, Phila. 1876. Pp. 103.

The plan of this little book is to have Socrates and his

friends resume the discussion recorded in the Pha3do
two thousand years ago. The snliject of discussion

now is found in the positivist and materialistic doc-

trines, the errors of which the autlior tries to show with

simple language and illustrations. The form of dia
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lofjue wliicli lias been jiroscrvcd is wi'll mlaplid to a

subject in trcatiiii^ which fiv(jiieut explanations are

necessary.

Ucports of Societies.

NEW YORK MEDICAL JOURNAL
ASSOCIATION.

Stated Meeting, April '7th, 1870.

])«. I). B. St. John Roo.sa, Vice-President, in

TlIK ClIAIU.

IIEPOKT ON GVN.t;cOI-OQV.

Dr. p. F. McNDfc rend the annual report, in wliicli

atteutiou was directed to the following subjects :

THE PIIVSIOT.OOY OF OVUI-.VnON .\ND MENSTKUATIO.N.

Considerable s|)acc was devoted to the consideratiuu

of this (luestion, and a large number of authorities

([Uoted in support of the theories advanced respecting

the relationsliip iietween tlitse two functions. There

were, tliose who held tliat ovulation and nien.struation

were independent functions, and that the jiroof of

such relation existed in the facts mainly that conception

has occurred in uon-nienstruating women ; that nicustru-

ution has taken place after the rejuoval <if Imth ovaries ;

and that evidence uf ruptured liraalian I'ollicle was fiot

always found sulise([uent to menstruation.

Dr. Mun<l('. however, did not accept this doctrine, and
placed hiui.self with tliose who lielieved that men-
struation is an accom;;animent of ovulation, according

to the old theory.

With reference to the changes wliich take place in

the uterine mucous memljrane at the time of menstru-

ation, extensive reference was made to the writings

of Williams anil Engelmami. Williams holds that

there is niimthly shedding of the uterine mucosa, and
that this takes |)lace l>y way of a moli;cular disintegra-

tion of the mucous uieml>rane of the uterus, wliieli is

followed l>y a hemorrhage; Engeluiann l>eliuves that

during the menstrual period, the uterine mucous
membrane becomes swollen, but that the tumefaction is

limited to the superlieial layer.s, and with it is as-

sociated an enlargement of the blood-vessels, and
consei|Uent engorgement with blood. After a certain

degree of tnmefaclion has occurred the superficial layer

of the membrane undergoes a moderate degree of fatty

degeneration, and gives rise to hemorrhage. After the

cessation of the iKinorrhage, the tumefaction gradually

subsides and disappears.

Dr. iMunde inclined to thesuppoit of Kngelmann, and
did not believe that the monthly shedding of uterine

mucosa was a desiiuamation.

Referring to the

CAUSES OK MEN8TUU.VTI0N,

the theory was mentioned that its can?c is neither

in the ovaries, the uterus, or the blood, but tli.it it is

probably in the ganglionic nervous system, and that llie

ivitson why it declared itself through the cireulalioii

wns becuubc the circulation was under control of that

system.

ISTUA-UTERINK AI'I'LICATKINS.

The practical suggestion was mentioned in connection

with this topic, that they should lie iiseil after, rather

than just before, the occurrence of menstruation.

EAKI.V AHOUTI0N8.

Here reference was made to the theory advanced,
that many cases of dysnienorrho'a in otherwise healthy
sterile women were eases of repeated conception and
abortion tliiit jiassed unsuspected liy either patient or

physician. In such case the most eoniinon time forthe
o.'currence of abortion would be at the end of four
weeks instead of three monlhs. If true, it cstalilished

the importance of both maero.scopic and microscopic
examination in every case of dysnienorrlKea to deter-

niiiie the lu'isence or absence of the deeiikia of c 'n-.

eeption. The treatment suggested w:is, ijuiit in bed,
eonntei-irritation to the inner surface of the thighs,

and opium preceding the time of anticipated menstru-
ation.

EXn.OUATIVE rUNCTUUE OF OVAIIIAN CYSTS.

The doctrine taught was, that such explorative jiunc-

tures, with the hypodermic needle, or thi^ needle of an
aspirator, should not be resorted to unless indispensa-
lily necessary to a diagnosis. The danger was subse-

ijuent peritonitis. Dr. Pi'aslee was referred to as au-

thority for the statement that the needhf of the nsjiira-

t or .should not be regarded as any safer than a trocar

and caiiula, and that recourse sliould not l>e had to

either unless everylliing was ready for the perform-
ance of the radical operation within twenty-four
houre. Under the head of

OVAUIAN TIIEKArECTICS,

it was said that the idea had been advanced that
ovariotomy might become obsolete, for the reason that

a radical cure of ovarian cysts by means of elrilio-

lysis had been reported. Whether that method of
treatment would stand the test of time, remained to be
seen.

POSTUIIK OF TUB BODY AS A CAUSE AND A CVUK FOU
UTERINE DISEASE.

It has been held that the erect, the sitting, the kneel-

ing, the reclining, niul the recumlieiit positions are all

proper if properly emplnyed. and not iiersisled in too

long. For example, thi' erect position should be
maintained only for a short time, unless the body was
kept in motion ; sitting in a chair so liigli that the feet

cannot find linn support upon the floor, was improper:
the recuml)ent posture should be upon a level jilane,

either soft or haril, etc., etc. The (losturc treatnunt
in overcoming tlisplacements of the uteius has been
advocated, and instruments devised for facilitating

the entrance of air into the vagina to assist—for ex-

ample, in reproducing a retroverted uterus ; the woman,
meantime, favoring its return by placing herself in the

knee-breast position.

TIIKAT.MENT OP UTi;UINi: FiniliilDS.

Meadows has claimed that these tumors can be in-

llueiiced by the administration of the ehloiide of

calcium and ergot; but that any bi nelit may attend

tlieir use, both remedies must be given pei-severingly

for months.
Hyford has answered the question in the alHrinative,

eonccniing the cure of uterine fibroids by the use of

irgot.

OASTltO-nVSTKROTOMY.

Within the last year nine ca.sesof this operation hiivc

been performed, and of these six reeovereil. nillroth.

after M'veral unsuccessful operations, has linally come
to recommend it as justitiabli', having succeeded in one
of his own cases.
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LOCAL

BILATERAL DIVISION OF THE CEKVIX UTERI IN DYSME-

NOKRIIOSA.

Bilateral division of the cervix has been performed

for the relief of dysmenorrha>a depending upon conoidal

cervix, flexion, and constriction of the external os
;
l)ut

the results have been so unsatisfactory, that it has be-

come questional.)le whether the operation should be

continued.

INTERMITTENT APPEARANCE OF A FIBROUS POLYPUS.

A case had been reported where a polypus appeared

at times in tlie os uteri, and then retreated altogether

beyond si^ht. The explanation was, that at tlie men-

strual epoch hyperemia took place, the tumor increased

in size, pains followed, and as a result of such uterine

pains the polypus made its appearance. One condition

was re"-arded as necessary to the development of the

l)henomenon. and that was sufficient vascularity of the

tumor. AVith regard to operating for the removal of

such polypi, it was thought better to operate during

menstruation, because less dangerous, than to wait un-

til the hyper;cmia had passed away and the mouth of

the uterine had become closed, thus requiring the use of

the sponge-tcut, etc., to gain admission to the uterine

cavity so"as to reach the polypus.

APPLICATION OP STRONG NITRIC ACID IN THE
TRE.VTMENT OF UTERINE DISEASES.

Dr. ]\Iunde was of the opinion that the local use of

stroni' nitric acid in the treatment of such diseases as

endometritis, menorrhagia, eudo-cervicitis. etc.. had not

met with the encouragement which it deserved. He
recommended its thorough application to the internal

surface of the uterus, after dilatation of the cervix

—

for example, in a case of obstinate follicular degene-

ration of the uterine mucous membrane.

TREATMENT OF GONORRUCEA IN TILE FEMALE.

Dr. Palmer had recommended that the patient be

iilaced in the knce-elliow position, air be allowed to

distend the vaginal canal, the vagina be thorougldy

cleansed, and after the water has been allowed to

escape, refilled with a solution of sulphate of zinc of

the strength of a table-spoonful to the half-pint of

water. Repeated daily, and a complete cure might be

expected witliin a week or ten days.

Attention was called to the fact that vaginal syr-

inges should never have a central opening, for, with a

hole in the centre of the tube, there was liability of ex-

citing unpleasant, and, it may ]je, serious symptoms,

especially in cases of w^ide cervix, ruptured cervix, or

a cervix left open by operation, because of the injec-

tion of water into the uterine cavity. For that reason

the fountain syringe was prefered.

PECULIAR P3YCHIC.VL CONDITION DEVELOPED BY ETHER
AND CHLOROFORM.

Females were said to be specially liable to exper-

ience the sensation of sexual congress, or tliat their

persons were being violated, when passing under the

influence of ether and chloroform ; hence, the precau-

tion should lie taken, never to attempt to tiring them

under the influence of these ansesthetics without

having a third ])erson present.

CYSTITIS IN THE FEMALE CURED BY DILATATION OF

THE NECK OF THE BLADDER.

Dr. Howe had reported several cures of cystitis in

the female, effected by manual dilatation of the urethia.

Dr. Noeggerath had reported his success in explor-

in<T the pelvic organs through a dilated female urethra.

Simon had laid down the rule that the female urethra

might be dilated to eight-tenths of an inch in diameter

witiKuU injury ; and had also performed catheterization

of the ureters in connection with such dilatation.

Dr. JIundb's report was listened to with attentioB,

and, being open for discussion.

Dr. J. C. Peters mentioned a case of uterine

polypus which appeared at stated intervals, and then

retreated, and was treated by a homa^opathic physi-

cian with high dilutions, on the supposition that the

woman had been relieved of a large number of these

polypi, as the direct effect of taking the medicine.

The polypus was subsequently removed by Dr.

Peaslee.

Dr. a. a. Smith reported a case in which dilata-

tion of the urethra was effected in a girl 8 years of

age. suflieient to readily admit his index finger, proba-

bly tln-ee- fourths of an inch in diameter. Palmer's in-

strument was employed. The dilatation was for the re-

moval of a calculus, and the girl made a good recovery.

Correspondence.

DAWSON'S TEnsus PIFFARD'S GALVANO-
CAUSTIC BATTERY.

To THE Editor of The Medical Ri-:conD.

M)' Dear Doctor:—Will you allow me to correct

some errors in the report of the meeting of the Medical

.Journal Association of March 10th, in The Record of

the 2.5th Jlarch, page 201 : at which meeting Dr. Pif-

fard read a i)aper entitled "The Proper Construction

of Galvano-Cautery Apparatus" 2

The report says, in third paragraph from the top of

pai^e 202, "Dawson"s battery has two negatives, i.e.

one platinum plate and four zincs, to each cell

The platinum plates in Dr. Dawson's battery were

somewhat larger than those of Dr. Piffard's." The
sized battery which I have offered to the pro-

fession has but one negative, and two zincs, or

positive pl.ates, to each cell; for I found by experi-

menting, that plates of a certain size, and of such a

combination, were of sufficient power for all practical

pur|)Oses. As to my platinum plates being larger than

Dr. Piffard's, tliey tu-f nut, and, I believe if accurately

measured, would l>e found to contain less ))latinum by
weight. Dr. Piffard used platinum plates G^ x 44,

while I use jdatinum .5| x 4i. Again, in the succccd-

ini;- paragraph, the report says :
" The quantity of fluid

required Ijv Dr. Piffard's battery was somewhat less

than that required by Dr. Dawson's." This also is an

error, for both Dr. Piffard and myself stated that each

battery held a little less than a quart of fluid. In

[iaraG;raphs ten and eleven your report also says that I

exhibited a battery which "Dr. Piffard allowed was
more |)owerful than the one he had devised, but was
not the apparatus I had placed upon the market," and
that I "admitted it was not the instrument upon the

market bearing my name." Tlie battery referred to

was in every respect one of my batteries, and as much
entitled to bear my name as will any other. It was
simply more powerful than the one Dr. Piffard calls

mv "commercial" battery, from its having an addi-

tional negative and positive plate to each cell, which
addition was made cxi)ressly to show Dr. Pitfard that

if I used the same number of plates to each cell that
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he fouiiil nccL'Ssarv in tlu; one lie exliibitcd, /'/. conjune-
|

lion irilli the ntlifr sjufinl mlriititiiijrs I rliiiin for my
battery, I obtaiiud a liattcry wliieh lie acknowli'df^cd
was more powcifiil than his. T/if uiuithei- of jilnte.i in

'

eaeh < rll of my l)attiry, if tlic ineasuivil size of tlie

apparatus is ni>t llu'icliy iiicnascd, has iiolhiiij; to do
witli the special eliaracti'ristics of ronstriietiim I claim
as diiijiiia]. l>r. I'iffard certainly will not admit tlial

the addition of extra plates to a fpven si/.id liattrry

entitles it to a new name. IJy uniting two similar

liatteries (as, for instance, two of my own), one will

^et double the amount of jiower, but cannot claim tin-

possession of a 711'W l-'niil of htitlfry !

Very truly yours,

1!. V. l).\w.so.\. M.l).

sumed. This is the only groimd on whi<h I)r. Gail-

lard can ])ossibly base his statement. Yuu will per-

ceive the injustice of it.

I would further state, that in 1871, the course was
permanently chanu;ed from summer to winter. There
was no course from the summer of tli.it year to the

winter of 1H72 and l.STli. (Jb.serve the interval of
eit;htcen (IHl months. One winter was omitted, that

ue might iteviil the holding of two graduating cour.ses

in one year.

I'lca.sedo us the justice of correction, by publishing
this note.

Very respectfully,

J. T. .Joii.Nsox, jM.D., Di'iu).

Ati,.\sta .iprU7, IHTr..

TREATMENT OF FKACTUKE OF CLAVI-
CLE.

To TiiF. Editor of The Medical KiceniiD.

De.mi Sir:—TIk' article on the treatment of fractured
clavicle, by Dr. F. Staples, in No. 282 of Tiik Mkdkm.
Uecoui), causes me to ask the insertion of the following
note, which I added to the chapter on Fractures ut
Clavicle, in my (rerman translation of ])r. F. H. llani-

ilton's book on Fractures and Dislncations

:

"The late Dr. F. Kraekowizer devised an a])paralus
for the purpose of holding the shoulders back in this

fracture, which he intended using whenever he should
attend a case of fractured clavicle, where the |)atient

should think it of i'mportance to avoid all deformilv.
A metallic padded bell is fastened arouixl the waist;
from its anterior middle arises .a metallic rod, rumiiiig
upwards along the sternum, at a little distance from
the thoracic walls, until, on a line with the shoulder-
joints, it divides into two lateral branches, which
extend to the a.xilla on cither side, w here they again
terminate in two vertical branches, so curved as to
grasp the shoulders, and i)ush them back by the
turning of a .screw. The patient must lie on the back
during the entire conr.sc of treatment. Dr. Kracko-
wi7.<'r preferred this contrivance to Ileister'.s cross, as,

in his opinion, it required less pressure upon the shoul-
ders than in either 1 leister's or any other kind of back
splint." Ke.spectfullv,

A. liosK, JI.I).
266 Se^'CNtb Stkeet.

JiLEPJIAKO-AJJKNiTlS WITH FISTUL.'E.

To TBE KDITOn OF Thu Mepicai. Uecord.

Siis:—I attempt to describe the above disease, in con-

nection with two cases which 1 have seen lately in Dr.

.Vgnew's clinic, at the Manhattan Kye and 'Far llo.s-

pital. I have seen no work on diseases of the eye in

which this trouble is mentioned.

L. B., age 21, has had lid troul)le for six months;
has had no treatment beyond household remedies. On
everting upper lids, bodies appealing at lirst glance to

be trachomatous arc visible. Jjooking more closely,

the centres of these bodies are found to be depressed.

These depressions are surrounded by rosettes of minute
granulations. Taking a small probe and iii.sertiiig it

into an unibilicated centre, it was found to lead into a

sinus connected with a Jleibomian follicle. Some of

these openings were as far back as the superior edge
of the tarsal cartilage, each upper lid having ((ij six

or (7) seven on it.

One week later, F. L., age :!0, ])rcsents herself with
tlie same trouble. ISotli patients had chalazion of liotli

upper lids. Tliey no doubt had had a series of chala-

zion, that had opened themselves on the surface of the

p.'ilpebral cmijunctiva, these openings resulting in

listulrc.

The treatment to be pursued here is the same as that

fnr fistula in other parts of the Ixidy, either by slitting

up or cauterization. These were healed by applica-

tions of nitric acid to as much of tistnhe as could be
reached. First patient, after two applications, returns

greatly improved.
AV. ('iii;atii.\.\i, M.D.

TWO COURSES IN THE SAME YEAR.
AV ANSWER FKO.M THE ATLANTA MEDICAL COLLEGE.

To toe EiiiTonoF Tuk Medical Recobd.

Di;.\K SiK:—In your editorial of Aiiril 1st, you
cpiote from the Anu-rimn M,-,li,;d M'efkli/. of Louis-
ville, to the effect, that the Atlanta .Mec'lical College
gives, or has given, two courses of lectures in the same
year. Dr. Gaillartl, of the Wcil.ly, .seems to have niadi'
tlie statement in justiticatiou of his own school. The
statement needs correction.

The lectures of the Atlanta Medical College, from
its organization till the past live years, were given in
the summer—there being then no winter .session. Tin
exercises were suspended during the war. It was
found impossible to resume in the summer inimedialr-
ly following the chise of the war, the college Iniild-
ing having been used as a hospital by both armies,
and entirely despoiled of its C(pii|)nieiits. Hence, the
se.-sion of that year was necessarily postponed till win-
ter. The ne.xt summer the regular schedule was re-

AUJIY NEWS.
Ofiqial List of Clinnge.H of Slations and Duties of Of-

ficers of the Medical, Drjiarlmoit United States Army,
from April 2ihI to April Hth, 1S70.

M'Cohmick, Cii.\s., Surgeon.—To proceed to New
York City, and, on arrival, report by letter to the

Surgeon-General. S. O. Oo, A. O. O., March :!I. lS7(i.

Uentlioy, F., Assistant Surgeon.— .Assigned to duty
at Camp Independence. Cal. S. O. 25, Department of
California, March 18, 187(>.

FiTZfiKU.M.i), J. A., Assistant Surgeon.—When
relieved by Assistant Surgeon Aiiisworth. to report in

,
pereon at these llead(|uarters for assignnu nt to duty.

S. O. 34, Departineiit of the Columbia, Manh 24.

;
1870.

AiNswouTii, F. ('., Assistant Surgeon.—Assigned
to duty as Post-Surgeon at Sitka, Ala.>-ka. S. O. ;i4,

C. S. Department of the Columbia.
CoMEovs, F. T., A.s.sistant Surgeon.—Assigned to

j

duly at I'laltsburg Uanacks, N. Y'. S. O. 08, Milil.iry

I Division of the .\tlaiitic. AjMil 4, 187(>.
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JlHebical Items anil Netoa.

CosTAciOTJs Diseases.—Compaititive statement of

cases of Contagious Disease reported to the Sanitary

Bureau, Health Department, for tlie two weeks ending

April Sth, 1870. Walter De F. Day,
8an itnry Superintendent.

Week Ending

April 1st.

Ajjril 8th.,

I^
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©riginal Communicationa.

HINTS TO I'llACTISlNC I'll YSKM AXS RE-
GAUDINU COllOiNKHS' iNgL KSTS.

llEreO A. PAPER HEAD UKKOItU THE YOUKVII.LE MEDI-

CAL ASSOCIATION, N. Y., MAWII 14, 1S7G.

Bv WOOSTKU BE.VC'II, MAX,
XKVf VOIIK,

TiiE.dutics of coioncr in this city tire not very dearly

detinoil liy statute; luid, even witli tlie aid of Ici^ul

|)rt'ccileiit,san<l of conunoii law, his prerogatives can-

not Very detinitely lie determined. The ollicer in

England has unusual powers, and is directly respon-

sible to the king. His intimate relation with the

crown suggests his title. " C'rowuer's ijue-st law " lias

been a favorite topic with writer,s, both oUl ami new.

but they usually treat it in a style not particularly

grateful to the feelings of the important functionary

iidiuinisteriug the law. ilveu tlie immortal bard, in

several of his [ilays, has taken numerous liberties witli

the dignity of the oltce. So [jcrhaps the coroner of

today may comfort himself with the relleition that

the strictures of his numerous critics are rather the

result of an old, time-honored custom than of any
just cause of complaint against him.

The statutes of 1.S71, relating to the coroners of the

city and county oi New York, is about the only law of

interest to our practising ])hysicians bearing upon this

subject. S..'Ction one ol that law provides that " Here-

after, when in the city and county of Xew York any
person shall dii.' from criniinal violence, or by a casu-

alty, or suddenly, when in a|)parent liealth, or when
unattended by a physician, or in pri.son, or in any
suspicious or unusual manner, the coroner shall suIj-

l)o;na a properly <iualilied physician, who shall view
the body of sucli ileceased person externally, or make
an autopsy thereon, as may be required. The testimony

of such physician and that of any other witne.«.ses

that the coroner may tind necessary, shall constitute an
iiupiest. Kor making such external e.xaminatiou the

pliysi(-ian shall receive three dollars, for making such
autopsy he shall receive ten dollars, and such sums
shall be a county charge and be paid liy the Hoard of

Supervisor.
Section I. provides that the coroner may dispense

with a jury in certain cases.

Section in. says: "It shall betlieduty of any citizen

who may become aware of the death of a perscm who
shall have died in the manner stated in Section I. of

this act, to report such death forthwith to one of the

coroners, or to any police officer ; ami such police

officer shall, without delay, notify the coroner of sudi

deatli; and any person who shall wilfully neglect or

refuse to report such death to the coroner shall njion

conviction be adjudged guilty of misdemeanor, and
shall be punished by iin|)risoninent in the county
prison not exceeding one year, or by a line not exceed-

ing live hundred <lollars, or by liotli such line and
imprisonment."

Secliun IV. provides that " Any pei>on except the

coroner who sliall wilfully touch, remove, or disturl)

the Ijody of any one who shall have died in the man-
ner described in Section 1. of this act, or shall wilfully

touch, remove, or disturb the <lothing or any article

upon or near such body, shall upon conviction be ad-

judged guilty of misdemeanor," iic.

The coroner has the power in holding iiKjuests to

summon and compel the attendance of medical as

well as other witnesses. The physician is obliged to

give his testimony at the imiuest, as in other courts of
justice. The coroner has no means of enforcing an
<u<ler for a post-mortem exaniiiiation, and before Un-

law of 1M71 he could not even promise payment for

such service. The practice in this city is for each
coroner—there being four—to choo.-^e a physician who
accompanies him on his rounds, and makes all the ex-

ternal and postniortem examinations as required by
tlie above law, and also attends to llii' clerical duties

of the inquest, an arrangement which, under the

present system of choosing the coroners, is as good as

any other. This physician is usually kiuiw ii as ili/iiity

citriiiifi; but the law recognizes no such olliee. In fact,

it ( xpressly states that the coroner shall delegate none
of his powers to an(Jtlier.

Tlie physician in this city, therefore, that hascharge
of a patient who may become the subject ol an in-

quest, does not usually make thepost-morlem examina-
lioii connected therewith. Should he desire to do so,

it has been the custom to extend that privilege to him
;

or should he prefer, he may simply be ine.sent antl

witness it. Physicians in very many instances do not

avail themselves of this iirivilege. The rea.son may
be in some cases, that they are not aware of their right

til be present, or in others that they absent themselves
from fear of being called as a witness iiithe case; or

perhaps they will not .>-iibj('ct themselves to the iueon-

\ inienc(! of atli-ndiiig the inijuest. In any ease, il .seems

to me, that in their failure to Ije present, they omit an
important duty liotli to themselves .-ind to the cau^e
of justice. Il is true that, for the latter reason, tlie

iiironcr should emleavor to have the |)liysician lake

part in the autopsy; liut his omission to do so does
nni lessen the obligation of the latter to be [jresent.

Tlie projjer plan, ulien he has a coroner's ca.se, would
be. as soon as possilile after the death of his patient,

for him to visit the coroner's oflice, where he could
make full arrangements for the po-^t- mortem examina-
lidii with the clerk, or with the doctor in whose hands
the ca.se might fall. His presence at the autojisy

would not probably increase his liability to witne's

duty, either belong the coroner or in the trial that

follows; but if it did become necessary for him to

testify, how much better he could acquit himself if he
had the advantage of ihe knowledge obtained from
the inspection of the dead body.

In all cases in which a patient may die from causes

rei|iiiring judicial investigation, I would suggest that

caiiful notes be taken, not only of the medical treal-

inriit, but of the surroundings, the jiersons present at

the various visits, and of su<h other points as would
recall the case perfectly to mind. Should Ihe l)atient

be wouiuhd and the clothes still on, they should be
carefully examined for cuts, liullet wounds, or olh( r

mark.s; and t\u: entire .surface of the body ought, if

po.'-sible, to be looked over for bruises, scratelus. dis-

eolorations or wounds, and their |josition and appear-

ance noted. The necessity of observing apparently

unimportant points is freiiuently .-ihown on trials where
a most creditable direct-examination of a medical wit-

ne,-s lina been made to apjiear entitled to doubt, from
the cross-examination bringing out the fact that <ib-

jeets and circumstances notici-d ami testilied to by
others were not known to him: making it ajipear In

the jury that if his observation of things in genernl

was deficient, a like delieieney would probably be
expected in mattoi's relatiiu; to his patient.

Measurements <if wounds, their direction, ixtei.l,

and various peculiarities that may be expect(<l to re-

//
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main unchanged till after death, I do not propose
to touch upon. Their proper consideration would
oousuma far more time tliau could Ije given to a paper

of this character. At present, I merely propose to

direct attention to the duties required in a class of

cases liable to fall to the lot of any jjractising physi-

cian, and my limits will scarcely more tlian allow an
allusion to them. The study of post-mortem appear-

ances, as treated upon in the works on medical juris-

prudence, is an iuteresting one. Although it may be

of no direct practical use to doctors in general, it will

toacli tliem a proper method of observation, when such

oijservatiou may become necessar_v. Of American
works on the subject, Beck's, though old, is good,

but that of Wliarton and Stille is more modem and
Ijetter adapted to the jjresent time. Of tlie Englisli

authors probably the most comprehensive, although
quite concise, is Taylor. Guy is also to be recom-
mended.

Patieuts who may become ill soon after receiving

kicks, blows, or other injuries, and die, are often tlie

cause of troulile to the pliysician. The friends natur-

ally ascribe deatli to the violence received; and it re-

quires some tact on the doctor's part, in cases where
he positively knows such illness to be independent of

the injury, to convince the friends of their error. In

all cases of this kind, where there is a ciiance that any
disafEected person may revive and publisli their suspi-

cions at a future time, it would lje proper to turn tlie

case over to the coroner, or at any rate to insist on a

post-mortem examination being made. Kather sudden
c-L'atlis sometimes give rise to suspicion of poisoning

among the attendants or friends of a patient. The
aam.' course should be pursued in this, as above sug-

gjsted.

Shoidd the doctor really feel that he had grmmds
for suspicion, lie should observe the same precautious

in regard to carefully taking notes as before spoken
of. If vomiting occur in sueli cases, the matter ejected

ought to be collected and preserved, if possible, in

ueio vessels, sealed and put away where it could by no
chance be disturbed. In any case where a physician

is called as a witness, all his testimony will carry much
greater weight if it is shown that he has used especial

care in everything that he has done, even if what he
did availed nothing directly in elucidating the case.

Tliere is probably no class of cases that may engage
the attention of a physician in tliis city that requires

greater judgment and care on his part than those re-

sulting from criminal abortion. I believe tlie fact to

be well established, that not unfrequently women
sul>ject themselves to an operation by some profes-

sional aljortiouist, and wlien tlie resulting miscarriage
follows, call in their family physician to attend them.
1 would not assert that the doctor knows the cause of

tlie abortion in these cases, but are there not instances

wh^re no steps are taken by him to confirm his well-

founded suspicion 2 Perhaps he rather avoids inquiries

tending to make the matter too clear, and compel him
to' solicit a proper investigation. I would not insult

my professional brethren by doubting that they would
pursue such a course, when they had unmistakable
[iroof that a crime of this character had been com-
mitted ; but does the medical man do his duty when
he omits the slightest opportunity to suppress this vile

crime i But I tind myself diverging from the proper
sc, ipe of this paper—it is only cases of death or im-
pmding death from criminal abortion that should en-

g ige our attention. If a [ihysician has good cause to

b ueve that a woman ou whom he is attending has been
t lu sjijj.'ct of a criminal abortion, and is in danger of

deatii, uj is bound by law to notify the coroner of her

condition, that her ante-mortem examination can be
taken. Should she die, it is scarcely necessary to say that
the case liecomes the subject of a coroner's inquest. The
extreme caution necessary to be exercised in treating

females with whom the physician may be unacquainted
is illustrated hy the following ease. The attention of
the police, from some j-eason, was called to a young
woman who liad suifered a miscarriage ; and as there

seemed to be grounds for suspicion that it had been
brought on by criminal means, she was questioned by
the officer of the law in regard to it, when, in answer
to his inquiries, she said that a short time previously
she had called on Dr. , who had used an instru-

ment on her. Upon this statement the doctor was
arrested at once and imprisoned. Luckily for him he
was almost immediately able to prove that the only
instrument he had used was a speculum, and he was
further able to show that he was unaware of the
woman's condition. The gentleman, now deceased,

had an unblemished reputation and was among the
first in the profession.

The duty of the physician in regard to nnte-moTtem
examinations is of importance, and should be more
generally aud thoroughly understood. An ante-mor-
tem inquisition is imperatively required upon a per-

son who has been injured by criminal violence and is

in a dying condition, when his statement is the only
or the principal evidence against )iis assailant.

Its object is twofold : first, for the purpose of pro-

curing testimony tliat may be used on the trial suc-

ceeding the inquest ; second, that the coroner may ob-

tain jurisdiction in the case, and consequently the

power of arresting suspected persons, or bimling over
witnesses to appear at a future time. No testimony
taken by the coroner at an inquisition, either before or

after a death, can be admitted on any subsequent trial.

The deposition of witnesses, no matter of what impor-
tance, cannot be used as evidence, except on
the inquest itself, for the guidance of the coroner's jury

;

nor can any statement made to a physician or others

by the wounded person, no matter under what circum-

stances, be of any value except Ijefore the coi'oner. It

is all clashed as Iwarsiiy tctsthiiony, and is invariably

excluded by the courts—with one exception. It is

important that this exception should be clearly under-
stood by the physician, as his knowledge of it may be
the means of bringing offenders to justice, tliat might
otherwise escape. It \& XXiedyhuj drdurativn of an
individual, taken in a legal manner by a proper officer.

To be valid aud accomplish its object, the jierson by
whom it is made must be in actual danger rif death.

He must liimself fully entertain the belief that he is

about to die.

In taking this deposition no oath or affirmation is ad-

ministered to him by the coroner. The law attaches

so much weight to a statement made under the solemn
inttuence of the condition connected with impending
dissolution, that it dispenses with the form always re-

quired at other times when testimony is taken. As a

rule, the dying declaration is included and forms part

of the ante-mortem examination, and may even con-

stitute the whole substance of it ; but the two are not

necessarily connected. In the ante-mortem, a jury is

called, who are also witnesses to the declaration ; but

the form of the latter is not important. Any writing

that states clearly the eoudition of the wounded per-

son, and sets foith the iulormation that may be re-

quired from such person in an iutclligenl manner,
relating, usually briefly, hoW' his or her wounds or in-

juries were received—ami signed by the coroner and
two or three witnesses, is all that is required.

I explain this rather fully, as the law gives the
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rij{lit to hold sucli exiiminiitions, iis Wfll as otiiir in

Hiiists, to any jufilic'c of tlio pence or aUtermiin, inii-

viiling a coroner cannot lie found, or is otlierwise un-
silile to liold it. Tlio olHcial called, perhaps for the

tii"st time, to act in place of the coitmer, may lie

i','n<inint of the proper method of |)rocediire: and
sUoidd the physician he able to supply him with llic

lackinij knowledite, particularly in a case where delay
niiitht defeat the purpose of the investigation, he
would render invaluable service.

I'rivate families usually have a >;reat repuj^nance to

un inquest being heUi on any of their mendiei's, or at

tli'ir residencrs ; and often endeavor to prevent it,

oven when it is required by law. While there may be-

some rea.soii for this, the annoyance to them, by proper
arrangement, may be extremely slight; and it will pmb-
ahly fall to the lot of the fan\ily physician to arrange

mattei-s in such a way that the minimum trouble shall lie

}{iven by the proceedings. \n impiest, in the major-
ity of cases, is quite informal, and consists only of the

• lepositiou of two witnesses, with the medical testimo-

ny. This evidence is laid before a jury of six, who
agree on a verdict, sign thi^ir names; and that, with

the signature of the coroner, constitutes the inlirc?

proceeding. To prepare for the inquest, it is the work
of a fow minutes to select nine neighbors, within easy

call, to be on hand when required, and the jury part

is disposed of. The l-aw requires nine to be sum-
moned, but when si.\ appear tlu^y can act. The wit-

nesses may now be selected by the doctor, and advised
to hold themselves in readiness for the coroner's visit.

One should be a relative or intimate acquaintance of

the deceased, and the other have a full knowledge nl

the jiarticulars of his last illness and death. With
these preliminaries cared for, a coroner's inquest will

occasion only the slightest inconvenience. It would
be much bett<'r for the doctor to take the trouble to

curry out this plan in cases where he has doubts of the

propriety of granting a certilicate of death, than to

give the certilicate and run the risk of subjecting him-
self to till' penalties that may result from liis infringe-

ment of the law. Pliysicians are frequently called

upon to give certilieatcs after death, wlien tliey may
not have attended the person dead. There is no law to

prevent the doctor from giving it; but section one of

the law of lS71,says that a person dying unattended by
a physician shall be the subject of an inquest, and makes
it necessary for any <me cognizant of a death occur-

ring in this way, to report it, without delay, to a cor-

oner or to a police officer. It is well, in giving a

certificate in a doubtful case, to write a full and clear

stJiteniLMit of the facts connected with it, on the back
of it, where space is provided for the purpo.se ; or, still

hotter, to call cm the Department of Vital Statistics,

connectc-d with the Board of llealtli, where the dispo-

sition of the case can be ditermined. The registrar

has always granted permits, in cases not detinitcly

staled by law as falling to the jurisdicticm of the cor-

oner, wli'-n he has had it made clear to him that the

ends of justice would not be defeated thereby.

A CASE OF POI'MTKAI, ANEURISM
TRKATEI) BY DICIT.VL PRESSLT Ki;.

Hv H. W. IILTCIIESON, M.D., M.R.C.S. Eso.

John Kakrinoton, tot. :i:!, laborer, a nativi- of I.imt:

Island, has always enjoyed good health, with the e\

ception of an attack of iq)hthalmia. from which hr

sufferi'd when a boy. Mas always been temperate.

Has been working in a grist mill during the last four

years, where he has been engaged in lifting heavy
weights, and supporting them on his kne<'.s. Noticed
in July that his left knee Wius getting stiff, and on rub-

bing it discovered a small swelling in the popliteal

space, lie continued to follow his occupation, how-
ever, and the tumor slowly increased until .lanuury;

when, having adopted a more vigorous plan of treat-

ment, sucli as rubbing, poulticing, etc , it rapidly in-

creased in size, and the leg became cedeniutous and
painful, so that he wa.s unable to walk.
The patient came under my care February Sth. lie

was then pale and nervous; bowels eonsti|)ated ; in

fact, tliey had not been moved for ten days. Was
taking freely of the elixir of opium to relieve hisdis-
tres.s. Pulse SO, hard and intermittent; ajipetite poor;
urine scanty and higli-colored, with ditlienlty in pass-
ing it.

The left leg was S(uuewliat flexed, stilT, painful and
throbbing, with a bulging in the popliteal space, where
a tumor about the size of a lemon was situated, tense

to the touch ; but, on compressing the femoral artery,

the tumor ceased to bent and became soft, showing the
absence of fibrinous deposits.

The patient was ordered a cathartic, and after its

operation the tincture of iron was prescribed.

February Uth. ('ommenccd digital pressure with
lay assistaitts. which was contimied for eight hours,

but so impel fectly .is to produce little or no results.

February llth. Pressure with Signorini's tourni-
quet was api)lied to-day, and continued for three days

;

and, allhoMgli well patbled and frequently changed, it

irritated the surface so much that it was discontinued.
February ir)th. Firmly believing in the ellicieuey

of digital pressure, I again resorted to that measure,
but this time under more favorable circumstances. I

obtained three or four volunteers, one of whom w'as a
physician, and I stayed by the patient for fourteen
hours myself. I soon discovered the secret of a speedy
success, and that was to keep a steady pressure on the
artery, without letting, if possible, a single wave of
blood pass under tln^ finger. 'I found, by experience,
that it was (ptite impossible to acconqilish that with
the unaided hand. Sometimes the jiressure would be
too great ; then again it would not be sufticient. and
the blood would pass. And even with the thumb of
another person i)ressing on one's own linger I found
the same ditiiculties. At last I hit on a plan, wliieh I

have since ascertained was first recomni -nded by .Mr.

llolden of London. I made a conical bag, and tilling

it with ten or twelve pounds of shot, I suspended it

above the leg with tlic- small end resting on the end of
the compressing finger. This afforded ellieient and
.steady pressure, which, although causing numbness of
the finger, could be easily borne for an hour at a
time.

In this way we kept U]) a continuous pressure for

twenty-two liours, with the result of completely cur-

ing the aneurism in about sixteen hours; that is to

say, the tumor became in that time hard, and ceased to

beat; but the pressine was continued six houi-s longer
to make the cure more certain. Indeed, when I left

the patient at the end of the twenty-two hours, I in-

tended the pressure to have been continued longer,

and so directed
; but to my surprise, when 1 returned a

few hours after, I foinid everything removed.
It was curious to notice the changes in thi' force of

the circulation in the artery when the pn-ssuri' was first

applied. Sometimes the artery would beat with re-

newed vigor, lashing the blood aRainst llic> finger; and
then again the current wils so small us scarcily to bo
felt.

I applied the pressure in this instance iu the iniddlo
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third of the tliigh, not from choice biit from neces-

sity, as the skin' over Scarpa's triangle was somewhat

irritated from tlic pressitre of tlie tourniquet wliich

had been previously employed.

As regards the site of pressure, however, my atten-

tion was drawn to one circumstance which, I think, is

wortliy of notice, namely, tliat when tlie pressure was
applied in tlie groin the foot became considerably

colder than when ajjplied lower down ; as pressure l)e-

low the origin of the i)rofunda, therefore, causes the

least interruption to tlie circulation of the blood in tlie

leg, I very luucli question whether the upper third of

the thigli is the most judicious site to apply the pres-

sure in a popliteal aneurism. True, in the upper tliird

the artery can be lietter isolated from the vein tlian

lower down, where the vein passes behind it ; nevcr-

tlieless, I think that by applying the pressure as near

the tumor as |.iraeticable, it gives the anastomosing

arteries around the knee a Ijeftcr chance to accommo-
date themselves to tlie altered circulation than wlieii

it is a[)plied high up, where, when the pressure is re-

moved, the current of blood must necessarily be again

considerably altered.

As to the amount of ])aiu which the pressure occa-

sioned the patient, I think it may i)e set down as slight,

as he was able to di)ze during t\ie night; l>ut changing

fingei's appeared to have caused some distress. The
patient subsequently complained of uneasiness around

the knee-joint, which is said to arise from the stretch-

ing of the anastomosing arteries. An artery on the

inner side of the knee, about an inch below the joint,

increased rapidly iu size, and seemed to l)e the prinei-

jial channel of communication with the arteries of the

leg.

I might mention tliat, within twenty-four liours after

the solidification of the tumor, the redema in tlie leg

had entirely disa|)peared ; and the (lain had become so

much less that the [latient was al)le to relinquish the

further use of the opiate, to which he had resorted to

obtain relief.

RocKviLLE Centre, L. I., 'March 15i/i^ ISTfi.

Hcports of i^ospitals.

BELLEVUE HOSPITAL.

NoTBS OP Practice and Peculiarities op Treat-
ment.

infantile paralysis.

These ca§es were interesting simply from tlie fact that

there was so slight constitutional disturbance after the

attack. One l^aliy, twenty-two months old, born of
healthy parents, but itself rather delicate, was put in

bed at night five weeks ago, and the next morning
was found unable to either sit or stand. The eliild

was a trifle feverish for a few days only. Tlie left leg

had been restored, but tlie riglit exhibited a marked
degree of motor paralysis. The temi^erature of the

paralyzed leg was 3° F. less than the other. The other

baby, eighteen months old, born of healthy parents,

and itself always healthy, was placed in bed at night

four weeks ago, and the morning following, was found
unable to stand, Imt the paralysis affected the left leg

only. There was abcnit the same difference in temper-

ature between tlie right and left leg as in the other

case, but the paralysis was more marked. The con-

stitutional disturbance which followed the attack iu

this case was so slight, if there was any, that it was
not noticed.

CERTAIN PECULIARITIES OP A DISEASED ANKLE-,IOINT.

The case illustrated how much damage may follow
a very slight injury of a joint, in tlie event that it is

not properly treated after the occurrence of the ac-

cident. A man, ict. 40, hale and healthy, and weigh-
ing 270 pounds, "sprained his ankle" about two
years ago

; ))ut the injury was so slight that it passed
almost unnoticed, and gave him no great ine(mveni-
ence, except when over-exercised, or slightly twisted,

etc. As time passed along, the joint began to enlarge,

and at the time of the examination it was seventeen
inches in circumference, the extra size being produced
by the inflammatory deposits which liad been thrown
out, simply because the suliject was a vigorous, licaltby

man ; whereas, in a weakly, broken-down constitu-

tion, the same amount of disturbance would jjroliably

have terminated in caries. The disease in tliis case

was undoubtedly of traumatic origin. The instant the
joint surfaces were crowded together, the patient com-
plained of pain. Tlie point in tlie treatment, there-

fore, was to relieve these surfaces of all pressure, which
was accomijlished by means of the splint comnumly
used by Dr. Sayre in the management of this class of
eases.

LATERAL ROTARY CURVATURE OP THE SPINE—SUBCUTA-
NEOUS SECTION OP THE LATISSIMUS DORSI MUSCLE.

The interest in this case centred upon the fact, as
was stated, that it was tlie first time, probably, that the
latissimus dorsi muscle had been cut for the relief of
a deformity. The patient was a young man about
twenty years of age, whose occupation obliged him to

carry a loaded basket upon liis shoulder. Upon ac-

curate measurement, it was found that his right leg,

for some reason unknown, wasalunit J of an ineli short-

erthanthe other, which permitted the pelvis to tilt and
form a starting-point for the development of a spinal
curvature, and that had l)een increased by his occu|)a-

tion. It sometimes hap|)ens that muscles engaged in

the production of a defoi iiiity, when the tension has
been strong and long-continued, undergo such struc-

tural changes as renders rupture or section necessary
Ijefore the distortion can be overcome. When, there-

fore, this young man was suspended by means of ap-
paratus wliicli hung liim from the arm-pits, and the
latissimus dorsi muscle of tht; left side was brought
out like a tense, unyielding, fibrous band, point pres-
sure was made upon it while in this stretched con-
dition, and pain and spasm were produced which
decided the question at once that it could not be
overcome without rupture or section. Prof. Sayre,
preferring tlie latter, divided the muscle subcuta-
neously while the patient was suspmdtd, and the
weight of the body at once overcame the curvature to
a very great extent, and the tense band that rode up
under the finger before the operation almost eutii'ely

disappeared. The wound was quickly closed willi
adhesive plaster and secured with a roller bandage.
Of course, it was not praetieal)le to keep the jiatient

suspended for any consideraljle length of time, hence
he was placed njion a bed, and the indications ful-

filled as best they could be while in the horizontal
posture. Tills was done by passing a rubber- band'
about the hips, and then fastening it to some object
ujion the left side of the body, and" also a second band
around the trunk above the point of section, which
was to be secured to something immovalile upon the
right side. One week after the operation the jiatient

was doing well, and was soon to be placed in the
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pliistrr-of-Piu'is jacket. The fiiml rvsult in tlii-; ciisr

wiis very siitisfui'toiy.

\VKI,I.-M AUKKI) TYI'llDID KEVEIl — TIIKKMOMKTHICAI.
VAIIIVTIONS — EFKKir ()K TUK.VrMKXT ll'OS TllK

TKMI'K.KATrHK AND THK UENKUAL CONDITION OK
TUK PATIENT.

The followini; case illustrated two or three points of
interest and preat practical importance, chiefly relating

to the nse of coUl as an antipyretic.

Kii^l, the ca'-e furnished an excellent ilUlstrati(ni of

(he statement, that the axillary tenipiratiire does n^t

ii'wv a fair representation of the temperature of the

liody when the patient is first removed from the hath.

It' in.iv Ik' well to state that the only antipyretic em-
ployed in tile manaLteUK'nt of the case wa.s cold, in the

form of the cold hath, and this measure was resorted

to whenever the temperature was aliove 103° F.

The unrelialiility of axillary teinj)eralure was de-

monstrated as seen below. The patient was admit-
ted Oct. 10, and uj) to Oct. 14 the temperature
was taken only in the axilla; after that date it was
takiii lioth in the axilla and in the rectum. The
averaite temperature of the baths given wa:* 70' K..

and the average duration was ./!>*• miiiiiUn, and this is

important to note, because it has a bearing upon
another statenu-nt soon to be made.

Oct. 13th.—Previous to receiving a b.-itli, the tem-
perature in the rectum was 103° F., and in the axilla

IO:Ji>' F.

After a bath, given of the temperature and duration
noted, the temperature in the rectum was 103' F., but

in the axilla the thermometer stood at ilTJ F.

Within two hours the axillary temperature had risen

to the same degree as noted in the rectum. As a rule

there was not much variation between the axillary

and rectal temperature independent of the effect pro-

duced liy the iiatli. but at 'i a.m., Oct. 14, the reelal

temperature w.is 101" F.. and the axillary 10.5 F. .\t

9 .\.M. the rectal temperature was 104g' F., and the

axillary ll>4i' F. The patient was placed in a bath.

and immediately after being removed, the rectal

temperature was 104 F., while the axillary tenipera-

rature W!is 101' F. At another time a bath of live

minutes" duration, and temperature of about 70' F.,

W!is given, an<l the record immediately after removal
showed respectively, redal 104V F.. a.xillary 101 .i' F.

These arc fair selections from a goodly number of

observatiims made, for a bath was given six or .seven

times a day up to Oct. 17. all of short duration, and
vithniit producing marked diminution in the tempera-

ture of the body as taken in the rectum. There were
several observations made which corroborated the

8tat<'ment. that the fimt elTect of a cold bath is to in-

crease rather than diminish the temperature irit/iin

the body.
The civse beautifully illustrated another statement

now to be made, namely, that the effect desired, a

reduction of the temperalnre irit/iin the body, is imt

obtained by a bath of short duration, for it was only

when the bath w:is prahiniji'il that any marked elfeit

U]iipn the rectal temperature was produced.
To illustrate: on (;)ctober 17th a different method

of giving the cold li.ath Wits intmclneed. It was pm-
longi'il. and the water was gradually cooled to (!.">" F.

At 11. 1.1 A.M.. October 17tli, the temperature in the rec-

tum was 104^" F., and in the axilla 103r F. The
patient wits placed in a bath of «0 F. At 9.40 the

rectal temperature was 104}° F. ; at il..50, still in

th • bath, now cooled to (5."i F., the rectal tempera
tun- wa.s 104' F. ; at 10 o'clock, rectal temperature

1041' F. aud bath still at CO" F. The patient, now

complaining considerably of cold, his teeth chatter-

ing, etc., was removed from the bath aud reeeivid a

small amount of whiskey.

At 10.2'J. twenty minutes after removal, the rectal

tempcniturc was u")23" F.. and at 11.30, 101 F. At
13.40, the rectal temperature was 101!,° F., and at

1.40 it had again reached 104i° F.

At 2 I'.M.. when put into a bath, the rectal tempera-

ture was 104 J F. The bath was cooled down to 05°

F. in fifteen minutes, and the tlierniometer in the rec-

tum stood at lU.") F. .\t -'.3."). witli the bath at fi.l'

F., rectal temperature at 104," F. and a duration

of thirty five minutes ; the patient was removed, and
ten minntas after the thermometer in the rectum
indicated a temperature of 104 F. At the end of

one hour the temperature was 1035° F., and the

bath was again resorted to and prolonged for

half an hour, and when the patient was removed his

temperature stood at 10.") F. Ten minutes after re-

moval it had fallen to 104' F., and forty-five minutes
after removal it was down to 1021 F. These also

are sufficient selections to illustrate the statement, but

it will be obsirrved in addition that no material fall in

temperature took jdaee while the patient was in the

bath, just the opposite occasionally, but that soon
lifter removal from a prolonged bath the ti'uipera-

ture began to decline, and continued to do so for some
hours.

The other peculiarities of the case were :

1. Absence of prominent abdominal symptoms.
2. Ab.sence of delirium, which is a rare circumstance

in a case of considerable severity aud characterized by
high temperature.

3. The patient did not take to bed until after

admission; the characteristic eruption appeared two
days after admis-sion, which showed that the disease

was seven or eight days old. hence the fever must
have coiumenccd four or five days before admission

In this fact, then, lies an exception to or a case in evi-

dence against the statement that the beginning of the

disease should be reckoned from the date of taking to

bed.

TEJIPORAUY ATTACKS OK APHASIA—LOSS OK POWER IN

THE RKiUT ARM.

This case was worthy of note for the two items indi-

cated.

A man, a;t. 60 years, had two slight attacks of pleu-

risy three or four years ago. but aside from these

had always been healthy until al)OUt two years ago,

when he began to suffer more or less pain over the

region of the sternum, and has also suffered somewhat
from shortness of breath, especially on going up stairs.

.V few days ago, while sharpening his razor, he sud-

denly discovered that he was nimble to speak, and
about fifteen minutes elapsed liefore his power of
speech returned. It was dilHcultto determine whether
he could move his tongue or not at the time of the loss

of ability to speak. Tliere was marked loss of power
in the right arm, but the leg remained unaffected. This
attack was one of (piite a number from which he has

suffered. About a year ago he had a similar attack,

which occurred about four o'clock in the morning.
At that time he was unable to speak, but was alile to

move the tongue; his face was slightly ilrawn to the

left side, liiit there was no trouble with the leg. The
inability to speak soon pa.ssed away, ."^ix weeks after-

wards he had another attack while walking acro.ss the

street, became paraplegic, the right arm became very

much crippled, and he was also unable to speak. This
attack ln.sted alioiit two houi-s. and then jiassed away.
His last attack has been described. The man did not
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suffer from headache, protruded the tongue correctly,

and had the slight loss of power in the light arm
already mentioned. Sensation -jvas unimiiaired. It

was Ijelieved that these attacks were due to embolism.
The man had valvular disease of the heart.

VALUABr^E POINT IN PHYSICAL DIAGNOSIS.

The point relates to pulmonary resonance over the

sternum. The edge of the right lung readies to the

ciiitrr of the sternum, as can be determined ))y lifiht

percussion. Wlien the jjerson is made to take a full

inspiration, and liold it, pulmonary resonance can be

easily detected entirely across the sternum. Some of

the books teach that dulness upon percussion is nor-

mal over the sternum, hence the ])ractic;il inference

that when resonance is olrtained over this region some
abnormal condition is present, which is not necessarily

true.

INJECTION OF STIMULANTS INTO THE TRACHEA BY
ME.\NS OP THE HYPODERMIC SYRINGE.

The patient was in a condition of collapse. About
one drachm of a fluid, consisting of equal parts of

water and brandy, was thrown .slowly into the tracliea

liy means of a hypodermic syringe, the needle of which
had lieen tlnust through its walls. The patient did
not rally, Init no ill effects were produced, nor incon-

venience given.

The inner surface of the trachea is said to absorl)

volatile suljstauces more rapidly tlian any other surface

in the body.

ITEM OF INTEREST IN A CASE OF CHRONIC HEART
DISEASE.

A noticeable feature of this case was tlie jircseiice

of well-developed valvular disease and liypertropliy

with dilatation, without any history of rlieumatism or

syphilis, in a young man, xt. 23 years.

The case in addition illustrated the occurrence of
Bright's disease secondary to cardiac disease, and at

the time of the examination he was also suffering from
pleurisy with effusion.

CERTAIN PECULIARITIES IN A CASE OF PNEUMONIA.

One or two points of interest were noticed in con-
nection with a case of this disease occurring in a young
man, a^t. 3.5. He had been " on a spree," got wet,

went to bed witli his wet clothes on, and awoke with
a chill. The severity of the pleuritic pain was a

marked feature of tlie case, but a peculiarity was
noted in the fact that it did not come on until some
si.\ or eight hours after ihn chill. Upon tlie day of
admission his temperature was lOaf F., and he re-

ceived tliirty grains of the sulphate of quinine. The
next morning his temperature was 104' F., and twenty
grains were administered. Tlie following morning the
thermometer stood at 101 1-" F., and only five grains
were given, and tlie morning after tlie temperature -was
normal. Good diet and a moderate amount of stimu-
lants had also entered into the general treatment.

There was one item of local treatment which may Ije

worthy of note. The pleuritic pain had been unu-
sually severe and unusually prolonged, and the charac-
teristic expectoration had also been continued for

some time after the second stage was well developed.
For tlie relief of the intense pleuritic pain, compresses
wrung out of cold water had lieeii employed for three
hours faithfully, but tliey afforded no i-elief whatever.
Tliis was not, perhaps, a fair test of their efficacy in re-

lieving the pleuritic pain of the early stage of the dis-

ease, for the case had been one of some days" standing

when the measure was employed. A hypodermic in-

jection of morphine was administered. In addition,

the chest was to be firmly strapped witli strips of ad-
hesive ])laster over the region where the pain was lo-

cated, and this was done to prevent, as much as pos-

sible, the inflamed surfaces of the jileura from rubbing
against each other. The strapping gave great relief.

There is a point in physical diagnosis which the

case illustrated, namely, the jiossiliility of detenniiiing

from the percussion note obtained over the anterior

portion of the chest which lung is affected posteriorly

by tlie consolidation. The vesicnlo-tympanitic percus-

sion note is to be ex|jected over the portion of lung
unaffected by the inflammation, and in this case it was
very well marked over the right lung anteriorly. Over
th(> lower lobe of the right lung, posteriorly, bi-onclio-

])hony, l>ronchial lireathing, and dulness upon percus-

sion were well marked.

NEW IDEA RELATING TO CHANCROIDS AND STRICTURK
OP THE RECTUM.

The interest in two cases wliich were seen cen-

tered upon the fact that they were illnstrations (1) of

the ease with whicli chancroids inoculate themselves,

and (3) that stricture of the rectum may be a final re-

sult. Both i^atients were females. One showed chan-
croids near the meatus urinarius, in the fourchettc,

U|)on hemorrhoidal growths which were present around
the verge of the anus, and the effects of the virus were
plainly seen within the cavity of the rectum. When
the rectum is reached troublesome ulceration becomes
developed, and, as a result of this stricture, which was
well illustrated in the second patient.

They were regarded as more typical cases than are

usually seen. These strictures are often spoken of as

syphilitic strictures of the rectum, but it was believed
that, in a vei-y great majority of cases, they arc of
chancroidal origin. In a large percentage of cases at

least there is no constitutional syphilis present, or evi-

dence of its previous existence. Tlie patient with
stricture before us gave no history of constitutional

syphilis, liut there were well marked chancroidal
cicatrices present and a history to sustain them.

Sometliing, it was said, could be done to prevent the
spread of the disease up tlie rectum, and in this case

nitric acid was apjilied, and the ulcers subsequently
dressed with iodoform. Sucli strictures for obvious
reasons are not of common occurrence in the male
subject.

WATEK-LOQGED.

The patient was a victim of chronic Bright's dis-

ease, and in his dropsical condition weighed 250
jiounds, Ijut when he went out of the hospital he
weighed only 130 pounds.

CHRONIC bright's DISEASE—LOCALIZED PLEURISY.

In this patient these two conditions were present,

and it was remarked that tlie latter was a very frequent
accompaniment of the former in its earlier stages.

OCCASIONAL RESULT OF OSDEMA.

A male patient suffering from Bright's ; had exten-
sive oedema of the lower extremities, and the result

referred to was that the legs remained of their gn at

size after tlie man felt well enough to leave the hos-
pital and go to work. The legs felt like a log, and
could scarcely be made to pit ujion pressure.

SOLE-LEATHER SPLINTS—AMMONIA-WATER.

Sole-leather softens much more readily when placed
in cold water if a small quantity of aqua ammonia is
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added. ,\ dnichm to tlie quart is perliaps sutlici<'iil,

and will sootho the surgeon's patience as well as soften

tlij leiitlier.

HOT WATEU AS AN AOENT FOK BRISOINO ABOUT niC-

LAXATION OP CONTIIACTKD MUSCI.KS.

The ciiac illustrated in a striking manner tlw effect

which is sometimes produced upon contracted muscles

1).V the u<e of hot water. The water was poureil upon
the contracted parts for a considVraMo leuj^th of time
at cadi sittini; and repeated twice a day.

When this measure was first n'sorted to in the case

before us. the knees were held forcil)ly in contact with
each other, and the heels were in close contact with

the nates.

The man is now able, at the end of little more than

one year, to separate the knees al)out eighteen inclies.

and can sit in a chair witli his feet upon the floor.

This rela.vation is more tlian temporary, for tlie reason

that it continues beyond the time in wliich the nuiscles

are under the immediate influence of the hot water.

ELEMENTS IN TUB DI.\ONOSIS OP SYPniMTIO IIEMI-

ri.KC.IA.

The patient, a man let. :>5, was tliought to have

syphilitic hemiplegi.-i for the following reasons:

1. IIcMiiplegia occurring unili;r the age of forty, if

embolism can liccxcluded. is presumalily syphilitic, and
the presumption increases in strength in propoition as

the age grows less.

2. In syphilitic hemiplegia chronic headache is a

prominent feature. l)oth preceding and following an

attack, and is nsnally worse at night.

:!. Syphilitic hemiplegia almost invariably occurs

without loss of consciousness.

There was a doulitful syphilitic history in this

case, yet no secondary manifistation could be traced.

That fact, however, led to the I'onrth ob.servation.

namely, that where the nervous system is secondarily

involved by syphilis, other .secontlary manifestations,

such as ryseola, sore throat, etc., etc., are only very

slightly, if at all. developed.
.Vgain, if there is a second attack of hemiplegia

soon after the first, but affecting the npjuisiti' side, it

was believed to be almost absolute proof that the first

attack was syphilitic. The j)aticnt was i)laccd upun
iodide of potassium gr. x.\. t. i. d., to be gradually

increased until si.\ drachms are taken daily, if ncce<!-

sary, to effect an improvement. For the headache,

gtt. .\v. of the fl. ext. conium (.Siiuibb's) were added,

for it was said t<i have the ])ower of prompting the

action of the iodide, and will give relief in cases

where the potassium alone has failed. At the end of

two weeks this nnm's headache was very much re-

lieved.

puonvni.K UNION op tiik axis and ati..\s—sYrnii.Tifc

IllsroHV— MOTION IIK.STOUKO BY MB.VNS OK IIVl'o-

ukrmics op mkucuuy.

The case was interesting as illustrating one point,

namely, the value of local treatment by means of the

hypodermic syiingi\ as compared with the results ob-

tained by administering the same remedy by tlie

mouth. The man was unable to perforin any nnive-

ments of the head whicli ari' permitted by the mo-

tility existing lii;tweeii the axis and atlas, nor could

h3 make a bow with any commendable degree of sup

plene.ss. From the fact that he had a syphilitic his

tory, it was suspected that his stiff neck was one of

th? results of that disea.se. consei|ueiitly iodides of po

tuiuium and uracury were administered in varying

dos^ by the mouth, but witliout producing any up-

! parent benefit. He was then treated by the use of )iy-

poderniic injections of the bichloride of mercury in

the nape of the neck, and iinproveineiit was immedi-
ate and marked. The inovements of the head were

almost completely restored. The mercury was given

in one-thirtieth grain doses, once a day.

ASTII.M.\—IIYPODKUMICS OF .VmOPlNE.

This wasa case also that had proved rebellious while

using the ordinary remedies by the month, but yielded

very readily to one-fortieth grain doses of the sul-

])hatc of atro])ia. administered hyi)odermically in the

nape of the neck.

progress of iHetiical Science.

Action op thp. Bii.iauy Salts on tiif; Pulse, Ar-
TBRiAi. Tp.nsion, Kespiuation. and Tf-mpeuatuue.—
MM. Felt/, and Kitter have found that injections of

bile into the blood in non-toxic ciuaiitities cause a re-

duction in the frequency of the jnilseand respiration,

and a diminution of temperature and arterial tension.

Injections of the coloring matters of the bile alone, or

of etherial solutions of the cholesterine, do not pro-

duce these functional disturbances, but injections of
moderate doses of solutions containing the glyco-and

taurocholate of soda, in the proportions in which they

exist in the bile, do (iroduce them. The action of the

biliary salts is exercised primarily on the blood, and
through it on the muscular system ; in fact these func-

tional disturbances are produced even when thcpneu-
mo-gastric and great sympathetic nerves have been
previously divided. The action of the biliary salts

on the muscles is further marked by a rapid exhaus-

tion of muscular contractility. lilood contaminated
by even hardly appreciative (piantities of the biliary

salts flows more slowly through the capillaries than

the normal blood. This reduction of velocity is mani-
festly due to the action of tlic biliary salts on the red

globules, though the latter may show no evident

change; for if the serum of the blood, and defibri-

nated blood be treated by the same agents and |)laced

under identical conditions, the former shows no sen-

sible retardation in flowing through the tubes of Pois-

cuille.— (iKzelte Mcilicalc <le I'ari.i, March ISth.

Weiout of New-boun CiriLDnEN.—Ingerslev, of

Copenhagen, flnds as the n-snlt of his researches upon
this subject, that every child loses weight during the

fii-st days of extra-uterine life. An increase may occur

on the fii'st day, if the meconium have escaped during
birth, or if it have not been discharged before th<!

tirat weighing, and the child have sucked in the mean-
time. Tins increase is only transient, and the loss of
weight shows itself at the second and third weighings.

The h).ss corresponds to one- fourteenth or one-lifteenth

of the body-weight, and is both absolutely and rela-

tively greater in the children of primipara'. As for

the original weight of the body, the loss is gn-ater the

less developed the child i.s, and in the same proportion

the increase is.more delayed ; premature children show
a corresponding icliition. The increase begins as a

rule on the fourth day. As regards the cimditions

having an influence on the los.s. no connection can be

found betwi-en the detachiiieiit of the nmbilic;d cord

and the commencenieiit of flic increase; but Ihi' chief

importance mu.st be attached to the relation bi-lweon

the egestu and ingcsta. The loss cannot be explained
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by the discharge of meconium and urine alone, for not

more than half of these corres])ond to the loss of weight
in a given time. The remainder of the loss must
be ascribed to a consumption on the part of the cliild,

and at first siglit too small an amount of ingesta, or

defective nourishment, miglit indeed be regarded as

tlie cause of this ; but as abundant a sup])ly of food

as the child can use dots not compensate for the loss.

The consumption of tissue and the consequent loss of

weight arc a ))h_vsiological necessity.

—

The Obstetrical

Journal, March, 1876.

Systemic Infection from Purulent V.\ginai.

Discharges.—According to Dr. E. T. Easley, it is

probaljle tliat sei)lica;mia may supervene on a (jrofuse

and persistent leucorrha'a, and alisorption in such

cases talies place tlirougli tlie vaginal walls as well as

otlier mucous surfaces. The reasons tliat lead him
to this view are, in the first place, that endosmosis
depends upon the attraction of the membrane for the

liquids, and its current in mucous membranes is

found, in accordance with their ph}'siological action,

to Ije from the exterior to the interior. The more
minute and extensive tlie vascular supply of a mem-
brane the larger, of course, will be the endosmotic
surface presented. In tlie second place, the transu-

dation in facility and rapidity bears an inverse ratio

to the thickness of the cpithelia ; but thirdly, the fuller

and more tense the vessels of a part are, the more diifi-

cult will be i\\i process of absorption ; and, converse,

ly, a rapi<l movement in the capillary biood, with di-

minished tension of the vessels, greatly favors the recep-

tion into tlie circulation of matters tit for absorpticjn.

The vagina is among tlie most highly oi'ganized struc-

tures in the human economy, its vascular, lymphatic,

and nervous connections Ijeing in immediate relation

with those of the other pelvic viscera. This shows
obviously the liability of extraneous matters from tlie

vaginal walls being absorbed into the circulation,

more particularly when tliese walls are in an uidiealthy

condition. It may be safely said, that a vaginitis

attended with profuse yellow leucorrhcea, is certainly

evidence of more or less extensive abrasion of the mu-
cous ejnthelia of the genital canal, hence the readiness

•with whicli putrid or Ijroken-down products may be
taken up.— Tlic Medical and Surqical lieporter, Ajiril

1, 1876

Complete Extirpation of tiie Larynx.—Another
case in which the larynx was completely removed by
operation is reported Ijy Prof. Maas, of Brcslau. The
first signs of trouble in the larynx showed them.selves

at the end of September, 1873. By the middle of the

following April, the patient, a man of 57, suffered so

much from the stricture of the larynx caused by the

large and growing tumor, tliat traclicotomy was per
formed by Dr. O. Riegner. By the first of .lune, how-
ever, the tumor came to jiress so much upon the ceso-

phagus that it was impossible for the patient to swal-
low the smallest portion of fiuid. The operation of
extirpation of the larynx was tlierefore performed l)y

Prof. JIaas, who found great advantage in adapting
a modification of Rose's i)osition, with the head hang-
ing ijackwards. After the oper.ation the patient found
the frequent introduction of the oesophageal tube so

painful that Prof. M., on the third day, passed an In-

dia-rubber tube through tlie wound, down nearly to

the cardiac end of the rosophagus, and left it in that

position. Tlirougli tliis the nutrition of tlie patient

was satisfactorily carried on. On the ninth day he
was able to leave liis bed ; on the eleventh an uns\ic-

cessful attempt was made to inti'oduce an artificial

larynx ; on the twelfth the bronchitis, from wliicli he
had suffered since the tracheotomy, lieeame seriously

worse, and on the fourteentli day he died of pneumo-
nia. The microscope determined that the tumor
which involved the whole larynx was adeno fibroma

carcinoniatosum.

—

Lnngenheck^ s Archiv, XIX, 3. 1876.

Resection of the Larynx—Prof. C. Heine, of

Prague, reports a case which he diagnosticated as con-

centric hyperchondrosis of the larynx, and which re-

sulted in .almost complete obliteration of the cavity of

that organ. Tmchcotomy had been performed, with
temporary relief, also a subscciuent dilatation of the

.fistula; but the case became so urgent that, on Decem-
lier 18, 1874, Prof. H. perfoi'med an operation which
he designates as resection of the larynx. It consisted

in S])litting tlie thyroid cartilage in the median line,

and then making a suli-perichondrial dissection of the

anterior halves of the two sides, and removing them
with forceps. The operation was so far successful

that the patient regained the iiower of sjieaking in-

telligibly, and of swallowing liquids and solids. Sub-
sequently, however, his condition deteriorated, and
he succumbed to tuberculosis on November 3, 1 87.').

At the autopsy, syphilis, wliicli had been suspected,

liut denied, was proved to have been at the root of

the laryngeal disease.

—

Langenbeclc'a Archiv, XIX., 3,

1870.

Comparative Statistics of TiiEPniNiNO in

Wounds of the Head.—Dr. Blulim, of the Prussian

army, furnishes the following table of the mortality

after trephining for gunshot and other wounds of

the head, arranged according to the period at which
the operation was undertaken

:

Trephining.

Primary . . .

Secondary.

.

Late

In Ount^hot Wounds.

.5.'). 26 per cent.

39.24 " "

33.90 " "

64.29 per cept.

42.8ft " "
11.11 " "

Thus, in other than gunshot wounds, a progi'essive

improvement in the result of trephining is observed,

according to the length of time that has ]ja.s.sed since

the receipt of injury. In the case of gunshot wounds,
on the other hand, while the result of primary ancl

secondary trephining is more unfavorable, the late op-

eration gives very much better figures..

—

Langenl,eck

»

Archh,^XIX., 3, 1876.

A New Series of Lithotomy Cases.—In a jiaper

read before the Georgia Medical Association, Dr. W.
F. Westmoreland furnished a brief syno])sis of thirty-

seven cases of urinary calculus, which came under bis

personal observation. In thirty-four of the cases in

which tlie stone was removed from the Ijladder, the

operation was done liy lateral lithotomy in thirty-

three, and in all Init one case the section was made
with tlie lithotoine. As for lateral operations. Dr. W.
states that any surgeon, wliatever may tjc his skill,

will always oiierate best with instruments that he is

accustomed to use, and by the method with which he
is most familiar ; while he isassurcd that statistics have
demonstrated the fact that surgeons who have adopt-
ed the lateral metiiod can present as l)rilliant a series

of lithotomies as others operating by other methods.
If he tabulated his results, and withdrew two cases in

which he had operated under protest, there would
have been only one death in thirty-two cases,— a re-

sult of which he may justly be proud.
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STATE BOAltDS OF IfKALTIl, ANJ) A
NATIONAL HEALTH BTUEAU.

When wo apprfciutu liow iiuidi lias \>nn lucom-

|)lislie(l by liical health hoards in thr iiii|rovfmcnt of

the sanitary Pdiidition of tliu communities living

under their juri.sdietions, we arc impressed with the

necessity of utilizing their good offices to a larger

area of country. It is true that the public are begin-

ning to acknowledge the benefit which a. well-man-

aged health board can confer in systematizing measures

for the |irevention of tlie spread of disease, and of

enforcing sanitary ordinances in times of eniergeney
;

but moH! than tliis is rei[uired. Increased knowledge

of siinitary requirements will eventually prepare each

community throughout the country, not only for quiet

submission to sanitary laws by government officers,

but will cause them to ask for their enactment by their

lawgivers. Thus far, only some of the larger cities are

blessed witli efficient sanitary boards, while many of

the smaller towns are entirely without any such pro-

visions. In the meantime, however, something must

be done towards shaping the necessities of the peo|)le,

and dr-vising some plan which shall meet the present

urgent want. Popular sentiniint must not only be

encouraged, but must be led into the channel of prac-

tical usefulness.

Every practical sanitarian is aware of the fact

that there is no town, village or handet whieli

cannot be benelited by suitable sanitary regulations;

niuie in which the death rate coidd not In- diminished,

and the prevention and spread of epidemic diseases

could not be brought under the influences which our

I>resent knowledge of epidemology ha.s made avail-

able. How often do we hear of epidemics in small

towns and in country districts, which arc known to

be due to causes within the control of proper sanitary

measure's? And yet, for the power to enforce them

in the shape of a legally authorized board, nothing

whatever can be done to save previous lives. When
we take into account Uiv large number of the small

villages and towns throughout the country, and con-

sider the practical impossibility, for the present at

least, of creating sanitary bureaus for each,

we ate naturally forced to the conviction that the

only possible way to serve the interests of all, and in-

sure j)roper attention to health matters, would be the

i^lablishnient of some general system, of which each

I

of these snudler places should be a part. Taking

I this, then, as the starting-point of some suggestive le-

I

marks, we may follow it in a general way through all

I its legitimate raniilications until it sludl c(ntre, if

liossible, in a national bureau, which shall be one of

I

the departments of the general goveriunent. How
such a system can be made a perfect one, has been a

problem to which much attention lias been directed,

and concerning which many fruitless attempts at leg-

islation have been made. It will |)robal)ly be a long

time before any plan will l>c settled upon which shall

satisfy the general rer|uirenients of the country, and

meet the approval and command the support of the

I
pi'ople at large. Whenever any measure is proposed

calculated to give a practical turn to the idea, there is

so much of political joliliery infused into it, that it

is soon apparent to every one that there is more con-

cern for the creation of offices for the benefit of the

agitators of the reform, than a desire to consult the

pulilic interests or minister to its welfare. The diffi-

culties in the way should not, however, interfere with

a discussion of the subject, nor thwart the legitimate

an<l reasonable efforts towards the much-desired result.

One of the truly practical methods of overcoming

many, if not all of the difficulties, is to so simplify

j

the system as to make it consistent, feasible, and

economical. As a contribution to this part of the

general subject, .some suggestions which occur to us

may be worthy of consideration.

It would appear th.at the first step which we can take

is the utilizing of the means already at our command,

in amplifying, so to speak, the jewel's of our local

boards. In many of the large cities of this Slate we
' have local boards wliicli. in their way, arc doing all

tliat can be e.vijected of them. I^ct us take then, as

', starting-points of a general system of sanitary regula-

tiiiu throughout the .'itate, the establishment of a

State Board of Healfli. The idea will at once

siiLTgcst itself that this State Board can be composed

of members from the local boards; for instani'c,

oie' from each. The realization of such an idea is,

in our opinion, the only practical way of overcoming

the nuiin ditliculty in the case.

I'he question of ec<inomy which naturally comes up

in connection with this measure, may be easily and

sili-ffnctorily answered. The delegate from a local

li'iard need not have any extra allowance other than

that for ordinary travelling exiienses.
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The necessity for that centralization of power 'wliich

sliall make the general Ijoard effective and its doings

authoritative, suggests the appointment of an execu-

tive officer. We care not how he be selected from

the board provided he have the pi'oper qiialifica-

ation-i. As the major part of the work must neces-

sarily fall on this officer, he should receive a salary

sufficient to enable him to devote all his time and

energies to his duties. While this plan of organiza-

ticm might be practicable in this State, we are aware

that in other States some modifications might l)e neces-

sary. The general principle, liowcvcr, could l5e car-

ried'out so ihat the local and general l)oards of each

State would be dependent on each other. AVhcn the

State Boards shall have lieen created throughout the

Union, the foundation will then be laid for a Central

Bureau of Health as a distinct department of the gen-

eral government. The same relation should be main-

tained between the general Bureau and the State Bureau

as between the latter and local boards, constituting a

system harmonious in all its parts, and thoroughly

impartial in its aims.

TUB ARMY MEDICAL RANK RIl.L.

Under [jrcsent circumstances, there is not a very

brilliant prospect for the Army Medical Bank Bill.

It is true it has passed the tScnato and the Military

Committee of the House ; hut there are difficulties in

the way of its final success which are quite formidable

in their nature. Probably to the bill itself there

would be no particular objection, but in the proi)OSed

report of the Committee it is so mixed up with other

matters which bear upon appropriations, that there is a

chance that nuich unnecessary prejudice may be

brought against it, which may in the end defeat the

whole scheme. Why cannot the House Committee

report the bill by itself ? The matters with which it

is now associated are not even legitimate side issues.

The medical profession of the United States have

given a great deal of attention to the subject of rela-

tive army rank ; audit is but just to them that the

question involved in the bill should be placed upon

its own merits.

CH.\NGKS OF RESIDENCE AND SANITARY NECESSI'ilES.

At this time of the year, when the moving portion

of the population are engaged in hunting up new

quarters, the necessity of looking after sanitary re-

quirements caimot be too strongly urged. In a large

majority of the houses " to let," there are the seeds of

future disease and possibly death for various members

of the incoming families. The dram pipes are in

many cases defective, the water-closets are in some of

the best houses very little attended to, while the

cellars are very apt to be filled with all sorts of de-

caying material, to he vmventilated and to imprison

the poisoned vapors of defective drainage. And yet,

how few of the " House hunters " take these things

into account?

QUARANTINE SELF-SUPPORTING.

We hope that the bill before the Senate proposing

to make quarantine self-supporting will become a law.

The fees which have been collected by the Health Of-

ficer are altogether out of proportion to the public or

professional services rendered, and should be abolish-

ed. Although we have reason to believe that the

present Health Officer has been honest in all liis deal-

ings, tlie facilities for wrong-doing are too many and

too strong for the ordinary office-holder to resist.

The salary for the Health Officer, proposed in the bill,

is amply sufficient, and will secure tlie services of

competent professional men. A synopsis of the bill

is presented in another column.

Ueports of Societies.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

iStateil Meeting, April 6, 18TG.

Dr. S. S. Purple, President, in tlie Chair.

ON THE CAUSE OF ROTATION IN LATERAL CURVATURE
OP THE SPINE.

Dr. a. B. .Judson read an interesting jiaper upon

the above suliject, in which he prescnttd the views of

nearly all authors who have written upon the question

of rotation of the vertebrii; in lateral curvature, and
it was found to be a well-recognized fact that lateral

curvature of the s])ine had that ])cculiarity in all cases,

except tliose whicli were develojjed in connection with

pleurisy. In that class of cases the rotation was
either absent or only very slight.

The cause of that rotation liad engaged the atten-

tion of Barwell, Adams. Shaw. Holmes, Bigelow,

Dick, Bauer. Meyer, Bell and others, and had elicited

almost as many explanations as (here were autliors.

After reviewing the explanations given by the authors

referred to, the author of the paper |noi)osed the fol-

lowing explanation—namely, that rotation of the

vertebral column was caused by the muscular and fi

lirous structures attached to its spinous procci-ses,

which kept those processes near the median line of the

trunk, while the bodies of the veitil)ia\ being devoid

of attachments, were moved to (me .side of the median
line.

The doctor then refenx'd in detail to the muscular

and ligamentous attachments of the verti.liia' ; and it

was found that the anterior jjortion of the vertebral

column was almost entirely free fiom attachments,

leaving the bodies of the vertebiiE free from control,

while the ijosterior portion of the column was held

near the median line by attachments to which refer-

ence had already been made. Si)eaking geometrically,

the author of the paper claimed that the rotationin tlie

case in question was M|ion a nmote axis. The chief

feature of the explanation was the recognition of the

fact that the posterior portion of the vcitebral cohnun
was firmly l)ound to the walls of the tiunk, while the

anterior portion was left to move to the right or to

the left, ac(-ording to the direction of the (urve.

It could be seen that the author of the paper did

not attribute the rotation to disparity between the

action of single muscles or groups of muscles, but

recognized the combined action and susttntative power
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of all the muscles and ligaments upon either side of the

trunk.

Dr. .ludson di>mi>u.-itriited his theory l>y niciins of an
articulated verteliral column, suspended in a fiame in

sui'li ;i manner that |)res,sure could lie l)roui;ht to hear
upon Ihe to|) of the column. The articulation was
itTected liy means of ti hrass strip, perhaps one-fourth
of an incli in width, very tle.xilile, and the spinous
proces.ses were attached to the sides of the frame l)y

means of metallic strips or wires, which represented

the attachn\ents upon the human trunk for retaining

those processes nearly in the median line.

Now, when prjssure was made upon the top of the

coluniH, it was seen that the spinous [jrocesses were
held nearly in the median line, while the anterior por-

tion of the vertehric rotated to a i;reater or lesse.\tent.

and in a direction correspondini; to the de{;ree of
curve made in the column l)y the |)ressure from above.
Rotation of the bodies of the vertebrje, it was re-

nnirked, had been regarded as an obstacle to the

restoration of the vertebral column to its proper
form. It was maintained, however, that mechanical
treatment was l)eset with dilliculties, not so nuich
from mechanical displacement, but because the portion

of the column which deviates farthest from the normal
line cannot receive direct mechanical support.

Transmission of weij;ht from the anterior ))ortion of
the virrtebrie. l)y means of support applied to the pos-

terior |)orlion of the .spine was su-jjiested as an element
which .should enter into the construction of any ap|)!i-

ratus. or the adoption of any measure for the treatment
of this affection.

I'ltoK. S.wiiE regarded the explanation which Dr.

Judson had t;iven for the rotation present in lateral

curvature of the spine as e.\cecdinf;ly plau^il^le: and
that, apparently, it had been completely demonstrated.
He drew special attention to the principle of treatment
which had been brouy;ht forward by Dr. Judson, and
which had not heretofore lieen adopted, namely, re-

moval of ccunpression of the spinal column from above
downwards, if a perfect cure was to be most readily

effected, lie was the more pleased with this ide;i, be-

cause it explained to him how it was that such liendits

had followed tiu' use of the plaster-of-Paris jacket,

which he had been usin*; for some time past in tlie

treatment of Pott's disease of the spine, and latterly

in the treatment of rotary lateral curvature. Prof.

Sayre then referred, somewhat at length, to his u.se of
the plaster jacket in the treatment of both of these
affections, what first induceil him to resort to it, how
it was to be applied, etc. lie had used it in four
ca.ses of rotary lateral curvature, in three of which
he had made section of the latissimns-dorsi muscle;
and in all of his aises, the treatment had been attended
by remarkable success. For Pott's disease he had
ap])lied over one hundred and thirty plaster-jackets.

€orrc3j)oiit)fnce.

-MKXICO AS A RESIDENCE FOR INVALIDS.
Lkttkkm from Phof. E. R. PEASLEE, SI.D.

I.

Hotel Itobide, Citt or Mexico, March Vi. 1870.

Mit. KtiiToic
: -Whilenwaitingmy breakfast this morn-

ing, it occurs to me to give tin' readers of Tni: Kkcoud
sonu- facts ri'specting this city and somi- other places
in Mexico, as a residence for invalids from the North. I

I will, however, at this sitting, explain how this capi-
tal may be most easily reached fmm New York, and
answer some of the ipiestions which may naturally
arise i-cspccling the incidents of such a trip.

1. If the traveller is not avei-se to a sea voyage all the
way from New York to Vera Cruz, he can leave for the
latter port every twenty-one days, in one of V. .\lex-

andre & Sons' steamships, which reach Havana within
five days, without any inti rmediate stop. Itemaining
tlure two days, they rim, in about thirty-six honr.s, to
Progrcso, in Yucatan, to remain oni' day; thence, in
twelve lioui-s, toCampeche. in thc.'^tateof Campeachy ;

whence, after a stop of twelve houi-s or less, Ihev arrive
at Vera Cruz in thirty-six hours more. This makes the
trip from Havana to Vera Cruz also about live day.',

and the whole time thither from New York tw?lve
days or less.

Tliis line consists of six excellent steamer.s. of
from 1100 to 2000 tons, all of which sail from New
York to Havana, one leaving each week; but only
three of tliem go on from Havana to Vera Cruz, viz:
tlie City of Merida. City of Havana, and City of Jlex-
ico

; and it is one of these which leaves New York
once in three week.s. as liefore stated. If, therefore, the
tourist wishes to spend one or two weeks at Havana,
he will go there on one of iIk- other three ships of the
line, viz: the City of New York, City of Vera Cruz,
or the Cuba, and take the steamer to Vera Cinz when
it arrives at Havana from New York.

•i. Hut if the sea is to l)e as far as possible avoided,
the following rouie may be adopted, and was so by
myself: The steamers above named, as sailing from
New York to Vera Ciuz in twilve days, remain five

days at Vera Cruz, and then sail for New Oilt ans, nuik-
ing this trip in five days also. They touch (but do
not land) at Qux|)an and Tamjiico, on the way to New
Orhans. Thus, the trip from New York to New Or-
leans, via Vera Cruz, is ac<ompiished in twenty-two
days. Remaining five days at New Orleans, these'three
steamei-s now retrace their course back to New York,
calling at .all the places I have mentioned, in the in-

verse order in which I have named tlieni. The timea
are also the same as l)efore; f. ;/., the City of Merida,
on which I sailed, is five days in going fnun New Or-
le.ins to Vera Cruz, including the stops at Tamiiico and
Quxpan; remains five days at Vera Cruz ; is five days on
the trip thence—stopping at Campecheand Progreso

—

to Havana; remains there two days, and reaches New
Yoi k in four to five days more. 'I'o reduce the sea voy-
age, therefore, to Vira Cruz to a mininnini, the invalid
will go to New Orleans from New York by land, which
can be accomijlished by four distinct nnites in .sevmty-
two hours, or less, and then by sea to Vera Cruz in five

da\s more; or eight days from New Y'ork. If the
route from New York to New Orleans by Louisville
and Milan—the " (inat .lackson route"—or that by
Lynchburg and .\tlanta—the " Kenesaw route"—bo
taken, there is but one change of cars on the way. viz :

in Louisville, on the former route, and at the Relay
House, seven miles beyond Maltimore, on the latter.

Having travelled over both these, and found tliem both
ex<illent, I would advise the tourist to scle ct the one
which carries him through those parts of the .Sonth
which he m'ost desires to .see. On the other two routes
to New Otlemis. viz: the '•('oast Line," through Kieli-

nioud, Wilmington. Charleston and S.ivannah. and Ihe
'Piedmont or Air I, iui'," through liichmond, I»anville

anil Charlotte to .Atlanta, where it nuets the Kenesaw
ronle, the traveller changes from tlir' sleeping car by
niu'ht to Ihe commim car by day. The trip nuiy bo
slill further varied by iroing by laml to C< dar Keys
(Fla.), and by steamer thence to Havana in two and
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a half clays. I expect to return by that route ; i.e., from
Vera Cruz to Havana, thence to Cedar Keys, and by
land to New York.

Arrived at Vera Cruz, the tourist who has taken liis

ticket for the round and rapid trij), has five days in

which lie may visit this city and some other places, and
return to take the same shi]) to Havana or anotlicr to

New Orleans, accordinjr to his destination. Or he
may remain in the interior, and take the nc.\t ship of
this line in twenty-one days, on the same ticket ; or
leave Vera Cruz for Havana direct on a Fi-ench steamer,
on the l.Sth of each mouth, or by an Eugli.sh one about
the 1st of each month.

Tliere is but one passenger train daily each way over
th2 railroad from Vera Cruz to this city, leaving Vera
Cruz at lU at niglit and Jlexico at lOJ at night, and
arriving in this city at Gi in the evening and at Vera
Cruz at 34- p. m. Just now, on account of revolutionary
disturljances, the trains are run through more ra|)idly,

and mostly by daylight, leaving Vera Cruz at 4 A. M.

and this city at 5 A. m. Tlie whole length of the rail-

road is 2031 miles, and the run up is made in sixteen
hours and down iu fifteen. The cost of the road was
S30,000,0n0. The first 2G miles out of Vera Cruz is

almost a dead level, and very monotonous. Tlie

ascent is tlieu more rapid for the next 27 miles, when
we come to the first buig iron bridge—Puente de
Atoyac—and from this point to Boca del jNIonte, .54

miles fuiiher, the scenery is the most grand and magnifi-
cent, and the engineering the most diflicult, I have ever
seen iu any country. From the station in the village
of Maltrata the train winds to and fi-o on the lirow of
the mountains, a distance of 8J miles, when it is almost
perpendicularly above the station, and at a height of
1513 feet. The snow-covered peaks of Orizal)a, Halin-
che, Po|)ocatepetl and Iztaccihuatl—all of 1 hem between
17,000 and 18,000 feet above the level of the sea, and
all four of them in view for several hours after we
leave Boca del Monte—are the grandest objects in their
line to be found in the world. The highest grade on
tills road is 290 feet to the mile, and the shortest curve
Duly 2.'50 feet radius. All of the bridges are of iron,
and the curved bridge of Metlac has a radius of only
3.50 feet. The engines, of English manufacture, weigh
seventy tons, and cost ,$30,000 each. They ai-e double-
enders, and made of steel throughout, their bearings
having been invented for this road, to enable them to
follow the very short curves. They are capable of
taking the train up a grade of 400 feet to the mile.
The expenses of the different trips I have described

are as follows: New York to Havana, by steamer, first

class, $Go currency; second class, )g40 currency: New
York to Vera Cruz, first class. $100 gold ; second class.

$60 gold; New York to New Orleans, first class, %\m
gold

; New Orleans to Vera Cruz, first class, §G0 gold;
second class, .$45 gold ; New Orleans to Havana"; first

class, $90 gold. All information respecting days of
sailing, state-rooms, etc., may be obtained from F.
Alexandre & Soils, 31 and 33 Broadway, N. Y., and
J. M. Witherspoon, 35 Carondelet street. New Orleans.
The railroad fare from Vera Cruz to Mexico is $16,
$12 and |S gold, for the first, second and tliird classes.
Up to the present time there are no sleeping or parlor
cars on this route. Tlie expense liy landfrom New
York to New Orleans, by either of the four routes
before mentioned, is Ijut $42.50.
The expense of living in tliis city is reasonable. At

this hotel, which stands iu the front rank, it amounts
to $4 or §5 per clay (according to the room occupied)
to transient guests, but rather within $100 per month
to those who remain a long time. In Vera Cruz, Ori-
zaba, Cuernavaca, aud other cities I shall recommend

to patients, it is $2 |)er clay, and less by the month. The
charges for medical attendance will be specified in ray

next letter.

The annoyance mentioned by books of travel in

Mexico from insects of divers kinds—moscjuitos, fieai

and other "camarades de lit," and even scorijitms, per

haps—I have scari'cly experienced at all. I was invaded
by a horde of niosciuitos with a very high note, during
a night at Vera Cruz; and I have liere seen a single

diminutive, and very harmless-looking individual of
the ''cimex" family; but the latter did not make, and
I presume had not meditated, any attack upim me.
The so generally asserted danger to the tourist from
robbers is also doubtless an exaggeration; a persistent

repetitiim, perhajis I should say, of what was true fif-

teen or twenty years ago. Not a single traveller upon
tile railroad has been thus molested since it was first

opened, four years ago. I should, however, add that

there is always an escort of fifty to one hundred sol-

diers on board of each passenger train. It is also

currently reported that the rich bankers, Barron anclEs-
candron, do not live in their siilendid country seats at

Tacul)aya. four miles out of this city, lest they should
be kidna])ped, and be compelled to pay an immense
sum for tlicir ransom.

I had heard of the present revolution just before

leaving home, and find it is daily gaining ground.
The /)ro«i;/ic(«wi««?a(?«.syesterday threatened to destroy

the bridges on the railroad and l)low up the tunnels,

unless the government at once sends them the sum of
.$25,000. The fulfilment of this threat would bring
me a real inconvenience. Mnis nous -mrrons.

It is calculated that but one in one thousand of the
inhal:iitants of this city, or two hundred and fifty pcr-

ha])S in all, speak tlie English language. French is

mucli more in use here ; but he who has a sufticient

acquaintance with the Spanish language has very great

advantages. English is spoken at the Hotel Cillow,

which is therefore well ])atronized liy Americans. It

is also sjioken by one of the clerks of the Iturbide.

I have l)een thus explicit on non-medical jioints in

this eonimuuication, hoping that I may induce some of
my professional luethren also, as well as their patients,

to take this cleliglitful trip. It will be seen that it can
lie accomplished liy an absence from New York of
scarcely more than four weeks. My next shall be of a
more strictly professional character.

E. R. Peaslee.

SHORTENING THE COURSE OF MEDICAL
STUDY",

AND THE EEQUIRE.MENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY
OF VIRGINIA.

U. S. N. HospiTiL, Washington, D. C, April 8, ISTIi.

To THE Editor of The Medical Recokd:

Dear Sir:—-The spirited and forcible manner with
which your valu.able journal has directed attention to
the existence of great abuses in the matter of award-
ing diplomas at Louisville, aud other medical col-

leges, merits the commendation of a profes.sion which
is being prostituted. These schools deem thorough-
ness of knowledge to be unessential, and by tlieir

foirin// process produce a mushroom growth in our
medical field, that can live cuily iu the soil of charla-
tanism and imposture. In the Record of April 1st.,

you ciuote fro!n tlie editor of the American Medicdl
^Vl'e/,h/ (Dr. Gaillard ), to the effect that any one can
spend five months—the usual winter course of .study

—

at any college, aud at the cx[)iration of the term, in
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March, ciiu cnttT tlic Long Isliiml, or Ciiiciiiimti col-

I'l^t's, or tho Uiiivei'sity of Virginiii. ami ^nuluatf in

nuilicine in tlii' fullowing Junt'—after only nine
inonllis' instruction ! You sccni to place conliiUnci'

in this aliirMiation, ami, in so far as it rclatis to the

coUiLTis at the first two naint'il places, it may he true.

But Or. (raillanl does not appreciate, or <;ive eretlit

for till' vast clilTerence hetweeii the reiiuiriinenfs for

grailuation at the University of Virginia, and ut the

other places, and hetween their courses and modes of

instruction. I do not believe you wouhl wittingly

aim a blow at the University of Virginia, through her

medical department.—and yet you seem to do so in

commenting on Dr. Gaillard's statements, when you
declare that there is no reason to doubt their accuracy !

His statement savoi's of truth, but leads to error. It

is true, that an intelligent man enii graduate in nine

mouths at the Uiiivei-sity of Virginia, but it recjuires

e.vcessive labor, and few accomplish it. Graduation
there does not depend at all on the time one has stud-

ied,—whetlur that be si.\ months, a year, or six years

— but depimis on merit, as developed by the ordeal

of rigid written examinations. The term there is ninc>

months long, and there is no such thing as a '• Sum-
nu-r Term." The University makes no boast of clini-

,

cal advantages; but she does drill her students, and
prepares them with conscientious thoroughness to ap-

preciate and understand moriiid states and therapeu-

tic indications. The untutored, unprofessional mind
is incapable of appreciating intelligintly ••Clinics,"

nor are they a siiw qua nun of success. There, under
the guidance of talented professors, a firm foundation
of medical knowledge is laid, in each of tiie chief

branches of metlicine, during nine montlis, uninter-

rupted by Saturday or C'liristmas holidays. A man
does not then secure his diploma after an examination
of lifteen minutes duration on a branch, as he may in

most of his sister city colleges, but each branch is hon-
ored liy <i iliiij, and the result is shown in a gradua-
tion of aliout twenty live per cent, of the apjilicants.

What other college, anywhere, shows such a record ;

The noiile old institution needs no laudation; and,
when graded with institutions that sell permits to

practice, she can proudly refer to her history, and
charge ignorance, or malice, against her maligners!
This communication, in vindication of the University
of Virginia, is evoked by the statement referred to.

It is necessarily imperfect from brevity, but is writ-

ten in all candor, under a sense of injustice by impu-
|

tatiou, if not by atlirmation, done an institution, the

peer, at least, of any college in this country. Do not,

therefore, speak of her course in graduating students
|

as 11 '•monstrous evil." Do not speak of herasa •'so-

called higii place,'' in which "corruption" is going
i

on ; and level her with mercenary institutions at Louis- I

ville and elsewhere. Comparisons are odious to her 1

|

I'ardon me for occupying so much of your space.
j

Very re.speclfullv,

\Vm. K. DuHosk, I

.Uxt. Snrij'n U. S. N.

undiTtaker remove the body for interment, without any
infraction of the law of the State of New York,
before a coroner's iiii|Uest has been held on the body i

t an a person, iimpialitied for the practice of mi diciiie,

as above indicated, legally give a " Ihirial C'eililicate,"

over his own signature, to wliieh is attached thi- title-

initials "M.D." for the purpo.se of obtaining a per-

mit, to allow the body to be conveyed for inteimeiit

within the precincts of the city of New York ? If to

do so be an infraction of the law of this state, whut,
(if any,) is the penalty? W. M. D.

".SudobV MAncu SOtu, liSIB.

1 It is very clear from the foregoing statement, that
the person who inesnmed to grant the certificate in

ipiestion, Jiad no po.ssible right so to do, and is

gudty of a misdemeanor which is punishable •• by
imprisonment, in the county prison, not exceeding one
year, or by a tine not exceeding live hundred dollars,

or by both tine and iniprisomiK nt."—Eu.J

i>K\Ti! (•i:i;tiki(".\tk fkom UNQUALI-
IIKIJ rEli.-SoNH.

To The Editor or tbk Mbdical Record:

Sir.—Pi-rhaps you will consider the following fpies-

tions of snllieient geniTal interest topulilisli answers to

them: When an attack of illniss proves fatal in the

Ciuicora patient attendi-d--niedii-ally— till death iiy a

person, (a druggist possessing no |)roper i|Ualitications,

)

who has not a •• Diploma," nor a •' License ;
" can an

ri:iu-NErHiiiTic abscess in children.
To THE Editor op the Medical Record :

Sir.—In the March •.J.">th nun:lier of Tin-; Kkcoiid Isee a
notice of a pa|)er read by Dr. V. P. Uibmy before the
"Mrdical Journal .Vssociation," on the above subject,

in which he reported seven cases, the ages being respec-

tively «, U, (i, It, :n, 2i, 0, 10 and a yeai-s. He states

that this aflfection had been denied by some authors,

:iiid that only three casis had heretofore been placid
on record. Such being the case, it may be interesting

to add one to the number, especially as it is jnobably
the youngest one re])orted. The child, a patient of
Dr. Isaac K. Taylor's, came under my care last summer,
;it Saratoga Springs, whither it had been sent by him
on ;i(Count of an obstiiuite affe( tion of the stomach
;ind bowels. It was then abiuit live weeks old. The
mother could not nurse it. and was trying to bring it

up I'V hand. After trying various articles of food and
various remedies with only parti;d success, a wet-nurse
w:is procured, and the symptoms begJin to amend very
soon. Previous to this, the ciiild had h;id irregular
fever; the tempeniturc ranging from ]00tol04, rarely

:is high as the latter figure. It was in a good deal of
p;iin :it times, requiring anodynes; at other times quite
free from pain, and looking cheerful, e.s|K'cially when
out of doors. Sometimes congestion of the brain
seemed to threaten, and the ]iupils were quite con-
traeted v.hcn not undir the intlucncc of paregoric.

Helladonna was then given with good effect. At one
time, while I was absent. Dr. Marion Sims called in to

see the patient, and subsequently saw it several times
with me. One day, soon after we had left the chihl,

the nurse called me back to say that she had discov-
ered a " swelling" in the side. On examination, there
was ii tumefaction in tlie left side, below the cartilages
of the ribs, in the luml);u' region, both to be seen and
felt : it was as large as a small orange, and flucluatid,
being very elastic. .V poultice was directed ; and the
next day it had increasi d in size, and tluetu;iteil more
distinctly. With Dr. Sims' approval, I concluded to

piiiieture it ; and Dr. (inint, of ."Saratoga, being called
in, brouglit an aspinitor. and aspiration was atteinpted,
but failed. I therefore imule an incision with a bis-

tomy, and gave exit to aliout three ounces of hi;dlhy
pus. A tent was phieed in the wound, to maintain its

pati ncy. The next day the matter was running freely,

and the child much belter. Not to prolong tin- case,

I will merely stale that it was diflieiilt to maintain the
opening, anil that it was enlarged once ; and that when
it did not give free vent to the fluid, the child wao
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invariably restless and feverish. Quinine, -svhicb had
controlled the fever pretty well l)elore the appearanc

of the swelling, was continned for some time. The
child continued in a very doubtful condition up to

the time of its departure for home ; but by that time,

some two weeks after the operation, the discharge had
gradually diminished, until it scarcely amounted tea
spoonful" in 24 hours. But tlie tumor could still be

felt, although smaller and not fluctuating. In Novem-
ber following, two months after it passed from under

my care to that of Dr. Taylor, I saw the infant, and it

was as fine and liealthy a child as could be, and there

was no api)earance of tiie disease.

Tlie very sudden appearance of the tumor in tliis

case was reniarl<al.ile. Tlxe child was stripi)ed and

washed daily, and the mother and nurse Ijoth watch-

ing it with great solicitude, and yet neitlier of them

noticed any swelling until it assumed the proportions

aljove described. The day after the puncture I made
out tlie outlines of the tumor with great ease, and had

no difficulty in diagnosing nephritic abscess.

Dr. Gibney is reported as regarding the "diagnosis

of peri-nepliritic abscess in the very young child as

iuipossiblc." I presume he means betcu-e the appear-

ance of any tumor.

PALATKA. Fi.i. Fkedericic D. Lentb, JI.D.

PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY IN PRODUC-
ING ABORTION.

To THE Editor of tue Medical Record.

Sir :—a man was arrested on a charge of attempting

criminal abortion by the administration of aloes in

whiskey. The attorney tor the prosecution showed

me some aloes w-liich he had received from tlie woman.
My opinion of its properties as an ahortifacient was

asked; I told the attorney that, under favorable cir-

cumstances, it was regarded as one of the principal

drugs employed for that purpose, and more likely to

be employed" than any other, not excepting ergot. I

related to him the following circumstance. Some four

years ago, a married man applied to me for mediciue

to make his wife's turns coim regularly, as he said,

stating that it had been over three months since she

had menstruated. I asked him positively if she was

not pregnant; he replied that she was not. I prepared

a compound, the basis of which was aloes; in the

course of eight or ten days I was sent for in great

haste to see her. When 1 arrived, I was shown a
'• something which had passed from her," as her hus-

band said. I ruptured the sac and discovered a

ffl3tus at least three months old ; he asked if 1 thought

the medicine did it; I replied not, but at the same

time I believe that this fellow designedly misrepre-

sented the condition when he got the medicine from

me.
Now, in consequence of these expressions of mine

to the attorney, it became generally known that I said

aloes would produce aborlicm. This view seemed to

prejudice the puijlic against the defendant, and cer-

tain interested parties, upon the authority of still more

interested pltysieians, endeavored to produce the im-

pression that aloes would not produce abortion, and
had never been known to do so. I desire to have an

expression of your opinion as to the properties of

aloes and other abortifacient drugs. New York is

not the only town where abortionists flourish. Per-

haps some of your readers can give their experience,

or, rather, their observation.

Very respectfuilv,
"

C.

ARMY NEWS.

Official List of Cli/i.nges of Stations and Duties of Of-

ficers of the Medical Dejmrtment United States Army,

from April Qth to Ai^r'd \5th, 1870.

By S. O. 71, A. G. O., April 8, 1876, the following

changes are made :
—

Happersett, J. C. G., Assistant Surgeon.—Relieved

from duty in Department of the Missouri ; ordered to

Philadelphia, and report thence by letter to the Sur-

geon-General.

HiBB.VRD, V. B., Assistant Surgeon.—Ordered to

Department of California for assignment to duty.

Reed, AV., Assistant Surgeon.—To accompany re-

cruits to Department of California, and upon comple-

tion of this duty, ordered to Department of Arizona,

for assignment to dut}'.

The following named officers are relieved from duty

in the Military Division of the Atlantic, and ordered

to the Department of Texas, for assignment to duty :

—

GoDD.\RD, C. E„ Surgeon.

CoMEGVS, E. T., Assistant Surgeon.

Shannon, Wm. C, Assistant Surgeon.

The following named officers are relieved from duty
in the Division or Department where they are now
serving: ordered before the Ariny Medical Board, in

session in New York City, for examination for pro-

motion, and upon its completion, to the Division or

Department set opposite their names, for assignment to

duty :—

Meacitam F., Assistant Surgeon.—From Military

Division of the Atlantic to Department of Texas.

Styer, Chas., Assistant Surgeon.—From Depart-

ment of the South to Military Division of the Atlantic.

Corson, J. K., Assistant Surgeon.—From Depart-

ment of the South to Military Division of the Atlantic.

Weisel, D. , Assistant Surgeon.—From Department
of the South to that of Texas.

Ki.mbaIjL, J. P., Assistant Surgeon.—From Depart-

ment of Dakota to Military Division of the Atlantic.

Ewen, C, Assistant Surgeon.- -From Department of

the Gulf to Military Division of the Atlantic.

And the following, u[)on completion of their exam-
ination, to report by letter to the Surgeon-General :

—

Horton, S. JI., Assistant Surgeon.—From Depart-

ment of Texas.

Jaquett, G. p., Assistant Surgeon.—From Depart-

ment of the Platte.

Whitehead, W. E., Assistant Surgeon.—From De-
partment of Texas.

Buchanan. W. F., Assistant Surgeon.—From De-
paitinent of Texas.

McEi.DERRY, H., Assistant Surgeon.—From Depart-
ment of the Colombia.

Bekti.ey, E., Assistant Surgeon.—From Department
of California.

GiRARD, J. B., Assistant Surgeon.—From Depart-
ment of Arizona.

King, J. U. T., Assistant Surgeon.—From Military

Division of the Atlantic.

Campbell, A. B., Assistant Surgeon. ^—Granted leave

of absence for one month, on Surgeon's Certificate of
Disabilitv. S. O. 62, Department of Texas, April 8,

1876.

Hall, J. D., Assistant Surgeon.—Granted leave of
absence for two months. S. O. 03, Military Division
of the Atlantic, April 11, 1876.

Hamilton. J. B., Assistant Surgeon.—Resignation
accepted by the President, to take effect May 31, 1876.

S. O. 71, A. G. O., April 8, 1876.
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fllcbical 3tema auD Xcioa.

Contagious Diseases.—Compatative statement of
cases of roiitaj^ious Disease reported to the Sanitary
liiireaii. Health Depaitmeiit, foi- tlie two weeks ending
April intli, I8T<!. Wai.tku Di: F. Day,

Suit i til ry S'iperintendent.

Week Ending

April 8th.

.

April 15th.

Si

£
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heard so mucb, and of which we shall soon know
moi-e. Tlius the cultivation of flowers is a work not

merely delightful and huniuui/.ing in itself, but one

which, in a way most l)eautiful and picturesque, eim-

fei-s a positive benetit <m society, so great that it can

hardly Ije overrated, especially in large towns, wliere

there must necessarily be so much to poison and dete-

riorate tlie air we breathe. It may be added tliat the

sunflower thrives even in the lieart of London, and

that it is readily propagated from seeds sown in Jlarcli

or April. It is "nearly allied to tlie common Jerusalem

articlioke, wliicli also grows in the smokiest of dis-

tricts.— Gardener's Ma'jiizine.

OrnTiiAi.Mic AND Auhal Institute, New Touk.—

During tlie vear 1875, 4,5:30 new patients were treated

in the" dispensary, namely, 3,002 for diseases of the

eye, 7.58 for diseases of tlie ear, and 110 for diseases

wliich were not classified. Tliree liundred and tliirty-

eight patients were treated in tlie hosi)italdej)aitment.

Of these, 0^ paid the entire ex |)ense of tlieir aecom-

modation, amounting to from tliree to five dollars per

diem ; and, in addition, made such compensation for

surgical and medical attendance as is customary in

private pi-actice. The aggregate number of days

during which these patients were supported m the

Institution was 1,1-^0. One hundred and ninety-four

patients, receiving an aggregate maintenance of .".,005

days, paid only in part for their accommodation ;
and

4G" patients, receiving an aggregate maintenance of

1,00(5 days, were treated whi>lly without chai-ge. The

aggregate maintenance of all patients covered 8,01)7

days, and the average daily number of inmates in the

Institute was 23i. The number of surgical operations

i,.xcludin" those of minor importance— performed

during the year was 420, of wliich 980 were for dis-

eases of the eye, and 34 for diseases of the ear. The

operations on the eye included 51 operations for pri-

mary cataract, 71 operations on the iris, 102 operations

for strabismus.
.

From the time when the Institution was opened, m
May, 1809, to the 31st of December, 1875, 23,482

patients have been gratuitously treated in the dispen-

sary, and 1879 adniTlted to the house. During that

tinie 2,701 operations have been performed. As here-

tofore,' opportunities for theoretical and practical

instruction both in ophthalmology and otology have

been affcn-ded to metlical students and practitioners,

and the patients of the dispensary and hospital depart-

ments have furnished ample illustratiim of the various

diseases of the eye and ear. Systematic lectures and

practical courses" have at different times been given on

the iihysical exploration of the eye. The following

•'cntlemen comjiose tlie medical staff : Dr. H. Kiiajip,

Surgeon; Dr. Thos. R. Pooley, Dr. Emil Gruening,

Dr.liudolph Gebser, Assistant Surgeons; I)r. Adulph

Alt, llesideiit Assistant-Surgeon ;
Dr. W. F. Fluhrer,

Clinical Assistant.

Dawson's vs. Pifpaed's Batteuy.—The accuracy of

our report concerning the trial of Cautery batteries at

the .lournal Association having been called in question

bv Dr. Dawson, in a letter in the last Medical Kecord,

we have personally investigated the two principal

points which he raises, viz. ; as to the relative size of

plates used by him and Piflard, and the amount of

fluid employed by each. We And that in both respects

our report was correct, and consequently that Dr. Daw-

son was mistaken. Dr. Piffard's plates used on that oc-

easiim measured 54+-!- inches and not 04 + 5A, as stated

by Dr. Dawson. Upon other matters, relating to the

merits of their batteries, we suspend judgment until

after the report of the committee appointed by the

Journal Association to investigate the questions raised.

Quah.\ntine SEi,r-ScPPORTiNG.—There appears to

be a reasonable probability that the Legislature will

do away with the present system of quarantine fees,

and bestow upon the Health Oflicer a fixed salary. A
bill having such an object in view, has been introduced

into the Senate. It provides that hereafter all tecs ac-

cruing to the Health Ofticcr shall )>e paid to the Treas-

urer ot' the Board of Quarantine Commissioners, and be

by him disbursed at the order of the Board, to the care

and maintenance of the entire Quarantine establishment

of the port. The Health Ofticer shall be appointed, as

now provided, and receive $8,000 per year, and he

may appoint his first and second assistant iihysicians,

subject to the approval of the Quarantine Commisi<m-

ers. The First Assistant shall be paid $0,000 per an-

num, and the Second Assistant $4,000. The Commis-

sioners shall appoint, on requisition of the Ilealth

Officer, as many other assistant physicians, superinten-

dents, and other employes as may be necessary. The

Commissioners shall fix the salary of these apjiointees,

and pay all the exiicnses of the establishment, but

there shall be no appropriation made by the State for

the care and maintenance of Quarantine, except for the

salaries, clerk hire, and ofiice expenses of the Com-

missioners of Quarantine. The Governor and Control-

ler may from time to time reduce the revinues ol Quar-

antine upon the recommendation of the Health OtKcer

and the President of the Board. The Commi.ssioners

are required to make quarterly reports to the State

Contrt)ller of receijits and expenditures, and to report

annually the condition of the establishment to the

Legislature. It shall not be lawful to use the boats

or other appurtenances for pecuniary hem fit to any

oflicial or emplove. The Commission shall, with the

consent of the Health Oflicer, select, licence, or dis-

miss all persons required to be licensed under Qu.arau-

tine, and fix the charges for licenses. Additional

re-'ulations arc provided for the management of the

esfablishment. The Commissioners of Quarantine

shall have power, subject to the approval of the Health

Officer and Commissioners of the Land Ofiice, to sell

all propertv unnecessary for use. When such sales are

made a detailed statement of the same shall be ren-

dered to the Controller of the State, and the proceeds

immediatelv paid into the Treasury of the State of the

propertv belonging to the State, otherwise the pro-

ceeds shall be devoted to the care and maintenance of

Quarantine.

Medical Night Sekvice in Paris.—From January

1 when this system was inaugurated, to March 1, 030

visits have been made by the physicians who offered

their services to the prefretory of police.
_

Dk. Vleminckx, the President of the Belgian

Academy, and the originator of the Ylemmckx's Solu-

tion, which came into such extensive u.se on the Con-

tinent in the treatment of scabies, has just died at

Brussels, aged 70.

Weekly Bulletin of Medical Societies.

Saliinhn/, April 2?.—Medical and Surgical Society.

Moiiihuj, A[)ril 24.—Medical Society of the County

Ti'iesiiay, April 25.—Yorkville Medical Association.

Wi'ilwiUnj, April 20.—New York Pathological So-

cictv
Thiirsdidj. April 27.—New York Medico-Legal So-

cietv. ,.,,., , 1-

Friday, April 28.—Medical Library Association.
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LEUCOCYTIL'EMIA.

IIEINO A P.M'KU ISKAD niCKOHE TlIK MKOICAI, SOCIKTV
OK TIIIC C<H:NTY ok NKW VOKIC, MAHCll 27, lH7(i.

I5y KDWAIU) li. JANEWAV. M.I).,

rilYSICl.iS TO BKLLKVUE UO.'^rlTAI., N. Y.

Part I,

TiiK .subject to \vliioh tlie papei- is tlovoted this lvcii-

iiij; is pt'llmps a littlu old and trite; ami yt't I feel

that tlie iiicmlieis of the Socirty will pardon nie for

opi'iiinL; tliu discussion on this suljject ; es|n(iallY ."^o.

a.s, of till! tliic'L- oases \yIiosc' hisloiiis I vyIU liint riad,

and \Yliich liaYo coiiic under my rare durinjf the pa.«l

t\vo years, no previous diajinosis had iieen made,
thouyli they iiad presenteil themselves to lliose un
douliledly \Yell accpiainted with the literature of the

subject. 'Phis eireum.stanee lias made me feel that

some inii.;ht entertain the idea that li'Ucocytli:emia was
an infreijuent disease, and hence lie deterred from
luakint^ that easy microscopic examination which
would .si'ttle tlie diaf^nosis in any doubtful ease.

In writing; this paper, my endeavor has rather l>ecii

to present some interesting facts about this disease

—

to j^ive such staten\ents as 1 could vouch for, as the

result of the study of those histories wliicli 1 had time

to examine—than to offer a complete article on the

subject. I rejected all cases occuiring liefore the

microscope \V!is used, as they offered nothing addi-

tional to those ob.servcd since. Neither have I accepted

all recorded since, some seeming to nie a little doubt-
ful. !Sucli are many of the cases called by Prof.

Hennett slight leucocytlncmia. If I had been willing

to accept sucli eases as illustrations of this di.sease, 1

miglit have added largely to the number which I

could report as coming under ol«ervation witli tliis

complaint. They belong rather to the cla.ss of leu-

cocyto.scs, due to some other tlisease.

The tir>t case of this disease coming under my
observation during the last two years was the follow-

ing, brouglit to me by .Mr. (now J)r. ) Gordon. I [ire-

senttd the iiatient, and exhibited a drop of his blood
under the microscope, to the mendjcrs of this Society

some time since.

C. 1*.
; nude; age, 32 years ; married.

He had no occupation until he was 21 years of age.'

.Vfter this he wils in the army for tlirec years. Then
for live years he was employed in a steel factory.

There he was necessarily exposed to an extreme de-

gree of ileal for periods of twenty iniiuites" duration,

and as soon as po.ssiblo afler\vards he would go into

th/ open .-lir. For the greater part of the three nc'xt

years he was engaged in driving. The only taint in

his family is due to the death of his mother from
phthisis pidinonalis, after a two years" illiie.s.s, at II.")

years of age. His habits were regular. Hi', however,
for a period of two years, some six years before I saw
him. was in the habit of imbibing a good deal of ale.

The disL'asrs from which he hail suffered were
swamp fever of .several weeks' duration, twelve yi'ars

b-fore I .saw him, and goiiorrhcea, and gleet, la-'ling

nine nionlhs, three years later. The patient's present

illness first m inife.sted itself about three years b.'foie

IiIm liist visit to me. At that lime he lliid sulfeied

from a pain in the left hypochondriac region, il-^.so-

ciated with sliortnes.s of breath. The physicians
treated the disea.se as pleuritic, using blisters. The
pain disappeared after lasting for a month.

Shortly after this time his legs became swollen, and
an eruption appeared on them, due, according to his

account, to heat. Tlie disease was proliably of an
ee/.eniatous nattne. as it was attended by a slight

serous discharge.

About this s:ime time, he noticed a lump under the
free border of the ribs on the left side. As this lump
inereasetl in size he grew weaker. .\ cough would
ueeiir after eating and biingon vomiting. For some
(line he was troubled with constipation of the bowels.
Tlie appetite was unimpaired. His urine throughout
was free and of large (piaiitity. He had lieen subject
bir about four months to almost daily attacks of
epistaxis; and for some time to dyspiuea on exertion,
occurring to a less extent, even when nuiet. This he
slated was rather a sort of desire for breath than
ai tual distress. Pallor had existed for one yiar. His
slieiigth had gradually decreased and the venereal
appetite becalms weakenid. He .stated that he urinated
S( ven or eight times a day. and was especially troui>led
by the desire when sliakui uj), as in riding in a car.

I saw him fust in February, 1S7.1. His stature was
•") feet 1) inches, weight l:;il jjounds^the same as

when in good heallli. He was pale, though by no
means remarkably so.

The abiUimen was v<ry much enlarged, and pro-
truded more on the left than on the right side. The
superficial veins wen' (piite apparent.

-Ucasurement of alalomen at uml)ilicuo, ;!(> inches.
' eighth rib, ;U "
" " chest at sixth rib, 32 "

Expansion of chest from :il J to :ii!A inches.

The apex beat of the heait was perceptible in the
fourth interspace on the left side uniler the nipple.
There were no physical evidences of disease of the
heart or of the luugs.

Percussion of the abdomen showed duluess, which
commenced above in the infra-axillary space at the
sexenth rib, left side, and descended so that the ante-
rior border of the dull region corresponded to a i)oint

four inches to the right of the uiul)ilicus, and then de-
se iided almost vertically into the pelvis.

The posterior limit of the dull region corresjiondcd
to a vertical line drawn through the anterior supeiior
spinous process of the ilium. Back of tliis line tym-
panitic pc'rcussion note was present.

I'alpi'.tion showed the region mapi)ed out by per-

cussion to be occupied by ali.it. smootli tumor, tirm to

the feel, painles.s, and presenting two indentations on
its anterior border. . The tumor moved with respira-

tion, and to a slight extent with movements ol the
bipdy. A soft blowing murmur could be heard in the
epigastric regiim whin the i)atient lay on his back.

.V microscopic examination of the blood showed a
<liiiiinution in the number of the red globules, and as
marked increase in that of the white. 'I'he latter bore
the proportion to the former of about 1 to 4.

The colorless gloiuiles were round, granular or else

iMiilorgoing amo'lioid movement. Their size \aried
friiiii j/.,„ to ,„'„„ of an inch. The majority were
about „,} On the addition of acetic aciil tiny showed
from one to four nucki. Those, with two or three,

W' re the more numerous. There was no doubt that the
tumor Wius an eidarged spleen. I advised Dr. (biidon
!' try eod-liver oil, iron, phosphorus, I'lgot, ipiiiiine,

aiel the drinking of fresh blood. The.>ie ineiLsiires. tried
at differeiit times, were of no avail ; .«ave pi rhaps. that
lii~ health remained in about the same state until a
short time ago
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He luxs, while under nl)servation, sulfcred from epis-

taxis exUauitiui,' sw.'iits latfly, liemorrhmds, a dis-

tressing' tension lif tlie al)doniiiud wall, and the same in-

conv -nlcn-e a* formerly m jntion-d, due to the pressure

of tlie enlarged spleen on the bladder, lie liad when

examined no retinitis nor anv anncmic bruit.

The next patient was Bridget Ford, age ;53 years;

married. , .,., ^ ^

There was no evidence of any hereditary tendency

to disease. She first menstruated at fifteen years_ of

a<re, was married at eighteen, and had eight living

children born to her, of whom four are now dead.

For two years before her visit she had been troubled

with pain in the left hypochondriac region, coming

and going several times a day. For this pain she luid

b-en^to physicians, some of whom had treated her for

renal disease. For these two years her strengtii had

Ijeen failing, and she had been growing paler. Three

mouths before she had a miscarriage of a six months

fffitus, putrid when removed. A good deal of flooding

attended the miscarriage. For seven months she had

bjcu trouliled with varicose veins in the legs, and some

five month, before the veins in both legs gave way,

owiu.r to which she lost a large quantity of blood.

Sinee'^the miscarriage she had complained of shortness

of breath. . ,

Three months before I saw h-r, she hrst noticed a

lump in the left side, which had increased a good

deal during this time. She had no impairment of her

special senses, nor of her mental faculties. Her appe-

tite was poor, but she had neither dyspepsia nor

vomiting. Her l)0wels had a tendency to constipa-

tion. She had menstruated al)Out three weeks l)efore

lua- visit, but noticed nothing about it except that

it lasted two weeks.

December 23d, 1874. The patient was a thm. pale-

faced woman, with a sallow complexion, possessing a

slio-ht tinge of yellow. Respirations 18 per minute;

pulse -3 (sitting) ;
temperature 9!)*" F. Phii.icd ex-

ainimUion: The lungs were normal; the heart was

pushed slightly upwards; no murmur attended its

action.
i <• -u

The (ihdomiii : A large tumor occupied the left hy-

ijochondriac region, and extended from that point

downwards, and to the right, so that its anterior bor-

der was on a line with the umbilicus, and its lower

end descended a little below a line drawn from one

anterior superior spinous process of the ilium to the

oth jr. Above it reached the sixth rib, and posteriorly,

thj anterior border of the quadratus lumborum mus-

cle.

Measurement of the abdomen at umbilicus, 33^

inches ; at eighth rib, 33 inches. The tumor meas-

ured twelve inches in length, and ten in breadtli.

Tiie tumor was smooth, except that its anterior bor-

der presented two indentations, one of these situated

at the umbilicus being quite deep.

The posterior border wasrather more rounded than

the anterior.

It felt rather firm, and could be grasped between

the hands ; and anteriorly, owing to the laxity of the

abdominal wall, the hand could be passed under it.

It was tolerably moveable, and changed its position

somewhat on changes of tlie position of the body.

Tenderness existed only at the margin of the ribs.

The splenic dulness extended posteriorly only as high

as the tenth rib, and on full inspiration could be de-

pressed to the twelftl). The liver was perhaps a little

enlarged.
Mu-riixrnpk examination of the hlood : There was a

marked increase of the white globules. Twenty to

twenty-five could be counted in the field of an ocular

3, 01)jective 10 (immersion), Ilartnack. They va-

ried in size from jt.Vtt to ^^^s of an incli. They were

round, granular under high powers, and developed

from one to five nuclei by the use of acetic acid.

Tliey appeared to bear a relation to the red of 1 to 3,

1 to 5 "under low powers, but by the use of the high

powers, the proportion did not seem quite so great.

Patrick Gagarty ; aged'47 years; married; a lunise

painter by occui)ation. He has been a painter for

tvveuty-one years. He has never had venereal disease,

and was of regular halnts, save venereal excess with

his wife. He had had ten children, four of them still

living. He had intermittent fever eighteen years ago,

lasting ten months. He had no other illness until

four years ago ; then had small-pox, whicli produced

enlarged glands under his jaw, on either side. Helms

never had lead colic nor any synqitom of lead poison-

ing.

Two years ago he states that he was as healthy as

ever, tlien he had short breath and severe cough

at the outset. The cough has continued. The pallor

was noticed by his friends aljout three and a half

months ago.

At the'time of his admission to Bcllevne Hospital

he was very pale, and had two enlarged glands, one

under either angle of the lower jaw, the right being

rather the larger. The axillary glands were not en-

laro-ed, and tlie cervical only tiifiiugly so at the lower

part. The inguinal glands were a little enlarged; a

careful examination of the abdcmieii failed to detect

any glandular enlargement, if it existed. The lungs

showed evidences of bronchitis, and of some oedema.

There was a plain basic systolic murmur affecting

the heart, and one readily audible over the aorta, etc.,

of the cardiac systolic rhythm.

The si)leen w"as five inches in vertical and six in

transverse measurement, though proliably still longer,

owing to the upper and lower extremities being some-

what Ijcnt. The liver was slightly enlarged. Since

admission he has had epistaxis, and some o'dema of

the legs, a moderate ascites, a feljrile movement of

slight intensity, and for a few days a severe diarrhu-a.

Tlie number of his red globules is from two to three

times as great as that of the white. The fibrin forms

as usual."^ Tlie white globules are, for the most part,

of the small variety, many of them being only two-

thirds ef the size of the red. There are a number of

the larger size, and these show the ordinary nuclei.

The small variety either appear as apparently naked

nuclei or non-nucleolated cells ; or else as nuclei, with

a very closely surrounding protoplasm.

A drop of" the l)lood when he first entered the hos-

pital looked like water containing a little reddish sedi-

ment. It had a faintly alkaline reaction.

These three cases are still linnff. The first has lately

been growing weaker, and is developing a more

marked cachexia. The second has improved without

taking any special treatment. She became offended

with me, owing to the prognosis which I gave her
;
and

she has lately'had no medical attendance, but follows

her oceupati"on of fruit jjeddler in the open air. 1

tried the other day to persuade lier to allow ine to re-

examine the condition of the blood, but in vain.

The condition of the thirtl is critical, though pre-

senting a trilling impiovement. In his case I used

hypodermic injections of ergot, but without benefit.

A."lter a little an abscess was formed, and this medica-

ti^ju had to be discontinued. The use of pliosphoru:

produced diarrha^x, which came near carrying thi

po a' fellow off. At present he is on nutritious diet

qu nine, iron, and stimulants.

Tne disease under consideration had an unhappy in
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tri)iluctii>ix to th • prdfi-ssion, inasiiuicli ns it led to ii

pci-sistv-iit c|iiiuR'l and aciiimmiinis ili-jputf lntwci'ti

Prof. .1. Mu'^li's H'liiu'tt and I'mf. Viicliow. Kuril

claimed tlu' crcilit for its discovery. The truth seems
to me to li!' tint Prof. IJ.Mini'tt, in OctolnT, 1>I4"). puli-

lished in the Htlinhnrijli .\feilinil Joiirnul tlie liistorv

of a CISC, wliich he then called suppuration of the

Mood, with remarks. In Xovemher, lH4."j, Prof. Vir-

ohow pulilished in Froriep's Xotizen, the history of a

ISO of \vhit(! hlood, with some remarks, lie. in the

line paper, alluded to a case ohservcd l>y Laiitner.

railed jjeneral pyjemia, and of which he entertained

doubts as to the propriety of considerin;;: it a.s a case

of pyivmia. The case, of which the post-mortem ap-

pearances only were >i;iven. had lar<;e liver and sph'en ;

and in the latter an infarction, also lobular pneumonia,
superficial cutaneous al)scesses, and a largo bed-sore.

V'irchow. in thcMiiicroscopic examiuatiou of his own
case, recognized the cause of the white blood as being
due to an increiise of the colorless corpuscles, and
;ioke of the relation between the colored and color-

ss corpuscles as being the inverse of the iiatural, the

eolorless b.-ing the rule, the colored the e.\oe|)tion,

B-nuett, in liis paper, tried to account for the pus

in the blood, and said tliat these cells could not In-

white blood-globules. I have consulted Uennett's

original artiile. and Virchow's collected writings

—

" GeiHiiiiiiifH' Alihiiialluii'ini." Virchow published

during 1840-47 new articles on white blood, with a

collection of such cases as he could gather from the

older and th th.'n recent literature. He also |ilaced

at the h ad of Ips article in the first volume of his

Aivliirx, th title •White IJlood ;" and, in parenthesis.

after this, the name " lieukaMnia." Since tin u the name
L?ukiemia. and the name proposed by Bennett in IS-'il.

1, ucocytheiuia, has been used to designate the disease

in ipi 'stion.

This stateni nt of the rasj T believe to be the fair

one; and the inference which I have drawn from it is

that Prof. Bennett was undoubtedly the first to record

a case of this dis ase with a thorough microscopic ex-

amination of the bh)od, but that he fell into error in

his interpretations of the facts; that undoubtedly the

credit of offering a right explanation of the facts.

and placing the disease on a proper basis, belimgs to

Prof. Virchow; that it is impossible to decide whethir
the pul)lication of Prof. Bennett's ciLse drew Virchow's

attention nu)re closely to the subject and led to the

publication, in Novemb 'r, of a case ob.served on the

1st of .\ugust; that this is probable, is true from the

fact that V'irch nv pidilished I/iutuer's case, and did
not. in that article, pul)lisli Bennett's, which was much
more ciunplete, and also because I cannot lin<l that

V'irchow li.is ilenied reading of Bennett's ca.se before

tin; |)ulilication of his own. I prefer the term ficucocy-

thtemia, proposed by Bennett, to the term Leuk;emia.
because th" former is tin- more accurate. The white cell

blood is b-tter than white blood ; because, whilst the

blood ill this dis •.ISC always has an increase in th-

nimib.T of while corpuscles, yet the white color of the

blood may not be very marked. Craigie seems never
to have started any claim for the discovery of the

disease. Ilisi'ascis r rded in the same article witli

Benn its,_prec"di's it, and in his remarks.st.atemenls are

made which would give him almost as fair a right to

a claim as that of Prof. Bennett.
This dis 'iLse may come on in an insidious manner

and present many of its marki'd characteristics, In'fon-

the patient is aware that anything more serious than a

tri'ling malady is the cause of his ill health. In certain

cases, however, it has a more sudden and di.stinclly

characterized outset.

In looking over a large number of cases about this

point, I found 4.") which might be s.iid to have br-gun

insidiously; 1<> which had a more definite origin, ami
1
'J of which I was ill doubt .as to the class in which

thev belonged, eitln-r from imperfection in the history,

or because thi-y were on the border line. Tin- histories,

a^ recorded, leave the iiupiirer uncertain whether, in the

absence of a definite examination, or some symptom
continuous from a certain date, a febrile attack or

|iaiii in the side, or hemorrhage from some source, as

(litailcd by the' ])atient, should be received as the lii'st

drcided symptoms.
Tliis disease is usually divided into several clas?o»

according to the site of tho.se morbid processes which

si Old in a probable causative rela'ionsh'p toit; viz.,lii nal

or splenic—glandular—ami. more recently, medullary

or myelogenic, starting from the marrow of tiie boiicsi.

'I'lie usual initiatory symptoms havi' been either pain

in the left side, pallor and debility, or else hemorrhage

from some semrce, though the latter has probably bei'ii

the first circumstance to attract the patient's attention

not ibly : an inquiry reveals the factthat, for sometime
bifore, debility or pallor <ir languor had existed. It is

worth while to draw attention to the i)ain in the left

side, because two of the patients whose histories I have

ineseiitcd to you hail this as initial symptoms, and it

was supposed to be due to a pleurisy, or neuralgia, or

dyspepsia, or renal disease, or ]ilcurodynia. In this

eiily stage it is no doubt impossible to recognize the

dis 'ase in many of the cases; yet an examination of

tlir blood by tiie inicroscoiie and a careful ))hysical

c xploration of the spleen wi>uld. I feel assureil. have

revealed a certain number of the cases to the medical

attendant.

This pain is sometimes a sense of fulness ; again, it

has a more sharp character, and is very possibly due

to an inflammation of the cipsule of the spleen, es-

pecially as we shall see that this is an accompaniment
of the disease in some cases. Where the i)ain gives ri.su

to a iiense of fulness, wc may suppose that it is due to

tie- effect of the pressure on .surrounding (larts, or per-

haps on its own capsule.

In other cases, the patient has accidentally noticed a

tumor in the left side, or has found lumps more or

less rapidly increasing in size,' in the site of the super-

ficial glands.

Th2 symptoms noticeable in a patient in whom the

disease has made some i)rogre8s areas follows: Pal-

lor, debility, emaciation, dyspna-a, hemorrhages,

dropsies, febrile movement, pei-spiratioii. diarihira,

occiusionally vomiting, cough, loss of appetite, retinitis

occusionally. palpitation. ditViculty of swallowing, and,

as more infretpicnt, small abscesses, freciucnt mictn-

rilion, salivation and stomatiti.s.

bet us first notice, however, the civses of sudden

orii-in; then take up the consideration of the condition

of the blood upon wliich a diagnosis of the disease

r.vts; and afterwards treat more in detail the proiii-

iin-iit symptoms. In these cases which I have calhd

those of sudden origin, I mean rather that there has

s lined to be a definite period of which one could say

•• then the disease began."
One* had a severe cold on a journey, and having

been previously well, six months lati-r had severe ab-

doininnl pain. dlarrli<i'a, and noticed a lump in the left

side of the abdomen. .\notlier t had a swelling in the

suliniaxillary ngion, spreailiiig from one side to the

..tliiT, aci-oiiip.inied by chills and febrile niovciiient;

I. . ovcied in eight days. Then patients first noticed a

•Mihr: Vlirhow"«.<rc*lrM, vnl. v. p. Rl.

Vudol : Vln-how'« Atrhlw, Na S, v. 4TU.
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tumor in the abdomen, which rapiilly increased in

size.

A man 40 years of age* had a strong mental excite-

ment, and a little later noticed a swelling on the right

side of his neck, which rapidly incj'eased.

A man f liad pain in the left hypochondriac region,

intermittent, and of a shooting nature. He soon

noticed some enlargement at tlie seat of pain.

Perhaps the most marked cases of acute origin and
course are those recorded by Robert Patterson, in the

Edinhu-rijli Medical Itecord, 1870, p. 1073. Tlie symp-
toms seem to have come on a little over a month before

continement, and to have caused death on the eleventh

day after in one case ; and in another to have begun
earlier in tlie pregnancy ; l_)ut, as far as the glandular

I^art was concerned, to have taken a rapid increase

succeeding confinement, producing death on the

fourteenth day after.

The condition of the blood in this disease consti-

tutes its most distinguishing feature. It consists in

an increase of the number of the white globules, a

decrease in that of the red ; anil, in addition, a corre-

sponding ciiange in its chemical comjiosition. together

with otlier less constant alterations of this nature.

I have already descriljcd tlie appearance of the

blood in those cases wliose clinical histories I read.

Tlie coagulation of tlie tibrin took place in those

cases as usual, and in the last its threads could be
seen very readily, owing to tlie paucity of corjiuscular

elem mts.

The proportion of white to red in my cases was as

follows: No. 1, 1:4, or nearly so; No. 2, 1 : 3 to

1:5; No. 3, 1 : 2 to 1:3. The proportion in other

cases has been somewhat varied, as, for example

:

Vogel, 1:2, 1:3; Uhle, eqn.il—at one tim.' later,

1 : 3, 1 : 5 ; De Purry, 1:7, 1:13, 1 : 19, 1 : 21 ; Hos-
ier, 1 : 18; Hosier, 1 : 30: Jacul>osh, 1 : 1 ; .J. llecnke.

1:1; Blache, li : 1 ; Bryant, 1+ : 1.

Many of the cases are rcpo;t.'d as follows: " Great

excess of white;" "great niuuiiers
;

'' so many on
the field of a given objective and o,'ulai of a mi-

croscope, etc.

As regards chemical analysis

:
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flnmcd. could not 1t> moved without oansing pnin.

Siiirp iitcidcnt has liecii uniil>Ii' to swallow without

mucli suffi-iinj;; iind to ohviatc this as murh ns possi-

l)li', thi- saliva, which was si'civtod pidfusi-ly, was al-

lowed to triekle from the mouth. Voice faint and
liu-ikv : has lieeu unalile to speak above a whisper
since day after accident.

I passed a pair of lai<;e (rsophaircal forcei)s. and
aid easily urasp the foreiirn lio<ly. which was a|)pa-

r.ntly at the jumtion of the pharyn.\ and (esoplia^us,

hut tli;' application of much force to dislodge it was
d'.'i;m.'d impracticable, owing to the many i)oinls of

resistance which the sharp projections on it offered.

An operation (o'sophagotomy ), was tlien proposed.

The patient readily asscntvd to this, and an appoint-

ment was made for ten o'clock the following morn-

ing.

Chloroform having been administered, the patient

readilv yielding to its influence, the nedv was stretch-

ed, and an incisiiui made on the left side, n\iilway be-

tween the mariiin of thi' stcrnoclcido-mastoid muscle

and the thyroid cartilage, extending to within one-

half inch of the sternum. The parts containing the

carotid were then separated from tin? trachea and
held aside liy retractoi-s, as was the left lobe of the

thvroid body after careful dissection. The inferior

thyroid artery having b;'en exposed and pushed aside,

the (i!^o|)hagus Wiis plainly seen. A large-sized lith-

otomy staff was then p;issed through the mouth, it

being more easily intriiduced than a stomach tulie,

and the foso|)liagus pushed well forwar<l and to the

left. This served as a guide, and li'ld tlie fcsophaglis

in position, rendering the incision into it less difficult

than it would otherwise have been, owing to the spas-

modic efforts at swallowing which were very freipient

after the administration of the aiucsthetic. The in-

cision was made longitudinally over the staff to the

sid^' of thj crieoiil cartilage ; a Hnijer introduced, and
the i)late. which was strongly impacted, removed with

some dirtieully from its reslin'.;place b.hind the thy-

roid cartilage. The wound in the o^sophtigus was not

clos?d. But two small arteries, muscular branches.

were tied during thi- operation. M.irphia w.as admin-
istered hypodermically, and the patient put to bed in

a cool room.
During the tirst day enemata of beef-tea were given

and liits of ice allowed to dissolve inthe mouth. Af-

ter twenty-four hours enemata were discontinued, and
he was allowed to drink milk, one-third escaping

from wound,
Korty-eiirht hours after operation, ccmld swallow

fluids realily, very litth? passing out through opening.

Fiiinth d ly at.; an oyster, swallowing it witliout expe-

riencin;; pain. Fifth day sat up. dres.sed, could read-

ily sivallow soft solitls.—no discharge of fluids by

'.•(m!id. Sixth day. which was warm and pleasant, he

walk 'd lint \ipiin tli- piaz/.i and around the lious-.

On the isth. sixteen days after operation, he vi.sited

his friends in Oreenlield, returning and resinning busi-

n'-« on till' 2'J(1, twenty days from date of operation

—

wound elo.sed.*

Nov. lid, went to New York, and was treated by Dr.

KIslvi'g with the hope of regaining his voice. Re-

tu-n tl unimproved. Again in February visited New
York and consulted Dr. K. and was under treatment

for on" month, returning with voice niuch stronger.

From that time then' has been a gradual improvement,
and at this writing the voice has about reached its init-

ural titandard.

* For awiiiUnf-c In thin np«.niticin,I am Inilvbtfid to Urn. Wont, CtMtp-

cr, Wtutton anil Wenlwurtii, uf ttiU city.

Case II,—TooTii-ri,.\TE I%n'.\CTED in CAimiAr Por-
tion OP TUB (Ks( 11-11 Mi rs Ei.EVicN .Months .vxn skvk.n

Days, causino SruicrunK.—Deeemher .Ith. !H7:i. Mr.

P.. living near Saratoga, while at dinner dislodged four

upper falseteeth, attached to a silver plate, by striking

tlieni with his fork. They were involuntarily swal-
lowed, passing into the (esophagus.

\'iiniiting followed, and the plate was frequently

felt rising in his throat. cuiIy to fall back again. TIk-

plate was one and one-half inches broad by about one
inch in de|>tli from front to rear.

In the evening, about live houis after the accident,

Dr. Cliapin arrived fnun Glen's Falls, a distance of
six miles.

Owing to the irritatiim which the foreign body
had already created in tin- a>sophagHs, the (jatient was
eliluroformed and an attempt mad(- to reach the teeth.

Instruments were passed down over ten inches, but
tailed to give any indications of touching them.

I'iierc was occasionally vomiting, but no mor<- rising

of the teeth in the throat, leaving the inference that

they might have passed into the stomach. This was
sinii'jlliened by a sharp and S(-vere i)aiii, which thepa-
tiiiil felt in the region of the stomach.

Most of the soreness that had been caused by the ac-

cident gradually passed away, aiul in a fortnight or so

he was enabled to swallow liipiids without difficulty,

and most kinds of food with varying success.

II- frequently passed weeks without any marked
iiicnvenience. A few weeks after the accident. Mr.

P. s rved on a jury in Saratoga county, and n-sunird

his liusincss, that of a gentleman farmer, frequently

doinir his share of the work in the field

Oftentimes, however, he would have unusual distress

ill the chest, or a return of the difticulty of swallow-

ing food. He lirst consulted mi- in .lune, 1874, about

six months after the accident. I passed an ivory-tipped

pruliang, and found that they were still in the osoph-
ai;iis. eleven and one-half inches from front of upper

jaw. while the hc-ad was thrown liack.

I strongly advised an o])eration. opsophagotomy, if a

trial at removal by the mouth failed. This he wished

to delay, as he said he felt '• pretty well." and suffer-

ed no essential inconvenience. He afterwards went

to Albany and New Y'ork for advice. Some of the

physicians lie saw recommended an operation, while

a majority entirely discouraged it.

Thus the ca.se was left to hiin and his friends, and
notliing was done till November lOtli ; when, having

hail, for some wei-ks previous, more trouble in swallow-

ing than usual. 1 was sent for. Upon arrival I con-

cluded to attempt the removal of the plate through the

month. It being lieyond the reach of forceps, I |)a.'-.sed

a v.halebone proliaug with swivel hook i-nd, b-.-yond

the obstruction, and on drawing back it caught on the

plate, but no reasonable force could dislodge it. On
attempting to withdraw the instrument, it was found

to be so thoroughly entangled with the oliject that

for a time doubt existed as to its removal without an

operation then. However, it was linally freed and the

selieme of removing the plate in that manner deeiditl

to be impractiealile. This was the first and only at-

tempt made to dislodgi- them. The l-'th was then ap-

pointed for an operation. This was eleven months
aiel seven days from date of accident.

The op -ration wa.s performed at 11 a.m. Tin- pa-

tient having been ethc-rized, an incision was made
n|">ii the h-ft siileof the neck, commencing opposite

the thyroid cartilage, midway between it and the

sterno-cleido-mustoid muscle, and reaching to the

stermim.

Careful dissections were made with a directc.r,
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clown to the oesopliagus, wliich was reached without
difHculty. A largo lithotomy staff was then ])assed

through the luouth and the a;soj)hagus pushed well

forward, exposing its posterior wall, thus enabling nie

to avoid the inferior laryngeal nerve in making my
incision into it. An incision large enough to admit
the index finger was made into the a'sopliagus as

near the to]) of the sternum as i)Ossil)le. I ])assed my
finger tlirough the opening and down, and was able

to feel a con.striction, below wliicli lay the foreign l>ody

quite out of reach. I tlieu directed witli my finger a

])air of ijolypus foi'ceps down upon the plate, and after

many vain attempts brouglit it up, but without the

teeth, they having become detaclied in the effort at

removal. Tlie forceps were again introduced and the

teeth felt, but before they could be grasped tliey

passed into the stomach, and were voided by tlie rec-

tum some days after. During the operation tlie in-

ferior tliyroid artery and one or two small branches

were cut.

The wound in tlie ojsophagus was not closed. A
wet compress was laid over the line of incision and
secured liy bandage.

No anodyne was required after tlie operation, the

patient suffering but little pain. Within twenty-four

hours he swalhiw-ed milk, without much tronljle and
little loss. Thirty-two hours alter, he drank half a

])int of coffee without losing a drop. From that

time tliere was a rapid improvement in his comlition,

all .symptoms of stricture passing away, and at this

date he is enjoying good healtli.

Tlie voice was not injured by the operation.

I am indebted to Dr. Chapin, of Glen's Falls, for

attertreatment and for practical assistance in the ope-

r.ition. Also to Prof. Cheever, of Boston, for essential

information ol)tained from his invaluable monograph
upon oesophagotomy.

progress of iHcliical Science.

CHLOROrORM AS AH An-ESTOETIC IN THE TREAT-
MENT OF Fissure of the iVnus.—JI. Nicaise has met
with two cases in which four or five inhalations of

chloroform, given before performing forcilileili lit ati<m

for fissure of the anus, produced complete anaesthesia,

without .any preceding stage of excitement. In both,

the operation was rapidly performed, and the patients

quickly awoke. In a third case, the anaesthesia also

came on rapidly without any stage of excitement, but

after the dilatation was performed the patient was
found to l)e in a most alarming condition. The
thorax was absolutely motionless, without tlie slightest

respiratory movement, the face pale and without the

least muscular contraction, and the pulse very feeble.

After the use of the ordinary methods, the. patient re-

gained consciousness somewhat, but she soon fell

again into the same adynamic coniiition. This was
repeated twice : and it was only after three-quarters

of an hour of constant effort that the resjjiratory move-
ments were permanently re-established. M. Kicai.se at-

tributes this susceptibility to the action of chloroform

to the well-marked nervous condition that accompa-
nies intolerant fissure of the anu.s. This susceptibility

does not seem to be present in all wlio arc suffering

from fissure of the anus, but tlie fact of its sometimes

existing should lead to great cautiousness in the use

of chloroform.

M. Guyon, on the other hand, has met with several

cases of fissure of the anus, in whicli the stage of ex-

citement during chloroformization was prolonged and
laborious, and the amount of the drug used conse-

quently large. None of his cases jiroved fatal ; but
still the symptoms were so serious, that he has renounced
tiie use of chloroform when performing forcible dila-

tation. He modifies the ojjeration of JIaisonneuvc, by
])erforniing it as rapidly as possible, witliout attempt-

ing to avoid tearing the tissues.

—

Gazelle Medicah de

pill-is, March 18.

A Case op Bulbar Paralysis Successfully
Treated.—A patient, aged fifty yeais, entered the

Vienna Hospital, on April 6, 187.5, giving a history of

ceplialalgia, and pains in the nape of the neck and
in the Ijreast, especially when speaking aloud—these

symptoms having lasted a year. There were no indi-

cations of apoplexy or embolism. Eight days be-

fore admission, the phenomena of bulbar paralj'sis ap-

peared. On admission, the patient could not pro-

nounce the vowels, and the movements of the lips

were abolished. The paralysis of the soft palate and
liharynx was not as marked as that of the lips, and
tlie dysjihagia was not very great. The laryngoscope
showed diminished tension, but not paralysis of the

vocal cords. The pathological lesion was agreed to

be degeneration at the point of origin of the hypo-
glossal nervi'. The treatment consisted at first in the

application of strong induced currents to the external

parts corres|)onding to the fioor of the mouth, and
galvanic currents from the battery of Siemen Halske
containing 20 to 25 cells, the cojijier pole being held

over the occiput and the zinc applied externally over

the ])haiTnx or resophagus. Later on, the tongue was
faradized directly. On the third of October the patient

was discharged cured.

—

Allij. Med. Central-Zl(j.,'Sso.

4., 187U.

O.STEOTOMV IN RAflllTIC DEFORMITIES.—M. J.

Bu:ckel. of Strasbourg, has performed this operation

nine times, always with success, and has also collected

the statistics of thirty-four cases in wliich it was per-

formed in England and Germany. The operations

were done on patients varying between the ages of
fifteen mcmths and seven years. M, Bwckcl first tries

manual reduction, which succeeds if the ))ones are still

soft : if they are too hard he endeavors to break them
by the ordinary methods of osteoclast_v ; if this also

fails, lie cuts down to the iieriosteuin and jieels it off

the l>one, which is then divided l>y the chisel and
hammer, the saw being never used, for fear of future
com|ilications. The wound is then dressed liy Lister's

method, and reduction performed when it is cicatrized.

Bilhoth does not completely divide the bone. Ijut only
incises it deep enough to render the reduction easy.

When the curvature is antero-jnisterior, it is necessary

to excise a piece of the lione before reduction can be
performed. M. Perrochaud, of Berck-sur-iner, finds

that the most marked distortions can almost always
be cured between the ages of two and five years ; in

patients from eight to fourteen years old the cure is

more difiicult ; while in those above fourteen it is very
rare. His treatment consists in sea air. sea-baths, good
nourishment and phosjiliate of lime, forty-five grains
with two spoonfuls of sea-water internally eveiy day.

He uses no apparatus, but lets the children play about
freely on the sea-shore, using crutchis if necessary.

M. Panas. while admitting that osteotomy is some-
times almsed. thinks that, if the jiatient has passed
the age of fourteen, if its deformity is evidditly in-

curable by any other means, and if it renders existence

distressing and difficult, the operation is ciitainly

admissible.

—

Juunial dc Mid. etde C/ih:, Maicli, ISTU.
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HESKmoN OF THE L.MinK Joints ani> Listku'm
DitKssiNd.—M. Wnicuil ivciiitly (.'iimiiiuiiioattil l<>

the Sticifir- lie ("liiniii;ic, in tlic iiaiiir iif >[. Saxtotplj.

of C(i|)i'iili!ii;eii, the histi)rirs (if four reseetiims (if the

shimhieis, four resections of tlie hip. two of the knee,

two of the carpus, and one of the clhow, anion:; which
there was only one fatal case. All the cases were
dressed accordini; to Lister's method, and the one fatal

case could, he tlioULTht. lie traced to an ini]ierfection in

the dressinj;. Since this uietliod was introduced,

pundent infection had disappeared from his wards,
and cas'S of erv.sipelas were very rarely met with,

M. Boinet stated that he had seen Demar(|uay em-
ploy Lister's method, liiit without success. According,'

to J[. Lucas-Championnifre, however, Demanpiay
did not apply the dressinj;s properly. L. ie<;ar(hd

the draiuatje tuhe as an intei;ial part of Lister's dress-

in-;, not to carry off pus. hut the excess of serum, and
so prevent the occurrence cif tension. He denied that

other methods of tri'atment iiroduce e(|ually favorable
results. The imion of almost the entire wound hy first

intention, without suppuration, occurred in his experi-

ence with extraordinary promptitude under this treat-

ment.

—

Jiiiinutl (/< ^fal. H tie C/iir, March, ISTG.

LvMi'nonniiAOi.\ Consecutive to Suppuii.vnvK !

Adenmtis and Lvmpiianoitis.—Tlio following are the
|

conclusions of a paper on tliis suliject by Dr. DeprCs :
|

1st. Suppurative adenitis and suppurative lymph-
j

angitis are i;euerally followed, for twenty days after

the opening of the abscess, by a How of lymph that

retards the cicatrization of the incision.

2d. This flow of lymph may assume enormous pro-

portions, and constitute a li/ni/ifion-luii/iii.

3d. The lymphorrhagia consecutive to a suppura-
tive adenitis is more considerable than that foUowinj;
a supi>urative lymphangitis.

4th. The more or less abundant lymphorrhagia is

tliJ real cause of the fistulas couseijuent on su|)pura-

tive adenitis in healtliy or scrofulous suiiject.s.

Tith. Ci>m;)ression, where it is applicable, arrests the

lsmph(irrha-.;ia iu a few days; and wliere comjires-

sion cannot be used, cauterization will arrest it, Init

more slowly.

6th. The How of lymph and the lymphorrhagia
after suppurative angeioleucitis and adenitis are a per-

fect demonstration of tlie primitive lesion of the lym-
]>hatic glands and vessels, and contirm the theories of

Velpeau on this point.

7th. Finally, it follows from the above, that com-
l>rcssi(in applied for several days in siippinativc

adenitis and angeioleucitis is the best means of pre-

venting the occurrence of lymphatic H.sttilas.— Giizrtte

Mi'ilinilf ,lf I'arh, March IStli.

Tilt: FoiTAi. Soi-KKi.E.—M. Piiiard, rfirf<lf rlinii/nf,

aft:.'r niting tli results of auscultation in pregnant
worn ^n. with tha view of determining the f(etal smif

fle, prepared a scries of umbilical cords which he

classified as follows

:

1st. Cords from w(mien in whom no other than the

uterine soutfle had been heard.

2d. Cords from women in whom only a pulsatory

murmur with maximum over tlie fcetal heart was
heard.

3d. Cords from women in whom he had made out

a transient f(et.'U miM'mur. with its maximum .some-

times over the site of the fd-tal heart, somelimes at a

jjreater or less distance from it.

•Uh. Cords from wonu-n in whohi h • had lieard a

simple, pernument murmur, with iUs nmximiim re

moved from the fo-tal heart.

5th. ConU from women in whom he iiad heard a

double, permanent ffetnl souffle, with its maximum at

a distance from the f<rlal heart.

These coids were washed, insufflated, dried, and
then examined for valves, witli the folhiwint; results:

In the cords of the three lirst categories, there were
MO traces of stranguhition. and no folds, either semi-

hmar or diapliragmatic. The vessels of some were
almost rectilinear, of others more or less spiral. |ire-

senting rudiments of valves, either in the vein or the

arteries, or perhaps a slightly moniliform appear.iuce.

In the fourth category, which comprised but three

cords, he found falciform, semi-lunar, or diaphragm-
atic folds, sufficiently large to obstruct a third, a half

or even more of the lumen of the vein. The arteries

presented constrictions, but the folds were ab.sent or
scarcely visible.

In the fifth category, which contained five cords,

numerous well-developed folds, sometinus s( mi-lunar,

sometimes diaphragmatic, were found, both in the

vein and the aiteries. .iiul some of them obstructed at

leiust three-fourths of the lumen of a vessel. These
valves were most numerous close to the [ilacental in-

sertion of the cords.

In face of these results;, the relation of cause and
effect can hardly be denied, and from tin ni tlie tol-

lowing conclusions may lie formulated: When auscul-

tation is carefully piactisrd on the pregnant female in

the latter half of pregnancy, three varieties of ftetal

m irnuirs may be heard :

1st. A murmur corresponding to the first sound of

the ftt'tal lieait, which is mulfled instead of being
sharp and distinct. This is a cardiac murmur, is ))ii-

Mianent, and disap|)cars some hours or days afttr

birth.

2d. .V murmur with its maximum at a greater or
less distance from the f(etal heart. This is ;i timicular

souffle, which may be single or double, and is due to

the presence of welldeveloped semi-lunar or dia-

phragmatic valves, either in the vein or the arteries,

or in liotli varieties of vessels together.

8d. A single, transient murmur, isochronous with
the pulsation of the f(etal heait. but stronger tlian

either of the above varieties. This funicular souffle

is due to a passing compression of the elements of the

eord, either liy the fa>tal parts tliemselves or by the

stethoscope.

In a note, the author states that, though he has ex-

amined some hundreds of cords, he li;is never found
true varicosities of it, but only a moniliform appear-
ance, due probably to eonstiictions of the vein or

arteries.

—

GmftW Mklteale </<; PariK. Mitreli M<th, 1870.

Uteuine Cai.cui.is.—Dr. Luigi Feliei was rccei tly

called on to treat a young woman, aged 34, who liu^.

been suffering for some time from irregular but abun-
dant hemorrhages, pain in the back and other symp-
toms of uterine deningemeiit. Digital and specul.ar

examination revealed a calculus fixed in the cervix

uteri, and which was easily removed. Dr. Herti, in pre-

senting the specimen to the Palermo Academy of
Medicine, maintained that the existence of uterine

calculi must be admitted, because their macioscopical,

microsco|ijcal and cliemical characteristics difteren

tiated them from degenerated and calcified neoplasms.
—Uiucttc Mulioile ill- Jitn'.i, March 18.

The Entuanck of Ami into the Veins.—M. Couty
has recently perfurmed a series of experiments on this

subject, from which lie has deduced the following
conclnsions:

I. .Vir, after penetrating into the vein«, diM-s not
pans into the veitebnil arteries; even if it <lid, the

phenoiiieua would be the Inverse of those actually
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I

dissolved in the blood, facilitate the dissolution of
cre.'isecl, and not diminjslied.

f),^
The air docs not paialvz.e the riLfht side of the

heart; m3chanicalh- and clieinie.illv. it excites

inn of
iiistantaiii'ciiis

--. -- -.. It to
0()ntruct, and the action of tiie heart eontinnrs nntil
atter tlie voluntary and respiratory muscles have
ceased to act.

Tlie arrest of the cii-culation is not due to an ol)-
structioji of the pulmonary capillaries bv Ihe air.
hueli an obstruction miuht produce a dimiinit
tlie af.rtic wave, but not the almost
arrest of it that sonietimis occurs.

II .\tter disposinsj of the above ancient theories.
Ii diyides the symptoms of the .accident into fom-
P-M-iods, as follows:

First period.—Diminution of the aortic wave and
tall nt .artcnal tension; accelerated action of the
heart.

_

Second period.—More decided diminution of ten-
sion; accelerated respiration

; syncope, with falls, cry,
pallor, ddatation of the pujiils, etc.

Thiid pei-iod.-.Vortic "current almost viJ ; irritation
ol all tlie motor nervous centres; contraction and con-
vulsive movements of the voluntary muscles contrac-
tion of the involuntary muscles ;" evacuation of the
urin-. and fa-ces; iinally, very slow, deei) and apo-
plectic respiration. '

Fourtli pei-iod.—Arterial tension nil ; death of the
brain and cessatuni of the convulsions

; rlien arrest nf
tlie_ respiration; last of all, cessation of the lieart's
action.

Tlie general symptoms of the second and third
periods, caused by anaemia of the ncrvcnis centres
will .iccur more or less rapidly, aecordino- to the
rai)ulity vntli which the air is introduced, and will l>emore or less marked, according to the condition of
ttie aniinal.

in. The air arrests the ijulinonary current by a
mecliauical interference with the heart's action

"

It
accumulates more or less rai.idlv b.neath the convex
wal .,t the organ, and, by virtue of its elasticity, dis-
tends the very e.xp.ansive walls of the right ventricle

all the consecutive

until the volume of the cavity is double or three times
the normal. On this distention
phenomena depend,

1st. The force of the heart s contraction remainino-
the same, while the resistance augments with tlie dis"^
tension of the right walls, the auriculo ventricular
contiaetiuus, normally incomplete, become more so
especially lu tiie auricle.

2d. The walls, contracting on a sras instead of aHuic. compress, instead of driving it forward
eSd. riie orirtces of the distended right heart gapewHlely. and the auriculo ventricular contractions forcethe air through them into the venous system, even astar as the crural and encephalic veins.

"
This volumi-nous inverse current begins as soon as tlie cardiac dis-

tension passes certain limits, and in fatal cases lasts
until the cessation of the hearfs action. To sura un
the air distends the cavities <,f the right .side of the
heart, and this distention, like other difatations of thesame cavities, jjioduces cardiac asystole, with diminu-
tion of the aortic current. This asystole, however isof a special nature

; it is acute, sudden in its onsetand may be so marked that the pulmonary current is
.almost instantaneously cut off.

After discussing the various therapeutic measures
proposed for this accident, the author rccoiiirannls
especially two: Wood-letting, which, in diminishinn-
the venous pressure, diminishes also the caidiac dis°
tension, and is useful in all cases; and inhalations of
oxygen, which, bv

ur which remains accumulated in the right heart.

These e-xperiments have lu-ovcd beyond doulit that
the entrance of air into the veins, an accident very
complicated in appearance, can be resolved into two
functional derangements—one local and entirely me-
chanical. ('. <., distention of the cavities of the right

side of the heart, jjrodneing cardiac asystole ; the

other general and consecutive, i. e., the slowing or

arri'St of the circulation.

—

Le Mouvemeitt MalicaJ,

Fehruanj \\).

On the iKFLrF.xcE OF Erysipei,.\s on Svpnii.is.

—

A case is reported by Dr. A. Deahna, of Freiburg,

which appears to support the opinion of numerous
French itibscrvers as to the curative action of erysipe-

las upon syphilis. A patient was received into the

ho.spital on Nov. Soth, in the sixth week of a maeulo-

papular syjihilidc, which covered the whole body and
was accompanied liy high fever. There were also

chancres on the foreskin, and other syi;liilitic mani-

festations. In addition to this, the ])atient had long

had a chronic iiitiammation of the left elbow joint

with fistulous o))enings. He was given four small

hypodermic injections of corro.sive subliniat<' on suc-

cessive days, which jn'oduccd no a]i])reciablc effect

upon the eruption. Then, on Dec. 3d, an operation

was performed upon the diseased elbow-joint to im-

prove the position of the arm, and within a fev.- hours

he was found to have erysipelas in that region, doubt-

less contracted from anotiier ]jati(iit. This disease

extended, and lasted with considerable severity until

Dec. lOtli. when it subsided. But as early as Dec.

loth, the seventh day of the erysipelas, all traces of

the syphilis, with the exception of faint pigmcntatiou

of the skin, had wholly vanished. He remained free

until .Jan. 1 Tth following, ivhen a scanty rcseola ap-

peared, without fever. It affected no place, ho\y-

ever. which had been the seat of erysipelas. Again,

on Feb. 4th, there was a mild attack of erysipelas,

followed on the 7th by a new and comjjlete disap-

pearance of the syphilitic eruption. The patient lyid

no further manifestation of syphilis up to the August
following, and meanwhile his general condition was
so good that in JIaich a resection of the elbow-joint

was performed with an entirely satisfactory result,

—

Vierteljiihrsuclir. fiir Derm, und Syphilis, III., 1, 1876.

Peiim.\nest Cii.vnge in the Color op the IIaiu

.\ND Skin .\fteu Scarlet Fever.—Dr. Wallenberg,

of Dantzic. reports the case of a joung man of

twenty-one, who had an attack of scarlet fever fol-

lowed by an unnsual desquamation, in which over

almost the whole surface of the body the epidennis

was rai.sed by exudation from the retc ilal])ighi, hav-

ing this exposed iu places as large as the ])alm of the

hand, and in ])laces covered with mucous crusts.

Some small aliscesses also formed. Suljseqncntly he
lost completely all the hair from every portion of the

body ; and where it grew again, instead of being dark
brown ,as before, it \yas white, as in an Albiuo, The
tint of his skin, too, changed from brownish to milk
white, with a reddish tinge. The microscope also

showed its condition to be completely analogous to

that of the Albino. The cause of this loss of color,

which has now lasted seven years. Dr. W. attributes

to the destruction of the pigment cells of the skin

and hair-cells l)y the profound intlanmiatory action.

Tlie .skin has also remained exticniely irritable, as

shown bv the occurrence of several outbreaks of gen-

eral eczema after comparatively slight irritations.-
causing exosmosis of the nitrogen ' Vierleljuhrsschr. f. Derm. u. Syphilis, III., \, 1S7U.
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THE NECESSITV FOR STATE BOARDS OF
HEALTH.

The necfssity for Slate Boarcl.s of Health cun Imrdlv

1p.' (jUL-stioncd wlii'ii \\c consider iiow luiicli henetit iii;i_v

l)e derived from tlieiii. In ii previous article, in wliicli

we proposed a simple plan for the ortfiuiization of

sueli boards, we only hinted at the jjood results wliich

nii;;ht follow. Let us, for the sake of continuinij the

discussion upon the general siil)ject. ghince at some of

the more palpulilc reasim.s why such an oiganization

is needed. .\.s before remarked, there are a ^leat

many districts in this and in other States which have

no sanitary ])rovi.<iion for tlie emer<ieneies of an epi-

d mic, or for the iirevention of thos:> telluric inllucnccs

which are so invariably found to as.sociate themselves

with hiyh death rates. It must be admitted that

considerable sanitary regulation could be enforced bv

a s|)ecial board acting under the authority of the

Slate, and created for an emergency; but if we
look at the matter nien-ly from this point of view,

we must bo siitisticd with only a temporary rem-

edy for unsanitary conditions in tliise localities.

We are, however, under the authority of a general

stat'j board, aide to e.vtend the benefits to sanitary

regulations far bevtmd these ref|uirements. The State

itsjlf can be made llie th.'iitre of the ojieration of the

g.'neral board, aftijr the same manner as are the larger

towns by their ri-speetivii local boards. Here the

broad principle of the common good is made para-

mount to local or indiviilual interests. Take, for in-

stance, the much vexed question of drainage on a large

iical(>, and tlie great iK-netit which its proper and sys-

t .-matic regulation might effect. In this as in every

other State lli'Te a-e lands which an' little better than

p •stifemm swamps, whi<'h, during the warmer seasons,

exhale malaria ard other poisons sntlicient to infect

•v-i )!.• n'iglibjrhotd*. Th; encroachments of civiliza-

tion, and the attendant increase of population, are

I year after year making these poisons relatively more

virnlent, and yet, for the want of a general and i)rac-

I tical remedy, the population annually sicken and
a number of unnecessary deaths occur. The enforee-

, ni. nt of a proper authority could remedy this evil in

I

a few years, at the same time there would be an in-

I

crease in the wealth of the agricultural districts which
' would rei)ay the expense in a tenfold ratio. The

I

larger the tract of land requiring to be drained, the

greater the number of ditferent townships situated in

such an area, the morethe necessity for somecentralizi d

Stale authority which .shall adjust all differences of

opinion of local authorities to the standard of the com-

mon good. It woidd, indeed, be impossible to meet

the emergencies in any other way. There is a great

deal of work to be done, it is true; but we must be

prepared to make a beginning somewhere. The State

authorities understood the merits of the general ques-

tion of State jurisdiction in regard to the water supply

of GUV city, and have acted accordingly. In no other

I

way could we be assured that our drinking water

I

would be free from the chances of ordinary contami-

nation. A striking example of a neglect to look after

a similar matter caused the melancholy eiiidemic at

I

Eaglcy, and the possibility of its repetition in some
' other localities is causing the deepest anxiety among
1 the sanitarians of Great Hrilain. But we must be jire-

pared to go beyond a local jurisdiction—beyond the

cure of a limited portion of the State for a given pur-

])(|^e, and extend a general jurisdiction to the entire

coinmouwealth. Drinking water is liable to contanii-

nation in other parts of the State; the rivers which

run through scores of counties must be kept in sani-

tary conditions, so that the sewage of one village does

nut mix with the drink of another.

The railroads, too. are not entirely free from evil

effects upon the health of the people along the line.

Many matters in connection with them deserve the

attention of a board which shall have the power to

enforce requirements, not only in a given locality, but

thmuglumt the enliri' nmte. There arc many in.stanccs

in which the building of a railroad has so altered the

(li.cinage of a district, that malarial diseases prevail,

wlii.Te before they had never been known. Although

V.I' have no very glaring examples in our own Slate.

the history of the towns along the line of the Hudson
River Railroad is sullieiently suggestive of the tiuth

of this assertion. In many places between this city

and Albany there are collections of stagnant water

along the line of the track, which are covered during

the whole season with a pestiferous scinn, ca|)ablc of

supplying malaria to every passenger on the road.

This ig in the main due to the grading of the road,

which in nniny places so directly interferes with the

(liainage as to create what would otherwise be rip-

pling brooks into stagnant pools. Tln^ same com-

plaint might be made of the other railroad lines
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tinougliout the State. No local health board could

deal with such an evil.

There are many otlier subjects to be taken into

account, in connection with the beneficial working of

a State Ijoard such as we propose. Not only is it the

province of a liealth board to loolv after tlie purity of

water, but to guard against any clianccs of its diinin-

islied supply. It is well known tluit the forests hold

a very imjjortant relation to the latter condition, and

that their destruction accounts in a measure fen- tlic

dronglits. the consequent exposure of l^rook and lake

bed<, and tlie general scarcity of water at the time of

the year when it is most needed. Th-j proper care of

the forests lias long ago been a matter of great concern

with sanitarians in Europe, and has necessitated legis-

lation upon the subject. Already, in this country,

efforts a\'e made in the same direction ; and in this

State a bill is pending for the creation of a Commis-
sion, whose duty it shall be to prevent the wliolesale

destruction of trees. If .such a commission Ije cre-

ated, it would obviate the necessity for tlie inter-

ference of any liealtli l)oard, or for the exercise of an
autliority whicli might legitimately devolve upon it.

Since it has become the f.ashion throughout different

liortions of the State to establi.sh religious camp
grounds, we liave anotlier argument in favor of a

central State board. The local authorities seemingly

have no power to enforce any of the necessary sani-

tary regulations upon these corporations; and the con-

sequence will lie that, ere long, many of these grounds
will be transformed from health resorts into so many
centres for the propagation of diseases. At jjrcsent

there is no other guarantee for tlie proper sanitary

care, of the camp peoi)]e. than that which may be
centred in th(> whims of an executive committee. In
many instances, the .salvation of the pilgrims has been
secured by their short sojourn in these localities. By-
and-by even this immunity will not olitain. The
soil must become sooner or later saturated witli

sewage, the water become contaminated, and low
forms of fever Ije propagated. But we need not mul-
tiply exain])lcs to prove the necessity for the existence

of a State board having the necessary authority to act

on all questions of similar import. Every one who
has given the subject any attention at all can amplify
the list, so that it shall comprise all the reforms wliich,

under present circumstances, it is impossible to at-

tempt.

rRESIDING OFFICEKS FOIi .MEDICM, ASSOCI.\TIONS.

TnE Iventucky State Medical Society, at its recent

annual meeting, adopted a resolution to the effect that

its Committee on Nominations shall hereafter not con-

sider themselves bound to present for tlie Presidency
the name of a physician from the locality where the

Society meets. This is a very sensil)le measure, and
will in the future tend to remove much of the embar-

rassment under wliicli such a Committee may labor,

and tend to an impartial distribution of the honors,

and tlie selection of truly representative men. If the

same resolutions were adopted by other similar organi-

zations, mucli dissatisfaction would be prevented.

PnELIM[N.\IlT EDUCATION.

In the last announcement (1876) of the Portland

School for Medical Instruction, Portland, Me., we

notice the following significant provision :

" No person will hereafter be admitted to tlie school,

who does not satisfy the Board of Instructors tliat he

possesses at least a good common school education.

The fact of graduation from college, or from a respec-

table high school or academy, is taken as suflicient

evidence of such acquirements ; but in the absence of

a diploma, or certificate to tliis effect, a wjitten exami-

nation will be held."

The regulation is, we understand, giving general

satisfaction to all interested in the welfare of the

college ; and a better class of students is secured.

This is as it should be, and shows (m tlie part of the

school a determination to respect the growing profes-

sional sentiment.

SJIAI,I--P0X SPIIEAD BY DOIJS.

A RtJitAi. sanitary organization in England, has ap-

plied, through Dr. Mackintosh {British Medical Jour-

nal), for an order from the magistrates to have all dogs

in the district of Bolsover cliained until small-pox has

disappeared in that locality.

Dr. Mackintosh considers, and very ]iroperly we

think, that "the disease is spread from liouse to house

more by domestic animals than l)y anything else."'

We believe that the more this subject is examined

from this point of view, the more the views advan(H'd

will be considered correct. It is possible also that tlie

spread of other contagious diseases, such, for instance,

as scarlet fever, may be ex])laincd in this way when

all other recognizsd reasons have failed.

THE AFFAIRS OF THE HEALTH OFFICE.

TnE investigation of the affairs of the Health Office by

the Assembly Committee on Commerce, have tended

to place the health officer. Dr. Vanderpoel, in a very

disagreeable liglit. Attention has been more particu-

larly directed to his jirivate yadit, •' Gertrude," the run-

ning expenses of which appear to have been paid by the

State in lien of public services rendered. The testimo-

ny given before the Committee does not, we are sorry to

say, place the doctor above the susjiicion of using

j)ublic money for private purposes. The cost to the

State of the "Gertrude," is said to have been over clevei

thousand dollars, and yet t lie wlmle amount received fo

earnings of all the boats, tlie '• Hopkins,'" the " Fenton,'

and the " Gertrude. " during the year was but sevcj

hundred and ninety dollars. We sincerely hope that thi
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is not true, mul tlmt Dr. Vaiuli'i))oel may have some
]

good reason for the course lie lias taken, anil effeetii

ally e.\|)lain what to liis friends, who Inive the utnio.st

confideneo in his honesty, seems past compreliension.

A character such as the healtli ofHcer has earned for

himself us a gentleman of the highest integrity, is

not to he easily overthrown, and we are still hopeful

of vindication.

Ucport0 of Societies.

NEW YORK PATHOLOtJICAL SOCIETY.

.'<tiitftl Me,'ting, March 22tl, 1876.

FIB«OJr.\ OF V.\GIXA—KE.MOV.M. Bf ECIl.'^SEUR.

Dit. C. Iv. BllIDDON, PUESIDENT, IN THE ClI.IIK.

I)n. JIktcai.k exhibited an egg-shaped tumor (fin. x
^in.j which liu<l l>een removeil by the eeraseur from
the vagina of a patient aged tifty-two years. For four

yeai^s she had suffered from " weakness" pain in tlic

lower i)art of tlie alidomen and around the waist. <h -

Cii-sionally accompanied withdiliieult micturition. The
operation was p<Tformed in ()ctol)er, and tlie woman
made a good recovery. Tlie tumor was examined mi-

croscopically by Dr. Heitzmann, who declared it to l>e

a simple fibroma.

Du. Ski.i, had met with a similar case in an unmar-
ried lady aged twenty-seven years,

OSTEOlnCllOXDROM.^ OF TtBI.V—AMPUTATION" OF THIGH.

Dit. Masox next presented a S|)ecunen of morbid
growtli in the hi-ad of tlio tibia, removed l)y am|)uta-

tion of the thigh, Fel>ruary 2"2d, from a male jiatienl

sixty-one veal's of age. The patient was seen, in

in consultation with Dr. VanG>'isen of Greenpoint.wa>
strictly t'Muperate. and had enjoyed excellent health

until three years previous. At that time he received a

blow upon the tiliia, which produced very intense pain

and laid him up for two or tlu'ce davs. He recovered

from this, and liad no furtlier troulile until six months
after, when h • had a severeattack of pain in his knec,and
another two or three days' confinement. After this he

had simihir attacks every two or three montlis. They
were regariled a.s rheumatic in character, and were pre-

scribed for accordingly. Al)Out two months ago an

enlargemi-nt of the tibia was noticed, which was ap-

l>arently due to a growth from tlie outer surface of

thebou" pusliing the fibula outwards.
A few days before the operation, the patient.

when Dr. Mason first saw Isim, was very mncli

prostrated ; the pain from which he suffered was so se-

vere iLS to be only partially controlled by powerful ano-

dynes. On examining tlie h-g. which was partially

tlexed. the pri-senceof a morbid growth was at once di--

covered. The surface was very .sensitive to the toneli.

but, contrary to expectation, did not give any egi;-sliell

crepitus. The diagnosis of osteosarcoma was made,

amputation advised, and the section carried through
the femur, just above the condyles.

Till' tumor had been handed to Dr. Delafield, who
made a verbal report

:

The external surface of the tumi>r, which involved the

head of the tibia, was composed of cartilage. The ba.s<>-

ment substance nf cartilage was partly hyaline anil part-

ly tilirillaled. The cells were of a somewhat irregiihir

shape, as thi'y were apt to be in new growth of eaili-

lage. In the enlarged portion of the head of the
tibia.there were .scattered nodules of cartilage which va-

ried in size from the point of a pin to that of a cheslniit.

Some of these nodules were cpiite near to < iieh other
seeming almost to fuse together. Other abnormal ap-
pearances in the enlargenu'iit were due to a growth of
eoimective tissue, and of cells in the medullary spaces
between the bone, which also cont.iiiied a number of
blood-vessels. The fat wliich should have exi.stcd in

the medullary spaces was almost entirely al>sent. The
development of new cartilage was not confined to the
medullary spaces, but invaded the bone cells and the
liiiscment substance of the bone, itself. The bone cells

were considerably enlarged, many of them containing
two or more nuclei, and. bi'Coming fused toL'clher, to

form a cavity of some size filled with cells. AVIieii this

occurred near the edge of the bone, a litth- cavity would
be formed communicating willi tlie medullary sjiaces.

The cartilaginous growllis originated from tlie perios-

teum, and also from the medulla of the head of the
tibia— in other words, the growth was an exanii>le of
osteoid chondroma.

MYXOMA OP AXII.L.V.

Dr. liitiDDox pio.sentcd a specimen of Myxoma of
tlie Axilla with the following history, from Dr. C. B.
Koof, House Surgeon :

—
Benjamin Diennan, a^t. 18, United States—Grocer

—Admitted March Tth. ISTO. About six months ago
the jiatient first noticed a small lump situated midway
l)etween the left nipple and thecoracoid |)rocess of the
scapula, wliich has grown steadily ever since; he

' would have paroxysms of sharp stinging jjain, which
would last about fifteen minutes in the tumor, and
then pass down the side and arm. Father and mother
are both living, and he gives no history of any here-

ditary disease whatever.
The left axilla w.as entirely tilled with a large mass

about the size of the fo-t.il head ; it reached to the
lower border of the clavicle above, covering in the
coracoid process, and bulged the floor below: i( was
immovable, and appeared to be fixed to the thoracic
lioundary of the space; there was no evidence of
pressure on the jilexus of vessels and nerves : its an-
terior surface was covered by the |)ectoral muscles,
and it did not apjjcar to have any attachment to the
scapula; dilated veins meandered over its surface, and
to the touch it jireseiited the soft, elastic feeling char-
acteristic of malignant disease.

]

Operation Marcli !ith. is7(i, in the presence of the

1
Hospital Staff and a nunilier of medical men. After

I

complete aniesthesia, the arm was extended, and a long
incision carried from tlie thoracic to humeral extrem-
ity, midway l>etweeii the anterior and posterior folds

of the axilla; the dissection was continued thiough
the subcutaneous fat and fascia, until th<' surface of
the tumor was exposed, when the knife was laid

aside, and an attempt was iiiadi' to enucleate the ina.ss

with the fiiigei-s. This was foiiiul. however, to be almost
impracticable; the capsule did not form a complete
investment, but everywhere at the circumference ap-

peared to merge into the fas<-ia immediately investing

the walls of the chest; all the soft parts, forming the

anterior wall of the space, were separated as high .as

the inferior border of the clavicle ; lielow it was found
neees-sjiry to tlivide n portion of the great pectoral

muscle, and this wa.s done at its |M)int of origin from
the ribs; thus the whole ma.ss was expo.sed, and found
to he firmly adherent to the thoracic walls. In at-

tempting to .separate these connections, the apuni urolic

invesiment gave way, and it was found thai the itiasa

,

of soft cerebri form consistence, was cuiitinuuus through
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the intercostal spaces, with growtli of the same char-

acter within tlie cavity of tlis chest itst'lf. The pleural
sac itself was not opened ; the intrathoracic portion
appeared to Ijo situate between the pleura and the
chest walls; the rilis were eroded and depressed over
tli3 area that had Ij.'cn occupied i>y th? tun\ors; every-

thing- was cleared out of the axilla, and in doing this

a large vein was opened and secured ; the oozing from
S3vered isthmuses that liad lieen the bimd of union
between the a.';illary and thoracic portions of the

growth was treated by the application of cliar|)ie and
persulphate of iron, supported l)y compress and l)an-

dage.
The amount of blood lost during tlie operation v>ns

very great, and tlie e.vhaustion of the patient of a pro-
nounced cliaracter.

Miifch 10th. Patient has passed a quiet night, liut

tliis morning lie complains of a sharp pain in the left

side, for whicli he was given teaspoouful doses of
United States solution of morphia at intervals of two
liours, whicli seemed to allay the pain.

M(ti-eli lull. Patient has been delirious all night,

and pain in the side is increasing; respirations short

and quick, with a dry, hacking cough ; he was given
a hypodeimic injection of ten minims of Magendie's
solution of morphine, after whicli he Iiecame quiet.

I:nmediately after the hypodermic injection, patient's

body became bathed in perspiration. Tliis line of
treatment was continued at intervals of four hours,

until ten o'clock p.,m., when he became unconscious,
and about one .\.M., Jlirch 12th, he expired.

Mici-oscupk Examination by Dr. T. E. SatteHhictiit';

Pofh(ilo;;int to the llo/ipitat..—The portions sent for ex-

amination were exceedingly soft and jellv-Iike— much
like half-set jelly.

After immei-sion in Jliller's fluid and alcohol, it

became firmer, so that sections could be made from it.

It was then seen that the tissue was made U[) of a large

variety of corpuscles, some stellate, some spindle-
shaped, som^ ovate, and others round, the corpuscles

embedded for the most ])art in an amorphous sub-
stance, though in a few places there were fibres be-

tween the corpuscles. Vessels were quite common in

the tumor, and lilood-cells were extensivel}' extrava-
sated in most of the jiarts examined. Since the cor-

puscles had undergone mucous change.
Judging from tlie prevailing character of the tumor,

it should be regarded as a myxoma; in a few places
thei-e were sarcomatous elements.

Dr. GinxEY exhibited portions of the dorsal cord
removed from tlie carious vertebral column of a boy
eight and a half years of age, who died of catarrhal
pneumonia. The S|)inal disease had its origin in a fall

at the age of three years, and resulted in a sharp angu-
lar curve in the dorsal region. Tlie point of interest

n the case was. the entire absence of any evidences of
pachymeningitis, the result of pressure on the cortl.

Far from this being the case, the canal, at its angle of
bending, was rounded off, entirely guarding against
any chances of pressure. A residual abscess, contain-
ing a cheesy mass, was discovered on the right sidi.' of
the tenth dorsal vertebra.

No other members having specimens to present, the

Society went into executive session.

Corrcsjjoulicnce.

MEXICO AS A RESIDENCE
LIDS.

FOR INVA-

-^E> -O- -0»-

St.\tue to the l.vte Sir .T.\mes Y. Simpson.—The
statue which is to be erected in Pi-inces Street Gardens.
Bdinburgli, to the memory of this distinguished phy-
sician, will probably be ready for transportation in

June next.

Letters from Prof. E. R. PEASLEE, M.D.

II.

City of Mexico, March V6, 1876.

Mr. Editor :—I now proceed to matters of more
exclusive interest to our profession, and to those, inva-

lids or otherwise, who contemplate making this cit}',

or this country, a winter residence.

Situated U)J' north latitude, Mexico is at an altitude

above the sea level, as I find by reference to the rail-

road survey, of T4.i9.T feet. The air is never cold, to

one clad in a medium winter suit for New York, and
is not uncomfortaljly warm, except on direct exposure
to the sun. During the past tlirec winter months, the

indoor temperature in this hotel, (the Itnrbide) was
never below 58° of Fahrenheit, nor above 08'. During
the hottest months—JIarch and April— tlie average
indoor temperature, as found at the American legation,

is 68^. The nights are cool the year round, and frost

is not vei'y uncommon.
Rain falls here but seldom, except during the rainy

season, which continues from June till October, except-

ing about two weeks in August. It then recurs daily

at o to 4 P.M., and generally continues one or two hours,

and sometimes into the night. During the jiast win-

ter, however, there have been six showers, and another
occurred since my arrival here. There has l)een no
cloudy day, and only on four days has the wind been
unpleasant. On six days only were rubbers required,

and this merely to keep the soles dry. These data
are given me liy a very intelligent gentleman, who
has silent the winter here.

Thus the weather is so regularly clear and fair, with
the modilieations just explained, that it is not a com-
mon topic of discu-^sion or remark, as almost everywhere
else ; but the stat( mcnt that it is never so is unfounded.
The rainy season is the most healthy )iart of the

year. But there is at all times a peculiar dampness
within doors, and which in the very sensitive is liable

to produce a sensation of chilliness. There are two
facts to account for it. (1) The present eitv of Mexico
was built upon ground formerly covered by -Lake Tez-
cuco, and into whicli it is drained. Thus the drain.age

is very defective, and the ground is .saturated with mois-

ture from the surface downwards. Indeed, soft mud is

found less than two feet beneatli the pavement. And,
since cellars are here unknown, the dampness jier-

meates every jiart of the house ; and ('i) is never re-

moved, since fires are never used—with perhaps half

a dozen exceptions in the wliole city—either in sleep-

ing-rooms or parlors. Tliis damjmess is, therefore,

never overcome, except so far as it may be nioditied

by the admission into the apartment of the sun's heat,

and which of course, can occur onlj' in case of those

having a favoral)le exposure. The difference in a

sanitary jioint of view between apai'tments having
such an advantage, and those unvisited by the sun, is

recognized in the fact now generally understood that

th-' houses on one side of a particular street are very

unhealthy, while those on the opposite side are quite

healthy, e.g., those on the north side of the Calle de
Plateros are known to lie liealthy residences, while

those on the south side seem to be almost jiestilential.

It is against tliis dani|jness and chilliness that the

stranger mu>t be esptjcially on his guard. And as lie
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is nioa' liiiMo to thu Inttor cm returniim to his roi'in

after outofiloor cxerrisc, he will liiul it judicious to

sit in liis iipartmi'iit, fspiciuUy if it lie in the sliiidr,

with nil aililitioniil covcniif;, as u cape or a sliawl.

While walUinu; the streets, it is l)etter to keep tlie sliady

sirle ; l>ut if once on tlie other, to use an uuil)rella, anil

not cross when very warm into the shaile. Tlii^ dirict

ruys of the sun must be avoiiled. Sunstroke is, liow-

ever, here very nneoinnion.

Carelessness in thest' respects on the part of strangers

is very likely to \n- followi il liy a fever of a typhoid
type, which is not seldom fatal ; and especial pre-

cautions should lie taken when this fever is prevailini;
j

as an epidemic. One of the sons of IJcv. Dr. IJulIci-.

the disliuijuished head of the Protestant Churcli in

San Fiaiu^isco street, died of this fever, and another
,

son and ilau^;hter very narrowly escaped.

In con.-;c(iuence of the defective drainage and the
]

dampniss of this city, typhoid fever and i)neunioiiiii

are amiually epideu\ic : aiul these two diseases together,
)

I am assured, produce more than half of its ciitiie ;

niortalitv. Its popidation is variously estimated from
210,000" to :!00.000. I think 2.j0,(l00 for the city

proper.and .")0.000 for the suliurbs is a sutlieiently lil>eral

estimate. 15iU at any rate, the epidemic of typhoid
fever of the last .season carried off 8.000 (some au-

thoriticssay 10,000) pei'sons ; or at least 3.2 to 1 per

cent, of the entire population. Tlie deaths from pneu-

monia were priihuMy not less numerous. Typhoid is

epidemic in March, April, May and .lune, hut .spo-

radic cases occur throughout the year.

During the past winter also very many children
j

were destroyed l>y an epidemic of " throat disease."
!

and which I lielieve to have been unrecognized dipli

theria. Neuralgic affections and paralysis are also
,

((uile common. Hheumatism occurs more frequently in

foreigners.

Mexico, therefore, cannot be regarded in general as

a healthy city ; and until n better drainage is secured

—an imiii"nsi ly expensive enterprise long ago com-
menced, and probably not for the next fifty years to bi'

completed—it must become less so. IJut the main
question, and which 1 next consider, is its merits as a

resort for those suffering from chronic pulmonary af-

fections in the Northern parts of our Union. Such
(mticnts are ncces,sarily ab.sent from home from about
Novemli'r 1st to tlie first of May, or later, and would

[

be hi this c<iuntry during the thn^e winter months, and
March also, pirhaps ; taking the tri|) leisurely to this

city and back to Ni'W York. Tliey wiuild lluis avoid
most of the time when the epidemic of typhoid

|

occurs, though pneumonia esjiccially prevails during
|

the winter months.
Since I he whole ascent of 74-")0 feet from Vera Cruz

to Mexico is made by rail in tiftiin hours, as has been
seen, and the .ascent to the highest point on the road,

H;il8.r) feet, is made in about ten hours, many travelleis.

though ill Iralth, cxiierience a decided dyspno'a 011

reaching tli'se altitudes, especially on making any cmi
siderable niii.senlar exertion, on account of the ran-
fiicliim of the ntniosphere ; though no amount of <(-

fort prothic-s much sensible peispiration. The coiis

iiucnccs in ea.ses of pulmonary ( niphy.sema, or asthma
dcpendhig on cardiac affections, are. as might be ex- '

pcctcd. 11. a favorable. .\sthma depending on dc-

rnngein nl of Ihi' stomach, however, is sometimes here

cured. Chronic bninchilis also, is not likely to be re-

lieved at this altitude, lumbined with the dampness I

linvc miiilioiied. Hut all these are alleviated by a n--
idence at a lower altitude, the point siiit.-ible for such
cases being f<iund ut Vera Cruz, or between that city

and the altitude of Cordova or Orizaba, i.e. 2700 to
;

4000 feet.

Phthisis is not indigenous in this city, and it is not
seldom arrested in those who come here from the
.North. A member of the Mexican Congress assured
me that tlie natives do not die of i>hlhisiK, and that
the lives of phthisical patients from the North are

usually much iiroloiiged by a perniaiuiit residence
lierc.

I have, however, .salistieil myself that wliile all this

is true, and wliilethis city isa very delightful residence
for Northerners in health, and who take the pre-

cautions to maintain il, it presents no special advan-
tages to phthisical and brouchitic jiatients. I cannot
reconimeiid it. tlieri'fore, to such as a winter residence.

Hut there arc other places of lower allitiuh' in this

country which I belie\c to be fully equal, and in some
respects even superior to any of tlii' famous resorts

aliroad I will ineiition, as on the railway from Vera
Cruz, Cordova (altitude 2715.."! feet » and Orizaba
(-tO:!0.7 fe(tl; botli presenting a tropical cliniale. and
all its proiluctions, and the most grand and pictur-

esque scenery. Cordova has, however, .sometimes been
visited by yellow fever. Jalapa, also now accessible by
another lailroail from Vera (^ruz. is doubtless equal to
either of these [ilaccs as a sanitaiium for this class of
patients; and as a residence is one of the most lieauti-

fnl places on earth. Its great humidity may, however,
render it unsuilalde to some cases, and the sudden chill

of the northers must also be guarded against in these
places. Hut Cuernavaca, sixty miles south of this city,

and not accessible by railroad, has an altitude of .^428

feet,and the same climate and productions .is Orizaba
;

and is far more desiral)le. In addition to these jilaccs,

Dr. F. Semeleder, of tliis city, formerly physici.an to the
lOinperor JIaximiliaii. miutioiis Tetccala. not far from
Cuernavaca. Atlixeo, 2:i miles from Puebla, is also

recomiiicndcd, as well as Monterey, though the latter

is accessible only by a tedious journey l)y diligence.

But I must liring this communication to a close; and
will only add that the expense for medical attendance
in this city is as follows: To those almndantly able
to pay, .$2 per visit, if made daily; and ^'^ or $4 if

made but seldom, as in chronic cases. Consultation
visits are -iilO to $20, according to circumstances. Tlie

charges, iiowever, averager considerably less than this,

and in all the other placi s I have named is not over $1
per visit. Very little quinine is prescribed here, and
ill the epideniies I have named iron is very much used

;

but, with this exception and arsenic, the vegetable
remedies are. I am told, generally preferred.

E. I{. Pe.vsi.ee.

PUOFESSIOXAL UKSPdXSIP.HJTV IN

I'KODL'CINU AIIOKTIOX.

To THE ]':mTnn or Tin; Mkdical ltt:con? ;

Deaii Slit: In the last number of your journal,

there is a letter upon the subject of criminal abortion

and aborlifacient drugs, signed " C," which suggests a

few words in reply.

In answer to the (picstion as to the "properties of

aloes" we will quote from a few well-known nu-

tlioin.

UisoKU says aloes nets mainly on the Inrfje intestine

and reel mil ; by its action on the rectum it .sun pa-

thetically affects the neighboring pelvic organs, as the

uterus ; and is useful in many cases of aineuorrlio'a and
deflci 'lit menstruation.

IIk.mu,AND says, aloes appears to act on the lower part
of the intestine', and is therefore objectionable incnscs
of pregnancy or of uterine disorder.

ScANZONi classes aloes with suviii and ergot, as a
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medicine capable of determining the blood towards
the organs of the pelvis, wliile

Bakkeii, in his work upon the Paciyeral Disfases,

says that ho has for many years given aloes to preg-

nant women, with a tendency to hemorrhoidal affec-

tions in sutKcient quantity to secure one easy, free daily

evacuation of the rectum.

From these statements, we conclude that aloes may
b ^gi ven iu some cases of amenorrhoea with advantage

;

and tlnit although it acts upon the rectum, and the

uterus, it has been found useful and safe to administer

it in certain conditions arising during pregnancy. We
believe the same is true of ergot, savin, and digitalis

;

hence we see no reason for considering any one of

these medicines an abortifacient. They are, indeed, of-

ten of the greatest service in checking a tendency to

abortion; but much discrimination should be exercised

iu the choice of cases for which they are applicable.

Let us now i-eview the •'circumstance" whicli you
related to the attorney, beginning with the words
" some few years ago." The case is Ijriefly as follows

:

A married woman had not menstruated for ' over

three months," and her liusband applied to you for

medicine to " make her turns come regularly."

Without becoming in the least degree familiar with
her condition, in fact without seeing lu^r, you pre-

scribed a "compound, the basis of which was aloes."

This is the form of practice we are constantly con-

demning in tlie unprincii)led druggist—tlie medical
impostor, and the advertising abortionist. In most
cases, indeed, they are compelled to exercise more care

than was shown by you in tliis case. For should dis-

astrous results follow, they cannot take refuge in a

know ; and whether " this fellow " (tlie husband)
designedly or innocently misrepresented the facta, docs
not in the least alter your responsibility. If you were
duped, so much the worse.

One word in conclusion : your reference to abortionists

and tlieir numerous followers tlu'oughout our country
suggests a remark, l)y way of admonition to our jjrofes-

sion. Let us remember, that the numlicr of o'/j/JHirtZ

abortions is insignificantly small, as compared with
those produced by disease, and altiiough we are fa-

miliar with many of these diseases, yet we have not
made ourselves masters of them. Moreover, recent in-

vestigations plainly indicate that we have as yet learned

to recognize only the very smallest percentage of actual

abortions : that aljortions chiefly occur at the first or

second month, and pass unnoticed. In view of these

facts, and their important practical bearing, what a

great demand is made upon the physician for earnest

and devout lal or in this department of science.

Again, in our relations to families as guardians of

health and life, are we doing what we can to prevent

the accidents and dangers to which fo'tal life is

exposed {

Especially let us be on our giuird lest, by careless

medications, we be often made unwilling participants

in the crime of infanticide.

Yours truly, H.

SALICYLIC ACID IN RHEUMATISM.
To THE Editor op the Medical Record.

Sir:—Will you please give a small space in your

learned dijUoma, nor call upon the medical profession journal to the following case:—

to " help them out.'

We do not |)retend to know what your ol)ject was !

in prescribing tliis compound ; Imt if, as we infer, you
desired to restore the menstrual flow, you might with
equal and even greater propriety, have made use of

other means; as, for example, the injection of hot water

into the vaginal canal—the stimulating foot-bath—local

applications to the cervix uteri passage of sound into the

uterine cavity, ttc. for these are methods indicated

in many cases of amenonhtca, and we confess sur|)rise

that you did not resort to one or more of them. Proba-
bly, however you have tested your "compound" so

frequently luider similar circumstances, as to have
complete confidence in its sufHcieney. Sure enough, in

eight or ten days you were summoned to see your patient

-the courses which had been absent for tinee months

Mrs. Voorhis, aged 54, of a nervous and lymphatic
temperament, weakly and emaciated, was for several

years su!)jeet to general bronchitis and occasional at-

tacks of aiticular rheumatism. On February 18th,

she was taken ill with polyarthritis rheumatica, in the

finger joints of both hands ; 24 hours after, suddenly
jumping from one articulation to another, invading in

48 hours all the joints of her body.
Treatment :—First of all, the caustic ammonia,

highly recommended liy Dr. Franz Heller, was faith-

fully tried, but failed.

Having read of the good results obtained Ijy Di'.

Strieker with the Salicylic Acid, lately introduced by
Dr. Traube, and having failed with all otlier known
remedies, on JIarch iiOth, I determined to give it a

trial. Its result was gratifying to me ; for the jiatient

and over had returned. Happy result! What an excellent 1 was relieved of her so long-endured, excruciating

compound! But your attention is called to something
else, and you rupture the sac (a most laudable procedure,
for it marks the beginning of careful practice). Tlien

you tell your readers you "discovered a ftvtus " at

least three months old. The diagnosis was a good one,

but made rather late. You should have discovered it

ton days before, within the iiterus.

Now we do not accuse you of criminal intent in this

matter ; we are not even pre|jared to assert that your
" compound, the basis of whieli was aloes," produced
the al)ortion. You cannot, however, be too severely

blamed for administering this drug, at random, wlule
in entire ignorance of the woman's condition. Such
practice is an abuse of professional power, and if the

medicine you gave was the cause of, or increased in any

pain iu a few hours. The quantity prescribed was
two drachms, divided into sixteen powders, which
were given in wafers, one every hour. After the

fourth powder the pain commenced to subside up to

the tliirteentli, when, being completely freed from it,

she fell into a refreshing sleep, of which she had been
deprived for many days, and which slie now enjoys

for several liours. On awaking, the swelling and
heat of each joint, and the contraction at the knees

had gone, and she was able to walk. The action of the

remedy ^vas somewhat peculiar. From the fourth

dose was observed a maiked degree of coldness all

over the body, and a warm sensation internally. After

the sixth powder the periphery of the body became
quite cold, and dripping with a profuse and acid per-

degree the tendency to, this abortion ; or if liy previous
|

spiration, particularly from the head. At the thirteenth

knowledge of her condition, you could have'bv advice 1
dose, just before going to sleep, the thermometer fell

or medicine preserved the life of the ftetus—then ;u-e i

fi'om 10ti°, which it was previous to the use of the

you partly resjjonsible for its death.

Ignorance cloes not excuse you ; since it was here
your special ofllce as a physician to investigate and

acid, to UO", remaining so for ten hours—six hours
w'hile asleep, and four after waking. On her awak-
ing, she remarked that the tip of her nose and lower
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extii'iuitics were painfully cold. Tile iiiteiiml heat,

though, iiceonliii^ tn tlie piitienl's stiitenieiit, piiitku-

larly at the ret{i<>n of the stomach, was simply uula'ar-

aide; yet the t<iiii;iie and lueath were very cold. 'I he
pulse, from an average of' 100 durin;jf tlie forty-one

ilays of rheumatism, rose to l.">0, very thready and
readily lost under a sliiiht pressure at the wrist, and
the respinitioii ;!fl=; conliuuini^ so together for six

houi-s. During the time, she was com|>laining of

internal heat and the want of fresh air. She was very

nuii'h e.xeited. and was begging me in a very feclih-

voice not to leave her hi'dside, fiaring she should die.

In fact, in view of the ahove train ot syniptonis, and

Vertilile facts have
cnrreapond with it,

appeared, which cannot l,e nnidi- to
and which prevent tlie indissolnhlc

connection of menstruation and ovulation from licinir
I .

,
eivcd as a law," etc. .\gain," In view of these serious

and insurmountalilc objections to thisohl theorv," etc.
.Now, whili' it makes but very lilij,. di (Terence what

opinions any man cntcit.iins on a subject on wliich he
has no pei-sonal e.xpeiience, and which he has not liim-
s -If investigated ; still, in this instance, I should prefer
iii.t to be placed on record as holding a view, in niv
.ipiiiioii, directly contrary to the evidence, which I
lielieve to be decidedly in l.ivor of the new theory of the
independence of ovulation and menstruation", after

• lot being well acipiaintcd with the action of the acid
,
those functions have once become fairly established

in similar c;ises, and at such (piantity, I felt very much
alarmed at her condition ; luit wliiskey, generously

used, aromatic spirit of ammonia, hot bricks' round
tlie body, and warm blankets, after several hours of

dreadful anxiety, removed the unpleaMint algid state,

and tilings a.ssumed u more favorable aspect. In addi-

tion to the above symptoms, after the fourth dose,
,

tinnitus auriiim commenced, with a total loss of hear-

ing; the former lasting six hours after the discon-

tinuation of the ilrug, and the latter twenty- four

horn's. Although the patient was without pain twelve

hours after its disippearance, the acid was resumed
for four days Icuiger at seven grains every six hours.

M each d<we a decrease of temperature was observed,

about 11 degrees, and the return of pyrosis forashoit
time only. Had she been strong, very likely the

symptoms above narrated might not have occurred.

I have used the acid in seven grain doses every four

hours in the case of anollier woman. :^li years old.

alflieted with chronic rheumatism and swelling of the

ankle-joints, with a similar result, and reduction of

swelling. Jly (latients, so far, eleven days after the

use of ilie acid, are free of pain, notwithstanding the

utmosphenc changes. From what has been said by
Traube, Strieker, and other distinguished writers, and
from my own experience of this one instance, I am
fully convinced that salicylic acid cures intlainmatoiy

rheumatism, no matter how ; and unless I slioiild here-

after be disappointed in similar eases. I shall avail

mys:'lf id its ellicacy. While, hov.ever, the effect pro-

duced by both (piinine and salicylic acid are in some
rispects id<-ntic.il ; still, the distressing pyrosis and
acceleration of the card ac organ, caused by the latter,

would forbid my using it as a febrifuge.

U spii tfiillv vours,

S. C.VHO. M.I).
IM W. 3*1 St.

Yours ti uly,

Paul F. Mlnd£, 31. D.
XH) West Ktu St., ApHI ] "M, 187ti.

ARMY NEWS.
"rfirial Lint of Chaiif/i's of Stationn and Dudes of Of-
Hrem of tlir Mfilical ntpurtiiunt of the United 'ntn'tea
A mil/, from April \ljt/i lo April 22</, 1870.

Baii.y, E. J. Surgeon, and Jledical Director—
'iranted leave of absence for :!0 days. S. 0.38. De-
partment of the Columbia. April :!."lS7«; and leave
extended one mouth

; S. O. 4o. Jlilitarv Division of
the Pacific, April 12, 1876.

fllebical iJtems anb JTeroa.

CoNTAGiors Diseases—Comparative statement of
cases of Contagious Disease reported t.i the Sanitary
Hurcau, Health Department, for the two weeks endin"
April 22d, 1876, VVai.tku De F. Dav,

°

Siiititary Superintendent.

Week Kiuling

.\piil l.")th.

.\pril22d.

.
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April, 1877. A full repurt of the proceedings will be

found iu the Louisoilk Medical News for April 15.

Street Pavements.—Gen. Q. A. Gillmore, iu a

work on thj construction of roads, street pavements,

etc., is strongly inclined to favor pavements of natu-

ral iisolialt, as used in the streets of Paris, while he

decidedly condemns the worthless inventions, erro-

neously called asphalt pavements, compounded with

sand, (Travel, or lime, and without any suitable

c'eme'ntfn<T medium. This will, in his opinion, com-

bine the Two elements of greatest practical importance,

durability and absence of noise from travel.

Dr. Samuel B. Ward, of this city, will remove to

Albany in May. His numerous medical friends gave

hiai' a complimentary dinner at Delmonico's on the

25th instant.

The Harvey Statue.—Only .£800 of the .f:',.000

rcciuired have been thus far obtained for tlie pro-

posed statue at Folkestone.

ENoi.isn Army Medic.vl School.—There is a reiiort

current in Great Britain, that the .\rmy Jledical School

at Netley is to be aliolished.

Bevu-Ideal of a Consult.vnt.—The Meih'mJ Times

and GiiZ'-tU (London), says: "Our beau-ideal of a con-

sultant is one who, after a university or other liberal

education, has worked liard when a studc nt, has taken

a <'<)od degree, and then settled down into private

general practice: after some years of which, having

meanwhile kept himself thoroughly au coin-ant with

the' professional discoveries and improvements of the

time he al>andons that branch and devotes himself

to the cultivation of a consulting practice."

D.\wsos's i-s. Piffard's Battery.—The typogra-

nhical errors in the item of explanation with the aliove

lieadiurr in the last number are such that we are com-

p-lled to make one more attempt to set matters right.

By so doing we hope to avoid any lengthened discus-

sion of tlie'relative merits of the batteries liythe gen-

tlemen who are naturally the most interested. Since

the appearance of tlie last number we have had the

opportunitv of measuring Dr. Dawson's plates, and

olnamiug from him certain explanations which enable

us to presL'ut all the facts in the case. But first, in

re"-ard to the typograjihical errors referred to. We
intended to state tliat Dr. Piffard's (jlatcs measured

5 X 4i inches, and not " 54^-1- inches " as printed. Dr.

Dawson, in his letter, was made to state the size of

Piffard's plates .as (ii x 4A, instead of 6 x 4|, a measure-

ment which he says was based on Piffard's statement

the evening of the meeting. Dr. D.'s statement that his

platinum measured 5i x4i is a misprint (viz.: p. •,'(!()).

Owing to an unfortunate ingenuity of the printer the

quotaTion from Dr. D.'s letter, in our expbiuation,

which should have been 04 x 4^ ferroneous as it was),

was made still more so by printing it U.i x 54.

As tlie result of a careful and personal examination

into tlie merits of the questions in dis|nite, we now

make the following, and we trust, final sttitement : Dr.

Dawson's plates measure 5 X 44 inches, and Dr. Piffard's

plates measure 5Jx4 inches. Dr. I'iffard use. I
Dr.

Dawson's cells, which were of course of same size as

those used bv Dr. D. Dr. P. used two more negative

and positive" plates than in Dr. D.'s liattery, Imt Dr.

D.'s lead and two pumps disphice about as much fluid

as Dr. P.'s extra zinc and platinum, and practically

speaking the fluid used by eacli is the same. As we

have said before, in regard to the merits of their bat-

teries, we sus])end judgment until after the report of

the committee from the Journal Association.

How TO Cure "a Cold in the Head."—-Dr. David
Ferrier, Assistant Physician King's College Hospital

(London), recommends the use of a snuff' composed
as follows: Ilydroclilorate of morphine, two grains;

acacia powder, two drachms; trisnitrate of bismuth,

six draclims. Of this powder, one-quarter to one-half

may be taken as snuff in the course of twenty-four
hours. The inhalations ought to be commenced as

soon as the symptoms of coryza begin to show them-
selves, and should be used frequently at first, so as to

keep the interior of the nostrils constantly waW coated.

Bismuth alone answers a very good purpose; but the

acacia is added to give greater bulk to the powder,
and to make it suftieiently light to be easily snuff'id.

The morphia is added in cases where it is advisable

to strengthen the sedative effect. Dr. Ferrier speaks

of it almost as a specific, and as being cai>ablo of

aborting the " cold " in a few hours. Our friend Dr.

Prout, of Brooklyn, must now look to his laurels.

Prof. Huxley was recently surprised liy receiving

a check for one thousand pounds from a Jlr. Thomas-
son, of Manchester, in the name of his lately deceased
father, who was a great admirer of the Professor, and
higlily appreciated his achievements in the furtherance

of the knowledge of the science of life.

SuRGic.\L An-Womy of THE Tibio-Tarsai, .Vrttcu-

lation.—Dr. John A. AVyeth, of this city, has repub-

lished, in ])amphlet form, his Wood Prize Essay, from
the last number of Hays' Journal.

The Medical Department of the University of
MiciiiG.\N is striving to extend its regular course of

instruction to three years. There is every probability

that in the end its plan may be successful.

Dr. Di-;witt C. Peters, late Surgeon U. S. Army,
died in Brooklyn, N. Y., of consumption, April 23,

aged 47 yeai'S.

Tub Spread of the Plague.—From March 28th,

to April 1st, one hundred and forty-live new cases

of the plague have occurred at Bagdad, and seventy-

five deaths. The disease has spread to Hillak, a town
of Asiatic Turkey, sixty miles south of Bagdad,
where there have been sixty-six new cases and forty-

two deaths, and has also crossed to the left bank of

the Tigris. Dr. Millingen, of the Turkish Sanitary

Service, has been sent from Syria to the seat of the

epidemic in Mesopotamia, in company with two other

physicians of the service. At Bagdad a permanent
Sanitary Commission has lieen instituted, one of the

memlK'fs of which is the physician of the English

Consulate- General.

Statistics of Irel.4.nd.—During the quarter end-

iu" September 30th, there were registered in Ireland

5,lol marriages. During the quarter ending Dec. 31st,

there were 31, '.160 births, equal to an annual rate of

24.1 per thousand, and 22,91)0 deaths, representing an

annual mortality of 17.3 per thousand.

London Medical Charities.—London rejoices iu

the maintenance of eighty-five medical charities.

Weekly Bulletin of the Meetings of Medical
Societies.

Mondaii. May 1.—Pathological Society of Brooklyn.

Tiundi'iji. -May 2.—N. Y. Obstetrical Society, N. Y.

Dermatological Society.

Thirsihdj. May 4.—N". Y. .\,cademy of Medicine.

Friday, May 5.—N. Y. Jledical Journal Associa-

tion.
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©riginal Communlcattons.
I

v.liei'O none of IIk'SL' lesions exist ; or, when tliey iii't

! inesent, be too jj^rer.t to lie explained liy tlieir exist-

' enee. It is not infre(Hiently tliecase tlmt llicr (lyspna-u

1 is mucll n\ore marked suUjeetively than object-

ively, i.e. that the patient r<>iii|>lains of a jjreiiter dis-

tress thim he apiiarenlly siifT is.

! It is to hv referre<l to the condition of the lilood,

whioli, lioin-i delieient in red yloliules, (cannot eonvey

llie proper amount of oxygen to the tissues. The en-

larf^jnient of the spleen, and also of the liver, when

I

existing, tillini; as they may th<! greater |)art of the

alidominal cavity, hy preventing the proper de.'Cint

!
of tlie diaphragm, m.iy occasion a part of the difli-

rultv. It is more marked U|)on exertion than when
the pntient is (|uiet. and is often more a desire for

lireatliing. as one of my 2)atient8 expressed it, than al)-

solute di.strcss.

Droiisical elTusions arc of ipiite frec|uent occurrenop.

In the sliglUer grade, tliis simply produces a little puf-

linessof tlie skin aliont the feet or malleoli. More ex-

cessive, it occasions marked swelling of the lower cx-

tii mities. In tlie case? I examined, it was mentioned
n

I IXTCOCYTH^EMIA. I

lU INO A I'Al'KK IlliAD HEFOIIE TlIK MliDICAL SOClliTV

OK TlIK COt;NTY OK NKW YOItK, MAIK'II, 27, 18T(!.

Hv EDWAUl) 0. .lANEWAY, M.D.,

I'HYSICIAN TO DELLEVUK HOSI'lTAL, N. Y.

Part II.

P.\U.oii is usually a marked symptom, though there

are differences in its degree, as might readily be

imagined. Tlie pallor is due mole to the dimiuutioii

of tiie red glolmles than to tlie increase of I lie white.

In one of my patients the pallor was not very marked

for a coiisideialile period, yet the proportion of whih-

"loliules to red was large. In another, 15. F., tlie

pallor when 1 lii-st saw her was much inon^ marked in iieiirly one-half of the numlier; ascites existed

thiui it is to-day, for the reason that she had recently (nie-foiirth, and was of sufficient anuuint to call for

had a copious lieniorihage, from which she is at paracentesis in two cases. The dropsical elTnsion may
piiseiit not :^ulTering.

|

also take place in the iileuial cavity or in the air-cells,

III the lhii<l patient there is profound pallor, yet this and in these situations we will linil that it occasionally

pidduced death.is th" case in which the red globules are markedly di-

minished. 1 had the opportunity of contrasting this

patient's blood with that of a boy suffering in all

probability from pernicious ana-mia. The uund)er

of red globules in the boy's case was nearly as dimin-

ished as in the man, and the pallor was nearly as gieat ;

vet the boy had no more than the normal mimber of

white Corpuscles. The pallor is perliaps mole liable

to be overlooked in those who are engaged in out-door

occupations, where a certain amount of browning of

the skin of the lace deceives the oljserver. An exam-
ination of the lips and conjunctiva in such cases will

show that a certain amount of pallor exists. I have

not found it specially mentioned in a large number of

the histories of lencocytha'mic ijaticnts examined ;

yet, as I attribute this to neglect and not tothcabsence

of this evidence, it is as well not to nunlion the jiio-

portion.

I'ain in the left side was present, and usually as the

initial symptom, in M4 cases. I have alre.idy spoken

suffieieutly about this symptom in earlier remarks. It

may have been present in a few other cases and not

have been recorded.

Wi'akness of a certain amount is probably present

in all ciis 's, and, as already stated, may be one of the

lii-st symptoms of which the i)atient complains. It

may compel the patient to give up work, conline him
to his beil. or only !); of sutlicient severity to shorten

somewliat his capabilities for exertion.

As you have .already heard, one of my patients was
able to drive until recently.

.\nother is at present engaged in vending fruit on

a street corner. The third is conlined to his bed. and
for three months at least has been unaltle to work.

This Aveakne.ss will of c<)urse be increa.sed by the oc-

currence of fevi'r. hemorrhages, discharges; and when
these cease, a certain amount of .strength may be n--

gained. .Vs the fatal termination aiiproaches, the de-

bility becomes marked.
y>i/»/)/np<( of a certain amount existed in a fair jiro-

portion of cases.

This dyspno-a may be dependent in part upon
soni" complication, as hydrothi>rax, bronchitis, pleu-

risy, the pie.s,sure of enlarged glands upon the trachea

or bruachi ; but it will also be present in those ciiscs I

' 1

Hiitrr/iii-ii.—This is another frequent event in the

ciMir.se of the disease ; and we will lind that occasion-

ally, from its seventy, it has brought alxiul a fatal cct-

iiiiiiation. I lind it mentioned in nearly one-ihird of

the case.s, and in about one-tifth as of some severity,

;md repeated.

If'ii(iirrliii;/rs.—Thu most frequent source of liem-

onliage is tlie na.sal mucous memlu'anc. In one of

my cases, for a time, this was an almost daily occur-

I'lnce. In another it has occurred, l>ut has been only

slight in amount. It existed in the cases examined in

oiie-fourtli of the number. In some of these it was
v( ry severe, repeated, and requiring i)higgiiig of the

anterior and posterior narcs. I-css frequent sources

were, the mucous niemlirane of the stomach (3). the

bowels (;!), the gums (2). the lungs (2), from a listula

( 1). subcutaneous in the axilla ( 1). The origin of this

la>t is not given.

In a few eases ccchymotic spots were present on the

skin. In the case stated as hemorrhage beneath the

skin in the axilla. Vid.il on two occasions p\inctured

a lunior which had formed in lliis site, giving exit to

:{uo grammes at tiist, and to 2(10 grammes on the sec-

ond occasion; then h" made a free incision, removing
1.2(10 grammes, ne.irly three pints.

/,<>«» of rijiji'liU' is recorded in only a small number
of the cases ; the probability that it existed at times

ill other cases is great. Vomilingoccuried in ten cases.

I'lofusc perspirations were noticed in fifteen cases.

Tliese, as in other diseases distinguished by debility,

were both distressing and debilitating.

Distress from cough is noticed in sixteen cases. In

some it was dependent upon bronchitis occurring as a

( iiinplication ; in others upon a [ihthisical afl'ection of

I he lung ; ami again, probably owing to the irritation

of enlarged glands producing pressure, and a consec-

ulive bnmchial catarrh.

/I'l-uer.—This is apt to happen towards the close of

the cases, and m.iy occur during the course of the dis-

r:i>e. In a few easi s it has alleiided its outbri'.'ik. In

the third of the patic'uts which I li.ave observed, the

leiiipemlure has been higher than natural since he

e.iinu nniler observation.

.\8 in other diseases with febrile movement, qn ex-
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acerbatiou is apt to occur at night. Fever was noted
as talving place in seventeen cases.

Hrii.ihtchi^, due iu all proljaliility to the insufficient

nutrition ol^ nerve tissue, was ol>served often enough
to give it a place amongst tlie occasional effects of

the di.seasc.

Eiiiiirhilion has been noted in eighteen cases. Con-
sidering tile previous symptoms, more or less wasting

v.'ould seem to l3e a cousequence that might Ije antici-

pated witli greater frequency.

Difficulty of swallowing, owing to pressure of en-

larged glands in the neck and thorax, was present in

four cases.

SaUvafAoii occurred once. Stomatitis oecvirred once.

Palpitation, fainting fits, vertigo, jaundice (3), were

present occasionally.

Ahxccsne.i, or hoils, were noticed three times. Fre-

quent micturition was a marked circumstance in my
patient No. 1. It was especially troul>lesome when
he was jolted, as in riding, and I attrilmted it to the

pressure of the large sjjleen on the bladder.

An anaemic murmur is present in some, thought not

in all cases. It occurred in only one of tlie tliree

wliieh I examined, and it is noted in some of the his-

tories, and not spoken of in otliers. A variety of retinitis

accompanies tliis disease, and is hence called leneocy-

thsemia or lenkaimia. The urine in cases luis varied,

and has been more or less diminished toward the last.

Uric acid has Ijeen supposed to be increased b}' some
;

not in my ease, and not constantly cnougli to make
it of value. Hypoxantliin luis l)een found pretty

constantly in the splenic variety ; not, however, in the

lympliatic. Tlie existence of lactic, formic, and oxalic

acids are differently given.

Iu the case of Patrick G., the urine had a low spe-

cific gravity, a diminislicd quantity, but no almonnal
ingredients could Ije detected in it. It seems as if,

owing to tlie impoverislied state of the Ijlood, marked
diminution of tissue-change was oue factor. (Exam-
ined elieuiically Ijy C. Doremus.) Dr. Uordon ex-

amined the urine of patient No. 1. but could find noth-

ing marked about it.

Tlie most prominent feature of tlie disease, l)esides

the change of tlie blood, is the condition of tliesjileen

and of tlie lymphatic glands ; and tliese factors to-

gether make tlie diagnosis in any case easy. The size

attained by the spleen and the lymphatic glands will

be given under the head of pathological anatomy.
These parts usually slowly and gradually increase in

size; sometimes, however, more rapidly. They may
enlarge together or separately. The mixed variety is

the most common ; then the splenic, and then the

glandular. How frequently the marrow is involved

is, as yet, uncertain. It was not thought of until

1869.

In those cases where no sufficient enlargement of the

spleen or glands can be found, the marrow should be
examined.

Cause of death and mode of di/ijir/.—The causes

which I could make out as protluciug the death
were as follows

:

Asthenia in 34 cases ; iu 21 gradually produced ; in

3 owing to previous profuse diarrhrea ; 1 to tul)ercu-

losis ; 1 due to previous abscess and lymphangitis; 1

due to recent pleurisy, oedema of lungs being also

present ; 1 to pneumonia ; 1 to phthisis piilnionalis
;

1 to liL'nitirrhagia from a follicular ulcer of stomach
;

1 to vomiting, diarrluea, and fever; 1 to vomiting of

blood two days before death.

Asphyxia in 7 cases ;— 1 due to pneumonia, liydro-

tliorax, br(nicliitis ; 1 to ccdema of the lungs ; 1 to

uidema and pleuritic effueiou ; 1 to pneumonia, ffide-

ma, and congestion ; 1 to pleuritic effusion
; 2 to

pressure of glands.

Asphyxia and asthenia in 2 cases ;—1 to ascites,

hydrothorax, a?denia of lungs; 1 to hydrotliorax and
oedema of lungs.

Apoplexy in .5 cases ;—1 meningeal ; 1 cerebellar

and of fourtli ventricle ; 1 in the ventricles of tlie brains
and outside of the dura of spinal cord : 2 several

apoplexies iu the brain, and in one also involving
cerebellum.

Syncuiy- in 2 cases:—Pyaemia following amputation
of leg produced death in 1 case ; and hemoriiiage from
splenotomy in two cases.

The duration of the disease it is difficult to deter-

mine. The exact oi'igin Ijeing in many cases very
indefinite, it is almost impossible to calculate even
approximately in some cases the length of the disease.

I have attempted, however, to do so, and arrived at

the following results in such cases as I had the means
of estimating, and whicli had arrived at a fatal termi-

nation—tlunigh it is very possible tliat I have not
marked the whole prodromal ttage.

It seems prol)abie that five died within months
after development; ten within 6 to 12 months; six-

teen from 1 to 2 years ; eleven from 2 to 3 years ; four
from 3 to 4 years : five from 4 to 5 years; one from
5 to years. Mosler mentions two cases of children

of eight and ten weeks. Of those which died in this

city, three were under one year of age. Some attempt
to divide the disease into three stages.

1

.

A iirodromal. 2, a developed ; and 8, a ?tage

of distribution of the disea.se upon other organs and
of pronounced cachexia.

Mosler divides it into two stages.

- 1. A premonitory stage, during which the disease is

forming, and the blood and tlie afl'ected organ are be-

coming involved iu the leuka'uiic piocess

2. A stage of distribution of the leuka;mic process

upon other organs, and of pronounced cachexia.

lie divides the duration, in considering the subject,

and does not attempt to give the total duration in

consequence of tjie doubt attending the origin.

CAU.SATION.

The ages of the patients whose histories I examined
were as follows:

The youngest was 5 years, the oldest TO years of

age; two were under 5 ; two between .5-10 ; four be-

tween lO-lo; three between 15-20; eight belween
20-2."); eight between 2.5-30; fourteen between 30-35

;

seven between 3.5-40 ; six between 40-45 ; six between
45-50; six between 50-55 ; two between 55-liO ; three

between 00-70.

As regards sex fifty were males and twenty-nine
females. The proportion is very nearly three-eighths

females, five-eigliths males.

Four males were between 40-45; two females be-

tween 40-45 ; four males between 45-50
; two females

between 45-50 ; two males between 50-55 ; four fe-

males between 50-05.

An examination of the records of deatli, shows
that in New York the disease occurs to a limited

extent.

No. of cases of death from leucocyth;emia

:

1807, none; 1808, none; ISO'J, tliree—two males,

one female; 1870, two males; 1871, three males;

1872, seven—five males, two females ; 1873, seven

—

four females, three males; 1874, seven—four males,

three females; 1875, eight—five males, three females.

Total, 37—twenty- four males, thirteen females.

Upon what ground the diagnosis was made in

these cases I am unable to state.
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AOES IX THESE CASES.

V»iir-.
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currr-nt affection. In 13 of the liistories of cases

which I have looked oyer, Icukreniic knots were stated

to have been present.

Tlie enlargement of ihe lymphatic r>lands t;ikcs the

upper hand in other cases, as in the .second whicli Vir-

chowdescrilied. This enlargement may involve all the

glands, or lie more limited in its distribution. It may
be associated with the sijlcnic form, or l)e independ-
ent of it. Besides, the lympliatic gland.s, tlie otlier

organs, as the thymus, the thyroid, tlie solitary glands
raid Pcyer'.s patches, the tonsils.and the lymphatic gland
structures at tlie root of tongue, may become enlarged.

Tlie lym])hatic ganglia may acquire the size of a
goose-egg; many are recorded of pigeon's-egg size.

These glands, besides Ijcing enlarged, are in some cases

described as being semi -fluctuating in consistence;

others have a little firmer feel ; on section, they have
appeared of pale white color, with perhaps a tinge of
red ; oth-rs of pale reddish-gray color.

Friedrich records a case in which lyni])hoid new for-

mation took place, not only in the spleen and lym-
phatic glands, but also in the mucous membrane of the

stomach, of the small intestines, and of the large. Ho
described them as looking like the medullary, infiltra-

tion of typhoid fever before ulceration.

The marrow of the bones may become affected ; and
some look upon this affection as the primary site of
this disease (Nciimnnn). Waldeyer describes a very
good case of this variety.

The marrow, instead of being red, as in the short
bones, etc., may become yellow and almost pus-like in

its app(;arauce, as in Neumann's ; or, as in Wakh'ver's,
be more of a hyperpla.stic nature. Waldeyer, in his

ease, was disjicised to place the leuka-mia to the

account o! the bone marrow rather than to the spleen,

whose enlargement was principally of an acute natiu'e.

Tile lungs, the pleura, and the kidneys have also, at

times, been the seat of secondary new formation of
lymphatic stiuctures; in the latter, i-alher as an infiltra-

ticMi of lymphoid cells.

The condition of the blood was that which attracted
the most attention at first, and also led to the discovery
of the disease.

In marked examples of the complaint it has been
more or less white, and in the heart-cavities it has some-
times appeared like pus ; so that in one case, on the
opening of the heart, a bystander supposed an abscess
to be present. The clots, too, have a more mu.-iliy,

white character than usual, and in the red there is a
tinge of white.

In speaking of the cau.scs of death, I have sufficient-

ly alluded to other pathological states complicating
the disease. I might, however, add that Bright's
disease may occur.

The treatment of leucocythannia has been in the
majority of the cases witluuit permanent benefit.

Those medicines which have been claimed as suc-
cessful are particularly quinia in laig' doses (Mosler),
phosphorus (Broadbent and Wilson Fo.v), lic^uor Van
Swieten (O denstein, case of inherited .sypliilis).

Hosier records,in the article on Leuk;cmia in Ziemssen,
a case of which he gives the details, treated by quinia.
He gave a ten-year old boy li drachms in five days;

15 grs. in the first two days, then 20 gr.s. in the ue.xt
three days ; then omitted it for two days ; then for
the ne.xt seven days he gave him 10 gi'ains a day, and
then for eleven days fl grains a day.

Blood .sliowed white, red globules, 1.20 at first;

later, complete recovery dating from the use of quinia.
The type in this case was splenic, and he states that
the eulai'gement of the sjjleeu also disapfjeared and has
not returned.

i

lettering, later

of defil>rinated

Broadbent records a case which had an increase in

the number of white blood-globules, though not the

number expected, considering the extreme ansjemia,

together with a marked enlargement of the spleen,

(reaching to the umbilicus), wliich yielded to tlie use

of ]>hosphorus. lie gave a phosphorus capside, at

first twice, and then three times a day.
The sjileen became so much smaller that it was

almost under the border of the rib.s. The liver also

having been enlarged, became smaller, and the color

improved. He does not know the final rcsidt, as

the boy after a while failed to attend. He tookphos-
l)horus nearly seven weeks, and in this time the im-
provement occurred.

—

PraHitiunci; .lannary, 1873.

Wilson Fox records a case of cure also ; he used at

first :-,V. and then
-,l\\

of a grain of phosphorus.
Landois, in his work on' transfusion of blood, pub-

lished in 1875, was only able to gather the results ob-
tained in four cases.

Of these four cases the following are the state-

ments :

Blasius : \^C)\, splenic ; death.

Mosler : Splenic variety ; temporary
relaiise, then death ; amount used oz.

blood.

Iluter: splenic; 225 grammes defibrinated; after five

weeks repeated ; tem|)orary improvement ; later, death.

Heyfelder, Rousscl: 260 grammes direct
;
permanent

success.

I have already stated that Ordenstein has claimed a

cure in one case, by the use of liquor Van Swiefen, the

case being one with inherited syphilis as the cause.

Si)lcuotomy has been undertaken in two cases, once
each by Bryant and Koberle, the result being death
in both the cases.

In addition to these metliods which I have recorded,

because success has been claimed fiom them, iron,

iodine, or iodide of iron are usually reoommended. I

had lieen told that Dr. Da Costa had jilaeed on record

a case cured by the use of hypodermic injections of

ergot, but I was unable to find the journal in which
such statements were made.
The prospect of treatment is not very encouraging

;

but in view of these recent cases of recovery under
several different plans of medication, it seems more
amenable than had for a long time l>een supposed.

I should add that since this article was placed in

print the case No. 2, B. F., has presented herself for

examination; her s]deen lias increased in size, both in

length and breadth, and the proporticmate number of

white blood-globules has rather, if anything, increased.

Her general health has. if anything, improved; her

Color is better, probably owing to the exposure, and
probably to an increase in the absolute number of the

red globules.

Case No. 3, P. G., has died. He contracted an
asthenic pneumonia of the left lower lobe, which
Ijroved fatal.

I regret tliat an autojisy could not be olitained.

Note.—I have omitted to mention the theories re-

garding the method of development of the disease,

preferring to do .so at a future time.

Brttish Medical Association.—For some unex-
plained reason, the profession at Brighton, Eng.,

are not much in favor of the coming meeting of the

British Medical Association in that place. The recent

death of the President elect, who was a representative

from that city, may be seized upon as a pretext for

changing the place of meeting.
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])UMI'.-I{KLL PESSAIUIOS, AND K.NEE-
AND-BREAST TOSITIDN.

By JAMES IX TUASK, M.D.,

AeTOUlA, N. Y.

In tlio Jiuiiiary Xo. of the JVcw Vorl- ilidiad Journal
will 1)0 fimiul 11 flescriplion l«y Dr. R. .\. Pa^c, of

W:isliiiiv;l(iii, D. v., of a pessaiT const mrlcd of cotton

l)attiiiji. His (lcscii|)tioii of the mode of making tin-

instniiniMit is as follows: —" For an instrument of iIh'

ordinary siz" rcf|uircd, take a porlion of hard rulihir

rod, citlii-r IkiIIow or solid, the tliiekness of a lead pen-

cil and alioiit one ineli and a half lont;. This may he

lient in any desired curve liy runnini; it lln-oHL,'li the

tiames of an alcohol lamp .uul mouldiuL; with IIk

tinners. The rod thus prepar<d is laid upon a pi( ce

of coltou-liattinj;. ahout ten inches lon<; liy eifiht wide
;

the lonj; edge must be folded over ahoul an inch and
a half on each side. The rod is then placed at the

short cd^e of the cotton, and lirndy rolled the whole
lcn_i;th of the piece, after which it is wrapped in the

centre tinhtly with strong sewing silk, for a space of
aliout an inch and a half, h'aving a soft, compact, and
clastic hall at each end. Over the wrapping I sew
a piece of lint very smoothly, with the nap outside,

and the pessary is complete." The cotton hatting

should lie "aliont one inch in thickness."

.'Vt l\ir time that the description of this instrument

fell uniler my eye, I had under my care u lady who
has for sevi'ral years suffered from aggravated ante-

version. Thi' vagina is relaxed, and there has hcen
c.\trenie tenderness of the utenis. Both these have
seemed to depend upon congestion following the

retarded flow of hlood incident to the displacement.

.\. faithful and |)ersevcring use of appropriate means
had failed entirely to relieve the patient. These in-

cludi.'d the trial of various forms of pessary usually

employed for anteversion, including Dr. Thoma.s" mod-
ification of Dr. Cutter's pessary, and his own well-

known instrument for anteversion.

On reading the article of Dr. Page, I at once ])ro-

cured the materials; and, following his directio]is,

constructed with tolerable success one of his instru-

ments. The two extremities, however, were tlattened

from b;'f()re backward, instead of being round like

the extremities of a dumbbell, and the whole was
covered with oiled silk. After replacing the uterus,

the instrument was introduced ; and, to my great satis-

faction, I found that it liehl the uterus in its proper
direction in the axis of th<^ pelvis. I directed my
patient to withdraw it every night ; and, after cleaning
the .surface, place it for a while in a solution of chloral,

and lay it by to dry ; and further instructed her to

r.-place the instrument every morning by means pres-
ently to be described.

Xo instrument that I had before introduced could
be retained more than two or three days, by rea.son of

a sense of tenderness in sitting down, which was by
thiit tin\e inevitably felt in the perineum.

When, however, this time had elap,sed, my patient
eX|H-rieneed no discomfort; and dc'clared that, for lip-

first tini", had she been aware of any real .seu.sc of sup-
port from a pes.sary, or been ri'lievcd from the distress-

ing pain in the back incident to standing or walking.
Moreover, on making cxamimition some time aftir
removal of the iustrunieni, the uterus was found to

have retained its proper positiim.

The cotton bicoming soon soiled, I instructi'd my
|)atient in the.manner of making the pes.sary. Dr. I'.ige

seems to make little of tlii^ trouble invulved in tlie

making the iustrumint, but any one who has not be-

ci'iiie e.xperl, will find that it retiuiics a great deal of
tijue. It occurred to me that an instrument could be
constructed on this model, from india-rubber, and
filh'd with nir or cotlcui, or other elastic substance.
.Mr. John Heyudeis, 3011 Fomth .Vveiuie, taking one of
coltcm as a moilel, had (Uie made of india-rubber,

which ha.s proved a perfect success. The instrument
filhd with air is very light, of course very elastic;

yielding, to a cirtain extent, to sudden impulses as
friim missteps, and withal |)reserving the uterus in its

iiurmal |>osition. while it laises it from the Hoor of the
pi his, and tlius permits an uninteiiupled circulation

llirough i's blood-vessels. One of its extremities pass-

ing: up into the culdesac behind the cervix, and the
I'lliir pressing upward in front of the cervix, it is

ei|ually fitted for anteversion, retroversion, or simple
pmlapsus.

It is evident that this instrument is employed to the
Im-i advantage in a vagina in which the anterior wall
is yielding, so that the end of the pes.sary can pass
Weil up in front of the cervix. If open at all to the
iibjection brought against pes.saries in general, that of
distending the vagina, this action is limited mainly
to its long diameter, the instrument lying in the axis
uf the canal, and being of a diameter too small to

distend it materially in a lateral direction.

I have used a cotton pessary, made in this way. in

one case of antificxion in a virgin, with perfect relief

I" the symptoms pn'viously complained of; in this case
the anterior vaginal wall was unnsiuillv relaxed.

I have no id<'a that this form of pessary is destined
to supplant all others; but as an expedient in the chiss

• f citses of which the first one referre<l to is an exam-
ple, I am certain it will prove a most valuable ac<|ui-

sitibn to our ri'sources. ICverv |>ractilioner has at

times cases in which the uterus, remaining enlarged
from defective involution, is crowded down to the Hoor
iif the pelvis by the weight of the snperincnndieut in-

testini's, with the bladder pressed upon by the fmidns,
and the cervix pu-h((l against the rectum, or lying in

the directly opposite position; with the uterus more tu'

less irdeunilous from retardid circulation, and a gen-
erally rchi.xed state of the system from protracted ill-
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health, and has had occasion to deplore the hicfficiency

of all instruments in common use. To such I would
most heartily commend a trial of the dumb-bell pes-

sary. It differs essentially in form, so far as my
acquaintance with them extends, from all jjessaries

])reviously constructed. The term "dumb-bell" suf-

iicieutly designates it and its modifications.

In the Atlanta Medical and Surgical Journal, June,

1875, will be found an abstract of a paper commu-
nicated to the Georgia State Medical Society by Prof.

H. F. Campbell, of Augusta, Ga., U|)on the treatment

of uterine displacements l)y the knee-and-breast posi-

tion. While giving full credit to Dr. Sims for

making the profession ac^iuainted with tlie great

advantages of this position in explorations of the

vagina. Dr. C. urges its great value as a means of

relief iu the various forms of uterine displacement.

The advantages of tliis measure are certainly not un-

known to tlio.se who are familiar with Dr. Sims" teach-

ing and practice. Dr. Campl^ell, however, deserves

the credit of l>ringing before tlie profession in a very

clear light tlie benefits to be derived from this change

of position, and of sliowing how its efficiency eau be

most thoroughly secured, as well as of enforcing these

advantages in a manner to challenge attention. By
diagrams he shows how completely, when the woman
is placed upon her knees and bi'east, itith the t/ii'fhs

vertical, the abdominal viscera fall away from the

uterus, leaving it more or less completely to the intlu-

ence of gravity, and causing a reduction of its dis-

])lacements. On assuming the knee and chest posi-

tion, the structures at the outlet of the vagina are

almost invariably brinight into close contact, and,

acting as a valve, exclude the atmospheric air
;
but,

instantly, upon retraction of the perineum, the at-

mospheric air rushes, generally audibly, into the

vagina, and the canal becomes converted into an

ample, dome-like cavity, and the pelvic viscera are

allowed to gravitate still more readily toward the

diaphragm. Dr. C. has contrived a tube of glass

which he calls a " ])neumatic self-repositor," which I

have found extremely convenient for the purpose, with

which the patient is furnished, and she is instructed

as to its introduction. The great advantage of the
" inverted gravity " plan consists in its affording to

tlie patient with a dislocated uterus the means of self-

replacement. Every one is familiar with the diftieul-

ties sometimes encountered by the physician in effect-

ing reposition of a displaced uterus, with the woman
in the dorsal jiosition—his efforts resisted by tlie weight
of the superineumbent viscera and the muscular walls

of tlie abdomen. By the knee-and-breast position,

unless there be adhesions, tlie patient accomplishes

the reduction for herself; and, by adopting certain

precautions in the manner of lying down, may pre-

serve to a considerable degree tlie advantages gained,

so long as she keeps quiet. The comfort derived by
these patients, as well as by pregnant women, by even

a few minutes' occupation of the position, is often very

considerable.

The knee-and-breast position I have found of incal-

culalile value in preparing the way for the introduc-

tion of the pessary by the patient lierself. In extreme
cases of anteversiou it is sometimes Cjuite impossible

for tlie patient, unaided, herself to introduce an in-

strument behind the cervix. Let her, however, upon
rising, while still undressed, assume the genu-pectoral

position, and, reaching up, introduce the glass tube

into the vagina. After remaining in this position a

few minutes, or until it becomes irksome, let her

(piietly drop upon her left side, with her light limb
drawn up as high as possible, and with the breast still

inclining toward the bed. She can with the right

hand, assisted more or less by the left, introduce with
perfect facility a pessary, which will jiass readily be-
yond the cervix. When the dumb-bell pessary is

employed, it should, after being luluicated, be intro-

duced with its concavity toward the coccyx, and
pushed along the vagina uutil the anterior extremity
has disappeared under the pubis, when, often spon-
taneously, or, at least, with slight motion imparted by
the finger, the instrument will rotate on its axis, and
the extremities occupy their respective positions before
and Ijchind the cervix. That the knee-and-breast
position is a preliminary indispensable to their success

is stated most emphatically by those patients who
have attempted to inti'oduce a jiessary under the usual

conditions and have failed.

From the combined employment of the knee-and-
breast position and the dumb-bell pessary I cannot but
confidently anticipate a greatly increxsed satisfaction

and success in the management of hitherto intractable

cases of uterine dis)ilacenieiits.

Note.—A looped tai)e is attached to the anterior

extremity of the dumb-bell pessary, to facilitate its

removal by the patient.

The glass tubes are made by J. Reynders & Co.

A CASE OF PARALYSIS OF BOTH VOCAL
CORDS, FOLL(nVIMG A FALL UPON A
WHEEL-BARROW.*

Bv BEVERLEY ROBINSON, M.D.,

ONE OF THK PHYSICIANS TO CHAIIITV HOSPITAL. NEW YORK ; BUEGEON
TO THE MANHATTAN EYE AND EAR HOSPITAL, ETC., ETC.

J. B., 43 years of age, was seen by me for the first

time on .January (itli, 187(5. Four months previously,

while in the act of wheeling a load of dirt in a bar-

row up an inclined plane from a cellar to the street iu

front, he slipped and fell a distance of four feet. In
his fall, his throat came into violent contact with the

hind part of the barrow, and he instantly felt a
sensation of cracking, and a considerable degree of
localized pain.

For a few hours after his accident he expectorated

every few moments small quantities of blood, bright

red in color.

Twenty-four h(mrs later he began to spit muco-inis
mixed with blood. During this time his neck was
swollen exteriorly; and the niglit of the fall my
patient could not sleep on account of " the choking"
occasioned by tlie plilegm in his throat. The dys-

phagia persisted, and was annoying for three or four
weeks.

Little by little this symptom improved, and he now
swallows as usual (Jan. (ith). There was nearly

complete aiihonia for 15 days. The loss of voice did
not manifest itself so soon, however, as the difficulty

of deglutition. In fact, until several hours had
elapsed after his fall, it appears to iiini that he s])oke

tolerably well. When it did become evident, his voice
was reduced to the faintest wliisper. By degrees it

returned. He is still slightly hoarse, and more
especially in the morning, when he can scarcely make
himself understood. During the day his voice
acquires greater strength, and towards evening he
can converse for a time, about as usual. He com-
plains of the sensation of a lump in his throat,

* The pationt was shown to the members of the New York Laryiigo
"

logical Society, at a stated meeting.
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iictuiilly, wliicli rises ronstaiitly, and it seems as if it

winilil eluike liiin should lie he jjreveiited from
swiiUowini; ev(;ry few momi'iits. Sinco liis accident,

liis tliroat is very dry, and lie is forced to driniv water
very frei|Uenlly in order to render liis life liearahle.

There is slijjht eou-ih, which he lias had from tlie

time of liis fall. I'rior to tliis oecurrence, lie liad

always heen a perfectly healthy man.
On |)al|iation of the larynx, there is at preserit

(.Jan. tith) no evidence of an ancient fracture. The
outline of the thyroid cartiIa,L;e is ahsolulely normal,

Tliire is no pain on nitideiate pressure, and the patient

swallows easily. lie is ai)parently ohliijed to use

some effort in order to render his articulation of

sounds distinct. And he states, when asked, that

after prolonged conversation he feels great fatigue in

the throat. If Im attempts to raise liis voice im-

moderately, it immediately hecomes squeaky. Ih'has
especial dilliculty in sounding clearly the very low
notes, and is not able to modulate his voice iu con-

versation.

Ej-niiiiiiiitinii of the hirijii.r with the aid of the

laryngoscope shows some thickening of the inter-

arytenoid commissure; congestion of the vocal cords
anteriorly; left ventricular band swollen; small super-

ficial ulcerations along the free border of the epi-

glottis.

Ill jili'iiiiitioii. the glottis presents a decided oval in

its ligamentous portion ; the vocal |)roeesses and
cartilaginous portion of glottis act normally.

Tnittiiuiil.—Application of ferri pi'rchlor. ( 3 i.- 3 i.)

to the epiglottis and the interior of the laryn.x.

Jan. Uitli.— In phonation, the right vocal cord
makes a more convex outline, considered exteriorly,

than the left. The left vocal cord leaves the

ineilian line more slowly than the right, while the

patient inspires. Congestion persists; speaks with
less difficulty ; voice stronger ; choking sensation not
so intense. Treatment—ut su|)va.

.Ian. 15th.— Jsanic condition. J,

Trill till lilt.—Ferri perchlor. ; em])last. canthari(ies

over larynx.

Jan. liUli.— Xo change. After this date I lost sight

of patient, and am not familiar' with his future
history.

Already I have reported a somewhat similar case to

the above in the JIei>ic.\i, Ukcord of May 1st, 187-f.

The present one differs notably from it in two par-

ticulars. 1. The cause, which was a fall, not a blow.
i. The result, which was bilateral palsy of the
larynx; not unilateral.

This is, so far as I know, a unique case; and for

this reason, if for no other, worthy of being recorded.
Its physiological interpretation is interesting, and

t.) inc. the simple and n.itural one appears to be
n-arest the truth. Both recurrent nerves were cither

sevirn-ly contused or lacerated at the time of tln'

accident, owing to direct compression of them by the

larynx ami trachea. For a complete discussion of tln'

patliogeiiy of an analogous example of contusion of

the larynx, in many of its features, I refer my readers
to the article quoted above.

proflreae of iilrtical Science.

Patent Foods.—The /yiiiM, in a recent number,
speaks a;;aiiist the principle of advertising patinl
food.s. the ingredients of which are not publicly
stated.

SiKIKTIKs Foil TIIK I'lUlTKCrlON OF I.NKANT LiFK ill

France held a Congress on the lUlli.

(rKNERM, PltOOKKSSIVK PaKAI.VsIS IN ITS ItKI.ATIo.N

TO Svpim.is.

—

\ ])ostliumous pa|)er on this subjtct by
Dr. Jespersen has recintly been published, and em-
bodies some very interesting stali.stics.

The author refers briefly to the impressions pnvail-
iiig among investigators concerning the syphilitic

origin of paresis. Uefore Is.jT. when Ksmarch ami
.les.sen brought forward their well-known hypothesis,

no one had delinitely atliinied that syphilis was the

c.iiise. Several recent authors have published histories

of a few ca.ses where syphilis had been present, iait, in

reality, Steenberg, Kjellberg, and Sandberg are the

first who investigat(<l the question with tlioroiighni''-s.

The author had the op|iortunity of exaiiiiiiinL: all that

could be ascertained with regard to a syphilitic hi^lory

ill I2;J |)aralytic patients treated at the St. Ilan's IIos-

|)ital between January, lS(i:!. and M:iy, 1H72. Among
them, constitutional syphilis was found to b(! present

in 8Ii ; chronic, in (i ; "syphilis in the highest degree
probable" in 0; in l:i there had been ' a genital affec-

tion, gonorrluea or the like, which might possibly

indicate syphilis;"' and in l'> there was nothing indica-

tive of sypliilis.

Of oi), the author could state pretty accurately how
long after the ac(iuisitiou of sypliilis the paresis

commenced; ') to Hyearsin ;i4; 10 to 14 in I.); l."> to 19 in

l;i ; 20 to 28 years iu 7. In a considerable number of
eases he a.scertaiued what form of syphilis had pr<c( dcd
the paresis. (Jeiierally they had been mild cases, and
not the rarer destructive foiiiis. The ])aresis usually
ditl not become develo])ed until after several years
lat least four years) after the last symptoms of syphilis.

Only in a single case did he liiid characteristic symp-
toms of syphilis occurring during the course of the
paralysis; doubtful eruptions (unclean ulcers) occa-

sionally presented tlieiiiselves. however, towards the

end of the patient's life. Of the whole number there

were only 10 females, the remaining ll;i were males,
generally at the most vigorous period of life. Tlie

author finds that the prognosis is far more unfavorable
in the form of paralysis than in syphilitic brain dis-

eases. The treatment involves the use of anti-syphilitic

j

remedies at the earliest possible pcrioil.

—

Jlimjiitiilii-

' Tiilfiiife, No. :i4.

! Niiw Mktiiods in Ksmaikh's Ui.oonr.Kss Opkiiatklns.
— In a lecture by I'rof. Esmarch, separately reiuiblisli-

I

ed from Langeiibeck's Archives, some new applica-

.
tions of the elastic bandage for bloodless operations

! arc given, lie then' alludes to hissuccessful use of this
I appliance, in a case of myxcsarcmna of the right axilla,

which necessitated removal of the whole arm. with
the .scapula, and outer half of the clavicle. He found
the plan very ellicieni in pii'venting hemorrhage during
an operation he undertook for the relief of a man,
alino.st the whole of whose penis, with thi' anlericu'

surface of (he scrotum, had been destroyeil by an ep.i-

thclial cancer. He passed the tubing twice roiiml the

stump of the penis and root of the scrotum, crossinr

the ends over the pubis, ami lli<n again over ll c

-sacrum, and finally fastened iIkiii in tiont an und lie

belly. Prof. Ksinareh also desiiilas two in-w litl'c

pieces of apparatus, ch-vi.sed for .securing the inds o:

the oliwtic cord after the limb is encircled by it.

The one- is by Mr. Koillis, of Glasgow, and coiisisis i f

two short pieces of brass tube, .soldered together side
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by side, and one of Which is slit open h;-ngtlnvise.

Through this slit, the ends of the stretched ciird are

lodged in the tube, and contracting, hold each other

securely. Prof. Esinarcli thinks he accomplishes the

same oljject with less injurious pressure upon tiie limb,

by having the split tulje soldered to a small, flat lirass

plate, instead of using tlie doul^le tube of Foulis. In

reply to the question liow long tlie principal parts of

the body may be kept in the bloodless condition, he

says tliat the two lower extremities may be kept so

comijletely for two hours and a quarter without in-

jurv.

EsSIARCn ON THE TREATMENT OF DeEP AtHEROSIA-
Tous Cysts OF the Neck.—In a lecture in Berlin, l)efore

tlieGirman Society forSurgery, Prof. Esmarch descrilied

the following as his method of treating those cysts,

considering it as much safer than extirpating tliem.

He malvcs a puncture, with a small hydrocele trocar,

and verities the diagnosis l)y microscopic examination

of the fluid vi-itlidrawn.—lie then proceeds to wash
out tlie sac tliorouglily Ijy repeated injections of a one-

percent solution of carljolic acid, until tlie water returns

clear. Lugol's solution is now injected, and retained

for a few moments, until by gentle rubl)ing it is

Ijrought into contact with tlie wliole internal surtacc

of the cyst. Tlie sac generally soon tills again, and
becomes somewliat painful ; but it soon slirinks. and
ths cure is complete after a varial)le period.—The
])aper is accompanied hy lithograplis, explanatory of

the cases which are given in illustration.

Neuve-Stretchingin Affecttons of the Nervous
Centres.—Some years ago Prof. Nussbaum, of Munich
{Aurz'J. liitdliij".Hzhl.), pulilislied the history of a ease of

tonic spasms and pain, which arose as a sequence of a con-

cussion of the arm. The affection was cured liy the

stretching of the lirachial plexus. Since then, otlicr

surgeons have successfully applied the same metliod

in ditlerent nervous affections. The professor restored

by his metliod last year, a patient who had Iieen suffer-

ing for niue years from a reflex epilepsy that had
caused five or six convulsive attacks daily. Tlicse

were announced by pain in the terminal branches of

tli:; groat sciatic nerve, and ceased after the stretching

of the great tibial nerve. Experiments, made after-

wards with animals, have shown that a slight stretch-

ing of the nerves increases the reflex action, while a

s.ronger stretching reduces it.

R 'Cently. a patient whose lower extremities had been

])aralyzed for eleven years, ap]xlied ftu- help. He was,

besides, very much trouliled with clonic spasms of

the lower extremities. His deplorable state was made
still worse bj' a paralysis of the bladder and of the

rectum. The disea.su was caused by a fall upon the

sacrum. When the patient heard of the fii-st result

obtained from the nerve-stretching, he liO))ed to get

rid of his spasms by the same method. But, as the

trouble was doubtlessly caused by an affection of the

nervous centres, tlie professor could hardly be induced

to comply with the wishes of the patient. Neverthe-

less he was at last persuaded to fix a day for the first

operation.

Beforehand, a diluted solution of carViolic acid of

the strength 1.20 was prepared. This was intended

fir cleansing purposes, as well as for the spray and for

the moistening of compresses.

Wlien the spray was directed towards the inguinal

region, the doctor made an ineisiim through the skin,

a5 if ho intended to tie the femoral artery near Pou-

part's ligament. Then he cut through the fascia,

solated the crm-al nerve, brought his right forefinger

under it like a hook, and pulled it so strongly that the
foot changed its jiosition. He then took the nerve
between his tliumb and forefinger and pulled it fiist

towards its root, and after that towards its termination.

When this was done the nerve appeared somewliat
prolonged. Next, he washed the wound with diluted
carbolic acid, introduced a drainage tube into its

lowest part and closed it with antiseptic silk. The
whole inguinal region was afterwards covered by a

compress moi.stened with diluted carbolic acid.

The patient was then placed u|jon his abdomen,
because of a similar operation which was to be done
with the great sciatic nerve. The skin was for this

purpose cut between the tuber ischii and the trochan-

ter major. After the operation was completed and
the ijatient had regained his consciousness, he ex-

claimed that he felt entirely relieved of the sjiasms in

his riiiht extremity. The wounds healed within a
fortnight, after which the nerves in the left extremity
were operated upon with the same good result. But
he was benefited liy these operations in another 'way.

As the spasms of his legs had ceased, he could put on
mechanical instiumeuts, and was tlins enabled to walk
around his room.

CoNTiNUtu's Aspir.\tiox in Thoracentesis.—When
a lai'ge amount of pus is suddenly withdrawn from an
empyemic cavity, it either soon reappears there, or
there is a])t to be a hemorrhage, botli of these con-

ditions being due, according to Mr. Hewitt, to the

pressure being suddenly removed from the vessels in the

pleural tracts. To obviate this danger the following
prcjcedure is recommended, when the ordimu'y trocar and
canula have been used. Firtt of all, a caoutchouc tube

is to be passed through the canula into the eni-

pyemic cavity. Then the canula is to be withdrawn
and the outer end of the caoutchouc tulie is attached
to a glass tube ])iercing a cork and reaching to the bot-

tom of a vessel containing a \veak solution of some
antiseptic. By gently lowering and raising the bottle

the cavity is cleansed, and by changing the first bottle

for othei-s the cavity is evacuated of pus and tilled

with the antiseptic solution. The amount of fluid in

the cavity is lessened daily, by keeping the liottle at a
lower level than on the previous day. By this mode
of operation 5Ir. Hewitt thinks that pus will form less

rapidh', and that there will be less danger of hemor-
rhage.

—

British Mi'dicaljournal, March 11, 1870.

A C.iSE of Pica.—Dr. A. M. Gould was consulted
a short time since by an unmarried lady of f(M'ty-three

years, who had generally enjoyetl good health. She
liad menstruated regularly till within a year, when
there was a profuse menstrual flow, of an unnatural

muddy color. She had craved unnatural food for

over two years, and at the time of the visit was eating

fine sand as an article of diet. She was seized with
this desire by seeing some workmen putting sand upon
a road. There was more or less dyspna'a, the

bowels were constipated, tlie tongue was clean, but
her appearance was that of a strong and healthy per-

son. The heart and lungs were not examined. Lax-
atives and iron were prescribed. About four months
after, the doctor again saw the patient, and found the

appetite for the sand as strong as ever. As a sub-

stitute, two ounces of carlionate of iron, ateaspoonful
three times a day, was ordered. So long as she used
the iron she could refrain from the sand-eatiiig. She
.said she had nearly eaten a bushel, and she baked the

sand iu order to destroy anything that might be in-

jurious in it.— The Boston Medical and SurgicalJourtud ,

April 13, 18;6.
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TliE AFFAIRS OF THE HEALTH OFFICE.

AVE are not surprised to find at the completion of (lie

inv('stijj;ation into tlie management of tlie affairs of tlic

lli'altli OHice. tliat Dr. Vanderpoel lias vindieatcd lii.s

coiidiict to the entire satisfaetiuii of liis friends. De.s-

pite the damay;in<; testimony wliieli lias heeu hrought

lieforethe Assenil)ly Committee, we have been liopeful

from tlie tii'st, and expressed such a disposition in our

hist issue when referring to the charges. It was im-

possible, however, in view of a general professional

feeling of anxiety upon the .subject, to ignore the

claims of an impartial discussion, and iu that view we
opened the tpiestion. The charges of maladministra-

tion, it is true, were founded upon published reports

of the doings of the Committee ; but a.s these bore on

their face the evidence of authenticity, we were forced

to notice them in the presentation of one side of the

aigumeiit. As we have done so in the performance of

an mi welcome duty, we the more gladly seize tlic

opportunity of i)res;'nting the other side.

As far as we can understand, tlie investigation took

its origin fnnn a desire to find out what were the fees

of the Ileidlh Olhcer for tlie pa.st two yeai-s, with the

view of dieiiliiig upon the advisability of aliol-

ishing said fees and mailing the ollice a salaried one.

Kor this ])Hr|)<>se, the following resolution was pas.sed

by tlie Assembly :

" Itftohfd, Tliat the Committee on Commerce aufl

Navigation lie directed to ascertain what the fees and
n'vcniies of tin- Health Officer of the port of Niw
Yorlt were in 1H'.4 and 1875, respectively ; and tliat

fortius purpose they be auMiorized to send for per-
sons and papi'i-s and summiiii witnesses, and to eiiiplov

a stenographer to lake the testimony."

Under this resolution, Dr. Vanderpoel wascalledbe-
fiire theComniitli'c. .Mlhoiigh there was nothing in

the retiulution looking towards any charge agaiii.sl the I

conduct of the Health Officer, the investigation drifted
so far from its legitimate imrpose, that his jjersoiial in-

tegrity was directly assailed.

It appears fioin the testimony before the Committee,
I liat irregularities ill the admiiiistralion of the affairs

of the office did really exist, but that Dr. Vamlerpoel
was wholly ignorant of them, and that they occurred

against his expiv.ss wishes. Although the actual facts,

when sifted frim the .sensational element which at

piisent belongs to ollicial iiupiiries of this sort, show
the irregularities to be of a comparatively trivial char-
acter, the Health Officer, in view of the responsibili-

ties of his office, and on a question of ])rinciplc, will be
held more or less aceountalile for their existence. The
worst, however, that can be said of him is. that he was
not so watchf\il as he might have been. There is now,
however, no queslioii that his intentions were beyond
leproach, which is the best iwssible vindication of his

character for integrity.

.Vfter these few general statements in regard to tlis

present aspect of the affair, we are prepareil to exam-
ine! the testimony in connection with certain sijceitic

charges. The chief complaint made was, that Dr.

Vanderpoel had ten per cent, of the charge made for

repairing the State boat at Fletcher, Harrison & Co,'s

tuken off, and apiilied to the bill for the repairs made
by the same linn to the doctor's private boat. The
facts of the case, as brought out in the lestiinony, are

simply these: — When Dr. Vandeijjoel bought the
'• (Jertrude," it was almost worn out. He went to his

friend Mr. Van Santvoord, who for many years had
been engaged in steamboat building, and asked him
lo have the necessary rciiairs made. The work was
done by Fletcher, Harrison & Co.,whom Mr.Van Sant-

voord had, on numerous occasions, employed for work
ol' his own. The bill was sent to Mr. Van Santvoord.

Tlie aiiiuiint being so great, and being in fear that the

repairs would exceed the worth of the boat, he, with-

out the knowledge of Dr. Vanderpoel, and as a friend-

ly act to him, asked for a deduction of ten per cent.

Phis was agreed to, as a matter of business Avith Jlr.

\'an Santvoord. and the bill was accordingly rendered

lo him; when Dr. Vanderpoel for the first time knew
of the amount, and paid it accordingly. This de-

duction was not made on behalf of any repairs made
on the State boat, nor was the bill for the repairs on

the State boat made any greater thereby.

The charge that small repairs of the doct.ir"s private

boat were smug<rled into the repair bills for the State

lioatsis explained by the fact that such smuggling was

due to a subonlinate, who approveil said bills as

tieing correct, anrl which Dr. Vanderpoel believed to

be correct. The doctor unipialiliedly swears that he

never knew nor suspected any irregularity in the pro-

e cding, and his testimony is not contradicted. During
all this time he was paying bills for repairs from his

private purse. In regard to the nioni'y obtaim-d by

the side of "junk," it is shown to have been paid out
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entirely for State i)roperty, under the authority of the

old board of Quarantine Commissioners.

As to the " Gertrude's " services to the State and the

many damaging aspersions made against tlic doctor's

management of its financial aifairs, it is clearly prov-
en that the said boat was hired by the State after the
liurning of the 'Fletcher,'" for twenty dollars pn day,
the State agreeing to find the coal and men for running
her. It does not appear from the evidence that any of
the State coal was used when she was not in service, or
any charge made for any time slie was lying idle. On
the contrai-y, whenever she jjerformed any accidental
service for the State, .such as ill the case of the "Nu-
niancia," quarantined during 1872, in the Lower Bay,
she delivered her earnings to the Comptroller, which
m that case amounted to over sixteen luuulred dollars,

the only personal fees collected being those which
legitimately belonged to the Health Office.

From an examination of the evidence before the
Committee, we fail to see anything irregular in the
practice of delivering foreign newspapers at the quar-
antine ferry slip. This was merely a matter of ac-

commodation for the public, and without any direct
or indij-ect expense to the State.

Concerning the api)ropriation of State labor and State
jn-operty to private uses, there is a reasonable explana-
tion. Whenever the boat was used for private inu-jioses

all its expenses were paid by its owner, but when em-
ployed officially in tlie State's service, State coal was
burned. It seems, however, that some of the State
property, in the shape of waste and oil, was used on
the vessel without the same being properly accounted
for. This, however, was one of the trivial matters
already referred to, with which the subordinates were
entrusted, and concerning which the Doctor had no
immediate knowledge. The "hands" in State em-
ploy were never asked to perform service on the
" Gertrude " unless said hands were for the time being
off duty. Obviously this was not interfering with
State interests.

It will not serve our purpose to follow the testimony
m any farther detail, except to state in a general way
concerning the principal and important charges that
one and all are absolutely without any foundation in
fact

;
and, far from proving Dr. Vanderpoel unworthy

of his trust, the manner of their refutation is his best
recommendation.

We have devoted some space to the considera-
tion of this matter, not (mly on account of justice
t.o the Heallh Oljicer as a gentleman whose integrity

we never doubted, but as a matter of principle in vin-
dicating tlie honor of a profession of whicli he has
long been an acceptable memlier.

THE MINIUnjM .\GE OP PUBLIC SCnOOL ATTEND.^NCE.

Any one who is accustomed to visit the different pub-
lic schools of this city will be struck with the

crowded condition of the jn'imary departments.

Tills is in tlie main due to the custom, principally

among the Germans, of sending children to school

at the earliest possible age allowed by law. The
parents of these infants seem to look upon the

primaries more as nurseries than schools ; for in no

other way can the number of children bet^\een the

ages of four and six be accounted for. It is prepos-

terous to suppose that these little ones can learn any-

thing except to sit still, sing the alphabet, and become

proficient in the calisthenic drill. To the impossibility

of any lieneficial mental development at this age, is

added the evil effects of confinement, bad ventilation,

over-taxation of the nervous system, and all its attend-

ant evils ; when, on the contrary, every means should be

employed, and every freedom allowed, to aid the de-

velopment of the physical forces. Not only is this sys-

tem of crowding these children of tender age into the

class-rooms positively detrimental to themselves, but

relatively injurious to the older ones, who are better

able to i-eceive instruction and more cajiable of intel-

lectual development. In the present crowded condi-

tion of the schools there is no room for these infants
;

and not only for this, but for other reas(ms equally

ajiparent, we take occasion to endorse most lieartily

the effort being made to prevent, l)y legal enactment,

the admission of any child below the age of six

yeai-s. There is every argument in favor of the enact-

ment of such a law, and none against it—except, per-

haps, to make tlie minimum age seven years. Let not

only this provision become a law, but let thei'e be an

amendment to it, to the effect that all the children of

the primary departments be dismissed for the day at

noon. The medical jirofession has long been agreed

concerning tlie advisability of such measures, and the

Board of Education and the Legislature are sure of

its active sympathy in their laudable efforts towards

reform.

Ecports of Societies.

NEW YORK COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY.

Stated Meeting, March 27, 187fi.

Dr. II. B. S.a.'nds, Pbesident, in the Chaih.

DISCUSSION ON l.EUCOCYTn.KMIA.

This paper on Leuoocyth:pmia, read by Dr. E. G.
Janeway, being o|)en for discussion,

Dii. FoRDYCE ]3Ai!KETi remarked that he thought
its author had hardly done Dr. Hughes Bennett justice,

while commenting upon the relation wliich he sus-

tained to the discovery of this disease. Dr. Barker
was of the opinion that, inasmuch as Dr. Bennett
announced that there was no antecedent phlebitis or
purulent collection in any part of the body of his
patient, lie was entitled to the priority in the discovery
of a disease not before descrilied Dr. Baiker then
directed attention to the question of diagnosis, and
asked, " Shall it be made by studying tlie relative
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proportion txistin;; between tlie rod and wliito lilood-

corpiiscli's, or, shall it l)0 maiU' by sUidyinn all tin'

symptoms which are associated with the development
of the disease ;

" lie then discussed the (piestion as

follows:— Fiist. with re;;ard to the relative proportion

existini; between the red and white blood-corpuscles.

Is it not a fact that niicroscopists aurec that science

is not yet able to distiiii^uish between a white blood-

corpuscle, a pus corpuscle, and a mucus corpuscle I

Science has not yet reached the jxiint at wliich her

aid can bo invoked, either through the microscope or

other means, for a successful determination of the

i|Ui'stion, whether this relative proportion is an al)-

solute increase of white blood- corpuscles or ))Us cor-

puscles, hence the use of the term leucocytes, which
applies to these three kinds of cells. Now then, I think

tlcit there an^ ciM'tain cases, for instance of pviemia,

where the same microscopical apiJearauees of the blood

can be found, and the general symptoms are in most n,'-

spects similar to those which have b(«n described this

evenin;^, but which, under some circumstances, are

curable. If memory serves me ri<>ht. the normal pro-

portion of leucocytes in the blood is about 1 to :i.")0 or

400 red blood-corpuscles. Pathologists, I believe.

have agreed that the term Icucocytha'uiia is not to be

ap|)lied to any case unless the ratio between the red

and white elements in the blood is chani^ed to such a

dc^rei' that the leucocytes are found in tin' proportion

of 1 to 'iU red corpu^cles.

Xow, I have seen cases where leucocytes have lieen

present in the blood in the proportion of 1 to 12, 1 to

14, 1 to S, etc., and the patients subsequently have
made a i;ood recovery. The qucstiiin nniy now be

asked. Were these cases of leucocytliicmia ! Sly an-

swer Is, tliat they were not; but I regarded them as

cases of pyiemic infection. The ((uestion then next

arisss, is it an ess-utial feature of the disease, that this

ratio, or vastly increased proportion of white to red

bloiid-;;lobules must be associated with splenic, or he-

patic, or fjlaudular enlari^emi'ut, or disease of the

marrow of the bones' If that be necessary, we have
no ri";lit to make a diaj^nosis of leucocytluemia from a

micros<opical examination of the blood alone; but we
must have associated with the increased relative pro-

portion of white blood corpuscles, of leucocytes, sple-

nic hypertrophy, <;laudular changes, hepatic enlarge-

ment, or disea.sc of the nnirrow.

Hut at this point in our inquiry we meet with

another <litlieulty ; for we have to settle the question

whether the blood change is the primary essential

element of the diseiuse, or whether it is simply the re-

sult of other essentiid lesions
;
just as dropsy is a result

of a primary lesion of the heart, kidneys, or liver ;

Th.'it <pu'stion is not yet settled. If wc assume that

all till' c;lscs of leueocythiemia are the result of certain

essential splenic or glandular or hepatic disease, or

disca.se of the marrow of th" bones, then we have a

new dillieulty of diagno-iis—the fact that all tlnisr

symptoms wliich are found to characterize true leueo-

cylh;rniia exist in certain cases with the entire absence
of any evidence- whatever of splenic, hepatic, glandu-
lar, or marrow disease.

I remember very distinctly a paper by M. Donfilo,

published some twelve or fifteen years ago. in which
lie reported cases which had all the chiiracteri>tic

phenomena of lencocytliicjnia, such as the dyscrasia,

the pallor, the asthenia, and linally death, without
any evidence of ghuidular, hepatic, or splenic chang's.
SiiKM'that time, other casis of like character have been

published. In Hays' .b)urnal, a few years ago. Dr.

Horatio (', Wood (lublished a paper upon what he

terms " I'seudo-leucocvlha'inia,"

All will agree as to the importance of a correct di-

:i'_;nosis between a diseasi! which has thus far proved
to be beyond the resources of any remedial treatment,

and another disease wliich may closely resemble it in

its attendant ))henomena. I would not say that the

svmptoms are jirecisely the same ;
for I think a careful

study of the two diseases will show some characteris-

tic differences. For example, I think ])ya'niia always

causes rapid emaciation, while in leucocylhaniia there

is aiiiumia and asthenia, but not necessarily emacia-

tion, I saw in IStiJ a lady from Philadelphia, who
h;id leucocytlnemia of the ty])ieal glandular form. A
few weeks after, I saw her again at Newport with Dr.

King, of that city, tlie day l)efore she died of asthe-

nia. !5ut, in her case, there was no emaciation, for

although sill' was very pallid, she was a line specimen
III' I iiihniijMiint. There was also no appe;iranee of ema-
ciation in the case of a gentleman in this city, who
ilied of glandular leucocytha'niia, although he had re-

peated attacks of hemorrhage from the n;isal jiassages

and also from the bowels. Again, I think there is a

marked difference! between thctherinoini'tric ]ihencme!ia

of leucocytlucmia and pya-niia. Tin- fever of leucocy-

lh:emia is only manifest in the advanceil stage of the

disease ; it is a hectic, and the thernuHiieter I have never

seen indicate a rise of more than two or three degrees

above the normal standard. Now, in pya'inia, the

f ver is a constant phenomena, with marked variations

(luring the day, often from four to six or more de-

grees.

Dr. IBakkek then briefly described some cases of

py;emia which he had seen, in which the blood-

changes, as to the i)roportion of the white to the red

corpuscles, was as great as in tyi)ical leucocytha'niia,

and most of the general symptoms were similar to

tho.se of leucocytha'niia. One was the case of a young
lady in Ilartfonl, whom he saw two or three years

^ince, in consultation with an able and accomplished

physician of that place. Before his visit to Hartford,

microscopic examinations of the blood had demon-
strated such an enormous increase in the proportion

of the white to the red corpuscles as to c<mvince this

gentleman that it was a case of Icncocytha'mia. But
the absence of all evidi'iice of splenic or glandular

enlargement, the character of tlie attendant fever,

the extreme emaciation and the antecedent history of

I he case, led Dr. liarker to regard it as pya'inia. Some
time previously she had ])elvic cellulitis, which ter-

minated in abscess with recurrent purulent discharges

into the rectum. The patient diid a few weeks after

he saw her ; and, strange to say, the result of an au-

top.sy conlirmed her physician in his ojiinion as to

th' nature of the case, while it equally convinced Dr,

Harkeras to the corn-ctness of his own diagnosis. He
then alludi'd to other cases which had come under his

own olwervation, in which the blood-changes and the

general symptoms wonhl seem to warrant the diagnosis

of leucocyth;i?mia, but who had eventually recovered

their health. One was that of a lady who.se history

was very much the same as that just nnntioned. An-
other was that of a young man who had several times

had su])purative tonsillitis. Hi' had the blood-elianges

and many of the symptoms of lencocytlei'inia, as en-

tire loss of appetite, great prostration, a feeble heart-

aition, hemorrhages, and recurrent diarrlnea, from
which he would rally by the use <if very large doses

of quinine and alcoholic stimulants. The tonsils

were honeycomlied with small abscesses, from which
pus could be made to exude from numerous little

openings by pressure.

lie perfectly n-eovered his health after the tonsils

were excised by Dr. Morell iMackeu/.ie, of London.
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In conclusion, Dr. Bai-ker added that he who will
clearly demonstrate the differential diagnosis between
the one disease, which, so far as we know at present, is

incurable, and the otlier, from wliieli patients do some-
times recover, will render an im|)ortant service to
medicine as an ai't, and to l)umanity.
Dr. Hkitzmann referred to a case of leucocyth.iemia

whicli came to liis notice, where the patient sought
relief for stone in the Iiladder. He liad had several
attacks of malarial fever ; his spleen was mucli en-
larged, and Iiis lilood contained a large proportion of
white blood-cor[)uscles. Diagnosis was uncertain be-
fore any o|jeration was perfoi-med. The stone, how-
ever, was removed by the lateral operation; and short-
ly after the wound began to Ijlecd, and a fatal liem-
orrliage ensued, the patient dying witliin two and a
half liours.

Dr. Heitzmann also referred to tlie fact that hcm-
orriiages not infrequently occurred, which M"ere alto-
gether out of proportion to the size or depth of womid
made upon the liodies of pregnant women, and that,
undcnilitedly, there was in sucli cases an excess of
wliite liliiod-corpuscles.

The doctor f uillier remarked that it was impossilile
to decide where tlie disease came from, for the reason
that \ve did not know from whence tlie white blood-
corpuscles were derived.

Dr. Hi'itzmann di.sagreed witli Dr. Barker's stalement
tliat mucous corpuscles were not distinguishal>le from
white l)lood-corpuscles; for, by means of liigli ]iowers,
he believed the microscopist was altle to recognize the
fact tliat tlie mucous corpuscles were much more tiuelv
granular, and had a distinct internal structure whicii
could be easily demonstrated. He agreed, however,
with Dr. BaTker in the belief tliat we did not have
means of discruninating between pyaemia and leuco-
cythfcmia by a simple microscopical examination of
the l)lood.

Dr. .Jaxew.\.t remarked that in examining the blood
tliere was a great lialiility to mistake the swollen red
blood-globules for wliite blood-globules, especially by
those unaccustomed to making such examinations.
The crenated appearance of the red l)lood-globules
produced by evajioration might be easily mistaken
for white blood-globules. He called attention to the
fact, also, that increase of white blood-globules was
a feature of leucocytosis, or symjitomatic leucocvtliic-
mia; and yet the patient did not have true leuco-
cytha>mia. Increase of white blood-corpuscles miixht
be found in connection with many chronic diseases,
such as cancer, phthisis, malarial fever, etc. On the'
other hand, however, patients might have malarial
fever or cirrhosis with enlarged spleen without having
a marked increase of white" l)lood-cor|)uscle.s, one of
the leading features of leucoeytliannia.

_

He further remarked that, with regard to diagno-
sis, the existence of splenic and glandular enlarge-
ments and the entire alisence of blood- changes, was
one of the difhcult features of leucocytha^mia and
pseudo-lencocythasinia which at present remained to
be exphiined.

The doctor also regarded it as possible that the
deep-seated glands might bo enlarged, while the su-
perficial ones remained unchanged, and yet recovery
take place. In that instance, the cases would be placed
under the head of uon-enlargiMnent of the glands.

Dr. .laneway also restricted the term [rj-a-mia to
those cases in which, from thrombosis and embolism,
secondary abscesses were develojied in organs distant
from the seat of the primary injury. Tliose cases
which presented very much tlie same phenomena as
seen in pyiemia, Ijut in which there were no second-

ary abscesses, were placed under the head of septi-
cemia. In accordance witli that view, he did not re-

gard Dr. Barker's cases as ]>ya'niic. Tlie doctor was
also of the o|iinion that the glandular liyperplasia,

whicli goes with iiyojniia, ut(M'ine disease, etc , might
cxjilain tlie inei'ease of white blood-corpuscles in
those cases.

NEW Y0I;K pathological SOCIETY.

StxiUd Meeting, April 13, 1876.

Dr. Cii.\s. K. BKiDDorr, President, in the Chaik.

CHONDRO SARCOMA OP FEMUR.

Dr. E. Mason presented a specimen of tumor of the
thigh which he had removed by operation from a
widow, a patient of Roosevelt Hospital, aged 35 years.

She presented a delicate appearance, and her family
history was that of phthisis. Five years lieforc admis-
sion, slie suffered from ])ain along tlie outer aspect of
the left thigh, from the hip to the knee. The pfiin

increased, and after snbjecling herself in turn to the
sulpliur and water-cure treatment, it abated somewhat.
Five numtlis ago she first noticed a small tumor in tlie

front part of the left thigh just below the groin. At
first the growth was soft and painless, subsequently
enlarging with rapidity; it became hard and tender,

and became the focus of a pain extending to the hip
and down the thigh. On admission, a tumor was dis-

covered on the antero-lateral aspect of the thigh, two
and a halt inches before the anterior superior spinous
process, extending internally as far as tlie median line,

and backward as far as the great trochanter. Ver-
tically it measured 3i inches, and transversely 5J
inclie.s. The circumference of the thigh over the
tumor was 2()J- inches, and over corresponding portion
of opposite thigh 18i inches. The Sartorius muscle
and femoral artei-y skirted over its inner margin. It

was hard to the feel, its margins ill-defiued, and it was
apparently connected with the bone. The skin was
not adherent. There was no enlargement of the ingui-

nal or lumbar glands, and no growth was detected in

the pelvis. Rotation of the tliigh caused considerable

pain, as well as any stooping jjostnre which she might
assume. The operation was performed March 27. A
sini|)le straight incision exposed the surface of the tumor,
which presented a shining appearance. It was situated

directly below the capsule of the joint, and was evi-

dently connected with tlie lionc. All around tlie mar-
gin of the growth there were distinct spicuhc of bone.

After the tumor had been .superficially disconnected,

an attempt was made to detach it from the bone; but
on so doing the sac ruptured, discharging a bluish

starchy material. What remained of the tumor was
then removed ; the Ijoiie surface and the sijieuhe were
cut away with a chisel. The whole surface of the
exposed bone wasscrajied, and preparations were made
to close tlie wound. At this time, however, it was
noticed that, in a depression of the bone, there was ex-

uding some of the same kind of starchy material already

noticed, evidently from the deeper parts Iielow. In
the attempt to scoop out this material, the necessary

turning of the instrument caused it to drop into a
cavity in the bone, disclosing a soft pulsating mass of
diseased tissue. It was the opinion of the consultation

that immediate amputation at the liip-joint was neces-

sitated, but the consent of the patient not having been
previously obtained, that ojieration was not jierformed.

The wound was then clo.sed up. For several days the
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]iiiticnt dill liiully, l>ut at tlie lime of inuking llii- it-

port liir cuiKlitioii luul mucli iinproveil.

Pit. I)Kr.vi-iKT.l>, to wlioiii till- luiiior bad ln'i'ii givrii

for iiiicii><co|)ic examination, reporteil lliat (lie «ic was
coniposul nii'iclv of comicctive tissue and spituhe of

hone. The {gelatinous siilistaiice adheriiii; to the inner

wall of the sac was eoinposed of haseiiieiit nieinlnMne.

piirtly lihrillated, partly i;raniilar. and partly hyaline, in

which was iinliedded round fusiform aiul stellate cells,
j

which reseniMed those of hyaliui' cartilaj^e. It seemed
to lie a tumor composed of cartilaf^i' tissue, with an

excess of cells, a consiilerahle admixture of ordinary

connective-tissue cells, and helon^^ed to the class called
,

chondro-sjircoma. In re^jard to the prognosis of these
J

tumors, he remarked that it'was very uncertain, some
had never returned, and others had made their reap-

liearaiu-e with itreat rapidity. Although in that par-
;

ticular iiistan<-e the prognosis was had enough, the

case was ncverthele.ss not ahsolutely hopeless, 1

A SYMTTOM OP BONY TUMOU. 1

Dil. M.\so\ remarked that there was one feature in

lhis<-»se wliieh, in liis opinion, had an important chem-
ical hearing, he having noticed the same .symptom in

Bimil-.ir tumors connected with the hone. This symp-
tom was a pain, deep-seated and severe, wliich

|

antedated the appearance of the tumor for years.

Mounes cox.\ntus

—

exsection, etc.
'•

Dn. Mason i)reseiited a second specimen, consisting

of the head and trochanter of the femur, removed I'y

op(M'ation from a hoy. twelve years old. likewise a

patient of Koosevi-lt Hospital. The patient enjoyed

excellent health until tw-o years ago, when he began to

show symptoms of morbus coxariiis. As far as could

he ascertained he had never received any injury.

When admitted to tlie hospital, the thigh was Hexed

upon the pelvis, anvl the leg upon the thigli ; the liinl)

was adducled, and, together with the existence of

numerous sinuses in the neighborhood of the joint,

showed that the disease hatl passed to the tliird stage.

Dead hone being detected through one of the sinuses,

exsection was advised and performed accordingl}'.

The disease of the femur was found located at the

neck of the femur and just at the margin of the head of

the bone. The cartilaginous portion of the h(;ad was
intact, and the liganieiitum teres was uninvolvctl. Tlie

deeper portion of the aeetabnluni was extensively

diseased, but it had not advanced to perforation.

The point id' interest was the seat of the disease in

the neck of the bone and the interior of the head of

the latter. The (lUestiou was, did the tlisease originate

in the acetabulum '.

ruEiU'KU.M. Ki-;vi-;ii, inklection from nv.vuv Tiinocon
UKTllO-fKltiroNE.M. GL.VXUS.

Du. M\nv I'lrN.vM-.J \(-()iii presented a specimen of

uterus removed from n negro woman who died in the

hospital from puerperal fever, tshe was in a ward in

which there never had been any case of |)Uerperal

fever. Two days before her death, and four days after

her i-onlinemeiit. a w-onian had died in the hospital

thirty six hours after conlineinent, of advanced disease

of the kidney.x. This c:use was mentioned, in order to

explain to a (crtain extent why no anxiety was maiii-

fi-sted about this case until just before death. Within
thirty-six hotirx after her conlinenient, when there had
lii'en no previous disease in that waril, she was seizid

with fever, wliieli gave a temperature of 104 F. in the

evening, but wliieli went down to 101 the following
morning. It then si'ttled to \0'.i in the evening for

four or livi- days; and until the fifth day she hud no

evening rise. During this time she never complained

of any pain ; in fact there was no other synii)toni except

the- inoderali- degree of fever.

The night before she died she got up and appears

to have lain on the floor ten hours. The next morn-

ing, six hours after the occurrence, she was seize d with

a violent chill, followed by fever, from which she died

in twelve hours.

.\t the autopsy there was a great fpiantity of flakes

of pus lying ovt-r the great omentum. The peritoneal

vessels were injected, but the int( stines w-ere not ag-

glutinated. Half a pint of litpiid jnis was found in

the cavity of the pelvis, but there was no exudation

over the peritoneal surfae.- of the uterus, neither was
there any evidence of inflammation of that organ. This

was the only interesting point—the left ovary was cov-

ered with a purulent exudation; and notwithstanding

it had been for a long lime immersed in harileiiing

fluid, it wa.s, comparedWith itsaiinexa likewi.se treated,

almost disintegrated. The Fallopian tube was tilled

with puriform liipiid up to the opening in the uterus,

but not beyond it. The internal surface of the uterus

was healthy. A chain of retro-peritoneal glands, ex-

tending from the pelvis very nearly to the diaphragm.

Were enlarged and covered with pus, seeming to point

to a direct infection from the iiiliammation of the left

ovary. The interpretation of the case w.is, that the

lirst fever, lasting a few hours, was connected with in-

flammation of theleft Fallopian tube ; that it proceeded

bv ccmtinuity to the left ovary ; after that, the infl'inima-

lion was arrested, and coincidently with that arrest the

iVver fell ; but the retro-peiitoni-al glands were slowly

infected; thus constituting the channel by which the

blood was poisoned.

STltlCTUUE 0I-" SM.M.L INTIiSTINE.

Dr. Satteutiiwatte presented a specimen of strict-

ure of small intestine taken from an Irishman aged
fifty vears. a ])atient of Dr. lladden. The patient was
taken sick in Feliruary last with some bladder trouble.

In the course of the treatnii nt. Dr. lladden's attention

was directi-d to a strangulated hernia. This was re-

duced witliont any spee-ial trouble, but immediately
afterwards the patient was seized with |)eritonitis in

the course of two days, after whii-li he died.

The autopsy, which was made by Dr. lladden, re-

vealed general peritonitis. At the point where the

hernia had been reduced the intestine was hardened.
' inflamed and congested,and marked the situation of the

stricture. In fact, three strictures were discovered at

tills point. The lower one was twelve inches above
the ilco circal valve, about three inches above this

another, and three and a half inches a third. The
middle one was very tight, not admitting the little

finger. He-tween them the intestine was deeply con-

gested, and in some places the mucous membrane
si-enied to be eroded.

The Pt.AOt'ic in >leso|>otaiiiia is increasing. .\t

Hillah, from .\pril 1 to 7, inclusive. 114 persons were
attacked with the disease, and ")ii died. On -Xpiil 8.

tlu-rc Were 'i'i attacks and i;> deaths, and on April 0,

:'.l attacks and 11 deaths. .\t IJagdael, from .\|iril 2

to S, inclusive, there were 'i'tti attacks and lliil deaths
;

em April U, 74 attacks and i:i de-aths, .'inel on .April 10,

•'ill attacks and 'iH deaths. The highest number of
ea.ses registered in any single day was on .\pril 9.

(uses have occurred in the military hospitals and
garrisons.
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Corrcsjjontinicc.

MEXICO AS A RESIDENCE FOR INVA-
LIDS.

Letters prom Prof. E. R. PEASLEE, M.D.

in.

CiTT OF Mexico, March 14, 1S7G.

Mr. Editor :—In order not to ticspass too far on the

space of the Record, I now chjsc what I have to say

from this point of observation witli some very miscel-

laneous remarlvs. So far as the habits of the people

of tlie Mexican basin, respecting food, are concerned,

I liave notliing to remark ; except that tjie Indian
population (descendants of the Aztecs) live and Itilior

hard upon a surprisingly small amount, and this con-

sisting in great part of fruits not regarded as contain-

ing much nutriment They seldom take meat, l)ut,

instead, use l)eaus, and Indian-coru ground upon stones

by tlic women and made into tortillas, witliout any
admixture of lard, butter, or salt. But of a i)articular

drink, used liy almost every one in tlie Mexican liasiu, I

should speak more at length. Tliis favorite l)evei-iige is

called pulrpie (pronounced pool'kayj : and it is found
that a pint a day at least is used, on the average, by evei'y

man, woman, and child in the city of Mexico ; amount-
ing, for a population of not over 250,000, to more than

31,000 gallons a day. Special trains, laden with
pulque alone, are sent daily to the city, and it is

brought in from all other parts not reached by railroad,

in carts, or on the l)acks of nnile.s. It is seen evesy-
whoro, it ii; everywhere smelt, .and is cvcryv.'!icro being
drunk, though tlie lower classes alone are seen to drink
it by the tourist, as lie traverses the streets ; the educated
class, however, drinking it equally at home. The
single railroad terminating in Mexico receives $000 a
day for the transportation of this liquor, the greater
part of it lieing produced within 50 miles of the city.

There are immense estates (haciendas) which produce
nothing l)ut pulque, nud this is found always to be a
lucrative business. This driuk is the fermented juice
of the niaguey-])lant, as it is here called—the Agave
Americana, or century-plant.—a species of cactus. It

has the appearance of milk, with the taste of sour butter-

milk ; and to which another very disagreeable taste is

added, and a smell still more disagreeable, owing to the
fact that it is, to a great extent, transported in hog-skins.
"Very evidently one must learn to like it. A quart is

sold for from 3 to 5 cents, and this amount is not
seldom swallowed by the drinker within 5 to 15 min-
utes. Used in great excess, pulque produces intoxi-
cation

;
and a distinguished Mexican judge remarked

that the greater number of crimes implying violence,
in this part of the country, are committed under its

influence. On the other hand, it is generally regarded
as quite nutritious, and seems much to resemble whey
in this respect. Pulque is produced in the following
manner: The maguey-plants are set 10 feet apart, in

rows 30 feet apart, aud require 6 to 7 (sometimes
even 15) years to attain to the required maturity;
when they are 4 or 5 feet high.and of the same diameter,
as measured across their long, thick, and very succulent
leaves; which radiate in all directions from the bulb
or stump. 13 to 18 inches above the ground. They
are 40 or more in number, and a single leaf has lieen

found to weigh 100 pounds. Whenthe plant Ijegins
to shoot up a flower-stalk, the latter is cut off, aud a

cavity is scooped out of the stump below, holding one
to four quarts, according to the size of the plant. The
juice exuding into this receptacle is collected daily by
means of a pipette on a large scale, which takes it up
by suction and transfers it to the vessel receiving it.

The inside of the cavity is then lightly scraped, to
excite further escape of the fluid ; and thus being con-
stantly increased, it often finally liecomes larger than
the largest bucket. This treatment exhausts the plant in

six to .seven nu)nths, during wliich time it may have
yiehled 8 oz. to even 3 quaifs daily, or an aggregate,
sometimes, of 100 to 200 gallons. Some have stated

the jjossible amount to Ije 400 gallons for a single
plant. The juice, thus coilected in vessels or in hog-
skins, is either retained in the latter or poured into a
tank, and in 48 hours or less fermentation is com-
pleted, and the pulque is ready for the drinker. It can,
however, be kept but seven oreiglit days, when another
change occurs, rendering it useless ; hence it cannot be
expoitcd from the Mexican basin. It is sent to the
city, to a great extent, in the hog-skins, but partly
also in casks.

The skins are prepared as follows: An incision

through the skin is made around the hog's neck and
around each leg, when it is everted at the neck and
striijjjed off whole, and wrong .side out. It is then
>r-turned, aud the hair removed by tlie action of
lime, and the openings, except that at the neck, tightly
tied up. Finally, it is blown up, tied at the neck,
and allowed to become slightly stiff and dry, and is

then ready for use. The same skin may be used over
and over again for five or six months, when another
hog js jjut in requisition. At one of the pulque stations

I saw an Indian untie tlie string around one of the fore-

legs of a skin filled with this fluid, and imbibe to his

satisfaction, when he tied it up again aud went his way.
Of the many bystanders, none made any cl-.joction to
this procedure: and it is not improbable that each of
the party jiroposed, as he should be moved, to take
his turn at one of the now closed openings of the
porker's hide.

From the uunilicr and the intensity of the compli-
ments paid, on the shortest acquaintance, by the
Mexican people, they might be regarded Jis the politest

in the world. Tlie manner in which they ])ut them-
selves, their houses, and all they possess (Ijabies. even,
included), at your service and your disposal, would
entirely confound an Anglo-Saxon, did lie not know
that all this really means nothing. Inquire respecting
one's health, and he replies, ''Very well', at your
service," (para servir a Usted). How did lie pass the
night ? " In your service." You take leave of liim,

and he assures you that ''he and his house, poor as -it

is, are at your service and disposal."

I take the following illustration, apropox to babies,
from the interesting journal of a two years" residence
in Mexico by Madam C^alderou de la Barca. She had
been greatly tried in a search for a chamber-maid,
which finally proved successful, when she received
a note from the Senora de , who begged to in-

form her that she (Senora de ) had another
servant at Madame C.'s dispcsal (otra criada a mi
disposicion). l\ladam C. replied that she was greatly
obliged, but had just hired all she needed. At this

the porter opened his great stupid eyes into a slight
expression of wonder. But fortunately, as he was
leaving, she inquired after the Seuora's health, and
was told that ' she and the baby were coming on
very well ;

" when it first occurred to her that it is

Mexican etiquette in this way to inform the friends
of the family, of the birth of a child.

Another example from ]\Iadamo Calderon de la B.
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ilUistnites the politeness of our professioiml brctliren

in Mi'xico to tlicir patients ;
tliougli only those of rank

ean expect all that follows. I j;ive her own lanj^'iiafje.

"I iiave passiil nearly a week in a slight fever;

shivering and hot. 1 was attended by a doetor of the

country, who seems the most harmless creature imagin-

able. Every day In: felt my pulse and gave mo some
little innocent mixture. Hut what he esjjecially gave

me was a le.sson in polite conversation. Every day
we had tlie following dialogue as he rose to take

leave :

"Madam! " (this by the bed-side), " 1 am at your

service."

'Many thanks, sir."

'•Madam" (this at the foot of the bed), " know me
for your most humble servant."

" Good morning, sir."

"Madam 1" (now he stopped beside a tal)le), I kiss

your feet."
" Sir, I kiss your hand."
" Madam " (this near the door), " my poor house,

and all in it; myself, though useless; all 1 have, is

yours."
•• .Many thanks, sir."

lie turns roimd and opens the door, again turning

round as he does so.

" Adieu, madam
;
your servant."

'• Adieu, sir."

lie goes out, partly re-opens the door, and puts in

his head:
" Good morning, madam."
Madam Cahleron also gives an instance in which a

French iriMitleman took advantage of the politeness of

a Mexican, and carried home a tine saddle, which the

latter induiUil in the usual expression lliat all he had
was at the olhei's service.

There i« on" inon> peculiarity of these peoide which
I sliould not omit to mention. If you express admira-
tion of a horse or carriage, or any .article of personal

l)roperty, it is a common thing for the owner, not only

to say that it is at your service, but to send it and
insist that you shall accept it. And if so, a refusal

would lie regarded as an affront. A distinguished

physician at Vera Cruz informed me that, liappeniug

to speak in laud itory tones of a horse belonging to

one of his patients, he was the next day surprised to

lind tliat the owmjr had sent him the horse, begging
liim to accept it. lie did not wish to give offence by
Ueclining to do so, but has since been more chary of
his conuuendation of the effects of others.

The city just mentioned. Vera t'ruz, generally re-

garded .IS the most pestihntial city in .\merica, is

certainly one of the cleanest, so far as its streets are

concerned, and might probably l>e rendered compara-
tivc'ly healthy if the wall surrounding it was removed,
to allow of i-omplete ventilation of the lower stories ol

the houses; and if an improved style of water-closets

could be introduced. 1 am assurid that there are not
a dozen in the city which in Xew York would be
tolerated. The comnuni statement that the fn>t

"norther" of the season here both .stops t|ie yellow
fever, and kilU all who are down with it, is but half
true. It does not kill, but rather benetits the already
existing cases. Moreover, the epidemic of la.st sea.son,

sjiid to have destroyed 9.5 per cent, of all the ca.-^e-'.

actually proved fatal in but .'">.') per cent. Twenty-live
per cent, is the usual mortality.

I reni.iin, para servir a Ustcd,

E. R. PE.tsr.EE.

P- S.—On my return from Mexico to Vera Cruz, the

tr.iin was stopped at Orizaba by the report that the

/inniunciamriitiailog had broken the railroad at the
lirldge of Atoyac, HO miles below. But the govern-
ni -nt forces dispersed the marauders and repaired the
road, so thai we were only detained till the next day.
The $35,000 demanded of the governmnt was not
paid. E. K. Pe.\si.ee.

THE FLESH SH<>\Vi;i; IN KKXTUClvY.
To TMK l-;DIT4>lt (IK '['hB MKDMMI. UBOORD.

So much speculation has been aroused l)y the press
of the country in regard to the recent "meat shower"
in Kentucky, that 1 tliiidv your ri'adeis might be inter-

' >t.<l in till,' result <if my investigation of a piece of
tile substance sent to Prof. Chandler, of this city.

In color it was a light pinkish red, and of rather
diMise texture. The piece measured aliout ten lines in

length, and about four in bjeadlh. IJeneath the
iiiicroscoi)e, Dr. J. W. S. Arnold and 1 found it to be
lung-tissue. We saw bronchii and blood-vessels, air

e;lls, etc; and, from their appearance. Dr. Arnold
ii.nsidered it a piece of the Inngof a child, or, per-
haps, tlwit of a hors(.—the microscopical ajipearance
of which re.seinbles the young human lung. The
<pustiou now remains to be answered by some ingenious
nirteorologist— I low did the babies become commi-
nuted and distriliuted over the fields of Kentucky?

Allan McL.vxe II.vMiiyrox, .M.D.
Nkw York, April, 1S70.

ARMY NEWS.

drUcial List of Chanqes of Station!) and Dtifien of Of-
Jirers of t/ir Mflieat Di'jini-tmfnl of tif Uiiiti;d States
Armi/, from April i'itl to April 2!)th, \S^{i.

Alkx.\si>eu, K., Surgeon. In addition to Iiis pres-
ent duties as post surgeon. Fort Vancouver, assigned to
cbity as Acting Medical Director and Attending Sur-
ge.iu at these lleuihiuarters. S. O. 43, Dept. of the
Columbia, Ajiril 8, lST(i.

Kino, Wm. II., Asst. Surgeon. Granted leave of
alisencc for one month on surgeon's certificate of dis-
ability, with permission to leave the Dejit. of the
South. S. O. 79, A. G. O., April 20. 1870.
CR.vMrroN, L. W., Asst. Surgeon. Assigned to
tv at \'icksburg. Miss. S. O. 77, Dept. of the Gulf
nil 20, 1M70.Al

Xew JIodb of OnT.MNixc. Local .\N.>:sTiiEstA.

—

'• M. Lataniendi has found that when Pichardson's ap-
p.iratus is ir'ed, rubefaetionand a sensation of cold is

produced. If at this moment a slight incision of about
lialf an inch is made with a curved bistoury, not deeper
than the epiilennis and the upper layer of the euti.s,

from the incised spot an ana'inic zone is formed
which goes on spreading. If the ether spray is con-
tinui'd, the region lie<dmes bloodless, and complete
anffsthesia has been obtained. The knife cuts the part
like butter, tiie spot resembling coagulated fat. Around
this anannnl.ir patch is oliserved, which is not so com-
pletely anaMuic as the (centre. The spr.iy directed upon
this renders it also completely aine^thi'tie. Thus the
aiuemia <an be extended in every direction, around and
up the aim. If the spray be suspended, the effects
di-appear (piickly; but the spray being resumed, In
a few sccuuda the ischtemia retuiiis."

—

Lancet.
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illcbicat Jtemg anlr Neros.

Contagious Diseases.—Comparative statement of

cases of Contag-ious Disease reported t.i the Sanitary

Bureau, Health Department, for t lie two weeks ending

April 30, 1870.
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©rigiiml Communicationa.

niYSTOLOGY OF MICTURITION.

liY ALEX. W. STEIN, Sl.I).,

1 wi-U pivpiircil 1(1 iiKikc iiUiiwaiKcs fortlic cli8Crej>iincy

I

of iiutliDis upon tliis siilijcct.

i Without ciileiiii'; into a detiiili-d nnalvsis of tlic

I

views of iiidivichial writers, we may stati- in j^incral

terms, that the muscular filues an' usuallv dcsirilitd

' as (•(Uisij-tint; of three sets; an extirnal layer havinji
' a lonjiitudinal tlireetion, "Mnseuhe detrusor nrinic,"

an internal reticular and an intermediate circular or

trausvei-se stratum; the latter, accordinf; to seme,

i-KoF. rnvsioLooT AND TiscKHAL ASiTOMY, KBw ToBK coLLKOE OF Ucinu espcciallv rcinforccd or developed at the neck.
DUSTISIKV. ATTKKDISO 8DBCBOX, VKSEKBAL UIHSIOS, TO

JJ^^ j|,,. di.SSeCtioUS uiveU US llV J. licll I'l'lti-ireW,
euA»,T» nosP.TAL, »TC.

RR.C.S., seem to show that this 'description, the <,ne

Wv. are still in need of considcrahle lij^lit as to the usually given, is not in stiici a<cordanee with the

normal enervation of the bladder, and to the. physiol- facts. Accordinj; to this eminent authority, the nius

ogy of micturition. Tliat the Madiler is capable, on

the one hand, of completely emptying itself, though

it contains Imt a few drops ; and on tlie other, that it

will retain a large (piantily of urine without overflow,

indicates the admiralile inllufnce of its nerves in regu-

lating its action ; but it is dillicult to account for the

many physiologicjd phenomena wliieli tliis organ

presents,—why, for example, a healthy nntn is often

unal)le to pass water when required to do so in the

presence of a stranger who watches him ; or why the

first attempts of a novice to make water while in a

moving wagon is often attended with ditlieidty, while

it is easy enough for one who is accustomed to it.

Nor is it altogether easy to comprehend the diverse

and often obscure nervons manifestations pre.sentetl

by the disordered bladder. AVhy some patients can-

not approaeli a running stream of water witliont

having an irresistdjle desire to micturate ; or why—as

in a case now under oljservation—the patient can

allow the accumulation of adelinile quantity of urine

unconsciously, ,ind then be driven .suddenly and liy

an inicontrollable impulse to evacuate the same, often

wetting himself before he can get ready to obey the

command. Nor can we satisfactorily answer the numy
pathological conundrums which eases of inconti-

nence of urine present.

The elucidation of the physiology of the liladder,

upon the just appreciation uf which the knowledge
(if its pathological manifestations depends, involves

the consideration of two questions: 1st, the arrange-

ment of its muscular fibres; and 2d, the derivation

and distril)Uti(Ui of its nerves. We must admit that

cular filires of the bladder, with few exceptions, form
ligure-of-eigiit loops, the loops eml>racing the uraehus

and urethra icspeelively. His observations are ba.sed

upon soiiK' sixty di.ssections, many of which have lieen

piiotograplied, and appear in his memoir on this sub-

ject. Some of these beautiful jireparations 1 had the

pleasure of examining in the Museum of the Uoyal

College of Surgeons. liondon, wluMe they arc perma-

mntly mounted and preserved. Hetligrew recogni/cs

the existence of seven sets of loops, three extirnal,

tlu-ee intermd, and a fourth an intermediate or central.

The first and seventh .strata (the most external and the

most internal) pursue a vertical diiection. and are

feelily developed; the secoiul and sixth run in a

sliglitly olilicpic spiral direction, crossing at acute

angles, after the manner of an attenuated tigure-of-

eiglit, and consi.st of stronger tilires ; the third and
lifth sets are still more develiiixd, and run in a more
obliipie spiral direction than the latter, crossing at ob-

tuse angles as in a tigure-of-i ight flattened from above

or expiuKled laterally. The libres of the fourth or

central layer i)Ursue a very olilicpie sjjiral course, and

crossing at very obtuse angles, form tigure-of-cight

loops, so flattened as to have hitherto been mistaken

for complete circular libres. While speaking of the

al)ove fibres as consisting of layers, the term layer is

used in a restricted sense, the fibre s rarely occupying the

same plane or run exactly parallel. They moreover

split up and become fused \\ith each other, with cor-

responding or homologous tilires, and with libres which

are either superimposed or underly them.

The existence of a true sphincter to the bladder

the answers to these interrogations are not perfectly has repeatedly bein denied, probably because the

conclusive or satisfactory. Yet certain develop- libres of which the sphincter is composed are not

ments have been made in this direction which deserve separate elements belonging exclusively to the neck,

more iniiversal recognition ; and to these 1 invite your but are continuous with those encompassing the l)ody

consideration. of the bladder.

The mus.ular fibres of the bladder are more feebly Sir II. Thompson says: "It is evident that both

developed than those of the hollow viscera generally, tlie circular and longitudimil muscular libres at the

and are probably intermediate in strength to those of situation just indicated (at the neck), exist in much
the stomach aiul (esophagus. The density and develoi)- larger (piautities than in any other |)ait of the Ijladdif

nu'ut of the.se libr(;s varies, however, in different indi-

viduals and in different states of the bladder. In the

young, riiii-iii jiiirihiiK, they are stronger than in the

old. and in the female than in the male. In the con-

tracted state of the bladder the fasciculi appear

but their arrangement is not sphinctcric. They aie

no doubt chielly concerned in the eximlsive function

of the bladder; and their aggregation lure is the ne-

ce.ssiuy residt, as far as the longitudinal tibiis are con-

cerned, of their C(mvergence to one point." Hiidiie

dense, while in the state of distention they are thin has also endeavored to show that the circular filues at

and separated according to the degree of distention, tln^ orifice of the bladder do not possess the function

In regard to the arriingement of tliesc fibres, anato usually ascribed to them, and attributes thesphincteiic

mists are at variance; and this .statement is eipiivalent power wholly to the passive contraeticn ol the con-

to the one tli:it our knowledge upon this subject i^ stridor iiretlira' and bulbocavernnsus muselis. In

still impel feet and unreliable. Kor, when men of equal

ability, pursuing like investigations, and employing
the same means, arrive at different results, it is fair In

assume that we have yet to arnve at the ab.solnte

truth. To unravel the intricate arrangcmeitt of the

mus(^ular fibres of the bladder is an undeitakiui.' "f

support of this view, he affirms, that if a caiuila is in-

serted into the ureter, and a column of water suflieimt

to ovcacome the resi^tance of the sphinder is made to

rtow in an uninterrupted stream Iroin the bladder,

and while the fiow is going on. dilTeii nt parts of the

bladder and urethra are iaradi/.ed. it will be found

difliculty ; tlio.se who have undertaken this task aie t tliul, B« soon as the electrod(s are a|ii>li(d to the con-
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strictoi- nretlii-a; and bulho-caveriiDsus muscles, or to

tile foimer alone, the flow is instantly checked. AVhen
the electrodes are directed to the jirostatic portion of
the urethra, a similar, though more feeble result ob-
tains

; and this action becomes less intense the nearer
the stimulation is applied to the bladder, while any
part of the viscus itself may lie excited, even its neck,
without causing- an intoruption in tlie current, but
rather an iiK-ruase in tlie flow. With all respect to the

eminent authority quoted, it seems to me that this ex-

periment, a|)parently so conclusive, is not free from
several objections. That tlie striated constrictor
urethra? and bulbo-eavernosus muscles, when excited,

exert a greater power of resistance to the evacuation
of the bladder than do the more feeble involuntary
fibres surrounding the neck and prostatic urethra, is a
fact, which common observation may teach, but which
thus demonstrated by experiment, still fails to prove
that these muscles are the only, or indeed the essential

factors in the sphincteric action. That faradization at

the neck, ifhind the pi-Dstiite, should have incrca.-ed

lather than interrupted the flow from the bladder, is a

result which may lie accounted for in the fact that
the fllii-es of tlie bladder are common to liotli the neck
and body of the organ ; and it is not difficult to un-
derstand how artilical stimulation applied he/iimJ the

prostate, and therefore beyond the actual seat of the
sphincter, should so induce the vermicular contraction
of the rest of the organ as to produce an expulsive
efEort. The continuity of the fibres of the neck, with
those of the body, which is apparent in the pre|)ara-

tions of Pettigrew, does not, in any way, militate

against the possibility of a separate sphincter power of
the fibres surrounding the neck ; for, as he justly says,

as well might we argue against the existence of a
sphincter in the stomach or rectum, where, as is well
known, there is continuity of structure. That portion
of the figure-of-eight loops which enil>races tlie ure-

thra constitute the vesical sphincter. The fourth, or
central layer of very oblique fibres, which embrace the
lower two-thirds of tlie bladder, and upper portion of
the cervix posteriorly, enter piincipally info the forma-
tion of the sphincter, which, together witli the ob-
lique fibres, constitute a well-developed anterior and
posterior lip, while the less-developed, slightly oblique,
and longitudinal set of fibres form the right and left

lateral lip of the sphincter.

In reviewing this subject, we must not ignore the
part which may be taken by the prostate in this func-
tion. As but a small portion of this oigan is glandu-
lar, the propriety of calling this iiody a gland may be
questioned

;
the secreting f olli(;les which make up one-

fourth, or possilily one-third of its mass, are, as the
other glands of the urethra, but appendages of the
mucous membrane, extending into the surrounding
tissue. This organ is, in truth, essentially an involun-
tary muscle surrounding the intra-pelvic portion of the
nretlira, consisting of circul.irly or spirally arranged
filires, which are continuous with tho.se of the bladder
behind. Pettigrew says: " The external or longitudi-
nal, slightly olilique, oblique, and very oblique spiral

fibres, which form the three outer, and the central or
circular tunic of the bladder and urethra, are curiously
enough repeated in the pi'ostate of the male, and tlie

analogous structui'e in the female
; so that this gland

would seem to be composed chiefly of fibrous offsets

from the longitudinal, slightly oblique, oblique, and
very oblique, or circular filires in question."
While the muscular element of the prostate possesses

the undoubted function of pressing the .seminal fluid
into the grasp of the constrictor urethra' and ejacula-
torsemines, does it not possess, independently of this,

the other function of maintaining the closure of the

vesical orifice? This view would be sui)])orted by the

fact, that in the female there is a corresponding cle-

veloiiment of muscular fibres surrounding the intra-

pelvic portion of the urethra. Profs. Ellis, Guthrie,

Leuckhart, Virchow, and others, have di.sfinctly recog-

nized a rudimentary prostate in the female. Indeed,
this jiortion of the male canal differs fioni that of the

female only in the greater development of its muscu-
lar fibres, in ccmnection with a special function, and in

being provided with a special set of secreting glands.

Appreciating the influence exercised by the intrinsic

involuntary muscular fibres which surround the vesi-

cal orifice and intia-pelvic urethra, we must give clue

importance to the action of the extrinsic voluntary
constrictor urethra;, bulbo-cavernosus and levatorcs

prostata; muscles, whose natural tonicity tend, during
the intervals of micturition, to ajipi'Dximate closely

the urethral walls ; and wliich, under the influence of

volition, relax or contract, as may be necessary, for

the retention, or complete ex]julsion of urine. The
action of the levator prostat;? is especially interesting

in connection with the physiology of micturition, con-

stituting, as it does, an important factor in maintain-

ing the closure of the vesical orifice. This muscle,

descending from its origin near the pubic symphisis,

passes beneath the jirostate and neck of the bladder,

and unites with its fellow of the opposite side, in the

central point of the perineum. These fibres siqiport

the prostate and neck ot the bladder as in a muscular
sling, and in virtue of their tonicity, maintain the

uvula against the walls ot the vesical orifice. Look-
ing through an opening made in the upper ])art of the

bladder, a slight elevation—the uvula—will usually be
seen at the apex of the trigone, projecting, as it were,

into the orifice of the urethia. To this elevation has
been ascribed the important function of completely
closing the urethral orifice.

But we must not forget that the occasional absence of

the uvula is not attended with any impairment in the

integrity of the vesical orifice; while on the other

hand, the uvula is not the only elevation found in this

vicinity; on the contrary, there are, as first shown by
Barkow, of Bre.slau, generally five small eminences at

this point—three posterior and two anterior to the

vesical orifice. Occasionally they are all absent, or

else they are unequally developed in different subjects,

now one and then another being most prominent. The
influence of the levator prostatic as a sphincter to the

bladder, is distinctly felt, when the levator aiii (of

which the levator prostata; is a jiaif) is brought into

action in the expulsive effort of defecatiiui. While
this muscle acts in raising the rectum in the expulsion

of the f;i;ces, its anterior poition—the levator prosta-

ta;—contracts simultaneously around the neck of the

bladder in a sphincter-like manner ; so that, if the flow

of urine has commenced, it liecomes arrested with the

expulsive effort of defecation. The simultaneous ex-

pulsion of liBCes and urine becomes therefore an im-
possibility.

The tonicity or passive contraction of voluntary
sphiucteis depends, as is well known, upon their nerv-

ous connection with the spinal cord, but it remains to

be demonstrated that the involuntary sphincters do
not in part derive their tonicity from the same soui'ce.

In the instance of the vesical sphincter it has been
shown that, after section of the cord at a certain point,

the tone of the sphincter is lost; the iiressure neces-

sary to overcome its resistance being no greater than
that required in the dead animal. According to Ku-
pressow, a column of water, sixteen to twenty inches

in height, is required to overcome the resistance of
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tUf S[)him;ter in the nil>l>it. wliirli. aftiT siTtion of tin-

cold. f:ills to five or six iiiclu's, l}i;uiiui/./,i and Niiii-

rocki foiiiiil that in a hitcli, ii column ol water, tliirty

inc'lu'8 in liii^ilit, was ri'<|uirocl ; w liicli prctsure, after

section of the vt-sical nerves, fell to eiglit inches, and
was no less alter death.

Hut. while the outlet of flic liladdor is thus placed

under tile exeitoinotor inlhience of tlie cord, tlie act

of niieturilion can l)e pnnnoted or restrained by Vol-

untary elTort. Tliis is manifest in tlie ordinary act of

nucturition, the lirst step of which requires a vuluiitnrij

relaxation of tlie muscles ahout the vesical orifice. While
on the otiier hand, we are capaljlc of suddenly arrestirif.;

the How of urine before complete evacuation lias

taken place, should occasion reciuiie us to do so.

Af^ain, we know, to our discomfort, that circumstances

oblij^e us sometimes to defer the act of micturition.

tliuu>;h the bladder may be in a state of over-disten-

tion.

Up to a certain point of distention, the tone of the

sphincter siittices to counteract the expulsive force of

the detrusor, without the intervention of conciousnes,s

or will ; liut when this decree of distention is exceeded,

or the stimulating quality of the urine is through
some cause increased, we are capable, and indeed are

sometimes oiiliged, to reinforce the excito-niotor re-

flexion by voluntary effort.

Apprei^iating the function of tliepeiinenl muscles,

we find that the act of micturition requires the simul-

taneous activity of two forces. First, a coiuplete re-

laxation of the above-mentioned muscles ; and secondly,

a contraction of the vesical walls, supplemented to a

greater or lesser degree by the expulsive power of the

dia|)hragin and abdominal muscles. The first action

is effected in obedience to the will ; the second, invol-

untarily, unless the diajjliragm and abdominal muscles

are brought into re(|uisition in the cx|)ulsive effort.

When the l)ladder is in a moderate state of distention,

the S|)liinctcr and urethral muscles being relaxed—we
believe, contrary to the views sometimes expressed, that

the inherent power of the bladder is sutlicieut to

empty its contents, independent of any extra vesical

force; l>ut if the stimulus to the so-called detrusor is

insuthcieiit to overcome the reflex contraction of the

s;)hincter, as when there is but a small (juantity of urine

in the bladder, and we desire to evaciiat<' the same
without a iKiturid call to do so, the abdominal nuis

des and diaphragm are brought into requisition as

voluntary auxiliaries; or, when the bladder has been
in a state of distention, and its walls have become
stretchetl, it again requires the co-opeiation of the

ul)dominal muscles and diaphragm to expel its con-

tents. In the forcible expulsion of urine, the abdom-
inal muscltM act as they do in forcibh' expiration, but
the luscent of the diaphrattm being prevented by the

cxpansi(m of the lung.s, the force is exerted upon tlie

cimtents of the abdominal cavity, and the sphincters

of the (esophagus and rectum being closid. the viscera

press downwards upon the bladder, expelling its con-

tents.

There arc two kinds of nerves which preside over

the functions of the bladder: tho.se which act inde-

pendently of the will, l>ut under it,H control, viz.

the sacral plexus of the cerebro spinal .system ; and
those which are not only independent of, l)ut beyond.
the influence of volition, viz. the hypogastric plexus of

the sympathetic system. The former are traced more
directly to the neck and base of the bladder; the lat-

ter distributed chiefly to its sides and upper part.

That the spinal cord is not a single nervous centre,

but nitlier a sltIcs of centres united in a continuous

column, is astatemcnt reconcilable with what is known

conccniing the physiology of the cord. The researches

of 13u<lge. Ivupressow. and others—experimenting in-

dc-pendently upon rabbits, dogs, etc., demonstrate the

existence of a well-delined genito-spinal centre for the

liladder, and limit the same—the former to a region
I'orrespondiiig to the fourth, the latter to between
the fifth and si.xth lumbar vertel)rH'. Section of the

cord at thi'se |)oints always destroys the refl<'Ctory tone
of the sphiiu ters. e.iusing incontinence of urine, while
.section above the fourth lumbar veitebr:e has no such
elTect. Hudgehas also shown that, bisides this exeito-

inotor centre, there is a higher regulating ganglion
for the bladder, situated along the peduncles of the

cerebrum and re'stiform bodies. Faradizing dilTerent

parts of theencephalon he found these the only portions

of the brain which responded to the physiological

effects of electrical stimulation in exciting visible move-
ments in the viscus. Tint nerves originating from these

parts i)ass along the anterior column of the cord, and
emerge with the third, fourth, and fifth sacral nerves.

Some of these nerves animate the levator prostata;,

constrictor urethne and l)idbo-cavernosus, while other
portions of the same proceed with the sympathetic
filaments to the prostate and vesical sphincter. It is

also neccs.sary to assume that a large proportion of
cerebro spinal filaments communicate and intermin-

gle with sympathetic nerves, to be distributed solely

to the body of tlie organ.

When there is but a small quantity of urine in the

liladder, the sensory iiiqjression communicated to the

spinal cord is reflected by motor impulse to the
sphincter, whose energy increases with the accumu-
lation of urine; but, when the bladder becomes dis-

tended, or the stimulating quality of the urine is from
some cause increased, the impression is no longer
simply reflected from the spinal cord, but transmitted

to the sensorium, where it gives rise to uneasiness or

pain, and from whence is reflected that impulse which
endows us with the power of voluntary retention or

emission of urine. In all cases, the im])ression made
must be powerful enough to reach the seat of common
sensation ; for the svnqtatheticis it.self insensible, and its

seii.sibility of jiarts supplied by it depends upon the

intimate connection with the cerebrospinal centre.

Whether such impression is conducted directly from
the sympathetic nerve to the cereliro-spmal centre ; or
whether it is first conducted to the sympathetic gan-
glia and thence by fibres originating in the ganglionic
cells, is quite uncertain. If the former be true, the reason

why the presence of a small quantity of urine does not

produce an inijjression, may be because the numlier of

cerebrospinal filaments in sympathetic nerves are so

few; if the latter view l>e correct, our insensibility to

the small quantity of urine must depend on the diffu-

siim or exhaustion of the .sensory impres.sion at the

ganglion. It is generally believed that, although the

sympathetic system is never the path of the voluntary

motorial impulse, the influence which it exerts ou
the movements of parts to which it is distributid, is

in great part derived from the cer<'bro-spinal centre,
' for experimentation shows that movements similar to

those having their origin in the sympathetic ganglia
may be produced by irritating those spinal nerves

witli which the .sympathetic nerves supplying any
given part are connected. It has also been shown
that stimulatiiui of certain parts of the brain excites

movements in organs of vegetative life. We may
infer, then, that if we are unconscious of movements
in the body of llie bladder, because >o largely pro-

vided with sympathetic filires, the spinal n(rv(S con-
' nccted therewith have nevertheless a proiniiieiil share in

, the luuvements produced. "We hove but to recall the
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effects pvocluced upiin tlie Ijlailder and other viscera by
certain ideas—simple or emotional—to appreciate liow

closely these two great nerve-centres are associated.

In arresting the How of urine during its passage

along the urethra, we realize tliat tlie muscles surround-

ing tlie canal respond, in this respect, to the mandates of

the will as promptly and as effectually as do othervol-

untary muscles ; l)ut wlien we desire to empty the blad-

der we I)ecome conscious of tlie occuricnce of a

distinct interval between the transmission of tlie voli-

tional impulse and the How of urine, especially is this

f -It when we hurriedly attempt to empty a full blad-

der. Tiiis is but one of the phenomena which constantly

present tliemselves in evidence of the liiglily compli-

cated manner in which flie bladder fulfils its function,

and which justities the inference that there exists for

this organ, in addition to the nervous centres mentioned,

a special ganglion, wliich operatesin regulating, restrain-

ing, or co-ordinating its movements. Such an inhilii-

tory centre has been distinctly recognized ; and the

experiments of Goltz on dogs seems to locate it in the

spinal coicl, and as low down as the lumbar region.

Whatever influence this ganglion may have in

bringing aljout an orderly sequence in the physiology

of micturition, we must bear in mind, relative to the

contraction of the bladder, tliat tlie cereljro- spinal nerves

connected with sympathetic ganglia do not so rapidly

transmit nerve force as when they liave no sucli relation

to tlie ganglion. And, therefore, the occurrence of the

interval mentioned is perhaps not so much due to the

tardy relaxation of the urethral muscles as to the slug-

gi.sh action of the vesical nerves upon the walls of the

bladder.

But while we are at present disposed to attriiiute so

much of the influence of the sympathetic to its con-

nection witli the cerebrospinal centre, we must not

under-estimate its independent action upon tlie liladder

until we know more of the physiology of the sympa-
thetic as a whole. The presence of sympathetic

ganglia in the walls of the liladder (as in other hollow
viscera) is an interesting anatomical fact ; and although

these ganglia have hitherto been shown to have a

special relation to the vascular supply, a more intim-

ate knowledge of them may reveal important evidence

bearing on the movements of tlie organ. Among those

who have ]jointed out the existence of numerous sym-
pathetic ganglia in the bladder of different animals

and man, are the names of Kcniak, Bealc. Hes.s,

]\[eissner, A. Henocque, Klein, and Francis Darwin.
The latter has contributed an able article upon this

subject in the London Quarterly Journal of Micro-

scopical Science, April, 1874.

CASE OF HYSTERIA IN A LYING-IN
WOMAN, SIMULATING PULMONARY
EMBOLISM.

By frank p. foster, M.D.,

KEW YORK.

Gr-WE lesions occurring during the puerperal ]ieriod

have in several instances been mistaken for hysteria.

Dr. R. M. AVest* records a " case of sudden apoplecti-

form seizure, terminating fatally in thirty-six hours,

on the sixth day of lying-in," in which the symjitoms

were at first attributed to hysteria, but in wliieli the

autojisy showed the presence of brain-lesions. Dr.

Barkerf gives a case of puerperal embolism of the pos-

* Trans. Oba. Soc. of London, vol, ii., ISfiO, p. 270.

t The Puerperal Diseases. New York, 1S74, p. 359.

tcrior tiliial, in which a surgeon, who saw the ))atieiit

in consultation, was disposed to regard the iihenonicna
as due to hysteria. In the following case, the symp-
toms seemed to me at first to point to the occurrence
of pulmonary embolism, but they were soon found to

be caused by hysteria.

Mrs. D., 25 years old, rather tall and slender, some-
what anoeniic, and, as subsequently ascertained, of

neurotic tendency, was delivered of her fiist child

August 22, 187.5, by a short and easy labor, concern-

ing which there was nothing noteworthy exccjit that

there was a placenta succenturiata. For the first nine
days after deliveiy her condition was in evei'y respect

satisfactory. The tcniperature in the axilla was at no
time above 99,5° F, Slie ate and slejit well, and ap-

peared cheerful and free from discomforts, lint on one
or two occasions I fancied, from the ex|)ressi(in of her
face, that she was making an effort to control a ten-

dency to some emotional outbreak. During these nine
days there was some diminution in the frecjuency of

urination, and some hesitancy in the act. She would
hold her water until the desire to jiass it became ur-

gent, when she would feel an impediment for a min-
ute or so, after which the flow would become free and
full.

A'igvst Z\.—I was hastily called to see her aliout

midday. Her condition had continued favorable up
to 11,30 A,M,, at which time a vaginal injection was
given, she herself holding the nozzle of tlie syringe.

While taking the injection she suddenly felt a sensa-

tion as if the point of tlie syringe had come in contact

with some sensitive part, and, instantly, pain, with a
feeling of indescribable distress, spread over the
greater portion of her body—now involving one part

and now another. There was a sense of prostration

and of imi)ending suffocation. There was a marked
chill, but it was brief and not severe. The lips were
cyanosed. The lower limbs, up to the middle of the

thighs, were quite cold. A slight discharge of blood
took place from the vagina. Some of these facts I

learned on my arrival, and others of them subsequently.

I found her in a .state of great anxiety, although evi-

dently trying to control her apprehensions. She lay

propped u|) in lied, with a number of pillows under
lier head and shoulders, and on any attempt lieing

made to lower her head she complained of increased
suffering. There was no true dyspnoea at that time,

although the movements of the chest wall were painful,

as were also those of any part of her jierson. That she
had suffered, however, from a suffocative sensation

(as distinguished from mere painful breathing)' I sat-

isfied myself by repeated cross-questioning. Her lips

were still noticealily cyanosed, but I was assured that

the discoloration had jireviously lieen much more de-
cided. Her face wore the expression of great fright.

The pulse was 140, and the respiration 32. The pupils
were moderately dilated. The general surface was
decidedly warm and jierspiring cojiiously. Palpation
of the alidomen revealed nothing abnormal, except
that the stomach was rather distended with gas. The
breathing was thoracic and, but for its rapidity, in

every way normal. Gn auscultation, nothing unna-
tural was detected either in the lungs or in the lieart.

The pulse was not specially weakened. No urine had
been passed since early in the morning, and there was
no repletion of the bladder. The bowels had been
moved by an enema the previous evening.

Tlie only sulijective symptom now was •]iain—con-
stant. i)ut varying in severity, and with surprising ra-

pidity, in situation. It had invaded all parts of her
body in turn, but was now chiefly referred to the hy-
pochondriac regions. She would suddenly exclaim
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that slu' wns siifferin<( severe pain nt the lower portion
of til' rijjht siclf of the rliest. and then in a few iniii-

Utos she woiihl toll me tliat tlic pain liail entirely

ceased in that situation, and shifted to tlic opposite
side, anil so on. in like manner, willi other parts of

tile body ; tile |)ain tlyiiif^ from one arm to the otlier,

from tile riijlit to tlieleft side of the nerk, etc. When
the paii\ affected either arm (which did net occur
iluriiii; my presence) slie was unaMe for the time heiuL,'

to use the affected limli; liut wliether this was owiuL;
to actual or supposed loss of power, or to mere dread
of inereasiui; tlie pain, I conld not luscertain.

In view of tlie more slrikin-; of the fore-joins^ facts,

my (irst impressicm was that 1 had to deal witli a ease

of emholism i>f the pulmonary artery. I soon suc-

ceeded in ((uieting the iiatient's fears, and gave her ten

minims of tincture of digitalis, with a teaspoonful of

bnindy in a little hot water. The nurse had already
given li"r brandy twice (al)out a fluid ounce in all),

had rubl)ed her limlis, and had applied sinapisuis to

theihest. al)domen, and limbs. Her distress was soon
mitigated, but she wa.s still unwilling to have her
head lowered, and from time to time fresli attacks of

pain took place in various parts about the chest and
neck. At the end of an liour her pulse had fallen to

128 ; the cyanosis had disappeared, and there had been
no recurrence of dyspna?a. Meanwhile, the eriatic

character of the pain had led me to think thatthe case

might, after all, be a mere hysterical paroxysm, and 1

expressed tliat opinion to the patient's motlier. I now
left her, after giving her anotluM- draught containing
ten mininis of tincture of digitalis and four minims of
Magendie's solution, and directing the nurse to give
another similar draught, witli l)randy. in ease of a re-

turn of dyspncea.

I saw her again at 4 p.m., when the judse had again
risen to 140; the breathing remained at :j2, and the
temperature in the axilla was 101 7 F. A fresh ac-

cess of pain, witliout dyspna'a, had occurred at :!

o'clock, and the nurse had given the draught, which
was soon followed by a mitigation of the |)ain. She
was now as comfortable as when I had left her, l)ut

IMjrspiring freely and feeling rather thirsty. There
was some twitching of the faci.al muscles. I directed

the bed c<)verings to be made lighter, and al-

loweil her to drink sparingly of lemonade. Ordered
^ SdI. morphia' sulph. (Magendie). . , nixxiv.

Tinct. digitalis TTlxxx.

Aijuic 5 i.

M. S. A tcaspoonful every second ho\ir.

Directed the nui-se to save any urine which the pa-
tient might pas.s.

I was still of the 0|)inion that the case was an hys-
terical paroxysm, but. reflecting that in several in-

stances embolism 'had been mistaken for hysteria, an<l

that, in genuine ca.ses of pulmonary cmbdlism, a tem-
porary mitigation of the urgent symptoms had som<-
timcs been noticed, and not having been able at that

time to get a frank history i>f the patient's hysterical

antecedents, I asked for a consultation, and it was
arranged that my friend Dr. Weir should be asked to

see the case with me in the evening.
Dr. Weir saw her with me at 9 p.m. She had

taken two doses of the morphine and digitalis mixture,

and was feeling decidedly more comfortable', being now
able to lie at full length. The co|)ious sweatini: was
very much modiTated. She was still rather thiT-sty.

and had no desire for food, having taken none since

her breakfast except a cup of beef-tea in the evening.

Her pulse was 120, and the temperature in the axilla

100.:!" F. The mu.seular twitching had subsided.

She had felt inclined to sleep nt times, but had resistid

the inclination from the fear, as she said, that during
sleep a recurrence of the symptoms might take place.

.\ thorough examination of the chist and abdomen by
Dr. Weir revealed ni)lhing abnormal. During our
visit she voided rather more than a pint of urine, of
normal appearance, whicli, ou examination with heat
and nitric acid, showed no albinnen, (ir, at all events,

only such a mere trace as might well have lieen

occasioned by a slight a<lmixture of the vaginal dis-

charge. The secretion of milk remained unaffected.

Dr. Weir m.ide an uuob.served diagnosis of hysteria,

and recommended a cathartic, advising also that she
should soon be allowed to sit up. Ordered two com-
pound rhubarb pills, followed in the morning by a

third, if necessary ; ten grains of bromide of i)otassiuin

lo be given in case t)f fresh outbreak of pain, etc.

Beef-tea to be given occasionally.

Srptemher 1, 9 a.m.— Pulse SS, reap. 16, temp, in

axilla 99° F. Has had a comfortable night, with a

fair amount of sleep. The breasts have been drawn
once (the child being fed with cow's milk, to avoid
its being affected by the digitalis). The three ])ills

liave had no effect. To take two tablespoonfuls of
mist, rhei ct sodm every third hour until the bowels
move, child to be put to the breast again, omit vagin.al

injections. During my visit the patient's mother had
a well-nnirked hysterical convulsion, and I then
learned that both she and her daughter had frequently

suffered from hvsteria.

8 P.M.—Pulse" 80. temp, in axilla 98.(1° F. Patient

feeling better, one free movement of the bowels has
occurred ; still little or no appetite.

Septemher 2.—As she had a restless and uncomfort-
able night, with sensations of faintness and a return

iif the pain in the chest and neck, I was calU'd to see

her early this morning. On my arrival she had been
got on to a lounge, and had asked to be taken into

her drawing-room, a proceeding which, with my de-

cided approval, was at once carried out. I directed

eight grains of quinine to be given at once.

She took some solid food during the day, and in

the evening I found her in an arm-chair, feeling, to

use her own words, "wonderfully better." Her re-

covery was uninterrupted from this time on.

THE TREATMENT OF DirHTIIERIA BY
INJECTIONS PER RECTUM.

By W. II. VAIL, M.D.,

CORMWA LL-OX-nCDSON,

Mks. Q , having lost a young son in New Jersey
last October, with renal dropsy, the seipiel of an attack
of diphtheria, came here iu December to visit her
sister, bringing a fur cap which her little boy had
worn during his sickness. This cap her sister's littlo

daughter M , aged one year and ten months, wore
the day before C'hristm.as. Between Christmas ni.d

New "i'ear's M was didl and listles.s, though not
sick abed. January ;id I was called in, and pro-

nounced it u case of diphtheria. .\ day or two after,

Mrs. C called and spent some time in the sickroom,
contrary to my instructions. The next week her little

i,'irl had diphtheria, and died.

It is to the treatment of M , themedium between
the other two cases, and the (mly one which it fell lo

my lot to have the charge of, that I wish to call the

attention of the profession. On Monday, January
:!d, recognizing the symptoms as those of true midig-
nant diphtheria, tlujugh as yet no meml>rane wiu
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visible m tlie fauces, I iminecliately began to consider,

in the first place, the liest means of maintaining our

little (jatient's strength : and next, if (jossible, to limit

the spreading of the memlirane. To maintain tlie

strengtli I prescrilied cinco-ciuinine, iron, cream and
milk. To limit tlie spreading of the membrane, potas.

chlor., and salicylic acid internally ; steam and car-

bolic acid in the atmosphere of the apartment. But,

alas ! when I called Monday evening the memlirane

was visible in the fauces ; and that trouble so very

common in this class of cases, utter repugnance to

swallow anything, was present. Immediately de-

ciding that it was worse tlian useless to attempt to

maintain her strength and comliat the ravages of the

disease I)y forcing down food and medicine, thicmgh

the whole course of the attack, I turned ray attention

to the absorbing power of the rectum. I ordered the

following injection to be given every six hours

:

g Cinco-quin gr. iij.

Potass, chloratia (sat. sol.) 3 ij-

Acid, salicylic gr. iv.

Tr. ferri chlor 3 ss.

Vini gallici 3 ij.

Cream | ij.

M.

No medicine or food was attempted by the mouth,
except keeping the tongue moist with cream, milk, ice,

or ice-cream. The above injection was repeated every

six hours till Tuesday evening, when, as her strength

was rapidly failing. I increased the quantity of lirandy

to 3 ss. in each injection, and ordered the enema I'e-

peated every four hours.

For five days and six nights, this little patient took

every four hours, by enema, the following

—

li Cinco. quin gr. iij-

Pot. chlor. (sat. sol.) 3 ij.

Acid, salicylic gr- iv.

Tr. ferri chlor 3 ss.

Vini gallici 5 ss.

Cream 3 ij.

M.

The only vari.aiions in the composition of the injec-

tions being, that after a day or so, an ounce of beef-tea

was substituted for one of the cream ; twice, the quan-
tity of Ijrandy was reduced one-half—but each time
the failing pulse and weakness showed very ])lainly

the need of more stinndus, and we were compelled to

return to the usual quantity of half an ounce in each
injection. During two or tliree nights, wlien the

jactitation was extreme, it being difficult to keep her
on tlie Ijed, ten drops of laudanum were added to

each enema with the happiest effect. The same amount
of laudanum was added whenever the bowels rejected

an injection ; for wlienever tliis occurred, another was
given immediately, and in no in.stance was tlie second
rejected. Notliing surprised me more in tlie history

of this case than tlie retentive and aljsorptive jiowers

of the rectum. Twice only did we adcl the lauda-

num to prevent the rejection of the enema, and the

((uieting, tonic, and stimulating effects of an injection

wjre plainly visible in less than an hour after its ad-
muiistration. The bowels moved quite regularly every
other day, and altliough tlio movements generally oc-

curred about two hours after an enema had been arl-

ministered, nothing resembling an injection apiieared

in the fiieces. On the contrary, the fieces were well
formed and natural. After the first week, as flic acute
symptoms subsided, the injections were continued at

intervals of six hours, the brandy at Hrst being lessened

one-half and soon discontinued : but the other consti-

tuents wej'c continued in the same jiroportionB for a

fortnight longer, for it was not till then that the

stomach would retain and digest food. As to the ex-

tent of surface invaded by the membrane, it complete-

ly covered the nioutli, even to the lijis, coating the

tauces,'and so l^locking up the posterior nares that for

four or five days the little sufferer was compelled to

breathe wholly by the mouth. The stomach and
small intestines were evidently partially or wholly
coated, as she vomited patciies of the membrane for a

week after the subsidence of the acute symptoms, and
patches were seen in the faeces for a fortnight more.

Fortunately the fal.se memlirane did not invade the

air-passages. I tliink that in loading the air with
steam and carliolic acid vapor, and giving inter-

nally salicylic acid and clilorate of potash, we have
the liest remedies for limiting the extent of the mem-
brane. The amount of medicine in each enema, es-

pecially of iron, may seem very large for a child so

young ; but after watching very closely t!ie effect of

each dose, I was assured not only that they did not

harm the little one, but, on the other hand, that noth-

ing less would keep her from sinking. Nothing but
these heroic doses saved her from being destroyed by
the ])oison of this, the most debilitating of diseases.

As to these large doses of iron, I may say just here,

that I have now under treatment a confirmed tuliercu-

lar patient, who has a large cavity in his right lung

—

but who lias gradually worked his way up from fif-

teen drops to fifty drops, three times a day, of muriated

tincture of iron, and is steadily improving.

I have reported thus at length the treatment of

this case of di[>hthcria, because it seemed very im-

portant to nic, and I want my bretliren in the jirofes-

sion to give this new method atrial. It may hnjipen

that in the next case the bowels will not act so kindly.

This way of treating the disease has at least tlie merit

of being painless. If there is any way of managing
dijihtheriaand croup without caustics, which jironiises

equally good results, let us hail it with joy. I have

only tlie one case to report. I am glad I had no others

of "that disease to treat; mine is not the dis|)osition

to long for such cases, but I shall wait anxiously

for reports from others as to the efficacy of this

plan.

|)ro0rcQ0 of iJleliical Science.

T^NiA AND Raw Meat.—For some years iiast, the

frequency of taenia, especially in childien. has been
assuming such unusual ])ro])oitions in Fiance, that it

has attracted tlie especial attention of medical men.
There was a rapid increase in the frequency of ta;nia

in Paris during the year 1870, an increase due to the

un.accustomed alimentation enforced by the siege of

Paris. The frequency of taenia has not increased in

that part of the army residing in France, as it has in

the civil po|)ulation ; while among those stationed in

Asia and Africa, jiarficularly in Syria, Algeria, and
Senegal, ta?nia is of frequent occuiTcnce. The cause

of this increasing appearance of the parasite in the

civil population is to be found in the widely extended
use of raw meat as a medicament, and of insufficiently

cooked meat as food. The uniform alimentary regime
of the soldiers explains tlie persisting rarity of ta3nia

in the army in France, wliile in Algeria, etc.. in con-
sequence of the want of |nililic hygiene, the bodies and
debris of animals are often left exjiosed to tlieaii', and
file water used as drink becomes charged with eggs
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or iiO\ms contaiiiinj^ cysticerci. Tlic prevalence of

tii-iiia in Al>yssiuiii is dne to the pniotice of oatinj^ tlif

raw flesh of the saeritices wliile it is still warm anil

palpitatin-;. Fonnerly in St. Pcterslmr'; the liuthii-

oicplialiis alone was met \vitli, l)iit siiu-e the introduc-

tion of the nse of raw meat in the treatment of the

diarrhd'a of children, cases of tionia in these children

Inive hein observed. Nunurous isolated cases, more-

over, have been reported, which show undouhtedlv the

dependence of tivnia on the nse of raw meat.

Tienia larvie nniy also be in-nested alive in under-

done meat. M. Vallin has proved experimentally that

the temperature of roast meat, iis it is usually served,

varies l)et\ve<'n 148° to loT F., at the periphery, and

ia5° to 140° at the centre, and that the latter temper-

ature is not sutfieient to destroy the larvie. lie has

proved that a temperature above 15:j° V. is necessary to

destroy trichina;.

Observation lias also shown that it is the tnenia

mediocanellata which proceeds from the cysticercus of

beef, while the armed 'P. solium is develo|K'd from the

cysticercus of porU. The thir<l variety of cestoid to

which man is sul)jeet, the botlirioec|ili!ilus latus, seems

to be developed ijirectly from the VfXil. and is propa-

gated by the use of water vitiated by the excrement of

men or animals.

The prophylaxis of taenia consists simply in sub-

jectini; beef and pork to a sufficiently hi-ih temperature

in the process of cookinjf, or, as has been proposed by

Jl. Roger, in the sul)stitution of raw mutton for raw

beef. The C(vuurus, the only cestoid larva met with

in sheep, is found exclusively in the brain, and ac-

oomi)lislies the second stage of its devel<ipn\ent in the

intestine of the dog, but not of man. Finally, in each

j)arlicular case, the advantages to be derived from

the use of raw meat nuist be weighed against the in-

•considerable dangers dependent on tlu' development

of ta;nia.

—

Gazelle Midii-ale de Par'tn, March 11.

P.M.MAhBuRS.M, TfMonSAND THE UoDIES IN TlIKM.

— In the course of a clinical lecture on this subject, M.

Duplay referred to the diliicully of diagnosticating

these tumois from the so-called crepitant lipomata.

which are not so very rare. In the latter the fluctuation

is obscure, and the sensation of crepitation not exactly

till' same as that furnished by the hordeiforni cysts.

These cysts are most frequently met with among me-

chanics, and are due to the constant prensiu-e of the

tools on the palmar tendons, tlie consecpicnt irritation

of their serous walls rcsidting in a subacute intliimma-

tory affection. Under the influence of this irritation, a

j)roliferation of the constituent elements of the serous

walls takes |)lace in spots, forming enlargements which

|)roject into I lie .synovial cavity and raise lhee|>ithelium.

i,at'-rthey become pedunculated, and are finally separ-

atid. On the cadaver this process has been studied in its

different periods of evolution, and the hordeiforni bod-

ies have been found to consist of exactly the same eh'-

nieiits as the sub-serous bodies that ]ireeeded Ihein.

TInir structure is very elementary ; it consists of an am-
orphous or iniperfeetly'fibrillateil tissue, often softened.

and eontaiuin:; sonn-times granulations and th<' rudi-

ments of a eellidar formr.tion. M. Duplay advises

caution in making a prognosis, for these cysts some-

times suppurate and lead to phlegmonous inflam-

mation, and sometimes excite a fungous synovitis,

wliieh is liable to extend to the neighboring articu-

lations, and may th<n necessitate amputation, lie

advisi-s abstention from all active tri'atment. where it

is possible, for even if an opi-ration prove snceessful. il

leads to a complete adhesion of tln' serous surfaces, that

interferes even more than the swelling with the move-

ments of the fingers ; while, on the other hand, the

development of fmigosities or of a diffuse phlegmon

arc to l)e feared. If an operation be imperative, how-

ever, the choice lies Itetween jmnclure and incision,

with or without injection of iodine. Subcutaneous

imision is advisable on account of the dilliculty of

emptying the sac. If an incision be made at all. it

should be free enough to evacuate the cyst readily,

which may then be closed with gold-lieaters' skin,

compression applied, while absolute immobility of the

limb is maintained.— Ak Trihiiiie Mi:dicalc, JIaiih I'.llh,

ISTO.

O.vstko-Enteuotomv, wern koumatiox op an Aiiti-

FiciAL Anis in thk smai.t. Intkstink.—At a meeting

of theClinicid Society of London, Mr. Maunder read a

paper on this suliject. The sulijeet of the paper was

a man sixty-eight years of age, who had been suf-

fering a long time from constipation. Six weeks before

his la.st attack he had passed blood ])er anuni. The
constipation was relieved at lirst by aperients, but sub-

(juently they had no effect. The abdomen was hard

and tympanitic, and a globular swi'lling was felt a little

lu'low the umbilicus, toward the right side. Two days

after the attack commenced, a large enema of five jiints

of warm water failed to give any relief, anil it was infer-

red that the large intestine was eni|)ty, the conclusion

being that the SLuall intestine was obstructed near its

entrance to the ea'cum. Hiccough set in. and on the
' following day the small intestines were disttnded. their

outlines being visible. These were then tapjied with

a small trocar and canula. Three days elajiscd. and

I

the symptoms were somewhat imiiroved, though the

vomiting was constant. Jlr. Maunder then anivstlic-

ti/.ed the patient, and did tlie following operation. An
incision, about one and one half inches long, was made
extending between the umbilicus and the right anterior

spine of ilium, the skin, fascia-, muscles, and jjerito-

j

neum Ijeing divided for half the length of the wound :

the bowel was thus brought into view, though it

did not protrude. It was then opened slightly, so as

to permit the escape of gas ;
having been seized before

it could disappear in the peritoneal cavity, and drawn
forward into the wound, thus closing the abdominal

opening, .\fter opening the bowel, a line fishing-gut

suture and then silver-wire sutures were intro-

duced, the latter to make six sutures. The bowel

was then opened, so that the index fiugi'r might

be introduced, when a large amount of gas and rusty,

semi-solid fieces escaped Two weeks afterward, the

patient was able to go about his room. Three months

later, Mr. Brown, who was then attending him, stated

that the patient was improved in health, and that he

coidd walk a good distance every day. The patient

gave himself an injection of warm water daily,

through the opening, this being his only way to

sieure a movement. Mr. Maunder thinks there are

several points essential to the success of this opera-

tion; viz.. that the general contents of the abdomen
should not be interfered with at all; the alxloniinal

incisions should not \n: unnecessarily largi'. and the

opening nnide in the bowel should be simply sutheieiit

to prevent anything from entering or escaping from

thi' peritoneal cavity, and this is accomplished by

plugging the opening with the bowel. In the after-

remarks, Mr, Thomas Smith related a similar opera-

tion which \\v had performed, in which he succeeded

in opening the bowel, though too late to save the

patient's WU'.—TIf I^nret, March IW, 1H70.

The I'NKfMotiuAfii in Tktanu.s.—M Ricln't thinks

that the pneinno;,'rapli will \y of great use indetermin-

j
ing the prognosis and i)ro|ier treatment of tetanus. He
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employed it recently in a case of this alTection consecu-

tive to gangrene of the feet following frost-bite. Tlic

disease proved fatal Ijy asphyxia in sixteen lioins. The
respiratory tracings sliowed. at intervals, an interruption

in expiration, a sort of expiratory si)asm, due partly

prol)al)ly to spasm of tlie glottis, and partly to spasm of

the abdominal exjuratory muscles. In another case, the

tetanic pause occurred during inspiration. In tliis

case the symptoms lasted three days, and the jjatient

died in a sort of comatose condition, Init not aspliyx-

iatcd. The tracings in tliis latter case were exactly

similar to tliose obtained from a frog poisoned witli

strychnine, or excited l)y tlie induced current. Now,
when the spasm is due to the in.spiratory muscles,

ti'aclieotomy is useU'ss, and a eui'e may lie lioped for,

because the liematosis will always be sufficient to per-

mit the alisorjition of therapeutic -agents, and give

them time to subdue the medullary irritation. Wlien,

on the other liand. the spasm is expiratory, the liema-

tosis, at a given moment, will be interrupted, and as-

pliyxia be imminent. In such a case as this tracheotomy
is indicated, and, in fact, this operation has succeeded
in saving life in several cases of tetanus.— Gazette Mid-

icale de Paris, April 1.

DlSLOCATTON.S OF THE Tllion, TRE,\TED BV ReId's

METm^D.— Dr. R. O. Cowling reports six cases of

dislocation of the thigh, treated by this method. Two
of the patients were the oldest and youngest on rec-

ord, the former being fourmonths and the latter ninety

years old. In the case of the child a thyroid disloca-

tion was discovered, and the limb was restored to its

shape and mobility by one revolution of the limb.

The case ninety years of age had an iliac dislocation,

which failed to he reduced after several revolutions

of the limb had beeu made. The patient was suffer-

ing from several injuries, besides which fre-sh contu-

sions appeared about the hips, the result of the ma-
nipulations; so, further attempts at reduction were not
attempted. The ])atient died at the end of five weeks,

and no |3ost-nuirtem was obtained. Dr. C. thinks
that Reid's method is as powerful a force as that of

extension and counter-extension. In manipulating,
fractures may occur from bringing down the limb too

violently. He thinks that, to avoid any accident, it is

best to be careful whenever the bone "hitches." As a

preventive of abscesses after reduction, he advises the

plastic apparatus, of plaster-of- Paris, starch, etc.

—

2'lie America/i Practitivner , April, 1876.

The An.\tomic.^l Structube op the Soft .\nd

Hard Chancres.—Dr. J. Caspary, of Kdiiigsberg,

expresses the opinion that the essential difference in

tlie structure of the hard and soft chancres consists

in a new formation of connective tissue in the former,

while it never reaches the same development in the

latter, because of the constant destruction of tissue

which goes on. In recent indurations this new forma-
tion is seen in the dense, thick network which every-

where surrounds the cells, while in those of longer
standing, bundles of fibres run between the newly
formed cells. He regards the narrowing of the vessels

which he observed in the older cases as the result and
not the cause of the sclerosis. He believes that

tlie formation of these fibres proceeds from the infil-

tration cells, and not from a growth inwards of the

peripheral young connective tissue. This latter he be-

lieves to be in the nature of a capsule, due to iufUim

matory action.— }^iert('ljahrsnchi: f. Derm. u. Syph.

III., 1, 187(3.

Fractures of the Costal Cartilacjes.—Dr. E.

N. Bennett gives some very interesting facts relative

to this class of fractures. Under the microscope he has

examined the cartilages, and thinks that a great deal

may be learned in that way as to the predisposing

causes of these fractures. He draws the following
conclusions from his study of the subject. 1. That
fractures of the costal cartilages may be arranged in

three groups, the first containing recent fractures,

which are consequences of grave injuries of the chest,

and mere results of the fractures of the .sternum or

ribs ; the second, united fractures caused by limited

direct violence; the third, fractures the result of mus-
cular action. 3. That degeneration of the cartilages,

which precedes their ossification—the cleavage of

the hyaline substance—may be regarded not only as

a cause predisposing to fracture, but al.so as a cause

determining its direction, which in the great majority

of cases is transverse. 3. That oblique fractures are

po.ssible chiefly as secondary injuries. 4. That the

callus in the.se fractures is developed as in bone, the

broken cartilage participating in its development.

5. That the difference between the modes of union
in bone and cartilage fractures consi-sts, in the case of

overlapping fractures, in the more limited devclo]mient

of callus in the cartilage fractures, and in all forms
of fracture in the slowness with which the (jrocess of

uni(m would appear to be completed.— Tlie DiMin
Journal of Science, March, 1870.

Resection of Shaft of Tibia, leaving Perios-
teum. Reproduction of Bone. —Two operations

of this description were performed by Prof. Siience

at the Edinburgh Royal Infirmary. The first case was
of a boy ten years old, who had acute necrosis of the

shaft of the tibia. Prof. S. sejjarated the periosteum

all round tlie bone, with the periosteum scraper, and
removed the entire shaft, after resection aljove and be-

low. The wound was stuffed with liut soaked in

carbolized oil. A posterior s|>liut was applied and
*

the limb slung. In two months new bone was thrown
out from the periosteum, havfng the shape of tlie nor-

mal tibia. Four mimths after the operation, the patient

was discharged, the lioue being very strong, Ijut the

tibial ridge was deficient at the upper jiart, where the

periosteum had ulcerated before the patient was ad-

mitted into the Infirmary. In the second case, that

of a girl of eleven years, the whole shaft of the tibia

was similarly affected and similarly removed, the re-

section above commencing immediately below the

tubercle, while below it was an inch above the inter-

nal malleolus. Six months afterwards the entire

shaft of the til)ia had been reproduced, and felt per-

fectly solid. Prof. Spence thinks the advantages of

this operation are: 1st, The early removal of a diseased

texture, which affects the health ; 2d, The removal

of the diseased shaft lessens the risk of neighlKiriiig

joints being affected ; 3d, It obviates the risk of fre-

quent hemorrhage from ulceration of enlarged perios-

teal vessels.— 'Ihe Lancet, March 11, 1876.

Menstruation of Lapland ^YoMEN.—Pastor Laes-

tadius, of Jockmock, has undertaken to investigate

this subject, with the object of showing how much
reliance was to be put uiion the statement that the

Lapland women menstruate Init once a year. He
found, by making special inquires, that they first men-
struated lietween sixteen and twenty years of age;

that the intermediate period was fcuir weeks, some-

times a little more or less ; that the menstruation last-

ed four, and at most, six days. The Lapland women
of whom the inquiry was made, claimed that this was
the rule with them, as it is in other countries.
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THE ARMY MEDICAL SERVICE. •

At :i tinie \\\\vi\ tliu lucdicul profession of tliis coun-

try is so niiuli oni^agiil in canvassinj; tlie uitrits of

incrcusrd rauli and pay in the medical department of

tlie Army of tlie United States, the condition of the

Slime staff in Great Britain Ijccomes an object of inter-

est. It is well knoxvn that the British medical de-

]>nrtmeht is iu a bad way, and that its general availa-

bility a! an effective arm of the Service has caused

the deepest concern, not only among the medical

profession, but with the legislators. The proposeil

short service scheme luis proved itself so unpo|)ular,

tlist there is no reasonable hope for its becoming a

law, while the discussion which it has initiated has

alienated professional sympathy from the government

more than would at tirst be imagined. Tlie conse-

(luence has been, that there are still a luiiiiber of va.

euncies to (111, and that candidates are not fortli-

cuuiing.

The cause of this state of things is thus given in a

recent numlx^r of the Ldiirpt .•

—

"Taking til- Services collecrtively, we may say that

they have got a liad rei)utation with the profession

;

that this rcp'titntiuii wius not the growth of yesterday,

but has been slowly and steadily aci|uired ; that there

is a distrust of all government guarantees, and a be-

lief that a position accorded to members of the pro-

fession ill til • public Services was, and still is, an

unsatisfactory one; and that, as might naturally have

been e.\pected, ft class of men have from time to lime

got into the Services wliich have, to some extent, jus

tilled the small estimation in which they appear to be

held. Again, tlie public Services have to competr

with civil life under certain obvious disadvantages -

vi/-, those incidental to foreign service, and even

expatriation, with probable risk to health, irksomi' or

monotonous duties, distasteful di-icipline, and a well-

grounded belief that the rewards ilo not follow |>ro-

fi^sional or scieutitic attainments, but are attached to

I he exhibition of (lualities that would have made a

man successful if he had received relatively little ed-

uration, but had l)een trained to habits of business.

Till- truth is that students—at the Knglish schools

especially—an<l young medical men have of late years

a|)parently ceased to regard the public services as a

sjiliere of occupation and livelihood."

This seems to be the case in Great Britain ; anil, with

slight moditication, we have a parallel in the condition

of the Sjrvices in our own c<niiitry. There are va-

cancies in our medical staff wliich can be explained in

llie same way. As far as privileges with the attend-

ant rank and pay are coiieerned, our English cousins

have even better h ipe than we. For the pa.st few

years, every effort has been made to secure the pas.sage

of a law which should place the medical staff even on

a decent footing with the other staff corps, but in vain!

and even now, when so little is asked for, when the

original deiiiaiuls for ordinary justice have dwindled

into the iusignilieant petition for a slight increase in

the number of officers who shall be piivilegcd to

hold the medium grades, Congress still hesitates to

act, and the House Committee are timidly discuss-

ing the effect of the proposed innovation upon the

.\rmy appropriation. In regard to the whole matter,

it must be acknowledged that not only the medical

staff, but the profession generally, have plac<'d them-

selves ill till' luimiliating position of sujiplication

nitlnr than that of dictation. It is, however, begin-

ning to wake up to the true state of the case, here

as in England ; and, while it may appear power-

less to remedy existing evils, it may use the means

of prevention for the future. In other words, if

the government chooses to ignore the usual ))rivilcges

to medical imii, and refuses to grant reasonable

requests, no competent and well-educated man will

caie to voluntarily place his neck into the yoke.

TlIU .MiOI.ITION OF rillZKS UV MKDK VI. I'KOKKSSOUS.

TiiK practice of conferring (irizes upon students at

Medical Colleges, for proficiency in special depart-

ments, has its advantages and its disadvantages.

The latter so far predominate, that we arc glad to

learn that the College of Fhy.sicians and Surgecms of

this city has abolished such awards altogether, and in

1 heir stead established some general prizes for profi-

ciency in the final examinations for a degree. Al-

though it might be made to appear that, in the offering

of these prizes, the diff^^reut members of the faculty

stimulutc extra study of their particular branches, yet

this is almost always at the expense of time which

should be devoted to a more general culture.

In the short period allowed for the maKtciy of

even the priniiples of medicine, the student really

has no time for becoming so proficient upon any

one bmnch us slid I entitle him to receive a medal.

It students could combine all the menial ipialitica-
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tions necessary for being specialists in every Ijrandi,

then the case might be different. As this is hardly

possiljle, even among tlie most amljitious of aspirants

for a degree, tlie main objection of sacrificing tlie whole

course for the benefit of a part still holds good. The

prizes for general proficiency would take into account

all special talents and indirectly encourage their de-

velopment in the prospect of adding to the chances

at the final examination. The practice in the past, of

giving prizes for services in special departments, is

open to the serious objection of advertising tlie found-

ers of said prizes to the general jiublic on commence-

ment days. On the whole, this is a very cheap and ap-

parently innocent way of making known that Dr. A.

is professor of surgery in the college, and Dr. B. of

medicine. Dr. C. of ot).stetrics, and so on tlirough the

whole faculty. For fifty or one hundred dollars,

each donor of such a prize has the privilege of this

public announcement every year, with the cliances of

an advertisement in the next morning's daily paper.

From a strictly business and personal point o£ view,

it is certainly a profitaljle tiling to be an awarder

of a prize on such occasions; in fact, in the long

run, it is even better to give than to receive. It is on

this, as well as on some other accounts, that we com-

mend the recent action of the faculty of the College of

Physicians and Surgeons to the attention of .similar

educational bodies throughout tlie countrv.

tlejjcrrts of Societies.

NEW YORK PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Stated Meeting, Ajml 12, 1876.

Dr. Ch.vrles K. Briddon, President, in the Ch.ur.

(Concluded from page .307.)

MORBUS COXARIUS.

Dr. Briddon presented a specimen of tlic head of
the femur, removed by operation from a iiatient

having the following liistory : Mary Kelly, ayed 14,

native of Ireland, was admitted into the Pri'sliyterian

Hospital, .January 18th, 1870. Previous liistory: In
February, 1875, she began to suffer from pain in the

right knee-joint; after a period of several weeks it ex-
tended to the hip, the leg became gradually flexed, and
on the .Sd day of March she entered Bellevue, where she
received ajjpropriate treatment for a period of four
months. On leaving the hospital she got about on
crutches, and in September a swelling presented itself

in front of the hip-joint ; this gradually increased in

size, without any mitigation of her suffering.

Present condition : Slie is a ijoorly-nourished child
;

right leg is flexed on thigh, the latter on the jK'lvis
;

the limb is adducted and i-otated inwards ; a large
abscess is situate in front of tlie great trocliauter

; she
suffers jiain on movements of the limb, and these are

aggravated at night, and relieved by extension ; the
limb was gradually brought into a favorable position
by weight and pulley, and January 24th the abscess

was opened liy Prof. A. C. Post ; this procedure was
followed by free discharge of pus.

February 1st (service of Dr. Briddtm). Al.iscess is

discharging freely ; she is much emaciated; has well-

marked hectic, and a decubitus; tlie limb is extended
and maintained in that position by the usual apparatus

;

during the next six weeks other openings were made
at fluctuating points, but these were all situated dis-

advantageously for drainage, and at no time could the

presence of fluid be made out posterior to the tro-

chanter; the bed-sore was her chief annoyance, and to

this source of suffering particular attention w;ts di-

rected ; the sinuses were irrigated daily with di.sin-

feetants, and she was placed upon a liberal supporting

treatment ; towards the middle of March the bed-sore

was nearly healed ; the sinuses discharged large quan-
tities of ill-ciniditioned i)us ; hectic still continued;

and it was deemed proper to institute an explorative

o|)eration, to insure a more favorable outlet for secre-

tions, and at the same time afford an opportunity for

investigation, that might suggest more prompt and
decided measures.

Tlie operation was made March 2.Sd, 1875, in the

presence of tlie Hos|)ital Staff and several medical
gentlemen. After the jjatient was placed under the

influence of ether, it was ascertained that there was
about an inch shortening, wliich was considerably

diminished by extension ; no crejjitus could be elicited

by various movements of the liml); a probe intro-

duced through the various fistulous openings detected

no carious bone ; a transverse incision was made
above the sujierior border of the great trochanter,

united to a vertical one jiassing in the direction of its

posterior border; this incision disclosed a cavity llllod

with concrete pus, and the eroded head of the femur
more or less divested of capsule, which was in a condi-

tion of iniljjy degeneration ; the head was not dis-

placed from the cavity of the acetabulum ; a chain-

saw was passed round, and a section w-as made
through the softened structure of the neck and great

trochanter, above level of trochanter minor ; on re-

moving the head from tlie acetabulum, that cavity was
found extensively involved; the circular depression

in the floor of tlie cavity was eaten thnnigh by caries,

and a finger introduced through this aperture came in

contact with an opposing finger introduced per rec-

tum ; the obturator, anal fascias, and their enclosed

muscles intervening, the constituent l)ones entering

into the composition of the acetabulum could be

easily traced, from the fact tliat the Y-shaped, piece

had disap|)eared below the level of tlie contiguous
bones ; these were more or less eroded, but in some
parts covered l)y granulations: such of the edges as

a|)pearcd to be necrosed were removed, the cavity was
filled with oakum, and the patient was placed u|)on

Sayres' wire cuirass The head of the femur was al-

most entirely divested of its cartilage of incrustation,

more or less worm-eaten, or irregular on its surface,

the neck on its outer and upjiei' surface divested of
periosteum, and wliat remained of capsule was in a
condition of advanced disorganization.

24th. Patient has passed an uncomfortable night;

unfoi'tunately the cuirass only came from the instru-

ment-maker's the night before the operation ; and on
applying it, it was found that a jiortion of it pressed

on the nearly-healed bed-sore; this necessitated the

introduction of cmupresses, to relieve )jressure and
consequent disturbance of the parts involved, wliich

can only be prejudicial to the future ]irogress of the

I case. For the first four days after the operation the
temperature ranged between 98° and 101°, lower than

lit had been previous to tliat procedure; during the
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saiiio tiiiu- tlic (lisclmri^ps from the wound wc-ie cx-

cci'dinuly fi^tiil: snlisrqiiciit to that h'ss so. mid of

iiiore |iui'iili'iit cliaracliT. On the 27th dianlicrii set

ill, witli frastiic distuil)anci' and occasional voniilinir.

and luT |>ulse ran up to 140; teni|ieratiiiv 102 S-10°.

Fresh hcdsorcs formed at various points of contact;

and altlioufjh every conccivat)h' device was used to

relieve pressure, it was found almost impossible to

accomplish the thini; satisfactorily.

After this date tlie condition of the patient pro-

fjressed from had to worse, in spite of the most careful

nursin>;; the diarrluva persisted, and the disehar<ies

were occasionally colored with hlood : the appetite

failed, and nothint; was taken Init lirandy and soda.

or milk and lime-water, and she died on the first d:iy

of April.

Iieeulated. middle lohe of prostate a.s lar<;e as pullet's

cLTi;, and round, formini; a sessile non-pedunculated
tumor; fals? passaj;e in the memhranous portion,
aliout seven and a half inches from the meatus. Head
and int •stines not c.vamined.

.V third specimen by Dr. Hiiddon was one of

SIIIMCCOUS UTEUINE FIBROMA
XECK.

.\M) I,II'OM,\ OF TIIK

DII,AT.\TIOK OK BI,.*.DDEU KUOM VALVEI.IKK PROSTATE,
ETC.

Dr. Bitii>l)ON" |)resented the j;enito urin.iry appara-
tus, removed from a patient, concerniu'; which the fol-

lowin;.^ history was furnished :

—

Hre.-bvterian Hospital, (service Dr. Briddon.)—Tlios.

CiitTord", a<;ed (!0, admitted Feb. 21st. 1876. Previous

/iiHtori/.—Patient says he has always been a strong

healthy man. trives an obscure history of a lonij con-

tinued urethral discharge; his employnu-nt of late

years has exposed him to extremes of weatlwr. and he
lias been accustomed to go with wet fiet. Forseveral
years he luis experienced some trouble in urinating,

and has found it necessary to rise several times in the

night to do so.

Present eondition.—Is a man of large frame and mod-
erately well nouri.shed, his uiulerclothcs arc wet with
urine, and his external genitals arc so(ld"ned with the

same discharge ; he has con.stant stillicidium. a large-

sized i-atheter enters the l)ladder easily, and removes
about eight ounces of residuum urine which is strongly

ammoniacal.
Per rectum, moderate enlargement of the prostate is

detected, but is not regarded as sufficient to cause
|

such cimstant overflow.

Microscopically the urine was found to contain a

large amount of pus and blood elements, and the til-
j

tered secretion contained a large amount of albunu n.

He was |)ut upon the intenial use of benzoic acid.
\

and was directed to have his bladder injected twice a
i

day with water acidulated with nitric acid, .\fter I

this d.ate. his con<lition varied, at times the urine was I

very bloody and fetid, and the condition of the i

bladder as a reservoir varied; the stillicidium was
always present; but at times, the catheter found no
residual urine, and the attending surgeon expressed
the opinion that he regarded the constant dribblintr

witlnnii distention, as signifying that the prostatic

urethni was opened out by an <-nlarged we<lgcsliapid
middle lobe. His general condition I >ecame gradually
worse; failing gradually, he died on the (ith April.

Pi>$t- iiiiirlem ejriiminiition.—Dr. T. K. Satterthwnite,

Pathologist to the Hospital. April 7. 1870. Body
well nourished ; nothing abnormal noticed on the
surface. Tlinnirie cnrity. no abnormal amount of

fluid in pericardial sac. Iteart enlarged in transverse

diameter, left ventricle consicli'ralily thickened, no
dilatation of auricles or ventricles, valves normal, aorta

faintly atheromatous, but not stiff. Lu>i<j» : no al>-

iiomial amount of fluid in pliiiral cavities, lungs nor-

mal, posteriorly hypostatic conge.stion. Lirer. sfinie-

wliat fatty. .Sjiffni. small and contraeti-il. Ki<li,ri/x :

in nn advanced stage of diffuse chronic nephritis;

capsules slightly adherent, surface of cortex gniniilnr

showing cysts ; ureters dilated. .fi/<«/(/<fr dilated— tra-

Margaret Pell entered the Presbyterian Hosjiital

(service Dr. Briddon), March 13tlii 187.'i. Slie is

a widow, her youngest child being ten years ohl, lias

siilTered from ta'iiia for some time past; has a fatly

tumor six inches in its long diaiiK ter, situ.ated over
the left sterno-mastoid overlapping its anterior border,
and encroaching ujion the li>wei' portion of the traclieal

region ju>t above the supra sternal notch.

Per vaginaiii. a tumor of linn consistence about the
size of a billiard-ball, continuous above through the
medium of a pedicle about the dimen.sions of the index-
tiuirer, with the inner surface of the jmsterior wall
of the cervix. Examined by. the sound, the uterus is

discovered to be of normal size. Slie has never suf-
fered from uterine colics, and has only liecn troubled
with inennorrhagia for the last six months.
Mnreh l(i.—The vaginal growth, steadied by a fillet

of tajH-, was removed by the wire fcra.seiir, the wire
lieiiig passed high u]) within the cervix. After rc-

mov.il the jiarls were expo.sed by Sims' speculum,
and it was ascertained that it was severed close to

tile cervical wall. The lipoma was removed by single
long incision.

THE STRUCTURE OF CARTILAGE.

Dr. C. Heitzmann demonstrated a microscopic
sjiecimen of cartilage of the knee-joint of a dog. in

which specimen he stated tliat carbon granules could
be seen within the cartilage-corpuscles, and in the

basement substance. This change w.is produced by
touching the articular surface of the cartilage with hot
iron, seven days before the animal was killed. The
carbon-particles. i>roducedby burning of the cartilaire,

liieame transported up to aeeriain distance around the

wound, so that the brown discoloration was not present

ill the immediate neighliorhood of the wound. Such
Iranspoitations, known to occur also with cinnabar-
granules in the cartilage. wer<' not explained for a long
time, inasmuch as a basement substance of the car-

tila>;e was thought to be a structureless mass. Dr. H.
niuarked that he had succeeded in demonstrating the

presence of a very rich network within the basement
>ub.«tance by painting the latter with nitrate of silver.

This, he said, showed the s|>aces belonging to jiro-

toplasm empty : while the painting with a soliflion of
chloride of gold brought to view the cartilage-cor-

puscles and the uiiitiii<; network. The presence of
living matter throimhont the basement substance, ex-

plained the possibility of transpoitaliiui of small
foreign bodies, as in the specimen of cartilage ex-
hibited to the Society.

NEW YORK COUNTY MKDICAL SOCIETY.

BtnUd Meeting, April 2it/i, 1870.

Dr. II. B. SaND.s, PitESIKENT, IN THE OiiAin.

TiiK followin;; jjentlenvn wen- elect<'d members :

l>rs, P. F. Chambers. A.M. .lacobus. .M. R. Vedder,
II. F. Hcivsler. (;. \V. Hull. Hav. W. II. Wriiiht,

T. S. P. Miller, .1. H. Hudwright," N. C". Levings,

Clark, and .1. .1. Henna.
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ON TUE NATURE OP SUPPUnATIVE PROCESSES IN THE
SKIN.

Dii.CiiAnivEsHEiTZMANNreaclai)aperu|i(m tlic above

subject, which was interesting mainly in the fart that a

new theory was advanced witli reference to the produc-

tion of pus corpuscles. Prefatory to the study of the

microsco|)ical changes, the doctor referred to tlie fact

tliat certain [lersons were liable, in a marked den'ree, to

the development of the sn|)purative process ; that in

ceit.ain cases nnion, by first intention, almost never

occurred ; that in such individuals thore w.as com-
monly evidence of scrofulosi.s. In other cases in which
the suppurative process was easily developed there ex-

isted distinct signs of old pleurisy or ])nbnonary con-

sumption. In others, aijain, who were well developed,

there was a special tendency to suppurative processes

;

but ui)on examining the family connections, evidences

of the same tendency were u.sually found, and more
closely associated with scrofulosis. Badly noui'ishcd

children were specially prone to sn|)|)urative processes
;

and suppurative diseases, of the skin were of frequent

occurrence in persons wliose nutrition was iioor. E.K-

haustive diseases favored the development of suppu-

rative processes — for e.xauiple, ali.scesses following

ty])hoid fever. Allusion was made to the fact that

there was a notable difference in the tendency in

different .animals to the development of suiipurative

processes. For e-xamjile, in rabbits and guinea-))igs,

a peculiar tendency to suppuration was noted, and in

those aniniidsthe develo])ment of artiticial tuberculosis

was not difiicult, whereas in dogs such inoculations

rarely succeeded. The general cause of any suppura-

tive process was regarded as jirobably the same which
gave rise to inflammatory proces.ses; and that it mani-
fested itself by changes affecting all the parts of tlie liv-

ing fi.ssue, including blood-vessels and nerves. Why
such an e.xtensive suppurative process manifested itself

in small-pox, could hardly lie suspected; and why
chronic suppurations of the skin occurred in syphilis,

was a jjuzzle equally as great as the question relating

to small-jjox. At one time search had been made
for small organisms which, when present, would lead
to suppuration, but success had not attended the

effort. In certain cases, as in pyaemia and erysipelas,

there might be a self-infection; and so far as the doc-
tor's own oljservations had extended in connection with
pyaemia, lie had found purulent inflammation of tlie

veins, without exception; but why the peculiar secon-
dary manifestations, such as abscesses in the joints, etc.

occurred, remained to be explained. Why erysipelas

occurred as an endemic and epidemic disease was not
known, although Hebra regarded the remote cause
of erysftielas as existing in some local purulent forma-
tion. Reference was made to the development of
suppuration by means of foreign l)odie.s, organic
material in a state of decomposition, strong acids
and alkalies, heat, etc. The doctrine of * a dyscrasia
underlying skin disea.ses was rejected. Dr. Heitzmann
here referred to the production of impetiginous pus-
tules upon his own liody by scratching. From that
he passed to the consideration of the source of pus,
as shown by the microscope. After reviewing the
different theories which have been advanced regarding
the forniaticm of pus. Dr. Heitzmann presented his

own, wliicli was, in substance, as follows:
The matter commonly called protoplasm, was said

to be built up of a true net-work, formed by masses
of living matter, united to each other by delicate,

thread-like connections, and suspended, as it were, in

a material not endowed with the proiierties of life.

The nucleus was held to be nothing but a compact mass

of living matter ; audits behavior,when treated with the

chloride of gold, was the same astliat of other elements

of living matter. It was maintained that the matter be-

tween what are commonly called cells was not lifeless,

but was a suVistance amply jjrovided with living ele-

ments. This view was illustrated by studying the

amo'ba. which had been supposed to be a lump of jelly-

like living matter, called ])rotoplasin, ccnitainiiig gran-

ules supposed to be foreign I'lenients, but which Dr.

Heitzmann maintained were thickened (ilaces at the

|iriints of intersection of a tine net-work of threads

which pervades the whole mass. Tlie animal, according

to the new theory, represented a ma.ss of living matter,

the denser accumulations of which, formerly called

cells, were connected liy more delicate thread-like ])ro-

cesses of the same living matter; and in the meshes of

this net-work is suspended a fluid in which various cor-

puscles, such as blood corpuscles and pigment granules,

might float. As will be seen, the theory supplanted
the cell doctrine ; for, what have been known as cells,

as was claimed, were made up of granules and threads

of living matter which unite the nucleolus with the

nucleus, tlie nucleus with the |)eriphery, and the

threads permeate the substance between the so-called

cells, thus effecting a union one with the other

throughout the entire body. What formerly had l>een

recognized as a cell, had no di.stinct entity, but was
siin|dy a fractional ))art of the innumerable whole.

To tlie development of inflammation, the jirescnce of
blood vessels, either in the part or its immediate
neighborhood, was regarded as indispensable. The
first ste]) in the inflammatory process was a soften-

ing or liquefaction of the glue giving basis.,substance,

and a retroces.sion to the embryonic ap])earance of
the proto])lasm, in which the proto])lasniatie elements
were again rendered visible. The first ste]) then was a
reappearance of the elements which constituted the

tissue in its embryonic state. At the second step in the
inflammatory process, the living granule's, very often
the nucleus, increased in size ; there was a production
of living matter to a certain amount; every such cor-

puscle, a living granule, increased in size, was capable
of producing new elements ; and all those elements were
united with each other by means of the delicate threads
to which reference has been made. That was the second
step in the inflammatory process which leads to new
formation. Now, if those thread-like connections be-

tween the enlarged granules of living matter l.iecanio

torn asunder, as they might from the tension ])roduced

by a large amount of exudation ; if Ijy any means the

single elements were separated, they at once were pus
corpuscles.

In the process of inflammation, then, the granules

of the proto|)lasin increased in size, became detached
from each other, and were then pus cor|niscles. Pus,
therefore, was metamorphosed tissue

; pus corpuscles

were elements of a former tissue separated from each
other; pus was not tissue, nor was it cajiable of pro-

ducing tissue; a pus corpuscle was a newly-formed
protoplasmic lump.

Dr. Heitzmann then alluded to the difference in

appearance of pus from a healthy ))erson and from a
person with a broken-down constitution. In tliosc

run down by starvation, etc., the living matter in a
pus cor])Uscle was a very small quantity, while in a

healthy individual the amount of living matter might
be so great that the nucleus became invisible The
doctiu" claimed that he liad been able to recognize tlie

constitution of the patient liy watching the move-
ments of the pus corpn.scle upon the lieated .stage

under the microscope. The. pus corpuscle from the

unhealthy subject was much more lively thau from
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the Iicaltliy, lii'oiiusc the aimmiit of living niattc-i-

which it cimtiiiiii'd was nuicli siuuUcr, and inu.stly in

tlic fcirni of tliicads.

Finally, said tlio iloctor, " if we will oniil snch

terms as dysciusiii and the like, the niieioscope will

l)u nuuh more valuai>le in the diuj^nosis of disease

than it is at the present time.''

Dit. Am>k. 1{. KoniNsoN supported the theory ad
;

vanoeil hy Dr. lleil/.niaini, and helieved that tlie liUril-

lary structure of living matter enal)led us to under-

stand many j)rocesses in pathology which ])reviously

have not been explained. It was regarded as specially

valuaMe in the study of the fornuitioii of i)us cells;

and he had seen pus corpuscles foinied, not only from
the white liloodcorpuscles, hut from the nuclei of the

ganglionic cells, and from the axis cylinder.

Dk. M.vky Pi TN.\M-.I.\c<mi asked IJr. Ileitzmann

what significance he accorded to llie nucleus; did it

retain any of its old elements (

Dk. IIkitz.m.vnn replied that both nucleus and
granules were liuilt u|) of the same matter. It was
not necessary that all of these granules should in-

crease in size. On the contrary, many remain with-

out much change. Just the same thing might take

place with the nucleus. It was true, it tlie nucleus

were surrounded simply l>y a shell of living mattrr,

it invarialilv ehangeil in the living solid i>ody; it

does not neciss.-u'ily divide. Hut other granules might
increase in size in the nucleus. Why that took place

is uut understuud.

Corrcsponliencf.

THE DEATH OF I.OUIS TRAUBE.
To TIIK EolTOlt OF Tub ^hlKUICAL IlECOBD.

Siu:— .Vs in February, by the death of Gabriel

Andral, thenr pa.ssed away the great triumvirate of

the Paris .Medical School, composed of Louis, Chomel,
and Amlral, so this week records, by the death of

Tranbe, the disappearance of a triumvirate in the

Berlin .Medical (School— DielTenbach, von Graefe, and
Traube. There is a strong analogy in the disposition

of the exponents o( these respective seat.s of learning

into TiiUKKs, while to-day the status of the schools

tlienwelves is widely di.ssiiniUr.

Traube died of pericarditis, after a lingering illness

of many weeks, during the earlier part of which he

irregularly appeared in his clinique, and in its latter

part, as often happens in such diseases, every hope
was entertained of his improvement.

Louis Traube was born .January 12, 1818, in Ka-
tibor. lie studied in the Universities of IJre.shui,

Vienna, ami Berlin ; was promoted in the last Uni-

versity in 1840, and took his State's examination the

following year. During his unte-graduate years he

was at one time a colleague of DuHois-Keymond,
Vircliow, and llelmlioltz. In Vienna he was a most
diligent pupil of Kokitansky and Skcjda, who, it may
be said, gave him the lirst incentives lo those ana
tomico-pathological investigations which developed
ultimately into the use of the thermometer and tem-

perature registration in medicine. l'\)r three years

aft<'r his graduation he acted as assistant to a physi-

cian in Voigthmd, where with unusual zeal he made
the clinical study of diseases of the chest and abdo-

men his chief pursuit. In 1813 lie instituted exercises

in auscultation and percussion, collected about him
many physicians and students, and freed Ihe new
milhod of exploration, by his accurate jihysiologicid

and pathological investigations, of nnniy errors.

In 1848 he was made pKiv.vrr>o(i;.NT in the Uni-
versity of Berlin; in 1S4!(, assi>lant to the elini(iue

of Prof. Schoenlein. which position he liild for ten

Vial's. During this linu' he was a.-signed to the dejiart-

mtntof Diseases of the t'hest in the Charite, which
represented, as it were, an appendix to the SchoenUin-
elinic|ue, and gradually developed into a distinct, .self-

sustaining clinii|Uc. In 18.").S he lelused a call to the

University of Heidelberg, as also later similai- invita-

tions to Breslau. Zurich, and Bonn. He remiiined an
instructor in the University of Berlin until, in 1873, it

saw tit to advance him to the position of Ordinary
Professor, in which oHice he died.

Traube is known to the seientitic world as the first

one who utilized tlierinometry at the bedside. By his

students he will be remembered for his delinite diag-

nosis, accurate prognosis, and the siini>licity of his

presence. He was not only a remarkalile practising

phy.sician, not only a clinical teach<T of rare endow-
ment, but also a man of exact seientitic iiKpiiry. and
standing in the front ranks of reformers in medical,

as distinguished from surgical, theories. Though
still young, he has occupied lor twenty years perhaps
the highest position of any consulting practitioner of
medicine in Berlin, in thc^ opinion of the puljlic.

The se<'oiid half of the decade, liS4(l-.')0, witnessed

here a reform in which Tiaulie played a prominent lole.

It arrayed itself, on the one haiiil. against forinul, dry
ilogniatisin, wliich was at home in m<ist of the doctiines

ol the German universities, and against the ultraism of
the d priori system of the natural philosoi)hy school

;

and, on the other hand, no less against the experiments
made under the h'adersliip of Kokitansky in Vienna,
w here, until then, no man had dared to cxi)re.«s the
cDiiviction that iiathological anatomy must be the

grimndwork, not only of medical science, but also of
medical coninieice; indeed, that it contributes all

I which goes to make medicine, as a science, positive

and fundamental. The new Vienna School displayed

a triuinph.int banner through all Germany ; and,
strange enough, it eiK'ountereel harsh criticism from a

I few hitheito unknown young physicians of Berlin. A
part of these young men pursued the studies of phy.-ics

and physiology, as llelmholtz, Duliois Keymond,
and others; while Traube and N'irchow devoteil them-
selves to pathology, by experiment and clinical ob-
servation. In lS4li Traube's lirst work, " Contributions
to Kxperimelital Pathology and Physiology," was pub-
lished. After a quarter of a Century of w ork in the same
direction, he f<nmd no occasi<m to change his early re-

sults. Virchow writes, at this early lime, of tlii' inde-
pendent direction of his experimental slu<ly. ami of
liis nio.st accurate melliodical invcstigatiiui. Typhus
and pneumonia he studitd with the thermometer in

his hand. He developed Ihe variiius actions of digi-
talis, with which Schoenlein was so phased that he
encouraged Ihe investigation by large U-ses of the drug
in his cliniiiue.

As In diagnosis, so in Iherapcutics was Traube equal-
ly exact, and never tired in busying himself with details

in Irealment. Naturally enough, he was one of the
most successful of le.-u-hers, and as a snece.-sful clin-

' ical instructor is he best known by most of the phy-
sicians who during the past twenly-live years have

' been graduated at ihis Universily.

I

At his funeral, the .Medical Faculty, the Cliaritt^ the
Friedrieh-Wilhelins-lnslilut, sevc>ral ineilical sociclieg

of which he was a member, and the Ministry of Ec-
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clesiastical Education, were reprosented officially. The
burial services were after the Jewish rite, aud -were at-

tended by a hxrge concourse of pliysicians and citi-

zens. An immense line of carriages followed to the
Jewish cemetery in Schoenhauser AUee. Quant.
BtELlN, April 14,' 1ST6.

ARMY NEWS.
Official List of Changes of Stations and Duties of Of-
ficers of the Mi'dical Diqjartment Uaited States Army,
from Ajiril 30<A to May 6th, 1870.

Edwauds, S. a.. Surgeon.—Leave of Absence ex-

tended six months on Surgeon's Certificate of disa-
bility. S. O. 84, A. G. O., April 38, 187G.

M.\GUUDER, D. L., Surgeon and Medical Director.

—G.'anted leave of aljsenee for one month. S. O. 49,
Department of Arizona, April 17, 187(>,

WooDiiULL, A. A., Assistant Surgeon.—Granted
leave of absence for two months, with permission to

apply for an extension of one month. S. O. 13, De-
partment of the South, May 2, 187G.

LippiNX'OTT, 11., Assistant Surgeon.—In addition to

his other duties, to assume charge of the Medical
Director's Office, during aljsence of Svn-geon Magru-
der. S. O. 4'J, c. s.. Department of Arizona.
Taylor, M. E., Assistant Surgeon.—Assigned to

duty at Baton Rouge, La. S. U. 84, Departuient of
the Gulf. May 1, 1876.

iHebtcal Itema anb ^tvos.

CoNTAGiocs Diseases.—Comparative statement of
cases of Contagious Disease reported t.) the Sanitary
Bureau, Health Department, for the two weeks ending
May (i, 1876.
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now aiitl tliou lie is startled with tlio expression,
• Will) liiis a clmncrc in this crowd i I know iodoform
liy its smell. Its odor is a comph'te tell tale.'' Who
can help the poor sufferer out of his ditheiilty (

TiiK PiiYSK'.M. Ekkects OK " 0<)C.\."— .Vt a rceent

meetinfi of the Kdinhuri^h I5i>tanieal Soeiety, a papiM-

was read liy Sir Uoliert Christison on the restorative

antl euralive effeets of the cuea leaf of Peru (T'^ry-

throxyloii eoe.i), wliieh has for many years been val-

ued by till- Indians as a preventive of bodily [atiu;iie.

and wliieh has lately attracted mueh attention, owinj;

to a In lief that it was of som<- service to the .Amer-

ican pedestrian, Mr. Weston, on the occasion of some
of his walkinu; feats at the A^riculturid Hall. A di-

versity of opinion exists as to the elTects of the coca
leaf on those who chew it. I5y some travelers it is

maintained tii lie a pernicious stimulant, while others

hoUl the opinion that, modirately used, it is lieneticial

to health. Of its elTects Sir Kohert Christison gave
an account, asciMtained by cxinMiments he had ni.ide

himself with a coca leaf, by which he liiid found that

it was both a preventive of fatigue and a restorative

of strength after severe bodily exertion, and that it

had no reactionary elTect on the system. Ilis first ex-

pertmeiits made with the leaf weie in 1870. Two of

his students had come home thoroughly tired out with

a sixteeninilcs walk ; instead of having <linner they

each took an infusion of two drachms of coca
;

pres-

ently all signs of fatigue vanished, and they " prom-
enaded " I'rinces street for a whole hour with ea;c and
enjoyment. On roturnini; home they ate an excellent

dinner, felt light tliroughoul the evening, s\c\)t well,

and got up refreshed and active next morning. Sim-
ilar results were obtained in the case of other ten

students, some of whom had done a thirty-miles walk
;

and Sir Robert has also made experiments upon him-
self with a coca leaf of an equally successful nature.

He i.s, it seems, overwhelmed by letters from all ([Uar-

ters asking for information respecting it. Women
especially, having tried every otiier form of narcotic

and stimulant, are very anxious to begin with the coca

leaf. One lady who has written to Sir Hubert Christi-

son on the subject, '" |)Ut her cpiestion in such a

shape that In- saw plainly that she incant to ask
whether it would renew her youth."

Till-; l).\w.soN AND PiFF.vnu B.VTTEKiKS.—The com-
initiee from the New York Miilical Journal .Association

to report upon the relative meritsof the batteries offer-

ed by Dr.s. Daw.son and PilTard has lieeii announeed,
and consists of the following named genllemeu : Dr. J.

W. S. Arnold, on the part of Dr. Fiffard; Dr. A.
McLaiii- Hamilton, on file part of Dr. Dawson; and
Dr. John J. Jla-ion, on tliu part of the Association.

F.M'ui.TV Piti7.ES.—At n recent meeting of the Fac-

ulty of the College of Physic-ians and Siirge<ins of the

City of New York, it was voted to discontinue all

Fiiculty priz -s, and in their [ilace to award three

pri/.is for general prolieiency in examination : a first

prize of one hiiudicd tlolhirs; a second prize of fifty

dollars; and a third prize of twenty-five dollars.

Posr-P.MiTiM HEM(mKU.\riEs.—A very simple and
efficient method of arousing an Inert uterus to con-

traction is to (lip the end of a towel in cold water and
smartly ship the hypogastrium. Prof. Isaac E. T.iylor,

with whoiir the plan of trealmi'iit originated, says

that he never saw it fail when properly carried out. !

Till-; nitiTisii Meuic.^i, Association has been in- I

vited to hold its next session in Shetiield, instead of '

liriglituu.
I

! StROMETEU's fiftieth PUOFESSIONAI. ANNIVEnSAIlY,
recently (-ehbrated in Hanover, was u great success.

The Dublin .Uiilii-dl I'nim says :

" For days before the eventful one, each train w liich

arrived at Hanover brought some of the iliUol the

medical profession from some part of (Jermany. On
the eve of the day several hundred people as.sen.blcd

before his (Stpimeyer's) house to sing and repeat eu-

logies in his honor. Kaily on the morning of the (ith,

he received an autograph letter from the Emperor of
• iei'inany, accompanied with a magnificent vase. The
order of Ued Eagle was presented him by Prince

Albrecht from the Emperor. Telegrams from all

directions, even from China, arrived, carrying coiigia-

j

filiations; and deputations from tlu- various univer-

sities of Germany and from England presented ad-
dresses. At live o'clock an excellent dinner was ])ro-

vitled; three hundn-d covers were laid. Stromeyer
Was supported on his right by the (Jovernor of Han-
over, and on his left by the President of the (iernian

l':iilian)ent." It is a very pleasant thing to note such
a recognition of distinguished professional services.

SiK Wii.i.iAM HoiiKiiT Wilde, Surgeon-Oculist in

Ordinary to her Majesty in Ireland, died at Dublin,
.\pril 1!). He established the first hospital for opli-

tli.ilmic diseases in Ireland forty years ago, and at his

own expense. His faminis work on Aural Surgery has
been tianslated into several languages. He was knight-
cil ill lt)4.'i for distinguished professional services.

Pedestutanis.m AND Veutioo.—The success of Mr.
Weston's recent walk at Bir lingham (Eiig.) was

I

marred by the occurrence of vertigo. The J.dnnt, in

referring to the latter condition, is "convinced that

such exhibitions of ciidui'ance are made at great risk,

and are dillicultof justiliealion. Walking is a natural

tiling, but walking l.")U miles in iW hours is not ac-

cording to nature."

Medical Education in Oheat Bkitain.—The
Sliiileiitii Jiiurnal luiil JIii.ijiit.al Guzvtfe (I.,ondon), after

alluding to our criticism upon the cumbrous systems of
medical education in (!ieat Hritain, and the necessities

for reform, fays: " We <-oinniend these words to our
medical reformers as showing how our systems arc

judged of by impartiil critics across the Atlantic,

and as giving some evidence of how ridiculous we
should app(-ar could we 'see oui.selves as others see

us.' It is, indeed, time that some steps wert^ taken to

place our system of medical education on a better

basis, and do away with the ridiculous system which
allows the registration of half c|ualifications, and
encournges the competition of nineteen examining
bodies."

AusENiCAL W^M.I. Papeks.—Out of twenty-one speci-

mens of mom paper. Dr. Hodges, analyst for the

c<iuiity of .\ntrim, found fourteen of them to contain

arsenic in largi- quantities.

The Sultan's Medical Staff.—The medical bills

of the Sultan amount to t".J8,000 yearly. The visit of
the doctor to his august patient is made in great state;

he is preceded by an ollicer carrying a huge sword,
while two others, arnieil to the teeth, march liy his side.

.N'otwithstanding the imprcs.sivcness of the ceremony,
the doctor and his attendants are in winter often snow-
balled n.s Ihey pass through the courtyards. Com-
ment is unnecessary.

NrnsE-TliAiNiNo.— It is proposed to foundasdiool
and hospital for the proper training of nurses in

London. Miss Nigliingale asks for i."JO,000 and an
incoDio of £5,000 for the proper carrying out of this
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scheme. This sum will permanently eudotr a hospital

of one hundred beds.

Cremation.—A cremation society at Dresden pro-

poses to hold a conoress in tliat city on the Gth and 7th

of June, when various experiments will be made. The
advocates of cremation are chiefly to be found in

Holland, one society alone at the Hague numbering
1,800 members. Holland is determined to keep up its

reputation for ovens.

N"a.s.\l Catarrh Treated Locally.— Jlr. "W.

Spencer Watson, {LancH. April 22.) in referring to

Dr. Ferrier's communication, " How to cure Cold in

the Head," speaks very highly of the good effects of

tobacco snuff. The first pinch generally excites sneez-

ing, but after the second and third pinch the powder
remains in the nostrils, and forms a coating foi' the

nucous memljrane. A flow of thin serum then begins,

and the sense of fulness and obstruction at once sub-

sides. In a few hours the cold is cured, or at the

latest survives only a single night. The snuff should

be used freely, and the coating formed liy it on the

mucous membrane should be left undisturbed for sev-

eral hourSjblowing the nose ))eiug meanwhile avoided,

until all feeling of " stutliness "' in the nostrils has
sulisided.

Sm.vi.l-Pox Hospitals.—The medical profession

at Lyons, France, are not in favor of esta1)lishing small-

pox hospitals. It is a common ])ractice to admit va-

riolous patients into the wards of general hospitals.

The Lyons people deserve to be "pitted."

Fork Swallowing.—On the 15th of April last M.
Labl)i' pel-formed gastrotomy at La Cliarite for the

extraction of a fork wliich liad been swallowed by a

young man two years before, in a frolic. The pres-

ence of the fork was recognized in the stomach in an
oblique position, with the jnongs directed toward the

cardiac extremity. The patient suffered no incouve-

nience from the foreign body until a few months l)efore

the oiieration. The Paris correspondent of the Medi-
cal Examiner, London, under date of April 20, com-
pletes the liistory of the case from this point :

" He
complained of a continual pain in the left

hypochondrium. and was gradually losing his appe-
tite and strengtlL The forlv was in the same position,

lying obliquely across the stomach. Surgical inter-

ventian was then judged necsssary. J[. Lid>be at

first intended to produce adhesive inflannnation be-

tween the. tissues of the epigastric region and the

stomach ; and several applications were accordingly

made, but tlie desired result was not obtained. Gas-
trotomy was therefore performed on Saturday last by
M. Labile, assisted by M. Gosselin and Baron Larrcy.

After opening the peritoneal cavity, the surgeon in-

cised the stomach with a bistoury, and the fork was
found in the position aliove described. What will be
tlie final result of tlie operation. I c .nnot tell now;
but I have just learned from M, Lalibe that the pa-

tient is going on Wi-11. and that his recovery is most
proliable. A clinical record of this interesting case

and of the operation will shortly be communicated to

the Acadfmie dc Medeeine. Tliis is nottlie first case

in which a fork has been aecidentallj' introduced into

the stomach. Tlie first instance is recorded in the

Journal <lr.s HiiKaiits iiiY I71(j. Sedillot published in

his • Contriliutions a la Chirurgie ' the history of a
woman who had swallowed a silver fork, and retained

it seven months in the stomacli. Gastrotomy was ])pr-

formed by Cayroclie, a surgeon of ilende, and the

patient was completely cured twenty-five days after

the operation. Pedeli extracted from an abscess in

the right hypochondrium a fork which had remained
fen' two years in tlie alimentary canal, Schwab per-

formed the operation of ga.strotomy in a young wo-
man twenty-four years old, and extracted a fork
which had been 229 days in her stomach. M. Bail-

larger has reijorted in a recent number of the Union
Medicale the case of a lunatic who lived si.K years

with a tin fork in the stomach without feeling any
inconvenience, except when making violent move-
ments. After his death, wliic-h haiijjencd from other

causes, the fork ivas found l)lackened and imijedded
in food. Some tliirty years ago, a mountebank, who
was in the habit of putting different objects down his

throat, let a torl< slip into the stomach; the foreign
body was immediately removed liy the month by means
of forceps. As may be seen from the cases thus briefly

related, forks introduced into the stomach have been re-

moved by veiy different procedures: 1. By gastrotomy
;

2. By the montli with forceps; 3. Through an al)scess

produced by adhesive infiammation of the walls of

the stomach ; 4. By the anus, without any medical or

surgical interference."

Children's Hospitals are to be established in

Spain, supported, as here, by voluntary contriiiutiijfis.

Lady Students will not be admitted to the ITni-

versity of Prague.

1mmor,\litv in a Public Institution.—Dr. Flem-
ing, the founder, and for many years tlie director, of
the Instituticm for the Blind at Hanover, lias l)een

found guilty of immoral conduct towards his emale
pupils, and has lieen sentenced to nine years' imprison-
ment and a loss of civil rights for five years.

Small-Pox in Bombay.—There is an epidemic of
small-po.x in Bombay, and the town council has voted
for compulsory vaccination.

Cholera.—The Prussian government has created a
Cholera Committee, to deliberate on the measures to be
taken in the event of an outbreak of the disease.

Yellow Fever in Rio Janeiro.—The deaths from
yellow fever in this place average fifty daily.

Dr. Janeway on Discussion op his Paper on
Leucocytile.mi.y. —Dr. Janeway writes: "In the dis-

cussion on the paper on leucocythannia, I am quoted
(page 300) as saying that ' tlie existence of sijlcnic and
glandular enlargements and the entire absence of Ijlood

changes,' etc.

" It should read: 'that the existence of splenic and
glandular enlargements in the two diseases, Icucocy-

tliremia and pseudo-leucocytha^mia, with marked
increase of white globules in the former, and the

absence of sueli increase in the latter disease, presents

a condition which we cannot at present explain.'

"

Weekly Bulletin of the Meetings of Medical
Societies.

SatMrday, jNIay 13.—N. Y. Medical and Surgical
Society.

Moiiihn/. 3Iay 15.—N. Y. Society of Neurology

;

Pathological Society of Brooklyn.
Tuemjity, May 10.—N. Y. Oli.stetrical Soeiety ; N. Y.

Dermatological Society ; Medical Society of County of
Kings.

Thursday, May 18.—N. Y. Academy of ]\Iedicinc.

Friday, Jlay 19.—N. Y. Medical Journal Asso-
ciation.
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©riginal Communications.

THE ADVANTAGES OF
PESSARY.

THE COTTON

Bv R. A. PAGE, M.D.,

WABUINQTON, D. C.

The interestinjj; article of Dr. James I). Trask. in tlic

KKcoitimf May litli, tot;otlu'r witli the approval wliicli

the cottiin pessary has reeeiveil from tlie profession i;en-

crilUy, prompts me to report the results of its fiirllier

use, 1111(1 to tlesiM'ilie some of the moditieationsanil iiii-

provenu'iits wliieli have since been made in it.

I now make the [lessary with a more delicate shaft,

not so thick at tlie extremities, not so lousj;, and roll it

more compactly, making; it four inclies long, and the

extremities about one inch and a half in diameter.

The manner of making it, as described in my article in

the Xiic )'(>rl- .\ffilinil Joiinidl of Jan. 1870. has Ix'en

improved by lessening the width of the prepared piece

of cotton to six inches, and by thinning out a space

two inclies wide along tlie middle of tlie piece; this

leaves u tliin layer through tlie centre of the piece,

which, when the cotton is tirmly rolled on the thin rul)-

ber rod and tightly \vrap|ied, makes a very delicate

isthmus. A curved rod of hard rulilier one and a half

inches long and ,'„ of an inch in diameter is \ww used.

As an improvement, suggested by Prof. A. F. A. I

King, I have dipped the pessary in a solution of caout-

chouc (by either bisiilphidcof carbon or chloroform),

wliich deposits a tliin, elastic, and durable film of

rubber smoothly over the surface of the instrument,
j

When it is desirable to retain the pes.sary for a number
j

of days, and in eases where local medication of the

cervix is not necessary, this addition to thi- instrument

is a valuable one. The thin lilm of ruljber protects

the cotton from the vaginal and cervical .secretions,

adds to the elasticity of the instrument, and does not

affect the consistency and smoothness of the ex-

tremities.

In tlie many cases of vagnal hyperresthesia and ex-

treme tenderness of the uterus associated with displace-

ment, when hard rublx'r, silver, or any other instru-

ment of comparatively hard material could not i)nssi-

bly be tolerated, the cotton pessary has invarialily

been retained and worn so entirely without discomfort,

that patients frerpicntly tell me that they forget its

presence in the vagina.

The three following cases will serve to show the ap-

plication and use of the pessary in cases of prolapsus,

ante- and retroversion:—
G. W., aged 2.">, has had two miscarriages. Com-

plained of constant lumbar and sacral pains, sensation

of weight and dragging, referable to tliepulies; vesical

tenesmus, constipation, and hysteria. Alile to go aliout

her room. I found upon examination prolapsus of

the uterus in the second degree, cervical hyperplasia.

great erosion of the face of the cervix, and profuse cer-

vical and vaginal di.scharge. She was directed to use

copious injections of water as warm iis could be com-
fortably borne, for fifteen minutes night and mornini;.

and to remain in lied. The injections greatly relievid

her pains, and the vaginal discharge had consideralJy

decreased on the third day, when 1 applied, through a

the vagina until it had well i)nssed the sphincter.

Fr(Mn the curved form of the pessary, th(' lower extrem-

ity, extending a little lieyond the vaginal axis, found

it.s place against the pul>es, where it was held while

the siieculum was witlidrawn. The patient was then

allowed to get out of bed, and .said that she expe-

riiMiced, for the first time in six nioutlis, relief from the

aiiilominal and lumliar pains. She was directed to

ri'inove the pessary at lieil-time, and take injections of

I hot water. After inserting it for her several times,

1
and instructing her as to its introduction, she used it

lierself, and from the first application of the pessary

was able to go aliout, in and out of doors, with (ler-

fect comfort. Forthree months she used these inslru-

ments constantly, arul at the expiration of thai time

I

was suHiciently relieved to abandon it. During

this time the dysmenoiTliiva, which periodically iuten-

silied her suffering, had been less severe each month,

and normal meiisti nation was finally restored. In con-

nection with tlu' local treatment, remedies to relieve

the constipation and general debility were used.

Mrs. E. J., aged Si), has one child. Miscarried one

year ago, since which time she has had more or less

uterine derangement. First saw her in an attack of

acute metritis, and afterwards treated her for complete

anteversion, which I found subse(piently. I placed

the uterine extremity of tlie pessary in the localion of

the anterior cul-de-sac, and eiigagetl the other end

inside the i)ubes. The patient was instructed as to

its introduction ; wore it for ten weeks, when she

ceased to wear it constantly, only introducing it as a

when she had wmk to doprecautionary measure,

which reipiired more than usual exertion.

Mr.s. F. has five children; has been in ill health

for three years; treated during that time for lumbago,

rheumatism, and sciatica without relief. Her physi-

cians had made no vaginal examination, and therefore

did not discover the source of her suffering, ("omiilete

retroversion—slightly lateral ; thickening of the antc-

ri(U- wall of the cervix and fundus, with an

interstitial fibroid in the latter; dysmenorrhoca;

constant pain in back and hips; numbness of the

thighs; and profuse leueorrlKea. .Vfterthe use of warm-
water injections for a day or two, the ])cssary was in-

serted, one extremity thrust in the posterior cul-de-sac,

the other end supported at the pubes. as in the other

cases. The jjatient's husband has been taught to use

the Iligbee speculum, and. through it. daily introduces

till' instrument for her. This lady is entirely relieved of

the numbne-s in the thighs. .-11111 the pain at the sacrum ;

the discharge has very much decreased, and she is able

to walk long distances—.in inipossibilily jirevinus to

the institution of this treatment. The general health

of the patient is very much iminoved; and were it not

for the fibroid and inciea.sed weight of the uteru.s, I

have no doubt she would, in a short time, be able to

dispense with the pessary.

On removing the p( ssary at night, it is placed in a

solution of carbolic acid during the night, and reaii-

nointed in the morning with glycerine before it is

replaced. One instrument is u.sed in this way two

days, after which it is allowed to soak in the acid

sol'uticm for two days, while a new pes-sary is being

used, and can be usimI again. Among the poorer

clas.sps who manage in tliis way, a few pessaries will

last a long time. I have carefully examined the in

striinieiits treated in this way, and have yet to discovo r

the slightest fetor.

In many cases where a permanent suiiport was neces

Sims" spiculiini, a cotton pes.sary, after saturating it sary, I have prepared the parts for the ultimate intro-

with carbolized glycerine. One" end of the pessary
i

duction of the- Ibidge or Iligbee pessary, by using, a

was placed against the cervix and gently pushed into tii-st, this unirritating support, overcoming, gnidully
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the vaginismus and extreme tenderness, by its daily
introduction, and rendering tliem at last tolerant of a
Inrder instrument. I have had many patients whose
uteri had liecorae so irritated and sensitive from wear-
ing various forms of hard pessaries, that at first they
were almost unable to bear the introduction of the soft
cotton.

Dr. Trask, of Astoria, L. I., after reporting the excel-
bnt success wliich he had in the use of a pessary made
I'.ocording to my description in the New i'ork Medical
Jonri'id, suggests a new mode of applying them, and
that they can be made with advantage, ot'soft rubber.

I have no experience in the method of applying it.

Dr. Trask applies the pessary so curved that the ends
are fitted in the anterior and posterior cul-de-sacs ; in

this he depends upon a tonicity of the vaginal walls,
which is not found generally in cases of displacement,
or the vagina has to be distended sufficiently to lightly
h^ild the instrument. In the latter case the rectum and
bladder must be consideral)ly impinged upon. This
sjems to me to be an objection to this mode of apply-
ing it. Dr. Gaillard Thomas recommends the placing
of cotton Ijalls in front and back of the cervix, which
for the same reasons are not easily retained—a com-
plaint made by Schroeder. The plan of Dr. Trask,
if the instrument can be retained in tliat position, gives
tlie uterus more support than the balls of cotton. The
cervix is made to rest upon the curved Lsthmus of the
pessary, by placing the extremities in the anterior and
posterior culde-sacs; but as far as my experience goes,
a pessary of whatever material, so long as it be of tlie

dumb-bell form, would be of most service applied in

tlie manner which 1 have descriljed for the application
of the cotton instrument.

Dr. Trask's desire to have them made of soft rub-
ber, piol)ably originated in his objection to the time
and trouble required to make the cottt)n ])essary |.)rop-

crly, and to the fact that they had to l)e constant-
ly renewed. These, I admit, would be formidable ob-
jections were it necessary for every physician to make
them himself; but when I gave the results of my ex-
perience with this instrument to the jn-ofession, it

was with tlie hope and belief, that, if others liad the
excellent success in its use wliich I had, it would be
taken up by the manufacturers, and made in such
quantities, and at such a small cost, tliat it could be
procured like any other instrument which is constantly
in demand.

Whatever the advantages of other material may be,
tlie soft, clean cotton has in my experience givensuch
good results, combining as it does unirrit:itiiig sup-
port,- and the opportunity for local niedication,~^that I

prefer it to anything else, notwithstanding tlie time
and tr(ml)le involved in its preparation, and the neces-
sity for its frec^nent removal.
The latter objection, however, is entirely removed

by the use of a covering of thin rubljer clotli, as manu-
factured by Messrs. John Reynders & Co., New York.

1115 F St., N. W., Washington, D. C.

NOTES ON DIPHTHERIA.
By B. R. MAXSON, M.D., LL.D.,

SYRACUSE, N. T.

When I first ventured to clas,sify diphtheria as a
general felirile affection," in ISfil, thongli fully con-
vinced that its pathology demanded it, I had no little
misgiving as to the manner in wliich it might be re-

ceived by the profession, and especially those who had

written upon the disease, who had, as far as I know,
invarialily treated it as a local throat affection, liable

only to accidental general complications, of a febrile

or other character.

But a very general acquiescence by the hest writers,

in this country and abroad, in the classitication, as I

thought, on strictly legitimate principles, relieved my
mind. The North American Medico- Chiriiryical lieiiiew,

then ably edited by Prof. S. D. Gross, I Ijelieve, re-

ferred to the fact, without comment ; and the late

Prof. S. H. Dickson assured me that I was ' right,"

and that he had only treated of diphtlieria as a local

disease, ' in accordance with the universal custom, as

a matter of convenience."
And I may further add, that my convictions as to

the true jiathology, and hence, proper classitication of

diplitheria were arrived at, after carefully tracing tlie

history and progress of the disease from its origin in

Egypt, more than two tlnnisand years ago ; extending
only into Asia Minor during the first five hundred
years; tlien invading the south of Europe, and cross-

ing the Continent during llie next fifteen-hundred

years, affecting principally garrisoned towns—till,

reaching Paris, Lonchin, and Liverpool, it jiassed to

various other parts of the world, including our own.
In addition to this, it had l)een my lot to be brought
in contact with the disease in all its various forms and
complications; as the village and vicinity of Geneva,
in this State, where I was located, had for a few years

preceding lyOl, been the theatre of perhaps more diph-
theria than any other on this continent, and, so far as

I know, ill the world.
JNIy observations since 1861, and conversation with

prominent pathologists, in this country and aliroad,

have confirmed ine in the position I then took : "That
diplitheria is essentially a </eiierid putrid fever, annlo-

ijous to, and helonyinej with phajiie, typhus, etc,'^ and not
jn'operly, as its name would imply, a merely local

throat affection ; or in any degree analogous to croup,
but invariably the result of contagion ; or else of intro-

duction into the blood, tln^ough the skin, stomach, or

lungs, of animal or marsh miasms, prolialjly as cryp-
togamous plants, or microscopic animalcules, or both,

—call them hucteria, or wliatever the fancy may
dictate—the blood in every case becoming contami-
nated, and undergoing more or less local or general
decomposition ; and hence the fihrino alhuminous ex-

udations, of various degrees of organization, on the

mucous inenil)ranes of the air-passages .and alimen-
tary canal, as well as on the lining membrane of
the heart, arteries, veins, etc, as I have witnessed—one
marked ease of \vhich was the jjatient of my friend
Dr. J. D. Smith, of Geneva, N. Y., which was exam-
ined 111 tlie presence of several prominent physicians of
that town. And within the past month I have wit-

nessed, in this city, the expulsion at one time by a boy
fifteen years old, on the fouith day of the disease in a
malignant foi^m, at stool, what appeared to be one
continuous membrane, from the entire length of the
alimentary mucous membrane, measuring about a
jiint.

In this case, the disease was evidently produced by
miasms generated in an inimense heap of decompos-
ing animal and vegetable matters, near the street he
passed, in the outskirts of the city, on his w.ay to school.
The disease was rapid in its inceptit)n and progress,
perfect casts of the anterior nasal passages having
been expelled two days later by violent efforts; the
larynx having been kept comparatively chear by the
constant sjiasmodic vomiting kept up from the
first, wliieli I was unable to control ; the forcible ex-
pulsi(m being attended with quite profuse hemorrhage.
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Tliis case liiis rccovcrt'd, ami, tli(iu<j;li I -jave liiiii cin-

chii-.|iiiiiiiu'. tlie tincturo of clildiido of iron, cailiolic

acid, n!ilki)iiii(li, itc I ani iri( liiuHl to tliiiik tli;it,

except for the spasmodic vomitiiiir, wliicli I could not

control, lie niiirlit have MilTocated l>eforu the general

remedies could have licen brouirht to bear in correct-

ing tlie iieneral condition. .\nd this reminds me of

the fact that I once saved a child in G^'neva, six years

old, liy vomitin'; it, several times a day, wlien ulioiit

to suffocate, for nearly a week ; kcepin<; up, as I did in

this case, the tonics, stinuihuits, piri^les, etc.

lu cases of diplilluria produced hy putridanimal and
vegetable exhalations, 1 do not believe the minniii is

generally of sullicient concentration to develop the

fibrinoiitliHiiiiiiiiiin exudation, by the local decomposi-

tion of the blood of the part, independent of, and be-

fore its general contamination and decomposition

:

but the eiiidiiijion from malignant cases, brought in

contact with a mucous membrane or even abra<led

skin, may be so concentrated as to produce the local

manifestation of the disease before there is any appar-

ent contamination of the general system: though, un-

less countera<ted, it rapidly follows, if it does not al-

ways precede, as it generally does, though perhaps

unnoticed, in some very rare ca,scs, through inattention.

I onc<' attended a lady in her tiret conlininient, while

I had under my care cases of malignant diphtheria;

and though I took what I regarded as the proper |)re-

cautions, the diphtheritic membrane developed rapidly,

upon the mucous membrane of the vagina and the ex-

ternal genitals, without much apparent general con-

taminationof the system. She took milk-punch, and
the membrane was rapidly removed by proper local

applications, as strong sage tea, with alum and borax
;

and though the lady herself appeared to suffer but

little, having a good recovery from her eontinemcnt,

the liabe died in two days of malignant diphtheria, and
Iter nurse, a young woman, in about one week, with

no other apparent exposure,

I have just had, however, a marked case, tending
to show that what may appear like a purely local, is

really a general atTection, demanding corresponding
treatment,

A young woman of seventeen, in the same house

with, though k<'pt apart from, a malignant case of

diphtheria, disinfectants having been fr<'ely used, had
excessive irritation of the mucous membrane of the an-

terior nasal passages, attended with a thin sanious

di.Hchargi-. which kept up for several days in spite of

the usual applications, including carbolic acid in wa-
ter, etc. Slie had a good a|)petite, and followed her

usual vocations of household duties, study iVc. .\ft<T

about one week the toiisiN swelled, and a diphtheritic

membrane ajipeared upon them, the na.sal irritation

still keeping up and being attended with the dis-

charge. As she appeared quite well, I still gave her

only gargles of carbolic acid in water, muriate of am-
monia in vinegar and water, sage tea, with alum and
bonix, etc, with no apparent relief ; and though she

still appeared f|iiite well, I then gave her einclio-

i|uinini-, the muriated tincture of iron, whiskey, and
improved cathartic pills, when the membrane rapidly

disappeared from the tonsils, the nivsal irrit.ition sul>-

siding, as well as the discharge ceasing, the gargles

being continued.

It is likely, thi'n, that in those ca.ses, apparently lornl.

there is generally, if not invariably, more or less gen-

enil putridity of the blood, leading to the general and
local febrile and inllammatory symptoms which are

developed, renderiny diphtheria, emphatieally, <i .'/'""-

eriil eoiitit'jiiiiin ji'ilriil ffl'rl/r iiffWti"ii, as foreign from

croup ss any general putrid fever can possibly be from

a simple benign inHammatory fever; the exudation in

membranous croup consisting of fully organized, un-

contaminated jil>ri/io ii/lmmiiwiiH matter, and purely

the result of a simple sthenic intlnninnition ; while in

diphtheria it is more or less impeifeetly oiganized, be-

ing the product of i>artially decomposed blood, and
alteiidcd with more or less jinxnirf inllammation, con-

gestion, and a general asthenic febrile condition, con-

liinted or reinilli'itt, ns the uiiiinitl or iiiiir/i/i midKiit inny

have predominated in producing the disease in each

particular case; the nuininl, in my opinion, being an
i.^.fiiti(il, and the ;</(/»</'(/ a frequent adtlitional cause,

currying its peculiar characteristics, and increasing the

iiialignancy, as 1 have often noticed.

1 was first led to the use of iiiilkjiiinrji in diph-
theria, from tinding a diphtheritic membrane, expelled

from the trachea of a child, all ilhuolrtil, in a few
days, in the alcohol 1 had put it for preservation ; in-

ferring that if it would ilifmilrr, it might tend to jrre-

ti lit the organization of the membrane, as well as to

arrest the decomposition or fermentation of the blood,

as it is well known t<i do to various animal and vegetable

matters. And, while I now have great confidence in

i|uinine or ciiieho c|uinine, the tincture of chloride of

iron, carljolic or salicylic acids, gargles, and plenty

of nourishment, especially ;«///, I still regard miR-
jiiineh, in ipiantities adapted to each particular case,

as indispensable in the treatment of diphtheria. And,
'" clear thf ifixi' or thront of the sanious. viscid, or

half organized |)utrid exudations, so annoying and
dangerous to tlu' patient, I |)refer by far, iriirm milk,

siiutfed up the nostrils or used as a gargle, to any
other liquid. It soothes: and, uniting with, aids ir.

the expulsion of the detached collecting matters, more
than anything else I have found.

So. 208 Madison Street, Sybacuse, N. Y., May 1, 1ST6,

CASES TLLUSTRATINC; THR POSSIBILI-
TY OF A CONNECTION BETWEEN MA-
LARIAL POISONING AND CHOREA.

Bv FRANK P. KINNICUTT, M.D.

NEW YORK.

The possible influence of malaria in the etiology
of chorea has been suggested by several authors, but
the literature of the subject is. so far as 1 am aware,
devoid of any probal)le (hinonatration of such a causal
relationship.

If we accept the view that chorea is essentially a
disease of impairment of nervous power, at the siime

time bearing in mind the weli-known enfeebling and
depressing efTect of malarial poison upon the nervous
system, we should, I'l jirinri, be led to look for clinicjd

evidence of the, at li'ast, occasional dependence of this

affiction upon a morbid inHuence of this nature. The
non-occurrence of chorea in adults subjected to a pro-

longed exposure to malaria, cannot jtistly be regarded
as an argument against such agenesis; inasmuch as

this disease, from niiij rantr, only exceptionally occurs
aflir the age of puberty.
The following cases, which have recently come und( r

my observation in Dr. Seguin's clinique, at the Oolle{.e

of Physicians and Surgi-ons, pos.se.ss iniieh interest, it

seems to me, in view of the above consideialions:

Case I—E. II , male, aged si.x. First ,se(n

March 4th, ISTfl. The patient was in i xcellent health
until two months ago, when, w ithoul appar<'nt cause, he
began to be troubled with " night terrors," and to seem
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and feci po3 ly. A week since, his mother noticed a

sli flit iii-ijci.ent loss of powei' in the lower extremities,

vvitU disorderly movements of the upper. These s\m_)-

toms have increased in degree uj) to the present time.

His speech has also become affected. The mother states

that he is decidedly worse every other day. There is

no history of rheumatism.
Ej'amination.—There are marked choreic movements

of tue extremities, with a decided loss of power. He
is unal)le to stand without support, and his speech is

affected. The heart-sounds are normal. The patient

was directed to take six grains of quinine daily.

March 11th.—There is marked improvement in the

choreic symptoms. The affection of the speech has

disappeared, and the loss of power is much less marked.

He is able to walk without supjxirt, and stands firmly

on his legs. The mother says that improvement was
noticeable within two days after the beginning of the

treatment, and moreover that his condition is not as

good as two days ago, since wliich time ho has nut

taken the quinine. Treatment continued.

April 8tli.—Tlie patient is apparently well. There

are no choreic movements, the speech is perfect, and the

power in the extremities normal. The mother states

that his condition has been equally good for the past

two weeks.
C.\sE H.—I. M. F , female, aged 13. Brought to

clinique, January ir)th, 1870. There is a neurotic fam-

ily history. Tlie patient was in good healtli until five

weeks ago, when disorderly movements of the left hand
were first noticed, extending al'ttle later to the lower

extremity of tlie same side, and finally involving the

left half of the face. Tlierehas been a gradual increase

of these symptoms, with loss of power in tlie left up-

pei- and lower extremities, up to tlie present time. The
speech has also become affected. There is no history

of rheumatism.
Exainimfthiii.—The patient is decidedly ansemic.

There are marked choreic movements,with loss of power,

in the above-mentioned situations. Tlie siieech is

affected. Tlie heart sounds are normal. The usual

arsenical treatment ado^ited at the clinique was pres-

cribed: *

Feb. 26th.—No improvement. The patient has com-

plained for the past few days of feverish symptoms,

which .she has had .-it times for the past several months.

Tlie mother thinks that the choreic symptoms are de-

cidedly worse every other day. Six grains of quinine,

daily, were prescribed.

March 4th.—There is a decided improvement in all

the symptoms. Treatment continued.

March 18th.—The patient is much better. The cho-

reic movements have almost wholly disappeared. The
strength of the left hand is nearly normal. The speech

is perfect.

April 1st.—The patient is apparently well. The
power in the affected pt)rtions is normal.

April 8th.—There has been no return of the trouble.

Ordered ferri et quinia; citra., gr. iij. ter in die.

Reports of s^ospitals.

PR.vcTic.\i Medicine .\nd PATnoLOGT.^At the re-

cent meeting of the Faculty of the College of Physi-

cians and Surgeons it was voted to discontinue the

five series of four lectures each on special subjects,

which have heretofore been delivered in the winter

session, and to give the hour to the chair of Practice

of Medicine and Pathology.

* Three minims of Fowler^s solution, three times a day, to a chi'd of

three years and older, to be increased by one minim in ench dose every

third day, until the rirst symptoms of arsenical poisoning api>ear, or

the disease begins to yield..

BELLEVUE HOSPITAL.

Notes op PK.iCTicE and Peculiarities of Treat-
ment.

peripheral paralysis, and paralysis d0e to cere-
rr.\l lesion—differential diagnosis.

It has been said that in peripheral paralysis there is

loss of Faradic excitability. The case seen, however,
illustrated the fact that in certain mild cases there is

not necessarily a loss of Faradic excitability. lu
severe cases, such loss may be complete.

A REPRESENT.\TIVE of the PAST—A CASE OP MER-
CURI.\L STOMATITIS.

The case was utilized by every clinical teacher, as

though it were a Chaldean inscription, and received

as a compensation atropia, quinine, and chlorate of

jiotash. Of the atropia -/„- to -,^,-, of a grain twice a
a day, with from six to ten grains of (piinine. The
chlorate caused so much smarting that borax was sub-

stituted.

FACIAL ERYSIPELAS—NOTABLE ABSENCE OF CONSTITU-
TIONAL DISTURBANCE.

The infiammatiou in this case spread over the entire

face and mrs, which necessitated quite a severe attack,

and yet the pulse at no time went above 80. The
treatment embraced the use of quinine, tincture ferri,

good diet, etc.

ACUTE ARTICULAR RHEUMATISM—HEREDITARY TRANS-
MISSION OP THE TENDENCY THERETO COLD B.VTH

—C.VllDIAC COMPLICATIONS.

A male patient, »t. 21 years, reported that he suf-

fered from his first attack of acute articular rheu-

matism when nine years of age, and that his mother
suffered from repeated attacks of the same affection.

The treatment iu his case was essentially the alkaline.

The question was raised whether there was any grovind

for su|)posing that the cold liath increased the liability

to cardiac complications in this class of cases, and was
answered in the negative.

DELAYED SENS.\.T10N IN A CASE OF LOCOMOTOR ATAXLA.

A male patient, ast. 42, first felt shooting pains from
the spine around througli the groin, which after a

little time were followed by cramps and darting

pains in the legs. ReHex excitability was pretty good,
but was so delayed that when the sole of the left foot

was pricked, five seconds elapsed before the man sung
out, " oh !

" and jerked his foot away ; while with the

right foot, four seconds elapsed.

UNUSU.VL MANIFESTATION OF LOCOMOTOR ATAXIA IN
ITS EARLY STAGE.

The first symptom developed in the case before us

was paralysis of the bladder. The retention of urine

was first supposed to be due to stricture, but no stric-

ture was found. It was then supposed to be owing to

paralysis of the i)ladder, which was present, true

enough, but it was only a symptom of the locomotor
ataxia, which was soon developed in such a manner
as to render the diagnosis unquestionable.

PLEURISY WITn EFFUSION.—GANGRENE OP THE
LUNG.—RECOVERY FROM THE G.\NGRBNE.

.There were items in this case which were interesting

and of unusual occurrence. They were developed in
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11 mule ]>;itieiit iX't. !!."), who first liiiil iin oiiliii;ii_v nttnck
(if suli-arutf [ileuiisy. After ii tinic, ividriiccs of a

ciivity were (U'Vflo|ic(l ujum the same side with tlic

phiirisy, and more marked in front than liehiiid. and
the piitient liegan to exiiectorate fetid and fian;;re-

nous material, which continued for alxnit six weeks
;

at the ex|iiiution of that time the severity of tliese

symptoms he^an to diminish, and finally thecliaracter-

istie expectoration from a gangrenous lung ceased

altogether.

The pleurisy remained, there Iieing some fluid in

the pleural cavity, and friction sound aliove it, although
the symptoms of gangrene had disappeared. The
treatment was mainly supporting.

A SIMPLE PLAN OF TREATMENT IN A CASE OF CUUONIC
DIAUUUCEA AND DVSENTEKY.

The evidence of the chronic diarrluea existed in the

fact that food passed the howels in almost the same
condition it was introduced into the stoniaeli. The
dysentery was secondary to an acute attack, and had
lasted for six months. A great variety of remedies

had lieen employed hy the patient Ixfoie his admis-
sion t<i the hospital, Imt without permanent lienelit.

He was at once placed in bed, and fed upon milk

and cod liver oil. witluiut medicine; and at the

time of our visit he had suffered very much less than

at any time since the occurrence of the acute attack.

This plan of treatment was regaided as the lielter one,

and a significant remark was that "drugs are un-

necessary, when you can do all that can be done by
means of rest, change in diet, etc."

PNEUMONIA—PI.EUIUSY—PAUCITY OP RATIONAL SYMP-
TOMS—MAKKED F.VI.L 'OF TEMPEIl.^TUBE—WAS THE
KALI, DUE TO QUININE Oil TO THE NATCKAL COUUSK
OK THE DISEASE?

A male patient let. 38, intemperate; when admitted

liad been sick one week, and at the time of our visit

wius in the eighth or ninth day of a pnenmonia, as

diagnosticated by physical exploration. lie was
attacked on a Saturday with jiain in the right sliouidcr.

which .soon extended into the right side and was
sutticieiitly severe to disturb respiration. On the next

day he liad a chill, and that was the entire history of

the case. On admission, the seventh day from the

attack, his temperature was 104°F., wheicuiion thirty

grains of the sulphate of (luininc were administered,

and till.' following day his temperature was '.ISj F.

The liigli temperature upon the day of admission was
regardeil as sufficient to exclude pleurisy, at h^ast as

the leading clement in the case. The rational symp-
toms, however, rendered the diagnosis very uncertain.

Upon physical examination there were found ui>on

the right side of thi' chest posteriorly, increased vocal

fremitus, dulness. perhaps flatness at the lower portion,

lironchial breathing, broncophony, small and large-

sized rfilcs, and friction-sound just below where the

bronchial breathing was most intense. Vesicular

respiration was exaggerated iuid heard all the way
down over the' anterior jiortion of the chest upon the

same siih'. It will be noticed that there was a marked
fall in temperature after the administration of a large

dose of ((uiiiine; and the (piestion arose, was it dui; to

the inllueiiee of the quinine? It was believed to be

the result of the natural course of the disease, although

it could be very easily ascribed to the influence of the

drug.

A CASE OK TYPHOID FEVER—QUESTION REOARDINd
ITS ORUIIN.

The disease occurred in the person of one of the

orderlies of the hospital, a man xt. 40 years, and,

independent of any medication, was a very mild

attack. The age of the patient was one point of in-

terest, and another was the mildness of the altiiek in

an individual of that age. although the symptoms
were sufficiently well marked to render diagnosis

liositive. The important (piestion, however, was:

why should this ninn have typhoid fever? There was
no way in which it could have been contracted through

the medium of drinking- water. A case of typhoid

fever occurred in the ward of which this man was
orderly, but it occurred one month previous to his own
attack, and was the only case of the disease with

which he had come in contact during the seasim. As
far as inference from facts could lie drawn, a portion

of the poison had entered his system, which liad been

developed in the body of the patient sick with

tvplioid fever in his ward oiU! month pre\iously. As

far as examination had extended, no defect in thesoil-

pijics connected with the ward ha? been found.

AN ACCESSORY riIYSIC.\l, SIGN OF PHTHISIS—A POINT

WITH REFERENCE TO INSURANCE POLICIES.

There was heard in the phthisical patient liefore uis,

a systolic subclavian murmur upon the right side.

When this muriiiur is found uiion the right side it

possesses in conjunction with other physical signs of

|>hthisis, a certain value as accessory evidence. A
suKelaviau murnuir upon the left side is natural to

certain persons, and po.«sesses no importance as a

physical sign of disease. This is a point of practi-

cal importance in the examination of candidates for

insurance policies.

CERTAIN ITEMS IN CONNECTION WITH NINE CASES OF

ACUTE ARTICULAR UHEUMATISM.

There were four males and five females. In two-

thirds of these cases, no treatment had Ikm-u adopted

lieforc admission. In all the cases, the urine was ren-

dered alkaline within twelve hours after admission.

In none of the cases was a cardiac murmur developed

under observation. In none of the cases was pericar-

ditis developed.

THE TDERMOSCOPE AND THE SURFACE THERMOMETER.

There was a lump on the neck of a child, and the

([uestion arose whether any elevation of temperature

was present. A. surface thernioiiieter was used and

rted !):i° V. on both sides. A thermoscopc wasre]ioi

used, and it indicated very plainly that in the lump

and the tissues surrounding it, there was marked eleva-

tion of temperature.

progress of iiUDical Science.

Separation and Destruction of the Pancreas,

AFTER Perforation ok the Stomach iiv roinu Ul-

cers.—The following unusual pathological conditions

are reported by Dr. IlaiiiisChiari, of Vienna, as found at

the autojisy (if a woman of intemperate habits, fifty-

four years ()f age, the immediate cause of diathbeinga

fatty degeneration of the heart. The most important

and interesting concerned the stomach primarily. The

posterior wall of this organ wa^ the seat of two round

ulcers the size of strawberries, through which a com-

munication was established between the cavity of the

stomach and the sac of the omentum, the latter consti-

tuting a sizable suppurating cavity, the contents of

which were prevented from escaping into the peritoneal
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sac, by intimate adliesion of tlie margins of the fora-

men of Winslow. The lowei- wall of this sac was in

places adhei-uut to loops of the jejunum, and there

•were openings into this part of the intestine. In this

sac, together with other broken-down tissues, was
found a mass nearly five inches in length, and entirely

separated from all other parts. This, on examination,

proved to be all that was left of the pancreas. The
author considers the ulceration of the coats of tlie

stomich to have been the first step in the morbid
process.— Wiener med. IFw/*. March 25, 1876.

On the Relation between Phosphoric Acid .\nd

Nitrogen in the Urine.—We quote, from Dr. W.
Zuelzer, of Berlin, the following brief summing up of

his own conclusions on the subject. In support of

them, he furnishes very numerous tables of comparison

and observations of the action of various remedies

and in various diseases. 1. The relations Ix'tween

phosphoric acid and nitrogen in tlie urine is under nor-

mal circumstances constant, but when suliject to differ-

ent influences, variable. 3. The fluctuations in this re-

lation are characteristic of the periods of advance and
decrease of the conversion of tissue in the nervous

substance. 3. The general metamorphosis of tissue

(of the " flesh ") is dependent uptm the nervous activi-

ty.— Virchow's Airhii)., March 2S, 1870.

On Par-^sitio Growths in the Human Lung.—Dr.

Paul Fiirljringer, of Heidelberg, has arrived at the fol-

lowing conclusions regarding the growth of fungi in

the lungs. 1. Their seat is only in diseased portions

of the parenchyma, and they are to be regarded as a

secondary affection. 3. Stagnating blood, and the

products of its decomposition, furnish a favorable .soil

for the development of fungi. 3. Acute affections

of the lungs, occurring in those of healthy constitu-

tions, exclude these growth, while the o|)posite con-

ditions of chronicity and cachexia favor it. 4. The
presence of ])Utrid decomposition appears to prevent

the formation of mould-fungus, while that of the

schizomycctes, especially bacteria, goes on. .5. The
clinical diagnosis of this condition will depend upon
the discovery of the germs of the fungus in recently

expectorated sputa.— Virchoui's Archie., March 28,

1876.

Watson's Operation.—Some two years ago Dr.
Patrick H. Watson, of the Royal Infirmary of Edin-
burgh, repmled the history of an operation which he
called " Excision of the Anterior Tarsus and ba.se of
the Metatai'sus." The operation consists in cutting
into the foot upon the inside and upon the outside,

dissecting the tissues from the dorsal, and from the
plantar surface, and by disarticulating and the use of

the saw removing the aifected bones in mass. After
the operation, and before removing the toiiriii((uct, the

entire wound is plugged firmly and securely by means
of pledgets of lint, passed through and through the
gap in the foot, and laid in closely one u|)on the l)ack

of the other, so as to completely till up the ajierture
;

and at the same time so closely crowded together as

to secure, when pressure is applied from the outside by
other pads supjiorted by a bandage, that no bleeding
takes place. Dr. W. W. Dawson, of Ohio, gives an
account of a similar operation which he performed on
a little gii-1 of seven years. Eighteen months previous
to the operation, she was struck on the dorsum of the
foot by a broom-stick. The blow did not seem to be
a hard one, l)ut violent inflammation followed it, in-

volving first tlie soft structures, and passing thence to

the tarsus. After a time the superficial inflammation

upon the dorsum of the foot disappeared, but the

ostitis remained, together with great thickening of the

soft tissues of.the plantar surface. When first seen by
Dr. Dawson, three months previous to the operation,

there was a circumscribed aliscess on the inner border
of the foot. On the floor of this abscess tlie tarsus

was found to be in a carious condition. Another
abscess was formed to the distal side of the first ; and
after this was opened, the junction between the tarsus

and metatarsus was found involved in the disease.

Dr. Dawson considered this a fair case for the tunnel-

ling operation suggested by Dr. Watson. In preparing
tlie limb for the operation, the tourniquet was not used,

but Esmarch's bloodless apparatus was ajiplied. Dr.

Watson used the saw from below upwards. Dr. Daw-
son revelled this, the advantage being apparent; for,

after the disarticulation, the foot being loosened at the

medio- tarsal articulation, it can be .so bent upwards as

to lessen the tension of the dorsal tendons to such a

degree, that the saw can be introduced and used with
much greater ease. Dr. Dawson, instead of introduc-

ing layer after layer of lint, until the tunnel was com-
pletely filled up, rolled a piece of lint large enough
to fill the opening, and introduced it at once. The
result of the operation was most satisfactory. The
parts seemed completely solidified, and with a short-

ened foot, the patient walked without a limp. The
advantages of this operation over the dorsal incision,

Dr. Dawson thinks are very marked. By it, wounding
vessels and tendons, and everything in fact on the

dorsum of the foot, are avoided.— 'llie American Medi-
cal Wei-klij, January 39, 1876.

The Median Operation for Stone in the Blad-
der.—Mr. Josejih Hunt gives the history of twenty
cases of stone in the bladder removed l)y the median
operation at the Leicester Infirmary. Only one of
these cases ended fatally, and then death resulted

from pyaemia, though it is true thirteen of the cases

were under the twelfth year. Of eighteen cases, the
average numlxT of days from the date of the opera-
tion, to the time of recovery was thirty-six. In the
fourteen cases in which the record was kept of the
time at which the urine first came, per urethram, the

average was on the fifth day. These cases are inter-

esting, from the fact that the median ojieiation has
been almost wholly discarded at the London hospi-

tals, though at the Leicester Infirmaiy a long and
patient trial of the two methods has lead to the adoji-

tion of the median in every case. In one of the cases

there was secondary hemorrhage after a free incision

of the prostate.

—

The Lancet, March 18, 1876.

Kava-Kava, a Remedy for GoNORnncEA.—An
infusion of the root of the kava-kava (Piper methysti-

cum) has long been a popular remedy for gonorrhoea
in the Pacific islands. Three or four scruples, or even
more, of the grated root are macerated for five minutes
in two pints of water, the whole being frequently shak-
en up. This water after filtration is given in two doses
during the day, before or after meals, and rciieated

every day until a cure is eifected. Twenty minutes after

the first dose, a pressing desire to urinate is experienced.

The quantity of urine is abundant, and it becomes
limpid and as clear almost as water. 'I'lie [lain that

was iiresent during the jirevious micturitions disap-
pears, and a sensation of comfort is experienced in

urinating. A cure requires ten or twelve day.s. The
kava. moreover, acts like a bitter tonic. It is jjlcasant

to take, stimulates the appetite, does not derange the

digestive functions, and produces neither diarrhosa

nor constipation.

—

Gazette Mcdicale de Paris, April 1.
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THE ENGLISH DEISATE UPON
PATHOLOGY OF SYPHILIS.

THE

We have watched with miuh interest the progress of

the del)ate upon the p!ilh()lo<;y of syphilis, which has

occupied four .sessions of tlie Pathoh)gic!il Society of

London. Considering tlie cxecptioiiiil importance of

the subject, and also tlu'.lii;^h position of some of the

sjieakers thereon, we thought it due to our readers to

Ijri'sent them with a condensed outline of the leading

paper, and of the replies evoked by it. We certainly

think that the council of the society showed good

judgment in selecting Air. Jonathan Hutchinson as the

|)erson to open the del>ate, and further, that he has in

the main performed his task well. At the outset,

I
however, wc must express our disapproval of the

statement so emphatically made at the commencement

of the i)aper, in which Mr. Hutchinson says: "I think

we may say of dualism that it is dead, and that tlie

now simiihir creed which attril)Utes the soft chancre to

contagion with inflammatory products produced by

syphilis, but not as a rule containing its germs, is the

one which obtains general acceptance. Wc have,

then, in syphilis, but one malady and one virus." W(t

think this statement is for various reasons ill-judged.

.\s dualism is not one of the distinct issues of his

I>apcr, he should not thus curtly allude to it and dis-

miss it, as by 80 doing he opened the way to irrelevant

discussion, and at the same time rendered himself

liable to mislead those who are not familiar with tlie

minute aspects of the ([uestion. Clinically, to-day.

the fact that the hard sore always produces syphilis,

and that the soft sore docs not, but that it is simply

local in its operation, is as generally received and as

susceptible of overwhelmingly convincing proof, as it

was when it was so boldly advocated by Hasscreau

twenty-odil years ago ; and the fact, or rather the state-

ment, that this local or soft sore is related more or less

remotely with syphilitic inflammatory |)roceRse.s, while

in a measure it mudities tlu^ diialistic view in a theo-

ritical way, has no practical effect upon it,—certainly

it does not demolish it. Hence we think that the

allusion made by Mr. Hutchinson was ill-judged and

misleading in its effect, particularly so if his words

ai<^ carefully weighed; for he says that the soft sore

may not, as a rule, contain syphilitic germs; the infer-

iiicc is plain that somitimes then it may, when, of

course, syphilis would follow. AVe judge from tlic

wliole tenor of his remarks that he does not really

tliiuk that this is the case. As is well known, Mr.

Hutchinson has been one of the most ardent

advocates of the view that syphilis is a specific

fever, having definite stages, witli periods of incuba-

tion, and of tlie outbreak of the etUorescences or

exanthcms, followed by sequelie, which are generally

called tertiary lesions. These opinions he here re-

iterates, and devotes much space to prove that ter-

tiary lesions are not direct effects of the disease, but

lather results or scciuehe of it. His argument in sup-

port of this opinion, which by the way was s<'verely

criticised, is that in the early stages of syphilis the

manifestations are general and symmetrical, thus prov-

ing, bethinks, that it is then a blood disease; but that

after a greater or k'ss lapse of time, thej are unsyin-

iiietrically developed, which fact goes to prove that

tliey are not any longer manifestations of a blood

disease, but on the contrary, as we have said, sequche

of it. He thinks that the same feature is observed in

the course of the exanthemata. Mr. Hutchinson thus

expresses hims.'lf: "In all probability syphilis cea.se8

to be a l)lood disease at the date when symmetrical

manifestations cease to be usual. This period varies

according to the treatment adopted and the idiosyn-

crjisy of the patient." As to the date at which syphilis

is no longer contagious, Mr. Hutchinson truly says that

negative evidence goes to prove that this is the case

in the tertiary period, and adds that the power of

hereditary transmission may remain long after tliis

cessation. Practically, this point is of great import-

ance. As in.stanccs of the local lesions or sequehe, the

author cites the relapsing affections of the tongue and

skin, and thinks that the fact that these are amenable

to local treatment is in a measure proof that they are

not real manifestations of the disease. He further

suggests that iierhaps local treatment would also cure

the internal gummata, if they were likewise accessible.

He does not think that Lancercaux simplifies the

(piestion of periods by calling the tertiary stage the

period of gummy deposits, as such are scunetimes

found even in the secondary stage. He admits that

these secondary gummata are not dissimilar from

those of the later period. This opinion appeare

very singular, when compared with the statement that

tertiary gummata arc serpielic.

Ho then considers the peculiarities of syphilitic

inflammations, and the relation of the various lesions
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histologically the one to the other, which he considers

very intimate. In the first category he calls attention

to the immunity generally possessed by syphilitic

growths to suppuration, and at some length speaks of

their tendency to produce phagedena and sloughing,

as well as in some instances to undergo interstitial

absorption. As to syphilis being the cause of phage-

dena, he expresses himself more strongly than any

autliority with whom we arc familiar, as he says: " So

marked is the liability to jihagedena in syphilis, and

so rare in connection with any other cause, tliat, witli

few exceptions, we may count syphilis either directly

or indirectly as tlie parent of all phagedena." Revert-

ing again to tliat still unsettled question, the periods

of syphilis, Mr. Hutchinson very forcibly states that

attempts to found a division of the secondary and ter-

tiary stages by a tendency or otherwise to deep ulcera-

tion only add confusion to the suljject. We think,

however, that he fails to make clear his position as to the

distinctly marked differences in these periods. His

chief reliance is upon the symmetry of the secondary

stage, and the alisence thereof in the tertiary. He

carries this idea to the extent of saying that if rupia

is symmetrically developed it is a secondary manifes-

tation, while if not symmetrical it is tertiary, there

being no peculiarity of the lesion to settle the ques-

tion. Though in some instances this may lie true,

there are so many exceptions to tlie statement that it

should not be unreservedly received. In speaking of

symmetry and asynnnetry of eruptions, Mr. H. niakes

a remark wliich is certainly at variance witli his

position, that it is a question of ahundance rather than

of cliaracter, which really means that in the secondary

stage the infiltrations are copious, and scanty in the

tertiary. Finally, as regards differences between

secondary and tertiary lesions, he states that the

former undergo spontaneous resolution, while as a

rule the latter do not. Foreseeing that it may be

urged that in the secondary period the more su|)er-

flcial tissues are the ones generally involved, and then

only in a supeifieial way; and that in the tertiary

stage deep ulceration takes place and deep tissues are

involved—says he can only admit, with great limita

tion, these assertions, as the ulcerative processes are

often severe in the secondary stage ; and that we do

not know definitely that the viscera are not involved in

the secondary period. This leads him to offer a sug-

gestion of much practical value, namely, the necessity

foi- study of tlie effect of syphilis in its early or

secondary stage upon the viscera. He clearly

shows, by numerous examples, that in this stage

other tissues than the more superficial ones are

affected. This portion of the paper is lioth interest-

ing and suggestive. Further, he advances the hypo-

thesis that tertiary lesions may really be only the

result of secondary ones, they developing themselves

in tissues ujjon which secondary lesions have stamped

a morbid impress. This su

attention, though aliundant evidence can be cited

against it. It is, as ilr. H. says, different from the

theory advanced by Vircliow, that tertiary lesions

and relapses are due to the syphilitic |)oison stored

away in lymphatic glands, and from them bursting

forth and thus involving blood and tissues. Passing,

then, to the consideration of hereditary syphilis, he

sketches in a general way its course, and alludes to its

more prominent features. He thinks that in this

form we do not, as a rule, meet the well-marked

tertiary lesions of the acquired variety, such as cellu-

lar tissue gummata and lesions of the muscles and

tongue. In children we have less frequently nervous

phenomena than in adults ; and in them is to be ob-

served, as a rule, a more marked limitation of the dis-

ease ; so that, altliough a child may suffer for years

with lesions of inherited syphilis, its future life will

usually be free from syphilitic manifestations. Mr.

Hutchinson is very explicit in his statements as to the

relation of syphilis and scrofula, and thinks that the

manifestations of both conditions are markedly dis-

tinct the one from the othei', and that they jiossess

no pathological relation with one another. We must

express our surprise that Mr. H. does not acknowledge

that syphilis may act as a jiredisposing cause to the

production of scrofula. To our surprise he, we think

unnecessarily, considers the relations between lupus

and syphilis, but very properly concludes tliat none

exist. The paper ends with a grateful acknowledg-

ment of the labors of the various living observers

upon syjihilis. In our next we shall give a synopsis

of the views of the gentlemen which were called forth

by the opening of Mr. Hutchinson..

HOMCEOPATHY IN THE DNIVERSITY OP MICHIGAN.

The State Society of Michigan, at a recent meeting,

and after an exciting del>ate, adopted a resolution

condemning the course of the faculty in regard to the

homoeopathic question. An amendment was offered

to the Constitution, which, under the rules, was laid

over until the next annual meeting, refusing fellow-

ship to any graduate of the University while the

present arrangement continues. Amid the excitement

attending those proceedings, the Society adjourned,

with much of its important business unfinished.

Every one interested in the proper solution of the

matters in dispute will be sorry that such radical

measures have been adopted, and that such a spirit-of

partisan zeal has controlled the delil)erations of a

strictly scientific body. Nothing can show more

clearly that the Michigan State Society is absurdly in-

tolerant of homoeopathy thau tlie recent action alluded

to. The extreme attitude assumed is of itself a con-

fession of weakness, an attempt to force conviction

by arbitrary means, rather than a manly and fearless

endeavor to meet the questions at issue, and discuss

^estion is worthy of
j

them with the calmness of men who desire to know
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the truth, tlie whole truth, ami notliiii;^ but tlie truth.

If we are ever jfoiiij^ to expose the error of hoiuwpathy

we must give it pleuty of light and air. ^Yc liave

dignified it with martyrdom long enougli. If we are

not afraid of it we can afford to offer it every oppor-

tunity for proving its superiority. Tlie fueulty of the

University, in view of tlie issue at stake, should be up-

held rather than eoudeuineil. The idea of yielding

up the school to the homu-opatlis is preiJosterous. The

liberality of conceding the homa<opnths even what

they have, will afford them the surer means of working

out their own destrurtion.

Hom(ro])athy is ii rank weed that has always nour-

ished in the low and damp recesses of hypocrisy,

and we have fostered this tendency by shadowing it

with our prejudices. The longer we do this, the

stronger will be its growth, and the more effectually

will it entwine with the ignorance of the nias.si>s. If,

on the contrary, we give it the impartial sunlight of

truth, it must sooner or later shrivel into the intinitcs-

inial proportions of its own doctrines. We, at least, are

willing to give it such a chance. It never can be done,

however, by any such resolutions as were passed by

the Michigan State Societv.

Ufports of Societies.

THE SlIOKT TERM SYSTEM.

Dr. G.\ili..vud calls our attention, in a recent num-

ber of his journal, to wluit he terms "surprising blun-

ders" on our part, in stigmatizing the short term sys-
i

tern of medical study in J^ouisville as " corruption in

high places," etc., whereby "the readers of the

'Recoki>' have been induced to believe that the terri-

ble conditions indicated really exist."—We are not

sorry that we have conveyed such an impression, as we

intended to do so. We believe that such a state of

things as graduating a student in nine months docs

exist in Louisville : and. in view of our opinion, as to

what a medical education should be, ive are forced to

repeat that the system is a " monstrous evil " and

should be checked at once. We do not care what

College endorses the practice, or what journal ad-

vocates it, we still say it is wnmg ; that it is an evi-

dence of '• corruption in high places," and that it is

an abuse of the diploma-granting privilege. Dr.

Gaillard, in his defence of this cramming system, asks

the question : " Has the time not come when quali-

fications sliould be the test for graduation, and not

time?" One is such a necessary condition of the

Other that they cannot be separated. It is, to our way

of thinking, such an impossible thing for the most

brilliant intellect under the best possible training, to

digest even the mdimcnts of medical science within

nine months, that we are quite willing to give the ele-

ment of time between meals, very serious considera-

tion.

TiiK next meeting of the American Medical Asso-

ciation will be held in Philadelphia, on Tuesday, .May

0th, ISTU, at 11 .VM.

NEW YORK TATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Stiit'd V-'thiff, April 20, 1870.

1)11. ('HAS. K. BllIDDON, PuiisIDK.NT, IN THtC ClI VtU.

1-Isn-BONE UE.M()VKO KKO.M IMIAllYNX IIV rAUAl'UUTE
ruonAN(i.

Dri. Lewis A. Savuk presented several specimens of

I'xsection for morbus coxarius, previous to which,

however, he exhibited the shoulder of a codtish

which had bi'en extracted from the pharynx of a

lady, by his son. Dr. Charles Sayre. by means of the

<esophageal ])aracluite ))robang. The ])ntient was suf-

fering intensely, and was in the agony of impending

suffocation, when the i)ronipt introduction of the in-

strument and the extraction of the foreign body gave

her instant relief.

EIGHT ADDITIOXAI, CASES OF EXSECTION FOK MORBUS
COXAUIfS, MAKING SIXTY-ONE IN .VI.L.

Dn. Sayub, in presenting these cases, stated that he

did so for the purpose of placing them upon record

in their order. The tii-st specimen, consisting of the

head and neck of femur, with ))orti(Uis of the ace-

tabulum, was numbered 51, and had the following

history

:

Case 54.—Charles Braman, aged 4. Born of healthy

parents. Was tirst noticed to be lame in March, 1873.

Knows of no fall or other injury. Child very greatly

emaciated ; very aniemic
;

profuse discharge from

three openings aiiovi' I'oupart's ligament, and another

I

upcm outer p.-irt of thigh,

Bisected Mdi-ch 28, 187.').—Head and neck ab-

! sorbed ; upper end of shaft of femur covered with

j

a thick involucrnm. Femur black and necrosed, and
sawed off just below trochanter minor; the disease

i
having progressed farther down upon the inner side

of the femur, another section was made a quarter of

an inch lower. A loose piece of bone, about the size

' of an almond, was picked out of the acetabulum,

giving exit to a large quantity of pus of a fecal odor,

which had l)ein imprisoned Ixhind the ilium, and

had caused the sinuses above I'oupart's ligament.

I

Dressed in usual way and jdaced in wire cuirass.

I The dressings were not touched for two days, when

1
thr oakum was removed from around the hip, the

,
wounds cleansed, and the dressings reapplied.

I

Janf 13, 187.5.—Child luis been very comfortable

since the operaticm. The sinuses above Poupart's

ligament have almost closed. Removed from wire

!
cuira.s.s, and long extension splint with abducting

I

screw applied.

I Jiinuanj 1, 1870.—Can stand on the leg when splint

;
is removed, and walk with it on. Considerable

1 motion at joint. Slight discharge from sinus m\ pos-

terior part of ilium. Condition seen in photograph

taken iu December. 187.">.

Case 55.—John F. Drum, 5 years old. Healthy

parents. Stout boy until 30 months ago. when ho

fell and .xtruck his knee upon the stimes in the street.

Ibis been blistered repeatedly. Very much reduced.

.
Limb in position of third stage. Large abscess over

trochanter major, which was opened by a free inci-

si(m, discharging a large quantity of pus, and exposing

a rough and necrosed trochanter.

1 Ext'Thil Ai-ril 31, 187.";.—Head partly absorlwd,
' and a piece of it lying loose in th • acetabulum.

I Keck and part of shaft of femur absorbed. Aceta-
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bulura perforated. Femur sawed below trochanter
minoi'. Two pieces of bone removed from aeetabu-
lum. Child was placed in cuirass and removed at

once to Jersey City, liy Dr L. J. Gordon, under whose
care he has been ever since.

Frhriiiiri/ 3, 1870.—Child was seen to-day for the
second time since the operation. Sinuses entirely

closed. Has considerable motion at hii). Can stand
upon leg without pain when tlie splint is removed.
Case .50.—Bridget D. Smith, aged six. Born of

healtliy parents. Several brothers and sistens, all re-

markably healthy. Has been lame since February,
1872. Knows of no injury, although she has had re-

peated falls, having l)eeu a very active child. Has
been Ijlistered repeatedly without relief. Ciiild is very
much reduced, and very ana-mie. Leg shortened, ad-
ducted, and tixed. Two sinuses on anterior part of
thigh leading to dead bone and discharging freely.

E.i-sected March 31, 1875. at Belleinie HospiUd Medi-
cal Colleye.—Head absorbed, also greater part of
neck. Femur sawed just below trochanter minor. A
second section was made about one-quarter inch lower
down. Several pieces of ljt)ne removed fiom aceta-

bulum which was perforated liy a hole about the size

of a small penny. Sinuses slit uj), scraped, and tilled

with Peruvian balsam ; wound dressed in usual way,
and child placed in cuirass, and taken home to Forsyth
street.

Child continued to improve, had no constitutional
disturiiance, and was removed from cuirass and placed
upon long splint. Condition is seen in photograph
taken August, 1875.

C.\8B 57.—Ellen Sullivan, aged five year.s. No his-

tory of the cause of the disease or its duration could
be obtained in this case, as tlie child's father was dead
and her mother in the lunatic asylum. Her liml) was
in the position of tlie third stage of morbus coxarius
and partially anchylosed. Several sinuses on outer
and i)osterior surface of thigh led to dead bone.
Child was pale and very thin.

F.fsi'ctcd Septemher 22, 1875, at Bellecue Ho.s/iitaL

—Head nearly absorbed, a small piece of it lying
loose in the aceta1)ulum. Femur sawed off just
above trochanter minor. Acetabulum perforated, and
plugg(!d i)y remains of head. Large quantity of pus
retained behind the ilium, which was evacuated when
loose

; i)iece of head was removed. Sinu.ses on tliigh

scrajied and tilled with Peruvian balsam. Child
dressed in wire cuirass.

Noo('iii'>';r 18.—Has been quite comfortal^le since
oijeration. Has gained considerable flesh, and has
quite rosy cheeks. Removed from cuirass and applied
long splint with abducting and everting screws.

Fc/jntaiy 2.—Child has been walking around the
ward since the sjilint was aijplied. Sinuses nearly
closed, discharges very mueii diminished. Short hip
splint applied in place of long one.

Case 58.—Uosa Mullins, aged three years. Parents
both healthy. Two otlier cliildren both very healtliy.

Said to have had a fall, but no positive information
could be obtained. Disease first noticed after a severe
illness in summer of 1874. An abscess on po.sterior

jiart of thigh was opened in June, 1875, and still con-
tinues to discharge freely.

Child very small, white, and emaciated. Abdomen
distended. Limb adducted, shortened, and fixed.

Exsected September 39, 1875.—Head, neck, and jiart

of great trochanter entirely absorbed ; acetabulum per-

forated. Three small pieces of bone picked out of ace-
taliulum. Wound stitched and dressed witli oakum
and Peruvian balsam. Child jilaced in wire cuirass.

December 13 1875.—Short hip-splint applied.

Case 59.—Mary Mahony, aged seven. Two and
a half years ago jumped from a high stoop, and im-

mediately afterwards com])lained of pain in hip.

This gradually passed off. Three montlis afterwards

had sharp pain at night. Was then seen by a physician,

who di.agnosticated liip disease in second stage, and
ajiplied short s|)lint. Tliis was worn for three months
with great comfort

;
at the end of this time child was

taken with scarlet fever, and tlie splint was removed
and never reapjilied.

Cliild gradually grew worse, and was admitted to

Bellevue Hospital March 39, 1875, in the following

condition

:

Liml) adducted, flexed, and fixed. Several sinuses

around right hip. Consideralily emaciated and anas-

niic. Probe touches dead bone. Exsected December
15, 1875. Head partly alisorljed. Femur sawn just

below trochanter minor ; a second section was made
nearly half an inch lower down, as the bone was far-

ther diseased.

February 2, 1876.—Child removed from cuirass and
placed in long splints.

Case 60.—Cliarles Pixlee, aged nine. Patient's

mother died of phthisis. Patient has never been a strong

healthy boy. Three and a half years before admission

to Bellevue Hospital his father noticed that he walked
lame. No cause known. Was sent to boarding-school,

where he was ol)liged to go up and down several flights

of .stairs during the day. Grew worse, and was put

to bed and extension by weight and jiulley a|)plied.

Two montlis after short splint applied, woruwitli com-
fort for several months, when tlie physician in charge

was taken sick. The splint was then removed, and the

child gradually grew worse.

Admitted to Bellevue Hosjiital in the following

condition: " Is a very delicate child and reduced al-

most to a skeleton. Suffers intense pain when lie is

moved or touched. Right leg flexed at hip and knee

joints. Sinus in upper and anterior pait of thigh,

bed-sore over sacrum. Abscess over riglit anterior

superior spin.]us process. Albumen in considerable

quantities in the urine. Symptoms of waxy liver.

Ej^aerted February 2. 1876.—Head jiartly absorbed.

Acetabulum perforated, and neck of femur caught in

the opening, rendering luxation impossible. Femur
sawed lielow trochanter minor. Some hemorrhage
from artery in thickened involucrum, controlled by
oakum compress.

Child placed in cuirass, but removed at the end of

a few days, and placed on air-bed, witli right-angled

splint upon well side.

Died, April 19, 1870, from exhaustion. Liver,

spleen, and both kidneys markedly waxy, responding
to iodine test. J^iver very much enlarged, weight three

and tliree-quarter pounds. Heart and lungs normal.

Case 01.—Charles Smith, aged eight. Caused by
frequent falls, as tlie boy was continually tripping.

Has always been a stout, healthy boy.

Five fistulous openings, one of them in the groin.

Very much run down from want of proper food and
good air.

Expected April 5, 1 876.—Head and neck absorbed,

and end of femur thrust through the acetabulum.

Bone sawed through and removed by forceps. Aceta-

bulum extensively necrosed. Several pieces of bone
removed from acetabulum. Larger abscess between
ilium and internal periosteum.

Tlie specimens Ijelongiiig to the different cases

were exhibited to the Society. Dr. Sayre, in connec-

tion with these cases, took occasion to refer to the fol-

lowing statement from a recent English work entitled:
" Diseases of the Hip, Knee, and Joints, and their
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Ticatiiii'nt liy a New and Kfficipiit Motliod," liy IIii^li

dwell Tliomiis. Oil ]nifif (i, Mr. Tlionias says : "SiiuT
tlu' visit (if Dr. Sayrc to Kn-ilaiul. and tlip cxpositidii

of his rmtlmd to tlir London suiurons. I liavcsi'cn srv-

cral instances in wliicli Ills ap|iaintiis was skilfully ap-
plied, an<l from personal kiiowled^'e I am satisfied tlial

in not one of tln'se cases was llie disease lienetited or

even arrested. Tlie lie.st commentary npon this melliod
i.s the remarkablr- freipiiney with whicli its principal
advocate h.-is had to perform excision."

Dr. SAvatK, in reply to this assertion, stated that he
never had occasion to exseot a liip joint in any case

that came to him in tlie first and .second staijes of the
disease, Init had seen hundreds of the latter recover
withont deformity, an<l with perfect motion. The
Cftses in which exsections had lieen performed wen
almost in nrth-ulo inurtis at the time of the operation.

THE EFFECT OF OfER.\TION ON
DEOIiNEU.VTION.

AltUESTINO WAXV

I)u. Mason asked how many of liis (Sayrc's) cases

died within the first year after the ojieration.

I)it. Savke could not say positively in the absence
of his records, hut helicved the nunilier to be eight,

all but three of which were complicated.
Dr. Mason was certain that in the majority of the

cases amyloid ilc^eiieration existed at the time of the
operation, and it was a matter of some importance to

ascertain what effect such an operation might have in

arrestini; the waxy ehan';<' in the internal organs by
the removal of the excitintc cause. In this connection
he referred to a case which was operated upon by Dr.

Sayre two or three years ago. in which there was ex-

tensive waxy degeneration of liver and kidneys, and
which recovered.

Dk. Say he stated that the particular case alluded to

was reporte<l to the Society in 187:^ {eiilr Medkai,
Record, vol. viii., p. 40(1). The patient was a male.
11 years of age, who was dying of waxy degeneration.
the result of suppurative hip disease, and the

operation was performed more on account of the
boy's con.stant importunity than for any liope of bene-
fiting. Strange to say, however, after the opcratitju

the patient began to improve in all his symptoms, and
enjoyed two years and four months of perfect health.

the albumen and casts finally disappearing. His
death was tlie result of an attack of acute nephritis,

the result of an exposure to cold. No autopsy was
attainable.

Dr. Gedney remarked that, as a matter of clinical

experience, he had often noticed a direct relation be-

tween the cpiantity of a chronic su[)purative discharge
.-ind thesi/.e of the internal organs which were the sub-
jects of fatty degeneration. For instance, when there
was an interruption in the discharge, there was a cor-

responding diminution in tlie size of the liver and
in the ((uaiitity of albumen in the urine, and vi<v

tersii.

Dr. Knapp stated that in the present state of our
knowledge it was inii)ossible to say what would be
the duration of amyloiil degeneration. In this con-
nection he referred to a c.-i.se of amyloid degeneration
of the clioroid presented to the Society in June, l.s7:i.

I

and which he had seen only a few days ago in appar-
ently perb et health. In that case llu^ degeiu ration

wiLS confined to the arteries of the choroid (.Mi:i).

Uec. voL viii., p. 547).

EPULIS OF lower .IAW.

Dr. RonixsoN presented a specimen of the above
with the following lii.story:—I. P., German woman,
aged 44 years; does housework; eighteen years in |

there had been no retuiii.

the United States ; has had eiyht ehihlren— live living

all healthy; she has always been perfectly well; came
under my care one month since, .\bout tlirei! years
ago noticed a tumefaction of the gums at the left of
the median line of the lower jaw; the swelling in-

creased very slowly until beginning of last |)regnan-

ey—two and one-half years ago—when it took on a
more rapid growth. During her period of jiregnancy
it increased rapidly and reached its present size— that

of a clierry. Since birth of last child, nine months
ago, it has not augmented. It has nirely been painful,

iind has more particularly caused her mechanical
trouble by it.s presence interfering somewhat with the

closing of her jaws, and conse(|uently with mastication.

Ill wet weather she has remarked that the tumor be-

comes somewli.'it sensitive.

The tumor jircsented the as])cct of a small globular
ma.ss about the size of a cherry. It is tolerably

smooth, of a rosy color, very consistent, and not at all

pulsating to the touch. It adheres by a broad base
or pedicle, to the j)eri<isteum of the alveolus of the

left lateral incisor tooth of the lower jaw. It is not
ailherent, apparently, to the bony structure of the

jaw, and is somewhat movable ujion its base. AVhen
moved from side to side there is a little bleeding
about its base, .seemingly liiciught on by an ulcerative

process, caused by the neighboring teeth, which it has
pushed aside by its own ]iressure in gr(>wing. It is

dillicult to say positively whether tli<: incisor tooth at

the seat of the growth is incorporated with it. The
patient thinks ,so, as she does not remember having
lust a tooth at this region. The teeth of the ]iatient

are generallv defective, and she has alreadv lost sev-

eral.

.\bout three weeks ago he excised this tumor. At
first I attempted to dissect it away from the gums by
means of the bistoury. In this I failed, as it was of
too hard consistence. I therefore used the Ixme for-

ceps, cutting down on either side of it, until I had
penetrated nearly to the base of the alveolus, and
then by means of a gouge-shaped dental forceps
tearing away tumor with a small jiortion of bone,

liy way of precaution against return of giowth. I was
compelled to extract one incisor tooth, and after the

operation was terminated and the bleeding arrested I

cauterized the liiise with nitrate of silver.

I'liim section the tumor presented a tolerably liomo-
geneons structure to thenaki-d eye, and was apparently
largely made up of fibrous tissue. There w.as no tooth

enclosed in its tissue. The niicroscoiie shows it to be
a so-called fibroplastic tumor, or spindle-<(lkd sar-

coma.
One of the p<iints of interest in the case had refer-

ence to the liability of return. In the instance in

i|U 'stion the glands in the neighborhood, as Dr. H.

believed was usual in cases of jmre sarcomatous
tumors, were' not involved. lie thought from a cIk in-

ic.il point of view it was of importance to note the
fact of the freedcmi of glandular infiltration, as
1m aring upon noiiinalignancy.

I)n. HiiiDDoN li.ad seen two or three similar eases

with no glandular complication. Dr. Mason had seen
liiit one growth of the kind return, .and that was in

the course of four months fioin the lime of the oper-
ation. One ciLse he had operated on ten years ago,
without any return of the disease. Dr. CnosiiY
referred to one case in liis practice, in which the

tumor was simply removed from the periosteum and
in which the disea.se nfuriied within a iiionlh. At the
next operation a portion of the bone was removed
with the tumor, since which time, three years ago,
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THE CHEMUNG COUNTY MEDICAL
SOCIETY, N. Y.

FOUTIETH AnKIVERSART.

RECOVERY FROM TRAUMATIC TETANUS—TTTHOID FEVER
AND HEMOKKIIAfiE PROM MAMMARY GLAND—INVER-
SION OF UTERUS—TANSY POISONING—CONGENITAL
RECTO- VAGINAL FISTULA—THE HYPODERMIC SYRINGE
AS AN ASPIRATOR IN STRANGULATED HERNIA—
OPIUM POISONING—THE CARE OP THE INSANE
COMPLETE RUPTURE OP URETHRA.

Tins Society lield its Fortieth Anniversary in the
city of Elmira. N. Y., on the 21st of March," 1870. S.

AY. Bailey, M.U., President, in tlie Chair. The fol-

lowing is 11 synopsis of some of the papers read

:

TRAUMATIC TETANUS—RECOVERY.

Reported by P. H. Flood. M.D., of Elmira. L. Y.,
lad of nineteen years; railroad injury, Dec. 2Tth,

187.J, calling for amiiutation of the gr^a't toe, and the
t\Yo adjoining toes, of tli'J left foot. A physician was
called, who performed the operatiim, apparently with
the object of saving as much of the toes as possible,

as tliere was very little integumentary covering for the
end of the bones. From this time till the 15th of
January he was about the house on crutches, appar-
ently very comfortable

; appetite good. On the 19th
(twenty-tliree days from the date of the injury), after
four days of premonitory symptoms, he was attacked
with tf.tifiic. spiiiiiiix, the muscles l)ecoming rigid, and
the whole body stiff and straight. The muscles of
the neck and jaw were chiefly affected, producing
trismus, or lock-jaw. Seventy-five dro])s of lauda-
num were given, and mor|)hine hypodermically for
two days, with l)ut little effect. 'Change of ])h}'si-

cians then took place. At this time the patient's con-
dition was calculated to excite feelings of the
deepest compassion. He was lying upon his back, his
head drawn backward and fixed by rigid contraction
of the muscles of the neck, the jaws'tirndy set. the
skin of tlie forehead ^vrinkled, the eyes rigidly fixed,

and sunken in their sockets, tlie jiupils lieing dilated.

The angles of the mouth were drawn down, exposing
the teetli, firmly clenched, .and an occasional tivitehing
of the mimic muscles, and oozing of blood from the
mouth, .added to the shocking appearance. The whole
body was rigid and frequently convulsed, the patient
screaming with remittent jiaius, and drenched with
perspiration. Pulse weak and small ; 120 per minute.
The |)aroxysms were of variable duration, sometimes
quite l)rief, and at other times continuing from a quarter
to half an liour, being easily piovokedby the shutting
of a door, the noise of a stove, barking of a dog, etc.

_
Upon exandnation of the wounds of the foot at this

time, they were found to lie dressed with simple
cerate, that of the great toe being nearly healed. The
two lesser toes were enlarged, swollen, covered with
fupgous gr(jwths. and discharging freely, the odor
being extremely offensive.

A soft poultice was substituted for the cerate. Ab-
solute quietude and freedom from all exciting causes,

both physical and mental. Fifteen dro])s of the
tincture of aconite leaves injected hypodermically.
This seemed slightly to relax the tetanic spasms. On
the evening of the same day (Jan. 2S) the injection,

fifteen drops of the tincture of aconite, was repeated.

Jan. 24tli, 9 a.m. -Found patient much the same as

previous evening. Spasms continue, but with less

severity. Hypodermic injection of Magendie's solution
of mor])lune, thirty drops, with tinct. of aconite leaves,

thirty drops. One hour after this administration the

patient ex))erienced decided relief ; spasms not so severe

or frequent. 9 o'clock, p. M.—Patient has remained
about the same during the day. About half an hour ago
spasms became more severe, with increased rigidity and
pains. Repeated the medicine, same as in the morning;
morphine 30 dro])s, tinct. aconite 30 drops. Half an
hour after this he began to improve. Pulse, 120,

irregular, weak and feel>le
;

profuse ])erspiration

;

could open his mouth ; drank some whey, beef tea

and cream.

Jan. 2.'5th, 9 o'clock A. M.—Patient comjiaratively

comfortable during the night; sleepy, but did not

sleep ; effects of the medicine commencing to dis-

appear; spasms continue same as day previous.

Repeated the injection, which jiroduced almost

immediate relief ; could extend his timgue; found it

bitten and swelled ; continue beef-tea and cream,

nine o'clock p. m,, patient quite comfortable ; spasms

at longer intervals, and less intense. Continue

hypodermic injection as usual ; move the bowels Tvith

enema; diet the same.
Jan. 2(;th, 9 a.m.—Patient better; had occasional

spasms during the night, but towards morning ceased

entirely. Severe pain in hi|is and back ; very sore,

stiff and rigid. Continue the hypodermic injection

as usual. 9 o'clock p. m.—Patient comfcjrtalde dur-

ing the day ; took nourishment, beef-tea and cream.

Jan. 27th, 9 a. m.—Patient comfortable ; slept

fifteen minutes during the night. 2!!ith, comfortable,

but no sleep. 29th, much the same, slept half an
hour. 30th, Gave an enema, profuse perspiration

;

pulse feel)le and frequent. 31st, slept an hour at a

time. Feb. 1st.—Patient appears l>etter this morning;
sleept good during the night ; still complains of pain

and soreness in back and hips; moved limbs for first

time in fourteen days. Feb. 2d—Slept good ; turns

over in bed. Feb. 3d.— Still improving; slept

soundly.

Feb. 4th.—Appetite increasing; soreness and stiff-

ness disappearing, unable to bend forward, even witli

assistance; jiupils still dilated; can partially open the

mouth
;

pulse stronger and not so frequent. The
medicine has been continued every twelve hours in the

same dose (morphine 30 diops, tinct. aconite 30 dr«ps).

The ))atient was, at length, fully restored to health,

under this treatment.

TYPHOID FEVER ATTENDED WITH HEMORRHAGE FROM
THE M.\MMARY gland.

Case reported by Dr. Wm. H. Davis, of Horsehcads.

This case was peculiar, with rcsjiect to the source of

the heinorrage. Death was the result.

Dr. Louis Velder, of Elmira, read a pa])er entitled :

" A Case of Puerperal Convulsions, complicated with

acute Bronchial Catarrh, followed by Gidema of the

Lungs. Fatal Termination."

INVERSION OP uterus.

Dr. H. S. Chubbuck, of Elmira, reported a case of

inversion of the uterus. Mrs. J. K., aged 27 years,

confined with first child Dec. 3, 1874. Duration of labor

twelve hours; very severe for six hours; after short

delay placenta was expelled with slight pains. There

was considerable flowing for the first few days after

delivery, but notliing wrong with the uterus. On the

sixth day. contrary to orders, she was placed in a large

chair and drawn into an adjoining room. While in the

chair she felt something give way internally, and com-
plete syncope occurred. She was jjlaced in bed, and
Dr. Chul)buck was soon with her. She was then very

faint, and a|)peared bloodless; pulse 140 and feeble.

,
The uterus was then discovered to be completely in-
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verted. Having obtained cliloroform, and si cured the

presence of Dr. Wey as eounsil, the anivslhctic was ad-

ministered, and efforts were coninieneed for the

purpose of redneinu; tli<' or<;an. The reporter says :
" I

pa.ssed my lingers up to tlie neeli of the inverted

wonih, elasped the organ with my liand gently Imt

tirndv. making steady pressure, and at the sann- time

jjassing my liand upward; and, as tlie womli gradually

receded, I moved my liand downward, towards the

fundus, and grasped .inew, gently hut firmly passing

thi.' uterus upward until the lundus was reached, then

jiressed my Ihumli ami fingers at the inverted fundus.

and carried it to its normal position, with my hand
inside of the uterus, holding it there until the contrac-

tions were suttieient to warrant its withdrawal." Two
days afterwards an examination was made and the

organ was in its normal state. Phlegmasia dolens of

both limbs afterward ; but under appropriate treatment,

the patient convalesced, and finally regained her

perfect health.

C.\SES OK T.^SSY rOISONISO.

Reported by J)u. IlKxitv Flood, of Klmira. Mrs. S..

aged 25, mother of one child, being pregnant again.

and desii-ing to produce abortion, she procured one

ounce of the oil of tansy, and swallowed one tea-

spoonful of it, and retired for the night. fShe experi-

enced a burning sensation in the stomach, and was soon

in convulsions of a severe and dangerous character.

The patient being unable to swallow, the doctor ad-

ministered a nurstard emetic by means of a Davidson
syringe. Vomiting followed; the matters ejected

having >< strong odor of tansy. The patient not only

recovered, but she escaped abortion, and two months
afterwartls was progressing in pregnancy.

Mi-s. D., in the second month of pregnancy, took

largely of a strong decoction of tansy, and experienced

symptcniis similar to the foregoing. An emetic of

mustard had the desired effect in this case also.

IM1'ERK0U.\TE ASUS, WITH CONGESITAL IIKCTO-

V.^OINAl. FISTUI,.\.

Reported by Dr. .T. K. Stanciipiei,d, of Elmira. The
doctor |)refaced his description of this infantile; mal-

formation with the statenu'iit that the mother h,-ul

—

resulting from her lirst delivery—an extensive lacera-

tion of the perineum and recto vaginal septum, which

had been remedied by a surgical operation. Result

ing from her second delivery there was a slight lup-

ture which <li(l not reipiire a second operation. Dur-

ing this, her third pregnancy, the mother was continu-

ally posses-ied witli an apprehension that there would be

some deformity, and the thought of the horrible recto-

vaginal l.-iceration was often pictured in hir mind.
Upon exandiiation, after birth, this third offspring

Wiis found to be wiTliout an anus; the skin retaining

its natural color over the M'hole space between the

parts of generation and the coccyx. Twenty-four
liours after birth there was a dark-colored discharge

noticed U|)on the diaper. Further examination ri'-

vcaled a small opening from the posterior wall of the

vagina directly into the rectum. Through this small

opening the contents of the bowels found a way iulu

the vagina. At the time of reporting, no surgical opira-

tion had been performed to remeily the malformation.

The doct<ir closed his papi'r liy saying: "In this

case, it sei'msas though the maternal imagination must

have had some inlhience in causing this defect

in the otTspring.

MERCURIAL FCMIO.VnON IX SPECIFIC DISEASES.

Was the subject of a paper presented by Dr. V. H.

Abbott, of Elmira.

STHANOfl.ATED IN(it;iNAI, HKllNI.V.

Case reported by Dr. Ai.iikkt II. Flood. .Mr. 1!., aged

:t.5 years. After all the ordinary methods of ta.xis

have completely failed, the doctor drew the barrel of

a common hypodermic syringe four times full of am-
ber-colored li(|uid from the tumor, reducing its size

at least one-half, and then the loop of iutistine was

very easily returned into the cavity of the alidomen.

ciiassagny's obstetric forceps.

Dr. Cir.\ni.n;s L. ScjfiuE, of Elmira, gave an elaborate

description of this forceps, exiilaining its princi|)le of

construction and philosophy of action.

Some of its sjiecial advantages were summed up as

follows :
—

1. Reduction of the transverse diameters of the

head, tritfiout roiiijinasion nf tlif linii/i.

2. Traction in absolute obedience to the natural

direction and nuivemi nts of the head.

;i. Sustained traction.

The new instrument has been used in the city of

Elmira during the past year, in two cases, by Drs. II.

S Chubbuck and T. II. Squire, and these physicians

were much jileased with its operation.

OPIUM POISONlN<i THK.VrKD HY HYPODERMIC IN.IWTIONS

OF TINCTURE OF BELLADONNA, COFFEE, .\ND WHISKEY.

Case reported by Dit. .Toiin M. Flood, of Elmira. This

patient was so profoundly luircotized that, for a time,

the res|)irations were Imt one per minute, and the pulse

forty-two per minute. For the space of four hours

the hypodermic syringe was constantly used injecting

whiskey ami cofTi'c ; and several timesduringthesanie

period tincture of belladonna was injected in doses

varying from ten to thirty drops. Success at length

rewarded these measures. The reportersays that, prob-

alily, more than two Imndred injections of whiskey and
coffee were admiuisteied in the space of four hours.

DIRECT CO.MMUNIC.vnON BETWEEN STOMACH AND
COLON.

A case of the above was reported by Dr. E. GfRE,
of Chemung.

Mrs. G. AV. B., aged about tifty years. Extreme

emaciation; li^ft leg (edematous: a fistulous opening

at the umbilicus, and a small quantity of fluiil oozing

therefrom. On opening the abdominal cavity there

was found a funnel sliaped formation, consisting of

cellular tissue, adherent to the wall of the abdomen,

its upper or large end surrounding the cohni and
duodenum, where they cross each otlier; the lower or

small end communicating with the umbilicus exter-

nally, thereby preventing any ])us or extraneous sub-

stance from escaping into the abdominal cavity. On
removing this special canal, the colon was found to

be adherent to the duodenum at the point of their

crossing, and an (i|)ening about an incli in diameter

comiminicated between the two, so that food, or

chyme, instead of trnvei-sing the small intestines,

p:issed directly from the duodenum into the colon.

The gut nbovi; the opening was healthy and aliout

the natural size, but below it was contractiil or thick-

ened, obliterating very nearly the passage for four or

six inches. Then; was no cancerous appearance about

the opening ; its edges were well adherent, so that no

part of the remtent.s^of the stomach ciuild escape into

the cavity of the abdomen. The stomach and liver

were healthy. During life, the symptoms were those

of cancer of the stomach.

CARE OF THE PAl'I B;i IN' ANK.

Dr. WiLi-iAM C. Wey, of Elmira, read a paper re-
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citing the history of the pauper insane iu the State of

New" York. Tlie care of the State over the insane,

the deaf and dinnli, the blind, the idiot, and to some

extent of the inebriate, was briefly considered. Tlie

writer noticed at some length the intricate question of

poor-house care and relief, in its effects npon indi-

viduals and upon society at large, and sketched tlie

condition of the Clieniung County Poor-house, in

respect to the young, tlie middle-aged, and tlie aged

inmates, wliom destitution and disease had brnught

within the .sphere of its custodial authority. lie de-

nounced the poor-house system, as it fell under his

observation, as inhumane, disorderly, and degrading.

Idiots, imbeciles, epileptics, paralytics, men and wo-

men long insane and dements, were grouped indis-

criminately with jjaupers, old and young, under nearly

the same "features of treatment. The more violent

insane, secured in filthy cells, and separated from the

common paupers by a simple arrangement of upright

wooden Ijars, might be said to share tlie constant

society of the latter class, and be suliject to their

taunts and derision. No attempt was made towards

classification or distinction, liecause of age, condition,

or disease. A helpless lunatic lay naked in a rude

bunk, filled with hay, and covered with an old and

worn blanket. lie hud lieen in the poor-house up-

wards of thirty years, attended Ijy fellmo-paiipi-rs, in

the condition mentioned, tlirough successive adminis-

trations of superintendents. His companion iu the dark

and offensive cell, which for so long a time liad been

his place of incarceration, was a deformed idiot, nine-

teen or twenty years old. The receptacle which con-

tained these poor creatures ojjened by a Ijarred pai'ti-

tion, from floor to ceiling, into a common sitting-

room, wliich was occuiiied each day chiefiy liy old and
lielpless men, with a s|)rinkling of younger iinl)eciles

and epile|)tics. A middle-agecl and tractal)le insane

woman proved so useful to tlie officers of the estab-

lisliment. that she had Ijccn for a long time emjiloyed

in doing the washing for the house, composed of more

than fifty persons. Disregarding the provisions of the

law, which gives to county .superintendents of poor a

period of ten days in which to forward the indigent

insane to the Utica or the Willard asylums, according

to the recent or long-continued nature of the affection,

it was found tliat a case of the first description, regu-

larly committed liy the County Judge to the custody

of the superintendent, for removal, six nwntlis lnj'oi-r,

still remained iu the poor-house. Delay in sending

the insane to tlieir destination, particularly in clironic

cases, is a common cliaracteristic of poor-house man-
agement. Tbe action of the Board of Supervisors in

Chemung county, in permitting such gross violation

of law and propriety in the care and treatment of the

poor and the insane, was sharply criticised.

A C.\SB OP CYANOSIS, CAUSED BY CONTRACTION OF THE
ORIFICE OF THE PULMONARY ARTERY,

was reported by Dr. William Woodward, of Big
Flatts.

COMPLETE IIUPTCRE OF THE URETHRA.

Dr. T. H. Squire, of Klmira, reported the case as

follows

:

D. K., liealthy farmer, aged 30 years. Saw him in

considtation witli Dr. Iladden, of Pine Grove, Schuy-
ler County, N. Y., on the 12tli of January, 1870.

Nine days before, from the upper floor of his barn,

he had fallen astride a lioard partition between two
horses. Tlie main violence was received at the upper
and inner part of the right thigh, and in the perineal

region. Ueteution followed. A catheter could not

be used. The aspiration was successfully used for

nine days. At the time of my visit, a huge, slough-

ing, ill-conditioned ulcer revealed itself at the upper
and inner aspect of the right thigh, and a small

round opening existed in the perineum, to the right of

the median line, from which mine had escajied for the

la.st thirty-six hours. Tried faithfully to introduce a

catheter, but failed; the beak did not pass beyond
the memljranous portion of the canal. Performed
external ])erineal urethrotomy. Found the urethra

entirely divided, transversely, near the bulb. The
precise locality of the distal orifice of the ruptured
canal was the object of search for nearly or quite

half an liour. At length it was found, and a No. 10

gum-elastic catheter tied iu the bladder. When all

was thus secure, it could be seen that the fractured

extremities of the broken urethra were full one inch

apart, the naked and uncovered catheter extending
from one to the other.

From that time all his symi^toms began to mend.
The instrument was kept in the canal continuously, or

only withdrawn once in a week or two, and a new
one immediately ])ut in its place. Free outlets were kept
up for all ])urulent discharges. The dead tissues

sloughed away. Granulation slowly ])rogTessed, and,

after two months and more, the ])arts were nearly

healed. In closing his paper, the doctor said: "By
the continued use of a catheter No 10, till the new
tissue between the two portions of the urethra is fairly

consolidated, a valuable life will be saved, and a most
troublesome organic stricture prevented."

ARMY NEWS.

Official List of Changes nf Stations and Duties of Of-
ficers of the Medical Department, United States

Army, from May 1th to May Vith, 187(5.

Webster, W., Surgeon. At expiration of his sick

leave assigned to duty as post surgeon at Fort War-
ren, Massachusetts. S. O. 8.), Mil. Div. of the Atlan-
tic, May 9, 1876.

Sternberg, Geo. M., Surgeon. To re])ort to the

Commanding General Dept. of the Columbia, for as-

signment to duty. S O. 1)2, A. G. O., May 11, 1876.
Knickerbocker, B., Asst. Surgeon. Ordered be-

fore Army Medical Board, New York City, for

examination for promotion, and upon its completicm
to report by letter to the Surgeon-General. S. O. 88,

A. G. O., May 5, 1870.

Happersett, J. C. G.. Asst. Surgeon. Granted
leave of absence for three niontlis. S. O. DO, A. G. O.,

May 8, 1876
WiLLi.\MS. J. W., Asst. Surge(]n. A.ssigned to duty

as Cliief Medical Officer of Expedition now being or-

ganized at Fort Abraham Lincoln, Dak. T. S. O.

63, Dept. of Dakota, May 8, IsTC.

Brewer, J. W., Asst. Surgeon. To accompany re-

cruits from New Y'ork City to Dept. of the Platte,

and upon arrival there report to the De|)t. Commander
for assignment to duty, a O. 90, C. S., A. G. O.
Me.\cham, F., Astt. Surgeon. Assigned to duty at

Fort Brown, Texas. S. O. 77, Dept! Texas, May 8.

Kimball, J. P., Asst. Surgeon. Assigned to duty
as post surgeon at Fort Brady, Mich. S. 0. 83, Mil.

Div. of theAtlantic, May 6, 1876.

Matthews, W., Asst. Surgeon, Assigned to duty
at Camp Independence, Cal. S. O. 40, Dept. of
California, Aiiril 20, 1876.

Shannon, W. C, Asst. Surgeon. Assigned to tem-
porary duty at Fort Clark, Texas. S. O. 78, Dept. of
Texas, May 3, 1 876.
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fHciiical Jtems anb IXcms.

CoNTAOiors DrsEASF.s.—Comparative stiitenicnt of

cases of I'ontiii^ioiis Disease reported tii the Simitarv

Bureau, Ilealtli Department, for the two weeks emliiig

Miy 13, 1876.
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note, addressed to any hospital out-patient phy-

sician or surgeon, asking fur his opinion on the

case, both as to diagnosis and treatment ; and I am
sure that, not only would it never l)e refused. Ijut the

consultant would feel as much honored l)y such refer-

ence to liini as if it were made for a richer patient.

This ])lan would increase tlie confidence of patients

in their ordinary medicAl attendant, and prevent them

from going off on their own account to hospitals. It

would decrease the labor of hospital physicians and

surgeons. The work would be to them more interest-

in"', and the great evil at present so rife would be

materially lessened."

Giant Cew-s.—These bodies have just received

some further elucidation through Prof. Bizzozero, in

the examination of a cnrious tumor, whicli he calls a

tuberous elephantiasis of the right labium majus, and

which may be considered as an e.\aggerated hy|iertro-

phy of the corium. In one jiart of the tumor he saw

a iari'e number of giant cells, sometimes isolated,

sometimes in groujis, of various forms, and whose

interior was filled witli globules of fat; after the re-

moval of which he noticed the presence of 2, 10, 15,

and more nuclei in the centre of the cell. Besides

these histological characteristics, Bizzozero demon-

strated the derivation of these giant cells from the

hypejtro|)hy of the simple cells of the connective tis-

sue, as he fouud in the tumor all the gradations, from

the small normal cells up to the largest of the giant

variety.

—

Gaz. d. CI. di Torino, Feb., 1876.

CnLou.\TE OF Potash in Obstin.vte Infantile Dt-

ARRiKEA.—Dr. Moncorvo de Pigueiredo, in au article

in the liieisUi Mi-dica, of Kio de .Janeiro, narrates the

circumstances which led him to appreciate the efficacy

of chlorate of potash in a case of obstinate diarrhoea

that lasted eight mouths, in a child two years of age.

A solution of the potash, which had been ordered for

some other cases of throat troul)le, was given to this

child Ijy mistake. The effect, however, was very bene-

ficial, so much so that Dr. Moncorvo directed the med-

icine to be continued, and soon obtained a complete

cure. The formula was : one drachm of the salt to

five ounces of the vehicle ; the dose : a teaspoonful

every two hours.

Dr. C. BoNFiGi.i, in the Joiinud 11 Moriwento, also

extols the beneticial effects of chlorate of potash in cases

of diarrlicea, which he calls imso pamhjtica, of cachectic

children. He refers to fifteen cases in which the chlo-

rate was taken in doses varying between thirty and

one hundred and fifty grains in twenty-four hours.

—

Oaz. Mfdicitda Bafiia.—I^fo. 1, 1876.

Kekosene and Diphtheria.—If the medical gen-

tleman in Conuectieut who has nuide the remarkable

discovery that the burning of kerosene causes diph-

theria, will write a paper upon the subject, and read it

before the next meeting of the American Medical

Association, the gas companies throughout the country

will be under lasting obligations to him. If he will

do this, he may rest assured that his paper will not be

buried in the Transactions of that Association.

Dartmouth Medical College and Preliminary
Education.—From the last annual announcement we
quote the following:

" Ap])licants for admission must be eighteen years

of age, and unless matriculants of this institution (Liter-

ary Depaitment), or graduates of some re|)utable Col-

lege, Academy, or High School, must pass an exami-

nation as to fitness for entering ui)on and appreciating

the technical study of medicine."

The New .Jersey Pharmaceutical Association
met in New Brunswick ou the 17th inst.

Cure op Snake Bites.—In Australia subcutaneous
injections of ammonia are being used very succe.ssfully

foi' the cure of snake bites. The Melbourne Argus re-

ports several cases in which coma had set in. One
case was of a woman whose body was growing cold

when the remedy was successfully applied.

Spiritualism.—The Commissioners appointed by
the Physical Society of St. Petersburg to examine
the phenomena of spiritualism, have arrived at the fol-

lowing conclusion:— "That those so-called spiritual

manifestations proceed from unconscious movements,
or from a conscious imposture, uud the s2jiritual doc-

trine is a superstition."

The Medical and Surgical Reporter of Phila-

delphia has reached its one thousandth edition. Its

present editor is Dr. J. II. Briuton, whose qualifications

for the responsible office are unciuestioned. We hope
he will live to see its two thousandth edition, and wiite .

his usual telling leader on that occasion.

Inhuiman Treatment of a Lun.\tic.—Mr. Wyer, a

surgeon at Eastwood (Eng. ), was recently sentenced to

three months' imprisonment for keeping his lunatic

sister in an attic where there was no ventilation and no
fire, and allowing her to be naked and iu a filthy con-

dition.

Gu.\NO AS AN x\.ntiseptic.—The Cai)tain of the ship

John lirii-e ,ind his son were drowned in the South
Pacific Ocean, Sept. 10, 187.^. Their bodies were
packed iu guano, and were delivered in this port May
7, 1876, and were found iu a good state of preserva-

tion.

Dr. C. E. Brown-Sequard. — The University of

Geneva, which has recently reorganized its faculty,

has tendered the chair of Physiology to Dr. C. E.

Brown-Secjuard. M. Reverdiu has been invited to the

chair of General Surgery.

Propession.\l Courtesies.—A practitioner of Por-

tush (Ireland) lately sued at law a medical brother, an
Indian officer, for an attendance ou liis wife. This

preposterous claim is very justly condemned by the

medical press of Great Britain.

Changes of Sex.—"The mode of reproduction

amongst mollusca varies. Some, like the Valvatidte,

change their sex after a time, being at first male, then

female."

—

Uartimj, on Sliclls.

New York Medico-Legal Society.—Hereafter the

stated meetings of this Society will he held in the Hall

of the Academy of Medicine, on the first Wednesday
evening of each month.

The Pharmacy Bill —The proposed amendments
to the Pharnuicy bill were not acted upon Ijy the re-

cent State Legislature.

The Minimu.m age for School Attendance in this

State has been fixed by law at live years.

The Plague is decreasing in M sopotamia.

Weekly Bulletin of the JIeetings of Medical
s0cietie.s.

Mondnij, May 22.—Medical Society Co. of N. Y.
Tuesday, Jlay 23.—Yorkville Med. Association.

Wcdnetiddij, May 24.—N. Y- Pathological Society.

'I'/iiirK(hii/, May 25.— Brooklyn Pathological Society.

Friday, May 26.—N. Y. Medical Journal Asso-

ciation.
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©riginal Commimicatians.

KUMY8S, UUSS[AX MILK-WINE; ITS
rUKPA RATION AND USE.

IJv ADELHKII) LUIC.VXIX, M.D., i

NOVflOUOn, ItlTKSIA.

Kl'.mvss, !lic natioiiiil iliink of the noniiid trilics of
tlic SDiitlicast and suulli of Russia, lias<j;aiiu'd siiili an
cxteiisivi- tlii-rapciilical use in Europe, and especially

in Russia and (tciniany, that it deserves to be brouiiht

to trial in lliis coniitry, where llic eondilions arc most
favoraliK' for olitaininix it.

The hope to lead th.: attention of Anieriean ])hysi-

cians to that u<-\v eurative aj^ent lias prompted me lo

write this article. I am mo-t indrlited for the mate-
rial to the lam Mited Rrof(^ss<)r of .Materia Medieii,

Dylikovsky of Kief, and to my late friend Dr. Anna
Khinmann of Odessa, Russia, who died of consump-
tion and was sustained a long time hy the most ajipro-

priatc use of knmys.s. I

I .shall he v.'ry luippy if my sketch evokes some inter-

est amoui^ American physician.s.
j

Jlint'Tiiitl ami Etlini>loiiieitl Xntia:—As is known,
the eastern parts of IJussia, especially towards
the si>utli, consist of endless prairies between Hie

Voljta and Oural, scarcely known even to the civ-

ilized part of Russia, and inhabited by nomad tribes,
[

which know nothini; about auriculturo, but liavelar^e
\

drov.'s of cattle, camels, buffaloes, and especially an
immense number of horses. These i)rairies, or steppes,

are covtivd in summer with savory j^rass; and the

lurds ^raze there, passing slowly from one place to the

other, followed by their ownei's. the nomad tribes,

which seldom consist of nniny meinliers, b\it oftener of

a few families. They pack up their kibitka.s. a kind
of tents made of skins and fell, which are their dwell-
ings in summer and winter time, and wander farther.

proni])ted not only by necessity, but also by their wan-
dering spirit. I t'link that .\mericans can, better than
any other pc'oi)l<'. realize what a Russian prairie is: it

is a sea of waving grass, which is so high, that a man
in upright positio?i is hidden liy it. S Idoni a hill is

met with, never a mountain, and in the midst of it

large, beautifid stn-ams rolling their lazy waves
towards the Hlack or tln^ Caspian Sea. Not a human
being is to be met for several days and even weeks by
the solitary traveller; not a road, not even a path— in

the day the burning heat of an almost tropical sun : in

the delii'iously fresh and even cold nights, myriads ol

stars ill a sky of a deep blue, unknown in other regions.

In winter time, nobody excepting the nomad dares to

cross thr' siiow-ciivend desert.

Ry ch.iiice the traveller meets a camp of Kirghizes ;

he is (|uit.' astoiiishi'd to see tlii' bright-looking, healthy
jieople. IK illier too brantiful nor too clean, but happy,

j

He inipiir.s about their mode of life, and they readily I

tell him all abiiul it, and that their food consists of

plenty of meat and milk, especially of the latter,

which they prepare in dilTerent ways, among others as

knmyss. This prodiielion, having been (juite unknou n

to the Russians, it isoiily natural that it was to the mys-

terious diiiik that the health of tlii' nomads was sob ly

ascribed ; but their living always in good fresh air, anil

having work .'ind rest at their own leisure, in reality

contributes largely to this result. Be it ns it may, the

Kcdentary Russians, settled on the western confines of

the steppes, sent their invalids in summer-time to visit

Iheir wandering neiglibois, and gather stnngth by
drinking kumyss. They drank freely of it and, jiost

hoi- xrijii i>iiijit< ) h'11% spoke of Kumyss as of the
.•igont of their somelimes almost wonderful cures. At
last, about twenty-tive or thirty years ago, physicians,

aii<l lately eheinists, grew so far interested in ihe subject
that seienlilie researches wereiiiade, both of clinical and
experimental eliaraeter, and great est.iblishmeiits were
founiled tliroughoiil Uiissia, where thousands now seek
and sometimes lind lualth. or at least relief fora given
time from their sulTerings; as. Dr. Stahlbeig's cure-
house near St.. I'eterslurg, Russia, where kumyss is

jirepared from mare's milk, and others in middle- Ru.s-

sia and in Kriinea. in .some of which cow's milk is

used. Such curi'-hou.ses are also established now in
(rermany ; so in Austria, near Vienna, in Traiilinanns-
dorf : in Davo.s, in the Rhetisli Alps in Switzerland,
and in many Other places.

Wisk, in IJremen. and Selmepp, in Enux-bonnes, have
wrilteii about kumyss. In France it was unknown
till 1807.

l^repiiration of K'unyxn.—Kumyss ( Vtmim htctis, Lae
i-iiiiitmm fermentitt II III) is prepared by the fermentation
of mare's milk. The fermentalioii of milk-sugar pro-
duces alcohol, carbonic acid, and lactic acid, and to
these products the action of kumyss seems to be
eliieHy due.

'I'he analogy between the vinous fermentation and
that of kumyss gives us the right to call kumyss a
milk-wine. It is prepared in three different kinds of
vessels: in wood, well dried skins, and clay. Iiithc.se

vessels the mare's milk is feimenled by means of sour
dough or other ferments. In most cases, as ferment, is

used old kumyss or a sediment from old kumyss
wliicli has been driid in the sun or over a .-^low fire,

and is called kor.

Half a pound of kor is dissolved in two bottles* of
fresh ni;ire's milk, but before this solution is used it is

left standing till it g(^ts sour. Where there is no such
ferment at hand, an artificial one is prepared from fresh
yeast, wheat, or other fiour, or honey and milk ; from
these a dough is made, and when it begins to rise it is

wrapt in clean line ii ami put in fresh milk. AVhen
the milk b. Comes sour, the dough and the milk might
both be used as ferment.

.\nother ferment again is the ordinarv milk itself.

The cusciji. before it coagulates, has the property of
inducing the alcoholic /iimfntalk'n of .sugar at a "tem-

perature between SS and 40°R., but at Hie same time at

this temperature, before the sugar is changed into
alcohol, lactic acid is formed, the casein coagniatis, is

precipitated, and thealeoholic fermentation is diecked.
I'his is the jirocess we meet in the ordinary souring

of the milk.

I am not responsible for this statement, which ex-
presses the current view held by the majority of au-
thors who have written about kuniy.ss. One thing is

sure, that lactic acid, as soon as it is formed in gn ater

(|uaiitity, seems to deprive the natural ferment, be it

casein or any kind of animal or vegetable micripscop-

ical beings, of its property to induce the alcoholic fcr-

imntation.

The Basclikires and Kirgliises of the steppes coun-
teract this by adding to the milk luiethird of spring
water, which is more or less alkaline, and continually
stir the milk, as contact with air seems lo be very
favorable to the formation of kumyss. Only in cases

where the fcrnientatiou docs not begin at ouce, tlioy

* A boltlo in % nKWdirc'rontnininff about COO (u OOU gnnii, of wutcr, al
tlic onlinary temperature.

-L /
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use a pipce of rye liread as a fernient. Some tribes

1IS3 alcohol and yeast, a copper coin, a piece of fresh

liorse-flesli or a fresh tendon, etc.

The |)rinoipal manipiilation, of which there are

several, either to arrest or to ijroniote the fermentation,

(•ousists, as mentioned above, in stirring the milk,

which prevents coagulation and settling of casein,

and rising of cream.
Kvimyss may lie prepared of different sticngth, ac-

cording to tlie time it has fermented and the quantity

of sugar tliat the milk contained. Different kinds of

milk might be used. The best after mare's milk is

iiss's milk. Goat's milk contains too much casein,

wliich ])redisposes to putrefaction, and not enough
sugar. Cow's milk is good, with an addition of sugar

and water. Even the mnnads in preparing kuniyss,

which serves them sometimes to into.-cicate themselves,

iitld cow's milk when mare's milk is wanting.

Description nf Kuonjss.—Kumyss is a milky fluid of

a sweetish acidulous taste, which i-eminds one some-
]

what of sour cream. The taste of old and fresh kumyss
j

is different. Fresh kuniyss is sweeter and contains less

carbonic acid and alcohol ; the old is sourer, has more
alcohol, and so much carbonic acid that it reminds one

of soda-water. In standing, kumyss separates into two
layers ; the upper is clear, the lower is cloudy, con-

taining the finely divided casein. Fresh kuniyss is

milky ; old. clear. Its smell depends ujion the cleanli-

ii'ss of th(! animal from whicli the milk is contained,

and the (-leanline.ss of the preparation. There is almost

n ] odor at all, if the laws of cleanliness have been ob-

sjrved. Kumyss prepared in spring is poorer in alco-

hol, and has a somewhat aromatic odor dejiending

upon the fresh grass and flowers eaten by the animal.

The relative C]uantities of chemical constituents

d.;i)end not only upon the mode of prejnu-ation, but

also upon the condition and nourishment of the ani-

mals which give the milk. For instance, with more
exercise, tlie qiumtity of casein increases ;

with rest, the

f;it ; "when nourished with oats, the milk-sugar, etc.

It mr.y be tlie place here to say a few words about

the way in which some of the establishments founded
abroad manage to have good kumyss, and tlie dithcul-

ties with whfch the obtaining of genuine kumyss is

accompanied. So in Dr. Stalilherg's estalilishuicnt

lu'iir St. Petersburg, and evcai in Trautmannsdorf near

Vienna, the horses, and the persons who lake care of

thjin and prepare kumyss, have been In-ought in from
Tartaria, as the milk of the steppe horses could .alone

^-as was thought —give genuine kumyas ; l)ut it was
found that even with all these precautions kumyss
prepared in the latter way, seems to differ from that

of the steppes; according to the physicians who have

tried both, it is not borne as easily and has not the

same beneficial influence, which may depend upon the

different climate, mode of life both of patients and
iurses, and different kind of food for the horses.

Litely tlie Tartars have been replaced in Trautmanns-

dorf "by Germans, who have learned to make kumyss
very well, and at any rate in a cleaner way than the

Tartars. The buying, bringing, and keeping of steppe

horses is very expensive, especially if we take in cou-

sid-'ration that their mode of life must be as much as

pos.-iible like their mode of life in the steppes; they

must have extensive grazing grounds, and be al)le to

r.-vnge freely frcnn the melting of the snow in sjiring

until it again covers the ground ; they must never be

separated from their young, because a mare will not

give any milk if it loses its young. In the winter

young and old horses are gathered in a large yard, and

are nourished with hay, flour, and fresli water. In

summer they graze as stated above.

A mare is milked six times a day in summer, and
once a day in winter. Each gives from ' one to six

litres of milk a day.
Kuniyss from coio's milk prepared and analysed, in

Warsaw

:

Alcohol, 1.23 percent, fat, 0..52; sugar, 1.77; lac-

tic acid, 0.G3; casein, 3.08; salt, 0.63; carbonic acid <

(whole (juanlit}' of solids, 7.(57.)

This analysis shows that in kumyss 2 days old, not
the whole quantity of sugar is changed into alcohol
and caii_)onic acid.

The fermentation once begun goes on, even if ku-
myss is jiut on ice, till all the sugar is changed ; this

lasts about (i to 8 days. Such kumyss, besides contain-
ing more alcohol, is also sourer.

Kumyss made in September and kept in an ice cellar

till February, showed the following relative quantities

of constituents

:

Alcohol. 3.23 J3er cent, [which corresjionds to about
6 of milk-sugar]; fat, 1.01; sugar,, 0.00 ; lactic acid,

2.93; casein and salts, 1.21; carbonic acid, 1.80;

whole cpiantity of solids, 5.14.

The chemical process in the production of kumyss
is the following: a given quantity of milk-sugar under
the influence of a ferment, and at a tem|)erature be-

tween 20° to 40° is changed into a glucose,'* which
farther is changed into alcohol and carbonic acid.

Besides this, we And some other not ess( ntial products
of fermentation and lactic acid. As kumyss ot middle
strength is usually given, I will give the results ot Gar-
tier's analysis of a kumyss two days old :

Alcohol, 1.C5 per cent. ; fat, ".OH; milk-.tugar, 2.20;

lactic acid, 1.15; [whole quantity of i^olitls, (i.SO.'j

casein, 1.12; salts, 0.28; carbonic acid, 0.78.5; [whicli

correspond to 3.22 of milk-sugar.]

The albuminous constituent parts are found mostly
,

in a solul)le modiflcatiou.

Physiological Action of Kumyss.—In small doses, i.e.,

about two or three tumblers, kumyss jji-oduces only a

feeling of warmth in the stomacli ; strong kumyss pro-

duces besides this an effect like clianijiagne.soda-water.

or .seltzer- water, owing to the cailHinie acid that it coi -

tains. It isliorne liy the stcunach more easily tluiii milk
;

if two or thiee bottles of milk or water are drunk daily,

they produce a disagreeal>le feeling of fubiess and
heaviness in the stomach, ^^hi(:h is not the case with
kumyss, owing to its ready alisorption promoted l)y the

presence of alcohol and ( arbonic acid. Some neivons

and sensitive patients have an idiosyncrasy against

kumyss; sometimes, s\ithont any prejudice against it,

a few glasses produce nausea and vomiting. Such an
idiosynci'asy may Ix^ in some cases mastered

;
patients

grow used to it, especially it they begin with very

small quantities,—they even grow fond of it ; but some-
times the idiasyncrasy persists, and the treatment can-

not be coutinutd.

If kunijss is used in large quantities, there appears

a fetiling of discomfort, of apathy, and even sleepi-

ness; a kind of intoxication of a low degree.

Notwitlistanding that with kumyss a lai'ge quantity

of nourisliing substances is brouglit into tlie system,

the appetite is not impaired, the patients take their

meals regularly and with pleasuie. Fresh kumyss
produces rather looseness of tlic bowels ; old kumyss
constipation. This is very im]iortant in giving means
to regulate the acti(U] of the bowels throughout the

treatment, in giving alternatch' fresh and old kumyss.

* Pilnto acids ch.ange milk-sntrar into a peculiar glncopp called palac-

t08c, which )« directly fermcntiible ; it is possible that hictic acid m
small quantities has the tame property of changiiiir luiilc-RUgar intu

' galactose.
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If the toiigiU! was coated in the bcginiiinjj of the trciit-

iiiciil it clouiis in a few days.

AI)Sor|iti()M of kvnnyss is oiisy and almost coniplctc,

only a small quaiUity of it heing excreted witli llic

fa'crs; moiv, altliougli not very mucli, by the skin aiul

kiiUieys.

ICuniyss is not a diuretic in tlic true sense of the

Word, alllioujj;!! the sails and the ixrout amount of water
that it contains have an inthn'uce on the daily excreted

(lUantity of urine. There are no rerords of analysis

I niDst add here a few words about the sleep induced

by kumyss, and which is very likely to be attributed

to the alcohol. In f^eneral it seems that there is com-
paratively too nuich attention j;iven to the temperature

of the body in diseases, anil notenoutrh to sleep. At
the same time, the experitnent of Nieuuver, I'etten-

kofer and Voii;t have proved what an immense inlln-

ence .sleep has on the exchange of matter in the living

organism.

They showed that the system gives out more carbonic

of the urine Irom patients treat('d with kumyss; it is aeid in the day-time, and takes more oxygen in the

very likely that there are changes in it tlepeiuling upcjii
|

night during sleep ; iti this way the larger ijuantity of

the increased quantity of water and nourisiunent oxygen exhaled in day-time is replaced in the night,

taken into the system.
I

and the patient awakes refresheil and rested. .'). .\1-

To this increa.se of nourishment must be attributed eohol lowers the temi)enituie of the body and in-

the increase of weight of the i)aticnt, beginning to
^

creases the power of the heart. Let us consider far-

appenr in the second or third week of the treatment; ' iher the milk-sugar and the lactic acid,

if this is carried on six or eight weeks, the increase
|

Professor Botkin. in ."^t. Petersburg, made expeii-

amounts to about 20 lbs.
: ments which proved the b.iu-ticial influence of milk-

The skin becomes clearer, and its color brighter and sugar upon nutrition. lie states that the weight of

liealthier.
|

patients increased alter a treatment with milk sugar.

If strong kumyss is used, the pulse increases in fre- I 1 iliink that it may be interesting to menlinn that

queucy about ten to fifteen pulsations in a minute; as Arabian physicians ii:tve used milk-su;i:ar in tile treat

soon as the patient grows used to kumyss the pulse meiit of consumption.

becomes again normal, just in the same way as if
I Frank compares the action of lactic acid to that of

another alcoholic drink was taken.
1
the organic salts; it lowers the temi)erature of the

The lespiration is also more ficciucnt and impeded i body and decreases the frequency of the pulse. whi(!h

by the distention of the sloinacli. The sputa— if pre-
;
makes its use desirable where fever is present. ' Heich

sent—become more profuse, more rKpiid and frothy ;

—all secretions are more li(plid owing to the greater

amount of water taken into the system. Some authors

assert that kumyss has an inlluence on the genital sys-

ascribcs to this acid tonic, aiiti|)yretic, and diuretic

properties. The casein is present in kumyss in a solu-

ble form, and also in an insoluble; but then it is very

linely divided, which has been stated aliove, so that it

tem ; that men grow more excitable, and women men- ' is unnecessary to dwell upon it longer.

struate oftener and the discharge is increased in

quantity. This may depeml upon the diuretic in-

tiuence of kumyss irritating the kidneys, bladder, and
urethra, from which the iriitation is relkcted to llie

genital system—or upon the better nourishment making
the genital system more active. Some excitemenl is

proilueed in the beginning in the nervous system.

especially in patients not accustomed to alcoholic

drinks, which is followed by drowsines.s. A few

As to the carbonic acid, it lowers the rapidity of the

hiart's action by iuHnencing the inhiliitory lilamenfK

of the pneumogastric nerve, and acts locally on the

stomach as a tonic.

T/wi(ipeiitk(tl Uxc of Kiimi/s.s.— 1. Kumyss is given

in disease of the digestive organs, as catarrhs, chronic

diarrhoeas; in all diseases gathered under the head of

dyspepsia; in the period of convalescence from typhiis

and dysentery. It do:'S not increase the ditlienlty of

patients, however, grow excited in such a measure Ihit dige.stiim, and this explains partly its beuelicial influ-

th'y totally lose sleep. Patients who have disease of
,

ence.

til' h. 'art begin to su(T<'r from palpitations, so that it i 2. In disorders of the respiratory organs, and ospe-

is cither necessary to use mori)hia or to abandon the cially in consunqjlion. I feel obliged to make here a

treatment at once. ! digression about the hygienic treatment of eonsunip-

i)r. Polubensky, in Russia, states that after a pro-
j tion in general. An idea very popular now in Europe

tracted use of kumy.ss, there may appiar an cxan- is, that prodnc tion and storing up of fat in the organ-

thenia very like urticaria, and painfully itching, which ism is .a |)reservative and even a curative agent in dis-

fast subsides on the use of acetate of morphia, and
\

cases of the lungs, especially in phthisis or protracted

seems therefore to bo simply of a nervous character. I specitic catarrhal pneumonia, with de|)osits of inspis-

\Ve might infer from what has been said above, that sated catarrhal secretion, or cheesy matter, i.e.. yellow

kumyss has no specific intlu 'ncc whatever on the ,
tubercle : that is in the so-called .scrofulous form. The

system. it.s power consisting chielly in the greater better nutrition, the tor nation of fat, ])revcnts the

auMunt of nourishment brought into the system under i wearing out of the organism, and gives it the possi-

oondilions of either solution or line division. ])romot- j bility of outliving, so to say, the slow iuHammatory

ing its easy digestion and speedy absor|>tinii. Mow-
ever, let us consider its chief constituent parts; and,

fii-st of all, llie alcohol.

The following qualities, shared more or less by all

the alcohols, are

:

roeess going on in the lungs, and to attain the peiiod

of retrogressive metainor|)ho-;is of the ehee.'-y matter,

consisting in softening, emulsilication, and absoriilion

of the tubercle. The absorption once accomplishe<l,

cicatrization might follow. These statements are not

1. In small quantities it promotes absorption, as has
I

merely theoretical; old cicatrices are found in the

been proven by Claude Bernard
2. It saves the fatty and also the nitrogenizcd sub-

gtiince.s from oxidation.

:i. It promotes both .secretions and excretions.

The ipialities under heads 2 and ;i have been beauti-

fully illustrated by Professor SetschenolT's experiments

in St. Petersburg.

4. It excites and heightens thi; nervous actions

—

which in some cases might nut be desiraijie at all.

limgs of patients who died from other diseases, niul

where there had been for some years a notorious dis-

e;i.se of the respiratory organs, which had subsided

under treatment. I think Ihat in many a case of con-

sumption, death occur.s, not from the impo.ssibility

of breathing, lut from the exhaustion occasioned by

the slow consmning fever, whi<:h kills here, as it

kills in protracted suppurations, etc.

This statement implies another, namely, that all by-
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gieiiic curative agents like kumyss are invaluable in

consumption. Its use in Russia has been brouijhtinto
practice by the olwervation how woTideriully soon
the constitution of the nomad, -which bad been low-
ered in the winter by liad hygienic conditions, Ix'comcs
again healthy and brilliant in summer, and by the
idea that those nomads never suffer from consump-
tion. The first observation was perfectly right; the
second based partly on a mistake. It is true we (ind

less consumption among those tribes, but this is mostly
due to tlie dying out of the weak children, so that

only those remain that are mostly iitted to their rude
mode of life. For this reason also we find less scrofula
among tliem.

Kuuiyss is especially very useful in the beginning
of phtliisis ; it cannot do much if the jiatient is

already in the stage of diarrhoeas and colliquative

sweats.

If kumyss is taken steadily in other chronic lung
diseases the nntiition grows also better ; tlie |)atient

gains flesh and feels stronger. In patients inclined to

haemoptysis the blood-spitting appears again with the
use of kumyss, even if it had ceased before tlie begin-
ning of the treatment, but this is not a contra-indica-

tion altogether; if the haemoptysis is not violent, one
can continue tlie treatment, and give either weaker
kumyss or interrujjt it for sometime; even if the treat-

ment -is continued without change, the hemonhages
usually snljside after some time. Kumyss is not so
useful in cases attended with liectic fever.

Dyspnoea grows better after some time; the expecto-
rations become easier, which explains the usefulness of
tlie remedy in chronic bronchitis, Ijoth in the idiopathic
form and in that attending emphy.stma of the
lungs.

5. Kumyss is very useful in ansFmia and ehhirosis;

in short in all conditions of defective nutrition: as

in protracted su|ipuration, prolonged lactation, in

convalisc^nce from fevers, in scurvy and its allied

diseases, in hypochondria, in hysteria accompanied
by anoeinia ; and, as stated above, in diseases of the
digestive organs.

4. It has been used in nervous diseases, but here its

influence is not well known ; at any rate, it miglit do
well in functional nervous diseases complicated with
anaemia.

1. Contra-vHlkatioiix.—Kumyss is not to l)e given
to plethoric patients inclined to apoplexy, and to tho.se

who possess a strong tendtncy to liemoi'ihages, re-

membering the stimulating effect tif the remedy and
the increase of pressure in the blood-vessels produced
by it.

3. Nor in diseases of the heart.

3. Nor in diseases of the kidney and bladder, as it

irritates tlieni.

A. Nor in pronounced acute and chronic febrile dis-

eases, although it can l)e given in the time of conva-
lescence from them.

6. Nor in gout.

7. Nor in pregancy.

8. Nor in organic nervous diseases.

9. Nor in the last stages of consumption. But we
may recall the properties which have been claimed for
kumyss. and administer or withliold it aceordino- to

the indications.

Tliese properties are liriefly the following:
1. Promotion of the formation of fat and promo-

tion of sleep—due to alcohol.

2. Promotion of nutrition in general—due to milk-
sugar.

3. Lowering of temperature and pulse—due to

lactic acid and alcohol.

4. Renewal of the wasted albuminoid parts—due to

casein.

5. Lowering of the frequency and increasing of the
power of the heart's action—due to carbonic acid.

6. Tonic action of the carbonic acid.

7. Diuretic effect of the greater amount of w.ater

and salts introduced into the system.

We do not And all these qualities combined in any
single article of food or medicine except kumyss.
Dose and Form.—Tlie dose is the largest quantity

that may lie taken without injury: four to six or

eight bottles a day. I think that more -would be
scarcely possible.

The use of flfteen Ijottles, or of only two to three tnm-
blerfuls, would alike lie u.seless, and the first even in-

jurious. Tlie diet should be mixed and substantial

;

vegetables and fruits are to he recommended ; if need-
ed a small quantity of strong wines or liquors may be
given

;
l)etter avoid them. Tea and cofFee may be taken

or not, as the patient is used to them ; if auytliiug is

taken, coifee is to be preferred, as having a very good
tonic influence in the rare cases wliere kumyss impairs
digestion l)ut rhubarli in small doses has the same
tonic effect. Some authors recommend a meat diet as

the most suited to the treatment. Exercise is to be
advised. Kumyss is to be drunlv from June till Sep-
tember.

The course of treatment is usually Ijegun with two to

three tumblerfuls a day, increased gradually to several

bottk-s, and carried on ubout six to eight weeks ; but it is

more beneficial when prolonged, because of the compar-
atively little good done by kuray.ss in the first weeks.
Some patients, althougli not liking kumyss in the be-

ginning, become quite fond of it in time, as stated

above. It can be given also in the winter, only it

must be kept in mind tliat patients ijerspiring more
freely wlieii taking it, care must be taken not to ex-

pose them to draughts.
Kumyss jvejxired from Cow's Mill; and Artificial

Kumysa.—These kinds of kumyss are prepared in dif-

ferent ways.
1. From fresh warm cow's milk : the milk is diluted

with one-third or one-quarter of water, and one table-

spoonful of eane sugar is added to each bottle of milk
(a bottle contains from GOO to t!.50 grms. of water at

the ordinary temperature), and a bottle of (U'dinaiy

yeast. It is still lictter to add one-quarter of a bottle

of old kumyss, if it is to l)e had; then the wliole mix-
ture is put into thick beer Ijottles, well stoppereil, and
placed in a cellar; it must be from time to time agitat-

ed, to prevent the coagulation of casein. In three days
the kumyss is ready, and must be drunk when iresli

;

as prepared in tliis way it does not keep a very long
time.

2. Skimmed milk might l)e used without being di-

luted, and kumyss prepared in tlie same w'ay as aliove.

3. Instead of diluting the milk with water, it might
be diluted w\l\\ whey.

4. Dr. Seliwalbe gives a recipe for the jjreparation

of artificial kumyss as follows : 100 grms. of condens-
ed milk are dis.solved in li litres of water, 1.5 grms. of
alcohol, in form of rum or cognac (brandy), are added,
also 1 grm. of lactic acid or 0.5 grms. of citric acid,

and this is saturated with carbonic acid in the usual
way for preparing soda-water ; the mixture must be
well agitated, being in the soda-water ajjparatus, and
the kumyss is ready after 24 to 48 hours.

5. Recipe for the preiiaration of kumyss given by
Professor Julius Trajip, in St. Petersburg:
Take 24 lbs. of mare's milk and 4 ounces of honey,

and mix them.

The yeast to be added is prejiarcd in the following
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way ; 1 ounce of scnicn-panici miliucoi reduced to

flour, 1 ounce of heer-ycast ;ind enough milk ad<lril

to make a semi-siilul mixture, wliieli is |iut in a linen

l)a^ and imnici'sed in the mixture of milk and lumey.
Tile whole is covered with a cloth and exposed for -'(

hours to a temperature (if about :M to'S't" K. TIumi Hi

li(|uid is strained, put in liottlesof thick ftla.ss, well
corked, and put in a cold place, because kumyss acts

lik- soda-water or champi'^ne. owina; to its threat

amount of carbonic acid, and may burst the bottles.

Professor Trapp advises makinp; kumyss from emv's
milk to which J of water has been added.
We have seen above that this additional (juantityof

water is variable as well as tli;; temperature at whii h

kumvss is to bj prepared, according to different au-
thois.

In s;eu<'ral the subject is not as yet sufficiently stud-
ied ; althoui^h it deserves, as it seems to me, to Ije

thoroughly tried, as possessing many a valuable qual-

ity.

HYPERTROPHY OF TlIK SPLEEN SIM-
ULATING OVARIAN TUMOR.

IJv D.VVID F. KING, M.D.,

SEW TOKK.

Tnn following case, though not without interest in a

pathological point of view, is especially so in a diag-
nostic, and shows the ditficulty of m iking accurate

diagnoses of the different kinds of abdominal tu-

inoi-s presented to our notice.

t'atharine Brown, let. ;U, M., England: liouse-

keeper by occupation, and <piite inlelligent. She
came under my oliservation Nov. lOtli, 1875, when liv-

ing iu tlie upper portion of this city, iu a somewhat
malarious n.-ighborhood. Family history good.
With the exception of an attack of malarial fever of

ton months' duration, ten years ago, and what ap-

pears to have been general anasarca \vith ascites, wliicli

lasted nine months, nothing wortliy of special note
could be ascertained previous to present illness ; was
delivered of a child .six years ago, which lived two
months, then died "of what was said to be " enlarg<'-

m.'Ut of spleen;'' an autopsy being held. Shu, lost

anotiuT some time after in the same way.
Three and a half years ago was delivered of seventh

child. Lalmr perfectly normal.
Shu W!is in the enjoyment of exceedingly good

h 'altli for three monllin afti-r, when, following great

exposure, she was taken with sharp pains in the rejiion

of th • s,)leen. and in this situation, at the same time,

noticed a Inninaliout the size of a tea-cup. A physi-

cian of St. Louis pronounced the spleen affected. Tlie

lump kept gradually enlarging downward: slowly
pushing its way towards the right side, and
over the abdomen, changing in shape seemingly;
sometimos round, sometimes oblong, etc. It would
not remain stationary but would fall to the right

wIiMi she turned towards that side ; wa.s seen by an
eminent physic.-m of Chicago and treated for "tumor
of womli;" others pronounced it the same, while
anith'r skilleil gynajcologist in the same city told

her it was 'enlargement of spli'en." Has never had
any pain in the growth since. When she took exercise it

>yi>uld s-em to become smaller, returning to original

size after exertion had ceased. When having In r

courses the lump would increase in size, and go do»n
after thi-ir termination, flenses ceased six weeks ago.

and have not come on since.

Sutlcrud from " piles" twelve years ago, which b|. •!

once a month, also from external hemorrhoids since

she has had the tumor, which caused much pain and
from which she has lost blood at times. Lower limbs

commenced to swell slightly about two years ago, and
a year ago increa.sed considerably in size. lias re-

tained flesh and strength, and been pretty well up to

about three months ago, when she began to grow
weak and passrd but little walei-. At this time

suffered from pain in right hypochondriac region of

so severe a character as to oblige her to renniin in

her room for three weeks. She noticed no enlarge-

ment III right side.

She entered Mt. Sinai Hospital, Sept. 24, 1875, and
while there was sc^en by many the alilest practitioners

of this city. The principal symptoms noticed during
h'Mstay there were ; passage of blood from the bo\vels

;

failure in flesh and strength; night swcMts- and high
temperature; avcragi' about 1(111". The highest was
1(15°, lowest, 98°. The diagnosis made was; " Lym-
pho-sarconni of the omentum."
Has suffered from epistaxis off and on for the last

three weeks. About two weeks ago began to cough
and expectorate yellow phlegm.

PresTil (Juiiditl'in.—Patient emaciated and exces-

sively anaemic in appearance. Is suffering from cough,
with expectoration of yellow i)hlegm; night sweats
loss of flesh and strength, and impeded locomotion,

in consequence of weight in and enlargement of the

al)domen. Physical Examinaticm : Pulse 120 (feeble

and compressible); res|). 24; temp. 101).

Lunijs mid llmrt.—Nothing worthy of special note.

Former gives evidence of lironehitis. Action of lat-

ter feeble ; impulse weak with sounds indistinct.

AMi'mi'ii.—l^itiint lying on her back; a Imnor pre-

sents about the size of uterus at full term, freely mov-
able, with well-defin( d edges. It extends from left

to right, and has about the middle of upper border
quite a deep depression. The lower part can be lifted,

and is more rounded to the hand.
The tumor is smooth and somewhat elastic to the

touch. Percussion gives dulness all over the mass.

By a biiimiuial pfil/nitiiiii the uterus is found separated

from the tumor being freely movable, and of normal
size. The mass cannot be felt through the vaginal
walls.

Lower EHremities.—Tender, with \yell-marked pit-

ting on pressure; swollen.

Urine.—Amber; acid; slightly albuminous with
urates; granular matter; no cast.s.

About two weeks after this the woman was seen by
a prominent gyujccologist of this city, who, after an
examination, thouglil it \vas adeno-sareoma of the left

ovary, but was not positive in this diagnosis, aiul

pioposed an exi)loratory incisicui, if the wimian made
up her mind to enter .a liospital. The other physicians

present at the time did not express positive opinion.s,

lint were inclined to believe it was " eidaigement of
till' spleen."

Dec. 3d.— Dr. Whitall saw the case in consiiltaticm

with ine. It (the tumor) is concavo-convex in shape,

the concavity pointing upward and to the left, the

convexity downward and to the right. The lower
margin can bi^ felt also, and is found to be fissured in

two situations, which makes the tiimoi- resemble very

closely the liver. The spleen, by aus<iiltatory jiercus-

sion, cannot be detected in its normal position. Thrie
is a continuous line of dnliiess extending frcmi the

liver down. The tumor is determine<l to consist of
splei-n, with perhaps involvement of the liver. Ficm
the tumor being so movable, however, and from dul-
ness having existe<l in the ln'patic rryion wh, n tin'

Mi^i^s was on the opposite side, the latter is doubtful.
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Microscopical exnminiUiou of the blood revealed no
increase of white coi-i)uscles. The majority of the red

corpuscles were indistinct, with ill-defined outlines

;

some very much shrunken in appearance. By focus-

ing, however, the liright centre and dark border could

be olrtained ; also the biconcave appearance. In sonic

parts of the field they would form in rouleaux, while

in others they evinced no tendency to do so. The
blood, when flowing from the scratches in the arm, was
thin and of a watei'y apjiearance.

Dec. 18th, 3.30 r.M.—Great weakness from excessive

epistaxis. Looks completely exsanguinated ;
lips and

gums very pale ; ti)ngue light in color and coated on
ciorsuni ; surface of the Ijody covered with a jn-ofuse

cold perspiration. Pulse 133. Resp. S8. Temp. 101.2.

Is taking stimulants freely.

Dec. 25.—Patient is failing rapidly. Slight epis-

taxis yesterday, which ceased after the application of

liq. ferri persulphate. Pulse very feeble, 13G. Resp.

28. Temp. 101.5. Patient died about 3 a.m. on the

27th.

J)fi;ci-i>psi/, 35 hrs. p.m.—Rigor mortis slight. Body
eniaciated. Abdomen only examined, and that im-

perfectly, in couseijuence of the presence of tlie hus-

band, who with great reluctance permitted itu;/ exam-
ination. The tumor was oKserved to have reni;iined

almost entirely on the right side. It was clearly an
enormous spleen, turned upon itself, with the hilus

presenting upward and to the left. The surface of the

organ was smooth. It was of solid consistence and of

a bluish color, with the peculiar elasticity to feel com-
mon to tlie spleen. Tlie fissures noticed were those

peculiar to the spleen ; l)nt greatly exaggerated. No
section could Ijc obtained.

The organ was supposed to lie, b\' tlie physicians

present, fully twelve pcuindsin weiglit. The omentum
was perfectly normal in appearance; very little adi-

pose tissue found. The glands were not investigated

thoroughly, as no furtlier examination could l)e made.
Tlie liver was ijushed up by the tumor. It seemed to

be of normal size, l)ut very pale in appearance. Small
amount of fluid in lower portion of abdomen.

Tlie case presents in many respects great resemblance

to one of splenic luk;Bmia. The gradual enlargement
of the organ, without attacks of intermittent fever, or

without constant exposure to malaria; the develop-
ment of languor, deljility. and great pallor of surface

witlujut any other appreciable cause ; the occurrence

of hemorrhages from the nose and bowels ; cedema of

the e.xtremities ; absence of marl-ed emaciation

;

change in the blood, though certainly there was seem-
ingly no reduction in the number of red corpuscles;

all point to this form of luka^raia as the cause of the

patient's death.

Ko. 1113 Second Avenue, Kew York.

The Bordeaux Medicat, College.—The rauniciijal

council of Bordeaux voted unanimously on the 25th

of February, the sum of $500,000 to defray the ex-

penses of installation of the new College. The mayor
is authorized to purcliase in the name of the city the

Hospital for Incurables, and the Maternity, both situ-

ated on the east side of the l^htfe iTJijuitahw. The
construction of the new Faculty will be determined
by a ' concourse."

A New P.WEMEKT.—The Bevye Scientifiqiie sjjeaks

of a new pavement which is about to be tried in Paris.

On a bed of masonry a layer of asphalt is spread, in

which blocks of cast-iron one and a half inches thick

are imbedded. It is a sort of iron mosaic.

A CASE OF HERPES ZOSTER, WITH
HYPERIDROSIS, TREATED BY ELEC-
TRICITY.

By FREDERICK WILLIAM GODON, A.B., M.D.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Peter D., ;et 43, married, a native of Germany, miner,

of blonde complexion and exceedingly nervous tem-

perament, sent forme Jan. 3, 187(1, to consult nic in

regard to an eruption whieli had appeared three days
before. The vesicles—for the eruption was herpetic—
first made their appearance in the groin, above and
lielow Poupart's ligaments, and in the luml)ar region

;

then on the right side of the scrotum, and in the cornf-

sponding nates, contiiming downwards on the front of

the thigh, the lowest vesicles being about three inches

above the knee. Tlie gentleman in attendance prior

to my being sent for had proni)unced the case

one of sciatica, and had prescribed a liniment,

and had given morphine internally to assuage

the pain. The eruption was (jreceded by the most
acute pain. Most if not all of the superficial branch-

es of tlie lumbar and sacral plexes were involved.

The nature of the pain following the evolution of the

exantliem was .severe and shooting, extending from
the hips to the knee, exaggerated near the s|)ine, and
again cutting and stinging, running along the groin

towards the jienis. The pains, although never entirely

absent, were distincth' remittent. The parts covered by
the eruption were literally bathed in a nu)st profuse and
oppressive sweat, as indeed was the entire riglit side-of

the I)ody. The ]iatient gave a good family history,

denied any venereal taint, was not an habitual drinker,

although within the last three months, during which
time he liad suffered from .several attacks of tiifacial

neuralgia, he confessed to have indulged rather im-
moderately in alcoholic stimulants, which he thought
relieved his ])ain at the time. He had suffered from
a severe attack of rheumatic fever six yeais ago. He
was weak and ana-mic when I saw him, without appe-
tite, and in great pain ; and, as a consequence, irritable.

The locality of the eruption points decidedly to the
concusion that in this case, if not in all cases of herpes

zoster, the |n'imary lesion is central, and in all jjroba-

bility seated in the ganglia of the posterior roots of
the nerves of the affected side.* The unilateral hy-
peridrosis, which was well marked, was undonlitedly
owing to nervous debility brought on Ijy great uieutal

anxiety and worry.

Inasunieli as the patient's stomach was exceeding'-

ly irritable, I prescril)ed no medicines internally, with
the exception of quinine in two-grain powders every
four hours. Galvanism was immediately resorted to

for the alleviation of )iain, and ajiplications wei'e

made both locally and centrally, to the inunedi-
ate relief the (jaticnt. Sixteen hours after the first

application of the galvanic current the jjatient ])a.ss( d
a quiet night, and on t)ie following morning was en
tirely free from acute pain, although there sfill linger-

ed a diffuse tenderness over the lower lumbar verte-

brffi and in the neighboring region. Tlie patient was
again galvanized centrally, and left feeling quite com-
fortalile. After the third ajjplication, made at the
expiration of thirty-six hours, the ]Kitient said he felt

quite comfortable, and noticed tliat tlie eruption a))-

pearcd to be fading. He ccuitinued to improve under
the treatment ; the eruption had entirely disappeared at

* Vide " Anstie on Neuralgia," Reynolds'' Si/atem of Medicine^ Vol.
II., page 737.
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the cxpinition of six days from its tirst iippi'iinincc.

no pxioriiitions li;iviii<jt;tk('n place. Quinine wsis emi-

tinued llironi;liinit tlie olectiieal treatment. All liyju ri

rlrosis cea.'Jed after the third applieation of eleetrieily,

and the eruption disappeared vitv rapidly.

I have liL'cn led to present this case as one more
ilhi'^tration of the neurotic relation and ori<;in of true

zonse, and also as an example of tliesu<-eessful ii<e ipf

the "leetric current in th<' treatment of skin diseases

either dependent on or in conneelion with diseases of

the nervous system.

Trilling as it n\iiy at tii-st api)car in its clinical

features, it strikes me as worth recordinj;, if it sluniUl

lead to nothing more than .adding anotluM- example of

the very important and close connection of numy der-

nuitologieal K'>iruis and disorder* of the nerves, and
in the sui'cessful treatment l>y electricity huigso poti ni

in purely nervous disease, hut which now is lieirinuing

t 1 claim so high a place in cutaneous therapeusis.

Sas lot ixciai.'o, CiL , 10.3 Montgomery St.

protjvfss of ittetiical Science.

(t.M.V.VXO-Pr.NCTl-KE srrCKSSKl'LI.Y II.SICD IN AXEllt-
is.\i OK TflK Fkmok.\i..—Dr Hauck reports the fol-

lowing intereslinir case. The p.-itient. a man forty years

of avre, presented himself with a nunid tumor five

inches in diam 'ter. situated at the niiihlle and inner

fide of the left thiuh. A pail was lii'st applied, and then

iligital compression, hut holli plans failed. It was
then decidc'd to use the galvano-cautery. Three pla-

tinum n:-edl'/s, connected with the negative pole, were
plunged two inches deep into the sac, their distance

apr.rt luin'.; half an inch. Tin? circuit w.is completed
liyatt:i<hing the positive pole to a metallic plate (ilaced

aliove or on the surface of the tumor. The continuous
current was thus eniploved for ahout twenty minute*.

.Vfter the second day the tumor became soft<'r, and
three clots of lilood. each the size of a piireon's ( gir.

were felt. The pulsation and murmur had diminishid.
Five days afterwards the same operation was perform-
ed on the other side of the sac. After eighteen' hours

no pulsation or mnrnuir could be detected, hut there

was iiitlammation. the pain being very great. Ice w.is

ordered, but being applied too energeti(^ally by the at-

tendant, gangren<' of the skin resulted, a portion ol

the skin sloughing away in a few days, and with it

the covering of the tumor. A largi'coagulum was thus

exposed to view, and extending over it was the saphr
noiLs vein, which, stretched by the mass of blooil. ac-

counted for the intense pain. This also brokeaw.-iy. and
a ma.ss ofcoagulum was brought to view, which ^^as

gradually removed to the extent of about three ounce s

daily. The hemorrhages were controlled by ice. The
cavity, after being cleansed, was filled with clmrpie-

halls dipped in a solution of salicylic acid. This treat-

ment was continued for six days, when the Doctor re-

moved the coagulum in all direitions, and he thinks

the nuiss did not weigh less than two poinids. Five

months after the opiTation, the wound was entirely

healed, leuvinir a small contracted scar, slight stiffni'ss

at the knee-joint, ami some anrcsthesia of the lower
porti<u) of the thiuh and inner side of the knee.

—

St.

/.'luis .Vi'lirnl itiiil .Sun/iritl Jouniiil. April, IsTG.

()TIs"s OPKUATION IN Tllr. TllK.VTMr.NT OK IvriflKNT
STliK-rtUK.—Mr. Berkeley Mill, of r.ondon. luisilevoted

a clinical lecture to discussing the chief points brought

forward by Dr. Otis in reference to stricture of tlie

urethra. Within the past year Mr. 11. has measured
ninety-five nrethne. all of them with seuue urinary dis-

ease, and in only three did he lind the meatus as wide
as the rest of the canal. The measurement of these

nrethra' has been under-estimated, and he thinks Dr.

Otis is correct in claiming la iger calibres for that canal,

lie has not, however, foinid llu'distensibility tobeimi-
form from the bulb to the mi'atu.s. The urethra is wid-
est at the bulbous pari, and remains of an even width
for about two inches, and then it gradually narrows,

and for the rest of the canal il is about three niillime-

tres lcs,s, the narrowest portion lieing at the outlet.

This, he says, agrees with tlie description of anatom-
ists. excH'pt that till' distensile capacity of the urethra;,

measured in the living body, .showed greater limits tin n
they set down. The spongy urethra is conical in shape,

resemhhng the tapering nozzle of a syringe, which is

designed in this way, probably for the conduct of the

semen. That stricture in any shape is the sole cause of

gleet, he rather doubts, though doubtless it is the most
frequent cimditiepn. His own expenencc does not sup-

port the statement of Dr.Otis that strictures are generally

met with in the tirst inch and a (juarter of the urethrr.

In sixty-three cases examined hy bulbous semuds, Mr.
Hill found forty-three to be between four inches and
one half to six inches. In one hundred cases published
iiy Dr. Otis, thirty-one jiatients were fouiut without
recoiitraction, when examined a considerable time af-

ter the operation. Fifty two others were not examined,
but reported themselves as well; the remaining .seven-

teen were not tpiitc cured, though iclieved. This evi-

. di'nce induced .Mr. Hill to give a trial to this method.

I
He took sixteen cases of longstanding gleets, with oner

eir more contraetions in the spongy portie)n e)f the;

urethra. Dr. Otis o|ieruted U|)e)n one, and Jlr. Hill

i upon the remaining fifteen. In five cases the gleet

i

ceased after the eiperatie)n, and the patients were eurcd;

1
but of these five the operatieiu proved serieius te> two,

I

one having lieme)rrhagcs for three days, and the other

three attacks e)f rigor. Of the' remaining eleven, among
which was Dr. Otis's case, the gleet persisted in all

:

in this hu-t case being cured by other remedit s. Jlr. Hill

aelvises the ave)idance of the use e)f iu.strumeiits when-
ever the gle'ct has been of short duration. The exact

length e)f time that indicates stricture is uncertain, but
' as a mle the canal should not be searched when tl e

discharge has only lasted six months.— 7'/i« I.anat,

April 8, 187(i.

Tonsiox OK .Vktkuiks.—Since IsTl, JI. Tillaux has
not lig.iteel th" arterie's in his operatiems, anel in over
erne hunelred major operatie>ns. in which he has em-
pleiyed toi-siein. he" has not hael a single ca.se either of

prinmry or eef secemdary henioirhage. In a memoir on
this subject, reael befe>re tli:r Societe de Chlrurgie, ho
elniws the foUeiwing condusiems :

1. Torsion is applicable to all arteries, and cspeci-
' ally to the large' ones.

2. Only one- pair eif forceps is rcquireil feir the- eiper-

' ation.
' 3. The artery she)uld be seized oblinuely, and ne)t

perpendicularly te) its axis.

I

4. The te>rsie)n shemlel b^- ce)ntinneel until the end
seized by the force'ps is eh-tae'lied.

5. It is usele'ss tei limit the teirsiein ; it cimlines itse'lf

to the peirtiein seizL'd, or, at most, to one or twoccnti-

; metres be-yemel this.

0. Athere>ma is ne) ce>unter-inelicatiou to torsion.

7. Te)rsiein faveu-s immediate' uniein.

8. Teirsion prevents prinutry hemorrhage as well us

the ligature docs.
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9. Toi'sion pressnts a better safeguard against sec-

ondary haraorrhage than the ligature

—

Ld France
Medicale, Marcli 25.

Aquapunctuiie.—Mr. K. Clemens Lucas calls atten-

tion to a uumb?r of cases illustrative of tlie relief de-

rived from this treatment. Dr. Lelut unwittingly cm-
ployed this siuiple expedient. His .servant liad by acci-

dent overturned a Ijottle containing morpliia in solution

;

and, wislnug to conceal her misfortune, refilled the

bottle with water. The ne.\t day Dr. Li?lut employed
the liquid as a subcutaneous injection for a patient

suffering from sciatica, in whose ease he had [irevious-

ly injected morphia. The patient was relieved, and
the pain disappeared without the nausea that had lieen-

excited on former occasions. After finding that the

bottle only contained pure water, he repeated the ex-

periment on otlier patients, and found tliat it invariably

gave tliem relief, witliout inducing the unpleasant

nausea caused by morjiliia. As to the manner of injec-

tion and tlie quantity of fluid to lieinti-oduccd, IJr. Dieu-

lafoy recommends tliat eight or ten drops of water Ije

injected at the scat of greatest ])aiu, repeated ten or

fifteen times at one sitting if necessary. Dr. Laiitte

says tluit he injects two grammes, and then waits a

couple of niiuutes; and, if tlie pain be not relieved,

then injects two grammes more.— 3'Ae Lancet, March 4,

1876.

Meningitls and Ergot.—Dr. Sumrall writes us

that he has come to the conclusion tliat deatlis pro-

duced by compressed air are not caused by super-oxj'-

datiim of the blood, but by meningitis. Immediately
after tlie removal of pressure, in such cases, the vas-

cular system dilates to its utmost, thougli the inter-

cranio-spinal i^ortion of it cannot, from its situation,

dilate proportiomUely. Tlie result is tliat tliis latter

current is shnved, while tliat in the arteries and veins

of the rest of the system is increased.

The result of this slowing is meningitis, and the

rational treatment consists in restoring the proportion-

ate calibres of the vessels. This may be accomplished
by ergot. Of five cases of meningitis treated by other

methods all died, while of seven who took ergot all

recovered. His diagnosis in such cases was : Vascular
dilatation, the result of a neurosis. The fluid extract

was the form used, and it was given in drachm doses,

repeated at suitable intervals.

Convulsions Arrested by the Sinistro-Latekal
Posture.—Dr. F. .1. Brown has seen two cases of con-

vulsions arrested by turning the patient over upon the

left side. Oue patient, a man, with Brighfs disease,

had nraimic convuLsions, which ceased instantly after

he had been turned upon the left side. Another man
who had been seized with unilateral convulsions, was
relieved in fifteen seconds after turning upon the left

side. Dr. Brown's theory is, that this posture is in

some way beneficial by favoring the heart's action.

—

The Practitioner, April, 1876.

Unusually High Temperature in a Puerperal
Patient.—Dr. S. W. Torrcy reports a case of tliis kind

occurring in a ]irimipara, who was delivered naturally

of a healthy infant. For two days after confinement

liL-r condition was normal, the temperature being 99°.

On the third day, she was found restless and with ten-

der brea.sts. She had not slept the ])revious night,

owing to the severe pains iiom prolapsed piles.

PulstTlOO, res|)iration natural, tongue moist, with tem-

perature under tongue at the end of three minutes

of 10S°, and at the end of five minutes 108.5°. A
mass ol: piles were found protruding from the anus;

they were not inflamed, and were returned by gentle

manipulation. There was neither nausea, pain in the

abdomen, nor any sensitiveness over the uterus upon
pressure. Ten drops of veratrum viride, and ten

grains of Dover's jiowder were administered. The
next morning the temperuture was 100°, the milk flow

was establislied, and there were no symptoms of me-
tritis or peritonitis. The doctor regards the unusual
liigh temperature as due to the irritation of the piles,

inei-eased Ijy the milk fever.

—

Boston Medical and Sur-

gical Journal, April 20, 1876.

Tre.vt.ment of Arthrepsy.—51. Parrot has recent-

ly devoted a series of lectures to this di.sease of infanta

which has its origin in the digestive canal, and leads

to a profound disturbance of nutrition. The synij)-

toms are, in tiie first stage, altered fecal di.schargcs.

great thirst, and, despite the frequence of nursing,

diminished absorption of milk. In the second stage,

the passages become more and moi-e unhealthy, and
vomiting sets in with thirst, buccal ulc(!rations, dim-
inished appetite, emaciation, and loss of strength. In

the third stage, the child is past liope. It can only

drink fi-om a spoon, the vomiting is more frequent,

the respiration difficult, the temiieralure lowered, the

skin wrinkled, the as])ect aged, and the flesh )ias a

peculiar tallow feel. Rigidity and ininiobility of the

limbs set in, and finally coma, or sometimes convul-

sions, precede death.

In the treatment of this disease, if any artificial nour-

ishment be required, Mr. Parrot prefers cows' milk,

pure and undiluted, which he gives in regulated quanti-

ties. After the sixth month rice or arrcjwroot piepara-

tions may be added. When diarrhoea and cough or

coryza are present, the amount of milk given at each

nursing is diminished, and heat and gentle rubefa-

cients to be applied to the abdomen. If the diarrIio:!a

persists, two grains of bismuth subnitrate are given in

syrup of quinces six or eight times a day before nurs-

ing, liine-water being added if the discharges are

green. When fever is present with a coated tongue,

it is good to begin with an emetic; and when the dis-

charges are mucous, a purgative is advisable. 'When
the arthrei)sy is acute and the condition of the ])aticnt

becomes grave, thi'ee or four dr^ips of cognac in eau

sucrfie, and a teaspoonful of bouillon, both iced, are

given alternately every ten or fifteen minutes, and a

hot mustard bath is ordered twnce uv three times day,

followed by frictions, and the body is then wrapped
in wools If improvement sets in, these measures are

less fretpieutly used, and a gradual return to a liiilk

diet is made.
In the more chronic forms of the disease, the stimu-

lation must be less active ; frictions are to l)e substi-

tuted for baths, milk to be given with a spoon ; and
six times a day, after feeding, a half teaspomifid of

elixir of ijcjisine, which at the same time aids the di-

gestion of the milk and is a stimulant to the stomach,

administered.

—

Journal de Med. et de Chir., April,

1876.

The New Jersey Pharmaceutical Association

held its regular annual meeting at New' Brunswick,

N. J., on May 17.

The New York Academy op Sciences projjose to

form field parties for scientific excursions into tlie sub-

urbs.

The morialtty rate of this city^has very sensibly

decreased within the last six weeks.
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THE ENGLISH JJEBATE UPON THE TA-

THOLOGY OF SYPHILIS.

IT.

Having in our last issvie {,'ivcn a gcmral outline of tin-

o|)cnini; paper of >Ir. IJutcliiuson U])on the Pathology

of Svpliilis, l)efiire tlie Pnlliological Society of London,

we sliall now j;ive l)rii'tly tlie main arguments of .tlie

various speakei-s. Tlii' iliscussion was commended liy

Mr. Henry Lee, who favored his audience with one of

liis choice specimens of clouded argument, expressed

in sentences almost, if not wholly, unintelligiWe. lie

did not agree with Jlr. Hutchinson tliat gummata are

secjuehi.'. and regarded them as due to hlood disease, but

he offered no facts. AVe commend to our readers the

half of his speech, in which wc presume, still we arc

not certain, that he was speaking of the differences be-

tween tlie two forms of venereal sore, as one of the best

examples of turgid thought and involved language

with whiih we are familiar in m(:dieal literature. Dr.

Drysdale alhuletl, in a general way, to the doctrine of

duuli!<m, and expressed his own c<mviction of ilstrutli.

as shown by the differences in the two forms of

venereal sore. He thought that Mr. Hutchinson was

wrong in regarding it as dead, seeing that it is generally

accepted on the continent. He regarded gummata as

tertiary lesions, and caused by a blood state. He

further stated the interesting fact that the keratitis of

hereditary syphilis, described by Hutchinson, was look-

ed upon as caused by .scrofula by Fournier and Verneuil,

who had informed him that they seldom saw it in

France. In his practice, he had met with cases showing

visceral alTcctioiis in the secondary period of syphilis.

It is evident tliat the formal opening of the debate

devolved upon Sir James Paget, who was the tirst

speaker at the sicond meeting. We can only expros

our surpiise and regret at this performance of lliis

eminent num. as his speech was long and turgid, and in

many particulars his eumpurisons were tlim.sy and Ijailly

••stablislied. He looks upon syphilis as a siieeific fever

due to blood disea.sc, which is persistent, but diminishes

in intensity by age. He thinks that tlie symmetri-

cal disfriluition of lesions is always exjircssivc of a

lilood state as can.sc : and that as the condition wanes,

the expressions thereof become unsymmetrical. Ac-

cording to this view, gummata are not simply scqueln;.

The similes offered by Sir Jaiiies as existing between

the sequehe of sy])hilis and tlio.sc of agueaiul typhoid

fiver are simply alisurd, and show that he has not

studied this rpicstion with his usual profundity. He

fh likewise weak in liis clTort to bolster U]) the view of

Mr. Hutchinson, that tertiary lesions may be due to

local morbid ini)n-ess left by the earlier |)roccsses of the

secondary period, as his comparison between them and

the lesions, such as leech-bites and lividity of the arm,

which he personally experienced, are entirely without

foundation. Sir .lames aj)pl led leeches to his sprained

wrist, which left scars. While well, these scarsshowed

nn abnormality, but when ill health supervened they be-

came inflamed and ulcerated. In this ease, there was

simply a tissue del)ility. not due to a pre-existenl morliid

poison in the lilood, as in the case of tertiary syphilitic

li sions, which wasaggravated by alowen d condition of

the general nutrition, and nothing else. The only really

valuable remarks of Sir .laiiies were those u);cn the

relation of syphilis to gout, tuberculosis, and scrofula.

He stated here, as elsewhere, that syi)hilis may predis-

po.se a suljjcct to tul)erculosis. and modify and compli-

cate gout and scrofula. He thinks that the soil in which

syphilitic poi.son is.sown, or rather the peculiarities of

constitution, tend to cause the varying appearances of

the lesions; and while he admits but one virus as pro-

ducing syphilis, he does not appear to make a distinc-

tion between the two varieties of sore. The remarks of

Dr. Wilks are, on the whole, more unsatisfactory than

those of the previous speaker, a fact which is surpris-

ing when it is remembered that he has been one of the

foremost investigators in England into the nature of

visceral syphilis. His speech was also very long, and

too general in character. He truly lemarked that

there is uo disease like -syphilis in our nosology, but

that it is a counterpart of other febrile diseases. He
utterly rejects the terms secondary, tertiary, and

cpnirteniary as api)lied to syphilitic lesions, but unfor-

tunately does not offer any clearer division. He fully

ailmits the occurrence of visceral lesions in the sec-

ondary period, ius he has seen such, and asks for more

observations on the subject. He calls attention to a

fact, not generally stated as being olnserved by him-

self, that frcipiently, when in .'lyphilis the viscera are

quite early .•UTectcd, tin' outward manifislations of the

disease arc very insignilicant, in comparisnu. and vicn

rn-iia. He also had observed that the inlilt rations of

syphilis did not. as a rule, sujipurate, aiul that often,

even when they had softened and Ihictuution was felt,

complete absorption might ensue. He endeavored in

a labored urgmnent, to draw a clear analogy between
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syphilis and small-pox, but really did not add one idea

to our stock of knowledge. He concludes his remarks,

which occupy four closely and finely printed col-

umns of the British Mfdical Journal, with the state-

ment that, to his mind, the lesions of sypliilis and

scrofula were distinct and readily recognisable the one

from tlie other. Tlie remarks of Dr. Hilton Fagge
were noticeable for their comparative brevity, a

quality in general foreign to the discussion under con-

sideration. He alluded to the point overlooked liy

Mr. Hutchinson, namely, the relation of syjjhilis to

auiyloid or lard.aceous degeneration. According to

Dr. Fagge, syphilis and prolonged suppuration are

the only causes of this condition, and so stron<j is

his opinion upon this point that he states that if at

post-mortem he finds it without evidences of sup-

Duration, he is confident that the patient was syphi-

litic. He evidently thinks that .syphilis has no specific

action iu producing this degeneration, but that it is

caused l>y the debilitating influence of the disease

upon the gener.al nutrition. He thinks that the

lesions of the lungs in syphilitics are caused in the

same way. and that they are due to diffuse inllam-

niatorv changes, rather than to a definite or specific

morliid growth. Hi; holds the view that syphilitic

eruptions are specific and readily recognizat)le, and
that simple emotions may exist on the skin of sy|)hi-

litic sulij-cts without being modified or losing their

essential characteristics, even wlien the patient is sub-

jected to anti-syphilitic treatment. Mr. Berkeley

Hill's remarks were general in character, and fortu-

nately not prolix. He thinks syphilis is a blood disease

from first to last, and transmissible even in the later

stages to the offspring. He fnrtlier lays stress on the fact

that cliildren who have inlierited syphilis from parents

afflicted with tertiary orlate syijhilis, may communicate
the disease to others, suoli as their nurses, in its most

active and typical form, as being a powerfully afRrra-

ative argument. Tlie fact that late lesions require

for tlieir cure anti-syphilitic remedies, is regarded

by him as being proof that tliey are similar in

nature to the earlier ones, which are undoubtedly due
to a blood state. He thinks that Mr. Hutchinson at-

taches too much importance to the significance of

symmetry of distribution of eruptions, and that in

syphilis they are generally less symmetrical than

in the other more acute diseases. He says the

body generally is covered with an eruption in the

early stages ; this is succeeded by a more circum-

scribed rash ; and lastly, this fades away until there

may be one, two, or three patches on either side of

the body. This statement, which is based (ni observa-

tion, really places the matter in a simple and intelligible

form
;

it is really the i^ractical illustration of the ques-

tion of aljundance alluded to by Mr. Hutchinson, but

l)y him explained, as we know, in another way. Mr.

Hill expressed himself quite clearly as to the variations

in the type of the disease. He fully endorsed Sir James

Paget's view, that the soil in which the virus is im-

planted is mainly the determining cause of the

course of the disease; but added that perhaps the

source of the contagion might also exert an influence.

Thus he was disposed to think that the disease miglit

be severer in its course when derived fiom a jierson

in wliom it was in an active form, and lighter

when the contagion was waning in intensity. He
did not accept the dictum of the orator that dual-

ism is dead. Mr. Hill was followed Ijy Mr. DeMeric,

whose remarks were terse and pointed. Witliout en-

tering into a consideration of the doctrine of dualism,

he asserted his belief that it was well founded. As
to the analogy between syphilis and tlie specific fevers,

he thought it perfectly correct vvitli certain modifica-

tions as to variola only, and hinted that as regards the

others, it was somewhat forced. In his experience

phagedena was an exceptional occurrence, rather than

the usual one ; and he did not go as far as 'Mr. Hutch-

inson in saying that it was always due to syphilis.

He adhered to the division into the stages, or periods,

which are generally recognized ; and hinted that Mr.

Hutchinson had not simplified the matter by consid-

ering the disease as having Ijut one stage and sequela'.

He thought that tlie symmetry spoken of !>}' the ora-

tor did not exist as widely as it vcas claimed it did;

and that it was impossil)le to place, as the latter

wished to do, every lesion in matliematical order.

Tertiary lesions showed a decline in the disease, hence

tlicy were the results of a lilood state. He diffei'ed

with Sir James Paget as to the simile of the Icecli-bites.

Although Mr. De Meric did not express himself dis-

tinctly, it is to bs inferred from his remarks that he

thinks that syphilis may predispose a patient to the

development of struma, and that both conditions give

rise to different and I'ccognizable lesions. We shall

consider the views of other speakers, and the reply

of Mr. Hutchinson in our next issue.

THE AMEEIC.\N MEDICAL ASSOCIATION AND THE INTER-
NATIONAL MEDICAL COKGUESS.

In a few days the meeting of the American Medical

Association will be held in Philadelphia, and in a few
months tliat of the International Medical Congress.

Be this order of exercises the result of chance or of

prevision it is quite fortunate, since it gives to the

former society the time to prepare it.s action on the

latter, an action which will, in a measure, serve to

settle the opinion of our transatlantic and trans-

pacific confreres on our own professional merits.

Tlie apparently selfish aspect of the question is justi-

fiable in view of the results to be obtained. Our suc-

cess in the estimation of the foreigners will depend,

not so much on the intrinsic value of the papers

chosen to be read iu Congress as the representative of

American ability, as on the international direction

which our leading men will, or will not, give to this

medical-world conference.
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Tlio American physicians will not be judjiicd so

much on thoir looturcs, ns on their iiiHiiencc in

tlie tlison^sion of the questions most directly medicci-

interiiatioual
;
just as the v.due of the next Int^niu-

tion:il Mi'ilical Conf;ress will not reside in tlu' individ-

ual value of the individual pajjers read on particular

topics; but on the directness with which such ]>apers

and the discussions thereon will tend to increase

the intcr-commuuieation, the inter-understandin^',

and the inter-coopcralion of tlic jihysieians of all

nations.

The task of elaboratin-; this idea, and of brin'^inj;

it into execution in the next congress with due

authority and force, seems to devolve upon the Ameri-

can >[edieal Association, in virtue of its position, and

by the uncontestable ri^jht wlii( li priority gives. For,

by position, the .\meriean Medical .Vssociation is the

only body here constituted to spealv and to act in the

name of the profession at large ; whilst by its ante-

cedents it has acquired the right to continue an action

which it has initiated. It nuist lie reuKinbercd that

the American Jledieal Association sent aliroad the lirst

delegates who. in ISl'-i and 1)S74, invited the British

Medical .\ssoeiati(m, and the French Association for

the Advancement of Sciences, to cooperate in the pro-

ject of estalilishing, among the physicians of all

nations, a uniformity of plan for the study of disease

by exact instruments, of scales, of records of obser-

vation, and a true connnon seientitic language. It

was also the American Medical Association which sent

its delegates to Binxellesin 1S1'), in order to introduce

the same proposition before the International Jledieal

Congress. There they found, in the section of oi)hthal-

mology, a proposition similar to their own, but re-

stricted to a single point in the paper of Dr. Deltaneln-.

' Upon the means of measuring the hearing and recdid-

iug its degrees in a uniform manner in all countries."

This limited application, in 1S75, of the broad princi-

l>le first enmieiated^ by tlie delegate of the Amcii-

can Medical .Xs'iociation to the conftrencesof London,

of Lyons, of Xorwieh and of Lille, constitutes the

only foreign antecedent prior to the action which will

be taken in the matter before the International Con-

gress of 1870.

These precedents create, in favor of the American

)[edieal Association, aright of pre-emption upon lliis

great is.'iue, whi<-li no medical organization at lioiue

nor seientilic body abroad can contest : and which it

would be more than a blunder to relinquish on the eve

of the linal success of Internationalism.

Upon the strength of snch antccedent.s, and l>y its

own national and representative <u-gani/,atiun, tlie

American Jledieal As,-ociation is entitled to be repre-

sented in the International Medical Congress by a

strong delegation, especially charged to concert and to

urge the adoption of the means of unifiM'ni observation

s») desirable in the scient'fic world.

Once this dcterminutiuu nuide, the chosen dele-

gates will see the now rather vague ideal set before

them take a .substantial reality.

Tlielii"st thing to command their attention will be the

want of a common or uniform language among physi-

cians. The idea of ret-toring the Latin to tliis, its for-

n\er position, could not be mooted a moment, sinte

Latin justly lost its position as international inter-

preter when it became the detective-agent of the Cim-

gregation of the Index for the destruction of the

works of (Jalileo, Luther. Erasmus, Espinosa, etc. Be-

sides, though strong in dialectics, it proves powi-r-

less to express the data of modern |)ositivisni.

On the other hand, if the modern languages arc not

found much better interpreters of positivism than the

Latin, it has become a|)parcnt that the tinhirioil hm-

ijiiiigf. so desirable for the interchange of scientific

ideas is not so much to be looked for in the general

adoption of one language, as in the agreement upon a

technical uniformity of nomenclature .«, of scales,

forms of record, of observation, etc. The unity of

mathematics throughout the western world, though

founded at the time when the greatest diversity and

cjnfusionof language prevailed, wa< not restricted to

the Arabic ; but expressed itself in algibraic and arith-

metic synd>ols, and became perforce the connnon lan-

guage undci'stood to this day by the mathematicians

of all countries.

So will it be with the language of i)hysicians. The

Latin unity can no more express their advance, and

each modern language pro])osed as a substitute would

be subjected to the same ostracism by the othei-s. But

happily the language of positivism, expressed by figures,

formulas and symbols, and exactly expressing the data

obtained by the use of the instruments and niethods

of modern investigation, is ready to establish the

uniformity .-md the unity of medical sciences. The

difficulty of the enterprise does not reside in the com-

plexity of the problem, but in our being unused to

face it. Let us front it, and it is ours.

We know very well that nomenclatures differ all

over the world. Simple drugs, pharmaceutic |)repa-

rations, diseasi's even, and the very parts of our own
body ai'e known, or rather disguised, under different

names. The status of a patient is seldom mathemati-

cally established from the first. One physician insists

on some points, another on others. Instrument.s, scales,

tables of record differ ; hence most of the monographs

commence—if they do not lini.sh also—by descriptitms

from memory. This initial, or total aliseuce of mathe-

matical data, unfits the observations for becoming

parts of the statistical elemeuts of the numerical

method. The difTercnces between the scales and

records use<l render the groui)ing and the comparison

of cases impossible, and favor the predominance of

imagination in diagnosis.

We desire to urge the matter of uniformity of sys-

tem in observation and registration, because wo
believe that the general adoption of such a s'ystetu
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will be the only means of substantial progress, in fact

one of the piime necessities of the present age.

As no body of our countrymen and coufrferes can

have the authority to plead the cause of uniformity of

observation before the coming congress equal to that

of the Ani-ricau j\Iedical Association, let its delegates

be watchful that the international interests be not

silenced in Philadelphia by simply interesting topics.

On the contrary, let general, and, above all, inter-

national questions, be everywhere accorded the pre-

cedence. All the ideas advanced must jjresent an

interest commensurate with the radius of their audi-

tcrium. If this can be done it will be accounted a

lasting honor for the American physicians to have

taken before the other nations the initiative and the

leading part in the restoration of the unity and uni-

formity of language in physic—the most momentous

instrument of future progress.

It is written that the builders of the Tower of

Babel dispersed when they ceased to understand each

other. The lessons of their experience should not be

lost to us. Already there is commencing a confusion

of language, and a misinterpretation of ideas; these

will increase with the progress of our work, and the

sooner we agree upon some common understanding of

noc^ssary terms, the better. In this view let us hope

that the opportunities of the meetings in Philadeli)hia

may not be lost.

THE SnORT-TEKJt SYSTEM.

A WRITER in the J^ew Yt»-k l^imes. with the desire of

informing the public concerning the present status of

medical education iu this country, denies the possiliility

of students receiving degrees from reputable medical

colleges nine months after the commencement of their

studies.

The writer says: "The burden of the com])laint

made by the Record against these outside schools is

that the}- shorten the time of study. From an inquiry

into the facts of the matter we learn that the require-

ments for graduation in the great majority of the

schools are three years' study and attendance on two
full courses of lectures. We also find that some of

the schools referred to by the Medical Record as

being lax iu this part of the law, are in reality very

particular in compelling students to fultil the require-

ments. The Record seems to charge that some of

these schools permit students to graduate before com-

pleting the time of study required by law. We can

find no evidence of the existence of any such irregu-

larity. The editor of the Record will find it liard to

persuade laymen to lielieve that it is all wrong for

students to attend a Winter course of lectures and

Ihen a Summer course immediately after, while it is

all right to attend a Summer course of lectures and

then attend a Winter course after."

Certainly no one •who pretends to know anything of

ths actual requirements of medical education will

presume to claim that shortening the time of study

is not a just and reasonable cause for complaint. We
fully admit that the great majority of the schools in-

sist upon two full courses of lectures and three years

of study, but we are hardly willing, in view of facts

before us, to believe that we are wrong in supposing

that a student may get through in less time. The

mere statement that tliis writer has not found any

eridenecs of the iiossibility of the latter condition of

things, i)roves nothing moi'e than his culpal)le ignor-

ance of facts and a general lack of information con-

cerning his subject.

It seems hardly possible that the author of the

article, pretending as he does to understand the princi-

ples advocated by the Record, should be so ignorant

of what has lately appeared in its columns. As the

result of a careful examination into the whole matter,

he has come to the conclusion that all our efforts in

connection with the discussion of the short-term system

have been directed towards crushing out a few of the

schools outside of New York City, in order to increase

the size of some of the classes of some of the other

overci'owded institutions. Preposterous and I'idiculous

as this assertion is, it is made with all the seriousness

of one who wishes to be understood as speaking ndiat

he believes to be the truth. The very transparent

attempt to pervert our meaning in regard to attend-

ance upon Summer and Winter courses, is another

evidence of his fitness for impartial criticism. It is

hardly worthy of notice, except in connection with

an ardent desire to create a false impression upon tlic

outside pulilic. We do not care how much our course

may be criticised, but we have a right to object to

wilful misrepresentation.

The student can attend as many courses of lectures

as he pleases, the more the Ijetter, provided he gives

himself time and opportunity for mental digestion. We
care not when he attends them, nor where, whether iu

summer or winter colleges—but we object to the crowd-

ing of two full couises into one year, with the view of

cutting short the term of study required by law. ' We
have not the least dou1>t that this is often done,

generally without the knowledge of the different

faculties, it is true, but sometimes with their know^

ledge and connivance. Far from supjiosing that such

things are impossible, we believe that half the so-called

corruption in high places has not yet been exposed,

and that the continued discussion of the short-term

system may cause some still more astounding disclo-

sures.

THE medicAl, ASPECTS OF THE CENTENKI.^L.

One of the attractive features of the great Exposi-

tion at Philadelphia, will be the important influence

it must have in disseminating information upon special

branches of science and art. Each department will be

placed on an elevated position of a:sthetic taste and

cultivated skill and will afford to students w-ho desire
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to embrace it, a rare opportunity for improvement ami

permanent l)cntfit. Tlie domain of JKilieine occiipiis

a compiiratively modest nielie in the ^rand disjjlay,

liut it presents numerous inter<'sting points for descrip-

tion and diseussion, wliieli deserve careful study.

Impressed with tlie desirability of affording our

readers an insight into llie various attractions liere

ottered to tlie medical profession, we pi'oposc to publish

frecpicnt contributions from a special corrcsi)ondent in

I'hiladilphia, wlio will endeavor to give a faithful

sketch of those portions of the Exposition, and of the

salient features of current events in the ('entennial City,

which nniy especially interest medical men. Tlie liist

letter of the series will appear iu our next issue.

Ucports of Societies.

KEW YOUK ACADEllY OF MEDICINK.

Stilted Meetiiiij, Mmj Ath, ISTC.

Dr. S. S. PuiiPLE, PitKsiDKST, IN TiiB Cii.un.

EPIUEMICS OF TlIK CENTfUY AND LESSONS DEKIVICI)

FUO.M TIIEM.

Dn. GocvF.RNF.UK 5[. Smith read an interesting pa-

per upon the above sulijeet. in which he made a com-
prehensive survey of epidemics occurring between
1771) and 1S7U.

Uriif reference was made to the pliilanthropic laliors

of Howard, who died in tlie latter part of tlie last

century while in search of the cause and eliicient rem-

edy for the plague.

Du. Eliiiu II. S.Mrrii, who was nineteen years of

age at the time of Howard's decease, was associate

editor of the tirst medical periodical published in tliis

country, and wrote the tirst paper wliicli appeared in

the journal. Tlie title of his paper \v:is, '''I'lie Plagm
of .\theiis," ami in it cm be found the reniiukable

statement that if local causes originated the plague at

Athens, local causes might develop yellow fever in

I'hiladilphia and New York. Dr. Smith died of yel-

low fever in 17!)!), the year following the: publicatimi

of his pajier.

Du. Smith made a general reference to the sourcis

and nil thods of transinilling disease, and tlic grad-

ually increasing f;icilities for their iliscovery, both of

which seemed to have been attendants upon advancing
civilization. Following closely upon the diMoveiy
of new sources of disease, there have been found niw
prophylactics; and the discovery of those had bciii,

in a good degree, commensurate with the demands
for protection against the dihterious influence of

newly discovered noxious agents. Tlie doctor clas-

silied epidemic disea.ses under three heads, vi/. : the

contagious, the infectious, and the meteoracions.

L'ndiir the first heail were jilacrd variola, meashs.
scarlatina, and varicella; under the second, typhus

and typhoid fevers, malarial affections; under the

third, inlluenza, typhoid, pneumonia, and erysipelas.

Cholera and diphtheria, while contagious atleclions.

seemed to a limited extent to be spread by meteora-

cions inthiences. There was an intimate relationship

between the modes of prevalence of epidemic di^ir-

ders. Some of the diseases at times being apparently

difTused in two ways, ». e., by specilic germs, and by

a somewhat wide-spread atmospherie.il diffusion of

such germs. The present accurate manner of study-

ing the subject Wduld shortly enable the nosiilogist to

make a more thoroughly scientitic classilication of
epidemics than any hitherto attempted.

This elassilieiition, it was allowed, was not abso-

lutely correct, because the proce.-ises and status of sev-

eial of those disorders remained (piestionablc. The
classilication had been retiiined for special reasons,

and the doctor had placed cholera among the meteor-
acions diseases, but liud accompanied the assignment
with the following iiualilication. Under certain cir-

( umstances the atmcsphere might become so impreg-

nated with cholera poison that thc> disease- might be
commmiieat< il through that medium, but just how
far chciU'ra could be ean'ied through the atmosphere
had not been established. He believed il to be a

contagious disease.

t)f the specilic nature of the poisons which have de-

veloped epidemic diseases there was entire ignorance;

liut, while our ignorance might be df jilored iu that

respect, yet we might be assured and feel conscious,

that through the medium of our increased knowledge
of hygiene and jirophylaxis, we should l)e able to

disarm many of tiiem of their destiuctivc power.

Epidemics of smallpox could be prevented, and
measles and searlalina. when they appealed, did not

always become widespread, for two reasons: 1, be-

cause atmospherical conditions did not always favor

their dilTusion; and 2, when their diffusion was fav-

ored, increased vigor in adopting iirojihylactic meas-
ures was lik(;ly to check their sjiread.

Science had failed to tind any specific cholera

germs, and y.t epidemics of cholera could be con-

trolled by hyaieuic measures. By means of proper
protective measures erysipelas and puerperal fever

could be eradicated when once they had ajipeared.

Special reference was made to the study now in pro-

gress in relation to microscopic vegetable growths, and
stress was laid upon the parasitic origin of several of

the epidemics which had been con.sidered.

Attention was directed to the fact tli.it iu war
di.sease had slain more tlmn the sword. In that con-

nection. Dr. Smith referred to the lamentable loss of

life which was caused by preventable diseases occur-

ring in the Crimiaii army. Reference was also made to

the laliors of sanitarians and the adoption of siiuitary

measures during the late war in this country, tugelhi r

with the most gratifying results which were realized

from labors for the protection of our soldiers from
disease. The medical history of our war had shown
that insalutary phices could be made comparatively

salutary, but such results had not come from the use

id medicinal agents, so much as from the vigorous
adoption of wholesome hygienic measures.

With regard to ho.spitals it had been demonstrated
that light, air, speedy rimovalof refuse, and intermit-

tent occupancy, weie essentiiils. The doctor aigued
in favor of establishing local, slate, and uutional

boards of health.

The paper was closed by a reference to disinfectants,

which were grouped under three heads :

1. Those which destroyed organisms
;

2. Those which absorbed noxious elements;

8. Those wliich dec(mi|)Oscd the poi.sonous com-
pounds.
The pajicr was listened to with marked attentiim

;

and lieing open for discu.ssion.

Dn. Ei.isii.v IlAKitiH spoke at some length concern-

ing the benefits which had followed the study of epi-

demic di.s(;uses and the adoption of measures for their

prevention. He regarded cholera iis one of the most
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controllable diseases with whicli tbebunian family was
alllieted, as it advanced only as transmitted by human
carriers. The observance of certain rules of hygiene
had excluded typhus from our armies, and tlie re-

sources of prophylaxis had prevented the prevalence

of typlioid fever in our country as it formerly had
]jrevailed. lie also referred to the report made l)y

Klein, in which it was claimed that the nature of the

poison that produced typhoid fever had been deter-

mined, and tliat it consisted of a microphytic growth,
wiiicli attacked the follicles of Lieberkvilin and Pey-
cr's patelies. By the simple process of growth, an
erosion was produced, and upon the eroded surface

the growtli continued to increase with great rapidity.

Du. J. C. Peters remarked that scarlatina was
doubtless a tilth disease. Tlie plague of Athens had
been proven to be an epidemic uf malignant scarlatina

developed by tlie tilth incident to tlie extreme over-

crowding of the city at tlie time of its prevalence. Dr.
Peters sjioke at some length upon the circumstances at-

tending the introduction of yellow fever into New
York, and bjlieved that this fearful malady could be
eradicated from Havana by cutting a canal which
should properly drain that portion of the bay that

received all the sewage of tlie city.

NEW YORK MEDICAL JOURNAL ASSO-
CIATION.

Slated Meeting, May 5th, 1876.

Dr. E. G. Lorino, President, in the Cii.mr.

on the management of the prol.vpsed arm in
tran.sverse presentations.

Altiioucui the principal object of the jjaper read by
Dr. Prank P. Poster niion the above subject was to

call attention to a iiarticular method of management,
yet he regarded it not un|)rotitablc to give a general

review of the doctrines wiiicli have been taught re-

luting to the question under consideration. The doc-

tor succeeded in giving a most complete and thorough
analysis of the views entei'tained l^y all the more
proniiujut obstetricians concerning the advantages
ami disadvantages of a [irolapsed arm; concerning
replacement and retropulsion ; concerning traction

anil tlie use of tile tillet ; scarilicatiou and brachiotoiny.

The real point of interest in the jiaper, however, re-

lated to retropulsion of tlie arm, Ijy which was
meant, not merely replacement of the arm, but eleva-

tion of the entire cephalic pole of the child by push-
ing upwards in the line of the lumierus. In the case

related the above raanceuvro was assisted by external

mani|)ulation. The doctor farther believed that when
the shoulder was lifted, and with it the entire cephalic
pole of the child, in the manner indicated, it then be-

came a matter of indifference which foot was seized

for the completion of version, in case the old operation

should be found necessary. Another original recom-
mendation made by the doctor was that in cases in

which cephalic version was attempted, the arm be first

replaced within the uterus, and then traction made
upon it in. a lateral direct ion., away from the head. Dr.

Foster raised a general objection to the use of the fillet,

on the ground that the unnecessary introduction of

any suljstance into the cavity of the uterus, especially

such falirics as fillets were lialile to be made of, was
objectionable. The paper being open for discussion.

Dr. Gillette remarked that he regarded it a matter

of the greatest importance as to which foot was seized

in performing the operation of version. He maintained

that it was important to seize the foot opposite to the
plane of the body i)resentiug. In a pelves of ordinary
size, he believed that replacement of the pre lapsed arm
was not called for, unless the size of the accoucheur's
arm rendered it necessary. He argued in favor of re-

sorting to manual intei'terence at once in case of pro-
lapsed arm, not waiting for sj)ontaneous version, which
rarely if ever occured. He regarded the use of the
tillet as a dangerous procedure, for it might be the
cause of bringing the arm behind the head, instead of
making it a reliable guide. He had never experienced
any ditHcnlty in delivei'ing the arms when he had
managed his cases in the following manner : the body
of the child should be bent up under the pubis, antl

the posterior arm removed first, and then it should be
bent l.iack over the perineum, when the anterior arm
could be liberated with ease.

Dr. Mund£ related a case in which it was found im-
possible to reach the opiiosite leg of the child, and he
was compelled to deliver by attaching a fillet to the
limb that could be reached, pushing up with the other

hand, and calling to his aid external manipulation by
means of an assistant. The delivery was elfected after

about half an hour of hard work. The membranes
had been ruptured for some time. He objected to the

views of Dr. Gillette relating to the easy removal of

tlie arms. His cxijcriencc liad been that, although the
posterior arm should be first delivered, and ordinarily

could lie without dilHculty, the anterior arm could not
be so easily liberated. His pl.in of operation had
been to first liberate the posterior ai-m, the boily of
the child having been pushed firmly against the pubis,

and then to turn the body of the child completely
around, when the anterior arm became the posterior

itud Could be delivered in the same manner as the first.

Keplaceuieut of the arm he regarded as unnecessary.

Dr. Gili.ettio lemarked that he could understand
howdifticulty might arise in delivering the arms in a

primiparous case with contracted pelvis and large

child, but that in a pelvis of ordinary size and cases of
labor in general, ho had expeiienced no difficulty

whatever, when oiJerating in the manner described.

In all obstetric operations the woman should be an-

SBsthetized, and her hips brought to the edge of the
bed, for then the woman was in the most favorable posi-

tion for the operation.

Dr. Munde remarked with reference to retro[)ulsion,

as described by Dr. Foster, that he could understand
how it might be available in a relaxed uterus, and
where the membranes had but recently ruptured.

[Dr. Foster" .s paper w-ill be published in full in the

Journal of Obstetrics.]

QnAR.VNTiKE Keoulations.—Tile new regulations

of the French (Quarantine department are classed

under the following heads:

Art. 1.—Gholera, yellow fever, and the plague are the
only exotic contagious diseases, which in France de-
mand the constant application of sanitary measures
against the exports of the countries where these diseases

prevail.

Art. 3.—Other dangerous, transmissible, and import-
able diseases, especially typhus and variola, may at

any time be the object of exceptional precautions ; but
in this case the measures are only to be directed to the

contaminated exports.

Art. B.—Precautionary measures may always be
adopted in the case of any vessel the hygienic condi-

tions of which are con.sidered dangerous, whatever
may be the nature of its freight.
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Corresvoiilicucc.

SALrrVMC ACID IN RHEUMATISM.
To TUB l-^DiTon OP Tub Mkdical Kkchrd.

Dear Siii : —Myattcntkui Imviiij; bocnoaUi'd in March I

liist to till' iilmost maivellous loults accniing I'lmii tlic

U«e of salicylif acid in tlic ticatnant of acute rlicimia-

tism, and liuliivinj; in coimnon witli tliose who have

recently rcconlcd in your piiycs a successful trial of

the same remedy in this liitherto unmanai^eahlc disease,

timt tlie aceuniulatin;; exiierieilce of llie [jrofcssion

witli tliis treatment should lie promiitly reported, 1

am induced to send you tlie followinj; liricf liistory of

a case wherein tlie asseited effects of the acid upon
swollen and painful joints was displayed with great

rapidity and persistence.

Mr. Eilwai-d Gordon, recently from Louisville, Ky.,

an assistant enijineer of the D. and W. Uailroad,

a|iplied to nio at my office on the morninj; of April

'i'tlU for treatment of what he supposed was intermit-

tent fever. He stated that a few days before his lousi-

ness called liim out on the line of his road, and he
]

was c<im|)ellid for one night to sleep on the damp
ground. Tile following day he had a chill succeeded

by fever, which svemed to jieisist apparently unalTeet-

ed by large doses of (|uiwiiic which he had taken, and
on this account he now applied for treatment. Uy my
advice he went immediately to bed, and coinmenced
the Usual treatment of remittent fever, which prevails

hereabiuit at this season of the year. The next morn-
ing, however. April "JOlli, he sent hurriedly for -me to

say that his ankle-joints were swollen and exceedingly

))ainful ; that he liail flying jiaius throiigli his chest.

and was appieliensive lest he was the subject of acute

rheumatism, an attack of which he had had several

years bi.-lore. w liich li.id contiiK^l him to his room j'ro-

a periuil nf ihree muntlis. He also staled that the dis-

ease seemed to be hereditary in his family, many ineui-

bersof which wire predisposed to the developincnt of

an attack alter the least amount of exposure to wet aud
cold. On ejiminalion, both ankle-joints, bui more
especially the left, were found lumdied, and so acnti ly

sensitive to pressure tliat even the weight of the bed-

clothes was complained of. Tlie intercostal muscles
also were painlul to pressure with the lingers, lie had
high fever, and was very restless and low-spirited.

The salicylic acid was now commenced in doses of

seven grains, given in capsule, every hour, until four

o'clock that evening, when the patient reported to me
through a frimil that he had a constant burning pain in

his stomach, which had refused to retain more of the

capsules, but that \n; was iilmont riitirtlij frrc of Jinin.

I called iinin-diately, and found that he could move his

joints with but a small degree of pain, and that the

chest pains had also disappeared. He took ten grains

of Uover's powder at liLcl-time, and rested compara-
tively easy until four o'clock a.m. when the |)aiii in the

ankles (now more severe in the right jointj returned

with all its original intensity. At seven o'clock a.m.

the acid was again ordered, and being now better

borne by tln' stomacli was unreuiitlingly given every

hour up to six o'clock the same evening, when the

joints W(?ie discovered to \te th'tiou'jlilii puintnta./iii'

from aict'l/iii'/, and could hr moved in iinij dirertinii inth-

out tlw fliijlil'iit discomfort or iiicoiiri'itit'iicr. The lap-

sules were continued the following morning, but only

four doses were taken at intervals of two hours. I'he

patient, by my insti-uetions, remained in bed the "Jl'lh

and HOIh ,\piil, and withont my con.sent made his
appearance on the streets th<' next day, ^lay 1st, but
has not in conseipleiure of his di.sobedience suffered
any farther trouble from his malady. He called to-

day to cxjiress his gratitude and great astonishment
at the rapid and beiieticial ell'ects of salicylic acid,

which he says is tin- remedy for acute ilnumatisni.

.May we not indulge lln^ hope that in this opinion our
patient is correct, and that as .Strieker has intimated,
• a real remedy for rheumatism has at la.st been
found."

Truly yours,

llKNKV K. Ll.AKi:. >I,D.
Dallas, Tlxas. May 4, 1s;g.

ARMY NEWS.

Official List of Cfiamjes of Utationa and Duties rf Of-
ficers of the Mniiatl iJtj"" tmeiit, United Utatfg
Army, from, Muy Wlli to Alay 'Mth, 1870.

Goddaud, C'iias. K., Surgeon. Assigned to duty
as Host Surgeon at Fort jAlclCavett, Tu.'C. S. (). S.j,

Dept. of Texas, May la, IS'O.

llL'iuiAHi), V. H. Assl. Surgeon. Assigned to duty
at Alcatra/. Island, Cal. S. O. 15, Dept. ot California,
iMay 4, l&7(i.

UtWiTT, C, Asst. Surgeon. Granted lease of
absence for 21 davs. S. U. 0;i, Dept. of the South,
May 13, ISTO.

ilkiiical items anb JTeuia.

CoNTAorocs DisKASEs.—Compaiativc statement of
cases ot Contagious Disease reported t.) the Sanitary
IJureau, Health Department, for the two weeks ending
Alay 'M, 1B70.
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gust next. Dr. De Bartolome, of ShcfHekl, lias been

elected President in place of Sir J. Cordy Burrows,

deceased.

Doses in Dispensing Bottles.— An Australian

pharmacist indicates on his jars and bottles the max-

imum doses of the various drugs, in. order to enable

tlie dispemscr to guard against any mistake liy a pre-

seriber.

Secondhand Papers.—We take this opportuni-

ty of informing such gentlemen as are given to ped-

dling their papers from one Society to the otliei', that ,

none previously read or puljlished will be ac-
,

cepted at the next meeting of tlio American Medical

Associa'tiou.

American Medical Association.—The next meet-

ing of the American Medical Association will beheld at

Philadeli)hia, Tuesday, June 6, commencing at 1 1 a.m.

As far as wo can learn, no efforts have been made to
|

obtain reduced rates of fare for members proposing
j

to attend.

British Army Medic.\l Department. — By the

Koval warrant dated April 28Hi, ISTO, tlie Army Med-

ical Department of Great Britain has l)een reconstruct-

ed. A Surgeon-General ranks as Major-General ; a

Deputy Surgeon-General as Colonel ; a Surgeon-Major

as Major; and after twenty years service, full pay ns

Lieutenant-Colonel. A Surgeon ranks as Lieutenant

for lirst six years of service, after which as Captain.

Admission to tlie army is by public competition, and

every candidate must possess two diplomas, one to

practise medicine, and the other snrgery.—A grad-

uation of the army medical school at Netley is

equivalent to public examination, and the graduate

receives a connuission as Surgeon for a period of

ten years. Tlie term of medical service is limited to

ten years. Every year a number of surgeons not ex-

ceeding six, are selected by the Director-General of

the Mi'dical Department, to continue in service, and

after serving twelve years more are promoted to the

rank of Surgeon-Major.

Tlie medical officers have a right to retire on half

pay after twenty years' service. Surgeon-Majors are.

|)laccd on the retired list at the age of 55 years, and
Surgeons- General and Deputy Surgeons-General at

the age of GO. At the completion of the first ten years

of service, if no longer needed, the surgeon receives

the sum of one thousand jiouuds. This constitutes the

substance of the conditions of what is to be the

sliort-service scheme.

JIedic.vl Schools in France.—A question of a

correspondent concerning the number of the medical

schools in Fi-ance has called forth the following reply

from the editor of the London Lancet.

" Tlie medical schools at Paris and Montpellier have

existed for centuries. They are termed Faculties of

Medicine, and form part, with Faculties of Letters,

Science, etc., of the great institution, comprising

the whole country, known under the name of the

' University of Fiance.' The third school (Nancy) is

sim|)ly the" Faculty of Medicine of Strasl)urg, trans-

ferred to Nancy since Alsace has fallen into tlie hands

of the Germans. This Faculty of Nancy belongs,

therefore, to the University of France ; so also will

the Faculties of Lyons and Bordeaux when fully or-

ganized. These two latter have but very recently

been planned and sanctioned by the Government. As

to Lille, it is quite a different matter. In the first

i)lace, it should be noticed that lately the French

Le"islature liave allowed free Universities to be found-

ed by the side of the University of Fi'ance. A few
have been started, principally under clerical influence.

Among these must be reckoned Lille. But they have
hitherto confined themselves to creating Faculties of

Theology, of Law, etc., being unalile, from circum-

stances, to add a Faculty of Medicine, which would
require facilities for clinics, etc. Tlie free Universities

are not as yet empowered to grant degrees or diplomas.

The Exposure of Spiritualism. — A- public

sfance was recently given at Cliickering Hall, by
Mr. W. Irving Bislioi), for the j)nrpose of exposing
some of tlie iuiposilions connected with spiritualism.

His hands were bound lieliind him, and while seated

on a chair were tied to a ring in a fixed iqiright.

His head was secured to the same uiiright by a piece

of muslin encircling his neck, Jind his feet were tied

together. While thus secured he. rang bells, played on
the guitar, drove nails into a l)oard, covered liia head
with an inverted pail, and performed behind a screen

other astonishing feats. The screen being removed
the .same performances were repeated. The length of

liand, flexibility of wrist and trunk, and the looseness

of the skin of the wri.st, enaljled tlie performer to ac-

complish these wonders witliout a great deal of effort,

and desjiite the tight bandages. Notwith.standing his

limited opportunity for movement he could bring his

hands suffici:,-ntly forward, by sliding the skin of the

wrist, to manipulate with comparative ease. The per-

formances were under the auspices of the St. John's

Guild, and were well patronized. Dr. W. A. Hammond
opened the entertainment with an address on the history

of humbuggery. He traced it from the dark ages down
to the present, giving illustrations of the gullibility of

certain confiding individuals, and concluded with an
alliLsion to the differences of opinion among neu-

rologists concerning the value of the ophthalmoscope
in the detection of brain disea.sc.

Centennial Meuic.m, Congress.—The following
gentlemen from abroad will be present at the meeting
of the International Congress at Philadelphia in Sep-

teinljer next, in addition to those jneviously rejiortcd :

Dr. Biown-S'-quard of Paris, Dr. llobert Barnes of

London, Mr. Henry Wilson, Dr. John Barker, and Mr.
William Stokes, of Dublin, Drs. isIorell.JIackenzie, C.

B. Radelilfe. and Mr. Win. Adams, of London.
TliePicton County Medical Society, of.Nova Scotia,

lias appointed Drs. Wm. Mitehill, (!. H. Munro, and
Geo. Murray delegates to the Congress.

Enlargement op the Medical School of Paris.—
An investigation of the jirojeet for the enlargement
of the Ecule de Mi'decine has just been begun in the

mairie of the sixth arrondissement ; the investigation

will last fifteen days. It is proposed to profit liy the

opening of the boulevard Saint Germain for the en-

largement of this establishment, not only by taking in

the ground bordering on the boulevard and what
remains of the allee Larrey, but also by the acquisi-

tion of several neis'liborinc; lots.

Weekly Bulletin op the Meetings op ^Medical
Societies.

Saturdaii, May 37.—New York Jledical and Sur-

gical Society.

Tuesdiii/. May 30.—Yorkvilli; Medical Association
;

adjourned meeting.

2'hursdny, June 1.—New York Academy of Medi-
cine.

Friday, June 2.—New York Medical Journal Asso-

ciation.
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©riginal Communicfttiona.

A UNFlH'K <'ASI<; OF IMtoi.Al'SK OF I'-oTll

VENriMCLK.SOF'lUK J.AUVNX—Til Kl K
REMOVAL BY THE orERATION OF
THY KOTOMY—CUKE.

By GEOKGE M. LEFFERTS, M.D.,

CUSllCAL PROFI*.flS41R OF LARYS008C0PY AND DI8FA8EK OF THE
TURUAT, COLJ.KOI: OF PHYSICIANS AND 8UBGEONM, NKW YORK.

The following ciise is, as far as my knowledge extends,

ail iiiiieiim ; for, although it is true that in laryn-

goscopic literature two cases of prolapse of the

ventiicle of tlic laiynx are U])on record,* the same
condition, in a lesser degree, existing as in tlie case

which I shall descrilie, in l)otli of tliein ; thelesion was
only discovered upon post-mortem examination ; and
whether or no it had heen present during the lifetime

of tlie patient is unknown, the prol>al>ilitics being,

however, that it had not; as no symptoms were re-

ported, which would certainly indicate that so serious

a lesion of the larnygeal parts existed, and there heing
every reason to believe that the prolapse occurred, in

both cases, in nrtii-iiln morth.f In my case, on the

contrary, tlie rare opportunity was affftided of observ-

ing and studying the plenomena of this interesting

pathological condition (luring life. I believe it to be,

then, the first case in wliieli such a chance has been

atfoidetl. and the first in which an operation has

been undertaken having for its object the removal of

botli ventricles of the larynx. These points alludc<l

to as (mes of scientiru' interest, taken in connec-
tion with some othei-s which will be detailed in

the course of the clinical history, seem to me to

render the case one of more than ordinary interest,

and make it one which it is desiraljle to place upon
record.

The history, as given by the patient, is as follows:

Two j'cars ago he very suddenly lost all use of his

voice. Upon retiring one night it was perfectly nor-

mal : but the next morning, upon attempting to speak,

he found himself completely aphonic. Hepealeil

questionings can develop no cause for this sudden
attack; no violence had been ex|)erienced, no injury

received, nor had he made any unusual .strain u|ion his

vocal powers. His voice previ<uisly had been good,
subject to occasional hoarseness, and he liini-self to thi-

ordinary symptoms of a chronic catarrhal process of

the pliaryngo-laryngeal tract, due no doubt to his oc-

cupation, which demanded constant exposure. Tlu^

cause, then, of tliis suilden onset of his aplionia I am
from his history alone unalile to determine. The
voice having been entirely absent for some thne
woek.s, at tin- end of that time began to improve
slightly, and the patient was soon able to speak in a

rough, hoarse whisper, and render himself intelligible

to tliose about him. In this condition it has remained
ever since. During the first part of his attack of

aphonia, the respiration was only slightly interfered

with: but one year later it had l)ecoine progressively

worse, and was tln-ii seriously emViarassetl—stridulous

in character and preventing all active exertion— at-

•M.i\..n: TVrint. t^tulnn P/illinhifflntl Stulttu, Vol. xljc.. ISBR. |i.

fi5. ¥'<T a flmwiiit.*. «><• Diirliiuii. ll>»lriii-i'i " Siirnrry " v.-l. Iv., |i. ."i"^'.

>tit('ki'ikzii>: "On tiniwttlM in tliu L.ur>ax;" p. .^1, ilmwlDtf. plat« v.

t Matki-nziL' : up. dt. p. lio.

tacks of paroxysmal djspnica or laryngeal spasm

have never been present; and the only inconveniences.

j

besides the loss of voieeand enforced quiet, of which
I the patient complained, were a constant sense of ob-

struction in the throat and more or less pain over the

larynx, after i)roloiiged ctTorls, necessarily powerful,

at phonation. At this .same time, one year after the

conimeneenieiit of his trouble, a small, rounded, hard

tumor ma<le its appearance over the upper part of the

j
sternum, and two months later softened and dis-

I charged, leaving a ragge<l wound after the extrusion

I of considerable sloughy material, which occupied

. some two months in healing. No similar tumors have

appeared elsewhere on his body; the inguinal glands

have been enlarged, but no local sore preceded this

enlargement, and a <'arefiil crosscxamination throws

no further light upon wliat may be an incomplete sy-

pliilitic history. .\s regards his present general eoiuli-

tion it is good, and he lias a clear hereditary history.

Shortly after the wounds deserilied above had he:ded

over, a small growth was noticed to be forming over

the left side and about the middle of the thyroid car-

tilage ; it was painless, freely movable, and gradually

increased in size. A second soon made its appearance

immediately below the former, and as it increased ap-

proached and became attached to the first, .so that the

two together formed a large, irregular, nodular tumor,

freely movable upon the wall of the thyroid cartilage.

'\'\w tissues covering this mass have lately beeouie ad

lierent to it ; it has approached the surface, and the

overlying skin is re<ldened, soniewliat (edematous

and painful. Such then was the history given by our

patient. Turning to the direct examination, the fol-

lowing results were obtained: External ins])eetiou

shows that the left wing of the thyroid cartilage is

overlaid liy a hard, nodular tumor the size of a lii'ii's

(gg. firmly attached to it. above and behind, together

with the thyrohyoid niembrane : how much deeper

the attachments run, manii)ul:iti(>n cannot deeide.

This tumor, broad and adherent above and tapering

to a point which is freely movable below, has dis-

(ilaced the thyroid cartilage markelly, so much so

that its notch stands at least (jiie inch to the riglit of the

median line. The external ajipearances and thecondi-

tiimoftlie overlying tissues are as described alxive.

With this one exception, there is no enlargement, ( ither

superficial or deep, of the lymphatics of the neck.

The patient's respiration is labored and stridulous,

both inspiration and expiration being e(jually affected
;

any exertion, and espeeitilly pressure over the tumor,

which still further disi)laces the larynx, cau,ses marked
iiierea.sc of the dyspiuva ; deglutition is unalTected.

His voice is lost; .1 rough whisper, only understood
with difficulty, and itself lost after any i)idlonged

attempts at i)honatioii, being his only means of com-
munication.

The exaniinati(m <pf the larynx, the point, of course,

of greater interest, could only be made after a pro-

longed training, rendered necessary by the unusual
initability of the patient's throat, together with an
unfavorable anatomical configuration of the parts. A
practicable degree of toleration being fin;dly estab-

lished, it was found that the normal luiiieii of the

larynx was decreased more than one-half by the pre-

sence of an ovoid hard tumor, covered by a tense, red,

and shining mucous membiane, which sprung from
its left wall, iinmediately below the locatii n of the

fal.se cord, and occupied ("ntirely the ventricular orifice.

Tlie corresponding vocal cord, lying below the tumor,

was unrecogni/.alile. with the exception of a small

portion at tlie lower and inner boundary of the tumor,

which was seen only in phonation. The latter reaches,
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as is seen in tlie drawing, from the anterior commis-
sure of tlie larynx, to witliin a sliort distance of tlie

posterior, and
teiminates in a

\\oiinded ex-

____ -. ,,, „,. ,, ,™ — tiimity, just

C^'t / ". 4 >r«^"^"' ""?
'°°'^-

\ >, » r, 'i 111 m mm/ ''tion of tlie^;/-o-

ciibiis vucidis

;

its anterior ex-

tiLmity tapers

more or less to

a point; and its outer surface, rounded wliere it dis-

appears beneath the false cord, presents a nearly flat

sui'face on its inner side, looking towards the opposite

wall of the larynx. During phonation this tumor
remains quiescent, no movement being percei)til)le, and
the respiratory process causes no change either in its

form or position.

On the opposite side of the larynx, a most interest-

ing condition of affairs existed, wliich may be shortly

descril)cd as follows:—During quiet respiration, a

thill pale fold of mucous membrane, Ijroad and flat

at its outer aspect, and more or less pointed at its

inner, can be seen lying upon tlie superior surface of

the vocal cord and projecting beyond its free edge,

until it touches the tumor upon tlie opposite side of

the larynx. Its insertion is immediately below the

false eord and on a line with the ventricular orifice,

the opening of which it fully occupies. Tiie larynx

being in a quiescent state—the true import of this con-

dition—pathological though it evidently was, was not

at once apparent, but the act of phonation effected

immediate changes which plainly declared its char-

acter and rendered a diagnosis as to its nature, to be
alluded to later on, easy.

As the right vocal cord, then, advances during the

act towards the median line, finally passing it and
adapting itself more or less clo.scly in a crescenticform

to tlie slightly convex surface of the growth upon the

opposite side, the small fold of mucous memlirane
alluded to begins to roll hackionrds upon itself, the

process beginning on its under side, until phonation
being complete, and the vocal cord tense, the fold

h.as entirely disappenreil within the ventricle ; and the

orifice of tlie latter, lieretofore not visil)le, appears to

view, wider and larger than in a normal condition;

the fold remains hidden while the cord remains tense,

but as soon as the latter is relaxed and falls liack into

its position at the side of the larynx, it immediately
reap[)ears at the mouth of the ventricle and quickly
rolls outwards into its former position. This interest-

ing process may lie repeated indefinitely, the same
change always taking place in the relation of the

parts during plionation, and was observed and
studied many times, not only by myself, !jut by
others to whom I had the pleasure of showing the

case.

In addition to the above conditions, the general

laryngeal mucous meml)rane jiresented the character-

istic appearances of chronic catarrhal inflammation,
that covering tlie arytenoid prominences Ijeing espe-

cially thickened and deeply congested. Tiie left ary-

epiglottic fold and [lart of the memljrane decking the,

corresponding arytenoid cartilage, were at the time of

the first examination slightly (edematous.

A diagnosis as to the exact nature of the appear-

ances I have described, was a matter not unattended
by some hesitation on my part, my remarks having
reference to the large, immovable tumor upon the left

side of tlie larynx ; that upon the right, after careful

observation, presenting unmistakable evidences as to

its character. Cystic growths,* springing from the

ventricle, papillomata.f fil)roids,J: fil.iro-cellular, or

mucous polypi, § cancerous growtlis,|| and hydatids,

H

lia\e all been reported as occurring in this same loca-

tion. The gross appearances of the tumor in my case

was alone sufficient to eliminate the two fir.st forms of
neoplasm in the differential diagnosis. Its size, the

absence of a pedicle, its form and color, served to dis-

tinguish it from a fibroid growth. Tiirck ** reports a

case of mucous polypus of tlie left ventricle, which
presents many jioints of similarity with the case under
consideration ; and I am by no means sure, judging
from his description of it, that liis case should not
rather be considered as one of partial j)rolapse of the
ventricle. Finally, it is a well-recognized fact that

the primary cancerous nodule may occur in the larynx
and in this location, and tliat in its early forms it pre-

sents no characteristic or diagnostic type, so that its

early recognition by means of the laryngoscope is

therefore much more difficult than in the benign new
formations in tlie larynx. In this latter form of
disease, glandular infiltration in the immediate neigh-
borhood of the larynx, in the early as well as the late

stages, is the rule, and this complication was marked
in tlie case which I have described. I confess, tliere-

fore, that apiiearances led me to Ijelieve that the hard,

immovable tumor upon the left side of the larynx
was perhaps cancerous in its nature, although the

possibility of its being a prolapsed ventricle was cer-

tainly entertained; and that the external nodulated
mass, lying over the tliyroid cartilage, was due to the
involvement of .some of the deep chain of cervical

lympliaties, and tliat my diagnosis was not clearly

settled until tlie removal of tlie tumor, and its micro-
scopical examination proved it to be a prohi2/!<ed ven-

tricle, infiltrated with cells and indurated by the de-
position of aluindant plastic material, the result of its

strangulation and inflammation, subseijuent to its

extrusion into the laryngeal cavity.

Proceeding, therefore, with the idea that the tumor
with wliich 1 had to deal was probably malignant in

its nature, I selected the e.nrd-liiryinjeiil method of
ojierating for its removal, for this and other reasons,

prominent among wliich, were tlie fact that a pro-

longed training had not succeeded in reducing the

great irritability of the patient's tliroat. and that the

introduction of instruments into the larynx caused
immediate and forcible spasm, rendering, therefore, a
delicate and tliorough operation impossible. Entire
extirpation of the tumor, of course desirable were its

nature malignant, wcnild be impracticable through
the moutli, owing to its peculiar location, while its

size and den-sity would render the operation, even if

feasible, tedious, and tlie possibility of its removal en
masse slight. The complication of the case by the
presence of the jirolapsed ventricle ujion the opposite
side of the larynx, offered an additional indication
for the performance of an e.itrii-l<ir>//ii/eid o2Jcration.

It could not be removed by the natural passages, even
in a well-trained case, without tearing away more or

* Gibb : Diseases of the Throat, p. 154. London, 1864. Bruns.:
Die LaryngoE-lvopic. Tubingen. 1S(J5. p, 383.

t Tobold : Lur.vngoskopie niul Kehlkopf Krankheiten, Berlin, 1874.
Cases 5, lU, 14. tt^, 1^03, pp, 47t^,'5l);l Bruns.; op cit, p. b7U. Lewin
and Ulrich ; Deutsche i\Iinik, lS)i5, No. 53.

J Tobold : op cit; cases 8, 3:^, ltj7, pp. 478-;"jU;j. Prinz; Archiv fCir

lli:ilkuude, p. aaj, 181)5.

§ Lewin ; Deutsche Klinik, lSfi2. p. 258. Tilirck ; Ki-ankheiten des
Kililkopfes, Vienna, ISlili, p. 21)2.

II
Vou lialassa ; W lener nied, Wochenschriff, Nov, 1808. Atlee : JloS'

ton Atr^itiral (inif .Stirtjical Joltniat, Feb., 18(j'j.

^ Itylaud ; Diseases ot the Larynx, p. 22(i.

** Tobotd : op cit, p. 4;i4. Isanibert ; Cancer larynge
; Annales des

maladies do Torcille et du larynx, March 1, 1870, p." 14.
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less of till' luljiicfiit niiu-ous miinliraiu' witli it, iiiid

const-.nieiitly exposing tlie patient to tonsiileiahlc

dant;iT, not only from tho acute innaniiniitoiy re-

action, with its sequela-, wliich would follow, but
also to that which wi>ul(l probably be causi'il by the

suliseipic-nt cicatricial contraction.

Thyrotoniy, on the other hand, presented a sure

means which would permit of its removal by a clean

incision, and would therefore obviate all of the above

dan^ei-s. Finally, the indications for operative inter-

ference, determined by the state of the patient, were

immediate. The operation was accordin;j:ty under-

tjiken on .\pril 7, 1KT.~>. with the assistance of my
collea<;ue Dr. U. F. Weir, as follows:—To permit of

the removal of the external tumor, wliich lay over the

left winji of the thyroi<l cartilaj,'e, a T "shaped in-

cision was made over the median line of the neck,

and the tumor laid bare. It was found to be firm,

dense, and nodular, with firm adlusiims on its inner

and upper bordei-s. and over its ba.se, cxtendin^i not

only to the upper left edife of the thyroid cartilage,

but to the upper one-third of the left winsj and well

over the an<;le to the rii;lit. Aliove. tliey were at-

tached to the thyrohyoid memlmuie and the hyoid
boi\e. The outer edj^e was free, and lay under the

inner border of the sterno-mastoid muscles. The
enucleation of the mass was proceeded with from
within outwards, and accomplished as rapidly as the

nature of the adhesitms and the requisite careful dis-

section would allow. No ctMinection was discovered
between the intra- and extra-laryngeal growths, as was
at one time tliouj;ht pos-silile mij^lit exist, .and subse-

(|uent examination showed the removed mass to be

made up of connective tissue, striped muscular fibres,

snuiU round or fusiforui cells, ])acked irregularly

together towards the edge of the sections, granular in

their structure, and in some instances nucleated, adi-

pose tissue and vessels. There was no traces of an
epithelial structure, the mass being plainly inflam-

matory in its character. AVhether or no it originated

in a lymphatic gland was impossible to say (Dr.

Mann). The original incision in the median line was
now carried still further downwards towards the

sternal notch, and the muscles and tissues overlying

the trachea being (jushed aside, and the isthmus of

the thyroid body, downwards, a sullicient portion of

the trachea was laid bare to pi-rmit of the introduc-

tion of a tracheotomy tube into an incision made
from the fourth ring upwards to the cricoid cartilage.

All spasmodic movements of the larynx and cough
having subsided after the further administration of

ether through the tracheal tube, and the parts l>cing

entirely at rest, the angle of thyroid cartilage was
cleared by cari'ful dissection of its overlying tissues,

so that its edge might l)e plainly seen, and admit,

after coinjiletion of the section and removal of the

intra-laryngeal growths, of accurate coaptati<m. a

result which I further endeavored to carry out by in-

trodiuing threads through the wings of the thyroid,

just above its notch, to serve later on as guides, when
bringing them together. The thyroid cartilage was
now divided in the median line, by a succession of

short nicks or cuts, made with a small, strong, sharp-

jxiinted knife, from above, below, iu\til the crico-

thyroiil membnme was reached, carefully avoiding any
penetration of the laryngeal mucous membrane with

the knife, and thereby causing cough and spasmodic
movements of the parts. The cartilage w.a-s readily

divided above, but below was ossified at jxiints. and
gave some resistance. The section being complete,

the edges of the incision were held slightly apart by

means of suiiU retractors, and the division of the

mucous niend>rane undertaken. This part of the

operation presented not a little difficulty, owing to

the fact that the inendirane was pushed before the

knife, and not readily cut through, while spasm and
cough further embarrassed a procedure which sh(ii',!d

have been very accurate, and was only made so l.y

great care and frequent delays. I mention this fiK t

particularly, because this nn thod of division of the

cartilage and menil)rane, introduced by Krishabir.

'

is theoretically good, and presents at first sight several

advantages. My experi<'nce has, however, taught me
the C(mtrary, and I should hesitate to employ it in

any subsecpu-nt operation. Separating the wings of
tlie thyroid widely, by means of small hook retract-

ors, still further space was found necessary, and was
obtained by dividing the thyrohyoid niend)rane up-
ward.s, and the cTico-thyroid downwards, care being
taken throughout the operation to preserve the cricoid

cartilage int.act.f -\ full view of the interior of the
laryngeal cavity was now obtained, and it was seen to

be about one-half filled by a broad, dense growth,
situated upon the left wall immediately above the
true cord. Its base, which was broad and thick, dis-

appeared within the, ventricle, the opening of which it

fully occupied. The mass was hard to the touch, and
coidd only be drawn slightly outwards from its seat.

On the opposite side of the larynx, there protp.uh d
from the ventricle a rounded, pale fold of membrane,
which lay upon the corresponding cord. Pressure
u|)on it returned it fully within the ventricle. Upi n
it- anterior extremity, which was more rounded than
its posterior, was a small linear elevation, terminatirig

in a small protrusion, which undoubtedly re|)resenl<d

the location of the Siirnilii« liiii//i'jis described by
('ruveilhi< r.

Spasmodic movements of the larynx being constant,

and frequent elTorts at deglutition causing a regurgi-
tation of blood into the laryngeal cavity, obscuring
tlie clear view necessary to a careful extirpation of the

tumors, the parts were allowed to remain for a few
moments at rest, the inhalation of ether being mean-
while proceeded with. I will say at once that,

throughout the whole o|)eration, these inten'als for the
purpose of ana'.stheti/.ation were necessarily frcquei t,

and as soon as the patient became quiet, an attemi)t

was made to keep the larynx clear of blood anil

mucus by passing a small sponge, secured by a thread,

above into the superior parts of the larynx and a sec-

ond below into the ring of the cricoid. This proce-
dure succeeded well.

The tumor upon the left side was now seized with
forc-ps. drawn slightly outwards and cut away par-

allel with the ventricular orifice by means of curved
scissors, and the wound subsequently cauti-ri/.ed. The
same i)rocedure was then adopted with the prolapsed
membrane of the ventricle upon the opposite side of
till- larynx, and the exci.sed portions at once placed in

the hands of Dr. M. D. Mann, the able lecturer on
microscopy at the College of Physicians and Surgeons,
for examination and report. This has since bei n
made ; and, for the sake of clearness, I introduce his

views as tht-y have been communicated to me, at this

point. He says: "The excised portion, taken from
tlie right side of the larynx, over the vi'iitricular

orifice, was found to consist of loose connective

ti'^sue, surrounded by mucous membrane. The tissue

was slightlv infiltrated with small round cells, thev

' {^) FttUn CItnlquf (It Utrvntotomlt. INirls lS(i9. (>) [IraU-i

.

,.|. .-.t. p. \n.

Iliirtt.r: Hanilhtirh ttft AltgnnHnen t ml Spf<*feUen Cfitnirfft%

I
UiiliMtli, fiUi>. Krlongcn, Itm, p. Vi.
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Ijcing most numerous in the neighborhood of the

vessels, a few striped musfuhvr tibres were seen attaolied

to the base of tlie mass ; the vessels were large and
numerous, well dilated, and filled with red globules.

There was no disposition to proliferation on the part

of the epithelial cells of tlie mucous membrane.
The opposite tumor, taken from the left side of the

larynx (see cut), presented e.s.sentially the same appear-

ances, except that the small roimd cells were much
more numerous, the tissue being literally packed with

them. The position and appearance of the tumors
substantiate tlie diagnosis of prolapse of th<' hiri/nr/eal

ventricles, tlie primary cause being an inflammatory

swelling and thickening of the submucous connec-

tive tissue, whidi, pushing the mucous membrane be-

fore it, protruded it tlu'ough the ventricular orifices."

The edges of tlie thyroid cartilage were now
brought together with care, and secured by four

thread sutures, and the external wounds closed, the

trachea tul)e being left in position. The hemorrhage
during the various steps of the operation wliich I

have detailed was not excessive, several small vessels

were ligated and otliers twisted, being thus readily

controlled. Tlie general oozing of blood was more
difficult to deal with, but sponging, and tlie applica-

tion of ice occasionally, controlled it suflicieiitly to

2>revent its being a very serious annoyance.
Tlie suljseqiient jjrogress of the case may be summed

up ill a very few words ; it, with the exception of a

slight pneumonia, whicli developed itself on tlie third

d ay after the operation, being in all respects satisfac-

tory. On the fourteenth day a laryngoscopic ex-

amination was made, and the lumen of the larynx
being found free, and respiration easy and uninter-

rupted, with the traclieal tul)e closed, it was corked,
and removed two days later, when the wound was
l)rought together with adhesive straps. On Jlay 4th,

27 days from the date of the operation, tlie patient

was discharged cured.

The main points of interest in the case remain now
to be considered, viz.. the results of the operation, and
insomuch as the general question is still an open one,

whether the operation of tliyrotomy should " be earlier,

more boldly and more readily resorted to " in the
class of cases such as the one under consideration, or

whether "it should be reserved for extreme cases,"

I regard each case added to the general fund of expe-
rience as having its value ; and desire, therefore, to

record the results carefully in the present one. As
regards the special question of whether it was indi-

cated in my particular case, to the exclusion of the
intra-laryngeal methods, I leave the reader to decide

;

my belief, shared by others,* being that it was ; and
I have given my reasons therefor. Mackenzie f con-
siders the results of the operation under four heads;
and his classification Ijeing plain and to the point,
I shall endeavor to follow it out in my summing
up.

The rapid convalescence of my patient, his continued
and present well-being, and the great relief afforded
him by the operaticm. wliicli certainly insures his fu-
ture instead of detiacting from his chances of life, an-
swer conclusively the first proposition whicli is off-

ered, the relation of the operation to the preservation
of life. As regards the second, its relation to respira-
tion, my ansv.-er is, that the operation afforded the
jiatient a most marked relief, indeed effected a cure,

for the stridor, laryngeal spasm, and dyspnoea have

* Hueter ; cp cit. p. 87.

+ Mackenzie. On the Results of Thyrotomy for the Kemoval of
Growths from the Larynx ; London, 1S73.

entirely disapjieared ; and his respiration is now unin-

terrupted, easy, and complete. The effect of the oper-

ation upon the voice, tlie third proposition, as regards

its results, may also, I think, be answered favorably.

I am well aware, as Mackenzie* states, '• that the most
elaborate efforts have been made iiy operators to give

favorable descriptions of the voice after the opera-

tion." and I am therefore somewhat embarrassed in

the choice of a term which will accurately descrilie its

condition in my patient; l)ut, having had an opportu-

nity of examining several patients besides my own,

upon whom the operation had been performed, and of

hearing tlie result as regards the voice, I am perhaps

in a position to intelligently judge of the result in my
own case ; and while I feel that my opinion also may
Vie open to the suspicion of not being entirely impar-

tial, I risk it, and desire to be clearly understood as

stating the condition fairly, when I describe the voice

as having undergone the most marked improvement,
having hecome/ull and loud, and lacking only a cer-

tain slight, but perceptilile element of clearness or

tone, to lie in all respects perfect; in short, was, I am
convinced, as perfect a voice as is ever attained after

the division of the vocal cords at their anterior com-
missure ; for, granting that the approximation and
adaptation of the halves of the thyroid cartilage after <

its division, was perfect and true, that the vocal cords

lay therefore on the same jjlane and were intact in

their continuity, still at the commissure, the point of

their division, more or less plastic exudation must take

jjlace during the reparative process, and will interfere

either liy interposing as a mechanical obstacle to the

perfect closure of the glottis at this point, or else by
so tliickening the cords and their free edges, that per-

fect vibration cannot, at least/or a time, be secured.

This condition, then, which was plainly to be seen by
means of the laryngoscopic mirror in my case, and
which was aljsolutely the only trace of the previous op-

eration, perceptible in the larynx, was I believe the

cause of this lack of perfect clearness of voice, which
I have endeavored to describe; and this is proved by
the fact, that during the time tliat the patient remained
under my observation (some months) the voice si««(^iZ2/

iiiqiroeed. It may lie asked, did not the removal of

tlie ventricles of the larynx influence the voice-sounds,

and was not this perliaps the cause of the want of

tone ? This question I am not entirely prepared to

deny, and indeed it is a most interesting one ; and an
ojiportunity for its elucidation here presented to us for

the first time, as far as I am aware, from clinical facts

derived from observations on the living subject. If

the function of the ventricle is, as claimed by some.f
to give resonance to the voice, whicli I doubt; then,

Ijerliaps, the removal of both, in my case, was the

cause, partial or complete, of the want of absolute

ckarness in the patient's voice, although the physical

and direct cause which I have given was fully com-
petent to account for it witliout employing this hy-
pothesis. Two other eft'ects, which would tlieoretically

lie produced upon the vocal cords by the removal of
the laryngeal ventricles, present themselves to my
mind: 1. A limitation of their adductive mobility ;{

and 2, a deprivation of more or less of their lulni-

cating mucus,§ wliich would render them dry and
hard, and destroy in jiart their fine vilirating qualities.

That both of these suppositions are in accordance with

* Op cit, p. 14.

tMerkel: Anatomic uud physiologic des meuECbnlichen Btimmnnd
sprach organs, Leipzig, lt-ti8, p. 644.

t Stor
:

Uebcr Laryngoscopic. folkmann, Klinischer Tortriiger
Ko. 3t'i, 1(^"•J. Holden. Anatomy, London, Itlil, p. 144.

§ Gray ; Anatomy, p. 7US.
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theories whicli liave been tidvanceJ ivs to tlie function

of tlie ventricles, we well know. Whetlier tliey had
their effect in nimlifyinj; my piitient's voice, is, as I

have said, an interestinjj (lUestion; hut, as far as my
ol)S('rvati()ii ^rois, and I studied the case carefully,

realizinjj: the unusual opportunity wliieli was a Horded

ine, I could not see that tin- action of tlie vocal c(uds

was in any way intlucnci-d l>y their removal ; adduction

and aliduction were well performed and their motiility

in no way apparently restricted, nor were tlie cords

dryer thaii they .sliouhl l>c'. Whether the first theory

advanced had its inlluence. I am unpreijared to assert;

and prefer to suhmit the whole matter, as I have
I

stated it, for discussion, modistly hopim^ that per-
,

haps the case may throw some lif^ht upon a disputed

question, and call forth an expression of opinion from

those who are much liett.r able to discuss the subject

th.'in I am, especially within the limits of a restricted

l)aper.
I

The fourth and last question as to the prospects of
;

thyrotomy. in its relations to immunity from recur-

rence of the removed tumors, is answered in my case,

by the nature of the larynijeal tumors, for the removal i

of which tlie operation was undertaken.
j

Finally. I venture to tliink that the deductions

which may be drawn from the fore^oin-j; facts as

:

jliven, permit mo to fairly class ray case of thy-

rotomy among the successful ones.
,

Ucports of i^ospitals.

BELLEVUE HOSPITAL.

Notes of Pk.vctice .\nd PECui,i.A.niTiEs of Treat-
ment.

inflammationof the stkuno-cleido-mastoid muscle.

The patient was a child two months old. \t the time

of her delivery, the doctor, it was .said, was oblij^ed

to make pretty strong traction upon the left side of

the neck. Three days subse((Uent to delivery, the

mother noticed a small lump, which was evidently

situated in the storno-cleido-mastoid muscle, below
j

and just back of the loin; of the ear. This lump had
remained of about the same size up to the day of ex-

amination. There had been no heat or evidence of

intlammatory action, as the mother thought, but by the

use of the thermoscopc it was determined that then-

was some elevation of temperature present in tin- lump.

The swelling was not in the glands beneath the mus-

cle, for it was evidently situated above them ; nor was

it connected with the parotid gland in any way.

The diagnosis was rupture of some of the fibres of the

stcmo-cleido mastoid muscle, followed by some in-

flammatory action, plus some hemorrhage. Prognosis

good. Treatment inactive. This conditi<m is rather

rare, and <me concerning which little or nothing is

said in books. So said the visiting physician.

acute AUTICUI.AR UltEfM.VTISM—ICE TRE.\TME.NT.

Two Civses were seen, which illustrated not only the

benefit derived from this plim of treatment, but rep-

resented two classes of patients ; namely, those in

which the joint symptoms are accompanieil by only

slight ctmstitutional disturbance; and those in which
the constitutional disturbance becomex the leading

feature. I

The ice treatment was regarded as the one which i

afforded special benctit iu those cases in which the

jiiiiit symptoms are pnuninent, and the success of the

treatment depends very much upon the thoiougliness

with which it is carried out. TIk' oliject is to relieve

p.iiii; and this is done very effectually by the appli-

citionof ice, if it is properly used. It should be ])ow-

dered (snow answei-s etiu.dly as well), and placed in

ice-bags made of ruliber or oil silk, and these should

surround the joints affected. If the ice is not pow-
deieil, the joint is apt to be only partially covered,

hence the application is not thorough. Properly ap-

plied, it seems to be almost a .specific against the |)ain

of this affection. The ice-bags should remain around

the joint for 3(! or 48 hours, and then they may be

removed, but .should be reapplied as soon as the pain

returns.

The patient should be kept in the house just as

long as when under any other treatment ; and the

usual duration of the disease was fnmi 14 to 21 days.

While ice was used, no otiier treatment was given
;

and by its use the patients 1)efuie us were very effect-

uallv relieved of pain, whicli is decidedly worth ac-

complishing in a rheumatic jiatient.

.Vnother casi' was seen, in which was illustrated the

opposite condition already mentioned ; namely, one
in which the constitutional symptoms were the prom-
inent feature. There was high temperature, some
delirium, and evidently S(une constitutional disfur-

liaiiee. In this ca.se, the patient was placed in a bath,

having a temperature of S()° or 90" F., kept in for ten

minutes, and the bath was repeated in two hours with

great benefit.

There w.as another case, the like of which every

practitioner has seen, one in which the disease had
lasted for a long time ; the patient had become
ananiiic, and, although the joints were involved,

they were not acutely so. Tlie patient was being

helped out of his dilticulty, as many of this class of

cases can be—not all, however—by the use of the fol-

lowing pill, taken three times a day.

5. Strychnine gr. 3^,,.

Quinine, sulph gis. iij.

JI.

Ft. pil.

FUACTDRK OP EXTERNAL CONDYLE OP ITCMEUUS
EARLY PASSIVE MOTION.

Particular attention was drawn to the importance

of early passive motion in cases of fracture involving

joints or situated in close proximity to them. The
ease was one in which fracture of the external condyle

of the humerus had occurred, and was of sixteen days'

^t.inding when (lassive motion was first employed. At
lii-t it consisted simiily in fiexing. extending, jjionat-

iiig, and supinating the forearm joint a trifle, and each
III these movements was made mily a single time.

Karly passive movements, very slight at fii-st, but con-

tinued, was the principle taught.

To ilhistrate the importance of this principle and its

faitlifiil and long-continued application, it may be

siMled that this patient retuincd to the hospital about

one monlli afterwards, with his forearm flexed at

ne.irly a right angle with the arm, and the elbow-joint

nearly ancliylosed. His occupaticm had not rendered

complete flexion and extension necessary, passive

motion had been neglected, and the result has been

stated.

IIKMII'LEOIA— INVOI.IXTAUY niSniAIlOES FROM THE
nOWELS—SAI.ICVLIC ACID AS A DKODOUIZEK.

Th<! case was one of right hemiplegia occurring on
a woman set. 45 years. She had a moderately good
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family history, and her personal history was good, with
thu exception of occasional intemperance. She was
suddenly attaclved while riding in a street car, had no
loss of consciousness, but simply found herself unable
to get out of tlie car when she arrived at her ))oint of

destination; When admitted to tlie hospital there was
sliglit aphasia. There were involuntary movements
from the l)0wels ; and for tlie relief of these, Ijelladonna

and electricity were employed. The Ijelhidonna is

very servicealAe for the relief of both involuntary
discharges from tlie liowels ,and incontinence of urine.

The chief item, however, for which this note was
made was the use of salicylic acid to deodorize the

f;i3ces. In a few cases the use of the acid for this

purpose has been attended with very satisfactory re-

sults, and the odor has passed away entirely with the

gaseous escapes from the bowel, thus avoiding the

excessive offeuce that attends a discharge of fiuces in

their natural condition.

POINT IN PnY.SICAI, DIAGNOSIS.

The point related to the location of thegall-l)ladder.

lu most books it is said to be situated just above the

free border of the ribs, directly under a line drawn
from the nipple to the umbilicus, or a line drawn nearly

vertical from the nijiple to the free border of the ribs.

The point made was that neither of these directions

for determining the location of the gall-bladder was
correct, but that it was situated just above the free

border of the ril)s, directly under a line drawn from
the sympliysis pubis to the inner border of the rounded
outline of the head of the hunieru.s.

HiEMATURIA, INTERMITTENT IN Cn.\RACTER.

This case had been quite puzzling to all who had
attempted a diagnosis, and the leading features were
as follows:

A male patient, set. about 55, had, since admission to

the hospital in June, 1875, iJresented symptoms
referaljle respectively to the heart, the lungs, the

bladder, and the kidneys. His heart was slightly

enlarged; that is, there was probably hypertrophy and
dilatation of the left ventricle, and at the same time a

loud systolic murmur was heard with its maximum
intensity at the apex and conveyed to the left, indi-

cating mitral regurgitation. The action of the heart,

however, had always been regular, and, except for the

physical examination, the cardiac disease would prob-
ably have escaped notice. With regard to the lungs,

he had had occasional attacks of hoemoptysis, and
dui'ing these attacks had coughed up considerable
quantities of blood. There had l)een found dulness
upon ))ercussion, accompanied by coarse and line rCiles

over different portions of the chest, and sometimes l)roii-

chial breathing had been present over those affected

portions. These physical signs had been intermittent.

At no time, however, had they disappeared entirely.

During those periods when the physical signs had
been the most prominent, there had been a certain

amount of febrile movement. The temperature had
bec(nne elevated for several days, and that had Ijeen

coincident with the more marked develo|niieiit of the

pliysical signs meuti<ined. From this train of symp-
toms, it was believed that he suffered from occasional

attacks of ))neumonia; not the ordinary croupous
jjneumonia, l)ut from that form of jmeumonia which
c.msists of a mere filling up of the air vesicles with
hypertrophied pulmonary e|)itlieliuni ; in otber word.s,

the form which very frequently accompanies chronic
h.'art disease. Each of these attacks, it seemed, had
been attended with a certain amount of bronchitis

;

and it was believed that it was the bronchitis tliat gave

rise to the elevation of temperatui'e and the rales. It

was the lung consolidation which gave rise to the dul-

ness upon percussion. In addition to these symptoms,
the patient had from time to time passed Ijloody urine.

During his stay in the hosi)ital he had at short inter-

vals passed liloody urine a number of days in succession

;

sometimes in clots, sometimes mixed with the urine,

and sometimes in considerable cpiantities. Between
the attacks of passing blood liy the urethra, the urine

had been entirely dear until very recently ; then, more
than four months subsequent to his admission, consid-

erable quantities of mucus had been discharged with

it. When he had not been passing blood, there liad

not been any evidence whatever of bladder trouble.

The prostate gland was not enlarged ; no tumor had
been detected in the bladder, nor calculus, nor was
there any jjliysical evidence of disease of the kidneys,

and no tumor could l)e felt along the course of the

ureter, nor in the regions of the kidney. How was
the intermittent luematuria to be explained ? It was
regarded as part and parcel of the same pathological

lesion whicli gave lise to the liienioptysis ; and that

both depended upon the chronic valvular disease of

the heart.

LBUCOCYTn^MIA—SPLENIC VAItlETY.

It was a well-marked case, for the spleen measured
16 in. in vertical and 12 in. in transverse diameter;

there was no enlargement of abtltmiinal or thoracic

glands that could be detected ; there was only a very

slight enlargement of the glands in the groin, and the

proportion of the white to the red blood-globules

was about one to three or four.

Repeated examinations of the urine had been made,
but no excess of uric acid had l>een detected. The
patient at one time improved considerably •^^llile

drinking beef blood.

PRODROMATA OF HEMIPLEGIA.

The following case gave rise to certain suggestions,

which were noted as follows : A female patient, a't.

50, who was perfectly well three weeks ago, fii'st

noticed that a brush fell out of her hand. She picked
it up, and it fell from her hand a second time, and
then she found that she was speechless. She took to

her bed as soon .as she became spetchle.ss, and in a

short time the headache which had j>?'?C(;(7«Z the attack,

passed off, and did not return. Vertigo preceded
the headache. A mitral regurgitant murmur was pres-

ent. Now what had caused the hemiplegia in tlii,s case ?

It was observed that cerebral embolism was almost
always preceded by the lodgment of emboli in other

organs: (1), the spleen, most commonly; (2), the

kidney ; and (3) the liver. The question to a.sk then
was. Have you at any time been suddenly attacked
with severe pain in either side, or in the back accom-
panied by troulile with the water? In this case the
answer was in the negative ; and that led to the con-
sideration of the prodromata of iipoplectic fiemiplet/ia,

or cerebral hemoirhage. The first predisposing cause
was said to be endarterii'tis. which resulted in diminish-
ing the calibre of the arteries; licnce both functional
and textnral derangements occurred in the parts sup-
plied liy the arteries affected. In other words, there

was degeneiation of nerve tissue ]n'cceding the
development of apoplexy. The results mentioned
were

:

First. There was loss of memory
; esjiecially memory

of words.
Second. Sudden confusion of ideas ; the person

might be talking, for instance, and all at once be
obliged to stop and think what he was about to say.
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Third. Vfiligo. If iin ckU'rly pei-son suffrrcd from
vortii;o, iiiid it was iissociiiti'd with a foul tonf^uc. it

iniifht dupi'iid upuii stomach trouble ; liiit vcrtijjo

with a clean toiiijiu' was ret^ardtd as a jiromoiiitory

sjmptoiu of an aiioplcctic seiziiri'.

Fourth. W.ikefuliicss early in the niorninf;. For
instance, a person wlio had commoidy slept well,

l)ej;an to awaken early : and especially apprehensive
was that symptom, if it was accompanied liy head-

ache, which wore off after the pereou arose and began
to exercise.

Fifth. Cramps in the calves of the lejji). Tlievisit-

injf physician remarked that he had never seen a

case of embolism that was jjrecedcd by that symp-
tom.

SLvth. Numbness upon one side of the body. Now,
to prevent the occurrence of apoplexy: First, remove
the constipation commonly present. For that pur-

pose, a favorite pill was the following:

.' Kxt. colocynth co 3 i.

Ext. nucis voni ffvs. x.

Kxt. belladonna grs. v.

Div. pil. No. XX.
J

S. One at night.

The compound licorice i)owder, consisting of senna,

cream tartar, and i)ulverized licorice, was also recom-
mended, in teaspoonful doses. For the endarteri'flis

it.self, bichloride of mercury was recommended in

one-twentieth grain doses, until all the [irodromata

had passed away ; and with that remedy, nitrate of

silver in i grain doses might be combined with ad-

vanta'.je. In many of these ciuses, cod-liver oil might
be indicated. Such was the plau marked out.

EXCISION OK THE SIIOUI,DER-.IOINT—KECO\'EUY, WITH
ALMOST rEHFECT MOTION.

The history of the c.isc was rather interesting, and
is outlined as follow^s: The man came into the hos-

pital to obtain relief from what was supposed to be an
abscess about the shoulder-joint. He had had his

shoulder injured some time before his admission liy

the heel of a boot placed in the axilla, while efforts

were made to reduce a supposed luxation. The tumor
W!is opened and pus escaped, but witli it came a rush

of blood that recpiired a vigorous use of cotton and
persulphate of iron for its arrest. An aneurism had
been opened. The shoidder-joint was subsequently
excised, and about one inch of the shaft of the hu-
merus removed. At the operation, it was found that

tlie aneurism was connected with the posterior circum-

flex artery, and it was thought it probably commenced
at the time the pressure was made on the axilla.

Subsiciuently, inflammation al)out the sac had oc-

curred, and when the opening was made to allow the

escape of pus, the aneurismal sac was punctured. Tlie

motion of the arm was almost perfect, and the man
stated that he could work as well witli his right as

with his left arm.

COI.LES' FIIACTURE.

The rivte presented one point of interest, at least,

whiih was worthy of consideration. It was treated

by position. The foreami was laid u|>on a piece of

board, and .swung in a sling, and then allowed to take

its own natural course without interference on the part

of the surgeon. The result w;i.s as good as that ob-

tained by any special plan of treatment.

WALKING PNKl MONIA.

This case presented a few points of interest, and
warranted u brief sketch of its history. A male patient, i

at. 50 years, had been sick two weeks. He was seized

with a chill which was followed by a fever and
sweats, free expectoration of blood of a bright rid

color, and bright red blood was also discharged from
the bowels.

I'hysical examination revealed a vcsiculo-tympanitic

percussion note at the upper portion of the chest, u|iiin

the left side in front, and dulness upon ])ercussion

lirlow the spine of tlie -scapula, upon the left side,

together with bronchial lircalhing, broncophony. in-

creased vocal fromitus, and sul)-crepitant rales. At the

time of the examination, the disease liad proliably been

|>rcsent ten or eleven days. The man was intempciate,

and it was renuirked tliat copious bronchial licmor-

rhage recurs not infrequently at the outset of a pncu-

mimia, taking place in persons of such habit. The
diseliarge of lilood from the Ixiwcls having a bright

red color at the same time, showed that there was
present a general tendency to hemorrhage from the

mucous membranes. The man felt well ; had a pulse

of lO.j, and a res|)iration only a trifle hunicd. I'luu-

nionia, it has l)een said, occurs more frequently at the

apex than at the base of tlie lung in jcrsins addicted
to the use of alcohol. This case, therefore, was an
exception to the stated nile.

SUBACDTE PLEURISY—VOCAL h'KOMITUS—ASI>IU.\TION.

The history of the case is not necessary further

tlian to .state that ; xxxii of fluid were drawn
out of the left pleural cavity, which placed the

diagnosis beyond doubt. Before the fluid was with-

drawn, however, vocal fromitus was <li:^tinrtli/ ohtnincd

tiriT thfjiuitl. and indeed was more marked than it

was after the fluid was withdrawn. This also was an
exception to what has been regaided as a rule. An-
other feature in till' case was the equal size, by exact

measurement, of the right and left sides of the chest,

although tlier(' was some Imlging of the intercostal

spaces upon the left side. There was probably some
enlargement of the left side, because the man was
right-lianded ; and the left chest, quite likely, was
naturally somewhat smaller than the right. The as-

pirator was used, although there were no urgent

symptoms present. It was believed that tlie patient

would do much better with the fluid removed, than to

|iermit it to remain, and trust to the absorbents for its

removal.

progress of iHftiiral Science.

A Stiianok Affection of the Hand.—M. Despies
recently exhibited to the Afudiiuie ili; Midii-inr a

patient who presented the following appearances:
His forearm and hand were of a bright red color and
exhibited several uleeration.s. some covered with gran-
ulations and some having a grayish floor. The index,

ring, and little lingers wire almost entirely destioyi d.

There was no swelling of the parts bordering on the

ulceration ; the ])arts of the lingei-s left were very red,

wine-colored, thin, and the integuments were indu-
rated ; close to the ulcerated parts the bones were laid

bare in spots by the sloughing of tlie solt parts. The
patient complained of acute lancinating ])aiiis in the

forearm, hand, and liiigcis, increased by exposure of
the parts to the air. The disease had commi need
MVen or eight years liefore, with ulcerations of the

forearm, wliich developed successively and left a
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number of white irregular cicatrices tliat are still visi-

ble. The i)atient liad some scrofulous manifestations
in his infancy, l)ut his health had been good up to
the outset of this disease.

M. Despres denominated the affection lupus of the
hand. M. Duvergie considered it an instance of a
form of leprosy that is endemic in France. M. Hil-
lairet denied the existence of a leprosy originating in
France, and held this to be an instance of an affection
described under the name of sj'inmetrical gangrene of
the extremities. Jf. Hardy agreed with M. Hillairet,

and drew attention to the relations existing between
leprosy, symmetrical gangrene, and scleroderma, all of
which appear to depend on a lesion of the nerves ])re-

siding c^er nutrition. The discussion ended without
having cleared up the qucstiuu.— Journal de Med.
et de Ghir., April, 1876.

Carnivorous Pl.\nts.— The Revue des Deux Mondes
for February contains an excellent article on this sub-
ject by M. Planchon. The true carnivorous plants
seize and retain a living prey, digest and dissolve it Ijy

means of an acid glandular secretion, and finally
absorb, and are nourished by the products of this

digestion. The most important of these plants is the
drosera, tlie upper surface of the leaf of which is

covered with hairs or tentacles, moistened with a vis-

cid, acid, glandular secretion. When an insect lights
on one of tliese leaves it is seized and imprisoned
by the tentacles, the leaf then curves on itself and en-
closes it, and the process of digestion begins ; this ter-

minated and alisorption completed, the leaf flattens

out again, and is ready for new victims. If small
pieces of meat or of liard-boiled white of egg be
placed on a leaf, they are seized in the same way," and
may be seen gradually softening and Incoming ditflu-

eut and transparent under the action of the acid secre-

tion of tlie plant, which will also attack cartilage and
even the enamel of the teeth. The absorption of the
products of this digestion is shown by the dryness of
the glands of the tentacles towards the end of diges-
tion, and by the changes of color in the protoplasm of
the cells.

The drosera muscipula, and the pinquicula present
analogous phenomena, with some minor differences,

as do also the nepenthes distillatoria, and several va-
rieties of tlie sarraccnia, and it is probable that further
research will add many other varieties of plants to the
list of carnivora.

—

Lyon Medical, April 9.

CoxPEKVJE IN Solution for HyroDEiiMic In.tec-
TIONS.—M. Limousin, who has been experimenting
with the sulistances chat are said to prevent the forma-
tion of the conferva;, recently presented to the Societe
de Tlih-npeutiqui' a solution containing four grains of
hydrochlorate of morphia, and one twenty-fifth of a
grain of salicylic acid, which he had kept for two
months, and which did not show a trace of confervfe.
In the course of liis investigations he had obtained a
salicylate of morphia, but as it was only soluble in the
proportion of 1 to 130, it was useless for hypodermic
use. A salicylate of quinine was still more insoluble.
M. Beauraetz oljtains excellent results by eraployiuf
the distilled water of clierry-laurel.

—

Le Mouvement
Medical, April 8.

Pathology and Treatment op Angin.\ Pectoris.
—Angina pectoris is generally considered to he a neu-
rosis of the cardiac plexus. This, however, Professor
S3e denies, because the sympathetic is not a sensory
nerve. He considers it an affection of tlie pneuiuo-
gastric alone, the only sensory nerve that enters into

the formation of the cardiac plexus, and maintains
that it is due primarily to anaemia of the heart. The

mechanism of its production he explains as follows :

When, in consequence of some organic lesion, the myo-
cardium receives less blood than normal, the terminal
branches of the pneumogastric contained in it receive
less also, and it is a well-known fact that pain and
numbness are the immediate consequences of anaemia
of a nerve—hence tlie anxiety and the substernal ])ain.

This jjain ])roduces a reflex irritation of the motor
brandies of the spinal-accessoiy nerve, which is the
real moderator of the heart's action, hence the heart's

action is at first less frequent, becoming accelerated
and irregular only when the excitation of the modera-
tor nerve gives place to exhaustion and paraly.sis.

This excitation may even be sufficient to cause a stop-

page of the heart's action. The radiation of the pain
into th:3 left arm, etc., is explained by the transmission
of the initial excitation of the intracardiac filaments

of the pneumogastric to other neighboring nerves.

The excitation is transmitted to the nerve centres, and
thence reflected at once by eccentric or secondary
irradiation to other sensory nerves. With these radi-

ated pains, veiital)le reflex motor disturbances may be
associated ; for instance, trismus or constriction of the
CESophagus.

Professor S^c also claims that this ex])lanation ap-

plies equally well to the so-called cases of primary
angina pectoris, which is gcnei'ally supposed to be a
simple neurosis, totally independent of any cardiac
lesion, though it may end fatally. These cases are

principally met with in topers, smokers, the gouty, the

hysterical, and in hypochondriacs. One of the first

.symptoms of alcoholism is endarterites, and no one
claims that the coronary arteries are exempt from this

lesion. Smokers are said to be very suljject to angina
pectoris, but this is the case only with those who use

tobacco excessively, and in whom it has already less-

ened the appetite and weakened the digestive powers.
An intermittent and irregular jjulse is the first symp-
tom of tliis excessive use of ti>l>acco, and this is fol-

lowed Ijy a tetaniform contraction of the vessels. Is

it irrational to sup|)Ose a similar contraction of the

coronary arteries, and consequent ischfemia of the

heart i Cardiac lesions, especially of the uiyocardium
and the coronary arteries, are the rule, not the excep-
tion in old gouty ]);itients, hence angina ijectoris can-

not be primary in them. Finally, vaso-motor distur-

bances are well known to lie of frecjuent occur-
rence in cases of hysteria and hypochondriasis, and
spasm of the coronary arteries Avill produce isclisB

mia of the heart just as wel! as atheroma. Angina
pectoris is therefore held to depend on a similar

anaemia.
The indications for treatment are promjjtly to relieve

the pain, to regulate tlie circulation, and to facilitate

the respiration. Hypodermic injections of morphine
are tlie most reliable means of treatment. Chloral
hydrate is second only to morphine. It ))roduces

sleep more promjitly, relieves pain better, and facili-

tates respiration, but it has hardly any effect on the

circulation. It seems to be absorbed more rapidly
when given by tlie rectum than by the mouth. Chlo-
roform is too dangerous to be used. Nitrite of amyl,
a drug little used as yet in France, produces dilatation

of tlie vessels, but has no sedative effect, and hence
fulfils the indications only in part. Hyiiodermic in-

jections of atropine are dangerous, esjiecially in cliil-

dren. The antispasmodics jjroper are useless. Eleo
trization of the sympathetic is out of the question, and
of the pneumogastric, tliough vaunted by some, is dan-
gerous. In tlie intervals of tlie attacks," we must rely

on digitali.s, liromide of potassium, and good hygiene.—La France Mi'dicale, April 5 and 8.
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QUESTIONS FOU TIIK A.MHKK'AN MED-
ICAL ASSOCIATION.

Several topics, of more or less interest, will doubtless

cngnge the attention of the American Medical Asso-

ciation at its next meeting. We have already .suj;-

gcsted, in our last numhcr. what one of these should

be, as influencing the legislation of the Medicil Con-

gress up(m a matter wliieli lias a truly national impor-

tance. It is not necessary to do more than remind our

renders of the arguments in favor of the proposed

sy.stem of uniformity in clinical observation, to give

us the excuse for urging its hearty reconnnendation

by a suita1)le conunittee from this Association. There

are, however, other matters to which we wish to draw

attention in view of the possibility of their being

brought up for discussion. One of these has prospec-

tive discordancy about it which we do not like, and

whicli. for the harmony of the meeting, we would fain

hope wi)idd not be brought up at all ; we refer to the

honweopathic trouble at the University of Michigan.

There is such a determination by some who have taken

an active part in the discussion to spring the question

upon the Association, that nothing but the greatest

care will prevent a disgraceful exliibition of unreason-

able temper and hot-lieaded ijartisanship. The lath r

will be tlie inevitable result of a free family talk over

the merits of homajopatliy. There are two sides to

the Michigan Univereity affair which deserve to be

carefully considered before action is taken— to be

thoroughly canvas.«ed before a definite and impartial

decision is rendered. As it is impossible in o])en meet-

ing to go over the merits of the case in the detail

necessary for a general understanding of the point at

issue, the wiser course would be to refer the whole

affair to a committee who should have the requisite

time for learning all the facts of the case. In no other

way can tliis question Ije settled to the satisfaction of

the thinking men of the profession. We have enough

confidence in the good sense of the majority of the

members of the .Vssociation to believe that the course

suggested will be the one i)roinplly adopted, if attend-

ing circumstances make it necessary.

We cannot expect to escape the usual rejjort on

n\edical education, in one guise or another. We
should not if we would. During the past year more

than usual attention lias l)een directed to many needed

nfonns in preliminary education, college standard,

luid graduating reiiMiiements. The Association has a

liy-law which provides that iireliminary eduraticm

sliall bo a condition for entering a medical college,

and yet it is iiractically a dead letter. This, how-

iver, is not due to any shirking of resjionsibility in

ngard to the expression of an opinion or any lack

of desire to enforce the nece.s.sary conditions. The

real responsil)ility for the non-fulfilnunt of an im-

plied promise rests upon tlie colleges themselves,

showing a reprehensible apathy towards measures

which the profession at large consider of the utmost

importance.

The elevation of the college standard is another

sul>ject in which the Association has been deeply in-

terested, and while it has accomi)li.slicd much in the

way of sulistantial progress in this particular, very

much moi(' remains to l)e done to encourage the faith-

ful workers in the interests of this reform. While,

lidwevcr, it is zealous for progress, it must be watch-

ful of any retrograde movement, of any attemjit to

shorten the prcscril^cd term of study, such as is re-

ported to have been made in some few of the Colleges.

'I'liere have been so many ugly rumors connected with

tlie management of these institutions, so many ques-

tioiial)le practices of increasing the number of students,

of which they are .said to be rosponsible, that it now

liecomes the duty of the Association to examine testi-

mony and be prepared to exert its authority in the

punishment of such as arc really proved to be guilty.

Kist assured, of the supjjort of the profession it has

nothing to fear in the piifuinianee of its legitimate

duty.

Tlie requirements for graduation, although last in

the list, are by no means of the least imiiortance. Far

from this being the case, their proper detinition and

tlie adoption of the proper regulations for their en-

foicement is the substantial and practical starting for

the refonn of the other evils now so inseparable from

our present College system. A strict and impartial

examination for graduation makes the fulfilment of

the conditions of preliminary education, time of study

and method of teaching, absolute necessities. We
liavc repeatedly referred to the incthod of conducting

these examinations by iiidepeiuhnt board.s, and our

readers are sufficiently familiar with the advanced

ideas upon the subject. This matter of state board

examinations has been so thoroughly discussed that

the Association should be prepared to act upon some

one of the suggestions which have been thrown out by
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the different writers upon the subject, and which

have the most reasoualjle claims for practical appli-

cation.

The project for the formation of a Xational Health

Board is one which has been urged by sanitarians

for a long time, and it is gratifying to see that

the Association is determined to use its influence in the

direction calculated to do the most good. The inter-

est which has been awakened is, we trust, not likely

to grow lukewarm, and we anxiously look for a

report of substantial progress in the work at the next

session.

Tlie army-rank question is another which will

doubtless receive its annual ventilation of resolution-

ary endorsement, lint the present prospect of forcing

the conviction of its importance upon our legislators

is not so promising as we might wish. Still, not dis-

couraged at failures, it is the duty of the Association

to continue to work and to make every effort to gain

its end.

In conclusion, we have to say that the present

organization of the As.sociation is such as to leave no

doubt of its efficiency of work in all its different de-

partments, and we see uo reason, under tlie adminis-

tration of its distinguished president, why its coming

deliberations may not l>e wise and temperate, and its

influence for good be commensurate with its impor-

tance as the representative national medical organiza-

tiim of North America.

THE ENGLISH DEBATE ON THE PATHOLOGY OP STPIULtS.

III.

In our last issue we had followed the debate on

Syphilis before the Pathological Society of London to

the end of the address of Dr. De Meric. We come

now to consider those of others, beginning with Dr.

Broadbcnt. This gentleman's remarks were, on the

whole, valual)le and pertinent, but rather too lengthy.

He differed from Jlr. Hutchinson in certain points as

to the course of infantile syphilis. He had seen gum-

matous infiltrations into the tongue and skin in sub-

jects of this disease, an occurrence, if not denied, yet

considered very improl)able by Mr. Hutchinson. He
alluded to the fact referred to in the opening, that two

subjects of congenital syphilis had died in consequence

of granular kidney, which condition, by Mr. H., was

thought to be due to the use of iodide of potassium.

He had seen a case in which such a complication was

observed, and being in doubt as to its causation, sug-

gested that data bearing upon it should be produced.

He alluded to the fact that the evidences of hereditary

syphilis disappeared quite completely in time, and tliat

subjects of the disease enjoyed average good health.

He evidently leans to the opinion that when amyloid

disease is found in early life it is due to this disease.

Taking up then the question of the nature of gum-

mata, he differed from some other speakers in thinking

that those of syphilis are specific, and that those of

the exanthemata aie not so, citing thrombosis, necrosis,

catarrh of the middle ear, and the parotid luibo of

tyjjhus, which may be due to other causes than the

specific fevers. He cited the fact alluded to by Mr.

Hill, that severe tertiary often followed mild second-

ary lesions as tending to show a specific character of

the former. Strangely enough he pronounced himself

as an advocate of the old theory, now renounced even

by its former advocate, Mr. Hutchinson, that a woman
could be infected by syphilis from a foetus, and be-

come more syphilitic Ijy such pregnancy. He came to

this conclusion from the observation of cases of

nervous affections in mothers who confessed to have

had syphilitic children, and by .seeing the disease in

a more intense form during and after each pregnancy.

It is evident that he had not in these cases clearly

traced out the regular course of the syphilis.

Tlie next speaker, Dr. Buzzard, as might be expected,

touched chiefly upon the nervous phenomena of

the disease, and briefly gave some interesting facts.

He thinks that the frequency of occurrence of nervous

troubles in secondary syiihilis has been undeirated.

Of one hundred cases of brain syphilis cited by him

the average age of the patients was thirty-five. In

eighty three cases the date of infection was ascertain-

ed, tlie nervous phenomena supervening after five

years in fifty-six, and within that period in twenty-

seven. In short, in one-third of the cases the nei-vous

system was involved within five years of infection.

The supervention of nervous trouble in the eighty-

three cases was as follows : below five years, 27 cases

;

between five and ten years, 23 ; ten to fifteen, 25
;

between 15 and 20 years, 6 ; 20 to 25 years, 2. Of the

twenty-seven cases in which the troubles came on

within five years, six occurred under two years, four

under three, six under four, and eleven between four

and five years; the affections being hemiplegia, con-

vulsive disorders and paraplegia. Optic neuritis was

not observed under three yeai's, but in the one'hun-

dred cases occurred fifteen times; in twenty there was

paralysis of orbital muscles; in five, disseminated

choroiditis, and old iritis in two cases. The symp-

toms of the early nervous affections did not present

any marked peculiarity from those of the later ones

;

they were of the order of vaso-motor irritation, such as

disposition to faintiug, contraction of retinal vessels,

large pupil and acceleration of the heart. He had seen

mental symptoms, in some cases almost maniacal, in

early sypliilis. He coincided with the hint thrown

out by Mr. Hutchinson as to the relation of tertiai-y

lesions to the secondaries through tissue change in-

duced by the latter, and suggested that perhaps this

occurred through the medium of the lymphatic system.

He cited instances showing a tendency in syphilis for

lymphatic canals and bursal sacs to be involved. The

next speaker was Sir Wm. Jeuuer, who, being urged by
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the President of the Siieiety. with sceniinjj reluctaiue

niiiilc some short and sinniliiant reinarks. lie did not

think that tlie manifestations of all aeutu diseases

were symmetrical, nor that symmetry of distribution

was necessarily an expression of blood disease. He
thonjjht that there were sequelie of acute specific

diseases which were in nature speeilie. and cited as

instances the paralysis of diphtheria which were un-

doubtedly the result of blood disease. He evidently

thinks, thou-^h his remarks were so teree and brief that

we judge so only from their general teuor, that most

of tlie so-called sequeUo of tlie exanthemata arc really

"mere accidental disturbances of nutrition." Thus far
]

in the argument this is the only time that this as[)ect

of the question of 'the nature of the sequehe of the

various affections has been broached, and it is to l)e
|

regretted that it was not considered in all its bearings,

as it is really vital to the question of the simile to

determine really which are sequelie of these exan-

thenis and which merely, as very properly called,

accidental disturbances of nutrition. The reinarks of

Sir William upon the pathology of infantile syphilis

showed that he had studied closely into its nature, and
|

we regret that he did not express himself at greater
[

length and with more precision. He thinks that the
|

sperm cell contains the infecting element of syphilis;

that this body contains, as he terms it, "the potential- i

ity of development,"' and that its chief and primary

action is in the tissues, while the blood is secondarily

involved.

Ueuicius aiit) Uotlccs of Oooks.

An Ei.kment.vrt Treatise on Dise.\ses of the Skin.
Bv Hknuv O. Pifkaui), M.D. Macmillau & Co.,
London and Xew York. \S~(i.

It may be accepted as a favorable indication of the

rapidly increasing atti-ntion which is now being paid
to skin diseases in this country, that we have here

written by our .\nieriean authors a systematic treatise

upon them. Though Dr. Pifl'ard's work is really not the

first treatise on skin dise.ises written by an .\nierican,

as Worchester published a quite extended volume in

1845, it nniy be said to be the first really scientilie and
noteworthy effort, as the older treatise was a simple
compibitioii of indifferent merit. From Worchestei's
day until within ten years little was practically done in

relation to these affections; but since that time many
monographs of merit, upcm skin diseases, have been
(mblished, and .\meriean authors came to be looked
upon with respect on the continent. Among these

jihy^ieians Or. Piffard has occupied a prominent plure,

and it has been generally known that he has for years

devoted his time ami attention to the study of derma-
tology. Coming then from a man who has an ac-

knowledged position as a dermatologist, the work
claims our earnest attention; whih' as .'in exposition of

American thought and experience it will be looked into

very critically.

The first chapter is certainly, in every respect, an ex-

cellent one, and will very much influence the reader in

llic author's favor. The anatomy of the skin is there

described in a simple and true manner, and the text is

illustrated by plates, dupliiates of those used by Sappey
in his elassii al woik mi iiiiatuiiiy, the mere mention of

which fact will attest their worth and appropriateness.

The rudiments of the study of skin di.Mases are well

given in the cliaplers on iihysiolugy, pathology, symp-
tomotology and diagnosis. Indeed it is a pleasure to

see this branch of the subject, so very neeissary to

one who wislies to understand dermatology generally,

presented in such an admirably clear and simple man-
ner. Much profit will certainly be derived from a

thorough mastery of this portion of the work. Coming
now to the vexed question of classification, we find that

the author, true to the views which he has so long and
strenuously advocated, adojits as a basis of his ^york

a division of skin affections into groups based upon
cause; in short, an etiological classification. It would
be both unneces.saiy and inappropriate here to discuss

this (piestion, and we shall simply say that for those

who believe that certain diatheses are the causes of cu-

taneous affections, tlie classification of the author will

be acce|)table; while for others it need not render the

work less useful, as the question of causation is at best

a moot point, and we have in the text other interesting

and imixiitant matter in the way of general consider-

ations, clinical history, therapeutics, etrtttra. After a

very good chapter on the syphilides, in which the au-

thor has evidently aimed at simplicity in their division,

we come to the treatment of the varieties of lupus called

by Dr. Piffaid serofulidcs. As he thinks they are the di-

rect expression of a diathesis, he a.ssunus the fact as

settled forever, and does not address the merits of this

question. In this chapter, in which Hardy's division

is fully accepted, we find evidence of much original

work in the microscopical study of the ])athology of

the various forms of the disease. The views of other

observei's are fully considered by themselves, and in

the light of the aulhoi's experience. Perhaps some
surprise will be excited in the mind of the reader when
he finds that rodent ulcer is cla.osed by Dr. Piffard as

a variety of lupus, and that microscopical ajipcarances

have led him to adopt that view. This fact is strik-

ingly suggestive of the susi)ieion that, although much
can be done by tlu' microscope to siuqilify the division

of skin lesions, definite conclusions can only be arrived

at after long years of extended and comparative study.

Less exception, however, can be taken to the chapter

on the treatment of the serofulidcs (hqius), in which
much practical information is given; indeed the di-

rections for the management of these obstinate affec-

tions are noticeably superior to those of treatises in

general. FciUowing the serofulidcs we come to the

chapter on rheumides, under which term the author

includes eczema, jisoriasis and i)ityriasi.s, considering

them an expression of a diathesis, which until lu'W we
have been familiiir with, according to some authors,

as the dartrous, her]>etic or arthritic, but which, for

reasons fully givi u by Dr. Piffard, he thinks should be

called the iheumic diallusis. This morliid stale is said

to be that in which there is a condition of suboxida-

tion going on in the tissues, which manifests itself by
varicms affections, notably those of the skin.

Incoming to these conclusions, the author has evi-

dently Im'cii much inrtucnce<I by the views of Gigot,

Lunrd and Hence-Jones. We will not here further dis-

cuss the. question, but will, in justice to Dr. Piffard,

state that while he has advocated the existence of this

hypothetical morbid slate, he has also paid much at-

tentiiMi to its investigation, and he considers the ques-

tion involved in it in a thoroughly scientific manner
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This question is one of too much importance to be
sluiTed over or ignored; hence, due attention siiould
be paid to tlie views of tlie author, as stated in his

worli. The fact of the adoption of tlie opinion by Di-.

Piffard, that diatlieses are, more or less remotely, the
cause of slvin affections, is interesting as showing how
the views of Piench and English authors are accepted
in this country, where, of course, tliey will be spread
by Dr. Piffard, in his college lectures. AVhile we speak
with some hesitation upon the views of the author, as

to causation, we must state our appro^al of tlie manner
in which he has described tlie so-called diathetic dis-

eases, and endorse heartily his clearly laid down direc-
tions for treatment. Indeed we may say here, as aji-

plyiiig to all affections included in this book, that their

clinical history is written in a simple, terse, and graphic
manner; and further add, that the thera|)eutical por-
tions are noticeable for their simplicity and a|)|)osite-

ness. Space will not admit of the consideration of
further affections in particular, therefore our further
remarks will be general in character. Every affection
liable to be met with is well described ; all questions
relating to it are fully considered

; the views of others
are given, criticised and accepted, wlicn deemed proper
by the author. There is evidence thioughout the work
of much study of the writings of others and of personal
clinical oliservation. The descriptions given by the au-
thor show him to be a m.in who jiossesses the faculties
of observation and induction in a marked degree. In
no other similar work, except Neumann, can one find

as much information upon the pathology of the skin,

as developed by the microscope, as in the one under
review

; and much of its value is on tliis account. Dr.
Piffard. however, has avoided an erior which very
greatly imjiai red the usefulness of Neumann's work

;

in making histological pathology only an accessory
feature—and in devoting, as should propeiiy be, the
greater space to clinical history in general—so that
his work is a guide to the clinic, and not to the micro-
scope. In justice to Neumann it must be added, that
his later editions have been improvements in this di-

rection. Taking the wlnle work into question, we
must express our decided conviction that it is an ad-
mirable guide to the study of skin diseases, and as such
will prove, by reason of its terseness and sim|)licity of
statement, a great help to those studying these affections.

As a sample of Anieiican medical literature, we may
certainly point to it with jiride, as it will certainly com-
pare favorably with the works which we now consider
as cl.assics; doing honor, not only to its author, but also
to the country from which it emanated. The general
" get up " of the book is all that one can desire ; the
type is large, clear and sharjj, and easily read, and the
paper and binding are excellent—indeed the work is

like all emanating from the publishing houses of the
Messrs. Maeniillan

;
as nearly jierfect as jiossible. Lastly,

we must call attention to the numerous valuable illus-

trations, very many original, which, as works of art,

are commendable ; and as explicative of the text, ex-
cellent.

N.\TioNAL Sdrgic\t, INSTITUTE.—The "protest"
sent to the New Ycu'k Academy of Jledicine l>y the
"District of Columbia Medical Society," against the
" bill to incorporate the ' National Surgical Insti-

tute,' " having been concurred in, was signed by the
President and Secretary, and, under the'seal of the
Academy, forwarded to Washington, D. C. It was
duly ])resent(;d to the Senate Ijy Senator Conkling,
and referred to the ajipropriate committee.

Iileport0 of Societies.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF NEW JERSEY.

ONE HUNDRED .\ND TENTU .VNNU.VI. MEETING.

Tub one hundred and tenth annual meeting of the

Medical Society of New Jersey was held at Cape
May on Tuesday and Wednesday, May 23d and 34th.

Every district medical society in the State, excepting
Somerset, was fully represented. Delegates from
Maine, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, New York, and
Pennsylvania medical societies were present. Among
the invited guests we noticed Dis.- Agnew, Pepper,

Goodell, Atkinson, Dunglison, and Lewis, of Phila-

delphia.

The meeting was called to order at eight o'clock Tues-
day evening ; Dr. Win. O'Gorman, of Newark, the

president, in the chair. After the transaction of tlie

regular routine business, the remainder of the evening
was devoted to the reading of the annual address by the

president, the subject of which was "External In-

iluences on Jledicine." The jjresident in his address

traced the iuHuence of prevailing dogmas and systems

of philost)i)hy upon the progress and development of
the science and art of medicine in a way that was at

once new and attractive.

After adjournment the company, together with the

ladies, in all alxnit four hundred, sat down to an ele-

gant banquet tendered l)y the ]jhysicians of Cumber-
laud, Gloucester, and Cape May counties. Speeches
were made liy Drs. Agnew, Atkinson, Pepper, Cohen,
E. M. Hunt, and Rev. Mr. Garretson and others.

PREVAILING DISEASES—PROGRESS IN THERAPEUTICS.

The Society reassembled at nine o'clock Wednesday
morning, when the reading of the report of the stand-

ing committee was made the first order of business.

The report was read by Dr. Wickes, the chairman, and
exhiliitrd, with a single exception, a diminished
amount of disease throughout the State.

The ordinary contagious forms in children have ap-

peared as before, measles being in the advance. Scarlet

fever has appeared in less amount and with less seri-

ous manifestations than in former years. Fevers, re-

mittent and intermittent, have not claimed the atten-

tion of ])hy.sieians to any degree. Rubeola, or Ger-
man measles, has [irevailed extensively in Essex.

Diphtheria has been the only serious e))ideniic, and it

has been the scourge of the year. In Tuckertown, in

a population of 800, there were 150 cases.

QUININE AND SALICYLIC ACID.

In theraiieutics there seems to be a growing ten-

dency to tlie use of very large doses of quinine.
Chlorine, in the form of Tr. ferri chloridi and potas-

sii chloras, has impressed many practitioners with its

value as a topical ajiplication in malignant sore-

throat and diphtheria. Salicylic acitl has disap-
pointed many, but in the hands of others has proved
valuable when u.scd locally.

EL.\STIC LIGATDUE FOR REMOVAL OF TUMOR.

Among .surgical appliances is noted the enijiloyment
of the elastic ligature for the removal of a malignant
tumor from tlie subclavian region in a lady aged
seventy, which measured in its longer diameter five

Inches, in its shorter three, had been four years de-
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Vflo|jing, and fmir in»nt)is in a state of ulci'iatiiin,

witli a fetid iliseliar-le, and an occasional lienionliaiie.

Tilt- li-fiiture i^ave l>ut little inconvenience, and the

general condition of the patient liegan to improve at

once. In nine days separation was so nearly com-

plete that the remaining tissue was cut witli tin-

scissors, not a drop of lilood escaping. Cieatriziitinn

was complete in a month, and the patient's health \va>

equal to that of most persons of her age.

TOPIC.\I. .M'I'LIC.\TION8 IN M.M,1<:N.\NT SOUK THltlUT.

The committee solicited replies from the reporters

upon the following siilijects: '"The value of topical

api)lications in malignant sore throat," and "In what
degree calomel is relied upon as a therapeutic agent '."

and dednce<l from their reports these conclusions as

the sentiment of the Faculty.

As to the first

:

1. Topical application," are not curative except it

may he in the formative state of the disease.

2. They cannot with ))ropriety he wholly ignored.

They liecome valuahle aids to successful treatment,

as disinfecting, soothing, and cleansing agents.

3. The irritating and more heroic applications of a

few years since are generally aliandoned as hurtful.

4. The main reliance for cure must l>e placed upon
remedies addressed to the morbitl constitutional con-

ditions.

As to the second :

1. That the very general ojiinion of our medical

men is, that calomel is a valuahle therapeutic agent.

3. That in many morbid conditions it is relied upon
a-s the best.

3. That as a cathartic in certain cases, as an altera-

tive in others, and as an antitibrinator, it is almost in-

dispensable.

And the lesson which the discussion of the wlmle
subject furnishes is, that a valuable drug should nut

be abandoned, and '"its name cast out as evil," lie-

cause it is un|>opular.

The necrological list for the pa.st year contains thir-

teen names.

A half hour was appropriated for remarks upon
the reiuirt, which was improved by Drs. Hopper, Kidge.

Rogei-s, Garnet, Cohen, and Atkinson.

MISCELL.VNKOUS I'AI'KU.S— MEDICAT, IIEHOISM.

An essay was read by Dr. J. S. Cook on " Our Cli-

mate, and its effect upon Disease," which was well

received and was ordered to be pub'ished in the Trans-

actions. Other papers were presented, but for w.int of

time were read by title only, and referred to committee

on publication. One by Dr. K. P. Townsend, on
"Medical Ilei^sm," portrayed some of the trying

scenes in whicli every physician must of necessity be

placed, and the occasion where the highest type of

bravery and courage are reiiuired,—not only the mere
physical courage to perlorm operations, but the

courage to work beyond the mere routine of authori-

tative medication and assume the control according

to his own practical judgment.

MKNT.\L r.VTIIOLOOV AND CKIMtNAI, LAW.

Another paper was by Dr. H. M. liateman on " Jlen-

tjil I'athology and Criminal Law." in which he reviewed
the suljject under the following heads : Dillercnl hy-

pothesi-s to e.vplain the I'vidence of non-congenital
insanity; increase of insanity; prevalence of moral
in.sanity; ditliculty in distinguishing real and simu-
lated insanity; this dilliculty, in diagnosis, used by

criminal lawyn-s in behalf of their clients ; the facility

with which wealthy criminals escape piuiishment upon

the plea of insanity ; case of Chnrles K. I.andis noticed

at length; importance of a change in |)in»l legislation
;

abolition of capital punishmi lit advocated, and certain

modilications suggested which would render punish-

ment certain. The essay closed with a consideration

of the duties of meilical nu-n in reference tu the gen-

eral question of " refnrm," ( sj ecially in liiese times

of corruption.

The degree of .M.D. was conferred iqion Louis Rein

and Kchvard Mueller, of lluilson County. Dr. ^Veir

Mitchell, of I'liihidelphia, was ele ltd an honorary
mcmbei-. Dr. K. .1. Marsh, of I'ateisou, wasappointed
Essayist for the ne.\t annual meeting.

DKATII OK DH. A. W. WOODIinX.

The following resolutions upon the death of Dr. A.

W. Woodhull were adopted:
W/ieruiK, This society has been informed of the death

on the 14th instant, of one of its delegation members,
, Dr. Addison AV. AVoodhull, of Newark ; therefore,

Jlesolnil. That in his death we mourn the loss of one
esteemi'd for his intelligent and faithful counsels; his

discriminating judgment, his intellectual worth, his

skill as a pliysician, and his patriotic services to the

State and country
;

JieDohvil, That in his death the country, as also the

State, loses one of its most valued citizens, and that

as fellow-members and co-workers in the profession,

we deejily feel this sad bereavi mint, and we extend
our sympathies to iiis stricken family and friends:

Itesohiil, That this expression of the feelings of this

society be entered on the minutes, and a copy be sent

to his family.

ELECTION OF OFFICEHS.]

The following were elected as the officers of the So-

ciety for tlie ensuing year : President. .John V. Schenck ;

Vice Presidents, II. K. llahhvin, .John S. Cook, and A.

W. Uodgers; Cornspond.ing Sccietary. AVm. Klmer,

Jr.; Hecording Secretary, Wm. Piersou, .Ir. : Treasurer,

W. W. L. Phillips ; Standing Connnittec, S. Wickes,

S. Lilly, and .1. L. Hodine.
DelrifiiUs t'l Amriirtiii ifedienl Association for 1877.

—

H. A.'Hopi)er. S. C. Thornton. II. G. Taylor. T. .1.

Smith. W. Love, P. S. Heritage, .J. W. limit. Samuel
Lilly, E. P. Cooper. S. P.. IJrown, .1. P. Leal, H. K.

lialdwin. Wni. Armitage. .John Vought, .Joseph Hedges,
T. II Tomlinson, and P. F. IJrakely.

S'tc Jliiiiipsliiiv : C.O.Gordon. Connecticut : E. J.

Mai-sh. AVio Yuik : E. U. Silvei-s, II. Mitchell, Jos. Par-

ish, E. Maston. Pcnnnj/hiiiiia ; C. II. Voorhees, II. C.

Clark.Wm. Elmer. Sr., and W. Hlundell. 7M./</< M,i),il :

C. F. Dishhr, T. .1. Thomason, and S. Lilly. Miism-
r/iiisetls : .1. .1. Peiidergast, .1, L. Hodine. J. B. James,
and J. G. Hyerson. Maine : G. II. Balleray, B. F. Car-

penter, C. (). Gordon.
Iiil4-ntiilluii(il Midicitl Voitrjri'ss : .1. M. Hidge. John

AVoolverton, Ezra M. Hunt, John C. Johnson, Charles

lla.sbrouck, Abram (^>les, and A. .\. Lutkin.s.

The next meeting of the Society will be held at Tren-

ton.

Medical Sociktv of Cou.ntv of New Yoiik.—At
a Stated Jleetiug of the New York County Medical

Society, held .May -.'-'d, ls7li. the following gentlemen
were elected members: D|-s. Charles Stein, Philip F.

(!oldi)erg. Henry C. Eno, Kinil \V. lla-ber, Frederick

Lenieleder, and Robert AbbO.
On motion, the ."-Secretary was authon/.ed to furnish

credentials to members (U'siring to serve as delegates

to the .\meriean .Mxlical As.soci:itii>n at its session in

Philndei[>hia, comuicnciug June lilh, 1870.
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Corresponlieitce.

CENTENNIAL MEDICAL AFFAIRS.

{From our Special Correspondent.)

GOVERNMENTAL CONTRIBnTlONS—HOSPITALS OP THE

MEDICAL DEPAIITMENT OE THE V. S. ARMY—THEIR

ARRANGEMENT AND METHODS OP CONSTRUCTION.

Philadelphia, May 29, 1870.

To THE Editor of thk SIedical Record.

Sir:—The crowds that daily throng the avenues of

the Exposition Ijuildiugs, and wander—often aimless-

ly—through the attractive grounds surrounding them,

generally take but little heed of numerous interesting

features which professional men alone can thoroughly

enjoy and appreciate. Occasionaly the promiscuous

siglit-seer strays into the building of the U. S. Army
Medical Department, but with a puzzled air, as if he

did not quite comprehend all tliat he saw in it, or as

if he were merely paying a brief visit to an expectant

hospital, awaiting tlie arrival of sick and wounded
occupants of its beds ;

whereas it is only a model of a

post hospital in all its details. Througli various por-

tions of tlie Exposition the medical feature is one of

great moment, and well wortliy of study. There is a

prospect, during tlie present and the ensuing weelv, that

an army of medical explorers will malve diligent search

for all'tliese treasures of science and art. Tlie State

Medical Society of Pennsylvania, to meet on Wednes-

day afternoon "next, in this city, will undoubtedly be

tlie largest i-epresentatiou of medical men of this State

that has ever assembled. The temptation to visit

Philadelphia at this time is so great, that each county

delegation will probalily be complete without a single

vacancy. Many of these gentlemen will remain over

until tlie following week, to take part in the deliljer-

ations of the American Medical Association. How
many delegates will be present on the latter occasion

it is ditticult to predict ; but, from the preparations

made liy the Committee of Arrangements for their

entertaiiiment, it is fair to presume that from fitteeu

hundred to two thousand members—new and old—are

expected. In the hurried view of the exposition that

most of our medical brethren will take, the isolation

of the purely professional portions from the other attrac-

tions offered wiU be simply an .impossibility. We
would not suggest to them any programme that would
embarrass tliem in the limited time they must neces-

sarily allot to the whole grand display. The main
building being close at hand, after the visitor passes

the registering turnstiles, ;it one of the numerous en-

trances to the grounds, he naturally wends his way at

once to its capacious aisles, and, in the general admira-

tion of everything a;sthetically beautiful, he forgets for

a while his own special medical tastes and professional

inclinations, and possibly passes slightingly objects

of peculiar interest to him as a physician. Probably

the most satisfactory plan to pursue, in order to study

systematically the medical aspects of the Centennial,

would be that wliich we propose to follow in the pres-

ent series of papers ujjon the subject. Giving the tirst

place to Governmental contributions to the Exposition,

the individual exhibits, although of equal importance,

will claim suljsequent consideration.

The U. S. Government Building occupies a promi-

nent position in the Centennial E.xposition, not only

from its imposing character externally, but from tlie

varied nature of its contents, which emlirace the chief

features of utility, devel<)|Miieiit, and working ma-
chinery of each department, and of the Smithsonian
Institute. It occupies aliout two acres, and forms an
excellent exhibit of the resources of the country, .so

far as they are controlled and conducted by the gen-

eral Government. There is much here that will interest

the medical man from its purely scientilic character.

The Miidel Army Haspitrilia, however, a distinct build-

ing, only a few yards distant, and what may be termed
an annex to it. It is designed to represent the sys-

tem of hospital construction actually employed by the

medical service of the army, both in peace and war.

Several pamphlets—from which we take the liberty to

quote—have been issued by Asst. Surgeon J. .1. Wood-
ward, U. S. A., ex|)lanatory of its construction and of

the aiipliaiices of various kinds on exhibiticm here.

At the close of the recent war, great diversity existed in

the style and arrangement of jiost hospitals, and it

n'as soon found expedient to attempt to secure greater

uniformity by establishing general regulations for their

construction. These hospitals were, by order of the

War Department, planned to contain twelve, twenty-

four, or thirty-six beds, and, after various modifications,

rules for their construction were approved by the

Secretary of War, and issued as Cii'cular No. 2, S. G.

O., July 27, 1871. The regulation post hospital for

twenty-four beds, which have been built in the Expo-
sition grounds, is descrilied as a frame building, with
a shingle roof, surrounded by a veranda. It consists of

a Central administration building, 3.5 feet front by 39
deep, and two stories high, uitli a two-storied back-
building 40 by 14 feet, and two wings 45 feet by 24, one
for each ward of twelve beds. The floor of the whole
building is raised three feet above the ground, and
is well supported on timlier posts. In the plan of tlie

ground floor arc the wards, each 24 ft. by 45; dis-

pensary, 14 ft. by 15; office, 14 ft. by 15; mess-room,
14 ft. by 20; kitchen, 14 ft. by 14 ; nurses" room, 14

ft. by 15; earth closets, each tt ft. by 9; bath-room
and lavatory; closets; pantry, 8 ft. by 10. In the

plan of the second story is the steward's room, 14 ft.

by 15; siiare room, 14 ft. by 15; attendants" room, 14
ft. l)y 19; store-room, 14 ft. by 15; room for violent

patients, 14 ft. by 20. All the walls and ceilings are

lathed and plastered with two coats, the Hnishing coat

being jjlaster of Paris, and the entire woodwork,
usually painted, is covered with two coats of paint.

The w'ards are 15 ft. high in the clear from floor to

ceiling. Kidge ventilation is provided for the sum-
mer months by means of two Iioxed openings in each
ward, carried from tlie middle line of the ceiling to

the ridge. These openings are 10 ie^ apart, and are

each 10 feet long by 2^ feet wide. In the winter
months the opening at the ridge is to lie closed, and
ventilation effected in the following manner: A large

stove is placed in the middle of the ward. Fresh air is in-

troduced by an air-box 18 inches square, which jja.sscs

underneath the floor of the ward from side to side, open
at each extremity to thejexternal air, and opens in the
centre of the ward beneath the stove by means of a
register ; when a ventilating stove is used, the place of
the register is occupied by a pipe, which connects the
air-chamber of the stove with the air-box lieneath the
floor. Tlie jiipe of the stove passes up through a
close-fitting collar in the ceiling. One foot above the
ceiling it enters a shaft or jacket about 24 inches in

diameter, which pierces the roof, and extends four
feet above ; it is covered with a sheet-iron cap, pierced
in its turn liy the stove-pipe, which is capped in the
same manner. At each end of the ward, and two
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fe<!t from the centre, there is an opening in. the ceil-

ing one foot square, from whicli an air-box passes

to a l)ox enclosing the lower uioiith of the shaft sur-

rounding the stove-i)i|)e. Tlie heat of the stovepipe
causes a continuous upward current in tliis sliaft,

which is supplied liy tiie vitiated air from the ward
through tlie air Imxes. In each of the eartli closrts

theie is a ventilating shaft six indies s((uare, and the

gas liuriier of the room is situated directly henealli it.

These earth closets in the regulation hospitals are

intended for very sick patients oidy, accouunodations
for other patients and tlie attendants being provided
in a suitable detached building. A small detached
building is also intended to be provided for the pur-

poses of a dead house ; and csises of smallpox and
other contagious diseases are to be treated in hospital

tents.

In fitting up this building for the ICxhibition of
1871!, tlie rooms are occupied as follows: On the first

floor u ward, serving for the exhil>ition of hospital

furniture, l)edding, and clothing ; a room for the ex-

hibition of tlie models of hospitals, hospital steam
vessels, hospital railway ears, aml)ulanees, etc., and
for specimens from the .Vriiiy Metlieal Museum; while
the other rooms arc used for the exhibition of med-
icines, medical stores, and chemicals; surgical instru-

ments, books, blanks, and the publi<:ations of the Sur-

geon-Ocneral's Ollice, mess furniture and utensils,

kitchen utensils, and the private office of .the surgeon
in charge, and tlie rooms in the second story serve for

the exhibition of prothetic apparatus, litters and
stretchers, medical panniei-s. kna|)sacks, etc.

The five small models of hospitals im exhibition

represent a barrack waril, as adopted by the War De-

partment in the summer of 1804, anil four of tlie

great general hospitals, so-called, which attained cele-

brity during the war.
'I'lie orticers on duty at the Model Post Hospital, at

the Kxliibition grouiuls, are Asst. Surgeon J. ,1. Wood-
ward, L'. S. A., and .Vsst. Surgeon 11. C. Yarrow, U. S.

A., with Hospital Stcnvard i'. D. Price and clerk;
anil Several other hospital stewards, selected from the
dilTerent departments, are on duty here.

We learn also that the models of hospital cars and
vessels on exhibition in this building are intended
to represent especially those methods of adapting the
ordinary rolling-stock of Aineriean railroads, and the
oi<liiiary steamboats of the interior livers of the
United States, and the merchant steam-vessels of the
.\tl.intic coast, to the transportation of sick and
Wounded soldiei-s, which were found to be most sat-

isfactory during tlie late war.

R. J. D.

DUMB-BELL PESSARIES, Etc.

To THE EdiT<»R of Tiie ^[EDICAL RbCORD.

Sir:—My attention has been called to the discrepan-
cies between the cnt intended to illustrate the positi(m
of the • Duinl) bell Pes.saiy " and the text of my arti-

cle in till' Kkcouu for May litli in reference to the same.
Upon reading the article by Dr. Page, in the HixoiiJi
of the date of the 'JOtli, 1 liiid that he has been misled
l>y this unfortunate cut, and I fear other reaih'i's.

through its agency, may have misconceived the appli-
catiim of l\u: instrument.
The figure of the section of the pelvis was selected

by the artist from Gray's Anatomy, and the instru-

ment adapted to it. It shows simply the position of
the instrument with it.s bulbous extremities before
and behind the cervix, and that, as will be seen, in a

ease of over-distended bladder. This cut re])resent8

the pessary in a disposition in which, as Dr. Page says,

the support must depend upon a tenacity of the

vaginal walls which is not found generally in ca.ses of
displacement. Now my reeommeiulation of the instni-

ment was based expressly u|)on its having given sup-
port in a case of relaxation of the vagina, in which
all other forms of pessary had proved iiiad((iuate.

In Dr. Paye'sarticle in the last number of the PixouD,
he gives three cases illustrative of his employment
of his pessary; Case 1 is of prolapsus; Case 2, of
aiiteversion ; Case 3, of retroversion. In cases 1st

and 2d, of prolapsus and anteversion respectively, the
instrument was introduced between the anterior sur-

face of the cervix and the posterior surface of the

pubes. In Case 3d, of retroversion, one bulb was
l)a.ssed up into the cul-de-sac behind tlie cervix and the
other rested against the pubes. From this it is ]ilain

that, to a degree, I misunderstood Dr. Page's mode of
aiiplication of the instrument, sujiposing that it was
ill all cases used as in Case -i. It is in this mode of
employment of it alone that I have had any experience,

and I took it to be the mode of its employment in all

forms of uterine displacement.

The case which furnished the text of my article was
one of anteversion. This class of cases, it appears,

have thus far been treated liy Dr. P. by jilacing the

instrument between the jmbes and the (XMvix. It

seems to me impossible that in my case this use of
the pessary could have bern suc<'essful : when, however,
in virtue of the curvatun; of the instiument, the pos-

tiiior bulb is carried up into the posterior eul-de-sac,

the anterior rising up behind the pubes, the success

was complete. The instrument employed in this man-
ner acts on tli(^ |)rinciple of Hodge's horseshoe pessary
with a single curve. In Hodge's the distension of the

vagina is mainly from side to side. It will be readily

miderstood how much higher up in front or behind
the cervix an extremity of the dumb-bell |)essary can
be enrricd than one of the horse-shoe ; almost as high as

the fingers can be carried, anteriorly or posteriorly as

the case may lie. It thus Ijecomes a means of holding
the uterus, after its reduction, more or less in its nor-

in.il position. In this respect it imitates Hurd's or
< Irailly Hewil's anteversion pessary, or particularly that
of Dr. Thomas's well-known anteversion pessary. Over
lie- latter instiument the dumb-bell pessary has the

great advantage that the instrument of Dr. T. cannot
be introduced by the patient herself, while the dunib-
biU can be introduced, always premising the knee and
and breast position, with great easi!.

In many cases of aggravated anteversion, with
extreme relaxation, it has been found ini])o.ssible to re-

store and maintain the uterus in its normal position as

regards the axis of the pelvis, and our best pynecolo-
gists have been oblig<'d to content themselves with
simply supporting the uterus in tlu; pelvis by any ex-

pedient that would accomplish this alone, disregard-

ing the error of position, thus allowing:! return of free

eiiciilation through the uterus. It is the obstruction
to the circulaliiui, sometimes to an extent to cause
o'di'ina of the organ, that often |)erp<'tualis the mal-
position. The dumb-bell raises the uterus bodily, and
maintains in a i)osition more or less corresiionding to

the axis of the pelvis.

In any case, if the anterior wall is unyielding, the

anterior bulb will rest upon it. or rest against the

posterior borderof the juibes, while if relaxed the bulb
will pass up correspondingly high in front of the

uterus—the greater the nlaxaliou the larger the in-

strument and the larger lhe_|biilb refpiired. In this

respect the instrument made with its bulbs of thin
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rublier, has advantages. By the hypodermic needle

and Davidson's Syringe either liulb can be expanded to

a size to adapt it especially to the case in hand.

I claim nothing as my own in connection with this

instrument ; the credit of its invention and introduc-

tion is due to Dr. Page alone.

In regard to tlie "knee and breast position," I can-

not refrain from again expressing my sense of its great

value as a means of relief and of permitting tlie easy

intioduction of pessaries.

The ])ractitioner wlio lias not yet tried it should be

apprised, tliat wlien his patient assumes this position,

if he simply introduce his linger into the vagina, the

atmospheric pressuie will crowd the soft ])arts about
his finger, and lie will detect a cei tain amount of sub-

sidence of the organs of the iielvis. Let him now lift

up the perinajuin or substitute the glass dilator of

Dr. Campbell for his finger, and the atmosphere will

rush in with a distinctly audible noise and lie will,

on again introducing the finger, be amazed at the

change that lias taken place.

Jas. D. Trask, JI.D.
ASTOBIA, N. y.

ARMY NEWS.
Official List of Chnnrii's of Stations and Diitirs of

Officers of tJm Mnlical Department,^ United states

Army, from May 20th to May 27th, 1876.

McCoRMiCK, Charles. Surgeon. To report in person
to the Surgeon-General of the Army. S. 0. H!), A. 6.

O., May It), 1876.

Caldwell, D. G., Asst. Surgeon. Granted leave of

absence for one month, with permission to apply for

an extension of one month. S. O. 90, Dejit. of Texas,

May li), 1876.

Fitzgerald, J. A., Asst. Surgeon. Assigned to

duty as Post Surgeon at Fort Lapwai, Idaho T. S. O.

54, Dept. of the Columbia, May 8, 1870.

Byrne, C. B., Asst. Surgeon. When relieved by
Asst.Surgeon Meacham, to report immediately in per-

son at these Headquarters for assignment. S. O. 90,

C. S., Dept. of Texas.

CoMEGYS, E. T, Asst. Surgeon. Assigned to duty
as Post Surgeon at Fort Duncan, Texas. S. O. 86,

Dept, of Texas, May 13, 1876.

illtbical Itema ani) Jl'ema.

Contagious Diseases.—Comparative statement of

cases of Contagious Disease reported to the Sanitary

Bureau, Health Department, for tlie two weeks ending
May 27, 1876.
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©riglnal (Communications.

A CASE OF PERITYPHLITIS
WITH PKHKOR.VrlON OK THE APPENDIX VRUMIFOItMIS

AND KlTI'Tl'ltB OK TUB WAl.l. OK TUB AllSCESS.

CAUSINd (IKNKKAI. PKlilTONlTIS AND DKATII, KKV-

ENTVKOl'lt DAYS AKlKlt TlIK AUSCKSS HAD BEOIvN

FUKKI.Y OPKNED, WITH UEMAKKS ON THE OPICUA-

TION.

Bv ERSKINE MASON, >[.D.,

PROPKSSOB OV CLINICAL SUUGKny, USIVHU31TV MKDICAL COLLKGK.
KKW YORK.

On Fclniiary 2(i, 1876, I saw, in consultutioii with Dr.

Daniel ('. l.t<ii\\v, a gintlrnian o2 ytar-s »( ai;e, of vii v

delicatu consliUition, suftViinL,' from an attack <il

piTit.V|)lilitis witlial)sco.<;s. Iliad previously (Jan. I8tli

of tlie same year) seen liim in ennsnltation willi Dr. J.,

while sutTenn<; from an iiitlanied irreOufllile hernia ul

the left siile, which he had had since early childliuud.

The history of liis present dilliculty, as related to me
l)y Dr. I,., was as follows: On tlie 10th of February

he ate heartily of minee pie at a lati> dinner. Soon

after this he was taken sick at the stomach and
vomited, and on the following' day, while at his l)usi

ne.ss, he complained of feeling " very chilly most all

the time." The succcedini? day while returnint; fmrn

Ids office in the afternoon, he was seized with viulc iit

imin ill the ilco-ciscal region. He dcscrdied this i)ain ;..-

being "most intense," and with ditlicnlty he leaclud

liome. Shortly after reaching Ids house he was seen

by Dr. I-., who at once placed him under the inthience

«if morphine, and the pain still being localized, the

suceeediiig evening several leeches were applied, whi( h

afforded relief. Recognizing that in all proUahility

there might lie some dilHiadty about the ca|)Ut coli or

perforation of the appendix, he was kept ijuiet under

the iiitlu-mi' of morphine. His pain never radial(d

over the abdmn 'ii, but was confined to the ileo-ciecal

region; though for several days the abdomen was

V(;ry tymiiauitie. Four days previous to my seeing

him. the b(nvels were moved by warm- water eneinata,

and he had several huge evacuations without pain. At
the time I lii-st saw him his bowels were being moved
without artificial means and without his knowledge.

My visit was made at 1 1 ^ a..m. I found him, on

tile Kith day from the time he was fiist taken sick,

with his knees drawn up, tongue dry and red, jnilse

100 and temperature 102-', skin moist, and for scvral

«lays previi^us had had some sweating, and this morning
had vomited. He had not experienced any chilly

sensation since he took to his bed, th(jugli during my
visit he was seized with a chilly sensation.

Kxamiiiation of tlie abdomen revealc^d the follow-

ing: Upon the right side, e.xtinding from the ilia<:

fossa, was oliserved a distinct tumor, dull on perciis-

sion, iind which could be charly dclined—measuring

in its vertical diameter to Poupart's ligament, 5 inches

— transverse diameter, "> inches. No especial pain

nviT greater portion of the tumor; more localized at

lower portion of tumor at I'oupart's ligament. The
rest of the abdomen was free from ])ain upon pressure,

and its walls very supple. The diagnosis was only

too evident of iloj-ctrcal abscess, with poa,sible per-

foration <if the a[)pendix. I advised immediate oper-

ative interference, but for several reitsons it was

deferred until the following day.
Feb. 27, at 11 i a.m., I saw hnn aguiu. His gen

eral condition was more comfortable, and he expressed

himself as feeling better. Had vomited from the

time of my previous visit till 7 in the evening. This

morning iiad taken considerable mutton broth and

enjoyed" it; pulse 100, temp. 101°. No pain except

over lower portion of the tumor, where abdomen was

examined. The tumor had however increa.sed, spr. iid-

iii" one inch monaowanls the left side, and had also

exTended npward.s. and the umbilicus was now some-

what projected. There had been no movement of the

bowels since yesterday. It was now decided to

operate at once, the patient and his friends fully rec-

ognizing the propriety (d' the same.

'~So strenuously was the p;iliinl opposed to tlu! taking

of an aniestlu tic, that I yii Idid to his desin-, and

operated without it. I'revious to opening the abscess

1 attempted a digital exploration through the reelnm
;

owing, however, to the ineseiice of an inllamed pile,

this ;7ttcmpt caused such pain I was obliged to (lesist.

Benumbing the skin by application of ice, I intro-

duced a No.:! trocar, attaeli'ed to the aspirator, into

the tumor, at a jxiint half ;in inch to the left and two

inches above the anterior superior spinous proC( ss of the

ilium. I'us, but chiefly a fluid like bloody serum,

issued rapidly into the aspirator, and a )iint was in this

way evacuated. I then passed :i curved bistoury along

the side of the trocaras a guide, and enlarged the open-

ing for an inch and a half. This jncision gave rapid

exit to another jiiiit or more of the same purulent

fluid, together with large shreds of a brownish ma-

terial.

The finger introduced through this opening recog-

nized distinctly the caput coli bound down in the

fossa; the linger could readily be swei)t around in the

cavity of this large abscess. No jiortion of intestines

was detected save the caput coli. A tent was now
introduced through the wound, and lower portion of

abdomen covered by a carbolizcd poultice. There

was but little odor to the fluitl evacuated, aii<l we

could not be certain that it was, strictly speaking,

feculent in character. He bore the operation re-

luarkablv well, and said he felt grejitly relieved.

Half an "luiur after the operation, when I lelt him, the

abi-cess was still freely discharging'.

Feb. 28.— Patient very comfortable, had passed a

good night. Ap|)ctitc better than for some days past

;

pulse ilG, temp. 100;°. The poultices had been

changed every two hours. Abscess had discharged

copiously and still running freely. A small dose of

morphine had been taken every four hours, and was

ordered to be continued if circumstances re<iuired it.

March 1.— Patient has done well since my la.st visit.

Pulse 0(>, temp. HIO'-', is free fiom all pain, tongue

moist, appetite good. Abscess still freely discharg-

ing, though the tluid, still chiefly of the same charac-

ter as at (irst, is more shreddy. Ordered (juinine, two

gre., three times a day. Otherwise, same tieatmcnt

(•ontinue<l.

March 10.—General improvement has been steady

since last note. Has taken no morphine for past four

d;iys. F/a.st niyht during a movement of. the bowels,

wliich was natural, his hernia increased in size and

liecame painful, and this has nndered him a little

nervous. Discharge constant and abundant, la.st forty-

1 ight houi-s become mueli more purulent and thicker, is

of a strong feculent odor, several daik masses have

been discharged, evidently fecal matter. A small inius,s

of dark sloughy tissue was found on the poultic this

A.M. This was handed to a gentleman for micro-

sropical examination, but nnfoitnnatily it was iiiis-

Uiil bv him, therefore as to its chaiaeter we an? Uli-

, able to speak definitely. To the eye and feel, howu vcr,

l-J
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it seemed to be a portion of intestine. I suggested

tlie aljscess be daily washed out with warm carbolized

water.

March ^9.—Dr. L. informs me to-day tliat lie lias

daily washed out tlie aljsccss since my last visit. Pa-

tient did well till tlie 25th, when lie liad a slight rigor

and his appetite failed. Has lieen sitting up in bis

chair for two or three days. On the afternoon of the

25th, was seized with pain on left side in the region

of his herniar but after a few hours this passed off.

37th, had a return of this same pain, and the pulse rose

to 103, temp, to 102°. 38th, had a hard chill in the

morning, and sweat all the day and evening, great

less of appetite' with great thirst, very drowsy, no
pain over ai/domen. Discharge for past few days lias

been very little and has liad no feculent odor since I

la.st saw him. Cavity of abscess will not now hold

more than 3 oz. of water; when first washed out it

would liold a pint l)efore there would l.-'C any return of

the fluid. I saw him tliis moruiug, found lie had
passed a very comfortalile night, luid more appetite

for his l)reakfast than for some days. Diuiug the

iiiglit abscess again began to discliarge j)retty freely

thick yellow pus, free from feculent odor; pulse

had fallen to 90, temp. 101 J°. I introduced a drain-

age tube, which passed in towards the left side, aliout

4i inches. The induration of tlie lower jortion of

tlie abdomen which liad always been present, had
softened considerably on the right side, while in

the median line and towards the left it was still well

marked.
May y.—I was requested to-day by Dr. D. L. Smith,

who during the temporary absence of Dr. Logue from
the city was taking charge of the case, to see the

patient witli him. Ever since my last visit he liad

been slowly gaining in strength, the discharge from
tlie abscess was very slight and thin in character.

Was sitting uj) for a short time each day, and two
weeks ago changed his residence, which necessitated

his riding a distance of about three miles, which he

bore witliout any unpleasant circumstances, and so

conifortaljle was his condition that he contemplated
going into the country, a distance of several hundred
miles, in a few days. The following is the statement

made nie by Dr. Smith, when he called on me to-day.

May 7th, he complained of some pain in his riglit side,

and on the 8tli the pain had increased, and there was
some tympanites ; it also gave him considerable pain
while washing out the abscess, so the doctor desisted

from using the water as fieely as usual.

At 1 P.M. on the 8th he had a hard chill, and
another between 6 and 7 in the evening. At 9i p.m.

his pulse was 142, respiration oO, temp. lOS^". Mad
lieeu vomiting all the afternoon

;
abdomen tympanitic

and painful upon examin;ition. Was placed at once
under mor()hine and quinine. Passed a restless night,

and on the morning of the 9th, between 7 and 8

o'clock, he had another chill. Discharge from the

abscess jirofuse, serous in character and strongly feou-

hnt in odor. Wind was also escaping from the o[)en-

iiig, which was now very small. Stomach very irrita-

Itle, nausea and vomiting being pretty constant. At
13 M. pulse 130; resp. 38; temp. 103i°; complains of

great weakness.

I saw him aliout 2 p.m., and found his condition

just as al>ove stated. He complained of no pain, upon
examination of the abdoinen, which was very tym-
panitic, and tlie opening of the aliscess was very livid

and emitted a very offensive odor. Our patient was
very evidently fast sinking, and as I supposed from t)ie

giving way of the walls of the aljscess, a new per-

1 )ratiou, or both, resulting in a general peritonitis.

He sank and died May lltli, at 4 p.m., retaining con-
sciousness till a half hour before his death.

Death occurred ninety-one days from the time he
was tii'st taken sick, and seventy-four from the open-
ing of the aliscess.

The following morning, under the greatest difficul-

ties, we were euabied to make a partial autojisy.

Upon opening the cavity of tlie peritoneum air freely

escaped. The omentum was bound down over the
small intestines by recent adhesions, and greatly dis-

colored, almost as black as charcoal. Peritonitis was
general, and the cavity contained serum with Hakes of
lymph and f;ecal matter. The wall of the abscess was
half an inch iu thickness, surrounding and binding
down thecaput coli and theappendix : it also extended
across the median line two inches below the umliilicus.

Its cavity containing faecal matter, would now not hold
more than two and one-third ounces of fluid. It had
broken into the cavity of the peritoneum on its pos-
terior border, a little to the left. The caput coli, with
the appendix, were so bound down, that It would have

I required more time to have removed it intact, than
I was given to us to make the examination ; I am there-

fore unable to state exactly at what point the perfora-
tion in the intestine took place ; liut it was near tiie

junction of the appendix and caput coli.

Jiemnrks.—There are several features in thi.s case
which are to me of striking interest, and some of
which I do not recall having seen mentioned in cases
that have heretofore been puljlished. If my memory
serves me right, there are few, if any, cases in which an
operation has been performed, where it was defeired
to so late a day, viz., the seventeenth from the dale
of the attack. When the presence of a tumor could
first have been detected in this case, I am unable to
state

; the doctor's attention was called to it. it is true,

a day or two before I saw the case, and I believe he
regarded it as sudden in its manifestation. Be that as
it may, it had increased very ra])idly.

The size of the tumor certainly was unusually
large, and the amount of fluid at once discharged,
exceedingly so. 1 have no recollection of reading of
a case where such a quantity of fluid was at once dis-

charged, and where the discharge, profuse at times,

kept up almost constantly, with but slight interrup-
tions for so long a period, viz., seventy-four days.
The discharge from these abscesses, I believe, has al-

ways been decidedly purulent from the time of open-
ing, and, in many cases, decidedly feculent in character.
Such was not the case, however, in this instance; the
discharge, at first, and during various intervals, being
thin, watery and resembling bloody serum, tlunigh al-

ways, it is true, containing pus. It never became
what could be called properly feculent in odor until
several days had elapsed, when feculent material also
issued from the opening.

AVith all this accumulation in the abscess, there was,
and had lieen, up to the time of my first visit, not that
amount of constitutional disturliance which one might
expect to see in such a case. The sicond day aftei'hc
was first seized, it is true, while at his [ilace of" business,
he complained of feeling chilly all day. But from
that time till my visit he never complained of any
such sensation.

As to the mode of death:—When it occurs from
perforation of the appendix, I think it will be found
to take ])lace on or before the sixth day in the majori-
ty of cases, and where abscess occurs, as a result of "per-

foration or perityphlitis, and rupture into the perito-
neal sac, causing death, they do so also at a comi>ara-
lively early date. No case have I seen recorded where
after so long an interval has elajised from the time the
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iliscoss Wiis opened, anil wlicro its cavity was diniin-

isliing in size, and it seemed i)i'i>l>alile it would soon
elose, lias it heeu known to Imve given way, cansin;4

-ipei'dy death.

If in any ease we could suppose that such an acci-

dent would l)e prevented, l)y an external opening;, we
certainly would have thought that this case would he

spared such a catastrophe. Mad the opinin<f been too

small to allow the ready exit of matter, this perhajis

mi<.;ht have tieen a cause of the result, hut such was
not the casi'. It admitted readily the escape of ])us,

and was freely injected eveiy day.

On the part of some it mii;ht he nrpted that had a

freer openini; lieen made in an ahsccss the size of this,

and then had it been dressed from the bottom with
oakum or lint, as was done in some of the earlier cases

operated on, the cavity would have been closed sooner
and this a<'cident of ru[)turc of the sac would not have
occurred.

I am not ipiite willing to view the case in this light

;

for the original incision, an inch and a half, certainly

appeared large enough at the time of the operation to

give ready vent to itji contents, and the steady yet

gradual contraction of its size certainly did not, it

strikes me, call for any further interference on the

part of the surgeons. Again, from cases that have been
reported since Dr. Parker first drew the attention of the

jirofession to this operation, it would seem that the

larg." incision liist made was not necessarily indicat-

ed, an opening that admits the free escape of pus bring
all-suthcient. As to the method of performing this

oi)eration, I would give preference in the majority of
cases to the use u( the .aspirator first. This indicates

at once the presence of pus, and if pus is not detected
the least injury has been done; then the trocar af-

fords a 8af<^ guide for the incision by the bistoury. The
cause of the fatal termination of this case was of
course i)crforati(m of the walls of the abscess, and es-

cape of its contents into the peritoneal cavity, and
ireneral |)eritonitis ensuing. With such thick walls
(they being a half inch or more in thickness), and at

so late a stage of the operation, one would scarcely

imagine they wouhl he liable to give way. My theory
in reference to this accident in my case is this: the

opening of the intestine into the abscess had not yet

been closed, and some foreign body passing from the

intestine had lodged in some recess in the walls of the

abscess, the daily injections which the ahscess received

were not successful in removing the .same ; and it, act-

ing as a foreign body, excited irritation and ulcerative

action, which resulted in a i)erforation into the perito-

neal cavity, in pricisely th • same manner as we, unfor-

tunately, fre(iui'ntly tinda foreign material or hardened
f.ecal matter act in the appendix. If this idea is cor-

rect, it only proves, though it was unsuccessful in this

instance, the necessity in the after-treatment of these

cases, to resort after th:.' lirst, few days to a careful ir

rigation of the absccs-s. Its use certainly is bencticial

in many ways, as we can not only keep the patient

more cleanly, but we can diminish any disagreeable
odor the discharge may possess, and by such clcanli-

ues.s. we in this, as in oth'T s\irgical operations, lessen

the risks of septic infection. Though the attention of
the profes,sion, within the past few y<'ars, has been
forcibly calh'd to the subjict of perityphlitic abscess.

!\t least in this city, from the very striking and favor-

able results which have followe<l upon operative intei-

ferenee, still there is nnich for us yet to learn in

<onneetion with these cases; and until this operation
has been thoroughly |>opnlarize(l, and the great bmetit
that is likely to accrue from opi-rative interference

more fully comprehended, I think it becomes the duty

of those who have to deal with these ca.ses, to give
publicity to their cases, whether they are fatal or success-

ful. These absces.ses, it is true, have opened of them-
selves, both externally and into the liladder and iutes-

tijie. and the patient recovered. Hut it would not be
safe practice to wait, hoping for such a result to hap-
pen in every case. I have, within a eonip.uatively
sliort period, met with two cases where the abscess has
discharged itself into the bowelsand the patients have
recovered. One case was a boy about 14 years of age,

who had been sufl'ering from .symptoms of Uxalized
peritonitis in the right iliac fossa for several days, and
where no tumor was detected. One night he had a
rather free discharge of pus and blood from the bowel,
and his symptoms rapidly abated. The other case was
that of a gentleman about ;!7 years of age, in whom at

my iirst visit one evening, a tumor was readily de-
tected, but feeling easier at the lime of my visit, an
operation was postponed for suitable reasons; that

night he had a co))ious discharge of pus from the
bowel, and recovered. I have al.so met with two cases,

\vhi?re, following the usual symptoms which are .'up-

posed to indicate ])erforation of the appcndi.x, or a
localized jjcritonitis in the light iliac fossa from some
other cause, small hard tumors were readily detected,
yet under poultices and counter-irritation the symp-
toms gradually subsided and the ])atients reeover(d.
Oiu: was in the person of a medical friend, whose case

I M'.itched with great solicitude for several weeks
;

the other, in a lady of middle age. I know similar
cases have been met with, and the question to be
solved, and one of great difUculty in these cases, is

this: Do these tumors, just described, result from a
collection of ])us, or are they the result of some other
intlammatory product ? It is not within the scope of
these remarks to discuss this point at presnit, hut from
their diminishing in .size and eventually disappearing
under treatment, I believe them due to jihistie effusii n
alone; the result of a perityphlitis, jjroljably without
perforation. AV'hen abscess has already fonned, it has
at times been with great diliieully det(ct(d. owing to

tile great sensitiveness of the abdominal walls ])re-

V( tiling a thorough examination, or to tin ir d;slenticn
fiom tympanites. One other cause which might mis-
lead, is the c.*ccum becoming gradually distended with
fa'ces. I have never seen this spoken of as a source ( f

error in i)apers upon this sul>j< ct, though I have met
with it in practice in a c.ise dying of jjeiforation and
general iieritonitis on the sixth day. Here I thought
there was an ab.scess forming, both from the si use of
touch conveyed through the abdominal walls, as well
as there being circiimscribid duliie.ss on iicrcussion.

When we are enabled to make it, rectal exploration
will often throw great light upon the case, if not en-
tirely clear up the <liagno.sis.

Though these remarks have been ixtended far be-
yond my original limit, I cannot close them without
an allusion to the literature of the operation for the re-

lief of these ca.ses, and which has saved so many fioni

an untimely end.
In my own mind there is not a question as to whom

we are indebted for bringing this ojjeration fi>i(il)ly

to our notice and popularizing the same, and il was he
also, as far as W(; Mxc been able to ascertain after
soii\e research ujion the subject, who first did the
operation.

The first published account of this operation that
v.c have been able to find, is a case relati d by Mr.
Hancock to the Medical Society of London, in IJSIS,

he at that t'uiu- being its President. The operation
was done April ITth, 1848. and nn account of the
same is published in the London 3falical Oazftte for
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1848, pngo 547. At the meeting in which this case '

w.is recited, considerable discussion, it seems, was called
i

foi-tii fi'om the members on this siiijject. The opera-
j

tion, it would seem, did not meet the favora1)le adop-
,

tion in England that it was entitled to, thimgh the
I

operation was successful, as we find no illusion to it i

l)y other English surgeons. Nor did tlie announce-
!

ment of this case meet with a more favoraljle reoep- i

tion by surgeons in this country, tliougli the case was
republished iu the January numljer of tlie American

)

J'lanml of the Medical Sciences for 1849, page 193.
j

Dr. George Lewis, also of this city, in tlie New Yoi'k

Msdicol Jimriml for 18-56, iu his elabor.ite paper on
•' Aljscess and other Diseases consequent upon Lodg-

,

montof foreignBodies in the Appendi.\ Verniiforhiis,"

when alluding to Mr. Hancocli's case in detail, advo- '

cates this operation. In spite of all tliis publicity

given to the operation, and iu the face of the fact,

that the hirge majority of these cases if left to tliem-

selves, perislied, it apparently was lost sight of.

It was not till 1807, when Dr. Willard Parker pub-
lished his paper on tliis operation, in the JIioDfCAL

Uecohl) for JIarch 1, 1807, giving tlie history of four

successful cases, that the operatiim was at once re-

ceived by the profession, and became established

among the very successful operations in surgery. His

first operation was upon the [)erson of a medical man
in 181:3, tlius antedating the operations of all others as

far as we are aware of. If he was not the first io pub-
lish ii detailed account of the operation, the credit

certainly belongs to him of forcibly instructing the

profession on this subject, and popularizing the opera-

tion. It would seem then that we in our Clintennial

year, could claim this operation as one of the advances
made iu th- field of American surgery.

ir; \V. 4-ltli St., Miiy 34, IsTG.

ANIMAL HEAT AND ITS REDUCTION
BY THE USE OF GELSEMIUM.

By G. H. QRAY, M.D.,

WEST MEniDEN, CONN.

The cause of animal heat has long been a vexed
question, and to my mind is by no means settled even
now, despite the researches of modern investigators.

In the arts and sciences, we find ourselves constantly
going backward, and accepting, as most advanced,
theories which have been discarded once or many
times in the world's history. Of all attempts to ex-

plain animal heat, perhaps the oldest is to day the
most correct.

Prior to the middle of the eighteenth century, tlie

most approved doctrine was tliat of friction, or the
action of "vital force," the latter term—itself unex-
plained—being used to account for all [jrocesses

dependent upon some occult power at work in the
animal economy.

Lavoisier origin.ated the combustion theory, and has
still many followers. lie called the lungs a stove,

and thought that oxygen combines directly with lung
tissue. Bernard moved the stove to the tissues, as he
discovered them to be warmer than the blood which
came from them. Liebig called the blood the stove,

and food tlie fuel. Berthollet, contemporary with
Lavoisier, originated the theory that bodily "heat is

due to molecular as well as chemical changes, but he
confined it to tlie process of hydration, and m.ide only
ingesta take an active jjart in it, instead of extending

the activity to the ultimate structure of the body
ii;sclf.

Marshall says:— "Respiration is therefore the func-

tional source of animal heat, an important use of this

function in the economy being to produce such heat."

Unfortunately for this theory, the blood is cooler

when it leaves the lungs than when it entered them,
by one-third of a degree or more, although oxygen
has been taken uj) and carbonic acid given off.

Dutrochet, indeed, quite overthrew the combustion
theory, by his discovery that the vital heat of vege-

tables is greatest when oxygen is being exhaled, the

opposite process being absolutely essential to com-
Ijustion.

Dalt(ni, after discussing the older theories and
showing their unsoundness, gives us one quite as un-

satisfactorj-, namely, that it " depends upon changes

of a chemical nature, and is so far to be regarded as a

chemical phenomenon." Marshall and Dalton sum up
the subject of animal lieat iu very much the same
manner, the former remarking:—"In the animal
kingdom, considered generally, we observe that a

high temperature of the body increases tin; activity of

the various functions." and the latter saying:—"An
elevation of temperature is accompanied by an in-

creased activity of all the nutritive processes."

For my own part, I would trausposj tlies two assi-r-

tions, formulating the princijilo thus: an increase oi

diminution of the activity of the vital functions, is

accompanied by a corresponding rise or fall of the

temperature of the Ixidy ; and tliere we have what
seems to me a full and rational theory of animal

heat.

The countless myriads of minute cells of which oiu'

bodies are made up, are constantly changing; change
means motion, and motion means heat. Mj'. Newport
found that upon the interior of a hive full of quiet

bees, the mercury of the thermometer stood at 48.5".

but when the community became excited by his rap-

ping upon the hive, the temjierature, as shown by the

same thermometer, rose to 102°. Instances are too

common of the correlation of motii}n and heat to

require any proof; every child is familiar with them
;

so I will spend no time upon that point, except to call

attention to the same argument used by the champions
of combustion; e. g. Why should not a simple pro-

cess like this be attended by the same results inside

the body as outside it ?

Of the very many facts and arguments which niigiit

be urged in defence of this view of the suliject, 1

select only a few of the simplest and nio.st common.
Berthollet's theory is criticised because it does not

explain the higher temperature of animals which con-

sume largo quantities of carlion and hydrogen in their

food, but it will hardly l)e disputed that all through
the animal kingdom, tlie activity of the animal and
the temperature of the body hold a definite unvarying
relation to each other, from tlie lazy toad with his

temperature of 51.6", to the swallow whose' rapiil

\
movements the eye can scarcely follow, and which

[thrives upon a tempiaature of 111.25°. Tlie more
active the animal, the higher his normal temperature:

! this theorem of course referring to species, and not to

be confined to individuals where there may be excep-
tions.

AVe are familiar with the fact that exercise increases

the temperature of a part or the whole of the l)ody.

The stage-driver transforms motion into warmth by
striking his hands against cacli other, which is Inn

a liomely and practical illustration of Ilelmholtz's

theory of solar heat. We stamp our feet when they

are chillcil, and we know that the coldest bodies

—
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evfii ice —rubbed together show ;iii ;ii)|prcci;il)le risa of
|

tcinpcnitiii-e.
1

111 the same manner as exercise of the nuiseles

w:iiins the parts of the body thus moved, the tcmpern-
|

luri: of the brain is inereasi-d by thou<;lit or menial
activity, and tin- Idood itself varies in temperature in

different parts of the system : as Clanile Hrmard found
in llie livin;^ do.LT. the blood of the abdominal aorta

varied from 'JO.ri" to IdoC" ; of the portal vein from
KKI" to 10(>°; and of the hepatic vein from 1(11° to

Kll'i.s". And when we come to examine the results of

Hernard's experiments, as given above, we find just

what we might reasonably expect. The aorta receives

the blood directly from the heart, is a very large

vessel, and probably hardly one blood globule in a
!

million comes directly in contact with the tunira

iiiliina, hence a com|)arativeIy low temperature: but
the blood of the portal vein has first been forced
tlirough capillaries, where every globsle has rubbed
against tlie lining coat of the vessel, and has come
into somrwliat violent contact with its fellows, the

conse(|Uenc; being an increased heat, and before it
{

lias had time to recover from the effect of passing
through the capillaries of the intestines, it is again
pro|itlled througli a still finer network in the liver,

fnuu whi<h it iinerges by the hepatic veins, warmer
than anywhere else in the liody. Tlius we find every-

where, activity and forcible C(mtact increasing tern-
(

perature, which takes us back to the seventeenth
century, when physiologists explained animal heat by i

•• friction and vital force."

Tlius far we have been studying the normal heat of
the living body, that of man being estimated at about
10l)''Farenlieit ; though a variati(m of 30"^ l)elow and
I:!' above habitual temperature being compatible
with a continuance of vital functions, wliile outside
those limits vitality ceases and deatli ensues.

The existence of a definite amount of heat in the

human body once granted, it is a self-evident proposi-
tion that, in such a delicate and complex structure,

any deviation from the absolutely correct and physio-

logically proper mode of living, will be followed by a

corresponding deviation from thenornuil condition of
the various organs which make up the body, ami con-
sei|uently also ifl the products ami influence of these

organs.

We have seen how animal heat may be- produced

;

the con.stant changes that are going on in tlie system
being regulated and proportioned to each other so

I'.iref ully, that the balance is perfect ; and while such is

the case we enjoy health or ease. But the i)hysician

has to do with diseivse, and in this state, whatever its

cause, pre-eminent among symptoms stand variations

from tlie normal temperature.

We are all familiar with a group of symptoms con-
sisting of rigors, followed by increased heat of skin,

ipiick pulse, languor, and lassitude, and to such, from
ancient and honorable custom, we apply the term fe-

ver. For our present purpose it is sntlicient to define

this term ivs iiliiinrinnl Ifntoj'thi' hndij.

Dunglison gives nearly two hundred varieties of fe-

ver, dividing them into two great chusses: idiopathic
or essential, and symptomatic. Almost every one who
has written upon the snliject lias atteni])ted to give a

more comprehensive definition of the word than tlio-e

who have preceded him, and the criticism of my ilefi-

nition would di'ubtless be, that it deals with but one
of the group of phenomena which make up the c<jn-

dition thus designated.

Hut I believe all fevers—so-called—to l)e one and
\

llie sjinie thing, save in their complications. To l>e
[

sure, there is apparently u wide difference betwieu '

variola with its pustular eruption, searlaliua with ils

sore throat, phrenitis with its delirium, iutermiltr nt

with its three distinctive stages, and typhoid with
its regular thermometric variations and intestinal com-
plication. But the thermometer shows one condi-

tion common to all—an increase of temperaluic—and
thLs seems to be the essential reojuisite for the name
fever.

There is evidently some cause, ever ready to act,

liable to a.ssert it.self in the most varied diseases, which
produces this heat. That it is to some extent inde-

pendent of the disease it accompanies, is shown by
the fact that it rises and falls, with great regularity

sometimes, as in typhoid fever, and in other disea.ses

without any apparent system, and again may remain
alfected but little during \\\v. whole course of a malady.
We can readily see how it may bo roitueeUil, accident-

ally, as a cause, or as a result, with local irritation in

any or every organ of the body, and so produce the

multiform varieties which have in common the surname
fever. But wliat prwhins an increase of heat t Un-
doubtedly irritation; this, according to Broussais,

meaning " the condition of an organ, the excitation

of which is carried to so high a degree, that the equi-

librium resulting from the balance of all the functions

is broken," or more siin])ly, '• excess of vital action."

The results of irritation may be as diverse as are the

morbid influences .and their manner of a|iplication.

In tyi)lioid fever we have a s|)ccific poison which acts

as an irritant locally, to a great degree, though having
a secondary general effect. This general hyiieractivity

can be reduced by the drug about to be mentioi cd,

liutit is likely to recur unless tlie cause of the local

trouble is eradicated.

Incise the skin of a living being, and the incision

is followed by increased molecular activity, resulting

in increased heat, redness, swelling, pain, itc, which
group of phenomena we denominate inllammation.

This is from local irritation.

Again, some poison or irritant finds its way into the

blood, and through the i>lood into the general system.

.\n increase of molecular activity results all through
the system, resulting in increase of heat, pain, red-

ness and swelling—that is, the headache, flushing and
eruption—and that group of phenomena we call fever.

Dr. Lionel Beale, in his l.iimleian lectures last year,

in speaking on Life and Vital .\ction, says. '• Feveris
simply a general inllammation." and by an entirely

different route we have arrived at the same statement.

To Sinn up then

:

First. Animal heat is due largely, if not altogether,

to vital activity, or the changes which are constantly

being wrought in every part of the body.

Second. Fever is the perversion of a normal process
or the hyperactivity of vital functions, and is due to

local or general irritation.

Abnormal lie.at of the body has come to be regarded
as somewhat independent of the diseases with which
it is a.ssociated ; for, in the fevers marked by a very high
temperature, this single symptom receives more atten-

ticm than any other: and lh.it with the view of simply
modifying tlie heat, not with any expectation of reach-

ing the seat of the disea.se. Thus, the affusion and
the wet pack in scirlatiiia. and the various expe-

ilienls for overcoming the opposite condition in the
eiild stage of cholera and diphtheria, are directed to-

ward bringing back a healthful temperature.

The poison of intermittent fever is eradicated by
ipiinia, that of variola and some other zymotic dis-

eases by the hyposulphites, syphilis by mercury and
pr>tas.sium: that is, these drugs exert an infliu nee over

the local or general irritating cause, but not U)>on the
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secondary general excitement ; this has to be met by
what we term antipyretics.

If my tlieory be correct, this chiss of medicines act

by restraining molecular activity, either directly

through tlie blood, or indirectly by acting first upon
the nervous centres.

If we liad a single drug, upon which we could rely,

to search out from all its accessories tlie active cause

of al)normal heat, and put a stop to its action, we
sliould tliink ourselves fortunate, and we would in-

deed possess an invalualile weapon of warfare against

disease. That we have at our commaud such a drug
in gelsemium. I fully believe, and after using it in

every possiljle case for more than a year past, I am sat-

isfied of its power to control tlie temperature of the

body, without being either dangerous or hurtful in

any way, if \ised intelligently and carefully. I luiVe

given it in tlie severe fevers incident to teetliing in

very young children, in surgical fevers, typiioid, scar-

latina, pleurisy ; in fact, in every case whicli has come
under my observation for sometime past, where tliere

has been a rise of temperature aljove tliat of health;

and in not a .single case has it disappointed my expec-

tations of reducing heat and promoting comfort; and as

I give it in very minute doses. I liave never seen any
of tlie repoited ill effects upon tlie heart or nerves.

Gelsemium is prepared fi-om tlie root of the G. Sem-
ptfrvirenx or Yellow Jessamine, a beautiful climl>ing

plant indigenous in our Southern States. Our Dispensa-

tory has liut a very Ijrief and unsatisfactory account of

it, and tliat little taken from the Eclectic Dispen.satory.

The virtues of the root were discovered Ijy accident

:

a planter of Mississippi, wliile suffering from an attack

of bilious fever, sent a servant to gatlier a particular

root, and directed him to make an infusion of it. Tlie

servant by mistake gathered tlie root of tlie wild Jes-

samine or woi)dl)ino, prepared tlie infusion, and ]n'e-

S3uted it to tlu master. The effect was most alarming,

and the friends gathered around expecting every

breath would be his last ; but to tlieir surprise, as well

as liis own. lii recovered, and not only that, I:iut dis-

covered that every vestige of fever had disappeared.

Thus In'ought to light, tlie plant was used secretly

for a longtime, was a few years ago admitted to tlie

Dispensatory of the Eclectics, aud has now a place on
thi secondary list of our Pharmacopoeia.

;

There have been several articles written about it

within a year or two, both here and in Europe, most
of them denouncing it as uncertain and dangerous in

its action ; and several physicians with whom I have
talked about it speak in a like disparaging manner,
asserting that it disorders vision, prostrates the nerv-

ous system lieyond the possibility of reaction, and can
naver ba relied upon to effect just the oliject desired.

It has, like most everything else, had its devotees,

who have claiuied for it all possible virtues and
powers. Carried to its fullest effects, it seems to re-

lax the muscular system, with the exception of the

uterus, which it acts upon like ergot, only more mild-

ly ; it has a peculiar and constant effect upon the third

nerve, aud as a febrifuge is unrivalled.

The latter is the only action of which I have made
a special study ; and, as I said before, I have never
been disipijointed in it as an agent for reducing tciu

peraturo. A few cases will illustrate.

I was called to see a child one evening who had
baen listless, constipated, without appetite, com])hiin-

ing of headache and thirst for nearly a week. AVas

in bad, with a coated tongue, very hof, dry, and ronL;h

skin, flushed face, pulse 147, respiration over 40, and
tern lerature 104.6°. 1 prepared a mixture consisting

of ten drops tinct. gelsem.; ten grains potass, bromid.
;

and water half a small tumblerful, directing the mother
to give a teaspoon ful every hour, and afterward every

two hours, until the fever began to subside, headache
was relieved, and free jierspiration had appeared. This

was about eight o'clock in the evening. I called the

next morning at nine o'clock—thirteen hours after

—

and found the child playing out of doors. The bowel.-^

were constipated for four days, but with this excc])tiou

there was not a sign left of any disturbance ; and even
the bowel trouble, which I then attributed to the gel-

semium, I concluded fr(mi subsequent observations

was due to some other cause.

A severe case of typhoid fever, which occurred in my
practice last summer, was treated with the same drug
whenever there was a high tein])erature, with the efl'ect

of entirely breaking up the regularity of tlie morniiin'

and evening variations, and all through the third week
of the disease keeping the heat below 101''.

A case where Dr. Francis Bac(m operated for stric

ture, doing the jierineal section, on the third day rigors

set in, followed by the usual surgical fever, the ])ulse

running up to 14^, and temperature to 104'-' and a frac-

tion. About seven o'clock in the evening he began
taking the gelsemium. and when I called at nine the

next morning, pulse aud tem|jerature were nearly ncu-

mal, the latter not reaching 100'=. I have now on hand
a case of pleuro-|>ueunioiiia, in wliich between five

o'clock in the evening and nine the next morning, the

thermometer showed a reduction of the heat from
104.3" to 101.5°, due to the use of the same drug.

But perhaps the most rtniaikable case of late was
one of scarlatina, which Dr. Clatlin, of Mcriden, saw
with me. Between five o'clock in tlie evening, \j'lien

I first saw the case, and nine the next day, when Dr.

Catlin saw it witli me, the temperature was reduced
from 103° to 90.2"

; and during the whole di.sease,

wliich lasted acutely only six day.s, the temperature

never rose above 102", except for a half day, when tlu'

gelsemium was stoijpcd !)y mistake ; then it rose to

103", but was at once ix-duced to 101.8" ))y resuming
the medicine. My usual ])rescription for a child less

than five years old is :

5 Tinct. gelsemium gtt.xx.

Potsssii bromidi .*.... 3i.

AquiB 3 iv.— M.

Teaspoonful every hour until fever begins to abate

;

then every two hours, until free perspiration is pro-

duced.
For children from five to fourteen or fifteen.-I give

in four ounces of water half a fluid drachm of the gel-

semium and thirty grains of the bioniide. For adults, a

fluid drachm of the tincture, and a drachm of the bro-

mide, to four ounces water, with the same directions

for taking.

It will be seen that the dose for a child is only

about t of a drop, and the adult dose not two drops

;

and I think, as the full effects are obtained by these

sin all, frequent doses, the complaints <hat are made
against the drug arise from too large doso.s. At all

events, the effects above related are sufficient to claim
for gelsemium the attention of all who wish to avail

themselves of the best means of combating fever ; and,

if every one has as good success with it as I have
had, there will be but little fault found with it.

Lest some of the cliamiiions of bromide of potas-

sium should say the aliove effects were due to tliat,

instead of the gelsemium, I will state that for some
time I used die latter alone, with quite the same effect

upon the temperature, and combined the two for the

quieting effect of tlie s.ilt, gelsemium not ])roducing

very marked results of that sort in such minute doses.
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]3ro{|ress of iilctiical Scifiicf.

AsoiNA Ldix)vici.— Mr. A. Doig reports spvcriil

ciisis Hinoiifrst the soliliiis ((iiartored in tlic Soutli

I'luni), AUU'rsliolt. cluriii^ tile wintorof 1874-75. Tlicv

nil prtsiuttd till- same .-ivmiitoins as tlie cases repdili d

some time ago 1>\' Dr. Murcliison (Hkcoui), Fel). •^(i,

187t!), Imt siippurittion oecuired in (luitc a numlni-.

and tlie foUowinit ease ended fatally. The patient

was 22 yeai-s old, and when lirst seen presented the

usual symptoms. The submaxillary, sulilingual and
parotid Rlands were swolli'U and very hard. Tlie

swcUinj,' inereased. and never lost its hard character:

the skin liecanie (edematous, and the lireathing was
very ditheult. Incisions were ninde under the tongue

and externally, hut no nnittor escaped, and on the

fourth day death ensued. Forty-three honis after

death an examination was made, and a large swelling

occupied the neck, chiefly (m the left side, hut ex-

tending somewhat to the right and down about mid-

way between the lower jaw and clavicle. On remov-

ing the skin over the swelling, the tissues were found

in a gangrenous state, being tilled with a browni.sh-

oolored, very fetid, semilluid matter. .\11 the tissues,

including glands and nuiseles, were involved. The
l)ortion of tlie lower jaw in contact with the disea.sed

glands was denuded of periosteum. The larynx was
surrounded by the morbid mass, but the tissues pos-

terior to the i>harynx were not involved. The mu-
cous membrane of the fauces, that covering the epi-

glottis, and the whole of the larynx were in an (r(\e-

iiiatons state. The lungs were deeply congested and

contain<-d hemorrhagic infarctions, and the lung

tis.sue around contained numerous small deposits of

tubercle. Both right and left cavities of the heart

were tilled with clots jiartly decolorized. The other

organs were found to be in a normal condition.

—

The BritUh Mediail Juiirnul, April 15, 1S7IJ.

' TuK.VTMENT OF Tktanis.—Dr. Leonard Cane re-

ports the case of a man. 28 years of age, who had
injured the great toe of his right foot by letting a

heavy weight fall upon it. No really unfavorable

effects occurred till three weeks after, when he was
s.-en by Dr. V. lie then complained of severe pains

in his' right toe, followed by cramps in the foot and

:inkle, with convulsive twitchings of the leg. The
r -spiration at the sjime time was affected, and almost

stopped during the paroxysms. Twenty grains of

chloral were administered, and in two hours a similar

amount given, whi«i the patient Itecame iiuieter and

at last fell a.sleep. During sleep tliuie were some

slight twitchings. The following day there were

.still pain and cramp, and the chloral was given every

four hours during the day, and by evening the spas-

modic niovement.s were very slight, and occurred at

long intervals. The next day the cramp had nearly

disappeared. Bromide of potassium ten grains, in

combiintion with compound tinctme of gentian one

drachm at a dose, was given three times daily, and

covery wa'* soon complete. Mr. G. W. Callender

speaks highly of nerve-stretching in tetanus. Keceiitly

Verncuil, in a severe ciLse of crushing of the hand,

causing tetanus, expose-d the median nerve at the

elbow and the ulnar ut the wrist, and used traction

upon them. The recovery wius complete. Mr. C. says

the operation is not severe, and after the nerve is

freed from its surroundings it is stretched with an

oidinary vulsellum. The generally unsatisfactory re-

sults of'tlie present treatment of traumatic tetanus, in

Ills opinion, fully justifies the performance of the

operation.— 2'/«' JmiicH, April 15 and 22, lliTG.

KxcKKTioN OK Bf.iB UiiiNK.—M. Hamouftdo re-

purtnl to the SvciHi Aiuitomiqiie, on .lanuaiy 14, a

ease of gangrene of the inouth with interstitial ne-

phritis, in which the urine had conlaimd iiidican

during the entire e<mrse of the disease, The iiulopsy

showed ciunmencing interstitial nephritis; the tissues

of the kidney were lilanehed; the vessels, ispcially

the veins, were sunounded by newly-formed connec-

tive tissue, and there were some ecchymo.ses. The
spleen was the seat of multiple infarctions.

M. Robin called attention to the fact that the blue

matter was not the same in all cases of blue urine.

Neither M. Gubler nor himself had ever found the

urine to contain indigo. Indican should not be con-

founded with indigo; it is produced by llii' action of

oxidizing agents that destroy indigo. Ife referred to

a case, formerly reported by him, in which the blue

color of the urine was due to the presence of cyan-

urine. This cyanurine is a substance intenneiliate

lirtwccn iiiea and uric acid.

—

Le Progrh Midioilr,

.\pril 22, 187ti.

.VLBCrMIXrRI.\ rUODfCKD IN Cini.DUES nTTIlF.TlNC-

ri HE OF Iodine.—At a meeting of the Sm-ii'te ^fitli-

•'i/f de» Jfiipi/inij; on April 28th, M. .Jules Simon

stated that he had been treating tinea favosa in chil

dren by ])ainling with a mixture of ecjual |)arts of

tincture of iodine and glycerine. On Ai)ril 4tli, he

applied this mixture to a little girl, without previous

washing or epilation. It was noticed soon after that

the child presented peculiar symptoms, and that the

face had assumed a reddish purple color; and on ex-

amining the urine, the presence of both iodine and

albumen was discovered. The urine of eleven chil-

dren treated in the same way was examined, and in

all found to contain iodine, and, in four out of the

eleven, albumen. The albumen disappeared when
the iodine treatment was stopped, and re;i|)i)eared

when it was recommenced. In two rases iodisni was
produced. The favus was cured about as readily as

by other methods of treatment. The iodine was only

aiiplied to cases of pure favus without eczema or

impetigo.

,M. Dumontpallicr said that he often treated diabetes

by large doses of iodine tincture internally, and that

he had never found albumen in the urine in those

cases.

M. Jules Simon said that there was question here of

children, and not of adults. lie had found iodine

but not allnimen in the urine when iodide of potas-

sium was being taken.

M. Archamliault said that albumen is often present

in the urine of young scrofulous and rachitic chil-

dn n, and asked" if it were certain that the iodinr:

produced the albuininuria in the above ca.ses. M.

I-:imI>ert stated that tincture of iodine in doses of

four to twenty drops is given in some ca.sesof chronic

allMiminuria, and that it reduces the amount of albu-

111. 11.

—

Lii Fnimr Malinili; May :Jd.

.Vdministkation ok Samcymc Acin.— In view of

the many theraiieutic; uses of ssilicylic acid, it has

become important to find a menstruum that will dis-

solve it in sullieient quantity. Tin- ordinary solution

in some alcoholic vehicle contains so much alcohol,

that it cannot be given to children or to women;
while, on the other haml. the caustic character of the

acid [ircveuts its administration in suspension in a
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nuicilaginous fluid, M. Cassan, of Paris, belic-es

that he has found the desh-cd solvent in citrate of

ammonia. "While tliirty grains of salicylic acid re-

ijuire an ounce to an ounce and a half of rum or cognac
alone to disxolve tlieni. if fifteen grains of citrate

of ammonia be added to the acid, only two drachms
of the spirit will be required to make the solution.

The citrate of ammonia gives no unpleasant taste to

tlie fluid. Tlie following formulae may be eni]Aoyed :

TT. Acidi salicylic!, 3 i. ; amnion, citrat., 3 ss. ;
spirit.

vini Gallici, ; i. ; aquic destil., 3 v. Or, for a single

potion. ly'. Acidi salicy).. grs. xv. ; amnion, citrat., 3 ss.;

syrupi simp., ? i. ; aqusc destil., 3 iv.—Bulletin Genirdl

de 2'hcrapciitique, April 80.

A New Antiseptic.—A curious fact, interesting

on account of its bearing on public and i)rivate

hygiene, has been observed and reported l)y M. do

presumptive proof of a criminal abortion. In conclud-

ing, he sums up as follows :

1. When the embryo is contained in healthy .-ind un-

broken nienibranes, it is most probable that the aliortiou

was sponiancous, unless it had been excited by means
that cause expulsion of tlie egg without affecting its

walls.

2. When the membranes are riqitured, but still

healthy, it is proliable that the abortion was ]irovoked.

3. When the membranes present pathological altera-

tions, no certain conclusions can be drawn from an ex-

amination of the expelled mass, but still it is probable

that tlie aliortiou was the consequence of some primary

disease of the embryo.

Syphilitic Arthropathies.—M. VoiSin has just

])ul)lished a very interesting work, entitled Cvnti-ihvtion

Al'Ettule (Ics Arthrojuifhies Si/}ihilithjiies, from which

Rostaing. A piece of meat, iilaced in a vessel contain- tl"' following conclusions may be drawn :

ing powdered madder root, on the 27tli of .Tulv, 1875. 1- Arthropathies exist m all the stages of syphilis,

was found on Februarv 27th. 187G, to be in a"state of
|

2. In the primary period there are vague, multiple

perfect preservation. "

It had not the slightest odor, 1
Piii"^. to which the name of arthralgies is given.

:ind there had been no development of living organ-

isms. This fact proved, he thought, the antiseptic

qualities of the madder root, and M. de Kistaing

suggests that it may be utilized in the preservation

of cadavers and in improving the hygienic condition

of cemeteries. A committee has been apjiointed by
tlie Acadhnie des Scinices to investigate the subject.

—La Trilnme Medkale, April 30.

Aniline Poisoniko. —M. Laboulb6ne exhibited to

the iiociete Midiailfi dis Iliipitaux, on March 24th, a

workman from a factory where the colors derived from
aniline are made, who presented a marked and perma-

nent amaranthine discolor.ation of the hands, feet, and
hair. This discoloration made its appearance since he

began to work near the vats, whence acrid aniline

fumes, which were irritating to the eyes, escaped. Two
months later he began to complain of pains in the penis

and scrotum, and these parts became swollen, and have
remained so since. One mouth after these symptoms
appeared, he began to suffer from vertigo, loss of sexual

power, and bitter taste in his month ; but nevertheless

iiis general health continued good, and he was not

anremic. There were no symptoms of arsenical poison-

ing, although arsenic was used in the manufacture of

fuchsine.

M. Bergeron stated that he had seen several cases of

aniline poisoning in which the skin and mucous mem-
branes were discolored as in 51. Laboulb&ne's case, but

he had never seen cedema of the scrotum except in

profoundly auiiemic patients. The fumes of aniline,

which are produced in great quantity at the moment
of its transformation into fuchsine, cause vertigo, hebe-

tude, weakiies.s, somnolence, sometimes even epilepti-

form attacks, tetanic spasms, etc. In the end, the work-
men fall into a condition of profound anfeniia, with
discoloration of the skin, lilac tint of the lips, anorexia,

gastric disturbances, etc.; but this state of affairs is

promptly corrected by respiration of pure air, or by
inhalations of oxygen, and the use of evacuants.

—

Ga-

zette Hebdom., April 14th, 187G.

Spont.\neous Abortion in the Early Months of
Pregnancy.—Dr. Leblond, who has been studying
this subject in its merlico-legal aspect, gives in a

small pamphlet the histories of eleven unprovoked
abortions, in none of which the membranes were rup-

tured, lie tlien quotes from several authors, who hold
that in spontaneous abortions in the early months of

pregnancy, as a rule, the embryo and its membranes are

passed entire, and tliat rupture of the membranes is

3. In the secondary period these ])ains recur, but

there are also inflammatory ijhcnomena in various joints.

Tliese arthropathies resemble either a subacute arthritis,

or a sinijile hydrarthrosis.

4. In the tertiary period they are chronic and re-

semble white swellings.

5. These arthropathies disappear under the influence

of specific treatment.

—

La France Medkale, Ajiril 22d.

Extraction of a Living Insect from the Ear.
—The Archives Mi'diealen Beiges relates the following

case : A little girl, three yeai's old, put an insect, ' hete

A hon Bieii,' into her ear. Sharp cries, agitation, con-

vulsive symptoms, ensued : injections of water were
made without result. The jihysician then conceived

the idea of asphyxiating the insect by means of chloro-

form : he dropped four drops of chloroform upon a

small piece of cotton which he introduced into thecal'.

Immediately the child ceased crying, and ci niplaintd

no further of any disagreeable sensation; the ins(Ct

had become asphyxiated ; an injection of warm water
(nought it away dead, and no further trouble ensued.

Vvhliii Med. Press & Circular.

Treatment of Obesity by the Waters of
Brides.—According to Dr. Philbert the waters of
Brides in Savoy, which are very similar to tliose of
Carlsbad, are very useful in the treatment of obesity.

The purgative salts contained in these waters are sul-

phate of soda, chloride of sodium, chloride 'of mag-
nesium, sulphate of magnesia, and sulphate of lime.

To increase the effect, from 15 to 80 grs. of sulphate
of soda are added to each glass of mineral water.

The quantity taken daily is one litre, divided into

three doses, and the purgative effect is produced in

two or three days. Tiie course may last from four to

\

six weeks. As an adjuvant to the waters, a vapor
bath may be taken every day or every second day.
Farinaceous and saccliarii e articles cf food are not
allowed, and brandy, liqueurs, and coffee are interdict-

ed ; but the quantity of biod is not limited, and a mod-
erate amount of wine may be taken without harm.
Muscular exercise is considered indisjiensable, and
the mountains in the vicinity of Brides afford every
facility for walking, where, in addition, this treatment
may be followed by the grape cure.

—

Juvriial de Mid.
et de Chir., April, 1876.

Cautery in Treatment of pedicle in Ov.\biot-
OMV.—Mr. Thomas Keith reports the use of the actual
cauttry in 50 cases. The result was 92 per cent, re-

coveiies, the best he has yet had.

—

Lancet, April 15,
187(5.
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The Medical Record:

n lUcckln Uciunial of illciiir'mc aiil) C»uiqcni.

GEORGE F. SHRADY, A.M., M.D., Editor.

I'UUI.IsriED IIY

WTl. WOOD A: <0., >-o. 27 Great Joiion SC, X. Y.

New York. June lO, lere.

THE SHORT-TERM SYSTEM.
In rofcn-iiig to our recent editorial upon the sliorttcnn

systini in Lnuisville, Dr. Gaillunl makes the following

ninarks: "It was stated in lliis .Journal (Amcrienii

Midiral Weelly) that the recent puhlications of the

Ukcoud ' are surprising hlunders," and tlii.s stiitcment

is repeated. It was l)elieved at the time tliat the lilun-

ders indicated were unintentional; hut tliis l)elief is

now impossilile, as Ur. Shradv, tlie editor of tlie Ui;r-

iiii;), witliout a shadow of proof for what he has

puhlislied and still publishes, • is not sorry that he

conveyed such an impression, as he intended to do so."

AVhcther the pul plication of injurious or even libel-

liiiis statements, without a sliadow of proof for their

correctness, will, in tlie estimation of tlie jjrofessioii,

injure tlie parties libelled or thi^ vehicle of the libel,

each reader can judge for himself. If Dr. Shrady can

prove his statL'Uients to be true, these statements and
liiiiis.lf will receive the most courteous consideration.

So far, there has been only as.sertion unfounded, and

not sustained by a particle of proof. Dr. Shrady be-

lieves "that such a state of things as graduating a

>ludcnt in nine months does e.\ist in Louisville," and

tlierefore regards itnsa'monstroasevil.' The public

have a. right to the evidence justifying sncli a belief.

Iiefore hesitating to condemn the use of epitliets in

regard to nu evil whose existence is simply assumed."

\\v are not a little suri)rised, in view of the elToita

which Dr. Ctaillard has made to defend the short-term

.system, that its cvistence as a mutter of fact should

be i|uestionrd by him. When Dr. K. O. Cowling, the

editor of the LnuisnUU .Vnlicu! Xi'irK, exposed the

affairs connected with the Louisvilli' Medical C;ollege

and tlie Kentucky School of Mediciru-, we were at

Mist, disposed to doubt the accuracy of his state-

ments, for the (impte reason that they apparently

proved too much. Looking upon th.- controveisy a'i

one of tlio vrdinary metho(Ls used for increasing the

patrona^jof their respective schools, we were not dis

posed to give it the serious consideration which we

afterwards found it in reality deserved. lieing repeat-

<clly challenged for an opinion in regard to the merits

of the case, wc were compelled to examine the evi-

dence <ui both sides, and were forced to believe that

all the conditions necessary for the graduation of a

student in nine numtlis from the time of tlie actual

eommeneenu'ut of his studies, did really exist in

Louisville.

As we have no desire for anything but the triitli in

the matter, we gladly give tlie facts upon which our

statements in regard to the short-term .system are

founded. In order to uiulerslaiid the (juestions at

issue ill all their diffeicnt bearings, it is necessary to

know that tlie Louisville Medical College gives a winter

course of five months, and the Kentucky School of

Medicine gives a summer course of four months. Hoth

of these colleges have virtually the same faculty,

have the same dean, and are evidently in direct part-

nersiii|>. It is true they have different charters and

different boards of regents, but their interests are

common, and, prac'ically speaking, they count as

one school, with a session of nine months. Each

school is vested with the legal right of granting cTe-

grees in medicine ; and, as the graduate of one school

receives the ad eniiiJem degree of the other, it is not

very difficult to understand that not only one but two

diplomas can be obtained in nine months. In the

face of this fact, which is published in their annual

announcements, we are given to understand that the

schools are entirely dilTerent iiislitiilions, and the cir-

cumstance of having a faculty in coniinon is merely

accidental.

We have been led to believe that this faculty fa-

vored the short-term system, by the following adver-

tisement :

" Students entering the Kentucky School of Medi-

(Mue in Mareli of each year, after their, winter session

is terminated, will enjoy a continuous course of in-

struction of froiu nine to ten months, and can gradu-

ate at the end of the term. Again, students desiring

to study medicine, instead of being compelled to

wait until autumn, can enter upon their fir.st course ni

the KentucUy School of Medicine, and will thus, in

the succeeding year, enter medical colleges, not as

lirst-couise students, but as candidates for graduation,

ijaininij thus a t/Mr in their profcuDioiial life.*— (Aniiunl

Announcement of Kentncly Sr/ioul of Medicine, Sesaion

1876.)

The Louisville ^ledieal College, which, wc arc

told, is "an entirely diffeii'Ut institution," piiblislics,

in its nnnounccnient, the following

:

" Imjxirluiil Notice.-—T\w attention of medical stu-

dents is particularly directed to the fiu-t that all who

attend their first course of lectures in the Louisville

.Medical College (which closes in the last week in

February) can conuneucc their second course of lee-

' Thn iUllcM arc otira.
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turcs in the Kentucky School of Medicine in the first

week of Marcli of the same year Students ad-

opting t?iis 2^!an will save nearly a year ofprofessional

life;* graduating in June, instead of losing tlie summer
and graduating in March of a subsequent year.''

—

{Anmnmcentent Louisville Med. Coll., Session 1875-76.)

It miist be recollected that the comliiued courses of

these colleges represent a period of but nine months

;

and, as inducement for the student to patronize both

schools, and take what is notliing more than a nine

months' continuous course, he is told that he will save

a whole year in study, and will receive two diplomas

besides. In view of these facts, we are led to Ijelieve

"that such a state of things as graduating a student

in nine months does exist in Louisville," and we con-

fess that the explanations which Dr. Gaillard has of-

fered have not shaken us in tliis belief.

The facts which we have stated are duly published

by autliority of the faculty, and we labored under

tlie delusion that tliey were not to be questioned. In

connection with tliis nine-month system, it is proper

to state tliat neither of these schools insist upon any
extra period of study for those students who may
present themselves for gi-aduation. As far as time is

concerned, the candidate is merely required to attend

two full courses of lectures at these different (?)

institutions. The only exception to this provision

is, that four years of reputable practice succeeding a

regular course of study will be deemed equivalent to

a first course of lectures. The inconsistency of tlie

latter regulation is quite apparent, in connection with

the disposition on the part of Dr. Gaillard to ignore

any definite time beyond nine months as a necessary

factor in the acquirement of a medical education.

If time of study is of no account, why insist u])on it

at all ? The only conclusion to be drawn is, tliat a

young man who has faithfully studied medicine under a

doctor of medicine, but outside of a medical college,

and afterwards pi-actised liis profession for four years,

has certainly lost so many years of his professional life,

less the five months which might liave been consumed
in attending a fii-st course. We admit this as a good
argument in favor of the short-time system and its

attendant advantages of double diplomas.

So far, we believe, we have proved that the col-

leges in question offer facilities for shortening the

time of study, and that tliey do not insist, with the

exception named, upon any extra, period tlian that

consumed in their two courses. If the faculties (we

use the plural as an act of courtesy to the different

boards of regents) actually insist upon any more time

being consumed in the study of medicine than we
have named, we should like to have them say so. The
burden of proof in this matter rests witli tliem, not

witli us. We freely admit tliat their graduates may
study one or two years before entering the colleges,

* The italiob are ours.

but tlie question for Dr. Gaillard and the faculty to

answer is : Do they ? If this l)e a rule to which there

has been found no exception, we confess to the belief

that such a state of things as graduating a student

after merely nine months' course of study, does not

exist in Louisville. Throughout the whole discussion

upon the subject, we have noticed nothing which

might be construed into a direct and satisfactory answer

of this question ; but. on the contrary, a constant at-

tempt is made to bring in side issues, behind wliicli

the real truth appears to be hidden. The effort to ex-

cuse tlie short-term system by reference to similar do-

ings in other colleges, is another element in the con-

troversy which does not tend to convince us that our

belief is unfounded. The establishment of a bad

precedent is not the vindication of a good principle.

If the colleges in question do conscientiously insist

upon the full term of study as required by the lead-

ing medical institutions of the country, they certainly

give a very erroneous impression to the student. The

labored endeavor to show that qualification alone

should be the test for graduation, creates the unwel-

come suspicion in our mind that shortening the time of

study is aimed at ; and this suspicion gives place to a

firm conviction that such is actually the case, by a

promise, on the )iart of the faculty, to save a year of

professional life to the student.

Assuming, in the absence of positive proof to the

contrary, and in view of an impartial intei'pretation of

the facts already before us, that no extra time of study

was required, we glance over the list of graduates of

the Kentucky School of Medicine, of the class of '7.1.

(Spring Course.) Of the 42 graduates named, 24 took

a continuous course of nine months. Tliis fact shows

merely the possibility of students graduating within

nine months, as we have no record of their having at-

tended any previous course. The possibility in the

case of the 34 is strengthened into a certainty with

eight others of the 43. The eight named graduated in

June, after having completed t\\e\v first course the pre-

vious Marcli in the University of Louisville. We make
this statement on the highest possible authority, and are

willing to give the names of such graduates to the dean

of the faculty of the Kentucky School of Medicine, if

he desires them.

As the colleges in Cjuestion have given us no reason

why tliey should not graduate these gentlemen at the

end of nine months' study, we would ask how many of

the 42 graduates have actually studied medicine

for a longer period. If all of them have fulfilled the

usual requirements as to time, then we are ready to

confess that we have made a " surprising blunder" in

believing it possible to graduate any one in Louisville

in nine months.

Dr. Gaillard sjieaks strongly of qualification as the

real test for graduation. What does this qualifica-

tion amount to ? A mere faculty examination is of

very little account. It is quite generally acknowledged
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tliiit sucli exiimiiiiitions arc wholly untrustwoithy.

Unless tli(»c oolk'frcs Imvo a dilTertnt nictliod of con-

iliictiiig tlicir examinations, and exact a higher stand-

ard than any of (he schools in New York or Philadel-

phia, the profession will be very slow to believe that

tln.-ir means of jndging of ipialilieations are any better.

In fact our critic virtually admits that they are of

no real or practical vuUie by advocating examinations

by impartial boards. In view of the impossiljility of

deciding upon qualifications by an examination of ten

or tit'tcen mhuiti.'s in each branch, the leading colleges

have agreed to insist upim a reasonable time for study,

and have lixed lliis period at three years. The real

value of a college course compared with outside study

is in proportion to the extra facilities for systematic

instruction and clinical demonstration which are

offered by the faculty. If a double college course can

be considered complete in nine months, either the

faculties have discovered some improved plan of

teaching, or college instruction strictly so called

amounts to very little. We contend tluvt time for

study has such a (Jirect bearing upon the amount of

qualification, that they cannot be separated. Medicine

is a science which must be mastered step by step, by

hard and steady work. The longer the period spent in

this work, the better the qualification in the end.

Substantial growth means time. While we always ad-

mire the strength, durability, and magnificence of the

oak as an exponent of this principle of growth, we

are ever ready to smile in pity at the poor nmshrooni

whose lively exuberance could be expended in no

better way than by giving it a doul)le head.

We are not surprised that considerable interest

should be manifested in the discussion of the short-

terra system, by parties not only in, but out of the

profession. Tlic editor of the New york Times, with

a very commendable show of good feeling towards the

medical colleges, finds it dilticult to believe our state-

ment in regard to the possibility of shortening the time

of medical study. In view of his reply to our recent

editorials upcm the subject we are inclined to give more

credit to Ills heart tlian to his head. His spirited vin-

dication of tlie good intentions of the great majority

of the medical colleges, not only commends him to the

respect and esteem of the medical profession, but to

the charitable consideration of his methods of argu-

ment. The best that can be said for the latter, is that

they are ingenious. In order to prove that we arc

wrong in supposing that thi' time of medical .study can

be shortenid, we are informed that the regular terms in

the great majority of the schools is three years, and

that the Kilitor of the jV. I'. Thiwn has inquired about

" aome of the schools referred to,"' and finds " from re-
j

liable 8(Uirces that not one student ever ol>tained a de- '

gree in these institutions, w ho had not fulfillcil the law,

BO far as completing the three years' cours<! of study

and attending the two full courses were concern-
[

ed." After the stutcment of these facia, which i

never were disputed, he staggers us with the follow-

in" rcmarkalile conclusion:—''It follows, then, that

medical colleges which, in the graduating of s-tudents

are honestly and faithfully guided by the law laid

dowtt in th(;ir charters, are not only free from corrup-

tion, but ju.stified in the exercise of rights which the

profession and tlK- public—including the editor of

tlie Recouu—are bound to respect." If the text is

the short-term .system, our preacher has tacked it to

the wrong sermon. Further on, in siieaking of the

legal requirements of a medical education, he says:

" In the face of these facts, the editor of the Uiccokd

charges them with corruption for doing simply what

they are obliged to do, and cannot avoid doing if they

would." To prove how we can make a charge against

regular courses of three years wlien "the burden of

the complaint" is against the " outside schools " that

" sJun-ten the period of study,"'' will probably give the

Times another opportunity foi- the ventilation of its

logic. That "some" of the schools comply with the

law is not the strongest kind of argument to prove

that all must.

We perfectly agree with the editor of the Tini'S

and with Dr. Gaillard in the belief that this and all

other evils connected with im|)erfect medical educa-

tion can be effectually remedied by a proper and im-

partial final examination. The services of these

writers in the attempt to ])rove to us the necessity for

State boards of examination are, in view of the jjrin-

ciples which we have been advocating for years, some-

what gratuitous, if not presumptuous. We are will-

ing, however, that they should take some credit to

themselves for offering apparently original ideas.

UcDifius anti Uoticcs of OooKs.

ViT.M. Motion as a Means of Puystcat- Motion. By
CiiAUi.KS Ui.A.ND llAWLiFFE, M.D. , etc. Loudon

:

JIacmillan & Co. lS7(i.

This volume with a new title contains the facts and
tlieorics which for some twenty-five years have been

laid before the pul)lic by Dr. Hiidcliffe, concerning the

|ilienoinena of contraction, of nerve force, itc. The
same facts, minus some additions, were used by the Doc-
tor to explain what e|iil(psy. spasm, and pain are. Ills

wi^ll known by this time that, unlike most physiolo-

gists. Dr. UadclilTe, with the late Drs. West, DugtJs,

Mattoucci, Stannius and a few others, regards contrac-

tion as the normal state of the muscular fibre. He
ciMitends that the nerves do not bring on contracticm

of mu.scles on being stimulated, but that their influence

.dimply counteracts it. When tlic infiuencc of the nerve

is inhibited, i.<: taken away, then the muscles, fol-

lowing the law of ilaslicity, contract. The muscular
fibre, according to him, must be considered as I.eyden

j.os, always charged. The charge is brouglit on by

nutrition ; the nerves are the instruments which cause

tlif discharge.

Those facts are contradictory to what is now ac-

ci|ited ill physiological science, vi/., that mu.sdes arc
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relaxed in tlieir normal state when they are sejiaratecl

from their nerve. It is not easy to reconcile the theory
of Dr. Riulcliffo with the facts as they are daily ob-

served. The physiologists all liave seen that when the

spinal cord or a nerve is cut across, the muscular mass
wliich receives nerve sup|)ly from Ihe part separated
instantly becomes relaxed. This state, according to

Dr. Radcliffe, is not one of ])aralysis, but simply of

activity; it is due to the influence of the nerve centres

upon the muscular fil)res. Accordingly, therefore, in

every case of what we are content to call paralysi.s,

section of nerve, of spinal cord, through disease or

otherwise, we ought to Iiave contracture. Certainly
enough, such a state docs sometimes exi.st; incases,

for instance; of contracture of certain muscles of the
face on the paralyzed side after cerebral heniorrliage.

But these and other facts are susceptible of anotlier

explanation, less paradoxical at any rate; for in those

instances, the centres of the nerves directly imi)licated

are not the seats of the disease. They undergo some
morbid irritative influence in the shape of sequela^ of
the original disease of tlie hemisphere.
The facts upon wliicli tlie Doctor grounds his theories

are numerous, Imt they all arc more or less known to

the student of electro-physiology, so-called, and are

only here given with a different interpretation above
stated. The author, therefore, is perhaps not justified

in stating, in his first chapter, that"we are no better than
Moliere's ]jhysician, who was content to know that
opium induces .sleep because it possesses the "virtus'

dormitiva." We are content to know that muscles
contract because they are endowed with the faculty of
contractility. All our aim is to study the phenomena
of tills fact and discover its laws : we can do no more.
Nor has Dr. Radcliffe succeeded in showing us what
contractility is. Even if we acce|)ted his theory we
would still have to know what elasticity is in se, and
also the electricity which plays such a role in his

theory.

Tlie book, like its predecessors, is nicely printed,

written in that peculiar happy and suggestive style

which Dr. Radcliffe possesses to so high a degree, and
well deserves perusal,

FiLTU-DlSEASKS AND THEIR PrEVENTIOX. By JOHN
Simon, M.D., F.R.C.S. Reiiriuted under the direc-

tion of the State Board of Health of Massachusetts.
James Campbell. Boston, 1876. Pp, 96.

The above statement indicates at once the nature and
the importance of this little book. ATritten originally
as a preface to a volume of reports by the Medical
Officer of the Privy Council, England, it is now put
forth by the Massachusetts Bo.ard of Health, with
scarcely an .alteration and but one or two additions.
and its "careful jjerusal" strongly urged by the mem-
bers of this Board over their individual names. The
essay h.as been written for the layman as well as the
physician. All technical tei-ms have been translated,

and no professional knowledge is required for its

comprehension.

Insanity in its Medico-Legat. Relations. By A. C.

CowPEKTllWAiT, A.M., M.D. Philadelphia : J. M.
Stoddakt & Co., No. 733 Chestnut St. 1876.

In this monograph we have a very clever compilation
of the views held by Bucknill, Ray, Maudsley, Ham-
mond, G-riesinger and others, concerning insanity.

It is, in fact, a well-written lecture, although incom-
jjlete, and might with propriety l)e delivered before a
body of medical men, lawyers, or a class of medical
students. It is made up largely of quotations from
the authors already named. For example, the classi-

fications given are those of Esquirol and Hammond
;

the pathology is that adopted by JIaudsley. and taken
from German authorities; the chapter on diagnosis is

such as any medical man of moderate ability might
write, assisted by Bucknill and Maudsley : the chapter
devoted to "criminal rcsponsiliility of insane" is

made up of extracts from decisions and liistorics given
in cases that have passed through the courts in this

country and England, and is accompanied with com-
ments made by Maudsley, The chapter on epileptic

insanity is a condensed statement of the sym|)toms
attending the development of this condition, and in it

Ray and Maudsley have a prominent position. The
chapter on treatment is only a meagre outline of the

subject ; the question of prognosis is ignored ; etiology

has received no distinct recognition ; and semeiology
has received only a forced acknowledgment by way
of quotations, while giving definitions.

The rules laid down by the author as a guide to the

physician who may be called upon to testify as a

medical expert, arc V(!ry good ; and. if carefully oli-

served, will doubtless save many a witness from being
wounded by a legal poniard. The intention of the

writer was good; for. in obedience to the b:dief that

insanity is a symptom of brain disease, and that the

responsibility resting npon the medical profession has
consequently increased, he has devoted time and study
to the production of this little book^ in order that he
might assist his brethren in a more thorough study of

mental diseases.

Eeports of Socictica.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE STATE OF
PENNSYLVANIA.

centennial reminiscences of AMERICAN MEDICINE
—THE FIRST MEDICAL COLLEGK—DRS. RUSH AND
SHIPPEN— POST - MORTEM FEES— THE NATIONAL
MEDICAL LIBRARY—MEDICAL LEGISL.VTION- IIOM(E-

OPATHY AND THE HARRISBURG HOSPITAL—PRE-
LIMINARY EDOC.VTION—OFFICERS ELECT.

This l)ody held its meeting in Philadelphia on
Wednesday and Thursday, jSIay Sl.st and .Tune 1st.

The officers were as follows: President, Dr. Crawford
Irwin, of Blair County; Vice Prcsident.s, Dr. Andrew
Zebinger, of Philadelphia, A. H. Stall)erstadt, of

Schuylkill, R. L. Sibbett, of Cumberland. .T. F. Ross, of

Clarion ; Corr.sponding Secretary, Dr. Thomas M.
Drysdale. of Phila(lel|)hia; Treasurer, Dr. Benjamin
Lee, of Philadelphia ; Permanent Secri-tary, Dr. W. B.

Atkinson, of Philadel|)hia ; Assistant Secretary, Dr.

James Tyson, of Philadel|jliia, After prayer, the

Society was welcomed to the city l)y Dr. Thomas M.
Drysdale, Chairman of the Committee of Arrangements.
He alluded to Philadelphia's association with the

early history of medicine in this country, to the dif-

ficulties which had to be overcome by the earlier

students of medicine, and more especially to the
struggles of men who, like Dr. Rush and Dr. Shippen,
became eminent as physicians in this city before the

Revolutionary war. Benjamin Franklin was president

of the first medical college ever established in this

country, and in 176!) Dr. Rush was elected to the
chair of chemistry in that college. The speaker paid
a warm tribute to the memory of Dr. Rush, and spoke
of his great services to the people of Philadelphia dur-

ing the rage of yellow fever in the fall of 1 793,
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He then rcvimvcd tliu present coiidilinu of Anieriean
nieilieiiK- as cDnipaivil to tlmt of ii einturj' ajjo, and
noted specially Ilie present advanced condition of the

colleges and Imspitiils of I'liiladelphia. It is a fact

not jfenerally known that in one of the lai'i^e apaii-

nienls of Ind i>end'nce Hall was delivi'red the intio-

dnetory lectnre on anatomy hy Dr. \Villian\ Shipprn.

in the antuinn of I7(i2. The nnmlier of stndenls who
attended this coin's!' amounted only to twelve. This
w:us till! origin of onr medical schools.

Kjports were presential from the various connty
societies, and referred as usual to the (U)uunittee of I'uli-

lieation. The Correspondini; Secretary tlicn made his

annuid report, referring particularly to the formation

of several new county medical societies since the last

meeting, and to the action of the censors of the fourth

district in a case of appeal. Drs. AVhitmai-sli of Lon-
don, .r. W. Voorhies and Joseph I'arrish of New.Jersey,

iM. Baker cf I'aliforida, Uruwell of Iowa, and W. ]>.

Mowi'V of Pennsylvania, were elected members l>y
j

invitation.
|

On motion of Dr. S. M. Hoss, a committee was
appointed to indicate the opinion of llu: State Society

i

npon the snljject of increased fees for post-mortem
|

examination ordered Ijy cownty -authorities, a, local

county law hiving lixed the fee at the low amount of

ten doUai-s, wln'ii thirty dollars would have been a

fairer cinnpeusation. '
)

The motion gave rise to cousidcralilo discussion, and
Drs. Hoss. K. .\. Wood, and Pollock were appointed
tli3 connnittce.

Dr. Horatio C. AVood olTered a resolution, which
was adopted, appointing a committee of three

[Drs. Wood, Dunglison, and Drysdale| to memorialize

the U. S. Senators from Pennsylvania, and to re-

quest the county societies to institute such measuns
as m;iy be necessary to urge the piililication of Ihr

Suliject Catalogue of the National Medical Library

upon tliiir representatives in Congress.

Dr. U. L. Sibliett then read tlii' report of the Com-
mittee on Medical Legislation, stating that efforts liatl '

been made to oiiforce the law against incompetent
practitioners, passed April, 1S7.">; that this was not

|

alw.iys practicable; that a judge in Franklin ccuinty
]

had decided that tlie law has only a legal subject and
a sanction, without a legal action, and is .ilmost in-

operative by reason of unskilful draughting; that

additional legislation is nei'essary ; the provisions of a

naw bill bi-ing referred to by him, which was intended

to repeal ami supplement that of last year. The re-

port concluded with the expressed conviction of the

committee, that the Legislature are yet unwilling that

any standaril of ipialitication slmuhl be fixed by law,

in regaril to those wlio shall hereafter commence the

study of m dieine. or that druggists or apothecarii s

should be restrained or |)revcntcd from giving medi-
cal and surgical advice.

In the evening session, Dr. Crawford Irwin, Presi-

dent of the Soeii'ty. delivered the annual addnss,
which W!is prefaced by a brief review of the jirogrcss

of the country in pi>iiulation, &c., since the Declara

ration of Independence, lie then discusseil the (jnes-

tion of "What is the Provinceof a Physician nr Doc-

tor;" considering it as an occupation, as a profession,

.and as an ollice.

On Wedii'sday morning Dr. U. Davis, of Wilkes-

liarre, reacl tin- .\ddress in Obstetrics, referring espe

cially to Ihe subjects of placenta prievia, tli<' employ
nient of the forceps, etc. After electing Di's. P.iine

and Lawlon of Maine. \Y. Klmer, Sr. of N<'W .lersry,

E. .1. Kirkseyof (Jeorgia, .1. Marion Sims of N. Y., and
Kohler of Tenn., menibei-s by invitation. Dr. D. Hayes

Agnew of Philadelphia read the Address in Surgery,

a valuable practical paper on the subject.

On motion of Dr. Ilahter of Ilarrisburg, the State

Society lisleiied to a statenu'iit of dillieulties arising in

the Dauphin Co. Medical Society, in connection with
Ihe resignation of the medical stalf of the Ilarrisburg

Hospital in I.H7;{, which h.id occurred in cmiseiiueiicc

of the passage by tlie managers of the following rcso-

luti<m :

" W/iirfita, It has been .stated that if homeopathic
medicines be proiMired, attendance will be furnished
gratuitously by a hoimropathic physician : therefore,

" lifno/ivil. That a case of honueopalhic medicines
be procured, at a cost not exceeding one liundn-d dol-

lai^s, so that if any patients wish to be treated under
that system it may be done by a ]>liy.sician of that
school."

The Dauphin Co. Med. Society endorsed the course

of the medical staff. The State Society pa.ssed resolu-

tions sustaining this action ; immediately after which
Dr. Langlitt of Allegheny introduced a resolution in

regard lo the graduation of lionueopathic students in

rcgul.ir medical colleges; but as this seemed to be a

reflection on the course of those institutions, without
specific facts being given, the resolutions were tabled.

A resolution offered by Dr. Pollock, of Allegheny Co.,

worded as follows:—"No member of any County
Medical Society shnll admit into his olhce a student of
medicine, until he presents a certificate from the Kxam-
iuiug Committee, testifying that he has been duly ex-

ninined, and has a good English education, iind siilii-

e.ient knowledge of Latin and (ireek to enable him to

pur.su<', his studies with advantage,"—was referred to a

committee of live, to report at the next meeting of the

Society. Di-s. Pollock, Stewart, Pur.sell, Koss, of Al-

toona ; and Jliller, of Huntingdon.
The Committee on Nominations then made the fol-

lowing report :

—

President—Dr. P. B. Mowry.
A'ice Presidents— Drs. George W. Keily, Amos Seip,

Thomas Lyon, D. P. Miller.

Corresponding Secretary—Dr. Thomas M. Drysdale.
Permanent Secretary— Dr. \\in. li. .\tkiiison.

Treasurer —Benjamin Lee.

Kecording Sicrltary— Dr. II. L. Orlli.

Committee on Publication—Dr, Win. B. Atkinson,
J. G. Stetler, Benjamin Lee, T. M. Drysdale, James
Tyson, Albert Fricke, II. L. Orth.

Delegates to the .\merieaiMMedical Association—Dr.

F. C. Harrison, Union; Dr. .M. S. Welsh. Vernango
;

Dr. G. B. Mitchell. iMifflin ; Dr. A. >1. Neyinan, But-
ler; Dr. Win. Corson, Jlontgomery ; Dr. I. N. Pier-

son, Adams : Dr. Will. Ht-iseii, Allegheny; Dr. P. L.

Reichaid, Lehigh; Dr. .James Cobleiitz. Berks; Dr.

James Eby, Perry ; Dr. I. N. Snively, Franklin ; Dr.

Wm. Anderson, Indiana; Dr. C. .\. Hahter, Dauphin;
Dr. L. Turnbull, Philadelphia; Dr. \l. Davis, Ln/erne

;

Dr. J. S. Crawford, Lycoming; Di'. B. Leamaii, Lan-
caster; Dr. John G. Stetler, Philadelphia; Dr. W. I.

.\iney, Susipiehaiina ; Dr. B.J.Levis, I'liiladelphia;

Dr. Joseph .McKlrov. Washington; Dr. I. 1. jMorrow,

Mercer; Dr. W. B.l'lrich, Delaware; Dr. W. M. Ue-

bor, Columbia; Dr. Traill Green, North.aniptim.

Place of meeting, Ilarrisburg. Time of meeting,
second Wedne.sd.'iy, June, 1S77.

Delegates were Iheii appointed to the New Jersey
Medical Society, New York State Society. Ohio State

Medical Society, Delawarf Slate Meilieid .Society,

West Yirgini.'i State .Medical Society, Medical and
Chirurgical Faculty of .Maryland, Connectic ill .Medical

Society, and International .Medical Congress.
Any vacancies in the list of ilelegates to the Inter-
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national Medical Congress to be filled by ths President
and Seoretarj'.

On motion of Dr. Cohen, the report was adopted,
with the exception of the delegation to the Intenia-

tional Congress from Philadelphia.

Drs. D. S. Booth, of Illinois, D. E, Byrd, Arkansas,
B. S. Woodivorth, Indiana, were made members by
invitation.

Dr. H. Corson offered a resolution to pul:)lish a re-

port made some years ago on infanticide Ijy Dr. A.

Neliinger, and not tlien published.

The Committee of Pnl)lication stated that if this

were published, it would establisli a bad precedent,

as it had already been published l)y another body.

The resolution to jjublish it in the nest volunie of
IVftiisactions was agreed to.

Dr. Curwen, of tlie Committee on Insane Criminals,

reported tliat they liad failed to obtain tlie necessary

legislation ; also reported on the sulijcct of tlie Soutli-

eastern Insane Asylum and tlie Insane Poor, and the

memorial was ordered to Ije publislied with the Trii'is-

artioiis. Dr. Curwen was requested to prepare a
further staten ent, to be Issued at once, and also pub-
lished in the 'JriiDsiirtions.

Dr. John L. Atlee, of Lancaster, offered resolution

in regarl to death of Dr. Edward Wallace. On mo-
tion of Dr. Drysdale. the salary of (lie Permanent
Secretary was fixed at three hundit'd dolltirs. Reports
wera tlien iiresented fI'om tlie Treasurer, and the Com-
mittee on Publication, the Committee on Anicsthctics,

etc.

The Committee on Post-mortem Fees then recom-

mended the repeal of all special legislation upon fees

for autop.sies. Also, that t!ie fees established by
county medical societies \>a the standard of charges
for professional services; and that a committee l)e ap-

pointed, of one physician from eacli censorial district

of tliis commonwealth, who sliall procure the proper
legislation (if possilile) f<n' tlie j)urpose.

After giving notice of amendments to the By-Laws
and Constitution, the usu.il votes of thauks and a

short addn^ss by Dr. Mowr3-. President-elect, the So-

ciety adjourned to meet at Harrisburg, June, 1877.

NEW YORK MEDICAL JOURNAL ASSO-
CIATION.

SlaUd Meeting, May VJtJi, 187G.

Drs. Foster and Sturois, Vice-Presidents, ix
THE Chair.

THE TOPICAT. USE OP THIN BIBULOUS PAPER IN AFFEC-
TIONS OP THE SKIN AND MUCOUS MEMBRANES.

Dr. G. H. Fox read a brief paper which contained a
description of the material and an account of the uses
to whicli he had put thin bibulous paper as suggested
in the above title. Two varieties of the pajier were
described : the French, or tliat used by dentists for
absoibing the saliva while operating about the mouth

;

and the Japanese. The former was made of vegetable
fibre containing an admixture of wool ; could be easily

reduced to a pulp by moisture, and was capable of ab-
sorbing at least five times its weight of water. Its

powers of absorption, perhaps, were no greater than
those of good lint, but it absorbed far more rap-
idly. Thj Jajianese paper, when moistened, did
not reduce to a pulp, but could be rolled into cylin-
ders and then would resist a large amount of
traction. It could, therefore, be rollecl and made to

enter sinuses, the urethra, etc., if desirable, and w-as

sufficiently strong to permit its easy removal. Dr. Fox
regarded the paper, more especially the French variety,

as a cheap and convenient substitute for lint, cotton,

or at)sorl)ent powders, and that it could l.)e easily used
in a goodly number of cases. It might be used for

cleaning bleeding surfaces, and would make an excel-

lent suljstitute for sponges, whicli are so liable to

convey the germs of disease from one person to anothei'.

In the treatment of the exuding forms of skin disease

it was not regarded as of sufficient value to be worthy
of recommendation. Its greatest value had been seen

in the treatment of venereal disease, particularly gen-
ital sores. It had, however, served a veiy good jiur-

pose in the treatment of eczema of the breast occur-

ring while nursing. The breast was sini|)Iy covered
with the ij.aper, and frequently changed. When tolled

into pellets of varying size, it formed a most admira-
ble means for liringing fluid caustic substances in

exact contact with the surface to be cauterized, and that

surface only; for example, the application of nitric

acid to the surface of a chancroid. When the pellet had
been used it could \m thrown away, and transmission of
the disease by means of instruments, etc., was readily

avoided. It was said that the best dressing for vene-
real sore? was that which kept the discharge most
constantly absorbed. Lint and cotton might do
tliat, but they were difficult to remove, and a powder
would form a crust that would be objectionable. The
spongy paper readily alisorl^ed the discharge, and, if

frequently renewed, would keep the sore and surround-
ing parts clean without washing. As compared with
lint, the ])a[)er was regarded as equal in every respect,

and in many respects .superior, because it absorbed a
larger quantity and more readily, was easily removed,
and cost only about one-fifth as much. The thin bi-

bulous paper might be medicated, and specimens were
exhibited medicated with fifty per cent, solution of car-

bolic acid; with persuliiliate and perchloricle of iron,

when it might lie substituted for styjitic cotton; with
fifteen per cent, ethereal solutii n of iodoform, not
specially recommended however; with thymol, calin-
gula, etc, etc.

The paper was discussed by Drs. O'SuUivan, Post,
Fainham, Robertson, Piffard, Bulkley, Taylor, Pooley,
Sturgis, and others.

The dermatologists believed that the paper might bo
servicealile in the treatment of zoster, where a scab
was desired. The oculists thought it might be used
with advantage for cleansing the surface in suppura-
tive forms of eye disease. The surgeons regarded it

as a valuable means for controlling epistaxis and many
of the milder hemorrhages.

It was commended as a substitute for and an acces-
sory to the napkin ordinarily worn for the purpose of
absorbing the menstrual discharge, and its non-irii-
tant |iroperties recommended it as'^a sulistitute for the
handkerchief in the more or less constant attention
demanded liy an ordinary nasal catarrh.

A vote of thanks was tendered to Dr. Fox, and the
Association adjourned.

M. Vi.EMiNCKx. — Some details of the demise of
Mr. Vleminckx make it probable that embolism was
the cause of his death. He had suffered for a long
time from some cardiac troul>le, and it is thought that
some acute disease of the heart, perhaps an nrcerative
endocarditis, had set in in consequence of the dis-
turbed nutrition consequent on the disease immediately
preceding it. There were circumscribed foci in the
lungs.
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Corrcspouticnce.

MEDICAL CENTENNIAL AFFAIRS.
(Fi-«Mn our Sivciftl Corrospondent.

)

OOVKKMENT.M. COKTIUnUTlONS — IIOSI'tTAI, CATIS—
•rilE V. 8. IIOSI'tTAI. BTKAMUOAT—AMPUTATINd
IXSTIIUMK.N'TS (II-' Tllli IlliVOl.UTlON— MICItO-I'IIOTO-

iHtAI'IIS—UAUM HOOKS—l.KTTKRS—A.MBUI.AKCES-- A

I'.I.OODY PICTUUK.

TiiK modol.s of lios|)itnl ours nre on tlie scale of an

inch to till' foot, and arc mado of hard wood or lirass,

with tht-rools rriuovalili' to iicnnit the inspection of

the iiiteiior. Assistant Suri;eon G. .\. t)tis, U.S.A., has

icceiitlv dcsciilnd the vaiious modes of lianspoitution

aihipted in the atmy duiiii^' the war, in a "Heporton a

I'hin tor trauspoitin;^ woumled Soldiers liy Kailway in

Time of War," etc. Washington, S. G. U., ISTo. The
model ixhiliiled r<'|ircsent : 1. the surgeon's car of a

hosjiital train of the \vm\ of the t'umbcrland. 2. The
kitchen car of a hospital train of tlie same Army. 13.

The form of car foniid most satisfactory for the trans-

portation of sick and wounded in the same army. 4.

A hospital car of the .Vrmy of tlie Potomac. 5. A
fretitlil car tittecl up witli litters for transporting sick

and woumled.
The latter moilel is intended to reprc.scnt the plan

devised l>y Grund, a German master-niachiuist, and

adjudged the most suitable for freight cars by the

Prussian Commission of IWOK. It ct>nsists "in sup-

porting tlirec ordinary Held stretchers in tlie front, and
three m the rear part of the freight car, twenty feet

long, by means of transverse wootlen bars, resting on

semi-elliptleal [ilate springs. The springs are spiked

at one end to the Mooring, to keep the bai-s stationary,

while at the other end are rollers, to permit tlieyieUl-

iiig of till' springs. Tlie latter are surmounted' by (J

pieces, or cliiis to receive the cross-bars. Four cross-

beams and eight sjirings constitute the outfit requisite

for the reception of six littere. Asst. Surg. (Jtis has

recommended that, in any future war, the t^uarter-

m;ister"s Depaitmeiit of (Uir army should be .luthor-

i/.ed to keep on hand a supply of the.se semi-ellipticil

springs. 'I'rains going to the front with provisions,

forage, or ammunition, should then each carry, suspend-

ed under the roof, a sullicient number of these s[irings.

with the spikes rc(|uiretl. to enable the car on its re-

turn, instead of going back empty, to carry comforta-

bly, on beds improvised by means of the ordinary

liild stretchers, a number of sick or wounded corre-

sponding to ilssi/e. lie also suggests that tliese springs

might be utilized in connection with Held stretchers

for tlie comfoitable conveyance of the wounded in

ordinary army wagons.
The model of the U. S. Hospital Steamboat 1). .\.

.laiiuary, recills vivitl reminiscences of her great use-

fulness" during the war, 18til-.'5. uiion the Western

waters. She carried altogether '-M.TJJH patients.

.\mong other articles on exhibition in this building

are an amputating case used during the war of ISl-';

some amputating instruments employed liy Dr. Benja-

min Treadwell, on board of a inan-ot-war during

the Uevolution, ifce. The latter forcibly illustrates the

imiuovement in surgical appliances since that day,

llie amputating knives being sickle-shaped, and the

spring lancet having a very antii[Uated and bulky ap-

pearance. Kacli window of the hos|)ilal is embel-

li-lied with beautiful transparent micro photographs,

by Dr. Woodward, about sixty in all, while specimen^

ot his ability and industry in this direction abound in

numerous ])ort folios. The walls of the wards also

eontjiin similar illustrations, and Dr. Yarrow is also

in-eimring a series of microscopic objects for ex-

amination and ixhibilion hereafter. We have no

hesitation in expressing our belief that the U. S.

<iovernment, and notably our distinguished Surgeon-

(Jtncral, have done more for the encouragement of

this cultivated taste in the Army Jledical SlalT than

any other department or ollicials in any other country.

The illustration of thi' apparent identity of sliape of

tlie blood-corpuscles of man and the dog, when mag-
nilicd4,:5.")0 diameters, is very suggestive, and particu-

larly interesting to the medical piofession.

Portfolios of photographs, of uniform size, of title

or other pages, of rare books in the National Medical

Library, at Washington, are also exhibited here. Kroin

a statement aecimipanying them, pntpared by Dr. J. S.

liilliiigs, to whom the credit of collecting tliis great
_

national treasury of medical literature is mainly due,

we learn th;it the object is to show what has bei n ac-

ciimplislied in the attem|)t made by this departnK'nt to

form a collection of medical literature, wliicli should

meet the demands of the jihysicians of the I'nitcd States.

Many of the books are yellow with age, and all the

yellow spots or stains ap|)ear in the pliotogiajilis as

(lark or black spots. The photographs are arranged in

three series : 1st. Those taken from early printed books,

tlie so-call(;d "Incunabula," and from other works,

which are rare, at least in this country ; 'Jd. Those relat-

ing to surgery, and esp(cially to military surgery ; and
;!d. Hare books and pamiihlets connected with Anieri-

( in medical history. We shall hereatter have occasion to

refer again to this interesting feature. There is a jihoto-

graph of a specimen page of the oldest manu^ciipt in

the library, dated 1:1-1!), the "Lilium Medicum" ot

liernard de Gordon ; and of jniges of the " Libcllus de
.Kgritudinibus infantum" of I'aiil Uagcllardus, 1472,

tlie fust printed monograph on diseases of children;

and of Heneveiiutus Grassus, Ferrara, 147.J, the first

[11 inted monograph on diseases of the eye.

Of litters, ambulances, Ac, there are numerous illus-

trations and specimens, both within the Iniilding and
on its exterior, including Dr. McElderry's litter, al-

lowing the patient to lie lengthwise on the horse, as

employed in the Modoc campaign; the American field

knapsack for the surgeon, much less roughly made
than the Hussian one which is alongside of it; the

T'liiipkins' wheel litter; the new army medical pannier,

« hich is very complete in its outfit, and superseding,

by its greater lightness, the old form, consisting of two
tin boxes; the ambulances devised by Ilagner, lUieker,

|-;kin, and others, and the experimental ambulance, in

a(C()rdance with the suggestions of a board ass(mblcd

fur that purpose; the convenient l'. S. medicine wagon
(jf .J. Perot (It Co. ; that of Autcnreitli, etc. Drs. Otis and
Huntington, U.S..\., have devi.sed a wagon for the con-

veyance of U. S. medical stores, for rapidly marching
field parties, which re(iuire only one horse; 'llieic is also

in the second story of this model hosjiital an exhibition

of the;utificial limbs of various maiuifacturir.-:, which
arc supplied through the Snrgeon-Geneiars ollice.

There is (ui exliiiiilion (Ui the first lloor a large por-

trait of Prof. Oro.ss in the act of performing an ainpula-

lion ill the presence of his class, painted by Mr. Thos.

Dakins, of this city. The picture has mneli meiit, and
the likeness is excellent ; but the cohuiug is not pleas-

ant, and the subject is so repulsive, the Professor's un-

necessarily bloody hand being the consiiiciious feature

of the scene, that we are not surprised that, for this latter

cause alone, it was refused a place in the Art Gallery by
the Committee of Selection, to find a more appropriate

ni.hc in the .Vrmy Hospital. H- -I- D.
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ARMY NEWS.

Official Lint of Clwncjes of Stations and Duties of
'

Officers of the Mediad DeiMrtmeut, United states

Army, from May 2Sth to June 'id, 187G.

Smith, J. II., Surgeon. To represent the Army Medi-

cal Department at tlie annual meeting of the American

Medieal A.ssociatiou at I'liiladelphia, on June otli.

S. O. lOB, A. G. O, May 2(ith, lS7(i.

WooDWAitD, J. J., Asst. Surgeon. To represent the

Army Medieal Department at "the annual meeting of

the Amerieau Medical Association at Pliiladclphia, on

June Slh. S. O. 103, c. s., A. G. O.

Bii.LiNGS, J. S., Asst. Surgeon. To represent the

Army Medical Department at tlie annual meeting of the

American Medical Association at Pliiladelphia, on June

5th. S. O. 103, c. s., A. G. O.

"VViLLi.\Ms, J. W., Asst. Surgeon. In addition to his

duties as Cliief Medical Officer, to take cliarge of the

Battery and Captain Baker's company, lith Infantry.

S. F. O., llead(iuaiters, Department of Dakota (in the

field), May 14th, 187G.

HuBUAKD, V. B., Asst. Surgeon. To accompany bat-

talions of 4tli Artillery to and from Sitka, Alask-i, and

upon completion of this duty, to rejoin liis station

—

Alcatraz Island, Cal. S. O. liij, Division of the Pacific,

May -SM, IHTO.

Bkookk, Jko., Asst. Surgeon. Assigned to duty at

Columbia, S. C. S. O. 73, c. s., Department of the

South.
KtNSM.\N, J. H., Asst. Surgeon. Granted leave of

absence for one month. S. U. 70, Departnsent of Da-

kota, May a4tii, 187G.

Baily, J. C, Surgeon. Assigned to duty as Post

Surgeon at iMewport Barracks, Ky. S. O. 73, Depart-

ment of the South, May 2'Jth, 1870.

Tayi.ou, M. K., Asst. Surgeon. In addition to his

duties as Post Surgeon, to p"rforni those of attending

Surgeon at tliese Headquarters. S. O. 93, Department

of Texas, May 24th, 1S7G.

Wnrnc, li. H., Asst. Surgeon. Assigned to duty as

Post Surgeon at Ringgold Barracks, Texas. S. O. 93,

c. s., Department of Texas.

Eljjiihv, F. W., Asst. Surgeon. Assigned to duty as

Post Surgeon at McPlierson Barracks, Atlanta, Ga. S.

O. 73, c. s.. Department of the South.

Jackson, D., Asst. Surgeon. Granted leave of nb-

sence for four months, witli 2>ermission to go beyond

sea. S. O. 103, A. G. O., May 36th, 1876.

FiNi.EY J. A., Asst. Surgeon. Leave of absence ex-

tended one month. S. O. 51, Military Division of the

Missouri, May 31st, 1 870.

Keed W., Asst. Surgeon. Assigned to duty at Camp
Lowell, O. T. S. O. .'59, Department of Arizona, May
9th, 1876.

Si'E.NCER W. G., Asst. Surgeon. Assigned to duty

at Kaleigh, N. C. S. O. 73, c. s., Department of the

South.

itleiiical items anb 25'£U)0.

Tr.'VUBe's Successor.—Among the candidates who
are named to succeed Traube at tlie Cliarite in Berlin,

are Professor Friedreicli of Heidellierg, and Leyden of

Strasburg. Professor Sehiff, of Florence, is to be pro-

fessor of Physiology at tlie Geneva School, in place of

Brown-Sequard, who has declined. Vaueher is to

liave the chair of Obstetrics ; Cohnstein.of Gynecology

;

irEspine of Internal i\Icdicine ; Prevost, of Materia

Mcdica; and Gosse, of Medical Jurisprudence.

Decrees op the Court op Appeals.—The French

Court of xVppeals delivered the following decision on

March 3Ist, 1874 : -'A physician is guilty of swindli.ig,

wlio, by means of lying advertisements, yaunts liis

method of treating diseases, and iniblislies certificates

whicli he has obtained fraudulently, and •which cer-

tify falsely to cures of diseases declared iucuraiile Ijy

other physicians."

Againj liy a decision of the 25th of last March, an

aiiolhecary who, without the prescription of a physi-

cian, wliere the case was not. of urgent necessity, sells

a medicinal preparation, cf mposed of several different

ingredients, renders himself liable to prosecution for

the illegal jjractice of medicine.

—

Burdcuux Medical.

Manhattan Eye and Ear Hospital.—There has

been added a new department to tlie services of tha

Manhattan Eye and Ear Hospital, namely, that for

nervous diseases. Prof. E. C. Si'guin has been elected

to fill it. This important .step in the development of

the hospital will tejid to bring the specialties of the

eye, ear, and throat, and diseases of the nervous system,

into closer relations in the clinics of the instil ution, i.jid

insure a careful scrutiny of all cases and the greatest

scientific accuracy in the investigation of those which

seem to be marked by some peculiar neurosis.

Connecticut Medical Society.—At the annual

meeting of this medical society, held in New Haven, May
24th and 25th, Dr. A. W. Barrows, of Hartford, was
elected President ; Dr. R. Hulibard, of Bridgeport, Vice-

President ; Dr. F. D. Edgerton, of Middletowu, Treas-

urer; Dr. C. W. Chamberlain, of Hartford, Secretary.

Rockland C'o. Medical Society.—At the annual

meeting of the Medical Society of Rockland County,

N. y., held May 30th, 1876, the following gentlemen

were elected officers for the ensuing year: viz.—Presi-

dent, Dr. J. J. Steiihen.s, Tappantown; Vice-President,

Dr. H. H. House, Rockland Lake ; Secretary, Dr. Wil-

liam 'Govan, Stony Point; Treasurer and Librarian,

Dr. Jacob Wigton, Spring Valley. Censors, Di's. J. O.

Polhamus, J. Wigton, and J. Waring ; Delegate to the

State Medical Society, J. O. Polhamus.

University* of Michigan, and the Recognition
OF Lecture Tickets.—We are asked to make the an-

nouncement that official communications have been

received during the present week b\' the Faculty of the

old school of the University of Michigan, from Bellevuc

Hospital Medical College, and the College of Physi-

cians and Surgeons, of N. Y. and the Long Island Hos-
pital College of Brooklyn, announcing that they will

accept tile tickets of the University of Michigan, ami
recognize its graduates as heretofore.

Medico-Legal Society.—This society held its last

meeting of the season on the evening of June 7th.

AiR-TiGHT Vaccine Case.—The Case Record Com-
pany of Cincinnati have manufactured what a|)pears

to be a very useful vaccine case. It is so constructed

that it is capable of excluding light, heat, and air.

It consists of a tube of hard ruljber open at each end
and provided with lids which screw down closely,

and by means of india-rubber packing render the tube
absolutely air-tight. Near the lower end of the tube

is a perforated diaphragm dividing the tube in two
comiiartments, in one of which (the lower) is a piece

of freshly liurnt lime in cotton. The upper compart-
ment is tor the vaccine crusts, quills or ivory ])oint.s.

It is claimed that by this means crusts and quills can

be kept for montlis in a jjerfect state of preservation,

and be sent thousands of miles by land or sea.

English Debate on Syphilis.—We .shall coutiuuc

our review of this subject in our next issue.
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Ucport0 of Societies.

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

TWENTY-SEVENTH ANNUAL MEETING.

PiiiL^DKLniii, June <n T, ^, 1875.

TuESD.VY, June 6—FntsT D.\y.

The Association met at Horticultural Hull, IMjila-

<lL'Ii)liia, Tuesday, .luiK^ 7, and was called to order at

eleven A.it. by Dr. Win. IVpper, Cliairinan of tlic Com-
mittee of .\riaiijj;einent.s. A prayer was then offered l)y

tlie Uev. IJr.lJeadle, after wliieliDr. W. K. liowlinj;, o'f

Kentucky, introduced the President-elect, Dr. J. Marinn
Sims, of New York. Tlic latter was supported liy the

following; odiceiN of the As.sociation : Vice-l'residents,

Di'S. .'^aniuel Lilly, of New Jei'sey ; Ninian Piiickney,

U. S. N., and S. D. Seelye, of Alaljama ; Dr. W. B.

Atkinson, Secretary, and Dr. R. J. Dunglison, .(Vssistaat

Secretary.

Dr. Pki'I'KH, ou liehalf of the Committee of Arrauge-
Uient.s, delivered an address of welcome to the delegates,

in which lie referred to the attractive medical features

of Philadelphia, its sanitary resources, its medical
schools and organizations, concludinj; with a resolu-

tion inviting; tlie following g./ntlemen to seats upon
tlie i)lalfonn: Surgeon-General William llolh, 12th

Corps (Itoyal Saxon) German Army, and staff, viz.,

Assistant Surgeon Ilans lleymann, 12lli Cor|)s (lloyid

Saxon) German Army, and Dr. Jlax Brille. Dresden,

Germany. 'Members by invitation : Dr.Wywoodzoff. of

St. Petersl>nrg, of the Russian Commission ; Le Doc-
teur GalTray, representative of the Paris Press to the

E.vposiliou ; and Surgeon-General J. K. Bamcs, U. S
Army.

Tlie reading of the roll of registered delegates was
dispensed witli, after some discussion, when the Sec-

retary read a letter from Dr. William O. Baldwin, late

Pri^identof tlie Association, regretting his iualiility to

be prciient.

AUI^K^iSS OP THE PRESIDENT—JIISTORKWL KEMINIS-
CENCES—.MEUU Al. EDLCATION—THE CODK OF ETUrCS
AND MKOICAI. I'.VrENTS—STATE .MEDICINE—THE I'UE-

VKN'IION OF I'HO.STITUTION.

Tlie President, Dh. .1. JlAniox SiMS, of Now York,
then read his inaugural address.

After congr.ilnlating the delegates on the ])rivilege

of meeting ill Philadelphia, in the Centennial year,

and jiiiaing in the Centennial celebrations, tlie speaker

said that tliry were standing ou hallowed ground,

—

h dlowi'd because the birth-place of a nation. A cen-

tury Wits a brief period in the histcry of nations, but

in that time we had increased from ;5,(»()(),000 to more
than 40,000,000 of people, and had made our mark in

science and lettei-s. Although the organization of the

As.sociati<ui was conceived in New York, its actual

birth-place was in Philadelphia, twenty nine years ago,

its first scientific meeting being in Ballimorc in IS-IS.

Formed mainly for the purpose of improving the

medical educational interests of America, it had
exerted some intluencc in the direction intended. Al-

though it had failed to meet the ardent expectations
of its projeetors, it had neverthele.-s vindicated its

claims to the rank of the representative meiliial

body of the country. It was not, however, due to

any want of disposition to effect refnnns in mcdi<:d
education that not more was cfficted. In fact it

had engaged the attention of the Ah.sociatiou at every

meetiug since its formation, and volumes had been
written on the snbji-ct. Dr. William (J. Baldwin, of
.Vlabama. President of tlie Association in Is(ii), in his

inaugural addre.'^s hiid ably set forlli the defects of the

present metluid of medical itdncatioii, and had pro-

poseii as a remedy tlu' establislimeiit of a great nation-

al university, underOoveriimenl auspic<s, at the capital.

If the large sum necessary fcu' such a university could
be obtained from the Government, its graduates would
doubtless rank with those of the besi foreign univer-

sities, lie had felt greatly interested in Dr. Baldwin's
scheme, ami had been anxious to see it carried out.

To this end he had consulted .some of the wisest and
ablest educationists in the country, and had also taken
counsel with some of the great pi;litical leaders of the

d.iy ; but he regretted to say that he had found so little

sym|)athy willi the project, that he ha<l b«en un-
willingly forced to lei llie suljject rest in aljcyance for

tile time 1)eiiig. The Harvard method, with asalaried

Faculty wholly independent of fees from students,

was in his opinion tlie only plan by whiirli a medical
degree of any real value could be gained. Five or six

hundred thousand dollars given to the Medical Depart-
iiieiit of the University of New York, or to eillicr of
tlie schools of New Y'ork or Philadelphia, properly in-

vested, would yield an annual income sutlicient to en-

dow the professorships in said school. This would
make the pr<ifes,surs inde|)eiident, and they would not
l>e compelled to grailuate young men merely for the

sake of the numlxM's graduated, irresijectivc of qualifi-

cation. The University of Virginia was, perhaps, the

lust training-school in the country, but unfortunately
its want of liospital advantages crippled its practical

teaching.

In speaking of tlu" practical a|)plicatioii of the pro-

visions of the C'dile of Ethics, he doulited if the latter

were wholly up to the present requirements. For in-

stance, he ([Uestioned the wisdom of preventing medi-
cal patents. He asked wliy any man should be de-

barred from taking out a patent for a useful invention,

merely because he happen; d to be a physician. Did
the profession at large, ov did the public, derive any
benefit by the robbery of the inventor ? None what-
ever. He was sinqily compelled to give his invention,

his time and labor, to enrich the instrument-maker.
Again, thi' Code of Ethics was violated every day,

either wilfully (M' ignorantly, not only by the rank and
tile, but by men high in the professiim ; men who were
considered leaders, advanced thinkers and workers.
Ilow many of those present prescribed chlorodyne,
McMunn's elixir of o|>ium, Henry's calcined magnesia,
and the Toll! anodyne i Yet they were secret reme-
dies. The prescription of all such remedies was a fla-

grant violation oi their C<ide of Ethics. But they
seemed to condone the act, because usage and interest

justified it.

The subject of State medicine was next touched up-
on as one of the greatest impoilanee, and he remarked
lliat the address of Dr. Buwdilch, foreshadowing the
piacticabilily of inauguialiiig a movement of the es-

tablishment of a N.iti<inal Health Bureau, commended
itself to the attention of the members so far as the ini-

tiatory formation of State Boards of health was con-

cerned.

In conclusion, he alluded to the vexed question of
legislation against syphilis and prostiliitioii. condeinn-
ing th(! legalization of the latter, and advising all the

matters connected with the spread of the disease to be
handed over to the Hialtli Boards.

M ISCEM.A N liOUS UUSI NE.sS.

-Vftcr a vote of thanks had been tendered for the

J-U
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address, Dr. Pepper then announced that tlie Medical
Building, directly behind the .Judges' Hall, in the

Landsdowne Ravine, would be used as a place of ren-

dezvous for physicians visiting the Centennial.

The times and places of meeting of the sections were

next announced.
Dr. ToNBii, of Washington, moved that ten o'clock on

Wednesday be set apart for the reading of the Address

on Surgery.

Dr. Toner called upon the Secretary to read the list

of the reports to be presented, which was done. A
motion was then made to adjourn until three o'clock,

and at the same time an effort was made to change the

place of meeting to some other hall, but without suc-

cess. The meeting then adjourned to nine o'clock-

on Wednesday.

EVENING ENTERTAINMENT.

During the evening the members accepted the invi-

tation of the Conunittee of Arrangements to a grand
])romenade concert and supper at Ilm-ticultural Hall.

The attendance was large and the occasion enjoyable

to all.

Wednesday, June 7— Second Day.

committee on nominations.

The meeting was called to order by the president

pursuant to previous adjournment.
The following Committee on Nominations was ap-

pointed :

Alaljama, L. B. Sulze ; Arkansas, George T. Hood

;

California, W. Baker; Connecticut, A. Woodward;
Delaware, W. Marshall ; District of Columljia, J.

Elliott ; Florida, G. W. Betton ; Georgia, J. P. Loo-an;

Indiana, L. Humphrey ; Illinois, T. D. Washbume

;

Iowa, W. Watson; Kentucky. H. M. Skillnian ; Kan-
sas, C. V. Mattson ; Michigan, A. S. Heaton ; Massa-

chusetts, A. B. Hall ; Jlinnesota, E. C. Cross ; IMary-

land, Thomas P. Latimer ; Maine, A. B. Snow
;

Missouri, John T. Hodgen ; Mississippi, William
Campton ; New Hampshire, J. L. Swett ; New York,
N. C!. Husted ; New Jersey, S. Lilly ; North Carolina,

E. Grissom : Ohio, W. .1. Scott ; Pennsylvania, Traill

Green ; Rhode Island, L. C. Butler ; South Carolina,

James Mcintosh ; Tennessee, John H. Callender

;

Texas, E. Darnell; Vermont. W. D. llolton; Virginia,

J. S. Wellford ; West Virginia, J. C. Hupp ; Wiscon-
sin, H. P. Strong; U. S. Army, J. R. Smith; U. S.

Navy, A. L. Gihon.
Tiie Judicial Council reported that they had decided

tiiat the delegates from the Arkansas State Medical
Society were entitled to recognition.

NATURAL PURIFIERS—WATER .SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE.

Dr. R. C. Kedzie, of Lansing, Mich., read a paper
with the above title. He contended that the condi-

tions of water and air were the main if not the only

ones upon which the discussion of his subject rested,

but the jmrifier par e.i:(xllence was oxygen.
In conclusion the gentleman offered the following

resolutions, which were adopted :

Resolved, That it is the first duty of States and mu-
nicipalities—first in im])ortance, and first in the order

of time—to make a sanitary survey of the water sup-

ply to preserve it against all unnecessary and avoid-

able contamination.
Mesoh'fil, That uo municipality should introduce a

water system without at the same time providing a

corresponding and extensive sewer system.

Doctors Wilhelm Hiorth and H. G. Hoist, Medical
Directors, Christiania, Sweden, were made mcmljers \>y

invitation. '

CENTENNIAL SURGERY,

Dr. A. Garcelon, of Maine, I'cad an address on
the Progress of Sui'gery during the past century.

He remarked that in 1776 this country was so

sparsely settled, and only two cities having a

population of over 20,000 inhabitants, that but few
men of high scientific attainments could find cmijloy-
ment for their skill. Under such circumstances ignor-

ance and empiricism jn'evailed. A half century later

we had made but little progress. The establishment

of medical schools and hospitals, and the publica-

tion of medical journals, followed the commencement
of the present century, and the war of 1813 imparted
to them an additional stimulus. Since 1800 the num-
ber of these had increased with great ra])idity, and the

schools now numlicred not less than one hundred, be-

sides a large numlier of prejiaratory schools. Although
many of the graduates of these institutions rank-d
as the peers of those of any age or country, and us

IJractical operative surgeons they liave no known
superiors, it was quite evident that the ))rescnt sys-

tem of college instruction, if continued, would cfl'ec-

tually undermine such a reputation. The lax laws in

reference to graduation were next alluded to, and a

greater restriction of graduating privileges was eani-

estly urged.

UNIFORMITY OF MEDICAL OBSERVATION AND NATIONAL
JIEDICAL CONGRESS.

Dr. Edward Seguin, N. Y., made the following re-

port :

For several years, the American Medical Associa-
tion has given its support to a measure of great in-

terest for those who have at heart the advance of
physic, namely, the establishment of imiform means
of observation, and of medical records, for the phy-
sicians of all countries. This action of the .Vmerican
Medical Association has been exjjressed by the adop-
tion of successive resolutions, and by the sending of
delegates charged with the mission of advocating
this, reform:—in 1873, to the British Medical Asso-
ciation, meeting in London ; and to the French A.sso-

ciation for the Advancement of the Sciences, meeting
at Lyons. In 1874, to the British Medical Associa-
tion, meeting at Norwich ; and to the French Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Sciences, meeting at

Lille. In 1875, to the International Medical Con-
gress, meeting at Bruxelles. In 1876 (next Sei)tcm-
l)er), the same congress will meet in this very place

;

and now the American Medical Association is' callecl

to decide what position it will assume in this matter.

Will it recede from its former position, and leave
the task to second-hand promoters, or will it continue
its initiative before the International Council ? This
is not only a question of pride for the Association ; it

is also one of justice due to the American physicians
at large. If the constitution and by-laws of this Asso-
ciation prescribe an annual transfer of its meetings
from one part to another of this vast country, it is to

give us opportunities to study and express the wants
of the whole profession. Of these wants, none has
been found more deeply felt than the one of partak-
ing, as givers and receivers, in the discoveries of our
art. But this want is not ours alone, it is universal

;

and the American Medical Association will deserve
the thanks of all for having planned, and carried into
execution, tlie most important instrument of interna-
tionalization of the medical progress.

Therefore the Association i-esolves to charge its del-
egates of former yeai's to continue to advocate the
uniformity of means of observation before the various
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medical societies, and particularly at the next Interna-

tional Jlcdical (Joniiress, and report next year wliut

success they will have met.

Doctors Seynin and Bowditcli wore a])pointcd ad-

ilitional delegates to the International Con-^ness.

KKl'OUTS OK TKEASUItEK, PUBLICATION AND LniUAUY
COMMITTEES.

'I'lie report of the Treasurer showed that there was

an unexpended balance of ^4.."i77.07 in his hand to

date.

The report of the Committee of Publication stated

that of the volume of the Trausnctions for 187">, nine

hundred and lifly copies were printed, at an aggregate

expense of .^i'J.OOd. Of these, 883 copies have been

distributed to mendjers, 28 to medical journals and

societies, leaving 31) on hand.

The report of the Librarian stated tliat during the

past year there had been added to the library 121

distinct titles, exclusive of yearly volumes of transac-

tions of societies, reports of hospitals and boards of

health, and volumes of medical journals, where these

have jjeen previously catalogued as distinct titles.

This addition makes the library consist at present of

(i:tO distinct titles, which comprehend 1,.514 volumes,

including i)amphlets.

The report of i)n. C. C. lIowAiiD, delegate to the

Brussels Intcmational Medical Congres.s, held in Sep-

tember last, was iMX'sented, and referred to the Com-
mittee on Publication.

A sketch, prepared by Prof. IIaii-es, of the life of

Or. Armsljy, of Albany, N. Y., was, on motion, re-

ferred to the Committee on Publication.

The meeting then adjourned imtil U.;S() a.m. on

Tinnsday.
The afternoon was occupied in the meeting of tlic

different sections.

In tlie evening a lecture was delivered l>y PuoF.

(ii;oi»ii:F. Baukkk. M. D., of the University of Penn-

sylvania, on the '• World of the Seen and the Un-

seen." After explaining some of the phenomena con-

nected witli optical delusions, and showing how'scien-

titic investigation was passing into a field where tlie

senses were absolutely insufficient to search, tlie lec-

turer gave a numlier of illustrations, showing tlie

methods of investigation into matters beyond the

reach of the senses, as sound and light, many of which
\\ere very beautiful and elicited great applause.

Thursday. .Icne 8

—

Third Day.

Horticultural Hall having proved inadequate
to the reiiuirements of the meeting, Kiralfy's

Alhambra Palace wa.s selected for tliis morning's
session. The meeting for tliis day was accordingly

called at that place, and commenced, pursuant to

previous adjournm /nt, at 9.I3U .\..M., President Dr. .J.

Marion Sims in the Chair.

UEOISTK\TION AND MEMnEKSllIP.

(tn motion, the resoluti(m of the day before, that all

persons whose names are at present on the roll .shall bi^

voted members, w;is reconsidered, and it was agri;ed,

lifter some discussion, that the roll of mend)ers.

amounting to some 730 names, be called. In accord

ance with this desire the Secretary began calling the

roll, and continued to do so until ten o'clock, when
the hour arrived for the reading of the

Ai)i>KE-ss ON OnsTETiiics, by Dr. S. C. Busev, of

Washington, D. C.

On the conclusion of the reading, Du. J. L. Ati.kk

moved that the address be referred to the Committee

on Publication, for ])nblication. and discussed at the

next meeting of tlie section on ((bsletrics. Adopted.

The elTorl w.is tlieii again made to do away with

the reading of the roll, luit unsuccessfully. The mo-
tion occasioned considerable discussion.

MICIIIOAN state society AND DEI.EdATKSIIIP.

On the reading of the roll, at the name of a delegate

from the State Society of Michigan, the delegate was
objected to, as comiuj^ from a society against which
charges were jiending. At this juncture the rejiort of

the Judicial Council, signe(l by Dr. Benham. Chair-

man, recommending that tin^ delegates from Michigan
State Society be received, was iiresented. The report

.was applauded, and the reading of the roll was con-

tinued.

MKMliK.US IN AliSENTIO.

At thenameof Dr. Tliomas.I. Gritlillis, of Louisville.

an objection was made that he was not or had not

lieen present, and the Secretary was requested to strike

his name from the roll if the objection sliould be

found, on inquiry, to be well founded.

KKMAI.E KKPRKSKNTATIOy.

On the reading of the name of Sarah llackett Stc-

ven8,re|)resenting the Illinois State Society, Dit. BltODlE,

iif Detroit, moved that that and all such names lie re-

ferred to the .ludicial Council. A motion that this

resolution lie laid uiion the table was carried by a

large vote, amid considerable ajjiilause.

The President asked if the vote was intended to

recognize her right to a seat, wlien loud cries of ' Yes,"

and cheers, enqihatically answered the question.

Dr. ToNKU, of Washingt(ni, moved that the roll as

read bs confirmed, with the exception of the olijections

taken.

THE QUESTION OK P.\TENTS IN MEDICINE.

A resolution providing that it was not derogatory

in any physician to take out a patent for a surgical

instrument of any kind, was referred to the Judicial

Council.

THE MCDOWEM, MEMORIAL I'UND.

Dr. Keller, of Kentucky, on behalf of the trustees

of the fund for umonument to the late Dr. McDowell,
of Kentucky, reported a recommendation for an
increase of one dollar eacli year in membership dues,

the amout thus raised to go to said fund.

Dr. ToNEU stated that the resolution so recommend-
ing w<nild have to lay over one year, under the rules. He
hoped, however, that the rules would be waived for

this purpose by unanimous consent.

Objection was raised, and a motion to lay the resolu-

tion on the table was agreed to.

Dr. ToNEumoved that ii;l,()(lO be appropriated out of

the funds of tlie Association for the McDowell fuiul.

Dn. Howard moved the point of order that it was
.uuleof the .\ssocialion thai no new Imsiness slmuld be

transacted except on the first and fourth days of the

session of the Association, and hoped the rules would
not be df'parted from. The Chair decided the order

well taken, and the motion of Dr. Toner was declared

out of order.

Du. Sims said he was as anxious as any one to secure

the money asked for. but after conversation with gen-
tlemen around hiiii he was .satisfied the subject could
not be discussed to-day. Tiie Association would have
to defer action until to-morrow.

Dn. Hknkv a. .Martin, of Boston, moved that a

(iiininittee be appointed by the Chairman to take into

consideration the subjirt of bovine vaccination as

cMinpared with the usual arm to arm practice, to report
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at the next annual meeting. The motion was adoiJted,

after wliich the Association adjourned at 9.30 a.m.

fn Friday.

Aftbunoon and Evening.

The sessions held their usual meeting in the after-

noon and completed the business before them.
The evening was spent on the part of the members

in responding to invitations to the receptions of the

following Philadelphian pliysicians and surgeons :

Drs. D. Hayes Agnew, J. Solis Cohen, Louis A. Dull-

ring, H. Ljuox Hodge, John II. Packard. William H.

Pancoast, AVilliam Pepjjer, and EUwood Wilson.

Friday, June 9

—

Fourth Day.

Tlie closing session of the Association was held in

Horticultural Hall, and was called to order by the

President at 9.30 a.m.

A cliarge against the State Society of Illinois was
referred to the Judicial Council.

THE graduation OF " IRREGULAR "' TERSONS.

Dr. Toner, of Washington, offered the following,

which V.MS unanimously adopted :

licsohed, Tiiat membeis of the medical profession

who in any way aid or abet the graduation of medical
students iu irregular or exclusive systems of medicine,

are deemed tlierol)y to violate the spirit of the ethics

of the American Medical Association.

STATE BOARDS OP HEALTH IN EXISTENCE.

Dr. W. B. Atkinson, the Secretary, presented a

report which stated that in oljedieuce to the resolution

adopted .at the session of 187.5, he reports that in reply

to his inquiries he is informed that Boards of Health
e.xist in Alaljania, California, Georgia, Massacliusetts,

.\Iicliigan, Minnesota, Virginia, and Wisconsin. He
liad written to tlie Governors of Delaware, Indiana,

Iowa, Nebraska, New Jersey, New York, South Caro-

lina, Texas, and Vermont with almost negative results.

CATALOGUE OP N.\TIONAL LIBRARY.

Dr. H. C. Wood, of Pliiladelphia, offered the fol-

lowing, which was adopted :

li'so/pfid. Tliat a commitiae of three be appointed
by the Cliair to oljtaiu from Congress an appropriation

for the pul)lication of the sul)ject catalogue of tlie

National Lil>rary, and that tlie State Societies are re-

qu'sted to take such action lis may be deemed fit to

further said object.

OFFICERS ELECTED FOR 1877.

Th'j Nominating Committee next presented the fol-

lowing report through their Chairman, which was duly
adopted :

PrCDtdent—Dr. Henry J. Bowditch, of Massachu-
setts.

Vice Prcsidivits—Dr. N. J. Pittman, of North Caro-

lina ; Dr. Franklin Staples, of Jliunesota ; Dr. Joseph
R, Smith, of U. S. Army; Dr. Samuel C. Busey, of
Washington, D. C.

Treasurer—Dr. Casper Wister, of Pennsylvania.
Librarian—Dr. William Lee, of District of Colum-

bia.

Committee on, Lihranj—Dr. Johnson Eliot, of Dis-

trict of Columbia.
Assi.sUmt Secretary—Dr. J. H. Hollister, of Illinois.

Cummittee of Arranijemerdii— Drs. N. S. Davis, J. W.
Freer, H. A. .lohnson, T. D. Pitch, H. W. Jones, Jos-

eph P. Ross, Leslie Curtis.

Cominiltee of Pnhlicatioii — Dr. W. B. Atkinson,

chairmau ; Dr. T. M. Drysdall, Alliert Fricke, Samuel

D. Gross, Casper Wistar, Richard J. Dunglison, all of

Pennsylvania; and Dr. Williams, of District of Colum-
bia.

Next place of meeting—Chicago, 111.

Time of meeting—First Tuesday in June, 1877.

Judicial Council—Drs. N. S. Davis, of Illinois ; E. L.

Howard, of Maryland ; W. O. Baldwin, of Alabama
;

H. W. Dean, of New York ; A. N. Talley, of South
Carolina; J. P Logan, of Georgia; and D. W. Stor-

mout, of Kansas, in jilace of the seven whose terms
expire at this meeting. The rest of the present

Council continue.

Committee on Prize Estiai/s —Dr. N. S. Davis, Illinois,

chairman ; Edmund Andrews, E. Ingalls, Moses Gunn,
E. P. Cook, all of Illinois.

Special Committee on Influence of Climate in Puh in-

ary Diseases in Florida—Dr. E. T. Sabal, continued.

DELEGATES TO INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL CONGRESS.

Delegates to the International iledical Congress to

be held September 4th, 1876, at Philadelphia: Drs.

H. I. Bowditch, Massathnsetts
; E. Seguin, New York

;

Thomas L. Maddon, Iowa ; J. S. Welford, Virginia

;

A. Dunlap, Ohio ; John T. Hedgen, Mo. ; Joseph
Carson, Pa.; John C. Dalton, N. Y. ; AV. O. Baldwin,
Ala. ; D. W. Yandell, Ky. ; N. S. Davis, 111.; Austin
Flint, Sr., N. Y. ; T. G. Richardson, La. ; W. F. West-
moreland, Ga. ; A. M. Pollock, Pa. ; Frank Hastings
Hamilton, N. Y. ; G. M. Beniiss, La. ; L. A. Dugas,
Ga. ; Francis Bacon, Conn. ; Hunter McGuire, Va.; A.

G. Shortleff, Cal.; E. M. Moore, N. Y. ; O. W. Holmes.
Mass. ; G. A. Otis, U. S. Army ; P. E. Gunnell, U. S.

Navy ; E. C. Harwood, of New York.

S.\.LARY OP THE PERMANENT SECRETARY.

On the motion of Dr. J. L. Atleb, of Lancaster,
the salary of Dr. W. B. Atkinson, the permanent sec-

retary, was made $1,000 for the past year.

the necessity for state BOARDS OP HEALTH.

Dr. Bell, of Iowa, offered the following, which was
adopted

:

liesulccd. That there be appointed a committee of
three pei'sons, members of this Association, in each of
those States where there has been no action taken
for the establishment of Boards of Health, to urge
upon those States the necessity of the establishment of
such Boards.

,V list op reputable MEDICAL COLLEGES ASKED FOR.

A communication was read from the Centennial
Commissioners from Victoria, asking information as

to the list of medical colleges in good standing in

this country. A motion was made to refer it to the
Judicial Council.

Dr. Bcsev said the Judicial Council did not have
the right to determine the standing of any college.

Dr. Frotiungiiaji, of Jlichigan, said the quarrels
about the colleges were a disgrace to the profession.
On motion of Dr. Toner, the whole matter was laid

on the table.

CLOSING ADDRESSES.

The newly-elected President, Dr. H. I. Bowditch,
of Massacliusetts. was then conducted to tlie chair,

and Dr. Si.ms, the retiring President, delivered his

farewell address. He said the work transacted during
the past three days would exhiliit to science a re-

cord of progress greater than ever liefore. At this

meeting many familiar faces had l)een missed. Fran-
cis Guruey Smith, who liad served them long and
faithfully, was abroad to recuperate his shatteied
health.
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The absence of so many of our Soutlicrn l)r('tlircii

WHS uot clue to any lack of interest in the procced-

in<5S. He thanked God that the day of strife li;ul

Iieen passed, and jiassed forever. Where there had
been l)itterness ami hate, now there was kindness

and affection. What higher proof could there be of

this than the election of a man educate<l at the South ;

At this time Massachusetts and South Carolina can

join hanils. (Dr. Sims then clasped the hand of the

newly-elected President. Or. liowditch, the act beini;

received with shouts of applause.)

Dr. Howditch then addressed the As-sociation. and
said the place 'had sought him and not he the place.

Me deemed it a special honor to occu])y the position in

this Centennial year. In conclusion, he returned his

sincere thanks.

Dr. Guis.soM. of Xorth Carolina, thanked Dr. Sims
for his remarks.

TlIK UNITED STATES I'ltARMAOOrUSI.V

Dr. E. n. S(iVinn, of Brooklyn. N. Y., remarked

upi)n the practicability of revising the Plmrniacopa>ia,

after which he offered the following, which were

adopted

:

W/ifi-tii.1, The usual time for a decennial revision of

the United States Pharnuicopo'ia is drawing near; and
^y/ll•tvlls. The plan of revision and publication in

force since 1S20 may not now be the best that could

be devised ; therefore, be it

lifnolriul. That the American ilcdical Association

take the whole subject of the National Pharmacopoeia

into consideration for a revision of its management,
and for the present time, with especial reference to the

following f|Uestions

:

Fn-st. Whether the present plan of decennial re-

vision and publication be iiractically sufficient for the

needs of the Materia Medica and Pharmacy of the

present time, and, if not sutticient. whether a plan

could be devisi'd which n\ight offer probable advan-

tages enough to justify an attempt to disturb the pres-

ent one.

Second. Whether this Association be the proper

custodian in this country of the interests involved in

the Xaticinal Pharmaco|)<ieia : and if it is the proper

source of the National Codex, whom can it invite to

co-operate with it in the work ?

Tliird. If it be a work for this Association, in what
way can its details be wisely undertaken with any

prospect of material improvement upon the present

plan i

Iiffinirf'1, That in order to facilitate mature and
licneral deliberation upon so important a subject, tlnj

final discussion of these resolutions be laid over at

least one year ; and tliat the matter be recommended
to the Presiilent of the Association for consideration

in hii" annual address for the meeting of lf<77.

On mf)tion, the thanks of the Association were re-

turned to the Messrs. Kiralfy, proprietors of the \\

hambra Theatre, for the loan of their Ix'autiful build

ing on Thursday.
The A.ssociation then adjourned sine die.

NEW YORK COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY.

Sl<tlf4 .Vfftiiiy, May 22, 1870.

1)K. II. B. Sands, Pkksiuent, in the Ciiaiu.

ON A LOST AIIT IN srilOEltV.

Dli. A. B. Cuosnv, in an interesting paper upon tli

above subject, was inclined to the opinion that uiui>

was a dirty animal, and if by means of water he im-

proved upon his c<«nditit)n in that respect, he deserved
commendation therefor. Man might be in respectable

health in spite of tilth, but clraii/iiifitf was the gine tjmi

nim of the successful surgeon, for tilth in a wound
meant poison, and poison meant death. The doctor

believed that cleanliness in its highest sense was almost

unknown in the metropolitan hospitals of the world,

hence a lout art in siinjinj, and to indicate how it was
to be restored was the object of the paper.

Dr. Crosby gave a brief account of ihe fii'st ])avilion

hospital built during the late war, and erected under
his supervision in the summer of 1801. He received

for its fii'st occupants the wounded from the battle of

Ball's Bluff. Tlie doctor, at the time of its erection,

was entirely ignorant of the action that had been taken

by the Sanitary Commission, and the building was
occupied before their action was announced. In that

hospital the sum of the treatment was absolute clean-

liness; cleanliness with reference to the floors of the

wards, the body and bed linen of the patients, and the

bodies of the ])atients were also sponged with wami
water very freiiuently. All the wounds were treated

openly; all offensive wounds were treated with anti-

septics; and no wound was brought together until the

surface was covered with fresh healthy granulations.

Absolute cleanliness, nutritious food, and imie air

formed the tripod upon which the hospital rested,

and to those the excellent results were mainly attrib-

uted. ' Fortunately," said the doctor. •' our re((uisitions

I

for drugs remained unfilled." and the medical supplies

consisted chiitly of opium, whiskey, and a few pounds
of co])pcras, which was obtained at a country store,

and wasiMilverized and administered mixed with mo-
lasses. Of all cases treated, only ten per cent teiminated

fatidly.

Dr. Crosby next referred to the terrible mor-

tality at one time seen in the wards of one of

the divisitms in Bellevue Hospital; gave an ac-

count of the disinfecting process* instituted and
executed l)y Prof. Dorenius ; and cited the results

obtained since the disinfection, the wards being oc-

cupied by surgical cases under the care of Dr. .lames

R. Wood. Since the disinfection no cases of erysip-

elas, gangrene, ulcers, or bums had been permitted to

enter the wards; and if. by mistake, a case of either of

those affections had gained entrance, or had devel-

oped in the wards it was at once removed, and the

bed thoroughly cleansed before being occupied by

another patient. Sponges were discarded ; each patient

had his own bottles and brushes, and brashes were

used but once ; instruments and the hands of the at-

tendants were washed in carbolized water before

)>assing from one |)atient to another, etc., etc. In

short, absolute deanlini'ss and continued disinfecti(ui

had jirevailed ; and the re^nlt had bten that pyaemia

had not been seen, only one or two cases of erysiijelas

I
had occurred, and those had been in cancerous cases;

and Dr. Crosby had treated successfully, in the same
wards, compound euniminuted fractures, with ex-

tensive laceration of the -soft parts.

'•Sepsis," said the doctor, '• has not gained a habitat

in these wards since disinfection and cleanliness have

been absolutely enforced."

A similar train of facts was brought forward with

reference to the Long Island College IIos) ital. In

that Institution clean hands, clean wounds, clean

• A ilctnil«a Qt-ifnint m( tilt* pr'"''*'*'* *»' (liKinrn-tit.ii. rarrjiil i-tit liy

Itof. I><iri'inli>. nmv 1k' frainil unUr llic liiml •( niniirk» liixli' by Dr.
I.ir.l>., ILtrkcr, in the illoiiuiion ,>r |ir. W. T. I.u-k'» iiij" r " On thf

in K|ii,linii.ii( I'u. ri»r»l K.v.r." an.l pulili-liiil in Itii-mim

^IH-li-%1, ICKeoni. Iiir tV-toN-r tfl. 1^75. All Iwtnu-t tif 1>|

... ^i-jr cmli Im' fouiKl in ttu> saiia' iiulitlxT uf Lhc LlECOUl).
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spon2;es and clean everytliing had driven the enemy

out
;

"and the chlorinated liquor of soda had Ijecome

a standing monument over the grave of tlie scliizo-

mvcete.
Tlie doctor maintained that sepsis in a hospital was

a crime, tliat cleanliness woulfl iirevent its extension,

and disinfection would drive it from its stronghold
;

and that the facts recited jdead witli mute eloquence

for tlie restoration of the lost art. Every possilile con-

nection from one wound to another, however, must be

cut off, or tlie original evil would crop out.

Perhaps tlie uiost important feature of tlie pajier

was its bearing upcni tlie question wlietlier metropol-

itan hospitals whicli have been occupied for many
years could be cleansed and rendered as safe as new
structures? The pavilion plan lias received general

recognition ; and with such rect)gnition lias come, at

least, a tacit condemnation, for hospital jnirposes, of

those structures wliich consist of several series of

rooms, one above the other, and enclosed by lirick or

stone walls. Now, if such buildings, whicli liave be-

come infected, can be disinfected—which have been

poisoned, can have tliat poison dislodged—an im-

mense amount of money and liard lalior could be

saved. Dr. Crosby was of the opinion that all such

])oisoncd wards miglit be entirely and perfectly dis-

infected, if recourse was had to proper measures.

The paper was discussed liy Drs, Ludluni, .Janeway,

Sell, and Sands. At the close of the discussion. Dr.

Janeway exhibited a leucocythannic spleen, having

measuremeuts next to the largest upon his records. It

was removed from tlie liody of the man (Case I.) whose

history was given in tlie paper from Dr. Janeway,

lately ])u1)lished in the Kecord, measured fourteen

Indies longitudinally, by nine inches transversely, and
Wiis four inches thick and weiglied seven and one-half

pounds. Tlie liver of the same man weiglied seven

)iounds and contained spots of leukannic formations.

Tlie left Ividney was atrophied from pressure, and had
quite a sulcus made liy the s|)leen. Tlie sp. gr. of tlie

blood was 1036, Farther analysis had not been com-
pleted.

NEW YORK MEDICAL JOURNAL ASSO-
CIATION.

suited Melting, May 26, 1876.

Du. E. G. LoiiiNG, President, in the chair.

ON SO.ME POINTS IN THE ETIOLOGY OF HEREDITARY
SYPHn^IS.

Dr. F. R. St0rgis, in a concise and brief pajier upon
the alKive subject, presented a criticism upon the opin-

ion still entertained by a large part of the medical jiro-

fession, that the ovum in utero may liecome infected

witli syphilis through the semen, without the trans-

mission of syphilis to the motlier, either by the father

or by the fcctus.

Dr. Sturgis was of tlie opinion that tlio.se who still

adhered to this doctrine entered tlie discussion in the

face of three disadvantages.

1. They were oliliged to prove po.sitively the pres-

ence of syphilis in the father and child.

2. The non-existence of the disease in the mother,
past, present, and future.

3. To explain certain anomalous cases and condi-

tions which did not perplex those who held to contrary

opinions, for they had only to prove that the mother
and child were healthy.

In criticising the opinion stated, the doctor asked

the question, " Why is it unlikely that syphilis should
exempt tlie mother and attack only tlie ovum ?

"

Infection by the natural excretions of the body, viz.:

the sweat, saliva, tears, milk, etc., had been exploded
as impossible, and yet the semen, according to the

theory advanced, was capalJe of transmitting syphilis

to a foetus that might remain in utero until full term,

witliout danger to the mother; but as soon as born,

became a centre of contagion for all non-syphilitic per-

sons who might be so unfortunate as tohave thebliuid

or secretions from mucous patches of the child brought
in contact with their absorbents; the mother, however,
escaping.

The doctor believed that such doctrine set as.\.e en-

dosmosis and exosmosis of the sypliilitic virus, and, if

trne, gave rise to an iin]iortaut question, namely^ How
was the absorption of the virus in cases of acquired

syphilis to Ije explained ?

When tlie doctrine was studied from the hereditary

point of view, it was found that syphilitic mothers gave
birth to syphilitic liabies in instances whi're the father

was healthy ; and if the vims had not transuded
through the walls of the maternal blood-vessels, when
and,how did the child become infected? Dr. Sturgis

critijcised quite extensively the cases reported by ]M.

Kassowitz, of Vienna, who is the latest writer in suiijiort

of the theory enunciated. The records of the K. K.
Fiindlehaus covered 400 ca.ses; and in 123 of those.

the condition of the inotlier had been I'eported as un-
known. The term '• unknown " was objected to, and
the record shown to be decidedly op)iosed to the ex-

perience of Oewre of Chri.stiania, for instance, who had
reported 100 cases, and h.ad not been obliged to give

the conditiini, relating to syphilis, of any mother as un-
known. The question upon which Dr. Sturgis's criti-

cisms turned, was whether syphilis was conveyed to the

ovum through tlie semen ; and it was found, after ex-

amining some of Kassowitz's cases, that the conclusion

that it had been, was founded partly upon the fact of
the occurrence of several miscarriages, without the
presence of syphilitic symptoms on the part of the
mother. Interesting cases from Caspary andLangston
Parker were also recited ; and from them all, the d<ictor

arrived at the conclusion that the mother's good health,

in instances where she had given birth to syphilitic

children, had been onh/ apparent and not real.

Dr. Sturgis then turned to the other .side of the
question, wliere syphilitic fathers begat healthy chil-

dren, so long as the mothers remained healthy- The
evidence upon that ])oint was regarded as straight-

forward, and although not original with, was brought
out prominently by, Cullerier in 18.~)4. Allusion was
then made to eases bearing U])onthat side of the (pies-

tion, and reported by Notta, Cliarrier, Diday, Mireur
and Oewre. In addition. Dr. Sturgis jiresentcd the
records of three cases which had fallen under his own
observation, and in which the evidence seemed con-
clusive, that mother and children remained uninfected
if only the father was syphilitic; i.e., that they es-

caped infection through the semen. Dr. Sturgis, liow-

ever, regarded the question as knotty and difficult of
solution, although important.

The iiaper ))eing open for discussion. Dr. F. N. Otis
remarked that there were many elements' of doubt in

all those instances reported where syjiliilis had been
transmitted from father to child without the interven-

tion of the disease in the mother. Those elements were
so numerous, that he could not but think that many mis-
takes had lieen made, and it was to be regretted that
there was no more definite method of obtaining abso-
lute information concerning the inoculabilityof the
seminal secretion. Until absolute results from inocu-
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Intion could be Imd, the seniiniil fluiil beiu;; intro-

dliceil into Uealtliv persons, we sliould l)e jiistitied ill

cliiiiniiiu' the benJtit of the doulit. Dr. Otis fartlur

remarked tliat he was a believer in tlie cessation of

the inoeulubility of the syphilitic poison. For ex-

ample, a man wlio had passed throu.i;h the active sta<;e

of syphilis, and was sutTerin^ from what are commonly

called syphilitic seipiehc, p(rliai)s at the end of four

or fiveyeai-s. and following a thorough treatment,

could not transmit the disease in any way. The mu-

cous erosions which were sometimes seen, and which

resemliled very closely syphilitic processes, tlie doctor

believed to be due to other causes than syphilis
;
for

instance, indigestion, excessive use of toliacco, etc.

With reference to the communication of syphilis from

the setpieliP of the disease, Dr. Otis related a peculiar

case, which illustrated the dilliculty sometimes met

with in obtaining,' reliable evidence. A man who had

had the initial lesion of syphilis, followed Ijy second-

ary eruptions, married a healtliy woman, who gave

birth to a cliild. which was healthy and remained so, as

far as syphilis was concerned. Tlie man had a morbid

feeling that he should communicate syphilis to his

wife.
" Time went (Ui, and at the end of five or six

j'ears after the original chancre, the wife was brought

to the doctor with what subsetpiently proved to be

a sy|)hilitic tubercle upon the thigh, and soon after

mucous patches apj)eared in the moutli.

The social position of Ixith husband and wife was,

to all appearances, entirely beyond sus|)icion, and the

caSL' became exceedingly perplexing to the doctor.

How was the presence of the sypliilitic lesions in the

woman to be explained ; The doctor had an interview

witli the woman and told her his suspicions, and also,

that her husband felt convinced that he was the cause

of her troul)les, whereupon she claimed that her hus-

band was a model of purity, and at the same time ac-

knowledged that she had had connection with an old

lover while off upon a yachting excursion.

In closing. Dr. Otis remarked that he had never

ssen syphilis communicated four or five years subse-

quc^nt to the active manifestation of the disease, and

always doubted the reliability of the history of such

reported cases.

Dii. (Jr.^rKF.NKoss regarded the transmission of

sypliilis as positive in one respect, viz., if a woman
was syphilitic, her children would certainly be; and

he was ei|ually certain that a sy|)hilitic father would
b;-get healthy cliildrcn in about ninety out of a hun-

dred instances.

Th edoclor related a curious case, and one not easily

explained.

A perfectly healthy woman married and gave birth

to a healtliy child ; subse([Uenlly the husband gave

her chancres, and the wife otaiiied a divorce. She

wa.s treated, and, apparently, became perfectly well ;

in due time she was married to a healthy man. became

impreirnatcd, and gave birth to a child unmistakably

syphilitic.
' Where had the poison been during the seven or

eii;ht years subsecpient to the active manifestation of

tl e disease, which finally showed itself in a distinctly

syphilitic infant ?

' The paper was also discussed by Drs. Mcllvaine,

Hulklcv, and Tauszky.

TkI.KiiUMMI WlllB KxTKMI'OUIZKn FOU FlKI.I) Scu-

OKliv.— In an article with the above title, Surgeon-

Major .1. II. Porter ilirilUli Mul. Jour., May 27) de-

scribe a vcTy iiii^enioud method of constructing splints

from telegraph wire.

i NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

Sl^itfd Meeting, M'nj \-ith, 187G.

Du. S. S. PUKl'LE, PkKSIDKST, in Tire CllAIK.

[

OS F.WTY DK(iESKltATION OK THE PLACENTA AS A

I CAUSE OF DE.VrU I.N THE F(ETUS.

Db. Chaiu.es a. Leai.e read an interesting paper

upon the above subject, in which he presented ceilaiu

clinical records wilii the view of exciting discussion

concerning the proper measures to be adojited to pre-

vent the woman from being delivered of a dead child.

I Fatty degeneration was regarded as the result of a de-

fect, and not di.sea.se of the nutrient process. Such

defect might be developed in connection with .syjilii-

lis, phthisis pulmonalis, scrofula, apojilexy, and other

conditions, and iriveri.se secondarily to fatty degene-

ration. The l)o<t<ir read the histories of cases in

which he had found the following changes, which had

evidently given rise to such disturbances iu the process

of nutrition as to cause the death of tlie foHus. or re-

duce it to the lowest grade of vitality consistent with

the possibility of ])rolonging its life. Fatty degen-

eration coincident with syphilitic sperm, the mollic r

being healthy ; simple fatty degeneration following

(

placentitis caused by blow upon abdomen; fibrinous

deposits iu three placeiil.e from a mother who had

cavities in both lungs, and tlu' father had had moHuis

coxarius; tuberculous placenta from a mother with

cavities in both lungs; sy()hilitic fatty degeneration in

a c;isc in which .several miscarriages had occuried

within six years ; apoplexy and calcareous degene-
' ration in a healthy mother who gave birth to a child

weighing lli llis. The Doctor related a casein which

cancer of the cervix was present, but its growth had

been retarded by the use of .strong nitric acid, and the

I

woman became pregnant. Labor was uncomplicated,

the child was healthy, and no changes were found in

the placenta. The cancerous growth became active

six months after parturition. Dr. Leale also gave a

detailed history of a case in which successive abor-

tions had been'succeeded by the delivery of a living

child in conseipience of labor i>rematurely induced.

Premature labor had been advised I'V Dr. Foidyce Har-

ker asa measure to be adopted for securing the delivery

of a liviu',' cliild; and the symiitoms of alarming pros-

tration on the part of the mother, in that particular in-

stance, together with tlie fee1)loness of the fo'tal heart,

were the indications which decided the time when Dr.

Leale should execute the plan recommended. The

child was exceedingly feeble when born, but its life

was saved by dint of "perseverance in the most careful

and tender nursing. The i)lacenta was found so far

advanced in fatty degeneration as to be more than

two-thirds useless, there being no doubt in this in-

stance that the life of the cliild would have been

.sacrificed if it had been iierniitted to go the full term

of uterogestation. The ccmclusioiis arrived at by

the Doctor concerning the subject under consideration

were mainly as follows :

—

Fatty degeneration of the placenta was a cause of

death in the fietus more commonly than was generally

supposed ; its access might be insidious and its

progress slow
The caiLses were uterine and ovarine anomalies, in-

sufficient vitality of the ovule, disease ol the ovule, in-

sutflcient vital force in sperm, disease of sperm, emo-

tional causes, or shock causing paralysis or incom-

plete detachment of placenta, etc.

Tlie varieties were luberculous ciileareoHB degenera-

tion with fibriiKUis deposits, aiuemia with atrophy,

simple fatty degeneration, degeneration from ajio-
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plexy, scrofula, syphilis, and waxy degeneration asso- i

ciatcd with leucocytho?mia.

As a measure for securing the delivery of a living .

cliild in cases in -whicli futty degeneration of the pla-
j

centa was suspected, and constitutional treatment liad
\

failed or was not indicated, wliere the life of the

motlier or the child was endangered by delay. Dr.

Leale recommended the induction of premature labor

at about the thirty-sixth week of utero-gestation, in

accordance with the suggestion made by Dr. Barker

in the case to which allusion had been made.

The paper being open for discussion, Dr. Isaac E.

Taylor i-emarked that the subject was one in which he

had been interested for many years, and while it was
true that the jdaceuta miglit be the subject of conges-

tion, intiammation, apoplexy, calcare.nis and fibrinous

deposits, and fatty changes, the view that fatty de-

generation was uniformly the cause of death in the

foetus was not generally acce^jted by the profession.

For the child might become the seat of disease de-

pendent upon constitutional vices of the parents, one

or both, as well as the placenta, and such disease

might be the cause of the death of the child rather

than the changes in the placenta at the same time

present. Fatty degeneration of the ])laeenta Dr.

Taylor regarded as a very common condition atfecting

the maternal or faHal side, or intermediate portit)ns, or

all tlu-ee together, and might be developed as a pri-

mary change in the placenta, or as secondary to consti-

tutional disturbances. He regarded some of the cases

reported l)y Dr. Leale as those in which the child had
died in utero, and tliat the placental changes were

secondary. Dr. Taylor related a case then under ob-

servation in which it was evident that the child had
been dead ten days and yet the placental soufHe could

be distinctly heard. Fourteen days had been re-

garded as sufficient time to allow changes to take

place which would arrest the soufile after the death of

the fojtus. He was of tlie opinion, therefore, that in

very many instances the retrograde clianges which

were found in the placenta were normal, having

taken jilace suliseiiuent to the death of the child,

and had nothing to do with the sacrilice of its life.

Tliere were cases, undoubtedly, in which the changes

that had taken place in the placenta, had directly con-

tributed to such sacritice, luitit was not to be regard-

ed ;is an easy matter to decide with reference to the

measures to be adopted for the prevention of such

results, especially as regarded the induction of prema-

ture labor.

Dk. Peaslee remarked that changes affecting the

placenta might occur either upon the maternal or upon
the foetal side, and that it was important to determine

upon which side the change had commenced. If. for

example, the mother was tuberculous, and gave birth

to children ])rematurely, and tubercles were present

in the placenta, it might be reasonably inferred

that the trouble was upon the maternal side entirely.

If there were evidences of placentitis, it was vastly

more probalile that it commenced upon the maternal

than upon the fietal side, although it was not impossi-

ble for it to begin upon the fojtal; and to be the cause

of fatty degeneration, it might originate upon either

side. It should not be su|)posed, because a dead child

was born in connection with a fatty placenta, that

such placenta was the cause of the death of the child,

for it might have been just the reverse : the child

having died, the placenta became fatty. The fatty

degeneration being due to diminution in the circula-

tion, which might have its origin cither upon the

maternal or fecial side, it Iiecame important in every

case to detemiine upon which side it commenced.

For, if it began upon the fa;tal side it was regarded

as extremely difficult to do anything to evade the

disastrous consequence. "We might cause the mother
to inhale more oxygen, but the efficacy of the

measure would be very doubtful. On the other hand,

if anything could be done to improve the circulation

of the mother when the change in the ])lacenta had its

origin upon the maternal side, we miglit perhaps succeed

in saving the life of the child. But there was another

question. It was supi)osed, for example, that a

woman had had a series of miscarriages the first

perhaps at the end of the third month, the second at

the end of the fourth month, the third at the end of

the fifth month, etc. ; in such a case the doctor was of

the opinion that the trouble was to be found upon the

part of the fa?tus, for the reason that the ovum itself

was pr<.>l)alily deceased. If the ovum—and the placen-

ta was regarded as nothing more than a ))art of the

ovum—became impregnated with diseased semen, it

might or it might not remain alive; but allow-

ing that in the course of time it died, the question

then arose : Did it liecome as a matter of cour.se true

that the difficulty began npdu the mother's side, or

upon the fcetal side ' "Why did the mother develop

.an ovum which was cast off in one instance at three

months, in another at four months ? etc. "What was to

be inferred i Not necessarily that she was in a diffei--

ent condition with each succeeding pregnancy, but

rather that there was some different condition in the

ovum itself, or in the semen by wliicb it was fecun-

dated. The doctor was of the opinion that, in every

case where such an experience had been develo])ed,

the difficulty commenced in the ovum, and that inas-

much as it could not be accounted for by subsequent

influences upon fecundation, it must be referred to the

semen, or that the father, who has had syphilis, was
getting farther and farther from its effect ; conse-

quently the foetus retained its vitality longer and
longer with each pregnancy, and after a while lived

to eight or nine months. Just then Di'. Peaslee raised

the query whether it was a fact that a woman could

be delivered of a child which had died in utero prema-
turely by reason of syphilis, without having the

disease Iiersclf. The doctor rennirkcd that he should

in every instance in which successive abortions

occurred each time at a little later period in utero-

gestation. accuse the father of having had syphilis. In

such cases much could lie done to prevent the occui'-

rence of the miscarriages by treating the father for

syphilis, and the main idea was to get it out of the

husband's system as soon as possible. At tlie same
time it was well to give the mother assurance that she

might at some future date have a living child.

With regard to cancerous jilacenta occurring with
cancer of the uterus he had never known an instance,

and he did not suppose that it would occur upon the

pait of the mother, although she might have cancer

of the cervix preceding her pregnancy. For, the

cervix might he affected by cancerous disea.se and the

body of the uterus remain unaffected: and that w'as the

rule. Reference was then made to three cases of
cancer of the cervix in which the women did well

during their confinement ; there was no disease of the

placenta, lint the children were all very small
Dr. Joel Foster asked Dr. Peaslee whether lie

would induce premature laljor in cases where it was
quite evident that fatty degeneration of the ])laeents

was present.having its commencement with the mother ?

Dit. Peaslee replied that he .should hesitate with re-

gard to the performance of the operation ; that lie would
be influenced Ijy the condition of the foHus and be
ready to interfere at any time if it became necessary.
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Y>n. MuNDfe was of the opinion tint tlw induction
qf pivniiifnro Iiilior at tlif end of the :!(illi week, as a

geru-ral nilf in cases of supposiil fatty dej^enciatioii

of tlie placenta, was not justitial)le. Tlio phin would
he especially unjustitialjlo if resorted to for the pinposc
of saving a child while it was under syphilitic inllii-

onces in iitero. In sueli cases the anti-sypliilitic treat-

ment would do all that was necessary. Dr. Jliindr-

was of the opinion that medical men were liable to

attrihute too nuicli importance, in many cases at hast,
to the condition of fatty degener.ition present in the

placenta at the time of the continement. Forexaniple.
a child was horn anil presented a shrivelled appear-
ance, the placenta had a pale look, was soft and
tlahhy, and it was commonly said tliat it had nnder-
tfone fatty dei;cneration. AVlien, how<'ver, it was e.\-

amined microscopically, nothing more was found than
might he I'xpi^eted in p!acenl;e in general, for nuinial

fatty change commenced to take place at aliout tlu'

eighth month, and in some cases it l>ccame miicli more
marked than in others without necessarily affecting the

ftetus. It was not to be concluded because a |)laeenta

looked fatty that it was in an abnoimal condition.

Dr. Pe.\si.kk supposed two cases and raised a (jues-

tion. Fii-st. suppose a woman has clearly had sypli-

ilis, had a miscarriage at the third, fourth or tilth

month, and the placenta had undergone fatty degen-
eration.

Second, a woman without trace of syphilis hail

miscarriages as in the tirst instance, and there was fatty

plac.Mita, but in addition the husband had been known
to have had sypliili.s.

Now, did it make any difference with regard to the

treatment '. Should anti-syphilitic treatment of the

mother be resorted to only in the first instance, or

should it he resorted to at all events ?

If in the last instance a niother without syphilis

gave birth to a child prenuUurely, and there was
fatty placenta, tlie Doctor meant to be understood
as saying that probably the child died from syphilis

from the father, and not because of the fatty degene-
ration of the placcnt:!. On the other hand, if slie h.id

had syphilis, and the husband not at all ; whether
the fatty degeneration of the placenta was c.-iused by
the death of the fietus, or whether tlic syphilitic af-

fection of the mother caused the fatty placenta, and
causing the deatli of the fietus the case was exactly

reversed ; then there would be reason for adopting
the ami syphilitic treatment of the mother.

At that point. Dr. Peaslee raised another question :

Had any one knowu of an instance where anti-.syphili-

tic treatment had arrested a series of miscarriages
occurring in a woman* wlio had not had any signs of
sypliilis ( If any such cases were known, he would
explain tlienv upon the ground that the anti-sypliilitic

treatment had acted directly through the mother upon
a fietus liaving syphilis.

Dk. T.wi.or mentioned a case in wliieh the father
was syphilitic and the motlier pi-rfeclly healthy. The
mother liad a series of atiortions at the tliird, fourth,

fiftli months, etc., and the husband died. Tlie

widow married a perfectly healthy man. and tlie fust

of her second stock of children was syphilitic. Init the

second and third, aftjr tlie mother had been sub-

jected to anti-syphilitic treatment, were healthy.

Dr. Taylor was of the opinion that aiitisyphilitic

treatment should lie adopted in eases in which alior-

tion after abortion had occurred, and allhnugh it

might not l)e succi-ssful in preventing its occurrence

in all cm 's, in a certain number the results obtained
would be must satisfactory.

D:-. 1I.\NK» recommended that anti-sypliilitic tii'at-

nient be ndojited for both husband and wife in cases

where repeatid aburf ions had occurred, independent

of disphieeinent or other local cause.

Dr. MuNDf: reg.irdeil this ipiestion with reference to

the effect proiliieed upon the fietus by remedies ur.tiug

through the mother ai vet /oih /ndirf.

UVL. Le.m.k stated that in nearly all of his mention-

ed cases, the degeneration of the placentic must have

occurred prior to the death of the child, ns deinon-

slrnted l)y diseased placenta' and the birth of living

children.

Dr. Leai.k raised a question: A healthy woman
married a syphilitic man whose sperm gave all the

appearances of healthy semen when examined with

the microscope, and yet conception did not take

place. The husband died, the woman married

again, and under such circumstances had the woman
ever conceived? Had any such case been known in

which conception had taken place*

On motion, the Academy adjourned.

The Coca or Cit.v Leaf andtts Effects.—The
alleged use of this plant by Jlr. "Weston in his great

l)edestrian feats, has broutiht the subject before the

medical iirofession of Kn^land. and Mr. Robert C'hris-

tison and Mr. (i. F. Dowdeswell have furnished some
interesting facts on the properties and action of the

leaf. The early history of Peru, says Jlr. (^hristison.

informs us that Cuca was used in Peru at the time of

its conquest by the Sjianiards. Popi)ig. a (icrman

naturalist who lived in Peru for five years, after ob-

serving the habit of chewing the Cuca leaves by the

iiihaliitants. came to the conclusion that its use is as

s/ductiveand injurious to the health, mind, and nior.als,

as driid<ing or opium eatiu'/. Its victims lie in the

open fields drcuiiing beautiful dreams, remaining out

all night indifTerent to cold or rains. lu the end. how-
ever, the stomach uivesw.iy, the face becomes haggard,

and the victim dies of all sorts of maladies. Other

authorities think that the accounts given by Piippig

are much exaggerated. Dr. von Tschudi. in his visit

to Peru, found it relieved thediflicult breathinL' which
is felt in asctnding eminences. He thought that the

moderate use of Cuca miu:ht be conducive to health.

Without it, the i)oorly-fed Peruvians Indians would be

incapacitated from pel forming their labor. The plant

from which the leaves arc obtained thrives best in the

elevated forests of the Andes. In time it is covered with

delicate white flowers, which arc succeeded by red

berries. The leaves can be stripped from the idant

three times a year, and are at once thoroughly dried.

When the packages of Cuca are opened, they emit a pow-
erful tea-like odor. Jlr. Christison has tried the ciTccts

of the leaves upon himself. lie has taken long and
fatiguing walks, living at the same time after his usual

manner; then he has repented the walks for even

irreater distances, and when overcome with fatigue, at

some resting-place, he has chewed thoroughly, and
swallowed eighty grains of Cuca. Xo real effects were

observed until he went out of doors and resumed his

r:i])id walking; then all sense of weariness disappeared,

and he could walk, not onlv with ease but elasticity.

.Vt the end of the walk the i)ul.se was ilO ; and in two
hours fell to I'i. At dinner-lime there was neither

fei-ling of hunger nor thirst, after al>staining from food

fornine hours; but ui>on dinner appearing, ample jus-

tice was done to the meal. No uniileasant efTicIs were

felt the next day. Mr. Dowdeswell. in an article in

Ihe /,n;ir/7 for Apiil ->'.llh. IHTCi. has thesaine idea as to

the great and wonderful powers of endurance gained

by \ta use—Urithh MulUalJournal, April 2Utli, 1876.
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THE ENGLISH DEBATE ON SYPHILIS.

IV.

In contrast with the admirable contributions of Sir

Wm. .Tenner, the remarks of Dr. Mo.'con are noticeable

for their tedious prolixity and their sophistical char-

acter. "We must express both our surprise and disap-

IJointment at tliis effort of a man, 'n-ho, by his writings

upon visciral syphilis, has heretofore commanded our

highest respect. In fifty-six observations of visceral

syphilis, he had found the average period of life to

have Ijsen thirty-seven years, and his experience had

tauglit him that in such cases the prognosis was not

good, as tlie future of such patients was a short one.

He differed from 3Ir. Hutchinson's \iew as to the

non-specitic nature of tertiary lesions, and considers

that the necessity of mercury for a total cure of them

proves them to be related to the secondaries. He
emphasized the admission of the orator that the

want of symmetry of tertiaries was really due to the

condition of abundance; and considered that this, in

truth, conceded tlie relation of botli classes of lesions.

Wliile he agreed with Sir Wm. Jenner that the lesions

of typhoid fever were very rarely symmetrical, he did

not consider that the comparison offered by Sir James

Paget, that such sequehe of this disease as the sup-

puration of oue rib or on phlebitis of ou^ vein, applied

at all to the distribution of tertiary syphilitic lesions.

He believed that these latter lesions were often sym-

metrical, and cited instances of such, the most no-

ticeable of which was that of a gumma involving each

root of the vagus. Ha alluded to the fact that such

diseases as pityriasis versicolor and tricliiniasis, well

known to be unconnected with blood taint, were fre-

quently symmetrical. He further differed with Mr.

Hutchinson as to the theory of the possible relation

of the secondary and tertiary lesions, which we have

explained in a previous number, and advanced the

hypothesis that perhaps the latter attacked tissues

whici had not been affected by the former. In sup-

port of this, he ventured an unsatisfactory line of ar-

gument ; aud misa|)i)lied, in his comparison, certain

well-known facts. Indeed, we hardly think he was

sincere in this part of his remarks; as they convey the

impression that he thought ilr. Hutchinson's theory,

to say the least, untenable, if not ridiculous ; and that

he might, by way of pleasantry, propouu,.. one equally

absurd. We must, however, credit Dr. Moxon with

a happy and apposite expression in calling syphilis

" a fever diluted by time."

The remarks of Mr. Thos. Smith, who opened the

debate at the fourth meeting, were of a personal

character and contain no noticeable point. He regards

syjjhilis as a blood disease, aud its tertiary lesions as

evidences of such, thinks that secondary supplies is not

very symmetrical ; that the tertiary form W!»s not always

uusymmetrical in its manifestations, and did not admit

that the risk of contagion ceased long before that of

hereditary transmission. The simile traced by this

gentleman Ijetween the couree of gout and syphilis need

only be mentioned as being badly taken, and not by

any means conclusively proven. This being aUuded

to, later on by Mr. Simon, Mr. Smith said lie wished

merely to contrast gout with .syphilis.

Sir Wm. Gull thought that if syphilis were classed

with the specific fevers it should be conceded

that it was not like the rest of them, limited hy

time. He regarded gummata as specific lesions,

and that a general condition of the system was

always present with them. He did not care to

open the question of blood diseases, but stated

his belief, that as there was no tissue in which

syphilis might not produce its manifestations, it was,

tlierefore. "a flesh and blood disease." This expression

of Sir William is certainly significant and iiertinent, and

shows that he, as well as Sir William Jenner, look

further than the majority of those concerned in the de-

bate, in not being satisfied with the explanation of the

nature of the disease ou exclusively humoral ductiines.

Sir Williaui thought that syphilitic symptoms might

continue throughout life, and be found in the hair, the

comi)lexion, and the odor of the sweat. The last symp-

tom certainly appears to us to be a novel one, as caused

by syphilis, yet it was spoken of by this distinguished

authority as having Ijeen recognized by him, as he

says he had under his care a man supposed to be

suffering from tuberculosis, who " smelt of syphilis."

We would commend to our readers the study of this

peculiar odor, as it is a symptom which, if quickly and

positively recognized, may be of much assistance in

cases of doubt. It is to be regi-etted that we have not

fuller information as to its qualities aud characteristics.

As might be expected, the remarks of Mr. Simon gave

evidence of a profound knowledge of general and

special pathology. He thought that it was im-

possible to draw an al>rupt line between the second-

ary and tertiary stages of syphilis, and tliat we
were not warranted in considering the disease as
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no longer one of the lilood, because the lesiuns

cease to be symnuftrical. This condition of asym-

metry wjis probably due to a diminution in tlie

quantity of the conta^ium, and of course the power

was then also weakened. And the offspring of such a

person might not be infected; still he would not say

because a man had gummata, that he could not beget

syphilitic children ; nor l)ecause his lesions were un-

symmetrical that he was no longer capable of transmit-

ting the diseiuse to his wife. His remarks upon the nature

of sequela- are striking. Ilesays: '"He could not un-

derstand such a thing liS an active sequela in pathology.

A pa&jive sequela, such as a cicatrix, be could under-

stand; but a renewed active growth was surely not.

strictly speaking, a sequela. It implied, if anything,

that the cause of the formation was still in openition.""

According to his e.vitericnce, syphilis did not pro-

duce or DJodify other di.seases. He neither rejected

nor accepted Mr. Hutchinson's view of the origin

of tertiary lesions, and hoi>ed that the question

could lie studied in future wlu.-never opportunity of-

fered. He thought that much Ijenefit might result in

the determination of the ultimate results of syphilis by

investigations into the family hi.stf)ries, and was unde-

cided as to whether syphilis manifested itself in the

third generation.

We might almost pa^ in silence the remarks of

Mr. .lohn Wood, as they were not of much im-

portance. He evidently considers the two forms

of sore as due to one vinis. He did not consider

tertiary lesions as sequela;, thought tliat we could

not draw a line of distinction between the two stages

of syphilis, and that too much stress had Ix-en laid upon

the asynuiietry of late lesions by the orator. He alluded

to the fact, in an inquiring way, of the mild course of

syphilis in racesamong whom the disea.se had existed for

years, and its severe effects when introduced into virgin

soiL There is but little of interest in the brief re-

marks of the next speaker, Surgeon Robinson. This

gentleman, in thirty years' exi>erience in the Guards,

nearly every man of whom had syphilis, rarely saw

evidences of hereditary syphilis in their offspring,

which condition he attributed to the early and thorough

mercurial trt^atinent which they are subjected to under
strict surveillance.

Mr. E. Venning called upon Mr. Hutchinson to ex-

plain more fully his position as to the question of dual-

ism. He looked upon the soft sore as Ixring placed in

a category by|itself. To this view Dr. Farqnharson

expressed his concurrence, and he further agreed with

Mr. Hutchinson as regards the resemblance between

syphilis and the exanthem.ita, and also as to the fre-

quency of mild secondary li-sions being followed by

severe tertiaries. He admitted a sy|>hilitic form of

phthisis. The remarks of the next speaker. Dr. Green-

field, showed an intimate acquaintance with the his-

tological pathology of syphilis supplemented by

30und knowledge of its clinical history. His histo-

logical rewiltg arc similar to those of previous obscr-

vrs. In their earliest stages syphilitic new growths

Consist of lymphoid ti-t-ue. mainly composed of

round cells, develo|)ed chiefly in the outer coat orperi-

vascnlar space of minute blood-vessels. Tlie growth

was at first highly vascular, and was succeded by the

divelopnient of an embryonic ti.ssue. The jjeculiarity

of the process was the invasion of the inner coat of

th': arteries supplying th" growth, as ho w<-ll shown

recently by Heubncr. This lesion of the inner coat

caused or led to thrombfjsis and degeneration. Sub-

sequently the growth was supjilied by new vessels

airain. Tliis process had l>een seen by Greenfield in

the kidney, and he had also found gummata in the

l.rain in secondary sy|)hilis. He looked upon all syph-

ilitic growths as due to the same cause, and direct

expressions of the syphilitic action, and thought

that the resemblance claimed between syphilis and

the exanthemata was partial only; and in a concise

and clear manner indicated the pathological differ-

ences in the coursf-s of the two classes of disease. He

inquired whether 3Ir. Hutchinson believed that every

ca.se of pegged teeth or of interstitial keratitis was one

of congenital syphilis, as he Mievcd that in some the

condition might lie due simply to an inherited tendency

to imperfect development, or early decay of the more

highly developed forms of connective tis.sue, which

were the expression of the exhaustion of the power of

connective-tissue formation. As showing the influ-

ence of the parent's condition on such development in

the child, he in.stanced the occurrence of cretinism in

children of goitrous parents during their residence in

affected districts. He concludes his otherwise very

able remarks by the suggestion that the evidence of

tlie heredity of syphilis was accompanied by the date

of occurrence of the specific eruption, which suggest-

ed inoculation at the-time of birth or at the separation

of the placenta. We look with surjiri.se at such views

from a man othenvise so sound in his knowledge of

syphilis. It was our wish and hope to have conclud-

ed this analysis on this occasion ; but such is impossi-

ble, as much yet remains to be considered—notaVjly

the extended reply of Mr. Hutchinson.

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

The recent meeting of the American Medical Asso-

ciation was a somewhat unusual one, not only in refer-

ence to the importance of the subjects which were

brought forward for discussion, but in the large attend-

ance of delegates, and the general interest manifested

in the procfredings. We present a full re|)(irt in another

column, and shall take the opportunity, at a future

time, of discussing at length some of the more im-

p'Ttant jue.-tioiiswliich were presented at the meeting.

.''T. lyoris .MtiJRAi, Uecori).—Dr. Wm. B. Hazard

succeeds Dr. W. A. llardaway as editor.
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€orrfsponticncc.

THE « UNITY OR DUALITY OF SYPHILIS."
To THE Editor of The Medical Record.

Sir :—T, for one of yoiii' readers, -was much pleased to

notice in your editorial ou the Eimlish Debate upon
the Patholoii'y of Syphilis, contained in the issue of

the Record for May 20th, your criticism of Mr. Hut-
chinson's dictum : "I think we may say of dualism that

it is dead," etc., etc. ; but it api)cars to me tliat you
have failed to make a point, wliieh has strangely es-

caped notice, viz., that, in spite of this statement, Mr.
Hutchinson, as shown by his other writings and even

by the full sentence of his which you quote, is himself

a dualist of the first water.

Pray, what is the duality that has been contended
for for the last twenty-odd years ? Is it possilile that

it ever entered the mind of man that so-called dualists

were advocating " duality " in the strict sense of the

term? That they believed in two kinds of syphilitic

virus ? The mere asking of these questions woidd liave

been worthy of ridicule before tlie reading of Mr.

Hutchinson's paper !

No, sir! The "duality of syi)hilis" was always p.

misnomer, and has always been recognized as such.

It was adopted simply as a convenient mode of expres-

si(m, at a time when new ideas were advanced, and
little thought was given as to the most api^ropriate

name liy which these views should be known, and
still less thought was entertained that any name
adopted would ever be used in their attack or in their

defence. The. Urm was ailoptril, not to xir/nify a (hiality

in si/philis, hut a dunliti/ in loJint had hfien known ni

S'ypJiiJis, and in. what had been nilM hi/ that name.

Dualists have never recognized more than one si/phi-

litic virus ; they have simply maintained that there

exists, independent of the syphilitic virus, another con-

tagious principle giving rise to a local sore, known as

the chancroid. This is exactly the position held by
Mr. Hutchinson when he enunciates the " simpler creed

which attributes the soft chancre to contagion with
inflammatory i)roduets producecj by syiihilis, liut not

as a general rule containing its germs ;
" for here he

recognizes the absence of the virus of syphilis, and
assigns to the products of inflammation the evolution

of the soft chancre (chancroid.)

It may be objected that Mr. Hutchinson has limited

this power of "inflammatory products" to those

"produced by syphilis;" but this limitation, if in-

tended by its author, is incorrect, since, as is well

known to every student, sores, with all the character-

istics of the chancroid, have been ]n-oduced by the

inoculation of inflammatory products other than

those of syphilis.

The only difference between INIr. Hutchinson's view
and tlie one which has been entertained by the clual-

istic school, so far as I can see. lies in this

:

Dualists have commonly maintained that the chan-

croid is dependent upon a distinct specific virus, in-

capable of spontaneous generation. Mr. Hutchinson
believes that it is dependent upon inflammatory pro-

ducts, and hence that if every chancroid now existing

in the world were exterminated, new chancroids would
arise.

I confess that this view of Mr. Hutchinson—this

modification, as it may be termed, of the view held

by many dualists—has strong arguments in its favor,

and may be looked upon as a step in advance. It,

moreover, suggests an interesting analogy with the

history of gonorrheea during the last fifty years—

a

disease lopped off from what had been known as

syphilis by Ricord, subsequently supposed to be de-

pendent upon a virus of its own, now known to be a
simple inflammation of certam ni' -ous membranes.
But whether the chancroid has a virus of its own or

not, if it be recognized as due to a cause disHnet from
that of syphilis, then the position of the far-seeing,

illustri(uis Bassereau has been established, for that was
all that he claimed ; he was wise enough to rest here
without indulging in speculations ; the terms "unity"
and "duality" are not of his invention.

I cannot but regard Mr. Hutchinson's quiet biu'ial

of dualism as unfortunate, for I l)elieve it will be
found to have greater vitality than ever as years roll

by, and it is a pity that it should l>e obliged to read
its own obituary.

His well-deserved rejtutation, his great versatility

of talent, his labor and zeal in the advancement of

medicine and surgery, give to the words of Mr.
Hutchinson unusual weight. By his announcement
that "dualism is dead" many will be led to believe

that we stand now in syphilography where we stood
thirty years ago. For myself. I l)elieve that "dual-
ism " still lives, and that Mr. Hutchinson is, in fact,

one of its most advanced ajjostles.

Yours truly, F. J. Bumstead.

24 East Thirty-eighth street. May 30. 187(1.

ARMY NEWS.

Official List of Ghanfjes of Stations and Duties of

Officers of the Medical Department, United States

Army, from June Ath to June \Oth, 1876.

Baciie, D., Surgeon. To report to the Command-
ing General, Department of California, forassignmen
to duty. S. O. 112, A. G. O. June 7th, 1870.^

Hartoufp, a., Asst. Surgeon. To proceed with
companies at Fort Laramie to Fort Fetterman, Wyom-
ing Territory, and accompany expedition against

hostile Sioux. S. O. 68, Department of the Platte,

June 2, 1876.

Brewer, J. W., Asst. Surgeon. Assigned to tem-
porary duty as Post Surgeon at Foi-t Sanders, Wy-
oming Territory. S. O. 63, Department of the Platte,

May "SGtIi, 1876.

TiLTON, H. R. Asst. Surgeon. Ordered before

Army Medical Board, New York City, for examina-
tion for promotion, and on its completion return to

his station. S.O. 112, c. s., A. G. O.

WniTEHEAD, W. E.,Asst. Snrgeon. To report to

the Commanding General, Department of the Mis-
souri, for assignment to dutv. S. O. 112, c. s., A.

G. O.

Styer, Chas., Asst. Surgeon. Assigned to duty at

Fort Porter, New York. S. O. 100, Division of the

Atlantic, May 81st, 1876.

Kino, J. H. T., Asst. Surgeon. To report to the

Commanding General, Department of Texas, for as-

signment to duty. S. O. 112, c. s., A. G. O.
Corson, J. K., A.sst. Surgeon. Assigned to duty at

Plattsburg Barracks, New York. S. O. 100, c". s..

Division of the Atlantic.

Patzki, J. H., Asst. Surgeon. To pi'occed with
troops fi-Qjn Fort Fred. Steele to Fort Fetterman, Wy-
oming Tiirritory, and accompany e.vpedition against

hostile Sioux. S. O. 68, c. s., Department of the

Platte.

Woodruff, E., Asst. Surgeon. Granted leave of
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alisfiice for oiiu iiiDiitli. S. O. 102, c. s., Diviiiion of
the Atlantic.

KwKN, C, Asst. Surjjeon. Assigned to tliitv at

Fort Hamilton, N. Y. II. S. O. 100, c. s., Division
of the Atlnntic.

iHtbtcal items anb ^'eioa.

CoNTAOious DisK.vsEs.—Comparative statement of
casi-s of fontagious Disease repotted to the Sanitary
Biueau, Health Department, for tlie two weeks ending
June 10, ISTU.
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their profession honorably. A correspondent in the
Stiiihnts' Journal and Hispipd Gazette very signifi-

cantly says: "Wliat between the shilling-a-week doc-
tors and liijwho systematically gives gratuitous advice,

general practitioners who will not adopt sucii means
to attract patients stand but a sorry chance to get any
practice."

ITedic.vl Jocrnat^s in Coldmbus, Ouio.—Two new
medical journals have made their appearance in Col-
uniljus, Oliio: The Ohio MnHcal and Suri/ical Journal
(l)i-monthly), edited by J, II. Pooley, Prof, of Surgery
in tlie Starling Medical College ; and The Ohio Medi-
cal Ilccordfr (monthly), edited Ijy J. W. Hamilton,
Professor of Surgery, and J. F. Baldwin, Professor of
Pliysiology, in tlie Columl.)US M<dical College. AVith
two medical journals, each managed by professors in

different colleges, Columbus cannot fail to keep up
its reputation as one of the many medical centres in

the West. Both periodicals present a creditable ap-
pearance, and contain very readable articles. The cir-

cumstance of the simultaneous issue of the first num-
bers proves that the profession there have sudd-.-nly

awakened to the necessity of "supplyinga want wliicli,"

until this time, "has long been felt."

SsPTic.E.Mt.v FROM .\N OPERATION.—Dr. Wilson, a
surgeon of Devenport (Eug.), recently died from the
effects of blood-poisoning, caused by a wound re-

ceived during an operation. His elder brother, it is

stated, died from a precisely similar cause in the same
town three years ago.

Sin Henry TnoMrsoN, of London, has been pro-

moted by the King of the Belgians to the rank of the
Commander of the Order of Lsojjold, of which he
))reviously held the rank of Knight.

A New Test for Alcohol.—Dr. Edmund Davy, at

a recent meeting of the Royal Irish Academy, de-
scribed a new test for alcohol:—One part by weight
of molybdic acid added to ten parts by weight of sul-

phuric acid forms a mixture, a drop of which, added
to a solution containing alcohol, instantly detects it by
producing a blue discoloration.

The Vivisection Question in England.—The
Royal Commission recently appointed to report upon
the subject of vivisection in England, have framed a
bill with the following provisions :

1. The experiment must be performed with a view
only to the advancement by new discovery of knowl-
edge whicli will be useful for saving or prolonging
human life or alleviating human suffering; and 3, The
experiment must be performed in a registered place;
and o. The experiment must be performed by a person
holding such license from one of her Majesty's Princi-
pal Secretaries of State, in this xVct reieixed to as the
Secretary of State, as in this Act mentioned; and 4,

The animal must, during the whole of the experiment,
be under the influence of some antesthetic of sufficient

power to prevent the animal feeling jjain ; and 5, The
animal must, if the pain is likely to continue after the
effect of the aujcsthetic has ceased, or if any serious
injury has been inflicted on the animal, be killed be-
fore it recovers from th3 influence of the au;esthetic
which has been administered; and 0, The experiment
shall not be performed as an illustration of lectures in

medical schools, hospitals, colleges or elsewhei-e; and
7, Tlie experiment shall not be performed for the pur-
pose of attaining manual skill. The exceptions to be
considered .-ire very few, and are those which refer to

the impossiliility of making an experiment successful
and consequently useful without violating the letter of
the law, wliich impossibility is to be certified to by the '

operator. The penalty for the first offence is fixed at

.£.)0, and for the second at £100, or imprisonment not

exceeding three months. The bill .i under discussion

in the House of Lords, and the General Medical Coun-
cil has ap])oint.ed a committee to report U|)on the sub-

ject with a view to oppose legislation if found neces-

sary.

Impure Ice and Intestin.vl Disorder.—Dr. A. H.
Nichols, of Boston (Seeenth Annual Brport of the

Massiii-huxetts State B>nrd of Hralth), gives a very in-

teresting account of an outbreak of an intestinal dis-

order in a large hotel at Rye Beach, N. H., due to the

contamination of the drinking-water by ice cut from
a foul and stagnant pond in the neighborhood.

Dr. John O. Stone, a distinguished practitioner

of this city, died .suddenly June (ith, in the sixty-fifth

year of his age. He was graduated in 1836 from the

Medical School of Harvard College ; visited Europe,
and on his return was appointed a surgeon to Bellevue
Hospital. In 1860 Governor Fenton appointed him a

memljer of the Metropolitan Health Board of this city,

his colleagues being Drs. Swinburne, Willard Parker,
James Stone, and Mr. Jackson S. Schultz, who was
President of the Board which had supervision of the

Metropolitan District, comprising New York, Kings,
Westchester, and Richmond counties, and part of
Queens county. He retained his office until the Board
was abolislied in April, 1870. He was an exceedingly
active and prominent worker in his position, and aided
greatly in the introduction and carrying out of valu-

able sanitary measures, especially those relating to the

ventilation and cleanliness of tenement-houses.

Sudden Death op Dr. J. V. P. Quackenbush, op
Albany, N. Y.—John Van Pelt Quackcnl>ush, of Al-
bany, died suddenly June 8, 187G, at the age of fifty-

seven years. He had been suffering for some time with
symptoms of Bright's kidney and aneurism of the arch

of the aorta, and was so much worn down in conse-

quence that he temporarily relinquished his practice

to spend the winter in the South. He returned to Al-
bany in April, and feelingso mewliat stronger, resumed
his practice. At noon of the day of liis death he
started in his buggy to make his pi'ofcssional calls,

and when but a short distance from his office he sud-

denly exclaimed to his nephew, who was driving by
his side, " Take care, John !

" and immediately after-

wards expired. Dr. Quackenbush was born in Albany,
June :j, 1819, and was a descendant of one of the old-

est Dutcli settlers of that city. After receiving his

.baccalaureate degree from AVilliams CjUege, he en-

tered the Albany Medical College, graduating from
that institution in 1843. Two years later he united
liimself with tlie Alliany County Medical Society, of

which, up to the time of his death, he was an honored
and efficient member.
A careful student and indefatigable worker, he soon

took a high rank among his lirethren, and it was not

long before he attained the object of his early ambi-
tion, the Chair of Obstetrics in the Albany Medical
College. This position he held for a numljer of years,

with great acceptaliility to the students and his con-

frferes. In 1852 he was chosen President of the County
Medical Society, a position which he filled with the

ability and zeal for which he was noted. In 1868 he

was elected President of the State jNIedical Society, the

duties of which were executed by him in an equally
acceptalile and creditable manner. Another important
pulilic position held by him was that of Surgeon-Gen-
eral of the State under Gov. Seymour during the war
of the reliellion.

He married Elizabeth Wright, daughter of Hon
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Dcodutiis Wright. They had one ehilil. Louisa, who
was married to Liciitcnant Davis of the I'nited States

Army, about a year aj^o, and who resides in Washinj^-
ton. Mrs. Quackenhush survives lier liusbaud

At tlie time of his death, besides tlie i>rofessorshii) of

obstetrics in the Albany Medical CoUefje, he held the

positions of Attending Physician to the AUiany City

and St. Peter's Hospitals. For tlie past twenty years

he has been a member and officer of tlie Second 1{( -

foniied Church. He was regular in his attendance at

divine worship and was a pr.actical and consistent

Christian. The immediate cause of his death is sup-

posed to have been the bursting of the aneurism. Dr.

Quackenbush possessed an eminently social dispo-

sition, which, combined with his remarkable cordiality,

his lively humor, liis high integrity, and his profes-

sional accoinplishnieiits, caused him to lie loved and
lespect.nl by all wlio enjoyed the privilege of his

acquaintance. As a sjjcaker he was eloquent and per-

.suasive, and on more than one occasion his voice

turned the tide of angry debate and secured a vote in

favor of Ills side of the argument.

The Albany County Society, on hearing of liis death,

called a meeting at the Common Council Chamber.
Dr. C. A. liobertson. after some introductory and
eulogistic remarks, offered the following resolutions,

which were unanimously adopted :

]\'/o niis, This society has heard with surprise and
|)rofound regret that Dr. John V. I'. Quackenbush,
one of its most esteemed and influential members, has

been suildenly cut off by death : therefore,

JiegoleeJ. That while we dei)lore the loss of a phy-
sician of his eminent knowledge and skill as a public

calamity, we likewise painfully lament his decease
as that of a kind-hearted associate, a discreet and
valuable counsellor, and an honored gentleman.

litsuh-f'l. That we attend his funeral in a body, and
that we wear the usual badge of mourning.

llfsolnil, That we deeply sympathize with his be-

reaved family and relatives, anil that a copy of these

resolutiims be transmitted to his family by the secre-

tary of the society, and also be published in the daily

papere.

Heinarks were also made upon the character and
worth of the deceased by Drs. J. S. Freeman, Vander-
veer, Bigelow, J. L. Babeock, and W. H. Hailey, after

which resolutions were adopted to attend the funeral

in a body.

Association of A^^ERIc.v^• Medic^u- Editors.—The
third annual meeting of this association was held at

I'hiladilphia on the evening of June li. IHTli. Tliean-
nual address was delivered by Dr. A. N. Bell, the Presi-

ileiit of the As.sociation, the subject being " The Hela-

tion of the Medical Editors to the Medical Profession
of the I'nited States." In the course of his remarks he
e.\pressid the opinion that the present methods of medi-
cal instruction were so deticieiit tliat, far from advanc-
ing the interests of the profession, they were eminently
calculated to promote downriglit ijuackery. To sus-

tain this view, he quoted from announcements of
mi-dical colleges to show that the process of cram-
luing in nio.st of the institutions gave the studeiil but
a mere smattering of the suliject gone over in the

various lectures. Inasmuch as modern medicine had
expanded beyond the bounds ot any individual com-
prehension, subdivision in its study had become no
less ( ssintial for its cultivation than for its iiraclice.

The specialtic-s of n few years ago had become de-

paitments, and the attempt on the i)art of the pro-

ti-ssors and teachers to continue to explain the whole
of the scieiicis now embraced in medicine to students

within the brief space of time commonly allowed, had
not only resulted in utter failure, but in the degrada-
tion of the profession. Ueferring to the report of

the Couimissioner of Education of the United States,

he stated that the total number of schools of medi-
cine, dentistry, and pharmacy reported to that officer

for 1874. was !)!) ; the number of instructors, 1,121;
students, 0,01)5. Of tlie.se 11,0'J.") students reported, T83
only were shown to have received a degree in lettere

or science (omitting any account of 5'J, out of the

whole 1)11 institutions, whidi had failed to make any
report on this point;; and five expressly stated that

ill their classes there were no college graduates. The
total number of volumes in the lil)iaries of these

scliools, so far as appears from their reports, was only
liii.'Jll; from 44 there was no response to questions

under this head, and one distinctly reported that it had
none.

In conclusion, he said that medical editors had no
need to wait for ceremony in the discussion of the

<luestion. Their lilieity and their duty was to expose
existing abuses, and, if possible, render them so odious
as to make their reform a necessity.

At the close of the aildress a discussion was entered

into in the interest of reform in medical schools. Dr.

Parviu, of Indianapolis, offered a resolution expressive

of approval of the preliminary course and the graded
course of three years, witli the stated examinations as

carried out in some of the colleges, which was adopted.
The following officers were elected for the ensuing

year: President, Horatio C. Wood, M.D., editor of
I'/iiladelji/iiii Mi'ilical Times; Vice-President, W. H.
By ford, M. D., etlitorof Chicago Medical Examiner, of
CliicHgo; Permanent Secretary. Frank II. Davis,
M.D., of Chicago.

JIedic.\l Associ.vtioxs in Sweden.—There are

live distinct medical organizations in Sweden, which
arc in active and prosperous condition. The most
important of these is the Medical Society of Stock-

holm, which meets once a week, has a large and influ-

ential membership, among which may be counted the

faculty of the Caroline Jledico-Chirnigical Institute.

Professor E. Odmanssou is the Presidint. This asso-

ciation publishes not only its transactions, but also

Tlie Hyijeia, which for a long time has been the

only medical journal of the country. The Medical

I

Society of Upsala, with Professor P. lledenius as Pres-

I

ident, consists chiefly of the members of the faculty of
the University of lliat ])lace. This association, which
is quite an active one, i)ublishcs its transactions in bi-

,

iimiitlily parts. The Military Medical and Surgical
.Society, whose headquarters are at Stockholm, was
formed last year, and has Dr. Ediiolm as President.

It has commenced publishing a Journal of Military

Surgery, which is largely made up of the transactions

! of the association. Tlie ^ledical Association of Go-
tlnnburg has a good and influential mcmbeishii), liut

I'liblishes neither journal nor transactions. The Pres-

iiliut is Dr. E. Salen, of Gothenburg. The Uoyal
College of Health, at Stockholm, is considered to be
tlie highest medical authority of Sweden, and has the

entire medical faculty of the country under its control.

CoMPUi.soiiv V.vccix.vTioN.—The Registrar-General
of Scotland urges that the vaccination act should be
.iiiiended so as to reduce the period of six months,
during which an infant must i)e vaccinated, to four

' months.

HcVtel DiEi-.—The new Hospital of Hotel Dicu
will probably br opened early next year.
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Transverse Fracture op Patbli-a froji hiuect
Violence.—Dr. J. H. Crawford, of Wiscasset, Maine,
writes :

" Noticing a ease of direct fracture of the patel-

la clironick'd in reports of practice of Bellevue, I would
wisli to state that I have had a soiuewliat similar one.

Miss Julia, of Jletuchen, N. J., while step|)ing from a

platform to the railroad track, slipped and fell, strik-

ing her right kuee against the rail. She was conducted
home, and when I saw her, the same day, I found
transverse fracture of patella, with considerable dis-

placement. I used a stimulating lotion, and the follow-

ing day drew the fragments of bone together, retain-

ing til -m with strips of adhesive ])laster, enclosing

the whole leg at oblique angle, retaining it in this posi-

tion for si.Y weeks, at the expiration of which time

I commenced free motion of joint witli satisfactory re-

sults. At the expiration of nine weeks the patient, for

the first time since the fracture, stood m\ her leg, and
finally had a comparatively perfect union, with free

use of joint as Ijefore the fracture.

Treatment op Diphtheria.—Dr. S. H. Moore, of

Syracuse, N. Y., claims consideraljle success in the

treatment of diphtlieria l->y the internal adminstration
of iodine. He uses the following:

5 • Tinct. iodini ; iv.

Sacch. alb 3 iij.

Aquaj 3 i V.

M. Cap. 3 i. q. | hor.

He writes :
" I had during January and February thir-

teen cases, and in all of tliem I pursued the same plan of

treatment. W\ the cases turned out successful, not one

dying. The elfect of tlie iodine seemed to prevent the

formation of the membrane. It also ))revented the

swelling of the glands of the tlu'oat, and seemed to

stimulate the patients, as in no one of the cases cited

was there the great loss of strength that we usually

fiud in diphtlieria. Tlie abovo formula is pleasant to

the taste and can be retained on the most delicate

stomach. The mixture at first is of the color of iodine,

but during from six to twelve hours becomes almost

as transparent as water."

Some Forms of Dyspepsia.—Numlier 1(5 of the

Serien of American Glinical Leelures contains an
excellent article ou " Some Forms of Dyspepsia," by
Dr. Francis Delafield, of this city.

Chloral in Labor.—M. Polaillon maintained, at a

recent meeting of the Societe de Medecine, of Paris,

that chloral was of use in mendy combating irregular

contractions, and tliat in general, instead of allay-

ing pain and permitting clelivery, it only relieved

suffering liy arresting labor.

Proportion ok Medical Men to Population in

England.—In the English army there is one surgeon
to every 20^ men, in the general jjopulation only one
medical practitioner to every 1,27G men, women, and
children. At the census of 1871 the number of

physicians and surgeons was 14,684, under-graduates
and assistants 3,llti. In this country there is on
the average about one physician to riOO patients, and
yet we are told that there is abundance of room for

the annual crop of. graduates.

Drugging of Animals.—A bill has been presented

to the English Parliament making it a penal offence

on the part of grooms to administer poisonous

drugs to horses without the knowledge of their

masters. Tliis will tend to break up a long-estab-

lished and pernicious practice in Great Britain.

Epidemics of Typhoid.—Tlie epidemics of this

fever, occurring in different parts of Great Britain, are

found to lie due to polluted drinking-water, and its

admixture with milk.

The l.vte Dr. Parkes.—M a meeting of Army
Medical Officers, held at Netley, it was decided that

a memorial portrait of the deceased be hung in the

mess-room of the school.

Compulsory Information of Infectious Diseases.

—The Medical Society of Iluddersfield (Eng.) have
voted that ''It is oppressive, unnecessary, and unjust

that it should be made a penal offence for a medical

man to fail to report the existence of infection."

CiiARi!it;RE. — Joseph Frederick Charriiire, the

founder of the great Parisian manufactory of surgi-

cal instruments, died recently of cereljial hemorrhage,

in the 74th year of his age. He was l)orn in the Can-
ton of Fiibourg, in Switzerland, went to Paris at the

age of twelve, and six years later became the head of

a small surgical instrument business. He Ijegau at

once to attend the clinics and the operations at the va-

rious hos[)itals regularly, and 6y his skill, industry and
evident desire to please, soon attracted the attention

and won for himself the esteem and friendshij) of the

prominent surgeons of the time, among others, Dupuy-
tren, who was ever aftei' his firm friend and counsellor.

His Inisiness grew ra])idly, and, instead of the forty

workmen whom he employed in 1833, when he moved
his factory to the rue de I Ecole de Mi:deciiu\ his house

now gives employment to two hundred. His fame as an

instrument-maker spread to all quarters of the globe,

and since 18:!o his instruments liave taken the first

prizes in countless expositions, both national and inter-

national. In 18ol lie was judged worthy of the high-

est award at the Exposition of London, but was de-

prived of hi: prize by the narrow-mindedness of the

English jury. On returning to Paris, he was recom-

pensed for this injustice by the Cross of Officer of the

Legion of Honor, which was conferred ou him by the

French government. M. CharriSre was in his

branch the foremost artist in Europe. To
him we owe the present 2"?i'f'^ction of many
of our most useful instruments, and, in fact, to

his inventive genius are we indebted for many of the

instruments themselves. He was also the first to con-

struct tlie two-bladed lithotome, and without him the

litliotrite might be still a dream. He was the first to

substitute steel for iron in the manufacture 'of the in-

struments used in operations on the bladder. Scores

of instruments that are now in daily use were im-

proved, made ligliter, stronger, more compact, and
more portaljle by him ; and for these improvements as

much as for his inventions, the medical jjrofession owe
him undying thanks. Through them, not only has

the skill of the surgeon been increased, but he has

actually been enableil to attempt and perform hitherto

impossible operations, while at the same time the suf-

ferings of the patients and the risks of surgical inter-

vention were greatly diminished. The work of

this man was great, and its traces will long l)e

met with. His pupils are to be found in every
country, and the models of his instruments,

after forty years of use, liavc undergone Init a few
uuimpi rtant modifications. He deserves to be classed

with the saints of the surgical calendar, and his name
should be inscribed Ijeneath those of Lisfrane, Du-
puytren, Velpeau, Malgaigne, Nelaton, Kecamier,
and a host of others who have honored him with
their friendship and their advice.

—

Proijrh Medical.
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NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.
Stated Meeting, June 1, 1876.

Dii. S. S. PcnPLE, President, in the Chair.

ON INCISION AND DISCISSION OP THE CEK\aX UTEUI.

Dit. E. R. Pe.vsi.ee read an exhaustive paiicr upon
tlif aliove subject, in whicli he rofeireil to the opera-

tion of incision as perfoniKil by Simpson, discission

as peifonned by Sims, tlie operation ^^llicll lie himself
])erfoi-meil, and the immediate and remote effect fol-

lowinji the three varieties.

IJy incision was meant simply cutting into the sub-

stance of the cervix, while by iVnii-insidn was meant
severing Hie cervix, or cutting through it entirely.

Dr. IVaslee employed the general term traelielotumij,

and under that head considered the methods, the uses,

the abuses, and the true value of the t)peration, and
then explained his own method, which he believed not
to be liable to the objections applicable to the ojjera-

tion !is originated by Simpson and Sims.
As long as trachelotomy must be recognized in the

treatment of stenosis of tlie cervix uteri, the least ol)-

jectionable method, of couise, should be preferred.

The two methoils authoritatively practised were: 1,

Sim|>S(>n".s, or deep incision of the cervix ; 3, Sims',

or discission of the cervix ; and 3, he added the su-

jierlicial incision of the cervix, or his own operation.

Fimt, with reference to

Sl-MPSON'S OPER.VTION :

Prof. Simpson, believing that the stenosis was most
coininiuily found at the internal os, devised a metro-

tome, with which he made incisions for its removal.

Dr. (ireeiihalgh subsequently devised an instrument
for the same purpose, which was regarded as more
perfect than Simpson's, because it cut more symmet-
rically, but at the same time cut more extensively,

whicli was decidedly objectionalilc. Simpson's op-

eration became very common, but Greenlialgh's in-

strument had generally been preferred. Indeed the

operation became so common that, at last, it had been
resorted to where no stricture was present.

The doctor then proceeded to consider the imme-
diate and remote elTects of the incision of the cervix
uteri, and it was maintained that by the operation the

shape, siz'.; and normal relations of the cavity of the

cervi.x to the cavity of the body were at once changed.
In some cases fatal, and, in many, profuse hemorrhage
had occurred; in others pelvic cellulitis and septic

peritonitis had been developed, which had proveil

fatal. Dr. Peaslec was surprised that such results liad

not followed the operation far more fre<|nently. For,

by the use of Greenhalgh's instrument, when the small
ineisjou was made, the wall of the cervix was cut
more than one-half through uiKm both sides, while
the large incision went so near through into the peri-

toneal cavity, that the least inclination of the uterus

or the instrument, or a less thickness of the cervical wall

than normal, would permit the blade to cut entirely

through with the greatest ease.

In all cjiscs in which the operation has been fully

resorted to, the form and size of the entire uterim'

cavity, both corporeal and cervical portion, had been
entirely changed, and instead of being of the shape of

a flattened hoiir-gla.'^s, the constricted point at the in-

ternal OS, it has been made bottle-shaped, with the bot-

tom of the bottle knocked out.

Such a cavity might receive menstrual tluid from
above, and seminal tluid from below, but it could not
rrlain either. Aceording to Sims, said Dr. Peaslec,

the operation cuts altogether too extensively, but Ihe

same objection, it was maintained, also held good
against Dr. Sims" oiieral ion. The immediate dangers,

therefore, were hemorrhage, pelvic cellulitis, and septic

peritonitis. No statistics cemcerning the inimediate
effects had been published, as th<y should have been.

Dr. Peaslee then noted IJarnes' objection to (Jreen-

halgh's instrument, and also cited the history of a
case in which Simpson had performed his oiieration

for the cure of sterility, when stenosis or displacement
was not present, and a nearly fatal hemorrhage en-
sued.

Hut the remote effects of the operation were not to
be overlooked. Admitting that dysmenorrliaja was
ih'pendent upon stenosis, what could be expected in

the way of utero-gestation with a uterus that had thus
been maimed ( The .seminal fluid could not l>e retained,

and should conception accidentally take place, gesta-

tion would be brought to an end prematurely. The
operation was seldom followed by conception, the
doctor maintained ; but when it did occur, abortion
was the rule. And if closure of the wound occurred,
the woman was not so well off as before the operation,

because more or less induration would follow and
might increase, and although the dysineuorrhiva might
bi- relieved, the prob;ibilily of conception and utero-

gestation to the end of term was diminished. Sims
had objected to the ojieration because eversion of the

lal>ia uteri followed; but it was claimed that the same
objection held good against his own operation.

With reference to the n.ses of the dec)) incision, it

could not be recommended for sterility, since it often
])i<'Vcnted concei)tion and favored abortion. It, how-
ivcr, relieved, and might euro dysmcnoirlia>a, if de-
pindent upon obstruction, though the tendency, if the
wound closed, was to increase the very condition for
the relief of which the oi)cration was performed.

Dr. Peaslee rejected the operation for the relief of
dysmeiKurha'a even when depending on stenosis, and
condemned the metrotome of Oreeiihalgh altogether.

Simpson's instrument might be useful for making
incisions in the cervix to aid the removal of uterine

liliroids, but under no other circumstances would he
recommend it.

Sras' OPERATION.

2. Attention was next turned to discission of the cer-

vix uteri, or Sims' opeu.^tiox. It was first practised in

.I.iiiuary, 18.57, and consisted in conii>letely severing
with scissors the wall of the cervix, upem both sides,

up to the vaginal junction, after which a narrow-
liladed knife was introduced into IIk; cavity of the

uterus, and the internal os divided, as thought neces-

siiry, and the opening through the canal enlarged,

uliich had remaimd intact after using tlu' scissors.

Dr. Peaslee argued that by Sims' operation the cervix

was annihilated for all practical piirpeises, and that the
shape and size and value of the uterine cavity was
u>.ually destroyed. The immediate elTects, therefore, of
the operation, were change in the form and size of the

uterine canal, fretpiently alarming hemorrhage, some-
times pelvic Cellulites, and septic peritonitis, which was
almost invariably fatal when it occurred. The fact that

the cervix was .severed completely to the vagin:d junc-
tion rendered the operation more dangerous, as far as

hemorrhage was concerned, than Simpson's. Dr. Peaslee
had known of four cases in which fatal hemorrhage
followed Sims' operation, and believed that cellulitis

and peritonitis were much more likely to follow Sims'

2C
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than Simpson's, because of the greater sui'face afforded
for the absorption of any septic material. Tile doctor
believed that, if all the fatal cases which had followed
th3 operation had been pulilished, the list would be
startling, and it would hardly seem necessary to state

that tlie life of the patient should not be thus jeopard-
ized without the greatest necessity. Yet the history

of two cases was selected in which the operation had
been performed ; but why, Dr. Peaslee was unable to

tell. For, in the first instance, the woman was a maiden
lady over fifty years of age, had never had dysraeu-
orrhcea, and it was scarcely possible that it could have
been done for the relief of sterility. In the second
case, there was no dysmenorrhcea or constriction of the
cervical canal, and it could liardly have been done for

the relief of sterility, because the woman had been
married only five months.
Such facts could be explained only upon the ground

of a M.^NIA. which practitioners sometimes had for per-

forming special operations. The change produced
by Sims' operation it w'as believed would usually re-

lieve tlie dysmcnorrhffia if dependent upon constriction,

but it would proliably prevent conception, and, if

impregnation shouhl take place, abortion would almost
certainly follow. Dr. Peaslee maintained tlurt, when
such complete incisions through the cervical wall were
made, they should be treated the same as rupture of the

cervix in parturition, and closed as soon as possible.

It was remarked that discission had been performed
for the cure of flexions of the uterus, but such an op-
eration for such a purpose was regarded as something
like dividing the sphincter ani muscle for the .sake

of affording relief to a C(mstriction in the sigmoid
flexure of the colon. Such an operation could do
nothing for the relief of a flexion except to relieve the
congestion, and that would l)e much uwre safely ac-

complished by the application of a half dozen leeches.

Dr. Peaslee referred to the sagittal incision recom-
mended by Sims for anteflexion, and endorsed by
Barnes. It was performed by dragging the jjostorior

wall of the cervix as low down as possiljle, and then
slitting it up to the vaginal junction, after wliich a

narrow knife was passed into the canal and an incision

made, so as to liring the cut exactly in a line with the
axis of the cavity of the uterus.

If that could accomplish all it promised, there was
a better way to bring it about, said Dr. Peaslee : and
then added that the operation in antefli'xion was im-
possible; never had been and never could be performed.
There was also an insurmountable objection to the
jjerformance of the operation for displacement; since,

even if it could be accomplished, it ignored the very
first indication in tiie treatment of all displacements,
viz., to restore the uterus to its normal position. An in-

cision made in the manner referred to, for the purpose of
replacing a uterus, first of all left it in its malposition.
But the operation did not effect what had been pro-
posed, because in that condition of the uterus its per-
formaucj was absolutely impossible. For the axis of
the cavity of the cervix met the axis of the cavity
of the body at an angle of 165°, and a continuation
of the line of the axis of the cavity of the body would
bring it througii the cervical wall nearly to the vaginal
junction when the uterus was in its normal position.
Now let the body of the uterus fall forward a little,

and it was found that the line of the incision, being a
continuation of the axis of the cavity of the i)ody,

went through into the peritoneal cavity. In the second
and third degrees of anteflexion the line would not
enter the vagina at all; but, on the contrary, in the

third degree at least, would fall pretty welltowards
the woman's umbilicus. I

In all cases of flci-ioii or curvature of the cervix the

operation could be iJerforuied, but that was an en-

tu'ely different state of affairs, and for their relief the
operation was a pi'oper one. It should, therefore, be
restricted to such cases of curvature and tiexion, and
never attempted in cases of anteflexion ; for, in the
latter condition, it never had been and never could be
performed.

Dr. Peaslee then referred to the diagrams which had
a])peared in nearly every work published upon diseases

of women within the past ten years, and iiad passed
unchallenged. (They can l)e found in the last edition

of Thomas's work on Diseases of Women, at pages 413
and 41-3.) From his study of the operation, he had
come to I'egard them as vi-sionary and fallacious.

With regard, then, to discission as a means of cure for

sterility and dysmeuorrha>a. Dr. Peaslee icjected it ; and
farther, knew of no condition in which it could be
recommended, unless it was employed to assist in the

removal of filjroids ; and then the unilateral incision

was, as a rule, all that was required. No statistics re-

garding the success of Sims' operation for the cure of
sterility alone had been published.

1. Deep incision and complete discission of the cer-

vix uteri were attended by certain immediate dan-
gers, and were productive of certain remote conse-
quences prejudicial to the child-bearing function of
the woman. Of tliose there were profuse, ])erhaps

fatal, hemorrhage, pelvic cellulitis, septic peritonitis,

sterility and aliortion.

2. Those risks and effects were all due to the ex-

tensive division of the walls of the cervix, and the

consequent enlargement of its cavity ; and with the sole

compensation of relieving the symptoms or curing
dysmenorrhcea, if dependent upon stenosis.

Tlie cjuestion then arose, could such extensive di-

vision be so far avoided as to avoid these risks and at

the same time remove the condition that predisposed
to sterility and dysmenorrhcea 'i

To answer the question properlj', it became neces-

sary to study the calibre of the cervical canal, and
determine the size necessary to relieve the dysmenorrhcea
and favor conception.

It was laid down that the normal cervical canal in

the imparous woman was one-seventh of an inch in

diameter at tlie internal os, and one-fifth of an inch in

diameter at the external os. The larger size of the
external os had reference to conception, and had
no special influence against dysmeiiorrhoea, since the

menstrual fluid after passing through the internal os

could be conveyed to the vagina without difficulty

through a canal of the same size.

In the 2><^irous woman, the internal os remained
nearly twice as large as in the imijarous, and was
about one-fifth of an inch in diameter, while the ex-

ternal OS was increased in size in nearly the same ratio,

and was three-tenths of an inch in diameter.
If, therefore, an internal and external os existed of

these sizes, the woman would be insured against sterility

and dysmenorrlioja. Now, to obtain that size required
an incision only -/,? of an inch in each direction at the
internal os and h of an incli at the external os, to con-
vert the ora of the virgin into the ora of the parous
woman. Practically, it was believed to be well in some
cases to make the incision deeper, but if there was no
congestion, the de[)th of the incision noted was regard-
ed as sufficient. Now, to secure the required calibre of
the cervical canal and internal os. Dr. Peaslee, in cases

where the stenosis was sliglit and the cervical canal
soft and pliable, had been in the habit of enijiloying a
series of steel conical dilators. But about ten years

ago he had devised a measure which was more prompt
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and less pninful timn dilatntion, niid less dangerous
tlmii I'itlierSinipsdii's or tSiiiis' opcriitioii. The opera-
tion consisted in millvinf; a superlirial incision ; it luul

for its direct ohject tlio removal of the stenosis of tlie

cervical canal, and nothing else, and the rides whiili
governed its adoption were embraced iu the following
propositions:

First, with reference to the iiitrrnnl os.

1. If a sound \ of an inch in diameter passed easily,

there was no stenosis, hence no incision was required.

Oue-tifth of an inch in diameter was thesizeof Dr.
Peaslee's largest conical dilator and his large sound.

a. If a sound J, of an inch in diameter passes, tlicre

was no aifsolute necessity for an incisicm to relieve the
stenosis. Hut there might lie stenosis for the passage
of fluid, though not for the passage of a sound; and
undersuch circumstances an incision might be required.

;t. If a sound f of an incli in diameter passed, and
gave no evidence of stenosis, no incision was required.

4. If a sound i of an inch in diameter could not be
passed, tlijro was present either stenosis, or, what was
more proi)able, one of the Hexitms. Prove, tlierefore,

iu every case, before operating for stenosis, that the
obstruction at the internal os, to the free passage of the
sound, one-eiglitii of an inch in diameter, or more, was
not due to tle.xion.

iSeoiul, with reference to the external os.

5. If a sound i of an inch in diameter could be
passed, there was no .stenosis. Hut if there was conges-
tion of the lining membrane of the cervical canal,

there might be stenosis, practically with reference to

conception, and an operation miglit be required.

(i. If the e,\ternal os admitted a sound only i of an
inch in diameter, there was probably stenosis with re-

gard to conception, and an operation might be neces-
sary.

7. In case the operation was performed, it was im-
portant to retain tlie fusiform shape of the cervical
canal as far as possible.

Dr. Peaslce then showed his metrotome for the
performance of the operatiim he described.

The incision should be carried only to such an e.K-

tent as would give the precise average relations of
.size found in the cervical canal of the ]>arous woman.
In CUSP'S complicated by congestion, a larger opening
might be required, and the limits iniglit extend beyond
i of an incli iu diaineter, for tlie internal os, and perhaps
to i of an inch for the external os. Dr. Peaslee's op-
eration then consisted mainly in making a superficial

ini'ision in the cervical canal, sometimes not extending
through the mucous membrane, and sometintes a trifle

more, as already indicated. It should be performed
atleiist fourdays after or si.\ days before the catamc-
nial period; and, by preference, the small blade of Dr.

Pciish'e's instrument should be use<l, for the calibre of
the canal could be cjusily increased with the dilators,

and liy so doing the liability of uuifin of the wound
wa.s diminished. Xo anii'sthetic would be required,

and the amount of hemorrhage seldom exceeded two
drachms. He had never known of pelvic cellulitis or
peritonitis following the operation, because the me-
tlullary portion of the cervix had not been disturbed.
His observations were biused upon about :!00 operations.

The Woman should be kept in bed for two or three

days, and not permitted to walk for a week.
Sometimes it might be necessary to repeat the opera-

tion ; but, in all tlie cases where he had lieen obliged
to repeat it, Simpson's or Sims' operation had previ-

ously been performed, and the incision iiad clo.sed. In

such cases, the cicatricial tissue was so firm, that

repetition of the incision usually became necessary.

Nor had the operation been followed by sterility or

miscarriages, as had the other operations, and it had
very often cured the sterility, and tliedysuienorrluva

of stenosis. It was. therefore, an o])iration that pro-

posed all the advantages of the others, and without
their dangers. In conclusion. Dr. I'ctaslee suggested
that both Simpson's and Sims' operations should be
rejected for the treatment of sterility and dysmenor-
rliiea, and that some better method slioidd be enqjloyed,
of which. i)erhaps, his own was merely a forerunner.

In the discussion which followed the reading of Dr.

Peaslee's paper,

Dll. FonnvcK H.\iiKF,i! remarked that he believed it

to be high time that the subject under consideration

was disciLssed, and that the opinions and practices of
the leading gyna-cologists of the city should be known
and understood. He argued that it would doubtless
relieve the profession from some reproach, and vin-

dicate it from a dangerous under-current of belief,

that the leading practitioners of the city of Xew York
regarded slitting ojien the cervix uteri as the grand
panacea for all uterine disea.se, not only for the cure of
local troubles, but formed a therapeutical measure for

the cure of hysterics, nymphomania and all allied

maladies.

In certain cases, doubtless, the operation Wiis requir-

ed, but as a general thing it was not nece.ssai-y. About
twenty years ago Simpson presented a hysterotome to

Di-. Barker, and the first two operations he jierfonned
were followed by conception, and the children were
carried to term. The next twelve cases were cured of
the dysmenorrluva.but the sterility remained. Since that

time the doctor had closely watched professional opin-

ion with reference to the o|)eration, and had also seen

patients in an extremely dangerous condition from loss

of lilood following the operation ; and his experience

enabled him to verify the correctness of some of the

stateihents made by Dr. Peaslee with reference to the

unnecessary jierformauce of the operation.

The operation should never Ixt ])crformed except
for stenosis, either congenital or acquired. .Vcquired

stenosis might come from displacement ; but there were
many cases of displacement which were not attended
by either sterility or dysmcnorrha>a. JIany such pa-
tients, however, had been treated for disi)lacen)ent,

when no treatment whatever had been necessary. The
doctor then related a case, and the woman had had
three or four miscarriages since the performance of the

operation. Dr. Haiker remark<'d. in conclusion, that

he had not i)erformed the operation in a single instance

in all his hospital practice, but that he had occasionally

performed it in jjrivate practice.

Dr. Em.met coincided with the general doctrine ad-
vanced in the |>ai)er. and also in the remarks made by
Dr. Barker, adhering, however, to the view that the

operation of discission was proper in cases of flexure

an<l curvature' of the cervix.

Dll. P.M.i.RX was inclined to the opiniim that the

opi ration was justifiable, and much more frequently

c.illed for than one might be led to infer from the

pa|)er by Dr. Peaslee.

Indiax.k St.vtk Mk.I)ic.m. S<KMirrv.—The twenty-

sixth annual meeting of this Society was held at

Indianapolis, May Kith and ITth. The following' otli-

cers were elected for the coming year: Dr. S. S. Boyd,

President; Dr. K. D. Laughlin, Vice-President, and
Dr. G. V. Wolven, Secretary. In the eonr.si' of the

melting a resolution was adopted to the elTect that no
paper be pub] i.-lied in any medical journal before its

appearance in tin- Transactions, which we believe is a
• rreat mistake.
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NEW YORK PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Stated Meeting, May 10th, 18T6.

Dr. C. K. Briddon, President, in the Ciiaiu.

periosteal tumor of the orbit.

Dr. II. Knapp e.\hiljited two specimens, taken partly

ante- and partly post-mortem, fi'om a patient wlio liad

been under his care for tlie previous* three or four

months. Tlie patient, a male, aged thirty-six years,

wlio was emaciated and pale, stated that dur-

ing the war lie became affected with syphilis, since

which time he was never healthy. There was a stel-

late scar upon his forehead and a depression in the

bone upon the right side of the head, and altogether

he presented a cachectic appearance. Two years ago
his right eyeball began to protrude, and a year ago his

sight began to fail. Then the U|)per lid commenced
to swell at the inner part of the orbit, and tiiially a

tumor began to make its appearance at that point.

In tliat condition he consulted Dr. K. The exoph-
thalmus was so considerable that the eyeball was
almost dislocated forward, and it was only with the

greatest difficulty that the lids could be closed. Con-
siderable cliemosis present. Pupil movable wlieu other

eye closed. Jledia clear. Fundus showed typical ap-

pearance of choked disc. On the inner side of orbit

was a soft, uneven, somewhat nodular tumor. Eyeball

moved upward and outward, but not inward. The
patient complained of considerable pain. Dr. K. ad-

vised the removal of the tumor and the preservation

of the globe. To this the jjatient consentecl. An open-

ing was made through the inner part of the uiiperlid,

the conjunctiva incised, and the tumor exposed. It

was found to occupy nearly the whole of the orbit.

The globe was easily pushed aside. The inner rectus

was detached, and soon afterwards the optic 'nerve

was cut acro.ss at the apex of the orbital pyi-amid.

The tiunor was found to liave sprung from the perios-

teum, and was removed by scal|jel and gouge as

cleanly as possible down to the bone. The antrum
was open, but seemed to be clean. It could not be

made certain that the tumor did not extend into the

infra-orbital fissure. At the completion of the opera-

tion the ball was replaced, the lids stitched, and an
examination made. The whole inner side of the eye-

ball was insensible. On ophthalnioscojjic examination
there were found a certain number of retinal veins still

filled, notwithstanding that the posterior ciliary arteries

were cut in tlie division of the optic nerve. After the

operation the iiatient did well enough for two or three

days, when he complained of headache and obstinate

vomiting, which symptoms continued until his death,

on the tliirtecuth clay. The examination of urine dur-

ing life showed only t)ie least trace of all)anien. On
tlie third day after the operation an ulcer developed
itself on outer half of the cornea. This was quite a

remarkable circumstance, inasmuch as the outer half

of the eye was sensitive and the inner half not. The
inner half of the cornea was perfectly clear, and
tlirougli it the examinations could be made. The ul-

cer spi'ead by the fifth day so as to involve tlie lower
p.art of the cornea, and finally perforated the same on
the twelfth day. The fundus oculi showed a some-
what whitish red appearance. Upon the third or

fourth day new retinal vessels made their appearance,
that is to say, the old retinal vessels were tilled again.

About the eighth day there was a good deal of retinal

venous hyperreniia, and the background began to be

reddish again.

Dr. Ileitzmann assisted at the post-mortem exami-
nation. The brain was normal. The orbit, with con-

tents, were*removed from the cranial cavity. Optic
chiasm was normal—no evidences of meningitis any-
wliere. The liver contained a small fibrous gumma,
as did also one of the testicles. The spleen was larda-

ceous. The kidneys very much enlarged and the seats

of acute croupous inflammation. The latter was evi-

dently the cause of death.

The microscopic examination of the eye showed that

the tumor sprang fi'om the iieriosteum of the orbit and
entered somewhat into the lower orliital fissure The
tumor was of a sarcomatous character, and was in

connection with the sheath of the optic nerve only at

the apex of tlie orbital pyramid, and at that point the

nerve was compressed. The bundles of nerve fibres

were filled with sarcoma cells, while tli<^ inter-vesicu-

lar sulistance was free from them. This a|)pearance

continued not only through the whole extent of the

nerve, but also into the cribriform niembrane into

the eye, filling the intra-ocular end of tlie optic nerve,

and there producing the symptoms of choked disc.

SALPINGITIS, WITH ANOMALOUS SYMPTOMS.

Dr. Robert Newman exhibited the uterus and fal-

lopian tulies removed from a virgin, aged thirty-two,

years. During the summer of 1874 she caught "cold,"

and was attacked ^vith menorrhagia, from which she

suffered continuously for fifteen months, during all the

time being without treatment. She then consulted Dr.

Newman, who tried every means to check the hemor-

rhage, dilating the uterus with sponge-tents, etc., but
without avail. Finally a single application of acetate

of zinc and glycerine proved effectual. After the

hemorrhage ceased she had transient oedema, first of

one lower extremity and then of the otlie'r. Her aniE-

mia continued, and she shcjwed no sensible signs of

improvement. Dr. Fordyce Barker was called in con-

sultation, but nothing new was discovered in her con-

dition, and the treatment of chlorate of potash, iron,

and quinine was contiuued. She continued to grow
weaker, and without any other symptoms finally died.

At the autopsy Douglas' sac was filled with matter,

but there were no adhesions, and the intestines were
perfectly free. The right ftdlopian tube was occluded,

and its extremity was distended by a cyst the size of a

small hen's egg. Tliis occlusion was supposed by Dr.

Newman to Ijc the result of infiammation, while the

cyst was filled by the accumulation of infianimatory

effusiims and of menstrual discharges. The kidneys

were healthy. The left lung showed that the immedi-
ate cause of death had been pulmonary oedema.

LESIONS IN COLLES' FRACTURE OF RADIUS.

Dr. E. Mason presented the wrist-joints of a boy,

aged twelve years, who had died of fracture of the

base of the .skull two hours after the receipt of the

injury. Both wrists were the seat of Colics' fracture,

and the siiccimens were of interest as showing the

peculiarities of the lesion in a recent case. Both radii

were fractured, and one wrist looked as if there was
also a dislocation of the ulna. The left wrist showed
a diastasis of tlie radius with a comminuted fracture

of the epiphysis. The right radius showed a diastasis,

with very little displacement. There was no rupture

of eitlier of the posterior radio-ulnar ligaments, and
there was very little displacement of the triangular

ligament. There was no dislocation of the ulna.

fracture of neck of FEMUR AND FALSE JOINT.

Dr. Mason also exhibited the neck and upper por-

tion of the femur removed from a patient who died
in the Roosevelt Hospital. The patient was a large,

fleshy single woman, sixty years of age, admitted Jan-
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Uiiry 2iJtli. She Imd fallen the day previous and had
l)ri)diu'C'd a fracture which was readily dia^nostiralcil

ns iiitia-ea|isiilar. Slic was treated in tlie UMial mkiii-

ner, but was seized with ineiiinf;itis (in the 1-llh .Mareli

last, and died of tlie same on the 2Slh March. The
Ixist-Miorteni examination of the injured liip .sliowed '

tliat tile neeli of the femur was almost entirely j;one.

and that there had lieen very little, if any. attempt at

reparation. Wlien she was admitted she informed tlic

liouse-suriicon that twenty year.s before slie liad fallen

on tlie otlier (riyht) liip and produced a fracture there, i

for which she wa.* treated. On autojisieal examination
of tliis hip the followinj; condition of tliin-rs was dis-

covered : The liead of tile Ijone was loose in tlic cap-

side. The neck of the femur liad entirely disappeared,

and a facet had lieen formed between the i^reater and
the lesser tuberosity U|)on which the head of tlie

bone played.

I)k. JlASoxalso exhibited tlie head, neck, and jiortion

of the sliaft of the femur of a colored woman, ai;ed (!()

years, sliowin;^ nature's effort to Ileal ;i fracture below
the troelianter. The patient durinir tile time of the

treatment was suffering from dropsy, ilue to Hrii^ht's

disease, and from bed-sores. With <;reat care she re-

covered from the fracture, but died ten months after

from perforation of the si>;nioid flexure. The union '

of the bone was complete, and the usual buttresses

existed between the angle of the shaft and neck. I

He lastly exhibited a specimen, illustrating the
'

reparative power of nature in uniting a fracture

under difficulties. It was a femur removed from a

woman aged seventy, who died of pluro-pneiimonia
1

forty days from the time of the reception of an oblique

fracture.
j

TlIiKUCl'I.Ol'8 DISE.VSE OP TESTES—EJECTION OF PHOS-

T.\TIC FLUID SIX MONTHS AFTKU TIIEIK KEMOVAL. I

Dr. I.eai.e completed the history of tulierculous dis- '

e.ase of the testicles, specimens of whicli had been pre-

sented to tlie Society six years ago. The patient was
then ag'd thirty-nine years, and received an injury of

one of the testicles by the tilling of a chair upon which
he was partially si'ated. The organ was driven U])

into the inguinal region, and it was with difficulty

replaced in the scrotal .sac two hours afterwards. It

swelh'd rapidly, giving him a great deal of pain.

He made use of household remedies for two weeks,

when he consulted Ur. Lcale. Despite of treatment

the testicle gradually grew larger, and in the course of

n few weeks the testicle of the opposite side became
involved. Becoming very much emaciated, and the

disease a.ssuming a malignant character, one testicle

was extirpated, followed in a few days by the renioral

of the opposite one. Dr. Delafield foun<l that the

glandular substance had lieen replaced by tuberculous

material. The lirst testicle weighed a little over six

ounci's, and the second live. AftcT the operation his

general health improved and he grew ([uite strong.

At the time of the presentation of the specimens Dr.

Flint ;iski'd the ipiestion whether there were any evi-

dence of tubi'rculous disease in the lungs, stating that

primary tubiTcular degeneration of the testicle was
very rare. The answer was that tlierc was no such
disease of the Innir a.s could be detected at that time.

Six months after the removal of the testicles the

patient stated to Dr. Leale that he was able to eject

semen daring copulation. Dr. Leale expressing his

doubts on the subject, the patient staled that he had
taken occahi<in to withdraw, and had ocular <leiMon-

stration of the fact. On this occasion about half an

ounce of fluid was discharged, which was pro,static in

character.

The patient had five children previous to the 0|)cra-

tion.

In relating the circumstance to the N. W. Medical
.Society, one of the gentlemen present stated that he
<iwued a gelding in whieli hi.' noticed the same coiidi-

ti(^n one year after castration. After six months the

power of ejecting the fluid failed in the patient, ho
Continuing to grow fat and increase in strength. Be-
ing the trainer of Weston, the patient exerted himself
biyond his iioweis of endurance, tlie result of which
was exhaustion, followed by anasarca, from which ho
never recovered.

\t the autopsy tuliercles were discovered at the up-
per portion of each lung, and in the sulistance of the

kidneys, liver, and spleen. The pancreas was almost
entirely destroyed by the disease, and was adherent to

the surrounding ]iarts. Dr. Leale had no doubt that

the deposits in the testicles were of a secondary char-

acter to those in the lungs, although the small amount
of disease in the latter, and the alisence of syinptoins

pointing to the same, made a diagnosis uncertain.

tOI'l-ER COIN IN INTESTINAL CANAL FOIl SEVEN WEEK8
—PINAL PASSAGE OF THE FOltEION BODY PER
ANUM.

Du. Le.\le also iirescntcd a specimen, which was a

copper coin 2j inches in circumference which had been
swallowed by a girl three and a half years old, and
retained seven weeks in the alimentary canal. At first

the foreign body was lodged in the upper part of the

(esophagus, but in elTorts at extraction with a ]irobang

it W!i3 pushed into the stomach. About four days after,

Dr. Leale believed that he detected the coin in the right

ilio-coecal region. Here it remained for five weeks,
giving rise to fie({Uent attacks of pain and of violent

tenesmus. At the end of this time the ijatient almost
fainted while at stool. The mother thought that the

p( liny had passed, but on examining the iliseharge

found that she was mistaken. According to I he mo-
tlier's statemi'Ut of the child's symptoms, and the seat

of pain, the coin must have become lodged in the rec-

tiini, just above the sphincter. Finally, two weeks
after, the foreign body was discharged in a hardened
stool. It is unnecessary to state that during the time
that the penny was supposed to have been lodged in

the rectum Dr. Leale was not in attendance upon the
case, and hence the child was unrelieved until the oc-

currence of the stool in <|iiestion.

Db. Mason remarked that it was not unusual for

geldings and oxen to discharge prostatic fluid si.x

months after castration, and that eunuchs were some-
times enabled to do the same thing. In most cases of

castration the penis was apt to grow disproportionately

large.

EXSECTION OF WIIIST-.IOINT FOR CAUIF.S.

Dr. Briddon presented carious bones removed l)y

the operation of exsection of the wrist joint. The
following was a history of the case:

Win. O. Harrison entered the Presbyterian Hospital
(Mivice of Dn. BitmnoN), April liUJi. is7(i. He is

thirty-nine yeai-s old, a deaf-mute, married, cooper by
occupation, and a man of temperate habits.

PntiouK /list"!-;/.— .V tumor made its appearance on
the back of his right hand three years ago. It was
]iainlcss, and grew slowly, and was probably gangli-

onic in character, as he states that in October, 1S75,

attempts were unsuccessfully made to rupture it. It

w:issubse(|uently removed by a cutting operation, and
whilst recovering from the effects of this he fell and
-Iprained his wrist ; this was followed by swelling of
th'' hand and forearm, which necessitated the use of
incisiuns, which discharged for along time. Patient
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then entered a hospital, where he remahied fiom Oct.
S8th, 1875, until April 16th, 1876, when amputation
was proposed and rejected.

Present condition.—General health £;o<id ; his right
hand is swollen, fingers extended, stiff, and incapable
of motion ; concavity of palm effaced, and on its sur-

face ai'e the openings of two fistulous tracks that com-
municate with carious bone ; there is very sliglit motion
at the wrist-joint, none at the metacarpo-];)lialangeal

and phalangeal articulations ; all the anatomical ])oints

are masked by liard brawny infiltration. Believing,

with Professor Lister of Edinlnirgh, that any ])artial

removal of tlie bones involved would only lead to

progressive destruction of the remainder, the opera-
tion devised and advised by th.at gentleman was pro-
posed and accepted by the patient.

Operation, April 37, 1S76, in presence of the Staff and
Class.—An incision was commenced over the middle of
the back of the second metacarpal bone; it was carried

upward in a line witli that bone to tlie carpometa-
carpal articulation, and tlien midivay between tendons
of thumlj and index as high as the inferior border of
the radius ; the tendons of the thumb were drawn out-

wards, tliose of the common extensor inwarils, the
knife being kept in close contact with the bones.

Then an incision was made on the inner border of the

hand, reaching from two inches above the styloid

process of the ulna to the middle of the metacarpal
bone of tlie little finger ; these incisions permitted all

the soft ])arts to be separated from tlie I)ones on both
])almar and dorsal surfaces, and gave abundant room
for com|)leting the suljsequent steps of the operation,

and in this dissection it was found that the os mag-
num had disappeared entirely, and that the con-

tiguous bones were carious and more or less fused by
anchylosis. All the carpal l>ones, tlie Ijasis of the

metacarpal, the inferior articulating surfaces of the
radius and ulna, were removed ; the cartilages of

the latter were intact; but, in consonance with the

views of Listev, they were all carefully removed. No
tendons were injured save those inserted into the car-

pal bones themselves, and after removal of Esmarch's
bandage, which had been used during the ojieration,

it was not found necessary to apply a single ligature.

Dressing.—A long dossil of lint was allowed to

ti-averse the centre of the cavity ; a few interrupted

sutures at either extremity of the incisions, and a
straight splint.

28tli.—There has been liut very inconsiderable
oozing, which was controlled by elevation of the limb.

Swelling slight, reaction moderate, and general con-
dition good.

29th.—Two yards of lani]) wick were jilaced in a

vessel containing weak solution of carljolic acid sus-

pended over the limb; one end of this wick was
carried through tlie wound from side to side, and
thence over the edge of the bed so as to insure

effectual irrigation of the jiart, and the jiarts were
enveloped in a solution of the same. These pre-

cautions were deemed more advisable, inasnuich as

erysipelas had developed in a patient in the same
ward who had been subjected to a rhinoplastic

operation.

May 1st. — Patient is in excellent condition;
traumatic fever has entirely subsided ; his tongue is

clean and appetite is good ; locally everything looks
promising; there is very little swelling, and the drain-

age is effectual.

May lOtli.—Everything has done reraarkalily well

;

the limb, or rather forearm, is one inch shorter than
its fellow, and the parts involved are consolidating

;

distance between truncated radius and ulna and me-

tacarpal bones is about an inch and a quarter ; a
drainage tube traverses the part, and the limb is

supported on a Palmar splint, reaching from the elbow
to the ends of the fingers, with a hinge ojiposite

metacarpo-phalangeal articulation, which permits the
digital portion of the splint to be dropped to permit
of passive movements.

A C.V8E OF MORBUS COXARIUS, SHOWING THE V.^LTJE

OP KAKLY OPERATION.

Dr. A. B. CuosBY jiresented the hiji-Joint of a
patient who had died of hip disease, for the purpose
of showing what nature would sojnetimes do for such
cases.—Auchylosis had taken place, and the other
evidences of the disease, having advanced to tlie third

stage, were present. The result of a careful examina-
tion on the part of Drs. Sayre and Crosl^y created the

opinion that the disease was iiractically cured, and ex-

section was not advised. Notwithstanding, however,
every effort to improve the general condition of the
patient, lie sank and died.

At the auto])sy the anchylosis was found almost
complete. The tissues surrounding the joint were
apparently healthy, but there were two or three dis-

tinct openings communicating with it. One of these,

on the outer and external portion of the joint, passed
in front of the anterior inter-trochantcric line, the pus
from which burrowed three or four inches downwards,
discharging itself on the inside of the thigh. Another
opening was found on the roof of the acetabulum,
through which a great deal of pus had escaped, the
greater part of the discharge finding its way into a
])Ocket beneath the puhes capal)lc of holding three or
four ounces. In order to show the condition of the
interior of the joint, a button of bone was removed
from the anterior surface. On removing the plug and
looking into the cavity of the joint, a portion of the
carious head of the femur was seen, separated but
firmly imprisoned. Here then was a case whicli, left

to nature, ended in death, liut which the removal of
the dead bone would have cured.

In remarking upon the general treatment of morbus
coxarius. Dr. C'rosby said that the disease was the most
manageable of any which the surgeon might be called

upon to treat. The time when the operation should
be performed was, in his opinion, as soon as the head
of the bone had l>ecome carious.

Dr. Sayre .stated that his experience had proved
to his satisfaction that cases of hip disease, when left

entirely to nature, resulted in shortened and_deformed
limbs, with more or less anchylosis.

SAKC0.M.\ op the larynx, riLVRYN.X, AND NARES

—

TR.ACUEOTOMY—DEATH.

Dr. Delapield presented the larynx, ])harynx, and
portion of the tongue removed jjost-morteni from a
woman aged 07 years. She was admitted in Roosevelt
Hospital, March 2d. Four months before, the cervical
glands of right side commenced to enlarge ; soon
after which a small tumor made its appearance on the
right side of the tongue, giadnally extending over its

base, and involving the whole of the pharynx and
posterior nares as far as could be seen. Dr. Weir
removed a jiortion of the growth on the 7th of
March. Duringthe administration of ether the patient

came so near choking to death that tracheotomy was
performed. She recovered from tlie operation, but on
the 13th of March she was attacked with bronchitis,

and died on the 24th.

At the autopsy it was found that the base of the
tongue, the entire wall of the pharynx, the posterior

n.ires, and part of the epiglottis, were involved in a
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new j^rowth, wliicli also infiltrated itself into the soft

tissues of tile neck luul cervical glands. The linii,'<

were the seats of lobular hepati/atiiin of a <j»nf;renniis

character, Ijcsides showing.; distinct <;ani;reiiou3 spots

whiclj were prolmbly caused hv the inspiration of pan-

iirenous portions from the tumor of the mouth.
.UthoUL'h pres^'utini; the clinical history of epithelial

cancer, it contained no epithelial elements whatever.

Its structure was sarcomatous and resembled that

varii'ty which have their origin in the lymphatic

glands. Dr. D., in conclusion, stated that he had
never seen a tumor of that structure growing exactly

in that way in this region, nor did he know of any.

Dit. lIi:iT7.M.vSN remarked that he had seen a similar

ca.se.

Dr. UoniNsoN referred to the case of sarcomatous

tumor of the larynx which he had already reiiorted

to the Society, and which was the only one of its kind

on record.

progress of iiUtiical Scinicc.

O.N THE Accessibility op the Dcodexum to
Ol'KU.vTios.—Dr. Braune has come to the conclusion

that the .so-called vertical part of the duodenum is

iiccessihle toopL-ration from behind, to the entire avoid-

ance of the peritoneum, which it is known only

partially covers the anterior surface. The experi-

nii-nts and observations, which he details, were made
upiui bodies carefully hardened by chromic acid and
alcohol injections, and by freezing. He states that, as

a rule, the right kidney stands somewhat higher tlian

the lower end of the perpendicular jiortion of the

duodenum, and that the lower and inner wall of this

portion is l)ehind the peritoneal sac. He performs the

operation on the cadaver as follows: The body, being

turned face downwards, an incision is made from the

region of the posterior superior spinous |)rocess of

the ilium, above and close to the right of the median
line, to above the twelfth rib. The muscles are di-

vided succes-sively until the sacro-Kimbalis is reached.

This being pulled aside toward the median line Avith

hooks, the cjuadratus lumborum appears, and must be

split thr,)Ugh. Hugging the vertebral colunni. the lower

border of the right kidney is made free, the twelfth

intercostal nerve and artery are cut across, the ureter

and inferior vena cava pressed to the inner side, and
the kidney upwards. The intervening conne<'tive

tissue being now .separated with forceps, the wall of

the duodenum on tlu' median side can be recognized,

when an incision about two inches long may be made
in it.—Archie iter IleilL, May 1, 1S70.

Samcvi.ic Acid and Oil op Thyme.—Dr. E. Riilz,

of Leipsic, assistant to Prof. Wunderlich. emphasizes

the following points regarding the administration of

salicylic acid and the oil of thyme: Tlie former,

especially in women, may give rise to various symp-
toms rc'firable to the nervous system, notably excite-

ment and jactitation. It is a d<'cided diuretic. Sweat-

ing may be absent, ev<.'n when its anti-febrile action

V* most markcil. It is no prophylactic against fever.

Its elTects are usually marked in acute articular rheu-

matism, though it may not prevent relapses. The
salicylate of soda may be given hypodermically in

solution, but its administration is very painful. Tin-

oil of thyme cannot take the place of salicylic aciil.

a-s it ha-s tin; di.sadvantages of the latter anrl not its

(jood qualitii-s, and is also very expensive. Its febri-

fuge action is no more certain, in eipial doses, than

that of salicylic ?icid. On the other hand, its taste

and smell are very distasteful to most persons. It

ti nds to produce diarrhiea, and in .sensitive persons

disagreeable symptoms referable to the nervous sys-

tem, similar to those of salicylic acid.

—

Arefiie tier

II,dl:,'SUy 1, 1780.

The Opehative Treatment of Meteorism.—
Prof, Friintzel, of Berlin, in the Charite Aniialrn for

1S74, discus.ses the subject of operative relief for

meteori.<m. where it reaches such a degree as to be dan-

gerous from diminished respiratory capacity, and from
<iver-distention of the inteslinal walls. He has prac-

tised puncturing the intestine with an exploring

needle in ten eases, doing it from two to seven times

in several of them. Of these ca.ses, two died from
jieritonitis referable to the imnctures, and one froui

laceration of the inttstine, starting from the seat t,i

puncture, and allowing the escape of fivces. Il^

therefore concludes that this practice is not allowable,

except in cases where peritonitis already exists.— C'en-

Indblf. Ckir., No. 17, 1870.

Os MASSACiE.^Dr. Von Mosengeil, of Bonn, at

till' close of an ext<'nded article on the' Practice of

Ma.ssage. gives this estimate of its availability in sur-

gery. Its value must be recognized, though the best

results will be obtained by the few who will bring to

its u.se abundant time, patience, skill and .strength. It

is not adapted for everyday use by every physician,

nor will it be much used in hospitals, from lack of

time. Specialists, theieforc, will probably get the

most satisfactory results from it.

—

Archie f. Klin.

;

Chirurtj., xix. 4, 187G.

Cascek of the Testicle ik an Infant.—A healthy

I

child, eight months old, was recently brought to M.
Depaulon account of a solid cylindrical tumor situ-

I
atcd in the left side of the scrotum. It was continu-

ous with the cord, and measured IJ inches in length by

\ inche in width. The skin was movalile over the

tumor, and there was no effusion into the tunica vagi-

nalis. There was neither pain nor tenderness. Soon
afterwards the skin of the scrotum became red and
adherent to the tumor at one point, where later on an

aliscess opened spontaneously. Through the fistulous

opening about one-third of the tumor cscajicd and
formed a hernia. Castration was performed without

an anojsthetic, when the child was ten months old.

The operation was easily performed: the cord was
rapidly divided by an Ccraseur, and there was neither

primary nor secondary hemorrhage. Fifteen days

after the ojieration the wound had almost entirely

cicatrized. The tumor, immediately after the opera-

tion, presented a wrinkled ap))carance in the ])ait

involved in the hernia, but was smooth in the rest of its

extent. On section it presented a yellowish white

color, and a cancerous juice was- obtained by scraping.

Microscopical examinaticm proved it to be a cancer,

liut of a mixed composition ; in one part it was sar-

comatous, while the greater part was scirrhous.

—

l.a

France Miilirnle, May Hi. 187(i.

Gastrotdmv,—The Hwoitn has already published a

notic* of JI. I.abbf's operation for the removal of a

fork from the stomach of a man, but a few additional

points may be intere.iting to «uir readers. The opera-

tion of ga.strotomy has now been ]ierformed nine

times for the ri'moval of foreign bo<lies, aiid in all

nine cases it has been successful. On the other hand,

it has been performed nineteen times for cancer of the

(esophagus, and three times for traumatic stricture of

till- crsophagus. and in all these .-^ases ended fatally

within a period varying from a few hours to twelve
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days. In a great many of these cases there was no
peritonitis, l)ut probaljly in all the operation had been

delayed until the patients were in the last stages of

exhaustion and cachexia.

M. Labbe, previous to his operation, made many
dissections to determine tlie point of election for tlie

incisions. He found that the great curvature of the

stomacli never ascends higlier than a transverse line

drawn between the cartilages of the nintli ril>s. The
end of the cartilage of the ninth rib is situated imme-
diately al)ove the first depression that is met with on

passing the finger downwards along the border of the

false ribs. This depression is bounded lielow by the

movable cartilage of the tenth rib, which gives rise to a

peculiar crepitus when moved. Having settled these

points, M. Labbe made his incision parallel to, and
half an inch to the inside of the edge of the false ribs

on the left side. The incision was If inches long, its

lower extremity falling upon tlie transverse line

between the cartilages of the two ninth ribs. The
rectus muscle was not cut, and the stomach was o|)ened

at the junction of the cardiac and pyloric portions.

—

Oazette llehdomadaire de Mhl. et de Chir., May 8.

Salicylic Acid in Acute Rheumatism.—Three arti-

cles aiJ|)ear in the Boston Med. and Surg. Journal upon
this mode of treatment. Dr. Towle reports seven cases.

In one, a man twenty-seven years of age, who had
been suffering three weeks from acute rheumatism,

salicylic acid was given in ten-grain wafers, every

hour, until seven powders were administered. He
then became so excited and delirious, with no im-

])rovement of the rheumatism, that the medicine was
discontinued. In another case, the same dose was
given every hour, until the patient had taken two
drachms. After the seventh powder was taken, the

swelling and pain had sensibly subsided. After the

ninth dose there was a great deal of Imzzing in the

ears. Twenty-four hours after the commencement of

the treatment, all the symptoms had disappeared, and
active motion of the affected part caused no pain. Tlie

dosi! given in all his cases depended upon the age and
general condition of the patient. From his experience

he thinks that salicylic acid is of decided value in

acute rheumatism ; and the more acute the case, the

more certain the success by using it in full doses.

Dr. Huse gave to a man of thirty, the subject of re-

peated attacks of acute rheumatism, two grains of

salicylic acid in sugar every hour for about twelve

hours, when the pulse fell below 100 and the joints

became UKU-e mobile. Two grains of the acid were
then given every two hours. The treatment was con-

tinued until one drachm had been administered.

Tliree days after the attack, the patient was walking
the streets, the rheumatism having disap|ieared. Dr.

Hodgkins reports a case of a young woman who had
a severe attack of acute rheumatism in the left knee;

wliere he commenced with five grains of the acid every

two hours, which amount was repeated the next day
every hour. On the fourth day she was well, and
able to walk aliout without any stiffness or pain.

There was no nausea, but when the dose was increased

to five grains an hour there was some dizziness, pro-

fuse perspiration, and an increased flow of urine.— The
Boston Medical and SurgicalJournal, May 25, 1870.

A Kahe Fr.^.ctuub op the Upper Extuemity op
THE Tibia.—Mr. Duplay rejiorts the following inter-

esting case. A workman, aged 60, was injured by

the sudden fall of a wall that was in process of demo-
lition. On the next day the foot, leg, and lower third

of the thigh were swollen, with considerable tension

of the integuments, untler which there was an enor-

mous bloody infiltration. There was also effusion into

the knee-joint. The leg was parallel to the plane of

the bed and in a straight line with the thigh, lint just

beneath the patella there was a sudden de])ression,

that looked as if it had been produced by a l)low. of a

hatchet. The leg could be moved freely in both lat-

eral directions, but without cre])itus. and it could be

elevated so as to form an angle with the thigh, but

the depression still remained. Crepitus could only be

obtained in front of the head of the fibula, where there

was a small fragment of Ijone comiiletely detached.

The femur, patella, fibula, and articular ligaments

were not injured. Extension failed to reduce the

deformity, but a partial flexion brought the shaft of

the tibia into proper position with the broken frag-

ment. The limb was maintained in this semi-flexed

position by means of a cuneiform ])ad and a few turns

of bandage, but on the next day the dorsum of the

foot was found to be cold and discolored, and the leg

as far up as the knee covered with bulhe containing

sero-sanguinolent fluid, and the dressings had to be re-

moved. There was no pulsation in the posterior tibial

artery. The leg was then ])ut on a double inclined

plane, and subsequently simply laid on its outer side

on the bed ; but nevertheless gangrene set in ; and the

patient died of pneumonia complicated by cerebral

troubles on the tliirteenth day after the accident.

The autopsy revealed old meningitis of the convex-

ity, and extensive pneumonia. The leg was the seat

of a vast gangrenous phlegmon, and the fractured

ends of the lione were bathed in a bloody and purulent

effusion, which extended into the knee-joint. The
popliteal and anterior tibial veins were ruptured, and
the popliteal artery compressed by the broken frag-

ments of bone, and its lumen further obstructed Ijy a

fibrinous clot. The head of the tibia above the tu-

bercle was broken into four fragments—a middle, an

internal, and two external ; the middle, wliich was also

the largest fragment, comprising the insertions of the

crucial ligaments. Several of the lines of fracture

extended into the knee-joint. The femur, patella, and
fibula were not injured.

This is certainly a rare variety of fracture, and sur-

gical literature contains but few examples of anal-

ogous injuries. It was not produced liy direct injury,

for the integuments were not broken, and the iiatella,

its ligamentTs and the condyles of the femur, were not

injured, but probably by a sudden and forcible exten-

sion, so to speak by an effort at anterior f<\vion, in the

course of which the large median fiagmeut, -contain-

ing the inseitions of the crucial ligaments, was torn

from the .shaft of the tibia. The displacement back-

wards of the upper fragments was probably due to the

weight of a stone falling on them at the moment of

the injury.

In the treatment of similar injuries a position of

semiflexion which will rejilace the tibia in the axis

of the superior fragment will best fulfil the indica-

tions. It must be remembered, however, that all frac-

tures of the upper extremity of the tibia unite but

slowly and with difficulty, which is more marked the

nearer the fi-ucture ajjproaches the joint, prolialjly l)e-

cause the solution of continuity affects a spongy and

very vascular tissue, and the effusion of blood between

the fractured ends is always considerable.

—

Le Progrh
Medicate, April 29th.

University of MiciiiCiAN.—To the medical colleges

of New York who have consented to receive the tick-

ets of the University of Michigan, that of the Uni-

versity of the City of New York is to be added.
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THE ENGLISH DEBATE UPON TIIH I'A-

THOLOGY OF SYPHILIS.

V.

Having presented in brief the esscnti.il points of the

0!).'ninL; paper of tlie tleliate upon tlie Patliolotry of

Syphilis, at the Pathological Society of London, as

well as those of the remarks of the various speakers,

it now only remains for us to consider the speech of

the president of tlie society and the summing up of

tlic orator, Jlr. .Jonathan Hutchinson. The reniaiks

of the president, Mr. George Pollock, contained no note-

worthy point, being rather a series of interrogatories

addressed to the next speaker, rather than a ))resenta-

tion of facts. It is evident that, like that of many of

the jiartieipants in the discussion, the gentleman's

knowledge upon the subject is of a general and prac-

tical character, and that he has not paid especial atten-

tion to it.s study. He attributes very little importance

to the division of the disease into stages, and is not

certain as to the precise period at which its contagion

ceases, though he thinks that hereditary transmission

IS possible in the tertiary stage. He alluded to the

fact that surgical lesions of continuity often remained

ununited owing to a tertiary syphilitic condition. He
did not agree with 8ir James Paget as to the sequelic

of fevers, and thinks that those of typhoid are of

pya-mic nature and often symmetrical. After con-

gratulating the society upon Mr. llutcliinson's paper

and the debate, he called upon that gentleman for his

reply. The latter reviewed the various leading ])oints

brought out in his opening, and pronounced him-

self in the most emphatic manner as a believer in the

cryptogamic nature of syphilis. Seeing that previously

he had not clearly formulated this view, the suddenness

of the avowal is somewhat startling. It must be con-

ceded that his course was either wise or lucky, for had

this aspect of the question been developed a.s a feature

of the opening, we arc not certain where the debate.

which was very long indeed, would have ended.

Though his opinion is strongly expressed, it is evident

that his ideas are by no means mature or clear. His

view, that the existence of a syphilitic yeast or eon-

lii'jiiiitt vivitm, as causing syphilis, offere the best and

most rational explanalion of the phenomena of the

disease, is obviously open to the most serious criticism,

;ind shows that he is almost exclusively wedded to the

Immoral doctrines of ])athology, as applied to .syjih-

ilis. lie still thinks that the analogy between the

course of syphilis aiul the cxanlhenuita is well taken,

not having Ijeen shaken by the remarks of some

speakere, which, he says, dealt with opinions rather

tlian facts. He reiterates the statement that, as a

rule, syphilis, when uninfluenced by treatment, is

tolerably orderly in its course, while that of the exan-

tlicms is far from being as regular as we are ac-

cu^^tomcd to think. We cannot here follow Mr.

Hutchinson in his remarks as to the state of the blood

as modified by tlie .syphilitic germs, and shall only re-

peat more precisely the fact that he; thinks that the

principal processes take place in that fluid, and that

the role played by the tissues in these diseases is only

secondary. It is readily seen that this view opens the

way to extended comment and analysis, such as in-

deed are precluded l)y the nature of this notice. It

seems strange that, among so many eminent pathol-

ogists, the great import of Sir Wm. .lenner's sugges-

tion, that syphilis is a fruh and Mood disease, was not

fully appreciated, and that the doctrines therein em-

liudicd did not seem to be familiar to them. It may

here be suggested that if the doctrine of a ferment in

syphilis is admitted, the analogy between it and the

exanthemata must be, to a greater or less extent, con-

ceded ; but when it is urged that, perhaps, certain

specific proliferative changes take place in the tissues

thiinselves, and that from them, by the medium of the

blood, the disea.se is perpetuated and communicated,

tlie analogy, to say the least, is weakened, and a line

of argument is established, which was, as we have

.shown, only hinted at by one or two speakers, and by

Mr. Hutchinson rejected. Indeed we have reason for

the suspicion that he did not api)reiiate the full

siiiuificance of the train of facts emliodied in Sir AVm.

.lenner's suggestion. Thus it will be seen that, with

this cardinal point unconsidered, nearly all the re-

marks were a practical concession of the analogy

;

hince that we arc, at the end, exactly where we cora-

m<:nced. We very much regret this result, as the

occasion was a rare one, and much could have been

said as to the place of syphilis in nosology. It is

true that .some light has been thrown upon the nature

of the sequehv of certain blood diseasi's, but as to that

of the tertiary lesions we have had little added, other

than opinicMis ; so that, in his reply. Mr Hiitihinsiui ex-

presses his theory as to their simple nature, and as to

thi'ir being tissue; derivatives from pn-existing specific

l< >ions, with more emphasis than he did in his iutroduc-
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toiy. In this coiinectiou we may say that we, for many
reasons, wholly repudiate this hypothesis, for we look

upon it as simply a theoretical expedient rendered

necessary by the doctrine of ferments just considered.

Passing now to practical questions, Mr. Hutchinson

calls attention to the fact that contagion generally

occurs within the first two years of tlie disease, and

that various clinical facts go to show that tlie Ijlood

does not retain its infective properties Ijut for a few

years. He allows syphilitics to marry at the ex-

])iration of two years after the disappearance of the

last sy|)hilitic symptoms. Mr. Hutchinson makes

clever use of the germ theory to explain late hereditary

transmission of syphilis, liy saying that, perhaps, the

germs remain latent in the testes and ovaries for a

longer period than in the I)lood. Tliis shows the

weakness of the humoral theory, as it is an unequivocal

concession that the elements of the disease remain

latent in the tissues tliemselvcs. It seems curious that

an observer of his ability and a thinker of his powers
should tlius stultify himself to the import of facts

which is clearly apparent, merely to preserve the

symmetry of a tlieory. We shall not follow the argu-

ment of tlie orator as to the nature of infantile syph-

ilis, as it is really a piece of special pleading in favor

of liis yeast theory, with an evident intent of throwing

ridicule on the tissue theory, as expressed by Sir Wm.
.Tenner in the term ' potentialities of development."

It is very clear that Jlr. Hutchinson is so far biased

by his l)lood and yeast hypothesis that he cannot or

will not admit any other view. The result is to vei-y

much impair the value of his summing up. Mr.

Hutchinson's remarks upon the effect of a syphilitic

fcetus upon the mother, are interesting, if not

thoroughly orthodox in their teaching. lie alluded

to the fact, long ago Sjjoken of by Colle-s, that women
bearing syphilitic children were not Ijythem infected,

and stated that no exception had been Ijrouglit for-

ward. In explanation, he thinks that a modified

form of syphilis is given to the woman, in which there

is a protection to her from severe manifestations, and
which is unattended with cutaneous lesions. He com-
pares its nature to that of vaccination. It will be

seen that this is a dii-ect admission fi-oni him that the

foetus can infect (though in a qualified manner) the

mother. But, further on, he declares himself a believer

in the doctiine that sypliilis may be derived from the

father alone, u-liile tlie mother escapes, and prouiises

further information on this point. The rest of his

reply was simply in answer to certain minor issues

raised by the various speakers, and it contains nothing

noteworthy or imiiortant. Those of our readers who
have followed us in our brief presentation of tliis de-

bate, will see that, while it has suggested many jjoints,

much has been left untouched, while some of the

direct issues raised by the orator have been left in

much the same state as before the debate. We have

already exceeded our limits, and cannot now review

critically the whole discussion, which was in many
parts too long and wordy. We may. liowever, derive

some benefit from its perusal, and we have the satis-

faction of knowing that it can be rendered profitable

to future debaters on this subject, in pointing out to

them errors which they can avoid. In this connection

we would remark that it can hardly be expected that

a subject like sypiiilis, which, for its thorough discus-

sion, requires special study and observation, can he

very minutely handled by men who have only ob-

served it in a general and practical way.

P.\TENT RIGHTS IN MEDICINE.

The allusion by the President of the American

Medical Association to the subject of patent rights in

medicine will doubtless tend to bring it before the

])iofession for discussion. Although the principle

U])ou which that pro^nsion of the Code is founded

which makes it derogatory to the dignity of a medical

man to hold a patent is an eminently proper one

in spirit, it has long been felt that its strictly practical

application has been more or less detrimental to the

true interests of inventive genius. The mere fact that

because the inventor of any particular apparatus is a

medical man, he should receive no pecuniary benefit

for his time, study, and labor, is certainly a very ab-

surd method of proving the justice or utility of a law

which makes such provisions. The primary object of

all inventions directly or indirectly connected with the

healing art is for the benefit of humanity, and so long

as the object is attained the medical man should be

remunerated by the consciousness of contributing his

mite to the relief of suffering. He has no desire,

neither has he the right, to withold any of such bene-

fits from his profession or his patients for mere pecu-

niary consideration ; in other words, it is the duty as

well as the privilege of every medical man to aid his

professional brethren all he can, and not hamper them

by any legal restrictions of royalty in the exercise of

their functions. So far, the ])rovisions of the Code

should be considered absolute and beyond question.

The case is so different, however, with any invention

which can also be used in other arts, that wc see no

reason why the medical man should be dcliarred from

the exercise of the usual privileges of ordinary men.

Because any given apparatus is used in medicine with-

out restriction, there is no reason why, if it may be em-

ployed ill the arts, the inventor should not receive all

the pecuniary benefit which such a use might confer.

Many inventions of this sort have been made by medi-

cal men for strictly medical ])urposes, and have after-

^\ards been patented by outsiders for adaptation to

other purposes. Certainly this is very unfair to the real

inventor, and calls for some more reasonable interpreta-

tion of the spirit of the Code than at present appears

to exist.

It is claimed by instrument-makers that no advantage

is taken of inventors in their efforts to develop the
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resource's of oiir art, and that no more than the ordi-

nary profit is made on now instruments or apparatus.

Tliis is as it sliould lie, and so far as strictly mcilical

or sur^^ienl ap|)liances are concerned the inventor '

must l>c satisfied. Wlien these instruments can l)e used

or otlierwise ai)propi-iatcd, and incomes can be derived

from llieir sales, tlie inventor certainly has tlie riiiht to

protect his interests l)y a patent. Here, it strikes us, the
1

line should he drawn, and the provisions of the Code

should be so modified as to make it possible to dis-
[

tinguish between a strictly medical patent and th('

jmtentlni; of a medical invention to be employed for

other than medical purposes.

TltE NEW YOKK .\C.\nF.MY OP MKmCINE.

Wf. call the attention of all interested in the pros-

perity of the New York Aciideniy of Jledicine to the

remarks of Dr. OouverneurM. Smith at a recent meetiu<j

of that body. This organization, with the commend-

able spirit of foundins a home for the i)rofes.sion of

New York, has secured to itself an elegant building,

and has done everytliing which energy of purpose can

effect and earnestness of good intention can direct to

place it upon a substantial ba.sis. So far its efforts

have been attended with a flattering success, but the

running expenses of the establishment, together with

the present debt upon the building, are such as to

call for pecuniary aid which shall lift it into a higher

s|>hcre of usefulness. When it is considered what a

comparatively small sum is necessary to attain this

laHdal)le iiiiject, we arc quite ready to believe that the

appeal will not be made in vain. In no l)etLer way

can the medical interests of this city be centralized,

and ita common professional good advanced.

Ucuifius ant) ttoticcs of OooKs.

Cl.l.NK Al, LF.CTrUKS ON DlSF..\SES OF TIIF. HfaUT ANH
A>>1!T\. By GEOIKiF. WlI.LIA.M BaI.FOI!U, MD. , St.

AdiI.. F. U('.P. TM. ; Physician to and Lecturer on
Clinical M>tlleiiie in the Royal lufirmarv, Edinburgh.
Philadelphia : Lindsay & Blakiston, lb70.

This book contains the essence of Clinical Lectures

delivered by Dr. Balfour, on cases of diseases of the

lieart and aorta tliat have fallen under Ills observation

during the last eight yeai's. In the seventeen leclin<s

jiresentcd, 424 pages, the following subjects li.ave been

considered : The general diagnosis of cardiac dis-

eases; incompetency of the aortic valves, with refer-

ence to tlie diagnostic significance of the murmurs,
priigres.s of the di.sease, prognosis and treatment;

murmurs and other physical signs distinctive of mitral

stenosis, curable and incurable; curable mitral regur-

gitatinu and its treatment; tricuspid regurgitatiim,

curable and incurable; ((ulmonary murmm-s au«l their

signification; variati(ui and vanishing of cardiac

murmurs; intermittency and irregul.irity of the pulse,

and palpitation; secomlary results i)f cardiac tliseasi';

angina, and fatty heart
;

pericarditis, myocarditis, and
hypertrophy, apart from valvular di.sease; remaik;-

upon the action of digitalis, and the general theraixu-

tic8 of cardiac disease ; malposition of the aorta

simnlating aneurism ; aneurism, and its treatment by

iuiVnle of potassium.

The general rules to be observed in making a diag-

nosis of cardiac disease are elaborately, and, for the

most part, ch'aily stated under the head of |)eculiari-

tiesof the pulse, inspection, palpation, percussion, and

auscultation. In this connection, the author states that

"of all the signs of cardiac disease murmurs are

those most usually confided in, yet they are really

those of least valui'." Tliis .statement is based upon

the fact, that endocardial are closely siiuulated by

e.xocardial miirmur.s, and that real valvular murmurs
may disappear eitlier temporarily or jwrnianently. To
this the author admits of but a single exception,

which has reference to the auricular-systolic, or the so-

called pre-syslolic mitral murmur. Every other mur-

mur must be simply noted, and afterwards duly con-

sidered in <'onnection with the proliabilities, wlien the

examiner makes up his estimate from evidence ob-

tained by inspection, palpation and peicus.sion. This

is an important |irineiple in physical diagnosis, and

were it more generally reci>gni/,ed by the jjrofession,

it might be the means" of lifting the great depression

wliich has settled upon many patients who are sup-

posed to be the subjects of grave cardiac disease.

There is, however, a greater or less jjrobability that

any valvular murnnir may bi; connect! d with actual

cardiac di.sease, and this fact must always be borne

in mind. For example, the author states that i)ersis-

tent accentuation of the pulmonary second sound,

independent of pulmonary disease capable of pro-

ducing congestion, is an invariable indication of car-

diac valvulai' lesion.

With reference to the manner in which murmurs arc

produced, tlie author adopts the theory that they are

due to the sonorous vibrations of fiuiil veins produced

in the current of blood, but at the same time states

that just how these sonorous veins are produced, and

how they may be modified remains yet to be explained.

The author, while discussing the terms auricular-

systolic and pre-systolic, as applied to the murmur
indicative of mitral stenosis, refers to the writings of

Drs. Leamiug, Donaldson, and Flint, of this country,

and combats the teaching of the first two gentlemen

ujion this point.

Dr. Balfour maintains that, although it may not be

practically important whether the sound is produced

when the auricle contracts or during the soundless

portion of the systole of the ventricles, yet clearness

and accuracy in teaching cannot be imparted with-

out directing special attention to its rhythm. He
believes that want of ai^curacy in this respect has 1( d
so experienced an observer " as Professor Flint to de-

seiibe as pre-svstolic, murmurs which must have been

diastolic in rhythm." Dr. Balfour states unhesitatingly

when a i)re-systolic mitral murnuH- exists, contraction

of th(^ mitral orifice is invariably present, notwith-

standing I'rof. Flint has reported three cases in which

there was jiresent a pre-systolic murmm-, and at death

no lesion was fomid at tlie mitral op<ning, but lesions

which gave rise to aortic insnfliciency. Tin' author

el.iims that Prof. Flint has evidently erred in timing

the rhythm of the murmurs iji Ihecaseshe bus reported
;

for a murmur depending on aortic regingitation is

always diastolic, and therefon- has a rhythm very

difTcrent from a |)re-systolic murmur. Bui even with-

out liming these mm-murs, they have each of them such

u distinctly difTcrent character Unit no one pirfeclly

ae(|uaint.'(i with the pre-systolic murmur conid ever

mistake a diastolic aortic murnoM- for it." Tlw latter

portion of this statement is rather freehanded, and
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we cfin scarcely understand liow it is to he reconciled
with the statement made by tlie author in another part
of the volume, when he speaks of Prof. Flint as an
observer " who has had much experience."' In Chap.
VI. the author refers to a curable raitj-al regurgitant
murmur, associated with such diseases as typhus and
enteric fevers, chorea, anemia, chlorosis, etc. He also
recognizes the existence of curable and incurable tri-

cuspid regurgitant murmurs; and the most common
cause, next to mitral stenosis, for these murmurs, is

said to be bronchitis, acute and chronic.
While discussing angina pectoris, arsenic is recom-

mended as the remedy most entitled to confidence as
a prophylactic against cardiac neuralgia. To prevent
irritation of the bowels, it should be combined with
opium, or administered in smaller doses, as " it not in-

frecpiently happens that systems which are sensitive to
the injurious action of drugs, are also sensitive to their

curative action."' For the relief of the attack, the
author s|)eaks with po.sitiveness upon his estimate of the
value of chloroform. It is maintained that there is

no diseased condition of the heart which should deter
the physician from the cautious use of this agent.

" The thing desired in angina pectoris," says the
author, " is to free both cardiac muscle and cardiac
plexus from the influence of tlie depressing agent,
whatever it may be, which gives rise to the sub-i)araly-
sis on the one hand, and to tlie neuralgic pain on the
other ; and this can be done only l)y narcotizing the
nervous centres, through which the reflex actiontakes
place, and thus set the heart free." For this purpose
chloroform is to lie preferred aljove all agents, and is

regarded as perfectly safe. He administers it from a
smelliug-liottle containing a piece of s|i<)nge.

Just liow Mr. Balfour reconciles the following state-

ment is somewhat mysterious even to Yankee ingenu-
ity. He says :

" Rlieumatic pericarditis, worthy to be
called so, is almost unknown to us ;" and a little fur-
ther on, " if we take cardiac pain, accompanied by
slight, but still detectaljle effusion into the pericar-
dium, or by friction about the base of the lu'art, ac-
companying acute rheumatism, as signs of rheumatic
pericarditis, as they undoubtedly are, then I do not
suppose that my percentage has been at all, if in any
respect, less than that of my ueiglibor's."

The autlior l)elieves that tlie nutrition of the cardiac
muscle is increased by the action of digitalis, and that
this is accomplished by increasing the force and dura-
tion of the heart's systole. He also claims tliat the
iodide of potassium has the power to relieve the symp-
toms of aneurism in a most reniarkalile manner, inde-
pendent of any other treatment wliatever; but that its

success, as a matter of course, will be materially pro-
moted by adjuvant measures.
The author is perfectly certain that there is no reme-

dial agent at the present time which can so surely
give relief, so certainly prolong life in cases of aneu-
rism, as the iodide of potassium. This work is illus-

trated, although the cuts are the least imiiortant feat-
ure. Taken as a whole, it is a book well worthy of
being placed in the library of any physician.

Lectures on Nuksing. By William Kobeut S.mith.
R 'sident Surgeon Royal Hants Co. Hospital. Phila.
Lindsay & Blakistou. 1870. 12mo.

This little work comprises a course of lecturesdelivered
to thi Nursing Staff of the hospital, with which the au-
thor was connected. The subject is treated in a very
comprehensive manner, for such as wish to become
practically familiar with the duties pertaining either to

medical or surgical nursing. For such it can be read
with interest and studied with profit.

€orr£sponlrcnc£.

MEDICAL CENTENNIAL AFFAIRS.

(From our Sjjecial Corre.ipondcut.)

KARE AND CURIOUS MEDICAL WORKS—MEDICAL BU-
REAU OP THE NAVY—PHOTOGRAPHS OF U. S. NAVAL
HOSPITALS—MEDICAL ASSOCIATIONS AND SIGHT SEE-
ING.

Philadelphia, June 1?, 1876.

I CALLED attention in my last letter to the various lit-

erary treasures of which the Jlodel Army Hospital, in

its exhibit at the Centennial Exposition, gives a merely
introductory gliin])se. Perhaps no more favorable op-
jjortunity will be offered than the present for a de-
tailed reference to the curious and rare attractions

which are here illustrated photographically. ^Vhile

thus alluding to the albums containing photographic
representations of title or other pages from many valu-

able books in the Natiiuial Medical Lil>rary, collected

by the Surgeon-General and his assistants, we at the
same time give an insight into the contents of the li-

brary itself, which has not yet lieen as fairly and fully

appreciated by the masses of thejjrofession as its great

merits entitle it to. The expensive catalogues, as jtub-

lished, are of course only distrilnited to a few, while
the profession at large seems scarcely to realize the ex-

tent of the resources that are placed within their reach.

Lovers of rare and curious old books will be gratified

at an inspection of the sample ])agcs, even though they
be but photographic fac-similes, detailed in tlie follow-

ing list, all of which form a portion of the exhibit of

the Army Medical Department. In addition to those

given in my last letter, I may mention the folloviing

as being among the most veneralile in this wonderful
collection. "Aggregator de Sledicina' Simplicibus of

Jacob Dondus Paduanus."' (Folio, probably printed at

Strasl)urg by J. Mentelia, about 1470. The editio )irin-

ceps. Valescus de Taranta '• De epidimia et peste." ( Pro-
l)ably printed at Argentorati about 1470.) "Liber de
complexionibus, proprietatiljus, electionibus operatio-

nibus quelaxativarum, Practica deMedicinis))articu-

larium aigritudinnm," by.Iohn, sonof Mesua. Venice.

1471. '• Manual of the practice of medicine, by Arnold
de Villa Nova."' (According to Brunet, it is jirinted

with ty))e used at Mantua in 147:^.) 'Regiment der
jungen Kinder." (Augsljurg in 147:'.) ' Pandects of

Matthew Silvaticus." (Folio, jirobably printed at Stras-

burg about 1475.) Edito jjrinceps of the "Summa
conversatiouis et curationis " of William de Salicet.

1476. " Tractatus de Regimine Sanitatis " of Bene-
dictus de Nursia. Bononia. 1477. "First edition

of Celsus." Florence. 1478. " Canon of Aviccnna,"'

folio. Patavia. 1479. " Artzneibuch " of Ortolff

von Beyrlant. Augsburg. 1479. "First edition of
the works of Petrus Argelafa or de la Ccrlata." Edited
by M. Jloretus. Venice. 1480. (The initial letters

are illuminated.) Anatomy of Mundinus. (Without
page or date.) Regimen Sanitatis of the School of
Salernum. Witli the Commentary of Arnold de Villa

Nova. 1480. First edition of the " Lirier de Sledi-

cina" of Averroes. Venice. 1482. Rare edition of
the works of Mesua. Venice. 1484. Treatise on
poisons of Petrus de Abauo. 1487. " Practica " of
Valescus de Tarranta. Lyons. 1478. First edition
of the " Liber Theicrise " of Avenzohar. Venice.
1490. "Ortus Sanitatis" of Meydenbach. Moguntia.
1491. (The figures are colored.) The collection of
medical tracts known as " Articelhi." Venice. 1493.

Treatise on medicine of Arnold de Villa Nova. Ve-
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nice. 14iU. " Liliiim Jli'iliciii.x'" of BtTnanl ilf

Gordon. Venice. 14'J(>. TiiU'tato on Syphilis. In-

Grunpeck do Hurcklmusen. (l'iol)iil)ly piintcil tit

A>i;,'sliiirg. 14!)7.) Tii'iltise on sypliilis of John
AVidnmn. 141)7. Trcsitiso of Ga.spiir TorroUa on
syphilis. Konic, about 1408. Tivatise of .Ji-ronu' of

Brunswick on cpidiniics and the pest. l.-)00. (Con-

tains some very curious and spirited woodcut.s.

)

Fasciculus of Jolin de Ketliani. Venice. l.jOO.

C'onunencement of an anonymous treatise on the pest.

(Prior to l.jOO .v.i). )
'• I'ractica nova medicine" of

John de Cont-oreijia. Venice. l.-)()I. Treati.se on
anatomy liy Mundiiuis. l.")OT. " De Swan^ern fru-

wen und hehammen Kosejjarten," by Kucharins Koes-

lyn. Argentorati. loi:!. (Tlie orii^inal edition. In

Latin it is the " De partu lioniinus" of Kucharius

Uliodion, and is translated into English l)y Kaynalde
under the title of "TIk' Woman's Hook.'") Collection

of medical tract.^. Venice. 1508. Works of .Vll>u-

casis. Auifustie-Vindelicorum. loli). Treatise of

Ulrich de Hutten on guiac and syphilis. Bononia.
15'31. Aldinc edition of Galen. Venice. 152o.

"Secreta Secretorum" of Aristotle. 1538. Aldine
edition of the Greek text of Puulus ^'Egincta. 15'28.

A pami)hlet of four leaves on the sweating sicknes.s.

Printi'il by .Vntlidiiy Peypus, the younger. 152!).

Treatise of I3ertliulonieus, " De proprietatibus rerum."
Lonilon, Thomas IJiithelet. 1535. Collection of

pamphlets on syphilis. Basel. 1536. Vesalius' ''De

humani corporis fabrica, libri septeni." Basileae.

154:!. Fii-st edition. (Plates engraved under the di-

rection of Titian.) Copy of an autograpli poem by
Philip Melanethon, " De consideratiouc^ liuniani cor-

poris."' Written on the fly-leaf of the copy of the

first edition of Vesalius' " De humani corporis.'"

Treatise on medicine by Gometius Pereira. 1558.

(A very rare book.) Thetirst medical journal printed

in German ; being a translation of the " Journal des

nouvelles dfconvertes"' of Nicolas de Blegny. 1080.
" Zodiacus medicogallicus." A reprint in Latin of

the first French medical journal—the "Journal des

nouvelles decouvertes," l>y de Hlegny. 1085. A vol-

ume containing many water-Color drawings of mon-
sters, with JIS. descriptions.

In addition to the woiks already enumerated there are

l)hotographs of about fifty other treatises on surgery

and American medical history in the National Libr:;ry,

which, from their rarity, also deserve to be mentioned.

I am disposed to devote considerable space to this por-

tion of the exhibit of the Army Medical Hospital, for

the very reason that your readers may never have so

opportune a guide to the contents of the Library as

that which I now offer them, and because in the mo-
dest little comer assigned to these albums, tlie latter

may be very readily overlooked by the casual visitor.

Here may l)e seen photographs of pages from "The no-

ble experyence of the verluous handywarke of surgeri,"

a translation of the " Haittwirck" of Jerome of Hruns-

wick. London. 1525. '• Practiea in artechirurgic.i'

of John do Vigo. Lyons. 1521. "Hantwerck d.r
Cirurgien,"' by Jeromt'of Brunswick. Utrecht. 15:!").

Alphon^us Fi'rrius, '• De Silopetorum sive archibuso-

rum vulner'fbus." Home. 1552. " Feldtbuch dir

Wundlartzney," by Hans von GersdorfF, calli'd Schyl-

hans. Franckfurt, A. .M. 1551. First (edition of the
" Dix livres ile la cliirurgin" of And)rose Par(5. Paris.

1504. Commencement of the '• llistoriall I^xpostula-

tion against the H •iLstlye abu.sers, bothe of Cliyrurgeri<'

and Physicke," by John Halle. Piinted with liis trans-

lation of tlie " Chirurgia p.arva Lanfianci, lanfranki-

of Mylayiie, his briefe. Ijondon, 15<;5. First edition

of the Treatise on the pest, small-|>ox and measles, by

Ambrose Pari?. Paris. 1508. First edition of the

"Deux livres de chirurgie" of Atnbrose Parf. Pari.«.

1573. Portrait of .\mbrose Parf'. From llie folio edi-

tion of his works in Fren<-h. Paris. 1575. (The first

edition.) Manualnf .Surgery of Schylander. Antwerp.
1577. "Olliciiine et Jaidin deChiruigie Militaire" of

IjC Lievri'. Paris. 1583. " Certain works of Chirurgie

compiled by Thomas Gale." London. 1580. Kng-
lish translation of " Arceus." London. 1588. " Ci-

rugia Universale of Gio. Andrea della Croee." Ve-
nice. 1005. "Treatiseon (iunshot wounds " of Fran-

cis Plazzoni. Venice. l(iI8. First edition of the
' Trcati.se on the Movements of tlie Heart and Circidn-

tionof the Hlood," by William Harvey. Franckfurt.

Ili28. '• Hoplocrisma spongus. or a sponge to wipe
away the ir/iij/oiimilri;" by William Foster. Lond(ni.

1031. " Viaticum"' of John A\'o<idall. London. 1031).

" Institucion of Chyrurgeric," by Thomas Gaille. Lon-
don. 1507. " La Grande C"hyrnrgie "" of Guy de Cliau-

liac. Bordeaux. 1072. " Several! Cliirurgicall Trea-

tises," by Hieliaid A\'iscman. London. 1070. "Treatise
on Surgery"" of Matthew Godfri<d Purmann. Franck-
furt und Leipzig. 1002. Treatise of Purmann, con-

taining fifty cases of gunshot wounds. Franckfurt und
Leipzig. 1721. First edition of the Treatise of Park
on Excisions of the Joints. London. ]783. " Keflex

-

ionssur lesplayes," by C. F. Faudacf|. Namur. 1735.

"Treatise on wounds" of J. 1). Schlicliting. Amster-
dam. 1748. " Traite des plaies d'armes a feu," by
M. Desport. Paris. 1740. "Collection of observa-

tions in the ^lilitary Hospitals,"" by Kiehard de Ilante-

sierck. Paris. 17()0. (Oneof tlie most valuable woiks
in connection with the history of Military Surgery in

France, and very rare.) "Joyful! newes Out of the

New-found Worlde,"" being a translation of " Monar-
dus,"' by Jolin Frampton. London. 1500. Thateli-

er"s "Brief rule to guide the Common-People of New-
F.ugland how to ordcir themselves and theirs in the

Siuall-poeks or Measles." Boston. 1077. (From an
autotype reprodiielion of the original broadside sheet

in the Library of the Massacluisi-tls Historical Society.)
" Principia Medieina'"' of Ossorio. Mexico. 10.S5.

Inaugural Thesis of William Hull, of South Carolina,
" De Coliea Pictoiuim," Leydeii. 1734. (lUill was
the first .\merican graduate of Medicine.) Treatise of

William Douglass on " The Practical llistoiy of a New
Epidemical Eruptiv<', Jliliary Fever with an Angina
Ulcusculosa Wliieh Prevailed in Boston, New England,
in the years 17:!5 and 17:iO."" Boston. 17:iO. Inaugu-
ral Dissertation of John Moultrie, of South Carolina, on
the "Yellow Fever." Edinburgh. 1740. (Dr. Moultrie

was the first .\nierican graduate at Edinburgh.) Essay
on Inoculation, by Laughlin Maclean. Philadelphia.

1756. Inaugural Di.sscrtati<iiis of John Morgan. " De
puris confectione."' Edinburgh. 1703. "On Medical
Schools in .Vmerica," by John Morgan. Philadelphia.

1705. Of Benjamin Rush, " De coetione ciiioruni in

ventriculo." Edinburgh. 1708. Of James Tilton. one
of the first graduating class at the Jledical College of

Philadelphia. Pliil.uic Ipliia. 1771. Of Jonathan Potts

and of Jonathan EhiK'r of the sameclass. In.iugnral

Dissertation of Peter De Sales la Terriere, on " Puerperal
Fever." Boston. 178!). (ISriiig the first printed .Medi-

cal Dissertation of the I'niversity of Cambridge.)
First niimbir of the Medical Transactions of the Jlas-

sacluisi'tts Medical Society. Boston. 1700. "Jour-
nal of the Practice of Medicine," etc., printed at New
York about 1700 (; ). Heing a reprint of a portionof
the " Jlilitaiy .Medical Journal "of De Home. A Pam-
phlet of " Cirlificates of the ellicacy of Dr. Perkins'

patent metallic instruments." Newburyport. 1706.

Treatise of James Tilton on MiTtary Hospitals. Wil-
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mingt.on. 181 o. First volume of the Ohio Medical

Repository. Cincinnati. 1827. (A very rare medi-

cal journal.) "Journal delaSoci^te Jledicale de la

Nouvelle, Orleans." New Orleans. 1839. (The first

medical periodical published in the South; very

rare.) C<ni federate States Jledical and Surgical

Journal. Richmond. 1804. (The only medical jour-

nal pul)lished in the Soutli at tliis date.)

The Medical Boreau op the Navy makes a very

modest display in the soutli-eastern jiortiou of the

U. S. Government building, but sufiieient to exhibit

its resources for usefulness in peace and war. Medi-
cal Director Joseph Wilson is in charge, with wliora

is associated Passed Assistant Surgeon F. V. Greene.

Here may be found several handsome sliow-cases filled

with medical stores and supplies, drugs, instruments,

stationery, bottles, jjlasters, medicine cups, medicine

chests, surgeons' note and report l)Ooks, etc., etc. The
object has been to exhibit the necessary outfit in all

these items for a ship of live hundred men. Included

in the medical stores for this numljer are 147 different

articles. The general surgical armamentarium includes

a variety of splints, sponges in profusion, numerous ope-

rating cases, with an additicjual '• general operation

case" of imposing proportions, " ex|)editionary cases,"

batteries, instruments for treatment of affections of the

eye and ear, and of the genitourinary organs, an autop-

sy case, dental instruments, microscoijes, and the various

modern guides to diagnosis, such as the laryngoscope,

ophtludmoscope, etc. Tlie older or retired surgeons
of the present day have lived long enough to remem-
ber how scantily the navy of their younger days was
supplied with all these mechanical aids and ready ser-

vants of the practitioner, which the department now
liberally and judiciously places in their possession.

Around the walls are large framed photographs of

the various U. S. Naval Hospitals at Mare Island, Cal-

ifornia; Chelsea, Mass.; Norfolk, Brooklyn, Wash-
ington, Annapolis, and Philadelphia. Unlike their

brother officers in more conspicuous branches of the

service, the surgeons, however deserving or however
active they may be, l)Ut rarely come to the surface for

public praise or notoriety, and we do not wonder there-

fore that the walls are barren, so far as their adorn-
ment with the features of naval medical celebrities is

concerned.

Among the other articles in this exhibit nuiy be
mentioned a bedstead with a woven wire mattress,

giving the advantage of good ventilation, cleanliness,

and elasticity. There ai'e also a fan of four revolving
blades turned by the hand, for ventilating the lower
parts of a ship in hot weather; and an aerater for dis-

tilled water. Next to these is a model, -// the natural
size, of the U. S. S. Idaho, as used as a hospital ship
at Yokaliama, Japan, devised by Surgeon A. L. Gihou
of the navy ; tlie middle deck being arranged towards
the stern of the vessel with separate looms for officers,

the greater portion amidships being a large open ward
witli about thirty beds, water-closets antl attendants'
rooms being placed well for^vard. There is also a

model of a cot for transporting wounded men, planned
by Surgeon A. C. Gorgas, U.S.N., and so surrounded
by canvas, rope handles, etc., that it may be readily
lifted or lowered without inconvenience to the patient.

This at present rests temporarily on an amputating
taljle, which, by the folding of a leaf, may be convert-

ed into a writing table ; a necessary combination, we
cloulit not, for economical purposes on shipboard, but
one which would offer no temj)ting inducements for

investment to a purchaser on tt^t-rafii-ma.

Having i-ecently passed through a practical expe-
rience of the mutual influence of medical gatherings

and centennial expositions, we ai'e disposed to urge
our professional brethren, when the next centennial
comes around, as come it must if we only give it a little

time and wait for it with sufficient patience, not to at-

tempt tlie comljination again. Tlie State Medical So-
ciety of Pennsylvania met here on j\Iay 81st ; the Amer-
ican Medical Association June Gth. Before they came
there were fabulous estimates of the numerical sticngth
of each. The State Society would certainly bring five

hundred to the city,—if for no other purpose, to visit

the Centennial; the National Association, judging
from letters and other documentary evidence in antici-

pation, would overflow all smaller halls of more per-

fect acoustic qualities, and pack Ilorticultral Hall to

its utmost. AVheu the eventful day of meeting came,
the number of delegates and permanent meinliers on
the register in both conventions was l.iut fifty jiercent.

of all previous calculations. The American Medical
scarcely exceeded the aggregate of the lUTi meeting
in Philadelphia; and of those who came, not half of
the delegates were ever present at any (uie time. The
Centennial Exposition proved too powerful a magnet.
A ]jrooession of Knights Templars on Broad street, on
the second and last day of its session, disturbed the
equanimity of the State Society so grievously that the
latter lost two hours while the delegates were gazing at

the novel spectacle. Quite a number of tlie doctors par-
aded in the ranks, and for the time being found uo at-

traction in any of the points of order or discussions
that occupied the time of the Society. Not more than
125 or 150 were present at any moment at the State So-
ciety meeting, and yet on the third day, devoted to an
excursion to the sea-shore, as if to show that they had
come to the city for enjoyment, 325 delegates, and
ladies accompanying them, partici|)ated in it. You
can readily appreciate the demoralizing effect upon
the American Medical Association when about four
hundred—generally not more than three hundred

—

delegates found themselves in a hall which the com-
mittee of arrangements had wisely, as they thought,
secured in anticipation of an incursion of fifteen hun-
dred,—a hall wliich Proctor and Tyudall, and many
other shining lights of the rostrum and the concert
stage, had previously filled, with scarcely a muriuur.
The greater portion of the hall being empty, the audi-
ence restless and inattentive because they could not
hear all tliat was said and done, many of the dele-
gates departing Centennial-ward whenever a fair excuse
in the shape of a lengtliy pai)er was offered them.
These and otlier similar drawliacks to complete success
prevented the meeting of 1S7G from being the jierfect-

iy happy consummation devoutly wislied for l.iy all those
who had been so long working together to make it ever
after a grateful Centennial souvenir.

R. J. D.

ARMY NEWS.
Official List of Changes of Stations and Duties of

Officers of the Medical DepaHment, United States
Army, from June 11th to June 17th, 187C.

Jaquett, G. p., Asst. Surgeon. Granted leave of
absence for four months. S. O. 115, A. G. O. June
9. 187G.

Byrne, C. B., Asst. Surgeon, Assigned to temporary
duty at these Head(iuarters. S. O. 104, Department
of Texas, June 8, 1876.

Semfg, B. G., Asst. Surgeon. Granted leave of
absence for one month, on Surgeon's certificate of dis-

ability, with permission to leave limits of the Depart-
ment, and apply for an extension of two months.
S. O. 70, Department of Arizona, June 2, 187G.
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mebical items anb News.

Rkcistuatiox ok FoitKios Diplomas in Esglaxd.
— It has Ijftii ilcciiled liy the .Mcilitiil Council of Eng-
luiul that foreign nieilical ilcgiecs are not registral>le.

A Xkw Mkdic.vi, Siiiooi, ix Gi.Astiow, Scotlasu.
—A new medical sdiool lias Ijeen founded in GUisgow.
Scotland, under the auspices of the Glasgow Koval
Intirmary. Its first session will connneuce iu Noveui-
lier.

TiiK Ex(!i,isii Vivisection Bill.—The restrictions

provided in the bill are tuianiniously condemned by
the .Medical Council, but they, feeling that some legis-

lation is called for, have determined to recommend
the adoption of provisions which shall give free scope
to the legitimate pursuit of biological study.

MiDWivES IN Iceland.—A recent Danish law pro-
vides for the licensing and govermental support of
midwives in Iceland. The salaries vary from tifleen

to thirty dollars a year. These women must either

liave very little to do or else are very poorly paid.

A New Dkntal Hospital is about to be established

in Dublin, after the plan of the Loudon Dental Hos-
pital.

TiiK Illness of Dr. Gcudos Buck.—The many
friends of this distinguished surgeon, who have been
so an.\ious regarding his recovery from his severe
illness, will be gratitied to li;arn that his symptoms
have taken a favorable turn, and that he is iu a reason-

ably comfortable condition.

The National Educational Association will hold
its sixteenth annual meeting in Baltiuiore, Md., on the
10th, mil, and l^th days of July.

British .Medical Service.— It appears that Dr.
Rulleston, during the discussion on the New Warrant,
before the Medical Council, took occasion to eulogize
the medical service of the U. S. Army. In the course
of his remarks he exprcs.sed the conviction that medi-
cal men were not " properly treated in any service
except that of the United States, which had set an
example in that respect to the whole civilized world."
The London iMiieet, in order to prove the contrary,
quotes from our recent leading article on the com-
parison of the English with the American Service.

A New Appliance for Bloodless Operations.—
>Ir. H. L. Browne, surgeon to the West Bromwich
Hospital, i)roposes in the Laurel for June 3d a verv
useful nioditicution of Esniarch's bandage. A suitable
rubber ring is rolled along the liml> and over a plug
placed on the main artery. This plug is provided with
a groove upon its upper surface which receives the
ring and keeps it from shifting. The rings are made
of dilferent sizes, as are also the plugs, although the
latter are only used over the larger arteries. The ap-
paratus may be used as an ordinary tourniquet, by
stiftehiug instead of rolling the ring over the limb and
plug.

Dr. .Ioseph Carson has, on account of ill health,
resigned his professorship of Materia Medica in the
University of Pennsylvania. Dr. Horatio C. Wood
will probably succeed him.

Kio Janeiro.—Yellow fever is epidemic at Kio
Janeiro.

The Alcohol Question.—The municipal auth.>ri-

ties of the large towns in Sweden, and first in Gotten-
berg, gave the whole liquor trade into the bands of

certain societies composed only of the most respectable
citizens. These societies buy wholesale the best—that
is to say unadulterated— liquoi-, and are in every way
responsible for its retail. No intoxicating liquors can
be sold except by vendors whom they have chosen,
and who follow regulations drawn up by the societies

and pay the latter a certain sum annually for their
jnivilege. The regulations require that no intoxi
ealiug liquors are to be sold any evening after ten
o'clock, or between live o'clock .Satunlay evenin" and
nine Sunday morning. Great care is also taken to
have food ami sueli unintoxicating beverages as coifee
and tea placed before the customers wherever brandy
is sold. All the profits accruing to the societies

wliiell have control ol the licpior trade are devoted to
|)ublic and charitable purposes and institutions.

I'liiladetphin Medical Timen.

Georgia Medical Associ.\tion.—The following
ollicera were elected for the ensuing year: Dr. H. Bat-
tey. President ; Dis. K. P. Moore and A. W. Calhoun,
\'ice-Presidents, and Dr. K. M. Smith, Censor.

New York Academy op Medicine.—At the final

meeting for lliis season of the Acatlemy, lield at its

building, lii West Tiiirty-tirst street. Dr. Gouverneur
.M. S.Mrril, when presenting a portrait of Dr. James
Amierson, fr<jn\ Dr. James H. Anderson, in the course
of his remarks spoke as follows in regard to the
present coiulilion of the Academy:

Jlr. President : The duty has several times devolved
uiion me to reail letters from tlonors to this Academy
presenting portraits of its distinguislied Fellows, and
a similar pleasant tluty is atforded me this evening.
We have now owned and occupied this spacious and
beautiful building a little more than a year. When
the Committee ot Ways and Jleans were busily en-
gaged in raising funds for the purchase of a perma-
nent home, the Committee felt assured that when the
Academy possessed an ap|)ropriate editiee the medical
profession of this city would be benefited thereby.
Convenient rooms for the accumulation of ijortraits,

ot works of art, and of a library, and for meetings of
this and of other as-sociations, were thought to be
essential in promoting medical science, medical unity,
ami the public wellaie in this metropolis, 'i'liis Ijuild-

ing has proved a pleasant nucleus for tlie profession.
H;iMging on our walls alrea<ly are seven portraits of
distinguished Fellows. The majority of tliese like-

nesses were jiainted expressly tor presentation to this
Society. To say nothing of the pecuniary value of
these donations, what hallowed thoughts are awakened
ill our breasts on viewing the lineaments of our vene-
rable and of our departeil worthies.

Since our last meeting I have conferred with one
of the most distinguished of our ex-presidents, and
his portrait, it is hoped, will soon adorn our gallery,
riic; family of one of our deceased members, a bril-

liant surgeon, will also furnish, it is liopeil, an addi-
tional likenes.s. Your Comniittee will not relax its

eltorts until the p(n-traits of all ex-presidents, and of
other well-known and departed a.ssociates, are in the
possession of the Society.

1 am unauthorized to speak of the valuable contri-
butions which have been made to our liiuary, but at
our meetings the accessions have been, from time to
time, announced, ^laiiy of the volumes have been
ehoice and rare. In this direction an accession of
several thousands of dollars has been made to our
property. Besides these jiortraits and voluuu-s several
select pieces of art have come into our possession since
the occupancy of this building.

Tlie Academy, however, is not as yet in a condition
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to accomplish all its desires in the way of affording

facilities to tlie profession, and as an individual mem-
ber of tlie Committee of Ways and Means would venture

to give a few tliougbts relating to this matter. A
debt of ten tliousaud dollars rests upon this building;

our city taxes amount to over eight hundred dollars

per aiimtm ; a volume of Transactions is l)eing printed
;

a janitor lias to be maintained ; expenses for fuel and
gas require a large outlay, and we need the services of

an assistant librarian under a salary. Our dues are

but ten dollars a year, and tlie desire is to decrease

them as soon as possible. In a kindred society—the

Bar Association—the dues, I am informed, are forty

dollars annually. Now in order that the Academy
can fully accoiniilish the liberal purposes for which it

was designed, its members must make it an object of

personal interest.

The Committee of Ways and Means have accom-
plished more already than the most sanguine pre-

dicted. Each Fellow, however, should regard himself

ex officio a member of the Committee. Such of our
number wlio have already subscribsd to the building

fund should endeavor to increase their subscriptions,

and those who have as yet failed to do so, should
without solicitation feel it a duty to contribute to the

same object.

Our mortgage should be paid off at once, and steps

lie initiated to [irovide more liberally for the wants of

the profession of the city than the Academy at present

can afford.

The late Dr. John O. Stone, whose sudden death
has just cast a gloom upon us, suliscribed live linndred

dollars towards tbe purcliase of this building, and but

a few days liefore his decease proposed to add another

five hundred to his donation, provided a sum could be

raised sutRcient to liquidate our debt. Let us bear his

dying thoughts in memory and derive counsel from
them.

It is not speaking too enthusiastically to say that

gifts of varied natures, amounting to tliousands of

dollars, will liere find a place of deposit if the Acade-
my places itself on a broader and tirnier foundation.

The Academy stands to-day in a better condition than
it has ever before occupied, and, if true to its interests,

its Fellows can now place it in the position which its

founders, about thirty years ago, intended that it should

occupy.

De.vth of Behier.—Another gap in the French
Faculty of Medicine is occasioned by the death of

Behier, who succumbed, after a long and painful

illness, on the Stli instant, at the age of 03 years.

To the very last, he was laboriously and incessantly

engaged in professional pursuits. Among his pub-
lished woi'ks are his Tntite de Pat/iolnijie Interne,

which, however, was never completed; and his Lemons

CUniques, in which are to be found special researches

on erysipelas, stricture of the cesopliagus, pneumonia,
with special reference to its treatment by alcohol,

maladies of puerperal women, etc. His name is also

intimately associated with capillary thoracentesis,

hypodermic injections, and transfusion of blood.

He held the chair of Clinical Medicine at the Hotel
Dieu.

British Army Mf.dical Service.—The new war-

rant for the Army Medical Service in Great Britain

does not meet with much professional favor.

Office Hours.—The fashionaljle office hours in

New York are between nine and twelve in the morn-
ing. This arrangement gives an opportunity for

seeing urgent cases early in the day, as well as an
early morning airing.

Swiss Universities.—In the throe Swiss Universi-

ties of Zurich, Berne, and Basle, there were, during
the Winter Semestre 1875—187G, according to the

official registers, 831 students, who were divided as

follows: Zurich, 330; Berne (including tlie veteri-

nary school), 399 ; Basle, 202. Out of this number
there were 17.5 foreigners, viz.: 54 Germans, 52 Rus-
sians, 24 Austrians, 15 Americans, 13 Greeks and
Turks, 7 Englishmen, 4 Frenchmen, 3 Italians, 1 Bel-

gian, 1 Spaniard, 1 Hollander, and 1 Asiatic. In
Zuricli and Berne there were 63 female students, only
3 of whom were Swiss, of the rest 39 were Russians,

8 Americans, 5 Austrians, 4 Germans, 3 Serbians,

one was French, and one English. The educational
staffs of the three Universities numbered 101 regular

professors, 37 assistants, and 61 instructors (agreges).

There was consequently one teacher for every four
students. According to the Avgshurg Gazette, there

is in the University of Berlin only one teacher for

every ten students, in the University of Leipsic one
for seventeen, and in that of Munich, one for eleven.

The Journal Offieiel from wliicli these numbers are

taken, does not give the proportions whicli exist be-

tween the teacliers and the students in Prance. Ac-
cording to the Proi/ri's Mklical, this failure to give the

figures for France, is evidence that they would be but
little to the credit of the country.

The Murder of Dr. George Cook, op Brigdam
Haix Ins.\se Asylum, N. Y.—Dr. George Cook, the

Medical Superintendent of Brigham Hall,Canandaigua,
was fatally stabbed in the neck by an insane patient

on tlie morning of June 12th, dying tlie same evening.

The patient was a farmer by the name of Benson, who
had only been recently adn itted, and was not consid-

ered dangerous. He seemed to have been impressed
with tlie idea that people were trying to poison him,
and that Dr. Coolv was endeavoring to administer the

poison. Yesterday morning the Doctor, in making
his usual rounds among his patients, met Benson in

his room or in one of the halls. Benson immediately
struck the doctor in tlie face and neck with a knife.

Help was soon at hand and physicians summoned, and
strong hopes were entertained for a time that the

wounds would not prove fatal. All that medical and
surgical skill could devise was brought to bear in the

case, but failed, and the Doctor died about five p.m.

His age was about fifty years. Benson had evidently

prepared the knife for the attack on the Doctor, as it

was found to have been recently sharpened, and he
had wound cloth or paper around the handle, so that

he could retain a firm hold of the instrument of death.

Influence of Vaccination.—In the German army,
vaccination and revaccination are obligatory. Ac-
cording to statistics collected by tlie German authori-

ties, the German army, wliicli numbered a million men
during the war with France, lost only 286 men liy

variola, wliile the French army lost nearly 26,000 by
that disease.

Duval (Vincent), laureate of the Institut in 1839,

Director of the Orthopedic treatment in the civil hos-

pitals of Paris, died at Neuilly on the 20th of April,

1876, at the age of 80 years. He founded the Or-

thopedic establishment of Chaillot, was the first in

France to perform tenotomy of the tendo Acliilhs in

tlie treatment of club-foot, and one of the first to

practice subcutaneous tenotomy. He pnlilished sev-

eral works on Orthopedics, on the use of the mineral

waters of Plombi&res, etc., etc. Dr. Joulin described
him as "(/rand honinic, ijrandes moustarlus, it ijrandcou-

leiir.^^ One of his sons is founder and director of the

hydrotherapeutic establishment of tlie rue du Dome.
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THE USE OF PROPRIETARY MEDICINES.

Considering the great opportunity afforilid tlie lati;

President of the American Mcdieal Association for

.saying a good word for the profession, we are tin;

nunc surprised at the manner in wliieh he treated tlie

sul)ject of proprietary medicines in lii.s recent address.

Xo one doubts tliat pliysicians have lon^ been \n\--

serihiug patented medicinal preparations, hut such a

reprehensihle practice cannot be viewed as an argu-

ment to prove tliat the part of the Code of Ethics

wliich forhids it sliould l)e modified or abolished.

Tlie fault of wrong-doing rests not with the law wliich

is intended to prevent it, but with the individual

transgressing. As the ca.se now stands, tlie profession

has been humiliated before the world by the virtual

admission that not iufrefjuently it is compelled to call

in the aid of quackery to cure disease. If this l)e a

fact, how can we reconcile our pretentious advocacy

of the claims of seienlilie medicine ' The use of secret

remedies is such a di.sgraceful reflection upon the

resources of our art, that tlie best we can say for it is

that tlie nuire the practice is hidden in the humiliation

of our own incompetency the better for the profession

at large. Hut what have we to say of the wide-spread

pulilication of an opinion from a leader in the pro-

fession, and a president of the representative Medical

As.sociatiou of America, that quack remedies are so

useful in the treatment of disease that we cannot do

without them, and that in view of making jjrinciple

consistent with practice, we should alter our Code (

We cannot believe that the profession will hold it-

^ self responsilde for this error of judgment on the jiart

of the Pri-xident of the Association. In the name of

that profession we cannot too strongly eondemii the

princi|)le upon which the argument is founded, and

cannot too radically e.\i)res« our mortitication of the

mistaken policy which gave it such untimely utter-

aiK'c.

.Vs a question of principle we must take a lirm stand

against every innovation of quackery, notwithstanding

it may be backed by tiie very priests at our altars. The

provisions of the Code in regard to the use of patent

nostrums are explicit enough to suit the g<iod inten-

tions of every practitioner, high or low ; and as far as

tlio principles are conccrni'd are beyond criticism. If

science cannot compete with quackery, luimlaig, and

iL;norant empiricism in tinding remedies for disease,

il is time that we enlarged our lal>oratories, improved

our methods of analysis, and studied our materia nicd-

icas. What kind of a spectacle do we [jreseiit to the

world in regard to the use of proprietary medicines <

We claim, as leaders in jjrofcssional thought, to be

masters of the science of medicine; as well (jualified

practitioners, to be capal)le of making every po.ssible

application of the resources of that science for the

good of our patients; and yet we acknowledge that

the veriest quack can blindly stumble upon a remedy

wliich we arc glad to use, althougli ignorant of its eom-

piisition. We cannot believe that the profession is

willing to stultify itself Ijefore the jiublic by any such

admission. In that view we wish to see the Code stand

where it is. The jirinciple upon which it is founded

cannot be improved, and we should jealously guard

against any infringement of its provisions, not only

by the ordinary practitioner, but by tlie President of

tlic- Association himself.

It is our duty and privilege to use anything and

everything in the shape of medication which may be

of service to our patients. Wc should fulfil these

conditions without recourse to pro|)ri( tary medicines.

Kven gianting that some quack may throw a valuable

remedy in our way, we have the facilities for ascertain-

ing its quality and composition ; but failing to do so,

ve should not, as scientific men, use it at all; in other

words, we have no right to prescribe any remedy the

composition of which we are ignorant.

It is often said by jjliysicians in regard to pro-

prietary medicines :
" I know that this compound is

a good one, and I use it." This is well enough as

far as it goes, but unless the prescriber takes pains to

ascertain upon what the good effects of such a remedy
dipend, he ignores all the claims of scicntilic tlura-

pditics and sinks into the hopeless imbecility of aim-

less empiricism. While we are willing to admit that

this evil of striking at disease in the dark is secretly

winked at by n,any physicians, it is nevertheless radi-

cally wrong, and should, far from being excused, bo

unqualifiedly condemned as a disgraceful method of

dnilging the sacred obligations which wc owe to

iiur patients, and of sacrificing the best interests of

legitimate medicine.

As a rebuke to the sentiments of the Preside nt on

this question, we notice a coincidence almost provi-

dential in its significance, in the rejection of one of

till' papers read liefore one of the .sections of the Asso-

ciation because its author advocated the claims of a

sicret remedy. A similar action for a similar reason

was taken upon a pajicr read before the State Medical

Society at its recent meeting. This is as it should be

,

^4
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and the unanimous vote of the members is a pretty

clear indication of the drift of professional opinion.

The proper interpretation of the latter will prove to

the President of the Association that the profession

would nmch rather raise the standard of professional

morals to the high level of the requirements of tlie

Code, than lower that level to suit the convenient re-

quirements of those who are proper subjects for dis-

cipline.

THE MEDICAL COLLEGE CONVENTION.

The holding of a Convention of Jledical Colleges

proves the existence of a laudable intention on the

part of practical educators of discussing some of the

possibilities of reform in medical education. As will

be seen from the account of the proceedings in another

colunm. many important suggestions were made, and

concerning many aljuscs of the college system a defin-

ite opiuion was expressed. Notably in this connec-

tion, the short-term system, so ably advocated by Dr.

Gaillard, received a well-deserved rebuke. From the

tenor of resolutions presented by Prof. Curtis, it will

l)e seen that w^e are not the only ones who believe that

shortening the term of college study, even under the

most favorable circumstances, is detrimental to the in-

terests of the student, and should be openly criticised.

The beneficiary system, which is carried to such perfec-

tion in the school of double diplomas, is also unquali-

fiedly condemned. The recommendation of a system

of graded study is another of the indications tliat the

Convention is keenly alive to the necessity of reforms

so long urged by the profession.

with scientific and legislative medicine. The ad-

dresses of the President were exceedingly interesting

and appropriate, and well sustained his reputation for

scholarly attainments. The papers were on the wliolfi

good, and claimed the attention of the members. The
suliject of permanent membership was very thoroughly

venMlated, and the society finally adopted the report

of the connuittee. The advisability of revising the

pharmacopoeia was well entertained, and the sugges-

tion that the matter lie over for another year was well

considered. The resolution advising the estal:)lishment

of independent examining boards for the colleges of

the State met with the respectful reception which the

importance of the movement demanded, but for lack

of tlie necessary time for its discussion action was de-

ferred until next year.

The publication of the Transactions has proved to

he, pecuniarily speaking, a rather unprofitable under-

taking. The fact that nine hunched volumes, half

the original edition, are left upon tlie Society unsold,

proves either that there is no great demand for the

volume, or that the Committee of Publication and

jjuljlishers failed to avail themselves of the ordinary

facilities for advertising. The election of Dr. Squibb,

of Brooklyn, as President for the ensuing year was

eminently satisfactory to all.

Eeport0 of Societleg.

THE ASSOCIATION OP AMERICAN SUPERINTENDENTS OF

ASYLUMS FOR THE INSANE.

The meeting of the Association of Ameiicau Superin-

tendents of the Insane, recently held in Philadelphia,

proved to be so interesting that we have given a full

report of it.

The importance of a projjer care and treatment of

the insane need not be urged upou the general practi-

tioner, neither is it necessary to state that the opinions

of the members on these sul>jects are of the liighest

value. Bach of the gentlemen composing this Asso-

ciation has charge of an asylum for lunatics, and is

an alienist of high authority and extensive exi3erience_

We are pleased to see that tlie Association was not

liackward in the expression of its opinion concerning

the disgracefully crowded condition of the Phila-

delphia Almshouse for the Insane, and it is to be

hoped that some good will come of it. It is unneces-

sary to allude in detail to the scientific work done by

the Association, as the report will, we trust, be sufficient

to vindicate our judgment as to its value.

.HE MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE ST.^TE OF NEW YORK.

The Medical Society of the State of New York dis-

cussed during its meeting many questions connected

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE STATE OF
NEW YORK.

SEVENTIETH ANNUAL MEETING.

June 20.

—

First Day.—Morning Session.

The Society met, pursuant to statute, in the Assembly
Chamber, Albany, at 11 o'clock a.m., June 20th, 1S70.

Tile President, Dr. Thoma.s F. Rochester, ot iiuitalo,

called tlie meeting to order, and prayer was ottered

by Kev. Dr. A. J. Upson, of Albany. The President
then delivered his

inaugural address,

in which he first made reference to the general .sanitary

cundition of the State, and noticed the close relations

which had existed between fiuctuations in the jjK-va-

lence of diseases and the fiuctuations in teniperatuie

and barometric pressure. To the end of bringing
about a systematic study of such relation. Dr. lioehes-

ter encouraged the association of health boards with
the weather bureau.

The Doctor then passed to the consideration of cer-

tain

therapeutical measures

resorted to in the antipyretic treatment of disease.

He regarded it as a subject ileinanding the greatest con-
sideration. The views which at present were largely

adopted had been derived, for tlie most part, Irom
Ziemssen's Cyclopa-i/ia <'/ Medicine, published in so at-

tractive a form by the widely-known medical book
publishers, Wni. Wood ifc Co., of New York. The meas-
ures referred to were water, quinine, and arterial seda-
tives.; and, said Dr. Rochester, '• is it not well to be cau-
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tious iiboiit <.'ml)ni('iii<? too fully this new theory ? " He
\v;n iiidiiiL'd to think that f)i;ihii|)3 tho ('iithiisiasni of
the (ioiinims hiul hiiissiil their rciisoii ; thiit they inii;ht

hiivu possibly erred in a direction opposite to honneii-
pathy, and had reconiniended the use of too lari^e

doses. There inij;lit lie danger tliat the valiiahU'
remedy, (piinine, woidd he l)roiii;ht into disrepute Ijy

tin indisoriuiin.ite use. Sulifijlic nrid was ntferred to,

and the doetor had been led to regard its action in

rh( lunatisni ,is similar to that of priipylaniin. Willi
re>;ard to idl remedial ai;ents, l)i'. Rochester believed
that tile needed lesson of the present day was fdiilimt ;

caution witli r.spect not exactly to the <iuantity, but
to the liu/i- administered. If tlie patient recpiired

medicine, the question should be, how little did ln^

retjuire, and not how much wouUl he toU'rate i Noth-
i rig special had occurred in surgery to chronicle.

ritUI.IMINWRY EDUCATION OF MEDICAL STUDENTS.

The President recommended upcm this question that

the requirements of the State Society be enforced.
The course of instruction instituted at Harvard ('ol-

lege was sustained, as leaving no loop-hole between
the schools anil the student, and at the .same time it

did not do away with the .idvantage of having a pri-

vate |>receptor.

SCHOOL HYGIENE.

Dr. Rochester next turned his attention to (he aliove
subject, and remarked that education was not, in all

instances, tlu unmistakable blessing which it seemed
to be, for it became necessary to acquire it at too great
risks. His cimclusions upon this point wei'c, that no
child under ten should be sent to a public school, and
that every school district should have a competent and
w<ll-paiil medical director, who .should devote him-
self thoroughly and conscientiously to the many
hygienic ilutiis of the position.

It w<iuld not involve an increased expense; on the
contrary, it would be to the comumnity a most eco-
nomical procedure. Tlie Society, as representing llie

profession of the Slate, should take smiie action which
would inaugurate ami perpetuate a reform in this

respect.

Dr. Rochester then referred to the members and
delegalcs who had died since the last annual meeting.
Tliey were

:

Dr. Coventry, of Utica; Dr. McXutt, of Warrens-
burgh; D.-. J. H. .\rmsbv, of Albany; Dr. I'eter Mc-
Naughton, of Albany; Dr. .J. R. Van Kleek, of New
Yiu-k; Dr. Kilward Del.ilield, of N<:w York; Dr. Foster
Swift, of Xew York; Dr. Ernst Krackowizer, ot New
Y'ork; Dr. Hubbard, of Lansingburgh ; Dr. Wilkie, of
Auburn

;
Dr. F. W. Root, of Hamilton. N. Y. ; Dr. J.

V. P. tiuackenbush, of Albany
; Dr. George Cook, of

C'anandaigun.

The President recommended an additional number
of Vice-President,". He also recommended that an
alphabetical list of permanent members a|)pi'ar in the
volume ol Transactions. He further stated that tin-

bill requiring bail for costs in suit.s for nnd[)raelice
had been found, aa he had been informed, to be im-
practicable.

I.NTEIINATION.M. MEDICAI, CONdllESS.

The President then di-signated the following gentle-
men to represent the State Medical Society at the
Inlinititiiiiiiit yfn\i,;d Cmi/nnn to be held in Phibnlel-
l)hia, on Monday, September 4th : Di-s. Fr.ink II. Ham
ilton, (Miainnan; Ahuizo (lark, B. Fordyce Marker, C.
R. Ai;new, Kllsworth Kliot, and Austin Flint. Jr., of
New York City; J. C. Hutchinson, K. H. Sciuibb, ami
Alex. IhUchins, of Brooklyn; Wni. H. Uailev, K. R.

Hun, and Chas. H. Porter, of Albany; .James P. White,
.lulius F. Miner, of Bulfalo; Ibiiry W. Dean, F. .M.

.Moore, of Rochester; L. 1. Teft, II. D. Didama, Syra-
cuse; John P. Gray, Ulica ; lOdward H. Parker,
Ponglikeepsie ; G.'orgo Burr, Binghamton ; Frederick
Hyde, Cortland; S. (). Vanderpoi I, (^uaratiline ; G.
.\, Dayton, Mexico; Wm. (;. Wey, lOlniira; B. F. Sher-
man, Ogdensbm-g ; Geo. .1. Fisher, Sing Sing ; Harvey
.bwctt, Canandaigua ; .1. Foster .Jenkins, Y'onkers ; .V.

M. Vedder, Schenectady ; Win. Vosljur;;, Lyons ; .John
I). Button, Auburn ; Tlioiiias .M. FhuKlreaii. Rome.

In conclusion. Dr. Rochester recommended that tiic

delegates siigiiest action for the purpose of establish-

ing a uniform system of weights, measures, and sym-
bols throughout the world.
At the close of the President's .iddress a telegram

was read from Dr. Kllsworth Kliot, Vice-President,
.iiinouncing his necessary detention in New York, on
account of the sickness of Conimodore Vandcrbilt,
whom he was attending. For that reason he also
tiiidered his resignation; liut upon motion of Dr.
\Vhite, of Buffalo, the resignation was laid upon the
table.

Dn. WuiTE then moved that Drs. ,J. C. Hutchinson
and E, R. Squibb, if Brooklyn, and Dr. Chase, of
Westfield, be ajipointed Committee upon the Presi-
dent's address. (!arried.

The President then announced tlie following com-
mittees :

0.1 Business.— Drs. AVm. C. Wey, .J. Foster .Jenkins,

and M. H. Burton.
On CreilnUi'd.'<.— ])vs. T. D. Strong, Thompson Bur-

ton, Alex. Hutchins.
<Jn JifCf'ptioii mill Arrangements.—Drs. W. H. Bailey,

K. H. Parker, E. R. Hun.
On Ethies.—Dis. E. M. IMoore. Alonzo Cluircliill. .1.

W. a Gouley.
On Nominntions.— 1st District, Dr. Henry D. Noyes.

New York; 2d, Dr. (i 'orge .I. Fisher. Chairman, Sing
Sing; 3d, Dr. R. B. Bontecou, Troy; 4tli, Dr. Francis
Burdick, Johnstown; ."ith. Dr. .ludson B. Andrews,
L'tica; 0th, Dr. J. B. Ortoii, Binghamton; Ttli, Dr.
Chas. G. Pomeroy, Newark ; Stii, Dr. J. F. .Miner, Buf-
falo.

Dn motion, a recess was taken for ten minutes to

perfect the order of business. On reconvening. Dk. Wm.
H. Baii.kv introduced Dr. K. I). Silvers, from the New
.h'rsey State Medical Society, .•mil Dr. A. P. Griiinell. of
the Vermont Static .Medical Society, and they were in-

vited to particijjate in the delil)erations of the Society.

Dr. Bailey reported the names of the following
gentlemen as invited members: Drs. \j. D. Bucklev,
S. B. Wood, y\'. G. Tucker, A. Vanderveer, G. H.
Armsby, M. R. C. Peck, F. C. Curtis, II. S. Case, D.
il. Cook, T. 51. Trego, and K. Beach.
The first paper was read by Dit. George Bayles, of

New Y'ork, and entitled

clinical study ok dii'iitiieria in 187.).

Dr. Baylcs' observations had been made chiefly
upon dispen.sary patients, and he had introduced a test

to determine what the nature of the disease was before
the membranous exudation appeared. The test coii-

>i>ted in idMading the mucous membrane with a knife,
when, if the ca.se was one of diphtheria, the abrasion
was soon covered by a diphtlnritic deposit. '

.Vll his
cases recovered, and in none did paralysis follow.
Tlie constitutional symploins began to yield in every
instance about the eighth day. The objc;ct of the
iliictor's paper was to prove a doctrine precisely the
reverse of that advocated by Dr. Billington, of New
York, in a paper read before the Academy of Medicine,
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and published in a former number of Tub Medical
Kecoud. He regarded diphtheria as probably an autoc-

thonous disease, and not only tliat, Ijut homo-autoctho-
nous. With regard to treatment, his first intention was
to strike a vigorous blow with the view of aborting the

disease, and tlie agent he employed for that purpose
was calomel, in not less than ten nor more than thirty

grains given in a single dose. He supplemented the

calomel with quinine and Dover's powder, with the

view of producing diaphoresis without producing ex-

haustion. Witli the view of neutralizing and elimi-

nating the poison, he used tlie elixir iodo-l)romo-chlo-

ride of calcium in drachm doses, and also used the

same remedy in the foini of spray or gargle, whether
patches were present in the throat or not. Nothing
more was employed in the way of local treatment.

The temperature and ventilation of the room, and
proper care of the j)atients, were not neglected, and
more or less of stimulants were employed.
The paper being open for discussion. Dr. E. R.

Squibb, of Brooklyn, remarked tliat he raised an objec-

tion to the paper appearing in the Transactions of the

Socioty, upon the ground that in it a secret remedy
was recommended. The fact that a proprietary medi-
cine was introduced was sufticient, in his judgment, to

prevent the publication of the paper as receiving the

endorsement of tlie Society. There was much in tlie

paper doul)tless that was beyond his criticism, and it

was perfectly proper that it should be pulilished in

the journals. It was only with reference to tbe point

alluded to that the adverse criticism was made.
Di{. Bacon, of Oswego, criticised the pajjer l)ecause

the author recommended the administration of ten

grains of calomel to a child live months old, and he
also believed that three grains of Dover's powder,
combined with one grain of quinine, as recommended
for a child of the same age, was a pretty solid pre-

sori|)tion.

Upon motion made by Dr. Squibb, the Society

declared that the paper by Di-. Bayles was not a

proper one to appear in the volume of Transactions.

On motion of 13k. Wm. H. Bailey, the Treasurer of

the Society was made trustee of the Merrit H. Cash
prize fund, nire Dr. .1. H. Armsby, deceased.

The Society then adjourned to three o'clock.

FiR.sT Day—Afternoon Session.

The Society was called to order at three p.m. by the

President, and the first paper was read by Dr. Robert
Newman, of New York,

UPON THE BEST ELEMENTS FOR A GALVANIC BATTERY.

The Doctor introduced to the Society a new element,
consisting of zinc and gold upon lead. It was main-
tained that batteries cimtaining elements made in that

manner ])ossessed twenty-five per cent, more force

than either the Dawson, the Byrne, or the Bunsen bat-

tery. The doctor did not exhibit a battery, Init pre-

sented four pairs of elements, simjjly for the purpose
of showing the initial force of each. A liattery con-
structed upon his plan would cost thirty-five dollars.

The second paper was read l>y Dr. Eugene Be.\ch,

of Gloversville, and consisted in the history of a case of

retention of urine, WITH HYPERTROPHY OF THE
PROSTATE GLAND, TREATED BY ASPIR.VTION—THE
AUTOPSY AND MICROSCOPICAL EX.\MINATION OF THE
KIDNEYS.

The man was aspirated twenty times in eight days.

The prostate was enoiniously enlarged. Infarctions

were found in the left kidney, and it was the opinion

of Dr. Vanderveer, of Albany, who made the post-

nuntem, that the hemorrhage from the kidneys was
sufiicient to account for blood in the bladder found
after death, and which obstructed the tlow of urine

wlien the catlieter was introduced. Right kidney con-

gested.

Dr. B,\iley introduced Dr. Calvin C. Halsey, dele-

gate from the Pennsylvania State Medical Society,

who res])onded with ap|)ropriate remarks.

Dr. White, of Buffalo, presented the report of the

Connnittee on Prize Essays.

Two essays had Ijecn presented for the Merrit H.
Cash prize, but the prize had been awarded to the one
bearing the following motto :

" Physiology has become
a science by well-cc}nducted experiments that have illus-

trated facts. Can Therapeutics claim to be a Science,

while so many of its votaries are content with asser-

tions without experimental facts to support them?"
The report of the Committee was accepted by the

Society, and the Chairman directed to open the scaled

envelope upon wliicli was wiitten the same motto,

when tlie name of Dr. Samuel R. Percy, of New
York, was found.

Dr. White then proceeded to report his twelfth

case of

INVERSION OF THE UTERUS SUCCESSFULLY TRE.^TED BY
MEANS OP THE " EGG-BE.VTER UEPOSITOR."

Befoi-e giving the history of the case. Dr. White re-

iterated the doctrine he liad so long held, and so often

published upon the subject.

The Dijctor also exhibited several cases of

FCETATION BY INCLUSION

which had been pa.ssed from the urethra of an unmar-
ried woman, and regarded them as proliably the result

of extra-uterine pregnancy. It might have been a case

of fa?tation by inclusion.

Dr. Gouley, of New York, a.sked Dr. White
whether any cranial liones liad been passed ?

Dii. White replied that no cranial bones had been
found, but that the pelvic bones, clavicle, thigh

bones, low'cr maxillary, and several others had ])assed.

Dr. Gouley remarked that he had seen portions of

the maxillary bones in a cyst of the testicle of a boy
under five years of age, which was evidently a ease of

fcctation by inclusion. The passage of the cianial

bones would settle the question whether it was a regu-

larly formed foetus or otherwise.

The next paper was read by Dr. L. Duncan Bulk-
ley, of Hew York,

ON the treatment OF PURPURA.

The interest in Dr. Bulkley's paper centred upon
the use of ergot hypodcrmically in the treatment of

that affection. He preferred the fluid extract to ergo-

tine. The injections were introduced by preference

about the pectoral muscles or sides of the chest.

Large doses were required, and TTL x. or xv. or even
XX. or XXX. miglit lie repeated every hour and a half.

The remedy might also be given by tlie mouth, and
he related a case in which he used ? ij. of the il. ext.

within ten days, administered in lialf-drachra doses.

Dr. Bulkley also made some remarks upon hemor-
rhagic small-pox, chiefly relating to the differential

diagnosis between it and measles.

The President called Dr. Kendall, of Onondago
Co., to the Chair.

The paper being o])en for discussion. Dr. Squibb
remarked that he wished to say a single word of caution

with reference to the size of the dose of the fl. ext. of

ergot. Dr. Bulkley had recommended that ounce doses
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of the fl.pxt. mi<;litl)c aclmiiiistcrt'cl witliout Imrin, Iml

tliiit must 111- cxccptioiiiil. He sliould lie von- sorry ti>

have the |m|)er fjii out from this society wilhcuit some
cheek as njinrds such ii dose as tliat. He l)cli(vcil

that er^ot, like very many otlier ilru^s, was liaMe to

tohTi\uce. hut to n\ake tlie hroad statenunt that iu

ordinary cast's the tl. ext. couUl h' administered in

ounce doses had a hirge element of danger in it. Pa-

pers presented there were not like ])apers presented

for |)ul(lication in the Journals. They stood then

upon the endorsement of the Society; and if they went

out in the Transactions, they went out with its endorse-

ment.
I)ii. Casti.e, of New York, directed attention to

the fact that the injection in Dr. Hulkley's cases had
lieen maile in the iiluteal and posterior scapular re-

j;ions ; and he was of the opini(Ui that a much more
favoralile locality was the anterior wall of the al)do-

nien, on account of the less lialiility to wound impor-

tant nerves and liloodvcss Is. and in case abscess

should he formed, it would not give the patient so

niueli iuconviiiicnee as if situated in either of the

localities mentioned.

Dii. liui.Ki.KY remarked, with regard to the size of

the dose referred to liy Dr. S(iuilil), that he recom-
mended from Tf, X. to xv of the fl. ext.. and only excep-

tionally a ha.lf drachm. The statement with regard to

half and whole ounce doses, was according to Dr.

H. (". Wood, of Philadelphia; hut Dr. Bulklcy did
not emhody it in his paper, did not regard it as his

own sta cnient, and should he sorry to have it impair

the value i>f the paper.

With regard to the criticism of Dr. Castle, Dr. Bulk-
ley remarked, he recommended that the injection

should he introduced somewhere aliout the soft parts

of the pectoral niuscles or siiles of the body. It was
in a case which Dr. Hanks had treated, and to which
Dr. n. had referred, that the injecticuis were made in

the gluteal region. Cleanliness of the syringe, slow-
ness of administration, and dejith of insertion, were
regarded as points of importance, if the best effects

would he realized from the remedy, and ahsces.ses

avoided. Dr. H. regarded abscesses as of infrequent

occurrence if the injections were properly given.

Dii. Cmitwukhit, of Dv^'laware Co., asked if ergot

•was so valualile in the treatment of various hemor-
rhages and spinal eongesti(ni, why it would not be ser-

viceable in the treatment of congestion of the brain,

especially in congestive apoplexy ?

Dii. Stjiiiin regarded Dr. Rulkle)''s experience with

reference to absces.ses following the use of ergot hypo-
dermically as unusually favorable, and tlumght that

there were gentlemen present who had had a very dif-

ferent experience. He did no* believe that Dr. Bulkley
meant to incorrectly represent the rc-sult of using the

remedy in that manner when he spoke of the geneial

harmlessness of the injectimis; but his experience, and
lie believed that of others, did not ju.stify such con-
clusion.

Dn. Wi:y. of Klmira, rennirked that formerly ab-

geess almost invariably followed his use of ergot hy-

|)odermically ; but latterly, since he had used Dr.

S(piibb's aqueous solution, and used it only of such
Rtrinillh that ouf minim r'/mnfiit'il one (jrnin, no
more, he inid not seen a single abscesg produced, and
the- effect was just as decided.

Or. SqiMBFi remarki-d that the aqueous extract wait

much lesw irritatiui; than the ordin.ary Ihiid extract,

iind further remarked that with regard to effect pro-

duced, it was best to gradually increase the close until

uterine colic was produced, ami then fall a little back
of that point, when the drug could be continued.

Dll. STODD.Mtn, of Hoehester, remarked that he had
seen one drachm of the Huid extract introduced into

llie cavity of the uterus by Dr. Dean, of that city, and
the physiol4)gical action of the diug produced within
half an hour in most cases, and the effect was no more
severe than when TT^xv. or xx. were used hypodcrmi-
cally.

He had not se<n any ill effict follow the introductiim
of the drug into the substance of the uterus itself, and
had seen emjiloyed for that purpo.se S<iuibli"s solid

exlract in the streng|h of one grain to ten minims of
water.

Dr. Wkv remaiked that the largest dose of ergot he
had employed was that in which one drop represented

four grains of the (lowdercd ergot : and the barrel of

an ordinary hypodi-rniic syringe had been tilled and
thrown into the connective tissue <lay after day with-

out unpleasant symptoms other than the formation of
absces.«.

Dn. Siit-'iiin remarked, with reference to poisoning
liy ergot, that there was no evi<lence of the existence of
<\\i\\ symptoms as were detailed iu the older ti>xt-books.

He had repeatedly known of drachm doses being ad-
ministered three or four times a day without render-

ing ])atients uncomfortable iu any such sense' as being
toxic.

The next paper was read by Dit. .Jami.s Chapman,
of Medina, and consisted of the report of two cases of

TUMOU OF THK BIIKAST OF AN USCRIITAIN CHAn-
ACTKIl.

(We regret to say no microscopical examination was
re])ortcd.)

Dii. K. 11. Paiikkk. of Poughkeepsie. exhibited a
siilistitute for the hypodermic .syringe, which consisted

of a needle attached to a piece of glass tubing or bar-

1(1 in the (udinary manner, and a rubber bulb at the

otlier end to be worked with the Ihniiib and finger.

Dks. Sayhk, Shkh.man. .Iknkins. and 15ii.ki.ey were
hardly able to coincide with Dr. Parker concerning
I lie utility of the instrument.

After some discussion with reference to the ques-
tion of discussing papers immediately after they were
read, the .subject was laid upon the table, and the Soci-

ety adjourned to meet at nine .vm., June 21st.

Wednesday, June 31

—

Second Day.—Mokninq Ses-
sion.

Hie Society was called to order at nine a.m. by the

President; and prayer was offered by Uev. Bishop
Diiane.

The President announced that Dr. Orton. from the

Sixth, and Dr. Miner, fioin the Eighth District, upon
the Committee on Xominatious. were not present, and
sul'stituted the names of Dr. Win. Fitch, of Drydeii. to

represent the Sixth, and Dr. I,. B. Cotes, of Batavia, to

represent the Eighth District.

The minutes of the |uevions day were read, after

which Du. Siii'tnii brought up the matter of confer-

ring the Merritt H. Cash pri/i'. and showed that the

re<|uiremeuts of the Society had not been conqdied
with, hence the prize had been improperly aw.irded
by the committee. The author had not written u|)on

the subject designated.
The President ri'garded the correction as wi-11 made,

but further consideration of the subject was postpimcd
until the afternoon session.

Dr.Wm. H. Haii.ey, of IlieCimimittecon Invitation,

pr.'S4'nted the following namis : Drs. Henry Xachfel,
of Paris, Kranci' ; .\. I>. Lowell. (Jeo. P. Salmon,
Isaac I). Meacham, W. .\. Talmadgc, T. Ham-
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moncl, Lewis Balcli. J. B. Boyd, Jr., Geo. T. Stevens,

I. De Zouche, E. Van Slyke. J. B. Stoneliouse, 0. S.

Jlcnill, G. S. Ullman, W. H, Jfurrav, Jolm Thompson,
J. C. Hannau, AV. Hailes, E. B. fcfft, II. J. Fellows,

W. W. JIcGregor, O. D. Ball, Hammond, of Dutchess

Co., A. F. Sheldon, and J. D. Buchner.

The Treasurer's report was read and accepted, and
referred to a Committee consisting of Drs. N. C.

Husted, T. Dimond, and J. L. Banks.

COMMITTEE ON PUBLICATION.

Dit. A. E. M. PuRDT, of New York, read the report,

which was accepted.

The chief items were as follows : The number of

Transactions for 1876 shall be L.'JOO; the committee

siiall hold the copyriglit in the name of the Society,

and shall invite proposals for the piinting, awarding

the work to tlie lowest bidder; the style shall l)e the

same as 1875. and tlie e.\peuse shall be defrayed by
coutriljutiousfrom the county societies, they to receive

a number of copies proportionate to the amount con-

tributed; copies shall be sent to delegates from other

States present at this meeting, to each medical library,'

and to other public libraries known to have a medical

department; papers not placed complete in the hands

of the committee within thirty days after the close of

tlie session shall be excluded from the volume ; and

it shall lie supplied to members and county societies

at a price lifleen per cent, greater than their cost

;

the publicatiou price shall be tliirty per cent, greater

than cost.

The committee also made a financial statement,

.showing that there was due for deficiency $413.60.

Dii. Parkek. of Pouglikeepsie, movecl tlie adoption

of tlie rejiort, and offered the following amendments:
First, That no p<irtrait be hereafter introduced into

the Transactions without the vote of the Society. Car-

ried.

Sfcond, That lists of members of the various county

medical societies be introduced annually into the vol-

ume of tlie Transactions.

Dr. Parker urged the amendent for the reason that

it would 1)6 a great convenience to have a volume con-

taining such list, without being oljliged to buy the

'J'he A'ew Tori: Medical Register. The amendment was
adopted.
On motion of Dr. SijniBB. the Treasurer was added

to the Committee on Puljlication, and the report as a

whole was then adopted.

In the midst of the discussion upon the report De.
Hiram Corliss, of Greenwicli, Washington County, the

oldest member of the Society, entered tlie chamber,

and was received witli cheers, the memljcrs rising.

Dr. Hutchison, from the Committee on President's

Address, submitted the following report: In regard

to tlie suggestion tliat the number of Vice-Presidents

be increased, the committee recommended that no
change Ije made. Tlie suggestion to arrange the list

of permanent members in alphabetical order was
adopted. The committee recommended, in regard to

the Merrit II. Cash prize fund, that the Treasuier of

the Society be directed to pay to tlie author of the last

prize essay from the funds of tlie Society the sum of

$50, so as to place tliis prize essay on an equality with

those which have preceded it, and that hereafter the

prize offered \>e §100. only to Ije offered as often as the

accumulated interest amounts to such sum. Tlie com-
mittee also recommended tliat tlie name of President

Rochester be placed at the head of the delegation to

attend the International Jledieal Congress, and that

his appointment of delegates be confirmed.

The President took the floor, and objected to the last

clause of the report, but his objection proved unavail-

ing, and the report of the committee was adopted by
a unanimous vote.

Dr. .T. p. "White moved that in case of a vacancy
occurring in the delegation, the President of the Society

be authorized to fill it. Carried.

Dr. O. AVniTE, of New York, from the Committee
on By-Laws, reported a resolution that the Secretary of

the New York County Society, and other societies who
have revised their by-laws, be requested to send copies

thereof to the committee of the State Society. The
report and resolution were adopted.

Dr. Wm. H. Bailey announced an invitation, ex-

tended by President Rochestei- to the members and
delegates and invited guests, to attend a recejition at

the Delavan House in the evening immediately after

the delivery of the anniversary address. The invita-

tion was accepted.

The next business in order was the reading of a

paper on

LITHOTOMY and LITHOTRITY,

with an analysis of thirty-five cases, by Dr. .L W.
GoiiLEY, of New York. It will appear in our next
issue.

The pa])er was discussed liy Drs. Corliss, Hamilton,
Hutchinson. Vanderveer. Squilib, and Sherman.
Dr. a. N. Bell, of Brooklyn, then read a report

from the

committee on hyoiene.

It embraced reiiorts from Saugerties, Yonkers, Roches-
ter, Elniira, Ogdensburgh, and other parts of the

State, upon defective drainage, water supply, etc., as

giving rise apparently to the prevalence of zymotic
diseases.

Dji. E. R. Sqi'ibb made his report as delegate to

the American Medical Associ.ation, in which was em-
braced a lengthy consideration of the question of

revision of the U. S. Pharmaeopceia. Upon motion, the

report was received, and the Publication Committee
instructed to incorporate it in the Transactions. The
resolutions introduced by Dr. Squibb can lie found on
page 395 of The Record for June 17th, 1876.

Dr. Dimond, of Auburn, then read a paper upon

EXTENSIVE disorganization OF THE BRAIN WITHOUT
CORRESPONDING LOSS OF FUNCTION.

Almost the entire lirain had liecome a purulent mass,

and yet there was no apparent loss of function, except

of siglit, which it was tliought was explained l>y the

pressure made by pus found upon the optic cuiii-

missure. The Society then adjourned to meet at

three p.m.

Second Day—Afternoon Session.
.

The following (lapers, by title, were referred to the

Committee on Publication:

Biographical Sketch of Prof. J. II. Armsby, M.D.,
Alliany, liy Willis G. Tucker, of Albany ; Biographical
Sketch of the late George H. Huiibard, M.D., of Lan-
singburgh, by Henry B. Wliiton, M.D., of Troy; His-

tory of the Livingston County Medical Society, by
Walter E. Lauderdale, M.D., of Gemseo ; A Case of

Fungus Cerebri, by Nelson Famiing, M.D., of Cats-

kill ; An Address upon JIalpractice. read at the

annual meeting of the Washington County Medical
Society, by A. W. Tupper, M.D., of Groversville,

President; Early Midicine in New York Province,

by R. M. Wyckoff. 5I.D., of Brooklyn; Biographical
Memoir of .lolm Ferguson, M.D., of Alliany, liy Wm.
M. McGregor, M.D., of Albany ; A Case of Vegetating
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Epillielioiiuiiif till' Cervix I'toii, with Siihiiivdlution of

till' rtiTus iiiid IMvic Cellulitis, with Remarks updii its

Kli<)lo;;y and SyinptomatDlo^v, I>y C. E. Krnser. M.l)..

of Uoiiie, read Ijefore the Oneida Ci>\inty Medical

Society. June 1st. 1875; Biogrnphieal Sketch of the

late l)rs. Coventry and Hissell, of Utica, by Daniel

J. Thomas, M.I).. <">f Utica.

Dit. GKoiKiE J. FisHEii, of Sing Sing, read the fol-

lowing :

—

REPORT OP COMMIITEE 0.\ I'EU.MANENT MEMBEUSlIir.

I. No one shall he, or shall be declared to be, eli-
\

gillie for election as permanent member who shall

not have attended three annual meetings of this Socie-

ty as a delegate, which meetings shall not be restricted

to any one term of service of the delegates.
|

II. A division, on the basis of the above conditions,

of the existing list {riilf Trans., 1875, p. 405) of those

who have heretofore been declared to be " eligible for

election as permanent members," shall 1>e made. There

shall be two part.s. which shall contain the names of

((() Those who have attended three annual meetings

as delesrate ; and
(7)) Those who have not attended three annual meet-

ings as delegates.

In all future eleeticms of permanent members the

names of those in Fart II. .shall be first considered.

It is recommended, if it be competent to do so, that

the eliifibility uf those in Part II. be suspended until

they shall have attended a total of three annual meet-

ings, as above required, upon doin;; which their names

shall be put upon Part II. without further action

by the Society.

III. Hereafter iiermanent members may be elected

annually from each of the (8i eight Senatorial districts

of 18:5G, in the proportion of one |)ermancnt meml)er

to every eight delegates from the County Societies to

which the district may be entitled, and one for every

additional fraction of one-half or more of this number.

At the time of their election, permanent members shall

be residents of the districts which are credited with

them, and shall be in good standing as active members
of their County Societies.

IV. Each permanent member shall pay to the Trea-

surer of this Society an annual assessment of two dol-

lars.

V. Each permanent member, who shall have paid

his annual dues, shall have a copy of the Transactions

for the year f<ir which he shidl have paid, sent to him
by the Committee of Publication.

VI. .Vny permanent member, who shall fail to

pay to the Treasurer his annmd dues for three suc-

cessive years, shall forfeit his permanent member-
ship, and his name shall be dropped from the rolls of

this Society. In this ca.se, the peiinanent membership
can be nwtorcd by 6ubse(|uent payment of all arrear-

ages to tlate.

VII. .Vny permanent member who shall be reported

by the M"dical Society of his ciuinty as b'ing no lon-

ger in good profes.sional standing or in active fellow-

ship therewith, .shall lo.se his membership, and his

name shall be dropped by the Society.

VIII. Any permanent member who may remove
from this State, shall lose his connection with this

So<nety.

IX. PiTinanent members shall not act as delegates

from County .Medical Societies.

Oeoiuie J. Fisher.

W.M. C. Wev.
J. S. PitOUT.

The report was accepted, but its adoi^ion gave rise

to discussion; when it was made the special order for

the morning session, .lune 'i'i.

BOTARV I,.\TER.'k.L CUnV.\TtrRE OF THE SPINE.

Db. L. a. Savue. of New York, read a paper on the

treatment of rotary lateral curvature of the spine by

extension, suspension of the body, and retention l>y the

|ilaster-of-Paris bandage. The doctor made a practi-

cal demonstration, fully illustrating his treatment,

lie was li.st<ncd to attentively tliKiuiiliout. Dr. Sayre

ixprissed himself as being under special obligations

to Di-s. Vanilcrveer and Ualch for their assistance, and

to Dr. Ilun for the case.

A recess was then taken for the purpose of having

the members of the Society ])hotographed in a body.

The otlicers and nu-mbcrs grouped themselves on the

front steps of the Cajntol, and were photographed by

Churchill.

The society re-convened at 4::i5.

On motion of Dr. Sqi'inn, the action of the Society

Tuesday, in reference to the prize essay, was re-consid-

ered, and the subject referred back to the committee,

as it has been discovered that the conditions of the

prize had not been complied with, with power to

report at the next annual meeting.

Dr. Baii.ey presented the names of the following

itentlemen, who were invited to take seats (Ui the floor

and participate in the discussion : S. Delaniater. A.

Ennis, .las. P. Alexander, W. II. T. Heynold, A. P. Ten

Evck, Desault Guernsey, Smith IJakcr, A. S. Cuni-

niings, R. II. Starkweather. H. A. Crary. Wni. T.

Haynes, K. II. Sabin, L. K. Boyce, W. A. Hall, J. 1.

!
.\rchaumbault, Z. Rousseau.

' Dr. Kendm.i. was called to the chair. A disrussi( n

then ensued upon Dr. S.iyrc"s paper, in which Drs.

Moore, of Rochester, and Hutchinson, of Brooklyn,

participated.

Dr. Mooue asked the following cpiestions for the

sake of information : At what age did Dr. Sayre pro-

pose to discontinue this treatment for lateral curva-

ture ? Would he adopt this i)lan of treatment at the age

t)f 20 or 25 years ( As a rule, latvral curvature com-

menced aboiit the time of puberty, and at that time

the ligaments were capable of being stretched, and the

bones were not very tlrm, and he was of the opinion

it was well established that after the at;e of seventeen

it was extremely ditlicult to make any impreasion upon

the spine ; anil whatever was done in way of correcting

deformities, was best done before that peiiod in life.

.Vgain. in looking at the specimen cxiiiliited, as well as

other specimens. Dr. Moore had found so much ab-

sorption of tlie 1>odies of the vertebra' had occurnd
tliat the condition came under the liciid of organic

cliange affecting the hard parts, and the question arose

whether it was possible by any i>lan of treatment to

cause absorption of the opposite side of the bodies,

;
andthereby rectify the condition permanently. Dr.

' Moore asked these ((Uestions, because, thus far, the plan

I
of treatment struck him pleasantly, and it seemed to

mark a new step in the treatment of this class of cases.

.\gain, how much exercise could the p.-itient take in

the open air ( Couhl it be increa.sed, or not

;

Dh. Sayre replied that at present it was impossildc

to answer Dr. Moore's ciuestions with very great cer-

tainty, because the plan of treatment had not been

in use a sullicient length of time to furnish ])ositiye

conclusions. As far as he lia<l employed it, great satis-

faction had been experienccil by the patients; and if

eimipelled to wear a jacket in lifetime, they were

better off, according to thirir own itatcnicnt.s. As far

as age was concerned. Dr. Soyre had resorted to it in

I
a man aged forty, in wl-ich case he unide section of
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tlie latissimus clorsi muscle, in order that the deform-
ity might be almost completely overcome, and the

result had been eminently satisfactory, because the

sjiine was made nearly straight. The angles of the

ril)S, however, in such cases, woidd probalily always
remain somewhat more prominent than normal. As
far as exercise was concerned, the patients were able

to e.xercise more freely than befoie the dressing was
applied.

Dii. Moore remarked that the question still existed

in his mind, and had not been entirely set at rest by
Dr. Sayre's experience. He maintained that the bodies

of tlie vertebrae were absorbed to a certain extent in

the specimens exhibited, and that in the cases in which
the deformity was most marked they might not have
more than one-half their normal thickness upon one

side. The question then arose, if measures were adopt-

ed to bring the spine .straight, did absorption of the

bodies of the vertebra' U])on opposite side take place,

or was there a deposit of new material to cora|)cnsate

fo" the original loss in thickness? Dr. Moore farther

referred to the straightening of the spine l>y making
section of muscles as practised by Guerin long ago,

but the spine was left unduly flexible in consequence.

Tlie doctor doubted very much the propriety of insti-

tuting any plan of treatment with the view of rectify-

ing the deformity after the patient had reached the

age of twenty or twenty-five years.

Dii. Sayre thought it quite i)robable that the bones
themselves could not be restored ; but that liy restoring

the spine to its natural position as much as possible,

the weight was brought to bear upon the side opposite

to that on which tlie alisorption of the bones had taken

plac._\ Then, if absorption had taken place, as the re-

sult of superineuiiibent weight in one instance, why
might it not occur in the other ? The short time during
whicli the treatment had been used, did not permit any
pjsitive conclusions upon these and many other im-

portant questions. Tlie suliject was open for study.

Di{. Hutchinson, of Brooklyn, regarded it as settled

that absorption of the sides of the bodies of the verte-

brae took place to a greater or less extent ; and in the

specimens he had in liis hand, it was thought to have
taken place to the extent of one-third the normal tliicK-

ncss, and yet it had not been a Ijad case of lateral

curvature. He farther remarked that he should expect

a good deal from the plan of treatment jn'oiiosed by
Dr. Sayre, and that if any change at all was produced
in the bony structure it would lie in the way of absorp-

tion rather than filling of the interspace between the

bodies of the vertebra' with new material.

^luiinediately following the discussion. Dr. Henry D.
Noyes,-of New York, ]iresented two papers, viz. : Cure
(if Blepliaroplasty by a Special Method; Treatment of

Diseases of the Lachrymal Duct, with some New Sug-
gestions.

Dr. Wey, from the Business Committee, announced
the reception of a communication from Dr. E. Seguin.

of New York, which was read by the Secretary, and,

upon motion of Dr. Squibb, referred to the delegation

to the International Medical Congress.

Dr. Wey also announced the reception of a com-
munication from the Boston Society of Civil Engineers,

which took a similar reference. Both communications
referred to the adoption of a uniform system of

waiglits, measures, and tliermometric scales.

Dr. C.vstle suggested that if the Society endorsed
the adoiition of the metric system of weights and
measures, it should make it practical by incorporating

it in the Transactions. Unless practical use was made
of it, it would remain a theory forever.

Dk. Wey announced the reception of a coraraunica^

tion from the State Dental Society ; which, upon mo-
tion by Dr. Gi'aves, of Steuben, was referred to the

Committee on Ethics.

Du. Hdsted made a report from the Auditing Com-
mittee upon the Treasurer's account, which was ac-

cepted and adopted.
Dr. Graves, of Corning, read a paper upon the

NATURE, origin, AND PROGRESS OF DISEASE IN THE
HUMAN BODY.

Dr. L. .1. Ames, of Mount Morris, was called to the

Chair, and
Du. Kendall, proceeded to read the history of a

case of

TETANtrs FOLLOWING MISCARRIAGE.

Hydrate of chloral was regarded as the remedy
which had most effect in jiroducing a cure in Dr.

Kendall's case, althougli morphine, whiskey, counter-

irritation to the spine, and chloroform were all em-
ployed.

The Society then took a recess until 8 p.m., to

listen to the President's address on the subject: '" Medi-
cal Men and Medical Matters of 1776."

evening session.

At eight o'clock the Society reassembled to listen to

the address of the President, Dr. Rochester. The
attendance was very large, the chamber being filled

by the members of the Society and citizen.s. The
address was a refined, interesting, and 'comprehensive
resume of the national medical history of th<' revolu-

tionary ])eriod, and was listened to with marked atten-

tion throughcuit.

At the conclusion of the address, the Society pro-

ceeded to the Delavan House, and indulged in a
l)anquet given by Dr. Rochester. It was a happy
affair, and highly flavored with a sparkling social

element.

TnnRSD.\Y, June 22.

—

Third Day.

The Society was called to order by the President,

and prayer was offeix'd by Rev. Dr. Reese.

In absence of the Committee on Credentials, Dr.

BuKR, of Binghamton, was designated to act in that

capacity.

Dr. ]5.\.iley presented the following names for

membership by invitation : Drs. F. A. Munson and
Keegan, of Albany, and C. A. Bucklin, of Lansing-
burgh.

Dr. Robert Newman, of New York, presented his

report as delegate to the New Jersey State. Medical
Society, which was accepted and adopted.
The following telegram was received by the Presi-

dent :

Pdt-in Bay, 0., June 21.

To The N. Y. State Med. Society :

The Ohio State jMedical Society sends greeting to

your Society in endeavoring to promote progress in

medicine.

President Rochester responded.
The President announced the following

committee on hygiene:

Drs. A. N. Bell, S. O. Vauderpoel, H. D. Didama,
E. V. Stoddard, C. R. Agnew, W. C. Wey, and J.

Foster Jenkins.

Dr. JuDsoN B. Andrews, from the Committee on

officers elect.

Nominations, made the following report:

Presideiit^Viv. E. R. Squibli, of Brooklyn.
Vicc-Presuleiit—Dr. J. Y. Kendall, of Baldwinsville.

Secretary—Dr. Edward R. Hun, of Albany,
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JWa»urer—T)r. Clmrlcs 11. Porter, of Allmny.

C^n*<ni—SoulhiTn District. KM. I'wislce. Nt-w York :

E. H. I'lirkcr, Pouirlikocpsii- : Ellsworth Kliot, Now
York. KiLacrn District, lltnrv H. Wliitoii, Troy : .Iiis.

L. I{iil)co<k. All>!iiiv: John P. Sliaror. Little Fall.s.

Middle District. >[. M. \ii\ii'^, I'ticii ; Geo. W. Cooke,

()tc|,'o :
('. (;. Bacon, Fulton. Western District, C. C.

Wyekoff. HufTalo; Harvey Jewctt, Caiiandaigua

;

C'ik'l> tJreon, Homer.
Co inmiIIff on Cofrespmulenre—^First District, Thos.

Addis Eniiiiet, New York; 2d. Wni. P. Town.s.iid.

Goshen; :!d, W. P. Seymour, Troy; 4th, Talxr 1!.

Ucvnolds, Saratoga ; r)t"h, Samuel G. AVolcott, Utica
;

Citli. .John G. Orton, Binjihauiton; Tth, Harvey B. Wil-

bur. Syracuse; 8th, Charles E. Uid^r, Rochester.

Bniuinint 3A'hi//c;-»—First District, J. H. Ho1>!irt

Burfre, Kin'Ts; Wni. M. Blakeman, New York; 2d.

Solomon Van Etten. Orani^e, Desault Guernsey, Dutcli-

«<s; :id, Diiiiel 1). Hufklin. R.-nsselaer ; .Vlhert Van-

derveer, All.any ; 4tli, Eu-irene Beach, Fulton, E. D.

Ferguson. E-:sex ; .Ith, Frank D. Beel)e, Madison, Jo-

sepli E. West. Oneida ; <ith, Geoifjc Dousjlass. Che-

naniio, A. H. Crittenden, Steuhen ; 7tli, A. H. Cum-
niings, Cayu-ra. AVm. Oliver, Yates; 8tli, Wra. B.Ely,

Monroe. George Ahbott. Eric.

Eli'iihle fiir P.TinnDfiit .V<'mh-rs—L. DeForest Wood-
nifF, XewYork; J. F. Chapman. Westchester: B. A.

Mynderse, Schenectady ; C. 6. Bacon, Saratoga; A. H.

Crosliy, Lewis; Loren J. Ames. Livingston; A. F. Shel-

don. Wayne ; Wm. Vosliurgli.Wayne ; .1. C. Green. Erie.

Ell'iil'l,- for El>(ti'iii to Ihni'irdiy Memlifmhif,—W.
A. F. Browne, Dumfries, Scotland; S. Weir Jlitchell,

Philadeli.hia.

For Jliiiioriiry Dffiree of Doctor of yfedirine—Samuel

M. Crawford and Henry C. Seelcy, of Orange.

Dilf'liit''s to Amfriritn MfAirnl AsKoriiiliini—C. S.

Woo.l," J. W. S. Goulcy, J. F. :\[incr, G. -M. Smith. G.

S. Winston, T. A. Emmet, L. De F. Woodruff, Xew-

York ; J. C. Hutchinson, E. P. S.iuihl), A. N. Bell.

Kings; G. J. Fisher, J F. Jenkins. Westchester ; E.

H. Parker, Dutchess; H. B. Wliiton, M. II. Burton.

W. P. S-ymour, Rensselaer; E. K. Hun. Chas. II. Por-

ter, AUiaiiy; J. P. Sharer, Herkimer; B. F. Sherman.

St. Lawrence; E. Beach, F. Burdick, Fulton; J. P.

Grav. T. .M. Flandreau, Oneida; F. S. Low. Oswego;
G. "\V. Cooke, Otsego; F. Hyde, Cortland; H. X.

Eastman. Tioga; Geo. Burr. Broome ; T. PL Squire,

Chennuig ; C. G. Pomeroy, Wayne; H. C. Jewett, W.
T. Swart, Ontario ; L. B. Cotes. Gcneseo ; C. C. Wyc-
koff, Wm. C. Phelps. Wm. Gould. Erie.

J>rlri,it-» to tlw I'fiiiinylriDiiii StJtte Soi-iety—Wm. C.

Wey, Chemung; Solomon Van Etten, Orange.
Ihh'iiilin tu the .ViiUH'iihiig/Iti St^ite Soritty—J. F.

Jenkins, Westchester ; J. L. Banks, H. P. Farnham,
New York ; Walter B. Chase, Greene.

Dfl'i/itfi to tfi^ Conneetiriit State Society—Alex.

Ilutchins, Kings ; G. W. Bradford, Cortland.
Deleijiitet to the ]\'rir Jersey SlJltr, Snriety—John I'all,

Kings; H. D. Noyes, New York; H. H. Ward, Rens-

selaer.

Ihlryiilfn to thx Neie HamjixJtire State Society—Wm.
Govan. Rockland; L. D. Bulkley, New York.

Dele l.it.n to \'ermoHt St'itf Society—Thompson Bur-

ton, Montgcmiery.
Jteleyoteii to lihode Itland State Society—Cbas. AL

Allin. XewYork.
Ihleijaien to Canadian ifeilieal Society—B. F. Sher-

man. St. Lawrence; H. G. P. Spencer, .lefferson.

('"iiiiitillee on I'riie Kx/iay— Henry W. Dean, Wm.
S. Ely. Monroe; Julius F. Miner. Erie.

Cninmittee on PuMieatiim—E. R. Hun, C'lias. H.

Porter, Wm. 11. Uuiley, Albany.

I'ommiltfe on Dy-Loicn—Win. C. Wey, Chemung;
E. R Hun, Wm. H. Bailey, Albany.

CeniMtr of Syracuse Uniceraity—B. F. Sherman, St.

Lawrence.
On motion by Dr. Burr, the report was acce|)ted,

.ind the .Si'cretary instructed to cast an aHirnuilive vote

for the four highest oliicers.

Dii. Bl'UK then movid that the remaining names in

nomination bi> dc'clared elected. Carried.

I)n. E. M. MooKi:. chairman of the Committee on
Klliii-s, made the following report:

In ntgard to a commuiiicMlion relative to the absorp-

tion of physicians resident in Hensselaer county by the

( iiunty .Society of .Mbany and their refusing allegiance

to the Rensselaer Society, the committee report that

tiny tind no express legislation on the subject, but en-

tertain the opinion that the Constitution of the State

Society was organized so strictly upon tliat of the

l>olitical plan of the State that the territorial lines must
govern the membership.

In resrard to a conunimication from three members
of the Ulster Society. comi)laining of the action of the

Society in reprimanding a member for refusing to

consult with another in good standing, th" committee

report tluit they know of no power in <Iie Medical

Society to compel a physician to consult with another

physician. .Vny one may choose his companion as

W( 11 as his patients.

In regard to a communication from the State Dental

Society, the committee urge all members of the State

Medical Society to l>e governed in iheir recommenda-
tion of dentists to their patients by the endorsement
of the Dental Society. The report was adopted.

INDEPENDENT EXAMINATIONS.

Dii. E. M. Moore presented the following resolu-

tion :

lif/tohed. That a committee be appointed at the re-

quest of such Medical Colleges as may prefer such

reipiestj to i)e present at the examination of their

students, made to determine their qualilications to

enter the profession ; also, that the committee be six

in number, and be appointed by the President of the

Society.

Dr. Moore spoke at some length ui)on the resolu-

tion, and it was also discussed by Dr.s. Hell, Piout, and
Sc|uibb. The resolution was referred to a ctmimittce of

three, to be appointed l)y the Chair, to be reported

upon on the second day of the next annual meeting at

1 2 o'clock.

The President named the following gentlemen to

serve upon such committee: Drs. E. M.Moore and H.

W. Dean, of ]{ochester; and C. C. Wyckoff, of Buffalo.

The rei)ort of theC'omiiiitteeon permanent member-
ship was then taken up, and after an almost intermi-

n:ible discussion was amended in certain particulars,

and adopted.
Section One was adopted as reported.

Section Two was stiicken out.

Section Three was adopted.
Section Four gave rise to considerable discussion, but

wius finally adopt<'d.

Section Fire was adopted.
Section Six again gave rise to discussion, and Dr.

Bailey doubted its legality. It was finally adopted.
Section Siren was adopted.
Sertinn Kii/ht was amiiided so that fliose members

removing from the State should be ngarded as non-
ri-ident permamnt members having all the rights and
privileg<.s of honorary members, and then adopted.

Dit. IL D. Xovios offered the following additional

I section, which was adopted.
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Sfction Nine. In case |)ermi\nent mcmljers hare failed

for thi'ee years to pay tlieir assessments, they shall be
specially notified by the Treasurer and Secretary of
the existence and operation of these By-Laws.
The report as a whole was adopted, and the Secre-

tary instructed to oljtain such legislation as might be
necessary to assist in carrying out its provisions.

Dr. Squibb offered the following resolution, which
was ado))ted :

Sesoheil, That the Committee on Publication lie au-
thorized to send ])resentation copies of the Transac-

tions to the medical journals, domestic and foreign, to

such individuals as may be interested iu the contents

of the volume, as may in their judgment be for the

interests of the Society.

Dr. Andubw-s, of Utica, offered a resolution ten-

dering a vote of thanks to the Presideut for the able

and im])artial manner in which he had directed the

business affairs of the meeting, and also for the pleas-

ant social entertainment extended to the members and
delegates at the Delavan House on the evening of the

second day.

The resolution was unanimously adopted, and Dr.

Rochester responded with appropriate remarks. The
minutes of the morning session were then read and ap-

proved, and the Society adjourned to meet in Albany
at 11 A.M. on the third Tuesday in June, 1877.

ASSOCIATION OF THE REPRESENTA-
TIVES OF AMERICAN MEDICAL COL-
LEGES.

Held at Philadelphia, June 2d and 3d, 1870.

A CONVENTION of representatives of numerous medi-
cal colleges of the United States was held in the hall

of the Jefferson Medical College, of Philadelphia, June
2d and od, 1876, in pursuance of the following call:

Louisville, Ky., May 15, 1STG.

Following a general corres)3ondence with the various

medical colleges of the United States, the undersigned
issue this call for a conventicm, to be held in Phila-

delphia, on Friday, June 2, 187G, four days in advance
of the meeting of the American Medical Association.

The object of the convention is to consider all matters

relating to reform in medical college work.
That decided results may be reached, the faculty of

each college is recpiested to send one or more delegates,

clothed with pleiuiri/ powers to determine final action

on every question.

Should any college find it impracticable to send a
representative, it is hoped that it will set forth fully

by letter to the convention the views it may hold
touching the suppression of existing evils and methods
of practical improvement.

Officers of the following colleges have informally
signified their hearty approval of the movement

:

Jefferson Medical College, College of Physicians and
Surgeons, N. Y., Bellevue Hospital Medical College,

Ohio Medical College, Miami Medical College, Rush
Medical College, Detroit Medical College, Louisville

Hospital Medical College, Medical Department of

University of Louisville, St. Louis Medical College,

Keokuk Medical College, Cleveland Medical College,

Starling Medical College, Medical Department of

Georgetown College, Medical Department of Colum-
bian University, Long Island College Hospital, Medi-
cal Department of Syracuse University, Evansville

Medical College. Indiana M-dical College, Medical
Department of University of Nashville, Atlanta Med-

ical College, Mobile Medical College, .Savannah Medi-

cal College, Augusta Medical College.

The convention will be called to order in the hall Of

the Jefferson Medical College at 11 o'clock a.m., on the

day above named.

J. B. BtDDLB, M.D., Jeffers(m Medical College.

Wm. H. Musset, M.D., Miami Medical Col-

lege.

John T. Hodgen, M.D., St. Louis Medical Col-

lege.

J. Adams Ai.len. M.D., Rush Medical College.

W. T. BniGGS, M.D., Medical Department L'ni-

versity of Nashville.

J. M. BoDiNE, M.D., Jledical Department Uni-

versity of Louisville.

At the hour named the following representatives

assembled :

Jefferson Medical College—Prof. J. B. Biddle and
Prof. S. D. Gross.

Medical Department University of Pennsylvania

—

Prof. R. E. Rogers.

College Phvsicians and Surgeons of New York-
Prof. Edward Curtis.

Medical Department Universitv of Louisville—Prof.

L. P. Yandell, Jr., and Prof. J. M. Bodine.
Ho8|iital College of Jledicine of Louisville—Prof.

J. A. Larabee and Prof. T. C. Wilson.
Long Island Hospital Medical College—Prof. J. H.

Raymond.
Medical Department University of Iowa—Prof. E.

Clapp.
College of Physicians and Surgeons Syracuse Uni-

versity—Prof. H. B. Wilbur and Prof.Van Duyn.
Chicago Jledical College—Prof. L. Curtis.

Medical Department L'niversity of Georgia—Prof.

E. Geddings.
Indiana Jledical College- Prof. T. B. Harvey and

Prof. L. D. Waterman.
Medical Department University of Wooster—Prof.

W. J. Scott.

Cleveland Medical College—Prof. J. H. Bennett and
Prof. Ileinis.

Detroit Jledical CoUege—Prof. E. W. Jenks and
Pi'of. L. Connor.

Starling Medical College—Prof. S. Loving.

Medical De[)artment University of Vermont—Prof.

H. D. Iloltou.

St. Louis Medical College—Prof. J. L. B. Alleyne.

Atlanta Medical College—Prof. W. F. Westmore-
land.

Medical Department University of Nashville—Prof.

W. T. Briggs.

jMedical Department Vanderbilt University—Prof.

T. A. Atchison.

Missouri Medical College—Prof. A. P. Lankford.
Keokuk College Physicians and Surgeons—Prof. J.

J. M. Angler.

Columbus Medical College—Prof. J. F. Baldwin.
On motion of Prof. Vandell, Prof. J. B. Biddle was

elected President of the convention, and on motion of

Pi-of. Bennett, Prof. Leartus Connor was elected Sec-

retary.

On motion of Prof. E. Curtis, it was

Resolved, That the action of the convention shall not

be considered binding upon the colleges represented un-
less endorsed by their resjiective faculties.

On motion of Prof. Gross, it was

Bimli'ed. That a committee be appointed to submit
business for the consideration of the convention, to report

at the afternoon session.
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The chair aDpointrd as this committee, Profs.

Bodiiip, Gross. Geddinirx. Holton and Scott.

*Tlic convi-nfion adjnnrnrd until 4 v.M.

Pursuant to ndjournnunt. tin- ronvcntion reassem-

bled at 4 P.M.. the Prcsidont in tho cliair.

The minutes of the hist nieetini; were read and

aporoved.
PiioF. BoDiNK, from the eommittee to prepare hnsi-

noss fur tlie oonvontion. reported tlie following ques-

tions for its consideration :

TIFE BENEFfCI.ARY SYSTEM.

1. Shall the benetieiarv system, with its present

abuses, he condemned or endorsed ?

After discussion, on motion of PitoF. E. CrRTis. tlie

followinf; preanihle and resoluti<ms were adopted

with reference to question first

:

Wfifrfnu. The practice of redncinjr or remitting in

indiviilual cases the estalilished fees of a coUcg-e has the

ohjectionable feature of tlisoriminntiufr lietween students

who maybe equally deseriinu. and opening the door to

possitilc [jross abuses ; ther*'fore,

Ri.iiilrKl. first. That this convention reg-ards the

above iirivilepe as one to be deprecated in (reneral. and,

if put into practice at all, to be exercised both rarely and

reluctantly, and only in unusual circumstances, and

after nnsolicited application by proven deser\-ing candi-

dates.

liisi-lred. seMrut, That anything- like a wholesale sy.s-

tem of such reduction or remi.s.sion of established fees.

or any open solicitation of recipients of such favors, be

regarded as in the highest degree improper, and that

any ei>llegc induUHng in such practices deserves to forfeit

its' place on the ad etiiidem list of medical colleges.

TUB SIIORT-TEIIM SYSTESt.

Question 2. Shall two consecutive courses of lectures

in one year entitle students to hecomc candidates for

graduation i

On motion of Prof. E. Ccrtis, it was

IttsMred, That it is the opinion of this convention that

no two consecutive sets of lecture tickets shall be re-

garded as fulfilling the u.sual pre-requisites of instruction

for graduation, where the time between the beginning

of tiic first course and the end of the second is less than

fifteen months.

BI..\XK DIPLOM.\S.

Questi(m 3. Shall any faculty, under any circum-

stances, issue a diploma not bearing the graduate's

name f

On motion of Prof. AV.\tf.rman, it was

RfMilred. That no medical faculty should issue a di-

ploma not bearing the graduate's name.

It was ordered that the meetings of the convention

shall be at 10 .v..M. and 4 l'..M.

On motion, the convention adjourned.

Tlic convention reassembled on Saturday, June 3d,

at 10 .\.M., the President in the chair.

The minutes of the previous meeting were read and
approved.
On motion of Prof. L. P. Yandkli,, .Ir., the regu-

lar order of business was suspended, and commvuiica-

tioiis were read from tin- faculties of the following

medical colleges: Louisville Medical College, Kin-

tucky School ot Mcdieinc\ Evansville .Medical CoUeg.-.

Hush >IiMlical College, .Mcilical Depaitnunt Univirsity

Louisiana, M''dical Scliocd of Harvard University, Sa-

vannah Mi'dical College, Cincinnati Cidlege of Medi-

cine and Surgery, Medical College of State of South

Carolina.

On motion of Prof. Atciii.sos, these communica-

tions were placed on file.

Question 4. Shall this convention resolve itself into

a pernuincnt organization '.

On motion of PiiOF. .\t(Iiison, it was

llrmilnd. That the question be referred to a committee

of five, to report at the afternoon session.

The chair apixiinted as this committee Profs. Atchi-

son, L. Curtis. E. Curtis. Yandell and Scott.

On motion of Pkof. Ko(;i.:its. the President and Sec-

retary of the Convention and Prof. Atchison were ap-

])(iinted a coininittce <ui publication.

Question '>. Is there any reason why the customary

diploma fee shall be abolished ;

Diri.OM.\ FEE.

On motion of Prof. Rogers, it was

Rmnlrrd, That it is the sense of the convention that

the diploma fee should not be aboUshed.

GRADED C0CUSE8.

Question 6. Is it advisable to adopt a graded course

of study?
On moti(m of Prof. Hodinm:, the following preamble

and resolution were adopted in reference to this ques-

tion :

Whereng. A knowledge of the elementary branches of

medicine shoidd precede a study of the practical branches.

UeKDlnd. That, in the hope of inducing students to i>ro-

loiig and systematize their studies, this convention recom-

mends to all medical colleges to offer to students the option

of three coni-ses of lectures, after a I'lan similar to the

following : Students who have attended two full courses

of lectures on anatomy, chemistry, materia medica and

physiology, may be examined upon any of these subjects

at the end of their second course. During their third

course such students may devote themselves to the lec-

tures upon the theory and practice of medicine, surgery,

obstetrics, and diseases of women and children, upon

which subjects only they shall be examined at the final

examination for the degree of 51. D.—their standing,

however, to be determined by the results of both exami-

nations.

On motion, adjourned till 4 p.m.

The convention reassembled .at four p.m., the

President in the chair. The minutes of the last meet-

ing were read ami approved.

Prof. Atchison, from the committee to whom the

subject of permanent organization wai referred, re-

ported the following resolutions:

rtmilred, 1. That this mncention now proceed to form

a I'rovisional .Association ot American Medical Colleges,

under its present officers.

Jlfiuilrfd. 2, That when the Association adjourns, it

shall adjourn to pieet at the call of its President.

liaiolrid, 3. That the various medical colleges be in-

vited to take into consideration the iiroject of forming,

at the next meetuig of this Provisional A.ssociation, a

permanent .\ssociition of American Medical Colleges.

Jiexiilcid, 4. That for the furtherance of this object,

a committee of three be appointed at this meeting to

confer by letter with th« various colleges, and invite their

views on the proper object ami plan of such proposed or-

ganization ; and upon the receipt of the same, to draft a

constitution ond by-laws for a permanent .\s.«o<iation. to

lie submitted at the next meeting of this .A.ssoci.ntion.

lifDdlrtd. '). That the advisory resolutions upon mat-

ters of college jioliey passid by this convention lie jirintcd

and forwarded to all regular medical colleges in the

Inited i<tates for their consideralior.

The Chair appointed as committee to carry out the

foregoing resolutions Prof. T. A. .\tehison. Prof.

Kdwnrd Curtis, and ProL L. P. Yandell, Jr.
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These resolutions were adopted, and tlie convention
resolved itself into the Provisional Association of

American Medical Colleges.

Question 7. Is it proper for a regular college to

have any kind of alliance with homoeopathy ?

IRKEGULAK MEDICINE.

On motion of Prof. Atchlson, it was unanimously

ReaoUed. That, in the opinion of this As.sociation,

medical colleges oug-ht not to recognize or hold fellowship

with any school or its alumni in which irregular medicine
is taught as a part of the curriculum.

Question 8. Can college fees be made uniform ?

On motion of Prof. Geddings, this question was re-

ferred to a committee of five, to re])ort at the meeting
of the Association to be held in 18T7.

The Chair a|)poiuted Profs. Geddings, Gross, Angler,

E. Curtis, and L. Curtis, this committee.

MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS.

On motion of Prof. Binni.E, the following resolu-

tion was unanimously adopted :

No degree in medicine should be conferred, under any
circumstances, except after an examination in person of

the candidate upon all the branches of medicine.

On motion of Prof. Atchison, the thanks of the

Association were tendered to the President for the able

and impartial manner in which lie luid discharged the

duties of tlio chair.

On motion of Prof. Y.^ndbll, the thanks of the As-

sociation were tendered to the Secretary for his efficient

services.

On motion of Prof. Larrabee, the thanks of the

Association were tendered to Jefferson Medical College
for the use of the hall and other courtesies.

On motion, the Association adjourned to meet at the

call of the President.

J. B. BIDDLE, M.D., President.

Leartcs Connok, M.D., SecreUiry.

ASSOCIATION OF SUPERINTENDENTS
OF AMERICAN ASYLUMS FOR THE
INSANE.

Thirteenth Annual Meeting, held at Philadelphia, June

12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 1876.

The thirteenth meeting of this Association was held
at Continental Hotel, Philadelphia, commencing June
12th. Dr. Clement A. Walker, of Boston, Vice-Presi-

dent, occupied the chair, until the arrival of Dr. C. H.
Nichols, of Washiiifiton, on the second day. The first

session was occupied in the hearing 'of reports from
the different asylums throughout the country.

president's address.

Dr. C. II. NicnoLS, Superintendent of the Govern-
ment Hospital for the Insane, atWasliington. arrived on
the second day, and entered u|ion his duties as chairman.
In H'gard to the investigati(m of the affairs of his insti-

tution by the Congressional Committee, he said that the

sensational press had kept the public pretty well in-

formed on all the uufavoral)le testimony. He had
kept the members of the Association informed of the

favorable testimony Ijy papers he had sent them, and
he did not think it important for him to furnish the

testimony to the public. He had l)een tlie disbursing

agent of the institution since the first aitpropriation liad

been made, and had disljuiscd all the funds except for

the purchase of land. He had called four well-known

business men to examine into his accounts, but the

committee had refused to hear their evidence, the

chairman remarking that no serious charge had l)een

made against his honest}' as a financial agent of the

Government. He did not consider men; financial hon-

esty as the highest qualification for a Sui)erintendent

of a hospital for the insane; Init judgment on that

subject was yet to be passed Ijy the committee.

Dr. J.\mes H. Denny, of Boston, exhibited a set of

anatomical pre|)aratiousof sections of the brain, made
by himself in Vienna, and he urged the importance of

having in all institutions a full set of sections of the

normal brain for making comparisons in cases of post-

mortem examinations of deceased patients.

MENTAL AND PHYSICAL SYMPTOMS OF CEKEBRAL
niSEASES.

Dr. .loiiN p. Gray, of the State Lunatic Asylum at

Utica, New York, then I'cad a i)aper on " Jlental and
Physical Symptoms in Cerebral Diseases, and their

Relations to Insanity."

CRIMINAL INS.\NITY.

In the evening the Association met again at the Con-
tinental to hi^ar a paper by Dr. Isaac Ray, of Provi-

dence, on " How far Insanity should be received as an
Excuse for Crime."' He commenced by .alluding to the

English decisions in the cases of ins.ane criminals,

which now stand as law, but which were founded on
mistaken estimates of insanity, and were really of httle

value in the light of recent scientific researches.

The plea of insanity, he said, did not meet with
much favor among jurists and lawyers, and still less

when tliey were informed that insane persons generally

know right from wrong, and are capable of haired

and malice, thus apparently furnishing all the elements

of crime. The lawyers, in their imperfect knowl-
edge of the suljject of insanity, make two great mis-

takes, one of which is that an insane person may be
excused for a criminal act prompted by a delusion

only so far as the provocation he inuigined would ex-

cuse him if his delusion were merely true. This he de-

clared was directly contradicted by the experiences of

science. Tliere was nothing more probalile tlian that

the person who imagined that his neighbor had Ijcen

telling batl stories .aliout him should also imagine that

he was justified in taking his neighbor's life.

The other mistake made by lawyers was to leave out

of the account altogether the moral faculties of our

nature—the sentiments, feelings, and emotions. Disease

of the moral faculties, he said, often resembled moral
depravity. Tie question should not be, "Did he
know the difference I>etween right and wrong ?

"

" Did he evince forethought and intention in his pre-

paration for the crime ? " but " Could he see the mor.al

complexion of his act in its true colors? " "Had he
the power to pursue the right and resist the wrong?"
The existence of insanity, even in the smallest degree,

being shown, it should 1)0 for the other side to show
that the insanity did imt infiuence tlie person to the

commission of crime. Tliis was now the rule in civil

cases, where, if the insanity be shown, it was for the

party seeking to establish the legality of the will or

contract to show that the maker had recovered.

There was a tendency now to the belief that the plea

of insanity was becoming too common, and that the

punishment of the insane may prevent offences. To
those familiar witli insanity the falsity of this was be-

yond question. It impaired the freedom of the will.

It blunted the sense of right and wrong and diminished
the power of self control, and in every instance of

crime there was room for the belief that the act would
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not Imve been coiiiinitti'd but for tlio presence of the

dise;ise'. Very tew of tlie insane would lielieve that th< y
were insane," luul, ihertfoie. would not be pionipted to

urinn- by llie knowled-je of the immunity of the insane,

nor would they be restrained by the know led|ie that

the insane were punished, lus they insisted on considerinj,'

themselves entirely outside of that elass. As we stand

now, our Legislatures were powerless, and the rules laid

down by our courts were irrelevant, inipraetiealde, and

inconsistent; and this would remain so until the ijues-

tion of insanity should be merely a question of fa<!t, to

b(! established. Our jud-jjes, he said, were bound to

make themselves ae<iuainte<l with the nature of insanity

by every means in their i)ower, and to cliarire their jiiiies

from the result of their knowh-dge rather than by

servile repelition of what has weiglit only because it

has been said before. The Doctor closed by speaking

highly of the value of expert testimony iu cases of

iusauily.

An invitation to the members to visit the Academy
of Natural Science at their leisure was read and ac-

cepted.

MliNT.tl. AJJD niYSIC.M, SYMPTOMS OP INSANITY.

The morning session of the third day was occupied

in a discussion of Dr. Gray'.s paper on "Mental and
Physical Symptoms in Cerebral Diseases and their lle-

lations to Insanity."

])u. Makk I{anni;y, of the Hospital of the Insane,

Mount PUiUsunt, Iowa, believed that softening of the

brain was much less comuiou than was popularly sup-

posed.

Du. Isaac Ray, of Pliiladelpliia, said that the in-

fluence of Dr. Gray's paper would be valuable iu di-

recting attention to the study of a class of cases to

which too little attention hud been given, simply be-

caus'j the opportunity did not present itself .so fre-

quently in the asylums. The phrase ' Softening of

the br.iin" was one of the most abused terms in oui no-

menclature. Softening was one of the rarest forms of

cerebral diseases. Any other lesion of the brain was

more freipient. He approved generally of the thera-

peutics indicated by Dr. Gray, who disapproved of

depletion even in those cases in which forty years ago

bleeding would have been the first thing resorted to.

In CJLses of threatened congestion he believed trouble

could often be prevented by depletion, but the nio-

nunl for its profitable use passed very soon.

Dii. Waltku Kkmp.stki!, of the North Wisconsin

Hospital for the Insaiu% Oshkosh, Wis., renuirked that

in evry case of softening in which he had made post-

mortem examinations, he had found miliary aneurisms

in the midst of the .softened tissue, their usual size

being about one forty-lifth of an inch in diameter.

Du. Ki>wis A. Kii.niiuiiNK, of the Hospital for the

Insane, at Klgin, 111., was of the opinion that embolic
softening of the cerebral hemispheres might exist

without impairing the mental activity.

Dit. A. K. iMAcDoXAi.i), of the City Asylum for the

Insane, Ward's Isl:nid, N. Y., said that, on postniorleni

examinations he had found a great diversity of patho-

logical appearances In cases where death had resulted

after the same class of symptoms.
Diu U. V. Baldwin, of the Western Lunatic Asylum,

at Staunton, Va., described a postmortem examina-
tion he had nnide In the case of a negro who received

a blow on the head, which he (the Doctor) considered

trilling, lie was surprised to hear of the negro's death

the morning after the blow, and on the | ostmortem
examination he found the whole anterior ciiebruin in

a state of softening. A spicula of bone an inch ami

a half long protruded from the frontal bone directly

into the brain substance. This was caused by the kick

of ahorse received a year before. He cited this to

show how largely brain diseases may exist without

all'ecting the faculties.

The As.sociation then adjourned until the afternoon.

( tn reassend>ling in the afternnon the Comndttee on

Time and Place of the Xext Jleeting reijoited in favor

of St. Louis, Mo., the time to be the last Tuesday iu

May, lb77. The report was unanimously adopted.

DELEGATES TO IXTEUN.VTIOSAI. MliUICAI. COKGUKSS.

The following delegates to the International Medi-

cal Congress were next appointed :

Dr. T. S. Kirkbride, of Philadelphia; Dr. Isaac

Kay, of Philadelphia; Dr. .John Curwin, of Harris-

bur"; Dr. ('. A. W'ulkei, of lioston, Mass. ; Dr. Pliny

Earfe, of Northampton, Mass.
;

Dr. John P. Gray,

of Utica, N. Y. ; Dr. 1). Tildeii Hrown, of New York
;

' Dr. H. A. Huttolpli. of Morristown, N. J.; Dr. Or-

plieus Evarts, of Indianapolis, Ind. ; DrChailesH.
Nichol.s, of Washington, D. C. ; Dr. Walter Keinp-

I

ster, of Oshko.sh, Wis^ ; Dr. C. N. lluglus, of St. Louis,

Mo.; Dr. H. C. Carrell, of Jacksonville. Ill; Dr. J.

I

11. Callender, of Nasli\illi>. Tmn. ; Dr.W. S. t hipley,

of Cincinnati, Ohio; Dr. James Hodman, of Hopkins-

ville, Ky. ; Dr. Eugene Gris.som, id' Haleigli, N. C.

;

Dr. C. IC. IJartlett," of St. Peter, Jtinn. ; Dr. A. M.

Shew, of Mid<lletowu, Conn. ; Dr. James U. DeWolf,

of Halifax, N. S.

CUIMINAI. INS.\NITY.

The discussion of Dr. Isaac Hay's paper on Criminal

1
Insanity being the ne.xt in oriler of business,

IJu. John P. Giiay. of the State Lunatic Asylum of

Utica, N. Y., said that present experience showed that

there was a far greater dang<'r of the guilty escaping

punishment by feigning insanity than of the insane

being improjierly punished.

The great desideratum, he said, was to get the expert

witnesses nearer the Court. In New York, when the

accused plead insanity as his entire excuse, the Court

appointed a commission of experts to discover whether

the accused was insane when he committed the crime, -

and in no instance yet had the judgment of such a

comniis.sion been overruled by the Court. This, he

eonsidercd, a far better plan than the examination of

an expert witne.-s before a jury. The commission he

spokeof decided whether the accused wasa tit person to

be tried at all.

The judges were careful in the appointment of the

eonimlssionei-s, and they were niiuircd to submit a

report, embodying not only their opinion, but all the

testimony taken before them, so that the opinion may
lie examined by the Court in the light of the evidence.

This plan, he said, did away with the disgrace to the

profession, now so often seen, of tli(! directly contra-

dictory teslimony of experts, caused by the same case

being presented to two dilTircnt expert witnesses in

entirely different lights.

Du.HuiiAnDGiNDliY, of the South East Hospital for

the Insane, .Minns, Ohio, said that offences weri^ often

committed by per.S(Uis who were perfectly irresponsible

at the time, although they hail no disease of the

brain. Suppose a man had the gout, and in a parox-

ysm of the disease he assaulted his attendant; thut

man was as frei' fioni responsibility as though he were

the most conliiined lunatic alive.

Du. W. S. Ciiii'MAX, of the Cincinnati Sanitarinm,

said that from his observation one of the greatest evils

connected with medical jnrisprndeiiee was that persons

were often called as experts who were not rxp<rls. Aa
for bypothetlcul cases, he had always refused to an-
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swer iu court any questions founded upon them, be-

cause what might Ije evideuce of insanity iu one per-

son miglit nut l)(^ in any degree so iu another. He liad

always"refused to answer questions that were not

founded on actual tacts, and he had always Ijeen sus-

tained hy tlie Court. i

Dr. a. E. M(-Uonald, of the City Asylum for the In-

sane, at Ward's Island, New York, tliought the Asso-

ciation should put itself on record in opposition to

bringing insane persons before juries at all, inasmuch

as the New York plan of a commission of experts had

proved itself to be so much superior.

Dr. K. L. Parsons, of the City Lunatic Asylum, at 1

Blackwell's Island, New York, said that in tlie case of

iScannell, in New York, the attorney for the defence
|

made up a hypothetical case and presented it to the

medical expert, who testified that it was undoubtedly
j

a case of insanity. The District Attorney then pre-

sented a iiypolhetical case to another expert, who testi-

fied lliat tne person described manifested no signs of

insanity.

Dr. iUY thought that the practice in Maine was bet-

ter than the New York plan, of a comnnssiou of ex-

perts before trial. In Maine, if the accused plead

insanity as his only excuse, lie was sent for a time to

the insane hospital for purposes of observation.

Dr. Henry M. Harlan, of the Hospital for the In-

sane, Augusta, Maine, desciibed the working of the law

requiring accused persons in whose cases the plea of in-

sanity has been offered, to be placed in tlie Asylum of

Observation. He said the law worked very well, ex-

cept when any of the persons sent in for observation

were found nut to lie insane, in which case they proved

to be very troublesome, and tlie mingling ot these

sane criminals with the insane patients was a great

evil. He had urged the establishment of another in-

stitution wiiere such persons could be sent for purposes

of observation, and to winch persons acquitted on tlie

giound of insanity could be committed.

THE DEPLORABLY CROWDED CONDITION OF PHTL-UJEL-

rillA ASYLUM FOR TUE INS.VNE.

The morning of the fourth day was occupied for

the most part with an expression of opinion regarding

tlie deplorable condition of tlie insane at the Alms-

house of Pliiladelpliia.

Dr. Kay spoke of the outrageous condition of the

insane at the Almshouse, aud said he was too tender

ot the good reputation of the city to sjieak of the

place as it de'served. The insane of the city of Fhila-

delpliia were not by any means cared foras well as those

of other cities. The violent patients were crowded to-

getlier, three or four each in small 10 x 13 rooms, and
the entire concern was crowded to overflowing. This

condition of things, he said, was the result of mere par-

simony. It was sunply liecause the city did not choose

to furnish the proper accommodations for their unfor-

tunate population. It was the most niggardly aud con-

temptible parsimony, that while the city spent mil-

lions in parks and other places of amusement, tlie

insane were kept in this miserable way, at an expense of

about $1.80 a week. Under a storm of indignation

raised by the newspapers a short time ago, Clouucils

put up a set of shanties entirely unfitted lor the pur-

pose, having no strength, with wards that a child could

kick the sides out ot, instead of providing the proper

increase in accommodations. There was no reason, he

said, why the insane of the city of Philadelphia should

not be cared for by the State as well as the insane of

Pittsburgh or Reading, and until the matter was taken

out of the hands of tlie City Councils, nothing would

probably be done. A State institution seemed to be

the only way out of the difficulty.

Dr. Kirkbriue confirmed all that had been said by
Dr. Kay, and said that for a cpiarter ot a century he
and many others had lieen urging an improvement in

the accommodations for the insane at the Almshouse,
but without effect, and they concluded that the only

way to even obtain an improvement was to let things

go on until they had become so shanietully bad that

the public would rise in liorror at the spectacle, and
he thought that condition of affairs haci very nearly

arrived.

Dr. John Cubwen, of the Pennsylvania State Lunatic

Hospital, at Harrisburg, Pa., declared that he had al-

ways been iu favor of establishing a State_Hosp!tal in

Philadelphia, and the principal reason why the jiroject

to establish one in Philadelphia had failed, was be-

cause certain parties in Philadelphia wanted to handle
the money for the buddings, and the Legislature did
not thiiik tlieni the proper ones.

The nuitter was then, on motion of Ds. Curwen,
referred to the Committee on liesolutions.

The Chair announceel Drs. Walter Kempster, JIark

Ranney, and E. A. Kilbourne as a committee to prepare

a memorial on the death of Dr. McDill.

EXPERT TESTIMONY.

Dr. Thomas F. Gkeen, of the Lunatic Asylum, Mil-

ledgeville, Georgia, then made a few remarks on the

value of expert testimony in cases where pleas of in-

sanity are entered m court. He thought that all

memhers of the medical and legal protessions should
take care to post themselves tnoroughly on the sub-

ject ot iusauity.

USE OF chloral.

The afternoon session being called to order, Dr. T.

R. 11. S.MiTU, of Lunatic A.sylum No. 1, Pulton, Mo.,

introduced tne subject of the use of chloral, which
he considered a higlily important one. He thought
niucli injury was clone by the injudicious use ot tiiis

drug, ami regarded it as a remedy wliicn ought to be

usea with tlie greatest care, anil the results closely

watched. He believed that frequently the results of

the chloral were mistaken tor the regular progress of

the disease, and tliat sometimes it hail caused death.

In chronic doses ot insanity lie regarded chloral as a

very unsafe remedy, Also in the cases of aged peojile.

Dr. George C. Catlett, of Lunatic Asylum No. iJ.,

at St. Joseph, Missouri, said that he knew of three well-

authenticated cases of death from the admiiiistration

of ordinary doses of chloial as a sedative iu cases ot

delirium troni intemperance.

Dr. C. F. MacDonald, ot the State Lunatic Asylum
for Insane Criminals, at Auburn, N. Y., remarked
that on an occasion an attendant gave a patient two
drachms of chloral by mistake, 'llie patient suttered

from acute mania, and soon after taking the dose fell

into a heavy sleep, and afterwards awoke calmer and
quieter, and progressed to a complete recovery.

Dr. a. E. i\L\cDonald, of the City Asylum for tlie

Insane, at Ward's Island, New York, considered chlo-

ral a valuable remedy, and had used it a great ileal in

his practice. He had never heard of a death said to

be from chloral, where the post-mortem examination
did not reveal other causes for death.

Dr. Kirkuride said that his sad experience with chlo-

ral had been, that sometimes patients died unexpect-
edly to him, and he would not like his medical Iriends

to administer it to hini under any circumstances.

Dk. Wm. M. Cu.Mi'ToN, of the Lunatic Asylum, Jack-

son, Miss., said that there were several noisy patients in
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his institution who hud taken dosus of from 20 to :iO Habtiioi.f, J. II., Asst. Surf,'con. Granted leave of

grains of cliloral every eveninij for years, merely to ((uiet atisencc for two months to visit tlie CJentennial Kxhi-

tliem ami produce sleep, and he had never seen any liition. S. O. 69, Department of the Columhia, June

bad elTVcls.

liu. I{. II. Smith moved the appointment of a com-
nnttee to examine ami report at the next meeting on
tlie use of hydrate of (•hU)ral. Adopted.

Thi' C'haii- appointed Drs. T. H. II. Smith, C. F. '

MaiDonald, of Auliurn, X. Y., anil II. .M. Harlow, of I

Aui^usta, .Maine. i

I)K. Oui'nKLs EvKHTs, of the Hospital for the Insane,
j

Indianapolis. Ind., ri'ad a paper on '• Iiieidcnts of Civ-

ilization as Predisposing and E.xciting Causes of Men-
tal Disordei's."

Dr. A. E. M.viDoN.\i.i> presented a series of resolu-

tions condemning the crowded eoudition of the Phila-

delphia .Vlmshouie, after which the .Vssociation ad-

journed.
The Association extended its sessions mitil the fifth

day. when .Mil. Fhancis Wki.i.s, of the State Hoard of

Charities, in order to defend tlie State authorities

against the charge of inade<|uale provision tor tlie in-

sane at the Almshouse, said that a large liospital

rai)a))le of accommodating si.'C or seven huiidreil had
been provided for.

Du. KiUKi!uii>n said that the State has made an ap-

propriation of ^'.J.'i.OUO to commence the work of provid-

ing for tlie insane in the Almshouse and in the seven

adjoining counties. This was a perfect farce. The
Pennsylvania State Medical Society, he said, had recom-

mended a hospital for the surrouniliiig counties, exclu-

sive of Philadelphia—not because they tlid not want
Philadelphia to liave a hospital, but because it was
folly to expect to provi<le for the insane of Philadel-

l)hia and seven adjoining counties in one hospital.

Superintendents agreed that six hundred patients was
the niaxiiiiuiii iiuuilier proper to be in a hospital, and
there should at once be two hospitals liuilt lor Phila-

delphia for th.' accommodation of tlie twelve hundred
unfortunates in the .Vlinshouse.

After the transaction of some routine business the

A<wuei:itioh then adjourned «ine die.

ARMY NEWS.

;!, 1876.

CiiEunoNN'iKU, A. v., Medical Storekeeper. Granted

leave of absence for one month. S. O. 123, c. 8.,

A. Q. O.

iHeliical Jiteme anb Netna.

-Vssociation ok Sui'khintkndrnts of Lnstitutions

KOK luiOT.s.—A convention of the Superintendents of

the Asylums for the I'Velile-Minded of the I'liited

States, was held at the Pennsylvania Training School,

.lune (), 7, and H, there being present Dr. II. 1?. Wilbur,

of New York ; Dr. G. A. lirown, of Harre, .Mass. ; Dr.

Tuck, of Boston ; Dr. Doreii, of Columbus; C. T. Wil-

bur, of Illinois ; Dr. Kerliu, of Media ; Dr. Knight, of

Connecticut, and Dr. E. S^'guin, of this city. These gen-

tliincn represented in.stitutions containing 1,^00 in-

mates, and their delilierations were such as looked to the

extension of their good work in all of the States. The
proportion of idiots and feeble-minded to population

was the same as that of tlie insane ; while extraordinary

provision for the latter had been very i)roperly made
in nearly every State, but little had been done or

thought of for the comfort and amelioration of weak-

niimied children and idiots, excepting as they were shut

up with the insane, or sunk lower in our almshouses.

The superintendents of this specialty have now organ-

ized themselves into an a.ssociation. calling to their aid

and counsel both men and women outside of their in-

stitutions, who have dislinguislud themselves by an
interest in these alllieted persons, for whom a better

era seems now to open. On Wednesday afternoon an
interesting exhibition of the classes under training

was given liefore the Convention and a Committee of

the Hoard of Directors— Messrs. Ash, JIartin. and
Rogers. Addres.ses highly complimentary to teachers

[

and children were made by Doetins Knight, Hrown,

; and Parish, the two first named gentlemen asserting

i
that our Ami'rican institutions now surpass those of

I
Europe in thoroughness of apiiointment and educa-

Officinl List of Ch.imin of SUiiiona and Duties »/ tionaUuccess. The olhcers chosen for the year are

0[fietrs of the Medicid Depnrtiiind, United Slates President, Dr. E. Segiiin, of New Y'ork; VieePresi-
dent, Dr. II. H. Wilbur, Syracuse, N. Y'. ; Secretary,

Isaac N. Kerlin, Media, I'a. ; and the next annual

meeting will be held at the Asylum for the Feeble-

Minded, Columbus, Ohio, .lune 5th, 1877.

IJnoDE Isi,.\xi) Statk MunirAi, S,)Cietv.—The sixty-

lifth annual meeting of the Rhode Island Medical
Society was held in Franklin Lyceum Hall, Providence,

.June 14th, at ten o'clock; Dr. Geo. W. .Tenckes, of
Woonsocket, President, in tlie chair. The reports of

the various standing committees were duly ])resented

and adopted, after which delegates from other State

medical organizations were received. The report

of the Fi.ske prize fund showed a balance in the

hands of the trustees of $1,242.04. The trustees

made no award of premiums on the subjects offered

for essay last year. For the best dissertations on the

following subject.s. oreither of them, the trustees olTer-

lloiiTO.N, rt. AI., .\.sst. Surg('on. Granted leave of ed the premiiiin of !?2(I0 for thi.i year: First. AVhat is

absence for four months. S. O., I2:i, c. s., A. G. O. the l)est means, civil, soiial. and medical, that can be

Wooiinri.i,, A. A., xVsst. Surgeon. Leave of absence used for the previ'iition of disease ' Semnd. The causes

extended one month. S. O. 121, c. s., A. G. O. and nature of cerebral disturbances, so frei|Uently

Wkiski,, D., Assist. Surgeon. Assigned to duty at occurring, especially tho.se following active mental

Fort Canby, W. T. S. O. O'J, c. s., Department of the exercise.

Columbia. Da. W. O. Hkown stated that the State Board of

Aniiy, from Juiw IHIh to June 'i-itli, 187G.

IIbau, .1. F., Surgeon and Me<lical Director. Granted
leave of absence for two months, and fifteen days, with

permission to go beyond sea. S. O. 120, A. G. O.

June 14, 187C.

McC'oRMicK, CiiAS., Surgeon. To proceed to New
Y'ork citv, and there await orders. S. O. 123, A. G.

()., June 20, 1870.

Vui.i.f.M. E. P., Surgeon. As,signed to duty at St.

Louis Barracks, Mo. S. O. 121, A. G. ()., June 10,

ISTO.

Ci.KMiiNTs, B. A., Surgeon. To report to the Coin-

nntnding General Department of Dakota, for assign-

ment to duty. S. O. 121, c. s., A. G. O.
SrKKsnKitf!, Gko. M , ,\s.st. Surgeon. Assigned tem-

porarily to duty as Attending Surgeon at these Head-
quarters. S. O., 74, c. s.. Department of the Columbi
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Pharmacy, whicli was chartered by the General Assem-
bly, upon the petition of this Society, six years since,

had become a very useful and successful institution, ancl

should receive recognition and encouragement from
the Society. The report of the Board of Pliarraacy
for IBiU showed there are eiglity four registered pliar-

macists and thirty assistant pharmacists in tlie State,

and expresses satisfaction with the successful aud har-
monious working of tlie law.
The Board of Censors nominated Drs. George L.

Collins and James II. Eldridge for delegates to the
International Medical Convention, to be held in Phila-
delphia, September 0th.

Ur. S. S. Keene was appointed Anniversary Cliairraan

for next year.

The following ofBcers were elected for the ensuing
year:

President, Dr. Edwin M. Snow, Providence ; First

Vice-President, Dr. Charles H. Fisher, North Scituate;

Second Vice-President, Dr. Edward T. Caswell, Provi-
dence

;
liecordiny Secretary, Dr. Walter E. Antliony,

Providence ; Corresiwudiny Secretary, Dr. Edward M.
Harris, Providence; Treasurei; Dr. Timothy Newell,
Providence (Dr. F. H. Pecliham, Jr., declining a re-

election); Board of Censors, Drs. Ariel Ballon, James
II. Eldriilge, Geo. Baker, Otis Bullock, Sylvanus Clapp,
Welcome O. Brown, David King, J. W. C. Ely; lieyis-

tration Committee, Drs. E. jM. Snow, E. T. Caswell,

Jas. H. Eldridge; Pahlicat'um Committee, Drs. C.

O'Leary, W. O. Brown, H. G. Miller, C. T. Gardner;
Auditing Committee, Drs. C. W. Parsons, C. "\\'. Fab-
yan

;
Dinner Committee, Drs. T. Newell, A. E. Ham.

On motion, it was voted to hold the St-ptember quar-
terly meeting in Lyceum Hall.

The annual dinner took jjlace at 2^ p.m., at the

Horse Guards Armory, Dr. George L. Collins, of Pro-
vidence, acting as loast-master. After a brief and
happy address of welcome by Dr. Collins, the toasts

were I'esponded to in their regular order, the entertain-

ment closing with a humorous poem by Dr. Virgil O.

Hardou, of Providence.

Recent Changes in the F.\cglty of the Medi-
cal Dkpaktment ok the University oe the City
OF New YoitK.— Prof. Charles A. Budd has been
made Emeritus Professor of Obstetrics, and will con-
tinue his clinics in Bellevue Hospital. Prof. Walter
K. Gillette has resigned. Dr. Wright, former lecturer

in the summer faculty, will deliver the course of lec-

tures on obstetrics during the next winter session.

Prof. Erskine Mason has resigned. Prof. Faneuil D.
Weisse has been made Professor of Practical ami Sur-
gical Anatomy, and will have charge of the dissect-

ing I'ooni. Prof. Witthaus has been made Adjunct to
tlic Chair of Physiology aud Physiological Chemistry.
Dr. J. W. S. Guuley has been made Professor of Genito-
urinary Diseases.

Medical Society of the County of New York.—
At a stated meeting of the New York County Med-
ical Society, held June 20, 1870, Drs. Edward F.

Walker, Mary Elizabeth Baldwin, aud John A.
Steiner, were electetl members.

International JIedical Congress at Philadel-
phia.—Delegates have been chosen as follows : By the
Medical Society of London, England, William Adams
(President), Drs. J. 'Langdon Dower and Kichard
Davy (Honorary Secretary). By the Medical Society
of Copenhagen, Drs. Edmund Hansen (President),
Carl Lange and S. Engelsted. By the Pathological
Society of Dublin, Mr. Jolitfe Tufnell and Prof.

;

William Stokes. By tlic Waterloo County Medical [

Society of Canada, Drs. D. L. Walmslev, G. W. Bing-
ham, t. W. Vardon, J. H. Webli, D. S." Bawlley, and
J. P. Jackson. By tlie Medizini.scher Vereiu, A.
Greifswald, Prof. Hiiter. By the Obstetrical Society

of Edinijurgh, Drs. Alexander R. Simpson (President)

and Finlay. In all cases sucli delegates are chosen as

express a desire or intention to be present. The fol-

lowing gentlemen, in addition to those previously

mentioned, will also attend the Congress: Henry
Power, of London, J. A. E.^tlandtr, of Helsingfors,

Alfred Haviland, of London.

The L.^te Dr. John O. Stone. —At a stated meet-
ing of the New York Academy of Medicine, held June
15th, 18T0, a committee, consisting of Drs. A. C. Post,

Oliver White, and G. M. Smith, presented the follow-
ing i)rcaniljle and resolutions, which were unanimously
adopted

;

M'hereiis, It has pleased Almighty God to call away
from earth the soul of our late fellow, Dr. John O. Stone,

Resolced, That we have heard of the death of our late
associate with sincere regret.

Peso/red, That we cherish his memory as that of a
learned and intelligent member of the medical profession,

of an honest and upright man, and of a public-spirited

citizen.

Pesolved, That we sympathize with his famUy in the
great bereavement which they have sustained.

Resolrcd, That a copy of these resolutions be sent to
the family of the deceased, and to each of the medical
journals of this city.

S. S. PURPLE, M.D., President.
W. T. White, M.D,, Secretary.

Contagious Diseases.—Comparative statement of
cases of Contagious Disease reported to the Sanitary
Bureau, Health Department, for the two weeks ending
June 24, 1870.
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©riflinal Commuixicationa.

TWO CASES OF SKVERR COMPOUND
FRACrURE, AVITH IIKMARKS.*

By FUEDEIiR'IC D. LEXTE, M.D.,
NARATDGA 8PH1N03, N. Y.

Cask I.

—

Cnishiiiij of the KUiuw-Jnhd. Rivonerij, with
n iisi-ful Joint.— \[. O'B., a young luul licultliy

man, ii woikmaii in the West Point Pnundrv,
sustjiiiii'd till' al)oVL' injury, on the 2IHli Mai( li, l.sT">.

in coiisc(|Ut-n('(; of tlic fall of a mould. \vci<;liing four

tons and a half, upon the part, whirh was cau^^ht

Ijftwiu'n tin: l)ox and a hard paVLiurnt. Of course, all

the tissues diri'Ctly involved in the injury were crushed
to a jelly. But, fortunately, the edjje of the iron

l)ox seemed to have passed n\aiidy tlu'ou^h the centre
of the joint, and it was so sharp that it euttlirougli the

hones like a chisel. H •stricting the liemorrhage by
means of Esmarch's bandaije, and assisted by Dr.

Murdock, I enlarjjed the woun<l and removed the

tletaehed frajjments, consistini; mainly of about half
the head of the ulna, lonicitudinally chipped off, and
a pii'ce of the internal condyle of considerable size.

The ulnar ruave lay completely bare in the wound for

at least three inches, and had a bruised appearance.
The limb was placed in an anj^ular gutter of tin, and
a ve.s.sel arranged to sup|)ly a constant small stream of

water to some lint laid over the wound. At the end
of two weeks the arm was put U|) in a plaster splint,

with fenestra for allowing the exit of pus. At the

end of five weeks from tliis date, the immovable
api>aratus was removed, and a yuttered irpUitt iron

fi/i/ilie'l to the inner aspect of the arm, and another
to the forearm ; and these were connected by Strom-
eyer's screw, which permitted the very slightest and
most perfectly graduated motion of extension or

fii'xion to be connnunicated to the joint by the patient

himself, by turning one thread of the screw at a time.

Thus motion, so slight as not to interfere at all with
the union antl cicatrization of the soft parts, could lie

used, and yi^ sntlicient to prevent any false anchylosis.

He tirst made only one turn of the screw a day; and,
as the healing progressed, two; then three, etc. And
when he thus got the arm extended, he proceeded, in

like manner, to Ilex it. This api)aratus was employed
for ni^arly three months.

.Vfter the removal of this a|)paratus. he was directed

to carry light weights, and use the hand as freely as

jiossible. The sensation in the little and ring lingers

Wiis but slight ; but there was no neuralgia, which was
feared from the condition of the ulnar nerve.

In a letter dated December 21st, written to me
while in Florid.-i, he says :

" I am gaining slowly but
steadily ; can carry a pail of water and place it on a
table, and saw wood. But the motion at the wrist,

which originates at the elbow (he means sujiination

and pronation), is lost as yet. It is getting very strong."
Dr. .Murilock writes that he has now fn^e motion,
through an arc of about 120". Has good and steadily
increasing power in the bici'ps; norolation of forearm.
Has recovered .seusaticm in the little and ring lingers

perfectly.

Cask II.

—

Compound frnrture of »nr<jieal 2iech of
llinnrriif. Il'ipid ICinireri/, witha un'fol joint. Unesnf
PliiHt. r Sj)lint.—This case is not reported be<ause it is

an extraordinary one, cither as regards rarity or re-

•Thoe cum wpiv vcrballf ri'iHirtiNl nt a moetlng of the "acoiyia
Medical aodety," at Savennali, In Ucc., 1S;S.

suit, but partly to call the attention to the peculiar

Illness of the plaster bandage, not only for this in-

jiuy but for various other accidents which frequently
occur at the shoulder-joint and vicinity, and which
are of a peculiarly troublesome nature, and, not seldom,
rebellious to treatment.

\V. II. M., a young married man. a machinist by
occupation, fell from a fruil tree <ni the lOtli Sept.,

I'^i?.'), a distance of about tifti^en feet, striking a|)pa-

r.'utly on his left shoulder and elbow, lie got up and
w.dked into the house, being only stunned for a tew
moment-s. I found him, soon after, silting on a sofa,

with very little pain, and no evidence of shock. y>\\

opiMiing his shirt I saw, with much surprise, about an
inch or so of the fractured end of the humerus ))ro-

truding through the skin. From the manner in which
the soft parts werc^ forced upwards by the blunt end
of the bone, which was broken directly across, the
opening appeared to bean inch (;r so only below the
clavicle; but, on reduction, was found to be at the inner

border of the deltoid, smne di.stance below the clavi-

cle.

Having secured the assistance of I)i'. B. J. D. Erwin,
the surgeon of the Military Academy at West Point,

and aicled by Dr. Goldthwaitc; of the house-staff of
Bellevue Hospital, I sawed off an inch or .so of the
projecting bone, to facilitate reduction, and also to i>rc-

vrnt subsequent overriding of the fragments; reduc-
tion was thus ea.sily effected. Having then removed
some small fragments at considerable de])th, by twist-

ing them out with the forceps, the arm, fcnearm,
and hand were placed in a tin gutter. The lia-

bility of the parts adjacent to the wounil to become
excoriated by the discharge lodging between them
was foreseen and provided for, as far as possible, by
directing constant watclirnlness on the i)art of the
attendants.

Sept. 12th.—ll.as had but little pain, and, with the

aid of mild anodynes, has rested pretty well.

On th(' fourth day, lltth, there was much discolor-
ation and tumefaction, extcMuling, more or less dis-

liiictly, from the root of the neck, over the shoulder
and scapula, and down the si<le to the lower border
of the rib.s, and the temperature was 104''. The dis-

charge \va.s of the ordinary purulo-sanguinolent char-
acter of this |)eriod of the injury, and already exco-
riating the integuments of the axilla. The tin splint

proving uncomfortably heavy on the chest and abdo-
men, it was removed, and the forearm placed in a
sling, with a few turns of liandage around the arm
and body

; his extreme care in changing his position
obviating any danger of injurious motion at the seat

ol fracture. This was a gieat relief. Patent oakum
was stuffed into the axilla to catch the disch.Trge, and
frequently changed. A thick cataplasm was ap|ilied

over all the swollen part.s, fidui the neck to the hi|).

Under it, the troubh' rapidly subsided, and it was
gradually reduced in size and thickness.

(Jn thc'tth October the jjatient had been progressing
very favorably; appetite and spirits good, sleei)ing

well without anodynis, but never able to assume the
recumbent posture completely, on account of motion
eominunicated to the fractinc by the att(ni|>t. At
this tiate applied the plaster bandage, using the rollcis

rubbed in <lry plaster as usual. The wIkiIi- arm and
forearm, to tlie wrist, iiicluding the lelt shoulder, was
.secured solidly lo the body. Extra layers were car-

ried from the mrdian line behind, ovi'r the slundder.
I III' outer aspi'ci of arm. and ulnar border of fore arm.
During till? .setting proicss lh<- eiul of the bone w.is

kept pressed (irmly against the head, to secure it in

complete appositiuii. Fruiu the time the splint be-

i>
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came solid and hard, the patient experienced complete

relief, and could lie down without difficulty, and re-

quired no further attendance. I did not see him
again, having moved irom Cold Sprina; in the mean-
time, until he met me by appointment, Ijetween six

and seven weeks after, at Prof. Darby's clinic in the

University of the City of New Yoi'k, where I removed
the apparatus, at his request, in the presence of the

class. It was removed like a cuirass, in such a man-
ner that it might easily have Ijeen reapplied, if neces-

sary, by a few turns of i-oUer to secure it. But it was
unnecessary, as tlie union was found to be complete,

and the patient already had tolerably free motion at

joint. There was some stiffness at the elljow, for

which passive motion was enjoined.

In February the ijatient came to Florida to put up
some machinery, liaving recovered suilicient use of his

arm to attend to Ijusiness, and visited me at Palatka,

where I had an opportunity to examine his arm again.

Tlie motion of tlie arm was restricted somewhat by

weakness of the muscles, especially the deltoid, which

is very a])t to suffer, and sometimes to atrojjliy, from

tjlows about the shoulder, and lie was advised to use

electricity. He did so, and now he informs me that

he has derived decided Ijenctit.

It is my belief that a cuiniss bandage like this would
form a much more effectual and comfortaljle treat-

ment than any now in use for various other injuries

in the vicinity of the shoulder; for fracture of the

neck of tlie scapula ; for dislocation of the outor end

of tlie chtvicle ; for any fracture \n the vpperfourth of

the hum-riiii ; for fracture near the middle of the cla-

vicle, where there is a decided tendency to displace-

ment, and where all ajjparatus frequently fails to keep

the fragments in anytliing like perfect apposition,

and particuhu-ly if any of these injuries be compli-

cated by delirium tremens, or by insanity, or the

patient sliould require removal by rail or carriage. No
matter liow heavy the apparatus may seem, it is com-
fortably Ijorne, Ijecause the weight is so evenly dis-

tributed. As regards one at least of these injuries,

dislocation of the acromial end of the clavicle, surgi-

cal wi-iters have generally agreed as to the excei'diug

difficulty, if not impossibility, of maintaining tlie parts

in perfect coa])tation by any apparatus. Tlie above

bandage must niaintain the ])arts in just the position

in which they are held while the plaster is setting.

Prof. JMontgouicry. of Buffalo, jjublished a paper in

the Am. Jourl. uf Med. Sci. for Oct., 1875, in which
he maintains that Prof. Moore's cravat bandage for

fractured clavicle is competent to retain a dislocated

clavicle permanently in place. He gives instances

from his own practice and that of otliers. I have

used this simple and very ingenious contrivance for

fractures, and like it very much, liut should hardly

expect so much from it in the other forms of injury as

is claimed by Dr. Montgomery. Admitting that it

has secured a jierfect result in certain cases, never-

theless a slipping to a certain extent; or stretcliing,

especially in the case of restless children or delirious

adults, is very apt to occur, which, with the other

apparatus, is impossible.

Saratoga Spbings, Juue to Sept., 1875.

The Botlston Medicm- Prizes.—The Committee
has announced the award of a prize of three hundred
dollars to Dr. G. Gill Wylie, of New York, for a disser-

tation on " Civil Hospital Construction," and a prize of

two hundred dollars to Dr. Ma)-y PutuamJacobi, of

New York, fora dissertation on tliesubject "Do Women
require Mental and Bodily rest during Menstruation?"

STONE IN THE BLADDER,

ITS SPONTANEOUS EXPULSION AND ITS REMOVAL BY
LITHOTIUPST, LITIIOTO.MY, AND PEIUNEAL-LITIIO-

TlilTY, WITH AN ANALYSIS OF THIRTY-FIVE
CASES ; BEING .\N ABSTRACT OF A P.VPBR

READ TO THE MEDICAL SOCIETY OF
THE STATE OF NEW YORK,

JUNE, 1876.

By J. W. S. GOULEY, M.D.,

PROFESSOR OF DISE.VSES OF THE GENITO-URINART SYSTEM IN THE
MEDICVL DEPARTJ1ENT OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK,

.SURGEON TO BELLEVUE HObPIXAL, ETC.

An abstract only of the jiaper is here given, owing
to its length, and because it will appear in full else-

where. It contains a biief account of the genesis of
vesical stones, of the treatment of nephretic colic, of
the use of alkalies and other remedies in expediting
the spontaneous expulsion of small calculi from the

ureters and from the bladder, of the eaily detection of

stone, and of the instruments best adapted to the pur-
pose.

The writer considers that the time has arrived for

lithotripsy to be adopted as the general operation in

adult males whose ui-ethr* are normal or can lie ren-

dered so practically ; for lithotomy to be resorted to

only in cases accompanied liy narrow and undilatable
urethral strictures, or by cj-stitis with uncontrollable
vesical irritability, and in young children; and for

perineal-lithotrity and its modifications to be reserved
for cases of large stones.

A succinct account of these various modes of treat-

ment of stone in the bladder is followed by a report
of thirty-tive cases, an analysis of which is here given.

Tlie thirt3'-tive jiatients suffering from vesical calculi

who had come under treatment, ranged from two to

seventy-four years of age.

In seven cases the stones were expelled spontaneously
from the bladder.

Thirteen cases were subjected to lithotripsy.

Ten cases underwent lithotomy, and in live cases

perineal-lithotrity was done. Thirty-three recovered
and two died.

The seven patients whose calculi were expelled
from the bladder were from twenty-five to sixty-two
years of age.

They had all had from one to four attacks of
nephretic colic, and five had already expelled calculi

per urcthram.

Two had urethral strictures ; in one of these two
calculi were impacted behind a stricture which had to

be dilated before they could be extracted.

Two had |.)rostatic hypertrophy, but the .stones were
finally expelled.

In one case the calculi were very small but numerous.
In one case there were ten calculi, the size of buck-

shot.

In one case there were four, one of which was equal
in diameter to No. 15 sound, and w-eighed ten grains.

In one case there were two, both of which became
impacted behind a urethral stricture, and were ex-

tracted with dressing forceps.

Tiiere was one in each of the three remaining cases,

and in one of these cases the stone weighed ten grains.

The calculi were all of uric acid, and were exiJelled

from the bladder in from one to thirty days or more
after the nephretic colic.

Tlie treatment consisted in the use of diluents and
alkalies, cathartics, dilatation of the urethra, etc.

All the patients made good recoveries.
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Tlu' tliirtcen patients siilijt'ctecl to litliotripsy wore
b.'t«veii tlio iii^i's of 21 iiiul (i(i ; tliieo were under ;!()

; I

three were from ;i4 to 37 ; three from 48 to 00, iind

four from Hi to (>(i.

Kinlit of the thnteen hud troublesome cystitis, witli

niueh Vesical and urethral si^isitiveness, which reijuiied

prolonged treatment before the operation could bo
done.

Three had urethral strictures, which, however,
yielded to gradual dilatation before the operation.

In live cases it was necessary to enlarge the nuatu<
urinarius by incision.

Four cases were complicated with prostatic enlarge-

ment.
Two cases had before undergone lithotomy.

Two cases had already b^en litliotriptized.

Tlie stone was small in two cases ; of medium size

in five Ciisi'S, and exceeded one iuch in diameter in

four cases.

There were several stones in one case ; four in one
case ; two exceeding <me inch in diameter in one case,

and one stone in each of the ten remaining eases.

Every Ciise underwent the most careful preparatory
treatment.

Four cases wore cured in one sitting ; one in three

sittings: ime in four sittings; four cases in five sit-

tings each; one case in seven sittings, and one in

twenty- four sittings.

One case was followed by a rigor after the first sit-

ting ; one case after each of the four sittings ; while
the remainder had no rigors at all.

In one single ease did any of the sittings exceed five

minutes, and that by one minute only. In most of the

cases the sittings were of from one and a half to three

minutes' duration.

The lithotrite was introd\iced twice in one sitting in

thn-e ca.ses. In all the others the instrument remained
in the I'ladder until from three to fifteen crushings

had been made, wlun it was withdrawn not to he

again used until the next sitting.

The intervals of time lietween the sittings varied
from two to eight days, except in two cases, where
they were extended to several mouths at the request of
patients.

In no CISC did orchitis supervene.
No sitting has been followed by severe hemorrhage.

and (mly in some of the patients of sixty and ujiwards
has the urine been tinged witii blood. Even in these

cases the urine became clear within twenty- four hours.

No sitting has been follow<'d by severe cystitis, on
the contrary, after the second sitting the vesical irrita-

bility has usually so diminished as to render the sub-
sefiuent sittings easy for the patient and for the opera-
tor.

Expulsion of detritus from the beak of the lithotrite

was always effected to a sulRcient extent to permit
closure of the jaws, so that the urethra sustained no
injury in any case during the withdrawal of the iii-

sttnment. The detritus was spontaneously expelled
with the urine in ten cases, .\spiration of the frag-

ments was nuide in one ca.se. In one case aspiration
was u<ed only during one sitting, tlu' detritus having
been expelled spontaneously afterwards. In one case

all the detritus was removed by the lithotrite and by
an evacuating catheter, as none could be expelled on
account of vesical atony. Impaction of fragments in

the urethra occurred in five cases, but caused little in-

convenience ill any case, as they were either very soon
expelled or forthwith extracted. The amount of de-
tritus gathered varied from a few grains to an ounce
and a ipiarter. The most rigid after-treatment was
enjoined in each case.

There liius been no recurrence of the trouble in any

caso except one, in whieli calculi were |)eriodieally

escaping from llie iinlcis. This was the fatal case.

< >ne patient died, and the c ausi- of his tleath was pyelo-

nr|ihritis, both kidneys and iiicteis being tilled with

small calculi. The operation had to be discontinned

Iwiceon account of the renal tioulile, and death oc-

eiirrod about eight weeks after the suspension of the

treatment.

Of the ten patients upon whom lithotomy was
performed, one was twenty -four years old, and the

others were all under ten yeai's of age. The eldest

of these was eight years, the youngest two years of

age.

Three patients had troublesome cystitis.

One had urethral stricture.

'I'lic stone was large in one case, in the others it was
of medium size and small.

There were three stones in one caso; two in another,

and one in each of the remaining eight cases.

Lateral perineal cystotciniy was done in five cases.

Lateral section of the anlerior lialf of the prostate,

with cystectasy, was done in three cases.

The median operation was performed in two cases.

Fragmentation of the stone was neccessary, bi'lore

extraction could be accomplished, in one case, and in

this lateral perineal cystotomy was done. Extraction

was not attended with difficulty in any of the other

cases.

There was no serious hemorrhage in any case.

The urine was passed at will, from the day of the

operation, in four cases.

The urine flowed entirely through the urethra, from
the eleventh day after the operation, in one case ; from
the eighth day in one case; from the fourth day in

one case; time not slated in Wvi; cases.

In two cases all the urine, from the time of the

operation, was passed at will and through the

urethra, not a drop escaping by the w<iund. The
wound was healed in twenty-eight days in one case

;

in twenty days in two cases; in fourteen days in three

ca.ses; in ten days in two cases; in seven days in one
cise; ond the date of union of the wound was not

stated in one case.

In one case a listula still exists, through which a few
drops of urine escape.

All the patients recovered.

Of the five patimts subjected to perineal-lithotrity,

one was seventeen, one thirty-seven, one sixty, one
seventy-four, and one liftytwo years of age. One had
been lithotomized seven years before. They had all

long been distressed with cystitis. In one cas<' there

were two stones, the four others had only one calculus

each. In one case the nucleus of the stone was a piece

of glass.

In all the cases the stones were large, the detritus

weighing in Case I., twelve hundred grains ; in Case II.,

fiiur hundred and eighty grains; in Case III., two hun-
dred and seventy grains; in Case IV., nine hundred and
sixty grains; in Case V.. four hundred and nine grains.

They consisted all mainly of phosphates.

The perineal incision was made freer than usual,

and the bulli of the urethra had to be divided for

nearly its whole length in one case. (Case I.)

In two cases the incision was made in accordance
with Dolbeau's directions, and the membninous por-

tion of the urethra only was divided.
In two ca.ses the bistoury was plunged, cutting edge

upward.H, into the median line of the perinaum, close

to the anal margin, until its point entered the groove
of the MafT, anil nearly the whole minibraiious por-

tion of the urethra cut louKitudinallv from behind
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forward, and the cutaueous incision ttus completed at

one sweep in witlidrawiug tlie knife.

In one cas?, dilatation of the prostatic urethra and
neck of the bladder was made partly witli a two-

bladed dilator, partly with the linger. Dolbcau's six-

brauched dilator was used in three cases, and the

hydraulic dilator in one case.

Fragmentation was made partly with a fenestrated

litliotrite. introduced througli the normal route, partly

with strong forceps passed tlirough the artiticial open-
ing, in two cases. Dolbeau's and my own lithoclasts

were used in tlie others.

The stone was hard in one case, and soft in four

cases.

Exploration, as recommended by Dolbeau, with
small lithotomy forceps, was made in all the cases,

and in three instances the stone, being once seized,

could not without difficulty, and twice not without
considerable delay, l)e disentraged from the forceps.

Extraction of the detritus was. in all the cases, ef-

fected with the lithoclasts, with lithotomy forceps, and
with the scoop.

In all the cases frequent vesical injections of cold

water had the happy eifect of l>ringing within reach

large and small fragments, after tlie bladder had
seemed fi-ee from calculous matter.

Contrary to Dolljeau's directions, the finger was a

number of times introduced into the bladder, in every

case without giving rise to the least untoward
symptom.

Tlie loss of blood did not exceed four ounces in

any case.

in one case the urine was passed at will from the

day of the operation ; in one case within twenty-four

hours thereafter, and in one case in forty-eight hours.

In one case the urine dribbled from the wound for

two weeks. In the fatal case the urine also dribbled

from the wound, very little occasionally passiflg

tlirough the normal route.

Tlie wound healed in two weeks in two cases. A
perineal fistula was established as a precautionary

measure against cystitis in one case.

Four patients recovered and one died in a week of

pyteinia.

|)ro0rc!5s of illetr-cal Science.

EMpyE>i.\ AND Thoracentesis.—In answer to a

series of questions as to the treatment, causes, and
sequehe of empyema. Dr. Bowditch, of Boston, states

that, although he canuot give the percentage of re-

coveries in his practice, he has up to this time per-

formed thoracentesis 328 times, on 207 patients, and
that none of his patients have died immediately, or in

consequence of the operation. He explains the large

number of deaths after tlie operation, in Europe, by
the desire of the operators to do too much, and thus

prolong the operation Ijeyond the time proper for the

patient. They desire to get out all the fluid that can

be drawn. His own rule is to stop suction the moment
the patient Ijegins to suffer from any uncomfortahlc

symptoms—stricture of the chest, severe harassing

cou^h, etc. A mild cough is a favorable sign, as it in-

dicates expansion of the lungs. This rule applies to

all cases, whether serum, pus, bloody or foetid fluid be

found in the pleural cavity.

D.-. Bjwditch asserts that nearly all children with

emjiyeina recover after thoracentesis. Adults with
recent trouble are in a more favoral)le condition for

recovery than when the disease is chronic. Sometimes
after repeated operations phthisis is lial)le to set in.

In such a case the repeating of the aspiration is a bad
mode of proceeding. It is better, if after a.«pirating

once, or at most, twice, a constant tendency to the re-

accumulation of pus is found, to make a free and
1
permanent opening. This ma}' be made by means of

a trocar and cauula just large enough to admit the
' passage of a drainage-tube. Shorter cauulas must
be substituted for tiie one originally used, according
as the cavity diminishes in size. A free incision is

more painful, but is the better operation of the two.

With regard to the sulisequent treatment, as long as

laudaljle pus is being thrown out, and tlie lung is ex-

panding, and the patient is improving. Dr. Bowditch
does notliing. He thinks that patients are often made
worse by too much " wasliing out the cavity." If,

however, the patient fails, lias hectic, etc., he uses

injections of warm water, which often produce the

liappiest results. He has not used carbolic acid, but
thinks that it may be useful. Constant drainage is

his rule. Where the fluid drawn is serous he prefers

repeated aspiration to a permanent opening. If the

serum be bloody at the first opei'ation be never makes
a permanent opening, for the case is then one of

malignant disease. Empyema may occur in persons

previously healthy; Ijut a bad constitution is often at

the liottom of the matter. As sequeUr, Dr. Bowditch
has never met with Brigbt's disease or enlarged livei',

but has met with tuberculosis and enlargement of the

heart in a few cases. In these last cases, though the

fluid did not reaccumulate, the lung never regained

its free expansion, and after months of trouble the

patients died suddenly ^vith cardiac symptoms.

—

Ciii-

einnati Lancet and Observer, June, 1876.

Transfusion of Blood.—Assistant-Surgeon Wood,
U. S. A., reports a successful case of transfusion of

deflbrinatcd human blood in a case of tubercular

phthisis. The patient was reduced to the last stages of
exhaustion and emaciation, and it seemed evident that

he could not live fortj^-eiglit hours longer. Kearly
four ounces of blood were injected, when the patient

complained of a sense of fulness in the head, anil the

operation was stopped. Just before the operation his

temperature was 102*° F., pulse 105, respiration 34,

and he was ortliopuoeic, and in great distress. Before
two ounces of blood had been injected he felt relieved,

and shortly after the operation his temperature was
101-|^„" F.

,
pulse 101, respiration 27 ; he was lireathing

more easily, felt quite comfortable, and his eyes, ears,

and nose had assumed a healthier hue. The night-

sweats, which had resisted all measures for their relief,

disappeared on the third night after the transfusion,

and the haemoptysis, which had been very frequent,

ceased entirely. He began at once to gain ajipeiite,

strength, and flesh. In less than a month he gained
seventeen pounds in weiglit, and is increasing in

weight at the rate of three-quarters of a pound daily.

The dyspnoea is now insignificant, and the destruction

of lung tissue seems to have been arrested.

The operation was one of remarkable simplicity.

Seven ounces of venous blood were drawn from a

man's arm into a mortar that was placed in a water
bath and raised to a temperature of 105° F., after

which the apparatus was allowed to cool down to

100° F., at whicli temperature it was kept during the

operation. The blood was carefully defibrinatcd by
a wisp of broom, and afterwards constantly stirrecl.

The left median cephalic vein of the patient was then
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exposed, ami tliree ligatutTs ijlaood around it, the

distal on; to prevent lienioiiha'je, the proximal one to

prevent the entran<'e of air. and tlie middle one to

prasp the no/./.le of the syringe. A valvular incision

was now maile in the vein between the distal and
median lii;atares. A common hard ruhlier syrinfje was
lilled with the Mood, its point introduced into tlu-

vein iK'arly to the proximal ligature, and enouyli of

its contents forced out to deprive this )>ortii>n <if the

vein of any air it might contain. The middle ligature

was then tightened ahout the iioz/.le of the syringe, the

proximal ligature was loosened, and the .syringe

emptied. The proximal ligature was now again tight-

cnetl, the midiUe one loosened, and the syringe with-

drawn to he refilled with blood. This process was re-

peated until nearly four ounces of blood had Ix'cn

iujeeled. TlxTe were no troublesome symptoms after

the operation, no ])hU'bitis, no rigors, and no aggrava-

I tion of the dyspnu'a. The great beauty of this opera-

I
tion lies in its sin\i)licity, no special or complicated

apparatus being rei|uired for it.

—

Chicago Medical
Journid iind Exumiiiei; June, 1876.

Forei(;n IJoiues in the Air P.\ss.\of.s.—Prof.

Hamilton, of the Columbus ;>[edical College, contri-

butes a valuable paper to the first numlicr of the Ohio

MciHoil licrordi'i; in which he puts on record twcntv-

oue case.? of foreign bodies in the air i)a.ssagcs. He
divides his cases into three groups. The tir.st group
comprises four cases. In one, part of a grain of wheat
was drawn into the air jiassages ; in one a piece of

privet leaf, and in two, l)its of peanut shells, and in

all four cases the foreign body was removed in a

coughing tit. These cases empliasize the following

point, viz., when the foreign l>ody is known to be <piite

small or soft, flat and irregular, so that it, is suscepti-

I
ble of being further softened, and enveloped by tlie

* viscid secretion of the air passages, it is so slightly

irritating, and so well ad.npted for spontaneous expul-

sion, that an operation is inadmissible.

Tlie second gr<nip comprises two ca.ses, in which the

body was iiregulai', and its movements and relations

could not be well estimated. In one case, the patient,

a child, died suddi^nly with croupal symptiuns, and a

l>iece of a hickory nutshell w.is found in the larynx at

the post-mortem. In the other a i)regnant woman in-

haled a shirt button with a pin stuck in it. No nuirked
symptoms were excited, and, after a few weeks, the

button was coughed up, followed, after a few months
by the pin.

The third group includes fifteen cases. In all of

them the foreign body was hard, smooth, and round in

outline; in one it was a grain of pop-corn in its natu-

ral state ; in one a locust seed ; in three a large full bean

;

in three u water-melon seed : in six a grain of conniu)n

(iehl corn, all dry and hard, except one, which was a

grain of roasted green corn. In three of these cases no
operation wa-s performed ; one of these patients died of

broncho pneumonia in seven days, and the other two
coughed \ip the foreign l>ndies after several weeks,

and recovered. In the remaining twelve patients there

were thirteen oi)erations, the foreign body being found
in most eases at rest in the right bronchus, never fairly

in the left. In six cases the body was expelled at (Uice,

and in the rest within from one to seventy-two hoins.

Where the body remains without motion in the l)ron-

chus after the operatii>ii. Prof. Hamilton advises that

the patii'Ut lie kept within reach, for sooner or later

some movement will put it in nnition, and then on
simply dilating the o|)ening expulsion will take place.

One CiLsc died of broncho-pneumonia which had
csihted before the operation. In three cases loryngo-

traclieotomy was performed, followed by impairment
of voice in two, and the same residt followe<l one of

j

the tracheot(Mnies. The iiatieiits were all under seven

I

yiars of age, and the foreign bodies had been in the

,
air pas.sages from two hours to ninety-six days.

I

On adding these fifteen cas( s to a number of ca.ses

tabulated by Dr. Weist, of Kichmond, in which the

foreign bodies wiMC similar to those in ourthiril group,

we find that out of forty-live cases treated without

i

operation, fourteen, or thirty-one percent., died, while
iput of forty-si.x treated by operati(ui, twelve, or twenty-

six per cent., died; a ililTerenc'e of live i)er cent, in

t'avor of the operation. These figures i)rove the in-

correctness of the opinions .so widely spread among
medical men that fon^ign bodies in the air passages

absolutely demand operation, and that the cases arc of
such emergency as to picclude sending a long distance
for competent surgical aid.

I'rof. Hamilton, for obvicnis reasons, opens the

trachea above the isthnuis of the thyroid gland,

and divides usually four of the tracheal rings. Wliere

this cannot be done witliout injuring the isthmus, he
divides the cricoid cartilage and part of the cryco-

thyroid membrane, which, however, is almost neces.sa-

rily followed by impairment of voice.-

—

Ohio Mnlical
Jiecorder, June, ISTO.

Ciii.OKAL .\s .\N ExTEUX.vr, .Vi'iT.ir.vTioN.—The dis-

infecting properties of chloral are often utili/.id in

I

the treatment of wmnids, or of cavities containing
llnids that have a fetid odor. JI. Sivedey adds to it

tincture of eucalyptus, in the following proportions:

IJ Tinctura' eucalypti,

Chloral hydrat iia 3 i.

Aquie Oi.

This solution is very useful when employed daily as

an injection in ca-ses of empyema, of cysts that have
been puneturi-d, and in all other analogous cases.

—

Journal de Med. ct dc Chic, May, Iy70.

Excision of the Knee and Amputation ok the
Tnuill FOR Disease of the Knee .Ioint.—At the last

meeting of the Philadelpliia College of Physicians. Ilr.

.bilm Ashnrst read a most interesting and valuable
paper on the above subject. The ])aper began with the

histories of ten cases of excision and live of ampnta-

j

tion, all performed by Dr. Ashhurst himself. K.xcision

was performed three times for arthritis with i)artial

anchylosis, twice for arthritis with abscess, once
1 for arthritis following small-])ox, and four times for

j

gelatinous arthritis. Nine of these cases have re-

covered with useful limbs, one however still wearing
a splint, as the operation was but recently ])erformed.

and the tenth case is convalescent and promises to

have as favorable a result as the other nine. Am|)u-
talion of the thigh was performed \n five cases tliat

' did not admit of excision on account of the extent of
!
the disease or of visceral complications. One of these

!
casiM only proved fatal. Tliis patient was tifty-oiu'

' years of age, and a nnin of intemperate habits; and
the opreration was iierformed for acute destructive in-

tlimmation of the knee-joint following an injury to

the leg. In all the other fourteen cases the arthritis

I

w.is chronic, and the patients were between five and
;
eighteen years of age.

I

.\fter e<mcluding the account of this remarkable
series of cases. Dr. .\shhurst put his remarks in the
form of answers to the following (piesli.ms:

I. When shouhl tlu' snrgi'on abandon expectant
nie.isnres in tlie treatment of knee-joint disease, and
what iniiy be considered the indications for a resoit to

operation i
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II. Operative interference liaving lioen resolved upon,

how shall the surgeon decide between excision and
ampututioii ?

III. Wlien an attempt is made to save the limb by
excision, how shall the operation be performed, and
what sludl be tlie after-treatment ?

I. In answer to the fii'st question it must be premised
that most cases of inflammation, even of the larger

joints, dependent on blows, sprains, or internal causes,

are amenal>le in the early stages to treatment by rest

and extension. Unfortunately, however, the case often

appears at first so trivial that it is neglected until it is

too late for the above treatment to be eflicaeious. Of
the ten cases of excision reported above, in only one

had the disease lasted less than one year, the duration

ranging in the other cases from one to six years. Dr.

Aslihurst does not deny that some of tliese cases might
ultimately have got well witliout an operation, Imt the

limljs secured by the o|)eration were immeasural-ily

better and more useful than the withered and deform-

ed limbs resulting from the so-called spontaneous

cures. In deciding on the propriety of an operation

in any particular case, tlie age and general condition

of the patient, and the duration and stage of the affec-

tion, must he considered. Excision of tlie knee is not

very successful in children under five years of age;

these suffer more fi'om the confinement than older

children, and. Dr. Aslihurst thinks, are also more liable

to the insidious development of tuljerculous and otlier

constitution:d diseases. In persons past tlie prime of

life excision of the knee is so fatal, that it should
1)3 entirely discarded, and amputation resorted to whore
an operation is al)Solutely indicated. The most
favorable age for excision is from five years to pub-
erty.

Tlie presence of visceral disease, as a rule, positively

contra-indicates excision. An operation is seldom re-

quired in recent cases, in which rest, extension, and
proper constitutional and local treatment will usually

effect a cure. Dr. Ashhust maintains that these chronic

joint affections, thougli unquestionably local diseases,

arc not of exclusively local oiigin, and that they re-

quire constitutional as well as local treatment. Finally,

no operation should be performed as long as the disease

is confined to the synorial membrane, or, even when all

the tissues of the joint are involved, as long as the in-

tegrity of the part is iiiaintained and a hope of preserv-

ing a useful joint remains. "But when the relaxed

condition of tlie joint and the occurrence of consecutive

dislocation show that the crucial ligaments and semi-

lunar cartilages have disappeared; when the lind) is

contracted and helpless, and the patient gives a history

of repeated relapses from comiiaratively slight in-

juries; or, on the other hand, when the doughy semi-

elastic character of the swelling shows the existence of

gelatinous arthiitis (the typical ' white swelling' of

the older writers), an 0|)eration may be pioiierly re-

sorted to, even if the linil) be at the time in a quiet

condition. When in addition the joint is in a state of

suppuration, and still more if there be caries of the

articular surfaces, an operation may he considered
(other things being favorable) as almost imiierative."

Tlie operation may be iierformed comparatively early

in cases of gelatinous arthritis in which there is hardly

any tendency to spontaneous recovery.

II. Amputation should be performed in preference

to excision when the patient is too young or too old,

when there are visceral complications, when the disease

is too extensive to allow of its entire removal without

taking away so much bone as would materially impair

the usefulness of the limb, and when the question of

the time required for recovery is important.

III. In performing the operation of excision. Dr.

Aslihurst ])refers the transverse incision across the front

of the joint, just below the patella. He di.ssects back
the skin and su]jerficial fascia to the level at which he
means to use the saw, then cuts directly down to the

bone, and removes condyles, patella, and tlie diseased

tissues together. The bones are divided from lielow

upward by means of a Butcher's saw with blade re-

versed. The femur, in order to retain the natural in-

clination of the limb, should be sawn in a plane wliich

as regards the axis of the femur is oblique from behind
forwards, and from within outwards. The tibia should
bo sawn in a plane transverse to its long axis, with a

slight antero-posterior obliquity. The epiphys.'al junc-

tions should not be interfered with in cliildren ;
it is

sufficient to remove a slice half an inch to an inch
thick from the condyles, and less from the tibia. Any
shreds of disorganized tissue may be cut away, but the

floor of the wound must be left intact. The patella

should always be removed. Tenotomy of the ham-
stiing muscels may be necessary before the limb can

be brought into position. Before the patient emerges
from the aiiiesthesia, a posterior splint, bracketed op-

posite the knee, to allow of daily dres.sing of the

wound, should be applied, and left undisturbed for at

least a fortnight, and bi'tter still for six week.s, at the

end of which time the process of bony union will be

well advanced. A straight position is the best for the

limb, (in account of the shortening produced by the

operation.

" BnuiT DE Galop " in Brigiit's Di.se.\8k.—There

is at jireseut in the wards of M. Siredey, at the //')-

p/tiil JjirihuisUi-e, a patient who when admitted was
suffering from an almost complete paralysis of the left

arm and leg. Auscultation revealed a well uiarked
" bruit de galop " at the apex of the heart. The urine

was clear and abundant, but contained a large quan-
tity of albumen. The diagno.sis was Brigiit's disease,

with interstitial nephritis. The iioint of greatest

interest in this case was tlie auscultatory sign, which
had fir.st pointed to the true diagnosis. The two nor-

mal heart sounds preserved their ordinary characters,

while the abnormal sound preceded the first sound by
a very slight interval. In character it was much duller

than the first sound of the heart ; it was a shock, a

sensible impul.se, and could haidly be called a sound
at all ; it was felt rather than heard when the ear was
laid on the jiatient's chest. It was perceived most
distinctly in this case just above and to the right of

the apex of the heart, I'Ut it can sometimes be heard

over the entire pnvcordial region. Added to the two
normal sounds, this one constitutes the peculiar

rhythm to whicli the name " bruit de galop " has been
applied. M. Potain has ascertained that it has been
associated in all the cases rejiorted as yet wiih the

interstitial form of Brigiit's disease, coinciding with

the cardiac hypertrophy that is so often present in that

disease. In one case, liowever, it was present though
there was no hypertrophy. In interstitial nephritis,

moreover, we meet with lesions of the arterioles, as

well as of the aorta and larger arteries,—lesions which
aff-'ct seriously the circulation, and have proliably

som(^ influence in producing the " bruit de galop."

As a diagnostic sign of an obscure kidney disease

this bruit may attain great imiiortance. Interstitial

nephritis is often very slow and insidious in its evolu-

tion, exciting none of those sym|itoms that mark out

so clearly the course of a catarrhal nephritis. The
patient may be quite well, or may complain only of

some vague and slight symptoms, until a sudden
attack of dy-spiirea, or palpitation, or a pulinomu-y or
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cereliral liemorrlmge occurs.without any appari'tit ciiiise.

M I'otiiii) lias several times diagnosticated this cciii-

dition <it' tile kidney early in its course from the pns-
eiireof the " limit de^ulii|i," and if we have reason to

liope that as we can recognize the kidney disease ami
its accompanying cardiac hypertrophy so early, we
may also he aide to arrest their progress l>y appropriate

treatntent. In one of M. I'utain's cases, that was
already far advanced, a notahle improvement was
liroiiglit about liy the use of cups to the lunihar regions,

(h'rivativcs. purgatives, and a milk diet. The albumen
disappi-ared from th" urine, the '•bruit de galop"
gradually disappeared, and the hypertrophy of the

heart diminished, unfil its volume was little larger

than normal.

—

Journal de Med. el de C/ih:, Jlay, 187«i.

.V (V^sE OP Puitrcn.^ ; DK.vTn fhom CKRKnuAT,
Hkmouisii.u!!:.—On the 24th of last Jfarch, a shoe

maker, aged 1!) years, entered Ilebra's wards, in the

gi'ueral hospital at Vienna. Three days before he had
noticed S(in\e red spots, which soon became bluish and
tlien brown, on his cheeks and breast. These spots

increased rapidly in number, and on his admission

tliey were abuudaut on tin- thorax and extremities,

individually of small siz , and did not disappear on

pressure. The gums were pale, presenting but a few

oceliynioscs, but were not swollen. The urine was

dark colored, and contained allnimen and a large num-
ber of red globules. Tlic patient stated that he had
always lived under g:)od hygienic conditions, and
com|)lained oi\ly of a slight degree of prostration.

Two days passed witlxmt any change, out on the morn-

iniT of the 27th his articulation became embarrassed,

and soon after paralysis of the right side of tlie face

and the ri^rht arm set in. In the evening he vomited a

^ood deal, and after some hours of quiet sleep he fell

into a stall- of colapse, which lasted until his death,

at six .\..M. on the 2Hth of JIarch.

At the autopsy, a clot the size of a walinit was
found in the anterior lobe of the left hemisphere of

the brain. Microscopical examination levealed a

pretty marked fatty degeneratimi of the arterial tunics

of the vessels of the part, and a similar alteration of

the capillaries in different parts of the ence|)halon.

The serous membranes, especially the peritoneum, were

sown with ecchymotic spots, some as large as the palm
of the hand. The heart, muscles, and subcutaneous

cellular tissue presented likewise numerous ecchy-

moses. The mucous membrane of the stomach was
-woUen and inliltrat 'd with l)lood, and its epithelium

w;is cloudy. The liviM' |>resented yellow spots here

and there, and was also fatty; the renal ei)itlii lium,

the nniseles, and the heart were

The blood was not coagulated,

eles were increased in number,
fatty.

This case formed the subject of an interesting dis-

cussion at the Vienna Medical Society, in the course

of which Professor Hesehl as,serted that it w.'is a case

elf phosphorus poisoning. Professor llelira reminded
him that the chemical cxaniin.ation of tliestontach and
its contents, by Professor IbifTmami. failed to reveal

the presenie of free phosplkirus or of phosphoric acid,

and that there was nothing in the antecedents of the

patient to support the theory of suicide or of a crimi-

nal poisoning. M. LereliouUet, in reviewing this

dis( ussion. points out. moreover, that the symploiiis

were not those of phosphorus poisoning. Cereleii

hemorrhage may be the consequence of phosplni
poi-cining. but it is only ex<-eptionally so, while, on tl

I'tli T hand, it has liceu frerpiently met with in fal:il

taais of purpura, many of which are to be found in

in the same condition,

and the white corpus-

and were graindar and

Fi-ench medical literature. A cnso reported by M.
lioucher, in 1H07, presented not only a large hemor-
rhagic effusion into tlie left miildle hibe of the brain,

but also degenenit ion, fibroid and fatty, of the walls of

the vessels, a .sti-atosis of the liver, and marked altera-

tiiiiis in the kidneys. M. LereliDiillet conelude.s. then,

that Prof. IIebra"s ease must lie classed as one of pur-

pura hemorrhagica, which, however, he admits to be

an unsatisfactory term, as it designates only an as.sein-

blagu of symptinns and not a disease as an entity.

—

Gazette JUidum., May 12, 1870.

I

C'noTON Cni.oii.vr. IIvdiiate .\s .\n Ax.ksi iii.ric-.^

.Vl the meeting of the Suciiti' </>- /lirl'i;/ii; on the filh of

May, M. Chouppe comnuinicated the results of his ex-

pi liments with crotonchloral as an aniesthetic, and
summed upas follows:

1. The hydrate of crotonchloral, when adminis-

tered by intravenous injections, produces anasthelic

sleep much more rapidly and in smaller doses than the

hydrate of chloral. .\s far as tlie elTects of two sub-

-tances can be compared on two different individuals,

lil'teen grains of croton-ehloral prtKluee llie same anics-

I

thetic effect as forty-live grains of chloral.

2. The an.a'Sthesia is as profound as that produced
by chloral.

.'!. The intraveuous injections of crotim-ddoral
seem to be less daiig<idus immediately than those of

• liloral, but Jl. Chouppe could not j'et speak of the

ulterior effects.

.Mr. Trasbot stated that he had often found ]>ulmo-

naiy lieminorhages in horses .after intravenous injec-

tions of chloral or of chloroform. Mr. Oalijipe called

attention to a recent statement of l.iebreich's that

chloral produces ana'sthesia of the head before the rest

of the body, aud that it is always more marked there.— Gazette Hebdomadaire, May 12.

VAGrN.VL UnicTniiocKT,!:.—In the number of T/ie

Lfiiicet for October SOth. Mr. Lawson Tait pulilished

till' history of an interesting case of saccular dil.itation

of the urethra, and also an account of an operation

ili.it resulted in permanent cure. In concluding, Jlr.

Tait remarked that he knew of no parallel case being
on record. M. (Jillette. of Paris, however, claims that

he described a similar case under the name of '• urc-

llirocele vaginale." in 1ST:!, which ca.se is reported at

li ngth in T/i'- Luncit of May (ith. The patient, a pre-

viously healthy woman, began about two months after

her third contineiiient to suflir from some uneasiness

and burning in mietiirition, and a slight sensation of

weight in the region of the vulva. Soon afterwards
she noticed that after each act of micturition, especially

j

when she was obliged to retain the erect |K)sition,

j
there would be an involuntary discharge of a small

(piantity of urine, which, however, was not attended
by the burning pain that acceunpanied the voluntary

dise harge. This dise'harge took place also duriiiir the

sexual act V.aginal examination revialeel an ovoiel

tumor (bosselure) about one' anel a half inches lejiig by
line inch wide, iirojecling intei the vagina just behind
the urinary meatus. Pressure on the' turner cuusi^el the

e.-eape of some urine from the; mi'atus, and a female

ealhe'ter introeluceil into the urethra was arre.steel in a
cavity, anil its point could be readily fdt through the

walls of the vagina. On pressing it onwarels it entered

the blailder, wliiih pri'seiited no elisplacemeiit. In

ililiance with the urgent desire of the patient a

• m1 iiperatiou was imdirlakcn for the relief eif the

iitiiience. A triangular piece of the mucous inem-
biiine eif the anterior wall of the vaL:ina was disscctiil

out, ;lie urethra being avoided, and the lips of the iu-
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cision were then liiouglit together by tlie continuous

suture. The operation has relieved the ])atient entirely

of her distressing symptoms, l>ut it is of course as yet

uncertain -vvhetliei tlie cure will be jK-rmanent.

In commenting on this communication, Mr. Tait,

wliile admitting its value as a contribution to our

knowledge of urethral diseases in the female, denies

tliat tl:e case is "very similar" to his own. The
clinical features of the two cases are very different,

and in his case the tumor, which was the size of an egg,

could not be described by the word " bosselure."

This tumor communicated with the urethra by a very

small opening, only large enough to admit a No. 9 or

10 catheter, while from the above description it is

probalile that in Mr. Gillette's case there was general

dilatation of the coats of the urethra. The difference

is very much like that which exists between an aneu-

rism formed Ijy rupture of the middle coat of an artery,

and one formed by dilatation of all the coats. M.
Gillette's oi)eration would have been useless in Mr.

Tait's case.— The Lancet, May 6tli and 20th.

BoR.\cic Acid as a Dressing for Wounds, etc—
This acid has been introduced as part of Lister's anti-

sejitic treatment, but Dr. Cane, of London, uses it also

as a simple dressing, and tinds that it is an excellent

substitute for the antiseptic dressing, which cannot be

generally employed in ])rivate i)ractice on account of

the lack of skilled assistance. Recent wounds, l)oth

simple and contused, heal with wonderful rapidity

under its use. Dr. Cane uses a saturated solution made
with boiling water, and lints of cotton-wool soaked in

this lotion and then dried, when tlie acid is cojiiously

deposited in fine flaky crystals between the fibres.

The wound is first waslied with tlie lotion, and then a

pad of dry lint folded three or four times is laid over

it and kejit in position by pieces of strapping. The
lotion ])roved most serviceable in a case of j)hlegmonus

erysipelas, the part being frequently bathed with the

lotion and kept constantly wrapped in line:i cloths

wetted in the same. As a dressing for old ulcers of

the leg the boracic lotion and lint are cleanly, and
healing takes place rapidly under its use, sometimes
succeeding when all other a|)plications have failed.

For boils on the neck and elsewere, the Ijoracic lint is

an excellent application ; a piece large enough to hide

the boil, covered with a piece of gutta-percha tissue,

often gives great releaf. A jjoultice made with the

boracic lotion and Iceland moss is a capital and
eflicient remedy for carliimcles and other cases tliat re-

quire poultices. Lastly, the lotion and an ointment

made by ruljbing down one drachm of the acid with

one ounce of simple ointment or benzoated lard, are

often servioealjle in pityriasis versicolor, tinea circinata,

and other vegetable parasitic diseases.

Briefly to sum up the advantages of boracic acid—

•

1. It is an antiseptic ichirh iloes not irritate and in-

flame, and so allows the natural processes of healing

to go on mthout much interruption.

2. It is exceedingly simple in its apjilication.

3. It can be used in the shape of lotion, lint, cotton-

wool, etc., in combination with most other methods of

treatment.

4. Its cost is trifling.

—

The Lancet, May 20th.

Tetancs following the Hypodermic Injection

OP Quinine.—Dr. Roberts, surgeon of the 9th Regi-

ment of S,'poy Infantry, reports two fatal cases of

tetanus following the hypodermic injection of quinine

for malarial fever, Ijoth occurring in the same week.

The first patient received an injection on October loth,

and one on tlie IGth. each containing three and a half

grains of the neutral suliihate of quinine. The chills

were arrested and the patient returned to duty six

days later, but on the same evening ho was taken with
tetanic spasms, and died on Octolicr 25th. The second
case received one injection of quinine on Octol)er ITtli,

which stopjied the cliills. He was discharged from
hospital on the 24th. but on the morning of the 2oth

he complained of stiffness in the jaws and neck, and
died at noon on the next day. These cases were
treated with chloral, by the mouth and by hyperder-

inic injection, morphia, and chloroform. In neither

case was there any trace of a lesion of a nerve at the

site of the original injections. The doctor attributed

the first case to rapid changes in the temperature, cases

of idiopatliic tetanus being not uncommon in some
parts of India at the commencement of the rainy sea-

son ; but with the second case the coincidence became
so marked that he was obliged to admit the connec-

tion between the tetanus and the hypodermic injec-

tions. There was no evidence in either case that poison

had l.iecn administered. The doctor had given quinine

hy])odennlcally some hundreds of times previously

;

had always taken it in that way himself, and the civil

surgeon of the (lost had used it upwards of five thous-

and times, and in all these cases there had not been an
authenticated instance of sloughing even, following

this treatment. Why, then, should it produce tetanus

in these two cases ?

—

The Lancet, May 20th.

Vaso-!Motor Centres and their Mode of Action.
•—Masius and Van Lair (Congrfes de Bruxelles, Sept.,

1873) agree with the theory of Goltz regarding the ex-

istence of vaso-motor centres. Theconclusions to which
they have arrived may be stated as follows: In a ))hys-

iological point of view, the vaso-motor apparatus is

constituted by two principal centres, and by nerve fibres,

the greater portion of which unite the new centres with

each other. The centres are the cerebro-spinal axis on
the one hand, and, on the other, the mass of the nerve

cells distiibuted to the perijihery of the vascular sys-

tem. Tlie fibres of reunion are of two sorts. They are

either vaso-constrictor, or vaso-dilator fibres, in part

centripetal, in part centrifugal. The two varieties of

vaso-motor fibres are often united in the same nerve

trunk. The vaso-dilator filaments are usuall}', how-
ever, more active or in greater number. They relax the

vascular parietes. diminishing tlie activity of the tonic

centres. The vaso-constrictor and vasodilator fibres,

which take their departure from the ])eripliery, jiass

directly to the tonic centres, and these in their turn emit
exclusively constricting fibres, which are diffused over

the parietes of the vessels.

—

Lo Sperimentak, April,

1876.

Elephantiasis op the Nose.—Di-. N. Matteucci
reports (Ball, delle Sciente Meiliche) an interesting case

of a voluminous elephantiasis of the nose successfully

removed hy Prof. Ri/.zoli. Very few cases of this de-
formity have thus far been observed. Three caseshave
been reported liy Billroth, one liy Gurlt, one by Barilli,

and tliree by Vangel. The individual operated on by
Rizzoli Ijegan to suffer from this disease at the age of
forty- three. It commenced with the production of small
tumors consecutive to an erysipelas of the face. He
objected at first to an operation, and it was only when
the deformity had progressed so far as to render him
a laughing-stock to everyliody, that he consented to

its removal. There were a number of tumors, three

of which were quite large, the total weight was 280
grammes. The diagnosis was soft fibroma of the der-

ma and subcutaneous connective tissue in a condition
of pr(;liferation, with hypertrophy of the seljaeeous

glands. A perfect cure was obtaiued.

—

Lo Bperimmtale,
Api-U, 1876.
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THE NATIONAL MEDICAL LIBRARY.

FuoM the time that the formation of a medical lihiaiy

ill coniK'Ctiou with the Surgcon-Generars office was tii-^t

conceived until the present, no pains liave been spared

to make it the leading one of the country. In this lat-

ter respect it has so far achieved its amljition that it

has a just claim to change its title to tliat of the Xa-

tioual Medical Library. All who are accquainted with

the growth of this remarkable undertaking are aware

that the credit of its success belongs to AssistantSui-

gcon John S. IJillings, who is still its responsible head.

Devoting his wliole time and energies to the perfec-

tion of the details of his office us librarian, he has

made a Xaticmal Medical Library not only a prospec-

tive possibility, but almost an accomplished fact.

Tlie need of such a library cannot be questioned by

any one interested in the progress of medicol education,

and in the projjer and judicious development of our

intellectual resources. Its location, which before miglit

have bi-en a (|uestion of jealous dispute witli tlie dilTci-

ent medical and literaiy centres of our country, is now

settled l)y tlie circumstances of tlie remarkable success of

the original undertaking. So far has this medical libra-

ry distanced all otliers in the number and value of its

Volumes, that it is not (pnly without a rival, but affords

the profession the only hope, for yearsat lcast,of having

anything to compare with it in completeness, syste-

matic arrangement, and all those other qualifications

whii'li sliould make such a collection of standard and

abiding value. Its location in Washington is. then, an

accident to whicli the literati of distant ])arts of the

country mu.st become accommodated, and offset the

apparent inconveniences of consultation from a dis-

tance by the wonderful facilities which otherwise

would never have been offered. Washington, although

the giiveminental seat, can hardly claim to be a literary

centre; but .itill it is quite natural that all national

entcrpiisi's ^hould focus in the ("apital, the con veil

-

tioual if not the autuol head-quarters of the uatiun.

The independent right which Washington may claim

1

for a library has been so unequivocally vindicated that

; it would be but the wjiste of words to advocate the

claims of any other city. The mountain is tlure, and

as it cannot come to us, we must consider how we can

best go to it. We are ready to believe that every

ordinary opportunity will be offered to students and

aiilhors for free consultation, and every effort made to

riduce the difficulties of such consultation to that

iiiiiiiinum consistent with the good to the greatest

number. A foreshadowing of one of the intfutions

ill this direction is the publication of the catalogue, a

specimen fasciculus of which, prepared by Dr. Billiiigs,

wc- have recently received. The idea is to i)lace in the

li;iiids of the medical men of this country a well-

classified and complete list of the works in this won-

derful collection, with the view of laying before them

the resources of the library and of affording a very fair

]

and remarkably complete exhibit of the bibliograiihy

j

of all the departments in medicine, from the most

ancient time to the present. If we admit the import-

ance of the library at all, the pulilication of its cata-

logue becomes a necessity for the development of its

usi- fulness.

AVith a laudable desire for receiving suggestions in

regard to the arrangement of this i)rospeetive catalogue,

Dr. Billings has issued the fasciculus in ipicstion. The

spi-eimen submitted is of a combined catalogue of

subjects and authors, arranged in dictionary order

under a single alphabet. Although this plan is not

without its disadvantages, it is practically speaking

the best which can be adopted, especially in connection

I

with the convenience of an anatomical classification.

• Such a general anangcmeiit allows of the widest lati-

' tude for systematic detail, cross-reference, and pre-

cision, while at the same time the inconveniences of

duplication are as much* as possible avoided. The

general alphabetical heads of the catalogue are con-

spicuously printed in large black litter, and sub-

references and subdivisions in smaller varieties of

type. Several styles are given, with a view to test

opinion upon their respective merits. We think

preference will be given to the arrangement of the

general subjects in black letter, that of the authors

of treatises in it.ilics, and that of the authors of

journal articles and pamphlets in small black letters,

with the titles of their articles in nonpareil. The

general arrangement of subjects woultl be almost be-

yond criticism, were it not that Dr. Billings adheres too

absolutely in some places to the alphabetical standard

of titles. For instance, there is an undue prominrnce

given to "Account," which is out of all ])roportion to

its value and sigiiifieanee as a titular heading. Under

this caption we have titles of eight or ten entirely

ditTorcnt subject.s, which are buried in the small type

and tucked away in the middle of a paragraph. Hut

tlii<i is probably an ovei-sight, and will be corrected and

made to accord with the more practical aim of the
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general work when the catalogue is ready to he printed

as a whole. We have said enough of the value of this

great lil)i'ary to make it unnecessary to urge upon our

medical lirethren every effort to increase its usefulness

and perpetuate its aims. The publication of the cata-

logue being one of the means to that end, it behooves

the profession of the country to give its hearty cndcn'se-

nient to the ])rojeet, and to use its influence, individu-

ally and coUectivelv, to secure the necessary sanction

from Congress for its publication.

Keuicujs ant) ttoticcs of OooKs.

A MANUATi OF Diseases of the Eye. By C. Macna-

mara, F.C.U., Surgeon to the Westminster Hospital.

Phila. : Lindsay & Blakiston. 1876. 13mo.

Tms work, having now reached its tliird edition, has

fully established its rP]nit:ition among ophthalmologists

as a succinct and faitliful guide in tlie jiractice of eye

diseases. Although liv no means voluminous, it treats

in a general way of all the diseases of the eye and its

appendan-es concerning which the general practitioner

cares to know. It is avowedly nothing but a manual,

is intended for nothing more, and as such takes the

first rank. Tiie arrangement of tlie sulijects is very

commendal)le, and a gi-eat deal of valualjle information

is crowded into a comparatively small space. Besides

woodcuts, it contains several handsome chromo-litho-

gi'apliio [ilates.

LEQ.4.L Chemistry. A Guide to the Detection of Poi-

sons. Examination of Stains, etc., etc., as applied to

Cliemical .Turisinudence. Translated, witli addi-

tions, from tlie Frencli of A. Naquet. By .J. P. Batter-

shall, Nat. Sc. D. With a preface liv C. F. ("han-

dler, Ph.D., M.D., LL.D. N. Y.: D. Van Nostraud.

12mo.

As its title indicates, tliis work is intended as a guide

to the chemical expert in the detection of crimes of

murder, poisoning, etc. It iS so ]un'ely technical, and
implies such an amount of practical familiarity with the

different methods of laboratory work, in the sha])e of

scientific analyses, etc., th.-it to the general practitioner

it possesses only a nominal value. To sucli, however,

as cultivate tliis.specialty it is of special v.alue, as com-
passing in a comparatively small space all tlie most im-

])roved and trustwortliy methods of chemical analysis.

The usefulness of the present edition is very mucli en-

hanced by an elal)orate appendix, containing a list of

the literature of toxicology and the allied branches.

It is very creditalily printed, and contains a number of

handsome illustrations.

Surgehy of the .Ihteries. Lettsoniian Lectures of

the Medical Society of London. 1875. By C. F.

Maunder. Snrgcon to the London Hospital, etc.

Pliila. : Lindsay & Blakiston. 1875. 13mo.

Mr. M.\nNDER, in this little work, makes a very im]ior-

tant contiibution to practical surgery. Altluiugh
made u|) of but three lectui'es (one on aneurism, one
on wounds, hemorrhages, and antiseptic ligature, and
one on ligature of the main artery, to arrest acute trau-

matic inflammation), the sul>jects of wliicli tliey treat

are so exliaiistively considered, that tliey must be care-

fully studied to lie appreciated. The lecture on aneu-

rism, their different metliods of treatment, by ligature,

compression, etc., etc., is jjarticularly worthy the atten-

tion of every practical surgeon.

The Student's Gi'ide to the Practice of Mid-
wifery. By D. Lloyd Roberts. M.D., M.R.CP.
Lond., Physician to St. Maiy's Hosintnl, Honorarv Fel-

low of the Obs. Soc. of Berlin, etc., etc. Philadelphia:

Lindsay & Blaki.ston. 1876.

Tins manual, written for the instruction of students,

may render valualjle assistance to the busy practi-

tioner. Tlie author first gives an account of tlie

anatomy of the organs of generation. The physiology

of generation follows, and ujion these jiages are seve-

ral illustrations, taken from Dalton. The meclianism

of lal)or is s|)oken of as the basis of a scientific

knowledge of the act of parturition, and is discussed

in a clear and concise style. The illustrations are very

good. Several jjages are next devoted to the study of

placenta jirrevia, signs and duration of |)i'egnuncy,

abortion, diseases of the membranes and ovum, supor-

foetation, and extra-uterine pregnancy. This brings

us to' the stages and management of natural labor-;

and here we regret that the author regards the third

stage as separation and expulsion of tli<^ placenta and
membranes. We believe that it would be mucli safer

to teach that the third stage of labor necessarily in-

cludes permanent uterine contraction.

After devoting a few pages to the consideration of

the puerperal state, the author proceeds to the study

of obstructed labor, protracted and hasty jiarturition,

accidental hemorrhage, rupture of the uterus, and the

induction of prcmature'hibor. He [ircfers Di'. Barnes'

method in the latter instance. Operative midwifery
is then discussed under the head of version, the use

of the forcejis, craniotomy, Ciesarian section, etc. The
remaining portion of the book is devoted to the con-

sideration of iiuerjieral convulsions, puerperal mania,

phlegmasia alba dolens, puerperal fever, thrombosis

and embolism, and ])elvic cellulitis and peritonitis.

AVliile presenting what he has to say upon this group
of subjects, frequent reference is made to the \-iews

held by one of our own countrymen, Prof. Fordyce
Barker, of jSTew York.
The book ,is fairly illustrated, is of moderate .size

(300 iiages). and is well written. It is also evident

that the autlior intended to instruct the student, with-

out confusing his mind with finely-spun theories and
conflicting opinions, and in tliis respect he has given

the student valuable assistance.

Archives op Dermatology : a Quarterly' Journal

of Skin and Venereal Diseases. Edited by L. Duncan
Bulkley, M.D. New York: G. P. Putnam's Sous.

1875.

We have here the first volume of a quarterly devoted

to skin and venereal diseases, which is in every sense a

credit to .\merioan litciature and deserving of exten-

sive circulation. Tlie general |ilan of the magazine is

somewhat peculiar. There are original articles, clini-

cal reports, and reports of societies, chiefly of the New
York Dermatological Society. Then follows the digest

of current literature, in which the various diseases are

divided into different de]jartments, each of wliich is

taken charge of and the digest written by a collaliora-

tor specially fitted for the task. In this way every

article published is mentioned, and the more important

ones are sul)mitted to analysis. By tliis means the

reader has at his command a complete year-book, and
by taking this jourual alone can familiarize himself

with everything done in tlie two specialties. In no
journal in America has this feature been so thoroughly

elaborated, and this alone will make it invaluable to
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very m:iiiy. lU-siiles this analysis of aiticli'S and l)io-
I

cliiircs, tluTo aiv Ion-; nnalytitul and critic al reviews of i

tlic various lar^^or and more iniporlant works, all writ-

ten with ^reat eare hy men well known and eminently

fitted for the task. In the departnu-nt of original aril

cles we lind the names of all the authorities of this

country, with those of smue foreii;n ccjuntries. In this

di-partniiiit are many very valuaMe contriliulions whieh
:

have alreaily attracted nuuh attention abroad. In the
|

clinical department we tind hrii-f histories of rare and I

peculiar casi~j, without nunh comment, and certainly
!

no one can poru.se it without profit. Taken as a whole,

the work is a very valuahle one ; and it is to he hoped
it will meet with such a hearty supi)ort as will warrant

its continuance.

Ucjjorts of Societies.

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

Section ox Oiistetrics and I)isi:.\ses of "W'omkx
ANU ChH.DHES.

THE TREAT-MENT OK THE PEDICLE IX OVAIIIOTOMY.

This Section met on Tuesday afternoon, June fi:

. Samuel C. Buscy, of \Vashini;ton, D. ('.Dr.Chairman,
Scrretary, Dr. Holiert Battey, of Geortiia. The dis

cu.ssion was opened on the tieatnunt of the pedicle in

ovariotomy, hy Dn. Dcsi.aj", of Ohio, who )n-oposed

what he called division of the pedicle, fii'st loosenini;

the tumor from any attachment it may have formed,
raisini; it from its Ixd, s< cmini; the pedicle so as to

control the circulation, then enttini; into the tumor,
prohalily about one-half throuuh, if not very larj;e.

savinj; enough peritonemn to have a lonjr pedicle,

severinir the tumor, and enudeatintc the remaining por-

ti<m of the sac, aftiT the manner of Dr. Atlee. The
liottom of the cupshapcd wound rests on the broad
lijrameut of the uterus. After securini; the vessels.

pa.ss four or live lon-r loops of silk through the cut

edgesoftlieperitcmeum. equidistant, and carry a curved
metul speculum into the vagina liy the .side of the

tlterus. and against the hottoin of this wound, making
a small opening. The speculum should he i)laced

cither at the right or left of the ovary, not hack or

front of the uterus, and the uterus thus jilaeed under
control. Then plunge a small instrument through and
pass it in a sullicient depth to penetrate the wound.
Pass your loops of silk in the c clges of this wound.
and any llgalures you may have for secunng the
vessels clown through the speculum, and l>y drawing
on tins'.' loops you draw the peritoneum down to the

speculum, which last you then withdraw, leaving the

peritoneum inverted, and the wounthcl surface s closely

adapted to each other. A somewhat similar plan
inl^ht he followed in the case of fihroid tumors.
Deaths from ovariotomy seldom result from the mere
operaticm, hut from the presence of fluids in the
ahdoniinal cavity, either causing inflammatory action
hy tlieir presence, or by their absorption producing
oepticM'inia.

Dn. John I.. .Vti.ee considered that, in patientx with
a mod' iit. ly good constitution, clrainage tubes were
lint n.i.-ury; with a good atmosphere in such cases

there was little fear of Beptica-mia. The less we
meddle with the |ieritcmeinn the better. He had per-

|

formed ovariotomy in IS-l;!. and both his brother and '

hiiiiM'lf had then been cidlcd butchers His first ca-e
|

was cue of duiiblu ovariotomy, and is still livinj,'. 'Ihe '

irreat advantage of a clamp is that you leave nothinir

behind in the cavity of the abdomen. In one ca.se

—

a tumor weighing sixty five |>ounds, with a very short

|i,.,liL'Ie—the wound opened after a violent fit of

eoii'ghing, and the uterus protruded, and the cut-ofE

pedicle sloughed ofl' ; since which lime he has closed

the lower part of the wound with a fine needle.

Dk. I)lNI..«' stated that he h;id also bc-en one of the

earliest ovariotomists. The drainage-tube should only

be used where the peritiuieum is wounded by tearing

up the adhesion. His plan of o|)eration left the parts

I uliiely free from stretch or pressure. He had never

tound the functions of the uterus interfercil with

when the organ was held in Ihat way.

Du. IIoixiE, of Philadelphia, spoke of the more
f-ivorable termination of cases in private practice than

in hospitals. He saw no advantages by the drainage-

tubes, imd cemsideied them a source of irritation.

AVliile the fluid came out, there was an objectionable

inli t for the atmosphere. He prepared his patieiils by
preliminary strengthening treatment, and never oper-

ated when they were mentally dei)res.sed.

Dn. Atlee always purged his patients fe>r a day or

two before the operation, and then put the bowels in

splints with JleMiMUi's eli.xir. etc. He gave them
afterwards ])knty of ice or cold water.

Du. Si.Ms said that he had formerly tied the pedicle

and dropped it inside, but death had in several cases

oee urred fioni hemorrhage. He had used the damp
very extensively for several years ))ast. He did not

believe that the proper principles of the action of the

clamp were generally understood. The objection to

the clamp IS that the sloughing does not stop at the

point at which the clamp restricts the pedicle. No
man has seen the cl.imp separate and Ic avc the wound
smoothly healed. There is no adhesion at any other

plac;c than between the pedicle and the peritoneal

iiningof the cavity. If there are no adhesions the case

can safely be left without drainage. In one case in

wliieh he supposed death had resulted from peritonitis,

he found, cjn post-mortem examination, sloughing of

the pedicle extending down an inch below the internal

lining of the abdominal cavity. (Several other in-

teic-.sting and diflicult cases were detailed in illustra-

tion.) Dr. Keith, of Edinburgh, is now using the

actual cautery with great success, and Dr. Sims was
coming to the lielicf that the actual cautery is the best

ui' thod after all. The uterus must not be allowed to

fall. Drainage can be etTected through the cul de-

sac, or by a glass or silver tube. Nine-tenths of the

putients who die do so from septicemia. There arc

objections to all the modes of drainage adopted. It

wi'idd be well to comleine drainage of the external

weund with drainage of the cul de-sac of the vagina.

Dk. Bykoud thought ovariotenny as practised is too

eomplicated, and hence the occasionally bad results.

Patients may die from the retaining of putrid nuiterial

in the abdominal cavity, as well as from the alisorp-

tion of granulous nnitter. He lost one third of his

eases when he used the clani]). He had had excellent

success with Dr. Dunlap's method. Drainage with a

still tube was apt to press injuriously on the patient's

intestines. He preferred drainage by theligalure, and
was going to employ it univetsally hereafter.

Dk. Sell, of New York, alluded to the? success of

Spencer Wells with the clamp. A patient in bad
health, with no preliminary treatment, will be likely

to clo badly under any method of treatment of th«

p' dicle.

Dr. \Vasiiinc;ton I,. Ati.ee preferred the clamp to

any other nu'thod. Dr. Ke ilh was \e ry smc-esslul with

the hot iron, but he is said to belcei his ca-ses, A
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short pedicle does not prcveut the use of the clamp.
The chiniij excludes the dead tissues from the cavity
of the peritoneum, keeps tlie womb perfectly quiet,

and does not di'ag upon that organ or u[)on the
pedicle. A pedicle thrown into the cavity of the
pelvis has been kno\^^^ eventually to cause deatli by
adhesion of the intestines. Great danger exists

when tlie tumor itself adheres to tlic intestines. The
tUinor must be shelled out of its nest. A proper
syphon must be eni])loyed in these cases. He had
operated 840 times, 300 of which were with the clamp.
Aliout 70 jjer cent, recovered. If you pass a tent

down well into tlie cul-de sac, and bring it out over
the arch of the pubis, you will have sufficient drainage.
He had sometimes employed three tents in different

regi oils.

Du. G-ARRisn, of New York, referred to the necessity

of putting the patient in a good hygienic condition
before operating.

DR. page's uterine SUPPORTERS.

On Wednesday afternoon Dr. R. C. P.\gh, of Wash-
ington, described a form of uterine supporter apjilicable

to cases attended with hyperrestliesia of the vagina or
uterus, in which a hard material could not be endured.
It was made of the finest (juality of jewelers' cotton,

witli long fibre, finnly rolled on a curved rulilier rod,

and afterwaids wrapped in the centre, producing a
dunili l>eU form, with compact and elastic extremities,

and a curved isthmus. It is introduced through the
Sims' l)ivalve speculum, and is to l)e removed at night
l>y the patient, who then takes a hot w.ater injection;

the pessary, or supporter, Ijeing kept all night in a so-

lution of carliolic acid. The cervix rests on the istlunus

of tlie instrument. The curve and size of tlie pessary
may be adapted to the requirements of the case.

G.^LVANO-CAUTERT BATTERIES.

Dr. Byrne, of New York, introduced several forms
of batteries and galvano-cauteries, the plates lieing

jilatinum and zinc, the fluid used being solution of
bicliromate of potash, or a little sulphuric acid and
water, the latter being sufficiently strong for ordinary
cases, the former being em|)loyecl where greater ]iower

is necessary, as in cauterizing tlie stump of the pedicle.

He alluded to the applicaliility of these instruments
to the cauterization of the cervix uteri, cervical canal,

and the urethra, in cases of chronic urethritis, and
uterine and cervical catarrh. White heat should
not be employed ; hemorrhage would be more likely

to follow. He generally occuiiied aliout twelve min-
utes in cutting througli the cervix witli the cautery.

There sliould be no hemorrhago whatever, if rightly
eniployod. He referred to the use of the cautery in

connection with the clamp in treatment of the iiedicle,

a second clamp being employed after cauterization.

In reply to numerous inquiries as to the applicability

of tliis form of cautery. Dr. Byrne stated tliat he had
not used it for venereal warts; tliat the pain follow-
ing tlie removal of hemonhoidal tumors was but
slight, and easily controlled by a supimsitoi'y, the
patient walking about on the second day, whereas
the operation liy the ligature was often attendc^d with
three or four days of pain. There was a good deal of

pain during tlie operation, but he usually anaesthe-

tized his patient. At the conclusion of liis remarks,
a vote of thanks was tendered him for his intei-csting

explanation.

PRECOCIOtrS DEVELOPMENT—EARLY MENSTRUATION.

Dr. jMarcy, of New Jersey, gave an account of the
extraordinary development of a very young cliild, to

which his attention had been called two years ago,

aud exhibited a photograph of the case. The pubic
hair began to grow when she was nine montlis old.

Tlie mammary gland conimenced to develo]) at the

first montli. She is very precocious intellectually.

Tlie vagina measures three inches in depth, and ree<'ives

the right iiide.x finger witliout pain. Tlie uterus is

considerably larger than in its ordinary undeveloped
state; there has been no menstruation.

An inquiry was made wlietlier there was anything in

the condition of the father and mother to account for

it. Tlie profession had bestowed too little attention

on pre-natal causes. Might not an amonnis or lasci-

vious mother, for example, implant the same disposi-

tion in her child? Infants have been known to mas-
turbate on the lap of the motlier.

Dr. Skll re|)ort<'d a case wliicli he considered much
more developc>d than this: the " Bal)y Woman," ex-

hibited by Barnum many years ago. He saw her at

the age of three years. She commenced to menslruatc
at eighteeen months, and did so regularly after two
years and seven months. Tlie mamillary di-velop-

ment equalled that of an adult. Slie was jjcrfi'ctly

innocent, w-ith no lascivious expression,' He liad the

child's age from the mother, not from Barnum. The
child was examined by a medical commission.
Dr. Greene, of Micliigan, iiientii)iied tlie case of a

young lady who commenced menstruating at three

years of age, and died in ekild-bed at the age of
twenty.

VERATRUM VIRIDE IN PUERPERAL ECLAJIPSIA.

At the meeting of the Section on Thursday after-

noon, Dr. Buiir.E, of Brooklyn, referred to the portion

of Dr. Busey's address, as chairman of the Section,

which alluded to the use of veratrum viride in ])uer-

jicral eclampsia, aud spoke of the satisfactory expe-
rience of practitioners of that city witli it.

Dr. H0PKIN.S was in douljt whether the remedy
should be employed unless the pulse was full and
hard.

Dr. L.vngiiorne, of Virginia, advocated the use of
the drug, having seen no evil effect from it.

Dr. B.attby stated that in Georgia it was highly
esteemed in the cases referred to. He would feel re-

luctant to jirescribe it in half drachm or diachm
doses, as had l^een suggested by some. It is not de^

void of danger.

The remark was made by a delegate that the satu-

rated solution could not have been the article admin-
istered in such doses. lie never gave more than four
to six drops.

Dr. LANGnoRNE said a distinction should be made
between Tilden's tincture, Norwood's, and tliat of the

United States Pharmacopceia, and a large dose of even
the weakest of these sliould only be given when the
condition of the brain aud nervous system or of the
intestines indicated it.

Dr. Battey, of Georgia, reported a case of prostra-

tion from three-drop doses.

Dr. Fitch relied entirely on Norwood's tincture,

varying the dose with the nature of the case. He
gave five or six drops at first, every two or three hours,

increasing by one drop until the effect was produced,
and then decreasing.

Dr. Bennett, of Ohio, thought that attention should
be paid to the fact that eclampsia occurs under very
different conditions, requiring a difference of treatment.
There may be cerebral hypera'inia or cerebral anaMiiia.

Blood letting may sometimes be necessary, rather than
wait for the slower action of the veratrum viride.

Dr. Gkeenk recommended the use of morphia hy-
podcrmically in these cases of eclampsia, lie api)roved
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of the use of ilic venitriim in pucipi-ral fever, followed
by adiiiinistriition of liraiulv and morphia.

Dii. Oim, of .Maiyljind, had troatotl every case witli
the lancet, anil lost none ; the patient heinj; seated
and hied until return of eonseionsness, and then deliv-
ered as rapidly as possible, the inhalation of ehh.ri)-
forni beiii^^ employed, if necessary. He had abandoned
the use of veratriini viride. Their recoveiy to full
strenyth was as rapid as though they had iiot been
bled.

Dn. Jenks, of Jrichigan, had never used veratnim ii:

eclampsia. We may have to act dilTereiilly aecordinj;
ns the convulsions occur, after or b^'forc delivery. In
the e|)ilci)tic form we may with coiilidence resort to
chloroturm ; in the apoplectic, to the lancet.

Dit. Ki:ku, of I'ennsylvania, tliought that undpr any
rational treatment the patients would get well.

CHLORAL IIVDH.MK IN ITEUrF.ll.VL CONVULSIONS.
Dit. Esiir.E.MAN, of Philadelphia, alluded to the use

of chloral hydrate in puerperal convulsiims. and of
ether in puerperal cases. He ha<l never seen convul-
sions in a patient treated with ether in coutinement.

Dii. DiDAMA, of Syracuse, had been able to |)rcvent
the occurrence of convulsions for two years past by
watchful antecedent care and treatment o( his patients.

Dk. Pkaslke. of New York, had iLcreat faith in the
lancet in cases of puerperal eclampsia ; but chloroform
is freipientiy indicated, with rapid delivery. It should
not be nii.xed with ether. He never used the veratrum.

pi!. Sims had not had any recent experience with
this class of cases.

Dk. GooDiiicii, of Jlinnesota, related several cases
. attended during |)regnancy with a large percentage of
albumen, all of which w<'re bled and recovered.

Dn. .Iknnino.s, of Arkansas, had always bled, but
had recently emiiloyed with it the bromide of potas-
sium and chloral.

Dn. HrsEV, in reply to an imiuiry of Dr. Fitch, stated
that he did not wisli to convey the idea in his Address
that GiodelTs method of correcting false presenta-
tion, or Parry's mode of correcting face presentation,
was to be considered as meddlesome midwifery. [A
motion that the portion referring to puerperal menin-
gitis be taken up, so far as related to its epidemicity,
was lost.

J

Dit. Sims thought that many diseases followed, not
the use of instruments, but because these were not em-
ployed when they should be.

PERSCLPnATE OP IKON IN nEMORRnAOE.
Dr. .Tknks considered the eni|)loyment of persulphate

of iron in hemorrhage as bad practice. 'I'he coagulated
blond may proiluee si'ptica'mia. Uather than use
ntiiine injections, he believed in the expulsion of the
hea.l, and compression and ice. The intro<lu<aion of
the hand into the uterus is a dangerous expedient.

Dii. CiiAinvicK, of Boston, said the experience of
l)romincnt members of the Obstetrical Society of Lon-
don, at a meeting at which he was present, was favor-
able to the u.se of the sulph;ite. The coagula should
be washed out with some disinfectant solution, and
scpticjvnua woulil not follow.

Dn. bAURAnKK, of Kentucky, stated that tincture of
iodine had been much employed in Louisville, intro-
duccd through cathi.'ters, witli'the noz/le-pipe closed to
avoid passing the injection into the fallopian tubes.
Krgotin, injected into the muscular tissue of the arm,
had also been resort<^'d lu.

Dn. KiTcn, of Illinoi.s. prevented hemorrhage by an-
ticipation; examining the histoi7 and condition of
the ca.se, he gives a full dose or two of ergot shortly
before the delivery of the child, repeated If necessiiry.

He assiBts the delivery power by grasping the uterus,
keeping it contracted, and employing cord contrac-
tion with a pendulum movement. Alter delivelv of
the placenta he secures contraction of the i.terns by
pic.-sure. In his view persulphate of iron injections
Were not necessary.

l)u. Wilson, of Pennsylvania, in a case of irrepres-
sible hemorrhage, continuing several days after labor,
hail resorted at last to iodine. The uterus, although
only three or four drops were injected, at once con-
tiacted, and remained so.

Dil Sims did not think the sulphate of iron in

hemorrhage was (piite as po))ular in London as
formerly, on account of the deaths from septic;emia.
In an alarming case in his own experience, he had
wrapped cotton .saturated with solution of the sul-

i pliate around a pointed piece of whalebone, and at
once arrested the hemorrhage when it was introduced.
'I ampons should be removed as soon after the arrest
ot hemorrhage as possible. ^\hen you take away the
cotton, as above described, you take away the greater
part of the sulphate.

1)11, Si.Ms was an.xious that the treatment of the
I)edicle in ovariotomy should be the subject of the
lirst day's discussion at Chicago, and he now threw
down the gauntlet to the Dr. Atlce and other gentle-
men for that purpose.
Dr. Bcsev's .Vddress was then, on motion, refered to

the Committee on Publication.

I
Dit. Garuish, of Xew Vork, referred to the desir-

I aliility of inilucing premature labor in cases of threat-
ened convulsions, of physicians carrying with them
in their practice a laryngoscope and ophthalmoscope,
etc. The prematurely horn chdd should not be dressed,
but |)laced in a warm bath, and afterwards wrapped
in cotton.

The Section then adjourned sine die.

NEW YORK JIKDICAL JOURNAL
ASSOCI.VTIUN.

Suited Meeting, June 2d, 1876,

Du Prank P. Foster, Vice-President, in the
Chair,

on the puvsiology of the bkain.

1 Dr. Ecoene Dupcv delivered an interesting lecture
upon certain points in the physiology of the brain,
wiiichmay be summarized under the following heads :

Fint.—Nerve cells not only deserve attention as
centres, but also as conductors. Hence the explana-

I

tion of the fact that a lesion might be located fai' from
the would-be centre of the localizers, and yet produce
the same symptoms, and ciiv-cirsa.

Second.—Nerve cells were not permanent. The only
permanency about them was the power to develop
properties— by heredity and by actjuisition—hence the
• jiippliiuice theory."

Third.—In the experiments of Hitzig and others, the
irritation by electricity did not act on the cortex, which
was not initable, but upon va.scular nerves, which,
from the pia mater at the s|)ots where electricity gen-
erally gives rise to contraction, enter into the convoln-
li'ins, cither alone or along the blo<al-ve.s.sels, whose

j

arrangements were peculiar, but which went biyond
I tlir thickness of the cortex, and the strands of n<-rve

lil>res, which, after forming the crura cerebri, distrib-
uted into the crown of Ueil and the intern.-il ca|)sule,

^
etc., were the continuations of the true spimd cord at
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those points. A difference in tlie mode of supply of

blood to the different territories of the cortex ex-

])liiined tlie difference in results obtained by irritiltion.

(See Dr. Dupuy's pnper in Soe. de Biologic of Paris,

in Gaz. Medicalc de Paris, ItiTo, pp. 8~U and (iOO, and
those of Koelie-Fontaine, id. ])p. 56.5 and U48.)

Dr. Dupuy l)elieved that his vascular tlieory, ad-

vanced some time ago, aerived support from tlie very

recent researches of Brown-Sequard, Euleuburg and
Landois, and otliers.

Da. JIaky Pni'NAM-jAcoBi suggested the following

consideration in connection with Dupuy's statement

regarding latent power in nei've cells. We were aware
that it was impossiljle to entertain any idea witliout

having first passed through a series of preparatory

states of mind ; that it was impossible to have an im-

pression witliout being ))reviously submitted to a num-
ber of imprt.«sions, which graded into each otlier

according to a definite line of succession. Tlie ques-

tion tlien became, whether that succession of ideas or

succession of impressions was connected witli the

gradual growth of ganglion cells, each group cor-

responding to an impression, or each one corresponding
to a fiagment of an idea or impression i It so, the

psychological problem, practically or tlicoretically, was
connected with t'le nutrition of the brain, witli genera-

tion of tlie ganglion cells, which must be presumed to

follow a definite line of descent and inheritance.

Dii. Dupuy stated that he would speak upon that

point in a future discourse.

The subject of Dr. Dupuy's remarks was further di.s-

cussed by Drs. Mcllvain, Peter.s, Hamilton, and Foster.

Correspoiitifuce.

UNUNITED FRACTURE OF
OF FIBULA.

UPPER END

UPPER FltAGJIENT DISPI.ACED BY ACTION OF BICEPS,

AND CONSEQUENT INJUKY OF THE EXTEliNAL
POPLITEAL NERVJ:.

Prof. Hamilton, to wSioiu the history of the following
case was sent, writes:

The case related in the accompanying note is of

special interest. The fracture of both bones of the

leg at this point is unusual. The retu.sal of the fib-

ula to unite, on account of the contraction of the biceps,

suggests the propriety of tlexing the leg in treating

such a fracture, or of dividing tiie biceps at once.

The hypencsthesia, pain, and paralysis of certain
portions of tlie foot is plainly due to some iniury in

ilicted upon the external popliteal nerve, probably by
the pressure of the upper fragment ; and I have said to

the doctor that the biceps ought to be divided, or the
upper fragment of the fibula dissected. Yours truly,

Frank H. Hamilton.
43 West Thikty-second Street.

Prop. F. II. Hamilton,

Dear Sir:—Having sustained a fracture in my own
person, resulting, in part, in non-union and slight de-
formity and disability, and not finding a record of any
similar case in your Fractures and Dislocations, nor
in any other work we have here, I have considered it

of sufficient importance to communicate it briefiy to

you. The injury occurred by being capsized while
ridiug in my covered Iniggy, and being dragged un-

derneath it a short distance, my legs being on the

ground wrapped in a buffalo-robe. When finally re-

leased from the buggy, I found I had sustained a

fracture of the leg. It proved to be a transverse frac-

ture of the tiliia just below the tubercle, 'i\ inches be-

low joint of knee, near attachment of the ligamentuin

patella, and of the fibula, about one inch below its

head. It is nine weeks since the accident occurred.

I am about on crutches, with a good tibia, but the

deformity and disability consists in the fact that the su-

perior fragment of the fibulr., with the bicejjs attached,

is drawn upward and inward, so that it lies across

the under side of the knee. The head of the fibula

seems to rest upon its articulating surface, while its

inferior extremity is drawn upward and inward, and
is loose and movable. This dislocation of the head of

the fibula was not diagnosed at the time of dressing

the fracture by tlie attending surgeon, and in fact I

do not know tliat anything could have been done to

overcome the power of the biceps on such a short frag-

ment. The consequence is a loss of the fulness and
prominence of the external hamstrings, and weakness
of external part of knee, being inclined to easily turn

out. The su|)erior extremity, inferior fragment of fib-

ula, .seems to be attached by bony union to til)ia at

seat of fracture, having a depression between that and
the superior fragment. I am alile to rest my foot up-

on the floor, but bear no weight upon it. There has
also been a paralysis of the extensors of foot and tObS,

with extreme sensitiveness or hyiieriesthesia of dorsum
of foot and toes, which still continues.

There lias been no appearance of bruise or irijury to

the anterior surface of the limb, but my foot drooiM.
and toes drag. I have been led to communicate this

to you fnnn the fact that I could not find anything of
similar kind recorded.

E. D. Meuriam, M.D.
CONNEAUT, UniO.

SALICYLIC ACID IN RHEUMATISM.
To THE EBlTon OF THE MEDIC.4L RecOICD.

Db.\r Sir:—I have noticed with renewed interest the

many reports of marvellous cures of cases of acute iheu-

niatism by the use of salicylic acid, which you have
from time to time published in your valuable journal,

that I am almost inclined to believe, were it not con-

trary to my own experience, that this disease was really

a tunny tiling to have, now that it is so easily con-
trolled. Everybody, it seems, in the practice of med-
icine, is using this remedy. Every ca.se that' gets well,

or is likely to do so, is immediately paraded in some
medical journal as another evidence of the specific

curative powers of salicylic acid. How many times it

fails to accomplish the desired result, we know not ; for,

thus far, only successes are reported, whilst jirotiacted

cases and failures are foi-gotten. It must be, in these

instances at least, that they were mild, uncomplicated
cases; or that, perhaps, these sanguine writti-s may
have been more favored than some of their rustic breth-

ren, in having selected patients who would get well at

all hazards (we mean to be chaiitable, you see) ; or pos-

sibly that we may have had the old tasliioned, long-
winded kind of cases away up here in Vermont, for
which the late Dr. Warron of Boston would have jire-

scirbed as necessary for a cure '-a red flannel shirt

and six weeks' time."'

We like to believe all we can in what we read; but,

after much "cramming," we have oftentimes been re-

minded of the fable of " the toad and the ox," besides
experiencing considera,ble difficulty in deglutition.
But seriously, Mr. Editor, is it quite the thing to report
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singlu ciisos as tlicy occur in our practice, iiiiincili-

ately tlic.v l>c'j,'iu to improve, irrispictivu of niiy luii-

I'tit to 1)0 ilcrivi'd from (lie dinii'iil sliuly of ii lainc
uuiiibiT .' And is it lioni'st to so isolati.' tlicm, and l»-

causc lliry may pcrchanci' speedily ri'covtr (somi' will,

you know, fjot well i|uic-kly on almost any kind ot

trcalnn'ntj, to say nolliing of tlmsc wliiili lun a pro-
tracted courai' I \Vf think not ; and it is witli this Uk I-

ing tliat we are induced to report tile other side of the
stoiy. We mean fo lie honest and fair, and so unlu>i-
tatinjjly allirm that in -serine cases salicylic acid will

seeminjily do wonders. There are others in which it is

of no aiiiiareiit avail, liavin^' neithei' any particular
inlluence in suliduiny- pain and intlamnialion, nor
diminishing the duration of the iliseasc. Here the old
remedy, tr. colchieuni seni., will lie the sine qua non
for Ltetting us out of a bad ti.\ ; at least it has pioved so
in om hands after failure in the use of salicylic acid.
We have varied our do.ses so that the (piantity taken

ranged from grs. v. to ; ij. every tour liours. We
have give n as lligli as grs. .\.\.\. every hour for six
hours, thin decreu.sed the do.se in the lollowing man-
ner : yo grains every two hours for the next six hours;
Jill grains every three liours for the next six ; and
finally settk-d upon -M grains every four hours, find-
ing that, in sjiite of the remedy, the disease still con-
tinued on. A week's trial not relieving the patient,
th<'re was adde.l to the salicylic acid— which, by the
way, was taken in capsules—tr. colchieuni, seiii., gtls.

XV. every four hours; antl during the second week the
patient got better. " Minitiile ilh-hi," the patient de-
cidedly ini[)roved in two weeks ! During the third lie

so far improved as to resume work, contrary to
advice. After a few days of manual labor he gave
up again, almost as bad as ever. An attemjit was
madi- to rcMiine the salicylic acid treatment, but ob-
jection iieing made to it, the iiaticnt was linally placid
upon other treatment, and now seems to be doing well.

In (Uir other ca.se tile disease ran four weeks, re-

garilhss ot the salicylic acid, of which there was
taken 1.") grains every four hour.s, from beginning to
end. Here, then, are two cases in wliich salicylic
acid was u.sed, in botli of which the effect, as far as
marvellous results nie concerneil, is certainly not very
flattering. It may be claimed that they are not fair
tests. I'erhaps they are not. In the practice of medi-
cine we are unfortunately surrounded by just such
cases—whatever the di.vease— in w liicli such considera-
tions ius fairness should be no criterion of the true
value of a remedy. What we want is «>ic/i a remt'tly
aa ici/l :ii(hin- relief in nil kinda of rasiH. if that is pos-
sil)le; such as inorpliia for the relief of pain, and
quinia for chills and lever. If mild cases of rheuma-
tism are benefited by salicylic acid, how much have
we improved upon either acetate of potash and tr.

colchieuni .seni. {

In the adniinistiation of this remedy we have found
gelatine capsules far more convenient tlian any other
form. We propose to continue its u.se, for we have
found interesting features connected with it. In
large doses, such as we have mentioned, tinnitus auri-
uni. sli;,dit giddiness, and deafness have su|)ervened,
reminiliiiL,' one of the action of quinia. This was ih.'

rea.son why our patient refused to take anv inoiv.
Another interesting fealurj was the profuse diaplKue
sis whieh it induced, with lint .-light alleviati.m nf
pain. In neither of them was there any particular
irritability of the stomach, except a little nausea in
one. which soon pa-ssed olT. wilhont change either in
the (lii.se taken or time of admiuistc^ring it being made.
In neither «as chere any " constant burning pain," so
frequently menlioneil as cxjierieneed in the stomach.

It will be noticed that we have given no carefully

prepared account of our cases; this we did not intend
lo do. As our experience was not flattering, we have
merely called the atteiilion of the profi-ssion to it, in

hopes, by appealing to them, we may be enabled to

a>eertain wlietlur tliey have hael a like experience with
oui-selves, or whether, by actual observation auel piac-

tieal tests, they loo " have femnd at last, as •Stiicker

has intiinateil,' a real remetly feu' rheumatism." If

their experience is in any wise similar to our own,
[ilease let us have it, that salicylic aciel, as a remedy
tor acute rlnumatism, may not rest entirely upon
'• buncombe." Very trulv yours,

Fn.\NK W. Page, JI.D.
liitAMWH, Vt., June, ISTU.

fllcbical Jtcma ani) K^tiua.

Du. STiioiiitiuOK SMirii died at Wappinger's Falls,

Dutchess Co., IM. Y., on the inorning of the 'Jth

of June, ]^7y, fioin albuminuria. He was born at
Crown Point, N. Y., in .March, 18:28, coininenceel the
study of Jlcdicine in 184;j, and graduated at the Cas-
tleton Medical College ill V'eruiont. After |)racti»ing

medicine in Ticoiieleroga feir a j.eriod of three years
he removed to New York City, and attended lectures
at the New Y'ork Medical College, from which insti-

tution he receiveel a diploma in Ib.j.), auel entered upon
the practice of his preitession in the City of New York,
where he occii])ieel several prominent positions, and
enjoyed a large and lucrative practice. During the
late civil war lie was appointed -Major-Surgeon to Ilie

!»:id Keg. N. Y. S. Vol.s., and serveel with his regiment
in N'irginia. He was sulxscqueiitly appoiuleel i^leelical

Director of a Division in the Army of tli(' I'otouiac.

As an honorable geiitleniau auel skilful surgeon, he
became a favorite eif the commanding otiicer, anel won
the respect of all who knew him. After leaving the
service he trave'lled abroad, anel during hisiesideiice in
Paris made a special study of diseases of the eye ami
ear. Returning to New York City, he contiiiueil the
practice of medieine and surgery, but his health not
peiinitting a resieleiice in the city, he decided to le-

move to the country, and flnally settled in piaclice at
Wappinger's Falls, New Yiflk. Dr. !-uiith was a man
of great integrity, supeiior general knowledge, sound
prolessiinal principles, and his demeanor teiwimls all

was moelest and uuobtiusive. During his life he won
the confidence of his patients, and also the iiieist fa-
vorable opinion of all his professional bicthieii. His
eleath will hjiig be lameiUe-d by those connected with
him in ineifesMonal and sercial relations.

The following action was taken by the Dutchess
County .Mi'dical Society, of which Dr. btioljiidge
Smith was a member, at a stated meeting held on
the 14lh day of .lunc, 187(i:

/feM>ice(i, That in tlic death of Dr. Strobrielge Smith
tlie Dutches,s County Jledieal Seieiety loses an illieient
meniber. and the profession at large a pliysii-iaii and
surgeon of extensive professional and literary eiilturo
and sound judgment,

Jiijiolceil, Tlial wc deeply sympathize with the rela-
tives and trieiuls of tlie deeea.sed

;

JUM/lntl, That the corresponding secretary transmit
a copy of these resolutions lo ihe lainilyot tlie deceased
and to the New York uieilieal journals, to the Wiijrpin-
<jtr C/irvhick and the Fithhiil Jutiihul.

JOII.N II. DofOMTV,
N. iM. Van Kk.nxon,
W. J. Co.NKI.lN.
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Medical Congress or Seville.—The Cronica Oftal-

inoloijirn contains an acciiunt of the proceedings of

the Medical Congress wliioh met recently at Seville, the

fii'st reunion of the sort tliat lias talven place in Spain.

Papers were read on " Tlie Jfinei'al Waters of Anda-
lusia, and their Use in the Treatment of Skin Diseases ;

"

on '-Plithisis in Andalusia;" on "The Nature and
Treatment of Pcierperal Fever;" on "Cancer;" on
'Scurvy;" on "The Treatment of Laclirymal Fistu-

las by Cauterization of the Sac;" on " Alcoliol as a

Sui-gical Dressing," etc. Tiie importance and interest

of these different papers afford a good augury for tlie

next Congress, whicli is to meet at Granada in tlie

coming year.

Commencement op Long Island Hospital, Brook-
lyn, N. Y.—Tlie seventeenth annual commencement
of tliis institution toolc place on the evening of June
23d, at the Atheuanim, Brooklyn. The degree of

Doctor of Medicine was conferred upon tlie following

geutlemni

:

Ransom W. B.-own, D.D.S.; Alexander B. Van Wag-
ner ; John B. Zanparle ; Jolin B. Carder ; F. E. West,

A.M.; Charles A. Briggs; D. F. Brooks; A. O. Squier;

J. R. Willis; F. C. Davis; A. D. Decker; John Avery;

C. V. Ilasljrouck ; George F. Ketcham ; W. F. jMcLean

;

H. H. Hahn, A.B.; John C. Fisher, A.B. ; S. W.
Meade; O. S. Brigham, Pli.B.; C. G. Brown. B.S.:

B. F. Bhick ; W. W. Baldwin ; Wesley Sliermaii ; F. J.

Withington; .V. O. Douglass; J. H. Trent; Alexander
McJIillan; Henry J. Hesse, A.B.; A. G. lleaney

;

G. G. Williams : L. A. Denton ; C. A. Freeman

;

Gjorgo W. Brush ; A. D. McLaren, B.^L: D. F. Everts,

M.D.; J. C. Davidson; A. C. Bolton ; M. F. Bruce,

A.B.; Solomon Merrill ; E. R. Council ; T. II. North-

ridge; F. L. Gage, A B.; R. R. Thompson ; G. B. Ayres
;

J. W. Leadenham.
Prof. Rodman then presented a case of instruments

to Mr. Henry Hesse, and a forceps to Mr. O. J. Brig-

ham, they having been offered as prizes by Prof. E. S.

Bunker for the best report of his lectures during the

last session of the college.

The Hon. Josliua M. Van Cott then delivered the

oration of the evening, his sul)ject being the Legal

and Etliical Standards of Professional Duty and Re-

sponsi bility.

After the rendering of some music by the band,

tlie valedictory was deiivered liy Mr. H. H. Hahn,

A.B., M.D., of the graduating class, who was
warmly applauded during his address. Bjuediction

was then pronounced by Dr. Dixon, and the audience

retired.

ANEW Journal.—Among our exchanges is VAnnie
Medknle, a new monthly journal, which is to be the

organ of the Jledical Society of Caen and of Calvados.

The contents of the number before us are sufficiently

varied and interesting. There is a cliatty letter from
Paris, giving a report of one of JL Tillaux's clinics at

tlie Hopital Lariboisiere. Among tlie original arti-

cles is the report of a case of rachitic deformity of

the pelvis in its C(;njugate diameter, necessitating the

induction of premature labor. The patient had a

rachitic history, Ijut there was no deformity of the

limbs. In the bibliographical de|)artmeut are short

but very good reviews of Tillaux's Topographical An-
atomy as far as it has yet ap|)('ared, and of Lal)be's Sur-

gical Clinics. In addition, the numljcr contains a good
many news items that are mainly interesting to the

practitioners of its native district. In conclusion, we
should add that tlie new journal seems to be ably

edited, and we trust it will have a long and extended

career of usefulness.

Maternal Impressions — Dr. G. H. Gray, of

West Meriden, Conu., writes:

—

Dear Sir:—A rather

jieculiar case occurred recently in my practice. A
little girl, playing near a bonfire, came too near the

Hames and her clothing caught fire, burning her so

badly that she died from the effects the following
morning. Her mother—who had just reached her

full term of pregnancy—in trying to save the child

was herself so badly burned about the hands as to

render tliem both useless for the time.

All the women of the neighlxnhood wei'e gathered,

and almost tlie first question asked me was, "Will this

mark the child unborn i
" Of course I gave evasive

answers, as I was doubtful if she could be delivered of

a live child. To my surprise labor was ratlier retarded
than hastened by the occurrence, the mother for forty-

eight hours doing little but moving about helpless

and desp:jndent, and constantly moaning.
The ciiild was born asphyxiated, V)ut after strenuous

and protracted efforts I was at last rewarded liy a wel-

come cry. The curious part of it is, that from the

moment of that fir.st cry the child has hardly for an
hour ceased uttering a ridiculous fac-simile of the

mother's moans, and the old women declare this is the
" mother's mark."

Scientific C.vreers.—M. Fremy, of Paris, the

eminent chemist, thinks tliat he has discovered a

means for winning back to the study of science those

who now desert it for more lucrative pursuits. He
proiioses to create for snvitns a modest progressive

pension comparal)le to that offered by the State to the

soldier or the civil engineer. According to this project

tlie scientific career is to comprise five grades. The
saeaii.s of the .5th grade are to receive pensions of $600
|jer annum ; those of the 4th grade, $1,000 per annum

;

those of the Jid grade, .|1,()00 ;
those of the 2d, $3,000,

and, finally, those who reach the first grade, $4,000.

A special jury is to be appointed to determine the

capacity of the young savnns, and to propose them for

advancement, according to the amount of real service

that they have rendered to science. M. Fremy's plan

is ingenious and captivating, but, unfortunately, in

conceiving it he has given no thought to the many
and apparently insuperable objections tliat present

themselves to it.

OcR Reports of Meetings of Societies The
number of Medical Associations held during the past

month has been so large that we experience the greatest

difficulty in finding space for them. So far we have
done the best we could under the circumstances, and
shall endeavor to publish those still waiting for their

turn as soon as the present crowded condition of our

columns will permit. The summer vacation of the

Societies, and the aljsence of more Society material, will

make the fulfilment of this promise an early possibility.

False Certificates.—A. 51. Boirou lias just been
condemned, Ijy the Court of Assizes of Paris, to five

years' hard lal.ior for having jirocured false certificates

by means of which he obtained admission to tlie Mont-
pelier Medical College. He was about to pass his

examination in the name and place of a certain M.
Crespin who had gone to Sjjain.

Medical Students in Italy.—According to the Bul-

letin Officiel de I- Instruction Puljlique, 2,802 students

have matriculated this year at the different medical
scliools in Italy. The medical school of Naples heads
thi^ list with 991 studeuts; then come Turin, with oOl

students; Padua, 2.51 ; Pavia, 2.50; Bologna, 176; Rome,
1.57 ; Genoa, 128 ; Pisa, 104; Modena, 78; Sienna, 69;
Parma, 61 ; Palermo, 60, etc.
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THE MAN AND THE TURTLE.

AVe have at length had an opiiortunity of l)ringing

the ever-vexed question of the sea turtle, and how to

beliave towards him, to a plain issue. The result can-

not Imt he regarded as a hopeful sign by all those

wlio wish to see such sulijects decided by the liglit of

scientific investigation rather tlian by the testimony

of partly-formed opinions or by individual sentiments,

where ignorance or infatuation is pretty apt to play

an important part. This case is an excellent exeuipli-

tication of tlie ill-advised attempts of a certain class

of pel-sons to oppress tlie community by their views on

ipiestions of which they show themselves extremely

ignorant. In their persistent efforts to accomplish

certjtin objects they have set before them, they obtain

letters and statements from well-nicauing persons,

who in a general way give tlieir evidence tliat this or

that way of treating tlie lower creation appears to in-

flict cruelty or suffering upon them.

This is as it should be, and those gentlemen of emi-

nence among us who will volunteer testimony in such

matters merit a large share of public esteem. Tluir

statements, however, would hardly be regarded by the

gentlem 'U themselves as of .special value in individual

cases, where they had not personal or practical knowl-

edge. It was at tliis very jioiut that Mr. IJcrgli's c;isc

was weak, and had indeed so little inherent strength,

that it suddenly collapsed. According to T/ie Thiici

of .July 2. 1S7I!. y\r. Hhiekford, a fish-dealer of Fulton

Market, was charged in the Court of Special Sessions

with violating the law " in tying the flippers of turtles

by means of strings or wythes ptissed through them,

and by keeping the turtles lying on their backs while

exposed for sale." Thirty-nin.; turtles were found at

the place, all of them tied in the manner described,

and all lying on tht^ir backs. The officer who founil

them '•examined the perforations in the flippers of one

of them, and found a (quantity of clotted blood obout

the mouth of the orifice. On squeezing this part blood

' flowed out."' Evidence was then introduced by Jlr.

Bergh to show that sncli treatment probably produced

suPfering,which doubtless few would be willing to deny.

The defence then introduced Dr. Head, a well-known

and prominent minister of the Baptist Church, and

formerly President of .Shurtleff College, Illinois.

This witness narrated some experiments which he had

instituted with turtles, having taken two of equal

weight and subjected the one to the usual method of

treatment, while the other was placed on his belly.

At the end of a week the one placed upon the r)elly

I

was weak and einattiated, and its- flippers and under-

1 shell badly chafed. The other one was ap|)arently in

I

almost as good a conditiim as when he had taken it

i into his house. A nunilier of other experiments were

then narrated as to the quality of the respiration,

desire for water, condition of the eyes, etc., all going

to show that the position on the back, with the flip-

pers pinioned, with a slight sui)port under the liead,

was the best position for the animal. At the conclu-

sion of these statements Dr. Read was cro,ss-exainined

by 5Ir. Bergh, when the Court decided that the case

should bo dismissed.

It is an unt'ortunate thing for us that the great mass

of our citiziiis are so busy about their own personal

i af&irs that little time is left for public m:itters, even

when questions of serious import for the general wel-

fare are at stake. The result is, that almost any one

who will take the trouble to interest himself in such

matters will be virtually undisturbed, however wild

or fanciful his id.'as may b •, u iless perhaps he hap-

pen to encroach upon the interests of some influential

association or some department of trade. And yet W(!

have among us abundance of i)ersons wlio could

undertake the solution of many of thesa questions,

and in a short time could give a showing of evidence

that would be gvueniUy accepted as credible. In the

absence of such testimony .lustice sometimes miscar-

ries.

In the present Ciiseall theories were at once disposed

of by the quiet, methodical investigations of a single

man. It is to be hoped that the case will prove a

fruitful lesson to Mr. Bergh. and that he will appreci-

ate the value of the evidence that has been brought

against him.

We have no desire to throw ridicule upon Mr.

Bergh or his Society, or to belittle th-;ir operaticnis in

[

mitigating unnecessary cruelty to animals; but it has

I long been apparent to many medical men, as well as

to others of the community, that the [jractical enforce-

ment of some of Mr Bergh's doctrines would not only

be an unnecessary o|)prcssion upon business men, but

I

luigUt seriously obstruct the present progress of me<li-

cine. It is in this latter regard that the medical pro-

fession has persistently opposed some of his recent

efforts, and we are thankful to say that they have

j

l>ecu successful.

In the nnitter of marketable flesh and fish it is quite
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evident that, apart from liumanitarian considerations,
j

tlie interests of the importer and market dealer lie

with tlie turtle. That plan of carrying and caring for

the animal that shall best conserve his comfort and

well-being will also be the plan for the dealer to

adopt, as in that way the animal will live longer, and

tlierefore be longer marketable. It is interesting to

know that the old plan, which doubtless lias in a

crude way been found best by the dealers, has also

proved to be such by scientific observation. And here

we sliould m^rjly say to Mr. Bjrgh that in such cases

tlie only way he can have of securing the verdict of

intelligent opinion upon his side is by employing ex-

perts to ccmduct systematic comparative investiga-

tions upon the various treatments tliat are thought by

him to be cruel and those that are thought to be the

oppo.site.

Cruelty has its pliysical effects, which are capable of

being registered by increase of temperature, quality

of respiration, diminution in weiglit, strength, and

capacity for life. Tliese points deserve Mr. Bergh's

respectful consideration. And it is proper that the

medical profession should notify him that such

are the methods in use among tliem in reaching

conclusions on such matters. We can only sincerely

hope tliat he will accept tlie suggestions in the kindly

spirit in which they are given, and we may tlien per-

haps have better ground for hoping that the " voice

of the turtle," and other similar disturbers of our

peace, will no longer be heard in our laud.

ARMY STAFF RANK.

Those who have paid attention to the struggle for

increased rank in the medical corps of the army will

be relieved to know that something has at last been

done in the shape of legislation. A bill has at length

been passed having for its object the reduction of the

number and the increase in the efficiency of the medi-

cal corps. The following are some of its generous

provisions

:

" Bj it enacted by the Senate and House of Repre-

sentatives of the United States of America in Congress

assembled. That the number of assistant surgeons now

allowed by law shall be reduced to one hundred and

twenty-five; that the office of medical storekeeper is

hereby abolished; that from and after the passage of

this act, in addition to the grades now allowed by

law, there shall be four surgeons with the riuik, pay,

and emoluments of colonels ; eight surgeons with the

rank, pay, and emoluments of lieutenant-colonels, to

be promoted by seniority from the medical officers of

the army ; that this act shall not be construed to de-

prive any medical officer or storekeeper now in office

of his commission in the United States Army."

Although some change has been made for the bet-

ter, the law falls far short of an adequate provision

for the medical staff. The reduction of the number of

assistant surgeons is made on the score of economy,

always an exceedingly good excuse for arbitrary and

senseless law-making. This slight drawback to the

efficiency of the corps is offset by the promotions

which are allowed in the higher grades. Instead of

two colonels, as formerly allowed, there are now four

;

and instead of two lieutenant-colonels there are now
eight. Considering that only six colonelships and

twelve lieulenant- colonelships were asked for, the

concession on the part of the Legislature is far from

being illiberal.

Although provision is made for promotion by

seniority, we cannot see how it is to be efficiently

carried out when there is no plan devised for the

proper retirement of the old and used-up officers.

But something has been gained, therefore let us be

thankful.

PATENT RIGHTS IN MEDICINE.

We publish some letters in the present number con-

cerning tlie question of Patent Rights in Medicine.

As our remarks made on a previous occasion upon the

subject were intended to open a discussion, we shall

defer our comments until we have had a^free expres-

sion of professional sentiment.

Reports of Societies.

AMERICAN NEUROLOGICAL ASSOCIA-
TION.

SECOND ANNUAL MEETING.

Wednesday, June 7

—

First Day.

The American Neurological Association convened
in New York City, June 7, 1 87(), and was called to

order at 2 p.m. by the President, Dr. J. S. Jewell, of
Chicago.

On motion, it was voted to dispense with the read-

ing of the minutes of the first annual meeting.
Oil. E. C. Seguin, Secretary of the Council, read

the Annual Rejjoit, which was adopted.
On motion, tue Secretary was authorized to dispose

of volumes of the Transactions remaining on hand, at

cost price, to such of the members of the Association

as might wish to purchase them, reserving twelve
copies for the future use of the Society.

nomination for membership.

Dr. J. J. Mason nominated Dr. Eugene Dupuy.
The President appointed the following gentlemen

as

committee on no.minations.

Drs. Webber, of Boston ; Leute, of Cold Spring,
N. Y. ; Cross and Emerson, of New York City ; and
Shaw, of Brooklyn.
There being no further business before the Associa-

tion, the first paper for the session was read by the
President, Dr. J. S. Jewell,

UPON the structure and functions of the gan-
glia UPON THE POSTERIOR ROOTS OF THE SPINAL
COKD.

Dr. Jewei.i, prefaced his paper with limited intro-

ductory remarks, in which the following items were
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brouj^lit forward sis liavin-^ a bearing upon the pros-

perity of the Association. It was reconiMicnded, Fimt.

ttiat till! nu'etinf^s, for many years, slumld be held in

some one of tlie tliree or four hirgest seaboard cities.

5wrt</, that all business matters, as far as possible,

should be referred to the Council, so as not to consunv
the time of the Association. Tltinl, that diirinj^ tlie

next three or four years, the election of new members,

whether active or otherwise, slumld be refrained from
as far as possible; i.e., until the Society had shown,

by the character of its work, that it was thor(mi:;lily

scientific and respectable. Fourth, that cominitteis

should bj appointed whose duty it should be to re-

port at subseiiuent meetings upon some specific sub-

ject. The members should feel suffieienlly interested

in tluMr Association to report their best work at its

annual sessiims.

The doctor then proceeded to read his paper upon
the sul>ject announced. lie first considered the gross

anatomy of those ganglia, and considered their situa-

tion, siz.', shap;,", color, and consistence. From tlienee

he passed to the consideration of certain questions

relating to minute anatomy and function. Prominent
among them were

—

What were the peculiarities presented by the nerve-

cells of which they were compos d ?

In what direction did their fibres pass?

What were their true function ;

The conclusions arrived at l)y Dr. Jewell were
mainly as follows

:

The ganglia upon the posterior roots of the spinal

nerves contained cells, which were peculiar, as com-
pared with the cells either of the cerebrospinal axis

or of the sympathetic ganglia. They approached
more closely those of the sympathetic, but differed

from them chiefly in the fact of being much more
frequently unipolar. In the sympathetic ganglia the

cells were usually bi-polar. Perhaps in a majority of

cases the cells of the posterior ganglia had only a

single process, but there were numerous exceptions in

tli3 form of apolar or embryonal cells. Both of the

procjsses frequently took thjir origin upon one si<le

of the cell, .lud made a partial or even two turns

around it before making their departure. In most in-

stances the processes were furnished with myeline.

Occasionally the cells had two processes; one direct,

the other spiral. The direct contained myeline
throughout, the spiral exceptionally contained my-
eline, which could be seen only at some distance

from the cell. The direction of the processes, al-

most without exception, was towards the periphery.

There was no denionstrable connection between the

sensory fibres and the posterior spinal ganglia. If

there was any influence excrcLscd over the sensory root

by tho.sc ganglia, there must be some connection
b.'tween then\. Upon that point Dr. Jewell believed

that he had had considerable light shed by the prepa-

rations made by Mr. R. W. Ainidon, of New York,
who, it would seem, had shown that there might be a
connection between the cells of the posterior spinal

ganglia and the sensory root.

Ur. Jewell further believed that he had demon-
strated with tolerable certainty that if the sensory

roots were ilivided peripherally to the ganglia, some
effect was produced upon the muscles anatomically
related then.'to. That change consisted in slow
atrophy of the muscular fibre, much slower than when
the motor root alone was divided, and was not ilue to

a descending neuritis. If the sensory roots were
divided internally to the ganglia, no effect whatever
upon the muscles would be produced. Whatever the

function of the ganglia might be, it had reference to

parts lying outside of the spinal cord, and was inde-

pendent of it. They exercised a trophic influence

over the sensory nerve-tibres, and the doctor belii-ved

that it was po.ssible to afford some plausil)le reason

why they were |)laced outside of tin.' spinal cord; un-

like the motor roots, which had their trophic centres in

tlie cord. Dr. Jewell was of the opinion that the

fibres in the sensory roots, which had been regarded

as conductors of recurrent sensibility, came from the

sympathetic ganglia, and had their trophic centres in

those ganglia, and that tliev belong to the vaso-

motor system, and should not l)e taken as part of the

phenomena of recurrent sensibility. There was no
such tiling as recurrent sensibility as commonly under-

stood. The paper being open for discu-sion,

Dil. Webbku, of Hoston, incjuired how soon atrophy

of the muscles followed division of the sensory roots.

Db. Jewell replied that he had not been alile to

determine that point; and that the time had varied

from six weeks to two or three months.

Dr. Weiiuku .asked whether there was any lack of

reflex tonus which might account for the atrophy of

the muscles after division of the sensory root.

Dr. Jewell replied that there had sometimes been

slight loss of muscular tone, as indicated by lack of

response to the electrical current.

Dr. Webrku asked what the nature of the change
was which took place in the muscles.

Dr Jewell replied that there was simply diminu-
tion in .size, and that atrophy of all the tissues found in

the muscles occurred, whether properly muscular oinot.

.

Dr. Webber reniaiked that it had occurred to him
that, perhaps, the diminution in size of the muscles

noted by Dr. .lewell, might be explained by the loss

of exercise dependent upon loss of tonus in the

muscle, and that this change was not analogous to

the degenerative changes that followed injury to the

anterior cornua of the cord. In one instance there

was absolute degeneration, in the other simply loss of
size.

Dr. Hammond, of New York, bio\ight forward a
single pathological circumstance, which might have
some relati<in to the sul>ject under discussion, and
that was with reference to the disease he had called

"progressive facial atrophy." As far as he was
aware, no rational explanation had been given for the

phenomena observed in that affection. He had had
the opportunity to make histological examinations in

I

one CJise, and had found marked diminution both in

size and length of the muscular fibres, when com-
pared with those taken from the sound side of the

face. Might not that disease, then, be due partially

or entirely to the fact that the Oasserian ganglion of

the fifth pair was involvi'd, according to the doctrine

enunciated by Dr. Jewell i He was inclined to that

opinion.

Dn. Jewell remarked, with regard to Dr. Webber's
inquiry, that animals had been confined in a state of
functional inactivity; and the changes found in their

muscles compared with those found subsequent to the

production of lesions in those nerves with which these

were supplied. The result of the observation had
been that degeneration took place, but not atro|)hy,

or, at Iciust. atrophy was not at all well marked. The
change which had been noticed after division of the

sensory root, wius a perceptible diminution in size ; but
none, or but little, digeneration.

I

With regard to Dr. Hammond's suggestion. Dr.

Jewell was of the opinion that if his observations

I

proved to be correct, some light would be thrown
upon the pathology of the affection to which allusion

' had licen made.
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Dr. Webber thougUt that dividing the sensory root

and conliuing the limb were eutirel}' different. A cou-

tined limb could not move, it was true, but reflex

movements were, continually going on, and the muscle

received a good deal ot the benefit following normal
contraction.

In the other case, there was loss of sensibility which

would very likely diminish the unconscious action in

the muscles continually going on, and would place the

limb in an entirely different condition, and a different

result might be ex]jected.

Dr. E. C. 8eguin, of New York, inquired of Dr.

Jewell whether tliere was any diminution of electro-

muscular contractility.

Dii. Jeweli^ replied that it had seemed to him there

was.

Dr. Seguin remarked that he would apply that

statement to the .suggestion made by Dr. Hammond.
He had been able to satisfy himself that the electro-

muscular contractility, to the galvanic and faradic

currents, was preserved intact in progressive facial

atrophy : and that finding such reaction would sepa-

rate the affection from tliat condition described by

Dr. Jewell.

Dk. Segotn further inquired of Dr. Jewell whether

any influence upon the vaso-motor system had Ijeen

noted.

Dr. Jewel:., replied, frequently so, but apparently

having no connection with the progress of the degen-

eration in the nerve or disorder in the muscle.

Tiie ne.\t paper was read by Dr. J. C. Sh.\w, of

Brooklyn, on
HYSTERICAL TRISMUS.

The chief point of interest in the paper related to

the hypodermic iujectiou of sulphate of atropia in

the treatment of that affection. The doses employed
varied in size from ^ to gV of a grain, according to

tha effects produced. The doctor recommended its

use with the qualification that small doses should be

first employed, the effects carefully watched, and their

size iuci'eased according to the requirements of each

case. His case was treated successfully. The largest

injection was J of a grain, and the largest quantity of

tlie utropia daily used was i of a grain.

Dr. Sn-\w's paper being ojjen tor discussion, Dr.

Seguiu referred to the history of the case related Ijy

Dr. Sluiw, and corroborated the statements made with

reference to its nature, ol)stiuacy and cure.

Dr. Seouin related the history of a case of spas-

modic torticollis which had been nearly cured l)y the

hypodermic use of atropia. Tlie patient had sub-

mitted to a variety of treatment without benefit ; but

marked relief followed the second injection of ^\; of

a grain of the sulphate of atropia, and at the end of

two weeks only slight spasm was manifested. The
spasm appeared in the afternoon, and tlie time for

using the injection was to be changed to tlie afternoon

instead of administering it m the morning, as had
previously been done.

Dr. Jewell believed that hypodermic injection

for the relief of pain or spasm should be as near as

possible to the seat of the difficulty. The doctor

directed attention to the beneficial effects attending

the use of morphia and atropia combined in the

treatment of cholera, cholera-morl us, obstinate vom-
iting, etc. In the treatment of cholera he had com-
bined strychnine and caffeine with the morphia and
atropia.

Dr. Webber remarked, with reference to the use of

atropia in convulsive affections, that he had given

it by the mouth with marked benefit. He had in a

number of cases, however, noticed that the use of the

remedy had been followed by a peculiar sense of

weakness in the legs. So great had been the weak-
ness in some instances that the remedy had been dis-

continued. It had occurred in one case where :Ar of a
grain of sulphate of atropia had been taken three

times a day for about a week.
Dr. N. B. EMERsoN,of New York, referred to a case of

painful paraplegia,depending U|ion a malignant growth
attached to the spinal cord, in which a combination
of morphia and atropia was employed ; but it became
necessary to change the original j)roportions in the

jjrescriptiou, liecause the morphine habit was more
easily acquired than the habit of taking the atropine.

Dr. J. J. M.\soN, of New York, presented a well-

marked case of

nEMI-FACIAli SPASM

occurring in a man aet. 30 years. The spasm cora-

uienced in the tongue, extended over the left side of

the face, was first tonic and then clonic. The at-

tacks had appeared annually ; and had continued ai lout

one week. Each spasm had lasted about one minute
and a half, and had recurred every four or five min-
utes during the entire time of the attack. In the in-

tervals between the attacks, tlie patient liad, to all

appearances, been perfectly well. There was no ma-
larial or syphilitic history. The first attack was in

April, 1874.

E%T5NiNG Session—First Day.

The Association convened at 8 p.m., and listened

to a paper on

PAR.'O-Y.SIS FOLLOWING ACUTE DLSEASES,

by Dr. S. G. Webber, of Boston. The paper con-
tained the doctor's own observations and those made
by other observers upon cases where paralysis, partial

or complete, had followed acute diseases, such as

cerebro-spinal meningitis, typhoid fever, variola, scar-

latina, diphtheria, etc. He called attention to jjaral-

ysis and allied affections not of cerebral origin, and
endeavored to refer the clinical phenomena to definite

pathological changes. A temporary suspension of
function might explain some ot the cases, and there

might be slight change in structure, which disappeared

as quickly as purely functional disturbances.

I'he following is a Ijrief ri-suiiu- of Dr. Webber's
paper. Thei-e were many cases in which the sequel

was so slight that it was impossible to decide where
or what the nervous disturbance was.

There was a large number of cases of paralysis which
were more severe and lasting than those; -and. if

grouped indiscriminately, there seemed to be alack of

order, but if classified, tliey would be found to fall

each under its own projjer pathological division.

There were many cases in which the lesion existed

in the anterior cornua, because muscular atrophy was
present, and there was loss of electro- muscular con-
tractility. In other cases there might be sclerosis of
the white columns, which could be determined by the

attendance of appropriate symptoms. It was quite

possible, in other cases, that there was only neuritis,

and then there would be no spinal symptoms.
The paper being open for discussion,

Dr. J. J. Mason, of New York, remarked that he had
been specially interested in the electrical reactions al-

luded to by Dr. Welibur, and inquired if the doctor
had been al)le to obtain that phase of degenerative
reaction where the muscles of the extremities respond-

ed to less galvanic power, fewer elements, than was
necessary to excite healtliy muscles.

Dr. Webber replied that he had.
Dr. Mason remarked tiiat he had never observed
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such a phenomenon upon the musoles of the extremi-
ties.

Hit. WiciinKR remarked t)i:it he liad rDiiml it incases
wliere h'sion of the peripheral nerves was present,

and in one case of infantile paralysis.

Dit. Skoitn referred to two eases lielonyjinjr to tlie

class contemplated liy Dr. Wehlter's jiapcr. One was
a case presentini; all the external features of proj;res-

sive ninseular atrophy followinji upon typhoid fevi'r,

and occurred in a well-developed and apparently
healthy yonnij man. There wen' no .syniptnms what-
ever, e.xei^pt those referalile to meelianical distiirliaiiccs

resultinij from affections of the muscles. Kl'ctrie.d

reaction was not thorouf^hly studied, hut sutlieiintly

.so to determine that response to the faradic current

was ahsolutely lost. The case passed from under oli-

servation.

The second case wa,s similar to the first, hut had a

different hist(U'y and termination. The paralysis fol-

lowed ceretirospinal m<'nini;itis, and was soon com-
plete. althouji;li the patient was apparently in >;ood

health. There was wastinir of the muscles, chiefly

])eripheral. and most marked at the extremities of the

limhs. There w.a.s ahsolute loss of electro-nuiscular

reaction to the faradic current, hut there was ])reser-

vation of reactiini to the galvanic current in the mus-
cles of tli(^ forearm and a trace of reaction in the then-

ar and hyperthenar eminences (jf the hand. The thii;hs

recovered .spuntaneou.sly. The treatment consisted in

the daily use of thi' sjalvanic current. Durini; the

second winter of the treatment, the faradic current
was cniployed, because of the improvement in the

muscles. Almost complete recovery had taken place.

As a last resort, in orih^r to ohtain reaction to the <,'al-

vanic current in the muscles of the anterior i)art of tie,'

let;. Dr. 11. H. Sands, of New York. |)erforme(l tenoto-

my of the tendo Achillis. and placed the feet in i)l,'ister-

of-I'aris dressings. The idea was to produce relaxation
of the ant'-rior tibial muscles, so as to enable them to

respond to the action of the current. From that time
onward there was steady imiirovement. The doctor
was of the opinon that the lesion was in the anterior

horns, and occurred during the spinal fever. Dr. Se-

guin also mentioned certain paradoxical phenomena
observed with reference to electro-muscular reacticju:

1. Uecovery of voluntary control over the gastrocne-
mius without return of electro-muscular contractility.

2. Remarkable return of electromuscular reaction

in the anterior tibiid muscles without marked volun-
tary control. The special point of interest in th(;

case was the relaxation of nuiscles secured by tenot-

omy ill order to fully carry out the electrical treat-

ment. That was done in 1872, and primarily for that
purpose.

Dk. H.\>fMON-D inquired of Dr. Webber what he sup-
posed the lesion to be which Lfave rise, for instance, to

paralysis following; diphtheria, in those cases in which
recovery took place ?

Dii. W'E^nnKii replied that then? was probably some
lesion iif the nerves or spinal cord.

Dk. II \MMOND.—What lesion ?

Dli. Wkuhkh referred to cases reported by Oertel

and others, in which, after diplitheria, micrococci and
minute hemorrhav'es had b.vn fouucl in the spinal
cord. Buhl had foimd micrococci and hemorrhaiics,
which lia<l ^iven ri.se to pressure up<m the spinal

nervi'.s. thus |)roduein'; tin- paralysis. When the new
growth ceased, there might rc^main suHicienl of tln'

new formation to proiluee permanent pressure upon
the nerve. When such new tissue or material w.is

nbsoriied. the niTvo would return to its normal comli-

tion. So also in tlio spinal cord, if there was such

lesion, the new products might undergo degeneration

and disappear. If there was not extensive change, the.

paralysis cease<l with the removal of the new product,

but if too nnich change had been produced in the

organic structure, Ihe paralysis remained permanent.

The locality and suViTity of the lesion regulated the

recovery.

Dr. l[.\M>roNi).—Then the lesion is not amenable to

treatment by such medication as we have knowledge
of at present ?

Dn. WK[iiu:ii.—Probably not. In diphtheritic cases

the treatment which would check the growth of the

micrococci, such as used in the treatment of the diph-
theria, would l)e proper.

Du. Hammond remarked that he had asked the

questions witli special reference to a case which had
lieen sent to him by Dr Urooks, of ricvehmd. In

that instance, the paralysis followed diphtheria, and
was complete. The doctor first entertained the idea

that the patient was suffi'ring from congestion of the

cord, or acute spinal paralysis supervening \ipon the

diphtheria, and accordingly administ('red ergot in

large doses. Tlii' patient, however, grew decidedly

worae, and atrophy of tin? nuiscles took ])lace rapidly.

Sensation was not impaired in the slightest degree.

At the end of ten days, a cliange in treatment was
made, and strychnia given in doses of one twenty-
fourth of a grain, and gradually increased until one-

sixth of a giain was taken three times a day. No
physiological reaction was produced by the drug, but
improvement was rapid, and the |iatient was alile. at

the end of one uionth, to walk witliout a cane. The
doctor, finally, did not regard the case as one of
spin:il congestion, nor did he believe that it was one
in which diplilheritic deposits had taken place in the

spinal cord. Me w.as inclined to regard it as a case

not exactly in accord with those reported by Dr.

Webljer.

Du. WEBiiKu rem.irked that it was quite possible

the ergot h.ad nothing to do with the getting worse of
the patient, but that the increase of the dilliculty was
simply such as was not infrequently seen in that cla.ss

of cases. In the same sense it niiglit be said that the
strychnia had nothing to do with the recover}', but
tli.at the ijatient had got ready to get well, and recov-
ery ensued.

Du. Skouin inquired with regard to electro-muscu-
lar reaction in Dr. Hammond's ca.se.

Dr. II.\mv(;ni) replied that there was no reaction to

either current.

Dk. WKnni-.R remarked that it must be allowed that
if there was diphtheritic deposit in the spinal cord,
or about the nerves, when the diplitheria disappeared
the nerves might be restored the same as after injury
from any other cause.

Dr. Ham.mond.—Yes; but in his case there was
manifestly an affection of thv cells of the anterior cor-

nua. " I do not su|)pose," said the doctor, " that Dr.
Webber wishes to be understood as saying that

strychnia is not beneficial in the treatment of paraly-
sis following diphtheria."

Du. Wkuhkr.—No ; but that, inasmuch as the er-

got may not have been of disadvantage, the strychnin
may not have been of advantage in the ca,se alluded
to.

Tjiur.sdav, .Tone 8

—

Secoxd D.\y.

Aftenioon Session

.

The As.sociation was called to order by the President.
Dr. .lewell, and the minutes of the previous meeting
read and approved.
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The Committee on Nominations reported as follows

:

For President—Dr. J. S. Jewell, of Chicago.

For Vice-President—Dr. F. T. Miles, of Baltimore.

For Second Vice-President—Dv. R. T. Edes, of Bos-

ton.

For Corresponding Secretary—Dr. J. J. Mason, of

New York.
For Pecording Secretary and Treasurer—Dr. E. C.

Seguin, of New York.
For Curator—Dr. J. W. S. Arnold, of New York.

The report of the Committee was aocejjted, and tlie

Recording Secretary instructed to cast the ballot of

the Association in the affirmative for the gentlemen

n jminated.

Dr. E. C. Seguis, Secretary of the Council, re])orted

that tlic resignation of Dr. Meredith Clymer had been

rjceived, and that the Council recommended its ac-

ceptance by the Association.

The report of the Council was accepted and
adopted.

The next order of business being the reading of

papei-s, Dr. H.\muond presented a communication

upon

A HITnEllTO UNDESCRIBED FORM OF MCSCUL.VR INCO-

ORDIN.VriON.

The patient was also presented, and Was a boy xt.

three years and ten months, ai)parently in good liealth
;

had not been sul^jected to exhausting disease ; liad

no paralysis, no derangement of sensibility, no spasm,

nothing indicating sclerosis of any part of the cord
;

no hereditary tendency to nervous disease ; was per-

fectly straight when lying down; could sit without

any indication of inco-ordination; could hear well

with both ears ; could use both hands with free-

dom when sitting or lying, and he could stand erect

when he had his back supported ; but the moment he
a.tempted to walk, the head was turned towards the

left side, the body stooped to the left, the left hand
and arm were held close to the side and breast and
were flexed, while the right was thrown out straight

behind tlie body. The boy could direct his steps,

but walked with the body and limbs in the jjosition

descriljed. It had been supposed that the difficulty

miglit depend upon irritation from congenital pliimo-

sis, and accordingly circumcision had been tlioroughly

performed by Dr. Sayre, of New York, but tlie inten-

sity of the phenomena of the affection had gradually

increased since the operation.

Dk. A. McL. Hamilton, of New York, remarked
that a number of cases, closely rcsemljling the one
exhibited, had fallen under his observation, in wliich

adherent prepuce had been supposed to lje the cause,

but circumcision had not been followed by any bene-

fit whatever.

Db. Seguin directed attention to the fact that the

position assumed by the patient when walking w.as

analogous to that seen in animals in whom the middle
peduncle cf the cerebellum was injured.

Dr. Dupuy concurred in the opinion given by Dr.

Seguin, and believed that tiiere was, in the jjresent

case, lesion in the peduncle, between the cerebellum

and pons ; and that as soon as movement was at-

tempted, there was a more marked contr.action of the

muscles upon one side than upon the other.

Dr. Hammond.—But both arms are affected, the

right as well as the left.

Dr. Seguin.—But is not the right limb thrown out

to balance tlie body.
Dr. II.\mmond presented a second case, with the

following history : The patient was thrown from a

wagon four years ago, remained .unconscioits twelve

days with a fracture of the skull near the ))osterior

angle of tlie right parietal bone. He was paralyzed
upon the same side. Two years after he came under
the doctor's oliservation. and comijlained of vertigo,

pain in the head, and epileptiform convulsions.

He was trephined, and had liad no convulsions since,

and the cerebral symptoms had dis-ippeared. He
came again with tlie complaint tliat he was entirely

deprived of virile ])ower. He had also some jjaralysis

of the bladder, but that was improving, and there was
some cystitis. How were his present symptoms to be
explained ?

Dr. Putnam.—Was there marked depression at the

seat of injury ?

Dr. Hammond.—Tliere was, and several loose frag-

ments of bone were removed.
Dr. Seguin.—AVhat was the condition of tlie bone?
Dr. Ham.mond.—Healthy; and there was no evidence

of disease of the membrane below, except very trifling

congestion.

Dr. Dupuy.—Had the fits been noticed to affect one
side alone ?

Dr. Hammond.—I am not able to answer, because

the patient was not under oliservation.

Dr. Dupuy regarded the case as an important one,

.and that it was a further illustration of the fact that

irritation of the dura-mater with electricity almost
invariably gave rise to motion upon the same side.

It was properly a case of reflex paralysis.

Dr. Hammond thought the paralysis too .jiermanent

to be of a reflex cliaracter.

Dr. Dupuy remarked that reflex paralysis might be
permanent.
Dr. Jewell.—Does Dr. Hammond think that the

cerebral lesion gives rise to the paralysis of the blad-

der?
Dr. H.\mmond.—There has lieen no evidence of

lesion of the spinal cord, .ind I think that the paralysis

of the bladder tlierefore is of cerebral origin.

Dr. Jewell inquired how such a high lesion could
produce such a low paralysis ?

Dr. Hammond thought it might be explained on the

ground tliat there were spinal nerve-fibres continuous
with the cerebrum, and the original injury gave rise to

trouble which subsequently produced paralysis of the

bladder.

Dr. Miles referred to the demonstrations of Goltz

with reference to continuous nerve fi) ires from the cord

to the brain.

Dr. Lente suggested the possibility of remaining
cicatricial irritation.

Dr. Webber suggested that the loss of virile

power might depend upon lesion of the cord discon-

nected from tlie brain lesion ; the lesion of the cord
not manifesting itself in any other way. The doctor
referred to a case in which a man something over sixty

years of age had had complete loss of virile power
since he was twenty-three years of age, when he was
thrown from a carriage, and received only an exceed-

ingly slight injury of the back tliiit gave rise to no
special inconvenience, and to no spinal symptoms
except the one mentioned.

Dr. Jewell remarked that he had been led to locate

the geuito-spinal centre at the implantation of the

fourth lumbar nerve, as had been first pointed out by
Budge.
Now, if that were true, by what mechanism could

loss of virile power be produced by cerebral lesion?

Dr. Jewell was of the opinion that there was some
lesion in the lower part of the cord; and the practical

question was. Was the lesion primary or secondaiy to

. the lesion higher up i
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Dn. Hamilton suggested that the lesion in the cord
was secondary.

Hu, Jkwei.i, regarded it as quite probable.

Hii. Dri'uv rcMuarked that Viilpian had dfinonstnited

that no such centre exiBti>d as referred to by Hi". .lewcll.

Dn. Jkwkm. remarked that ex|)eriincnt.s)iiid provi<l

might nentralizi^ tlie cause which gave rise to mala-
rial fever and to epidemics. That was a fact long
ago recognized, and it liad been both used and tremen-
dously abused.

The doctor then gave an outline of a series of exper-
iments which he had performed, for the purpose of

to him there was sudi a centre, for, l)y irritating tliiit testing liow mucli couM l)e done in tlie way of effect-

j

ing cures in ca.ses of rheumatism, neuralgia, sleepless-

ness, and various forms of ehnjuic disease, liy exciting
in the patients a dethiUr. i:rjiiiiiifi<iit ; for example,

I tilling them that upon a certain day or hour, or even
minute in some cases, they were to be better or be re-

lieved of pain.

When such predictions were made, a therajicutic

force was set in motion, which acted constantly, day and
night; and if, by resolving to do so, any one of us could
wake up at a certain hour, we slioiild Ije able to get rid
nf disease in th(^ same manner. There was no imagi-
nation, in the ordinary .sense of the term, in the instances

in wliich Dr. Heard liad experimented, for the patients

were actually sick, and the average results he hud ob-
tained were superior to the average results obtained
under the other method of treatment, but were not
erpial to the average results obtained wlien tlie two
methods, the mental and the medicinal, wen: combined.
The effects whicli had been l)r<niglit about through
the emotions, liad been as permanent as those realized

through the agency of medii'ines or eleelrieity in the
same class of patients. It was maiutaim d that in dis-

ease, in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred, tlie emo-
tions were supn-me. The knowledge, on the part of the
patient, that mental thera|)euti<'s was being employed
in the treatment of their disease, did not discnurage
them; and the liability to disappointment in carrying
out sucli therapeutics was no greater than that attend-
ing the use of any other remedial measure. Mental
Ilirra|)eutic9 could be applied to acute and chronic, to

functional and organic disea.ses. As an ofTset to dis-

approval of such practice, it was urged that physicians
were constantly availing themselves of its a.ssistaiice,

either consciously or uneon.seiously, but that the great
majority used it indiscriminately.

It was not the intention of the author of the paper
to discard medicinal or other means commonly em-
ployed in the treatment of disease, lun- to reeimmiend
the substituti(m of what he had called mental thera-

peutics for other metliods of treatment in common
use ; but simply to direct attention to the inlluenee
which the mind had over the body, whether in health
r disease, hoping tlK-reby to stimulate the jirofetsion

point, slight contractions of the uterus, bladder, and
seminal vesicles could be jiroduced.

Dit. Di'fUY remarked that he had seen the same
contnictions produced by irritating the second thoracic

ganglia.

Dn. Putnam was unable to understand how descend-
ing degeneratiiin could take place without giving rise

to other sympt(mis.
Dii. HicAUi) remarked that loss of virile power and

afFeeti(uis of the bladdi'r might be developed without
any symptoms whatever of troul)le in the s|)inal cord.

No oth ^r symptom bjiing present, we were obliged in

some cases to assume that the entire trouble was in the

brain.

Dk. Pdtnam, of Boston, exhibited an ingeniously
devised apparatus for utilizing the ordinary gas jet in

the ai>plication of the

ACTUAL CAtTTERY.

It consisted of a long piece of rubber tubing, one
end of which was attached to the gas Imrner and the

other to a compDund blow-pipe, through which a cur-

rent of air could be forced by means of an elastic bulb.

The elastic bulb was attached to the handle of the

blowpipe by means of a second piece of rubber tuliiug

which carried upon it an ordinary toy balloon, or flex-

ible bag, for the purpose of making the current of air

constant. The stream of air drove the gas tlame
against a platinum cup which surmounted the blow-
pipe.

Dr. Putnam al.so exhibited a {inhanoiiiftfi:

The next paper was read by Dr. G. M. Beard, of
New York, and was entitled

TilE INFLUENCE OK .MIND IN THE CAUS.ATION AND
Cl'UE OP DISE.ME—THE POTENCY OF DEFINITE EXPEC-
TATION.

Dr. Bkaud maintained that disease might appear
and di.sappear without the intluimce of any olhir
agency than some kind of emotion. Mental qualities,

like drugs, could neutralize therapeutics, and they
could also increivse the effects of drugs. Fear, tenor,
anxiety and care, grief, anger, wonder, and expecta-
tiim were rei;arded as the most likely to produce

j
to a more thorouuh study" of the subjict, for the pur-

disea.se. When active and unrestrained, those emotions
j

pose of availing themselves of its highest advantages,
became more effectual in the production of disease While many cases could be cured by mental lliera-
and the destruction of health, than the most jioteiit

poison. The doctor cited various circumstances, illus-

trating how disease might be lirought on by mental
states : and referred to a late paper read before the New-
York Academy of Medicine by Dr. (lonverneur M.
Smith, upon "The Kpich'mies of the Century," in

which it was claimed that the immunity the people had
from the ravagiw of epitlemic diseases was due to im-
proved sanitary measures. Dr Beard was of the opi

iny cases could lie cured by i

peuties alone, for a majority of cases it could be best

used as an adjunct to proper medical means; and when
so used, the average results ordinarily obtained in the
treatment of disease might be improved by a l.irge

percentage.

Dh. Lente rai.scd the question whether the benetils

attending the use of hypodermic injeitions of warm
water might not be explained by mental influence

pi.illy as well as liy pressure and irritation, the usual
iiion that the eseapi' from such di9e;i»e8 was due a great ' explanation
d-al to the fact that there was less apprehension of

[
Du. Hammond remarked that, if the doctrine nd-

tliem; and that that element should be taken into con- vaneed by Dr. Beard was to be accepted, he should
Biderati.m in making up the estimate with reference to feel like throwing his <liploma au'ny and joining the
the valu<' of any means employed for the prevention i theologians. It Was probably applicable in certain
ond control of contagious and epidemic diseases. easi-s which had fallen un.ler i)r. Bcanl's observation.

Reason, hope, joy, resolution, anil)iticin, s<'lf-confl-
!
but there wius not a tithe of evidence ri'garding its

dcnce, expeetalicm, were regarded iLs eleiiunls which
,

elHeacy fcu' the removal of organic disease. The
contributed to the recovery of patients, restoring them pajier was simply a formulation of results with which
from actually existing dincane and from death itself, and the profcssiun hod been familiar for more than a hun-
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clred years. That cures liad been effected in the

manner alluded to was undoulitedh- true; but the ele-

ment of deceit was present, because when a patient

was told that he was to lie cured simply by mental
influence, no success whatever would be obtained. If

that form of practice was to be jDrevalent, it should be
done under some other guise than that of the practice

of medicine. '• If,"' said Dr. Hammond, " I give a

patient a glass of water, and tell him with confidence

—thougli he does not know that he is taking water

—

that he is to be relieved, it may be justifiable ; but if

it is done generally and kept up, it must be done
under its true colors, and then it will fail."

Dr. Beakd remarked he was aware that the method
of treatment had lieen employed for hundreds of

years ; but the point he insisted u]ion was, that the pro-

fession did not em|)loy it in a systematic manner.
Some had used it with more system than others, and
had studied special ways of acting upon the patient

by such means. The oliject of the paper was not to

show anything new, l)ut to introduce to the profession

some sjM'cial experiments, with the view of exciting a

more thorough study of the subject. The ])oint of
special interest was, to show how we might utilize

definite expectatiim in the treatment of disease. Docs
Dr, Ilannnoud admit or deny that warts are organic

disease t

Du. II.\ii.MOND.—I am not prepared to say. I am
not prepared to say liut that warts are functional.

Dr. Beaud remarked that all he claimed was, that

physicians could more certainly help their patients by
availing themselves of that metliod of treatment in

conjunction with other methods.
Dr. Hammond remarked that Di\ Beard was not

qualified to follow that form of ]jractice ; that he was
too well informed and too intelligent. It was doubt-
less true that Dr. ililton had cured his patients; and
that patients had been cured l)y the water of Lowell

;

and that cases of King's evil had lieen cured by the

Royal touch : but if that form of jiractice was to be
instituted, we should go back to monkery—give up
our instruments, give up our medicines, and enter a

convent,

Dr, Miles, of Baltimore, fully recognized the in-

fluence of mind over tlie body, but regarded the

handling of it as far more dangerous than handling
the most powerful drugs. To assume to possess avir-

tui' when you had it not, was very dangerous.
Dr. Beard, in reply to Dr. Miles' objection, stated

that all of us were brought into the same strait, and
met the problem in various ways. We were making
use of opium, bromide of potassium, electricity, with
tlie ex[)ectation of seeing certain effects produced

;

but we do not know that ojiium

—

Dr. Hammond.—But we believe it will.

Db. Beard.—We hope it will.

Dr. H.\mmond.—No ; we have suflicient knowledge
concerning the power of opium, that we may speak
with certainty concerning its eifects.

Dr. Beard.—I give a patient a dose of opium, but
I do not know whether it will produce sleep. Opium
generally produces sleep, but its action is different

upon different persons, and there is a chance tliat it

will fail in the present case, A prediction about the

effect to be produced by a dose of bromide of jiotas-

sium may be fulfilled or it may not.

Dr. Jewell remarked that there were many things

which made it credible that mind had a power over

the body, and instanced the relief from toothache a

person experienced when the dentist's room was
reached—an effect unquestional>ly due to mental influ-

tnee. Now, while this method of influencing our pa-

tients might be carried to excess, it was to be assumed
that the honest jjhysician would not do that, and he
believed it to be the wish of the author of the paper
that the profession -should candidly study the question,

and endeavor to arrive at a golden mean in the appli-

cation of this method of treatment. Both extremes
should be avoided.

Dr. Putnam had never seen any evidence that cure

had been effected by mental influence in eases where
actual disease had existed, and did not believe that it

was proper to state to our patients what we did not
know positively.

Dr. Miles regarded it as making definite promises
concerning something of which we had no knowledge

;

and if the ])atient could look into our minds, he would
become cognizant of the fact that we were deceiving

him.
Dr. Wehber did not believe that Dr. Beard recom-

mended telling falsehoods to our ])atients ; but it

seemed to him that he had approached very close to

the border line Isetween truth and deception. Good
results, doubtless, could l)e obtained by the iiroper

use of mental influence, l)ut when we ovei'stepped the

truth our profession at once was degi'aded.

Dr. Putxa.m regai-ded the experiments as unscien-

tific, because the emotions could not be isolated.

Dr. Mason objected to the term mental therapeu-

tics, and denied its existence.

Dr. Emerson regarded the experiments as unscien-

tific, because the exact nature of the elements experi-

mented with was not known,
Dr, Hammond l)elieved that if the ideas of Dr.

Beard were adopted, we sliould be descending to

the level of all sorts of humbuggery ; and he hoped
that the paper would not go to the public with the

endorsement of the Society,

Dr. Beard regarded the remarks of Dr. Ilaninumd
somewhat in the light of a caricature ; and claimed
there was nothing in his paper which im])lied that we
should throw aside our medicines and resort to hum-
buggery. The object of the paper was simjjly to call

attention to a special means of using the mind in the

treatment of disease—namely, producing definite ex-

pectation ; but it was not to supplant other methods,
or turn the profession into a body of quacks. A fur-

ther object was to stimulate systematic study of an
agent which was daily being employed in the treat-

ment of disease.

Dr. Denny, of Boston, upon invitation, exhibited a

series of transverse sections through the humaa lirain,

intended to illustrate the minute macroscopic anatomy.
The brain from which the sections were made
had been undergoing the hardening process, by
means of alcoln)l and l)ichiomate of potash, for two
years. The sections were made l»y the aid of a micro-

tome, and under water ; were stained, and mounted
permanently in dammar. Dr. Denny received a vote

of thanks fiom the Association.

The President called the attention of the Association

to two microscopic preparations by Mr. Amidon, show-
ing what apjicared to be a joining of two nerve-fibres

at right angles in the posterior spinal ganglia. This
arrangement, if verified, would serve to show the

connection of the ganglion cells of posterior ganglia
with the spinal cord and with sensory nerves, and to

explain the trophic action of these ganglion cells.

Evening Session—Second Day.

The first paper was read by Dr, N, B, Emerson, of

New York, and entitled
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CLINICAL STl'DV OF TETANY.
|

The paper consisted of tlie clinical liistories of two
ca.sps, toifctlier witti iniotiitions from, various authori-

ties rcLiarilini; the identity of the affection. Dr. Kin-
erson helieved tliat tlie dise;i.se was entitled to a distinct

rcco;;piition. Botli Ciises recovered.

Dn. WKnnr.ii related the history of a case in whicli

recovery took |)lace.

Dii. Mn.Ks mentioned a case in which he had mis-
taken the symptoms, due to a probable thickeninL; of
the membranes of tlie cord produced by syphilis, for

those of tetany. The patient made a good recovery
under anti-syi>hilitic treatment.

Dr. .Ikwki.l madeinijuiry concerning the pathology
of the affeeti(m.

Du. E-MKUsoN expressed the opinion that the disease

was simply reflex and functional.

Du. Mauv PutnamJacobi, of New York. U|)on in-

vitation, participated in the discussion, and referred

to two eases, which came under her ob.servation in one
of the clini<|Ues in Paris, and in which the symptoms
bore a striking resemblance to each other, nlthoufih
one patient, a child two yeara of age, was admitted
for spasms of the glottis, and recovered, and the other
suffered from what, at autopsy, proved to l>e cerebro-

spinal n\eningitis. In tlie first case, the symptoms of
tetany disapjicared luider the use of musk.

Dk. SF.oriN referred to two cases, one of tetany,

and the otlier hysteria, in which the symptoms bore a

very close resemblance. In the hysterical case, the

typical cone-shaped htuid was present ; and in the case

of tetany, at first, no spasm had been sec n, but in a

short time spasm was developed, and the diagnosis
made dear.

Dr. Hamilton referred to a case in which spasm of

the muscles was present, and it seemed impossil)l(; to

make a diagnosis until an aniesthetic was adminis-
tered, when the symptoms disappeared.

Du. Mii.KS related the history of a case in which
extreme spasm of the muscles of the extremities and
trunk w.'us developed, in consefjuence of pressure upon
the spinal cord, produced by an abscess u))on the

shoulder, rupturing into the spinal canal out.side of

the dura mater. The spimd cord, when removed,
seemed healthy. There were no bedsores.

Dr. 1'ltsam imiuired whether tetany became per-

sistent, lus hysterical contractions sometimes did '.

Dr. Emkuson replied that he had not observed any
.such ca.ses.

Dr. Swkzkv, upon invitation, spoke concerning the

occurrence of tetanus upon Long Island, and kmw it

to be a fact that pimelund wounds wen^ exceedingly
liable in that locality, especially upon the eastern

portion of the Island, to be followed by tetanus.

Dr. SfxiUIN was of the opinion that

sro>WANKOl.S TKT.\NUS

occurred upon Long Island, and
Dr. T. a. ilcHuiUK, of Xew York, alluded to eases

of spontaneous tetanus occurring in that locality, and
mentioned by Prof. T. G. Thomas, of the College of

Physicians and Surgeons.

Du. Milks referred to the spontaneous occurrence of

tetanus among the blacks in South Carolina; and
Dr. Dii'UV spoke of the very freijueut occurrence

of the alTeetion in Mauritius.

Dr. Pi rsAM-JAfoiii re ferred to two cases mentione 1

by Bernard.

Dr. Pitnam, of Boston, reported the results of his

observation in the use of

CAKRosic .veil) (i.va in tiik trk.vtmknt of iik.adaciie.

The result was negative in eight out of niuc coses.

Du. Din»iry referred to the experiments by Brown-
Sfquard and himself, which led to the recommenda-
tion of the gas for the cure of headache. The cure, it

was sui)posed, was effected by reflex action, the car-

bonic acid gas irritating the pharyngeal and laryngeal

nuieous membrane. In his experience, cure had been
elTicted for the time beiny-. except in a few instances.

In tlio ca.ses in which failure followed its use. the hys-

terical element was present.

Friday, Ji'nk 9

—

Third Day.

Af't<TiiiM)» St'usion.

The Association was called to order by the President,

Dr. Jewell, and immediately went into executive ses-

sion.

Dr. Eiokne DuruY was elected a member of the

Association.

Dr. Putnam exhibited microscopic specimens of

syphilitic artery and sclerosis of the posterior culiimns

(if the spinal cord, which were preijared l)y Dr. Edes,
of Boston.

Dr. H.vmmond presented a case of cross-paralysis,

which, with three others, he ]i]oposed to make the basis

of a pa|)er to be submitted to the Council.

The As.soeialion granted permission, and also granted
l)eimission to submit a i)aper upon

CERKBUO-CAUDIAC DER.VNGEMENT,

2>roh(ihhl i'Jentirid with r/Jorosis.

The first paper was read by
Dr. a. McIjANE Hamilton, of New York, and enti-

tled

OBSERVATIONS UPON CIIROSIC F.riI.ErsV.

In the analysis which the doctor gave of twenty-seven

cases that had fallen under his ob.servation. it w;is found
that some had depended upon uterine disease, others

upon masturliation, still others upon the ))iesi'nce of

intestinal parasites, and in a certain number of in-

stances syphilitic poison seemed to be the cause of the

disease.

1 The paper gave rise to discussion, chiefly with ref-

erence to treatment. The first indication was to remove
,
t!ie cause, if it could be ascertained. To allay erethism

I and reduce the susceptibility of the medulla, and to

i administer some gi'iieral nerve sedative, were the lead-

ing secondary indications. In tho.se cases in which
there was a tendency to ana>niia, the bromides did
harm.

I

The doctor claimed that not more than one drachm
of either of the bromides .should be administered dur-

ing twenty-four hours.

In those cases in which there was present a tendency

to hyperirmia, ergot in large doses was recommended.
Attacks of prtit mat could be cut short by hypo-

dermic injections of atropine.

Dh. Hamilton regarded digitalis as one of the most

I

important adjuvants we po.sses.sed in the treatment of
epilepsy.

Nitrite of ainyl was regarded as an agent wliich

could afford temporary relief only, and was chiefly

scMviceable in those ca.ses in which a succ(.ssioii of fits

(leeurrcd. The doctor regarded nitro-glyci'iine as an
<xcellent prophylactic. He had used it in i^olution

1
ciiiitaining about oue-fpiarter of a drop to v. ffl of al-

I cohol, and had found that it produced alnmst an exact

I
effect with nitrite of amyl, but the elTecIs had been
mure permanent. The principal point in the treatment

wliich gave rise to discussion, was that relating to the

u.se of small duses of thi' bromides.
Dr. IIam.mosi) did not believe that small doses were

of any avail whatever, but that large duse:) should \>o
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administered and repeated, so as to develop the bro-

mic cachexia as quickly as possible. One hundred and
sixty gi-ains a day had been given before any effi'Ct

upon the parox3'sms was produced. Administer the
bromides, gradually increasing the size of the dose, un-
til the super-excital.iility of the pharynx was dimin-
ished ; and unless that was done it was evident that a
suiBcient quantity of the drug had not been given.
In certain cases in which the jjaroxysnis were kept up
by force of liabit, nitrite of amyl might effect a cure,

but, as a rule, its effect was only tenrporary.

Dk. Miles regarded it as necessary tliat bromism
should 1)0 produced, and it might be necessary to ad-
minister more than grs. xl. three or four times a day.

Dr. Hamilton thought bromism iniurious, because
it de|)ressed the system. He regarded grs. xx. t. i. d.

as suflicieut, if combined with ergot, which con-
tracted the arterioles.

Dr. Putnam inquired whether t^le bromides pro-
duced their good effect in epilepsy, by contracting
the arterioles, or by producing some direct effect u]ion
the nervous centres ? Fui thtrmore. was it known that
tlie amount of blood in the medulla was diminished
under their influence ?

Dr. Cross, of New York, believed that com])lete
bromism should l)e jjroduced, and that the patient
should l)e kept in that condition for some time.

Dr. Srguin remai'ked that he never gave less tlian

a drachm of the bromide within twenty-four hours,
and frequently as nuich as grs. 120, or even IfiO. His
rule was to administer at bed-time the maximum dose
for the day, because the excitability of the spinal
axis was greatest at night. A degree of l)romism
should lie produced in the patient, and the symptoms
of true bromism could not be developed by adminis-
tering only sixty grains a day.

Dr. Seguin habitually administered other remedies
in combination with the bromides. He used ergot
considerably, and in doses of one drachm of the fluid
extract tliree or four times a day. Strycluiia was
regarded as almost a specific against the motor symp-
toms of tlie bromides. Arsenic diminished the acne
of bromism, and in many cases ]n-eveuted its occur-
rence. Tonics of various kinds, especially chalybeates,
should Ive given regularly, in order that the bromides
might lie better borne.
Du. Hamilton remai'ked that there were cases in

which large doses of the hi-omides could l>e used with
benetit for a week or so, Imt that he recommended the
regular administration of only grs. xx., t, i. d., and
the occasional use of large doses—even to sixty
grains.

Dr. F. p. Kinnicutt remarked that his experii>nce
was entirely in accord with Dr. Seguin's, e-pecially
with reference to the size of tlie d(>.sesof bromides and
their combination with other remedies.

Dr. Jewell remarked that it had seemed to him
the fits occurred just in proportion as the patient be-
came fatigued. Tliat was not invariaiily the case,

))ut quite regularly so. He liad therefore given small
doses of the bromides during the forepart of the day,
\ large dose after dinner, and the next large one at

bedtime. He regarded the ijroduction of a certain
amount of anaesthesia of the ])haryngeal and laryngeal
mucous membrane as important.

Dr. Cross raised the question, why administer a
large dose of the bromides at bed-time if Ijromism
was all that was necessary ?

Dr. Seguin remarked that the effect expected from
a large dose of the drug at lied-time was temporary
and immediate, and at the same time it contributed
to the more permanent influence arising from a cer-

tain degree of bromism. If the fit occurred in the

day-time, the time of administering the large dose
might l)e changed.

Dr. Miles regarded it as important to find out
when the attack, as a rule, occurred, and apply the

remedy accordingly.

The pajier was further discussed by Drs. Hamilton,
Hammond, Dupuy, and Seguin ; and in the course of

the discussion attention was called to the nitrite of
amyl bulhs devised by Dr. T. A. jNIcBiide.

The next subject brought before the Association

was
REGIONAL CEREBRAL DIAGNOSIS.

By Dr. F. T. Miles, of Baltimore.

Tlie case which Dr. Jliles narrated was interesting,

from the fact that the injury of the lirain in a particu-

lar locality was connected with the exact symptoms
observed before the death of the patient.

The l)rain injury in this instance occurred in an
eminent lawyer who, at the time symptoms were first

developed, was cross-examining a witness. A fac-

simile of his handwriting was cxhilnted, and it could

be seen exactly where irregularities in outline of letters

began to .show tliemselves.

From that point the chirography grew more and
more illegible, until finally a mere blot was made.
The gentleman then rising to address the court, it was
perceived that something was wrong with him, and he

was removed from the room. He became semi -coma-
tose, had completi' right hemiplegia, the Hght side of

the face was com]jIetely paralyzed, and ptosis of the

left eye was strongly marked. The tongue was not

paralyzed, but the jjatient was unable to thrust it out,

and tliere was no paralysis of the muscles of deglutition.

There was some anaesthesia upon the affected side.

The jjatient answered all questions affirmatively. The
eyes could lie made to follow the finger only as far as

the median line to the right, when they would stoji,

and the patient would carry them over to the left

side. The case terminated in the usual deep coma and
death. Dr. Miles had diagnosticated crural heiiior-

rluige. producing ptosis, with paralysis u])on the o))])o-

site side. At avtnjisy a mass of blood which had so

flattened the convolutions, that it could be easily seen

beneath the surface, was found in the central portion

of the middle lobe of the brain upon the left side.

When the sac was opened, the first blood that escaped

was fluid; then came a jelly-like mass; and, lastly,

a hard clot, not easily liroken up, which was probably

tlie original clot tliat gave rise to the first symptoms.
The clot did not break through into the ventricles, but
remained enclosed in the sulistance of the third lobe.

Dr. Miles referred incidentally to a case in which
an abscess occupied the same region occupied by the

original clot in the case being described, but in which
there was not a shadow of motor paralysis. In the

present instance, the autopsy proved that the diag-

nosis was incorrect, because there was no hemorrhage
into the crus. The sym])toms, therefore, were exjjlained

by the double influence produced by the destruction

of lirain sulistance, and jiressure ujion the surrounding

Ijarts; and that it was the jjressure ujoon the crus and
the third nerve that gave rise to the eye sym|itoms.

Dr. Miles demonstrated his remarks by means of finely

executed models of the human lirain.

Dk. .Tewell remarked tliat the fact of the symptoms
in Dr. Miles' case being due to pressure produced upon
parts outside of the real lesion, showed how easily

mistakes could be made with reference to diagnosis

and prognosis.

Dr. Hammond inquired with reference to dilatation

of the pupil and strabismus.
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Dr. Mii.es replied tliiit tliere was no special dilata-

tion of the pupils, nnd that he did not obseiTe any
Ntnil)isnms.

Dn. Hammond, from those farts, was inclined to re-

gard tlie ptosis as entirely independent of intra-crnnial

troulile. lie did not rej^ard the ease as one of cross-

paralysis, lint that the ptosis depended upon sonic

orbital lesion.

Dn. Skoi'IN directed attention to one symptom in

Dr. Miles' case which would east a doubt upon the

diagnosis of affeetiim of the crus—namely, the eye

symptom. The fact tliat the patient could not be in-

duced to turn the eye beyond the n\edian line to the

riylit. and tended to look to the left, was in obedience

to what occui-s in lesions of the hemisplieres and not

in lesions of flie crus. From that fact alone he would
have been led to believe that the lesion was not limited

to the crus.

LOC.M.IZATION OP MOTOR CENTRES.

Dr. Euokxe Dcput, of New York, read a paper
upon the above subject, which may be summarized in

the follow iii<r propositions:

The cortical substance of the brain was not excitable

by any means, either physical, chemical, or mechan-
ical.

The effect of electricity, when applied to the surface

of the brain, was not localized, but diffused, and the

motor results obtained when electricity was used were
not due to the direct action of the irritant, but were
altogether reflex.

No part of the brain substance was excitable except

the nerve-fibres, and there was no way by which nerve

cells could be excited except by cxcitinjj the nerve-

fibres with which they were connected.

When electricity was applied to the cortex, motion
mitjht take place, but it was not the nerve-cells them-
selves which were jiut into action, as proved by exper-

iments. The cranium of an animal was laid o|)en, a

point made sure, which, when irritated, <i;ave rise to

certain motions, and then the pia-mater was ren-

dered opaque by means of hot iron, but motion fol-

lowed the api)lication of an irritant, the same as

before. The wo\uid was then allowed to close, and
at the end of a month the electrodes were applied over
the dura mater coverin;^ the same spot, and motion
was ])roduced upon the same side of the body. The
dura-mater was then divided, and the white i)atch in

the pia-mater exposc<l, and then, when the electrodes

were applii'd, slight motion f<illo\ved, but not so

Diarked iLs before. The surface of the part was then
dried by means of blotting pa])er, nnd the electrodes

applied, but no motion followed. The .sclerosed patch
of pia-mater was then removed, and the surface
dried, but no motion followed the application of the
electrodes.

If motion did not take place in the second series of
ex|>orinients, it wiu not from lack of i-ortical sulistance.

because the fibres below were found to be healthy
when examined willi the microscope.

It wjw then clear that the motion was not due to

disturbance of the nerve cells, nor to disturbance of
the nerve fibres, except those in close relation with the

blood- vcKsels. The doctor then undertook the exam-
ination of till' structure of the brain tissue ami pia-

niuter ; and he had found that the only points in the

cortical sulwtance where motion could be produced
by the application of an irritant, were those supplied
by vessels which came from the pia-mater. and dippeil

deep into the substance of the brain,and had nerve fibns
accompanying them. He believed, therefore, that

there was a nervous cunaectiuD between the pia-uuitcr

and the fibres from the spinal cord which was contin-

uous, and that motion was produced through that

connection when an irritant was apjilied to the pia-

mater.

The jmper being open for discussion,

Du. J. W. S. .\itNoi,n, of New York, asked Dr. Du-
puy what current he employed to stinudate the brain ;

till' induced or the constant current, or the primary or

secondary induced eiirri'nt

;

l)it. Dii'L'v replied that it made no difference with
regard to the current employed.

l)u. Arnoi.h remarked that that was an important
))oiiit to be decided ; and that he was convinced the

diffusion of the induced cmrent was so great that its

action could not be limited, whereas the constant cur-

rent coulil be limited, and the exact point from which
the action came could be determined.
He had also been able, by means of the constant cur-

rent, to decompose brain ti.ssue to suih an extent that

motion in certain muscles or groups of muscles, in re-

sponse to the electrical irritant, could not be repro-

duced ; and that when such tissue had been examined
microscopically, the structure had been found to be

entirely changed. He bad also found that when cer-

tain points in the brain, which .seemed to have pre-

siding power over definite sets of muscles, were de-

stroyed by means of the constant current, motion
could no longer be produced in response to the elec-

trical irritant.

Tho.sc were the arguments he brought against Dr.

Dupuy's theory, and in f:ivor of localization of motor
centres. Dr. Arnold iiKpiired of Dr. Dupuy whether
the motion was due totlie irritant etTect produced upon
the involuntary muscular fibres in tlie coats of the ar-

teries?

Dr. Drrrv replied that they were.

Du. .\itxoi,i) remarked that the action of involimtary

muscular fibres was slow, but that the motions pro-

duced in ivsponse to an electrical irritant applied to

tlie surface of the brain, were instantaneous.

Du. DiTPUv remarked that lie had not seen move-
ments follow immediately upon the application of the

irritant.

Dn. Arnold remarked that he had records of move-
ments following immcdiatily \ipon the application of

the irritant; and not only so. liiit that he had measured
the difference in time which elapsed bcf(U-e motion was
produced when the irritant was applied to the invol-

untary muscular fibres of the blood-vessels in the brain,

and when it was applied to the cortical substance and
irave rise to motion in the voluntary mu.scles in the

limbs of the animal, aiul that there was a very appre-

ciable difference in the length of time which elap.sed

before motion was produced in the two instances. In

all his experiments, also, the brain stnface was kept
free from moisture.

Du. J. .1. Mason remarked that in carefully per-

formed experiments on clay lie had not noticed any
difference in the diffusion of tlx' two curr<nls.

Dn. .\nNoi.D (lid not believe that ixpciimcnts per-

formed in that manner settled the <|Uistion of diffusi-

bility of the electrical current in the brain.

Dr. .Ikwei, I, thought that, although Dr. Dupuy's pa-

per was interesting with respect to the (pii slion of the

mechanism by wliich the excitation led to the con-

traction, it did not militate greatly against the doc-
trine of localization of funiticm, but was simply an-

otler method of explaining how the contraction was
brought about. If the contraction was due to a mod-
ilicalion in the nutrition of tin- part irritated, that

view was just as favorable as any other to the doc-

trine of localization. The theory advanced by Dr. Du-
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])uy, for aught ho knew, inia:ht be correct ; l)ut it did
not. in Ills opinion, affect tlie doctrine of localization

of function at all, but was simply another way of ex-

plaining the phenomenon of voluntary muscular con-

traction. Pie was strongly inclined to believe in the

doctrine of localization of function.

At tlio close of the discussion. Dr. Hammond nomi-
nated Dr. .T. 0. Peters for menilsei'ship, sulijcct to the

action of the Association .at its next annual meeting.

Evening Session—Third Day.

The Association was called to order by the President

;

and, under tlie liead of Miscellaneous Business, it was
resolved to hold tlie next annual session in the city of

New York, commencing on the first Wednesday of

June, 1.S77.

The following papers 'were then read Ijy title, and
referred to the Council

:

Tlie Development of the Nervous Tissue in the

Human Eml)ryo, by Dr. H. D. Schmidt, of New
Orleans.

Contribution to the ])atliology of the Fronto-Pari-
etal Region of the Cerebrum, -ttHth Case, by Dr. T. A.
McBride, of New York.

Post-Diphtheritic Paralysis, by Dr. J. J. Putnam, of

Boston.

On Brain Tumor without choked Disc, by Dr. E. C.

Seguin, of New York.
On Tumor of the Pons, by Dr. J. C. Shaw, of

Brooklyn.

Dr. T. B. M. Cross, of New York, then read a
paper

ON THE KETIN.iL CIRCULATION IN EPILEPSY.

Tlie paper contained tlie o])inions of various obser-

vers u|)on the condition of the intra-ocnlar circulation

during epilepsy, and also the results of the doctor's

own oljservations. made in 9.5 cases. His conclusions
were mainly as follows:—In a large proportion of

cases there was no change in the intra-ocular circula-

tion in the interval between the paroxysms, and no
alteration of any of the structures of the eye. In

some cases there was an increased or diminished
amount of blood in the retinal vessels, but such
change was purely accidental, and not because of the

epileptic paroxysm. There niiglit be .congestion of

the retinal vessels after a fit, but it soon disappeared,
whether the fit was nocturnal or diurnal. When
aniemia was present, satisfactory results did not fol-

low tlie use of remedies which were said to increase

the amount of l^lood in the brain.

The paper was discussed liy Di's. Putnam, Dupuy,
Hamilton, Hammond, and Putnam-.Jacolii.

Dr. Putnam raised tlie question whetlier the bro-

mide of potassium acted thrtuigli tlie I)lood- vessels or

nervous centres, and whether, if contraction of the

blood-vessels could be produced in any otlicr way, the

same eifect would be produced as by administering
the bromides ?

Dr. Hammond gave.a number of reasons for lieliev-

ing that the bromides diminished the quantity of

blood in tlie brain.

Dr. Putnam-.Iacobi remarked tliat, with regard to

the question whether tlie effect [jroduced by the bro-

mides was directly upon the molecular elements of the

nerve cells, or first upon the blood-vessels, some light,

perhaps, might be shed by the fact of tlie occurrence
of acne while the bromide was being administered.
Eruptions similar to acne, as well as acne itself, were
developed under conditions closely resemliling those

present when the bromic cachexia was dc^veloped

;

i.e., after recovery from long-sustained nervous ex-

citement followed by nervous exhaustion. Several

cases were cited in wliich cutaneous eruptions were
manifestly of nervous orifi;in. and also cases in which
cutaneous eruptions had followed allaying of the ex-

citaijility of the nervous elements. Might not the

occurrence of acne after administration of the bro-

mides, which allay the erethism of tlie nervous system,

be evidence that the effect jiroduced was directly upon
nerve elements ; and, in addition, that they produced
effects U|)on the blood-vessels ?

Dr. Hamilton remarked that he had seen bromic
acne fully developed, and the fits continued as vio-

lently as at the beginning.

Dr. Putnam, of Boston, exhibited a

section of the spinal column and of the SPINAL
cord removed from the body of a boy who
HAD suffered FROM FRACTURE AND DISLOCATION
at THE TWELFTH DORSAL VERTEBRA.

The last ])aper was read by Dr. Allan McLane Ham-
ilton, of New York, and consisted of clinical notes

ujion two cases of

LOCOMOTOR ATAXIA ASSOCIATED WITH THE GENERAL
PARALYSIS OF THE INSANE.

The close of the session h.iving been reached. Dr.

Hammond moved a vote of thanks to the President

for the uniform courtesy he had manifested wliile

presiding over the deliberations of the Association,

which was unanimously carried.

Dr. Putnam moved a vote of thanks to Dr. W. M.
Carjjenter, of the New York Medical Record, for

his assistance in making the notes upon ],iapers and
the discu'^.sions, which was also untmimiuisly carried.

The President, Dr. .lewell, congratulated the Associa-

tion upon the success which had ciiaraeterized the

present session, and sjiolve for a steadily increasing

zeal and activity in its studies and investigations.

The Assoeiati(m then adjourned, to meet in tliB

citv of New York on the first Wednesday of June,

1877.

Eeuieius ants notices of jQooKs.

The Pathology and Treatment op Child-bed, a
Treatise for Physicians and Students. By Dr. F. WlNC-
KF.L, late Director of Gyuajcological Clinic, Univ. of
Kostock, from second German edition, with -additional

notes by anthers. Translated by James R. Chadwick,
M.D., Clinical Lecturer Diseases of Women, Harvard
Univ. Philadelphia : H. C. Lea. 1870.

This treatise, which has been the standard one of its

kind in Germany, bids fair to take a distinguished

place as an authority in this country. Presenting to us
the doctrines of the German school, it will form a

companion to the American views upon the subjects,

alongside of which a comparison can be made.—The
range of the treatise is quite extensive, in fact almost
exhaustive, giving evidence of much painstaking re-

search by the author, in his desire to work up an exten-
sive foreign liililiographical survey.

The introductory clia)iter is full of careful descrip-

tion and suggestion, and prejudices the reader in favor
of the work as a useful and trustworthy manual. The
puerperal affections of the external genital organs,
which are treated of in section first, are well pre-

sented; but the |)ractical value of the descriptions cen-

tres in those which refer to hemorrhages, the varieties

of inflammations, and the resulting tbrouibosis and
pywiuia.
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Cluiptcr V'l. of tliis section, on the etiology of the so-
'

callcil |)U.'i[jeral tuvcr, is well wortliy of ciircful

study, iiuil is full of valuiilile and sugifestive facts

for the consideration of every one liable to treat the

nialady.
j

'I'he puerperal diseases of the breasts receive a care-

1

ful and discriminate treatment in section two ; while
those of other organs, in section three, receive their due
share of attention.

i

On the whole, the work will he found to be of the

greatest value to the practitioner, as presenting the

views of a very careful and iliscriiiiinalive observer,

and one whose judgment has l)een tempered by a long
and varieil experience in the treatment of the diifereiit

puerperal diseases.
!

The profession are under great obligations to Dr.

Chadwick for the atlmiralile manner in which he lias

matle the transUition. Unlike most elforlsol its kind,

it IS a model of classical interijretation of the language
of the autlior.

€orrc3pont)fncc.

PATENT RIGHTS AND PROFESSIONAL
CHARACi'ER.

Bl>MinA, N. V.

To THE Editor of The .Medical nEcoRD.

Sik: —An editorial, iu the Ukcoku of June 24th, opens
the way for furtln'r in(|uiiy as to the soundness or

unsoundness of the Code in making it derogatory to

prolessioual character tor a pliysician to hold a pa-

tent for a surgical instrument, it seems to mo tliat

llie misunderstanding which has so longe.\isted among
good men in our profession on this point had its

origin in a superticial or erroneous compreliension of

the MCi^rul moral principles which underlie the subjects

of surgical invention and of letters patent. One
thougliUul, candid glance at the ethical clause in

question w ill, it seenis to me, make the truth of this

remark apparent. The clause reads as follows

:

• It is derogatory to proti s.-ioiial character for a

physician to hold a patent tor any surgical instru-

ment or medicine ; or to dispense a secret nostniiii,

wlielher it be the composition or e.vclusive property of
liimselt or of others. For, if such nostrum be of real

elhcacy, any concealment regarding it is inconsistent

witli heneliceuce ami professional liberality; and if

mystery alone give it value and importance, such craft

implies either disgracelul ignorance or fraudulent
avarice."

Now the most conspicuous error in this clause con-
sists in classifying two kinds of persons in one ami
tUe s-inie verbal expression, ami immediately after-

ward in pronouncing upon both classes the condem-
nation wuicii is only due to one of them. If the

weight of this edict rested simply upon the dispensers

of tixrel nottruma, its verdict would be just; but when
it includes the inventors and patentees ot surgical in-

struments, it overreache-s the bounds of justice. The
patentee of a surgical instrument keeps nothing seerrt.

Jle exercises no cinj't, but is eminintly ojjcii aial frank.

He shows no ilinjniirj'nl iijinirunri, but evinces atl-

vanced knowledge. He is not actuated \<y Jruiiiliilt nt

ncitiiiv. but simply desires a fair compensation for his

own mental lalior and the e.\ peases atti inling his study.

He is not delicieiit in liheinUtij Utward his professional

brethren. (.Might I not almost say tliat they arc deli-

cieut iu lilieraliiy toward him ',)

Looking at the subject in this critical light, do we not

dearly discover that the Code is correct in coiuUnming
illilici'iUity, secrecy, cni/l, (ligi/riicifi(t iyiwruiice, and
Jiiiuduleiit ucarice, but that it is incorrect in attributing

any of these ipialities to the surgeon and scientist

wlio sim|)ly avails himself of a governmeiilal provi-

sion for reaping the pecuniary rewards of his own
labor I

If the foregoing be true, then we sliall sacrifice

none of the e.xaltetl priiuiples whicli liave ever char-

acterized the medical piofession by making the

aiiiendmeiit in the Code which this construction would
seem to call for.

And may there not be olher arguments besides

justice to the inventor that should induce us to make
this alteration in the Code ;

Those wise men who were the framers of the Con-

stitution ot the United States, in order •• Vi j,r(,ritote

l/it jiro'jirgs of ncieiia' iind useful drU,'^ gave Congress

the power to secure, for limited times, to mifhora null

iitcciiturs the exclusive right to their respective ic/fti/iy*

ami discoceries.

U it true that this provision of Congress, if allowed

full sway among surgeons, would be instrumental iu

jiri'iiiotiti'j the proijress ofscience in tin' field of surgical

implements and appliances i If so, then this is

anuthcr valid argument for removing the inadvertent

restriction.

Should this restriction be removed, then the

inventor, instead of lacing classed with the disi)enser

of secret nostrums, would be classed with the author

—better company ; and when the author goes to the

puljlisher and asks, "How much will you give me
lor this manuscript '.

"' the inventor may go to the

culler and ask, " How much will you give me for this

instrument?" and the profession at large will stand

iu the same relation to each; for in buying a book
they will pay the author for writing and the printer

for [lublishing, and in buying an instrument they will

pay the originator for inventing and the cutler for

making.
In neither case is it to be supposed that money is

the main object of the physician's study and labor

—

no. his motive is far nobler ; llie benefit of humanity
;

but money is always a proper and legitimate au.xili-

ary to help the philosnplnr and the i)liilanlliropist

onward in every praisewoi thy undertaking.

Yours respectfully,

T. H. SqciHE.

CiNCIS.SATI. June aiith, 1876.

To TUB Editor of The Mkdicai, Ubcokd.

Sik:—In your is.sue of the 24th of .lune you direct

attention to this matter as called up by the resolution

olTered before the American .Medical As.'-oeiation to

the effect that " it is not derogatory iu any jihysician

to take out a patent lor a surgical instruuieiit of any
kind." In your article you seem willing to do away
with a portion of the disabling cUuse ot the Code, to

the extent that a physician may patent an apparatus

used in medicine, iiidvided it •can also be used in

other arts." Now, why draw a line which, if ever

diawn at all, would be an exceedingly crooked one

—

rumiing far out into forbidden fiehU f AVhy may we
not boldy declare that the present section ot llie Code
is narrow and contracted—of the nature of Trades
Unions restrictions ratlu-r than those of a liberal

l)rofes8ion, prompted more by selfishness toward
ourselves than generosity toward mankind— the tyr-

anny of the many over the tew under the guise of

,
iiutlical etiijuette ( Is not this a peculiar piofessiun,
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by the joining of which we are divested of one of
our rights as American citizens ?

Let us look into tlmpms (t origo of the patent law.

It is this: the community are aware that certain men
possess that peculiar combination of faculties which
renders them apt at contrivance ; they have discovered

that to induce such persons to put forth tlieir best

efforts they should be rewarded, not only by the esteem

of their fellow-men, liut pecuniarily, for the time, toil,

and thouglit expended, all this aside from the absolute

property i-iglit wliich each one lias to the result of his

labor. Also, they have seen tliat nothing operates so

forcil)ly in causing an inventor or manufacturer to in-

troduce a new article as the security of future sales
;

but for this many a valualjle invention would now
moulder in a dusty attic, or never liave Ijeen made.
Thus thinking, tliey have formulated tlie admiraWe
patent laws, protecting the inventor in the jjnjduct of

his time and talent for a limited term of years, after

which it becomes the property of mankind. What is

the result of tliis beneBcent system ? It need not be
told; tlie world knows it. Why, then, should medical
art l)e deliarred froui the operation of these just and
good laws i Why should medical men not be encour-

aged to put forth their best energies for the advance-
ment of the mechanical part of their profession ?

" Oh !
" it is said, '• the primary olijcct of all inventions

directly or indirectly connected with the healing art is

for the benefit of hunuuiity, and . . . the medical
man should be remunerated by tlie consciousness of
contributing his mite to tlie relief of mankind." *

Well, then, let us throw away our fee- tables and throw
away our fees. Let us be in fact what we are in

theory—an eleemosynary order, pursuing long years

of study, expending thousands of doU.'Us, all, tliat we
may he prepai-ed to benefit mankind. Let us cast our-

selves witli open arms on tlie generous breasts of that

public, witli whom gratitude to the pliysician is the

first thought, but tangible evidences the la.st. No!
this is not practical, it will not do for the medical
practitioner, neither will it do for the medical inventor.

The entire subject of patents should lie stricken out

of the Code, anil relegated where it belongs—to the

laws of the United States. We need have no fear of

an inundation of medical patents, for tliey, as a rule,

are wortliless, not enougli of any one instrument being
sold to pay tlie cost of procuring a patent; neitlier

need we tear oppressive exactions in the way of royalty,

for this wcmld only Ije an equitalde division Ijetween

inventor and manufacturer of the profit which now
goes entirely into the pockets of surgical instrument-

makers—men who are ready enough to patent any
device of their own, and equally ready to derive profit

from the ingenuity of their credulous medical friends.

It perchance tliere should ha a medical patent so valu-

able and so indispensable that it should l)e given to

the world free, then let the government purchase it

from the inventor at an equitable price and make the

donation ; but do not demand that the inventor make
all the sacrifice.

,

W .

613 Seventh Street, Washington, D. C, June 98, 1876.

To THE Editor of Toe Medical Record.

Snt :—In your journal for 24th .June I notice some
remarks on " Patent Rights in Medicine," indicating a

tendency to relax the Code which prohiliits a jjhysician

to take a patent for any invention he may make. And

* This is a quotation from the Record, but it is the foundation-stone
on which all those build who support the present attitude of ttie Code.

in regard to this question I wish to say a few words

—

an offering of my mite—toward a correct under-
standing of this matter. A patent can only ]><; granted
for some instrument or thing which is beneficial to the

public. The art of a physician is directly to tUis

same point, and we will suppose his invention is an
instrument to be used in surgery. Now liis chief de-
sire should be tliat every jiractitioner should possess this

instrument, because in that way only can the public
receive the full benefit of it. The Code requires

that this end should be accomplished by a voluntai'y

dedication of the invention to the public ; but does
that proceeding bring about the desired result >, All
experience proves that it accomplishes next to no-
thing, except in excejjtional cases. In order that

this instiument may go into the hands of every prac-

titioner, two things are necessary: 1, They shall be
manufactured ; 2, They shall be brought to the no-
tice of and explained to every practitioner. Yes,

and a third thing conies in—they must be manufac-
tured at a price which will not exceed the ability of

the practitioners to pay. Tlie dedication does not
accomplish or even touch either one of these con-
ditions, without which the invention might as well not
have been made. The first requires au investment of

capital in -advance, and upon a hope and prospect of

retni'ii. The outlay is necessarily consideralile. The
second likewise requires an advance in capital for ad-

vertisements, etc.; and the third is of equal importance.
No one will advance this capital, and .sink it in abso-

lutely necessary preliminary ojieratioM, to perfect and
make this thing known, if at the moment he has suc-

ceeded in making a market all his rivals in business are

at liberty to step in and share the profits without any of

the preliminai y outlay. There/ure this instrument does
not go into such general use as enables the public to

derive such beuefit as the philanthropic inventor de-
sired. The result is, it is only manufactured in the
most disadvantageous way, i.e., by hand, and without
aid front special tools. It only goes into possession

of public institutions and wealthy practitioners, to

whom expense is of minor importance. It is only
manufactured perhaps upon special order or in small
quantities, and the expense is enormously exaggerated.
But suppose he takes a patent. The manulacture may
then be confined to a single party. The monopoly en-

ables that party to advance the required capital with
safety, special tools are constructed, and the instrument
is produced at a low rate and of superior quality. And
the histoiy of inventions shows that exorbitant profits

are not imposed, the desire to sell large numbers being
best subserved by moderate profits.

Those best acquainted with this subject all agree that

the public benefit is jiromoted by patents ; and if this

is true in regard to general devices, there is no reason
for excepting those devices which are related to med-
icine.

If the inventive physician hesitates to j»/'(>/j< by his

mechanical invention, because of humanity, it seems
the same reason sliould ojjerate to prevent his daily

entry for attendance at tue bedside of his suffering

patient. But then he can easily forego his royalties if

he so desires, and no one will complain, and he can
stipulate with the manufacturer whom he licenses that
profits shall not be above a certain percentage. How-
ever he may do in those regards, the true Code
should require him to do all that he can to extend the
usefulness of the invention, and that can only be
accomplished by means oi letters patent.

Respectfully,

R. D. O. Smith.
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THE MICHIGAN STATE MEDICAL SO-
CIKTY AND THE UN1VKK«1TY OF
MICHIGAN.

UNITEnalTV or MlclllilAX,
Ax.N Aiuion. Juno 21, 1S7C.

To THE Kditob of The Mhuical iltx'ouu.

Siu:—AVill you allow me to call your attentioH to the

very unfair impression conveyed by your report of

JIicliii,'an affaii-s at the late meeting of the Aniericau

Medical Association ( According to your report it ap-

l)ears that tiie delegates from the iUchigan tstute Medi-

cal Society were ultimately exculpiiteil by iheJudicial

Council, whereas the truth is that they are even now
under charges before that body,— charges, too, ol the

most serious character, in reference to which the

Judicial Council have pnmiised to report at the next

annual meeting of the Association.

Tiue, one set of charges was not sustained, but
before the Council on the first and milder set a second

and much more serious clmige was preferred, ami
when the roll was called the delegates Irom the Mich-
igan State Society were protested against, and the

matter was referred to the Judicial Council.

For the information of those of your readers who
were not at the meeting, I may mention that the dele-

gates from the State Society of .Michigan are charged

with the most improjjer alliliation with and " aiding

and alietting " of lioma>opathy and other ijuackcry, and
the evidence of their guilt is to be found in the puij-

lished Transactious ol the Society for tiie years 1S74
and 187"). The charge was preferred by a member ot

tlie medical faculty of the University ot Michigan.

Again, you'ieport ijuite accurately the resolution of

Dr. Toner in reference to the aiding and abetting in

the graduation of students in irregular or exclusive

systems of medicine,—a resolution the principle of

which no respectable member of the profession could

for a moment hesitate to endorse ; but you have inad-

vertently omitted all notice of the imporlant and
poinleil resolution moved by my colleague, I'rofessor

iVothiiigham, and without winch Dr. Toner's would
have had but little practical signiticance or utility.

It reads as follows:

—

" limolciil, tliat the Judicial

Council be asked to investigate and determine pre-

cisely tile kind of action which shall be regarded as

aiding and abetting, and reiiort at its earliest conveni-
ence." This resolution wascarried without a dis-seiitiiig

voice. The important bearing of these tw o resolutions

upon the controversy which has existed in this State

during the bust twelve months will at once appear.

Inleiesteil and unscrupulous pereons have endca
voreil to persuade the profession of the land that we
of this L'liivei-sity Faculty have been and are iu the

position of aiderii and abeUum in tiie graduation of
huiiueopalhic students.

We stoutly and most unequivocally deny this

charge, and, on tiie contrary, contend that we have
been and are now standing in the breach, ami pre-

venting the country from being Hooded with honiu'-

upathie graduates. We contend that we have been
and are engaged in defending this reputable and im-
portant stronghold of regular medicine from passing
over into the hands of the hoimeopatliic fraternity.

Not only so, but we arc prepared to prove that tor

the seeming temporary advantage which liomu'opathy
htu gaiued at this Jioint the Slate Medical Society,

which has for three years urged a policy of alliliation

with all sorts of quackery, is to blame.
Now, sir, the resolution of Dr. Frothinglmm will

necessitate the calm, full, and impartial investigat'ion

of these matters in all their details, and the result will

be a decision from which there is no appeal. With

this position of affairs we of this Faculty feel tlior-

ouglily satisfied. We feel that at last we will get a
full- liriiriiiij ; that our case will be t/u'roufjlily nij'ttd ;

that blind prejiulice and wilful niisrepresintation will

alike be silenced, and that there is ut last a prospect
of our receiving from the profession all that we have
asked, namely, jiutice. I am. etc.,

Donald Maclean.

PIlELIMINAKy EDUCATION.
roBTLAND, Mai.\b, 24th Juuc, 1876.

To TDK Kditob op Tub Medical Hbcuhd.

Deati Sir:—Some weeks ago you approvingly men-
tioned the rule of the Portland School for Medical
Instruction, which requires every applicant for ad-
mission to undergo an examination in common
English branches, unless he can tuiiiisli documentary
proof of his graduation from at least a respectable
academy. Last week the school year began ; and,
w hile one-quarter of the students were college grad-
uates, and another cjuarter had fitted for college, a
number of new applicants presented themselves who
were obliged to submit to the examination. This was
of a very elementary character, consisting of (pies-

tions in arithmetic (interest, reduction, proportion,
fractions), geography, and grammar, the canilidates'

knowledge of the last study being tested by their

ability to correct a badly spelled, constructed, and
punctuated pa.ssagc. Sinqile as the exercise was, a
third of those who attempted it were at once rejected.

Let me give you a few samples of the answers. One
man named " the States bordering on the Atlantic in
re gular order from north to south," as follows

:

• AMane, New Hamiislieie, Massachusets, ]{liodeis-

laud, Councticut, New York, Delaware, Veiginea."'
Of the sixteen counties in JIaiue (his own State), he
gave " Cumberland, Nox, Liiicon, Aroostoc, Sagada
hoc, Somereet." He could not name a single city of

continental Kurope— in fact, he did not know what
•• continental '" meant—and he had no idea of the
location of the Niagara Hiver. He failed on arith-

metical problems wtiicli most boys of twelve would
solve iu ten minutes, and the following are fair sam-
ples of his spelling :

—"Medicle, soni, conioii, arith-

niatic, speliug, iiecassary, daley, dcsgiace."
This was thought to be the worst jjossible display,

until the inspection of a set of papers w hicli sliowetl

that the writer of them not only knew almost nothing
of arithmetic and geography, but did not conipre-
heud the meaning of ordinary English words. Here
are some examples of his cacograpliy :

— " Acknoledg,
verey, desireable, possesed, pelinieuary, edilucation,
eiiny, knowledg, clasicts, bieive, Lattin, admitt, areth-
metic, nessesary, phycian, capeable, writeing, accer-
ately, daly, desgraee, medisene."

I am aware that it is often objected that an exam-
ination of this kind does not gauge a man's capacity
tor medical work ; that some excellent practitioners
are abominable .spellers, and that many a Ijright and
learned man would shrink Irom an examination in
geography and simple mathematics. 1 admit that
.-.oiiie good physicians are heterographic jirodigies.

Only tlio other day a worthy surgeon ol my acquaint-
ance, in recording an injury between the hip and knee,
wrote that the patient had his " thy jambed." But
while such phonetic atrocities may be pardoned on
the score ot natural inaptitude at one of the most
arbitrary and perplexing luaiiehes of study, it is fair

to insist that, if a man can not re-learn the most of
the forgotten geography and arithmetic of his boy-
hood iu u few days, his mental eiidownients are not
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sutflcient to warrant any one iu encouraging him to

cntcT upon thu study of medicine. Tlie deplorable

exUibition of ignorance at tlie examination wliicli I

liave mentiimed compels the belief that tliere are in

most of the medical schools large; numbers of students

who are utterly unprepared to appreciate what is said

to tlieni ; for anj man can enter almost any school in

the country on payment of tlie required fees, without
a question as to his attainments or aliility. As a

result of this the professors must either talk unintel-

ligibly to a considerable iiroportion of tlieir auditors,

or else, by adapting tlieir instruction to the under-
standing of tlie average student, do less than justice

alike to their topics and the better class of their pupils.

An entrance examination which requires so inconsid-

erable an amount of knowledge and training as this

in Portland, is certainly nothing to boast of, and I

write to you about it not because we consider its ex-

istence particularly creditable or worthy of note, but

because, as you liave sliown so much interest in every-

thing pertaining to medical education, 1 thought you
would like to know dctiuitely some of the results of

a genuine elfort to investigate the qualitications of the

men wlio underlake the stndj' of medicine. You will

bs pleased to learn tliat there is a determination on
the part of the instructors in tlie school to rapidly

advance the standard of preliminary requirements,

and, on and after 1878, to insist upon the elements of

Latin and natural philosophy. Youis very truly,

Fkbderic Henry Gekuish.

ine&ical items anii ^evos.

Dks. J. U. Van Kleek and J. O. Stone,—At a

statetl quarterly meeting of the Board of Managers of

the JSew York Society tor the Relief of Widows and
Orplians of Medical Men, held at the rooms of the

New York Academy of Medicine, June '.21, 1876, the

following resolutions were passed in regard to tbe de-

cease of _Dr. John li. Van Kleek and Dr. John O. Stone.

Ja.mes L. Banks, Fresidetit.

GonvERNEUR M. Smith, Secretary.

Whtrcdn, It has pleased an Allwise Providence to

remove suddenly from us our late presiding oHicer, John
K. Van Kleek, M. D., whose labors as a memljer of the
Board of Managers and as President of this Society for

two years have contributed largely to the present pros-

perity of this institution ; therefore,

Uesoliv.d, That we reverently bow to the wise behest
of Him who has promised to be the widow's friend and
a father to the fatherless, and whose blessing is vouch-
safed upon all efforts of benevolence

;

ResiAce.d, That in the death of Dr. J. R. Van Kleek
the medical profession has lost one of its most worthy
members—one who was ever watchful of its best interests

and whose earnest and thoughtful labors have done
much to jjreserve its institutions and harmonize its

interests

;

liesoloc.l, That we tender our heartfelt sympathy to

the members of his family, with the assurance that he
has endeared himself to tne whole profession and be-

queathed an honorable example worthy of the imitation

of all its members;
Hesolceil^ That a copy of these resolutions, properly

authenticated, be communicated to the family of our

late President, and that the same be published in the

medical journals of this city. (.Signed)

\ Samuei, L. PnRPJLE, M.D.,
"(0. White, M.D.

On coming together so soon after the death of our

long-time associate and friend. Dr. John O. Stone,

and seeing the cliair occupied by liiin at this Board for

so many years now vacated forever, we desire to place

Committee

on record some appreciation of the love and respect

we entertained for the deceased. Therefore, be it

Resolved, That with unfeigned sorrow and grief do
we lament the death of our fellow-member of this Board
and former President of this Society, as an almost irre-

parable loss to us and to the Society
;

Jit'Holred, That in the death of l)r. Stone the pro-
fession in this city has had removed from its midst an
accomplished member of it, who was both a high-toned,
courteous gentleman and a most agreeable companion

;

Jiesolre(t, That we commend to the younger members
of the profession in this city for their emulation the
many virtues of the late Br. Stone—his love for his

profession, his solicitude for its honor, his fealty to its

ethics, his conscientious practice of it, his liberality to

all of its organizations having the well-being and elevation
of its members for their object, his integrity iu all things,

and the honorable position he attained among his fellows

and in the community where he had so long resided
;

Uesolvtd, That our profound and heartfelt sympathy
with his family, in this great calamity that has so sud-
denly befallen them, be assured to them; and that the
Secretary of this Board be directed to transmit to them
a copy of these resolutions

;

Uesulced, That these testimonial.'; of our love, respect,

and esteem for our late associate in this Board of Man-
agers be entered iu the record of its minutes. (Signed)

( 0. White,
Committee, \ Jas. O. Smith,

( Isaac E. Taylo

ARMY NEWS.
Official Lint of Changes of Stations and Duties of

Officers of the Medical Department, United States

Army, from July 'id to July Sth, 187'(;.

Swift, E., Surgeon and Medical Director. Granted
leave of absence for one month, with permission to

apply for an extension of two mouths. S. O. 123,

Dept. of the Gulf, June 30, 1870.

Brewer, J. W., Asst. Surgeon. Assigned to duty
at Fort Bridger, Wy. T. S. U. 88, Dept. of the Platte,

June 28, 1870.

S.MAUT, CiiAS., Asst. Surgeon. Assigned to duty at

Camp Douglas, U. T. S. O. 88, c. s., Dept. ot the

Platte.
-^'. m

Contagious Diseases.—Comparative statement of
cases of Contagious Disease reported to the Sanitary
Bureau, Health Department, for the two weeks ending
July 8, 187(1.

Week Ending
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©riginal Commimicrttions.

STATE MKDrriNE IN
TO INI'K.Ml'ERANCE
lUUATIv

ITS RELATIONS
AND THE INK-

1!y KDWAKD C. M.V.NX, .Al.l).,

UKIUCAL SLM-KRINTKNDKNT STATE KMICBANT INSANE ASYLUM, WAllO'M

ISLAND. NEW YURK.

(Head bofoiv thf Atnerlcnn Social Scicnct Asfwciation, nt rhilailelpliin,

MnySlst, IS'6.)

DuRiNO the past few years scientific men Imve Ix'en

enrncstly laliorinii to impress the idea upon tlic |iuli-

lie that more tlioiii;ht ami study sliould be cxpcudi-d

in the diieetion of the dissciniuation of tlic knowlidni'

of sanitary and liy^ieuie laws amonic the iiiuoraiit

masses, in or(h-r tlial tlie puMic liealth might tlienhy

be improved and disease prevented. 'I'liis study of tlie

hiws of disease as they affect commmiities and nations

is of very recent origin. We liave now come to

reali/.e that preventable disease exists in a great mea-

sure as a result of ignoranee and tlie violation of

physical, moral, and intellectual laws, and a neglect

of sanitary |)recautions. We have also come to

realize that for the prevention of disease we must
remove ignorance by a sound education of the masses,

so that they may l>oth understand and obey sanitary and
hygienic laws. Then, and only then, will the prevent-

able be converted into the iirevented. We cheek

interniittiMit fever by draining our land properly. We
mitigate the ravages' of small-pox by vaccination.

We prevent consumption by avoiding a damp, wet
soil for our residence. We avoid fever iiy taking care

of the sanitary condition of our dwelling-houses and
the purity of our water supply. We ])revent the in-

vasion of cholera and yellow fever l)y proper attenticMi

to sanitary and hygienic laws, and by quarantine; but

there is a disea.se which tends directly to the destruc-

tion of all physical and mental health of individuals,

communities, and nations, which preventive or State

medicine has seemed thus far powerless to check :

that widespread and universal disease— intemperance.

Wt! need moreellicient and wiser legislation upon this

subject; and although the Legislature imdouliti dly

has the riglit to Interfere with the personal habits or

private business of individuals, when these are ])ro-

ductive of diri'ct evil to the public, yet I think their

wisdom and intelligence should be directed in the

chamiels of the diffusion among the masses of the

knowledge of sanitary and hygienic laws and the

penaltii's conse<[uent upon their violation. The public

sentimi'iit must be enlighliiied and changed lufcm'

prohibitory laws and statutes will avail. When the

masses can be made to understaiul that by inteinper-

nnee thi'y are destroying not imly their own physical.

moral, and intellectual health, but that of their olf-

spring, oil whom this curse is inevitably entailrd by
the laws of hereditary transmission, then, and only

then, will the disease—for disease it is—be abated.

In all parts of the civilized world man weks for

some stimulus, the results of which arc more or less

disastrous to his physical, moral, and intellectual

health, aeeording as the liiiuors employed are .strong

and licry, or mild and light. This tendency or appe-
tite for stimulants varies with varying cliinatic law.

with riici'. fa>^hion, and the character of the slimulaiil

used. Till- instinct or appetite for stiniulaut,s we eaii-

uot annihilate, and our eiforts must consequently be

directed towards its regiihition, so that it may be

properly restrained by education, reason, and con-

science." It has been determined with comparative

ae<-macy that the prevalence of intemperance is gov-

erned by a cosmic law, which consists essentially in

the fact that the tendency to intem])erance increases.

Mild its effects on man become more disastrous, as we
go from tl^e cipiator, where intemperance is compara-

tively rare, towards the noithern regions of the globe,

where it is both very prevalent and its effects violent.

The stimulating nature of the climate of northern

regions induces, perhaps, a desire for such stimulants,

wiiile the stimulating nature of our climate on the

Atlantic coast, combined with the extremes of heat

and cold, operates very unfavorably in the production

of intemperance,—a tendency to which we inherit

from our Knglish ancestors. Hefore entering up<ui a

discussion of the disastrous elTects produced by in-

temperance, it will lie interesting to note the habits

and tendencies of some of the foreign countries in

this respect, with the elTects of indulgence in alcohol

ii].iin the physical charact('rislics of such nations. In

Italy the inhabitants use light wines and beer: and
crime resulting from intemperance is comparatively

rare.* In Greece the people use universally the light

wine of domestic manufacture, and consume annually

about ;!. SOU. 0011 bottles; yet intemperance is very rare,

and in the published register of deaths in the city of

Athens, for nine yrais. only twenty-six deaths of natives

are recorded as ihe result of intemiierance, and this

out of a poimiation of about .")0,000 inhabitants. In

(lerinany wine and beer are in unlimitid u.se. but

without a])parent detriment to either health or nation-

al ]irosperity. This is owing to climate, temperament,

and mode of life. In Turkey iiitem])eiaiice is con-

lined to the Christian population, as the .Mohammedans
abstain from drink. As the use of distilled liquors

ill Turkey has been found to be' very detriiiiental to

biitli physical and mental liialth. native and foreign

wines are in use by the Christian population. In

Sjiain intemperance is rare, although Spaniards drink

more or less wine, Hurgundy, and aquaidiente. In

Denmark beer ami brandy are much used, and the

mental and physical constitution of the people is

iniiiriously affected by this indulgence. Suicides arc

fii quent from drink The better classes use the

Kuropean wines in moderation. The effect of the

elimate and the uiiifonn good nciuri-iliment of ihe

people of Denmark prevent the disastrous (fleets

which would otherwise apjiear from such a consimip-

tion of alcohol. In Ireland the poorer and middle
classes use whiskey and porter very freely, and Ibe rich

use wines and brandies. A majority of the diseases

and nearly all of the crime in Ireland is due tointdii-

perance. In England the liquors principally used are

gill, brandy, beer, wine, and eider, and inteinperance

is very prevalent. All the cc>m|)etent anlhoiitics in

Kiigland concur that a large proportion of all the

crime, disease, and early mortality is produced directly

by intemperance. In Uiissia intemperance is very prev-

alent, the principal drink of the common people being
• vodka," which corresponds to our whiskey. Wine,

br.indy, beer, and ale are also made in Hussia. and
drunk l>y the higher classes. In .Tapan the people are

Durinir ttic la«t few ycara. howovor, dlpROmanta hwt bwrn on tlic

ill- n-am»ln Ilaly. niitl ttii-n' lia"* Ihh-ii a il«'cl'lcil IniTcnsc of dlit^-nKOK of

til'- iKTvoim HVvtoin nlid l<niili. rcj-iilliiiK fnilii llic nlm**' of nKMiJmlfc

li'i'i'TN. Th'.i, 1 iliHMii to Ik> aiio Id llu- fm-t timt thv unnii, titiiiiii]

t>-:ii1)cnitnn>. i-aitli-iiliirly of ItoiDc. nOiixi-N ttic niUMnilar anil iii'ivoliH

-. -l'*ni ; th»> Mimh) rircitliiti-M Hltiuirixhly. (llil« pn-.il-pi.-iliir to ilici-aM'. if

ul< Mho) bti liuliilKvil in, by rL-u^ull u'f tlic iiniicrfcct o.xiitalioii of Ibo
ti«-u«a.

7
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on tlie whole decidecUy temperate. More or less

"saki," a liciuor brewed from rice, is drunk, hut it is

largely diluted with water, and drunk in very small

glasses. Very little crime results from intemperajice,

owing to tlie division of the people into castes. Tlie

upper class, or the "Samonrai," refrain from drink,

as tho-y do not wisli to endanger their chances of pro-

motion liy tlie Emperor, wlio makes liis selection from

the wisest or most skilful men of the upper class.

Their amljition for promotion, therefore, keeps this

class comparatively very temperate, while the lower

classes refrain from drunkenness from a fear of offend-

ing the upper classes, tlieir lives and property being

at the disposal of the " Samonrai." In Scotland

whiskey is universally drunk by the lower classes, and

the amount of intem])erance therel)y induced operates

in tlie production of crime, and has a very unfavorable

effect on the mortality of tliis class. An apparent excep-

tion to the law spoken of in the beginning of this

paper, that intemperance is comparatively rare near

the equator, is found in the natives, or aborigines, of

Central Africa. India, West Indies, and the tropical

islands of the Pacific Ocean. It is stated that in these

localities the natives rival any nations of the globe

for beastly intoxication and drunken orgies. The

descendants of European colonists occupying these

countries are, however, uniformly temperate. If we
look at the foregoing description of the drinking

habits of different nations, we shall see that the great-

est amount of disease and crime resulting from intem-

perance occur in those countries where the climate

and the nervous temperament of the inhabitants ren-

ders the effect of indulgence in alcoholic stimulants

especially hurtful to the Ijrain and nervous system.

This is "nowhere more noticeable than in our own
country, cs])ecially on tlie Atlantic coast, where the

peculiarly stimulating nature of the climate induces a

peculiar nervous susceptibility which operates in the

production of grave diseases of the nervous system

if drinking habits are indulged in.

The evils resulting from intemperance in our own
country can hardlybe overestimated. Inebriety, in-

sanity, epilepsy, delirium tremens, and chronic alcohol-

ism are among the more frequent, while the laws of

hereditary transmission are inexorably preparing the

way for a generation of drunkards. The amount of

pauperism, crime, and disease produced in this way
everv year is something fearful to contem|)late. In

New York it is estimated that 33 J- per cent, of all

deaths are due directly or indirectly to the abuse of

alcoholic stimulants, of which it is supposed that

§600,000,000 worth are annually sold in this country.

According to tlie report of the Special Commission on

the revenue, of which Hon. David A. Wells was cliair-

mau. the amount of distilled spirits used for drinking

purposes in the United States for the year ending June

30th, ISG.j, was thirty-nine million gallons. They also

estimated the increase in the consumption of these

.liquors at the rate of ten per cent, per annum, which

would make the consumption for the year 1870 amount

.to three hundred and sixty million gallons. If we add

to this the imported wines and the domestic distilled

-spirits that are consumed, we have a consumption of

not far from four hundred and ten millions of gallons.

Now, would the unlimited introduction of light wines

and beer prevent the amount of intemperance caused

by the consumption of this enormous quantity of dis-

tilled liquor ? Far from endorsing the idea that the

prevalence of light wines and beer (liminhJKS intem-

perance in sucli a climate as ours, I believe it directly

promotes it; as I think a person, especially one inherit-

inf a tendency in this direction, after indulging in

wine and beer for some time, feels a growing desire

for some more jjowcrful stimulant, and soon resorts to

the lialiitual use of distilled liquors, such as brandy or
•\\ hi.skey. I doubt very much whether the introduction

of light wines into this country, free of duty, would
induce people to gi-\'e up the more powerful stimulants.

My o i\-n opinion, with all due deference to the opinion of

others, is, that an unlimited abundance of light wines
wmild lesult gradually in increased habits of intemper-
ance, and I do not think it would result in diminishing
the sale of distilled liquors. The almost universal use. of
light wines in France lias not jireveuted the people
from resorting to absinthe and other strong stimulants.

I tliink in our own country that intemperance begins
almost universally with the use of wine and beer,

which habit lays the foundation or creates a desire for

a stronger stimulant, and that in this way thousands
are annually prepared to become victims of inebriety.

In the year 1830 a measure was introduced in England,
originating, I believe, with the Duke of Wellington,
estal)li.shing beer-houses, hojjing that they would pro-

mote tlie cause of tem))eiance and prevent the con-

sumption of distilled spirits by the masses. Instead

of exerting this benign influence, it was decided by
English statesmen that it was increasing and intensi-

fying intemperance. Lord Brougham was so much
impressed l)y this that he introduced into the House of

Lords a bill for the repeal of the beer act, although
he was at first very sanguine about the amount of good
it was going to accomplish. The introduction of beer

did not decrease the sale of ardent spirits; and all the

judicial, civil, and medical authorities united in their

testimony of the increased evils arising from this

measure. In the year 1873 the editor of the San
Francisco Pacific wrote as follows rcsjiecting the

increased use of wines, consequent upon the establish-

ment of the vineyards of California: "The lowest,

slowest, most illiterate, most unimpressible, most un-
improvable, if not most vicious population, outside of

the great cities, is found in the oldest wine districts of
this State, and that the use of the products of vine-

yards has been the most active cause of this condition

of the population ; that the increased production and
C(msumption of wine on this coast, in the more recent

years, has diminished the use of neither distilled

liquors nor lager-beer, but I'ather increased the demand
for both." With our national susceptible nervems
temperament, the artificial habits of living, the intensity

and excitement of life, and the undue jn-edominancc of

the nervous temperament, which is gradually taking
place in successive generations, would the dangers of
intemperance be lessened by the unlimited supply of

light wines and beer ? I think not. I regard inebriety

as a physical disease, and I do not believe that a man
whose nervous system is diseased by indulgence in

alcoholic stimulants will ever voluntarily abandon
distilled liquors for light wines. Such a man feels,

when depressed physically or mentally, an irresistible

de-sire, impulse, or craving to seek for the relief which
he obtains temporarily from the use of alcoholic stimu-

lants ;
and this relief he cannot obtain from a de-

cidedly weaker stimulant than that he is accustomed
to use. The very nature of the disease consists in the

gradual develo|)ment and growth of this abnoimal
appetite or craving, until it reaches that point where
it renders its unhappy jjossessor blind to the dictates

of reason and judgment, and the slave of this irrcsisti-

l)le, insane impulse, by which he is impelled by a ter-

rible viS'i'i-lfrijo. to gratify his morliid projiensity.

The sooner this disease theory of inebriety is acknowl-
edged and recognized by the public, and the proper
sanitary, hygienic, and medicinal remedies are applied
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to this disease, the soon;'!- will it disappear and he
]

cla-vsed under the head of pretenttd diseases.

r.KKECTS UK INTKMPKKAXCE UPON ISDIVIDU.vr.S AND
IDMMLNITIKS.

Til" ctTi'ct.s of inteiiipcrancc upon the sanitary con-

dition of individuals and ronuiuinities is very disas-

trous. This )\atuially results from tlie ])aupi"rism and
criiiu', and the nionil and social di';j;radation of the

masses. coiisci|Uent upon this indulgence in alcohol,

which cnliuinates in I he ruin of their physical, moral
and intellectual health. This is seen most clearly

when countries are visited hy epidemics, when it is

oliserved tlnit temperate coniniunitirs resist disease far

hetler tlian intemperate ones. Intemperance weakins
the- constitution, so that it cannot resist tlie poison of

choh'ra, yellow fever, etc. The desire for alcoholic

stimulants is often the result of an abnormal constitu-

tional orf;aui/.ation. It also appears us the result of

ill health, sunstroke, blows on the head or spine, and
severe mental shock, in the same way as do other ner-

viuis di.seases. Alcohol i.s not eitlier respiratory or

accessory food, as it has been (claimed to be. Liel)!;;'

and others maintained that when alcohol was taken
into the system it united with oxygen, and that com-
li\lstion or oxidation ensued, by which it was converted

into carbonic acid and water : hence it was termed by
him ' Kes|)iratory Food." This theory of Liebij; was
destroyed by the resi'archcs of Ur. I'rout, of London,
who proved by direct experiment that tlie |>resence of

al(M)liol in the liody directly iliiiiiiiis/i<il the amount of

carbonic acid gas exhaled from the luu;xs. These ex-

P'Tinients of Dr. I'rout were conlirmed by Sandras and
Houchardet, of France, who repeated them with like

results, and also by scientists in our own country.

The chemicophysioloirists then maintained that alco-

hol bi'in^ a hydro-carlmu, must necessarily be used for

maintaining tem[)erature and respir.ition, and that its

use increased temperature and strength. Dr. Hoker,
of (lermany, then instituted a series of experiments,
proving that the use of alcohol retarded tissue meta-
morphosis, and thereby decreased the excretion or

elimination of effete matter, so that from the accumn-
Intion of hydro carbonaceous material the individual
incrciiscd in weight. This latter fact led certain per-

sons to claim that alcohol was an acces.sory food—an
erroneous idea, which they would have recognized as

such, had they ob.served such individuals carefully ;

for they woidd have seen that such persons always
exhibit a corresponding deerea.se in nervous and mus
cular stamina. It was proved iiv lS(i!» by the experi-

ments of Dr. N. S. Davis that, after taking alcoliol.

either in a ferm>ntid or distilled state, the temperature
began to fall within an hour, and continued to fall for

two or three hours. A few years later, Lallemand,
Perin. and Duroy proved, by a series of experiments,
that alcohol was absorbed and carried with the circu-

lation throughout the whole body : and also a very
important point that it was eliminated as alcohol, un-
changed, from the lungs, skin, and kidneys. Others
claim that only a part of the alcohol taken is elimi-

nated. We see, therefore, that alcohol has no claim
to be regarded as food, as it is not used to build up
the tissues of the body, or repair or restore lost nervcnis

or muscular force. It merely diminishes the nervous
.sensibility of the individual, so that it lessens his con-
8ciousn"ss of impressions, and acts as a .sedative by
letirding tissue met<tniorpliosis. The nervous sensi-

bility is iliminished iiy virtue of a paralysis of the
viisii.motor and ccrebrospin.il system of n<-rves, which
the alcohol causes as it circulates through the boily.

The use of alcohol, therefore, to recapitulate, dimin-

ishes the temperatnre, the strengtli and the power of
endunince of the individual who takes it habitu.dlv,
and increa.ses his predisposition to disease. It iiii-

presses a peculiarly morl (ill iuHuence upon the brain
and nervous system, whieh, if the habit be indulged
in, becomes a permanent pathological impression, .and
results in the formation of an irresistible or insane
iinpul.se to 8<>ek for the relief obtained from alcoholic
stimulants. In this st.ate of moral insanitv. the control
w liich the intellect normally exercises over the moral
senses is overborne by the superior force derived from
disea.se. This pelm^ullntly diseased state, or dipsoma-
nia, is markedly hereditary, and. like insanity, appear-
ing under other forms, it often disappears in the secimd
generation to break out with renewed intensitv in the
third. It manifests it.self in j)reilisp(isitiiin or simple
aptitude; in a latent .state ; or in tlie aclmdly devehjp.d
disease. In the second or latent slate, the germ of the
disease, which has been inherited by the individual,
lies dornnmt, i)erhaps, for years, and starts into life in
advanced age; as the result of ill health or mental
shock, resulting in mental inebriety in a ))revi(tu4y
liealthy and temperate person. This permanently
diseivsed .state of the brain is due probalijy to the in-

terference in the nutrition, growth, and renovation of
till' lirain-cells, whicii, by the use of alcohol, areundulv
slimulated, so that a process of waste and decay is

induced, beyond the jiowers of reparation and reno-
vation. Owing to this impression of a ])athological
state on the lirain-cells, there results a change of
healthy function, and disease is induced. The effect
of the alcohol is to cause a cliange in the chemical
composition of thi' cereliral cells from tlie standard of
h. alth, which is tlie foundation ami tlie starting-iioint
for organic disease. Owing to long- eontinued use of
alcohol, we have resulting: Cereliral hyperieiiiia, with
symptoms of irritation, due to increaseil excitability
of the nerve tilaiiients and ganglion-cells of the brain.
.\t a later stage, we have symiitonis of exhaustion, due
to lost excitaliility of the nerve-lilaments and ganglion-
cells, owing to a want of the proper supjily of'^nrte-
rial oxygenated blood to tlieni. .Vlcohol "not only
weakens ami impairs the functions of the body, but it

causes grave .nervous diseases, such as insanity, e])i-

lep.sy, and chorea, and also inllnences the offspring of
intemperate parents in the most unfavorable niaimer.
The offspring of such parents inherit a predisiiositiou
or aptitude for some form of nervous disease, the par-
tic ular form bi'iiig often determined by causes subse-
(pient to birth. It may be ineliriety, insanity, epilepsy,
cliorca, era proclivity to crime. These childn-n. off-
spring of intemperate parents, are generally cnrsed
with a defective, ill-balanced organization, and a
weakened, if not actually diseased, nervous system ; as
a result of which they an- predisposed to seik for the
relief obtained from alcohol, when depressed mentally
or physically. They soon degenerate, become victims
to the irresistible impulse, and die im-briates. Insanity
from intemperance is on the increase, especially in
Kiigland, where it shows an alarming increase, judL-ing
from the last reports of one of the largest asvliims.
thi- Crichton Koyal Institution, where in the last live
years the admissions due to intemperance have risen
from 8 per cent, to :i'> per cent. The Medical Super-
intendent. Dr. (Jilclirist, remarks, that •'doubtless a
more minute analysis would largely increase the pio-
poition of tho.se in which the excessive use of stimu-
lants, by the patients themselves, or by their parenl.s,

constitulen an important, if not the )irimary factor in
the production of mental dislnrlmnre." In order I.i

siiecessfully combat all lhe.se manifold evils which we
havcsccn result from intemperance, wc-ueed to educate
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tlie pulilic up to the wniversiil acceptance of and belief

in the fact that alcohol, instead of being a tonic and
restorative to the sj'stem. is a narcotico-irritant poison ;

that it has no analogue in the human system ; and that

its continued use will iueeitabhi result, not onl_v in the

impairnienr of the mental and pliysical health of the

individual himself, but also that of hi.s offspring.

When the public come to take this view of the subject,

and coDie to believe that mind and body are debili-

tated, instead of nourished and renovated, by the

habitual use of alcoholic liquors, public sentiment

will then be adequate, without the necessity of pro-

hibitory laws, to the prevention of intempeiance.

IXEBKI.VTE ASYLUMS AKD CAKE OP THE INHBRI.VTE.

We have already spoken of the necessity of wise
legislation tending to the prevention of intemperance;
but wliat shall we do witli the Inebriate ? It liecomes a

grave question relating to the political economy of

the commonwealth as to the auuual loss entailed on
the State by tlie loss of the lal)Oi- of inebriates. The
average longevity of a man at 20 years of age, if tem-

perate, has been estimated at 44.2 years; while if in-

temperate, his average life is reduced to 15.0 yeais.

If an inelii'iate at 20 years of age is not reformed or

cured, the State loses his eai'uings for the 44.2 years

wliich he would liave made if tempeiatc ; and tlie.re is

also an expense entailed, for his care, on liis family or

the State, for the l.i.ij years remaining as his average
life. Wiien we reflect upon the extent of intemper-

ance tliroughout the commonwealtli, we see wliat an
immense loss is suffered by tlie State by such a waste

of productive power, and what a grave Jinancial

problem this subject Ijecomes when viewed in this

liglit. We need, in every State of our country, to

establi.sh State inebri.ate hospitals, adapted in con-

struction, location and surroundings to the special

needs of this class of unfortunates, so as to enable

them, flitli tlie assistance of wise superintendence, to

regain their lost self-control ami manhood, and have
their weakened and diseased minds and bodies prop-

erly strengthened and cured. In this way a great

annual expense would be saved to every State, by
materially lessening tiie number of paupers, idiots and
criminals, to say nothing of the destitute children, and
that percentage of the insane who have been rendered
so by the alnise of ai(M>liol. If one-tentli part of the

sum annually appropriated in each State to alms-
houses, hospitals, prisons and a.sylums, sliould be
appropriated to the reform and cure of inebriates, tlie

expenses of the aliove-named institutions in a short

time would be very much lessened, liytlie decrease in

admissions, which would be the natural result of a

decrease in the mitseii of pauperism, crime and disease.

If, in addition to building Inebriate Hospitals in every

State, the Legislature of sucli States would pass such
laws as would enable the public guardians to put into

active operation remedial restraint, so that inebriates

should be committed in precisely the same manner as

are the insane, and held for treatment until the super-

intendent deemed them lit to take their place in society,

we should tlien soon have accomplished great good
in the permanent reformation and cure of men who
are achnitted with broken-down nervous systems and
shattered constitutions. To do this, military disci-

pline, good hygienic influences, cheerful, tranquil, and
pleasant surroundings, and regular exercise, both
bodily and mental, are among the iudis|)ensable indi-

cations for treatment, while the superintendent will be

best able to judge of the special needs of individual

cases. There should be no lialf-way or sentimental

measures adojjted in the conllnement and treatment of

inebriates. The public must undeistand that inebria-

tion is a type of insanity ; and that in all cases, jnompt
and effective measures will be taken to prevent such
individuals from ruining themselves and injuring
society. That in all cases prompt measures will be
taken to confine such persons in an institution for the

cun; of inebriates, by law ; and that, when there, they

will be under strict discipline, whicli will require and
enforce both physical and mental labor, as they are a

class of patients, for whom, in my estimation, not less

than the insane, physical and mental labor is abso-

lutely necessary for restoration to health. An inebriate

wlio is allowed to idle away his time will never acquire

that mental and physicial stamina •i\hich is requisite

for his reformation and cure. He wUl only degener-

ate ; and on his discharge will rclajise into liis former
haliits. An inebriate asylum where the patients can-
not be detained by law until cured, loses much of its

efficacy. It must be understood that tlie inebriate is

suffering from a physical disease, and that he is com-
mitted to an inebriate liospital to stay until cured,

whether that cure takes for its completion six weeks
or six years ; and that when in such an institution he
is to submit to the discipline of the house. If the

question be raised. How can you tell whether your
patient is cured ? I reply, that when reasonalile hopes
are entertained of the cure of a patient,—when we think

that we have given our patient new l)lood, bone,

muscle, and i/iiinJ enough to take care of himself, his

famil)\ and his property, then, I would do as I am in

the habit of doing with my insane patients, send them
out on (lass—on trial—still maintaining a legal control

over them, and when it isclear that they are going to

do well, discharge tliem. With the insane I have
found this plan to woik well; why not with the inebri-

ate insane, if they are in like manner legally com-
mitted upon admission ? For the successful treatment

of inebriety, as witli insanity, it is necessary to .send

the patient for treatment in the early and curable stage

of the disease. Like insanity, inebriety, if treated in

the early and curable stage, ought to give a much larger

percentage of cures than it now does; while if (he

patients are sent for treatment after years o£ disease,

they present small chances for recovery. Yet peo))le

do not wish to send their friends for treatment to such

an institution until they have become contirined sots,

and beyouil all liope of reformation and cure. Sucli

cases should be .sent to an asylum, and should not be
allowed to cumlicr uj) the wards of an inel^riate Iwsjn-

tal where we send jjaticnts, not to li-fp but to cvre and
return to society. Finally, the Legislature should, in

dealing with this question, in addition to legislating

in the direction of the dissemination of knowledge
among the masses, as to the nature and effects of
alcohol, deal with its indiscriminate sale, just exactly

as it does with the sale of arsenic or prussic acid, for

it is just as surely a deadly jioison. Arsenic is some-
times used as food to increase flesh and impart
brilliancy to the eye and comjjlexion, l)Ut is it not a

deadly poison? Ojiium and hasehish are also used,

for their effects, in the snme manner, but is not their

sale restricted, as with all other poisons ? The Legisla-

ture must appreciate the fact that the use of alcohol is

a form of suicide, and must legislate in this direction.

Ko other form of prohiliitoiy statutes will ever ac-

complish the desired result. I have already alluded
to the fact that it becomes at times a very diflicult

task to convince a man's family tliat he is a proper
subject for an inebriate asylum. I deem it a sacred

duty that in such cases devolves upon the governmen-
tal autliority. to protect sociity. as in the case of other

insanities, against danger, either existing or lieing
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appri^hciMled, such as ciui lie avoiili-d by pivcnutioimry

uuil pi-i'vcntive measure's, and to protect in liis riLthts

of person and property tlie iiuliviiliiul eiti/.ctn who,

from whatever eaiisi', is unfortunately ?o far impaired

in his physieal, mental, or moral faeultics. as to render

his uncontrolled movements alike prejudicial to his

own interests and those of society.

NEl'lIROTOMY FOK 'I'lU': KRrjKK OF V\0.
NM'MMIKOSIS— liKCoVEiU'.

l!v MAKK 11. WILLIAMS, M.I).,

NEW YORK.

W. II. P.. ;i't. ;?2, Xew York : simile, jirinter. Was
first called to see patient Feliruiuy 14, 1S7G. lie-

cause of a '• severe hack-ache," which he had endured

th" previous two wc"ks. and had attriliuted to a

" cold " resultin;: from lyin^ on dampened paper while

perspirinsj. He hail continued at work until one week
ago, and was now ol>li;;;ed to remain in bed, chieHy

on account of "general weakness and th<' pain in his

back." Pour days ago he had a chill, followed by

fever, which has since continued, with daily afternoon

exacerbation, terminating later by free perspiration,

during which time he suffered less pain.

lie gives a favoralih' antecediMit history, being unable

to recall any illness that necessitated indoor contine-

ment until within a comparatively recent period. Fif-

teen yeai-s ago a mucopiirulent urethral discharge was
conseijuent vipon an original indulgence—his only

mishap, which proved to be; of short duration, and
was not followed by stiicturc. f^ix years ago, while

in China, he dates his first illness, an attack of yellow

fe»"er, from which he made a speedy and satisfactory

recovery.

Two years ago a rather formidable furuncular erup-

tion appeared on his back, to which poultices were

applied, healing rapidly after purulent discharge. In

a few weeks this was followed by another crasis show-

ing it.self in an isolated manner on arms and legs, di.s-

appeainiig as before under tlu^ same local treatment.

Although causing him great discomfort, these erup-

tions did not seem to reduce his general physical

vigor; he ate well, and retained his average weight of

IfiO pounds. In the course of six months th(( engen-

dering cause was expended, and during the foUowin;;

year he had entire innnunity from all " Heshly ills."

enjoying excellent health.

Five months ago several dee|i-.seated indurations,

attendi'd with pain, and a gradually extending ai'eola.

appeari'd in the posterior tibial region of both legs,

the conse(pient duration of which wasevidently limited

by free incision, and the internal administration of the

solut. Iiydg. iodid. comp.. although no previous spe-

cific history could positively be determined.

On the occasion of my present visit I found the

patient in bed, lying upon his back, with right leg

drawn up, and a peculiarly wearied expression of

countenance. His skin was dry ami hot to tlie hand.

Tongue thickly furred, yellowish biown in color, and
dry. I'ulse, 120, temp, uiulcr tongue. lOH" P.

Constipation had bi'cn nnirked for the past ten days.

No change in the ipianlily of urine voided had been

observed. On examiniu'.; baik no pain was caused by
pressure over vertebra, or in the lift lumbar region : but

on being increased over right lumbar space, ami particu-

larly over a point two inches to the right of tlie fourth

lumli u' vertebra, the pain was so s -vere as' to cause

bbn to cry out. To relieve his present distress, I gave

him a subcutaneous injection of morphine, applied wet
Clips, and advised freipient hot poultices over seat of

|>ain.

.V specimen of urine brought me, after standing
Several hours, was seen to be of dark straw color, con-

taining a docculent whitish de])osit, sp. gr. 1 .012, acid.

With heat and nitric acid, /,, albumen in volume.
UiuUa- microscope, a few lilood corpuscles and a great

profusion of iius-cells, with si'veral uric acid crystals

and a doubtful spindle shaped cell (the only ime ob-
served at anytime); these examinations were daily

repeated without further result.

/•'/(. 21»^—During the following week no marked
improvement was manifested. His daily tempera-
ture ranged from 102' to 10.5'; (lulse averaged 120;
considerable thirst; his tongue is more moist, but a

dry brown streak continues along median line; has
no desire for food ; I'leces hard and dry. and skin
sallow. Diet limited to milk and Saratoga vichy, of

which he drinks from three to four pints daily, with-
out relief to his constipation or acid condition of
urine; has occasional vomiting: no jaundice, and no
abnormal condition othiM' than in riiiht loin, excepting
some pain closing tlir; act of micturition, referred to

the root of the penis, and for which he requests relief.

Kxaminations of urine present about the same features,

with .an increased amount of pus. Poultices to back
cominued; occasion.al milk punch, and to take .O gr.

quinine with 40 gtts. tr. ferri mur. every six hours.

/'ili.2Hth.—The patient seemed to improve during
the third week; his average temperature was lower,

and he had some desire for solid food. He was still

annoyed with the smarting after voiding urine, liut in

a less degree. Complains of swelling of right testicle,

with pain at irregular intervals. To apply leeches

and poultice.

At this time hip urine w.ns lighter in color, and the

amount of deposit greatly diminished ; the gradual
improveniont being more perceptible by placing in

regular order the three la.st daily specimens; and
under the microscope but few pus-cells could be
found. Its reaction was still acid, and albumen re-

mained.
He expressed himself as feeling better than he had

at any time during his illness, and urged nu' to allow
him to leave his bed for a reclining chair. Although in

a feeble condition, I acceded to his request, and a po-
sition by the window afforded him a few hours' relief.

The freedom from pus discharge continued some
three days, when it reappeared in increased (piantity.

Till.-, tended to contirm the provisional diagnosis of
caleiilous pyelitis. It was now apparent thai the pel-

vis of the afTected kidney was undergoing dilatatimi

(pyonephrosis) as a result of imperfect escape to the
constantly formed puruhnt .secretion; but to arrive at

a perfectly satisfaitory conclusion as to the cause,

nature, and location of this obstruction was a more
dillieult matter. In accordance with the symiitoma
and microscopical evidences, it seemed plausible that
a n mil ailc'iliis was the source from which this man'8
condition resulted. The patient liad sat up but one
day. and in the latter part of the week jiain extended
down through right inguinal region to inner side of
thiirli; he had diminished mu.scular power in right

leg. with numhnfHii of tliree outer toes.

}f'ir<-h lil/i.—During the fourth week he rests en-

tirely on his right sidi-, unalile to lie upon back be-
cause of increased pain. The right le;; is extended,
and he can flex it only with assisinnce, the movement
eansing no pain. Urine is voided freely, and no dis-

tress foMows the act. On employing a searcher, no
cause could be osceitaincd for the bladder tenesmus
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he had experienced ; the urethra was not unusually
sensitive at an}' liart, and no comijlaint was afterward
made against a ratlier ])rolongetl examination.

Marcli iWi.—Tlie onlj' interesting note of this week's
progress was the return of the painand swelling in the
right testicle, which was relieved previously by local
abstraction of l)lood and the application of poultices.
On Saturday, March 18tli, the testicle measured, in its

long diameter, three inches, and transversely, two
inches ; it was of stony hardness, hot, and very sensi-

tive to pressure; at the lower and inner border the
scrotum was adherent, and an obscure sense of deep-
seated fluctuation was obtained ; this part was freely
opened, giving exit to al)out? two drachms of thick,
creamy pus; lint was introduced. It healed by granu-
lation, and no further tronljle resulted from this source.

At this time the right side, measured from the spin,
proc. of vertebnie to the median abdominal line, ex-
ceeded that of the corresponding left side one inch.

Slight bulging was apparent posteriorly, at previous
point of greatest |)ain, on pressure. Tliis enlargement
was felt to l)e tinu, and somewhat elastic, and meas-
ured, on a line with the inf. angle of scapula, from
ninth ril; downward, seven iiicHes ; laterally, from
within two inches si)i. proc. vertebra? toward median
alidominal line, ('/;//(' t/i<-hes. A fluid tumor was evi-
dently present, although the ))recise nature of its con-
tents was as yet undetermined.
On Tuesday, March 22d, Dr. J. H. Ilipley

(to whose valualile advice the subsequent good
result is largely due) was called in consultation, and,
after obtaining pus Ijy an exjjloratory puncture with a
small aspirating needle, confirmed the tliagnosis, and
advised a free incision into the kidney, if necessary,
rather than simply removing the accumulated jjus by
asjuration, and Friday, three F.M., was agreed upon
for this operation.

The condition of the patient was now extremely
critical. During the past week quinine had had no
effect upon his high temperature, and hectic, followed
by profuse sweating, was of daily afternoon occur-
rence. He was nuich emaciated, very pale and feeble,

exliausted after siieaking but a few words, riu-ely above
a whisper. Ajjlithous patches in mouth were scattered
over tongue, cheeks, and fauces ; conunencing Ijed-

sores over right trochanter and at sacro-lumbar articu-
lation. This discouraging condition, with no other
prospect of i-elief, caused him to readily acquiesce in
any measure that promised to improve his chances of
recovery; his only stijmlation being that he should
not suffer f lu-ther pain. Ilis nurse was instructed to
collect all the urine jjassed in the ensuing twenty-four
liours, that it might be comjiared with tiiat following
the operation. It was found to measure (M oz., sp. gr.

1.018, acid; one-third purulent deposit; the super-
natant clear fluid containing one-fourth albumen.
March 24lh, 3 p.M.—Open/tion. —Present, Drs. J. H.

Kipley and V. P. Gibney.—Two ounces of brandy, with
half a drachm of Ijromide of potassium, was given
patient, after which Dr. Gil)ney kindly proceeded to
place him under the influence of ctlier.

The particular operation determined upon was that
suggested by Thomas Smitli, in a paper on " Nephro-
tomy as a means of treating Renal Calculus," vide
Med. Chiriif/. Trans., April 27, 1809, in which the de-
tails are given with commendable particularity.

Patient being placed upon the talile, and turned
upon his left side, an incision was made, l)eginning at

the last rib, three and a half inches from the s\>i. proc.
rertebra, and extending downward four inches to the

crest of the ileum, dividing successively the skiu,

areolar tissue, lati.ssimus dorsi, serratus posticus inf..

and the fascia transversalis. At this point sanious
|)us discharged freely, of strong ammoniacal odor,
three pints of which were collected. On lengthening
inner line of iuci.sion, the fingers could be readily in-

troduced, and search was made for the kidney, which
was found, after some difficulty, diminished in size,

bound down by adhesions, bluish-red in color, and
compressed against the po.sterior alidominal wall.

Three openings, corresponding to the infundibula,
were found leading frotu the convex border to the pel-

vis of the kidney; sinuses through which the over-

distended organ had furnished an outlet to the pus
Contained. Repeated exjiloration ivas made Ijy myself
and the gentlemen present, but no calculus was ol)-

tained. The evacuated pus left a cavity, the meas-
ured dimensions of which were:

Upward and outward toward vertebra;. .4 incites.

Upward, inward, and anteriorly 6 "

Downward, inward, and anteriorly 8 '•

The amount of hemorrhage was slight, and no vessels

required ligation.

Time occupied during operation, fifty-five miiuites.

The i)atient's condition was now so depressed that
furthei- investigation was deemed unadvisable. A
pledget of oakum was interposed l:)et\veen lips of
wound, covered with a large compress of same, over
which adhesive .strips were i)laced, and tliese supjiorted
by an al)dominal bandage. Whcji jjlaced in lied his

skin was blanched, and his pulse feeble and irregular.

5 r.M.—Pulse 140, temp. 118^.—Is ijartially con-
scions. l)ut does not rally well ; skin is cold, moi.^t,

and of leaden hue ; he is warudy covered, has mustard
over epigastrium, hot bottles to feet, and is given
two ounces hot brandy.

6p.m.—Circulation improved; says he feels more
comfortable, Imt weak; is very thirsty; there has
been no vomiting during nor since oijcraticm.

11 P.M.—Pulse 74, temperature 98^°.—Since 6 p.m.

has taken 3 iij. brandy, some beef- tea, and a glass

of milk and lime-water. Skin is warm and moist,

pulse more full and regular; rests ui)on liack with
ease, the first time in six weeks, and expresses him-
self as feeling better than last night. Has jiassed

12 ozs. un'ne, of darker color than usual. Oakum
compress exchanged ; drainage free ; 15 Til, Magendie's
solution hyjiodermically to insure sleep.

March 2'jth, 10 a.m.— Pulse 110, temp. 100°.—Dr.
Ripley present.—Passed the night in refreshing sleep,

awaking only for drinks. At 6 a.m. jjassed ? viij.

dark urine, containing consid( rable pus. Was re-

moved from lied to table, to allow clean bedding, and
cavity was tlioroughly irrigated with -/„- solution car-

bolized water, washing out pus and several blcod
clots ; there is no offensive odor, but at orifice urinous
smell still present. Careful hut thoraiiffh jirohiti/; faded
to discover any cuiciiJiis. "VVtiund dressed as before.

9 p.m.—Has not had usual hectic flush this after-

noon, but some sweating. Passed uriue twice, 3 viij.

each time, ligliter in color, and diminished dejiosit.

Total amount of urine passed in the twenty-four hours
succeeding operation, 50 ounces, of sp. gr. 1,0)8, acid.

Has eaten some raw oysters, and drank milk i)unch
freely. Right leg still extended and powerless. Was
given 15 Til Magendie's solution hypodejmically.
March 2Gth, Sunday, 10 a.m.— Pu'lse 110, temp! 99i°.

—Dr. C. W. Rush present.— Slejit well, and feels com-
fortable. Aphthous spots in mouth imjiroving. On
removing dressing aliout (i ozs. sanguiiiolent fluid

escaped, with but little pus; the returned irrigating

fluid was highly colored. Transudation was readily

traced to the previously compre'sed kidney, which
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was iiiiw ((iiisiilcnilily onliiigctl, as a result of estal)-

lisliL'il oiiiulutidii, and oDziiii; was taking place from
its liri^lit red j^ianulatiiij; surface.

.1A(;r/i 27M, 10 A.M.—Pulse 100, temp. 100°.—

A

niiifile •rlaiice at the wearied c.\pre.s.sion of patient
showed liiru to be not as well. He had slejjt satis-

factorily, hut complains of feeling worse, although he
euniot delinc any particular distres.s. His skin was
Muish, lips pale, nostrils dark and ilry ; uncovering
woiMul the odor was fetid, and two ounces thick |nis

with some hlood e^caped. He was (piiekly attended
to, and replaced in bed, given brandy, and soon
felt much better. Temperature lowered to Sty in one
hour. His de|)ression was evidently due to deficient

drainage.

.V,trc/i iStli, r,lli </./,v.—Pulse 110, temp. 98*'.—Dr. C.

W. Hush present.—This morning had first fivcal evacu-
ation since operation, which was composed of small.

dry, hard nnusses (scybalous); slept two hours <m left

side; lies most of the time in left latero-dorsal posi-

tion; eats quite heartily of meat and vegetables, and
takes freely of milk punch : speaks witli chest voice,

and less effort; both legs drawn up unaided. Says
ho feels better than lie has for a month, and is confident

of complete recoverv.

Murcli -.ilst, 7M (7<(i/.—Pulse 110, temp. !)!)°.—Dr. (".

P. Tucker present.—Is doing well; has solid fivcal

evacuation daily. A drainagetulic was introduced.

two inches long, one inch in diameter, with tlariiig

inner c.xtii-mity and a wide f<.'nestrated flange ex-

ternally, secured by tape passing around alidomen;

has an extensive miliary eruption over liuttocks and
abdomen.

A/.iH 4th. llM'/ny.—Pulse 100. temp. ii8i=.—Drs.

Kipley and M. J. Haker present.—Steadily improving,

is anxious to sit up in chair. Passes two pints of

mine daily, free from albumen. Some pus-corjjuscles

still present.

April 2Wh.—Is gaining flesh rapidly. lias had a

most voracious appetite during jiast two weeks. A zinc

drainagi^-tube, of the same diameter lint flattened, has

been substituted, facilitating cleanliness by frequent

removal. The previously displaced contents of right

lumijar region have resumed their normal position

He is (iiiite strong, and walks daily to the dining-

room for meals.

April 2iil/i.—Walks out daily, and is not fatigued ;

thinks he is in as good condition as he ever was.

His present weight is 100 pounds. During the

past four days he has gained live pounds. .\ small

gutta-p. Tcha tube, with a perforated soft rubber tulie

ultaehed. is in wound, although the amount of drain-

age is inconsiderable. He pas.ses normal amount of

urine daily, and several examinations have failed to

reveal any element that might give rise to doubt re-

garding the perfect success of the means which con-

triliutcd to his recovery.

ifin/ 1 .itli.—Wound com|)letely closed. Has returneil

to his work, which he pursues without inconveni-

ence.

Iirmttrl».—-These notes were prepared for pulilication

before I ln-canie familiar with the details of the ca.se

reported by Dr. (ieo. A. Peters, in the X. Y. Mnl.

Jiiuriuil, Nov., 1872. with whicli in several particu-

lars I thought they closely corresponded. The respect-

ive p.itients were males, of nearly the sami- age. and
the right kidney the seat of disease in both cases.

StriiHtj />rt»ittn/itipr rviili^nre of rtiiitl nilriihiH—nnjir

htiit'i olitiiiiiril—and ab.scess alTi'Cting testicle of sann'

sidi', previous to operation. As regards the openings

from the convex surface to p<lvis of the kidney, the

amount u( pus and disteutiou was greater than in liis

case; had he deferred operating one week longer, the

obji'ctive condition of the kidneys would have been

similar. He writes of •adhesions Ijiiuling it down on

all sides. Srefral fluctuating points were diacoven d
on the surface of the kidney, into one of which a

small e.xploring trocar was introduced, and an in<on-

siderable amount of pus was withdrawn, )>iit no stone

was felt."

The main points of interest in this case, briefly sum-
marized, are

:

1st. The possibility of not being able to obtain cal-

culus, when all availaljle means of diagnosis lead one

to infer its existence.

2d. The ditticulty in determining previous to ojier-

tion the condition of calculous, tuliercular, or other

varieties of pyelitus.

:id. The ])ei-sistence of acid reaction of urine during

the liberal administration of alkaline solutions.

-1th. Preference of free incision over inspiration.

.")th. The ab.scess of testicle; was this due to pres-

sure upon or other interference with the function of

the genito-crural nerve?

(it'll. The destructive changes that had taken place

in the kidney, the extensive burrowing through soft

parts, the relief given by operaticjii, and the rapid con-

valescence.

7th. Total absence of vomiting following the ad-

ministration of jjromide of pota.ssiiim, ]nevioiis to ether

inhalation, as proposed and used several years ago in

the Charity Hospital.

The want of a proper nomenclature for kidney
operations, which wcnild be self-defining and readily

comprehended, is niucli needed. The term ne])liiot-

oiuy might l)e limited to those ca.ses when the

operation by incision is undeitaken with the object

of relieving iibnormal conditions existing within

the kidney; the word itself defining the particular

oigan operated upon, as in cystotomy, ga.strotomy.

iirethrot(miy, etc. ; while linnlmr section would refer

to the relief of conditions existing external to the

kidney, and with which the organ does not enter

as a complication.

I have been able to collate the following recent

cases of ne)ihrotomy :

Dr. W. W. Dawscjn. Ohio: female, ivt. .50. Reported
in J/tiy» Jour., .Ian., lS7:j. Death, fifth day.

Dr. Geo. W. Callender, Kdinburgh. Keported in

;/.(//«' Join:, Oct., 1874. Death, third day.

Dr. F. D. Leiite, New Y(nk, awaiting j)ublication.

Reported " doing well."

Dr. .John J. Crane, New York : male, fft. 34. Re-
|)orted in Med. Uecouo, Aug., 1874. Death, tifty-two

iiours.

.\ly case as here recorded : male, n-t. 32. JIarcli. 187fi.

Ki-covery.

The o|)ciation of extirpation of the kidney is one

attended with greater difliciilty, and with l<ss chances

of success, than in simple neplirotomy, as defined

above. Of these I can find recorded but four cases,

namely

:

O. Simon. Heidelberg, 1870: female, aged 2C. Re-
ported in Deutsrlif Ktinik: Recovery.

Dr. Linsen. Rerlin. 1870: male Reported in Jlniia

J'Kir., May, 1872. Death, ten hours.

Dr. Durham, London, 1872: female, aged 4:!. Re-
ported in Brit. Med. Jour., Ibiy, 1872. Death, seventh
day.

Dr. Geo. A. Peters, New York, 1872: male, aged 30.

I !i ported in X )'. Med. Jour., Nov., 1872. Death,

sixty-five hours.
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progress of i^etiical Science.

Tni5 Contagiousness of Whooping-Cotjgu.—Dr.

Stui'ifps. of Westminstcjr Hospital, roceutly devoted a

clinic; 1 lecture, which is published in Tlir, Lunrct of

May 30th, to the consideration of the nature of the

contagion in whooping-cough. He rejects the tlieory

of specific poison, of contagion carried by a material

agent, and contends that it is a nervous affection,

infectious in the same way as the emotions of fear,

l^ity, and discontent, and as the acts of yawning or

laughing, or of coughing during church service. So
also other nervous diseases, as hysteria, chorea, and
sometimes even epilepsy, are infectious. " Catcliing a

hal)it " is a proverbial expression tliat may often be
properly applied to disease. Pertussis in a hospital

does not spread fi'om bed to bed, but skips aliout

here and there, from one ward to anotlier. Dr.

Sturges believes that we are liable to different nervous
disorders at different periods of life, and that the

pariod of liability to whooping-cough lies between the

second and sixth years of life, not spread over that

time in each individual case, but falling somewhere
batweeu these limits. When whooping-cough enters

a family, infants and older children generally escape,

the former because they have not yet reached the

period of lial)ility, the latter Ijecaiise they have passed
it. The whooj) is notoriously recurrent as long as the

catarrh accompanying it continues ; relief is never
permanent until the lungs are quite free and the cough
gone. On the other hand, once cured it is not apt to

return again, although the patient may suffei' from a

precisely similar catarrh. This is not because whoo|3-

iag-cough confers anything that prevents its return in

the future, but becau.se the human .subject continues
prone to the disease hardly more tliantwo years, and
when that future arrives the child has outgrown its

liability. Dr. Sturges closed his lecture with the

following conclusions deduced from his preceding
remarks

:

1. Whooping-cough is a nervous disease of imma-
ture life, due immediately, like nervous asthma, to a

morbid exaltation of sensiliility of the bronchial
mucous membrane. Although jjossible in a modified
form at all ages, it has its period of special liability

and full development sinuiltaneously with that time
of life when the nervous sy.stem is irritable and the

mechanism of respiration diaphragmatic. A child of

t le pro]3er age with catarrh and cough is thus on the

very brink of whoo])ing- cough. A large proportion
of such children will develop the disease for them-
selves ujiou casual i:)rovocation, all contagion and all

epidemic influence apart.

2. The whoop of whooping-cough is duo to a

spasmodic contraction of the diaphragm which fol-

lows its extreme relaxation with the emptying of the

lungs by spasmodic cough, the force of the inrush of

air Ijeing met by a conservative spasm on the part of

the glottis.

'd. The natural history and relations of whooping-
cough—its uneven course, indeterminate duration,

method of recovery and cure, frequent absence of
pyrexia, and seasons of ijrevalence—are in striking

contrast witli diseases of the zymotic class. Admit-
ting the fact of its contagion, tlu^ great commonness
of the disease and its association with epidemic
catarrh, coupled with the poi)ular belief that its

source of infection may be indefinitely remote, are

circumstances which must combine to render whoop-

ing-cough more contagious in appearance than it is

in fact.

4. In its character as a [lurely nervous disease,

whooping-cough may very well be contagious like

other nervous affections of a cjuasi-voluntary kind.

The assumjition of a specific morbid jjoison is both
hypothetical and gratuitous, or so nearly gratuitoias

that the facts it seems to explain are insufficient to

counterbalance its inherent improbability.

.5. The non-recurrence of whooping-cough is not in

strictness analogous to the non-recurrence of conta-

gious fevers, nor out of real harmony with tlie ))attern

of nervous disease. It is the rule that affections of

this class alter their shape with the successive epochs
of life, so that each will ajjpear either solitary or

recurrent, according as the time allotted for it is

shorter or longer. The after-infancy periotl to wliich

whoo])ing- cough attaches is one of brief duration and
special liabilities. The features of the disease are in

strict correspondence with the characteristics of its

time of life.

6. The specific remedies for whooiiing-cough (which
have their season and may be said now to include all

drugs whatever of any jjotency) have all of them a

certain testimony in their favor. They agree in a

single ])oint : whether by their nauseousness, the

grievous method of their ap|)lication. or the distur-

bance they bring to the child's habits and surround-

ings, the best vaunted remedies—emetics, sponging of

the larynx, ill-flavored inhalation, change of scene,

beating with the rod,—all are calculated to impress

the patient, aud find their use accordingly.

A Knife-blade cakiued fok Years in the Pleh-
KAL C.\.viTY.—Dr. Carl Bleiweis, of Lsiliach, reports

that at the auto|)sy of a patient about thirty years old,

who had died of pulmonary consiunpticjn on .July 8th,

187."), a kuife-lilade was found in the left pleural cavity.

R was tlu'ee inches long, half an inch wide, and was
lodged b<'tween the tliird and fourth ribs, at the inner

border of the left scapula, lying in a slanting |)Osition

and the edge foi'wards. The wound by which it had
entered was indicated by a small and now adherent

cicatrix about an inch above. This jjatient had been
an inmate of penal institutions for about half of his

life, and the reporter states from personal knowledge
that the wound had not been received within four

years of his death, and the presence of the foreign

body was wlujlly unsuspected by those who had
charge of him, the patient doubtless having reasons

for not calling attention to it. Further inquiry ren-

dered it probal)le that the injury was received in a

quarrel in ISISM or ISO!), The reporter does not re-

gard the foreign body as the ijrobable cause of his

jihthisis,

—

MeiHoraMUcii, XXI. I. A2Jr. 20, 1876.

TuEATirENT OF PnoL.\psns Ani in Children.—
Prof. Henoch, of Berlin, treats this affection very suc-

ce.ssfully with hyi)odermic injections of strychnia and
ergotine. He dissolve of a grain of sulphate of
strychnia in 2J- drachms of distilled water, aud injects

daily in the neighborhood of the anus fiom tluee to six

minims—A to }r, grain strychnia. This remedy is in

some cases remarkably successful, but in other cases it

fails entirely. Ergotine seems to act more certainly.

He injects daily a quarter, or a half, or even an entire

syringeful (Pravaz's) of a solution of the .strength of

one to ten. The professor advises that Avhen the

child goes to stool, the chanil)er be arranged on a table

or chair, so that the legs will hang fiee. This will

prevent, to a great extent, the strainintr action of the

abdominal muscles.

—

AUyemeiiie Mcdicinische Central

Zeitung, May 31st, 1870.
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BA XTER'S STATISTICS. *

It ishoulil be !i matter of contrratiilntiDii witli .stHtis-

ticiatis and mcdioal men gcneially tliat the examina-

tions of reel nils and drafted men dnriniitlie latereljel-

lion are now made availal)le for scientitic study. We
are hardly surprised, in view of wliat we have seen

done by the army medieal bureau at Washinj^ton, to find

the work of Colonel Haxter the most complete of its

kind that has ever been pul)lisliod. Two immense

cpiarto volumes are before u.s, tilled with figures,

charts and maps, systematizing and elaborating the,

anthropological and medical conditions of nearly a

million of men who were examined for admission in

the late army of the rebellion. Tliese examinations

were made by authority of the different States furnish-

ing the recrnits. but they were generally found to be

so unsatisfactory in their results, owing to a want of

uniformity of system and centring of responsibility,

that Congress ])assed an act in March, 187:5. creating a

bureau of the War Department, known as that of the

Provost-Marshal-fienerars. A complete enrollnient

of all till' States was tlien nnide ; and in order that none

but abhbodied niiMi should be jilaeed in the field, a

medieal branch of the Provost-Marslial's Bureau was

established, and to it was assigned the authority and

responsibility of thorough and systematic medical

examinations. This medical bureau was phiced in

charge of Col. .1. II. Haxter, from its inception to the

end of the war. The great value of the .statistics

which had been collected during that time was then

prospectively presented in a "re|iort of the medieal

statistics on file," and the impression made upon the

• PtnM-*'*-. M.ttl'iil nn't AnthmiKiUvfcnl. of the Prnvwt-MnrF'hiil-
f; ' !ivi'<I fniiij U<i-i>nli* tif thi! F.xniiiiniittt'n (it Mili-

T » iiil>'«..f till' l'iiili',1 St:.li'» iluriiiir llii'liil.- W.ir .if

: » .MiMl..il <if U,i-niil.<, llnid.sl M-n. Si,l..tiMii. ~.

I 11:. ('ini'iltii iiniliT dirivtinii nt tv f

V 11,1x1. r. .\.M.. M.n., C.l.nii-I iin.l Chirt V
I

,

I hi.'f .Mi.<l>ml onli-vr ..f 111.' l'r..%..-l M
l;iir..iw M. 'vv.i Viilimifrt. Wii»hin»fti>ii ; (j.iviTiimi'ut trinuiiu: - .id"-,

4to, pp. 1335.

government wasstich that Col. Haxter was directed to

continue his lal>ors and make a complete report.

I'luler the system adopted by him and carried out by

the surgeons of the boards of enrollment, a most eom-

jilete systematic account of every indiviilnal examined

was obtained. To give some idea of the comprehen-

siveness of the plan, it is only necessary to refer to the

fact that in the blanks furnished to examiners tlio

following conditions were to be noted ccmccrning

each recruit or drafted man:—Date of examination,

di'signatiiig nuiiilur, name, age, nativity, oeenpaticm,

height, complexion, color of eyes, color of hair, girth

of chest at inspiration and expiration, soeiid condition,

color, general jihysical cimstitution or (jhysitiue,

whether a volunteer or substitute, result of examina-

tion, specification of disease when rejected, aiul if ac-

cepted, the noting of any distinguishing luilinal or

accidental mark by which the recruit might he identi-

fied. In fact the proper filling up of this liliink gives

tlie physical likenessof the individual examined, and

constitutes an accurate and thoroughly trustworthy

descriptive list.

The intrinsic value of the statistical data not only

rests upon the circumstances of its nnifoini and syste-

matic detail, but also upon the fact that the examina-

tions represent the ineati ccmdition of the people as

a whole, every da.ss being well represented, either in

the wide-spread offering of volunteers or in the acci-

dent of a general draft.

In order to nuike the comparison of each of the

physical conditions with the others noted, easily com-

l>reh(nded. the plan of giving ratios expressing the

relation tliat one number bears to another has been

adopted, and as these ratios are millesimal, their sim-

plicity and accuracy can scarcely be (lucstioned. The

labor in calculating these ratios, considering the dif-

ferent and multitudinous compariscms to be nuide,

has been, as might have been cx|)ected, immense.

Col. Baxter maki s the following statement in regard

to this point, which is full of significance as an

earnest of his intention to make the deductions of his

liLiurcs valuable :
" The labor of computing all these

ratios has of coinse been very great ;
over a hundred

.ind thirteen thousand calculalions, in which the deci-

mal was carried out foiu' places, having been made and

carefully verified by the ordinary method, and by the

addition of the results obtained, which, if correct,

would agree with a larger ratio obtained in another

way." lie further says :
" For convenience in esti-

mating, the tables may be [lUt into six das.ses, as fol-

lows: the first cla.ss consisting of Tables 1, 2. and :i ; the

second of Tabh's 4, ."i, «, 7, 8, and !) ; llie third of

Tables 18, 19, and 20; and the .sixth of Tables '-'l, 22,

and 28. To produce the tables of the first class in

tliiir )>rp8ent form, Ihn'c thousand live hundnd jur-

lliiiinnry tables had to be made. These preliminary

liiMi'S contained, in the aggregate, three million five

hundred thousand sets of figures, or indepimh nt num"
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bers, and were condensed into twenty-four interme-

diate tables—one for each nativity—wliich contained

one million four hundred and forty thousand sets of

figures, exclusive of eleven thousand ratios; and these

twenty-four intermediate tables were condensed to

form Tables 1, 3, and 3, and presented in tliis report."

Although the statistics of the tables is comparatively

easy of comprehension by the ratios given, even the

mere mental comparison of alistract numbers is nu^de

unnecessary by the arrangement of charts, which pre-

sent, by horizontal tinted columns of different lengths,

a ratio of difference corresponding to the proportions

per thousand as expressed in the figures. In addition

to these charts showing tlie comparative anthropologi-

cal and medical conditions of the men examined, we
have beautiful nia])s, differently colored, and graded

in shade to i)icture the i^revalence of different dis-

eases in the different Congressional districts. This

may be called scientific object-teaching on a large

scale, and will constitute the most interesting and val-

uable feature of the work for tlie ordinary student of

anthroiiology, giving the general conditions, physical

and regional, which are associated witli the preva-

lence of disease in this country.

Any attempt at an extended analysis of the conclu-

sions to be drawn from the immense array of statisti-

cal facts jjresented in these ponderous volumes, would
be, of necessity, incomplete ; but we shall try, in a

cursory way, to present a meagre outline of the ratio

of disease to occupation, and to social and physical

conditions, leaving the gaps to be filled up l)y the

Jiatient study of those who are interested in these kind
of investigations.

In (jrder to avoid unnecessary repetition, we shall

name in order the ratio of disease as connected with

the different conditions named, giving three of the

highest grades in each. For instance, the chart of

General Diseases in connection with occupation, the

highest ratio is represented by the following in the

Older named : (1) Editors, (i) Teachers, and (3) Watch-
men. This plan of enumeration being understood, we
present it in abstract under the respective headings:

General Diseases as to locality : (1) Massachusetts,

(2) Maine. (3j Rhode Island. Nervous diseases, as to

locality: (1) Rhode Island, (2) New Hampshire and
Connecticut. In the consideration of the highest

ratios of special diseases in the different States we also

express them in numerical order:

Phthisis puhnonalis.— (1) Maine, (2) New York, (3)

Connecticut. Paridysis.~{i) New Hampshire, (2)

Maryland, (3) Rhode Island. Insanity.— (1) New
Hampshire, (2) Rhode Island. (3) Maine. Hc-rnia.—
(1) Minnesota, (2) Rhode Island, (3; District of

Columbia. Syphilis.—{I) Rhode Island, (3) District

of Columbia, (3) Maryland. Disnises of the Eye.—
(1) Missouri, (2) Illinois, (3) Massachusetts. Dis-

eases of the Eur.—(1) Slinnesota, (2) Maryland, (3)

Massachusetts. Diseases of Resiiiratory Organs.—(1)

Rhode Island, (2) Connecticut, (3) Massachusetts.

Diseases of Ditjestive Organs.—(1) Minnesota, (2)

^Massachusetts, (3) Vermont. Diseases of Cirenlatory

System.— {\) Maine, (2) Rhode Island, (3) Massa-

chusetts. Diseases of the Organs of Locomotion.—(1)

Maine, (2) Massachusetts, (3) New Hampshire.

Diseases of Urinary System.— (1) Massachusetts, (3)

Maine, (3) Connecticut. Diseases of Generative Sys-

tem.—(1) Massachusetts, (2) Maine, (3) Rhode

Island. Diseases of GeUularl'issue.—(1) Rhode Island,

(2) Massachusetts, (3) Maine. Diseases of Cutaneous

System.—(1) Illinois, (2) Missouri, (3) Minnesota.

Local Injuries.—(1) Maine, (2) Delaware, (8) Mis-

souri. Internal Ori/anic Diseases.—(1) Mfssouri, (2)

Kentucky, (3) Illinois. Diseases and Injuries of Hose.—
(1) Maryland, (2) Delaware, (3) Minnesota.

In regard to the social condition, the married men

showed the highest ratio of disease of evei-y class ex-

cept syphilis. The reason for this undue pre])onder-

ance of diseases is prol)ably owing to the fact that the

very large majority of volunteers and drafted men

were at that age in which matrimony was the rule

rather than the exception.

In regard to the influence of occupation upon the

different diseases we have the following remarkable

exhilut :
—

Chronic Itheumatism.—1. Liquor Dealers; 2. Pho-

tographers; 3. Brokers. Syphilis.— 1. Sailmakers
;

2. Cooks ; 3. Paper-liangers. Phthisis Puhnonalis.—
1. Editors; 2. Dentists; 3. Architects. Diseases of

Hercons System.—1. Watchmen; 2. Agents ; 3. Inn-

keepers. Paralysis.—1. Agents ; 3. Architects ; 3. Phy-

sicians. Mental Diseases.—1. Coppersmiths; 2. Ost-

lers ; 3. Engiavers. Diseases of the Circulatory System.

— 1. Liquor Dealers; 2. Coppersmiths; 3. Editors.

Obesity.—1. Sailmakers; 3. Photographers and Inn-

keepers. Diseases of Digestive Apparatus.—1. Watch-

men ; 2. Innkeepers ; 3. Merchants.

The relative ratio of these diseases to the respective

profession is of more or less interest to n\edical men,

as shoeing the comparative healthfuluess of their

calling. AVe name the professions in the order of their

ratio of influence upon disease, and in this instance,

for the sake of miu'e extended comiiariscm, will give

the complete list as presented in the chart.

Chronic Rheumatism.— 1. Lawyers; 2. Public Offi-

cers; 8. Physicians; 4. Clergymen; 5. Druggists;

6. Dentists; 7. Teachers; 8. Students. Architects, Ed-

itors, and Musicians, nil. Syphilis.—1. JIusicians;

3. Architects ; 3. Druggists
; 4. Public Officers ; 5. Phy-

sicians; fi. Clergymen; 7. Students: 8. Dentists;

9. Teachers; 10. Lawyers. Editors, «j7. Phthisi.i Pul-

ihonalis.—1. Editors; 3. Dentists; 3. Architects;

4. Public Oflicei-s ; 5. Physicians ; 6. Teachers ; 7. Cler-

gymen; 8. Lawyers; 9. Druggists; 10. Students;

11. Musicians. Diseases of Nervous System.—1. Law-

yers; 2. Clergymen; 3. Pliysicians; 4. Druggists;

5. Public Officers; 0. Architects; 7. Teachers; 8. Mu-
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sicians; 9. StviduDts; 10. Dentists; 11. Editoi's, ;ii7.

Bintlj/eh.— 1. Architects; 2. Pliysiciiuis ; S. Lawyers;

4. Teachers; 5. Druggists; 0. Pulilic Officers; 7. CU'r-

gynieii. Dentists, Editors, Musicians, and Students,

iiif. .yfnital Diseitsin.— 1. Lawyers; 2. Clergymen;

8. Musicians; 4. Physicians; 5. Students; 0. Drui;-

gists; 7. Teachers. Arcliitects, Dentists, and Edit<irs,

nil. Diseases of Circulation.—1. Editors; 2. Physi-

cians ; 3. Public Officers ; 4. Clergymen ; 5. Archi-

tects ; 0. Lawyers ; 7. Teachers ; 8. Druggists ; 9. Den-

tists; 10. Musicians; 11. Students. Diamsrsof titi- Di-

gfHtirc Appuratits.— 1. Dentists; 2. Pliysicians ; :i. Ed-

itoi's; 4. Public Otlicei-s; 5. Clergymen ; 6. Druggists;

7. Lawyers; 8. Arcliitects; 9. Teachers; 10. Musi-

cians; 11. Students. Obesity.—1. Lawyers; 3. Den-

tists; 3. Musicians; 4. Students; 5. Clergymen; 6. Pliy-

sicians ; 7. Teachers. Architects, Druggists, Editors,

and Pul)lic Officers, /<//.

As we have before remarked, it is imi)ossible, in an

ordinary editorial notice, to give even an outline of

the valuable deductions contained in these wonderful

volumes, but we have striven to iierform a conscien-

tious duty in presenting what we have to our readers,

in order tliat they may obtain a faint idea of the im-

mense and incalculable value of this elaborate contri-

bution to the systematic study of the statistics of

disease, and their connection with the interesting sub-

ject of anthropology. AVith such a work liefore the

faithful student of statistics, political economy, and

public health, it is impossible to say what will be the

limit of his studies in the mysteries of the natural

laws of dcvelojiment and disease.
^

In conclusion, we congratulate Col. Baxter on the

completion of his arduous laboi-s, and in the name of

his profession tliank him for the present benefit an<l

lirospective good which such laboi-s have confeneil

upon them.

Ueports of Societies.

NENV YORK PATIIOLOCICAL SOCIETY.

Stated Merliny, May 24, 1876.

Dr. C. K. HninnoN, PnE.><ii)KXT, in tiik CirAiit.

IlLI'TrilK OF TIIK iii..M)ni;u.

Du. KnsKiNK M.\s()N presented a specimen of rup-

ture of the bladder taken from a man aged thirty-two

years, who was admitted into liellcviie Hospital on

May 13. On the tenth of May the patient was arrest-

ed for intoxication, and was coiilined in a slation-

liouse. Shortly afterwards ln' ( ompliiiiied of inaliility

to pa.-* his water ; and, sntTering from great pain in

ron»i<pieiiee, he applied for relief. lusteail of obtain-

ing avsistanee, however, he was deluged witli cold wa
ter. On tlie following day he was taken to the City

Pristin (Tombs), where he remained until his admis-

sion to the hospital. While at the prison his water

wa.s diuwu twice.

When Dr. Mason saw him at the hospital he was
pc rfeclly rational ; had a small, feeble ])Ulse. an.vious

ounteiiance, and the abdomen was swollen, the upper

portion being tympanitic and the lower portion dull.

11 • complaiiKil only of vesical tenesmn.s. The scro-

tum was somewhat discolored, giving lise to tli<' jios-

siliility of injury of the perineum and coiis((|uent

rupture of the bl.idder. No other marks of ixteinal

injury were, however, discoverable. A moderate-

sized catheter was jiassed into the bladder, mul twenty

ounces of pure urine were evacuated. Tliere was

e\ i<lently no strieture. A rectal examination was
made by passing tlie foretinger well ui) into the rec-

luni, beliiiul the [irostate. A little to the left of the

latter a di.slinet swelling was reeouni/.ed. containing

thiid. The diagnosis was then maile of rupture of the

urethra, behind the triangular ligament, with elTiision

into the peritoneal cavity.

As the only hope iT.sted in an operation, tlu' usual

one for litliotomy was performed. As soon as the in-

cision was made, the linger being jiassid into the

bladder, came in contact with, and i)assed through, a

nut into the posterior wall of the viseus. The bitter

was tirmly contracted, and no mine tlowid through

the incision. A silver catheter was then passed throngh

tlie ru|)ture into the (leritoneal cavity, and ten ounces

of a somewhat turbid fluid were drawn off. The
jiatient sank and <lied twelve hours after the op(;ration,

and on the fourth day from the {oinineiicement of the

trouble. Tlie autopsy was made a few liinirs after

death, and revealed general peritonitis, with consider-

able urine in the cavity of the alidomen. The intes-

tines were matted together by recent adhesions. In

the ])osterior wall of the bladder the rent was discov-

ered, measuring one and a half iiielies in length, the

edges being everted, and presenting a sloughy appear-

ance.

In conclusion. Dr. Mason gave the following statis-

tical account of the ojierations wliieli had been per-

formed for rupture of the bladder :

"The first who did this operation for rupture of the

l>ladder was Dr. W. .1. AValker. of Boston. 1S4.5. Ope-

ration done 24 hours after the accident; patient re-

covered.

It was done in this city by Dr Willard Parker, a

few hours after rupture had occurrid ;
patient recov-

ered.

I have had four ca.«es of rupture of the bladder,

where I did this ojieration. and two recoviries.

.My first case was in 1!<71. and npoitid in the A'. }.

./•iiniiil of' M, (Heine, in a paper on rupture of the

Madder, August, 1872.

The first case I had was in 18;i. Operation done

tliird day after the accident ;
patient recovered.

Second case in 1873, a few hours after the acci-

dent; ))atient recovered. Tliird case was operated on

twenty days after the accident; he lived fourteen

days. Ue'ported in tlie Mkdic.m. Hkcohd for Dee. 1,

1874. Fourth ease, just reported."

I have been able to collect seven cases where this

operation has been done, and with four rccoveiies,

a most gratifying nsult whin ccmiiaied with the

seventy-eight ca.-i-s of rupture of the bhiddi'r colli etc d

in ISSI by Dr. Stephen Smith, which were tieatid

without operation. ,\mong these there were but five

ii'coveries, and but in one hud the rupture opened

into the peritoneal cavity, and but in three was the

rupture due to violence.

MONTIII.V .MHtltTIONS.

Di(. Mxitv l>i.rs.\.M-.lA(oiti pivsditid a small speci-

men which had been discharged from the uteius of a
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miirried lady during one of her monthly periods. As
similar masses, partly resemljlinw clots, and jiartly re-

semblinj^ memljranes, had l)eeu voided every mouth,
and as the patient was always i-egular in her catamenia,

she was sujiposed to be sufferintc from simple dysmen-
orrhoea. The passage of the clot, as is usual on such
occasions, was always accomiiauied with pain. Tlie

microscopic examination of tlie specimen in question

showed tlie existence of flat e|)itlielial cells imbedded
in a very flue matrix, but none of the cylindrical cells

of the uterine cavity were found. The clot was then
carefully washed, when the appearance of a very mi-

nute blood-stained embryo was seen, with head, neck,

extremities, and umbilical cord. The doctor believed

that this ])roduct of conception had been destroyed
Ijy hemorrhage as soon as formed, and tluuight it by
no iiicans impossible tliat the previous attacks of

dysmenorrhea could be explained in a like manner

;

in other words, that the patient had l)eeu in all

probabilit}' suffering from monthly abortions.

Dr. Pkugnet presented three specimens. The flrst

was the caput coli and appendix veraiiformis removed
from a young man aged nineteen years. (Jn Monday
(May 24) not feeling well he concluded to consult a

physician. lu his attempt to get into a carriage for

that purpose he was seized with syncope, followed by
puM-itonitis and death. At the autopsy the a]i|)endix

vermifi/i'mis was found very muchdistended with f;eces,

with a rupture near the c»cum. No enterolites were
discovered.

inUEDUCrBLE FEMORAL IIERKI.V.

Dr. Peuguct presented a second specimen, which
was one of irreducible femoral hernia.

On the 22(1 of December, 1875. the Doctor saw the

patisnt in consultati(m with Dr. Naudain : a lady, 68
years of age, during her first |)regnancy, at 2'ii years of
age, contracted a I'enujral hernia <iu right .side ; this was
reduced by her physician and controlled by a triangu-
lar pad and bandage, as a truss was irksome. She
continu 'd to enjoy good health until about six years

since, when she began complaining of inten.se enteral-

gia, spasmodic in its character, .accompanied with
nausea, vomiting, and obstinate eoustiiiation : she was
seen by several physicians, who made tlie usual diagno-
ses in such cases, especially as no evidences of hernia
Could l)e found, although carefully .searched for. Her
enteralgia w.'is conti'olled by opiates, the constipation
only relieved by cioton oil, and even this occasionally

failed. On the 21st of December, 1875, whilst at

stool, a tumor made its appearance in lier right femoral
region, which led to a recurrence and aggravation of
her symptoms. Sn'cral attempts were made to reduce
the femoral hernia, but without success. The Doctor
found the swelling abont the size of a hen's egg. xVs it

was evidently distended with serum, an tmuce of
amljer-colored fluid was removed by aspiration ; a loop
of intestine could then be distinctly felt, but still re-

mained irreducil)le. Dr. Pcugnet then made the usual
incision, exposing the sac, and without opening it. di-

vided Hey's liganvnt and reduced the hernia without
ditflculty. During the night, the jjutient had, as she
expressed it, " the first natural movement from her
bowels in years." On tlie fifth day there was a recur-

rence of her pain .and nausea with constipation, but
these subsided under appropriate treainient. On the

lUh day slie insisted upon rising for stool, immedi-
ately sank into collapse, and died in twelve hours.
At the post-mortem, 24 hours after deatli, the most ex-

tensive diffuse suppurative peritonitis wa.s found,
altliough there had not Ijeen the .4iglitest indication of
it previous to her death. A diverticulum of the ileum

was found protruding through the right femoral ring

adherent to the sac, and firm and old adhesions were
also found at the neck ; immediately .above, the ileum
was twisted, and the entire small intestine above the
twist distended with f;ecal matter. It was evident
that the hernia reduced l>y the operation was a recent

enterocele. and that tlie .adherent intestine served to

ex|ilain the causation of the severe and obscure gastro-

intestinal disorders this patient had been subject to

at intervals for several years jn-eviously.

OVARIOTOMY.

A third specimen liy Dr. Pcugnet was an ovarian
cyst, with the following history :

—

Mrs. H., xt. 70 years 9 months, a multi|)aia, had
always enjoyed good health untilJanuary, 1875, when
she felt a sensation of discomfort and uneasiness in the

lower portion of tlie alidomcn; butdid not observe any
appreciable enlargement until the ensuing April ; then
sought medical advice, and was treated with diuretics.

Subsequently slie passed into the hands of a homa>o-
patli, who pronounced it a uterine fibroid and treated

her for inflammation of the bowels in consequence there-

of, and pronounced her case as incurable. Dr. Naudain
was finally called in, .and recognized the difficulty.

On the "l 1th of March, 187(i, Dr. Pcugnet saw her in

consultation with Dr.s. Naudain and the late C. F.

Rodenstein. The abdomen was much enlarged and
the |)hysical signs of an, ovarian cyst unmistakable.
With a view to relieve her from tlie pain and distress

caused by the pressure, as well as to prepare lier for

ovariotomy, the Doctor tapped the cyst, and removed
from it twelve pounds of a clear allmminous fluid.

The uterus, which was turned towards the right iliac

region, and partially anteverted, immediately I'esumcd

its natural position ; no evidences of adhesions were
found, and there were apparently some solid consti-

tuents in the cyst which evidently arose fnnn the left

side. On the 15tli of March the patient was taken
with sym|)toinsbf peritonitis, which, at fii.st alarnn'ng,

rapidly subsided under the use of opiates. Owing to

her advanced age, she was advised that ovariotomy
was scarcely warrantalile, init insisted upon submitting

to it rather than to suffei- a year or two longer. 'With

tills view, quinine, niuriated tincture of iron, with
minute doses of tlie bichloride of mercury, were acl-

ministered to her. the latter with the special ])urpose of
increasing the red corpuscles of the blood, as .she was
rather aiiiemic.

On the 3d of M;ly. the patient h.aving been etlierized

by Dr. A. M. Campbell, Dr. Peugnet, with the advice

and assistance of I)r. Sims, and in the presence of Drs.

Naudain and Crump, performed the usual supra-

pubic opeivation. There was a slight effusion of serum
in the peritoneal cavity, a few adhesions on the left

anterior surface, which were readily separated with the

fingca'S, the cyst evacuated with the dome trocar, and
readily extracted, the pedicle secured with wire clamp,
and a rubber drainage tul)e passed through Douglas's

cul-de-sac. This tube had been prepared In' Dr. Sims,

and was constricted at its centre by means of a silver

ligature, for the purpo.se of pei'mitting of a more thor-

ougli washing out of the ])eritoneal cavity, the injec-

tion passing in from above, and the drainage portion

])roper carrying it off from b ^low. For the purpose

of insuring perfect drainage, the straight portion of

a silver catlieter, of sufficient length to reach the

bottom of the pelvic cavity, was jiassed into the upper
extremity of the tube. One of the adhesions wtis tied

with a silk ligature, and the latter cut close. The
wound closed with twelve silver sutures, all passing

through the peritoneum. The cyst and contents
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weighed over twenty poumls. One lionr and fifty min-

utes. inclndin;;iu)ii'stllosi!iiind diessiniftlie patient, was
consnuied in tlie i)|ienitic)n. I'ulse lO'i. teni|)eraturc-

Its" in axilla, immediately liefurc the operation. Drain-

afie in lii>it twenty-four hours, two ounces of liloody

serum. uone»ul>sei|nently. The pulse never rose aliove

ninety-ei'^'ht. temperature !)!)? in mouth. On the .Itli.

or second ihiy, there was sli<;ht tympanites and temler-

ness, which entirely subsided on the 7th, orfonrlli day.

Ten sutures were removed on the lUth, also the silver

tulie. On the 14lh, or eleventh day. the driiinaj^e tuhe

Wiis removetl ; liltli, or si.xteentli day. the pedicle

came nway : ^I'tli. an enema, followed liy an evacuation
;

24th, or twentylirst day, patient sittiuj; up, a small

.superficial ulcer at lower sei;ment of wound.
The sp 'cial points of inleri'st in this ca.se, are, 1st,

one of the oldest recorded ; 2il. the rapidity of the

development of the cyst, which )s multilocidar. hut

only one having attained any size.

THACnEOTOMV IN I)IfIITllEllI.\, IS A liOV TWO VKAKS
EI-LVKN MONTHS, WITH ItlXOVEUY.

I)K. CiiAKl.ES .V. Lkai.e presented two pieces of

diphtheritic membrane, each over two inelies in hnu'th,

which he had removed from the opeuiiiLi; in the

trachea, on .March 22, lyTli. I'he chilli had adenitis,

edematous face and neck, was cyanotic, and i^ulfo-

nitin^ from the accumulations of exudations in the

laryn.x and trachea, when Dr. i^'ale made an openinj;

as low as till' upper border of the manubriiun. wliili-

the child was additionally rendered insensible by sul-

phuiic ether. No vinnilinij followed, no blood- vessels

were ligateil, and only about ; ij. of luniorrhiige lost

from the capillaries. It was nearly an hour before tlar

tube could 111' safely inserted, in conseiiueiice of the

hu'gc aeeumulalion of mucopurulent matter and
diplitheritic membrane, which he removed by the lout,'

elbow forceps inserted throufili the wound, and while

the child was h. Id with head lower than body to facil-

itate the removal of matter, by sponging the j)arts im-

mediately alter an expiration, and liefore it c<mld be

drawn in by returning inspiration. In two hours afti'r

the operation the child breathed comfortably, and the

skin was less cyanotic ; he was placed on his side, and
inhaled steam; and Dr. .1. Lewis Smith in eimsultation

.saw him. At 12 p.m. Dr. Leale examined a piece of the

freshly thrown olf membrane, ami found it alive with

cocco- bacteria. Fii-st day afteroperalion. child breathed

easily through tin- tube; the inner one removed every

half hour to be ileanscd— it freipK-ntly containing large

pii'Ces of the diphtheritic membrane. During a forei

i)le paroxysm id coughing, a piece was thrown through

tubeailistaneeof ten feet. Second day, pulse 12II.U. :!•").

no nirconl'l pass through the larynx, and the endeavor
increased the pjiinful breathing to an alarming tlegrei'.

Third day, I' 1 :!">, K. :!."). T. "ill.")
;
profuse expectoration

through tube, and frequently clots of blood. I'rine ex-

nniined within ipiarter of an hour after being voideil,

contained J alliumen, epithelial casts, and an abundance

of living bacteria. .Seven r.M, I". 144, 1{. (!2, T. Kni .

inere.'ised i-videneosof septic poisoning. Nine p.m.. 1'.

13."i. K. lit), T. 10."i ; erosions around wound, .'Uid from

pressure of tube, caused 1 oz. hemorrhage; and, ineon-

seipn'iice, the tube was pennanently removed ; has viry

painful cough, and profuse expecto.ation of thick <liiih-

tlieriiic membrane from the small JMoncliial tubes,

4th day: V. 1">0, K. fid, T. 10.5 ; entire surfao' of

body cov.red with herpes, profuse diarrhira. very light

in color, ami containing large (piantiliex of nim-ons

and iliphtlii'iitic m"nibrane. .showing that the disease

had exteiidi-d to the .stonnuh.

.•jth day: R i:)n, H. 2S, T. 102* ; wound in neck

covered with diphtheritic exudntion, which re-forms

as soon as removed by sup|iuration.

(Jth day: V. 140. "iJ. 02. T. li<yr ; cannot breathe

through the larynx : two small deep seated abscesses

opened beneath the fascia at wound, discharging about
'. oz. pus; child exceeding fretful; pa.ssagc of airover

ilenilded bronchi.d membrane very painful; parts

cleaned by fre<|Uent sponging after expirations, wound
contracting, and child becoming cyanotic in couse-

i|uence. With the elbow-forceps passed a small piece

of sponge rapidly two inches through the opining, at

moment of inspiration, and with forceps dilalid the

tracheal opening with In nerui;il effect ; and concluded,

if no improvement followed, to reinsert the tube.

7th day. by cleansing the wound to kee|) it op( n. and
with partial removal of oeehisions above, by coughing,

could breathe better. There is complete aphonia.

From 7th to Uth day afterthe operation, the pulse,

temperature, and respiratii'iis at many times were
alarming: and a|)paient de.ith imi)iiiding. Afterthe
lull day, convalescence fairly commenced and rapidly

progres.sed until April Kjtli. twenty two d;iys afterthe

operath)n, when he went to Dr. Lcale's oHici'. The
opening had then completely closed, ;uul the voice

was almost entirely restored. His treatment from time
of operation until recovery was without any medicine.

Diet of milk, bread and water, and the inlialation of

steam in a room, the temperature of which was kept

at «8' Fall.

Dn. Mai!V PiTNAM-JACom. in referring to the suc-

cessful result of the o])eration in so young a child,

asked the i(ue.stion if there were any similar cases on
record of cliildrcn under one year of age.

Dii. Beveiu.ey KonixsoN answered that Dr. .J. Solis

Cohen, in his late work '• On Croup and its Kelations

to Tracheotomy." had rc|)orted several of such cases.

Dr. Robinson has since then sent the Secretary the

following statistics from the work referred to :

—

.Vso nt Operation. Orenitor.

ti weeks Scoutetten (Strasbourg). 1840.

7 mouths Bill iEdinburi.'h). D?U1.

7 months Lawson Tait (Birmingham).
1 months Baizeau (.Vlgiers).

10 months Dujaidin.

10 montlis Bourdillat.

1 months J. Cooper Forster.

The details of the fii-st of the above cases (which
are very remarkable), will be found in the Am. Jour.

.\M. t^denein, Ajiril. Ibi44. p, 4(10,

Dk, Maso.n thought that the elbow-forcc|)s spoken
of by Dr. Leah^ was an invaluable instrument for the

removal of phlegm from the trachea, and he was satis-

lied that he had by its use saved more than one child's

life. The sud<len plugging of the tube was an acci-

dent of such fre(|uency. and so often resulted in death

liefoie the physician could be sunimcned. that his ex-

perience had almost persuaded him not to use a tube

at all, but merely to make a free incision. kc<>ping the

lips of the wound open by strings passed behind the

neck. The objectii>n to the old foini of tube wastli:it,

by unequal pressure at its curve, it produced ulcera-

tion.

Dr Uoiunson thought that this complication could

licavoided by use of the tube bent at right angles.

In answer to-a ipiestion reganling the! laying open
of the tracheal wound. Dr. >l.i.son stated that such an
opcraticm had been perfornuil abroad.

Dn. BiiiDiM^N added his testimony to the great value

of the elbow-forci'ps in the prompt and ctticii nt re-

moval of doLTging phli'L'm in the trachea, and referred

to 8ome cases in which it had provid the only means
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of saving; life. In one instance of tracheotomy

for sypliilitic disfase of tliL- larynx he was in the

habit of cleaning out tlie trachea regularly witli this

instrument, sometimes inserting it as far down as the

bifurcation, wUicli latter, on more than one occasion,

was grasped between the blades. In order to guard
against tlie possibility of plugging of canula, he had
mad..' it a rule to have the inner tube removed every

hour, washed and immersed in glycerine before it was
reinserted. In regard to the propriety of the operation

he had not the slightest doul}t, and l)elieved tliat it was
not performed as often as itsliould l)e. He was of

the opinion tliat the use of antestliesia during the opera-

tion would explain a good many fatal results.

Dr. Maso.n', in connection with the danger of sudden
clogging of the tube, referred to a case of his in which
traelieotomy was performed as a forlorn liope, and in

which i',t tlio moment of its completion a [ilng of mucus
was coughed into the tul)e, completely closing it and
causing immediate death.

Du. 15.:iddo:j presented the ankle-joint removed by
am;jutati(Mi of the leg from a male patient of the

Pivsl)vterian Hospital. He then read tlie following

history of the case as prepared by Ur. W. E. Forest, a

member of the House StaflE

:

Terrence Reynolds, age 34, admitted February 23d.

Three months ago tlie patient was pushed liackward

off a step, striking on tlie left foot and falling to the

ground. Admitted to the hospital next day for frac-

ture of the leg. The patient is a large man, of intem-

perate habits. Had syphilis fifteen years ago, followed

liy secondary and tertiary manifestations.

On examination the til>ia was found to be fractured

near the ankle, obliquely downwards and forward into

the joint. The fibula fractured at the lower extremity

as in Pott's fracture. The soft parts presented no ap

pearance of injury except a, simdl superp'cidl nhntsion,

so small as almost to escape detection, opposite the

lower end of the tibia. The syphilitic cachexia of

])atient was strongly marked, the integument ov(!r the

tibia on the uninjured limli being purplish and scaly,

and deformed by ostitis and periostitis.

Three days after admission the limb was \n\t up in

a jilaster dressing. In a few days this was removed,

when the small abrasion at the anterior and inner side

of the ankle was found to have assumed the circular,

worm-ear,en appearance of a syphilitic ulcer. The
jilaster dressing was reapplied, a fenestra being cut in

the dressing opposite the ulcer, and the patient put

ui)on anti-syphilitic treatment.

From this time, March Ist, the ulcer steadily pro-

gressed, in spite of treatment, until it became nearly

an inch in diameter, of a circular, perforating char-

acter.

March 27th.—The patient had a severe chill, followed

by some prostration, duj'ing the past night. The dis-

charge to-day is greater in amount, and movement of

the foot forces out a thin, sanious pus. The chill, to-

gether with the character and manner of the discharge,

indicates, it is thought, that the joint is jjenetrated.

March 29th.—The probe pa.sses into the joint and
comes in contact with carious bone. A small de-

tached fragment of necrosed bone from the lower end
of the tibia was removed. Tlie surface of the ulcer

has assumed a diphtheritic ajipearance.

April 2d.—An incision made in front of the ex-

ternal malleolus allowed a free discharge of pus.

Prcnn this time on the discharge continued from
both the openings into the joint ; the lateral motion
of the fot)t became more and more marked, and
crepitus on movement of the foot was distinct ; water

injected into one opening passed freely through the

joint and out at the other opening. Thus a simple
abrasion of the .skin had become a penetrating ulcer

of the ankle-joint, due to the syphilitic cachexia of

the patient.

May .5th.—The condition of the joint has not greatly

changed. The blackened and necrosed end of the

tibia is visible through the inner opening, and caries

of the astragalus can lie detscted by manipulation.
The integument of the whole lower third of the

leg has assumed an imhealthy. brawny, inflamed ai)-

pearance.

May 11th.—Amputation having lieen decided upon,
the operation was made at the junction of the upper
and middle thirds of the leg, by the lateral skin tla]is

and circular through the muscles. A small quantity

of lilood was lost and the patient made an excellent

recovery from the immediate effects of the operation.

The examination of the amputated part showed the

perio.steum covering the lower end of tibia to be thick-

ened and inflamed. The posterior half of the articular

surface of the bone was split off, together with the

postei'ior two inches of the lower end of the bone. The
anterior portion of the articular surface and the ante-

rior portion of the bone at its lower end was dead and
blackened, but no well-marked line of demarcation
had formed. The posterior portion of the lower end
of fibula fractured off and displaced. The astragalus

was extensively ulcerated and eroded on its uii[ier

surface. The remaining bones of the foot healthy.

Corrcsponiience.

THE THEORY OF ANIMAL HEAT.

To THE EDITOIt OF THE MedICAL RECORD.

Sir :—Allow me to intrude upon your space in order to

speak of some theories advanced liyDr. Gray, of West
Meriden, Conn., in his article on "Animal Heat, and
its Reduction liy the use of Gelsemium."

I shall not at all refer to his discovery of the febrifuge
quality of the herb spoken of. although I am quite a

sceptic from the experience I have had. For in my
own experience, as well as in that of several colleagues,

I have seen the much-vaunted felirifuges, such as

quiuia, salicylic acid, as well as salicylate of soda,

prove utterly unable to control a high febrile- state in

many cases. In others their administration has been
followed liy a reduction—in some cases a marked
one—and there the golden rule, " Post hoc ergo propter
hoc,^^ has, of course, been applied.

Notwithstanding, I shall try the gelsemium as faith-

fully as I have tried the others, and I am really sorry

that for that reason Dr. Gray's paper has come only
now to my notice.

The only reliable and never-failing method has
been, at my hands, that of Ziemssen—lukewarm baths,
gradually reduced to a cold temperature. In pneu-
monia, of children especially, if combined with one
or two doses of quinine—given more as a tonic than
as a febrifuge—they are invalualile.

Be that as it may, however, the point I wish to
make is one that has a wider application : I projiose

to speak of Dr. Gray's "J'li// and rational thivri/ of
heat," which he gives in the following words

:

"An increase or diminution of the activity of the
vital functions is accompanied by a corresponding
rise or fall of the temperature of the body."

I shall not ask Dr. Gray how he reconciles that clini-
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cully so iinportntit variety of fever, culled astlieiiic,
|

with tliis theory, or whether he recognizes siieli a

type at all ; 1 only wish to direct his atliiitloii to the

term vital liiiietioiis.

This term, as well as vital force, oui^ht to he entirely

discar<led. In modem physiology the principal elVorl

has Ixen tlire<teil toward showing thai in the animal,

as well as in the Vi'j^etalile kingdom, the same physical

and chemical forces are the active a{;ents; and al-

though force, as well as motion, may take dilfi nut
forms, there is one and tlic same impidse tniderlying

them all. Force is the cause of motion, and motion
is the cause of force ; potential eneigy may, in various

ways, he stored tip and transformed into actual em^rgy,

and a given .'inumnt of the one will always correspond

to a definite amount of tlie other. This theory of the

correlation of forces applies to vital, so-callid, as well

as to physical or chemical forces. And the explana-

tion of the process hy which animal heat and muscu-
lar power is developeil is the following:

In the leaf of the plant, which is the chenucul labo-

ratory in till' earth's iKjr.seholil, tin- gianuhs of chlo-

rophyll have the innate pioperty of deo.xidizing car-

bonic acid under the intluencc of the sun's light (the

yellow rays i)articnlirly). The process takes i)lace m
jncseuce of various inorganic bodies, such as water.

ammonia, sodium, and potassium sall.s, sulphuric and
))hos|ihoric acids. These may enter in combinatiuu
with some of tlic reduced carbonic acid atoms anil

form various albuminous bodies ; or, if water alone

enters, or its constituents, hydrocarbons and carbo-

hydrates will result. Oidy a comparatively small

part of these compounds is used U[) for the tissue-

change of the living plant, undergoing o.xidation

and leavingit again in the form of carbonic acid. The
greater part remains and serves as nutriment to animals,

in whose bodies it is oxidized anil nearly all of it re-

converted into carbonic acid and water ; only a small

part of the nilroginons compotnids is not completely
oxidiz"d ami leaves the system as urea, and is then
translormed into a carbonate of ammonia, ready again

to begin its cycle.

The principle of the correlation of forces tc.iches

that every particle of the force developed by the

sun's light iu deoxidizing the C(Jj in the' chloro|>hyll-

grnnules of the leaf is deposited as actual energy in

tiie carbon-compounds resulting from this process.

This potential energy is converted into actual energy
as soon us the carbon contained in those vegetable

matters is brought to its highest degree of oxidation.

i.e., IS burnt up to CO,. The actual energy thus pro-

duo -d by chemical actiim may directly take the lorm
of molecular motion, of heat, or a part of it may be

converted into mechanical motion by the intermediaiy

stage of nmscular contraction.

\'ifal Ki-tiuii, therefore, means nothing but cheviiml

arlioii, however moditied by the circumstances under
which it takes place. Animal heat has its source in

nothing but in chemical action ; however modilieii

the oxidation, however numerous the intermediary
stages ((riirup-Besanez mentions about ten ot the lat-

ter), it \suj-iiliilioii, and nothing but oxidation.

The explanation of aninwd heat by '• friction and
vital force " is utterly untenable in the light of mod-
ern physiology, and besides it is not even the only
theory held by physiologists of tile seventeenth cen-

tury, as Dr. <f. slated; for there lived during that tinii-

n physician in Uath, Kngland, by the name of .John

Maliiw, whose views, as jjublished in his works, in

lUf:5 (two yeais after his death;, very nearly conform
with the piineiples lieretofore«stated. which are ac

cci)tcd I'V all the great physiologists of the day.

If friction is really to take part in the production of
animal heat (and to a very lindted degree it does), we
may well ask. What is the cause of the friction ':' The
answer is the exi)nlsive force of the hi^art. And the

cau.se of this force '. The contraiiion of the heart-

musi'le. And of this ; AVell. nothing but the oxidation
1.1 the con.stituent muscular tissue and muscle plasma.
Therefore i>j-iiliitii'ii again is the iiltiiniiti and the ••>,hj

cause of animal hiat. And this same oxidation that
is the cause of the tissui cliange, gives, to my mind, ii

nunh more rational explanation why the blood in the

veins is warmer than in the arteries, especially that of
the poital vein, which collects the blood from the
most extensive mucous mi mbrane of the body, wlieie,

n:ituially, absorption and chemical action is at its

height. It is hardly iirobable that the impelling force
lit the heart should lie of such magnitude' as to pro-

duce an elevation of the tcmperatuie of the blood by
friction, amounting to i to 2 degrees. On the con-
trary, as Fick has shown, the mcclianical work of the
hi art in 'iA hours is equal to 4(1,000 kilogianimenuteis.
which is equal to about 100 units ol liiat, i.f., the
force of the heart, if entirely converted into heat,

would be able to raise the temperature of 100 kilos of
water by 1 C. ( — Ij F.). Assuming the amount of
blood in a man to be !) kilos, anil his pulse to licnt

(iO in a minute, a simi)le calculation will determine
the elevation of temperature for every beat

:

9x xlOO

.5xa4x60x6079=°'»'^"»-^^ '^-

and not from ^° to 2", as Dr. Gray's theory assumes.
Frirtidii and vital fiiiietinKs ought therefore to be

put aside, and oj-iilntion take its place.

Yours trulv,

Gko. W. Raciii:!,, M.D.

ARMY NEWS.
Official List of ChtiiiqcH of Statiota aiid Diitii's of

Officers of the Medical Diiniitment, United States
Army, from July Wi to July XHtli, IbTG.

CoTJES, E., Asst. Surgeon. To report to Sccrefni*y

of the Interior for duty with the U. S. Geological
and Geographical Sui veys of the Territories, under
charge of F. V. Ilavden, U. S. Geologist. S. O 1:14

A. G. O.. Julys, 1876.

KxiCKEHi!orKi:n, B., As,st. Surgeon. Ilis resignation
.Kcepted bv the President, to take effect Julv i, 1«7(J
S. O. 1:34, c. s., A. G. O.

Clements, Ii. A., Surgeon. Assigned to duty as
Tost Surgeon at Foil Sandeis, Wv. T. S. O. ii2.De-
partnunt of the Platte, .July 7, ls7(i.

Tii.Tox, II. K., .Vssist. Surgeon. On completion of
examination for promotion, to proceed to lleadquar-
ters. Department of Dakota, and re])ort to the Medical
Director ol that Department. S. O. las, A. O. O.,
.luly 10, l«7(i.

KiNSM.KX, .1. H., Assist. Surgeon. When relievid
by Dr. Terry, to jirocied without delay from Fort
liipley, Mimi., to Fort .\. Lincoln. D. T., fortemporary
duty nt that post. S. O. 83. Deiuutment of Dakota,
.luly 12, 1870.

Cai.dwei.i., D. G., Assist. Surgeon. Leave of ab-
sence extended two months. S. O. 137, A. G. O., July
8, 1870.

Benti.hv, E., Assist. Surgeon. Granted leave of
.absence for six months. S. O. 137. c. s., A. G. O.

KiMnM.i,, .1. p., Assist. Snrgion. To accompany
battalion of Twenty-second Infantiy from Forts Brady
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and Jluckiiiiic to Fort A. Lincoln, D. T., for fluty

under General Terry. S. 0. 137, Military Division of

the Atlantic, .July 9, 1876.

King, .1. H. T., Assist. Surgeon. Assigned to duty

as Post Surgeon at Fort Concho, Texas. S. O. 121,

Department of Te.Kas, June HO, 1S7C.

Harvky, Phil. F., Assist. Surgeon. To accompany
battalion of Twenty-second Infantry, under command
of Lieut. Col. Otis, to Fort A. Lincoln, D. T., for

duty under General Terry. S. O. 137, c. s.. Military

Division of the Atlantic.

DiCKSox, .J. M., Assi.st. Surgeon. Granted leave of

absence for one montli from S'pteraber 1st. S. O.

129, Dejjartment of the Gulf, .July 8, 1S7G.

Tesson, L. S., Assist. Surgeon. To accompany bat-

talion Fiftli Infantry, under connnand of Col. Miles,

to D^'partm 'Ut of Dakota. S. O. 139, Department of

the Missouri, July 8, 1876.

flleidcal items anb Ntva?.

Contagious Diseases.—Comparative statement of

cases of Contagious Disease reported to the Sanitary

Bureau, Health Department, for the two weeks endmg
July 15, 1876.
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©rigiiml Communicationa.

THE RELATFON OF LOCOMOTOR ATAXIA
TO (JKNERAL PARALYSIS OF THE IN-
SANE.*
By ALLAN McLANK IIAMII.TO.X, AI.D.,

vraiTiNa physician to the Kpii-Kriir and i-abalytic hospital,
NKW YOltK. KTC,

I DF.stuK to invite attention to tlii' snbject of sclerosis

of tlie |)osterior oolunins of tlie cord, luid its coexist-

enCL- more parliculnrly witli tli;it form of insanity
known as general pariilysis of llu' insane. Not onlv
do tliese two ('(niditions occur toj^ettuT more frequently
than they are generally supposed to, hut the former
very often presents the most varied mental expressions,
passing from simply irritability to marked dementia.

Leidi'sdorft has related one case in wliieh general
])aralysis was preceded by spinal symptoms, iin<.l

Jilaudsley speaks of other ca.se.s. Calmicl says that in

many cases the changes proceed from the cold up-
wards, and Bail hirger endorses the views of the last-

mentioned authority. From a consideration of the
fact that sclerosis is nearly always progressive, and
that locomotor ataxia is in many in-itancc^s ascending,
it is very probable that either an extension upwards
of the nu)rl)id process, in such a way as not to involve
the roots of the intercostal nerves, or, on the ot\u-r

hand, a simultaneous and general appearanci- of dis-

seminated sclerosis in the cerebrum and cord, will very
probably be attended by mental disturbance'. In most
of the autopsies that have been made, decided changes
have b.'cn witnessed in the layers of the cortex ; We
may therefore assume that a lesion in the gray cortical
matter may be attended by intellectual perversion.
Charcot has proved very conclusively, by the classical

case of Mile. V.. that disseminated sclerosis can exhibit
all the symptoms of general paralysis of the insane;
that int -llectual trouble, even including the delusions
of wealth, or, as Valentenir calls them, the liHire des
graiuliiir.i. may occur in patients of tliis class {

AVe find also that in these people there is often a
great deal of emotional disturliance. Every one who
lias seen much of locomotor ataxia will recognize the
melancholic attacks, or the great excitability. I have
a patient in whom the spinal sclerosis has extended ^o
high as to gr<'ally affect the origin of the intercostal
nerves; and in her, transitory attacks of mania are not
at all uncommon. She becomes violent, hurls abuse at

those aroimd her, and talks only in French ; her chos-
en language' at ordinary times being the English.
Charcot relates that Mile. V. was subject to tniii at-

tacks of lypomania, and had hallucin.itions of hearing
and vision. She had delusions that those about her
intended her death by poison. For twenty days she
refused food, and it was found necessary "to use the
feedin-g lube.

With th'se things in mind, it is very reasonable to
conclude that ireneral paralysis is but the expression
of disorilered fimetion produced by the same lesion that
cau.scs decided p Ivic trouble and locomotory perver-
sion, when it is seated in the cord. The form of
morbid alteration of tho brain and its meninges. I

think. hiLs v.'ry little to do with the formation of any
particidar variety of insanity ; that it is a matter of

• R«d bororo the Now York County Medical Sodotv. Jono Sflth,
1W6.

t Boltriu lur Dla«naiitikd<r Ociitaikninklicitfii. von dor M. Lcldcn-
dorf.

: Lcfons mr kii MaladiM do S)-st4mc Mcrvcuz, p. SUO.

location rather than of alteration. In any of the lists

of morbid appearances we will find all forins of altered
structure,—meninges, gray and white substance,—are
involved, and we do not (ind any two forms of insan-
ity which present identical apjjearances. If you «ill
consult Fox, which is the nujst complete work I kn<jw
of, you will see that there is a gre.'it ileal of confusion
and irremdarity of information that may be obtained
from the examination of the insane brain.

IVrliaps the morljiil anatomy of general paralysis of
the insane is more clearly settled than all the rest.

Delaye, Foville, and Pinel (brand-Champsj found indu-
ration of the cerebral substance

; Fox presents a plate
illustrating the miliary sclerosis of general paralvlicg,
and I niy.self have seen the same changes on isolated
spots, varying in size from a small speck to the larger
spots of colloid degeneration, 'i'hat these appearances
are the result of piimary ischmmic tro'ulili- there is

not much doubt. Fox is of the opinion that a i)ro-
longed spasm of the vessels, and subse(|uent coiulition
of degenerati<m. are the jjrecur.sors of actual increase
of the connective tissue. In the cord, clinical expe-
rience teaches us that conditions of altered vasculaiity
jirecede sch.'rosis in every instance, and that markid
functional changes are the forerunners of locomotor
ataxia. In the biain the j)rimary alteration of func-
tion, however slight, may be connected with decided
interference with the iutcllectu.d processes, and some-
times when these patients die before the disease has
extended, it will be exceedingly diflicult to detect any
alterations, either gro.sis or niicrosco])ical, while in the
cord, if ataxic symptoms have developed tlienis<lves,

in nine tenths of the cases there will be seen unmistak-
able traces of in<hnation.

.Notwith.standing so many observers consider the
lesions in geiu'i'al paralysis to be those of sclerosis,
Calmicl, Poincaire, and lionnet thought that they were
more often softening, and fatty degeneration

; iii fact,
others take equally opposite views, but tlie great
niMJoiity hold to the other doctrine. AVilh the anato-
iiii<()-]mtlio!ogical facts in mind, it is strange that the
true conditions are luit more fre((ueiitly seen toi^ethcr.
In my own limit<>d ex|)erience I have seen several eases
which presented an extension of the symptoms.

Obersteiner,* in an excellent piqier ujion Locomo-
tor .\taxia and .Mental Disease, (-onsiders thatiiKntal
syiiiptmns are found in the greater ]iroportion of cases
of this disea.sc, and calls attention to the fact that
these expressions of psychical trouble may be very
slight, but still an acute ob.server will know "that there
is a departure from the normal intellectual coiiditiim.
The pati(;nt's characti'r is often dianged very markedly.
I have been often astonished at the apathy of the
individual, or, on the other hand, the irritability of
temper, thi^ violence of anger, the petulance, whi( li are
more than transitory evidenc<'S— they are as important
symptoms, I think, as neuralgic pains, ditiicully of
coordination, etc. These changes were very well dis-
played in a |)atient of my own: in health a most
amiable, high-minded army ofHeer ; in <lisease a mor-
biil, bad-tempered, whining wreck. He had been
noted for his gallantry on the field during the war;
but after this disease had become once e.>-tal>li>hed,

his eliaracter seemed to undergo a complete trail- for-
mation. lie wrangled with every one ; became irritable
over petty things, and made himself generally disa-
greeable.

ObcrsteiDert and Simon { both agree that these

• wiener MclliinirKhc Wocll., No. 89, 18T5.
t I.OC. tit.

t Archlv fUr Psychiatric, I. li II.. 187B.
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patients should be examined most carefully, and that

the ]jrognosis depends much upon the facts relative to

mental alterations. The latter says: " It is not enough
that the patient keeps himself quiet, and answers the

questions relative to his age, how he feels, etc., and
does not show marl^ed delusions ;" these are not enough
to assure us that his intellect is intact.

In regard to the grave secondary mental changes,

Tigges* considers general paralysis to be a complica-

tion, while Oberstiener is convinced the symptoms of

this latter disease indicate a progression of the sclerosis

upwards. He considers the lesions to l)e identical,

and that it is only the seat of tlie cliange Avhich has

anything to do with the form of syni|)tom expressed.

He has also found in general paralytics who have died,

a sclerosis of the cords.

The commencement of paralysis of the insane is not

regular. We may either have the mental symptoms
preceding the paralytic, or vice versa, or they may both

show tliemselves simultaneously after a form of

apoplectic attack.

M. Iluy, whom I have alluded to, has oliserved nine

cases of insanity associated with locomotor ataxia. In

three of these the spinal sclerosis preceded the cere-

bral trouble, and in one the induration had extended

from the posterior to the lateral columns. He found
that the diagnostic difference between locomotor,

ataxia combined with cerebral induration and simple

descending general paralysis of the insane, was the

walk. In the former the patient could not stand with

his eyes shut, and in the latter there was no difficulty

of tlie kind. We may also take for granted tliat the

walk of the ataxic is an early sympton, and that of

the general paralytic a late one. Both arc examples of

defective coordination, and I think the latter is very

unwisely called paralytic. I have found in these

patients (the general paralytics) /esiwirttio)/, which San-

ford considers to be confined to paralysis agitans, and
is an evidence more of sclerosis than anytliing else.

The difficulty of turning around is marked in ataxis,

and I think is not a prominent symptom in general

paralysis.

Though Sankey has presented us with a table show-

ing the points of difference of the two diseases, I

think it wise to give one that is more extended. Some
of these symptoms will be found to very closely re-

semble each other, and I am assured will show how
jjossible it is for the two diseases to run into each other.

GENERAL PARALYSIS. LOCOMOTOU ATAXIA.

Initml Mental Symptiyms.

Slight irritability of tem- No mental trouble, except

per. Extravagance (the pa- perhaps irritability,

tient purchases unnecessary

articles, or spends money
without reference to Ma
means).

Erotic and libidinous id^as

and indulgences.

GENERAL PARALYSIS. LOCOMOTOR ATAXIA.

Initial Material Symptoms.

At first diminished sexual

power, afterwards an in-

Tnitial Material Symptoms.

Slight impairment of mus-
cles about mouth, and tre-

mor of tongue (when pro-

truded it is agitated by ver-

micular tremors).

Pupils unequal.

No affection of tongue,
nor of any muscles of face,

except those supplied by
third nerve.

Pupils generally contract-

ed, sometimes dilated after

an attack of pain.

Strabismus a frequent
symptonr.

Patient unable to properly

pronounce his words ; his

speech is thick and very
slow (Ronquin); stammer-
ing (Griesinger).

Patient begins to lose

power in both upper and
lower extremities; he does
not raise his feet ; walk
somewhat straggling ; feet

plauted rather widely apart.

Piitient inclined to walk a
great deal.

Patient can stand vsrith

eyes closed.

Difficulty of coordination

of upper extremities gener-

ally primary.
Patient cannot perform

delicate muscular acts, par-

ticularly writing. He leaves

off the ends of words or

omits the word altogether

—

(early stages).

Patient boastful, irrita-

ble ; has delusion of great
wealth ; violent ; will not
bear contradiction.

' Allgemeine ZeitBChrift tax P.sychifttrie, 1871.

No disturbance of speech.

Gait jerky
;
patient comes

down on heels, feet thrown
out with force. Patient un-
able to walk in dark.

Patient cannot stand with
eyes closed.

Difficulty of coordination
of muscles of upper extrem-
ities always secondary.

Patient cannot perform
delicate acts with muscles
of upper extremities—(late

stages).

Patient may have moral
perversion ; in last stages
there may be mania. Attacks
of melancholia not uncom-
mon during progress of the
disease.

Never paralysis.

Tremors only occasional.

Exa'ggerated electro-mus-

cular contractiUty in the
beginning, loss later on.

Very slight atrophy of

muscles of lower extremi-
ties, more from disuse than
anything else.

Diminution of reflex ex-

citability ; loss of muscular
sense.

Progress from below up-
ward.

Disturbance of sensation

are always primary
;
gener-

ally cutaneous anaesthesia

at some time.

Of much longer duration.

Disease progressive.

Generally obstinate con-

stipation ;
sometimes paral-

ysis of both sphincters.

No mental decay as a
rule. Patient dies of
phthisis.

Not uncommonly the

fifth, sixth, third, and optic

nerves may bt affected.

Occasionally local paraly-

sis, generally on one side.

Tremors in limbs.

General loss of electro-

muscular contractility in

late stages (Bucknil).

Very slight muscular atro-

phy (Marce, Brierre de Bois-

mout).

Diminution of reflex ex-

citability.

The progress of the dis-

ease in general is from above
downward (Calmiel).

Disturbances of sensation

are sometimes primary.
There is sometimes hyper-
ajsthesia.

Generall.v runs its course
in a few years.

There may be periods of

remission.

No marked involvement
of bladder or rectum till the
end.

Usuiilly terminates in de-
mentia.

During the progress of

the disease there may be
paralysis of various cranial

nerves.

From an inspection of this table, it will be evident

that there is a close similarity !)etween the symptoms
of the two diseases, which I think may be explained
by the difference of location. In both defective coor-

dination is marked. In both reflex action is lost. In
both there may bo tremor. In one the disease is an
evidence of lesions in the cortex, in the other in the

white or gray matter of the cord. Both may be seen

in the same iudividual, and after death the lesions
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arc tlic same. Tlie iinntal symptoms may be identical,

although always dlffciiiif;' in the period of a|)|)eaiancc.

Ocular diHiculties may he present in either, as may
ditliciilties in speech. Both are progressive and gener-

ally fatal.

It now remains for me to relate a case which lately

came under my charfre where the sclerosis of the cord
was a,«cending, and in an incredihly short s])ace of
time the cerebral symptoms which indicate the general

paralysis of the insane were eviilent.

M. F., aged twenty-nine, United States. On
admission to the KpiKplie and Paralytic Hospital,

March 6, 1870, I was immediately struck by the

woman's walk, which was ataxic in the extrcnie,

and on questioning her and her husband we as-

certained that about two years ago she had neuralgic
pains in the legs and feet ; her walking became defec-

tive, and has continued so. Her mind has lieen clear

up to a short time ago. Her pupils are now unequally
dilated, the left lieing the largest. Her lips quiver dis-

tinctly, and her tongue, when protruded, also quivers.

\Vhen told to keep it quiet the motion is greatly

exaggerated. There is some ptosis of the left eye.

When told to close her eyes she is muible to coordinate

delicate muscnlar movements. She cannot find the tip

of her nose witli her forefinger by more than an incli.

When her eyes are open she cannot touch small points,

such as the markings upon my watch-dial. When slie

stands with her eyes closed she topples over almost
instantly. When she walks her foes are thrown out,

and she C(mies downi upon her heel. Her feet are

planted far apart when slie attejnpts to stand. When
walking across the room she reels, and has difficulty in

turning around. When attempting to answer (juestions

she talks slowly, each word being uttered witli some
effort ; the words containing the letters " f "' and " p

"

are exjihttire, and the lips seem to have a great deal of
work to form them. The consonants are slurred
over; for instance, the word "man" is pronounced
' mall, ' the " I's" are dropped, as are many other
letters. Her writing is very scratchy and irregular, al-

though her husband says she wrote an excellent hand.
Mentally she is silly, and laughs immoderately at wrong
timi's and without cause. She luis no idea of time.
but .seems to know what she is saying. She has had
sevcM-al tlelusi<jns, one of which was that she had been
home the day before.

May 12th; two months after admission.—Her walk
is much worse; no urinary or other difliculty. Then-
is some fe.stination

;
pupils still uneven. The difliculty

in speech has markedly increased. Her tottering walk
is very striking. We at first thought she had syphilis,

but this is not so. Being unmanageable and restless,

she was transferred. Here undoubtedly was an a,scend-

ing condition, beginning witli the pains and gait of
locomotor ataxia, and ending with several early symp-
toms of general paralysis.

A case related by Obersteiner* illustrates another
plia.se of this connection of symptoms of l)oth diseases
in one patient. There was undoubtedly a predisposi-
tion to mental trouble. It is to be regretted that a
jintt-nmrteiu examination was not made, for the case
was a most interesting one.

M. I)., banker, Vienna, ret. 49. Entered hosi)ital

May 1. IH09. Patient was alw.ays well, and, although
uneducated, was a clever mathematician. Married
twenty years ; has five children; in good circumstan-
ces. Noticed, witliout any knowncau.se, at the end of
the year IHO.j, an increasing weakness of lower extrem-
ities, and loss of sensation therein. Soon after that dart-

• Wlcn. Ucd. Woch., No. SO, 1875.

ing pains were felt, which were not relieved by niedi-

cini', and increased in the fall of 18(i.S t<i the involve-

ment of the entire legs, and the' pains occurred i)artic-

ularly at night, with incontinence of urine. At the

same time there was decrease of mental power. In
December of .same year, suddenly a severe apoplectic

attack occurred, after which he became insane and
was very violent. The restlessness and mental weak-
ness kept on until he was admitted into the institution,

when he exhibited a loss of all sh;ime. Exalted ideas

were well marked. He bought the whole house, and
had control over million-i to furnish this mansi<m in

a lieautiful manner. He was very violent. Speech be-

came tlii('ker and more unintelligilile. He grew mental-

ly and physically weaker, and in October. IHO',). was
taken home to receive ])rivate nursing, and died there

ill the year 1870. This patient presented a very good
example of tabes, whicli after three years" duration
attacked the l)rain. while before the psychical functions

were not |)erfectly performed. This whole process

showed itself as ascending dementia paralytica.

M. Hayem * described Ijefore the Society of Biology
a case which presented remarkable cranial symp-
toms, and I will l)riefly outline the case, as I con-
sider it to be on(^ illustrating my subject.

H., aged thirty-seven years, entered La Charitfi

Nov. 23, 1874. Parents both healthy. The i)atient

is of feeble organization, and at the age of eight
years he had scarlatina, but has never had any
otiier serious troulile. He was a clerk, and wrote
a great deal jirevious to admission. Toward the

end of 18()1 he felt "hot and cold,"' and on the
ciild days he had i)ains in his limbs which were
darling. Toward the end of October (a month before
entering the hospital; there was strabismus, with csjjc-

cial trouble in the right eye; there was marked diplo-

pia. These symptoms were experienced only when
the effort to write was made. He subseipiently fcnind

(Ullieulty in holding the pen. The muscular troubles

in his fingers were even jireceded by feelings of foiini-

caiion. The mind was unaffected.

(.'otiditi'in (if I'lillciit, Dec. 1.—The aijpcarance of
till' patient indicated that he had sutTered great priva-

tion. He is thin, pale, very ana'mic. The painful
points on the side of the nose are detected; there is

considerable muscular atrophy of the face; many of
the teeth have dropped out since the beginning of the
trouble, and those that remain are carious. The mus-
cles of expression are not paralyzed. The right jmpil
dilated more than the left, and the sight is more
feeble in the right eye. In the right side of the face
there is some loss of sensibility. Sense of smell intact.

The arms and hands are considerably atrophied;
the sensildlity is lowest in the skin of the right hand ;

no points of analgesia; sensibility to temperature is

uuafTectcd. When the eyes are closed the movements
of the superior extremities are uncc'rtain, |)arlicularly

the right arm. Delicate acts of coordination are im-
possible. The sensibility of the sliins, thighs, legs,

and feet is increased. He is unable to stand with liis

eyes closed, and does not know when legs are changed
which is which. His walk is uneeiiain; the right leg

is more feeble. He does not feel as if he is walking on
elastic balls. No headache, nor sleeplessness.

Dec. 22.—Progress of disca.se is slow.

.Ian. 2.—C'oiirdination more ditlicult.

Feb. 3.—Patient unable to leave his l)ed ; can hardly
walk. Lung tr(nible recognized. Both his uyes arc

directed to the sun, and he docs not mind the light.

Feb. 4.—Painful sensation in the neck and right

• Ou. MM. d« P*ri^ 1876, No. 19, |i. 219.
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eye ; vision very feeble. Tlie muscles of shoulders are

atrophied.

Feb. 8.—Reflex movements can be still produced;
the limbs are losing power gradually. No headache
nor noises in tlie ears. Lung trouble increased.

Feb. 13.—The feebleness increased; " i7 y a une
veritnble atrophie du syntemn musculaire.''' Patient

during the last few days luis had difficulty of speech

;

speaks very slowly ; tlie voice is somewhat nasal. No
paralysis of tlie veil of the palate.

Feb. 25.—Constipation for several days.

March 5. —Feel)leness and emaciation extreme. Bed-
sores. Incontinence of urine. Speecli embarrassed.
Diarrhcea.

March 7.—Pain in the throat. Sensibility completely
disappeared in limbs. Fever; delirum; pulse 130^.

Almost complete loss of refle-x sensation. Ollderaa of

left leg.

March 13.—Complete paral3'sis of legs. Tongue dry;
speecli almost aboli.slied. All muscles contract to

electric stimulation.

Antojisy.—Tlie lungs w^ere emphysematous. Exu-
dation in pleura, etc. Kidney large and congested.

Heart small ; disease of mitral valves. Head : Dura
mater- liealtliy. Brain and Cord : Induration and
atrojihy were found at cervical luuibar regions. The
jjosterior and riglit lateral columns are more altered

than tlie opposite side. Vessels of Ijraiu healthy. The
optic nerves were healthy except in the centre, where
there was a gray deposit. The motor oculi were
the seat of tlie same lesion at their apparent origin.

The meninges were very vascular. There was no cor-

tical trouljle. The other pai'ts of brain were appa-
rently unaffected

Microscopical examination showed sclerosis of the

post, coluum of the cord, with great quantity of granu-
lar l)odies. The central canal was obliterated in the

dorsal region; tlieie ia also sclerosis of the lateral

columns.
The alterations in the medulla were seen at the

root of the trigemini. The pyraniids were liealthy.

Points of sclerosis were found at the nucleus of

the facial, and in otiier parts. The motor oculi nerve

were found greatly degenerated ; a hyperplastic con-

dition lietween fasciculi and a reduction in size of the

nerve-tubes.

In the next case, one of my own patients, the symp-
toms of sclerosis were preceded for some years liy epi-

leptic attaclvs. I am inclined to tliink tiiat the lesion

existed in the white matter, and was gradually follow-

ed by changes in the gray sub.stance both of the cord
and brain. Her symptoms are very marked, both
mental and physical, and are characteristic of ab-

normal changes of slow growth.

J. W., forty seven years, married. Condition on ad-

mission.—Has sharp pains in the legs, which first

came two years ago ; she calls them " striking pains."

Tactile sensibility fair, and she appreciates touching
and pinching. Reflex moveiueuts fair. Muscles of

calf well nourished ; some loss of coordinating power;
cannot put tlie lieel of one of her feet on tin- toe of

opposite foot. Fingers numb. Marked ataxia of up-

per extremities; no diplopia, nor other weakness of

vision. Very much constipated; menstruation irreg-

ular. She has had epileptiform attacks foi- the last

twelve years, which occur at night. Witli tlie ]>resent

symptoms there is consideral^le tremor in the upper
extremities, which is increased with voluntary move-
ments. Her hands are now numb and heavy. Her
body sways to right and left wlien she walks. Mal-
ta!, condition :—Memory greatly impaired. Every two
or three weeks she indulges in delusions of the most

extravagant character ; is emotional and tearful. She
very often uses tlie French language, talking with a

great deal of ra))idity, and without a tiiouglit of wliat

she is saying. She is easily excited, at other times she

passes many hours of the day reading her pi'ayer book.

Tliis is her present condition, and her disease has pro-

gressed but very little in the past year, except that lier

mind is more affected and her upper extremities are

more involved. Her lips now tremble and her speech

is somewliat thick. She cannot stand with eyes closed

wlien unsupported. There is a sliglit liistmy of syphilis,

whicli is very uncertain. She lately liad very extrav-

agant delusions in regard to her home and her hus-

band's condition. Has great diliiculty in turning

around. Her lucid intervals are very short.

In conclusion, I must refer to the fact that sclerosis

in either of its forms is not uurarely preceded or a.s-

sociated with other nervous diseases. Mollifere calls

attention to Charcot's discovery that hysteria often

preceded locomotor ataxia. Magnau has detailed

cases of epilepsy connected with locomotor ataxia,

and as for the complications of general paralysis, sever-

al English writers, chief of whom, if I am right, is

Clouston, speak of chorea, epilepsy, neuralgia, and
other neuroses us being very common.

PERINEAL LACERATION TREATED BY
IMMEDIATE OPERATION.

By EDWARD J. BERMINGHAM, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

F. R., a delicately framed but healthy country girl,

fEt. twenty, primipara, was delivered of a living child

instrumentally on tlie morning of tlie 30tli June, 1870,
upon whicli occasion I was assisted by Dr. J. J.

Henna. Altliougli every jirecaution was exercised to

prevent such an accident, the perineum was lacerated

to a consideral-ile degree—the rent extending through
the sphincter ani, and up the recto-vaginal septum
about li inches. After a brief con.sultatiou, wi; de-

cided to operate inimediately, and accordingly, Ijefore

tlie patient had re-covered from the effects of the

chloroform which had bei-n administered prior to the

application of tlie foroejis, tlie ruptured surfaces were
brought togetlier in tlie usual mauner, Ijy interrupted

silver sutures deejily introduced.

3 ij. of Squil)l)"s fluid extract of ergot was now
administered to keep tlie uterus firmly contracted, and
the knees were Ijaudagcd togetlier. A couple of lioui's

later this bandage was removed and the jiatieut was
placed in Sims' position, to jirevent the lochia from
flowing over tlie wounded surfaces. This position

was maintained as much as was tolei-able for tlie

patient, and -n'hen she was permitted to rest on the

back the thiglis were not bandaged but allowed to

remain apart. Tlie urine was drawn off periodically

by means of tlie catheter, and morphia was adininis-

t;red in suflieient quantities to relieve pain and confine

the bowels. The vagina was periodically syringed
witli carbolized water, and tlie parts both externally

and internally were kept scrupulously clean.

No bad symptoms supervened
; the sutures -were

removed on the sixth day, wIk^ii union was found
to be complete. From this out tlie bowels were moved
Ijy laxatives, and on tlie 12tli of July the patient

was sitting up and feeling perfectly v,'tiU. A thorough
examination of tlie parts at tliis time showed their

complete restoration to tlie normal condition.

Tiie result ef the operation in this case exceeded
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our iiiDst siinmMin'fxpectatioiis. As ii rul.-, iiiunciliatc

iipiralivr iiitcrfurciu't' in cases of rupture of the peii-

neuni does not seem to he wiinantuble. If tlic laeeni-

tioa ; l)L' ineornplete it oftentimes heals l)y tirst inten-

tion, anil snii;ieal measures adopted for extensive
complete rupture extending; up tlie septum, as in this

case, but too often jiive a had result.

The rciison of tliis non-sneeess in many cases I

believe to he due to the careh'ssness or incompetency of
the nurses liavini; th; suhsetiuent care of the patients.

It is therefore of the utmost importance that the

practitioner should attei\d to all th" minutia; himself.
Another measure that should he considered as aliso

lutely necessary to the success of innnediati^ opera-
tion is the maintaining of the patient in Sims'
position.

This will probably meet with a very decided oppo-
sition, but it is the duty of the attendant to insist

upon it for a few days, as the only hope of a hap])y
recovery. By this procedure the wounded surfaces

are freed from the irritant lochia, and the battle is

tlr:rehy more than half won.
10"i \VE8T Kobty-.vi.sth Strekt.

Reports of i^t'syitals.

BELLEVUE HOSPITAL.

NoTta Of PllACTICE AND PecULIAUITIES OP TllEAT-
.MENT.

AN AST.MKTRICAL DEFOHMITY.

TirenK wa.s a peculiarity in the case of deformity be-

fore us which is only occasionally seen, namely, lack

of symm^'try dependiui; upon paralysis of the perineal

muscles ou the left leg and the tibialis anticus on the

right.

FK.\CTUUE OF THR EXTERNAL COXm.VE OF TIFE HU-
MERUS—XEOLECT OF AN l.MPORTANT ITEM IN THE
CASE.

t A stout, healthy boy, aged seventeen, received a blow
which gave rise to fracture of the external condyle of
the right humerus. The limb was dressed in the fully

flexed position, and pas-sive motion commenced .is

early as possible. The manijjulations were steadily

kept up. and each day a perceptible gain was made
until good motion was secured at the elbow-joint, such
as enabled him to extend the forearm fully and to

touch th.' shoulder with the hand. Strict injunction

was given that the passive motion should lie con-
tinue<l daily for a long time; but the boy went out,

engaged in business which called into action the hands
and wrists chietly, and entirely neglected to attend to

the motions of the elbow-joint. The result was, that

he returned to the hospital after a short time with
the forearm llexed at nearly a right angle with the

arm, and the elbow-joint almost in a condition of

false anchylosis.

KEMAIlKAni.E DURATION OP JAONDICE—A POINT OP
TRACTIUAL VALUE IN CERTAIN CASES.

In the case before us jaundice w.is the only symp-
tom. It was very marked, and had been tolerated

without special inconvenience for nearly four years.

INSIDIOUS APPEARANCE OK I'I.EURISV WITH EFFUSION—
j

PATIENT UNDEIl TRE.\TMENT FOR lI.EMATURIA.

A male patient entered the hospital and submitted

to treatment for the relief of hicmaturia depending

upon some cause not well understood. After he had
been in a short time he complained of a very trilling

cough, without expectoration, without fever, without

marked .shortness of breath, and upon examination of

the chest evidences were found indicating the presence

of lluid in one pleural cavity, as high as the spine

of the scapula. No marked inconvenience was ex-

perienced by the patient, and that fact, tog<thcr with

the insidious approach, made the case worthy of note.

I'l.KURisy wrrii effusion in a nursing woman—i.m-

PORTANT CJUESTION REL.^TINO TO TRE.VT.MENT.

The rational sym|)t(mis and physicid signs made the

<liagnosis of pleurisy with effusion, in the case lieforc

us, positively correct. The patient hiul a babe one
month old. and the question arose, should the woman
<ontinue to nurse her child? Notwithstanding the

Weakened condition of the mother it was believed to

be better thai she should continue nursing, for the rea-

son that the secretion of milk actually assisted in the

reiuoval of the fluid efl'used into the ]ilenral cavity.

Allow the child to nurse and compensate for the extra

draught upon the nourishment of the mother by fur-

ni.shing nn extra amount of nutritious food. Besides,

it was thought best not to wean so young a child

just before the beginning of the hot season, unless cir-

cu iistances rendered it absolutely uccesjary.

A NOTABLE CASE FOR HISTO PATHOLOGICAL INQUIRY.

.V male patient had suffered from acute articidar

rliemnatism, double pleuris}', pericarditis and bed-sores,

and bade fair to elude the grasp of the pathologist by
getting well.

EXCEPTION.^L SITUATION OF A POPLITEAL ANEURISM.

A laboring man, set. 42 years, in whom no history of
I syphilis could be obtained, and whose habits were
i moderately good, was engaged, four months ago, in

; dragging three bags of oil-cake, weighing three hun-
i
dred pounds, up an inclined |)lane, when he experi-

I enced a sensation in the left leg, just Ijelow the knee,

as though some one had struck him a blow. So cer-

j

tain was he that be had been struck, that he inquired

,
as to which one of his companions had given him the

' blow. He suffered some j)ain in\medi;itely .-iftcr the

occurrence of the accident, but did not discontinue his

work, and was not much annoyed with symptoms for

a |)eriod of two months. During that period, how-
ever, when straining at work, and sometimes when
quiet in bed, he experience<l an itchy sensation, and
occasionally a |)ain, in the lower part of the popliteal

region of the leftside. Two months after the occur-

rence of the accident, he first noticed a tumor in the

same rcgimi, but it was not large. To obtain relief a

variety of external applications were madi'; but at the

end of the third month after the accident he was
compelled to abandon work. The tumor at the time
of theoperation. four months after the occurrence of the

accident, had increaseil the circumference of the limb
two and a half inches, and the entire limb below its

I situation was somewhat swollen. The situation of
the tumor Wius quite exceptional, for it was found
to overlap only a small part of the outer and lower

; border of the popliteal space; the chief extent being
to the outer as|)ect of the leg and below the popliteal

space. The <|uestion arose: wivs not the tmnor a pul-

I

sating tumor of the bone ? It was believed to hi' an

I
aneuri.sm, because- it was a pulsating tumor.— a tumor

I
with thin walls, a tumor that could l)e reduced in

! size by pressure upon the tumor itself, and also

U|M>n the artery above it, and was a tumor over which
I a distinct murmur could be heuid, synchronous with
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the fii'st sound of the heart. For its cure the femoral

artery was ligated, aud the patient did well.

EIGHT ATTACKS OF ABTICU1.AR RHEBM.\TISM BETWEEN
THE AGES OF FOUR AND TWELVE YEARS—ABSENCE
OF CARDIAC COMPLICATION.

The first attack occurred when the boy was four

years old ; tlie last during the past winter, and ex-

tended over a period of si.x weeks before he was able

to walk without the aid of crutclics. Tlie first attack

involved tlie ankles and knees, confined him to the Ijed

and house, and lasted about three weeks ; the inter-

vening attacks had varied somewhat in severity and

duration, but had usually continued three or four

weeks. Upon phy.sical examination of the chest no
evidence of cardiac complication could be found.

Why the Ijoy should have escaped heart disease after

having had eight attacks of articular rheumatism be-

tween the ages of four and twelve was a question. It

was possibly due to the mildness of the attacks.

CONGENITAL MITRAL STENOSIS.

The girl had not suffered any inconvenience from
the cardiac lesion until puberty had arrived, when she

began to experience " uneasy sensations," some pain

and palpitation in the |)ra'Cordial region. Tlie mur-

mur indicative of the lesion mentioned could bi> heard

with the greatest case. To improve the general nutri-

tion of the patient was the idea involved in the treat-

ment. For that purpose Vallet's mass was prescribed

in four-grain doses, three times a day, and at the end
of a week there was marked improvement. Rest was
enjoined and also a nourishing diet Cod liver oil

was not recommended because of a prolialile inability

to digest it properly. Iron was believed to increase

nutrition in some way, besides its mere effect upon the

blood.

THE INNOCUOUSNESS OF V.VLVULAR MURMURS OF THE
HEART, ILLUSTRATED BY CASES.

A male patient, jet. 37, was admitted to the hospital

Nov. 5, 1875, aud stated that, ten years ago, having
fallen from a scaffolding, he immecliately experienced

great dyspnoea, expectorated blood, and some blood
came from his cars. For some time after receiving this

injury he suffered from cardiac palpitation and severe

dyspnoea upon exertion. The patient was temiierate,

Imt admitted that he had venereal disease. He had
never had rheumatism, but distinct evidence of aortic

lesion was present. That fact led to the remark that

aortic lesion in a patient who was not advanced in

years, and who had never had articular rheumatism,

was strongly suspicious of syphilis. For many years

lie had suffered but little from his cardiac troulile. It

was thought quite propable that the heart sustained an
injury at the time the patient received his fall.

AORTIC DIRICT AND REGURGITANT MURMURS.

In this case the murmurs were sufficiently distinct to

be easily recognized, but the inefficiency of the valves

was probably not extensive for the reason that there was
only moderate cardiac enlargement. The man had never

had general dropsy, or cough, or expectoration. He
had complained of dyspnoea, but u]ion close examina-
tion it was evident that he did not draw a very nice

line of distinction between dyspncca and paljiitation.

The clinical teacher remarked that ho .should say to

sucli a patient, " Your heart is unsound, but that does

not involve any immediate danger or immediate serious

consequences, and is not inconsistent with a fair degree

of health." The great aim in the treatment was to

control accessory circumstances, such as those relating

to exercise, habits, diet, and the general nutrition of

the patient.

TOLERANCE OF CARDIAC LESIONS M.A.RKED MITRAL
DIRECT AND SOFT REGURGITANT MURMURS—DOUBLE
AORTIC MURMURS.

These murmurs occurred in a male patient, set. 30,

who denied venereal, Ijut was accustomed to the use

of alcoholics, and had his first attack of acute articular

rlieumatism five years ago. From time to time he had
had slight haemoptysis. Two years ago he first no-

ticed ))al]iitation upon exertion, and occasional at-

tacks of dyspnoea, which had modified somewhat in

severity. The attacks of dyspncea had increased in

frequency during the last eight months. It was quite

probable, however, that in this ease also very much of

what the patient recognized as dyspnoea was nothing
more than cardiac palpitation. There was but little

enlargement of the heart. The case, therefore, showed
the tolerance of cardiac lesions. In this connection the

question arose: can we have pulmonary hemorrhage
dependent upon mitral olislruction, before the lieart

becomes enlarged ? It was believed to be possible, but
it was regarded as rare for profuse bronehonliagia

to occur dependent upon that lesion.

MITRAL REGURGITANT MURMUR.

This murmur was found in a male patient, ict. 23,

who had been intemi)erate, had had syphilis, and four

years ago had liatl acute articular rheumatism. The
cardiac imiiulse was slightly stroug.whicli was the only

present evidence of cardiac hypertrojjhy. The patient

suffered from headache, ])ra'Cordial pain, d3'spnoea. diz-

ziness, and palpitation, all of which were increasd upon
exertion. At the same time there was a murmur, with
the first sound at the base of the heart, and it was sug-

gested that that fact would explain many of the symp-
toms from which the jiatient suffered. The jirognosis

was by no means unfavoral ile, as regarded serious conse-

quences within a short peiiod of time. It was remarked
that a slight amount of regurgitation might be tolerated

for an indefinite period. The existence and character

of caroliac lesions, however, should be determined in

each and every case.

REMARKABLE LIMITATION OF THE SYMPTOMS OP
CHRONIC GASTRITIS TO THE STOMACH.

The man had been sick four years. The first thing

that attracted his attention was vomiting, and for

two years an attack came on e\-ery fourth week,

lasted from three to five days, and then ceased. Then
came five mouths of cessation from vomiting. During
the succeeding two years the vomiting occurred every

third week to the very day, generally taking place

before breakfast, and continued throughout the attack

with only an occasional hour's interval. The vomit-

ing was not accompanied by pain, but the day
previous to its recurrence the jiatient was able to

say that an attack was approaching, on account

of a feeling of uneasiness and discomfort in the

abdomen. Latterly the man had only a feeling

of nausea, with regurgitation of a slight amount
of fluid into the mouth during the morning. The
material which he had ordinarily vomited had
been simply a yello'wish, frothy, sometimes l)itter,

sometimes watery substance. He had lost flesh and
strength ; had no ai)petite for his morning meal ; but
towards night w.is able to eat fpiite well. His bowels
were regular, and had been undisturbed throughout
his entire .sickness. The symptoms bad been limited

to the stomach. There had been no headache or vomit-
ing of blood.
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It wiis lii'licvod tlint the case would receive the most

certain ami llic most |)erinaii('nt licnelit from the use

of the stomach pump. It was recommeiuh il to wash
out the patient's stomach with tepiil water from two
to four tiuK s H week, anil continue that plan of treat-

ment for some time. Patients very readily harned to

do it tlu'mselves. it was said, and a.s the {general con-

dition improved, the pump could he \ised hss and less

fre((Uently, and recovery would prol)alily he coni-

plcli;. If for any reason that plan could not he car-

ried out, it was recommended that powdei-s containini;

hisnuith and cuhehs, five "grains each, should he ad-

ministered three times a day. It was also advised that

a trial he made to ascertain whether acids or alkalies

agreed l>est with the condition of the stomacli. It

was thoU|L;lit prohaMe. Iiowever, that the <;ood effect

of the powders of hismuth and cuhehs could he in-

crca.sed l>y comhinin<4 with them live grains of the hi-

carhonate of soda, hut at the same time it was a fact

worthy of note that some patients were made woi-se hy

alkalies, while others were decidedly disturbed by the

use of acids. Tlie patient had heeii accustonud to tlie

use of the sour wines, and. perhaps, the settinf; aside

of those and suhstitutiu'.; an alkali would he heneti

cial. The Hhein wine was reirarded as a very good
acid preparation to recommend in cases where acids

were re(|uired. The digestion of a great many old

people might he materially improved by the usi' of

an acid while taking their dinner, and the Khein
wines fulfilled such an indication very well.

progress of iHc^ical Science.

A Case of Ureteroplasty.—By Prof. Nusshaum,
of Munich. (.Vhstract from Bavarian InUllKjrm

Bliill. hy Dr. Petei-shausen.)—Ovariotomy had he<ii

performed more than a thousand times, when it haj)-

pcned that Prof. Simon, of Ileidellierg. accidentally

cut through the left ureter at an operation. As he

was conipelled at the same time to remove a large

part of the uterus, the urine afterwards ran both

through the abdominal fistula, which formed itself in

the cicatri.x, and through the cervical cavity and the

vagina. Great suffering was caused to the patient

by this state of things. But at last the Professor

ended her miserable condition hy resorting to re-

notoniy. which operation was a complete succes.s. the

remaining kidney soon assuming a two-fold function.

Afterwards a similar misfortune occurred to Prof.

Nus.sbauni. while removing an ovarian cy.st of fifteen

years' standing. The most diftieult part of the work

was the separation of the tumor from the utenis. Thus
far the operation was successful ; hut it was noticed

that, after several days, the (luantity of urine was

much les.s than it should have been, while at the same

time a watery excretion oo/.ed out of the abdominal

wound. A close examination of the excretion showed

that it contained urine. .\s the bladder was not in-

jured, it .seemed that the injury resembled that in

Simon's citse. An examination proved that the right

ureter, which was closely connected with the ovary.

had hi'cn cut during the operation. Tlie woman made
a quick ri'covery, but as there remaineil an abdominal

fistula, through which one-half of the urine escapi-d,

the poor W(mian was .so exciM'dingly troubled bv

it that the doctor at last concluded to |)ut an end

to her suffering. There were different methods which

the doctor had in view for this purpose. In this case

hr thought it woldd be best to conduct the urine, ex-

creted by the fistula, to the Ijladder by the shortest way.

'I'his could be don<', either by uniting the cut parts of

the ureter, or by forminir an artificial one. The iloctor

intended to try the first method. The abdominal

li'-tula was dilated for two days, liy himinaria bougies.

Then introducing his left forefinger into the fistula,

he could reach a reservoir of the urine, an<l the tcrnii-

natiim of that part of the ureter which was connected

with the kidney. To reach the other end of the

initer, the doctor widened the urethra by Simon's

dilator, hut he was unsuccessful in linding the termi-

nation of the ureter. When he introduced a male

catheter into the bladder, and |)Ushed the latter u))-

wards by it, his left forefinger in the fistula could be

Idiu-hedj the intervening space l)eing no greater than

an inch. This space was now penetrated by a trocar,

and in the opening there was introduced a drainage

tube. To its lower j)art there was attached a glass

tul)e with a broad margin, by which an escape of the

drainage tube towards tlie fistula was to be prevented,

wliile a silyer wire, fastened to the ui)per end of the

tube, wsis led from this ])oint through tlie fistula, and,

by strips of adhesive pl.nster, attached to the skin. The
drainage tube, which in this manner was kept in jiosi-

tion, was intended for a supplementary ureter. Incon-

tinence followed for three days, but in general the

patient got .ilong nicely. Some days later the tube

unfortunately escaped, in s])ite of itsjim. through the

newly-formed ureter, and this became obstructed by

Hoeculent matter. The urine was again excreted by the

fistula, and the doctor had to introduce another tube.

The upper end of this was likewise connected with a

silver wire, but it was so much longer that its lower end

protruded from the urethra, so that the urine ran into a

ves.sel. The patient was very unwell for some days;

but little urine was excreted by the fistula. To the

astonishment of the operator he found the drainage

tiilie. two days after its introduction, upon tlu'iiatii'nt's

belly. This'tubehad also sli|iped upwards, as in the

previous instance. Iiowever, an injection of litmus

solution convinced the doctor that the artificial way
was .still open, and consequently he did not introduce

another tube. Tlie artificial way kept intact, a normal

(piantity of urine was excreted, and when, several weeks

later, afew drops of urine were still excreted by the

fistula, which was then very narrow, this was closed

by cauterizatiim. The patient's health became excel-

lent afterwards.

The Epidemic op TvrnoiD at Croydon, Engi,and.

—Or. Buchanan's report on the late epidemic at Croy-

don, appears almost simultaneously with the subsidence

of the disease; having been at first epidemic, then

endemic, typhoid fever has at last disaiipeared, after

fifteen months' sojourn in the district. There have
been in all about 1,200 ca.scs of fever in il4'2 houses.

The disease was due to "the escai)e of infect<d air

from the sewers, and its inhalation by jiersons suscep-

tible to the disease." The Croydim water, as obtained

from the well, was perfectly i)ure, but the pipes which

conveyed the water into the houses were very fre-

quently the vehicles by which the sewer air found en-

trance into the infected houses. The sewei-s were

insufficiently venfdated. and the flushing ariangeinents

were so dc'fective as to allow, and even c<uiipel, the

C(mfamination of the water-supply whenever the sew-

ers were Hnslied ; so that the more the essential means
for the removal of the excreta from the sewers were

put into practice, the more the water became polluted

1>T sewer gas. This is surprising, because one of the

by-laws of the local Board of Health retiuires that
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there shall 1)6 no direct communication between the

water-source and the sewers. In many of the liest

houses, overflow pipes were found going direct to the

sewers from cisterns in confined situations under the

Ijed-room floors, a position for cistern and protection

from overflow tliat were positively contrary to the by-

laws of the Board.
Dr. Buchanan shows conclusively that the fever bore

no relation to tlie rain-fall. He points out that the

fever was co-extensive witli the Croydon water area;

and that houses served witli Croydon water contained

cases of fever, even where the drainage arrangements
were perfect. He quotes the case of a large scliool, in

wliich tlie water supply, lacing from tlie same source,

came on the boys' side direct from the main, and was
often stinlving, while there was no complaint from the

girls' side, wliicli was served after the Ijoys' were pro-

vided for. Tlie fever was on tire boys' side alone.

Some Coudy's fluid was put into the maii\, and the

greater part of it was drawn off from the boys' ta]),

scarcely a stain of it reaching the girls' side. The
water was complained of as stinking in various parts

of the water area, but when analysed it was found
pure—the inference being that sewer gas had found
admission to the water pipes and polluted the water;
but with the escape of the gas all trace of pollution

was goue.
The report concludes with the following recommend-

ations :

1. All public sewers that are not in good order and
equal to their work must be replaced by perfect sewers.

3. Tlie by-laws must be carried out, and the sewers
be completely ventilated in such a way as to secure a
constant current of air thi'ough every foot of sewer in

the town.
3. The direct communication of houses with sewers

must be interrupted, and an efficient independent sys-

era of ventilation applied to every house drain.

4. Means of flushing must be i)rovidcd, such as shall

not endanger water services.

5. There must be a sejiaration of all water pipes

from immediate connection with sewers.

—

British Med-
ical Journal, May 20.

Cancer of the Ptlords.—Dr. Hutchinson, of
Philadelphia, reports a case of cancer of the pylorus in

wliich great relief followed tlie washing out of the

stomach according to Kussmaul's plan, with a solution

of a drachm of bicarbonate of sodium in a quart of

water. Before this treatment was adopted the patient

vomited after every meal, and occasionally a simple
change of position would be sufficient to cause vomit-
ing. Oxalate of cerium, I_)romide of potassium, re-

striction of the diet to milk and lime-water, and even
feeding by the rectum, had been tried in turn, but noth-

ing seemed to control the vomiting. From the time,

however, that the stomach-pump was first employed
until the patient's death, a period of rather more tlian

seven weeks, vomiting occurred only twice, or at most
three times. During this time she was able to take

food freely, and was rendered so much more comfort-
able l>y the treatment that she begged for its continu-

ance herself. Wyman'sstomaeh-]jump was the instru-

ment used at first, but its manipulation required so

much time that a Thudichum's douche was soon sub-

stituted for it. The rubber pipe of the douche was
attached to the tube that was introduced into the

stomach, and the alkaline solution allowed to pass

into the stomach by its own gravity. While the tubes

wjre still full the bottle was suddenly depressed below
the level of the patient's body, and the india-rubber

ube was detached from it, a siphon being thus formed

through which the contents of the stomach freely

flowed. In this way the stomach was completely emp-
tied. This was repeated two or three times at each

sitting, without the slightest discomfort to the patient.

The operation was at first repeated every day, l)ut it

was afterwards found that every other day was suffi-

ciently often to prevent vomiting.

This treatment not only rendered the patient more
comfcH'table, but it enabled a positive diagnosis to be
made by diminishing the distention of the abdomen
and the extreme irritability of the abdominal muscles.

Previous to its adoption no tumor or induration could
be felt in the abdomen even on dee]) pressure, but
during the tliird wnnhing out a hard body was felt to

left of the median line just under the arch of the ribs,

and this was found at all subsequent examinations.

—

Philadelphia Medical Times, May 27th.

Syphilis.— Dr. Thiry recommends the following
treatment in old and obstinate cases of syphilis

:

I^ Ilydrarg. cyanuret g'l'- A
Ext. opii gr. i
Ext. guaiaci gr. iss. M.

To be made into one pill. One such pill is to be
taken four times a day at equal intervals, and follow-

ed each time by a glass of some sudonfic infusion.

On this iNTRA-VENOtrs Injection of CuLonAL.—

•

In Lo Spei'imentale, Fasc. 1, 1876, V. Chirone de-

clares himself strongly opposed to the injection of

chloral into the veins, as first practised liy Or6 of
Bordeaux. He declares that it is often followed by
plilebitis, and that in Bernard's laljoratory he has seen

animals die during the injection, from arrest of the

heart's action in diastole. It may also jjroducc daii-

genuis symptoms from the power of chloral to co-

agulate albumen. He can see no reason for prefer-

ring the venous injection to the ordinary mode of
administration.

—

Ally. Med. Cent. Zeit., April 29, 1876.

Bent Knee, Eleven Years' Standing, success-
fully TREATED BY AN OPERATION.—Eleven years

ago, Dr. Bent was called upon to treat a child three

years of age, with acute inflammatory disease of the

knee-joint, where there was inability to move the

joint without pain. There was no cause assigned for

the injury, so it was attributed to the constitutional

condition. Antiphlogistic measures were adopted,
but the inflammation became clinmic, and counter-

irritants with alteratives and tonics constituted the

treatment, which was kept U]) for years, and the leg

became flexed ujxm the thigh, with wasting- of the

muscles of the leg and thigh. The disease in the

joint ceased about one year ago, but the limb was de-

formed and useless. /. t this time Dr. B. chloroformed
the patient and divided the biceps tendon, and gradu-
ally straightened the limb; it was then flexed and
allowed to remain in the position which it had held
for so many years. The knee was bandaged, and re-

tainet in this position for eight days without any
pain or swelling ensuing. Being placed under chloro-

form a second time, the leg was straightened again,

with less difficulty than at first. It was then jilaced

in a box, extending two-thirds on the thigh and be-

yond the foot, and secured by a broad baudage over

the knee, and a narrow one at each end. It was re-

tained in this ])osition for two weeks ; then the box
was removed, and the knee bandaged, and the ])atient

gradually put on her feet. She was, at last accounts,

able to walk the streets with the aid of a cane, and
the doctor thinks she will soon be able to use the

limb without any artificial support.— Canada Medical
Becord, May, 1876.
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THE HYGIENE OF RURALIZING.

At this liim' i>f tlie year, wlicn liiilf tin; jjopulation

of our cities lire ruralizing, u great many questions

conceniiug tlie strietly sanitary advantages of tlie

practice present themselves for consideration. The
physician, when he advises his patients to go to the

country, does not as often as he might appreciate the

responsibility whicli he assumes. There are so many
qualifying conditions to he taken into account in the

dioice of a locality, tliat it is not surprising that many
mistal<esare made; that patients, instead of improving,

get worse; indeed, that the very change which was

thouglit to be beneficial had a direct influence in

liasteniug their dissolution. Some of the disastrous

effects of tills advice cannot be very well avoided in

tlie absence of cx.ict knowledge concerning the effects

of climate on disease ; but there are other drawbacks

which are preventable and remediable, and to which, as

medical men, we should give our attention.

We are of the opinion that there is not enough care

taken to guard against the causes of disease which are

now so generally recognized as associated with the

unsanitary rural retreats. The time has gone by when
the mountain side, the river shore, or the ocean beach

is a synonym of health, and that a hap-hazard guess

at the salubrity of these localities is always attended

with good results. It has become the habit, however,

with some medical men to consult the conveniences of

their patients as regards localities, rather than rely

upon a positive knowledge of the claims of the said

locality as a health resort.

We have had within the past few years numerous

examples of sickness in some of our most fashionable

summer hotels, due to the neglect of the most ordinary

sanitary regulations. When wc consider this possibility

in connection with large and expensive hotels, sup-

plied " with all the modern conveniences," how niiieh

more will such a possibility of danger be exaggerated

in the numerous farm-houses tinkered into the appear-

ance of comfort ami health, and overcrowded in the

hottest time of the year by temporary boarders. The

practitioners in ruial districts have readily ofTeied

their testimony airaiii.-t these abominations, or so-called

country boarding-houses; and numerous ca.ses of pre-

ventable diseases occurring in them have come to our

notice, due not only to overcrowding, but to culpable

neglect of drainage, foul drinking-water, and other

ilisease-engenderiug iiitluences. Bo common is this

condition of things, that it is becoming the excejilion

rather tlian the rule to find these farm-houses even

decently sujiplied with sanitary conveniences. When
we add to this the risk of contamination of drink-

ing-water, the frequent possibility of which has of late

been so painfully impressed upon us. wc become aware

of the fact that a country retreat, far from being a

health resort, may be the positive source of diseases

which do not exi.st in tiie cities.

We have repeatedly alluded to the dangerous con-

dition of some of the religi(Uis camping-grounds, so

largely occupied during the warmer months. Although

much has been done to jircvent disease, much more is

required before we can be assured that the longer these

grounds are occupied the more dangerously saturated

will the soil become. It was only a short time ago

that provisions were made to guard against the sewage

saturation of one of the largest of these camping-

grounds. Until then, drinking-water was obtained by

the sinking of pipes in a sandy beach, while holes in

tlie sand were the only receptacles for the excrement.

It is impossible to estimate how many cases of disease

and death have been prevented by these means, the

timely adoption of which seems almost providential.

Hut many of these pilgrim picnic grounds arc not in

siieii a desirable condition, and the breaking out of

camp fever, diarrho^al and other diseases, seems to be

the merest question of time. The same remark applies

with equal force and in a proportionate degree to

many of the farni-house.s, whose drains are badly cared

fur, and whose crowded condition intensify the risks

of speedy soil contamination.

We can hardly be accused of magnifying the impor-

tance of attention to these matters, when we take into

consideration the recent experiences in England. The

history of the Eagley epidemic is still fre.sh in the recol-

lection of many of our readers, and has directed

attention to a source of disease which has been almost

entirely overlooked. .V great many of the temporary

maladies which are popularly ascribed to change of

water and change of air are quite explicable in the

light of recent investigations, and are believed to be

due to foul swamps and contaminated wells. Another

one of the many diltii'ulties which present themselves

t(i the physician, in his attempts lo properly advise in

regard to change of air and change of jilace, is the

fact thot we possess too little positive knowledge con-

cei-ning the laws which regulate the endemic inllucuccs
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of certain diseases. So many of the old theories

which we have held regarding the influence of locality

and of altitude upon disease have been so entirely over-

thrown by the actual observations of experience, that

any positive assurance of saluljrity is the merest guess-

work. Endemic diseases are found to propagate

themselves under the most opposite conditions. Inter-

mittent fever is not only found in the valleys and in

the neighborhood of swamps, but at the very moun-
tain tops; dijjlitheria is everywhere, and no locality

can be said to lie entirely free from typhoid fever. It

is true defective drainage wiU serve to explain some
of the relations between cause and effect ; but that we
have yet to discover some influences which are invari-

ably present, and which always produce certain

effects, is painfully jjalpable to every careful student

of disease. We are making some progress in the right

direction, it is true, and that we have reason to hope
for the attainment of some more exact knowledge
concerning the now hidden laws is an encouragement

to study the suliject with greater thoroughness and
more enthusiasm. In the meantime, and in view of

the many obstacles to the full benefits of ruralizing,

it behooves us to exercise that care in the giving of

advice as regards change of locality which our re-

sponsibility to our patients renders obligatory upon us.

could be carried out with very little trouble and but

little extra expense.

UeDifius anti notices of Sooks.

THE FLOATING HOSPITAL OF ST. JOIIN's GUILD.

The Floating Hospital of St. .John's Guild has com-

menced its good work for the summer. Regular

excursions are made for the benefit of the poor and

sick children of the metropolis, and thousands of

sufferers by this means receive the benefits of change

of air and scene which could be obtained in no other

way. Being aware that the design of the managers

is to afford the greatest amount of aid and comfort

to the suffering little ones which their means will

allow, we cannot resist the temptation of again urg-

ing upon them the practicability of extending the

time of their excursions over one day. In many cases

a very transient benefit is gained to a sick child by

a sliort excursion, and not infrequently the fatigue of

the tri|) more than counterbalances its good effects.

We admit that in order to supply a popular demand
as large a number as possible should be accommo-
dated, and that the benefits of the charity should be

widely distributed
; but it seems to us that some modi-

fication of their present plans could be made availa-

ble without directly interfering with the interests

of the majority. The suggestion which occurs to us

to make in the interest of that class who need a

change of air for a longer time, is that once a week,

for two or three days at a time, the hospital .should

be anchored somewhere in the Bay, and for that time

be, not only in name, but in fact, a floating hospital.

These trips could be distinguished from the others, and

set apart for that class of cases which miglit be most

benefited by them. We believe that such a plan

Determination op the Refraction of the Eye
Bv means of the Ophthal.moscopb. By Edward
G. LoKiNG, M. D. From advance sheets on the Oph-
thahnoscope. New York : WiUiam Wood & Co. 1876.

Pp. (il.

When Ludwig Mauthner, then assistant to Professor

.Jaeger the younger, of Vienna, published his text-

book of Ophthalmoscoi)y, the attention of the profes-

sion was reawakened to the value of the uprigiit

method in the use of the 0])hthalmoscope. We say re-

awakened, for, as Dr. Loring says in his opening ])ara-

gra|ihs, '"the very method first proposed liy Ilelmlioltz

still remains by far the most Ix'nutiful, comprehensive,

and truthful of all the means yet in our possession

for the exploration of the bottom of the eye." Ed-
ward .Jaeger, Stellwag. and others, continued to speak
of the importance of this method instead of the ex-

amination by the reversed image; but there was no
good instrument by which it could lie practised for

the detection of erroi-s of refraction, until, in 18G7 or

1808. when Dr. Loring modified Liebriech's instrument
by the substitution of removable cylinders for the clip

for holding lenses behind the mirror, these cylinders

containing a series of convex and concave lenses

which could be brought in front of the eyehole in the

mirror. This instrument suggested all the other refrac-

tion ophthalmoseopes that have followed ; that is, those

of Knapp, Wecker. and Oldham. None of them have
su])planted Loring'siustrument, No. 9. While Wecker
and (Jldham have not been careful to give the credit

that is due Loring for having invented the first Opli-

thalmoscope by which the determination of Ihercfrac-

tiim is made a comparatively simple matter, Oldham
described his instrument, when he present<'d it to the

International Congress of Ophthalmology, in London,
iu 1873, as a modification of Loring's instrument;

but liis printed description of it, published in the
Transactions of that body, on page 110, would not
allow any one to know that the foundation for his

slight, and to our mind useless modifications, were
only to be found in the American instrument.

Again, Wecker, in presenting a new optomtter to the
Heidelljerg Congress of 187.i, Zf?if:iidn''s MoiKitfilihUter,

October, 1875. p. 4.58, does not mention Dr. Loring's

instrument. We notice these things in the Recoud in

order that our English and French friends may see

that we are not entirely ignorant of the claims of our
own authorities.

After a deseri|)tion of his o|ihthalmosco])e, as well
as of the modifications of Knaijp and Wecker, Dr.

Loring presents a clear and comprehensive account,

in a very readable style, of the principles upon which
the determination of the refraction of the eye depend.
The reader of tlie (ith chapter of Slauthner's text-book
will not find in this account a great deal essentially

new, but those to whom the German language is not
accessible will get iu Dr. Loring's chapter an invalua-

ble assistance to the fascinating stutly of the measure-
ment of the refraction of the eye, a study first made
really practicable by the author's o])hthalmoscope;
and we say this mindful of .Jaeger's personal teaching

on the value of the upright image. We shall look
with great interest for the complete book of which
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those are advnnce sheets. As it is, we know of no
other work, or inoiioirrapli, or chapter in a text-book

in our hui;jim';o which supplies the place of the book
we have been reviewing.

Ueport0 of Societies.

AJIEKICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

Section on Practice of Mkdicine, Mateki.v JIbdica,

AND Physiology.

In the absence of Dr. F. 6. Smith in Europe, Dr..Toynrs,

of Richmond, Va., waschosenCliaiiman^-o <<;«.; Sec-

retary, Dr. B. A. Vuughan, of Miss.

CX.INICAL AND METEOUOI.OOICAI, OltSEUVATIONS IN TUE
STUDY OF .-ETIOLOUY.

On the fii-st day, Tuesday, .Tunc (>th, a Report was
presented from Du. N. S. Davis, of Illinois (unavoida-
bly absent from the meeting;), on the "Necessity for

Coincident Clinical and .Meteorological Ob.servutions

and Records in the Study of ^Ktiology." The interest

of active practitioners in some of the "Western cities li.id

been enlisted, but the Committee were not prepan d
to make any report. The Committee i Drs. Davis, J. B.

Johnson of St. Louis, and II. A. Johnson of Chicago;
were continued.

EXTRACT OF MAI.T.

Tlicre being no regular ))apers ready forjiresentation.

Dr. F. II. D.vvis, of Illinois, offeretl some biief notes

on '' I,iebig's Extract of Malt, and its Chrniieal Com-
position. Manufacture, and Tlunipcutieal U.se.s." Du.
Sijciiiu, of New York, being called upon for his views
on tlie sul)ject, alluded to the important part played
by genuine diastase as a fermentalile element. And yil

how do we know that what the merchant or druggist
calls diastase is such ; At best it is a variable sul)-

stance, that cannot be secured from material changes.

TREATMENT OF PUTIIISIC WITHOUT WJIISKEY".

Dr. Palmer, of Michigan, agreed with Dr. Davis in

his views as to the treatment of pulmonary tuberculo-
sis in various stai;es without whiskey. .A.fter alhuliug
to the dilTerent forms of eonsumplion, he stated that

h" had met witli tln' sKiw clironie variety of the disease,

commencing with the intlanimatory process through-
out, more freipiently in drinking men lliaii in any
other ehiss. He also referred to the happy intluenee

of opium and quinine in the early stages of the dis-

ease.

Dr. .Vnoear, of Iowa, alludin-j to the pidduelion of

sugar liy the liver, stated tli:it in fielal life, evi n prior
to till' formation of that organ, as soon as we recog-

nize the presence of cells, wit detect this peculiar siiRar

III a wasting ca.se of typhoid fever, in wliieh the wlioli'

system of nutrition has been involv<d. we need some-
thing for the patient that will aid in the formation of

cells. We may possibly get it from the malt, by con
verting starch into the peculiar saccharine eonditiim
reipiired, which may afterwards enter into the forma
tion of oils and fats necessary for the bloodcorpnscli s

and the neri'ous system or for cell-i;rowth. It is pe-

culiarly adapted to the derangement of nutrition

attendant upon plitiiisis.

Dr. Davis stated that with proper care malt <'onld

be made on a common cook .stove; that chemists and
diugLfists could readily prepare their own. Diastase

should be made fresh at the time it is needed. The
physician should prescribe but a little at a time, let it

!«• renewed frei|uently, and kept in a cool place. It is

aditfieult preparation to manage, but he would not do
without it in his practice.

Dr. S<i''"'i' infiuired whether he had ever used malt

itself; it could be iniployed with the same eifect as

till' preparation already iilluded to.

Dr. .Iovnks inipiired whether theaddition of a little

alcohol would not be of advantiige to prevent the dis-

integration or ch.'iiige that might oeiurin the diastase.

Du. Siji'inii doubted whitlnr thisaddition wo'dd bo

desirable. It would be diliieult to add i nmitrh to keep

it from moulding without neutralizing the diastase.

Dr. Davis staled that the good elTects of the malt
would be lost if fermentation took place in it after it

was taken into the stomach.

CONCERNING PF.rSIN.

Dr. .VxciEAR said that he made pepsin himself from
the calf's stomach, and asked Dr. Sipiilib what jno-

portion of wine should be used in making it.

Dr. ScjrinB stated that the best pepsin was that

which a physician makes for himself from a pig's

stomach, which is more analogous to the human stom-

ach ; the pig to be fresh from the slaughter-house, and,

if possible, warm. Wash the stomai-h in a little water

to separate the mucus and blood ; chop it up v.ithan

ordinary choppingknife in a wooden tray; bruise it;

put it into a bottle and cover it with wine, not contain-

ing over seven or eight percent, of alcohol, two |iintsof

the wine to a stomach. Malaga wine is used on aecount

of possessing this alioliolii: stnnglh. Sherry wine

should be dilnttd uith one half water, as it contains

si.xteen i)er cent, of alcohol. If the wine should be

too strong it would interfere with the action of the

(lepsin in the stoinaeh. When we use two ]iints to a

stomach we get only one pint of jiepsin, for it will be

alisorbed by thi' pig's stomach ; then another |)int may
be added. The whole stomach should be used. It

would be diflienlt to get the mucous membrane by
itself cleared from a healthy stomach.

The Cliiiirman did not think this latter a very diffi-

eidt process. He had lieen in the habit of making
]ie|).sin for a number of years.

Dr. Eii.rkh, of Pennsylvania, stated that his expe-

rience with malt had not been very favorable. Per-

haps the causes of his want of success were accounted

for in the suggestions of Dr. Sipiibb. After all, to get

the proper etlect of remedies in these ciises. ve must
ihaniie the hygienie and other circumstances under
wliieh our patients are living.

Dr. Davis's paper was referred to the Committee on
Publication.

TRE.VTMENT OF PERTUSSIS.

On Wi'ilncsday afternoon the Section again met,

when Dii. J. .1. Caldwell, of Maryland, called their at-

t( ntion to the use of bromide of pota.'tfiium and bella-

donna in pertussis, applied before. the face, by Key's

simple sprny-i)roilueer. in such a way as to insure the

patient's iniialinj,' it. They are, he thought, specitics

in tliisdi.Heasc. l^uinine should be administered when
ihe disease has a malaria] origin.

Du. Ui.Ricii WHS sorry the disius.sion had taken place

lit this time, as he wished to offer a paper upon it, con-

taining facts collected by hiiii'-ilf.

Dii. had faith in vaccination as n remedy of the

greatest etlicacy in this disease.

Du. JloNAiior., of ( )hio, had employed vaccination for

vears. He referred to the cures that had been effected

l>y merely taking children to (he gas-works. A severe
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case of ijeitussis in his practice had been cured by
the snpfuventiiin of measles.

Dii. Ui.RiCH, in response to an inquiry, said he would
re-vaccinate if the patient liad already been vacci-
nated.

Dii. Van Dyke, of Kentucky, also approved of the
counter-irritant effects of vaccination.

Dit. Y.\NDELL, of Kentucky, believed that as a remedy
it was impracticalile. It was like Sfiving garlic to a

man who was fond of onions to take away the offen-

siveness of the latter.

Dr. Uf.Kicii differed with the gentleman from Ken-
tucky in his views as to the efficacy of counter-irrita-

tion in these cases.

Du. Angeak thought that as this was a nervous dis-

ease, any means which caused a discharge of the nerv-

ous influence should l)e resorted to in order to produce
a subsidence of the disease itself. Chloroform, for

iustanec, acted by bringing about a discharge of the
nerve force.

Dr. Ulrich said that chloroform only abated disease,

while vaccination was claimed to be curative.

ARSENIC IN SKIN DI.SE.\SES.

Dr. L. D. Bdi.kley, of New York, then read an
interesting pa|)er on the "Uses of Arsenic in the Treat-
ment of Diseases of the Skin." He endeavored,
while warning against a routine prescribing of the
medicine, even in diseases in which it is of service, to

show the real power which it possesses over cutaneous
disease, taking issue with those who have neglected
or decried its u.sc ; who, he thought, were influenced
by the more rapid and in some instances now bril-

liant results of local treatment, which latter, in Dr.
Bulkk-y s opinion, could not be obtained in the run of
general practice by those not particularly familiar
with this branch.

In denumstrating the controlling power of arsenic
over eczema, he narrated cases where children and
even young infants took the drug (with no other treat-

ment) in increasing doses up to a quantity above that
given commonly to adults, and that for months, not
only with the cure of the disease, but with inijjrove-

ment to the health ; and by frequent reference to other
authors he showed the harmlessness of arsenic in med-
icinal doses, even when continued a long time.
A particular jioint in the paper was the introduction

to use in this country of the old English preparation,
De Valangin's solution of tlie chloride of arsenic, as
more suited to the stomach. This has been recently
introduced into the United States Pharmacopteia un-
der the title of Liquor ar.ii'niei cliloridi, which is of
the same strength as Powha-'s solution, or three times
that of the old De Valangbrs.
The indications and rules for the administration of

arsenic were detailed ; the diseases given in which it is

of service, also those in which it is valueless.

On nuition, a vote of thanks was tendered Dr. Bulk-
ley, and his paper referred to the Association for
publication.

Dm. Yandei.l alluded to struma and malaria .as the
two great causes of disease, and to the remedies ap-
plicable in each, especially in cutaneous affections.

He believed that arsenic was a valuable agent in chronic
forms of eczema. He was surprised at the large doses
reported by Dr. Bulkley, especially for children. He
was in the habit of giving arsenic incloses of one, two,
or three drops of the solution in some tonic or water,
and did not ordinarily deem it necessary to increase

the (lose.

Dr. Ui.urcii thought that Dr. Yandell attrilnited too
much to malaria in these local or cutaneous diseases.

Dk. Y'andeli, stated that he seldom used arsenic if

the Ciise was malarial; he administered quinine.

Dr. Ui.ricii said that arsenic given for a length of
time to beautify the skin, or to a liorse to improve its

appearance for sale, ruined the system, and soon left

the person or the animal languid and weak. He was
surprised that such an effect of arsenic on the human
system had not been alluded to by Dr. Bulkley. He
was not satisfied that the Section should endorse every-

thing that gentleman had said. l)ut the paper was well
worthy of publication and diffusion.

Dr. Octerlony, of Kentucky, thought the previous

speaker overestimated the danger of medicinal doses

of arsenic. Many arsenic-eaters are long-lived and en-

joy good health. Dr. Y'andeli had atti-ibuted more
to the influence of malaria than Di'. Bulkley or him-
self were disposed to admit. Dr.Bulkley's paper was, he
thought, earnest, elaljorate, careful, and the result of

p.atient labor and thorough research. The solution of

arsenic mentioned by Dr. Bulkley was weaker than
Fowler's solution, and yet, given in the same do.ses as

the latter. Dr. Octerlony found it to produce identical

effects. He had found large doses of Fowler's solution

do g:)od to children with cutaneous affections, when
smaller ones produced no eifect. This rule is not an
invariable one, however.

Dr. Duer, of Philadelphia, stated that some of the

English dermatologists favored the use of large doses

of ar.senic. His own experience had been favorable to

small doses, if given for any length of time. He was
surprised that Dr. Bulkley had been able \o adminis-

ter such large doses successfully. He rarely prescribed

arsenic to children.

Du. Y'andei.l thought that observations on the

effects of arsenic might be made by physicians on
themselves and on their medical students.

Dr. Angear asked what evidence there was that

arsenic will contract the blood-vessels. Quinine has

this effect, and may not the influence of the two drugs
in skin diseases be connected with this ])oint ?

Dr. thought the dose of arsenic should be

decided by the individual experience of every gentle-

man. Many of the guides and hunters and buiden-

carriers of Styria were found to be consumers of im-
mense quantities of arsenic. Some of them wei'e over

eighty ycai-s of age, and had taken the drug for more
than half a century.

the new pnAiiM.vcopasiA.

On Tliursday afternoon. Dr. Squibb acted as tempo-
rary Chairman, and at the request of several of the

gentlemen present gave his views in regard to the next

revision of the United States Pharmacopceia, allusion to

which has already been made in the Record (".lune

1 7th, p. ytio). The plan for the last ti fty years had l)een

for the delegates of the colleges to meet in convention,

and appoint a conunittee of revision, who iierformcd

the laiior and published the work. "Wood, Baclie, and
Carson were either dead or would be prevented liy ill

health from laboring in the cause of the next revision.

There was danger that it would go over to the com-
mercial interests of pharmacy. The American Medical
Association and the American Pharmaceutical Associa-

tion should be morefniternal, or at least recognize each
other more fnlly. They should come together on the
subject of tlie Pharmacopoeia, as their interests were
mnlual. The Army and Navy Medical Services

should also be represented in this iiharniaceutical

council. Two editors should l)e appointed, one for

the materia medica list, the other for the preparations,

under the supervision of theCouncil. The Convention
wished a Pharmacopoeia based on general principles,
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hut the ('oinmittce did notlike those general priiiciplea, '

niid eiil iidiift friiin the Cnuventioii. Much time and
hibor wiu! spent on it, tmt it was not tlu' lMi;iiinai-o|)(eia

tlie Coniniittoe wislied. Tlie volume was one s(juj;lit

after by l)ook9ellei-s us a source of prolit. What tliey

paid for the privilege would compensate the editois

and pay nil expenses. The nati(pnal associations

need not bo at any ex| ense. Me would l)rin'i tlie mat-

ter before the next annual meetiuf;, as in Philadelpliia

any new plan would proliably meet with opposition.

The Sc'cretary of the Section ur^ed the desii ability i

of briui;ing this matter to the attention of thi' .V.ssociu-

tion at once, instead of poslponinj; it for a year.

1)K. StiiMiiB then read the resolutions already re-

ferred to (p. 3'.).")), and, by <?eneial reciuest, agreed to

remain over to present them to the Association on the

followiufj morning, as the sentiment of the Section on
the subject.

Dk. Ei.i'.iiicn hoped the matter would l)e thoroughly

agitated in the medical and ph irmac.ulical journals

of the country.

ON CIIOLEIiA.

Du. Henry R. Rooers, of New York, then read an
interesting paper on "Cholera; its Origin, Nature,

Causes; Dissemination by Contagion, by Pi rtability,

and by Kpiilemie Intlueni'c; it.s Pathology, Microscopic
Appearances, Treatment, etc., etc."

l)it. Thomas W. Fostkr, of Kentucky, stated that

he had been through three epidemics of the disease. '

Want of suee.'ss in treatment was often due to the
j

fact that we slighted the early symptoms, and waited

for treatment until prostration came. lie thought
that cholera was getting to be more sporadic than
formerly.

l)it. Cm.DWELL differed with Dr. Rogers in tlic view-

that early treatment was an easy matter. Isolation of

the cholera was very important. Much was to l)e

expected from a rigid (piarantinc.

Dii. Ui.Ricii thought the laws of epidemics were as

fixed and iummutal>lc as the laws of growth and re-

prodiictiiui. We have all the facts, and should know
the proper treatment of this class of diseases. Dr.

F.wter of Nashville had told hiin that when a young
luiin he rude forty miles to a village to see some cases

of cholera for the tirst tinve. Here he lieard two farm-

er.4 discussing the subject, one contending that it was
infectious, tlu oth.-r that it was contagious. Not
b^'ing able to .settle the point, they ap|)ealed to a thiiil

party, and asked what he thought about it.
' Well.

l)oys," said he, "it's a matter that's buthiMed me very
mueh ; sometimes I've had the o|>inion it's contagious,

and circumstances have come to my mind that nuide

Uie think it was infectious. One thing's certain; the

damned thing's catching." Dr. Ulrich classed cholera

a;nong th neuroses. The intluence of the mind in

th; spread of the disoa.se was marked.
Du. KooKRs detailed several interesting cases of

cholera, and the treatn\ent employed, which may be
briefly given as follows:— 1. .\celate of morphia ad-

ministered hypodermically. If no urgency, other reme-

dies and oth.'r methods: o|)iuin and its pri'parations

being pri'l'erred. 2. Horizontal position, with the

head as low as the body, or lower. 3. Finely-powdered
ice, ml lihitmn, for the mouth, or coldest water pro-

curable in absence of ice. -t. I'jxternal heat, frictions,

etc. ."i. For f.'ver of reaction,—gentle opiate intluence

to be k^'pt up. and remedies directed to th<' restoration

of the action of the kidneys. (J. For collap.se,— po-

sition, external heat, and frictions, and such infernal

use of nutrinvnt and stimuli by the month and by
cueunta as may be judiciously employed. 7. .\fter-

treatment for restoration of wasted forces. Dr. Kogcrs
dwelt particidarly upon the happy and speedy intln-

ence of the hypodermic application of the morphia,
whidi acted almost as a specilic.

The paper of Dr. Kogeis was then referred to tlie

Committee of Piililication.

After remarks by Du. CiiiiTis, of Michigan, on cases

of cholera in 8t. Louis and Chicago, the condition of
the blood-vessels in that disease, its neurotic character,

etc., tlie Section adjourned nine die.

CorresiJouticnce.

MEDICAL CENTENNIAL AFFAIRS.

THE nDRE.\U OF EnrC.\TION—THE DEPAUTMICNT OP
AGUICULTCUE—VETEHIN.VRY SUnOliUV—CK.S-

TENNIAL MED1C.*.L IIOsriTAIi.

(From our Speciiil Correspondent.)

rHn.iiDEi.pinA. July 22, 187(i.

I.N addition to the exhibits made by the Medical Ser-

vices of the Army and Navy in and near the United States

(rovernnient building alreaily described, the Department
of the Interior presents in its Kilucational, Indian, and
.\i:ricuUural Bureaus many interesting medical features.

The Bureau of lOducation, under charge of Commis-
^iiiiier .loliii Katon, is a sort of central agency for the

collection, preservation, condensation, and distiibution

of the general educational statistics of the whole coun-

try. It will thus be seen that it is not a controlling

[lower, but that it merely gathers up for permanent
record the results of the labors of others. If, as we
learn is the fact, the Bureau, among its numerons duties,

is compelled to analyze the annual catalogues, etc., of

schools of divinity, law, inaliciue, and science, select-

ing from each what is worthy to be noted in the way
of either improvement or defect, we fear that its labors

are scarcely rewarded in the little of novelty that it

gleans as to the progress of nieilical education from
year to y<^ar. It annually corresponds with ninety-

eight schools of medicine, but what information it ob-

tains beyond the mere numerical statistics wk: are at

a loss to conjecture. The only document of a purely
medical (liaracter the Ihir<'an has yet published is the

contribution made, by Dr. .1. M. Toner, in 1S7-I. to the

annals of medical progress and medical education in

the United States before .and during the war ivf Inde-

pendence. In its exhibit at the ICxposition of the illus-

trative apjiaratus associated with medical education,
the display is of rather a meagre kind, and gives but
a faint idi'a at the appliani-es employed in lirst-elass

medical schools in the I'lucidatioii of auatomiial or

physiological facts. But we can scarcely expect any-
thing more elaborate from a Bureau which has so many
interests under its charge, and in the neces-sirily lim-

ited space a.s,signed it is un.able to make a speci.dly of

any one of its departments. It has the appiarance,
however, of having temporarily borrowi'd for centen-

nial display some of the apparatus and models of a
surgical instrumenl-nuiker to cover up its own dclicieu-

eies, for we fmd in the two large c;ises assigned to

this portion of their <;xhibit cards which read as fol-

lows:— "Borrowed from .lohn Keynders it Co., ;t09

Fourth Avenue, New York." In the cases are dia-

grams of skeletons, papier-machf models, dissecting

InstnimcntA, the original transfu-.ion apparatus and its

i improved inoderu successor, thi.' handsoiiie truiisfu»ion
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instrument of these later dnys. as well as that of Dr.

Fryer, Near these is an explanatory paper for the

benefit of the unenlightened pulilic, who miglit other-

wise gaze wond"ringly at an apparatus of wliose uses

they were wholly ignorant. From it they learn tliat

transfusion is one of tlie oldest operations on record,

havins; come into prominent notice during the latter

part of tlie fifteenth century, when tlie pliysician of Pope
Innoceut VIII. sacrificed three boys in performing the

operation on his mastei', \v-ithout saving tlie latter's

life. It mention? the names of some of the Europeans

who have performed the oiicration, and those of Flint,

Morse, Thomas, Euiniet, Fryer, and Stowe as ha\ing

resorted to it in this country. A printed circular is

also displayed, explanatory of the mode of employing

the ai)paratus.

In another case this Bureau exhibits immense models
of teeth, illustrative of dental physiology and anatomy,

skulls, secticmal views of the brain, etc. Chemistry

and pliysics are represented by microscopes, test-tubes,

a set of weights and measures exhibiting the peculi-

arities of the metric system, made by J. L. Ilammett,

of Boston, and a metric diagram l>y A, and T. W.
Stanley, of New Britain, Conn. Tlie Pliiladelphia Col-

lege of Pharmacy is preparing a case to display the

educational resources of that special department of

instruction.

lu the same case as that occupied by the reports of

the deaf and dumb institutions of the country I notice

certificates and reports of the Training School for

Nurses attached to Bellevue Hospital, New York, near

which is a framed photograph ot the graduating class

of this school, seven in number, of the spring of 1876.

It would be like carrying coals to Newcastle to quote

the facts detailed in this report, which demonstrate

the great success of what was three y.^ars ago only an

experiment, by which from good women, healtliy in

body and mind, are trained nurses who will carry the

best kind of help and comfort to the bed sides of the

sick and suffering. Were this a report of any other

institution than the one so locally familiar to many of

the readers of the Record, I should be tempted to

quote from its pages a paragraph or two, for the bene-

fit of the profession, laudatory of the hospital training

given iu this school, which, in the phraseology of the

Keport, is synonymous with calmness, exactitude,

quick observation, and implicit obedience to the

doctor's orders.

The Department of Agriculture embraces a miscel-

laneous collection of soils, fertilizers, fossil bones, sea-

weeds, guano, grains, fruit, wines, etc. It would seem

a hopeless task in such an vmiiium r/nthcrum of useful

and indispensable articles for the keenest reporter or

interviewer to search for medical items; but in a

solitary case are exhibited many indigenous articles

of the materia mcdica, and numerous active principles

iu the daily routine of prescribing familiar to the pro-

fession. Here are jars and vials of stramonium seeds,

flax-seed, black root or leptaudra Virgiuica. veratrum
viride, gelseminum, etc.; of sanguinaria, podophyllin,

veratroidia, daturia, berberina, etc.

The only matters of professional interest in the War
Department exhibit, but a few stejis from those just

described, are such as relate to the anatomy and
pathology of the horse, so far as they concern his

lioof. The veterinary surgeon must experience a high

degree of satisfaction at the elaborate di.splay made
by the Government of injected preparations .showing

the arteries, veins, nerves, and tendons of the leg of

the horse ; of hoofs exhibiting the diseases arising

from improper shoeing, superfluous growth, extra-

ordinary enlargements with anchyloses of the os suf-

fragiuis, fractures, bony spavin and splint, etc. The
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals pos-

sesses a most valuable adjuvant in the argument thus

offered by the Government in favor of the proper treat-

ment of the feet of this useful animal.

Leaving the Government building for the present,

we may direct our ste])S to the head of Lansdowne
Ravine, at which has been established the Centennial

Medical Hospital, This building is intended for the

temporary accommodation of all cases of sickness or

injury that may come to it for treatment. Since it

was o])ened, less than two months ago, between four

and five hundred transient cases have been treated,

none of which are allowed to remain over night. Ma-
chinery Hall has supplied its quota of mashed fingers,

and the restaurants have added to the statistics of

burns and scalds ; but we are still far behind the

Ex|)Osition at Vienna, in which a hospital similarly

arranged is said to have averaged three cases of labor

daily. The medical staff nail doubtless find sooner

or later that visitors to the Centennial will take ad-
vantage of the kindness and facilities thus offered to

obtain gratuitous advice to which they have no claim.

Dr. William Pepper. Medical Director, is in charge,

with Drs, II, C. Wood, S, W. Gross, Curtin, Roberts,

Osgood. Willard. and Herbert (Surgeon to the Guard),
as his staff. A new tent hospital has just been opened
for the guard, which body numbers eleven hundred
men. R. J, D.

COOL BArHING IN THE TREATMENT OF
INFLAMMATORY BOWEL AFFECTIONS
DURINC^ THE SUMMER.

To THE Editor of The Medical Record.

Sir:—I beg to offer through your columns a method
of treatment of bowel affections of children in the

summer season, where fever is present. It has been so

successful with me, that I am confident, if aijplied

more generally, it would lessen very greatly the rates of

mortality in tlie summer season, I allude to that form
of disease which is denominated entero-colitis

Before we are called to these cases, tentative mea-
sures for the relief of the diarrhoea have already been
applied by the friends, so that the inflammatory stage

is generally fully developed when we first see the pa-

tient. The skin is hot ftemperature 102J° to 105°),

the pulse rapid (130 to 150), respiration 30 to 50, with
frequent purging of semi-fluid, greenish, watery,

fecal, and half digested matters ; the mouth and tongue
are dry; the thirst intense, but the water taken to

slake it is quickly thrown off ; the eyes are staring;

pupils contracted ; insomnia and rolling of the head,
with utterance of distressing cries, due to headache
from hyperemia of cerebral vessels and unai)])cased

thirst. Such is a general statement of the symptoms.
I at once proceed to give the little sufferer a bath in

hydrant water, which with us, in summer, is aliout T5°.

I have found it necessary to give tliis my personal

attention at first, liecause the mother or friends will

not carry out instructions, on account of the cries and
resistance of the child ; it seems to them a great

cruelty.

The contact of a hot skin with cold water is cer-

tainly painful for the moment, hence I immerse the

body from legs upward gradually, sponging the skin

in advance, so as to obtain tolerance.

Wlien the body and extremities are fully under,

holding the head in the palm of my left hand, I

pour over its surface cooler water, such as cistern

water, which is here .about 05', This is kejjt up for
' ten or even fifteen minutes. Meanwhile tlie child
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ceases to cry or striii;<;le, and is evidently greatly com-
forted ; more esj)e(iiilly when cool wiiter is freely
given to drink,— tlie greedy swallowing of whieli
shows how niueli of its distre.vs is due t<i thirst.

Aftir the hath the patient should lie wrapixd, un-
wil)ed. in a light woollen shawl, and laid upon its hcd.
witli a slight additional eoveimg. The pulse has lost

frequeney, hut is (piite feelile; the hreatliing is slower
and the skin ([uite cool, even l>hiish in hue. The
sedation may seem at first too great ; hut reaction soon
liegins, a healthy warmth and perspiiation are estab-
lislied, and the child falls into a peaceful sleep. The
scene has so changed that one will finil no dillieulty

thenceforth in getting a hath given three or four times
in twenty-four liours, if the alarming train of symp-
toms make show of revival; and they will revive to
such an extent as to re<iuireexhil>itionsof the hath from
time to time for two or three days perhaps; for the
diseased siatc of the mucous memlirane within has not
liecn as suddenly relieved as the abnormal heat of the
body.

In the meantime internal remedies should be freely
employed. Quinine, whiskey, beef-tea, milk, and lime-
water are the chief agents. One gndn of (piinine and
a <lraehm of whiskey eveiy three hours, for a cliild eight
to sixteen months old, looks rather formidable, but
they will be found adnurable while the disposition to
fever lasts.

Subsequently bismuth and pepsin are of great value
to restrain diarrha>a and to assist digestion, so gieatly
at fault owing to the blow which the mucous mem-
brane has suffered. C. G. Comeoys.
Cincinnati, Ouio.

self with tlio reH("Ction that " I^'s heaitx enprits »e. ren-

A SIMPLE METHOD OF OBTAINING DE
POSITS FOR IMII'KOSCOJ'K; EXAMINA-
TION.

To THK EdiTOB of TBE MEDICAL ItKCOED.

Sir:—In certain cases, where ihe deposit in urine or
other Huid is scanty, the difficulty of obtaining a satis-
factoiy specimen for cxamiiiali<in is so great that 1 am
induced to i)ublisli the following sinq)le device, in the
hope tluit it may prove as useful in other hands as it

has been in mine during the past vear.
To a piece of glass tube, six ini lies long and three

quarters of an inch in diameter, on(' of the thin glass
covers for microscopic slides is attached by means of
an india-rubber rin.u (a bit half an inch long, cut from
elastic tubing about half an inch in diameter; so as to
form a movable bottom. If the suspected liquid be
allowed to stand in this extemporized vessel for a few
hours, all sedimentary matters must, of course, settle
U|)on llie thin glass disc, which, after the snpernatant
Ihii.l has been carefully poured otf (or withdrawn bv
a siphon), can be detached and reversed upon an ordi-
nary microscope slide for inspection. If the el.astic

band be made to project a line or two bevond the low
cr end of the tube, its free edge may be nailily everted
to atlix or remove the disc, which it embraces without
leakage.

In this way casts and other anatomical or patholo-
gical elenienUs, no matter how few in number, can
scarcely escape observation, as tliev sometimes do in
the u.sual methods of lishing for them. This plan is

especially serviceable for the examination of sediments
in potable water, wliicli is ordinarily in too small
quantity to be satisfactorily collected otherwise.
The idea is so obvious "that it mav pos.sibly have

occurred to some one before me; in wiiich case 'l shall
cheerfully yield priority of invention, contenting my-

exidreid. Ai.KUED D. Cakkoi,, JI.D.
27, 1.S7C..Nkw Buiuuton, N. v.. May !

PRKLIMINA KV EDICATION.
To THE EuiTon OF The .Medicai, Kecoku.

r)E.\R Sm:—The Cayuga County Medical Society de-
sires to record its name with those of Erie and Ulster
Counties as one who insists on a |)re!iminarv exam-
ination of all persons desiinus of commencing the
study of medicine under the supervision of any of its
members.
At a regular moiitlily nKrting of the Society, held

•luly I2fh. ISTIi, the following resolution was unani-
mously ado|)ted :

ll7icr<v/«, till' profession of medicine, in its breadth
and scope, requires the amplest preparation and most
careful training to properly enable the practitioner to
fnllil its many rei|uirements

; be it

rUsohvd, that it is the judgment of this Society that
all persons who may desire to pursue the study of
mi'dicine and surgery in the oflie(' of any i)hysieia"n of
this Society, shall sulmiit himself or hcrselfto an ex-
amination in branches preliminary to that study.

Halsev L. Wood. M.I).,
,SVr'// C,11/ Ill/If Co. Med. Soc.

115 Genesbb St.. Aubdrn, N. Y., .July Hth, 1870.

ARMY NEWS.
Official List of Chmtges of Stations and Duties o/

Offi/-ers of 'the Medical 'Dejnrtnmit, United States
Army, from July HU/i to July 22</, l,s7(i.

SwiF-r, K., Surgeon, Leave of absence extended
two months. S. (J. 142, A. (J. O., .luly 14, '70.

Pkkuin, Q., Surgeon and Medical Director. Granted
leave of absence for one month, with permi.ssion to
apply for an extension of ten days. S. O. 140, Dept.
• >f the Missouri. July 10, '7(i.

Ci.kmknts, B. A., Surgeon. Assigned to duty with
Big Morn Exijedition in the field. S. O. 98, Dejit. of
the Platte, July 17, '7(5.

Byunk, C. C, Surgeon. To proceed without delay
to niouth of Big Horn River, 51. T.. and rei)ort to
Biig.-General Terry for dutv with his command in
the field. S. O. 80, Dept. ot Dakota, July 111. '70.

Kimhai.i,, J. v., Asst. Surgeon. To accompany bat-
talion of 22d Infantry under Lt. Col. Otis, to liiouth
of Big Horn River, and upon arrival there, report to
Brig.General Terry for furthiT instructions. S. O.
8:i, Dept. of Dakota, July 12, '70.

Hauvev, p. II. F., A.sst. Surge<m. To accompany
battalion of 22d Infantry under I,t. Col. Otis, to mouth
of Big Horn River, and upon arrival there, report to
Brig.-General Terry for further instructions. S. O.
f<:j, C. S., Dept. of Dakota.

Skmio, B. G., Asst. Surgeon. Leave of absence
extended one month, with permission to leave limits
of this division and apply for a further extension of
(Mie month. S. O. "JO, Mil". Div. of the Pacific, July 7,
"70.

Tavi.oh, B. !)., Asst. Surgeon. To proceed imme-
diately to mouth of Big Horn Rivir, .Mon. T., and
report to Brig.-Geniral Terry for duly with his com-
mand in the Held. S, O. 85, Ucpt. of Dakota, July
17, '70.

Ltiii), Geo. E., Asst. Surgeon. Missing in action
with Sioux Indians on Little Big Horn River, Mon.
T., June 25, '70.
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flleMcal Items an'b Ncroe.

Contagious Diseases.—Comparative statement of
cases of Contagious Disease reported to tliR Sanitary
Bureau, Healtli Department, for tlie two weelvs ending
July 22, 1876.
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Original Commuuicfttions,

THE THERAPEUTICS OF HEADACHE.

A I.ECTUUE DICLIVEUEU AT BEIJ.EVUE UOSI'lTAL MEDI-
CAL COLI.EUE,

By A. A. SMITH, M.D.,

LECTl-REB ADJUSCT CPON CLINICAL UEDICIME.

(rhonouniphicaUy roportetl by Dr. \V. M. Ciirpentor.)

Gentlemen :—We tnkc up to-day tlie tlicrapcutics of

ccitiiiii forms of heiiiliiclic, u very iin|jortant suhjcd.

IkrtilacliL' may lie divided into oi-^anic and functiuii-

ul ; but I lielieve you will get a lietter idea of tlic

trciitmeiit liy dividing the cases according to tlie

causes.

You will renieinl>er we took up purely neuralgic

lieadaclie at tlie la.st lecture.

A headache, when due to nervous disturbance, such

as occurs in hystericil or excitalile subjects, if assii-

ciat<d with plethora, often yiclils to a saline cathartic.

Tlie most .-igreeable is the solution of citrate of in;ig-

nesia, and should be given, a full liottle of it, on an
empty stomacli. In addition, it is well to give one
of the bromides combined with valerian. The fol-

lowing prescription I frequently use :

3 Sodii bromid 3 vi.

Elix. valer. amin ; i v.

M. Sig. I i. every hour until relieved.

If such nervous headache be a.«sociated with ante-

mia, lifter relieving the immediate attack with the

bromide and valerian prescri|)tion, give iron, and give

it for weeks, until there is a decided impiovement in

the patient's condition. Always give the iron after

meals. In these an;emic cases it is often advisaiile

to stimulate the heart's action. For this purpose I

have found the following usfful

:

K Amni. ninriat ; ps.

Tinct. actjieju raconios.,

Aquic ilil ; iij.

M. Sig. I ij. after meals in a wineglass of water.

If there be despondency and depri'ssion of spirits,

phosphorus, with nnx vomica, is a good combination.
The unpleasant taste of the phosphorus has been over-

come by being made into sugar-coated or gelatine-

coated pills. I fre(|uently prescribe a pill containing
phosphorus pr. -•,'„, with ext. nu.x vomica, gr. 4 t. i. d.,

with the happiest results. These pills can be obtained
of any reliable <lriiggist. This despondency is apt to

occur in those who have been overworked incnlally,

or are harassed by business cares, or who suffer great

mental an.xiety. If in addition to these symptoms
there bo shteplessness, I employ the following pill :

U Campli. pulv gr. .\xv.

Kxl. < annab. ind gr. x.

Kxt. hyoscyanii gr. xx.

M. Div. in pill Xo. x.

Sig. One at night. Repeat in two lioitvs it neces-
sary to produce sleep.

It is important to attend to the general health of
the patieiil. Uemove all causes of excitement ; en
courage exercise in the open air; let the food be sim-

ple but nutritious; let the sleeping room be large and
well Ventilated; in short, let tlie patient be surround-
ed by the best possible hygienic influences. These

general remarks will apply to almost all forms of

heiid.iche.

SICK IIEADACIIK.

I usually recognize two forms of sick headache
(so called), the one neuralgic in character, as Inmi-
crania and trifacial neuralgia, the other a <lyspcplic

iKadachc. In the neuralgic variety the pain in the

head precedes the nausea, while in the dyspeptic
variety the pain in the head succeeds the dyspeptic
symptcmis. In the neuralgic, vomiting docs not
relieve the pain, while in the dyspeptic an emetic or

laxative often i-elicv<s the pain in th<' head by rcniov-

iiin' the cause. In addition to the treatment giviii in

a previous lecture for neuralgic headache, which often
occurs at intervals of a few days, or a week or two,
sonietimes coining on at sunrise and disappearing at

sunset, I have good results from the use of guaiana,
or paullinia sorbillis as it is sometimes called. I

give it usually in powder, grains fifteen every fifteen

minutes, until si.x doses have been taken. It is best

given in a little sweetened water; and if six doses do
not relieve, do not continue it ; it will probably not
relieve. It is well to give these pow<hrs in any hcad-
aclie(not malarial) of long standing and prone to re-

turn at certain intervals.

MAL.UtlAI, HEADACHE.

Malarial poLson m.ay produce pain in any portion
of the head, but the most frequent locations are the

sub occipital region, the frontal, and on either side
(hrinicrania). Begin your treatment by the use of
ipiinine. If distinctly jjeriodical, give ten or fifteen

grains two or three Innns before the ex|)eeted attack.

It may be necessary to push the (piinine in divided
(loses until cinchonism is pro<luced, and kept up for

several days, ami tlien gr.i<lually diminish the dose.

If the pain still continues to recur, and it frequently
will, resort to arsei ic and belladonna, five-drop doses
each of Fowler's Solution and tincture belladonna,
alter meals, increasing the Fowler's one drop each <lay

until a-denia arsenicalis is produced. This will seldom
fail to give relief.

1 have found the following prescription beneficial

in a headache dependent on gout

:

I{ Vin. colcli. sem ; iij.

Litliii bromid r ss.

Syr. zingili. = ss.

Aq. cinnamonii. q. s. ad 3 vi.

M. Sig. 3 ss. in a tumbler of Vichy water every
four hours.

Such i)atients will be benefited by the regulation
of the hygiene, tonics, a partial discontinuance of
stimulants, particularly those which have been found
by experience to aggravate the gouty symptoms.

It is hardly necessary that I slnuild tell you that the
hradache of syphilis is more severe at night, and is

ipiile apt to awaken the p.-itient after twelve by its

increasing severity. The use of calomel in onc-lciilh

i;i.iiu doses every hour, for twelve hours immediately
preceding the time that it awakens the patient, gives
more rapid r<'lief than the ordinary constitutional
Inatment. The calomel treatment may be conliinu'il

for two or three days, and then stopped and iodidi' of
potassium given. I usually begin the iodide in lifteen-

gr.iin doses after meals, ami gratlually increase it

until iodisin is produced or irritation of the stomach
occurs, ])rovided the .symptoms do not yield earlier.

It may be neces-sary to push it to ;t.")0 or 400 grains a
day before the symptoms vield.

The headache of rheiimatisin is diaracterized usually
by tuudcmess of the scalp, whii h is increased on prcs-

7
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sure or motion. Use the mikl faradic current on the

scalp, and internally tlie following :

5 Potass, iodide,

Amm. muriat Six 3 iss.

Infus. liumuli 3 vi.

M. Sig. 3 ss. four times a day in a -wineglass of

water.

lu some cases of rheumatic headache, which have

not yielded to the aljove treatment, I have found

bromide of ammonium in twenty-graiu doses every

two hours effectual.

Tliei-e is another form of headache which is of great

imi)ortance as a symptom of serious disease. Tlie pain

in tlie head may he the tirst evidence you will oljtain

that there e.tists renal disease, and that you really have

to deal with urannic headache. The judicious i)lan of

treatment in such cases has for its object the removal

of the aliuormal amount of urea from the system. To
accomplish this, you may call into action one or all of

the three great emunctories of the body, the kidneys,

the intestines, and the skin. Make the kidncj's act if

you can ; apply dry cups over the region of them, and

give internally the following:

IJ Potass, acetat 3 vi.

Infus. digitalis o vi.

M. Sig. 3 ss. ([. 3 h.

The infusion should be made from fresh English

leaves. Give this until the kidne3's act freely, if you

can make them do it within twenty-four liours. You
cannot always rely on this, however. If the kidneys

do not act "freely, and the headache is not relieved

within twenty-four hours, give a saline cathartic. A
treatm?nt almost domestic, and often very effectual, is

to put an ounce of cream tartar in a quart of water,

and have the patient drink this in eight or ten hcmrs.

It acts both as a diuretic and cathartic. Do not use

hydragogue cathartics unless convulsions are threat-

ened, tliey are too irritating to the intestinal canal.

S.)me prefer to eliminate the urea by the skin. Tliis

can be done by diaphoretics and the hot, moist, or dry

air bath. Do not think tliat you must use diuretics,

catliartics, and diaphoretics in all cases of Bright's

disease ; use them where there is deficient quantity of

urinary secretion, and where you have i-eason to be-

lieve urea is accumulating, and that you can relieve

the patient by ridding the system of it. There are

other causes of headache in IJright's disease which I

believe occur independent of tlie presence of an

abnormal amcnmt of urea in the blood, and yet which

are dependent on the results of the kidney disease.

These causes may be anaemia, neuralgia, a'dema of the

brain itself, serous effusion into the ventricles, aud, in

acute Brighfs disease, or cerebral congestion in addi-

tion to accumulation of urea. Under the last condi-

tion, if the lieadache be very severe aud convulsions

threaten, take blood, if the patient's condition will

admit of it. Take twelve to twenty ounces, if neces-

sary to relieve distressing symptoms. Tlie best way to

take it is by means of wet cui)S over the region of the

kidneys.

If the patient be ana?mic, improve the general con-

dition by the use of tonics, good nutritious diet,

stimulants, exercise in the open air, etc.

If the headache be dependent on serous effusion

into the ventricles, or on cerebral nedema, here too

improve the vitiated condition of blood and stimulate

the heart aud kiduej-s by potass, acetate and infus. digi-

tilis. There is apt to be with this effusion and

cedema general anasarca.

The headache of acute alcoholism, or inebriety, fol-

lows a debauch. The first indication is to remove the

alcohol from the intestinal canal. For this give of
rhuljarb and magnesia calcined each a half drachm,
and then give the following

:

IJ Spts. amm. aroniat 3 ij.

Tiuct. camph 3 iss.

Tinct. hybscyami. 3 iiss.

Spts. lav. couip. q. s. ad ? ij.

M. Sig. 3 j. q. 1 h. until tlie headache is relieved, and
then give capsicum gr. ij. and quinine gr. iij. before

each meal for several days. If there be sleeplessness,

give

IJ Sodii lironiid 3 ss.

Chloral hydrat 3 iiss.

Syr. aui\ cort 5 ss.

Aquic 3 iiiss.

M. Sig. 3 ss. at night, repeat in two liours if neces-

sary to produce sleep.

Dyspepsia is a freijuent cause of headache.
If there is indigestible food in the stomach, and it

has been there some time, give an emetic, as mustard
and warm water, or sulphate zinc gr. xv. , and remove
it. If thei-e is evidence of indigestible food in the ali-

mentary canal beyond the stomach, give gr. xx. of
rhubarb and magnesia eacli, and remove it from the

bowels. If the headache be frontal, and the pain is

located immediately over the eye.s, give dilute nitro-

muriatic acid in ten-drop doses, well diluted, after

meals. If the pain is located about the roots of the hair,

give an alkali before meals, as gr. xx. Ijieaibonate of

soda or magnesia. The dyspeptic headache oftentimes

is not confined to these regions, but spreads over the

entire head. In such cases I combine an acid with an
alkali, and add to these nux vomica, as in the follow-

ing prescription:

5 Sod. bicarb 3 iiss.

Ac. nitro-mur. dil 3 ij

Tiuct. nuc. vom 3 iss.

S\'r. aurant. cort 3 vi.

AqufB, q. s. ad 3 vi.

JI. Sig. 3 ss. after meals in a wineglass of water.

If there be gastric pain, a mild counter-irritant, as a

mustard plaster to tlie epigastiium, will often relieve

the pain in the head as well as the jjaiu in the

stomach. If flatulence be a troublesome symptom,
give the following

:

IJ Bismuth subcarb 3 iss.

Tinct. nuc. vom 3 i.ss.

Tiuct. card. Co.,

Spts. lav. comp,, aa q. s. ad '. 1 i v.

M. Sig. 3 ij. Ijefore meals in a wineglass of water.

If there be constipation, the following pill may be

given, one iu the morning

:

I? Aloes pulv 3 ss.

Ext. nuc. vom gr.v.

Ext. belladonna gr. iv.

M. Div. iu pil. No. xv.

In some forms of headache associated with stomach

indigesfiou I have found small doses often repeated of

tinct. nux vomica effectual. I give a single drop

every fifteen minutes, aud continue this two or three

hours if necessary. In other cases, where the liead.ache

comes on soon after a meal and seems to depend on
delayed stomach digestion, large doses of pepsin are

effectual. Give a half drachm saccharatcd pepsin in a

wineglass of sherry wine, t. i. d.. aud let it be taken

during meal'^.

Cerebral congestion as a cause of lieadache may be

divided into two varieties, active and passive. These

claim almost directly opposite jjlans of treatment. In
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tlie active variety the ])iitifnt should lie kept in a
ihirkriiod rddin, perfectly iiiiiet, eohl and evaporatiiij;
lull, Ills applied to the heail. A saline cathartic may
be yiveii, and tlie following prescription:

IJ. Sodii hromid 3 iiss.

Fl. ext. er;:;ot 3 iiss.

Syr. zinzih 3 .ss.

'.Vii. anrant. Klor. ((. s. ad 3 iv.

M. Sig. I S.S.
<i.

'.; li.

If the skin lie hot and dry, and the jjulse full and
rapid, give Fleming's Tinel. Aconit. Had. gtt. ii. ([. 2
h. until the heart's action is sensil)ly diminished.
JSumetimes a hot mustard foot-hath will give relief.

The jiassive congestive variety demands a difTerent

mode of treatment. In many cases this variety is

found associated with cardiac disease, and most fre-

(pu'utly where there is predominant dilatation. Hy-
pertrophy gives rise to the active variety. Improve
the condition of the blood by the use of iron, cpiiiiine,

bitter tonics, alcoholic stimulants, good food, aiul
stimulate the heart's action by the use of the follow-
ing :

If. Tinct. digitalis I iii.

iSpts. amm. aromat ; vi.

Spts. lavand co.,

Syr. simp, ns q. s. ad 5 iii.

M. Sig. Z i. q. 4 li.

Cerebral anjemia imiduces a headache, which is often
mistaken for the passive cerebral congestive form.
It is often associated with general aniemia, m^rvous
exhaustion, and may occur in heart disease in con-
sequence of enfeebled heart power, such as is met
with in enlargi-nient with dilatation, fatty degeneration,
and myocarditis. Improve the general cundition of

the patient, and stimulate lieart's actiim as recommend-
ed in the passive ccreljral congestive variety. Nitrite

of ainyl will relievethe immediate headache. Let the
patient inhale three to five drops of it on a piece of
cotton, placed within one nostril while the other is

lield closed. When associated with nervous ex-
haustion, I employ tlie following:

IJ Strych. sulph grss.

Tinct. fe. clilor 3 ij.

Olycerinie 3 ss.

Infus. gentian q. s. ad 3 vj.

M. Sig. 3SS. after meals, in a wineglass of water.

A word as to alcoholic stimulants. These are ben-
eficial in headache dependent on cerebral aniemia.
Champagne is a specially favorite form, and is much
relished by those who suffer from nervous exhaustion.
You should use caution in recommending it to such
patients, as it may lead to serious results. Give it

always as a ri.'inedy and not as a beverage. A safe plan
is to recommend brandy, a tables|>oi>nful after each
meal, and limit the champagne to one gla.ss, and let

it be taken with the dinner.

Cerebral tumors give rise to hr'adache, often se-

vere. In all ea.scsof cerebral tumors, give iodide of
|)otas8inm ; for it cannot be safely said that in any
given case the tumor does not depend on syphilis, and
by administering the remedy you give the patient the
benefit of the doubt.

There is reason to believe, too, that patients with
cerebral tumors, dependent on other and unknown
C4ises, are benefited by the use of iodide of potas."!.

I have previously given you directions as to the method
of giving the iodide. Soinetimes the pain is so se-

vere that you arc justified in resorting to opium to re-

lieve It. If theri^ be much sleeples-siiess, give sleep

by the use of the bromide and chloral mixture.

The headache of cerebral softening may be |>alli-

ated by opium and rest. Such patients should have
the best possible hygienic surroundings. If there be
sleephawness and much irritability of the nervous
system, the combination of bromide with chloral is

indicated. Ergot has been used for thcMelief of the

lii'adache, in these cases, by tlios(! having charge of
insane asylums, where this condition is fivipiently met
with, and the testimony is in its favor iis a valualile

remedy. It is usually given in laigi^ doses, beginning
with 3 j. of II. ext. ter in die, and gradually increasing
to 5 ss. ter in die.

Almost all cases of increase of teinp<'rature of the
body above lOH", are attended with headache. To
relieve it reduce the temperature, according to the
plan given in a previous lecture; a))ply cold and
evaporating lotions to the head, and keep the ])atieiit

free friMU noise and excitement. A full opiate will

often relieve such a headache, save the p.'itient much
suffering, and etVect favorably the progie.ss of the
fever.

The mere mention of woniis in the alimentary
canal, hemorrhoids, uterine and ovarian disturbance,
ami ;)ptical defects, as causes of headache, will suggest
the remedy. ^^—•^—^

DIAGNOSIS OF ANEURISM.

By W. B. DUNNING, M.D.,

PEEKSKILL, N. Y.

Ix a very interesting and instructive monograph on
the Diagnosis of Aneurism, Dr. Stephen Smith remarks
" that the synqitoms most relied on in thi: diagnosis of
aiiiurism may be present when there is no aneurism,
and may be absent when aneurism exists." * In illiis-

liatiou of this truth I beg to report the two following
cases

:

I. Aneurism- Mistaken fob SK>fr-M.\T,ir.xANT

TrMOR.—A few years ago I was invited, being then
house-surgeon to Bcllevue Hospital, to see a case of
tumor in the popliteal sjiaee, which it was proposed
to remove. The patient was an Irish laborer, :i2 or T.i

years of age, who had always had good lie.-ilth until

two or three years before, when he first noticed a small
growth of the size of a walnut in his left popliteal

space. lie had never received any injury in this re-

gion, had never had sy|)liilis, and knew of no cause
which cimld explain its presence. It had gradually
increased in size until the time of my visit. In con-
sequence of its increasing size and its apfiarent effect

on his health and .spirits, the patient had been for

some months desirous of an operation for its removal.
His surgeon, a man of skill and experience, had re-

peatedly examined the tumor, and, without expressing
a positive opinion save that it was not an aneurism,
was inclined to regard it as a sarcoma. When I saw
the patient he was somewhat emaciated, but on the
whole all his functions were in a hiallhy conditior,.

except that lack of exercise and anxiety mighl have
(Impressed his spirits and strength. The tumor was
then about nine inches in circumference,com])letely fill-

ing the popliteal space, and protruding from it about
three inches, s[)herieal, hard and inelastic, nonadh'ii 1 t

to the skin, having no jiulsatioii, uninflucneed in .size

by pressure on the femoral artery, and having no
bruit. A piece of paper was laid upon the tumor, but
received no i)ercei)tible movenu'ut from it,—thus giv-

• AnUTtnaii Juurnitl *tf Me^ticttl .i*-liiiiceM. Is^S. vol. i,, p. :{n.'., v,.:. If.

|i. kil ; Mill m4, vul. I., p. n.
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ing additional evidence of the non-existence of pulsa-

tion. Neither did the pulsation of the artery below
tlie tumor seem at all diminished. Was it an aneu-
rism? This was the first (luestion suggesting itself to

me on seeing the patient, and all the tt'sts indicated

above were applied to answer the question. It was a

tumor in the course of an artery, Init jiresented no
other feature whatever of an aneiu-isni. As an ex-

perimcntum crucis, a hypodermic needle was inserted,

but its witiidrawal was followed l)y no liquid of any
kind. Our opinion then was, that it was probal)ly not
an aneurism. My friend, who was in charge of the

case, was certain that it was not, but my hosiiital ex-

perience had impressed me with the unoertahities in

the diagnosis of tumor.s, and particularly of aneurisms,

and I was less confident. He decided to operate at

once. The attempt was attended with the most pro-

fuse hemorrhage, followed in a few hours by death.

The tumor, as examined after death, was found filled

with concentric layers of flbrine, occuj-iying its entire

space save a small cavity in the course of the artery.

Tin's condition of tlie tumor went far to explain the

absence of symptoms. It had no appreciable ](ul3a-

tion nor bruit, l)eoause so considerable a mass of filjrine

intervened between the artery and the examining fin-

ger. It did not diminish in size on pressure of the ar-

tery above, liecause its constituents were almost wholly
solid, and this pressure could remove only the liquid

portion, and finally an exploratory puncture l)rought

no blood, because the needle penetrated oidy into the

solid fibrine.

II. F.VTTY TU.MOR MlST.\KEN FOR ANEURISM.—

A

lady over eighty years old recently died during my
attendance upon her, having presented during the two
months preceding her death symptoms, sul)je(tive and
objective, of mitral insufficiency. She had been for

many years a sort of curiosity to the medical men of

the neighborhood, on account of an immense tumor on
the right side of the neck, which had been regarded
liy all who had examined lier as an aneurism. It had
existed over thirty years, and her friends had been re-

peatedly warned that it might rupture at any time and
the patient bleed to death. But she C(:>ntinucd to live,

the aneui-isra did not rupture, and she died at a good
old age of anotlier di.scase. At the time of death, this

tumor was about thirteen inches in circumference, of

an ovoid form, non-adherent to the skin, inelastic,

hard to the touch save at one circular spot an inch in

diameter, and had presented three features of an aneu-

rism, viz. : (I) a tumor in the course of an artery
; (2)

an e.KiJansive pulsation felt distinctly by the finger

placed on any part of the tumor, and (3) a distinct

bruit. Pressure on the artery was impracticable as a

test ; and, as for years there has been no question as to

ojieratitm, no exploi'atory puncture was made. I re-

peatedly examined the tmnor during life, and never

failed to detect Ijoth the pulsation and tlie bruit.

JIany other physicians had also examined it, and all

agreed, so far as I can learn, in the opinion that it was
an aneurism. The post-mortem section showed the

falsity of this opinion, presenting an immense fatty

tumor, surrounded liy layers of calcareous plates.

Looking back on tliis case, it hardly seems possible

that any other opinion could have lieen formed than

was formed. The long duration, indeed, seemed to

conlra-indicate aneurism, but. on the other hand, how
otherwise could lie explained the expansive, uniform

pulsation, and the bruit i

UepoxtQ of 3^ospital3.

S^f.^.^JL-Pox has lieen fatally prevalent for many
weeks in Manchester, SaUord, and Liverpool.

BELLEVUE HOSPITAL.

Aneurism and Dise.^ses op the Heakt.—Notes
OF Practice and Peculiarities of Treatment.

TUORACIC aneurisms—RE-MARK ABLE DURATION—IN-

DEPENDENT OF IN,IURY, SYPHILIS, OR RHEUMATISM
—DIFFICULTY IN DIAGNOSIS.

Three cases were seen which illustrated jioints of

sufficient interest to make them worthy of mention. The
cliief point of interest in the .A'/'«< case was the long
duration of tlie aneurism when considered in cimnec-

tion witli the present condition.

The patient was a man. a-t. 1)3 years, and had lieen

admitted to the hospital in 1873. There was a very in-

distinct history of syiihilis in the case ; no history of

rhenmatism, .-md tiie man had )>een temperate. Evi-

dences of thoracic aneurism were found when he was
admitted, and at the last examination there was an un-

doubted aneurismal tumor, abcuit foui' inches in diam-
eter, situated in line of the ascending portion of the

aorta, and projecting to the right and anteriorly. It

had made its way tlirough tlie thoracic walls and was
covered only by fibrous tissue and integument. A
double murmur and slight fremitus were obiaiiud, and
the tumor ha<l both puLsating and expansile movements.
There was present also a doulile aortic murmur ; also a

mitral direct murmur, and a very faint mitral regurgi-

tant murmur. No particular restriction of the patient

has lieen insisted upon, and yet he was exceedingly
comfortable. There was a point with regard to the

medicinal treatment in this case which will be men-
tioned after reference has been made to the other

cases. The case was instructive with regard to prog-
nosis.

The si-riiiid case was interesting on account of its

long duration, and also the remarkable diminution
which had taken ])lace in the size of tlie •tumor. A
male jiatient, a't. 38 years, who gave a syphilitic his-

tory, and had suffered from Inemoptysis (irior to the

evidence of aneurism, was admitted to the liospital the

last time in 1873.

In this case, also, the tumor had made its way through

the chest wall anteriorly, and the end of the eroded
second costal cartilage could be distinctly grasped by
tlic fingers. One peculiarity of the case was that

there had never been ])resent any anturismal niuiniur
;

nor were there any cardiac muimurs. In neither of

these cases was there any obstiuction of the radial

pulse. The aneurism in this case had been in existence

probably between four and six years, and within the

last year and a half -had diminished in size neaily one
half. In this case, also, no restriction had been in-

sisted u])on, and the patient had seveial times returned

to the hospital drunk, when given a leave of al).sence.

Evidences rf lung consolidation had develo)ied within

a few months, but, notwithstanding that and the aneu-

rism, the man was feeling very well. He also had
been receiving tlie remedy to be mentiond hereafter.

The third case was one in which there had been some
question with regard to diagnosis, and the history will

be given in detail.

.\ laborer, a;t. 43 years, was admitted, and gave the

following history : He had had " chills and fever,"

which was all the sickness he had ever had in his life-

time. He had not had either syphilis or rlieumatism.

The first thing noticed was a pain in the chest extend-
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III',' from a point midway lu-twecn Hk- stemiim and
i jiose of producing (liaphorcsis, and soon after tlic scc-

ni|>|>le, across to and down the under side of tlie rii,'lit oiid .lose was ^civen the patient liroke out in exceed-
ariii, l)Utwlieu lyiuLT upon llie liaelv the pain would stop IultIv profuse perspiialion. and, in addition, the
entirely. It was made woi-so liy exercise and a deep remedy acted as a sialasogiie to such a degree that
inspinitioM. and there was shortness of hreath, hut no

,

- wii. of saliva were collected in four hours. At the
cough or expeet.Matiou. lie liad sunVred somewhat ti of imr visit the patient was passing 3 Ix. of urine
from bleeding piles. That ccunpl.ted tlie history, in iwentyfonr hours, acid, had a sp. gr. of lO-'a,
The chest heing exposed, a pulsaliiMi was noticed in :Mid contained no allmmen. .\fter the operation
theseeonil intercostal space to the right of the sternum

,

pulsations were seen in liotli caiotids. in both suliela-

vian arteries, most m.-irlted upon the left side; a dif-
fused pulsjition around the apex ; a pulsation in the
epigastrium : hut at no point in the chest wall was
bulging or retract icm apparent. Upon palpation a 1

l)urriiig thrill was felt over the apex: an impulse un-
!

der til' clavicle in both sides, and a slight impulse at
the point where tlie pain lirst cominenced. Tlie apex-
bt-at was carried downward and fartlier to the left than
normal. Upon percussion an increased area of dulness
WJLS found over the ascendiiii; portion of the arch of
the aorta, and to the right, and cardiac dulness extend-
ed two inches to the left of the nipple. ,

Ujion auscultation, a iiuMinur, having its maximum '

intensity over the apex, preceded tlie tirst sound of the i

heart; another murmur, synchronous with the second
sound of the heart, was heard with its greatest inten-
sity at the base; .also a double murmur over the left

carotid, besides a peculiar pulling murmur over the
area of dulness to the riglit of the sternum, which was
synchronous with the cardiac impulse, but absent when
the patient was in the horizontal position, and sounded
more like fencing air out of lung tissue than a real

,

aneurismal hriiit. The respiratory murmur was less
1

distinct upon the right than upon the left side of the
sternum, but the abseuce of bronchial breathing cxclud-

j

ed lung c(msolidati<>u. There was only slight diminu-
tion in the intensity of the respiratory murmur in the 1

neighborhood of the area of dulness at the right of
the sternum. Pulsation in the right radial artery was
less distinct than in the left. \

The case was interesting for two good reasons:
I

1. It illustrated how extensive cardiac disease might '

become independent of injury, syphilis, or rheumatism.
2. It illustrated the diUiculty in making a diagnosis

in certain cases, and also showed how easily the real

difficulty might bi- overlooked, for the patient had
already lieen treated for pleurisy and neuralgia, but in

neither instance had a physical examination of the
[

ch"st been made. The case has been placed in this

group not because the symptoms were positively diag- i

uo.stic, but rather because they were strongly sugges-

I

tive, and is thus turned over to the reader for study.
I

Now. with regard to treatment, all three cases had
rcceivltd the iodide of potassium in large doses,
and in all a marked improvement had been manifested.
Hut there was one thing to be thought of while esti-

mating the effects apparently prodn(-ed by the drug,
namely, that rf:it had been enjoined, although no spe-

cial restriction had birn insisted upon, such as lying
in bed : and the question naturally arose: was it the

;

reit or the ilrm/ that afforded the relief i

ACUTE IIHIOIIT'S 0ISE.\SK—HI.\r,.\<100l'E EFPKOT OF
jAniiK,vNni.

The case presented certain peculiarities which made
it worthy of note. When admitted, tmly T^ to 11 ^

ounces of urine were passed in twc>nty-fonr hours, and
it contained albumen, epithelial and granular casts.

The patient wiLsdry-cuppi d over the kidneys: received

a cuthartic. composed of croton oil, podophyllin, and
elateriiim, ami dram doses of the fluid extract of
jaburuodi. The latter wits administered fur the juir-

of the cathartic, the infusion of digit,ilis with acetate
of potash was administered.

THE SI.VL.UIOOI'E EFFECT OK JAIIOKANIJI PKEVBSTED
BV 1IV1'0UEK.\I1C INJECTIONS OK MOUKIIIA AKD
ATUOl'IA.

When jaliorandi is to be administered it has been
custonuiry to precede it with a hypodermic injection,

<oM>isting of i of a grain of the sulphate of morphia,
and ,.',• of a grain of the sulphate of atropia. This
ha-i been done for tin' purpose of preventing salivation,
and has proved successful.

ACUTE AnTICULAR HHEUMATISM TUE.\TED WITH
SALICYLIC ACID.

.V number of cases had been treated by administer-
ing six grains of the acid every two hours, and contin-
uing it in from six to ten irrain do.ses three times a day,
astlie acute symptoms subsided. In every instance the
symptoms had bee n markedly relieved, and, as a rule,

c|nili' promptly. This plan was adopted independent
of the use of alkalies.

nitONCHOCELE—TREATMENT
ALCOHOL

,

BY ISJECTIOXS OF

A male patient, set. 28, native of Delaware Co., N.
Y . lirst noticed that his neck was enlarged twelve
years ago, and the enlargement had been generally
increasing since. The goitre was enormous, and
most marked upon the right side.

The case was to be treated by hypodermic injections

of about twenty drops of alcohol, repeated according
(oifTect pr<iduced. The injections were used with the
ide;i of producing shrinking, as the result of the for-

mation of new connective tissue in the enlarged organ.

POTT"s niSEASE—PAIiAPLEOIA.

The disease commenced in this c;ise about twenty-
tliree years ago. There was no paralysis wIk'II the bone
disease was first deveIo|)cd, and probably the healing
process was almost completed when the ]iaraple-

gia lirst appeared. The tirst attack of jiaraplegia

occurred in I s.">7, lasted sixteen months, and involved
both motion and sensation. lie laid upon his back all

the time, being entirely unable to stand or use the legs.

Complete recovery took place.

The »eriii,il attack occurred about the year 1ST2, and
lasted about two months. In that attack motiim only
was involved ; again recovery was also complete.
The third attack of paiaplei:ia occurred only a short

time since; was of brief duration; involved motion
oidy. and was followed by a complete recovery.
Mow were these attacks to be explained ?

The /?r»< was believed to be due to the |;r Bsute from
the deformity itself giving rise to an obstruction in

the circulation, or jjrcssure from an accumulation of
intl.i minatory products.

The fnini} and lliird attacks wer<' thought to be due
to some reflex condition, or perhaps due to some cir-

culatory disturbance. The ready manner in which re-

covery took place seemed to place them beyond being
ilue to prcsture.
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INFLUENCE OF PREGNANCY UPON THE UNION OP
FRACTURED BONES.

A female jiatient had sustained a fracture of the

lower eud of the radius ah(jut two montlis previous to

her confineiiK'nt, l)ut union had not taken place

when tlie child was Ijorn. She went on and nursed
her baby ; l)ut union not taking ])lace, as was ex-

pected after eontinement, tlie child was weaned, and the
bones united within a very short time.

Two other cases were noted iu which fractures had
occurred during pregnancy, and in whicli union did
not take place. On the other hand, a woman who
had been pregnant about two months was Ijrouglit

into the liospital because of a compound frac-

ture of the femur. It was thought by some of the

visiting surgeons that amputation was necessary, but
the patient refused, and tlie linil) was dressed by
u\eans of the ordinary extension and counter-extension

apparatus known as Buck's extension apparatus. Mis-

carriage tlu-eateued for twenty-four hours, but did not

occur, and good union of the bone took place. The pa-

tient Ijeing ratlier uneasy and quite troublesome, got up
after union had occuired, and in some of her perambula-
tions fell and fractured tlie same feniiu' the second time

at about the same place where the first fracture occur-

red. The fracture was reduced, and when we saw her,

union had again taken place.

HYSTERICAIj niP-JOINT DISEASE.

The patient was a girl al)out si xteen years old , and had
been sick three years. She said she received an injury

from a fall, and that then the trouble about her hip be-

gan. The positit)n nf the limb was such as seen in the

second stage of morbus coxarius, l)ut when an examina-
tion was made with reference to that disease, not a

single symptom was present except the obliteration of

the gluteo-femoral crease. Besides, the limb affected

was larger than the well one. Tlie visiting surgeon

regarded it as a case of hysterical hip-joint disease,

for the girl was exceedingly nervous, and at tlie same
time he gave a very unfavorable jirognosis as regarded

the ultimate usefulness of the limb. For, as far as his

experience had enabled him to judge, the peculiar

condition which prompted or compelled or induced

such patients to simulate deformities could not be

easily, if ever, overcome.

HOW TO DECIDE THE QUESTION OF OPERATION IN A
CASE OF PERI-TYPHLITIS.

The case was one in which well-marked syni]itoms

of peri-typhlitis had l)een developed, and a hard mass
extending from low down in the iliac fossa to above
the crest of the ilium could ]>e distinctly mapi)ed out

by palpation and jjercussion. Tenderness was very

well developed upon )3rcssure over the same region,

and there was arrest of respiratory motion below the

umbilicus. Pulse 110, and temperature 101i° F.

The patient received a moderate amount of opium, was
kept perfectly quiet in bed, and had local apjilications

of light warm poultices. At the time of our visit he

liad been in the lios])ital three days, and had been sick a

W'eck before his admission. On the seventeenth day of

his sickness there was less pain, the tumor had diminish-

ed in size, and it was quite evident that resolution was
taking plice. That fact led the visiting physician to

remark that he had seen several cases of peri-typhlitis

which had progressed until it had seemed that sup-

puration was inevitable, and yet from that jioint a

change for thelietter liad occurred, anfl resolution had
taken jjlace. He regarded it as a matter of great difli-

ctdtv, iu many of these cases at least, to determiue the

exact time when pus had been formed, and in no case,

therefore, would he consent to any surgical operation
for the evacuation of an abscess in that region until

l)us had been detected by means of the aspirator.

Under such circumstances the aspirator was regaided
as an instrument that could render signal service, and
when pus could be reached by the use of the needle,

then, and not until then, should recourse be had to any
surgical operation of greater severity. In the case

before us a good recovery took place.

|)rogirts0 of iHctttcal Science.

Report of Forty-one Cases of AnTint.'Ut.—Dr.

Dolirzycki has met with forty-one cases of anthrax
within a period of four years ; thirty-six of these teases

occurred during an epidemic, and the remaining five

were sporadic. In most of the cases the patients had
been employed about infected animals, while in some
cases the Hesli of these animals had lieen eaten. Dr.

D. divides cases of anthrax into two classes : those

which are produced by direct inoculation, and those

through the medium of the stomach or lungs. In the

former class the disease ap|)ears as a malignant pus-

tule when the inoculation takes place on the extremi-

ties, and as a carbuncle or anthrax malignus wlien it

takes i)lace on the head or trunk. In the second class

the disease either runs its course witliout local lesions,

or a consecutive anthrax malignus develoijs. Of
course the lines of distinction between the different

varieties are not always shai ply marked.
In these 41 cases, there were in 17 cases only, a

malignant pustule, in 13 cases a primary anthrax
malignus, in 8 cases a consecutive anthrax malig-

nus, in 3 cases ])ustula maligna and primary car-

buncle both, and 1 case ran its course entirely with-

out local symptoms. Only six of the 41 patients

died ; this very favorable result being ascribed to the

energetic treatment adopted in every case. All sus-

picious spots on the body were at once cauterized with
caustic potash or the red-hot iron, the latter being the

surer method ; the wounds were then dressed with
carbolic acid. Internally rather large doses of carbolic

acid were administeied, al)nut a drachm being given
iu the course of twenty-four hours.

Dr. D. believes that it is dangerous to eat 'the flesh

of diseased animals ; where this has been done with
impunity, he thinks it was because tlie flesh was taken
from parts at a distance from the point of infection.
—Alhjemeine Med. Centriil-Zty., !May 17th, lti70.

A Case of Myositis Ossificans.—Dr. Huth re-

ports a well-marked case of this very rare disease. It

began as a small "hardness" under the chin of a boy
20 months old. Gradually the muscles of the neck,
trunk and extremities became stiff and ossified, and
now the patient, who is 4J years old, presents the

following lesions: There is a small exostosis on the

left parietal bone. Tlie masseter muscles are hardened
in spots : in the muscles of the neck some fasciculi are

ossified in the shape of ropes or rosaries. The muscles
of the thorax form a sort of bony coat of mail. On
the back there are five or six exostoses the size of

walnuts. The nuiseuli lumliales are hiirdened on both
sides ; in the abdominal muscles a bony string, as thick

as a finger, extends from llie edge of the ribs on the

right side to the pubes, while on the left side there

are only a few hard nodules. Both shoulder-joints
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are perfectly stiff, and the arms lie close a<j;ainRt the
trunk, but the forearms are healthy and movaMe.
The niusiles of tlie left hip and thii,'h are hard and
stiff: hut those of the riijht hip and le-r are nnaffectid.
The left tlii;;h is fixed at a ri-.dit an;,de to tlie trunk,
and the left U;-; at a ri^hl an;jcle to tlu' tliii;h. altliou<;li

a little passive movement ean be <jiven to the knee-
joint. Till- child is bound securely in a low eiiair. and
by means of tlie ri-jlit leir lie ean move liinisclf around
from one part of the room to another. With the help
of a Ion;; fork he can feed himself with solid food,
but all tlmds must be ijiven to him by others. It re-

mains only to mention that no cause can be found for
this affection, and that no trealnunt seems to be of
any avail—.1%. Med. Central-Zeitung, May 20tli, 1876.

TftE Preventio.v op Py.kmia FN HosriT.VL, Pii.\c-

TICK.— .Vn instructive paper on this subject was re-

cently read before the Norwich Jledico-Clilrni'^ical

Society, by .Mr. Cadge. It is hard to tell how preva-
lent py^emia really is, for it is only in a few hospitals
tliat accurate records are kept or reports luade. In
four of tlu' London hospitals, of the deaths after major
amputations, no fewer than 37.8 per cent. ({) were
caused by pya-mia. Mr. IJryant tells us that forty-
two per cent, of the deaths at (Jiiy's Hospital were line

to it. and Jlr. C'allender reports that for ten years at
St. Bartholomew's Hospital it caused thirty-nine i)er

cent, of the deaths following amputations for disease.

In the Norfolk and Norwich Hospital, during the la.st

five years, there have been thirty-two deaths from
liy.Tcmia.

Of late years, however, ))ya"mia has been effectually
checked, and almost entirely prevented in several hos-
pitals, and Mr. Cadge alludes to three, to show that
the same object has been obtained by different meth-
ods. Prof. Lister's wards in the Glasgow and Edin-
burgh inlinnaries, '• from being about the most un-
healthy in the kingdom, were converted into models
of healthiness" by means of the antiseptic treatment
of wounds. In thesi.x yeai-s during which he has been
surgeon to the Kdinburgh Infirmary, lie has had only
one case of pyamiia, although his wards were dirtv
and overcrowded by bad cases, Sa.\torpli, of Copen-
hagen, Nussbaum, of Munich, Thiersch, of Leipsic,
Volkmann, of Halle, Bardeleben and Langenbeek, of
Berlin, and Von Buseh, of Bonn, state emphatically
that i)ya'niia and other septic diseases, which had
|)rcviously been disastrously common in their l.irge

hospitals, have almost entirely ceased since the intro-
duction of the antiseptic treatment.

During the five years that Mr. Callender has been
attached to St. Bartholomew's Hospital, all his ca.ses

of compound fracture. si.\ty-»ix in number, recovered
;

of forty-nine ainputation.s. only three died ; and out
of 40.5 operations done in the theatre, there were
but three cases of blood-imisoning. and these he attri-

buted to faulty management. These results, which
are astonishing when compared with the results of th<^

precedintr t'Mi years, were obtained by exceeding care
in atti'niling to hygienic surroundings, to the obser-
vance of strict rest, and to the absolute cleanliness of
wounds; to the use of drainage tubes, and of carbolic
acid dressings.

Lastly, in the Norfolk and Norwich Hospital du-
ring the year ending .Vpril 1st, l.sTCi, there were :!.)()

operations and wounds, but not «;«• death from pya'uiia
or traumatic erysi|)ela.s, while during the preceding'
five years, pyiFinia had caused thirty-two deaths.
This favorable change was broiiu'lit about by the avoid-
anc- of over-crowding, great attention to ventilation,
treating the more important operations and severe in-

juries in a separate building, but especially by great
attention to cleaiiline.-is of the wards, bed-liiu n. ban-
dages, etc., etc., and to all the details of nuising.

Tlie treatment of wounds has chietty consisted in the
flic use of drainage tubes, and the application of car-

bolized oil on lint covered by cottoii-wool, and the
oecasitmal use of the full iintise|)tic method. The
LTieat dilficulty in carrying out this plan, is in getting
llie reqiiisiti' number of trained nurses, and nursing
superintendents.

Mr. Cadge suggests increasing the cubic space al-

lowed to each bed to 2.000 or 2,500 cubic feet, and
isol.iting as far as possil)le, all case." of severe opera-
tions or serious accidents, in single rooms, as further
calculated to diminish the risk of ))yaniia. He also

recommends the appointment of governnu'iital visiting
boards with full powers, and that every hospital should
be obliged to pui)lisli full yearly reports, with bolli of
which suggestions the Kditor of tlie Jji-itixh Mrdiad
.loifitnl heartily agrees.

—

Bril'mh Maliatl Jvurnal,
.\pril22d, 187C.

C.\RBOT,izED C.vroTJT IX LiviNG TISSUES.— Mr. Fhm-
iiig. of Gla.sgow, has recently pcrfuimed a nunibcr of
very interesting experiments in that city, with the
oliject of ascertaining what becomes of carbolized
(Mtgut when introduced into living tissues. At first

he simply inserted carbolized catgut with a needle
beneath the skin of a dog's back, putting fresh pieces
in new places at definite intervals of time. At the
end of a month the dog was killed, and no traces of
any of the pi<'ces could be found, exccjit in two j-laccs

where abscesses, piolialily due to the use of a dirty
needle, had formed around pieces tliat had only been
in a few days. In his next experiments, in order to
mark the position of the catgut, he twisted a bit of
fine silver wire about it, but the wire ]neveiitcd the
cutting of thin secticjns. He then sub>tituted for the
wire carbolized silk, which can Ix' closely applied to
the catgut, is little altered in the tissues, seems to set

up no initation. and can easily be cut with the razor.

With this he performed about twenty experiments on
dogs and rabbits, in the latest expeiinieiits the ani-
mals being killed by bleeding and a two per cent.

soluti<mof Briicke's soluble Prussian blue injected into
the abdominal aorta. He then cut out the pieces of
catgut with some of the tissues in which they were
imbedded, froze tliem, or hardened them in spirit, and
made sections in the usual way.

.Microscopical exaiiiinati<in showed that a gniilual
softening takes ])lace from without, in the catgut break-
ing down and becoming infiltrated with cells, probably
leucocytes. This part of the process takes from five

to twenty days, varying with the siieciinen of catgut,
the tissue in which it is situated, and the age and vi-
tality of the animal. Next, the pultaceous mass into
wliieh it has been converted is pernieated with blood
channels, and ultimately may be described as a cast
of the catgut in a kind of granulation tissue freely
supplieil with lilood-ves,sels, which in many of the
speiimens were very fully injected.

By the aid of these observations we can easily ac-
count for the different results obtaineil by the use of
calgnt in diffiTcnt hands. We see that it is in reality
ni'-rely a temporary ligature, because in the softening
^(ai;e it cannot be said to have any constricting effect.

Whether this temporary constriction lasts lonp enough
to produce embolic occlusion of the vc'ssels, di'pends
upon the sample of catgut and the vitality of the pa-
tiint.— T/if. J.uiit-H, May 27th, \x~6.

I'Ki.i,Aon,\. ITS C.vi'sK,* .vNi) N.VTiUE.— Dr. Wiiiter-
iiilz, of Vienna, contributes to the yicrt<1jahrf»»rhnj't
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fiir Dermatolngie und SijpTiilis, an exhaustive paper on
pellagra, a disease which is supposed to ha confined to

parts of Italy, France, and Spain, and al;out whose
history and nature much uncertainty exists. He
analyses the accounts of the disease given Ijy Italian

and French writers, and concludes that several very

different and distinct diseases have been described

and treated under the natfle of ))ellagra. He tliinks

that cases of pellagra will be less and less frequently

reported, in proportion to the increase of our knowl-
edge and skill in diagnosis. The results of treatment

also show that different diseases have lieen classed as

pellagra, mostly the diseases genei-ated by want and
misery. The so-called pellagra is characteristically a

disease of the first months of the year, which is the

very time when the poor suffer most from cold, un-

.cleanlincss, and want. The provisions laid in for the

winter are \>y that time consumed, and the stomach,

loaded with iudigestiljle suljstances, ceases to perform
its work. At the same time various eruptions of tlie

skin'result from the long-continued want of ablutions.

The author closes his paper with the following con-

clusions :

1. Numerous diseases of the skin, bowels, and mind,
and also diseases characterized by a retrogressive

met imorphosis, such as scorl)utus and tuberculosis,

prevail everywhere where pellegra is said to 1)e found.
2. These diseases present no lycal ])eculiaritics.

3. They are excited Ijy the same causes, and follow

the same course, as in other localities, and consequently

it is unnecessary to seek for any specific causes f oi- them.

4. Tliese different diseases have no special connec-

tion with one another, but, as in all other localities,

may ])resent numerous combinations.

5; They occur in lunatic asylums, which, until re-

cently at any rate, did not present the best hygienic

conditions.

6. In these asylums they even occur more frequently

than elsewhere, wliich is not surprising when we
consider tlie uncleanliness and the unhealthy food of

most lunatics.

7. His experience in the Lunatic Asylum at Venice
convinced him that accidental diseases of the skin

and aljdominal organs as often preceded as followed
the insanity, and tliat these complications resulted

only from individual conditions.

8. .\s a rule the cases classed as pellegra consisted

of the diseases consequent on want and misery, the

universally prevalent " Mali della miseria."

9. Consequently pellagra as an independent, specific

disease, confined to circumscril>ed areas, does not exist.

10. The pathological history of raphania maiztica,

as an independent disease, has yet to be written; it

has at all events no connection with pellagra.— Vler-

teVmhrcsschrift filr Dermatologie und Syphilis, 3 Heft,

18TG.

Treatment op Placenta Pr.bvia.—In a papei' on
this sul>ject, published in the Ameficnn Practitioner

for June, Dr. Parviu, of Indianapolis, advises, in con-

formity with the teachings of Greenhalgh and Thonuxs,

the induction of premature labor, and expre.sses a

belief that the mortality of Ijoth mothers and children,

in cases of ])lacenta prnevia, will undergo a marked
diminution wlien this is adopted liy the profession as

a rule of practice. He considers Barnes" dilators to

1>3 the safest and best means for the induction of the

])remuture labor, and they moreover bring it on more
rapidly than any other means. The vaginal tampon is

difficult of application; is uncomfortable to the

mother ; does not remove the possibility of a danger-

ous internal loss of blood, and possibly may lead to a

sei)aration of the placenta and death of the child.

Ergot is objectionable, except when the os is well
dilated or dilatal)le and the laijor can be speedily

terminated, for the tetanic contracticms it excites are

apt to asphyxiate the child. Puncture of the mcm-
l)ranes is obviously dangerous for tie child, and as far

as the mother is concerned is not free from danger, as

it may pos.sil)ly change an open into a concealed )iem-

orrhage. Pocalic version increases the risks to the

child's life, and proliably may be limited almost if not
quite altogether to cases of shoulder iiresentation.

Complete separation of the placenta, as advised by Sir

James Simpson, is a metliod which ignores the child's

interests, aud has never received any general profes-

sional support. Finally the partial detaclinieut urged
l)y Dr. Barnes does not seem to l)e a rational mode of
treatment, for it simply increases the bleeding surface.

New Treatment for Tricopiivton.—At the meet-
ing of the' SociHe McdicdJr. des ILijiititiu; on May 26th,

M. Laillier read, in the name of M Lespian. a jjaper on
the treatment of parasitic and n(m-])arasitic affections

of the skin. In 1875, while stationed :n the Pyrenees,

JI. Lesjiian saw a number of dogs that were suffering

from a parasitic affection that l)ore consideiable I'esem-

Iilance to tinea: scaly cutaneous eruptions, the hairs

glued together and breaking off close to the roots, aud
slaty color of the skin. His own two dogs were
affected, and on microscopical examinalicm he found
almost always sjjores. Within a short period, thirty-

four persons, twenty-eight children and six adults,

were affected with the same disease, tlie parts aft'ecled

being tliose that are most frequently in contact with
the hands. The treatment employed by M. Lespiau
consisted in i)ainting with the following mixture:

8. Tannin, grs. XV. ; tincture iodine, ; iiss. ; glycerine,

3 V. JI. Wlien the disease was not very extensive,

two applications daily for four days generally pro-

duced a cure. Pre-existing crusts were softened by
the application for twenty-four hours of wads of

cotton wadding or charpie soaked in olive oil or gly-

cerine. M. Lespian has sometimes seen fevei', ptyalism,

and laryngismus occur during the treatment, which
probalily resulted from iodism.

—

La France Midicale,

May 31st, 1876.

iNCONTrNENCE OF Urine.—Mr. Brenchley writes to

the Practitioner that he has seldon\ seen much good
done in the above disease by belladonna, iron, or bro-

mide of ]iotassium, but has met with much success

with the following combination of ergot and hon

:

v.. Tinct. ergotit TT1_ x.

Tinct. ferri. pereh'.oridi Tr[ v
Spt. chloroformi TTL v.

Infus. quassia; ad 3 i. ter die sumend.

Esmarch's Bandage for Chronic Ulcers.—Dr.
Turney, of Ohio, has employed this bandage in seven
cases of ulcers of the leg, one a tyiiical indolent ulcer,

with indurated edges, over the internal malleolus of a

woman over eighty-five years of age. In six cases the

cure was rapid and iieriiiauent ; in one a portion of the

cicatrix gave way, Imt it was again progressing favor-

ably when the patient di.sappeared. The bandage was
applied firndy from the foot to the knee, once a day,

and allowed to remain as long as it could be borne,

alxiut ten or fifteen minutes. No other treatment was
emjjloyed. With each ajjplication oxygenated ))lood

takes the jilace of a fiuid unfit for nutrition ; the

strong i)ressure effectiially overcomes the pas.sive con-

gestion and o^dematous infiltration, and tlie distended
vessels, conqiletely relieved of their load of vitiated

blood, have an opportunity to recover theirlost tonicity.
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OOrrAGE HOSPITALS.

Mn. .I.\Mi:s VV. Uicekm.vn, ono of tlie Giveinoi-.s of tin;

New York Hospital, and eliiiirmau of a committee to

report on the ])racticability of founding a village of

cottjige hospitals, has prcsi'ntcd a very claliorate oon-

trihntion* to the subjoct, which deserves the thou<;ht-

ful eonsideration and careful study of every one in-

terested in hospital construction.

In our recent articles upon hospital construction aiul

organization, we took occasion to urge the establish-

ment of collage hospitals ; and it is with a feeling of

congratulation that we can add the inlluence of tliis

di.stingui.>ihed gentleman to the advocacy of the jjrin-

ciplcs involved. A careful examination of the sulj-

ject in all its varied aspects, has caused him to arrive

at conclusions which commend themselves with tlie

force of conviction to every candid observer.

lie commences his report witli the following start-

ling, yet truthful, statement:

'• That in all the hospitals whose records have been
preservid, it is found that, although thi^ art of surgery
has made great progres.s, no improvement in the cure
of patient.s has been attained —the average moitality
after opiTation.i r<nuiining unchanged for thirty or
forty years; and that in .^niall and separate hospitals

the mortality diminishis with the .-.ize of the building.
In the treatment of disea.se the .-.ame rule holds true;

the nearer the condition of the patient apprjaelies that

of a member of a well-ordered household, the better are
the chane<s of his recovery. T\w. most successful hos-

pital, therefore, will be a cottage ; niul the best gen-
eral inlirmary will be a village of such cottages, sur-

rounded by gardens and init bare of trees. I'ure air

is the Hrst necesnity. (ire:it. cities have been supixwid
to re(|uire great hospitals in their midst, so as to re-

ceive the large nnmliej' of sick and maimed persons
-who seemed likely to re(pi ire instant r<lief. In fact,

however, it turns out that the patients who are pro-
duced by .1 great city are wonderfully few."

• Bfport of the Cammlttoc on ii THIiiRt- of Conner H'wplinis nuulc to
tlie Oovcrnon of Uie Society of the- Kcw Yurk Uvi>|iiUil, Ibil).

Taken in coimection with the fact that the Hoard of

< I i.vernors have nearly coni|)leted a costly ediliei', for

liospital purposes, several stories high, in the heart of

the; city, and on the verge of what was once a swamp,

iIh' remarks have a bearing which is at once important

and signilieant.

.\|)preciating tlie fact that this statement might be

Ilie sul)je<'tof nuuh la-itieism on the part of tlnise who
I nan prudential and conscientious motives, might be

disinclined to believe it, Mr. I5eekman has fortified it

w itii an array of facts which are hardly open to ijues-

tiiiii.

The statistics of Dr. Farr. the KegistrartJemial of

Hiiiiland, are presented, to show that " the mortality of

tlie sick who are treated m large general hospitals of

populous towns is twice as great as the iiiorlality of

the sick who are treated in small hospitals in small

towns." The remarkable statements of .Mr. Eiichsen,

Prof. Tyndall. and the late Dr. Parkes, are also given

to show the iiilhienee which the so-called '• disease

dust" accumulating in these large charities has. in

producing i)yiemia, erysipelas, puerperal fever, and

other hospital diseases. The experiences of the Lin-

coln County, and Norwich and Norfolk Hospitals arc

also ([uoted. showing how impossible it is to eradicate

(lis use germs when the circumstances of long sat-

uration has given them a home within the walls.

The nunt remarkable and interesting i)art of the rc-

])ort is that which gives the comparative mortalily of

cases treated in large hospitals, and those cared for

outside, eitlier in the homes of tlic patients or in small

rural establishments. By coin|)aring the death rate of

dispensary practice with that of the mortality of hos-

pital patients, he concludes that the latter is two and

a half times greater than the former—a fact which can

hardly be explained on the score of blotter accom-

iiiodations than are to be found in well-regulated in-

stitutions. That the number of beds in a given hos-

pital has much to do with the increase of mortality,

Mr. Beekman presents the following table, for the

correctness of which he vouches :

PKRCENT.IOE OP
DK.Vrn UATK.

Ill Hritish hospitals with 300 to (iOO Iieds, -11 in 100 die.
" " with;!00 to 201 •• ;)(> • ••

" " with '^'OO to 101 '• 23 " "
" witli Kioto -M " 18 " "

" " with 2.") beds or less 14 " "

111 isolated rooms in country practice 11 " "

Hearing upon the same question, he quotes the fol-

lowing from Sir J. Y. Simpson's work on Hospitalism:

.„.«o.uosr,r.,,. ^rV.' "^Tr.

1st Skkiks.,—In large and metropolitan
Hritish hospitals, containing from :!00

to.'iOO beds or upwards, out of 2,0b9
limb amputations

85.5 died or 1 in 2.4 41
2d Skuiks.—-In provincial hospitals, con-

tinuing fiiiiii 201 to ;!00 beds, out of

6Ut3 limb umputatiiins

228 died or 1 w'.i.r, 39
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DEATH PER
RATE. CENT.SIZE OF HOSPITAL,

3d Sekies.—In provincial hospitals, con-
taining from 101 to 200 beds, out of

1,370 limb amputations
301 died orl iu4.4 23

4th Series.—In provincial hospitals, con-
taining from 2G to 100 beds, out of
701 limb amputations

134 died or 1 in 5.G 18
5th Series.— In provincial hospitals, con-

taining 25 l)eds or under, out of 143
liml) amputations

20 died or 1 in 7.1 14
6th Series.—In Britisli private country

practice, wliere tlie patients operated
on lay in single or isolated rooms, out
of 2,098 limb amputations

226 died orl in 9.2 11

It is well known tliat the arrangements of our

general hosjjitals, during the last war, oarrying'out as

they did the cottage |)lan, gave a low rate of mor-

tality, which was a matter of astonishment to every

one.

Mr. Beekman's rpport, being, for the most part, sta-

tistical in character, does not admit of a very de-

tailed presentation on such auoccasion as this ; Init we
believe we have given enough to sliow the nature and
drift of liis argument in favor of cottage hospitals,

and to ajjpreciate the force of his conclusions.

Believing as he does, in common with many others,

that a collection of cottages in the country is the

surest means of decreasing the mortality in hospitals,

he recommends a plan which is calculated to meet the

end in view. It is, in brief, that cottages should be

erected out of town, within convenient access to it by

rail or steamboat. Although the idea is somewhat
Utopian, the difBculties in the way of tlie accomplish-

ment of the design are not insurmountable. Tlie ar-

guments in favor of large hospitals, are couvenience of

administration and accessibility, but these are counter-

balanced by decrease in mortality, by the present facil-

ities of transportation, and by the comjjarative cheap-

ness of smaller establishments. In a large city like

New Yoi'k, a few miles out of town by rail or steam-

boat would not involve more time in travel than

would Ije consumed in the ordinai'y trijDs made by the

horse-car. To the patient the dangers of transporta-

tion would not he so great, jolted over cobble stones for

miles, as in an easy ambulance car or river transport.

In regard to the question of economy, Mr. Beekman
very significantly suggests

:

" That in this case duty and profit go together. The
chea]3est way is the best in all ways. We need clufap

—not large—buildings, ample space of ground, with
abundance of pure drinking water, and some trees.

The difference between the ca|iital sum which would
be "fixed" and aljsorbed in constructing a largo in-

firmary in town, and the amount of money which
would suffice to ])ay for and e(juip a village of cottage
ward;? in the country, will sup))ort generously out of

its income, when invested, a large number of free-

beds."

While we believe the cottage plan of hospital ar-

rangement, as suggested by Mr. Beekman, would be

the best, we cannot afford to do without smaller re-

ception houses in different parts of the city. Tlicse

also could be maintained at small expense, and could

be, from time to time, changed as circumstances de-

manded. As we have always been in favor of having

the cottage plan thoroughly tried, we cannot but hope

that the wealthy Society of the New York Hospital

will heed the suggestions of the writer of the report,

and give them the practical turn which is so de-

sirable.

Keports of Sorifticsf.

NEW YORK PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

suited Meeting, June 14, 1876.

Dk. C. K. Briddon in the Ciiair.

TU.MOR OP intestine—BRIGHT's KIDNEY, ETC.

Dr. John H. Hinton presented specimens consisting

of tlie kidneys, with portion of intestine and omentum
attached, wliicli luid been removed from the body of

a man aged sixty-one years. The ])oint of interest con-

nected witli these was the singular absence of symptoms
during life pointing to the existence of the grave
renal disease which was the immediate cause of

death. The patient, although not robust, enjoyed a
reasonalile amoujit of health, and was able to attend to

his business as a fiuaneier until three weeks before his

death. At that time he first began to complain of the

effects of constipation, although he had been suffering

from this latter condition during the greater part of

last winter. When Dr. lliuton fir.st saw him his atten-

tion was called to a tumor in the right iliac region.

This was about the size of the fist, midway between
the anterior spinous process of the ilium and the um-
bilicus; was quite firm in consistence, irregular and
nodular in outline, and freely movable. The dullness

on ])ercussion over this tumor was quite marked, and
was in striking contrast to the tympanitic resonance

above, occasioned by the accumulation of gas in the

large intestine. This latter fact, together with the ex-

istence of the tumor in that locality, and tlie obstinate

constipation, gave rise to tlu^ suspicion of an organic

lesion of the colon. The character of this growtli was
only surmised. The only prominent sulijective symp-
toms were nausea and jiain at the seat of the tumor,
colicky in character, and evidently due to the im])iison-

ment of flatus. These distressing symptoms ccmtinued,

and were only mitigated by opiate injections. There
was no change in his .symptoms until thirty-six hours
before death, when su|jpression of urine occurred, with
sliglit ura^mic symptoms. The ura-mia was not by any
means well pronounced, the patient being perfVctly

rational until within tliree hours of his death. With
the suppression there was a coincident cessation of
nausea, apparently due to the anodyne effect of tlie

uniemia. llie suppression was almost comjdete. only
six ounces of urine being drawn from the bladder
during the last thirty-six hours. Death occurred
quietly, without coma, and was due a])par<-ntly more to

the exhaustion than to the more direct influence of the
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kiilnvy troiiWe. Tlio ailvoiit of uncmia created tlie

tii-st suspicion of kidney disease, and it was not until

tlien lliat tlie urine was examined. It was found
allinniinous, Imt not markedly so.

Tlie autopsy was made ten hours after death. On
openini; the abdomen there was no general jieritonitis,

hut loeal peritonitis was found at the site of the tumor.
Tlu'se adhesions existed Iji'tween the omentum and
intestines, at tlie ileo-ca'cal junetion, and extended.
altlioiiLCh in a sli<;lit de^ilel^ to the peritoneum of the

iliac fossa. The tumor itself was, as previously stated,

about the size of the list, and consisted of a deposit in

thr sulistauce of tlu^ intestinal walls of the ileum, the

mucous membrane l)ein^ but slij^htly involved ; tliire

beinjj but one or two small points of ulceration on the

surface of the latter, with limited softeniufj; of the

submucous tissue. Two and a half inches of the cir-

cumference of the ileum were involved, piodueini"' a

stricture capable of admittiii'^ merely the tip of the

little linj^er, and presenting; the a|)peaiance of an in-

testinal sphincter at that point. The growth was ec-

centric rather tli.an concentric. The mesenteric glands
were enlarged and infiltrated, and there were also

nodules in the omeulnm. The ki<ln<'ys showed evi-

dences of old croupous nepliritis, with the attendant
surface depressions.

At the time of presentation there had been no
microscopical examination of the tumor, altlunigh
friim its gross appearances it was evidently cancerous
iu character.

IIIIINOPLASTV—P.VPII.T-ARY EriTIIEI,IOM.\.

Dil. I?itTi)i)()N presented ])hotogra|)hic representa-

tions of an operation for rhinoplasty at tlie Pi( s-

byterian Hospital, accompanied with the following
history by Du. W. E. Foiiuiosr, of the House Stalf :

Edward Mauer, aged :'.:{, baker, admitted .\pril 27,

ISTO. The patient entered the hospital with a tumor
on the nose. This commenced as a small i>iiiiple four

months ago, while the patient was convalescing from
a severe attack of variola. It has grown (iuit<' rapidly,

without pain, and at present is nearly one inch and a

((iiart-r in diameter. The tumor is a tiattened, circu-

lar s;rowth, with elevated edges and a rough papillary
surfiKN', presenting all the external appearances of an
epithelioma.

The tumor extends from near the root of the no.se

half way to the tip, covering the dorsum; more of it

lying on the left side than on the right side of the

nose. Opi-rated on A|)ril 2Sth.
j

The patient was put under etlK'r, and four incisions
,

made through the s(Uind integument, a (piarter of an
inch from tlie edge of the tumor, so as to enclose the
tumor in a (|uadrangul.ir-shapeil Hap. This piece was
carifuUy <lissected off. leaving an exposed surfae<! ex-

tending transver-sely across the nose to its junction with
the face, and extending along the dorsum two-thirds
of the way to the tip. Then a flap, previously niai kid
out, was dissecteil from the forehead. This tlap

extenihil oblii|uely upwards and towards the left, was
two and a ipiarter inches in length by two inches in

breadth at its uppi'r enil. and was left attached by a
pedicle to the forehcNid at the inner end of (he right

eyebrow. An hour afterwards, wlen all lieniorrhaLCc

had ceased, the tlap was brought down and sliiihed

into the space from which the tumor had been re-

moved. The lips of the wound on the forehead were
approximated by pins and adhesive strips.

April 'Jli.—The patient lost considi-rable bloml
during; the operation, and did not recover very well

from till,' ethi'i-. The (^ircidatiou in the Hap is gooi)

and the swelling mudvratv. I

A])ril 30.—The sutures wenr removed and the Hap
found to have united throughout most of its extent
by lirst intention. The face is somewhat swollen and
has an erysipelatous blush.

May 1.- TIk' whole fate is much swollen, the eyes

clo.sed, and the swelling extemliiiu' downwards. There
is some discharge from beiicalh the Map, and a very

small portiiPii of the lower right corner of the Hap has
sloughed ; the rest is warm. Temperature 104^, pulse

IIJO. The patiint was promptly removed t<i the

pavilion, and put upon the treatment for erysipelas.

May 0.—The patient has marly recovered from the
attack of erysipelas. The Ha]) has niaintaiiud its

vitality and its adhesions. The wound on the fore-

hiad is (illiiig by granulation.

May 2.5.—-The iiatieut h.is returm d to the hosi)ital

after a two weeks' visit at his home. The Hap is

healthy and has grown quite large and thick. To-

day the pedicle attaching it to the forehead was cut,

and an elliptical piece from the side of the new
|)ortion removed so as to reduce its size. The edges
were brought together with luuse hair sutures. On
pricking the llap the sen.sation was referred both to

the forehead and to the nose.

After which the Society went into Executive Ses-

sion.

Corresjjonticnce.

INCISION OF THE CERVIX UTEHI FOR
THE CURE OF DYSMENORRHtEA.

To The Editor of the Medical Hecobd.

Siu :—In your report of the stated meeting of the

Ni-w York Academy of Jledicine for .Fiine 1. ISTti. I

Hnd a pretty full abstract of a paper read by Dr. E li.

I'easlee, some of the statemenls of which will scarcely

be accepted without criticism by practical gyna'colo-

gists. While, theoretically. Dr. I'easlee's jjapir may
b>- regarded as an excellent analysis of the literature

of oi)erations for dysmenorrluea. it seems to me to be
misleading as to the feasiliility of the operations from
w hieli he dissents, and hence of very little value to

the practitioner, who must submit his theories to the

test of f.icts. One fact in physiology is worth jiages

of ratiocination; and it so often hap])ens that our
cleverest theories break down in the presence of a test

case, that I, for one, in growing gray with the iiroblcms
of practical surgery, have also grown wary of express-

ing opinions based upon review of medic.il literature.

Ill my own operations for dysmenorrluea. whelher pro-
cieding from antiHcxion or from sttnosi.s, or both,

hemorrhage is about the last thing to give any .serious

Irouble. and conception subsei|iunt to the operation is

lis fretjueiit as the averauc among women who have
never submitted to the knife; so that I should bo
wanting in frankness, and in regard for rial jirogress

ill surgery, if I should neglect to say that I consider
Dr. I'ea-slee's objections to be. in the main, punly
>pi'cnlalivc% and hence, although ably aignc-d, very
unreliable as giii<lis to the practitioner. I have, for

instance, ginerally found the womb resuniin'.' its

natural positiiui after incision of lla- cervix, without
special manipulation. It is, as I have observed further
on, from the ca.se-books of practical surgeons that a
line science of surgery is to be conslructi'd. There is

iiiithing so daniU'i-ons as a knife in the hands of a
blunderer, even in the simplest operation : and nothing
safer, cvuu in the must complex uiierutiun. than tho
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same instrument in the hands of a real svn-geon, cruided

by judg ueut and mature exiierience. The difheultyis,

tliat vour invetei-ate tlieorist is rarely dexterous and
experienced of hand, and finds his proper function as

a professor rather than a practitioner. Witli these pre-

liminary observations, I will proceed to my own record
of cases.

H. K. W. Dysmenorrhcea and sterility. Operated
by incision of the cervix posteriorly U|) to the v.aginal

junction, and tliree incisions, one central anterior, and
two lateral olilique, eacli one-eightli of an inch in

depth, tliiouifh the os internum. Used a modification
of Civiale's uretlirotome. Ijy means of whicli the depth
of tlie incision can lie gauged accurately. Tlie general
result was, of course, to convert tlie iinteflexed cervix
into a straight canal, longitudinally continuing the
body of tlie womli. Introduced a straiglit section of
laminaria, and retained it in position for five days by
packing lielow it with cotton. The incision liealed
kindly. Has not since Ijeen pregnant.

j\[rs. S, J. S. Operated in the same manner as liefore

for dysmenorrhtea and sterility. Patient has not since
been pregnant, altliougli the dysineninTluea was cured.

Mis. H. Dysinenorrha>a and sterility. 0|)erated in

the same manner. Has since been pregnant and safely
delivered at full time.

Mrs. V. Dysinenorilio'a and anteversiou. Operated
with Simpson's utcrotonie. Dysmenorrluea cured.
Not pregnant since tlie operation was performed.

Mrs. (i. Anteflexion and sterility. Operated with
Siiniison's instrument. Dysmenorrhd'a cured. Patient
left tlie city soon after the o])eration was performed,
and I have no means of knowing whether she has since
been ])regnant.

. Mrs. W. Anteflexion and dysmenorrhn'a. Operated
with Si m;)son"s instrument, with perfectly satisfactory
results. Present residence of the patient unknown to

me, and cannot, therefore, state whether she has since
been [jiegnaiit.

Mrs. G. Amputated the whole cervix. Hemorrhage
was not troublesome. Patient became jiregnant a few
months after the operation, and was safely delivered
after the full iicriod of gestation.

Mrs. 3[., of Yonkers, N. Y. Anteflexion, dysmen-
orrha\i, sterility. Incision of cervix with Simpson's
instrument. No hemorrhage. Dysinenorrha?a cured.

Mrs. 11., widow. Dysmenorrha>a. Same operation.
No serious hemorrhage.

!Mits, B. Dysmenorrhoea from antetiexion. Ope-
rated by incision with Simpson's curved uterotome.
Cured.

Mrs. H. DysmenorrhoBa and sterility from ante-
flexion. Oi)erat'd with Simpson's instrument, by
incision. Has been ])regnant three times, without
any sym])tonis of miscarriage.

Mrs. 'SI. Dysnienorrhcea and sterility from anteflex-

ion. Incision of cervix. Four pregnancies since,

without sym])toms of miscarriage.
Mrs. L. Dysmenorrhoea fnmi anteflexion. Incision

of the cervix. Since pregnant, and safely delivered
after the full time. No .symptoms of miscarriage.

Mrs. C. Dysmenorrluea and sterility from ante-
flexion. Incision. Case cured. Not since pregnant.

Jlrs. C. Vaginismus, dysmenorrlia'a and anteflex-

ion. Dissected out the hymen after the manner of
Dr.. Sims, and operated by incision with Simpson's
instrument. Patient cured, but whether she has since

been ])regnant I have no means of knowing, as she
removed from the city soon after.

Mrs. C. Sterility and dysmenorrhcea from ante-

flexion. Incision as described iu case of H. K. W.
Case cured. No pregnancy.

Mrs. D. Dysmenorrlia'a and sterility from ante-

flexion. Operated with modification of Civiale's

urethrotome, as described in case of H. K. W. Three
successful [jregnancies since.

Mrs. E. Sterility, dysmenorrhcea. anteflexion, and
uterine catarrh. Incision as described in case of H.
K. W. Twice pregnant, without symj^toms of mis-

carriage.

Mrs. E., of Texas. Dysmenorrhoea. sterility, ante-

flexion, and uterine catarrh. Operated by incision

with Civiale's lu'ethrotome. Case cured. No means
of ascertaining whether patient has since been preg-

nant.

Mrs. F. Anteflexion and dysmenorrhoea. Same
operation. Since pregnant, without symptoms of

miscarriage.

Mrs. G. Dysmenori-hoea, anteflexion, vaginismus,

and sterility. Dissected out the hymen, and operated

by incision of the posterior wall of the cervix and os

internum, as described in ca.se of H. K. W. The two
operations were not, of coiu'se, j)ei'formed without
the proj)er interval lietween them. Case cured, but so

recent as to rend:;r the question of pregnancy one
only to be decided liy future events.

Mrs. F. Anteflexion and dysmenorrhoea. Operated
as in precedingca.se. Have no means of ascertaining

whether iiatieut has since been pregnant.
Mrs. G. Anteflexion and dysmenorrhoea. Same

operation. Case cured Not pregnant when last

heard from, which was some years ago, and but a few
weeks after the o])eration.

Mrs. II. Anteflexion and dysmenorrhoea, sterility

of course. Operated by incision of cci'vix and os

internum, with my modiflcation of Civiale's ure-

throtome. Cured the dysmenorrhoea, but not the

sterility.

Mrs II. Anteflexion and dysmenorrhoea. Operated
as in preceding case. Has been pregnant three times

since, and gone the full time without symptoms of

miscarriage.

Mrs. W. Anteflexion, dysmenorrhea, and uterine

catarrh, for which she had previously suffered a tedi-

ous treatment. Same operatitm as in preceding case.

Cured, but has not since been pregnant.

Mrs. W. Anteflexion and dysmenorrhoea. Operated
by incision, with modification of Civiale's instru-

ment. Cured, but not since ])regnant.

Jlrs. I Anteflexion and dysmenorrhoea. Incision

of cervix and os internum. Case cured. Very re-

cent.

Mrs. R. Anteflexion and dysmenorrhoea. Incision

of the cervix. Since pregnant, and went full time
without symptoms of miscarriage.

Mrs. R. Anteflexion and dysmenorrhcea. Incision

of cervix and os internum. Operated by incision,

with some subsecjuent trouble, though not enough to

occasion any anxiety, tlie jjatient having taken the

liberty of removing the packing of cotton -.md the
laminaria.

Jlrs. R. Anteflexion and dysmenorrhoea. Operated
by incision. Case cured, but no subsequent preg-
nancy.

Mrs. R. Dysmenorrlia?a in consequence of steno.sis.

Operated by incision. Not since pregnant. In this

case there was also a fibroid tumm' of the os internum,
which had to be broken down by repeated incisions to

the centre. Well as ever, with the exception of not
having become ])regnant,

Mrs. S. Anteflexion and dysmenorrhoea. Incision

of the cervix. Since pregnant and safely delivered at

the expiration of the full time.

Mrs. v., after incision of the cervix for dysiueuor-
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rhoea and sterility, liiis beoii pregnant tlircc times, and
j
married. IIiw l'<"en twiee prcfinant, and gone tlie full

gone the full period without symptoms of misear-

riajre.

Mrs. AV. Antefle.xion, dysmonorrhcra, sterility. Ad-
dieted to opium. Incision. Case cured. Not since

pregnant.

Mrs. W., of East New York. Anteflexion and dys-

minorrh(ea. Imision. Case cured.

Mrs. M. .Vntetlexion and dysmiiiorrlia'a. Incision.

Dysmen(Mrh(Pa cured. Still under treatment.

Such thorousjh eontidcnce have I in incision of the

cervix uteri, when carefully performed, that I employ

it almost invarialily in viruinal easis, in which it is

important nut to rupture the hymen, and hence the

use of the speculum is impracticahle. No man can he

u successful surgeon who, whatever his theoretical

acfiuirenients, has not learned to sec with the tips

of his tinkers. A few of these cases, as they bear

upon Dr. I'easloc's papers, I will copy from my case

hook.

Miss I)., twenty years of age. Antrllixiiu aiul dys-

nunorrlHca. Uiuh'r chloroform to full nn:estlusia I

fiiund the hynun sulH<iintly relaxed to lie distendi-

l>le. Intiodiieed the ilouhle tiMiaeulum into the os

externum, straightening the cervix in such a maimer as

to admit of the intioductiim of a pair of curved
probe-pointed scissors, guiding them carefully along

the passage with the previously introdiic d index

finger, so as to avoid laceration, and trusting the

retention in place of the double tenaeulum to the hand
of an assist.int. In this maimer I slit the posterior por-

[

tion of the cervix up or near to the vaginal junction,
|

say within a line of it. AVithdrawiui; the scissors, i

I next introduced my modilication of Civiale's instru

nient. which can be adjusted to any exact depth of

incision, through the os internum, and made one lon-

gitudinal incision through the tissue of that body, a

line and a half in depth. Xext. closing the blade and
passing the instrument further up, I nnide an incision

of forty-live degrees in ol>li<|uity along the right wall,

and another on the left. Tlie three incisions being

sulfieient to insure considerable dilatation of the

cervix, the next step was to introdui-e a tent of lami-

nnria, the expansion of whi( h would keep the passage

enlarged. I removed the tint, as usual, at the end of

five days, cleaus<d the wound with carbolic acid wati r,

and redressed the incision. Using chloroform, whii h,

in addition to its aniesthetic value, has the special

property of relaxing muscular libres to such an extent

u« to iidinit of considcral)le eidargenu-nt of the |)a.ssage.

without danger of rupturing the hymen. .Vfter the

incision is healed, I have of late found great advan-
tage in using the bifurcated .stem pes.sary, which con-

triliutcs til retain the cervix in position until the

niu«chs have fully recovered their tone.

Miss II.. nineteen years old. Anteflexion and dys-

menorrho'a. ()perat<'d nndi-r full an:i'sthi'sia as in

precedini; case. Hymen not ruptured. Case cured.

Miss II., sister of preceiling. twenty years old. An-
teflexion and dysmi'norrhu'a. .Same operation. Casi-

cureil witlmut rupture of the hymen.
Miss.I.. Iweiity-threc years old. Operated lis licfore,

without rupturing the hymen. Patient married .soon

after, and lias been twice? pregnant. In conse<|Uence

of albiiniiiiuria, dropsy, anrl spasms, she was artilicially

delivered of the lirsl at the end of seven months.

The seeiiiid was carried the full term without symptonis

of miscarriage.

Jliss .AI. .Vntcflcxion and dysnienorrlicea. Incision

under full nnicthesin, without rupture of the liymeii.

Jlisif ]{^ twenty-two years old. Anteflexion and
dysmenorrlnrii. Incision, as in preceding ca.ses. Since

time without symptoms of miscarriage.

Miss K. nysmeiiorrha'a. Same oiieration, without

rupture. Ca.se cured.

Miss U. Dysiiienurihtra. Operat«d in the same

miinner. although the hymen was partly ruptured

before the trealliieiit commenced. Ca.se cured.

Miss H.. sister of the two Misses 1{. immediately prc-

cedini;. Dysiiu norrhfi'a and anteflexion. Catameiiia

were accompanied w itii spasms every iiionth. Operiiled

with dilating forceps, and introduced the bilnicated

sti-m pes.sary. .\s showing the advantage of incision

of the CI rvix, this case has not been successful.

Mi.ss H. Anteflexion and d.vsnienorrhoa. Operated

bv ineisintr the Cervix as previoudy diseribed, witlmut

rupturing the hymen. .Since married, and lately de-

livi red at the full time. Xo symptoms of niiseariiagc.

Miss B.. eiirhteen years old. Operated with dilating

forceps, under full ana'sihesia. Since married and
prcirnsnit.

Miss M.. nineteen years old. Operated with dilating

force|)S. No rupture. Case cured.

Miss M., tweiity-eii;ht years old. Operated by incis-

ion. Case cured without rupture of the hynun.

Miss D. Dysmenonhu'a. Incision under full ana?s-

tliesia. Case cured without rupturing the hymen.

In all these cases the incision has been substantially

the same, namely, a longitudinal cut of the cervix up
to the vaginal j'.inetion, and three incision of the os

iiitcrauni, each a lineand a half deep, with subseijuent

dilatation of the cervix with laniinaria, expanding in

many cases to five-eighths of an iiiili in diameter. In

every ca.sc the dysmenonhwa and anteflexion have

been cured, without any serious liiniorihage. Of these

eases fifteen have been pregnant and gone llie full

time. Five of the virgins have since mariied, with

seven healthy pregnnncies in all, and not a single case

of miscarriage lias oecurn d fniu inability of the

incised ceivix to carry the full time of fietal devel-

onnient. One had iiiematuie labor from albumiiuirin,

dro|isv and convulsions: and. with the assistance of

Dr. Ciiailes Build, hypodermic injections of ergot, and
I lie forceps, the mother was saved to be healthily preg-

imnt soon after.

I will not trouble the readers of a medical journal

with any theoretical discussion of Simpson's opera-

tion or the special features introduced by Sims. In

sursrery. success is the test of merit in every operatior,

and it is only by a careful analysis of the case-books

of practical men that the young practitioner can leant

to distinguish between real science and cleverly ex-

pri'sseil theory; and I shall, therefore, hope to see the

Medtom. Rixoiti) open its columns to transcripts from

the casebooks of iiractieal gyniecologists, with ,i

view to contribute to the materials for scieiitilic exact-

ness. I cannot forbear observing, however, that Dr.

IViusIce's view rests upon a radical misconception of

the part played l>y the cervix uteri in successliil jireg-

iiancv. It is not the cervix proper, but the s-peeial

muscular portion, eonsi.sting of circular filnes. at the

vaginal junction, that retains the developing embryo.

Thn lower portion is redistributed, and becomes

I
art of the uterine integuments as that oruan expands

ilurinj; the progress of gistatiou, in such a manner
that cicatrices of considerable magnitude aie complete-

ly obliterated by a single pregnancy.

In a recent viriiiiml case, the patient, Jliss R, of

this citv, had anteflexion with stricture of the os inter-

num. .\ge twenty-five years. Hymen unruptured. In
ill licnte health and considerably eiiiaeiatnl. I'lacinfJ

her under the full iidhieiue of chloioform. which is

very superior to ether as a muscular laxative, and tends
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to the reduction of hcmorrliage by suspending; the visa
Urgn of tlie lieart, I introduced the index finger of the

riglit iiand and passed up a single tenaculum, drawing
the OS internum downward. PJntrusting tliis to an as-

sistant, I next replaced the single tenaculum with a dou-
l)le one, whicli I inserted into tlie cervix, depressino-'it

as far as practical )le, and entrusted it to the asssigtsint.

Tiien, with the riglit hand I passed in a curved jjair of
probe-pointed scissors, one blade of which entered the
OS and cervix, the other remaining posteriorly without
and incised the latter up to the vaginal junction, so as to
straighten the canal from above downward. The index
finger of the right hand must be the guide in making
this incision, and great care must be taken to keep ft

within due limits. Still retaining the double tenaculum
I next widened and straightened the uterine canal by
introducing into the os uteri internum, and a little be-
yond it, a concealed nterotome, and making three in-
cisions into the OS internum, which is done by with-
drawing the guarded blade open, and returningit shut.
Of these incisions (me was downward anterior three-
fourths of an inch long, and a line and a half deep, and
the other two were lateral oblique. A section of
laniinaria, sustained with a packing of cottcm, com-
pleted the operation. The hemorrhage was trifling.

The laniinaria must lje occasionally introduced durinn-
the progress of the healing, to prevent contraction of
the incisions of the os internum. Case cured with-
out rupture of the hymen.

Yours, very respectfully,

Joseph Worster, M.D.

ARMY NEWS.
Official List of C'/nnif/fs of Stations and Duties o;f

Oncers of the Mnlind Dt'pnrUnent, United States
Army, from July 2'id to July 20th, 1876.

MrLH.vu, J. J.. Surgeon. Leave of absence extended
to October 1, 1876, and his resignation accepted by
the President, to take effect Octr 1, 1876. S. O. 148,
A. G. O., July 21, 1876.

Bache, D., Surgeon. Assigned to duty at Angel
Island, Cal. S. O. 73, Dept. of California, July 19,

1876.

Tii.TON, IT. R., .Vsst. Surgeon. To proceed to mouth
of Big Horn IJiver, 11. T., and report to Brigadier-
General Terry for duty with his command in the field.

S. O. 88, Dept. tif Dakota, July 22, 1876.

HoRTON, S. M., Asst. Surgeon. Assigned to duty as

Post Surgeon at Fort McHenry, Md. S. O. 143, Divi-
sion of the Atlantic, July 28, 1870.

McEldbrry, H., Asst. Surgeon. Granted leave of
absence for two months. S. O. 148, C. S., A. G. O.

Lii'PiNCOTT, 11., Asst. Surgeon. As.signed to duty at

the Military Academy, West Point, N,"Y. S. O. 148,

C. S., A. G. O.

GiR.\nD, A. C, Asst. Surgeon. Granted leave of

absence for six months, with permission to go beyond
sea, to take effect wdien relieved by Asst. Surgeon
Lippincott. S. O. 148, C. S., A. G. O.

GiRARD, J. B., Asst. Surgeon. Granted leave of
absence for one month. S. O. 152, A. G. O., July
27, 1876.

Price, C. E,, Asst. Surgeon. Assigned to duty at

Camp Bidwell, Cal. S. O. 73, C. S., Dept. of Cali-

fornia.

Wortiiington, J. C, Asst. Surgeon. To report to

Commanding Officer Dept. of Arizona for assignment
to duty. S. O. 150, C. S., A. G. O.

Spencer, W. G., Asst. Surgeon. Granted leave of
absence for one month. S. O. 106, Dept. of the South,
July 27, 1876.

fUeiiical Stemg anb JJ'ctDa.

CoNTAGiODS Diseases.—Comparative statement of
cases of Contagious Disease reported to the Sanitary
Bureau, Health Department, for the two weeks ending
July 29, 1876.

Week Ending
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be siTvcd daily in tlic L'nivcTsity l)uililinj; from 1 to '.'

o'cl.icli. On Wwliiestliiy eviiiiiiir, S^pti'iiilpiT (illi, 1)]-.

J. J. WiiucKvaix), U. S. A., will adtlivss tlio Coii^ioss

on the Scicntilic Work of tlic Suri^eonGoninirs
liiiruaii. Till' Piililic Dinner of the ('oML;re»s will he
given on Thui'sday eveninj;, Se|>lenilier 7th, at 7

o'clock. The re;;istration hook will he open daily

from TImrsday, Anirnst :!lst. to Saturday, Septemher
3d, inclusive, from 1'..' to 8 r. M., in the Hall of tin'

Colle;j;e of Physicians. N. K. corner of Thirteenth and
Locust streets, and .at the L'uiveis.ly of rennsylvania
ou .Monday, September -tth, from !• to 12 M.. and daily

thcrciifter from D to 10 A. M. Credentials must in

every case be presented. Letters addressed to the
monibers of the Congress, to the care of the Collei^e

of Physiejans. X. K. corner Locust and Thirteenth
streets. I'hiladelphia, during; the week of niectini;.

will be delivered at the University of Pennsylvania.
The Secretaries of State and Territorial Medical So-

cieties are reipii'stod to forward, without delay, to tin;

Chairman of the Committee on Credentials, L Minis
IIavs.j .^r.l).. l(i07 Locust street, Pliiladel|)hia, lists

of their ibdy accredited delei;ates to tin- C'onjiress.

Delegates and visitors intending to attend the (Jongress

arc earnestly rciiuested. individually, to notify ininie-

diatcly the same Committee. This information is de
sired to facilitate registration, and to eusun; projper

nccoinmodalion for the Congress. Members intendiiiir

to participate in the public (subscription I dinner oi

the Congress will please notify the Secretary of the

Commitiee on Entertaiun\ent. .1. Kwing .Mears. j\I.D.,

14211 Walnut street, Philadelphia, (hnth'nun intend-

ing to make coninnmications upon scientilic subjects.

or to pailicipato in any of the debates, will [dease
notify the commission before the l,")th of August.

lNTEitx.vnox.4i, Micnic.vT, {;ox(iui,;ss \t Pirri.v-

DKi.fiii.v.—The Kpidemiological Society of Lonchm
lias cho.sen Dr. Kilwin Howard as its delegate to the
Congres.s. The Obstetrical Society of Dublin has
elected Dr. T. More .Madden. Profs. Kicolaysen and
Iljort have been elected delegates by the Noiske
Mediciiiske Selskab.

DE.\Tir OF Dn. L. Dk Fouukst Woodhuff.—At a
special meeting of the Mitlical Hoard of Charity no>-
l))tal. held .July ViUi, l.s7(i, the following Uesolutions
were adopted :

lt7i<;v<(*, our Colleague. Dr. Lockwood De Forrest
WooilrutT, has bi'cn removed from our number while
in the performance of his duty, therefore

Iti-siilriil, Thai in his death, the Hospital has lost
tlicservici-s of one who wius earnest in its interests and
vigilant in all that pertained to its honor and useful-
ness.

Thill his death, contracted in the Hospital .service,

was a sacrifice that this Hoard honors as typical of the
lofty professional spirit which lie so eminently em-
bodied.

Thill we almll miss the companionship, aid, and
counsel of one who was thus, in all the qualities of
physiriaii, colleague, and friend, preeminent.

Thnl we mourn with his family, while with them
we bow to the wisdom of the- Providence that has
summoned him from our midst,

Le Koy .M. Yai.e, M.D,, Preuihiil.
FiiEDKiiicK K. S. DiuKE, Hccnlitrtj.

Dii. K. D. Aitxoi.D, of Savannah, Ga., one of the
founders of tli(r Amenean .Medical A.s.sociation, and
one of the committee who framed the Code of Ktliics,

died July lihh. of phthisis pulmonalis. in the si.xty-

1 iglilh year of his age.

Wii.i.FAM U. Wauxeh & Co.—The prize medal at
the Chilian World's Fair, was awarded to Messrs. Wil-
liam IL Warner A: Co., of Philadel[)liia, for the superi-
ority of their sugar-coated pills.

HiBSClU'EM).

—

Le Monilf TfiMs/- announces the death
of M, L. llii'schfeld, the eiiiiiiiMit anatomist, at Var-
suvia, on the 'Jsth of April. M. Ilirsehbld w.is born
at Varsovia in 1H14. and prosecuted his studies in the
Inivereities of Hreslau, Herlin and Paris.

.ICDOMIiXT AfiAIXST AN Al'OTIII'.CAUV.—An apotllC-
rary and his clerk have recently been condeiiiiied, in
Paris, to one month's imprisonment, and to |)ay ^10
line and |400 damages, for a mistake in lilliiig a
prescription. Arseniate of soda, a very violent
poison, was given in mistake for |)hospliate of soda,
and the patient's health is still .seriously impaired in
consequence. The excuses of the i)liarmacist were
not ac(tepted, because he should have kept his poisons
under lock and key.

.Stuomi-.yek.—The liLstory of Stromeyer has been an
eventful one: Horn in IS()4, he studied'medieine from
1S22-1S2() at (Jdttingen and Berlin; then had a posi-
tion as surgeon at the Uoyal Court of llanovei-. In
ls;{8 lie was made professor of surgery at Erlan-
gen, and afterwards at Munich and Freiburg.
Ill the German-Danish war, ]«48-,iO, he served as
chief-surgeon, holding at the same time the jjiofes-
soiship of surgery at Kiel. After giving up his acade-
luical work, lie took the position of a general snr-
geon-in-chief (General Stabs Arzt) of tlie"llanoverian
army. After the German war, istjii. he retired to a
most brilliant private practice at Hanover; though
many honorable official offers were made to him.
His numerous excellent works, mostly on military sur-
gery, are' well known. His last wiuk. Memoir" of a
German Physician, Hanover, 1S7."). is of great value,
being a criticism of the most eminent medieal men
and institutions of this century. Jlorcover, Stromeyer
was the first who practised subcutaneous tenotoinv,
is:{8. • ^

He died at Hanover, .June l.")th, of cerebr.al liemor-
rhage, while preiiaring himself to visit this country
and institutions.

IIOMCKOPATIIV IX THE L'xiVKItsITV OF MiCIIKiAX.

—

The following resolution has been adopted by the Fac-
ulty of the Hush .Medical College: - Jt,:snl,;,'l. that the
lime and attendance of stiidi iits upon I,eclures of the
Medical Department of the I'niversily of Michigan,
up to, and including, the last regularsession of that
College, may be lecogni/ed as inirt of the reiiuisitcs
for graduation in this College; but such time and at-
tendance shall not hereafter be accepted, so long as
the teaching of Homo'opathy, in whole or in part,
shall be included in the couise of studv at that Insti-
tution,"

Dn. F, K. HAii.i;v._Died at Ivno.willc, Tciin., .June
I7lh, 1870, Dr. F. K. Bailey, in the si.xtieth year of bis
age.

Dr. Bailey received his doelorate from Castleton
Mi'dical College, Vermont, in I.s;t7, ami began his pro-
fessional caiei'r the same year, loi'ating in .Michigan,
where he continued his hiboi-s for a period of t«Viity
years, with that sui'cess which is ever an alteinlant upon
the faithful disiharge of duty. Early in the war, he

• L, Stromeyer: licitrOgo luroprraiivon Ortho|>adic ; UnnoviT, 188B.
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entered the United States service, being located the

greater part of the time at Quincy, Illinois, in charge

of the hospital at tliat place. At the close of the war
Dr. Bailey located in Knoxville, Tonn., where, by
his assiduous attention to the duties of his profession,

his untiring devotion to his patients of all classes,

whether rich or poor, lie won for himself that name
which is ratlier to be chosen than great riches ; and
soon found himself in possession of a large and exten-

sive practice.

Among his professional brethren his demeanor
was that of the scliolar, the gentleman, and tlie Chris-

tian; aud h'j enjoyed the contideuce, love, and esteem

of all his confrCres.

Dr. Bailey was a large contributcu' to the medical
literature of tlie day, and as sucli was highly esteemed.

The charming grace of his cultured pen has left an in-

delible record of his attainments as a learned physi-

cian : and the works that he has left, replete with wis-

dom and research, remain an enduring moiunnent to

his exalted worth. .1. P. P.

The Archives of Ct.inicai. Surgery is the title of

a new New York jNIontldy, edited by Edward .1. Ber-

mingham, jM. ])., of this city. The first nunilier. which
is before us, is full of interesting and valualile mate-

rial. Routledge & Co. are the inildisliers. Suliscrip-

tion, ^4.00 per annum.

Meniere's Disease treated by Quinine.—Char-

cot has recently given large doses of quinine—from
seven to fifteen grains a day for six or seven weeks—
in two cases of Meni&re's disease, with the result of

enabling the patients to go al)out with security by
themselves. lie was led to give it in the ho])e tliat the

ringing in the ears produced Ijy the excessive doses of

quinine migiit deaden the suljjective noises in the

ears dependent upon the disease.

Two New Sources op Le.\d Poisoning.—In the

GitzHte M:>iL, of May G, 187G, Dr. (iil>ert called atten-

tion to two new sources of lead poisoning. In one
case the editor of a newspaper had suffered for two
years from severe gastric disturljances, the explanation

of which was ultimately found in a lead line on the

gums and ilie supply of the poison was found in the

red-lead eciloriug of the stamps wliich the pativnt mois-

tened with his tongue every day in large numbers. In

the second case tlu patient consumed so many of the

little Frencli (•iinlii>:is. such as are used l>y smokers, as

to l)ecome poisoned by the lead in the metallic iilm

with wliich tliey are "silvered." On chemical analy-

sis each box was found to contain about a third of a

grain of lead.

HoMiciDAi^ Handwriting.—Under this heading the

London LnncH refers to the careless ~:auner in wliich

pliysicians are in the habit of writing their jireserip-

tions, and gives a case in [loint : A gentleman received

a |)rescription for a cough, one of the ingredients of

which was benzole rcct. By the merest good hick

tlie reci|)e was properly conii)ouuded. Some time

afterwards tlie patient presented the same preseriiitiou

to another chemist, who read the ingredient referred

to as ben/oli nit., remarking upon the largeness of the

dose. The patient assuring the compounder that he
had taken the dose named, without bad effect.s, it

was given to him. The result was that he barely

escapX'd with his life. T\\<i Lancet truly says: ''The

wlioU^ blame of the accident must be attributed to the

prescriber. The practice of relying on a particular

chemist to interpret bad writing is very objectionable,

and cannot be too strongly condemned. Every pre-

scription should be legible at a glance."'

The Paris Faculty and Competitive Examina-
tions.—Several times since the abolition of competi-

tive exaniinatiinis for professional ajipointments in

Paris, several efforts have lieen made to restore thecon-

conrs. The last attempt in this latter direction was
lost by a deliberate professorial vote.

Medicat, Exaiiination of Sciiooi.s.—The medical

profession of Liverjiool are warmly advocating the

medical examination of school children, with the view
of preventing the spread of infectious diseases.

The Army Medicai., HosriTAL.—The Lancet, speaks

in very commendatory terms of the Army Medical
Hospital at the Centennial Fair.

Govbrn.ment IIosriTAi. FOR Insane, Washington,
D. C.—Dr. Nichols, the medical superintendent, has

been exonerated by the Congressional Committee from
all blame concerning any mismanagement in his

asylum.

Anti- vivisection IN England.—The medical pro-

fession are still actively lighting the proposed Anti-

vivisection Bill, notwitlistanding that it has been dis-

covered that a goodly number of physicians openly

oiJiJose the action of theii' brethren.

Death of the ex-Sultan.—Dr. E. D. Dickson,

])hysician to the British Embassy, Constantinople,

reports, in the Briti.-<h Medical Jaiirnal, the circum-

stances connected with tlu^ death of the ex-Sultan. It

seems that his Jlajesty had l>een suffering for a long

time with ment:il hallucinations. These were so

strongly marked towards the end of his life that

cveiy weapon with which it was tlumglit be might
injure himself was carefully taken from him. On the

morning of his death he asked for a scisbors to trim

his beard. This demand was referred to his mother,

who, little thinking what use he was going to make of

them, sent him her own scissors and a hand mirror.

The scissors were small and very sharp. On receiving

these things lie sent all his attendants (females) out of

the room, and jiut an end to his existence by cutting

the blood-vessels in his arms. "The direction of l)Oth

of the wounds was oblique from above downwards
and from within outwards, and their edges were
jagged. That in the left arm was deep. I i)a.<;sed my
forefinger into it down to the very joint. The skin,

the superficial veins, and the deep-seated tissues were
cut through, and the ulnar artery laid open but not

entirely divided. The wound in the right elbow-joint

was superficial, cutting only across the skin and super-

ficial veins. No other injury whatever was discovered

on his person."

Dr. Ernst Leyden, Professor in the University of
Strassburg, has been appointed to fill tlie vacancy in

the University of Berlin caused by the death of Pro-
fessor Traube.

Cremation.—A Congress of the supporters of cre-

mation was held at Dresden, .lune 7th. Four hundred
members were registered. It was decided to erect a
building for cremation in Gotlia, and twenty-three
hundred dollars was subscribed.

De.vth of EiiRENnERG.—Pi'of. C. G. Ehrenberg, of

Berlin, the distinguished microscojjist, died recently, at

the age of eighty-one years.

Animal Vaccination.—A correspondent of the

British Medical Journal very innocently asks the
question, " if vaccination direct from the cow is now
liractised. If so, liy whom, and with wliat result?"

Very evidently the medical reading of this genllemau
has been quite limited.
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TilE MEDICAL AND SURGICAL HIS-
TORY OF THE WAR. VOL. IL*

The second volume of the Surgical Ilistorj of tlie Re-

bellion lias iit length made its appcanince, and the

an.xious cxpectjincy of the profession in regard to the

value and e.xtent of its contents is destined to l)e most
satisfactorily realized. Although we have .said enough

of the previous volumes emanating from the Suni-eon-

Goneral's office to give our readers a prospective idea of

the scope of the present one : and although we have been

preparing oui-selvcs against any surprise, we confess

ourselves somewhat bewildered in our attempts at a dc-

.scription of its comolereness as a book of reference, its

accuracy a-s a scientific record of surgical progress

during tlie late war, and its intrinsic value as a text-

book for military surgeons.

It is now pretty generally acknowledged that .Vmeriea

holds the surgical sceptre of the world ; and if tlii-re be

any doubts as to thc^ validity of our claims to this hon-

or, they can be very triumphantly dispelled by a care-

ful study of the volumes which have recorded our

military experiences. When the idea of writing up
the history of our surgical achievements during the

reljellion first presented itself to the Surgeon-General,

the task was considered to be of such magnitude that

anything like systematic completeness seemed like

the wild dreams of a crazy enthusiast; but now that

the most extravagant expectations of the i\iost san-

guine arc matters of fact, we cannot be too lavish in

our praise of the wonderful persi'verance which has

brought about this brilliant culmination. It will be

recollected by such as are acipiainted with the first

volume of this series, that it contained a description of

• Thp Midkal nml Siirjtli-al Hlntorj- of ifip Wnr of tho Rcbrlliun.

Put II.. V.il. lysiiivloil Hintory. piT|«\r«l iiiiilcr the Dlrrctlon iif

Jn^tiph K. Hftrn4'?. SnrK4<on-Ui'iicni1 U. S. Army, by OtHirKe A.. OtiR,

A-MintAiit-SitrKifrii U.S. Amiy. Tirxt iwuc. WaHbiiigtoa : Oovcm-
mtlit ITintiim ofllce, 1K70. 4t«, |)p. 1044. ,_

over forty-nine thousand cases of injuries of the head,

face, neck, spine, and chest. In the present volume,

under the same able editorship of .Vssistant-Surgeon

<!c(). A. Otis, the account of these wounds and injuries

i- continued, according to their regional classitieation.

.V faint idea of the marvellous completeness attained

and immense labor expended in the present work, can

be gained, when we consider that eighty-live hundred

and thirty-eight cases of wounds of the abdomen are

tabulated and described, and details of six hundred

and ten of them recorded : thirty-one hundred cases

of wounds of the pelvis are enumerated, and six hun-

dred and ten detailed ; twelve thousand six hundred

and eighty-one cases of flesh wounds of back ai'e also

tubulated, and eighty-eight thousand seven hundred

and forty-one cases of wounds of the upper extremities

are given, with details of eight hundred and seventeen
;

together with the principal facts concerning thirt3--

seven hundred and twelve excisions, and eighty-two

hundred and forty-five amputations. We cannot at-

tempt any ciitical analysis of its contents, nor can we
present even in outline the conclusions which have
been drawn from the experiences which it rccord.s, as

these would of themselves swell an ordinary article

into the dimensions of a good-sized text-book. It is,

in truth, one of tliose works which are so encyclopaj-

da! in character, that each chapter is a treatise in itself;

j

and must be separately studied and digested before

I
any justifiable criticisms can be made or any definita

opinions of the relative value of the different sub-

i

jucts can be expressed.

I

To dismiss the consideration of the volume with the

I

hackneyed commendations so usual in book notices,

would make it appear to the casual reader that there

was nothing for any extraordinary comment
;

yet, in

tlic present instance, such a coui-se is forced upon us,

as one of the inevitable accidents of time and circum-

stance. When, however, we speak of the work, in a

general way, as an event in the surgical history of our

nation ; as a vindication of our claim as leaders in sur-

gical knowledge and expedients; as the most riinarka-

ble contribution of its kind that has been made to sci-

ence—we cannot conscientiously open ourselves to any

blame for exaggeration of its merit or for extravagance

in its ])raisc.

It isalike impossible to estimate tho influence which

these records will have upon the advancement of mil-

itary surgery in every portion of the globe. For yeare

to come these histories will be the foundation-.stones

upon which the practice of army surgeons will be Imilt,

and will .serve as starting-points of new investigations

for every enthusiastic searcher after new truths, and
every conscientious founder of new doctrines. The
methods of treatment which have been recommended,
fnwnded as they are upon the <ibservati(m and .study of
thousands of cases, will for a long time to come' be

I

established and nndebiitable until an equal array of

contradictory data can be presented.
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As there has Ijeen no attempt at theorizing on the

part of Surgeon Otis, but merely a desire to draw the

legitimate conclusions from the facts recorded, there

is no danger that the influence of the work as an ab-

solute authority will soon be lost. To it every military

Burgeon will go, as a storehouse of the most extensive

experience on record ; and from it he will derive all

the necessary precedent for the simplest as well as the

most formidable of the operations ever performed

upon the field or general hospital. A special value of

the work is the great number of elegant illustrations,

taken direct from life subjects and from pathological

specimens in the Army Medical Museum. Done in the

nighest style oi the art, they give an accuracy to the

detail of appearances which eclipses any attempt at

description in the text, and impresses upon the mind

points in a given case which would otherwise be per-

naps entirely lost sight of. All these specimens, being

duly numbered, can be examined and studied as such

in the Army Cabinet.

The marvellous success of this enterprise, while it

reflects credit upon all concerned in its inception, affords

a remarkable example of the benefits of governmental

endowment. By no other means could such a work

have been carried on, and in no other way could the

results he made available to science. It is a matter of

congratulation that such a publication, so satisfactory

to tliose for whom it was intended, proves so unmis-

takably the wisdom and forethought of our legislators,

and establishes such a brilliant precedent for other

undertakings of similar scientific value.

question for discussion in dental societies everywhere,

whether dentistry shall not be taught in medical

schools. Practical steps have indeed been already

taken to test the feasibility of tliis measure ; for we
read in the proceedings of the Pennsylvania society,

that professors of medical colleges from that State and

from New York were personally present, or communi-

cated tlioir views by letter, expressing their desii-e to

add dental chairs to the curriculun of study, so that

dental and medical students might he co-educated.

It was stated that, so far as the University of Pennsyl

vania was concerned, nothing I)ut the indifference of

its Trustees stood in the way of the accomplishment

of this change. It was es])ecially urged liy one pro-

fessor, that the connection of diseases of the teeth and

those of the nervous system was well worthy of study

in such institutions. We believe that two points must

be fully considered previous to a solution of the ques-

tion. Is it desirable that dentists shall receive a thor-

ough medical education ? Is it expedient to teach dental

surgery, in all its details, to medical students ? So far

as we can judge, the dentists seem more anxious about

the matter than the doctors. Unless some decided ini-

tiatory step is soon taken by a medical school, the

fusion may bo long postponed, discussion being

coupled with inaction from year to year. The terms

of the agreement for mutual attachment, by which

dental colleges will be absorbed and wholly disappear,

will at least be interesting. So much personal sacrifice

will be involved, that we confess to some cnriosity as

to the details by which it is to be effected.

THE DENTISTS FUTURE.

The dentists of Pennsylvania have held their annual

meeting at Philadelphia within a few days past.

The medical profession is interested in their delibera-

tions, chiefly on account of the efforts they are making

to elevate their standard of education by association

in some form or other with medical schools. Each

State and local dental society will doubtless discuss the

same imi)ortaut question in due time. In the present

condition of things, the dentist is puzzled to know

whether he is practising a specialty which is simply

an offshoot of the great domain of medicine, or whe-

ther it is a distinct science and art, independent and

standing on its own merits. In other words, a prefer-

ence is expressed by many of these gentlemen to de-

velop into somctliing more than mere mechanical

workers ia enamel and dentine. To be oral surgeons

savors of much greater dignity, and gives them a

decidedly more elevated professional status. Many

of the more accomplished among them are sincerely

anxious that their duties shall be amplified, so that

they shall be something more than handlers of mal-

lets and files, ruthless destroyers of aching nerves,

fillers of decayed cavities and extractors of worthless

snao's of once valual)le ivories. Hence has arisen the

Ucports of Societies.

AMEKICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

Section of Medical Jdri.sprudence, CnFjaisTRY,
AND PhYSIOLOOY.

This Section was only in session one day, Wednes-
day, June 7 ; Chairman, Dr. E. Llyod Howard, of
Maryland ; Secretary, Dr. D. A. Jlorse, of Ohio.

application of photography to micrometry.

A jjaper was presented by Dr. J. J. Woodward,
U. S. Army, on "The Application of Photography
to Jlicrometry, with special reference to the Microm-
etry of Blood in Criminal Cases." He described
in technical detail his very interesting method of

obtaining jjhotographs of microscopic objects, pointed
out some of tlie defects of other processes, and al-

luded to the em|)loyment of pliotographs of blood- >

stains in the court-room. He criticised the spirit

of exaggeration of certain writers who claim or insinu-

ate that they i)ossess the power of unerringly discrim-
inating human blood from that of other animals in

the dried stains submitted to examination in criminal

cases. He cited Prof. Gulliver's recently revised table

of measurements of corpuscles of the vertebrata (pub-

lished in the Proceedings of the Zoological Society of
Loudon, June 15, 187.5J in confirmation of the futility
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of !ittiTiii)tin<i;to ilislinfjilish liuinaii Mood from tlmt of

otIuT iiiiiiimls ill ilrifd stains in sncli casi's. Tin- avi-

ra<;c ol all nuasiiii uicnts of human Mooil ho had
found rather larger than the aver«<;;e of all the nieii-

sureineiit.s of dojf's hlood; liut it is not rare to find !

specimens of do;^'s blood in which the averafie size of
|

tiie corpuscles is lar-ier than that of many samples of

human Mood. He concluded with a table of m(asur<'-

ment.s of the red corpuscles of man, the dog, and the

gum 'a-pig, photo-micrographically measured by his

method ; and exhibited photographic specimens of
|

corpuscles. The comparative si«es were shown to vary 1

with ilifferent specimens; so nincli so, indee<l, that it

was sometimes imp<issible to tell from the examina-
tion whether the particular specimen belonged to the

guinea-pig, to the dog, or to nnin. Ih' stated tlmt it

wa.s his intention to prepare a series of pliotograi)lis of

moist blooil. and of blood soaked out from dried

stains, a.s in criminal cases.

Du. DiDAMA, of New York, suggested that )jig"s

blood would be more interesting than guinea-pig's,

and more likely to be a matter of criminal moment.
Would Dr. Woodward be willing to swear to the dif-

ference lietween pig's and man's blood, after the drying
process and after shrinking had taken place?

Du. AVoonwAK)) said it would be easy to distinguish

them if we had specimens wlien fresh, and treated

them both alike, and knew more about the conditicjiis

leading to slninkagi' and contraction than wc know
now. He then exhibited photographs in which the

human blood, acted upon by reagents, had sluunk to

the size of a pigs corpuscles; but you may have spe-

cimens of the latter which have not shrunk, and the

addition of a dro]) of water to a <lrop of fresh human
blood will make its corpuscle-s smaller than those of

the pig.

Dit. DiDAMA a.sked whether the Doctor would be

able to |)ick out the corpusch'S of human and dog's

blood, if both had imdergone the same shrinkage.

Dit. Wooi>WAiiD replied, decidedly not. The small-

est corpuscles of hum.an blood are smaller tlian the

largest corpuscles of the dog's blood.

Du. .1. (t. UiciiAnn.s()N, of Philadelphia, after com-
plimenting Dr. Woodward on his success in iihoto-nii-

crography, quoted from his own |)aper on the value of

liigli powers, previously published, showing that the

assertion of Virchow, that a man's lif<' should not be

put in (juestion on the uncertain calculation of a blood
corpuscle's ratio of contraction by drying, was not a

fair statement of the point at issue; for if the red

blood-corpuscles of oxen, horses, pigs, sheep, etc., are

all much smaller than those of man, no degree of con-

traction would render the stains in which they occur

more liable to be mistaken for man's blood. The
cell wall of a red blood globule is incapable of any
marked expansion by drying or moistening with the

fluids recommended for the examination of blood-

stains. The slight increase of size already referred to

as occurring in the desiccation of a thin tilm of blood
forms only an apparent exception, and is probably
due to change of shapeduring the complete llattening

out of the discs as tliey lose their contained water.

The only danger is, if the cell walls contract, we might,

by a possible error in diagnosis of the origin of a blood-

stain, contribute to a criminal's escape, never to the

]>unisliment of the innocent. Were it pos.sible for the

corpuscles of the ox, pig, sheep, etc., to expand to the

siz;' of human cori)Usclcs, he would be thclirstto refuse

to make a diagnosis in criminal ca.ses. He asked Dr.

Woodward whethc-r he had ever seen any nnirked <x-

pansion of the corpuscles of human or .animal blonil

occur, whilst following out his method fur the exam-

ination of blood-stains with the three-quarter per cent.

salt solution.

Du. WooDWAitK said that he had not, but had
fre(iuently oliserved rapid and almost instantaneous

Contraction of blood- corpuscles, treated with various

reagents. The expansicju occurs while drying, and
before getting into the hands of the experts.

Du. I{iriiAui>s()N stated that he had never under-
taken to say absolutely from microscopic investigation

aione, that a given specimen was human blood; but

when a prisoner declared that the spots upon his knife,

on which were corpuscles averaging more than t.h,,,

III an inch in diameter, were from a sheep, micro-

scopic examination could detietthe falsehood, ashee])'s

corpuscles being comparatively small.

Du. Wooi)WAUi> said that if he found a series of

corpuscles in a stain measuring on an average 300 or
21).') ndllionths of an inch in diameter, he w<iiild grant
that a nncroseopist might swear they were not those

of sheep's blood.

Du. HicHAKUsoN thought that Gulliver had ad-

mitted that, in some instances, a diagnosis might be

made, by means of micrometry, between human and
sheep's blood, and requested Dr. Woodward to read

the pa.ssttge already referred to, as follows :
" As be-

fore noticed, the magnitude of the coipuscles in

a single species, not excepting the human, is liable

to variations within certain limits; and there com-
monly appear in one fiehl of vision of the same cor-

puscles, differences amounting to at least one-third

larger and smaller than the average. Hence, as re-

gards the meilieo-legal question, however truly a care-

ful observer (Dr. .loscj)!! G. Richardson, Muiithhj

Micio». Jounidl. Sept., 1874) may have distinguislnd,
by comparative measurements of the corpuscles, stains

of human blood from those of the sheep or ox ; this

kind of diagnosis, as Dr. .1. J. AVoodward observed,
{.)fviit/ily MiiTvs. ./iiiiniiil, Feb., 1875) would be inef-

fectual in some jjrobable and more possible rases. It

should be borne in mind, too, that in the apyrente-

mattt the membranous bases of the blood discs,

when deprived of their color by maceration in w.iter,

are about a third smaller than the unaltered <or-

ptiscles."

The chairman renewing the question whether Dr.

Woodwnrd could decide positively between human
and pig's bloodstain.*, the latter replied that in a de-
cision, as a mere matter of interest between gentle-

men, he would be w illing to give his opinion as to one
or the other ; but if it was a ca.se in which life was
involved, the possibilities of mistake are too great,

and he would probably feel ditTerently.

The paper of Dr. Woodward was referred to the

Committee of Publication, and the Section adjourned
Kiiic die.

Section on Suhoeuv and Anatomy.

The Section met on Tuesday afternoon, Jime r> ; Dr.

.\lonzo Garcehui, of Maine, Chairman; Dr. E. F.

I'^Hslcy, of Arkansas, Secretary?

TREATMENT OF POTT's DISEASE OF THE SPINE.

Prof. Sayre, of New 'i'ork, read a paper on the
treatment of Pott's disease of the spine. He was of
(he opinion that the eatisation was generally, if not
always, traumatic, and not necessarily of tubercular or
ccinstitutional origin. He gave a full discription of
(he manner of examination to establish an i arly ding-
nosis before the occiurence of diforniily. The treat-

ment should be by extension of the spinal i-ohinm, by
suspension of lln' body by a sling imder the aims,
occiput, and chin, and elevating it by a compound
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pulley ; retaining the body in this extended position

by a plastei--of-Paris Ijandage, applied on a very tiglitly

fitting shirt, and laying the jjatient on an air or water

bed until the plaster lias set or hardened, when-he can

generally walk well without assistance, and the res-

j)iration becomes deep, full and free. Init diaphrag-

matic, the perineum ascending and descending syn-

clu'onously witli the diaphragm. Tlie short jerking

respiration is immediately relieved. The skin is re-

tained absolutely at rest, and so are the ribs, and re-

covery takes ])laee the same a.s in fracture—by rest

—

recovery being prevented if motion is allowed.

After reading the paper lie exhibited the suspending

apparatus, and presented several eases treated by him.

He thought that doctors should treat their patients

themselves, and not send them to specialists. The
cases .shown were far advanced, but it is very important

tliat this treatment should be entered u])on before the

occurrence of deformity. At the same time give the

patient the very best constitutional treatment, without

drugs, if possible. The thiimer your bandage is ap-

plied tlie l)etter; tlie ordinary bandage used for frac-

tures is too tight and lieavy. Some of these same
facts had previously been given, in anticipation, in a

re])ort of a clinical lecture delivered by him ; but now
he could speak positively Irom a large number of

cases that had since come into his hands for treatment.

Dr. Qui.MisY, of New .Jersey, inquired whether res-

piration was not sometimes interfered with.

Dn. S.WRE said that a projecting sternum or pro-

jecting i)oints might be guarded and bent in some-

times. An air bed was also a great assistance ; or

I)ads might be used.

Dn. Ben.i. Lice, of Philadelphia, in seconding the

motion to refer the paper, which he highly conuuend-

ed, to the Publication Committee, stated tluit we must
treat caries of the spine exactly as we would ti'eat a

fracture. He had not i-esorted to Dr. Sayre's method,

but should do so at a favorable oi)portunity. He be-

lieved that too many of these cases are unrecognized

by medical men in their early stages. Dr. Sayre's sug-

gestions as to early diagnosis were very im))oi-tant. We
were formerly taught that the diagnostic point in Pott's

disease v,-as the jniin produced by pressure on the

spine ; but if you place a patient on his face, and make
pressure on the projecting portion of the s]5ine, you
separate the bodies which are pressing together, and
thus relieve the ))ain. He claimed for himself the

credit of having been the tirst to point out the iui-

])ortance of gastralgia as an initial and characteristic

symptom. The idea of making a suspension apparatus,
" a hanging macliiue," as Dr. Sayre calls it. was first

introduced by Prof. J. K. Mitchell. It fell into dis-

use, but Dr. Lee had revived it at the suggestion of

Dr. M.'s son ; the patient daily suspending himself

for a certain length of time, so as to produce com-
plete extension of the spinal column and relieve the

pressure at the seat of disease.

Dr. Quimby differed with Dr. Sayre in ascribing

these cases to a traumatic origin rather than to a stru-

mous condition.

Dr. S.wiiE said he never taught that doctrine ;
he

meant tliat a child with a constitutional taint would
have disease developed and localized in his spine by

very much less traumatic force than a robust, vigorous

one.

The paper was referred to the Committee on Publi-

cation.

Dr. Easley, of Arkansas, said that Dr. Sayre and
Mr. Bryant, of London, had shown more clearly than

any one else that there is no necessary connection be-

tween scrofula aud diseases of the bones ; but thought

the former gentleman went too far in ascribing so much
to traumatic causes.

Dr. Dowell, of Texas, read a paper on Hernia, from

the Transactions of the State Medical Society of Texas,

giving an account of his new operation for its radical

cure. It was referred to the Committee on Publica-

tion.

treatment op COLLEs' FRACTtlBE.

Dr. Henry A. Martin, of Boston, described a

splint for the treatment of Colles' fracture. It was
invented by Dr. W. F. Carr, of New Ilamiishire, but

had been very successful in his hands, little or no de-

formity resulting. The fault witli the splints generally

used was, that the radius was treated as if it was a

straight instead of a curved bone. Simple fracture by
this s]ilint is completely relieved of pain, and there is

no stiffness of the nietacarpo phalangeal articulations.

The patient from the first handles his knife and fork

at meals—awkwardly, it is true—and can make some
little use of liis hand after the first week. During the

latter jjcriod he merely confines the carpus by plaster

strapped behind it. The dressings are removed in

four or five days. Perfect union takes place much ear-

lier than the period laid down in the books. The
whole principle involved is to treat the radius as a con-

cave Iione, and supply the exact form of pad on which

it should rest. The oblique cross-bar relieves the usual

tendency to deformity towards tlie radial side. The
splints are padded with roll cotton merely to make
them softer, not to change their form. If the wrist

has been s|)rained, these splints give perfect rest. They
could be made very cheaply.

Dr. Dibrell, of Arkansas, said that one of the

great sources of trouble was rupture of the annular

ligament.

Dr. Martin stated that this form of splint met that

difficulty also.

Dr. Sayre entered his protest against unnecessary

re-examination of fractures. The general principle in

fractures was to adjust the apparatus, aud then regulate

it; and keep it there until you get a chance to examine

it.

Dr. Martin was as much opposed as any one to this

readjustment, because it involved tlie danger of non-

union.

Dr. McCi^hrc, of Pennsylvania, also condemned it

as meddlesome surgery, and thought it was unnec;ssary

to see such a case more than three times, no matter what
splint was used. The surgeon should know exactly

what to do as soon as he had determined the nature of

the injury ; and if he applied his apparatus on correct

principles, he would be successful.

Dr. Dubois, of New York, had improvised a splint

for this fracture by taking a shingle and holding it by

a bandage with a stick at the end, laying it on oliliquely

as this round stick is put on, and then putting a pad
upon the splint, and winding around a bandage and
making it solid.

Dr. Quimby thought Dr. Carr's splint would put the

hand in a very awkward position. He didn't think it

would be applicable where there was mui'h infiamma-

tory action. He regretted that the experience of Dr.

Hamilton, in cases of Colles' fracture, as quoted by Dr.

Martin, had been unfavorable, many of them resulting

in deformity.

On motion, Dr. Martin was requested to prepare a

paper on the subject, to be referred to the Committee
on Publication.

A NEW TRUSS.

On Wednesday afternoon. Dr. Easley, Secretary,

presented a little truss sent him by Dr. Ives, of New
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York, liiivins n broad lever on tlie upper portion of

tlic pad, which t;!ive it tlie name of tlie " lever pud
truss." The l)and is i\ strou<; piece of elastic, and tlie

Hat lever coiniii',; aiiainst tlie alidomen prevents the ap-

paratus from slipping; out of place.

Dii. IvKs said he had had much satisfaction witli

tliis truss in ahout a dozen cases. It does away with

the annoyini; strap between the lej^.

TUE.'VTMENT OF KRACTURES.

Dr. Pi.ummkk, of Uhode Island, wished the dis-

cussion on fractures of tlie femur, liei^wu at Detroit,

revived here. Dr. Sayie had then taken the j^round

in favor of their tr<'atment liy the triple incliiird

plane, .\fter citini; some successful cases in illustra-

tion of the advanlai^es to lie derived from it, he refer-

red to Dr. Treswell's splint a.s that he is in the lialiit

of usin^, with a joint that overlaps, and a Coj;-wlieel

for ne<issary extension, and arian<;ed to vary the

aufiles of the body and of the thi<;lis.

Uii. Kki,i.i;k, of Kentucky, said that wc can only

get perfect apposition by the triple iiicliiied plane,

and cited two recent cases in continuation. Jlueh of

the -success depends upon the muscular development
of the patient, beini; much more probable in an

extremely relaxed muscular system. As uri^ed by Dr.

Sayre, we must first secure apposition, then ti.vation.

Splints are instruments of torture to patients. He
believed, in the cases mentioni'd by Dr. Phnnmer, that

anything that could be moulded and adapted pci-

fectly to the jjrominences and depressions of tlie

imtient would fullil the indications for successful

treatment. After referring to the ditliculties of diai;-

nosis in intracap^^ular fractures of the tlii^h, he said

that it was a slur upon surj;ery to state that we cannot

bave bony union in old women witli intra-capsidur

fracture. The fault was, we too often attempted it

with appliances movaiile at the will of the patient.

Dk. (liLVir, of HutTalo, referre<l to the employment
of adhesive strips for the perineal band, at the HiilValo

Hospital, and to a case of dislocated hip reduced
after nine months.

Dr. Plimmku aiiain alluded to the advantages of

the treatment referred to by him, in the greater com-
fort to the patient.

Dr. Keli.kk said tlicre was no necessity for shorten-

ing to occur, if there was proper aitpositiou.

PIROOOFF's AMrUT.^TION.

Dn. Ai)niNEi-t, IIkwson, of Philadelphia, read a

paper on Pirogoff's amputation, and showed several

eas<'S performed by liim. He briefly sketched the

early history of Syme's amputation to save the leg.

and the advantages claimed for it by that surgeon in

the five; papers on the subject which he published in

184a to 1H4T, in the KiUnhur'jh MfdU-al .hnrnal.

Pirogoff's opi'rution for traumatic cases was suggest-

ed eleven years later than that of Syme. The Uus-

sian plan is that of a resection where the os culcis

is not involved; both have claims to origimility.

The various moditieations of these operations, de-

tailed by Krichsen, Ijster. Hamilton, ancl otiiirs, were
alluded to, and commented on for the following leiuson:

^

Syme's purpose was to mako the plantar Map long
enough to preserve the posterior tibial artery beyonil

its point of division; they have disregarded this very

important point, and thus ignored the prini'iple of

Syme's operation, of preserving entire the thick

integument of the In'el to form a cushion for the

stump. Dr. Hewson tlun referri'd to the bad results

that S(Mnetiiiies ensued from not exactly follow ing Piros

gofTs dirfctiuos, and described in detail the vaiiuub

steps of the operation, pointing out at the same time

I the errore to be avoided. Dr. H. niad<' it a rule to

include in the plantar flap all tin- vessels possililc

—

seven important vessels. He employed acupressure

j ami torsion, with his compoimd forceps, instead of

ligatures; has never had .secondary hemorrhage. He
giiierally used three silver stitches, intermeiliate strips

of tarlatan gauze, held in place by collodion applied

at their extremities, and over this a dry dressing of

powdered clay or salicylic acid, held in place by
bibulous paper or cotton wadding. The dressing is

only disturbed at the end of a week to remove the

j-titches. Dr. Hewson then to<ik occasion to renew
his advocac^y of the earth dressing, with all proper
attention to cleanliness, and to laud the disinfecting

powers of salicylic acid.

Dii. t^iii.MiiV commended the dressing, but ftated

that in lyUll he had brought to the notice of the

Association an operation which he thought preferable,

especially in y<mng subjects. He mentioned several

ca.ses in lUustratiou, anil called upon Prof. Post for his

!
views in rcgaitl to it.

I I )u. Post said that he had seen some of the cases

I alluded to. The great feature of Dr. (iuimby's ope-

ration is that it leaves the anterior part of the leg

perfectly intact. It did not, at tii-st, seem to him

j

proper to bring the wounded surface of the bone
down in contact with the natural extremity of a bone
covered with cartilage. It was like yoking an ox
and an ass together. The danger from dividing the

cellular structure of the bone in Syme's oi)eration is

avoided in Dr. t^uimby's. The most eminent surgeons
of New York have been satisfied with the results.

The advantages were that the wcniiul healed properly,

ill six week.s. the patient being alile to bear liis full

weight on the limb, the operation being performed
w^tli facility.

Dr. Dakki', of New York, said that he had been in

the habit of referring to it in his lectures, as superior

to Pirogoff's, In the latter operation he did not nuike
the cut so far forward towards the toes as Dr. Hewson
had stated.

Dr. Maci.kan, of Michigan, said, that for disea.se

Pirogoff's operation is an unsound one fundamentally.

If you leave any part of the bones of the ankle in

scrofulous conditions here, the disease is sure to return.

In railroad crushes, it is a different matter. Syme's
amputation showed better results in disease. The
accumulation of fluid in the stump is prevented by
making a longitudinal slit and introducing a tent.

Dr. Hkwson stated, that Pirogoff's cases were those
of injury ; those of Syine at the great infirmary of
I'dinbuigh were consequent on diseases of bone; and
it was but natural that he should generalize his opera-
tion, even after Pirogoff's was made known. Dr.

Hewson then described more particularly the direction

of the incisions, etc.

Dii. QuiMiiv had had several of these 0|)crations in

his practice, all of which healed by the first intention.

Dii. .Iamks U. Wood, of New York, said, that Syme's
method was liis favorite amputation, or sometimes a

modification of it. where great laceration of the integ-

uments existed, the ingenuity of the surgeon being
taxed to cover tht' bone with integument. He liad

bicn told ijy the Surgeon-in-chief of tlie Kussiaii

.Winy that he preferred Syme's. The operation must
be performed to avoi<l shortening of the limb. He
SIMom cut into a cartilage; the flow of .synovial fluid

would prevent imion. Dr. Hewson, he stated, closed
the Wound at once, nnitiu Uiking place by the first

intention. Dr. Wood kept everything open, making
hirgc flaps, which Would shrink very much. He used
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carbolic and salicylic acids. He never lost a drop of
blood diirins; the operation. Dr. Hewson's results were
beautiful, liJH success a eulogy of his treatment, his

stumps worth a visit to Philadelphia to see.

Tlie thanks of the Section were tendered Dr. Hewson
for his valuable pai)er, which was referred to the

Committee on Publication.

SUSPENSION IN SriNAt CURVATURES.

Dr. Bbn.ia.min Lee, of Philadelphia, introduced a

little irirl, twelve years of age, illustrating tlie safety

and feasiliility of su.speusion in the treatment of sinnal

curvatures. The ajiparatus sliown was a strong frame-
work, from the middle of which was suspended his

"spinal swing," being a rope passing over a pulley,

carrying at one end a steel bow, to which are attached
straps, to support the chin and occijmt, and at the
other wooden ovals to serve as liandles. The head
stia )3 being so adjusted as to make equal traction on
the chin and occiput in the line of the spinal axis, the

patient, taking hold of the handles, drew down upon
the rope until her feet were lifted from the floor, and
she swung freely, half the weight being supi)orled by
the neck, and lialf by the arms. She then drew her-

self u]) liand over hand until her head nearly touched
the pulley, and then slowly let herself down again.

He desired to show tliat the method of susjjension was
a simple and pleasurable process. The amount of
traction used was at tlie option of the jiatient. At
first the child .should use it for only ten minutes, but
should gradually increase it to half an hour, twice
daily.

A delegate inquired whether the same effect might
not be obtained by the arms, or under tlie arms, as by
using the neck or head.

Dr. Lee replied, that having it in a direct line of
the spinal column, had more effect than if the force

was distriljuted. In many cases the disease is above
the shoulders.

Dr. Holden, of Vermont, remembered several years

ago hearing Dr. Sayre, in a case of dislocation in the

cervical region, caution his class al)Out lifting cliildren

by the head, and thus causing dislocation.

Dr. S.^yub said, the cases were entirely different as

to the mode of suspension. The whole weight is sus-

tained by the ligaments of the neck in the case referred

to by Dr. Holden.

PKRM.\.NENT DRESSINGS OF GLUE IN FRACTURES.

Dk. R. J. Levis, of Pliiladelpliia, described to the
section a new and inexpensive method of applying a
fixed dressing, used by him at the Pennsylvania
Hospital ; being ordinary glue, which hardens with
great rapidity, to which oxide of zinc is added, until

the mixture is rather white. Any kind of material,

even a piece of blanket, can be used. (Specimens of
discarded dressings thus made were exhibited.) Experi-
ments were lacing made to determine tlie proportion
of the oxide required. Too much of it makes the glue
l>rittle. The hardening requires very few horn's. He
had abandoned starch dressings, giving glue the prefer-

ence. Being cheap, it is desirable for hospital use.

Glue alone takes too long to dry. It is the lightest

diessing we have for its strength.

Dr. Levis also called attention to a new article of
lint, very cheap, being Imt eight cents a yard, or fifty

cents a pound, imported lint being a dollar. It is

made of different kinds and thicknesses, and with a

covering of a sort of pervious material, wliieli only
requires moistening to render it ready for use.

Dr. Hodgen, of St. Louis, inquired whether the

glue dressing was applicable to fractures of the thigh.

Dr. Levis stated that it had been used in other

forms of fracture.

Dr. Hodgen mshed to enter his protest against the

doctrine that any other than fixed dressings in frac-

tures were instruments of torture. Reduction cannot
always be pro[)erly accomplished. In some fractures

of the thigh, even when a fixed dressing is applied, it

will move itself, without interference of ])atient or

any one else. Results will necessarily be unfavorable

in such cases. Gentlemen who think diffeiently mu-'^t

have forgotten the laws of physics and anatomy, and
that a part so long at rest will commence to atroiihy.

The treatment l)y the long splint and the pi^rineal

band is an abomination that should be discard( d
forever. He referred to different forms of fracture apjia-

ratus, giving his objections to the inclined jjlanes ; and
expressed surprise that a man of such mechanical tact

as Dr. Sayre did not em|)loy suspension, and thus free

his patient of pain without interfering witli tlie circu-

lation. He liad rarely noticed the snap referred to by
all authorities in the reduction of dislocations of the

hip-joint.

Dn. Sayre said that Smith's anterior splint rarely

put the limb in the precise position wliich was given

it on the triple inclined plane, but the latter has the

advantage that, if necessary, yon can move your pa-

tient to a distance. After the appaiatus was once
fixed it was not intended to be moved, as some had
suggested. The univer.sal law for fractui'c is adjust-

ment, fixation, and retention until union occurs, which
will be by first intention of the bone in twelve to

fourteen days. After that you can examine it every

day. As Dr. Hodgen had said, there would be loss

by shrinkage of the plaster-of-Paris ; new ])laster must
be put on frequently, if necessary, and the slack

taken iu. Extension after adjustment is all wrong

;

it excites reflex irritation of the muscles, when you
want quiet and rest.

Dr. Post stated that he was deputed by the Sani-

tary Commission at the close of the late war, to visit

the military hospitals at Washington, particularly to

learn the results of guusliot fractures of tlie thigh.

He found that aljout half of the number had been
treated by extension with weight and jnilley ; the
others by a variety of methods. He was satisfied that

the cases treated by N. R. Smith's ap])aratus, by exten-

sion l)y weight and pulley, was much superior to results

obtained by any other method. The patients said
that their sufferings were much less after application
of the extending force. Suspension need not lie made
if the patient is perfectly comfortal>le without it. He
had seen many excellent results at Bellevue and other
hospitals, where the patient was carefully watched,
under other kinds of treatment, as the plaster-of-Paris •

but the latter was a dangerous remedy in the liands of
the inexi)erieneed, cases in illustration of whicli were
cited by him.

Dr. Quimby maintained that we cannot get good
results without extension and counter-extension.

Dr. Hodgen inquired why the patients at Bellevue
were allowed to walk around the room in the jilaster-

of-Paris apparatus. Atrophy would not be prevented
by such exeieise w^hen the limb was thus confined.
Since tlie war he had treated his cases by suspension
and extension with good results.

Dn. Gill, of Illinois, was of tlie opinion that greater
attention should l>e paid to the measurements, in order
to ascertain whether one kind of api)aratus or another
will give better results. He described an instrument
made simply with a straight cross-piece with hinges,
which would obviate mistakes.

Dk. Brother, of Illinois, urged that the apparatus
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whii-li coiifiiud tliu patient to Ixil witli sus|iciisi()ii iiiul

cxtciisidn iippiinitiis gives him mure (•(iiiifort iiiul

produeis just iis good results as any utlicr.

On Tliiii'sday aflernoon. Dr. Sayre intiodiued a little

patient, just hrouglit to liis notice, of whose case his

father, a physician, gave the history, one of Pott's dis-

ea.se resulting from accident, lie had applied the

apparatus recomnu^nded hy Dr. Sayre without coiis\dt-

ing him, hut too loosely; and had. therefore, lirought

him on to see him here. Dr. Sayre again explained at

length the melhod of application, measurement, etc.,

upon the [lalieiit.

Alter remarks hy the Chairman a.s to the advantage

of perfect rest involved in this mode of treatment, Dr.

Brother, of Illinois, protested against the doctrine

taught hy Dr. Sayre, that shortening or deformity

shoidd not occur in fractures of the fenuir, as being

contrary to the teachings of every .surgical writer of

the day. Suits for malpractice will he the result. lie

then enumerated the advantages of suspension and
extension.

Di(. (JriMBV suggested the name of Dr..I.W.Thomp-
son, of kontucky, who had stu<lied the sulijcet of in-

heritance of syphilis, as a member of the conimittie

which was to report next year, which, afti'r discussion,

was adopted. After some further explanatory remai ks

on his amputation of the foot. Dr. (iuimby lirought be-

fore the Si'ction an operation for extraction of polypus

of the uterus, by twisting the tumor, allowing it to

remain in nitu for ,i few days, to cause it almost to

slough at the stump, and removing it with forceps

without hemorrhage, the patient all the while being

kept perfectly cpii t. The jdan is suggested when the

polypus is within the uterus.

lilt. Dl'Ni.vi' had employed this method, but ))re-

ferred the wire and ecraseur, because of the risk of

l)Va'mia. lie described the manipulation rccjuired.

Di(. (^iHMnv referred to tlie dilliculty of this method
when the tumor was large.

Dn. .1. h. .\ti,kk imiuired why, in ordinary cases,

the twisting suggested by Dr. (Juimby should not lio

continued at once until the tumor was separated, and

thus avoid risk of .septica-mia. He cited an interesting

case to show the advantage of )>ulling down the tumor

with obstetric forceps far enough to have a thorough

inspection of it, and then operating.

POLYPOUS TUMOnS OF THE UTERUS.

Dn. .MrCi.rRO referred to the facility with which
even large polypous tumors could be twisted off.

Dit. I5f;i.i< wished to know how we could tell that

a fibrous tumor has a pedicle.

Du. Ati.ke said they must have an attachment.

First dilate the os with a s<'a-tangle tent, then a spongi:

tent, aiul ascertain the position of the fibroid ; after

which, if we give ergot, we may remove the jiolypus.

In reply to inquiry by Dr. Gill, as to amount of

twisting ref|uired. Dn. (Jui.Miiv said it was ditlicull to

lay down any rules. A very few twists will arrest the

circulation. There was less danger from septicaemia

than from undue manipulation : and a fragment left

behind after the use of the ('•cra.seur might produci'

septica'mia more easily than the whole mass would, if

left in the cavity after twisting.

Dn. HKvncnN, of Washington, thought it better to

twi.st off the tumor at once, and leave a hc^althy granu-

lating surface behind. He argued in favor of

non-inti'rforonce with stationary uterine intramural

tutnoii).

Dn. IJnoTiiF.n asked Dr. Quimby why lie would not

give another twist to scpurute it.

I )u. QuiMHY said the objec-t was to prevent irritail< n
ami hemorrhage.

Dn. DuNi-AP said that if septica'mia occurred, it

wiiidd be because of the presence of this large mass of

giiiigrenous nuitter; there would not be enough pus
to produce pya-una. He agreed with Dr. Ueyburu
thut non-progressive iutranniral tumors need not be
disturbed. He cited cases showing the dilliculty in

some casrs of applying the ('•crascur and wire. He
was opposed to slow dilatation with tents.

Dn. QiiiMitv said that the mass sm<lt as sweet as it

did when making the examination. Th(^ point of
constriction was the only situation at which siipjiura-

lioM could occur.

Dn. Watkuman, of Indiana, thought this dis-

cussion belonged to the Section of Obstetrics; but the

i.'liuirman saitl that, in his view, it was jjurcly a (jues-

tion of surgical treatment.

Dn. W. I/. Ati.ek never employed ligatures in the

treatment of libroicl^ but removed the latter at once

with the knife, when they were accef.sible. He drew
them down with the forcep.s, and enucleated them as

lie did ovarian tumors when adherent to the intestines.

There is little danger of lumoirh.ige. if you have the

proper applications, as the ])er.-ul|ihate of ii<in, ready
1(1 tampon with. He would not hesitate to nick the

UKiuthof the womb all around, if necessary, and then

give ergot, bring down the mass and operate with the

knife. Tlie tampon of persulphate should remain
three or four hours. Hemorrhage only occurs when
the (ibroid impinges on the hypertrophied mucous
minil>rane, and could lie arresti'd at once by passing

the end of the bistoury into tlie cavity of the uterus,

guided by the sound, turning the edge against the

mucous surface, and bringing it out through the

substance of the tumor. The vitality of the tumor de-

stroyed, it is thrown off like an old placenta, and the

mucous membrane will heal. up. If septica-uiia oc-

curs, sulphurous acid is the best remedy, inhaled in

the atmosphere of the room or given internally. He
would not leave the tumor liehind after twisting it,

but remove it at once. He never meddled with in-

tramural fibroids unless they were doing mischief.

Dn. Easi.ey confirmed the .views of Dr. Atlee as to

the excellent antiseptic properties of sulphurous acid.

Dn. Post agreed generally with Dr. Atlee, aud in

regard to the danger of septica'mia from leaving the

mass in the uteius. He differed with him in the <iew
that the knife was always preferable to the ligatme in

the removal of parts ; some vascular tumors and cu-

taneous diseases were certainly exceptions to such a

sweeping rule.

Du. Ati.ee stated that he only alluded to these

libroid tunujrs.

After remarks by Dn. SooTT, of Ohio, on the con-

ilitions imdcr which absorption might oct ur to ijroduce

septicu-'mia, the Section adjourned siiif die.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

Stated Mfeting, June 1.5, 1876.

Dn. S. 8. Purple, President, in the Ciiaiii.

The PiiEsiDKNT announced the death of Dr. .John O.

Stone, one of the founders of the .Vcademy, and ap-

pointed Drs. A. (;. Post, *). White, and O. .M. Smith
as committee to present appropriate resolutions.

Dn. T. C. FiNNKi.i. read a nuinorial upon the death

of Dr. Cyrus Weeks, one of the oldest members of the
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Academy, and piesented a resolution, which was
unanimously adopted.

Dr. Gouvbbneur M. Smith, from the Committee on
Portraits, jjresented awritten report, and acknowledg-
ed the receipt of a portrait of Dr. James Anderson, an
Ex-President, presented by his son. Dr. J. H. Ander-
son.

Appropriate resolutions relatiup; to tlie death of Dr.

John O. Stone were read by Dr. A. C. Post, and unan-
imously adopted by the Academy.

ON CHOREA—ITS CAUSES AND ITS TREATMENT.

Dk. George T. Stevens, of Albany, N. Y., read
an interesting paper upon the above subject, in wliich

he announced a new theory with reference to tlie cause

of wliat has heretofore remained a scientific mystery,
notwitlistanding the profound researclies of medical
inquiry. Dr. Stevens first gave a l)rief rhumi' of tlie

opinions at present held by tlie profession concerning
the pathology, etiology, prognosjp and treatment of
chorea, and then advanced the following i)ropo-

sition :

Chorea is a functional disturbance of the nervous sys-

tem which may give rise to organic lesions, and which
arises from, irritation dependent upon anomalous refrac-

tion of the eye, and in a very large proj>ortion of cases,

1 hypermetropia.

Dr. Stevens had studied this subject in a three-fold

manner: 1. Clinically, where he had been led grad-
ually and almost unconsciously to the conclusion
embraced in the foregoing projjosition ; 2, by means
of observations, with the view of testing the correct-

ness of the tlieory ; and, 3, as a reasonable and nat-

ural hypothesis.

At first the doctor regarded the association of error

of refraction and chorea as a mere coincidence, but
during tlu; past two years he had regarded the coinci-

dence as unfailing.

Dr. Stevens had collected tliirty-three cases of
chorea, and had found simple hypermetropia in

twenty-four. Thirteen of the cases had l)een under
his personal ol>servation, clinically, and in no
instance had proper convex glasses failed to

afford relief to the choreic symptoms, and in

several cases the relief had Ijeen prompt and
complete. In the nine cases in which hypermetropia
was not found, otlier optical errors were present.

Witll regard to the reasonableness of the hypotliesis

that such an error of refraction could be the cause of

so serious a nervous derangement, the doctor remarked
that it would proljably be less apparent to the general
practitioner than to either the specialist in nervous
diseases or the oculist. Allusion was made to the fact

that almost every one was familiar witli the acliing

eyes, the nausea, and the vertigo wliich might be pro-

duced by wearing glasses tliat disturbed tlie accom-
modation of the eye. Peripheral irritation, long con-
tinued at any part of the body, might give rise to

serious nervous disturljance, and such cause Dr.
Stevens regarded as abundantly potent to jjroduce

chorea. There was a constant state of confusion
among tlie muscles of accommodation ; an irrepressi-

ble conflict, wliich had given rise to a general nervous
erethism, and then came measles, scarlatina, friglit, or

some other exciting cause, by whicli the nervous sys-

tem was still further disturbed, and chorea was devel-

oped.
With reference to the embolic theory of chorea,

the doctor remarked it was a well-known fact that

sufficient irritation could be transmitted from one eye
through the deep-seated origin of tlie tliird pair of

nerves to produce destruction of the opposite eye

;

and was it unreasonable to suppose tliat degenerations
and lesions miglit he induced at the origin of those
nerves, in consequence of continued irritation and
vexation at their extreJiities ? Could not the lesions

described )>y llughlings Jackstm, as occurring in

chorea, lie in that way satisfactorily explained ?

lu other words, periplieral Irritation was regarded as

the cause of cliorta, and that irritation was located

in the accommodating muscles of the eye.

Tlie following jiroposition was submitted by Dr.

Stevens, without argument:
Functional nervous diseases of all kinds (m-e, heyond

any and all oilier causes combined, dependent upon
antimidous refraction of the eyes.

The paper being open for discussion. Dr. Notes
remarked that lie had been much interested in the

facts and observations brought forward by Dr. Ste-

vens ; althougli not prepared to give them either his

dissent or approval. There were, uiuluubtedly, im-
])ortant disturbances of function dependent upon
functional errors of sight; and Dr. Weir MiteJiell, of
Philadelphia, had called attention to certain cases of
lieadaehe which found their true solution in ocular

derangements. Any form of peripheral irritation in a
susceptible jierson might give rise to some disorder of
muscular coordination. Dr. Noyes related the history

of a case of chorea whicli seemed difficult to explain
by the theory advanced by Dr. Stevens. A ])atient

had been suffering from chorea for some time, and
was brought to him for examination concerning
trouble referaljle to the eyes, wlien it was found that

there was certainly no error of refraction, and only a
slight amount of debility of tlie ocular muscles. To
tliat deliility the Doctor ascribed all the visional incon-

veuience and distress, and furthermore explained it on
the ground of the general debility of the patient, feel-

ing that there was no reason why want of projier power
of coordination in the general muscular system could
not at the same time exist in the ocular muscular sys-

tem. A tonic course of treatment cured the jnitient

completely. Dr. Noyes was also unable to understand
how Dr. Stevens' theory would explain certain jieeuliar

forms of chorea, such as hemi-chorea and the like.

The crucial test, however, for the theory would be
facts derived from the examination of a large number
of cases, with special reference to the presence or

absence of optical errois.

Dr. Detmold regaided the facts brought forward
by Dr. Stevens as sufficient certainly to encourage
further investigation, but he was unalile to see how it

could ex[)lain the following ease. A child, when three

daj's old, lost both eyes from a sloughing ophthalmia,
but it liad since liad chorea. Of course it was an
isolated case. Again, if the theory was correct, how
was it that so many cases got well while under the care

of the common physician, and that without the use of

glasses, or any evidence of disturbance of the vision ?

The Doctor, however, did not feel prepared to express

an opinion either for or against the theory.

Dr. E. C. Seguin remarked that he was pleased

with tlie paper by Dr. Stevens, because it W'as based
upon the arrangement of a numljer of well-observed

facts in support of a definite proposition. The crucial

test, as remarked by Dr. Noyes, was not in the reason-

ing upon the theory, but in the examination of a series

of cases by oculists, and possilily by specialists on ner-

vous diseases. Dr. Seguin, however, brought forward
a number of jiossible objections to the aijplication of
the theory to cli(jrea, in general.

First. The small number of cases of chorea in pro-

portion to the large number of cases of myopia and
hypermetropia found in our public schools,
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Sfconi/. Some of the svnipiitlRtir syniptonis of errors

of refniction were renmrkiililc for tlii ir dclinitciuss

(iml (liiriition. Tliev were verti^^o, hendaotie of viirioiis

forms, iiiul niiiisea ami those syiii|)toms when «h'|)eiul-

eiit ii|)on erroi"s of refraetioii. were remarkably persist-

ent ; whereas the same symptoms in connection witli

cliorea were very seUh)m observed.

Thiril. Chorea mijjht be produced by a fxreat variety

of pathoh>>;iral conditions; possibly lesion of the

corpus striatum, dyscrasia, various kinds of peripheial

irritation, mental disturbances and irritation, fear prol)-

ably beinj; The most common; and one of the most
apposite under this liead was the cli;irea of pre£jnaney.

l)it. Skoiix also mentioned the remarkalile coinci-

dence wliich had been noted between chorea and
cardiac disease, a fact not allndi'd to in tlie paper.

There was a lar<;e class of patholoj;ists who lielieved

tint the solution of th<^ choreic problem could there

lie found, and that lesions productive of chorea existed

somewheri! in the bruin, and were brought out liy the

cardiac disease.

Fiiurl/i. Tile effect of treatment was opposed to the

doctrine as applicable to chorea in i^cncral. If tlu'

theory were true, it would seem that any mode of
tntatment, e.\cept such as corrected the refraction,

would fail to cure, but he believed tliat chorea was
Jjositi vcly cured by the use of arsenic, ether to the spine,

etc., and that the cure was effected so rapiilly that the

question in those cases certainly was detinitely solved.

Furthermore, those cases in Which relapse occurred
were just those in which cardiac disease could be
distinctly made out, and in whom there was a constant
source of supply for material wliicli mij;ht give rise to

minute emboli in the corpus striatum.

Dk. .V. McL. lIvMii.Tox fully concurred in the re-

marks made by Dr. Sejjuin, and continued by say in t;

tliat his attention had been called to hypermetropia
and other eye symptoms in cases of chorea, and In- h id

found that they were invariably secondary. Strabismus
was a common associate of chorea, and no other eye
troubl.' had he found in connection with his cases of
that disease.

Dk. Stkvexs remarked, witli rej;ard to Dr. Noyes"
case, tha', although it formed an apparent exception, it

was actually one of the cases which served to establish

his theory. For, althoULrh no error of refraction was
found, the precise comlition present in hypermetropia
was there, namely : nnefjual action between the mus-
cles of convergence and the muscle of accommoda-
tion.

With regard to Dr. Detmold's case, it wa.<i a fact well

known by pathologists that destructive ulceration of

the cornea involved the ciliary nerves to such an ex-

tent that removal of the affected eye became necessary

to save the one remaining unaffected. Tliere was,

therefore, a nervous irritation in the very regi<m in-

volved in the hypermetropic condition, and that irrita-

tion might have given rise to the subsequent chorea.

With ri'ference to Dr. Hamilton's cases of chorea, in

which strabismus was present, no belter evidence was
needed of the presence of hypermetropia, for strabis-

mus was one of the symptoms of that cimdition.

With respect to the infreipient ocf'urrenee of chorea
among hypermetropic and nietropic children, if the

theory be true, the same argument might be n.sed

against hypermetropia being a cause of strabismus,

anil yet it was acknowledged to he- the great eausc> of

gtrabisniiis. Concerning the accompanying cardiac

trouble sometimes found inca.ses of chorea. Dr. Stevens

stated he was not abli', perhaps, to speak with authority

U|)on that subject, but he could see no nason why it

might not be the irregular supply of nerve force, causing

irregular heart action, that gave rise to the cardiac dis-

i-.ise. Certainly there were very nniny cases of chorea
in which cardiac disease was not |)resent.

Dr. GotVEUNKiu M. Smitii incpiired of Dr. Ste-

vens how he wouhl explain those cases of chorea which
Were so rapidly cured— fur example, by the use of

arsenic ?

Dr. Stevens replied that certain functional disturb-

ances of a nervous character might be relieved by the

use of arsenic, which imparted vigor to the general

system ; but it did not necessarily follow that the pre-

disposing cause was also removed; audit diil not prove
but that, with the increased vigor imparted to the mus-
cular .system in general, there came vigor also to the
ciliary muscle.

Dii. J. C. Pkteks believed that, while certain cases

of chorea might, and very probably had been, ex-

plained by the theory advanced by Dr. Stevens, there

were many other cases, the occurrence of which the

theory hardly explained.

Upon motion made by Dr. Detmoi.d. a vote of thanks

w:is imanimously tendered to Dr. Stevens for his able

and interesting paper.

The .Vcademy then adjourned, to meet on the third

Thursday of September.

NEW YORK MEDICAL JOUKNAL ASSOCI-
ATJON.

StaUd Meeting, June 16th, 1876.

Hit. Frank P. Fcster, Vice-President, in the
Cn.^iR.

Du. E. D.'iuwiN HuD.sox read a ])Hpcr

ON TIIK ni.\GNOSTIC RET,.\TION'8 OF INDIOESTIONS,

t>v which was meant, not only what was more com-
monly embraced under the head of dyspepsia, but

perversion of ab.sorption and secretiim, together with

the morbid blood state which they created. Whether
the valves of the heart became diseased, the arteries

liecanie degenerated, the brain the seat of softening,

was regarded as a (lUistion of digestion and assimila-

tion. The Doctor then brought forward the histories

of cases illnstrating the interest and im|)ortance of

the symptonnitic and sympathetic sym])tonis of indi-

gestion in its various forms. The paper was discussed

by Dr. O'Sullivan. The .Vssoeiation re-eleete<l its old

Hoard of Trustees and then adjourned.

I Stated Meeting, June 23, 1870.

I) It. C. T. PoouE read a report upon

;

OBTnOr.-EDIC SUIMIEKV .\NI> AI.I.IKD sriilECTS,

in which he brought forward the literature upon the

! subject for the year 1HT.5. In speaking of the ease re-

! ported by Dr. I-ewis A, Sayre. in which section of the

lalissimus dorsi mu.scle was divided for the purpose of

assisting in the correction of lateral curvaturi'. the

[

doctor said it was no new operation, but that long

I
ago muscles had been divided by (iufrin, Malgaigne,
and others, to rectify lateral curvature of the spine,

but that the operation did not affojil satisfactory re-

sults, and had been abandoned by Knglish surgeons

altogether. With regard to the use of the pbister-

ofParis jacket in the trealmint of I'otl's disease. Dr.

I'oore claimed that it was hrsl used by Dr. Ihyan in

licUevue Hospital prior to the date at which Dr. Sayru

U'-ed it for the same purpose. The Association tbca

adjourned.
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Corrcsponlinicf.

SU.MM3?t RESORTS AND METROPOLITAN
PRACTITIONERS.

To THE EdITOB of ThE MeDICAL RECORD.

Saratoga Spkings, July 30, 1876.

DearStr:— I liave been niucli interested in reading
.some extracts from the address of Dr. Sims, delivered

]

before tin; American Medical Association at its late
j

meeting, .June Gtli. vSome points in this address have
already been referred to in the colunnis of your valua-
ble journal ; and I solicit the favor of a space in the
Record for some comments pertinent to the e.xtracts I

have read, and suggested by our professional surround-
ings in this place.

Tlie ])ortion of the address relating to the Code of
Ethics is suggestive, and opens to view some points
worthy of professional consideration and digestion.
But that to wliich I desire to allude more particuhirly,
is the portion where Dr. Sims says :

" A gentleman liigh

in tlie ranks of the profession, liolding a distinguished
position among us, wishing to change liis place of
residence, writes to me to know how lie can notify the
world of his intention, witliout violating tlie Code of
Ethics ; and he and a friend of liis, a well-known stick-

ler for the inviolability of the Code, hold grave con-
sultations over tlie easiest way of getting round its

provisions without a flagrant violation of them. These
are honest and honorable men, and would not do any-
thing wrong. But tliey feel tliat tliey are liampered
by rules that are unjust and oppressive." Pardon me
if I ask you, " Is the Code of Etiiics up to tlie require-
ments of the times, when it compels honoraljle men to
do dishonoralile tilings to ijromote an honest action ?

"

The instance here mentioned, and the sentiment ex-
pressed, seem to bear so close a relation to circumstan-
ces transpiring in our midst, that I venture to state the
coincidence, and express my regret that gentlemen are
so hamiiered by the Code, and my surprise that we must
be " dishonorable" while we are " honest."
To the members of tlie medical jjrofession residing in

this village, the question raised here has a special interest.

The fact is well known to all that the season at Saratoga
Springs brings hitlier a large number of visitors from
ail parts of the country, and during the summer months
our population is almost doubled. With this increase
of residents there is a proportionate increase in the de-
mand for professional services ; and recognizing this

fact, it has of late years become the custom among
certain gentlemen of the profession, residents of cities,

where they have large and remunerative i)ractices, to
flock hither during the summer months, locate them-
selves at one of our large hotels, and secure all the
jM-ofessional business they can. They do not come for
rest and relaxation from professional labors at home,
but come with an eye to business, and lose no o|)portu-
nity to publish their presence in our midst. Some

—

and I siieak from actual knowledge—have this season
applied to tlie proprietors of some of our larger hotels
for the |)rivilege of putting up the shhii/le in the office

of the hotel as a special announcement of their pres-

ence and desire for jjatronage—a privilege, however,
wliicli was not granted. Another heralds his presence
here by circulars and announcements in the journals,

of the date of his coming and departure, and the case
bears a striking resemblance to the instance alluded to

by Dr. Sims, and quoted above. Others are here, mak-
ing no announcement of their jjresenoe, but, as one

remarked, desiring "to do business enough to pay ex-
penses."

Tlie regular profession of this place, residents of
the village the year round, have looked with wonder-
ing eye at tlie practices resorted to by some of these

gentlemen of high standing in the profession; and we
ask in all candor, is tliis the part of professonal cour-

tesy, and are these gentlemen within the Code, or are

tliey in that sad dilemma raised by " the requirements
of the times," which " compels honorable men to do
dishonorable things to promote an honest action ?

"

We reside here not for the sake of local business alone,

for the loaf is not large in proportion to our numbers,
but with the view of meeting the demands made upon
us by the cosmopolitan character of our summer pop-
ulation. This is the remunerative portiim of our busi-

ness, and we labor to tit ourselves for its requirements;
and though looked upon by some as only types of the
country doctor, profess to be not far behind our city

brethren in the literature and journalism of our pro-
fession. Do the requirements of these gentlemen com-
pel them to do this? Does the nature of this increase

of our summer population deprive us. who labor in

our professional walk here, of any claim upim it as a
source of professional business? We have identified

ourselves with tliis village in all its interests; we look
to tlie hygienic and sanitary condition of our sur-

roundings, that we may have no source of disease in

our midst, and we bear our share of the liurden of
taxation, for all the means adopted for the improve-
ment of our village ; but, as tliese gentlemen assert by
act, if not by word, you have no right, title, or claim
to the professional business the character of your
village, as a watering-place, may bring within your
borders.

The Code of medical Ethics is not up to the re-

quirements of these gentlemen, and they hold no
grave consultation over the easiest way of getting
round its provisions. I do not care to particularize;

but pardon me for making the following query: j

Will tlie Code sustain any member of the i>rofession, 1

who, having ascertained that a gentleman lies ill in a
neighboring hotel, under the care of one of our resi-

dent physicians, in sending to the patient his profes-

sional card, announcing his presence in the village,

and where he can be found ? Such an instance occur-
red here not many days ago.
We cannot consider these gentlemen as liigh-])riest3

of the Code, for they do not hesitate to shock the

moral sense of the profession by their irreverent treat-

ment of it. They are sincere, if not honorable, in their

|)urpose ; and though the written Code may be far be-

hind their requirements, tliere is an unwritten Code
which appeals to the honor and honesty of every one
who would consider himself a gentleman in the pro-

fession, of which they are equally regardless.

Yours respectfully,

M. C, E.

[Our corresjiondent takes a sensible view of the situ-

ation, and has a just cause for complaint. —Ed.]

THE SO-MICHIGAN STATE MEDICAL
CIETY AND HOMCEOPATHY.
To THE Editor of The Medical Record,

Albion, Mich,, July 19, 1876.

Will you have the kindness to allow me a few
words of comment upon a communication, printed in

the Record of July 15, from Dr. Maclean, Professor of
Surgery in the University of Michigan.

Sir:-
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Hi- wrote to correct wlmt lie coiisitlercd to be ti iiiin-

tiike ill your report of the pioeeeiliiigs of the Xiitioii;il

Association, but lias succeeded in niakiiij; the only

mistake in the case. I am from Michigan, was a del-

egate to the Association, and was |)resent when Dr.

Frothin^ham preferred his last charges.

The facts in the case are just these: In the tirst

place, charijes were preferred ai^ainst the Michigan .Stale

Socii'ty and its delegates, by a gentleman of \\u\ F;ic-

ulty at Ann .Vrbor. At tirst the di-legales of the iMicli-

igan State Society were not allowed to register. 'I'he

charges came at once before the Committee on Ethics,

etc. This committee disinis,sed these charges and ail-

mitted the Michigan Delegates. Dr. Henham bringing

his report to this effect while Dr. Atkinson was calling

the roll. As soon as the applause was (|uieted after

the reading of this report. Dr. Fiothingham arose and

I
)referred charges against Drs. Fostir, Pratt, and ti. K.

Johnson only, and not against the Michigan State So-

ciety or the wli(de Michigan delegation, as Dr. Maclean
states in his letter above referred to. It is understood

that thi'S3 charges are to the elTect that these two gentle-

min are guilty of a breach of ethics, and of unprofes-

sional conduct, in tliat thi'V once formed a l)art of a

special committee appointed by the .Michigan State So-

ciety, on Medical Legislation, and that they sat in

joint committee with practitioners of both the lloinre-

opathic and Eclectic schools, and that they, in con
nection with the whole joint committee, recommended
to the State Legislature a bill to provide for a State

Registration Board, which should be composed pro-

portionately of Kegular, Eclectic, and Ilonueopathic

physicians. Of course if tlie.se gentlemen (Drs. Pratt

and .lohnson) are reprehensible, the State Society ari'

equally so. Every intelligent man knows that there

is a vast difference between the matter of registration

of physicians and that of their education and gradua-
tion by a Medical Faculty.

But not to argue this point, (lerniit me to say, that if

our State Society or these gentlemen in particular, are

in the wrong, we wish to know, and are willing and
an.\ious to be set right.

Dr. JIaclean says that interested and unscrupulous
persons have endeavored to persuade the! profession

of the land that we, of this University Faculty, have
been, and are, in the position of aidei^s and abettors in

the graduation of hoimeoiiatliic students.

Permit me to say, Jlr. Editor, that it is the opinion

of the profession of this State, that Dr. Macli'an slates

the truth exactly, e.xce^pt in so far as ho says that in

terested and unscrupulous persons have cndeavorid lo

"persuade" to this opinion. The profession have
needed no persuasion in this matter. It is plain to all

that the moment Dr. Maclean or Dr. Frcithiiighair. ad-

mitted to his lecture-room, or i-xamined .at the close of

the lecture season, one who was known to be a regis-

tered lionin>opatliic stiiilent, tli.at " they of the I'niver-

sity Faculty" were guilty of aiding and abetting the

teaching of honirropathic sttiilents, and therefore, of
their graduation. This talk of "standing in the

breach, and preventing the country from being flooded

with honKPopatliic studi-nts" may sound well to non-
professional readei-s, but to the i)hysicians of this

State it is weak.
What the Michigan State Society desire above all

else, is a '• culm, full, and impartial investigation nf

tliese matters." And 111 -y jiropose to abide by the

decision, whatever it may be.

In conclusion, let me say that the profession of this

State have no ill-will towards the Medical Department
of the I'liiversity. T<io many of th"iii atteii<led lee

tures and graduated there. \Vc wish it well, and pray

that it may soon shake off this .seeming, at least, con-

iiertion with sectarian medicine. It had been just as

easy to have had thehonueopatliie' department entirely

separate and distinct from the regular school, and, in-

died, such was contemplated by the State Legislature.

It was the niiinageinent of the regents that hybridized
I lie two schools, that money might thus be saved to

help a non-paying department of the University. Hut
it now seems that the regents are gradually receding

from tlieir first action. Within a week two more
Ilonueopathic profes-sors have been appointid at Ann
.\rbor, that of Obstetrics and Surgery. Let two more
professors be appointed, so that the two schools may
)"' as separate m t'art as they are in «<rw, and tlirn

all cause of complaint and misunderstanding will be
gone. To satisfy all classes of people, and cany out

the theory of ••fair])lay" to its legitimate conclusion,

we must ultimately see established at .Vnn .\i'b(ir, as a

part of the University, a department of Eclectic (so-

called) medicine, of Ilydrcjp.ithic, of Cl.iirvoyant. and
the Seventh-son .system of medicine. All the different

sectarian systems must at last be represented. The
I'liiversity may be thus lowered in tlii' estimation of

scientific men, and yet we shall find no fault.

One word more. As a matter of good taste, it

woidd have been far better for the medical " Univer-

sity Faculty " to have inaiiitain<'d a dignified silence

upon this " vexed (luestion," and left the active cham-
pionship of this " doubtful cause " to other gentlemen,

if there are such in the profession, who sympatlii/.e

with them in this matter.

Yours very truly.

John P. Stodd.vki).

" PATENTED " versus " rROl'KIETARY."
To THE EdITOH of THK MEDICAL RECORD.

l)i:.\K Sin:—Permit me, agreeable to your judicious

invitation in the Medrai, Kwokd. to set down a few
fuels in regard to patents in medicine. Medi<'al, and
aUo pharmaceutical writers, speak of "patented arti-

cles " and "proprietary articles" in one strain, and
rate them in one and the same category of vile and
secret nostrums and quack medicines. This is evi-

dently a confusion, out of want of knowledge of
facts : Ijccause

:

• I'rifjtrietiiry Remedies." " Patfntnl limndien."

1. Are innumerable. 1. Only a few in existence.
'2. Forinulie are kept se- 2. Formulas ]) u h I i s li e il

;

cret. therefore not secret,

if. Generally they are good I}. They are of some the-

for everything. rajieutic value.

These differences and distinctions are so positive

and obvions, that the |)rofession sliouhl not ignore
them, and should certainly be disposed to make a due
discrimination between them.

Most respectfully yours truly,

JuMUs Fehk, M.D.
iIuilOKE.s, N. J., July 2Sth, l.sTli.

PRELIMFNARY MKhK'AL EDUCATION.
To TIIK Kditor or Tub Mkuicai, ItKroiio.

Sin:—Harvard College has raised its standard of nd-
inission, and after S<pteniber, 11^77, will recpiire of

applicants a degree in letters or scienci- from a
recognized college or scientitic school ; or, in lieu

then.'of, n fair reading knowledge of Latin, French, or

Oernian ; a respeetaiile oitliography, and u decent con-
ception of EnglLsh grammar.
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Little enougli this; but wliere is there a medical

school, fiom Maine to Texas, that requires even so

much of those that yearly swarm about their doors ?

Scandalous as it may seem, it will be allowed that I

do not exaggerate in the assertion, that the majority of

those who enter our medical schools fi'om year to year

would be unable to write and spell correctly ten con-

secutive lines of an ordinary letter. They will be

ignorant of the proper place for a capital or punctu-

ation-mark. With tlie expectation of dealing all their

lives with Latin words and phrases, they will be unable

to distinguish the nominative from the genitive case.

They will be unable to detine even the meaning of the

phrases, ' natui'al, intellectual, and moral ijliilosojihy.'

The chances are, that they will go through their whole
professional career, if they pursue their object to the

end, without having mastered more than the rudiments

of medical science. Still speaking generally, a more
ignorant set of men gather in no halls of learning than

gape and titter in the amphitheatres of American
Medical Colleges. From the jjlough and workshop,
without any preliminaries, they have entered into

studies that, from their very nature, require a firm

foundatiim of previous intellectual tiainiug. That
the necessary habits of systematic thought .and study

will be ac(|uired, is, in most cases, out of the question.

The wide and tliorough general culture demanded of

physicians, becomes, in their liands, narrowed down to

the mere watching of symptoms and dispensing of

drugs. Skilled perhajis in teclinicalities. standing well

in the estimation of the ignorant, before men of intelli-

gence they bring the whole profession into discredit.

This irruption of illiterate nun into what is claimed to

be a learned and lilieral calling, cannot l)e too much
deprecated. Its l)est interests as a body, as well as

those of its individual niemljers, demand the highest

talent and the most generous culture.

Tlic ])hysician who has started into the world with

an inadequate mental culture, m.ay attain eminence
and an extensive and lucrative practice. So far as

business and money-making is concerned, he may l)e

entirely successful. He has a "sound judgment,"
general force and weight of character, a faculty of

pleasing, persuading, and satisfying ; fidelity, moral
excellence, affinity, acuteness. He is "the fashion."'

The Great Public, wholly incapable of judging the

relative merits of medical men, accepts him ; and sees

in his failures, not the insufficiency of the individual,

but that of the whole profession.

Tlie ))hysieian's high res))onsibilities are not alone

confined to the weary couch of his patient, but extend

to every walk and occupation in life. The broad
scope of his intellectual culture should enable him to

be the mentor of statesmen, the clergy, and educational

corporations, whose opinion can command their

respectful attention. Men pay little regard to the

advice of those whom they regard as their intellectual

infei'iors. To obtain influence over the minds of

others we must be able to cope with the best of them,

and challenge tluir respect and confidence.

The question is asked, " Of what use is the Latin

language as a preparation for the study of medicine ?
"

Well, in the first place, a fair knowledge of Latin is

pretty good evidence of one's general schooling. The
possessor of a reading knowledge of Latin is inferen-

tially tolerably well trained otherwise. The Latin lan-

guage is the philological basis of scientific literature, and
in fact of all literature. Many causes have contributed

to this : the circumstance of its being a dead language
(and thus not sul)ject to change) ; its ready adaptaliibty,

its long use by the church of Rome and the (jriest-

hood, who were for centuries the possessors and sole

guardians of science and literature. Those who fail

to perceive the l>enefit to be derived fr<im a knowledge
of Latin, fancy they can see a very practical advantage

in a knowledge of French and German, not as an

intellect-oi)cner—if I may be allowed the exi)ression

—

but as something they can use in professional inter-

course. As well claim the same advantage from a

knowledge of music. I must as.sert that to an English-

speaking person a thorough knowledge of English

grammar is far preferable.

Harvard College requires and has required a three

year.s' course; and now tho.se seeking a diploma are

obliged to pass a most searching examination in every

branch of study. Contrary to wliat might lie ex))ected,

there seems to be no falling off in the number of

students applying for admission ; and if other medical

institutions would follow her good example in thus

raising the standard of admission and graduation,

they also would prob.ably lose nothing, while the pro-

fession and the world at large would certainly be the

better therefrom.

B. PiLLSBnRY. M.D.,
Middletuwii, N. T.

ARMY RANK.
To THE Editor of The Medical Record.

Sir :—The views expressed by Dr. Rollcston before the

Medical Council were intended to show that the status

of English medical officers (like that of our own naval

medical men) is not defxHo, as in the army of the United
States. In our army, the military title is given to

all medical officers in their commissions, and they use

it, and are addressed by it, socially and officially.

The military title is indispensable to military and
naval medical men, as it distinctly defines their mili-

tary position in the services, and is the onJy one tliatis

or will be acknowledged by the line or combatant
branch. The title of " Surgeon-General,"' " Surgeon-

Major," " Medical Inspector," etc., are not absolutely

distinctive of rank or duty, and are distasteful to Eng-
lish medical officers, who see no reason why a mili-

<«/•;/ title should be given to- paymasters and refiised

to them.
We have the same trouble in our navy, with its ab-

surd " relatiee," or assimilated rank, which for fifty

years has been the cause of all the heart-burnings of

the staff.

The high rank accorded to English military and
naval officers is like that of our navy

—

'Relative,'' or

assimilated—which is declared liy the combatant
branch to be a '^ ranh-liuinhug."

Bogus.
I *

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

To THE Editor of The Medical Record.

Sir:—Referring to the remarks of your Philadelphia

correspondent on the meeting of the American Medical
A.s^sociation. in your issue of the 24th ult., I can en-

dorse his statement as to the excellent acoustic prop-

erties of " Horticultural Hall," with a large audience,

such as Tyndall secured ; but with the small number
of delegates ])resent on the 6th of June, and the very

l)ad order maintained on that occasion, it was impos-

silili- to hear wliat was going on. I have been jnesent

at a good many medical meetings at home and abroad,

and I am sorry to say that I never was at one where
there was less dignity and decorum than at Philadel-

phia ; in fact, from the time of registration to the
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liour of iidjoiinimi'Ht, tlic wlioli' iifFiiir was iiioro like

u |)olitic:il iiK't'tiiii; tlmn ii ili^nili<d piufcssiumil {^iitli-

eriiig.

The wliolesnlo munufiutiirc of delegates into pci-

maiiiMit iiicmtuTs—mt'irly because they iiiv State del-

eijates—appears to be wroni^ ; in this way the State

societies really make their di'lej^ates niembers of tlie

Anicrican Medical Association; wliercas. if ive are to

consider sncli nieinbership an konor, tin; Association

should make its own selection from the leading med-
ical men of the country.

AttXott^v.

Ucutfius anti IToticfs of Ooolis.

CYCi.op.KniA OP TilR PRACTrcF. OP MpnirrNP,. Edited

by Dk. H. von Zikmsskn. Vol. IV. JH.ien.ies of the

Hexiiir<iliiri4 <)r(jiiii.i. By Dr. Fkaf.NUKI,, of Berlin;

Prof. VoN ZlK.MSSKN, of Jluriich ; Prof. STi;i.M:it, of

Prague; Dr. Uikuki.. of f'olofrne; anil Dr. Fhaknt-
ZKi., of Berlin. Ai.iiKKT H. Buck, M D. , New York,
EJitor of Amc'ican Eiiition. 8vo, pp. y05. New
York; William Wood & Co. IWili.

TiiK volume before u.s, although but fourth in num-
l)cr. is tlie most recent one of the series issued in this

country. Evidently, therefoie, it.s appearance in Ger-

many must have been considerably delayed. On
turning over its many (jages, and observing the num-
ber and character of the subjects therein discu.ssed,

one cannot but regret that some of the authors had
not improved a pait of their time in abbreviating and
condensing tl)eir papers. The only two articles not

deserving this criticism arc that of Fraenkc^l on Dis-

eases of the Xose, wliieh is thoroughly practical; and
that of Steiner on Croup, which is short and clear cut,

and, l)eing admirably translated, is the most read-

able essay in the book.

The first ninety-eiglit pages of this volume arc oc-

cupied witli tlic General Diagnosis of Diseases of the

Nose, Pharynx, and Larynx, by Dr. Fraenkel. The
subject is ably handled and the ground .imply cov-

ered, more so, in fact, tlian in many works devoted

to tlie specialties lierein consiidered. The dilTerent

methods of illumination, the combinations of concave
mirrors and lenses, as well as all the photometric

m 'asurements and matliematics of opti(?s pertaining

thereto, arc discussed at considerable length, while

still the author gives to the dijcnssion the practical

stamp of till- clinician.

The second section, on Diseases of the No.se, al.so

by Dr. Fraenkel, covers eighty-two pages, and will

interest the general practitioner, as furnishing much
valuable information on a class of cases often met in

practice, and with regard to wiru^h our general treat-

ises are almost silent. It is true that Fraenkel does

not solve tli; problem of how to cure a "cold in the

head," but he does give us some fixed points on the

subject of Purulent Nasal Catarrh, as well as the mon^
conunon C'hrouic Catarrh, or O/.iena. In this coniu'c-

lion we are informed that acute rhinitis imnj pass

into the chronic form, "and yet, in the vast majority

of cases, this ludy takes place in persons suffering

under a dyscrasia,"—especially under the effects of

scrofuUi or syphilis. Nothing new is advanced in the

way of tri-atment, but tin; author urges the import-

ance of physicians no longer neglecting or making
light of rases of subacute or chronic nasal catarili

ill children. Considerable space is given to the con-

siileration of Epistaxis, while abscesses, ulcerations,

tumors, foreign bodies, and parasites of the na.sal

cavity are more brielly dispo.sed of.

Prof, von Zi<'mssen himself rnrnishes the introduc-

, tioii to Disease's of the Larynx, together with brief

sections on Aniemia, llypeiiemia. Hemorrhage, Ab-
normal Color, and the Catairhal liillannnations of the

Laryngeal .Mneons .Membrane. The; acute and chronic

JMllannnations of the larynx is tlu' only pait of this

that is of much interest. The distinction between
acute laryngitis, in the form of pseudo-croup in

eliildren, anil true croup, is made prominent. The
. writer al.so insists that every laryngeal aneclion, even

j

the most trilling, should be followed up laryngo-

I
scopically. The treatment of chronic laryngitis,

besides the avoidance of its causes, is mainly local,

by inhalations of tannin, nitrate of silver, etc.

Prof. Steiner, of Prague is already favorably known
to the English reading medical |)ul>lic by his Com-
pendium of Children's Diseases, a translation of

which luis b(;en published in England and in this

ciunitry. llis article on Croup, like all that he
writes, is short, clear, and practical, and is of special

interest just now, when the question of the identity of

cioup and diphtheria is attracting renewed at-

;
t.'iition.

Apropos of this discussion, we arc told that "the
attempt to distinguish croup and diphtheria as two
entirely distinct ilisea.ses lias been unsueee.ssful. both
from an anatomical and a clinical standpoint; indeed

there are uuiiiy good reasons for suppcsimt that these

two affections are only varieties and moditications

of one and the same in-occss." And yet a little later

he says: "Another secondary. form of croup, and one

which is justly to be feared, is that which often

accompanies epidemic diphtheria." It will be seen,

' on reHection, tliat the two statements arc not neces-

sarily I'ontradictory of each other.

Steiner opposes the view of Niemeyer and others

that dyspniva, in croup, is caused al.so and mainly
by paralysis of the laryngeal muscles. Croupous
tracheo-bronchitis is mentioned as one of the most
frequent and dangerous complications of the laryn-

geal di.sease. In cases that |)rogress but slowly this

may not arise till late, and when tracheotomy has been

performed the aiitluM- has often satisfied himself that

tliLirc were no signs of bronchitis until two or three

days after the operation.

in speaking of th; histology of the crou|)ous exu-

dation, he agrees with E. Wagner that " there is no
sharp dividing line between diphtheria and croup,"

,
but does not adhere to the rest of Wagner's views
as to the production, in both of these affections, of a

network resulting from a |)eculiar metamorphosis of

epithelial cells. On the other hand, he considers that

the views of Oertel, Klebs, Laycock, Wade, and
others, who believe they have discovered the nature

of the croupous diphtheritic exudation in the genera-

tion of fungi, to be equally untenable.

In the way of Ireutmeii'. early and ])ersistcnt ap-

plication of milder remedies is especially advocated.

Frequent gargling, or pencilling the throat with equal

parts of lime water and distilled water, or with a

solution of chlorate of potassa, twelve to sixteen

grains to the ounce for children, and a draehm to

the ounce for adidts, is advised. Where this is

impracticable or without result, touching with lunar

c;iustic, or with a strong solution (two drachms to the

nunee) of lutrate of silver, may be tried. For local

application the author also mentions chromic acid,

tincture of iodine, hydrochloric and lacti(^ acids,

' sublimed sul[)hur, and chloride of iron, but has found
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none so efficacious as those first mentioned, especially

lime water. He is opposed to the use of calomel;
considers emetics to be of value only by their me-

j

chanical effect, and advocates early tracheotomy. In '

performing this operation, for croup, he fears the use

of chloroform. As before stated, Prof. Stciner's

essay on Croup is. in our opinion, the best thina; in i

the book, and is an interesting and most valuable

contribution to the literature of this subject.

The remaining five-eighths of the volume (500
pages) are aliout erpially divided l)etween Dr. Riegel,

1

of Cologne, antl Dr. Fraentzel. of Berlin, the former
writing on Diseases of the Trachea and Bronchi,

and the latter on Diseases of the Pleura. They
j

have neither of them, as yet, acquired the gift of

brevity.

In Dr. Riegel's prefatory remarks may be found a '

vahial)le resume of what is known with regard to the

origin of cough, or the comparative susceptibility to
'

irritants of different parts of the respiratory appara-
j

tus. The question of the influence of climate on the

production of bronchial catarrh is ably handled, nor ,

is the etiological significance of dust inhalation lost

sight of. The sections devoted to the diagnosis of

different forms of bronchitis are full and very satis-
j

factory, amply repaying their cai'eful study. In view !

of the rarity of their occurrence and the small amount
|

of positive information given thereon, far too much
s])ace, in our opinion, is devoted to such subjects as

|

Croupous Bronchitis, Stenosis of the Tiacliea and
Bronchi, and Foreign Bodies in the Trachea. Tliose

practitioners whose lives have lieen made a burden
by the care of asthmatic patients whom they could
neither cure nor kill will be interested in the able and
exhaustive section on the Etiology and Pathogenesis
of Bronchial Asthma. Unhappily nothing new is

advanced in the way of treatment.

Dr. Fraentz?l's paper on Diseases of the Pleura is

long and heavy. The anatomical part of it is good.
Then follow forty-five pages on Symptomatology,

and forty-eight pages on Treatment. If any future

President of the American Medical Association is

tempted again to accuse the Germans of being nihil-

ists let him first read these forty-eight page s of

treatment.

Venesection—6^ to 9i ounces—is only recom-
mended where there is very high fever and rapidly

increasing effusion. Eight to twelve wet cu|)s are

bette]-. or, in children, leeches. Digitalis and calo-

mel, in grain doses, are given till the jjulsc is lowered
or salivation forbids. Mercurial inunction is advised,

also dry cupping, blistering, sina])i^ms, fiying blisters,

and iodine paint. The use of cold or of large doses

of quinine is not recommended. Excellent results

are claimed for drastic cathartics when the inflam-

mation has reached its height. The author is de-

cidedly in favor of ])nucturing the thorax and re-

moving fluids by as|)iration. whenever they fail to be

absorbed or are doing serious harm. He gives due
credit to Dr. Bowditch, of Bo.ston, for having re-

vived and introduced the operation of paracentesis.

On the whole, the fourth volume of the Cyclopaedia

is a valuable and interesting one ; and if we are a little

annoyed at the prolixity of some of its contriljutors,

we nnist remember that all the articles in such a

work as this cannot come from the master \>cn of a

Liebermeister or a Juergensen.

The Mortuary Record op The Mutu.\l Life In-

sur.\xce comp.vxv of new york.

The combined mortuary reports of the iledical and
Actuarial bureaus of the Mutual Life Insurance Com-

pany of New York, have been submitted to us through
the kindness of the Medical Director of the above-
named Com|)any.
The volume is elegantlj' gotten up on tinted paper,

full morocco binding, and is beautifully illustrated

with elaborate colored tables and diagrams.

The experience which it .sets forth is derived from a

careful study of all the records of the Comjiany, from
its inception to the beginning of 1874, more than
thirty years.

During that time the Company has been exposed to

loss on 101. {(67 lives of different individuals, who
have lived as members of the Company, a duration of

time aggregating 578,1124 years.

Out of this vast army of insured, 5385 deaths have
occurred—something over five per cent.—a most rea-

sonable mortality certainly. We are somewhat sur-

prised, however, to see the large percentage of deaths

that has occurred among those who were only on their

first year of insurance—over ten per cent, of the

losses thus happening. This, it seems to us, is a very

large jjercentage ; and reasoning from it, we must con-

clude that the average low mortality of the Company
is due, not only to the care exercised in the selection of

risks, but also to a coml)ination of many favoring cir-

cmnstances. Among the causes which are charged
with tliese early deaths, " cancer and alcoholism"
show a larger percentage in the first year than in

several subsecinent years. We can understand how
this might be the case with the latter of the two causes

—alcoholism—as many a magnijirfid wreck from drink
can, by a little li-viiig tip, be made to still present an
appeararice of even robustness ; hut we cannot see how
it could be so with cancer ; nevertheless, there it

stands as a/act, and as such the report honestly states

it. In the case of consumption, the value of medical
selection is apparent, as the percentage of deaths from
this cause during the first year is much smaller than

in the subsequent years, when the advantages of selec-

tion pass naturally aud rapidly away.

The value of good medical selection is also very well

illustrated in " kidney diseases," including Bright's

disease, where the percentage of deaths during the

earlier years is very small indeed, being only 1.87 per

cent, for the first year ; whereas, further on, it rises to

6.57 per cent. Of suicides, on the other hand, out of

the ofl instances reiiorted. 13 occurred during the first

year of insurance—over 22 per cent.—showing that to

the average medical oliserver this " coming event," at

least, "casts but little shadow before."

Of the 38 deaths from small-pox, half occurred

during the recent epidemic, teaching very clearly, we
think, the necessity of a better appreciation of the

preventive effects of revaccination among the people
at large.

In speaking of phthisis, the medical director calls

attention to the fact, that the disease is not one which
is cni) fined to the i/ounger perioils oi life; though it is

generally so considerecl, not only by the laity, but by
physicians. The experience of that Company shows
that, while 525 deaths occurred from phthisis in indi-

viduals under 40 years of age, there were also about

400 deaths from the same cause in those who had
passed 40 years. This is a ])oint for Life Insurance
underwriters to consider carefully.

Old age comes in f(_>r but a small showing, only 13

deaths from this cause being cited. Every decade
hereafter will, no doubt, rapidly swell the numbers of

this class.

As to the influences of nationality on the different

causes of death, we have some interesting facts: for

instance, strong drink showed itself strongest among
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the Eii<;lisli and Irish, and wenl:e»t among the phleg-
matic and liigLT lovinj; IVutons.
Scotchman sconi most I'asily to fall victims to apo

pk'xy and diseases of tlie nervous system, while tlui

Irish tight most shy of them.
Seotchmeu are also most liable to diseases of the

kidneys (hius oatmeal anything to do with it. we won
der?); but, however that may lie, tlie Scotcli and Irisli

hnow hcttir l/niii to eummU suiciiln, for not one case

comes from among them.
The Irish contribute tlie largest numliei to consump-

tion ; and their neighbors, the Knglish. the least;

while diseases of the circulatory system and accidents
are equally distributed to all nationalities. As be-

tween foreign and native-born subjects, the foreign
show an excess of ten per cent, over natives in deaths
from cancerous disease.

Lectures on Syphims and on somr Forms op Locai,
dtsf.ase afffkctixg i'kincii'ai.i.v tiik ok(ians ok
Ge.nkh ATION. By Hknry Lki:, I'rofissor of S-.n-fiiry

in the Royal College of Surgeons of England. I'liihi-

delphia : H. C. Lea, 1875.

These lectures are, like all the writings of this author,

disappointing. In reading this work, one is forced

to the conviction that its .•luthor is not clear anil pre-

cise as to many ofhis views of syphilis. Indeed, if tin-

whole scope of these lectures is considered, tin- (jues-

tion forcibly arises, are they such as one could expect

from the profes.sor of surgery in the Hoyal College of

Surgeons of England, and particularly are they worthy
of delivery before such a learned body as the Ilun-

terian Society i Both of these ([uestions must be

answered decidedly in the negative. It is certain tint.

had a man of less fame or a previously unknoHU auth<ir

published these lectures, they would have, on account

of their lack of grasp of the subject and of its inade-

quate treatment, consigned him to a low rank in lite-

rature. The author labors to call attention, as he says,

to certain doctrines of Hunter, which lie thinks deserve

more iirouiinence than they have heretofore received:

but he has so far mi.\ed matters that we have to return

to our recollections of Hunter, to know which is his

view and which that of Lee. The chapter on blood

inoculation is a long and labored one. and in the end
does not bring the question out in a clear Jind prac-

tical manner. We find in this work, as in all that j^ee

writes, tlie term adhesive infl.inimalion for what is

really cell-inliltratiou. Certainly in this late day, the

proliferative processes of syphilis being so well under
stood, should not be thus called. Again, in describing

syphilitic papules we find the author still uses that

bad term syphilitic lichen, which for various rea.sons

is inappropriate and unscientific. Still further, the

author indulges in new and unnece.s.sary names, as we
find that he terms the inguinal glands, when syphi-

litic, amygdaloid, simply because they in, syphilitic

persons, sometimes feel like almonds under the skin.

We shall stop here, though many other minor faults are

observed. There are, however, certain good jioinls

in the work; the remarks on syphili/.atiou and on the

inoculation of various morbid discharges are evi-

dently based on extended and caref\d study. No less

interesting ar« the portions relating to the treatment of

syphilis, in which, as of old, the author advocates the

mercurial vapor bath, and comes out as a strong advo-

cate of the use of mercury in syphilis. It must be

confessed, however, that these good points are so few

and unoriginal that they do not by any means counter-

balance tlie shortcomings, both general and special.

of the work. To a person who has already studieil

syphilis, the work will be a disappointment; and those

who commence its study would do well to thoroughly
avoid the book, as it inculcates such errors as would
materially embarrass future study and observation.

ARMY NEWS.
Official List of C/itiiii/rs of Stations and Duties of

Offirera of the Mnlind De]uirlmrnt, United States
Army, from July liW/i to Aicjust 'ttfi, 187G.

By S. O. G9, a. O. O. July 2fl, 1S7(!, the following
promotions and appointments in the Medical Depart-
ment are made :

—

Promotions.

To be Surgeon with th(^ rank of Major: J. .1. Wood-
ward, Wni. 11. Forwood, Ely JlcClellan, S. .\. Storrow,
W. I). Wolverton, A. HartsutT, C. H. CJreenleaf, .J. v!
1). Jliddleton. .T. II. .Janeway, II. It. Tilton, S. M.
llorton, .1. C. G. Huppersett.

Appointments.

To be Surgeon with the rank of Colonel: Robt.
Murray, Chas. Sutheiland, .1. .1. 15. Wright, .J. M.
Cuyler.

To bo Assistant Medical Purveyor with the rank of
I.ieut.-Colonel : Chas. McCormick, C. II. Laub.

To be Surgeon with the rank of Lieut.-(^ilonel :

Wni. J. Sloan. W. S. King, .las. Simons. C. C. Keeiiey,
.1. F. Head, L. A. Edwards, .1. F. Hammond, E. J.
Baily.

Uose, G. S., Asst. Surgeon. Granted leave of
absence for one month. S. O. 14(i, Mil. Division
of the Atlantic, Aug. 1, 1870.

Sk.mio, B. (}., Asst. Surgeon. Leave of absence
further extended one month. S. O. ir>:l A G O
.luly 28, 1870.

Beam,, Geo. T., Medicd Storekeeper. Granted
leave of absence for one mouth. S. O. 154, A. G. O.,
•lulv 20, 187(;.

fHcbical Items anb ^tms.

CoNTAOious Dise.vses.—Comparative statement of
cases of Contagious Disease reported to the .Sanitary

Bureau, Health Department, for the two weeks ending
August 5, 1 876.
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population of two hundred and twenty-five male
patients, only two were sulijccted to any form of

mechanical restraint; one had his hands in a leather

muff to [jrevent the removal of bandages from his

leg; the other wore a camisole waist a part of the time
to keep him from destroying his clothing. Duiing
the past three months these two men have been with-
out restraint, and we have actually conducted the

hospital on the male side on the non-restraint plan. I

am under obligations to the officers and attendants
who have takeu so much jiains to further efforts in

this direction. Much of its success depends upon the
character of the attendants having immediate ciiarge

of the wards. Kindness, regularity, and watchful
attention are efficient qualities in this direction. The
great want in every hospital is occupation; patients

who are in suitable condition to do so go out with a
sense of relief to farm work, to the kitchen, laundry
or sewing room, and regard the cliange as diveision.

The object in setting a patient to work is not that he
may repay cost of treatment, but it is to aid him in

casting aside fancies and in returning to healthy feel-

ings and tlioughts."

The Ouigin of Evil.—How often are the most im-
portant truths brought to liglit from sources the least

expected. For ages the scientists. |ihilosophers, and
theologians have been seeking to di.scover the origin

of "evil," otherwise the '• devil," without coming to

any satisfactory conclusion, when, lo ! his sable

majesty's nativity has been sudd.^nly brought to light

by an ol)scure and hitherto ahnost unknown tribe of

savages, inhabiting a cold and ahnost inaccessible

region.

The London Nntinnnl Itefnrmcr says :

" It is stated that Terra del Fiiego has been traversed

by Lieut. Masters, H. N., who lias discovered that the

natives believe in devils, and that they are the departed
spirits of members of the medical profession. The
main object of their religious ceremony is to keep
these devils at a distance from them.

Cl..\SSIPIC.\TION OF AMPOT.A.TI0NS FOK In.TURT.—
Prof. Verneuil com|)lains of the confu.sion that exists

among surgical authorities with regard to the elassiti-

cation of amputations for injury, according to the

time when the operation is performed. Jlost surgeons
recognize only two divisions, viz. : primary or imme-
diate, and secondary or consecutive : but many make
three periods. The Professor thinks that the more
natural and satisfactory division is into tlu'ee periods,

and he proposes that these periods should be denom-
inated the antepyretic, the intrapyretic, and the
metapyretic. The operaticm in the second period is

very dangerous, and should be jjut off as long as ))os-

sible, and only performed when the fever is declining.

The metapyretic period, or in other wi)rds the period
of sui)puration, begins with the subsidence of the

fever, and may last for months or years.

Castor-Oii,.—This nauseous drug can be easily

taken, when administered in tlie following way:
The glass should be fii'st rinsed with moderately hot
•water, and then two drachms of hot water, one ounce
of castor-oil and one drachm of peppermint water,
put in in the order mentioned. Tliis is easily swal-
lowed, and leaves hardly any taste of the oil in the
mouth.

^loKrni.v IN Se.\-Sickxess.—Dr. Dillard recom-
mends subcutaneous injections of morphia in the
epigastric region for this affection. He used the
remedy in two cases, and in both the distressing nausea
and other symptoms were relieved in about fifteen

minutes, and did not recur. The dose used was five

minims of Magendie's solution.

Poisoned Meat.—Prof. Boiichardat, of Paris, re-

cently analyzed the yellow coloilug of the cover of a
ham, imported from Cincinnati, and found it com-
posed of chromate of lead, a deadly poison.

HYDRopnoBiA.—A case of rabies is reported by
the VeUrinary Journal (July) cured by the hypoder-
mic injection of " less than half a grain of the woo-
rara."

A Button thrown up two Years after being
Swallowed.—Dr. Roth related at the Jtedical Soci-

ety of Strasburg, the case of a child, three years old,

who vomited a button two years after it had been
swallowed.

Death from Chloroform.—Another death from
chloroform is re])orted. The occasion was the re-

moval of a fibrous tumor from the palate of a robust

aud healthy man, aged forty-five years, a patient of St.

Mary's Hospital, London. The patient refused to

submit to the operation without an iVna-sthetic, aud
l>efore he was fully under the inlluence of chloroform
death took place.

The International Congress of OpnTHALMOLOGT
will be held in Chickering Hall, Fifth avenue, on
Tucsdav, Wednesday, and Thursday, Septembei- 12th,

l;!th, and 14th. oii Tuesday, froiii 13 M. until 1.30

P.M. ; in the afternoon, from 3 until 5. On Wednes-
day and Thursday : in the morning, from UI.30 to 1

P.M.; in the afternoon, from 3 to o. Candidates for

memljership will ))resent their names to Drs. Derby or

Gruening, at Chickering Hall, on the Jlonday preced-

ing, at 10 or 3 o'clock, or on the morning of the
nueting. The membership fee is §3, including a copy
of tlie reports ; without reports, $2. Those who liave

already subscribed to the expenses of the Congress
will be exempt from these payments. The discussions

are open to the [irofessiim. No paper must exceed fif-

teen minutes in reading, and no subsequent speech must
exceed five minutes. No member must speak more than
once upon the s.ame subject, except by permission of
the house. A dinner will be given to the foreign

membeis of the Congress by the American Ophthal-
inological Society, on Thursday evening, September
14tli, at Delmonico's. Tickets may be procured on
registration.

American Dermatological Association—At an
informal meeting of Derm.atologists, held in Phila-

delpliiii, at the rooms of the Section of Practical Med-
icine, of the American Medical Association, Wednes-
day, June 7th, 1876, after the election of a chairman
and Secretary pro tem., it was Resvhed to call upon
such American physicians as had evinced a special in-

terest in dermatology, to unite in forming an American
Dermatological Association ; Hesoltvd, that the meet-

ing for organization he held in the L'niversity of

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, on Wednesday, Septem-
ber Slh, 1S7(), at 6 P.M., or immediately after the

close of the meeting of the Section of Dermatology
and Syphilology of the International Medical Con-
gress, on that day.

Prof. Joseph Lister and Arotll Robertson,
about to visit this country, will represent theMedico-
Chirurgical Society of Edinburgh at the Interna-

tional Congress. Mr. William Adams. President, and
Mr. Richard Davy, Surgical Secretary. Medical Society

of London, will arrive in New Yoik by the Scythia

on the 15th of August.
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Original Communications.

THE INFLUENCE OF NEURALGIA OF
THE ti:i(;e.minus in causing iritis
AND CHoKKlDlTIS, AND ITS PATHO-
LOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE.

By CHARLES S. BULL, A.M., M.D.,

OPUTHA1.MI0 SCBGEON Tit CHAIIITY HOSPITAL, A8SI5TAKT 8UBGE0N

TO THE NEW YOBK ETE INFIIIUABT.

Fou more than a year ))ast my attention has I)een

atti'.ictcd l)y certain iihcnomcna of a nervous natnro,

in connection with iritis and choroiditis, which seem
to me to illustrate the intimate connection which ex-

ists lietween neuraliria of tlu' trifrcminiis and intraoc-

ular inllammation.wlifn involvini; tlie iris and clioroid
;

and tlie two forms of disease, neuritis of one or more
hranches of the fiftli nerve, on the one hand, ami in-

tercurrent iritis or choroiditis, on the other, I tliink

bear the relation to each other of cause and effect.

This view I liave been induced to consider highly

l)ioh.il)le, from my own observation of seven cases.

The pathology of the trigeminus is still very ob-

scure, and investigators are still groping in the dark,

or in what, at best, is a very sulidncd light, for some
slight ray that may liclp their footsteps along in tlie

right direction towards a full comprehension of the

subject.

Clinical facts are what we all need, eitlier in ad-

vocating or opposing a theory, and. therefore, to the

broad field of elinical observation must we look for

aid in elucidating the difficulties which overhang still

a very important subject. Neuralgia of the trigemi-

nus is an afTection of great interest, not only on ac-

count of its frefluent occurrence and olistinate re-

sistance to treatment, but also on account of its con-

nection with other lesions, which are sometimes of a

most intricate nature. Many pages have been written

upon the single subject of licrpes zoster ophthalmicus.

in connection with neuralgia of ditTerent branches of

the supraorbital and infraorbital nerves, and a great

deal of valuable time and arduous lalior spent in at-

tempting to account satisfacturily for the occurrence

of necrotic intlammation of the cornea and iris, which
is met with in this disease.

Neuralgia of the fifth nerve is usually complicated

with secondary affections of other nerves, which arc

intimately connected with those tliat are the original

seat of the pain. AVIien tlie pain in the nerve is the

result of direct injury to the nerve trunk, wliethcr Ijy

external violence, by the mechanical pressure of a

tumor, or l>y tlie nerve becimiing involved in some
inflammatory or ulcerative process, the general con-

dition of the patient produces scarcely any effect.

In general migraine it is a well-known fact that the

pain spreads to every terminal branch of the ophthal-

mic division, the eye on the affected side is deeply
injected, there is laclirymation, photophobia and par-

tial ptosis, with occasional spasmodic contractions of

tlie orbicular muscle, and cloudy vision.

In a taiiulatcd report of 12>< cases of neuralgia of

the fifth nerve in tlie Arch. (jiii. dc Midecine. Xotta
snys that the retina was completely or almost par-

alyzed in ten cases ; there was dilatation of the con-

junctival vessels in 34 cases
; permanent tonic spa.sni.

not due to photophobia, in fourca.scs: paralysis of

the third nerve, causing [itosis, in six cases ; and di-

vergent strabismus in three cases. The pupil was di-

lated in three cases, and contracted in two cases,

without impaired vision. In three others there was a

dilated iiui>il with iini)aired vision. He also mentions

among the complications, glaucoma and ulceration of

the cornea.

Now the relations of the fifth neiTc to so important
an organ as the eye, tend to call our attention strong-

ly to the phenomena that accompany its morbid con-

ditions. Not merely the circulation of the parts sup-

plied by this nerve becomes afTected, Init also the

nutrition of the tissues, Anstie tells us that the peri-

osteum of bone and the fibrous fascia' in the neigh-

borhood of the painful points not unfreqnently take

on a condition of subacute intlamniation, with marked
thickening and tenderness on pressure. He con-

siders also that glaucoma is in many cases of nervous
origin, and in this opinion all ophthalmologists will

coincide. In regard to tliis snl)ject. Bowman first

called attention to the interesting fact tliat in certain

glaucomatous conditions, there occurs a rapid change
in the intraocular pressure ; sometimes an increase, at

cithers a decrease. The anomalies of tension are gen-

rrally transient and of a varying nature. Of course

\vi' leave out of consideration all tlio.se conditions

dr.scribed as atrophy of the eyeball, in which the soft-

ness of the globe depends on disorganization of the

tissues and an altered intraocular circulation. We
are still very ignorant of the [iliysiological conditions

wliich are here concerned. The hypotonia, or loss of

tension, is constantly associated with contraction

of the jjupil. The patient complains of a dull pain

ill the eye. or of slabl>ing |iains in the orbit, and in

many cases there is violent neuralgia, which often

merges into migraine. The spontaneous neuralgic

paius generally occur periodically, often accompanied
liy injection of the conjunctiva and laclirymation,

I Hiring this rapid eh.iuge of tension, we should al-

\v:iys carefully note the relation existing between the

hypotonia and the size of the pupil ; when the

pupil is narrowest the eye is the softest, and
the neuralgia generally the most severe. The
liy]>otonia is very often accompanied by slight

elirinosis of the conjunctiva and l)y small, delicate

vehicles or phlycta'nuhe. Auolher symptom is the

loial change of temperature, geiier.ally an increase,

though occasionally a diminution haslieen observed.

There is also congestion of the ccurespcinding half of

the face, and hypera'iiiia and swelling of the nasal

mucous membrane. These cases differ from one an-

other in the prominence of the individual symptoms
;

in one there are merely changes in tension, in another

tliere is increase of teiniieratiire, while in a third the

functional symptoms are the most imporlant. Jon-

• ilhiiii n>itcliinsi>n has written much upon the subject

in the jiublished reports of the Moortields Oplithal-

niie Hos|)ital, and he has come to the following con-
clusions :

1st. The whole subject of reflex paralysis and reflex

disturbance of nutrition is obscure and diflicult of

satisfactory proof. In some cases it is not at all cer-

tain that a central disea.se does not exist, to which
Initli the lesion of sensation and the lesion of nutri-

tion arc alike due.
'.'d. In many ca.ses the changes arc probably due to

influences exerted through the vaso-niotor nerves only,

by which are induced alterations of the blood supply
tci the affected part.

od. It is, however, probable that nutritive alter-

ations may be induced thmugh the nervous .system in-

dependently of any primary change in the calibre of

the blood-vessels.

^ i
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He cites, in detail, 17 cases, one of which was glau-

coma of one eye, occurrmg during a severe attack of
neuralgia of the fifth nerve.

Comparatively recent investigations have proven
that the phenomena of recurrent sensibility occur in

almost all nerves. It is tolerably rare in neuralgia to

find the whole of the nerve-trunk the seat of pain.

The pain is commonly referred to certain limited spots,

l)res3ure upon which will at once induce it. As Val-

!ei.c first pointed out, tlie most superficial nerves are

principally affected, and their points of emergence on
the surface the chief seats of paiu. Arloiiuj and
Tripier proved experimentally that all nerves—motor,

sensitive, and sensory-motor—possess recurrent fibres,

which become more numerous as the nerve approaches
the periphery, and decrease in number as we go back
towards the centre, until they finally disappear alto-

gether. As these recurrent fibres have never been
seen to terminate in the thickness of the nerve-l)undles,

they may be assumed, from the characters noted, to

end at different points in the tissues adjoining uerve-

trunks or their branches. It is these fibres that, in

certain cases of neuralgia, would ha affected by mor-
bific agents, which may possiljly explain the occurrence

of the isolated painful spots on nerve-trunks and their

branches. Another argument in favor of this hypothe-
sis, Aiioing ixnA Tripier &nd in the dimiuution, or even
total disappearance of these fibres above the points

indicated by Vulleix, as the special seats of neuralgic

pain. It would be erroneous to assert that these fibres

are alone affected in neuralgia
;
yet equally far from

the truth to state that spontaneous neuralgia follows
the course of the nerve. They also consider it sup-

|)osable that the morbid agency acts at once, both on
direct and recurrent fibres; consequently if we ex-

amine the mode of extension of the neuralgia, from
the disordered nerve to one that is sound, an addi-
tional argument for their theory is afforded. It is

certain that extension very often takes place through
the medium of the nerve centres, as is exemplified in

the frequent coincidence of trifacial neuralgia, with
pain in the cervical nerves. In trifacial neuralgia, it is

not uncommon for the pain to glance from the oph-
thalmic branch to the mastoid process, and upper part

of the neck.

In cases of traumatic neuralgia, it is impossible
accurately to determine always the amount of nerve
lesion in individual cases, and hence it is not always
possible to study the relation between the extent of

nerve injury and the amount of consequent shock.
It might be supposed from the frequent occurrence

of injuries to the eyeball and orbital margins, that

wounds of the infraorljital and supraorbital nerves
would be not uncommon accidents ; but this is not so.

They are sufficiently rare, though they do occur. Weir
Mitchell has seen severe neuralgia of these nerves,

where both had been contused by a single blow from
the head of a cane.

Charcot mentions the case of a man, who after re-

ceiving a violent blow upon the side of the head,
which fractured the outer table of the parietal and ad-

joining portion of the frontal bone, complained of con-
stant, violent pain in the branches of the frontal and
occipital nerves. Later, the neuralgia became local-

ized iu the right eye, orbit, and ear ; the eye became
red and prominent ; the conjunctiva axlematous, and
the upper lid paralyzed. The cornea was hazj', and
there was iritis with synechiie.

Perhaps the most curious and interesting feature of

these cases of iritis and choroiditis, is the strange vari-

ations in intraocular pressure, and their connection
with the activity of the inflammation and the severity

of the neuralgia. Close observation of the seven cases

which I have been able to follow out, have led me to

the conclusion that, as a rule, the beginning of the

pain leads to a slight diminution of tension, which rap-

idly becomes more marked as the inflammatory action

proceeds, and is lowest when the latter has reached its

height. Without entering upon a discussion of the

subject of intraocular pressure, let me say a few words
in regard to the infiuence of the fifth nerve.

By irritating the medulla at the deep origin of the

fifth nerve, the intraocular pressure is always increased,

and lasts some time after cessation of the irritation.

The result of irritation of the fifth is always the

same, whether the cervical sympathetic was previously

divided or not. The explanation is prolsably as fol-

lows : The first cause of mcreased tension is an active

dilatation of the blood-vessels of the choroid and iris

;

the fact that the irritation of the fifth nerve increases

the tension, even after evacuation of the aqueous
humor, proves that a secretion or transudation of the

ocular fluids occurs somewhere during this irritation.

It is further proved by another experiment; if we di-

vide the spinal cord between the occiput and the third

cervical vertebra, no consideral:)le increase of intraoc-

ular tension is produced, but when the fifth nerve is

irritated in the same nimal, there is.

A final legitimate conclusion may be stated some-
what as follows : In some way, either ijeriphericaliy

or centrally, the trigeminus is irritated ; as the imme-
diate result, there occurs a slight increase of intraocu-

lar tension, caused by increased secretion of fluid in

the posterior segment of the eyeliall, by which the iris

and lens are jjushed forward ; by the pulling of the

zonula upon the latter, a new irritation is set up, which
again acts on the secretory nerves, and, of course,

causes an increase of tension. As a secondary result

of the pressure, the points of exit of the vena? vorti-

cose are narrowed, and we get disturbance of the cir-

culation. But the cause of the intercurrent inflamma-
tory action is still undecided and obscure.

As a rCsumfi of still later investigations of Ilipjjel

and Oriiiihaffen, the following may be offered : The
trigeminus, by dilatation of the vessels of the iris and
choroid, and by diminution of the resistance to osmo-
sis, can cause an increase of the intraocular pressure.

The sympathetic, as the specific ocular nerve, when
irritated at the superior cervical ganglion, causes dim-
inution of the intraocular tension. In the history of

glaucomatous cases, as well as of those of essential

phthisis buUji, there is an irritated state of the ciliary

nerves. Now since all sensory nerves stand in reflex

connection with the vaso-motor nerves in general, and
particularly stith those of the eye, the irritated condi-

tion of the ailiary nerves may easily extend to the

vaso-motor nerves of the eye, and may induce periodi-

cally or permanently contraction of the blood-vessels,

a lessened supjily of blood, and a consequent diminu-
tion of the tension of the eye. This I hold to be the
explanation of the phenomenon of diminished ten-

sion which occurred in all the cases of iritis and cho-

roiditis which formed tlie basis for this paper. In

all of them it was jjresent, and in most of them very
marked, and always showed an intimate connection

with the state of the pupil and the degree of iuflani-

matory action.

It is well known that, in the majority of cases, the

affections of the eye, which occur simultaneously

with, or subsequent to neuralgia of the peripherical

branches of the trigeminus, consist in periorbital neu-

ralgia, accommodative asthcno]jia, spasms of the orbi-

cular and facial muscles, and the more serious lesions

of the cornea and conjunctiva. We also know that
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tliese attacks of neiualfjiii aiu diu- td an inllammation
of one or nioic of the terminal twigs of tlie oplitlml-

mic division of tile fifth. Now it is a matter of expe-

rience that the supiaorl'ital or frontal branch is the

most often inrtanied. and the iiiundiria is very often

characterized liy evening exacerbations. GnUzoicxki

cites a remarkable case of this kind of neuralgia in a

jiatient from whom he liad removed one eye three

years before for hemorrhagic glaucoma, and had done
an iridectomy in the other for chrtmic glaucoma. In

this eye vision was restored and remained good for

three yeai-s. lie was then attacked by periodical neu-

ralgia of the orbital margins, which was very violent

;

the eye became red, and vision was considerably im-

paired. (liiJeiiiir.iki, at lii'st, thought that it was a re-

turn of tlie glaucoma, but a closer examination show-
ed that the disturbed vision was due to excessive lach-

rymation, and the case proved to be a true neuritis of

tlie supraorbital nerve, which he cured by a succes-

sion of lilisters.

If this frontal neuritis is not arrested, and if the

neuralgic symptoms are prolonged during weeks and
months, there re-^ult, very often, spasmodic contrac-

tions of the muscles of the face and lids. Here the

case becomes more serious, and we must resort to sub-

cutaneous divisiim of the supraorbital and infraor-

bital nerves, and even to an exsection of a portion of

them.
Some authors are inclined to believe that if the

inflammatory action affects the peripheral twig, the

eye complications are very superficial, are most often

purely neuralgic and rarely inllammatoiy ; and that

the more serious lesions of the iris and choroid are

only met with when a deeper jiortion of the trigem-

inus is involved, viz. the ganglion of Gasser; and
that when a cerebral lesion is at the bottom of the

trouble, there is such an alteration in the nutritive

centres of the eye that the most serious results are

here met with. This reasoning I believe to be faulty,

for cases of grave choroidal lesion certainly do occur
where vision is practically abolished, where there is

surely no cerebral lesion present, nor even any suspi-

cion of one, but where the intraocular trouble is due
solely to peripheral irritation.

In glancing over the current ophthalmic literature

of the past few years we are sur|)rised to find how-

few cases there are published of grave lesion follow-

ing neuralgic affections of the fifth nerve ; and still

more rare are those cases which are not glaucomatous,
in whicli there is a diininutiun of tension associated

with iritis orirido-choroiditis.

In the Transactions of the American Ophfhalmolog-
ical Society for ISTO, Hoosa mentions a case of conjunc-
tival and corneal lesion with partial ptosis, in which,
for nine months, there <iccurred every week with great

regularity conjunctival injection of one eye with neu-
ralgia, both ciliary and frontal, contraction and slug-
gishness of the ))upil. lachrymation and diminution of
tension. Only the ocular conjunctiva was injected, es-

pecially on the nasal side, but there were never any
signs of herpes. Tlie .attack lasted several liours. and
no treatment was of much use. After nine months the

attacks became rarer, and finally ceased.

Noycs somewhere reports a casi- of monolateral herpes
zoster ophthalmicus with bilateral blindness, which is

of interest in view of the immediate cause of the loss

of vision. There was the usual eruption on the left

side of the face, acconipanieil by very violent and con-
tinuous neuralgia of the same side. The l-j't eye be-

came blind during the attack, but not from ulceration

of the cornea. Ten months later the right eye became
inflamed and vision was lost, just as the left one was.

from irido-clioroiditis, without any eruption on the

right side of the face.

It may seem to some that seven ea.ses are far too few
to draw conclusions from, but we certainly can learn

something from a careful observation of even this small

numlier. In five of the cases, the [latients had been

neuralgic for a number of years, and in one of these

since early childhood. Two cases were of traumatic

origin ; that is. the neuralgia was caused by direct in-

jury to the nerve liranches, and in both of them the

nerves were involved in the resulting cicatrices. In all

seven the same symptoms were noted.

After the neuralgia had lasted for some time, usually

months, a very violent attack occurred, accompanied
by marked conjunctival injection and diminished ten-

sion, followed by a sharp iritis, during which the ten-

sion rapidly dccivased, the pupil niiiained contracted

ill spite of atropine, though not always from adhesions,

and the neuralgia ceased. During the height of the

intbimniation the tension remained diminished, but

when the intiammatioii began to yield, the tension be-

gan to increase and the luipil to <lilate. With each

fresh relapse, tlie same syni))toms followed in usually

the same order, and the choroid generally soon became
involved. In only one case was there ever any con-

junctival herjies, and in this case the vesicles always
appeared at the inner angle, near the caruncle. The
prognosis is almost always bad, for the neuralgic haliit

is ahnost permanent, and with each attack of neural-

gia, the eye is almost sure to .sympathize after the first

attack of iritis. Of course when the choroid is invol-

ved, the aspect of the case becomes a grave one.

C.\SE I.

—

Lontj-cuntiniied Neuralgia of Frontal Nerve,

fvUowed hy suppurative Irido-choroiditia and aympa-
thetie Iritis in other eye.

Patrick D , ivt. 35, laborer ; suliject to frontal neii-

raliria of right side for nine years. At firet, attacks

slight in intensity and duration, and at moderately

long intervals of threi' or four weeks: but gradually

becitme more fref|Uent, and increased in duration and
severity, and for past year have occurred every d.ay.

I'ain generally confined to frontal nerve and its

branches, Init occasionally invade cheek and orliit.

Xeiiialgia always succeeded or accomiianicd by plio-

tnphobia, lachrymation, and active injection of ocu-

lar conjunctiva, but V. never materially disturbed till

six weeks ago. At this time neuralgia very intense,

and aecom])anied by violent intlaiiimation in eye. V.

failed rapidly, and in less than 48 hours was entirely

destroyed. Cornea ruptured, lens was extended, and
eyeball rapidly degenerated from panophthalmitis.

Siiieo then, frontal neuralgia interiiiitteiit and less

severe, but can always be excited by pressure on

nerve. Six weeks after, violent intlaiiimation, nothing
left but small, very iiainful stump. Coinjilete ptosis

from paralysis of levator pal])el>ra', and plastic iritis

ill lellow eye with V.= |-',!-'
. Stump of H. E. immedi-

ately enucleated, and subseiiuently iridectomy up-

wards in L. E. with good result.

Case FT.

—

Trido-choroiditis followimj tiolent and con-

tinued Frontal Neuralgia of posaihly traumatic
oriijin.

\wa H., (Ct. TiTi. Eight months before I saw pa-

tient, she was struck on fmehead over R. H by a

lartre box falling upon her. Blow knocked her down,
and ill falling she received a severe wound over occi-

put from Corner of chair. AVas unconscious, and
afterwards complained of diplopia and misty vision.

When I saw her, there was a broad scar just above eye-
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brow, 1 1 inch long, across course of frontal nerve.

Three weeks after accident, savere attack of frontal

neuralgia, which lasted three days, accompanied Ijy

usual ocular symptoms. Attacks became more fre-

quent, until now they occur every day. Three weeks
ago, attack ushered in by violent inflammation of eye

with marked failure of V. When I saw her, there

was violent irido-choroiditis, discolored iris, immov-
able pupil, cloudy vitreous, diminished tension, V=
fingers at two feet. Intense pain over whole side of

face, and seemed to involve all Ijranches of fifth.

Atropine (gr. iv.), warm ajjplications, and leeches,

and one week later, iridectomy upwards. After five

weeks of continued treatment, media cleared up, and
neuralgia disappeared. V=-r,n,, and atrophic changes

in choroid. After intermission of three weeks, neu-

ralgia returned in frontal nerve ; and with each exa-

cerbation the eye became injected and painful, and
one month after operation, second attack of violent

irido-choroiditis which lasted five weeks, and neural-

gia became almost constant. After ultimate subsi-

dence of inflammation, V=jgTT, and never improved.

Neuralgic attacks grew less frequent and finally dis-

ajjpeared.

CiSE III.—Irido-choroiditis, with diminished tension

following contused and lacerated wound of forehead

in region of frontal nej-ve, with ohstinate neuralgia.

Ellen C, ret. 72. Nine weeks before I saw her, pa-

tient had fallen down-stairs and struck forehead just

above orbital margin, on edge of step. Profuse hem-
orrhage from wound, and unconsciousness for several

hours. Wlien she recovered, vision found uninjured,

though she had never seen well, owing to high degree

of myopia. Wound healed very slowly, and always

very painful. Three weeks after accident [lain be-

came neuralgic, very severe, and involved all cu-

taneous nerves on right side of face, scalp and neck.

On each return of neuralgia, sharp flashes of light

before II. E., and V. became cloudy. When I saw her

there was a scar an inch long just above right eye-

brow, still red and jiainful—irido-choroiditis with

posterior synechiae, and cloudy vitreous. Tension
markedly diminished, V.= movements of hand. In L.

E-, V= fingers at 20 feet nith a myopia I, and exten-

sive choroidal atrophy. Patient refused all operative

interference. Three weeks later, returned with in-

tense pain in R. E., V=0, and iritis in L. E. Iridec-

tomy upwards in l^oth eyes, and- after long continued
treatment by atropine, warm applications, repeated

leeching and mercurials, inflammation sulisided in

both eyes, leaving V. in L. E. same as before ; and
neuralgia diminished in intensity and frequency,

though it never was entirely cured.

Case IV.— 0]>tic Neuritis, followed hy Irido-choroiditis,

preceded hy intense neuralgia of scalp and face of
right side, of traumatic origin.

Betty H., ret. 42. Three days before I saw her, she

received violent blow on right side of face and head.

No external wound, but next morning eyelids swollen

and ecchymosed. No injury to conjunctiva, cornea, or

iris, media clear, optic disk and retina normal, V.=|n.
Sharp intermittent pain in orI:)it and along forehead.

Great pain on pressure over frontal nerve. No syjihi-

litic, rheumatic, or gouty taint in patient. Neuralgia
spread all over right side of face and scalp, and in-

creased in severity. Three weeks after accident, vision

Ijegan suddenly to fail very rapidly, and was reduced
to counting fingers at six feet. Ophthalmoscope
showed well-marked optic neuritis, with all the usual

signs, but no hemorrhages. Leeches, atrojiine, mercu-
rial inunction. Three days later, after violent neuralgia,

irido-choroiditis developed, with marked diminution
of tension. Same treatment persevered in, and after

three weeks inflammation subsided, and vitreous began
to clear u|), and at end of sixth week the optic neuritis

had sul.isided, leaving the disk somewhat paler
than natural, l:iut Y. = j|i. Tenderness and neiu'algic

])ain also diminished markedly, and eventually entirely

disa))peared from all l>ranches of 5th except frontal,

which was involveil in scar. This case seems to show
an intimate connection Ijetween trifacial and optic

nerves. Neuritis of branches of 5th set ui5 by injury

seemed to Ije propagated from periphery towards centre,

while neuritis of optic nerve seemed to have taken re-

verse course. Whether irritation of 5th travelled as

far as nuclei of origin and was then reflected along
fil)res of optic nerve, may be regarded as somewhat
doubtful. I am inclined to doubt existence of any se-

rious inflammation in coui'se of optic nerve downwards
in this case, for this would |)robably not have yielded
so readily to treatment, and would almost certainly

have left disastrous results. The neuritis here jjrobably
limited to ocular end of nerve, and the medium of
production may have been a disturbance in vaso-motor
system presiding over circulation and nutrition of ojitic

nerve, propagated to them from the 5th, either peri-

pherically or from the centre, probably the former.

C.\SE V.

—

Irido-choroiditis following long continued
Neuralgia of 1st and 2d branches of 5th nerve, with
diminished tension, and ending in phthisis bulhi.

Mrs. B. ret. 38. Seen in consultation in May, 1875.
Perfectly healthy up to five years ago. First marriage
at 20. but no children. Has had one child ))y second
husband. Subject almost constantly to neuralgia of

lumljar and dorsal regions for two years, but for last

three years the pain has been confined to suijraorbital

and infraorbital nerves. These attacks occurred at

irregular intervals and were of varying duration. Al-
ways confined to left side of face, and gradually in-

creased in frequency and severity. .Three months
before I saw patient, after violent supraorbital neiu-al-

gia, a violent iritis set in, with marked diminution of
vision. This resisted all treatment, and in time the fel-

low eye became involved sympathetically. On my last

visit, I found in L. E., extensive irido-choroiditis, di-

minished tension, cloudy vitreous, limitation of casual
field on temporal side V. =^i^. In R, E. iritis and pos-
terior synechire. Iridectomy upwards immediately in

L. E., leeches to both temples, atrojjine (gr. iv.) every
half hour in both eyes, and mercurial inunction. Phos-
phorus, quinine, and nux vomica internally. Wound
liealed well, and in course of two weeks R. E. recov-
ered entirely and vision improved somewhat in L. E.
But no apprecial)le change in attacks of neuralgia.
Three weeks after operation, a severe exacerbation" of
neuralgia, followed in less than an hour Ijy severe
irido-choroiditis in L. E., vision reduced to perception
of light, and inflammation only yielded to treatment
after two weeks. From this time the tension remained
permanently diminished, though each attack of neu-
ralgia was immediately followed liy an increase of
tension, which soon gave place to diminution below
the previous degree. After a third relapse, R. E. again
became affected with limitation of field and failing
vision, and enucleation of L. E. advised, but was
refused. Vision of L. E. jiermanently reduced to jier-

ceiving movements of hand. R. E. V.=,?oi\, with lim-
itation on nasal side. The neuralgia remained just as

severe, and each exacerbation was followed bv recur-
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rence of intlammation in L. E., anil threatening symp-
toms in K. £.

Case VI.

—

Iriilo-efioroUlitis toith innriid diminution
of tension, preaded/or setenil months hy netiralgiu of
frontid neree, foUoininy fracture of the bones of the

face.

Bernard B., let. 45, l»ljorer. Two years before I saw
the patient he liad received a violent kick on ri<;lit side

of face from a horse. Blow had fractured orbital phite
of superior maxillary, had driven in and connninuted
malar bone, had fractured external antjle of frontal

bone and both nasal bones. causinLC deep depression
between the eyes. Whole right orbit displaced down-
wards and outwards,, so that inferior orbital margin
stood ] of an inch lower than opposite side. Sight of
R. E. lost at time of accident, and globe liad slowly
atrophied without any pain, until when I saw him there

was only a small stump left. He had no pain of any
kind on right side after wounds had lie.iled, but about
a montli after accident he began to suffer from severe
pain on left side of nose and at inner angle of left eye,

which was irregular in appearance and duration at

first, but gradually became continuous, and subse-
<iuently involved infr.a-orbital nerve. These attacks be-
came so bad that he was unable to do any work, and
tliree weeks before I saw him the vision of left eve
became scriou.sly affected. I found severe neuralgia of
niiso-ciliary and infra-orbital branches of .jth vn left

side, |)artial ptosis of upper lid. injected conjunctiva,
turbid aqueous, contracted pupil, irido-choroiditis and
marked diminution of tension. Stump of K. E. immedi-
ately removed, and atropine, leeches tu temple, phospho-
rus and ipiinine. On 4th day some slight im|)rovement,
pupil moderately though irregularly dilated, vitreous
turbid, tension still diminished: V.= movements of
liand. Slow but steady improvement in all symptoms
till Dth day, when violent recurrence of nc\iralgia began,
followed liy relapse of irido-choroiditis, marked dimin-
ution of tension, no perception of light, and increased
severity of pain. Iridectomy innnediately done up-
wards and in coui-se of an hoiu'. ciliary pain ceased,
though infra-orbital neuralgia still continued. Inrtam-
niatory symptoms slowly sulisided. and some vision re-

turned. .Vqueous and vitreous cleared up. and two
Weeks after the operation choroid could be seen tilled

with exudation, floating bodies in vitreous, and =\'J,i'.;. i

Tension remained diminished for some weeks after oper- i

ation, but linally reached normal standard. C'ircumorbi-
|

tal neuralgia diminished in severity and frecpiency, but
was not entirely removed. Xo syphilitic or rheumatic
taint in the case. J[ay it not be probable that, as a conse- ;

rpieucoof fracture of nasal bones, the line of fracture I

may have exten^led into superior m.ixillary bone of left

side, and injured terminal tibresof nasal nerve, or even
the infraorbital nerve: or that, in process of healing,
these nerves may have been compressed, tlius givini; rise

to their intlaumiation and the consequent neuralgia

!

and inflammatory process lasted eight weeks. During
this period the patient was entirely free from neural-
gia, liut as inflammation subsided, the neuralgia began
to r. turn, and was .soon back in full force. The eye re-

mained weak and irritable for a number of weeks, and
she suffered from repeated attacks of conjunctival
herpes. These were somewhat irregular, usually com-
ing about once a month and lasting three or four days.
Always ushered in by attack of frontal or infra-orbitat
niuralgia, and strangely enough confined to inner
angle of eye, near semilunar fold and caruncle. Dur-
ing their presence the neuralgia ceased, to reappear on
the subsidence of the vesicles. These attacks of herpes
occurred with varying regularity up to March. 187.1,

when she had a more severe and jirolonged attack,
whii li left the eye weak and irritable, and early in
April an attack of iritis sui)ervened in one eye, with
punctate precipitate on membrane of Dcsccmet. At
this time neuralgia very severe. Between this attack
and ,Iune 17th, when I first saw her, she had four re-

lapses of iritis. At my first visit there were numer-
ous punctate deposits on posterior surface of cornea,
iris discolored and adherent to capsule l)elow, cloudy
vitreous, tension diminished, and neuralgia violent.

From this time up to Oct. 10th, she had five moiere-
lajises, each one severer than the preceding, and vis-

ion l)ecanie seriously and iiermanently impaired, as
the choroid was deeply involved. On Oct. 17lh, a
liroad iridectomy was done upwards, after which there
was very severe pain. But wound healed well, the
inlhunmationsul>sided, tension increased, the neuralgia
diininished markedly, and vision improved decidedly.
Patient's condition steadily improved, and there was
no further relapse till latter part of February. Since
this period, she has had three relajjses, and vision has
sunk to counting fingers at a few feet. The facial
neuralgia, however, is decidedly better, the attacks be-
ing much less frequent and less severe.

As regards the operation of iridectomy in these
cases, a few words may not be amiss. Since the per-
formance of this oi)eratiou for making an artificial

pupil, and more recently as a remedy for glaucoma,
has made it widely known, it has become of such
general practice in all sorts of cases, as to bring down
u|)on itself from oiththalmologists during the past
few years an amount of odium which is, I think, un-
deserved. The reaction has been too violent, and the
pendulum of surgical opinion has swung so far in the
opposite direction as to excite apprehensions that it

will not swing back. There is no doubt that the
operation has been jierformed in many ca.scs, not only
where it was not indicated, but also in many where it

was strongly contra-indicated, as in cases of violent
inflammatory action. Its ultimate disturbing influence
upon \H9ion has not been sufficiently considered by its

too ;irdent advocates, and like many another medical
or surgical remedy, it h.is been regarded as a sort of
universal |)anacea for most of the deeper lesions of the

Buteye. But recognizing this fact, it will not bv any
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iditis, we may still safely trust ourselves to the dictum
of our great master, von Graefe, who writes as fol-

lows :

" It is not iritis itself, the single acute attack, which
in the majority of cases threatens the vision or even
llie loss of the eye, but the frequent relapses, which
always cause new exudations into the pupil, and fre-

iMently its complete closure. In many of these cases

C.VSE VII.

>•!/ iritii mi
tutiteijuently choroiditis icith exudation, icith frequent
relapses.

Mrs. M.. let. .")0. I first saw patient in .Tune, 1^7.5.

She had been neuralgic from early childhood, and for

many years had led a somewhat confined, sedentary
life. The neuralgia was for many years general, oc-

currinir all over the body, but of late years they have
Ijeen limited to the head and face, and more particularly
to the right side. Si.\ years ago had a violent attack of the real origin of the evil lies in the lye itself, in the
plastic iritis in R. E. Vision was seriously impaired, ' pusterior synechia-. The periodic ciliary neurosis, so
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common in these cases, often depends solely on the

presence of these posterior sj'nechire. The closure of

the pupil forms the point of origin of further com-
plications, particularly chronic choroiditis and plithisis

jjulbi. Where atropine fails to break up the synechias,

and relapses continue to occur, there is but one re-

souroe left us, the performance of an iridectomy,

which should be so done as to break or tear away the
Ijroadest synechia, and thus do away with the ex-
citing cause."

From my own experience, while admitting that
oven an iridectomy does not always succeed in pre-

venting the relapses in these cases complicated by a

diseased trigeminus, yet I certainly would not post-

])one the operation till the eye had become seriously

damaged by the relapses, but would do it as soon as

it was evident*that the ordinary means of treatment
had failed.

PAMIANA.

:By ALEXANDER MURRAY, M.D.,

NEW yonE.

As a new remedy, Damiana is now doubtless engag-
ing the general attention of the profession. 5Iy friend

Dr. J. J. Caldwell, of Baltimore (formerly of New
York), has published an interesting article on its use,

etc.* After reading his paiier. I was desirous of test-

ing its therapeutic value in nervous diseases, but more
especially as an aphrodisiac.

Tlie desideratum most needed in certain nervous
affections, is a relialjle substitute for phosphorus. For
this agent when taken internally, even in very small
doses frequently repeated, is not altogether free from
danger, no matter witli what menstruum it may be
combined—as oil, wax, lard, alcohol, ether, sugar of

milk. After a few doses are taken, it invariably pro-

duces a sensation of burning at tlie pit of the stomach,

and also disagreeal)le eructations of gas, which have
a phosphoric taste and odor, or as some patients have
expressed it, as if " a box of matches had been swal-
lowed."
With this inducement, therefore, in addition to that

general desire to advance the healing art, more parti-

cularly in a direction where of all others it seemed
most to require it, I proceeded to make trial of dami-
ana in a numlier of cases which happened to offer;

encouraged with the hope that, since we already had
obtained, in bromide of potassium, a means of repress-

ing the sexual impulse, we might tiud in the other

article a means of exalting it. and thus have it in

our ])ower to satisfy botli classes of patients, as well as

those laboring with priapism on the one hand, and
those with prostration on t!ie other.

Case L was that of a lady, aged 24, of a highly
hysterical constitution, who had married aliout three

yeai's. Her meustrufttion was always regular, but

scanty, of a pale color, and unattended with pain.

She informed her husband that about a year j)revious

to her marriage she had lost all sexual desire, owing,
as she alleged, to a paroxysm of hysterical convulsions.

She had strong hopes that the influence of matrimony
would restore the lost apjjetite.

Her husband manifested great anxiety for her re-

covery, and especially as he was desirous of having
family. A careful examination of the organs of gen-
eration showed that they were normal and healthy.

I was determined in this case to give damiana a fair

trial, in order to test its real or therapeutical value. I

began treatment by giving the fluid extract in two-
drachm doses three times a day for one month, and
then an ounce and a half in divided doses for the suc-
ceeding two months. During the third month she
imagined she had recovered somewhat her sexual
appetite. The use of the drug, however, produced a
decided change in her physical ajipearance, making
her rolnist and healthy, whereas liefore she had been
thin and i)ale. She was naturally of a constipated'
habit, and consequently required the occasional use of
purgatives. After the exti-aet of damiana had Ijeen

taken for a few days, it produced large soft alviue
evacuations, and subsequently the menstrual flow was
both normal in (juantity and color. The latter effect,

I believe, nas due altogether tor the improved condi-
tion of hei' health, rather than to any emmenagogue
properties in the drug.

C-\SE II.—Mr. K , aged 42 years, a native of

Germany, merchant, had always enjoyed good health :

never had syphilis or any other disease, that he is aware
of; and had not at any time indulged in the excessive

use of stimulants or tobacco. About six UKmths after

his second marriage, he experienced marked sexual

weakness. He attributed the cause of his weakened
powers to ha-ving been allowed, through neglect of

the attendants, while taking a vapor or Russian liath,

to remain too long on his back on a heated marble
slab. He also stated that the excessive inhalation of

steam dliring the sweating jirocess, produced palpita-

tion of the heart, difticult breathing, and a sense of

immediate suffocation. Soon after he left the bath-

rooms lie had a slight attack of vertigo, and experi-

enced great difliculty in walking to his residence,

which was about four blocks off.

Two months before he came under my observation,

he had lieen treated for impotence by a " charlatan,"

who. under the promise of a speedy cure, fleeced him
out of a large sum of money. Mental despondency
arising from the cares of business, with his anxiety

concerning his young wife, drove him to tlie verge of

insanity.

After a careful review of his case, I was doubtful
of obtaining satisfactory results by any mode of treat-

ment whatever, and accordingly held out no promise
of success. However, I applied galvanism (interrupted

current) to the spine every second or third day, for

four weeks, and gave the fluid extract of damiana in

half-ounce doses, thrice daily for nearly nine weeks.
About three months from the commencement of treat-

ment he stated, to use his own words, that "he was a

man again," and expressed himself very desirous of

continuing the damiana.
C.vsE HI.—Johii'B , 38 years, a robust, hefilthy-

looking person ; a house carpenter ; nev*-r had syphilis

;

married about nine months. He attiibuted the cause

* Virginia Medical Monthlj, May. 1^75.

of impoteucy to the taunts of his wife, whose propen-
sities were stronger than his own. The consequence of

this was the most unbridled excess in sexual indul-

gence during the first six mouths of matrimony. He
was very despondent at times, and threatened to com-
mit suicide in the despair of a cure. Se]jaration from
his wife for a time, cheerful society, anct the adminis-

tration of damiana, resulted in about two months in

restoring the sexual abilitv.

C.^seIv.—Mr. Charles il , K-t. 34; clerk; short,

stout, and vigorous; while walking, fell and hurt his

spine. He complained of severe pain in the lower
jiart of the back (sacro-coccygeal region) and the left

tliigh. Micturition was for several days lioth painful

and difficult. The shock to the spine produced im-

potency. He had neither desire for, nor power of coi-
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tiiiii. His wife, a good sensilile woman, consoled liini,

and encouraged the liojje tliat time and medical treat-

ment woidd restore the lost functions.

About three weeks from tlie date of injury, faradi-

zation was employed daily to tlie spine for eight ap-

plications. As he was unable to attend to 1)usiness,

he resolved to go into the country for a sliort time

until recruited. I supplied liini with tlie Huid extract

of damiana sutHcient for six weeks, with directions to

take four draclims three times a day. He called to see

me after an absence of two montlis, and reported tliat

there was a marlced improvement in his sexual ability.

Sulisequently, after two weeks by too frei^uent marital

intercour.se, a diminution of virile power was appar.

cut, and consequently lie fell back on damiana for a

few weeks longer. Sloilerate indulgence was now
strictly enjoined.

C.\SE V.—Mr. H . !et. 4li ; a lawyer ; had syphilis

when a young man. He had an attack of apoplexy
about four years ago, and for several days was in a

precarious condition, but he gradually recovered con-

sciousness, leaving tlie left side com))letely paralyzed.

I!y judicious treatment and repeated api)lications of

f:iradism. he was able in six weeks to walk about,

and in less tliau three months to follow his professional

ftvocations. Although sulliciently recovered to attend

to his l)usiness, still, he had been quite' fre<iueiitly

despondent, as he experienced a marked loss of sexual

ability. For tliis ailment he had consulted several

physicians, followed tlieir advice, and had used phos-

phorus, strychnia, ergot, and electricity, without any
apparent effect in restoring his virile ]>ower.

For more than two years he had given up all treat-

ment as useless. I advised him to give damiana a

steady trial for at least two months, at the end of

which time to let me know the result. There was a

decided improvement in his condition. Tlie power
of erection, however, was not altogether satisfactory,

and though at times it was sufficient to complete the

sexual act, yet, it very often failed at the important

moment. His recovery, although not complete, had
exceeded his anticipations, and encouraged the hope
that damiana would ultimately accomplish the desired

result.

In a few cases of midwifery— inertia of the uterus

—I have given four drachms of the fluid extract every

30 minutes, three succeeding times, without apparently

augmenting uterine contraction.

I have noticed that when damiana had been taken

for a week or two, it invariably proiluced (in about

two-thirds of my patients) an eruption of acne on the

liead and body. It also induced large soft evacuations i

from the bowels, especially in those of a constipated

liabit. The drug did not act as a laxative, but mcjie

as an alterative—in fact, somewhat similar in its re- .

suits to the extract of belladonna, when administered

in chronic constipation.

I did not observe any marked effect on tlie heart, '.

liver, stomach, or bladder. In a few instances I

noticed the diminution of the pliosphates, and almost

tlie entire absence of the oxalate of lime, wliich usually
|

ai)pear in the urinary secretion in cases of nervous

affections, and especially inca.sesof imj)oteucy.

The value of damiana in impotency is more appar-

ent in stimulating venereal desire than in restoring
,

the vigor or power of tlie virile member. In several
'

cases, the <lrug failed to manifest any curative effect,

wliile in others particularly in those arising from an

attack of paralysis (hemiplegia), even of six or eight ,

years' standing, it was more or less bonelicial.

Damiana is by no means an agreeable remedy to
|

take. The bitter, slightly acrid tivste, and the " sagey" 1

flavor are disliked by many patients. It sometimes
excites nausea or vomiting, especially when taken on
an empty stomach, or when the dose is not largely

diluted with some menstruum.
The lluid preparations of damiana, when mixed with

water, act somewhat similar to the tincture of guaiac
— that is, by forming an opaque mixture or emulsion,
of a dirty greenish white color. .\ eombination with
a little licpior potassa or water of ammonia forms a

tolerably clear solution when diluted with water. The
tincture of the chloride of iron changes the fluid ex-
tract to a dark bluish-green color.

(k'nerally I prescribe the fluid extract of damiana
in combination with equal (larts of glycerine and syrup
of tolu, or with some fruit syru]). Several of my [la-

tieiits have taken the drug in claret, llhine wine, or

lager-beer, to disguise its taste, whilaBiiany others pre-

fer the cold fresh infusion. Fn quently 1 have pre-

scribed, as an adjunct, dilute phosphoric acid, from 10
to 15 drops with each dose of damiana. This addition
renders it pleasant and easy to take.

The following is the formula of the infusion which
I have employed

;

Damiana. leaves and flowers 2 oz.

Liquorice root bruised J oz.

Boiling water 10 oz.

Macerate for eight hours in a covered vessel, and
strain. Dose—3 to 4 ounces.

The prei)arations of damiana which I have i)re-

scribed were prepared by Nickles, 007 Broadway.

progress of iHctiical Science.

On OFFicr.\L DosAfiE, with some Rem.\rks on Ho-
M(i:oP.\Tnrc Tisctlhes. — Dr. Farquharson contributes

an interesting paper on the above subjects to the May
number of the I'nirtitioncr. In the flrst part of his

paper he shows that the maximum doses of digitalis,

lielladouna, conium, tincture of iron, bromide of

pota.ssium, etc., etc., allowed liy the British Pliarma-

copn^a are all too small. In the case of tincture of

aconite, on the other hand, both the minimum and
maximum doses are too large, while the minimuin
doses of liquor morphia', strychnia, and tincture of nux
vomica, are all placed too high. He cites several cases

in which these mistakes in the official dosage led to

.serious annoyance to physicians by inducing pharma-
cists to refuse to put up prescriptions as they were
written, and shows how such refusal m.ay gravely im-

peril the interests and safety of the patients. He urges

warmly that something should l)e done to carry out

the suggestions of Anstie, who had, shortly before his

ileath, devoted considerable attention to the subject of

official dosage, and recommended the formation of a

committee of competent men by the colleges orniedi-

cal societies to investigate the question.

Dr. Farquharson, however, congratulates us on the

fact that the errors in our Pharmacopa-ia are most-

ly on the side of caution, and contrasts it with the

looseness which prevails in liomivopatliic pharmacy, in

which the feeble dilutions of former years have beeir

replaced by excessively strong tinctures. Dn. O. .lohu-

son cited, in a paper recently read before the Clinical

Society, five cases in which unpleasant and even dan-
gCMus symptoms followed the use of the concentrated

nomreopathic solution of cam|>lior, in quantities rang-

ing from eight 3-minim doses uji to twenty '.}.~>-minims
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and a teaspooufiil. This solution is stronger than die

spt. camphor, of the B. P. in the propoitiou of T]r to 1,

containing cue ounce of camplior to one and a quarter

ounce of spirit. Anxious to obtain a correct idea of

the strength of some of the homo-opathic remedies. Dr.

Farquharsou tried some ex])eriments witli a few of

their mother tinctures and metallic solutions. He found
by experiment that 15 chops of the mother tincture of

aconite were sutficient to kill a rabliit. This tincture

about equals in strength the British liniment of aconite.

The mother tincture of belladonna is stronger than the

tincture of the B. P.. 10 Tl| causing on himself dryness

of the throat and unpleasant dreams. The homo?o-
pathic solution of arsenicum, of which the dose for

an adult is one to five drops, contains one grain of

arsenious acid to 102 TP^ of water, while the corre-

sponding solution of the British Pharmacopceia con-

tains one grain to 120 TH, of solvent. A solution

labelled " Mercurius cor. Poisou. Dose for an adult

one to five drops," contained about one grain of the

amido-bichloride of mercury to two fluid drachms of

alcohol. This is about four times the strength of the

solution of perchloride of mercury as ordered in the

British Pharmacopeia.
Both these vegetable mother tinctures and the solu-

tions, the latter of which were, it is true, labelled
" Poison, ' were sold freely and without question over

the counter of a homceopathic pharmacy. What be-

comes, then, of the boast of the homceoijathists that

no mercury or injurious metallic substance is ever pre-

scribed by one of their practitionere i The above
figures show how misplaced is the rash confidence of
homwopathists in the weakness and inuocuousness of
their drugs. A mistake in the matter of aconite, for

instance, would not be likely to occur to the siime

patient a second time. Indeed, in view of the careless

way in which amateui-s recommend and take homa>o-
liathic remedies, it does not seem at all improbable
that a mother tincture might be mistaken for one of
its dilutions. In conclusion Dr. Farquharsou cheer-

fully admits, that although we are supposed to ruin

the constitutions of our patients with enormous doses
of deleterious substances, we must yield the palm of
potency of dosage to those practitionere, the very essence

of whose professional existence was formerly believed
to depend on the magical effect of their infinitesimal

dilutions.

PhtsioloCtIC.vl Chemistry.—5DI. ilalassez and
Picard have lately devoted considerable time to the

study of the chemical comijosition of the spleen, .'md

have discovered that it contains a much larger quan-
tity of iron than the blood which it contains could
supply. They pumped into the splenic artery a quan-
tity of a solution of sea salt, untU it issued from the

vein perfectly colorless. The salt solution drives out

the blood mechanically, but does not dissolve any ex-

traneous hemoglobine that exists in the tissue of the

spleen. After this process the spleen retained its red
color, though it was certainly entirely empty of blood.
A quantity of pure water, which dissolves hemo-
globine, was then injected into the artery, and when it

issued from the vein it had a deep red color. At the

same time the organ began to lose its red color and
gradually assumed a pale yellowish tinge, the water
issuing from the vein losing its red color as the spleen

became decolorized. Microscopical examination of

this fluid showed no red globules, but the spectroscope

and chemical an.alysis revealed the presence of hemo-
globine. It is evident, then, that free hemoglobine ex-

ists in the spleen outside of the vascular system, or at

east that the organ contains an organic substance

that is transformed into hemoglobine by the action

even of a vehicle as weak as simple water.

Another physiologist, M. Raoult. has been ex-

perimenting with the object of determining the effect

of inspired carlionic acid on hematosis. He ex-

perimented on rabbits placed in an a23paratus so ar-

ranged that the expired did not mingle with the in-

spired air, and which permitted analyses of both to be
made, and allowed of changes in the composition of
the latter to be made at will. The air inspired con-

tained always a fixed quantity of oxygen, about 21 in

the 100 parts, but a certain quantity of the nitrogen was
rejjlaced each .time by a similar quantity of carbonic

acid. The maximum dose of the last used was 24 parts

in 100. The number of inspirations per minute dimin-
ished in an inverse proportion to the amount of car-

bonic acid inspired, but they at the same time increased

in depth, so that the volume of air inspired in a minute
was nearly doubled. -Vt the same time the amount of

carbonic acid produced by the pulmonary combustion
diminished sensibly : the analyses showed that when
100 cubic inches of inspired air contained 20.8 cub. in.

of oxygen, and no carbonic acid at aU, 2.8 cub. in. of

oxygen were consumed and 2.3 cub. in. of carbonic

acid produced ; when, however, the inspired air con-

tained 20. S cub. in. of oxygen, and 12.1 cub. iu. of

carbonic acid, the oxygen consumed was only 1.1 cub.

in., and the carbonic acid produced, 0.9 cub. iu. In
order to overcome this diminution in consumption and
production, the amount of air inspired, as is mentioned
above, was nearly doubled, but even this was unable to

supply the deficiency, for iu the same space of time
less oxygen was consumed and less carbonic acid pro-

duced.

—

La France Medicale, May 31st, 1876.

BiLi.VRT Colic.—In a jjaperread before the Medical
Society of the College of Physicians of L'elaud, Dr.
Hayden gave tlie histories of seven cases of biliary

colic, with two deaths, one from pyamiia and the other

with rigore followed by coma. Tlie special symptoms
of the affection are said to be thrilling at the epi-

gastrium, and spasmodic pain extending to the

nght scapula, accompanied by sudden inflation of the

stomach and vomiting, and ceasing abruptly after

some hours; the liver is somewhat enlarged aud
tender on pressure. Jaundice generally appears within
twenty-four houre after an attack, the urine being
colored with Vnle, while the faeces exhibit a want of it.

After the earlier jjaroxysms, however, jaundice is not
unfrequently absent. The smooth, round, yielding

tumor, mentioned by authore as formed by the dis-

tended gall-bladder, is very rarely met with. The
ti-eatment dming a paroxysm consists m hypodermic
injections of morphine, the hot bath, and a turpentine
enema. Inhalations of chloroform are less eflicacious

than morphine. In tlie intervals a few grains of blue
pUl. with extract of belladonna and dried soda, should
be given thrice daily, and occ.isionally a rhubarb or

seidlitz draught. The general treatment with a view
to a cure should have reference chiefly to diet and
exercise. Food should be taken in moderate quantity
and freiiuently ; the bowels should be moved daily,

and above all active exercise out of doors should be
systematically pursued. Fats, sugar, hot bread, malt
drinks, highly spiced dishes, and rich soups should be
avoided. Claret, soda, and seltzer water should be
freely used. Green vegetables, especially spinach and
broccoli, fresh ripe fruit, and plain pucldings may be
used. The natural alkaline waters should be used
both internally aud by the bath for one or two seasons ;

those of Vichy, Carlsbad, and Marieuliad are the best.

\
—Dublin Journal of Jledical Science, ApiU, 1876.
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THE CROTON WATER SUPPLY.

The discussion in tlie newspapers concerning the

recent smell anil taste of the Croton water supplied to

the city has directed a considerable amount of atten-

tion to the subject, and has given the public some

insight into the methods by which the water supply

is managed.

So far, every one must be satisfied tliat the aque-

duct department has been doing everything in its

power to remedy the evils, and from the start has

been alive to the necessities for prompt action. The

cause of the trouble may be referred to two circum-

stancfs—the accidental admi.Kture of vegetable refuse,

and the extra accumulation of green scum, or, as it

may be technically called, uostoc. Both of these

conditions have been the result of a prolonged

drought, for which, under existing arrangements, the

authorities of course are not to blame.

The cliaracter of the water-shed of tlie Croton guar-

antees water of the best quality. Nowhere in the

world are the natural conditions so well fulfilled for

absolute purity. E.xtcnding over an area of eight

hundred and thirty-nine miles, this water-shed is

capable of supplying a city with four times the popu-

lation of New York, and is practically free from all

the ordinary sources of pollution in the shape of sew-

age, or from the contaminating influence of factories

on the banks of the tributary streams.

The system of water sui)ply is admirable, as far

08 it goes, and is calculated to meet all ol>jections

on ordinary occasions, but tliat e.xtra emergencies are

apt to arise whicli, under the existing engineering

facilities, the authorities are not able to meet, is now
quite apparent.

The question which naturally presents itself at this

juncture refers to the best means which can be adopt-

ed to counterbalance, wholly or in part, the effects

of any accident of a prolonged drought in future.

It is hardly possible to prevent the formation of scum

on drinking-water when kept for a long time in a

reservoir, and although it is comforting to know that

algse are not poisonous, their presence is not calcu-

lated to add to palatability.

.Vgain, the accidental admixture of extraneous ve-

t;etul)le material washed into the streams by light

rains, which material, in consequence of the low level

of the reservoirs, cannot }>c washed over the dams, will

hardly explain away the anxiety for more serious con-

tamination in future when the causes producing it

may accidentally be intensified. It is not, however,

sufficient to explain that unpalatable water is not un-

healthy, as naturally the demand must be for pure

water at all times and under all circumstances. There

is in fact nothing in which tlic public take a greater

interest, and nothing concerning which a greater effort

is likeiy to be made in the direction of radical meas-

ures. Fortunately, the remedies for the evils com-

plained of are not beyond our reach. The Chief En-

gineer of the Croton Aqueduct Department has ex-

plained in a very satisfactory manner the cause of the

trouble, and has suggested a feasible plan for so in-

creasing the engineering resources as to render similar

accidents impossible.

The obvious means of counteracting tlie effects of a

drouglit is to increase our reservoir capacity, not only

to have enough n-ater in store, but enough to spare for

washing over our dams and getting rid of vegetable

debris. The chief engineer believes that such is

hardly possible at jjresent, and suggests the construc-

tion of an extra dam liigher up the Croton river, which,

in his opinion, will guarantee the storing of sufficient

watir to meet the greatest emergency of the most pro-

tracted drouglit, aifording the means of overflowing

the dams and of " blowing out" the " dead ends" of

the pipes whenever the purposes of cleansing require it.

Another suggestion which he makes in reference to

the construction of an extra main to the city is worthy

of serious thought. No more op[)ortune occasion than

the i)resent could be seized l>y him for urging the

adoption of a measure, the feasibility of which can

hardly be questioned.

Of course all this will entail expense upon the city,

but it is the only condition ui)on which the possible

evils of bad drinking-water can be prevented. In

view, however, of tlie great interests at stake, there is

good reason to hope tliat any reasonable means which

may be adopted to obviate any of the probable acci-

dents of the future, will meet with no serious opposi-

tion. Tlic time will come when the necessities for

tliese improvements will be more apparent than they

are even at present, but the more tlie subject is agitated

the sooner will the public be prepared to take action

in the matter.

So far, tlie Aqueduct Department has proved itself

worthy the confidence of the peo|)le ; indeed, it must

be apparent to all, despite the sensational charges of
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negligence in some of the newspapers, that it has done

all that could have been expected of it, not only in

efforts at preyeuting contamination, but in mitigating

its effects when such prevention has been Ijeyond the

means at its control.

HeDtetus anti Uotices of SooKs.

EOYLE's Manual of Materia Medica and Thera-
PEUTics. Edited by John Uakley, M.D.. Loudon,
F.R.C.P., F.L.S. Sixth Edition. Philadelphia : Lind-
say & Blakiston. 1876. 12mo, pp. 833.

This is an elegant volume of over eight hundred
pages, and as a manual for students, either medical
or pharmaceutical, seems all that could be desired.

Every page shows the painstaking labor bestowed
upon it by its distinguished editor. Dr. Harley, and the

many additions and alterations found in the work
will but increase its usefulness, and ouglit to make it

a standai'd reference for all time. As deserving of

particular attention, the well-written articles on Conium,
Digitalis, Belladonna, Quinine, etc., etc., are com-
mended to the reader, and they alone will fully com-
pensate for the small outlay required to possess this

compact and masterly edition to our JIatel'ia Jledica.

Transactions op the American Medical Associa-
tion. Vol. XXVL 1875, p. 525.

This volume of "Transactions" has just made its ap-

pearance upon our talde, nearly one year after the

meeting of which it is a report. On the pi-inciple
" better late than never," we congratulate the members
on the early date of its publication. As there ai)pears

to be no reasonaljle excuse for the delay, we are called

to commend the arduous labors of the Committee on
Publication. As a whole, the volume is a good one,

the majority of the papers being of much value, and
evincing a disposition on the part of contributors to

minister to the practical wants of the profession at

large. The addresses are, without exception, admirable,
and prove the wisdom of the change in the plan of

the organization which provides for their annual
delivery.

The reports of the sections are full, accurate and
interesting, and form one of the principal attractions

of the volume. As usual, the work is well [M-inted,

and sensibly free from typographical errors.

Hints in the Obstetric Procedure. By W.m. B.
Atkinson, M.D., Physician to the Department of
Obstetrics and Diseases of "Women, Girard Hospital,

Philadelphia. T. K. Collins, Publisher, 705 Payne
Street.

This small manual of about seventy-five pages, al-

though containing nothing new, recalls to mind many
valuable and generally recognized rules of practice in

this branch of medicine. Frequent errors in the gram-
matical construction of sentences detract not a little

from the merits of the book. In many places the

style is awkward, and the views of the author obscurely
expressed.

That " ergot becomes of value when, by the feeble-

ness of the pains, the delivery is I'etarded, while the

presentation is natural and the os is dilated or readily

dilatable, the head .still remaining hiahup," is a state-

ment many will doubt, and in the practical applica-

tion of which all need to exercise the greatest care.

A Tre.\tise on the Diseases of the Nervous
System. By William A. Hammond, M.D. Sixth

edition. Re-written, enlarged, and improved. New
York : D. Appleton & Co.

The present is the sixth edition of this work, which,

we are informed by the author, has been "re- written,

improved, and enlarged." As a whole, the volume is

a remarkable compilation of the literature of nervous

diseases, giving a very fair idea of the field occupied "^

by this specialty. Although it contains much, it
^

nevertheless lacks much. The ]iretensions to which it

lays claim of being an authority on the subjects of

which it treats, makes the omissions of fact and
inaccuracies of statement which are to be found
throughout the volume less likely to be overlooked

than would otherwise be tiie case. We shall refer to a

few of those which have impressed themselves upon us

while reading the volume. Althougli, for instance,

the pages wliich treat of cerebral hemorrhage are very

full, we find no mention of the fact of some import-

ance, that when conti'rtcture sets in in the very begin-

ning of the disease the case proves almost always fatal,

and that if during the first two or three days both
,

upper and lower extremities are paralyzed, the spinal

muscles are also found jiaralyzed to some degree, and
that there is then also slight impairment of sensation.

The eyes, when conjugated deviation exists, as a rule

are turned toward the seat of the lesion ; hence the J

saying of Vulpian, who has with Prevost most ably I

studied that subject, '^ Les yeiix reijarjent hi lesion.'"

We also believe that it is very important not to make
use of electricity during the first days after the onset.

Duchfeune, amongst others, has given ample reasons

for not using it.

The history and pathology of aphasia are very
complete ; the cases which belong to the author are

identical with those reported every day in the journals.

We regret that he finds no evidence in support of the

opinion that aphasia may sometimes have a reflex

origin. Browu-Sequard, Ogle, Ouinius, and otliers

have given abundant jjroofs of the existence of reflex

aphasia. Onimus especially has published, three years

ago, an admirable paper on the subject.

Dr. Hammond does not think that tumors can al-

ways be diagnosticated ( except syphilitic), but he omits

the well-known rule that convulsions, headache, and
vomiting, when associated, prove beyond doubt the

presence of a tumor. Moreo\'er, tumors when located

in the immediate ueighliorhood of the petrous portion

of the parietal bone can in alino.st all cases be detected,

as has been shown liy divers authors, and especially

by Browu-Sequard.
There is next an extensive chapter on the diseases of

the spinal cord, which is too much divided and sub-

divided, and too hypotlietical. In practice it is next to

imi)Ossible to recognize functional disorders of every
one of the numerous columns of the cord. However,
the researches of the French, English, and German
physicians are very elaborately exposed. The pathol-

ogy of progressive facial paralysis is very fully devel-

oped, but we do not see why Dr. Hammond ascribes

the disease to lesions of the nuclei of the facial nerve,

and sometimes of the trigeminus. There is certainly

no analogy between the symptoms which follow recog-

nized alterations of those nuclei and the malady under
consideration.

Dr. Hammond endeavors next to explain the patholo-

gy of tetanus on experimental facts. Those facts are

few, and do not prove much. The experiments of Ber-

nard on strychnia, which are here quoted, certainly

have another explanation than the one given by Ber-
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nurd, as shown liy almost all those who have ex-

pi'dmcutotl with tlie ilnit;.

A parallel, liowever, drawn between the i)atholo<rical

anatomy of tetanus and hydrophohia would perhaps

tend to show how insecure it is to be positive about

anything in nervous diseases. Hydrophol)ia is as yet a

most obscure atYection. and since tlio researclies of

Meynert and Clifford Allbutt there has been notliint;

original added to our knowledu;e. We are unwillin;,'

to suppose that additional observation in the same
direction with ClitTord Allbutt would tend to give any
appearance of certainty to his hypothesis, because the

anatomical clianges noticed are connuon to all diseases

where death has come on by asphyxia after i>aroxysuis

of long duration.

That hydrophobia is communicated by saliva is very

improbable, if recent experiments of some distinguished

French scientists are accurate. The affection, al-

though mostly fatal, has been cured in some instances.

Dr. Hammond seems to us to have l>een very feli-

citous with his cases of locomotor ataxia, as lie reports

six or seven cures. We have always heard of tempo-
rary relief, but never of a cure. The treatment advised
by Dr. Hammond, in his hands proves so much more
etticient than witli his Euroiiean confri'iys,tUat only a

difference in the lethality of the disease, due to cli-

matic influence, can explain it.

There is also an inaccurracy in the statement of

Dr. Hammond that epilepsy is due sometimes to

an;emia of the brain, and sometimes to congestion. The
theory of an.T-'mia has been pretty generally accei>ted

since the labors of Browu-Seiiuard, but that congestion
also does give rise to epilepsy is uot so generally ad-
mitted. Dr. Hammond states that nitrite of amyl puts

off an attack of epilepsy, by causing dilatation of the

Vessels of the brain. Xow it is a fact that that suli-

stance (<(«.«c,'i congestion of the l)rain. but it is a fact

also that epileptic lits never follow its administration,

which we ought to expect if the congestive theory
were true. That the ]>roce8s of epilepsy is somewhat
similar with that of sleep cannot be admitted, except
as far us the onset is concerned, even if the theory of
sleep advanced by Durliam, and since advocated by
Dr. Hammo.id, was not seriously op|)osed by a host

of physiologists, and lately by Vulpian. We take the

op\)ortunity to point to the learned author the excel-

lent work of Dr. Magnan on alcoholism, as bearing
upon epilepsy and kindred disease!. In conclusion,
we would refer in passing to a matter of treatment.

It is very necessary, we believe, that the actual
cautery should be ap|)lied without previously aniesthe-

tizing the parts with ether spray. As suggested by Dr.

Hammond, there is no neces.sity to burn the teguments,
but only to touch them slightly with the iron jieated to

wliiteness. Such being the case, it becomes obvious
that amesthesia can but prevent the effect of the ap
plication. Moreover, we think that the instrument is

very useful in nil cases of contractures and inllamma-
tion of the nervous centres, chronic or acute.

Aids to Anato.my. By George Buow.n, M.R.C.S.,
L.S.A., late Demonstrator of Anatomy at We.«t-

minBter Hospit.il Medical College, etc., etc. London,
Dublin, Edinburgh, Ola-sgow.

I

This little manual is a reprint of anatomical memor-
mda published in TVc Stii<l(iil'»' Journal ami Ihxiiit.il

liaz^tU. It is divided into XLV. sections, eacli of
which contains an enumeration of the anatomical
parts embraced by tlie triangle, space, region, nerve
trunk, etc.. under consideration. It is convenient for

reference and study. I

CvCLOP.KDI.\ OF THE PUACTICE OF MEDICINE. Edited

by Dn. H. vox ZlEMSSEN. Vol. V. Dit^enma of the

Jt>*jiirat'iri/ Organs. By Prof. Juergenscu of Tiibiu-

K'en ; Prof. Hertz of Amsterdam ; Prof. Ruehle of Konu,
and Prof. RiudtleLsch of Wurtzbur^'. Albert H. Buck,
JI. D.. Editor of American Edition. 8vo, pp. 712.

Xew York ; Wra. Wood & Co. 18*r).

The names of the cuntrilnitors to this volume justi-

lied the expectation that it would prove to be one of

the best of the series, an expectation which is abun-
dantly met by the reality. The selection of Prof.

.Iiiergenseu to furnish a treatise on |)neumonia, is as

appropriate as that of Liebernieister for typhoid fever;

and the gifted young author has done himself addi-

tional credit by the able manner in which he handles
his subject.

The first paper is on croupous pneumonia. After a

l>rief outline of the history of the di.sease and due
study of its etiology, tlie writer passes to its pathology
and morbid anatomy. Under the latter liead we tind

tlie following detinition: "croupous pneumonia is,

anatomically considered, an acute inflammation of the

alveoli and bronchioles, in which a tiljriuous exudation
is poured out upon the free surface of the mucous
numl>rane and there coagulates." The author, how-
ever, does not commit himself to an opinion as to the

origin of the different constituents of the e.xudatiou,

although giving, at considerable length, the views of

other writers on this point.

As regards caseation of the exudation, which is so

stoutly denied by Buhl, who avers that i)lithisis or

cirrhosis never follows croupous pneumonia. .Juergen-

scu very aiipropriately calls attention to the fact that

Buhl is not a practising i)liysician. and that clinical

experience proves beyond doubt that both the.se re-

sults may occur, an assertion in which he will be
liorne out liy many observing practitioners. The
analysis of individual symptoms, and the i[Uestions of

physical examination, complications, terminations and
diagnosis, are all admirably, and, at the same time, con-

cisely set forth.

In entering u])on the treatment of the disease, cer-

tain queries are propounded and are thus answered:
• Croupous pneumonia is a constitutional disease, and
is not dependent upon a local cause. The pulmonary
iutlammation is merely the chief symi)tom, and the

nmrbid plienomena are not due to the local affection.

The hypothesis of a morbific cause is indispensable.

Croupous pneumonia belongs to the group of infec-

tious diseases." (Of course our i-eaders will not under-

stand infectious to mean contagious.)

We cannot enter upon the author's defence of these

positions. Merely to state them is enough to attract

attention and arouse interest. Following certain ])rin-

ciples whicli are laid down, rather than any routine

practice, it appears th.it we have to do almost nothing
tor about eighty per cent, of the cases of croupous
pneumonia, and to employ the most active treatment

in the remaining twenty. Danger threatens the heart

principally, death resulting from insuHiciency of the

heart. The arguments to sustain this proposition are

conclusive. Iiut cannot, of coui-se, be given within

the narrow limits of such a notice as this. The two
objective points of treatment, therefore, are first, the

prevention of cardiac exhaustion: and seccmd, its

control, if already existing. Tlie most important
means of prevention is to comliat the fever, which may
be Ijest accomplished by means of cold baths aud <iui-

nine.

^\Tien cardiac insufficiency has intervened, stimu-
lation by means of wine, liipior, camphor, musk. etc..

is advocated. .Ml the author's views are abundantly
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fortifiecVby anatomical and clinical facts, and wbat
seems to us candid and logical reasoning.

The suljject of catarrhal pneumonia is much more
briefly disposed of. We are told at tlie start, that this

form is always secondary, never originating primarily

in the alveoli, and being usually preceded by an in-

flammation of the bronchial mucous membrane. In

the etiology of the disease, those conditions and dis-

eases wliicli predispose to or induce bronchial catarrh

naturally play a prominent part. The patliology and
anatomical changes are briefly given. In analyzing
the symptoms, it is fii'st of all premised that catarrhal

pneumonia has no regular type of fever. It is sho^\^l,

also, that collapse of the lung plays a very prominent
role in the early history of the disease.

The author admits that " the physical diagnosis of

an acute and not very extensive catarrhal pneumonia
lielongs among the most difticult tasks in this depart-

ment of our science." Throughout the paper it is in-

sisted that bronchitis is the essential pre-requisite of this

affection.

The section on Diagnosis is quite full and satisfac-

tory.

As in croupous pneumonia, cardiac insufficiency was
announced as the main cause of death ; so, in the

catarrhal form, respiratory insufficiency is assigned
the first rank among the fatal agencies. In the mat-
ter of prophylaxis we must guard, first against catarrh

;

secondly, against pneumonia wlieii catarrh exists.

After catarrhal pneumonia is develojjed, the main
point to aim at is the prevention of pulmonary col-

lapse. In addition to some other means detailed,

special stress is laid on the use of baths of a moderate
temperature followed Ijy cold affusions, the effect of
the latter being to excite powerful and deep insj.iira-

tory movements, and thus ctisteud every portion of the

lungs. After recovery from pneumonia a residence in

the country is recommended, as well as means for

the most complete development of the respiratory

muscles.

Hypostatic processes in the lungs and pneumonia
from embolism are disposed of quite briefiy, Ijut with
the thoroughness which is so characteristic of this

writer.

Prof. Hertz, of Amsterdam, devotes twenty-five pages
to Au:i?mia, Hyjjera'mia and (Edema of the Lungs,
without telling us anything new. He is much better

on the subject of Pulmonary Hemorrhages, the sections

on etiology and pathology being especially clear and
thorough. Prof. Hertz does not agree with F. von
Niemeyer in the opinion that bronchial hemorrhage is

often a cause of phtliisis in jjreviously healthy lungs.

He would be more willing to l:)elieve that previous
disease of the lungs had escaped detection. His dif-

ferential diagnosis between hrematemesis, bronchial
iiemorrhage, and tiie blood raised from a hemorrhagic
infarction is plain and sufficiently definite. In the

treatment of h;iemoptysis, blood-letting may occasion-

ally l^e applicable ; in case of ana?mia, iron internally

;

repose, narcotics, cold externally, inhalations of a

solution of perchloride of iron, tlie watery extract of
ergot hypodermically ; all these are recommended.
The use of emetics is not advised.

Twenty-two pages are devoted to the consideration
of Pulmonary Atelectasis, Atrophy and Hypertrophy.
Then follows a subject of far more general interest,

viz. : Emphysema. The etiology and mode of devel-

opment of this affection are discussed in an exceed-
ingly able and interesting manner. Under the head
of treatment, the method of placing patients in pneu-
matic cabinets and the inhalation of condensed m'

rarefied air by means of Waldeuburg's apparatus, are

referred to. For the lienefit of our own readers the
American Editor has very considerately added a de-
scription and plate of Waldeuburg's apparatus in a
foot-note.

Gangrene of the lung .and New-growths in the lung
are treated of in se])arate chajjters. Then follows a
very interesting chapter on New-growths in the Medi-
astinum, and Prof. Hertz's contribution closes with a
few pages on Parasites of tlie lungs.

Prof. Ruehle, of Bonn, contributes a valuable article

on Pulmonary Consumption, and anotlier on Acute
Miliary Tuberculosis ; while Prof. Rindfleisch, of

Wurtzburg. closes the volume with a paper on Chronic
and Acute Tuberculosis, including Pulmonary Phthisis.

This seems at first sight a singular arrangement, but
appears more natural when we find Huehle treating

particularly of the clinical aspect erf consumption,
while Rindileisch confines himself exclusively to the

pathology and morljid anatomy of the subject.

In his introductory remarks. Prof. Ruelile, alluding

to the recent tendency almost to deny the existence of

such a thing as tubercle, thinks this question has been
left too exclusively in tlie hands of the pathological

anatomists, and tliat practical pathologists and men of

large clinical experience should be lieard from.
An interesting jioint is brought up and discussed by

both Ruehle and Rindfleisch, viz. : Why the apices

of the lungs are the first seat of phthisi.s. The causes

are purely mechanical, depending on obstacles to the

free expansion of these parts and of the circulation of
blood through them. Ruehle considers that croupous
pneumonia very rarely leads directly to consumption,
but is more likely to, when it attacks the upper lobes.

Referring to the fact that catarrhal pneumonia is re-

garded as a frequent forerunner of |)uhnouary con-

sumption, he says this may perhajjs appear justified

from an anatomical standpoint, but cannot be main-
tained from a clinical point of view. Like Hertz, he
opposes Niemeyer's idea that bronchial hemorrhage
is a frequent cause of phthisis.

In the analysis of individual symptoms he lays a
good deal of stress on smallness of the chest, atro-

phy of the inspiratory muscles, small antero-posterior

measurement of the thorax, and defective or unequal
excursions of the upjier ribs.

Lender the head of diagnosis he points out the fact that

acute miliary tuberculosis is a special affection which
cannot be classed with pulmonary consumption ; and he
denies the existence of chronic miliary tuberculosis.

He considers that, so far as we know at present, the dif-

ferent varieties of phthisis depend upon three forms of

pulmonary lesions, viz. : first, the simple chronic pneu-
monia of the apex ; second, lironcho-iuicumonia, in

which the first change is the formation of clusters

of nodular foci, which excite infiammation about them,
etc., etc.; and third, morbid processes which begin in

the bronchi, there producing inflammatory infiltration,

caseation, etc. The sections on diagnosis, course and
terminations, and treatment, ai'e shoil; and good, offer-

ing nothing that is specially new.
Acute miliary tuberculosis is assigned a separate

chapter because the author believes it to be distinct

from phthisis. We know of but one cause for the for-

mation of miliary tuljercle, i. e. absorption of caseous

matter. This may arise from caseous lymphatic or

bronchial glands ; hence, after measles, etc. ; also from
caries of bone and otjier tissues. Pulmonary consump-
tion is therefore only one of its exciting causes,

though no doul.it the most frequent one. On the mor-
bid anatomy of this affection he quotes Rokitansky's

words, as they appeared in the first edition of his

Handbook, in 1842.
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Wc liavt not tlio timo left to i;ive any such notice as
it deserves to tlie closing,' cliaptei- on chronic and acute
tuberculosis, liy Prof. Hin(lll<'isch. It is a masterly
cITort, rccouciliny: a Liood deal that has seemed to he
autagonistic in the ditTerent views on this suliject.

The author recedes from mueli that he formerly iicltl

true, with regard to the origin of i)hthisis in pneumo-
nia and bronchitis. A few years ago we were almost
all carrietl away by the contideuce and enthusuism
with which Niemeyer advanced his doctrines, based,
as tliey seemed to be, on the anatomical investigations
of Virchow and others. Hut many of us have gradu-
ally receded from this ground, as we have found that
it failed to agree with the tacts of our daily e.xperi-

ence. We shall, therefore. l)e the more ready to accept
the i)rominence again given to tubercle in the article

before us. the rather as it is also effectively supported
by anatomical demonstrations. We earnestly com-
mend this paper of Hiudtliisch to the careful study of
all thinking men in tlie profession.

As before stated. Vol. V. of the CyclopoBdia is one
of the best, if not the best of the series.

Micuo-nioTooKAriis in HrsTor.ooY. By C.\RL Seileu.
M.D. Nos. 1 and 2. Philadelpliia : J. H. Coates it Co,

The title of this work is a misnomer. It should lie

/'i'iol(i-mii-r<i(/niji/is, etc. A »iifri/-phcitii(/nij/?i is a mi-
nute photo, such as are seen in watch-charms, knife-

handles, etc., while a jjlioto-micrograph is the [jlioto-

gra])hic delineation of a microscopic object. The
design of the jiresent work is to illustrate subjects in

normal and pathological histology by means of photo-
graphs of objects previously enlarged by the micro-
scope. The photographic negative thus obtained is

used as a basis for the photo-mechanical process by
whicli the illustrations are i)roduced. The idea of
delineating microscopical appearances by means of

photograpiiy is a good one, as it substitutes truthful
representations for the fanciful distortions with which
the draughtsman usually furnishes us. No one who
has studied the superb ])hoto-micrographs emanating
from the Army Jledical Museum can doubt their

superiority over woodcuts and litlu)gra])lis as a means
of conveying ncotrate information concerning the ap-
pearances observed. In work of this kind, however,
there are certain essentials which must be considered
if success is to be obtained. In the first i)lace, the
subjects must bo judiciously selected; second, photo-
graphs must be well made; third, the mechanical
process by which they are reproduced should bo the best

attainable. By these criteria we must judge the present
work.

Plate I., representing a Sfction of shin, is good. PI.

II., Ejiithfli'mtit, is badly selected, insomuch as in it the
special peculiarities of epithelioma (ccU-stratitications)

arc not represented. PI. III., Pavement epil/i'liuin, is

excellent. PI. IV., Endothrlium, was not in focus.

PI. v., Elimtir connectiee tissue, is wretched. PI. VI.,
S'-irrhus. not well selected. PI. VII., Kun-dastic tiss'ic,

and PI. Vllt., C'lnner.tiiee-tissuf rorjmsrles, are superb.
The mechanical |)rocess employed is not a good one.

The high lights are all studded with minute points
which gives a granular aspect where there should be
none. Some better process should be employed in

future issues.

On the whole, Dr. Seder's work is good, and should
I)'-- encouraged, and if nvoidiJ)le defects arc remedied,
he will doubtless succeed in giving to the profession a

work of immense value. At present America stands
at the head in the matter of photo -micrography, the

I work of Col. Woodward, of Washington, and of Prof.

Arnold, of this city, being vastly superior to anything
of the sort ns yet produced in Europe.

Ufports of Societifs.

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

Skction of St.\te Medicine and Pciilic Hygiene.

contamin.\tion of drinking-w.vteu and .milk.

This Section met on Tuesday afternoon, June 6th,

Cliairmau, Dr. R. C. Kedzie, of Michigan ; Secretary,

I)]-. EzuA JI. Hint, of New .Jersey. The chairman read
a report, and proposed to the Association the consid-

eration of tlie question, whether a suliject should be
annually assigned to tlic Section, and if so, that the

Section should choose the suliject each year. Among
other matters, the importance of State Hoards was
argued, and their value illustrated by the benclits

of a stringent inspection law as to illuminating oils

in his own State, etc. He then offered a report on
the waters of Michigan, pul>lic water-works, contam-
ination of water by grave-yards and fa-cal matter, the
powers of the soil as a filter, milk as a vehicle of
disease, as affected l>y the quality of the water, etc.

He also read a i^aper on the same subject by Dr.
Kvarts of Minnesota.

Dr. Henuv Haktsiioune was particularly struck
with the statements these papers contained in regard to

milk and its agency in the production of disease. He
did not tliink that disease could be transmitted
through a mile of soil, as had been stated ; there

might be other and local causes to produce it. The
soil would be more likely to act as a filter, and thus
drtain the germs of disease.

Du. Beli- did not tliiiik with Dr. H. that the case

cited destroyed the germ theory, for the germs, which
aie invisible, may not always be thoroughly filtered,

even in passing through so great a distance. In

regard to milk, the richest specimen of it may be
diseased. A swill-fed cow will give milk richer in

oil globules than one fed on wholesome food; yet

medical practitioners know that it is not wholesome.
He alluded to the effect of severe shock, over-heating,

etc., on the milk. .Sanitary supervision of milk is

incomplete, unless it extends bej-ond the ])hysical

condition of the cow, and includes her keeping and
food as well, and the place in whicli the milk is

ke])t.

Dr. Kedzie also argued, that germs could not be
perfectly separated by filtration; fine foreign parti-

cles could not be prevented from passing through.
Dk. .Jones, of Illinois, thought that boards of

health were the only bodies that could grasp the
liroad subject of the milk supply. Even when a

child is restricted to the milk of an apparently healthy

cow, there may be something injurious to the child,

as in a case cited, in which a child's nutrition suffered

greatly, and was only restored by the death of the cow.
!
The great mortality among children was largely due
to the diseased condition of the milk.

On motion, the papers were referred for [lublica-

tion.

;

prevention of .nulauial fevers.

Dr. .Joseph Wilson, U. S. Xavy, then presented a

i paper on "Facts and Figures as to our Means of

Preventing Malarial Fevers." He illustrated, from
naval e.xporience chiefiy. his view that malaria never
acts except at night. He inquired how far malaria
could be carried, dejiending on its amount and other

favorable or unfavorable conditions. The jilauting

^ of pine-trees wns good as a i>revcutive.
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Pr. Beix had not been able to sst as emphaticallT as

Dr. Wilson, lliat it was only at night that the malarial

influence is potent enough to be dangerous, although
he knew of no instance to constitute an exception to

the theonr. The same was ti-ue of rellow fever, so far

as his observation extended. He alluded to the
importance in the naTX of keeping the proper dis-

tance from the shore, say a mile or two. there being
no case on record where any person within two miles

of the shore has ever contracted any disease peculiar

to a locality, the water absorV)in!r or interrupting the

communication of the poison. In instances cited by
him from naval experience, prophylactics were not
used. At Vera Cruz he advised the use of whiskey,
and hung up blankets to break the current of air.

Bars -were placed to come do^wn over their hammocks,
while sleejiing on deck.

Dr. Habtshortie thought it safe to remain on shore

in malarious districts, not only while the sun was far

above the horizon, but even as late as sundow^i.

Dr. Wilson stated that at Charleston, where his

early ex])erienee was derived, children wc'uld go
through a severe storm to reach their homes )iy day,

rather than through a malarious night air. The Chi-

nese, even in the dangerous rice swamps of China, ai'e

almost proof against malaria, Tiecailse they take good
care to push off in their sco'ws to a broad jiart of the
channel before night. He considered half a mile from
shore the extreme limit that malaria £:an lie con-
veyed. In the navy they used prophylactics, quinine
in large doses, and mosquito bars.

The pajjer was on motion referred to the Commit-
tee on Publication.

CLIMATOLOGY OF MnTKESOTA.

Dr. Staples read a paper on the second day, on
the Climatology of Minnesota as related to Pulmonary
Diseases, -which -was similarly refen-ed. A report on
the Water Supply of Virginia, by Professor Cabell,

"was also referreid,

SOCIAl, ASPECTS OF THB AiCOBOL QTJBSTIOS.

Dr. Mat, of Pennsylvania, read a paper on the
" Social Aspects of the Alcohol Question."
Dr. Ezra M. HrsT said the general view noir

taken was that alcohol's great offence was that it

checks the tissue metamorphosis. He was not -willing

to dismiss the whole subject of whether it is food or
medicine, by saying that no one now claims that it is

not food. Beale certainly takes this latter ground, and
says it does check the tissue metamor]:)hosis. He did
not agree -with the writer that food and stimulants are
synonymous tenns, or that if alcohol acted as a stimu-
lant it always did good, and if as a narcotic it did
harm, or that its stimulant effect could be told by
the flushed face or its action on the kidney.
Dr. Mat said he dre-w a distinct line between large

and small doses.

Dr. HirsT said the question was whether every dose
was not a large one if it flushed the face.

Dr. Comings thought that alcohol was not an agent
that private families could safely keejj in their houses.

He denied that it was a food any more than tobacco or

opium. It is a narcoric, acting on theterminal nerves,

jaaralyzing them, and suspending secretion, absorption,

and other nutritive changes. A man under the influ-

ence of opium or tobacco can do without food longer
than one who has not taken those substanceii, liecause

normal changes are suspended, not because toVjacco or.

ojOTm are nourishing. In typhoid fever, alcohol was.

'

in his view, only necessary when the blood is driven
to the centre.

Dr. Mat said alcohol was used everywhere in hos-
jiitals in typhoid fever. .Vs to the nutritive qualities

of alcohoL the fact had been separately established by
two German physiologists in their experiments on
animals.

The paper was considered rather a popular exposi-
tion of the gentleman's theory, than as coming properly
before the Section, belonging rather to a liygiene

association.

Dr. Comings offered resolutions coinciding witli

the opinion exjiressed by the Association of Medical
Superintendents of Insane Asylums : 1. That inebri-

ates should not be sent to the same institution as the
insane : 2. That inebriety lieing both a disease and a

vice, special treiitment in institutions adajited to the
puqiose is required for the inebriate, and it is the im-
perative duty of each commonwealth to establish

and maintain public institutions for the treatment of
ineliriety.

Dr. HrBBARD offered resolutions to the effect : 1.

That a person, forming a habit of continual or frequent
drinking of alcoholic beverages to intoxication, should
1)e held to be of unsound mind : 2. That a suitable

name for such intoxication is alcoholic insanity ; 3.

Tliat it can be treated only in institutions especially

established for that jjurpose; 4. That the two leading
characteristics of such institutions should be restraint

and profitable industry.

Dr. Comings said it required a little stretch of eon-
science to sign a certificate that a man was insane

merely because of habits of alcoholic intoxication, but
there is no other institution in which he can be treated

except the insane asylum. From various official State

and Society appointments, he had been led to inquire

more fully in regard to this matter; he was anxious
that this Association should add its voice. He referred

to the predisposition of some persons to intoxication,

even from moderate drinking.

Dr. HrBB.tRD was anxious that the sentiment of the

Association should l)e brought to bear on the Indiana
Legislature to establish an institution for inebriates.

Dr. Hartshorne thought the first series of resolu-

tions too sweeping, in stating that every one taking
alcohol to excess must be insane.

Dr. Billings thought the phraseology as to " insan-

ity lieing both a vice and a disease,'' tautological.

The vice here is the disease.

Dr. Comings said the clerical jjrofession treated

inebriety solely as a vice, not recognizing it as a dis-

ease. The medical profession have not the means of

treating it morally. Better to consider it l)oth a vice

and a disease, and let both jirofessions attend to it-;

proper treatment.

The resolutions of Dr. Comings were adopted, A
paper by Dr. Dennison, on Colorado as a Climate for

Consumptives, was referred to Dr. Toner, as a Com-
mittee of one, to re])ort to the Section at its next
session.

PUBLIC HEALTH COMMISSION.

De. Toner then read the rei)ort of the Coinmitt.ee

on establishing a Public Health Commission for the

United States, which, on motion of Dr. Billings, was
made the sj^ecial order for the next day.

On the third day. Dn, Billings stated that in his

view the Association should not meddle with the

matter at this time.

Dr. Harris, of New Tork, while agreeing with him,

was anxious that the Committee's valuable report

siRiuld be fully discussed. Tlie three National Medi-

cal Societies are doing very much in this direction in

their inquiries as to quarantine, prevalence of epidemics.
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etc. Tlis (|ut;3tioii is whether it would be clesiraMe a- i.-iigencies may arise, such as yellow fever, whf-n

jnst at this time to add a National Hialth Council, w.- cannot obtain general laws. Such had l>ecn his

He alluded to the difficulties in the States of br»ntjin<,' (•\|«;rience in New .Jersey, where, although met with

the popular intelligence and the Lejpslatures up to the r>tusal as to the establishment of a State Board, the

standard, and to do the good work now in progress of mere agitation had procured the institution of a Sani-

aecomplishment in improvement of water supplies, tary Association, the aid of the public press, and the

abatement of nuisances, etc., and contended that it

was very important that this State work should continue

to greater perfection before national systematized work
of the same kind should f>e undertaken. Only seven

States are as yet accomplishing anything of impor-

tance, without being hampered in some way or other.

In Pennsylvania and New York it seems as if the time

had hardly come yet when the Health Boards of the

great cities would cheerfully unite with each other

and witli the physicians to secure a State Board.

Dr. Bilmnos thought a bill for the establishment of

a National Board, as reported by the Committee, would
come mor-j appropriately from the American Public

Health Association, whose proceedings and discussions

were intended for all. We must impress on our legis-

lators the importance of sanitary measures, their good
results, economic value, etc., but it is not the part

of physiciins and scientific men assembled in the

National Medical Association to do so. The work of

the latter was of a more special ch.iracter, intended for

a special class, physicians, and <]id not rightly include

an attempt to lay out plans of legislation. The phy-
sician is especially interested in matters connected with

the public health, because he sees more than any one
else the bad results of want of proper sanitary measures.

The information necessary for jiropcr State legislation

and statistics ha.s to W furnished \>y the physician.

Dr. BowDiTCH thought it would be unwise to suggest

a Ijill to Congress, until public opinion was thoroughly
educated ancl State Boards were generally organized.

He thought, however, that some good might l>e done
by bringing a general statement of the advisability of

a future organization before Contn'ess, though not in

the shape proposed by the Committee.
Dr. Toner, one of the Committee, did not insist on

the form offered. Nearly every measure going l>efore

Congress has a bill appended. This one would show
that body that legislation would be expected from it

on that subject. He favored the publication of the bill

in the Transactions, and its being reported to Congress,

so as to attract public attention. We had better, as

an association, lead than follow.

Dr. H.tuRis said that before tlie next census, Congress
would have to do something to secure a better census
of the public health. He alluded to the various advan-
tages to be derived from a central body, such as a

National Board. This .Section might itself originate

a certain class of reports to lie brought before every

Congress and Legislature. Quarantine and other <iues-

tions must be made national questions altoaether. Thi'

South and We.-t are very anxious that Congress should
act ; but he thought little good could result from ask-

ing Congress to act now. In New York an organiza-

tion had been secured which in a few years will b-

p?rfected, so far as water supply and drainage esjjecially

«re concerned.

Dr. Hi'NT did not think it was necessary to have all

State work perfected before going to Contrre*s. H'-

qnestioned whether they should carry the pro|Hjsed bill

to that body, but influence should be brought to bear

on meraliers of Congress individually. It would be

well to tiring to the attention of Congress the fact of

lucatioD of the popular mind.

Dr. Foster thought a bill passed l>efore the public

were thoroughly educated to its necessity would Ijc a

dead letter. The States should be in advance of any
national action, although Congress might tje invoked
on special points, as already suggested.

Dh. Dowell, of Texas, s|)oke of the favorable effects

of agitation in Texas.

Dr. Hartsiiorse suggested the advisability of ap-

I pointing a Committee of Conference on the subject

of a National Health Bureau, with power to act ac-

cording to circumstances.

Dr. Lee, of Pennsylvania, spoke of the difficulties

of le"islation in that State. He thought that, as physi-

cians nrging the necessity of national legislation, we
should not be too modest. A petition to Congress,

witli an accompanying bill, might awaken that body
to the importance of the subject.

Dr. Bowditch offered the following: JRetoleed,

that the Section recommends that the following vote

be pawed by the Association: 1. That the American
Midical Association earnestly urges upon Congress to

dfvisesome plan whereby a national sanitary organiza-

tion shall, as soon as possible, be established : 2.

Tliat the above vote be forwarded to Congress by the

projjer officer of the Association.

Dr. Billisos inquired whether any action had ever

bfi-n taken by this .^sociation with regard to the

foimation of State Boards.

Dr. Bowditch asked whether any report had been

made by the Secretary of the Association as to the ap-

peal made by its officers annually to the States for the

establishment of State Boards.

Dr. Toser did not think there were more than two
."^t.ates indifferent to the subject: in less than five

years, he predicted, a majority of the States would
have Sute Boards of Health.

Dr. Hartshorxe reminded the memljcrs that the

very object in having this Section organized at first

was to urge this matter of public health. Its duty

was to watch the auspicious time for action, and not

be too precipitate.

.V motion of Dr. Billings to receive the report and
discharge the Committee was adopted.

Dr. Bowditch's resolutions being in order. Dr.
Hi;>"t suggested, as a modification of the first resolu-

tion, that the Association urges upon Congress the '! -

vising of some plan whereby the National Govern r:../

can secure such information bearing upon the li;a.:.i

of the nation as shall be of service in its promotion.

Tlie resolutions were adopted.

Dr. Toxer, as committee on Dr. Dennisons paper,

said it wa» a little rose-colored in favor of Colorado

for consumptives, but a valuable report; which, on

niotioa, was referred to the Committee of Publica-

tion.

The report of Dr. LiSTnictm, of Arkansas, on the

water-supply was presented and similarly ref'-rrf.l

Dr. Benjamin Lee. of Pennsylvania, then read a [. ij^.r

on the "Trials and Triumphs of "'. - " "an."

On motion of Dk. U.vrris the md Secrr-

tarv w. .' • '
• .- • • • •

defects existing in the metho<l of taking tfie nicdii^^^ie par-

census, in the interest of universal health. Tlicy mitJWPTi
act on tliis, when they miiiht refuse to do so with a bill t'

'"vering a viint area. We may <;et special legislation «... .. „

1 reasons

to be en:.-
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Health ; such statement to be presented to the nest

annual meeting of the Section.

After listening to a paper on Yellow Fever, by Dr.
DowELL, of Texas, the Section adjourned sine die.

CorresjJonUence.

SALICYLIC ACID IN RHEUMATISM.
To THE Editoe of The Medical Record.

StR :—At the time of the appearance in the Medical
Record of the first article relating to the use of

salicylic acid in acute inflammatory rheumatism, I

had in cliarge a patient suffering witli that " most

unkindest " affection.

Mr. M., aged 28 years, a healthy lyorking man, of

good haljits, and employed as janitor in the public

scliool buildings, was seized suddenly and rather vio-

lently on the morning of April 18. The attack was
ushered in with the usual symjitoms ; and at the time

I concluded to try tlie salicylic acid the disease was
pursuing the even tenor of its way, liaving reached

the eleventh day. At this time the articulations in

the limbs and upper extremities were greatly swollen,

intensely red, and very painful. The jiatieut was
helpless, and it was with great difficulty that he

could lie moved.
A vigorous alkaline treatment, with quinine and

colchicum during the latter part of the time, had
resulted in no apparent benefit. Perspiration was
profuse, the urine alkaline in its reaction, and the

patient very much prostrated. The pain was intense

and constant, exce])t when the patient was under the

influence of an anodyne. I ordered the acid given in

five-grain doses every hour, the vehicle being equal

liarts of glycerine and water. After the sixth dose I

noticed a marked reduction in temperature. The
extremities became cold, the circulation thready, and

there seemed to be an entire loss of memory. These

conditions rapidly gave way to stimulation, however,

and in fifteen hours after the administration of the

first dose the pain and swelling had entirely disap-

peared. On the second day after beginning the acid

treatment the patient took his dinner at the table,

being able to feed himself. Treatment was continued

for two days longer, the doses being given at inter-

vals of three hours. The patient made a good recov-

ery, there being no return of the disease.

On May 17 another case of equal interest to me
came under my observation. Jlr. E., aged 22, a

plasterer by trade, was taken with acute inflammatory

rheumatism, affecting the upper extremities. Two
years ago this patient had a similar attack, and the

disease gradually extended until most of the articula-

tions iulhe body were affected. The usual treatment

was given, but tlie case continued twenty-six days,

and i had but negative evidence that my treatment

had been of any avail. When I called to see him
daring his last attack I was met with :

" Doctor, I'm

gone up again for twenty-six days." He was suffering

intensely, and I at once gave him } gr. morphia, sub-

ciitaneously, after which I ordered the acid as before.

In this case the reduction of temperature was not so

marked, and there was an absence of the unpleasant

symptoms noted in the first case. The result, how-

ever, was all that could be desired. In twenty hours

the pain and swelling had disappeared, and in one

week the patient was pursuing his usual avocation.

In this case no medicine whatever was given except

acid-=-save the J gr. morphia used sul>cutaneously.

Geo. O. Morgridge, M.D.
West Libertt. Iowa, July 7, 1S76.

ARMY NEWS.
Official List of Changes of Stations and Duties of

Officers of the Medical Department, United States

Army, from Aiii/ust dtli to Avgxist Hth, 1876.

Greenleaf, C. R., Surgeon. Granted leave of

absence for one month, with permission to apply for

an extension of one month. S. O. 115, Dept. of the

South, Aug. 8, "76. ^
Happersett, J. C. G., Surgeon. To report to the

Commanding General MU. Div. of the Atlantic,

for assignment to duty. S. O. 162, A. G. O., Aug. 9,

'76.

fUeiiical Items anb Jl'ttos.

Contagious Diseases.—Comparative statement of

cases of Contagious Disease reported to the Sanitary

Bureau, Health Department, for the two weeks ending
August 12. 1876.
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C^viiliiial Coiiiimmicatioiio.

SCAULATINAL lI.E.M ATTKIA. !

A CASE WITH KGMAItKS. I

By V. P. GIBXEY, A.M., M.D.,
'

A^Sl-iT-lST PHYSICIAN TO THE Hu.^PITAL FOB THE BmTRED ANU
CBIPI'LBD, NEW YORK.

Kkx.m. licmorrliagro occurs so frcfiuently that, unless it

occur in excess, no alarm need l>e c.xciloil on the i>art

citlior of tlic attcndinu physician or the imticnt. Wo
not infreiiuently meet with many cases of acute des-

tjuamative nephritis wherein the urine contains blood
and I'lood-casts ; still, this condition of affairs is not
tile preponderatini; sii;n of the di.sease. Albumen is

found in abundance, ledema and anasarca are present,

and occasionally uraemia becomes an alarming feature.

AVith such wc are all familiar, and a mere reference

will suffice.

Trousseau* says that, in point of fact, hwmatnria is

a rather common occurrence, but frequently csca|)es

observation. The admi.vturc of acids with the urine
gives it a lilackish color, /.'., when the blood is pure.

The text-books in general devote a brief mention to

the sul)ject, all concurring in its insignificance. Dr.

Loomisf says "the bleeding whicli accompanies inflam-
mation of the kidneys in the infectious disca.ses is

never severe or constant."

Hiematuria is symptomatic of purpura, scurvy, chol-

era, cancer, the eruptive feve:-s, malarial poisoning,
mental emotion, etc. The points in differential diag-
nosis need nut occupy time in this connection. Sutlicc

it to .say, however, that any one with a history of tlie

case and an ordinary microscope need not go far astray.

\Vhcn it exists as a seciuel. or complication even, of
scarlatina, all)umcn will, as a rule, be present, and the

brownish hue given to tlie deposit <m the application
of heat or nitric acid will generally decide the (iiiestion.

From the following liistory ;ind a reference to the
current literature on the subject, 1 hope to deduce some
practical conclusions.

t'ASK.—B. M.. set. seven years, female, admitted to

the Hospital for the Uuptm-ed and Crippled, May n.

1HT.5. The disea.se for which she came under treat-

ment was morbus coxarius. four nmntlis" standing, little

deformity as yet having arisen. She had been in the
Roosevelt Hospital two or three months for the same
di.sea.so.

On Jiiiif lS?/i. same year, a rose colored eruption
appeared over the neck, shoulders, and extremities.
Tliis, taken in connection with constitutional disturb
ance twenty-four hours previdu^ly, and a concomitant
redness of the faui! s, llie character of the eru])tion,

etc., made tlie dia;rnosis of scarlatina simplex com-
paratively easy. Ten days later, the characteristic des-
(|Uaniatioii presented, no complication having arisen

during th- attack. In fact, the case |)roved an exceed-
ingly mild on-, and for this rea.son we watched the
mi>ro closely for sequihe.

J'llij l~lh. twenty-nine days from the beginning,
the chilli nianifi-stcd slight indisposition, for which a

cathartic was ordered, and directions were given the
nurse to procure a specimen of urine for examination.

• Cllnlcul MnliciiK-. vol. I. |i. 154.
t l).i«i«»e« (.r tlio Kc«ptniu>r7' Onj.ni. Heart und Kiilno/ p. He.

This was not procured until the following day, when
the color was found of a dingy raspberry red, the spe-
citic gravity 10',>(), albumen about liftv per cent., a de-
posit, after standing a short while, of blood, wliile the
microscope revealed fibrinous and blood-casts, with
red and white blood corpuscles in great numl>ers scat-

tered throughout the field.

I There was no cedema anywhere to be found. One
drop of the oleum Tiglii produced a copious evacua-
tion, and as the kidneys were acting fairly, and no
urgent indications were present, the treatment adopt( d
was expectant.

Jidy'iOth.—On qualitative analysis, the urine gave
the same results as obtained at last examination, with

I the exception of a less proportion of albumen.
July 22(/.— Specific gravity W.K ; lijrht precipit.ite of

allmmen; blood corpuscles abundant. The iniantity
of urine voided to-day, .scanty and being still more
scanty on the following day, the infusion of digitalis
was ordered in drachm doses every two hours, and
iiuistard sinapisms were applied over the region of the
kiilneys.

July 24tli.—Nausea and vomiting ; profuse alviue
evacuation.s, highly colored, with bloody urine.

I
J'Jy 25l/i.—Urine dee|) red; specific gravity 1023

;

albumen 15 |)er cent. ; blood casts. A. Si, pulse slow
and intermitting at every tenth beat; digitalis discon
tinned; brandy and milk icjected liy the sloniach.
M. no interinittence of pulse; stonuich retains the
milk and brandy, but uotliing else. P.M., jjulse regu-
lar ; three evacuation.s.

J'dy 2C>l/i.—Symptoms all denote improvement.
J"ly 28M.—(Quantity of urine in twenty-four lumrs,

six ounces; sjjecific gravity UlOti ; albumen"25 percent.
;

field of the microscope full of blood corpuscles; an
attack of dysentery through the night, with tenderness
on pressure over the iliac region this morning. Digi-
tali- renewed.

J-ily 20///.— Dysentery arrested spontaneously.
./"/// liOt/i.—Pulse intermits at second beat ; as yet

iin sign of a'd(!ma ; no derangement of any of the
special senses ; urine still bloody and albuminous.

J'l'y 31«^— Pulse still intermittent ; digitalis three
times a day, instead of every two hours ; the milk and

;

brandy, which was begun on the 2.')th, has been con-
I tinned.

Any. Cf/i.—Since the ;jlst ult. the patient has been
steadily inqiroving, that is, cats her food with a greater
n lish, passes a larger (luantity of urine, which, how-
ever, is .still highly colored with blood, and is gaining
strength, althougii greatly emaciated from the pro-

! tr: cted illness. May be considered as convalescing.
This mo;ning. forty-nine days from the invasion of

the scariatina. there is noticed ior the fii-st time a slight
I'tnrrhtt'a, left side. There has been no otalgia or
tiler symptom of otitis; no otoscopic examination
wus made to detect the suspicious |)rominence of the
ueiiilirana tympaui, the importance of which we fully
re alized, and our only excuse for not doing so was the
alarming lianiaturia and die absence ol any symp-
toms calling attention to the ear.

Aiiijimt \Wli.—The amount of blood in the urine
I vidently on the decrease.

Aiiijiixt Vith.—Nausea and drowsiness this afler-
'lon. while the vital signs are normal. Mustard
pediluyiuni ordered.

AiKjiml 14th.—The symptoms of yesterday are nb-
-•nt, and the patient is much better.

'

AuijiiKt ISM.— Still slowly improving; theotoriho-
Ills Ceased, and the otitis, if such existed, lias given

I

ri.se to no inconvenience whatever.

I
Aiigutt 2H?//.—One or two recent cxamiiiali..ns of
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the iiriue have failed to detect any albumen or blood,

and the disease is regarded as arrested, while a tedious

convalescence is expected.

With reference to -svhat ijearing the vital signs may
have ou the subject, I have to say that the thermometer
was used when the h.-euiaturia first appeared, and sev-

eral days subsequently. No elevation of temperature

beyond 09' being found, I made no record in my
notes, but remember the circumstances sufficiently well

to add this by way of postscnpt. The ))ulse I watched
while adniiuistering the digitalis, and from neither

))ulse nor temi)erature, nor yet from the appearance of

the child as seen two and three times daily, did Itind

any evidence of febrile disturbance worthy of atten-

tion. In fact, I wondered at its absence.

January lA, 18T(i.—Since the date of last note, not

an untoward symptom has arisen. The strengtli has

been slowly returning, and now she is a healtliy-looking

girl, muscles firm and well developed. Tonics and
stimulants have been employed during the past three

months.
At this time, also, no evidence of hip-joint disease

can be detected, save a ])crceptiljle halt in her gait,

and even this she can obviate when she makes an
effort to tliat effect. There is no resistance to motion
in any direction.

May 2'i<l.—Discharged, cured of the joint disease

—

a spontaneous cure having been effected. There had
been no recurrence of the ha?maturia. An attack of

parotitis during the latter part of JIarch gave rise to

no complications or sequel;?, ^i. fall on the fifteenth

of May induced a certain amount of stiifness about

the hip-joint, Iiut two or tliree days" rest in the recum-

bent position brought about a com|)lete recovery.

The point to wiiich I would call especial attention

is the absence of anasarca or cedema. At the time,

this seemed difficult of explanation, and I consulted

the text-books at hand. Harley* explains the existence

of ne])hritis without dropsy, on the theory that only

one kidney is involved. On reflection, this seems

l^lausiljle enough ; for physiology teaches that the

kidneys act aUemately. Bernard t has proved this

alternate action in animals ; and Erichsen, in a case of

extroversion of the bladder, noted the same with

regard to man. It is also well known that extirpation

of one kidney from a living animal is not necessarily

fatal. Physiologists have frequently perfoi-med the

experiment, and no indication of disturbance of the

eliminative functions has been observed. Pathology
likewise furnishes abundant proof in sustenance of

this theory, ilany cases of pyonephrosis are recorded,

wherein is total destruction of one kidney, and no

(edema occurs. We have cancerous kidneys, with no
accompanying oedema of the extremities.

On the otlier liand, we have theories advanced by

prominent authors, to some of which I shall refer, as

this is a subject peculiarly inviting to those fond of

speculation. Loomis.t to whom I have already re-

ferred in discussing the etiology of dropsy, says : Un-
doubtedly the most constant and perhaps the most

efficient cause is the direct effect of tlie excess of urea

upon the capillary circulation, and upon the composi-

tion of tlie blood." In the case under consideration,

there were no evidences toxically of excess of urea in

the circulation at any period of the disease, unless, per-

haps, we except her condition on the morning of Au-

gust 13th. when nausea and drowsiness were present;

yet even then the vital signs were normal. I'rea is

» Urine and its Dei-angcments p. i'.

t Flint's Text-Book of Hurasn Physiology, p. 404.

} Loc. cit.. p. 4S3.

claimed l)y Dr. George Johnson * to be a powerful
diuretic, and to the excess of this in the system he
attritjutes the copious tlow of urine, which occurs

during convalescence from acute Bright's disease.

When injected into the veins of a dog. he further

states, it (juickly excites an abundant flow of urine.

I should like to quote more at length from this author,

but a lack of space forbids.

Another theory for the cause of dropsy is, that it is

due to the sudden removal from the body of a large

amount of alljumen. If that were true, our patient

should have lieen dropsical. Xiemeyer f regards the

dropsy in croupous nephritis as due to a supjjression of

urine, causing an increase of jjressure upon the ^eins

of the kidney. In my case there was no suppression,

and this fact, taken together with the abundant ha?ma-
turia. and the absence of any supjiressed action of

the skin, affords a plausible explanation for the lack

ofdropsy.
Johnson adduces a very good argument to prove

that the suppressed action of the skin in the desqua-
mative period acts as a concurring cause of drojjsy in

albuminuria. ' Frerichs," so Steiner states. +
' has

described a rare form of dropsy, without any disease of
the kidneys, occurring after scarlet fever, which he
believes to be due to j)aralysis of the cutaneous nerves

by exposure to cold during desquamation." Steiner

himself has observed a similar case. Louis Thomas, §
in his chapter on Scarlatina, says :

" It is evident that

the dropsy is connected with some affection of the

vaso-motor nenes. and not dependent alone ujion

changes in the kidneys and loss of albumen."
Now, as I have already intimated, my impression is,

that where renal hemorrliage exists to such an extent,

and so passively as existed in the case herein recorded,

we can have no cause for dropsy, whether one or both
kidneys be involved. I am not prepared to assert this

dogmatically, but hope to investigate this jjoint still

further as opportunity shall offer. It is curious to

note the percentage of dropsical patients as recorded

by different observers.

In Vogel
II

I learn that Haidenhain found eighty

per cent, of his scarlet fever patients affected with
dropsy ; that Jas. Miller found twenty-seven per cent.

;

Wood, of Edinburgh, twelve and one-half ])er cent.
;

Frerichs, only four jjcr cent. Those interested in

statistics may consult a paper read by Dr. Bradford
Thompson "y Ijefore the Medical .louraal Association of

New York. January 10, 1873. The chapter in Ziems-
sen will repay a careful perusal.

Throughout the journal literature of the day I have
searched for analogous cases as diligently as the de-

bilitating influences of a summer month would permit,

and in tliis labor I have been very kindly assisted by
Dr. E. F. Horst, a fellow interne. I succeeded in

finding two cases on record, and shall refer to them as

briefly as possible.

At the Clinical Society in London, 3Ir. Arthur An-
drews presented a case for Dr. Gee,** with the follow-

ing history : A healthy young man incurred a nephritis

from exposure to cold. The urine was highly allju-

minous. and presented the other signs of the disease.

On tlie forty-third day only a trace of albumen was
present, and the man was considered relieved. On the

forty-fouith day, however, an intercurrent scarlatina

appeared, and the urine iinined'inUiy liecame almost

* Lectures on Biighi's Disease, p. 3'2.

i- Practical Medicine, .vol. II., p. lit.

tConipendinm of Children's Diseases, p. 341.

§ Ziems,sen's Cyclopaidia of Practical iiedicine. vol. II., -p. 257.

I

Diseases of Children, p. 443.
•! American Journal of Obsteti-ics. Mav, 1S73.
'* J[«l. Times and Gaz., vof. I., IS'fO, p. 320.
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lilaek from Mood, ami was loaJinl witli alliiinien. Both
I'lood ami alliuuK-n dct-n-ased until tlii' fourteenth day,
thi-n inCR'aS(.'d airain to the forty-3<'Coud leighty-tifth

<lay of the neiihritisi. Tlie points of interest in tliis

case wen-

:

1. Sudden and abundant hemorrhage at the inva-

•ion of tile scarlatina.

0. Ripid diminution of the hn?niaturia until the
ninth day of the fever, when there was no albumen.

8. Reiurrence of the album.'n when tlie urine of un-
complicated scarlatina beconies albuminous for the
first time and its continuance from this period.

Bramwell.* in an article on Si-arlatinal Anasj»rca and
its Treatment, reports the c.tse of a schoolma.ster whoso
-cliool the disi-iise liad invaded. lie felt a little un-
well one day, iind consulted the doctor, who found thi-

face puffy, the urine albuminous, and from tlic attend-
ina circumstances had no difficulty in arrivin-; at tlie

true diaitnosis. A few days later Ijoth lungs became
congested ; convulsions followed. Venesection was
perfomu-il, and "great relief" is recorded. Three
days subseijucntly a phlegmonous inflammation of the
inn which was tlie seat of the venesection supervened.
pus formed, and the constitutional disturbance ran hi-;!!.

The urine l»ecame exceedingly bloody for several davs.
The administration of ergot was followed by a cure.

The two Ciiscs thus related present some points of sim-
ilarity with the one which affords a te.tt for this pa-
per : yet neither can be looked upon :is pure anil uu-
ci>mplicated scarlatinal nephritis. I am unable to

leani from the reports whether the dropsy existed
during the hiematuria. That it did not exist to any
great extent, I think I am justifiable in as.'suraing froiii

negative evidence. Xiemeyerf records a case of j)ar

enchymatous nei)hritis, one year's standing, in a girl.

wherein cedema was delayed until one w^k after a
venesection, and infers from this that tlie hvdnemia
which, tlioush extant in moderation, was so much a;;-

gravated by the blood-letting as to cause the dropsical
symptoms to appear. In the second of the two cases
above mentioned, it might likewise be inferred that
the hn-maturia, coming on the third day after venesec-
tion, was a dropsy into the kidneys, or, what amounts
to the same thing, transudation of blood and serum
through the Malpighiau capillaries into the tubules.
Local (rdema. we know, is a very common occurrence.

In my c;isc I can find no complications, unless we
consider the hii)-joint disea-si- a coini)lication : and
from the absence of any acute symptoms I am disposed
to exclude this as totally irrelevant. It mav l«e signifi-

cant to observe that during the illness a spontaneous
cure of the joint disea.se seems to have taken place.
The rest in doi-sjil decubitus that length of time would
most likely have effected a cure. If we reject this,

the question of metastasis of dis.-ase presents for consid-
eration. In the article in Ziemssen to which reference
• •nc-e or twice previously has been made. I find an in-

teresting paragraph bearing din-ctly on this point, and
;isit expresses iitultiiiii in fxirto. I shall take the liljertv

of quoting it in full

:

" When scarlatina occurs in the course of other dis-
( iusesi which an- then generally irregulart. it fn-ijueiitly

incnases their severity : according to Rilliet. especially
it the other affection implicate organs which are apt
to l>e affectwl by the scarlatinal poison. Thus, for ex-

iiii,;,- I -clier regards the existence of a previous ti:

'f the lymphatic glands as a very bail >i:;ii

fever; the more severe and extensive tlii-

i esion is, the more violent is the course of the disea-^-.

• Etltnbtirvh Mnllcml Journal, July, 1>75.

tlie more fn-fpient its complications (meniniritis, hy-
dn>cephahis. pleuritis, dropsy), and the more "unfavor-
able its termination. On the other hand, other dis-

eases, wllich are indifferent to the scarlatinal poi.«on.

not only do not change the character of the scarlet

fever or interfere with recovery. l>ut they may even
ex.-rcise a sjtlutary influence. Barthez and Hilliet

state that scarlet fever has a favorable influence on
phthisis—an observation which is approved by De iters

liut rejected by llebra Prevot has seen scrof-

ula in a child cured by the occurrence of scarlatina
maligna with the formation of abscess. The child
afterwanls permanently regained vigorous health."
Xow if morbus cosarius be a strumous disease,

scarlatina should effect a cure. This case was cured
during the scarlatinal attack, which goes to prove that
morbus coxarius is one of those diseases on which
scarlatina exercises a salutary influence: probalily it

is stmmous. I could show, had I not already pro-
longed my paper, cases of hip-joint disease seriously
aggravated by the intercurreiice of scarlatina.

Why does excessive ha-maturia occur in connection
with this form of Bright's disease; Biermer* says
tliat in the severer cases with ha-maturia and albu-
minuria the substance of the kidneys is hyperaemic
and softened, and as a consequence the seat of nuincr-

i
ous capillary hemorrhages. Iluegenin has demon-
strated that in scarlatina h;emorrhagica a diphtheritic

' iilTcction of the mucous membrane of the pelvis of tlie

kidney may exist, givng rise to copious hemorrhage.
Many cases prove fatal, though none, so far as I

,
have learned, wherein the kidneys were the seat of the

' htiuorrhage.

I Lovcgrovef reports a case of scarlatina in the person

I

of his own son. On the fifteenth day, after a mild
attack, with enlargement of the parotid gland and
otorrhwa as complicatiotis. a bright red hemorrhage
issued from the mouth and nostrils, a branch of the

I

internal carotid in all probability having i-uptured.

He refers to one or two similar cases unpublished.
Then we have ha-matoma scarlatinosum. This usual-
ly appears on the neck. Dr. Huber* reports an
interesting case in a six-year-old boy.

Tlie treatment, of course, depends on the gravity of
' tlie disease of which the h.T-maturia is symptomatic.
[

If. as is |)lansible. the blood thrown off with the urine

I

jirevenLs the occurrence of dropsy and at the same
produces it" alanning loss of stn-ngth, no special treat-
iiunt is indicated. Proper mangement is the one
tiling needful. I have had no experience in the Use of
cr-j;ot in htematuria, and con.scquently cannot speak
ailvisedly.

I

In conclusion, let me enumerate the points I have
!
endeavored to bring out in this communication.

I 1. The |K-rsistence of the haMuaturia for a period of

j

four weeks.
i. The absence of any marked constitutional dis-

,

tiirbance other than an unusual degive of emaciation.
3. The absence throughout the attack of any

ireneral or local <rdema.
4. The influence of the intcrcurring scarlatina on

the morbus coxarius.

I-iS East Fortt-secoxd Street.

CoD-i.ivEH On,.—One and a quarter million gallons
•'f cod-liver oil have been made in Newfoundland
this season.

• Zi«-ni'~-n. M.l 1

1

l«nf-vi. v.'i. L. :
-

; DrntM-h Arrhi\

'. vtj. II., p. ao.
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UNIFORMITY IN THE PRACTICE
OF PHYSIC.

By E. SEGUIN, M.D.

The first waut of the memljers of an International

Medical Congress is to understand one anotlier ; Ijut we
have not yet arrived at this ideal of internationalism.

The unity of language foumded upon the mother-
tongu; of Europe has been broken wlien it became
evident tliat tlie Latin, instead of serving to jjropagate
ideas, was used by the Congregation of the Index to spy
their eclosion (hatching) and to burn tliem liy tlie hand
of the liangman. Fi'a Paolo hid his discovery of tlie

valves of tlie veins, and its consequences, in tlie library

of Padua for fear of the inquisition ; Luther had to

translate the Bible to cause it to be read ; and Des-
cartes lived in voluntary exile, and published his treat-

ise on The Method, in French, in order to speak freely.

So that the diversity of the languages we write since

this revolution is as likely and as necessary to iusure

everywhere the freedom of tliought, as to favor the

complete expansion of individual and national ge-
niuses.

However, one cannot fail to see that this diversity

opposes a large obstacle to th^ interchange of ideas,

even of feelings—a something similar to a veil spread
at the frontiers to arrest them, and which prevents the
fecundation wliicli takes place by the natural process
of distant pollenizatioii.

This defect was first felt by the naturalists and chem-
ists, who, already at the end of the seventeenth century,
tried to create nomenclatui'es, syml.iols, and measures,
in view of their common acceptance by all the nations.

This uniformity, as well as the other one jireviously

created for the mathematical language Ijy our masters,

the Arabs, permit us to read, almost without linguis-

tic proparaticm, the licoks of chemistry, of physics,
and of mathematics written in almost any language.
We would like to be able to say the same thing in

medicine; but daily experience has taught allot us
how diffi nilt it is to read foreign observations, and
even to compare ou"swith those of our fellow-citiz:>ns

and near neiglibors.

Tliis anarchy, which seems the arclieus of our (iro-

fession, caused incalculable retardment in medical
advancement, and has been the principal theme of the
protestations, wlios-" series forms a chain of which the
present memorial is but the last link.

1832.—Louis, Andral, Chaumel. founded the iSwej-

elfi Mi'dirale d' Ohseroation, whose main object was to

influence the medical mind, to elevate it to the com-
prehension of the importance of observing all the
morliid phenomena with precision, to report all the

cases witli matliematical exactness, to projiagate and
develop the num''rical method of ohmvvation of Louis.

If such men had been supplied with the instruments of
positive diagnosis recently invented, the results of
their efforts would not have remained limited to a
small circle of devoted disciples.

1860.—The celebrated chemist, Dumas, demanded,
in the preface of the French Codex, the unificatio)!. of
the codex of all the parts of the globe.

1865.—At the first Pharmaceutic Congress meet-
ing at Brunswick, the question of the uniformity of
medical preparations and doses filled several sittings;

Danckwortt made on it a favorable report, wliich was
supported by Uobinet and Guibours, and unanimously
accepted.
1867—At the second Pliarmaceutic Congress of

Paris, wliere were present the delegates from seven-

teen nations, the question of estalilishing everywhere
the uniformity of officinal prejiarations was then
commended: "To study the means of composing a
codex, or legal formulary, whicli could be ac-

cepted as universal for the officinal jireparations

whose uniformity in all civilized countries is most
desirable."

The learned Miallie made, upon tlie pro]josition, a
report whose perspicuity is characterized in the fol-

lowing extract :
' At a time when the means of com-

munication between jieojile become so easy, we feel

for all the men stricken liy the same diseases, and
suffering the same jiains, the necessity of a uniformity
of treatment, based u])on tlie unity of pharmaceutic
preparations in all civilized countries, so that a
medical prescrijition could be identically executed in

Paris, London, Vienna, Berlin, or in the United States,

etc., with the same ease for the pharmaceutists and
the same security for the patients."

Upon this rejjort tlie Congress of 1807 decided,
that: (1) A universal codex must be adopted. (8)

It will be written in Latin. (3) Tlie metric system
will be used in it. (4) A special commission
will be named nd hoc, and will begin immediately.
Not less imjiortaut and more precise were the resolu-

tions received from Spain before the closing of this

Congress of Paris.

1867, August 2\.—The College of Pharmacy of
Madrid concluded a long discussion on the same sub-
ject, by the adoption of the following resolutions:

(1) Realization of a universal pharmacopoeia, which
must be the result of the concourse of represen-

tatives of all the medical sciences, and keep in view
the particular conditions of. general health in the

various countries. (3) The redaction of this univer-

sal pharmacopoeia can be commenced immediately,
with the a.ssent ;ind concourse of all the nations who
feel an interest in its execution. (3) As soon as the

{jrinciple will be admitted, it would be next in order
to charge an international commission with the redac-

tion of this code of pharmacy, and to cause the com-
pound preiKirations to be reduced in their comjiosition

to their sim]>lest elements.

1869.—Tlie third International Pharmaceutic Con-
gress met at Vienna, where the question of a universal

codex came up again. The decisions of the former
Congress were reaffirmed, and the Society of Phar-
macy of Paris was intrusted with the work prepara-

tory to the realization of the plan of a uniform phar-

macopoeia. The names of the commissaries testify of

the importance attached to the work : Buignet, Lefort,

Mialhe, Wurtz, Planchon, .Junghfleisch, Roucher,

Dnquesnel, Guichard, Mayet, Mehu, Boudet, reporter.

His report, delayed by tlie Franco-German war, was
read,

1874, July—and the Society of Pharmacy of Paris

voted that it would serve as the preface to the project

of the international codex.

1874, Ai)f/>ist.—At the International Pharmaceutic

Congress of St. Petersburg twelve nations were repre-

sented, Boudet presented his report, and Jleliu depos-

ited the project of universal codex, elaborated by the

Pharmaceutic Society of Paris. After three sittings

given to a thorough discussion of this instrument, was
voted the unfortunate proposition of asking the Rus-

sian Government to ask from the other Powers the

nomination of commissions of inquiry, which would
have ca|)acity for mollifying or accepting the prof-

fered plan. It was to play the precious value of time

on an illusion. 'W^liat we cannot do ourselves for

ourselves, no government can do it for us. The same
illusion begged the kings to cure scrofula till Eliza-
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l)L'tli ivfiiseil to do it. Two yeare wtie tlius lost

witliDUt rockoiiing the discouiagi'tiiont.

However, this dieck from imtsitle gave the next
reporter, (Jille, the occasion to view the subject on a

l>roiider aspect. On one side, the i[uestion of uni-

formity of medicaments must be appreciated by the

druggists ami pliarinaceutists in regard to the purity

of the substances, and tlie reactions of the primary
elements; but, on anotlier side, the physicians and
physiologists are the judges of the action of the chem-
ical produces, and of the compound preparations from
the pliarmacy on the living organism. Therefore.

Gille resolved to present his worlv to tlie ue.\t Interna-

tional .Medical Congress, where he said

—

1876, Sf/jl^mtlicr—''The pharmaceutists have, so

far. almost alone prepared tlie labors wliich will likely

serve as the basis of an iuternatiuiial codex. Il would.
however, bo very useful to not engage ourselves mueli

further in a work of this importance without the help

of the eiperience of physicians ; for, to deprive our-

selves completely of it would expose to severe ciiti-

cisni, and assume a responsiliility wliich physicians

can bear better than us. I am. therefore, of the opin-

ion tliat if an International Commission must be

charged witli the (inal redaction of a universal codex,
we ought to admit in it some physicians, veterinary

surgeons, etc." This was a great step in the right

direction : but this reporter did not advance in it

alone, as we shall see.

The question of iiniforniity in medicine had already

been the object of individual studies and of collective

resolutions in several medical societies. The American
pliysicians had treated of it, and acted upon it several

times during the last years:

1873.— ISefore tlie New York .Medical Journal As-
sociation; before the American .Mi'ilical As.sociation

assembled in St. bonis, Mo. ; before the British .Medi-

cal As-sociation, meeting in London ; at the .Vssociation
i

Francaisc pour r.Vvancemeiit dcs Sciences, Section i

of Medicine, meeting in Lyons.f
1874.— Before the American Medical Association,

assembled at Detroit, Mich.;* at the Hritish Medical
.\s!3ociation, meeting at Norwich ; at the As,sociation

Krancaise pour I'Avancenient des Sciences, meeting
at Lille.

1874-75.—Intercurrently, the question of the uni-

formity of the means of medical practice and observa-

tion had been the object of several conferences in

I'aris, whiM-e the Professoi-s Marey, Potain, Lfpine.

Ball, Brouardel, and Lorain, till his death, showed a

great inti-rest and the desire of cooperating in the

plan of uniformity, whose eustiithle and most of the

details are entirely of .American origin.

1875, ./««<•.—The American Medical Association,

meeting at Louisville, Ky , after hearing the report
)

and upon the proposition of its General Secretary, W.
B. .Vtkinson. delegated l)rs. Adrian and llarwood to

the Internal ional .Medical Congress of Brussels, commis-
sioning them expnssly to give the assent of the Ameri-
can profession to the introduction of the French met-
rical system in physic, and to ask the Congress to take

the measures proper to insure uniformity in all that !

pertains to physic all over the civilized world.

1876, Si'iileiiilifi- 2:!.—The memorial of these report-

ers was read in French by Dr. CoUignon. Daring the
,

pi-rcii>iiit ilaij. Meltanche Sor had opened the Section of

Otology by the question, " On the means of measuring
audition, aad uf registering its degrees by a uniform

• TrannuLoiiii, lU-., 187J.
t riw Cvmptt reiutiie, cu;.. page S."J^, etc.

t Traiinactiontt, I'U^., Ib75. page Hi.

' method in all countries." In the same .S( ction. Sapoliui

d.-manded that uniform imiuiries be made internation-

ally on the causes and frequency of the surdi niutity,

surdity without mutism, mutism williout tuidity,

and stutterisni. Tfie fulluiriinj ihii/, in the Section of
ophthalmology, Donders proposed to introduce the

metrical measures, instead of the English, French, and
Prussian inch, in the measurement of tlie glasses of
spectacles. Javal supporleil the proposition, the more
heartily, since Giraud-Teulon had already graduated
his test-glasses accordingly on the metric scale, and
Snellen had, too, accommodated his type-letters to the

iiiitrical numeration of visual defects.

.So the question of the uniformity of instruments,

scales, and doses in piiysics was treated in three Sec-

tions of the Congress of Brussels, supported liy emi-
nent professors, in its applicatiim to distinct special-

ties, to pharmacy, to otology, and to ophthalmology,
and exposed in its generalities ijy delegates who had
expressly come from the L'nited States to urge the

adoption by the Congress of this plan of uniformity

of language and of action, without which the inter-

nationalization of physic will remain a chimera.

Who could believe, if it was not a fact with its

dates, that these men of talent or eminence who had
come from so far in Belgium to support the same princi-

ple—medical uniformity—in several of its special ap-

plications, did not try to see and to understand each
other; and that, united by the bonds of a common
idea, they remained isolated in the bounds of their

specialty.

Therefore, these men spoke under the same roof, in

adjacent chambers, without communicating with each
other, or concerting their efforts; without suspecting

that they were giving one of the tinest examples of

medical anaichy. the best demonstration per ahsiir-

iliiiiiot the necessity of unifoimizing and of cooidi-

miting all the parts of our art, and of internationaliz-

iiiu' the whole.

In consequence, the propositions aliove (juotcd re-

ceived the approbation of the membcre of the Congress,

but the Congre-ss, as a body, did not come to any
pnictical conclusion.

1876. June.—The American Medical Association
meeting in Philadelphia, having heard the reports of
llarwood and E. Seguin (see Transactions, etc., 187G)

;

(diisidering that the theoretical succes.s, and the practi-

cal postponement of the execution of the plan of pro-

posed medical uniformity are, one, the i)roof of its

excellence, the other, the deiiKnistration of the force

of mind-and-habit prejudices which the projects are

nil ant to coufpier, sent this time to you a sjiecial dele-

oalion composed of the first originator (jf the plan,

and of its last reporter in Brus.sels. These were ex-

pressly charge .1 with the duty of pleading the necessity

of uniformity in the means of treatment, of observa-

linn and of language, before this assembly, which, at

this very moment, must feel the want of such a uni-

formity, without which international communications
I'-main, to say the least, incomplete.

1876. SfTptrmhcr.—Thus we are here prepared to sum
up the idea of which we have just traced the history,

as much to encourage those who are apprehensive of
novelties, by showing what long roots this luie has
a ready shot in the muck of physic, as to point out,

on the road of those who will follow, the tlitliculties

pnrviously encountered.
It remains now to say a few words of the general

liearing of the subject. Of that which dislinguislus

the .Vmerican plan of general uniformity from those

succes.sively presented in the interest, and for the ad-
vancement of special pails of our art ; nanielv, from
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those of Dumas, Mialhe, Gille, Boudej', Meltanchc,
Sapolini, Javal, Dondcrs ; the adoption of wliich

would improve some pai'ts, but not the whole art.

In contradistinction, the American plan—wliich is

nothing else than the iV(/w?;-i(Y(Z Method of Ohsereation,

introduced by Louis forty-four years ago, but rendered

more precise and practical by the recent invention of

new means and instruments of positive observation—is

at once distinguisbaljle by the broadness of its applica-

tions to i)hysic : being at the same time a princi|)le and
a method. And as nobody can sum u)) the inrtueuce

in physics and metaphysics of the Cartesian and Baco-
nian methods, so, and more, would it lie futile to

pretend to calculate the inlluence which wi.l oljtain on
the progre-ss of physic, by a method of oliservation

based on mathematical uniformity ; liut we can already

foresee some of its con.sequcuces.

The uniform application of the numerical method
will render infinitely more abundant, acccssilile, read-

able, comparable and trustworthy, the oliservations

on which the leaders support their theories or discov-

eries, and by whicli the country- practitioner will

connect his mind with the medical movenuiit. and
eventually act his jiart in it. It is so that the records

of each will be of service to all. The practice of

jihysic will gain in certainty in several ways. The
diagnosis will l)ecome more and more precise and
mathematical. The course of diseases will he more
and more repres"nted ia figures,' or idealized in

graphic traces.

The action of medications on the organism, and the

reaction of tlie functions on the treatment will be
registered and reckoned as book-accounts.

Physicians are expected to no more write their pre-

scriptions or borrowed slips of jiaper without keeping a

copy, or on druggists' l)lank advertisements ;
neither to

record their cases on pocket-liooks which contain the

names of all the saints to be daily invoked to olitain a

cure, instead of on books on which can be noted the

physiological signs, or aberrations of function, which
characterize diseases.

Tiie uniformity of the tables of observation used
in private and hospital practice, will furnish the sure

elements of a medical statistics, not only in regard to

the transitory population of hospitals, but to the

families treated at home ; it will present for the first

time the true and full data for a history of health and
disease.

From a different, if not a higher point of view, the

mind of physicians will gradually relinqui-sh the pro-

cess of guessing and believing for the one of trusting

their own senses and acting according to t':eir own im-
pressions and counsel. Thus the l:)ulk of our knowl-
edge will steadily be categorized in its natural divi-

sions of savage traditions, barliaric panaceas, priestly

impositions, rational systems l>uilt on hypothesis,

physical and positive acquisitions of experience
mathematically coordinated.

In presence of these well-defined series, who will

not, with equal eagerness, scorn at the first ones, and
try to add a line to the last. When all the physicians

will be furnished with uniform means of matlieniatical

certainty all will l)e enaliled to contribute to the gen-
eral labor ; and who can say where our progress of

certainty in pliysics will stop 'i Physics will be

—

without any more contest—one of the physical sciences.

But let pur first word be the last too; no inter-

national onward movement is possible without a

matliematical uniformity of plan and of nnder-
etanding.

Such is the sum of tlie plan of unifarmitjj in phyde.
Will it be opposed on the plea that its vustness ren-

ders it imjiossilile ? But it is not only possible, it is

commenced. Have we not the Reports of Boulet and
Gille, the plan of a universal codex of Mehu, the

adhesions of Douders, Javal and others in regard to

their specialty ; the proposition of Bouchardat to

actually commence the unifonnhntion of medicaments
by the most energetic, which would be like a continu-

ation of the labors of Magendie. in which are found
his solution of morphine and other preparations of

alkaloids which have become officinal, even interna-

tional.

The uniformity of nomenclature of remedies and of

diseases would follow, since there is no reason why
they would not be called by the same name the world
over.

A double uniformity in our instruments would fol-

low : one mechanical, by which the parts being made
of numbered ealiljres, could be changed without
trouble and hardly any expense. The other, more
professional, would consist in a uniformity of all

graduated calibres, capacities and scales. To not
penetrate too deeply in the future, j'ou can at any
time declare it obligatory for faivJly practitioners to

keep their private clinical notes like those of the hos-

pitals, and devise a greater and gradual uniform-
ity in the latter.

Thus the International Medical Congress can con-

tinue, with a view towards a general end, a work be-

gun by individuals who had only in view the im-
provement of some s|)ecial parts of our art.

In consequence of these considerations we reiterate

before the International Jledical Congress of 1870 the

proposition enunciated in 1873, 1874, and 1875, under
the patronage of the American Medical Association;

and we formally ask you: (I) To recognize in principle

the legitimacy and the necessity of uniformity in the

practice, in the oliservations, in the records, and in the

medical language of civilized nations. (2) To pre-

pare a plan of uniform hygienic and sanitary measures
applicalile to the prevention or disa|)pearance of con-
tagious and epidemic diseases. (;J) To constitute an
International Council, charged ^Wth the elaboration of

the means of estaljlishing a uniformity of uomen-
claturts, of officinal formulas, of methods, of instru-

ments, of scales, of metres and tables of registration

for pathological cases and physiological experimenta-
tions. (4) Also with power to call in men eminent in

the sciences and arts acces,sory to physic, and the most
capable of giving to the labors of the council the

most simple and practical direction. (5) To head
the list by the nanu'S of Bouley, Dondcrs and others

already quoted, whose previous labors will have to

be taken into serious consideration, and melted, if

possil)le, in the general plan. (6) To give to the

council, thus constituted and strengthened, the power
and the duty to communicate its report to the next
International Jledical Congress, which shall meet at

Geneva, Switzerland, in September. 1877.

Thus will be rendered possilile the continuation of
an ii'iirri' whose foundation lias already occupied
thoughtful men during several years—a work w-liich

time will achieve, if we diligently lalior at it ; and
which (Uir children will have often to mend, in order
to keep it up to the intellectual level of their epoch;
since ideas grow, fall, and succeed each other like the

leaves of ti-ees. We will have planted the tree, and
they will garner the best crops.

D.VNGER OF V.M'OR Batus.—Au old man, .aged

seventy, recently died in a vapor bath in Paris from
cerebral congestion.
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projjrfss of iHrtical Science.

CiLFATED Pus CELLS.—Wliilc cxamiiiiug the secre-
tions from the mouth and pharynx of a frog, wluMi
irritated liy a weak solution of osnuc acid. I'rot.

Neumann, of Kouis^sburx, found certain cells havin;;

characters intermediate between those of epitluliuni

and ordinary pus cells—havini^. in fact, the cilia of the
one and the contractility, the size, and the opaque
nucleus of the other. Tlie cilia covered but a part
of their surface, and imparted to them a rotatory
motion, tlie amieboid changes of form beginnini;
only when the cilia ceased to move. Here are, then,

all of Cohnlieim's characteristics of pus-corpuscles,
and an argument for the occurrence of true epithelial

suppuration. Such bodies have, it is true, been seen
before, l)ut tliey have been regarded as ciliated epithe-
lial cells of the part, mechanically detached.— Cin-
trulbl./. il. Med. Wins.. June 10, 1876.

Oil op the Smct ok Corn in the Tke.vt.mext ok
EczEM.\ .\.ND Ciii.o.\sM.\.—Prof. C. Lombroso reports a
case of chloasma of the forehead and cheeks of a

year's standing, which he treated on one side with red
oil from the smut of corn and on the other with rancid
oil from sound corn. The former proved much the
more etficacious. removing the patches after three days'
use. but the unpleasant effects on the .system at large
made the patient unwilling to resume its use. Tlie
same remedy effected tlie cure of a ))atch of eczema on
the chin of an insane patient in live davs.

—

C'eiitrnllil.

f. il. Me<l. Wiis., April Hi), 1870.

Ani..vTiox OF TUB Cuboid Boxe is Coxgkxit.vi,
V.vuLs.—Dr. H. .J. Little says the only cases where this

operation can be performed are those where inveterate
deformity exists, and which are curable by no other
means. Infantile congenital club-foot, he says, can,
and ought to be, cured before the age of twelve or
sixteen months, before the time a child commences to
walk. If properly treated at that time, he thinks the
use of splints and any mechanical aid will be un-
necessary in walking.—iViV. Jfal. Journal, Slav Vi,

187«.

Ol'ER.KTIOX FOR OnMTER.\TION OF DEPRESSED ClC.V-

TRICES .VKTER Gl.ANDfl.AR .VlWCESS OR ExFOI.I.VTloN
OF Bonk.—ilr. William Adams has performed this

operation with great success. So many faces are
rendered unsightly by these deep cicatrices, that any
operation which results in the removal of tlie defor-
mities must be a blessing to those afflicted by them.
The operation is original, and consists in subcutaneous-
ly dividing all the deep adhesions of the cicatrix, by
a tcnotoniy-knife introduced a little beyond the margin
of the cicatrix, and carried down to its base, so as to

carefully and thoroughly evert the cicatrix which re-

mains prominently raised. Two hare-lip pins or line

needles are then passed through the base, at right an-
gles to each other, so as to maintain the cicatrix in its

everted and rai.sed position, where it is so retained fur

tlir(;e days. At the end of this time the needles are

removed, and the somewhat swollen and intiltrated

cicatricial tis.Mie is allowed to settle gradually down
to the proper level of the skin. He gives the full hi"

tory of tlirire such operations in his paper. The per-

manency of the cure is illu.strated by cuts of two
cases, in one of which the operation was done nine,

and in the other three years ago. The depi-essions

seem to l>c completely obliterated.

—

Driliah Medical
Journal. .Vpril 2S>tli. 1876. i

Dr. HEViiKn's Reply to Kkonlein.—Not content
to leave the vindication of his statistics even in the

friendly hands of Prof. Volkmann, Dr. Uirl Ueyher,
of Uorpat, sustains his position regarding the antisep-

tic treatment of wounds, against what he regards as

the misconceptions or misrepresentations of Dr. Kron-
leiu, in a detailed article in Xo. 4, vol. xix., of J.nug-

i/diect's Archiv.

ExTIRr.\TION op .\ L.\ltGE MvOM.V OK THE Bl.ADDER.
—Richard Volkmann reports the removal by him from
the bladder of a man of tifty-four, of a myoma the

size of a lemon, which was attached by a short pedi-
ch- to the summit of the bladder. Tlie symptoms,
wliich had existed for about si.x months, consisted in

ditticulty in urinating, in the passage of large quan-
tities of blood, and in the occasional discharge, per

urethram, of masses of a fibrous consistency. The
diagnosis of the tumor was made by the employment
of bimanual palpation, with two fingers in the

rectum. The operation, which was jierformed on Nov.
''M. 1874, was preceded by an exploratory perineal

section, by which the exact location of the growth
was determined. This was immediately followed up
by the supra-piilnc section of the bladder, througli

wliich the polyjiuswas removed. The patient died in

<(illapse on Dec. 3d, as a result of peritonitis and
suppuration of the connective tissue about the bladder.

\'(>lkmann refers to an analogous case of Billroth's,

a notice of which will be found in theMEDic.VL Rec-
ord of July 3, 1875.

—

Archiv f. klin. Cliirunj. xix. 4.

On the Spread op Cancer in the Lymphatic
Glands.—Dr. Bozzolo. of Turin, announces the fol-

lowing views as the result of his own oljservations on
the extension of cancer to the lymphatic glands, viz.

that the cancer cells first appear in the lymphatic
gbiuds in the cavities of the cortical substance ; that

tliey are often, even in the beginning, well developed,
ami many of them have already become horny ; and
that the endothelial cells of the sinuses and the con-

nective-tissue cells covering the trabecuhc of the reti-

culum, furnish no traces of cancerous proliferation.

1 leiice he concludes that the cancerous elements are

brought to the glands by the afferent lymphatics, quite

independently of any proliferation of their connective

tissue cells. By the constant accumulation of the

cancerous elements in the lymph canals, he says, these

become enormously distended, lose their contour, and
ill advanced stages render it im])ossible to recognize
tlie .structure of the lymphatic gland.

—

Ceutralhlf. d.

.)/.</. F(>«., May 0, 1870.

The Course of cert.vin Brain Firres.—A. Frey
ei >mmunicates the following case to the Arch. f. Psych.

' ('., vi. p. 327. A man died of erysipelas soon after the

ilevelopiuent of the symptoms of a localized cerebral

paresis. At the autopsy the only lesion found was a
small, sharply circumscribed focus of softening in

tlie middle of the white substance of the right hemi-
sphere, at the level of the under surface of the cor-

puscallosum, between the nucleus caudatus internally

and the fossa of Sylvius externally, at about the

height of the anterior third of the corpus striatum.

.\s the paresis involved the whole left arm, left angle
"f the mouth, and left half of the tongue, it was as-

-umed that the fibres for the innervation of these

parts must run through the seat of softening.

—

Cen-

tralhl.f. d. Med. TI7«»., May 6, 1870.

ST.\TisTirs ok Resections of the Elbow-.ioint
KOR Gunshot Wounds.—The following conclu-sioiis

are taken from Dominik's article in the Dcultrh/'

MilitairarHl Ztschr. Ho. I, 1870. The elbow-joint is
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the one most frequently involved in gunshot -wounds,

and the right more often than the left. The lixpect-

ant conservative treatment of these injuries in the

Franco-German war of 1870-1 gave better results as

to mortality than in former wars, because it was em-
ployed only in the lighter cases. It almost always
results in anchylosis of the joint. Resection of the

elbow as compared with amputation of the u|>per arm
for gunshot wounds gives a, mortality of •>:!.8 per

cent, against 35 per cent, for the latter. In the late

war, primary resections, i.e., on the 1st and 3d days,

did not give as good results as secondai'y. Partial

resections, when possible, are to he preferred to total.

The results of resections of the elbow in the late war
have been as follows: with regard to function, 51

per cent, more or less favoralUe ; 49 per cent, anchy-

losed, and of the whole number only 24.4 per cent,

dangling arms. Among the latter, primary resections

furnished the largest numliers. The best functional

results are from secondary total resections, the wo"st

from primary. A deterioration of the effects of re-

section in the progress of years, has not been observed

since the late war ; on the contrary, an increase of

usefulness of the resected joints has taken place.

Anjputations of the upper arm after previous resec-

tion of the elbow-joint gave nearly twice the percent-

age of mortality of amputations of the upiier arm in

the last war. The mortality of amputations of the

upper arm after wounds not involving the ell)ow-joint

was a little less than the average mortality after re-

sections of the elbow-joint.

—

Allg. Med. Cent. Zeit.

May 10, 1870.

The Treatment of Santonin Poisoning.—At
the session of the Niederrlwinisclie GeseUschaft in

Bonn, July 5, 1875, Prof. Binz mentions a case of

poisoning by santonin, in which a child of two years

had taken li gr. of the drug. There were violent

convulsions, beginning in the face and extending to the

extremities, and great interference with the Ineathing.

She recovered under the use of w'arm baths, vinegar
cnemata, plenty of fluids to drink, and artificial respi-

ration. Prof. B. then instituted some experiments on
animals to elucidate the treatment, and found that

chloral in doses sufficient to produce deep sleep pre-

vented the convulsions, and that ether inhalations

exercised a controlling influence over tliem. lie thinks

the same treatment may Ije employed in the human
subject, coupled with artificial respiration, and, for

purposes of elimination, laxatives and diluents in

abundance.

—

liundscTum, Jlay, 1876.

Dyspeptic Asthma.—At a late meeting of the Berlin

Medical Society, Prof. Hennoch detailed the histories of

several cases of this affection occurring among children,

which had come under his ob.servation. The syuiptoms
were alarming dyspnoea, with jjallor of the face and li-

vidity of the lips, coldness of the extremities, small and
extremely frequent pulse, superficial and very frequent

respiration, and great mental apathy. The affection

apiiarently depended uiJon disturbance of the digestive

functions. Tliere were in all of the cases some
tumidity and tenderness in the ei^igastrium ; but in

spite of the threatening symptoms, not the least indica-

tion of cardiac or pulmonary disease could be found
on repeated and careful examinations. In one ease,

that of a child of nine montlisold, in whom there had
been constipation and vomiting, great relief was
afforded by the application of numerous dry cups to

the chest, and recovery from the attack coincided with

the eruption of an incisor tooth. The other patients

were children of nine years, three montlis, and two
years respectively, and all were relieved by the action

of an emetic or cathartic. Prof. H., although sceptical

at first, ultimately came to agree with tlie opinion
expressed by Traulje, who saw the first case in consul-
tation; viz., that the disturbance in the stomach excited

a reflex vaso-motor spasm in the small arteries, whence
followed tiie coldness of the extremities, imperceptible
pulse, stasis in the venous system and right heart,

cyanosis, acenmulation of carbonic acid in the blood,
and dyspncea. He therefore assigns the name asthmii

dy.i})epticiim to the affection.

—

Berl. Min. Woeh. May 1,

1870.

Chronic Purulent Peritonitis cured by AsriR.\-

TION.—A woman who had been confined in the mouth
of May, 1873, and subsequently suffered from a diffuse

puerperal peritonitis, entered the Hopital Cochin in

October of that year. The abdomen was found sym-
metrically swollen, and everywhere dull on percussion.

Aspiration was performed seven times within a period
of two montlis and a half, and seven and a half quarts-

of pus were withdrawn. The punctures had to be
nuide at different points, l)ccause the pus was contained
in pockets ; after each oiieration compression was a])-

plied to the abdomen. This peritonitis had developed
with very little fever and pain, and the general health

had continued pretty good.

—

Lyon Medical, June,
1876.

Treatment of Hydroracdis by the Elastic
Ligature.—M. Jlouehet reported at a recent meeting
of the Socii'te de Chii-unjie, two cases of liydrorachis,

in one of which, the tumor, which was situated over

the sacrum, was punctured on the day of birth, and
an elastic ligature applied to its base. As, however,
the ligature became displaced, the section was com-
pleted by the knife and sutures were applied. The
wound united after some delay, and the cure was
complete on the 21st day. In the second case, the

tumor was four inches long, by two and a half broad,
and was situated in the lumbar region ; a ligature was
ajiplied without previous puncture, but the child died
eiglit days later from causes that had no connection
with the operation. The same operation has been
performed six times Ijy other surgeons, and was suc-

cessful in three cases. In two of these cases, the lesion

was situated in the neck, which is a favorable position

for it, for the tumor then rarely contains nervous ele-

ments. In tumors of the base of the vertebral column,
the method of Morton, which consists in injections of

fifteen minims to a drachm of the glycerine of iodine,

according to the size of the tumor, would be prefer-

able.

In the discussion that followed, several meml)ers of

the society protested against the operation. M. Blot

said that these tumors often disappear spontaneously,

and that consequently we should not interfere, except

when the walls of the sac are too thin. M. Polaillon

thought that the operation should only be undertaken
when the tumor is increasing and becoming a deform-
ity. M. Larrey said that he had seen a man, 27 years

of age, who had a liydrorachis of the lumljar region,

which caused him no inconvenience. M. Gueniot
called attention to the fact, that the canal of commu-
nication between the tumor and the cord has cartila-

ginous walls, and may be oliliterated in the process of
development of the skeleton. M. Depaul opposed the

operation, because the tumor almost always contains
nervous elements. As regards the cures that have
been obtained, there is cause to believe that tumors of

the vertebral column have been mistaken for true

spina bifida, which is a tumor which comprises the

envelopes of the cord.

—

Journal de Mid. et de CMr.
June, 1876.
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THE INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL
GRES8.

CON-

As the time approaches for tlie meeting of the In-

ternational Congress at Phihidelpliia, the au.\iety con-

cerning its success increases. We liave no doul)t tliat

the gathering will be large, and that the different

leading medieal societies of tlie world will l>c well

represented. From all the larger cities of Europe

assurances have come signifying the acceptance of in-

vitations, and responsiljle delegates have been elected.

It is fair to presume that the great majority of the

foreigners who have already signified their intention

to read papers and deliver addresses will be aide to

keep their appointments, and tliat the scientific mate-

rial for discussion will be abundant. In prospecting

the interest which will attach itself to this Congress,

the profession of this country should recognize the

arduous labors of the Committee of Arrangements at

Philadelphia in perfecting a plan, which, as far as

circumstances would admit, is so well calculated to

subserve the interests of all the different medical cen-

tres of this and of other countries. In fact, the more

we study the programme of arrangements the more are

we impressed with the wisdom e.\ercised in tlie selec-

tion of subjects and the judgment displayed in the

choice of the speakers.

The time selected for the meeting, all other thin;;-.

being considered, is the one best calculated to meet

the conveniences of the larger majority, especially of

those who will cross the ocean to be present. Tlie

occasion of tlie meeting, ind the special ittractions nf

the Centennial show, will add inbicemeiits wliicli few

of our foreign brethren, who wish to combine social

amusement with professional profit, will care In

resist.

The delegates from the different leading societies of

this Country have been without e.vceptiim selcctid

•ith great care, and altogether the coming Congress

is destined to be the largest and most inllucntlal of

its sort that has ever assembled.

It is impossible to predict the mutual influences for

good which will be exerted upon native and foreign

delegates. Sueli intluences will be more or less power-

ful in proportion to the existence of an undei"standing

to work individually and collectively for the common
good of medicine and the general advancement of

scientific knowledge. It will be our aim to prove to

our distinguished visitors tliat we, us a profession, arc

ki enly alive to the necessities of the medical science

of the nineteenth century, and that while we in many
cases look to them as our teacliei-s, we are not be-

hindhand in original research, and in that love for

ailvaflcement and tlie attendant substantial progress

wliieh it attains. While we are willing to respect the

intluences of tlieir labors in the cause of science, we
ask, and shall doubtless receive of them, a substantial

recognition of services in the same direction.

The assembling, however, of such a large body of

I

infiuential medical men must have a significance

which is independent of these considerations. It

should not be viewed as a mere medical society for

the discussion of cases and the particular methods of

treating diseases, but as a world's Congress brought

tugether for the discussion of general principles in

medicine, general laws of disease, general methods of

observation and study, and tlie general infiuenccs of

climate, altitude, etc. The opportunities for the prc-

I
sentation of views upon these subjects, in view of the

;

wide-spread representation at the Congress, should not

be lost to science. We shall probably have men from

every part of tlie globe, who are able and willing to

siieak on all tliese subjects in connection with tlie pro-

fessional sentiments of their respective countries;

men who can contribute to a general fund of expc-

I

rience, which may serve as the starting-points for new
' and more exact methods of study and of observation.

The higher we get in the study of the general princi-

ples of our art, the better will we be able to take a

more extended review of our resources, and the more

effectually can we look over the prejudices of hobbies,

of doctrinal perplexities, and of party interests.

' The first step in the direction of studying disease

after this general plan is to establish some methods of

oliservation which shall be uniform tliroughoiit the

world, some mathematical language which shall be

universally unilerstond. The presentation of this par-

ticular idea is not new to the readers of the Rbcord,

and will remind them of previous efforts on our part

to point out its necessity its the real starting-point of

medicine as an exact science. Wliat lietter time and

place will be afforded than at the next .Medical Con-

gress to agree upoii some general plan of action, to

make some earnest beginning in the right direction '

The way is already prepared by the appointment of a

committee whose duty it is to bring the matter before

the meeting. One of the members of this committee
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IS Dr. E. Seguin, of this city, whose special study of

this subject entitles his views to respectful considera-

tion. It will hardly avail the Congress to discuss the

propositions in all their bearings, as this vnll consume

too much valuable time. All that is expected for the

present is the establishment of tlie principle, and an

agreement upon a system which shall make its uni-

versal application i)raotical)le. The time and oppor-

tunity are auspicious, and there is no good reason why
the initiative should not be taken at once. The idea

is essentially an American one, and should receive its

practical endorsement during tlie Congress held in this

country. The necessity for such a system of uniformity

of observation can hardly be questioned ; in fact it

has been practically recognized by the specialists, and
its adoption has tended more than anything else to

give positiveness to tlieir experience and substantial

progress in their departments. All that is necessary

is to extend tlie influences of such a system so that it

may have an application to the whole domain of gen-

eral medicine. Of course it may require years before

any plan which may be suggested is universally

adopted, but this is the most powerful aigument
in favor of making a beginning at once. In ui'inng

our idea of the scope of the discussions which
should be liad before an International 3Iedical

Congress, we have no intention of reflecting upon
any arrangements of the committee who are to con-

duct the meeting. In fact, the character of their

programme is not inconsistent witli a very liberal in-

terpretation of our sentiments
; and if circumstances

will peimit of their carrying out the letter and spirit

of their plan, the meeting caunot fail to be a Ijrilliant

success.

Kcuifuis nnti Uotires of Oooks.

The Tre.\tment op Syphilis. By J. L. MrLTON, Senior
Surgeon to the St. John's Hospital for Diseases of the
Skin, London. London : R. Hardwicke, 1870.

Mu. Milton has long Ijeen recognized as an author-
ity of high standing upon cutaneous and venereal dis-
eases

; and works from his pen have l.ieen received with
niucli attention, owing to their eminently practical
character. This peculiarity, noticeable

"
in all his

former works, is especially so in the one under consid-
eration, in wliich the author gives us, in a handy- volume
form, the results of his long study and observation in
the treatment of syphilis. Coming from an observer
of the undoubted ability of Mr. Milton, the present
treatise, which includes the full consideration of the
treatment of syphilis, is especially acceptable ; as we can
l)e assured of its trustworthy and practical character.
It is perhaps known that, within a year oi- so, Mr. M.
published an article remarkalile for the lucidity of its

directions upon the treatment of secondary syphilis,

which attracted considerable attention, as it was in

reality a contril)ution from which much Ijcuefit as
to practice could be derived. In the work liefore us,

the autlior discusses, not only the secondary stage of
sypliilis, but also every possible lesion produced by

that disease winch the practitioner is liable to meet.

From the primary sore to tlie latest tertiary manifesta-

tion, we find every syphilitic aifection mentioned with
suflicient but short clinical description followed by
directions for treatment, which differ in their simplicity

and appropriateness from those generally met. which,
we are sorry to say, are often of no beuetit, as they are

not laid down with that precision necessary to the-

rapeutic description. Indeed, amid the mass of litera-

ture ui)ou the sul)ject of syphili.^. we do not know of so

peculiarly practical and acceptable a work as the pres-

ent one. In no tcxt-ljook or monograpli can the prac-

titioner find the clear systematic liandling of the sub-

ject of the treatment of syphilis in general as he can
here. Within a reasonably small compass, the book
consisting of l:)ut one hundred and fifty images, we find

the morbid conditions of the disease fully discussed,

and the indications for cure admirably laid down. It

seems strange to one after reading tlie work, tliat such
had not appeared before, as its want has long been
manifest. The author shows an extensive acquaintance,

both clinical and jiractical, with the protean forms of

syphilis; and liis disquisitions as to the value of reme-

dies, and to the appropriateness of certain operative

procedures, as well as modes of treatment, can |je read

witli interest liy the specialist, and with great profit to

the general practitioner. It certainly is a matter for

congratulation tliat the author should have found time

to give us tlie l)enefit. in so admirable a treatise, of the

experience he has gained in his pratique de cahinet.

Corrcs|.icinticncf.

AUTOPLASTY BY GRADUAL AP-
PROACHES,

AS APPLIED TO THE SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT OP URIN-

ART PISTULJ3 IN WOM.A.N, IN THE CLASS OP CASES
USUALLY THOUGHT TO BE AMENABLE ONLY TO PAR-
TIAL OR COMPLETE OBLITERATION OF THE VAGINA;
BEING A LETTER ADDRESSED TO DR. PAUL BERGBR,
AGUEOE TO THE FACULTY OP MEDICINE OF PARIS, BY
NATn.\N BOZKMAN, M.D.

To THE Editor of The Mkdical Record.

Sir:—In the month of November last, Prof Dolbeau
submitted to me for treatment at the Hospital Beaujon,

tliree women witli four urinary fistula", which.he said

were iucural)le by tlie methods ordinarily employed
in Prance

.

Case I. presented a somewliat elliptical opening ex-

tending from tlie middle of the urethra to the cervix

uteri, measuring longitudinally about five centimetres,

and transversely between two and three. Broad cica-

tricial bands extended across the rectal wall, which
effectually prevented movement of the uterus down-
wards. This case I did not treat.

C^ase II. had a small tranverse urethro- vaginal fis-

tula near the bladder, and at the same height a cica-

tricial contraction of the entire calibre of the vagina, to

the extent of allowing only the point of the index
finger to pass. This cicatrix involved both edges of

the fistula, was thick and unyielding, thus rendering
operative procedure upon the latter impossible. Here
by preparatory treatment I secured access to the fis-

tula in less than tive weeks, and returned the patient

to Prof. Dolbeau for completion of tlie cure, whicli he
then thought could be effected without difficulty.

Case III. exhibited an urethro-vaginal and an ure-

thro-vesico-vaginal fistula with a narrow bridge of in-
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odular tissue intervi-niii'^. iiiid with almost compli-tu

iitresia of the entire v:iyii)al tract. In this case I con-

verted l)oth tistuUe into one and dihited tlie vagina to

th.> extent of four inclies in depth and 2\ in width.

The listula tlien presented au oval f<jrm, Imvinj; its

anterior horder notclied at the urethra, and, to tlie

rifjlit of this point, tirudy adhered to the pul)ie

l)ono: it measured transversely 4^ centimetres, and
longitudinally about '.ii. Now Prof. Dolheau, not

wishing to undertake the coaptation of the edges of

tlie listula, re(|iiested nie to make the operation, which 1

did on the ITtli of March. Firm union was effected at

the first trial, excepting only two small points separated

by the urethra. 'I he left opening, the size of a No. ti

catheter, was caused l>y the cutting of the correspond-

ing suture ; and tlie riglit. the size of an ordinary probe.

stood directly in the line of union. Huth of these

small remaining listuhe can now be easily united, and
the whole closed at a second o|)eratiou, which Prof.

l)oll)eau will perform socm.

The |>rinciples of treatment employed in the third

ca.se has been commented upon at length and in a

manner highly appreciative {La France MiiUcnli;

May 1:1 and ITl by Dr. Paul Herger, agrfiji- Professor

to the Faculty of Medicine of Paris; and to this publi-

cation I would respectfully refer all who may feel an

interest in the subject. But I may add here that Dr.

Berger, in his remarks, lias inadvertently made two or

three erroneous statements regarding certain impor-
tant point.s of practice, which in justice to myself
need to lie corrected.

For this \)urpose, and in order to define my position

with regard to obliteration of the vagina, as a means
of treating vesico-vaginal fistula, I now ask the use of

your oolinnns. This I deem essential for a better un-

derstanding of the subject, not only as regards the

result attained in the case in question, but as a princi-

j)le of general applicability to the cure of a not iueon-

sidijriible class of cases, usually regarded amenable
only to tentjitive expedients.

.V fistula, whether small or large, complicated with
atresia in any form, is, to use a military expression,

the stronghold, to be reached only in two ways, name-
ly by direct attack and by gradual approaches. The
first mode, scarcely need I say, was the one adopted by
.lobcrt (de Lamballe). who made various superficial

aiul deep incisions, principally upon the anterior wall

of the vagina, for the purpose of freeing the borders

of the fistula and gliding tlie ti.ssues, his object //)•/-

viitrUxj being to close the fistula. The procedure he
called Aiitojilimlif jMir i/lixsement, and the plan, except-

ing the detachment of the bladder from the ccrvi.x

uteri and from the pubic arch, has formed ever since

I proirrinent feature in the practice of almost all sur-

u'eons. The second mode I adopted : ,«>»', for the

purpose of freeing the edges of the fistula by incisions

upon one or both walls of the vagina, and restoring

the organ a.s near as possible with dilatatore to its

normal dimensions; and. ner-irull;/, as a measure of
closing the fistula by coai)tation of its edges. Now.
to continue the analogy in regard to these prepanitory

and ulterior operations, and for the want of a better

designation, I beg leave to call my procedure Anl"-
jihifty hy ijriiiliiid iiji/irodr/i'n, a term which seems spe-

cially api>ropriate, since it is readily descriptive of it.

A method which approached nearest in principle tn

the last-named, was that <jf De.sault: namely, the em-
ployment of the tam|ion. But when it is recollecteil

that l)e.s:iult only reconnnended the tampon in ca.^ics

uncomplicated with atresia, and .simply as an obtura-
tor of the fistula. anali>gy of his procedure to it ceii-ses.

This procedure, in contradistinction to the other two.

may be designated as one of •.inumcuUntion ; and

while it did favor the contraction of the largest-sized

fistula", it wasipiite insurticient to complete the closure

even of the smallest, .save in exceptional cases, when
associated with the important auxiliary of cauteriza-

tion.

As to how 1 was first led, in 18.')4, to make the com-

bination of repeated incisions and intra-vaginal dilata-

tion with closure of the fistula, it is not necessary to

refer in this connection. Suffice it to say that the plan

was modified and extended from time to time, and

did not reach its highest perfection until ItSfiT. At
that time I completed my bivalve self-retaining specu-

lum, founded upon the principle of the ])arallelogram

of forces, which enal>led me apply a |)owerful and regu-

lated force to the whole length of the contracted vagi-

nal walls, and at every stage of the dilatation to dis-

cover and surmount even the smallest points of resist-

ance ; a tiling I had not previously been able to do
with the so-called duck-bill speculum in a certain class

of cases, where obliteration ol the vagina seemed to be

the only alternative. To such a category, for example,

beldiiged the third case at the Hospital Beaujon.

The invention about the same time of my knee-rhest

mqiport, which secured the steadiness of the patient,

and rendered anasthcsia safe in the anterior position,

also contributed no little to the completion of the

procedure as a whole.

As to the details of the procedure by <ifladual ap-

proaches, it is unnecessary to go over them here. This

point has already been made sufficiently clear for all

practical purposes bv the able reports of Dr. Berger,

and of Dr. Bandl of Vienna (Wiener MedhinUche
Worhetmehiift. Dec. 4-11-18-25. 187.5).

I will take the lilierty in this connection to say, that

the manner in which these gentlemen have presented

the subject is in very striking contrast with the criti-

cisms in the last-named .Journal of .January I.")th, upon
my operations in the General Hospital at Vienna, illus-

tiiiting the utility of this new principle of treatment.

Here the writer seems to have no higher view of the

matter than the hackneyed one of sutures, and to enter-

tain the opinion that a woman with a tlstula, treated

by having her va>/iiui uliul up, is as well off as ant>ther

cured by vMileratioti ofherjhtiila.

In Germany and Austria,' scarcely need I say, Mpo-
//. /«(«, or obliteration of the vagina in some part of

its course, is a very favorite procedure with a large

majority, if not all of the leading surgeons, a fact

which may account to some extent for the unjust

criticisms of the writer referred to.

To give .some idea of the extent to which this opera-

tion is carried in those countries. I will remark that,

during my sojouni there of twelve months, I saw si.x-

teen cases of fistula, principally of the varieties vesico-

vaginal and uretlao-vesico-vaginal. Out of this

number lire were actually subjected to the operation

for obliteration in the urethral portion of the vagina,

with the following results : Tico died on the sixth day
after the operation, from plilegnionous infianimation

and other complications: uue. in which a small open-

ing remained, became pregnant subsei|Uently. and at

full term ruptured the perin.'eum and the recto-vaginal

wall, and was left willi such an increase of the orig-

inal ditliculty as was thought to be beyond the reach

of any operative procedure; X\\ti /••nrlh, a young
woman, completely un.scxed, was threatened by her

husband witli aliandonmcnt unless she had the obsta-

cle to his marital rights removed; the./tV'f/i, who had
already undergcme four or Ww operations, remained
with tile vagina at the seat of closuir sufficiently patu-

lous to permit the j)a,ssiige of the index finger into the
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cul-de-sac above, and into the fistulous opening of
about the same size; while four others, presenting

various complications, were thought to be incurable

by any other procedure—making in all nine, 56^ per
cent., witli a mortality of two, I'ii per cent.

In justice, however, to Prof. Simon, the inventor of

this well-known expedient, it is proper to remark that

he resorts to it much less frequently than his numer-
ous followers; who, having less experience and skill

than their master, resort to it, where lie would consider
it unnecessary—a fact of which I Ijecame thoroughly
convinced from my own personal observations.

Dr. Berger, in his remarks, justly says my i>rocedure

is one of Anaplastie. and may be divided into two
stages. He then enumerates what he conceives to be
the advantages and the dangers of it in practice.

First, as to the advantages. I am pleased to say he
has rendered tliese duly ju'ominent, in regard to the

restoration of the caliljre of the vagina, the freeing of

one or both edges of the tistula, and the paring of the

latter almost perpendicularly, at the expense of the

entire thickness of the vesico- vaginal septum, in con-

tra-distinclion to {\\cJ>rond vaginal deimdations usually

described by authors, as a distinguishing feature of
the so-called " American method." This hist point of
practice is not jiropeiiy appreciated by many operators,

and hence the failures which they often meet with,

especially in the class of tistuL'e with thin borders and
surroundflig inodular tissue. To these advantages he
might have added that recto-vaginal iistuhie are equally

amenable to the same plan of treatment, even when
they are situated in the posterior cul de-sae, and the

way is intercepted by thick and resisting cicatrices

—

a matter of no little importance, when a vesico-vaginal
tistula coexists, and the question of obliteration of the

vagina is presented. But the great and overshadow-
ing advantage is the avoidance of obliteiation of the
vagina, which Dr. Berger has sufBciently indicated,

though not strictly in accordance with the range of
my experience. Here he does me slight injustice in

stating that I believe every case of tistula can be cured
by the system of gradual apiiroaches. What I do
believe and claim is that, in 90 i)er cent, of all case,?,

tlie fistula can be obliterated and the normal menstrual
and sexual functions be preserved

; and that of the five

per cent, in which this cannot l)e effected, and oblit-

eration of the vagina seems to be called for, little or

no permanent good can result to the sufferer from the
latter expedient, however successfully accomplished.

In the latter class of cases, according to my observa-
tions, the vagina is reduced to a mass of inodular
tissue, somewhat resembling cartilage, complicated
with partial or complete destjuction of the urethra, or

with recto-vagina! fistula, or with laceration of the
perineum and the recto-vaginal wall—a condition of

the parts rendering continence of the urine only possi-

ble in a few cases, and clearly impossible in all the
others, to say nothing of the dangers attending the

operation itself. I, tlierefore, insist that it is better in

all such cases to leave the outlet of the vagina free

for the unobstructed tiow of the secretions, and to trust

alone to a well-adjusted tampon or compress for the
comfort and protection of llie patient.

This leaves five per cent, for deaths, a maximum of

mortality which, in my expei'ience, I am happy to say,

lias not yet been reached.

Next with regard to the disadvantages or dangers
of Autopliisty hi/ griidu(d apprmirhex. Of these Dr,

Berger mentions rupture of the peritoneum, rupture of

the bowel, and phlegmonous inflammation. Now I

think I am justified in saying that Di-. B. has invested

all these accidents with an undue importance, both in

his review of Dr. Bandl's memoir (Recue des ScieiiCfS

Medicalf's, April 15, 1870), and in his remarks now
under consideration, as will appear Ijy reference to the

following facts bearing upon these points.

The word rupture conveys to my mind the idea of
unwarranted violence ; and consequently is to be re-

garded as a somewhat unavoidable accident, lial)le to

occur in any and all cases without the greatest care;

whereas the reverse of this is true, excepting care and
prudence, which of course are to be (jbserved by the

surgeon under all circumstances. Of the case referred

to in the Ilosjiital at Vienna in which a small opening
in the peritoneal cavity was made, the accident was
unexiiccted, it is true; but fortunately it terminated

without serious consequences; and the patient was
cured, with unimpaired menstrual and sexual func-
tions, a result thought by competent surgeons to be
quite out of reach by the ordinary resources. Here
there was a cicatricial band, which stietched across the

vagina just under the posterior lip of the cervix uteri,

which prevented the necessary depression of the utei'us

for closure of the fistula. The latter was ]jriuci))ally

situated to the right of the median line, and had its

anterior border fixed to the posterior surface of the

pubic bone—-a condition of the parts very rarely

seen, and just such as is supposed to furnish the indi-

cations for ot)lique obliteration of the vagina. This
band, after having been |>ut upon a slight stretch with
my s])eculuni, was cai'efuUy incised to the left of the

median line. It showed no signs of yielding under
the knife and pressure of the finger, until complete
divisicm had been effected, when it gave way, and
with it the subjacent peritoneal covering. I had often

before made divisions of cicatrices in the same locality

and seen them yield by the same practice, and there

was no obvious reason why such a result would not
follow without accident in this instance. A single

accident, however, of this kind in an experience of

nearly a (juarter of a century cannot. I think, be re-

garded in a very serious light, especially when the

character of the fistula, the principle of the operation,

and tlie final result are considered.

But tliis experience is not without value. In future

I shall content myself in such cases with making two
or three supeifieial incisions across the resisting band,
and then trusting to dilatation. By pursuing this

course, only a little more time will be required to ac-

complish the same end.

As to rupture of the bowel. I can only say that I

have not yet encountered such an accident. In one in-

stance, I purposely opened the rectum in order to reach

the required dilatation of the vagina, and to place

liealthy tissue between the two ends of the divided
cicatrix, with the ulterior object of relieving the neck
of the bladder, also encircled liy a cicatricial band,
and the seat of an urethro-vcsico-vaginal fistula. Both
fistuUe in this case were closed, each at one operation,

and a most excellent result secured.

I may say there is a certain form of vaginal atresia

resulting from other causes than those of jjarturition,

in which the above practice is not only justifiable but
prefeiable, in order to save time and secure the best

results. An illustrative case of this character I saw in

the Hos])ital at Vienna, in the service of Prof. Carl
von Braun.
Phlegmonous inflammation. Dr. Berger says, is to be

apprehended from incisions and lacerations of in-

odular tissue. His reasons for this belief are entirely

apropos, and would seem to have some foundation in

fact, Init my clinical experience does not justify su( h
a conclusion. Wlien it is recollected tluit, in thetrci t-

nient by gradual approaches, a free outlet for the vesi-
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cal, vagiiinl ami uterine secretions is miiiiitained, anil

tliat tlie greatest possiMe cleanliness is oUserved, tlie

truth of my assertion will lie olivious. Witli these

precautions anil the daily application of a solution of

nitrate of silver to the exposed vajrinal wounds, coupled
with judicious pres-iurc of the dilator, tlic dreaded
danger referred to ceases in a great measure to l«c a

factor In the relationship of cause and effect. It is

this, I conceive, that places the principle of antojildnt;/

by gradual npjiinai'hes in so favoralile a contrast with
th.it of obliteration of tlie vagina, or kolpokleisis. In

the latter procedure, the extensive denudations required

upon the two vaginal walls, perhaps already in a

somewhat morliid condition, are more or less exposed,
in and ahove the scat of o])eration, to the poiscuious

action of decomposed Mood, pus, and urine, which can
only Hnd an outlet through tlie naiiow urethra—

a

condition of things eminently conducive, it must lie

admitted, not only to phlegmonous intlammatiou, hut

to pvivmia.

In support of what is above stated, in contravention
to the alleged dangers of my i)roccdurc, I may say

that I have, out of more than one hundred of all

classes of cases, lost I)ut three—one in IHHS, in the

Royal lutirinary at Edinburgh, and two in 1801, in my
private liospital in New Orleans. The Jirst was a

woman with complete incarceration of the cervix

uteri in the bladder, and in a bad state of health super-

induced by alcoholism and other cITects of irregular

and vicious habits. In this case the object of the

operation was to restore the os uteri to its jxisition in

the vagina, and at the same time obliterate the fistula.

Both of th '.se ends were obtaini'd most satisfactorily
:

but unfortunately, phlegmonous inflammation super-

vened, which terminated in pyremia and death on
th? sixth day. Tli« mvoud ca.se, having a small un-
complicated vesico-vaginal fistula, died on the fifth day
of tlie oi)eration, it is believed from septica'inia, in-

duced by Infection of the hospital from a ca,sc of
erysipelas. Two other cases in the same ward which
had been operated upon, one for laceration of the peri-

neum six days before, and the other for hypertrophy
of the cervix uteri two weeks, died almost on the

same day. having identical symi)toms, thus showing
that death in the case of fistula was due to a cause
other than that of the operation. In the third case,

the patient whose health was somewhat im|)aired, and
who had a small fistula complicated with jiartial

atresia, died on the fourth day after lateral ir.cisions

were made. Here, from the smallnessof the incisions,

the comparatively little iiifiammation which followed,
and the similarity of some of the symptoms to those
of the above cases, there is reason to lielieve that the

poisoned condition of the hospital played a most im-
jrortant part in producing the fatal result, although
several months had inteiTened, and every precau-
tion had been taken as to cleanliness and disinfec-
tion.

Now, as to the closure of the fistula and the best

means of doing it. These point.s, although totally

disregarded in tlu.- first stage of aut'rjihutlij Inj t/radmi/
ajiprnarheK. arc nevertheless of paramount impoitanec
as regards the final result; and cannot be pa.s.sed over,

as is too often the case, by the mere a.ssertion that one
method is as goiwl as another. They acquire, I con-
ceive, additional interest at this juncture, from the fact

that many surgeons in France. Helgium. and Italy have
faltered in tlieir support of the suture, including the
much-vaunted .\merican method; and now strongly
advocate, even in simple and uncomplicated cii-ses of
fistula, a return to the old methods of cauterization,
and of hooks or claws, as em|)loyed by Nacgele, Lalle-

iiiand, Laugier and oth?rs, designating the latter as the

iih'todf par rt'pariilioii immidiate turntidaire.

Professor Anuibile. of the Royal University of Na-
ples, has had the kindness to send me a most interest-

ing brochure upon t]\]fi eu^ijcct (JJixroiirs prononre ait

i-itinirt's deii»e!fiHV8 ))ui>iriilesdf JiruieVen, 23 Se))t., 18751.

1 With regard to the suture, he says : " The treatment of

I

vesicovaginal fistula by means of paring and suture,

t not withstanding it has given sjilendid results and lie<n

earnestly extolled in our day, has never popularized

I
itself among surgeons, and rests at present in the hands
<if only a few operators. Often in a country only one
or two surgeons employ it. Distinguished oiierator.s,

wisliing to try it, have often given it up after Iheii' first

' f lilure. Again, patients, when fully inqiressed with
\ th- gravity of their disease, often cannot make up their

iniiuls to submit to a repetition of this mode of treat-

iiieiif, because it i.s, if not very painful and dangerous,
always laborious, long and tedious for cveiybody—the

surgeon and assistants even more than the ]iatients

themselves."

Now, with the acknowledged sui)eriority of tlie

suture to the above old methods, even by the class of
surgeons in the countries named, it is ea.sy to see why
this lukewarmness in its support has sprung up. It

can be referred to no other cause, as I believe, than
want of success; resulting in a great measure, _/f;)i/,

from inattention to the morbid conditions of the vagi-

na, other than that of the fistula it-sclf; aeeonVly, from
tlie employment of too broad or flat surfaces in the

paring of the edges of the fi.stula ; and tltirdhj. from the

adoption of the dorsal or lateral position of the ])atient.

Till' three forms of suture best adapted to the closure

of tile fistula are unquestionably the simple wire inter-

rupted, the double silk interrupted, and the button
wire interrupted, which I name in the order of their

first adoption. The first and the second forms are now
most generally employed by surgeons, under the belief

, that they are more simple, and quite as efficient as the
last mentioned.

Now, without stopping to discuss the subject, I will

simply say, that while the above convictions may be
c iiriect as to unooinplicated cases of fistula, they can-
not be accepted as such with regard to efficiency in the

second stage of antujilasty hy gradual approachen, wliere

it is all-ini])ortant that success should be secured at the
fii'sl application. Here something more than the sim-
ple or double suture is needed, in order to counteract
the ti;ndency of the vagina to rccontract and to hold
the edges of the fistula quietly in their extended rela-

tionship, while the he.aling process is going on. This
is no less essential, I conceive, than the application of
splints or the immovable ajjparatus, to keep the ends
of a broken bone in a state of perfect quietude. The
tendency of the vagina to recoutract is not character-
istic, it is true, of all cases of atresia, but there are

many in which it does exist; as, for example, when the

!
cicatrices upon both walls are extensive, and have not

I been completely mobilized, a condition of the parts

j

which actually did present itself in the last ca.se treated
at the hos|)ital, Beaujon, Here the vagina recontracted
from (i.) to ")!) millimetres in twelve days, thus showing
till- extraordinary .-ifrain to which any unaided form of
interrupted suture would have been subjected in hold-
ing the edges of the fistula together in the centre,

where the retraction is always greatest.

Any suture, therefore, which counteracts this ten-

il.ncy of the edges of the fistula, during the healing
process, to change their relationship, will succeed of-

fiucst at the first application. Hence it is my honest
bi lief, that there is no form of suture which will fulfil

' these Indications so completely as the button w ire inter-
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nipted. Without it. I insist tliat it is quite imiiossible

for any surgeon, however skilful he may lie in the

treatment of the ^first stage of aiUopJastii In/ i/ni'Jual

approaches, to ever succeed to any consiclcralile extent

in the second—the obliteration of the tistula ; liccause

a repetition of operations in this latter stage is not only
demoralizing to the jjatient but to the surgeon himself,

and must in the majority of cases result in disastrous

failure.

But be this as it may, let the surgeon in all cases

make thorough work of the first stage of the treatment

;

for, in the same proportion as he succeeds in tliat I'e-

gard. will he increase his chances of success in the

second, whether the simple, the double, or the button

interrupted suture be employed. As for my l^art, I al-

ways use the third form—the button suture ; and my
convictions of its superiority to the other two for the

reasons given are thorough, l>eing the result of long
experience and fair trials with the best operators of

my country in the same cases and upon tlie same
fistulre.

Now to show the favor in which autoplasty hy
(jradual approaches is held in Austria, where it h.is l>een

sulijected to the severest test. I may lie ]jardoned for

adding here a short extract from a mannscrii^t letter

of June l.jth. addressed to me by Dr. Ludwig Bandl,
of Vienna, assistant of Prof. Carl von Braun. He
says: ''It will no doul)t ])lease you to hear that, ever

since the publication of my article upon your method
of treating vesico-vaginal listula (op. cit.) cases have
continued to pour into our clinic. We have at ])resent

twelve under treatment ; the greater part of Avhicli

being of the most difficult character, I have myself, by
])ermission of Prof. Braun, already operated upon two.

My tirst case presenting a large fistula, and being other-

wise difficult, I cured at two operations. Jly second
case, thought by Prof B. to lie incurable, I liave oper-

ated upon twice. In the first operation I had to use a

button of angular form and bent upon its axis, with
nine sutures. The result was a closure of about four-

fifths of the fistula. In the second operation I used
four sutures and a suitalile button, and reduced the

size of the fistula to that of a surgeon's i)robe. I

hope to complete the cure at another operation. My
third case I expect to operate upon in a few days. Here
tlie fistula is very large, being of a T shajie. Only IJ
ctm. of the outer portion of the urethra remains. The
upper border of the fistula, after two months" prejjara-

tory treatment, has bejin made quite as movable as it

was in your fourth case opeiated upon heie. I hope
to close the greater part of the fistula at the first oper-

ation.

"Prof. Simon recognizes the advantages of your iiro-

cedure, and will soon publish an article upon tlie sub-

ject in the Wiener Medizinischen Wocheiischri/t. with
illustrations. I hope liy that time to have four cured
cases to report."'

N.\TH.\N BoZEM.\N, M.D.
•22 Run Lavoisier. PAitie.

July 20th, 1876.

COOL BATHING IN THE TREATMENT OF
INFLAMMATORY BOWEL AFFECTIONS
OF CHILDREN DURING THE SUMMER.

To THE Editor of The Medical Record.

Dear Sir:—In a letter from Dr. C. G. Coniegy.s. of

Cincinnati, Ohio, to the Record of .July 29tli, "l876,
" cool batliing in the treatment of inflammatory bowel
affections of children in the summer season, where
fever is present," is earnestly recommended. I desire

to add my testimony, l:iased upon an experience of
seven yeais in the jn'actice of diseases of children, to
the value of this suggestion of Dr. Comegys, as I have
found no treatment so uniformly successful as the
systematic alistraction of heat in the above class" of
cases. Indeed, I may venture the assertion that in a
great nuajority of cases of entero-colitis or gastro-

enteritis, attended by fever, occurring ;^t or subsequent
to dentition, antipyretic treatment, the most effective

part of which being cool batliing, offers the only hope
of cure. As is stated by Dr. Comegys. when we are

called to these cases we Hnd that the wliole attention
|

of the friends, and it may lie the attending physician,

has been oftener than otherwise,, diiected to the con-
trol of the diarrhoea, which is, no doulit. thought to be
the sole cause of the symptoms. My experience has
lieen, that it is utterly impossible to control the vitiated

and excessive discharges from the liowels so long as

fever exists, which in every case docs not correspond
with the inflammatory action in the bowels, as deter-

mined by the physical signs, and hence cannot, patho-
logically speaking, lie considered as the constitutional

expression of such inflammation. Practically consid-
ered, it is essential that hyperpyrexia he regarded as the

patholoiiy of these affections.

The symjitoms have been well described by Dr.
Comegys. In some of my eases the congestion of the

bowels (which i.s but a part of the general condition .

of the circulation) has been so intense as to result in
|

evacuations of pure blood. And it is surprising liow
'

much of this can Ije jiassed by the little patient with-
out proving fatal. Other cases jiresented regular

dysenteric symptoms. Without jiaying attention to

the diarrhoea beyond giving small and repeated doses
of castor-oil in emulsion with laudanum, and keeping
applied tepid jioultices over the abdomen while the

patient is out of the bath, I have addressed my efforts

strictly to the reduction of fever, and have found the
bowel symptoms subside. 2><ii'> passu, with tlie decline

of temperature. If. however, diarrha'a should persist

after the fever lias gone, it can noiD be easily controlled

by simple astringents and injections.

My (jlan of using the bath is not essentially different

from that followed by Dr. Comegys. I am careful to,

if possible, superintend the bathing myself. When
unable to do this in severe cases, unless an intelligent

nurse can be had, which is seldom the case, I have
little hope for the patient.

A table, only sufficiently large to accommodate
,,

comfortably the body of the patient, is provided, and »
on this is spread first a double blanket, next a quilt,

and over these a sheet is drawn and a small hard
[lillow placed at one end on which to lay tlie jiatient's

head. All clothing is now removed from the body of

the child, which is immediately immersed up to half-

way the chest in water whose temperature is about
ninety-five degrees. A cold wet cloth is then placed
upon the head, which is sujiported by the hands, and
the water of the liath, constantly jioured out of small
]iitchei-s by assistants over the shoulders, liack, and
thorax of the patient. Cold water is gradually added
and stirred into the bath, until the temperature of tlie

latter lias been lowered to seventy or perhaps sixty-
|

five degrees, the strength of the child and the Iniglit

of the fever determining the lowe.st point to which the

cold can be carried with safety to the patient and
benefit to the symptoms. When the temperature of
the bath has been reduced to eighty or seventy- five

degrees, the cold cloth is removed from the head,
upon which, as well as the up])er part of the body, the
water is now poured, and this treatment is continued
for fifteen or twenty minutes, when the temperature.
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whicli in severe cases rciiches 105 or more, will {;''"er-

ally 1)0 found to linvc lowered to 100" or 101 , perhaps

less. The child is now lifted unwiped upon the table.
,

covered with a sheet and one or two tliiel<nesses of a
[

light lilanket, and immediately j.'iven a few teaspoon- i

fills of good lirandy toddy (cooled with ice), which
latter is systematically repeated every two or three

hours, notwithstanding the high temperature, during

the progress of the case. Cool ice-water is moderately

allowed to slack the intense thirst and dryness of

mouth which almost invarialily exists.

>Iy habit is to repeat the bath whenever the temper-

ature has increased to 102*" or 103", which will he

found to be the case at the end of three hours in the

beginning of the treatment, the intervals getting longer

of coui'sc as the patient improves.

I have sometimes seen the temperature 101° when
the child was placed upon the table, continue to

diminish afterward until almost a fatal lowering

appeared imminent. This condition is successfully

treated by jjlacing bottles of hot water around the

patient, api)lying frictions to the extremities, and
administering stimulants, these measures being sus-

pended when the normal tem])erature is attained.

Au important auxiliary to this treatment, but by no
means essential to its success, is the administration

every morning, while fever persists, of one or two
decided doses of quinine. In my judgment it is not

only unnecessary and (so far as reduction of fever is

concerned) useless, luit ])erhai)s injurious to the ner-

vous system of the child, to give the quinine in fre-

quently repeated doses during the day and night.

"Tlie cause of fever is overcome by quinine most

easily when its activity is lowest,"' whicli, in entero-

colitis with fever (as in the fevers generally) is shown
by the thermometer to be the case in the early nioni-

ing. Advantage is taken, therefore, of this period to

accomplish all that can be done by the use of quinine

in the treatment of these cases.

Convulsions, which are but pxi)losions of nerve

force excited by the heated blood circulating aromid

and through the nerve centres, are best controlled by

the bath and by the bromide of potassium with sweet

spirits of nitre in camphor mixture ; while the ex-

haustion of the vital forces which results is avoided

as far as possible by the timely administration of beef-

tea, milk, and stimulants.

The above plan of treating a class of cases, by no
means nire or usually satisfactorily managed, to be

successful rft/t/ireii murlt thnf nntl grad ifilif/enrt' itinl

perarrtiaiirf on the part of the practiti(nicr, who is

encouraged to persist in his efforts by the knowledge,

that in all probability they will be rewarded by the

recovery of his patient, and if not (in my opinion) he

aiay con.sole himself with the reflection that he has

faithfully used the only philosophic means of cure.

Very truly voui's.

Henry K. Leakk, >I.1).

UALLifs Tehab, .Kog, 4Ik, lt<7l(.

cular fibres, and in so doing relieves the atony of the

ve,ssel3 of the intestinal mucous membrane and the

conse(iuent hyperaniia of the capillaries (which is

always associated with diarrhoasi, and thus prevents
the transudation of the watery portions of the blood.

In other words, it gives torn to the vascular walls.

Br the theory worth what it may, the success attending
its use has been marked. I first tried it (in my clinic

at the Dispensary of the Cincinnati Hospital) in the

case of a patient with chronic diarrlura of two years'

standing. No line of treatment had been able to re-

duce the nuni1)er of his stools to less than eight per
day. All other treatment was stopi)ed, and he was
given forty drojis of the ergot four times a day. He
came back four days afterwards saying that he was
only having two stools per day, and when he next rc-

])orted (ten days afterwards) he said that he has been
entirely well for the past eight days. I heard from
him three months afterwards, and he had had no re-

turn of his diarrhiea. He used the ergot six da\s.

I used it frequently after that in ordinary simple
diarrhoeas (giving no other medicine), and found that

the patients seldom required beyond three doses (twen-

ty (lro|)s each), and never more than six.

While stationed at Fort Wadsworth, N. Y. Harbor,
last summer, 1 used it in twelve cases (the num-
ber of stools varying from eight to twenty in the

twenty-four hours), and in but one case was I obliged
to give more than three doses to each case. In that

one case it failed to modify the diarrhoea, but that

may l)e accounted for by tlie fact that the ergot bad
\)vvn kei)t on hand for a long time.

Since I have been stationed at this ))0st I have had
but three chance to try it. In one case it failed (case

of chronic diarrhoi-a of four years" standing) ; in the

second one my i)alient refused to take more than one

I

dose on account of its unpleasant taste ; in the third

i case it succeeded.

I 1 offer this with the ho])e that others may give it a

more extended trial than 1 have been able to do, and
that they may puljlish their results.

E. T. CoMEOYS, A.M.,
Ass't. Surg. U. S. A.

{ FoilT Dcscis, Te.\as.

ARMY >;EWS.

0(tinal List of Chanfies of Stations and Duties of
officers of the Medienl Dfjinrttnent, Unileil States

Army, from Aui/Kst Villi to Aufjiift lOM, 1870.

II\rPEH.MKTT. J. C. G., Surgeon. Assigned to duty

as I'ost Surgeon at Fort Hamilton, N. Y. II. S. U.

l.-)?. Mil. Div. of the Atlantic, Aug. Hi, 187G.

De H.vnne, J. v., Asst. Surgeon. Leave of absence

extended for 20 days. S. O, 1.58, Mil. Div. of the

Atlantic, Aug. 17, 1870.

I'niCE. C. E.. Asst. Surgeon. To accompany bat-

talion of 4th Artillerv to Chevenne, Wyo. T. S. O.

1 1 1, Mil. Div. of the Pacific, Aug. 11, 1876.

DIAK-Fl.rin K.Xll'.AiT (IF ERGOT TX
i:H«EA.

T'> TBt Editor or Tui MtDiCiL RcroHD.

SiH :—Having had marked success with fluid ext. ergot

in the treatment of diarrhoeas, I have thought it well

to publish the results of my cases in the hope that

others mav give it a more extended trial than my lim-

ited facilities have enabled me to do.

I have based my use of this drug on the theory

•bat it causes a cimtraction of the Involuntary mus-

llorsv; DuAiNs in oi.d London.—The Lnnret says :

We believe there is no exaggeration in saying that the

lie pusc drainage of nearly two-thirds of houses in the

older London parishes is defective. The drains ori-

uiiially constructed of brick, through age and the

undermining activity of rats have become extensively

|M rvious, and the domestic sewage passes out freely

j

into the basement^!, and but a small portion reaches

tlie sewers.
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illeiiical Itema anil N'eujs.

Contagious Diseases.—Comparative statement of

cases of Contagious Disease reported to the Sanitary

Bureau, Health Department, for tlie two weeks ending
August 19, 1876.

Week Ending
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(Oiiaiiial Coinmunications,

SOME KKMAKKS UPON THE TIKI.ATIONS
JSETWEEN ANOMALOUS REFRACTION
OF THE EVES AND CERTAIN FUNC-

1

TIONAL NERVOUS DISEASES,
I

WITH A TABLE SIIOWING THE REFRACTIVE CONDITION
OF THE EYES IN FIFTY-FOUR CASES OF EPILEl'SY. ;

By GEO. T. STEN^ENS, M.D.,

AI.BA!iT, N. Y.
\

In a paper on Chorea, read before the New York
Academy of ^[ediciiio, June 15, 18TG, I announced the

proposition that not only was chorea the result of

anomalous refraction of the eye, but that, beyond any

and all other causes combined, other functional ner-

vous diseases are deiJcndent upon refractive lesions.

It will be conceded that there is a large class of per-

sons who are jirtdijiposed to neuroses of various forms,

and in whom comparatively trilling immediate causes

give rise to intense neuralgia, to headaches, to hys-

tciia, or to some other form of functional nervous
disturbance.

The condition observed in this class of persons has

been called the ueuropntliic jirfdiiposition ; a predis-

position clearly of great interest and importance, but

of which nothing beyond its existence has been known.
No one has ever shown in wliat the anomaly consists.

It was my purpose, in the paper on chorea referred

to, to show that in that form of nervous disturbanci-

so clearly detineil, refractive lesions constitute tin-

predisposition to the disease, as they often do the im-

mediate cause, and at the same time I assumed the

broader ground that these same refractive lesions are

the prevailing cause of neuroses.

Tills \iew may perhaps be better expressed by say-

ing that, almost universally, refractive lesions consti-

tute the niuroj^ithic predUponition, and that to the

refrjictive condition of the eye we must, as a rule,

refer the tendency to the development of functional

nervous diseases.

I have now examined a vei-y considerable numlier

of cases belonging to this class of diseases, with refer-

ence to the relations between them and the refractive

conditions of the eye, and lind thus far extremely rare

exceptions to the principle above stated.

Thus, in more than one hundred cases of severe

recurring headaches, including several which were

clearly of the form called migraine, refractive aixmi-

alies "have beeu found witliout exception; in more

than seventy cases of chorea the rule holds good, and

in si'Venty cases of epilepsy only three were free from

refractive lesions, and in two of these deep physiologi-

eal excavation of tlie optic nerve existed, a condition

which often gives rise to a most troublesome form of

asthenopia. Of numerous eases of hysteria and of neu-

ralgia not of traumatic origin, all possess refractive

errore, and the same may be said of many less defined

forms of functional nervous disturlianees.

Ill tlic table below will be found the refractive con-

dition in tifty-four cases of epileptic insane i)ersons.

Numbei's 1 to 4!l inclusive were inmates of the Willard

.Vsylum for the Insane, and I am indebted to the

courtesy of Dr. Chapin, the 8Ui>erintendent, and of

his able assistants, Di-s. Wise, Nellis, Carson, and
Hopkins, not only for the oppcjrtunity to examine

these cases, but for their great kindness in affording

every facility for making what, under the circum-

stances, W!Ui a difficult series of examinations.

The cases numbei-s -til to 'ii were inmates of the

JUrshall Infirmary of Troy, and my thanks arc due

to Dr. Lomax, the superintendent, for his kindness

and assistance.

Several of my medical friends have referred cases

of epilepsy in their private practice to me for examina-

tion of their eyes. Some of these are now under

observation, and the results of tlie correction of the

refractive evils will be duly reported.

The results given in tlie table are necessarily, under

the circumstances, in some cases less technically exact

tlian an oplillialmic surgeon would expect to obtain

wit.h his private patients at his ortice, yet they are

materially correct.

In most Ciujcs one eye wsus atropized, and when
the refraction Wiis determined solely by the ophthalmo-

scope—as it was necessiuy to do when the intelligence

of the patient was not sufficient to enable him to

answer questions correctly, or at all—the eye examined
was fully under the intluiiue of atropine.

In many of these cases the o|)tic disk and retina ex-

hibited a noticeable degree of liypenemia, a condition

to which considerable importance has been attached

in cases of insanity, but which I believe to bo only

the hypeiiemia which the oplitlialinic surgeon habitu-

ally finds in his eases of astigmatism and hypermc-
tropia. The amount of sight was recorded after

correcting the refractive erroi-s. It will be observed

that in only a small proportion of the cases is the

amount of sight more tlian -,1.

I Ex|>lanation of synilMils : H.. hyiiermctropia ; M., myopia; .\h.,

hy|K.Tt«L'lropic aKtifjriniicisiii : Am., myopic aKti^natii^iii ; H. Ah., byjicr-

inutropia with hypermetropic a^tigmaliiMu, etc.)

T.\BLE

Snowijjo THE Refractive Condition ok tiik Kyes in Fihtt-fouu Cases op Epileptic Insaxe

Persons.
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Table Siiowing the Refractive Condttion of the Eyes in Fipty-podr Cases op Epileptic Insane
Person s— Contin tied.

. Duration
Name.

| §t S |

of
I < ^

j

Epilepsy,

4F. H. isr

5 L. S.

6L. L.
7 P. K.

8

9

10

.11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18
19

20
21

22

23

24

35

36

37

28

39

30

31

32

j25 F 7 " Dementia
2.'i F

I

.... Dementia
26 F 16 y'ra. Dementia

Form of
insanity.

Amount of
Sight.

Parox.
Mania

E. M.

M. McC.

S. B.

E. H.
E. K.

J. H.

E. F.

J. F. C.

W. T. S.

M. T. P.

D. D.
D. F.

P. J.

J. M.

J. McC.

P. B.

G. G.

J. E. M

H. K.

J. C.

F |21

f'si

Dementia

Dementia

22F
I
8 Parox.

Mania
28'F 2J " jDementia
41jF

39:F

39|f

I

56M

46:m

37iM

23!m
39'M

10 "

14 "

Sev."

18 "

12 "

M'y"

U ((

W. B. 47

H. L. M.'41

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M'Sev.'

13 y'rs.

Sev."

3 "

20 "

6 "

E. H. AV. 37'm "

G. W.

P. M.

M 15

M'M'y"

Chr.

Mania
Chr.
Mania

Dementia

Parox,
Mania
Parox.
Mania

Parox.
Mania

Dementia
Parox.
Mania

Dementia
Parox.
Mania

Dementia

Parox.
Mania
Parox,
Mania
Parox.
Mania
Parox.
Mania
Parox.
Mania

Parox.
Mania
Parox.
Mania
Parox.
Mania
Parox.
Mania

Parox.
Mania

Refi-active Condition of
Riglit Eye. Left Eye.

Normal

2.11
411

an
4 II

2.Q

H. -h-

H. ^h

H. h
H. A+Ah.-A-
H. -,>„-

M. i

M.J;+Ani.A

Normal

H. ^,r

H. ;,'

r

iH. sV
Imperfect H . -^^

H. tV

H. A
H. ,V

Am. -,',

Ah. ;jV

M. /u-

Imperfect

H. -,V

M.2V

H. .At Ah.-

H. A-1

M.

M. i

Same

Normal

M. -h

H. ^H. "3

H. ,\t

H. h
H. -/r

H. :h

M. -.V

Am. Ti\;

Ah. A
M. 3^r

H. tV

H. i

H.|,\Ah.

H. /„-

There is a very deep excavation of the left

optic disk, and at the upper border of

this excavation is seen a floating mem-
brane one-half a.s long as the diameter
of the disk, and as deep as long. It

moves in the vitreous with each motion
of the eye. Central veins pulsate very
strongly.

Hyperannia of disk, etc.

Patient cannot read, and is so demented
as to answer few questions coiTeotly.

The refraction determined by ophthalmo-
scope.

Profound dementia. Refraction determined
by ophthalmoscope only.

Has also astigmatism, degree not determined.
Hyperaimia of retina.

Disks and retina normal.

Ophthalmoscopic ajip. normal.
Refraction determined by ophthalmoscope

only.

Hyperaimia of retina.

Has a pair of -1-18 glasses, which she uses

habitually.

Is wearing —10 glasses. Sight is greatly

improved by glasses S —^3— li'sc.

There is a very deep excavation of the optic

disk in each eye, deeper in right than in

left. Very strong pulsations of central

veins. Marked hyperajmia of disk and sur-

roundings.
Right eye highly amblyopic. Atrophy of

optic disk. Left, deep excavation of optic

disk, and strong venous pulsation.

Disks, etc., natural.

Not sufficiently intelligent to answer ques-

tions well.

Not able to answer questions intelligently.

Refraction determined by ophthalmoscope
alone

Crescents at inner and outer side of each
disk.

Deep excavation of optic disk. Central veins
full and pulsating.

Appearance of disk indicates astigmatism, but
owing to the demented condition of patient

its degree is not determined. Strong pul-

sation of central vein.

Sight without glasses fg, with -1-30 glasses

;i(i.

iLeft eye not examined.

Has high degree of astigmatism, but is too
refractory to allow of an accurate deter-
mination.
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evidence that tlie fingers had been introduced into the

vagina and through tlie os uteri. Several clots of

blood had been scooped out, which had only served to

renew a uterine hemorrhage, not gushing, but still of

moment. When called, I found upon examination
a distended womb, great pallor, and blood clots in the

lower cavity of the uterus, but could feel no cord or

jjlacenta. I at once made further inquiry, and had a

basiu brought me full of clots, with a cord two feet in

length lying amid them, which had been broken off

close to its attachment with the placenta. On in-

troducing the hand and making pressure witli cold
over the womb, I found the cavity filled with blood,

but no placenta apparent. Further introduction re-

vealed hour-glass contraction about midway of the

uterine cavity, through which steady and careful pres-

sure with the cone-shaped hand brought us to the

placenta, not adherent, but lying loosely in the upper
segment. As I had Ijeen summoned in passing, sev-

eral miles from home, no ergot was at hand. l>ut there

was no sudden increase of hemorrhage, and the uterus

began to contract with the reuroval of the mass.

Tliere had been no complication in the case at the

start, but the partial introduction of the hand, and
the severe pulling upon the cord before the placenta

had fully separated, had excited the hour-glass con-
traction, at least this is the probable explanation.

We are more and more impressed in midwifery
practice how much the uterus needs careful regard
after the birth of the child. Promiscuous and severe

pressure on the one hand, and unguarded laxity on
the other, are both injurious. The physician needs
soon to know by outside encompass how much con-
traction has taken place, and to know by examination
the position of the placenta. The contraction is the

best test of mode and time of procedure, except in

those cases where contraction needs to be excited by
the introduced hand. There is in many a jjlacental

deliver}', trouble arising from a failure to remove the

placenta just at the time when the uterus is partially

acting, and when there is need of aid by a drink of cold
water, coughing, reflex irritation, or such oscillating

movement or such introduction of the hand as shall

envelope rather than pull, and thus aid the expulsive
process. Rupture of the cord is very rare with proper
management, and yet possible. Some time since, in a

severe labor, we had severed the cord and were busy
in striving to revive an aspliyxiated infant. On re-

turning to the patient iu four or five minutes, we
found a flushed face changed to entire pallor, and the
uterus had suddenly distended. A slight pull upon
the cord brought it away ruptured only a little from
the place of insertion. Amid a column of hot blood
we found the placenta at the vei-y fundus, mostly de-

tached and non-adherent. The only possible strain

tliere had been upon the cord was in the last rapid
expulsive effort upon the child after a long labor. A
cord about thirteen inches in length, and a placenta
as yet in the fundus, had liy a jerk torn the fibres and
caused an internal hemorrhage, which came very near
proving fatal. In a recent case, just at the birth of

the child, we found it impeded in its expulsive change
of position, and felt the cord tense and rigid as the
child passed as far as tlie umbilicus. In memory of

the other cases, the cord was promptly cut. When in

due time tlie placenta which was attached at the fun-

dus was delivered, the cord was found just twelve
inches long. In another case the next day, it was
thirty. These variations in length are not unusual.
Generally, even with a short cord, no contingency
arises from this ; but where the attachment of the
placenta is at the fundus, and the expulsion accom-

plished rapidly while the placenta is closely adherent

and tlie uterus does not contract down rapidly from
the up])er segment upon the departing foetus, the acci-

dent may easily give rise to hemorrhage, either by
violently sejiarating the jilaceuta or rupturing the

cord. That is a good sentence of Leishman's, which
says: "One hand is to be placed over the fundus
uteri, which is to be gently pressed and followed in

its descent by the hand, a practice which tends to pro-

mote the s])eedy separation of the placenta," p. 274.

Wliile the cord is available as a guide, it is always to

be remembered that the most natural escape of the

jjlacenta is edgewise, and not that of a mushroom
pulled by its stem. It is also to be remembered that the

contraction which separates the placenta does not
always insure its complete expulsion through the os

uteri. The normal action of the uterus in delivery

and after, is that of alternate contraction and relaxa-

tion. The presence of a separated pl.acenta in the

uterus faii-ly contracted, often excites sufficient action

to aid in expulsion, but if not, its jiresence is favor-

able to hemorrhage. Its removal overcomes this both
by withdrawal of the mass and the reflex irritation of

the hand, " which is often aroused by digital examina-
tion, which seems to excite the nerves tliat are dis-

tril)uted in some abundance to the tissues of the

perineum." (Leishman, p. 570.) There may be con-

traction of the upper and lateral segments of the

uterus, and yet the cervix, os, or vagina permit the

placenta to remain. The judgment of the piactitioner

is required in each case, whether to accomplish re-

moval in a very few minutes or be patient under long
delay. Books are rightly conservative, because cau-
tion is the Ijetter part of valor. But we doubt whether
" the practitioner should wait fifteen or twenty minutes
before passing the finger into the vagina, to ascertain

whether the separation of the placenta is complete,"
nor, if feeling the side of the placenta and not the

cord, he should wait ten or fifteen more for separa-

tion.

Even the complete expulsion of the placenta is not
always the test of the safe contraction of the uterus.

We like the excelleut remarks in a recent brief review
in the Medical Recoiid (July 8, 1876), of Robert's

Practice of Midwifery. The reviewer, after objecting

to a limitation of the third stage of labor to the sepa-

ration and expulsion of the placenta and membranes,
says :

" We believe that it would be much safer to

teach that the third stage of labor necessarily includes

peniuineiit uterine contraction.'" There is not enough 1

thought about this or aliout that change called '' invo-

lution of the uterus," which, though not complete for

a long time in a normal case, is rapid during the first

week. From its weight of one and three-quarter

pounds, the uterus has to hasten back to two or three

ounces. Its cavity of 400 cubic inches is to come
back to one or two, and its surface of 350 to six

square inches. The reduction of its hypertrophied
lining, the fatty transformation and absorption of its

multiplied fibres, the desquamation of its internal sur-

face and development of new membranes, are repara-

tions and readjustments almost as wonderful as its far

more speedy developments (see Barker on Puerperal
Diseases, page 93). When contraction and involution

take place properly, in one week the organ cannot gen-
erally be felt above the pubes, and more than half the

work has been accomplished. Any arrest of this pro-

cess in any form is fraught vnth no small risk. The
uncontracted cavity will not remain a vacuum, the

arrested involution of fibre will be supplemented by
hypertrophy of tissue, secretions will be contaminated,
and metritis in some of its milder or more pronounced
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forms is iminiiifiit. In tlmsc insidious ciists wliich

too oftiii sii(l<lc-nly niiike the practitioner conscious of
serious invasion, tlic condition of tlic ntorus as to con-
traction and involution is among tlie earliest infor-

mants. Delayed involution always is the signal for

special watchfulness and close in([uiry. A recent case

will illustrate.

Mre. O., a priniipara, had a lahor entirely natural

of about si.\ horn's' continuance, and ending at two
A. .M. I found her at eight .v. M., as comfortable as

could be desired. The uterus had contracted as

well as usual, although the after-pains were light
;

then! W!is no hemorrhage, and nothing in any way
unusual in the case. During a two clays' absence she
was well cared for by a medical friend. On the morn-
ing of the fourth day. I found her very comfortable, but

with greater fulness than usual. This was not abdom-
inal, l>ut owing to defective uterine contraction. Yet
as there was no hen\orrhage, no interference with usual

discharges, and a !;ood general condition, it did not

excite much anxiety. At noon that day she experi-

enced a severe rigor. There was no pain, and as the

breasts were rapidly di.stending. I was disposed to

connect it with the lacteal secretion. An early visit

the next morning showed a pulse still rapid, and but

little exacerbati(m. The thermometer, to my great

surprise, recorded 105 . A second thermometer did

the same, and trying it on two or three well per-

sons, I found that my long-used instruments had
not deceived me. Distention had increa.sed so that

the uterus reached well U|) to the gastric region. Pulse

was rjO, but there was absence of other serious symp-
toms. There was no exprcs-sion of pain. Careful

])alpation and examination showed but very little

tcndernes.s, and this contined to a spot not larger than
a dollar near the right inguinal space. Aconite and
nitre were freely administered. lee was used inter-

nally, and frequent sponging externally to moderate
heat. A turpentine stupe was applied over the uterns

till it ])n)duced redness and a slight vesication. In-

jections of carbolic acid were ordered per vagina. A
Dover's powder was given at night to secure sleej).

The next morning, .June 10th, tem|)erature li:id reached
lot!", but fell, to 10.")t: at night a dose of (piiuine

being given as an antipyretic. Tiie case was regarded
as one of metritis supervening upon imperfect involu-

tion and tumefaction of the uterine tissues. Tlie

plan of treatment was chiefly that indicated by
Fordycc Barker, in his excellent chapter on Puerperal
Metritis.

On the f(nirth day from the chill, the temperature
varied from 104} to'lO.j', with pulse from 110 to I'-'O.

This high temperature continued to surprise me be-

cause the patient suffered little pain, took food readily,

and did not give the impression of alarming sickness,

except in rapid breathing and complaint of extreme
heat. Pressure, however, revealed more soreness over

a circumscribed portion of the uterine walls, where the

first pain had been nianif<'st. Aconite and nitre were
freely administered, and twelve grains of fiuinine ])re-

8cril)cd per day in two doses. The midday trmpeni-

ture fell to 10:{ , but rose in the eveningagaiu to lO.I ,

w itii no decreiuse in frequency of the pulse. The next

morning I found temperature 101 rising to lOii'
j

during the day, and the general sympton\s were not so

phlogistic. Nourishment was well receivi d, and rest-

lessness easily controlled by an evening ojiiate. There
was a nervous mobility and discouragement which
was troublesome. The condition of the uteius was

^

carefully guarded each day, efforts being made to

reduce its size by pressure, by bandaging two or three

times each day by myself, and the free use of carbolii,'
'

syringing. I am sure much benefit was derived from
careful nuinipulation, and that involution was much
aided tlierel)y. There was improvement so soon as

the uterus commenced to diminish in size, and conva-
lescence was fully establislied about the ninth day from

j

the chill. Improvement kept very pereeiitilile pace
with the subsidence of the uterine tumor. An exam-
ination of authorities surprises one to find how little

is said upon the subject of uterine involution. Some
ca.ses in practice have made us to feel that it is the
business of the i)raetitioner to know not only that the
uterus has contracted after labor, but at subsequent
visits to examine the al>domen, with the ])urpose of
determining the bounds of the uterine tumor with
precision. It is a more important indication of the
puerperal condition, and a source of information more
valuable than estimated by some i)ractitioners. Even
where there is no chill, no revealed metritis, no cessa-

tion of loi'hia, there is often bad " getting up" from
retarded involution. This nniy be much relieved by
ergot, nux vomica, quinine, by external palpation,
and. where needed, by turpentine stupes and carbolic

injections. W<' have manifold wet preparations and
lithographs of the condition of the woml) in its devel-
opment, and of the fo'tus and membranes it contains.

It would be an aid in the sul)sequent widwifery, if

the practitioner could trace the daily changes from
llie time of fo'tal delivery to the point at which the

process of involution is completed. The chronic ro-

•-ults of incomplete involutions we have in the last

few months had the o])port unity to trace in a pro-

longed case of metritis and pelvic cellulitis so tyjneal

as to add to our diligent watchfulness to avoid such
results. AVe are convinced that the attention of the

l)raclitioner needs to 1)e more tlmroughly fastened upon
tlie third stage of labor, and upon those .sequelie con-
nected with the reparative and reconstructive return of
the uterus to its unimpregnated state.

Ueports of Cjospitals.

BELLEVUE HOSPITAL.

NOTE.S OK Pr.\CTICE .VND ItE.MS of TREAT>rENT.

SUBACUTE PLEURISY—SYMPTOMS REFERRED TO TIIE

ABDOMEN.

The chief items of interest in the case were the ab-
sence of initial symptoms and the diversion of the

attention from the real seat of the disease, by the fact

that all the pain was referred to a region low down in

the abdomen. A male jiatient. set. y."). a glass-blower

and a moderate drinker, had been sick about twenty
days. He was attacked with a moderately severe pain

just above the left hip, pamxysmal in character,

occurred indejjendent of cough, exteiuled toward the

median line and upwaril over the chest : and after

about twelve (lays it became so severe that he was
obliged to cease work. The patient described the pain

!is a burning pain, and was mnilile to continue his

work on account of its constancy and severity upon
the left side of the abdomen, and, at the end of the

twelve days, shortness of breath inlerfend with his

blowing. \t the time of the examination his pulse

was 118, respiration :lii, temperature \WH F.. but was
102}° F. when admitted. The left pleural cavity
wa.s filled with fluid, of which § xii. had bi*n re-

moved, hoping thereby to remove the pressure from
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the absorbents sufficiently to permit them to take care

of the fluid witliout further surcrical interference. Full

diet, half-drachm doses of syr. ferri iodid. three times

a day, and, were it possible, champagne with his dinner,

was the ))lan of treatment recommended. A blister

was not objected to for a patient having the strength

this man had, but was not specially commended unless

there was considerable pain in the side. The chief in-

terest in the case.consisted in the obscurity of the symp-
toms, the inaljility to diagnosticate the disease inde-

pendent of physical examination, and the abdominal
pain. The visiting physician remarked that, in chil-

dren suifering from pleurisy, the pain was quite com-
monly referred to the abdomen.

SUB.\CUTE PLECRIST—EXCEPTION AMONG THE PHYSI-

CAL SIGNS—SUGGESTIONS CONCERNING PARACENTESIS.

In the case before us there was flatness upon percus-

sion from an inch above the angle of the scapula down-
ward; the apex of the heart was beating nearly in the

median line, and the voice sounds were heard to the

bottom of the pleural cavity. The bronchial voice

heard over the entire left chest Ijehind was regarded

as exceptional among the signs indicating the presence

of fluid in the pleural cavity in adults, but it was
quite commonly present in children. The special

interest in the treatment centred upon the question of

paracentesis. The visiting physician was of the opin-

ion that experience taught us that tapping was not to

be resorted to unless it became absolutely necessary
;

that is, that efforts should be first made to remove the

fluid Ijy other means, such as counter-irritation, tonics,

diuretics, etc., and when these failed, after l>eing

faithfully tried, then paracentesis. For there was an
uncertain element in prognosis in not knowing exactly

what the character of the pleurisy was ; not knowing
exactly what condition of lung was present. If a pa-

tient who had a predisposition to jjhthisis accjuired

acute pleurisy, the pleurisy would have an entirely

different anatomical character, and would run an
entirely different course from that pursued by an acute

pleurisy occurring under other conditions. Those
were the cases wliich were apt to resist medical treat-

ment, and when the chest was tap|)ed did badly, and
died with the lesions of phthisis in the lungs, together
witli the peculiar form of pleurisy commonly found
in that class of cases, namely, empyiemia.

HABIT OP T.UvING OPIUM—INORDIN.VrE USE OF THE
KTPODER.MIC SYRINGE.

The patient, formerly an orderly in the hospital,

began the use of morphia subcutaueously for the

relief of [jain, and had continued its use for two years.

He had employed Magendie"s solution, and had in-

creased the quantity until finally he was taking three

hundred minims every twenty-four hours: the largest

number of injections taken in the same length of time
was twelve. The appearance of the man's body and
thighs was very striking, for they were studded with dis-

colored spots, cicatrices from old punctures, and local-

ized abscesses, some of which were surrounded with
erysipelatous inflammation. The apijeai'ance was nearly
the same upon both the posterior and anterior aspect

of the trunk
;

for, failing to find sufficient uuinvaded
territory upon the anterior portion, he had learned to

thrust the needle of the syringe into his back. At the

time of our visit he was suifering severely from the
effects of the discontinuance of the opium, which had
been cut off entirely and at once.

TREATMENT OP CHRONIC DYSENTERY.

For example, a man has three, four, or five discharges

daily : First, with reference to diet, milk is the best ar-

ticle of food that can be employed. This article is very

frequently condemned by the laity when suggested in

connection with the treatment of diarrha'a and dysen-

tery ; and truly it is liable to aggravate the case unless

proi)erly administered.

Caseine is exceedingly indigestible, and if it remains
unchanged in tlie alimentary canal it will increase the

severity of all the symptoms. AVhen milk is adminis-
tered, therefore, it should always be combined with an
alkali ; for thus combined it is much less lialjle to dis-

agree with the patient. A very convenient alkali is the

liq. calcis saccharate, which diluted witli water, may
lie taken in half-drachm doses, after taking the milk.

Meat usually agrees with the patient, because it pos-

sesses a largo amount of nourishment in a small bulk.

Jleat without fat should be used, and it is most ser-

vicealile when taken raw, scrajjed, and salted a trifle;

raw meat may be the only thing with which the life

of a cliild suffering from acute dysentery can be saved.

It may be given in teaspoonful doses every two, three

or four hours, according to the severity of the case.

Milk should not l)e used at all for children, during
the earlier part of an attack of dysentery. Among the

meats, mutton is most easily digested, Ijcef next, and
poultry third. Potatoes always work badly in severe

cases of chronic dysentery. Turnips, beets, cabbage,
and those articles which contain woody filji'e, are not
well l:)orne. In some cases, rice is the only article be-

longing to the starch group that can be employed.
Certain patients can take eggs with advantage, others

cannot. If Ijread is used, it should be stale.

A careful regulation of the diet of this class of pa-

tients is competent to do more than any one element
towards effecting a cure. They should Ijc kept in bed,
and only a small quantity of food taken at any one
time.

ITS MEDICINAL TREATMENT.

The first indication is to stop the irritation in

the lower part of the bowel. If ulcerations are
present they should be treated topically. It occa-
sionally hap|>ens that all the troul)le arises from a
single ulcer. In some cases the ulcers cannot be found

;

and again, the case may not be cured after the ulcers

have been found and healed by means of local appli-

cations. For, there may remain a peculiar irritaljle con-
dition of the nerves which will kcej) up the discharges
from tlie bowels almost indefinitely. To allay such
irritability of tlie nerves supplying the lower part of
the bowel, administer injections containing free doses
of the bromide of potassium. Sucli injecions are
especially serviceable in the treatment of the dysentery
among children. Laudanum may be combined with
the bromide if an anodyne is required. The remedy
should, if possible, be used locally.

Injections of carbolic acid answer a very good pur-
pose for correcting offensive discharges, but not to
effect a cure. Astringents, as a rule, do not work well
iti the treatment of chronic dysentery. Castor oil is a
very serviceable remedy in the treatment of either the
acute or chronic fonn of the disease.

Oils have a tendency to produce watery discharges
from the mucous memliranes with which they come
in contact.

I,inseed oil is eliminated by the respiratory mucous
membrane. Castor oil passes out through the mucous
membiaue of the alimentary canal, and produces free
watery discharges. The action of castor oil then is

to change the character of the intestinal secretions from
an exceedingly viscid, albuminous, fibrinous quality,
to a much more watery, and also changes the charac-
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ter of tlie inflammation from one having a tendency
to produce piis, to one which is accompanied hy a
more watery discharge, and one wliicli will subside of
its own accord witliin a short time. The theory con-
cerning the action of this remedy is that it Is first

catliartic, and then astringent; l>ul the fact in practice
is, that tlie remedy h;is more control over dysentery
than any other single article in the materia medica.
In the first place follow the cathartic dose of castor
oil by a full dose of laudanum, and then commence
the steady treatment by using two drachms of the oil,

combined with twenty drops of laudanum, mixed up
with mucilage of gum arable, and administered
every two, three, or four horn's.

The majority of acute cases in children will yield
to castor oil and laudaiuim coml>incd, and so it is

witli chronic dysentery occurring in adults. It may
also Ijc used as an adjuvant to other measures.
One peculiarity attending the use of castor oil com-

bined with laudanum, is that the patient certainly gets
more sleep than when laudanum is administered alone.

Chalk, opium, and astringents usually fail ; and l)is-

muth does not, as a rule, have much control over
chronic dysentery.

Acetate of lead is a remedy which has acquired con-
siderable reputation in the treatment of bowel affec-

tions, but in chronic dysentery it is much more effec-

tual when given by cuemata than when given by the
moutli. Not more than from two to four grains
should be used at a dose, and the menstruum should
not lie more than three ounces in ([uantity. Water
may be used as a menstruum, and an injection given
immediately after a passage. These injections may
also contain laudanum. Acetate of lead is a local
ana-sthetic, as well as a general astringent.

pro!jrcs0 of iHelitcal Science.

A Case of ATnExosis.—Dr. Bernhardt, of Berlin,
reports a case, which agrees in all essential particulars
with the description of the disease to which Hammond
hixs given the name of Athetosis. The most notice-
able symptoms are restless movements of the lingers,

and less markedly of the toes on the right side, the
rest of tlie extremities being entirely unaffected

; slight
cquino-varus position of the right foot with tension of
the tcndo Achillis, and llexion of the toes

;
partial

ana-.sthesia of the right side of the l)ody, with slight
loss of power on the same side; and hypertrojihy of
the muscles that are in constant action. The discasi>

hiis hasted nearly eight yeara. and all the methods of
treatment tried have proved utterly useless. These
symptoms apjieared first during recovery from some
acute disease, probably one of tlie exanthemata, which
confined the patient to his bed for several weeks, when
he was four years old. His |)arents were both healthy,
but one brother and one sister suffered from chorea,
wliic1> i)roved fatal to the brother.

Dr. Bernhardt was jiarticularly struck with the re-

semblance this case bore to hemichorea, and thinks it

should be cla.s.sed witli the disease that has recently
received the name of post-paralytic chorea (Weir Mit-
clicU). In this disea.sc, according to Charcot and Weir
Mitchell, a choreic condition is developed in the para-
lysed limbs of patients, who have suffered for a long
time from hemiplegia. Charcot lias shown by post-
mortem that the seat of the disca.se is on the opposite
side of the brain, in the posterior part of the thalamus

iipticus and its immediate neighborhood, while Bern-
hardt agrees with Hammond and Charcot in theoreti-

i idly considering the lesion of athetosis to be a seh-rosis

of the corpora striata or ojitic thalami.— Viirhow's
Archive, Way 37th.

Two RAiiB Dislocations.—Dr. Gallcz recently re-

ported to the Academie Iloyale de Mcdecine de Bclyique
two cases of very rare dislocations. The first was a
luxation of the symphysis pubis. The patient, who was
y.j years of age, and by occupation a puddler in an iron-

fiiundry, was in the act of throwing a heavy mass of
iron into a furnace, when his foot slijjiied and he ex-
jierienccd a severe j'ain and a cracking sensation in
the pubic region. Although walking caused him
much suffering, he continued to work for five days,
before he sought medical advice. Wlien he presented
himself to J )r. Gallez, palpation showed that the left

pubis was displaced dowiiward.s, forwards and out-
wards, and formed a tumor under the integuments.
The spine of the pubis on the left side was a finger's

breadth lower than that of the right side. The articu-
lar surface was directed forwards and outwards, its

posterior border resting on the anterior border of the
descending ramus of the right i)ubis. The puliis mov-
eil when the thigli was ficxed and adducted. The
1 'ladder was not affected. The patient resumed work
on the following day, and would only consent to wear a
liandage, which did not however suffice to retain the
lionesin proper position.

A few days later. Dr. Gallez was called to sec a
liiliorer, aged 5:5 years, who had fallen violently on
the edge of a cylinder. The patient fell on his epi-
gastric region, and experienced at once a pain so
severe that he was oliliged to leave his work. Exam-
ination revealed a tumor as large as an almond over the
lower end of the sternum, which, when pressed upon
from above, moved downwards into the position of
the xiphoid appendix ; the pain on movement was
severe, and a bruit was produced similar to the dry
click of the lid of the small box used for wax-lights. Dr.
Gallez was al>le to reproduce and reduce the luxation
at will, and finally retained the appendix in position
by means of a compress and adhesive jilaster. No
special symptoms were excited, and th(' patient resum-
ed work four days later. There are only two other
cases of luxation of the xiphoid appendi.v on record.
'I'hey were both reported by Malgaigne, and in both
the luxation was inwards and was accom])anied by
vomiting. In Dr. Galle/.'s case the jiosterior cliondro-
\iplioid ligament was ruptured, and the anterior
ligament carried the cartilage forwards. This is prob-
ably a unique ca.se of iire-slcrnnl dixlociUhn of the
xijilioid appcudU:—Le Muuvimeiit Miilieal, June 10,
1S70.

Si'ARKl.iNo Synchysis.—Tliis singular affection of
the eye was first described in 182M by a physician of
I'erigucux; in 1S44 Desmaires proved that it was due
to the presence of Hakes of eholestearine in the vitre-

ous humor, and in IS.")!) Blasius tried to luove that
these flakes were; situated in the crystalline capsule.
M. Poncet has lately had an oiiportunity to examine
two eyes in which .M. Tnlat had discovered the exist-

ence of sparkling synchysis during life, 'i'lie eyes
were preserved in .Midler's fiuid, and the following are
tlie nrsults of the examination:

1. The floating particles do not consist entirely of
eholestearine ; crystals of eholestearine and of tyro-
sine, and phosphalic globules enter into their compo-
sition. These last consist of crystallized phosphates
on which crystals of tyrosine are sometimes deposited.

2. Sparkling synchysis is a lesion of the vitreous
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huuiior ; when tlie lens has undergone an alteration, it

is always secondary to that of the ^^treous humor.

—

La France Medicale, May loth.

Acute Gl-A-TJComa cubed in a few hours by Para-
centesis OF THE Sclerotic.—At the seance of the

SociHe lie Chirurr/ic, on ilay 10th, M. Le Fort read a

pajjer in which he presented a new theory of glau-

coma. He holds that acute glaucoma consists in a

secretion of serosity by the external surface of the

choroid ; this fluid is iinijrisoned in a space comprised
between the sclerotic and the choroid, and closed in

front by the outer border of the iris, and behind by
the optic nerve ; the fluid accumulated in this space

pushes the lens forward, and the clioroid and retina

inward; hence the excavation of the papilla, an

excavation only apjiarent and due to tlie pushing
forward of the retina around the papilla. His treat-

ment consists in puncture of tlie sclerotic to allow the

fluid to escape, and he has twice cured acute glaucoma
by this operation. In the first case, tlie puncture was
made Ijctween the superior and external recti, and
gave exit to a serous fluid. On the next day the

patient could read ordinary i)rint, and tiftecii days
later he left the hospital cured. In the second case,

the puncture was made in the same situation, and a

few drops of a serous fluid, but no vitreous humor,
escaped. On the next day the patient could read

No. 8 of Snellen's scale, though before the operation

he could scarcely distinguish the characters of No. 30.

In the discussion that followed, 31. Perrin admitted
that the facts rejjorted by 31. Le Fort were very inter-

esting from a clinical jioint of view, but he could not

accept the latter's theory of glaucoma. M. Le Fort

did not liriug the results of ophthalmoscoi)ic examina-
tion to the support of his theory, neither did he indi-

cate the presence of that typical syin|3toin of acute

glaucoma, coutraction of the field of vision. 31. Per-

rin admitted that the results of ocular jjaracentesis are

incontestaljly good in cases of marked intraocular

tension, but pointed out that the operation of Hancock
fur acute glaucoma has been conipletelj' aliandoncd in

England. In closing the discussion. Si. Le Fort did
not attempt to defend his theory, but called attention

to the immediate and excellent results of the operation

in the two cases cited. He thouglit that his operation,

which is performed in the middle of the sclerotic,

should not l)e assimilated to tliat of Hancock, which
consists in a puncture at the jiuiction of the coniea

and sclerotic, just over the ciliary circle, and iu a very
vascular region. Puncture of the sclerotic is not dan-
gerous, and may be tried before resorting to iridec-

tomy.

—

La France Mklimle, May 13th.

Possible source of Error in the Nitric Acid
Test for the Biliary PioirEST.—Gmelin's test

for the coloring matter of the Ijile in the urine con-

sists in letting a few drops of nitric acid gently flow

down the side of the test-tube which contains the

urine. The acid falls to the Ijottom of the tulie, and
by diffusion reaches the biliary pigments, which under-

go the usual coloration, pi-oducing yellow, green. )>lue,

and red zones in the fluid. 31. Cazeneuve warns us

against a possible error in this experiment. It is well

known that when alcohol and nitric acid are mixed,
the former causes a transformation of the latter into

nitrous acid, with the immediate jn-oduction of the

very volatile nitrous ether. This reaction takes place

without any coloration. If, however, the acid be
allowed to flow slowly down the side of a test-tube

containing alcohol, it will fall to the bottom, and the

two fluids will then react slowly on one another. At
the end of a minute a magnificent greenish-blue zone

appeal's, with a yellowish-green zone below it, and, a
few moments later, a reddish zone above it in the
superjacent alcohol. Here the nitrous acid formed
from the nitric acid appeared at the same time, partly

as a liyjioazotide—hence the blue, green, and yellow
tints—and progressively etherized the alcohol ; in the

end all coloration disappeared. It is important, then,

when using Guvellin's test for the Ijiliary pigment, to

be sure that the suspected fluid contains no alcohol.

—

La 2'rihun.e Mcdicale, .lune 4th.

Sudden Death in Phlegmasia Alba Dolens.—At
a recent meeting of the SociHe de Medecine de Stras-

hmrff. Dr. Roth reported the following case, which
had occurred on that very day. He was called to see

a patient who had been confined fifteen days before,

and was suffering from phlegmasia alba of the left

leg. This jiatieut hardly considered herself sick at

all, and had lieen up part of the day. Wlien the
doctor arrived she was sitting up in bed, conversing
with her attendants. 31. Roth found a small clump
of varicose veins in the middle of the left thigh, and
a tumor of the same nature on the leg. In examining
this latter tumor he passed his hand lightly over it,

when the patient suddenly complained of feeling

badly, fell back on the bed, turned her head to one
side, drew a few deep inspirations, and died in a few
moments. The Doctor asked the Society if this almost
instantaneous death could be attributed to embolism
of the inihnonary artery by a clot detached from a
varicose vein.

Prof. Schiitzenberger, in reply, said that that was
the only admissible explanation. A clot can travel

from the thigh to the right side of the heart in a few
seconds. He recalled a precisely similar case, in

which KoeberlC made the autopsy and found a clot

iu the pulmonary artery. He had himself seen two
brothers with large varicose veins, both of whom
suffered from phlebitis, and both died suddenly and
almost instantaneously, with sym])toms of suffocation.

The Professor lielieves that many of the cases of
sudden death during the puerjieral jieriod are due to

embolism.

—

Lyem Mi'dtctih; June 18th.

Injections of Chloral in IlYDROPnoBiA.—31. Pr6-
vost reported the following case at the sfance of the
Societe de Biologic, on June 3d. A woman was bitten

by a rabid cat in the month of July, 1875. The
wound was cauterized with ammonia, but no other
treatment was adopted. The patient became very
melancholy, and was ]nirsued by a presentiment that

she was about to l:)ecoine mad, but her general health
continued good, and the wound healed rapidly. Six
weeks after the injury she l)egan to suffer again from
pains at the seat of the injury, and suppuration set in.

She became nervous and irritable, and the presenti-
ments were redouljled, and a few days later she was
seized with a jJerfectly characterized attack of rabies.

The paroxysms were extremely violent and very nume-
rous. Hypodermic injections of inor]jhine and inha-
lations of chloroform were tried, but failed to quiet
the patient. Injections of chloral into the dorsalis
pedis vein were then tried ; one drachm was injected

the first time, and the injections were repeated several

times in twenty-four hours. These quieted the patient

and produced a pretty calm sleep, Init she gradually
became weaker and died, without, however, having
any more paroxysms. At the auto|)sy only the cord
could be examined, and it was found to be healthy.

31. Hanot stated that he had used this treatment in

a case of hydrophobia in 1874, and his jjatient was
quieted for twenty-four hours.

—

Gazette Heldom. de
Mid. et de Chit:, June 9th.
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THE RESTRAINT SYSTEM IN THE TREAT-

MENT OF OUR INSANE.

The recent articles in the London [.itncet, l)y Dr. Buck-

nill, on the Amciicun asylums for the insane, has

infused a fresh interest in the management of these

institutions, and lias invited the criticism of our

English l)retliren regarding our methods of treatment.

The Lancet has taken occasion, in a general discus-

sion of the suhjeet, to speak very pointedly against

the restraint system, as employed in our asylums. We
are not surprised to find that tliis is done in a liecom-

ing spirit, and with a view of " promoting tlie interest

of the insane,' and the credit of medicine as a science

in the United States."

Although much has been said on hoth sides of the

question, the gratifying experiences in Great Britain

and other countries give the best side of the argument

to the non-restraint system. From the time of Pinel

and Esquirol to the present, there has lieen a growing

sentiment in the profession that tlie less we have to

do with the strait-jacket the nearer will we approach

the rational and scientitic treatment of tlie lunatic. In

fact, tlie real improvement in tlic treatment of the

insane has been proportioned to the degree with which

humanity has been infused into it. ^Vs a matter of

principle, the non-restraint system is eminentlif correct,

and should be considered a primary factor for good

in all our estimates of success in treatment. It is true

that very serious accidents frerjuently occur, and that

sometimes valuable lives are sacrificed as a conse-

quence of allowing too much freedom to in.sanc pa-

tients; but if these occurrences are to be usi'd as argu-

mcnLs in support of the restraint system, we have not

progressed much farther tlian \\i- were two hundred

years ago. Uather should we endeavor, by a more

thorough study of the rational history of insanity, to ob-

\-iatc entirely tlie necessity for even occasional restraint

ill the most innocent lunatics, than from ignorance

111 convenience submit patients to a method of treat-

nunt which not only does not cure, but in the vast

majority of cases does harm. So long as it is the

amijition of alienists to be considered scientific phy-

, sieians, and not nieie jailors, this idea will be kept

in view, and all the hindering circumstances to its

fulfilment will be patiently and strenuously com-

bated.

That the American asylums have the unenviable

iiputation of habitually resorting to restraints is, we

are convinced, in no snuiU degree due to their systems
' of management. In the majority of the American

institutions in which restraint is piactised, it is almost

iuii)0ssible to test in a thoroughly pia<tical manner

tile opposite system. The reason for this is, that too

! much is expected of the medical superintendent. He

I
is required not only to be eminent in his specialty,

' but to such a professional qualification must be at-

tached the attainments of architect, general manager,

corresponding clerk, chief commissary, farmer, and

1 landscape gardener. In the exercise of these multi-

\
farious duties it is impossible for him to give that

medical care to the inmates of his institution which

liis position as chief medical director would seem to

warrant. As a consequence, much of the details of

management arc left to medical assistants and nurses
;

and the assertion of the Lancet, that " the American

system is in a large measure an habitual use of re-

st r.iints to save trouble, or as some of the more candid

superintendents \t\\t it. to avoid risks," is not altogether

without foundation in fact.

In the present light of experience in the treatment

of the insane, this is possibly the best excuse we have

to offer for a persistent adherence to a reprehensible

|iiaetice; and the sooner we remove the obstacles to its

overthrow, the better for tlie reputation of our asylums

and of the distinguished gentlemen who have them

in charge. The superintendents themselves are gentle-

men whose knowledge of their specialty is equal to

any of their class in the civilized world, .lud their

sense of humanity is such as to place them above even

tile suspicion of cruel practices; still, the circumstances

of management by which tliey are surrounded, lay them

open to a criticism to which as individuals they are

hardly responsible. We repeat, then, that the reform

in the treatment of our insane must begin in the re-

form in our methods of administrating the affairs of

nur asylums. It is useless to deny that there have

been many examples of atrocious cruelty in the treat-

ment of insane patients in American asylums by their

attendants, and that these are directly due to the more

or less prevalent system of applying strait-jackets and

other instruments of restraint. The counter-charge

that patients in English asylums are more subject to

accidents and more given to homicides, etc.. by a neglect

of such restraint, than similar patients in our own
a-sylums, is, even if true, a poor argument in support of a
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practice which not unfi'equently makes absolute cruelty

one of its conditions. Although confessing to a national

pride in the success of our institutions, -n-e must ac-

knowledge that we are l^ehind our English cousins in

the management of the insane, and that the LnncH, in

advocating the claims of the non-restraint system,

leads popular professional sentiment.

In regard to the uselessness of restraint for the pur-

pose to which it is applied, that journal says :

—

" We might ask the alienists of America to answer
this question frankly for tliemselves. Is the condition
of tlie p;itieuts in their asylums satisfactory as regards
their immunity from accidents ? Does the use of re-

stramt prevent misadventure ? Have there been no
homicides, no cases of patients dying unattended in
their beds, no Ijrokeu bones, no bruises ? If the sys-

tem pursued were successful in the United States, the
experience of alienists there would be directly o|)posed
to that of our own superintendents. Dr. Couolly,
in the rejiorts just quoted, assigns as his primary
reason for abolishing the use of restraints at Ilanwcll,
' the ap])arent inefficiency of mechanical restraint as a
means of preventing accidents and mischief.' lie

distinctly alleges, and the observations of superin-
tendents on this side the water strengthen the con-
viction, that coercion increases the excitement, and
aggravates the very propensity to violence it is meant
to check. It does more, and this is our third con-
sideration,—its use is fatal to the benefit of the insane.
Dr. ConoUy says :

' One cherished error of the ad-
vocates of restraint is, that it am at least do no harm
to the iiuurahh: Tlie fact is, that no intients are more
permanently injured hy it, in tenepe.r, feelings, and hrdiifs.

So far from i^reventing \nolence, it provokes resist-

ance. The patient is annoyed, irritated, and the pro-
pensity to do mischief is strengthened. Patients
permitted to walk while in restraint were still capable
of inflicting injury upon others ; they were not pro-
tected from causes of irritation, or from the attacks of
other patient".' Restraint does not prevent suicide,

homicide, bodily injury, or death; it of necessity in-

creases the irritation of the jxatient suffering it, and
it inevitably engenders dirty habits. It is not a cura-
tive expedient; it is simply and solely a device to
save trouble, or, if any oue prefers the phrase, 'to
avoid risks,' which, as a matter of fact, are not even
reduced, much less avoided, by the irrational practice
adopted."

Beyicius nnti Itotices of Ooohs.

LE50NS SUR LES Keratites. Par F. Panas, Chirurgien
de I'Hopital Lariboisifere, Professeur Agrege il la Fa-
culte de Medecine de Paris, etc. Paris : A. Delahaye
et Cie. 1876.

This very readable little work consists, as its title

indicates, of a series of lectures on the inflammations of
the cornea, delivered by M. Panas in tlie Paris School
of Medicine. The first four of the sixteen lectures it

contains are devoted to the consideration of the vas-
cular and nervous supjjly of the eye, with especial
reference to the cornea, and evince an amount of study
and research that does great credit to the author, though
there is perhaps but little tliat is entirely original in

them. He lays stress on the facts that irritation of the
cervical portion of the sympathetic on one side causes '

an increase in the intraocular tension on that side only,
while irritation of the trigeminus on one side aug-
ments the tension in both eyes, and concludes from
them that the fifth nerve is the medium through which
sympathetic opiitlialmia is produced. Division of the
fifth nerve at or in front of the Gasserian ganglion
leads to softening and destruction of the cornea, with
apparently all the signs of the most violent inflaumia-
ti(ni

; but it is remarkable that the process is not at-

tended either by |)ain or increased heat. These effects,

are not jjroduced when the nerve is divided behind
the ganglion, from which the author concludes that
the ganglion exerts a special influence on the circula-
tion and nutrition of the eye. It is rather confusing
in this connection, however, to find it stated in an-
other ])lace that tlie action of the trigeminus on the
circulation of the eye is exercised through the medium
of the sympathetic, and in still another that the fifth

nerve is the trophic nerve par excellence of tlie eye,

either directly or by means of some fibres that join it

from the sympatlietic. These three statements seem to
be in direct contradiction.

In the fiftli lecture he speaks of the influence of cer-

tain diseases on tlie circulation of the eye, and cites

some interesting eases of tabes dorsalis and local
asphyxia of the extremities wtli which ocular distur-

bances were connected. The sixth lecture is devoted
principally to the consideration of the influence of the
cornea on the aqueous humor. The author agrees
with Lebert that it does not take part either in the
secretion or the absoriition of that fluid, and that as

long as the memlirane of Descemet remains intact, it

offers an insupeialjle oli.stac)e to its escape. Each in-

dividual endothelial cell, however, protects only that
portion of the cornea which it covers, and if any one
or more of them be removed the aqueous humor will

filter through at tliat point and appear as a small drop
of fluid at a corresponding point on the free surface.

Tlie next three lectures are devoted to a general
consideration of the therapeutic measures that are to

be employed in the different varieties of oiihthalmia.

He considers the use of strong solutions of atropine

as a collyrium reprehensible, for it has not only excited

conjunctivitis, but in some cases even symi^toms of
general jjoisoning, that yielded, however, to hypo-
dermics of morphine. Atropine diminishes tlie intra-

ocular jiressure Ijy increasing the tonicity of the ves-
sels, and consequently diminishing the secretion of
fluids. It diminishes also the plasticity of the aqueous
humor. The midriasis is due to a paralysis of the

sphincter iridis and of the ciliary muscle, an effect

which is produced indeiiendeutly of the circulation,

as is shown by the fact of its production after the eye
is enucleated. M. Panas recommends very highly the

hypodermic use of morphine, which not only relieves

the pain better than atropine, but also exerts a sedative

influence on the inflammation. He often employs
pure laudanum in water and glycerine as a collyrium
in preference to giving oiiium by the mouth. He has
derived but little benefit from blisters in his ])ractice

;

but in some cases has got good results from pa-
renchymatous injections of caustic substances, such as

nitrate of silver, in the temple or neck. The local ap-
])lication of ice he considers to be dangerous, as in

debilitated jiersons it is apt to excite sloughing of the

cornea. On the other hand, he recommends hot fo-

mentations for several conditions of the eye.

In the five closing lectures of the course the author
gives excellent descriptions of the varieties of inflam-

matory affections to which the cornea is subject.

Phlycteuuloe are deposits of round cells beneath the

conjunctival epithelium, or between the epithelium of
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the cornea ami Bowmiin's iiuml>rano, or finally in the

tissue of till! cornea siuroinulin^ the nerves with

which they pierce Howmiin's inenil>rane. In tliis last

case the nerves are finally ihstroyed, and when ulcers

form they extend throu^'h Huwnian's nienilirane. This

pressure on the nerves explains the intensu phot(i|)lioliia

excited hy corneal phlyetenuhe. In some cases veixe-

tations may take the place of the primitive phlycten-

ulic, a condition that is illustrated by an excellent

woodcut borrowed from ('. Ueyniond. In this cut the

leucocytes aie seen to lie partly replaced l>y newly-

formed connective tissue, situated between the epi-

thelium and Howman's memlirane, and elevatin-j; the

former. The corneal corpuscles and Bowman's mem-
brane arc not implicated in the iufiammatory process,

and have apparently imdergone no chanu^e at all.

The diajinostic points between vesicular and phlyc-

tenular keiatitis are clearly laid down. Horner col-

lected tlie reports of thirty-one ca.ses of vesicular kera-

titis, of which twenty-eight were accom|)auied by

herpes of the lips and nose. In the treatment of this

form of keratitis, atropine, hyi)odermics of morphine,

and closini; the eye have been found useful: but the

most satisfactory results have l)eeu ol)tained from the

use of constant currents of electricity. When speak-

ing of pannus the author cites a case of C'hisholm's

cured, after all other means had failed, by the use of a

coUyrium consisting of one part essence of turpentine

and two parts olive oil.

M. Pauiis believes that the diffuse interstitial kera-

titis is of scrofulous origin, attacking, however, not

those who have suffered during childhood from
glandular scrofula, or the ordinary forms of strumous
ophthalmia, but those who have been affected with

eczema, impetigo, nodes on the limbs, ulcerous sore-

throat, etc. It is most common about the age of i)ii-

berty, and the patients generally show signs of arrest

of development, especially in the teeth, wliich are often

rudimentary, the cutting edges of tlic incisors present-

ing the |)eculiar notching to which Hutchinson has

called attention. He combats here Hutchiusun's as-

sertion that this form of keratitis and the notched
teeth are due to hereditary syphilis. It is not likely

that syphilitic manifestations would be delayed so long,

and, moreover, the treatment that has proved most
successful has been anti-scrofulous and not anti-syplii-

litic. The almost complete inununity of the cornea
from disease in cases of acrpiired syphilis is also a

strong argument against Hutchinson's tlieory.

The last chapter is devoted to gonorrlio'al or serous

iritis, and is one of tlie most interesting and valuable

in the book. During a service of two years at the

Uujntid 'If Loiirciiie the author .s;iw but one case of

gonorrluea conii)licated by rlieimiatism and iritis, an
excellent illustration of the great rarity of the compli-
cation in women. It is remarkable that tliese accidents

Lave only occurred in women in whom the urethra was
the si'at of gonorrhcea. and never when the vagina or

vulva alone was affected. In men it occnre especial-

ly when the gonorrluea is acute and involves the

deeper portion of the urethra, and after the prostate,

bladder, and testicle are already affected. The a>i-

thor's theory as to the mode of its production is that

the li'sions of the deip urethra and bl.ulder react on
the kidney and <liminish the excretion of urea and
uric acid, and that the ace\unulation of these substances

in the blood leads to inflammation of the serous mem-
branes and of the coniea and iris. In CcmcUision, we
will only add that the Ixiok is well got up. and written

in an easy and attractive style. Though otfering to

the profession but little that is new fir original, it

bears evidence of careful study, and contains much

that ntust be instructive both to specialists and to the

l>riile.ssiou at large.

LkcTCKKS on OllTnOPEDIC SlTROEUY AND DISEASES
(IK Joints, delivered at Bellevne Hospital Medical

College durinj;: the Winter Session of 1H74-1875. liy

Lewis A. Sayue, M.D. , I'rofeesor of Orthopedic

Surgery, etc., etc., etc,—New York : D. Appleton &
Co., 1870, pp. 470.

In his introduction to this work, which has been long
waited for and is received gladly, Prof. Sayre gives

us to understand that the lectures are printed just as

they were delivered, the services of a stenographer

having been employed to insure accuracy and save

j

time. Whether this is meant to challenge our admi-
ration, forestall <iur criticisms, or awaken our sym-
pathy for the overworked author, we are not told

;

( nor would it matter much, were it not accompanied
liy some other statements that are more legitiniate sub-

jects of criticism. Prof. Sayre adds that they were
' delivered without ])rej)aration. and many of them
upon cases just presented to him for the first time in

tlie lecture room. We may be permitted to doubt if

this is just what his fiiends had in mind when they

urged him to pulilish his i)eculiar views, and we can
only be thankful for the unexiiected excellence of the

result, the completeness of wliieh, however, is due to

j

the care taken to supply from jirivatc records the dc-

i
ficicncies of chanee clinical material.

Ordinary clinical lectures are either a regular didac-

tic course, illustrated liy cases, or are discourses upon
some patient as a text, in which the etiology, pathol-

i
ngy. diagnosis, and treatment of the diseases involved
are discussed. Dr. Sayre has happily combined the

[
two, and has emiiraced in his twenty-nine lectures not

! only all or nearly all the disea.ses we should have ex-

perted, but also a few others whose presence is

I

authorized only by the rather extensive meaning which

I

the author gives to the term orthopedic. The plan of

I

the- book is the one best adapted to give the reader all

1
the benefit that can be olitained from the author's

very extensive experience, clear ai)]irehension of the

!
ends to be obtained, and of the mechanical and opc-

;
rative measures calculated to secure them. Systematic

' treatises may be left to those whose reading is more
extensive and whose clinical experience is less, to

professors of theory and practice rather than to those

of clinical surgery. Although the pathology and
physiology leave something to be desired, as witness
the ignoring of the action of the jieroneus longus in

ni.iint.aining the arch of the foot, the exi)lanation of

;
tlie pain in taliijes valgus, which is purely hyjiotheti-

' cal. and indeed opposed to the oiily actual data
' which wc have upon the suliject as contained in the
report made to the Acadfmie de !Mfdccine, by Prof.

I

(iosselin, of an autopsy rendered possible by death
from an intercurrent cause, and the pathology of germ
valgum, which is dismissed with a w<ird as if it were
not still the subject of much controversy; still these

are points of minor importance to the general prac-

titioner so long as the hypotheses involved are con-
sidered only as ''working" ones, and arc calculated
to fix the outlines of treatment in the mind of the

reader. The treatment it.self is described with such
drtail, and with .so much attention to the principles

gciverning it, that if, to adopt a statement of Carlyle's,

' the population of this country was not "folly millions
iif peo|)le mostly fools," the publication of this liook

' ought to be sufficient to banish clubfoot forever
from among us, and nuiny a charitable society might

' cniploy its funds very usefully in jireparing ami dis-

I tri bating u tract made up from the lectures on tulipcs.
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Tlie first six lectures are introductory, devoted to

general coiisideratious, definitions (we may mention

in passing tliat tlie etymology of ortho])edy is not the

one generally accepted), deformities, and principles of

treatment. Talipes is treated of in the five following,

and cases are given of most of tlie varieties. The
brilliantly successful treatment of the cases of talipes

valgus in Lecture VIII. makes us regret tiiat Dr.

Sayre lias not encountered or described the other va-

riety, talipes valgus, but with the arch of the foot

preserved, due likewse to excessive use of the liinlis,

generally in adolescents. That is a variety which
cannot l>e attributed solely to weakness of the

tiliialis anticus, and in which, the arch of the foot

being preserved, would ))roljably not need artificial

support. Tlie etiology of this affection has lieen the

subject of much controversy and has generally l>een

placed in the paralysis of some or the excessive

contraction of other muscles; and it is only within

tlie last ten years that attention has been called, prin-

cipally by Gosseliu (Bull, de 1' Acad, de JIfdecine,

180.5, and Clinique Chirurgicale, 187:!), to the fact

that the initial symptom is |)ain in the medio-tarsal

articulation, and that probably therefore the immedi-
ate cause is an arthritis manifesting itself subsequent-

ly Ijy reflex contractions similar to those which are

the constant accompaniments of other arthrites. The
apparent wasting of the tibialis anticus, and the ac-

tual diminution in the size of the leg, which are most
sti-iking facts in Dr. Sayre's cases of flat-flooted pain-

ful valgus, might be due, the first to the extension of

the muscle when the foot is everted, and the second
to the insufficient use of the limb. And in fact, in

the description of the case given upon pages 68 and
69, there is nothing to indicate that the muscles were
at fault ; the only lesion shown is an arthritis, the pain

of which is relieved Ijy partial or entire immoljiliza-

tion of the joint in a suitaljle position.

Twelve lectures are then given to diseases of the

joints, two to diseases and deformities of the spine,

and two to anchylosis. The lack of si)aoe will not

allow us to discuss them in detail. Suflice it to say

that the treatment of the subjects is marked by the

same vigor of style, clearness of conception, and
defiuiteness in the object sought and means taken to

attain it, that have been already mentioned.
The publisliers have done their work handsomely.

The paper is stout, the type large and clear, the illus-

trations all that could be expected, and as a rule are

well chosen and likely to be useful.

Consumption in Austi!ali.\. ByC.E. Reeves, B.A.,

M. D. , Author of " Heart Diseases and Aneurism in

Australia ;
" Editor of "The Medical Record of Aus-

tralia," etc., etc. J. Brooks, 333 Bourke street, East
Melbourne. 1874.

Dr. Reeves has divided his monograph into ten cha])-

ters. In the first he mentions the rarity of tubercular
deposit in the lungs in that country, and studies how
cavities are usually formed. According to tlie author's

observations, tubercular deposit in the lungs is the

exception in Australia, although consumption is of

frequent occurrence. As he has seen the disease, it

has almost invariably been of inflammatory origin, and
in some of the cases reported, the rapidity with which
it has passed through tlie stages of what he calls con-

gestion, induration, and softening, and the formation
of cavities, is astonishing. For, the doctor states,

pulmonai'y cavities may form in from ten to fourteen

days in patients who are somewhat broken down and
have a tendency to lung disease. Dr. Reeves speaks

of congestion, as an easily recognized condition, and
one from which a cavity may be formed by the break-

ing down of the dot irhich occurs in this st/ii/e. This
certainly is quite at variance with what is commonly
understood by the term congestion as used in this

country. The proposed plan of treatment for the con-

gestive state is confinement in bed in a dry roimi,

blisters, salines with acids, beef-tea and wine freely.

The doctor claims tliat such treatment, as a rule, aborts

the attack and saves the life of the patient. In general,

the conclusions arrived at in Dr. Reeves' book are in-

teresting, chiefly liecause of their wide vaiiance from
what we have been led to believe occurs in similar

cases in this country. For example, mention is made
of congestion of the ultimate air-cells, unattended
with congestion of the substance of the lungs ; a fine

crepitation or wheeze, said to be characteristic of con-

gestion ; that congestion may never pass into induration

(Dr. Reeves' second stage) but into a cavity because
of a clot being effused into the congested lung ; and a

peculiar nomenclature is exemjilified under the term
'•mucous wheeze" excited in the ultimate air-cells.

In tlie second chapter Dr. Reeves considers the influ-

ence of the seasons in producing diseases of the lungs.

He reports that the coldness of the season has less to

do with exciting them than the very sudden changes,

perhaps from 117° or 120' F. to 50^ or 60° F., with a

change of the wind, acconijjanied with cold rains. It

is also stated that lung diseases occur with greatest

frequency in the hot months (December, January, and
February), and that apoplexy and bleeding from the

lungs are very liable to occur if the heat continues

beyond the usual tliree days without change. In Mel-
liourne and vicinity large quantities of water have
been used for irrigating the land, and the effect has
been to greatly increase the amount of moisture in the

atmosphei-e. That increase. Dr. Reeves reports, has
been attended by an increase of lung diseases, espe-

cially asthma, and has rendered the town a bad resi-

dence for consum])tives. In chapter three, an analysis

of 205 cases of consumption is given, and it is found
that only in 73 was there a tulx'rcular tendency. In
the remaining 165 cases, ex|)Osure to cold, colonial

fever (described as a low form of fever, with lung dis-

ease), and diseases of the lieait were the most frequent

causes. In chapters four, five, six, seven, eight, and
nine, the author reports his observations upon con-
sumption as produced by pulmonary apojilexy; by in-

flammatory processes : by acute and chronic gangrene
;

by chronic induration and tuljercles; by bronchitis,

pulmonary emphysema, and asthma, and by hydatids
in the lungs.

It is rejjorted that in no country, except Iceland, is

hydatid disease so common as in these colonies, and
that prior to 1861 it was scarcely known in the hospi-
tal. It was, however, very common at the sheep sta-

tions up in the country
; and there it was produced

jiartly by eating raw or partially cooked mutton, and
drinking unboiled water from water-holes frequented
by slieep. dogs, and other animals. Eating the com-
mon ^^ater-cress is also attended with danger when
taken from waters fref(ueiited by these animals, and
sometimes the cysts can be seen attached to the ])lants

growing in the pools and ponds. The upper and mid-
dle lobes of the lungs are said to be more frequently
affected, Imt the right lower lobe is especially liable

to become implicated when the hydatid cyst is seated
at the upper ])art of the liver. The tenth chapter is

made uj) of l>rief references to cancer of the lung,
worms in the lung (unsatisfactory note), and what the
author calls bionchial polypi, or formation of mem-
branes in the bronchial tubes, of which he has seen
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three cases. In all these cases tlie disenso was cliiimic,

and in no case has he seen acute nicnitirnnoiis forma-
tion in the lironchial tubes occurring in the colony, ex-

cept in connection with cioup. As already .stated, this

book is interesting because it contains a report of facts

and observations made in a comparatively new field

for study, and the report bears the impress of accuracy.

Corrcsponljence.

MEDICAL MATTERS IN PARIS.
To THK Editob of The Medicai. Recorjd.

THE SOITKLE OF rnEGN.\XCY—THE ISTU.VVEXOtJS IN-

JECTION OK CIILOH.\L—PU.\CTISISG FOREIGNERS

—

HOTEL rUYSIClANS.

SfR :—Supposing that some account of things medical
in Paris, from one actually en. rapimrt with them,
might not be uninteresting, I send you a few notes

to-day respecting such things as seem most import-
ant at i)resent.

The Academy of Jlediciue has been engaged for

some time pa«t in discussing the nature and origin of
the KoutHe which is heard during pregnancy. A young
physician by the name of G16nard undertook to de-

monstrate practically that this souffie, so far from
being i)lacental or uterine, has its scat in the epigastric

arteries ; but. under the sliaip criticisms of his coufrtres.
he made an inglorious failure and actually abandoned
his theory for another—which lie was equally unsuc-
cessful in maintaining. The subject was tlien t.aken

up l>y Houillaud. wliose elaliorate reseaiches upon vas-

cular and cardial sounds have rendered liim a recog-

nized authority throughout the medical world, and
discussed at considerable length and with much abil-

ity. According to him all vascular sounds are of two
varieties, viz. : m/rmal and nbnormal. Noinuul aoumh
are scarcely distinguishable when arteries are subjected
to no mechanical compression ; and yet, careful oli-

servation detects, even under normal conditions, two
mutflcd sounds which correspond to the dilatation and
contraction of the vessels. If the slightest compres-
sion be made so as to diminish the cai)acity of tlie

vessel, the friction of the l^lood at the ])oint com-
pressed immediately develops a blowing soiuid

—

iin

hrnit lie tonlHe—which can be readily distinguished,

although no change lias taken place in the chemical
and physical chanicter of that Huid. Ahnoriual smtmli
are produced under a variety of circumstances, and
result from some structural alteration in the heart or

the arterii's, or from some modification of the tluiil

which it is their function to distribute. Tlie souffle

of the ves.>iels, which lias been designated according to

its character tlie Mimes »ounil, tlie cooimj note, the

arterial murmur, le limit ihi dibble, etc., and is a type
of this variety of sound.s, can always be intensified by
an amount of pressure sufficiently great to increa.^ie

the friction of the blood current against the conti-

guous parietes. The souffle of cliloris and anainia is

due to a diminution in the density of the blood, which
can be nieiusured accurately by the Acmniitre tie Jliniiin

.

and it subsides as that fluid approaches its normal
Condition.

The study of these phenomena has led him to the

conviction that the .loufle nf jire'jnnnni has its seat in

vessels of a certain calibre and contiguous position,

which are compressed as the woml) develops. Tlie

fact that this sound is isochronous witli the movement

of the heart of tlu; mother and not of the child, shows
! Iliat it is not developed in the placenta ; while the cir-

emnstancc that it is heard in connection with abdominal
tumors—such as ovarian cysts—wlien pregnancy does
not e.xist, is equally fatal to the theory of its uterine
origin. By this argument of exclusion, as well as the

: additional /</<•/«, as lie states them, of a cessation of
, the soimd when the i)atient is so jilaced as to relieve

tlie jiressure \\\mn the principal vessels of the pelvis,

and of its increase upon one side or the otlier, as the
uterus is made to fall in that direction, he arrives at

]

the theory that the souffle of preijnaney has its seat in
the iliac arteries.

j
At the ne.xt session of the Academy, Professor De-

I

p:iul took the floor and entered into an elaborate
argument against the views i)romulgated by Houillaud.

I He began by admitting tliat his adversary was partly
right in his deductiou.s, but claimed tliat tlie e.xphuia-

tion given by liim did not cover the whole ground,
and was defective in the most essential particulai-s.

'i'here is, he contends, a sound which has its seat in

the iliac arteries, but it is not the true souffle of jircj-

iiiiney. This sound, like all the hruits emanating from
compressed arteries, is invariably accompanied liy pul-

I sa/ioii, while the souffle of pregnuncy has no such ac-
i-nnipaniiiieiit. These two souffles, tlie one accom-
panied by pulsation and the other not accompanied
liy pulsation, can sometimes be heard contempora-
neously, but they are essentially dilTerent from each
other. Besides, the souffle of preijnaney is lieard be-

fore any compression of the artery has taken place,

and it does nut disappear or abate when the position
of the womb is changed. He denies emphatically
tliat the true souffle can be lieard in connection with
ovarian cyst.s, etc., and asserts that tlie sound thus
developed is always accom|)anied l>y pulsation. To
his mind the demonstrable facts that tlie liruits of the
impregnated womb are superficial, and that they can
li'- heard over the whole area of the abdominal walls,

furnish likewise very strong arguments against the
l)osition taken by Houillaud. He thinks that the

souffle of preijnaney de]iends for its production upon
the peculiar anatoniiciil conditions which this special
state develops in the organ concerned in the work of
reinoductitui, and that the phenomenon is exclusively
uterine in its origin and connections, /. e. : is due to

the mode in which the blood circulates through the
l)arietes of the hypertrophied woml). As a means of
still further sustaining tliis theory, lie presented an ap-
paratus which has been so constructed as to reproduce
the precise anatomical circumstances upon which the

souffle ofpregnancy depends for its production. This
apparatus consists in an india-rubber tube, liaving
nearly identical dimensions with the crural artery, to

which is attached a pouch capable of acting both as a
drawing and as a forcing pump. During the action
of the pump no sound can be detected in the tube
• jcejit irfien it litis been rompresseil at some particular
point, while the souffle .so developed is inrarinbly ac-

riimimiiied hy pulsation, just as in the iliac hypothesis
of Houillaud. Hy adjusting to the extremity of the
first tube two other tubes having double its calibre
and reuniting with each other subsequently, the con-
ditions of the circulation in the uterine parietes can
l>e fairly realized. Then, having set the pump in mo-
tion, and applied a stethoscope upon a level in the
bifurcation of the tubes, a souffle, unaccompanied by
.shock, movement or iiul.sation. and exactly resembling
that of pregnancy, can be distinctly lieard. This ex-
periment the Professor deemed aii.clusive as to the

incorrectness of Houillaud's theory and lo the absolute
reliability of his own, although he exjircssed a hope
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that his confreres in the clepartmcut of obstetrical

surgery would seize upon the occasion of a CiTsarean

section to auscultate the wonil) itself, for tlie purpose

of subjecting tlie views presented by liini to an e.r/ieri-

me.ntiim cruris. Tliere is great diversity of opinion

here, not only in regard to tlie suljject itself, Init with

reference to the advantage ol>tained Ijy the respective

disputants. It is generally admitted, liowever, that

these distinguished academicians have fully sustained

their well-earned reputations, and added another lion-

orable page to the liistory of their illustrious and
useful careers. Sliould tlie deliate l)e continued, I

shall keep you duly informed respecting its progress

and result.

Ansestliesia by the intravenous injection of cliloral

is attracting some attention. In a paper recently ad-

dressed to the Academy of Sciences, M. Ore descril^es

an operation jierformed liy liiiu, in wliicli insensibility

was induced in tliis way very readily and witliout

injury to the patient. Tlie case was that of a work-

man in a steam-engine factory, aged sixteen years, who,

on the 4th of Octojier last, injured his right leg about

two inches below the knee, by striking it against a

bar of iron. About the beginning of Novemlier the

whole leg became greatly swoUeu, while acute and

persistent pain develojjed itself and a -vvell-defined

tumor invaded the entire circumference of thi' limb.

Amputation became inevitable, and it was performed

by M. Laland—a solution of chloral in water having

been injected into a vein contiguous to the seat of

injury. Previous to the injection the patieut mani-

festecl great anxiety and nervous excitement ; but as

soon as four </rm.i. of the chloral solution hail been

introduced, he became perfectly tranquil, and when
the quantity injected reached (U ffrms. he was found

to be thoroughly anaesthetic. The pulse remained at

one hundred and eight and the breathing at thirty-two

during the ojjeratiou, whilst no reflex actions were deve-

loped. After having slept quietly for two hours, he

opened his eyes, talked coherently, and then lapsed

into a jjlacid slumber which lasted for live hours. He
then made a rapid recovery, and is now in ])erfeet

health. M. Sinhart, an Austrian surgeon, has also re-

ported a case in which this method of inducing anaes-

thesia was successfully attempted. A young man
having sustained a dislocation of the shoulder, and .all

efforts at reduction proving abortive, one hundred and
five grains of chloral iir solution were slowly thrown

into a vein upon the left arm, with the result of

securing complete insensiljility at once. Reduction

was then readily affected, and the patient, after sleep-

in"' quietly for several hours, awoke refreshed and
comfortable. Chloroform -ivas not employed, because

of an idiosyncrasy which forbade it.

Although no action has been taken in regard to

these cases, and it is understood that Parisian surgeons

regard this plan of inducing anaesthesia as both dan-

gerous and unnecessary, I feel confident of its value

under certain exceptional circumstances.

When the ordinary anaesthetics cannot 1-ic borne, or

fail to produce their effects—as occasionally occurs

—

or in uncontrollable cases of eclampsia, tetanus,

hvdrophobia, mania, and other similar niorlnd condi-

tions, this additional resource of the medical art may
prove a godsend, if judiciously employed.

A desperate effort is being made to prevent foreign-

ers from practising medicine and surgery in France.

Under the plea that German physicians are " squat-

ting" upon the sacred soil of the Republic and per-

suacling patients to test the merits of the spas of

" Vaterland," it is sought to enact a new law in regard

to the authorization of strangers, which will be almost

prohibitory in its efforts. Heretofore the prerogative

of according these Ucenses has a]3i)ertained both to the

minister of public instruction and to the medical fa-

culty of the University, with or without an examina-
tion, according to their discretion. Should the pro-

position of M. Roger-Marvais be approved by the

legislative body, the minister will only be left the
right to dispense with attendance upon the courees of
lectures required ordinarily; while the faculty will

be empowered to subject each ajiplicant to a searching

examination and to grant an authorization or not, as-

it thinks proper—the jjenalty for assuming the title of
doctor or surgeon, unless so authorized, being a fine

of a thousand francs and an imprisonment of not
more than six months. Under the existing system an
alien has found it exceedingly difficult to secure the

re(|uisite i)rotection because of the opposition of the

faculty, and if the olistacles be further augmented by
placing the whole matter virtually in the hands of that

body, and of exacting a critical examination in a
strange language, it will be next to impossible for an-

other foreign physician to settle in France. Of course,

the new law will not interfere with tliose of us who
have been duly authorized under the provisions of the

old one, and the temjiting prize of the American clien-

tele cannot be secured until we have " gone the way
of all flesh " and left the field clear to our native

confreres.

Apropos of this subject I am reminded of a custom
prevailing aljroad against which a word of warning is-

ajJiJiopriate. Nearly every hotel in Europe has its

regular corps of doctoi-s, who not infrequently ])ay for

the privilege by dividing receipts with landlords,

concierges and gar^ons. As a part of the general sys-

tem of spoliation to ^vhich travelers are everywhere sub-

jected, no effort is spared by the interested j)arties to

foree these individuals upon every unfortunate guest
who happens to be an invalid, or even to look like one.

But few of the r/u'dteins titulnires—as these hotel araeh-

niiht; style themselves—Iiave merit as ])hysicians, whilst
their fees are enormous and tlieir professed ability to

"speak English" is limited to the phrase in which
they make the latent assertion. Unless a traveler is

weary of existence and has an endless amount of money
to distribute gratuitously, he should make it an in-

variable rule neither to consult a hotel proprietor or
employe in regard to the choice of a physician, nor to
submit to a i)rescripti<in from any medical man intro-

duced by such people. By applying at his legation or

consulate, he can always obtain the addresses of really

reliable physicians, both native and foreign, and learn

into whose hands he can most safely intrust his life

and his letter of credit. The better plan, however, is

for him to obtain in advance from liis family physi-
cian a list of such medical men in the principal cities

of Europe, as he can consult with the greatest advan-
tage.

i have just had the pleasure of meeting in Paris
two members of the profession of New York, who are

indeed an honor to it, and whose high character and
splendid abilities are as thoroughly recognized here as
they are at home. Dr. Fordyce Barker is now seeking
repose and recuperation in his annual tour of the con-
tinent ;

wliile Dr. J. G. Crane, after a delightful

winter in the East, has recently sailed for America.
For one, I wish them length of days and still increas-

ing honors.

Hoping to find time to write to you again and at

no distant day, I must say au renoir.

Yours very truly and respectfully,

Ed^^vabd Warben, M.D.
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MEDICAL CENTENNIAL AFFAIRS.

XECnANICO-TlIERArEUTIC ISSTITCTION OF STOCKHOLM
—STEAM SCnSTITVTEn FOn MrSCUI.An rOWEIl—TIIK

VARIETY OF MACHINES FOIl PASSIVE AND ACTIVE
MOVEMENTS— THE CASES TO WHICH THE TllEAT-

MENT IS AI'IM.ICAItl.K—THE MEUICAI., SUKOICAI, AND
TIIEUAPEUTICAI. EXHIHITS OF THE UNITED STATES

—

NORWEOIAM COD-LIVEK OIL.

(From our SiKM.'ial CorresiKHnlent.

)

PHlL.iDF:LrHlA. Aug. 19, 1S76.

After leaving tlie Govcrniiuiit Huikliiig, the interest-

ing exhil>it,s of which have hien leferied to in previous

letters, so fur as tliey specially attract the attention of

the medical profession, we may next direct our foot-

steps towards the Main Building. This is the great

Centre for vast displays of marvels of science and
skill, in several of the departments of which the medi-
cal man is legitimately interested. On our way to it,

huwever, we pass, hy a riglit-angled course, directly

in front of tlie Jlacliinery liuilding, the incessant clat-

ter of which imlucis us to take a glance at tlie inte-

rior. We make but a brief visit, as tlie exploration of
thr innnense aggregation of meclianical labor in

motion will occupy us more fully on another occasion.

Possibly the time of our visit is lietween foiu- and five

o'clock in the afternoon, at whicli hour only is ex-

hibited in the Swedish department (Section F '_') the

practical working of the Mechanieo-Tlierapeutic In-

stitution of Stockliohn. The apparatus is placed
along the extreme northern wall of the building, not
far from the entrance. To the casual ol "server it is

a rather odd-looking collection of mechanical a[)pli-

aiiccs. On iufpiiry, however, we learn that its objects

are the preserx-ation and restoration of health through
systematic exercise of the muscles, and through various
meclianical operations on the 1)ody. Tlie institution

was establfshed in lS(i.5 by Dr. G. Zander, who was
recently in Philadel|)hia.

In ordinary gymnastic health institutes, the patient

is treated by an operator or gymnast, who makes both
active and passive movements, as they are called,

according as the patient himself is active or passive.

Dr. Zander, however, substitutes machinery worked
by steam for the muscular power otherwise required,

which has the advantage of facility of steady regula-

tion and of graduated increase of the force to bo em-

f ployed. The machines constructed are adapted to be
worked by most of the various sets of muscles. The
a|>paratus of the institution consists of sixty-seven
different m.achines, although only twelve of these arc

placed in the Swedish department for exhibition.

With these sixty-seven forms of apparatus, forty-si.v

movements are practicable. Seventeen of the ma-
chines arc for active arm movements, eighteen for

active leg movements, nine for active trunk move-
ments, and twenty-three for passive movements. The
latter are effected iiy a steam engine of five horse-

power, and include rubbing, shaking, etc., while the

l)atient is in repose. With these machines are accom-
plished twelve distinct movements of flexion, exten-

sion, adduction, abduction, etc., of arms, hands and
fingers; fourteen similar movements of tlic legs ami
feet at the different joints; flexion, extension and
twisting of the trunk in lying, sitting and standing
positions, eight movements; and twelve movements of
shaking, cho|)ping or hammering, tapping, kneading,
nibbing, rolling and swinging, ])erformed by the

operator. Ladies and genth-men patronize the insti-

tution, not only as patients, but for the purpose of

noniially devoloi)ing their muscular systems. Every
one receivesa piescription enumerating the movements
to be performed, twelve of which are generally accom-
plished daily, the movements being changed, wholly
or partially, after the twelfth day. This methodical
treatment is said to be beneficial in chronic cardiac
eases, and is also employed with advantage in consti-

pation, diseases of the joints, rheumatism, spinal curv-
ature, etc., etc. The shaking movement is especially
commended Ijy Dr. Zander for its salutary effect on
organs in the vicinity of the region thus agitated ;

tired muscles .seem to recover themselves to a great
e.\tent

;
pain is subdued ; the walls of the bladder and

rectum contract from the shaking of the sacral bone

;

shaking of the chest facilitates expectoration in

catarrh ; the same motion of the back relieves ner\-ous
palpitation, etc. These effects seem possible and
plausible, and in the hands of a sensible opeiator, who
is no mere enthusiast and understands when not to

apply this powerful a])paratiis, are douljtless beneficial

in many cases in which meilieation by drugs might be
too slow in action or al)Solutely powerless for good.

Cro-ssing now the open plaza which lies between
.Machinery Hall and the Main Building, we enter the
portals of the latter, and mu.st pass more than half its

entire length before reaching the groups of exhibits in

the United States Department, should we wish, as
pliysicians, to commence our examination with that
'leautiful and extensive display. One might imagine
that by the time a .survey was made of the various
classes of exhibits embraced iii each country under the
head of Jledicine, Surgery and Prothesis, there would
be but little left to interest the physician, looking at

the subject from a merely medical aspect. Such, how-
ever, is very far from being the case. Tliis trio of
congenerous exhibits embraces: 1. Medicines; offi-

cinal (in any authoritative pharmacopoeia), articles of
tlie materia mcdica

;
preparations, unotficinal. 2.

Dietetic preparations, as beef extract and other articles

intended especially for the sick. 3. Pharmaceutical
apparatus. 4. Instruments for physical diagnosis,
clinical thermometei-s, stethoscopes, ophthalmoscopes,
etc., except clinical microscopes, which are included
ill another class (optical and tliermotic instruments and
apparatus), o. Surgical instruments and a])pliances,

with dressing.s, apparatus for deformities, prothesis,

obstetrical instruments. C. Dental instruments and
apjiliances. 7. Vehicles and appliances for the trans-

portation of the sick and woundetl, during peace and
war, on shore or at sea. Li addition to all these in-

teresting subjects, wc find scattered through the
exhibits from all jiarts of the world many semi-medical
or at lea.st medico- popular items, such as mineral and
other watera, chemicals, instruments of science and
pliilosophy, matters relating to the physical and social

condition of man, etc. Machinery and .\grieiiltural

Buildings also contain numerous exhibits that will

chiillenge professional attention, the latter esjiecially,

such as are related to his aliments, solid and fluid.

It may be well to state, at the outset, that the whole
magnificent and vast display in the Main Building is

arranged under three general heads or departments : 1.

Mining and Metallurgy. '2. JIanufactures. :!. Educa-
tion and Science. Under the second head are inclu-

ded not only the groups previously alluded to under
the class of Medicine, Surgery, etc.. but also chemicals
and pharmaceutical preparation!*, which, lus already
stated, do not strictly belong to the cla.ss just mentioned.
We do not pro|)ose, however, to follow this jilan of
division through the minutia- of tlie whole exhibition.

.V much more interesting and instructive course will
lie to study each country collectively through all its
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medical exhibits, rather than to take an arbitrai-y

dassification, and tediously trace it through couutiy
after country to the ptjiut of thorough exhaustion of

the subject, and possibly of tlie reader also.

Beginning, therefore, our tour through the building

at tlie main or western entrance, and niomentaialy

passing Italy, which tirst confronts us and deserves a
more extended notice than we can to-day give it, we
arrive at Norway. The chemical display here is

limited almost wholly to an exliibition of cod-liver oil

by Peter MiJller of Christiauia, J. Borthen and C.

Jordan of Trondhjem, Lauritz Devoid and tlie .Vales-

unds Medicintrau Co. The long tubes in MoUer's
exhibit, filled with oil, look like the pipes of a church
organ. Borthen's oil is very light and transijarent,

and all of them are almost tempting enough in ap-

pearance for steady imljibition by the thirsty. JluUer's

and Jordan's seem to have secured the medals in pre-

vious exhibitions. The judges of this Congress will,

of course, take coijious draughts of each Ijefore award-
ing the palm for superiority. H. S. Ditten of Christi-

auia, Court Apothecary and Proprietor of the State

Hospital Dispensary at tliat place, exhibits " di'uggi.sts'

medicine chests for travelers," being small, clieaply

made, unattractive, shallow tin boxes, such as childi-en

in this country use for slate jjencils, sponges, etc.,

containing eight or ten minute vials, in which are

remedies against colic, coughs, hemorrhages, etc., for
all the emergencies and ills which travelers' flesh is

heir to. The costive are also invited to help themselves
to sample boxes of aperient pills manufactured beliind

his counter, but very few of the visitors seem willing
to make so public a confession of their shortcomings.
In the department of education and science, Drs.

Daniellsen, Physician-in-chief to the Elejiliantiasis

Hospital at Bergen, and Prof. Boeck of C'liristiania,

jointly contribute a treatise on the skin and another
on elephantiasis; but otherwise, with the exception
of a zoo-geographical map of Norway, containing a
complete list of the vertebrate animals of the country,

by Robert CoUett, Assistant of tlie Zoological Jluseuin
at Christiania, there is nothing else on exhilutiou of
exclusive interest to the medical profession. We
might, indeed, except the governmental quarto vol-
ume, one of a general series of official documents on
three heterogenous subjects—the sanitary condition of
Norway, elephantiasis, and insane asylums. The
treatise on elephantiasis, by the two gentlemen already
referred to, was also published at the expense of the
government.

R. J. D.

ARMY NEWS.

Official List of Changes of Stations and Duties of
Officers of the Medical -Department, United States

Army, from August HOth to August 2<ith, 1876.

Alex.ivnber. C. T., Surgeon. Granted leave of
absence for 20 days. S. O. 173, A. G. O., Aug. 23,
'76.

AVuiTE, C. B., Surgeon. Granted leave of absence
for 20 days. S. O. 174, A. G. O., Aug. 23, '70.

Price, C. E., Asst. Surgeon. To continue on duty
with 4th Artillery, at Cheyenne, Wyo. T. S. O. 115,

Div. of the Pacific, Aug. 17, '70.

HoPF, A. H., Asst. Surgeon. Died at Germantown,
Pa., on Aug. 19, '76.

illebical Ittms on& Jl^ems.

Contagious Diseases.—Comparative statement of
cases of Contagious Disease reported to the Sanitary
Bureau, Health Department, for the two weeks ending
August 26, 1876.
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Original Communications.

A RKPOKT OF SIX CASES OF MIDIU,!',

KAK DlSIiASK, INDUCKD IJVTIIE LSK
OF THE NASAL DOUCHE IN TllKAT-
INO NASO-l'HARYXUEAL CATARRH.

Hy WJt. SHAW BOWEX, M.I).,

OPnTIIlLHIO ASD ACR.IL SDKOBOS TO TIIK UARTFORD HOSPITAL.

StscF. the Weber, or, iis more commonly called, the

'riiiuliolmm douelie li.'is been liroui;lit into use in tliis

country as a means of treatinix catarrh of the nasal

dcvcnty, and severe inflammntion was 6et up in each

car. The li<iuid had a fall of live feet." He also ob-

serves that possilily the diinger is (greater in advanced

age, owiujf to wasting of the tissues.

Tkc writer has recorded si.v cases, occurring in his

<iun practice, wlierc there can be no doubt tlnit the

i;ir mischief was entirely due to the forcible entrance

of lliiids thrown by the douche to cleanse the lULsal

passages and pharynx. In five of the cases the pain

and disturbance about the ear was obs.rved immedi-
ately after the Huid was i)assed into the nostril, and in

the remaining case the connection was so close as to

justify a positive opinion as to the cause of the seri-

ous suppurative intlammation that followed.

The structure of the lining mucous membrane of the

Eustachian tubes is such as to be antagonistic to the
' |)assage of fluids from tlirpliarynx to the cavity of llie

passages and of the pharynx, it has become a favorite ' tynipanum. The ciliated epithelium moves downwards
of a large portion of tlie profession, and of the laity , .. . , .

i
- .1 _ n. c

generally. In a climate especially predisposing to this

infection, where a large j)roportion of the people arc!

siiff-ring to a greater or lesser extent from the often-

times disgusting and annoying malady, any simple.

elKeacious, and apparently safe appliance, like thi^

douche, is certain of ap])reciation, and inspires general

contldence ; and this coiilidence is increased when
eminent scientitic authority pronmmces in its favor.

'Pile ditlieulties attending a complete cure, and often-

tinu'S any ])ermanent modilieation of the affection

towards the pharyngeal openings, and as the walls of

the tul)es normally arc in apposition in the greater

portion of their length, except in ccmncction with tlu^

art of swallowing, there is re(piisite a certain amouiu
of force to inject a flniil to tlie cavities of the middle
ear behind the drumhead. The itelion of the tlouehe

depends upon the ]iliysiologicid action of the muscles
of tlie palate, which close the lower part of the

pharynx, and prevent the passage downwards of the

mrdieating lic[uid, which, entering the nostril on one

>ide, tilling the nasal cavity and upper jiart of the

even by specialists, are so great that the charlatan finds
! pharynx, escapes through the opposite nostril. If there

an ever teeming field for practice in this direction. ' is undue potency of the tubes, the current may be

That the use of the Welier douche is one of the best! forced up against the cilia, and [xissibly reach the

methods of cleansing the nasal passages and superior ' tympanic cavities, although inflammation may result

portion of the pharynx there is no doubt ; and simple
i
without its going so far, but on account of the cxten-

solutions, lus of chloride of sodium, and of iiermau- sion of tubal irritation. The more frequent source of

ganate of potassa, sometimes ))roduce remarkably danger, however, is the act of deglutition, which may
b,'neficial results when intro<luced to the Sehneiderian 1 occur while the pharynx above the palate is filled.

membrane by this simple instrument, so easy of manip-

ulation as to l)e used by a child, after a little instruc-

tion. Under different names, and accompanied by a

host of patented nostrums known as '• Catarrh Cures,"

it is found in every apothecary's store, and is more
gcnjrally used than any other means of treating what
may be properly termed the national disease. Of
late, however, the attention of certain aural surgeons

li;is liL'en directed to occasional injurious effects pro-

duced on the Eustachian tubes and the tympanic'

Cavities attending its use, and I'rof. St. .fohn Koosa,

of Xew York, first called attention to cases of acute

suppuration of the middle car, undoubtedly produced

by a current of fluid thrown by the douche into the

Eustachian tubes and to the delicate parts beyond.

Dr. Hoosa's statement produced some discussion, and

not a few scientific men doulited the conclusions and
<lcfcn<led the instrument. Dr. Koosa finally pub-

lislied, in the AicJiices of Op/ilhttlmologij and Otoloiji/,

a detailed report of sixteen cases occurring in his

own, and in the |>racticc of other reliable observ-

ers, which settled tlie question in the minds of otolo

I'he mouths of the Eustachian tubes simultaneously

open, and the hydrostatic action occurs along their

course. That this occurs frequently without any in-

juriour results following I am convinced, but the

danger always exists. Fluids thrown into the tympa-
iiinn cavities may be retained iinlil absorbed. .Vccord-

iiig to Mr. Yule's experiments,* thi' resistance of the

tubes is greater from above downwards, and "a
warm alkaline solution thrown downwards through
an imperforate drumhead reipiired forces suflicient to

raise a column of mercury four inches." Whatever
is forced upwards by pressure, ])roliably remains in

t'le great part until absorption takes place. The
tnidency of pus in the tympanic cavity to find its

way outwards througli the drumhead is well known,
and in acute catarrh the inflammatory products
are usually relieved in this way, instead of find-

ing an exit through the Eustachian tulxs into the

pharynx. When the current of medicated fluid from
llie douche is pa.ssing through the nostril into the

pliarynx, the act of deglutition is to be strenuously

avoided, and this precaution is insisted upon by the

gists generally. Dr. Pardee, of New York, has pul)-
, advocates of the douche as a means of treating catarrh.

iislied a report of cases of car trouble din'ctly traceable

to the use of the douche; and reciMitly Dr. Henry L
Shaw, of the Mas.sachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary,

has given his experience in eighteen cases, not all of

them due, however, to the use of the douche, throe

being caused by the posterior nares syringe, a hitherto

safely regarded instrument ; and one case from snuf-

fing salt and water from the hand through the nostrils.

The late Prof. Hinton, of Lonchm, mentions a ca.sc,

in his Qiifntioni of Aaral Siinjcnj, in which the

douche was u.sed by " a most careful and competent

physician." " The patient was u clergyman, aged

il being asserted tiiat with proper care the mishap is

impossible. Notwithstanding the utmost attention,

occasionally a |(ortion of the fluid may escape into the

iliroat below the palate, and swallowing involuntarily

takes place. Of course, the risk of entrance of some
of the solution into the open orifice of the tubes is very

great, and upiui the distance penetrated depends the

risk of resulting cur disturbance. AVhcn this risk is

fully considered, and with the grave consecpiences of

suppurative inflammation in view, it is certainly true

• " J iiirnni of .\i)aU>my an I i'hjm oloiry," N >V4:iubi*r. I-S7J.
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that the suggestions already made liy oliscrvcrs in the

field of otology are of the utmost importance ; and
that the apparently simple and useful nasal douche is

really a dangerous instrument, the use of which should
be discarded, except under conditiimal circumstances.

Careful observers, physicians in large general practice,

have stated that there has been within a few years an
increased numljcr of cases of "running from the

ear," and of ear-ache, in adults, and I have no douljt

that, if reliable statistics could be collected, it would
l.>e demonstrated tliat the use of the nasal douche has
actually increased the jDroportion of ear disease to an
apprecial)le extent.

It would be exceedingly difflcult to demonstrate
t'lat chronic otitis media, with general sclerosis of the

jjarts, one of the most formiclable of all aural dis-

eases, may be excited in the same w.ay, yet I believe that

such is tlie case, and that irritation of the tuljcs may
ultimately extend, and finally terminate in tliis affec-

tion. Dr. Shaw, of Boston, takes this view, and it is

certainly rational and scientific. Catarrhal aftVctious

of the nose and pharynx can Ije treated efficaciously

in other ways, equally simple, as by the atomizer; and
the use of the douche should, generally, be discoun-

tenanced by medical men. The following cases illus-

trate tlie dangers aljovc mentioned that may occur,

notwithstanding in most of the cases the patients were
aware that it was highly objectionable to swallow
while tlie fiuid was in circulation, for reasons aside

from the disagreeable taste of the solution used.

Novemlier 9, 1875.—Mr. R., tet. fifty-four. Shaip
pain in both ears following use of a solution called
" Sanford's Catarrh Cure," injected from a tin cup on a

shelf, tlirough a rubber tube placed in one nostril.

Pain and noises in ear relieved hj treatment, without

supi uration becoming established. The following

week tlie apparatus was again used. Violent pain

followed immediately, and, after a sleepless night, dis-

charge from the left meatus of jmrulent matter. An
examination showed general inflammation, with a

ragged perforation of the drumhead in the inferior

quadrant.
December 10, 187.5.—Mr. R., a;t. twenty-nine. Con-

sumptive. Has used a salt and water injeetioii through

tlie douche three times a day for ozania. While using it

his wife " made me laugh," and a " rush into lioth ears

like a trip-haminer " was felt. Sharp pain followed;

the next morning it was agonizing, and tliere was ten-

derness behind tlie left auricle. The drumhead was
incised on this side, setting free the accumulated .se-

cretion, and relief was obtained. Patient passed from
observation, but I am informed that sujipuration from
the left car continued until his death, last May, from
pulmonary disease.

December 37, 187.5.—Mr. B., ret. forty-eight. A
strong, hearty man, of active occupation and haliits.

Six weeks before he came under observation, had pain

in lioth ears, following the use of "Dr. Manning's Ca-

tarrh Specific." injected by a douche with fall of two
feet. "Dr." Manning's catarrh remedy evidently con-

tains carbolic acid and glycerine, apparently in safe

proportions. The ear-ache was checked by hot water,

and leeclies to the tragus before suppuration liecame

established in the right ear, but there was profuse dis-

charge from the left meatus, coming from tlie middle
ear tlirough an opening in the drumhead. Passed out

of observation because he " did not believe that a dis-

charge from the ear should be checked." I am in-

formed that the suppuration, with accompanying deaf-

ness, has continued until the present time.

Miss S., oet. nineteen. Chlorotic. Has had ozsena

for many years. Has been treated m different ways,

and for a mouth previous has used a Tluidichum
douche with a fall of about three feet. Salt and
water and a solution of tannin were used alternately,

morning and evening, with great lienefit, so far as the

nasal inflammation was concerned. October 4th, " took
a fresh cold," and used the douche a number of times

during the d.ay, passing a pint of the solution thrmigh
the nostrils at once. Severe pain in both ears followed
the involuntary act of deglutition, occurring the la^t

use of the douche, and a yellow discharge from both
external canals appeared in the course of the next day.

This ))atient came to me for advice with subacute

otitis media, with profuse granulations sprouting from
the orifice in the left drumhead ; and a small polypus
filled the perforation of the right. A cure was effected

after tedious treatment.

Mrs. R.. a-t. thirty-eight. Mother of eleven cliildrrn

and in delicate health. U.sed the douche occasionally

for " colds in the head." The day previous to first visit

" noticed a strange feeling in lioth cars while cleans-

ing the nose and throat with salt and water." The
douche was on a shelf " about three feet over the

head." A " jarring noise," gradually increasing,

and filially intense pain, brought her to visiting her

physician, and I saw the case in consultation. Prompt
treatment jn-eventcd sui)puration, but there were
marked symptoms of congestion, injected vessels in

the line of the handle of the malleus for twelve days.

Mr. S., ret. nineteen. Chronic catarrh since childhood.

Has used one of Dr. Clarke's car douches for inject-

ing salt and water in the nostrils at intervals for sev-

eral months. Ten days ago used the douche in the

morning as usual, without any untoward symptoms.
Shortly afterwards " felt something in the ears," and
on making efforts to relieve by the Valsalvian meth-

od, tasted salt in the mouth. The relief gained was
temiiorary, and toward night had a " regular ear- ache."

This was the commencement of a severe attack of

otitis media purulenta. and accompanying impairment
of hearing, which, however, yielded to treatment.

H.^HTFOED, CONX., July, 1S7C.

THERMOMETRIC OBSERVATIONS PER-
TAINING TO THE EFFECT OF ALCO-
HOL ON ANIMAL TEMPERATURE.

Bt a. D. FELTON, M.D.,

BYBACCSE, N. T.

According to Liebig and his adherents, alcohol in-

creases animal temperature. If this be true, then, ir-

respective of other qualities it may possess, alcolu)l

is indicated when the temi)erature is below normal, as

in collapse, and is contra-indicated in fevers; whereas,

exactly the reverse of the above is tnie, if it reduces

the temperature, according to the more recently accept-

ed theory of Richardson.

We commenced the study of alcohol feeling a little

as we fancy .^lisop the hermit did at the audacity of the

half-frozen wanderer who could blow both hot and
cold ; but, after personal investigation, we are disposed

to believe Ijoth theories are correct ; that alcohol is

double-headed, and does increase and diminish tem-

perature. The following is a summary of sixty-two

hypodermic injections of alcohol, and two hundred
and tliirty thermometric observations made upon the

cat, the result of each day's experiments perfectly

agreeing. But we fully appreciate that our investiga-

tions are too meagre to allow of definite conclusions,

there are so many c^ueries constantly arising which arc
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susceptible of different solutions, depending upon tlic

size of llic doses, freijueney of repetition, continuimee

of the alcoholic diet, time of tlie thernionutric obser-

vations, etc.; so that to reacli satisfactory deductions

is no easy matter. Coniparini; eacli day's experiments,

we lind the greatest eliaiii;e of tempi laturi' talves place

in ahout thirty-live or forty minutes after the first

hvpodcrmic injection of alcohol, usually three min-
utes. In the normal eat this change is invariably a re-

duction of about five eighths of u degree. At the ex

piration of about * tifty minutes, sometimes later, the

temperature usually begins to ri.se, and at the enil of

an hour it hius recovered nearly half the ground lust,

as one-fourth of a degree. Now repeating the injec-

tions, and increasing the (pianlity to four minims, in

thirty-live minutes the temperature falls about half as

much as after the first injection. At the expiration of

the second hour it has recovered the quarter of a degree

lost. Xow inject five minims of alcohol, and in about

forty minutes the temperature falls about half as much
as before, or an eighth of a degree; but at the end of

the third hour it has risen to the starting-point of the

morning, as to normal. We now give an injection of

si.x minims, and in about forty minutes there is a

f^liglit fall of temperature ; but at the expiratiim of the

fourth hour it has risen a fjuarter of a degree above
normal. Continuing the injections, we commence the

sixth hour three-eighths of a degree above nornud ; but

since the increase of temperature continues, until

checked by the alcohol, in tliirty-fivc minutes it regis-

ters five-eighths a1)ovc normal; at the expiration of

forty minutes it has fallen onc-fourtli of a degree.

iilainly showing the effect of the alcohol ; but at the

close of the sixth hour it again reaches five-eighths

above normal.

At another time we gave five-minim doses every

hour, and the effect was more decided and prolonged,

the temperature not reaching the lowest |)oint until

about fifty minutes after the injection, and remaining

below normal an hour longer than when using smaller

graduated doses ; but when it passed the normal, the

increase as in the other cas^s was proportionate to the

(juantity administered.

On the first days of observation, when we ndniinis-

t.-red the alcohol without much regard for regularity,

the temperature rose above normal more fpiickly, and
no reasonable dose would materially effect a reduc-

tion
;
yet the effort at red\iction was usually manifest.

Although an elevated temperature as the result of al-

cohol would yield very little to repeated injections,

yet the subsequent rise of temperature following the

administration of alcohol was always marked. Again
we commenced with three minims, repeated in an Ixnir.

increasing each dose one minim. ai)d lessening the time

between each injecticm five minutes, until we were

administering eight minims every forty-five minutes,

the fpnmtity and time thereafter remaining the .same ;

and with an equal daily quantity of alcohol, by thus

anticipating the rise of temperature, we were able to

keep it in subjection for an hour or two longer than

l>y any other method we practised, but the subseiiuent

elevation took place precisely as in the other experi-

ments. AVitli all our experiments, in about two huurs

after thehist injection the tempeiature woid<l rise from
thn'efomlhs to one and a half ibgrees above normal,

depending upon the ipiantity of alcohol administered
;

the larger the tot.al daily quantity tlie higher the tem-

perature. We estimated that it rccpiired from six to

ten hours after the discontinuance of the alcohol for

• Wc arc fnrnsij to tnnko froqiicnt nw* of the wnril aboul^ for In imch
expcrlmcnU an eieact corrcppondcnoe of time could not bo expected.

the temperature to fall to normal, but the following

fiiur to six days showed a reactinn in which the tem-

perature fell below niuinal, in one instance a whole
degree on the fourth day.

.V cat under observation contracted a sore eye.

as the result of which her temperature was increasul

from three-eighths to one and live-eighths degree. In

friim forty to forty-five minutes after the first injeeti(.ii

of alcohol, her tempeiature had fallen from three-

fourths to one and a (piaiter degree, nt one time

falling half a degree below normil. and again lo

within a quarter or three-eighths (jf novmal ; but in an

hour it commenced to rise, although the injectior.s

were repeated. <>n three of the four days of fever

observations, the temperature did not rise to within

less than an eighth of a degree of the morning start-

ing point, and by repeating the injections it runained
about half a degree under the fever point of ihe

morning. On the afternoon of the rtniaining day,

the fever ros half a degree above the morning
temperature. On each day the immediate effect of

the alcohol was a reduction, followed by a rise of

temperature, but the latter was not as ra()id or marked
as in the experiments on the normal animal. Of
course we cannot say the temperature would not have
fallen without the alcohol ; but we arc not disposed lo

believe it a mere coincidence, that on each davit should
fall in forty or fifty minutes after the injection.

Neither can we say the fever would have increased

without the alcohol—we ai(' of Ihe opinion it would
not

; while it appeared to have an immediate elTect in

reducing the temperatun', we noticed that the in-

crease, following the diminution, was not as lajiid or

great as when there was no fever ])reseiit. A cat

suffering from poison, for a few days had a tempera-

ture of one and a fourth to one and three-eighths de-

gree below noiiual. In twenty minutes after an
injection of five minims of alcohol the temperature
rose about half a degree, in an hour a whole degree.

In fifteen minutis more it had fallen about a half a

degree, when a repetition of the alcohol caused it to

rise, and thus by repeating the dose the tc in|)eralure

could be raised to noimnl. and ultimately a little

above, only to drop on discontinuing the injections;

but after the second dose the teiniierature would re-

main nearly at normal, with intervals of two or three

hours between the dose.s, and we inferred a fever

would result if the alcohol was icpiatid too fre-

quently. In a case of collapse oecurring in piactice,

the treatment being hypodermic injections of alcohol,

the carefully noted thermometiie observations i)er-

feelly agree with the above ex])erimeiil8. In this case

the temperature fell t(n and a half degrets in tweiily-

four hours, four and a half degrees below normal. Ihe

))atient apparently being moribund. In two hours'

time we administered four injections, and afteiwaids
friMpiently gave a few drops of whiskey by the mouth.
We are now inclined to lielieve the alcohol was re-

peated too frequently, and was instrumental in cans

ing, or at least in increasing, the high fever which
followed in two or three days.

In our experiments, the vagin.al temperature was
t:iken with the bulb of the thermipineter well inclosed.

The normal lemperalure was lOlJ' F., and each injic-

lion consisted of from two lo eight minims of alcohol

proof spirits, largely diluted; but we usually com-
menced with three minims, as we found that less

than that quantity jiossessed little or no depres.sing

power over the temperature. Aftir the first dose it was
necessary to inenase tln^ (piantily in order to produce
Ihe same effect, but it never occasion! d intoxication.

One or two minims would not lower the tcDipcraturo
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unless it was the first dose, and not usually then, but
ii slight subsequent elevation of temperature occurred
sooner than when it first caused a reduction.

In conclusion, alcoliol first reduces tlie temperature

oE tlie normal animal, tlien raises it above normal. When
repeated, its immediate tendency is to clicclv an increase

of temperature, but after a little, a rise usually fol-

lows, and is proportionate to tlie amount of alcoliol

injected. In the feverish condition it temporarily

diminislies tlie temperature, and is disposed to prevent

ail increase of fever. In collapse it does not further

lower, but raises the temperature to normal, and be-

yond, if too frequently repeated ; therefoi'e, we would
be governed by the thermometer in the administration

of alcohol in such cases. In brief, tlie tendency of

alcohol is to first depress, and then elevate, the pre-

viously normal temperature, and to correct an abnor-

mal temperature.

COCA AND ITS ALKALOID COCAIK

By ISAAC OTT, M.D.,

DEMONSTRATOR OF PHYSIOLOGY, U-VIYERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA.

Some time ago, in a jiamplilet* jiublishcd for private

distribution, I detailed some experiments made with
this sul)stance. As the action of coca has lately been
a subject of remark in the medical journals, I send you
the following:

Tlis ex))eriments were made witVi coca leaves from
Schering of Berlin, and cocain obtained from Tromnis-
dorff. The succeeding experiment was made upon
myself.

After a small dinner, with a cup of coffee, I masti-

cated coca. s%vallowing leaves and saliva. First, in-

creased salivation; warmth of buccal mucous mem-
l>rane, which extended to stomach ; the taste of leaves

at first rather bitterish, but at length swectisli ; numij-

iiess of buccal mucous membrane ; the heat of the

skin seemed increased, and the physical forces seemed
greater. In thirty-five minutes a slight disposition to

move about. In two hours and a half ten grammes
eaten, and some intoxication present; co-ordination

somewhat impaired ; muscular strength seemed weak-
ened ; a sort of paresis; disposition to be left alone

;

sitting
;
going into reverie, with frontal pain

;
tinnitus

aurium ; ears feel as if I had been blowing a wind
instrument

;
pupil slightly dilated. In three hours,

somnolency; frontal pain and fulness about ears con-

tinues; disposition to close eyelids; general numbness
of whole body. In three hours and twenty-five minutes
29 cubic centimetres of water taken ; mouth is hot and
dry; nervous urine passed. In three hours and forty-

five minutes, general numbness; reveries; holding of

respiration, as in deep thought. In four hours I have
taken 19+ grammes of coca; the remaining were
chewed, and the saliva only swallowed ; somnolency
disappeared; mind bright and clear. In five hours,

I have taken 38 grammes
;
pupil more dilated ; slight

supper taken, no coffee, but water ; the supper seemed
to bring down the action of the coca. In seven hours

and forty minutes, the coca being gradually chewed,
frontal headache returns with fulness of ears. In eight

hours and forty-five minutes (50 grammes of coca liave

lieen chewed ; loquacity ; eyes Ijrilliant and moist ; at

i3nglli speech becomes thick; am in high spirits and
full of hopes. In ten hours and fifteen minutes fron-

tal headache again coming on ; drowsiness ; then

retire, but am unable to sleej). After a few hours,

deep sleep comes on, but is disturbed and not pro-

longed. Arise at 7.30 .\.M. ; face pale; eyes seem
dry ; lips bluish ; take a light breakfast without coffee.

Since 10.30 p.m. last night have had frontal pain;
sensation in mouth still blunted. At dinner took three

cups of coffee, whicli relieved nie, but headache came
on during the afternoon ; taste blunted during the

whole day.

Coca on man increases tlie pulse, elevates the tem-
perature, dilates the Jjupil, and decreases the amount
of water used and chloride of sodium excreted by the

kidneys.

Observations made with cocain on lower animals
gave the following results:

In small and large doses it causes loss of co-ordina-

tion and decrease of motor power; it does not para-

lyze the anterior columns of the spinal cord.

In small doses it increases the sensibility, which
causes general convulsions upon irritation. Large doses

abolish the functions of the posterior columns and
sensory nerves.

When gradually introduced into the system, it kills

by stoppage of res]3iratioii. It reduces the pulse and
arterial tension momentarily and afterwards increases

them. This effect is a result of an action on the heart

and vaso- motor centre. It does not paralyze cither the

pneumogastrics or the vaso-motor centre situated in

the brain.

It first excites and then paralyzjs the centres of

respiration.

The pupil is dilated, and the temperature after a

de])ression rises.

On stiiated muscles the course of contraction, as

registered by Marey's comparative myograph,is similar

to that with veratria.

If coca and cocain are compared with coffee and
caffein in their physiological action, the result will be
that they are very similar, and that coca and its alka-
loid should be classed among the excitants, of whicli

coffee is the chief esauiple.

Easton, Pa.

* Cocain, Yeratria, and Gelaeminum. Lindsay 5i Blakistan. 1871.

CASE OF NECROSIS OF INTERNAL EAR,
FROM CHRONIC SUPPURATION OF
MIDDLE EAR.

TRE.VTED AT DR. AQNEW's CLINIC, MANHATTAN ETE AND
EAK HOSPITAL, NEW YORK.

Reported by J. OSCROFT TANSLEY, M.D.,

NEW TOnK.

Monday, May 1, 1876. —Thomas H , sixteen years

t)ld. Has had otitis media supjjurativa chronica since

five years of age.

Cause, at that time, supposed to be an attack of

measles. Has been treated occasionally during this

time, but with little success.

The reason for this lack of success seems to have
been a want of due appreciation of its seriousness, and,

of course, the accompanying carelessness in attending

to the affection, rather than any peculiar uumanage-
ableness of the disease.

The discharge continued occasionally in vaiying
amounts, until about five years ago, when, after going
in sea-bathing, a severe and acute pain was expe-

rienced upon the left side of the head, and accom-
panied liy a swelling behind the left ear. The swell-

ing was poulticed, and in a short time l)roke and
discharged considerable matter. Since that time it
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has never liealed, luit has coutinued to discharge more
or less.

Thus it would seem that both cars li:ive suppurnti

d

for ten or eleven years, and the openings in mastoid
region have existeil and suppuratetl for five years.

Aliout one year ago the nioutli became drawn to one
side, and he was unable to elose tlie left eye. Con-
siderable pain has been felt in tlie head and side of

the liead, and also l)eliind the steruo-cleido-mastoideus

muscle, also a dizzy feeling occasionally ; but I was
unable to gain any infornuition as to the character of

the pains, wlietliir dull, heavy, shooting, or lancinat-

ing, or any peculiarity in tlie dizziness.

Present aiipearance : facial paralysis on left side

complete ; unable to move or use the muscles sujiplied

by left portio dura at all.

Hoth ears running and full of pus ; left car also

has a hard substance like bone, presenting at external

meatus.
Left processus mastoidcus tender and in an ulcerous

condition, and showing two [joints at which ])us is

oozing. Hearing distances : Itight, j^ ; left, ^i.

Treatment.—Right ear was syringed and a large

perforation found in mcmbrana tympani, and appear-

ing as usual in otitis media suppurativa chronica of

such long standing, but no polypi or granulations.

Hearing distance much improved.
I/cft ear syringed externally to clear away the pus.

and then seizing the presenting bony mass witli a pair

of polypus forceps, and by rocking slightly, and at the

same time using traction, it was extracted. Tliis mass
of bone and pus measured about three-cightlis inch

in diameter and three-fourths inch in length ; and
upon l)eing macerated was found to consist of the

liones of the internal ear—that is, the cochlea and
semicircular canals.

The ear was careftdly syringed out, and water was
seen to ooze out of the two openings behind the ear on
the processus mastoidcus.

The probe was not used to investigate the sinuses.

Upon examination now, after having .syringed the

ear, quite a cavity was seen, and lined seemingly with

liealthy granulating matter.

The patient was seen by Drs. Agnew and Webster,
the former advising free incisions over the mastoid

and opening of the sinuses; Imt finally it was dicidid
to let the patient wait for a day or two, or until more
positive indications for cutting should be manifest,

as pain, etc.

Kustachian tubes were permeable to Politzer's

method of inflation.

An instillation of argt. nit. gr. x. ad j i. was used,

and a solution of zinci sulphas, gr. iv. ad 3 i., was
givin to be used iu right ear only, and three times

daily.

Advised to syringe both cars several times a day
with warm wati'r.

Wednesday, May 3.—Patient came and professed to

be greatly relieved, and certainly looke<l much l)etter.

Says his ears have not run so profusely since he lias

been treated. Probe was passed into the upper open-

ing on mastoid, and was found to ])a9S directly into

the external canal, opening into it about one-half

inch from external meatus. Consulting witli Drs.

Webster and Pomcroy, it was thought advisable tn

still further i>ostpone the cutting i>f the tissues over

mastoid, lieeause of tin- marked improvement without

cutting. Syringing and instillation same as Monday,
and same treatment advised as then.

Friday, May ."1.— Patient prcsent.s a much improveil

appearance: has lia<l no pain of any kind, or any

unpleasant feelings. The cavity previously noticed

seems to be filling up with granulation matter, bul

having a healthy appearance.

.Monday, May 8.— Says he is feeling better every

d:iv, and has no trouble with liis ears, and they run

l>ui little.

Wednesday, May 10.— Still im|)r(i\ing; has no
running from ears, and allliough the cars have not

been cleansed since early this morning, I can find no
pus in any part of either ear. In left ear there seems
t(i l)e a new membrana tympani forming.

Kriday, May 12.—A more carefid examination of

lift ear to-day shows the membrane noticed on

Tliursday to be thin iind continuous with tlie ipider-

mis of tlie external car, more cicatricial than mem-
branous in character, and laying upon the inner wall

of middle ear, leaving no cavity in the jiosterior

])iirtion; but iu the anterior part it is deflected

from the inner wall of middle ear over the opening of

Kustachian tube to the anterior wall of external canal,

leaving here a small cavity. In the central part of

I

anterior portion there is a ])erforalion, or peiliaps.

better to say, an unformed part through which air may
1 be made to pass by the Valsalvian method.

Very little suppuration in either ear. No pains or

bad feelings. Same treatment continued.

.July 14, 1870.—Since last date the |)atienl has pre-

sented himself regularly at clinic, and has had no
mifavorable symptcjiii. Left ear seems to have en-

tirely ceased to suppurate, and to jjcrsons not skilled

and experienced in examination of ears, seems like an

iMtlinary membrana tympani with a small perforation

anteriorly; but it c.-in l)e easily demonstrated by

S^igle's tympanoseope that there is no tympanic
cavity, and this seeming membrane has more of a

cicatiicial appearance and character.

It is hardly necessary for me to say that the small

bones of micklle ear, as malleus, etc., are not iJiesent.

Facial |)aralysis is still ])reseut, remaining un-

changed from his first appearance, notwithstanding

the fact that he has received the best of treatment foi-

this paralysis in the neurological departnunt of

Manhattan Hospital, under the direction of Dr.

Seguin.

I'lierc is, in all prob.i1)ility, a solution of continuity

ot the left portio dura in its passage through the

[letrous bone.

The openings in ni.istoid region have entirely healed.

proiirfGG of iHftiiral Scirncf.

TltK.VrMKXT OK CEUT.MN FoiiMS OK AcNi-;.—Dr.

Cliautry claims that he has obtained gratifying suc-

cess in the treatment of relullions cases of acne of the

tiiberctilous and hypertrophic variety, by the use of

iodide ot sulphur intirn.-illy in combination with

Hardy's lotion < xternally. He gives at first one. then

two or three of the following pills: 1{. Suliihur.

iodide, gr. s.s. ; Extr. solaiii dnlcamaiai, gr. ij. JI. He
employs also the following lotion: 1{. A(iuie. ; iijs.s.;

I'r. benzoin, Z i. ; Pota.«s. siilplinret, 3 i. M. A tea-

spoonful in lukewarm watir, to be used morning :ind

evening. (Hardy.) If this lotion causes too much
irritation, it must be replaced by lotions of filttrcd

liran-water. In some cases the iodide of sulphur c.'iuses

•_'a>tralgia, ami its use must be discontinued ; but if

Iliis does not occur, a noticeable amelioration of the

alfectlun is found iu ab;)ut twelve to twenty dajs.
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The liard, purple elevations -which surround the tulier-

fles slowly soften and Ijecome less swollen, the usual

desquamation of the e])idermis takes plare, and soon

nothing remains but a diffuse, pale congestion, which
disa|)]iears slowl}', and is often succeeded bj' triangular

cicatrices.

In a case of acne rosacea of the face, of nine

months' duration, which had resisted several metliods

of treatment, the iodide of sulphur could not be

borne, and iodide of potassium was given instead, in

doses rapidly increasing to a drachm a day. At the

same time the diseased parts were rul:il)ed briskly every

evening with a sulphurpomade (15 sulphur to 30 lard).

In lifteen days tlie cure was almost complete, and two
months later there had l)een no return of the disease.

—Lyon Medical, June 18th.

AnATOMIC.VL OusERV.iTIONS ON DlPIIxnERlA.

—

Prof. Bizzozero, in 11 Murgmjn't, No. 3, 1876, gives the

results of his studies on the alterations of the spleen

and of certain liaMiiitopoetic organs in membra-
nous inflammation of the stomach. He found the

splenic pulp full of red globules. The JIalpighian

corpuscles, in addition to the usual lymphatic elements,

presented a moderate numlier of small granules of fat,

numerous small granules becoming pale on the addi-

tion of acetic acid, and large nucleated cells contain-

ing a certain numl)er of fatty granules.

The Peyer's plaques were much tumefied ; their su-

))erficies were irregular, will; irregular dejjressions and
elevations, and a reticulated disposition. The follicles

were constituted of the usual lymjiliatic cells, but they

were more granular, containing numerous fatty and
albuminoid granules.

Bizzozero found also on the internal superficies of

th3 stomach pseudo-membrane, apparently similar

to the croupous exudations existing on the mucous
membranes of the pharynx, tonsils, etc.

—

Lo Sperimen-

tale.

On the Influence op Tr.vumatism on Pregnancy.
—M. GuCniot recently read a paper on this subject be-

fore the Sociiti de Chirurgie of Paris, liis observations

being based on an analytical study of 240 cases of in-

juries and wounds of all sorts received during preg-

nancy, including also surgical operations performed on

))regnant women. In closing his paper, he emliodied

the results of his studies in the following conclusions

:

I. When the traumatism affects a pregnant woman
who is in a state of perfect health (woman healthy,

uterus healthy, products of conception healthy), it

exerts as a rule no prejudicial influence on tlie preg-

nancy, whatever may be its variety, and, to a certain

extent, wliatever its intensitj'. To this rule there are

the three following exceptions :

I. Wlien the injury implicates any part of the gen-

ital zone, that is to say, tlio vulvo-uterine canal, the

perineal or the anal region, the pregnancy is not infre-

(]uently cut short. This unfavoraljle result, moreover,

seems to depend more on the duration or repetition

of the traumatic act than on its severity.

3. Whatever may be the seat of the injui'y, if there

be great loss of blood within a short period of time,

the pregnancy is seriously menaced and the life of the

woman more or less compromised.

3. Finally, if the injury be secondarily aggravated
by erysipelas, jjhlegmon, angioleucitis, or other inflam-

matory complication, there is danger of abortion.

II. When the gestation is complicated by some pa-

thological condition, such as abnormal irritaljility of

the uterus, disease or excessive size of the product of

conception, allnuuinuria, etc., any injury, no matter

how slight it may be or what region it may affect, will

as a rule excite premature expulsion of the ovum. In

thi.s case the true cause of the abortion is to be found
in the previous jjathological condition, organic or

functional, that complicated the pregnancy, and not

in the traumatism, which simply plays the part of ad-

juvant, or exciting cause.

III. In view of the extreme difficulty, and often

even impossibility, of diagnosticating some of these

morbid conditions (abnormal irritability of the uterus,

disease of the ovum, etc.), it is necessary to be very

cautious about advising surgical operations during
pregnancy. If the operation involve the genital zone,

pregnancy j)resentsan absolute counterindication to its

performance, except incases of necessity.

IV. Finalh', with regard to the medico-legal aspect

of abortion, in order to ijroperly .appreciate tlie influ-

ence of the injury on the abortion, it is absolutely

necessary to know the condition of the different parts

of the ovum at the moment of their expulsion.— ie
Mouvement Medical, June 17th.

The Ei-ectrolttic Treatment of Tumors.—Dr.

Julius Althaus, of London, thinks that the limits of

the usefulness of electrolysis in the treatment of tu-

mors are now so thoroughly ascertained, that they will

be neither notably enlarged nor diminished by future

observations. Tiie following is a short resumC of his

latest conclusions as to the varieties of tumors in which
electrolysis is useful :

1. JVttU'!(s.—Electrolysis possesses undoubted advan-

tages over all tlie other methods of treating this vari-

ety of tumor. The ordinary round, flat na'vus, which
is elevated but little above the level of the skin, is

often cured by a single electrolytic application ; but

the large port-wine spots often require half a dozen
sitting.?. Dr. Althaus uses for the operation from 10

to 15 cells of Daniell's battery, both poles being intro-

duced into the tumor. As soon as the circuit is closed

the destruction of the na;vus begins, the Ijlood-vessels

and skin seeming to wither up rapidly. The destruc-

tion takes place most actively in the neighborhood of

the positive jiole. The current should not be too strong

nor continued too long in any one s])ot, or it will leave

a cicatrix. After the operation, the surface should

be covered with a gold-beater's skin, but no dressing

is necessary, lor there is no discharge and no pain.

The scab falls off in ten to fourteen days, leaving a

healthy surface that gradually assumes the aj)pearance

of the neighljoring skin.

2. Bronchoech.—Electrolysis is less painful, and less

dangerous than the usual surgical treatment of the

cystic form of goitre. Dr. Althaus introduces two or

three needles connected with the negative pole of the

battery into the cyst, the positive electrode being ap-

))lied to the skin in the form of a moistened sponge.

The current decomposes the fluid in the cyst, and
converts the solution of chloride of sodium into a so-

lution of caustic soda, which cauterizes the secreting

membrane of the cyst, and prevents the production of

more fluid. Two to six applications generally bring

about a cure.

The hypertrophic bronchocele is much less amenable
to treatment, and is generally let alone by surgeons.

When, however, it becomes dangerous by j)ressure on
important structures, electrolysis is indicated, and may
lie advantageously combined with injections of tinc-

ture of iodine. The latter breaks down the internal

structure of the tumor, especially when it is old and
firm, and so secures a freer passage for the electric cur-

rent through the mass. In recent cases the injections

may be omitted.

3. Atheroma.—Electrolysis removes this_ variety of
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tumor quickly, and withoiit risk, and leaves no cica-

trix. Til" action is more rapid when liutli poles are

introduced into thu tuniur, than wUcu the negative
alone is used.

4. li'cnrrin'j Flhrohl.—As the knife fails to cure

this variety of tumor, Dr. Altliaus thinks that electro-

lysis should receive a fair trial. The results he has
obtained with it so far have not heen particularly cii-

coura;;ii\f;, probably because in all his cases tlie tumors
had attained enormous size, and had existed a lon^
tim.'. In one desperate case, on which Sir .las. I'a!j;et,

Sir Wni. Fergusson, and Jlr. Cesar Hawkins liad re-

fused to operate, electrolysis relieved the intense pain

and caused a diminution of the siz3 and hardness of
ths tumor; but the treatment could not be followed
out for a sufficient length of time to give positive re-

sjU.s, as tlie patient w.is unable to remain in London.
5. Ciiuen:—.Vlthough electrolysis cannot replace

the knife in the tccatmeut of primary carcinoma, it

often produces excellent results in epitlielioma and
recurrent cancer. It cannot remove tlie cancerous dia-

thesis, but it relieves tlie pain, enables tlie patient to

sleep, improves the appetite,.and strengthens and ([iiiets

th.' entire system, and so renders tlic hist months of life

more bearable.— JJirliiter kliii. Wocheiischrifl, April
17th.

Ammon«mia.—At the meeting of the Aerztlicher Vfr-

ein of ilarbnrg, on Feliruary 9th, Prof. Roser exhibited

th; bladder of a young man who had sufTered from
cilculus. Xo operation had been performed, because,

when admitted into the hospital, he had symptoms of
pericystitis with marked collapse. The bladder prc-

s'nt<'d an ulcenited perforation, and the ammoniacal
urine was infiltrated as far as the inguinal ring. Thr
l>rofessor recounted a number of similar cases of am-
niontcmic collapse, from which he deduced the follow-
ing conclusions:

1. Acute ammon.T;mia, which is caused by absorp-
tion of decomposed urine, produces marked collapse

with low temperature of the blood.
2. A low temperature in cystitis and pyelitis may

lie considered diagnostic of ammon;emia.
3. When the source of the ammon:pmia is removed

without delay by cutting into the urethra, the bladder,
or the pelvis of the kidney, the symptoms of collai)se

often disappear.

4. Ammomeniia deserves more attention on the part

of surgeons than it has heretofore received.

—

fSulini'j-

klin. Wueheimchri/t, June lOtli.

HllOMIUK of AUSENIC IX TIIK TllF.AT.MKNT OK
Ei'ii.EP.sY.— Dr. Th. CleiU'ns, of Piankfort-on-the-
Main, has employed bromide of arsenic for twenty
years in the treatment of diseases of the nervous sys-

t.?m, and especially of epilepsy, and claims that he has
oiitained astonisliing results with it. He uses the liipior

arsenic, broinat., and gives one or two drojw in a glass

<if water once, or, if necessary, twice daily. Tiiesc

minute doses may be given for months and oven years,

without producing tlie usual unpleasant effects of a

long-continued arsenical course. All his cases of epi-

lepsy have been markedly relieved and improved by
this remedy, but in only two eases has it produced a

complete cure. In many ca,scs of incurable epilepsy,

complicated with idiocy and deformities of the skull,

the tits were reduced in numlier from twenty in the

twenty-four hours, to fourorcven two, a result that lias

li 'en obtained by no other treatment. In connection
with the bromide of arsenic, an almost exclusively meat
diet is advised. The patients should be its much as pos-

silite in the open air in the daytime, and their windows
should bj kept open at night. Unlike bromide _of

piitiissium, this remedy does not reiiuire to be given
ill increasing doses, and instead of interfering with
digestion, improves the nutrition and strengtii. Dr.

( leinens has employed the following formula since

\^')9, and thinks that it ought to replace Fowler"s so-

hiti<m, which is irrational in its composition and un-
cirtain In its action. Tiiis solution becomes stronger

with time; the chemical union of the bromide with
the arscuiatc of potash becoming more and more per-

fect.— B Pulv. Arsenic, alb.. Potass, carb. e. tartar..

Ha 3 i.; coquc cum aquadestil. lb. ss. ad solut. perfect.;

addc, aq. evaporat. restitut.a. aquic dcstil. r xij.,

diin adde broni. pur. Z ij.. refrigerat. stet per siitHei-

ent. temp, ad decol., S. liq. arsenic, bromat.

—

All'j.

M,;l. Central-ZcituiKj, May 24tli.

On sonte VEsrcrr.AU Dise.^ses of the Toxoue.—
Dr. Stokes contributes to the DiMiii JoHt-unl of Medi-
'••'I ScUnre a paper in which he claims that there are
•• three distinct conditions in which a vesicular disorder
of the tongue may be found." One is a complaint
first described by Earlc in 1822, and since called

• Earle's Disease," in which the entire thickness of the

tongue was pervaded by minute, semi-transparent vcs-
(Ics; the clusters were in some cases separated by dee])

clefts, which discharged a fetid, irritating sanies, and
the slightest injury caused the diseased jiart to bleed
profusely. The disease gradually yielded to a strict

.ittention to perfect quiet and cleanliness, combined
with large doses of hyoscyamus, as much .as 3 i. of
the extract having been given daily. The second
form is one which docs not yield to treatment, and is

illustrated by a drawing from the museum of the

Kichmoud Hospital. The disease consists in a mafs
of vesicles with pink liases and semi-transparent tops of
hemispherical form, forming a circumscribed tumor
occupying nearly half the tongue. There is no indura-
tion of the surrounding parts. The growth occasion-

ally swells a little and is ))ainful, but has undergone
very little alteration in size or appearance during the

twenty or more years it has existed. The pain and
irritability are relieved liy the use of a weak solution

of citric acid as a lotion, and of hyoscyamus, but no
treatment has sueceeded in causing a radical improve-
ment. In the thiid form the vesicles are snpeificial

and dependent on gastric irritation, or on the presence
of bad teeth, or of a tumor, or ulcer of simple or
speeilic character, ov lastly, may be due to the herpetic

diathesis.

—

Dublin Journal of Malical Seiencf, Mav,
I S7(l.

Some Fomms ok Dyspepsia.—A clinical lecture <'n

thealiove subject, by Dr. Francis DelatUld, is publi>hed
in Vol. II.. No. 4, of the Aiiurioiii Clininil /.nt'ins.

Dr. Delafield holds that in many cases of dyspepsia
only one of the digestive organs is at fault, and that a

Ijroper analysis of the symptoms will enalde the
physician to discover whether it is the stomach, the

small or the large intestine, or the liver that is nt

fault. The symptoms of stomach dyspepsia aie

nausea and vomiting, pain, loss of appetite, eructa-

tions of gas and of sour lluiil, .and in old and severe

cases loss of strength and flesh. The pain always
follows the ingestion of food, and is rdieved by
vomiting. The lesions consist in a chronic iiiflainma-

lion of the mucous membrane of the stiunach, with »

loss of power in the muscular coat. The inner surface

of the organ is coated with tenacious mucus, the

eonne<tive tisKUe between the gastric tubules increased

in amount, and the tul>ules themselveg atrophied.
The stomach m.iy be very small or much dilated. The
milder cases can often be cured by regulating the di< t

and life. In the severe cases Dr. Delafield ricoin-
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mends washing out the stomach with the stomach-

pump, and cites two very bad cases that he cured

with tliis treatment, all drugs having previously been

proved useless.

In dyspepsia due to functional derangement of the

small intestine, the principal symptom is jjain, which
may bo referred to any part of the abdomen, is con-

stant and dull in character, and has no sjiecial relation

to the ingestion of food or its quality. It is generally

relieved for a time by liquor. It may come on at regular

intervals. Tlie appetite is good, and the bowels are

regular. There may be nausea, especially in the

morning, but it does not follow eating, and there is

no vomiting. Tlie patients are languid and feel good
for nothing, and are apt to become hypochondriacal.

In the treatment of this form cubebs, ipecac, and assa-

fretida are useful ; riding on horseback and travelling

are to be recommended.
Dyspeptic symjjtoms dependent on disordered func-

tions of the liver are very common. The great major-

ity of the cases of dyspepsia met with in Dr. Dcla-

field's clinic are cases of liver dyspepsia. The Doctor

divides these patients into two classes: the first includ-

ing persons of florid complexion and well-developed

muscular and fatty tissues; and the second, those of

pallid complexion, sjjare figure, and feeble muscles.

In the first class he thinks that the symptoms are due
to derangement of the functions of the liver, which

should effect the destructive metamorphosis of the al-

buminoid substances, so that the patients receive a full

supply of the nutritious portions of the food, but do not

get rid of the e.xcrementitious. In the second class, on

quent on the accumulation of hardened fseces in

the rectum, which, despite the diarrha?a, is never
entirely emptied. The treatment must consist first iu

clearing out the Large intestine by means of a la.x.-itive,

aided, if necessary, by scooping out the hardened
ffcces with the finger or some convenient instrument,

and sulisequently in the use of aloes and strychnine,

and regulation of the diet.

Injecting the Male Bladder without the Aid
OP A OATnETEU.—For the last year Prof. McGuire, of
Virginia, has made use of the following simple pro-

cedure in injecting the male bladder. He takes the

ordinary ruljber-bag syringe used to inject the

bladder through a catheter, the nozzle of which is

])rovided witli a stop-cock, and tapers to a jjoint.

The bag is filled with warm water, all the air being
carefully excluded, and the nozzle oiled and in-

troduced into the urethra for an inch or an inch and a
half. Tlie urethra is then gently compressed around
the nozzle of the syringe, the stop-cock turned, and, liy

gentle and continuous pressure on the bag, the watir
forced along the urethra into the cavity of the bladder.

It is important to avoid all rough manipulations, and
to inject the fluid slowly. "With a little i)raetice the

patient can perform the operation quite readily him-
self. Tliis method of injecting the bladder is

especially ajiplicablc to those not rare cases in wliich

the intriiducticm of a catheter causes pain or urethral

fever. The warm water may be medicated, but it is

important to remember that the mucous mem);i'aiie of

the bladder is more sensitive than that of the uretlira,

tiie other hand, the excretory and de.structive functions n"'^ consequently these injections must be milder than
simple urethral injections would need to be.

Prof. McGuire has employed this method with ad-

vantage in a case of malignant vascular tumor of tlie

bladder, and preparatory to the operations of litliotrity

and lithotomy. In a case of severe cystitis following
the first of a course of litliotrity sittings, distending the

l)ladder witli water by means of the bag syringe was fol-

lowed by such innnediate and great relief that he was
aljle in a few days safely to employ the lithotrite again.

In a case of severe strangury, the same proceeding gave
almost complete and immediate relief. It is, however,

in cases of cystitis and enlarged prostate that Prof.

McGuire anticipates most benefit from this metliod of
injecting the bladder. In these cases, the introduction

of the catheter and its necessary retention in the

bladder for some minutes, often cause urethral fever

and increased irritability of the bladder that more than
counterbalance the good the injection may have done.

The frequent introduction of the catheter, moreover,

in cases of chronic hypertroi)hy of the prostate,

undouljtedly has a tendency to increase the already
existing trouble. In these cases the bag syringe can,

witli few exceptions, bo substituted for the catheter.

Four or five ounces of warm water, simple or med-
icated, are to l_>e injected and retained for a few
moments and then expelled. What will remain in the
bladder will be, not the phosphatic, irritating urine

that was there before the operation, but a small
portion of this diluted with the water. By repeating

the injection the residual fiuid can be made entirely

unirritating.— Mrrjinia Mcjlical Monthly, July, 1876.

of the liver are well performed, but those functions

which should effect the assimilation of fat and pep-

tones are disordered, so that the patient is imperfectly

nourished. The usual symptoms of the second class

of cases are headache, curious nervous feelings, such

as local chilly or pricking sensations, dull pain in the

right hypochondrium, constipation, flatulence, and
slcjplessuess. The urine is normal, or contains an in-

creased amount of oxalate of lime, or sometimes

stellate crystals of phosphate of lime. This condition

is often very intractable to treatment. Tlie diet

sliould be full and nutritious; wines and other liquors

are often useful, and cream and cod-liver oil are some-

times indicated. Strychnine, aloes, podophyllin, etc.,

must be given to relieve the constipation; bromide of

potassium, assafcetida and guarana to allay the

nervous symi)toms and restlessness ; and mineral acids

as a tonic. Exercise in the open air is to be insisted

upon, and in young persons the daily use of the cold

bath. In the first class of cases tlie symptoms are

generally vertigo, uncomfortable feeling iu the head,

inability to apply the mind to business, and |5artial

loss of memory. The appetite is usually good, the

bowels irregular, .and tlie urine loaded with uric acid

or the ur.ate.s. Tlie treatment should consist mainly

in total alistinence from all alcoholic drinks, and from
tobacco, and in exerci.se in the open air. The natural

alkaline and sulphur waters are often useful, but no
reaular )>lan of treatment, as regards drugs, can be

laid down.
Dyspepsia due to derangement of the large intes-

tine is often met with in old people, and seems to

d-'pend either on a loss of power in the muscular coat,

or on a loss of sensibility in the mucous coat. The
principal symptom is constipation, with headache,

flatulence, uncomfortalile feelings in the abdomen,
etc. The constipation alternates with diarrhoea, the

liassages being small and painful, and not followed

by a feeling of relief. All these symptoms are conse-

A Benefactress op Mankind.—S. Mine. ITagclle

has bequeathed to the AssUtnnee Puhliijve of Paris the

sum of two million dollai-s, to establish somewhere in

the environs of tlie capital a hospital for the aged, the
inlirin, and the incurable.
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GEORGE F. SHRADY. A.M., M.D., Editor.

PUJlLISnED BY

wn. WOOD & CO., No. 27 Great Jones St., N. Y.

Ne-w, York. September O, ISrS.

LENGTHENING THE TERM OF HOSPITAL
SERVICE.

TuE reorganization of the New York Ilosjjital lias

given tlie governors of th.at institution an opportunity

for canvassing the different metliods which may l)c

suggested for increasing its efficiency as a charity, and

of expanding its influences for professional advance-

ment. Not long since we referred to the report upon
the Cottage plan of org.aui/.ation whicli was calleil

forth by a special resolution, and now our attention is

directed to the subject of the internal administration

of the " New Hospital," which also at the suggestion

<if the Board is the basis of a report from the Medical

Staff. Assuming that there is a great disproportion

bjtween the amount of work to bo done and thcnuin-

l>er of persons appointed to |)erform it, the Medical

H )ard suggests that the number of the attending staff

be reduced, and that the term of ser\'ice be increased.

The following is the plan which, in the words of its

advocate. Dr. Sands, is calculated to create '" a nuuh

needed reform in hospital management ":

" I. The assignment to each division of the hospital,

of one attending physician or surgeon upon whom,

together with an assistant physician or surgeon, shall

devolve the entire care and responsibility of the ser-

vice throughout the year. It is assumed that in the

plan recommended the assistant shall, in addition to

aiding the attending physicians and surgeons, perform

regularly the duties of the dispensary department.

"IF. The reduction of the present number of the

attending staff so that there shall remain but tliree,

namely: one attending physician and two attending

surgeons, to each of whom shall be as.signed one-tliiid

of the entire nunil)er of beds which the new hospital

building is designed to contain.

"III. The establishment of a rule forbidding the

meinb;;r8 of the attending staff from holding siniil.ir

positions in otlier institutions."

The principle involved in the propositions is correct,

I'Ut the change will, we think, be too radical for the

imrposcs of experiment on the part of the governors.

There is no doubting the fact that the patients will

in the main be benefited by a longer service on the

jiart of the attending physician or surgeon, but the

ipiestion arises whether llie same end might not be at-

l.iined by dividing the services among a larger staff.

Dr. llackley, one of the attending physicians, offered a

modification of this plan which seems to be more i)rac-

ticable in that it does not involve the necessity of re-

ducing the present staff. He advises, so long as the

accommodations of the hospital are limited, that the

medical staff be allowed to decrease by resignation

and death, to four physicians and four surgeons ; that

one-half the beds be surgical and one-half medical

;

that the terms of service be six months each, ending

res))cctively on August 1 and Fel). 1 ; and that the

physicians and surgeons shall draw lots, the four of

each set being the active attendants for the year.

Every one who has acquainted himself practically

with the internal administration of our hospitals must

admit that the system has been very defective. The

eagerness with which medical men, especially college

professors, seize upon hospital i)ositions, and tlicir

greed in holding as many as possible, have engendered

a carelessness in the performance of their duties which

has been very prejudicial to themselves, to the patients,

and to the profession at large. As a rule the size of

tlie staff in our hospitals is too large, and the services,

in order to be equally divided, are too short. This is

especially the case during the winter term of lectures

at our colleges, when each professor, anxious to have

liis share of clinical opportunities, is willing to reduce

Ills period of service to suit the emergencies of the

situation. The natural result has been that the attend-

ing physician or surgeon cannot acquire a knowledge

of his ca.ses before he is called to give place to his sue-

cassor, and with the exception of a few patients upon

whom he may deliver clinical lectures, he leaves the

entire charge of his wards to the senior member of

the house staff. AVe speak from actual experience

when we a.ssert that this is the rule rather than the

exception, and that the attending surgeon or physician

is oftencr apt to walk through his wards as a matter

(if form than of duty.

In referring to the proposed change in the internal

administration of the New York Hospital, we wish

to speak of them not only in connection with that

institution, but of others of its class which also call

for them in our larger cities. In view of their neces-

sity, it is a fortunate circumstance that the Medical

lioard representing one of the oldest and most reputa-

I'le charities of the country, shows such a strong dis-

position to lead the van of reform. The details of the

plan may be open to more or less criticism, but the

principle is beyond ipiestion, and must commend itself

to the careful consideration of those who have the
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true interests of these institutions at stake. Although

tliis is but one of many of the reforms needed in lios-

pital management, it is a very important starting jjoint

for otliers whicli will naturally follow. In this cun-

iiectiiui we would refer to tlie resolution forl^idding

any one connected with the hospital from holding a

similar appointment elsewhere. If the lengtliening of

the term of service accomplishes no more than a strict

adherence to the one appointment system, it will be

attended with an unquestioned good to the profession

at large in giving many worthy men a chance to benefit

by hospital experience, who are shut out by uncom-

promising mono[)olists. Very many medical gen-

tlemen hold two such appointments, not a few three,

some four, and one as many as eleven. The sweeping

application of the one appointment rule would con-

vert many of these gentlemen into public benefactors

in proportion to the number of extra positions they

may hold. From tliis point of view the privileges of

the gentleman with eleven of these appointments

would be envied by the medical world at large.

CAUTION M.VRKS.

TuE American Pharmaceutical Association at its

last annual meeting appointed a committee to confer

with the American Medical Association, and to sug-

gest to that body the advantages which would result

from the adoption of means ot greater j^rotection to

patients in prescribing. It was recommended as a

measure towards this desirable end that a list should

be selected of dangerously active medical prepara-

tions, and their maximum doses noted, as well as the

maximum quantity that may be safely administered

during twenty-four hours—such quantity not to be

exceeded in prescriptions without the addition of some
caution mark previously agreed upon by the physi-

cian. In case a jM-cscription is presented to be com-
pounded with articles ordered in quantities exceeding

these maximum doses thus laid down, and without

the caution marks annexed, the pharmacist must return

the prescription to the physician, iu order tliat tlie

requisite caution mark or mai'ks shall be added. It

was stated that in some European countries a list, such

as is here suggested, is framed by legal enactment,

pul)lishcd by authority, and appended to the Pharma-

copoeia. It thus becomes obligatory ou every pharma-
cist. The President of the American Medical Asso-

ciation appointed as a Committee of Conference on its

part thi'ee gentlemen, well known as teachers and
authorities—Profs. Still*;, Biddle, and Rogers, who are

resident on the very spot most availaljle for consulta-

tion. The Pharmaceutical Association will meet at

Philadelphia about the middle of September, and
will doubtless take immediate action in the pre-

mises. Whatever recommendation the Committee

may make tliat will jointly affect the interests of the

alliterative trio—physician, pharmacist, and patient

—

will doubtless be well worthy the conscientious ob-

servance of all prescribers and dispensers of potent

remedies. It would seem but right that tlie responsi-

bility for intentionally large doses should be jilaccd

where it properly belongs. Moreover, it is in the

expeiience of every druggist tliat an inquii'y on his

part as to the size of a dose preseril)ed, or a sugges-

tion to the practitioner that such dose is an unusual

one, may be met with a discourtetms reception. Rather

than risk the loss of so valual)le a source of pecuniaiy

profit as is offered in the custom and favor of a multi-

tudinous prcscriber, the druggist may be temi>ted to

diminish the amount of the active ingredient without

consultation with him, and thus at once destroy, per-

haps, the effect for good which might have followed

the compounding of the larger dose. It remains to be

seen whether the same fear of offending a medical

patron may not attend also tlie neglect of caution

marks, should they ever come into use. Some resist-

ance may also l_ie made by heroic dosors to any arbitrary

table of maximum doses, beyond the limits of which

they are habitual travellers. After all, even when cau-

tion marks Ijccome the oi'der of the day, thorough

education in each profession, and the exercise of a fair

share of common sense, must still control botii pre-

scriljer and compounder.

llcuiaus anti Uoticcs of ^ooKs.

TUANSACTIONS OP TUB TniRTIETH ANNUAL MEETING
OP THE Ohio State Medical Society, for 1875.
Cincinnati : A. H. PouNSF(.BD & Co., Printers, 9 «.t

11 West Fourth St.

The 211 pages in this volume contain the minutes,
the address of the retiring president, a list of deceased,
active, and honorary members, and the papers read
before the Society, together witli the discussions to
which tlicy gave rise. Dr. W. T. Ridenour furnished
a paper upon the " Pathies " of the day. Some prac-
tical jjoints in the Eye Department were presented l)y

Dr. W. W. Saeley. Dr. P. S. Connor related 'how ho
used tlie aspirator iu cases of retention of urine. The
relation ot Consumption to Life Insurance was con-
sidered by Dr. W. B. Davis, and jn-ovoked quite an
animated discussion. Puerperal Blindness was re-

ferred to by Di-. \y. J. Scott ; and the " Prevention of
Laryngeal Tumors," by Dr. J. T. Whittakcr, stirred up
the members who were not skilled in the use of the
laryngoscojie. Tliis was appropriately followed by a
well-written paper upon "The Prurigo of Hebra," "by
Dr. L. R. Longwortli. The atteidioii was next called,
in a practical manner, to " Symptomatic Ophthalmia,"
by Dr. E. Williams, and Dr. C. E. Beardsley reported
four cases of " Phymosal Paraplegia," all cured by
circumcision. Dr. Muscraft reported a case of re-

covery from supposed-fracture at the base of the skull;
and Dr. W. C. Chapman discussed, soniewliat philo-
sophically, " Puerperal Eclampsia." Dr. W. .1. Scott
also reported cases of what he termed "Railroad
Locomotor Ataxis," occurring in conductors and
engineers.

The two pages of errata, which appear in the posi-
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tton of a prt'fuce, are unparilonnlilo, ami why the

corrections were not made npon the prdofshecta is a

mystery.

A PKACTtcAi. TnicATisK ON DistoASF.s OP TiiK Evr:.

By lloiiKUT BiU"n[;NKi.i, Cautku, F.R.C.S. Edited,
with Additions and Tcst-Types. by JoilN GREEN, M.D.
I'hiladolphia : Henry C. Lea, 187(i.

The Enijlish edition of this work was reviewed in the

Ug:c'OKI> about a year a;;o. and the Aineriean edition

now pulilislud is essentially the same work. thou<,'h

improved hy notes and additions of praetieal value.

Some short passai^es, of little interest to .Vnierican

rendei's, have been omitted, and a nnniber of inaecu-

racics corrected; some additional illustrations have
been introduced, and a set of test-Utters is given liy

tlie editor at the end of the volume.
In Chapter VI. tlierc are some important additions

made to the surgery of the lachrymal passages, par-

ticularly an account of Agucw's o|)eration for laying
open the lachrymal sac, preparatory to its destruction
by caustics.

A good account is given in Chapter Vllf. of Arlfs
operation for the removal of pterygium. In C'ha])ti'r

XIV. mention is made of J. F. Xoyes" method of ad-
vancing tlie external rectus muscle, moililied somewhat
by the editor. The prevention of straliismns, and its

cure in its incipient and early stages by the use of
convex-glasses or atropine, or botli, is an important
subject, wliich has been entirely passed over by Jlr.

I'arter, and the .\merican editor lias done good service

in incor|)orating a description of it in tlie work. The
latter has also added some practical hints upon the sub-

ject of muscular asthenopia in myopes in the chapter
upon the uses and selection of spectacles. The sub-

ject of the progressive tendency to increase of myopia.
and the relation of external and internal recti muselrs
to this increase have also brietly been considered in

the American edition, so that it may fairly be consid-

ered of somewhat more value than the English edition.

Corrcsyouijencf.

MEDICAL CENTENNIAL AKKAIRS.

(KnOM ODB SPKCIIL ConHEsrOSDE.VT.

)

Fhiladelfhia, AtiKUKt 19, ISTn.

A MEDicAi. man of this city was .anxious, l)eforc the
Exposition opened, that his son, also one of the pro-
fession, should liavct medical charge of the hundreds
of patients who might need his services, at one of the
large hotels n<'wly erected in that vicinity. He felt

that such an opportunity for pecuniary profit from at-

tention to the ailments of injudicious sight-seers was
not avail.ible every day, and that the aspirations ot
his son might be duly gratified while his pocket nerve
was correspondingly titillated. He lost no time,
therefore, in seeking the proprietor of the hotel with
the view ot impressing upon him the desirability of
such an alliance. That functionary, however, was ton
far-sighted to grant such a concession, as it was tech-
nically calhd, without liimseir deriving some advan-
tage from Ihr prospective sickness or sufferings of his

guests. JIuch to the surprise of the father, who had
of course expected to secure the position gratuitously,
such a fabulous sum was denninded—two thousand
dollars, I have been told—that the offer was at once

abandoned. 'Whether any other medical man assumed
till! duties of the post on sucli extravagant terms, I nm
at n loss to say. It is more than likely that the
position has not been a very profitable one, for the

visitors to I'hiladelphia have not been, as a rule, those

who could afford the luxury of being sick at the rates

of charges in which a medical man, with a two thou-
sand dollar concession hanging over his head, would
be likely to indulge. Everything else in inimediato
proximity to the grounds has been a complete and
ab.solute pecuniary failure. Uestaurants in cndhss |)ro-

fusion line the outskirts of the Centennial buildings,
but most of them remain almost empty from morning
to night. In sonic cases the proprietor spends most of
his time sitting outside his ow n door, waiting for a
transient customer, who only occasionally disturbs his

nxditations. As a general rule, the visitor to the
Kxposition spends all his time and money econom-
ically inside the grounds, and when he is tired goes
home, in total disregard of all outside inducements
to tarrj-. Possibly the invalid follows a similar course,

and leaves the hotel doctor wholly in the lurch, in sel-

lisli and total oblivion of the concession with which
liis fees are heavily mortgaged.

Tlie Italian medical exhibit, which wc casually
passed by in our last visit, is a very rich one— on the
catalogue, but not in reality. It is diflicult, indeed,
to separate from the confused nia.ss into which many
of tlie articles have been promiscuously thrown
together, the displays of sulphur made by half a dozen
ditfcrcnt firms, and of chemicals of all kinds. There
are mentioned in the catalogue more than a hundred
exhibitors of chemicals alone, in which licorice, olive
oil, and cream of tartar play a very conspicuous part.

I'liere would be a monotony in examining this line of
L;oods, did the actual display bear any ratio to the
length of this printed list. The strictly medical jior-

tion of the exhibit includes among other items the
• .Vntisyphilitic Kemedy of Dottor I'oUini," the merits
of which are described in a thick pamjihlet, cviilcntly
translated by an Ttali;in, who has not fully mastered
Knglish. Tlie public are informed at the outset that
the ])rice for two hundred years has been ten francs,
and has not been changed. The trade, however, are
told that "relative deductions arc accorded for large
acquisitions; to the apothecaries as well as to com-
mercial houses, according the commission." The
mayor of -Alilan appends a certificate that the remedy
lias been sold in that city for more than a century,
from his own personal knowledge, we presume. The
same confusion exists in the display of pharmaceutical
preparations, almost all of which are inaccessible to
the exploration of visitors on account of the careless
manner in which they are heaped together. For any
goc>d and u.seful purpose sub.served by such exhibit,
they may as well have never left the shores of sunny
Italy.

Wu look in vain for the contributicm referred to
in the catalogue as "microscopic, normal, and patho-
logical anatomical preiiarations,'' sent over by the
Director of tlie Anatomical and Pathological JIuseum
of Florence, and presume, as in a number of other
cases, they have not yet been rcceivid. Wc are in-

terested, however, in the diagrams representing the
apparatus of Colli Clericetti for human cremation, a
showy temi)le, " Edicola Creinatina,"" with .sectional

views, one of which exhibits a corpse just about ready
to pass into the fiery furnace which is to reduce his
tlesh and bones to ashes. In tlie same corner we no-
tice ft few Italian medical wDrks— Gandxiini on
venereal and cutaneous diseases, iind Manzini and Ho-
dolfi on transfusion of blood. Not fur from these is
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a case of "sciiinghe metalliche flexibili," whose name
thus given needs no traushition.

Sweden is not at all extensively represented in the

Exposition, from a medical point of view. A few
chemicals, not of special interest to the physician;
several contributions of Ascptin for the preserva-

tion of provisions and animal materials; and Amy-
kos for the complexion, and a small case or two
of surgical instruments, not deserving separate note,

being chiefly for the eye, for vesico-vaginal fis-

tula, and silver catheters, make up almost the entire

collection. The Royal War Medical Department,
however, makes iu the catalogue a special exhibit of

surgical instruments for military use, but all we can
find, after inquiry from one of the Swedish officials

and diligent search, is a sort of medical supply wagon,
tightly locked, on wliich the Geneva cross is a con-

spicuous feature.

In a large and handsome case in the Swedish de-

partment are exhibited, by Prof. Axel Key, specimen
numbers and volumes of the Nordiskt ^Medicinskt

Arkiv, edited by him, and numerous popular Swedish
werks, which seem to be fasciculi of a series of trea-

tises on natural science, by Dr. Gustav Retzius and him-
self. A handsome illustrated quarto volume lies open,
with a full-page colored sectional view of the brain.

It is their joint work, in German, " Studien in der
Anatomic des Xervensystenis und des Biudcgewelies."

Passing next to the exhiljits of Australasia, India,

Jamaica, Canada, and other colonial dependencies of

Great Britain, we find much to interest us as physi-
cians. From distant Queensland we notice a large

numf)er of specimens of gums, derived from the euca-
lyptus, iron-bark, blood-wood, etc., castor oil seeds,

and samples of dugong oil, used both internally

and externally for medicinal purposes. Victoria
sends a confused and not well arranged col-

lection of Ijarks and resins of various kinds, in

which the eucalyptus is well represented. I notice
that many of the foreign countries—most of them, in-

deed—send specimens of aerated waters, which is, I

))resurae, another name for soda or mineral waters.

Wliat oljject the senders can have in paying the ex-
pense of freightage, etc., to such a distance for bottles

tliat on tlicir face give no information, aud whose in-

terior is a sealed secret to all visitors, is a mystery.
Tlie fault throughout the whole Exposition, applying
to medical exhibits as well as to others, is the want of
intelligent explanation of things exhibited. Some of
the most interesting features of the display would bear
very careful study at the hands of tlie physician ; but
few visitors will take the trouble of hunting up, in a
remote corner of the department, the foreign commis-
sioners or agents, whose only response may be in Eng-
lish so thoroughly broken that no intelligiljle jjhrases
can be framed from the i)ieces.

Bagot of Adelaide exhibits numerous small cakes
of "Portable Dry Extract of Meat; " and Hood and
Co. of Melbourne a very creditable collection of mis-
Cc^Uaneous drugs, the only one from Victoria, includ-
ing soluble chlorodyne, solution of carljazotate of am-
monia, pliosphorized cod-liver oil, bismuth ore, oil of
peppermint, distilled four years ago from the herb
grown near Melljourne, and prepared hydrated silicate

of aluminium, extracted from granite and employed
for the cure and prevention of l:)ed-sores. This firm
was awarded prize medals for pure chemicals at Dub-
lin in 1805, and afterwards at Melbourne and Ade-
laide. In another case is a fine collection of about
tliirty chemical and pharmaceutical |)reparations ol>-

tained from the eucalyptus or gum tree of Australia,

and other indigenous vegetation, which Mr. Joseph

Bosisto, one of the Commissioners fi'om that colony,

and President of the Pharmaceutical Society of Victo-

ria, has presented to the Philadelphia College of

Pharmacy. Eucalyjjtus is offered in a dozen different

phases, such as powder, ointment, solution, cigarettes,

oil, tincture, various colored essential oils derived

from different species, eucalyptol, etc. It may not be
generally known to the profession, who look upon this

as one of tlie new remedies, that four-fifths of Austra-
lasian vegetation consists of the eucalyptus, there

being in all one liundred and thirty species. Taking
it in mass, although the blue gum or "globulus" spe-

cies is that best known to us, it has a distinctive local

reputation as an agent destructive of miasmatic poison.

It is said 1iy authorities resident in that country that

Australia is pretty free from endemic or miasmatic fe-

vers, and tliat tlie latter exist only as Ihe eucalyptus

recedes. These effects are thought to be |)artly due to

the fact that the plane of tli? leaf is parallel to the ax-

is of the tree, thereby allowing free action to the light

and heat of the sun on both sides, and tliat the roots

are disjiersive and drain water lai'gely from the soil.

From a pamphlet on Victoria now liefore us, we
notice that ]\Ir. Bosisto, in a jiaper read before the
Royal Society of Victoria not long since, dwells on
these points, and argues also that the physical geog-
raphy of Australia differs in no way from that of

other countries ; tliat the evergreen eucalyptus exerts

its active influence physically, through its root as an
absorbent of humidity, and through its abundant leaf

surface, and its leaf evaporation of water, oil, and acid

under a perpetually genial temperature. Chemically,

it acts through its peculiar volatile oil, its volatile

acid, and their jiower of producing peroxide of hy-
drogen, the plant itself and the air being found by e.x-

Iierimental observation to ]>e abundantly charged with
these volatile sulistanccs. It may be surmised also,

while we are on the subject, that so many parts of the
world contribute eucalyptus to the Exposition, that

more direct attention will doubtless be awakened in

the United States to the remedial virtues of certain

species of it. Soutli Australia also sends a variety of

wines, among wliich may be mentioned quinine wine,
by Bickford of Adelaide.

From the Cajie of Good Hope, in addition to a
tempting exhibit of aliout twenty-five varieties of

wines and brandies, all of which are in bottles tightly

corked, there are dried liarks and leaves, many of
them of medical interest, with unfamiliar names

;

bitter bark used in fever cases by the native or Kafir

doctors, etc. We also notice a label marked "Witch
Doctor's Dress," but we look in vain for the various

articles of apparel, which is probably that of the first

Adam, minus tlie fig-leaf. Some " divining bones,"
consisting of about twenty human metacarpi strung
together on a cord, and two "medicine loots" are all

that we see of it. A numlier of specimens of medical
barks from the Slauritius, with equally unfamiliar
botanical names, are exhibited in that section, some of
them belonging particularly to the Quisqualis (liber-

ally translated, what-d'-ye-call-'em) Indians.

India supplies about three hundred specimens of

the materia niedica, neatly arranged in horizontal

cases, including many familiar articles, such as cin-

chonas, ncem bark (the Azadirachta Indica). aconitum,
cannabinum. papaver. cassia fistula, etc. From British

Guiana are disjilayed castor and cayenne oils, starches

suitable for food, Indian gums, and cassareep, which is

the inspissated juice of the roots of the bitter cassava.

This juice has an economic as|)ect, for it is used in

making pepperpot, to such advantage that liy adding
a small quantity of it from time to time to varieties of
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animal food, tlie same ppppcrpot may lie kept in daily
use for sovcrnl years! So says the itosciiptivc card
lUtachcd to the specimen, and we confi'ss tliat we are

lost in admiration of lliis potent article, which cun
daily rejuvenate a mysterious dish so that it will still

continue to be tlie same familiar old pepperpot of

years {^one by. Let us devoutly hope that the knowl-
edge of its merits as a preserver of this kind of
vitality may forever r<'main unknown to the servers

of free lunches, althoufih this is of course a matter in

which medical men are not interested.

It seems hardly worth our while to dwell on the

small contriljutions of druf^s, etc., sent to the Expo.si-

tion from these and other distant British colonies, the

only slightly interesting feature of which will not
bear the elaboration of description. Coming nearer
liome we reach the Atlantic possessions of (treat

lirituin. Hi'muida and .lanuiica, with their arrowroot,
th; Superintendent of the Government Hotanical
Oirdens at King.ston, in the latter country, sending line

spociuK'US of simarubra, baobab fruit (.Vdansoniu

digitata), sarsapaiilla. cinchona succirubra, c. calisaya.

c. officinalis—from all of which it is stated that quin-
ine is made—jalap, uuicuna, aloe.s, etc. This last ex-

hibit is well worth the attention of the medical visitor.

Cascarilla and eanella barks arc also noticeable in the

section occupied by th<' IJahamas. Canada makes a

creditable display of pharmaceutical preparations.

The principal houses represented are those' of WiUiant
Saunders of London, a very active member of the

American Pharmaceutical .\ssociation ; Lyman, Clare

<.t Co. of ilontreal, and layman Bros, it ('o., Toronto.
Many of the elixirs exhibited by Mr. Saunders are

labelled "Amer. Pharm. Ass'n,,'" and a large number of

nisdicated pessaries, suppositories, extracts, etc., are

also displayed by him. The Toronto firm just men-
tioned exliil)its fifty pounds of crystallized nitrate of

silver in h single jar, wliich is only one of the features

of a very fine exhibit. Several dozen bottles of Huid
extract.s, of the same color and uniform size, suggest
monotony, even if they express quantity and variety

of materials. With the exception of a comfortable
cliair for invalids, by Koy & Co. of Montreal, admitting
of motion of the patient in a score or more of varied
|)ositions, and some surgical ap|)aratus, spiral

spring trusses and artificial limbs, (Jross's patent (not

tlie Professor), there is nothing else in the Canadian
medical exhibit to comment on.

K. J. D.

FCETUS SHOT IN UTERO ; NORMAL
DELTVKKY AN1> RECOVERY OF THE
MOTHER.

To THE Editor of The Medical Record.

Sir:—The following item wivs furnished me by Dr.

Chas. Herry, of New Ulm, Minnesota, the attending
physician in tlii^ ca.se :

On the fourth of .Inly last, Mrs. Anderson, of Alfs-

bury, Sibley Co., Minn., a Swede aged 28, preg-

nant at about the full term, was shot by the acci-

dental discharge of a pistol in the hands of a young
man who was riding by her side in a farmer's wagon.
The ball entered the abdomen of the woman two
inches above the crest of the right ilium and a little

back of the ant. sup. spinous process, and took a

downward and forward direction. A little shock
was felt, but no serious .symptoms followed. In forty

hours delivery of a dead child took place, and the

piatol-ball was found in its abdomen. Labor was

normal in all respects, except that there was some ner-

vous prostration, and recovery was complete.
KHANKI.IN StAIM.KS, M.D.

Winona, Minx., Aug. 93, 18T0.

Uciu ^nstriiments.

THE ti;e.\t.ment of
THE NOSTRIL

ElMSTAXIS
('LAMP.

BY

IJv SALVATOKE CAKO,

NEW YOKK.

Ox Feliruary ITth, 1875, at one o'clock A. v., I wa.s

hastily summoned to relieve Mrs. S., aged 05, who
was (as 1 was informed) vomiting blood. On arriving

at her bedside, 1 found her lying in a pool of blood
and almost pulsi'lcss. On raising her up, to ascertain

whence the blood was coming, she threw U|) a large

c[uantity of coagulated blood which she had swallow-
ed, and fainted. After washing her face I saw the

blood issuing from the left nostril. To ascertain

whether it was an anterior or posterior ei)istaxis, I held
her nose firndy within my fingers, and was pleased to

see it stop. The bystanding women having refused

to hold her nose while I wrote a prescription, I called

for a common clothes-pin, and, one with a spring being
handed to me, I ai)plied it to the wings of the nose,

and to my delight succeeded in arresting the hemor-
rhage without further interference. Of course I left

it ill aitu and upon removmg it ten hours after no
blood returned nor has any ever since. Observing the
success obtained by the clothes-pin, I devised this lit-

tle instrument, had it made and perfected by Messrs.

Stohlmann and Pfarre, and put it into use. The re-

sult having been satisfactoiy, without exception, I beg
of you to call the attention, through your valuable
journal, for what it may be worth, of the professicm

at large, and let it judge of its merit.

As you will perceive, Jlr. Editor, this clamp is not
intended to arrest an epistaxis of the ])osterior nares;

but, simpl}', such as originating from the tip and wings
of the nose, occur frequently among children and per-

sons exposed to solar heat. The instrument, which is

simple, light, and not very costly, is made of a single

wire, coiled on the end .1, and bladed on the two
ends /{. The bhules are made to fit the wings of the
nose, and the' wires are so arranged that by straight-

ening or curving them the pressure may be increased

or diminished according to need.

If any practitioner should object to its use, owing
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to the iucouv.mience of wearing it for a few hours,

I may properly suggest that the insignificiint unpleas-

antness expL'riencod is vastly compensated; first, by

the avoidance of the filthy and often inefficient use

of lotion^;, powders, and plugging, with its unpleasant

consequences; and second, by the thorougli and
speedy manner in which the How of blood is arrested,

and tiie patient made sufficiently comfortal.ile to be

enabled to attend to domestic duties, as though

nothing had occurred.

129 West Fifty-third Sthekt.

COMBINED SIMS' & NOTT'S SPECULUM.

Bv WALTER R. GILLETTE, JI.D.

I PRESENT herewith a cut of a combined Sims' &
Nott's Si)eculum, which was made at my suggestion

two years ago, by Dr. Leonard, of Shepard & Dud-

ley's. I tlnnk it is preferable to tlij instrument

recently devised by F. G. Otto & Sims. Tlieir instru-
ment is a solid Sims' speculum, with the tianges con-
stituting one blade, a Nott's speculum detaehalile.
Its use. therefore, is quite limited to the patient in the
semi-prone (Sims') i)osition, as it is extremely awkward
and difficult to get the patient's hips near enoiigli to

the edge of tlie table in order to .apply it in the supine
position.

The instrument illustrated is simply Nott's modifi-
cation of disco's speculum, with a Sims' l)lade and
handle, which can be screwed on when needed. This
blade has also Van Buren's curve, for examination of
the rectum. It can be used in the supine or semi-
prone position of the patient, by detaching or attach-
ing tlie Sims' blade. Dr. G. "S. Winston has still

further modified this by making the flanges, screw,

and button detaehalile. Removing these we have a
Sims' speculum. Attaching them, and unscrewing the

handle, we have left Nott's-Cuseo's speculum. The
instrument thus devised seems to me perfect iu its

economy and application.

149 West TwENTY-TniRD Street.

UTERINE LEECH AND ASPIRATOR.
Bv WILLIAM W. REE.SE, JI.D.,

EROOKLY.V, N. T.

The benefits resulting from depleting the neck of the

uterus in most cases of engorgement or congestion,

and the difficulty, delay, and uucleanliness common in

the application of leeches, have led to the construction

of the above-named instrument, which is found to be
admiralUy adapted to the piu-poses, and free from the

ol)jections which obtain against leeches and other

means heretofore employed, and which frequently

induce physicians to forego the advan-
tages of depletion, and to employ other

modes of treatment loss speedy and effi-

cient, and usually more expensive to

jjatients, because more tedious or pro-

tracted.

Tliis instrument is a glass cylinder,

T^ inches long and about half an inch

in diameter, with a well-fitting piston,

tluough which is conducted a metallic rod
witli a s])ear-shaped ])oint. This rod is

surrounded at the outer end (handle) with
a spiral spring which instantly draws
it Ijack, airtight, into the piston after

^ the cervix has been punctured or scari-

», fied with the point. The piston is then
I,! slowly withdrawn to any extent re-

Ij! cpiired, whilst the cylinder, wliicli the

*u practitioner kee])s pressed up with one

,.j
liand against the cervix, through a spec-

uUira retains the Ijlood that follows.

No wound is left like that produced by
tlie bite of a leech, nor is any bleeding
likely to continue after the withdrawal
of the speculum.

-1, on the figure, propels the point.

a is a screw-cap that regulates the cut-

ting distance 1>y lengthening oi' shorten-

ing the spiral wire 11, according to the

wish of the operator. • b is cap of the

])iston-rod, and C the cap of tlie' cylin-

der. All of tlicse caps are readily re-

moved for cleaning any part of the

instrument. Tlie piston is graduated,
in order tliat the quantity (jf blood
drawn may be known witliout remov-

ing the cylinder.

This little instrument can bo used with the same
facility as an aspirator for small abscesses near the
uterus, iu suppuration of the tonsils, etc.

li

A NEW THREEWAY STOPCOCK.
II. T. HANKS, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

The sto])Cock is made of hard rubljer to fit any of
the 4. 8 or 12 oz. Goodyear syringes. By its use the
syringe is made double action, and is available as
sucli, and for an aspirator and stomach pump. It
consists of three \y.uts, and is represented complete iu
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Fi-r. 1. The
limrkccl Fij;.

nut wliiili hi Ids tho turncock in titii.

cut on the rijiht, which should hnvc been vulva. The lower i)art of the cup is to be presscil

2, represents the turn-eoek. Fig. li, the !
;;iiitly, but tinnly and evenly, a-rainst tlic perinteuin.

but tite vjipir tilijc (if the eiij) s/imilil iwt he hi rontnrt

leilh the jHttieiit'ii jii rutin. The injection in now to be

iiiuimcnced liy workin;; tlie syrin^jc in tin; ordinary

way. and it may be kept up nd liliitiim, as tlie outHow-
pipe conducts the thiid from the vai;ina into a vessi I

phiccd on the floor liy the side of the bed for tlie pnr-

po.se. Care shoukl be taken that inri/ part of the

inittlow-i)ipj slirtU lie on a lower level than the lower
portion of tlie iubl>er cup, and tlmt it is not pressed

upon anywhere or bent at too sliarp an ani^h- ; otliei-

wisc there is danijcr tliat the tUiid will oveillow the

In usinii the instrument the end C should be fas-

tened to the syrinjre, while to the oi)posite end, whieli

should be marked K, may be attaelied either of tlie

three nozzles in general use, and a rubber tube titled

to the end D of tlie turn-cock. If the instrument is

to be used as a stoinaeh pump, a suitable tube must
be fastened to the end of the nozzle. If used as an

asjiirator, the usual rubher tubing and needle must
be attached to the nozzle.

The jirineiple of the action is nt once understood

by looking at the separate cut of the turncock. The
dotted lines indicate the direction and position of a

|)assage up through the turn-cock, from the Iiole c to

the hole a in the end D. Through tliis curved passage

tluid.4 may be drawn in or out; or by turning the

turn-cock one-quarter round fluids may be forced in

or out through the hole h, which i)asses directly

through the turn-cock. The two jiassages have no
connection, and by ])roper management of the turn-

cock may be used alternately.

I have used this instrument as aspirator and douhle
action syringe for nearly two years.

Auo. .'W, ISTti.

A NEW VAGINAL DOUCHE.

nv FR.VXK P. FOSTER, JI.D.

The instrument shown in the accompanying cut is

constructed as follows: a I'olitzer's bag (the nozzle

having been removed) is inverted or squeezed in ujion

itself into the shape of a cup, which sliajie it is niiule

to retain by means of two Hanged tubes, one of wliii h

(with the tlange inside the cup) screws into the other.

To the outer flanged tube is attached a Davidsons
syringe, furnished with a clip for SLCiiring the suet ion

tube U> til'' edge of the vessel which contains the in-

jection. To the inner flanged tube is attached, by
means of a short piece of flexible rubber tubing, the

nozzle of the instrument, which is a U-shaped tuiie of

hard rubber, having an aperture near the bend and
looking towards the opposite arm of the tube. An
outflow-pipe is attached to the lower part of the soft

rubber cup.

Tlij pirticular object of the instrument is to enable
a large vaginal injection to be administered without
soiling the bed. Tlie patient lying on her back, with tin-

hips somewhat raised by meaiisof a pad or hard cushion.

the vessel holding the injection is placed in a chair or

on a table by the side of the bed. The suetionpipi-
of the syriii'ge having been made fast to the ve.s.s(l by

means of the clip, a few syringefiils of the fluid arc

fli-st piLssi'd through til" instruinent, in order to e.xpel

the contained air. Th;.- nozzle is then introduced into

the vagina, when ths cup will li^ found to cover tlu

top of the cup and soil the bed. If a syphon action
is ]>referred. it is only necessary to elevate the ves.sel

containing the injection above the level of the vulva,
when, after oni-e starting the stream, it will b<' found
to continu'j without the nL"ces.sity of woiking the
syringe.

The advantages claimed for this instrument arc as

f(jllow8

:

(1.) It is cheap and simple, and easily worked by a
nurse or by the patient herself, avoiding the unpleas-
antness of a bi'd-iian.

(2.) The injection cannot enter the uterus.

(;l. ) There can be no injurious distention of the

vagina, as the double nozzle maintains constant
patency of the vaginal orifice.

(4.) Its use does not give rise to pain, even imme-
diately after confinement or when the |)arts are lacer-

ated or inflamed.

(5.) On account of the flexible attaehnient of the

nozzle to the cup, the instruinent is perfectly ellieient

in cases of ruptured perina'um. even if the laceration

extend into the rectum ; but in that case the lower
border of the cup must be held behind the anus.

j

I am indebted to Dr. Emmet fiu' valuable sugges-

,
tions in regard to the construction of the nozzle.

' Asa matt<r of course, nozzles of various lengths, or

specially fashioned in other respects, may be used to
' meet the nquiremcnts of particular cases.
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The instrument is made by Mr. Ford, and is fur-

nished by Messrs. Caswell, Hazard & Co.
Complete with Davidson syringe .f 6..50

Douche alone with three feet tubing 4.00

ARMY NEWS.
Official List of Chanfjes of Stations and Duties of

Officers of the Medical Department, United Stales

Army, from Avt/ust 27<A to Sept. 2d, 1876.

Smith, J. R., Surgeon, and WooDWArxD, J, J., Sur-

geon, designated to represent the Medieal Corps of

the Army at the International jNtedical Congress, to

meet at Philadelphia on Sept. 4th. S. O. 170, A. G. O.,

Aug. 25, 1876.

Sternberg, G. M., Surgeon. Assigned to duty at

Fort Townsend, W. T., as post surgeon. S. O. 109,

Dept. of the Columbia, Aug. 17, 1876.

GiR.\RD, .1. B., Asst. Surgeon. Assigned to duty as

post surgeon at Fort Wayne, Mich. S. O. 171, Jlil.

Div. of the Atlantic. Aug.'iil, 1876.

By S. O. 178, A. G. O., Aug. 28, 1876, the follow-

ing changes are made:

Il.VNDOi.rn, J. F., Surgeon. Relieved from duty in

Dept. of the Platte, ordered to Philadelpliia, Pa., and
thence report by letter to the Surgeon-General.
The following otiicers are relieved from duty in the

l)ei)artment they are now serving, ordered before the

Army Medical Board, New York City, for examination
for [jromotion, and on its completion report by letter

to the Surgeon-General

:

De Graw, C. S., Asst. Surgeon, Dept. of Texas.

G.\KDNEK, AV. II., " " " the Missouri.

Jessop, S. S.,

JIiLLER, G. McC, " " " Arizona.

MoFF.^TT, p.,
" " " the Missouri.

Trem.mne, W. S., Asst. Surgeon. Oi'dered before

tile Army Medical Board for examination foi' promo-
tion, and on its completion return to his station.

Harvey, P. F., Asst. Surgeon. To report to the

Commanding General Dept. of Dakota for assignment
to duty.

McElderry, H., Asst. Surgeon. On expiration of

his leave of absence assigned to duty at Fort Mon-
roe, Va.

GiRAUD, J. B., Asst. Surgeon. On expiration of his

leave of absence to report to the Commanding General
Div. of the Atlantic for assignment.

Jackson, D., Asst. Surgeon. Relieved from duty
in Dept. of Texas and ordered to Mil. Div. of the

Atlantic.

The following named Assistant Surgeons, recently

appointed, will report for duty or assignment as

follows

:

Gardner, Edwin F., to report to commanding offl-

cer Willet's Point, N. G. H., for temporary duty.

Corbu.sier, AVm. H., by letter to Commanding Gen-
eral Dept. of the South.

Buei.l, J. W. , to accompany first detachment of
recruits to Dept. of Texas, and on arrival, report by
letter to the Department Commander for assignment.

SuuPELDT, RoBT. W., to Commanding Officer Fort
McHenry, Md., for temporary duty.

Appel, D. M., to Commanding General Dept. of the

Missouri, for assignment to duty.

Andrews, W. C. C, to Superintendent Mounted
Rec. Service, for temporary duty at St. Louis Bar-
racks, Mo.

Cunningham, Thos. A., by letter to Commanding
General Dept. of Dakota, for assignment.

Burton, H. G., in person to Commanding officer

Dept. of Arizona, for assignment.

fUtbical Jtema arib NtttiB.

Contagious Dise.\ses.—Comparative statement of
cases of Contagious Disease reported to the Sanitary
Bureau, Health Department, for the two weeks ending
September 3, 1876.

Week Ending

Aug. 26.

Sept. 2 .

>
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INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL CONGRESS.

TiiE International Medical Congress at Philadelphia

has proved, as we expected, a success. A large

uuuiljcr of delegates were present, and their de-

liberations were of a character to do honor to the;

occasion. International Congresses are as yet in tlieir

infancy of usefulness, and it must be no small con-

gratulation for such as are interested in the discussion

of general questions relating to medical progress, that

some effective step is taken in the recjuircd direction

to show that each meeting is an iniprovenieut upon its

predecessor. The meeting in Philadelpliia can safely

be S!»id to take up the spirit of the former Congress

and propagate it further on towards the realization of

tangible and practical results. Differing somewliat

from other gatherings of its sort in being the occasion

of a centennial jubilee, there was, liowever, a be-

coming dignity in all the proceedings which referred

to such an occasion. The addresses were, without

exception, models of their sort. Tlie historical

element of which they partook was eminently in

proper keeping with the spirit of the meeting, and

reflected great credit ui)on the good taste and dis-

crimination of the orators. The address of welcome

was singularly appropriate, foreshadowing, as it did,

the work expected to be accomplished by the Congress,

and giving the direction of effort that wide range

which was in keeping witl\ the character and extent

of the representation.

We are gratified to note that the suggestions con-

cerning uniformity in medical observation, as offered

by the President, were so intelligently acted upon by

the meeting. Tlie endorsemrnt of the iirinciple in-

volved in this question was all that e<iuld be expected

of the C'ongre.ss under the circumstances, and in so far

some real progress lias been made in the right

direction. The discussion of the subject is thus en-

couraged, and by and by the practical results will show

tluinselves in the shape of some well-digested and

practical plans. The time will yet come when there

will be but one medical language over the entire

world, but our enthusiasm for its hasty accomplishment

must be tempered with the patient investigation of

tlicise means which will best insure the end.

There were other general questions wliich might

have come up for disciLssion, but, as we before re-

marked, Sledical Congresses are as yet mere experi-

ments, and we must for the present be satisfied with

a promising beginning. The otlier general questions,

the discussion of which would belong to such a repre-

sentative body of medical men, have not perhaps been

sulficiently discussed to warrant attention as yet, but

we are convinced that the professional mind is getting

ready to attack them, and that before long the legiti-

mate work of an International Medical Congress will

be as systematically mapped out as that of any other

smaller society. The material for the work is at hand
;

all we have to do is to leani to use it.

The large attendance at the meeting and the wide-

spread character of the representatives showed the

general interest manifested in such gatherings. The
success of the meeting at Philadelphia will add not a

little to this interest, and we hope to see it stimulated

still more at the meeting in Geneva.

I
The arrangements in Philadelphia were carried out

I
in a manner that reflected credit upon the committee

j

liMvingitin charge. Everything was calculated for,

luid, despite the multitude of interests to be consulted,

a-i far as we can learn every one was satisfied with

the character and scope of the programme. If any

:
suggestion for improvement in management might be

made, it would refer to the more systematic ajiportion-

nient of time to the different sections. It would seem
that, with the time devoted to the sections, some ar-

nuigement might be made to give some longer sessions

,
than others in proijortion to the number and extent of

the subjects to be discussed, and as far as possible to

have the moie important sections meet at different

licurs. As it was. the uniformity of the hour of eom-
iiiencement caused all the sections to be in full opera-

tion at once, and those interested in the discu.ssion

of many subjects were necessarily restricted to one.

Kverything considered, however, it was probably the

best that could be done under the circumstances, and,

f.ir from finding fault, it is a nuitter of surprise that

the complicated machinery moved so harmoniously,

and so well met the general expectations of the dele-

gates. The election of the officers will meet with very

general satisfaction. The honor of president was
worthily conferred, and met the expectations of every

delegate present. The ottices of vice-president were
very judiciously distributed, and infused a truly inter-

national element into the election.

The Congress was distinctive in its character in many
ivspecto. Its very organization, or rather mode of consti-

tution, elevated it above every other national society or

^6
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association in its ca])acity for nsefulncss. It was com-

posed of delegates from national and State societies

only, so far as the United States were concerned, and its

representatives from abroad were men of culture and

refinement. None of the quarrels of minor societies

could find a place in its deliberations. It was thorough-

ly cosmo|)olitan in its objects, and though tlie transat-

lantic world sent comparatively few of its medical

men to participate in it, the score or more who had

the courage to cross the ocean gave a thoroughly inter-

national character to the Congress, and an additional

interest to the discussions. Our neighbors of the

Dominion were there in respectaiile numbers, and

seemed gratified with the prospect held out to them, by

the recent international conference in Pliiladelphia

of committees of the Canadian and American Medical

Associations, of annexation of those two bodies, and

annual interchange of fiiendly greetings.

We invite special attention to the report, wliich we

publish elsewliere, of tlie proceedings of the Congress.

It has been our object to give our readers a faithful

record of an event in which so many thousands of the

profession are interested ; and we have not hesitated,

therefore, to allot to it a liberal share of space in our

colunms. The occasion is a very unusual one, and the

instruction to be derived from a perusal of the ab-

stract of the proceedings, extraordinary in amount

and in degree. The Congress threw ojjen its doors

^\^dcly to the public and to the public press for four

days of its sessions; but on the fifth day adopted a

very unwise and unnecessary resolution in regard to

the reporting of its proceedings, which to us came in

the light of an ex post facto law, after the reports of

the first three or four days were already in type. The

resolution, which will be found in another column,

was offered by one of the most respected members of

the Congress, at the suggestion of another member,

without, we presume, due consideration of all its bear-

ings. Its object was apjjarently to prohibit all publi-

cations in medical journals of papers and addresses " in

abstract or otherwise," plausibly because they might

interfere with the sale of the volume of Transactions.

Wliatever tire motive, personal " or otherwise," for

the introduction of such a resolution, or whose fertile

brain originated it. or wlietlier some medical journal of

feeble enterprise suggested it as an apology for failure

to convey to its readers a satisfactory record of the

Congress; it seemed almost an act of self-stultification

on the part of that learned body, after hundreds of

copies of tlie outlines, as elaborate as abstracts, of all

the important papers had lieen published and liberally

distributed by the Centennial Medical Commission,

and after the reporters of the public press had been

allowed every privilege at the hands of the Congress,

with full license, if they so desired it, to publish

Ijhonographic reports of every jjaper read before the

Congress, or any sectional portion of it. We shall

closely scan the columns of our contemporaries, and

if we find in any of them a meagre report combined

with a virtuous diatribe against those who have not

obeyed the unreasonable behests of the Congress, we

shall be able to draw our own inferences. Without

discussing the rights of the public press, medical

included, on all jniblic occasions in which the doors

are thrown widely open to every comer and to every

listener, we feel assured that a general notice of the

Congress, which excites the interest of the profession

at large by such abstracts as those we publish to-day,

will stimulate a widespread curio.sity to see and to

possess the complete Transactions when the volume

issues from the hands of the Committee of Publica-

tion. We do not envy them the task they liave before

them, although tlie material upon which they have to

work is of an unusual order of merit.

progress of illetiical Science.

East Method of Extracting a Broken Catheter
FROM THE Urethra.—Dr. Young was recently called to

a patient about eighty years of age, who was suffering

from retention of urine, caused by the Ijrcaking in

the urethra of a No. 8 silver catheter which he had
been in the habit of using. The point of breakage

was beyond the beginning of the curve, and it pre-

sented two sharp pointed spicula, three-eighths of an

inch long. On external examination the urethra was
tender; the broken portion of the catheter lay about
seven inches from the meatus, and was movalile only

in the direction of the bladder. Dr. Young took the

eyes off a No. 11 catheter and passed it down to and
over aljout an iucli of the broken end, when, on
making an angle with No. 11, No. 8 liecame locked

and was easily withdrawn. This method of extraction

may be employed, witli mollifications, in removing
other foreign bodies. On fl.xing the oljject to be re-

moved, by external pressure, the tube slides easily

over it, and it can be extracted by manipulation with-

out wounding the mucous membrane.

—

British Med-
ical Journal.

Subcutaneous Division op the Femur.—On Jlay

16, 1876, Mr. Richard Davy divided the femur suIjcu-

taneously (after Langenbeck's metliod on the tibia)

for bony anchylosis of the ileo-femoral joint in a boy
aged fourteen. The right femur was flexed on the

abdomen at an angle of 90°, the angle being meas-

ured at the anterior superior spine of the ilium ; the

femur was also adducted so that the legs crossed
;
the

genitals were partially eclipsed, and the riglit ingui-

nal fold deepened. A small cut was made down to

the anterior plane of the femur, immediately Ijelow

the troclianters ; the commencing shaft was drilled

through and through this opening, a keyhole saw al-

most effected division of the femur by right and left

movements; complete division was caused by peri-

osteal fracture. Tlie limb was at once abducted,
straightened, and placed symmetrically ; correct jiosi-

tion was maintained by splint and sand bags. The
young fellnw [irogresses without any unfavorable
symptom, and bony union in the re-formed position is

being accomplislied by nature.

—

British. Medical Jour-

nal.
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Ueports of Societies.

PROCEEDTNGS OF THE TNTERXATTOXAL
.MEDICAL C<»N(!KKSS.

This body, composrd of dc^lfgatcs fioin foreign medi-
cal societies, and from national and State medical
organizations of this country, together witli <listiii-

guisliud invited gmsts from abroad, met at Philadcl-

phin, Slonday, September Itli. The general sessions

were held each morning of the week to Saturday,

Sei)tembcr "Jth, inclusive. Five afteru()t)ns were de-

voted to the meetings of sections, of whicli tliere were
nine : Jledicinc, Biology, Surgery, Dermatology and
Syphilology. Obstetrics, Oplithalmology. Otology,
Sanitary Science, and Mentiil Diseases. About four
hmulred and fifty delegates and invited ineml^ers were
present.

.VDDRESS OF WELCOME.

The session was opened by Professor Samuel D.
Gross. M.D.. D.C.L. Oxon., President of the Centen-
nial Medical Commission, .\fter prayer by the Hight
Rev. William Hacou Stevens, Bishop of Pennsylvania.
Prof. Gross delivered the address of welcome to the

Congres.s. He greeted them in the name of the entire

American medical profession. The occasion, he stated,

was an unusual one. Everything liad been fully dis-

cussed, and time and labor thouglitfully and earnestly

bestowed by tlie Commi.ssion, to perfect tlie organiza-

tion of the Congress. It was at all times a gratifica-

tion to welcome friends, but tlie feeling was vastly

heightened l)y the fact that so many distant parts of
tlie world .were represented—Europe, the far East.

Ja])aii, China, etc. So far as known, every prominent
medical society, and every distinguislied metUcal man
had received invitations. It was a glorious spectacle

to see men laying aside their ordinary pursuits, cross-

ing vast continents and perilous seas, to unite with us

in celelirating our first medical centennial, and inter-

changing views and observations, laying the results

upon a common altar, for the common good. No
other congress ever had such a cosmopolitan outlook.
It would exhibit what America liad accomplished in

a century in scientific work. Time was when we liad

no American medical literature or medical science;

we were dependent on Europe until after this century
opened. The addresses to be delivered by some of
the best medical men of the country would sliow tlie

completeness and rajjidity of our ])rogress. The
(leriod of medical provincialism has long since passed.

The speaker then alluded to the de3iral)ility of estab-

lishing a uniformity of iionunclature. weights, meas-
ures, and records of disease; to tlic modern improve-
ments in the use of the microscope, chemical analysis,

clinical observation, and ex|)erinients on inferior ani-

mals. .Much could be done liy tliis Congress for tin-

advancement of medical science and international

unity, strengthening the bonds and securing the co-

operation of its votaries in various portions of tlic

globe. It was well for men of different nationalities

to come together to look each other in the face, and
sec what tliey have done to further the interests of
scientific progress and to lighten the burden of hu-
man suffering, to interchange kindly feelings, to fonn
new friendships, and cement old ties. Such inter-

national reunions should be more frei|Ueiit and more
numerously attended. .Vfter incidentally allinlin;;

to the Exposition, and suggesting that tlie Congress

-li'Uild perfect its organization by the election of its

1
o\vn officers. Prof. Gross declared the sessions for-

j
mally opened.

I
COM.MITTEE OK NOSHNATIONS.

The President then announced the following Com-
mittee of Nominations, named Ijy the Commission,
which was, on motion, confirmed by tlie Congress:
^Ir. William .Vdams, Lmuloii ; Prof. Engelsted, of
Copenhagen; Prof. Iliiter, of Greifswald ; Prof. Rud-
iiew, of St. Petersburg; Dr. .1. .V. Giant, of Ottawa,
Ciiiada; Dr. Henry I. Bowditch, of Boston; Prof.

L. .v. Dugas, of Augusta, Georgia; Prof. .1. T. Hod-
gen, of St. Louis ; Prof. Christopher .lohnston, of
Baltimore; Prof. .Vustin Flint, Sr., of New York ; Dr.

W. S. W. Rusehenberger, U. S. Navy ; Dr. Joseph R.
Smith, V. S. .\rmy; Dr. Edwin M. Snow, of Provi-
dence, R. I.

.VDDUESS ON MEDICINE.

Professor Austin Flint, of New York, then de-
livered the Address on Medicine. After a few intro-

ductory remarks, he alluded to the potential agency
exercised by tin; medical men of the country during
and after the Revolutionary period ; to the germina-
tiiiii of medical literatuie at that time, and the fore-

shadowing of medical schools. He next referred to

the practice of inoculation, and the pulpit denuncia-
tion of its sinfuliies.s. Jledical progress was signal
after the war of independence. Two rival schools

\\ere soon in existence, and some interesting facts were
detailed by the writer, of pecuniary contributions to

seliools and to the interests of medicine, the founda-
tion of prizes at Harvard, etc. The medical schools
of Philadeljihia were modeled after tliat of Edinburgh.
CiiUenism prevailed, but was not long maintained,
although it regulated practice, especially in the lios-

jiitals. After speaking more particularly of the pliy-

I

sieians and surgeons of Philadelphia at that date, he

I

alluded to the good work done in the provincial

I

schools, which often supplied professore to the larger

institutions of learning. Sub.senuent increase of the
iiliools was not in proportion to the population, the

number being scarcely greater now than in the early

part of this century.

The part early taken by medical journals in con-
tributions to medical literature, the characteristics and
effects of Dr. Benjamin Hush's writings, the attach-

ment of medical men of this country to the medical
literature of Great Britain, even after the war of 1S12,
and the formation of medical societies in the early

part of the century, were all referred to. He then
alluded to the introduction of vaccination and the op-
position it encountered. In ISl'l the plans for the

fii-st American National Pharmacopieia, that of 1S20,
were laid. The next quarter of the century saw the
discovery of ether as an anu'sthetic ; and the improve-
ment of histological research, the transl.ation of
llielmt's work paving the way. Dr. Gross, early in

his medical career, was identified by his writings
w ith the study of pathological anatomy in this coun-
try; so also Dr. .1. B. S. Jackson. Auscultation
and percus.sion in this iiuarter also came into general
use in the United Stat<s through the translation of
l.aennec and writings of James .lacksoii, Holmes, and
otliers. Its literature, and that of the physical explora-
tion of the heart, were sketched by the speaker.

Briglit's history of cases in 1.S2S, introduced to

general attention here, was followed by great progress
in this form of pathology ever since. In iy2« the
Aiiifiiran Jounuil of tlir Mnlieal SfirurcH was first

published Dr. Flint then alluded to llii' discoveries
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in the nervous system in this country, and the papers
written upon them ; to Beaumont's researches on diges-
tion in tlie case of gastric fistula of Alexis St. Martin ; to

the views and literature of Broussaism, which fell and
left no " ism "' as its successor ; to John Esten Cook and
the heroic calomel treatment of his day ; to the views of
Louis on phthisis and yellow fever ; to the self-limited

nature of diseases, as advocated by Dr. Jacob Bigelow
in 1835 ; to the decay of polypharmacy and the pro-

gress of expectant medicine. The United States Dis-
pensatory was published in 1833 ; the American Medi-
cal Association was founded in 1847.

The .speaker then detailed the chief works on
practical medicine during the second quarter of the
century, with sketches of the laboi-s of Dr. Nathan
Smith, James Jackson, J. K. Mitchell, Drake, and
others. The general introduction into this country of

quinine was referred to, and also the contrilmtions to

the literature of yellow fever, croup, infantile thera-

peutics, affections of the brain, nervous system, air-

passages, etc. The use of topical applications to the

larynx, and of opium, the early employment of suction
from the pleural cavity, now called aspiration, all

belong to the history of American medicine. He then
gave a brief list of some of the authors of this quarter,

and the names of those who have died.
The third, or last quarter of the century is familiar

to most of us. The great characteristic of progress
in the United States at this epocli is in histology. Its

influence on prophylaxis and practice were alluded to.

After referring to the advantages of an international
copyright for our own ijrotection, and to the advanced
position of American medical literature, and its rec-

ognition abroad, he declared that the chief character-
istic of our medical schools, in spite of all cavil, was
practical teaching. In conclusion, he dwelt on the
good influences of the Code of Ethics of the American
Medical Association, and to the elevated social posi-
tion and public influence of the medical profession in
this country.

Dr. Gross called attention to the fact that the
speaker had modestly omitted all mention of his own
(Dr. F.'s) contriliutions to American medical literature.

On motion of Dr. .T. P. White, the thanks of the Con-
gress were tendered to both gentlemen, and their
addresses referred to the Committee of Publication.

OFFICERS OF THE CONGRESS.

The Committee of Nominations then reported the
names of the following gentlemen for permanent
officers of the Congress, all of whom were elected

:

President : Professor Samuel D. Gross.

Vice-Presidents : Prof. Paul F. Eve, of Tennessee;
Mr. JolifEe Tuffnell, of Ireland ; Di's. W. L. Atlee, of
Pennsylvania ; C. Lange, of Denmark

; J. B. Johnson,
of Missouri

; F. Semeleder, of Austria ; Dr. Hunter Mc-
Guire, of Virginia

; Dr. Johan Hjort, of Norway
; Dr.

T. G. Richardson, of Louisiana
; Dr. Wm. H. Kingston,

of Canada ; Dr. J. P. White, of New York ; Dr. H.
Miyake, of Japan ; Pi'of. Nathan R. Smith, of Mary-
land ; Prof. Rudnew, of Russia ; Dr. Joseph M. Toner,
of Washington ; Prof. Hueter, of Pomerania ; Dr. G.
L. Collins, of Rhode Island ; Dr. R. P. Hudson, of
Australia ; Dr. Henry Gibljons, of California ; Dr. P.
Debasieux, of Belgium; Dr. N. S. Davis, of Illinois;
Mr. William Adams, of England ; Dr. L. A. Dugas,
of Georgia; Prof. A. R. Simpson, of Scotland; Dr.
.1. K. Bartlett, of Wisconsin.
Honorary Vice-Presidents : Surgeon-General J. K.

Barnes, U. S. Army ; Surgeon-General Joseph Beale,
U. S. Navy.

Treasurer : Dr. Caspar Wister, of Pennsylvania.

Secretary General : Dr. I. Minis Hays, of Pennsyl-
vania.

Secretaries of Meetings : Drs. W. B. Atkinson, Rich-
ard J. Dunglison, R. A. Cleemann, W. W. Keen, R.
M. Bertolet.

OFFICERS OF SECTIONS.

Medicine. Chairman.—Alfred StilK', M.D., Phila-
delphia ; Vice- Chairmen.—R.P.Howard, M.D., Can-
ada

; J. J.Woodward, M.D., U. S. A.; Secretary.—
J. Ewing Mears, M.D., Philadelphia.

Biology. Chairman.—John C. Dalton, M.D., New
York; Vice-Chairmen.—Austin Flint, Jr., M.D., New
York; F. W. Campbell, M.D., Canada ; Secretary.—
James Tyson, M.D., Philadelphia.
SuROERY. Chairman.—Prof. Joseph Lister, Edin-

burgh
; Vice-Chairmen.—J. A. Grant, M.D., Canada;

John Ashhurst, Jr., M.D., Philadelphia; Secretary.—
John H. Packard, M.D., Philadelphia.
Dermatology and Sypiiilology. Chairman.—

James C. White, M.D., Boston ; Vice-Chairmen.—
8. Engelsted, M.D., Copenhagen ; Edward Shippen,
M.p., U. S. N. ; Secretary.—A. Van Harlingen, M.D.,
Philadelphia.

OiiSTETiiics. Chairman.—Robert Barnes, M.D.,
London; Vice-Chairmen.—Pi'of. Alex. R. Simpson,
Edinburgh; W. H. Byford, M.D.. Illinois; Secretary.

—Wm. Goodell, M.D., Philadelphia.
Ophthalmology. Chairman.—R. Brudenell Carter,

F.R.C.S., London; Vice-Chairmen.—Wm. Thomson,
M.D., Philadelphia ; Henry W. Williams, M.D., Bos-
ton ; Secretary.—John Green, JI.D., St. Louis.

Otology. Chairman.—Clarence J. Blake, M.D.,
Boston ; Vice-Chairman.—A. H. Buck, 31. D., New
York; Secretary.—H. N. Spencer, M.D., St. Louis.
Sanitary Sclbnce. Chairman.—Stephen Smith,

M.D., New York; Vice-Chairman.—J. S. Billings,

M.D., U. S. A. ; Secretary.—Vl. M. Hunt, M.D., New
Jersey.

Mental Diseases. Chairman.—John P. Gray,
M.D., New York; Vice-Chairmen.—E. Grissom, M.D.,
North Carolina; I. Ray, M.D., Philadelphia; Sec-

retary.—^Walter Kempster, M.D., Wisconsin.

committee on publication, with power to select
chairman and editor.

John Ashhurst, Jr., M.D., Philadelphia ; R. J. Dun-
glison, M.D.. Philadelphia; Wm. Goodell, M.D.,
Pliiladelphia ; James H. Hutchinson, M.D., Philadel-
phia;Caspar Wister, M.D., Philadelphia.
The Congress then adjourned.

PUBLIC reception BY THE PROFESSION.

In the evening a public reception was given the
Congress by the medical profession of Philadelphia at

Judges' Hall, Centennial Grounds. About six hun-
dred persons were present. The evening's entertain-

ment was concluded with a coUation at the Lafayette
Restaurant in the same grounds.

DAILY reports FROM THE SECTIONS.

On Tuesday, at ten o'clock, after the reading of
the minutes, the reports of Sections were called for,

and the conclusions arrived at by them submitted to
the Congress. After the adoption of the conclusions
voted on by the Sections of Dermatology, Sanitary
Science, and Otology, and their reference to the Com-
mittee of Publication, Dr. T. G. Richardson, of Louisi-
ana, moved that the Congress is not responsible for
these conclusions, all respousiljiUty being with the
Sections themselves.
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Dr. Hays stated that previous Iiiteiuational Con-
gresses abroad had voted to sustain or reject the con-

clusions adopted l>y the Sections.

Dr. Davis, of Chicago, was of the view that tliese

reports sliould only be accepted and referred to the

Committee of Publication ; and an amendment to that

effect was appended to the previous motion, and with

it adopted.

On motion of Dr. Brodie, of Mirhi^an, the action

of the (,'ongress in contirmin^ the conclusions reported

by the Sections was reconsidered, and their reports

accepted and referred.

The other sections having reported, various invita-

tions were read by the Secretary; also f^reetings from
St. Petersburg Medical Society and the University of

Christiania, Norway.

THE NATION-VL MEDIC.VL LIBK.\UY.

Hesolutions complimentary to the Surgeon-General
and his assistants, and recommending action on the

part of this Congress in a direct appeal to the National
Congress for encouragement of their labors, and s|)e-

cially in the jiublieation of the valuable catalogue of

the National Medical Library, were offered by Prof.

Flint, and adopted.

ADDRESS ON nVOIENE AND PnETENTIVE MEDICINE.

The hour of eleven arriving, Dr. II. I. Bowditch
then read the address on Hygiene and Preventive

Medicine, Vice-President Eve in the chair. He di-

vided tlie century into three irregular i)eriods : 1 7~G to

18:i2, the age of theory merely, and of medical .system-

making; lH;i2 to 18G'J, that of strict observation and
accurate recording of facts, but of great skepticism

;

1869 to 1870, the age of progress in State preventive

medicine. In the first epoch, Boerhaave, CuUen, and
Rush rtt)urislicd. He gave a sketch of Rush, and of

the rise and fall of Broussaism.

The second epoch was that of Louis and his dis-

ciples. The ])art taken by .Jacob Bigelow, Elisha

Hartlett, and .John Korbes was referred to. The med-
iciil profession tlid not take much interest in State

preventive medicine ; progress in it was due more to

the laity than the profession, es])ecially to Jjcmuel

Shattuck, of Boston, and Edwin Chadwick, of Eng-
land. Tlie Ma.ssaeliusetts Sanitary Conimis.sion I^eport

in 182.5 fell flat, but its recommendations were adopted
in 1869. Tlic speaker then alluded to a variety of

subjects—the labors of Europeans, of sanitary journals

and writers, esjiecially in England, witli her trained

inspectors, the United States Army and Navy seivicc,

the Surgeon-Crenerars library, the various Sanitary

Commissions of the late war, the quarantine ctmven-

tions that met before the war, the effect of the war in

disciplining the surgeons to systematic prevention of

disease by the enforcement of sanitary measures, the

establishment of the American Public Health Associa-

tion in 1872, and of the Social Science Association,

the efforts of the American Medical Association, etc.

PRESENT SANITARY CONDITION OF TUE UNITED STATES,

To determine the present condition of simitary pro-

gress. Dr. Bowditch sent inquiries to one hmidrcd and
sixty-.seven men of intelligence, living in thirty-eight

States and nine Territories, covering twenty-tive de-

grees of latitude and forthscven degrees of longitude,

and occupying every phase of climate. Some of these

replies, arranged according to States, may be briefly

given :

1. Docs the State duly api)reeiate and care for the

health of the people ; :t4 nays, 8 yeas.

2. Is the State willing to spend money to establish

a State Board for various benetieent purposes cited?
;ii> nays, 10 yeas. In some States these boards are

established, but no money is appropriated.

:!. Is the State willing to spend money for investi-

gation of ]>reventable causes of disease? !t() nays, 12
yeas. In ^Massachusetts ten thousand dollars were
apjiropriated last year to check the pollution of
streams.

4. Is the State willing to spend money for preven-
tion of noxious trades? 26 nays, 14 yea.s. Brighton,
Muss., once the centre of numerous offensive slaugh-
(iM-houscs, is now a beautiful and fashionable spot,

since these were got rid of.

.). Is the State willing to take measures to prevent
the adulteration of food 1 21! nays, 10 yeas.

0. Iliis the State any Board of Health ( has it a pro-

perly organized set of correspondents? No i)erfect

set exists in any State. There are twelve State Boards
of Health altogether.

7. Has the State a law for the registration of vital

statistics, for irrigation, prevention of disease, sani-

tary survey, etc. ? 40 nays, no yeas.

8. Has it a law for the registration of marriages,

deaths, etc.? 16 nays, 20 yeas; eighteen of the latter

being qualified, stating that the law is imperfect, a

dead letter, carried out in the large cities only, etc.

y. Has it any law in regard to drainage of lands ?

24 nays, 7 yeas ; but in the latter the drainage is for

agricultural, not sanitary, purposes.

10. Has it a law for introduction of water into

cities? 23 nays, 14 yeas; but there is no law to insure

the purity of the water.

11. Has it any law in regard to contagious diseases ?

10 nays, 21 j'eas. There should be a national law for

< iiforcement of vaccination, and every foreign nation

sliould adoiit it. An international code of health

must come sooner or later.

12. Has it taken any action in regard to the use of

well-water, etc. '. In one hundred and forty-eight

towns eighty-two wells were reported, the water in the

rest being derived from rivet's. Two-thirds of the

people of the United States are living in total disre-

gard of all knowledge or interest in the kind of water
they are using.

13. Has it any regulation for the disposal of sew-
age ? Only one-lifth have any definite idea that any
action is necessary.

14. Has the State, county, or city ])ublished health

reports ? Thrc(^-fouiths of the States ignore the mat-
ter.

^
15. Is there any known law of development or

])artial development of disease to give as a legacy to

the ne.\t century as a ))reventive? 39 nays .and 6 yeas.

.Special points are mentioned as to the development of

/.ymotic diseases, modes of ])revention, etc.

Our ])resent duty is organization. Two hundred
thousand persons are annually slaughtered in the

.States l)y prevental)le diseases. The speaker con-

cluded by expressing great hopes of the future, and of

the coming century in the increased health, and the

lengthening of human life it wivs sin-(' to liring with it.

ADDRESS ON MEDICAL CHE.MISTRV AND TOXICOLOGY.

Prof. T. O. \VonMi.Kv, of Ohio, then read the ad-

di-css on Medical Clu'mistry and Toxicology. He
alluded to the jjroniinent chemists of the century, to

the relations between pharmacists and |)hysieians; to

the early foundation of medical schools in J'hiladel-

phia. in which chemistry was taught, as by Dr. Bush
and by Dr. Dexter at Hanard ; to tlie gradual but slow
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advance made in chemical researcli at that time ; to

the discoveries of Drs. Rolieit Hare. J. Redmond C'oxe,

and others : tlie establishment of the Philadelphia

school of Pliarmacy in 1821. and tlie various changes

in tlie professorsliips of that institution : to the estab-

lishment of the Aiiu-nmit Juiiniiil of Phurmacy in 1825,

and of the second school in New York in 1S29, etc.

Of the American chemical contriljutions to medi-
cine, he cited the investigations of the properties of

indigenous plants, as sanguinaria. and the discovery

of its alkaloid, identical with that afterwards dis-

covered in clielidouinm majus. Lobelia and veratrum
viride, and their alkaloids, were also referred to, with

a historical sketch of the investigations into all these

sul.)Jects ; also the history of the manufacture and in-

troduction into iiractice of cliloroform. or spirits of

chloric ether, as it was tlien called. Allusion was
made to the employment and preparation of nitrous

oxide, and to the discovery of the auKstlietic effects

of ether, chloroform, and nitrous oxide ; to Dr. Dra-
per's investigations into urea ; and those of Dr. Aus-
tin Flint, Ji'., on cholesteriue and stercoiine.

Toxicology was then touclied upon, arsenic being
first mentioned, the fact being stated that in the early

part of the century it was impossible to detect less

than one grain of the substance. The names were
given of various chemists who coutrilmted to the

subject of toxicology of arsenic at this and a some-

what later period, as Drs. Dana, .1. K. ilitchell, AVm.
R. Fisher, .J. Lawrence Smith, Gardner, of Virginia,

and 3. C. Draper. Opium and strychnia have also

been studied with valuable results by American
chemists, so far as tests are concerned ; so also digita-

line, atropia, woorara, etc., as investigated by Hare,

Percy, Hammond, S. AV. Mitdiell, James Blake, and
others. The discoveries of moriihia, and other alkaloid

principles enabling the practitioner to prescribe medi-
cines in concentrated forms, the processes of extracting

the alkaloids, tlieir solubility in ether, the study of
crystalloids and colloids, tlie discovery of minute tests

for strychnia and other alkaloids, of spectriun analysis

with the spectroscoi)e and microspectroscope,—all these

points were dwelt upon in their relations to the study of

toxicology in America. He also referred to the rapidity

of action of poisons, as shown hy Blake's experiments,

and tlie conclusions derived from the Palmer poisoning
case in England, in 18.50; to the mode in which
poisons destro}' life, and to the slight physical and
chemical changes in that fluid that result from their

introduction. This valualjle address concluded with
allusions to the importance of a more general study
of toxicology, ancT to the advantages to be derived
from it.

DISTRIBUTION OF THE REPORT OS HYGIENE.

On Wednesday morning. President Gross in the
Chair, on motion of Dr. John L. Atlee, tlie Secretary
was instructed to send copies of Dr. Bowditch's address
on Hygiene, when printed, to the Governors of the va-
rious States, for transmission to the Legislatures. The
same action was, on motion of Dr. Trenholme, of Can-
ada, authorized to be taken with the Dominion Gov-
ernment and with each province of the Dominion.
On motion of Dr. Traill Green, Dr. Wormley's

address on jMedical Chemistry, etc., was referred to

the Committee of Publication, and the name of Dr.
W.'s wife, who had prei^ared all the engravings of
his work on Micro-Chemistry, enrolled among the
members of the Congress.

The Secretary-General reported three hundred and
eighty-two names on the Register ; and read invita-

tions fi'om various sources, among others, from the

National Temperance Association at New York, invit-

ing the Congress to give a public declaration in regard
to the effect of alcohol as a beverage and a medicine,
and calling attention to its c\\\ effects. This was
received and laid on the table.

THE INTERX.VTIONAi COXGRESS OF 1877.

The Rejjorts of Sections were then read, and the
following resolutions, introduced fiom the Section on
Medicine, adopted

:

Rt'solvcd. Tliat the International Medical Congress
of 1S7G recognize the advantages which would accrue
from tlie introduction of a gradual uniformity in the

multiple and heterogeneous elements of physic, as

jjosology, nomenclatures, etc., and in the means and
records of medical observation.

Remhed, Tliat in consequence, this Congress author-

izes the President to appoint delegates to the Interna-

tional Congress of 1877, with the special mission of
presenting a schedule of the means of uniformity in

physic actually applicaljle in all countries, and another
of tliose which could soon be made acceptable by the

profession at large.

Besoleed, Tliat the said delegates be advised to

invite the co-operation of the men who have already

worked for the same cause at the International or Na-
tional ^Medical or Pharmaceutical Congresses of Paris,

Vienna. St. Petersburg, and Brussels.

THE .U)DRESS ON SURGERY.

Prof. Paul F. Eve, of the University of Nashville,

then read the address on Surgery ; Prof. Rudnew, of
Russia, in the Chair.

The speaker alluded to the fact that the necessity of

education abroad at first gave us no national medical
characteristics. He then alluded to the various sur-

geons that had given America a reputation in this

great field. He Ijcgan with Physick, whose career he
sketched, together with his imi)rovements m surgical

operations and appliances, as the tonsillotome, etc.,

the treatment of inflamed joints by perfect repose in

coxalgia, spinal affections, etc. He mentioned a case

of numerous calculi, one thousand in all, removed at

one time by him from the same patient. He never
spilt a drop of blood unnecessarily or wasted a word
in his lectures.

He then sketched l^riefly the professional services of

Physick's four contemporaries. Wan-en, ]Mott, Dudley,
and Gibson, whose average age at death was eighty-

three. Warren was the first to operate with a patient

under the aufesthetic effects of ether. He himself con-

tended that his tapping the pericardium in a case of

drojjsy was the first on record. He was the first to close

fissure in the vault of the mouth. Valentine Mott was
noted for the boldness of his operations ; he was the

first to ligate successfully the common iliac ; the first

to exsect entirely the clavicle, tying forty arteries in an
operation lasting four hours; the first to exsect the

entire inferior maxilla. He tied the carotid fifty-one

times, and amputated about one thousand limbs. No
surgeon, living or dead, ever performed so many great

operations. He operated whenever there was the

slightest prospect of benefiting his patient.

Dr. Benj. Winslow Dudley paid special attention

to prepaiing his patient for operation liy attention to

his chylopoietic viscera, etc. He claimed to be the

fij-st to relieve intracranial aneurism by tying the

carotid ; he was a master of the bandage ; a great

lithotomist, although the statistics of his operations

have been lost. Gibson was a splendid lecturer, and
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illiistiiitcj lii8 lectures with liciiutifiil nioilcls ; he
liret tied tlio iliac artery fur iriiiishot wound in llic

streets of Baltimore, the patient living thirteen days.

lie twice i)erfonned the Ciesarian operation succiss-

fuily on the same patient, I'rof. Jos. Pancoast having
had a similar experience.

Dr. Andrew Wood Smythe, of New Orleans, in

1804 tied tlie carotid and vertel>ral arteries, and tlie

patient lived ten yeai^s, dying of a second operation

on the mammary artery. The ligation of the vertebral

artery has l>een done by several. Dr. Cogwell, of

Hartford, in ISO:! first tied the common carotid.

I'ntil Dr. Gross publislied tliis fact, .Sir Astley Cooper
had all the credit of it. l)r Wm. T. Uriggs, of Nash-
ville, was the first to apply two ligatures to the inter-

nal carotid. Prof. Post, in 1S17, lirst successfully tied

the subclavian, otliers abroad liaving failed.

Dr. W. Stone first applied metallic ligatures to a

wounded artery. Dr. S. ^V. Gross has shown tlie com-
parative iunocuousness of applying ligatures to veins.

The practice of ligation of vessels for the relief of
gangrene is of American introduction. Arterial com-
pression was long known in this country. The em-
]>loyment of the Iluiiterian method of ligation as a
means of prevention, or for tlie relief of destructive
inflammation, was proposed in the United States. Di'.

Carnorhan first ligated the femoral for elepliantiasis,

and afterwards, in the same case, the external iliac,

successfully. Dr. Jonathan Knight was the first to

treat popliteal aneurism successfully by digital com-
|)rcssion.

The si)eakcr then alluded to the successful methods
of treatment propost;d antl employed l)y American
surgeons in varicocele, affections of the bones and
joints, etc., etc. Dr. Daniels, of Georgia, first intro-

duced extension by weiglits and pulleys in fractures.

A more detailed allusion was made also to tlie various
modifications of fracture apparatus devised in this

country, also to the efforts to overcome deformity in

fractures, although, with most American surgeons.

Dr. Eve believes that the os femoris, when fractured
at certain points, cannot be extended to its full nor-

mal li'ngth and so maintained, without impairing its

nutrition.

Manipulations for reduction of fractures by Dr.

Wm. U. Reed is called by llr. Spencer, the American
or circumduction method. The discovery of the

aniesthctic effect of ether in its relations to surgery
was referred to, and al.so the important diagnostic
sign described by Dr. L. A. Dugas. of Georgia, liy

which aiisolute distinction was readily made b^'twciii

fracture and dislocation at the shoulder. Allusion
was also made to the various modifications of splints.

to the services of Dr. J. Kliea IJarton and J. Kearm y
Uodgers, in resection and exsection—the former, ac-

cording to Krichscn, performing the first resection fcjr

bony anchylosis. Dr. Mus.sey, in lH:i~, performed
excision of the wliole scapula. Dr. Hrainard. of

Chicago, took the prize of the American Medical
Association on the subject of perforation of the boms
a.") a surgical expedient, liartoii. Hrainard. and Huck
were the first .satisfactorily to relieve osseous deformi-
ties. Various other cases of resection of s|)ecial bones
were referred to, the resection of a portion of tlie

coccyx for neuralgia, Sayre's numerous cases of suc-

cessful resection of the femur, the employment of

tenotomy, etc.

Dr. Mott founded the first orthopredic hospital in

this country. Dr. Sayre has don<' mori' work in this

department than any other pei-smi. Ueference was
also made to the operations of .Americans for con-

tracted limbs, congenitikl deformities, operations f.ni

<xsection of the kidneys and on the genitourinary
apparatus, on the air-pass.iges, etc. Primary ampu-
tation nt tlie hip-joint for wounds was fii-st successful

ill 1800. Three or four successful cases are reported

in the late war; previously in foreign wars all had
failed. If not for the record of these successful cases,

says von Langenbeck, the Prussian Surgeon-General,
it is doubtful if the operation would not have been
prohibited.

The use of silver wire by Sims in uterine surgery
w IIS also referred to. Xumerous other operations, as

ill tailed by Dr. Eve, shed lustre on American surgery.
11. thenalludeil to the cuntributions made iiy surgeons
to medical literature ; to the labors of the Surgeon-
(icneral of the Army and his assistants, and to the

lUiiitality of the medical officers of the army during
the late civil war, as being greater in proportion than
that of any other Ijrauch of the service. Seventeen
thousand operations had been performed liy them. He
imntioned the foreign tributes to the labor of the

iiu'dical service duriug the war, during which they
said they did the woik of a century.

THE ADDRESS ON MEDIC.VI, BIOGK.\PnT.

Du. .TosEPii JI. ToNEn, of Washington, D. C , then
lead the address on Jledical l$iogniphy, Vice-I'resident

1.. A. Dugas in the chair. He detailed the names and
services of jjliysicians distinguished during the century.

The address was chiefly a cimipendious al>stiact of a
voluminous paper, which will \>i- published in the vol-

ume of Transactions, being full of biographical details

that could not appropriately be read before the Con-
uness. lie divided the noted medical men into those
of national, and those of local or State reputation

merely, giving a hurried sketch of many of these, and
sili-cting such only for special notice as were distin-

gui.shed for high endowments, incessant api>licatiou

to study, etc., Ixginning with those of general profes-

sional reputation. Hu.sh, Mott, Physick, the Warrens,
Kiake. Nathan Smith, Massey, .lames .lackson, Chap-
iiuin, B<'ck, and a score or more of others. lie then
iilUided by name to the various medical authors of the

eiiuntry, and to the value of their literary services.

Sixty-tivo thousand physicians died during the cen-

tury. The States were then taken up individually,

beginning with California, and the names and ser-

vices of the prominent medical men briefly referred

to. No mere abstract can give an idea of the

voluminous facts embraced in this valuable statistical

paper.

THE .\I)I>UESS ON TirE .^UMY MICDICVI, WOKK.

In the evening, in the hall of the .lefferson Medical
College, Dr. .]. J. Woodward, I'. S. Army, gave a very

interesting lecture, jirepared at the reipiest of the

Centennial Medical Commission, on "The Medical
Staff of the United States .\rmy, and its Scientific

Work." He alluded to the numerical strength of the

army, the number of permanent det.'iclied posts, ex-
posed as some of them are to malaritms influences and
Indian conflicts, the duties of medical oflicers, their

supervision of all sanitary matters connected with
them, of wounds, etc.

He sketched the nature of all the papers and report.'i

connected with the medii al service. 'Jdtl.OOO had died
of sickness during the war: 100.000 of wounds. 10,000

volumes of manuscript record books, and many tons of
papers of all kinds, came back to the Surgeon-General
when the hospitals were closed after the war, all of
which had to be examined and analvzed. It would
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have been a great national crime not to have done so,

and not to have extracted from them tlie immense
amonnt of material they contained for scientific and
useful purposes. No great national medical liljrary

existed at the beginning of the war ; nor was there

any great patliological nuiseum. Valid reasons for the
establishment of each at Washington, under national
auspices, were given by tlie si)eaker. The whole medi-
cal staff of the army had contributed to l)oth, but
the heavy lalior had l>een performed by three Assistant

Surgeons, Drs. Billings, Otis, and Woodward, witliout
extra compensation, in addition to their other admin-
istrative work.

Since 180.5, the history of 300,000 cases had been
traced through tlie records of the Surgeon-rreneral's
o.fice, but, from want of proper clerical force, 12,000 to

13.000 applications were now lying unanswered, the
number of clerks being reduced from 100 to less than
half tliat number. Over 6,000 (juarto pages of publi-

cations have thus far been issued from this office. The
re|)orts on meteorology, formerly jjuljlished, arc now
discontinued, the Signal Office having taken charge of
this branch of inquiry. Other reports emanating from
the Surgeon-General's office were referred to, as that
of Dr. Billings on jjosts and hosi)itals, the records of
physical examination of recruits, the report of Dr. Ely
McClellan on Cholera, etc. The importance of the
chemical laboratory connected with tliis office was
dwelt upon.

Tlie volumes of the " Medical and Surgical History
of the War "' were the records of 270,000 ca.ses.

Cheney, in his medical statistics of tlie war of the
Crimea, had 40,000 cases to describe, and 17,000 in the
Italian war ; 1 >ut they were not sul:)Sequently followed
up, as they have been with us. The National Medical
Library at Washington now contains 40,500 bound
volumes and 41,000 pamphlets. 27.5,000 cards of all

the suljjects in the books and journals of this lil)rary

await the hands of the printer. Tlie catalogue
raisoniie, when pulilished, will make five volumes of
1,000 pages each. The Army Medical Museum con-
tains 19,000 specimens, illustrating military surgery
and camp diseases during the war. The hope is, to
make tliis also a general pathological museum. It

contains 1,500 skeletons and crania ; 1,600 crania alone
from all countries, with comjilete measurements by
Dr. Otis. Tliis museum, if added to from private
sources, would be especially valuable, particularly if

they were specimens which have formed the basis of
original researches.

Dr. Woodward then gave an exhibition with the
magic lantern, of pathological specimens, microphoto-
graphic sections, etc. The thanks of the Congress

ere tendered him for his very interesting address.
The Congress met again on Thursday uiorning, the

President in the chair. Drs. Bowditch, Woodward,
and Seguin were announced as the delegates to the
International Congress at Geneva, to confer on the
an-angement of a plan for an international system of
medicine and medical observation, in accordance with
the action taken on Wednesday.

422 names on the Register were reported by the
Secretary-General.

AN .VPrEAL TO CONGRBSS TO SUSTAIN THE SURGEON-
GENERAL.

On motion of Dr. Bowditch, the following resolu-
tions were adopted :

Wliereas, Tlie work already accomplislied by the
officers connected witli the Bureau of tlie Surgeon-
General of the United States, in the establishment of a

medical library, in the prejiaration of its amjile and
unique catalogue, and in the formation of an ana-
tomical museum, from which important scientific re-

sults have already been obtained, and which have been
not only a source of honor to these United States, but
of value to foreign lands, and wherever science is cul-

tivated ; and
Whereas, This Congress learns with regret that,

owing to a lack of a sufficient clerical force and of
pecuniary means, not only some of the work already
in progress has been suspended, but that other work
of equal value cannot be undertaken, although ample
materials for the same are now lying unused in the
Surgeon-General's office ; therefore,

lietii/hecl, That a committee of three be appointed
to prepare a mcmoi-ial to the Congress of the United
States, at the earliest day possible, at its next session,

urging efficient support to these most important
matters.

Rfsolred, That it is desirable that said memorial
should lie signed by the president, vice-presidents, and
permanent secretary of this body.

SANITARY WORK.

On motion of Dr. J. P. White, of Buffalo, it was
ordered that Dr. Bowditch's address on Sanitary

Science be transmitted, when printed, to the Presi-

dents of State and Territorial Medical Societies, and
Sanitary Boards of the United States and Canada.

Rc])orts from the various sections were then read,

accepted, and referred.

On moticm of Dr. Richardson, of New Orleans, Dr.
Woodward was requested to repeat his lecture of last

evening.

THE ADDRESS ON OBSTETRICS.

Prof. TiiBOi'HiLus Parvin, of Indiana, then read
the address on Obstetrics. Many imjirovements in

the art may be mentioned, and many advances in the
science, notwithstanding Prof. Ramsay, of South Caro-
lina, in the latter part of the last century, declared
that obstetrics was so ])erfect that no improvement
was possible. The .speaker referred to those promi-
nent at the end of the century—Baudelocque, with his

twenty-three jiresentations and ninety-four positions
;

Smellie, AVilliam Hunter, opposites in views of ob-
stetrics, mechanism, and physiology ; Levret, and
others. Lloyd in Boston and Shippeu in Philadeljihia

were the earliest American practitioners of distinction.

He then referred to Drs. James and Dewees, and their

connection with obstetrics in America, the latter giv-

ing the first full course of obstetrics in this comitry.

Seventy or eighty years ago the practice of obstetrics

was chiefly in the hands of women, and was not lucra-

tive, the compensation being only a dollar—in cities,

three dollars—and the accoucheur, or ratlier accou-
cheuse, was nurse until the ninth day, and no posthu-
mous honors attended their laljorious work.

Bard's compendium was the first work on obstetrics

in America. The speaker then alluded to other suc-

cessful and useful American works, giving sketches of
Dewees, and his successors and contemporaries—with
criticisms, favorable and unfavorable, of their writings
and teachings—as Meigs, Miller, Bedford, Hodge,
Tucker, AVarrington, Byford, and others. He gave an
insight into the numerous treatises and papers on
obstetric anatomy, and contended that the improve-
ments in obstetric surgery saved more lives and was
the means of relieving or diminishing suffering more
than the changes in medicine or surgery proper. The
history of the discovery of the antesthetic effects of
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etlicr and its n])]>lJciition to obstetrics wns sketclicd,

and the names of nunicrous authorities who early eni-

j)h)yed it or wrote papi is about it were nientioiied.

The use of elilorol'onn and of opium in obstrlri(

practice; tlie i)raetiee of fi'edini; women in hdior; the
induction of hibor in phicenta pnevia, and in other
conditions; the empk)yment of ergot in bibor for two
most important jiurposes, etc., etc., were alhided to,

with tlie names espeeially of .\nieiieans who liad eilhn
first suj;rreste<l tliem or imi)rovcd on tlie methods of
othei-s. lie also referred to bimanual turning, eephalic

by Wright, or podalic vei-sion l)y Hicks; the treatment
of prolapsed cord by Thoma.s, and others; postural
treatment in eomplieafed labor cases; head-last labors.

described by Goodell, Parry's correction of faulty

positions, Gibson's (';esaiian ojierations, operations of
gastro-clytrotomy. etc., and stated that a full biblio-

grapliiad appendix would aeeompany the jiaper.

The various American works on Diseases of Women
were briefly enumerated, criticised, and discus.sed, such
as those of Dcwees, Meigs, JJedford, Thomas, and
others. In uterine surgery much has beer, done; a

tribute was paid to Sims and Emmet for their treat-

ment of fistula, and to Atlee and Peaslee for their

contributions to ovarian surgery. The positional dis-

orders of the uterus were referred to, with an account
of the various modifications of the pessary, the use of
pneumatic pressure by Campbell, of Georgia, the dif-

ferent modes of treatment for inversion, l)y .1. P.
White, Emmet, and others; he discountenanced, as

the profession does, resort to alulominal section in

such coses. The use of glycerine and hot water was
spoken of; the latter was claimed by Emmet to have
been originated entirely by himself, to insure per-

manent contraction of the vcs.sels. American sugges-
tions had also been made in the division of stricture of
the uterus in dysmenorrho'a. amputation of the cervi.x

uteri, the application of fluids to the lining membram'
of the uterus, the treatment of uterine fibroids, eh<--

trolysis and ergot, and their complete ablation beiiii;

also referred to in this connection, the removal of the
uterus itself liy Prioleau, of South Carolina, in isiii.

etc.

Operations for genito-urinary fistula and for removal
of various tumors are two of the greatest triumphs of
American obstetric surgery. The names of various
Americans were mentioned by the speaker as foremost
in these fields. For ovariotomy, McDowell operated
thirteen times, with eight recoveries. Spencer Wells
lost four of his first thirteen ; Baker Brown eight. The
English claims to |)riority were c.vamined and set aside.

More than "2,000 women's lives have been saved by
this operation. Allusion was made to the early
American ovariotomists, to Dr. Drysdale's discovery
of the ovarian cell, to the various operations, as

enucleation of cy.sts, obliteration of the vagina, vesico-

vaginal operations, as vesico-vaginal lithotomy, etc., of
American surgeons.

American works on diseases of cliildren by Dewees.
Eberle, Stewart, Condie, Meigs and Pepper, and
others, were mentioned, as well as works on special

infantile diseases. The formaticm of obstetrical and
gyna'Cological societies, hosjiitals. and journals, was
rapidly sketched. The speaker alluded also to the prcs-

cni'e of two distinguished obsti'tricians of Great Brit-

ain—Banies and Simpson, and ccmcludcd bis excellent

address with a beautiful peroration.

TUE ADDRESS ON MKDICAI. JL'UISPRUDENCE.

Prof. St.^nkoiid C. Cii.Mi.i.f:, of Louisiana, then

read the address on this subject, giving a sketch of

the general progress of Medical .Jurisprudence for two

centuries, alluding particularly to the barbarous views
and absurd and sui)erstitious |)ractices of even the last

eintury, such as those a.ssoeiated with the bleeding of
wounds, legal decisions alhrming paternity from a
dream when a husband had been alisent four years,

tlie burning alive of those suspected of crime as late

as 17y0, etc., etc. In 1774 the first law was |)assed in

I'.iigland to improve the condition of the insane

;

I'inel fii-st suggested their humane treatment as vic-

tims of disea.se.

The speaker then in(niiied, with i)ainfully negative
replies, what our laws have done to apply medical
knowledge to the administration of justice; what
1 Iforts to secure the best medical talent in criminal

eases; what exjiericnce the medical witnesses have
had—what information or experience the judges.

There are several thousand cases in the United States

annually recpiiring medico-legal incjuiry ; the eor(mer8,

unless by accident, have no experience or information
to guide them; any ])ractitioner who calls himself so

can be a niedieo-legal witness.

The first Chair of Medical .lurisinudence in the

Inited States was created in 18i:i, in the New York
( oUcge of Physicians and Surgeons. There are now
sixty regular colleges in existence. Of forty-six of

these, twenty-one do not profess to teach this branch,

fourteen have separate chairs—.some of them taught by
lawyers, and in eleven it is a caudal appendage to

other branches.

Allusion was made to a few American contributions

to medical jurisprudence, as the coi-])us luteum of
Dalton, and Kiehaidson's employment of high powers
ill blood-stains. The l)il)liogra])liy of the subject is

very full, and will make a valualile addition to Prof.

Chaillp's paper. The contributions of Americans to

its literature have been but trifling, but they were
briefly enumerated by the si)eaker, as were also the

various works and papers on the medical jurispru-

dence of insanity. In examining the subject of medico-
hgal jirogre.ss in institutions, laws, and judicial deci-

sions, he alluded to the fact that in 1874 there were
ill the United .States seventv-seven life insurance com-
panies, insuring .'i;2,22O,00n,O00 on !tlO,000 policies.

The deaf and dumb were formerly considered legal

idiots ; medico-legal inquiry has now nothing to do
with them.

He next spoke of the legislation for habitual drunk-
ards in some of the States, and of the enactments in

Maine and New York for the examination of criminals

in Ciuses when a ])lea of insanity was ofTered. and of
the various steps of progress in judicial decisions since

the days when protection to the insane was restricted

to such as had no more knowledge or control over
themselves than mere lirutes. and wlun the Lord
Chancellor of England urged the absurdity of calling

insanity a disease. He praised the labors of the

.Medico-legal Society of New York, and its oljjccts,

and the good work it was likely to accomplish; and
concluded his valuable jiaper with an exposition of
the necessity of competently instmcted State experts,

reformation in the coroiierships, competency of wit-

nes-ses and judges, and proposed various nietliods to

secure all these good results.

On Friday, President Gross in the chair, the General
Secretary reported the number registered as four
hundred and thirty.

AN UNNKCESS.VKY AND STVIMD lUiSOLLTION.

Prof. Eve thi'n offered the following resolution at

the recpiest of Dr. William B. Atkinson, of Phil-

adelphia :

liftohul, That no papers or addresses read before
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this body, and (irdered to be publisliod, shall be
furnished, either in abstract or otherwise, for pub-
lication in any journal prior to the publication of the

volume of Transactions.

The reports of Sections were acceiited and referred

;

that on surgery being referred Ijack to that section for

an ex))ression of views on Dr. Sayre's treatment of

coxalgia.

THE PUBLICATION OF THE Tli.U^SACTIONS.

On motion of Dr. Davis, the following preamljle

and resolutions were adopted :

Whereas, This Congress marks an era in the

history of medicine in tlie United States of America,
the addresses delivered presenting a summary of

progress in the various departments, which will be of

great historical value in all coming time ; and
Whereas, It is highly probable tliat these ad-

dresses, in connection witli the many very valuable

papers read and discussed in the Sections, will require

for their early and proper pul)lication more money
than will be in the hands of the Treasurer for that

purpose ; therefore.

Resolved, That the Committee of Publication be
authorized and instructed, as soon as practicable after

the final adjournment of the Congress, to ascertain the

probable cost of publishing the full Transactions in a

style api)ropi'iate for the work, and if the money on
hand is found deficient, they shall address a circular

lettei' to each American member of the Congress, ask-

ing for such additional sum, not exceeding ten dollars,

for each of such meml^ers as will supply the deficiency

;

and that said Committee be authorized to withhold
the volume or volumes, when puljlished, from any
member who may neglect or refuse to jjay the ad-
ditional sum required.

Resolved, That the Committee on Publication be
authorized and requested to exercise a careful and
liberal discretion in preparing and revising the pro-

ceedings and reported discussions, in the several

Sections, for publication in the Transactions of this

Congress.

THE TEMPERANCE QUESTION.

Resolutions were received from various temperance
organizations, and these were referred, at Dr. Davis's

suggestion, to the Section on Medicine.

THE ADDRESS ON MENTAL HYGIENE.

Dr. .John P. Gray then read the address on mental
hygiene, Vice-President McGuire, of Virginia, in the
chair. Beginning with some introductory remarks
on mental capacity, he divided his address into the
individual, social, and national relations of this form
of hygiene. He referred to the bearing of in-

tellectual and physical labor on longevity, the effect of
training on manners and habits as exemplified in

soldiers, schools, etc. ; and to the various social re-

strictions and regulations as connected with mental
hygiene ; and to the apparent conflicts between science

and religion. Only lately has mental liygiene Ijeen

particularly demanded in the progress of science as a

separate study. The " Rules of Health " of the School
of Salernum were quoted, and reference made to the
lessons taught l)y the Exposition, showing that in

some countries—as Egypt—the characteristics of
many centuries since still pervaded it.

He concluded hy reciting the various lessons that

could be deduced from tlie study of mental hygiene.

The address, which was well written and well de-

livered, was of so general a nature as not to admit of

a satis factoi'y abstract. It differed from all the others

in being almost entirely devoid of jjurely American
applications.

THE ADDRESS ON MEDICAL LITERATURE.

Prof. Lunsford P. Yandell, of Kentucky, then read

the address on this subject, Vice-President Richard-

son, of New Orleans, in tlie chair. His researches

had gone back even prior to the last century. He
gave a glance at the names of authors, with the titles

of books,l)ut did not attempt to catalogue them iu

the address as delivered. (This paper, when printed,

will contain a complete list of American medical

works in tlie order in wliich they have appeared). He
referred to the earlier works tliat had been published

in this country ; to Tliatclier's various contributions,

to the papers and works of writers on yellow fever,

small-i)ox, etc., in the last century, almost all of which
were bi'ief, of transient interest, and hardly more ex-

tensive than articles in tlie medical journals of the

present day. He alluded to the establishment of

medical schools in this country ; to Rush and his

literary labors, to Currie, Bailey, Mitchell, Miller,

Smith, and others of that day ; to Caldwell, and his

abilities and peculiarities.

The general character of our American medical
literature was referred to, and the fact stated that

while a text-book in the Italian schools has continued

to be such for two hundred years, the most successful

of our own scarcely ever reach beyond forty years. The
ai)pearance of the first American medical journal in

1797, was alluded to, and the number of those pro-

jected since, fixed at about one hundred, of which
over fifty have been withdrawn.
The address was cut short by the expiration of the

time allotted to it.

PUBLIC DINNER OP THE CONGRESS.

In the evening the public subscription dinner of the

Congress was given at St. George's Hall. Nearly two
hundred members and guests participated, including

the Governor of tlie State, and all the distinguished

foreign .and American representatives of the profession

attendant on the Congress. Replies to toasts were
made by Prof. Joseph Lister, Governor Hartranft,

Dr. Woodward, U. S. Army, Gen. Hawley, President

U. S. Centennial Commission, Prof. Iljort, of Norway,
Profs. J. C. Dalton and Stills, Mr. William Adams, of

London, Dr. Hingston, of Montreal, Profs. Davis, of

Chicago, and Chaille of New Orleans, and Prof. Gross.

On Saturday, President Gross in the chair, those

whose names had been reported as on the Register,

four liundred and fortj'-three in all, were confirmed as

members of the Congress.

The Secretary-General was extended the privilege of

giving Prof. Rudncw, of Russia, facilities of access to

the minutes and papers of the Congress, for trans-

mission of an abstract to Russia.

THE CONGRESS NOT PERPETUAL.

Reports were received from the various Sections, but
some little discussion took place on that of the Der-
matological and Sypliilological Section, which was
anxious to have a committee appointed in the name of

the Congress, to collect data and statistics in regard
to syphilis, and reiiort them to the (lublic press; but
it was held that no such irresponsible work could
be done, when tlie Congress itself would this day
expire.
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THE TEJtTEUAN'CE (JCKSTION AdAIN.

In rt'i)ly to tlie temixTiiiicc (•omimiiiiciitions icceiviil

yesterdiiy, the coiiclusidiis iiil(>|ilc(l on tlio paper of

Dr. E. -M. Hunt, of Xew .ler-sev, on nlcoliol, were
ordered to be transmitted to tlicse organizations

:

1. -Vlcoliol is not shown to he a delinitu food by
any of tlie usual nuthods of cliemical analysis or
|)Iiysiological invest itrat ion.

2. Its use as a niedieine is ehielly that of a cardiac
stiuuilant, and often admits of sulistitution.

3. As a medicine it is not well fitted for self-pre-

scription by the laity, and the medical profession is

not accountable for such administration or for the

enormous evils arising therefrom.

4. The purity of alcoholic liquors is in general not

as well assured as that of articles used for medicine
should be. The various mixtures when used as medi-
cine should have definite and known composition,
and should not be interchanged promiscuously.

(OS(iRATUL.\TIOXS ON THE SUCCESS OF TUE CONCltESS.

Then followed a scene that will long b(^ remembered
liy those who participated in it. the interchange of
[)ersonal, nati(mal, and international greetings on the

remarkable success of the Congress. This was opened
by the following resolutions, offered after a speech
abounding with complimentary allusion, by Prof. J.

P. White,' of Buffalo :

litHohid, That the officers and trustees of the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania are hereby tendered our cor-

dial thanks for the very liberal use of their excellent
buildings for the meetings of this International Medi-
cal Congress.

Beiohed, That the olRcei's and trustees of the Jeffer-

son Medical College are hereby tendered the cordial
thanks of this Congress for the use of their lecture-

room for the most interesting lecture of Dr. J. .1.

Woodward, U.S.A.
liisolral^ That the Centennial ifedical Commission of

'

Philadelphia are hereby tendered the cordial thanks i

of this Congress for the most excellent manner in which '

its members have discharged the arduous duties de-
|

volved upon them, and by which our pleasure and I

profit have been so much enhanced.
Raolred, That the president and other officers of the

International Jledical Congress of 1876 are hereby
tendered the cordial thanks of the Congress for the
excellent manner in which they have discharged the
arduous duties devolved upon them, and by which our
pleasure and profit have been so much enhanced.

IttS'ilrid, That the cordial thanks of the Interna- I

tional Jledical Congress are especially due to Drs.
]

Thomson, Wilson, and Strawbridge, and to Messrs. II.

C. Lea and J. B. Lipi>ineott, for their generous lios-
|

pitality.

These were adopted amidst great applause.

A TnillUTE FROM C.VNAJIA.

Dr. Grant, of Ottawa, eloquently addressed the
Congress in a very fraternal vein, and reported the
following resolutions, adopted yesterday at a meeting
of the Canadian delcgatc-s to the Congress :

lifsolpnl. That the Canadian members of the Inter-

national Jledicul Congress desire to express their sense
of the great consideration and urbanity with which
they have been treated by the officers and member.'* of
the Ccntenoial Medical Commi.ssion, and beg by this

resolution to tender their warm thanks for the same.
* liesoheil. That the Canadian members of the Intir-

imtional Jledical Congress most cordially join with

tlir otiier members of the Congress, in thanking the

nuuiboi's and citizens of Philadelphia for the geu-

I
irons hos|)itality extended to its members throughout

' the present session.

1

I

vnv. DEI.Ed.VlKS KUOM OKK.VT HltlTAIN.

I

I'rof. Charles .1. Hare, of London, then read the
I following expression of congratulation on the part of
these geutleim n

:

I
'The delegates from Great Britain to the Inter-

I

national Medical Congress at Philadelphia beg to con-
' gratulate the President and the several committees on
the complete success of the Congress, on the high
\ alue of the various addresses presented to it, and on
the forward inqiul.se which it has given to the pro-

gress of niidicine in the widest sense of that word.
Tlicy desire at the same time to express in the
si rongest and warmest terms their sense of and their

tlianks for the unmeasured kindness and courtesy, and
the unbounded hospitality with which they have been
leeeived on this Centennial tiecasion, and to add that

llicy will carry back with them a most grateful re-

collection of that warm right hand of fellowship
w hich has been so warmly extended to them by their

brethren of the United States."'

The paper was signed on behalf of the delegates
by Dr. Hare, late Professor of Clinical Jledicine in

University College, Loudon ; Jlr. K. Brudcnell Carter,

llunterian Profes.sor of Surgery in the Uoyal College
of Surgeons of England : and Mr. William Adams,
President of the Medical Society of Loudon.

THE COMPLIMENT RETURNED.

On motion of Dr. Bowditch, it was

Unsolved, That we, a brotherhood of jihysicians

from the North, South, East, and West of this coun-
try, hereby teiulcr to our associates from other lands
our most earnest wishes that they may have safe and
liiippy returns to their homes, and we would suggest
tlie hope that they will carry back many pleasant
iiii'inories of this fratenial meeting now closing, and
which lias been most appro|)riately held in this

generous and noble city of Philadelphia.

A I'OliTUAIT OK PROK. GROSS.

Prof. Sayre, of New York, offered the following
resolution, which was seconded in a beautiful little

speech by Mr. Carter, of London, and cordially adopted
by the Copgres-s:

Itenotefd, That this International Congress request
our President, Prof. Gross, to sit for his portrait, and
that the Committee of Publication be instructed to

h.ive the same engraved and printed in the frontis-

piece to the volume of our Transactions.
(It is understood that, for sake of correctness, this

.shall be a photographic likeness, unless otherwise
ordered by the Committee.

)

Tlie General .Secietary presented the preliminary
circular of the International (longrcss of 1877, at

(Jeneva.

TME ADDRESS ON .MEDIfAI- EDUCATION AND .MEDICAL
INSTITUTIONS.

Prof. Davis, of Chicago, then read the Address on
these subjects. He alluded to the early colleges, to
the organization of a very few societies during our
colonial history, to the qualifications neces.sary at that
lime for the physician and surgeon, to the early laws
ill force affecting them, the nioih's of examination,
lie. In 1752 was founded in Philadelphia the only
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general hospital in the country. There were soon
after 3.000 practitioners in thirteen States, only two
medical colleges, and two organized medical societies.

He referred to the early establishment of schools in
Philadelphia, the degrees tlien confei-red, with sketches
of the relations existing between the schools of that
city in the latter part of the century, with the regula-
tions of eacli for study and graduation. Succeeding
schools were also mentioned.
Columbia College, New York, was the first to confer

degrees of Doctor of Medicine. Tlie " Doctor's Mob "

in New York was referred to ; also the interruption
by the war of the courses of lectures, the various
changes in the faculties, the establishment of tlie Col-
lege of Physicians and Surgeons of New York, the
organization of schools elsewhere, the ap])reuti<eship
system and its effects upon the student, the abolition
of the degree of Bachelor of Medicine, etc. The
speakei- next alluded to the kind of medical works in
use at the beginning of the century, and to the limited
field of medical science at this time. A detailed ac-

count accompanied the report, enumerating all the
medical colleges founded since the beginning of the
century, with their dates of institution. From the
close of the war to the present time, 77 colleges have
been founded, not counting a few very transient and
ephemeral ones. Sixty-one are now in active opera-
tion. In 1873-6, there were in all the States 6,0.50

students, of whom more than 2,300 received the de-
gree that session, not including those in i)harmacy or
dentistry, or those conferring degrees founded on
exclusive dogmas. Generally medical education is

not dependent on legislative aid.

The adaptation of medical schools to the wants of
the people and the profession was then discussed, and
among otlier things the conferring of degrees ]>y col-

leges. No matter how incomplete the course or how
defective, the amount of chemical teaching was criti-

cised, as well as the crowding of a whole course into a
period of sixteen to eighteen weeks. The faults and
shortcomings of the office-student system were con-
sidered ; the propriety of restricting medical colleges
to teaching merely, without making them at the same
time licensing boards for examination ; the efforts of
State medical societies to this end ; the conventions of
schools for improvement in education ; the reform in-

stituted by Harvard and others ; and the influence of
medical societies, socially and in tlie character of the
pajiers presented, etc.

THE LAST MINtrTE.S OP THE CONGRESS.

After a few well-expressed remarks as to the ines-

timal_)le value of the Congress, and of good wishes for
all the members now about to separate, the President
announced the labors of the Congress comijleted, and
that body then adjourned sine die.

Its proceedings will long be memorable, for the
Congress was confessedly the most successful medical
gathering ever held in this country.

New SIethod of REMO^^NG a Foreign Body from
THE Ear.—Take a horse's hair about six inches long,

and double it so as to make a loop at one end. In-

troduce this looj) as deeply as possible into the audi-
tory canal and twist it gently around. After one or

two turns, according to the originator of the plan,

the foreigu Ijody is cbawn out with the loop. The
method is ingenious, and at aU events causes little

pain, and can do no harm.

NEW YORK PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Stated Meeting, Jtme 26, 1876.

Dr. C. K. Bkiddon, President, in the Chair.

multilocux.ar gv.^rian cyst.

Dr. a. Cl.vrk presented the contents of an ovarian
cyst, removed ))ost-mortem from a maiden lady, aged
04 years, who had died of cancerous disease of the
pylorus. Tlie specimen was sent to him by Dr. W. M.
Trow, of Haydenville, Mass., the attending physician.

There was nothing special in the history of the case.

She was never inconvenienced by the pelvic trouble,

her symptoms being those of scirrhus of the pylorus,

unless it was that she did not suffer the slightest pain
during the progress of the disease. The ovarian tu-

mor contained a purulent fluid and a mass of sub-

stance composed for the most part of oily matter and
an abundance of epithelial scales and flat, romided
cells. In the midst of this fatty mass there was a
bundle of hair, measuring two and a half inches in

one direction and two inches in another.

Although the tumor had been mislaid for three

months, wrapped in a newsjjaper, it had shown no
signs of putrefaction.

Dr. Heitzmann reported that the tumor of the

skin removed by Dr. Briddon, and presented at the pre-

vious meeting, was of an acute and malignant nature,

and was of tlie variety designated as papillary epithe-

lioma. So far as the microscopical examination showed,
the extirpation was complete.

He also reported the tumor of intestine and omen-
tum, presented by Dr. Hinton, to belong to the variety

of myxomatous cancer.

MORBUS COXAKIUS, AND EARLY OPERATION.

Dr. Sayre presented the hip-joint removed from a
child who had been the subject of operation for ex-

section, and who died of meningitis. Although oiier-

ated upon when almost in articulo mortis, and with
the worst possible hygienic surroundings subsequently,

nature made a very successful attempt to enclose the

severed end of the bone in a new capsule, and form a
new joint cavity.

Dr. Sayre exhibited a second specimen of morbus
J

coxarius, being that portion removed by operation ,'

from a child three and a half years old. This was the 1

only one in which, in his experience, the operation had
lieen performed without suppuration being present.

With this exception, all the other signs of the third

stage were well pronounced. On cutting down upon
the joint, the synovial membrane was found to Ije de-

generated, and the ligamentum teres destroyed. The
operation had lieen performed seven weeks, but there

had been no signs of suppuration, and the patient was
doing well.

Dr. Sayre lastly exhiljited an encysted tumor of
the outer side of tlie leg, which liad been the occasion

of a rupture of a vein and extensive ecchymosis.

SARCOMA OP THE SKIN IN SOME RESPECTS BESEMBLING
KELOID.

Dr. Satterthwaite presented the notes of the fol-

lowing case

:

Louis Prevritz, 43, Germany, was admitted into the
Presbyterian Hospital, May, 17, 1876, for a growth
upon the left side of his neck and shoulder, and he
gave in substance the following history. Fifteen
years previously, a wart appeared upon the neck, and
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as it gave liim some annoyance from blccdinf^ freely

when his clothes pressed upon it, he hart it tied off.

This was done in 1801. The tumor, however, grew
again, but was finally rubbed olT by liis clothes; again,

a third time, it grew, and got to be as large as a small

nut; it was again tied off, and again, the fourth time,

grew, when it was cut oft' by a surgeon. The wound
healed entirely, but soon there appeared under the

scar a "bluish boil," as the patient expressed it. At
this point the tumor ai)peared again for the fifth time.

A surgeon at the German Dispenssiry removed it, in

1875. Since that time several growths sprang up.

and tlie skin became affected, which was not the case

before, as the disejise was contined to a single pendu-
lous nodule. The patient said that his general health

had not been affected by the growths, except from
the loss of blood, which had been considerable at times

when the clothes irritated them.
When admitted into the hospital, the following

notes were recorded in the casebook :

'' The tumor is

a fungous-looking mass aljout the size of a man's tist,

somewhat lol)ular and i)edunculated. . . . It is situ-

ated over the upper portion of the left scapula. The
tumor is not adherent to the muscular layer. Running
out from the tumor in three directions are elevateil

ridges about the size of a man's linger, resembling cica-

trices. The longest, four inches in length, runs

across the neck to the right. On May 25th, a very

large portion of the tumor was removed, including

all the pedunculated growtlis. The patient has doni'

remarkaljly well since the oi)eration, and the wound is

in a great measure closed.

Microsco])ical examinations, May 24, 1876.—The
portion examined was one of the pedunculated nod-

ules ; it was soft, and of a pale pinkish consistence.

Externally it exhibited the normal constituents of the

skin, but in a hypertrophied condition.
" The homy layer was intact, and measured from

thi to ioi. of an inch in thickness. ThereteMalpighii.

from the bottom of the homy layer to the summit of

the papillic, measured from ,f;„ to jf„ of an inch.
" The length of the papillic varied between /„ and

},i of an incli. The surface of the skin was nowhere
broken. The tissue occupying the position of the cori-

um was that mainly of which the tumor was composed.
It consisted chiefly of fusiform elements, closely packed
together, and formed into bundles in many places ; tluse

elements were large, flattened, and fusiform, containing

a flattened rounded cor|)Uscle. These elements extended
upwards into the papill:e ; many of them could be iso-

lated, and then they were seen to have a length of from

gfiv. to j^^ of an inch. The central body had a length of

between j,^,r, and j^'-,.,, inch. Vessels were numerous,

their walls being composed of the same tissue. From
the histological character of the growth, it was said to

be a fibro-plastic tumor, or spindle-celled sarcoma of

the skin. The special interest which attached to the

si)ecimen was, that by some it had been regarded as a

keloid undergoing degeneration. The hard ridges had
the ap|)earance of keloid to the eye, but the microscope

showed that the tissue composing them was made up
entirely of the fusiform elements, and not the wavy
bmidles of flbrillated connective that belong to either

class of keloid, the true or false."

Inf.vstii.k Dr.vuuit(i;\ is tlie subject of di.scussion

in the English joumal-s. We are plea.ied to notice

the respectful consideration with which the views of

our fcllow-townsnuiM, Dr. J. Lewis Smith, are re-

ceived regarding the pathology of the affection.

UfuifiuG anti Uoticcs of Cooks.

Rkports and Papers Relating to thb Construc-
tion AND OROANIZATION OF JOIINS HOPKINS HOS-
PITAL. No. I.

This biief reiiort of Dr. J. S. Hillings, U.S.A., is

called forth by the re(|uest made to him by the Trustees
to present his views on the various plans and drawings
(if the ardiiteet and building committee for the Johns
Hopkins Hospital. It is marked by the sanitary

-kill and prevailing good sense of the author. Although
brief, it succinctly ])re.si'nts the points at issue in the
erection and general administration of the institution.

The ideas of charity education and science are

dearly brought out as dwelling in the mind of the
donor. It is shown how these can be constantly

exercised and combined. The clinical education of
tlie student does not involve the necessity of bringing
a delicate patient "before unsympathetic, noisy stu-

dents, to be lectured over as if he were a curious sort

of beetle." The charity itself conveys the idea that

it is to benefit not only those treated within its walls,
• but the sick and afflicted of all countries and of all

future time." He rightly insists that in a higher
iiKthod, such as may be adopted here, it is<iuite possi-

ble to educate the student clinically, and yet not
annoy the patient.

It is claimed that much of the value to students is

to he in rooms for ap])aratus, observation and cxpeii-

luent, and so in opi)ortunities for scientific investiga-

tion in the line of physics. It is an important prob-
lem how to harmonize the greatest good to the patient,

the physician, and the ijublic ; but it can and will be
done.

Nothing can be ])lainer than the design of the

founder to have the Hospital " form a part " of the
medical school of the Univei-sity.

The training of men as special investigators, as

sanitarians in relation to State and municipal interests,

as alienists, and as to child diseases, are jiarticularly

referred to. Thorough courses are insisted upon not
(nly for the future, but as preliminary, so that the
very men chosen for special departments shall before-

hand prove their ability. He purposes that there

shall be as much difference between these and the

average medical student as between an architect and
a bricklayer. It is true that the real hospital " con-

sists of the brains to be put into it.'' It is plain that

the relations of the hospital, its structure and its

administration, liave intelligent and well-drawn out-

lines in the mind of the author.

Pre\'ention of Yellow Fever by Whiskey.—Dr.

\. N. Bell, of Brooklyn, writes: "In the Record of
I'Jth inst., the report of my remarks at the recent meet-

ing of the .Vmerican SIcdical Association on the 'Pre-

vention of Malarial Fevers,' is erroneous. I never
said that at Vera Cruz, or anywhere else, I advised the
u.se of whiskey as a pro|)hylactic of yellow fever, or

of any other disease. On the contrary, I probably
stated that a jwpular error prevailed at Vera Cruz at

the time referred to, 1847-'8, that whiskey was a pro-

phylactic of yellow fever, and that its use was encour-
aged by those who were fond of it, with fatal effect,"
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Corrcsjjouticncf.

THE CAUSE OF CHOREA.

To THE Editor of The Medical Record.

There is an old and familiar story of an individual

who covered the eyes of his horse with green glasses,

and placed before him a basket of shavings, with the

idea that tlie unsuspecting animal would believe tliem

to be grass. 1 tliiuli at some time or other we are all

apt to look through glass of one color, wlien tlie ob-

ject is likely to appear more attractive. As a case in

point, I would referto a paper whicli recently appeared

in tlie Medical Record, and in which tlie author con-

siders a well-know^n form of nervous disease to be

due to certain errors of refraction. The same gentle-

man made the unqualified statement, at a meeting of

the Academy of Medicine, on the fifteenth of .June

last, that chorea, as well as all functional nervous dis-

eases, were in his 0])iuion due to this cause in the great

majority of cases. If this is the fact, it is about time

for neurologists to buy green spectacles, or else re-

nounce their specialt}'. But before doing so, it might

be well to test the truth of the theory Dr. Stevens

announces so confidently. Surely, the etiology of

chorea is well understood, although its pathology is

not so clearly settled. If we exclude bad habits, bad
air, bad food, fright, imiiroper mental hygiene and
example, and consider the eyes at fault in every choreic

jiatient—we at the same time must forget that proper

diet, sufficient pure air, mental rest—medicines (which

are almost specifics) and other management will cure

our patients without the use of glasses. That these

cases very often recover spontaneously—that persons

who are even Wind may suffer from chorea, as well as

other functional neuroses—should also be taken into

consideration.

To test the question, I have examined a number of

individuals, half of whom are perfectly healthy, iind

the other half are patients under my care—some of

them have chorea. I have been unable to find any

prejionderance of astigmatism, myopia, or hypermotro-

pia in either class. That the muscles of accommoda-
tion as well as others of the l)ody may become the seat

of spasm after the disease is estalilisheil. I have no
doubt ; but as a cause, I do not agree with Dr. Stevens.

All of the author's cases were examined after the ap-

pearance of the chorea. If he could have examined
them before, no one would have been more ready to

be convinced than myself.

Ai^LAN McL. Hamilton.
123 East 30th St., Sept. 5th.

ARMY NEWS.

Official List of Changes of Stations and Duties of
Officers of the Medical Dq)artment, United States

Army, from Sept. Sd to Sept. Wh, 1876.

Alden, C. H. , Surgeon. Assigned to dutv as Post
Surgeon, at Fort Townsend, W. T. S, O. 113, Uept.

of the Columbia, August 35, 1876.

Byrne, C. C, Surgeon. Assigned to temporary duty
witli troops encamped on site of new post on Yellow-
stone River, M. T. S. O. 106, Dept. of Dakota,

August 30, 1876.

Sternberg, G, M., Surgeon. Assigned to duty as

Post Surgeon at Fort Walla Walla, W. T. S. O. 113,

C. S., Dept. of the Columbia.

Billings, J. S., Asst. Surgeon. Granted leave of

absence for three months, with permission to go beyond
sea. S. O. 183, A. G. O., Sept. 2, 1870.

Buchanan, W. F., Asst. Surgeon. Assigned to tem-

porary duty at these Headquarters pending his sum-
mons as a witness before a General Court Martial. S.

O. 161, Dept. of Texas, August 29, 1876.

Woi-verton, W, D., Asst. Surgeon. Assigned to

duty as Post Suigeon at Standing Rock Agency, D. T.

S. O. 106, Dept. of Dakota, August 31, 1876.

Carvallo, C. , Asst. Surgeon. Assigned to duty at

Fort Union, N. M. S. O. 184, Dept. of the Missouri,

September 4, 1870.

Maus, L. M., Asst. Surgeon. Granted leave of

absence for one month with permission to apply for

an extension of one month. S. O. 133, Dept. of the

South, September 2, 1870.

Cokbusier, W. H., Asst. Surgeon. Assigned to

duty at Fort Macon, N. C. S. O. 133, Dept. of the

South, September o, 1876.

Ainsworth, F. C, Asst. Surgeon. His resignation

accepted by the President to take effect November 10,

1876. S. O. 182, A. G. O., September 3, 1876.

iHebual Jtems anb Neros.

Contagious Diseases.—Comparative statement of

cases of Contagious Disease reported to the Sanitary

Bureau, Health Department, for the two weeks ending

September 9, 1870.

Week Ending

Sept. 2 .

Sept. 9 ,

u
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Clioap tliinnel with ooiiipanitivel}' open iiitslii'S is prc-

ffiiible, us it allows the wiitci- to drain tlii'oiiijjli, aii.i

the ioc is thus kept <(iiito dry. If i;ootl llamii'l with
close texture be employed, a siiiidl hole should lii'

made in it to allow of drainai;e. Mr. (Janigce found
by experiment that in a room of (iO F.. two ounces

of ice broken in ]>ieces suitable for suckin-jand placed

loosely in a tumbler, were entirely melted in two hours

and tifty-tive minutes. The same (|uantity of ice in

ii euii, made lus above described of i;ood Welsh flan-

nel, took si.\ hours and a half to melt, wliile the same
quantity jilaecd in u cuji, made of cheap o[)en llau-

nel, lasted ten hours and ten minutes.— 'I'/ir Lancet,

June lOth.

The Mkdkai- Profession at Sauatoua.— We
have received a letter denying in toto the charges
made by a resident physician of Saratoga against the

metropolitan practitionei's who visit that city during
the fashionaljle season. The letter in (juestion answers
the allegations ipiite satisfactorily, but is too lengthy
for puljlication. From what we know of the gentle-

men against whom these charges have been made,
and from what we have since learned, we believe that

the writer of the article in ((Uestion has been misin-

formed respecting the facts involved. AVc shall refer

to the matter editorially in a future number.

Thk JIedual Associ.vtions in New York.—Dur-
ing the past week the profession of this city have been
busy in entertaining tlie foreign guests who wore in

attendance upon the Oplithalmologieal and Otological

Congresses, and the American Gyna'cological Associa-

tion. The meetings of these bodies were well attended,

and many interesting subjects bearing upon the respec-

tive specialties were discussed. The Oplithalmologi-

eal and Otological Congresses were of an international

character, and were well represented by delegations

from the European centres. The establishment of

these associations is an evidence of the progress of

specialism, and of ardor in the jiursuit of these depart-

ments of science, which is in keeping with the spirit

of the age. The Gyuai'cological Association, although
a younger brother, has pi-oved itself by no means a

feelile one, and is destined to be a success from the

start. The members of these associations who were in

attendance were highly iileased, not only with the

scientitic but with the social part of the entertainment.

heartily responding to the elegant and refined hos])i-

tality which was tendered them. The membei'S of the

Oplithalmologieal and Otological Congresses were
handsomely cMitertained by the receptions of Dr.

Agnew and Dr. Knapp, at the respective residences of

these gentlemen; while the grand dinner titly closed

the festivities. The Gyna'cological was not behind-

hand in enjoyment of the same kind <if entertain :

ments ; besides the receptions, there having been an
elegant dinner given by thi' N'ew York and Brooklyn
resident.s. The profession here know how to be hos-

pitable, and their guests are always ready to appre-

ciate the efforts made to entertain them. Of the

strictly scientitic character of the meetings we shall

give an opportunity to our readers for judging when
our reports are jjublished.

Yellow Fever at Savannah.—Yellow fever is

declared to be epidemic in Savannah, and is of an
unusually malignant type, the death rate being thirty-

one per cent

He.^ltu of Waterino-places.—The Lancet ex-

presses considerable anxiety in regard to the present

unsanitary condition of several of the leading health

resorts of England.

Thacmatic Tbtanl's in the Horse.—Mr. H. W.
Finlay. V.S., of this city, sends us a report of two
I uses of traumatic tetanus in the horse cured by the
following:

1{ . Potass bromid -\\\

C!hloral hydrut ; ij.

Aqua 5 viij.

M. Fiat sol.

S. To be taken in one dose and repeated three times
daily.

Tas Medical Society ok Yokohama, Japan, is the
title of a new medical organization in Yokohama,
Jajian. The otlicers are: President, Dr. D. B. Sim-
mons ; Vice-President, Dr. Edwin Wheeler

; Secretary,

Di-. Stuart Eldridge.

The CitoTON Water.—The disagreeable taste and
smell of the Croton water supplied to the city has now
entirely disappeared.

How to Make Leeches Bite.^TIic L( Prof/res

Midieal advises, in order to make a leech bite readily,

to place it in a glass containing cold water, to wash
tlie skin of the patient with warm water, and apply
the glass at once.

A New UNnKiisiTV.—The Kussian Government has
issued a loan of if^OO.OOO, secured on the revenues of
tlie State, for the creation of a University of Eaw and
of Medicine at Tomsk, Siberia. Siberia has a popu-
lation of six millions, and only one doctor for evei"y

TO.OOO inhaliitaiits. Russia has at iiresent only seven
universities, vi/. : St. Petersburg, Moscow, Kiew,
Kazan, Kharkow, Odessa, and Vareovia. That at

Tomsk will be the eighth, and perhaps there will soon
be another at Vina.

Veterinary Supkrvision.—The Police Commis-
sioner of Paris has appointed a staff of veterinary

surgeons to watch over the sanitary state of horses
Used for trade purposes.

Tub Buitisii Army Medical Service.—The British

Army surgeons in India are very much dissatisfied

with the provision of the recent army warrant.

Suicides in the German Army are now- on the de-
crease. The number of suicides is relatively highest
in the Austrian Army.

Stevens' Triennial Prize— 187i).—This prize, es-

tablished by Alexander H. Stevens, M.D., amounts to

two hundred dollars. The ((uestions for 1879 are as

follows :

I. " Bacteria and kindred organisms in their relation

1(1 disease."

II. "Human excreta as a cause of disease; the
diseases produced therefrom and their prevention by
hygienic means."
The competing essays on either of the above subjects

are expected to give an aeeount of our present knowl-
edge, and also thi^ results of personal investigation.

The essays must be sent in to the President of the

College of Physicians and Surgeons, New York, on or

before the first day of January, 1870. Each essay

must be designated by a device or motto, and must be
accomiianied by a sealed envelope, bearing the same
device or motto, and containing the name and address

; of the author. The envelope belonging to the suc-

cessful essay will be opened, and the name of the

author announced, at the Annual Commencement of
the College, in .March, lK7!t.

This prize is open for universal competition.

J. C. Dai.ton, M.D.,
Secretary of the CommitUe.
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The Phofp:ssion and the Newspapers.—The at-

tention of the Council of the Medical Society of the

County of Kings (N. Y.) has been called to the ques-

tion of ethics involved in the puljlication by members
of the Society of letters, etc., in the newspapers. The
Council holds tlie opinion that the present sentiment

of the profession does not favor medical communica-
tions of a personal character.

The accompanying notice was, in 1872. sent to all

members, and it is again published in the Transactions

as a reminder to delinquents

:

" The Council desires to call the attention of mem-
bers to the fact that the names of certain members of

the Society have recently appeared in the jniblic prints

in connection with medical subjects. Tlie Council

having charge of the ethical relations of members
hereby gives notice that such cases will be investi-

gated."
The Council also calls to mind the fact that this

Society has a standing Committee on Public Instruction,

to which it would be fitting to refer all matters im|)or-

tant to be made known to the public. If any mem-
ber prefers not to act with that Committee, or if he

thinks he has an especially urgent message to deliver

to the laity, it would be in accordance with the spirit

of our ethics to sink his personality for the time being.

This may readily be done by the employment of an

initial or nom dr. plume, instead of tlie full name, in

or after articles intended for the medical edification of

the secular press.

Death from Boxin« the Ears.—Lancashire seems

determined to obtain an uuenvialjle notoriety in the

pecidiarity of tlie methods used for inflicting injuries.

Some time since, the favorite weapon was the heavy
boot shod with iron. The Liverpool Post now records

an investigation made by the borough coroner as to

the death of a scholar, aged 13, at Christ Church
School, in Christian Street. The boy having been dis-

obedient, and refusing to hold out his hand to be

caned, was boxed on the ears by the schoolmaster.

This occurred three or four months ago. A few weeks
since, the lad, who had previously suffered from deaf-

ness, complained of a pain in his ears ; and the medi-
cal evidence showed that death resulted from a long
standing auricular disease. Tlie doctor added that,

whilst a blow might have irritated an already sensi-

tive part, it would not have accelerated tlie boy's de-

cease. Tlie history is by no means clear, nor is tlie doc-

tor's statement, as here recorded. The jury, in giving

their verdict of " deatli from natural causes," added
that, in their opinion, the punishment was adminis-

tered injudiciously. With this opinion we quite agree.

Injuries to the head are always alarming, but when
the injury is localized so as to affect one of the special

senses situated there, it is still more so. Injuries to the

eye and ear are particularly to be avoided. These be-

ing organs of the utmost importance, consisting of the

most fragile tissues, and partly exposed, we would im-
press upon all the danger of intlictiug the slightest

corporal cliastisement in those regions. A compara-
tively slight blow on the auricular region, if it liap-

pens to compress the column of air in the meatus ex-

actly, may cause a rupture of the membraua tyniiiani.

That this is not of uufrequent ocourreuce is well known
to aurists. We are, however, of opinion, that, consid-

ering the pressure wliich the liealtliy tymiianic mem-
brane has been found to resist without rupturing, the

membrane which gives way to such a blow has prob-

ably not been in a healthy condition ;it the time of

the injury. The suddenness of the blow is also, we
believe, an important element. The history given of

most of the cases is, that the blow was ixnesjjccted, and
this agrees with the histories of the ruptures arising

from explosions. Artillerymen, for example, who are

subjected to explosions of the loudest kind, avert any
injury to the drum, if they expect the explosion and
prepare for it. Prize-fighters suffer from ear-affections

occasioned during fighting, but rupture of the drum
is not so common as inflammation of the auricle and
meatus, and tumors of the auricle. In such tlie blows
are without doulit much harder, but either from their

watching for, and accordingly prejjaring themselves

for the receipt of the blow, or from the form of the

hand, which, at the time when it inflicts such blows,

allowing the compressed air to escape better, injuries

to the auricle more often occur than to the membi ane.

Besides the injuries to the auricle, meatus, and mem-
brane, injuries to the vestibule and the fenestra ovalis

may occur from blows on the ear, setting up patho-

logical conditions which may he quite irremedialile.

Cases are recorded in which death has occurred, but

they are rare. We would impress upon all those whose
duties may compel them to inflict corporal chastise-

ment, the necessity of limiting their application to the

regions which have ever in England been cousiderecl

the seats of punishment, and avoiding those in which
the pain suffered at the time is not more severe, while

the injury inflicted may be far beyond what was con-

templated l)y the giver of the punishment.

—

British

Medical Journal.

Gastrotomy.—Dr. AVolzendorff, of Greifswald, has

unearthed from the German medical literature the

histories of two operations of gastrotomy, performed
by German surgeons in the ITtli century. The first

was performed by Florian Slattliis, of Brandenburg, in

1602, and a knife which had been in the stomach
fifty-one days was extracted. The knife had an iron

blade and a horn handle, and was nine thumbs'
ln-eadth (seven inches) in length. Contrary to the

exiieetations of the doctors, the patient recovered. The
second operation was performed by Daniel Schwab,
the Kdnigsberg lithotomist, in 16.35, and a knife

which had been forty-three days in tlie stomach was
extracted. The patient recovered.

Treatment of deep Atherom-vtous Cysts in the
Neck.—In those cases in which the extirpation of the

cysts is difficult, or is likely to leave an ugly scar,

Esmarch recommends that the sac be punctured and
washed out with a one per cent, solution of carbolic

acid, until the fluid escapes clear, and then Lugol's

solution injected and left in for a few minutes. If

the cyst has not decreased much in size in six to eight

weeks, the operation must be repeated. In six months
nothing should remain of the cyst but a small tu-

bercle.

Prem.^tube Mental Decay.—Dr. Kouth, in his

recent work, gives an interesting interview with Dr.

Golding Bird six weeks before the death of that

gentleman, in which he spoke of his full waiting-room

and large professional income as being no matter for

congratulation, seeing that he (Dr. B. ) felt himself a

wreck at a little over forty. "My parting words of

advice to you," said Dr. B., " are, never mind at what
loss, take your six weeks' holiday."

The British Medic.vl Association.—The meeting

of the British Medical Association was held in Shef-

field, England, according to announcement, and was
a reasonalile success. The addresses on medicine and
surgery were well received, but tlie number of papers

crowded into the time allotted for the sessions almost

precluded the jiossibility of any discussion upon them.
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Original Cecturesf.

LECTURES ox FEVERS.

By ALFRED L. LOCHMIS. M.D.,

PROPESiinR OP PATUOLOGY AND I'RArTICAL MSDICINB IN TUB URDICAL
DSPARTUKNT OP TIIK UNIVBR81TT OP THE CITY UP NBW YORK.

(PDonogrnphleally reported for The Medical Kecord.)

Lectcue I.

Gentlemen—To-dny we will commence the study of

those diseases wliiih depend upon niorhid conditions

of the l)lood, produced l)y moiliilic agents de\eloprd
exterior to the liody of tlie alTected. Sueli morliilic

ajjents may j^ve rise, eitlier directly or indirectly, to

inorliid i)roeesses ; either by the clian<;es which tliey

produce in the blood, or by tlieir action on the differ-

ent organs and tissues of the body to which they are

conveyed by the blood-vessels and lyniplintics.

The class of morbific agents which will now espe-

cially engage our attention may be included under the

general head of virimeg.

Uy tlie term virus I mean a morbific substance

which is developed cither from animal or vege-

table tissues in tlie jirocess of decomposition, or

from the excretions of diseased living beings. Ulany
viruses are volatile, and may be conveyed either by
air, by fluids, or liy solids, and when so conveyed
they become tlie means by whicli diseases known as

contagious or infectious are transmitted. Sonw
viruses are palpable poisons, and may l)e transmitted

from the diseased to tlie healthy by inoculation.

AVhen the virus whicli gives rise to a disease has its

origin only in a living being, from wliom it is excreted

in an active state capable of conveyance from one

person to another, then the di.sease which it produces
U called contagious, and the virus is called a

eontaijion.

If the morbific agent which has the power of de-

veloping disease lias originated from decomposing
organic matter, and has been diffused through the .lir

or water, so that infection may have resulted without

contact with one already diseased, the disease is called

miiisniatir, and the virus is called a miasm. For
instance, intermittent fever is a miasmatic disease,

while small-pox and mea.sles are contagious diseases.

With our present knowledge of tlie nature and
origin of viruses, we can make no other classificatii>n.

except as it is based on their differences of action.

AVe speak of typhus, typhoid, and malarial poisons,

but these different poisons have as yet no known
physical or chemical properties by whicli we are able

to distinguish one from another. AVe can only recog-

nize their presence by the peculiar morliid phenomeiia
which each has the power of develojjing in the animal
economy.
The different disea.ses which are developed by the

morbid processes excited by these different viruses are

at the present time classed under the head of iii/ictinim

Ji»fit»'», and the influence of these viruses upon 111''

hotly is called inrWtinn. It is also important for yo\i lo

rennmbcr that all of those diseases which arc incliidid

under the general head of infections diseases have their

own specific morbid product, which will produce these,

and only these diseases ; and although these tlilTcreiit

diseases may have very many symptoms in common,
and may very closely resemble each other in the

pheuoniena which attend their development, yet the

specific character of the morbific agent which has

produced them stamps them as distinct diseasis.

There is reason to believe that not one of this class is

of spontaneous origin, but that each depends on its

own specific poison. As to the exact nature of such a

poison, and its element of power in the production of

disease, we have no positive knowledge; at tliepresii.t

time, in regard to it there are two prominent theoiiis.

The ,/?/•»< is based upon chemical processes; the

HreiiTul upon the multiplication of living organisms.

The elumiml thiory maintains that after the infec-

tious element has been received into the bloo<l it acts

as a ferment, and gives rise to certain morbid i)ro-

ces.ses upon the (irinciplc of catalysis.

The thecnj of iirijdiiisini, or the germ theory as it is

called, maintains that the infectious poisons are living

organisms, which, being riceivcd into the blood,

re|)roduce themselves iiulefinitely, and liy their repro-

duction morbid processes are excited which are charac-

teristic of certain tyiies of disease. This is a very

seductive theory, and at the ])icsent time is quite ex-

tensively adopted l>y medical theorists, as it so readily

explains very many remarkalile facts connected with

the development and reproduction of the chii-s of

diseases which are soon to engage our attention. It is

readily understood, and there are so many aniniid

poisons which api)ear to act in this manner, that lo

one whose opinions are not based upon clinical expel i-

ence and actual contact with disease, the arguments
in its favor are conclusive.

According to this theory all the different forms of

disease included under the head of contagious or in-

fectious may )je reduced to, or embraced in, two
classes.

First, infectious diseases which depend for their

development upon a living animal organism. Seroinl,

those which depend for their production ujjon a living

vegetable organis-m. Unfortunately for this theory,

the special organism of any one of the infectious dis-

eases h.as never lieen so ])laiiily described by any one
competent observer tli.it all others in the same field of

study could with certainty recogni/.e it. The bacterian

theory, which recently has so occupied the attention of

medical men, especially in (lermuny, is rapidly being

disproved, and conseijuentlj' as rapidly being abnn-

doned. In tliis country it can scarce!}' be held to

have ever gained a foothold. It .seems to me that

one who has watched ba<terian development nui.st

arrive at the conclusion that bacteria found in con-

nection with the dev( lopiiient of disease arc the

product and not the cause of the diseased process;

certain it is that the theory that there exists <lislinct

typhoid, tyiilius and diphtheritic living germs whidi
are the propagating element of these dilfereiit diseasis.

still lacks that proof which will lead the practical

physician to adopt it. Tlie fpiestion tlieii conns back
to us, what is the real nature of those morbific sub-

stances which, when received into the liunian organ-

ism, have the power of manifesting phenomena which
characterize tliat class of diseases which we leini

infectious or contagiou.s. Every day's experienco

must convince the careful observer that each one of

this class of dist'iises has a dislinct producing cause

—

that the poison of typhus will not produce typhoid

fever, neither will the poison of iiieiusles develop scar-

latina. Although the plienomena which attend the

development of thesi'dilTering di.seases may have many
points of resiniblanec, yet each has a distinct origin,

that is, has its own specific infection, which specific

morbific substance, whenever introduced into the

animal economy. eilliiT through the skin, respiratory

oig.ing or digestive surfaces, interferes in a griater or

yn \
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less degree with the functions of organic life. This
interference is caused either l)y changes ivhicli it pro-

duces in the constituents of tlie blood, or in the solid

organs and tissues to wliich it is conveyed by the

blood-vessels and lymphatics.

After reviewing these differing theories and giving
careful attention to the facts presented in their

support, we arrive at this conclusion— tliat the exact
nature of these morl)ific agents is unknown. "We
know that they exist from the diseased action which
they produce, and from the manner in whicli these

diseases are propagated we decide tliat their poisons
are distinct from all other poisons, and that each is

specific and can reproduce itself to an unlimited
extent. The germ tlieory but explains the phenomena
of development. The chemical theory has decided
claims on our acceptance, but until our exploi'ations

shall have been carried so far as to determine l)eyond
question what is the exact nature of several of these

poisons, we shall be compelled to call them unknown
morbific agents, governed by certain fixed laws of
development and propagation ; at the jiresent time
investigation in this direction has scarcely begun.

As we pass from the general causation of this group
of di.seases to their classification, we tiud ourselves
still in doubt. The symptomatic basis of classification

of the earlier writers gave jilace to the more scientific

and comprehensive anatomical basis of classification.

This fen- a long period has been almost universally

adopted, yet now is giving place to the recent and
more definite etiological classification of the present
day.

When this group of diseases are classified upon an
etiological basi.s, very naturally they divide themselves
into three classes.

First.—K class in which the morljific agent cannot be
developed exterior to a living being, but, when de-
veloped within the system of one individual, can be
transferred to another through the atmosphere. Such
is tlie case in measles, snuxU-pox and tyjihus fever.

S'crmil.—We haveanotlier class called miasmatic or

malarial diseases, in wliich the morbific agent is de-
veloped exterior to a physical organization, and cannot
be conveyed from one individual to another.

7'hird.—There is a cla.ss in which the morbific agent
is developed within, and reproduced exterior to a
physical organization. In this class, the ])oison is de-
veloped within the body, but in order to the reproduc-
tion it must be deposited in decomposing organic
matter exterior to tha l)ody ; it is then rapidly repro-
duced, and when received into a healthy organism
gives rise to diseased processes. It cannot be directly
conveyed from the sick to tlie healthy, but only through
the excrements of the sick, or througli decomposin"
organic matter exterior to the body, with wlucli such
excrements must have been in contact. Tiiere may
be all the elements necessary to its reproduction, such
as decomposing animal and vegetable matter, but the
disease will not be developed unless there has been
added to this decomposing mass, the si^ecific poison
of the disease.

The diseases thus developed have been called mias-
matic-contagious, of which typhoid fever is the best
example.

All the different forms of acute contagious miasma-
tic or miasmatic contagious disease may be either
endemic or epidemic.

Tliey are epidemic when they attack a large number
of persons at the same time and in the same manner.
They are endemic wli -n tliey are often re])eated in the

same locality. If tli3y attack imlividuals without
regard to tiuia and place, they are c.iUed .sporadic.

With this brief introduction, we will enter upon the

study of that class of diseases which during the jirestnt

century have been included under the general head of

feverf!.

Adopting an etiological basis of classification, I

shall divide fevers into three classes.

\st. Contitffions Fevers.—I shall include under this

head all of those fevers which depend for theii' devel-

opment on a specific morbific agent, which agent must
originate in an individual suffering from a like si^ecific

disease.

2d. Miasmatic or Malarial Fevers.— I shall include

under this heading all of those fevers which depend
for their development on a morbific agent developed
exterior to the body, and not connected with any pre-

viously diseased ])hysical organizatiou.

'id. Miasmatic- Cunta'jiovs Fecei-s.— I shall include

under this head those fevers which depend U|)on a

morbific agent developed exterior to the body in

animal and vegetable decompositions, to which has
lieen added the specific poison of the fever which has

had its origin in a disea.sed physical organization.

The following is the classification wliich I shall

adopt

:

1st Class.—Contagious Peyeiis. Typhus Fever,

Relajjsing Fever, Puerperal Fever, Scarlet Fever, Small-

pox, Measles.

2d Class.—M.«,AT!HL or Mi.\sM.\Tic Fevees. Simple
Intermittent Fever, simple Remittent Fever, Pernicious

Fever.

3d Class.—IMiASMATic Contagious Fevers. Ty-
phoid Fever, Yellow Fever, Typho-malarial Fever.

The third class of fevers form a connecting link

Ijetween the first and second class.

In their patliology and clinical histories they have
many things in common with each of the other classes,

as also in their origin, nature of poison, etc. On this

account, and from the fact that during the course of

every fever some of the phenomena of typhoid fever

are presented, I s'jall first describe those fevers in-

cluded in the third class, and shall commence with
typliuid fever. This is the most universally ])revalent

of all the fevers. So far as we know, there is no place

where it may not be developed and spread. It more
frequently prevails in the temi)erate zone than in the

torrid or frigid, but it is possible for it to be developed
in all latitudes and in all countries.

This disease, which is essentially the same in all

countries, is designated I>y different names. American
writers describe it under the name of typhoid fever.

The French call it the typhoid affection, or-dothin-

enteria. English writers describe the same form of

di.scase under the head of enteric fever. The Germans
call it abdominal typhus, or gastric fever. I prefer

the name typhoid fever, and will commence its history

by describing its anatomical lesions.

Morbid Anntonuj.—As soon as the disease is fully

estaljlLslied, a change in the blood occurs. It becomes
darker in color, coagulating imperfectly, the serum
being imperfectly separated from the solid constituents,

and is of an unnaturally yellow color. The question

arises—did these changes take place in the blood prior

to the occurrence of the fever, between the exposure

and the period of attack. It is certain, that as soon

as the characteristic symptoms of the disease are present,

the diminution in the fibrin of the blood is in exact

proportion to the severity of the fever, and the number
of white gloljules is increased in a similar ratio.

As a consequence of these blood changes, or in con-

nection with them, a series of changes takes place in

those organs and tissues of the body in wliich the pro-

c.sses of waste and repair are most rapidly going on.

f
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These cluinges arc of the niiturc of |)iireiicliyiiiiito\is

,l('<jcivniti()n— the essential coiistitiunts of thciiflVctcil

oriT-'ins iii\il tissues licin^ involved.

Siniiliir |mrenchyniiitoiis clianf,'es iire nut with nut

only in ty|)hoi(l fever, but to a greater or less extent

lire characteristic of other fevers and acute infectious

digiHiscs.

S/ileeii.—The organ in which parenchymatous de-
generation occurs earliest and most extensively is the

spleen.

Wo find this organ imdergoing three distinct

changes.
Firtt.— It is increased in size, sometimes enormously.

The enlargement commencing soon after tlie liegimiing

of the di.sease, and goes on rapidly until llie tliir<l

week, after which it ceases, and. after a few days he-

gins to diminish in size. If recovery takes place, l>y

the time it is readied the spleen will luivc returned to

its normal size.

The splenic enlargement is apparently due to con-

gestion and to an increase of normal elements.

Second.—As soon as the sjjleen reaches its maxiiil^iui

size, its consistency liecomes soft; this softening\s
sometimes so marked that, if a i)ost-mortem l;e made
at tlie end of tlie third week, the s|ile -n will i)re.scnt

the appearance of a darky jelly-like mass, which is

easily liroken down.
Thiiil.—The organ becomes almost Mack in color,

owing to the intense congestion which attends its en-

largement, and to the deposit of a brown pigment in

its sulistiince.

Tlie.se changes in the spleen take ))lace in a greater
or less degree, in ninety-eight cases out of every
hundred.
At the |)ostmoitem of those who have died of

typhoid fever, infarctions are sometimes found, al-

tliough there is nothing peculiar about them. In rare

instances, rupture of the spleen occurs without in-

farctions.

Liver.—Changes in tlie liver arc by no means as

common as tlio.se in tlie spleen. Tlie liver may lie

found presenting its normal appearance, or it may be
soft and llabby. When soft and Habliy, a microscopic
examination shows the liver cells more or less granular
and fatly, the nuclei of the cells can no longer lie seen,

and the degeneration may become so extensivi' that

the outline of the hepatic cells are lost, and nothing
but a mass of granules can be seen.

Occasionally there will be found in the liver of

those who have di<'d of typhoid fever, small grayisli

no<lulc-s situated ahmg the course of the small veins;
Ih'.se noduU'S consist of lymplioid (('lis.

The lining membrane of the gallbladder sometimes
jiresents eviilences of catarrhal or diphtheritic iiiHam-
iirition. when there has been no evidences of its exist

encj during life
; cases are recorded where it lius Ijcen

found ulcerated.

A'<(/;('7/.«.—Uegcnerativc changes in the kidneys are

of not infre(pient occurrence in the course of typhoid
fever; they vary in extent witli the duration and sever-

ity of the fever. When present, tliey are more marked
in the cortical than in the medullary portion of the

organ. In some cases they are conliiied to the e]>itlir-

lial elements, while in other cases degeneration of all

the anatomical elements of the organs can be found.
Such extensive changes are less liable to occur in

typhoid than in typhus fever. Small gray nodules
similar to those referred to as occurring in the liver

are sometimes found.

If tlie epithelial degeneration of the cortical sub-

stiinc' is extensive, the cells finally break down into a

g.iin'.ilar detritus, and the cut surface assumes u yellow

(•i)U>r and is softer tliaii normal. Infarctions are

siiMietiines met with in the kidneys of tho.se dying of

typhoid fever.

J/riirt.—Tlie parenchymatous changes whi<li take

place in the heart are more marked than those in any
otiier organ, for its anatomical elements underg(j waste

and repair more actively than those of any other organ :

and if faulty mitiition is an important eh iiient in

these degenerative changes, this organ must becojie

Very markedly involved.

In a large proportion of cases it becomes soft and
llabby, and is of a grayish or brown color. Sometiines

it is so much clianged that its tissues are easily liroken

down by moderate pressun' ; i1* loses its normal out-

line, and when 'fc'3iT»)ved*"fi-oni tTie body the walls of

its cavities readily fall .^togetlier. When iCs muscular
tissue is examined micr<»,scopically, in many^sUnirs
it will be fouiul ftTMt!j^'!*r.iMiTUir clvuigcv^ tflW^lmg the

ultimate muscubir libi'is, have oceurhed,; tllis granular
muscular degeneration may involve a large portion of
the organ, or it |iiay be conlined t>*" " l^cw- muscular
tilires. It may bcN;i- geuPAd or a»loealized parenehy-
iiiatous degeneration. Ocdiisionally the muscular
fibres are infiltrated with brown ]iigment.

If, as is sometimes the case, the heart is firm and
friable and its cut surface glistens, the muscular fibres

will be found to have undergone a change which
closely resembles amyloid degeneration ; the muscular
fibres will be tilled with a material which presents the

same shining appearance as the amyloid sulistance, but
on applying the iodine test the same reaction does not
take place. It is a form of degeneration which occurs

in typhoid fever and is not confined to the muscular
tis.sue of the heart, but is found to a greater or less

e.\tent in the volunt.iry muscles of the body.
Thrombi are sometimes found in the heart, and

vegetations adhering to the valves and ch(U(l;e ten-

dhieic. These may give rise to infarctions in the dif-

ferent organs of the body. The existence of the de-

generative changes in the heart, to which I have re-

ferred, may be recognized during tlu^ life of the
jiatient, for the heart sounds become feeble according
to the extent of the degeneration. In some ias(s the

liist sound of the heart will be aliscut, and it has been
claimed that when this ijlienomenim is pn.sent. the use
of stimulants in large ipiautities is indicated.

/y'//(</.v.—The lungs iiudergo changes whiili have
i( ceived the name of spleiiization. This is a form of

pulmonary congestion which has received its name
frdin the close resemblaiice which the affected portion

of lung tissue bears to the spleen.

The alTected lung tissue is of a darker color than
normal, and scattered through its substance will be
si'in little red or yellowish white points; these little

points are scanty blood exlrava-sations.

i-ung tissue in a condition of splenization is of a
(lark reddi.sli blue, brown, or black color ; its con-

sistency is firmer than normal, crepitates less freely,

has a more uniform, homogeneous appearance up<m its

ciii surface, and is less moist than normal lung tissue;

a dark fiuid will sometimes ooze from its cut surface,

but not as freely as in liypera-mia, and the fiuid is

more watery in .•ippeaianee.

.V microscopical examination of lung tissue in this

ciiuditioii shows the capillary vessels filled with blood,

ami the alveoli containing a variable number cjf cells.

In other words, it is a c( ndition closely rcs<'mbling

that condition known as static pneumonia, but no
inrtamniatory process exists ; it is simply a stasis in

the capillary circuhition, accompanied by a slight in-

crease in the cell elements in the alveoli.

riionchial 2'«fc«.—You will rarely make an autopsy
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upon one who has died of typhoid fever, without find-

iajf evidences of a more or less extensive catarrhal

infliininiation affecting the bronchial tubes. So con-

stant is catarrlial lironcliitis present in tliis fever, tliat

Dr. Stokes proposed to call typhoid fever lii'onchial

typhus. In most cases tliis catarrh is not extensive,

affecting only tlie larger Ijronclii ; it may, however,
extend to tlie smaller tubes and give rise to capil-

lary bronchitis and broncho-pneumonia. Pulmonary
infarctions are frequently found in the lungs of

those who have died of typhoid fever. They are

sometimes quite numerous, are usually of small size,

and vary in appearance according to the stage of

their development. When recent they are of a dark
color, and feel like consolidated lumr tissue ; later,

the color changes to yellow; they may soften and
break down.

Larynx.—The laryn."^, as well as the bronchial tubes,

is frec(Uently the seat of catarrhal inflammation; less

frequently it is the seat of diphtheritic inflamniation.

In connection with these laryngeal inflammations,

ulcers appear in the larynx ; these have received the

name of " typhoid ulcers of the larynx ;
" sometimes

they give rise to quite extensive hemorrhages. In

connection with, or independent of these laryngeal

ulcers, ulceration of the mucous membrane of the

mouth and pharynx may occur ; at times it involves the

epiglottis in such a manner as to clip off its edges.

These ulcers may develop on the mucous membrane of

the Eustachian tube. In those cases where permanent
deafness follows an attack of typhoid fever, usually

it will be found due to ulceration of the mucous mem-
brane of the Eustachian tutje.

Brain, and Nerdous System.—As yet we have not
been aljle to determine whether there are any struc-

tural changes in the brain or nervous system so

constant that they may be regarded as lesions of

typhoid fever, although it is reasonable to infer that

in a disease where such sevei'e functional disturbances

of the cerebro-spinal system exists tliere must be con-

stant and definite parenchymatous changes. (Edema
of the pia mater and of the brain substance, with oc-

casionally quite extensive adhesions of the dura mater
to the cranium, not infrequently exist. Punctate ex-

travasations into brain substance are found in a certain

number of cases, but even in severe cases they are not
always present.

Stomach.—The changes which occur in the stomach
are equally important with those that occur in the

other internal organs, and are degenerative in their

nature. Softening and degeneration of its glandular
structure is sometimes so extensive, that if recovery

from the fever takes place, a very long time must
elapse before the organ can perform its normal
function. It is the existence of these degenerative

changes that gives rise to the disturbance in diges-

tion which is present in so many cases, not only dur-

ing the continuance of the fever, but during conva-
lescence.

Masclfs.—In addition to the degenerative changes
which I have described as occurring in the intenaal

organs in typhoid fever, I must say a word concerning
the degenerative changes which so recently have been
found almost invariably present in the voluntary mus-
cles. This muscular degeneration is of two varieties:

first, a granular degeneration which corresponds to

ordinary fatty degeneration. Second, a waxy de-
generation, which consists in the conversion of the

contractile substance of the primitive bundles into a

homogeneous, waxy shining mass. Often both forms
of degeneration occur together, som.•times one and
sometimes the other predominating.

progress of fflclJical Science.

Open CoMMnNic.vTioN op the VENriircLBS with
THE ScB.vn.\CHNOiDAi, SPACES.—Profs. Axel Key atid

Gustave Retzius recall to mind the description which
they have given (Nord Med. Arliv, Bdt. 0, No. 5, and
Studien in der Anatomie des Nerven-Systems uiid des

Bindegcioehes)—which were based on direct researches

and on injections of the subarachnoidal spaces and ,

the ventricles—of the three apertures (apertura inferior |

or foramen Magendii, and apertura; laterales) in the
'

wall of the fourth ventricle. These are apertui'es

by which all the ventricles of the brain are placed in

open communication witli the sub-arachnoidal spaces.

They also refer to their preceding dissertations, which
prove that abnormal products in the cerebro-spinal

spaces may have their source in the ventricles, and vice '

versa.

In the present article, they give the liistory of a case
|

in which a severe hemorrhage in the ventricles, which
occurred during life in a girl twenty-two years of age,

previously healthy, caused sudden death. All the

ventricles of the brain were filled with coherent clots;

the right lateral ventricle, from which the hemorrhage
evidently proceeded, was the most strongly distended

by them. The clots of the different ventricles com-
municated with each other by the foramen of Monroe
and the Sylvian aqueduct, and from the fourth ven-

tricle the prolongations of the coagulum projected

from the ventricle through the three above mentioned
apertures, and was immediately continuous with the

coagulated blood which was spread out over tlie base

of the brain in all the great subarachnoidal basilar

cisterns there located, and which have been described

in detail by these authors in the previously mentioned
articles. From these cisterns the extravasation of blood
was continuous, under the form of a sanguinolent
melange, with the subarachnoidal fluid over the great

hemispheres. Below, it extended along the dorsal sur-

face of the spinal medulla, as far as the Cauda equina,

in the form of a coherent coagulum, but in front the

coagulum terminated at the U])per portion of the back.

With the efferent cerebral nerves the blood continued
into the arachnoidal sheaths and into the plasmatic

canals described by our authors. Thus it advanced by
the arachnoidal sheath of the optic nerve on each side

as far as the eyeball; with the auditory nerve to the

lamina cribrosa. The motor ocularis comm.unis and
its orljital liranchcs presented their plasmatic canals

injected with blood, etc.

This case, taken as a whole, thus resembles com-
pletely the injections which the authors have obtained
with coagulating masses, and which they have de-
scribed in their large work, previously mentioned. The
important point is, that here the injection was pro-

duced during life. This jiroves, obviously, that all the

communications described by our authors between the

external and internal cerebro-spinal spaces existed

during life, and that an abnormal admixture with
the cerebrospinal fluid may extend from one ])oint

throughout almost the entire nervous system, and that

more than one abnormal condition of a peripherical

nerve, as for example, here the injection of the plas-

matic canals of the motor ocularis in the orbit, might
have its source even in the cerebral ventricles.

—

Nordisit Medieinsht Arlciv, 8de Bandet, No. 5.

The Chamber of DEPnTiES have voted 13,000
francs, to establish a lectureship on Brain Diseases and
Mental Pathology, at the University of Paris.
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HOTEL PHYSICIANS AND RURAL PRAC-
TITIONERS.

Tire recent letter of a correspondent from Saratoga

regarding the relations said to exist between temporary

and permanent medical residents of that place, has

directed considerahle attention to the subject. The
correspondent iu question makes certain charges

which he says he is able and willing to substantiate,

while on the other hand an equally trustworthy gentle-

man denies these charges in toto. From what wc
know of the physicians who arc said to be guilty of

unprofessional conduct, we believe that the plaintilT

has been misinformed concerning the facts of the

case. In any event, it opens a question connected

with professional interference one with the other, the

discussion of the jjiinciple of which may be excusable

upon the possibility of the charges being founded
U|)on fact. In any individual interpretation of rights

and privileges there is always a tendency to exag-

geration, always a temptation to magnify apparent

differences of opinion into real and wilful wrongs.

Hut, impartiality of judgment is always best rendered

upon the middle ground of conservatism.

Our Saratoga correspondent, upon his own testimony,

is certainly wronged by such metropolitans as may
come during the harvest of the fashionable season to

gather the golden sheaves of hotel patronage, and pre-

vent him from the legitimate exercise of his usual

professional privileges. If. an he says, there are some
extraordinary means used on the jjart of the i)rofes-

sional visitors to obtain practice, he is perfectly riglit

in complaining. If, as the other side claim, no

such means are used, and that the competition is

honorable, our correspondent becomes too partial an

advocate of what he considers to be his individual

rights. We do not pretend to say that he is purposely

wrong in his conclusions; but for the sake of using

big argument against practices which we know to exist

elsewhere, we unhesitatingly endorsed the principle

involved in his complaint. As giving us the founda-

tion for scmie general remarks upon the subject, we
are willing to leave Saratoga entirely out of the

ijut'stion, and refer more particularly to other fashion-

able resorts where such questionable professional

practices are quite prevalent.

It is generally conceded tliat no medical gentleman,

l)ecause he lives in a certain locality, has the right to

monopolize the practice there ; to farm the community
as if he owned it, and to dispute the right for honor-

able competition with his peers. A physician who is

regularly qualified to practise has a right to ply his

profession anywliere and everywhere he pleases, and to

cliange his base of operations as often as it may appear

to him desirable. lie belongs to the people at large,

and has the right and privilege to give his .services to

any one who may desire it, whethi-r that patient l)e at

Virginia Springs, Saratoga, Xewport, Long Hranch,

Cai)e May, or any other fasliional)lc resort. The mere

fact of the physician being a temporary or permanent

resident at any of these places has nothing whatever

to do with the (piestion at issue.

Wliile we must be ready to admit that the rural

practitioner can hardly look ui)on this division of

labor in a strictly impartial manner, he has no remedy,

provided the conqietition for patronage is strictly

honorable. When the latter is not the case, he has a

riglit to stigmatize those who interfere with him as

mere travelling quacks.

Medical men of reputation are always in di niand

everywhere, and are likely to be sought iiy strangers

whether at hotels or any other place. The wider this

reputation, the more likelihood for this so-called

chance practice. Such men do not need to advertise

tlu'ir presence in hotels, as it becomes a matter of

interest to their would-lw patrons to discover their

wliereabouts for themselves. If a patient in a hotel

desires to call in such a medical attendant for advice,

there can hardly be a question of its propriety. Fvery

medical gentleman, however, admits this. On this

s<ore it is very easy to explain why son\p metropolitan

physicians have always plenty to do wherever they may
go—entirely irrespective of the (ircsencc of resident

practitioners. This is as it should be, and is the reward

of honest reputations for professional proficiency.

But this can hardly explain the presence of the now
so fashionable hotel pliysician, the temporary appear-

ance of whose sign in the hotel otVice is a |)urely liusi-

Miss bid for the advantages of the situation. We have

yet to learn that these hotel i)hysicians as a class are

any more competent than the resident practitioners of

the neighborhood. If so, what guarantee have the

guests of the hotel of his proficiency in the absence

of a well-earned professional reputation in the metro-

polis? Most of the selections are made on friendly

considerations by the hotel proprietoi-s, and theic is a

di.stiuct business understanding that the said pio-
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prietors will make themselves responsible for the fees

of the guests by addinct tlicm to the board-bill.

Tliere is also an understanding alwaj's implied, but

not unfrequeutly expressed, that every effort will be

made by the hotel proprijtors and their attendants,

from the "gentlemanly" clerk to the bootblack, to

throw all the possible business of the house into the

hands of the regular " hotel doctor." This praetice

certainly gives great reason fur complaint on the part

of the physicians resident in the neighborhood against

what they have a right to look upon as an unwonted

pi'ofessional monopoly. It is radically wrong, de-

cidedly unprofessional, and positively dishonorable for

any medical man to lend his countenance to such prac-

tices, even in ever so indirect a manner, to those who,

in a business way, desire to be his friends. We regret

to say that too many of our transient hotel physicians

are of this class, and deserve all the criticism which

they are receiving from the so-called country i^rac-

titioner. While we say tliat the latter has no right to

claim all tlie practice of his neighborhood, the hotel

physician has no more right to monopolize the attend-

ance upon transient visitors. The latter object is so

transparent on the part of at least tlie majority of the

hotel physicians, that we have often wondered that any

respectable medical man would allow hiniself to be

known as such.

At the risk of being a trifle heterodo.v in our

opinions, we do not see any necessity for having hotel

physicians at all. We cannot see why the resident

physicians in the neighborhood of the large hotels,

except perhaps on extraordinary occasions, cannot

attend to all the necessary practice and divide it

among themselves. If there are any rights at all in

the matter, these gentlemen have the preference to the

medical man who merely lives in the hotel during the

season for the sake of making what money he can in

the shortest possil)le time. As the case now stands,

there is a ])rejudice on the part of the resident prac-

titioners against the typical hotel physician, which is

in the highest degree detrimental to general profes-

sional interests. Consultation, as a consequence, is not

encouraged, and bitter professional animosities are

engendered. Tlie hotel physician is constantly chang-

ing from year to year, and has no possible opportunity

for acquaintance with his jirofessional brethren in the

neighborhood. They are apt to look upon it as a

slight, the magnitude of which is not lessened by the

circumstances of the unwonted superiority which the

new-comer assumes.

There can be no argument in favor of the hotel

physician which cannot be made to apply to the

average practitioner of the vicinity. In fact, a sense

of ordinary fair dealing would concede to the latter

all the advantages which might drift in their way, in

preference to one whose only real claim to such extra

chances are based on a mere business understanding

with all hotel proprietor.

Uf^orts of SocutifS.

INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL CONGRESS.

SECTION OF MEDICINE.

This Section convened Monday afternoon, Septem-
ber 4, 1876, at 3 o'clock, with Dr. Howard in tile

chair, and Dr. J. Ewing Mcars, Secretary. Dr. J. J.

Woodward, Surgeon U. S. A., Reporter, read a paper

on

" TYPlIO-M.VL.VniAL FEVER ; IS IT A SPEOIAIi TYPE OP
FEVEK i

"

After a general introduction, in which he referred

to the duration of war as an element of mortality

from sickness, and to the statistics of the Pru.=sian ainiy

during their last great war, he discussed the subject of

camp fevers in our army, especially when complicated

with malarial influences. He sketched the history of

tyiiho-malarial fever, as reported by different sur-

geons, aud argued that such hybrid combinations were
not new iu armies, illustrating this with histoiical

facts. He contended tliat typho-malarial is not a

special type of fever; it is no new disease, but a

hylirid. He referred at considerable length to those

who had sustained his views, and to others who had
opiio.sed them.

Dr. Bartliolow, of Cincinnati, replied to the charge
of acrimony made by the reporter against liim. He
said he had simply objected to the erection, by Dr.

Woodward, of a new type of disease.

Dr. N. S. Davis, of Chicago, said he saw little need
of controversy ; he was almost surprised that it was
necessary to comliat the idea of introducing a new
disease. The phenomena of this mingling had been
common to liim. In Chicago, malarial disease was the

common form ; typhus when it did exist, was imjiorted.

In the jirogress of tilling u|) the city, the malarious
influence had gradually disajipeared, and for ten years

typhoid was gradually on the iucrease, owing to the

peculiar water arrangements. After a time typhus had
predominated. To him it was a surprise that any
criticism should be made concerning the two diseases

being present at the same time. Tlie sooner we recog-

nize this capability for mingling among diseases, the

sooner will we clearly recognize and understand the

mingling in tliis case.

Dr. Scott, of Ohio, said he had always lived in a

malarious country, and recognized this complexity
and union of disease. Early, it was true, this min-
gling was not so pronounced, but as civilization ad-

vanced, it rapidly grew to be so. He thought these

discussions were of use, l)ecause we do not understand
the treatment of the affection. Quinine will not check
it, although it can be used to check the malarious
condition. He had seen scurvy, while in Nashville,

in 18G4, in connection with this disease, and he there-

fore agreed with Dr. Woodward.
Dr. Pejjper said he feared the employment of speci-

iic terms in such cases, especially as it concerns young
men, for it gives rise on tlieir part to a lack of knowl-
edge of the real danger present.

Dr. Reed, of Camden, objected to a term that sig-

nifies two specific affections.

On motion, the paper was referred to the Section

for publication.
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Tue»<lity, Sept. 5</i.—The Section met nt 2 p.m.

THE IDENTITY OP CIlOUl' AND DIPimiERI.^.

The first paper wiis liy J. Lewis Smitli, M.I).,

Reporter, physieiiin to flie New Yorlt Infant's Hos-
pital ; suliJL'ct, " Arc Diplitlirritic ai\(l Pscudo-nicni-

liraiioiis Croup Identical or Distinct AtTections i
"

He said the two theories are, first, tliat the two dis-

eases are distinct ; second, that the two arc varieties

iind modifications of one and the same disease. He
considered the various causes for helieving croup a

local malady:— Its causes are the same as in other

inrtainmations which arc kcal ; there is a single tract

of exudative inflammation in all cases, whereas in a

constitutional disease otlier mucous surfaces would !>!

likely to l)e inflamed sometimes; and l^ecause depress-

ing; renu>(lics are tolerated. He gave facts showini;

tliplitheritic laryngitis to be the manifestation of a

general malady, such as its long inenl)ative stage in

certain cases; its severe constitutional symptoms, in

some cases, before appearance of the inflamniafiun
:

speedy death in certain malignant cases, and import-

ant evidence from tlie state of the kidneys. He next

examined into the histological similarity of the two
diseases and into the difference in the attendant laryn-

gitis and jiseudo-niemhranc, with an inquiry into

the causes of such disease, the age of prevalence, re-

sults of treatment, etc.

Dr. Pepper said it was important that there should
not be an innumerable numl)er of diseases and disease

names. In the |)re.sent condition of the medical pro-

fession diphtheritic and croupal processes distinguish

all diseases of the tliroat. We meet many grades of

inflammation in the |)harynx, and if we do discrimi-

nate thus carefully between these diseases, we must
carry the sam; thing out in the larynx. In mild cases

of sporadic p.seudo-UK inliranous pharyngitis, seciuel.e

are rare. Chemically an<l anatomically he had nevir
been able to discover any difference between tlie dis-

eases, nor has any microscopic distinction lieen dis-

cerned; constitutionally, also, it was im|)0ssible to

discover any difference. He cited the fact that in a

ward in this city, cases of dijihtheria had occurred
with at tlie same time strongly marked cases of crouj).

As far as treatment is concerned, any difference in ef-

fects cannot betaken as distinguishing between dijih-

therin and croup. Taking a cursory view of the sul>-

ject, he thinks they an; so many forms of the same
disease.

Dr. Gibbons, of California, said that although it was
c<mtrary to his early teachings, yet he was compelled
to learn the two diseases, and he was too old now to try

to unlearn it. He thought that should the wheel turn

and carry the present ideas down, in twenty years it

would turn back again. He quoted two cases which
showed a marked difference.

Dr. Woodward agreed with Dr. Pepper, and asked
the question, " Whether Dr. Smith had used the first

or second edition of I{okitan>ky"s work." as the

views did not correspond in the later edition with
those previously expressed.

Dr. Hare, of London, drew attention to a paper
that had been adopted by the Royal Society of Eng- i

land, to secure opinions (m this subject.

Dr. Howard, of Canada, thought wc needed a

larger number of cases to settle the question; for

lliinscir he did not believe in duality of the iliseases.

Dr. Holdwith, of Canad.i. reported some ca.sc9 show-

in'.i (he duality of the affection.

D-. U irtholow, of Cin<innati, believed in the duality,

and thought the distinction wius three fold. Dr. Mad-

din, of Nashville, expressed similar views, as did Dr.

.Vyres, of Indiana.

Dr. Harris, of Chicago, thought that we labor too
' much, as medical men, under the assumption that we
! have a right to dclinitely settle such (luestions. Let us

I publish our contributions, Init let us wait liefore we
!
decide. After remarks by Dr. llamiltim, of Nova
.Scotia, Dr. Cohen, of Philadi'lphia. yi<'lded to Dr. Pep-
|)er, who introduced the following rescjlution ;

I That in view of the wide diversity of opinion exist-

I

ing in regard to the relationship of diphlheri.i and
! crouj). the Section prefers to recommend the jiaper of

Dr. J. L. Smitli for )nil)lication, with an exi)ression of

i

tlieir opinion of its high value as an important contri-

bution to the literature of the subject, Init without a

definite expression of opinion upon the points at i.ssue.

The motion was finally adoi)ted, and reported to the

Congress.

MEUIC.\T, TEACIIINfl.

'

Prof. A. P. Hiid, of Halifax Medical College, Nova
Scotia, read a paper on '" Medical Teaching."
On motion of Dr. Davis, the Section tendered its

tlianks to the author, but did not refer it for publica-

tion.

Wednesday, Sept. Gth, ISTO.

P.M. Dr. Stillf, in the chair.

-The Section met at 2

' NEUVOIS DISEASES AND .MODERN LIFE.

Professor Roberts Rai tliolow. Reporter, of Cincinnati,

read a paper on the question, " Do the Conditions of

Modern Life favor especially the Development of

Xervou s Diseases i
"

He stated that insanity was frcciuently alluded to by
ancient writers, of which he cited interesting examples;
that senile dementia was a subject of judicial iinjiiiry.

Xumeious references were made in Hippocrates and
(Jalen to insanity and nervous maladies. The social

and political state of ancient times were mentioned as

an exciting cause of nervous maladies. After allud-

ing to the moral epidemics of mediieval times, the

dancing mania, etc., to the epidemics of cerebrospinal

mcniiigiti.s. etc.. he jiassed to the present state of neuro-

logical medicine, ]iossilile only after study of general

and morbid anatomy and |)liysiology had reached a

certain development. Nervous di.seases are now better

differentiated, more carefully studied.

Statistics of insanity show ajiparent but not real in-

crease, due to b 'tter census returns and better jirovision

for the insane. Improvement in well-being of society

results in diminished sickness and mortality rates,

greater longevity. It is ineredil>le that nervous eentri s

sliould exhibit more vulnerability, and other organs of

the body greater vigor. Highly probable the brain

and nervous system liave ini[)roved with improvement
in other bodily functions.

Dr. Green, commending the paper, said the ancients

were, no doubt, well acfpiainted with the.se diseases,

and yet it was not said as now that they were over-

strained. He thought the record afforded by in-

surance companies, announcing an increase, was due
to the fact that more older men insured than formerly.

He could not see that over-straining was a predom-
inant cause.

Dr. Gibboiissaid ancient history did not afford data,

for it only recorded the fact of the diseiuse, nor could
the statistics from insurance companies be so con-

sidere<l. ils these were picked cases. He thought that

it Dr. Hartholow had lived in California a few years

he would have been imprcvsiil with the fact that these

eases were on the increase owing to the excitenieut
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arising from dealing in mining stocks, such cases

occurring weekl_v. Many men have no family ties

to anchor tliem, and, therefore, go rapidly to insanity

or some other form of mental disease. Tlie opinions

cs|)ressed in tlie paper ought to be modified, esjje-

cially as regards new regions.

Dr. Neftel did not doubt an increase, for these

affections were transmitted either in an aggravated or

modified form. The lirain's intellectual sphere liad

l)?en enlarged. Tlie cliild of to-day knows more than
did many of the ancients ; and as great mental activity

produces nervous diseases, there ought to be more now
than formerly. Tlie present use of aleoliolic drinks is

one cause of nervous affections, both directly and
indirectly. Syphilis, which is another cause of

nervous diseases, did not exist in former times, while
it exists largely now. The records of the Patholog-
ical Institute of Berlin ])rove conclusively that many
diseases of the brain which lead to death are caused
by syphilis. Old physicians always tell us that the

disease is increasing ; and the fact that the causes pro-

ducing nervous diseases have increased, ought to con-

vince us that the disease also has increased.

Dr. Maddin ag'reed with the author of the paper,

that there were no new diseases to which man was
liable, but because of education and surroundings we
liad modifications of many diseases. Peojjle are dif-

ferent now from what they were two thousand years

ago, and he thouuht our brains now were in a state of

hyperremia, and the stimulated condition of our minds
rendered them more liable to disease.

Dr. Duffy, of North Carolina, related two cases

which he thought would show that apoplexy was not
due to nervous affections.

Dr. Arnold, of Baltimore, thought the specialists

were to blame for the introduction of new diseases. lie

had been in [iractice thirty years, and he had more
cases the latter half of the time, dua to the fact of
man's race for wealth. Intellectual men are long
livers; he believed that shocks in business were worse
than hard study. The nervous system always accom-
modated itself to the strain i)ut upon it. He thought
medical men allowed themselves to be governed by
thi hue and cry of professional temperance orators,

for it could not be proved that alcohol had much
influence in the production of nervous diseases. In-

stead of drunkenness being a cause of nervous disease,

it was the first herald of its approacli.

Dr. Davis said he thought the question could not be
determined with any degree of certainty. He had
been led to think that very few brains killed them-
selves by over-work. Physiological law is growth
and strength and compactness; if there is nut some
corroding influence to interfere with the law, they will
seldom wear out. Rush tells of a drunken club, the
members of which nearly all died of nervous affec-

tions. The revolutionary war soon followed, and was a
time of excitement, and yet these diseases diminished.
It was not mental work that ever produced these affec-

tions, but rather troubled digestion, or the sy.stem was
worn out by other means.

Dr. Howard, of Canada, thought hereditary ten-

dencies wore themselves out, and tliat if we kept our
general system in good form, common nervous affec-

tions would not occur.

Dr. Bowditch hoped the section would recommend
the publication of the paper, with the statement that

they did not vouch for one side or the other of the

report, or decide it. Climate had much to do with our
capacity for bearing stimulants. English people could
not drink as much here as in their own country.

Dr. Green thought suicide could not be laid to

nervous affections, as bad humor, love, etc., were more
often causes.

Dr. Bartholow then discussed some of these qws-
tions. The statement of specialists ought to be taken
with allowance; that the increase of their cases was
due to their increase of practice. He thought men
now were stronger and better than they ever were
before.

Dr. Scott, of Ohio, said our modes of travel induced
diseases unknown to us before; railway men would
not live to the usual age in consequence of their avo-

cation. He thought the custom of sending children

to school early a bad one ; we take them out when we
ought to put them in. Our system of education was
a very pernicious one, and we pay too little attention

to exercise.

On motion, the paper was referred to the commit-
tee for publication.

ETIOLOGY OF EPILEPSY.

Dr. W. B. Neftel, of New York, read a paper on this

subject.

After ivferring to tlie phenomena of epilepsy artifi-

cially produced in the guinea-pig, depending on trau-

matic reflex jiaralysis of the cereliral blood-vessels

after cereliral commotion, and arguing from (his to

human epileiisy, the speaker thus summed up liis

conclusions:

1. It is evident that in a perfectly healthy jxn-son,

free from hereditary predi.sposition, epilepsy can be
brought on by traumatic influences on the head, caus-

ing cerebral commotion, without structural lesion.

2. Further investigations will have to prove that

traumatic influences during childliood constitute a
most frequent etiological moment in its development.

Dr. Davis moved the j)aper be referred to the com-
mittee for publication.

Tliiirsilay, Sept. '1th.—In the absence of the Presi-

dent, Prof. R. P. Howard, of Canada, Vice-Chairman,
occupied the chair.

PHTHISIS AND HIGH ALTITUDES.

Dr. Chas. Dennison, of Denver, Colorado, Reporter,

then read a paper on "The Influence of High Alti-

tudes on the Progress of Phthisis."

Deductions were drawn from the analysis of sixty-

nine years spent by sixty-six consum|)tives in Colorado,
and from corroborative evidence of others, as follows:

1. Cool, dry climates are best. 2. Favorable cli-

matic attributes, such as diathermancy and dryness,

are increasingly found with increasing elevation. 3.

High altitudes are favorable in incipiency of chronic
inflammatory and hemorrhagic cases of phthisis; in

others, the more acute the inflammatory process or
more active the pulmonary liemorrhage, the more tenta-

tive should l>o the rise in elevation. 4. Partial recovery
necessitates permanent residence. 5. High altitudes

become unfavorable or negative in proportion as

phthisis is complicated with certain forms of cardiac
disease, or the stage of " softening " in acute cases,

with extensive deposit, or nervous irritability and lack
of desirable will |)ower. G. Early change of climate
and mode of life are more positively favorable to cure

in a resort to high altitudes. 7. Stimulating effect (^f

high altitudes on respiratory organs is a most import-
ant agent in arresting chronic phthisis. 8. Higli alti-

tude is palliative or curative with or without change
of occupation and out-door life. 9. In incipient cases

the patient should receive benefit of doubt, in view of
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))iissil>ility of error in dccliiring non-existence of

))litliisis. 10. Resort to t\ well chosen, elevated cli-

niiite sliouUl form (mrt of u pliysiciun's ailviee to every

consumptive, unless specially contraiiulicated.

Dr. Hosehrugli, of I'anada, said another paper was
to l)j read on a like subject, and thou;,^ht time might
I'e saved l>y listening.; to it tii-st. Dr. Oennison ob-

jected, and said he had left out everything that re-

ferred to the other sulijeet.

Dr. DulTy, of North rarulina, thought the question

of moist atmosphere important, lie had seen coughs
comtracted in dry weather yielding in moist. Hab-
its of life had much to do with the contraction of

consumption; outside of his State people shut the

doors too much, instead of putting on more clothes.

There wis little danger from sudden changes provided
the system was all right. The air in California is

hjavily laden with moisture, and that has much to do
with the freedom from consumption, or at least did
not add to its prevalence.

Dr. Haldwin. of Floriila, said ha had been inter-

ested in Ihe sulijeet for thirty-eight years in his own
State. lie doubted the benelieial results of altitude,

because in Florida good results were obtained even
below the level of the .sea. I'onsumptiou had really

i>?en cured ; he knew this from |)ost-mortem exami-
nations; the change did this. lie spoke of oxygen
being considered a panacea, and doubted very much
its efficacy. The effort necessary to get this o.xygen

militated against its value. It cimld be gotten in

Florida with much less trouble than in Colorado.

Ujst was of the greatest use. Sudden changes such as

we see on the plains of the West, even to the extent of

sixty degrees in a day, can never be good ; in Florida
this change is about fourteen degrees.

Dr. Gibbons desired to know if out-door life was
associated in the treatment. Dr. Dennison replied

that it was. Dr. Gibbons thought the reporter's con-

chMions were warped by local feelings; the ideas ex-

lires.scd weie different from those given him in a letter

received not long ago. Tin- statement that California

had a moi.st climate was unfounded ; it was absolutely

dry. lie had looked for cases of consiunption, l>ut

had failed I) find them; he tliouglit this due to the

eijnable climate. There were plenty of climates in

California, one every ten miles. lie prescribed when
a patient came to him, " to get on a horse and look
out for a climatic for himself."

.\fler remaiks by Dr. IJaldwiu and Dr. Stewart, of
.Minnesota, Dr. Gibbons, of California, moved the

same resolution lie adopted in regard to this paper as

w;is ad<iptcd in that of Dr. Bartholow, which was
agreed to.

Dr. Henry MacCormac, of Belfast, Ireland, being
absent, the Secretary read his paper on "TheOpen-
Air Treatment of Consumption" The paper con-

tended that all tubercular deposits, no matter where
situated, are uscriliable to haliitual respiration of air

already breathi^l, proof being given, to the writer's

satisfaction, from ob.si-rvation and chemical analysis.

He said that tuliercle is oidy the effete waste of the

animal organism ; when effete tissue is not oxidi/.<'d,

it is not expelled as carbonic acid. No other theory,

no other treatment than open air, was, in his view,
tenable.

Dr. Eilge, of Camden, believed in the medium as

to altitnih'.s.

Dr. Madden, of Tennessee, thought we ought to give

more altintion to the stomach. He believed if ihe

[latient could dig st oily matters he would be better.

Dr. Davis said ho could not understand the law of

logic or the law of nature, cxhiliited by sending a

patient on horseback out into the open air to breathe
more oxygen, and at the same time to give him more
alcohol which consumes the oxygen.

lie then offered a resolution to refer Dr. Mac-
Cormac's paper back to the author on account of its

very dogn)atic character, which was carried.

The discussion of the previous paper was then re-

sumed.
Dr. Johnson, of Illinois, said he had known con-

sumptives recover that went to Colorado, Florida,

Xortli Carolina, Georgia, Tennessee, the south of
France, etc., etc. They all came back enthusiastic

over the change of scene and climate. It seemed they
had all had good food and exercise, etc. The idea of
introducing altitude into the discussion was perhaps
\innecessary, but if was a fact that cases in the early

siage were benctited. Those in the second stage need
a warm climate.

Dr. Hare, of London, thanking the author for liis

observations, mentioned the fact that in Icebuul ami
Norway consumption did not exist. lie wi.shcd the

doctor to continue his observations. He olijected to

tlu' use of alcohol because it iuiluccd drunkeinies.s.

Dr. Davis joined with the last speaker in the hope
that Dr. Dennison would continue his olwervations.

He then moved that tlie rcsolulit n in reference to Dr.

Deiinison's [laper, which had been laid on the table, be
taken up for consiileration.

\ member from New .Jersey asked Dr. Dennison
whether his paper took into consideration the physical

advantage of living in a high altitude?

Dr. Dennison said he had; he had not read all of

the paper; the omitted portion would reply to many
of tlie points mentioned.

Dr. Howard, the Chairman, was jicrsonally inter-

ested in the paper, and quite agreed with some of the

otlur speakers, that there were not similar papers

written by people liring in a higher altitude.

Frirlay. Scptfmhi'r StJt. — The Section met at 2

o'clock. President Stille in the chair.

ULCEUS OF TlIK STOMACH.

Dr. Charles \V. Dulles, of Philadelphia, read a pnpcr
translated by him from the French of Dr. H. Lebeit,

formerly Professor of Clinical Medicine at Zurich and
at Iheslau. on the "Treatment of Simple Ulcer of the

Stomach."
Dr. O'llara sjioke especially of boiled milk in the

treatment of the disease.

The President, in rejily to certain remarks, said the

disease was very frequent, more so than is usually sup-

posc'd. Speaking of the use of concentrated milk, he
saiil that some people could only digest cold victuals.

Due case was benefited, althcuigh the case was not, it

siciMs, clearly diagnosed, by milk and lime water, but
this eventually failed. When on a trip to Germany
absolutely cold food was prescribed, and the patient

reeovered. The food must lie made cold by ice.

Dr. Gibbons, of California, spoke of the treatment

by opium and bismuth, and also with nitrate or oxide

of silver.

Dr. O'llara referred to the nse of condensed milk,

.ind in another case milk warm from the cow was
beneficial.

Dr. Smith, of Iowa, sjiokc of shaved ice as proving
successful in one case.

Dr. Ma.son, of New York, said that milk with tho
water evaporated out had also been successful.

The subject w;i3 referred for publication.
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PROGRESSIVE PEENICIOnS ANvEMIA.

Dr. Howard, of Montreal, read a paper on tliis siib-

jjct, with observations upon tlic ante- and post-nior-

tjm conditions oljserved in that affection. Having
reported four cases of the disease observed ]>y himself,

he analyzed the circumstances under which si.\ty-two

examples of the affection occurred, arrangint; them
under the heads of pregnancy, parturition, chlorosis,

chronic diarrhoea, blood-waste, dyspepsia, extreme
))overty or poor diet, jaundice, and " failing health."

The post-mortem aijpearances in fifty-one autopsies

are reviewed, witli observations on microscopic char-

acters of the blood regarded by Eichorst as diagnostic,

and the paper termiuates with the following conclu-

sions :

1st. The various forms of annemia may occasionally

take on progressive and pernicious characters. 2d.

Such is frequently the case witli anoemia of pregnancy
and parturition ; the converse is true of chlorosis.

I'd. A distinct variety of anaemia, having etiology

and pathogeny peculiar to itself, "' progressive per-

nicious," is not proven. 4th. Neither spleen nor
lymphatic glands usually present any, much less any
s|)ecial lesion in pernicious ana;mia. 5th. It remains
to be proved that hyperplasia or other change of the
bone marrow is a cause of anaemia. Gth. If it be a
cause, it has yet to be shown whether it is the cau.se of
a variety that should be e^•peciaIIy styled pernicious
and progressive, the weight of evidence apjjearing to

bo opposed to it. 7th. It is premature to regard
|)!.M-nicious anaemia as a myelogenous pseudo-leukicmia.
8th. Pernicious ana;mia is perhaps rather more fre-

<pieut in females than in males, but the difference is

not very great.

Dr. Davis, of Chicago, said he should feel disposed
to hold in entire abeyance the view tliat there is an
especial disease called "progressive pernicious ana;-

niia." In one case in which no post mortem was ob-

tained, the blood, on examination, showed a very few
red blood-corpuscles, with an abundance of white ones.

I5ut there may be a class of affections in which the
blood is materially changed. The office of the red
cells is not perfectly understood, and therefore we
cannot appreciate the disease.

On motion, the paper was referred to the commit-
tje for ijublication.

AI,COHOL AS FOOD AND MEDICINE.

The next paper was by Dr. Ezra M. Hunt, of Me-
tiichen, N. J., on " Alcohol in its Therapeutic Rela-
tions as a Food and a Medicine."
The paper reviews its claims as a food and a medi-

cine, and the arguments pro and con adduced in re-

gard thereto. The author e.vamines the e.vperiments
<if Duroy, Binz, Rickards, Parkes, Anstie, Hammond,
Richardson, and others, and the testimonies as to its

thermic nutrient and molecular effects. Facts are
adduced to sliow that present methods of prescribing
alcohol secure neitlier uniformity nor accuracy. From
the amount of imitation and of artificial manufacture,
would it not be better the medicinal article sliould al-

ways be artificially prepared, aod certified by manu-
facturers ? The whole subject of alcohol, and the
different effects of members of the alcohol series,

sliould be carefully rcstudied. Differences of result are

really often differences in the kind and quantity of
alcohol contained.

(The writer's conclusions will be found in the re-

port of Saturday's general session.

j

The paper was referred to the committee for publi-

cation.

SCLEROSIS OP THK lUNO.

Prof. Rndnew, of St. Petersburg, Russia, read a
])aper on "Sclerosis of the Vessels of the Lung." by
Dr. Bercsnewitsch, of the Institution of Pathological

Anatomy at St. Petensburg. The atheromatous pro-

cess has been described by some writers, as affecting

branches of the lung arteries, with heart complica-
tions, or, when the lungs are themselves affected, with
atrophy or emphysema. Dr. B. argues that emphy-
sema was the sequence rather than the cause. His in-

quiries, based on microscopical investigations, are

:

1. What arteries arc directly affected, whether bron-

chial or pulmonary ? 2. Under what conditions is the

disease generated ? Dr. Isaacson had found it was
always due to an affection of the lung-vessels. Dr.

B. describes the changes which take place in the blood-

vessels, and ascribes much of the destructive action to

syphilitic infection in the capillaries, and afterwards

in the larger arteries. Sclerosis is due to develo))-

ment of connective tissues, between the layers of which
the coating consists.

The paper was referred to the committee for publi-

cation.

The Section then adjourned sine die.

SECTIOX OF SURGERY.

The Section held its first session, Monday, September
4th. Pidf. .Tosejjh Lister, of Edinburgh, in the chair

;

Dr. J. II. Packard, of Philadelphia, Secretary.

Prof. Lister, after acknowledging the honor, and
paying a compliment to American surgeons and to

Philadelphia, and referring to the numerous original

operations first performed in this country, stated that

he had been influenced in his decision to visit this

country liy seeing on the programme of the Congress
mention of a 2»'opo8cd discussion on antiseptic

surgery.

ANTISEPTIC SCRGERT.

Prof. John T. Hodgen, of St. Louis, Reporter, read a
paper on this subject. The propositions discussed l)y

hiui were the following :

1. Putrefaction may and does occur in the solids and
liquids of the body lioth with and without the direct

contact of germs borne in the air or water.

2. Putrefaction of the solids and liquids of an open
wound may in many cases be prevented if the contact

of living germs with the surface is not permitted, or

by destroying their vitality after contact with it.

3. It is possiljle that the living solids and liquids

of the body may be so altered that they shall not fur-

nish the conditions necessary to putrefaction.

4. Practically, the conditions to bo met in prevent-

ing putrefaction are so difficult, that in many ca.ses it

is impossible to cinnply with them. Yet, even partial

success is eminently worthy of our best efforts.

Dr. A. Ilewson, of Philadelphia, said that he had
tried all forms of antise]itics, but relied now chiefiy

upon earth or salicylic acid. He lielieved that dryness

was the essential element in any dressing. He never

used a ligature, but employed acupressure or torsion.

He always used gauze and collodion instead of adhe-
sive plaster, and never allowed water to be used upon
a wound during any stage of its treatment. Perfect

quietude of the part, infrequent dressinss, and the ex-

clusion of any Init the actinic rays of light, by a cover-

I ing of blu - pajjer, all assisted greatly in rapid healing.
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Dr. J. 11. Pooley, of C'oliimlius, Ohio, said lie was
very fond of carbolic ncid, in the proportion of ono to

seven of olive oil, freely l)riislied into a portion of the

woiiiul. Under tliis dressini; he had seen wounds in

uhieli the time of healiiii; liad lieen reduced from
months to weeks. He then spoke of tlie r<'pressivc

power which carliolic acid seemed to exert upon f^ninu-

l.itions lifter loni; continuance of application and tlie

necessity for change of dressinj;. The speaker had
liad hut little experience witli salicylic acid, hut in one
case its application liad caused severe jiain foran hour.

Dr. Ilewson replied, that in the dressinj; of amputa-
tions, etc., .salicylic acid gave no pain, hut in open
wounds it did.

Dr. Wni. Canniff, of Toronto, Canada, said that he
fully helieved tliat the air was inhabited by livini;

organisms; but he tliought it was still a (piestioii

whether putrefaction was due to the action of these

germs. If Dr. llodi^en's first conclusion was sustained,

lie submitted that the doctrine uijjed by I'rof. Lister

was undermined.
Dr. Ilod!j;en explained that he did not intciul to con-

vey the meaning; that germs were not present in all

c;Lses of putrefaction. The organisms could be intro-

duced in part through the blood.

Dr. Canniff argued that if germs could reach the
jiart througli tlie lungs, etc., it was of no use to exclude
tliein from the wound, lie believed that [Uitrefaction

could occur without the action of these organisms.

The cells of the body had a delinite time to live and
die, and if, as in a contused wound, these cells had
their vitality crushed out of them, they must die. Some
would liv(% others perish, and sequestration was by
the firocess of natural laws. It was asking a great

deal to recpiest us to believe that all this was due to

<iir germs, and his own experience refuted it. lie then
referred to several severe accidents in which, under cold-

water dressings, no suppuration li.id occurred. He
believed the results of the Toronto Hospital were as

good as any in which the antiseptic system was used.

He used antiseptics, not to destroy air-gernus, hut to

arrest putrefactive decomjjosition due to chemical
changes. Cleaidiness, rest, and pressure, he considered
the es.-enlial elements in the trcatnK'iit of wounds.

Prof. F. H. Hamilton, of New York, ref(a'red to the

metliod of treating wounds liy leaving them open and
exposed, claiming for it an excellent success both as

regards rapidity and freedom from suppuration. At
St. Francis JIosi)ital, the warm-water treatment had
been largely adopted, the part being submerged in the

liquid at a temperature of about OS". To arrest

gangrene, 110° was recpiired. The method was an
exceedingly sim]>le one, and he claimed that erysipelas,

gangrene and pya'inia were almost unknown in their

wards.

Dr. ,1. A. Orant, of Ottawa, Canada, said that

although formerly well pleased with cold-water dress-

ings, after a visit to Edinburgh he was tlioroughly
satisfied that the antiseptic treatment, if properly con-
ducted, wouhl yield better results.

Dr. M. \. Kinloch, of South Carolina, called atten-

tion to the importance of absolute rest in the treatment

of wounds, and thought that much of the credit

claimed by a particular system might be attributed to

quietude.

Dr. F. H. Hyde, of Cortland, N. Y., thought that

sufficient importance had not been given in this discus-

sion to the fact of the constitutional condition of llu^

j)atient. Every surgeon knows the same accident or

the same operatii>n is followed by far difTerent results.

The speaker also testified to the fact that wounds
entirely free from dressings did remarkably well.

Dr. J. L. Atlee, of Lancaster, Penn., had lately used

chloral hydrate, five grains to the ounce of water, upon
several old ulcers. The result was most happy.

Dr. J. T. ('arpenter, of Pottsville, Penn., said that

in the late war lie had treated one hundred cases of

hospital gangrene with creasote, and with but two
deaths—ono from erosion of the artery, the other

from thrombosis and heart -clot. This was before the

gcrm-theorv was recognized.

Dr. J. Ashhurst, of' Philadelphia, thought Dr. Hyde
bad struck an important iidiul wlwn li<' emphasized
the importance of the constitutional condition of the

patient. He was surgeon at two hospitals—the one
general, the other for children. In the latter he never

lost a case from operation, although the inmates were
drawn from the lowest, half-starved class. He attri-

liuted this to their freedom from liver, kidney, and
other diseases. He believed in constitutional treatment

Tuesday Srjiti-m!in- ^)th.—Prof. Lister being rerpiested

to close the del)ate, said he had not time to speak fully

on the subject, but he would endeavor to answer a few
of the objections raised liy various |)ersons. First, in re-

gard to the trouble. He thought much of this was occa-

sioned by improper or ineflieieiit apparatus, or unfa-

niiliarity with its use. .\ny new metliod, or new
ci|ieration was a trouble until one has learned the dif-

ferent .steiis by practical experience. Jloreover, he
thought it was worth some trouble to be able to dress

a wound, an amputation, or an exsection with the

absolute certainty that the injury would heal ijuickly

aiul kindly, without suppuration. Although the

operation itself might be aicompanied by a little extra

amount of inconvenience, yet when the shortening of
the treatment was brought from montlisdown to weeks,

and the dressings were far less frequent, we should
say that the advantage was decidedly in favor of the

antiseptic plan.

.\not1ier objection made was, that other modes of
treatment give good results; but he contended they
were not the best n suits. 'With strict antiseptic treat-

ment he couUl cut freely into a joint, or ex.scct a por-

tion of bone with the feeling of absolute freedom
from danger. .Xnd then the way the wound behaves.

Tlie blood becomes organized under the dressing, and
cicatrization takes pla(-e without one drop of |)us, and
almost without granulations, a thing which could not
occur save under strict antisejitie dressing. Again,
to be able to open a chronic abscess of the spine with-

out fear of fever, pya>mia, etc., requires strict antisej)-

lie treatment. In acute abscesses it is a satisfaction to

know that after free incision and pressing out of the

(lus, not one did]) more would appear. In ligation of
an artery near a main branch, it is certainly a comfort
to feel that no danger is to ensue.

The reporter had rai.sed the point that jjutrefaction

may be due to development of germs from within the

body, but every simjjle fracture disproves this. In

every simple fracture there is a severe wound, even if

the sm-geon does not see it; and if mere feebleness of
tissues would lead to putrefaction, it should be seen

in every such case.

In chronic absces,s, the lining membrane is at first in

much the same condition as cicatricial tissue with the

<pidcrmis stripped off, and in this condili<ui is far

more callable of absorption than afterwards, when it

has assumed more of the character of granulations.

The greatest danger in opening such an abscess is

within the first few days. Tlie sjk akersaid Ik; now used
absolute phenol, which was very nearly pure; the sol-

ubility and absence of odor were in direct proportion
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to the purity of the drug. The pure would dissolve

in sixteen parts of water, and in proportion to its sol-

uljility is it unirritating. As a detergent, in the pro-

portions of one to twenty, carl)olic acid lias no equal.

Tirsch of Leipsic used salicylic acid, but has returned

to carbolic, for purposes of spray.

Prof. L. then showed his atomizer, made Ijy J.

Gardener, of Edinburgh. By an arrangement of one
tube within another, the vaporization of alcohol is

effected, and this being burned produces a rapid Ijoil-

ing of the water, thus securing a large and minutfly

divided stream of the spray. The flue sjjray is less

irritating to both patient and surgeon, and scarcely

moistens even the clothing. The surgeon should

always see the spray, so that he may be sure that he is

working in it ; his hands or instruments should never

be outside of this stream of atomized tluid during the

whole operation. Should a knife fall without it, it

must not be used until again made antiseptic. Every-

thing, sponges, instruments, the operator's hands, skin

of ](atients, etc., must be first soaked with the car-

bolic solution, 1 to 20. The finger nails even should

be cleansed with a brush. Catgut ligatures rendered

antiseptic are alone used, both ends l)eing cut off.

In dressing a fresh wound. Prof. L. used a piece of

oiled silk covered with a thin layer of copal varnish,

in order to protect the surface from the direct effects

of the carbolic acid ; over this were placed numerous
layers of the carbolized gauze, loosely wrapped around

;

then a layer of Mackintosh cloth, the whole Ijeing

retained by a bandage of tlie carbolized gauze, the

spray continuing to play u])on the ])art during tlie

entire operation of dressing. No change need be made
until the discharge begins to soak through, when the

superficial dressing should be removed under spray,

liut the deeper ones need not be disturlied for weeks.

For private practice, a small hand atomizi'r can be

carried aliout in a bo.\ without troul)le, and small

portions of tlie dressings removed at a time.

The gauze is simply very coarse open meshed cotton

cloth, filled with a preparation of carliolic acid one

liart, resin five parts, jiarafline seven parts ; these are

melted together, and forced into the cloth under jires-

sure— the apiiaratus for the Edinburgh Hospital

costing only £10. Prof. L. stated that, instead of

being an expensive dressing, this gauze, which was
capalile of b^'ing re-carbolized, could be prepared so

that the cost in the end would be scarcely more than
a penny a yard. A hospital in which the antiseptic

treatment was thoroughly used would cost less per

bed tlian one where the ordinary dressings were cm-
ployed.

The speaker then described the difficulties which he

had had v,'ith the spray producer, and while he ac-

knowledged that he would gladly dispense with it,

he did not see how it could be done. lie had also

been experimenting diligently to perfect the antisep-

tic catgut ligature, and lie thought he had at last met
witli success. The material in which he was now jire-

paring his ligatures was a mi.Kture of carliolic acid,

glycerin, water, chromic acid, and spirits of wine. In

regard to tlie danger of throwing the spray upon the

)>eritoneum, he had frequently done so in the operation

for strangulated hernia, without any evil effects ; and
Keith, Nussbaum, and others have spoken highly of

the antiseptic treatment in the removal of ovarian

tumors.

He liked salicylic acid to sprinkle upon wounds
on which dressings were to remain for weeks, as the

under layers would, when saturated with carbolic acid,

sometimes become offensive to the smell, although no
putrefaction occurred, nor were organisms to be found.

This fetor is due to chemical, not putrefactive changes,

and therefore salicylic acid will destroy this odor
better than carbolic.

Again, where carbolic acid, long continued, sets up
an irritation v( the skin, salicylic acid powdered upon
it answers an admirable jiurpose, while it does not in-

terfere with the action of the antiseiitie. The sjieaker

then detailed at length his experiments upon the de-

velopment of germs, and also his many trials in pre-

venting their entrance to certain fluids, as urine, milk,

etc.

lie was replied to by Dr. T. E. Satterthwaite, of

New York. The discussion, which was quite inter-

esting, will be published in the volume of Transac-
tions of the Congress.

trk.\tm:ent of aneurism.

Wi'Jncsih(y, Septrmher Gth. —Dr. Van Buren, of New
York, l{e|jorter, read a paper on the " Medical and
Surgical Treatment of Aneurism."

After a lirief word on etiology, and reference to the
great value of Holmes' recent lectures on the subject,

he spoke of the increasing favor with which medical
treatment of aneurism is at present regarded—as Tuf-
nell's method, and of drugs which have been tested, in-

cluding iodide of potassium. He then discussed the

value of carbolized catgut ligature and silver wire, as

used by B. Howard ; and laised the question whether
the llunteiian principle had not been carried to excess

by English and American surgeons, and concluded
aflirmatively as regards larger arteries near the heart.

He thought it inajiplicable also, to gluteal aneurism,

for which he matle the original suggestion that the

iliac arteries might be effectually compressed by a hand
in ri'rto, whilst the tumor was being laid ojien. Distal,

ligature and compression were illustrated by some
recent and interesting American cases, and various

forms of compression noticed. In conneetion with a
recent ojieration on the left subclavian, within the

scaleni. Dr. Van Buren discussed the propriety of at-

tempting this operation, and briefly noticed the present

attitude of electiolysis, coagulating injections, the in-

troduction of foreign bodies, etc., emphasizing the

value of Esniareh's bandage in connection with several

of the more modern methods.
Mr. Joliffe Tufuell, of Dublin, said he had brought

with him both wet specimens and drawings, which
would show what had been accomplished by the sys-

tem which he advocated. Finding it was not neces-

sary to entirely occlude the vessel, to accomplish a

cure, he had placed his jiatientsupon their backs, with
good, nutritious diet, which, witli reduction of the

heart's action, had accomplished several very remark-

able cures. In regard to lowering the pulse, a little

calculation will show that bringing the pulse down
from 86 to 56, will make the total heart-beats 43,000

less per day. For hope of sncces.s, the aneurism must
be upon the anterior wall of the vessel, the sac must be

entire, and there must exist a tibrinating power in the

blood.
The gentleman cxhilutcd numerous specimens of

cure, and said three months would usually iiroduce

this result ; but he had caused coagulation in twelve

days in a popliteal aneurism. In a limb the member
is kept about six inches above the level.

Dr. J. H. Pooley spoke of the advantages of

Esniareh's bandage, in rendering feasible the opera-

tion of laying open the sac and tying both ends.

Dr. A. C. Post said that the plan last mentioned
was hardly aiiplicable to idiopathic aneurisms, al-

though undoubtedlv the best in traumatic cases.
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Dr. Gi'()r>;c A. Otis, U.S.A., said tlie reporter had
ritcd one ciisc of ligation of the subclaviim as a soli-

tary e.vaniple of wound of that vessel in wliieli imme-
diate death had not occurred. This was obviously an
error, as several such cases have l>een recorded liy

Billroth, and in the Surfjieal History of the War of the

Keliellion, where injuries of this vessel had not proved
fatal for several days—iu two cases at least, ligation

liavin-; been performed. The securing of the artery

was therefore a justifiable operation.

Dr. J. Aslihurst spoke of the success attending liira-

tion of the fermoral in diffusive aneurisms. In these

c.iscs he would use Esniareh's bandage, or a tourni-

quet to guard against hemorrhage.
Dr. S. F. Spier, of Brooklyn, showed an artery con-

strictor wliich ruptured the internal and middle coats
of the vessel, thus plugging it with its own con-

tents.

Prof. Lister said he had seen a case in Mr. Syme's
l)ractice, which had been put to bed for a few days
preparatory to ligation of the femoral, for popliteal

aneurism. When brought to the operating talile the

pulsation had cci-sed, thus beautifully illustrating tlie

value of Tufneirs method. He thought the ipiestion

should not be, whether the aneurism was idiopathic or

traumatic, but rallier which was the operation at-
[

tended with least danger. Liiiature of the bronchial
'

would not cure an aneurism at th;' elbow, be it either
{

traumatic or idiopathic, simply because the anasto-

mosis was so free.

He spoke also of the clement of diseased arteries in i

idiopathic cases, and also as to the varying forms of

aneurism, either of whicli might influence the method
of operation. He thought there could be no danger
with the abdominal tourniiiuet, as suggested by Prof.

Van Buren, if a sponge was always placed under
the pad and slight pressure be accurately made.

In regard to the antiseptic ligature, I'rof. Van
Buren had claimed that secondary hemorrhage could
)>e avoided by its use, but l)y far its greatest advan-
tage was due to avoidance of diffuse suppuration.

With true antiseptic treatment, he had no fear of liad

results, even although a pleural or peritoneal sac were
opened.

In naevi the speaker now ligates the base of the

tumor with carbolized ligatures, and then injects with
hypodermic syringe from one-half to one minim of

I)ure carbolic acid at numerous points. After ten

minutes the ligatures arc removed and the part simply
covered with collodion.

AMBIXASCES AND I.ITTKIIS.

A paper was then presented on this subject and rend
liy title, translated by Dr. Win. .\shbridge, of Phila-

delphia, from the French of Dr. IJedoin, JIfdccin

Major 8me Ueg't. de Chasseurs a C'heval, France.

TREATMENT OK COXALGIA.

Prof. Lewis A. Sayrc, Reporter, then read a paper on
this subject, which elicited considerable discussion.

The following were the conclusions deduced from it

:

1st. Morl)Us coxarius is a disease peculiar to early

childhood, or the age of reckless indifference.

2d. It is almost always of traumatic origin, and not
necessarily connected with vitiated constitution.

:id. Kist and freedom from pressiin' of the parts in-

volved, while at the same time the rest of the liody is

allowed free exercise in the open air, and a nutritious

diet, is the l>'-st treatment yet devised.

4tli. If this plan of treatment is adopted in the

early stages, the nnijority of cases will recover, with
nearly if not perfect motion, and without deformity.

.'itli. In the advanced second stage, and absorption
cannot be ])roduced, then it is better to puncture or

' aspirate the joint and remove its contents, than to leave
i it to rupture by ulceration.

j

(ith. In the tliird stage, and the treatment here reconi-
' mended has l)een properly applieil without satisfactory
I improvement, but progressive caries continues, then
cxsection of the di.seased bones is not only justitiable,

but absolutely necessary.

Till. The operation of cxsection of the hip is easily

1 [)erforn)ed, and attended with no danger.
Sth. After e.\,section of the hipjoint in cases of

caries, the rccoveiy is nun h more lapid and ccrliiin,

auil intinitcly more perfect as to form, motion, and the

usefulness of the joint and limli, tlian when left to the

slow process of nature's exfoliation.

nurmhiy, Sejit. ll/i.—The discussion was opened on
Dr. Sayre's i)aper.

Dr. Post, of New York, thought the reporter spoke
•strongly when he said the oper.-ition of cxsection was
without danger. All operations of that magnitude
were dangerous; yet the ends justified the means in

many cases.

Prof. Gross said he could not agree with the report-

er's second conclusion. lie had thoroughly investi-

gated his casts, and was frequently unable to trace

them to any other cause than cold, etc., acting upon a
scrofulous constitution. The taint was always present

in every case, and the disease could not occur with-
out it.

Dr. W. II. Ilingston, of Montreal, stated that he
was formerly of the same opinion as the last speaker,

liut bad lately entirely changed his views. He be-

lieved in its traumatic origin in almost every case.

Dr. Moore, of Hochester, spoke in the same strain.

Dr. Campbell, of Georgia, believed it was due to

scrofula, as did also Dr. G. Cupples, of Texas.
Dr. T. G. Kichardson, of Xew Orleans, asked, if the

disease were of traumatic origin, why did we not have
it following luxation of the head of the femur, etc.

He said the age of " recklessness"' was not the age iu

wliich it was most prone to develop.
]Mr. Wm. Adams, of London, thought it was trau-

matic in the majority of cases; and where the injury
could not lie traced, the constitutional taint would be
very marked.

Prof. I). II. Agnew, of Philadelphia, said it did
not require a severe blow to constitute traumatism—

a

simple blow might be all-sulticient to awaken ihi' dis-

ease in a vitiated constitution, and every child re-

ceived such injuries frequently, witliout knowledge of
]>arents. An accident was the exciting cause in almost
every case, but behind this would be found, in the ma-
jority of cases, a scrofulous taint.

Dr. Grant, of Ottawa, said he had opened an nliscess

from coxalgia, and the pus was laudable. He did
not believe in its strumous origin.

Dr Gross said laudable pus could never have come
from true morbus coxarius. It was always curdy and
llaxy.

Dr. Pooley, of Ohio, said if he had had the framing
of the c<mclusion he would have made it even stronger,

and would have said coxalgia was never connected
with struma, save by accident of occurrence.

Prof. Lister thought, if struma existed at all, it cer-

tainly did in coxalgia, a disease corresponding in all

its particulars to our idea of that term, !.<•., a languid
inflammation.

The debate was further continued by Drs. McUuire,
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Carpenter, Brodie, ancl others, after which Prof.

Saj're replied to the various objections raised. The
reporter's conclusions were voted on, and after con-

siderable alteration, passed. Upon tlie following day
they were referred back to the Section by the Congress,

ancl after discussion were referred to the Committee
of Publication, with indorsement of the Section upon
all the conclusions except the second, on which the

body could not unanimously agree.

EXCISION OF THE INFEKIOU MAX:LL.\.

Dr. J. W. S. Gouley, of New. York, Reporter, pre-

sented a report of a case of subperiosteal excision of

tlie entire inferior maxillary bone, and solicited from
American and foreign surgeons records of their un-

])ul)lislied cases, to add them to those he has already

collected for analysis in an essay he is now preparing.

The doctor's patient was a female nineteen yeaisold,

with |)hosphorus necrosis of four years" standing, in-

volving tlie entire lower jaw. Slie was greatly dis-

figured Ijy a very large under jaw, made up of an enor-

mous involucrum, rendering mastication im])ossible.

March 10, 18(34, the patient having been etherized,

the entire jaw was removed by external incision, and
she made an excellent recovery. When last seen, seven

and a half years after the operation, the Ijone repro-

duction extended from the body to the rami of the

jaw.

He said it was not common in phosphor-necrosis to

find an involucrum, but in his case there was one,

while there was none of the pumice-stone deposit of

Stanly. He explained this by the violent ])lileg-

monous periostitis which occurred a year previous.

As regards various operations, chiefly modifications

of the external incision, lie wished particularly to call

attenticm to the intrabuccal, which offers many ad-

vantages.

The operation for removal of the lower maxilla was
usually accomplished at two or moie sittings, l)ut in

his list he included as one all which were merely con-

tinuations of tlie .same.

Dr. Hutchinson, of Brooklyn, said in malignant
tumors he should consider the intrabuccal operation

as ai unsafe one—there would not be the .same cer-

ta'n'yof complete removal; but for plioS])lior-necrosis

he cansidered it perfectly feasible and easy. It was
also applicable to removals of the superior maxilla.

Dr. Hyde said the incisicn must depend largel}' on
tlie requirements ot the case. He had usually removed
sequestrum from the inside.

Dr. Gouley, in reply to a question by Mr. Lister,

stated that the bone was entirely dead, and should
have been removed two years earlier.

Prof. Lister thought the incision should be de-

termined by the tumor. He certainly would not em-
ploy tlie intral^uccal one in malignant cases, but

might in innocent ones; althougli even here in males
the scar could be well concealed, and even in females

was not serious if made behind the ramus.

CAUSES, ETC., OF CALCULUS.

Tlie paper of Dr. Claudius IL Mastin, of Mobile,
Ri^'porter, on " Causes and Geographical Distril)Ution of

Calculous Disease," was read but not discussed, owing
to the lateness of the hour.

In summing up the prvhnhir causes of calculous

affections, he considered: Hereditary influences, di-

gestive trouble, sedentary life, indulgence in stimulat-

ing food, climatic changes, deficiency of clothing for

])roper protection of the l)ody, an arrest of the liealthy

function of the dermoid tissu?, want of harmony

between the secreting and excreting organs, catarrhal

affections of the uropoetic viscera, injuries of the spinal

cord, foreign bodies in the l>ladder producing cystitis,

and the geographical distribution of calculous affec-

tions in North America.

SUBCUTANEOUS DIVISION OP THE NECK OF THE FEMUR.

Mr. William Adams, President of the Medical So-

ciety of London, then read a paper on this subject.

In it he had collected all the pu1)lislied cases in

which this had been performed—twenty-three in

number (five l,>y himself)—and from the gooil results

already attained, he should be proniiited to do it in

Well-.selected cases when the deformity is inconvenient,

as there had l>een luit one death, and that in an un-
favoralile case. Hj spoke of the mal|)ositions in

which anchylosis might occur, and .showed tlie neces-

sity of careful watching during the treatment of all

hip diseases or injuries. The straiglit position in one
case prevented the patient sitting on a chair, ancl also

debarred her from emptying the rectum save while

standing. Other serious malpositions were referred

to. Numerous ])hotographs were oxhilrited in illus-

tration. The operation is very simple, the soft tissues

being pierced down to the bone, the jjeriosteum

divided or scraped away, and the saw carried down
along the lilade of the knife, it being carefully noted
that in sawing, the cut should be made at right angles
with the longitudinal axis of the neck. The saw is

blunt-jjointed, very robust in the handle, and with
cutting edge just as long as the diameter of the bone,

that no damage be done to surrounding tissue. About
two or three minutes usually severs the Ijone. AVhen
the head and neck have disappeared, the section may
Ije made through the trochanter minor. Extension is

applied by weight and pulley, and passive motion in-

stituted at the end of first week.
His conclusions were: 1. That bones can l)e

divided subcutaneou.sly, the same as tendons. The
operation is a well-established one, and the cases

almost uniformly do well. 3. Long bones can be
divided subcutaneously at any point with little risk.

3. In a large number of cases the operation is fol-

lowed by but little irritation, and tliere is seldom pain
or suppuration. 4. In some there is slight sujipuration,

but not serious, and in one case there was death from
pyaMuia. 5. Tlie operation usually corrects the de-

formity, though anchylosis in the more favorable
position may occur. In some cases motion has re-

mained for a time, and in one case as long as three

years.

Friday, Septemhcr 8?/(.— Dr. A. C. Post related a

fatal case in wliieh gangrene set in ; found sul)sequently

to be due to the femoral artery and vein lieing hooked
on tlie stul) end of the bone. Subcutaneous divi.sion

of the neck within the capsule would avoid this and
other dangers.

Dr. Quimby, of New Jersey, asked Mr. Adams
whether any classification had been made by him as to

the causes of anchylosis.

Mr. Adams rejjlied that abmit half were the results

of coxalgia, the other half pya'inie, rheumatic, or

traumatic. He always avoided scrofulous cases if

possible, as they often did])oorly.

Dr. Servais, of Belgium, advocated fracture of the

bone by brute force, under the view that the weakened
point was just below the trochanter minor, and it

would first give way at this position, the ])oiiit

selected by Mr. Adams in cases wliere the head and
neck had been destroyed. The advantage claime<l

was, that only simple fracture remained to be treated.
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Mr. Acl:inis icplii'd tliat tluiii;;h liu liiul siveral times

broken fiMiuird accicU'iitiillv. lie feared direct force

woidd not 1)0 reliable as to the exact position.

Dr. .Mi(Juif;in, of Iowa, (.lainied to have .successfully

performed suljeiitaneuus section of the neck of the

femur with the chain-saw, twenty years ago.

Prof. Joseph I'ancoast, of I'hiladilphia, stated that

Dr. Rhea Barton did not remove a triangular piece, as

re|)orted ; he simply sawed tlirough the bone.

Prof. tSayre spoke of two cases he had already re-

ported, and said he was decidedly in favor of Mr.

Adams' plan, and should hereafter adopt it when
feasible, ns it was far more simple. lie suggested

that extension be made after the operation at once

—

not waiting, as Mr. Adams had said, for three or four

days. Mr. Adams" report conlirmed his previous sus-

picions that anchylosis was likely to occursulisequently,

though Dr. Post had a ca.se in which good motion

was secured. He then raised the question of the ex-

tensibility of muscles, but did not think this should i

prevent immediate extension.

Dr. Uichardson, of Xew Orleans, related a case in

which he accidentally broke the neck of the humerus
in atli'mpting to reduce an old luxation. lie placed

the broker, end in the axilla, and secured a good
umvable joint.

Dr. >Ioore, of Rochester, called attention to the ex-

periments of lily, of that city, on muscles of animals,

who had found tlijm capable of slight extension.

Mr. Adams said it had been his intention in the

future to apply extension immediately, and to enforce

passive motion under chloroform every week.
Prof. I'ancoast favored the subcutaneous boring

and fracture of the bone.

Piof. Lister said in two cases after exsccticm of the

neck of the femur he hail applied too great extension,

and prevented union.

WOUNDS OF THE .\nOOMI5S.

Prof. L. A. Du'.;as. of (.T?orgia, then read a paper
on '• Penetrating Wounds of the Abdomen."
He said that penetrating wounds have hitherto

been considered very fatal, and peritonitis assigned as

th.' cuise, and all treatment directed to it. Katal ter-

mination usually takes place in twenty-four to forty-

eight or sixty hours at most, but no process of inflam-

mation with which we are acquainted proves fatal in

that shoit time. He thinks fatal result is due to

septiciemia, an<l not to inflanunation, and treatment

should be directed to prevent that, by laying open tlie

ab.lom.m, cleaning surfaces, stitching wounds of in-

testines, if any, ligating vessels, etc. Hy laying open

abdomen early, we can examine and detect lesions of

intestines or vessels; the wound dean.sed can thus be

reduced to its simplest expression.

Dr. Moore, of Rochester, said death not unfriMpicnily

occurred in twenty- foiu- huuis, with unmistakable

evidences of peritonitis.

Dr. Campbell, of U /orgia, heartily agreed with the

writer's conclusions, and believed it would be much
b Iter in cases of concealed hemorrhage to lay open

the abdomen, search for the bleeding vessel, wipe out

blood clots, and close tightly.

Prof. List jr remarked that the experience of ovarioto-

mists proves that even a cut at the linea alba is de-

void of dangiT.

Dr. Post said that the paper was an excellent one.

but ho did not think it safe for the SiCtion to adopt

the conclusions without more discus.sion than tlie

limited time permitted. It was therefore referred to

tlij I'ublication Committee.

OPENISO THE SAC IS IIKIINIOTDMV.

Dr. Fred. Hyde, of Cortland Village, N. Y., read

a i)aper on this subject.

.\lter giving a re-miie of the usual methods of

herniotomy, he said division of the sac is often neces-

sary. Experience in Petit's, or the minor operation,

proves that the cases which are most succe.ssful are

those which furnish most favorable results with

division of the sac. He said the objection that it ex-

poses to peritonitis is refuted in the greater danger of

returning the contents of the sac, with their average

morbid state, into the a))domen. The objection that

opening the sac exposes to air, light, temperature, etc.,

is no weightier than in ovariotomy and other abdo-

minal oi)erations. Other reasons were cited by the

writer as to its safety, etc.

I'rof. .losepli Paneoast remarked that the proced-

ure, though undoulitedly proper in many cases, is very

frequently unnecessary. In several ca.ses of old large

heruiie he had divided the strictures by a simple tub-

eutaneoiis incision of the constricting point.

l)r. Post said the views of the essayist, if followed

out to analogous conclusions, would tend to prove that

Ca>>arian section was pn-ferable to a normal delivery.

In .some cases the sac should undoubtedly be opened,

I Hit in others there was no more reason for doing this

than in refusing to attem])t taxis for fear of some
already existing lesion of the bowel.

AN.ISSTIIESI.V.

Dr. Addinell Hewson, of Philadelphia, read a paper

on " Ana'Sthesia, as produced by Nitrous Oxide and
Rapid Breathing."

He stated the method had been suggested to him
by Vt'. G. Bonwill, a dentist of Philadelphia, and he

had tried it in a number of ca.«es, in ])nl)lic and i)ri-

vate practice, with varying but satisfactory results.

The method jnirsued was to cause the patient to

breathe from forty to fifty times in the minute, the

effect of which in from three to five minutes was a

tingling of the surface, with flush face. Conscious-

ni'ss remained unimpaired, and the patient would
perform any act desired, but was rendered totally

devoid of sensibility. This method would be advau-

taiceous for short minor oi)erations, especially those

about the nose, throat, etc. The process occupied a

longer time in young people and in cold weather.

He explained the theory of its action by the retention

in the blood of carbonic acid.

Owing to the closing ot the Congress, this j)aper

was referred to the Pulilication Counuittee, without

discussion, as were also the two essays of Dr. II. K.

Campbell, of Georgia, on "Urinary Calculi: Their

Kiiology Kxplained by the Neurodynamic Theory,'' and

•The Ligation of Arteries for the Arrest of luflam

neition and Prevention of Gangrine," and also Dr. K.

.M. MooiX''s [japer on " Fracture of the Cluvicle."

(Tu be cuntinueil in our iitJ-t.)

BonDEAfx JIkdicai, Piti/.i;s.—The Medical and Siu-

gieal Society of Bordeaux offers a prize of l.tlUd

francs, to be awarded at the end of ISTil. for an ess:iy

on "The microscopical study i'( the human blood,

fresh and dry, in the fo-lus and in the adult, compared

with that of ()ther mammaliii. in a medico-legal joint of

view." The essays are to be written in French or in

I,atin, and sent to" M. Douaud, Secretary of the Society,

before August ;jl, lisT'J.
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ARMY NEWS.

Official List of Changes of Stations and Duties of

Offirers of the Medical Department, United Statet

Army., from Sept. lOth to Sept. Idth. 1870.

FoRWOOD, W. H., Surgeon. Relieved fi'om duty in

Dept. of Texas, and to report by letter to the Surgeon

General when able to resume duty. S. O. 188. A. G.

O., SL'pt. 11, '70.

.Jaquett, G. p., Asst. Surgeon. At expiration of

his present leave of absence to report in person to the

Comd'g General Dept. of the South for assignment.

S. O. 188, C. S., A. G. O.

Brown, J. M., Asst. Surgeon. Relieved from duty

in Div. of the Atlantic, and to report in person to the

Comd'g General Dept. of the Missouri for assignment.

S. O. 188, C. S., A. G. O.

Taylor, M. K., Asst. Surgeon. Ordered before the

Army Medical Board, New York City, for examina-

tion, for promotion, and on completion thereof, to

rejoin his proper station. S. O. 188, C. S., A. G. O.

O'Reilly, R. M , Asst. Surgeon. Granted leave of

absence for twenty days. S. O. 182, Div. of the

Atlantic, Sept. 13, '76.

Appel, D. M., Asst. Surgeon. When relieved by
Aast. Surgeon Perley at Fort Monroe, to report in per-

son to the Comd'g General Dept. of the Missouri for

assignment. S. O. 188, C. S., A. G. O.

CuNiNGiLMi, Thos. A., Asst. Surgeon. Assigned to

duty at Fort Rice, D. T. S. O. 112, Dept. of Dakota,

Sept. 12, '70.

Perley, II. O., Asst. Surgeon. (Recently ap-

pointed.) To report in person to the Comd'g officer,

Fo't Monroe, Va., for temporary duty at that post.

S. O. 188, C. S., A. G. O.

ffleMtd Items anb IStvas.

Contagious Diseases.—Comparative statement of

cases of Contagious Disease reported to the Sanitary

Bureau, Health Department, for the two weeks ending
September 16, 1870.

Week Ending

S.;i)t. 9

Sept. 16

fe
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SPECIALISM AND GENERAL PRACTICE.

I r is so seU'om that any writer takes tlio pains to ])lead

the claims of the general practitioner against those of

tlie now so fashionable specialist, that Dr. M. H. Henry

deserves the thanks, not only of the audience wliieh

listened to his ahiiuni oration,* Ijut of the unseen mul-

titude of his professional brethren which is reached

through the pages of the (iress. His bold attack on

the abuses in medical education and medical practice

will meet a responsive sentiment in the heart of every

honest and conscientious worker in our ranks Al-

though th<' view taken, tliat no man can be a specialist

"until he has won distinction liy ri|)e clinical observa-

tion, a good kno\vle<lgc of pathology, histology, and

microscopy," is not by any means an original one, it is,

nevertheless, so well enforced in his remarks on the

occasion alluded to, that it leaves little else to be said.

It is now so much tlie fashion to manufacture

specialists to orderthat it is time that some manly at-

tempts were made in the direction of reform. We
have on former occasions repeatedly alluded to the

evils connected with such a pernicious system, and arc

glad of another opportunity of bringing it to the

gjrious consideration of our readers.

Specialism, in tin mind of tlic medical student, is

always associated with pecuniary success. Naturally

he is inclined to tack his capabilities to some particu-

lar organ of the body as 8oon as he possibly can.

Consetiuently when he graduates in medicine he

commences the si)ecial study at once. In order, how-

ever, th'it there may be some tangilile reason why

he should lie entitled to take his new departure, why

he should seem to have more than the usual op|)ortu-

nitics for fitting himself for his specialty, he seizes the

convenient [jretcxt of " brushing up " abroad, and

luing an attachf to some foreign clinic. In the course

of a few months, during which an occasional articli'

• • SpcclnlUl" unci Spcclnlltlci" in Mwllclno. All .\(lili™« tx'foro the

Aliininl A«*.»clalii»n. University of Vermont. June V7, IbTB. by M. II.

llinrv. M.A , SI. I),

from his pen appeal's in the medical journals, he

Climes home ladened with all the glittering armory of

his assumed rank. Next, if he have friends, he is

appointed as summer lecturer to some of the medical

colleges, and at once appears as an authority in his

clioscn branch ; is cai-eful to speak in "open meeting"

at every ojjportunity, and advertise himself as a spe-

cialist on the slightest provocation. No discu.-i«ion

braring even remotely on his branch is considered

complete without his opinion or his suggestion, and it

becomes generally known that he must carry his pack

wherever he goes. These are what may be called

p.seudospeeialists, and we are sorry to say that they

are becoming quite numerous.

For pure specialism—that is, the study of a class of

diseases as a natural outgrowth of general practice

—

we have the highest respect. Such special studies are

more the result of accident than of preconceived no-

tions or of pecuniary expediency, and are always at-

tended with brilliant results. A medical man who

becomes thoroughly grounded in the general practice

of medicine, with a natural leaning to a particular

branch, becomes a specialist almost imperceptibly to

himself. It becomes a natural outgrowth of opportu-

nities, tastes, and circumstances, and gives himself the

liniadest possible foinulation for a reputation.

Dr. Henry very truly says that the greatest special-

ists have always been the best general practitioners.

SiK h specialists arc so far from being one-idea men

that they are capable of concentrating a cultivated

knowledge of the general diseases upon a favorite

branch, grafting, so to speak, their favorite study U|ion

a full grown and thrifty tree. This is legitimate spe-

cialism, which will always thrive in spite of it.self, and

will always bear good fruit. To this method of

studying special diseases, by men specially adapted to

it. general niL'dicine owes its present advanced .stiide

towards an exact science and its wonderful achieve-

ments in curative measures. But alas I how few of

such specialists we have among us, compared witli

what we might have if the circumstances attending

the manufacture of the fashionable "ologist" were

different.

The necessity for a general knowledge in medicine

in the successful pursuit is well illustrated by Dr.

IleniT. One of the striking examples which he relates

is the following

:

" Again, a gentleman, who had been for a long time

under the care of a great experimental physiologist

I

(who devoted himself to nerv<ius diseases), asked me
t^i give him a letter of introduction to an oculist, lie

mentioned that his physician was treating him for

softening of the brain—he was then absent fiom the

I
city—and, as hi vision was becoming impaire<l, he

drsired to consult an oculist. I gave him a letter of

introduction to an ophthalmologist of deservedly

great repute—one who is highly <ultivated in the

1 general science and art of n.cdicine, and its literature.
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An examination with the ophthahnoscope displayed

1)eyond any douljt that the so-called softening of the

l)rain was—Blight's disease in an advanced stage.

The attention of the pure 'nerve doctor' was sul)se-

quently called to the case, and he gracefully admitted

liis error. Now, was such an error of diagnosis par-

donable in one who claims a very exalted position,

and who charges correspondingly large fees for his

valuable services! A few years judiciously spent in

the practice of general medicine would enable any one

of average intelligence to differentiate between a case

of softening of the brain and Bright's disease."

The difference Ijetween the natural and ni.anufac-

tured specialist is no less striking in connection with

success in practice. With the former, success, far

from being a consequence of special practice, is a

cause for it, wliile with the other the rule is a hard

and desperate struggle for notoriety and money. As

a consequence of this latter, cliquism is engendered,

and every means taken by his friends to hold up the

hands of their weaker brethren. This cliquism has,

in many cases, so completely encircled itself around

tlie faculties of our colleges, that no one not in tlie

ring can hope for patronage or recommendation. If

a would-be specialist is fortunate enough to get a

position as lecturer, or better still as professor, it be-

comss a matter of principle with all connected with

tlie school to help him. These men succeed after a

wliile, but it is not l:)ecause tliey are well-qualified

s;)ecialists.

Previous general training has no small advantage

in the development of taste for given special studies.

There is often danger that a young man may choose

ths wrong specialty, and bring himself to grief by the

iiscessity to atone for his precipitancy. We have

known of some who have started out to be ophtlial-

inologists and ended in being lithotomists; some who
liave commenced as laryngologists and ended as der-

matologists; some who have begun as physiologists

and ended as obstetricians ; while others have tried

every specialty, and in the end make the best general

practitioners. Dr. Henry has done a good service to

liis brethren in exposing the abuses connected with

tlie practice of medicine, and especially with pseudo-

specialism and its attendant i)rofessional quackery.

Referring to some of these, he says:

" I think that I may fairly claim that the wane of

public confidence in tlie regular practitioner—a fact

beyond doubt or dispute—may justly be attributed to

tlie subdivision of labor, and the want of unity and

harmony in practice. Experience has forced me to

believe that the evils of this subdivision are individu-

ally nursed and fostered through lack of proper

igencral qualifications, indolence, and the greater pros-

iipect of large fees. Diseases that were skilfully and

successfully treated, in the early part of tliis century,

iby the general practitioner, are now sent from one

' ologist ' to another, until the sufferer, exhausted of

patience and means, seeks, in utter despair, the assist-

ance of the nearest quack. It is useless to deny the

success attending, at times, the efforts of these impos-

tors. Many of them are wise in the ways and person-

nel of the world. They listen attentively to the course

of treatment that has been pursued, and they discover

previous excessive and meddlesome interference as the

cause of the failures. May not some of the successes

claimed by tlie followers of the mock science of ho-

moeopathy (in cases that have previously been under

the care of so-called better educated practitioners) be

attributed to this cause, and a nice appreciation of

what not to do under certain circumstances ?
"

OUR KErOIlT OP THE INTERN.iTIONAL MEDICAL

CONGRESS.

We have devoted a considcral)le amount of space

in the present and two preceding numbers to a report

of the International Medical Congress. It is to be

hoped that our estimate of its value to our readers is

commensurate with the time and lal.>or which have

been expended upon it in regard to detail and accuracy.

The abstracts of the jiapcrs have been made with the

greatest care, and the discussions have been elaborated

to the utmost extent of allowable space. The great

variety of the subjects treated, and reputation of the

authors, give to the reports a value which is quite

unique. We venture to say that never before in the

medical history of this country has a more distin-

guished nuiuljer of pliysicians and surgeons been as-

sembled to treat upon topics in which they were so

directly interested, and in which they are consi lered

to be experts. While we take occasion to thank all

tliose gentlemen who have so kindly aided us in the

making of our report, we cannot refrain from again

referring to the stupid resolution of the Congress

which might have prevented any part of the proceed-

ings from appearing for a long time to come. Our
course in presenting this re])ort, despite the resolu-

tion of the Congress, is in vindication of what we
consider to 1)0 the riglit of any medical journal to

give the proceedings of any public medical meeting

it chooses, without restriction.

Uniie.vi.thy Homes.—A writer in the Christian
Union details some interesting personal exijeriences re-

ferring to bad drainage in three houses, wliich were in

turn occupied l)y his family. In the first a drain com-
municating with a cesspool, ran directly under the
furnace, the foul gases by means of the latter finding
their way into every room. In the second there was
practically no drain at all ; the rooms were constantly
damp, and tlie level of the well was not unfrequently
above that of the cellar l>ottom. In a third, on certain
occasions, the well, cistern, and cesspool were in-_

directly and yet very effectively made to comiminicat.^'
with cacli other. But after all, this is tlie old stci)'.
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Reports of Societies.

INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL CONGRESS.

SECTION OF OBSTETRICS.

M^mihiii. Siplemher ith, 1S7().— Or. UdIhtI Hanii's.

of London, r-liiiirmiin. was intiodnccd liv I'rof. \\m.
(Joddell. He paid a tiracoful tiilmtr to tin; American
ni'dioal profession, and to .Vin.iican ^yniccolojjists,

who had done so niiieli towards niakin^c olistutrics an
u.xaet science,

NON-Pt!Knl"EUAI, II KMOKRHAOBS.

A ])aper on "The Causes and Treatment of N(m-
puerperal IIemorrha<;es of the Wonil) " was read l)y

Prof. Wmi. U. Byford, of ("hira;;o, Reporter, or-

di'red to lie j)ulili.shed, and a vote of thanks tendered
the author.

He described the uterus as naturally a liemorrliagic

oriran ; the menstrual chanijes dependiui; on the
<iv:irian retle.K nervous influence exerted unremittin<;ly

throujih the f;;enito-s|)inal centre. These changes con-

sist of hypertrophy at the con\mencen\ent of the

menstrual How, denudation of the muc<iiis membrane,
and the involutions of that ])eriod. He referred at

length to the various constitutional and local causes

producing disturbances of harmony and profuse flow-

as a result, and afterwards described tiie treatment,

which is curative, removin',^ the pathological condi-
tions; palliative, such as will stay the Ijleeding until

radical treatment can have its effect.

Prof. Uoodell called attention to ilie inertness,

in thes3 cases, of pure astringents, with one exception,

whi-n adniinistered by the mouth. He thought the

chief good from the use of acetate of lead w;is throu.rli

the opium that generally accompanied it. The exception
is gallic acid, which he had found very effective (grs.

XX. -XXX. every hour). He had given as much as half

an ounce through the day fin treacle or jelly). In a

few case;! ergot increased the l)leeding in some unac-

countable way. but in most instances it proved valu-

able, especially hypodermically. Fre(' dilatation of

the cervix is often surtieient to cheek bleedijig; after

removing the sponge-tent he applies chemically inin-

nitric acid by a swab to the whole interior surface of

the womb, with excellent results. lb- endorsed
I'rof. IJyford's recommendation of bichloride of

mercury in the general treatment, and tlunight the

result was not wholly due to its alterative effect, bnt

largely to its power, in small doses, of increasing

the number of red corpuscli-s, thus correcting the

anemia generally present. During hemorrhage he

n.tplies lieat to the dorso-luml)ar region, and gives

internally cinnamon tea, or cinnamon boiled in milk,

on purely empirical grounds.

Or. J. W. Kosebrugh. of Hamilton, Canada, thought
Profes.sor Ooodell had faileil with the acetate because

his doses were too small. Dr. Workman, of Toronto,

gives it in post-partum hemorrhage in doses of a half

to two drachm-", and claims that he can relieve any
such ca-sj by two or three dosss. It is a valuable

remedy in an emergency.
Dr. Kdward M. Hodder. of Toronto, thought the

discussion should be restricted to nonpuerperal
li 'inorrhages. He uses internally tr. cinnamon, acitl.

sulphuric, and tr. cimicifuga, w-ith local applications

of dilute Monsel's solution by means of n glass tube

directly to the uterine interior.

Prof. Alex. H. Sim^json, of Edinburgh, consid-

ered the uterus as '
' uncertain, coy, and hard to treat

;

"

no treatment would suit all cases. Oxide of zinc he

had found to materially reduce the menorrhagia (gr. i.

thrice daily, or gr. ss. oftener). The latter nniy return

from force of habit after the uterus is restored to

a healthy condition, especially in hyperiemic eiises.

He has no great faith in tlie vaginal tampon as a direct

preventive of uterine lumorrh.-ige, bnt it is sometimes
iiiiieficial by the impressicm and eonrtdence it gives

the patient. The sponge-tent is preferred gem-rally, as

it opens the way for subsecjuent exploration and treat-

ment. Nitric acid may.be applied in the intervals,

liut in actual hemorrhage he prefers the pcrchloride or

pei-sulphate of iron. In obscure cases and where
the mucous meml)rane is granular, Prof. .lames V.

I-<impson"s ])lan of scraping o(T the mucous membrane
with a curette proves effective; he had seen cases cured

by it without astringents.

Dr. Tlio.s. W. Gordon, of Ohio, recommended bring

ini; up the system and full doses of quinia.

Dr. H. F. Campbell, of (teorgia, had noticed a

periodical character in the bleeding in malarial re-

iiioiis, and uses full doses of quinia. The uterus

being engorged from malposition, he insists upon its

ni;;htly self-replacement liy tlie patient as indispen-

sable. He uses large cold-water injections between

the menstrual periods, with nood results.

Di-. Thos. F. Rochester, of HnlTalo, thought quinia

hud an ectrotic influence apait from its anti-periodic

power, being valualile in regions nonmalarial.

Dr. B. F. Sherman, of Xew York, recommended
Sims's styptic cotton for a tampon, and in granula-

tions a saturated solution of permanganate of pota-sa.

In obscure cases he gives internally oxide of zinc with

opium (gr. i. to gr. \).

Dr. Ciias. Shepard, of Michigan, had checked hem-
orrhage by injecting ice-water through a female

("itheter into an india-rubber biig or cimdom, which,

having been previously carried up thi-ough the cervix,

applied itself closely to the uterine interior.

Dr. Kosebrugh thought gallic acid the only re-

liable astringent intern.illy. Locally, ^lonscl's solu-

tion is applied ijiitlnlhii. through a glass tul>e converted

into a syringe, by plaeini; a rnliber ball at its end.

Dr. liobt. Hums, of Philadelphia, gives tonics, and
applies locally a solution of a drachm each of tannic

a( id and sulphate of zinc in an ounce of glycerine,

with excellent i-csulls.

Prof. Theoph. Parvin referred with commenda
tionto Trousseau's plan of injecting quantities of hot

water, and applying heat to the spine. Hemorrhage,

1,'encrally accompanying endonu'tritis. can be relieved

by scraping or pinching off portions of mucous mein-

lirane witji forceps, and applying Churchill's tr. of

iodine.

The Chairman nferred to the mutual advantages of

meetings of this kind, -where men met to express and
compare their views of disease and methods of treat-

ment, and ])ront by each other's expeiiencc. To re-

view remedies and expedients recommended, he woulil

say, first, that ipiinine was very valuable in the treat-

ment of metrorrhagia, especially with sub-involution.

He had noticed the law of habit mentioned by Prof.

Simpscui, in hemorrhages where the uterus was healthy,

(iicurring independently of ovulation and often post-

elimnct-ric. They were to be attributed largely to

re'iional attraction of blood to the uterus. Attcnticm

must be i)aid to the constitutional state, especially

where no local lesion can be detected. Topically, the

most efficacious plan is to dilate the cervix and inject

a-^tringents. (Jallic acid had succeeded in his hands
given by the mouth ; but rem -dies not strictly astrin-
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gents are useful, such as digitalis, reducing the heart's

action and sometimes cliecking the bleeding. He had
also good results from -vvitch-hazel. Tlie curette

ti'eatment should not be adopted in malignant disease,

as it may be followed by furious bleeding. It should
be handled with great care.

Prof. Byford said that in the vast majority of cases,

hemorrhage from a non-pregnant uterus is due to one of

two conditions : 1. Hyperemia. The treatment should
aim at condensation of uterine structures; here qui-

nia is second only to ergot. Sponge-tent al.so induces
ondensation by pressure. 2. Vitiated state of mucous
membrane from inflammation or growths, this struc-

ture giving way more readily under tlie menstrual
molimen and bleeding more freely ; topical ajjplica-

tions are indispensable. He had also noticed a peri-

odic character in metrorrliagia in malarial districts.

Where bleeding occurs after menopause from deter-

mination of l)lood to the womb, better results had been
obtained liy him from large doses of quinia and iron

than from ergot. Tlie tampon when used sliould not
simply be placed against the os, but packed in front

and beliind to compress the cervix ; he had never wit-

nessed any bad results from its use.

LABOR IN N.A.UUOW PELVES.

Taexilay, Septemhev Tith.—Dr. Barnes in the chair.

Prof. Wm. Goodell, Ueporter, read his paper on " The
Mechanism of Natural c. Artificial Labor in Narrow
Pelves."

After defining a narrow pelvis, and describing the

more common Ivinds of pelvic deformity, tlie follow-

ing topics, regarding alone tlie mechanism of labor,

were introduced for discussion by Dr. Goodell : The
mode in wliich tlie head enters and passes the brim
in the flat pelvis ; and also in the generally contracted

pelvis, the commonly accepted doctrine of the initial

ilexion of the head being contested ; the manner in

which the after-coming head liehavos in the flat

pelvis; and also in the generally contracted pelvis;

the effect instrumental interference has on the mech-
anism of labor in sucli pelves; the inquiry whetlier

turning has any meclianical advantages over the use

of the forceps; with the following general conclu-

sions deduced i'rom a consideration of these questions,

the scope of the paper being strictly limited to the

mechanism of labor in narrow i)elves:

1st. Tlie unaided first-coming head and aided after-

coming head observe in a flat pelvis precisely the same
general laws of engagement and of descent. Hence,
version here means art plus nature.

3d. The forceps, however applied in a flat pelvis,

antagonizes more or less with the natural meclianism

of lalior. Hence, the forceps here means art i^eiwis

nature.

3d. Tlie aided and unaided first-coming head iil)-

serve in a uniformly narrowed pelvis precisely the same
laws of engagement and of descent. Version violates

these laws. Hence, the forceps liere means art lilus

nature ;
veraion, art reruns nature.

4th. At or above the brim of a flat pelvis, fronto-

mastoid or even fronto-occi|)ital application of for-

ceps interferes less with the moulding of the head,

and violates natural mechanism of labor less than
biparietal application.

.5th. In flat pelvis, the vectis aids natural mechanism
of laljor, and therefore meets applications better than

tlie forceps.

The Chairman ))ronouuced tliis to be the most able

.summary of the matter yet heard by him. The pas-

.sage of the foetus through the pelvi.s, and the obstruc-

tions to its progress from deformities, were not only

to be studied from experience, but, as the conditions are

mechanical, by d jiriori reasoning, though experience
must be the test.

Prof. Byford had heretofore recommended tlie use
of the vectis in the fore- or after-coming head when
above the brim, and applying the forceps in the canal

;

but, after hearing this able paper, will be inclined to

turn in kidney-shaped ijelves, instead of delivering
directly.

Prof. Wm. T. Lusk, of New York, does not believe,

as stated in the paper, that the forceps tend to produce
extension of tlie liead, but that they will bring it down
just as they find it at the pelvic brim. He applies the
forceps, pulls the head beyond the constriction, tlieii

takes them off, allows the patient to come out of the
anaesthesia, and reapplies them in the canal. The
danger of applying them above the brim is exagger-
ated, but it would be wrong to pull the head directly

down without reapplying tliem.

Prof. Ooodell, in reply to a question from Dr.
Squire, of Elniira, whether his remarks applied also to

the forceps of Chassaignac, said he had no experience

in their use. It was significant tliat the French are

tending in this direction of meclianical aids to deliv-

ery by l)ands, straps, and pulleys, Ijorrowing expedients
from the veterinary surgeon. In France, turning is so

rarely performed as to be almost unknown. Drs. Blot
and Pajot, of Paris, who practice turning in emergen-
cies, are the only ones, as far as he knows, who oppose
tlie use of these agents in tlieir practice.

Prof. Simpson said that the flat pelvis presents pe-

culiar advantages for version being performed here

with the l>est hope of success, and theoretically tlie best

result would be anticipated from bringing the base of

tlie skull to the jielvic brim. He thought the amount
of force applied to deliver the head after version might
endanger tlie neck of the foetus, and cited Boudin's
experiments on the comparative force required in

using forceps and by dragging after turning, the for-

ce))3 being deemed better in uniformly contracted

pelves from tlieir compression of the frontal bones.

He had himself found it impossible to apply forceps

to the sides of tlie head when above tlio brim. They
can be applied to the occiput and sinciput, and when
the head comes into the canal, removed and ajiplied

to the sides.

Tlie Chairman had practised version instead of tlie

forceps where contraction was at all marked. In

minor degrees of contraction, forceps aid in elongat-

ing l?lie head and assist delivery. The frequency of

occipito-posterior positions in contracted pelves en-

forces Dr. Goodell's arguments. He cited a case of

difficulty at the brim, attended by him in five succts-

sive labors, the position in all being occipito-posterior.

Another case had some contraction ; the first child was
delivered by forceps dead ; in the succeeding two
laboivs, version being resorted to, the children were
Ijorn alive.

The vectis might be used in minor degrees of con-

traction where forceps would do as well or nearly as

well, but between the forceps and version the vectis

does not come in. In version the great danger to the

child is in the amount of traction employed. Tliis

risk may be reduced by pulling in the line of axis of

the superior strait, so that the head may rotate around
the projecting promontory as a centre, and by liaving

an assistant pusli the head backwards with his hand in

the hypogastric region. He has seen a child's head
pulled off by injudicious traction. Pull the Ijody

downwards and backwards until the head has rotated

around the promontory, wlien the forceps may be

applied and delivery completed in the line of Carus's
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curve. The use of f(>rce|).s in the fore-comin<^ hciul is

not based on sounil n\-.'cliftnical principles in contraetid

pelves, exrcpt in minor ileiirees of deformity. AVhiii

ordinary delivery is impossilile. with no hope of saving

the cliild, ]nTfortttion of tlie head and escape of n few
onners of brain mutter allows the skull to collapse,

and delivery is comparatively easy.

I'rof. Ooodell said that he had lieen sta'jjjcrcd I)y

lidudin's experiments until he found the error in

them. A i)elvis was used with a n\i>valile promontory
made to project by a screw. The pelvis itself wa.s not

n normal one, and every turn of the screw converted

it more and more into a uniforndy contracted pelvis.

and not into the Hat prlvis. .\^ain the traction was
Ftrai-^ht ; beinj; made of pulleys attached to the wall,

it allowed of no rotation. In kidney-shaped pelvis

the promontory is rounded ; in those experiments it

was sharp. In reply to I'rof. Lusk, he said the forceps

were of advantaL;e in many cases not mentioned, Imt

lie had confined himself to the conditions named in

the paper.

11EI.ATIOS8 OK CONVl'I.SIOKS 1\) IIKIII TKMl'KU.VTfRI--

A paper was read " On the Management of Con-
vulsions in Children, dcpendinLT upon a Ilijjh Tem-
perature of tl\e Body," by T. Iv. Holmes, AI.D., of

Chatham, Ontario, Canada.
The writer sketched the various causes of eclampsia

in children, and liL'lieved that in many cases the con-

vulsiims arc directly attributable to the effect of IiIlcIi

temperature on the mrvous system. The followini;

propositions have been confirmed by experience : that

extreme nervous susceptibility of children under
ten years of age, predisposes them to convulsions;

that bodily temperature of 103° (F. ), and over, tends to

produce theiH ; that their severity bears a direct ratio

to intensity of fever; that they are most apt to occur
at the onset of the morbid attacks; and tliat whatever
reduces temperature arrests or modifies the muscular
spasms.

He referred to the indications for treatment in these

ca.scs, as suggested by the propositions just given, and
stated that these can be aeeomplished more readily ar.d

safely by ext rnal than by internal medication—he at

which exhausts the power of the heart, or remidiis

which weak n cardiac power, being generally inad-

missilile. Tlie bath being a thoroughly efficient sub-

stitute, should lie resorted to in such cases. Several

cases treated by the author were mentione<l to sliow

that in siniple pyrexia, without zymotic influence,

convulsions were caused by heat and promptly con-

trolled by the bath. Tepid water is at first used to

prevent alarm or shock, gradually reduced by adding
ice water to about 00'. and until the axillary tem-

perature becomes nearly normal, the patient being
then taken out and put in blanket.s. The tempeiiiture

of the body is not to be reclueed in the bath to below
the standard of health. This treatment is also avail-

able in diseases attended by high temperature, witli-

out convulsions. Other indications require treatmeut

in convulsions, as the bowels, etc.

The Chairman said the rise in temperature was due
in these CJ1SC8 to nervous irritation or blood poison.

It wonld be interesting to know whether blood poison

or hot blood, acting on nerve-centres, produtu-d

convulsions; but with rise of temperature there is un-

<|Uestionably increasing liability to eclampsia. In

8(mic cases convulsions occur witlumt nniterial eleva-

tion of temperature, as in ura-mic convulsions after

scarlatina. He thought that scarhitinal patients could

liedipp<d into the cold liatli. lie had for a long lime

used sponging with acetic acid in such cases. Tlie

crcditof introducing cold bathing in fovei-s belongs to

Dr. Parry of Liverpool ; it had been dropped and teni-

pomrily forgotten, when it was revived by the Ocr-

unins.

Dr. Rochester, of Buffalo, said it was fashionable to

attribute increased tissue change, etc., to excessive

lu^at, but thought other nu'teorologieal influences

migltt be at work. When the sky is clear and tem-
perature very high, cholera infantum is not so preva-

lent as when the air is loaded with moisture and the

sky cloudy, though the thermometer may be lower.

KNUCI.KATION OF OV.\niAN CYSTS.

Dr. .Inlius F. Miner, Buffalo, X. Y., by invitation

read a paper on the " Enucleation of Ovarian Cysts."

Ho stated that the enucleation of ovarian cysts was
advocated by him seven years ago. It has been well

received, but he thought his operation was not fully

understood. After stating the relations of the ovarian

cysts to the peritoneum and vessels, and the facility

with which the cyst wall is cut open, the tumor readily

rolling out, he said that the fear of hemorrhage was
unfounded, as the ves,sels moving from the peritoneal

coat are capillary, and oozing is readily checked.

Bleeding is more likely wheie the clamp is used and
vessels cut across. A dry napkin to the collapsed

eyst-wall checks the oozing, larger trunks are closed

by torsion or ligature, and the contracted membrane
is restored to the abdoUKii, giving no further troutilc.

If the operation fails, the clamp, cautery, or ligature

may be subsei|Uenlly applied. The diseased portion

is removed, the living part returned ; there is no
pedicle outside, no need for drainage. Manipulation
is no moie difficult than separation of cystic growths
from cellular ti.ssue elsewhere.

(Tlie paper contains the notes of several successful

cases of enucleation of simple and multilocular cysts.)

The Chairman said no rule could apply to all cases.

In some, enuehatioii was the only operation; he had
been accustomed to regard it as a dernier rrnndrt. lie

<loes not hesitate to tie the |)edicle with wlii|)Cord ai d
return into the abdomen ; he had seen no bad refi It

from the ligature, but thought the damp gives greatest

security.

Dr. Ja-s. P. White, of Buffalo, said where the pedicle

is large and flat we cannot enucleate satisfactorily;

where there is bleeding the hot iron is useful to scar

ihestnmp; it leavi's less in the abdomen for absorp-

tion, and pregnancy occurred in his practice as often

after the operation as he had lost patients.

Dr. E. U. Peaslee. of New York, did not think the

vessels of ovarian tumors are capillary, as in some
|>olycysts serious bleeding ensued. He had lost one
patient by hemonhage after enucleation, a vessel deep
in the. pelvis being broken off that coidd not be se-

I urcd. He saw no objection to applying ligatures.

In small cy.sts there is no advantage in enucleation,

but he would adopt it in cysts adherent to the liver.

He generally cut the ligature closi', and had only one
ease where the pedicle sloughe<l. With this excep-

tion he never in the.se cases lost a patient from the

ligatures.

Dr. G. Kimball, of Lowell, had used enucleation

once, but in other c:i.ses ln' regretted not doing so.

lie generally u.ses a clamp, but adapts the treatment to

the ca.se.

Prof. Simpson agreed with this bust remark. Best

results would probably flow from cases where the al»-

ilonien is closed, and nothing left in its interior to

cause irritation or future trouble.

Prof. Tlieophilus Parv in had had two cases of enii-

ckatiuu ; one complicated by pregnancy, had consid-
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crable bleeding checked by flannels dipped in hot

water and freely applied. There is less risk in clamp-

ing than in returning large raw surfaces intu the alxlo-

nien. Enucleation was valuable, but was not the only

plan of treatment.

Dr. Miner said he found the vessels running in sulci

and irvoids them in enucleating. Where there is lileed-

inghe resorts to torsion, InU enucleation did not inter-

dict subsequent use of liot iion, ligature, or clamp.

Wcdnesdny, Septemher Gth.—Dr. Barnes ])rcsiding.

Dr. W. L. Atlee, Reporter, read his jjaper on the

TREATMENT OF FIBROID TUMORS OF THE UTERUS.

The subject was treated mainly from tlie stand[)oint

of personal experience. The paper inquired into two
general subjects: I. Tumors usually accompanied with

liemorrhage, cml>racing (n), fibroids occupying the

vaginal canal; {!>), fibroids .within the cavity of the

nterus; (c), interetitial .sulnnucous fibroids; (il), inter-

stitial fibroids proper; (e), recurrent fibroids. II.

Tumors usually not accompanied with hemorrhage,

including ()t), interstitial subperitoneal fibroids
;

(h),

sessile peritoneal fibroids
;

(c), pedunculated perito-

neal fibroid ; ('/), interstitial cervical fil)roid
;

(e),

myomatous degeneration of the uterus
; (

/'), fibro-

cysts of tlie uterus. He considered the best mode of

treatment, ))oth surgical and medicinal, as the re-

moval of tumors per inns natunth's, ]>y aljdominal

section, the propriety of extirpating a fil)roid uterus

by either of these; methods, and an inquiry into the

several agents which are supposed to control the

growth of fibroid tumors.

Dr. J. L. Atlee, of Lancaster, Pa., stated that,

through an error of diagnosis, aljdominal section had
)«en performed in his practice in two cases of fibroids,

followed by recovery. In one the tumor was sessile,

springing from the fundus; hemorrhage took |)lace

on one side, under the cyst wall, giving a sense of

fluctuation, and forcing the tumor into a half-moon

shape. Tlie growth, weighing 13 lbs., was removed,

and a clamp applied. In tlie other case there was
ovarian cyst on right .side and a sub-peritoneal uterine

fil>roid (t> lbs.) in the left; both pedicles were in-

cluded in the same clamj). He thinks this operation

will S3on be considered as legitinnite as ovariotomy.

Dr. Alex. Dunlap, of Olrio, had noticed sulj- peri-

toneal filiroids stopped growing after attaining a cer-

tain size—sometimes even receded. He described

the ir.geiiious plan for drainage outside tlie peritoneal

cavity already alluded to in tlie Record several weeks
since. He reported two cases of abdominal section

for uterine filjroma; botli died from want of drainage.

Dr. Kiinl)all, of Lowell, Mass., was pleased with the

suggestion just made, and with the general ]>ropriety

of letting these growths alone. He reported a case

of abdominal section for sup|)osed ovarian cyst, which
jiroved to l)e fibroma. The organ was extirpated,

and a silk ligature applied. He was sent for six

montlis later to remove the ligature, but found it

firm ; eventually it slipped inside, and gave no further

troul)le. The woman lias gained 60 lbs. since the

operation. He would not operate where the entire

organ was involved and encroaches on the vagina,

from fear of hemorrhage or exhausting suppuration.

Instead of ligating the stump, he ^irefeis the ecraseur,

and seai-s the stump with the hot iron. Very few cases

authorize extirpation of the uterus. He had not seen

anv result from muriate of ammonia or ergot in sub-

peritoneal fibroids, Init one case got entirely well after

a year's treatment by iodide of |)otassium injections

ntu tlie uterus, throo times a week (grs. viij.-s. to 3 i.J.

Dr. Peaslee, in a case of uterine fibroma not attend-

ed by any symptoms, unqualifiedly reconiniend.'*

muriate of ammonia ; where the tumor is interstitial,

Squibbs' fluid extract of eigot (gtt. x.-xij., t. d.). In

hemorihage there is no better remedy than ergot and
chloride of iron. In a variety of polypus growing
from the posterior wall of the cervix, jirojecting into

the canal, and perhaps into the vagina, there is always
serious hemorrhage from the pedicle. In such cases

he uses the ligature and antiseptic washes. In the

Negro race multiple fibroids are so numerous that in

a Home in New York he is informed they are invaria-

bly found in cases over forty years of age. In cases

of doul)t in diagnosis, rectal exploration is jnstiflal)le.

He had restored a retroverted gravid womb, at the

fourth month, by its aid. In the discussion fibro-

cysts should be separated from fibroids projjer ; the

former generally spring from the posterior wall of the

uterus and drag the organ upward, elongate the organ
and bend it forward; this does not occur in simple

fibroma, and is a diagnostic point.

Dr. H. Lenox Hodge, of Pliiladelphia, said : Tlie best

means of treating hemorrhage from uterine fil)roma is

to lift up the uterus and keep it in good po.sition with

an appropriate pessary. This treatment, introduced

by his father, is followed by lessened bleeding, and in

some cases by disappearance of the tumor, without
internal medication.

Dr. C. B. King, of Pennsylvania, reported one case

of operation by abdominal section and the clanij),

with recovery.

Dr. Chas. Shepard, of Michigan, lost a case by not

operating, and saved a second case l>y abdominal
section and the ligature.

Dr. Geo. Sutton, of Indiana, read notes of one sub-

peritoneal and one submucous fibroid cured by ergot

hypodermically, and had one fatal case.

Dr. E. H. Trenholme, of Montreal, reported two
cases of successful laparotomy, one fibro-cystic and
the other fibroid.

The Chairman said that all agree that this operation

should not be resorted to unless life is in danger, but

in an extremity we are l)Oiind to extend any hope of

relief. He had lost three cases within a year by at-

tempting to remove the tumor through the vagina,

and is extremely shy of operating unless he can re-

move every particle of tlie growtli. Septicajmia occur-

ring, may be remedied by frequent antiseptic injectioi)s

and administration of quinia l)y the mouth.

THE THREE IMPORT.\NT OBSTETRIC.\I- INSTRTTMENTS.

Three obstetrical instruments were exhibited by the

Secretary, sent by Prof. Lazaiewitch, of Kharkoff,

Russia, with a folio containing ])hotographs and de-

scriptions of their application. They consisted of a

pair of short forceps, fitting together in a peculiar

way ; a double l)luiit hook, with an eye in one ex-

tremity, by which a fillet could be passed ; and a
peculiar cephalotribe and tractor, which to the Chair-

man appeared, in j)iinciple, to be an old English
instrument revived. A vote of thanks was returned

to Prof. Lazarewitch.

Thiirsilay, Sfptemhm- 71 ft, 1870.—Prof. Simpson in

the chair. Prof. Wm. T. Lusk, Reporter, read a

pai)er on the

N.VTURE, CAUSE.S, AND PREVENTION OF PUBRPER.\I,
FEVER.

Looking on ])uerperal fever as a generic term, he
examined into its different varieties, making a dis-

tinction between uou-iufectious and infectious forms.
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Tlif lum-iiifertioiis fmiii was the result of trauiiiMlic

injuries, did peritoneal adhesions, disregard of liygi-

onic precautions, and mental iiithienees; the infeetluus

form was a se|>tic disease. I,ocaI lesions were tlie
|

usual, tliouj;h not tlu^ necessary point thvou;^h wliich

the poison entered the system. lie then iiuiuired into

the relations of liacteria to puerperal fever, the intlu-

enco of erysi|)elas, scarlatina. <liphlhi'ria, etc., upon
the puerperal state; and atmospheric intUiences. In

j

8tud_vin;4 the causes, he made deductions from civil

and hospital statistics and private practice, and fjave.

!

rules for prevention lia.sed ou our knowledge of

causes.
[

Dr. II. P. Ycomans, of Canadiu, remarked that lactic

acid in the circulation would cause endocarditis, with
j

deposits of tihrin on the valves ; in such cases it is

not necessary to sup])ose the i)r<senc(' of hactcria.

Prof. Ooodell thought statistics of death from puer-

peral fever were unrelialile in private practice, us

physicians disliked to give certificates for it, and often

gave instead one of the phenomena, as pleurisy or

pneumonia, a.s the cause. This is one rciison why the
j

death-rate in Maternities from this cause is relatively
!

high. Of 1,021 patients treated at the Preston Ui"-

treat, there had been oidy three deaths from puerperal

fever; not one case of pelvic abscess. He isolalcs

the patients as much as pos-siMc. In incipient cases i

lie gives enough morphia ov opium to subdue the
|

pain; quinia is a favorite remedy, and alcohol given '

largely as an antiseptic and anti|)yretic, and to sustain i

the heart, as there is tendency to fatty degeneration.
Dr. Thos. \V. Uordon, of Ohio, in a large practice

|

had seen only two cases of puerperal fever, Init had
seen many incipient cases arrested by ergot, quinia,

and alcohol.
|

Prof. Myford said, cases of puerperal fever belonged
to three principal cla.sses : those arising from within

the patient or her immediate surroundings; those oe- i

curring in the same neighborhood, endemic cases, the

cause lieing zymotic, as in hospitals and poor neigh-
borhoods. When this form prevails in hospital, willi

ordinary i>recautio"ns he docs not dread carrying the

disease an\ong his i)rivate |)atients. The. third class

of cases oc<uirs under |)eculiar e])idemic influences, as

during prevalence of the IJlack Tongue in Indiana,

in 18:i!), when in the first part of the epidemic all the

puerperal ciust* died. There was no lack of ventilation

or cleanliness; they wore not communicated, as they
occurred miles apart in the practice of different ))hy-

sicians. and in eases vuiiittended by physicians. Then'
must have been a widi'-spread epidemic influence.

Dr. .r. li. Allec quoted three eases where puerperal
fever was c<U)imunicated from erysipelas.

Dr. .Jiis. P. White testified to the contagious nature

of the disease, and its cmineclion with erysipelas. No
physician 1ms a right to go from a case of ervsipclas,

or of puer[)eral fever, and attend a case of oonfinc-

inent
Prof. Trenholme had five cases of puerperal fever,

all of VN-hich recovered under careful treatment and
large dose.s of morphia. Of six hundred cases of ob-

stetrics. he had lost but one from any cause whatever.

Dr. Kobt. Burns, of Philadilphia, recommended
venesection in cases that would liear it, and internally.

opium, gr. i.. calomel, gr. hh., hourly, and a poulti(

c

to the abdomen.
The Chairman said, in all the works on the subject

error creeps in when they discuss puerperal fever. The
chapter on this subject should \<c <Mititle(l ' Fevers of

the Puerperal Stati'," aiul extend from simple mastitis

to those aceumpanied l>y pr>isi>ni'd blood. Many cases

called pu-Tpcra! fever were typhoid fever, occurring

in the puerperal state, and more rapidly fatal <m ac-

count of les.scned power of resistance. Apart from
fever caused by speciid pois<ins, which might suggest

a division of ca.scs into typhoid puerperal fever, scar-

latinal puerperal fever, and those due to erysipelas,

measles, etc., other's closely resemble the fever follow-
ing surgical operations. It would be interesting to

inquire if soldiers woinided early in the fight, wliile

fresh and vigorous, were less liable to surgical fever

than other's wounded in the same battle after hours of
fatigue and exhaustion. An analogy exists here be-
tween such cases and the puerperal condition, so far

as relates to dangers to wliich puerperal women are

exposed from short and long labors.

We should study all the sources of this disease that

we can find iir our daily rounds. Most of the germ
destroyers are acids,—carbolic, s-uliihur'ous, salicylic,

( tc. There is nothing better to disinfect the hands
than common vinegar ; after cxtraor'dinary exposure,
the clothing should be exposed to sulphurous acid
fumes.

Prof. Lusk stated, that masses of bacteria had been
found orr the cai'di.'ic valves in cases examined. He
used I,abarr'a(nre's solution to disinfect his hands, wa.sli-

ing theiir to the elbows, perhaps twenty times a day
dirring arr epidemic. He had rrevercairied the disease
fronr hospital to |)rivate patierrls.

Dr. Frt'd. Serneleder thiir read a jtapcr' on

Kt.ECTnOI.VSIS, ESPECr.M.r.Y FOU TirE CXIMK OF OVAniAN
CVST.

After sorrre gerreral r'cnrarks on eler^tricity, he gave
an accourrt of the effects of electric currerrts on
solutiorrs of .srdt or albimren, stating that the posi-

tive and negative pole act somewhat differently, and
that fr'om this cir-cuirrstance differerrt indications may
l)e derived. He then passed to the cure of ovarian
tumors by electi'olysis, and gave a short statenrent of
six cases Ire had successfully treated The mc thod is

really new, though cases were published in If^.'iiJ; they
were long forgotten ; the profession took no notice of
them. No iirflarnmation, rro pain, rro adhesions wei'C

caused ; his patients were never ])ut under' chloroform,
nor corrfined to bed. The cures r'e(|uii'ed fronr orre to

t'wn months; the patient is not deprived of one of her
nrost interesting organs. He conclirdes emphatically:
It is a case t)f corrscience to try electricity, before
ovariotomy is resorted to, as a jratierrt will not find

herself in a worse corrdition for lire opeiaticjii if elec-

tr-olysis prove unsuccessful, while a little <lelay is an
irrsignificunt evil in com])ai'ison to the risks of ovario-

tomy.

Friilny, Si-jil. 8lh.—Pr-of. Simpson in the chair. On
moti<m, it wirs decided to have all the jraper-s read
nerliiliin before discussion.

Dr. Simorr Fitch, of New York, read a paper on

" PARACENTF-SIS, ASPIRATION, AND TIIANSKUSION."

It considered : I. Paracentesis as it was. with the old
trocar

; 2. Paracentesis and aspiration as they are with
moderir instruments; li. Paracentesis, rrspiration. and
transfrrsion, as they should l>e with available apparatus.
The following corrcbrsiorrs were given: I. The old
li'ocar-, with big head irnd split canula, should be es-

tecnred a relic of the past. 'i. .Modern trocars chiefly

used are, either the poinlid single lube, loo often
used in aspiratioir without a grrard to cover the |ioint,

which is very dangerous; or the sanre guardiil by a
earruhi orr thr' oirtsiile, whi<'h if Ihiik is iinc<rtain to
I'nter ; if thin, is only sorirewhat liss ha/.ardoirs Ihan
the point itself. 3. The trocar of the future should
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1)3 easy of insertion, harmless wlien inserted, safe as

a probe or sound, comi)etent for the free passage of
lUiids, adapted to the aspirator, and certain to have a
wound ready to heal. A series of instruments under
the general name of dome-trocar was described by
him, and its mode of application and advantages ex-
plained at some length.

It is said by Dr. Fitch to be adequate to make trans-

fusion and other critical operations simpler, quicker,
and safer, and so advance the elficiency and safety of
paracentesis, aspiration, and transfusion of the future.

UTERINE HEMORRHAGB AND INVERSION.

Dr. E. H. Trcnholme, of Montreal, then read a
paper on " Uterine Hemorrhage," and Dr. James P.
White, of Buffalo, one on " Chronic Inversion of the
Uterus." Both were interesting and valuable contii-

butions.

RETROVERSION OP THE GRAVID UTERUS.

Dr. T. F. Rochester, of Buffalo, reported a case of re-

troversion of the gravid uterus, between the fourth and
fifth months. So completely was the organ capsized
that it was impossible to find the os uteri. There
was ttie usual hemorrhage from the bladder. It was
found or judged impossible by position and manipu-
lation to replace the womb. It was decided, on con-
sultation with Prof. James P. White, to puncture or
tap it, through the wall of the everted fundus, with a
capillary trocar. This procedure was followed by the
happiest results; in three days thereafter a fcetus nine
inches long was expelled, and the mother recovered
without an unfavorable symptom. Two months after-

wards the womb was replaced with Simpson's sound
and retained ia situ by a hard rubber cradle-shaped
pessary. The patient continues perfectly well, but has
not since become pregnant.

Dr. John L. Atlee cautioned against puncturing every
retroverted gravid uterus. He recalled a case retro-

verted by full bladder easily restored after catheter-
ization and which went on to full term. He had
seen only one case of inversion in fifty years. He was
summoned in consultation in an acute case, but found
her in a condition of collapse that forbade operation

;

after advising opium in full doses, he left. Much to
his surprise he heard some time afterwards that the
woman did not die, but was again pregnant. He did
refer to this as spontaneous reduction, but not i)urely
natural ; as the womau was again pregnant, the modus
upsrandi was left to individual speculation.

Dr. W. J. Heddens, of Missouri, lias reduced two
recent cases of inversion with the air-bag.

Dr. W. L. Atlee reduced in ten minutes an inverted
uterus of several months' standing, with the blunt end
of the large dome-trocar of Dr. Fitch. He reported
two other cases of retroversion of the gravid uterus
caused by distended bladder, both easily restored^
one went to full term

;
the other, complicated by spha-

celus of the bladder, miscarried.

A NEW CLAMP.

The Secretary exhibited a new clamp for ovariotomy,
by Dr. Alex. Strubel, of Dresden, consisting of two
sickle-shaped segments of steel drawn together by a
screw, to secure the pedicle.

After passing a vote of thanks to Dr. Barnes and
Prof. Simpson for their services ia the chair, the Sec-
tion adjourned sine die.

SECTION OP DERMATOLOGY AND SYPHILOLOGT.
Monday, S'pt. 4th. 1876.—The Section 'was organ-

ized, Prof. Jas. C. White, of Harvard University, taking

the chair. Dr. Arthur Van Harlingen, of Philadelphia,
Secretary.

VARIATIONS IN SKIN DISE.\SE8 IN DIFFERENT COUN-
TRIES.

A paper on " Variations in Type and in Prevalence
of Diseases of the Skin in Different Countries of equal
Civilization" was read by James C. AVhite, M.D., Pro-
fessor of Dermatology in Harvard University, Ke-
porter. This was based on statistics drawn from re-

ports of leading dermatologists of Europe and Amer-
ica, embracing 50,000 cases from abroad, with 12,000
observed in this country.

As a result of examination and comparison of these

st.atistics, he deduced certain conclusions embraced in

a series of propositions, as follows :

1. Certain obscure affections, the etiology of which
is little if at all understood, even in those parts of
Europe to which they are mostly confined, may be re-

garded as practically non-existent among us. Of such
are prurigo, pellagra, and lichen exudativus riil)er.

2. Certain diseases directly connected with and
dependent on poverty and habits of personal unclean-
liness are less prev.alent in the United States than in

those parts of Europe of which we have .sufHcient sta-

tistical information for comparison. Examples of
this class arc the animal ])arasitic affections especially.

a. Some cutaneous affections of gi'ave character,

dependent on, or a ])art of serious constitutional disor-

ders, are of less frequent occurrence and of milder
type amongst us than in Europe in general, or those
parts of it where they are endemic. Lupus, the
sy])hilodermata, and leprosy are the most marked in-

stances of this class.

4. Certain disorders of the .skin, especially those
connected more immediately with its nervous system,

are apparently more prevalent with us than in Europe.
The most notable examples of the former are : sebor-

rhoea, acne, and jjossibly heat rashes; of the latter,

herjies, urticaria, and pruritus.

Considerable discussion ensued regarding some
of these points. Dr. Duhring, of Pliiladclijliia, thought
that massing the figures from the three cities, Boston,
Philadelphia, and New York, gave a fallacious im-
pression with respect to diseases in any one of these
cities-

Dr. Bulkley, of New York, replied that the same
discrepancy would he found to exist between the sta-

tistics of successive years in the same institution. Ho
thought by collating the figures derived from reports

of these localities, extending over a series of years, as
t!ie reporter had done, a very fair idea could be
obtained of the prevalent skin diseases of the country.
Some discussion also took i)lace on the use of the term

morphoea by the reporter, and the relations borne by
this disease to other affections sometimes called by the
same name, as Addison's keloid, linear atrophy and
scleroderma. Various opinions were expressed by Drs.
Bulkley and Duhring, and by the reporter, the conclu-
sion finally reached being that the term morpho!a had
been used in the sense generally understood by Amer-
ican dermatologists. The reporter's propositions were
then taken up one by one.

On the subject of some of the affections mentioned,
as prurigo and leprosy, no difference of opinion seemed
to exist relative to the occurrence of these affections

now in America. As regards the latter, Dr. Bulkley
related a case which had come under his observation,
occurring in a person of healthy American parentage,
who had never been sixty miles away from New York.
Cases were alluded to by the reporter as occurring in

some of the Southern States, as well as the well-known
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leper colony in Nova Scotia. As regards the severity

of syphilis, as it is found in tins country, the (lifforcnt

nicniheis of the Section seemed to have ha<l a dilTerent

experience. Dr. Duhrin;^ said he v.as ((uite sure Iw

Imil seen as laiLie a proportion of very severe cases of

this disease in IMiihulelphia as lie had seen abroad.

The various proposiiions presented l>y the re|)orter

were tinally passeil, it hein^; placed on record, how-
ever, tliat tile sense of the Section rcL^aiding tlii^ tliiid

proposition was understood to lip, that lujiiis vulj;aris

is of a milder type and less ])revalent in tliis country

than in Knrope ; that leprosy is not sutlieiently known
to warrant an e.\|)re.ssion of opinion; and that, upon
the snlijeet of the sypliilodermata, the Section dilTer

from the reporter.

Dr. linlkley offered the following additional pro-

position, which was adopted l>y the Secti(ui:—The type

of certain acute congestive and nervous diseases of

the skin is more severe in this country than aliroiid.

The chairman called attention to a paper entitled
'• Vcrngas, a Disease peculiar to I'crn," Ijy Dr. Ward, of

Lima, wliicli had licen sent to the Section. On motion,

tlic paper was referred to a committee.

Taemliiij, t>ijit. Vilh.—Th(^ Section met at 2 o'clock.

Lucius Duncan linlkley, M.D., of >few York, Ueport-

cr. read a paper on the question,

ARE ECZKM.V AND rSOUFASIS LOCAI, DISEASES. Oil AUE
THKV MANIFESTATIONS OK CONSTITUTIONAl, DIS-

OKDEItS.

lie considered the nature of the eruption in consti-

tutional disorders affecting the skin, as in the conta
gious fevers, syphilis, etc., and also the characteristics

of local tliseases ; al.so the microscopic anatomy of

eczema and psoriasis. He then studied the clinical

history of eczema and psoriasis, according to age, se.\,

location, relapses, hereditary transmission, gouty and
rheumatic symptoms, urinary disturlianees, lironchitis.

etc. He then examined into the clinical history of

local diseases, epithelioma, verruca, jiarasitic and me-
<'hanical diseases of the skin, etc., theefTect of local and
constitutional treatment, etc. Tlie pr"i>ositioiis limughf
forward liy him aroused muiii opposition, and were
debated one after another, tlie discussion lasting the

whole afternoon. Tlie debate seemed chiefly to turn

upon the nature of eczema, and the various patholog-
ical theories connected with dyscrasia. diseases of

the blood and the cellular pathology, as bearing upon
this affection.

The propositions as finally adopted by the Section
were as follows:

1. Eczema and psoriasis are disea.scs*«i generU, and
are not to be confounded in any way with other
states; as the former with artilicial dermatitis, and
the latter with the eruptions of syphilis, scaly eczema
or leprosy.

"2. Eczema and psoriasis cannot own a double inde-

|)endent causation or nature, at one time local and
another <'onstitutioiial ; but with other diseases, they

may have a twofold cause, namely, a predisposing
and an exciting.

ii. Eczema and psoriasis in many of their features

resemble the accepted constitutional diseases more
than those recognized as local.

4. Local causes play an important part in the

etiology of eczema; they are probably inoperative in

psiu'iiL^is.

.'). Certain relationships between psoriasis and epi-

thi'lioma have been claimed, which re(piire much
further investigation. At present they are not estab-

j
lished, and are no proof of tlie nature of psori-

(I. No direct causal connection has yet been de-

monstrated between the scrofulous state and eczema
an<l psoriasis.

7. Local treatment is often insufficient alone to re-

move the lesions of eczema and psoriasis, and cannot

prevent or delay relapses.

S. The success of local treatment in eczema and
psoriasis does not demonstrate the local nature of these

alVections

'.I. ("onstitutional treatment alone and singly can

cure many cases of eczema and psoriasis, and prevent

or delay relaijses in a certain jiroportion of cases; un-

der constitutional treatment it is intended to signify

every agency not properly placed among local meas-

ures.

10. The total weight of argument is that eczema
and psoriasis are botli manifestations of constitutional

disorders, and not local diseases of the skin.

I'rof. Kudnew, of St. Petersburg, then read a paper

entitled,

" WHAT THE DISEASE KNOWN AS LUrUS {

by Dr. AVoskrensky, of the Institution of Pathologi-

e.ii Anatomy. St. Petersburg, under Prof, liudnew's

directions. The name was originally loo.sely applied,

just as "sarcoma," "cancer," etc., were. The changes

of the tissues in lupus have no signs by which it can be

considered a separate and iiidependiut disease. It is

imrely a name applied to several si)ccies of tumors.

Pidiii personal observations in facial case.s, he consid-

ered that all the dilTerent varieties might be classed

under three divisions :— 1, a form which is simply a

horny cancer, and incurable; 2, adenoma simplex, or

confounded with the cancer; 3, granuloma syphiliti-

cum, easily cured.

Wednesday, Scptemher Gth.—Freeman .1. lium.stead,

M.D., late Professor of Venereal Diseases at the

College of Physicians and Surgeons, New York,
Reporter, read a paper on

THE VIKIS or VENEREAL SOUE8 ;
ITS LNITY OK

DUALITY.

The following propositions were stated by the

reporter

:

1. The vims of venereal sores is dual.

2. Venereal siores may be due to the inoculation

of the syphilitic virus, and also to the inoculation of

the products of simple intlammation.
;!. These two poisons may be inoculated simulta-

neously.

The sccimd proposition aroused a lively debate,

the reporter being understood to express the view that

there was no specific chain roi<lal virus. At the sug-

gestion of the chairman, the ])roposilion was divided
into two .sections. The first of tluse was passed

without discussion; but as to the second, all that

portion of the original proposition which follows the

word " virus," was, after long debate, rejected by the

Section.

In ccmnectiou with the second proposition, T)r.

linlkley offered the following, which was adopted by
the .Section

:

The present state of science has demonstrated that

suppurative inflammatory lesions resembling chan-

croids may be produced on diffeient porti<ius of tin:

body by inoculation with simple pus fnun various

lesions.

.\ paper by Dr. Drysdalc, of London, bearing the
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same title as that of Dr. Bumsteacl, was then presented

by the St-cretary, and, on motion, was passed by title.

The Secretary then read a paper entitled

LEPROSY IN THE SANDWICH ISLANDS.

By Dr. P. H. Endors, Government pliysician. They
believed it was introduced from China, but ])robably

this was not so. The writer was unaljle to say posi-

tively whctlier it was a disease sui generis, or a form
of sypliilis, although he inclined to the latter view.

He had seen over four hundred cases, all oi^whom ex-

cept two liad had syjthilis. Two forms of leprosy were
met witli. tlie anajsthetic and tlie tubercular, cases of

which were cited. Many interesting facts in its liistory,

treatment, etc., were given.

SEBORRHfE.*..

Dr. neitzraar.n, of New Yorlc, read a paper on "The
Treatment of Seborrhcca." A discussion upon the sub-

ject of tliis paper ensued, in wliich various members
of the Section gave their experience iu tlie treatment

of the affection.

THE CONSTITDTIONAL TRE.^TMENT OF SYPHILIS.

Thursday, Se2)teniier 7th. The Section met at two
o'cloclv P.M. A paper was read on "Tiie Treatment of
Syphilis witli Special Reference to the Constitutional

Remedies a])propriate to its various Stages ; tlie Dura-
tion of their Use, and the Question of their Continu-
ous or Intermittent Employment;" byE. L. Keyes, M.D.,
Adjunct Professor of Surgery and Professor of Der-
matology in Bellevue Hospital Medical College, New
York, Reporter.

Tlie propositions presented were as follow :

Negative conclusions: views for which there would
seem to be no foundation in fact.

1. Syphilis commencing mildly needs but little

treatment, and does not require mercury.

2. Mercury given internally is necessarily debili-

tating.

3. Mercury is only useful in secondary syphilis.

4. Iodide of potassium is of considerable value in

secondary syphilis.

15. Iodide of potassium is of no value unless preceded
by the use of mercury.

6. Iodide of ])otassium acts by liberating mercury
which has been lying latent.

The following positive conclusions, which in the

present state of our knowledge may be affirmed, were
then eimnciated by the reporter, and laid before the

Section,

1. Mercury is an antidote to the syphilitic poison,

and of service in controlling all its symptoms in all,

even the latest stages, of the disease ; its power over
gummata being least, and not to be relied upon.

2. Mercury in minute doses is a tonic.

3. Iodine cures certain symptoms of syphilis, but

does not prevent relapses.

4. Mercury long continued uninterruptedly, so far

as practicable in small doses from the time of earliest

eruption, constitutes the best treatment of syphilis.

These propositions gave rise to much debate, the dis-

cussion for the most part ineluiling the question of

continuous or interrupted methods of treatment. It

was finally conceded that the statement was of a scien-

tific nature, and suggested the ol)ject to be aimed at,

rather than that which is generally attainable.

Dr. Drysdale's paper, bearing a similar title to that

of Dr. Keyes. was, on motion, accepted by title.

The paper by Dr. Ward, of Lima, entitled " Verugas
a Disease peculiar to Peru," was, on recommendation of

th3 committee appointed to examine it, passed by title.

Friday, September 8th.—The paper of the day was
by Dr. S. Engelsted, of Copenhagen, and was entitled,
" Measures to prevent the Propagation of Venereal
Diseases in Denmark."
Some discussion on the subjects presented in the

paper ensued, after which the following preamble and
resolutions were proposed by Dr. Bulkley and adopted
by the Section

:

Whereas, After an interesting and valuable paper
by Dr. Engelsted, of Copenhagen, in regard to the

prevention of venereal diseases in Denmark, in which
the laws which have been in successful operation there

are given in full, with statistics showing very favorable

results
;

Whereas, At recent meetings of the American Med-
ical A,ssociation, Drs. Gross and Sims have advocated
measures in reference to their control ; therefore,

liesoh'ed, That this Section do recommend that the

International Medical Congress, convened at Philadel-

phia, Sept. 4th-0th, 1876, do appoint a committee to

consider the subject more fully, to collect statistics and
data, and to report through the medical press, with a

view to influence laws which shall have the aim of

diminishing and rendering less severe venereal diseases

throughout the world.

(Tliese resolutions were presented to the Congress
at its final session, but were not adopted.)

The Section then adjourned shte die.

SECTIOX OF BIOLOGY.

Monday, September 4.—-The Session met, Prof. S. E.

Chaille, of New Orleans, in the chair; Dr. James
Tyson, of Philadelphia, Secretary.

MICROSCOPY OP THE BLOCD.

Prof. Christo])her Johnston, Reporter, read a paper
on this sul>ject, in which he inquired into the original

source of blood in vertebrates; and the elements of

blood in them. The normal elements having form
were exclusively considered, from two points of view :

that of anatomy and physiology, and of medical
jurisprudence. He discussed the genesis of corpuscles

;

the form of colored corpuscles, and their structure

;

leucocytes; the size of colored corpuscles and their

enumeration, and the relation of the colored blood-

corpuscles to medical jurisprudence.

The discussion which followed was almost a repe-

tition of that had at the recent American Medical
Association meeting, and was confined to the medico-
legal application of our knowledge of the size of the

reel blood-discs. The reporter took the ground that it

was impossible to identify l>y their size the red discs

of human l)lood from those of other mammals nearly

related in size.

The cliief point at issue was stated by Dr. J. G.
Richardson, of Philadelphia, to be as follows :

He said, if his memory served him correctly, Prof.

Johnston had mentioned that when Dr. Woodward
showed him a series of specimens of blood-corpuscles,

includiug samples of guinea-pig, dog, and man's
blood, he found it impossible to discriminate one
from the other. This result was exactly what he
would have anticipated, but he would like to ask Dr.

Johnston whether, in case Ananias (by way of com-
plete antithesis to Dr. W.) offered him a slide for

inspection, and concealing the label, told him it was
sheep's blood, he could not, if the corpuscles proved
on measurement to be ipAru of an inch in diameter,

say most em|)hatically, "Ananias, you lie?"
Dr. Didama, of Syracuse, New York, was inclined

to agree with Dr. Richardson's general views on the

subject.
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Dr. Tyson, of Philudelpliia, thought we miglit go
so fur lis to siiy that such l)l<)ucl was more likely to ln'

tlio blood of iiiiiii than of an ox, or sheep, or pig, but

\vouUl not be willing to say positively siieh blood
was derived from a human being rather than from one
of the animals mentioned ; he could not but thinU, with
his present knowledge, there might lie circumstances
in the drying, age, or texture of the fabric on which
tlii'V lay, wliieli could make it impossilile to distin-

gnisli human blood-corpuscles from others, even as

much smaller as those of the ox and sheep.

Dr. .loynes, of Richmond, Va., iui|uired of Dr.

Hichardson how far the original chiiracter of cor-

puscles, dried on <'loth or similar textures, could be

restored by maceration, and expressed the fear that

difficulties of this kind might cause error.

Dr. Richardson replied that it had been pretty well

determined that while corpuscles may shiink from
ti\e to ten per cent, in their original diameter in diy-

ing, it had not bL'cn found that they swell or increase

tlieir diameter by soaking. Iti conclusion, he exhib-

ilid under a Holmes ('la.ss microscope a red blooil

disc from the .\niphiuina tridactylum, the Inemato-

erystallin of which had crystallized in the upper end
of the corpuscle, wiiilst the nucleus occu])ieil the

lower extremity, leaving the nieudiranous corpuscle

(cell wall) hanging in folds like a half flaccid balloon

between them.

EXCRETOKY FUNCTION OF THE LIVEU.

Taetilay, Sfplfinher rtt/t.—Prof. Austin Flint, Jr., of

New York, Reporter, addressed the Section on this

subject. It WHS an interesting restatement of the

well-known views of thj reporter, that clijlesterinc is

an cxcrenieutitious substance, bearing the same rela-

tion to the liver that urea bears to the kidneys; is

<lischarged in the bile into the small intestine; is

transformed during digestion into another substance
(itercorine). and, as stercorine, exists in the fieces.

Prof. Dalton, of New York, then followed in

some interesting remarks on the " Importance of

Physiological Chemistry in Physiology," and alluded
to Dr. Flint's investigations as being in this direction.

He gave also a history of the succession of discoveries

connected with this subject, beginning with the find-

ing of cholesterino in gall-stones, and cidminating in

D.'. Flint's elaborate investigations and discoveries.

Dr. Flint's views were generally concurred in.

Wrilif^ailat/, Sept. 6th.—Prof. Rudnew. of St. Peters-

burg, Russia, read several papers appropriate to this

Section, from investigations made under his direc-

tion :

One by Dr. .lantchich, on the "Termination of the

Nerves in the Human Skin."

One, by the same, on the microscopical anatomy of

the nervous ap|)aratusof the bronchia and lungs; ami
two otlijr papers on kindred subjects ; but the de-

scriptions being minute, although interesting, do not
admit of the jjossibility of an abstract.

I'ltEVKNTION OK Kl'NOOfS flROWTHS.

Dr. .Joseph (t. Richardson, of Philadelphia, then
read a paper on " Fungous (Jrowtha in Solutions for

Hypodermic Medication, ami their Prevention by
Salicylic .\cid."

He stated that the atoxic [ro'jerty of salicylic acid,

superior to mo<t powerful antiseptics, suggested its

vinployment to prevent growth of tufts of fungi in

ni irphia solutions, and in order to test its precise val-

ue, he djvised a series of experiments, in which dif

fcrv'nt (piantities of salicylic acid were added to the

usual Magendie's solution, otlier portions of the same
fluid being allowed to remain unprotected for sake of

comparison. His results showed that even in siimmir

morphia solution remained for over a month almost

fr<'e from fuugousgrowth.s, when it C(jntained one giain

of salicylic acid to th<> ounce of lii|uid ; when the ijuan-

tilv of acid was douliled, tlie fluid was )>reseivcd en-

tirely clear of fungi, He also ])roposed the use of

salicylic acid as a preservative for m<dicinal solutions

of other alkaloids or salines, and for vegetable infu-

sions.

In reply to a fiuesli.)n of Prof. Dalton, Dr. Hich-

ardson said that although he had repeatedly inject( (1

his own arm with solutions containing fungi, he had

never experienced any inconvenience either by forma-

linusof abscess or by geiu^ral symptoms attributable

to it.

T/iuredn/, Sipt. 7^/i.—Prof. Harrison Allen, of Phila-

(lelphia, Ri'porter, lead a i)aper on the " Mechanism of

.loiuts," which ccuitained many novel suggestions and
facts. It was shown, for instance, that when the ball

is supported by the socket, as at the occipito atloid

articulation, rest is suggested, but when suspended

fjoni the socket, as at the temporoniaxillary articula-

tion, motion is suggested. In illustration, the etiology

of fracture and dislocation was examined, .Vrticular

sm-faces were studied in three classes: axial, actinic,

and lateral, and these terms defined with examples, A
correct knowledge of the symptomatology and treat-

ment of diseases of the joints was shown to Ix! depen-

dent on a true conception of the com])lex nature of

articular siwfaces.

Prof, Dalton said the paper contained much that

was new to him, and explained some |)oints which had

long been unexplained, and that the same reasoning

miglit also be extended to the liganient,s. While dis-

secting joints as a student of medicine, he had been

struck with the fact that in flexing and extending the

limbs, it was impossible to say when certain i)arts were

]iut upon the stretch and when they were not. He
thought this might be explained l>y supposing the

interiuil surface of the capsule to be made up of in-

numerable facets brought successively into action, jus-t

as Dr. Allen had shown to be the case with the curvid

articular surfaces of the bones.

With the exception of several jiapers on Friday,

presented by Prof. Hudnew, of St, Petei-sburg. from
Russian investigators, on "Sclerosis of the Arteries,"'

" Cancer in tlie Lymphatic Glands," etc, no other

paper of importance was discussed in this section.

SECTION OF SANITARY SCIENCE.

Mondaii, Srptemher 4th.—The .Section had assigned

to it as Chairnum, Dr, Stephen Smith, of New York.
and Dr, K/.ra M. Hunt, of New .Jersey, as Secretary;

Dr, Hillings, U,S..\,. and Dr, ISaker, of Jlichigan,

as Vice-Presidents. In the absence of Dr. Smith,

Dr. Hillings presided.

DISEASE OEIIMS.

The Session was almost entirely occupied by the pajjcr

of Dr. T. E, Satterthwaite, of New York City, Reporter,

on " Dlsea,se (ierms." It presented in a concise way,
the vegetable germ theory, the bioplasm theory, and
the physico-cliemical theory. .V fair exhibit was
given of the arguments adduced in suppoit of each
of these. The author recounted his own experiments
and those of Dr, Edward Curtis, of New York City,

and presented diagrams of the various appearances
under the microscope, aiul specimins of vacuumlul>o
ixperiments. Right iniphasis was laid upon the point
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that motion docs not always indicate life. Fluids
were shown still to be poisonous after sucli filtration

as would separate vegetable organisms.
Tlie following general topics were discussed :—The

agency of minute vegetable organisms in fermentation

and putrefaction ; epidemic diseases of plants and
animals in their relation to such organisms; rapid mul-
tiplication of bacteria pari passu witli the rapid spread
of disease manifestations throughout the system ; con-

stant ratio between the most active clianges in so-called

septic diseases, as pytcmia, erysipelas, and puerperal

fever, with numerical increase in Ijacteria at points in-

volved ; can any strictly chemical substance be a fever

producer ; bacteria and disease poisons, their ca])acity

for successfully maintaining active properties; inocu-
lation of bacteria in liealthy tissues.

The following special topics were also considered:

—

1. Bacteria : their classification, diagnosis, and ap-

pearances under varying conditions.

3. Poisonous fluids of infective diseases, tlieir

jihysical properties and the solid particles contained
in them.

3. The value of vacuunr-tube experiments.
4. How far are the bioplasm, or physico-chemical

theories competent to explain spread of infective

diseases ?

5. Poisons of special diseases, as cholera, small-pox,
carbuncular diseases of men and animals, typhoid and
relai)sing fevers, and diphtheria, are not (jroved to be
dependent on these minute organisms. The poison of

diphtlieria membrane, for instance, killed twenty out
of twenty-seven rabbits, wlien no Ijacteria were present.

The paper was discussed by Drs. Henry Ilartsliorne,

of Philadelphia, Hunt, of New Jersey, Billings,

U. S. A., and otliers.

Dr. Billings jjreferred the term " minute vegetable
organisms "' to tlie terms bacteria, microzymes, etc., so

often used, as tliese latter seemed to state a tlieory.

Dr. Hunt quoted Pettenkofer as saying, " what
germs are, we do not know." The Ijacteria found in

various infective diseases cannot be distinguished from
one anotlier, or from those of healtliy persons. Bill-

roth makes them all forms of one mother ])laut. The
views of Klein and tlie hope of Simon that the conta-

gion of enteric fever had been found, were alluded to,

and also tliose of Oertel in reference to diphtlieria.

Dr. Hunt claimed that fermentation and putrefaction
must be studied as separate decompositions, and that

vegetable organisms were most frequently tlie effort of
nature to dispose of the dCbris of disease, and so con-

servative—except where, from great accumulations,
they might become themselves a source of evil.

Dr. Hartshorne expressed the view that we did not
sufficiently recognize this compensating effort in na-

ture ; but still as there arc venomous insects that have
no conservative work, so there are such factors of
disease.

The germ theory also came up prominently in the

Surgical Section in connection with the antiseptic

treatment of Prof. Lister. The Sanitary Section

adopted the conclusions proposed by Dr. SattSr-

thwaite after slightly modifying them, and the jjaper

was recommended for publication.

The conclusions were as follows :

1. That so far as inquiry has been made into the

nature of the active jirinciples in infective diseases, it

is probable that in a certain number the matter is par-
ticulate or molerular in form, and, in the instances

named, in no sense a soluble substance.

2. That in regard to the causes of septicsemia, pyie-

mia, puerperal fever, erysipelas, and hospital gan-
grene, and in cholera, small-pox, the carbuncular dis-

eases of men and animals, typhoid, relapsing fevers,

and diphtlieria, there is not satisfactory proof tliat

they are necessarily connected with minute vegetable
organisms.

3. That the real nature of these causes is still

uncertain.

VIT.vr, STATISTICS OF BUENOS AYRES.

A ])apcr on this subject was offered by Dr. IJawson,
of that city, and referred to a committee for examina-
tion. Alistracts were read from it the next day. It

contained some interesting matter, but did not, amid
the imperfection of registry, throw much light on the

subject. It noted the fact that offal, sometimes to the

amount of 390 tons daily, was carried out of the city

and burned. It insisted on the importance of look-

ing to the health of native-born children in every

country, as these are generally better memliers of

society than immigrants. The frequency of trismus

nascentium was noted, causing at times 6..5 per cent, of

all the mortality. Parts of the paper were wortliy of
a place in the Transactions, and it was referred for pub-
lication.

nOSPITAI, CONSTUUCTION AND VENTIL.iTION.

Tuesday, Sept. 5th.—The Section was occupied with
the paper of Dr. Stephen Smith, of New York, Ke-
porter, on these subjects, and with a detail of the

more recent plans for the " Johns Hopkins Hospital,"

by Dr. Billings, of AVashiiigton.

Dr. Smith's paper was designed to show the very
.vdvanced position of that art at the close of the cen-

tury 177G, the comparatively little progress made
during the century 1876, and the present status of

hospital reform. The position of the art in 177G was
illustrated by :

— First. The New York Ilosijital, a
pavilion hospital, then recently destroyed by fire,

which had been built according to plans brought from
England by Dr. John Jones ; and has not been sur-

passed in its essential features, especially in regard to

the separation of tlic sick l>y large surface and cubical

areas. Sccon/J. The report of Committee of French
Academy of Sciences, 1788, on rebuilding the Hotel
Dieu, giving in much detail the pavilion plan. These
embodied in its highest state of perfection what is

now recognized as the pavilion hospital. Little pro-

gress was madj during the nineteenth century, except
the building of the Lariboisiere, of Paris, on the

pavilion plan, until the Crimean war, when the pavi-

lion system was again revived liy Miss Niglitingale.

While the reform of military and quarantine hospitals

is all that can be desired, too little jirogress has yet been
made in location and construction of civil hospitals.

Propositions were submitted embodying latest sug-
gestions of science and experience.

Dr. Billings, after a lucid explanation of the plans

of the Johns Hopkins Hospital as at present suggested,

and the reasons therefor, compared at length the

different plans of ventilation, and showed why the

fan was often more available and more adajited for

combination with natural modes than the asjiirating

method. He drew attention to the tendency of air to

cling to surfaces, and presented the results of some
anemometer and other experiments as to heating and
ventilation conducted within the past year at a hospi-

tal in Washington.
Many questions were asked and considerable discus-

sion ensued, in which Drs. Henry Hartshorne, Bow-
ditch, Hewitt of Red Wing, and others participated.

Drs. Bowditch and Hewitt especially insisted that we
depended too much on physicists and experiments, and
that, after all, the sensations of the patients and the
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cxpcTiciioe of tlio pliysiciaii were more ri'liiilili'.

Otlicift ri'jiaidcil miTc srnsiition as iinrclinbk', and oiily

to bo coiuparort with other iiiilieations. The |)a|i(T

was referred to tlie '.'onj^ress for piiMieation, without
furinal adoption of its conclusions.

OKNICnAI, 81,'IUECT OP QUARAKTINK.

On Wednesday, S;'ptcml>er Gth, the i)aper on Quar-
antine, with partiiuhir referenee to cholera and yeMow
fever, l>y Dr. Woodworth, Supervisin|^ Surf;eon-C!ene-
ral. Marine Hospital Service, Iteporter, witli its discus-
sion, occupied the wliole session.

After reviewing briefly tlie practice of quarantine
in the [)ast. and as at present ailniinistered, the mode
of |)ropaL;ation of cholera and yellow fever were dis-

cussed with the view of arrivinji, as near as |)ossilile,

lit wliat precautions are necessary and what restrictions

superfluous in the administration of (juarantine.

The chief points were the practice and nietliods

which sliould lie pursued to secure j^reatcst jjrotection

to public health against cholera and yellow fever witii

the least restriction upon commerce. In this connec-
tion were considered the want of prompt information
to threatened ports of tlie .shipment of passenj^ers or

goods from infected districts; the question of time
lis an element in ciuarantine; the value and practice

of disinfection ; the iinporlance of municipal sanitary

co-operation; and what may be gained by impartinjr

to masters of vessels correct views of sanitary meas-
ures to be enforced by them in outbreaks of cholera or

yellow fever on shiplioard, etc.

The papers involved the chief laws of sanitation, of
contaiiion, and of specifics of disease, and had material

for the fullest discus.sion, in which Drs. Vanderi)oel.
Hartshonie, Murray, and others took part. Dr. Van-
derpoel's personal e.\i)erience was listened to with in-

terest, and other s|)i;akers showed an intelligent

acquaintance with the defects of ship regulations.

Some discussion took |)lace as to the relation of filth

to disease, and the distinction was urged between filth

as a nest, and tiltli as a creator of the disease germ,
and so an originator of a specific disease.

Witli some slight modifications, the conclusions
presented were adopted, and the paper highly com-
mended for pul4ication.

ursros.vi. ok sew.\ge.

Thurmlai/, Sfptemher Ttk.—The SL'ction was occu-
j)icd with the subject of "The Disposal of Sewage."
Dr. Henry Hartshonie. Reporter, read a paper setting

forth the various jdans for this object, giving prefer-

ence to the water method and to soil liltiation

through drained land, so tliat value to crojis and per-

fect conveyance to water-courses could be secured.

Dr. S. W. Gro.s3 presented a plan of sewer ventila-

tion, suggested by a Pliiladelpliia engineer.

Dr. .1. G. Kerr, of China, spoke of t'hinese methods.
The chief idea in China was to dispose of offal al)ove

ground, while we sought to place it below ground.
He believed epidemics were not, as a rule, so .severe in

Chinese cities, because they avoided soil saturation

and soil |)ollution.

Dr. .lolmson, of Salem, Mass., noted the evils arising

from inflowing tide meeting outflowing sewage, and
so often causing sower pollution. The conclusions of

the ])aper were modified so as not to give exclusive

prr)niiucnce to any one method of disposal.

u.MVKiis.^i, i'irAHM.\cor<Ei,\.
j

Dr. Squibb, of Brooklyn, read a paper on this sub-

ject, which, in the absence of a materia medica or

pliamiacy Ssction, had been assigned to preventive
|

medicine. Mistakes arise from confusion in nomencla-
ture. Dr. Squibb .showed in what respects a universal
pharmacopifia would be of service, and yet rccog-
ni/ed sucli embanassments as to preclude a hasty at-

tempt in that direction. In the meantime he claimed
th.it greater uniformity should be sought and unneces-
sary diversity of names be avoided.

I'lIAllMACY ANU MEDICINK.

Dr. Hunt, of New .ler.sey, also read a jiaper on the
evils arising from separation of ]iharma<^y and medi-
cine. He claimed that pharmaey, like any speeiilty
<if medicine, should be a department rather than
aeeessory, and should be rephieed within the profes-
sion, and so held accountalile to its ethit.s. It was
ably diseus.sed by Drs. Steiner, of Maryland. S(|uibl),

Harlshorne, and others. All the pajieis were referred
for imblication.

WEIOinS AND MEASUItlCS.

Friday, SijiUiithi'r 8^/i.—Dr. S(iuibb |irescnted an
able paper on "The Medical System of Weights and
Measures." It showed the feasibilty of the system , and
the methods by which its adojition coultl be facili-

tated. Its adoption by two |)romini'iit nationalities

alieiidy, indicates its more extended use, antl this

should be diligently encouraged.
I>r. Bowditeh noted the fact that it had met with

some opposition from a prominent scientist of Boston,
and Herschel had also made some fori-ible objections
to it. Any system which is more or less arbitrary can
have real objections tiled against it. But this works so
well in practice, that few practical operators now
dissent.

MEDICAL MIS.SIONS.

Dr. Kerr, of China, read an intercBting paper on
"Medical Missions," reference being had to sanitary and
otliir regulations in China and other countries. The
paper was discussed by Dr. Harris, of New York, and
such parts of it as refeni'd to medicine were ordered
to be referred for publication. The Section then
adjourned sine die.

Corrrs^ioiitiencf.

"THE CAUSE OF CHOREA."
ToTBK Editor of The Medical KEronn.

In the communication of Dr. Allen JI'L. Hamilton
unibrthe above title, which appears in TuK Mkdkai,
I{f.(.ohd of Sept. Kith, the writer nuikes a few points,

to each of which, though not in the order given, I

desire to call attention.

Dr. llamilton remarks: "Surely the etiology of
chorea is well understood, though its imthology is not
so clearly settled." Yet Dr. 'I'. E. Anstie (Leelurrt on
the yervout Syaton) says: "The edumitinn and pathol-

ogy of ciiorea form one of the most puzzling siili-

jeils which medical inquiry has ever encountered,"
.111(1 the learned author further adds: " When we have
sl.ited the very <ii)vi(ms facts that chorea is a diseu.se

of some portion of the central nervous system, and
that the circumstances favoring its occurrence are all

of them of a debilitating kind, we hate taid eery liUU,
tiK ]i,iu leill alhiie,"

Whetlier Dr. Hamilton, in his brief catalogue of
" eircumstunccs of a debilitating kind," has after
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all said wry much, I leave for liim to settle with the

distinguished author.

Dr. Hamilton [promulgates the doctrine that if we
allow that in chorea the fault lies in the e3-es, we must

(if necessity ignore the fact that chorea is often cured

Ijy medicines.

The same kind of reasoning would prove that no man
could be cured of a fever and ague so long as he re-

mained in a malaritms district; and various other

novel and interesting deductions could be drawn from

the same style of logic.

We are informed by your correspondent that ho has

examined a number of individuals, some healtliy and
some having chorea, and finds " no preponderance of

astigmatism, myopia, or hypermetropia in either class."

Dr. Hamilton, at the meeting of the Academy of

Medicine, .June 1.5th, assured its members tliat lie had
found tliat strahismtis was a common associate of

chorea ; and I do not understand him to witlidraw or

modify that assertion ; but Professor Donders, in his

incomparable work on refractions, lays down these

two propositions

:

" 1st. Stral)ismus convergcns almost alwajsdepends
upon hy|)ermetropia.

" 2d. Strabismus divcrgeus is usually the result of

myopia."
Now how does it happen that in a class of cases in

which the gentleman acknowledges stral>ismus to be a

common and characteristic feature, lie still finds " no
preponderance" of refi active errors in tliis class i

Your correspondent adds :
" Tliat the muscles of

accommodation .... may become the seat of

spasm after the disease is estalilished, I have no doubt,"

and that we may olitain a more complete estimate of

his views upon this subject, I quote from the report of

tlie meeting already mentioned, as found in The
Record of Augnst 12tli: "Dr. H. continued by

saying that his attention had been called to hyper-

metropia, and otlier eye symptoms in cases of eliorea,

and he had invariulily found that t/iei/ were secondary.'''

Dr. Hamilton must pardon those who liave even

moderate acquaintance with affections of tlie eye, if

they accept, with exceedingly liberal discount, tlie re-

sults of examinations in refraction, made by a gentle-

man who vainly imagines tliat hypermetropia and
astigmatism are secondary to nervous diseases, or the

result of spasm. . These, with rare cxce|)tions, and
those exceptions not tlie result of nervous alTections

by any means, are comjenital conditions.

Tlie suggestion that the cases of chorea " were ex-

amined after the appearance of cliorea,"and that " had
they been examined licfbre, no one would have been

more ready to be convinced than himself," is quite as

original and valuable as that of the Irish medicine

man, who assured his hearers that if they would rub a

little of his opodeldoc upon their sliins just before

falling down, they would be sure not to be hurt.

A single point in this communication remains to be

noticed. The Doctor says: " If tliis is a fact (that

chorea and some other nervous affections are due to

refractive lesions), it is about time for neurologists to

buy green spectacles, or else renounce their specialty."

Whether tills is a legitimate conclusion, my own inves-

tigations in that direction will not perliaps enable me
to judge, but if a member of a different branch of our

great profession may be allowed to make a suggestion

in the matter, it would be that our neurological

friends, divesting themselves of all darkling glasses

of prejudice, should investigate this important suliject

by tlie pure, unclouded, and uncolored light of science

and of truth.

It is scarcely proljable that the truth or fallacy of the

doctrine I have advanced will be cstabli.shed by these

epistolary communications, and I intend no disre-

spect to the author of the communication wliich I have
noticed, in stating that I should probably not have been
tempted to this reply but for the opportunity afforded
of making a suggestion which I deem of much im-
portance in res[)ect to examinations of eyes in this

class of patients. There seems to be a prevailing im-

pression among many ophthalmic surgeons that the

presence or absence of hypermetropia can always be
established by the use of the ophthalmoscope, even
when the accommodation of the patient is under ro
restrictions from mydriatics. This impression. I am
convinced, is not well founded. Nearly every ophtlial-

niic surgeon will probalily claim for himself the abil-

ity completely to relax his own accommodation wlicn

using the ophthalmoscope. There are good reasons
for believing that some who claim this aljility are

laboring under a mistake ; but independent of this,

even if all surgeons possessed this i)ower, all patients

do not. So long, then, as we cannot be sure that the

accommodation of the patient is fully relaxed, the

absence of hypermetropia cannot be cletermincd, es-

pecially in young persons, unless indeed the reverse

condition be found; and even in .some cases of ap-

parent myopia, hypermetropia actually exists. Prof.

Donders says: "Without producing i)aralysis of ac-

commodation, we are never perfectly sure that wo
determine the refraction in tlie condition of rest."

In my own experience I find this proposition is es-

pecially true in respect to children and youth. Young
persons who, without the use of atropine, present an
ai)parently perfect state of the refraction, will often

exhibit, after atropine has been used, a liypermetrrpia

of 1-24, of 1-20, or even of a higher grade. Hence
the importance of using atropine in all cases of chorea
wliere the evidences of refractive errors without its use
appear to l)e negative.

I tliiuk it Ijut right to sa}' that a series of examina-
tions in this class of cases in which negative results

are found, and in which atropine has not been used,

is entirely unreliable.

Geo. T. Stevens.
AI.B.11JY, September 18, 1876.

METROPOLITAN PRACTITIONERS AT
WATERING-PLACES.

To THE Editor of The Medical Hecobd.

Sir :—It has been my desire to avoid the disagi'ceablc

necessity for entering upon a personal explanation in

a public journal, but the tenor of your editorial, in

your last issue, on the subject of " Hotel Physicians

and Rural Practitioners," is such as to demand some
additional notice of the matter. M. C. E.'s charges are

of too serious a character to be passed over so lightly.

With regard to the question of the jiropriety or

necessity for tlie appearance of "metropolitan prac-

titioners " at watering-places, I do not care to trespass

on your space by entering upon its discussion, except

to say that all prominent physicians who spend a sea-

son at a watering-place bring a very considerable

amount of custom with them—their own patients and
those commended to them by medical acquaintances

;

they have a right also, as you concede in your edi-

torial, to accept any other patients who may wish
their services. The former is their principal source of
profit, at all events, so far as my experience goes. My
experience in hotel practice in other places is limited

;

Imt from my knowledge of the character and stand-

ing of those physicians who, as I hear, put up signs
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lit waU'rin-iiilaces, of which I do not ajiprove, ami ' Tub iNTEnNATiONAi, Otoi.ooicai. Society convened
whirh is not done at Siiratot;a, I cannot help tliinkini; at the ndjimrnnient of tlie American Society. A con-
tliat vou are too swcepini; in your comments on their siiiiition for tlie government of the orgnnixation was
pracrliei'S. You prohably have in view some exeep- iiclnpted, after wliich the following ollieers were
tional case or cases. It may not be out of place to Jilected: Preaiihul. Dr. 1). B. St. Joliii Hoosn. N. Y.
state here that the only man who, in the knowledge of

the writer, is generally talked of and admitted to he
a "hotel physician'' is M. V. K. himself.

As regards my ))er8<>nal connection with this matter,

let us come to the point at once. SI. I". E. charges

yneral dishonorable and dishonest conduct against

the three or four physicians who are known to be lo-

cate<l at the principal hotels in Saratoga. Then he
charges specilic unprofessional acts. There are so few
of us to whom these charges could refer, and the fact

is so Wi'll known, at least to the profession of New
York, that we feel as if any attempt to conceal our
n.imes would l>e mere affectation. In fact. 3\I. C. E.

slate<l publicly that the Kjuvijie charges referred to

m >, and tliat lie could prove them. Learning this,

I went inunediately to his othce. and asked him for

his proof, lie first refused to admit the authorship of

th? article; then my right to "take it to" my.self.

IL' then denied having said to Dr. Janvrin that 1 had
nipiested pennission at the hotel to put up a sign.

Hut Dr. J. is positive on this point. He then said he
lidd hfen Odd that my card had been funml inidrr the

diior of a patient then under the charge of a resident

physician. This is almost too absurd for any one to

notice. If the card icus found, it could only have
liaen placed there by one interested in injuring ine, or

in bringing discredit on all of us. I leave it to vou

Citv; 1*' Viee-I'nuiderit, Dr. E. L. Ildlmes, of Chicago,
III."; 2d riee-l'reslder.t. Dr. A. II. liuck, X. Y. City;
Secretary and Treamrer, Dr. J. S. Frout, of Brooklyn,
X. Y. ; Corrftpondiii;/ and Atnitlant .^errelnri/. Dr.' C.

.1. Kipp, of Newark, N. .1. ; Committee on J'/ddiaitiiti,

Drs. Mathewson and Hushmore, of Brooklyn, with
the two Secretaries.

A number of papers on various subjects connected
with otology were then read and refeired to the Pub-
lication Committee. The Society finally adjourned to

meit in IS.'*!), at the place of meeting of the Inter-

national Ophthalmological Congress. A committee,
C(iin|)osed of Professors A. Politzer, S. Moos, and
H. Voltolini, and Dr. N. Lowenberg, was appointed to

make the necessary arrangements for the meeting.

Hospital for iKcrnABi.Es ix P.aius.—Madame
Hagelle, of Paris, has given ten million of francs to

found a hospital for incurables at Paris. This will

give a worthy object a good start, and perhaps antici-

pate a similar movement in this city, provided a medi-
cal man who has made the cure of these diseases a
specialty can be secured to take charge of the institu-

tion.

Splexotomt.—if. Pfan recently presented to the
.Vcadf'inie de Medecine two patients upon whom he
had successfully performed tlie operation of splenot-

and your readei-s to draw your own inference as to the
:

omy. One of the cases was operated on in ISIiT. and
real author of this low trick. As to sending " circu- subsequently presented to the Academy in good health.

I'lrs"' he could only ask, " Did not a notice of you ap-
J

Tlie second case, which had just recovered, was a
pear in the .l/(</(«(/ AViM (()«/ Lihrari/ ?" referring to !

married woman aged twenty- four years. A sjilmic

u friendly notice, by the editor, of my removal to :

tumor had been growing, until at the end of eighteen

Florida. I then denounced his whole article as I
nic.iiths after its first appearance, when it tilled the

'• false," so far as it referred to me, and "devoid of ' entire abdominal cavity, descending into the pelvic,

any foundation whatever," and demaii<led whether he ;

and even to the right iliac fossa. Various .symptoms,

would make any reparation, or would eom|)el me to ' apparently secondary to the tumor, distressed her, and
take the matter in my own lian<Is. On the day after, abdominal pain was constant. Y'ielding to the im-
I wrote him a note to the same effect, in order to put poitunities of the patient, 51. Pfan e.xcisctl the spleen

our conversation on record, and handed it to him at
j

on the 2.5th of last April. The London I.aneet (.\iig.

his office.
I

i'ith) thus describes the details of the operation :

A further rea.son for noticinf' this article pei-sonally
|

"An incision was made along the linea alba from
is that it was put bodily in the Saratoga paper having three inches above the umbilicus to two and a half

th- largest circulation, and also circulated to a certain iiliovc the pubes, and a corresponding incision was
c.\tent about the village and the hotels, or its con- !

made through the peritoneum. The tumor was cov-

tents made known, to the presumed benefit of its ered by the omentum : this was removed from below
author and his worthy coadjutors, and to the corre-

j

upwards and i)uslied to the right of the tumor, be-

sponding injury of the metropolitans. So far as the ne.ith the right hypochondiium, and btith it and the

charges may refer to Drs. .lanvrin and Hurchard, I am ' intestines were kc))t back by sponges and warm nap-

rc.'iuested by them to give an umimdified denial.

Hespectfullv vours,

Y. D. Lente, M.D.

lUelikal Jtcma onb Nemo.

American Otolooicai, Societv.—Tlic ninth annual
meeting of the American OtoIogicalSociety was held
Sept. l.-ith, at Chiekering Hall, New York City. Dr.
Koosa declined re-election as President, and the fol-

lowing officers for the ensuing year were elected

:

Peeitidfiit, Dr. V. J. Blake, Boston; Vice-Prenidtnt, Dr.
.\. H. Buck, N. Y. City; Serretnry and Treiiniirer, Dr.
.1. Orne (treen, of Boston; C'vmmittee on Paldiratinii,

Drs. Blake, Green, and Pront ; Committer on IVoi/retn i;ramme8 of blood were estimated to be lost

kins. The tumor had the characteristic rcddish-vioh t

color of the spleen. It was .seized at its lower extre-

mity and gradually raised within the lips of the
wound until it restid on the hands of the assistants

who were keeping back the intistines. No other orgiin

escaped. The gastro-splenic omentum was about three-

quarters of an inch wide at the level of the hilus ; it

Cdntained blood- vessels and enormous lym|)hatics. One
splenic vein was the size of the index linger. .\ wire
ligature was pas.sed around the whole pedicle, great
rare being taken to avoid the pancreas. The

| ediele
was then surrounded by sponges and the spleen sepa-
nitcd from the hilus by a single cut, being at the sann-

I
time turned (piickly outwards. Abiuit a quart of
blood escaped in a jet from the spleen, but none fell

iito the abdomen; otherwise not more than thirty

No ad-
-7' W«/«//j(, Di-8. Spencer aji<l Sexton. The session tlun h.-siuns were met with. The sponges were removed,
adjourned tine die.

\
the great omentum spread (Uit over the intestines, and
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the abdomen closed, the pedicle being retained be-

tween the lips of the wound. Tlie progress of tlie

])atient was excellent. The febrile reaction was sliglit.

Some blood appeared in the urine on the tliird day,

but diminished and di.sappeared a few days later. The
pedicle separated in a week. The patient's spirits

were very good. Eighteen days after the operation

slie sat up, and a week afterwards returned home."
Although this operation is a brilliant one, it must

still be regarded as liazardous in the extreme, and
almost under the ban of absolute prohibition.

Retiring Pen.sion op English Army Surgeons.-
There is tlie same difference of value placed upon the

services of a combatant officer in the Englisli army, a?

compared witli tliose of tlie medical officers, which
exists in this country. The Lancet says: "Now in the

case of the combatant officer who is younger on enter-

ing the service than the medical otBcer, and has his

l)rofession to learn instead of having acquired it, the

retiring pension is £200 per annum, the commuted
value of which, at the age of the retiring officer, at

the rate of b per cent, is £2,048, while in the ca.se of
the medical officer who has served for ten years, or

half the time, it is only £1,000—and yet some medical
men are anxious to become army surgeons.

The Russi.\n Ked Cross Society have so actively

interested themselves in the care of the Servian wound-
ed that it has become necessary for the present to stop

the movement of ambulance corps from Russia to the

seat of war.

Livingstone.—A statue of Dr. Livingstone, the

African traveller, has been erected in Ediulnirgh by
the side of the one of Sir Walter Scott. As they stand
tliey are singular company for each other, both bene-
factors to posterity, and both joining romance and
reality from diametrically opposite standiroints.

Dr. Gurdon Buck.—We are gratified to learn that

the health of this distinguished surgeon is so far im-
proved that he is enabled to walk about liis room and
occasionally to enjoy a drive. At present he is avail-

ing himself of a change of air in the country. lie has
the best wishes and warmest congratulations of a liost

of friends.

Pop0l.\tion of Fr.^nce and England. — France
takes three hundred and thirty-four years to double
her population, while the same effect is worked in
England in sixty-three years.

The Heat in India during the past season is re-

ported to have been extraordinarily intense, having
ranged over 100° F. for several successive days,
scarcely falling at all during tlie night.

The Study of Mental Diseases in France.—

A

chair of mental alienation and diseases of the nervous
system is to be created in the Faculty of Medicine in

Paris.

Muzzling Dogs.—The Parisian authorities, believ-

ing that the muzzling of dogs, especially during hot
weather, is one of the surest means of inducing
hydrophobia, have abandoned the practice.

The IIvoiene of Ruralizing.—A writer in Tlic

Sanitary Itecord (London), says: Not long ago a
traveller in Jura, constrained by professional avoca-
tions to visit a sparsely populated portion of the island,

found himself applying to a shepherd for a night's

lodging. At earliest dawn he was aroused from his

slumbers and called to the other room, when, with
many apologies, " the gude wife" informed him that

the hens required his l)ed to lay in, for that otherwise
the eggs would be lost on the moor.'" If our friend

had stayed to breakfast lie could have assured himself

that at least his eggs were fresh.

At a stated meeting of the Medical Society for the

County of New York, held September 25, 1870, it was
voted to grant certificates of membership to tlie follow-

ing gentlemen : Dis. E. L. Partridge, E. J. Birming-
ham, and T. H. Skinner.

Introductory Lectures.—The opening address

for the regular winter session of the College of Phy-
sicians and Surgeons will be delivered by Prof. Fran-
cis Delafield, on Monday evening, Oct. 2, 1876, at 8

o'clock.

The introductory lecture for the winter session of

1876-77 of the Medical Department of the University

of the City of New York was delivered on Tuesday,
Sept. 26, 1876, at 8 o'clock p.m., by Prof. J. W. S.

Arnold. Suhject : "The Teachings of Modern Physi-

ology."

The Death of Dr. D. Brainerd Hunt.—The
profession of this city has met with an inestimable

loss in the death of one of the most promising among
its younger members. Dr. Hunt was in every respect

a well-educated gentleman. Graduating with honors
at Princeton in 1866, he studied medicine at the

College of Physicians and Surgeons, graduating from
that institution in 1870, being the valedictorian of his

class. He then spent three years al>road in hospital

study, and at Berlin, Vienna, and Brcslau availed him-
self of the best advantages.
He was an expert in pathology, and with micro-

scopical studies generally, but devoted himself e.'peci-

ally to the study of uterine diseases. In the latter

department he rendered us valuable aid in the review
department, and was up to the time of his death one
of our most trustworthy counsellors in his specialty.

Modest and retiring in his habits, he was an earnest

and conscientious worker, a model Christian gentle-

man, and will be missed wherever skill, courtesy, and
character are estimated. His death was the result of
the lodgment of a plum-])it in the appendix vermi-
formis, causing perforation and peritonitis.

Contagious Diseases.—Comparative statement of
cases of Contagious Disease reported to the Sanitary
Bureau, Health Department, for the two weeks ending
September 23, 1870.

Week Ending

Sept. 16

Sept. 23

X
9
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©riginal Ccctiircs.

LECTURES ON FEVERS.

By ALFKKI) L. LOOMIS, MAX,
PBOFKftiOU OF PATHOLOGY *.N"D PniCTIOAL MKDICINK IS TUB MKDK'XL

PEPAItTUbNT OF THB USIVERHITY ttF THK CITY OF SKW VOUK.

(PhonogrnphiciiUy rciiort«l for The Medicai. Uecohd.)

Lecture IT.

MORBID -VSATOMY OF TVIMIOID FEVER (CONTINUED)
—INTESTINAL LESIONS—ETIOHKiY.

Gentlemen :—At my last lorture I completed the

liistory of those |).irenchyin;iti>iis eh:iii;;e.s which lire

most frequently met with in typhoid fever. 1 men-
tioned tliat these changes eoidd not be regarded as

characteristic of this type of fever, for they are present

in other diseases. I also stated that l>y some tliese

degenerations are regarded as the necessary result of

a prolonged higli tein|)eraturo, iMit they arc in no way
different from those degenerations which occur as the

result of hlood-poisoning where prolonged liigh tem-

perature docs not occur. Especially is this the case

in those diseases wliicli are marked hy their malignity

rather than l>y their high temperature, as for instance,

acute yellow atrophy of tlie liver.

Continuing tlie history <.f the morbid anatomy of
this fevur. we now come to those clnmges which occur
in tlie lymphatic system of tlie intestinal track—the

iiitejtiiiit'. Ifsi'in. These are the most important patho-

logical lesions, and have been called the charac'terislie

lesions of the disease, as these intestinal changes dis

tinguisli this fever from all other forms of acute dis-

ease.

As tlie poison of small-pnx manifests it.self by cer-

tain changes in the tegunientaiy investment of the

body, and the poison of epidemic cerebro-spinal men-
ingitis by the formation of pus in the meshes of the

pia mater, so the poison of tyi)hoid fever acts din'Ctly

upon the mucous membrane of the small intestine,

giving rise to a catarrhal iiiHaiiimation accompanied
by changes in its anatomical structure, which, in the

order of their development, are cliaractcristic of tlie

disease. The character and extent of these changes
de|)enil upon the duration of the fever and their

nearness to the ileo-c.Tcal valves; the cliang(saie most
marked in the patches nearest to the valves, and less

marked in those farthest removed from these valves.

In describing these intestin.al lesions, I will sup])ose

that we are e.vamining a .severe well devclojied case,

which runs its regular course without complication.

These (VLses can be most conveniently studied by rir.st

considering those which occur within the tii'st week
of the disease ; then, those which are develojied

within the second week ; next, those which are most
coniinonly found in the third week ; then those which
occur within the fourth week. They appear to begin

as a catarrhal inOamination of the mucous metiibrane.

During tiu-rirnt irfek the mucous membrane surround-

ing the glands, especially that sunounding the I'eyer-

ian patches, becomes liyperieinic and swollen ;

gradually the glands become more and more elevated,

their surface a.ssiimes a dark reddish coli>r, interlaced

by white lines; this is known as the shaven-bc-anl

ap]>earance. These changes begin and are most

markeil in the glands nearest the ileo ca'Cal valve;

they are generally well marked within forty-eight

hours after Uie cominenccmcnt of the disease, but are

not fully dcveloiied until the end of the lirst week, i

Itv the end of the Hist week all the glands are in-

volved which are likely to undiigo change.

In the K'l'iiiil ireel-. the miu-ous membrane of the

intestine becomes less red; the agminated and the

-nlitary glands more elevated; the white lines upon
their surface disajipear. and tiny assume a nnifoimly

red color. An unusually rapid cell develo]>ment

takes place in the fullidis. IJy this excessive devel-

opment and the multiplication of the cell elements

of this gland structure, the follicles Income swollen

in all directions. Usually, the new cell growth ex-

tends beyond the limit of the follicles, so that the

adjoining mucous membrane is also intiltrated with

cells. These newly foniie<l <-ells may wander llirough

Ilie muscular coat and penetrate the sub-.seroiis tissue.

I{y the middle or latter part of the second wetk the

process passes info its second stage, and necrotic

processes are establisli<d in the newly forinid tis.'-ne.

Tliis process may terminate in two ways. First, the

new elements in these ductless glaiuls may become
disintegrated and undergo absorption, and in this

way they may gradually iindeigo resolution. Second,

individual follicles of the agminated glands may
rupture and discharge their contents into the intes-

tiue. Third, the most freciuent and characteristic

termination of this typhoid process is the sei)aialion

of the dead tissue as a slough, and the formation of

the typhoid ulcer. Usually the sloughing and removal
of the necrotic tissue docs not take place until the

third toeek of the disease. The surface of the ulceis

now present a yellow appearance, simply because the

tissue has been stained yellow by the bile. As tho

sloughs gradually loosen and fall off there is a lo.'S

of substance which extends to the deeper layer of tlio

mucous membrane, removing the entire gland and tho

mucous tissue surrounding it. laying bare the muscular
Coat of the intestine ; or the necrotic process may
extend and involve the muscular tissue and end in.

peiforation of the peritoneal covering.

The size and form of the ulceration corresponds

to that of the necrotic tissue ; if an entire Peyerian

patch is necrotic, an elliptical ulcer is formed with its

long axis corresponding to that of the intestine. In

the jejunum and large intestines th" ulcers are usually

small and round. The edges of 'he ulcer are sharp,

tumid, and overhang the lloor t.l the ulcer. Some-
times the ulcers are hemorrhagic.

In the fourth ireel- the process ot cicatrization is

coniraenced. Gradually the swollen edges of the

ulcers subside, granulation tissue springs up frcun

their base, connective-tissue membrane is formed, the

<(lge8 of the ulcers become united at theirba.se, which
is covered with a layer of epithelium. The gland
structure is never regenerated. The cicatrix which is

formed by the healing of these ulcers is slightly

depressed and less vascular than the surrounding
mucous membrane. During the healing process the

cicatrix becomes more or less pigmented ; these pig-

mented scars may be recognized years after tlie cicatri-

zation liii-s taken place. Thesit cicatrices seldom cause

any puckering or diminution in the calibre of tho

intestine. In many cases the process of cicatrization

does not imrsue this regular course ; while one portion

of tho ulcer is cicatrized, the process of ulceration in

another part may be extending; such long-continued
ulceration may prolong convalescence and even cause
death.

I will now briefly review these intestinal changes,

and if you will liear in mind tin- weekly order in

which they occur, you will better remember them.

The first thing noticed is congestion, which is most
marked around the glands ; with this congestion the
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glands become changed in color. Next, the glands '

liecome enlarged, which enlai'gement is due to a rajjid
j

development of cells within tlieir sti-ueture: tliese

cells are i'or the mo.st jiart lymphoid : liut in addition
there are present large round cells with several nuclei.

These large round cells are formed not only in the

glands, but in the mucous and sul)-mueous tissue ad-

jacent to tliem ; consequently, the enlargement en-

croaches more or less U])on the surrounding mucous
membi-ane. These newly formed cells not only swell

tlie glands and press upon each otlier, but they press

upon the capillary vessels wliich furnish these struc-

tures with nutrition : conseqnentlv, there is an inter-

ference of the circulation of the gland structure, an
as a result the glands liecome more or less ana>mic;

degenerative changes occur as the result of impaired
nutrition.

In some of the enlarged glands the new elements

become disintegiated and are absorbed, and the pro-

cess ends in resolution ; in others, individual fol-

licles softeai, break down, and their contents are

discharged into the intestinal canal, and the jiatches

acquire a reticulated a])|)carance. Jlore frequently,

a necrotic jjrocess is established which causes the

removal of the entire gland and its contents, leaving
an ulc.M- with everted and perhaps overhanging edges,

with the muscular coat of the intestine for its base.

It is now ready for the cicatrization proc<'ss, and if it

progresses regularly, first the ecge of the ulcer be-

comes inverted, then the base of the ulcer is covered
with new connective-tissue cells, the edges become
adherent to it, new connective-tissue cells are thrown
out upon the edges, the formation of new tissue goes
on increasing until finally a [jrocess of repiiir is com-
plete. These ulcers do not always run such a I'egular

course and terminate thus favorably. If the nutrition

of the glands iind the surrounding tissues is so inter-

fer,Hl with that a gangrenous ulceration is established,

sloughing follows, and llie gland, with llie muscular
and other tissues in tlie neighlxirhood of the ulcers

which arc the seat of cellular infiltration, is removed.
In some instances the necrotic jjrocess continues to

extend and involves the peritoneum, causing perfora-

tion of the intestines and a fatal jieritonitis. These
ulcers may assume a h 'morrhagic character, witli a sur-

face of a dark color. Under these circumstances they
are frequently the seat of profuse hemoi-rhages, which
may destroy the life of the patient. Usually, wlien
such accidents occur, vessels of considerable size are

involved in the ulcerative process. Whenever the
sloughing process is arrested, rejiair takes place in the
manner already described.

As I have stated, these ulcers may lie develo])ed in

the jejunum, tire ileum, and the large intestines. In
the lower [at of thi ileum, at the ileoeoscal valve, they
are usually of large size—so large that cmly small
portions of healthy mucous membrane are ielt b;-

tvvecn them ; in tlie jejunum and large intestines they
are usually round and of small size.

Meseiiterir Glniuls.— .Vssociated with these intestinal

changes, analogous changes take place in the mesen-
teric glands. These mesenteric changes are also most
marked in the glands situated nearest the ileocecal

valve; they are secondary to the changes in the intes-

tinal glands, and are usually effected in a degree
corresponding to the extent of the intestinal lesions.

The glands are fir.st contested, then there is a produc-
tion of lymphoid and large cells similar to those
which are found in the enlarged intestinal follicles,

the glands liecome enlarged, and are the seat of an
acute cellular hyperplasia. When the enlargement
has attained its full size, the hyperiemia diminishes,

and the cellular elements begin to disintegrate and are

absorbed. In about one-hall' the cases the enlarge-

ment reaches its maximum size by the middle of the

second or at the commencement of the thiid week.
The enlarged glands vary in size from that of a hazelnut
to a small hen's egg. In tlie stage of retrogression

some of the glands simply shrink and return to their

normal condition ; in other glands partial softtning
takes place and afterwards absorption, leaving a
til)rous cicatrix. If the glands reach a very large size,

absorption is incomplete, and dry, yellow, cheesy
masses are left, in which after a time salts of lime are

deposited and they become enclosed in a fibicnis cap-

sule. In rare instances the glands become fluid, their

capsules are destroyed, and the softened masses escape
into the peritoneal cavity and cause peritonitis.

A calcareous condition of tie mesenteric glands, like

the pigmented cicatrices of the solitary and agminated
glands, gives evidence of a previous severe attack of

typhoid fever. There is yet another pathological lesion

of typhoid fever occiu'ring during convalescence, con-

cerning which I will speak— that is, a suppurative
'

inflammation in the cellular ti.ssue upon the surface of

the body. The inflammation is not of an active type,

Imt is accompanied by some redness and pain; grad-
ually a tumor is formed at the seat of the inflamma-
tion, usually this occurs where there is the greatest

amount of pressure. After a time fluctuation becomes
distinct, the swelling increases; .sometimes two or

more of these swellings coalesce, and finally an im-
mense abscess may be formed, which when opened will

discharge a jiint or more of pus. These abscesses are

due to suppurative inflammation in the cellular tissue

of the .skin. Retro-jiharyngeal ulcers are the result

of suppurative inflammation of tlie connective tissue.

As a result of imperfect nutrition of the skin, a gan-
grenous inflammation of the skin may be developed,
which gives rise to " bed sores," as they arc connncnily

called. These are especially liable to occur in the

latter stages of typhoid fever which has been attended

by a prolonged high temperature. The slough may
form over the trochanters, over the sacrum, or

wherever tlie tissues have been subjected io ])ressure

for a long time, and is a consequence of imjiaired

nutrition of the skin. Sometimes this gangrenous
process not only involves the skin, but also the

subjacent cellular tissue and the muscles. Gan-
grene of the toes and portions of the integument
which are not subjected to pressure, is due either to

thrombosis or embolism.
This completes the history of the anatomical lesions

'

of typhoid fever. In connection with this histoiy I

would call your attention to something of special im-
])ortance, which I wish yon would he careful to i-emem-

ber, namely : that typhoid fever is a specific disease;

that it has a specific pathological lesion, a catarrhal

inflammation of the intestinal mucous membrane, at-

tended by special follicular changes ; and though you
may find present in other diseases the changes which
I have desciibed as the characteristic lesion of typhoid
fever, yet there is no other di.sease in which they have
a regular development in which the ditlercnt stages

can be iiulicated with a degree of certainty by days
and weeks.

Etiology.—AVe very naturally pass from the consider-

ation of the morbid anatomy of typhoid fever to its

etiology. According to the classification of fevers

which I have adopted, it is included in the list of

miasiuatic-contagious fevers. Usually, it has been
regarded as an endemic form of disease. There
seems to Ije no connection between its development
and destitution; for not only does it choose its vie-
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tinis from the hovels of the poor, but from the dwell-
ings of tlii^ middle classL's, mid from the palarcs of
tile rich. It may occur as an isolated case, or \vh(jli-

households mid neifihliorhoods may lie stricken down
with this disease. We must therefore regard the

tlve causes of its production as local and limited, and
not widespread. It is possilile for it to prevail as an
epidemio, hut il must tii'st have lieen endemic.

In stuilyinj; the etiolojiy of thi,s fever, the prominent
qu'stious present thein.selves

:

Ii'irat.— Is it a contajjious form of disease '.

Sunonil.— Is it ever of spontaneous origin ;

The ([ucstion of contagion is one that has been

very thoroui;lily discussed. For many years rep-

resentative medical men have dilfered upon this

point. After years of careful investigation. I think it

may be now unhesitatiuLily stated that facts do not

sustain the opinion that typhoid fever is ever, strictly

S])eakinL;, a coiilaLtious disease, or that it is ever di-

rectly transmitted from one individual to another.

Persons sick with this fever are now admitted into

our i.feiieral hospitals, an<l are placed in beds by the

side of patients sick with |)neumonia or any form of

chnmic disease, without endauyerinjj the lives of such

pati<'nts. This fact shows how generally the profession

regard this disease as n(m-ccmtai;ious. Typhoid
fever is no longer restricted by quarantine regulations.

All these facts tend to dispose of the question, is it a

contagious disea.se ;

The ([Ui'slion, is typhoid fever of spontaneous ori-

gin ; 1ms also been thoroughly discussed, and there are

^t^ong advocates on both sides of the question.

Some of tho.sc who believe that it may have a

spontaneous origin maintain that the poison which
.;ives rise to it is developed by the decomposition of

organic matter, and that the; specilie character of

the fever is due to the particular suljstances which
arise uiulergoing decomposition. Others maintain

that the decomposing suh.stance is mainly human ex-

crement, in other words, that decomposing human
excrement is necessary for the production of the pe-

culiar poison which gives rise to typhoid fev(!r. Again.

others who believe that the disease is of spontane<ius

origin maintiin that the presence of vegetable matter
ill eert.'iin conditions is necessary for its production, and
that thesis conditions are similar to those which exist

when miasmatic fevers are developed, the diff(uence

in the two poisons depending rather upon the rate of

t inpcrature than upon the character of the ingre-

dients.

There is a view only recently advanced in regard to

the origin of typhoid fever, that sewer gases contain

the poison which develops typhoid fever.

On the other hand, it is maint.iincd by those who do
not believe in the spontaneous origin of this fever,

that in additi<jn to decomposing animal and vegetable

matter, it is nccassary that the specific typhoid poison

shall be incorporated in the decomposing mass. It is

the leaven (if you choose so to call it) which is to

leaven the whole miis.s. Daily obs.rvation seems to

clearly prove that vegetable or animal decomposition
uloni' is not sullicieiit for the development of this

dis Mse, even admitting that it depi'iids upon the de-

I'omposition of human excrement. In how few of

the many dw.'llings pornieated with the ellluvia from
privies ilo the inmati's have typhoid fever.

Again, facts do not sustain the claim of those who
say that sewer gases contain the tyjihoid poison, for

those cities in which the sewerage is most imperfect,

and those houses most fre<piently p<'rnie.iti'd with

.^ewer gjuses, arc not the hotbeds of typhoid fever.

.Vguin, this fever is more prevalent in the country

than in the city, in places where there are no sewer

L'ases; indeed, well-imiiked cases of typhoid fever

are of quite rare occurreiKtc in the city, and whin
tliev do occur seem to be developed independent of

ilifective seweragi!. In other words, all tlie elements

which favor its production may be |)rcsent, such as

animal and vegetable decoinpositiou or sewer gnses,

and yet not a single case of typhoid fever be devel-

oprd. until some person having typhoid fever conies

within the precinct, or some substance containing the

Ivphoid iioison is brought within the boundaries
favorable to its developinc'nt ; then a severe epidemic
of the disease may lie (levelope<l.

In carefully reviewing the history of the (uigin of

this disease in tlu^ different localities in which for the

liist time it has suddenly appeared and prevailed, we
will find that the advent of one sulfering from the

disease, or the introduction of matters from such a per-

son, has been the starting-point of the epidemic; in

other w<M'ds. that one of these two conditions is a pri-

mary necessity for its production.

We therefore almost necessarily reach the conclusitm

that something is necessary for the development of

typhoid poison besides favoiabh^ external conditions;

that animal and vegetable decomposition does not pri-

marily originate the poison, but furnishes a favorable

siiil for its growth and dcvelopnient.

Facts war-ant us in making the statement that while
on the one hand typhoid fever cannot be reg.irded as

a strictly contagious disease, on the other hand it is

not of spontaneous origin.

It is hardly necessary for me to review all the facts

which have a bearing upon this subject. I believe

any one who without prejudice studies them will ar-

rive at this conclusion, that when typhoid fever makes
its appearance in any locality, its development is pre-

cided by the introduction of a specilie typhus poi.son.

which has been reproduced (in most instances) in

euimection with decomposing human excrement.

The question now arises, What is the real nature of that

puison derived from a pers<in sick with typhoid fever,

which has the power of indelinitely reproducing itself

outside of the body in connection with decomposing
cnganic matter, and thus be('omes the infecting agent,

when individuals are brought within its influence ?

The history of endemics of typhoid lever lends to

the conclusion that tlu! poison is contained in the

fa'cal discharges of the sick. When such excrement
is in a fresh condition the jioisou is not active ; it

must go through a stage of develojiment outside of

the body. This may take i)lace in the excrc nu lit

itself, but it goes on more rapidly and abundantly
if the excrement is coIleete<l in privies or in earth

that is already satnrateil with organic matter. In

this way you can readily explain how a ty|)hoid

fever patient coining into a locality previously free

from the disease can establish there a focus of infec-

tion, from which many |)ersons may become diseased.

It is evident that this poison is not active in its

frr^h state, from the fact tiiat the disease is not carried

directly from one individual to another— as, atten-

dants, nurses ami physicians are no more liable to

the disciise than those who in no way areex|)osed to the

disease and live in a healthy locality. Mothei's may
-leep in the same bed with children who are sick with
tlie fever without contracting the disease. As has al-

n nly been stated, in order that typhoid excrement
^liall become effective in the transmission of the poi-

son, it is necessary it should go through a stage of

development in connection with organii- matter out-

'II of the body; so it travi'ls from the diseased

iielividual to the localities which are favorable to its
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develoijment, and again from these localities into the

human body.

It is diflicult to determine the period of incubatiou,

or length of time the poison must remain in tlie body
l)efore symptoms of tlie disease are manifest. The
history of isolated cases would lead to tlie conclusion

that the period varies fi'om fourteen to twenty days.

The next questiim that arises is, How does the

typlioid poison gain admission to the human body ?

Undoul)tedly there are two principal sources of infec-

tion, namely, the air we breatlie and tlie water we
drink. A large number of well authenticated histo-

ries have now established the fact, that this fever may
be developed by gases which emanate from privies,

sewers, etc., which have been the receirtacle of excre-

ment from typhoid patients, and also, by drinking

water from springs and wells which have become
contaminated by matters from adjoining jirivies and
cesspools. It is also now an accepted belief, or rather

is regarded as an established fact, that water remains

contaminated, though far remote from the jioint where
it came in contact vnth a defective sewer or water

closet.

Soil pipes ajid sewerage may be defective for a long
time, perliaps a year, or even longer, and no case of

typhoid fever occur, when suddenly an endemic of

typhoid fever breaks out, and careful investigation

shows that its development was preceded by the intro-

duction of the excrement of a single individual sick

with the disease.

It is the belief of some that milk can convey the

typhoid poison, and there is evidence in favor of this

opinion; but I think there is stronger evidence that the

water in the milk and not tlie milk itself, is the medi-

um through which the poison is transmitted.

This poison has great vitality. Typhoid fever frequent-

ly occurs in the same locality year after year, when the

.surrounding conditions are favorable to its develop-

ment. Those conditions which favor its develoj)mcnt

are more frequently present in the autumn than at any
other season of the year, and for this reason it has

been called Autumnal fever.

Usually it makes its appearance in a locality, year

after year, at about the same time ; case after case is

developed until entire hoviseholds and neighborhoods
become its victims. Individuals who come to care

for the sick may contract the disease, and even persons

who visit houses in which the disease is prevailing

may afterwards develop the fever, contracting it, not
from the sick, but from the infected atmosphere of the

locality.

Age must be regarded as a jjredisposing cause of

typhoid fever. It is mnch more likely to occur in

young than in old persons ; it occurs most frequently

between the ages of fifteen and twenty-five, and is

rarely met with in persons over fifty.

There are also individual idiosyncrasies which seem
to predispose to this fever. Some contract it upon the

slightest exposure to the influence of the poison, while
others, frequently brought in contact with it through
long endemics, escape. Again, an individual may
have repeated attacks of ty))lioid fever. I have in

mind a physician who had typhoid fever four times,

the last attack proving fatal. A person who has had
typhus or scarlet fever is not likely to have a second
attack, but no siieh immunity follows an attack of

typhoid fever. Whatever view we take of the ex.act

nature of the tyi)lioid poison, it has been quite conclu-

sively demonstrated that the typhoid poison differs

very essentially from that of other fevers.

From this brief review of the etiology of this fever,

we are led to the following conclusions:

First.—That its development is independent of

over-crowding, and that it attacks the rich and poor
indiscriminately.

Siro/id.—That it may be communicated from one
person to another througli the excrements which have
undergone decomposition after their discharge.

Tliird.—That an endemic of typhoid fever only
occurs where the air or drinking water of the locality

has become jioisoned by emanations from tyiihoid

excrements which have undergone decom|iosition. and
that, if tlie fever becomes epidemic, it is a circum-

scrilied epidemic, and not widespread.
Fiiui-th.—That the exact nature of the typhoid-

fever poison is still unknown.

C^rigtiial Communications.

NEW FACTS AND SUGGESTIONS RE-

LATING TO HAY FEVER.

By GEORGE M. BEARD, M.D.

Dtjring the past vacation I spent some time iu

Bethlehem, N. H., where I saw and studied, in greater

or less detail, al)out one hundred cases of hay fever.

In the White Mountain region—including Bethlehem,
Whitefield. Lancaster, .Jefferson, Twin Mountain
House, Fabyan House, Crawford House, Glen House,

Gorham, and Bethel—there are probably five hundred
hay fever refugees, most of whom stay there during
the month of Seijtember. At the meeting of the

U. S. Hay Fever Association there were not far from
two hundred victims of the later form of the malady,
or " autumnal catarrh." The chance for the careful

study of this interesting disease offei'cd in the White
Mountain region at this season has no precedent in

liistory, and I am surprised that it is not Ijetter im-
pi'oved l>y physicians. Hay fever is a malady interest-

ing not only in itself, but its successful study requires

a knowledge of many other branches of medical
and other sciences, and is one of the best means of
mental discipline that I know of. In regard to the

general nature and jjliilosopliy of hay fevei', the ob-

servations at the White Mountains added little to what
I have already published in my work on the subject,

but some minor details were learned that seem to be
of consideralile interest.

1. Thr PrcipDfiion of Cases that are Imffited hy a
Visit to till'. Wliite Mountains.—Only a small percentage

of cases obtain entire relief, while nearly all—])rol)ably

nine out of ten—obtain some relief. In about four

cases of every five, the relief is of a very decided
character. The majority of the cases have some of the

symptoms off and on during their stay, but in a
modified form, and the relief is a great gain, and fully

pays them for their exile from home.
Tlie chances of relief ajipear to be three or four

times greater than at any of our sea-side resorts.

Different ])laees act differently with different cases

and in different years. In some cases the relief is

immediate, in others gradual. Those who come in

the latter class sometimes get disheartened on arriving

at their destination ; their symptoms liang on for a

few days perhajis, and in despair they go to some
other town in the White ^Mountain region, perhaps but
a few miles away, and soon recover. They judge that

the place last visited is better than the first one.
j his conclusion is oftentimes a mistaken one ; they
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iiii<;lit have been ruliuvcd if they had stayed whcro
tlifv tirst came.

2.' (Ith-r P/.K-x of fit//<7".—Next to the White Momi-
tiiiiis. I WDiilil rank the AilirDiidaeks, ami in the westeiii

cDiintry Xai'niU'tti' anil .Mackinaw. The Catskill.-i are

univitain for the average, Imt for sonic eases answer
\ery well.

ThiTe seems to be no island on our coa.st snlKeiently

far from laiiil. anil sntlicientlv barren to be a trnst-

wortliy re.sort for all. or even for the nnijority of

Cas.'s. Land breez'sare sure to brinic distres.s.

While at B 'thlelieni, a youni; nnin was brought from
Block Lland. in teirible distress from hay fever. He
had luenniade worse there. One gentleman, who had
liad the hay fever almost everywhere in Em-ope and
.Vmjriea. said that he never sulTered more than on
Xantueket. Martha's Vineyard relieves some; so
al.so do the Isles of Shoalsand Fire Island ; but if one
must leave home, it is better to go to a place where
Ihi're are three chances out of four of being greatly

ri lii'ved. than to places where the chances of such
relief are but one out of four.

A sea voyage is sure to r;'lieve, and almost always
speedily. I have record of l)Ut one case where the

symptoms lasted long after emiiarkation.

Travel in Europe usually gives exemption, but not

in every case. One gentleman told me that he had
the later form of liay fever in St. Petersburg, in

Vienna, and in Liverpool. Several have had it slightly

in Paris.

3, 117(1/ lidiff li'ijioiis reliere.—To answer this ques-

tion. I must briefly explain the philosophy of hay fever.

For the piist half century and more, pliysiciaus, and
scientlst.s, and sufferers have been looking for an
ohjiclice cause of this disorder. They have studiid hay,

and gra.ss, and (lowers, and fruit, and the pollen of

ragipeed and corn, sunlight, and dust of every form,

and when iiity one of these substances has l)een found to
j

excite the symptoms in uiii/ .lini/li- tume, straightway the

prolilem Inis been believed to be solved. An excellent

illustration of this one-sided method of studying
;

disease is found in the monograph of Hlackliy, of

England, who, by a series of careful and admirably
carried out ob.servations, proved, what was well known

^

before, that the pollen of certain grasses may in.some
oases excite the paroxysms, and hence concluded that

in this single and simple fact was the whole philosophy

of th(! disease, and tliat it should be called '° pollen

catarrh." Consistently with this line of reiusoning and
the habit of looking at one side rather than all sides

of a complex subject, observers in this country h.ive

proved tliat ragweed and the pollen of corn excite

the paroxysms, and term the di.sease ''ragweed fever."

Others lind that th.' paroxysms are excited by jjeaches,

and call it "peach cold; " othei'S still by suow, and
call it ' snow cold."

All of these observers are right and all arc wrong.

In reality hay fever, whenever and wlierever occurring,

is u milijfi-tiri- disease ; it is from within, not from with-

out, and all these excitants, whose name is intinity,

are but what fiictiou is to a match. The tendency

to the disea.se is a nervous one, and is innate; uu
diseas;' is more hereditary than this. I have statistics

of lifty-four cases in twelve families. I have notes of

twenty-five ca-ses, that had the disease from infancy.

In Newport there is a man who luis it, whose father

and gramlfatlier also were sufferers: at Bethlehem I

|)res"nted to the Association a child, five months old,

with all the .symptoms of hay fever, inherited from it-

mother.
I

Carrying out the illustration of lighting a match,

we may say that the tendency to hay fever may re-

1

main lotcnt for a long lifetime, until, under the irrita-

tion of sonic excitant, it suddenly blazes forth. Thus
ai Uethlehem there was a man who was fii-st attacked

at the age of sixty, on removing from the Wist to

Ifliode Island ; and another case of a man whose first

allaek was on exposure to ragweed and tomatoes at

the age of sixty-five. A father ami a son were fii-st

all.icked at t/n- .•.((««' (imr while on a visit at a certain

place in New llainpshire; thus deinoii-trating the

rcl.ition of the latent tendency to thi' exciting causes,

aiiil also the hereditary character of the malady. All
of these exciting causes, dust, hay, dried and fresh,

pollen of all kinils, sunlight, gaslight, foul air, smoke,
cinders, mental intluenee. peaches, strawberries, ipecac.

etc.. etc., our ancestors in the la.st century were ex-

posed to as much as we now arc; but they did not in

them excite hay fever in any of its forms; and even
now not more than one out of live hundred or a tlioii-

sand of our population are affected. A'o//'" of thftif it-

'iiiiiitt can priiiluce ha;/ f'cver uulesn they find the mrcoua
KijKleui prcpiireilfor tliiiii.

Regions like the White Slountaius, give relief for

these reasons

:

I. Coolnem of the Air.—Heat is one of the most
important of the ninny exciting causes; for this rea-

son, as well as for the greater prevalence of vegetable

irritants, hay fever is more common and more persist-

eiil in the summer than in the winter.
'-'. Drymxs of the Air.—Jloist air, as we all know,

is more oppressive than dry air at the same teiii-

])er.ilure, as is well shown in a comparison of the

Turkish and Russian l)atlis. Then, again, moisture in

tile .atmosphere holds in solution and mechanically
su-tains various irritants more tlian dry air. I suspect

that dust, when raised, does nut remain in the air in

that region as in other districts,

:l. Cmnparatice Frctilum from sonic of the worst
\'i ijftable Irritaiiti.—Ragweed* does not grow in

these regions to any great extent ; and there is no
great amount of corn, and for miles and miles in every

diiection extend immense forests.t Mr. Blaekley has
.^liown that pollen can lie carried for long distances

and at great heights in the air. Therefore a very

huge forest anywhere should be a good refuge for

hay fever sufferei-s. Hay and llowers are raised in the

W'liite Mountains, and those who visit that region for

till' early form, or rose cold, may be disturbed thereby,
• (idlden-rod " also abounds in the mountains, and
now and then a patient is annoyed by it. But of

all the excitants dust is the most universal, and this

summer being ilry, has licen a hard one for the suffer-

ers who have been ol)liged to fori'go the jdeasure of

riding out. The general tonic effects of mountain air

—Ilie result of the coolness, the dryness, the rarifica-

tioii and diminished oxidation, as well as of the ozone
and electricity—are also of value in hay fever.

Europe relieves the majority of .Vmeriean sufferers,

partly because our "dog days"—a powerful exciting

cau-^e—are not known there, and partly from the

ab-eiice of "ragweed" or corn.

The ocean air always relieves, because it is always
cool, bracing, and sedative, and is entircly free from
vegilable irritants and dust.

• Exempt "
is, I am persuaded, too strong a word

to apply to the White Mountain district, Adirondacks,
.Mari|uette, etc, ; for hay fever may persist even after

vi-i'ing those sections. There is also evidence that in

il!i-<l "blsok wneH," '• Romnn w,irravv<K>*l,'' anthroghi

irrltniit" thut «r.' mnrt likely to oxclti" 111)- fovcr

i<l ^>lil•• uru uul fuuiiil Ln furv^U, but accuiiiiNtuy cnlUvatloa.
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the White Moiintains, even in the heart of the so-called

" exempt " region, hay fever may be rarely indige-

nous. Two indigenous cases are reported to me at

Bethlehem, but I have not yet fully investigated them.

Elevation alone docs not Ijring even relief. At
Idaho Springs, Colorado, seven thousand feet above

the level of the sea, there is a man -niio has suffered

every year for ten years. In that region, alkali dust

appeared to be an exciting cause. So far as I can

learn there is no pai't of the country, excei)t Califor-

nia, that is free from hay fever, although it is less

common South than North.

4. Winter Form^' of Hay Fever. — I liave else-

•where shown that hay fever may arise at any season

of the year, and is not at all peculiar to sununer

or autumn, although it is more frequent or more per-

sistent at these seasons, partly on account of the heat,

and partly on account of tlie greater abundance of

vegetable and other irritants in the air.

A numlier of cases have been reported to me, in

which the symptoms are brought on hy the presence

of snow on the (/round, or Ijy melting snow, or l)y cold

winter winds. I saw a number of cases of this kind

at tlie White Mountains. One lady, a pitiable sufferer

from the later form of hay fever, told me that one

winter evening, on riding a short distance over tlie

snow, all the characteristic symijtoms came upon her.

In cases of this kind, the peculiar cold of the snow

must act as an irritation. Jlelting sno%v is quite a

common excitant. Snow in its various relations is so

frequent an excitant in tlie winter, that the term
" snow fever " might be used as appro]-iriately as " hay

fever," or " rose cold," or " peach cold."

One sufferer, a country ijliysician, tells me that he

cannot curry his horse at any season of the year with-

out exciting the paroxysms. A young lady declares

that a breath of air at any time may start the symp-

toms. A young lady, sixteen years of age, cannot

stroke a cat in her lap without suffering ;
her father,

whom I know well, is a hay-fever victim. One lady,

who every autumn has the " catarrh." never gets fully

well before April. Hay fever, therefore, must l)e re-

garded as a disease tliat exists all the year round ; and

"on the nerve theory it ought to do so. In one of ray

cases the.A'/'si attack was in winter, being excited by

the presence of some flowers.

5. J^eto Symptonts.—In regard to the symptomatology

of hay fever, it would seem that little could be added to

what is already known. In my work a case is noted

in which there are no nasal symptoms, l^ut instead a

painful eruption (probably eczema) on the face, com-

ing on regularly at the hay fever period. The late

Dr. Wm. C. Roberts speaks of coldness at the end of

tlie nose as one of his symptoms. A reviewer in the

New York Sun mentions pain in the back of the neck

and head as a part of his personal experience. At

Bethlehem I saw a lady who usually has tlie astluna

badly, but this season is troubled with what ajipears

to be spasm of the oesophagus, making it difficult to

swallow. Another case of like character was reported

to me, but I did not see it.

I have already shown that Dr. Wyman is in error

in making any distinction between the symjitoms of

the different forms of hay fever. The symptoms of

one form are the symptoms of .all forms, asthma in-

cluded.

6. Mental Injiuence.—All diseases—acute and chronic,

functional and organic—are more or less under the

influence of the mind. There is no question that the

symptoms of hay fever .are to a degree subject to

mental influence. Whether the malady can be excited

by psychical contagion purely, is doubtful. There is

MS vet no evidence that the congregating of large .

numliers at the mountains is in any way injurious,

although it may be so in some cases. The popular
belief that the disease spreads because it is fashionable,

because, so to speak, it "is the thing" to have it, is

certainly a mistaken one. Hay fever increases as a

necessary result of the operation of the law of inlieri-

tance, and on account of the increasing nervousness of

the American people. It increases for the same rea-

son that neuralgia increases.

It is possible, and indeed probable, that in some
cases the exact periodicity of the attacks may be in

jiart the result of expectation ; but it is a great error

to suppose that they appear as the sole result of this

iufluc nee.

7. E.iviling Cniisea of the FirH AftrirJ,:—Under this

head several facts have been obt.ained. A lady was
first attacked at the .age of thirty-five, after the pros-

tration of a confinement; that year she luid the early

form, or " rose cold ;
" the next year and sub.se((iu'ntly

she had the later forms. A lady, now residing iu

Stamford, Conn., was first attackid ten years ago,

while eating strawb..'rries ; the ])eciiliar itfhinu' ot the

mouth came tm at once. It-was the month of June.

She now has tlie later form. Her symptoms were once

excited by syringa iu the hair of a lady in the room,
althougli she was not aware of its presence. At one
lime she was attacked ^hile eating a raspberry pie; it

seemed that a few strawberries had been accidentally

mixed up with the rasjiberrics.

In a young man the first attack appeared on getting

his feet wet. In one case the symptoms first appeared

when exposed to peaches in a garden ; the patient was
forty-five years old. In two cases the first attack

appeared while exposed to dust, riding on a stage-

coach.

8. Effect of Long Exemption.—Exemption from the

attacks, even when ab.solute and prolonged for many
years, does -not always cure. I was told of a man
who resided abroad twenty-two years, and all that

time was free. On returning to New York he was
attacked shortly after landing.* He became vexed,

and took the next steamer to Europe. One Baltimore

lady was exempt five years while residing in Cuba, but

was not cured of the tendency to the disease.

Some think that the general health is improved by
long exemption ; this is usually the case with tho.ae

who are weakened liy the attacks. It should be noted,

however, that all persons are not weakened. by the

attacks of hay fever, even though they are. violent

:

as soon as the synijitoms cease they feel as well as

before. In hay fever also, as in sick headache, the

attack mav be preceded bv perfect health.

9. The 'Middle Form, or July C"/-/.—The middle
form of the disease is less common than the early

(rose cold) or later form (autumnal cat.arrli); but I

already have notes of over twenty cases. I discovered

the existence of this form early in my researelies. It

may interchange with any of the other forms or run

into the later; some have all three forms. I have
received a letter from a man who, from the hour after

his birth, has been a suffei-er from the later form ; this

year, after reading a co))y of my woik, he was attacked

about the middle of .iuly. He raises the query whether

the middle form apjieared for the first time this year

as a result of mental influence, or whether a piece of

growing corn in a garden near by may ha chad some-

thing to do with it. These divisions into the early,

* while these notes were in course of preparation, a friend who has
been three seasons in Europe called oprn nie. During his absence he
was free; but on appro-ichinj; Stiten Island, as soon as the laud brcczo

titruck the steamer, the siinptoms came on.
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middle, nnd later forms— with the correspond! ii;j
[

names, rose rold, July eolil, mid " lUituiniiiil catarrli
"

—arc for conveiiieiuv only; tlii'y iiidiciite no s|H(ial

diffcrenrcs in the nature of thi- malady, which always
|

and everywhere is tlie same thini;. Hay I'evor may
start any time lietwi'en May and October, and may enil

any time iH'lween .July and .Vpril. IJrief attacks may
beftin and end at any season of the year. The symp-
toms of one form are the symptoms of all forms, the

only differi'nee beiuLj in the nature of the exeitants.*

In this country the most common form is tin' later.

b.^';iiuninL; in .\ufj;nst and endiuLC usually in Sipliin-

b.'r. October, or Xovenil)er; nixt in order is the early '

form. Iiej^iimiutr in .May or .lune and endini; usually

in July, but sonu-tinies runnini; into the middle and
later forms; l.-ist and least freipient of all, in the pro-

portion of about ten to one. is the middle form, be-

jjinuiu^; in July and endini; in AuLiust, or ruiiniiiij

into til!' later form. The division between these forms
is far from beins; mathiniatical or absolute.

10. I'tTiiiilifili/ or' the AtlAii-kn.—Like all or nearly

all other nervous disea.ses, hay fever, in all its leadini^

fonn.s, tends to be ))eriodie: but only in a minority

of the cases—about one out of five—does it always
every year come (m the same day. In the lemaininy;

cases the date of the attack is liable to be so far modi-
lie<l l)y circumstances as to vary all the way from a

day or two to several days or weeks. Out of thirty-

two cases of the later form in Hethlehem this year, six

declared that the attacks came on always every year

invariably the same day, but the <lay was ditTereiit
}

witli persons. In twenty eases the time of tlie attack
j

was liable to vary, but nev<r varied more than live

days. In six ca.se9 the variation was liable to be more
than fivt( days. Very rarely the attack comes on every

year at preci.scly the same hour. In one of my cases

it Came on at eifjlit o'clock in the morninsi;. An in-

tellii;ent sniferer t(flls me that the winter attacks come
on in some eases just six months from the-date of the

summer attacks ; but I have not investi-jated this claim.

11. yntural Ciirenf thu Dimiise.—We have seen that

hay fever is a diseasii with very lonj; arms : it has one
hand on the cradle and the other on the grave. The
fpiery wh"tlier the tendency to the disease is ever out-

ijrown, therefore, becomes one of practical moment.
Now and then the disea.se disappears spontaneously.

A lady of Ssvampscott. Mas.s., had the later form for

many years, but linallv outgrew it. A case is reported

to me of a lady, residing in New .lersey, who had the

later form for twenty years: she took fpiiniiie in

large dose.s, and now for sev<'ral yeai's she has been

free. Cases are reported also where the early form is

outixrown.

I'i. TniitiMntanil Verifientionof the Theory.—Previ-

sion, says C'omie, Is the test of a scientilie theory.

This test, the nerve theory of hay fi'Vercan endure, for

n.)t only does it account for .ind harmonize all the

known phenomena of the disease, but it sui^gests new
facts and arguments f ir its own verification, thus ful-

tillin.; apparently all the conditions reipiisite for a

scientilie hy|)othesis.

Ouiileil by this theory, one con tell, from the detailed

dc'seription of any locality, whether it is or is not a

fXood relief rei;ion for liay-fever subjects, and also

whether any remedy is likely to help any cases. If all

th' victims of hay fever were to inter upon a crusade

to the north, they would in time all be delivered from

their sufferings. A few would be relieved at the sea i

coast, others on the hill reui >.is of our northern

States; a still larger number at the Whiter Mountains,
i

Atlirondaeks. and the great lakes; those whom these

latitudjs and altitudes failed to help, would be mostly I

entirely free on arriving at Nova Scotia, and al-

most every case would be relieved before reaching the

>now8 of Alaska or the icebergs of (ireinhiiid.

I'nder the guidance of this theory, one could assert

ili:it the malady does not exist, or is very rar<r among
till' native population of South .\merica, Central .\mer-
ica, the W'est Indies, and among savages everywhero
is unknown.
This theory led me to recommend central and local

LTalvani/.ation for hay fever before it was known to

hive lieen of practical ellicacy in this disoider. At
tlic present time, the evidence in favor of this nielhod
ol treatment is constantly .leciimulalinj^. The same
theory suggested Turkish baths, which are now known
to act nio.st jileasantly ill certain cases; other nerve
riinedies, as gelsemin. calabar bean, chloral, and liypo-

driinic injections of narcotics, are to be rceemmeiidid
on the same principle. The value of \\\v jiri-liiiiii.nry

u^e of quinine, ai-senic, and oilier tonics was sugg<slcd
l>y this theory before there had been ])ositive pioof
that good had come from such treatment. •

.\cccpting this theory, we must also logically accept

th.' view that no general sjieeific ever can be found
fnr hay fever; and as cases differ as much as faces differ,

no two are to be treated precisely alike. Kaeli pel son

must find his own specific by experimenting through
the whole range of tonics and sedatives. Everyman
has his own hay fever, as he has his own si<'k headache
or neuralgia. .Ml these predictions were made in

ls74, and on the strength of this hyijothcsis. E.xiieri-

enee is confirming their soundness.

1 have long ol)served that hay-fever patients, when
the hsyinptoms are upon them, become ijuite disheart-

eiird,and are averse to doing anylhing for themselves.

Tliis feeling of discouiagenvnt is indeed one of the

symptoms of the disease. In this respect, hay fever

is like s'.'a-siekness. Tiierc is a positive l)asis for dis-

couragement in the ill success that has altendi d the

use of remedies, but it must be reniemben d that the

experiments have been made in the wrimg direction.

The dominant belief has Iieen that the disease is para-

sitic (Helmholtz) or infectious (it is so clas.sed in 'A^ ins-

sen's " Cyclop.Tdia "), and the hope has been that

some specific would be found for it—some single and
powerful antidote for a .single and jiowerful |>oison.

ruder the inspiration of thisenor, patientshave triati d
themselves mo.st cruelly by violent and |iainful jiro-

ci-^ses. Those who have parsed through this oideal

.say that they have "tried everything;" in fact, lliiy

have tried nothing ])ropcily. In the treatment of hay
fiver, almost .my sedative or tonic may be tested. This

gnieral rule should be kept in mind, always that

iiiithiiig should be used so strong as to cause pain

or unph'asant sensati(uis of any kind. Treatment that

is not followed by agreeable effects will not be likely

to do good. There is a constant teni|)tatioii with
some to overdo everything that is tried, es|)eei;dly

the local applications.

Dr. Carroll writes me that goggles are of service

during an attack, partly by directly proleeling the

eye.s, nnd partly, also, by preventing the. ri Ilex symp-
toms that may iic excited by the action of inilaiits on
these organ.s. Cotton worn over the eyes during rail-

road travel is a good protection.

For the relief of the nasal symptimis, I would re-

cniiiinend the following:

\\ Spts. camphor 3 ij.

Chloroform 3 v.

("arbolic acid 5 '•

Alcohol .
3i'j-

luliide from a vial.

In regard to the hygiene, it should be reuuinbcrcd
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that the disease is one of debility and irritation, and
nueds strengthening, not weakening, influences—good
and abundant food, and warm clothing. Flannel is

to be used freely. Almost all tlie victims agree that

tliey suffer less when they keep quiet in the house.

Even in the mountains, riding about in dust brings on
distress in many cases.

progress of iHettical Science.

Irritability in Different P.^rts of the Same
Nerve.—To examine the irritability in different ])arts

of the same nerve, Dr. K. Hallsteu employed the fol-

lowing method of preparation: The two sciatic nerves

of the frog were completely isolated by dissection

from all the surrounding parts, but left in comnumica-
tion witli the luiuljar portion of the spinal medulla.
On one of tlie e.vtremities the nerve was divided in

the popliteal fossa, wliile on the other the attachments
of tlie gastrocnemius muscle to the trunk of the nerve,

to tlie femur and to the tendo Achilles were left intact.

All the other ])arts were removed. Tliis jireparation

was placed in the niyographion of Pfliiger, with the

precautions necessary to prevent injury of the nerves.

The divided nerve was jilaced on two pairs of elec-

trodes, one approximated to the central organ, the
other towards the cut end.

The electrodes consisted either of two pairs of ])ins,

soldered to copper wires, or of points of ordinary clay,

non-^:)olarizable (of DuBois-Reyraond). By a special

arrangement, the effects of unijiolar induction, etc.,

were removed with certainty. In a series of expeii-

ments, some of which were made as early as 1873, the

nerve was excited by induced currents, succeeding to

very close intervals; in the others he employed the
induction apparatuj of Uuhmkorff, and the nerve was
.sulunitted to a single excitation, engendered by the
induced current of rupture.

Whichever method was employed, it was ascertained
that t)ie reflex contractions in the muscle differed in
exteii: ^hen the excitation of the same force acted on
the different ])arts of the trunk of the divided nerve.
It was also demonstrated, by experiments, that an
irritation of less considerable intensity was necessary
to provoke reflex movements, when it was applied to
a portion nearer the central organ than when more
distant.

This result cannot be explained by the theory gen-
erally admitted—namel.v, that the impulse whicii is

essential to tlie function of the nerve increases in force
proportionally to the road travelled over. According
to this theory, the results of the experiments would
have been quite opposite, from which Dr. Ilallsten
concludes that the irritability of the sensitive nerves is

different in tlie different parts. After having refuted
another mode of explanation, which might appear
prol)al)le, and recalled to mind several facts which
prove that the specific irritability is not the same in the
different |)arts of the nervous system. Dr. H. cxjilains
not only his ob.servations on the sensitive nerves, but
also those of Pfliiger on the motor nerves, which liave
long Ij.-en known, liy this fact: That the sqin-ific

ir^'itrihllitji of the motor nerves /in well as of the sen.titice

Turces differs at different points, eiad that in general
it decreases from the centre towards the jirriphery.—
Nvdisht MedicinsH Arkiv. 8de. Bandet, No. 3.

Belladonna Poisoning an Infant.—Dr. Horton

reports the case of a boy, two and a half years of age,
who swallowed forty-tive grains of the extract of
belladonna. AVhen seen two hours later, alnio.st every
muscle of the body, especially those of the extrem-
ities, seemed to be in a spasmodic action. The skin in

color, and to a certain extent in thickness, had the

appearance of scarlet flannel ; the teeth were tightly

clinched, with a little froth flying out between them
at each irregular spasm of the muscles of expiration

;

file eyelids were widely separated and fixed ; the
pupils were dilated to their utmost limit and im-
movable ; the child was totally insensible, and the
pulse could not Ije counted on account of the incessant

muscular twitching. An emetic of sulphate of zinc

was at once given, followed, after the vomiting had
ceased, by two teaspoonfuls of tincture of opium in

one dose, and two teaspoonfuls more in divided doses
every half hour. Seven hours later the muscular
twitching had partly ceased, liut the eyes were still

dilated. No further treatment was em])loyed. and in

a few days tlie child had recovered his usual good
healtli. — Medical and Surgical lieporter, June 10,

1876.

Successful Treatment of Polyuria.—i\I. Hayem
mentioned at the meeting of the Paris Biological
Society. March 18th, 1876, the case of a man aged
forty-eight, who had enjoyed good health up to 1807,
when he snffei'ed from a nervous attack, characterized

1)y loss of con.sciousness and paralysis of the right

arm. In 1874 the sight became impaired, but he was
otherwise in good health until February, 187o, when
he became affected with polyuria, polyphagia, and
polydipsia, and soon after, nocturnal incontinence of
mine. When the ])atii'nt was first seen by 51. Hayem,
the face was jjuffed and the lower limbs o['dematous.

The urine contained a certain anumnt of sugar Ijut no
albumen : he voided about four quarts and a half of
urine, containing al)Out two ounces of urea per diem.
After a treatment of twenty-eight days the patient
taking al>out one grain of opium per diem, the quan-
tity of urine diminished to about three pints, and the
urea to atjont seven drachms in the twenty-four hours.

The general health was much improved. It is sup-
posed that the opium acted as an alterative to the
nervous system. In similar cases Trousseau and
Bouchard succeeded with valerian.— I'he Lancet, June
17th.

Infective Substances.—Dr. Stucker, of . Lower
Austiia, proposes to divide infective substances in ac-

cordance with their place of origin into three groups,
viz.

:

1. Entogcnous, of which syphilis is undoulitedly an
example.

2. Amphigenons, as in the case of the agents which
have been thouglit to jiroduce diphtheritis.

3. Eetogenous, to which all those poisons, both
animal and vegetable, belong, which produce sim[)le

poisoning.

This classification has no reference to the question
of communicaliility. Its principle is quite trust-

worthy, because whatever advances may sul)sequently
be made in our knowledge, all infective substances
must be included in one or other of these groups.
Dr. Stucker considers it advi.sable to call tho.se diseases

zymotic whicli are cajjable of spontaneously multiply-
ing their causes, and to regard infective diseases as a
wider class, of whicli zymotic diseases are only a sub-
division. The animal poisons may thus be included
among the infective diseases without necessarily be-
longing to the zymotic.
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THE INFLUENCE OF THE MEDICAL PRO-
FESSION*.

The niiinncr in which the profession is expressing its

opinion upon many of tlie general questions l)caring

upon social and .sanitary reforms shows that it is

licginning to appreciate its legitimate relations to the

pul)lic. On the other hand, the eagerness with which

til? press sei/.e upon these opinions, aiul give tliem the

widest possilile puhlicity, is an evidence that they are

worthy of respectful consideration.

Hitherto, as a profession, we liave kept ourselves in

the liackground regarding the discussion of C|uestions

wliich affect tlie public good, and in which, as experts,

we should have taken a part. Tlie excuse for this

neglect has been the want of appreciation of such

services on behalf of the people. This, however, has

a foundation more appju'ent than real. We have,

however, no right to throw all the lihimo upon the

public for ignoring the value of suggestions whicli

we have l)een inclined to offer it, or of efforts wliicli

wo have made to give them a practical turn. The
,

people have not properly understood our motives, and i

liave been unable to separate what they consider class

interests from what we consider thi' pul>lic good. It

must not be denied that the cffDrts which the pro-

fession have made in bygone days to oiitjiin cl.iss legis- i

lation, and to protect what it was pleased to designate

professional rights, has tended to create suspicion, if i

not distrust, of any ])urely professional movement.
|

It may take considerable time before these prejudices

are entirely uprooted, some time bi-fore the pmbs-
sion, as a body, will pardon the wilfid neglect of its

former counsi-ls; l)Ut that a proper understanding is

being reached, we see the most encouraging evidences.

>Iedical men are not so reticent as foiinerly, and are

beginning to prove to the people that they can take

an interest in necessary reforms as good citizens and

as experts, entirely independent of individual or class

considerations. '

Fur from degrading itself in the eyes of the people,

' tlie profession is rising to the becoming dignity of a

liarned and liberal body. Its opinions are received

I

»ith flattering eagerness, and arc commanding dc-

s( ived respect. As a l>ody, we are taking rank with

the leaders of public opinion upon every sul)ject con-

ei ruing which we are qualified to .speak. In consider-

ali(m of these facts it is easy to see that our influence

must increas*' in i)ro|)ortii'ii as we use the opportunities

uliich are offered to us. The circumstances of ad-

vancing civilization, the growing importance of the

.science of preventive medicine, its widespread ramili-

cations into every social and political interest, force

upon us obligations which no code of ethics can

i<,'nore, and the discharge of which no false idea of

professional modesty should prevent. Tliat we are

Incoming equal to the emergency is one of tlie most

l)romising signs of tlie future.

Jlr. Gladstone, the Kiiglish statesman, recently gave

it as his opinion that, in comparison witli other pro-

fis-iions, ours is destined to become increasingly im-

portant and induential. This is an O[)inion which is

held, not by him alone, but by pulilic men in this and

other countries ; and if we can judge of the tone of

the public press, and the high regard which it has of

pmfessional services in state medicine, as indicating

popular sentiment, we are warranted in assuming that

till' opinion is well founded.

The 1)a6t few mcmths have been signalized by the

meetings of associations of almost every sort; and in

all of these, whore the voice of the medical profession

has been entitled to a hearing, the opi)ortunities for

extending its influence have not been lost. Leaving

oiil of consideration the societies which are strictly

medical in character, and in which pulilic questions

were occasionally discussed, we turn to tliose which

are more general in scope and more strictly associated

with political and social reforms. In these the medi-

cal man has made himself a prominent advocate of

advanced ideas, a strenuous supporter of radical re-

forms, and a judicious leader of pul)lic sentiment.

The papers upon the nature and treatment of lunacy,

inebriety, prostitution and kindred topics, read before

secular bodies, have been of thehiglast order of merit
;

and, while they i)rove the titiiess of the writers to

h.mdle the subjects, reflect credit upon the jirofe.ssion

ill the name of which they speak. This is as it should

be, and must ere long bear its legitimate fruits in

awakening public attention in hastening the enforce-

niriit of the necessary remedies.

Ill the meantime let us be patient an<l labor (Ui.

Not to make an invidious comparison with the work

in other associations, we cannot refrain from a special

allusion to the discussion of the school i|Uestion iieforo

till' Social Science .rVssociatiim, at its ifcent meeting in

.Siiratoga. In this we have a typical illustnilion of

the direction in which medical influenci' can Im- exerted

with the greatest beiielit to all eoneerned. To tliu

profusaiou is due almost all the credit which may conio
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from the agitation of the questions bearing upon school

hygiene; and that influence is being created in higli

places is another evidence of the power of professional

opinion and the force of professional character. In

the reports of this Association, published l)y the daily

press, side by side with elaborate papers on civil

service reform, tlie money and labor question, we have

full abstracts of pajiers on near-sightedness and deaf-

ness in school children, on contagious diseases in

schools, on school arcliitecture, drainage, etc. Here,

too, is au illustration of the necessity of leaving the

discussion of one of the most important reforms of the

age almost entirely in the hands of the medical pro-

fession. Tlie manner in which they have treated the

subject from the beginning shows that they are in

earnsst in tlieir laudable efforts. The principles upon

which thase reforms must be founded are well enough

understood by the ])rofession at large ; it only needs

to convince the public of their necessity to have the

remedies applied. It will not serve our present pur-

pose, then, to refer in detail to the measures proposed;

but we cannot refrain from expressing our hearty

comnifudation of the manner in which the different

subjects were presented by those gentlemen who took

part in tlie discussion. Notably among these were

Drs. O'Sullivan and Loring, of New York ; D. P.

Lincoln, Edes, Bowditch, Blake, and Nichols, of Bos-

ton ; Spalding, of Maine, and Hewitt, of Providence.

Hcports of Socictixs.

AMERICAN GYNECOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

FIRST ANNUAL MEETING.

Wednesd-yy, September 13.

—

First Day.—Morning
Session.

The American Gynecological Society convened in

the city of New York Sept. 13, 1876, and was called

to order at 10 a.m. by the President, Dii. Fokdyce
Barker.

Dr. T. G. Thomas, Ciiairman of the Committee of
Arrangements, gave the guests, and the memliers,

who had honored the Society with their presence, a

most coidial welcome, and moved that Di'. Robert
Barnes be invited to take a seat upon the platform.

The following g;ntlemeii were received as ineraliers

by invitation : Dr.s. Trenholme. of Montreal ; Hadden,
of Toronto; Taglia|)oro. of Georgia; Rosebrugh, of
Hamilton, Canada; and Reamy, of Cintinnati.

Tlie first pajier for the session was read by Dr. T.

Addis E-M.met, of New York,

ON INCISION OV the CERVIX UTERI.

In this pajicr was given an analysis of 343 casjs of
different forms of fle.xures treated in Dr. Emmet's
private hospital, and the taliulated statistics made
from observations U|)on 2,447 cases suffering f.-om vari-

ous diseases and injuries jieculiar to wom n.

Dr. Emmet recognized two classes of ca.ses: First,

where the flexure was congenital and situ.iti'd at or

below the vaginal junction. Dysmenorrhoea, if present,

v.'as present at the beginning of the flow, but was re-

lieved as soon as the flow was estalilished, becans3 of
the straightening of the cervix in cimsequence of the

menstrual congestion, and for the relief of this flexure

he divided the posterior lip backward, in the median
line, with a jiair of scissors. The operation was attended
with but little danger if the patient was properly cared
for, from the; fact that the organ was otherwise in a
comparatively healthy condition. Second, where the

flexure was in the Ijody of the uterus, either ante-

version or retroversion, and was developed subsequent
to pulierty. Dysnienorrlirea was present all tlirougli

the flov,'. for the obstruction became exaggerated liy

the menstrual congestion. That was due to the fact

that the disease was confined chiefly to one side of the
organ, and the circulatiim was comparatively free on
the opposite side. In the second class of cases, if the

flexure had long existed, the tissues, at the point of

greatest constriction, gradually underwent fatty de-

generation from pressure, and al)sor|)tion occurred,

causing a permanent deformity, as after caries of the

spine. AVhcn a case of that variety was met, after

careful treatment iiad been instituted and a point

reached at which all tenderness on pressure had been
removed, and not until then, it was often judicious to

divide the cervix Ijackward, and to incise forward
the seat of flexure above, sufficiently to open the

canal. To operate early in tlie second class of cases,

before th(^ jiatient 'vas cured, that is, before the con-
gestion and iufianimation were removed, was regarded
as malpractice.

The President remarked that the paper before the

Society embraced new pathological views wliich
shonlcl be carefully scrutinized, and to that end he
hoped the discussion would be frank, bold, and de-

cided, and free from all personalities. It had been
expected that Dr. Sims, of New York, would be pres-

ent, as he had indicated his intention of so doing in a

letter sent to the President ; but, it was to be regret-

ted, he was absent.

Dr. E. R. Peaslbe, of New York, then opened the

discussion by saying that he accepted every woid Dr.

Emmet had said, as far as it was practical; the statistics,

as a matter of course, slionld be accepted. He was
glad to have the opportunity to make that statement,

for he had been misunderstood liy many with regard
to his ideas upon this subject that had been expressed

in a paper read before the New York Academy of
Medicine early in the summer.

Di'. Peaslee tlien read from his jiaper, of which an ab-

stract was published in The Recoud for July 24. 1876,

what he had stated with reference to posterior discis-

sion of the cervix uteri, bilateral discission, and the

superficial incision, and disputed the assertion that

he had made claims to jiriority for the latter. He had
brought the superficial incision proiuineiitly before the

profession, but had not intended to make any impe-
rious claim upon it. The doctor further remarked that

he had been told Dr. Sims would be present, and
would anniliilate the paper which he had read, and he
had invited some of his friends to be present as mourn-
ers upon the occasion, Ijut he was sorry to learn that

Dr. S. w.as not to be present. He wished the fullest

criticism of his paper, for he was entirely above all

personal considerations in the matter.

The President then introduced Dr. Robert
Barnes, of London, who. after thanking the Society
for the cordial greeting which it had given him, re-

marked witli regard to many cases of retroversion be-

comin'j; cases of retroflexion aliout the time of i)ul)er-

tv. as mentioned in Dr. Emmet's paper, that it was a

difficult matter to determine, as we did not have the
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opportunity to ex:imine tlio patient so tJmt we niif;lit

know wlitit tlio prccisr romlition was. He was satis-

tuil, however, that many of the eases were eoni;enital.

lull at wliat time they Ivj^an to develop tlie form of

ilisplaccment present wlien examineil. he was uualile to

say. anil conld hardly nndcrstand how they slionld

l»j^in a-i cis;'S of retroversion. Dr. Barnes was of the

opinion tliat we could |)nietically disregard the idea
of stenosis of the os intennim. for lie had never met
with a ease in whieh the .sound eould not lie pas.^ed

throu'.;li that opening. It mijiht he narrowed l>y Ile\-

ure, tint then it was not cured liy ineision, and sueh
operation under those eircnnistances was unnecessary.

He regarded incision as a dani;erons operation. In a

;5rcat majority of eases dysnunonlKea euuld lie re-

lieved by enlariiiuf; th.> os exteruuin simply, and if

tli'.xnre was present to some extent it liecame relieved hy
the same operation. The incision in such cases need
not lie large, and could he most conveniently made liy

means <if scissors. In some cases it might lie necessary

to repeat the operation. The patient reiiuired prepara-

tion, and should remain in hed for a week after it

had lieen performed. Even with the modified form
of operation he had three fatal eases.

Dit. .J. P. WiiiTK. of Buffalo, remarked that if

called upon to adopt either Simpson's, Sims"s. or Peas-

lee's operation, he should adopt the latter and make
the superlieial incision. He was of the o]iini(in tliat

Dr. Emmet in his paper had given too little attenticiii

to stenosis of the cervical canal, and he lielieved that it

might lie presi nt ind' ptndint of flexure. Tlie doctor
then |iroceeded tn make some remarks upon the treat-

nr/nt of narrowing of the eanal of the cervix, no niat-

tkT what the cans might he upon which it deiiended.
Operative procediu'e was, in his <ipinion, the only
means whieh would afford relief. He made the lii-

lateral incision by preference, and perhaps a little

deeper than recommended Iiy Dr. Peaslee. Ho per-

formed the operation with a small knife, jieihaps no
larger than a tenntomy knife, with lonir handle, and
kept the edges of the Wound separated liy cotton, and
sul)S"(pienlly by means of a dilator which he ex-

hibited. Almost .all cases of dysmenorrlnea had been
immensely benefited by this procedure. He made
'li ' ineision nirhj in the treatment (if dysmenorrhiea,
and expected the cure to goon jmri juimoi with tlie

cnve of the wound in those cases where there was pres-

I'Uf gnat systemic disturlmnce.

The discussion was continued by Drs. Howard and
Wilson, of naltimore; Drs. I. E. Taylor and Pi'aslee.

of Xew York ; Dr. Smith, of Philadi'lphia ; Dr. IJyrne.

of Brooklyn ; Dr. KiKsebrugh, of Canada, and Dr.

Chadwiek, of Bostnn.

.\fti-r the nppiiintment of the Xoniinatiug and
.Auditing Coiiiniittees, the Society adjourned to meet at

:! i-,.M,

Fiii.sT D.VY.

—

.Vftkknoox Session.

The Society w,a.<i called to order by the President,

and the following gentlemen named as invited gu sts:

Drs. \Vm, Fox, of Madison, Wis. ; (J. E. SussdnrtT,

of Macon, (teorifia ; Charles Shepard. of Grand
Uipids. .Mich.: F. X. Evelith. of Waldoboro, Me.

;

T. P. Seeley, of Chicago, and Dr. ,Iohn T. Ilodgen.

of St. Louis.

The first paper for the afternoon .session was read by

Du. A. J. C. Skkne, of Brooklyn,

ox < rr.MllKES OK TIIK CKUVIX I.TKUI .\M> V.\OIN\ .

In this pnpi'r Dr. Skene considered in a brief and

concise manner the causes, symptom?, and physical

signs to whieli snch cicatrices might give rise, nnd
llien studied the treatment under two heads: fii-.t,

L4uarding against their formation : seciiid, the treat-

ment direct for the relief of the c<inditi<in present.

Under the first head it was mainl.iined that lacera-

tions should be immediately brought together by su-

tures. When it became necessary to apply caustics, a

portion of the mucous membrane should be left un-

touched, if possible, .Ml that the eschar would not c<ini-

pletely circumscribe the canal.

The indications under the latter head were to re-

lieve jiain, prevent contraction, and when deformities

existed to correct them. Those ri quire n er.ts ci ii!d

111- best fulfilled by complete removal of the cicatrix ;

liiit that was not always praetitable, however, and
should never be undertaken in casts where the scar

was attached to the subjacent tissues. Shorti ning of

the cicatrix could be prevented by cutting it in one or

more places, and tlien using a tampon or pessary to

keep the edges of the wound separated. Wiien it

surrounded the os externnm.it should be dividid

upon two sides, and a sea-tangle tent worn duiing the

process of healing.

The freciueiit use of the sound might answer the

same purpose. The elm-baik tampon was highly

neommended, and it was thought that tlie nomial
]iartsof the vagina could In- enlarged, so as to com-
pensate, to some extent at least, for the loss of ro< ni

lucasioned by the contraction of the cicatrix. For
the relief of the pain and teiiderniss. the ineision

sometimes gave immense relief. Tr. opii. aconite,

and iodine comliined was recommended to soften the

cicatrix. The doctor then related cases illnstiative

<if the statements made in his ]iapcr,

Dr, Tr[;miot,mk, of Montreal, commended the

principle of continued pressure with slight ineiaii ns

ill the treatment of this class of cases, and fuiihermore

expressed the Imiie that the Association would express

itsc'lf somewhat strongly concerning the indiscrimi-

nate use of caustics in the treatment of diseases of

women,
Dn, Bvroiin, of Chicago, spoke very favorably of

the slippery elm tampon after division of the cica-

trix.

Dn. Emmet drew attention to one point which had
bi en omitted by the author of the |ia)ier, namely, the

elTect upon the nervous system produced by the cicatrix,

lie was of the opinion that the man who succeeded

best in the treatment of uterine disease was the one
whose treatment Avas followed by the smalhst amount
of cicatricial tissue. For the nerves become involved

in the scar, and give rise to immense trouble in the way
of neundgic pain, especially where the parts about the

neck of the uterus and the urethra were affe<-ted.

Dn. E. W. Jenks, of Detroit, thi-n read a paper

ON TIIE t.SES OF VIHL'IlXr.VI PUl.'NII^Ol.IUM IS TIIK

TUE.\T.MENT of DISE.\SES ok WO.MES.

The hark of the root should be usid. .\ fluid ex-

Iraet was exhibited prepared from that portion of the

plant, and was recommended in drachm doses as ii

uti-rine sedative of great service, espc<-ially in the

iiemagement of cases of threateni'd abortion. It was
vi-_'arded as .serviceable in the treiitment of all iitirini!

diseases characleri/ed by loss of lilood, such as nien-

orrhagia. metr<irrlia;;ia. et<-. : and also in the treat-

iinnt of nearly all forms of dysmenorrhiea. It was
iiiiHidered as beiiiLT in-utli<ieiitly sedative to relieve

-|ianinodic and neuralgic dysmi'norrho'a.

Dr. B.\tv;.<, of Xew York, remarked that he had
11- d the drug to a certain extent, and that it certainly

had power to prevent abortion, especially in those
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instances where the accideut had become habitual.

He thoui;ht its action was tonic and sedative.

Dr. WitiTE. of Buffalo, was unable to see how any
uterine sedative could arrest the clianges whicli took
place in the ovum, and upon whicli the great majority
of abortions depended. Still he suggested tliat it Ije

thoroughly tested l)y tlie profession, for at present we
had :io uterine sedative among our commonly em-
ployed therapeutical agents.

Dii. Jenks, in response to several inquiries, remarked
that he had used tlie drug somewhat empirically,

had no theory concerning its physiological action, and
tliat lie would not hesitate to sulistitute it for opium.

Dr. .losRi'ii A. Eve was named as an invited guest,

and invited to a seat upon the ijlatform.

Dr. T. Paiivin, of Indianapolis, reported a case of

ABNORMAL MENSTRUATION,

in which there was an oozing of blood every twenty-
eight days from the lower lip and gums, and con-
tinued for five or si.x days. Tire hemorrhage was
mostly from the gums.
The last paper for tlie afternoon session was one

from Dii. Stoker, of Boston,

ON THE IMPORTANCE OP THE UTERINE EBB .4.S A
FACTOR IN UTERINE SURGERY.

Dr. Storer believed that there was an elil) and
flow in the female body especially, which occurred
regularly like the tides, or day and night, and which
should lie observed carefully if the o]ierator would
have the greatest possible success attend his opera-
tions. He had performed serious surgical operations
upon the pelvic organs during the catanienial tiow,

and with success. But, all things being equal, pelvic

operations should be [lerformed about one week after

the menstrual period had ceased, or at a period cor-

responding to that time in cases where the catamenial
discharge was not present.

Dr. Campbell, of Georgia, remarked that he fully

endorsed the principle set forth in Dr. Storer's paper,

and that he had acted in accordance with it from the

beginning of his gynecological operations. 'Wlietlier

the operation was upon the uterus, vagina, or even for
the removal of haMiiorrhoids, he had been accustomed
to perform it aliout a week subsequent to the cessation
of the catamenial discharge.

The Society then adjourned to meet at 10 a.m., Sep-
tember 14.

Thursday, SEPTE>rBEK 14.

—

Second Day.—Morning
Session.

The hour of 10 a.m. having arrived, the Society was
called to order by the President, and the reception of
two communications announced, which were read by
the Secretary.

On motion, it was decided to comply with the
request emiiodied in each, as far as possilile, and
with respect to Dr. Dalton's communicaticm, it was
moved to extend to him the invitation that he should
make his report to this Association at its next annual
meeting. The communication related to the corpus
lutcum.

Thj following gentlemen were elected members by
invitation : Drs. Ira Russell, of Massachusetts

; Ward,
of ."Vlabama, and B. B. Brown, of Baltimore.

Dr. Bvpord. Vice-President, was called to the chair.

The President's address being next in order. Dr.
Barker delivered an interesting and valuable address,
which was listened to throughout with the closest at-

tention. The character and ability of the papers,

which were to give the proper status to the Society,

were carefully referred to, and a high-toned position

taken relative to the discussions to which they might
give rise. The doctor argued in favor of demanding
papers of the highest order from candidates for ad-
mission, and believed that, when conducted with care

and in the [iroper spirit, the most valualde discussions

were oral.

A comparison between the period at which this

Society started and that which the year commem-
orated was then instituted, and in it was clearly

brought out the progress which the science and art of
medicine has inafle within one huntlred years, as

especially pertaining to the dejjartment of obstetrics

and gynecology. "Yet," said the speaker, "no
definite future has been obtained ; no man can rely

upon liis present achievements."

In conclusion, the ho])e was expressed that the

Society might prove itself one which should command
the respect and approval of the highest and most cul-

tivated judgment of the scientific world, and not incur

the reproach which .Job in his liitteruess uttered, " Ye
are all physicians of no value."

On motion of Dr. Ch.vdwick. of Boston, a vote of
thanks was tendered tlie President for his most ex-

cellent address.

Dr. Robert Barnes, of London, was next in-

troduced, and read a jjaper

ON SOME OP the relations OP PREGNANCY TO GEN-
ERAL pathology.

Tlie name of the reader was sufiicient to secure for

him the closest attention, while bringing oitt interest-

ing points liy a comprehensive consideration of the

general influence of pregnancy upon the female
organism.
The influence of menstruation, ovulation, and many

other conditions upon the general economy had been
carefully studied, but they had been considered in too

detached portions. For example, if the study of

albuminuria or Bright's diseas? was limited to thosj

cases occurring in men, or in women outside of preg-

nancy, we should be of the opinion that organic

change in the structure of the kidnev was an essential

condition to the development of the disease. The con-

dition of pregnancy threw an entirely new flood of

liglit u|)on that interesting but serious affection.

From that point Dr. Barnes proceeded to study the

chemical change in the constitution of the blood which
occurred during pregnancy, togetlier with the change
in the dynamics of the circulation. The changes in

the glandular system were referred to, notably those

taking place in the thyroid, spleen, liver, kidney, etc.

Light might be thrown upon diseases of tlie eye by
studying them in connection with pregnancy, and a

form of amaurosis associated with that conditit)n was
mentioned, and from which recovery took place.

The changes in the function of respiration in preg-

nancy were referred to, and the influence which car-

bonic acid gas had in producing abortion was
ccnisidered at some length. There was no evidence

that the disturbances in the skin could produce the

same result, but it was maintained that defective

action of this great glandular surface might increase

the defective action of the liver, kidneys, and lungs.

The influence of pregnancy in favoring coagulation

of the blood was considered, and the three factors

found which predisposed to the formation of thrombi
;

namely, some degree of arrest in its movement, the

peculiar condition of the blood, and the introduction

of some foreign material that favored the precipitation
' of fibrin.
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IIeim)iTlmj,'e8 occiinin^ in prcfiimiu-y iiii>,'lit evi-

dence a high iirtciiiil tension, and in many eases Im'

a sahitaiy measure. t'ouM we, liy means of the sphyir-
nuigraiili, or any other instrmneiit, tell when arterial

tension was risinij too lli^'ll. shonhl we not undertalM-
the removal of the i)ressnre liy ilrawing a small atnounl
of blood ; or at least increase the watei y secretion from
the l)ow<;ls hy means of hyilra^of{iie eatliartics <

The paper was replete with sngs^estions, hnt our
space does not permit a more extended abstract.
On motion made liy Dn. 1>i;.vsi.i:k, a vote of thanks

was extended to Dr. Harms for his able paper.
TiiK PuiisiDKNT rennirked that the paper was so

suggestive in all directions in eonn<ction witii general
pmctical pathi>logy, it certainly must be dillieidt to
discuss it

;
yet he would call upon Dr. Peaslee, who

was so distinguished a physiologist before he came
to he so cuiinent a gynecologist, to open the discus-
sion.

Du. Pe.\sli:b remarked, with regard to the main
proposition of the ])aper, that very much could bi-

learned in general pathology from a carefid study of
special pathological conditions which aecompanied
and were brought about by iitero-gestation. For, in

that condition, everything was subordinated to the
development of tlie uterus on the one hand, and its

contents on the other. Every function of the body
was modified, and most of tlicr suggestions made by
Dr. Barnes we were compelled to acknowledge as
true and conscientU)Us statements. Like the saying
of the poet. "They have all been felt before, "but
never so well expressed."

Dr. Peaslee referred to the value of the paper in

another respect ; namely, as bearing upon certain con-
ditions following parturition, or, it might be, in-

dependent of tiiat act. When sub-involution or
chronic pa.ssive congestion was present, he rifgaided
the condition as one in which tliere was at work, as
it were, a continued pregnancy ; and more or less de-
rangement of the liver, lungs, the kidneys and stom-
ach existed as long as either those conditions re-

mained. As far as effects were concerned they wert'

cases of continued jiregnaney, and it was important
that such factor should be recogniztd.
Dn. W. T. Lu.sK, of New York, remarked that he

had been especially im|)ressed with the remaiks Dr.
Barnes liad made concerning the intlueiice of preg-
nancy upon malarial poison in the system, and related
a case in which the woman had been thi' subject of
malarial poisoning, but in whom chill after chill was
developed immediately upon her sulisecjuent pregnan-
cy, and continued in spite of all treatment tlirouglmut
utero gestation. Iimncdiately after confinenuut tin-

attacks ceased.

Dr. Lusk inquired of Dr. B. whether any exper-
iments had been made whicli proved that carbonic
acid gas had power of acting in an isolated manni-r
upon any organ or organs in the body. The paper
was furtlier discu-ssed by Drs. Hichardson, of Boston,
and Noeggerath, of New York.

Dn. I5.MISES, in closing the discussion, remarked
that the conditions to which Dr. Peaslee had drawn
attention were very striking illustrations, and ex-

tremely valuable, because they showed that the prac-
tical gynecologist could not in any |)nre sense be a

specialist. He nuist extend his observations to the

general .system as well as direct attentiiui to the organ
nt fault. True specialists were those who attended to

diseases of the nervous system, liver, etc., and neg-
lected the uterus. The true gynecologists wen? the

"all around" practitioners. The case citi'd by Dr.

Lusk illustrated the statement already made that it

' was hardly worth while to treat many conditions oc-
curring in pregnancy as long as the pregnancy con-
tinued ; an<l when that condition had pa.ssed most of
the derangements would have disapi)eared. Dr.
Ilarncs, in answer to the question asked by Dr. Lusk,
ivfera'd to a number of instan<is wheie abortion
had folhjwed the inhalation of poisom)us quantities

' of carbonic acid gas. facts which seemed to show that
it had a distinct effect upon the gravid uterus. It

j

was also a well-established fact that carbtmie acid gas
,
stimulated the action of inorganic muscular fibre.

The next paper was read liy Du. Bvfoud, of
Chicago,

ON TUE SfOSTANEOCS .\ND .\HTri-!(I.\L DISINTEOIIATION
OF FIBHOUS TCMOKS OF THIi ITEHUS.

Tlie history of three cases was related. The disin-
tigration in two of them was believed to be due to the
influence of ergot.

In a majority of cases the drug eoidd be tolerated
liy tlie stomach and might be administered in twenty
or thirty drop doses twice or three or four tiim s a day,
uid continued for a year, without ])iiiducing any toxic

i effects. Sometimes a few doses only were necessary to
effect all that was desired.

Dr. S. S. Purple, Presiilent of the New York Acad-
emy of Jledicine, was made a member by invitation.

i
The Society then adjourned until 3 i-.m.

Second Day.—AFTEnsooK Session.

The Society was called to order by the President,
and the first paper read by Dn. T. G. Thomas, of New-
York,

ON abdominal l'HEGNAyCT TliEATED I!V GASTIiOTOMY.

The [laiier contained the report of a case with com-
ments, and the following points were noted. Early
diagnosis was made important, and jjrompt surgical
interference recommended, not uniformly, but in cer-

tain cases non-interference would be criminal. No
positive rule could be laid down. In the present in-

stance fluid from the sac was submitted to an excellent
microscopist, who declared that it ccntained what he
liL-lieved to be the ovarian eor|)Uscle. The placenta was
left in. situ ; the external wound was kept open by a
drainage tube: the sac was washed out with anti-

srptic injections, as symptoms of seiitica-mia were de-
veloped on the fourteenth day ; and in the fifth week
the placenta, partially deCompoMd, appeared at the
opening and was removed. The child was well dc-
vclopeil, but its death had been caused by a hair
tightly encircling the funis and cutting olT all circu-

lation.

When the peritoneum was reached it was found so
hypertrophied that liad not the doctor been positive in

his diagnosis he should have regarded it as a condi-
tion a.sRociated with ovaiiancyst and |>roce( ded to

peel it off from the abdominal walls, and probably
brought about a fatal result.

Du. Byfokd, Vice-President, in the Chair, called
upon Dr. Barnes to open the discussion. Tin- doctor
made some interesting remarks touching the ditliculty

of diagnosis, and believed that the diagnosis by the
presence or aljsence of what had bicn calh d the ova-
rian corpuscle w-as unsafe, lb- coineidul witli Dr.

Thoimis in the view that the i)lacenta should n-main
undisturli(-d. but he was not quite so certain that the
i-xternal wound .should be kept open. The propriety
of opening the wound upon the first development of
symptoms of septica-mia was pi-rfectly clear.

Dit. ExuEi,.\iASN, of .St. Louis, thought that a differ-
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ential diagnosis bstwecn ovarian cyst and otliei- condi-

tions could not be made Ijy microscopical examination.

Dii. DkysdaLB, of Philadelphia, remarked that he

had made over 1,500 examinations of fluid from the

abdomen, and had not failed in a single instance,

when proper care was exercised, in making a differen-

tial diagnosis between ovarian and any other form of

alidiminal tumor. The doctor stated briefly the tests

which U:; commoidy employed to determine the char-

acter of the cell.

Du. CuADwrcu's experience had been unfavorable to

the so called ovarian corpuscle as a pathognomonic; cell.

Du. Byfokd's experience, as far as it went, in thirty

or forty instances, coi-roborated that given by Dr.

Drysdale.
Dii. Thomas, in closing the discussion, remarked

that the b;;st microscopists of this city had failed to

make a diagnosis of ovarian tumor by a microscopical

examination of the fluid, and he had come to regard

it as an unreliable aid. Still he did Dr. Drysdale

credit by saying that the diagnosis had been correct,

as proved by operation, in every instance in wliieli he

had submitted fluid to him for such examination.

AVith I'egard to the pi-opriety of leaving an opening

for the escape of the placenta the cpiestion was not

whither it might not be removed by nature after the

opening was closed, but whetlier it would not lie safer

f ir the patient to leave the 0|)ening for the discharge

of detritus. He regarded it as an nn,safe conclusion

that when aeptiaMnia showed itself we might then

make an opening.

PNEaMATIC SEr.F-KF.PLACBMENr IN DISLOCATION OF
THE GRAVID AND NON-GR.WID UTBUUS

was the title of a paper read by Dr. PI. F. Cajipbell,

of Georgia.

The pajjer was discussed at some length by Drs.

Parvin, Kmniet, Munde. Smith, of Philadelphia,

Cliadwick, Peaslee, and Wilson.

The Society then adjourned, to meet at 10 a.m. on

Friday, September 15.

Friday, September 15.

—

Third Day.—Morning
Session.

The Society was called to order by the President,

and Dr. Edward Wilson, of Philadelphia, elected

member by invitation.

Dr. Hyford's paper upon the spontaneous and arti-

ficial disintegration of uterine fil^roids being open for

discussion,

—

Dr. Atlee, of Philadelphia, remarked that he

should restrict what he had to say to the natural

efforts of ths womb to disintegrate these tumors, and
thonglit that such disintegration was confined to the

submucous variety. In sucli cases there was no doubt
i'ut that when the capside liecame inflamed, ulcerated,

and ruptured, the natural efforts of the uterus might
force tiie tumor fi'om its cavity into the external world.

The vitality of the tumor was not great, and when
exposed to the atmosphere l)y rupture of the capsule,

it took on a species of decay, analogous to that seen

in fruit, or the dry-rot in wood, which extends from
one point to another, until the greater portion of the

tumor might be subjected to that destructive change.

When sueli condition was i)resent, the tumor should

be rapidly expelled or quickly removed by artificial

means, for there was great danger of systemic |ioison-

ing. In the meantime, such toxic state should be

guarded against by the free use of antiseptic injec-

tions. Dr. Atlee spoke of filjroids in connection

with parturition, and in conclusion sustained the posi-

tion taken l:iy Dr. Byford in his paper.

Dr. Otoodeli.. of Philadelphia, mentioned a casein
which the fibi-oid was situated in Ih fundus of the

uterus, the capsule was incised, ergot administered,

and a large portion of the tumor thrown off in frag-

ments.
Dr. Drysdale, of Philadelphia, called attention to

the use of large doses of ergot in this connection, and
stated that he had administered 3 ss. doses of Squilib's

fl. ext., t. i. d.. continiuuisly for a year without pro-

ducing deleterious elf, cts.

Du. Emmet, of "New York, was of the opinion th.at

only when the tumor was situated so as to bring the

gravity to bear in effecting its expulsion was ergot of

any service as an exjudsive agent.

Dr. Tiiom.^s, of Xew York, believed that the action

of ergot in these cases was twofold, and that the tv.'o

should not be confounded. First, it unquestionably
assisted the uterus in expelling the tumor, when sit-

uated so that it could be forced into the utei'ine cavity.

Second, Hildebrandt had shown conclusively, that

ergot affected the blood-vessels of an interstitial

tumor, in accordance with the same law which gov-
erned its influence upon blood-vessels in other ))arts

of the body. Tliat action should not be overlooked,

and it was by no means secondary in importance.

Dr. E. NoEGfiERATn, of New York, then read a

paper on

L.\TENT OONOUUnaSA, BSPECI.VLLY WITH REGARD TO ITS

INFLUENCE ON FERTILITY IN WO.MEN,

in which he set forth the doctrine tliat gonorrhcea
persisted for life in certain sections of the organs of

generation, notwithstanding its apparent cure; and
maintained that that fact explained to some e-xtent the

prevalence of uterine disease in large cities; why
blooming girls faded so soon after marriage; why
treatment of certain cases of uterine disease seemed to

have no effect ; why sterility was so abundant.

The paper was somewhat shar|)ly criticised by Drs.

Trenholme, of Montreal; Engelmann, of St. Louis;

Cliadwick, of Boston; and .Joluison. of AVaslMngton.

Dr. Noeggerath replied witii consideral)le vigor.

The Secretary then read a paper which had been
received from Dr. Albert Wiltshire, of London,
England, on

DEATH FRO.M URIN.HMIA IN CERTAIN CASES OF MAIJG-
NANT DISEASES OP TIIE UTERUS.

The paper was discussed by Drs. Parvin, of Indiana-
polis

; C'am|jbell, of Georgia ; Skene, of Brooklyn
;

Wilson, of Baltimore, and the President.

Dr. G. .1. ExGBL.MANN, of St. Louis, then presenteil

the abstract of a paper on

MENSTRUAL IIYSTERO-NEUROSIS OF THE STOMACH.

On motion, it was resolved that the Society did not

hold itself resp(>nsible for any views expressed in pa-

])ers tliat might appear in its Transactions, but that

they were to be regarded simply as the views of the

authors.

The Society adjourned to meet at 3 p.m.

Third Day.—Afternoon Session.

The Society was called to order by the President.

The first order of business was the reading of a

paper and presentation of specimens by Dr. E. K.

Peaslee, of New York, entitled

SOLID uterus—ROTH OVARIES REMOVED FOR THE RE-

LIEF OF EPILEPTIC SEIZURES RELIEVED TO DEPEND
UPON OVARIAN IRRIT.VTION.

Dr. Peaslee's operation was performed through the

abdominal wall. Fatal peritonitis ensued.
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Dit. TuKNiioi.MK, of ^lonticnl. rcl;iti-<l two nisos in

\vlii<li liu liiul ivmovcil the ovarii's, and recovery fol-

lowcil in l>olli instanc'fs. One operaliim was sii|>ia-

puliie and the oilier vaginal. The paper was fnrther
(lisciissetl liy Di's. Thomas, Xoe-r-ieiath, and Emmet.

Dr. (Jacnslon, of Te.xas, wa.s elected memlier by in-

vitation.

Dii. W. GixiDKi.L, of Pliiladelpliia. tlini re.id

per, entitled

Cr.INIC.\L MEMOIR ON SOMK OP TIIK ()KNIT.\r. LESIONS
OK ClIll.U IlKl),

ill uliich lie maintained that the condition of tin

woman was bettered, when laceration of the perimiiiii

occurred, by closing; it at once with silver-wire sntiires,

lie v.as liy no means so sure what should be the course
of the physician in cases of laceration of the reeto-

va;;inal septum proper. Such rupture usually escaped
notice because it healed spontaneously.

Hit. Kmmet favored closure with sutures as soon ns

])ossible.

Dit. C.VMPisF.i.T, favored immediate closure, especially

in partial lacerations.

1)1!. Wilson favored immediate closure in a nuijori

ty of cases.

Dk. Skkxe urged immediate closure of the laceia

tion by sutures.

l)n. Jenks remarked that he should not expect
union to occur if the laceration was united at once
after considerable manipulation about the jjart.s had
lieen necessary to etfect the delivery.

Dr. IIow.mji) icinarked that he had been more suc-

cessful in the performance of the primary than the

secondary operation.

TiiK Pkksikknt was compelled to differ from the

majoiity of opinions e.\pre.ssed upon the ipiestion.

The PiiKsiDENTalso announced that he had received

a letter from Dr. Sims, in which he stated tliat it was
one of the jireat disapiiointments of liis life that he

had not been able to be present. He had not yet

sailed from Kuropc.
The papers announced ujion tlic programme woie

regarded as having been read by title, and referred to

the Publication Committee. They were as follows:

Brtttey's Operation for the Extirpation of the Ova-
ries, by Dr. K. Battey. of Home, Ga.

Hydrate of Chloral in Obstetric Practice, by Dr. W.
L. Kichardson, of [Soston.

A Cast- of Labor Complicated with Four Large Uter-

ine Fibroids and Placenta Pnevia; also a paper on
Masturbation in Women, a report of seventeen cases

treated with bromide of potash, by Dr. .). 1!. Chad-
wick, of Boston.

A paper from I.awsnn Tait, of England.
Ca.ses of Cystic Tumoi-s of the Pelvis, by Dr. G. H.

Bixby, of Boston.

AVIiat is the History <if Calculi formed in the Blad-
der after Operation for V'esico-vaginal Kistuhv ! by
Dr. H. F. Campbell, of Augusta, (ta.

The othcers of the Association for 1870 were re-

elected.

The hour for adjournment having arrived, the Pre-

sident congratulated the Fellows upon a most aus-

liicioiis inauguration of the Society, and declared

it adjourned to meet at Boston in llie last week of

Jlay, 1S77.

Staklet Ff.veu i'Kor.v(i.vTKi) KuoM Milk.— Dr.

Buchanan, in his rr'port on a recent oiitbn uk of acarlc^t

fever in South Kensini;ton, says that the disease was

apparently propagated tlirough the agency of milk.

Coricspontifiicf.

SIMS' AND NOTTS SPECULUM. •

To THE EDiTon OF Thb Mkdical Riionni).

DeahSiu:—In your journal of Sept. !)tli there is a

(lit of a coiiibincd Sims' and Notfs speculuui, with a
description of the instniiiicnt by WaU<M- K Gilhlte,

M. D., of New York, from which paper I c|iiote as fol-

lows: " I present lurewilli a cut of a combined Sims'
and Nott's speculum which was made at my sugges-
tion two years ago by Dr. Leonard, of Sheparil &
Dudley's."

I regret that theDjctor had not used the instrument
before, and am gratified that he now employs it in

preference to many others. I have liked it for over
four years, and have had one that length of time in

daily use which answers in every lespect to the cut

and description of Dr. Gillette, even to Van Buren's
iiirve in the Sims' blade for rectal examination. To
my knowledge, there are (luite a number of the same
pattern of instruments, and of the same.'ige as mine, in

existence. Four years ago la.st February I suggested
to Mr. StohliiKiiui. of Ticiiiann A; Co., New York, cer-

tain improveiucnts in Notl"s speculum. Mr. S. further
iiiiproved the jilan which I present! d to him. and
manufactured the instrument so well delineated and
described in the Recoud of September 'Jth.

E. AV. Jenks.

IS ALCOHOL A FOOD?
To THE EnrroR of The Medical lluconD.

Dear Sir:—In your report of the late meeting of "Tlie
International Medical Congress," an abstract of a

paper apjiears on "Alcohol in its Therapi'nli<al Rela-

tions as a Food and a Medicine," by Dr. E. JI. Hunt, of

New Jersey, together with the following conclusions
of the author, which "were ordered to be transmit tid

' to" certain temperance organizations:
1 "1. Alcohol is not shown to be a definite food by
' any of the usual methods of chemical analysis or

physiological investigation." fin order to be liiicf, wi'

I will not quote the remaining three conclusions, as tln'y

have no direct reference to the eoiiimi nts which v.e

intend to make on the first.

j

j
A paper like this, in which the author profissisto

have examined the most important researches on alco-

liiil that were ever made, and v.hich receives the sanc-

tion and ratification of •"The World's Medical Con-

I

git'ss," comes before us with more than oidinary

gravity and authority, and hence it demands our
! serious consideiaiion.

In regard to the first proposititm we can only .say

!
that, aside of the false and erroneous light in which

I

il undertakes to place alcohol, it is constructed in llie

most vague and unfortunate language. It is a con-

;

elusion without containing any moral, for it leaves it an
> open question, after all, whether alcohol is actually a

food or not. For if " alcohol is not shown to be a

food by any of the usual methods of chemical analysis

or pliy.siological investigation." it can perhaps be, or

is demonstrated to be a food by some unusual method
of investigation. We have not read more of Dr.

Hunt's pajier than the mere abstract which is given in

your journal, but if the conclusion which the author
draws is in accordance and has any I'onnection with
the premises of his paper, then in every sense of jus-
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tice and honor do we enter our most earnest protest

against what seems to us a most ungenerous attemijt

at misrepresenting the views entertained on tliis ques-

tion by tlie late Dr. Anstie, wliose experiments and
conclusions iiave reeeived the attention of tlie Doctor,

and' at wliose hands they are made to appear as if tliey

were wholly demolished, and that in a single essay,

too ! Now, in tlie name of scientific medicine, we
deny in tain that tlie researches of Dr. Anstie, let alone

those of Di'. Binz, reference to which is also made,
would lead us to Ijelieve that alcohol is not a food

;

and on the contrary, we most emphatically assert that

alcohol is conclusively "shown to be a food" by
his own chemical analysis and physiological investi-

gations, which becomes very (.'vident to every one after

a candid, thorough, and intelligent perusal of his

work in tliis direction. And tVie investigations of Dr.

Duprf, as well as those of Drs. Tliudicum. Schulinus,

and Baudot, estal)lish the same results. We do not
wish to appear uncliaritable in this matter, but when
a body of medical men causes such a sweeping yro-

nunciiimentn, as this was designed to be, to he hei'alded

forth to the unprofessional public, on as important a
subject as tliat of alcohol, then in all fairness let that

body first consider whether its action is in conformity
witli the latest development which science can com-
mand on that question.

Thom.\s J. Mays, M.D.
Uppeh Lehigh, Pa.. Sept. 3.5. 1876.

ARMY NEWS.
Official List of Chrinr/rs of Stations rind Duties of

Officers of the Afedical D&pnrtmeut, United SUites

Army, from Sept. Hth to Sept. SOth, 187G.

Voi.i,u>r, E. P., Surgeon. Granted leave of alisence

for twenty days. S."0. 199, A. G. O., Sept. 35, 1.H76.

Byhne, C. C., Surgeon. Granted leave of al)sence

for one numth. S. O. 120, Dept. of Dakota, Sept. 25,

1876.

Frantz, J. H., Surgeon. Granted leave of absence
for two months, on surgeon's certificate of disability.

S. O. 195, Div. of the Atlantic, Sept. 38, 187G.
Grkenlk.vp, C. R., Surgeon. Leave of absence

extended one mimth. S. O. 194, Mil. Div. of the
Atlantic, Sejit. 27, 1876.

Wateks, \V. E., Asst. Surgeon. Granted leave of
absence for four months. S. O. 301, A. G. 0., Sept.

27, 187G.

De Graw, C. S., Asst. Surgeon. Relieved from duty
at Port Davis, Texas, to comply with orders from A.
G. O. S. O. 172, Dept. of Texas, Sept. 16, 1876.

KtNS.M.i-N, J. II., Asst. Surgeon. Assigned to duty
at Foit Sully, D. T. S. O. 121, Dept. of Dakota, Sept.

27, 1876.

Bedai,, S. S., Asst. Surgeon. Assigned to duty at

Fort Duncan, Texas. S. O. 174, Sept. 20, 1876.

TURUILL, H. S., Asst. Surgeon. Assigned to duty
as Post Surgeon at Fort Davis, Texas. S. O. 173, C.

S., Dept. of Tcxa.s.

CoMEfjYS, E. T., Asst. Surgeon. Gi'anted leave of
absence for one mouth, with permission to ajiply for

an extension of one month ; and on expiration of leave

assigned to duty at San Felipe, Texas.

Jackson, Donald, Asst. Surgeon. Died at Wood-
ville, Ontario, Canada, on Sept. 23, 1876.

CuNiNGHAM, T. A., Asst. Surgcon. Assigned to

duty at Fort Stevenson, D. T. S. O. 121, C. S., Dept.
of Dakota.

--i
The ex-Empress Charlotte is reported to have

conlirmed dementia.

iHeiiical Mtms anir ISJtvos.

Contagious Disease.?.—Comparative statement of
cases of Contagious Disease reported to the Sanitary
Bureau, Health Department, for tlie two weeks ending
Septeml)er 30. 1876.

Weelt Ending

Sept. 23 ,

Sept. 30
,

1
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Oviaiiuil Comimininitions.

SALICYLATE OF SODA IN RHEUMA-
TISM.

Bv A. CI,AUK, M.D.,

PROF. OF PATlIOLor.V AND PRACTICAl, MKDtCINE, OOLtEGR OF
rilvaiClANS AND 8UR08UNS, N, Y,

My acqu;unt;in™ with practice in tlie New York hos-

pitals l)ii,';iii ill 1m:M. Sint'o tliat time, citlicr at liome
or aludail, ollicially or as a volunteer, I liave liecn a

very fic<|iifnt visitor atone or more of tliese, or.siniihir

institutiiiMs. In this period of forty-four years tlie

treatni Mit of acute rlieuniatisni has uuilergune many
clianges.

At tirst colchicuni anil actca racemosa, in tincturo,

separately or united, were generally relied on ; calo-

mel was at the same time (jftcn prescribed. After
tliese followed nuiiiiue in full doses; then the nitrate

of potash, an ounce or more daily, dis.solved in a

quart or more of water. The free use of leiiKUi-juice

was ne.xt tried. So far there was reason to douht whe-
ther any of these medicines, except colclii(!uni, aided
much ill the cure ; in other words, whether the disease,

after running a certain course, did not terminate spon-

taneously. The curative effects of colchicuni. in full

doses, during all these changes were often demon-
strated, l>iit serious accidents were occurring in its

use, and the profession was searching for a safer treat-

ment.
At length Dr. Fuller, of London, proposed and ad-

vocated the alkaline method. The carbonates, or

convertible salts of soda and potash, were given in

such quantity as to make the urine alkaline in two
or three days. Then it really seemed as if we had
found a .satV' and speedy remedy. There were casus that

resisted it, but the greater luiiiiber yielded. The pain
subsided on the second, third, or fourth day, the stifT-

lU'ss ri'iuaining a day or two longer. This result, so

far as it could be obtained, was a great gain. It has

been ol)sjrvcd that the acute iiillammations of the

|)eri('ardium and endocardium which attend acute ar-

ticular rheiimatism. are disposed to wait till the tifth

day of the primary disea.sc, or even a longer time. To
cure the primary disease before the tifth day is. in a

great majority of cases, to prevent the cardiac com-
plicaticms. It is true that in rare instances the cardiac

inrtaniniations have been the tirst manifestation of the

rheumatic diathesis, the affection of the joints follow-

ing one or more days after. It is equally true that

the cardiac inllamniatioiis have followed that of the

joints earlier tlian tli(^ tifth day. Still, the rule has an
application sulliciently extended to illustrate one of

the important ailvantages of the Fuller treatment.

Lately tli<- claims of .salicylic acid to the first place

among the antirheumatics have been strongly urged.

The following report of its use at Hellevue llospital

may lu'lp the profession to form a judgment regard-

ing its virtni'.s. It embraces all the ca.ses received in

my wards, from the 1st of April to the 1st of .lune,

that could be called 'J<'Mf« rheumatism—eleven in all.

Short abstracts from the record of these cases have
been made at my request by Dr. Ken<lall and his assist-

ants, from the llospit.il Case Hooks. Each is full

enough to show the general effects of the medicine

;

but as the effect of it on the temperature and pulse is

not always mentioned, I can add that its inlluence in

lowering the fever heat and diminishing the excited

pulse were us marked as its power to relieve pain

;

apparently because it neutralized the rheumatism-poi
son. and removed the cause of these disturbances. In

the tenth case " no imyresgion was made on the dis-

ease " for eight days.

The formula n.sed in all these cases is the following:
ly Acid, salicylic ; iij.

Sodo! bicarbonat 3 ij.

Glycerine,

Aq as ? ij.

M.
( If this a tablcspoonful was given every two hours for

the tirst day, and afterwards the same (Hiantity six

times a day. It is not claimed that this is a perfect

salicylate of soda. It was prepared rather rudely by
tie' house-physician, not with reference to atomic neu-
tiuli/.ing proportions, but by adding the soda to the
siispeniled acid till he obtained a clear solution. It

maybe atomically correct or it may not ; it matters
little, as the eomliiuation appears to have curative

imwer. This treatment was i)eguii by Dr. .laeobi, and
followed up by me. This report does not ineliidc any
of Dr. .lacobi's cases, but the house- physician infoniis

nil- that his results were almost exactly parallel with
those here noted. It must be added that in both
classes of cases, whenever the joints were very painful,

compresses, ke|it cool l)y frequent dipping in cold
water, were applied to them.

Salicylic acid alone is reported to have cured rheu-

m.itism ;
soda alone cures it ; and the formula given

here might be considered a union of Fuller's with
Stryker's treatment, were it not that the urine has not
been noticed to be alkaline, and that the (juantity

usually taken, even if separated from its acid, is hard-

ly enough to produce alkalinity.

In view of nervous syiiiptoms, more or less alarming,
that have been reported as following the use of sali-

cylic acid in some cases; (see Dr. Caro's case, JIi:n.

Hkcouu a few weeks ago), it is inipoitant to state that

no such results have been noticed at the hospital in

those who have taken this salicylate; indeed, no un-

pleasant effects of any kind have been witnessed,

tlmugh the quantity of the drug administered is large.

1 will make no comment on the cases, further than
to say that in nine of the eleven the curative action

of the medicine was early seen; in two this action

was slow and iiicompleet.

('.\seI.—John (lark, !ct. 24 ; single ; Ireland ; wait r.

Ailmitted April l."!, ISTU. One ])revious attack, three

yeai-s ago. Present began five weeks ago. with ]iain

in soles of feet and some swelling; tnalaise. Left

wiirk three weeks ago. Six days before admission,

pain and swelling in knees; since in ankles, hips, el-

liows. shoulders; right wrist and back alTeeted. On
admission knees and ankles moderately swollen, hot
and tender. Temp. 10'.i*. Ordered the s.ilieylate as

above, with cold conipn>ses to painful joints. April

17th, much improved; some miiseular tenderness, and
jiain in left shoulder only remaining. No more .syiiip-

loins referable to rheiiniatism developed, and April

'Jiilh. eleven days after admission, ilifcliarijed ciireil.

This patient had a heart murmur whose connection
with present attack is very doubtful.

(
' \sK II.—Chas. t^uinn, a>t. 'i'i ; single ; United States ;

kindling wood. Admitted April l!l, 187li. Has liad

giinorrhoea twice, with rheumatism. Had an acute

iinii specitic attack six years ago, in this llospital.

nil admission for iireseiit attack, suffering from pain

and swelling in left knee and carpo-metacarpal joint

ol li-ft thumb. Attack began with chill and sweat yes-

terday. Mitral systolic and aortic direct murmurs.
Some pain in prircordia. no friction. Ordered iwial

tri atmcnt. In 24 hours improvement very marked
;

4'
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no pain. On April 33d, three days after admission,

discharged, very much improved. Duration of attack,

four days ; duration of treatment, three days ; result,

cure (?).

Case III.—Wm. H. Welwood ; ast. 34 ; single ; United
States: horse-dealer. Admitted April 13, 1876. Several

previous attacks, subacute in character, -svith, however,

complete recovery. Present attack began eight days

ago in right knee, followed soon by pain and swelling

in nearly all the joints of body. Was not confined to

bed. On admission, left elbow (the only joint much
affected) swollen, hot and tender. Temp. 103. Heart
normal. Ordered usual treatment. On following day
affected joint normal, but stiffness of same joint of op-

posite side. No further extension or development.

On April 17th, four days after admission, discharged

cured. Under treatment four days.

Case IV.—H. Heneyer, set. 30 ; single ; United States

;

laborer. Admitted April 13, 1876. No history of previ-

ous rheumatic attacks. Three days before admission

botli ankles became swollen, hot and tender. On ad-

mission, ankles somewhat swollen and tender. No oth-

er joints involved. Temp. 1031^. Heart normal. Ordered
usual treatment. On following day much better

;

some tenderness yet. Temperature normal. Ti'eat-

ment continued ; improvement rapid, and on April

24th patient discharged cured. In hospital eleven dayf.

C.vseV.—E. Shultze, iet. 38 ; single; Germany ; bar-

tender. Admitted May 3, 1876. Father had rheuma-
tism; died of cardiac disease. History of seven previ-

ous attacks; last in this hospital and in this division.

Present attack began six days ago in ankles ; swell-

ing, tenderness, and pain, followed by same in all

joints of extremities. On admission, wrists swollen

and tender, right elbow very tender, and all joints and
limbs stiff. Temp. 103J, pulse 103. Mitral regurgi-

tant murmur. Ordered usual treatment. On ftiUow-

iug day much better; temp., 101°. May 6. Swell-

ing gone; some pain in loins and over heart. May
7. Developed symptoms of alcoholism, and was
treated accordingly (pot. bromid., etc.). May 10.

Feels all right, except some soreness in two fingers of

left hand. May 16. Except stiffness in shoulders,

well. May 31. All symiJtoms absent, except slight

stiffness of knees, which disappeared after exercise.

Is apparently well. June 5. Discliarged cured.

C.-iSE VI.—Albert Callender, a;t. 37, Sweden ; la-

borer. Admitted May 24, 1876. One previous at-

tack, six or seven years ago
;
present attack began

four days ago, after exposure to wet and cold.

Began in toes of right foot, swollen and painful

;

followed by pain and swelling of ankles. Then knees,
shoulders, and thumljs became successively involved.
Ankles and knees much swollen this morning. Had
two profuse sweats before admission. On admission,
above condition found. Ordered usual treatment.
Cold locally, tliere being much pain. Jlay 2.5. Patient
much belter. No pain, except a little in knees. May
27. No pain, no swelling. May 29. Discharged cured.

This patient gave a history of dyspnoja on exertion,

with frequent spitting of blood, always after exertion.
On examination, a mitral obstructive murmur found.
Dyspnoea, etc., had existed for four years prior to

present attack.

C.vsE VH.—Walter Houseman, xt. 49 ; single ; United
States; driver. Admitted May 17, 1876. Brothers and
sisters have had " rlieumatism." Patient has had nu-
merous attacks like the present. Present attack began
one week ago. Shoulder and hand of right side be-

came swollen and tender. On admission, right hand
and two middle fingers of same side swollen and red.

Little finger much deformed by previous attacks, as

also the others, though in less degree. No fever.

Ordered usual treatment.

May 20. Swelling in hand much less. Very little

pain. Beginning to move fingers.

May 30. Everything gone but deformity, which ex-

isted prior to present attack. He is therefore dis-

charged cured. In hospital thirteen days. Tliere was
no evidence of gout other than the residual deformity.
Case VIII.—Timothy Rundell, vet. 26 ; single ; Ire-

land ; laborer. Admitted May 23, 1876. No previous
attack. Present attack began three days ago in ma-
laise, etc., followed by stiffness on morning of May
21. Stiffness soon followed by severe pain in both
knees and ankles, with considerable fever. Left wrist

was soon affected and corresponding elliow. Heart
has not troubled him. On admission, above joints

were found tender and painful on motion : left wrist

and left foot somewhat swollen and red. Ordered
usual treatment. Temp, on admission, 103J. May 24.

Legs same ; left wrist better. Back, right wrist, fin-

gers, and elbow getting stiff and sore. No improve-
ment. Heart normal. May 2.5. Considcralile improve-
ment. All joints of right arm sore but not swollen.

Temp., 102°. May 26. Very little pain. Joints weak.
Slay 31. Joints of arms stiff since last note. No more
pain. Temp, normal. June 3. StUl some stiffness in

shoulders. Otherwise well. Treatment continued.
June .5. Feels perfectly well ; is, therefore, dis-

charged cured. In hospital twelve days.

Case IX.—Ellen Ryan, ait. 48 ; married ; Ireland
;

domestic. Admitted May 18, 1876. No history of
previous attacks. Present attack began three weeks
ago in right shoulder. Since then, all joints of ex-

tremities have suffered, together with certain muscles.

Very little swelling has existed.

On admission, has pain in all joints, but most
marked in arms. No swelling of joints except those

of right arm, wliich are swollen and painful. Ordered
usual treatment. !May 20. Much improved. Right
arm and left leg (joints) painful only on motion.
Affection finally located in shoulders and persisted.

Ordered Ijattery as adjuvant to aeid. Preferred dis-

charge to use of Ijattery, and was discharged, May 27,
improved. Under treatment nine days.

Case X.—W. H. Higgins, a-t. 30 ; United States

;

deck hand. Admitted April 14, 1876. No history of
previous attack. Present attack began April 1, in right

hip; subsequently all the joints. Lower extremities

painful and stiff. Left work to day. On admission, is

suffering from intense pain in left ankle, wliich is

swollen, hot, and tender. Ordered usual treatment.

Improvement in this case was very slow, and no sensi-

ble impression made on disease until April 33d, when,
with exception of left ankle, symptoms had subsided.

Swelling and tenderness persisted here (left ankle),

and on May 1, lin. sap. co. and douching ordered.
Not much benefit derived fi-om them. Subsequently,
tincture of iodine added externally. Slowly improved,
and on May 20 was discharged improved.
The acid was continued up to time of discharge.

LTnder treatment thirty-six days.

Case XI.—H. G. Phelps, wt. 38; England
;
printer.

Admitted April 18, 1876. Has had repeated attacks

of subacute rheumatism. Twelve days before admis-
sion present attack began in right instep, swollen and
tender; subsequently "all the joints of body" be-

came involved. Was in bed one week before admis-
sion. On admission, all joints somewhat stiff and
sore. Ankles and knees slightly swollen. Heart nor-

mal. Usual treatment employed. On following day
much better. Continued to improve, and on April
34 was discharged cured. In hospital six days.
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Octcilicr (i, 1HT4. The same tivatmcnt lias l)cen con-
tinued in the lirst nu'dical ilivisioii of tlic liospital,

siricf till' (1 ite of the last case, al)ove noted, with no
chaniif in the results; except, that in two instances, a
certain amount of deafnes,s has lieen produced, like

that which follows full doses of <|uinine, transient,

and in the second csise, which I examined yesterday,

slight in degree.

^a--*- -^

A CASE OF CATAUHHAL THTHISIS
WITH ULCERATIONS OF THE LARYNX, SIMULATING

ANEUI<I$.U OF THE TRANSVEU.SE I'Oll-

TIOX OF THK AOKTU' AllCII.

Ry BEVERLEY UOHINSON, M.D.,

arnOEON to THK MASHATfAN EYK AND EAR UOSriTAL (DEPART-
MENT or THK THROATl, OSK OP THE PUT8XC1AN8 -ft) CHARXTT
UOttPITAU NEW TOBK.

TuK ilitKculty of accurate diagnosis between cases of
phthisis at an advanced stage, and aneurism of the
thoracic aorta has lieen pointed out liy almost every
writer who has carefully considered disea.se.s of the
chest. The clinical separation, however, of symptoms
which might appear in a given instance to helong
c<iually well to two entirely different affections, has
usually lieen apparent when one of two conditions
existed. I. A pulsating tumor, with a Mowing mur-
mur, i)r(>sent in a region removed from the precordial
area. 2. .Symptoms due to coMi|)ression, or involve-
ment of normal structures liy a heterogeneous pro-
duction, ami yet neither ahnormal pulsation, nor other
physical signs of an intrathoracic tumor to l)e discov-
ered. With the signs accurately determined of the
fii-st division just made, we shall proliahly tind an
aneurism of sonic portion of the aortic arch at the
post-mortem examination; with those of the .second
division, tlie pathological changes of advanced phthisis
are usually evidcnL There are ca.ses, however, as I

am well aware, referred to in text-hooks and encoun-
tered in practice, where phthisis has produced physical
signs closely simulating those of an aneurism, and
where an error of diagnosis luis been made.

Unfortimately. investigation after death of patho-
logical conditions has hitherto rarely given satisfactory
proof why such mistakes shoidd he made.

In the Ciise which follows, on the contrary, an ex-

ample is presented in which the autop.sy fully justilics

tile interpretati(m made during life of the morbid
phenomena then apparent.

Cask.—T. F., fifty years of age, laborer, was ad-
mitted to Chaiity Hospital, June 20, I.'^7<j. Family
hisKiry good. For several years jiast the patient lia-s

been troubled with coULth and recurring attacks of
dyspnica. He lias habits of intemiierance. The cough
and dilticully of breathing have increased not^ibly
within a brief period.

He expectorates abundantly, and ha.s noticed that his

voice is hoarse. Sputa are generally white or yellow,
sometimes green. His paucity of voice only attracted
his attention about one month ago. I'atient denies
having liu<l syphilis. Upcm physical examination of
the chest the tiillowing signs are discovered :

Just below the left clavicle at its outer third, a dis-

tinct enlargement, as compared with the same region
of the o|)positc sidi-, is visible. \t the level of this

tumefaction there is an unmistakalde pulsation. Thi.s

l)ulsaliou appears to be expansive in ciiaracter, and is

certainly much more jironounced than the pulsation

caused by the right suliclavian artery. It c«vers an
area of at least two inches in diameter.

liy auscultation over the swelling described, a mur-

1

ninr of rasping character is readily perceived. This
murmur is synchronous with the first sound of the

heart, and at the nionient it is heard, the head of the
<iliserver who listens, is raised up. When the stetho-

scope is placed over the base of the heart, its sounds
are found to be normal. My patient took ninety
;,'rains of iodide of potash daily from June 21st to

.lime iSd inclusive. At my afternoon visit on June
2;!d, I found the abnormal murmur under the left

clavicle, as well as the tumor of the same region,

deiidedly diminished. There could still be no doubt,
hipwever, that the lift subclavian region was more
bulged than the right. Pulsation over tumor was
also more limited in extent.

The left carotid artery was heating with consider-
ably less force than the right. No appreciable differ-

ence in force or time between the pulsations of the
radial arteries. Tcnipenituie not taken with thermo-
meter, but there was manifestly some elevation of
blood heat. Patient did not i-omplaiii of any local

pain cither over the seat of pulsating tumor, or in the

left arm. Voice very husky and diminished in

strength. Cough almo.st aphonic. No laryngosco-

l)ic examination was made. Respiration performed
about equally well on either side of the chest anteri-

iirly or posteriorly. Everywhere there was a quantity
of subcrepitant rales and rough breathing. There
was moderate dyspna-a. No dysphagia. The iodide
was continued at the .same ilose till June 2(ith, when
patient died in a state of coma, w'hich came on some-
what suddenly. The autopsy revealed the following
lesions:

liniin in state of post-mortem decomposition.
I/iryitx presentetl many of the lesions of an ad-

vanced stage of phthisis of this organ.

Luii'is.—The following is taken almost verbatim
from the |)ost-inoi-tem record, dictated by Dr. Maxwell,
Curator at Charity Hospital:

•' Patches of old pleuritic adhesions on both sides.

Infra-claviiular region of Ifft side tirmly attached to

anterior che.st wall. Reneath this a small cavity sur-

rounded by tirmly consolidated lung.

"li'ith hiui/x.—Upper loliis almost completely con-

solidated by chronic lobular pneumonias, many of them
cheesy. .Smaller broncliii show intense bronchitis, with
a few oval, small ulcerations. Resides these, a few
scattered, gray miliary bodies were present. The
lower lobes sliow hypostatic congestion, with some
interspersed gray granulations.

" Jl'dit dilated, especially on the right side. Walls
thin, flabliy, and blood-stained ; valves normal.

"Aorta and ijrent rrsneln at mot of' neck.—The latter

are normal; in the aorta, about one inch below the

origin of left subclavian artery, is a calcareous patch
on its anterior surface, the size of a earn. (()

"'

Evidently in the case just reported, the jnilsating

tumor under the left clavicle wius occitsioned by com-
pression of the left division of the pulmonary artery

liy consolidated li.ng tissue.' On account of the old
pleuritic adhesions which attached '• the infra-clavi-

cular region of the left sidi^ tirmly to the anterior

chest wall," the soft parts ro.se and fell in a very

exaggerated manner with each systole of the heart.

I believe the small patch of alhiToma explains in great

part the blowing murmur heard during life. altlioUL.'li

the existence of the pleuritic adhesions at the apex of

the left lung, and perhaps also the jiresence of "a
small cavity" in this region, made it louder— or, as it

* It win be renurkcil that t do not mgne with thoK kuthora whQ
WMiiM rxplaln ni.v ca*v by aiinprawliiii of tho uibclMvlan artcr)-, but
n>*h.T ix>liu>i(lc lit opinion with thoiw who ailmit ooinprvMlon of tho
pulioonar)-.
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were, leinforced it. Although during life a laryngo-

scopic examination was not made, and the question

was then asked whether tlie loss of voice was due to

compression of tlie left recurrent nerve, or to laryn-

geal phthisis, I am now fully convinced that, even

though I liad known loss of voice to be due to local

lesions in the vocal organ itself, this knowledge would
not have enaljled me to avoid a partial error of diag-

nosis. For, while I would have been more certain in

recognizing visually the advanced lesions of laryn-

geal phtliisis. that the post-mortem examination would
show the accuracy of my diagnosis, prior to death, of

concomitant pulmonarij phtliisis, the aspect of the

larynx would not have lielpod me at all to account for

the extensive pulsating tumor of the chest wall other-

wise tiian by admitting the existence of an aneurism.

Further, the action of iodide of potash in diminish-

ing tlie extent of the bulging, helped to confirm me
in my mistaken belief, for I wrongly inferred that

fibrinous deposits, owing to its influence, were being

made in an aneurismal sac.

The fact was, as I at present understand it, tliat the

iodide brought down tlie arterial tension to a certain

degree, and thus decreased the amount of swelling

due in great part to transmitted pressure.

©riginal Cccturcs.

LECTURES ON FEVERS.

By ALFRED L. LOOMIS, M.D.,

PBOFESSOK OF PATHOLOGY AND PRACTICAL MEDICINE IN THE MEDICAL
DEPARTMENT OF THE DNIVEP.SITT OF THE CITY OF NKW YORK.

(Phonographically reported for The Medical Record.)

Lectubb III.

TYPHOID FEVER (CONTINUED).—SYMPTOMS.

Gentlemen:—I shall this morning commence the

history of the symptoms of typhoid fever.

If I should attempt to give you a correct picture of

this disease—one perfect in all its colorings—it would

occupy too much time, and you would become so

confused as to be unable to recall even the outline of

the picture.

After I have briefly spoken of the manner in which

this disease makes its advent, I shall consider the prom-

inent symptoms of a typical case of tliis fever, and

then discuss in detail these symptoms, without special

regard to the time of their occurrence. This fever

usually is insidious in its approach, and comes on

with a certain degree of uneasiness througliout the

system ; the patient feels uncomfortable, has no pain,

but feels that he is about to be sick. If the individual

is in a region where the disease is prevailing, it is

quite common to hear the expression, " I believe I am
n-oing to have the fever," and yet those who make
such complaint will scarcely admit that they are sick.

They complain of a grumbling headache, more or less

aching of the limbs, " a tired feeling all over," chilly

sensat'ions alternating with flashes of heat ; loss of

appetite, and not unfixquently nausea and vomiting

are present. These premonitory symptoms gradually

iicreasing in severity, by the fifth or sixth day the

patient is compelled to take to his bed. At this early

jieriod there may be a slight diarrhoea. In very mild

cases the disease conies on so insidiously, and with

symptoms so mild, that the patient is often able to

pursue his ordinary avocations, complaining only of

an undefined indisposition—not feeling exactly well,

but not regarding himself as really sick. In very

many severe cases it is impossilile for the patient to

accurately fix upon the time when the fever com-
menced; in no case will you be able to make an early

positive diagnosis. Typhoid fever may be suspected,

but that is as far as you can safely go.

In all cases variation in temperature is one of the

most important early symptoms. These variations in

typical cases may be divided into four periods, of one

week each, which correspond to the four weeks of the

disease.

In the first week there is a gradual and steady

rise in temperature, with regular morning and even-

ing variations.

This is one of the characteristic features of the dis-

ease. If in any case you find, while making yourther-

mometrical observations, that there is a gradual rise

in temperature marked during the tir.st week by regu-

lar morning and evening variations, you may he quite

certain your patient has typhoid fever. This gradual

rise of and these variations in temperature are not

present in every case, but when they are present they

will greatly assist you in making an early diagnosis.

It has been said that typhoid fever is the only dis-

ease, except doul-ile quotidian intermittent fever, that

gives two full thermometrical curves within twenty-

four hours, that is—two full remissions and two exa-

cerbations. IC this is true, it helps to explain certain

high temperatures in the morning, and affords valua-

ble assistance in making a diagnosis.

During the second week the variations in tempera-

ture are slight, retaining, however, the same degree of

exacerbation which was reached at the end of the

first week.
The variations during the third week are remittent

in character.

During the fourth week they Ijecouie intermittent,

and the range of temperature in the exacerliations

is gradually lower. The variations in pulse corre-

spond to tlie variations in temperature. During the

first week the pulse gradually becomes more and more
frequent, and remains at the heiglit reached, within

the first week through the second and third weeks, and
falls to its normal standard during the fourth week.

We liave thus far briefly considered the ushering in

and the early attendant symptoms of typhoid fever.

We will now study in detail the prominent phenomena
which attend the develo];ment and mark the course of

this fever.

The Physifir/nomy.—As a rule, in the mil'der cases,

the countenance has nothing peculiar in its appear-

ance ; the patient does not even look ill. If the disease

is of a severe tyjje. by the second week the countenance

assumes a characteristic ajipearance—there is a pale,

olive, leaden look, the e}'e becomes dull and the con-

junctiva congested, and usually there is a small, rose-

colored spot in the centre of the cheeks. The face

does not assunu^ the dark mahogany color, as seen in

typhus, l)Ut, especially in the latter stages, it has more
of the hectic flush of phthisis.

Tongue.—The tongue will also present certain

changes. From the very outset it is covered with a

light, white coat, but there is nothing special in its

appearance liefore the end of the first week ; then it

may become red upon its sides and tips, and shows a

slight disposition to dryness in its centre. As the

disease passes into its second and third weeks, the

tongue Ix'comes more heavily coated—the coating

becomes l)rown and dry, and sordes collect upon the

teeth and sides of the mouth in sufiicient quantities to
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form crusts. These orusts iiiiiy become thicker niul

more aluindiint as the diseiise i)ri)';r<>!>ses. At niiy

perioil in tlie eoiii-se of tlie disejuse tlie ton;;iie may
Biulilenly clear off, and present a sliiiiy red ap|)ear-

ance, " heef-eoloreil," as it has heeii caUed. The
tonjine and lips may become dry, cracked, and
fissured. As the sordes are removed from the lips

they will ofti'U bleed; and in certain eases, more
especially in the severer forms of the disen.se, the

entire mouth and tonj;ue may be coven'd with dark-

colored incrustations. Suc-li incrustations are seen

early in connection with tliose cases where there are

extensive blood chaiijjes; when present they are of

grave sii;niHeance.

As soon as convalescence is estnl)lishcd the chnnfces

in the appeanuM-e of the tonjjue are very marked.

One of the tirst indications of convalescence is a

moist condition of the touLfue about its ed^es, Gradu-

ally its entire surface becomes moist, and by tlie

time convalescence is fully estal>lished it is restored to

its natural condition. (Jastric .symptoms are always

more or less prominent—loss of appetite is one of the

earliest symptoms, and nausea and vomitin;; are (piite

common durinj; the lii-st week of the fever. Tlie

V(miited matters usually consist of a greenish thiid.

When vomitin;; comes on late in the fever, it is due to

gastric catarrh, or it is symptomatic of local or jjeneral

peritonitis. In a large proportion of eases the thii-st is

excessive.

Dinrrha-a.—Although not invariably present, it is

so frequent an attendant of this fever that it is con-

sidered (me of its characteristic symptoms. It varies

with the severity of the attack, the date of its com-
mencement, and its duration. The characteristic ty-

phoid discliarges are of a yellowi.sh green color, de-

scribed in the books under the term of " pea soup dis-

charges." Sometimes they are of a dark color, resem-

bling coffee-grounds; their reaction is alkaline. In

some cases diarrluea is present at the very outset of

the disease, and continues throughout the entire

course. In other eiuses it does not appear until tlie

third week. The second week is the ordinary tiiiK^ for

its appeariinee. When the diarrluea appears late in the

course of the disea.se, the discharges are more copious

than when it appears early. A mihl diarrhcea through-

out the entire coui-se of the fever is a favorable rather

than an unfavorable symi)tom.
IiiUttinal UirtwrrluKje.—Intestinal hemorrhage is not

an infrequent attendant upon typhoid fever. It

occurs in about one in twenty cases, and varies in

quantity from a mere trace of blood in the stools to a

profuse discharge of from sixteen to eighteen ounces.

The slight hemorrhages which sometimes occur early

in the disease simply indicate a hemorrhagic tendency,

the same as the epi.staxis which is very frequently

among the early symptoms. In both instances the

bleeding comes from the capillaries of the nuicous

memlirane. The more profuse hemorrhages are due to

the opening of an artery in some intestinal ulcer.

Hemorrhages due to this cause may be sudden and
profuse, an<l may destroy the lifi' of the patient. The
usual lime for the occurrence of these jjrofnse intes-

tinal hemorrlmges is in the latter part of the second

and during the third week. These hemorrhages are

usually preceded by a sudden fall in temperature,

perhaps two or three degn'cs ; that is, whin in a

patient severely ill of typhoid fever a sudden fall in

temperature occurs during the second or third week,

accompanied by extreme prostration, it is very con-

clusive evidence that intestinal hemorrhage has oc-

curred, although externally the hemorrhage may not

have made its appearance. When intestinal hemor-

rhage occurs during the second or third week it must
always be regarded as a grave symptom; yet it is not

iireessarily followed by fatal result.s.

Abdominal pain and tiHilenirmi are not usually

present at the very outset of tyi)hoid fever; generally,

and almost without exception in the severer eases, by
the sixth day of the disea.se some pain and tenderness

will be present in the right iliac fossa. The pain and
tenderness \isually increases as the tlisease piogiesses,

and in the advanced stages it is sometimes so marked
tliat slight pressure over this region gives the |)atient

gnat pain. While examining this region in patients

ill of typhoid fever, in order to determine the presence

or absence of pain and tenderness, remember never to

press the surface with the ends of the fingers, but

always make the examination with the palm of the

hand; while making the |)ressuie watch tlie face, and
frequently you will lie able to determine by the ex-

pression of countenance whether you are or are not

causing ])ain, long before an audible complaint is

made liy tlie patient.

It is also important for you to bear in mind the

|ici.ssible occurrence of a more severe abdominal
p:iin—namely, that pain arising from intestinal per-

foration. Tlie following are the characteristic symp-
toms of this lesion. If in the course of a sliglit or

Severe form of this fever, or even when the disease has

been latent and the diagnosis of typhoid fever has not

been clear, the patient should be suddenly seized with

diarrhtea, pain in the abdomen, aggravated by pres-

sure, perhaps at first localized in the right iliac fossn,

but soon extending over the entire abdominal cavity,

attended by symptoms of great prostration, a rapid,

feeble pulse, a sunken, anxious expression of counte-

nance, rajiid tympanitic extension of the abdomen,
nausea and vomiting, quickly followed by coldness

and blueness of the extremities, and the other signs

of sudden collapse, you may be almost certain that iiei-

foration of the intestines has occurred. I have known
this accident to occur when convalescence was pro-

irressing safely and satisfactorily. Few live more
I lian thirty-six hours after the occurrence of the per-

foration.

Tympanitis is another very common symptom of

typhoid fever. Usually it is not present during (he

first week, but by the end of the first or the commence-
mint of the second week a fullness of the abdomen
will be noticed. As the fever advances, sometimes
till' distention often becomes extreme ; this is due to a

collection of gas in the large intestine, develo]ied

from some change in the mucous membrane, the exact

nature of which we do not fully understand. We
only know that sometimes the mucous membrane of

this intestine very rapidly secretes gas, or allows it to

griierate, and that the intestine becomes distended by
its accumulation. When once it is developed it re-

mains until conv.alescence is fully established. It is

always an important diagnostic sign of this fever. In

(diinection with tlie development of the tympanitis,

when firm ])iessure is made over the right iliac fossa,

a gurgling sound is produced, but gurgling in the

right iliac fos.sa cannot by any means be regardi-d as

a iiositive symptom of typhoid fever, as it nniy occur

in any disea.sc where th-re is distention of the abdo-
men due to accumulation of gas in the intestines. In

typhoid fever, so long as the abdomen remains tyni-

panitic, no matter what the temperature and pulse of

the patient may be, he is in more or less danger, for it

shows that there' are intestinal changi'S still in progress,

ami that the reparative processes are not complete;
this is more especially the case when the tympanitis

has continued from the active period of tlie disease
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into the period of convalescence. Therefore, the

presence of tym])anitis during convalescence is never to

be lightly regarded.

These are the most important symptoms which are

referal)!e to the alimentary tract, and may be regarded

as form ng, in connection with the temperature varia-

tions, the essential part of the history of this fever.

Urine.—Extended and very careful analyses of the

changes in the urine of typhoid- fever patients have

been frequently made, without giving any very prac-

tical results.

Usually during the first two weeks of the fever the

urine is diminished in quantity; after the second

week it is increased. During the time it is dimin-

ished in quantity, its color is dark and its specific

gravity is liigh ; when it is increased and convalescence

is established, it becomes jiale, and its specific gravity

is lowered.

The amount of urea excreted daily throughout the

active period of the fever is increased. The increase

is in proportion to the intensity of the fever. snl>ject in

some degree to the quantity and quality of the food

taken. It will be greater when large quantities of

strong beef-tea are taken, than when the diet consists

of milk. So long as the kidneys are able to eliminate

the excess of urea, no harm results; but if the quantity

exceeds their power of elimination, or if their function

of elimination is interfered with, ura^mic symptoms
will l)e developed, such as delirium, stupor, and coma.

Albumen in the urine is only of occasional occur-

rence in the course of typhoid fever. When jiresent

tlie quantity usually is small, and it is only tempora-

rily present. It rarely appeal's before the third week.

Its a|)pearance is often marked Ijy the occurrence of

cerebral symptoms. Renal epithelium and casts may
or may not lie present with the albumen.

JVervoiis Phenonuna.—-The symptoms referable to

the nervous system are not so prominent in typhoid

as in typhus fever
;
yet there are many cases in which

these symptoms play an important part in its history.

One of the most constant of this class of symptoms
is headache. In the majority of cases it is (me of the

usheriug-in symptoms of the disease. It is present in

mild as well as in severe cases ; sometimes it is con-

fined to the forehead and temples, more often it ex-

t 'uds over the whole head—not violent, but a dull,

heavy pain. It usually increases in severity until the

middle period of the disease, certainly until the close

of the first week ; and generally associated with it

there is intolerance of light and conjunctival injection,

pain in tlie back and limbs, and a general aclae over

the whole body.
Suinnolence is another nervous phenomenon, present

to a greater or less degree in all cases. In mild cases

it does not appear until late, and usually is not long-

continued. In the severer cases it appears early and
continues until convalescence begins ; in fatal cases it

increases up to the time when the patient passes into

a state of coma. It is often interrupted by delirium.

In children this symptom is especially prominent,

and is very valuable as a means of diagnosis. For
example, a child complains of feeling sick, without
any well-defined pain; upon inquiry you find that he
has had little sleep perhaps for two or three days;
this fact alone is sufficient indication that typhoid
fever will proliably be developed.

Ddiriiim is more frequently present than absent in

typhoid fever. Tlie character of the delirium varies;

tlie usual form is what is known as the "low-mutter-
ing" delirium. This form is rather characteristic of

this type of fever, and yet in very many cases the de-

lirium may be violent in character, and may become

maniacal to such an extent as to require physical

restraint. Not unfrequently typhoid-fever patients

attempt to jump out of a window, or to injure them-
selves or their attendants in their endeavors to escape
from fancied pursuers, or are seized with the impression
that their attendants are their personal enemies, or that

within themselves there is something fearful.

It is very common for the minds of tliis class of pa-
tients to be occupied with those things which engaged
their attention just prior to their illness. They imagine
about them persons who are absent, and not unfre-

quently call them in tlie most endearing tones, or
denounce them with the most violent e])ithcts.

The delirium rarely comes on until the second week
of the fever, and it commences and is most active at

night. After it has once appeared it usually continues
until convalescence is established, and generally dis-

appears during a sound sleep which attends the

early stage of convalescence. The maniacal form of
delirium in typhoid fever is usually most marked at

night. During the low-muttering delirium, if the

patient is asked questions, generally he will answer
correctly.

Musmdar Prostration.—This is noticeable in the
early stages of typhoid fever in all severe cases, and
increases with the progress of the fever. It is generally

most marked during the third week. Where there is

complete muscular prostration, the urine and fajces are

passed involuntarily, there is inability to protrude the
tongue, and more or less difficulty in deglutition.

These symptoms are often attended with dilficnlty or
inability to articulate distinctly. Retention of the

urine, occurring early on account of the inal>ility of the

bladder to evacuate itself, is a very unfavorable symp-
tom ; the same is true of involuntary discharges from
the bowels.

Muscular Trem(/rs.—Tremors of the hands or tongue
are most often met with in young subjects, and in

those who are addicted to the use of spirits. Severe
tremors, unaccompanied by much mental disturbance,

often attend extensive intestinal changes.

Spasmodic movements, such as subsultus, hiccough,
etc., are early observed in the advanced stage of severe

cases. Rigid contraction of the muscles of the neck
and those of the extremities are also sometimes present

in severe cases.

General convulsions are of very rare occurrence, ex-

cept in very young children, and when they occur
have no special significance.

Special Senses.—The symptoms referable to the spe-

cial senses require little more than enumeration.
As regards the sense of sight, there is nothing worthy

of note, except that the eye assumes a dull expression

and that the pupil is dilated ; some patients complain
of haziness of vision, which is increased when they
assume a sitting posture.

The sense of k^ariuf/ is always more or less impaired

;

this is most marked about the middle period of the

fever; then it is impossible for your patient to hear
ordinary conversation—you wiU be obbged almost to

shout in his ear.

Ringing and buzzing sounds in the ears are often

complained of in the early stage of the fever.

When the loss of hearing is confined to one ear, it

is generally caused by ulceration of the mucous lining

of the Eustachian tube, or by suppuration of the
middle ear.

The sense of taste usually is altered or perverted;
articles of food are tasteless or have an unnatural
flavor. When the tongue and mouth are covered with
a heavy coating of sordes, with a tremulous tongue,

the patient is unable to distinguish between bitter and
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swoet, and .^wullows the most disgusting doses with-
out comiilaiiit.

Ililliii-iinlliinia is another disturhnnce of a special

sensi'. Till; surface of the Ixiily of a typhoid-fever
patient may l)ecome so sensitive tliat Ik; will cry out

with pain from the slii^hlest touch. This hyperastln

-

sia n\ay lie present dunn;^ the first week, or may not

he present until convalescence is established. It is

most marked over the abdomen and lower extremities,

and usually oeeui-s in females of a hysterical tendency.
It i.s of importance that yon discriminate between
cutaneous tenderness in the abdominal rei;ion,and the

tenderness of peritoneal inflammation.

K/iiititJ-U.—I have already referred to this symptom
as of common occurrence in the early stajje of typhoid
fever. When it occurs diirini; the first week, in most
cases it is of little importance, except as a diiijinostie

si-jn of this type of fever; when it occurs duriiif; the

thirtl week it becomes important as an element of

i)roLrnosis, as it may be sntliciently profuse to destroy

the life of the patient. Oceurrini; late in the disease,

unless it can be promptly arrested, it always jeopard-
izes the life of the patient.

Einiirhiliiiii is perhaps more marked and rapid in

this than in any other form of fever. It commences
early and is proiircssive. By the time a |)atient has
reached the fourth week of a typhoid fever of even
moderate .severity, he is usually in a condition of ex-

treme emaciation. In this ])arti<ular he markedly
differs from a patient ill with typhus fever, for in the

latter case emaciation to any great extent docs not
occur.

progress of iJlebical Science.

Radical CunE of ENrPTE.sfA. — Dr. Peltavy, of

Mannheim, reports the histories of three desperate cases

of empyema, in which the operation of resection of a

portion of a rib, first recommended by Koser, pro-

duced the happiest results. In the first ca.se, that of

a woman 04 years of age, a free incision had bi^en

made one month after the disease began ; but in spite
]

of all efforts to prevent it, the wound gradually
closed, and the patient had hectic and was rapidly

becomini; exhausted, when resection was decided
upon. Kxactly one hundred and seventy days after

the incision was made, about an inch and a (piarter
I

of the seventh rib was resected a litlli; ))osterior to

the axillary line. All the bad symptoms ceased on
|

the next day, and six weeks later the wound had
j

closed anil the patient was cured. In the second case,

the patient was a woman, W years of age;, and an in-
[

cision had been made in the eighth intercostal space
j

back of the axillary line, three weeks after tin; disriuse
!

began. The wound, however, rapidly closed, so that

but little pus escaped, the fever continued, and per- '

foration of the lung took place. Sixteen days after

the incision had been made, a portion of the eighth

rib was resected, and in less than two months the

wound closeil, and the cure was complete. In the

thinl case, the patient, a man 23 years of age. had
suffered from empyema a year and a half, and a fistu-

lous opr'ning had exist<>d for a year and a quarter.

The opening was enlarged by the knife, and persistent

but vain efforts were made during four months to

kc-ep the wound sufliciently open to |)erinil of free

drainage. Finally, about an inch and a <piarter of iIh'

sixth rib was resected. In three weeks, the wound I

had contracted so that a catheter could with difficulty

be passed through it, and in sis weeks the tistula was
closed and the patient permanently cured.

The good effects of this operation do not seem to

depend entirely on securing a free outlet for the pus,

but partly on the reduction in the size of the cavity

produced by the falling in of the ends of the resected

rib. After the operation, washing out the cavity and
the other necessary manipulations are much less jiain-

fnl, and the patients are conseijuently more willing to

submit to a prolonged treatment. Finally, the opera-

linn does away with the necessity for wearing a cainila,

and the pleura is saved from the irritation conse(|Uent

on the presence of a foreign body.

—

Berliner klin,

Wiichenschrift, May 8, 1870.

TitE.\TMKNT OF DiAHETKa JiF.i.i.iTtTs. — During
the last few years Prof. Ebstein, of Giittingen, hasi

treated a number of cases of diabetes mellitus with
carbolic acid, with the result of causing a complete
disappearance of the diabetic symptoms in a certain

number of the cases, while others were entirely un-

affected by the remedy. He accounts for this diver-

sity in therapeutic results by a theory that diabetes is

symptomatic of different pathological proces.ses that

call for different therapeutic measures. The close

relationship between carbolic and .salicylic acid then
induced him to give the latter a trial. In the first

case in which he tried it, it was given in small doses,

oidy from five to eight grs. per diem, and produced
no effect at all, while twenty-five grs. of carbolic acid
caused the disap])earance of the diabetic .symptoms in

four days. The professor, however, now publishes the
histories of two cases, in which carbolic acid and
other therapeutic mea.sures were utterly useless, one of
which was cured and the other greatly benefited by
salicylate of soda. In the first case, seventy-live grs.

of salicylate of soda were given daily in three doses
for eleven days. On one day one hundred and fifty

grs. were given, but caused vertigo, noises in the head,
and fainting fits. In the second case, one hundred
and fifty grs. of salicylate of soda was given in four
doses on the first day. but it caused so much hum-
ming in the ears, that the quantity was reduced on
the next day to three doses of thirty-seven grs. daily.

Nine days later, the quantity was increa.sed to forty-

five grs. three times daily, and in fifteen days the urine

was reduced to the normal quantity, and the sugar to

onu-third of the (juantity passed liefore the remedy
was used. The quantity of salicylate of soda was
subsequently reduced to seventy-five grs. daily, and
the patient is still under observation. In this case,

restriction to a diabetic diet did not seem to aid the
action of the drug, and in the first case the cure took
place while the patient was allowed a mixed diet,

exclusive of potatoes.

—

Berliner llin. Wvchensdirif't,

.Iiinc 12, 1870.

.VcTioN OK Salicylic Acid on tiik Bones.— .\t the
meeting of the Nirderrhrintsrln- (rinrlliu-hii/t in Bonn
on December 0, 187o, Prof. Koster reported the re-

sults of his experiments on the action of salicylic acid
nil the osseous system. Pieces of spongy Ixuic become
soft as leather in a few days when placed in a half
per Cent, solution of salicylic acid, while compact bone
tissue is very slowly softened. The enamel of the
teeth ia very slightly affected by it, but the dentine
where it is exposed by caries is rapidly destroyed.
Dentista have already recogni/.i'd the evil effects of
salicylic acid on the teeth. The increased amount of
the salts of lime in the urine soon after salicylic acid
has been taken, shows that the acid deprives living as
well as dead bone of its lime salts.
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In the discussion that followed. Prof. Binz main-
tained that the acid is entirely harmless when given

for a sliort time in the proper way. The neutral salt

of soda produces the same effects as the acid.

—

Berliner

Mill. Wochenschrift, July 3, 1876.

Treatment of Phagedenic Sores.—Dr. Weisflog,

of Zurich, recommends the electric bath as an unfailing

remedy to relieve the pain of phagedenic chancres.

One 6 ectrode is to be placed in the water, and as soon
as the diseased part is sulnnerged, the other electrode,

which should be covered with a moistened sponge, is

to be gradually seized with two or more fingers, the

patient liimself regulating the strength of the current

by holding the electrode firmly or lightly. Where
the bath is unattainable, the nerves running towards
the sore should be faradized by means of the s])onge

electrode. It is important to avoid exciting muscular
contractions in the neighl)orhood of the sore. In the

iatervals between the baths the sore should be covered
with charpie soaked in fat, which the patients gener-

ally prefer to all other applications. After the first

faradization the pain returns rapidly, but is less severe

;

gradually, as the electric baths are repeated, the inter-

vals of freedom from pain become longer, until after

eight or ten days the pain is not greater than that of

an ordinary chancre. The sore itself does not improve
under this treatment, but it enables a proper course of
local treatment to be carried (mt.

Of the mercurials, the Doctor prefers the liydrarg.

oxydulat. nitricum, which he uses as a salve in tlie

proportion of one to fifty or sixty. It causes slight

burning at first, but the tloor of the ulcer soon Ijecomes

clean, its margins become depressed, and cicatrization

advances so rapidly that the entire process is finished

in from fourteen to twenty days. The osteocopic

pains do not yield mucli to the faradization, l)ut are

greatly relieved by subcutaneous injections of hydrar-
gyrum oxydulatum nitricum in one per cent, solution.

This remedy acts well when given subcutaneously
;

does not, like injections of the sublimate, lead to new
gangrenous ulcere ; is less painful

;
produces no ab-

scesses ; and introduces into the body a larger quantity
of soluble mercury, without exciting salivation. The
Doctor uses the injection once in every fourteen days,
and as a rule finds that the osteocopic pains are en-
tirely relieved after two months of this treatment.

—

Allg. Med. Cent.-Zeitun.;/, June 17, 1876.

Chylous Ascites produced by Parasites (Hm-
matozoa).—Dr. F. Winkel reports the case of a wo-
man, 39 years of age, who had lived long in Surinam,
and who, one year after her retum to Germany, be-
came affected with ascites, which at first was improved
by medical treatment, but later on required para-
centesis. About two quarts of a fluid resembling but-
termilk were drawn off, in which the microscope re-

vealed the presence of a large number of thread-like,
actively moving organisms, ts s in. in length, by ^-^^jj in.

in breadth. They had a lounded head with four or five

cilia, and a sharp-pointed tail. The patient improved
somewhat after the operation, but died soon after with-
out having been seen again V)y Dr. Winkel. The urine
ajjpeared to be normal. Menstration was regular,

although the patient suffered from a prolapse of
the bladder and womb consequent on the ascites. Af-
ter the paracentesis a tense, painful swelling of the
left leg, and especially of the veins, set in, and lasted
for a long time.

Winkel points out the similarity between these en-

tozoa and the filaria discovered by Lewis in chyluria.

and thinks that in this case the filaria made their way

from the intestiiual canal into the lymphatic vessels,

and thence into the peritoneal sac. They were proba-
bly present in the lilood also, and [lerhaps excited the

thromljo.sis of the veins. Tlie jiatient stated that a
similar affection was not unfiequently met with in

Surinam;

—

C'entralblatt fur Medic. Wissenseh/iften,

.lune 17th.

The Diagnosis of Progressive Pernicious Anae-
mia.—Prof. Eichhorst, of Jena, thinks that he has
discovered by means of the microscope a certain means
of diagnosticating this disease in its earlier stages.

The di.scase is essentially an affection of the red blood-
corpuscles, and is as easily recognized as Icuka-mia. A
certain numl)er of the corpuscles are of normal size,

and are only noticeable for their remarkable j)aleness

and slight tendency to form into rolls, but others are

remarkable for their small size. Tliese latter are often

not more than quarter the size of the normal corpuscles,

but are more deeply colored, and have lost their bi-

concave contour more or less completely. Many of
them look like small fat-drops, colored red.

The i)rofessor has met with seven cases of this dis-

ease, in all of which the Wood pi-esented the above
peculiarities, while tliey were not found even once in

several hundred examinations of the blood of healthy

persons and of i)ersous suffering from other diseases,

especially such as produced an ana;mic or cachectic

condition. If the disease in question be observed for a

lengthened period, from the earlier to the later stages,

the number of these small abnormal elements will be
seen to gradually increase, and they may be as numer-
ous as the normal corpuscles. In all his observations

the white corpuscles were notably few in number, as

were also the small masses of proto]jlasm which are

often met with in healthy blood.

—

C'entralblatt fur
Med. WissenscJuiften, June 24.

Dislocation of the Hip.—At the meeting of the

Niederrheinische Oesellschaft in Bonn, December 20,

1875, Prof. Dontrelepont reported the following

case:

About the end of May, a boy seven years of age,

met with a traumatic dislocation of the right hip, up-
wards and liackwards. The luxation was not reduced,

and when he entered the hospital on August 30th he
was unable to stand on the leg; the thigh wassti'ongly

flexed, adducted, rotated inwards and shortened, and
the head of the femur could be distinctly felt lying on
the ileum. Permanent extension and counter-exten-

sion were at once ajjplied, and on September 6th the

head of the bone was drawn down close to the acetab-

ulum, the shortening was almost overcome, and the

flexion, adduction, and internal rotation were very

slight. The patient was then anesthetized, and the

thigh was strongly flexed and adducted, and then ro-

tated outwards without force, and the head of the bone
slipped into the articular cavity with a snap. Slight

iniiaramatory action followed, but when the case was
reported the patient was able to move about, and the
movements of the joint were almost normal. Pro-

fessor Dontrelepont believes that the easy reduction of

this dislocation was due to the previous peimanent
extension, and thinks that in many cases of old luxa-

tions that resist the ordinary measures of reduction,

the prolonged use of extension and counter-extension

will stretch the muscles and ligaments, and make the

head of the bone more movable, and so enable the re-

duction to be made. Even if this fail, the extension

Vf\\\ place the thigh in a better position and make the

joint more useful.

—

Berliner Min. Wochensclmft, July
31, 1876.
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CONCERNING DISCUSSIONS.

The interest of any subject wliieli may l)c presented

to a society is so much enlianced Uy tlie iiiiuiiur in

wliicli it is discussed, tluit we are often surprised tlint

tlie chairmen do not take more pains to keep tlie mem-
bers to their text. The disposition to wander from
the subject under discussion lias so developed itself by

usajie and tolerance, that it has become almost one of

tlie distinj^uishinij features of a meeting of medical

men. Tlie dilHeulty seems to be tliat tlie right men
do not talk at the right time, and that others who are

given the talent of loquacity have not enough of mod-
esty to balance their own opportunities with others'

interests.

To one accustomed to attend the meetings of medi-

cal bodies, it is often amusing to note the great diffi-

culty wliicli the members have in sticking to the point

at issue. It should be generally conceded that, if a

subject is so entirely new that not even the talking

member knew anything of it before the meeting,

tliere was the best possible reason for waiving dis-

cussion altogether. Not unfrei|uently, however,

tlie.se papers are the most discussed, and give the

chronic debaters the best possible chances for saving

what they may consider to be the fortunes of the

evening.

The desire to discuss a subject at all hazards is one

reason why so many side issues are brouglit in and so

niueli irrelevant matter allowed. The latitude given to

the members is sometimes astonishing, considering tlie

distinct purpose for which the meeting is called. We
have known, for instance, the discussion of a jiaper on

the patliology of phthisis to terminate or rather dwindle

into a reference to the best methods for treating pihs.

Again, a discussion on the treatment of croup drifted,

by curiously unaccountable means, into acanva.ss of the

merits of vaginal syringes. Tliese circumstances cer-

tainly cannot excuse the desire which the different
i

I liaimien may liave for filling up the hour, or ajjolo-

•Si/.f to those who lose their time by attendance upon

>'iich meetings. We have had enough of these doings,

and we hope during the present society season to see

some radical change in the ordinary run of society

affairs. It seems quite necessary that something slmnkl

lie done to repress the irresponsible and talkative

members— in fact, that as far as possible, speakers

should be selected who, by special previous preparatiim,

iiititlc themselves to be heard, and who would give

ample satisfaction to all present. Although this ar-

rangement may leave the selection open to the charge

of partiality on the part of the ehairman, it is still,

nevertheless, the only one which under present cir-

eiimstances is feasible. Of course this would not ex-

clude a participation by othei'S not named in the pro-

gramme, but would give the discussion a fair start,

and hedge in the legitimate jiremises upon which

argument .should be founded. If, on the other hand,

the subject is merely announced for discussion, the

natural modesty of the member who ought to speak is

replaced by the alacrity of the one who wants to speak
;

and the result is some remarks, the greatest merit of

which is in their ending. So much depends upon

suitable pre))aiation for discussion, that we have known

its neglect to spoil the best of papers, and its

attention to redeem the most commonplace eommiini-

cations. Let our presidents of medical societies take

the hint.

NUKSE-TRAININO.

TuE value of trained nursing is beyond argument-

The main question at the present time is how the

object can be best attained. -\lth(mgli the medical

professiim has long felt the want of competent and

trustworthy attindants upon the sick, it is somewhat

remarkable that it should have neglected any active

means to remedy it. Now that promising movements

are inaugurated, with the desired end in view, the

next best thing we can do is to give it all po.ssible

sympathy and support. So far as we know this has

been done, and our good intentions are redeemed by

a cordial cooperation with others who have anticipated

us.

Tlie establishment of training schools for nurses is

a movement which in this country, particularly, has

b<en attended with marked success. But as yet the

biginning is hardly made; and wliile it proves the

good effects of what has been done, it foreshadows

the work yet to be accomplished before the full bene-

fits of tlie system can be realized.

There are now five nui-se-training schools in this

cimntry, all in active operation and with every prom-

ise of future usefulness. With a view of enlarging

the benefits whieh belong to them, and of proposing a

more comprehensive plan of organization, a menilier

of the Hospital Committee of the State Charities Aid
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Association has recently written a very interesting,

suggestive, and elaljorate tract* upon the subject.

In tlie publication in question a very succinct and

yet comprelicnsive history is given of the manner of

nursing in the liospitals of the world for the past cen-

tury, and tlie different improvements wliicli have been

made in this service up to the present. The more we
learn of tlio nursing capabilities of the several institu-

tions named, the more are we impressed \\ith the fact

that the want for trained men and women attendants

is more and more a necessity. As an offset to this,

however, it is a matter of congratulation that not only

is this necessity fully realized, liut that the proper

S])irit is being infused into some of the ])hilanthropic

ladies of our land to meet it. Being convinced that

nurse-training establishments are the only means calcu-

lated to accomplish this end, we are ever ready to

consider any propositions or plans of organization

which may render their good works more general and

more effective. We perfectly agree with the writer of

the tract that nurse schools should be a part of hospi-

tals, and that the directress or superintendent should

have a recognized position in the board of administra-

tion. Tliis, of course, is founded upon a presumi)tion,

wliich we believe to l^e reasonaljle and just, that the

best nurses are females, and that as far as possible the

gentler sex should be in the majority. The recommen-

dation that a certain number of ladies should be

added to the hospital board may be right enough in

principle, but we fear will hardly do in practice-

Still, for the sake of the argument, we should be will-

ing to see the experiment tried. The suggestion that

the hospital should not only furnish instruction and
practice, but board, lodging, and wages for those en-

gaged in the study of their art, is eminently jjroper,

and one which any board of managers can easily see

will be in the highest degree advantageous to the

interests of their respective institutions. In regai'd to

the details of management there must necessarily be

so many modifications, conformably to the different

administration of hospitals, that no fixed rule can be

followed. The encouragement which hospital com-

mittees have given to nurse-training organizations not

only proves the general interest in the movement, but

promises in the no distant future the realization of a

hope that the managers themselves, instead of follow-

ing the lead of outsiders, will be ready to take the

initiative, so that a nurse-traiuiug school will be

considered as much a part of organization as the medi-

cal staff itself. We see no reason why it should not

be so—why the hospitals all over our land sliould not

turn out each year a goodly number of skilled nurses,

men and women, whose good services would Ije more

than welcomed whenever and wherever they could be

obtained. No one could be too strongly in favor of

any plan calculated to meet this want, and none who
by influence or example can fail to anticipate it more
effectually than l)y giving every encouragement to the

nurse-training schools of our midst. Let us throw

open our hospital doors and wish them that God-
speed which their good work so well deserves.

* A Century of Nursing, with Hints towards the Organization of a

Training School. By a Member of the Hospital Committee, New
Yorli : Q.V, Putnam's Sons, 1876.

Ueoicius anti Uotkts of fiooKa.

Medical and Surgical Memoirs. By Joseph Jones,
M.D. Vol. I.

, pp. 820. New Orleans, 1876.

Prop. Jones has long since earned for himself the

reputation of an indefatigable worker and a pains-

taking observer. In the volume before us, which is

one of the author's best efforts, we have a remarkal^le

example of what can be acconiplished by one in-

dividual in the direction of originality and elab-

oration. One is impressed with the idea that the
author loves to write, and is, on this account, inclined

to forgive a certain diffusenessof style which amounts
almost to tediousness. Still the vast array of facts,

historical and otherwise, so amply compensate for the

objection of too much detail, that in general the reader
will accord to him unqualified praise. Especially will

this be the case when the circumstances under which
the book has Ijcen written are fairly a))preciated.

Most of the facts of jiersonal observation related, and
the experiments given, were elaborated during the late

civil war, and were, practically sjieaking, without any
outside aid. The work is remarkable, not only in re-

gard to its originality, but to the wonderful amount
of patience and study necessary for its production.

The contents of the volume are quite varied, and to

the student engaged in investigating all the intricate

problems connected with the diseases of which it

treats, it is almost invaluable. The bulk of the work
is composed of investigations on the nature, causes,

rjlations, and treatment of traumatic tetanus, pre-

ceded by an elaborate historical account of the study
of nervous diseases in general. All the phenomena of
the disease are fully presented from the time lockjaw
was first observed and recorded as a distinct affection,

down to the present time. As the result of his studies

he comes to the conclusion that heightened bodily
temperature is only an epi-phenomena. and no indica-

tion of a pyrexial state ; that the spinal cord alone is

not the seat of the disease, but that it often becomes
merely the seat of over-exalted functional activity, as

the result of peripheral irritation. The pathology of
tetanus is presented with a wonderful elaboration as

to historical study, but our author is unable to throw
any particularly new light upon the subject. His
account of experiments with the different so-called

specifics are extremely valuable as disproving many
of the hap-hazard conclusions which have been arrived

at by superficial observers.

The subject of cerebro-spinal meningitis is also

treated in this volume, as well as the general history

and character of dropsies, and his remarkable ex-

periences in the treatment of pneumonia, so fatally

prevalent in the Confederate i-anks. Altogether the

work is a monument of individual industry and re-

markable antiquarian research.
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Ucporta of Societies.

INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL CONGRESS.
SECTION OF MKXTAIi DISEASES.

TiiR Section ini't .Mcmibiy, Sept. 4, iit :t i-.M. Dr. Jii!ii\

P. Gniy. (if rticii. CImiriimn ; Dr. Wiillcr Kcnipstcr,

of Wisconsin, Sjcrutiiiy. The first iiucstion was tlie

MICnOSCOPICAI. STUDY OF Tllli liKAIN,

By Walter Kcmpster. M.I)., Supt. Nortlieiii Hospital
for Insani', O.-likosli, Wi.-;ciinsin, Reporter.

It was based on microscopical examination of ll.'i

Cft.s('Sof insanity of all common forms, inchulinj^ acute

and clirouie mania, nielanclmlia, dementia, fjeneral

paresis, and insanity following; epile|)sy. He dis-

enssed the changes common to tlie arterioles and cap-

illaries ; deposits on the walls of the same' ; almormali-

ties oonsei|nent on en-ioriiement, the prominent (jnes

l>einj^ permiinent enlari^ement of the vessels, fusiform

dilatations, and miliary aneurisms, occlusion from mi-

nute thrombi and eml)olism, alteration in the course

of the ves.scls, and the etfect each condition produces
on surroundinji tissues. The investing, or perivascular

sheatli. and the perivascular canal and its contents,

were discussed : he had never failed to tind both slieath

and canal in every case of insanity. In the canal he

had frequently found lymphoid bodies which could
be nuide to move al>out in fresh specimens. His con-

clnsiims were, that the canal was a conduit conveyiiii;

products of water from the cellular ch^ments into the

lymph space in the pia mater ; the canal existed in the

normal brain, and was then more ditlieult of demon-
stration, lb' dwelt on changes observed in nerve eelU
and their prolon^^ations. and cited the; i;eneral results

recorded by him in a larfj;e number of eases of insani-

ty, dwelliiii; particularly on the earlier ileparture from

the normal states. In certain cases examined by him
the disease had existed from six days in one ca.se to

sixty days in others before death occurred; distinct

lesion in the nerve cells could be made out. His con-

clusion was, that the nerve cells become affected very

early in the disea.sc ; in certain cases the change pre-

cedinj; the mental alienation.

He regarded the names, "miliary sclerosis" and "col-

loid di'i^iMicration," as unfortunate in not dcseribini;

the true condition, and bein<; apt to mislead. He has

found miliary sclerosis in patclu'S of sclerosis proper

or f^ray dej5eneration, and the "colloid dejicneracy
"

does not respond to roaj^ents known to affect true col-

loid tissues. Changes iu the neuroglia were described,

also abnormalities in the nerve fd)res. Finally, he

stated the various lesions found in the several forms of

insanity; and without asserting that a distinct lesion

could lie found in each form, he grouped tliose which
lie had found c<imnion to such, and stated that certain

lesions appeared connnon in tlie earlier forms, and
in the majority of cases were found in the nerve cells.

In conclusion, lie showed a number of |)hoto-micro-

graphs on glass, projected on the screen by the lan-

tern, illustrating the changes describi'd.

Dr. I.saac Kay said the paper exhibited great re-

search, and pointed out the way for further profilabb'

investigation. Pathology of the brain had heretofore

been unsatisfactory. The scalpel had done its work,

and we must rely upon tlie microscope for further

kiiowh-dge, notwithstanding certain persons have af-

fected to deride sh<-Ii investigations, liut from them
we ore to derive ideas on causation of disease, llu

was not ready to endorse every assertion about inicro-

siopic changes, or to say that by examining a sli<!c of

brain under a micro.scope we can tell whether a person

was insane or not. That time may come, however,

and this paper indicates the great advances made in

this direction. Examinations in tliis department
should be encouragid in all our institutions.

Dr. Thomas S. Kirkbride said the character of the

paper precluded a great deal of discussion, as there

were so few who fully understood tlii' subject. He
otTercd a resoluticui tendering Dr. Kempsler their

cordial thanks for his paper, and recommending it to

the Congress for publication in the Transactions, with

till' suggestion that the Committee on Publication re-

|)roduce as many of the i)lioto- micrographs as may be

necessary to illustrate the jiajxT.

Dr. John P. CJray, Chairman, stated that he con-

curred in what hail been said about the paper. In the

present state of progression in sucli investigations we
cannot yet reach special conclusions, but may arrive

at i^encral result.s. Certain changes appear to lie com-
mon in all the forms of insanity ; .some of them have
been observed in forms of nervous disonler, in which
thc^ mental status had not been involved ; but these

facts should stimulate further investigation, as it is the

only line left open for further progress.

Dr. Kirkbride's resolution was unanimously adopted.

On Tuesday Dr. Isaac Ray, Ke|)orter, rcail a paper
on the

UliSPONSiml.TTY OF THE INSANE KOU CKIMINAI, ACTS,

setting forth in a very able manner the differences of
opinion among jurists and physicians on the (|Uestion

how far insanity should be admitted as an excuse for

1
crime, and he briefly touched upon the opinion of

i pniminent jurists who had discussed this important

subject.

j

Dr. T. S. Kirkluide said that, without committing

]

himself to every assertion made by the writer, the main
:
facts met with his approval, and the ideas should be

disseminated; as emanating from this body, the pa])er

will have weight anil inllucnce. Dr. Kay's utterances

are clear and distinct, and should be made jniblic at

this time, when there is a tendency to hold the insane

responsible for acts committed when they are insane.

Dr. Clement A. Walker concurred in this pa|>er,

which he regarded as a very valuable contribution.

To-day there is a reaction against insane jieople which
is growing stronger, especially in Abissachusetts, where

(piite recently the action of tlie Kxecutive in commut-
ing sentence jiassed on a ])cr8(m believed by many to

j

be insane, had been received by portions of the com-

munity as a direct interference with a proper course

of the law, and great feeling has been exhibiti^d.

riicre are some in our specialty who may difl'er with

Di. Uay on "limited responsibility," but, as a whole,

the paper is excellent, and he trusted would receive the

endorsement of the Section.

Dr. C. H. Hughes, of St. Louis, did not cmicur in

all the views held by the distinguished author, but

approved of the paper as a whole.
' I )r. Johnson said he might refrain from endoi-sing

I

every sentence, but could certainly express an opinion

I
on a subject of so much importance.

Dr. John P. Cray did not endorse the views of the

writer as a whole, differing essentially on points in-

volving "limited responsibility," and what the writer

called "moral insanity." The conclusions, however,

met with his approv.il.

! Kesolutions containing the following conclusions

I

wire adoptird : That there is at present a tendency to

hold the insane responsible for criminal acts; that the
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tendency is unpliilosopliical, unjust, and contrary to the

teachings of pathologj'. Therefore, Hesohed, Tliat the

Section endorse the conclusions of the reporter, and
present the pajjor to the General Congress for publi-

cation in the Transactions.

On Wednesday Dr. C. H. Hughes, Reporter, read a
paper entitled

SIMULATION OP INSANITY BY THK INSANE.

His conclusions were, that it is not only not impos-
sible for the insane to simulate insanity for a purpose
in any but its gravest forms of ))rofound, general,

mental involvement, but that they actually do simu-
late acts and forms of insanity for which there e.\ists

no pathological warrant that we can discover in the

real disease afflicting them.
Dr. Ray reviewed the subject in exUnso, and referred

to the time when insanity, as an excuse for crime,

came prominently before the jjrofession. Certain of
the insane knew they were insane, and that insanity

was an excuse for crime, and when they had commit-
ted criminal acts they would simulate to avoid the

consequence of the act. It requires no more exercise

of the intellectual faculties to simulate than to do
many other things which are of daily occurrence.

The Reporter Iiad gone fully into the subject, and had
clearly explained tlie views held by the majority of
tbose who liave had large experience among the

insane. The subject, however, is not as fully under-
stood as it should l)e by the profession, the members
of which are as liable to be called to decide this

matter as those who have training in the wards of our
hospitals.

Tbe paper was unanimously referred to the General
Congress for publication in the Transactions.

THE CHRONIC INSANE.

On Thursday afternoon Dr. C. H. Nichols, of Wash-
ington, D. C, Reporter, read a paper entitled " The
Best Provision for the Chronic Insane." He reviewed
the subject of the provisions made for them, and allud-
ed to the practice in other countries. Communications
received from those particularly interested indicated
that the provision was inadequate in every State in the
Uuion. It was not possil)le to expect States to build
new hos|)itals to accommodate all the insane, but very
much might be accomplislied economically and readily
by buildhig on to the structures already erected, thus
providing for six or eight hundred in one building,
and that they could be attached or removed a short
distance from the main structure. The Legislature
would Ije more easily persuaded to provide for the
insane in this way than in any other.

Dr. C. A. Walker, of Mass., assented to the propo-
sitions, excepting the one advocating increase of num-
bers above 350 patients in one hospital. He did not
think it proper to put 600 or 800 insane in one hos-
pital.

Dr. Ray approved of the paper with the same ex-
ception, which he regarded as a fallacy; they could
not be cared for more economically in large numliers
than in smaller. After four hundred in a hospital all

appliances must be increased, and it is a question
whether the increased number cannot be more eco-
nomically provided for in another hospital. The
ol:)ject in establishing the Willard Asylum in New
York was to decrease the expense, but their last report
shows cost very little below that of other institutions,

and everything had been done on what has been
called the economical plan, so that there will be con-
stant repairs needed to keep the building whole.
Scattering the insane all over a farm in detached

buildings or cottages does not lessen the cost of pro-

visions. It is a fallacy to suppose that the labor of
the chronic insane can be utilized better from a cot-

tage than from the main structure. The tendency is

at present to build cottages, but it did not meet his

approval.

Dr. Kirkbride approved of the paper as a whole,

but also oljjected to increasing the number of patients

beyontl two hundred and tifty, and to the proposition

to build detached structures. Cottages were erected

many years ago at the Pennsylvania Hosijital for the

Insane, but they were found impracticable. It was
impossible for the Superintendent to give necessary

oversight to the insane scattered in cottages over a

three or four acre farm.

Dr. Walker offered similar objections. He said that

Dr. Jelly, Superintendent of the Retreat at Hartford,

did not regard the Appleton buildings recently con-

structed there as desirable, because they were removed
from the main structure.

Dr. .1. P. Gray considered the greatest exce])tion to

Dr. Nichols' paper was the proposition to erect struc-

tures half a mile from the main building. There can
be no oljjection to increasing the r.uml)er of insane in

one hospital, if the staff of medical assistants is pro-

portionately increased. Assistant physicians should
ha prepared for work in insane hospitals by previous

training and experience in general hospitals. With
competent mi-dical staff, he saw no objections to hos-

pitals for 600 or 800 patients.

The paper of Dr. Nichols was further discussed by
Drs. David D. Richardson, of Philadelphia, Jewett,

Kempster, and Hughes. Dr. Nichols made some ex-

planations relative to the pro|K)sition to erect separate

structures, after which resolutions were adopted, ten-

dering Dr. Nicliols thanks for his thoughtful, al>le,

and instructive paper, and recommending it to the

Congress for puljlication, with the approval of the

Section, except as to the number of patients most ad-

vantageously accommodated in one institution, in

respect to which there was some difference of opinion.

CONNECTION OF SYMPTOMS AND LESIONS.

Dr. Edward C. Spitzka, of N. Y., presented a paper
" On the Methods of Examination which will reveal a
clear and decisive Connection between the Sym])toms
of Insanity and the Pathological Lesions on wliich they
depend." The paper was illustrated by sections made
from an abnormal l)rain, which were examined under
the microscope. The paper was, without discussion,

referred to the Committee on Publication. The Sec-

tion then adjourned sine die.

SECTION OF OPHTHALMOLOGY.

This Section was organized Monday, Sept. 4th, with
R. Brudenell Carter, Esq., F.R.C.S. of London, as

Chairman, and John Green, M.D., of St. Louis, as Sec-

retary.

CAUSTICS AND ASTRINGENTS.

The work of the Section was opened by Professor
Henry W. Williams, of Boston, Reporter, on "The
C'omparative Value of Caustics and Astringents in the
Treatment of Diseases of the Conjunctiva, and the best

Mode of applying Them." He advocated the employ-
ment of the milder class of local remedies as sufHcient

in all forms of conjunctival disease
; some of these affec-

tions, those of traumatic origin for example, generally
doing best under the use of emollients rather than of
astringents. In the phlyctenular form of conjuncti-

vitis only the mildest stimulants were held to be ad-
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missiljle, and of those the reporter expresseil ii prefir-

ence for ii collyriuni ofliorax (^r. x. to 3 i.) ; iilso touch-
inj; the conjuiictivul surface of the upper eyeliil lij;hlly

with a snuiotli craj'on uiaile from a crystal of alum, in

chronic cases.

In the early stages of conjunctival catarrh of moder-
ate severity, bathing the closed eyeliils with cool water,

and the freipient use of coUyria of borax (gr. x. to ; i- ),

or of alum (gr. v. to I i.). or once or twice very lightly

touching the palpebral conjunctiva witli a polished
crayon of sulphate of copper, were recommended as

ordinarily sutlicient, reserving the somewliat more
active employment of tlie copper crayon, and the use

of solutions of nitrate of silver for severer cases of the

disease, especially in its clironic forn^s. In trachoma,
he would use the copper crayon in preference to the

lapis mitigatus or silver solutions, but without cpies-

tioning the utility of the latter when skilfully applied.

In the acute stage of purulent ophthalmia, especially in

tlie gonorrlueal form, stress was laid on the jjcisistent

use of iced etimpresses, conjoineil with extreme care in

cleansing the eye.s, and frecpient use of mild astringent

collyria of borax (gr. x. to ? i.) alum (gr. v. to j i.) or

sulphate of zinc (gr. ss. to ij. to j i.). In the chronic

stage, the sulphate of copper crayon was recommended
as. on the wliole, the best form of astringent. In ojih-

thalmia of newborn children, mild treatment, season-

ably begun and faithfully carried out, was advocated
almost to the exclusion of other modes of ])ractice.

The following conclusions, being substantially as

reported to the Section by Professor Williams, were,
after full discussion, unanimously ado|)tcd:

1st. In a considerable number of essentially tran-

sient affections of the conjunctiva, and in pterygium
and other growths, no active treatment, by caustics or

astringents, is required.

2d. Where disease affects only a limited i)ortion

of the conjunctiva, as in phlyctenular inllannnation,

the niild'st stimulating or astringent remedies are

usually suflieient.

Ud. In the acute and chronic forms of general con-
junetiviti.s, a.stringents are, as a rule, .safer, as well as

more etlicacions than caustics, and therefore better

adapted to the rc((uirementsof the general piactitioner.

The diseu.ssion revealed a ))reference on the part of
many meml)crs for somewhat stri>nger applications than
those advocated by him in ophthalmia of the new-
born, viz.. nitrate of silver (gr. v., or sometimes gr. x.

to 3 i.) applied over a day, for a few days only, to the

everted eyelid, and neutralized by immediately wash-
ing it otf with salt water. In severe purulent, and
especially in gonorrlueal ophthalmia, when attended
with great swelling and hardness of the lids, stress w.is

laid on the value of free division of the outer can-
thus by a single cut with strong scissors, both as a

means of relieving pressure ou the globe and of ab-
stracting blood.

TUMOItS OF THE OI'TIC NEItVIC.

Ox Tuesday, Sept. "ith, a paper was read by Her-
mann ICnapp, M.l)., of New York, Heporter, on this

subject, lie cited the few Ciises of optic-nerve tumor
contained in recent medical literature, including three

under his own observation, two of which had lieen re-

|<orted in fidl in the Archives of Ophthalmology and
Otology. I'hese tumoi-s may be of various kinds, and
are generally such as afford a hope of more or le.>s

permanent bencHt from their removal. A prominent
feature in the paper was the description already pub-
lished, of two opcrntions for removal of tln^ tumor
without sacrifice of the eyeball, which although blind,

may often be preserved, and disfigurement attending

its enucleation avoided. The paper of Dr. Rnapp,
embracing an exhaustive analysis of all the reported
cases, was unanimously referred to the Congress, with
recommendation to puljlish.

THE EVES op SCiroLAnS.

.V paper was next received fr<>n\ Dr. C. H. Agnew,
of New York, entitled '-Contributions to the Statistics
of the Conditions of the Kyes of Scholars, being a rO-

sumfi of the (Observations of Dr. K. Williams, of Cin-
cinnati, Dr. Wm. Cheatham, of New York, and Dis.
.1. S. Prout and A. Mathewson, of Brooklyn." The
general conclusions from the statistics embraced in it

were presented through Dr. ^Vebster, at the meeting
of the American Social Science Association, in IBT.'i,

but the statistics themselves had never been made
public. After much interesting discussion of the
causes of the myopia which is clearly shown to develop
itself in close relation to the use of tlie eyes in per-
formance of the work required in our city schools, the
Section unanimously recommended to the Congre.s.s

that the paper be printed, with the statistical tables in
full.

OnBIT.M. ANEUniSlf .\ND EXOPnTH.\I.M0S.

On Wednesday, Sept. Gtli, a paper on "Orbital
aneurismal Disease, and Pulsating Exopli|lialmia ; their
Diagnosis and Treatment," was read iiy K. Williams,
.M.D., of Cincinnati, Keporter. Several interesting
cases were reported in some detail, and one somewhat
obscure case of exophthalmos, of traumatic origin,
was exhibited to the Section.

Dr. Geo. C. Harlan, of Philadelphia, then presented
an sibstract of the histories of two ca.ses of pulsating
exo|>litlialmos, already publishe^l by him, in one ol
which a cure had followed systemaiie and long-con-
tinued compression of the carotid artery. In the other
case, after eight years of uninterrupted |)rogiess, severe
orl>ital inflammation occurred during the past year,
and ended in sup]uiration and cure of the disease, but
with loss of the eye l>y corneal ulceration.

Both papers were referred to the Congress with the
rec(numendation to publish them.

.\I!F. CERTAIN AFFECTIONS OP THE EYE HEREDITARY ?

On Thursday, Sept. Tth, a paper was read by Ed-
ward G. L(.riiig, 51. D., of New York, Keporter, on the
i|Uestion, "Are Progressive Jlyopia and Posterior
Staphyloma due to Hereditary Predisposition, or can
they be Induced by Defects of Refraction, acting
through the Influence of tlie Ciliary Muscle (" The
conclusions reached by him as to' the intlurnce of
hereditary juedisposition in production of myopia
were necessarily based on indirect evidence rather than
on direct observations, the latter kind of evidence
being almost wholly wanting. Comparing statistics

published liy Erisman in Hussia, Jlax Coniad in Ger-
many, with oliservations made by Dr. It. II. Deiby
and the reporter in New Y'ork, the conclusion seems
irresistible that many cases of original hypermetropia
mii.st pass through the stage of emnietropia to become
at last cases of myopia. If this conclusion is accepted,
we have to a.ssign to the dilTercnt exciting causes of
myopia a |)rei)onderance so great as to enable them
actually to overpower inherited hypermetropia

; and
in the presence of active exciting causes of such
I)otency, hereditary ])redisposition must be held to
play a comparatively unimportant part. Inherited
weakness of the scleral tunic, which ]iredispo.srs it to
yield to distending causes, is probable, but how im-
portant a part it jilays in the causation of myopia is

not to be determined in the present state of our
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knowledge. The conclusion upon this point, as for-

inuliited by the reporter, is as follows :

" Prom the fact that so large a percentage of chil-

dren are myopic, whose parents are not near-sighted,

while the myopia increases directly with t!ie amount
of increased tension of the eyes, and from the fact

that an interchange of refraction may occur wherel>y

an eye which is not congenitally myopic may l)ecome

so in spite of hereditary tendency against it, it would
seem to follow that hereditary predisposition, though
undoubtedly a potent cause, is not only not the sole

cause, but it is not even the predominating cause."

In the discussion of tliis proposition, astigmatism,

an extremely frequent couiplication of liigh grades of

myopia, was cited by Drs. J. Green and Wm. Thom-
son, as one of the possiljly or proliably potent excit-

ing causes of myopia, and the importance of more
careful determination of the existence of medium and
low grades of astigmatism in future examinations of

refraction in school children, was insisted on.

The conclusion was unanimously adopted by the Sec-

tion.

With regard to the question as to whether the

ciliary muscle, acting through faulty refraction, can

produce myopia and conus, the reporter concludes:
" That the action of the muscle, taken by itself,

exerts but little influence on the production of myopia,
and still less on the formation of the cone."

This second conclusion was debated by Drs. Wm.
Tliomson, Risley, and Sh.akespeare, who inclined to

the view that the conus is the expression of the effect

of the dragging of the radial fibres of the ciliary

muscle on the choroid, other members attril)uting to

the strain of accommodation only a secondary influ-

ence exerted through the production of hypenemia
leading to hj'persecretion and finally to distention of

the globe.

This i)roposition was adopted by the Section, by a

vote of fifteen to seven—several members not voting.

KEFRACTIVE LESIONS OF THE EYE.

Dr. George T. Stevens, of Albany, N. Y., then read

a paper on " The Relations l)etween Corneal Diseases

and Refractive Lesions of the Eye." He advanced
the interesting view, based on his clinical experience

and illustrated by two cases, that refractive lesions

predispose to disease of the cornea, and that thus the

correction of errors of refraction may be highly im-
portant in the treatment of certain chronic or recur-

rent cases.

Tills paper was referred to the Congress, with the

recommendation to publish.

CYST OP THE IRIS.

A case of cyst of the iris was exhibited to the Sec-
tion by Dr. Geo. Straw-bridge, of Philadelpia.

INSTRBMENTS EXHIBITED.

On Friday, Sept. 8th, Dr. Risley, of Philadelphia,
exhiljited an instrument for facilitating the investiga-

tion of refractive anomalies, and Dr. Shakespeare, of
Philadelphia, presented his comljined ophthalmo-
scope and o])hthalmometer. Both instruments have
been descrilied in the American Juurntd of the Medical
Sciences during the ]iast year.

The Section then adjourned sine die.

Dr. Alpheus B. Crosby of this city lias been elected

President of the New Hampshire State Medical Soci-

ety.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.
StaUd Meeting, Sept. 21, 1876.

Dr. S. S. Purple, President, in the Chair.

Dr. F. a. Burrall read a paper on

nitrite of amyl as an antidote to chi.oroform,

in which he brought it forward as the most avail-

able of all medical agents to avert the dangerous in-

fluence of chloroform when used as an amcsthetic.

It was believed that nitrite of aniyl acted as an anti-

dote to chloroform by producing a direct |)aralysis of
the vascular walls, hence caused a rapid circulation.

Dr. Burrall recapitulated the experiments performed
upon cats and dogs by others and himself, and set the
amyl down as an agent which should always be in the
armamentarium of the medical man who went pre-

pared to meet any emergency that might arise wliile

producing anaesthesia with chloroform. It could be
administered from a bottle, or five or six drojis might
be placed on a handkerchief and held to the nose
and mouth of the patient. An exceedingly convenient
method of carrying the drug was liy means of the
nitrite of amyl bulbs suggested by Dr. T. A. McBride,
of this city. When required, one of the bulbs could
be Ijroken in a handkerchief or towel, and its contents
immediately inhaled.

Dr. Gouverneur M. Smith remarked that the
question might arise whether the antidote was not a
dangerous agent to employ.
Dr. S. Caro seemed to doubt the safety of the anti-

dote in this instance, for the reason that one of his

patients, who suffered from angina pectoris and was
treated by the use of the nitrite of amyl in droj) doses
taken by the mouth, fell into a sort of collapse after

the fifth dose, wliich he was quite certain would have
proved fatal had not the influence of the drug been
arrested by a vigorous administration of aromatic
spirits of ammonia.
Dr. J. C. Peters doubted the correctness of the

opinion that the collapse in Dr. Caro's case was due
to the effect of the amyl, hut was inclined to attribute

it rather to the prostrating effect produced by the

attack of angina.

Remarks were made by Drs. Peters, Taylor, Post,

Baylis, Caro, Sell, and Downs

NEW YORK COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY.

Stated Meeting, Sept. 25, 1876.

Dr. T. Addis Emjiet, Vice-President, in the Chair.

Immediately after the nomination of officers. Dr. S.

A. Raborg read a paper on

the induction of premature labor in contracted
pelves : ITS necessity and safety in cases ascer-

tained PRIOR TO full term.

The paper consisted essentially in a report of three

cases in which jjremature labor had been induced, but

the interest centered upon the use of the interrupted

current of hot water { 1 10°F. ) by means of a Davidson's

syringe, instead of the continued current as obtained

in the method of Kiwisch. In the first case the inter-

rupted current was employed, two gallons of water

were used each time, and the douche was repeated

every three to five hours. Delivery was effected in

five days and twelve hours.

The second case occurred in the same woman. The
continued current was employed, the same amount of
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water used each time, and the douche was repeated at

about the same interviils. A Barnes dihitor was in-

troiluci'd once. Delivery was effected in nine days
and twenty-tlirec liours.

In the third case tlie interrupted current was em-
])l<iyed and delivery effected iu tive days and eleven
and a half huurs.

Fnini the ahove, the doctor hclioved it was evident
that the continuous current could not lie relied upon
as a sole agent to produce preiniiture lahor.

The action of the iuteriupted current was regarded
as a sort of tlatrellation of the muscular tissue of the

titcrus produced by tlirowing ajiainst the posterior

lip of the cervix a series of jets which would stimu-
late contraetiou in the entire orjran, The seconilary

effect of the hot water was held to he stiniulatinix,

provoking contraction, as advocated hy Dr. T. Addis
Eiiimet. The advantages claimed for the method
were that it could not possibly do any injury, and it

did not require penetration of the os externum.
It required patience on the part of the doctoi , and it

was assumed that the medical profession was noted iu

that particular.

In cases where rapid delivery was required, Barnes'
dilatore were regarded as invaluable.
The paper was received by the Society, and in the

discussion that followed,

Dn. Is.v.\c E. T.wi.ou remarked that he had given up
the douche as an agent to be used in the induction of
premature labor, and knew of no method which could
do its work quicker than that by means of Barnes'
dilators. They could be used without harm to the
mother, and at the same time they were safe for the
child.

The discussion was continued by Drs. Caro and
White. At its close,

Dr. a . McL. II.VMiLTox exhibited a modification
of the gas-jet cautery presented before the American
Neurological Association by Dr. Putnam, of Boston
(see Meuic.m. Record for July 15, 18T0, p. 401). Dr.
Hamilton has made such modifications as permits the

gas to burn without noise, and the instrument can be
obtained at a considerably lower figure than the Bos-
ton cautery.

The Society then adjourned.

I

with the galvanic current. The article was printed in

! my (talvani)-TlierapeutifS (published by D. Appleton
ik ()o. in IHTl, third edition, IWT.j, p. 140), to which I

I

would refer the reader for funlici- particulars (from
'p. 128 to p. I')')). I may add that since then a con-
sidirable number of cases have corroborated inv views,
though they have led me to some moditicatious of

I

the treatment, in accordance with the new facts

which have accumulated.
Very truly yours,

AV'lLLIAM B. Ne»tel.
IG Em* 48th Stroot. New York,

OctotKT 7, Ib'li.

^•-••^

THE CAUSE OF CHOREA.
To THE EorroB OF Tb« Midical Rtcono.

Siii:—Dr. G. T. Stevens, of Albany, at a meeting of
the- New York Academy of .Miilicine, held June l."ith,

advanced the theory that ••Chorea. . . . arises from
irritation dependent upon anomalous refraction of
the eye. and in a very large proportion of cases to
hypernK'tro|)ia." I have (oUected eleven cases of
chorea, the refraction of whose eyes has been exa-
mined by Dr. C. S. Bull, and thenuinber of cases
in which there is no error of refraction will be seen
to be six. In seven of these cases there are causes
existing which have been held by various authorities
to be good and sutlicient reasons for the chorea.

Wm. G Hyperopic /,& 14 Father a dnmkard. In
Astigmatic.

Wra. D Hvperopio ^
to A.

Mary E R.. Hy|icropic /^.

Wui. H Hyperopic j',.

all i)robal>ility niastur-

I

bates.

8 Mother hypermetropic
I and wears glasses.

12 Xo history.

14 No history.
Mary D Hyperopic iu L n Has a functional heart

Eye -,V to ->,;,

I

R. Kye /„ and
Astigmatic.

Nora S No error of re-

fraction.

Corrfsvoii^f'icf*

THE TREATMENT OF ASTHMA.
To THE Editor or Tat Midicil Rbcoiid.

Dear Sir:— In No. 41 of The Mkdic.vi, Record, p.

65;J, Dr. Beard, among other interesting remarks,

says

:

•• This theory (i. <•. the nerve theory) led me to

recommend central and local galvanization for hay
fever before it was known to have been of practical

efficacy in this disorder."

Without entering into any discussion as to the

priority of advancing both this theory and the gal-

vanic treatment of asthma, I will only mention the

following facts. In 1870 I read before the Medical
Journal A.«sociation a paper on asthma, in which I

pointed out the neurotic nature of the phenomena of

asthma (a neurosis within the sphere of the pneumo-
gastric nerve), and advocated the galvanic treatment,

at the same time giving as practical illustrations

several casca_ of asthma successfully treated by me

Frank D. . . . . 'No error of re-

I
fraction.

Georgiana M. No error of le-

1
fraction.

Louise R. . . . iNo error of re-

I

fraction.

Albert K. ... No error of re-

fraction.

11

murmur at base.

Nellie C. No error of re-

fraction.

Heart beats very rap-
I idly and has slight

mm-mur, with systole
above base.

16 Admits masturbation.

I

15 'Father a dnmkard and
I has an epileptic bro-

I

ther.

11 No history.

Had scarlet fever two
months before ac-
cess of chorea.
No assiguable cause.

These cases are not enough to prove that error of
nfraction is not a frequent cause of chorea, but to
show that it is by no means a universal cause. I hope
to publish before long a larger niimber of cases which
throw more light on the subject.

R. H. Neviks, M.D.

ARMY NEWS.
Offieial Lift of CJinngei of Slationt and Dutiei of

Officers of Ihr Mitlical Dfjmrtmfut, United Statet
Army, from Oct. l»t to Oct. 'th, 1870.

IIartscfp, a.. Surgeon. Granted leave of ab.senco
for one month, with permi.ssion to ajiply for an exten-
siim of one month. S. O. 135, Dept. "of the Platte,
Spt. 80, 1870.
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Williams, J. W., Asst. Surgeon. Relieved from
duty in Dept. of Dakota, and to report in person to the

Sui'geon- General at Washington, 1). C. S. O. 204, A.
G. O., Sept. 30, 1876.

Brown, J. M., Asst. Surgeon. Assigned to duty at

Port Garland, C. T. S. O. 203, Dept. of the Jlissouri,

Sept. 27, 1876.

Gardner, W. H., Asst. Surgeon. Granted leave of
absence for four months, with permission to apply for

an extension of two months. S. O. 204, C. S., A. G. O.

Buchanan, W. F., Asst. Surgeon. Granted leave of
absence for four months. S. O. 206, A. G. O., Oct. 3,

1870.

Tremaine, W. S., Asst. Surgeon. Granted leave of
absence for 30 days, upon completion of his examina-
tion for promotion. S. O. 202, C. S., Dept. of the

Missouri.

Moppatt, p., Asst. Surgeon. Granted leave of ab-

sence for four mouths, with permission to apply for an
extension of two months. S. O. 204, C. S. , A. G. O.

Dickson, J. M., Asst. Surgeon. Leave of alissnce

extended 15 days. S. O. 104, Mil. Div. of tlie Mis-
souri, Sept. 28, 1876.

mieMtal Heme onb 'Ncvos.

Contagious Diseases.—Comparative statement of
cases of Contagious Disease reported to the Sanitary
Bureau, Health Department, for the two weeks ending
October 7. 1876.
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©Tiginal Cecturea.

CLIxVICAL LECTURE ON
RH(EA.

ACUTE DIAR

DKMVERED IN BEI.T.KVCK lIOSIMTAr,,
]

By W. II. THOMSON, M.D.,
'

Pnnr. op MITKRIA MBDICA AND TIIBn APBTTICS, USIVKRSITr MBDI-
CAL OOLLBOB, NBW YOltK.

1 iiAvic cliosen the disortlere of the nlimcntary canal
as tlie siilijoct for the |)ic9C'nt S|)iin<j Course of Clini-

cal Lectures, because these affections are so common
that youns praetitionei's may naturally expect to lie-

<;iii with tlicni their medical exprrience, and our re-

marks to-day will refer to one of tin; commonest of
them all, especially durinj; the cominir stiisun. namely,
.Vcute Diarrho' I. Chronic diarrho-a is usually as dis-

tinct from acute diarrlura, both in its nature and in

the treatuiint refiuircd for it, as chronic and acute
diseases generally are distinct from each. other; and
hence wc mu>t defer its consideration for a future
season.

The most frequent forms of acute diarrhtca may be
divided, according to my conception of them at least,

into two varieties; namely, those due to chemical
causi'S, so to speak, and secondly, those due to nervous
derangements. I would class under the first division
the diarrhteas caused by acrid feruientative changes
in the intestinal contents, which induce in the canal
llir same kind of drastic action which characterizes

the operation of irritant cathartics. The other variety,

or choleraic diarrhcca, begins as a i)ainles.s, watery flux,

but may rapidly develop syini>touis of the most dan-
gerous vital collapse, and whose interpretation is very
difKcnIt upon any theory of mere local intestinal irri-

tation. The leading characters of these two forms,
both as regards their etiology and their course, and
also, 1 may add, as regards their treatment, are so dif-

f.-r.,'n( that it is well for us here to begin with discrim-
iiia'iug them.
The causes which lead to the development of the

first form of acute diarrha-a are generally quite easy
to recognize. We should first bear in mind that the
digestive juices proper, both gastric and intestinal, are

ri|ually endowed with a remarkable property which is

n cessary to, but at the same time distinct from, their

<ligestive power, and that is, that one and all of them
are very eflicient antiseptics. Meat, milk, and other
(jUtresciblc substances, when mixed outside the body
witii the gastric, pancreatic, or intestinal juices, will

not oidy be acted upon by them, but will also remain
without i>utrefaction or fernientalivct change for as long
time as they will when mixed with sinue of our best

reputed agents for preventing decomposition. When
we consider that every morsel of food and each swal-
low of water, with the air which is mixed with buth,

must contain multitudes of the germs which induce
feruKMitation or decomposition outside, and that the

high temperature of the alimentary canal is peculiarly

fitted for their development, it becomes plain that

nothing Imt a free and constant supply of antiseptic

agents can prevent the spei-dy occurrence of putrefac-

tive processes. Were the gastric juice never so active

(US a solvent, yet this would avail little against the

poisonous changes which the food would undergo ere

thiT' was time tor the secretimis of tlie stomach to

complete their shan-of the work, and this dillicnity of

course would jjrogressivcly increase with every foot of

tlie tube beyond. The first effect, therefore, noticeable

upcm a suspension or a perversion of the digestive se-

cretions, from whatever cause, is fermentation or de-
composition of the contents of the canal. Lactic,

acetic, and butyric acids, sulphuretted hydrogen, and
ammonia, and other gases are foiined. with the result

of producing the most irritating mixtures that can well
be imagined, and whose caustic action is manifested
in the inflamed throat, nose, aiul lips, aiul the running
tears which accompany their ejection by vomiting, or
th<> excoriations about the anus when these matters are

voided. This one consideration, that the antiseptic

property of the solvent secreticmsis (juite as necessary
as their digestive ])ower, and hence, that the absence
of these secretions is dangerous, aside altogether from
the danger of .starvation, affords a very fair exjilami-

tion of many troublesome fluxes which we meet in

disease. The iliarrheea of typhoid fever and of ])htliisis,

for instance, are not by any means due solely to a spe-

citic affection of the intestinal glands, because any rise

of the blood heat is a cause' of arrested or of dimin-
ished secretion, whether from the skin outside, to the
kiilneys. or the intestines inside; and let the fever-heat
last long enough, and you may have the intestine

bathed with decomposing irritating fluids, and "acol-
liciuative" diarrhoea set in which differs in no respect

from the flux of typhoid.

The syn\ptoms ( f this fonn of diarrhcea are but the
signs which the intestine must give under the circum-
stances. A great serous flow takes place to dilute the

irritating fluid, just as .acid in the mouth causes an
abundant flow of saliva. Then comes a sense of un-
easiness, followed 1)3' diffused soreness through the
bowels, and soon some portion of the intestine becomes
cramped in its hurried peristalsis. The patient feels

the same as if he had taken a griping dose of colocynth
or gamboge, and ere long he has an evacuation with a

burning .sensation, a discharge of flatus, and a sour or
putrefactive odor, which show nothing so much as that

for some hours or days he has nut had enough gastric

or intestinal juices for the proper change of the food,
and hence it has changed into an intolerable cathartic.

Those persons who become greatly prostrated or faint
by medicinal cathartics are prostrated in just the same
way by a single evacuation of a simple sinnmer diar-

rho-a, and it is very common, on tlu' other hand, to find

some persons as much benefited by a purge com-
pounded of acetic, butyric acids, etc.. as by a well-
mixed laxative from the apothecary. Their " bilious-
ness" and muscular languor or pains go off, and they
feel as mui-h relieved by the one as by the other.

If a brief flux of this kind would in every ca.se not
only bring away the decomposed intestinal contents,

but also remove the causes which primarily sus-

pended or perverted the natural secretions, then there

would be no need for treating this form of acute diar-

rhiea at all. But very often the original disturbing
cause with the .secretions continues to operate. The
contents of the intesfiiu', whether ingesta by the
mouth or secretions from the blood (for the daily flow
into the intestine! of .secretiiuis has been estimated as

ei|uaIto the mass of the blood itself), continue to de-
ciimpose, and therefore, to renew the purging at shorter

and sliortiT intervals, until inflamnnitiem oreven ulcer-

ation result locally, and systemic depre.ssinn generally.

The patient, if he had ideas at first of a loosenc»ss of
the bowels being a beneficial process of riddance from
surplus bile, begins to wish lo have it stopped. It iii

then that you should bi' in the ln'st position to jndgc.
The indications for arri'sling tin' flux are often urgent.
We have' epiiti' a numlier eif reiiieelie;. which can di-

I rectly restrain excessive intestinal discharges, and
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often the sooner the bowels are " locked up " by them,

the better. But on the otlier hand, this locking up is

as often a mischievous practice. You only check, as by
an insufficient dam, the flow, to have it l)reuk out

again more uncontrollable than ever. The decision

here as to the best course to pursue is generally very

perplexing to the pliysician witli his first patient. It is

now, therefore, that a careful consideration of the

causation and the nature of the diarrhanv has so much
to do with the management of the Ruk, for success

will depend more upon a projjer judgment of how
the trouble began rather than how it happens to con-

tinue.

Take, for example, the diarrhoea common with

teething children. I Iiave often suffered from tooth-

ache myself, with the invariable res\ilt of finding that

an aching tooth can seriously disturb tlie stomach. It

is not the pain alone which takes away the appetite,

furs tlie tongue and brings on a qualmish dys|.ie|)sia,

for the divisions of the trigeminus are allied tliiough

more tlian one branch with the gastric nerves, so tliat

not only a frontal lieadache accompanies jin irritated

gastric mucous memljrane, but, vice versa, a painful

tooth will often in adults clieck the flow from the

follicles in tlie stomach. It would seem, therefore, that

we may infer correctly tliat the refle.\ irritation pro-

duced by one or by several teetli pushing tlieir way
tlirougli the narrow Ijony bed in tlie undeveIo|)ed jaw
of infancy, may be severe enough to suspend the gas-

tric secretion almost completely. Should this occur,

the milk will soon be vomited with a very sour smell,

and simultaueou.sly with this symptom, you have plain

evidence that something is producing pain and dis-

turbance in the !:>nwels. Irregularities of tlie local

temperature, the unfailing signs of radiated intestinal

irritation, first manifest tliemselves. The feet and
j

hands turn cold and contract.the head becomes hot and
|

the face streaked, and soon the vomiting is succeeded
by an evacuation wliich has the same kind of fer-

mented odor which is perceptible in the matter ejected

from the stomach. Tliere are other characters besides

the odor to be noted in the passages similar to what
comes from tlie stomach, such as the collections of un-
digested casein, but we'would direct special attention

to the sour smell for this reason. The gastric juice

is itself acid, and hence, some may think that the
taking of mineral acids to relieve the dyspepsia of a sour
stomaeli, or to act as astringents in diarrhoea, is some-
what after the Ilalmemannic principle; but in reality it

is just the reverse. Though the gastric juice is nor-

mally acid, nothing that it is mix(^d with should tiindl

sour; that is a certain indication of fermentative
change caused by the deficiency, and not by the excess,

of the pro])er acid. On the other hand the intestinal

juice is alkaline, but still as effectual a preventive
of fermentation as is the gastric juice, so tliat sourness
of tlie digester is equally an evidence of a great defi-

ciency in the normal secretions of tlie bowels, and due
to the same cause, namely, arrest, tlirougli refle.x irrita-

tion, of the functions of tlie digestive glands. The way
to treat sucli a diarrlicea, therefore, will differ in several
respects from the treatment of almost any case of
diarrlicea in adults. The first thing to do is to put a
stop to the nerve irritation, and feu- this jinrpose we
may adopt several different procedures. One of the
oldest and most familiar is scarification of tlie gums,
an excellent measure if done when needed, and that
is, only when there is liyperaimia of the gums. If they
are swollen and hot, a few drops di'awn from them
by the prick of a lancet, relieves them greatly, on the
priucijile that local liloodletting is one of tlie most
effective vascular and nervous sedatives that we know

of. We are utterly without an explanation of this fact,

but the child is quieted in just the same way that the

dreadful spasmodic dyspncea of a thoracic aneurism is

sometimes marvellously quieted by the trivial bleeding
from two or three leeches applied at the top of the ster-

num, or the pain of pericarditis by tlie same at thepre-

cordium, or the irritable stomach in acute liepatitis by
the same at the epigastrium, or the lieadache of menin-
gitis, by the same applied to the mastoid processes.

There is no support afforded by these clinical facts to

the advocates of general bleeding, for the amount of
blood taken in the case of aneurism, for instance, is

too little to produce the sliglitest change in tlie sac or

in its contents. But the cases where lancing the gums
is called for are comparatively few. We should re-

member that the greatest aching usually accompanies
the gr 1wing of the teeth through the bony canal, before

they i>egin to encroach upon or irritate the gums at all,

and hence, it the gums are neither red nor tumefied,

you had better not attempt the operation, for it will

be of little avail. The laity, and some physicians evm,
imagine that cutting the gums is for the purpose of

making a way for the teeth to grow out ; but a young
gentleman, ambitious for a moustache, might as well

prick holes in his upper lip to help the hairs apjiear, as

the practitioner to think that a soft mucous membrane
can really delay a growing tooth.

We have, however, in the bromide of potassium an
agent which possesses an incontestable power of arrest-

ing reflex irritability. Its free administration lessens

even normal reflex movements, as in winking ; and if

you are annoyed with excessive excitability in the

fauces of patients whom you wish to examine with the

laryngoscope, you can generally soon obviate this by
giving half a drachm of the bromide. While the more
the reflex irritability is morbid in its degree, tlie more
effective will this agent be found. It is not an ano-

dyne in the usual sense of tliat term, for I doubt if it

relieves pain at all ; but it certainly can prevent, liy its

paralyzing effects upon reflex processes, the toothache

from disturliing travels to distant nerve distributions.

Whether this theory, however, be correct or not, I

nevertheless believe that I have found this drug ex-

ert a positive remedial action in the diarrlicea of den-
tition, given in five-grain doses every three hours or
so, and my only explanation therefor is, tliat the gas-

tric secretory nerves are allowed by it to return to

their own business through its freeing them from the
influence of the dental irritation. I need only mention
also, that it is of special use in those numerous cases

where slight irritations are apt to induce infantile con-

vulsions or spasmodic croup. Another effective agent
for calming the nervous symptoms, and thus restoring

the stomach and bowels, is cold to the head. I have
found the employment of Potters' hydrostatic Iiag,

filled with' enough ice- water to niiike a comfortable
cushion for the child's head, act as nicely in checking
restlessness and inducing sleep, as the most ajiproved
medicinal prescription. Cold water applied to the

head directly, is objectionable for many reasons, so
that if you cannot procure a water-tight receptacle

like the one just mentioned, I would recommend your
adjusting bottles of ice-water ab(nit the head, which
should be protected first by a thin napkin or handker-
chief. When yon take into consideration the great

disproportionate development of the brain and the
nervous system in children, you will readily perceive
the need there is for early attention to the deranged
central circulation which is so apt to supervene in

them, and which soon of itself must react upon the
gastric and intestinal disorder. The paralyzing effect

on reflex action of immersion in warm water is doubt-
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less itlso the expliiiiatioii of the lu'nefits found from
the use of the warm hath in tliese eases.

I urn, however, in thisi: remarks, anticipating the

fiiUihnent of one indieatiun whieh in most, instnnei s

shouUl take the precedence of all the rest. If you were
called to treat a case of poi.soninii l)y some irritant, you
would think tirst of freeim; llie slomaih or lii'wels as

soon as possililr of the material which is inrlamiiiLilhe

nnicous surface, liefore you would administer anytliin;^

else. But focid once feruwntcd in the alimentary

canal is unlit to stay there a mouunit heyond it is |)os-

sihle to i;et rid of it. because it not only acts as a local

irritant, lint liy its [)res?nce it arrests any proper difjes-

tion of matters taken sul).se(iuently, as it induces fer-

nuntatitm in them also. The reason why even the

briefest attack of the kind seems to tell so quickly

upon the muscular tone, the cohu- and the strength of

the little patients, is doubth.ss because, for the time

being, all real feeding is arrested. The alimentary

canal appears to stop renewing tin! supply at once, and
after one day's continuance of the trouble, as great a

change nnmifests itself in the child's condition as if it

had been actually deprived of nourishment for the

same number of hours. I have, therefore, never seen

cause to legrel my beginning the treatment of such

cases with tlie nursery remedy of castor-oil, though I

have seen ca ise to regret not doing so from a mistaken

confidence in the pn^vious purying having disposed

sufficiently of the otTending matters. We are apt to l>e

too much inlluenced by the activity of the diarrhoa

towards stopping tlie tlux at once, lest it exhaust the

patient. But it is scarcely possible to irritate the ])a-

ticnt's bowels with the oil, however given, in compari-

son with the irritation which fermented cheese is capa-

ble of producing; and so often will the whole trouble

promptly snl>side after a single good operation by this

medicine, that I am inclined to recommend your be-

ginning the treatment of infantile diarrhani with it

very nnicli as a routine prescription. After it has acted,

you may rely on your other measures with nnuh more
confidence than you have reason to entertain without it.

Another indication, present from first to bust in the

course of the complaint, is to supply the deficiency of

the gastric juice by artificial substitutes. You cannot

do any harm by [jepsin and a few drops of muriatic

acid ; Imt you nuiy be doing thereby just what is

needed to prevent a repetition of the abnormal change

in the food ; and when there is much gastiic irritability.

the common addition of bismuth to pepsin is certainly

indicated. As iho friends generally dread too many
prescriptions, and we are being constantly warned by

a public, which many of our own teachers labor to in-

form, that it has been greatly overdosed by our unen
lightened predecessor,-*, you had better say that |)epsin

is no " medicine " at all, bnt ahelp to digestion derived

from calf's or pig's stomach. The derangement of

the digestive processes of course demands also that for

a time the stomach be aUowed to do less work. The
heat of the mouth and fauces (especially after vomit-

ing! increa.ses thirst, on the other hand, so much that

the child is likely to be nursed or fed altogether too

often. Drinks of cold barley or rice water therefore.

in spoonful doses, or equal parts of cold milk and
lime water, are very properly recommended in your

te.xt-books, for the reason that with no real appetite,

the patient should be relieved with drinks which will

tax the stomach the least ; otherwise, your best pre-

scriptions nuiy wholly fail.

Should you now litid, say on the second day after

beginning with the measures recon\mcnded so far, that

the diarrhiea continues, and that the discharges arc

mure watery or frequent, I would then begin with a

combination of familiar correctives which I have found
best administered in the form of a prescriptimi given

by Dr. West in his book on cliililien's diseases. 1 will

have something more to say on the action of rhubarb

with alkalies in the diarrhtea of adults, but I may re-

mark, that having once held the children's class in

one of our city dispensaries. I made and recorded the

resultsof Comparative trials of various reported pre-

scriptions for diarrho'a. Tint attendance during the

hot months became inconveniently large, and I

a<lo|)ted the jilan of giving the patients alternately as

they came in, W<st's rhubarb mi.xture, and one or other

of the u.sual mi.xtures containing sulphuric acid and
laudanum, chalk mixture, iijeeaeu.-inha or astringents,

notes being taken of each, and a promise exacted to

re port again. After six weeks' experience, the superi-

ority of the rhubarb prescription appeared to me so

certainly demonstrated that it has influenced me in

treating summer diarrhiea in young and old eversince.

We.'t'sprescriiJtion is this : IJ JIagnes. .Sulph., Z i. ; Tr.

Hhei. I ij.; Syr. Zingiberis, Z i.; Aq. Jlentha', Z ix. M. Z i-

ter die forchildren a year old. You will note that there

is no opiate in this mixture, anil you should bear this

in mind, for if you can check a diarrlnea of this kind
without this drug, by all means try to do so. Instead

of thinking of epiuni first, always think of it last,

when the bowel trouble has maldigesticm as its bi'gin-

ning, because opium is invariably a hindiancein (liil-

dren to the proper secretion of digestive juices. The
indication for opium arises only when the dis<harg< s

not only continue profuse, but also are evacuated with

a suddenness which betokens excessive peristaltic ac-

tion. In such a case the additiim of a drop of lauda-

num to each dose of this mixture will generally suf-

fice, for I prefer to give the sedative oidy in this com-
bination, as the one least calculated to neutralize its

interference with the digestive secretions.

(To be continued.)

€*riiVnial Communicationj

THE RELATION AND HEREDITARY TEN-
DENCY 15ETWEEN INEBRIETY AND
EPILEI'SY.

By EDWARD C. UfAKN, M.D.,

MF.DICAL BUPEBUTTENDENT STATE EMIOItANT tNHANE ASXLUM, WAKD'8
ISLAND, NEW VOllK.

(Head before the meeting of the "Americnn Association for the Cure

of IncbriotcB," held Bl rhiludilphia, Sclit. Sfi, IS'li.)

Vi':ry little attention has yet been paid to the relation

and hereditary tendency existing between inebriety

and epilepsy, altln ugh a very close relation undoubt-

edly exists between them. Carelid examination re-

veals a large number of persons affected with epilepsy

whose parents or ancestors have been addicted to in-

temperance. There is a very dose analogy (listing

between the paroxysms of a dipsomaniac, where there

is often a jirodromic .stage of nervous disturbance

which may incapacitate the patient for mental labor,

.111(1 the convulsions of an epileptic, whose paroxysms
of intense nervous excitement are generally preceded

by the "aura epileptica;" the difference being that

ill the former ca.se the iiaroxysni lasts for weeks per-

lialis, while in the ca.se of the epileptic it lasts but a

(c w moments. As we often see the two diseases exist-

i'lg in the same person, it becomes impossible not to
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infer a similarity of origin. Wc; liave in botii instances

accuraulatecl and pent-up nervous force or irritation,

which finally expends itself, in the one case in the

luirestraiuud indulgence, in tlie irresistible impulse to

indulge in alcoholic stimulants, and in the otlier in

the convulsive movements of epilepsy. Tliere would
seem l)eyond all doubt to be a correlation of force

which results in the mutual convertibility of tliese two
diseases. It is not an unusual case to find in tlie va-

rious members of different generations of the same
family different phases of the neuroses, such as insanity,

epilepsy, phthisis, chorea, or inebriety, showing l)eyond

all doubt correlation of morljific force in hereditary

diseases. I !:)elieve most firmly tluit the morbid condi-

tion of nerve element, or morljific force induced by
inebriety, is indelibly impressed upon or is transmitted

to the ovum at tlie time of conception, and tliat this

morbific force lies dormant in the system mitil devel-

oped by an adequate exciting cause, and thatliie liercd-

itary neurosis thus often skips a generation, leaving

no apprecialjle manifestation of its existence in the

intermediate generation. When this morbific force

does manifest itself, next to the transmission of the

predisposition to inebriety comes unquestionably epi-

lepsy. From my experience, the children or grand-

children, while infants, are generally affected with

convulsions, which may prove fatal, but more often

tend to assume an epileptiform type, as tlie child ad-

vances in years. I have repeatedly noticed, in patients

who did not have couiplete epileptic seizures, cpilpiic

vertigo, wliich passed off almost instantly, butjwliich

for th J time evidently aliolislied consciousness partially

if not entirely. The brain of such children is often

morliidly active, and too higli pressure in education,

or an unnatural forcing j)rocess during the fornuition

period of cliildhood, often results, especially in girls.

during the period of constitutional evolution—a time

at which the organism is under physiological condi-

tions tliat predispose to pathological states—in dis-

turbances pi-imarily of the organs of respiration, cireu-

latiou, and digestion; and secondarily, in the produc-

tion of hysteria and epilepsy by over-stimulating a

brain already morl)idly active and predisposed to dis-

ease, upon the application of even comparatively tri-

fling exciting causes. iVgain, consanguineous mar-
riages may be the connecting link between inel)riety

and epilepsy. I have known cases in which tlie inter-

marriage of bloud relations, where there was inebriety

that had lain dormant for one or two generations, has

resulted in the old hereditary neurosis reap|)caring in

the form of epilepsy in the offspring. It is a curious

fact, also, that the sons born as tlie result of the union

of cousins in marriage appear to have a .strong tend-

ency toward inebriety. The only explanation which
I can offer of such cases is, that it is probaljly the

djvelopment of the latent morbific force residing in

thj constitution of the parents, wlio have a common
ancestor, wliich has been lying dormant im- one or two
generations, and which is developed in the offspring

as the result of the consanguineous marriage. I think

that such latent moHiitic force and hereditary disease

is far more common than we generally suppose, and
that in many cases l)oth insanity and inebriety are only

vthe expression of latent disease, elicited by external,

accidental causes, rather tlian as the result of mijral or

physical causes, to which they are attributed both by
the laity and by the profession.

The epileptic convulsions occurring as the result of

inebriety .depend mainly, I think, upon a two-fold

>cau3e, which operates in the production of a moi'bid

irritaliility of the medulla oblongata. Whether tliis

4)6. a transitory, or a constant state, I think, is an open

question. I am inclined to think that it is a cojintant

state, which may, however, for the production of the

epileptic paroxysm, require the additional stimulus of

transitory cerebral irritation to l>e transmitted to tlie

medulla oblongata, and perhaps ilie sym|)athetic.

The two-fold cause whicli has ap|)eared to me to

operate in the production of what I take leave to term
alcoholir epilepsy, consists, first, in hyperajmia of the

brain, which causes symptoms of irritation due to in-

creased excitability of the nerve filaments and gan-

glion cells of the liraiu, wliich, by transmitting to the

medulla oblongata a morbid irrittibility, results in epi-

leptiform convulsions. Second, a state of cereliral

anaemia which also induces a morbid irritability of

the medulla by causing arterial aniemia. Finally, I

believe tliat as a result of inebriety we may have epi-

leptic convulsions occurring merely from the state of

nervous irritation produced in the medulla and at the

base of the brain, which excites the motor nerves, from
the poisonous and improper character of tlie blood
plasma produced by the presenile in it of alcohol.

This I believe is often the case without either very
marked ana?mia or hypera>mia of the brain. This ap-

pears reasonal-ile when we reflect u])on tlie fact that the

amount of blood going to the brain constitutes about
one-fiftli of the whole bulk of the blood. Consequently
any poisonous or injurious change in the condition of

the usual supply of blood must be very apparent in

the encephalic condition, and produces cerebral irrita-

tion incompatible with the performance of healthy

function.

There is in epilepsy, and more especially in epileptic

insanity, a period which sometimes precedes and some-

I

times follows the epileptic paroxysm, in which often

j

occurs an abrupt and complete change in the moral

j

nature, so that we often witness the change from a
sober, lionest, and industrious to a dissipated, negli-

gent, ami lazy man. These attacks often I'ecur peri-

odically in the course of epilepsy, associated with more
or less maniacal excitement. During these periods of
moral alienation there has often occurred in patients

under my charge an irresistible desire to indulge in

alcoholic stimulants to excess, so that for the time the

patient, if not restrained, would pursue a course of

ineliriety, his reason seeming powerless to control the

temporary dipsomania. Tliei'e is still another class of

cases in which the moral insanity takes the place of

tlie epilepsy or epileptic mania, as the case may be;
and these cases are also very prone, according to my
experience, to be addicted to inebriety, if the oppor-

tunity of gratifying their morbid impulse occurs. In

my observations, and in my study of ins.anity, I am
continually called upon to witness its connection with
disease, and more particularly with the hereditary dis-

eases ; and I have come to believe, as I have endeav-
ored to show, that inebriety and epilepsy are mutually
convertible diseases. They both depend, upon the

morbific force before alluded to, which may remain
latent in the nervous system for a long time between
the intervals of its manifestation; and although there

is a certain dissimilarity of the symptoms between the

two diseases, it does not at all follow that they are

owing to different causes. The fact of the hereditary

disease appearing in different forms in members of

the same family, and passing from one form to

another, leads us to positively infer a correlation of

morbific force which leads to this mutual converti-

bility, which includes not only inebriety and epilepsy,

but also, I think, phthisis, skin disease, insanity, and
scrofula, and perhaps iheumatism and gout. In my
asylum practice I have had ample proof of this, in the

existence of the dillereut phases of heieditai-y disease
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and their altcniations, both in the same individual

and in various mcnilici-s of different gcnuratioMs of

the siiuiu fiiniilv. With ii'L;;ird to tliu trciitrnciit (if

hori'ilitiiry diM('ii'<i'>', wliioU I do uot propnso to take

up in this paper, tlu' cliicf indications, I think, point

to livi^icne and to wise inarriai;rs. As wo have seen

that tlio symptoms of constitutional disease are niaiu-

fested soon after l)irtli in convulsions or some affection

of the tiervous aystcm, we must turn our attention to

the nourisliineiit and education of the chiUi. and en-

deavor to exchide everytliin^ prejudicial to its future

mental and hodily health. By such attention to hy-

gienic ridi'S are we. a.s physicians, to endeavor to secure

an exemption in the risin;; jjenenition from these here-

ditary diseases, so far as we may ; and it is ceitainly

our duty to aim at the eradication and stampin-; out

of hereditary disease, which, if it is accomjilished in

the future, as we hope it may be, will complete the

entire round of the possibilities of preventive medi-

cine.

Epilepsy occurrinp; in offsprinfi as the result of

inebriety in the proi^enitors is (Complicated with defects

or disorders of the mind in various ways, and the

manifestations may witli propriety. I think, be classi-

fi.-d as follows: 1st, epileptic idiots whose intellectual

faculties have never been developed ; 2d, epileptics

who are imbecile or demented ; lid, epileptic maniacs,

who, without obvious disorder of the mind, when
epileptic tits are coming on, are irritable, morose,

malicious, and dangerous, and sometimes perpetrate

fearful crimes. In soine insfance-s the mental disorder

takes the form of a paroxysm of acute mania, coming
on suddenly. 4tli. Epileptics whose intellects are not

impaired.
PiithdliKjy.—The pathology of the production of

epilepsy in the ofTsprin(.; of intemperate |)arents is

very obscure. The condition of the mother during
ge.station, if abnormal, as in inebriety, cannot fail to

interfere with the proper nutrition of the cerebral

tissue of the f(Btus ; and it is in this way. I think, that

during embryo life the brain of \\w infant often un-

dergoes pathological changes* which induce both

deficient moral power and epilepsy. It is certain that

any pathological state which destroys the e(iuilil)riuin

of the functions of the organs of the mind, producing
depression of some functions and excitement of others,

cannot fail to f)roduce in the children of such ])arenls

an ill-balanced and defective state of the nervous sys-

tem, disposed to take on diseased action. It is proba-

ble that there exists in such children a state of the

cerebral vessels which interferes with the uniform and
healthy interchange of nutritive plasma, passing Uv\\\

the vessels to the brain cells, and of the fluid cell

contents in a state of degenerative metamorphosis,
pa.<ising from the brain cells to the vessels. This state

of the cerebral capillaries induces a morbid activity of

the Cerebral cells, which is in all probability the de-

termining cause of the epileptiform convulsions from

which such children suffer. That the functional dis-

turbance resulting in epileptiform convulsions in such

children may be due to diverse causes—that is, to

iina-mia as well as hypenrmia— I have proved to be a

fact, as I have found in two or three instances the

brain and nuinbranes completely bloodless in childn n

who died in hospital in the midst of C(mvulsi(Mis,

although I think that the general rule in such cases

is more often to find an excessive quantity of blood

piesent.

iVftcr numerous dis,sections of the brains of epilep-

tics, both in C41.SCS resulting from intemperance and in

ca.ses occurring under odiniry conditions, Fovilje and

Audral agree in their testimony that there is no special

lesion attending this malady. Andral insists upon th •

i\ecessity of distinguishing between those cases in

which death occurs in the interval and those in which
the patient dies in a fit, as in the latter class of casi s

there will be congestion of the cerebral ves,sels, which
is the effect and not the cause of the fit, as some might
suppose. I have found that among tli(( cases coming
under my charge in which inebriety in the ancestors

could be clearly trac( d as a predis])osing cause, very

few, if any, of the patients had been healthy persons

previous to the accession of the disease. That in a
irreat many instances, especially in women, hysteria

juid other nervous affections had existed previously,

and that functional derangements of the nervous sys-

tem had been of frequent occurrence since infancy.

The pathological appearances which have been found
by Schroeder van dcr Kolk in the medulla oblongata

would si!em to show that epileptic convulsions depend
generally upon an increased atllux of blood to the

medulla oblongata; although, as I have previously

stated, it is a fact which has been proved liy Kiiss-

iiiaul's and Tenner's experiments, by cutting off the

arterial blood from the bniin, that arterial anaemia is

also a cause of epilepsy. Schroeder van der Kolk
found that in the medulla there generally existed a

dilatation of the arterioles and capillary vessels, with

thickening of their coats. In the cases where arterial

anitinia of the medulla is the cause of the epileptic

convulsion, it is probably the effect—when it occurs

in the inebriate—which the alcohol exerts in producing

a transitory spasm of the muscidar fibres of the arte-

ries, with consequent arterial ana-mia.

Prognosis.—In e])ilepsy occurring in the inebriate,

himself, as the result of the morbid irritability ijro-

duced in the central nervous system by his excessive

(b unkemiess, we may reasonably expect an ultinnUe

cure if there is no structural change in the brain which
has resulted from the course of inebi iety I have had
three such cases of recovery in patients under my
charge. On the other hand, when the disease occurs

ill the offspring of intemperate ancestors as the result

of the hereditary tendency, it depends more certainly

upon structural disease of the brain ; and, as a general

rule, the more frequent the recurrence of the e)>ileptic

convulsions in such patients, and the deeper the im-

pression which they leave behind them, the less hope
do I entertain of ultimate recovery.

OliSERV.^TIONS ON THE I'H YSIOLOCJY
OF MENSTRUATION; WITH NOTES OF
A CASE IN POINT.

By JOSEPH WORSTER, JI.D.,

NEW YOUK.

TiiK contributions of Dr. Kraus, of Vienna f.Vuslria),

to the physiology of the prostate gland, afford such

decided evidence of the importance of normal func-

tion of that organ to sexual competence, and establish

such an und(Uibted homology Ijetwcen the sexual

processes of the male and female, as indicated by the

(bscrvafions I shall presently describe, that I am cni-

lioldened to give a summary of his conclusions be-

fore entering upon subject matter of my own. The
points established by Dr. Krausare:

1. As long as the seminal tluid remains within the

testes, vesicles, and other seminal passages, it iscolor-

les!!, scentless, and has an appeaiance very simMar lo

that of fresh honey while deposited in the condi. In

this state its reactions are neutral.

' 2. It is only after it has (piitted the passages and
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ii lived in tlie uretlira tliat it acquires its white color

and its peculiar faint smell.

3. During its (jassage through the prostatic portion

of the uretlira the prostate gland pours out its iluid,

Avhich colors the semen white, and confers upon it the

property of coagulating on exposure to the atmos|)here.

As would be inferred from the last statement its reac-

tion is now alkaline. On the other hand, semen taken

from the vesicles is not suliject to coagulation on ex-

posure to the air, but continues transparent, colorless,

and odorless.

4. In the absence of the prostatic fluid, the sperma-
tozoa of the mammalia cannot live in the mucous mem-
brane of the mammalian womb ; but, with its assistance,

they may retain their vitality for from thirty-six to

forty hours in itteri>.

Dr. Kraus professes to have conducted his cxpeii-

ments very carefully, and to have repeated them with

sufficient frequency to insure a high degree of certainty

to his induction. I cannot profess to have observed

with frequ3ncy as concerns the homologous functions

in the female; for only one case in all my practice has

ever offL^"cd the necessary ojjportnnities for exact ob-

servation, and, on looking over the literature of the

subject, I tind no data to assist in forming a conclu-

sion. For tlie present, tlien, so far as I know, our

views of the relative functions of the ovaries and the

womb in menstruation must rest on the testimony of

a single series of studies.

The case was one of uterine inversion and conse-

quent protrusion from the vagina ; that is to say, the

womb was completely turned, the l)ody of the organ

having descended through the cervix in such a man-
-ner that its internal surface was presented extei-nally

between the laliia. I made repeated attempts to rein-

vert tlie organ, but the work was one of slow degrees,

and had to be continued at intervals during fcnir suc-

cessive menstruations, as after each operation a la|)se

of some days was required to repair the damage from
laceration, \>y pressure and other means employed to

correct thi: displacement. Having prepared to operate

one morning, with the hope of finally disposing of the

problem. I oljserved, on exposure to the light, a deep
red blush suffusing the whole surface presented to in-

spection, which consisted of course of the lining mem-
brane of the organ. On making the necessary inqui-

ries, and consulting my notes of the case, I found that

the patient was within four days of the menstrual pe-

riod ; for during the treatment her catamenia had l)een

regular, and the calculation could be readily and accu-

rately made. I consequently desisted from operating,

and observed the progress of the infra-uterine blush
from day to day. It continued to thicken until it was
about four lines deep, and had the appearance of a
flattened mass of currant jelly retained in place Ijy the

decidua. Closer scrutiny revealed the fact that the

mass was, in the main, an undoubted product of the

utricular glands, and hence a true uterine secretion.

On the foiu'th day after the ajjpearance of the uter-

ine blush the jelly commenced to break up. and a

thin, scanty, pink fluid lj(^gan to escape from the ori-

fices of both fallopian tubes. The pro|)er menstrual
discharge now commenced, consisting of course of the

disintegrated uterine lilusli, commingled with the

j)iuk fluid oozing froiu the fallopian canals. The latter

did not constitute more than a hundredth part of the

whole discharge. I had, during the progress of the

c ise, four opportunities for observing the process, and
in neither instance was there anv material variation

utero and discharged from the ovarian aqueducts.

Actual volumetry was impracticable under the circum-
stances, and I only expnss a judgment from ocular

data when I state tlie ovarian to the uterine product as 1

to 100. What sjiecial part the infra-uterine secretion

plays in, or in what manner it promotes, the phenom-
enon of fertilization, must remain as yet an undecided
question ; but when it is considered that tlie prostate

gland in the male is the proper homologue of the

womb in tlie female, the inference is, I think, a fair

one that the uterine secretion acts as a menstruum, pro-

tecting the ovum, and that its absence would l)e fol-

lowed by infertility. In the egg-laying animals, with-

out excejition, so far as I know, the oviduct supplies

the menstruum, which is secreted by special series of

glands near tlie junction of the tubes. In the rodentia,

as I am informed by a gentleman who has made a
careful study of their development, the womb is cleft

longitudinally by a well-marked fissure during the

youth of the animal, and commences as an enlarge-

ment of the tubes at their junction and a little above

;

while in the higher vertebrates, even at maturity, there

is considerable variation as concerns the distinctness

witli which its bilateral structure is marked. The most
important aspect of these observations, particularly to

the practitioner, is. however, that they may serve as

the basis of an intelligible theory of the various patho-

logical states with which the gynaecologist has to deal.

As a matter of fact, my observation has Iteeii that

most forms of uterine displacement have their stai'ting-

point in catarrh. How catarrh has its origin, and its

importance as a derangement of function, are things

readily appreciated with a correct conception in mind
of the fundamental importance of the glandular struc-

ture concerned in normal menstruation. Hypertemia
ensues, the uterine tissues become loaded and engorged
with blood, the organ is distended and enlarged, and
some form of displacement follows as a natural conse-

quence. Anteversion is, I apprehend, rather the most
common aspect of the lesion. Now, one of the neces-

sary accompaniments of hyperiemia is distention of

the arterial feeders of Wiehypera-mic organ, with more
or less contraction or obstruction of the vinous sys-

tem, Ijy pressure partly, and partly, I am inclined to

think, by an original act of nature resulting from the

tonic influence of irritated nerves on the coats of the

venous vessels. The anteversion, by*doul>ling the

venous tubes upon themselves, still more materially

obstructs the circulation, and so perpetuates the in-

flamed state. Ulceraticm, as one form of resolving in-

flammation, usu.iUy follows, if the patient is a healthy

one. If not, the exudation, in place of being resolved

in this manner, may take the form of a tumor, cancer-

ous, or less malignant, depending on constitutional

bias. It cannot be too firmly held in mind by prac-

titioners that olistruction of the venous circulation,

however slight, is, if long continued, always fraught

with peculiar danger to the tissue in which it occurs

;

since the various jiroducts of decomposition that are

ordinarily disposed of by oxidation liecome accumu-
lated as local matci-ies morhi, and must necessarily

give a more or less malignant type to the pioduct of

the exudation.

It follows, then, as a matter of course, that the resto-

ration of the venous circulation to its normal function

is a condition precedent to the healthy resoluticui of

the hypeiwmia, or of any pathological product in which
the consequent exudation may have resulted, either by
suppuration or by absorption. In anteversion, incision

from the details I have descril^ed, either as respects peculiarly favors this es.sential condition, liy straight-

tlie precession by four days of the uterine blush, or as eniug the flexed vessels, and by temporarily relieving

respects the relative quantities of fluid generated in ' the arterial pressure. The ralionale of the operation
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seoins to me to In- so simple niidcoiifUisiveof itsvnlue,

that I iiiii iiicliiieil to ii'foiiiiniMul il. in cuscs (>f no very

ptvnt si'Vcrity, as alioiit tlii' only nn'jins of elTcctnal

and |iirnianrnt curi-. A sli^lit hcnioiiliaije, even, pro-

vidi'il it has its oriiiin in venesection, may be of great

lienetit to the engorged tissues.
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IJrogrese of fHeliical Science.

Ox THE Displacement of the Uteuus by Dis-

tention OK the Bi.addkr.— Dr. Rraxton Micks re-

eently rend a paper on this sulijeet Ijefure the Ohstclri-

eid Siirif y of London, detailing the results of numer-
ous experini'Uts lie had made on the dead l>i)dy, in

eonjiinotion with Dr. Goodhart, of (iuy's Hospital.

The following are the conelusions he drew :

1. Distention of the bladder takes phice firBt back-
wards towards the sacrum and then upwards. As a
g(?neral rule, the uterus Ijeeomes retroverted when
moderate distention has taken place, often so much so

that it bjcomes liorizontal. Kurtlier distention, thuugli

generally completing the retroversion, may distend tlie

ant Tior wall of the va/ina. and so tend to remedy tlie

retro7ersion, but encourage flexion, more especially if

the cervical attaelunents be (iim.

2. If the rectum be full when the bladder is dis-

tendid the uterus does not become retroverted, but is

rai»ed bodily in the pelvis in an axis more or less per-

pendicular to tlie plane of the brim.

:i. If the vaginal portion of tlie bladder be relaxed,

the vagina first becomes distended and the cervix uteri

is carried backward. The uterus is then carried back-

wards and rendered vertical; at first it is somewhat
anteverted. but ultimately raised out of the pelvis in a

nearly upright position.

4. If the uterus is at first retroverted and the vagi-

nal portion of the bladder is first distended, the retro-

version is restored.

Dr. Williams, in some similar experiments made in

IHT;!. found that the uterus be(-ame nnlfrcrtid when
the rectum as well as the bladder was distended. Dr.

Ilieks thought that this wa-s due to the di.stention of

the rectum being artificial and producing an elastic

pressure such as never could arise from a collection of

fiecal matter.— llie Olmlelriiiil Joiirinil, .\ugust, 187(i.

Poisonous PnoPKiiTiKs of Olyc-kuine.—M. Du-
jariliii Beaumetz, having noticed the tendency to em-
ploy glycerine internally, in the treatment of diabetes

for instance, and believing that it ought to be reserved

for external use. was induced to investigate its effects on
the econiuny when administered in larije <loses. Ber-

thelot liiis shown that this sub<tance is a triatomic alco-

hol, and it should consiqneiitly produce effects identi-

cal with those of alcohol. Tli following are the con-
clusions he has derived from his experiments :

1. When chemically pure glyceriiK- is introduced
under the skin of a dog in (piantities of from 2 to 4i
draehms for every 2!. pounds of the W(;iglit of the body,
it causes death within twenty- four hours.

2. The symptoms of acute glycerism resemble, within

certain limits, those of acute alcoholism.

:i. The necroscopic lesions of acute glycerism are

analogous to tlio.se of alcoholism, which leads to the

suppo.-iition that the toxic actions of the two substances

are very nearly the same.
4. From a therapeutic standpoint, the introduction

i)f large i|uantitie!i of glycerine into the body is not

devoid of danger.

It is ncce.s.sary, then, to use care in (iresciibing gly-

cerine for internal use, and not to lose sight of the

fact, that, like alcohol, glycerine will prove a success-

ful or an unsuccessful remedy according to its dose
and mode of administration.

—

La Vrunee Midieale,

August 2, 1870.

I'KBONANCY AMI Tkaum.\tis.m.—The RECORD recent-

ly published an abstract of M. OuCniot's interesting

paper on tile " Influence of Traumatism on I'regnaiiey ;

"

in a more recent paper M. Gufniot considers the in-

llueiiec of pregnancy on trauiimlisni. The following
arc his C(Mielusions :

I. Asa rule, pregnancy exerts no unfavorable influ-

ence on the traumatism. Contusions and wounds, lux-

ations and fractures do not present a larger percentage
of mortality in pregnant women than in other cla.sses

(r humanity ; healing takes plac(r according to the

manner and within (lie limits of time proper for each
variety of injury.

II. To this rule the following exceptions must be
noted :

1. When the traumatism implicates the genital zone,

its course may be retarded or complicated, or its termi-

nation aggravated iiy the condition of pregnancy.

2. The same must be said of injuries of the lower
limbs, or of any region tliat may be the scat of vascu-

lar alteration, after the third month of pregnancy.

The com|)lieations to be guarded against in these

cases, are : hemorrhage, ar.gioleucitis, erysipelas, gun-
gr<'nc, and ulcerative atony.

:i. Although cases of ununited fracture during preg-

nancy are exceptiimal, this condition certainly does
seem to some extent to retard the formation or the

solidification of the callus.

4 In ca.ses of complicated pregnancy (especially

when the complication predisposes to premature deliv-

ery), traumatisms, l)y exciting miscarriages, aci|uire in-

directly an altogether exceptional gravity, for the

woman is then exposed to the vari(nis dangers of par-

turition (hemorrhage, metro-peritonitis, uterine phle-

bitis, &c.).

III. The jyost-parturicnt state docs not interfere with
the regular cicatrization of wounds or consolidation

of fractures, provided the lesions were contemiiorary
with the pregnancy or the parturition. Tlie exceptions
to tills rule must be attributed to an implication of the

genital Zone, or to the existence of milk fever, or to a
general or local morbid predisposilion on the part of
the patient.

(Ju the other hand, injuries received during the post-

puerperal ])eriod seem to possess a jiceuliar gravity.

Hence the necus,sity for deferring non-urgent o))era-

tions (m the genital zone or lower limbs for some three

or four months after confiiu nient.

IV. One of the modifications engendered by preg-

nancy consists in a rpiantitative plethora, and a-s a con-
seipience the globular hematosis is restricted to a degree
that exalts the plastic force nece.s.sary for the repara-

tion of wounds. It is to this sarcogenic property that

the rapid increivse of some malignant tumors during
pregnancy must be attributed.

V. Finally, it follows from the above, that surgical

op<,rations during |)regnancy are not as dangerous as

they are generally supposed to be, and that in case of

a rapidly growing, malignant tumor, extirpation or

amputation, and not premature dc'livery, should be
resorted to Lc'Muuremetit Mulical, .July 8lh.

TiiK Inkluence ok Pokoatives and op Inanition
ON THE PitOroUTION OP TIIK UkD ftl.oni'I.F.S OF THE
|il.onD.— At the meeting of the Sirul- Miitirnh lUa

Jli'pitaujr, on July 14, M. Bronardel read an interesting
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paper on this sul)ject, of -which the following is a

resume. A marked concentration of the blood follows

the use of a purgative that occasions from one to four

evacuations. Within the tirst twenty-four hours there

is an augmentation of from 200,000 to 1,000,000 in the

number of red glolniles contained in a cubic millime-

tre of blood. This augmentation may even precede

the first alvine evacuations. After twenty-four hours

the projiortion of globules returns to what it was before

the administi-ation of the purgative. The white

crlobulcs are sometimes increased, sometimes dimin-

ished in numlier, apparently following no fixed rule.

The immediate effects of purgation then, is to concen-

trate the blood liy depriving it of its serum ; but this

effect is not lasting. It is necessary to bear this effect

in mind when con.sidcriug the curves in the variations

of the globules in the course of disease

Inanition produces to some e.xtent the same effects.

M. Lfpine lias proved that during the first days of life

the infant lives on the serum of its blood, and the

number of globules in a given volume of blood is con-

sequently increased ; after a few days it begins to

nourish itself with milk, the serum is reproduced, the

o-lobules neither increasing nor diminishing in number,

and the proportion Ijetween the globules and the serum

is cnanged. The same process is met with in the adult.

M. Bronardel had under treatment a man, 48 years

of ace, who l)y mistake had swallowed a mouthful of

sulphuric acid. The patient vomited immediately

everything he ate or drunk, though there was no stric-

ture of tlie a'sojiliagus. At the end of four months he

died, actually of inanition. The autopsy revealed a

cicatricial stricture of tlie pylorus, which would liardly

adnnt a jjrobe. Two days before death the numeration

of the globules had given the following results : red

globules, 4,849,395; white globules, 7,8.53. The l)lood

was so concentrated l)y the loss of its serum that it was

viscid and as thick us syrup. It follows, then, that to

make a man plethoric it is sufficient to purge and diet

him.

—

Gazette Hdidom. de Med. ct de C'AiV., August 4th.

CoLLEs' Fracture asd Dr. C.\rr's Spli>-t.—Dr.

H. Martin says that he has in six years treated

aljout forty-five cases of fracture of the lower two
inches of the radius with Dr. Carrs splint, and that in

none of these could any deformity be recognized at

the time the apparatus was removed. Many of these

cases were seen years after the injury, and in not one

was he aljle to detect, by any defoi-mity, which arm had
been injured. Dr. Carr, a ])liysician (jractising in New
Hampshire, invented his Sjdint in 1843. It consists of

a strip of liyht wood, one-sixth of an inch tliick. eleven

and one-half inches long, and two inclies wide, on

which is laid a carved wooden bed, the iri'egularly

convex surface of wliich is exactly adapted to the

concavity of the anterior surface of the radius. An
oblique cross piece, round, four inches long, and one

inch in diameter, is attached to its distal end. Tlie in-

ventor's idea was that, the radius l)eing a much curved

bone, treatment of its fractures on a perfectly flat

splint could only result in more or less deformity of

tlie hone itself and in such a change in the relations of

its lower articulating surfaces as must necessarily in-

duce more or less impairment of the symmetry and use-

fulness of the wrist. In a splint recently invented by

Prof. Gordon, of Dublin, the concavity of the radius

is recognized as an indication for treatment, Ijut the

convex bed is applied to the side of the Ijone, and not

under it. In preparing the splint for use, four thick-

n?sses of cotton sheeting are laid on its upper surface,

and the lower surface of the forearm is then laid on

this and secured by a few turns of 1)andage. If the

patient now grasp the cross Ijar as strongly as possible,

the action of the hand itself will, in a large proportion

of cases, reduce the fracture ; a light splint, eight or

nine inches long and two inches wide, is then ap|>lied

to the back of tlie arm as low dt)wn as the metacai'pal

junction, and a Itaudage applied from the middle of

the metacarpus to the proximal end of the splint. Of
course the fracture may, if desired, be reduced Ijefore

applying tlie palmar splint. Aftei- a week the bandage
need not extend below the carjjus ; but this joint should

then be firndy bound to tlie palmar splint l)y a striji of

plaster. The cross bar keeps the hand inclined to tiie

ulnar side, while at the same time the patient has free

use of tlie fingers, and later of the entire hand. It is

not necessary to remove the bandage at all during the

course of treatment, except it may be necessary to

tighten it. When properly applied, the pain is entirely

relieved very soon after the arm is " jiut np." Tlie

great advantages of this splint are that it relieves the

patient of much discomfort and disaliility and leaves

the hand ready for use and freefronistiffncsswlien the

fracture is suiliciently consolidated for its removal. It

is also admiral)ly adapted to secure perfect rest of the

joint in cases of sprains of the wrist.

—

Bvston Med. uitd

Surt/. JouvimI, August 1 7th.

R.^BIES SUCCESSFULLY TREATED BY WOORARA.—Tlie

Veterinary Jimrnal for July states tliat Offenlierg. in

his recent inaugural dissertation at the Berlin Hospital,

reported the case of a girl, twenty-four years of age,

who was taken with the symptoms of rabies eighty

days after being bitten by a dog supposed to be rabid.

Injections of morphine and inhalations of chloroform

having lieen used without benefit, seven injections of

woorara, amounting in all to three grains, were given

in tlie course of five and a half liours. First, the mus-
cles became steadier, and the convulsive seizures less

frequent, then the dread of water and the photophobia
disappeared, and the voice improved. Some .symptoms

of paralysis now ajipeared, which reached their maxim-
um the next day. On the second day there was a slight

relapse of the symptoms of rabies, which was checked

by an injection of a little less than half a grain of the

woorara. Tlic patient recovered slowly ; a certain de-

gree of weakness and sluggishness, and espi'cially

weakness of si<jht, remaining at the end of two months.

Tiiere was intlanimation, l>ut no suppuration, at the

]ioints of injection.

—

Medical Press and Circular,

July 12th.

Syphilitic Infection op the Mother THRoroii
THE Child.—A short time ago, M. Diday, of Lyons,

read a pajicr on this subject, in which he main-

tained the following point: syphilis maybe trans-

mitted from tla; fatlier to the mother througli the

agency of the child. In the cases adduced by M. Di-

day in sup|)ort of this theory, the disease was first

manifested in the mother iiy the occurrence of second-

ary symptoms, no initial chancre having existed. The
child begotten by a syphilitic fatlier, without actual

lesions, may infect the mother at any period of its

intra-uterine life; either w'hen it is in the condition

of an ovule, or of an eni))ryo, or of a foetus. M. Diday
admits the rarity of syphilitic infection by conception.

The immunity is frequent, perhaps, because of an an-

terior syphilis, citlier evident or concealed, but often,

proliably. because the morbid influence is of a feel)le

nature. The morbid ini|)ression which the mother has

sustained enaliles her, in these latter cases, to nurse her

child without danger of infection, while, on the con-

trary, a strange nurse would be in great danger.

M. Diday will continue his researches, and hopes to

lie able to present a complete solution of the question

iit the next session of the Society.

—

Gazette Hehdom. de

Med. ct de Chir., September 1st.
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THE FEVER OF THE CENTENNIAL
EXPOSITION.

pKibahlc cuuses, for at least the majority of tlie

rases of so-cnlled "Centennial Fever," serious con-

sideration. We must take into account, in the first

place, that fevers are npt to prevail during the autumn

nidiiths, particularly after an extraordinary dry sum-

mer. Why this is so is in some de<;ree explained by

the long exposure of the beds of partially or wholly

dried streams to the lonfr-continued action of the sun,

and the subseiiuent washing of contaminated water-

slieds by the heavy rains. Since it is the fashion to

look to the character of the drinking water as one of

the principal sources of fevers, it is at least fair to esti-

mate these telluric conditions as of some account.

Again, sight-seeing is a very serious business by it-

self. One of its principal effects is a rapid and marked

prostration of the nervous energies. The stranger

from the country who goes to Philadelphia keeps his

mind continually upon the strain, either to understand

everything he sees, or yields himself to the excitement

of continual admiration. The result is sometimes

quite astoni.sliing. The sturdy farmer who, when at

So many people who have visited the Centennial , home, can follow his plough from sunrise until b<d-

grounds during the past few weeks have been affected time, becomes exhausted after a few hours' stay at the

with a low grade of fever and diarrho-a, that there does ' Fair. He is, for obvious reasons, more apt to siiffer in

not seem to be much difficulty in associating the two • this respect than the blas6 metropolitan, who is

circuaistauces in the relation of cause and effect. Upon hardly astonished at anything, and who is inclined to

what this dise.ise depends is still an open question, take things easy. Add to this the tire of long jour-

Those gentlemen who have attended cases in this neys from home, insufficient rest, indifferent and ir-

city are inclined to believe that the water supply at the ' regular meals, the constant drinking of water, or.

Centennial is tainted by sewage. They maintain that i
worse still, of the insipid and sloppy beverages which

it bears a striking resemblance to those cases which ;
attract the more curious appetites, we have a reason-

occurred many years ago in the Willard Hotel, at able explanation for many cases of diarrhaa, with at-

Washington, and more recently at the Lake Mahopae tendant fever.

Hotel : in fact, that the fever is just such an one as Some physicians who have visited the grounds.

would be caused by contaminated drinking water.

It this can only be proven we have a dear case at

and who have enjoyed the means of observation,

are inclined to explain all the cases of sickness on

once, and are ready to call the commission having the this account, while othere as ])ositively assert that

sanitary affairs of the grounds in charge to account, the great majority, if not all the cases of fever are

Taking the pout facto line of argument, we certainly of a typhoid type, and arc unciuestionably due to the

have a right to presume that something is wrong
|

usual causes of that condition. This latter view is cer-

with the sewage, either in the grounds themselves or
|

tainly quite well sustained liy the pereistency of the

in their immediate surroundings. A distinguished
|

diarrhtca, its intractibility to treatment, and the

medical gentleman of this city has allowed such a 1
alarmingly high average of mortality. At all events,

presumption to take so uuich the forces of a conviction,
;

it is wise, in view of the public anxiety, to use the

that he has given the homely yet appropriate title of
\

greatest discretion in advising ourfrieuds and patients

" cesspool " to the clajss of fevers to which he .says the who intend to visit Philadelphia,

one in question belongs. i
If we are not yet prepared to state positively that

It does not belioove as to jump at conclusions before
,

the main source of danger is in the water, wc can at

we are in possession of some of the facts upon which

thev mav be based. We naturallv hesitate to beliove

least err on the safe side by advising as little use of

it as possible, except after having been boiled, or

that any commission having charge of the drainage of ' taken as in tea or coffee. Some physicians, in fact,

the grounds should so far ni^glcct their responsibilities liave gone so far as to recommend the people to carry

as not to take every precaution against soil contamina- drinking water from their homes as a part of their

tion and polluted drinking water. This is, indeed, .so necessary baggage. This is certainly sound i)ractice,

strong an argument against the gencml theory of faulty , and will commend itself to the good judgment of all

.sewerage, that in the present absence of fuels we are , who wish to use every means of prevention which is

inclined to seek for other e.vplauations ; at least we
|

in their power,

arc exercising ordinary charity in giving any other
|

Uefcrriug to our belief that the subject of actual
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causation of this peculiar fever and diarrhcea is still

sub judice, we take occasion to say that we have sent

a commission to Philadelphia to make a tliorough

sanitary survey of the Centennial gi'ounds, to ex-

amine its source of water supply, the character of

tlie drainage, and to study tlie fever as to its type,

particular symptoms, and lesions. In our next issue we
hope to present our readers with the results of such

investigations.

Ucports of Societies.

INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL CONGRESS.
SECTION OF OTOLOGY.

The Section met Monday afternoon, September 4th,

at two o'clock. Dr. Lauicnce Turnlnill, of Phila-
di'l|)liia. Cliairman, and Dr. Charles 11. Burnett, of

Philadi'lpliia, Secretary, as an act of courtesy to the

visiting meniliers, resigned tlieir positions in favor of
Drs. C. .1. Blake, of Boston, and II. N. Spencer, of
St. Louis. Dr. Blake returned his thanks for the
honor.

EARLY TUEATMKNT OF AURAI/ DISEASES.

Dr. AUiert H. Buck, of New York, Reporter, read
a paper on the sul)ject of the Treatment of Aural
Di.seases in tlieir early stages, especially wliju arising

from tlio e.\anth.>mata. His remarks were based
exclusively on affi'ctions of the middle ear associated
with tlu' formation of pus. He stated that chronic
j)urulent inflammation of the middle ear is a cummon
affection among tlie individuals of a community

;

that tlie serious nature of this form of disease often-

times impairs the hearing very markedly, and occa-
sionally terminates in death. Hence, tlie great
importance of preventing an inflammation of the
middle ear from liecoming chronic— for every chronic
case (the tubercular, perhaps, excepted) must have
originated in an acute inflamm ition. Tlie anatomical
relations of the middle ear afford an explanation of
the serious results that may follow an acute inflamma-
tion of tliese parts, and also indicate what is the
most important point to secure in treatment, namely,
the relief of tension and pressure. Tliis l)eiiig the
one thing needed, the writer called attention to the
impotent nature of the means commonly employed
for the relief of such an inflammation. He then
referred to the great value of paracentesis of the
memlirana tympani as a preventive of chronic ijuru-

leiit inflammation of the middle ear, and all its

serious consequences. Statistics from his own experi-
ence were given to show the value of this operation.
The general practitioner was urged to acquaint
himself with the use of the specnlnm and mirror, as

means of ascertaining accurately the condition of the
ear.

In the discussion that ensued on the subject of
chronic discharges after scarlatina, Dr. Burnett asked
whether there was anything speciHc that would cause
so much chronic disease, or wliether it was the result

of neglect. There was nothing morbid that was
necessarily ])roductive of it, but the main disease
being in the throat in scarlatina, the ear was neglected

;

the cliild being very young, no examination would
prol)ably be made. Dr. Buck's paper was addressed
to general ijractitioners rather than to aurists.

TESTS FOR HEARtNG.

On Tuesday afternoon, Dr. Burnett, Reportei', read
a paper on " The Best Means of Testing the Hearing,"
emljracing a consideration of the cliaracter of the

tliree principal tests (the watch, the tuning-fork, and
speech) in use among aurists ; deficiencies and dis-

crepancies in the hearing |jower of the diseased ear,

with tlie inquiry nfhether disease can be diagnosed by
the manner in which an ear hears certain tests; and
the manner of testing, including the importance of
isolation of the better ear, during the test, in one-

sided deafnes.s, and a consideration of what is needed
for any form of test, with conclusions favoraiile to

the human voice as a means of diagnosis. These
last were adopted by the Section after full discussion.

AUTIFICIAI. DRUM-MEMBRANES.

On Wednesday. Dr. H. N. Spencer, Reporter, read
a [japer on '" In What Percentage of Cases do Drum-
Membranes Prove of Practical Advantage?" After
reviewing the history of the artificial drum-membrane,
he considered the condition of the ear admitting
of its use; contra-indicating conditions; the forms
of artificial drum-membranes (under which head a

preference was stated for Yearsley's cotton- wool)
;
and

the offices performed, functional and therapeutical.

When the conditions are the most favorable, it was
claimed that the cases are the fewest in number where
the artificial drum- membrane will be worn, whether
the rea.sons be objective or subjective.

The conclusions of the Keporter, adopted by the

Section, after considering the various forms o£ arti-

ficial drum-membrane in use, were that the cotton

pellet is preferable for its greater simplicity and easier

introduction, and the greater uniformity of its effect,

and-comparative safety in its employment; and that

it possesses the advantage that it is a valualile means
of treating the tympanun, a great future being in

store for it as a tlierapeutic agent. It was also urged
that the continued use of an artificial drum-membrane
for improvement of the hearing is indicated in rare

conditions which can only be determined by the aural

surgeon. In the full and interesting discussion that

ensued, the view was advanced by Dr. Burnett that

improvement might be due in these cases to a certain

amount of traction rather than of pressure on the
malleus and chain of os,sicles. Dr. Turnlnill held the
view that all foreign bodies within the tympanum were
likely to induce increased irritability and inflamma-
tion. He could not understand how a piece of cotton
could be attached to the inner edge of the perforation
so as to make an inward traction.

THE HEARING OP SCIIOOL-CIIILDUEN.

On Thursday, Dr. C. J. Blake, of Bostcm, Reporter,
read a paper on " What is the best Mode of deter-
mining the Hearing of School-Cliildren, and How
should partially Deaf Children b<^ Instructed ? " He
stated that the need for some provision in our public
school system for the l:>etter instruction of jiartially

deaf children is shown by the fact that while the
number of cases of impairment of hearing in children
is much larger than is generally supposed, the task of
compensating for this defect is left entirely to the in-

dividual judgment of the teacher. From analysis of
cases in children during school life, the writer made
two general divisions of cases in which partial deaf-
ness is a symptom : those in which the hearing is so
far impaired as to interfere with acquirement of
articulation, and for which special instruction is

absolutely necessary; and cases of partial deafness,
from very slight impairment of hearing to the grave
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defect ineluded in the firet division. Fur education
of children under the first division the writer proposes

the use of the system of visiMe speech sueeissfiilly

employed in the |)ul>li<' school for edueution of diuf-

mutcs and seini-nuiles in lioslon For children helonj;-

in<; to the second division, the advantaires to l)e

derived from association with heariiiLi; children, and
disadvantaLjes arising from creation of an additional

department for instruction, are sufficiently (;reat to

favor instruction in mixed classes, compensatory
advuntai;es, however, heinj; accorded to the partially

deaf. To accomplish this it is necessary to determine
the defiree of deafness, l>y the estahlishment of simple

rules for testing; the hearinfj, examples and forms for

which were fjiven l>y the writer, to lie used l>y teacheis,

or, better still, liy competent professional examination,
made hy a medical supervisor of public schools; the

creation of such an office, and its importance in

relation to this subject as well as to general school

hygiene, being strongly urged.

ACRAI. VERTIGO.

On Friday, Dr. Hurnett read a paper on •' Aural
Vertigo with Variable Healing," which created some
discussion. The general opinion was that this form
of vertigo might occur without permanent defect of
hearing in those who were greatly fatigued or over-

worked, and that (piinine diminished the amount of
tinnitus auriuin, instead of increasing it. The paper
was ba.sed on a case accompanied with dizziness,

nausea, vomiting, tinnitus, and variable hearing. It

was argued that this differed from tiue labyrinthine

disciuse, for then hearing was permanently lost, and
that the case was ])robably caused by muscular spasm
compressing the bones. Treated with bromide of

potassium, followed by iron and quinine, the ca.se got
well. Several instances were mentioned by other

gentlemen of true M&ni()re's disease, iu which the

good effects of sulphate of (piinia and sulphate of
cinchonia, even in severe forms of the disease, were
marked, r<'lieving all the other symptoms except deaf-

ness. One ca.se was reported as having been seen in

th'.; Wards of Prof. Charcot by Dr. Weir Slitchell iu a

recent visit ; another in the practice of Dr. Turnlndl.

CAT.\nun OK TUB E.Ui.

.\ paper was also read by Dr. Samui 1 .1. Jones, of
Chicago, on " Modilications in the Treatment of
Chronic Non-Suppurative Catarrh of the Jliddle Ear,"

i

in which the writer advocated the injection of slightly
j

alkaline solutions or solutions of chlorate of potasii

into th<' ICustaeliian tube; and by Dr. Laurence Turn-
bull, of Philadelphia, on the "Proper Selection of

j

Schools as well as the best Method of Instructing the

Deaf and Dumb."

TIIK I)E.\F AND DUMB.

lb alhnle<l to Hell's method of visible speech as

giving the pu|)il a knowledge of concealed parts of

the mouth anil throat used iu articulating, and of the

movements of each part, so that he is better able to

gain conscious control over them The method in-

terests him in the practice of the elements and combi-
nations, which gives him great power over his organs
of si)eech, and obviat<s the neces.slty of informing

'

him that a sound is wrong if it is not tin: one the

teacher wishes to obtain. The symbolizing of odd
|

sounds also leads the pupil to think and study about
the parts of tlw mouth that produce them. If a child

can hear sufficiently well to undiTstand the teacher
|

when near him, the ordinary school is de<-idedly lietti^r
|

than a special school for him. Children sometimes
become deaf after learning to talk and to read ; these

|

may profitably attend an ordinary school, provided
the parents or teacher will take time to explain their

lessdus; if this is not done, the child often recites
' parrot-like," without understanding what he has
learned. This has been the experience of teachers of

deafmutes, evin when the pupil has learned to read
the lipsquif<' will. Congenital deafmutes attending
an oidinary school may learn to write, or rather to

<-opy, and may perhaps get some ideas of numbers;
but tlie teachers do not know how to reach their

pupils' minds, even if they had the tinn- to teach
them. Advantage, however, is gained for diaf ehil-

<beii in mingling as much as possible with those who
hear.

.\fter alluding to other jKiints, Dr. Turnbull stated
that if children are too deaf to profit by th(' instruc-

tion of the common school, and yet have had sufficient

hearing to have through the ear acquired speech,

instructors of the ileaf are nearly or quite unanimous
in till' opinion that such should be taught by articula-

tion and liji-reading. aiul the attiinpt should be made
if possible to t<'ach every deaf cliild in that way.
Many of our congenital mutes speak so as to be
miderstood by strangers, and will, we expect, make
speech and lip-reading a successful means of commu-
nication throughout the world.

The paper was approved and referred to the Com-
mittee of Publication.

EFFECTS OF COI.D WATEU ON THE EAR.

Dr. Turnbull next introduced, as a practical subject

for discussion, the effect of bathing, swimming, etc.,

as causes of aural disease. He considered these acts

in enhl water as an inqiortant and freipient cause of
ainal disease. Bathing iu river or sea water i.s, when
wisely and properly regulated, both healthful and
pleasant. The result may be inflammation of the
lower portion of the auditory canal and of the inte-

rior suiface of the membrana tynqiani. The greater

evil is suelden deglutition during diving or swimming
while the m(nitli, nose, and pharynx are filled witli

cold water; the mouths of the Kustachian tulies open
by the cold, and a portion of the water pa.s.ses into

the middh^ ear. This result is apt to occur in young
beginnere, but may also occ\M' in old and experienced
swimmers, owing to intense coldness of the water,

while plunging head-foremost, the act of deglutition

being entirely involuntary. Acute cases from swim-
ming and diving occiu' during th(^ smnmer months and
diielly in young boys, from eight to sixteen, a much
smaller nundier occurring in the fall and winter.

I'liless the acut<' form is pronqitly treateil, it is always
followed by |)erforation of the membrana tynqiani,

and discharge of shorter or longer duration. In
(asi s not recognized, symptoms of violent headache,
furious delirium, and conui create the inqinssion that

it is a cerebral disease, and it is so treated. In its

first stage it is an acuti' inflammation of the mucous
membrane of the middle ear, followed by effusion,

and. after twenty-four hours, by pus. It is invariably
attended by fever, with swilling and inllamniation of
the naso-pharyngeal space, and great pain. The indi-

cation is to remove this fluid or pus by an incision of
the membrane, followed by the use of the air douche
and hot water, and the ear is thus saved. The patient
remains deaf for .several weeks, and the local applica-
tion of tincture of iodine, with or without some
anoilyne, around the back of the auricle, facilitates

removal of the thickening. To diminish the discharge
of \><f. should it continue, employ powder of salicylic

aeiil and starch blown into the meatus, and after a
time washed out and diicd, and rcaiiplied twice a day.
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The subject was discussed by every member iiresent,

and the conclusions were mainly adopted liy the Sec-

tion that the liad effects are brought al)Out liy sudden
inhalations of cold water into the middle ear.

The Section then adjourned sine die.

Correspoiitieitce.

IODINE INJECTIONS OF THE HYPER-
TROPHIED PROSTATE.

To THE Editor of The Medical Record.

Vienna, Sept. 20, 1876.

Sir:—The reported success of Heine of Prague,

backed up by his six pulilished cases of alleged cure

of hypertrophied prostate, seems alike so brilliant

and so encouraging, many a surgeon has doubtless

waited with some impatience for fitting opportunities

to show his triumph.
It may be scarcely necessary to state that tin/ method

of treatment recommended Vjy Heine consists in the

use of iodine, not simply in the manner so long ago
proposed, but by injections into theliody of the hyper-

tropliied prostate. Heine claims for this treatment:

1st, that it does not cause suppuration nor undue irri-

tation ; 2d, that it induces diminution of the hyper-

trophy, and of course the bladder trouble consequent

upon it. The little ojieration iiroposcd for the cure

of this grave disorder is so simple, the success to

be anticipated seems so probalile and so complete,

tliat I tliink it important to show that in the liands of

others than the author of the method, the results ma^
be less brilliant, that in the most acconiiilished

hands, indeed, this treatment may cause undue irrita-

tion. sup|>urati(in, and death.

Prof. Dittel, of the general hospital here, whose
experience in diseases of tlie urethra, and ))articnlarly

of the prostate, is probaljly unsurpassed, has not been

slow to try the method of Heine, and as the following

case has lieen under my own daily observation during
the greater part of its history, I have been perhaps
the more impressed witli its warning.
The patient entered Prof. Dittel's wards the 21st of

last Xoveml)er, with simjile hyijertrophy of the pros-

tate, was easily relieved l>y the catheter, and was other-

wise in good condition. The case was thought to be
a good one for the method in question. Accordingly
the solution as recommended Ijy Heine, containing
pot. iod. 3 ij., tinct. iodine 3 ij.. aqua dest. ? ij., was
prepared, and four drops of it at two different times,

and a few days apart, wei'e injected into tlie body of the

prostate. No irritation or reaction followed immedi-
ately; but before the time for the third injection, in-

flammatory symptoms showed themselves. Fluctuation

was afterwards detected in the prostate and tlie ab-

scess opened. The inflammation continued to increase

and spread ; peri prostatitis, peri-urethriti.s, and peri-

urethritic abscess supervened
;
peri-proctitis bringing

up the rear of this long, unpleasant train. On the 13th

of January it l)ecanie necessai'y to perform supra

puljic puncture of the bladder, which afforded not

only temporary relief, but induced considerable gen-

eral improvement, never enough, however, to allow
the supra-pubic route to be dispensed with. The
battle was fought with bravery and great patience by
both surgeon and patient ; there was certainly not

another case in all the wards tlie management of which
was so troublesome and tedious. The patient gradu-

ally sunk under his many complications, however,
and on the lOth of July died.

On examining the prostate, I f,ound the seat of two
old abscesses corresponding to the points where the

injections had been made. The other lesions were

recorded as "suijpurative prostatitis, iJCri-prostatitis,

cystitis, pyelitis, and nephritis."

lam informed that in the other instances also in

which Prof. Dittel has tried this metliod, abscesses

had resulted. Jly friend. Prof. Dittel, certainly is

more than satisfied no.t to try the method again, but

to le.ave it to otliers with a different experience.

Having seen in the New York Medicai, Recobd
(which, by the by, is distinguished for its regular ap-

pearance on the files here) an account of the success

of this method, as well as its freedom from danger,

it is not unlikely that some of its readers may be

tempted to incur unwittingly risks almost as disas-

trous to themselves as to the patient. And while I

do not presume to condemn the treatment U|)on the

limited evidence in hand, I think it important to add,

and that without delay, the facts as above given,

which without comment serve exceeding well to illus-

trate the other side of tlie question and to teach a cau-

tion which cannot be too carefully oijserved.

Benj.uiin Howard, M.D.,

Late Prof, of Surgery Unic. Vermont.

HYPERMETHOPIA AND CHOREA.— A
REPLY TO DR. STEVENS.
To THE Editor of The Medical Record.

It is almost unnecessary to say more than a few words

in reply to Dr. Stevens, whose letter appeai'ed in the

Record, Sept. 30th. He has presented an altered extract

from one of Anstie's lectures (London Lancet, May 10,

1873) to prove that I have not said " very much," as

he is pleased to express it, in regard to the etiology of

chorea. I do not claim to have said more than is

sufficient to account for the causation of the disease,

and to refute his own theory.

If the gentleman had not labored under want of

penetration, and had read Anstie's lecture to its end,

he would have found that " the distinguished author "

has given enough of the etiology to prove that the

cause advanced Ijy the gentleman from Albany is not

only trifling but improbable, .when compared with the

conditions which influence the development and course

of the neurosis under consideration.

Dr. S., however, has made several statements so

manifestly out of the way, and he has placed me in

such a false jiosition, that I feel constrained to answer

him. He refers to my remarks before the Academy of

Medicine.

Now, if he had carefully read the report in the

Record, and compared it with what I really did say

before tliat body, he would have seen how greatly

at variance were these two statements. In the printed

account of the meeting, I am made in one sentence to

say that my " attention had been called to hyperme-
tropia, and other eye symptoms in. rhorea,'' and I had
" found them .secondary," and in the next sentence I

am quoted as having said '• straliismus was a common
associate of chorea, and no other eye troubles had I

found in connection with my cases of that disease."

I did say I had found hypermetropia (merely as a

coincidence)—I had. found secondary eye symptoms,
among tliem strabismus. The otliers were orbicular

soasm. disturbance of accommodation, etc. ; but as to

str.iltismus. witli due res|)ect to the " incomparable,"

I think every general practitioner has seen it as a
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traiwitory symptum of srvi nil luaiii clisciiscs, ii most
comniiin I'Xample l>i'in<; tulifrciiliir ineninj^itis, anil in

these cases it is the result of museular spasm, and not

connected necessarily with any congenital error of re-

fraction.*

I am quite as well aware as Dr. Stevens that hypermc-
tropia, myopia, ami asti^^ni^itism are con<;enital defects,

and would remind him that this is one of the strongest

arguments against his hobby. If this theory is true,

chorea would nut only be very mueh more eonimon
than it now is, but we might e.xpect to find it at all

age.<. The authority with which he so confidently

a.ssails me says most decidedly that it is "a malady
of that period of life which li<s between the second
dentition and the age of eighteen or thereabouts ;" and
again, "on the whole we may clinically tlivide the

choreas into two main groups, those of childhood and
tliixe of sexual life."

It s:ems hardly worth while to bring other facts for-

ward to disprove his theory, but I may be pardoned for

presenting to the profession several reasons why his

position is untenable.

1. A very small number of men, women, and chil-

dren are absolutely emmetropic. Out of those that are

at this critical day considered hypermetropic, the great

majority would show one-si.xtieth or less of deviation

from the normal standard, which is absolutely insufli-

cient as a cause for the production of a general ner-

vous disease.

2. Nearly all cases of chorea are complicated with
or follow rheumatic or cardiac disease, se.xual derange-

ment, mental trouble, ascaridea and many other ex-

citing and predisposing causes, some of which I have
already named.

3. Certain varieties are -symptomatized by jumping,
l'?ai)ing, or mental aberration, and others are con-

nected with organic disease of the brain, of different

kinds.

4. Dr. Loring authorizes me to say that the great

majority of hypermetropes go through life without

any chorea whatever, and this too while suffering from
Well-marked symptoms of asthenopia, such as in.ibility

to read but for a few minutes, at times tensicm across

the forehead, and headaches. Feeling that the opinion

of competent specialist.s, pro or co/i, would more satis-

factorily settle this matter. I have appealed to several

of our mo.st distinguished ophthalmologists, among
them I)rs. Loiing. Koosa, and othiTs. These gentle-

men are of the decided opinion that very few hyper-

metropes are chronic, and beyond the ordinary nervous
symptoms of asthenopia it is ditfieult to say that the

refractive troubles have any importance as a cause.

Dr. Stevens' opodeldoc story, with its delicate and
cutting sarcasm, is undeserved. I seriously desired
information whether ho had had opportunities to

observe chorea after he had primarily made the diag-

nosis of hypermetropia. 1 felt sure he was able to

gratify my desire for additional knowledge of this

curious connection.

A medical man whose extensive practice and ad-

vantages for ob.servation enable him to re|)ort "more
than seventy" c;ises of chorea, seventy cases of epi-

lepsy, one hunilred crises of severe recurring headache,

and "many other neuroses," not to omit tifty-four

CTses of "epileptic insane persons," the majority con-

nected with like conditions, should certainly have a

great many uncomplicated hypermetropic patients

under constant ol>servati<ui. and al)Undant opportunity

to witness tlie development of some of the " func-

tional neuroses of all kinds," that are '' beyond any

* Bm hatiag't |»pcr, IVaiu. Acatk of Iftd., 1873.

and all other causes combined de|)endent Upon
anomalous nfraction of tin- eyes.

As the matter now stands. Dr. Stevens' theory is

antagonistic with the observations of Trousseau, West,
.Jaceoud, Hughlings Jackson, IJroadbent. Hussel, llil-

lier, Hadcliffe. .\nstie, Kirke, and very many others.

In concluding my correspondence with Dr. Stevens,

I wish to make ji statement which in time I intend to

fully prove, viz., that if errors of refraction play any
part at all in the causation of functional neuri>ses, it is

certainly a very small one compared toother influences

thai are well known; and though ca.ses may be
brought forward that are myopic or hypermetropic, we
must remember the large percentage of the entire com-
munity that are the possessors of errors of refraction,

and therefore take for granted that some of these

individuals must have nervous diseases as well as

aflectious of other systems.

I now trust that reliable and well-known ophthal-
mologists will note down how often they meet with,

and report these nervous cases in their practice.

Ai.i-.^N McL. Uamii.ton, 31.D.
12:1 East Thiiitizth Stkket. Oct. 4.

-AIEDICAL CENTENNIAL AFFAIRS.
THE MEDICINAL rRODUCTS OF KORWAY, SWtDKN,

ITALY, SOUTH AMEUICA, SOUTH AKIUCA, CHINA AND
JAPAN.

FROM OCK PPfCIAI. CORBERPONDEST.

Philadelphia, October 14, 18T6.

Across the central avenue of the main building, di-

rectly opposite Norway, Sweden, and Italy, we find

exhibits from South .Vmerica. South Africa, and China
and .Japan. The medical display is not, as a rule,

extensive or inviting, presenting only occasional fea-

tures of sufficient attraction to arrest our footsteps.

. From the Argentine Republic are exhibited, in long,

liorizcmtal cases, probably forty feet in extint, with
about ',100 small comi)artments, the medical herbs, etc.,

of that region. They are only numbered, not named,
and to study their nomenclature and recognize their

(pialities the visitor must obtain a catalogue from the
> attendant. Having done so, we find that they have
been sent from the provincis of Mendoza, San Luis,

Huenos Ayre.s, etc. The list fills many pages, but our
ardor in the pursuit of information concerning them

[

is somewhat dampened by the paragraphic announce-
ment that " the medicinal herbs and plants of this

,
Country being as yet unknown to the scientitic world,

' it has not been possible to classify them." The com-

I

mon name is alone given, and some of the medicinal
virtues are also detailed. The quillo-tiuillo, for in-

stance, of a saponaceous nature, is used as a medicine
and also for cleaning clothes—a rare combination of
good qualities. The girasol is employed for strength-

ening the eyesight; the cina-cina, for baths instead

of iiuistard ; the pago-palo de la Cruz, as an active
purt^alive, fifteen berries being a dose ; the camolotc
fur phthisis, the leaf being applied to the lungs; tolo,

a preservative against the nausea expi-rienced at great

elevations from lack of oxygen in the air; agua sun-
guinaiia, for cleansing and ])urifying the blood, and
fur dissipa:ing the ellects of blows, providing theic
be no fracture, etc. And so runs the story through
hunilred* of drugs, .some of them with euphonious
names, as the coralillo, poiatillo, cardo santo, and rela-

iiiilla ; others decidedly more cacophonic, as the niata-

[lulg.i. hujas de guindo, tulesquiri, etc., most of them
nil III ioncd without any therapeutic action associated
with them.
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There is also a case contaiuing a truss or two, a
single artificial arm and a leg, and club-foot irons,

exhibited by Lacour, of Buenos Ayres ; and Dr. New-
berry, an American dentist of the same city, displays

some sets of artificial teeth. Tliere is another case in

the same department witii jars and vials labelled with

such medical titles as, Soluciou depurativa anti-

Sudhan; Balsamico del Jlisionero, suspiciously like

Friar's Balsam in name, Jaralje de Quinia y Fierro,

etc. Papel Reactivo contra acidos surely must be

test paper: but why send this and the other prepara-

tions so far from home ? Some volumes of the He-

vista Mcilica Chirurgica are on exhibition in another

case ; and in a large pile of miscellaneous pamphlets,

devoted mainly to statistics of this region, we notice

a little volume entitled " Nociones de Anatomia Fi-

siologia ft Higiene Humana," by Dr. D. Juan Bialet

y Masse, which has been accepted as a text-book Ijy

the Department of Schools in the Province of Buenos

Ayres. The Argentine Republic occupies a large

space in tlie catalogue with items under the head of

Medicine and Surgery, but many of them are grouped
collectively under one exhibit. Thus we have medi-
cines for animals, for the relief of itch in sheep,

cholera medicine, ccdron de puna for affcclions of

the lunt;s, spurge from which castor oil is extracted,

etc. The medicinal herbs are sent by a dozen different

contributors, and will doubtless find a resting-))lace,

by and by, on the shelves of some college of phar-

macy.
From Chili I notice pharmaceutical preparations

from Valparaiso, and two large cases of dried leaves,

herbs, nuts, etc., some of which are medicinal, by
various exhibitors. In one case there is some Cafe
Preparado, said to be a new invention, and if intended

as a sulistitute for the miserable solution or mixture
administered to thirsty boarders in some hotels and
l)0.\rding-houses, under the name of coffee, might be

a very desiraljlo article. Some scattered numbers of

the Rerista Medkd (h Chill momentarily arrest the

attention of the medical visitor.

In the rear of this exhibit is that of Peru, the chief

attraction of which is the display of mummies. On a

shelf are a few bottles of various degrees of pharma-
ceutical interest, the contents being selected specimens
of rhatany, canella, cascarilla. coca. etc. The grains

of coca are about the size of small ojstei' crackers.

Strange to say, there is not in the whole exiiibit from
this country the minutest particle of Peruvian bark.

Other parts of the world into wliich it has l)een trans-

ported for cultivation witli good results offer excel-

lent samples, but the country which gives it its popular
name, and which has thus had an honor permanently
reflected upon it, is barren, so far as its exhibition to

Centennial visitors is concerned. Much more promi-
nence might also be given to the jar of dried leaves
labelled "coca," for thousands would stop to take a

glance at it, if they knew its wondrous virtues, refer-

ence to which has already been made more than once in

the columns of TirE Recoud. It will Ije remembered
that while one writer condemned the use of coca be-

cause its victims sometimes lay in the fields all night
long, rain or sliine, dreaming beautiful dreams, othere

contend tliat it gives wonderful buoyancy and strength,

relieving fatigue, dissipating weariness, and supple-
menting partially the use of food.

The republic of the Orange Free State, on the north-

east boundary of Cape Colony, sends an interesting

collective government exhibit, but the only thing of
medical importance is a specimen of the cream of
tartar fruit of that locality, a small gourd containing
seeds, around which is a powder, similar to the bitar-

I trate of potassium, but wliether it possesses the diuretic

I

or cathartic virtues of the latter I am at a loss to say.

[

It is about to undergo analytic examination, I hear.

]
The Chinese uicdical exhibit lias been pushed into

the Mineral Annex, as a late comer which failed of

accommodation from want of space in the department

I

allotted to it in the main l)iiilding. Each case has

upon it the name of the port ot shipment. It is a

1
curious study of human nature in its semi -civilized

!
aspects, to scan the thirty-five pages devoted to medi-

j

cal sulijects in the thick quarto catalogue of Chinese

contrilmtions to the Exposition. The medicines are

ToO in number, and are chiefly arranged under glass

in horizontal cases, and each one in the list is preceded

I

by the Chinese hieroglyphics, the value of each medi-

cine lieing appended. Some of them are old familiar

ac(iuaintances, such as rhul)arb and opium, Imt the

j

quaint and curious uses to which less familiar thera-

peutic agents are applied somewhat surprise or at least

j

amu.se us. We are carried liack several centuries to

I

the days when epidemics of old were treated with

mixtures of precious stones, goat's brains, urine, etc.,

when we find in the Chinese medical armamentarium
of the present day the heterogeneous compounds and
unmeaning suljstances to be presently referred to.

Dried lizards, valued at Canton at eleven cents a pair,

are among the first articles of their materia medica
that attract our notice. We quote from this interesting

Oriental catalogue the following descriptions of other

items. >

The fruit of the bitter-seeded cardamom is supposed
to increase knowledge (as the Chinese characters of

its name signify) by strengthening the stomach, with

which organ the Chinese connect a person's disijosition

and mental capacity. The imder shell of tlie land
tortoise, which is strengthening and stimulant, is taken

in decoction liy the old and weak. The lining mem-
brane of a fowl's gizzard, peeled off and dried, is

prescribed in dyspe2)sia, diarrhoea, spermatorrho?a, and
urinary disorders ; the male bird being ased in pre-

paring the drug for female patients, and vice versa.

Caterpillars are employed as pui'gatives and antispas-

modics. The root of the panax ginseng is considered

by the Chinese a very powerful life-prolonging medi-
cine ; hence its enormous price, being valued at Amoy
at 17,000 a catty ! Dried toads ai-e described as tonic

and sudorific, but bring only two cents apiece. Mosa
and ginger are employed together externally in artic-

ulai rheumatism, a thin slice of the latter Ijeing placed
over the joint, and the moss, being laid over this, is

burnt, producing inflammatory action in the skin.

JIaggots are prescribed in the delirium of fever and
in dysentery. A delectable compound is made by
mixing boy's urine (girl's, we presume, would be less

efficacious), gypsuu), and dew, and stirring with a
piece of mulbeiry wood ; the substance deposited be-

ing prescribed in phthisis, gonorrha>a, and sperma-
torrhoea, and being also used as salt with rice. A
whole catty of it costs but twenty cents at Amoy,
The curious inquirer may find all these and .scores of
equally odd and fanciful articles on exhibition in

the cases by asking the attendant to point them out
to him.

In the Japanese exhibit, we notice a microscope and
slides from the store of Iwasiya Ichizaemon, " Chemi-
cal and Surgical Instruments Export Druggist, No.
18 Honchio Sanchiome, Tokei." Under a framed col-

lection of postage and revenue stamps, which many a
juvenile collector would give his last nickel for, are

about a dozen painted silk diagrams representing va-
rious surgical and other affections, such as necrosis of
the carpal bones, sarcoma of the antrum highmori,
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lupus, etc. ; the iiitist's name, 8ifreaki Yanuulo, heiuj^

in the Corner of each. Some s|Kciniens in the chemi-
cal e\hil>it, which is not an attractive one, are lal idled
with iiitillij;ilile names, as tartaius emetieus, hut the

Japanese hieroglyphics on others were rather more
than 1 could conveniently manage to translate in the

limiteil time I had at my disposal. I n<>ti<'ed here a

liivalve speeulnm, and a few ordinary litters, but they
had no special interest or history. It may he stated

in this connection that a nieilical college was founded
at Tokio in lh<T3, that it has five hundred pupils, the

course of lectures lieing in German, and that the in-

struction is given both in a preparatory school and a
college.

Passing next to Portugal, «(• timl a collection and
also an individual display of drugs, such as pills of
Proto iodnreto de Ferro Inalteravel, from Lisbon;
Xarope Pectoral Calmante de Lauio cerejo, etc. A
nundier of manufacturers exhibit Agmus Alcalino-
jjazosas and .Vgua Mineral. One of them, the Pedras
Salgadas Mineral Water Company, states th.it it re-

ceived the •• prise" at Vienna, ami that the waters have
been examined and approved by the Society of Medi-
cal Sciences of Lisbon. The analysis given of tli<se

springs by •' the celebrated professor of chi-mistry in

the Polytechnic School of Lisbon, Dr. Josi-ph .lulius

Hodrigucz," presents a formidable list of alk.dine bi-

carbonates and salts in the waters from four dilTerent

sjirings. The cond>iuation of ther.ipeutie ([ualili(s

wliich tlipy represent may be briefly quoted as follows:
"The action of these waters is incontestable for dis-

eases in the organs of digestion ; . . . indubitable in

curing diseases of the skin ; . . . they are already to

be found in the rooms of many ha r-dressers, w1k>
acknowledge their superiority over other means em-
ployed against scurf." Ser/.edello & Co. also dis-

play a ' Grande Deposito de Drogaria e Productos
Cliiinicos," consisting of acids, ethers, and essences.

In the Turkish department, Ilerm. A. Ilolstein, of
Constantinople, makes a very beautiful display in a

large and hand.sonie case, of different varieties of gum
tragacanth, sonic of it almost white, oil of sandal-
wood, opium from Asia Minor, scamniony, init-galls,

anise, etc. Such a valuable and choice collection

should, if possible, be retained in this country.

K. J. D.

KIRKWOOD (S. C.) AS A WINTER RESORT
FOR INVALIDS.

To THE Editor op The Medical Record.

New York, Sept. 3fi, 1870.

>Iv Dk.vu Sfu :—At this season,when so many are mak-
ing plans for spending the winter in a milder olinuite,

I have thought that a few words on the subject of a
'• Siuuhern Hiune " might lie of service. I have never
had personal experience of Colorado, Santa Barbara, or
other of our Western homes for invalids, and would
not therefore be undei-stood as comparing relative

merits; but I had opportunities last winter of becom-
ing tolerably familiar with certain portions of the

South, and would sijnply give the results of my ob-
servations and experii'uce.

The member of my family for whose benefit I .Mpent

the greater portion of last winter away from New-
York has not absolute pnlmomiry disea.se, but is one
of that class who.se lungs, in common parlance, are
" not strong," while I have no lungs that trouble me,
.but am, () minerieordia, a victim of acute articular

rheumatism. The clcnient.s of climate particularly
necosary to the welfare of those suffering from pul-

monary alTeclions, are :

1. Freedom from moisture.

','. Freedom from sudden and excessive variations
of i.inperature.

:i. The presence of a certain terebinthine element in

the air.

Ill addition to these qualities of climate, it is im-
portant that the patient have pleasant surroundings,
and a diet abundant in (piantity and variety, and,
what is not always found at the South, well-cooked.

Camden, S. C.—or rather Kirkwood, about a mile
froin the town—is situated on some piny sand hills,

at an elevation of about 'J40 feet above tide-water.
Owing to the peculiar nature of the soil all moisture
is almost immediately absorbed, so that the air is rc-

mitrkalily dry. As regards trmperat\ne, while, as

throughout the entire S<iutii, there are a few cold days,
we lind none of that extremely penetrating cold expe-
rienced in places nearer the seaboard, nor, on the otlier

hand, do vn: have any of that excessively enervating
heat met with in places farther south.

The pine trees and turpentine stills in the vicinity

give the air a terebinthine odor, most soothing to those
li.uassed by cough.
From a table of observations made during the early

|)art of the present century by one of the most nspected
citizens, I have cojiied a few statistics, which, 1 think,
give a fair idea of the present average temperature.

1810.

Jamiary. February.
Ta.m 40.70° 7a.m 40.77°

12 M 51.00° U' .M 58.07"

JIarch.

T .\.M 45 38°

12 m 00.75°

1815.

January. Febraary.
7 A.M 30.20° 7 A.M 38.280
9 r.M 42.70° 9 p.m 45.53°

Whether from the absence of furnace heat—our
rooms were warmed by large, open wood-fires—or to
the dryness of the air, my two children, neither of
whom had ever before ))assed a winter free from
croup, showed not a symptom of it, though expo.sed
in all weathers, in fact almost " living out of doors,"
in rainy as well as pleasant weather.
One word in relation to the ])eople there. During

the war they suffered terribly, both in the loss of pro-
perty and kindred, and now almost all are much re-

duced ; yet I have never nu't with a more refined or
cultivated society, nor have I ever been where I was
mor<' cordially received, or where more sincere sym-
pathy was extended in times of sickness ami anxiety.

Very truly yours,

Wii.i.ARD Parker, Ju.

ARMY NEWS.
Ofirinl Liu of Changes of Statwu and DutifB of Offi-

rir.i vf the Medical Drpiirtment United Stales Army,
from October Sth to October 14, 1878.

H\NDOl,i'it, J. F., Surgeon. Granted leave of ab-
sence for four months. S. O. 208. .\. G. O., Oct. 0, '70.

M( IvEE, J. C, Surgeon. Grantc<l leave of absence
for on(! month and twenty days, with permission to go
beyond limits of this Division. S. O. 188. Div. of the
Pacific, and Dept. of California, October 2, '76.

II\RT8i!FF, A.. Surgeon. Leave of absence extended
one month. S. O. II II, Div. of the Missouri, Oct. «, '70.

Kkkt), W., Asst. Surgeon. Granted leave of absence
for one month, with permission to apply for an exteu-
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Assigned to duty

137, Dept. of the

Leave of absence

sion of fifteen days. S. O. 119, Dept. of Arizona.

Sept, 27, '76.

KoERPER, E. A., Asst. Surgeon,

at Camp Slieiidan, Nebr. S. O.

Platte, Oct. 6, '76.

Wir.soN, Wm. .T., Asst. Surgeon
extended four months on Surtjcon's certificate of dis-

ability. S. O. 211, A. G. O., Oct. 10, '76.

Wood, M. W., Asst. Surgeon. Assigned to duty at

Camp Robinson, Nebr. S. O. 137, C. S., Dept. of the

Platte.

ArPEL, D. M., Asst. Surgeon. Assigned to duty at

Fort Stanton, N. Mex. S. O. 206, Dept. of the Mis-

souri, Oct. 4, '76.

itltiikal Itema anl) UStvas.

Contagious Diseases.—Comparative statement of

cases of Contagious Disease reported to tlie Sanitary

Bureau, Health Department, for the two weeks ending
October 14. 1876.
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©riginal Cccturcs.

THE ANTlSErTIO MKTiroi) OF DRESSING
OPEN WOUNDS.

A CLINICAL LECTUUK

Bv PROF. JOSKPII LISTER,

OF EOINUUUOH.

Dditered at Charity Ilosji'ilal, New Yuri; Octoher \0.

1870.

( rhono-e^raphirally reporte<l for The Medical Recobd, by Nelson W.
Cmly.)

Oestlembs:—It is a most unexpected privilege tlmt

I enjoy, of aildressing a. few words to you. Until

just now, when I saw you nil gallopinu with surh
speed from the sleanier, I had no idea tiiat 1 was to

address so larife a lioily of students.

You will, tlarefore, e.xeuse nie if the remarks wliieh

1 may make slioidd l)e e.xlrenuly imperfect. If, how-
ever, as 1 understand my friend. Prof. Van liureu, you
are already thrim;^h him indoctrinated in the prin-

ciples of antiseptic surgery, it is not, therefore, neces-

sary for ine to go much into tietails.

Well, then, as the patient is not finite ready, I will

say a few words of introduction. The main principle

of antiseptic surgery is to be illustrated in this ciisel)y

opening a venereal alisce-ss in the groin.

If we have a fracture, the skin being unbroken,
everybody knows that such an injury is devoid of

danger. We put on proper splints, keep the parts

dressed, and there is no intlainmation in the parts

to speak of,—no constitutional disturbance and no
trouble, liut if it so happens that the skin is broken
at the same time that the l>one is Ijrokin, then we have

itn injury that used to be one of the most formidable

in surgery. If we compare the two injuries, we see

that the circumstance of this skin being broken is not,

2>iT se. of any material consi^ijuence at all ; it may be

that the simple fracture is much the more severe injury

of the two. The bone may be comminuted, the vessels

extensively lacerated, and a large anionnt of blood
diffused. Whereas, in a compound fracture, we may
have the bouc simply snapped across, but the skin

broken.
Now we know from other circumstances that the

lcsi(m in the skin does not in itself particularly con-

stitute the injury : it is not the injury to the skin, p'-r

»e, but the fact of the skin being broken. We all

know tliat if a compound fracture is treated or not

treated, in the coui-se of three or four days we have
an offensive discharge from the opening. I do not

mean that a compound fractine not treat(;d anlisip-

tically will have such a result. It was known in the

time of .lohn Hunter that such a fracture, if covered

over with cotton and air-tight dres.sings, and left

alone, will go on as qnletly as if the skin were un-

broken. 13ut suppose the skin is treated witli poul-

tices, you are sure to have a suppuration in two or

three days. The blood within, the e.vtravasated blooil.

putrefies. If any one were to talk of pouring a ijiian-

tity of putrid blood into a recent wound, such a
proposition would lie received with horror; bnt every-

body knows that pretty much the sjune thing takes

place if the blood is allowed to putrefy in a wound.
After a few days have elapsed, the wound becomes
granulated, and aa soou us granidutiou takes place, if '

the surfaces are brou-j-ht together, tbeix; is apt to occur
union by first intintion.

It was shown by Pasteur, conclusively shown, it

seejued to me, after reading his e.\perinients, that
putrefaction was a fei mentation, that it was a mani-
fist.ilion of the e.xi.stence of a ferment similar to that
which exists In yeast.

When that was shown by Pasteur, then at once it

occurred to me, here Is a chance for improvement.
We may possllily lie able to prevent putrefaction In
wounds if the cause of putrefaction in wounds Is not
the access of air, but of living organisms developed In
the air, and which in tlie blood are the cause of
putrefaction ; then It may be that we nniy get hold of
some agent which will i«e strong enough in its action
upttn tills kind of organisms to destroy them without
doing damage to the human tissues, just. In the same
way as crab-lice are destroyed without Injury to the
skin. So in this case. If we can ajjply to our wounds
some agent which may destroy the minute organisms,
which are the cause of |)Utretaction, without Injuiing
the wound, the jiroblem is solved— it Is no hjiiger a
question of hermetically sealing out the air; it Is

luii-ely applying a dressing that shall act as a germ-
(Ustr<iyer to prevent the infiuence of these living or-
ganisms.

This, gentlemen, Is our luinclple. The agent which
we found In the majority of ca.ses most eliiclent Is

carbolic acid. It had Ijcen used without my knowing
It. in a medical waid In the hospital, and with great
advantage, as an antiseptic. It had been used, as well
as antiseptics of various kinds, for the purpose of iiiiti-

'jiitiiKj putrefaction, nut of preventimj it; that is the
great difference.

The principle of antiseptic treatment is to prevent
the occurrence of ])utrefactlon in the wound by the
presence of the organism with which you have to deal.

If you can prevent that, then your wound comes to be
in the condition of a simple fracture.

'I'aking this example of a simple fracture, we feel as
a matter of course that If we really can by any means
adopt such a mode of dressing as shall be ecpially

eltlcient with the unlirokcn .skin, a wound, no nnitter

how severe or contused It may be, and no matter
what the patienfs constitution, ought to be perfectly
amenable to treatnunt.
You may ask. Why do you disregard the patient's

constitution ( My reply i,s. Do you regard the consti-

tutional treatment Important in a simple fracture lu

whi<h we have a severe wound, contused, lacerated,

and so ou ! If you could see such a ca.sc, you would
say, Here is a wound that will not heal without sloughs
and suppuration. Yet be<ause we cannot see the in-

jury, and because the skin Is unbroken, we are apt to

forget what is really the nature of the injury In a
simple fracture, which I venture to say is as bad anil

nuicli more severe than any that the surgeon ever
inflicts. Yet no man regards the patient's condition in

a simple case of fracture, but contents hini.self with
the local treatment. If constitutional treatment is

ailopted at all, it is only in case of constitutional
disturbance

The treatment of an ordinary abscess, acute or
chronic, under antiseptic management is, I think, one
of the most beautiful points of the whole matter.

Suppose an abscess is opened in the ordinary way, that
l.s, by a free incision. The result Is, you get rid of your
patient by opening his abscess; the previously main-
tained suppuration Is gotten rid of by relieving the
tension; but instead of the prevlou.sly existing causes of
irrilation, you let in a new one, vi/., the jniti-ijartim

clement. The discharge remaining in the abscess pulre-

A^
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fles, and, by reason of its irritating properties, ends in

and keeps np the siippnration. But l)y this means [the

antiseptic nietliod] you prevent putrefaction, prevent

the access of putrefactive elements, while at tlic same
time you get rid of tlie tension Ijy opening tlie aliscess

and introducing a drainage tube, svliile tlie so-called

jiynf/enlc memhraae is left free of any disturbing cause

at all, and as soon as the (pyogenic memljraue is free

from disturl)ance it ceases to be pyogenic.

If you take the two flaps of a patient's tliigli, where
an operation has been performed by the douI)le flap

method, and lay the granulating surfaces together

—

taking away the di'essings which our forefatlu'rs used

to have l>etween the flaps after an ami)utation. to make
them lie a])art—when you come to see the case next

day, you will proljably find a large extent of tliese

granulating surfaces coalesced near to eacli otlier.

Well, now, consider these sui'faces one moment.
Tlie f/raiii/lating surfaee.H haim no tendency to form

pus unless they are irritated. Suppose that the granu-

lating surfaces have a tendency to form pus, then if

the two granulating surfaces are lirought together we
should liave pus secreted. Impossible.

The secretion would still go on, although the sur-

faces were thus united and in contact with each other.

There is nothing to prevent the possibility of the

effusion of fluid, if it were the office of granulating

surfaces to produce pus. The pressure would lead to

tension and the formation of more pus. But even
then there is no more serous effusion, that is to say,

the serous effusion soon ceases after the granulations

are brought together; for if the serous effusion still

continued, the granulations could not coalesce. What
is tlie fact? Tliat leads to tliis remarkable result,

that from that time fortli the formation of pns ceases.

It is simply distuiiiance that keeps it up, and notliing

else ; but wlien the granulations are put in contain!, with

each other, they will protect each other perfectly fi-oni

any irjitating cause. The granulations of the previ-

ously suppurating wound thus protected, immediately

cease to sujipurate ; very soon after they cease to foi'm

serous effusion, the tissues proceed to develo)) into the

higher filirous tissue of the cicatrix. There, gentle-

men, you have evidence that the only thing granula-

tions require is to lie left alone, free from any serious

disturbance, and the result will be that you will have

no more pus. Open tlie abscess antiscptically ; em-
ploy efficient antiseptic dressing, and at the same
time ])rovide for the escajie of serous effusion, anJ the

suppuration ceases from that time forward.

THE OPER.iTION.

The apparatus by which the carbolic sjiray is gener-

ated has been already descrilied, so that it is not worth
while to go into details. Tlie few general principles

whicli Prof. Lister laid down were of much imijortance,

viz., that it was necessary, to the jiroper apiilication

of the antiseptic method, that the spray should be
thrown out in large volume, extensive enough to en-

velo() completely the hands of the operator, the

instruments, and the site of tlie operation ; and if at

any time he was compelled to move his hand out of

the spray, to take up a new instrument, he should dip

his hands in the basin of carbolizcd water (aq. 20, acid

carliol. 1) liefore using it, otherwise that neglect

might be the means of introducing these minute organ-

isms into the wound ; that the skin over the point of

operation should lie very carefully shaved, so as to

leave no parts unexposed to the action of tlie carbol-

izsd water which was to be ajiplied to the integument
for the destruction of any of these organisms which
might exist upon it ; that any neglect of the total

destruction of all the organisms would be fatal to a
properly considered antiseptic method of treatment.

The abscess in the iiatient's groin being ojjcned in

the usual manner at the most dependent point by a
free incision, the Professor remarked that, as it was
necessary to establish a drain, he was in the habit of
using the india-rubber drainage tube of Chassaignac

;

that an important point in the application of this tube
is that it should not be left projecting outside the

wound, but .should lie flush with the surface; and
that to keep the tube from being pushed into the

wound, two small tlireads were fastened on either side

of it ; and that, as in the present instance, the tube was
placed in an oblique po.sition, it was necessary to cut
the end of the tube in an oblique manner, so as to be
made flush with the surface.

The abscess, when opened, discharged a large amount
of grunious, offensive pus, which was carefully sponged
away with carbolized water. Happening to pick up
a sponge that had been dippcfi into the basin con-

taining the chocolate-colored mixture of pus and
carbolized water, he used it also, and remarked—in
answer to some one who objected, that the sjionge was
foul with pus—that this was i)erfectly true, but that

the sponge was anti.vptk/ilh/ clean, and was, moreover,
vastly cleaner for surgical purposes than the majcuity
of sponges obtainable in the shops, because it had lieen

dipped in the antiseptic fluid. Having emptied the

abscess and jnit in the drainage tube, lie applied the

antiseptic dressing, which consisted, first, of several

layers of carlxilized gauze, to act as a compress ; then
of a larger layei', about sixteen inches square ; next a
piece of oiled silk, and finally of several more layers

of gauze, the whole being confined to the limb with
elastic liands, so as to keep out the air.

One of tlie windows of the amphitheatre happened
to be open, and a current of air deflected the cloud of

spray from the wound. Piofessor Lister at once
called attention to this as an important jioint to be
observed. Tlie window must be .shut, otherwise the

spray would be diverted from the wound, allowing
the access of the organisms against which the spray

was intended to provide.

His minute attention to all sucli details made this

lecture of unusual interest and importance.

©ruVtiml Conuminifatioiis,

UPON CERTAIN NEUROSES FOLLOWING
THE ZYMOTIC FEVERS.

By ALLAN McLANE HAMILTON, M.D.,

VISITING PHYSICIAN TO THE EPILEPTIC AND PARALYTIC HO.SPITAL,
NEW YUBK, ETC.

Cert.mn eruptive fevei's, jiarticularly those of a

serious nature, create in the nervous system a vast

amount of mischief, and leave after-effects formidable
in the extreme; because they defy treatment, and
involve a structural change which is generally per-

manent.
In most of these acute disorders, when death occurs,

the nervous system is the final iioint d'aitaqne. and
coma, convulsions, and other terminations, constitute

the last stages of the disease.

If these morbid cimditions do not carry off the pa- i

tient, he survives them to suffer some one of the neu- I

roses it is my purpose to discuss. The exanthemata '
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wliicli I sliiU iilliidc til are Viiriola mid oert'lirospiniil

in Miiiii^itis, altliDiiijIi nm-ly scavlatiim may leave

lii'hind it a <^ivat variety of nervous tnmhles—not
only tiiose dependent upon uncniic jioisoninfj, Init

even de;;enerative diseases such as sclerosis or otlier

struetural altcTations.

Various forms of local paralysis, occasionally lienii-

ple-^ia, muscular contractions of a permanent nature,

alterations in sensation, and alTections of tlie orsi-ins

of special sense, arc morliid conditions that may some-
times follow cither of the disea.ses I have mentioned.
Convulsions, though more rare, are occasionally met
with.

In one class of cases, those that have hcgun with
varioloid, paralysis is sometimes left. The paralysis

is jjenerally due to changes in the anterior columns of

thy cord, and re-icmhles very closely the other forms
characterized liy rapid wasting of special muscles or

groups of muscles, as in essential spinal paralysis,

and progressive >nuscular atro|)hy. Sensation is gen-

erally unimpaired, and there is decided bladder
trouble and certain evidences (such as bed-sores) of

a perverted state of the cutaneous nerves. In certain

respects the paralysis, if it lie paraplegic, resembles in

many points the form due to myelitis.

As 8'.-iiU-'l;c of scarlet fever, we may have serious

changes in the brain and cord, and permanent con-

tractions. To'mors, or even many psychoses of an
undelined character, may be sometimes met with.

Among the great number of cases that have .sur-

vived cerebrospinal meningitis, a certain number
larry through lif(' most terrible traces of the discjise.

Usually the pathological state is one of chronic men-
ingitis located at the base of the brain and upper part

of the cord. Gallup, one of the first meilical men
who wrote upon the subject, recognized these cases,

and cmisidered that the anterior and inferior parts of

the Ijrain were the localities which were the seat of

the most violent intlamnnition. The involvement of

certain nerve trimks. and the subseipumt loss of func-

tion, paiticularly in the seventh and lifih nerves, enable

us to satisfactorily detine its site. Deafness as well as

impairment of sight arc striking and not uncommon
results. Not unrarely the condition is connected with
permanent contraction, or spasm of the ])ost-cervical

muscles, or by a decided pain running down the back
and arms. A symptom I have often noticed with
cerebral tumor is the dizziness which trouldes the in-

dividual when he looks upwards. I have heard these

lialieuls complain of this troulile.

The ap|)earance of facial neuralgia or sciatica (and
thesi' are not the peripheral varieties of the disease; is

not uncommon in tin: adidt who recovers from small-
pox. A patient now under treatment, after a .severe

attack of variola which has left him deeply pitted,

developed a most troublesome neuralgia of the lifth

nerve two months after, and his condition after the

subsidence tif the fever, together with tin: absence
of all other causes, pretty clearly proved the neu-
ralgia to have been caused by the variola. Sciatica

on the same side (the right), and a ''heavy feeling"
of the right side of the body, are other symptoms
which rather point to some afTection of one-half of

the nervous system, lie has continued three years in

this state, and when I first saw him, two mcmtlis ago.

complained of the symptcnns I have before alluded lo.

His right side was cold and slightly ana-sthetie. and
the muscles of the right leg somewhat atrophied.
Kxseclioii of the supra-orbital briineli of llii' (iflh

nerve, and all sorts of mc-dical treatment, f.ailed to

relieve him. I am firmly convinced that his trouble
originated in the cerebro-siiinal ax\n.

_

Vulpian has related cases of neuroses following

small-pox : and .laneway jiresenled to the New York
Society of Neurology, ipiite recently, a case of partial

paralysis following close upon the heels of a severe

attack of variola. Tlw patient was a young man of

about twenty who presented a paralysis of the extcn-

so:-< of tli:* right arm and forearm. The biceps was
eiiii rely paralyzed, and there was no reactirm to the

faia lie current, but C(mtractioii followed the gal-

vanic.

The paralysis is confined entirely to the right side,

the left hand being only slightly inimb. Dr. .lane-

wav was inclined to believe this condition to be the

result of neuritis.

other cases have been reported where the nervous
symptoms were all provoked by a central disorgani-

zation of the nervous tissues. In certain cases d<'cided

changes, consisting of sclerosis or softening, were appar-

ent after death. Westphall, Loekhart Clarke, besides

Vulpian, have reported these cases. As I have said,

till V present certain homologous features.

Westphall's case was one of partial paralysis, which
began in the feet and afteiwai'ds increased so that finally

there was complete ])aralysis of the lower extremities.

The patient was just able to move his great toe. He-
Ilex movements wen; not i)rovoked by any of the

ordinary means. Paralysis of the bladder was present.

Sensation was unimpaired.
llis other casi; resembled this one in many jioints.

Immediately after recovery the left leg was gradually
paralyzed, and subsecpiently the right was affected.

This patient had incontinence of urine and ficces.

Snifercd greatly with cystitis, and ultimately died.

liolh of these patients had bed-sores.

In Vulpian's case there was ])artial par.alysis just as

there was in Janeway's. This patient lived, lie

accounts for the affection of special muscles and the

short duration by supposing the pathological condition

to have been a temporary irritation at the roots of cer-

tain spinal nerves supplying the affected muscles.

Ill- considers the irritation to have resulted in the

destruction of the cells in the anterior cornua. and
atrophy or loss of function of the fibres of the anterior

nerve roots as a consequence of the degeneration of

the nerve cells with which they were coiniectcd.

liOckhart Clarke's case was caused by inoculation

of small-pox virus. The patient was thirty two years

(if age, and had been inoculated when he was one year

old. Coincident with the eruption, the left arm lost

its power and the right arm n( xt followed suit. The
uuisclcs of arms, shoulder, and trunk atrophied and
almost disappeared, and the heart's action was greatly

changed, as it became irregular.

A few months before death he was carefully exam-
ineil. and it was found that the muscles of aims and
shoulders were scarcely developed. The muscles of

the forearm had escaped the general wasting.- The
muscles of the ball of each llnnnb were very much
wasted, while those of the fingers were unaffected.

The lower extremities were perfectly normal.

Drs. AVcbber. I'utnam. and (ioss reported during (he
year 187;J several cases of paralysis occurring with
v.iriolotis eruptions. Dr. Goss's case was one of vario-

loiil. During convalescence ther<' were deep pains

iretcntd iiy the patient to the bones i, which lasti d
lor two days. They began in the left arm. and next

day extended to tlu' right arm. imd both lower cx-

tn Miilics were finally allVeted. The patient was
unable to flex legs or thighs, and could not raise her

hand to her head. There was no paralysis of any of the

muscles of the head, and her intellect remained char.

There wua no abnormality of sentiatiou except the
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pain alluded to, wliich disappeared with the com-
niencement of tlie paralysis. The patient died the

next day.

Dr. J. J. Putnam's case was one of severe variola.

Tlie patient, a man, remained unconscious till the

eightli day, and then complained of a weariness or

heaviness of the riglit shoulder, which subsequently

became the seat of pain. This symptom gradually

disappeared, and Putnam was enabled to diagnose a

jiaralysis of the posterior thoracic nerve. The lower

half of the trapezius and tlie rhomljoid muscles did
not respond to electrical stimulus. Under strychnia

the patient improved.
Besides tlie cases I have mentioned, Euleiiburg and

Pfoizheim have collected a number; some of them
])resenting tlie symptoms of disseminated sclerosis.

The others were paraplegia\ and partial paralyses of

different kinds. The latter recovered generally in a

short time.

Even hemiplegia may be are.sult of variola ; and the

following case, in which epilepsy and hemiplegia

dated from the small-po.v, is perhaps a good one to

illustrate the subject. The paralysis was due most
probalily to an epileptic seizure in which some vessel

was ruptured.

M. J. T., 35 years, born in New York; no occupa-

tion ; entered tlie ^Epileptic and Paralytic Hospital

Feb. 11, 1870. Mother died of consumption ; sister

had epilepsy. First fits appeared at the age of five

years ; came on about three months after an attack of

small-pox ; hemiplegia of the right side came on same
time, she believes, as the epilepsy. Before the fits she

has crami^s in the paralyzed arm and hand, and a feel-

ing of dizziness; has it most frequently in the day-

time, three or four at a time, once in three or four

weeks. But shortly before her admission had them
nearly every day. Circumference of skull, 20J inches

;

antero-posterior measurement, 13 inches; transverse,

13 inches; memory good, mind rather weak ; speech

good, sight good, hearing fair with left ear; cannot

hear with riglit ear, even when the watch is pressed

against it. Sensibility, pinching, and pricking ap-

I)ear entirely abolished on the right side from head to

foot. Drags right leg in walking ; has but little use of

right arm and hand, the muscles of which have a ten-

dency to spasmodic contraction ; temperature some-
what diminished on right side ; pulse, 90. Respira-

tion apparently healthy, appetite fair, bowels rather

costive. Menstruated at 13 years, and has been regu-

lar since.

Present condition, June 1, 1876:
Memory appears to be very good ; the fits have

decreased in severity and in number. Has but two at-

tacks last month; none at night. Has hscmoptysis

:

has an aura of about a minute's duiation; flexor of

muscles of right hand are contracted ; tluimb is turned

again, so that its inner part touches the under part of

the index finger; lastly, the whole hand is somewhat
drawn up, and lies in her lap with the palmar surface

up. When directed to put hand up to shoulder it

shakes right and left ; this shaking is very violent,

but only so when she moves it. It is, however, en-

tirely quiet while in her lap. Has the irregular hemi-
plegia gait; protrudes her tongue straight ; eyesight

good, hears perfectly well. Tliere is special paraly-

sis on the side opposite the hemiplegia.

Cerebro-spinal meningitis leaves sequelae much
more interesting and obseiu'e. Those cases that re-

cover sometimes only escape with extensive changes
in the meninges, and a form of low inflammation,
CDufined usually to the upper part of the cerebro-s])iual

..system. As I have said, the organs of special sense

are affected in many cases, and the diagnosis from
chronic basilar meningitis, which is progressive, can

be made by bearing in mind the fact that the latter

disease is progressive, and that affections of the or-

gans of sense are from before liackwards, while in tlie

form of meningitis fir-st alluded to the onset i.s sudden,

dating from the attack, the anterior nerves being more
often exempt. It differs from the ordinary meningitis

in the fact that the symptoms of acute or suliacute

disease are expressed l>y very intense and rapidly fatal

phenomena. This condition can be compai'ed to the

condition of the pleura after a severe pleurisy, in

which disease adhesions, thickness, and other changes
remain for years, rendering the patient liable to acute

attacks at subsequent periods, and interfering with

respiration. The p;itients I have .seen have many
.symptoms aliki', which are, I think, char3cteri^tie—

a

rigidity of the muscles of the up])er part of the body
—the head being held bv the patient just as it some-
times is in what we familiarly call a "stiff neck." It

sometimes necessitates a painful effort to turn it, for

when such an action is |>erformed a dart of pain runs

down the .shoulders and arni.s. A symptom, which I

think is something more than hysterical, is the feeling

experienced l)y the patient, who says there is a " clack-

ing " when he turns his head. There is generally dull

pain, sometimes localized, but more often diffused;

much dizziness, occasional vomiting and mental uneasi-

ness. It is rare for the disease to locate itself in the

middle or lower part of the sjiine, for here the mcningcB
are separated from the cord, and there is sufficient

room for thickening without mechanical pressure ; but
occsfsionally the prolongations of the dura mater, which
form sheaths for the spinal nerves, are the seat of such

inflaminntory action, and, as a consequence, darting

pains, rigidity, and other symptoms are expres.sid.

Partial paralysis of one leg or arm is not an uncom-
mon result, and even hemiplegia may follow. In one

case that I remember, there was an attack of hemiple-

gia with total deafness. The child was unable to

articulate, and remained in this condition for several

years, not improving in the least. In another case—

a

girl aged lH—there was a rigid contraction of the

flexors of the arm and forearm, and a contraction of

the muscles of the Ijack of the neck, which drew down
the occiput to an uncomfortalile degree.

In the spring of 1874 I saw the wife of a physician

of northern New York, who had passed through a se-

vere attack of cerebro-spinal meningitis two years

before. After a slow recovery certain symptoms re-

mained, which increased in severity up to the time of

her visit. She was a delicate and slender woman,
very nervous and hysterical, and easily worried. She
manifested a train of symptoms very iiiuch like those

I have already detailed—a feeling of constriction

about the throat, a spastic, contracted condition of

the post-cervical muscles, etc. When looking up-
wards she complained of dizziness, and constant dull

headache ; there were also pains over the spinous ))ro-

cesses of the upper dorsal, and over all the cervical

vertebra;. At times she heard noises and roaring, and
suffered from otalgia. Convulsive jerkings of the

head, and clonic spasms of the arms were occasional.

Her pupils were normal, but the conjunctiva; were in-

jected. 0|)hthalmoscopic examination gave negative

results. " Crawling " sensations and coldness of hands
were not uncommon.
Another case seen with Dr. Rankin, of New York,

was of a nio.st interesting and grave character. The
child, previous to its acute illness —•cercbro-s])inal men-
ingitis—was bright and attractive. After the disease

had spent its force, she came cut of it entirely changed.
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Hlt iiicntnl condilion wiis ono of iniln-cilify, and tlnTc

wiTo iiiTiimncnt ("(mtiui'tioiis of tlic muscles of the ii|i-

IJi;r and lowi-r exireiiiitics. Dtafiicss, witli dcstiiiction

of the' tvni|iiiiii. iiiul other life long iiilinuities, weic
left. Dr. Joseph Joiips relates the citse of u (latient

who Uail had cereliro-spinal meningitis in infaney. and
recoviTed with complete paralysis of arms anil le;,'s,

which were atrophied, " riifidity of spine," arrest of

inentHl develoinnent, paraljsis of tonj^uc, etc., and he
remained in a helpless condilion for twenty years.

The head and trunk were those of a man, f)ut the

lower extremities were withered and useless.

G.illup and other investigators dwell at some
length upon lh<: aural complications. The former re-

[j^atedly alludes to the intense energy of the intlam-

nnitory processes of that attack, not only the niening<s

in the locality, l)Ut also the tynipani and the mem-
branes which line the different cavities of the ear.

Dr. Samuel .1. Jones, of Chicago, has reported sev-

eral cases of auditory di.sease left in the wake of cer-

ehrospimil meningitis, and some of them [iresent the

grou;)iiig of symptoms I have here alluded to. In

Case V. there was loss of si)eech, unsteadiness of gait,

and other diffieullie.s. The power of speech was snii-

secpiently regained. Case VI. was deaf and duuil).

This cise " curved his spine backwards," and his head
was drawn in the same direction.

Occasionally a hyper.eniic condition or actual men-
ingitis will remain after typhoid fever. I have nut
with only one case of this kind. lie was a patient of

Dr. Wni. Shine, with whom I saw liini. Two years

ago ]\!} recovered from an attack of typhoid, and with
convalescence he gradually lost ])ower in the right

hand, right leg, left leg and left liand in tlie order I

have named them (this is his statement). Preceding
these conditions there were shooting ])ains running
down the spine and around the body, lie was |)ara-

plegic two months afterwards. During this time rc-

f\s\ movements were easily provoked. "When my
feet came in ciuitact witli the foot of the bed. if the

Cold wood touched them they would lly up." He ev-

idently had the contractions which arc .so clearly sym-
toinatie of meningitis. There was some constipation :

no l)ladder trouble except att^ny. His neck " felt

stiff;" there were also the pains I have before alluded
to, and he was occasionally dizzj". The loss of power
in legs has gradually returned.

Pignut (jniiilitiiin.—The patient walks fairly, witli

no apparent impediment.s. The skin is slightly hyper-

.I'sthetic; no atrophy of any muscles; has good nius

cul.ar strength; there is slight tenderness produced by
pressure over the vertebra' between the scapula? ; mus-
cular contractions at back of neck, and some [lain

with movement; slight distention of abdomen by
flatus ( he says this is a constant symptom); bladder
and bowels in excellent condition ; some very trivial

effort re<[uired to urinate; no headache, but di/zines-s

caused by looking upwards ; no loss of power in hands
or arms; no constricting bands; patient can st.ind

with eyes closed. Coordination of delicate nniscular

acts unimpaired ; there are no twitchings at night left.

I suggested the propriety of giving iodide of potassi-

um ill addition to the ergot Dr. Sliin(' had prescribed.

I aUo recommended the actual cautery.

In regard to the results of post-mortem examination

I cannot do better than by referring to Fox. He de-

tails the autopsii* of the ca.ses of varioloid of West-
phall and Clarke. (}ros.s examination of the cords of

WestplialTs two cases revealed congestion of th<' gray

limt»-r. but the white matter and nerve roots nppeari'd

perf clly healthy to the naked eye; beneath themicro-

scupu, however, specimens hardened in bichrouiute

of potash solution showed anas of softening in gray
I matter; certain parts were changed in color, and these

altered portions were fmind to contain an abundance

i

of fat granules. In Clarke's case the anterior <oriiua

I

Were the seat of de<ided elianges, and in one locality

a dilated vessel stirroiindeil by a layer of exudation

!
was found. Tin? nerve cells in the anterior cornua

I

were much reduced in size, and at some points liad a

granular appearance.

The appearance of the interior of the cranial cavity

ill the othi'r disease hardly needs a descri|)tion. The
br.iins of individuals who have died of chronic in-

sanity, furnish us with illustrations of what we may
expect to tind in chronic cerebrospinal meningitis.

'I'hickened, and peaii-colored meninges, blood-vessels

with thickened walls, ])oints of adhesion, and occa-

sionally a compressed cortex cerebri, are natural results

of the disease to be found at the base of brain : I

have seen exudations and false membrane, atrophied

nerve trunks, and adherent mendiranes.

It is almost unneces.sary to add that the prognosis

of these two varieties of disease is exceedingly bad.

In one the structural alteration of the nervous sub-

stance is complete in most instances. In the other

there is a disposition of the investing membranes of

the brain, when once the seat of iiitlammatory action,

to remain thickened. The vessels undergo obliteration,

and the nervous tissue beneath is deprived of nourisli-

iiicnt. In those parts of the cerebrospinal axis where
there is not room for increase in size, pres.sure upon
the cortex must !)e the cause not only of inflammatory
eh.ingcs, but even of atrophy. Inflammation of the dura
mater is rarely stationary; the more delicate mem-
lirancs investing the brain invarialdy suffer, anil as

a consciiuence the small vessels which go therefrom
through the cortex become occhuled. and as certain

parts are deprived of nourishment, minute foyfr of
softening must result.

As to treatment, very little can be dime. I have
rreat faith in iodide of jiotassium and belladonna.

The actual cautery, not used superlicially, but for the

production of ulcers on the back of the neck and
between the shoulders, sometimes relieves the patient,

but at best the iiiiprovement will be of short duration
in the majority of cases.

The following authorities may be consulted:

(Jallup : Sketches of Epidemical niseases in the State

of Vermont, etc. Boston, ISl.'i. Am. P.sycliologieal Jour-
nal. May, 18T(i. Fox : Pathological Anatomy ot the

Nervou.s Centres, p. 'M'M. Meilical ami Surgical Memoirs,

]). 4^8. Chicago Journal of Mental and Nervous Dis-

eases, Vol. I., p. 171. Fox: I'atholojfical Anatomy of

Xerve Centres, pp. UTl— 2. Goss : Boston Medical .and

Surgical .Toiirnal, May 8, 187.1. .1. J. Putnam: Bohton
.Miiiical anil Surgical Journal, Aug. 7, 187;!. \Vebl)er :

lii.ston Medical and Surgical Jounial, Jlay 22, 1.S7:J.

Kiilcnlmrg: Functioiielle Kraiiklieiteii Berliner, 1871.

Husenthal: Nervenkr.inkheit^'ii Krlangen, \X~n. Ber-
liner Kliniscbe Woch., Nov. 18, IH^2. Allgem. Med.
Cent. Zeitung, Dec. 7. 1872. Schmiiit's Jahrhiicher,
No. 1, 1873. Centrallilatt. Feb. l.">, W,:\. Archiv de
riiyg. Norm, et Patli. . Jan. . 187:i. Clin. Med. de riIoi>ital

Dieu, tome 1, pp. Tt. 28, 2li8. Trousseau : Clinical Sleili-

line, trans, of :!il Ivlit.. p. (id. Vol. I. Chicago Journal of
.Nervous and Ment.tl Diseases, Vol. 1, p. 171

.

li:i Ei»T 80iH SinnFT.

Tire New H/itki, Dii-:r. —Work on this new hospital
is bi'ing pushed with great activity. The walls of the
old Ilfltel Dieu will be pulled down before the open-
ing of the Kxposition in 1878. The fountains for the
hospital court are now in course of construction.
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|)ro0rc03 of iHciical Science.

On Filaria Sanguinis Hominis i?iG\-PTiACA.

—

Dr. Sousino, of Egypt, has for some years hiid an Egyp-
tian Jew, aged about fifteen, under observation for he-

maturia depending on bilharzia, and cachexia due to

tluit and tlie presence of intestinal worms—uscaris

luml)ricoides and oxyuris. "While examining tlie lilood

to ascei'tain wliether the billiarzia was of not more
general distrilnition through the systemic circulation

than had been supposed, he discovered a new parasite,

a nematoid liematozoiin, a filaria. This worm closely

resembled that recently discovered l)y Dr. Lewis, of

Calcutta, in the l)lood of persons suffering from cliy-

luria, lymph scrotum, or elephantiasis Aralmm. Dr.

Sousino considers that the lilaria lie has discovered
resembles ratlier tlie filaria oliserved by Dr. Lewis in

dogs, tlian that in man. It wants tlie external enve-

lope, for instance, and he proposes to name it as a

distiuct species—Filaria sanguinis hominum ^Egyp-
tiaca. The young Egyptian in question presented no
symptoms specially suggestive of the existence of a

hematozoiiu ; tliere was neither cliyluria, elepliauti-

asis, nor lymphatic varix, all of which are found in

Egypt. Tliis discovery gives supjiort to tlie sugges-

tion that otlier forms of disease, in liot and tropical

climates, liitherto unsuspected of such origin, may
ultimately prove to be due to the presence in the

blood and tissues of low forms of living organisms.

Dr. Sousino has also recently discovered a new
form of bilharzia in the portal vein of a young bull.

He proposes to call it " bilharzia bovis," and thinks

the discovery may be of importance, by opening the

way to the discovery of such prophylactic measures as

inav avert the disease from man.— Tlie Lancet, Aug.
S6th.

Case op Tetanus treated with Calabae Bean.—
H. W., aged forty-seven, a gardener, received a wound
in the web l>etween the thumb and index finger, from
a branch of a laurel bush that had been cut off

oliliquely. The wound was about half an inch deep.

It was carefully cleansed and kept ojien for a fort-

night. Sixteen days after the injury, symptoms of
tetanus set in, and five days later, on June 16, 1875,

he was admitted into St. George's Hospital, under the

care of Dr. Dickinson and Mr. Pollock. At that

time the symptoms of tetanus were well marked. He
was in a condition of opistliotono.s, and spasmodic
contractions of the muscles of the neck iind face,

lasting about five seconds, occurred ten or twelve
times a day. He was at first put on twelve grains
eacli of chloral hydrate and bromide of |iotassium,

with temporary improvement. On .lune Ifltlj. how-
ever, lie was much worse, the spasms recurring five or

six times a minute. One-eighth of a grain of extract

of Calaljar bean was injected subcutaneously every
hour, from 11.1.5 p.m. until 7.15 a.m., on the 20th.

After this the sjiasms occurred at intervals of al)out

two minutes, and were less severe. He felt easier and
slept some. On the 22d the injections were given
every Iiour and a half, alternately with a pill contain-

ing one-sixth of a grain of the extract. After 10 p.m.

the pills and injections were re|)eated every two
hours. On the 34th, the improvement still continu-
ing, the injection was increased to one-fourtli of a

grain. On the 23th the treatment was discontinued
for five hours, but as the spasms become more frequent,

it was resumed as before. On the 26th tlie spasms

the injection was given only every four hours. On
July 1st, the injection was ordered every third hour
during the day, and a pill every third hour during the

niglit. On July 3d, there was a slight return of spasms.
Two-thirds of a grain of the extract were given .subcu-

taneously every three liours during the chiy and as a
pill at night. On the 4th, one grain of the extract as a
pill was ordered every three hours during the night

;

injection as before. On the .5t]i the injection was
increased to one grain, and the pill to one grain and a

half; on the 0th the injection was increased to one
grain and a half, and the pill to two grains, given as

before. The spasms now stojjped, but the jiatient

continued to have some pains in the back for three

weeks, and his legs were still weak and stiff on Au-
gust IHth, when he Avas sent to the convalescent luniie.

He was seen some months afterwards in good health.

— The Lancet, August 26th.

Chorea cured bv Chloral Hvdr.\te and Bro-
mide OP Potassium.—Dr. Sievekiug reports the case

of a girl, aged twelve, who was admitted into St.

Mary's Hospital, London, on February 29, 1876,

suflfering from chorea. The di-sease began a month
before, three weeks after a severe fright. The syni))-

touis were well marked, the clonic movements involv-

ing chiefiy the muscles of the arms and neck. She
was ordered two drachms of the juice of conium,
three times a day, and the quantity was increased

three days later to foui- di'aclims. On Mai'ch 10th, tlie

conium was discontinued, as there was no material

improvement, but it was given again on Ihc 13th, and
continued for four days without benefit. Faradiza-

tion of the spine and extremities twice a week was
then ordered, but after the second application the

(latient became so much worse that she had to be tied

to the bed. She was Cjuieted for the time by chloro-

form inhalations and morphia subcutaneously, and at

the same time ten grains each of chloral hydrate and
bromide of potassium were ordered every three hours.

Under this treatment she at once began to improve,

and four days later the medicine was ordered three

times a day.' The improvement was now progressive,

and on May 2od the patient went out perfectly well,

with tiie exception of occasional slight choreic move-
ments of the hands when under the influence of any
excitement.— Tlw Lancet, August 26th.

Diseased Milk.—Dr. Payne, medical officer of
health for Cardiff, in his last report gives a good de-

scription of diseased milk (fi'om foot and mouth
disease) from examinations made by Mr. Thomas. In
the first stage of the disease the only change consists

in the presence of small particles of solid matter-fat

iu a star-like form. As the disease advances, these

star-like masses become larger and larger. This is

especially the case if the milk h.as remained long in

the udder. When the disease has attained its height,

and the milk-glands, either from sympathy, fever, or

local causes, become attacked, the milk generally

gives a strong acid reaction, while at the same time
the casein is uncoagulated. The casein appears to exist

in a modified form, several such samples having with-

stood the action of strong acids for some time before

coagulating. If the milk while in this state be
sliglUly agitated for a short time, masses of fat rise

to the surface, and from a pint of milk it is easy to

obtain an ounce or an ounce and a half of butter.

Healthy milk, if shaken for twice the time, will pro-

duce no such amount. The color of the milk when
much diseased is yellowish brown, and its stiong
odor and greater consistency easily distinguish it

did not occur, except when the fauces were tickled, and i from healthy milk. If water be added to it when
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freshly drawn from tlii; idW, ulthou<;1i the color

and consistency iire reduced, the fatty masses are

not dissolved, and are easily ro'ofjnized. Jlicro-

8C0|>icuI examination of the milk reveals its extreme
richness, and e|>illielinm in vi'ry marki'd scales. The
most marked and constant indication of the disease is

the tendency of the apparently healthy fat-;;lobiiles

to coniirejiate in masses. When the <;lol>ules have a-^-

glomerated their shape chanj^es from round to o\al,

hexajronal and hroken-down forms, and the ma.s.ses

are often so dense as to i)resent a black appearance
under the microscope.

—

Tlie Ltiiicet, August 2lith.

DiKKi:sEU Melanosis.—Dr. Kirklcy, of Toledo.
Ohio, reports a case of tliis rare disca.se. The patient

was a woman, a-jed thirty-four. Her grandfather is

said to have died of carcinoma. In .Vpril, 1870. the

patient's left eye was enucleated for melanosis. After
this shi^ remained well with the exception of periodi-

cal attacks of acute dyspepsia, until December, 1874,

when she began to suffer from excruciating |iain in

the right hip, extending down tin' thigh, the attacks

occurring between 2 and 4 i'..\i. daily. Alternating with

this were .severe gastric pain and freiiuent vomiting, i

In April, 187.5, the trochanter became more prominent,

the knee sc-mitlexed, and the foot rotated inwards, and
the least movement caused great suffeiing. The liver

[

was cnlargeil, and two tumors—one as large as an
orange, evidently connected with its surface, coidd be

felt in Ihr right hypochondriuni. The patient died
of exhaustion on April 20th.

.\t the autopsy five to six pints of a highly colored

fluid resembling bile were found in the peritoneal

sac. The omentum was somewhat disorgimized and
completely covi'red witli melanotic deposit. This was
aLso abundant in the peritoneal investment of the in-

testines, and at isolated places in their walls. The
liver extenilcd entirely across the body, was about
twice its normal size and weight, and its surface was
irregular and nodular. The noduU^s were harder than '

the surrounding tissue, varied in size from a small pia

to a large orange, were dark colored, and when in-

cised pres"nted the same appearances as the melanotic

deposits elsewhere. The substance of the liver was in

a state of amyloid degeneration. The tumor felt dur-

ing life was a large nodide situated on the anterior

surface of the ligjit lobe of the liver. The right kid-

ney was somewhat atrophied. The other organs were
healthy. The right leg was shortened two and a half

inches, and the foot was everted. The neck of the

femur was entirely disorganized, could be easily

broken down by the finger, and presented the same
melanotic character as the peritoneum. The head of

the bone and the acetabulum could not be examined.
— 0/iio Mn/iciil liecorder, Sept. 187C.

RKmtTION OF Dl3T,0C.\T10X OF TlfE HlP-.TOfST HY
MANII't'l..\TIS(l TIIK FkMIK OVKU .V KlI.CULM IN TIIK

GiioiN. — Dr. Sutton recently reduced in this way a

dislocation into the ischiatic notch, of four weeks'

duration, tlnit had resisted all other methods of reduc-

tion. The patient was ana'sthetized, and a piece of

muslin rolled up into a firm pad between two and
three inches thick and about fifteen inches long, and
secured by a jiiece of string, was placed in the groin

to act a.s a fidcrum. The thigh was now tlexi'd over

this, and by the leverage thus obtained the head of

the femur was raised out of the ischiatic notch, and

also hiixh enough to pass over the rim of the acetabu-

lum. Tin- leg was then flexed upon llii' thigh, and the

knee pushed forwards toward the' sternum, in order to

place the head of the femur r)n a level with the coty-

loid cavity. The knee was then moved outward, and

at the same time an up and down moveinpnt given to

il to break up the adhesions abcmt the head of the

femur, and facilitate its return to the socket. While

making these movement.s, which re<iliired but little

force, the knee was slightly rai.sed, the leg being still

abducted, and the boni' glided into its proper place.

Tlie time occupied in reducing the dislocation was
between five and ten niinutts. The patient has since

recovered.

This makes the fourth case in which dislocation of

the femur, after all other means had failed, has been

reduced with remarkable facility by nnmipulation

over a fulcrum in the groin. Three of the cases were

dislocations on the dorsum ilii, and one into the ischi-

atic notch. Dr. Sutton claims many advantages for

tlie method, the principal of whi(rh is the ease with

which in this way the liead of the bone is raised oil

of the ischiatic notch, and over the rim of the aceta-

Imluui.

—

Ameriean Practitioner, September, 1870.

GCNSHOT \VoUNI) OK THE SkULI. ; B.\Lf, UET.MNED
SEVEN Ye.vks ; OrEK.\TiON ; Ci'itE.— Dr. Demme, of

Philadelphia, reports the following interesting case.

Ill iSeptember, 18(i8, a young man shot himself in the

right side of the head with a single-barrelled pistol

loaded with several balls. He was unconscious for a

considerable time. On the same evening se\eral pieces

of bone and a ball were removed. He was in a critical

condition for a long time, but linally recovered and
returned to his work. He remained jierfectly well

until .June 17, 1S7"), when he became overheated at

work, and complained of a dull, heavy, dizzy feeling

ill his head. On the same evening he suddenly fell

back unconsciinis, and when seen by Dr. Demme soon

afterwards, he was totally unconscimis, with contracted

pupils, high fever, full, hammering, slow pulse, and
dry, hot skin. At the same time there were violent

clonic spasms of the entire left side, the muscles of

tlie leg, arm, and left side of face being in constant
' spasmodic action. Under the use of leeches to the

right temple, revulsives to the limbs and spine, and
active purgatives, the symptoms rapidly ameliorated.

The next day he was cmiscious, and in a week he re-

sumed work. He now began to suffer from intense

neuralgic pain in the head, from which the remedies

u.sed gave him no relief. In August he had an attack

similar to the above, Init less severe. The attacks were

repeated every few months, and the pain in the head

Iiecarae almost unbearable. Frei|ucnt examinations

revealed at the upper end of the furrow caused by the

uunshot wound, aliout half an inch above the cxt.

and. meatus, a spot exquisitely tender on pressure, and
slightly elevated above the level of the skull. On
the 8tli of .\pril, an incision was made down to the

I

skull, and this prominence freely exposed. It was

I

found to consist of an irregularly elliptical bony eleva-

tion, about tive-eighths of an inch in its long diameter.

This wa-s cut through with a chisel, anil a jiistol-ball

. was found imbedded in the bone, and was with con-

siderable dilliculty removed witli an elevator. The
ball weighs fifty-seven grain.s. During the four and a

lialf monfhs that elapsed between the operation and

tlie writing of Dr. Demme's article, the patient had

had no return of his former troubles, but continued to

enjoy cxcelh-nt health.

—

Medical aud Hunjical Jltjiurter,

,
September ItJ, 1870.

A New .Iocunm,.—A new Italian journal, under the

name of L' /ii</ii"i,deiil>\ is being issued in Turin. It

will be the continuation of the Gazutla Midiai di

' Torino.
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THE SANITARY CONDITION OF PHILA-
DELPHIA AND THE EXPOSITION

GROUNDS.
As foresliadowecl in our editorial of last week, we

have taken special pains to make inquiries into the

basis of the reports that have been widely circulated

regarding the insalubrity of Philadelphia, and espe-

cially of the Exposition grounds.

A Commission from the Record lias spent several days

in making a sanitary inspection of those localities where

hygienic precautions are said to have been neglected,

and in co-operation with several medical men in Phila-

delphia has gathered sufficient data to form a tolerably

intelligent idea of the nature of the affections that have

prevailed in and about the grounds this season.

Tlie task has been one of uuconimou difficulty,

as is usual in such cases ; but we are glad to chronicle

the results of the investigation, both in justice to our

Philadelphia friends, whose grand efforts this Centen-

nial year has been crowned with such unexampled

success, and also for the benefit of that small number

who may have deferred their visit to the Centennial

city until the sanitary state of the case had been fairly

presented to them. This, we believe, we can now do

witli sufficient accuracy for all practical purposes.

"We may at the outset sum up a few of the more im-

portant facts that have made themselves evident. So

far as the sanitary condition of the grounds are con-

cerned, they may be regarded as fairly good. Tliere

have undoubtedly been numerous instances of mild

affections attributable to irregularities in diet, exces-

sive fatigue, mental excitement, or the influence of

the extraordinarily hot weather of the summer, espe-

cially among the visitors to the Exposition, but the.se

affections have in almost all cases yielded rajiidly

under treatment.

Typhoid fever and allied febrile forms have unques-

tionably been much more prevalent than last year, but

the comparative mortality from such causes has l>een

largL'ly surpassed even this year by at least one of the

large cities which was visited as usual during the same

season by immense numbers from all parts. How
justly we have been entitled to the conclusions just

given, may best be judged by our readers after a sur-

vey of the data from which they have been derived.

And first for the Exposition grounds.

To appreciate the task that lay before the engineers in

devising effective drainage and sewerage for this new

territoiy, it will be best to consult the map. We shall

tliere see that this three hundred acres of land is skirted

on its eastern liorders by the Schuylkill river, and that

it is traversed from east to west by ravines which

would naturally pour their watei's into the river as it

flows Ijy. This very river water, however, is utilized

for drinking and other purposes in the city of Phil-

adelphia ; for only a short distance below, at Fair-

mount, it is pumped up into a supply reservoir. Below

this point again the river is dammed, and below the

dam it receives much of the city sewage. It is unfor-

tunate that only a small portion of the grounds slopes

towards the south, or in the direction of the Schuylkill

below tlie dam, so tliat it was tliouglit impracticable by

the engineei-s to carry all the sewage in that direction.

Upon this southern slope, however, aie tlie Main and

Machinery buildings, so that a very large part of tlie

waste really escapes to the southward, and emptying

into the Elm Avenue sewer, on the soutliern line of the

grounds,finds its way into the Schuylki 11 below the dam

.

On the rest of the grounds, from tlie Avenue of the

Republic northward, the slope is mainly in an 0]iposite

direction, and liere it is that the sewage is not canied

into the city sewers, but is stored up temporarily

in cesspools. This arrangement is thought to be

perfectly safe, and the best practicable, because

while tlie soil itself is clay, the subsoil is gravel, and

much of the liquid matter passes away through this

natural filter. Tlie residue is removed once or oftener

daily, by odorless excavator companies, there being

between seven hundred and eight hundred dollars paid

to these companies per week for their work. They

appear to do it well, lemoviiig the waste in closed

carts. Owing to the excessive use of water for various

purposes on the grounds, it was found impossible to

jirovide for all waste in this manner, and a certain

amount of tlie purely fluid matter has been allowed to

pass into tlie two ravines, the Landsdowne and the

Belmont, where it mingles with the surface stream.

Tlie former is the larger, and is artificial, carrying off

the overflow from the principal lakes.

The water for the supply of these lakes is chiefly

sujiplied by the Centennial Commissioners' own mains,

the water being pumped up from the Schuylkill at a

point intermediate between the outlet of the Belmont

and Landsdowne streams, above the dam. In follow-

ing down the Laud-sdowne stream it appears clear, and

has no odor for certainly more than half its course.

Then it receives sewage behind the Restaurant Lafay-

ette, and at a point still lower down the escape from
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a urinal. Tlic drains of the walks ond drives also

cmi)t_v into it, but in dry weather little or nothing;

pusses them. Arrived at tlic Hunters' Camp, a short

distance from the eastern limit of the f;ro«nds, the

water is allowed to collect and form an artitieial pond,

in order to float one or more canoes. Here the water

is really turl)id. and is covered with scum, and has

become a nuisance, giving off foul sewer gases, which

above were only slightly noticeable. Instructions are

now issued to drain off the pond nightly, by lifting the

sluice-gate, thvis emptying it entirely. It is then tilled

up again during the night with fresli water. Xotwitli-

standing, however, the contamination of this water,

it is tolerably clear when it makes its first escape.

Indeed, it has a fine opportunity to aSrate and so

oxygenate and purify itself as it dashes down over its

stony lied, being tossed hither and tliitlier in its wind-

ing way. Jlost of this eontiminated water comes

from the restaurants, and is chiefly from the wasliings

of dishes, the minute iiarticles of organic matter sus-

pended in it being mo.stly from cooked food. Where

the little B.-linont stream empties, it is said that the

force of its fall carries the matter sufficiently far out

into the nuiin current of the river, and that as it

p:is.ses down towards the dam it is prevented from

mi.\ing with the water pumped up into the grounds by a

long, narrow island which intervenes. Tlie influence of

this little stream niu«t, in ordinary tinics,be very ineon-

siderat)le on the ipialify of the river water, though it is

conceivable that heavy rains may carry down a large

amount of surface washings. Such solid uuitter as has

not been provided for in the ways already stated, as, for

example, kitchen garbage and table waste, is collected

in liiiirels. properly disinfected by the sulphate of iron.

• Jirondin'srtuid, orchloride of lime, and removed twice

d lily. A force of inspectors keeps the grounds under

constant surveillance, and authority is given to in-

stantly revoke the license of any establishment not

adhering to regulations. It is true that in the latter

part of May it was found that the Schuylkill water at

Kairmount had become polluted, containing tliirly-

eight parts per million of sewage. Owing to the exer-

tion-; of the Chief Engineer, the sewage soon w.as re-

iluced to three parts per million. According to the

more recent reports of Dr. Cresson, the water used in

tlr; Exhibition grounds only contain about 1.74 parts

per million of sewage, a (juantity which is regarded as

extremely small. After a rain it is said to be dis-

colored, which is held on good authority to be owing

merely to an admixture of clay.

As for the walks and drives, they are kept con-

stantly swept by a gang of about one hundred and

eighty m!'n. and the sweepings are carrii:d away ; I)Ut it

is manifestly impossible with the dense crowcK in daily

attendance to keep that sanitary order which might

be wished, for with the great nuijority of visitors the

place is nothing but a huge picnic ground, ami

when they have disposed of the uoon-day luneh

brought with them in the shape of bread and cheese,

ham, sausages, home-nuide ))ies, hard boiled eggs, and

the like, they throw the remains where it is most con-

viiiient, the result being to dog up the water escapes

arciund the fountains and s]irings, and were it not for

the nettings and gratings, the little streams in the

ravines. Notwithstanding, however, these drawbacks,

the universal testimony given in answer to inquiries of

those employing large numbers of men about the

grounds, especially sm-h as have slept there, is that

there has been very little sickness among them, indeed

ni) more than inordinary times and in other places.

We are not prejiared to say that the arrangements

for carrying off sewage and drainage are all that

eonld be desired; indeed, it is clear that the supply

water of the city is contaminated by the sewage of

the grounds, but it is contended that the plan adopt-

ed was the only effective one that coidd bedevi.-^ed

for the greater portion of tlie grounds; and, again,

tha', this matter is so largely diluted with ordinary

S( luiylkill water that the taint is minimal. As for the

sanitary condition of the grounds themselves, it is still

to 1)6 proved that they have caused any unusual dis-

ease ; and this is the more remarkabU' when it is C(m-

sidered that the whole soil has but recently been

tuEued over, and has therefore been in that condition

which is supposed to breed malarial affections. It is

said that there was at one time a form of trouble ))rev-

alent that has been called sun- fever or sun-exhaus-

tion. It i)revailed extensively at the grour.ds during

the intensely hot weather, many of the military guards

being struck down by it ; but the patients recovered

quickly when removed from the influence of the sun,

or after a trip into the country. One practitioner

gives a number of instances in which his patients had

exiiericnced a continued fever for several weeks, fully

half the cases having been affected jjreviously by sun-

fever; they had sometimes the rash of typhoid, but not

the abdominal symptoms. Those attacked were mostly

ri>idents of the city, and were scattered over it i£i all

direeti(m3. The type was mild, and all got well.

Ordinary diarrha'.al or gastric disturbances have

ciMtainly been common, as they are in any places

where the visitore are exhausted by fatigue or excite-

ment. There can be little doubt, however, that ty-

pliiiid fever has been t|uite jjrevalent in Philadelphia

for some tiim- past. According to the returns of the

Hoard of Health, the number of deaths from thiscause

in the last week of December, lH7o, was Ki, or 1.57

per 100,000. Before the opening of the Exposition

the Centennial ward (24th) had an estimated popula-

ti(in of 41,:ilO, the largest, with but two exceptions, in

the city. But. leaving out of account that the actual

increase in numbers has probably been greater in this

w.ird than in any other, we tiiul that the rates of mor-

tality have iK-en actually less than in several others.

K\amining the death returns of typhoid fever for

the week ending August 5th, when a very marked
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increase in the death rate took place, to tlie week end-

ing Oct. 7th inclusive, we find that the disease was

scattered irregularly over the cil}', while it showed

somewhat of a preponderance (not very marked) in

some localities. The highest rate of mortality was in

the 29tli ward, where it was 73.6 per 100,000, or 25 in

a population of 38,974. In the 10th it was 44.3, or 11

in a population of 34,786. In the 20th it was 43.0, or

18 in a population of 41,854; while in the 24th it was

only 38.9, or IG in a population of 41,310.

The conditions of the dense pile of structures just

outside the grounds is one that would naturally be

thought to invite every form of zymotic disease. We
are informed, however, that this whole area is kept

under constant inspecticm Ijy the Board of Health, and

no nuisances are allowed. JIany of the buildings,

however, are said to have no sewer connection.

Practically, however, the i-eturns from this whole sec-

tion, comprising also the Centennial grounds included

in the 24tli ward, have not shown an increased ratio

of mortality over other wards in the city. Tliis also

is remarkable, if it is true as claimed, that most of

the Centennial employees live in the ward.

Whatever may be the sanitary conditions of the

large hotels, their attaches and phy.sicians do not give

any clear-cut histories of typhoid fever cases among
the visitors, very many of whom have lived there the

greater part of the summer. In three of the largest

hotels there, no trustworthy evidence could lie ob-

tained tliat the hotel employees had suffered from

malarial or any miasmatic disease, excepting from in-

termittent fever in a single case.

In regard to the health of the city, an inspection

of the records in the Presbyterian and Pennsylvania

hospitals sustain the official records, and show that

there has been a marked increase in the number of

typhoid cases, amounting, perhaps, in round numbers
to three or four times the u.sual number at this season.

There has also l)een al)OUt an equal increase in the cases

classed !i.s typho-malarial. But while those classed as

genuine typhoid have been fully as severe as usual, the

typho-malarial cases have been quite mild in chaiacter.

Through the kindness of one of the medical officers

of tlic Pliiladelphia Hospital (Almshouse), we have been

furnished with some data from that institution, and we
insert the results as prepared in tabular form. A com-
parison is liere made between the fever coses admitted

during the months of August, September, and October

of 1875 and 1870.

1876.
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fill ciKiuirv 1ms failcel cither to detect nnytliing pecu-
liar ill tlie fiiniis of (liscjise |)icviilciit this .siiiiimcr, or
ill the distrilmtioii of sickness in the various parts of
the city. It has certainly 'leeii iiniiiissihlc to trace any
specially inihealthy inlluiiices in connection with the
groniuls of the Internatiiinal Exposition, or their iiii-

inediate neiuhl'orhooil. It is perfectly well known
that, pidhahly in conseiiuence of the inifavoralile
climatic cnnditions of the jiast summer, there has Ueeii

an uniisuiil amount of malarial and typhoid fevers
tliidu;;hout the Middle States sinci- the lieginninj,' of
Anuust. \Vhen we rillcct upon this, anil n|)on the
vast multitudes— millions in nuinlier—who have
tlitonircd this city (I'hiladelphia), during the past live

montlis, it must seem n'liiarkaiile that such great free-

dom from disease and so low a rate of mortality
should have heeii maintained. In a numher of instances
which have come under my own observation, typhoid
fe>er has made its apiicarunce in persons visiting this

city so .soon after their arrival as to make it evident
that it had been contracted on their route. It is un-
necessary to remind yon of the powerful predisposing
influence exerted towards the contraction of all febrile

diseased by exci.ssive fatigue, insullicient sleep, excite-

ment, irregular and improper meals, and many other
depressing causes. I presinne that pleasure-seekers are
at all tiniissu],reiiiely indilTeient t ) the impo.tance of
hygienic rules, but I think that such iiulilTerence can
never have been more cons|)icuously displayed than by
many of the visitors to the Centennial International
Exposition. The great majority of those who have
lieen taken sick during, or consequent upon their visit,

have themselves only to blame for it.

" In conclusion, I would repeat that the febrile affec-

tions which have occurred in Philadeliihia during the

Jiast five months have presented no special or unusual
features whatever, but have been of the same type ;is

those which have prevailed .so widely over the MiddU'
States during the same period; that no special causes
have existed here for their development, and thai they
have occurred here in about the same proportion to

liopulation as elsi'wlicre
; and that the vast majority

of the caws that have occurred have been due. not to

any s])ecially unhealthy inlUiences conni( ti d with thi'

Exposition Urouiids. but to exposure during travelling,

or neglect of the laws of health while here"

We feel obliged to offer a few words in explanation

of some figures that are contained in the circular re-

ferred to in Dr. Pepper's letter. It is shown that in

New York there has been a heavier weekly death rate

than in I'hiladelphia— 174.9 as against .S3.S—frtun

diarrlia-al affections and typhoid fever during the sum-

mer months of this year. It might Vie inferred from this

that the average typhoid mortality was heavier here

than in Philadelphia, while the reverse is the case

Our weekly mortality from these causes has never been

as large this season as it has been in Philadelphia,

Paris, or Berlin.

What we do suffer from is the diarrhocal diseases of

our tenement houses, which do not exist in I'liiladel-

phia. The mortality f r<uii these causes, which is chiefly

among infants in the summer season, makes our ratc<>

high for typhoid and diarrhceal diseases, if they are

tabulated together. We see no reiuiou, however, to com-
bine them, as typhoid is distinct from many diarrhu'al

diseases, both in its nature, and perhaps in its cause.

Wo are not in the possession of sullicieut facts to

.say to our Philadelphia friends that we can account
' for the increase of typhoid fever among them, for we
' are not aware how prevalent the disi'ase has been else-

where; but we nniy .safely say—and this, perliap.s,

they will themselves admit— they have certain condi-

tions present among them that are generally supposed
to favor the production of typhoid, viz.: an impure

j

drinking water and imperfect sewerage.

The water supply, as taken.from the Delaware river,

,
is notoriously bad, as any one can testify who has .seen

' the water at the point where it is pumped tip. It in

not only polluted with the city sewage, but being

j

near the mouth of a sluggish stream, cannot fail to

absorb some of the wa.stc which is borne down by the

,

cuirent from the factories and works on ils hanks.

I
The supply from the Schuylkill is probably not of

[

such quality as drinking water should be. The river

1
receives the sewage of cities and tov.ns on its banks

[

for miles and miles, and it can therefore hardly fail to

j

lie more or less contaminated.

Frequent complaints are made against it by these

(
visiting the city, both as to its color and odor, though

it must be confessed that at the present time it appears

clearer than the Croton.

As for the sewers and drains, any one passing

through the streets will Ix; struck with the fact that

an immense amount of waste from the houses runs

out in streams down the alleys between the houses, or

directly from the houses into the gutters, where it

courses along, constituting little rividetsthat rush on for

considerable distances before they can hide themselves

in a culvert. This large exposed surface of foul water,

giving off offensive ga.scs, and an impure drinking

water, may act as fruitful agents of typhoid and other

fevers. Probably, however, thiy will be harmless to

must persons in good health, when ordinary jirccau-

tions are heeded, which visitors should recognize when
away from home. Such care, however, as Dr. Pepper

says, is not to be expected of |)leasure-scekers.

We have thus endeavored to present the facts of the

case as bearing upon the existence and probable

causes of fever in Philadelphia. While there is no

doubt that the sewerage is very defective, that sew-

age is mixed to a certain extent with the drinking

water, it is pretty evident that the dangers of fever

have been very nnich exaggerated, and that there

is very little more risk in visiting Philadeliihia than

would be encountered in other strange places. To
those, however, who wish to take all ordinary jirecau-

tions, under th(! circumstances we would simply say:

avoid drinking the water, unless it has been boiled
;

eat warm and nutritious food at accustomed intervals,

and guard against over-fatigue, whether of body or

mind.

TUE AMKIIKAN I'lHI.IC IIKAI.TH .VSSOCIATION.

The last of the series of remarkable gatherings of

l^'O, in which medical men have been specially in-
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terestecl, was held at Boston, duiing the first week of

the present month. Rather anomahmsly, the care of

the public health comes in as the last link in the chain,

after the national, international, ancT State associations

have met and amply discussed tlie numerous morbid

conditions dependent on its total or partial neglect.

Lilie tlie moral which so frequently adorned tlie end-

ing of a st«ry, or a poem in days of old, this meeting

of earnest sanitarians casts a suggestive I'eflection over

all the centennial medical convocations that have pre-

ceded it. It can scarcely, however, be considered a

purely medical association, for in its objects it merits,

and to a certain e.Ktent receives, the cordial .sympatliy

of tliouglitful men of the profession. Tlie lawyer and

the civil engineer are listened to with pleasure at all

the meetings, but the great majoi'ity of the memijere

are medical men, who, for some sati.sfactory cause,

usually of a philanthropic character, are desiious that

the ftbjects of tlie association sliall be successfully ac-

complished. There is really no absolute reason why
physicians should be more prominent than any other

class of educated men in matters pertaining to the

preservation of individual and public health. The

purposes in view are common to all, and all should and

must realiz3 their importance, before the advent of the

hygienic millenninm, which now seems like the shadow

of a dream in the distant future. The medical man,

however, recognizes more keenly than any other the

intrinsic value of prevention, from the fact tliat ex-

perience and observation endow liim witli a daily in-

creasing familiarity with the evils associated with the

infraction of hygienic laws. Tliis is the chief reason

for his interest in the great cause of human health
;

an interest of a most disinterested kind, which would

inevitably reduce his practical contact with disease to

a minimum in proportion as the general health ap-

proaches its maximum.

Viewing the Public Health Association from the

standpoint of the universal interest that ought to be

taken iu. it, we are surprised to fliid its meetings at-

tended by only a score or two of sanitarians, although

these are almost all active workers. It would not be

a straining of the truth very far beyond tlie line of

perfect accuracy, to say that almost every one present

read a paper or took part in a discussion. We believe

that the same remark would have been applicable, if

the numerical representation of Hygeia's devotees had
been much greater than it was. Many members of the

medical profession had already allotted every avail-

able luomeiit of time at tlieir disposal, this summer, to

attendance on the centennial medical convention, and
could not subtract another week's vacation from the

cares of practice. Apart from tliis, however, a great

drawback to the numerical success of the Health As-

sociation exists in the fact that it is not a representa-

tive body, in the same sense that applies to the gen-

eral medical gatherings of other kinds, from their

mode of constitution. It is made up of individual

interests entirely ; societies or boards of health are not

identified with it officially, liy delegates ajipointed by

them; and the members merely represent themselves

and their ow n tastes for this work and their appre-

ciation of sanitary reform. In the present heteroge-

neous composition of local sanitary boards, the exist-

ing arrangement is much more liively to inure to the

public benefit. Until these boards are made up of as

good moral and intellectual material as tliat which

characterizes the great majority of the members of the

American Public Health Association, we sincerely

hope tliat they may never have tlie opportunity granted

them of bringing into so respectaljle a body the in-

triguing tendencies and machinations of the political

rings and parties of some of our large cities. We
honestly l^elieve that some of these gentlemen, who
assume to look after local sanitary interests, would

scarcely feel at home in the novel position they would

occupy in the presence of right-thinking, unselfish

men, earnestly engaged in the study of the improve-

ment of the health of individuals and communities.

We publish elsewhere a l)rief abstract of the kind

and amount of work done by this association. JIany

of the questions discussed were of the gravest im-

portance, and have a practical bearing on all the vital

interests of liealth and human happiness. Tlieir con-

stant agitation, from year to year, must yield in due

time such fruit as will make the hygienistic heart re-

joice, even though the youngest sanitarian of to-day

may be gra}' in tlie cause before he witnesses the full

accomplishment of his cherished wishes.

Eeprtsi of ^ocittxts.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE AMERICAN PUB-
LIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION.

This body held its fourth annual meeting at Boston,

Octoljer yd to Gth, inclusive. The officers for IST.'i-S

were: President, Dr. Edwin M. Snow, of Providence;
1st Vice-President, Dr. Jolin H. Ranch, of Chicago

;

2d Vice-President, Francis A. Waller. LL.D., of New
Haven; Treasurer, Dr. J. Foster .Jenkins, of Yonkeis;
Secretary, Dr. Elisha Harris, of New York.

Dr. Snow, President, delivered the opening address,

in wliieh he particularly alluded to the mountains of

ignorance and superstition on the subject of hygiene

wdiich must be removed. He also showed how little

was known, even by the wisest, of the causes of such

diseases as cholera, tyjjlioid fever, etc.

Without dwelling on the details of papers presented,

and the points wliieli elicited special discussion in

regular order of sequence, we may ajiproiiriately ex-

amine the work accomplished by the Associatiim under
the three divisions of sulijects into which the executive

committee grouped all the leading discourees, papers,

and discussions.

I.—LEGISLATION AND THE APPLICATIONS OF LAW FOR
PDBI,IC HEALTH PURPOSES.

In this department of the subject of hygiene mr.y be
mentioned tlie following papers, some of which were
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atily (lisriisacd : Mr. Henry J. Crowell, of Bostoiii

rciiil ii |);i|KT on " Siinitary Laws to Heijulate tin- l{ii>i-

n^'s.-. of SlauLlliU'rinij;, >i S'l'ifs-fity," sliowinj; many of

tin- evil ('fleets of private slaiit;liter-lu)uses. and coni-

monilini; llu; abattoir system of coneentration, jiivinj; '.

a sketcli of its varions processes. Dr. K. II. .lanes, of

New York, fravo a lorali/.eil description of tlie aliat-

toirs of tlnit eity, introducing a resolution laudatory

of the system, when properly eondueted, which was
adopteil and afterwards reconsidered, and ordered to

be printed witliout eniliirsement.

.Vn interestiii<; discussion look |)l:ice on "Expert
Testimony in Matters .\tTccting Life and Ilealtli,"

iiitroiluced in a paper liy ex-Governor Emory Wa>li-

liurn, of .Massachusetts, and participated in liy Hrof.

H. 1'. Howditch, of Boston. Profs. Ilorsford and
Ordronnanx. snd Dr. L. II. Steiner, of Maryland. The
wliole subject was ably dissected, and allusion more
than once made to the faulty position occasionally

assumed by the expert Idmself, as in the Wharton
ease, in which one called for the defence claimed to

h? the representative of one side only. X connnittee
|

was appointed to incpiire into the methods of obtain-

in;; expert tesiiniony prevailing; in Europe.
Dr. Steiner followed with a paper on " Expert Super-

vision of the Construction and Internal .Vrrangem'Ut
of Public Institutions, in ord 'r to prevent Injury to the

Health of tlunr Inuuit «," showing the respinsibility of

the J^tate in the matter, and the necessity of duly
appointed experts wlio should make thorough inspec-

tion and examination.

Dr. lloi-sford then read a somewhat jocose paper on !

the necessity of having a house-physician to look after

the ailments in every part of the house, resulting from
neglect of dnty by the plumber, carpenter, etc., to be
regularly consulted and paid, just as any other phy-

|

sician would be.

Rev. E. E. Hale spoke of the evils of crowding
people tog-ther: the laws on the subject were not

strict enough. He said that the poet Horace's state-
,

nient, tliat death knocks impartially at the palaces of '

kings and the hovels of l)eggars, was one of the great-

est f.dsehoods that unveracious poet ever uttered.

Dr. Austin Flint read a paper on " Food and its Ke-
,

lations to Pei-sonal and Public Health." arguing that '

drugs could never take the place of food ; that there

was no rule as to the amount of food required for

any individual outside himself; that the natural de-

sire for food should always be satisfied, and at once;
that in all cases the appetite was more trustworthy

than the usual arbitrary dietetic regulations, which
were sure to lead to bad results.

Prof. .J. D. Runkle, President of the Institute of

Technology, referred to the " Improvements in the

Health of Students."' They were not overworked:
n 'ith -r was their health improved after the curriculum
was changed. Dietary imprudences were the real

onuses of impaired health.

J. H. She(id, C.E., of Providence, read a paper on
" Water Supplies for Large Institutions and Small
Connnunities," giving the amounts required, con-

sumed, and w.isted, with the characteristics of a good
water supply.

Dr. .\. E. (tihon, U.S.N., read nn es.say on " Sanitary

Heforrn on Shipboard," urging an imiuiry as to the

feasibility of the governmiMit regulating the sanitation

of men-of-war, pjissenger and merchant ships, by
-anitary inspection on arriving and departing.

Dr. .1. M. Woodworth, Supervising Surgeon General

L'. S. Mariu" hospital service, then read a paper on the
' safety of ships and those who travel in them." He
described the sanitary arcbitectiu-c of vessels, and gave

very interesting statistics of the losses of life liy

(asuallieson .shipboaid. with sjxcial mention of the

amount of work done by the tSovernment for the pro-

tection of ships and tlieir inmates, and the saving of

life.

Mr. Henley, of London, gave an account of '• Sani-

tary Laws and Kegulalions in (treat Hritain," showing
their satisfactory working.

Mr. Charlton Lewis, of Xcw York, in a paper on
" .\ncient and .Modern Hygiene," showed that in-

criased longevity at the present day was due to

greater care of infant life, of Ihe sick and inlinn,

avoidance of epidemics and of famine, etc.

Dr. .1. S. Hillings, U.S..V., argued, in a paper on
the "Rights, etc., of the Comnumity in regard to

Public Health," in favor of the right to enforce
measuit>s, even tip the invasion of ))ersonal liberty.

Col. G. E. Waring and Dr. Ezra ^I. Hunt, of New
.Icrscy, examined respi-ctively into the ''Sanitary Con-
dition of Country Houses and Grounds," and the "' San-
itary Appointments of Dwelling-IIouses."

A number of valuable papeis were read by title.

H.—DAKOEROl'S EMPLOYMENTS .\.NU 1I.M1.MFUL PRO-
CESSES.

Dr. E. S. Wood, of Boston, Mass., read a ])ai)cr on
" Illuminating O.-is and its Relations to Health," giv-

ing an account of the method for procuring greater

purity.

Dr. L. P. C. Garvin, of Rhode Island, ])resented a
paper on the " Causes of Accidents in Large Factories."

with a list of proposed remedies, such as legal prohi-

bition of the employment of children, enclosure of
points of danger, warning to the inex|)erienccd,

etc., and the following resolution offered by him was
adopted :

Ilesohi'il, That the due protection and welfare of
factory operatives require : 1. Half-day schooling for

children under sixteen years of age ; 2. L'niform
hours of labor, not exceeding sixty per week ; 3. Fre-
quent inspection of the mills and tenement-dwellings
of factory villages, and of the milk sold to the inhabi-

tants, by an authorized ])ub!ic health otlicer.

Prof. W. H. Brewer, of Yale College, presented a
paper on " Gases of Decay and the Harm they cause
in Dwellings and Popular Places." Sewer gas acted
in some deleterious way unknown to chemistry. He
examined the mode of ])rodu<tion of harmful giuses,

and their mode of producing disea.se.

in.—TOPoon.vriuc.M, .\nd s.\nit.miy surveys, and
OTHER systematic WORKS FOR PUBLIC HEALTH
PURPOSES.

Mr. .lames T. Gardner, C.E., read a ])aper on the
Illations of such surveys, etc., lo public health, show-
ing the action of the earth's surface as a cause of dis-

ease, etc.

Dr. J. M. Jones, of Washington, D. C, read a paper
on "Suggestions for Increasing the Water Supply of
Cities, and to Encourage its Free Use as a Sanitary
Measure." in which he urged Ihe necessity of provid-
ing against inadciiuacy of supply in the future, and of
siqiplying vastly griater quantities of it to secure im-
proved hygienic conditions.
The Committee on Proposed Sanitary Survey of the

I'nitcd States re|>ortcd progress, and their plans of
future operations.

The following officers were elected for L''T0-1877,
lliene.xt meeting to be held in Chicago: President,

Dr. John H. Ranch, Chicago : Fii-st Vice President. Dr.

L. H. Steiner, .Maryland; Second Vice-President, Dr.
E. M. Hunt, New Jeiiiey ; Treasurer, Dr. J. Foster Jen-
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kins, Npw York ; Secretary, Dr. Elislia Harris, New
York ; Executive Committee, Dr. Jolm M. Woodwortli,
Surgeon General, Marine IIos|jital. Dr. John S. Bil-

lings, U.S.A., Dr. Jackson S. Schultz, New Yoi-k. Dr.

A. L. Gihon, U. S. N., and Dr. Charles F. Folsom,
Boston.

Resolutions were passed of sympathy with the medi-
cal men of the South, and witli tliose localities now
suffering from yellow fever; and asking an investiga-

tion into til' causes. After resolutions of thanks, etc.,

the Association adjourned sine die.

at the time of the operation—no other medicine what-
soever. A truss was applied during tlie second week,
and tlie patient autliorized to go out of doors.

E. L. Keyes.
210 ilailipon .\vc.

Corrcspoutience.

ANTISEPTIC HERNIOTOMY.
To THE Editor of The Medical Record.

Sir:—Lister's recent presence in our midst, and his

earnest championship of the antiseptic methods which
he has so long advocated, would seem to justify a re-

port of the following case, in wliich every step of the

operation was in strict accordance with his teachings,

his own spray-producer and antiseptic dressings em-
ployed, and the result an entire success, although the

operators had not previously made use of tlie method.
In May last, Mr. , living out of town. slipped

while running. The right testicle of this gentleman
had never descended into the scrotum. Its haliitual

position was just outside of tlie external ring, or with-

in the inguinal can.al. He had found it impossible to

wear a truss, and had never had hernia. In slip|)ing

he fell, and a swelling appeared in the groin above
the testicle, attended by pain, nausea, and signs of

strangulation. R-diiction was impossible. The
symptoms of strangulation slowly disappeared, and
for domestic reasons an operation for the relief of the

painful incarcerated hernia was postponed until the

autumn.
Oct. 9th, under the carbolic si)ray, the tumor was

cut down upon by Dr. Van Buren and myself. Dr.

Stimson assisting. The testicle was found to be atro-

phied, the tunica vaginalis communicated with the

peritoneal cavity, and contained a piece of omentum
as lai-ge as a puUcfs egg, bound fastliy firm adhesions.

Tliese were torn and cut away, but reduction was still

impossible, without calling for sucli an enlargement of

the internal ring as seemed nnadvisal)le. The neck of
the pediculated lump of omentum was therefore tied

with carbolized catgut, cut off, and the stump and
ligature reduced through the internal ring into the
abdomen. The spermatic cord was tied Avith carbo-

lized catgut, the atrophied testicle removed, the

wound closed with catgut sutures, and the proper
dressing arranged with an antiseptic spica liandage.

Oct. 10th, at night tlie pulse reached 102 and the

temperature in the mouth lOO'i. The next day pulse

92, temperature 99j. Oct. 12th the patient sat up in
bed. pulse 88, temperature 98|, and so on. On the

fourth day the patient eat his beefsteak as usual. On
the sixth there was a copious evacuation of the bowels.
On the seventh the parts were entirely healed, except a
little subcutaneous pouch above tlie scrotum, where a
piece of catgut ligature which had not been absorbed
rem.iined attached to the stump of the spermatic cord.

No further antiseptic dressings were used. The patient

got up and walked a little on the eighth da}'. About
three grains in all of bimeconate of morphia were
given through the week, and a half-grain suppository

HISTORY OF THE NERY^E THEORY OF
HAY FEVER.

To The Editor of The Medical Record.

It seems to be a part of the law of evolution, as applied

to the progress of all new truths in science, that they
are received at first with indifference; secondly, with
ridicule; and thirdly, with contests in regard to pri-

ority. The nerve theory of hay fever having jiassed

through the first and second stages, appears to al ea ly

have advanced sufficiently far in the third to be Iw.ce
criticised for not being original with its author.

In the last issue of the Kecokd, Dr. Neftel claims to

have suggested and used galvanism for ordinary

asthma lieforel had suggested or used it for hay fevei'.

His statement is doubly erroneous: 1. If the nature

and symptoms of liay fever were as well understocjd by
the profession as I hope in a few years they will be, it

would be unnecessary for nie to state in rejily that

astlima is but one of an immense number of symptoms
that belong to hay fever, and that it is not found in all

the cases.

2. Galvanism was used for ordinary astlunti long
before Dr. Neftel or myself was born. It was used
scientifically, and in some cases successfully, by that

famous experimenter in electricity. Dr. Wilson Phillips

of England, in tiie early part of this century."

Yet further, there is little evidence as yet that the

special symptom of asthma that complicates many
cases of hay fever yields to galvanic treatment as well

as ordinary asthma ; but on this point more facts are

called f(n\ It is certain that nitrite of amyl, that an-

swers so well in ordinary asthma, has thus far failed in

the asthmatic ,symptoms that accompany hay fever, the

reason being. I sujipose. that in hay fever the exciting

causes are constantly acting.

In a recent issue of the Boston Medical and Suriiical

Journal, a reviewer admits that the nerve theory

accounts for the phenomena better than any other hy-

pothesis, lint intimates that I should have given credit

to Dr. AVyman for his suggestions on the relation of

the nervous system to the disease. The original sug-

gestion that hay fever might in some cases be a nervous

disease was made by Dr. Pirrie of England, in his

work on hay asthma, published in 18G7. Dr.-Pirrie

thought there were two forms—one affecting the mu-
cous memliranes, the other nervous ; but this decision

is unwarranted. Moreover, Dr. Pirrie added no new
facts or reasonings on the sul)ject, and did nothing to

develop the nerve theory. For the single suggestion he
deserves credit, and he received it in my woik. But
in science it has long been established that theories

are rarely or never developed and made fruitful by
those who, in a dim and uncertain way, originally sug-

gest them. Tlie Darwinian theory of natural selection,

as is now acknowledged in Europe, was originally

* See Noad'.s Lectures on Electricity : London, 18-14, p. 940, quoted in

Beard and Kuekweir.s .Medical and Surgical Electricity, first edition, p.

51IS. The last quotation is as follows : "By ti-ansmitting its influence

tfrahanism) from the nape of the neek to the pit of the stomach, ho
gave decided relief in every one of twenty-two cases, oE which four
were in private practice, and eighteen in the Worcester Infirmary,
The power employed varied from len to twenly-flve pairs.''

From that early period tc the present moment no recorded advance
ha.s been made in the g.alvanic treatment of ordinary asthma. What
new methods have been discovered and have been Icept secret with the
discoverers, I have no means of knowing.
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8ugf;(>st('d liy Hr. Wells of South Cnrolina; but if a

Diiiwiii h;ul nut lived, tlii' su^Ji'Stion would Imvo divil

with its ori^iiiiitor. Tlu' liistoiy of uirdiciue is lillcd

with major aud minor analogous oases.

So far from corrol>oratiiii; in the main the views

of Dr. W_vn\iui, as the aliove mentioned reviewer de-

clares, ouvconelusiotis are diametrically oi>|)Osed. Dr.

AVynian reiirets that he knows nolliiii'^ of the nature of

hay fever; makes a distinction lietween the rose-cold

and autumnal catarrh; says the disease is contined

williin delinit.? u •oj^raphical limits. On the other

hand. I claim to have <'stal)lished liy a comliiiiatiuu of

inductive and deductive investigations, that hay fever

is essentially a neurosis; that there is no distinction

b>tWi'eii the early and later forms ; hut that all forms,

whether occurrintr in June, or July, or .\uj;ust, or Sep-

tember, or in the winter, in this coimtry or in any
country, are one disease; that it is found in all ov

nearly all parts of this country, and that many of the

so-called exempt regions, as shown on majjs, are tilled

with hay fever.

Two books more unlike in tlieir leading conclusions

were never written.

a. il. Bkakd.

METR(irOLITAN PKACTiTIONERS AT
WATERING-PLACES.

To THE Editob of The Medical Record.

S.vitATOG.\. Spuinos, Oct. 6, 1876.

StR :—Your editorial article in the Hixord of Sept. 23d,

entitled Rural Practitioners and MetroiMilitan Physi-

cians, refers in such a manner to the letter from a

Sarato^ra physician, that I seem invited by you to ex-

plain my position as to certain allegations in said

letter, which you state I have acknowledged my will-

ingness to substantiate, I am even more called upon
to do this, by your presumption, that I am probably

misinformed in regard to the facts, for in that case I

must have stated what is untrue. Of the principle dis-

cussed in your editorial, and your distinction between
the metropolitan practitioner of high standing and the

typical hotel physician, allow me a passing notice. To
the first, with such professi<mal characteristics as com-
mand respect and esteem, we accord all you have to

say; and in d 'scribing the latter, you have pictured

the genus referred to, in the letter from your Saratoga

correspondent; for the letter ;«»•<''•'(/«)/><•» those who
" <-ome with an eye to business, and lose no opportu-

nity to publish their )>rcsence in our midst." To these

alone the article refers, and there follows certain

statement-s elucidating some of the various ways in

whii'li the position of typical hotel physician was sus-

tained, tt is with these statements I have to deal, and
it is not surprising that emphatic denial is given to

them, for none can suppose that individuals would be

willing to claim proprietorship in such unpalatable

exposure. That none of the so-called "charges," in

the opinion of the gentleman who interviewed nie.

were s\istained, is not surprising ; for it was useless to

discu-^s statenu'nts of such a nature, wilh one whose
purpose it was to give them denial. Personal expla-

nations are not most ])leasing in the colunn\s of n

])ublic joiinial, but as I am c.illed upim by yourself

eililorially, and by the appearance of a |)ersonal letter

in the l{i:(<uiii of Sept. liOlh, 1 beg your indulgence.

Till' stati inent that, in the knowledge of tlw writer.

M. ('. K. is the only man wlio is generally talked of

and .idmilted to be a " hotel phy.sician," is entirely

gratuitous.

The writer then refei's to his personal connection

with the niattirr. and after alluding in geneial term.s

to what he calls the " charge." and stating that the

numl)er of nu-tropolitan practitioners in Saratoga was
so small their names must be known to the profession

in Xew York, and concealment woidd be useless, comes
to the so-called speeilie point. That my authorship

of the article was in any sense of the word denied is

false, and the wiiter of the assertion could har-ily be-

lieve his own statement, when, if he retleeted at all, he
must have known the name of the writer was in pos-

sessi(m of the Kdilor of Tiitc Rkcoiid. First, as to re-

i|ii'sting permission to p\it up a sign in one of the

hotel olHce.s. The writer .is.'-erls I denied to him
that he was referred to, while Dr. J. is positive I

•-tated to him the contrary. By one of these gentle-

mcu I have certainly been misunderstood, and that

there may be no further ui\certainty on this matter, I

now state emphatically that 1 did not refer to Dr. I>cnte

—that I never made such a statement publicly or pri-

vately in regard to him. but referred to another M.D.
then practising here ; and I do hereby certify that one
among my other authorities for this statement in re-

gard to the hotel sign, i.s the very writer of the article

of denials. Seconil. as to the finding of tln^ card.

The writer assumes that this is " too absurd for any
one to notice ;" and yet, if it was found, it was •' placed

tliere by some one interested in injuring me, or in

bringing discredit on -all of us." It is unfortunate

for the writer that he had no better C(mtrol over his

cards, so as to prevent their indisciiminate distribution,

and as no assertion has ever been mad<' that he
placed it in its unforliiuate location, it is surprising

tliat he can take no other view of tli!' subject than is

involved in his ungenth'manly inmiendo. The circum-

stances connectetl with the caid are as follows: The
|)atient was under the professional care of Dr. J. G.
Bacon, of this village, and at one of his visits the pa-

tient handed a card to Dr. R.. on which was the name
of our worthy writer and his then present location,

which the i)aticnt stated he found sticking in his

door, having been placed there during his temporary
absence from his loom. .iiid 1 herewith submit to you,

-Mr. Editor, the certified statement of Dr. Racon in re-

gard to this matter, whicli you may publish or not, at

your pleasure.

Lastly, in regard to "circulars." On referring to

the letter from your Saratoga corre.s|)ondent, you will

find these words: "Another Iieralds his ijresencc

here by circulars, and announcements in the journals

of the date of his coming and departure." The wri-

ter then alludes to my reference to a notice in the

Midkid JS'eiCK rind Libnifii, which he terms " a friend-

ly notice by the editor, of my remov.d to Plorid»."

Will yon, Mr. Editor. i)lease refer to the Xovember
number, 1875, of this moulhlv. If that is "a friendly

notice of my removal to Klor"da," it is geographically

unfortunate for the gentleman that it distinctly heralds

this praclitioni-r's presence in future at the Grand
Inion Hotel. Saratoga Springs, wlxie he may be con-

sulted professionally." If you will refertothe July num-
ber, l.><7(!, of the Aimriciiii .Iniinnil Mid. Sriinnn. you
« ill there find an article on Spasm of the Heart, which
llie writer is |)leascd to date as follows: Saratoga
Springs, June to Sept.; Palalka. Fla., Nov. to .May."

On referring to the number of the Mkdic.m. Rixonn,
July S, lf<7(!. you will liml an account of two cases of

severe componml Iraclnre, wilh remarks, which the

same wiiter is pleased to date " Saratoga Springs,

June to Septend)er, 1S75.") If this is not heralding
his location and announcing the date of his coming
and departuie, what, may I ask, is it ? Is it liOt a

pecial form of prufcs-sioual advertising, and an an-
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noimcemont to tlio jji-ot'ession, ivhich miglit possibly

throw ill his way inoi-e or less professional business

that would not come to him if he assumed tlie position

of the metropolitan practitioner, relying upon liis repu-

tation ; for, as you justly remark in your editorial

article on tliis subject, " such men do not need to ad-

vertise their presence in hotels."

Respectfully yours,

R. C. McEwEN.

ARMY NEWS.

Official List of Changes of Stations and Dntics of

Officers of tlw Medical IJepartment, United States

Army, from Oct. intli to Oct. 2\st, 1876.

VVooDiiULL, A. A., Assist. Surgeon. Promoted Sur-

geon, witli rank of Major, to date from Oct. 1, 1876,

vice Milhau resigned. G. O. 103, A. G. O., Oct. 13,

1876.

AiNswonTii, F. C, Assist. Surgeon. Assigned, tem-

porarily, at Fort Vancouver, AV. T. S. O. 134, Dept.

of the Columbia, Oct. 9, 1876.

CoMEOY.s, E. T., Assist. Surgeon. To proceed to

AVashington, D. C, in charge of an insane soldier, and
upon completion of tliis duty, avail himself of his

leave of absence. S. O. 187, Dept. of Texas, Oct. 9,

1876.

Crampton, L. W., Assist. Surgeon. Granted leave

of aljsence for one mouth, witli permission to apply

for an extension of one month. S. O. 196, Dept. of

the Gulf, Oct. 13, 1876.

BruTON, II. G., Assist. Surgeon. Assigned to duty

at Camp Bowie, A. T. S. O. 122, Dept. of Arizona,

Oct. 4, 1876.

Mebical Itema anb JJ'tma.

Contagious Diseases.—Comparative statement of
cases of Contagious Disease reported to the Sanitary

Bureau. Healtli Department, for the two weeks ending
October 21, 1876.

: Week Ending
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©riginal lectures.

LECTURES ON FEVERS.

Bv ALFRED L. LOO.MIS, M.D.,

PKOKK880R OK I'ATHOLO(»Y AND PRACTICAL MKDICINE IN THE MEDICAL
DEPARTMENT OF TUE UNlVKIUjITY OF TUE CITY OF NEW YORK.

(rhonofrnphically rcportol for The Medical Uecord.)

Lectuiik IV.

TVPIIOII) FBVEll (CONTINUKD).—9T.VPTOMS.

(iKNTi.EMEN :— I Will Continue the history of ty-

|)h(iicl fever, and des<Til>e more in detail those varia-

tions in teniperuture which attend its development
and mark its proi^ress. As has already been stated,

the ti'MiperatMre at the eoninieneenient of a typical case

of this fever is characterized hy morning remissions

and evenini; exaeerhations ; and l)y these regnlar varia-

tions often yon will he ahle to make a diagnosis

(hiring the first week of the disease. In order to esti-

in.ite the real value of these variations, it will l)e found
convenient to divide the fever into fmir periods which
shall correspond to the four weeks of the disease.

Usually, the temperature hegins to rise about noon
on the first day of the development of the fever, and
continues so to do until between six and eight o'clock

ill the evening, when it reaches its maximum height
for thai day; then tliere is no change until midnight,
when it begins to decline, and by six or eight o'clock

in the morning it has rea<-lie<l its minimum decline,

wliich is a degree higlier than on the morning of tlio

preceding day. After six or eight o'clock in the morn-
ing the temi)eratiire docs not vary much until noon;
then it again begins to rise, and liy six o'clock in the

evening it has reached its maximum elivation for that

d ly, wliich is two degrees higher than on the evening
of the preceding day. .\gain. at midnight it begins
to fall, and by morning it has fallen a degree, which
li!aves the minimum temperature for the day a degree
higher than on the preceding day. Thus, it riscsa degree
each day. with regular morning and evening varia-

tions, until the eighth day of the fever, when, in most
Ciises, it has reached its maximum height. Ouring th('

uTind tcrk the temperature remains at about the same
maximum degre(^ wiiieh it has reached by the end of
til J first week. There are morning and evening varia-

tions of a degP'C or more, but the imiximum of the

evening exacerbation remains the .same.

During the thinl ir<cik- the remission becomes more
and more marked, and witli it the temperature falls,

while iluring the exacerbation the temperature retains

the same stanilard as during the second week. Hy
the end of the third week the morning temiiera- i

ture during the remission will have fallen two or three '

degrees below the point which it had reached during
the second week. I

Hy the time the /"urt/i imi- is reached, or nt least

by th' midiUe of the week, the temperature becomes
intermittent, and with each exacerl)ation gradually '

falls lower and lower, jintil !>y the end of the wei k

the normal staixlanl of temperature hits been reached
— it may fall a little below the normal standard. I

These are called the typical variafiims of typhoid
f'ver. Jet they arc nit ahvay.s present ; besides, thire

are many things which will materially modify them.

For in><tance, nnirked deviations from the record may
be jiroduced by complications which would never have

been discovered but for the inegular thermometrical

Tnrintiong. By treatment, for n time the tempernture

can lie very much lowered; but, if the treatment be

discontinued, it will again rise. In some caws voii will

be unable to ascertain the cause of the irregnlarity.

I'l'l,8E.—The pulse isalsosnl>je(t to variatioii.s, which
correspond very nearly with the variations in tenipcra-

ture, and occur not only on different days, bnt nt

different hours on the saini^ day. During tlie (ir.st

week the ])ulse becomes more and more fn (|Uent,

during the second and third weeks it remains at its

height, and during the fourth week >iiiks to its noininl

average. During the wlmle <diirse of the disease it is

less freijuent in the muniing than in the evening.

If, at the commencemint of the fever, the puL-ie is

ninety-eight, it gradually increases in frequency, nntil

by the end of the first week it has reached one hundred
or one hundred and ten per minute; during the second
week it remains at about this height ; after that time,

it may run as high as one hmidred and twenty or one
hundred and forty. Dining the first and .second weeks
till' rate of th<' jnilse and thi' tempenitnre range corre-

spond, but Jifter this time the parallelism ceasi'S, the

biiltire of heart-power beginning to manifest ilself.

This failure of heart power is indicated by an inereaso

in the fre(|Uency and feebleness of the pnlse, which at

this time may reach oneliundred nnd forty per minute,

and yet the tem|)erature show no alarming variation.

.\ pulse which remains for five or six con.secntive days
above one hundred and twenty per niinnte is a liail

omen, for it shows extensive ch.angcs in the muscular
tissue of the heart. Under these circnmsfances, the

pnlse may becoiiu^ irregular and intermitting. SlionUl

these irregularities and intermissions occur during l)ie

tliird week, in most cases they are followed by death.

With an irregular and intermitting |iiilse. nsnally,

you will find the first sound of the heart in.iiidil>le over
till' precordial .space, and this indicates that j)rompt
and jiidic ions means must )« employid to restore, if

pnssible, the heart's normal action, and thus relieve

your patient and avert a fatal issue.

The severity of the fever during the first and second
weeks of its development is, to a great extent, deter-

mined by the fre<iuency of the pnlse and the height
of the temperature. Although delirium and cxtcnsivi!

tyni|)anitis are important symptoms, yet they do not
determine the result ; bnt if yonr ))atient during the
first, or at the commencement of the .second week of
the disease, has a pulse of one hundred and twenty per
minute, and a temperature of one hundred and six, it

is very doubtful whether convalescence can ever be
established.

Voii must rememl«'r that from feeble lieart-power
alone the pulse may increase in freipiency while the
temperature is steadily falling. Dn the other hand,
the pnlse sometimes falls almost to a normal .standard,

while the temperature remains high. In either case, if

these changes occur during the second or third week
of the fever, they must be regarded with suspicion.

KiiuiTioN.—We now come to the study of what is

known as the " characteristic syini)loni " of typhoid
fever—namely, the eruption. Some have claimed that
the eruption should be considered as a lesion of the
disease, but I prefer to class it among the sYm))tonis.

It makes its nppearanci- lietwien the sixth ami tweUtli
day (dating frmn the commencement of the fever, not
fropii the day the patient lakes his lied, but from the
time the Hi.st symptoms of the disease manifest them-
selves), and it is not attended by any unusual scnsa-
ti'iii.

It remains visible from eight to fourteen days,
leaving no stains or mark on tlie surface after its dis-

J
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appearance. It consists of isolated lenticular spots

scattered more or less abundantly over the surface of
any part of the body, yet usually most abundaut upon
the chest and abdomen. There may lie only a few
spots visilile at a time, or it may be so profuse as to

cover the Ijody like a rash. Two or three well-defined

spots of tlie eruption are sufficient to establish the

existence of the fever. Each spot is circular in shape,

and varies in diameter from a point to a line and a
Iialf, rarely reaching two lines. It is slinlitly elevated
above tlie surface of the surrounding cuticle, is of a
liright rose color, disappears upon slight pressure, and
returns as .sfion as the pressure is removed. Each spot

remains visible for three days, and tlien disajipears.

Sometimes, as one crop of the eruption disa[)pears,

another is developed, and this may go on for eight,

twelve, or fourteen days. Tliere are many cases in

which only one crop appears. As soon as one spot

makes its appearance, it is well to mark it with tincture

of iodine or nitrate of silver, so that you may be cer-

tain that your observations are always made upon the

one point. If it is a spot of typhoid eruption, and
one crop of eruption is to follow another, it will dis-

Ujjpear within tliree days from the time at which it

Vifas tirstseen, and other spots will take its i)lace. It

is this feature wliich distinguishes the typhoid erup-
tion from tliat of all other fevers.

The question may be asked, is this eruption essen-

tial to the diagnosis of typhoid fever? Doubtless,
tliere is no question in connection with its history

which has given rise to more discussion than thi.s. As
a matter of couise, this question has two sides. Many
<il)servers nuntion that the eruption is not constant,

and consequently not necessary for its diagnosis;
while others, equally comi)etent, maintain that unless

the eruption be present at some period during the

progress of the disease, the diagnosis of typhoid
fever cannot lie made with ))ositiveness. Jenner
states that he found the eruption present in one
hundred and forty-eight out of one hundred and
iStty-two cases. I would not say tliat it is pos-
sible for typhoid fever to occur without the eruption,

neither would I affirm that scarlet fever ever exists

without the characteristic rash of the disease ; but I do
say that, as regards these respective fevers, I would
make the diagnosis with equal hesitancy in the one
case as in the otlier.

The eruption is u.sually most marked in cases of
typlioid fever wliich occur between the ages of ten
and thirty. Before ten and after thirty years it is

usually not as well marked, and may be readily over-
looked unless careful search is made.

I have now described to you the prominent symp-
toms which are present during the course of a typical
ease of typhoid fever, yet I believe I have given you
sufficient detail to enable you to recognize the disease
and to manage intelligently your typlioid fever
patients.

At this point let me state to you that the typhoid
poison in its operation ou tlie human body does not
always effect the series of changes and symptoms
which I have l>eei! describing. On the contrary, there
are cases which run so mild a course that tiicy can
scarcely be dignified by the name of fever ; besides,
there are imperfectly developed cases whicli show a
great divci-Kity in their course, but they all can be iu-

cluded under two lieads :

First.—Mild typhoid fei>er,\\i \y\nc\i the symptoms
are all mild.

Seijoiid.—Ahortiue typhoid fever, in which the dura-
tion of the disease is markedly shortened.

In the mild type, the fever runs its regular course,

but it is of low grade. The temperature rises regu-

larly until its maximum is reached, which rarely ex-

ceeds 103° F., then it remains stationary for a time,

generally about a week, then a decline follows in the

same manner as was noticed in the typical ease. This
is tlie regular course of these cases if left to themselves,

and, as a rule, they should be left to themselves.

Sinne of these cases are so mild that the patients are

not confined to the bed, nor even to their rooms, and
perhaps throughout the entire course of the disease

are able to transact a certain amount of business.

Such cases have been called '• walking cases " of ty-

phoid fever.

The eruption appears in these cases early, is of
short duration, only a few spots appear; usually tliere

is only one crop. Diarrhcea is also present in most
cases of this class, but it is of a mild type, the dis-

charges from the bowels apparently giving relief to

the patient. In some cases the diarrhoea alternates

with constipation, or constipation may be present

throughout the entire course of the disease, and the

cases go on exiiibiting a varying amount of fever from
twenty to thirty days, until gradually convalescence is

established. This class of cases, if properly managed,
rarely ))rove fatal; but, if improperly managed, there

is great danger. For instance, if a patient walks
about while he is suffering from one of tliese so-called

mild attacks of typhoid fever, he does it at great risk

to life—in other words, there should be no "walking
cases" of typhoid fever. A patient sick with typhoid
fever, liowever mild the type, should take to his bed
and remain there until convalescence is fully estab-

lished, as it is impossible to say just how extensive the

changes may be tliat have occurred in the intestinal

track, and in the mildest type of the disease they may
be of such a nature that very little physical exertion

will cause intestinal perforation, which will be fol-

lowed by a fatal [leritonitis.

The tilnirtior/iiriii <if typhoidfever is ushered in wifli

all the .symptoms of a typical case—headache, lassi-

tude, ])ain in the limbs, nausea, etc., and the tempera-

ture duiiiig the first week follows the regular varia-

tions of the fever. At the onset the disease has

every appearance of a severe fcnm of ty))hoid fever

;

the temperature may rise as high as 10.5° F. or lOO" F.

by the end of the first week ; delirium is often active,

and diarrha'a is jiresent. By the end of the second
week, certainly by its close, the fever is cut short, and
abruptly disappears ; the teiniierature falls to the

normal standard, and the patient passes on to a state

of rapid and complete convalescence. The eruption,

diarrhcea, and all the urgent symptoms of the di-sease

may be present, and yet before the end of tlie second
week the patient may have fully convalesced. Tliat

it is the typhoid poison which thus acts upon the sys-

tem, and gives rise to the characteristic symptoms of

typhoid fever in these abortive cases, is evidenced by
the fact that at the post mortem cxaminatiims the

characteristic typhoid intestinal lesions arc found, and
these, taken in comicction with the presence during
life of the typhoid eruption, estalilishes the diagnosis
beyond question. There can be no doubt but that an
individual may be affected, overwhelmed, as it were,

by typhoid poison, and yet not develop well-marked
typhoid fever. So, if only a moderate amount of ty-

phoid poison is introduced into the system, a mild or

an abortive type of fever will be developed. The
natural powers of the individual to resist the action of

such poisons must always be regarded, and should be
taken into consideration, in the treatment of a case.

Differentia/ TJinr/iionix.—In a typical case, after the

fever is fully developed, the diagnosis is not difficult.
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The presence of febrile excitement, marked l>y eveniii<?

exiicerl)jitions ami moriiiiij; lemissidiis, liiiuliulic. diar-

rlura, alidoniiiiid tendenicss, and (itlier alidomiiiiil

symptoms, and tlie priscncc of the clianuteristic ruau-

Colored spots, are sutticieut for a diafiixisis.

Ill the mild type of tlie disease, or when the symp-
toms are dcviloped irreiculaily, or during the first

week of a typical case, the dia-rnosis ia often difficult.

and sometimes impossible. Tlie principal diseases

which are liable to be confounded with typhoid fever
are typhus and relapsin-^ fevers, tyi)hon\alarial fever,

acute tul)erculosis, pyiemia, septica-mia, pneumonia,
and gastro-enteritis.

The ])oints of difTerential diagnosis between typhoid
nnd typhus, relapsing and typhoinalarial fevers, will

be more ap[)arent and more readily comprelicnded,
after we have studied these dilTerenl forms of fever.

T shall therefore call your attention to their differen-

tial diagnosis, after I have given you a history of these

fevers.

Arutf Tuherrulo»is.—This disease is attended by
very many of the symptoms which are present, and liy

some supposed to be characteristic of typhoid fever.

Tlie fever of acute tuberculosis is of a remittent type,

attended by evening exacerbations and morning re-

missions, delirium, a dry, brown tongue, a tendency
to stupor, great prostration, rapid emaciation, and
fomctiniis by a diarrh(ea, with abdominal tenderness

and tympanitis. All of these are among the promi-
nent symptoms of typhoid fever ; consequently these

two diseases are fre<iucntly mistaken the (me for the

other. More than once have patients in Hellevue Hos-
pital, with the diagnosis of typhoid fever, iiresented

at the post-mortem examination the characteristic

lesions of acute tul)erculosis. If, therefore, patients

with acute tuberculosis may go through a large gen-

eral hospital, under the observation of diagnosticians,

who certainly are not men of inferiiu- ability, and be
supposed to have typhoid fever, there evidently is

great danger of a mistake in diagnosis.

The higlier range of temperature in acute tubercu-
losis than in typhoid fever is one of the distinguishing

characteristics of the disease. Usually, early in the

progri.'^s of the disease, it reaches IOC F. or 107" F.,

while in typhoid fever the temperature rarely reaches
lOli'^ F., and almost certainly does not range so high
until the end of the second week of the fever, by
which time you will have been able to determine the

true nature of tlie disease. Again, you will notice

that there is no eruption, neither is there enlargement
of the spleen in acute tuberculosis, while both are

very constant attendants of typhoid fever ; yet their

absence is not positive proof that typhoid fever does
not exist.

In all doubtful ca.ses you must take into account
tlie family history of the patient, his immediate sur-

roundings, whether typhoid tever is prevailing at the

time, and whether tlie jiatient has been ixposed to

typhoid poison. These are important points, and by a

careful study of tlicin, if you arc able to watch the case

throughout its entire course, probably you will arrive

at a correct diagnosis before the end is reached.

Should you see the case during the first week of the

disease, rely upon the presence of the rose-coloicd

spots for a diagnosis of typhoid fever, and you will

rarely mistake it for acute tuberculosis.

I'ljirmiii iinil Sr/itictrmin.—These diseases, while de-

veloping, present many symptoms which resemble

those of the developing stage of typhoid fever. In

most ca.ses you will be able n'adily to recognize them,
as the surface of the body has a jaundiced hue; there

are no lenticular spots, and the febrile symptoms arj

irregular in tli?ir development. There are exacerba-

tions and remissions, but their appearance and disa|H

pearaiice are not marked by any regulaiity, and
Usually there is more than one exacerbation and re-

iiiission in the twenty-four hours. \ot only are the

variations in temjierature irregular, but the tempera-
' tuiv reaches a high degree much sooner, and ranges

higher throughout its entire course in jnicmia and .sep-

ti<ieniia than in tyjihoid fever. In pyaemia and sep-

tieirniia you will also have early in the disease profuse
sweatings, great prostration, rapid emaciation, delir-

ium, subsultus, tympanitis, and diarrha'a, while in

I

typhoid fever tliese do not come on until late in the

disease. Uesides, the history which ))recede8 and at-

I

tends the devclo|)iiient of pya'inia and sei)tie:emia

widely differs from that of typhoid f<ver.

There is a condition of septic p(jisoning occasionally

met with, resulting from the introduction into the

I system of septic malaria through the drinking water,
' which so closely resenililes that which is the result of
ty])hoid ))oisoning, that it is almost impossible to

make a difTerential diagn<isis. In these cases the ab-

sence of the rose-colored spots is almost the only

distinguishing feature.

Piieuiii'initt.—Pneumonia, with ty))hoid syni|)toms,

is sometimes mistaken for tyjihoid fever
;

it is calh d

I

ill your books tijiilmiit jnieniitniiia. The diftVnntial

diagnosis is not difficult if you remember that the
i pneumonia which complicates tyjihoid fever does
not come on until late in the fever, and you have the

regular history of typhoid fever preceding its develop-
ment. On the othir hand, win n the typhoid symptoms
are |)resent from the beginning of, or come on at the

end of the second stage of the |)neUinonia, the physical

signs of the pneumonia will attend or jireeede the

typhoid symptoms. There will be cough and the

eliaracteristic pni umonie ex))ectoration ; there will be
no eruption and no tyiiical variation in temperature.

If you do not see a patient over sixty years of age
with this tyjie of pneumonia until the second or thiid

week of its progres-s alt1i( ugh evidences of lung consol-

idation may be present fre(jueiilly, it w ill be very diffi-

cult to decide whether the |ineuiiioiiia is or is not com-
plicating a typhoid fever, and under these eircuni-

stances of course the difTerential diagnosis will be
very difficult. .

(Inatro-eiitei-ilis.—In the adult this disease is quite
rradily distinguished fr(un typhoid fever, as the diar-

ilKca and vomiting jirecede the febrile movement ; the

fever is inigular in its developnunt and ])rogress,

and the tempirature rarely rises higher than lO;!' F.
In a child between two and six years of age, it is very

ditlicult to distinguish gastio-enteritis, or infantile

catarrh, as it is sometinus called, from typhoid lever.

The eruption is not so iironiiiieiit or constant a
symptom in the child as in the adult, and willi both
diseases we have diarrhiea, tympanitis, and typhoid
symptoms. These circumstances n iider many cases of
tills character ditlicult of diagnosis. 'WlRn the entire

symptoms jirecrde the fever, anil you can have ahistiuy
of the case, and a therniouietricul recoid from the be-

ginning of the fever, in most cases you can readily

make the diagnosis; but if you do not see the case
until it has reaehid the second week of its progress,

and you have no accurate or reliable history of its de-
velopment, a positive diagnosis is impossible.

Triehiiiiitin Dixumr.— I'oisoning by trichinie has frc-

(|Uently been mistaken for typhoid fever. This con-
dition is not uiifrei|iieiitly attindi d by diariluea.

Vomiting, and the drvi lopment of other typhoid
s.vmptoms ; but with poisiuiing by trichina' there iu

ainiobt constantly present uiuscular paius and adcua
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of the eyelids, which will be sufficient to arrest your

attention. We have then in poisonins; by trichinic,

diarrhrea, vomiting, tympanitis, rapid emaciation,

great exhaustion, a lirown, dry tongue, high tem-

perature, and other typhoid symptoms ; with tliese you

have tlie cedema of the face, especially of tlie eyelids,

and the most intense muscular pains. By removing
a small portion of the muscular tissue and placing it

under the microscope, the trichina; can be seen, and
tlius you will be enabled to malce a positive diagnosis.

©riiVmnl CommunicaticnT©.

POLYPI AND HYPERTROPHY OF NOSE.

KEMOVAL OF POLYPI AND REDUCTION OF SIZE OF

NOSE.

By frank H. HA5IILT0X, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

W. G., an Irish girl, about 2.5 years old, consulted

me in Jan., 1876. She said the nose liad been tilling

up and liecoming deformed ever since slie was a

cliild. Her licaltli was never perfect. On careful

examination, botli nares were found to 1)e tilled

with soft polypi resting upon, or originating fiom a

more solid mass, wliich proved subsequently to be
siircomatous. ' Tlie gradual development of the ])olypi

had resulted in a rcmarkaljle expansion and liyper-

tropliy of tlie nose. The nose was lifted in tlie centre;

under the influence of ether, and to prevent the blood
from entering the larynx, tlie posterior nares were
carefully plugged witli tents of slieet lint, to which
were attached strings ; the strings being brought out

of tlie mouth and committed to an assistant. These
strings were designed to facilitate and control the re-

moval of tlie tents. Tlie polypi were tlien rapidly

removed l)y evulsion ; strong forceps being employed
for this purpose. When all liad been aecoinplished

which could be, in tliis direction, and the very pro-

fuse hemorrhage had abated, tlie plugs were removed
from the posterior nares; and, witli the face of the

patient hanging downwards from tlie side of the lable,

what remained of the polypi was removed l)y my
foretinger thrust forwards from the posterior nares,

and with curved forceps introduced into l:>oth the

posterior and anterior nares.

Having completed the removal of the polyiii, I

proceeded to reduce the size of the nose; which
was done in the following manner. An incision was
made along tlie anterior margin of the nasal pro-

cess of the left superior maxilla, extending from tlie

ridge of the nose to the cheek ; from each extremity

of tills incision the knife was carried upwards about

one inch ; the quadrilateral flap thus laid out, was
lifted and the entire nasal process exposed. Witli

the liaiidle of the knife the under surface of the bone
was separated from its jieriosteum ; and this was
effected with great ease, the attachment of the peri-

osteum to the Ijone appearing to be very sliglit. With
a bone-cutter the nasal process was then severed at

each extremity and removed. In tlie same manner the

hypertrophied process of the riglit side was removed
also. The flaps were returned to their places and the

wound closed by delicate silk sutures. Neither of

these incisions exposed or penetrated the nasal cavities.

and upon each side the nasal processes of the superior

maxilUc formed large arches, springing apparently
almost from the malar bones. The nasal jjrocesses

were also much increased in breadth, in the direction

of, from above, downwards. The orifices of the nares

were expanded, and her whole appearance was such
that she was unable to obtain employment. The accom-
panying wood-cut, copied from a photosirapli taken
by the Bellevue Hospital photographer, Mr. Ma-
son, gives a faitliful representation of her appearance
at tliat date.

O/mrntion, Jan. 13, 1876, before the class of medi-
cal students at Bellevue Hospital. The patient being

The wounds healed kindly, and the nose soon as-

sumed its present a))pearance. It is straight and comely,

only that it is a little too broad upon its dorsum,
owing to the fact that tlie ossa nasi are rather wide.

The accompanying wood-cut is from a photograph
taken a few months after the operation was made.
Nine months after the operation, the polypi had not

returned.

The Metrical System has been adopted in Austria,

and druggists are required by the Government to con-

form to it in future.
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CEREBRAL EXHAUSTION,

WITH SI'KCIAI. KEKKllENCE TO ITS (JAI.VANOHALNEO-

I.lHilCAl, THEATMENT.

BY GEORGE M. SCinVEIG, M.D.

(Itoiul betcirt' the •'Mnliail Journnl AiwiKiiitlon," Oct. SO, 1870.)

yfurn»theiii(i. or "nervous exlmiistioii," is a very coin-

))relieiisive term, which miiy apply to the cerebnil,

npinal or synipathctie nervous system, or to any or all

of these ocImMned. Indeed, although referable pri-

marily to one or other of them, the affection rarely

advances far without one or both of the sister-systems

liecominj; involved— a very natural sequence, when
we consider their close relations, anatomically as well

iLS physiolo-jically.

I propose in the present paper to limit myself to

the form that involves piimarily the brain, and which

may aptly be termed (xrt-bral neitrasthenin, or cj-

hilllMi'ili.

JiCt us glance briefly at the etiology, (latholojry and

symptomatology of this affection, and we will then

be prepared to proceed more intelligently to the dis-

cussion of a rational treatment.

Of riiiiiii'K, we have the predisposing and the direct.

The eliirf predisposing cause may lie sought in a mind
that lacks stamina, or staying power. As a feelile

muscle succumbs readily to continued trying activity,

a thus feeble mind, be it otherwise never so clear, or

cfven brilliant, will yield prematurely to long-con-

tinued deep thought or hard study. The inherited

utiiropatliii- tliatlKnin is no doul)t an important factor

in the genesis of the disease. As may be readily in-

ferred from the nature of their avocations, physicians,

lawyers, inventors, etc., furnish proportionately the

largest contingent to this class of patients. So far as

my own observations go, the disease occurs almost

exclusively in the middle-aged, the young and the old

being comparatively cxemi)t.

A word in regard to the influence of nex. Although

occurring almost exclusively in the male, I do not

lielievethat therefore the female is less predisposed

to this affection. It seems to me, on the contrary,

that this disproportion is owing alone to the circum-

stance that, in the present order of things throughout

the civilized world, man does the hard brain-work,

the proportion of females who devote themselves to

the learned professions or other pursuits requiring

mental exertion, l>eing too inconsiderable to deserve

more than passing mention. This, I admit, is of late

becoming less so than it formerly was; but I contend

also, that when women shall come to furnish a nu-

merically respectable quota to the professions that

demand intellectual work, they will then also furnish

th'ir proportion, or more than this, of cases of cerebral

exhaustion.

The main direct cause of cerebral neurasthenia is

simply "abuse of the mental faculties." As is the

case with many other organs, the mind can be over-

fatigued, again and again, until finally i)rostration,

more or less comiilete and ])ermanent, supervenes. In

quite a number of instances, however, we have a tup-

]ih-iifntnrij cause in collateral influences on the mind,

in the .shape of depressing emotions and thoughts

resulting from family or business troubles, sickness,

etc., that render this organ less comi)etent to bear up

under taxations that, undi^r ordinary ciictiinstancee,

it might have sustained with impunity.

With respect to jinth'iloijy, little is to be said. We

know that primarily the disease is merely functional

;

observation, however, teaches that it is frequently the

predecessor of so-called " idiopathic cereliral soften-

iu"." Whether in sucli instances the cerebral neuras-

thenia is merely the initiatory symptom of the soften,

iiig, or the cause of this, is for tlie present an open

question. Tlieoretieally, wo may assume that in

cerebral exhaustion a foundation for organic changes

has been laid by the repeated hyperiiinia' superin-

duced by the increased afllux of blood which, physi-

ology teaches us, must have accompanied each sepa-

rate mental strain. In a considerable jiroportion of

the cases, these passing active hyperiemia' lead to a

]i(rinanent and more or less intense passive hypera'-

niia, due directly to oft-repeated over-dilatation of the

capillaries.

The absence in cerebral exhaustion of any uniform

anatimiical change or lesion, <ompels us to cast our

eyes in another direction. Of all theories as to the

pathology, none appears to me more likely or reason-

I
abh- than that of iivlritire /hiuujis ; indeed, I can

!
tliink of no other. The nature of these changes is

1 matter for the future hist<jlogist.

liefore leaving the subject of jjathology. it ai)pears

I

to me appropriate to cite a few words from Professor

Kuit,* treating of a kindred suliject— " Spinal Neuras-

thenia." Speaking of the nature of that aiTcction, he

s:iys: " It apjicars most natural that we have to do
Uv\-cvi\t\\ snJititt: Huti-ithe r/(iiii'j<n\a the s])inal cord,

wliich we are compelled for the present to assume in

so many diseases of the nervous syst(m. . . . We
jiossess as yet no knowledge whatever in regard to the

nature of the nutritive changes that take place here.

. . . The theory that appears to me more reason-

able than any other, is that we have to do with

:iii enhancement and fixation of the ])hysiologieal

" fatigue" of the nerve element.s, that always follows

s( vere and protracted iiritation. In such pathological

cases, then, we have only to suppose that this fatigue

is not compen.siitcd rapidly and pronptly, as is the

rule under ]>hysiologieal conditions."

The xyiiiptums that may follow in the train of cere-

liral exhaustion are so manifold and varied, that to

treat of them in detail would be entirely beyond the

limits of the present paper. I shall therefore confine

myself to the more prominrnt and constant of them.

As a rule, the first syni])tom noticed by the ])atient

is a disinclination for mental labor. If this feeling

be for the time overcome, and an attempt made to

]iirform brain work, a comparatively lirief ajjplication

will suffice to exhaust the power of thought, and
bring on confusion of ideas. The mind has lost its

>laying-power. In some cases the memory is enfeebled,

in others it remains (piite unaffected. To these purely

mental symptoms, certain physical ones are soon
superadded.

.'.;/ri/]inia is a very common conccmiifant fr<im the

beginning. Of regional morbid phenomena, those

within the sphere of the pneuniogastric nerve take

precedence, both as to piiority aiul impoitance, over

all others. Among them may be classed : Disturb-

ances of the heart's action, the fun<'tioii3 of the

stomach, liver, intestinal canal, etc. Vasomotor dis-

turbances are common. Cerebral nerves other than
the pneuniogastric may in turn become involved.

'I'hus we often have here neuralgia- of varied form and
intensity. At first located in some of the cranial

niiv(?us ramifications, these appear frequently within
tlie sphere of the sympallutic and s|iinal nervous

* ZSmamm, Hanil-Dook of Speciki FtUioloey and Tbemiwatlcii ; Vo
XI.. r»rtii., i>. aw.
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systems, tind may then be classed as secondary jjlie-

iiomcna.

I have never observed paialysis, although one pa-

tient told me that in the beginning of liis trouiile,

wliich was some six years before 1 saw him, he liad

several attacks of liemiplcgia witliout loss of con-

sciousness, from wliich lie made a spontaneous re-

covery in less than twenty-four hours. At a later

period he had another attack, this time accompanied
by loss of consciousness. Paretic conditions, on the
other hand, are the rule, although they rarely make
their appearance until the disease lias existed for some
time.

Judging from symptoms pointing in that direction

—sucli as vasomotor disturbances, regional pareses,

neutalgia? or para^sthesia;, there can be no doubt that

liotli the sympathetic .system and spinal cord—espe-

cially its upi)er portion, becouie functionally involved
after a shorter or longer period. From a local cere-

bral disturbance, if not checked in time, we thus see

developed, more or less speedily, a general neuras-

thenia, with a tendency to organic and perhaps fatal

lesions.

This mere glance at the nature and manifestations
of cerebral exhaustion and its sequela; is yet, I l>elieve,

sufficient to render apjiarent the necessity of instant

and energetic treatment as early as possthle, when we
have still to contend with the primary condition
alone. In addition to their aim to relieve the morbid
condition itself, our therapeutic etTorts become at this

time even more important as a prophylactic against

organic and perhaps incurable seipiela.

The diai/nosis of cerebral exhaustion in its first stage

should present little difficulty; yet it is precisely

here, where its recognition is of most importance,
that mistakes in diagnosis most frequently occur.

Where the trouble is looked upon as cerebral, the

absence of unilateral symptoms, such as hemiparesis
or lieini[)legia, and other characteristic signs of special

organic cerebral lesions will usually suffice to stamp
the trouble as functional, and, in conjunction with a

just appreciation of the anamnesis and phenomena
presented, lead to a recognition of its true nature.

It is not, however, in this direction that diagnostic
errors are most frequent. Of the instances of mistaken
diagno.sis that have come under my notice, nearly all

were in the direction of the abdominal viscera. The
symptoms due to functional disturbance of the pneu-
mogastric were looked upon as primary conditions.
The stomach was often accused, but that scapegoat
par excellence, the liver, was generally held responsible
for everything. The golden opportunity for a rapid
and decisive therapy was thus often irretrievably lost,

entailing much and prolonged suffering, that might
have been obviated by a prompt, correct diagnosis
and rational treatment.

In the more advanced stages, even where the neu-
rasthenia has become general, or organic disease de-
veloped, the history of the case will, if minutely
investigated, almost always throw light on the origin
and primordial nature of the trouble.

The prtrjnosis depends not only on the severity of
the case, the duration of the cause and the hereditary
disposition of the patient with respect to nervous
disease, but also, and i)erhapa chiefly, on the patient's

ability to lay aside all other considerations, and
follow-out strictly the course laid out for him l>y his

medical attendant. Where this can be done unquali-
fiedly, a favorable prognosis is the rule.

We may now proceed to a consideration of the
treatment of cerebral exhaustion. The one great ob-
ject of a therapeutic course is patent ; it is to seek, by

appropriate tonization and physiological stimulation,

in conjunction with the much-needed rest, to restore

to the brain its lost vigiu'; to correct its impaired
nutrition; in short, to bring it back to a normal
state.

To eflfect this, it is of tlie utino.st importance that

no time should be wasted with tonic measures that

exercise liut little if any immeil ia te inf\uenca on the
brain. In view of the important share that prophy-
laxis bears in th(; indications for treatment, great cir-

cumspection is requisite in order to choose such reme-
dies as are best calculated to insure speedy results.

I will now proceed to describe the treatment which
of all others has rendered me the best services.

The very first condition for treatment, the sine gtia

noil, is " rest for the exhausted brain ;
" not a brief rest

of days, nor even weeks, but absolute abstinence from
all mental tasks throughout the entire treatment, and
until health is perfectly restored. Unless this can l)e

absolutely comjjlied with, other measures are useless, or

nearly so. It will be well if at the same time all dis-

agreeable emotions, cares, or harassing thoughts of
any kind can be avoided. This, I know, is not always
possible, Iiut should be carried out as fully as circum-
stances will allow.

Of rcuH'dial agents, I have found galvanism to sur-

pass in efficiency all others. At a first glance, it would
seem as though the objects to be attained by this

could be best realized thi'ough direct galvanization of
the brain. Thi.s, however, is impracticable. A direct

current of sutfieient intensity to influence the brain,

would prove injurious on the principle that enfeebled
organs will not bear strong stimulation. Sloreover, we
cannot with the utmost care prevent the occurrence at

times, during galvanization of the brain, of giddiness,

ocular flashes, faintness, etc.— all undesirable phe-
nomena, to be avoided in the electrical treatment of
functional enfeeblement of the brain. If, on the other

hand, we employ a current .so feeble that occurrences

such as those enumerated become imjiossible, or at

least very remote, and that stron/j stimulation is out of

the question, it becomes very questionable, to say the

least, whether a current reaches the lirain at all ; and
if yes, it will l)e too insignificant to accomplish any
therapeutic resvdts. Jly own experience, then, with gal-

vanization of tiie brain, has long since led me to aban-
don it in the initial treatment of cases of enfeeljlenient

of that organ.

The manner in which I here seek to affect the brain

is )iy general galvanization, administered in its only

perfect form—tlie G.\Lv.\Nic b.\th. By its means the

brain is made to sustain a reflex or indirect influence

from all points of the periphery, and at the same time,

through derived currents, a mild direct impression,

which can be regulated at will, not only by modifying
the intensity of the current, but also by establishing

more or less perfect communication between the

occiput and the water of the bath. This direct influ-

ence differs from ordinary cerebral galvanization,

whether bipolar or unipolar, in that here no electrode

is applied directly to the cranium, which during the

entire process is never for a moment in a direct line

between the two poles of the battery. It is never attended
with any of the undesirable phenomena enumerated
above as not always avoidaljle in local galvanization.

There are, indeed, no subjective sensations during the

bath to indicate that the brain is being acted on at all.

Nevertheless, an interruption or reversal of the current

will promptly produce the galvanic taste, and, if the

current has sufficient tension, ocular flashes, etc., thus

establishing beyond doulit the fact that the cranial

nerves, resp. the brain, participate fully in the gal-
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vaiiic iiitliuiice. Tlic galviinio l)iitli, tlii'ii, of appro-
priate intensity for cacli iiuliviitiial case and staL(e, I

look upon as tlic most valualih- of all rcinediis \vc

possess for the treatment of cereliral exliiinstion. lirin^-

injf, at one and the same time, u suitably modi-
lied unipolar direct current and a retlex stimulus from
every point of the periphi'ry to bear on tlie Imiin, it

stiinds iiniipie amony eli'Otro-tluMapeutic procedures.

It not iiidy furnishes to the lirain tone and the mueh-
needed pliysiolojjical stimulation that tenil to enlianee

its nutrition, Init, tlirou;;!! its in\ i^oratin-^ inliueiiee

on this or;;an, aUays the irritability that is so fre-

ipient a cmicomitant of di'bility, and thus becomes a

sedative, and most eflicient liypnotic. Its stimuliitintr

influence <ui the vasomotor system, toi;etlier with its

counter-irritant action on tlie skin, render thei;alvanic

I'atli a very superior, if not the best e(iualizcr of the

circulation that we possess, cnnsing it thus to exercise

11 further benelicial inrtuence on the suffering brain by
mdoadini; itt surcharged bloodvessels. In addition to

these iliri-rt thi-nijiiiilir (;{fict.a of the galvano-electric

l)ath, this becomes, where the faradic current is added,
11 means fm- symptomatic and also prophylactic treat-

ment, more universally applicable and useful tliiin any
other single remedy. Of its hypnotic jiroperties. as

well as its influence on the circulation, I have already
spoken, and in both these respects it does all that can
l)B expected or desired for any agrypnia or vasomotor
disturbances that may be |)resent. The well-known
anti-neuralgic properties of the galvaiic current ren-

der it also an eflicient corrective for any intercurrent

ueuralgiii>. The circumstance that in the bvth no
organ in the body is exempt from the electric influence.

is of great iinportance in the treatment of functional
disturbances of the important organs that arc inner-

vated by the pneumogastiic and sympathetic nerves.

Thus, dys|)cptic .symptoms, hepatic torpor, irregular

cardiac action, morbid modifications of the alviue
process, etc., areas a rule rapidly ameliorated.

Thus far I have considered the effects of the gal-

vanic current alone. The faradic current, however,
may likewise be employed with great advantage.
chiefly in the treatment and for the |)rophylaxis of

paretic conditions. Passive muscular contractions of
any group or groups of muscles can be obtained in

the faradic bath with great nicety, both as to locality

and energy of contraction. The importance of this

will be readily conceded. Nor is its influence on
paresis the sole benefit to be derived from the faradic

current. IJy the very muscular contractions thus

evoked, capillary stiises are relieved, and a mighty
auxiliary is thus furnished the galvanic current in its

effects on the circulation.

On th(! whole, then, the electric bath meets all the

indications of the disease but one, viz.: special nour-

ishment for the brain. In addition to an appropriate

diet, this may be best supplied by the cxhiliition of

either phosphorus or cod liver oil, or both, according
to indications in individual cases. The ])ho5phorus

iniiy be given pure (in pill or solution) or as phosphide
of /inc. Where electricity is employed, I consider

m 'dicinal stimulants sujjerfluous ; nor, with one excep-
tion, do I know of any other remedial agent.s, in

addition to tho.se enumerated, from which special

licnefit might be expected. The exception I allude to

is the bromides. Thes;- may be advanta^e<iusly given

in cases that arc chanicterized by irritability so intense

or cerel)ral hypcriumia so decided as to indicate the

employment of some additional remedy to combat
these special conditions.

As for further symi)tonnitic treatment other than

that furnished by the electric bath, such uuiy become

necessary, and must be determined as occasion arise.",

according to the best judgment of the practitioner.

.V few words as to the mode of administration of
th(! baths in the treatment of cerebral neurasthenia.

It is impo.ssible in this respect to lay down any routine
foiinula, either in regard to the duration of the bath,
the temperature of the water, or the intensity or direc-

tion of the current. Pinch case has its own laws. A
lew general suggestions may nevertheless be not out
of place.

Very mild currents should be employed in the be-
ginning. As recuperation advances, stronger currents
may be gradually introdiicid. The intensity of the
currents should lie carefully regulated to keep pace
with the gradually increasing cai>acity of the various
organs to respond to the electric siiniulus without
detriment. Bath cunents may be used from the first,

although the faradic current is strictly nece.>^sary only
where paretic or sub-paralytic conditions exist. The
galvanic should ])recede the faradic curuiit, and be
employeil for not more than ten minutes. AVhere
irritability is a feature of the case, the cinrent should
be descending—otherwise ascending. This may be
followed by the faradic currint, not of suflicient in-

tensity for the first few baths, however, to cause any
but »tii/li/ muscular continctions. In most of the cases
iron may lie advantageously added to the bath. The
duration of the baths should at first not exceed fifteen

minutes; in some cases this even is too long, the
jiatient complaining of being fatigued perhaps after
the lapse of ten minutes. Where this is the case, the
liath should be at once terminated. It is. in these
cases, not the electric current, but the warm- water
liatli, that gives rise to the sense of fatigue. Later on
in the treatment, the duration of the baths may be
from twenty to twenty-five minutes, according to
indications.

The practitioner who is familiar with the physiolo-
gical and therapeutic effects of electricity, will readily
grasp the rcfiuircmcnts of individual cases; while he
who has not given attention to the subject, will either
have to abandon tlie method, or relegate its applica-
tion to some colleague who possesses the necessary
information.

The clinical tableau presented by cerebral exhaustion
is so variable, that to introduce here a clinical record
of one or two cases only would serve no pur|)osc.
.\s my limits therefore do not admit of the introduc-
tion of a sufficient number of cases, I must for the
present refrain from a clinical consideration of the
subject.

New Vobk, 100 Second Avenue.

progress! of ^ctiical Science.

A Substitute for thf; Coi.d I?.\Tn in the Trkat-
MKNT OK Fkveiis.— Despite the great success of the
treatment of typhoid and other fevers by the cold batli.

the possibility of a dangerous nervous shock during
its employment, and the difficulty of obtaining the
necessary assistants, have hitherto prevented its general

adoption in private practice, Dr. I)iibois of CaliforniH
now proposes as a substitute for the bath, the running
water-lied, which is based on the theory that swiftly
ruiming water, or rapidly moving air at the femppra-
ture of the body in health will more safely remove
excess of heat than still water at a temjierature from
JO' to 30' below it. A wire-woven muttress is fitted
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oil a tlireequaiter camp bedstead, and underneath it, at

a distance of a few inches, is hung a shallow tank of
ruliljer, the bottom of which is interrupted in such a

way that water let in by a tube at the head of the l)ed

will be forced to zigzag down to the foot, where it will

be carried off l)y another tube. Tlie tank is covered by
two closely fitting covers pierced witli holes, so that
by sliding one over the other, the holes can be closed
to any desired extent. The whole arrangement, bed-
stead and all, can lie taken apart and folded up into a
bundle six or eight inches in diameter, by three or
four feet in length. The best covering for the wire
mattress is felt pierced with holes, or a thin hair or

wool mattress. Wlien this bed is not obtainal >lc, a few
iron tubes connected by rubber tubing, or even a gar-

den hose run up and down a fjw times under an ordi-

nary bed, would answer on an emergency. These could
be connected at one end with a water tank, or faucet,

and tlie waste water conducted to a convenient place
from the other end.

The Use of Auomatic Sulphuric Acid in Necuo-
sis.—The Boston Medical and Suri/ical Jonnidl, for
August 17th, contains the history of a case of necro-
sis of the alveolar process, that was cured by daily
injection of aromatic sulphuric acid in the proportion
of a drachm to the ounce of water, into the sul)stance

of the spongy swelling that surrounded the diseased
bone. The teeth were very loose, and the case was one
that apparently called for operation ; Init under tlie

above treatment, combined with the use of tonics and
an animal diet, the teeth gradually tightened, and in

a year the cure was complete.

E.\SY Method of Removing Adherent Muods from
THE Os Uteki.—Prof. Pajot recommends the follow-
ing as the easiest method of removing the viscid,

tenacious mucus, characteristic of certain forms of
catarrh, from the uterine orifice. Dip a ball of charpie
into the yolk of a fresh, raw egg, apply it for a few
seconds to the mucus, and then inject one or two
syriugefuls of water into the speculum, continuing
meanwhile to apply the charpie gently to the cervix.

Now let the water How out, and dry the cervix, when
it will be found to Ije completely cleansed of all

secretion.

Ho.micide by Negligence.—In February last a
workman in Algeria, wanting to get a purgative dose
of rhubarb, went to a druggist, who gave him instead
a large dose of hellebore. A few moments after tak-
ing the drug the patient felt very ill, and he died three
hours afterwards. The autopsy showed the presence of
the intestinal lesions that are excited by hellebore. Tlie
druggist insisted that hellebore had been asked for.

In consideration of the facts that he did not warn the
jnirchaser of the dangerous character of the drug, and
did not place on the packet the double label, red,
orauge, and lilack, which indicates that the contained
substance is for external use, the court at Nimes con-
firmed a previous judgment, by which he was con-
demned to one month's imprisonment and a tine of
300 francs, for homicide by negligence.

A Si.MPLE Method op Treating Umbilical Her-
nias IN Inf.\nts.—M. Archambault has for some time
past employed with gratifying success the following
jjlan in the treatment of the umbilical hernias of in-
fants. A piece of white wax is softened, and fashioned
with the tingers into a ball, which is then cut in two,
so as to form two hemisplieres. One of these hemi-
spheres, which must be of a size proportionate to the
umbilical ring, is applied to it in such a way that its

spherical surface securely fills the opening, and is then

retained in position by a strip of plaster. Instead of
wax we may use gutta-percha, previously softened in

warm water. Both of these substances, about two
hours after their application, become sufficiently soft-

ened to adhere to the skin. If the plaster excite

cutaneous erythema, it should be removed every two
da3's, and the skin powdered with rice-powder.

—

Le
Bordeaux Medical, September 13tli.

Coloration op Wine by Fuchsine.—M. Ritter, of
Nancy, recently undertook some experiments on the

adulteration of wine with this substance, the results of
which must be interesting to wine drinkers. He pre-

sented to the SdciHe Mi'dicale de Nancy specimens of

the different coloring-matters used in the manufacture
of adulterated wine, all of which have fuchsine for

their Ijase ; two cubic centimetres of any of them were
sufficient to give a strongly vinous tinge to a quart of
fluid. Some of these coloring-matters are strongly

arsenical, others are less so, while some contain hardly
any arsenic. A man who drank for six days wine
colored with arsenical fuchsine, continued for two
daj's afterwards to pass urine which contained arsenic.

The iniportance of this fact, from a medico-legal
point of view, will be evident to all. Fuchsine is

added to inferior or partially spoiled wines in order to

give them the appearance of a superior article; also,

to wines to which a large amount of alcohol, and a
third, or even half of tlieir volume of water have been
added ; finally, to wines that have been simply diluted
with water, the fuchsine in the last two cases being
added principally to mask the presence of water. By
M. Kilter's jirocess the presence of fuchsine in the pro-

])ortion of 1 to 30,060 can be discovered.

—

La Trihuae
Medicate, September 3d.

So.me op the Causes of Goitre.—At the sgance
of the Association Francaise pour Vav-ancfment des

Sciences, on August 23d, M. Nivet, of Clermont, read a
paper on this subject, in which he held that medical
writers have hitherto laid too much stress on geologi-
cal influences in the pathogeny of endemic goitre.

Magnesian rocks, with or without pyiites, are not by
any means constantly found in countries where bron-
chocele is common. He thinks that, in the depart-
ment of Puy de Dome, the great atmospheric currents
coming from the mountains on the west have an
appreciable influence in the etiology of this disease.

These currents, however, are but one among many
other causative influences. The use of magnesian
waters, and living on magnesian soil, create a predis-

position, perhaps; as do also bad nourishment, over-

crowding, excessive work in the glare of the sun and
Oil land exposed to the west winds, and the ingestion
of large quantities of cold water (a cause which has
been recognized by many observers). Goitre, begin-
ning as an acute disease under these conditions,

attacking for instance immigrants, who, with their

families, had been previously free from it, may l)e-

come chronic and constitutional, and susceptible of
hereditary transmission ;

" and thus acute goitre be-
comes the nursery of epidemic goitre." Acute bron-
chocele has been said to consist in a rlieumatic
affection of the vaso-niotor nervous system of the
thyroid gland.

—

Gazette Ilehdom. de Med. et de Cliir.,

September 1st.

Parotiditis.—The inhabitants of the Scilly Isles
have been suffering for the jiast six weeks from an
epidemic of mumps. Most of the children have had
the disease, and it now attacks the adults. The usual
complications are quite prevalent.
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I'ROFESSIONAL RIGHTS IN THE NAVY.

The p3culiar position of the ineilical officer of the navy
lias ofton been a subject for comment. Althou-^h an

educated professional gentleman, he is always inad<' to

feel himself far below tlie line officers of his own
relative grade. The latter, by usage and regulation,

have a certain divine right of rank and privilege,

which evidently must not be (juestioned. A great

many arguments have been offered to ])rove why tliis

BJiould be so, and as the most of them li;iVo been

founded on technical interpretations of "naval disci-

pline" and "respect to superiors,'' conclusions were

nasily reached. Under the circumstances it was hardly

possible to suppose that these conclusions were in favor

of elevating thj ship surgeon either in rank or

anthority. But th-j question of naval staff rank has

b3sn so fully discussed in these columns that we sliall

not refer to it in detail. The upshot of the whole

struggle for increased rank has |)ractically resulted in

an understanding on the part of the officers of the

Ihi •, that the medical officer has no rights which they

are Ijound to respect.

The surgeons asked for rank for the sole purposes of

allowing them the requisite authority to give ordei's in

their own department and to enable them to claim a

compensation to which their professional services were

entitled.

Every one interested in tlie question knows what

has been the result of the controversy. In the cold

comfort of a virtual defeat he was content to fall back

upon his professional rights and l^iry his mortification

in the rounds of strictly professional duty. This was

the last resource, it is true ; but lieing considered safe

from the impertinence of the authority of the line, it

was the best that offered. It seems, however, tliat

naval discipline has reached him even tliere, and that

lie must resign to his superiors the right of expressing

a professional opinion.

It may ba within the recollection of some of our

ri'aders that a surgeon of the navy was court-martialed

and reprimanded for not taking a man from the sick

bst because he was connnanded to do so by a superior

officer of tlic line. It was in vain for the surgeon to

;;iTe liis opinion that the man was unfit for duty, as

what is technically called naval discipline must be

maintained. The Se<Tetary of the Navy, with an

attempt to show a charity to tlii^ ])oor offender, on

account of previous good cliaracter. publicly de-

clared that " the disobedience complained of in tliis

case was the result of a mistake of judgment in regard

to professional rights and duties, rather than of a

deliberate intention of wrong" (vid. Mkd. Kkcohu,

vol. iv., p. 37:S). His explanation of tlie reasons of

the sentence was only excusal>le on the score of its igno-

rance and stupidity. This did not, however, alter its

significance as an authoritative ])recedent for similar

cases.

Knowing the facts connected with this case we are

not surprised to learn tliat another surgeon was found

guilty of violating naval discipline because he gave it

as his professional opinion that tlie ship, of which he

had medical charge, was kept in such a damp con-

dition by a constant wetting of the decks that the

convalescence of several cases which he had on board

was thereby retarded. The sentence of the court-mar-

tial was a public reprimand, and the "laws gov<'rning

the navy" received an intelligent and noble vindi-

cation.

The foregoing remarks may serve to introduce a

c<msitleration of the latest case of violation of naval

discipline by tlie unfortunate ship surgeon. Tlic fleet

surgeon of tlie Asiatic squadron. Dr. Turner, soon after

joining the flagship Tennessee, made several reports to

the admiral concerning the bad hygienic condition of

the vessel. This impertinence of the surgeon called

down upon him the wrath of the admiral, ca|)tain,

and executive officers, which resulted in a peremptory

order that he sliould cease making hygronietric and

other scientific observations. Kenionstrance was in

vain, and Or. Turner finally appeals to the Secretary of

the Navy for the abrogation of the order. The only

encouraging element in this miserable and disgraceful

intolerance of professional rights is tlic manly and

spirited protest of Surgeon Turner. It is well that his

l)rethren of the medical staff of the navy have such

a valiant champion, and that the profession at large

have such a dignified and efficient spokesman. He

ilermes his situation as a medical man so well that wc

j

gladly (piote the greater portion of his letter

:

I "The order forbids me to [lursue a scientific med-

ical investigation, for it was to determine some of the

^

physical elements under which men, especially seamen,

I

live, that I commenced tills study. The examination

of such elements is a part of jihysiology, and more
' particularly of etiology. This, .Mr. Secretary, is my
right—the right of my profession. It is axiomatic ;

; docs not jierniit of discus,sion, because self-evident.

It has never been abridged or curtailed. Here and
' everywhere, from ages iiast to the present time, the
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duty to search for the causes affecting the health and
lives of men lias been the inviolable right of the

jjhysician. Tiie order also suspends the right to the

use of my senses. These are beyond military law, and,

as I liave stated, are my birth-right, iiialienaljle, and
not liuiited l)y my duties or obligations as a naval

medical officer. I again refer to the invasion and
arrest of my rights, privileges, and imnmnitics as a

citizen. The law of the land guarantees me pro-

tection in the peaceful pursuit of ray occupation. In

this pursuit I have not interfered witli tlie discipline

of the service, nor the laws governing the navy. The
riglit to use my ])rivate judgment upon all well-de-

cided and scientific facts is ignored. To observe and
to experiment, I need not inform you, Mr. Secretary,

are the only sources of knowledge and the foundation

of science. The right to do so is the endowment of

nature to every human being. The order arrests tliis

right."

The appeal has just reached "Washington, and is

before the Secretary of the Navy. "What his decision

may l)e in the light of precedents which he has already

established, it is difficult to say. If lie had never in-

sulted the profession before through its representatives

in the medical staff of the navy, it would be a re-

flection upon his common sense to doubt for a moment

the course he w:U take.

WATEll SUrPLY OF NEW YOIIK.

The scarcity of water supply in New York has been

a subject of very serious complaint. The seveie

drought of the past summer, and the consequent low

level of our reservoirs, continues its effects to such an

extent that the Aqueduct Department has been com-

pelled to lower the pressure to one-half duiing the

day, thus cutting off tlie supply to all but the lower

floors of the dwellings. Altliough New York has

been congratulating itself upon its ample reserve

against necessities, the fact stares lis in the face that

we are, in any unusual emergency, apt to overdraw

our account. Our city fathers have even been roused

from their wonted apathy to the extent of a concern

for the future, and have delilierately proposed some

improvement upon the present system. The sug-

gestions for extra dams are reasonable enough, ex-

cept for the small items of time and expense required

in their construction ; more favor, however, is shown

to the expediency of laying extra and independent

mains, with independent sources of supply. But, in

any event, time and money will be required to effect

an improvement. In the meantime, trusting to the

chances of copious autumnal rains, tlie only prospects

for the near future suggest the most rigid economy of

the Croton.

The present trouble has originated in a great measure

from the wilful waste of water by many tenants, and

suggests the necessity of some prevention of this waste

without causing economical consumers to suffer. The

difficulties in this direction are very great. Practi-

cally, they have been found to be so far insurmount-

able as to compel our water authorities to resort to

extreme measures.

It is useless to appeal to the good sense of the

people at large, so long as the ignorant and unthink-

ing are left free to the dictates of their individual

judgment. There should be some means of punishing

the actual waste of water by an extra tax. Under the

present system this is impossible, as the rate is by no

means regulated by the actual amount of water that

may be used. The only way to remedy this is to

regulate the supply by meter, thus making each con-

sumer pecuniarily responsible. This has been tried

with good effect in other cities, and while it does not

check the use of water for any useful purpose, it cer-

tainly prevents a wilful waste. We may be com-

pelled to adopt this system in the end before we can

see our way out of our present trouble. In fact, at

present it is the only one which seems to offer any

hope.

For the time being, this sudden curtailment of sup-

ply threatens to be more than a mere inconvenience.

"When the water pressure is diminished, some of the

water-closets in the upper stories cannot be used, or if

used at all, in order to keep the traps full, water has

to be carried to them from other parts of the liouse.

It is unnecessary to mention the liability of neglect-

ing these precautions to the escape of sewer gas into

the dwellings "even of the best regulated families."

The same remarks apply to the traps under the wash-

basins. Not long since it was deemed necessary, in

view of the danger of dry traps, for the health author-

ities to ofhcially warn the public against their toler-

ance. Again, the sewers deprived of the accustomed

amount of flushing became the receptacles of stag-

nant tilth, the poisonous fumes of which have been

obtrusively manifest at the mouths of the culverts. Is

it not time, then, that the authorities should bestow

themselves to the full appreciation of the necessitiis

of the hour, and by some rational and prompt remedy

not only ward off present evils, but eflfectually pre-

vent others which may come.

The best we can hojje for the pre.sent state of affairs

is that, by the natural replenishment of our reser-

voirs, the trouble may not last long ; but the liability

of similar occurrences in future lends to the whole

subject of water supply a seriousness of consideration

which has never presented itself before.

The Puofession and the NEWsPArEits.—Tlie Lon-
don Lanrel is glad to notice the action recently taken

by the Kings County (N. Y.) Medical Society in refer-

ence to medical advertising, and says: " This is highly

creditable to the profession on the other side, and af-

fords an example which might be copied with advan-

tage."

Intuodcctoeies.—The London medical schcols are

contemplating the abolishment of introductories, their

place being taken by a professional conversazione.
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Reports of Soctrttea.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

Stated Meeting, Oct-iher 5, 1870.

Du. S. S. Purple, Pkksidkst, in tiik C'ii.uu.

The .VcadtMuy ackiiowloilsjeil the reception <if iloim-

tions to till' libriiry from Drs. HiiikiT, IJell. iind liiuk,

and from the College of Physit-ians at Philadelphia.
Among Dr. Barker's presentations was a valuahle
work, printed in the year 1550. A resolution authoriz-
ing the employment of nn assistant litirarian gave rise

to considerable discussion, but was finally adopted.

TUB M.^LADV OF TSXUTRITIOX.

Dii. GE50R0K BwLES read a paper upon the above
subject, in which he directed attenlioii chiitly to tlie

comparative newness of this elemental cause of suf-

fering on this continent. Poverty was attended by
an insurticient food supply, and the present depriva-
tion and sutTering was duo to the lessening of the

streams of pecuniary resources. It was estimated that

fifty per centum of the population had suffered pecu-
niary losses within the last three yeai-s. and that at

present there were ten per centum who were deprived
sufficiently to reduce them to a level with the common
herd. The result of such deprivation was believed to

be physical degeneracy, and in the wake of that, dis-

ease and suffering followed as an inherit.ince. In the

author's experience diphtheria had been largely de-

pendent upon improper food supply; hence food be-

cams medicine and proper medicine food in the

treatment of such cases. It was his opinion that

children at the breast were just as lial)le as any other

class to diphtheria, it they had an improper supply of

food, and what was true of dij)htheria was believed to

be true of many other diseases where blood deteriora-

tion was present Tuberculosis prevailed; nervous
disordei-s were on the increase ; uterine irregularities

were multiplying ; cachexias and eczemas were more
and more numerous; acute diseases did not .seem to

lag. and pneumonia \\ai\ been excessively prevalent

:

ephemeral fevers and those of the rheumatic order had
also been upon the increase, etc., etc. It was thought
hardly just to attribute to lack of proi)er diet the

marked increase in all these diseases, both chronic
and acute, but as a positive condition preparing the

way its part had been equal in imporlance, if not

greater, than all others. The malady of innutrition.

if not suppressed, would prove fatal to all the future.

Chronic hunger would jeopardize long life. Those
disastrous conserpiences were to be averted liy turning
to our advantage the laws of hereditj-, by establishing
upon a firm ba-sis the habits and consonant laws relat-

ing to longevity, and by working out a system of

communal contentment satisfactory to all, meaning
thereby a submission to decently good states and con-

ditions of society. Improper food, irregularly taken
and badly digested, was believed to be one of the

crying evils of the wealthy clas-sea, and in their case it

became a malady and produced correspondingly dis-

astrous effects. The doctor referred to the diet of
our boarding-schools, and noted the failure on the

part of the scholars to get what was ncce.ssjiry to prop-
erly nourish and sustain the body at that period of
life.

It was thought that constitutional mischief might

follow the observation of Lent as insisted upon in the

Uomish Church. The malady of innutrition was re-

garded as an imluced condition, therefore a prevent-

able dyscrasia. It was to be prevented by giving to

the citizen full knowledge of its evil inHuence ; by
eslublishing numerous centres of food supply, free to

all who were in need; by giving a hearty and liberal

support to all culinary clnirities ; by the enactment
of laws favoral)le to commimal contentment, upon a

right ba.sis and in accordance with a right int<Tpre-

tation of the principles which that political condition
implied.

1)r. (iouvERNEVK M. SMITH observed that ])erhaps

the author of the papi-r had laid too much stress upon
the mere article of food as a cause of innutrition and
conseipient cause of di.sease. Certainly we had a most
abundant supply of food here. It w.as impro|ierly

prepared without doubt, and in that way might be a

cause of disease both in the country and city. But
perhaps there were other causes of disease, such as

relate to disturbances of the digestive organs, pro-

duced by occupation and habits of life, so that the
best of food, and served in the best possible manner,
could not be properly digested. Others might ^ive
way to the demands of fashion to such an extent that

the best food, and taken from the best i)reparcd table,

could not be appropriated. There were many alliecl

causes which depressed the nervous system and inter-

fered with proper digestion, such as intemperance,
etc., etc. It was regarded as necessary to take into
account all these accessory conditions in making up a

proper estimate of the causes of innutrition.

Dr. E. H. Peasi.ek remarked with regard to the gen-
eral proposition, that proper nutriti(m was of the first

importance; and. in regard to food, that that should
be placed first and foremost there could be no doubt.
Why take food unhss to nourish ; and why nourish
unless to form pure blood, and have that blood circu-

late to every \kuI of the system, that its elements might
be assimilated and form a i)art of every tissue and
organ in the body, so as to repair the waste which had
occurred i From that point of view, physiologiially,
food was of more importance than circulation. It

was more im])ortant than respiration, for the object of
respiration was simply to aerate the blood which is

formed from the food. Nutrition was regarded ns

the question tii-st of all in importance. ]t was believed
to be the first link in the physiological chain—the
point of departure; and if there was a failure there,

failure followed everywhere as a necessary conse-
f|ucnce. Good nutrition should be secured in spite of

all obstacles, if i)ossible. for bad nutrition hastened
and -secured all the malign effects of heredity. Bad
nutrition made sure of the development of cancer and
phthisis, if the father or mother, or both, had given the
person the tendency to those diseases. It became,
then, an important fpiestion for physicians to consider.
for there were thousands in our land who were not
alile to get a sullicient quantity of food. The pliysi

(ian's knowledge of the evil const quences of impioper
nutrition should stimulate him to do and say some-
thing, in hope that the results alluded to «s probable
in the future niiglit be averted. The evil infhiencis
dependent upon improper nutiition would fell ni'<'n

the next generation, and that was altogether the sad
dest part of the picture, if the present time of depriva-
tion was not soon passed by.

Or. Hanks alluded to the excessively poor diet
among the tenement-house population, made U|i, as it

was in most instances, largely of brea<l and tea. He
l"-llcTP<l it would be well to have scattered among
that class of people a printed cireiUar containing state-
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ments endorsed by the medical profession with refer-

ence to the best articles of food to l)e used, in order

that the greatest possible amount of nutrition should

lie secured at the least expense. He farther did not

believe that diphtheria was always due to innutri-

tion.

Dr. Leamino alluded to his investigations, made
some years ago, with reference to the influence which

the so-called " swill-milk " liad upon the mortality

among the children in his Dispensary department. The
mortality had been very great among the children, and
It was supposed to be due to the coiisumi)tion of that

kind of food ;
but upon making diligent inquiry it

was found that scarcely any of them had been fed

upon milk at all, because the parents were too poor to

afford it. The young children had been fed upon
such food as the family consumed, whatever tli.^t

might be. Reference was then made to the marked
diminution in the rate of mortality that had been

brought about in one of our public institutions for

children by the regulation of the diet-list. Under
seven or eight years of age the children had been given

an alnindance of milk and farinaceous food, with

|)icked-up cod-lish occasionally in the summer time.

No animal food at all was permitted except the milk.

Between eight and fourteen, solid animal food was
given three times a week ; soup aliout twice a weeli,

and fruit in its season. Tlie rate of mortality was re-

duced from five deaths in a year to one in two years,

and by subsequent modifications six years had passed

with only a single death. It was the doctor's opinion

tliat the kind of food perhaps was of more importance

in sustaining proper nutrition than the quantity.

Dii. JoEi, FosTEU referred to the general prevalence

of tlie administration of improper food to infants, and
said that more good milk was required. Tt was one

of the sayings of John Randolph that Providence had
given us an abundance of good food, but that the

devil had furnished the cooks.

Tlie Academy then adjourned.

Obstetric Section.

Dr. Isaac E. Taylor, Chairman.

epithislioma of the cervix cteri.

At a stated meeting held at the house of Dr. J. C.

Peters, Oct. 16, 1870:

Dr. a. C. Post related the following case. A fe-

male patient, ;et. forty-seven years, for the last seven

months, and after having passed the menopause for

several years, had had a recurrence of a uterine flux

of blood. At first it appeared at intervals ; afterwards

it liecame continuous; the cervix uteri was enlarged

and indurated, its cavity widened and occupied by a

fungous growth which bled constantly, and increased

hemorrhage recurred from the slightest touch. The
entire fungous mass was scraped away, the underlying

surface brushed over with ii strong solution of iodine

(ChitrchiU's tincture), and there had not been a par-

ticle of liemorrhage since. Dr. Post remarked, that

plan of treatment had generally been successful in the

treatment of like cases, of which there had been seve-

ral in the Presljyterian Hospital.

The Chairman remarked that lie had come to re-

gard the actual cautery as the best possible means that

could be employed for arresting hemorrhage in that

class of cases. Scrape away the fungous material, and
then brush tlie surface over with a cautery iron heated

scarcely to a red heat—not sufHciently hot to cause any

fuming of the tissue. lie had used the iodine in

several instances, but did not like it nearly so well as

the hot iron. He hud also employed the strong acetic,

nitric, and chromic acids, but had set them all aside

for the actual cautery, the iron being only moderately
heated. If the cautery should be applied as it ordi-

narily was, the iron being heated to a white-heat, it

would be objectionable, for the more active cauteriza-

tion, as well as the use of strong acids, was liable to be
followed by inflammatory action.

Dr. Munde inquired if the disease in Dr. Post's

case was supposed to be epithelioma of the cervix.

Dr. Post replied that it was so supposed, and that

the disease apparently did not extend into the body of

the organ.

Dr. Munde remarked that the application of iodine

to the cervix was an uncommon mode of treatment,

and that in general tlie stronger caustics were employed.
In the cavity of the uterus lie had frequently used the

tincture of iodine for the purpose of arresting hemor-
rhage, either with or without scraping,as the case might
seem to demand.

Dr. J'unde inquired of Dr. Taylor regarding the

certainty of reaching every portion of the surface with
the iron ; whether it could be so easily done as with a

fluid ?

Dr. T.aylor replied that vnth a variety of form of
irons every part could be easily reached. Some of

the instruments he emjiloyed were very small. He
further remarked that in those cases where scraping
was not necessary, the tincture of iodine might be
used with benefit. The disease could be certainly re-

tarded in most cases by the use of these means. It

might be necessary to repeat the cautery at the end of

a week or ten days, but the hemorrhage seldom showed
itself after the first application.

Dr. Joei, Foster inquired whether the liquid per-

sulphate of iron was eflicieut in the treatment of such
cases.

The Ch.\ihm:an replied that it did not answer the

purpose.

Dr. Munde referred to a case in which he had
scrajied away the fungous growth, and then applied

an alcoholic solution of bromine, one part to eight.

The application was repeated in about two weeks,
and no lilood had been lost, it then being three and a

lialf months since the last application. lie furtlier

remarked that there was no better way to check the

hemorrhage in these cases than to remove the fungous
growth by scraping. The amount of hemorrhage
from each procedure was not of much account. He
thought that iodine was not a sufficiently str<5ng ap-
plication.

Dr. JIcnde also referred to a case in which chromic
acid was used, and extensive slougliing followed,

lirobably caused liy the strong acid application.

Sloughing of the entire body of tlie uterus was
produced.
Dr. J. C. Peters alluded to a case which the

Chairman had seen with him, and in which iodine

was used because it was thought not to demand
scraping and the use of the cauterj'. The iodine cor-

rected the fetor entirely, and the applications were not
painful. They had been omitted for two or three

months, when suddenly profuse hemorrhage made its

appearance, but ceased entirely while taking dram
doses of the fl. ext. of ergot every two or three

hours. After that the local application of iodine was
resumed, and the patient had not suffered from either

pain, discharge, or hemorrhage during the last four
months. The cervix uteri only was involved.

Dr. Wooster recommended the use of the curette,

and to follow it with nitrate of silvtr (portc-caustic).
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or n chromic acid solution, two -grains to the ounce of
water tlinuvii into the cavity, liy means of Nott's

return syrinije, wlien the body of the uterus wa.s in-

vtilvod. lie preferred to use tlie curette without tlie

aid of a speculum. He first dilated the cervix by
meaus of a laminaria tent, and had thrown a quart of
tlic chromic acid solution into a uterine cavity. The
action of tlie chromic acid was such as to close the

opening of tlio Fallopian tubes, thus preventing any
escai)e of the (luid into the peritoneal cavity. lie was
very partial to the astrin^"nt effect of chromic acid.

Dll. J. C I'kteks remarked tliat the action of stron-j

chromic acid was certainly |)eculiar as a caustic, for it

produced something like a perforating ulcer; tliat is,

its action seemed to be limited, and the iiiHammation
I

that followed Wiis not usually wiilespread.

Dll. Il.vNKs remarked with reference to apjdications

to be n\ade to malignant growtlis affecting the cervi.x
'

and body of the uterus, and where he did not wish to

use the curette, that he had been accustomed to use the I

strong sohition of the |)crchloride of iron, prepared
without alcohol. Its a.stringent and escharotic proper-

ties rendered it much more valuable than the pei-sul-

phate, and it differed from the ordinary tincture of

iron in that it contained no alcohol. In cases of in-

cipient carcinoma of the cervix or of the canal it was
b(.'lievcd that, by carefully watching and applying tliis

acid preparation to eadi little growth as it appeared,
the disease could be held in check for a number of
months.

DlrilTIlElltA.

Dr. .Ioki. FosTF.n referred to several severe cases of
diphtheria that liad lately fallen under his care, and
in whicli he had been called before depression of the

system had become manifest. He had used locally

equal parts of liq. ferri i>ersulphalis aiul glycerine,

applied with a camel-hair brush, and it had acted like

a charm in destroying the deposit. Tlie application

caused scarcely any pain, and in his hands had proved
very beneficial. The general treatment had been sup-

porting in the highest sense of the term. When the

ap|>lication wa.s made the membrane turned red almost
at once, and came away, and the application was
resorted to twice a day so long as the deposit con-
tinued to return. In cases where a gargle could be
us-d, chlorate of potash wius commonly em|)loyiil.

The doctor felt quite sure that the membrane in his

liises W!is the genuine diphtheritic.

Dll. Hanks thought that the iron and glycerine

might destroy the deposit that is found in ulcerative

sore throat, but doubted whetlier it would destroy true

leathery diplitlieritic membrane. He would not call

that kind of dc'posit diphtheritic which yielded to the

local application of pei-sulphatc of iron.

Dll. .1. ('. I'etkus referred to the fact that Dr.

Markoc reported a case of diphtheria in lHi4, and that

Dr. Sabin als<i reported a case in the same year. In the

year 184.'i, Dr. Willard Parker reported three or fo\ir

CUB'S, and in the same year th(^ doctor himself also

reporti'd a cjise. The diseitso then partly disappeared,

and little or nothing was heard of it in tliis region

until the year IS.IM, when Dr. A. .lacobi was the tiret

to recognize and report its reappearance,
Dll. O'Sri.i.ivAN referred to the history of a family

of children through which diphtheria had passed, and
all had made good recoveries under the influence of

nutrition, quinine to redu(;c the temperature, and the

local use of u saturated solution of chlorate of potash

and glycerine. They tiesian as cases of scarlet- fever,

which was contractetl in one of the public schools in

Long Island City, only a few doors from where they

lived. They were all healthy children when attacked,

and the doctor believed that the result in any case

depended much upon the constitution of the patient

present at the beginning of the disease. The mother
of those children took care of them almost constantly,

was apparently a perfectly healthy woman, was preg-

nant, and her confinement took place within a few days

after the convalescence of the last child sick with <liph-

llieria, when she was delivered of a still born child.

The (luestion arose, what caused the death of the ftetus J

Was there any relation between the death of the child

and the fact that the mother had been caring for her

other children, who were sick with diphtheria t

Dll, Mi'NDl^: remarked that a case of congenital

diphtheria had never been known, and that he was
inclined to the opinion the death of the f(etus depended
upon defective nutrition caused by physical and
mental anxiety on the part of the mother.

Dit. O'Sii.i.iVAN remarked that the child seemed to

be well nourished, but that there were evidences of

extensive disease of the placenta.

The hour for adjournment having arrived, the Sec-

tion repaired to the rear room, wliere, from a table

bounteously loaded, fiuids and solids good for the

eoiistitution and for local application were adminis-

tered to willing patients.

NEW YORK MEDICAL JOURNAL ASSO-
CIATION.

Stnt-fd M'Xting, October 6, 187C.

Dr. E. G. LoiiiNo, President, in the Chair.

A COMPAniSOX OF THE VAllIOUS METHODS OF TRE.\T-

MENT IN PERTUSSIS.

Oil. P. B. PoRTEii read an interesting paper n|)on the

above subject, in which he stated that in 1873 and
ix"3 he had published articles in reference to the

treatment of whooping-cough by chloral, and at the

same time expressed the opinion, based on clinical

study, that it was a most efficient remedy in that

affection. After giving it a still further and alto-

gether very extensive trial, he had seen no reason to

change his views in that respect. He then proceeded
to detail a nmnbcr of eases in which chloral had been

employed. .\s a rule, the treatment was eonnnencod
about the end of the first week of the paroxysmal
stage, which is the period when the severity of the

disease usually occasions alarm on the part of the

mother, and induce-s her to seek medical advice. In

all, the effect of the chlor.d was marked in its imme-
diate influence on ihe distressing symptoms, and doubt-

less the duration of the disease would have been still

further shortened had the remedy been used with

sMihcient pertinacity. In some of the cases the whoop-
ing entirely ceased in from five to six weeks, in otliers

ill about a week, and in others in one or two days.

More recently Dr. Porter had been experimenting

with quinine and the fiuid extract of cnHaiim nuni,

and he then gave the history of quite a large number
of cases in which those agents had been used. With-
out assenting to the views of Prof. Hinz in regard to

the pathology of pertussis, which Dr. Dawson had
adopted, he had always strictly ob.«erve«l the rules

which the latter had laid down for the administration
of quinine in this afri'<'tion.

In summing up the results obtained, the writer said :

" Could I have prcservctl accurate records of all the

cases treated by the three remedies, some definite
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conclusions as to the time required for the control

of the disease hy each agent might doubtless have
been arrived at. Still, from those here given some
idea can be obtained of tlieir action, and I think it

will 1)8 found from an analysis of them that in the

average number of cases where either of tlie remedies

seems to be of advantage, and is given early, the

paroxysmal stage is about tliree weeks in duration.

In cojnparison witli tlie others, however, I am con-

strained to say that I have found castanea fail in a

much larger proportion of cases than eitlier chloral or

quinine. But in tliose cases in which it is really of

benefit to tlie patient, its action seems quite as efticient

as either of the others." After alluding to various

other methods of treatment which he had not tried

personally, he concluded by relating a case in which
lie had made use of the plan of a single com])lete

etherization, recommended as a curative measure by

Dr. S. D. Powell, of this city. The ana-sthetic had no
effect whatever on the course or duration of the dis-

ease, the patient cougliing and whooping just as much
after as before its inlialation.

After some discussion, the Association adjourned.

Stated Meeting, Oct. 13, 1876.

Dr. Fjiank p. Poster, Vice-President, in tub
Cii.uu.

MEPORT ON PULMONARY AFFECTIONS.

Du. E. PRANKEli made th;; report, which was a sub-

stantial risumi' of the iinpi>rtant papers upon that class

of diseases pul)lislicd during tlie year 1875. The siil)-

ject, pneumonia, it seemed, liad received considerable

attention, and one author had described what he
called a primary asthenic pneumonia, that was recog-

nized l)y symptoms of which the more prominent were
the following : Tliere were certain prodromata, not

differing essentially from those manifest in a large

numljcr of diseases; the cliill was less constant ; there

was au imperfect infiltration, with inflammatory pro-

ducts of tlie portions of lung involved
;
purulent in-

filti-ation an almost constant attendant
;

gangrene
occurred with greater frequency than in any other

form: Ujipcr lobe attacked by preference ; symptoms
developed that gave it the name typhoid; alljuminu-
ria ; enlargement of spleen; jaundice more frequent
than in ordinary pneumonia ; had been called bilious

pneumonia; depended upon a specific poison.

The liistory of certain cases was quoted, illustrative

of tiie occurrence of i)yn;mia with pneumonia, and in

one case a large number of sores appeared upon tlie

surface of the body, which were believed to depend
upon cutaneous embolism.
According to the testimony of some, it was thought

that the line between capillary lironchitis and catar-

rhal pneumonia was too sliarply drawn.
From the evidence adduced it would seem that

vocal fremitus is a symi>tom not to be relied upon too

strongly in determining whether fluid was present in

the pleural cavity.

Upon the data offered one would rather incline to

conservatism with reference to tlie operation of thora-

centesis in cases of pleurisy with effusion
;
puncture

perhaps was not so harmless as had been supposed,

was the opinion of one autlior.

It seemed to be substantiated that about one-half of

the cases where the effusion was purulent were follow-

ed by recovery, after a free incision through the chest-

walls, and intermittent washing out of the cavity.

Attention was directed to the report of a case of

primary cancer of tlie lung. The author quoted be-

lieved that primary cancer of the lung admitted of no
differential diagnosis from pleurisy with effusion.

Tlie opinion had been expressed by some writers

that syphilitic bronchitis and chronic pneumonia fol-

lowing, as a general predisposing cause of phtliisis,

was not so important as supposed. The course of

syphilitic phtliisis has been said to bo slower than

otiier forms. The communicability of ])hthisis from
husbanel to wife, and from wife to husliand, was re-

ferred to, and it seemed that the former was more
common tlian the latter, and could be explained uiioii

the ground of infection tlirough the seminal fluid and
the foetus. Tliose wives who escaped impregnation

were more likely to escape the ])lithisis.

The report closed witli a reference to the use of com-
pressed air in the treatment of pulmonary affections.

No discussion ensuing, the Association adjourned.

NEW YORK PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Stated Meeting, Sept. 27, 1876.

Dr. Ciiaui.e.s K. Briddon, President, in the Chair.

The Secretary presented a specimen of spontaneous

rupture of the uterus, in behalf of a candidate for

admission.

DRY CARIES OF KNEE-JOINT.

Dr. Mason presented a knee-joint, removed by ex-

section from a married woman, aged nineteen years, a

patient of Roosevelt Hospital. When seven years of

age, the patient said she had a severe attack of illness,

which lasted ten months, and at the end of that time

she was unable to liear her weight upon her right leg,

in consequence of the severe pain which sueli efforts

caused. She was tlien carried about in her mother's

arms for a year, when she began to walk again, the

joint remaining considerably stiffened.

Two inontlis liefore her admission to the hospital,

she slipped upon the floor and injured her "weak
knee " so severely that she was unable to rest the foot

upon the ground. This condition continued until Dr.

Mason saw her. She was then very much worn down
by pain, was markedly anoemic, and was advanced to

the second month of pregnancy. On examination,

there was found a suliluxation of the knee, outwards

and backwards, and the leg was flexed U])' on the

thigh. The joint presented little or no swelling, but

the whole limb was atrophied. The joint itself was
painful to the touch, and on motion distinct cre])itus

was elicited. Her general condition iin])roved witli

great rapidity while in the hospital, so tliat she was
fit for tlie operation of exsection, wliich was performed

April 14th, by tlie anterior oval incision. Tlie joint sur-

faces were almost entirely dry, and presented a beauti-

ful illustration of dry caries. The patella was dis-

covered to be diseased, and was removed with the

other portimis. The surfaces were brought together

by silvered copper wire, the limb placed on a narrow
posterior splint, and the whole limb enveloped in

plaster-of-Paris dressing. The improvement was aston-

ishing, so that six weeks after the ojieration the su-

tures were removed, the wonnds had healed, and the

union was firm. On the 3d of July the splint was
entirely removed, and in August she left the hos])ital.

Dr. Mason jiresented a drawing of the limb before

the operation, and a photograph of it after the opera-

tion. Tlie shortening was found to be somewhat more
than an inch, without taking into account tliat the
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rii^Iit liiiil) was shorter tlian the left. As far as Dr.
M.ison hiid Ix'pu al)lc to ascertain, this Wiis tlio second
case on record in wliicli the operation had heen per-

fornvd diirinij pregnancy. Tlie first wa.sdone \ty Jlr.

O.int, of London, and at the same period of gesta-
tion.

(JEL.VTlNOnS SYNOVITIS.

Dk. Mason exhil)ited pliotograpliic representations
of a case of gehitinoiis synovitis of nine months'
st'inding, for whieli lie liad also i)erfornied exscction.

[

Tile siiliject was a single woman, aged '23 years. Tlie
operation was done on the KJtIi of Fehrnary last, after
llie same mclliod of the latter case, and with the same )

kind of dressing. Union was firm at the end of six
!

W'eks. A|)ril IKth slie was U|) and alioiit on crutches,

and on tlie 2Sth was out on a pass, and from that
j

time until .Inly, when she left permanently, she was
out daily. The shortening was just one inch and a I

quarter. I

In hoth c.i-ses the antiseptic plan of treatment was
adopted, the joint heing syringed out daily with a
solution of salicylic acid, one part to three hundred.

|

i-iro.M.v IS A cnii.D.

DiL Fu.VNKEL presented a fatty tumor, the size of a
I'lnon, which he had removed by operation from the
middle and outer third of the clavicular region of a

child, aged four years. The operation was performed
liy the antiseptic plan, under earljolic acid spray.

Tlie wound healed l>y first intention. The patient
:
suhsequently a portion of the external condyle was re-

was not more than ordinarily plump, and there were I moved by Dr. Satterthwaite. This operation relieved
no signs of fatty accumulation in other parts of its ' her considcraMy, .so that she was enabled to perform

some of the lighter household duties. Gradually, how-
ever, the stiffness again returned.

Patient was admitted to the hospital on August
26th. On examination it is found that the elbow is

somewhat swollen
;
that two fistulous tracts traverse

the soft tissues covering the external condyle, to termi-
nate at dead Ijone in the joint, and that marked angu-
lar fibrous anchylosis exists, the arm and forearm
forming an angle a little less than a right angle, and
causing a perfectly useless joint. P.ntient also c<ini-

))lains of pain occurring at intervals of days, and
which is mo.st severe at night.

Aiigu.it 'iXxl.— It had been decided to operate ujjon
the patient to-day, but as she wjus suffering from in-

tercurrent attacks of inflammation, in which the joint

puffed up, attended by the formation of abscesses and
elevation of temperature, it was thought advisable to

therefore, lias to be maintained, witli the addition that
not only the "cells" of connective tissue, but the
whole amount of living matter within the basis-sub-

stance, is cajiable of production, and the results of this

production can be, under certain conditions, the
concer-elenicnts.

K.XSECTION OF EI.nOW-JOINT.

Dn. BuioDON presented an exsected elbow-joint, and
read the following notes of this case, for which lie

was indebted to Dr. .\. F, liuchler, of the llou.sc

staff, Presbyterian Hospital.

Maggie Shea, a-t. 2(i. Ireland. Married. House-
keeper. Admitted August 2l>th. She states tliat the
first symptoms of her present trouble began to mani-
fest themselves about a year and a half ago. At that
time she was in perfect health, and h.as no recollection

of having received an injury, nor can she assign her
present disease to anytause whatever. She then com-
plained of pain whenever she attempted to move her
elbow; this pain increased in severity; became excruci-
ating, so as to rob her of her nights' rest. The elbow
now began to swell up, and an abscess formed op-
jiosite the external condyle of the humerus. After a
time ])atient noticed that her elljow was growing stiff,

and that she could move her arm but with ditlieulty.

This stiffness increased so that one year ago she was
unable to move her arm at all. She then applied for

aid at the Demilt Dis|)ensary, where the ab.scess was
]iencd, the presence of dead bone detected, and where

body, neither was there any heredit.uy jiredisposition

to lipoma present. The point of interest was in the
age of the patient,

THE DEVEI.OPMEST OF CYXCEU CELLS.

Dr. C. IIeitzm.^nn presented microscopic specimens
of cancer tumors of the mammary gland and the

skin of the parotid region, in orderto illustrate the his-

tory of development of cancer-elements. This sub-

ject has been studied ill his laboratory by E. \V. llii

her, of this city, and the results published in the Traiis-

iictions of the Imperial Academy of Sciences in Vi-

enna, vol. Ixxii., l.'^T.i. The two main views about the
formation of epithelial element.s, characteristic for can-

cer, are: that of Viichow, who advocates the develop-
ment of such eli'inents from the "cells" of connective
tissue, while recint investigators, as Thiersch, Waldeyer,
and others, maintain that epithelial elements always are postpone the operation until September 7th. Poultices

the offspring of former epithelium. II. shows that the ''-'^'e been applied to hasten suppuration.

first formed elements in the embryo are all alike, and f^i-ptemlier 'tth.—Patient this morning h.as had a

the differentiation into peculiar tissues takes jdace \

slight attack of inflammation and severe pain in the

afterwards from tlios<Mn different elements. .lust like in i"int. She was ordered tinct. aconit., gtt. 4, every two
the inflammatory process, even in the growth of hours. Her evening temperature was 100".

tumors; first of all. an indifferent ti.ssue is formed, giv- ' Sfptemhcr (\th.—Patient's temperature normal.
ing rise to production of distinct forms of connective

]

Poultices were discontinued this evening.

and epithelial tissues. In cancerous tumorg we meet' Srptemher 1th

.

— O/icrd/w/i /<;/ I)ii. Huii'noN.—Patient

very often with spaces within the connective tissue, being placed under ether, a free vertical incision was
closed on all sides and filled with epithelium; no con-

i

made, being about four inches in extent, taking for its

nection whatever can be demonstrated between the

newly-formed and the glandular epithelium. The
theory of immigration could not explain the gathering
of cancer-elements, as epithelium, if ready formeil, is

not liable to migr.ite, a property due only to indif-

ferent corpu.scles. Then we see in certain forms of
cancer groups of epithelial elements separate<l from

enire the olecran process, and dividing the soft tissues

ilown to the bone. The soft parts were then carefully

separated from the l)ones, anil the dissection was then
carried around the olecranon, closely hugging the

sides of this process, so as to avoid the ulnar nerve.

The articular ends of the bones were then turned out of
the joint. It was then found that all the bones entering

each othi'r by elastic fil)res, which in normal condition ' the elbow-joint had undergone c.irioiis action. The
occur only in connective tissue. This is a striking I

head of the radius and sigmoid cavity were then re-

proof for the fact that former connective tissue moved by means of a chain-saw, care being taken to

changed into a cancerous one. The theory of Virchow, ' avoid the insertion of the brachialis, anticus, and bi-
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ceps muscles ; the condyloid surface of the humerus,
being diseased, was removed in the same way. After
arresting the hemorrhage the incision was then closed,

with the exception of a space of aljout one-half inch
in the middle, into which a tent of lint, saturated
with carbolized oil, was introduced, so as to leave an
opening through which drainage might be established.

The arm was then placed upon an angular splint, to

secure absolute rest. Patient very readily recovered
from the effects of ether and o[)eration. In the evening
she complained of severe pain at the elbow, which was
relieved liy hyi)odermics of morphine. Cold-water
dressings have been applied to the joint. Evening
temperature, 100.5°.

September 8th.—Patient is doing very well, luit is

annoyed by a sense of numljuess in her lingers, wliich

is attributed to the application of the Esmarch band-
age. The swelling around the joint is inconsiderable.

Temperature in the morning, 99,8°. Evening, 102.2°.

Sfpti'mhiT 10th.—Tliis morning a portion of the tent

which had loosened, together with most of the sutures,

were removed. Morning temp., 100.8°. Evening
temp ,

100°.

Srpteiither Wtli.—The remaining portions of the
tent and of sutures being removed, a free discharge
of pus followed. A new plug of vascum was intro-

duced, and it was ordered to have the wound syringed
out twice a day with a weak solution of carl)olic

acid ( 3 j.—Oj.). Morning temp., 99'^. Evening temp.,
99.20°.

September \Wi.—The joint to-day looks very well

;

there is very little swelling, and discharges freely.

Tiie numbness in fingers is dmiinishing. Morning
temp., 98.8°. Evening temp., 99°.

Septemher 18?A.—Since Septemljer 13th the patient's

condition has been steadily improving, the swelling
has subsided, and tlie temiierature has not gone beyond
101°.

Siptemher 24</i.—The temperature to-day rose uj) to
102°, and a small abscess formed around the outer
])art of tlie joint, whicli was opened. Since then pa-
tient is doing well.

Dr. Sattektiiwaite remarked that the patient pre-

sented herself to the college clinic two years ago, with
what appeared to be simjjle caries of the external con-
dyle. Iodine applications were made to the part and
specific treatment employed with good result. At the
end of six months after the supposed cure the disease
i-eturned, wlien she presented herself at the Demilt
Dispensary, when the same treatment was continued
with benefit. An operation was advised, Init, being
advanced in pregnancy, tlie patient declined its per-
formance. After the l)irth of the child slie presented
herself .again for treatment, when the disease was
found to involve the joint, and she was sent to the
hospital.

Dit. BuiDDON supposed that the origin of the disease
was in caries of the condyle, and that the joint became
subsequently perforated.

Dk. M.\son remarked that, especially in gelatinous
degeneration of the joints, it was very ditiicult, and
oftentimes impossil)le, to get crepitus. He then related
a case in point of disease of the tarsal joints, in which
no such crepitus could be discovered ; but at the opera-
tion the whole of tlie three cuneiform bones and a
])ortion of the cuboid were destroyed.

(To bo continut'd.)
—^ » ^

Fbkderic Wiltjam Godon, M.D., late of this city,

died at San Uafael, Sept. 23, after a brief illness.

Deceased was a native of Philadelphia, and a gradu-
ate of Harvard and H^'Uevue Hospital Medical College.

ARMY NEWS.
Official List of Changes of Stations and Duties of Offi-

cers of the Medical Department. United States Army,
from' OctoJier 22 to October 28, 187G.

McClellan, Ely, Surgeon. To proceed to Colum-
bia, S. C, and report in person to the Department
Commander. S. O. 153, Dept. of the South, Oct. 19,

1876.

FoRWOOD, W. H., Surgeon. To report in person to

the Commanding Officer, Dept. of the South, for as-

signment. 8. O'. 319, A. G. O., Oct. 21, 1876.

Hai.i,, J. D. , Asst. Surgeon. To accompany batta-
lion of 1st and 3d Artillery to Columbia, S. C. S. O.

306, C. S., Mil. Div. of the Atlantic; and assigned to

temporary duty at Columbia, S. C. S. O. 156, Dept.
of the South, Oct. 24, 1876.

EwEN. C, Asst. Surgeon. To accomjjany battalion

of 3d Artillery to Columliia, S. C. S. O. 206, Mil.

Div. of the Atlantic, Oct. 18,1876; and assigned to

duty at Aiken, S. C. S. O. 155, Dept. of the South,
Oct. 23, 1870.

AiNswoRTii, F. C, Asst. Surgeon. So much of S.

O. 183, C. S., from A. G. O., »s accepts his resignation

to take effect Nov. 10, 187C, is revoked. S. O. 219,

S. C, A. G. O.

BuEi.i,, ,1. W., Asst. Surgeon. To accompany Co.
" A," Permanent Party from Columbus Barracks, Ohio,
to Columbia, S. C, S. O. 155, Fort Columbus, N. Y.
H., Oct. 19, 1876, and assigned to duty at Blackvillc,

S. C. S. O. 155, C. S., Dept. of the South.

JHeMcol IttittH onb JS'troa.

Contagious Diseases.—Comparative statement of
cases of Contagious Disease reported to the Sanitary
Bureau. Health Department, for the two weeks ending
Octol)er 38, 1876.

Week Ending
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a ilhtkh iJouriml of illcbiciiic aiiti GtinKin.

GEORGE F. SHRADY. A.M., M.D.. Editor.

(Iocs no more tlmii fjnint it. Tlic Kiiglish profe.ssion

will not be ruined liy the eouise luluptod, neither will

any extriuiriliniiry number of women avail themselves

i>f llie advantages offered.

In Xew York we met the issue long ago, and would

have settled the fjuestion if wc were not forced to ac-

knowledge that ' one swallow docs not make a s.im-

mer." It is true that we have a very fine specimen of

a swallow, but the suninier is not vet.

pnsLisnED ur

Wm. WOOD A- CO., No. 27 Ureat Jones St., N. Y.

Ne-w York. Noveraber 11, I&T6.

MEDICAL WOMEN.

I'liK King and Queen's College of Physicians of

Dublin has at length determined to admit a woman to

its privileges of license. Although this fact startles

some of our English brethren, wc believe that the col-

lege has not taken a very dangerous departure. We
sec no reason why it should not, like medical institu-

tions in this and oth?r countries, share the responsi-

bility of solving a vexatious question. It is useless to

rail against the women studying medicine. They will

do it in spite of male opjjosition, and have a right at

least to try.

They believe they have a sphere in medicine, and
we should rather help than hinder them in finding it.

Whether they are specially fitted for medical work is

not now the question, but whether wc will give them

an opportunity to work out their own salvation. If we
pereist in persecuting them, we must only wait the

longer for the prol)lem to be solved. The Lanrvlsnys:

" We believe woman's work is to console and support

man, not to usurp his functions.'' This view is emi-

nently sound, and as a general rule is admitted by all.

Hut all general rules have their exceptions, and it is

with these exceptions that wc mainly have to deal. It

is usjle.ss for the Lancet to say that " unwomanly
women alone can a.spire to unwomanly work," for it

his no efTeet. The women view the question from an

altogether different stand-point, and are Avilling to

shoulder all the opprobrium of the new situation. It

is entirely gratuitous for us to bewail their sacrifice of

tlie tender qualities which we call lovable and wo-

manly ; if such be sacriti((Ml, what real res))onsibili(y

have \\r in the matter 1 The simple fact narrows itself

down to this : some women believe that they are spe-

rially qualified to study medicine, and as a profession

we believe to the contrary. Neither parly can be sat-
\

isfte.l until a fair trial is allowed. The right for a

trial no one must deny, and the college in ipiestion '

THE IMPROVEMENT OP IDIOTS.

The improvement of the condition of idiots and feeble-

minded children invests itself with a special interest

ill connection with the formation of an Association

for that purpose, and composed of gentlemen who
have already d.'voted the greater portions of their

lives to its study.

The very organization of such an Association

promises the best of results by the intelligent central-

ization of ideas and i>urposes. A great deal of very

valuable information concerning the \infortunate class

of children is scattered in the case-books of physi-

cians all over the land, and it is time that it should

be turned into the channel where it can do the most

good. We are happy to say that the Association so

far appreciate the value of such information, that it

has made an appeal to the profession at large for

every fact of observation or experience which may
tend to throw any light upon the general subjects of

causation and treatment.

The circular to which we refer is merely a general

solicitation for information, leaving the particulars

which each gentleman may care to contribute to his

individual discretion. The gentleman to whom these

answers should be addressed is J. Kerlin, M.D.,

Secretary of the Association, and Superintendent of

the Institution for Idiots, Media, Pcnn. We hope

that our readers will do all in their power to help

along the good work and give it the substantial

encouragement which it deserves.

It should be a matter of special congratulation that

the gentlemen com])osing this Association are ac-

knowledged experts, and are abundantly able, .as well

as willing, to utilize all the new facts which may be

placed at their disposal. In fact, at the very com-

mencement of its labors wc arc warranted in predicting

for it more than ordinary success. It must soon be

' looked upon as an authoritative body, not only by the

profession, but by the people at large, and its opinions

must be respected accordingly. The individual mem-

bers have already done much to improve the conditioB

of the idiot by judicious physiological training, and

have succeeded, even through these weak vessels, of

])roving the great differeneos between i)ractical and

theoretical education. Ncme, however, arc more pain-

fully aware of the necessity o'f even greater improve-

ment; and, ai>preeiating such a necessity to its fullest

V
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extent, tliey ask their uieclical brethren to come up

and help them.

MEDICAL SUPERVISION IN SCHOOLS.

The Boston Board of Education has appointed a

committee to report upon the advisability of a medi-

cal inspector of schools. If this committee ^nsh to

retlect the sentiment of the medical profession and

of an enligliteued public, tliere is but one result to

bs anticipated. We imagine, however, that there is

to be no difficulty in using the proper arguments at

the proper time and in speedily initiating tlie desired

reform. In the meantime our own Board of Educa-

tion is stupidly stubborn on this vital question. But

the time is not far distant when what may now be a

matter of choice, may be changed into one of compul-

sion.

THE OUTSIDE ESTIMATE OP AMERICAN MEDICINE.

Ouu English cousins who honored ils with their

presL'nce at the Medical Congress are well pleased with

the treatment they received. Their comments upon
the success of the undertaking are frank and generous,

leaving no doubt of the most cordial appreciation of

3ur endeavors to make their visit agreeable and profit-

.ible. The English journals without exception speak

of the Congress as a great success, and congratulate

tie managers accordingly.

Tiie foreign delegates are at the same time willing

o acknowledge that American surgery and American

medicine are as progressive as are the same depart-

ments in their respective countries.

Our skill in ojieration and ingenuity in contrivance

are matters of cheerful acknowledgment on the part

of our foreign visitors, and it should be our highest

aim to continue to deserve our good reputation. Our
institutions, medical museums and medical libraries

have received their full share of encomiums. Mr.

Adams, delegate from the Medical Society of London,

lays his brethren on this side of the Atlantic under

particular obligations for the handsome manner in

which he has referred to doings in and out of the Con-

gress. On his return to London, and on the occasion

of his resuming the chairmanship of the Society after

his vacation, he occupied the whole session with an

account of his visit to America, aud of his apjjrecia-

tion of American talent and American enterprise. His

nomination of four distinguished American medical

men to the honor of corresponding fellowship was
very judiciously and worthily made, and reflects a com-
pliment upon the entire profession of this coimtry.

The Colleges in New York are well patronized.
Each institution claims to be doing better than last

year. The clinics at the hospitals are well attended.
The professors appropriate evenings in the week for
quizzing tlie classes, and are more th-m ordinarily
anxious to give the students every opportunity for im-
provement.

|)ro0W23 of itteiical Science.

Treatment of Typhoid Fevbk by Ergot.^At the

meeting of the Association Frnn^aise jiour favancement
des Sciences, of August 23d, M. DubouC, of Pan, stated

tliat lie had treated a numl^er of cases of typhoid fever

witli ergot, and that his success has been satisfactory.

The toleration of ergot increases witli the severity of

the disease. As a lule the drug is not so well tolerated

by women as by men ; consequently, it must be given
in smaller doses to the former. It may be given with-

out fear to pregnant women. The pulverized ergot of

rye preserves all its medicinal qualities for al)OUt

eight days ; if it lose its physiological proiierties

within tliat time, it is because it was already altered

when pulverized. Of fitteen cases treated by Dr. Du-
Ijoue, tlie extreme rapidity of the cure rendered the

diagnosis of two uncertain; five cases of moderate
gravity that recovered presented during their courses

alternations of aggravation and amelioration that cor-

responded with intentional interruptions of tlie treat-

ment. Of eight very grave cases, six recovered ;
three

of tliese cases being already far advanced before the

ergot treatment was begun. In the two fatal cases the

ergot did not produce its ordinary therapeutic effects,

and on examination it was found to be worm-eaten
and covered with a grayish j)owder.— Ouzette Ilcbdom.

de Med. et de Chir., September Isf.

Diabetes a Cause op Phtmosis.—M. Bourgade has
observed four cases of pliymosis due to the irritat-

ing action of the saccharine urine of dialretes upon
tlie meatus, tlie gland, and the preiiuce. That sac-

charine fluids are irritating is proven by the frequency
of jiaiiular aud vesicular eruptions on those parts of
the body that are usually uncovered among workmen
in sugar factories. Surgical operations for the relief

of the phj'iuosis in these cases are useless as long as

the cause peisists. The first indication is to remove
the cause, aud when this is done the phymosis will often
disappear spontaneously. M. Bourgade thinks that a
phymosis complicated with a balano-posthitis should
never be operated on Ijefore the urine has been exam-
ined for sugar. M. Verneuil has also seen two cases

of diabetic phymosis, and agrees with M. Bourgade as

to the inadvisability of operating. A confrfcie of his

had lost two cases on which he imprudently operated
for diabetic phymosis.
We may add here that M. Comillon, of Vichy, re-

jjorts three cases of dialjetes complicated with inveter-

ate flstulas and large ulcers, which had existed for a
very long time, in which tlie local affections disap-
peared in a few days under the influence of the alka-
line treatment. The diabetes was ameliorated, and
tlie improvement immediately extended to the local

affections. Cicatrization took place in one case in
three days, in another in five days, and in the third in

eight days. M. Comillon thinks that the diabetic
ulcers should be considered a distinct variety, as well
as the varicose aud the tuberculous ulcers.

—

Le Pro-
gres Medieil, September 2d.

Lesion op the Cereeellu.m and Diabetes Mel-
LITUS.—In a fatal case of diabetes niellitus, which was
treated in Mosler's clinic, and in which there had been
no disturliances of sensation, or motion, or of the spe-
cial senses during life, the autopsy revealed a well-
marked spot of inflammatory softening about the size

of a pigeon's egg, in the nucleus dentatus of the left

hemisphere of the cerebellum. The theory of the
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neuropiithic origin of (liiil>etcs rests on sound practical

•jronniU, and there can be little reason for douhtinj;

that in this case the increased secretion of sugar was
excited by the central affection, especially as Eck-
hard has shown that injury of tlie second lolw of the

vermis cerebelli in rabbits will artificially excite dia-

betes. It is strange that such a well-marked lesion

was not attended by any signs of disease of the central

nervous system during life.

—

Berliner kliii. Wvc/ien-

tfJiri/t, July 10, l»:(i.
|

("OUIIOSIVK SllnMMATK AS A ReSIEDY KOK GoNOll-
nn(KA.—During the bust three years. Dr. Leopold
Bruck, of BudalVsth. has given the bichloride of mer-
cury a systematic trial in the treatment of blennorrhcra

I

urcthrie, and the following are the results of his expe-
rience :

I

1. Unib'r the use of the sublimate. gonorrhn>a is

cured within six weeks, without the supervention of
any of those complications that are met with when the

'

treatment by injections is employed. The use of the

remedy may be begun in the so-called hypcra?mic
stage. The discharge is very jjrofuse during the first

ten days, and then gradually becomes less profuse and
more serous ; the burning pain and the chordec arc

not severe.

2. Spirits, coffee, and highly spiced foods must be
avoided during the treatment.

:{. Purgatives are not required while the sublimate
is being used.

4. The remedy sometimes causes cramps in the

Etomach and small intestine, and its use must then be
intermitted for some days.

'). It must not be used when there is disease of the
heart or lungs.

The sublimate should be given in pill form. During
the first 10 days, 20 pills, containing each „'; gr. of

mercury should be given ; the next 20 pills should
contain .,',- gr. of the medicine, or they should be taken
in half the time if the (piantity remain the .same.

—

Cenlralliliitt fiir Miul. WUscnsc/in/teii, .July 1, 187(j.

BlCAKIiOXATE OK SoDA IN SumiESsrON OF UrINE.
— Dr. Dickinson, in his lectures on albuminuria, say.s,

that " in that rai>idly fatal form of nephritis, in which
the tubes become widely sealed up lus if with molten
glass by ap,seudo-croupous exudation of filirin, while
the urine is loaded not only microscopically, but as a

bulky precipitate, with large fibrinous cylindei-s. all

plugging from this cause can be jireventcd by alka-

lies." Mr. Semon Lane, of Dunfermline, stiites, in

k this connection, that he has used the bicarbonate of
soda in a great many cases of renal disease with suc-

cess, and report.s a few crises of suppression of urine to

illustrate its good effects. In the first ca.se, the pa-

tient, a previously healthy strong man. was suffering

from acute nephritis. His face and extremities were
ledematous ; he complained of pain in the back, and
.1 constant desire to urinate ; his urine was very scanty,

about four ounces being passed in the twenty-four
hours, acid, loaded with albumen, .ind contained ca.sts.

renal epithelium, and blood. Half a tcaspoonful of
bicarbonate of soda was given three times a day, along
with a diaphoretic and a warm bath every night, and
in five days the urine was normal in ipiantity, alkaline,

quite clear, and without a trace of albumen. In the

second case, the patient, who had suffered for three

years from profuse suppuration due to caries of the

spine, pas-sed only six to eight ounces of acid, highly
albuminous urine in the twenty-four hours. He hail

genend anasarca and a'dema of the lungs. Half a tea-

I

spoonful of bicarbonate of soda was given thrice daily,

aad in three days his urine had increased veiy greatly

in quantity, was alkaline and free of albumen, while
the irdenni had greatly diminished. A third case was
<ine of gem'ral anasarca, after scarlatina in a child

three years old. His urine was highly albuminous.
Moody and .scanty ; his temperature was 103", and he
complained of pain in tin; back and great nausea. He
took one-fourth of a tcaspoonful of bicarbonate of

soila, three times a day, and was bathed every night.

In exactly a week he was quite well, lliongh feeble

and anicmic.

—

lirilinh Malical Journal, thily 15th.

The AnrHuoi'.vTiiiKs ok Locomotou Ataxia.—M.
Itaymond has examined a numiier of joints and bones

that became diseased in the course of this affection,

and directs attention to the process of atrophy and
destruction that affects [jrincipally the most projecting

parts. This atrophy is not accompaniid by osteo-

phytic deposits as is c. ij. ordinary arithritis defornnins,

and the individual parts in the latter affection do not

so completely lose their normal forms as they do in

the ataxic disease. In this the ligaments, as such,

disappear, and in their place a dense connective tissue

is developed ; the muscles in direct opposition with

the bones are atrophied, and have undergone fibrous or

fatty degeneration. The fiuid eiMitents of one of the

diseased joints consisted of a reddish serum that con-

tained a few red and white blood-eorpuscles and
h.Tinatoidin crystals. .Muriatic acid and heat showed
that it contained large (piantities of albumen.— Cen-

tralbhiltfar Med. M'isscnsch., September IGth.

Cmntcai, Study ok DiniTiiEutA.—At the late ses-

sion of the K. Y. State Medirnl Society, Dr. Baylts, of

this city, read a paper on the above subject, in which
he endeavored to prove that diphtheria is primarily a
constitutional disea.se, and that it is in all |)robability

au:oehthonous and not excited by a specific germ poi-

son. His ob.servations were based on twenty cases of
the disease met with in dispensary ])raetiee. In all

these coses he found that there had been a deteriora-

tion of the he.'ilth and strength for a varying period
before the appearance of the disease, and after the

conunencement of the disease, all, with perhaps one
exception, were seen before the appearance of mem-
brane in the throat, and many even before the appear-
ance of the catarrhal throat symptoms. The synijjtoms

these cases presented, were, quick, irritable pulse, high
temperature, cool extremities without moisture of skin,

pallor, rather slow respiration, nausea, and sometimes
vomiting, diarrluea, sonnioleney, irritable tenq)er, and
scanty urine of high specific gravity and loailed with
urates. In each of these cases the doctor made a slight

alirasionof the cutaneous surf.ice at somedistance from
the usual seat of local lesion, and in every case

after a short interval a membranous patch covered the

surface of the wound. In one ease this was done to

verify the diagnosis after the throat lesions had ap-
peared, but in all the othei's the traumatic exudative
patches preceded or appeared sinniltaneously with the
faueial patches or the nasal flux. The appearance of
those patches on the body is a certain diagnostic sign

of diphtheria, and the fact that they |)receded the for-

mation of faueial patches in some cases, demonstratts
beyond question the prinnirily constitutional nature of •

the disease.

With regard to the etiology of the disease. Dr. Hay-
les Is convinced by his observations that the disease is

aninchthonous, and neither depends upon nor is propa-
gated by a specific contagion received from without.

A predisposing cause is to be found in the noxious in-

fluincc of b.ad air, bad food, and mi(leanlines,s, acting
on an already impaired and badly sustained system.
The fact that many persons in u family often suffer iu
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turn from tlic disease does not militate against this

theory, for all the members of the family are generally

exposed to tlie same noxious influences. The infre-

qucncy, not contiguity, and slow multiplication of Dr.

Baylcs' cases, excluded tlie idea of an epidemic, and
in no case could he, on the closest scrutiny, find one
sufficient local cause for the disease.

All of Dr. Bayles' cases recovered, a result which he
seems inclined to attribute to the early and active con-

stitutional treatment to which they were subjected. As
soon as tlie diagnosis was made, he gave a single dose
of from ten to thirty grains of calomel as a sedative

and alterative. The dose for infants was smaller.

Two hours after this he gave a powder containing one
grain of quinine and three grains of Dover's jjowdcr,

and repeated it every hour until free diaphoresis was
produced, and then at intervals of two or three hours,

for twelve hours longer. This was to supplement the

action of the calomel, and, at the same time, support.

He then gave the elixir iodo-bromide calcium coui-

pound, in doses of a teaspoonful every two or three

hours until convalescence was established. This medi-
cine lie considers as a valuable general tonic and al-

terative. When possible, he used the same medicine
mixed with water as a spray or gargle, but employed
no other local treatment. Milk was the cliief food al-

lowed, with the addition of a little brandy from tlie

third day. Lastly, the body was bathed two or three

times a day with a tepid lotion of salicylic acid, partly

as a concession to the disinfectionists.— Virginia Med-
ical Monthli/, Septcral)er.

The Originator of the Double curved ]\IrD-

wiFEUY Forceps.—With the exception of Johanne
Mulder, all the prominent English, American, and
Continental writers on the liistory of the forceps, give
the credit of adding the pelvic curve to Levret or

Smellie. Dr. McClintock, however, at a recent meet-

ing of the Dtililin Ohxtetricitl Soriety, proved that the

merit of this change in the construction of the forceps

really lielongsto Dr. Benjamin Pugh, of Chelmsford,
England. Levret indicated in a work ])ulilished in

1747 that ho had given a new curve to the forceps, but
he did not pulilish a description of his improvement
until 1751. Smellie was led to give his forceps the

pelvic curve, by his experience in a case that occurred

in 1752. Dr. Pugli, however, in a book jjublished in

1754, but evidently written four years earlier, gave
descriptions of long and short double-curved forceps
that he had invented upwards of fourteen years liefore.

Tliis carries us back to the year 1730 as the date of

Pugh's invention. It is evident, then, that, although
both Levret and Smellie probably thought their inven-

tions original, the credit for the priority of the inven-
tion really belongs to Dr. Pugh.

TiiK Nerve Terminations in the Electric.^i,
Appar.\tus of the Torpedo.—In this pajier >L
Rouget com1)ats the stat:.nnents of Ranvier, tliat the

electric nerves in the torpedo terminate in tlie elec-

trical apparatus exclusively by free end.s, and never
in a closed network (Kijlliker, M. Schultzc). M.
Rouget recommends tlie use of a seven per cent,

solution of nitrate of silver on the fresh tissue, as a

sure method of demonstrating the constant occurrence
of a closed network. Remak is cited liy Ranvier as

an authority for the free ending of the electric nerves,

but Rouget lielieves that at the time Remak made his

observations (fifteen years ago) the optical and tech-
nical aids at the command of tlie observer were not
sufficiently powerful to decide this question. The
somewhat confused statements in Remak's text is a
proof of this.

—

Centralblatt Jiir Med. Wissen., Sep-
tember Kith.

Ueoicius nut) ttoticrs of ^ooks.

Autumnal Catakrii (Hay-Fever), with illustrative

maps. By MORRILI. Wyman, M. D,, late Hersey
Professor Adjunct of the Theory and Practice of
Medicine in Har^'ard University, etc., etc. New York:
Published liy Hurd & Houghton. Cambridge : The
Riverside Press. 1876,

Hay-Fever ; or. Summer Catarrh : Its Nature and
Treatment. By George M. Beard, A.M., M.D.,
Fellow of the New York Academy of Medicine ; Mem-
ber of the New York and Kings County Medical
Societies; of the New York Society of Neurology,
etc., etc., etc. New York : Harper tt Brothers, Pub-
lishers, Franklin Square. 1870.

Dr. Wyman was one of the earliest invcstigatois of
this disease. Perhaps he was stimulated to such
investigation because the disease was one of his

annual visitors. At all events, sometliing more than
twenty-five years ago he gave a description of what
he calls autumnal catarrh, and from tliat time until

the present lie has jjeen a steady and acute observer of
its phenomena, as witnessed by the contributions which
from time to time he has given to the profession
regarding its natural history. The jncsent volume is

brought forward as one containing the result of these

many years of careful study and observation. " There
are two forms of catarrh," says Dr. Wyman, " and
lioth recur annually. One is known as ' rose cold,'

or ' June cold,' ' hay asthma,' ' hay-fever,' etc., and
commences in the last weik of May or first of June,
and continues until aliout the first week in July. Tlie

otiier is known as autumnal catarrh, because it occurs
in autumn. The most prominent features of distinc-

tion between these forms of catarrh are two in number,
namely, time of occurrence and severity of symptoms.
The 'June cold' is a mild disease, and deiiends upon
new-mown hay as the well-marked tyjiical cause. The
autumnal catarrh is more severe, cough and asthma
being prominent symptoms, and its essential cause is

not known. It is to the latter form of the diseas(!

that the author directs our attention in the book
l)efore u.s. After the introduction, a general descrip-

tion, or history, of the disease is given, in which the

symptoms are enumerated in their order and the

principal variations noted. We incline to regard this

as a commeudalile feature of tlie book. In the sections

following an account is given of the local symptoms
;

such as those relating to the nose, eyes, mouth, and
throat, chest, asthma, heart, and skin. Then follows a

description of the constitutional syiniJtoins, such as

fever, intermittent character of the catarrh, and im-

pression ripo7i the nereovs system. Associated with this

is a tabular comjiarison of groups of symptoms with
reference to their frequency of occurrence ; and it is

seen that there is a jireponderance of the affection of

the eyes, nose, ears, and throat, over the other groupf.

Upon these pages—and it is another commendable
feature of the entire book—clinical foot-notes are

added, illustrative of each symptom descrilied in the ,

text. It amounts to demonstrative teaching, which is

always convincing.
Succeeding these are several sections devoted to the

study of the annual course fif the disease. Here we
find the three stages of the affection described, namely,
the catarrhal, the hm/ichial, and the sjM^modic. The
author recognizes the existence of premonitory symp-
toms, but does not deem it necessary to introduce what
other authors have called a prcmoiiitari/ stage. The
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autlior tlu-n prcspiits wliiit lie is pleased to call the

^.,>L;ra|)liic iiinl cIior<ij;rii|)Uio relutioiH " of tlii'

<lisc,isf, aiicl tlu'SL! sections are accompanied l)y maps
upon wliicli are iiidicated the relations in the V. S.

\N III re the disease prevails, as well as those in wliieli

the sufferer is comparatively, if not entirely, exempt.
These paijes afford evidence of extended and pro-

liinii-d res 'areh. The prol)al>Ie oorrectness of such
ehmiiLjraphical indications is distinctly recoj^nizi'd hy
l»r. Wyman, and, in one place, he ?|>eaks of tlie pmh-
alile exemption from catarrh at Pelcrhoro, iMadison
<'o., N. v., situated upon the ^reat Pennsylvania and
Ohio plateau. On a still hi'.;lier elevatinn. upon the

sam- plateau, and a few miles from I'l'terlioro, cases

of " June cold " have occurred, however, and one which
th; reviewer calls to mind was cured entirely hy
removal to Cedar Falls, Iowa. Now, hy referring; to

l)i-, U'yman's maps, it can be seen that Cedar Falls is

situated upon the border liner between the catarrhal

and mm-catarrhal regifuis; but whether our old friend

is just over the border and looking disparagingly
towards the citst, we are unable to say, but suppo.se

that she may he. The maps, however, were made for

stUily with reference to autumnal catarrh, and the
rt'a.son for introducing this case of June cold will be
82cn hereafter. In general, place has a marked inthi-

cncj on the disease, and the mountains and the sea are

resorts where the sufferer can escape the torments of
this annual visitor. Eh'valion, however, is not the
only element of prevention. Some patients are very
much benefited by resorting to large cities during the

months when vegetable pollen is most al)und.int, a

fact that argues somewhat in favor of the disease biMiig

of vegetable origin. Under the head of "cause,''

Dr. Wynnin has first presented what is known regard-
ing the essential nature of tin? disease, and concludes
by rejecting hay as a cause, and states that the essen

tial cause is not known. He believes, however, that

the disease is hereditary, and under the head of
individual predisposition he almost says that it should
hi regarded as essentially of nrreous origin. For, on
making inquiry as to the system or systems in which
this predisposition may lie. the author says :

" ' The
spo'cdy disappearance of all these symptoms,' and
'the suddenness of the attack' without the usual

signs of inflammation, certaiidy correspond better with
what we know of derangements of tlie nervous systiMn

than with those of the mokhus memiiranir or the

organs by which it is invest d." The author admits

> the unquestionable subse<|uent implication of the
' inu?ous niemiiraue, and that the tissue may become

'• temporarily hypertrophied or even permanently
thickened." Several pages are devoted to the sensi-

tive nervous system under the head of causes. First

admitting that there is a peculiar individual predis-

position, Dr. Wynniu believes no advance; has been
made as to the cause of the outl>reak at certain scjisons

ot the year and no other. The exciting causes, or

what the author calls " cansc-s of paroxysms," such as

dust and railway smoke, never develop the peculiar

pymptom) except during the critical period. The
suggested relations which heat, strong suidight, and
electricity have to autumnal catarrh as causes, are

then discussed, and the conclusion reached that of

fh'! origin of this singular disease but little is known.
Under the head of causes of paroxysms, the evidence
in favor of vegi^table and animal origin is considered,

us well as dust, heat, briiiht sunshine, fruit-s, fragrance
<if flowers, etc., etc. In this connection three inter-

esting questions are a.Hked : Is it a self-limited disea.s<' t

I< it a new disease? Is it connected with civilization (
!

It is believed to be sclf-Iimitvd only when not properly

treated. The answers to the other questions, pro-

pounded by th(; author, we have not been able to find

anywhere in the text. This is to be regretted. Under
the head of diagnosis the essential features of differ-

ence between autumnal catarrh and or<linary catarrh,

bronchitis, pneumonia, local infiamnuition of the eyes,

and .Tune <(ild, are given, and the symptoms upon
wliich a differential diagnosis is to be based are

arranged in colunms, side by side, upon the same
page. The subject of progufjsis is next introduced, and
it is thought tliat antnmnal catarrli, either of itself

or its complications, has but little inlhience, generally,

in shortening life.

The treatment of this singular disease is sununcd
up as follows :

1. Uemain in a non-catarrhal region during the

crilical period.

!3. Strengthen the system by food and tonics.

;!. A' oid dust, smoke, night air, and the vicinity of

plants known to ])rodn(;e a paroxysm.
4. Dress warmly, with flannels next the skin.

.'). For the cough, mild luircolies; various house-
hold demulcents.

(i. For asthma, smoking strammonium leaves, salt-

petre, Espic cigarettes, arsenical cigarettes, inhalation

of sulphuric ether, carbolic acid.

.V tabular view of one- hundred and ciglity-tive

casc-s of autumnal catarrh is then given, and the

volume is linished by giving the histories of fourteen

illustrative cases.

Dr. Wynian's book is worthy of diligent study, be-

cause it contains the clear and careful statements of
one who is evidently conservative in thought, of one
who does not first embrace a theory, and then look

around for facts with which it can be substantiated.

It will be specially interesting to those who are alllict-

((1 with the disease of whicli it treats, and will be a
source of pleasure to the scientific reader.

We will now turn our attention to Dr. IJeard's book
upon " Hay-Fever."

Dr. Heard is one of the latest investigators of this

disease. In the autumn of 1S73, while as.sociated with
a nnndier of hay-fever rcf\igees, the idea of instituting

an investigation of the disease was conceived, and the

present volume is the result of the labor. The book
lias been shorn of technical terms, so that the laity,

whom the author expects will constitute the greater

portion of his readers, can read it with ease. It has
iicrn given to the medical profession as a book em-
bracing a new theory (Concerning the cause of a disease

Inng known, and it also contains a description of a

new form of the disease, hitherto undescrilied, and
which tiie author calls ",Iuly cold." The text is di-

vided into eight chapters. The first is devoted to the

history of hay-fever, and contains a ri'suiiu' of the

literature of the subject with comments upon the

methods of investigation heretofore adopted in the

study of this i)eculiar affection. Dr. Heard in this

chapter has also pointed out what he regards as de-

fects in formirr methods of observation, and attributes

the failure to solve the problem of the disease ' in part
to a want of sufficient number of facts relating to it,

and in part to a habit— from which even scientific men
are not free—of looking at one side; rather than all

sides of a subject." We are not quite certain but that

the doctor belonged to that class of scientific men,
while nuiking his invistigalions in this direction. He
has announced a theory with regard to the cause of
this disease, neithing more, however, than one strongly
foreshadowed by Dr. Wyman, but whose conservatism
does not permit him to give it its positive announce-
ment, and has rejected all others. We are led to the
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conclusion, therefore, that his evidence upon this point

is positive, at least that it is convincing to himself,

and that at once places its advocate on a slippery base

to withstand the wave of scientific criticism. When
the author claims that the phenomena of the disease

cannot be developed unless one of these factors is

present, namely, a certain individual predisposition,

lie has said no more than has Dr. Wyman, when speak-

ing of what he calls " individual predisposition ;

"

nor do we see that he has arrived any nearer to an ex-

planation of why such and such symptoms, conuuon
to a large number of diseases, break out only at cer-

tain seasons of the year, and at no other, in persons

having such an individual predisposition. In other

words. Dr. Beard has not brought us any nearer to the

essential cause of the disease.

Let us study the book somewhat more in detsjil.

Its author claims that the disease is one that belongs

examination. Dr. Beard's statistics, therefore, can be

turned against him, because of an insufficient number
of cases iipon which to base them, and also from the

additional and very important fact tliat his histories

have lieen largely obtained fi-om uon-))rofcssionals,

and j)erhaps incompetent observers. His two hundred
cases, according to his own admission, are no more
valuable than one hundred fully recorded cases, and
such a number has been observed and recorded per-

sonally by Dr. Wj'man. We find one hundred and
eighty-four cases in his tabular view.

In the third chapter are given the statistics of Dr.

Beard's two hundred cases, based on the circular of

inquiry. This collection of material shows that the

author has been actively at work, and he lias gathered
much that will interest both the general and scientific

reader. The author's general conclusions are given in

clia|)ter four, and the first is that " Hay-fever is rs-

to the modern civilization of the nineteenth century, sentially a functional disease of the nervous system."

and bases his conclusion largely u])on the fact that the This conclusion is based upon the following facts

symptoms are so well marked, that it could hardly

have escaped notice l)ythe physicians who lived in the

preceding centuries.

The literature of quite a number of diseases, how-
ever, is very modern, and their symptoms, according

to modern methods of examination, are as easily re-

cognized as are those of hay-fever, and yet we know
of no one who has claimed that they are diseases of

modern origin. Indeed Dr. Beard admits that no
longer ago than lialf-a-century the disease may have

escaped recognition for many years. Is it not possible,

nay ])robable. that it escaped recognition entirely

prior to the present century, and not that it did not

exist? "The author's method of investigation," given

in the second chapter, is a step in the right direction;

for he has sought for " facts and not opinion.s," and
from sucli facts he has deduced his general conclu-

sions. The facts were obtained by sending out circu-

lars containing a series of (juestions relating to matters

of fact concerning which the majority of intelligent

people are more or less competent to judge.

To this method of obtaining facts, however, we
suspect there is an insurmountable obstacle, namely,

the answers, in very many instances, at least, must
come from those who are entirely incompetent to dis-

criminate between facts and opinions, and will send

the latter for the farmer. '• With regard to the num-
ber of cases of which statistics should be olitaincd, it

soon l>ecame evident," says the author, " that one hun-

dred, or even less, if given in full detail, accirding to

the plan indicated in the circular, ought to be sufficient

to enable one to arrive at some definite conclusions,"

and yet Dr. Beard enters a criticism upon Dr. Wyman's
statistics, because they have been made upon only
eir/hty-ime cases, and of a certain number of those the

history had l)een only i)artially detailed. What does

Dr. Wyman say upon this point? On page four, of the

introduction of his book, we find the following lan-

guage :
" Several illustrative cases are given in full,

and one hundred are collected in Tabular View" at

the end of the volume. " The cases collected and
the completeness of the histories," which in another

jjlacc, the doctor states, were derived '' from [jersonal

examination of those suffering from the disease, the

description lieing carefully wntten down, and cor-

rected in their ])resence," " derived as they are from
various parts of the United States, especially the north-

ern section, warrants me in giving a general descnp-
tion," etc. It can be seen, therefore, that the number
of cases thought to be necessary by Dr. Beard has

l)een ol)tained by Dr. Wyman, and with the item of

favor that their histories were oljtained by his personal

1. '• The hereditary character." The disease may be
liereditary, but heredity can scarcely be said to fpialify

it for a position among the neuroses. If so, several,

which have heretofore stood without the pale of nerv-

(ms diseases, nnist lie brought within. This view
seems to have been anticipated by the author, for he
admits that hay-fever might be a blood disease, and
yet be as hereditary as it now is ; but taken in connec-

tion with the following facts and considerations, the

essentially nervous character of the malady he be-

lieves established " beyond sericnis question." 2. " It

prevails mostly among those who have a constitu-

tional tendency to diseases of the nervous system."

We were not aware that those who suffer from hay-

fever, are any more liable to be afflicted with nervous
diseases, such as neuralgia, sick-headache, hysteria,

dyspepsia, chorea, etc., tlian those who are exempt
from the affection. If so, let us have the statistics to

prove it. Again, it is claimed that tlie disease rarely,

if ever, occurs among the poor and lalioring classes

of our large cities ; and yet it cannot be said that nerv-

ous diseases are uncommon among that class, or tliat

they do not possess the nervous diathesis. Certainly,

as delicate organizations are found among the poor
as among the rich, and keen intellects are not a spe-

cialty behind brown-stone fronts ; and now if the hay-
fever is a nervous disease, it must be a ])eculiar nerv-

ous disease, and endowed with the power of selection.

It would seem fiom the author's observations that the

disease has a ratlicr aristocratic tendency, and yet he
denies that it is " a fashionable disease." '

3. " It is

peculiar to modern civilization." How do we know t

There is no evidence in the book that the investiga-

tions have been extended beyond the border where
civilization ceases. 4. "The symptoms of the disease

through all the stages are largely of a nervous char-

acter, and are made worse or better by mental influ-

ences.'' Not long since we had the pleasure of listui-

ing to an introductory lecture, in one of our medical
colleges,- in which the learned speaker alluded to

humor as one of the good things to be carried into the
sick-room Ijy the doctor, because of the beneficial in-

fluence it exerted. We believe that, in alnuxst any
condition, the patient can be made actually better by
))roper mental influence, but wvw not aware that that

fact possessed any special significance in arriving at

thi^ cause of the disease. "True enough, symptoms
indicati\e of infiammation," says Dr. Beard, "do
appear as the result of this irritation, but it is not
necessary or just to argue that they are the di.sease, or
that the disease is of an inflammatory character, be-
cause they apjjcar in it."_
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What liiiidcrs from cliiin<;ing the above quotation,
so that it sliall rent! as follows: True cnoiifjli, symp-
toiiis imlicativc of the pri'seiice of a nervous ck'nicnt

do ni>|)car as the result of this irritation, l)ut it is not
necessary or just to arj^uc that they are the disease, or

that the disease is of a nervous character because they
appear in it. There may l)e a peculiar condition of
the system nhidi permits the development of the

disease, and, indeed, there may l>e a jHculiar coiulition

of the nervous system, but the same may be said re-

•jardinj; many other diseases, which, at present, at

least, are not recoffnized as nervous disea.ses. 5. "It
is affected for better or for worse larj;ely by those in-

tluences that operate through the nervous system,"

and the remedies which are nu'utioned as havim; ren-

dered the ijjreatcst .service in its treatment arc (juinine,

arsenic, electricity, alcohol, stramonium, o])iuni, and
ether. As is well known, these remedies are used in

the tri'atmcnt of a host of diseases outside of those

commonly called nervous, and some of them are re-

jjarded as sheet-anchors for the medical man. Hut, it

is said that they are " pre-eminently nerve remedies."

That may be true, and it nuiy also l)e true that the

j;o(id results obtained by their use in the treatment of

peritonitis, malarial fevers, etc., are because of the

peculiar inlluence they exert upon the nervous system;
yet we believe it will be hard work to make the pro-

fession place such diseases in the catej^ory of neuroses.

We think Dr. Heard's ari^ument, in the case under con-

sideration, proves alto;;ether too much. In continua-

tion of his line of arixunu^nt, the author compares
hay fever with ordinary astluna and sick-headache.

Of the ])athol<)i;y of functional diseases of the nerv-

ous system but little is known, hence the author's re-

marks upon this ([Ucstion are brief. In his remarks
re^ardinj; the unity of early, middle, and later forms
of the disease, the followin<j conclusion is reached :

"The .symptoms in all three forms are the same in

kind, ilifTerinn, if at all, in dcj^rec only." The author
believes that we here have but one disease, and we
endorse the conclusion for this reason, if for no other:

it simplifies our study of it, and avoids needless con-

fusion. We fear that there is already existing too

Treat a tendency towards division and subdivision at

the risk of attenuatiim in the study of disease, and
we therefore hail with delight a step towards com-
prehensive observation.

Chapter V. is devoted to the symptoms and course

of the disease ; and here we have written sub.stantially

what has been written over and over again. Thir

characteristics of the attacks are considered under
three heads: 1, The suddenness of their onset; 2,

tlwir paroxysmal character; and ;i, definite stages

with remissions. These are excellent divisions for

bringing out whatever ])lienonieiui of the disease may
have a favorable bearing upon the nerve theory. Four
stages are made, namely: the premonitory, the ca-

tiirrlfil. the hroneliinl, and thi: Kjiiixminlie. These are

substantially those made by Dr. Wyman. Under the

head of permanent, or after effects. Dr. Heard states

that hay-fever ii/ninlh/ Icavi'S the nuu'o\is membrane in

lus hialthy a condition as it found it. and uses it as an

argnuunt in favor of his theory. Dr. Wynuin, on the

other hand, maintains that the mucous membrane iiii-

•jiirKti"iiiili'i/ beconu's implicated secondarily, although
he gives the Trader no idea as to how fri<iuently tcni-

jiorary hypertrophy, or piMinanent thickening occurs.

.\8 to th<- facts, then, in this particular, the two
nnlhoi°s stand upon nearly thf same base. Diagnosis

;iinl pro-jno^is are taken up in the sixth chapter, and
the points in differential diagnosis between hay-fever,

cummou cold, ordinary asthma, and acute bronchitis,

are given. 'With regard to prognosis, it is said that

hay-fever is a life-long heritage, and rarely shortens

life. The statements m;ule in this chapter are sub-

stantially those made by Dr. Wynuin in the cor-

responding chai>ter in his book, with the exception

that Dr. W. has given the differential diagnosis be-

tween autuumal catarrh, common cold, acute bron-

chitis, and .lune eat;urh, and also pneumonia and
conjunctivitis.

In the seventh chapter the author presents Ins views
relative to prevention and treatment, and starts off

with the commendable effort to disabuse the pro-

fession and the i)eople of three serious errors : 1 , That
death is the only cure ; 2, that all medicinal treat-

ment during the attack is useles.s, or worse than use-

less; and :J, that some specific may yet be found that

will prevent or relieve all cases.

The first error, to a very great extent, has been cor-

rected ; for snITerers have learned that there are places

of refuge where the enemy doesu<it follow. The pre-

ventive and curative influence of the numntains and
the sea arc now well recognized. The chief aim,

Iherefore, in this chapter, is to correct the second and
third errors.

It contains a goodly amount of material which is

well arranged, but we fail to note very much that is

new. A large number of remedies, and several com-
binations of remedies are mentioned, that can be used

for local and general treatnunt, and, doubtless, used

with very great advantage. Nitrite of amyl is

spoken of as a remedy worthy of trial, and is said to

be harndess. Upon that point Ihere is some difference

of opinion. We also believe that the author will, in

the second edition, amend the statement regarding the

frequent repetition of two-drachm doses of the muriate

tincture of iron. That is beyond Dr. I'rout's dose,

which tlie author eiuleavors to give. Dr. Heard has

not attempted to indicate by any nuip the exempt re-

gion, for lie does not believe there is any " arbitrary

limit of elevation or of latitude." "No momit;iinous

region can afford uniform relief every year for all

persons."

The last chapter is devoted to illustrative cases.

These, for the most part, were written up by the

patients themselves, and. although it is a very unsafe

method of obtaing fuct.i, instead of opinions, they

seem to be very fully and fairly stated. There are

some deficiencies, however, in the histories, which
could hardly be supplied by patients, perhaps, but

which are quite important as aids in arriving at sci-

entific conclusions concerning the nature of the affec-

tion. Notable auu)ng these is the lack of any thernio-

metrical record, and the rate of pulse and resi)iration

are not given in a single case reported, either by the

patients themselves or l)y physicians. These are im-

portant clinical items, :nul should not have been

overlooked, especially in the double effort of estab-

lishing the unity of two forms of disease, hen tofore

ngarded as distinct, and giving a new tlu'ory with

regard to the etiology of these two and a third form

hitherto undescribed. Dr. Beard has |)rodueed a

book, as has been his custom, in a remarkably short

period of time since lie began his observations upon
liay-fever, and we are sorry to say it has the impresij

of hasty preparation. It is (piite evident that he is

enthusiastic in the advocacy of a new theory, and we
fear that in this instance his enthusiasm has got the

better of his usually good judgment, and led him
into the delusion that there was no better way of an-,

nouncing such theory than by w riling a book. The re-

sult has been that the work C(uilains a large amount
of material that is hackneyed, and, it is to be feared,
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will not satisfy the scientific investigator, however

pleasing it may be to the non-professional reader.

llleports of ^O3;jital0.

ST. FRANCIS' HOSPITAL.
NOTES OF PEACTICE AND PECULIARITIES OF TREAT-

MENT.

G. M. EDEBOHLS, U.D., HO0SE PIITSICIAS.

THE COLD BATH IN THE TREATMENT OF TYPHOID FEVER.

In patients possessing the average physical strength,

and sick with typhoid fever, the cold l)ath is employed
promptly whenever the temperatnre of the body rises

above l63i° F. The patient is immersed to the neck

in water having a temperature of So^-itO" F. and cold

water is then steadily added until a bath liaving a tem-

perature of from OS" to 00° F. is obtained. After

remaining in tlie bath from ten to twenty minutes, the

patient is removed, rulibed dry, enveloped in a Ijlanket,

and )nit in l>ed, and an ounce of brandy administered

to aid in cstalilisliing reaction. The thermometer is

used fifteen minutes after the patient has been placed

in l)L'd, and the temperature in tlie rectum in tlie male,

and in the vagina in tlie female, has, as a rule, been

found to have been reduced from 2i°--l° F.

If at any time during the employment of the liath,

symptoms of marked prostration supervene,—as evi-

denced by decided cliiUiuess, lividity of the surface,

most readily detected on the prolabia and nails, chat-

tering of teeth, etc.—the jjatient is immediately taken

out of the water, rubbed dry, and warmly covered in

bed.

A patient was seen in whom the disease had run its

full course twice since his admission to liospital. In

the second attack, wliich was of unusual severity,

the cold l)atli was administered forty-six times in the

course of thirteen successive days. The man at the

time of the visit was considered as convalescent.

Tlie character of the eru|)tion had l^een found to be

a pretty safe guide with reference to endurance of the

Iwths in any given ca.se. As a rule, when the eruption

has lieen abundant, and of a deep-red color, tlic reac-

tion after the use of the l)ath has not been what was
desiialjle, and a few trials has been sufficient to con-

vince tlie attendants that it was necessary to have re-

course to some other form of antipyretic treatment.

QUININE IN TYPHOID FEVER.

In conjunction with the cold bath, quinine might or

might not Ije administered. Wlien, for any reason, cold
water is contraindicated, cliief reliance has Ijeen

placed upon the anti|iyretic influence of C|uinine. The
drug has lieen used in tlie following manner : Fint.
It has been given in small doses frequently repeated

(5 grains every two or three hours). Second. Twenty
or thirty grains have been administered in one or two
doses at the time when the temperature was highest,

generally late in the afternoon. Thii-d. The same
quantity has been administered in one or two doses
when the temperature had about reached its lowest
point.

Of these three methods, the first had exercised but
little influence in controlling the temperature ; the

second liad generally yielded tangible results, in so

far as the temperature, taken from one to three hours
sfter the administration of tlie drug, had generally

been found to have been more or less reduced ; but

the improvement was only transient, and another large

dose was soon required. The third niefhod was con-

sidered the most judicious, and was the one generally

employed. The temperature in cases of typhoid fever

has been taken every three hours, in the rectum in

males, and in the vagina in females; and the average

of the twenty-four hours, in patients treated by the

third method, has been found to be lower than that of

the cases in which quinine was administered in accord-

ance with the iirst two.

IODINE IN TYPHOID FEVER.

Iodine has usurped the place of the mineral acids,

and is given internally in all cases of typhoid fever.

It is thought to lessen the trouljlesonie gastric irrita-

bility so often jiresent. and to diminish the number of

evacuations from the bowels.

The following formula is usually employed :

IJ . lodinii 3 j-

Potassii iodidi 3 ij-

Aq. dest 3 X.

M. Gtts. iij. in wineglassful of water every three

hours.

Lugols solution, the liquor iodinii comp. of the

Pharmaeopa?ia, may be used in doses of six drops every

three hours.

The cold bath, quinine and iodine, with close at-

tention to the diet and the exhibition of stimulants

when indicated, constitute the main features in the

treatment of typhoid fever. The cold wet pack is

occasionally suiistitiited for the cold bath when tho

latter is not well borne.

ENLARGEMENT OF THE SPLEEN.

Enlargement of the spleen, demonstrated by percus-

sion, has been present as early as tlie latter part of the

first week in all the cases of typhoid fever treate \

at this hospital during the last two years. Notice was
made of this fact, not on account of its supposed sin-

gularity, Ijut for the ])urpose of directing attention to

its value in a diagnostic point of view. The enlarge-

ment of the organ, it was claimed, could in most cases

be ascertained before the appearance of the eruption,

and was almost invariably present at the period of the

disease when patients generally apply for admission

to hospital. When great tyinjianites exi.sts the sjilecn

may l)e crowded out of its normal position, and it

must then be searched for posteriorly, where it will

usually be found lying against the ribs and the side

of the vertebral column.

CHRONIC BRONCHITIS WITH EMPHYSEMA—APOMOK-
PHIA.

It has become a sort of routine treatment for cases

of chronic bronchitis with emphysema, to administer

from one-third to one-half a grain of aiiomorphia

daily, and continue it for some time. It has been

given by the mouth, and continued for two or three

weeks without annoyance to the stomach. It was be-

lieved that the patients did better with than without

it, although other medicines were at the same time

administered.

INJECTION OP PULMONARY CAVITIE.S.

In several cases, a hypodermic needle had been

thrust through the chest-walls, and into cavities in

the lungs, and a few drops of a one and one-half or

two per centum solution of carbolic acid injected.

No had effects liiice been produced, and it had seemed
to lessen the expectoration and cough, and thus modi-

fied the fever.
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Corrcspontifrtce.

MEDICAL CENTENNIAL AFFAIRS.

AVERICAX EXniniTS—CnKMUWI, ANI> rilARMACEUTI-
CAI. I'HOnl'CTS AND MAMKACTIUKS- -IMI,I,8 AND
THEIll COATINGS—SUIIOICAI, INSTRIMKNTS, ETC.

rillLADKLnilA, (k-t. '2S, ISTIi.

The authorities who siiiK'riiid'iKletl tlu^ classiHcatiou

of the iiu'ilieal exhibits, and their arraiigcimnt in

groups and sporial locat'ons, must have heen sorely

puzzled with the pres.sure from United States ex-

hibitoi"s for space and choice of position. They must
have been seriously a-jfitated, also, as to the point at

which to draw the line whicli would exclude from the

display the cheap or flimsy wares of the mere advertis-

ing eharlat m. wlio would fjreedily occupy every inch

that might be allotted to him. I think tliat. as a rule,

a proper distinction has been made, and the process

of exclusion sensibly and judiciously effected to pre-

vent some of the vendors of proprietary medicines
from flaunting their pretentious claims in the faces of

their more creditable and refined neighboi-s. some of
whom represent all that is delicate and nearly perfect

in skill and workmanship. I could point out several

such occupants of space which others may have vainly
longed for, and I feel confident that neither the Med-
ical Director of the Kxposition nor any other medical
authority was consulted in the matter of their admis-
sion. In dwelling on the characteristics of the foreign

exhibits in previous hitters, I was not so much embar-
rassed by their numerical richness as I am now, when
I find the ground so cimipletely covered by .Vmeriean
exhibitors, vicing with each other in honorable com-
petition in every possible field of art and science in

which the physician may be interested. 'With so many
hundreds represented here, I cannot do more than
briefly glance at a few, and to none can I give more
than a ])assing notice, wholly disproportioncd in

many cases to the beauty, excellence, or grandeur of

the exhibit. Xor can I separate the absolutely beau-
tiful from the intrinsically useful, for, as in the case of
the manufacturei-s of chemicals and drugs, who have
piled up mountains of expensive salts of alkaloids
which dazzle the eye with their magnificent crystals

and geometrical shapeliness, the qualities of utility

and attractiveness seem to be harmoniously and
fcuggestively blended.

In the department of chemical and pharmaceutical
products, to which 1 will first allude, the United
States is singularly demonstrative. It is but a step
across from the domains of his Majesty, the Kinperor
of {Jermany. to the contiguous exhibit of our own re-

public, ami tin; progress of this country in the refine-

ments of the chemical art is almost the first feature

that arrests the eye of the visitor. Such a display as

that which I'owei-s & Weightman. and Kosengarten iV

Sons, of Philadelphia, and others, here offer, was
scarcely possible from any foreign contributors, as the

delicate, fragile blocks and crystals would have suf-

fered a fatal martyrdom at the hands of even excep-
tionally tender and scrupulous handlers of merchan-
dise fii r'liitf. The exhibit of Powei-s it Weightman
is certainly surprising in volumintmsnes.s. and co.slly

in its riclines.s, as it is, of course, excellent in quality.

.V mass of sulphate of quinia that weighs l.flIK!

ounces, morphia blocks whose ounces arc .also num-
bered by the hundreds, sulphate of codeia and of

cinchonidiu and <iu:nidia weighed by pounds, caffeine I

representing in an ini|)osing crystallized mass three-

fourths of a ton of coffee;—these are only a f<w of the

grander portions of an exhibit ma<le up of the handsom-
est and most attractive drugs and chemicals, as to

color and crystalline form, that it is possible to con-
ceive. Not less important is the display of chemical
and pharmaceutical products by Ho.seiigarten iV: Sons,

of Philadelphia, paiticularly of the alkaloids of cin-

chona and opium. The barks represented are numerous,
and some of the rarer salts of (piinia, as the tannate and
liypophosphite, are especially interesting. The .salts of
manganese i)resent a beautiful appearance, and the
large, though by no means hand.some, mass of opium
is well woithy of careful inspection. In the same
department we may also notice particularly the exhibit

of carbolic acid, citrate of bismuth and of iron and
bisnmth, propylamin and its com|)oun(ls, the various
preparations of iron in scales, etc., by Hillings. Claii]) A:

('o., of Hoston. Over sixty specimens are handsomely
displayed, and the exhiliit is highly creditable, not
(inly to Boston, but to Xew Kngland. Charles T.

White & Co., of New York, also make an attractive

exhibit of general chemicals, giving ])i()minence to

morphia, quinia and its valerianate and strychnia.

The manufacturing pharmacists, who are closely

identified with their neighbors already referred to in

liUbiness relations, ale intinuitely associated with them
also in location at llie Kxposition, being partiei|)ants

with them in catering to the successful instruction and
interest of hundrcjls and thousands of visitors who
linger long in this remarkable department. Wm. ]{.

Warner it Co., of Philadelphia, who had already re-

ceived awards at many of the expositions at home and
abroad, make a fine display of sugar-coated pills, fluid

extracts, elixirs, artificial fruit essences, and the gen-
eral products of a pharmaceutical laboratory. A figure

of the godde-ss wf Health revolves above this hand-
some and extensive exhibit of |)harn)aceutical excel-

lence, as if to indicate, what may not be at all im-
probable, that a return to health may frequently be
hoj)ed for from recourse to articles of the materia
medica so well prepared for popular use and for dis-

pensation by the judicious practitioner. Phosphorus
SL'cnis to occupy a luominent place here, the clement
lieing declared to be thoroughly diflu.sed and sub-

divided, and perfectly ))rotected from oxidation, fiul-

liick and Crenshaw, of Philadelphia, also make a fim;

display of a most reliable collection of similar pliar-

nuiccutical pre|)arations and chemical apparatus.
They were among the very earliest to jiractise sugar-
coating of pills in this ecumtry, and their list includes

an injuicnse nunilier of otlicinal and other formula'.

We naturally find the contest between tlie sugar coat-

ers, the gclatinc-coaters, and the compressors of pills

carried into the very Kxposition itself. It makes but
liltle difTerence to whom the award may be given by
tlie judges of this department ; the discussion of the

merits of each form of jiill will grow warmer fnuii

the jealousies of the chemists and jiharmacists who
advocate it. Medical men will doubtless l>c in-

cited to a closer scrutiny of their claims by the agita-

tion, and will weigh the arguments of each, especially

of those which have received the commendation of
the judges of award. Frederick Stearns, of Detroit,

has endeavored in his exhibit of the products of phar-

macy, such as pill.s, elixirs, fluid extracts, sjiices,

troches, cfTcrvescins; granules, etc . to illustrate the

progress nuide towards rendering remedies plen.sant to

the eye and agreeable to the ta-ste. His ca.ses are said
to repr'esi'Ut nearly ten thou.sand items, ami his sugar-
( dated pills are describeil as being made by building
up in steam-warmed revolving jians, first the pill itself
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upon a minul.e granule of cane sugar, and afterwards
coating the same with pure sugar, using no varnish

—

softness, porosity, and soluliility being aimed at,

rather than perfection of sphericity or whiteness.

McKesson and Uoljbins. of New York, are, in addition

to being manufacturers of fluid extracts and other

preparations, well-known as tlie advocates of gelatine-

coating for pills, and of pills so covered they make a

very interesting exhibit at the Exposition. It is not our
province or ))urpose to enter into this controversy, but
simply to direct attention to tliis coating as anotlier

|)opular form of administration. Who shall decide until

j>liarmacists themselves agree { A smaller amount of cx-

cipient is said to 1);; required in tliis process of gelatiniz-

ing the granule, a fact that is in some respects a recom-
mendatiim, even if it should, as it doubtless does,

give the hou\n>npathic ]>ractitioner frequent opportuni-

ties of ei\iploying regular medical preparations, for

which the doctrine of infinitesimal doses will claim
all the credit. Another advocate of gelatine may be
found in Keas1)ey and Jlattison, of Philadelphia, who
also make a special display of granular effervescent

preparations—tasteless quinia. being quinia disguised
l)y admixture with compound tincture of eucalyptus;
citrate of caffeine, etc.

Outside of the domain of general chemical or phar-

maceutical manufactures, may be mentioned several

interesting allied products of general interest to the

medical man. Perhaps tliere are none more so than
the exhibition of the mode in which the natm'al min-
eral waters of Saratoga can be transported, in all

their original purity and freshness, to a distance, as to

Philadelphia—a fact of wliich the writer can speak
from pemonal knowledge. Here is an exhil>it by A.

1?. L'lwrence & Co., of Saratoga, of Union and Excel-

sior Spring water, on draught, which have been l)arrel-

led by hydrostatic pressure, the water being conveyed
from the spring, at a depth of twelve feet below its

overflow, to the liarrelling vault, thr(nigh a block-tin

])ipe into lilock-tiu-lined reservoirs, the gas being tluis

prevented from escaping. The mechanism inside the

reservoir consists of two lilock-tin tubes, one of

which, a long tube, leads from top end to bottom of

the reservoir, and the other, a very short tulie. also

inserted and finnly s"cured at to)) end. merely extend-
ing tlirougli and attaelied to the block-tin lining.

The atmospheric air is driven out through the .short

tube, and as soon as the reservoir is filled with water,

both tubes are closed perfectly with screw caps. This
is vmdoubtedly a much more satisfactory ractliod than
thatsometimes adopted l>y druggists, wlio honestly dis-

pense the other natural waters of Saratoga in the best

way at their command, infusing into them tlie spark-
ling vitality, whicli tliey do not usually possess after

transportation, by a few turns of the carbonic acid
spigot. I say this much of the honest apothecary,
1> ^cause I know that artificial Congress and other

waters are often palmed off on the unsus|)Octing for

tlie natural article.

Asclienbaeh & Miller, of Philadelphia, in their

exliil)it point out the success of chemistry in imitating
tl\e flavors of fruits, and. altliough this would not at

first siglit appear to be a subject in which jjhysicians

are particularly interested, it may be a matter of some
surprise to many of tlieni to learn how perfectly rasp-

berry. |(inea)(ple, and other flavors are imitated by
eiunpounds made from acetate, butyrate, and valerian-

ate of amyl, all derived from the disgusting fusel

oil or amylic alcohol ; also from acetate, liutyrate, and
formate of ethyl, the butyric ether lieina obtained by
sulijecting gra|)e-sugar to the lactic acid fermentation,

old cheese or putrefying meat being used as a ferment.

Among the derivatives from petroleum which have
come into use during the few years past, has been a

substance called cosmoline, manufactured by E. F.
Houghton & Co., of Philadelphia, and said to be a
heavy, paraftinous, oleaginous hydro-carbon, purified

and concentrated, and used externally in various
forms of camijhorated, carbolized, and other ])repara-

tions, all of which are exhibited at the Exposition.

I offer these merely as samples of the kinds of ex-

hil)its to be seen in this department, with no intention

to slight numerous other manufacturers and dealers,

whose dis])lays may be equally meritorious.

The collection of surgical instruments constitutes a
very attractive feature of the American medical ex-

hibit. Undoubtedly the flnest displays are those

made by Geo. TiemannifcCo. (Stohlmann and Pfarre),

of New York. (\)dman & Shurtleff, of Boston, and J.

H. Gemrig, of Philadelphia. The Boston firm has been
allotted tlie greatest amount of space, from the fact

that their exhibit includes not only a large collection

of surgical instruments, but also of dental and other

appliances and machinery. These three tiinis un-
doubtedly represent all that is novel and effective in

the meclianical applications of the instrument-maker's

art to the .assistance of the surgeon, and in the jierfec-

tion of design, ingenuity, and finish in this direc-

tion. I will take as an illustration of novelties in this

useful department the exhiliit of the centrally situ-

ated memlier of this trio, the old-established house of

Tiemann it Co. Their Centennial case, of rosewood,
and valued at eleven hundred dollars, contains the in-

struments for almost every important operation, and
has nine trays or drawers, which can be removed and
carried as separate cases by enclosing each in its ap-

propriate leather pouch, each tray holding the instru-

ments for a special operation, as amjjutations, for

the eye. lithotomy, etc. We notice, also, a ]iortable

army pocket-case, to be carried like a cartridge-box

by a shoulder-strap, from which, for hospital or office

use, it can be readily removed by a slide; also an as-

pirator ])umi) of celluloid, on a new model, whicli

may be used for the stomach and for injecting pur-

poses, one end exhausting, and the other expelling the

fluid ; all the new stricture dilators and cutters ; a

new rotating osteotome ; fenestrated emljryotomy for-

cei)s, and oesophagus forceps, which open with wide
jaws, without increasing the size of the stem ; all new-

forms of |)arallel dilators for forcible dilatation of the

uterus; uterine or tonsil aspirator, which incises and
immediately exhausts the blood or pus; water-lined

trusses; ])ainless hypodermic syringes; automatic

ligatures a clamp needle which brings the edges to-

gether and yields a little to the swelling ; a new sphyg-
mograph with a laterally moving indicator ; a new
form of ))oekct spirometer; double curved self-

registering thermometer; anewflexible chain saw, made
up of steel beads, and capable of motion in every

direction. These are specimens taken at random from
a brief ins])ection of a case full of novelties, and are

merely mentioned as an indication of the improve-
ments constantly going on in the department of sur-

gical manufactures. Horatio G. Kern, of Pliiladelphia,

in an interesting exhiliit of surgical and otlier instru-

ments, claims |)eculiar merit for his dental extracting

forceps, from the adaptability of such forceps to the

|jartieular tooth it is intended to extract, seventy-fivo

varieties of tile instrument Ijeing manufactured, with-

out a duplicate in form.

Mr. T. McUroy, of New York, exhibits several very
ingenious and complete invalid and fracture bed-
sti.'ads. surgical operating taldcs and chairs, and vari-

ous rcfiuirements for the comfort of invalids. Tliese
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are most of them so wuU known, from tlicir cniploy-
mcnt in tlie army ami navy mcdieal services, in civil

hospitals iinil private practice, that it seems almost
unnecessary to ilescribe them. Such appliances, as the

inventor states, are not only for the comfort of the

sick and alllieteil. hut for the ease of the nurse ami
the convenience of the doctor. The collection includes
an invalid ami elevatina; bedstead, a hospital hed, a

fracture extension appliance, a sur^^ical opeiatin;,'

talilc for hospitals, an oculist operatini; chair, a specu-

lum or oneratin^ chair, and a recently invented revolv-

ini; postmortem or anatomical talih'. with scales

wei^hin;; from a quarter ounce to (iOO pounds, etc.,

])ropL!r attention lieini.; paid to its interior ventilati(in.

coinmuniciition with the sewer, etc.

I{. .1. 1).

THE TREATMENT OF ASTHMA.
To THK Editor ok Tan Medical Recohd.

SiTi :—The letter of Dr. H^-ard, in the last issue of tlie

JIkduwi. Hkcokd, is very stranL;(; if meant as a reply

to my communication (in No. :!10, Mkijicm. Ki:ioiii>).

He tirst makes some erroneous statements, unjustly
nscribing them to me, and then refutes them himself.
This may he an easy method of convincin<< those

unac(pniinted with the subject under consideration,
but it is certainly illogical, to say the least. I dis

tinctly stated in my communication to vou, Mr. Edi-
tor, that I did not wish to enter into a discussion as

to the priority of the ucrve-tlieory of asthma or its

treatment by galvanism; I merely mentiunedthe facts

that in 1H70 I read a paper on asthma, and pulilished

it in my Giilnimi-T/miipeiituD. where (long belore Dr.

Beard) the nerve-theory of asthnni was clearly pointed
out, and my methods of treating it by the galvanic
current were given in detail, with illustrations of cases

treated by me according to these methods. Tliese

statements I still maintain, because they are perfectly
Ciirrect, leaving Dr. Bjard responsible for his erroneous
statements.

Very trulv vonrs,

W.M. B. Nektki,.

AM.MONIUM BROMIDE LN HAV-I' KV Ki;

To THE Editor of the Medical Recoiiii.

Dkmi Sik :—I desire to c.ill the atti'ution of the pro-
fession to the local use of aninuuiiiun bromide as a

means of relief for the distressing symptoms of sum-
mer or autumnal catarrh—hay-fever, so called.

It is well known that the bromides, when adminis-
tered internally for a number of days, produce anies-

tliesia of the pharyngeal mucous membrane; and
some practitioners (myself among the number) have
used a strong solution of one of the bromides as a

gargle, in castes of irritable throat, with excellent re

snlt.s. I have also employed ammonium bromide as a

vaginal injection in a cu.sc of irritable bladder, with
immediate good effect.

Uea.soning from the above facts, I was led last sum-
mer to .suggest to my friend. >Ir. S. A. .Solomons, a

student of medicine, to make a tiial in his own pirson
of n solution of aimnonium broTiiide as a wasli for the
mi-sal pas.sagc8and lus a gargle, to relieve his h.iy-f<'Ver.

He tried the experiment, and obtained marked' reli<f.

iiitinitely more than he had obtained from any other
means. Mr. Sohunons also prescribed the solution (to

be snuffed up into the nostrils and used as a gargle

i

for a lady who had been a martyr to the disea.se fipr

many years. In a short time this patient wrote, saying

that the bromide had almost entirely relieved lier of
the irritation attendant upon the di.sen«e, and express-

ing her great gratitude for the suggestion.

I would ask physicians to make an extended trial of
this medicine, as follows :

1. A solution of ammonimn bromide, "
j. or 3 ij. in

water ; j.. to be used as a gargle freiiuently.

2. -V solution of the same salt in the jiroportioii

of 10 or ;iO grs. to water ; j, to be inhaled into the

nostrils—not forced in with a syringe or douche ap-
paratus.

It is very probable tliat by means of a spniy-|)ro-

ducing apparatus these solutions may be better .ap-

plied to the larynx, throat, posterior and anterior

nares.

Yours verv trulv.

E."f'. Skoi IN, M.I).

P.S.—The suggestion is made without any refer-

ence to tlie parasitic or neurotic theories of the di.scase.

I'KOF. lULLKOTll AND HIS Ol'EHA-
TIONS.

To TnK Editok or The Medical Record.

Sik:—Without any invidious eomi)arisi)n. it may
fairly be said that there is no ojierating theatre in

Vienna so popular as Professor ]5i]lrotli'.s. The cause
of this is not wholly unconnected with the (|ualitie9 of
the principal performer. A profound pathologist, an
accurate anatomist, an oi)erator bold to the vergi^ of
ra.«lincss. an easy conversational lecturer, an accom-
plished linguist, a good blackboard draughtsman, arc

qualities not every day to be found combined in one
who, during the most severe and tedious operations,

preserves an amial)ility and unpretentiousne?s which
makes his luescnce a conii)anionship to the youngest
a.ssistant. Nor docs one often tind the strength an«l

endurance of a blacksmith uniting these (|ualilics on
the one hand to a distinguished social re|iutati(>n as ii

composer and pianist on the other. A combination of
qualities like this, in oni' so favorably cir< innstanced,

could hardly fail in aehic^ving the ))opularity and suc-

cess which Prof. Billroth has aecomidishcd. In the
theatre I'rof. Billroth is attended by nine assistants, all

of whom he encourages to operate there occasionally,

and thus secures for them a sort of training not affoid-

ed in any other operating theatre with which I am
acquainted. All the apparatus is according to I.i.ster

—carbolized gauze, car)>olized oil-silk, carbolized
eaiuitehoue, salicylic charpie, salicylic jute, etc.— most
of them of the ex(|uisite .S( haffhausen manufacture,
being ready in proper order. That pest of surgeons,
ready-made (non-) adhesive )ilaster, is here unknown,
the emiilastrum diachylon being always freshly spread
on linen cloth as re<|uiri(l for use, and is always
soft. |)liant, and thoroughly adhesive. The ligatures
on hand are carbolized catgut, tine silk, and tine flax

—

the two latter lying in a carbolic solution. The tlax,

though fine, is very strong when wet, and is more
generally used both for ligatures and sutures. The
instruments to be used are laid out in a carbiilic solu-
tion of a strength of three per cent., contained in

shallow porcelain trays, in which also, before com
mencing to operate, the tingers of the operator are
dipped, as also from time to lime during the opeia-
tion. Billroth has a |)eculiar |)enclmnt for bulldosr
forceps (with slide:. Instead of wailing to lie «rler;i s

as he proceeds, they are instantly .seized and left in
the care of the forceps—as many as twelve of thi ni

have I seen hanging like leeclns from a wound— until,

a cunvenient stage of the operation being rcuclied,
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they were, as far as necessary, relieved by ligatures.

Tliis plan greatly facilitates despatcli, and is jjar-

ticularly convenient and serviceable in the extir|)ation

of large fibrous or carcinomatous tumors. In the

closure of Wounds, Billroth uses a great many sutures,

making coaptation .as perfect as possible, but uses

drainage tubes very freely. From a wound by no
means large, following extirpation of the rectum, I

have seen as many as eleven drainage tubes projecting.

In the Lister dressing (which, after unsuccessful ex-

periments with boracic solutions, has Ijcen reinstated

with increased care), an improvement in the way of
economy has been introduced. For the caoutchouc,
or oil-skin, previously placed between the sixth and
seventh layers of the Schaffhausen carbolized gauze,
paper has been substituted, so prepared in a mixture
of linseed oil, white wa.x, and litharge, as to answer the

same purpose. In such a large hospital a great saving
is thus accomplished.
The Ann'stlu:tk. used by Billroth is not unlike that

U33d l)y Dittel, consisting of three (o) of chloroform,
one (1) of ether, and one (1) of alcohol. The special

advantages claimed for this mixture is that it rarely

produces cramp or vomiting. Upon tlie whole, I think
its claims are sustained. However, vomiting not only
does occur with it, but it has taken place precisely

when it was most likely to prove disastrous.

Tlie Liliiilrr in use here and generally throughout
Vienna is a very simple affair. A scoop of wire-work,
large enough to cover the nose and mouth, is covered
with a single cap of flannel, which is tightened around
the frame by gusset and tape. The anaesthetic is

poured ujion the outside only, and in drops, the bot-

tle always having a sto|)per-tube attachment. The
jiatient can breathe either through or under this inha-

ler, as may be desired. It is light, handy, cheaj), and
for safety, simplicity, and economy, this method of
administration is highly to be commended.

BgiiKii-ch's Mi-thod, when practieible. is never omit-
ted; the elastic tube is entirely discarded—an elastic

baud, siuiply a little narrower than that used for the
|)reliniinary compression, being substituted for it.

There is a suspicion, however, that in addition to the
temporary paralysis sometimes caused Ijy this method,
it has a tendency also to interfere with prompt primary
union. From a multitude of cases and facts observed,
the following may be not devoid of interest

:

LymphiiiKi Midigna has in three successive cases
been recently treated successfully. In the last case,

a man thirty years of age, a very large number of the
superficial lymphatics were exceedingly enlarged.
The treatment was Fowler's Solution, five drops, grad-
ually increased to twenty, internally daily. Also,
into the body of each tumor, l)y turns, an injection of
one drop occasionally, several of them being injected
every day. The tumors at first were quite stubborn,
but after beginning to be soft and movable, they pro-
gressed rapidly to disappearance.

AthrroiiKi of the. Lower Jam—in point of location so
rare, Billroth had never before seen it. The patient
was a woman, twenty-five years old, and the tumor,
which was situated just beneath the bicuspids and
first molar on the right side, was about the size of
a walnut. It had been growing aliout two years, but
had been painful about two months only. .\t first

sight it niiglit have been taken for epulis or dentigen-
ous cyst; but on proceeding to operate, the tumor was
found to consist of a cheesy, calcareous mass. The
surface beneath, after being well scraped to the depth
of about Ci) three millimetres, looked healthy, and
the wound healed without further trouble.

OUiteratioii of the Vena Azyjos.—In this case, which

was more interesting than instructive, a man aged
fifty had great redema of the face and neck, and
enormous distention of the superficial veins of the
thorax, but with no evident cause. The diagnosis
made at the time was occlusion of the su|K'rior vena
cava, by a substernal tumor, and a preparation in the
museum, with which this case was supjjosed exactly
to corres|)ond, was shown in illustration of the patient's

condition. Two weeks afterwards the patient died in

the wards of Prof. Bamberg, from suffocation. It

was then found that the obliteration was of tlie vena
azygos. and the cause of it a strumous tumor of the
thyroid gland, which had more recently become car
ciuomatous. A full description of the ijathological
condition and collateral circulation will shortly be
published Iiy Di'. Chiari, who is making a careful

preparation of the subject, which will probably be sent
to the next Paris Exhibition.

Pruloiiijeil Intermd in Carcinomm lAnrjuir. — A
healthy-looking man, jet. fifty-five, presented himself
for the extirpation of a small epithelioma, which for
two or three mouths had been growing on the left

side of the tongue. On the right side of the tongue
was a healthy cicatrix, marking the site of an extirpa-
tion of an epithelioma fifteen years ago by Schuh,
Billroth's jiredecessor. To Billroth, who is a relentless

extirpator of cancer, this was a gratifying incident.

Suhciitjuieons Osteoti/m;/.—Not only in club-foot, but
in rachitic deformities of the legs, I have never seen a
case present itself here, however bad, but its treatment
has been undertaken, the courage displayed and the
results olitained being very interesting to witness.

One patient, a young man, eighteen years old, I saw,
upon whom subcutaneous osteotomy of both tibiic had
been performed only two ycai's before for doulile

v.algus, and in whose gait there remained no trace of
apparent deformity. This operation Billroth practises

only when simple manual force is insufficient. In its

performance he never uses the saw. An incision is

made as small as will admit a small chisel, and then,

with this and a hammer, the tibia is divided, if nec-
essary, completely ; but if not, only so far as will enable
the operator to use manual force most effectively.

All the straightening gained is immediately secured
and maintained by plaster-of-Paris dressing. In no
case, even when the treatment has been most daring,
have I failed to see the results more than justify the
measuie.

EHlrpation of the Ileetum.—Though somewhat
singular, this operation is with Billroth the rule rather
than the exception for carcinoma of this region. Al-
most the only limitation he makes is that all the parts
diseased are within easy reach of the index finger. I

think, however. 1 have seen this limitation decidedly
overstepped in one operation, in which en route the
membranous urethra and prostate were as cleanly dis-

sected as if for a preparation. After the extirpation
the cut end of the rectum is brought down, and as far

as jjossible stitched to the integumental margin of the
wound. Tliis, however, generally breaks away and
retracts, leaving a large excavation to be filled in by
granulation. The important matter of keeping this

excavation clean is accomplished only by .at first the
free use of drainage tulies. and afterwards by diligent
irrigation. Of the six cases under my observation,
the youngest of which was a female of twenty-two,
four made a good recovery, and did not suffer from
involuntary discharge of fa'ces. Of ten previous
cases. Prof. Billroth tells me four died, and the rest

did well—a success as regards the primary results

which is certainly encouraging in this field of surgery.

llyisterotoiiiy and Ovariotoiiti/.—In these operations
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Prof. Rillnith nhvnys uses tUo. clamp ; for lifiatiiris,

if iiicfss;iry, usually rarlioli/.ed catgut; and fur !

mtiircs, carlioli/.cd tine silk ; he loaves geiieially two i

or tlnvc (lrainii";o tulns in the wound, and, as may lie
'

supposed, tinislies with the Lister dressing. In one
CHse of hysterotomy which did well— in ii patient let.

twenty-tive— for ahout two months after the operation

a listnla continued in the alidominal wound commit-
nicating with the vagina, the lips of the listnla lieini;

vaginal nnieous memhiane. I'nder occasional applica-

tion of nitrate of silver, it close<l without troulile. In

another case of hysterotomy, in which, besides other

had symptoms, metcorism was very trouhlesoine, in-

t.'stinal puncture wss resorted to; hut it availed noth-

ing, and the patient died the following day. At the

post-mortem the intestine was found to he rendered
impassable; a Meckel's ilivertieuhim about six in<h( s

in length encircled it, and this, with the advent of
]

intlam:nation, had caused strangulation. The punc- i

ture was found to have been below the point of stran-
j

gulation. Only a few days afterwards similar

symptoms occurred, with ficcal vomiting, in another

case, and, warned by the recent experience, Billroth ;

for the first time, as a sequel to ovariotomy, perfi>rmed
|

cntcrotoniy. The bowel was thus emptied and kept
so. and vomiting did not recur; but the next tlay the

patii'nt died. The cause of the strangulation was
deen\ed to be twisting of the bowel and adhesive in-

flammation of a portion of mesentery.

In two cases in which the elamp could not be used,

the pedicle was secured by carbolize<l silk ligatures,

which were cut off short. They were both exception-

ally bad cases, and both died. In one of them, in

which several ligatures had been used, and in which
death occurred on the eleventh day, on examination
I found none of tiie ligatures coated by lymph or

fibrine.

Having by the kindness of Prof. Billroth been pres-

ent at all his oi)erations of this class for the past four

months, both private and public, I have been princi-

pally impressed with the fact that amongst the private

ca.ses there has not been one death—these liaving

occurred exclusively in the general hospital. The
youngest ca.ses have been respectively seventeen and
twenty-one, and these, fron\ first to last, [irogres-sed

more rapidly than any others on the list. AVhen the

number of cases he wishes first to complete is reached,

Prof. Billroth will publish his results.

15. IIOW.MID, M.D.
ViKjiXi, October 4, 18711.

IS A L C O H () I. A F O () D ?

To THE £ditob of The Medkai. Hecobd. \

Dear Sm :—In a previous number of The Kiccokd,

Dr. Mays seems to desire to support the theory that

alcohol is a food. The quistion |)re.sents itself. What
is a food i that which supports life, or that which re-

plenishes tissue ?

Does alcohol support life ? Docs it contain tho.se

elements which replenish the ti.ssuce of the body, as

they arc day by day worn out and cast off I

Organic chemistry teaches that all tissue material

supplies contain nitrogen as an essential jiart; that all

fmce-giving foods are hydrocarbons. Alcohol con-

tains no nitrogen ; hence it cannot be a tissue food, i

Is it then a force-supplying food i No.
j

In the researches of Dr. Anstie, a.ssistcd by Pr.

Dupre, the results of his experiments were unmistak-
able in their bearing on the question.

Hydrocarbons ])roduce force by oxidation. Alcihol
is a hydrocarbon, and, it consumed in the body, must

produce heat, in order to rank among the heat forming
foods. Does alcohol cause an increase of animal heat (

The experiments of Dr. Benjamin W. Richardson, ' of

Edinbingh, on this question, go to prove that, instead

of producing animal heat, it diminishes the heat in

the body. He dividi's the i)rogre.ssive changes of ani-

nnd function from alcohol into four .stages:

1st. Stage of excitement, with relaxation and injec-

tion of the blood-vessels of the minute ciicnlation

with which we have become conversant.

2d. Stage of excitement, with muscular inability

and delicient automatic control.

3d. Stage of raniblins;, incoherent, emotional ex-

citement, with loss of voluntary muscular power, and
ending in hel|)less unconsciousn(s,s.

4th, and final stage, where the heart begins to fail,

and in which death, in extreme instances of intoxica-

tion, closes the scene.

In the first stage the temperature may rise to one-
half degree Fahr. in man. In the second stage the

heat comes down to its natural standard, and then
declines below what is natural. During the third

stage the fall in temperature rapidly inci eases, and, as

the fourth stage is reached, it approaches a luiint that

is actually dangerous. There is, also, during this

stage, profound coma, or sleep, and, while this lasts,

the temperature remains reduced. And here we have
a diagnostic ))oint between tlie sleep of apoplexy and
the sleep of drunkenness, for in apoplexy the temi)er-

ature remains normal.

These re.searclies, although differing in results from
Drs. Anstie and Duprf, would, I doubt not, have been
reached by Dr. A., had not his useful life been cut
short at the time it was.

Kow. II. Stlmson, M.D.
Obinoe, Mass., Ort. 9. 11=70.

^•- - -^

BLEPHAIUTIS CILIAIMS AND ERROKS
OF REFRACTION.

To THE Editob of The Medical ItEronD.

Sin:—I am convinced, by observations made in two
hundred and eighty-five cases of errors in the refrac-

tion and accommodation of the eye which I have
made record of the i)ast ten yeai-s, that the disease
known as blepharitis ciliaris, or oph. tarsi, is usually
accompanied with, and often wholly caused by, these
errors.

Several test casw were made of patients, by giving
them no other treatment than i)roi)erly-fitted "lenses to

correct the errois. Some were hypermetropic, and
others astigmatic, or both combined, and the result

seems to warrant mo in calling the attention of the
profession to the subject.

Heretofore reliance has been placed upon local

applications and digestive tonics, to the neglect of
what, I am confident, is a valuable aid.

Not only have I found the local lesions cured by
properly- fitted lenses, but the disturbances of diges-
tion have also disapiieared.

A case illustrative. U. B., young man from Ver-
mont, apj)lied for trcalnunt, witli the following
symptoms : eyelids swollen ; holders everted, and
presenting at i)oints pustules and accumulated ciusts:

eyelashes partially lost; tarsal conjunctiva congested.
There was also the usual complaint of neuralgic \m\u
about the eyes which acconiiianies hypermetropia,
and also symptoms of indigestion--a coated tongue,
eructations, unpleasant dreams, etc.

• Cantnr Lectorra " On Alixillol," by Dr. B. W. Rlpharilnun. Tub-
(Ktiod by J. N. Stcurnii. Agt'Kt. 58 Itaulc ttiwrl. Sew Yurk.
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Examination revealed ametropia, requiring a con-

vex lens + i'^, to correct the error of refraction.

The manifest hyiiermetropia was +/„-. Spectacles

+/u were advised, with recommendation to change

to +/,-, +-h, + W-. if tolerated.

Six months later he was well, but had not changed

his first glasses. A year or more afterwards he reported

that his eyes had not troubled him since three weeks

after he fiist used liis glasses.

Second case. C. D.
;
young lady. She had been

under severe treatment for neuralgia and inflamma-

tion of the eyes, oph. tarsi, etc. Five montlis in a

hospital, and a course of mercury, made up a part of

her history.

Examination revealed astigmatism. This was cor-

rected l>y proper k'uses, and in a very few days she

was fuUv relieved of all trouble.

Many other analogous cases might be selected from

my record ;
but some of them were otherwise aided by

eye salves to soothe excoriated surfaces, or, perhaps,

had some constitutional treatment for complicating

ailments.

The above two cases typify the others on the list,

althou"-h many of them were lees marked in character.
°

W. W. G.\UDNEn.
SpniNGFiELD, Mass., Oct. 21, IRVfi.

OIL OF CORN AS A REMEDY FOR
ECZEMA.

To THE Editor of The JIedical Record.

Sik: Nearly one year ago a young man, resident of

this city, who had long suffered severely with eczema

of the fingers and liands, was induced to try tlie oil of

corn fov^their relief, and was so much benefited by

the first application that he continued its use, and very

soon had the satisfaction of a more complete freedom

from tlie affection tlian he had experienced for sev-

eral years.

My observations of the action of this substance in

his case and others since have persuaded me tliat it

is a valuable medicine for the treatment of this very

troublesome and obstinate disease.

The first case in which it was employed was a

severe one; all of the fingers were involved in their

whole circumference and the disease was deep in its

action, so much so as to involve the matrix and loosen

the nail on some of the fingers.

He had, on the prescriptions of physicians and

others, employed remedies, usual and unusual, local

and constitutional, but, in his estimation, none ever

did him so much good as the oil of corn. With its

use his hands soon became well, and have so remained

since.

The oil thus far has been obtained in the following

simple manner: A handful of grains of dry Indian-

corn ( J«ft »»ai/s ; tlie yellow variety has been chosen,

though the white may be equally good) is placed on

the blade of an ax, and a good-sized piece of iron,

brought to a high degree of heat, pressed firmly on it.

Th'e process is a slow and laborious one, as but a

few drops arc obtained from each handful of corn, and

is caught as it flows off the edge of the ax.

On cooling it possesses near the consistence of liquid

pitch and is^'equally Ijlack from the cliarring of tlie

corn. It has a pungent odor, and the burning sensa-

tion is quite severe for a few minutes after its first aji-

plication. The objectionable coloring of the hands

passes away in a few days after the applications are

discontinued.

Application has been made to Messrs. Powers &

Weightman, Philadelphia, who will probably soon be

ableto furnish the oil free from the black coloring.

CuAS. E. Slocum.
Defiance, Ohio. Oct. 2, 1S76.

THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN AND
THE MICHIGAN STATE SOCIETY.

To THE Editor of The Medical Record.

Dr. John P. Stodd.\rd's communication in your
issue of lath Aug., in reply to one from Dr. Maclean,

should certainly not have been permitted to go so long

unchallenged, but for the knowledge that Dr. S. had
been appealed to by a member of the Judicial Council

who took pains to set him (Dr. S.) right as to the

matter of fact at issue between Dr. Maclean and him-

self, and asked Dr. S. to withdraw the misstatements

contained in his letter to you. Having now waited

quite long enough and in vain, for his explanation

and recantation, I feel called upon to trouble you with

a few words in reply to him.

As the charges under wiiich the Michigan State

Society is at present arraigned before the .Judicial

Council of the American Medical Association were
preferred liy myself, I presume Dr. S. will concede my
right to speak autlioritatively with regard to their aim
and scope.

My colleague. Dr. Maclean, was ciuite correct in

stating, as he did in liis letter to you, that "The
Michigan State Medical Society is even now under
charges liefore the .Judicial Council." Tliese charges

are I)a3('d on the fact tliat this Society has, tlirougli a

committee duly instructed for the purpose, met and
consulted with the representatives of irregular .systems

of medicine for tlie avowed purpose of obtaining from
the Jjcgislature of the State an act by which every

(/radiiiite from regular schools, aspiring to jiractise ra-

tional 7uedicine in this State, would be required to pass

an Examining Board, the majority of whose members
were to be homceopaths and eclectics. And this com-
mittee, having so met and consulted, reported tlieir

conduct, which was apjiroved by the Society, and a

committee continued with instructions to persevere in

the effort to obtain this law.

As Dr. Stoddard took an active part in the attempt

to create this mixed Board of Examiner.s, his criticism

of the [iresent condition of affairs in the Medical De-
partment of this University seems to me very unjust,

and liis advice to its iiiuch abused faculty very un-

generous.

If some one should falsely accuse Dr. Stoddard of

a crime, and employ witnesses to destroy his charac-

ter, and these witnesses could easily be impeached,

would he have such regard for th(! •'dignity" of si-

lence as to leave his defence to the chance impulse of

a friend, or would he defend himself?

The Michigan State Society, packed by the friends

of private schools, sought to destroy tlie reputation of

the University school by a resolution declaring its

position to be inconsistent with the interest and honor

of the jirofession.

The State Society must now choose whether it will

confess this resolution to be an error, or be con-

victed of iittfiitionally compromising the interest and
honor of the profession in this State. Since, if the
" existing situation of the Medical Department " of the

University is inconsistent with professional honor and
dignity, its own conduct must be still more so.

Very truly yours,

Geo. E. Fkothingiiam.
ASN AiBor, Oct. 23, 1876.
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ARMY NEWS.
0[firiiil Lint of ChaiKjea of Stntions and Dutifs of

0[HcerH (if the Afedieal Jh'partmeiit, United Stiites

Army, from Oct. 29</» to Soe. ith, 187G.

Kkwauijs, L. a., Siirfiron. Leave of iilisenee further

extoiuled six inoiiths on siirfieon's certificate of dis-

ability. S. (). 2:!0, A. a. ()., Nov. ;!, 187(>.

.I.MirF.TT. O. R, Asst. Sin<.^eon. Assigned to duty .it

Ed-retield, S. C. S. O. ITiT, Department of tlie South,

Oct, 2."), ISTO.

HiiowN, II. E., A.sst. Surgeon. Relieved from duty

ill Department of the South, and to report in person

to ('oinmanding (leneral Mil. Div. of tile Atlantic for

assignuRiit. S. O. 2:10, A. (J. O., Nov. 3, 18T(i.

SrvKit, ("ii.vs., Asst. Surgeon. Leave; of ah.sencc ex-

tended twenty-three days. S. O. 2i:!, Div. of the

Atlantic, Nov. 1. 1870.

AiNswouTii, V. C, Asst. Surgeon. To report in per-

son to the Commanding Ollicer Depart, of Arizona,

for assignment to duty. S. O. 2o0, C. S., A. G. O.

UfU' 3nstriimfnt3.

THE PLIABLE PESSARY.
'Pill': pliable ring pessary constructed by F. G. Otto

it Son has some advantages over those of the hard
rubber sort, which commend themselves to the atten-

tion of gynecologists. It comliines softness, fiimness,

and smoothness, with easy and perfect llexibility on
any desired plane; in fact, it can be twisted or doul)led

in any direction required. As will be seen by the ac-

companying sectional drawing, there is an explanation
for this not (>nly in t\w materials used, but in tlie

methods of their adaptation to tlie ])rinci|ile involved

steel ribbon the measurements are marked by Knglish

inches and on the other by French metres. 'I'lic ad-

vantages of such arrangement are (juite obvious to

tliose who may wish to bceonie praelieully familiar

witli the decimal system. Its mechanical construction

is such that it is not liable to get out of order, wliilu

its sure and easy metliod of working is of itself a
recommendation.

JllfbUal JHftno onb Ntroa.

CoNTAiitou.s DisEASKS.—Comparative statement of
cases of Contagious Disease reported to the Sanitary
Hureau. Health Department, for the two weeks ending
November 4, 1870.

Week Ending
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Venhi.ation of the College of Physicians and
Surgeons.—The ventilatiun in tlie Theatre of Anatomy
of this college is so far beyond perfection that it is

difficult to ,<!:et out of reach of some lively current.

This is particularly the case during the evening meet-

ings of some of the medical societies.

Dr. Gurdon Buck, our distinguished townsman,
has so far recovered from his recent illness as to be

al)le to attend the ho.spitals and occasionally to oper-

ate. He has just published his work on Reparative

Surgery ; the cases detailed therein l)eing i^rofusely

illustrated with cuts.

An A.vipnT.^^TED and Mutilated Hand was found, a

few days since, in a gutter in 2()th street. It was evi-

dently removed from a dissecting-room subject by
some medical student who wished to create a sensa-

tion. It is to be lioped that the perpetrators of this

piece of blackguardism will be a|>prehendcd and se-

verely punished.

Dr. Frank H. Hamilton will liold a surgical clinic

at Bellevue Hospital every Wednesday, at 2.'i0 p.m.,

during November and December.

Dr. S.wrb's work on Orthopedic Surgery is to be
translated into German and French.

The Mucous Membrane op the Stomach and
Cerebral Lesions.—Softening and ulceration of tlie

mucous membrane of tlie stomach arc said by Brown-
Sequard to follow injuries of the corpus striatum, the

crura cerebri, or tlie spinal cord. On the otlicr hand,
hemorrliages generally follow injuries to tliat point in

tlie pons where tlie middle crus cerebelli is inserted.

Paralysis of vaso-motor nerves is not the cause, for there

is contraction of the arteries and veins, and stasis in

the capillaries which rupture.

TvriioiD Fever in Paris.—AYhen this epidemic
was raging with severity last month, the readers of

La Friihc^ Mf'liaile were furnished with a few edito-

rial notes on the modern treatment of ty])hoid, espe-

cially that advocated by Liebermeister, and later by
other German writers.

Attention was called to tlie fact that most clinical

instructors recommend the use of tlie bath for mode-
rating tlie temperature. Thus, when tlie fever lieat has

reached 107° Fahr., a bath of 08" Fahr. is to be given
for from tive to ten minutes, and repeated when the

temperature again reached the same height.

In conjunction with the bath quinine is the great

febrifugi . Twenty to twenty-five grains may l)e given
at a dose, and even as much as forty grains within an
hour. The reduction of temperature follows rai)idly

iu most cases. It was by these two principal agents
that Liebermeister leduced the ordinary ])ercentage of

mortality (27) to 8. His cases numbered 1,500. \\'ith-

in the past year the Germans have advocated the use

of salicylic acid or the salicylate of soda, the former
to be given in doses of from sixty to seventy grains.

Reduction vi temperature usually follows, it is said, in

from three to four hours. When the salicylic acid is

to be repeated, from thirty to fifty grains will usually

be sufficient to promote tlie required reduction.

Typhoid Fever Caused by Impure Milk.—At a

recent meeting of tlie St. Pancras (London) sanitary

authorities. Dr. Stevenson repoited that tiiree cases of
typhoid had occurred in we!l-ap])ointed houses, situ-

ated in the Regent's Park sub-district. A searching in-

vestigation had revealed no defect in the construction

of the houses, likely to explain the appearance of the

malady, but he ascertained that all received their milk
from one retailer. Tlie farm supplying the milk was

then inspected, and it was found that the cows had
access to a pond containing crude sewage, a culvert

opening into it directly, and bringing sewage from
some twenty houses in the village. In tlie garden there

was another pond of muddy water ; there was also a

shallow, fifteen-feet surface well, containing only a

few inches of filthy water, and " from cither of these

sources came the water supply." Tlio iieojile at the

farm alleged that they filtered the water. Viut tlie health

officer actually saw some of tlie filthy water in a large

milk can and also in two pails.

Thomas Laycock. the distinguished medical author,

Professor of Practice of Medieiue in the University of

Edinburgh, and Physician to the Queen for Scotland,

died Sept. 21st, iu Edinburgh, aged (J4 years.

Propagandtsm in French Hospitals.—The |iropa-

gandist ardor of some of the Sisters of C'harity in

Paris liospitals is so pronounced as to raise tlie indig-

nation of the municipal authorities.

Conv.«.escent Home at STR.^ssnpito.— ?il. Ehr-
mann, a millionnaire of Strassburg, left a million of

francs to tlie hospital of that city to found a conva-
lescent home.

Butterine is tlie name of an artificial compound
of animal fat which is sold in Glasgow, Scotland, for

butter.

The Plague is said to have broken out in the

Turkish army, necessitating the change of position

every three days and the burning of infected tents.

The PRO.IECTED " City of Hyoeia."—Our esteemed
contemporary The Medical Preus and Circular, does not

believe that tlie sanitary city will be a success, but is

willing to await the developments of a practical test.

In regard to the project itself, itsays: "Weliveinan
age in which tlie experimental pliilosophy is being

pushed to a degree of which even Bacon himself

could have formed no conception. This will be really

an experiment on a gigantic scale, and such as we
should have expected to see projected by our American
cousins rather than by our own less venturesome
countrymen.''

Journalistic Enterprise.—The American Prnc-

tilioner, in a spicy editorial article o'l the Inter-

national Medical Congress, concludes by saying :

" One reason for the marked success of the Congres.s

was the admirably-constructed machinery ; it worked
perfectly. Those gentlemen in Philadelphia who had
the devising and arranging of it, deserve the best

professional thanks.
" Only one thing in the action of the Congress is

deserving of adverse and severe criticism, and that

was the resolution offered by Dr. Eve, forbidding the

publication of any of its proceedings, papers, etc., in

any medical journal. Dr. Eve's good nature allowed

him to be imposed upon in this matter. The res-

olution, so it was privately whispered in Philadelphia,

was offered in the interest of a medical journal whose
editor had failed to have any reports prepared, when
it was found other journals were having such reports

in preparation. Just as soon as the matter was gen-

erally understood, there was a feeling that would have
secured the reconsideration and repeal of the resolu-

tion, only it was thought best simply to let the matter

pass in silence, and act as if no such resolution had
ever been offered. The New York Medical Record
has shown tlic absurdity and usclessness of this action,

and it is al>out time that such nonsense should be

stopped in intelligent medical bodies."
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(l^ruviirtl Communirations.

A CONTRIBUTION T(J THE STUDY OF
NKl'RAfXirA. AN INTRACTABLE CASE
IN mu\ ATE PRACTICE.

By E. p. IIUUD, M.D.,

XEWUUBTPOBT, UASt).

Neur.\i.<;ia, more ameniible to treatment than most
of the other neuroses, sometimes presents itself in ii

very obstinate and intractal)le form. The foMowiii.4
case, occurrins,' in private praeticc, illustrates the 11111^

culties which sometimes atteuil the treatment of
throuie and anomalous eases. It is of interest. 1st.

on account of its inveteracy; 2d, on account of the
violence of t^ie pain-paroxysms; ;Sd, on account of
the extraordinary doses of opiates and other anodynes
required for the relief of the pain ; -Uli, as illustrative
of the fact tliat trivial excitini; causes, in a person of
stron-jly neuralgic diathesis, are frequently sutlieientto
provoke an attack

; .'3th, as showinj^ that neuralgia, like
epilepsy, is often excited by unknown external or inter-
nal irritants, so that the canixi morhl cannot always ln^

foreseen and avoided ; (ith, as showing that the cause is

sometimes ;iscertainable, if not easily preventable ; 7th,
as showing that irritations of peripheral nerves, in
neuralgia, may so exalt the excitability of certain
ganglionic spinal centres as to seriously perturb all

the nerves, sensory and motor, originating there
whence pain and spasm, radiating outwards, and mani-
fested at a distance from the original neuralgic focus:
Sth, as sliowing that pain and si)asm, relCx effects
just mentioned, maybe so violent, so diffused, and so
persistent—certain reflex vaso-motor disturbances also
accompanying them—as to simulate the manifesta-
tions of spinal meningeal congestion, and lead to
an erroneous diagnosis.

" Neuralgic ijains are characterized by the sudden-
ness with wliicli they come on, and the suddenness
with which they sometimes go away ; by the total
absence, in most cases, of heat and swelling, and
often of tenderacs?, too, when they are external, and
of febrile sym|)toms when they are internal, even
though their intensity be extreme

; by their apparent
dependence, in numerous instances, on sudden changes
of the weather

; by their occurring chiefly in persons
of a nervous temperament in whom the health is

otherwise disordered."* Exemplifications of these
particulars arc furnished by the case I am about to
report

; a nuirked degree of tenderness, however, over
the painful foci was seldom alwent.

Uintunj.—Thii patient is a daughter of an influential
yeutlcman of this city, whom I will call Hicharcbi— is

of delicate organization, twenty-four years of age. .\t
ten years of age an attack of n'leasles resulted in otor-
rha'a and deafness. Three yeai-s later she had typhoid
fever, which was followed by teinporarv paralysis. In
186K, an attack of dysentery added to tiie debility en-
suing from the previous illness. Then came severe
intercostal neuralgia. The attacks were frefpient,
and were attended with cramps of the pectoral and
intercostal muscles, and when left to themselves ulti-

..^•.^ '"
*,
O""'""' "" 'iwlf"! I'J Watwn. Tho »alnc writer nilcU :inw inicl ni«ln<l>- occur- iiio»t loiiwminl) in |H'n«in« ivh.i .xhlhk in

otliiir rvaliccto Uio oigiia ..f an unaouml or d.ruiiKf-l or iUl.iliUiii>l ,>»
torn ... Sometimes ii U conncctwl wUli u «li»pu«ltlou to rheumatic
aliveUuiu."

niately subsided with free vomiting and exhaustion.
I In fact vomiting generally ensued, whether anodyne
remedies were administered or not.) The usual treat-
ment by opiates, Indian hemj), and other narcotics was
faithfully pursued. The record declares that opium
failed to give much relief to the paroxysms, and that
even hypodermics of moriihia aggravated rather than
benefited. A new remedy, the pioduct of the guarana
sorbilis, was just then coming into vogue. Dr. II. C.
Perkins, the attending physician, had obtained a
quantity fiom Bni/il. and iiad generously furnished
samples to his medical cunfn'res. Some brilliant cures
were wrought, and every foiin of neuralgia seemed to
lie controlled by the pauUinia powders. In the case
of Miss Hichards, the good effects of the paullinia
were esi)ecially marked. Twenty-grain doses of the
powder caused speedy disappearance of the pain.
Her general health improved. For four years there
was almost complete immunity from pain. Last fall
she was in better health than usual ; appetite and di-
gestion good ; could walk and ride ml liliitum. A
visit to Boston was attended by exhaustion and a se-
rious nervous breakdown. The following memoranda
are from notes taken since my attendance:

Aye. 23, 18T,'i.

—

Prrsrut VoiuUtioii <if Putieiit.—Miss
H. is a short, fragile, undeveloped little body; weight
about 75 ; light hair, blue eyes ; thin and pale

;

quite deaf; teeth all decayed; digestive functions,
menstruation, normal

; regular but' weak and com-
|)ressible pulse, 120

;
no febrile action. An attack of

spasmodic asthma. Prescribed bromide potas. with
belladonna; stramonium cigarettes to be smoked.
Kelief followed in a few hours.

I remarked on this occasion the exceeding good
health of the parents. Neither father nor mother are
" nervous " people. The former has a chronic bron-
chial trouble and rheumatic proclivities, but, though
past sixty, is quite vigorous.

Dec. 8.—An attack of pain in left shoulder. In
bed, sitting posture, father sup|)orting and making
pressure on the painful shoulder—pressure affording
some relief.

A full dose of paullinia was given, but without
effect. It was twice repeated within an hour and a
half, and failed. And here it would be proper to le-

mark that paullinia has never since been of any bine-
lit. I injected liypodermically i gr. morph., without
effect. Another hypodermic, rei)eated in an hour,
failed. Subsequent inhalation of chloroform caused
a lull, and after free vomiting, she fell asleep.

./((/(. Vi, l87(i.—Was summoned at ten o'clock
r.M. The pain had returned in the left shoulder.
Patient sitting up in bcil, writhing with pain. " O
dear; () dearV' was the constant, pitiful cry. Pulse
130, extremities cold, countenance distressful ; shoul-
der drawn up by a tetanoid contraction of scapular
muscles. Sometimes a wave of pain would attack in-

tcrcostals of left side, and the clonic muscular spasms
could be seen and felt, llypera-sthesia of left shoul-
der and scapular region, and tender spots along tlie

cervical spine ; the points ilmiloureiij; however, were
not significant, nor were they those that Valleix de-
scribes when treating the neuralgic affections of these
regions. Two hypodermics of morphia, fiftctu
minutes apart, 1 gr. each, served but to intensify the
pain and spasm. Scpiibl/s ether was administered for
forty minutes without causing muscular relaxation, or
relieving the jiain. Cliloroform finally brought rest,
but no amount of this ana>sthetic tlui\ or ever pro-
duced unconsciousness, if 1 except momentary lap.ses

into sleep from which a touch was sullicient to arouse
her.
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Jan. 14.—On makiug my luoniiuar visit. I found
tliat tliere had lieen a return of pain during the night

—this tiually had given way to prolonged vomiting.

There was heljetude and prostration ; irritable stomach,

muscular soreness, extreme hyperivsthesia of left

shoulder, which was still drawn up and made to hug
the neck. Here evidently was hyper-irritaljility of a

very limited nerve tract. Was it in some perijjheral

(cutaneousl brandies, and therefore probably of rlieu-

matic origin fa quite tenalile hypothesis), or in tlie

posterior roots of some larger nerve trunk whose
molecular disturbances were i)roi)agated centrically

and excentrically ; Tlie latter hypothesis would very

well explain tlu' symptoms, and be iptitc in keeping

n-ith Anstie's theory that neuralgia is the result of

atropine or degenerative changes in the roots of sen-

isory nerves.*

Adopting this view, it -would seem likely that the

rhomboid branch of th.' tifth cervical might b^' the

iiLU've principally at fault, and that the irritation

might start from a sensory root of that nerve. Tlie

])ain would be referred to the iieriplural terminal

branches of the nerve, in accordance with a well-

known physiological law. The molecular disturl)-

ance, when intense, would l)e propagated in various

directions, along lines of least resistance, and hence

the spasm, the intercostal pain. etc. After all. I liave

b.>en led to prefer the theory that the irritation giving

rise to such painful manifestations starts invaiiably

from the peripliery—certain cutaneous branches wliose

an itouiical elements, of low vitality, are wont to Ijo

injuriously affected by atmospheric changes (damp-
ness. chillin3ss): by the systemic blood containing a

jjaljulum iusuffici.mtly elalioratcd. or an excess of urea,

uric, lactic, etc. ; by jihysieal violence, as wlien severe

pain has bean brought on l)y handling the arm a

little too roughly or l)y an unlucky hit on tlie

shoulder, t

R.'asous will be given furtlier on in sujiport of this

opinion. It is easy to understand that an irritation

proceeding from the surface can do all that an irrita-

ti m of centric origin can do. Moreover, the condition

of the posterior roots that Anstie descriljcs has not

been jiroved to be a common concomitant of neuralgia.

!Xor is it easy to see the connection l)etween such

atrophy and the intense pain characterizing neuralgia,

especially when it is taken into account that ntrophics.

not only of nerve-trunks. l)ut of large masses of nerve-

trunks in the spinal cord and in the encephalon, have

bion found after death, and yet jiain was not a promi-

* Anstie un Ncni-ulgift. Plulad. : Lindsay & Blakisloil.

+ "Tho (iHTiiiht'i"aI) iifferoiit uon-e? of nuiivivluala. who. thoujjh

otherwise hertUhy. have lax ti^-^ues, are tifteu imiluly impressible."

—

H'TlMjrt Spineer's Triu. l*syeh»'l»»gy. p. TO, vol. i. The above ^'ives ns

a hint a-s to the i>atholoiiy of this ease. The ultimate peripheral ler-

nniiatiun of seiis-ory nerves is the n.tke«l axis cylinder. Hence the ter-

minations of the nerves are mort' exposetl to <Usturbanoes and irri-

tants of all kinds tllau are the nerve-trunks or the po-terior roots. In

persons of low vitniity and lax tissues, an extraordinary amount of

chau;je may be produced in nerves aud nerve-eeutres by irritants that

are trivial. The nerve molecules easily tuuible to pieces, the least shiH-k

produeiuit disint«'gi'atiou. instead of that modei-ate isomeric transfor-

mation which is normal. In uuderj,'oinir disiutei?r)Uion they lilierate

all their eontaine^l motion, aud speetlily the whole ner\'e and il.s cen-

tr.il ganglia are thrown into commotion. Tbeix* is now riot and dis-

order, as much as in an epileptic convulsion.

This explanation makes the ncnrjdsne attack literally a siJocies of

prolon^^iil expk>si.>n. the unstable pr.>t-)plasm of tlie axis cylinder being

the t>otcJei\ and some local, constitntioual or external irritant the
^/Mirk. The indication for treatment is, of ctim-se. to fortify and
harden the cjnstitnliou by a suitable iuvigoniting nutrient and tonic

regimen. The nervous system will pameipiite in the benefit thus de-

riveii. Heu»v alcoholics, quinine, ai-senie, iron. fats. etc.. might lie

cxjieetcil to do gt)o<l. A better and morw enduring prvitojilasm is

waut*Hl. Unfortunately, it is often easier to tell what is wanted than
to carry out the tn^atmeut necessary. Neuralgia, a disease of civili-

zation,' wuuUl nudon'itetily be stamiHhl out by a relm-u to samgism.

nent syniptom during the life of individuals suffering

these degenerative changes.*

The hypeiwsthesia is exalted polarity ; this hypenes-
thesia intensified is pain.f

To return to my report. The irritalile stomach was
firet (juieted. then bromide potas., in one scruple doses,

was prescriljed. also the sub. carb. iron in half-teaspoou-

ful doses ter die. AVine and brandy ni lib.

Jiiii. l.j.—Another attack of pain. This time it was
the right shoulder that was affected. The left shoul-

der, still fixed in its unnatural position. The same
writhings antl outcries as before. A hypodermic of

atropia A gr. was given. The paroxysm passed off

in a few minutes. The pain returned in an hour, to

Ije again controlled liy the atropiu.

Jan. 10.—Prostration, hebetude, muscular sore-

ness, anorexia, deformity of left shoulder very
marked. Atropia, ..Vo gr., to be given night anil

morning. Pancreatic emulsion after each meal.

Bromide potas. mixture to be il.ropped, ami bromide
camphor given instead. (This soon hacj to be omitted

as not agreeing.) Bowels constipatetl, owing proba-

bly to th.' large quantity of sub. carb. iron that was
taken. Elix. laxative administered. Quinine in two
gr. doses, instead of the iron powder.
From this time to the 23d there was no attack of

any severity. Appetite became good. Scraped beef

given ; also eggs, milk, cream, oystei-s, custards, etc.

(Want of teeth comi)els great care in the prci)aration

of the food. ) Ivocturnal restlessness suljtlued by
chloral in 10 gr. doses. On the 19th tliere was a

return of pain, owing to hurting the left shoulder in

moving her. It w.is subdued by two doses of chloi^al.

Atropia was discontinued, not seeming to do any
good. The emulsion was also dropped, as interfering

with appetite, and a little salad oil was given iixstead.

The soreness, tlebility, .and tetany continued.

Jan. 23(?, 24f/i, 'i'tth.—Two very severe attacks of

liain in right shoulder and side. Pain ingravescent.

Comes on with slight twinges, relieved by pressure

over the seat of pain; then there is a steaciy ache

—

then the storm is at its height. She sits up now in

bed, though jireviously unable to move unless helped;

the body sways to-and-fro, there are groans and loud
outcries. Pain now in the shoulder, now in the right

side, now in the left, and now in the back. Pain a

constant heavy t/i>iil. aggi'avateil liy lancinating tliriistn.

The ilescription of .Taccoud is strikingly <r j'mjios ot

our patient's contlition during the attack :
" Indepcn-

tlamment ties secousses lancinantes du paroxysme, les

malatles e])rouvent une douleur .rf.rc, ou Jiffunr. ])ro-

fonde et contusive. qui n'est point comparable a la

premiere jjar son iutensite, ct qui survit penilant un
temps variable a la terminaisou de Taccfes proprement
dit.-'

:

During these two attacks everything seemed to fail,

till the pain wore itself out. Atropia failed, so did
morphia, so chlorodyne (Sir Thomas Browne's prep-

aratiiui), given in half-teaspoonful doses. Chloro-

form inhalations gave only momentary relief, though
fully half a jiound was used. After an hour of

almost continuous administration of this ana>sthetic

by inhalation, the patient was still conscious, and not

wholly relieved of iiaiu and spasm.

Jan. '2iith.—I rul)betl croton-oil liniment along the

lower cervical and upper dorsal regions of the spine.

* Erb. in Ziemssen's Cycloiwidia. For example-s, see Vltlpian " Le-
mons snr la rhysiologie Compar^e du Syst. Nerv."
t Jacoond. l*athologie Interne. Pari-s 187.5, vol. i. p. 4S1. ** Une

hy[>enesthcsie morbide ^lev6e a la pui;ssauce de la dollieur spjntanee,
i-onstitue t*MUcs les nevntlgies."

J Jaccoud. Op. cit., tome I., p. 4S6.
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Tlir following pill to be i^ivon tlirec times a day

:

R (^uiveiiiie's ii'oii, gr. ij. ; Ext. Caiinaliib IikL, gr. L
M. Ft. pil.

Jun. 27<A.—A slight attack of intct-ccstal pain was
relieved l)y firm pressure with the hand. Pressure luis

often seemed to aliort pain in the side and slioulder.

(I e.\cept the sensitive left shoulder, wliieli cannot be

handled— it is a noli nw t-iurjere.) * Another proof
tliut the pain is of peripheral origin; else how could

pressure modify a painful consciousness in nerve lila-

nients that do not themselves originate tlie morbid
disturbance '.

.Vitir/i :)(/,.—Tliere has not Ijccn any attack of any
\

severity since .Ian. 2.">th. Premonitions have been i

promptly attended to ; chloral proving of great ser-

vice as a preventive. Ciotou cliloral has of late

been given instead of the liydrute, as being nioie

pleasant to take.f The effects seem to be identical !

with those of the hydrate.
j

Is the good result in any measure attributable to the 1

croton oil pustulation on the back .' Theoretically,

one would expect benefit from severe counter-irrita- .

tion in such cases.
{

ifiirch 'Ml, eceiiiitij.—A very severe attack (inter-
i

costal). Croton chloral in repeated '> gr. doses
,

failed, /-.th gr. atropia with 1 gr. morphia, subcuta-

neously, relieved after several hours" torture.
I

March lOM.—Pain in side and shoulder. Another
hyi)odermic of morphia, modified Ijy atropia ; relief. 1

Stomach irritable ; vital functions all depressed. To
j

live on milk, and discontinue all medication.

March ISlh.—Anollier paroxysm, relieved as before.
1

Patient looks pinched: is of leaden hue; pulse, 1^0;

bri'ath very offensive ; in fact, all the secretions are

dL-praved, a result probably of retie.x vaso-motor dis-

turbances, so often remarked in neuralgias. The
perspiration after an attack often has a rank smell,

and the urine is wine-colored, and loaded with urates

and phosphates.
.Ijiril 13th.—Almost a month of lull. Pain has

been prevented—"nipped in the bud"— Ijy the vigi-

lance of the attendants, the parents and sistei's of tlie

patient. Room h:is been kept, as far as possil)le, at

one uniform temperature (70' F. ) By flannel clothing,

frictioiLs, stimulating and anodyne embrocations, care

as to diet (wliich has consisted largely of milk, witli

porridge, Graham bread, lieef pulp and beef jviiee.

wine and eggj, by tlie judicious use of croton chloral

and valerian, the sick girl has been made as comfort-

able as po.ssible. To-day there has Ijeen a violent

outbreak of pain and spasm. The morphia and atro-

pia failed. (Jne drachm and a half of McMunn's elix.

of opium WHS introduced subcutaueously in tlie neigh-

borhood of the left shoulder, the jjain being most

violent there. These injections were made at intervals

of fifteen minutes, three in number, and sufficed to

qiiell the storm. The pain was of the character

before de9cril)ed.

Aliril 14M.—Ketuni of pain, in both sides and
shoulders (i. <., leaping from one l)art to anothcrl.

Marked spasm of pectorals, intercostals, and ncca-

sioiially of diaphragm. Some o))isthotouos, which I

ju<lged to be mostly voluntary, induced in order to

* Pr»Mure [n thvm: lauKx M.-CUIB to act by aboU«hinK the roiidtictivity

Mf the -t'li-trj- inTvtM, *• Wr are obU- ut uii<U>r«tuti(l how i.re..^iir»-. *>'

lentiiioiit: thul <I»-llmu- liiolev-ulnr Imlanci! whii;h iiiiiki-- i-.«-ilil' tli.'

ulti-ru*ti<iii ijf isomeric KtiitCM, may prevt-nt the i«i-i.atfe- i.f ihtwjuj^iIi-

*.-h»rscii,''— lleTben 8iw'invr> Principle* of I*»ycholu(ry. vul. 1. p. 77.

t it CnHon chloral II.

lilycerine,

8ynip Aiuantii .'u'l M.
M.

^tS-t Z t. Pi'O '"c tiui't.

relievo the jiain in tlie shoulders and the scapular

regions. Hiccough and diliicult deglutition, from
reflex disturbances of constrictor muscles and dia-

phragm. (It is a little singular that the nerves of the

i)iachial plexuses seem to have escaped in all these

attacks.) The pulse and breathing were accelerated,

and tliere wius considerable feverish heat (101-102 F.)

Headache, with vertigo.

Have we here a case of meningeal congestion,

bordering on inflammation, or may it be jiossible that

these recent exacerbations, with fever, opisthotonos,

severe clonic spa-sius, etc., are the result of the heroic

doses that have been given of elix. of opium to relieve

the pain? 1 confess to having yielded to the persua-

sion that I had here a case of meningeal coiigeslion

—

my former diagnosis of neuralgia having been incor-

rect! Dr. Howe, who saw the young lady with me,
coincided in this view. Later, however, we saw
reason to change our mind. Ergot and broni. pot.

was prescribed ; counter-irritatiim by croton oil over
spine (blisters were contra-indicated by the dorsal

decubitus of iiatient;, and hypodermics of McMuuu or

liattley, ]iro ;v, /<«/«.

April I7th.—Another "•fearful" day. Pain and
spasm iu mo.st of the voluntary muscles supplied by

tlie lower cervical and upper dorsal nerves. Four
hypodermics of McMuuu, at intervals of half an hour,

were injected into the left deltoiil.* A stupor, last-

ing twelve hours, easued.

During the attack all the membei-s were at times

convulsed, and the backward bending of the body
was very marked. Difficult deglutition, weak, rapid

pulse ; rapid, sometimes sighing respiration. When
free from pain, complete prostration ; lieadache,

stupor, pallor, sometimes alarming lividity of coun-

tenance, coldness of extremities—in fact, death at

times seemed imminent.
April 18</(.—Ul. tiglii over spine, from occiput to

lumbar region.

Ajiril I'Jth.—^Vnother severe attack of pain, which
WiLs relieved by ilcJIunn. The croton oil is causing

much suffering.

May '2itk.—There has been no retuni of pain to

date. The effect of the croton oil appliuitiou has

lieen seven-, but apparently beneficial. AVhat is its

iiioilus ojieraiiili .' Has it acted as a persistent, power-
ful stimulus to the trophic spinal centres of the

di.sea.sed sensory nerves ; f

For about a fortnight one of the morphia suppos-

I

itories of the U. S. P. was used every night. Then a

I
:l gr. liyoscyamus pill was suli.stilute'd, with crpially

' good results. .Vn occasional do.se of chloral or vale-

': rian. Neurotics seemed now to have their ordinary

itTect, as when administered to patients generally.

Diet largely nitrogenous, with milk, eream, wine, etc.

Tliere was gradual subsidence of muscular soreness;

tlu^ left slioulder by degrees became less irritable, and
' went back to its ])lace. .\l the date bust given,

I
MissK. could sit up for hours; appetite and sleep were

I nood. To no particular nudicalioii could this good
result be attributed. In fact, it is imijossible to say

that desperate attempts, at dilTerent times made, to

1 bring relief to the agonizing pain, may not have done

j
this poor girl harm. Yet it i> hard to sit and fold the

hand.H, and make no effort to relieve intense suffering.

j It is hard for the sympathizing physician to .say, " 1

can do nothing." The change of weather, from the

* No alwi— followed tliifie liij<>etIoii% tliuuith ounaidcmbUi mdlular
i-titancouK InlUmuuttioit HapcrTene^l.

* Thrw itn- l»Glk-ve<l lu U' tin

* \ iilpiai), oji. cit.

the gauKlia <>n the iMwtcriiT njot^—Sve
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cold of winter to the genial warmth of spring, would
naturally contribute toward recovery.

Jaiie Wth.—There has as yet been no relapse.

Miss R. is now able to sit up all day ; has been down
stairs ; in fact, takes her meals with the family. Little

medicine is taken ; much porter and wine. Has
gained in flesh. Functions regular.

July lOt/i.—A very severe attack, confined princi-

pally to the right side and shoulder. I was present

from 8 A.M. till nearly noon. Three subcutaneous

injections of Battley's sedative solution failed to give

relief. Wliat they did do was to cause fever, thirst,

headache, stupor, finally delirium, lasting several

hours.

July Wth.—More or less vomiting all night. Stom-

ach still irritable. Headache and mental confusion.

Pain at times very severe in the side. Hydrate chloral,

with bromid. potas. was given in large, frequent

doses, l)y enema, with starch. This eventually quelled

the pain. I resolved never to give opium, in any
shape, to this patient again.

July l'2th, ei'cnimj.—I had tried so many thing.s by
hypodermic injection, that I resolved, if another

severe paro.xysra should occur, to inject three syringe-

fuls of a saturated solution of bromide potassium,

expecting to see its sedative effects numifestcd more
sjjeedily and more thoroughly. Accordingly, on a

return of the pain in left shoulder tliis evening, I

carried out my resolution. Never was poor mortal
more disajjpointed in an expected result. Agoniz-
ing pain followed in the jjoiut of puncture. The [lain

in shoulder was lost in tlie intenser pain in the back
of right forearm, where tlie prick of the hypodei-mic

needle was made. After hours of suffering, worn oirt,

the poor girl fell asleep.

Julij 20th.—That arm has proved a serious trouble.

Almost constant pain has Ijecn felt in the point where
the Ijromide was injected , and a new focus of neural-

gia has evidently l-ieen generated.* Tliere has Ijeen

no pain of any accoimt elsewhere. The whole of the

forearm, moreover, is swollen, and the swelling has

pointed in the middle of the back of the forearm,

near the site of the unlucky puncture. The indications

of a formation of pus are plain enough. Poultices

have I^een used for several days.

JuU/ '21st.—Opened the abscess in back of forearm;
tliough there was a considerable flow of matter, the

pain was not much relieved.

I was jjerplexed at the result of the Ijromide injec-

tion, and tried three syringefuls of the same on
myself, one night on going to bed. Tliere was exces-

sive pain for a few minutes at the seat of puncture,

till the drug was all aljsorljed ; tlieu a sleep of extra-

ordinary soundness followed, vomiting ensuing on
waking. The arm felt the next day as it usually

does after the puncture of the hypodermic needle; no
iuttammatiou followed. There is no douljt that, in the

case of my patient, the drachm of bromide solution

injected was all absorljed in less than half an hour.

Wlicnce, then, tlie pain and other after liad effects ; I

think we can understand them only on the supposition

tliat some injury was done by the needle to the termi-

nal filaments of certain sensory nerves. The neuritis

resulting liy reflex action caused profound nutritive

disturbances in tlie surrounding textures ; tliere was a

free migration of germinal cells to the part, and
eventually an abundant pus formation. But wliy did
this never occur before ': Nescio.

* Jaccotul mentions (op. cit.) that pevere neuralgia has followed the
puncture of a lancet in venesection. Erb, in Ziamssen. alludes to facts
of lilcj nature.

July 30.—The swelling has mostly left the arm;
there is now Ijut little purulent discharge, but there

are frequent paroxysms of jiain, lasting for hours
—sometimes all night. This ]iain is mostly in the arm
and about the jmncture. The arm continues disabled,

and hyperesthesia is marked over the region of pain.

Morphia in ointment ( 3 j. to the 5 j. of cerate) has

seemed to afford great relief ; so also lias belladonna
extract, beaten up with water and applied in the form
of a poultice.

She has been taking the past week the following
prescription

:

5 Tinct. fer. mur 3 ij.

Bromide pot = ss.

Water = vj.

M.
Sig.—A tablespoouful three times a day.

Aug. iiQtli.—The condition of Miss R. for the past

month has Ijeen slowly improving ; no violent attacks

of pain. The arm is getting better, yet it is subject to

brief attacks of pain at the place of puncture. Pain
in the left shoulder has once or twice been awakened
l)y an attempt to use the arm, or by hurting the

shoulder when moving lier. She is now able to sit

up several hours each day, and has recovered lier

haliits of sleep.

Sept. 5th.—I have only to add that several attacks

of pain have apparently been warded off by a resort

to a saturated tincture of gelseminum, in lialf-

teaspoouful doses, till the jihysiological effects of the

drug on the eyes and head have been experienced.

Sometimes the external aiiplication of the tincture to

the side has been sufficient.

I ought to add a word respecting the remarkable

tolerance of narcotics and anajstlietics evinced dming
the neuralgic paroxysms. So far these paroxysms have
their analogue in an ordinary case of tetanus. When
any one can explain why, in tetanus, an irritation spring-

ing from a peripheral nerve, or nerves (as of the sensory

nerves of the fingers or toes iu frost-bite, lacerated

wounds, etc.), can so agitate the whole spinal nervous

system as to cause motor disturliances that are but little

influenced by the most powerful remedial agents, one

can explain why peripheral irritations of a less hiyh and
persistant grade (as in the case above recorded) resist

large doses of opium and anaesthetics. Chloral, which
so wonderfully mitigates the violence of traumatic te-

tanus, and which, in a severe case of hydrophobia which
lately occurred in this vicinity, gave much relief when
all other means failed, might be expected to do good
in neuralgia characterized l)y the tetanoid element (liy-

pcresthesia, local spasm, tetany of the shoulder, etc.,

as illustrated in my report). Unfortunately, however,
the large doses that are necessary to control the parox-

ysms are not tolerated Ijy our patient's stomach (irri-

table at such times), and the hypodermic method of

introducing the remedy into the circulation, consider-

ing my late unfortunate experience with the potas-

sium bromide, I shall not be in any haste to try.

Oct. 21st.—Since the foregoing article was written,

several opportunities have occurred for testing the re-

medial powers of the tincture of gelseminum in this

case. So far the experiment has been satisfactory.

The pain and spasm seem to be controlled by the

remedy. Half-drachm doses proved to be more than
was necessary—pain was relieved, but headache and
disturbed vision followed. Ten, and even ^five-drop

doses have proved to be enough to promptly arrest

incipient attacks. No unpleasant effects have followed
the smaller doses. It is not, however, positively known
whether the iuciiiieut attacks, thus promjitlj' cut short,
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would Imvo iiuT^ed into tho moiu viok'iit paroxysms
that liavc liitlu'ito so often defied treatment. Cer-

tainly no o|ip()rtiinity has yet occurred of trying; the

•relsemirium under tin- most unfavorable circumstances.

The presumption, however, is (and I am sustained

by the O|)inion of the father of the young lady, a man
of rare judgment and discernment) that the minor
attacks would very soon ha\e led to the arverer, and
that the gelseminum has proved of rare utility.

With the cessation of pain, Sliss K. has greatly im-

proved in health, and the hypericsthcsia of the left

shoulder is less marked than it has been for many
months. She can now use the left arm a little, hut

the right arm and hand are still disabled; the condi-

tion of the latter is slowly improving under the use

of hot salt-water baths. She sits up nearly all day,

and has resumed her place in the family circle.

SYPHILIS OF THE COCHLEA (COCH-
LITIS?).

By D. B. ST. JOHN ROOSA, M.D.,

SURGEON TO THE M.VNIIATTAS EVK AND EAR HOSPITAL.

Some three years and a half since, in writing upon dis-

eases of the labyrinth, I stated that I had )'et to see a

rase of recovery from syphilitic disease of that part

of the ear.* Since that time I have rcjjorted one case

of cure of syphilis of the cochlea by the use of mercury
and potash. t I have also very lately seen a similar

case in which very great improvement has resulted from
an anti-syphilitic treatment—so great an one, that we
jnay hope for much more, since the case has been under
treatment but a month. These cjises have of course

j

made me more hopeful as to the prognosis of syphili-
j

tic disease of the labyrinth. They, with some others '

tliat I will now report, have also assisted me to a clearer :

idea of the symptoms and nature of the disease,

although much remains that is unpleasantly obscur(\
|

especially as to the i)athology. This much is certain,

however: the clinical investigation of recent cases'

will aid us very much in determining just how to dis-
|

tinguish disea-sesof the laljyrinth from those of the mid- !

die ear, and perhaps to go a step farther, and locate
|

them in the vestibule, .semicircular canals, or cochlea. I

beg therefore to again report the outline of the tirst

case alluded to, with the additional ones. Before

doing so, the symptoms that may be somewhat relied

upon in making a diagnosis of disease of the cochlea

and of the other parts of the labyrinth will be tabu-

lated.
I

1. Disea.se of the cochlea, as of the other parts of
|

the labyrinth, usually, although not always, manifests

itself suddenly. The patient can definitely ti.x upon
a time when he became deaf, and when he began to

liave tinnilUK aurium. This is true even when one

side only is affected. The one-sided deafness would
;

not be so quickly recognized were it not usually i

.accompanied by tinnitu.s, vertigo, and often by tm-
[

steadiness of gait. Sudden loss of hearing and the

sudden occurrence of tinnitus, vertigo, and staggering,

are not, however, entirely i)eculiar to labyrinth dis-

ease, since it is well known that we sometimes, al-

though rarely, have the same symptoms in c;iscs of

in.spis.sated cerumen and catarrh of the middle ear.

They are therefore only of pathognomonic value in

connection with the objective examination and tests.

• Tre«tl«o on Dlncmw* of the Bur, p. 1564.

t Archlvcii of Dermatology, vol. 1., part 111.

2. The tuning-fork is usually heard better or only

in the sound or better ear. This wouKI be a much
more valuable test were the average powers of e.\act

and objective examination lietter than we find them
among our patients. The value of the tuning-fork is

impaired by the willingness of even intelligent i)a-

tients to believe that they hear all kinds of sounds, no
matter how produci'd, better with the better car. Then
again, if both ears be alfeeted, to nearly the same
degree, the test has an extremely limited value.

;]. The examination of the membruna tympani and
the employment of the methods for iiillaliiig the mid-
dle ear, will usually give us reasonabh' <-oiiclusions as

to the situation of a given disease of tho ear, so that

at the least we may exclude collections of fluid in the

tympanic cavity in making a dilTerential diagno.sis be-

tween disease of the middle ear and of the labyrinth.

4. The piano, or any very similar musical instrument,

will aid us in determining whether or not di.sease of

the cochlea exists. The examination of cases that

were unquestionably affections of the labyrinth shows
that the power of api)reeiating low tones is tho last to

suffer, and the first to recover in most cases of disease

of this [jart of the ear, so that these will be heard when
the high ones are not heard at all, or if Ihey are apjire-

ciated, they appear "j'alse'' or doubled. Kiom our
present knowledge of the physiology of hearing, when
these symptoms are present, we must conclude that

the cochlea is the seat of disease, even if it be seconda-
rily affected.

[

5. The diagnosis of si/])hiKs of the labyrinth de-

pends in a great meastire upon the same kind of evi-

ili'uce as that from which we coiuhide that a case of
optic neuritis or choroiditis is .syphilitic ; that is to say,

the history and the presence of other symptoms are

i

eruption, mucous ])atclies, etc. It should not be for-

I

gotten, however, tliat the occurrence of labyrinth

' disease, in a person who has probalily had the initial

j

lesion of syphilis, even if no other symptoms are

present, is a very suspicious circumstance which

I

should lead to a careful weighing of the indications

for and against a mercurial treatment.

;
I prefer to say disease of the cochlea, instead of

I

disease of the labyrinth, when the prominent symp-
! toms, a.s in the ca.ses luiw reported, are great impairment
of hearing, the inability to hear certain tones, and the

production of fal.se ones. These are evidences. I think,

of cochlear disease, whatever else we nuiy have,

'i'innitus is a symptom common to many forms of aural

alTectioiiB, while vertigo and unsteadiness of gait are

chiefly to be referred to undue pressure from the

base of the stapes upon the semicircular canals, and
not to disease of the cochlea. I think too much .stress

has been laid upon increa.sed pressure upon this latter

named part of the ear, to the neglect of disease having
its origin in tlie tone- perceiving apparatus—the cochlea.
" Mfnitie's disease " has always seemed to me an unfor-
tunate name, since it has been indiscriminately applied.

It ought not to be used unless it refers to a ease such
as that in which a hemorihage into the semi-circular

canals was found. Of late, cases in which the cochlear

symptoms arc, at least, the predominant ones, are

sometimes styled cases of "Mfnifcre's disease," when
they have very little in common with cases of hemor-
rhage. In short, 1 lliink we should, in making a diag-
nosis, begin to localize the part of the ear that is chiefly

affected. It is interesting to notice that we arc always
assisted in a diagnosis of supposed cochlear disease, if

the patient have a musical education. 1 believe all the

cases of double hearing that have been reported
occurred in musicians. Certainly other patients have
had the sjimc symptoms, but they have been unable to
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appreciate them. The powei- of heai-ing certain tones
can, however, be accurately tested in all patients except
young children.

Case L—W. M., a-t. 37. The patient states that

five weeks ago, on one particular day, he observed that

his hearing was impaired and that he liad a noise in

his ears. Prom that time to this he has grown worse.

He also states that his hearing is worse at night.

About six months ago he had a chancre ; three months
later he had alopecia ; and there is now a copper-
colored jjapular eru[)tion upon his wrists and arms.

Hearing distance : R. /;,, L. -^p.

The tuning-fork is heard better in the left. ear. The
pharynx is granular and in a hypersecretive condition.

The drum-heads both show small light spots. The
usual treatment for catarrh of the middle ears has
been employed since the attack of tinnitus and the

loss of hearing, but without success.

Tlie patient was immediately placed upon anti-

syphilitic treatment, which he carried out with but
moderate faithfulness, but he began at once to im-
prove. Two months after his tinnitus was relieved,

and the hearing distance was : R.
Pi-esfietl

After

this he went under the care of Dr. Sturgis for other
symptoms of syphilis, and he informed me that he
heard very well.

C.\SE li.—Mrs. X., wt. 01. April 8, 187r>. Seven
weeks ago this patient, who was lirought to me
by her husband, a physician, began to observe an im-
pairment of hearing, accompanied by a dull pain and
by tinnitus.

Hearing distance: R |". L. 4'ir.

The husljaud. and the note of a physician who had
supervised the treatment of the patient, state that she

had notl)een well since the birth of her child in August
last, when an abrasion (syphilitic i) was found on the

OS uteri. This the husband says was probal^ly pro-

duced by infection from his own finger, upon which
was the initial lesion of syi)hilis, contracted in attend-

ing a case of lal>or in a syphilitic patient.

The symptoms from which Mrs. X. suffered before
the loss of hearing were neuralgic pains about
the eyes, hypera?mia of the optic discs, papular
eruption on the chest, and alopecia. There are

now traces of tlie eruption, and the patient has a

poor appetite, pains in her legs, and some neuralgia
about the eyes. Tlie treatment was anti-syphilitic

in the beginning, but has not been very thoroughly
carried out of late. The pharynx is granular, and
the left drum has no light spot. The usual treatment
for catarrli of the middle ears has lieen pursued to

some extent, but with no benefit, for the aural symp-
toms arc increasing.

A thorough anti-syphilitic treatment was under-
taken, and, according to a note from the husband and
a ''erbal communication from the physician who first

c
I

I'^Tved the case, the patient progressed steadily to

recovery under this management. I have not seen her
since she first consulted me.
jCase hi.—Mr. v.. ivt. 33. August 30, 18T6. The

patient states that towards the end of last June he ob-
served dulness of hearing and tinnitus in both ears.

Soon after he discovered that he was totally deaf as

to the left ear, and the right ear has been growing
graldually worse.

On August 1st he began to have attacks of vertigo
and staggering, and has had several since. He had
a venereal sore on his penis about February l.jth, and
says he had nuicous patches in his mouth and throat
about the middle of March.

Hearing distance : R. i^i, L. -^[;.

He hears words when spoken distinctly into the
right ear. The drum-heads are both dull in color and
have no light spots. The air enters both tympanic
cavities freely upon the employment of Politzer's

method, and reddens the drum-heads, but causes no
improvement in hearing.

A diagnosis of syi)hilitic disease of the labyrinth on
both sides was made by ray associate, Dr. B. T. Ely,

who saw him first ; and after the patient had seen Dr.

E. L. Keyes in consultation, he was put upon a course

of inunction with the oleate of mercury, mercurial
baths, and iodide of potassium internally, in steadily

increasing doses.

On Septemlier Oth, he was already better. He conld
hear the voice much l)etter; the attacks of vertigo

continued, but tliere was no more staggering.

A more complete examination showed some peculiar

symptoms which throw some light uiion disease of

the cochlea, and which are therefore now detailed.

The noises of the street Ji/r the patient's head very un-
pleasantly. He cannot distinguish siliilants

—

s sounds
like /'. etc. The notes of the piano become discord-

ant at .ith C. They do not sound double, but fahe.
In the higher notes the 7th note sounds more like the

octave than the octave itself.

September 1 2(h.—There is a little more improvement
in tlie hearing. He hears notes truly about an octave
higher than on the 0th. When an upper note is struck
he also hears with this the half-note above. He still

complains of the unpleasant effect of the noisy streets.

The drugs have been steadily continued, and with no
unpleasant effects. He is allowed to leave New York
and go to the sea-side.

Septemlier 19th.—Patient now hears convereation
with the right ear at ten feet. The left ear seems to

have no power whatever. The dose of potash has
now reached seventy-five grains three times a day.

October 5th.—Hears the voice at twenty feet with
ease. All but the last two notes of the piano are

heard correctly, i*' still sounds like s. Is taking one
hundred and twenty grains jiotash three times a day.
The liistory rests here for the present.

It is possiljle that we have not paid enough atten-

tion to the protection of inflamed or hyperamiic ears.

As has l)een shown,* boiler-makers may protect their

ears from the destructive hyperirmia caused by the
concussions to which their work exposes them, by
plugging the meatus ; and telegraph-operators may
suffer from an impairment of hearing induced by ex-

posure to the continuous clicking of a telegraph in-

strument. In the case just reported, the patient ex-
perienced great relief from the change of residence
from near the noisy pavements of New York to the
cpiiet of the sea-side ; and I believe where noise pro-
duces such a degree of irritation as was complained
of in this case, we should carefully select a residence
for the patient with a view to keeping him out of
noise. In ojihthalmic therapeutics a great deal of care

is often necessary to protect the eyes from the light

;

and in acute aural disease, and perhaps in some forms
of chronic affections, the same care should be exercised
lest the ears be exposed to loud or continuous sounds.

C'.\SE IV. is one that I saw at the Manhattan Eye
and Ear Hospital, through Dr. E. T. Ely, who had
charge of the patient at the Eastern Dispensary, and
who diagnosticated disease of the labyrinth. Mr.
L., ast. 22. September 7, 187G. Complains that two
days ago he was suddenly attacked by complete deaf-

* American Jounial of the Jleilicnl Science?, vnl. lv\iii., p. 377,
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iKss in the lift C!ir, nccompanicil liy noises like " tlie

l)li)Min!^ (iff of steam." 'I'liese syniptoins li;ive con-

tinuoil, iuul lie lius nlso bail sli^lit veitiLfO and feel-

ing; of nnstoiiiliness—most troulilesonie when lie tiiiiis

liis face upwards. lie liad a venereal sore on jienia

two veal's a^o, and subseiinenlly sore mouth, falling

of his liair, and iritis. Was treated for syphilis l>y

ropntalile pliysieians.

Hearing; ilistanee : U. J",, li. ,"„. Tiinini^-fork heard
only on rii;ht side. Drumheads somewhat sunken,
with dull color and dull liyht spot. Air enters mid-
dle eai-s readily throu-jjll Kustaehian lulies, but does
not improve hearing.

September 20th.—Patient has been treated for

c.itarrh of the middle ears, without any benefit. .Vnti-

syphilitic treatment was advised at liis tiret visit, but
he has refused it thus far.

The diagnosis in tliis ea.se has not been subjected to

the crucial test of treatment. Its sypliilitic character
cannot tlicreforc be .so strongly emphasized. Yet when
a history of general syphilis is so distinct and a laby-

rinth altection occurs, I tliink we may safely conclude
that the latter is at least iiu'dijuil by the venereal
poi.son, if not actually caused by it.

It is undoulitedly true that .iffections occur in syphi-

litic patients (from suppression of tlie peispir.ition, for

example) which would have oc<urred all the same had
they not been sypliilitic ; and yet the exposure or

imprudence having once caused the attack of inflam-

mation, it immetliately a.ssumes the character of a

syphilitic affection by reason of the sypliilitic blood,

whose increased How to the part and tlie exu<lation

go to constitute the intlammation. The complete
failure of the anti-catarrlial treatment, although all

tliese patients showed some catarrhal symptoms, was
anotlier striking evidence of the real nature of the

cases ; for we seldom meet with cases of catarrh that

do not respond to some extent to the use of the

catheter, Polit/.er's method, etc., while, in acute or

.sub-acute labyrinth disea.ses, this treatment often

aggravates the symptoms.
We do not know as yet what part of the cochlea

corresponds to the low, and what [lart to the high
notes of a musical instrument ; Imt we do know, as

has been intimated in a preceding |)art of this article.

from what has been seen of diseases of tlie labyriiitli

—

not only in such ca.se3 a.s those just given, but in those

resulting from cerebro-si)inal meningitis—that the parts

tuned for low ton(!s suffer les.s than the othei's. The for-

mer will remain unhurt, or at least with ii certain power
of perceiving .sound, when tlie latter have no power at

all. I have now a patient under observation, liowever,

who seems to have iabyrintli disca.sc secondary to a

catarrhal affection of the middle eai-s. who presents

some symptoms tliat seem to contradict this view.

With the right ear— tlie one in wliich I think the nerve
is disea-sed—he can hear the high notes of a pi.iiio

better tlian the low ones; in walking on the sea-sliore

he hears the crickets in the gras,s, liut not the roar of

the wavc3 ; he can hear tlie chir|)ing of insects and
the movements of their bodies easily; the tick of

a watch is heard normally 11', and yet he cannot
hear the tones of the human voice at all well. With
the left ear, whose hearing distance for tlie watch
is but ,',„ the power of hearing conversation is so

good that the patient, a young man of .seventeen,

carries on his studies at college with no particular

difficulty.

The.se clinical facts may yet be fully explained by
the physicist working with musical instruments; at

least, as soon as the pathologist has determined the

exact nature of the diseases of the cochlea.

progrfss of itteljical Science.

HETROrriAKVNOK.M, .\jlsrE88ES IN ClIILDIlKN'.—Tlie

Jithihiieh fiir Kiiiihuhfilknnde contains a paper by
I'rof. IJokai, of I'estli, on this subject, based on 144

eases of the di.sease observed and treated liy him in the

Children's Hospital at Pesth, lietweeti the yeai^s 18.")4

and 18711. Of these cases 12il were idiopatliic ; IJ

were secondary to abscessis in the neik ;
} were se-

condary to spondylitis eiiviealis ; 7 occurred during
the course of scarlit fever, and ought [iroperly to bo

chis.sed with tlie idiopathic eases, as tlie anatomical

|)roeessis in both were tlie same ; and finally. 1 was of

traumatic origin. In addition to these, he observed 43
I cases of lymphadenitis retropharyngealis, which he

classes with the idiopathic retropharyngeal abscesses,

' iiecause he believes that the latter always result from
the former. Formerly he believed that catarrhal

pharyngitis was the cause of retropharyngeal absci ss,

i)Ut liis observations convinced him many years ago
that the abscess was always developed from a lymph-
adenitis retropharyngealis. The existence of several

' small lymphatic glands in the retropharyngeal con-

nective tissue has been demonstratid by Hyrtl,

r^uschka. Ilenle, and other anatomists. In :>() auto])sies

of ehildri 11 made by Dr. DoUinger at the Children's
' Hospital in I'esth, the deep cervical glands were
found, as described by llenle. to be from the size of a

, millet-seed to that of a pea, in 20 cases; in 7 cases, in

i
which death had occurred from catarrhal pneumonia,

, they were from the size of a beau to that of a hazel-

nut, but unchanged in structure; in the three ether

eases tliey were cheesy. I'rof. Bokai has frequently

been able to observe indiopatliic lelropharyngeal ab-

scesses in all the stages of their develoiunent. In these

cases he always found at first a firm tumor, as large as

a hazelnut or a pigeon's egg, behind one or other ton-

sil, rarely in the middle of the retropharyngeal space.

These tumors could be felt externally by deep pres-'urc

near the angle of the jaw. Later on. they became soft

and elastic, rtnetuated, and gave exit to pus when
opened. The secondary retropharyngeal abscesses,

which are due to burrowing of jnis from abscesses in

the external parts of the neck, and also those which
are due to disease of the vertebra', are comparatively

rare. It must be rememliercd, however, that a con-

sideral>le number of the retropharyngeal aliscesses in

scrofulous children, though aecom|)anie(l by sujipura-

tion of the superficial glands, are really idiopathic,

and not due to burrowing of (lus. The retropharyn-

geal abscesses that complicate scarlet fever are also

due to lyniphaihnitis, and only differ from the idio-

pathic absces.ses whin septiciemia .sets in in the course

of a .scarlatina diphtheritica.

The affection is nut witli about as often in g. .a as

in boys. It is most freiiuent during the first three

years of life; after the third year it rarely occur.-. It

occurs leas freiiuently in summi'r than in tlie other

seasons of the year, and in general it may be 'liaid

that the same conditions of ti nipeiature that favor the

development of ordinary iiillammations of the throat,

also preilisposi; to the development of ntropharyngeal
lymphadenitis and abscess. .Scrofula, which predis-

poses to innammation of the lyniphalic glands in

general, is a very important predisposing cause of this

affection. The infiiienee of loial affections of the

mouth and throat on the neiLchboring lymphatic

glands must not be overlooked. Indeed, the frequency
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of diseases of the mouth and throat in cliildion may
account for tlie fact tliat retropharyngeal abscesses are

almost exclusively met witli in the early years of life.

Pharyngitis does not excite the formation of an ah-

soess by direct extension of inflammation to the retro-

pharyngeal connective tissue, but in the same way that

eczema of the head, for instance, causes swelling and
inflammation of the neighboring glands.

The disease may follow a very acute or a very

chronic course. Tlie abscesses may be formed in two
days, or they may require eight weeks or more for

their development. Tlie course is generally acute in

nurselings. Tlie symirtoms consist in difficult degluti-

tion ; a peculiar, muffled tone of voice, Ijut no hoarse-

ness iu uncomplicated cases; more or less marked
disturbances of respiration and circulation; snoring

during sleep ; occasionally cough, stiffness of the neck,

moderate fever, emaciation in chronic cases, regurgita-

tion of food and vomiting, and in rare cases convul-

sions. Inspection of the throat will reveal a large

amount of tough mucus, narrowing of the fauces, and
redness of the mucous membrane, and, when a good
view of llie i)ost.erior wall of the pharynx can be ob-

tained, a tumor of greater or less size, and of the same
color as the mucous membrane. The tumor is rarely

in the niidille line. When suppuration has set in. it

ajipears paler and yellowish. In most cases, however,

inspection will fail to reveal the tumor, and digital

exploration must be resorted to. Tliis will afford the

most reliable testimony, and if rapidly made will cause

but little vomiting or suffocation. External palpation

in the neighborhood of the angle of the jaw is also

useful, both to determine the presence of the tumor
and to ascertain the existence of fluctuation. The
symptoms of the retropharyngeal abscesses which com-
plicate scarlet fever or diplitlieria are generally over-

shadowed by those of the pi'imary affection. It is,

however, a very rare complication of diphtheria. The
secondary retropharyngeal abscesses generally run a

very slow and chronic course.

Although this is one of the most severe and dan-
gerous affections of childhood, only 11 of the 144

cases observed by Prof. Bokai proved fatal. Spon-
taneous opening of the abscess occurred in 19 of these

144 cases; but in general this is a rare occurrence, and
death is ajit to result when an early opening is not

made. An opening will often save the child when it

is apparently in the throes of death. Tlie younger the

child the worse the prognosis. The escaping pus may
get into the air-jiassages and cause suffocation if the

child be too young or too weak to expel it by cough-
ing. In two of Prof. Bokai's cases pus got into the

trachea and asphyxiated the children; but respiratory

movements and cough were excited Ijy the a[)plication

of electricity, and life was restored. Pneumonia may
result from the introduction of pus into the air cells.

Facial p;yalysis occurred in 3 of the 144 cases. All
casss of lymphadenitis do not go on to sujjpuration,

resylution setting in in many cases.

In the treatment, internal remedies are useless except
when indicated t)y the presence of complications or of
constitutional diseases. In the acute cases, frequently

changed cold applications to the neck are most useful

in the first stage. Ice may be given if the cliildren

can be made to suck it. Leeches do not seem to do
much good. In chronic cases the cold ap|jlications

may be of an irritant character and need not be
changed so often. As soon as suppuration begin.s,

poultices should be substituted for the cold applica-

tions. As soon as fluctuation is distinct, especially if

the disturbances of deglutition or of respiration are

marked, the abscess should he opened. This will he

most easily done with the knife, but sometimes the

thin wall may be bored through with the finger.

Light jiressure on the affected side of the neck will

render the tumor more tense and facilitate lioth the

opening and the esca])c of the pus. Bending the head
slightly forwards will facilitate thf escajie of the pus
through the fauces and mouth. The pharynx must
subsei;[uently be kept clean by gargling or by injec-

tions with lukewarm water, and a reaccumulation of

pus 2'revented by keeping the wound open. The
hemorrhage is generally slight, but if excessive may
be controlled by cold injections. In some rare cases

the abscesses may be opened externally at the side of

the neck.

—

Jdlirhuch filr K'mderheilkunde, Band X.,

Heft 1 and 3.

R.\RB Case ok Htp Dislocation.—Dr. William A.
Johnston reports a case, seen in the surgical clinic of

Prof. Gross, of a child seven years old, who when six

niouths of age had a fall, followed by the deformity
comnKui to iliac dislocations. Prof. Gross called at-

tention to the infrequency of this injury in the young,
because the force necessary to induce such an injury

would rather lead to sejiaration of the epiphysis of the

bone, owing to its imperfect development and conse-

quent inability to resist external injury. He con-

sidered the case remarkable, and one he had never seen

at this age, nor did he think there was a similar one
on record. Reduction would be useless, as there was
no acetabulum, the cavity having been al'sorbed and
filled up.—Philadelphia Medical Times, Oct. 14, 1876.

Ik,iections op Caubolic Acid for Neur.vlgia.—
Dr. Merten, of Neuwedell, reports four cases of severe

neuralgia that were cured with surprising rapidity by
one or two hypodermic injections of carbolic acid.

In the first case, the patient, a hysterical young woman,
had suffered for several months from strabismus and
ptosis of the left eye, with diminution of the field of

vision in the same eye by almost one-half. Ophthal-
moscopic examination gave negative results. She was
suddenly seized with intense neuralgia of the left

malar nerve, for which 30 drops of a 3 per cent, solu-

tion of carbolic acid was injected over the cheek-bone.

It caused at first intense burning pain, with redness and
swelling at the jioiiit of injection, but one hour later

all paiii had entirely disappeared. On the next morn-
ing there was no pain at all, the ptosis and strabismus

had entirely disappeared, and the field of vision of

the left eye had markedly increased. Unfortunately,

the patient did not again present herself for observa-

tion.

The second case was one of acute oophoritis, with
severe neuralgia of the external cutaneous nerve of the

thigh, and intense pain about the anus on defecation.

Two injections of a syringeful of the 3 per cent, acid

solution [lermanently relieved all the pains.

The third case was one of suppressio mensiuni and
sciatica. Two hours after the injection of a syringeful

of the above solution the pain ceased entirely and did
not return. Jlenstruation was subsequently regular.

The last case was one of myalgia of the right side

of the neck consequent on exposure to cold. A single

injection of the 3 per cent, solution produced a cure.

—

Allgem. Med. Cent. Zcit., Sept. G, 1876.

Abolition op Mkcilvnical Restraints for tue
Insane.—Dr. J. L. Bodine, of Trenton, N. J., read a
very able paper on this subject at the recent meeting
of the Social Science Association, at Saratoga.
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THE HEALTH OF PHILADELPHIA.

In a recent issue we drew the attention of our readers to

some facts which were collected in Pliiladelpliia, bear-

ing on the liealth of tliat city, and we tlun showed by

comparative statements tliat there liad been a decided

increase in typhoid, whicli is now believed to be

largely influenced, if not actually produced, by imper-

fect sewerage or polluted water. The question is one

which is not interesting to New Yorkers alone, but to

the whole country, and we felt gratified in being able

to make certain tolerably definite statements in regard

to the actual facts in the case.

To many persons it may have aj)peared tliat in so

doing we failed to show all the facts, for it is well

known that a great deal of sickness, especially of a

diarrho'al nature, has attacked persons after they

visited the Centennial Exhibition. Itumors have also

been prevalent to the effect that many liave died of

typhoid after their return. Almost every physician in

the country has cognizance of one or more such cases.

Probably the reports about them have been much
exaggerated, but at the same time there is doubtless

some truth in the matter.

In the article referred to we showed that both the

sewerage is bad and the water is more or less polluted,

and that at one time it contained a pretty large amount

of sewage. We are not prepared to say now, any

more than tlien. that these unhygienic conditions were

related to typhoid as cause and effect, because it may

still appear that tlie increase has been as great in other

localities—in fact, that we have been suffering fioni a

general epidemic of the disease all over the country.

The benefit of this possibility we arc willing to give

to our Philadelphia friends; but we are rather sur-

prised to tiud it stated by our contemporary, the Philn-

detp/iiii iltdicnl Tiiiifs. that the Quaker city, " this sum-

mer, has been extraordinarily healthy, and that the

water supply and the general hygienic arrangements

have stood the very severe test so well as to reflect

credit upon the city authorities and to demonstrate the

•.;rcat value of the homestead method of living prac-

tised in this city."

In the face of the large comparative mortality this

<ummcr from typhoid, we fail to see where either the

•homestead method" or the "civil authorities" are

deserving of any S|>ecial credit. But this is a matter

of little consequence. We are more surprised, how-

ever, to find it further announced " how much lietter

thePhiladeljihia doctors are than those of New York."

We might pardon this innocent conceit, which seems to

be also a disease of an epidemic character in Phila-

delphia, but, as we have already stated, the facts are

the other way, for typhoid fever, about which alone

there is discussion, has .shown a far greater compara-

tive mortidity in Philadelphia, this season, than in

New York. AVe do not, of course, infer that it was

owing to the doctors, for may it not have been the

water or the sewage ? AVe have no doubt, however,

that the matter has been really exaggerated by the

secular papers ; l)Ut our friends, in their attempt to dis-

prove such sensational statements, disjday a ritliculous

sensitiveness in regard to a supposed conspiracy

against the success of the Exhibition. We are told that

" extraordinary efforts have been made by certain

ncwspapei-s to injure the Centeimial Exhibition," etc.

Perhaps this is an excusalile anxiety, inasmuch as

any allusion to the manner in which the Centennial

wheel lias revolved is a reflection upon the watchful-

ness of the liies upon it.

tl£Dicu)s aiii notices of fiooKs.

The Stcdent's Gitdf. to Dental Aji.\TOMT and
Spkoerv. By Hknuy Sewii.l, Member of the

Royal College of Surgeons and Licentiate in Dental
Surgerj-. Dentist to the West London Hosiiital, etc.,

etc. Philadelphia: Lindsay & Blakiston. 187(i.

Tms book is elementary. It has been the aim of the

author to handle his subject concisely and independ-
ently of needless technicalities, and in that respect he
has been quite successful. The first cha])ter is devoted

to the anatomy and histology of the teeth. In the

second the author takes up the subject of develop-
ment of the teeth and sets fortli doctrines which are

somewhat at variance with those advanced by Ctood-

sir, which have heretofore been quite generally re-

ceived. It is here stated that, as early as the seventh

week of intrauterine life, the first trace of dental de-

velopment becomes visible, and from that period the

successive steps are clearly traced and illustrated.

The third and fourtli chapters are devoted to the

study of the growth of the jaw.', dentition, malfonua-
tions and irregularities of the teeth.

In the two chapters immediately following the subject

of dental caries and its treatment arc considered. The
author believes the great cause of caries to be an acid,

and that the ncid is derived from the oral mucous mem-
brane, from decomposing particles of food, or from any
food containing fermenting albuminoid substances.
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Wlieu the decay has been once established, it is

hastened by the development of low vegetable organ-

isms. It is believed, however, that the leptothrix

buccalis plays only a second part in dental caries,

and only has some share in hastening the destruction

of tlie already decomposing ])arts.

The suljject of treatment is divided into preventive,

which embraces thorough cleanliness, the use of strong

alkaline, bland and soluble substances for washes, and
powders; into treatment of the incipient stage; and
then follows a lengthy description of the operation of

filling teeth.

In the seventh and eighth chapters are studied ex-

posure of the pulp, diseases of the pvilp, dental peri-

ostitis, alveolar abscess, periostitis and necrosis of the

maxillae, dental exostosis and necrosis, and absorption

of roots of permanent teeth. A chapter on disease

of the gums and oral mucous membrane follows in

order, and is immediately succeeded by a (•hai)ter on
abrasion of the teeth and mechanical injuries. The
remaining portion of the book contains chapters

upon salivary calculus or tartar ; morbid growth con-

nected witli the teeth, and sucli .is odontomes, cysts of

the jaw, epulis, etc. ; diseases of the antrum
;
pivoting

teeth ; neuralgia and diseases of the nervous system
;

and, lastly, extraction of teeth.

Tlie l)ook is well written, is fairly illustrated, and
is a convenient handbook for the student.

Trans.^ctions op the New York Odontologicai,
Society. Regular Meeting, Extra Session, Decem-
ber 30th and 21st, 187.5. Philadelphia: Samuel S.

White. 1870.

Tins volume of 117 pages contains much that is

interesting, not only to dentists, but to tlie general

practitioner of medicine. It is prefaced hy the names
of the officers of the Society, and has for its contents

the papers read and the discussions to which they
gave rise.

The first ])aper consists of " Notes from the Practice "

of Dr.W. G. Burs, of Alontreal. The second is upon
"Food; its Relation to the Teeth," and its author,

Dr. fj. D. Shephard, of Boston, notes some interesting

results ol)tained by proper diet, esjiecially oatmeal
and whole wheat, which contain elements essentially

necessary for the support of the osseous, nervous, and
muscular tissue. Dr. N. W. flawes, of Boston, read
the third paper, and in it considered the proper man-
agement of the " Sixth-year Molars." lie disapproves
of the removal of these teeth, because of pressure, and
on the ground that their places will be filled by the

twelve-year molars, for the reason that if continued
future generations will have a contracted jaw by in-

heritance.

The fourth paper is upon " Facial Neuralgia," and
was read by Dr. C. N. Pierce, of Philadelphia. Dr.

Pierce justly mentions the importance of acquiring a

thorough knowledge of general histology, physiology,

pathology, and therapeutics, if tlie dentist would
most successfully avoid embarrassment and mortifica-

tion in his practice.

The next paper is from the pen of C. Sj)ence Bate,

F.R.S., of Plymouth, p:ngland, and is entitled " Tlie

Antiseptic Treatment of the Dental Pulp and Pulp
Cavity."

Dr. Wm. II. Atkinson, of New York, next read a

paper on '• Necrosis and Caries, Formation of Pus, and
Inflammation defined : in which the doctrine is ad-

vanced that the pus is dead Ijlood, and that inflamma-
tion is a disturl)ance of the tensional harmony in the

current of nutrition."
" The Chemistry of Dental Caries " is presented

in a paper by Dr. S. B. Palmer, of Syracuse, in which
occasion is taken to study the first principles and laws
accounting for so much that is ni3'sterious in us. The
author of this paper struggles at some length among
"electro-capillary currents," "local circuits," "prin-
ciples of solution," " single and double fluid princi-

ples and species," "acid manufactory," etc., and
comes to the conclusion that, "if we wish to consult

nature's laws, we nnist not look in the attic of theories

and speculation, but in the foundation of fact and
trutli where they were put in the morning of creation."

The conclusion is good, but the troulile is, how are we
to be assured that the " foundation of fact and truth"
has been reached !

"Pressure and Contact as Causes of Dental Decay"
is the title of a paper read by Dr. Henry S. Chase, of
St. Louis, and was followed by a paper on " Practical

Lessons in Comparative Odontology," from the pen of

Charles S. .Tones, jM.A., JI.R., C.S., London, England.
" The Influence of Vital Force in Restoring Dental

Caries " is considered I\v i^L S. Dean, of Chicago, and
the author advocates the existence of a " special vital

force," although it may not be able to manifest itself

independently of tlie chemical and physical forces.

Tlie Last pii))or is u])on "Tlie Practical Results Ob-
tained with Plastic Fillings, as compared with Theo-
retical Tests," by Thomas Fletcher, JI.C.S., AVarring-

ton, England.
The papers Iiy Drs. Beers, Shephard, Pierce and

Jones are illustrated with wood-cuts.
Tlie discussions to which the papers gave rise are

lively and interesting. We have carefully looked, but
have not lieen able to dctennine, w/iere the regular

meeting, extra session, of the New York Odontologicai
Society for the year 1875, was held.

Compendium op Histology : Twenty-four Lec-
TritEs. By Heinkicii Frey, Professor. Translated
from the German, by permission of the author, by
George R. Cutter, M. D. Illustrated by S08 engrav-
ings on wood. New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons. 1876.

Tms compend contains the most essential facts in

Histology desirable for students and practising phy-
sicians. It meets an oft-expressed desire, and the

learned author has succeeded most admiral ily in his

work.
The text is arranged in the form of lectures, of

which there are twenty-four. The hand-books of His-

tology have l:)ccn made so voluminous that a concise

and yet comprehensive statement of the important facts

relating to this liranch of our science cannot fail to be

greett'd with pleasurable considerations. The well-

estalilished reputation of the author as a histologist is

a sutficieut guarantee for the excellence of the book.

The first lecture is general, and is devoted to the

study of ijrotoplasm. the cell, and its derivatives. In

the second, a cliissification f)f tissues is given. In

the third, the cell-layer, which covers the external

as well as the internal surface of the liody. is studied

under the head of The Eiiidermis. or the Epithelium.

The connective-sulistance group, emiiracing cartilage,

gelatinous tissue, reticular connective tissue, and fat. is

taken up in the fourth lecture; and the study of true

connective tissue follows in the fifth. In the sixth and
seventh lectures the hi.stology of lione tissue, dentine,

enamel, and lens tissue, is given ; while the eighth is

consumed entirely liy muscular tissue. The lilood-

ve.ssels form the sul>ject of tlienintli; and their inti-

mate relation to the lymphatic glands and the lym-

phatics is shown in the tenth lecture. Tliis. naturally

enough, leads to ol>servatiiins upon lymphoid organs,

or the so-called lilood-vascular organs, in older times
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erroneously niUcd " •iliinds,'' which niako up the
I'lfvoiitli lecture. The hij^tolou'V of f^land ti^^sue

!l[)l)eai-s in the twelfth lecture; and the relatively

simple nature of the difjestivi' apiiamtus, with it-

jflands, is tau^jht in the thirteenth : while the pancreas
and the liver, with its peculiarities, are considered in

the fourteenth. The luiii;s alisorl) the tifteenth lec-

ture
; and the kidneys, with the urinary passai;(s.

eliminate the sixteenth; while conceptions, with ntcr-
ence to the histoloiry of the female >;enenitive frlands.

aix- intruduci'd in the seventeentli ; and these are fol-

lowed l)y a pr<S( iitation of that of the male ijenerative

•ilamls in the ei!,'hteeuth. The nineti-enth and twen-
tieth lectures are devoted to nerve tissue, and the

arranufcment and terniination of nerve filires. The
histoloj^y of the central or;j;ans of the nervous systi'in

follows in lectures tw<'nty-one and twenty-two; and
front these the author passes to the origans of sense.

The last lecture t^ives us the liistohiLjy of the eye.

The translation is very fjood. fully sustainiuf;- the

translator's reputation. Tlu' l)Ook is luiund in i;i>o(l

style, is printed on excellent paper, and in lar<;e, clear

tyjjc, and does its puMishers very great credit. It is

far superior in appearance to the .Vmerican edition of
the author's larger work upon ni.'itolo;;y,

Etijdes HisToi-ooTQCBS srn i.f. L.\nvuixTitK Mi.m
BRANEDX, ET TLUS SPECI.\I.KMENT SUK LE LlM.\l.;o\

CHEZ i,Es Reptii.es ET I.ES OlSE.\fX. Par P.UI.
Meter. Stra.sbourg, 1870.

Tills work, as its title states, is a liistoloj^ical study of
the meml)ranous labyrinth (of the ear), and more ])ar-

ticularly of the cochlea, of certain reptiles and birds.

It covers 180 [lages, .and is illustrated by live colored
lithographic plates, very beautifully executed. The
territory explored by tlie author is one with which
anatomists are already familiar, through the lal)ors

of Breschet, Deiters, Ueissner, Ilasse, llensen, Clau-
dius, Boettcher, Max Scliult/.e, Waldeyer, and others.

In fact, so thoroughly have these observers done
their work, that but few points in the minute anatomy
of the labyrinth still remain to be cleared up. Under
these circumstances it seems almost a matter for re-

gret that so much time sliould have been spent l)y tlie

author in travelling the beaten road, when light is

urgently wanted on points like the following : the

exact anatomical relations of the membrana tectoria

(Corti's membrane), whether attached at liolh edges
or only at one ; the terminal distrilmtion of the nerve
librils, whether supplied to the inner and outer hear-

ing cells exclusively or also to other structures in

Corti's organ ; the existence or non-existence of the

"helicotrenia," and, if present, what is its size, shape.

and relations. The patient and careful investigations

of which this vohmie gives evidence would have surely

led to more valuable results had they been confined to

the elucidation of any otif of the doubtful points just

enumerated, instead of being spread out over the

entire minute anatomy of the labyrinth.

Mkmoities srn i.a G.M.v.vxo-CAfsTiQrE TirEitMrQin:.
Par lo Dk. a. Ami'ssat Fii.s. Paris : Ocriner HailUi're.

1870.

Tin.s volume of 12.5 octavo pages contains a brief his-

torical notice of the principal applications of the tral-

vano-cautcry, and a recital of various c.a.ses treated by
the author and others; together with woodcuts of
morbid growths, etc., removed, and of instruments
designed for the purpose of meeting certain special

indications. The work will prove useful and sugges-

tive to tlie surgical practitioner. The typography,
paper, and cuts are better than usually found in

French medical works.

\ Coxtriiu'tios to the Treatment ok L'TKRrsE
Versions and Flexions. By Ei-uraim Cutter,
A.M., M.D. Second edition, entirely rewritten. Bos-
ton: James Campbell. WHi.

The chief value of this work lies in those portions of
it which deal with the mechanical treatment of dis-

placements and distortions of the uterus. In the ap-
pliances which the author reconimends. the base of

support is chiefly extra- vaginal ; this arrangement being
•adopted in order not to interfere with the normal toni-

city of the vagina, which Dr. Cutter considers to l>c of
prime importance in maintaining the uterus in its nor-

mal position. While we may adnnt that many of the

intra-vaginal pessaries in common use produce an
olijectionable amount of lateral distention of the

vagina, and that Dr. Cutter's pessaries have proved of

value in practice, we cannot allow that he satisfac-

torily proves tliat dilatation of the vagina " constitutes

the es.sential factor of the unnatural con<lition," or

that his instruments do not ''take any l)earing upon
tlie lateral vaginal walls.''

In so far as they arc confined to what wc may term
uterine orthopiedics. Dr. Cutter's observations arc

interesting and valuable, but, when he wanders from
this aspect of liis theme, we find, for the most part,

little else tlian the dogmatic statement of conclusions

drawn from insutheiint ])remiscs. and not always per-

tinent to the subject under consideration. Indeed, a

large portion of tlie book might better have been left

out. such as the lengthy diet list, the diatribe against

white flour, the plea in Ijehalf of investigators as en-

titled to the assistance of men of wealth, etc., etc.

The author's style of writing is deserving of the

severest criticism, from which his deprecatory preface

should not (jrotect him. lie seems not to know that,

in writing, simplicity is the chief element of beauty,

but falls into the error of so many writere who parade
their solecisms as piivc.t de ri'sislnnre. Ilis errora in the

use of technical terms are very numerous, some of them
even betraying ignorance of anatomy, as, for instance,

the expression " anterior superior spinous processes of
the inr/iii/," which occurs repeatedly. We are not at

all surprised to find him among those who speak of
' the pubis," but we must record our admiration of

the ])ervcrse ingenuity which led him to supplinient

this common error with the expression " os pubcs.''

Many of the woodcuts, with which the work
abounds, are admirably fitted to give currency to ana-
tomical errors. With scarcely a single exception, those
of them which show a section of the pelvis re|)resent

an inordinate distance between the pubcs and the
sacrum, and the vagina as attached to the uterus very
near its fundus.
The book is very handsomely printed, and in every

way creditable to the publishers.

A Reliable Sion of De.^til—This sign consists

in the absence of contraction of the pupil, after punc-
ture of the cornea and evacuation of the aipieous

humor. When the pupil contraet.s. life is still present

;

when it remains immovable, it is a certain sign of
death. The puncture of the cornea maybe made with
a cataract knife, or even an ordinary lancet. It is a
harmless 0[)eratiun.
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Eeports of Qodttlcs.

NEW YORK PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Stated Meeting, October 11, 18TG.

Dr. CnAS. K. Briddon, President, in i-he Chair.

MORBrS COXARIDS—THE ADVISABILITY OP AX EARLY
OPERATION.

Dr. Sayre presented two specimeus of exsection of

the hi}) for morbus coxarius, witli the following
remarks

:

Case No. 64.—James A. McLaren, aged four, 317
West Twentieth street, three years ago fell from a

crib, and was never able to stand upon his right leg

afterwards. No treatment was apjjlied for six months,
when a short hij) splint was applied, which made him
comfortable. This was worn for seven mouths, when
the parents removed it, thinking the child cured.

Was not seen again until July, 1870, when a large

abscess was opened upon the outer side of thigh.

October 11, 1870.—Since last date two otlier ab-

scesses have formed on inner and anterior ))art of

thigh. All the siuuses are discharging profusely, and
the child is running down. Exsected to-day at Belle-

vue Hospital. The involucrum surrounding the upper
portion of shaft was very thick, causing great diffi-

culty in removing the head. Finding it impossible to

luxate the femur, it was sawed just above trocliauter

minor. The upjDer fragment was removed with great

difficulty with strong forceps, when it was found that

the head was entirely absorbed, and the neck had
pierced the acetabulum, causing the difficulty of re-

moval.
Case 63.—Thos. Shead, aged five, Philadelphia.

Had a fall eighteen months before, and the disease

followed immediately.
Was taken in two weeks after to the Orthopedic

Hospital. Six months after an abscess formed and
was opened, and continued to discharge until the

present time.

Septemljer 7, 187G.—He was brought to the Phila-

delphia Hosjiital whUe I was making my report on liip

disease to the International Medical Congress. In
consultation with Dr. Lister, of Edinburgh, Dr.
Adams, of London, Kingston, ofj Canada, Post, of
New York, Moore, of Rochester, and others, ex-

section was decided ui^on, and I ojjerated at the time.

The head and neck were alisorbed, and acetabulum
perforated. Bone was sawed off below trochanter
minor, and cliild dressed in wire cuirass. The after

treatment was left under care of Drs. Mowray and Hol-
land. The wound healed entirely in four weeks, and in

six weeks he was brought to Bellevue Hospital, New
York, in the cuirass, from ^shich he was removed, and a
long splint applied, on which he could stand and walk
with scarcely perceptible shortening and good motion.
He returned to Philadelphia the same way.

Dr. Sayre remarked in reference to the second case,

that it afforded the best possible argument for an early

operation. Had such been done, there would have
been no necessity for nature to throw out involucrum.

In this connection he mentioned the case of the boy
who Iiad been operated upon before su])puration had
taken place, the head of the femur being simply
eroded. That case healed up in six weeks, at the end
of which time the child was in perfect health.

Dr. BiUDDON alluded to the case presented liy Dr.
Crosljy, in which the dead bone had Ijeen imprisoned

by nature. He could not understand why there should
be any doubt regarding the propriety of an early

opei'ation in these cases.

Dr. Sayre.—There is such a doubt among the sur-

geons of Philadelphia. The operation is advised by
some only as a last resort.

Dr. Buiddon.—In consultation upon a case a year
ago, I heard the opinion expressed Ijy a distinguished
surgeon, that tlie large majority of cases of morbus
coxarius get well without an operation. I believe a
large number of cases will recover in the better classes

of societ}^ ; but such recoveries take place only after

long suffering, and after the limbs liave become
atrophied and distorted.

Dr. Sayre.—If there be progressive cariesinspite of
the correct hygienic treatment in the earlier stages,

then the obvious duty of the surgeon is to operate
without delay.

Dr. Briddon did not think it safe to say that when-
ever the head of the bone was supposed to be free

from erosion, that an operation sjiould not be per-

formed, inasmuch as the acetalnilum might be eroded,
a condition which never could be diagnosticated until

the parts were exposed.

Dr. Peters related a case which had recently come
under his observation, in which an apparatus had been
worn for several years, and in which there had been
much suffering during that time. He was convinced
that all of this could have been prevented by an early

operation.

THE TREATMENT FOR TAPE-WORM.

Dr. Beverley Robinson presented a specimen of
taenia, with the following history :

The ijatieut was a female cook, aged thirty-five

years, who had suffered for eighteen months with
symptoms of tape-worm, but it was not rmtil last

summer that the diagnosis of the disease was made.
Dr. Rol)inson saw her at this time, and learned that

shortly before she had passed a portion of the worm.
A drachm of the fluid extract of malefern was pre-

scribed in sweetened milk, after the effects of a full

dose of castor-oil. Two days after seven feet of the

tfenia came away. This was attended with a marked
relief of all the symptoms. Notwithstanding the

dose was twice repeated since then, no more of the

worm was discharged.

The questions which naturally presented them-
selves were : 1. What caused or gave rise to the tsnia ?

2. Will it recur ?

In reply to the first, I can merely draw attention to

the fact that the patient was a female and a cuol; and
these circumstances, according to Warruch* and
Davaine.t are very important in considering the

etiology of this worm. In 206 cases of taenia solium
collatecl by the former, there were 71 men and 135
women ; and the latter believes cooks to be especially

exposed to infection by t»nia, owing no doubt to theii'

frequent immediate contact with uncooked meat.

In answer to our second question, I may remark that

authorities on this subject are less inclined to the be-

lief that the expulsion of the head of the tienia is

absolutely necessary to a successful treatment, than
they formerly were. Still, as in the specimen before

you, there are evidently no segments from near the

head, and as this is the portion of the worm most im-

portant because it grows most actively,—I would not

like to be too affirmative in pronouncing a perfect

cure.

* Oest. Med. Jahrb., 1S41, citecJ by Vallebc
t Troitti des Entozoaires, Paris, 1860.
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Dr. Kobinson stated in couilusion that it was always
necessary to liavo the Wdim ilischari?ed entire to

secure a ijood recovery. He hdieved it possible that

the head might bo expelled after the uatural death of
the worm, independent of medicine. In fact, lie be-

lieved tliat in most cases the medicine got more credit

than it deserved, and that the discharge of the worm
after the administration of a vermifuge was oftentimes

a mere accident.

Dk. S.^vue was most inclined to explain the effect

of some vermifuges in the light of a mere coincidence.

I)k. Pkteus remarked that he was in the habit of

treating tjcuia with malefern in the form of a drachm
of the powder with ten drops of tl'.e oil. Tluee dtises

of this were given in the course of tweuty-four hour.s,

followed by a purgative.

Dit. BitiuDON had been most successful with the

ethereal extract of malefern. His plan was as fol-

lows : The first day a full dose of black draught, the

next day beef-tea, the next night a dose of castor-oil.

and the following morning a 3 i. to 3 ij. of ethereal

extract of malefern. General!}' in three or four

hours the worm came away. If the head of the ta'uia

was not discovered in tlie passages, the presumption
was that it had been lost; at all events, he was not

inclined to repeat the medication until three months
have elapsed.

ANEUUISM OF AOKTA BURSTIKG ISTO TRACHEA.

Dk. R. Osgood Masos presented a specimen of

aneurism of the arch of the aorta, with the following
history

:

Mrs. Y., ict. fifty years, was thirty veal's married, liad

never been [iregnant, and had enjoyed good health dur-

ing most of her life. I tiret saw her August ol, 1870.

Her chief complaint was of pain extending from tlie

lower part of the sternum upward and Ijackward to

the left scapula and top of the shoulder, and also down
the left arm. She had some dyspnica, especially on
taking exercise, and lately a peculiar and somewliat
troublesome cough. Her voice, naturally soft and
musical, liad become uncertain and stridulous. She
had difficulty in swallowing solid food, and usually

experienced considerable pain immediately after eat-

ing.

Most of these symptoms had been growing grad-
ually worse for several months.

Pliysi<;;il examination sliowed dulncss over nearly

the whole left side of the cliest, and increased reso-

nance upon the right, the contrast being very marked.
The vesicular character of the breathing was dimin-

ished, but not destroyed, upon the left side, and cor-

respondingly increased upon the right. The lieart

was somewhat enlarged, and its action enfeebled, and
there was a loud regurgitant murmur at the aortic

opening. >Iy diagnosis was a tumor, probably aneu-
rismal in cliaracter, pressing upon the trachea and
probably also upon the a-sophagus—insufficiency of

the aortic valves and dilatation of the left side of tlie

heart. The main points were communicated to the

patient and a consultation advised. One was accord-

ingly arranged with Dr. Looiuis for Monday, Oct.

2d. On Saturday, Sept. 30tli, however, after an
unusually hearty dinner, she was suddenly seized witli

hemorrhage, the blood liursting with violence from tin'

nose and mouth. She fell forward upon the floor and
almost immediately expired.

Post-mortem by Dr. F. I{. S. Drake, twenty hours
after death. Rigor mortis well marked, body well nour-

ished, adipose tissue abundant. <Jn opening into the

cavity of the chest, considerable fluid was found in

the left pleura, but no adhesions or other signs of

inflammation. The lung was compressed or shrunken
to about one-half its normal size.

The right pleura was slightly adherent ; the lung
its.'lf was increased in size from congestion and com-
pensatory emphysema.

Kxamining the heart, we found fluid to the amount
of three ounces in the pericardium. There were clots in

the heart and in all tlie large vessels connecting with
it. The cavities of tlie left side were somewhat enlarged
and the walls thinned. The ascending aorta was also

considerably dilated, and the whole thoracic portion
of the vessel was the subject of atheromatous degenera-
tion. The semilunar valves were insutlicient, the edges
being thickened and dotted with atheromatous deposit.

Laying open the aorta along the whole arch, near
the middle of the transverse portion, under the space
where the subclavians and left carotid are given off,

and directly in front of the trachea, there was found
a large opening through the posterior wall leading
into an aneurismal sac. The sac "ftas found act-

lierent to the anterior wall of the trachea, and at

the ]>oint of adherence—just at the point where the
left bronchus is given off—was found the opening
into the trachea through which the fatal hemorrhage
had occurred.

No other organs were examined.
In conclusion. Dr. JIason mentioned as a curious

coincidence, that the husband of this lady suddenly
died on the following ilonday. No autopsy was
made in his case.

Dit. FiNXELi. remarked that Dr. Mason's case w.'is

one of a type which were repeatedly presented to the
Society, and in which no positive syniiitoms of aneu-
rism were present during life.

Du. Sayuk remarked that the change of voice was a
very susjiicious circumstance in connection with Dr.
Mason's case.

Dii. RouiNsox remarked upon the value of the
laryngoscope in clearing up the diagnosis of all cases

in which dysplionia or aphonia was present. The
diagnosis from ordinary laryngitis from simple pa-
ralysis of the vocal cords was not difficult. In the
former case there was always thickening of the mem-
brane of the cord, while in the latter they presented

their usual shining appearance. Even when no dys-
phonia existed, it was ])ossil>le to discern unmistakable
modification in the movements of the cord, which were
always significant, if not pathognomonic. He was in

fact so strongly im|)ressed with the value of the
laryngoscope in these obscure cases, that he thought
every physician should not consider his examination
of a case complete without its use.

Dr. Peteus remarked that in the ninety cases of
aneurism of the aorta jiresented to the Society, the
diagnosis was made in the large majority before the
post-mortem examination.

Db. BniDDON referred to a case of aneurism of the
arch of the aorta, in which no diagnosis of was made
until a blowing sound appeared over the vertebral

prominence.
Dk. Masok remarked that the point of interest to

him was in regard to any known method of diagnos-
ticating an inlra-thoracie tumor from an aneurism.

Dr. Post stated that although there were no differ-

ences in symptoms between these two kinds of tumor,
aneurisms were so common that there was little liability

to error.

KI'ITIIELIOMA OK THE r.\CE.

Dr. Pcst presented specimens of epithelioma of
the right side of the face. The disease first showed
itjielf two years ago, and gradually extended forward
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over the ramus of the jaw, do^^ii as low as tlie angle

of the jaw, and backward towards tlie mastoid region,

involving the lobe of the ear and a portion of the meatus
auditorius. There were no secondary enlargements
discoverable. In the ojjeration of extirpation of the

mass, the lobe of the ear was sacrificed, and a jjortion

of the wall of the meatus. After dissecting around
the tumor and separating it from the subjacent parts,

portions of the masseter muscles were removed. Cut-
ting behind the ramus, a large vessel was encountered,
which proved to bo the external carotid artery. Dr.

Hiuton, who assisted at the operation, placed his finger

upon the vessel until a ligature was apjjlied. A formal
dissection was then made, and no important l_ilood-ves-

sels having been cut, not much blood was lost. The
tumor adhered to the parotid, l)ut was not originally

connected witli it. Although a portion of the facial

nerve was removed, the eye remained closed, at least

up to the time that Dr. Post left her, which was in

the progress of recovery fi'oui the effects of the ether.

By economizing the integument around the lobe of the

car and sliding the skin from the neck, a verj' decent
covering was made for the cavity left after the opera-

tion.

Du. FiNNELL presented a specimen of rupture of the

uterus, after -which the Society adjourned.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.
Stated Meeting, NuveinVer 2, 18T0.

Dn. S. S. PuuPLE, President, in the Cii.\ir.

HOW TIIIIITY-FIVE CONSECDTIVE .VMPUT.\TIONS WEKE
SUCCESSFULLY TREATED ONE HUNDRED TEARS A(iO.

Dr. Stepuen Smitu read a brief but interesting pa-
per, which consisted of a rename of the method of

amputation practised by Edward Alansou, in the
Liverpool Infirmary, and rejjorted in the year ITTi).

Alanson's rejjort, at the time it was made, was re-

garded by the surgical world as incredible, and
questions were raised on all sides touching its relia-

bility.

To the statement that only carefully selected cases

had been 02)erated upon, the answer came that no
refusal had been made to oi)erate whenever the sup-
port of a single colleague could be obtained, The
symptomatic fever, startings and sjjasms were all very
slight ; the pain upon dressing was only trifling

;

there was but little discharge, too slight to give the
least trouble ; there was uo necessity for removing the
dressings in a single instance on account of hemor-
rhage ; there was not the smallest exfoliation of bone,
except iu one case ; at the end of a month after the
operation, the wound was healed, either perfectly, or so
that less than a sixpenny piece iu size remained open

;

the cicatrix was not tender; the stumps were not coni-
cal, and the ]iatieuts- could walk upon them freely.

Alansou was fully alive to the dangers of foul air of
hospitals, as shown by the fact that one patient was
removed from the infirmary during a severe attack of
erysipelas, and, after being batlied and supplied with
new clothing, was placed in a new building near at
hand.
The statements made l>y Alanson regarding his suc-

cess were discredited by the average surgeon of that
time, and the incredulity was due to the direct influ-

ence of results previously ol)tained in amputation.
For amputations had been regarded as the most for-

midable operation in surgery, and unfavorable results

had been conceded to be a necessity. Tlie attempt

which Alanson made was to secure jirimary union
after an ample fla[) had been apijlied directly to the
face of the stumj). The first intimation that such a
result could be obtained, was made in 1679, just a
century previous, by Young, of Plymouth, iu writing
to Hoblis of London.

In Alanson's time it was supposed by the surgical

world in general, that exfoliation of the bone was
a necessit}' after amputation. Alanson's method of
operating was briefly as follows : Taking the thigh as

an example, the tourniquet was applied, the skin and
muscles were drawn up by an assistant, the operator

made a circular incision as quick as possible through
the skin aud cellular tissue, and then at the highest
point to which the integument had retracted thrust

the point of the knife down to the bone, aud holding
the instrument at a proper angle, it was carried around
the limb so as to lay the Ijone liare about two or three

fingers' Ijreadth higher up than the edge of the cuta-

neous incision. In that way the muscles were dug
out, as it were, and a cone-shaped cavity formed. A
retractor was used, and the bone was divided with a
saw as high as j)ossible. Each and every artery was
drawn out, all its attachments separated, and then se-

cured with a slender ligature. The surface of the stump
was well sponged with warm water. The skin and
muscles were gently Ijrought forward to cover the end
of the bone and were supported by a flannel roller

passing about the body and then down the limb smooth-
ly and with moderate firmness until the extremity of
the stump was reached. The skin and muscles were
placed over the bone, so tliat only a bare line extended
across the end of tlie stump, and the ligatures were left

hanging out at the extremities of the incision in either

side. If the skin did not easily cover the bone, strips

of adhesive plaster were applied from Ijclow upwards.
The many-tailed bandage was employed. The stump
was i)laced on a pillow and raised only about half a

hand's breadth ; this was a special feature. The dress-

ings were changed no oftener than was necessary to se-

cure i)erfect cleanliness. Iu a word, the surgeon with
great care and nicety aimed at primary union ; and his

j

success was all that could be desired. Though a century
has jjassed, and during that time great advancement

I

has been made in surgeiT, yet no records of successful

amputation have been published which have equalled
those published by Alanson in 1779.

The Reader did not tliink tliat a return to the

method of treatment by leaving the stump oiien would
ever yield such results as these.

Dr. Hubbard inquired whether the operation per-

formed by Alansou was not the same as the old circu-

I

lar operation performed in the Kew York Hosi)ital

j

twenty-five years ago.

1 Dr. S.MiTii replied that it was plain the operation

j

performed liy Alanson was not the one commonly
j

adojjted in making the cone at that time. In the

usual method of performing the circular ojjeration.

I three incisions were made. The Ci'st was through the

I

skin ; retraction was then made, and followed by an
I incision through a portion of the muscles, aud then

j

retraction followed by an incision down to the bone.
Alanson's method, however, was to insert the point

I of the knife at the highest point to which the skin

had retracted, and, carrying it down through the mus
cles at an angle which would bring it in contact with
the bone at some distance above the edge of the in-

tegument, sweep it around the limb, dividing the
tissues as much as possible at one stroke. In that
mannei' a cone was dug out, as it were, and ample
material given to cover the bone, and then the effort

was made to secure primary union.
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No discussion ensuing. Drs. liuvi-iley Hobinson anil
Octiivius A. White were clectcil Fellows, unci tin-

Aiialeniy adjourned.

MEW YUKK MEDICAL JOURNAL A«.S().

ClATION.

Slated Meetintj, Noremher 3, 1870.

Dk, E. G. Louino, Prksidkst, in the t'li.viu,

TUE DIFKEIIKKTI.VL, IKDIC.VTIONS FOll TUE USK OF TIIIC

K.VIt.\DlC AND O.VI.VAXIC CUUUENTS.

1)11. A. D. KocKWELi, read a concise i)a|)ei- ujnui tli<-

above subject, in which the intimation wa-s made that
the relative value of the two currents in tlie treatment
of disease was mainly a quistion of experience ; sonie-

tiuies one could b.' employi'd with the greatest benefit,

sometimes the other; and sometiines the two could
accomplisli what neither <H)uld do alone.

It was to be believed that the e.viurienee of physi-

cians would confirm this view. With rej;aril to the

use of electricity for the relief of pain, it had been
generally sui)posed that yalvanisni was most tiseful

;

wheresis the truth was, that faradism was invaluable
as an aj^ent for that purpose, and relieved in nuiny
cases in which galvanism was w<irsethan useless. The
author of tlie paper referred to the fact that a physical
and physiological knowledge of the two cui rents was
necessary if the medical man would use them in the

most successful manner, but it was not his purpose at

that time to study those, and he tinned his attcnitiou to

the third essential, namely, experience in their use.

In general, it might be stated that the faradic current,

l)robaljly by virtue of its greater mechanical effects.

was tonic in its action, and that the galvanic, on ac-

count of it3 greater power of overcoming resistance,

should l)e used when it was desirable to act upon the

central nervous system. The latter, because of the su-

periority in e.vciting nerve irritability, was also u.sed

in the treatment of paralyzed muscles which did not
resi)Oud to the faradic current.

A hasty glance was made: (1) at those conditions
which demanded the faradic current; f2) at those re-

ipliring the galvanic; and i:!) at those diseases, con-
ditions, or symptoms which indicated an intcrchange-
abht use of botli currents.

With regard to the first class but little was to lie

said, inasmuch as asthenopia was about the only
distinct disease which demanded the faradic current

alone, (.'oncerning the exclusive n.se of galvanism, not

very much more was to be said, althougli that current

was the one more commonly employed in the treat-

ment of spinal iiritatiou, certain si(piehe of cerebro-spi-

nal meningitis, and most skin diseases in which eleetri-

rity had been found to be of siMvice.

Under the tliird he;id, it had been found that

paralysis was the condition in which electricity was
most serviceable. In hemiplegia, wlien there existed

aji e.xalted electro-muscular contractility electricity,

if employed, should lie in the form of faradization, with
an exceedingly mild and rapidly interrupted current.

In paraplegia, as a rule, galvanism alone was most
serviceable. In the treatment of facial paralysis,

especially when cau.scd by cold striking against the

side of the face, a much weaker current of galvanism
might cause the muscles to act than was necessary in

health, and the faradic might not produce any con-

tractions whatever. After a time, however, the mus-
cles might respond to faradism. In true nemalgia
it was said that galvanism wiu most bunelicial ; while

false nemalgia would yield most certainly to faradism.
In the great majority of ca.ses in which" firm pri>s.sure

aggravated pain, the galvanic current was indicated;
but when such firm pressure over the course of the
nerve did not increase the jiain, the faradic cinrent
was indicated. That was a general rule, although
there are some exceptions.

For the relief of the pain of herpes zoster, the gal-
vanic current was invaluable. The tormenting, dis-
tressing, and acute pain of mammary cancer could be
relieved in a remarkable manner by the use of galva-
nism

; and altliough relief, as a m.'itter of coiu'se, was
not permanent, the necessity for the use of opium could
be postponed for a long time, if not entirely avoided.
Faradism, in the doctor's experience, had" not been
lieneficial undi'r like circumstances.
For the relief of chorea, amenorrhcea, a-ssociated

with anaMuia and tlebility, nervous exhaustion, in gen-
eral the faradic current was advised.

In conclusion. Dr. Uoekwell alluded to the tonic
effect of general faradization. He was of the opinion
that it had a wider range of a|)))licati<jn than any
other method by which electricity could be cniployed,
and that a thorough study of the jjractieal use of" the
principles involved in that method would amply re-

ward the |)ractilioncr for the time and labor spent in
the investigation. The \k>\\vv of electricity as a tonic
was first advanced by Dr. Koekwell, in a series of arti-
cles |)ublislied in the Ukiiiui) nearly ten years ago, and
it was believed that the correctness of his theory had
since then been established by clinical exiK'ricnce.

In reply to a question. Dr. Koekwell exprc-ssed the
opinion that all the beneficial effects of electricity could
lie better obtained through other means thaii clec-
tiical baths.

SOCIETY OF NEUROLOGY AND ELEC-
TROLOGY.

Staled Meitiiuj, Octuher 30, 1870.

Du. J. C. Dai-ton, Puesiubnt, in the Ciiaih.

E.XPEKI.MENTS WITH M1SC.\IUNK.

Du. Ai.l.vn McLank Hamilton related some experi-
ments with muscarine, which is the active principle
of the agaricus muscarius, one of the poisonous fungi.
This fungus is of the large orange-red variety, mottled
with white warts. His experiments were few in num-
ber, but in the main substantiated what lirunton had
said. It paralyzed the heart, and seemed to have a
special action upon involuntary nmscnlar fibre. Dr.
II. was engaged in exjieriments upon the warm-blooded
animals, and expected at a future time to inform the
So<'iety as to his results.

Du. Di ri.v called attention to the labors of Prevost,
who had anticipated Brunton;he also alluded to the
counteraction of atropia.

Du. SwKEzv had iisi'd muscarine in posterior spinal
sclerosis, and considered that it had the property of
abating the severe pain in the limbs, which was an
early symptom of that disease.

Du. ,1. .1. Mason iclated a case of a patient who lost
consciousness from one to six times daily. He had a
<'onvulsive movement of the diaphragm, which was
connected with epigastric pain. The pupils were alter-
nately contracted and dihiti-d during the attacks, and
tlnacmperaturerange<l from 100° to 1(1'.'° F. There was
a tender point over the spine, which, when touched
by the electric brush, was followed sometimes by an
attack. The attacks began by clonic spasms "and
ended in rigidity, and sometimes opisthotonos. There
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was no loss of consciousness. Has passed ICO ounces

of clear urine in twenty-four hours. The actual cautery

had improved the patient's condition. Dr. Mason con-

sidered the case one of male hysteria. Out of 204

cases of hysteria observed by Briquet, 11 were men.

Dr. Dupuy, who had seen the man iu au attack,

heard a cry which was almost identical with that ex-

pressed l)y hysterical women. He thought that there

was no reason to suppose that the patient was a malin-

gerer, and tliought the sustained spasm of the dia-

phragm could not be feigned.

Dr. New.ma.v inquired whether there was heart

trouble in the case.

Dr. Mason replied that there was none.

Dk. Dupuy then called the attention of the Society

to a phenomenon he had oliserved in electro-pliysi-

olowy. Wlien the exposed uerve iu a galvanoscopic

frog was laid in a drop of water upon a piece of rub-

ber clotli, aud the water touched by the point of a

pair of forceps held in the hand of the experimenter,

a convulsion would follow. This would not recur if

glass plate was substituted for the rubber, nor if the

blunt end of the forceps was applied.

Dr. Mason thought that friction made upon the

rubber would generate static electricity enough to

account for the phenomenon.
Dr. Hamilton thought that a current might be

developed between the metallic element of the pre-

pared rubber and the metal point of the forceps,

which would be sufficient.

The Society then adjourned.

ARMY NEWS.

Official List of Changes of Stations and Duties of Offi-

cers of the Medical Department. United States Ai-iny,

from November 5 to Novemher 11, 1876.

Clements, B. A., Surgeon. To re-join his station

at Fort Sanders wthout delay. S. O. 146, Dept. of

the Platte, Oct. 30, 1876.

FoRWOiiD, W.^r. H., Surgeon. Assigned to duty,

temporarily, in office of the Medical Director of the

Department. S. O. 165, Dept. of the South, Nov, 4,

1876.

DeGhaw, C. S., Asst. Surgeon. Granted leave of

absence for four months. S. O. 331, A. G. O., Nov.

4, 1876.

Hall, J. D. , Asst. Surgeon. Assigned to temjjorary

duty at Summerville, S. C. S. O. 164, Dept. of the

South, Nov. 4, 1876.

iHebkal Items anb 5IetD0.

Influence op tile Age of the Mother on the
Sex op the Child.—In the Obstetrical Hospital of

Munich, between .lune 1, 1859, and December 31,

1876, there were 13,469 cases of labor, with 13.621

bu*fes. Of these children, 7,021 were males, and 6,600

females, the proportion being 106.4 : 100. Dr. llecker,

who classified these cases, found that 432 primiparte,

who had passed their 30th year, were delivered of 347

male and 185 female children, the proportion being

133 : 100. The doctor thinks that the age of the

mothers had some influence iu deciding the sex of the

cMldren. Other ol)servers had previously ol>tained

sif lar results. Thus Ahlfeld found that of 102 chil-

dren whose mothers were primipanc over 30 years of

age, 59 were boys and 43 girls, a ))roportion of 137

:

100. Scliramm collated the cases of 590 primiparaj

over 30 years of age, who were delivered of 348 boys
and 262 girls, being a proportion of 132.8:100. Iu

the cases classified by Dr. Hecker, the age of the father

did not seem to exert any influence on the sex of the

child. Ahlfeld thought that there are male and
female ova in the ovaries, but if so, it would be diffi-

cult to account for the fact that more males than
female ova are matured in women who do not become
pregnant uutil they have reached 30 years of age.

Contagious Diseases.—Comparative statement of

cases of Contagious Disease reported to the Sanitary

Bureau. Health Department, for the two w-eeks ending
November 4, 1876.
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LECTURES ON KKVEltS.

Uy ALFRED L. LOO.MIS, M.I).,

PBOFKNsoR nr PATiinLoiiv .\.nd PBArtical mkdioink in thk Mi'.niCAL
Dti'AllTMKNT OK THK rNlVKll-sMY oK THK CITY OF NEWT YoltK.

(l*houoffrapI)loaUy ropurtcti fur The Mudicaz. Ricoko.)

Lectuiiu V.

TYl'lIOID KKVKIl (CONTINL'KD).—PU00N0SI8.

Gknti.emkn :— I have ulieiidy spoken to you of the

dilToreiitial diiiLjimsis of typliuiil fever, and will now
{five yon sonic of tlie more pioniinent rules wliicli

slionhl jfovern yon in its prognosis.
l'riijiiii.iis.—Deatli may occur at any sta-je of typhoid

fever. A typhoid patient is not out of danger until

nil tynvianites, diarrliuM, and ohter abdominal .syinp-

toms, wh eh indicate that intestinal changes are still

progrissiiig, have disa|)peared. Iiidepi iident of com-
plications, the dunition, type, and intensity of the

febrile e.vcitenient Inuj more to do than all the other

elements in determining the prognosis in any case of
typhoid fever. The height of the temperatuie (Ui' the

eighth day determines the range of tiinperature that

may be e.vpected on each succeeding day. If upon
that day it is not higher than 104 V. or lOri' F., and
has liei'n regular in its development I independent of

complications;, the prognosis is good; in uncompli-
cated cases it very rarely rises higlier than the degree
it has reached at that time. A |)rolongcd high tem-

perature (above 10.»^ F.; after the first week renders

the prognosis unfavorable.

In mild cases, during the second week a marked
morning remission occurs, which begins early and cou-

tinui's until niidilay ; the evening exacerbation is late,

and by the end of the second week there is a marked
and permanent fall in the temperature. In severe

cases, the opposite conditions are observed. A sudden
rise in temi>erature, or a rapid and extreme fall at any
period of the fever, is a very bad omen ; the latter often

precedes tlij occurrence of a severe intestinal hemor-
rhag'. .\I irked variations from the typical tempera-

ture of llie disi'as.' indicates the existence of complica-
tionn. tjlight decline, acc(Mnpani<:il by great fluctua-

tion of temperature, during the third week, is an
imfavoralilc symptom. The natural power of an
individual to resist tlisease, es|)ecially the effects of

prolonged high temperature, is a very important
clement in prognosis. The organ which is the surest

indic.itor of sucii power (especially in typhoid fever),

is the heart. If the pulse is full and regular, perhaps
beating at tlie rate of 110 or II.') per minute, if tln^

cardiac impulse ia good, and a distinct first sound can
be heard, even though at the end of the second week
the temperature stands as high as 100 F., the prog-
nosis is favorable. If, however, the pulsi? has risen to

rjO or i:!0 per minute, if the apex beat is feeble

or iiiijierceptible, and the first sound of the heart

is indistinct or altogether obscure, with a tendency

\ to cyanosis and pulmonary uedenni, the indications

are that tin! patient's powers of resistance are fail-

ing, and under such circumstances the prognosis

inutt be unfavorable. It is not so much the rapidity,

as the regularity, a sudden falling and a sudden
rising of the pulse, that imlicates the impending
danger. The rapid rising of the pulse upon the

slightest excicenient is the most unfavorable indica-

tion, as it shows extensive huart-failuru and a rapid

giving way of vital power.

A(/e.—The inlluence of age is very great in dcteiiuin-

ing the prognosis in any case of typhoid fever.

The prognosis is mu<-h better in children than in

adults. Occurring in persons over forty years of age,

the prognosis is decidedly unfavorable, even though
the .symptoms may not indicate a severe type of the

disease.

In the case of tho.sc Individuals who habitually use

alcoholic stimulants, whose powers of resistance to

high temperature is diminished, the rate of mortality
is very gieat.

The puerperal state renders your prognosis espe-

cially unfavorable. The danger to the patient is equally
great, whether the fever comes on prior to delivery or
during puerperal convalescence.

In this fever there is greater danger to those who are

sulTering from any form of chronic disea.se, than to

those who are in a hcallliy condition at the time of the

altack.

The complications whidi influence prognosis are

more numerous than tlio.se in any other disease.

1 shall briefly allude to those which are intimately
connected with, or dependent upon, tin? morbid
changes ordinarily incident to the disease, and after-

ward speak of those which may be designated as

aceidintal complications.

The parenchymatous changes which take place in

the <liflerent organs of the body, during the progress
of this fever, necissarily influence prognosis. For
instance, the muscular degenerations of the cardiac
walls and the conseijUenl loss of hcart-iiower, which
favors pulmonary and other hypostatic congeslion.s,

and the diminished (pianlity of blood sent to the
various tissues of the l>ody, interfere more or less with
their nutrition. IS'ecrotic and gangrenous processes,

soMietimes met with in the cellular tissues of the sur-

face, and along the line of the intestines, also the

venous thrcmibi which .so frequently develop in a
protracted case of this fevei', arc, to a certain extent,

the result of this cardiac weakness. It is apparent
that the development of extensive cardiac degenera-
tions must render the prognosis unfavorable.

Kxcessive cardiac weakness favors the development,
of blood-clots in the heart cavities ; these may break u))

and cause embolism sonu-where in Ihe course of the

gen('ral circuhition, and thus lead to changes which
may destroy life. Again, intestinal perforations, one
of the results of the intestinal changes incident to the

fever, render the prognosis most unfavoralile. The
same is true of copious intestinal hemorrhages coming
on after the third week of the fever, us well as of all

those glandular changes which are a part of Ihe

natural history of the fever, and which I have already
described.

.\ny of these changes may leatl to complications
which endanger the life of the patient, and consc-

i|uently when they occur, necessitate a guartUd, if not
an unfavorable piognosis.

Some of the jirominent accidental complications
whicii may occur in the coui'se of typhoid fever, but
which do not belong to its regular history, have their

seat in the respiratory organs. Slight bronchial catairh
IS present in nearly every case, ami can hardly be re-

garded as a cmnplication. It is so much a part of the

clinical history of the disease, that some have named
this fever bronchial typhus. There is another much
more serious bronchial complicalion, namely, catarrh
of the smaller bromlii, or capill.iry bronchitis. This
usually comes on during the second or third week of
the disea.se, and if extensive, greatly emlangers the life

of the i)atient. If then during this period of the

fever jou have uub-crepitant riiles suddenly developed

-<i^
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over the whole of both lungs, accompanied by great

dyspntca and an alnindant expcctoiatiou of stringy

mucus, you are warranted in giving an unfavorable
prognosis.

E.>;tensive oedema of the lungs occurring with, or

independent of, capilhiry broncliitis and pulmonary
congestion, sometimes comes on suddenly during the

third week of typhoid fever, and indicates great fail-

ure of heart-power. Tha slightest indication of its

occurrence should always l)e regarded with suspicion.

It is not unfrequently accompanied by more or less

extensive hemorrhagic infarctions of the lungs; tliese

depend on embolism of some of the Ijranches of the

pulmonary artery due to fragments of clots which
have formed in the right side of the heart, the result

of tlie cardiac weakness. They often lead to gangrene

of the lung. It is sometimes impossible to diagnosti-

cate tlieir existence during life.

Pneumonia, when it complicates typhoid fever, is

generally latent. It comes on very insidiously, and
unless you are on the watch for its cievelopment, and
make frequent and careful physical examinations, it

will pass unrecognized. It is more frequently devel-

oped during the third and fourtli weelc of the fever,

and usually is catarrhal rather than croupous in char-

acter. At first only single loljules are involved, but af-

ter a time an entire lolje liecomes consolidated. When
irregular variations in temperature occur during con-

valescence, or during the tliird or fourth week of the

fever, there is reason to suspect the development of

pneumonia. In the majority of cases the characteris-

tic pneumonic cough and expectoration are al)sent.

Whenever an extensive pneumonia complicates typhoid

fever, the jjrognosis is especially unfavorable.

Pleurisy docs not occur so frequently as a compli-

cation of tyjjhoid fever, as does jmeumonia or bron-

chitis. When it docs occur, pus is almo.st invarialjly

the product of the inflammatory process. Usually it

comes on late in the disease, comes on insidiously, and
is quite likely to pass unrecognized unless frequent

physical examinations of the chest are made. In many
instances it is really a sequela of the fever, not devel-

oping until three or four weeks after the fever has run

its course. Its occurrence must always be regai'ded

as unfavorable ; for a year or even longer time must
elapse before recovery can take place, and even then

recovery is doubtful.

Occasionally, laryngitis is a serious complication of

this fever. It generally occurs in those cases where

the fever has been very protracted, and there is great

prostration. Its presence is marked by sudden and
very intense inflammation of the mucoiis membrane of

the glottis, which is liable to become o?dematous, when
death may suddenly occur. It may lead to ulceration

of the nuicous membrane. Whenever, during any stage

of a typhoid fever, the characteristic symptoms of

laryngeal obstruction occur, remember tlie danger of

oedema glottidis and of extensive laryngeal ulceration,

and promptly resort to those means which shall relieve

the unpleasant symptoms, and avert the danger which
threatens your patient.

Pyiemia may be met with as a complication during

convalescence from typhoid fever, l^ut it is not of as

frequent occurrence as septicaemia. Whenever we have

septic poisoning developed, with extensive sloughs in

the intestines, the prognosis is exceedingly unfavor-

able.

Acute gastric catarrh is another complication of this

fever, the possible occurrence of which must enter

into your prognosis. A patient may have reached his

fourth week, and be rapidly convalescing, his desire

for food returning
;
you endeavor to hasten his re-

covery by increasing the quantity of food taken, or by
allowing him to partake freely of such articles of food
as are difficult of digestion. The result of this over-
crowding, or of imprudence in diet, is irritation and
inflammation of the enfeaJiled gastric mucous mem-
brane. Vomiting of a stringy mucus occurs, which
by its prostrating effects endangers or destroys the
life of your already enfeebled patient. I would im-
press you with the importance of exercising the great-
est care in regard to the diet of patients convalescing
from typhoid fever. They should be restricted to
milk and nutritious broths in moderate quantity until

all danger from this complication shall have passed.

Disturbances of nerve function have been considered
under the head of symptoms, Ijut, not unfrequently,
certain brain and nerve lesions arc developed, which
cannot be classed under that head.

Cerebral ccdema may complicate a typhoid fever
during its third week, and give rise to sympt(mi3 of a
grave character. A decided enfeeliling of the mental
powers, and a tendency to stupor, announces its occur-
rence.

Heniorrhagic extravasations on the surface, and
into the sul>stance of the brain, the result of degenera-
tion of the walls of the cerebral vessels, occasionally
occilrs during the height of the fever. If the effusion

is moderate, no marked symjjfoms are developed, but
if a considerable extravasation takes place, it gives
rise to symptoms of cerebral compression.

Meningeal inflammation is a rare complication.
The occurrence of any of these comiilications in any

case^renders the prognosis unfavoiable.
You must remember that during the second or third

week of the fever certain cerebral disturbances may
occur, which seem to indicate the existence of some
one of these comiilications, when really no cerebral

lesion exists. Usually, the.se are jirescnt in patients

who have had a continuously high temperature; in

favorable cases they disappear after a few days.
These have been referred to under the liead of symp-
toms.
You will encounter various other disturbances of

the nervous system, such as hemiplegia, paraplegia,

etc., which may simulate those due to lesions of nerve
centres, or local forms of paralysis and ana'sfhesia,

which seem to be confined to individual nerves ; but as

these functional disturbances do not depend upon any
anatomical changes, the prognosis in such cases is

good.
Those changes in the kidney which are due to the

parenchymatous degeneration which usually attends
this fever, have l)cen already noticed ; but occasionally
nephritis is developed as a sequela. The urine becomes
scanty, is loaded with albumen, and contains blood
and casts; the face and extremities become a'dematous,
and death may occur from uricmia. The occurrence
of this complication necessarily renders the prognosis
bad.

In a few instances under my observation, severe
catarrh of the 1 'ladder had developed during convales-
cence, greatly complicating the case; in one instance
the cystitis was accompanied by pyelitis.

Supinirative iufiamniation of the cellular tissue of
the body, or cellulitis, especially of the surface, often
complicates convalescence, and in some cases causes
death. It is most liable to develop in those parts
which have been subjected to long-continued pressure.

Occasionally it is met with in the pharynx, and along
the line of the lymphatics.

Accompanying these cellular inflammations, or
occurring independently of them, not unfrequently
gangrenous inflammations of the integument occurs,
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giving rise to wlmt Irns been cnlletl heiLioret. Tlicse

giin'4rciuiiis processes iirc most frequently developed
at those points which have liecn sulijeited to the

gre;ilrst jiressure, on acrouiil of (lie position of tiie

piiticnt, sneh as the sacriun. loitis, heels and shoiiKler-

blades etc. In tliesiniplest form of /<»t/-w;r* there is

only H supertieial loss of substance; in more severe

cases the sulieutaneous cellular tissue is involved ; and
in the worst cases the muscles and tilirous tissues. I

have met witli casiw wlieiv the sloii-^h had involved
the comiective tissue and inusclis, and laid tiare the

bony tis.sue.

A consideralile number of typlioid patients who
have lived tliroui;h the fever, die either from the ex-

hausting; effects of these bed-sores, or from the septic

jX)isoning resulting; tlierefrom.

Tiie possible occurrence of these complications must
enter into the prognosis in every severe ease, and the

earlier they nnike their appearance the greater the

danger.
We have now completed the list of principal com-

plications which are to modify your prognosis in any
case of typhoid fever. IJefore leaving the subject, I

will say a word in regard to the duration and modf,

of termination of this fever.

Its average duration is from three to four weeks; a

typical case extends over a period of four weeks.

When the fever is protracteil beyond the nddiUe of

the fourth week, in most in.stances this is due to some
complication or to an extension of the intestinal

ulceration. The period of greatest danger is at the

close of the third week. Death rarely occurs before

the fourteenth day. The piximineut direct causes of
death arc: 1st, Toxteniia: 2d. Asthenia; :jd. Sup-
pression of the excretory function of the kidneys;

4th. HypeiTcmia and o'dema of the lungs ; olh. In-

testinal hemorrhage ; (itli. Kxliaustive diarrhtt'a ; 7tli.

Intestinal perforation ; sth. Peritonitis, with or with-

out intestinal perforation. In nearly allea.ses the fail-

ure of heart-i>ower is directly or indirectly the cause

of (li'ath.

li'l'i/iari.— After typhoid fever has run its course,

and after the patient is entirely free from fever, (juite

frequently we have a new development oi the fever;

these developments are culled relaixses. Their course

corres|K)nds with that of the iirinniry attack, only they

are of .shorter duration. The temperature ri.ses more
rapidly, tlie eruption reappeai's, the sph;en enlarges 'be

intestinal and abdominal syiii|itoms return, and all the

prominent symptoms of the primary fever are rapidly

develo[>ed. .\s a rule, the rela|)se is milder than the

primary attack. If it terminate fatally the post-mor-

tem examination shows., in addition to the cicatri/.ing

intestinal ulcers of the (uimary attack, the recent in-

testinal changes of the relapse. The lesions of the

relapse, although of the same character aa those of the

primary attack, are less extensive.

It is very difficult to give a satisfactory ex|)lanation

of these relapsi'S. Some claim that they are the resnli

of certain plans of treatment, e«i)ecially the cobl-

wat 'r plan. This n.s.sertion lacks proof. Again, others

hold that all rela|>.ses depeiul upon a new infection.

Perhaps this i'< possible if the patient remain in the

same locality and has the same surroundings as when
he hail the primary attack ; but how shall we explain

relapses in those who are removi-d from all the .s<iur<e.s

of the primary infection f .Another explanation offeri'<l

is, that a part of the typhoid poison has remained in

the system, undeveloped during the primary attack,

and that some time after this has |>as!<ed the jwison

reproduces itself and sets up a secoml fever.

A more recent theory is, that the typhoid poison

thrown off in the fa;ces of the patient is reabsorbed
and causes the relapse. Unquestionably, it is possible

for healthy glands to become inoculated by sloughs
thrown off from those first affected.

In many cases it is impossible to account for the
occurrence of the relapse, and all of these explanations
as to the cause in any case arc more or less unsatisfac-

tory.

Ill those cases which have come under my own ob-
servatiim, I have noticed that the splenic enlargement
which has existed during tin; course of tlii' fever does
not subside with its decline; and that the tenderness
along the line of the intestines, especially in the right

iliac region, continues during the period between the

original attack and the relapse. In some instances,

apparently, the relapse has been brought on by indis-

cretion in diet, or l)y injudicious (;xercise on the part
of the convalescent patient. Occasionally relapses

have occurred when great care bail been taken against
any indiscretion or over-e.xertion.

(Driaiiuil Comiminicattons.

CASES BEARING ON SOME DOUBTFUL
POINTS IN THE ULSTORY OF SYPHILIS.

By R. OSGOOD SIASON, M.D.
NKW TOOK.

TifK Recokd of Oct. 21st ult., under the head of
" Progress of Medical S<:ience," gives the results of
certain tibservations by M. Diday conceruing the

syphilitic infection of the mother through the fo;tus.

It is well known that amongst specialists and
teachers in this branch of medical science the possi-

bility of such infection has, to say the least, been
looked upon with doubt and disfavor. M. Diday's
investigations in this direction, however, have led
him to the < (mclusion that "the child begotten by a
syphilitic father, without actual li'.-ions, may infect

till' mother at any period of its intra-uterine life,"

either as ovule, embryo, or foetus. At the time the
item above nrferred to came to my notice, I had under
observation the following case:

-Mrs, A., jet. thirty years, and three years married,
was at the time <if her marriage an unusually .strong,

robust, and healthy looking woman. Soon after

iiKirriage she became pngnant and miscarried at 4^
iiiciiitlis, with a ftetus of about three months' develop-
ment, on which occasion I tii-st attended her. After
some months she again became pregnant, and was
delivered at term. I did not .see her during this

pregmincy nor at the confinement. 1 know, however,
that she ha<l a mo.st miserable iX'Covei'y, which was
impeded by most distressing and obsiinate mammary
ab-cessi-s, and followed by general ill-health. I was
called t<i see the child whin it was six months old;
it was thill moribund, and ilied the (ollowing morn-
iiii; of exhaustion, |)aitly from diarrluea, but espe-
cially from a niimlier <if large blebs or siipeilicial

ab..<-iT<!im situated mostly about the head, and contain-
ing an abundance of thin, sanious pii.s.

1 saw no more of the family for several months,
until in September Xa^V I was again called to attend
.Mrs. A. for ilysentery already of a week's duration.

It yii'Idwl somewhat to rest and opium treatment; it

w.Hild not, howi'ver, remain under control, but
gradually changrd its character to a thin, dark diar-
rlioMl disrharni'. always worse at night, which con-
tinued, notwithstanding my beat endeavors, for full
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five weeks, during whicii time I also ascertained that

she was two months or more pregnant.

At this time (Oct. 17th) Mr. A., the liusbancl, was
taken ill with symptoms of meningitis. He had a

pulse of 04. partial paralysis of tlie riglit side, and
stupor, from which he was aroused with considerable

dirticulty, when he would just recognize those about
liini, answer some simple question, and immediately
fall off again to sleep.

Mr. A. had been my patient for many years, and
his previous history lias a peculiar bearing upon his

own case, as well as that of his wife. Twelve years

ago lie contracted syphilis, was tlioroughly treated i

and apparently cured. Two years later the disease

again made its appearance in the form of nocturnal

headaches and gummy tumors about tlie elbows. He
was then treated with large doses of iodide of potash,

and made a prompt recovery, though treatment was
continued for some months.

He was at tliat time a married man, and was the

father of healthy children. After recovery from this

attack his wife again became pregnant, and was de-

livered of a healthy child, which is still alive and
apparently wholly free from syphilitic taint.

Soon after this the wife died of tuljercular disease,

and a second marriage was contracted, the results of

which have already been given. They sum up as

follows :

1 St. A miscarriage, attended with symptoms of a

suspicious character.

2d. A syphilitic child, followed by miusually

severe and obstinate mammary abscesses and failing

health.

3d. A .pregnancy which in the second month is

accompanied by syphilitic symptoms on the [lart of

the motlier, at the same time that symptoms reappear

in a d;mgerous form in the father.

The illness of Mr. A. at once cleared up the whole
case, and the diarrhoea, which had resisted five weeks

• of thorough ordinary treatment, with the advantage
of rest and care, yieliled in six days to two grains of

blue mass, given four times a day, while going about

and attending upon her husband.
Mr. A. also rapidly recovered under the use of

large doses of iodide of potash and mercurial inunc-

tions. By large doses of pot. iod. is meant a drachm
every four hours, or, perhaps still better, half that

quantity every two hours, until decided iodism, as

indicated by the breath, is ])roduced, and the same
repeated at [jroper intervals afterwards.

I am also kindly permitted by my friend Dr.

Loomis, of this city, to refer to the following case,

which came under his ob.servation, and which, if

possible, is still more definite and cogent in its

bearing.

Eigliteen years ago a young man, then recently

treated by the Doctor for syphilis, both primary and
secondary, came again for advice concerning mar-

riage, and was advised to delay. Soon after, how-
ever, he took counsel of his inclinations and married
a young and perfectly healthy wife. In the course of

the next five years two healthy children were born,

hoth of wliom are still alive and apparently free from
any syphilitic taint. The next jjregnancy terminated

in a miscarriage, witli a syphilitic foetus. At this

time the husband had a return of secondary symp-
toms, and soon after the wife was attacked with

sypliilitic rheumatism and sore throat. These yielded

to appropriate treatment, and pregnancy again
occurred, but terminated also in a miscarriage, and
was soon after followed l)y periostitis and suppura-

tive nodes. ^Treatment again caused a disai)pearance

of the symjjtoma and return to health, and for several

years no returning symptoms manifested themselves.

Two years ago. however, she was again attacked, this

time the disease assuming the form of pachymeningi-
tis, with most alarming symptoms—paralysi.s, stupor,

and even decided coma, continuing several days, and
followed by delirium and dementia. This case also

yielded to the large doses of iodide of potash, and
resulted in a slow anrl only fair recovery.

An important and, in fact, the main question in

both these cases is, how did the mothers contract

syphilis—by primary infection or through pregnancy 1

And in answer I would submit the following con-

siderations :

1st. Botli the fathers were treated by the physicians

respectively reporting the cases', and were known to

have had syphilis in both its primary and secondary

forms, thus rendering a second primary infection, to

say the least, very improbable, if not imiiossible.

Besides, each father was under the care of these phy-

sicians from the time of the first infection until tlie

time when syphilis was developed in the mother, and
no second infection occurrccl.

3d. The character and social position of both

mothers, well known to their respective physicians,

are sufficient guarantee that infection did not take

place from persons other than their own liusbands;

and, besides, no such primary lesion is known or

suspected l>y their medical attendants to have existed.

3d. Syphilitic symptcjms did not occur until after

pregnancy, but were developed during pregnancy or

very soon after; leaving, as it seems to me, no fair

conclusion but that the infection was a direct result of

pregnancy.
It is worthy of remark in both these cases that

decided syphilitic symptoms first showed themselves

in the mother at or about the same time that symp-
toms of returning disease manifested themselves in

the father.

As a last important and curious consideration, I

would call attention to the fact that healthy children,

still living under observation, and still free from any

manifestation of syphilitic disease, were begotten by

both these fathers alter they had developed and been

treated for secondary syphilis; and then, sulisequent-

ly, without any new inf.ction, th<'y have bc-gotten

children tlirough wliom, and during whose intrauterine

life syphilLs was communicated to the mothers.

No. 123 W. 2IST SiKEET New i'OBK, NOV. 8. 1S"6.

THE TREATMENT OF TETANUS BY
CALABAR BEAN.

By LEWIS A. STIMSON, M.D.,

ONK OF THE BURGEONS TO THE PRESBYTERIAN HOSPITAL, N. T.

During the la.st four years the calabar bean has
been ix'commended as a cure for tetanus. Gubler, the

latest (1874) French writer on materia medica, mentions
a dozen cures of traumatic tetanus by it (some of theiu

questional lie;, as against four reported failures. Wood
gives forty-seven eases (variety not mentioned), with
twenty-se\'en recoveries, and twelve eases of traumatic

tetanus with five recoveries; and recently the y,«;.'cet

has published three cases, two traumatic, one idio-

pathic, of which one of the former and the latter re-

covered. As it is essential to a proper aj)preciation of

the therapeutical value of the agent that the failures

should be reported as well as the successes, 1 send you
the following notes of a case that came under my ob-

servation.
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IIiifTmiinn, twenty-one ycrtre old, unmarried, miicliin-

ist, Wiis uilmittcd to the Prosliyteiiiin Hospital, 14tli

Oct., ISTli. Fiuii- days bofori' udniission his Uft hand
had l)ivii injnrid in a railway accident. There was
coin|niiind fracliire of the liist |)lialan'.;e of the middle
finil'r, the llexor tendons of the rinij-tinijer were en-

tirely e.\|)i)sed, and the ulnar half of the same finirer

was ^an^renons. The patient consented to have the

riiii{-tini{er removed, but insisted that an attempt
should lie made to save the other. On the l.)th Oct.

I removed the third linifer under tlie carliolic spray,

and dressed the wounds antiscptically. The dressing

was renewed the ne.\t day (llithi, and ajjain on the

18th, the patient's temperature heinijf then 100*.

The wounds looked well: no swellin";, redness, or |)aiu

in Imnil or arn\ ; suppuration sli<;lit. On tlie morninj;

of the inih the patient complained of inahility to

op' n his month freely. When 1 saw him in the after-

noon the masseters were contracted; the jaw could he
niovi'd, luit not opened as widely as usual. Ai)petite
pood. Onlered chloral gr. xx.v. every six hour.s. Oct.

2((th, 2 I'.M , I fonnd the patient restle.«s, and covered
with perspiration; temperature 101', pulse 14(i, pupils

sli^jhtly ililated and responding; promptly to chan<;es

in the liijlit; the muscles of the back of the neck and
the sterno-eleido mastoids rinid ; the lower jaw could
be moved only <me-(piarter inch; the head and neck
coidd not he flexed or rotated; all other muscles re-

laxed. Heart and lunirs normal. Bowels luid moved
freely the previous eveninu;. Ordered the chloral to

be discontinued and the extract of calabar bean ad-
ministerefl hypodermically every hour in increasinij;

doses, U*}!'""'"- with one-third of a grain—brandy,
beef-tea, and milk. Owing to some dilKculty in ol)-

tniniiKr the drug the tirst dose was not given until

7.15 P.M.

Till' following notes are taken from the record made
at the time by the house-surgeon. Dr. Van Houten,
who spent the entire night at the bedside of the

patient.

6 P.M. Marked contraction of sterno-cleido nia.stoid.

trapezius, masscter. and buccinator
;
profuse perspira-

timi ; complains of pain in the region of the lower
cervical and upper doi-sal vertebr.-e. 7.15 p.m. One-
eixth gr. of exlr. of calabar bean injected into the

Bubstauci! of each trapezius muscle. Pnlse 14(i. Temp.
100^ Uesp. 31. Pupils dilated. 8.15 p.m. One-third
gr. cal. bean. Temp. 99°. Gcnerjil slight rigidity.

Thighs flexed in abdomen. Complains of shortness of
breath. Distri-ssinir thirst. 9.15 p.m. Breathing spas-

modic, nense of suffocation. Rigidity more marked.
Temp. lOOi". Pulse Uti. Injected one-third gr.

10.15 p.m. Injectc^l one-half gr. Uesp. 48, f|uick and
laboretl; puis*' 150. Rigidity, perspiration, and thirst

continue. Patii'nt has taken large quantities of the

brandy and milk mixture. Pupils are dilated and
respiuid to the light. 11.15 p.m. Injected one-half gr.

Frec|Ui'ntly recurring spiLsms, busting for a few .sccond.s,

eopceially in li-gs and thighs.

Oct. 21st, 12.15 A.M. Injected three-quarter gr.

8pasnis inore violent. Pain in epigastrium, abd<munal
muscles very tense. Other aymptoius unc-hatiged.

1.15 a.m. Injected three-quarter gr. No change. 2.15

A.M. Gave three-quarter gr. of cal. bean by month.
Pupils slightly contracted and do not respond. Jlouth
can be opened a little wider, less |ierspiration, niHs<-les

less rigid, occasional spasms. ;t. 15 a.m. One gr. cal. bean
by mouth. Muscles rather less rigid, occasional spasuLS.

4.15 \.st. One gr. cal. bean by mouth. No cliange.

R'^sp. 52. Pulse 144. fi.l5 a.m. One gr. cal. bean by

m >uth. Pupils dilated and respond. PaliiMit sits up !

iu b^d and breathes more easdy in consequence. Has I

not slept at all. 7.15 a.m. Injected one-half gr. Pu-
pils not so much dilated. 8.15 a.m. Injected one-half
gr. 9.15 A.M. Two-thirds gr. Rc-.spiratiou 4(i and
Very labored

;
pulse 14<>; some spasms of the nuiscles

of di'glutiti<Mi. 10.15 A..M. Inje( ted one gr. Xo im-
provement in the breathing, .^ttenqjts to drink bring
on spasms. Legs slightly rigid. 11.15 a.m. .VII the

symptoms aggravated. Pupils contracted. Perspira-

tion profuse. Inji'cted tifti-en minims of Magendic's
sol., and made patient inhale chloroform.

12.15 P..M. Less restless. Temperature in a.xilla 102°.

Injected ligr. calabar bean. 1.41) p.m. Injected loHl
Magendie. Patient can open his uuiuth (juite freely

;

alidominal muscles and legs relaxed.

|.Vt half-piLst 2 p.m. I saw tlie patient and found
him breathing with much ditliculty. None of his

nuiscles were contracted, l>ut every few seconds his

inspirations were cut short by spasmodic contraction
of the abdominal nuiscle.s. the air l)eing driven forcibly

out of the lungs. The muscles of the back and the
intercostal nuiscles were included in the spasms.
His countenance was livid, and the skin covered
with pei'spiration. During each interval he fell into

a do/e and was evidently suffering greatly for want of
sleep. A few inhalations of cliloroform put him to

sleep and stopped the spasms. The lividity of the lips

gave place to a l)rig1it color, and I left him at three

o'clock sleeping (jnietly, with instructions to have the

condition maintained by means of chloroform if

necessary, for four or live hours.]

5.30 P.M. Still sleeping; temperature 103°. Pulse
152; skin hot and dry, except U|)on the forehead.

The slightest touch of the bed-clothing causes a s|)asin.

T P.M. Injected one gr. calal)ar bean. Muscles are re-

laxed, lie urinates fiecpiently. The slightest touch
causes a spasm. 8 p.m. Chloroform discontinued. Pu-
l)ils contracted, respirations 52 ; pulse 14S. Muscles re-

laxed; occasional spasms. 9. ISO p.m. Patient has just

had a general tonic spasm lasting about thirty seconds,

more marked in the lower extninities. Cold pei'S])ira-

tion
; pulse 15(), lisp. 44. Tongue was badly bitten

during the spjusm. 9.45 p.m. Left pleurostliotonos.

.Vfter the convulsion the pulse was so feeble that it

could not be counted. Injected Jss. brandy. 10 p.m.

Pulse (14. An attempt to drink caused a convulsion
with right plenrosthotonos. Pingi'i-nails blue, face

cyanotic. 10 13 p.m. Another tonic spasm. Pupils
rather larger. 10.15 P.M. Another convulsion ; cyano-
sis : death.

Post-mortem examination showed inten.se congestion
of the envelopes of the brain and spinal cord. The
heart was enlarged ; there wi-re signs of a recent slight

adhesive jilenrisy. The kidneys were large, hard, and
(like the other abdominal viscera) greatly congested.

The points in this case to wliicli I would call atten-

ti(m are. that although the patient's coiulitiin im-
proved at tirst after he hail taken Hi grains of the ex-
tract of calabar bean in ten hourly ilo^es, the improve-
ment was not maintained although full doses of the
drugt^ to I i \ir. ) were given frequently; and .sicondly,

that the respiratory tronbli' was due to spasm of the
muscles of expiration and not to spiusm of the dia-

phi.imn. The inspiratory movement was arrested sud-
denly and the air viidently expelled.

The physiologicil effect of the calabar bean, al-

though I'videut, was at no time viTV marked, and it is

pos.-ible that the pre|>aration had deteriorated by
keeping. While the promptness with which the drug
deteriorates may explain its failure in this and other

eas<>», it is none the htss a legitimate objection to its

employment under circumstances where any lack of
power on its purl will prove fatal.
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ATTACHMENT OF THE APPENDIX VER-
MIFORMIS TO THE POSTERIOR PART
OF THE ABDOMINAL CAVITY, FORM-
ING A LOOP.

EIGHTEEN INCHES OF SMALL INTESTINE CROWDED
THROUGH THIS LOOP.—STRANGULATION AND DEATH.

By H. W. HENDRICKS, M.U.,
HYDE PARK, VT.

On the morning of Seirtcmbcr 17th I was called to see

A. C, aged twenty-five years, who I was informed

had l)eon suffering from severe colic for about four

hours. On arriving at the liouse, I found tlie man
suffering severe pain in the region of the umliilicus,

but having neitlier fever nor tenderness aljout the

bowels. I gave him a few drops of chloroform and a

hypodermic injection of morphia, whicli quickly

relieved nearly all of the pain. I tlien gave directions

to use no cathartic, but to move the l)owels witli

enemas. After using several of tliese with no good
i-esults, we decided, as there was very little pain, to

try some mild laxative. Accordingly a dose of castor-

oil was given, which was retained on the stomach for

about tlu'ee hours, when it was vomited. This seemed
to increase the pain and vomiting somewhat, and as

twenty hours had elapsed since my first arrival, with

no movement from the bowels, and the patient suffer-

ing severe pain at this time, I asked for counsel. Dr.

Randell was called on the morning of the 18th of

September. His desire was to try tlie treatment for

inflammation of the bowels— calomel and opium.

This treatment was continued for forty-eight hours,

when the pain and tenderness were vei'y much allayed.

At this stage, three days after the first attack, as the

I)atient was quite free from pain, with very little

irritability of the stomach, we again tried to move the

bowels with vegetable cathartics and enemas. The
bowels moved a little twice, but the cathartics caused
.some sickness at the stomach. During tlie first six

days the pulse was good ; the stomach not very irri-

table, but some tympanites about the bowels ; also

some tenderness. On the seventh day tiie pulse sud-

denly became feeble, and the extremities Ijegan to

grow cold.

At tliis stage Dr. Hall was called in. He advised

an enema of mucilage and croton oil. which was tried

with no effect ; also a large dose of calomel was given,

with like result. The patient continued to fail notwith-

standing stimulants were freely used, and died at the

end of the eighth day.

Autopsy twelve hours after death.—Decomposition
fast taking place. Bowels considerably distended

with gas. Peritoneum somewhat inflamed. Stomach
nearly empty. Small intestines filled with gas. Large
intestines empty. The ai)i)eudix vcruiiformis was
drawn across the bowel at the junction of the ileum

and Ciucum, and attached to the posterior wall of the

abdomen, a little to the right of tlie spine, forming a

loop about six inches in circumference. Through this

loop aljout eighteen inches of small intestine was
crowded, and this plainly showed the cause of the

colic from wliich the patient suffered at first; also the

cause of the inflammation of whicli he finally died.

I omitted to mention one thing in the treatment,

which was attaching to the nozzle of a syringe a flex-

ible tube fourteen inches long, and introducing it into

the rectum and colon, and giving enemas through
this.

Dr. Buown-S£quard is advertised in T/ie Lancet as

intending to resume practice in London.

|)ro0rc03 of Mciiital Science.

Gastrotomt and Ga.strostomy.—Dr. J. H. Pooley,

of Columl)us. Ohio, in a very complete article writ-

ten upon this subject, publislied in the early part of

the summer, defines gastrotomy to be the opening of

the stomach for the removal of foreign liodies which
have been swallowed accidentally or intentionally, '

and which by their bulk or form are not liable to pass

through the intestines and be discharged per anum, or

got rid of by vomiting, or which give rise to immedi-
ately severe symptoms. Gastrostomy he defines to be

an opening made directly into the stomach, and the

establishment of a permanent fistula for the introduc-

tion of nourishment in cases of inveterate stricture of

the oesophagus, whether from cancer, the cicatricial

narrowing fjUowing the ingestion of scalding or

corrosive liquids, or from any cause where death

threatens, and life may be prolonged. He mentions

two cases of accidental gastrotomy taken from
Tui-ner^s Sunjery, published in 1736. and quoted
from older sources, one as far back as January, 1033. /

A table is then giv(Mi of eleven cases of gastrotomy

performed for the removal of foreign bodies, dating

from 1C13 up to 18.')(i. All Imt one of the.se cases re-

covered. He also gives a similarly arranged table of

eighteen cases of gastrostomy, performed for stricture

of the oesophagus, from 1849 to 1873. The result in

all these cases was death. He does not think this

necessarily jjroves the operation is always to be un-

successful. Mr. Bryant's views are his own, when he

says one cause of tlie failures thus far has been the

putting off the operation until so late a period. It

may turn out to be a parallel operation with colotomy,

which was unsuccessful until it was undertaken at an
earlier stage of the disease. Dr. Pooley favors Mr.

Bryant's operation—that of making an ol)lique in-

cision along the cartilages of the ribs, and extending
pretty high up toward the xyphoid cartilage.

This paper is extremely interesting, in view of the

following successful case, of width the history has

just readied us

:

A Successful Case of G.^.stiiostomy.—At the meet-

ing of the Acadeinie de Medecine,m Paris, on October

34tli, M. Verneuil i-ejjorted the first really successful

case of gastrostomy that has yet been recorded. j\I.

Verneuil stated that the oi)eration had jireviously been
j

performed fifteen times for simi)le and malignant
strictures of the oesophagus, but had always been fol-

lowed by death. Dr. Pooley, of Ohio, however, as

alluded to above, has collected eighteen cases, in one

of which the patient lived thirteen days after the

operation. M. Verneuil's patient, a boy seventeen

years of age, swallowed by mistake a solution of

caustic pota.sh, on February 4, 1876. For two week^
he suffered from the symptoms of an acute a'so)jlia-

gitis, after recovering from which he had great diffi-

culty in swallowing. This difficulty constantly in-

creased, and on May 34th, he was admitted to M. Ver-

neuil's ward at the Pitie. He was then exceedingly ema-
ciated, could scarcely swallow anytliing, and was al-

most dying of starvation. Catheterism revealed an im-

passaljle stricture, two and three-quarter inches lielow

the upper orifice of the oeso))hagus. External a^sojiha-

gotomy was consequently out of the question. Tlie

patient was fed per rectum, and futile efforts to pass

the stricture were repeatedly made. One day the jia-

tient stated that he could swallow a little fluid at

night, although deglutition was absolutely impossible
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duriiiff llie day. Convinced by this fact that tlicrc
|

wiis iiiU'^ciilar xpasiii in ndilition to cicatricial stiic-

tun- of tlic (Tsopliii;;!!*, M. Vciiicuil administered to

tile |>alieiit two druchnis of clilorul per rectum, and as

Kooii lis the narcotism was romplcte. the stomaelitiilic

was passed Ihrouith the stricture without much diffi-

culty. .\lthoui;li the passa<;e of the catheter caused in-

tense pain, the patient was. for some days afterwaids,
al)le to swallow liouillon and pap. The cathclerism
was repeated every second day. until July 10th, when
the stricture aijain becaini' irnp.a.ssalile. The patient

after tliis rapidly liecame weaker in spite of the nutri-

tive enemata, and tinally ifastrostomy was deteiiuined

on, (US tliere was danger of death from inanitii'n. ()i\
,

July •.!()th, he was placed under the influence of clilo-

roform, and an ol)liiiue incision al)out two iuclus in

len^^lli was made parallel to the cartila<j;inous liorder

of the false rilis. The skin, suticutaneous cellular

tissu •, muscles, and p'ritoneum were successively di-

vidcil. and then the stomach |)rcscntcd itself in the

•i;apiiii; wound. This orjjan was at once transfixed

and lii'ld in the wound l>y two lon<:j acupumture
needles, and this was done so rapidly tliat the alidom-

inal cavity was not exposed to the air for more than
fifteen or twenty seconds. Fourteen metallic sutures

were th-n passed throuijh the skin, parietal peritoneum,

and wall of the stomach : the sutures were about one-

quart -r of an inch apart, and were twisted over a tube

of lead and a button. The acupuncture needles were
then witlidrawn, and a small incision made throu;.rh

the wall of the stomach, which hid l)y that time
assumed a purplish color in consequence of the con-

striction bv the suturt-s. The wall was remarkaldy
thick, much more so than it usually is in the cadaver.

Two small jets of blood followed the incision, but

they were immediately controlled by the application

of hemostatic forceps, which were left in position

until the evenin'4. The incision was not more than
one-third of an inch in e.\tent. just lai^;e enough to

admit a larf^e gum cath 'ter, which was secured in

|)osition by tapes and collodion applied over the al>-

dmneu. While ap|)lying tlie sutures the parietal layer

of the peritoneum was secured l)y a dozen or more pairs

of hemostatic forceps, which were left on until all the

sutures were in |>lace. The operation was exceedingly

simple, and was attended Ijy no untoward accident.

The antiseptic method was strictly followed, all tlie

instruments, etc., having been steeped in a solution of

carbolic acid, and a carbolized spray kept constantly

playing on the wound. For some days subsequent to

the op 'ration the patient complained of circumscribed

pains in tlie left hypochoiubium and right shoulder,

and of oppression of breathing from the collodion,

and he became jaundiced. Tlicre was no fever, how-
ever. Tlie sutures fell out spontaneou.sly. and a small

portion of the gastric wall, included between the sii-
'

tures, slouirhed so that the opening became larger than

at lirst. The patient was fed through the catheter

with bouilbui. soups, milk, eggs, wine, etc., etc. On
August iOtli he was able to get up, and on September
10th the fistula was rounded and encircled l>y a

border of nincous membrane. He had then complete-

ly regained his strength and energy. On .Viigust isth

he weighed seventy-fiv<' pounds, and on S •ptember

1 4th he wi'ighed eighty-six pounds. He expi'riences

hunger and feeds him.self with all sorts of food. After

injecting this food the How of saliva is increa.sed, but

as the stricture of the (esophagus remains impassable

he is obliged to spit it out. It is probable that in

course of time the cavity of the frso|>hagus will be

completi-ly obliterated, and the patient willconsefpunt-

ly be obliged to feed himself through his gastric fis- .

tula during his entire life.-

October 2», 1876.

-OazetU Medicate de Fiiria,

TuANSMissioN' OK Svriiii.is.—Dr. U. W, Taylor, of

this city, states that lu' lias met with fiuirca.ses in which
syphilitic fathers procreated syphilitic chiblren, while

tile mothers remained healthy. These cases were all

most carefully studied, and the doctor thinks that

there can be no doubt of the correctness of his I'on-

clusions. Ill several other instances, he was personally

satisfied that the fact was the same, but as the cases

Were not sufliciently complete for publication, lie docs

not take them into consideration. At the present

time Dr. Taylor makes public the details of two of

the above cases, of which the following is a synopsis.

In the first case a man was infected with syphilis a

year before his marriage, but under a mercurial treat-

ment of about six weeks' duration all visilile mani-

festations of the disease disappeared, and he stopped

treatment. Ilis wife was perfectly healthy and never

presented any symptoms of syphilis ; but one year after

lier marriage was delivered at term of a dead child,

which presented no perceptible lesions. She subse-

quently gave birth to four children, all of whom were

syphilitic, and all died within a few months of birth.

During this time the father was suffering from perios-

teal pains, ulcers, and a scaly skin affection. In 180()

he sought relief at a dispen-ary, and was ordered

biniodidc of mercury and iodide of potassium, which
he continued to take for nearly a year, when he be-

came apparently well. In lS(i7 liis wife gave birth to

a healtliy child which is still living, and never pre-

sented any evidences of syphilis. In 18(!9 the hus-

band again began to suffi'r from periosteal pains. At
this time he impregnated his wife, and she gavi^ birth

to an apparently healthy girl. Sluutly after birth,

however, the child became sick, and was covered with

an eruption. She was brought to Dr, Taylor for

treatment, and he found the body and extremities

covered with a copious roseolous sypliilide, with nu'

nierous typical syphilitic papules intei'spersed aimmg
the roseolous ])atches. Tlie ])apules about the anus

were excoriated. There was also intense oziena. The
mother was perfectly healthy. Uepcated and most
rigid examinations revealed no evidence of syphilis,

p;ist oriiresent. Dr. Weir also examined her and pro-

nounced her perfectly free from syphilis, past or pre-

sent. The father, however, gave a good history of,

and presi'nted at the time, many signs of syphilis. The
child was treated by inunctions and recovered. The
father was put on a mixid treatment (mercury and
pota.sli), and the mother was given iron and quinine

ill 1872 she gave birth to a boy, who was and has

since remained perfectly healthy.

In the second ca.se a healthy woman was mairied

to a healthy man in 1802; in tlie three years following

she gave birth to three perfectly lualthy children. In

18(),"", the liu«baiid had a chancre, which was followed
by a general eruption. He was treated for six weeks,

when he considered himself cured. In 18(i(>liis wife

gave birth to a boy, who soon became sick, puny, and
covered with a skin di.sease. Tlie history of anal

i-ondylom.tta and oztena could be made out. In 18(50

she ha<l a girl, which soon became sick in the same
way as the boy. When the child was four nii>iiths

old it had a squamous, coppery eruption about the

nioutli, and a roseolous anil papular eruption <m the

body aiul the soles of the feet. It had also thi' typi-

cal senile bicics, .\t this time the boy bom in 18f!6

had interstitial keratitis, Hutchinson's teeth, and an

umbilical hernia. The mother » as in blooming In alth,

and the most careful examination failed t: reveal any
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evidences of syphilis. In fact, between that time and
1875 she was repeatedly examined, but always with

the same result. The husliand at tliat time i^resented

scattered papules on tlie l)ody, and a gummatous infil-

tration over the left eye. He was kept under treat-

ment for several months, and in 1872 his wife gave
birth to another perfectly healthy child.

—

Archhes of
Clinical Surgery, September, 1876.

Feeding bt the Nose —Mr. Clement Dukes finds

this mode of feeding very useful in mania, delirium

tremens, diphtlieria, stom.atitis, cancrum oris, etc.

The apparatus required is one yard of ruliber lulling,

of one-eiglitli inch Ijore, which is to be inserted into a

bottle, so tliat tlie tube almost reaches the bottom. It

works on tlie syphon principle. The patient lying on

his back without a pillow, the tube is exhausted of

air and the free end is passed just within the nostril

and retained there with the left hand while the right

has the tube closed by the pressure of the finger and
thumb. Alternate compression and relaxation of the

tubs allows an ordinary mouthful of the fiuid to escape

at a time. 'Sir. Dukes makes use of the same ajipai-atus

for washing out tlienasiil cavities having the head bent

forward over a !)asin.— The Lancet, Sept. 16, 1876.

lUjiorts of i^ospitals.

BELLEVUE HOSPITAL.
NOTES OF PRACTICE AND PECULIARITIES OF TREATMENT.

INTEIiUITTS;NT FEVEU—CINCHONOIDIN.

Op late several cases of intermittent fever have been

treated by the use of cinchonoidiu as a substitute for

the sulphate of quinine. The size of the doses lias

been about doulile that required of quinine, and it

cured the disease. It had been thought quite pos-

sible that the cinchonoidiu produced some irrita-

tion of the stomach ; at least some nausea, and a

burning sen.s.ation in the organs had been comijlained

of by the jiatients while taking the remedy, and had
disappeared when the remedy had been discontinued.

DOUBLE QUOTIDI.UJ INTERMITTENT.

A case of intermittent fever of this form was seen,

and it was interesting because of its rare occurrence,

and also because it has been claimed to be the only
disease, except typhoid fever, that gives a double
thcrmometrical curve in a single day.

UNUSUAL VARIETY OP LATERAL CURVATURE.

The interest in the case, as far as the curvature was
concerned, consisted in the fact that the lower portion

curved to the left and the upper portion to the right,

which is just contrary to the ordinary form seen in

young girls. The patient was a rickety boy aged seven
years.

GONORRIICEA—CAUTION REGARDING THE SOURCE OF
THE DISEASE IN CERTAIN CASES.

Epitome of History.—A man contracted gonorrhoea;

supposed he was entirely cured ; subsequently married

;

within a few days found himself suffering from gonor-

rhoex again; became frantic regarding the supposed
infidelity of the woman he had married ; Avas examined
and found to have stricture ; was informed tliat his

gonorrhcca was simply relighted from his ancient

troulile ; became exceedingly anxious then lest he had
commuuicated the disease to his wife ; it was commu-

nicated to the wife, showing that gtmorrhoea may be
sub-developed, and that, after it is sub-develo|)ed, it

has the power to contaminate a healthy individual.

A NEW GUIDE IN THE OPERATION OF EXTERNAL PER-
INEAL URETHROTOMY.

The case was one in which no instrument could be
introduced to serve as a guide to the urethra, so the
ojierator took for liis guide the centre of the piiliie nrch.

This anatomical point was regarded as a safe guide to

the urethra while making the incision in cases in which
it became necessary to operate without other aid.

TUBERCULAR MENINGITIS— PHTHISIS— TEMPERATURE
NORMAL.

The patient was a young man, a;t. twenty years, who
had been sick four or five days, and gave the follow-

ing symptoms: There w.as marked impairment of
the intellectual faculties, the pu|iils were dilated, and
not sensitive to light ; there was moderate delirium

;

the abdomen was retracted ; the cerebral patch, that

is, the red line developed after drawing the finger

across the abdomen, was well marked, the wliite line

enduringyc;/;' seconds and the red line which followed
lasting from tiooto /?iv? minutes. The temperature was
normal, and that was interesting from tlie fact that

there were well-marked evidences of phthisis at the

apex of the left lung and less marked at the top

of the right. The case then illustrated the fact that

phthisis might occur without elevation of temperature,

and not only that, but that the tem|)erature might
remain normal with tuiieicular meningitis developed
in the same ]iatient. The pulse was slow, sixty to

seventy, scarcely |)erceptible, and irregular; a patient

near liini had heard him complain of headache wlien

first admitted ; there was no hi.story of vomiting ; he
had had hemorrhage from the lungs, three or four

ounces, since the meningeal attack ; tliere was marked
rigidity of the muscles of the neck: involunt iry dis-

charge of urine ; but no rig'dity of the muscles of the

extremities.

The treatment in the case consisted in applying cold

to the head ; securing a loose movement from the

bowels daily, because of (he tendency to pulmonary
congestion

;
quieting by the use of morphine, if rest-

less ; diminishing cereliral irritability by the use of

bromide of potassium in thirty-grain doses every four
hours; blister to the nape of tlie neck ; and nourish-

ment, chiefly milk. The question arose, why not give a

cathartic? The answer was, tliat if the case was one
of tubercular meningitis, depktion was to be avoided;
and besides, the ]jrogiiosis in tliese cases was so ex-

ceedingly unfavorable it was scarcely worth while to

irritate the patient l>y such procedure.

A PECULIAR ABDOMINAL TUMOR.

The case was one in which the symptoms called for

a physical examination of the abdimien. Upon inspec-

tion, nothing abnormal was noted. Upon palpation

a well-defined tumor, not specially painful upon ])res-

sure, could be mapped out at tlie upper portion of the

abdomen and in the median line, somewhat irregular

in .shape and having a distinct outline, and a feel as

though something solid was under the fingers. Upon
percussion, liowever, it was perfectly evident that

intestines w^:re lieiieath the tumor, and the conclusion

was reached that the apparent tumor was in the

abdominal walls and not in the cavity, and that it was
simply a peculiar condition of the recti muscles.

Appearances are deceptive even in diagnosticating

abdnminal tumors ; hence the necessity of resorting to

evei'v known means lor eliminating errors.
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OUR WATER-SUPPLY.

Ai.Tiiouoii the copious autumnal rains of tlio jj'ist few

diiys liave quiL'ted all present fears conccining the

scarcity of drinking-water, the great possiUility of a

repetition of the experiences of the |)ast summer is

such as to give to the suNjcct a more than ordinary

interest. As is natural under tlie circumstances, the

daily papers have been filled with all sort8 of sugges-

tions tending to remedy defects in tlie present system

of supply. It is usi'less to refer even to the majority

of the plans except in a general way as Ijcaring upon

the sanitary re(iuircment.s of the day.

If we examine tlic present system of water-sui)])ly

for New York, we have reason for congratidation

that it is so well calculated, under ordinary circum-

stances, for meeting the wants of so large a popula-

tion. It is only in view of su :h emergencies as we

have experienced during tlie |>ast few months, and in

view of the constantly increasing number of con-

sunicrH, that there is any reason for concern in the

future. There appears to l)e no doubt among experts

that the water-shed of the Croton is sufficient of itself

to $U|>ply all possible demands which may be made

u;)on it for years to come. .So the real difficulty

seems to be in the utilization of reasonable measures

to increase tlie 8t<n'agu capacity of the water and to

prevent its waste by the consumers. There does not

seem to be any question that an increase in the num-

ber of reservoirs and the multiplication of <laiiis

will (•ffi'Ctually overcome the first ditUcnlty, and tliat

an adoption of tlic meter system, especially in those

localities where there is known to be a great waste of

water, will, to a great extent at least, obviate the

latter.

The proposition to tap the Hudson River near its

Mource for the extra amount of watiT-supply is not to

be seriously considered, except as a last resort. As a

rule no towns should depend for their water sujiply

upon navigable rivers, or any other streams liable to

sewage contamination.

.\lthough it is claimed that rivers so purify them-

selves by the constant changes of tide that the dan-

ger of sewaae admixture are reduced to a minimum,

there is always more or less danger with the growth

of towns on thiir banks, especially on the smaller

rivera, of a pollution which may in the end be seriously

(lilrimental to health. The great advantages of

abundance in supply which a river affords is in a

great degree counterbalanced by the liabilities to

the dangers alluded to.

Ill a recent article u|)oii the svilijeet of river pollu-

tiuii, the Liuirrt says :
—" It has long been patent to us

that the possibility of restoring our rivers to such a

condition that they would ever be fit and wholesome

sources from which to supply our towns with drinking

water, must be abandoned." This will doubtless, for

very obvious reasons, be the experience in America,

when, as in Great Britain, it may be too late for a

remedy.

In respect to the Croton, however, we have all the

ailvantages with n<me of the ordinary drawbacks.

As such, our system is a model of its kind, and com-

mends itself to every city or town corporation for

imitation.

The time seems to have arrived when the necessities

for studying the water-supply of towns is acknowl-

edged all over the country. The well-system, which

prevails in our smaller villages, is acknowledged to be

inefficient and dangerous. The latter objection is more

and more apparent in proportion to the increase of

population and the attendant soil saturation. As

the different towns enlarge, and as the growing

scarcity of trees yearly increases the liability to pro-

longed drouths, the different corporations must secure

to themselves such sources of water-supply as shall

be not only almndant but pure. This has abeady been

very satisfactorily done in several of our large cities,

Philadelphia perhaps excepted, and is being done by

some of the larger towns throughout the country. In

the majority of these instances the sources are, as they

sliould be, lakes, artificial or natural, in the vicinity of

tlie towns to be su|)plied.

AtlUSKS OI'" .MEDICM. (II AIMTV.

Tmc large nuiulicr of students attending lectures in

this city creates a want of clinical material for teach-

ing which cannot fail to act unfavorably upon the

young physician who depends upon his practice for his

daily bread. We have already heard many complaints

against the almost wilful carelessness of some of our

medical teachers, in admitting inijiroper i)ersoiis to

tlnir clinics, and in prescribing for and operating upon

patients who were able to pay a fee. The miTe fact

that n case may be interesting to the medical class is

by no means a sutlicicnt reifon thai it should b tivattd

for nothing. The exenise of a little discriminatiiui uu
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the part of the college professors and hospital attend-

ants would go a great way towards correcting a shame-

ful abuse of medical cliarity. It would appear, how-

ever, that many of the clinical teachers, in their efforts

to fulfil an implied contract with their students, are

not equal to tlie emergency.

THE COrNCIDENCB OF TWO PEUSONS HAVING THE SAME
IDEAS, AND THE SAME LANQUAGB TO EXPRESS THEM.

Ta^ Ilolley Sttmdard, of this State, contains an arti-

cle on the health of Philadelphia, whicli, as it is

claimed as an original one by a physician who publishes

it, affords an interesting example of the law of coinci-

dences. That the writer in question should have

visited Philadelphia during tlie Exposition is hardly

remarlvalile ; that he, being a physician, should have

inquired into tlie sanitary condition of Pliiladelphia,

was quite natural ; but that he should have appro-

priated the facts gathered by us, using, in many in-

stances, our own language to give them his authorita-

tive expression, is a rare illustration of tlie manner in

which two minds can run exactly in the same groove.

We take no small delight in endorsing his statements,

as we have special reasons for believing that they are

well founded; our only regret being that they were

not published in time to save us the trouble and ex-

pense of olitaiiiing them independently. As it is, the

writer has denied hiinself the opportunity of receiving

a full acknowledgment of the benefits we would have

derived from " the special pains '' which he has taken

" to inform himself in reference to this matter " of the

health of Philadelphia. The fact of his being a little

behindhand in the writing of his letter has forced

him, as a matter of duty to his patrons, to publish his

views in his local paper, and in this case the end may
justify the means.

At first, we were inclined to entertain the idea that

the doctor had read our article on the subject before

he wrote his letter to the Sbindnrd, but we at once

saw that even a vague allusion to its possibility would

have seriously interfered with our purpose of illus-

trating a principle in the law of independent thought.

EcuiciuQ autr Uotices of Jjjoks.

A Manual op Percussion and Auscultation op the
Physical Diagnosis op Diseases op the Lungs and
Heart, and op Thoracic Aneurism. By Austin
Flint. M.D., Professor of the Principles and Practice
of Medicine, and of Clinical Medicine in the Bellevue
Hospital Medical College, etc. Philadelphia: Henry
C. Lea. 1870.

This manual has been written upon a plan which the
author believes to be most conducive in making it a

book useful for the medical student in his daily study
of the subject, and also for the practitioner who wishes
a Ciinvenient manual for reference. The first object
has been to throw aside needless refinements, and to

treat the sul)ject in the simplest manner possible.

The discussion of the mechanism of signs has been

waived, and their destructive characters considered by
an analysis especially based on variations in the inten-

sity, pitch, and quality of sounds. Again, the author

has endeavored to impress the fact, that the signifi-

cance of physical signs relates to physical conditions,

and that to a ])roper understanding of the signs, the

condition must be thoroughly understood, as well as
,

the signs of health. In other wordsi the student or

practitioner, if he would have a correct appreciation

and knowledge of physical signs as obtained l^y pal-

pation, percussion, auscultation, etc., must have a i

thorough knowledge of the health-signs and the patho-

logical changes, or changes in physical condition,

winch may give rise to ch.anges in those normal signs.

Dr. Flint's Manual is divided into eight chapters.

The first is introductory. In the second and third, ])er-

cussion in health and disease is ctmsidered. The
fourth and fifth chapters are consumed with ausculta-

tion in health and disease. The sixth is devoted to

phy.sical diagnosis of diseases of the respiratory system,

and the physical conditions of the heart in health and
disease are considered in the seventli chapter. The
book is concluded with a chapter on the physical diag-

nosis of diseases of the heart and of thoracic aneurism.

A manual from this eminent author and teacher

U|)on a subject to which he has given especial attention

will be received with favor by the profession.

The Treatment op Anteplexions op the Uterus.
By Ely Van De Warkf.r, M.D., Syracuse, N. Y.

Reiirint from New York Medical Journal, June, 1870.

New York : D. Appleton & Company, 54!) and 551
Broadway. 1S7G.

Dr. Van Db Warker's article is an argument in favor

of the use of intra-uterine stem-pessaries with adjust-

able intra-vagiiial su|jport in the treatment of uterine

displacements, or, as he calls them, "deformities."' It

contains wood-cuts of an instrument which he has de-

vised for the treatment of anteversion. He does not

claim that the instrument is perfect, but, with only a

commendable degree of assurance, states that it has

served a good purpose in the cases which are reported.

There has been quite a diversity of opinion regarding

the use of the intra-uterine stem instrument, and it

seems that the Doctor belongs among those who regard

it as safely available.

We notice one sentence in Dr. Van I)e '\\'arker'8

pa))er tiiat is worthy of quotation. It is the following :

' The point in the mechanical treatment of anteversion
^

or flexure, or, in fact, the opposite form of uterine dis-

location which these cases are designed to illustrate,

is that we cannot ])lace our reliance upon any one form
of instrument." If those who condemn in general the

use of intra-vaginal supports for the uterus, such con-
demnation usually, perliaps always, being the result of

ignorance of the principles which govern their adjust-

ment, would carefully cultivate a knowledge of the

fact that no single instrument is adapted to the treat-

ment of any case, they might at least become convicted

if not converted.

A Manual op Midwipery. By Alfred Meadows,
M.D. (London), F.R.C.P., Fellow of King's College,

London, etc. , etc. Second American Edition. Phila-
delphia : Lindsay & Blakiston, 1876. 8vo, pp. 484.

This is the second American from the third London
edition. With the additions which the recent advances
in the ol>stetric ai-t have made necessary, the ])resent

edition is a model of its sort, giving to the student

and practitioner a complete, trustworthy, and practical

manual. The illustrations are quite numerous, well

selected, and of more than ordinary execution.
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Heports of SociftifB.

NEW YORK PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

ShiUd Meeting, October 11, 1876.

Dn. ('. K. Bhiddon, Phesident. in the Ciiaiu.

LC.MiiKifoius r.\ssKU Timoicin sinus .\bove chest

OF ItKlIlT lI.EU.M.

Dit. V. p. GiiiNEY :—Till' following c:i.<!0, from it.s

triplex iiiitiirc, seems sutruiently interesting to present
with a history anil description which possilily may
seem long. l)iit wliieli I shall enck-iivor to condense as
as far as practicable.

Joseph Moran, two anil a half years of age, residing

in Brooklyn, was bronght liy the mother to the out-

door department of the Hospital for Huptured and
Crippled, July l!l, iHUl I found almost complete
palsy of the right lower extremity, voluntary power
being present only in the flexors of the toes; an open
sinus at the crest of right ileum, about three inches

removed from the sacro iliid junctions, with a thin

serous discharge therefrom; two cicatrices immedi-
ately to the right of the sacro-ilial junction, at which
points, so the mother states, small spicula- of bone
have from time to time been exfoliated. The worm
which is presented this evening was brought alon_',

and the mother, with some degree of satisfaction,

stated that tliis had protruded through the sinus only

a few days before, and was seized by the child himself,

who removed it with esise. During the past six months
four other worms have been removed. I learned, while
questicming as to the discharge of fecal matter, that

for a day or two siibsefpicnt to the ])assage of a him-
bricoid, the discharge is yellowish, and a little more
fetid than usual. The g(>neral health of the little

patient was good. The history, as obtained, is that in

September, lS7-t, both lower extremities were suddenly
paralyzed, the attack coming on like that of infantile

paralysis. In December of tlie same year a lumbar
abscess formed, w.as subsei|uently opened, and con-
tinued discharging up to the present time. A surgeon
saw the case in May, is7."i. .and probed the sinus.

The tive intestinal worms have passed, per sinus, since

that time. When the tii-st one was i)as3cd, considera-
l)le hemorrhage occurred. Tin' tn'atment adopted at

the hosjiital was confined to the paralysis. The child

has attended the dispen.sary regularly since July litth,

and the last note made was on September 26th, when
the appetite was reported as enormous, the general
health was excellcut, and the discharge from the sinus

slight.

Stated Meeting, October 25, 1876.

Dr. CiiARi.es K. Briddon, President, in the Cjiaiu.

SARCOMA OF TIBIA—S( I.EUODEIIMA OF RIGHT SIDE

—

AMPUT.VTION OF I.EO.

Dli. John W. Howe presinted a spi'cimen of sarcoma
of tiliia, .scleroderma of right side, with the following
history :

—

Maggie Sealy. aged nine, was admittiil to St.

Francis' Hospital in .Vpril, |s7(i. In December, 187:!,

she fell from the bed and bruiseil the inner side of the

right knert. It so.m after became swollen and painful ;

the inteuument over the injured part was rougluned .mil

harder th.an natural. In about four weeks the roughen-
ing and induration extended ius higli as the groin; then

it travelled downwards along the inside of the leg to

the ankle. Some pigmentation of a brownish color

accompanied the induiation, but was not confined to

the diseased p.art.s. At the end of four months from
the accident tlie sclerosis had extended up the small
of the back as high as the scapula. There was a small

. spot on the chin, and over the right side of the scalp

llii-re was considerable pigmentation. The affected

integument had the appearance of cicatricial tissue in

! many parts. It was colder than the healthy skin.

1 No hereditary taint conlil be found on examination
I in the hospital. The patient w:is found to be exceed-

ingly emac-iated and weak ; the Kr/rriincin was ahont
the same as (leserilnd above. Over the inner side of
the leg. extending upwards almost live inches from
the inner nndleolns. there w:is a large nicer covered with

I

Habby iranuiations. bathed in thin fetid |)US. Shecom-
phiined of constant pain of the sore. The thigh was
Hexed on the body. The flexor tendons were exceed-

ingly rigid, and .seemed to be incorporated in the in-

durated inteL'nment. The hamstring muscles were
in a similar (H>ndilion.

Cod-liver oil, i|iiinii)e. and iron were ordered, and a
solution of carbolic acid applied to tlie nlcerated

surface. Hapid improvement in her general health

took place. She gained flesh and strength, and was
able to go al)out the ward with ease. This improve-
ment continued up to .\ni;ust last, when an enlarge-

ment of the leg corresponding to the ulcer was noticed.

Both bone and soft parts seemed to be involved. A
large fungous mass grew rapidly out from the seat of
the ulcer. It had an extremely fetid odor and was
covered with serous pus. There was constant and in-

tense pain shooting up and down the leg, as well as

over the tumor.

As the child was running down rapidly, it was
decided to amputate. The operation was performed
on Sept. i'.nh. through the middle of third of the

femur. I made lateial skin flaps ; the inner one from
till- indurated inteirument, and the external one from
healthy tissue. The flaps were brought together in

the ordinary way, but in a day or two it was found
neces-sary to fake out the sntures on account of the

sloughing of a small portion of the upper angle of
both Haps. Since the operation the littli? patient has

experienced great relief; is able to be up and dres.sed

everyday: the stump is also doing well; but owing
to the profuse growth of granulations, perfect union
has not yet been attained.

When the soft parts were cut away from the bones
of the amputated leg, it was found that at the ba.se of
the fungous mass there was a corresponding enlarge-

ment of the tibia, about four inches in length, irregu-

lar in shape and very porous. The oscalcis-astragalus

and some of the metatarsal bones were soft, carious,

and contained pus.

The microscopical examinations of the growth on
the tibia do not seem to a-jree. Dr. Edel found
nothing but new bone formation in a state of atro])hy,

with a few marrow cells. Drs. Delatield and ."^tillmann

found large inas.ses of spindle-shaped and round
nucleated cells, and pronounced it a sarcoma of the

most malignant type. Dr. Ileitzmami, judging merely
from the gross appearances of the specimen, agreed
with Dr. Kdel, but on hearing the' history of the case

changed his mind.
Dr. (juinkv remarked th:it he had a case similar to

the one related, the particulars of which he had
ain-ady presented to the Society. The jiatient was
eight years of age, and had a patch upon tlie chin, to

the left of the symphysis, with a deep cicatrix in its

centre as if made by some sharp instrninent. The
mother stated that the same condition of integument
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existed over the left nates, the posterior surface of

the calf, and the middle of the tliigh. This condi-

tion of tilings had then existed for tlirce j'ears with-

out any special change, and the child was merely

brouglit to Dr. G. to be treated for lameness. The
left thigli was one inch smaller in circumference than
the. light.

THE DEVELOPMENT OP SARCOMATOUS TUMORS.

Dr. C. Heitzmann presented nucroscopic specimens

of sarcoma tumors grown in tlie subcutaneous tissue

and in glandular organs, sucli as tlie liver, the sub-

nia.\illary salivary gland, in order to demonstrate tlie

changes in the eiiitlielial elements produced by the

growth of sarcoma. These cliauges liad lieen studied

in liis lalioratory by Dr. Rudolpli Taiiszky. of tliis

city, and descriljcd in the Transactions of the Imperial

Academy of Sciences of Vienna, vol. Ixxiii., 1876.

Tlie changes generally are of two kinds ; first, those

which can be considered as being simply inflammatory

ones; and .secondly, those wliicli lead to the produc
tion of sarcoma-elements from einthelial bodies.

Changes of the first kind were to be ob.served in the

rete mucosum of the skin, covering a sarcomatous
growth, without having howev<u' undergone any \dcera-

tion ; here the melting of the cement substance takes

place, and new-growth of indifferent elements arises

through the increase of the living matter—the granules

within the protoplasm as well as in the spaces belong-

ing to former cement-substance, from the uniting

threads, the so-called thorns of llax Schidtze. This
was one proof more that these threads really were for-

mations of living matter. Changes of the second order,

the transition of epithelium into the sarcomatous tis-

sue, could lie demonstrated in glandular organs. After
the solution of the cement-substance endogenous new-
growth of living matter took place, this giving rise

to new elements, which after having undergone a
partial change into basis- substance, were perfectly

identical with the elements of the original tumor.
Thus the protupla-m of genuine epithelial formations
directly changed into that of the sarcoma, and only
scanty remnants of the epithelium might be met witli

in glands, for instance in the testicle, if the seat of sar-

coma, in wliich kind of tumors, as universally acknowl-
edged, no formation of epitlulium took place.

EXSECTION OF niP.

Du. BiiiDDON presented a specimen of exsection of

hip, with the following history prepared -for him by
Dr. A. F. Buhler:

William Nienberger, jet. 2, New York, Admitted
Oct. 5th. Service of Di'. Briddon.

nistnnj.—Father died of consumption; history on
mother's side good. Up to the age of eight months
the child, according to the mother's statement, was
perfectly healthy. At that time the submaxillary
glands on the right side began to enlarge, became
inflamed, and were attended by the formation of
abscesses. Ten months ago, when the ijresent disease

made its appearance, the child, accepting the mother's
liistory, was enjoying good health. There is no his-

tory of an injury lieing sustained. The first symptom
to attract the attention of the mother was, that one
morning on getting out of bed the child l>egan to

limp. This limp lasted for an hour or two, and then
disappeared. The next morning it again returned.
The motliLT also noticed that the child in walking
would rest his diseased limb on the tip of his toes.

About three "-lonths ago the cliild liecame very rest-

less and feverish at night, lie would cry during a
great portion of ths day, and point to his iiip with an

expression of pain. At this time an abscess formed
on the outer portion of the thigh, at the junction of
the upper and middle third.

On examining the patient, it is finind that the nates

are broadened and flattened. The gluteo-femors

crease on the affected side is lower and less distinc

than on the other side. The leg is flexed on the thigh

everted and aljducted. There is an apparent shorten

ing, but on measuring both liiubs from the anterio

superior spinous process to the inner malleolus no dif

ference in the length of the two can l)e detected

On making pressure over the great trochanter, am.'

thus liriaging the articular surfaces of the bones ir

contact, or by rotating the limb, an expression of paif

is excited on the child's countenance. A sinus is alsf

found at the junction of the middle with the uppe'.

tlnrd of the thigh on the outer surface.

Oct'ilii'i- mill.— Oftiriilionhy Di-- Briddon.—The sinuS

situated on the outside of the thigh was opened to

its teiinination ; it communicated witn the anteriof

surface of the articulation, the capsular ligament of
which appeared to bo entirely destroyed, and this

dis|)osition of the articular extremity of the sinus

made the separation of the soft parts somewhat
tedious, it being necessary to work from before back-
wards instead of in the opposite direction. In attempt-

ing to turn out the head of tlie bone a se|)aration of
the sufierior epiphysis took place, leaving the head
" in situ ;

" a cliain-saw was carried round the exposed
end of the diaphysis and about tln-ee-quarters of an
inch removed ; the head was then removed without
further difficulty.

The acetabulum was nearly filled with granulation

tissue, liut there was a denuded point on the ijosterior

border of tlie ischium that was scraped with Simon's
spoon. On insi)ecting the parts removed it was at

first thouglit that a separation at the epijjhysis had
occurred before the operation ; but a more careful

examination determined that such lesion had been
caused in the effort to dislodge the head.

It was difiieult to decide from appearances whether
the disease had liegun on the surface of the articular

head, or whether the joint had become involved
secondarily fi'om disease s|)reading ])rogressively from
the cancellous structure ; the under surface of the

neck was hollowed out into a cavity that communi-
cated with the joint. The head of the lione was
divested of cartilage, save at its periphery. After the

very trifling hemorrhage had ceased, the patient was
placed upon a Sayre's cuirass, and the wound resulting

from the operation was then painted over with t>alsain

of Peru, and its cavity filled with oakum. The child

readily recovered from the shock of operation, but
passed a rather restless night. Patient's temp, in tlie

morning following the operation, 101 J". Evening tem-
perature, 100".

OHiihi'i- lath.—Tlie dressings were to-day removed,
and on inspecting the wound it is found to be in an
excellent condition, discharging ]nis pretty freely.

The dressings were again renewed, with orders to have
them changed daily.

OfUiber 2A:tli.—Healthy granulations now fill u|i the

lower portion of the wound. Patient's temperature
has never exceeded 101 J°, his apijctite is good, his sleep

is undisturbed, and his general condition excellent.

A UNIQUE CHEST WOUND PliOM EXPLOSION OP A
CAUTUrDOE—AN INTERESTING QUESTION CONCERN-
ING OPER.\TrvE INTERFERENCE FOR THE REMOVAL
OF THE FOREIGN BODY.

Dr. H. I>. S.^nds ))res.'nted the anterior portion of

the right lung removed from the body of the late Dr.
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Tlii-l):iuil, whose ck'iitli wns caused by the preiiiiitiirc

e.\|il(i^ii(ii of n ciutiid^c ivliicli at llie time iif the ac-

cident ho was enj^a^ed in lillintj. Altliinu'h diiijin-

ally of a roldist eonstimiion. Dr. Theliaud liad suf-

fered from repeated attaeU^ of iileurisy, of precordial

pain, and also of dyspinei. which latter was snspccted

by some of his medical Iriends to be due to disease of

the heart, aorta, or both. Me hail been examined by
Drs. f., •aniiii!.;. [..ooinis, and .Metcalfe, all of whom had
detected a systolic miiniiMr at the base of the heart,

anil one of whom conNidercd it organic in character.

Imnc'diatcly b'fore the accident the patient was in

better healtli than usual.

The accident occurred on the 12th of October, about
9 r..«., and while the patient, deceased, was seated at

his dinin;^-table, in thi' second story. Ininicdiatciy

after its occurrence the doctor rose and made a dis-

perate effort to reach his bedroom in the story above,

and sank e.vhausti d across the foot of his bed, bleediuLt

from a wound in his chest. The little tiuiierof his riirht

hand was also wounded, but the wound was compara
tivc'ly of little moment. Dr. Sands was sunnnonetl

immediately afterwards, and arrived at the house at

O.iiU P..M. He saw the patient in considtation with
several j;cntlemen who were present— Drs, Mridd<iii,

Stimson, Ueynolds, and K. W. Tayh.r. From these

gentlemen lie learned that Dr. Tiiebaud was rallyiiit;

froLU a profound and danj^erous shock ; in fact, at

that time he wa,s nearly pulseless, and was sliLjhtly d<'-

lirious. On examination, an oblicpie incised wound
of the chest was discovered, a little more than an inch

in len>5th, running from above downward.s, and from
without inward.s, directly over the fourth intercostal

space, and very near the ri-^ht side of the sternum
itself. From this wound there was pretty active

hemorrhage, which evidently came from tlie interior

of the chest. As soon as the |)atient rallied sufficiently

to admit of an exploration of the wound. Dr. Sands
introduced the end of the left little finger into it.

After passing it in to the extent of an inch and a half,

directly backwards, its progress was arrested l)y soft

tissue, and any further attempt at examination, in view
of the proximity of vital organs, was for the time
abandoned. .\ subseriuent examination, made directly

afterwards, the bleeding continuing, revealed a portion

of pasteboard cartridge, which w.is removed. Circum-
stances admitting, a careful visual examination was
made of the wound with a view of finding the source

of hemorrhage, which was evidently venous and
quite free. Tlie attempt was unsuccessful, and ice

compresses, lightly applied, at once controlled the

bleeding. After this the juitient was placed square
around in bed, covered up warm, and left.

i)n the morning of the following day the ])aticnt

spat blood, which conlirmed a previous suspicion that

tile lung had been wounded. lie had passed a b.id

night, and expres.sed his conviction that he was suffer-

ing from internal hemorrhagi'. Auscultation an<l

percussion were practised, as far as jinicticablc, but

gave negative results. The heart-beat was feeble, and
the old murmnr was easily recognizeil. On the after-

noon of this <lay (Friday) the coat was removed, the

patii'nt propped in bed, when auscultation wa.s mure
satisfactorily performed. It was then that the pres-

ence of abundant crepitant rales was discovered.

These were thought by Dr. .Sands to be due to blood
from the wounded lung. Opium was adniinistereil

for the tii-st time on this day, and continued during
his illness, when restlessness, dyspna'a, and pain re-

quired it.

On Saturday fthird day) he again expectorated

blood, and there were signs of commenting pneu-

monia. No perceptil)le change on Sunday, except in-

cipient deliiiuni, which continued more or leas until

death, which oc<'urreil by syncope.

( )n Tuesday ( 1 7tli > pncordial pain, wliich connnenccd
tin' day previous, increased, and respiration became
more labored. At this time he had a well-marked

j

exacerbati<iii of fever, and (piinine was administered.

Wednesday ( istli) he liegan to fail markedly, and in

the evening he approached absolute collapse. The
latter was previnted by the hypodermic injection of

i
brandy anil cafTeiiie. From this time he continued

!
gradually to fail, until a.50 a.m. of iMonday, the 20th,

j

when he died.

During his illness his pulse ranged from ilO to 120
;

his resj)iration was subject to great variations, ranging
from 18 to .">.") per minute. The range of temperature

' on the evening of the accident was !)li P.. then it

arose to HO and lOr, remaining thus until the last

day, when it sank to 97°.

The autopsy w.is iumiIc by Dr. Finnell. during which
the pericardium was accidentally o|)ened by the deputy
coroner. On raising the stiriiiim a sipiarc |)iece of the
brass cartridge cylinder (IJ inchis) was found tirndy

imbedded in th<' anterior portion of the lung. The
right margin of this piece of brass was concealed from
view, while the left margin presented a sharp angular
edge, wliich penetrated the lung, maih; a small per-

foration into the pericardium, and lay in direct con-
tact with the left ventricle of the heart.

There was universal pericarditis, the diagnosis of
which was made during life by Drs. Stimson and
Ueynolds. Between the parietal effusion and the heart

was a quantity of blood, estimated by Dr. Finnell at a
pint. The blood did not come from any laige vcfbcI,

and Dr. Sands was of the opinion that the greater
portion was fioni the lacerated lung-tissue, and had
entered through the wound in the pericardium.
The right auricle contained a ])ost niortini clot. No
lesions of the aorlic valves were discovered, proving
the correctness of Dr. Learning's diagnosis.

The lungs were universally adherent on both sides.

The lungs were contracted and found the scat of
organic disease.

In conclusion, Dr. Sands discussed the projiricty of
more thorough exploration of the chest, and the ad-
visability of any attempt to remove the foreign body.
He maintained that in Dr. Tlieli;iud's cas>e the ciicum-
stances well- such as absolutely to forbid a more
thorough exploration, and also any attempt to extract
the foreign body. Aside from the condition of ex-

treme shock in which the patient was during the
greater part of the time subseipwnt to the injury, the

I existence of organic disease of the lung, and the dan-
gerous proximity of the heart, were of then).selvcs sutii-

cient reasons for the unjuslifiableness of operative in-

terference.

Dk. Finnei.i. next presented the lungs of the dc-
ceasi'd. lie stated that Ihey were in the condition of
fibroid degeneration, the result of chronic pneumonia

;

that they were universally adherent ; and that, although
the missile was indndded in the pulmonary tissue for

eight days, no inllamniatory changes were noted
in its neighborhood. Me gave it as his opinion that
the hcniorihage in the pericardium was due to the

wounding of the vessels on the surface of the heart
by the sharp projection of brass against it. He
thought that a fresh scratch was made by these means
almo.st at every pulsation. This wa.s, to his mind, also

an explanation for the universal pi^ricardilis. During
an unfortunate slip of the cartilage knife of the
deputy coroner, the pericardium was opened, and as

near oa could be cstiuiated by sponging up the
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blood which flowed from that cavity and squeezing it

afterwaids in ii. bowl, its quantity was estimated to be
a pint.

Dii. Sands did not think that the quantity of blood
in the pericardium was so large ; and fmthei', lie was
of tlie opinion that the pulmonary tissue around the

wound was considerably altered, showing inflamma-

tory changes.

Dr. LiiAMiNO said : Dr. Thebaud called at my office

in company with Dr. F. N. Otis, some time last spring,

and I made an examination of his chest.

There was very little expansion ; dry rales over

botli lungs, varying in size and sonority. In ordinary
Ijreathing they were al)sent under lower angle of

scapula, but a slight cough, when the car was pressed

against the chest-wall at this point, would cause to be

lieard a quick succession of fine rales like crejiitus.

Beyond the rales true respiratory murmurs could be

lieard, except at summit of lungs.

There was a systolic murmur at the base of the

heart, at the apex, and in the chest-wall over the left

side. It was an audible murmur, caused by unequal

tension of the chorda; "^eudinea!, due to slight dilata-

tion of the right cavities of the heart from obstruction

of pulmonic circulation by firm interpleural adhesions.

I was told that aneurism of the arch of tlie aorta,

stenosis of the mitial vidve, and obstruction at the

aortic orifice had lieen diagnosticated. I listened

again, but did not find them.

A few weeks afterwards. Dr. Thebaud again called

on me in company witli Dr. Reynolds. I made an-

otlier careful examination, which confirmed me in my
first diagnosis.

In regard to the soft moist rales heard over the

right lung the day l)efore his death, and which had
been noticed several days, we have now positive

proof of their interpleural origin. Thfy could not

haoe ieen formed in the bi-unchii during tlie last day,

because the lumj was filled with exiuhitim matter, and
no air could enter. Air-sacs and bronchise were full.

But the effort to breatlu^ caused the lung to move
bodily in the thorax, stretching the adhesions moist-

ened by fresh exudation, and characteristic rales re-

sulted.

The wound evidently was mortal from the first, and
the autopsy justifies Dr. Sands' conservative surgery.

If the foieign body could have l)ecn found, its re-

moval would have further lacerated the luug, renew-

ing and increasing tlie hcmorrliage, and would liave

left a ragged opening in the pericardium, whicii filling

with blood would have caused speedy death.

Dk. James K. Wood stated that the wound of Dr.

Thebaud was a fatal one from the Ijeginning, and that

Dr. Sands was right in stating that no surgeon would
have been willing to explore the thorax of the patient

with a view to ascertain where the foreign body was.

Again, even if the missile could have been reached,

the patii'ut's condition during his whole sickness was
of itself a sufficient reason to let him alone.

Dr. Briddon thought that the quantity of blood in

the pericardium was very much overestimated. He saw
only three (U' four clots, the fluid b<'ing evidently the

product of inflammation, mixed witli blood. In re-

gard to the condition of the ])atient, the first time he

saw him lie remarked that, to his mind, it was so crit-

ical that he did not expect him to live until morning.

Dr. Wood did not see how the patient could have
lived so long with a pint of blood in his pericardium.

Dr. Stimsos asked if there was such a quantity of

blood in the sac, how it was that pericarditis could be
diagnosticated.

Dr. LbaiMing said that such a diagnosis would

have been impossiljle under such circumstaiioes ; and,
further, that death would have been sudden.
Dr. V.4.N Geison wished to reconcile the conflicting

opinions in regard to the quantity of blood in the per-

icardium liy suggesting that its eifiision might have
been gradual, and tliat the critical time was reached
when the pericardium was full.

Dr. Robinson gave some of the reasons why the
effusion in the pericardium, allowing it to lie serous,

might not have been in whole, or at least in part, de-
pendent upon the presence of lieart clot.

Dr. Stimson, wlio liad l)een in constant attendance
upon the patient, fully endorsed Dr. Sands' views in

regard to the inexpediency of o|)eration. Indeed, the

patient was, in liis opinion, doomed from the begin-
ning.

Dk. a. C. Post fully corroborated this opinion,

maintaining that any operative interference, under the

circumstances, would have \)een positively unwarrant-
able.

Dr. J. W. Howe asked, in case the patient had not
been so prostrated, wliethcfr an attempt tci remove the
foreign body would not have been admissible.

Dk. Briddon thought that dangerous hemorrhage
would have been the result. The edge of the piece of
brass was so ne.ar the inteiiial mammary artery that it

was a miracle that it escaped at all.

Dr. Post remarked tliat in case the ])atient was in

condition, and even in case tlie cavity of his chest

could I )e seen as through a glass, any attempt to remove
the missile would have been inadmissible.

Dr. Reynolds stated that so profound was the

shock during the night of the accident, that it was
not until the following nnu-ning that the temperature
could be marked at the lowest register—9Gi^' F.

Dr. Heitzmann stated that, had this case occurred
in Vienna, the treatment would have been precisely the

same.
Dr. Allin then presented a specimen for a candi-

date, after which the Society went into Executive
Session.

Currcspontjencf.

RADICAL CURE OF EMPYEMA.
To THB Editor of The Medical Recobd.

Dear Sir:—In your impression of October 14, 1876,

No. 310, p. G()9, I observe an article entitled '•Radical
Cure of Empyema," extracted from the " Berliner

klin. WitcIifusckrijV Three '"desperate cases" of
empyema are therein detailed, which were relieved by
resection of the rib. In each case incisions sufticient

to permit free drainage were made, but the wounds
would gradually close, and all the symptoms become
aggravated. Upon the removal of a jiortion of the
rib, in each case, improvement was promjitly intro-

duced, resulting in each instance in permanent re-

covery.

Wliile observing with pleasure that the attention of
your readers is l)eing directed to this excellent pro-

cedure, it is the purpose of this communication to call

attention to the fact that this method has long been
known and practised in the United States, instead of
being an entirely new procedure, as seems indicated

by the article alluded to from the columns of your
German contempoiary.

In the autumn of 1871 I first saw tbis operation per-

formed by the late Dr. Warren Stone, of New Orleans,
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at liis clinic in the Cliarity Hospital of that city. He '

pcit'ormc 1 the ()|H'rati(iii seviral times iluiinj; tlic fol- I

liiwini; winter, tlie result Ixing ([uite favorable in each
]

instance. I saw the »ime operation perfornieil sul)-

se(|niiitl_v, in tlie same institution, \>y Dr. T. G. Hieli

ardson, tlie successor of Dr. Stone to the cliair of
siirfj.'ry in the University of Louisiana. In these in-

stances the point selected for the operation was about
an inch posterior to the axillary line. After exposinj^
the seviiilli or cifjiith rib at this point, the trephine
was applieil and a section of the bone removed.

It is claimed for this operation, as stated by the
article in your columns, that in addition to furnisliiui,'

a free outlet for the pus, the size of the cavity is re

duced by the approxinuiiion of the divided ends of
the rese(!ted rib.

Experience with thia method of treatment, in so far

as has been recorded, would ceitainly justify a more
freipi Mit resort on the part of surgeons to resection of
the rib in obstinate and severe cases of empyema.

I am sir, very respectfully,

L. S. McMuuTiiY.
DiHVOtE, Kt., October 17, 1676.

ille^ual items aiib Nenis.

The i.ate Dr. J. S. Theb.\cd.—At a meeting of the

New York Pathological Society, held Nov. y, the fol-

lowing resolutions were adopted :

ll7(.;vv/,v. It lias pleased (Jod to remove from the

sphere of his earthly labors our late friend and asso-

ciate. Dr. J. S. Thebaud ; therefore,

Jietvhri/, that by his death we arc called upon to

mourn the loss of one deservedly eminent in our pro-

fession, who has been suddenly cut down iu the midst
of 11 career of prosperity and usefulness.

lii-nohi'it, that we will chi'rish the memory of our de-

parted friend, whose high moral and social character
wim the alfection of all who knew him, and whose
professional aliility and attainments entitled him to

univei-sal respect and admiration.
lii'milol. that we extend to the family of the de-

ceased our cordial sympathy with them in their be-

reavement.
Ji'i-Kiilcril. that these resolutions be published in the

medical journals of this citv.

H. B. S.\NDS,

Daniei, M. Stimson,

J. B. Reynolds,
Committee.

Tl!K TUEATMEKT OF CHANCHOIDS BY ACTCAI^
CAi.rKKV.— Dr. Henry O. Piffard, of this city, advocates
the application of actual cautery for the local treat-

ment of chancroids, as being more thorough and
effectual than the usual nii iius employed. Tiie plati-

num wire is bent upon itself, heated to whiteness, and
after being applied, a few drops of carnm oil are

dropped nijon the surface of the sore {Archie, of
Clin. Suryery).

To Destuov Lice.—Tlic Mrd. ami Surg. lirporfyr,

Philadrlphia. recommends the following wash to be
used once a day for three or four days :

IJ. Hydrarg chloridi corrosivi gr. iv.

Alcoliolis : i.

A<|n!c colonicDsis ? ij.

M.

Qabtiiosto.vt.—Profe.«sor Verneuil, of Paris, hm
just done this operation successfully in a case of a'so-

phajjeal stricture of traumatic oiiyiu. Two months

after the operation the patient was up and about,

attending to the lighter duties about tlie hospital (cid.

page 704).

CoXCKRNMSr. THE SO-CALI.ED CeNTENKIAI, FeVEII.—
Dr. \V. W. \i., of Brooklyn, N. Y., writes :

'• Much has
been said and written in regard to the sickness that

seems to have very gen< rally attended a visit to the

t'entennial ICxhibilion, jnid, as far as I have Mi'cn, the

cause has been mainly imputed to a bad sanitary con-
dition of the city, and the grounds of the Kxhibiliiui.

Whatevir that condition may have l)ecn and still is

(and I have Ihoui;!]! the defence made by Dr. Pepper
on behalf of the city altogether tenable), 1 am con-

vinced thill the cause of tlii' characteristic fever main-
ly lies in the |)r<sence of /'(/m(7('«—certain articli's on
exhibition, which have been brought from some of the

worst plague spots of tlie c.-uth. of Kgypt, Africa, India,

Asia, and Soutli America. These have been brought
in closed 1>oxes, opened and phiced on exiiiliition for

months in poorly- ventilated liiiildiiigs, chiilly, how-
ever, the densely-crninmed Main IJuilding. Is herein
not a sufficient origin for all the obstinate, typhoid
states of the system we have witnes.sed among patients

who have visited the Exliibition {

"It has been argued, however, that there have bi'cn

more cases of ty|)lioid in Philailelphiathis .season than
for a long time before. .\nd why not f The visits of

her citizens to the infected buildings, and their e<iual

susceptil)ility with other persons, reasonably exjilain

such increase.
• The cases of simple diari hcea, so very cimimon, can

readily be imputed to the drinking of water to which
sufferers were not accustomed ; new, sweet eider made
on the grounds; sloppy, artificial beverages, and eating
fancy cakes and tlie like.

"Ill view of the foregoing facts, as I believe them to

be, I venture to i)rcdict that we shall find in the future,

more or less, types or grades of fever not heretofore

familiar to us in this country—one of the eonseriuences
of the great Centennial liiteinational Kxposilion."

Upon the same sul>ject Dr. .Julius Fehr, of Iloboken,
N. .1., sends us the following:

" It is c<'rtainly surprising that no one in Philadelphia
seems to think of the dangerous proximity of Laurel
llill Cemetery to the Schuylkill. The surla<e-waters
and surface-springs, by the telluric formations of tliis

extensive ccm"tery, inu*t evidently gravitate to the
Sehuylkill and produce a conlaiiiination of the water,
far worse, in fact, than any other. 'I'his may lead to

explain why there was not 'that centennial fever'

during our hot and dry summer, and why it appeared
only in fall, when the rainy weatlier set in, and
' Laurel I liir was, in fact, after that long interval,

anew 'extracted by percolation.'
"

Dn. J. S. Bii.i.iNOs, Assistant-Suigcon U. S. A., and
Librarian of thr National Medic.il l/ibrary at Wash-
ington, is in London, charged with a double mission
of securing a collection of missing pamphlets for the
library, and of collecting information regarding hos-

Iiital construction for the benefit of the .lohns' Hop-
;ins Hospital, of Haltimorc. From accounts in the
English journals he has received a Haltering welcome.

I5.\ltoN Lii-:ni(i is to have a statue. More than the
necessary ainonnt is subscribed.

Saint Haktiioi.omew's Hospital.—A large part of
the school buildings of Saint Bartholomew's will he
entirely rebuilt on an extensive scale next suininer.

nniTHii .\nMV Medical Dki-aktment.—The Arniv
Medical Service in Ureal Britain is so nnich in want
of medical officers that civil practitioners have to bo
employed.
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CosTAOious Diseases.—Comparative statement of
cases of Contagious Disease reported to the Sanitary
Bureau, Ilealtli Department, for the two weeks ending
November 18, 1870.

Week Ending

Nov. 11.

" 18

>

a
a
§.
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(Driaiiial Coiumunirntions.

COLD BATHS IN TIIR TREATMENT OF
TYPHOID FEVER.

II.LPSTHATKH BY TWO SEVKKB AND 8UCCESSFII1.

CASES.—KEMAUKS ON TUE I'KINCIIM.ES INVOLVED.

By LOUIS GIGNOUX, M.D. (Univ. Paiiis),
.

PUYNICIAH TO TUK UUTKL-DIKU, LYOM8, PRANCE. |

n.\TTiK G., figliteen years old, was attacked witli

typhoid fi'vcr the tiret part of DccciiiIxt lust. Upon the

ciijlitli tlii^ disease was dearly defined ; aft<rtlie initia-

tory headaehe, feebleness, diarrlicea, distended alxlo-

inen. rose spots, intense fever, 41" Centi-jrade ilO.'i.Sd

F. ). sliglit niorning nniission 40.So C;. (104.44^ F.l. .\t

tliis time a lironehitis was observed with niueous raU-s,

a few didl points at theliaseof the lungs, with a little

temporary l>roncliial respiration.

Aliout the twelfth day there occurred a large intes-

tinal henxirrhage, which was repeated the thirteenth

and tile fourteenth day. I was called in upon the

fifteenth day, ami found Inr in tlie following condi-

tion : Dorsal deculiitus. very niarl«(l typhic appear-

ance, yellow congested conjunctiva, dull cxjiression nf

countenance, intelligence obscure, still recognizing nic,

suli-delirium the monunt the attention is not hckl

;

ai)donK'n very much distended, covered with red spots,

stools involinitary, blackish, formed of blond which
had laid in the intestines; tongue parched, black, the

patient refusing to take scarcely any food, or even
liquids, and vomiting if she is forced to swallow any.

Numerous sub-crepitant rales, disseminated o er the

lung, respiration very ob.seure in certain points, in other

points a little soulHe. Slight dullness at the base <if

both lungs, short, frequi'nt respiration, 4() a minute.

Since the hemorrhages the jiulse has been very small,

int<'rmittent, 140 to 14r> a minute, heart-sounds very

feeble, beginning of an eschar over the coccy.x. The
heat is intense, the thermometer left in the rectum for

five minutes registers 41.4'' V. (lOli.ryi' F.). The
I>atient is atU^nded by two distinguished physicians.

Dr. lyambron, miileein-iusjifctfiir dfs emijc de Luchoii,

an<l Dr. (trandvilliers, both niicien interna of the hos-

pitals of Paris.

In the presence of so serious a condition, and so

elevated a temperature, I did not hesitate to advise the

cold bath. The physicians did not immeiliately accept
this proposition ; they objected on account of the chest

symptoms, which they rightly regarded jus very serious,

and.which in my opinion was |)reeisely the reason why
the employment of the baths was urgent. The physi-

cians proposed a blister over the wliole of the buck,

which I tlid not agree to ; I accepted only dry cups
over the chest and the use of very cold affusions over

the whole body. It was, however, agreed that if these

loticms di<l not diminish the temperature in a marki'd
degn,'!'. cold baths should be employed, for it was im-

possible to admit that life could be prolonged mori-

than two or three? days with a temperature exceeding
41° C. (lO.i.mf F.j. The cold affushuis were made-

with great care, a epiarter of an hour at a time, without
|)roducing any result, the therniumeter remaining sta-

tionary betwtrn 41. 'J" and 41.4° C. (!()«. 1(>° and
lOd.'ti" F.). After having thus lost twenty-four
hours, during which time the feel)leness and the dilli-

culty of respiration continuecl to incri'ase. it was de-

cided to givi; the baths. 1 put her then in a bath at
20'' C. (lis F. (, where I left her for fifteen minutes.

She was almost insensible to the impression of cold,

not shivering at all. After the bath she was put back
into bed, hardly wiped olT, an<l a light covering Ihrmvn
over her. A quarter of an hour after the batli the

rectal temperature was 4(1 ('. (104° V.). I was pleased

to see the bath had produced its effect. I made her
swallow tlirce or four spoonfuls of souj), stopping
when efforts at vomiting manifested themselves.

Hefore the bath I had eans<<l her to take a spoonful
of sherry. The general condition unchanged. The
bowels were kept constantly covered with eidd com-
pres.se.s, renewed every five minutes. Three hours after

the bath, rectal tenipiratuie 41.1 ('. (lOo.VIS F.). An-
other bath, just like the preceding one; wine Ijcfore,

soup after. Up(M\ going into the bath and upon
leaving it, the head was sprinkled with water at \T)" C.
(•">9" F.). I was very careful to keep her in the water
up to her neck, an impoitant precaution with all, and
especially with her, on ac<(>unt of tlie thoracic c<jmpli-

cation. Upon leaving the bath, rectal tempeialure
40' V. (104 F.); general condition unchanged. Thice
hours aftei', teniper.iture 41° C. (Ul.").!<0 F.l. .\nother
bath; half an hour after, 40.1 V. I104.1W F. i ; the;

I lal lis are well borne; the ailynamic condition is still

too profound to permit the patient to be .sensible to

cold; she does not complain, nor has she any chill;

she appears to have a tendency to sleep, se) that we
ne'ver tail to give before the bath one or two spoon-
fuls e)f Madeira wine or of port, and during the bath
the legs, the thigh.s. and the arms of the patient are

kneadeel with the hanel. Some involuntary black
steiols; bladder paralyzed and distended; urim- red,

withdrawn by tlie cathi'ter. Three hours after, tem-
perature 40^ V. only (104' F.). Another bath exactly

like the ])receding one. After the bath, :i9.2 ('.

(I02.."ifi' F.). This bath has been acceimpanied with
a little shivering, wliieh cimtinued after the' |)atient

was placed in bed. After the bath, there- was fejr the
first time a little cough, the bronchial sensibility btiug
aroused. Up tei this time the patient had never
coughed, neitwitlistaiuling the great pnlmemary en-
ge)rgement. Three lueui's after, temperature 40 C.

(104' F.). Bath ; after the bath, 3!)' C. (102.20' F.)
;

cough more marked, slight expeetoratie)n. The jiatient

always takes befeire eaeli bath a large spoonful of
wine; after each bath three or four spoonfuls eif soup

;

unfortunately, no more ceeuUl be given.

The seventeenth elay : She' had taken up to that time
eight baths in twenty-four hours ; the temperature no
longer reese above 40" C. (104 F.), remaining about
two hours and a half at HO C. (102.20° F.) between
the baths, increasing at the end of that time, as ceiuld

be perceived by the redness of the cheeks, the agita-

tiein, the delirium which returned ; for after the
bath she began to have a little tranquil sleep. The
physicians, perce-iving that the general ceindition was
about as serie)Us as be'fore, ])ropo.seel te) stop the

baths. They were espi'cially impressed with the small-
iiess of the' pulse, which was very feeble', inti'rmittent,

anel always 4,'i per minute. I assureil them that

in the' treatment by colil baths it was unnecessary to

pay much attention to the state of the pulsi', which
was always small, contracted, and ve'iy bad ; that

the'sc interniittences were' observed before the baths,

anel was due to a fatty de'ge'ne-ratiein of the heart jiro-

eluced by a long continne-d elevated temperature, and
also by the previems intestinal hemorrhage'.s. I also

causeel them to eibse'rve that auscultation elid neet reveal

any gre-ater disorder in the lungs, and that the re'spira-

liein had diminished to ;!G per minute. I was per-

mitted to continue.

Kighte'enlh dav : Ceinelitiein about the same ; before
the bath, 40 C. (104° F.; ; after, au.a, yo.l, 38.0' C.

-1^i)
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(102.56°, 102.38', 102.02= F.). Cough more marked
;

a little more expectoration ; alimentation perliaps a

little stronger, four or five spoonfuls each tiiiie ; calm

sleep between the Ijaths. Respiration diminished to

34, and auscultation reveals to the jjhysicians a notable

amelioration ; urine less red (since there is less fever),

more abundant, always witlidrawn by tlie catheter.

Nineteenth and twentieth days: Same condition,

same treatment. Amelioration more marked, except

by the pulse, which remains 150, very feeble, irregular
;

but the intelligence is less troubled, she is delirious

only at night; complains of the bath and desires to be

taken out, chills sooner and for a longer time. There

is still a little cough and expectoration, nothing more
perceived upon auscultation. Alimentation increased a

little. Urine clearer and more almndant. Eschar

upon the sacrum does not increase ; tlie stools are soft,

dry, no longer black ; respiration has fallen to 30.

For eight days the same treatment was continued

without any modification. A bath at 20° C. (GS '
F.)

for fitteen minutes, an aspeisiou always Ijcfore the

bath and one after, two spoonfuls of wine before the

bath (which makes about two ounces a day), after the

bath a coffee cup of semi-liquid food, soup, coffee with

milk, tea, chocolate with milk or water, arrow-root,

etc. ;
respiration 20-28 per minute.

At this tim<', the twenty-eighth day, the temperature

before the bath was found to'be only 3!1.5' C, 39.3° C.

(103.10° F., 102.74° F.). The liath then was given

only for twelve to thirteen minutes, always at 20° C.

(68° F.). It produced its usual effect —a diminution of

a degree. They were continued.

Tire following days, three hours after the bath,

temperature 38.5° C. (101.30° F.). Bath omitted and
soup and wine given, waiting three hours, then the

temperature risnig to 39° C. (102.20° F.), the Itath at

20° C. (03° F.) given for ten minutes.

Finally, she took only two or three baths a day,

when the temperature showed 38.5° C. (101.30° F.),

and after a few days at 30° C. (86° F. ), the tempera-

ture not rising above 38.5° C. (101.30° F.). The baths

were stopped, convalescence began. The appetite was
insatiable, and it was necessary to restrain it. Chicken

and other food was given only after ceasing to give

the baths. The stools were natural, and for some days

had a form ; urine limpid, esciiar upon the sacrum not

yet cicatrized, but looking well. The pulse was still

feeble, frequent, 140, irregular, and this condition

continued several days, necessitating the administra-

tion of wine in larger doses. The patient remembers
nothing, not even her baths, unless the last ones.

The preceding observation draws its importance

from the condition of the chest, and the intestines

whieli were the source of the profuse hemorrhages.

The following observation of E, depends for its

value, upon the ccreliral symptoms : it is the cerebral

form of typhoid fever.

E. iM. took the fever the first of July last. At first

the diagnosis was a little obscure. There was little

headache, followed by lumbar pains, giving rise to the

opinion that tliey were due to a simple cold, particu-

larly as the morning remissions of fever were very

marked. The diagnosis was well established upon the

tenth day, when tliere was constant diarrha>a, dis-

tended al)doiucn, fe;.'ljleness, stupor, etc., tlie fever be-

came more intense, and continued with mutterings at

night. Nevertlieless, for several days the disease did not

offer any comi)lications. It was not until the fifteenth

day that the fever became so intense and continued as

to cause Dr. Lamlu-on to use at first cold lotions, and

afterwards cold affusions over the whole liody in an

empty bath-tub. Tliese means produced no elfect

whatever. About the twenty-fifth day from the first

appearance of sickness, I was called and found her in

the following condition: Intense heat, pulse 130;
temperature 41° C. (105.80° F.), api)earnnce typhic,

serous, yellow infiltration of the conjunctiva, intelli-

gence gone, hardly recognizing those around her, diar-

rhoea persistent, bowels bloated, covered with rose spots,

tongue lilack and dry, lips and nostrils fuliginous

;

taking no nourishment and refusing even cold drinks.

Dr. Lambron gave an unfavorable prognosis, and did
not think life could be prolonged beyond twenty-four
hours, on acccnint of the severe cerebral symptoms,
the serous effusion of the conjunctiva, etc. An hour
after my arrival I gave her a Iwith at 20° C. (68° F.)

for fifteen minutes. After the bath, as well as at the

moment of entering it, I made prolonged affusions

upon the head with water at 10° C. (50° F.) and dur-

ing the whole time of the bath 1 continued the affu-

sions with the water of the bath-tulj. The bath gave no
unpleasant impression, and was not followed by a chill,

the patient a|)])earing completely insensible. She was
put l)ack into bed, simply dried and only covered with
a sheet. Compresses wrung out of ice water were con-

stantly ap])lied to the head, the liair having been pre-

viously cut off. Before the bath I made her swallow
a little wine: after the bath a few spoonfuls of warm
broth. The temperature was at 39.9'"' C. (103.82" F.)

having diminished more than (Uie degree as the effect

of the bath. Three hours after, anotlier bath exactly

like the preceding. Ten'.perature Ijefore the l)ath 40° C.

(104° F.), after the bath 39.2° C. (102.50° F.); cold

compresses over the head during the intervals of the

baths. Intc41igence remains very obscure ; she can
hardly call the persons around her by name. Three
hours after, temperature 30.9° C. (103.8"3° F.): another

bath; after the bath 39.2° C. (102.56" F.), the bath
always producing its effect. Following the bath a

chill, wliich continued after the patient was put to bed
and covered with a linen sheet, as the external tem-

perature was very wai-nr. In this l>ath the eye did not

seem to be as bad, the intelligence was clearer, and she

requested to be taken out of the Ijath. After each of

tliese baths tliere was a discharge of urine and of diar-

rlia?al matter.

For twenty-four hours the baths and the comjiresscs

upon the head were continued without any modifica-

tion, unless it was when a few baths did not diminish

the temperature much, as for instance, when it was
40° C. (104° F.) before, and 39.7° C, 39.8° C. (103.46°

F., 103.82° F.) after; then the baths were given at

19° C. (66.1° F.) instead of 20° C. (68° F.), always
fifteen minutes at a time.

The second day of the treatment, notwithstanding

the continuation of these baths and of the cold com-
presses changed every five minutes at least, the cereliral

symptoms continued to increase, every indication of

intelligence completely disappeared, she could not be
aroused so as to reply to any question, not even in the

bath, but continued to mumble some incomprehensible

words, the eyes closed, and the hands constantly oc-

cupied in drawing up her covering or seizing some
imaginary object.

An inexi)erieuced physician would have stojjped the

baths, observing the progressive aggravation of the

symptoms. They were, however, regularly continued,

with wine before and a few spoonfuls of soup after,

which we were oliliged to force her to swallow.

Dr. Lambron did not alter his opinion as to a fatal

termination of tlie disease ; still we had some reason

to hope, for the bath held the temperature two hours

out of three, that is, sixteen hours out of the twenty-

four, at a relatively moderate degree. The pulse and
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the respiration were <;ooil, tlie bowels sli-^litly tym-
panitic. She took some nouiishment. We then had
siiinc liopes.

'l'\\f third day tlie carpliologia and the nuitterinf;

was replaced l)y a comph'te coma. Durinji the next
j

twenty-four hours thi: patient f{ave no si^n of in-

tellii^ence; the coma was absolute. The liatli, the:

ice water poured upon the head did not for an instant

arouse her from the deep conui ; hut the pulse ami res-

piration were jjood, and she always passed urine after 1

the hath. A had symptom, however, was that she no :

lonij-Mtook any food nordrinlv, the teetli were 'hMiched,
and it the mouth was forced open, liiplids would re-

main unswa!low<'d. This condition would have been
\

very serious if it had conlinued, and would have neces-
,

sitated the eiuployiuenl of tlii^ cesophageal tube for

introducing food into the .stomach.

Treatment continued with the same severity, and
(

after forty-eJLCht horn's of an.xiety, the patient, having
taken twenty four liaths in three days, openeil her eyes

in the liath and recognized all about her. She .seemed

astonished to see nie, and asked if she had taken thi'

baths for any time, etc. Krom this day the intelli-
,

fjencu was generally clear, tlier.' being only occasional

nionu-nts of ilelirium. particularly at niglit, two houis i

and a half after the bath, when the fever returned.

From this time also the fpiantityof wine and soup was
increased. The baths e;isily producing a dijninntion in

the temperature of a degree and a half, they were given
again at 20' (!. After even a week of treatment, the

fever not reaching a temperature bey(Uid 11'.). ^i' C.

(103.10' F.), baths at 23" C. and at 21° C. (71.4° F.
<i!l.4'' F.) were tried, whi(-li produced the desired dimi-
nutioH. This treatment was continued ant)llur we< k.

at the end of which time the temperature not reaching
beyond ys..'i" (10l.;!()° F.), some of the baths were
omitted, anil their placid supplied byenemalasof water
lit 10° (;. (.-(O' F.). which often prcKluced a Hide chill

Hiid always a slight dimimition of the fever. Finally,

three days later, the temperature being no higher than
3M.5° C. VlOI.;i(l" F.;, the l)atlis were relinquished and
the colli enemata conlinued three or four times a day.
(-'hieken, calf's brains, ami other food was given, and
convalescence began, which was not of long duraticm,

taking into consideration the length and severity of
the disease.

The foregoing arc extremely serious cases of typhoid
fever snatched from certain death by the method of

Brand, although both were placed under treatment a

long time after the counnencem<-nt of the disease, one
I

the lifteenth and the other the twenty-lifth day.

I could cite a great number of cases ([uite lus severe,

which I have observed and cured by this method. It !

is very certain that death would have occurreil soon, '

for whiMi the fever hiLs reached such a degree, we can-

not hope to save aH. Instead of throwing the respon-

sibility upon the method of treatment, we should
rather fasten it upon tli' physician for commeucing
the treatm -nt so tardily. When the treatnu'Ut is

enterc'd upon at the luginning of tlij disease, or at

least as sixm as the diagnosis is established, not only

are no patients lost, but all complications are avoidi-d.

I have had nnire than a huudretl cases and no bad re-

sults. Some very conscientious observei's have, how- -

ever, had casi's followc'd by death, even when the
^

treatment was regularly pursued and commenced early.

This is very likely, although I have myself never seen

any. At any rate, thesi; cases are very rare, and 1

guaranli^e that a fever, even the severest, treati'd from
the miunent the diagnosis in conlirnnd, will recover

ninety-nine times in a hundred, ami that even in those

cases in which the com[)lications have been i)ermitled

to arise, as in the two cases here given, they will almost
always recover; only, tin' treatment shf)uld be pursued
more vigorously and with greater exactitude and the

patient watched m<ire closely.

There is one point I cannot rcfr.iin from speaking of.

In the two cases giv<n. it is observed that the disease

increased in severity the lirst two, three, or four days of
the treatment by the cold baths, it is always so when
the treatment is conunenced late. It is well to know
this, for otherwis<' the physi<-ian who is not thoroughly
informed as to this method wmild beconn' discomaged.
This has often occurred at Lyons, and it would have
been the ca.se in these two instances, if we had not
persisted in the nuthod.

I repeat, in cases treated from the inception of the

di.sease, complicalions do not arise. In my service at

the Hotel-Diiii of Lycms, 1 have had thirty-seven cases,

thirty-seven recuveiies; in private practice I have seen

still a greater number, and no deaths. Among this

nund)er I have had some severe cases, treated late in

the course of the disease ; but the treatment by Brand's
method has no contraindication. I have had six cases

of intestinal hemorrhage, eight cases of general bion-

chitis, two cases of pneumonia, three cases of diphthe-

litic angina; 1 have treated two pregnant women, the

gestation following its usual course; two nvn-sing

women ; two cases with a deep eschar. In fact, no
contra-indication. The sooner the treatment is begun,
the fewer the complication.s.

From the moment the diasrnosis is m.adc wc begin
the cold bath at 20° C. (<!s° F.), fifteen minutes at a
time. The bath should diminish the temperature
about a degree (2° Fj. This is the test: under these

conditions, the bath almost always succeeds. If it

diminishes it only five- or six-tenths, or for a still

greater reason, not at all, as sometimes occurs in stout,

fat persons, the next bath should be given at 1!)° ('.

((II). 1° F.I or even at 18°
; below that there is seldom

any occasion of g<iing. Again, if the bath diminishes
the temperalme from two to three degrees, as occiu's

in children of two. four, or eight years, or in very thin

pers(ms, the baths are then given for twelve, ten, or

even eight minutcw. It is retpiisite that the thermome-
Ut, placed in the rectum h.alf an hour after the bath,

ami left there four or tiv(' minutes, shoidd .'<how a
diminution of a degree C". This is repeated every three

hours, while fever continues, as long as the tempera-
ture exceeds 3S..1°C. (10!.:i"F.»

The fever continues as long in this method of treat-

ment as by any other, only it is not complicated. The
patient takes a liKle wine before each bath, and after

each bath a little soup or other semi liiiuid food.

Between the balh, only ice-water or pieces of ice,

especially if the tomjue is dry, so that he is always fast-

ing when he tak<'s the bath. B fore and after tin; balh
cold water is poured upon the head, and in the inlervai

cold compresses are kept constantly applied upon the

alfect (1 organ or organs if there are any ; upon the head,

if there la headache or delirium, orepistaxis, etc. ; u|)on

the bowels if theri' is tympanitis, or diarihoia, or hem-
orrhage (In the latter case bhuhbrs of ice are pre-

ferable) ; upon tlw chest if there is pneumonia. But
if the treatment is eoiumenced early, these precautions

are mo.st freipii-ntly umiecefwary, the baths are all-

snrticient, ni'dieine useh'ss; the diarrlnea ('CiLses almost
imniediat<'ly, the bowels beciune supple, urine clear,

stools mitural and formed, and the appetite bi'comes

keen. It is proper to resist this so long as the fever

lasts and the ballis are reipiired, keeping to soups nnire

or less strong, excluding nreals until the baths are re-

linr|uished, ami even then giving meat with great

caution.
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Towards the second or third week, when tlie fever

is less intense, if the thermometer indicates a less

degree, about 39° C. (103.20° F.), for example, the baths

may be given for a shorter time, or less cold, and so

continued if tliey produce the desired effect, that is to

say, if they diminish the temperature a degree C. Fi-

nally, when the temperature is under 38.5°C.'( 101.30° F.)

towards the end of the disease, omit the baths, giving

the soup the same. Three hours after take the tem-

perature, and if it e.xceeds 38.r,° G. ( 101.3U° F.) give the

bath again; if not, give the soup and wait three

houre.

The bath should always be given away from cur-

rents of air, and patients should be immersed up to

the neck. (Given with these precautions, I have

never known them to take cold.) Returned to bed,

they should be wiped off gently, and covered lightly

so as to avoid a reaction. If they are warmed by ex-

tra covering or by rubliing, the treatment would fail

in its principal object, that of refreshing the patient

during the greater portion of the disease.

Generally, after two hours and a half the cheeks

become red, the temperature elevated, and the same
condition exists as before the bath. Then another

batli is prepared; we assure ourselves that it ig at a

proper temperature, 20° C. (08° F.); then we take the

tempei-ature of the patient, which is always increased,

for the color in the cheeks, the restlessness, etc., never

deceive.

After the bath patients often complain of cold ex-

tremities. There is no harm in wrapping the hands

and feet in flannel, or even putting a bottle of hot

water to the feet. Care should be taken, however, not

to heat the rest of the body.

Patients also complain very much of the chill which

they have towards tlie end of the bath, sometimes from

the beginning, and which frequently lasts for an hour
after being replaced in bed. It is painful to witness,

but it is necessary to endure it, for it is a good sign,

and if the bath does not diminish the temperatiu-e

more than a degree, or a degree and a half, it should

not be changed. It is absolutely necessary that the

))ath should produce the required effect. This chill

is, however, the only disagreeable thing which occurs

to the patient, while as a compensation he takes food

during the whole of his sickness, often sleeps two
hours and a half between baths, has no eschars, and
almost as soon as the baths are omitted, whether upon
the twentieth, thirtieth, or fortieth day, whether he
has taken fifty baths or one hundred and fifty, or two
hundred, as is sometimes necessary, the patient is

capable of getting up and walking from one room to

another, and ordinarily, if the weather is good, to go
out within tive or six days.

If fever is brought on by taking solid food, recourse

should lie had to the former semi-liquid diet, recom-

mencing the use of meat after a few days. If there is

constipation, enemata of cold water will almost always
be sutKcient to relieve it ; if not, a little vinegar may
be added.

Thi.s treatment is easy to pursue in all classes of

society and is very economical. It is important to

have a good thermometer and a good nurse. A mod-
erate .amount of intelligence is all that is necessary to

make a good nurse, and as soon as the physician is

sure of his nurse, he can almost leave the treatment to

him.

TirE Medical Registeb and Directory op the
United States.—A new edition of this work is an-

nounced by its editor to appear during the present

month.

CASE (IF OTITIS EXTERNA DIFFUSA ET
SUPPURATIVA, CAUSED BY IN-

SPISSATED CERUMEN.

ALSO THE USE OF POLITZEh'S AIR-BAG IN HEMOVINO
A FOREIGN BODY FROM THE NASAL CAVITY.

BY 3. OSCROFT TANSLEY, M.D.,

NEW TOBK.

The following case has nothing of especial interest

above the ordinary cases of otitis externa, and of otitis

media sup])urativa, other than its cau.sation, this being
especially rare, and but little referred to in the records

of ear cases. In fact I can, at the present moment, recall

but one reported case, and that was by Dr. David
Webster, in the Medical Record, Vol. V., page SI'O,

and reprinted in Dr. Roosa's excellent treatise upon
the ear.

I desire to call especial attention to the condition of
things whicli was the cause of trouble in this case, as

it is one easily diagnosed by any person who is the

possessor of an ear minor and speculum, and is expe-

rienced in using tlie .same. Had the attending physi-

cian previously skilled himself in examination.s, so

that he might have examined understandingly, and
treated the case with syiinge and warm water instead

of the purgative pills which he gave to "relieve the

stuffy feeling in the head," or the instillation of
" laudanum and sweet oil to stop the pain, and im-
prove the hearing," he would have prevented much
unnecessary annoyance and suffering on the part of
his patient.

Those who think it an easy matter to always diag-

nose correctly, will ascertain their error should they
treat cases for a few months. I liave seen a loomful
of doctors, many of whom had been treating ears for

several years, fail in making a diagnosis in the ca^e

of a man who had a piece of red wuul in the external
canal, and of which lie could give no history. It was
diagnosed as being a lia?n)atoma, blood in middle ear,

etc., and tliere was considerable merriment when this
" terrible affection " was extracted with a pair of
angular forceps, to the entire relief of tiie patient.

The history of the case upon which the foregoing
remarks arc founded is as follows :

Delia L , aged eighteen years, presented herself
Monday, January 10, 1870, for treatment, complain-
ing of severe pain, swelling, and l(>ss of hearing in
right ear.

i/i«torj/.—December 26, 1875,—that being fifteen

days before,—had a sudden loss of hearing accompa-
nied by tinnitus aurium in right ear. Ten days after

she had severe pain, and the swelling began to show
itself. Pain was very severe, and has continued un-
ceasingly since. Never had any trouble witli ears

previously, excepting slight attacks of tinnitus in
right ear and also in left, but to so slight a degree as
to cause no especial discomfort.

ExaminKtiou.—Right external auditory canal and ear
considerably swollen, meatus nearly closed, and con-
taining puriform matter ; hearing distance \l. Left
ear, of which no complaint was made, was found to
contain considerable amount of inspissated cerumen;
hearing distance nearly, if not quite, normal. Eusta-
chian tubes both easily pervious to the Valsalvian and
Politzer's method of inflation.

Treatmeiit.—Right ear was carefully syringed out
with warm water, in which vSoilii carbonas was dis-

solved, and considerable cerumen and some pus was
washed out; by carefully using a small speculum a
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vi<'\v of tlio meml>rani\ tympani was olitiiiiied, and it

WHS fiumil to lie covcreil with small pieci's of exfolia-

ted cpideriiiis and ci'iunien, l)ut no perforation was
discovcrahle by any means of observation. After the
syrimjin*;. although complete cleanliness was not
secured l)ec:iuse of th.; smallness and tenderness of
the external canal, tlie hearing distance was increased
to 13.

From the left car, although, as I said aliove, no
complaint was made, a large piece of inspissated cer-

umen was removed, and hearing distance became more
thin normal.

J)iiiijiioiii» of this case, which was seen by Dr. Web-

bodies from the nasal cavities, and will do so by
citing the lirst case in which I us<'d it.

A boy of about live or si.x yeaix of age came to the
clinic for treatment of otitis media suppurativa chron-
ica, and after I had passed through the usual routine
in such cases, I remaiked that his eyes were red, and
there was consideral>le lachryination. I asked tlie

cause, and ascertained that the day before the boy had
in play passed a piece of raw onion up his nostril, and
that his mother had tried various methods, among
which was the use of a hair-pin, to reuiove it, but hail
been unsuccessful.

I could not examine with the forehead-mirror be-
ster, was inspissated cerumen becoming impacted ' cause of the child being so unmauageal)le, aud the
December 2Gth. and causing otitis externa diffusa et idea occurred to me that if I could produce a forcible
suppurativa, by its presence lus a foreign body January ' current of air or water through the narcs I could
5th. .Vdvised to use aural douche with warm water probably dislodge the foreign substance, and the pos-
several times a day, especially when there is paiu, aud i terior nares syringe and Politzer's bag suggested tlietn-
be careful as to exposure. selves as meaus to aecojiiplish my object.

Wnlii^H'I'it/, JiLii'iify Vith.—The pamcimtinuedmOHt fused the posterior nares syiiuge, first to prepare
of tlie night after removal of the wax. and then, as she
said, " it broke," and the pain was relieved.

There is now a small perforation of mcmbrana
tymjiani : thus it is evident tliat the intlammatiou has
extended into middle ear, and now there is otitis

externa et m.^dia suppurativa acuta. Advised to still

continue use of douche.
Fridny, Juuuary Hth.—Pain not as great, only sev-

eral times a day; there is no [jerforation to be found
to-day. Inflates by Valsalvian method easily. A leech

was applied, and patient told to continue use of
douche as before.

Moiiihiy, J.inwiry \~0i.— Had considerable jjain the

day after last visit, but since has had no annoyance.
Meatus considerably less swollen than when last seen,

but contains small amount of pus. Hearing distance '",.

Was .syringed, and considerable exfoliated epider-
mis, which could not be removed without too much
irritation ; was found to obscure the view of membrana
tympani. Tube's pervious to Valsalvian and Politzer's

method. Xo perforation of membrana.
Monday, Jiinudi-y 24lli.—Ear very much better;

swelling almost entirely disappeared; has no pain and
considers herself cured, but I cannot get a satisfactory

view of memlirana tympani because of quantity of
partiallv exfoliated epidermis obscuring the view,
which I cannot remove with syringe, and do not care

to try other means. Inflated by I'olitzer's method and
instructed to still use douche. l

ifond/iy, Jiinunry 'Mat.—External meatus contained
|

a small amount of pus: says ear has been well until \

yesterday, when it pained considerably, but ceased i

last night. Was washed out and found to be geni'r-
I

ally much improved upon the condition of last week

;

meatus much larger and less tender, but membrane I

not yet of normal appearance. Advised to continue
as heretofore.

MoiuUiy, Frhrunry 7th.—Patient deems hei-self well,

but the m?mbrana is not yet in normal condition, and
shows still lingering traces of inflammation.

Patient hius not appeared since.

As a close, it is hardly nece.s.sary for me to say that,

had this case not received thi' necessary attention, the

affection would have passeil on into otitis media suppu-
rativa chronica, with the |)ossibilitT of any of its

s?ri()us consetjuenccs manifesting themselves at some
future time.

KoniciaN noDY in nasal cavity.

I desire to call the attention of the profession to

the way by softening the secretions, and then Politzer's
bag as usual, only taking the precaution to put the
bulb-nozzle into the nasal opening which was known
not to contain the substance to be dislodged, and also
not to close the opposite nostril as is usu.al when the
object is to inflate the middle ear.

t employed considerable force, fori feared I should
not have the opportunity to make a second trial ; and
at the first attempt tliere was blown forcibly from the
unclosed nostril ijuite a large piece of raw onion.
The little fellow w;ls pleased to sec his enemy dis-
lodged ; and how he had been able to sleep the pre-
vious night with this extreme irritant to the Schnei-
derian membrane in his nose is beyond my comjjre-
heosion.

This plan seems to be peculiarly applicable where
the patients are young children, in which cases the use
of forceps, spiral extractors, etc., without etUerizatiou,
are usually next to impossible.

A CASE OF DISLOCATION OF THE HEAD
OF THE RADIUS BACKWARDS.

Reported bv G. J. MACK, M.D.,

OP WATERLOO. IOWA.

Patient, a boy seven years of age, on the fourth of
November, 187(i, fell from a ladder, a distance of
four or five feet, striking upon the floor. In what
position he struck I do not know, as there were jio

bruises upon any part of the body to indicate, and the
boy himself did not know. I saw the patient, with
Dr. A. Middleditch, of this place, about three hours
after the accident. Found him sitting in a chair,
with the left elbow held away from the side .slightly.

Hand and forearm resting on his left thigh, and pro-
nated. Any attempt to rotate forearm caused severe
pain. The boy being (piite spare, and no tumefaction

I having occurri'd at this time, the radius could be dis-

(

tinctly traced to a point posterior to the external con-
dyle of the humerus. The form of the head of the
r.idius could easily be felt, with the depression or
cavity upon its uppcT surface. The dislocation was
readily reduced by Dr. Middleiliteh, by making trac-

tion upon the forearm, flexed to a littli- more tlian a
right angle; wliili- tin- humerus was firudy held by
being brought against his knee, and grasped above by
me to fix it more firmly. After continuing the trac-
tion a few seconds, tlii' head of the bone was pushed
"nto its place by pres.su re of tlie thumb. Flexion, cx-

th." use of Politzer's air-bag in removing foreign tengiou, aud rotation were now perfect, and [iiroduccd
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but little pain, with no apparent tendency to a re-

clislociition. The form of the joint was also perfect.

Right-angled pasteboard splints were then applied to

the internal and external surfaces of the arm, and ban-

daged ratlier tightly. Siure the accident, to the jires-

enttinv", two weeks, there has been no great swellirg

or soreness about the joint. Flexion, extension, and
rotation are now perfect, only ])roducing slight pain.

The original splints have been continued to this

moment.
It may i.ie proper to add that the dislocation was

unaccompanied with any fracture or other complica-

tion.

Clmicnl Uc^ort0.

REDUCTION OF DISLOCATION OF FE-
MUR UPON THE DORSUM ILII ; WITH
REMA.RKS.

13y DK. PHANK H. HAMILTON, M.D.,

AT BELLEVCE HOSPITAL CLINIC, NOV. 8TH, lS7(i.

M. J., iBt. 33, a strong, muscular man. fell and dis-

located his right hip, November 7th, 1870. He could

give no account of the manner in which the accident

had occurred, except that it liappeued upon the side-

walk, and when he was intoxicated.

Dr. Hamilton brought the patient before the class,

about twenty-four hours after tlie accident, under the

influence of ether, and stated that lie had found him
in the hospital, lying upon liis left side, tlie thigh

flexed to about 75°, and with the usual immobility.

When brought before the class ansiesthetized, the flex-

ion of the thigh was found to be increased nearly to a

right angle, but it was easily brought down to the

same position as before the anaesthesia.

Attention was then called to the four principal

forms of hi]i-joint dislocation, and especially to the

signs which indicate a dislocation upon the dorsum.
" The manner in which the accident occurs often

furnishes presumptive, and sometimes conclusive evi-

dence as to the nature of the injury, especially in de-

termining whether it is a fracture or a dislocation. If

this man had fallen square upon the trochanter major,

it could not be a dislocation. The head of the femur
lies so deep in its socket, that it is impossible that it

should be dislocated by a direct blow. In oixler that

this bone may lie dislocated, it is necessary that the

force be applied to the opposite extremity, and
that it be thrown violently in such a direction as

that it shall be converted into a lever. This law ap-

plies to the dislocation of most bones, and especially

of the femur. Dislocation of the head of the hu-
merus, however, constitutes a notable exception

;

since, in the case of this bone, the dislocation is quite

as often caused by a direct blow upon the shoulder as

by an indirect force acting upon its lower end. This
is easily understood, when we notice the shallowness

of the glenoid cavity, and the prominent and exposed
position of the head of the humerus.

" We ascertain that this is a dislocation, then, without
any knowledge of the precise manner of the accident:

ijut having determined the fact of the dislocation, we
are permitted to assume that it was not from a direct

blow. The right thigh—which is the tliigh here dislo-

cated—must have been carried forciblv across the

left.

" That it is not a fracture, we know from the posi-

tion which the limb takes, and from the fact that it

cannot be moved from this position, except in one
direction, namely, of flexion. If it were a fracture,

the liml) would rest parallel with the other, or it

could be easily placed in that position. In the case

of this patient, the rigidity or fixedness of the limb
remains even now, when he is completely under the

influence of ether. As you see, the thigh can neither

be abducted, nor rotated outwards, in any degree.

We cannot apprecial)ly increase the adduction ; and
we can only extend the limb a few degrees, or to

about the same point at which we found it at the

first.

" With regard to tlie amount of shortening in these

cases. Sir Astley declared that tlie limb was some-

times shortened, in the dorsal dislocation, three inches
;

but Malgaigne declari'd that he had never found it

shortened more than half an incli, and sometimes not

at all, and lie believed that the statements made by
Sir Astley. and others were due to errors in measure-

ment. The most frecpient source of error is, that one
limb is measured flexed, and the other sti'aight ; and
this alone may account for all the difference found in

the opinions and statements of these two distin-

guished surgeons. Nevertheless. I am persuaded that,

inasmuch as the shortening is due, in most eases, to a

displacement backwards as well as ujiwards, the short-

ening does occasionally reach two inches or more."

Dis. Wood, Sayre, and Sabine, visiting surgeons to

the hospital, were then requested to examine the limb.

They all declared it a backward dislocatiim. Two of

the gentlemen named thought it iseliiatic ; and one,

with Dr. Hamilton, thought it was upon the dorsum
ilii. Opinions were therefore equally divided. Dr.

Hamilton stated, that the fact that the limb was more
flexed than is usual when the head is upon the dorsum,

might be explained by the |)osition which the patient

occupied; if he were standing, probably the limb
would liecoine much more extended. He further re-

marked, that a difference of opinion on this point

was frequently found to exist among surgeons of

equal experience, after a careful examination ; thus

proving how difficult it was, sometimes, to say

whetlier the head was upon the upper inarsin of the

iseliiatic notch, or liigher up, and fairly upon the

dorsum ; but he believed this to lie upon the dorsum.
Fortunately, however, it was not of much practical im-
portance to decide this question, since in either case

the mechanism of the reduction, Ijy manipulation,

was al)Out the same. The chief point of difference

being, that when the head was in the iseliiatic notch,

there was more danger of carrying it around the

lower margin of the acetabulum into the foramen thy-

roideum ; and it was necessary to be more careful, in

flexing the thigh, not to throw the head too low
down.

" I will remark." said Dr. Hamilton, " that this pa-
tient has taken ether. In nearly all my surgical opera-

tions I prefer ether to chlorofoini, as being equally

efficient and more safe ;
but in the reduction of dis-

locations we need complete muscular jiaralysis, and
this is much more quickl}' and certainly attained by
chloroform than by ether, and I am in the habit of
using chloroform in the reduction of dislocations

;

but I am informed that the Commissioners have lately

forbidden its use in this hospital."

Dr. Hamiltcm then stated that he would proceed to at-

tempt the reduction : first, by gentle and very guarded
manipulation—a method which has often succeeded,

and which causes little or no addiiioiial lesion to the

cajisule. If this failed, then, setviul, he would resort
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to violent or more forciMc eircumiluction, l>y wliicli

nitditionil injury would prc>li;il>l_v lie iiitlicteil u|)on

the eiipsule. If this failed also, he would then, thtrit,

try extensi(ui, as retonuuendi'il and practised l>y Sir

Astley Cooper.
ll'tli/rtioii.—The patient resting pretty fairly upon I

his liaek. Dr. Hamilton, <;tandiii<; upon the rijjht side

of the p•lti^•nt,_/^^•.v^ took hold of the dislocated limli

(which was lari;e and powerful), l>y pla<ini; the palm
of hi.s left hand under the knee, and fjraspin;^ the top

of till! ankle with the rii;ht hand. The le;^ was
brouijlit to a right anyle with the thigh, and the

'

thigh rte.xed to a right angle with tlie body—the

whole liml) iieing still in a position of adduction and
inward rotaticui. Wln-n tlie lliigh reached the posi-

j

tion of a right an^le witli tlie body, there was evident

resistance, indicating that it could be carried no fur-

ther in this direction without the application of con-
siderable force. Heroitil, the thigh was abducted

;

moderately, or as far as it could be carried without
force. Attention was called to the fact that even
this amount of abduction was impossible when thv

thigh was in the position which it occupied before the

manipulation was commiMiced ; but the abduction did
not exceed eight or ten degrees, and was not snlliciint

to elevate the thigh to a perpendicular line—indeed it

was considerably short of this ))osition. Thinl. the

whole limb was rotated outwards; and here was the

first point of delay in the process of manipulation.

During a few seconds no further progress was made
toward reduction ; l)ut the position was steadily main-
tained by continued forcible rotation outward.s. Dr.

Hamilton remarked that he felt no yielding of the

bone; but this oliservation had scarcely been made,
when the hi'ad suildenly slipped into its socket, and
the liml) fell, with a peculiar oscillating motion, upon
the table, parallel with the sound limb.

To the applause which immediately follow.'d tie'

reduction, Dr. Hamilton responded as follows:
" Oeutlenien. I accept the applause as a tribute to

Science, but not to myself personally as having dis-

played any especial skill in the reduction. .Vny one

of the distinguished giiitlemen present would have
been e(|Ually successful ; and I have no doubt that.

now that you have seen the method, ycm will succeed
also, if ever you have occasion to try it. Let no one
say that surgery makes no progress. It is true that

this method is probalily very old. Hippocrates de
scribed very briefly how we nught sometimes reduce a

dislocatiiMi of tlu; thigh, by bending the limb at the

joint and nuiking rotation ; and many other surg<'ons,

from time to time, have, more, or less, perfectly de-

gcriiied this mode of reduction; yet it was so little

known to surgeons generally, that even Sir Astley

never alluded to it in his Treatise on Dislocations and
Fracttires near the Joints, nor in any of his other writ-

ings. Profes.sor Nathan Smith, of Xcnv Hav.n, prac-

tised this method ; and in the volume |iublished iiy

Ills son, Professor N. U. Smith, of Haltimore, the

ini'tlioil is described with great tiihlity, and is illus-

strated by drawings. Xotwithstanding all this, to

the late Dr. Ueud, of Hoehester, N. Y., the profession

and the world are indebted, mainly, for our present

knowledge upon this subject; since he again drew
our attention to it. and succeeded in demonstrating, to

the complete satisfaction t>f all, by a number of eases,

it.s great superiority over every other method. When,
however, he was reminded that Dr. Nathan Smith
had described and practised the same mi'thod. that

many others had done the same, and that he could

not, therefore, claim, strictly speaking, the original

discovery, be refused to concede this point ; claiming

that Nathan Smith had directed the limb to be carried

up abducted, which, lie allirmed correctly, was im-

possible ; but he evidently niisundei-stood Dr. Smith,

who had only said that tin- thigh must be ulii/lith/ ab-

ducted, by pressing the knee outwards while it was
being Hexed ; iiiid this advice was given in order that

the head of the bone might be kept near the posterior

lip of the acetabulum. This may be. and we think it

i.s, unneces.sary, but it does not affect in any way the

principle of the icduction.
" I wish to call your attention again to the fact that,

in effecting reduction, the thigh was only moved in

those directions in which it could be easily moved.
It could not, at first, be abdu<ted or adducted, or ex-

tended. In all these directions it was nearly or quite

immovable. It could, however, be flexed ea.sily to a

right angle with the body ; and this was the first thing

done. Dr. Head declared that the thigh must be flexed

until the knee touched the belly; but I have never

found this degree of tlexiim necessary, except in old

dislocations. Nor is it proper, in recent cases, to

makt! this extreme flexion, unless moderate Cright-

aiigled) flexion has failed, since it increa.ses the lacera-

tion of the capsule, reiulers liable a displacement of

the head of the Ixuie into the foramen thyroideum,

and endangers a fracture of tlii' neck of the femur.

When the thigh-bone had arrived at a right angle

with the body, a slight abduction Ixcaine |)ractical>le
;

and now the head of the femur, situated behind the

acetabulum, was ascending the inclined plane towards

its posterior lip or margin. Steady and forcible rota-

tion outwards, of the knee and thigh, finally carried the

head into the socket. This might have been facili-

tated by lifting the knee, or by a slight rocking

moti(m, as first described by Nathan Smith ;
but

neither of these aids were required in this case."'

Before the patient was removed, a small jiillow was
placed between the knees and the legs loosely tied

together, to jirevent a re-luxation.

Immediately following this case, an old lady was
presented, whose shoulder had been dislocated a few
days before, and had been promptly ieduc<'d by Dr.

Hamilton's senior house surge<in. Dr. (}. H. Ilojie; and
a second case of old dislocation of the shoulder in a

man was also introduce<l. Hoth of these shoulder

dislocations were caused by direct blows, and served

to illustrate the remark previously made that, in re-

;
gard to the causatiim, the same law does not apply to

the shoulder as to the hip.

Kiiti:—The man whose thigh was reduced walked
without limping, on the fourth day after the reduc-

tion, and ascended the five or six flights of stairs to

i the ampliitlieatre <ui the seventh day—walking in the

I
presence of the class and declaiing that he felt no

' soreness or pain in the thigh. This was done without

authority from any (me. and was doubtless injudicious;

but it served to illustrate how little injury leducticm,

liy manipulation, sumetimes causes to tlie parts in and
about the joint.

Ligation of both Pkmoh.Mi Artkuif.s.—The fol-

lowing interesting case is reported by Dr. Krskine
Mason: .lohn .MctJuire, aged 2^^. a milk-cart driver,

was admitted to St. Luke's Hospital. September 2,

1H70, with poplitial aneurism of the right leg. The
patient had had pain in tlie limb for two or three

mouths, but fii-st discovered the pulsating tumor about
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ten clays before entering the hospital. On September
7th, an incision four inches in length was made at the

apex of Scarpa's triangle, and the sheath of the femo-
ral vessel exposed. A corps of assistants was then
organized, and digital compression was applied to

the artery and kept up uninterruptedly until the next
day, when the tumor was tirmer, and the pulsation
and l)ruit had ceased. The compression was now in-

terrupted for five minutes every half-hour, but as the

pulsation and bruit reappeared at midnight, continual
compression was resumed and kept up till noon on
September 9th. The compression was Kept up at in-

tervals until September 14tli, when it was discontinued,
the pulsation and bruit having almost disappeared.
The tumor was subsequently treated by a compress
and sharp flexion of the leg. On October 8th, the

patient was discharged at his own request, but was
directed to keep up tlie flexion at home. The pulsa-
tion had disappeared some time previously, but a faint

bruit was still audible. On October 17th the patient

was readmitted to the hospital, the tumor having in-

creased in size and ])nlsatiou returned. On the IStli,

the femoral artery was exposed in the upper part of
Scarp.a's tri.angle, and digital compression applied.

The patient, however, did not bear the compression
well, and on the next day the artery was ligated. He
was subsequently discharged cured. The patient had
been under the care of Dr. Gurdou Buck.
On June 12, 1872, the i)atient was admitted to

Roosevelt Hospital, suffering from an aneurism of the

left femoral artery in the lower third, just before the
artery enters Hunter's canal. This aneurism had made
its appearance about three months previously. The
circumference of the tumor was twenty and a half
inches. Bruit, thrill, and pulsation were well marked.
A hard, apparently solid mass, the remains of the first

aneurism, was found in the right popliteal space. As
the patient decidedly objected to any attem])t at com-
pression being made. Dr. JIason ligated the left femo-
ral artery in the middle third, on June 22d. The
ligature came away on July 10th. On August 6th,

tlie size of the tumor was eighteen and one-quarter
inches, and the patient was discharged cured.—.1;--

chives of Cli/ticaJ Surgery, September.

The Alteh.^tions in the Mucous Membrane op
THE STOM.\Cn CONSECUTrVE TO CEREBRAL LeSIONS.—
According to Brown-Sfquard, softening and ulcera-
tion of the gastric mucous membrane occur after in-

juries of the corpora striata, of the crura cerebri, and
the spinal cord ; hemorrhages, on the other hand,
follow injury <if the pons Varolii at the point of inser-

tion of the middle peduncle of the cerebellum. Hem-
orrhages do not result from paralysis of the vaso-
motor nerves, but on the contrary they are jjreceded
by contraction of the arteries and veins, and conse-
quent distention and rupture of the capillaries.

—

Centriilhlatt fiir Med. Wissenchaften, September 16th.

Solution op Indi.v-Rubber in loc.vl Treatment
OP Psoriasis.—Mr. Wyndham Cottle has found this
material useful in chronic cases of psoriasis, where
there is an excessive formation of dry scales, especially
in the neighborhood of the joints, where the scales
foim crusts, are hard, and render the movement of the
part painful. The crusts and scales being removed
and the absence of grease insured by wiping the jjarts

with ether, and the skin dried, a solution of the india-

ruljber is applied with a brush and the ajjplication

renewed as often as is needful to maintain a continu-
ous covering over tlie affected skin. He recommends
a solution composed of india-ruliber half an ounce,
and chloroform eleven and a half ounces. He has

met with more rapid recovery in these cases by this

application than by the ordinary local measures, from
the fact that these coverings prevent evaporation and
hinder the loss of the natural perspiration of the part.

He thinks the same treatment is applicable to some
conditions of chronic eczema. ^

—

The Lancet, September
30, 1876.

An.bsthesia op THE Lartnx bepore Operations.
—The laryngoscopist will sometimes meet -s^'ith pa-

tients whose sensitiveness is so great that it cannot be
overcome even by the greatest skill and patience, and
in other cases he may be so pressed for time that he
will be unable to wait for tlie production of tolerance

in the usual way. For tliese cases the method of pro-

ducing laryngeal aufesthesia invented by Tiirck, and
perfected i)y his pupils, especially by Schroetter, is

peculiarly adapted.
When, for instance, the surgeon desires to operate on

the following morning, he must 1>egin at seven o'clock

in the evening to touch the laryngeal mucous mem-
brane twelve times in succession with a brush dipped
in pure chloroform. This will excite an intense con-

gestion of the membrane, and thus place it in the

most favorable condition for absorption. At eight

o'clock, one hour later, a brush dipped in a saturated

solution of acetate of morphia must be plunged
twelve times in succession into the larynx. The ])atient

should avoid swallowing during this time, and as a

sort of antidote should rinse out the mouth and throat

after each application with a gargle compoE.ed of two
parts tannin, three parts alcohol, and forty parts

water. Towards midnight tlie patient should be
visited, so as to be certain that there is no morphine
poisoning. At seven o'clock in the nioining the

larynx will usually be found to be insensible, and the

operation can be iierfornied. If the insensibility be
incomplete the local applications should be repeated
twelve times, and so on every hour until the desired

end is attained. If o))ium poisoning should occur, it

can be easily overcome by the usual methods, ))Ut it

can almost always be jirevented if a proper surveil-

lance of the jjatient be maintained.

—

Lyons Medical,

October, 29, 1876.

Antidote por Gblsemitim: Poisoning.—Dr. George
S. Courtright, of Ohio, was called to see Dr. Stephen
Bennett, a brother practitioner, whom he found
in the following condition : The head falling for-

ward, the chin resting on the breast, respiration

slow, pulse 100, face congested, and lips of a livid

color. He could move the tongue slightly, but was
unable to articulate freely ; the pupils were dilated

and insensible to light, and there was paralysis of the

lower jaw. From the symptoms the doctor decided
that it was either gelseinium or belladonna poisoning.

Emetics were given without success. Morphia in

solution (one-half a grain), was then injected into the

arm, and repeated in three minutes. Three min-
utes later there was a slight improvement in the

breathing. Four minutes afterwards an equal amount
was again injected, and two minutes after he raised

his arm slightly ; the pupils were now a little con-

tracted. In another four minutes au equal amount
was injected and one-half a grain given internally.

During all this time the head had to be held up to

allow air to euter the lungs. In six minutes another
injection was given, from which time no further

medication was employed, and in two hours the

patient was able to talk, and prove pretty conclu-

sively he had taken gelseniium by mistake.

—

Cincinnati

Lanc-et and Observer, November, 1876.
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CONTAMINATED AIR IN OUR DWELL
INCS.

TuE liability to coutaminntion of tliu air in our dwell-

ings seems to increase in proportion to the number of

80-callcil conveniences of construction and arrangement

which advanced civilization has made necessary. For

instance, llie attempts to perfect a system of seweraue

in our large cities l)ring in their train dangers wliicli in

times past were never thought of. Tlio modern con-

trivances of water-closets, sink-drains and the lik<',

instead of causing the effectual and rapid disposal of

house sewage, invites the escape of sewer-gas itself into

every departmi-nt of our dwellings. How to prevent

the latter lias become one of tlie most im|)ortant ipies-

tions of tlie hour. There is no doubt that a great deal

can be done l>y intelligent householders to this end,

by the construction of proper traps and by the estab-

lishment of proper sewer connections. Cases in which

this is done are, however, so much in the minority, that

their example has no apprecial>le influence upon the in-

terests of the community at large. The difficulty is to

comprehend what is really meant by the proper con-

struction of traps and the maintenance of their i)roper

condition. Too. many believe that when the water-

closet and main sink-])ipes are protected, nothing

else is reipiired. P.ir from this being the case, we
have found that a greater danger and more direct

avenue for sewer-gas exi.sts in the arrangement of

the wash-bowls. The great majority of these are

without any protection whatever, and there is such a

constant lialiility for tlie escape of noxious vajMirsinto

the bed-chambei-s themselves, that it is a wonder liow

so many can escape the effects. The directness of com-

munication of these pipi-s with the sewor was mani-

fested in r very apprccial>le manner in many of the

houses during the recent scarcity of water, when the

traps which did exist were allowed to become dry.

It is, however, absurd to suppose that a mere trap for

the escape-pipe of ii wush-bowl is a protection against

ibmger when the overflow pipes still maintain a direct

r..inmunieati(in. Pnidint physicians, knowing the

great liability to the omission of the trap prc'iaution

in these outlets, are accustomed to cover them with wet

towi'ls, or by some other method whicli may Ijo equally

etTectivc.

The necessity for friijuent change of water in even

perfect traps is forced upon us l)y tlie recent oliserva-

tions made by an eminent London sanitarian who hius

slidwn that the poisonous ga.ses are prone after a time

to saturate the water in such traps, and afterwards to

escape above them.

Allowing, however, that every known precaution is

taken in regard to traps and other appliances, there is

no alisolute security against sewer-gas when there is a

siiiruient pressure from below. Tlie ventilating sewer-

pipe would apjjear to offer, theoretically at least, the

best chance tor overcoming the latter. To a certain

extent it accomi)lishes such a purpo.se, that is to say,

when the jin'ssure from below is extreme. In the

great majority of cases, however, the ventilating tube

ciMitains a column of .stagnant air, and for purposes of

ventilation amounts to nothing. We certainly could

not expect it to be otherwise so long as there are no

provisions made for creating and maintaining an up-

ward current through the tiil>e. Kven if the contrary

were the rule, and tliese pi|)es were of real service as

ventilators, there is such an objection against their

manner of introduction by the Health Hoard on the

part of proi)erty-holders, that this so-called system of

ventilation can never become popular. No one doubts

that the main sewers should be relieved as much as

possilile ; but this is so obviously the business of the

authorities, that the citizen as a private individual has

really nothing to do with it. It is well known that

tlie general sewerage of tlie city is not what it might

be. The sewers built by sections have different grades,

anil favor stagnation of their contents, especially dur-

ing the times when the water supply is not abundant.

This, however, is no reason why the citizen sliould be

compelled at his own expense to ventilate the sewer

through his house. Aside from their being demon-

strably ineffective, these measures of the Health Board

are positively unfair, and have a tendency to excite

a iirejndice against sanitary reform among a class

whose co-operation is of tlie greatest importance.

IJnt this is merely a remark in pivssing, to urge a more

feasible plan of ventilation of the main sewers.

Not long since, a practical engineer suggested the

construction of tall ventilating shafts in different

parts of the city, by means of which the noxious gases

could be allowed to escape dinetly from the street

sewci-s far above the tops of the tillest houses. Such

shafts properly construeted wonhl doubtless answer

every purpose. f)n general principles, at least, the

system would have in.any strong ri'Conimendations in

its favor, not the least of which would Im; the repeal

of the present obnoxious, not to say tyrannical i-egnlu-

tion of the Health Hoard. Aside from these objec-
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tions, the present method of veutilatiug the sewers is

calcuhiti'd to give an idea of security to the ignorant

householders, which in the jjrcsent state of sanitary

science is altogetlier unwarrantable. The principles

involved in the protection of houses from contaminated

air apply with still more force to those in rural dis-

tricts, where the trap system is in its infancy and where

the rudest contrivances for drainage are the rule.

While upon the general subject of contaminated

air in our houses, we must not lose sight of the

bad influence of the modern hot-air furnace. Con-

venience of construction and management have com-

pelled us to place this apparatus in the cellar from

which all the so-called fresh air is supplied for

heating purposes. How mucli of i-eally pure air can

be obtained by these means is a question not diffi-

cult to answer, and yet modern civilization congratu-

lates itself on having solved the problem of properly

heating our dwellings. We are not aware that the hot-

air furnace as ordinarily found in our liouses has

ever been directly associated in the minds of phy-

sicians with the cause of any i)articular class of dis-

eases That this relation has not been made out be-

fore has not been from want of opportunities for ob-

servation and study. Cellars, as a rule, are damp and

unhealthy, are the i-eceptacles of stagnant and impure

air, and oftentimes contain cesspools which are in-

tended to supplement imperfect drainage. But even

if evei-y precaution is taken to guard against the ordi-

nary objections, and every effort is made to sujjply the

air to the furnace directly from the outside, the low
level of the supply-shaft is such as to draw in the air

from our filthy gutters, our indifferently kept streets,

and in addition the sewer-gas which escapes at this

level from the culverts. Next then to the sewer-pipe

itself, the hot-air furnace may be considered as the

most convenient contrivance of our times for endanger-

ing the health of the occupants of houses which have

the usual " modern improvements" Although there

are many other causes for contaminated air in our

dwellings, these are perhaps the most imi)ortant, and

seemingly the most difficult of prevention. How to

entirely overcome them is so much an open question

that for the present at least we have only to study, to

labor, and to hojie.

PRESCKIBING DRUGGISTS.

The Chemists and Druggists' Trade Association, of

London, have passed a resolution, to the effect that in

any case in which a chemist and druggist is threatened

with legal proceedings for reconjmending simple rem-

edies, when required to do so, in his own shop, it

will undertake to defend him. Practically speaking,

then, the London physicians are no better off than we
are. Although they may be protected by a law calcu-

lated to punish such as infringe upon their professional

rights, they are met with a determined resistance from

the opposite side. The right to prescribe simple reme-

dies in one's " own shop " is to be defended in the face

of an explicit law to the contrary. Of course a great

deal must depend upon the technical interpretation of

what simple remedies may be, wheie in fact the line

is to be drawn between the apothecary and the prac-

tising physician. If any definite distinction can be

made between the two, it doubtless will be a source of

gratification to the practitioner to know that, beyond a

certain point, he is possessed of rights and privileges

which even the ambitious and enterprising counter

prescriber cannot question. At best it must be a

matter of conscience with the apothecary, which, from

a business point of view, amounts to very little.

Eeport0 of Societies.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.
Anniversary Meeting, Not. 16, 1870.

Dr. S. S. Purple, President, in the Chair.

The twenty-ninth anniversary meeting of the New
York .Veademy of ^Medicine was held in the Academy
Hall on Thursday evening, November 16, 1876, com-
mencing at eight o'clock. The exercises were opened
by prayer by Rev. Dr. Ormiston.
Dk. W. T. White delivered tlie anniversary dis-

course, which consisted of a brief review of tlie ad-

vance that had been made in medicine during the jiast

century, and especially the achievements which had
been made by the profession in this country. The
subject naturally gave rise to two questions: 1. How
far had the great body of facts lirought forward the

progress made in the domain of |jhysiology, chemistry,

pathology, hygiene, etc., rendered the way more cleai',

.and the means more perfect for the amelioration of

human suffering and the cure of human maladies ?

and i. By what instrumentalities and methods had
such knowledge been jjromoted and diffused ; in

other words, how far had the progress in medicid
science been taught to the entire profession ( The lat-

ter question was first considered, and the chief means
for the promotion of medical knowledge were noted
under three heads: 1. Medical Schools; 2. The Med-
ical Press ; 3. Medical Societies.

Li a review of the history of medical colleges in

this country, it was found that the fir.st medical di-

ploma conferred in this country was conferred upon
Robert Tucker, in New York, in May, 1770. At the

close of the eighteenth century 230 candidates had
graduated from medical colleges in this country. At
the close of the revolutionary war there were two
medical colleges, and the increase had been to 84, of

which about 00 were in operation last winter, with an
attendance of 0,020 students, and a graduation list

numliering aljout 2.200. The time was when the

medical student jnirsued a two or three years' course'

of study in the office of his preceptor, and entered upon
the practice of his profession without ever having had
the slightest hospital experience or the opportunity to

listen to a lecture in a medical college. To-day, how-
ever, with all the advancement made, the standard of

medical education was not as high as it should be,

and the colleges should demand a more thorough and
extensive pre|)aratory study. It was for the colleges

to institute such a medical reform, but an obstacle
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WHS met in the fact of so nuioli c<>ini)elitioii iiiiicniLr

tlic collcgi's, each beinj; intcivsted in f^nutuatin;.'

ns large a class as possililo. To overcome the oh-
staek's and secure the best men for f;ra(liiation, it has
Ixcn |iro|)Cise(l either to have a hoard of examiners
a|i|ioiMted, which should act independently of all

nu-dical schools, or to lini;then the term of collefre

study one or two years. If either of these methods
could he adopted it would make a sjood beirinnini;.

the faults of the present systems would f^rudually

|)ass away, and the results would be beneticial botli

to the profi'ssion and to the public.

The medical press had been one of the most efficient

means for the sppad of medical knowled{j;e. and had
been firowin;; in activity until at the present time 'JH(i

rej;ular medical journals were published. Of these
about 4(> had an existence in this country, and were
the sole survivors of lOS that had been commenced.
The first nu'dical journal was published in Great Brit-

ain in ITlHi, just one year before the Medical liepositonj

wa.s established in New York.
Medical journalism had accomplished an important

purpose in the promotion and dilTusion of medical
kiiowleiliie, but its mission was still more important
than it had been.

The iuHuencc upon the progress of medical science

due to till' organization of efficient medical societies was
next considered. They had fostered a better soiial and
jirofessional feeling, were productive of good results

when well managed, and by a united action were able
to hurl aside the mischievous effects of empiricism.

The olde-st medical society in this country was estab-

lished in the State of Xew .Jersey in the year 1 TlWi

—

The Xew Jersey State Medical Society. In 1847 the

American Medical Association was founded, and from
it had emanated a code of medical ethics whicli was
beneticial in holding in restraint those who other^vis^•

would be disposed to become irregular, although the

code was not by any means |)erfect.

The discoveries in medical science made during the

])ast one hundred years formed the next topic of the

discourse, and special mention was made of those

which had their origin in this country. It was a nota-

ble fact that whatever advance had been nuide in

organic chemistry, in physiology, in surgery, and in

every branch of medicine and its kinilred sciences the

world over, had been accomplished liy the labors of

men lielonging to the regular school.

Within the past twenty or twenty-five years there

had liL'cn a tendency to the study of special depart-

ments, and a concentration of observations upon some
single subject.

The germ theory of disease was alluded to, and
allhough all the opinions had not been true, the

faulty ones would destroy each other and assist in

phicing the ihictrine upon a more sure foundati<m.

The progress in surgery had bi^en increased l)y the

four years of our late war, and the advance in that

department had also been especially assisted by pho-
tography.

Till' society for the prevention of cruelty to animals

was not pas.sed, and it was believed tliat its workers

had ovc-rleaped the limits of usifulncss by a .spurious

Zeal and an imaginary benevolence. If the well-

meauini; men were better informed, they would know
that the physiological experimenter avoideil the in

tlictiou of unnrcessary pain.

To Dr. .lohn Stearns, the first President of the New
York .\cademy of Mrdicine, wasdue the introduction

of ergot as a therapeutical ag<nt, and to Dr. .Me

DowfU, of Ki'ntucky, was due the credit of first per-

forming ovariotomy, an operation which since its

introduction Inid been the means of saving the lives

of two thousand women. A century ago, gynecology
was siarcely known. In no other country luul such
distinct lines been drawn between the regular profes-

sion and the numerous avocations which did not

bi'long to it, and it was one of the intentions of the

New York .\cadeiny of Medicine to afford a means for

distinguishing between the regular and irregularnndi-

cal practitioner. " There had ever iieen a readiness to

recognize faith in the medical iK'art anning all condi-

tions ot men, liut tluit faith had bi'cn purest and
deepest when medical societies and science had been
best cultivated in their several departments for the

welfare of human beings."

1)11. Hakkkii moved that thi' .Vcadcmy extend a

vote of thanks to Dr. While for his cool, cautious, and
temperate lelation of facts, and the excellent taste

manifested in his discourse by avoiding everything

like extravagant i)retension or claim. The motion was
unanimously adopted.
The .Vcademy then adjourned.

Corrcsvonticncc.

IS ALCOHOL A FOOD?
To THE Editor of The Mbdical Ukcobd.

Siu:—In order to answer the question that cap.s

this article, we must tirst decide what we understand
by the term '' food."

What, then, is >\ food ?

Physiologists generally agree in defming it to be

any substan<'e which furnislies to the body con-

stituents necessary for its alimentation, or prevents

their removal. The ])urposes which foods serve in

the cc(momy are chiefly to generate heat and to pro-

duce and maintain the structures under the influ-

ence of life and exertion. The physical effects of

the ingestiim of food are mainly :

I.

—

Iiicreaiie in tlif ej-liidittiim nf COi.

II.

—

Increase, in (h'/onv and /ni/iiriict/ of the pulse.

III.

—

[iicrease in tlw hndily tempiratnre.

IV.

—

Diif.iiiution i>i tlw amount of urea eliminnted.

The evidence that ingesta are nutritious, is that,

being consumed in the body, they are not found in

the excreta in disproportionate ([uantitics.

To recapifulate. Foods generate heat, maintain

fnnctioual power under exertion, this action being

carried on chiefly by three elements: t), II. an<l {'.

The effects of ingestion are increase in CO2, pulse and
temperatiu-e, and diminution of urea. Foods are

iiseil up in alimentatiiui not appearing ««t ijenrris

in the excreta.

Alcoliol has a twofold action on the eionomy,
varying with the fpiantity ingested. It may !>< de-

fined as ciinKtriirtir,- and olmtriirtiri'. The first repre

senting its nonnarcotic or purely food adion, the

•ecimd its narcotic or poisonous action, under the

influence of which, paralysis of the sympathetic takes

place and various vital processes are deranged.

In claiming for alcohol nutritive power, we must be

understood as limiting the term to it.s use in such

1I0SC8 ns stop short of the characteristic )>hysiological

manifestations of the drug. When, however, the

line that separates the non-narcotic ron»triie(vy action

from the narcotic iihslrnctiiv is once ove sti'pped,

then does alcohol cease to be a food and iK'Comes a

poison.

It will be certainly unnecessary to take tip your
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valuable space sufficiently to quote fully the experi-

ments which substantiate tliat alcohol, in its action

limited as aljove, is as truly a food as tlie amylacca or

albuminoids, it will be sufficient to merely allude to

them, as they are within the easy reach of all.

Alcoliol in coiistriKtive doses, in common with other

foods, increases the elimination of GOi (substantiated

by the experiments of Dr. Edward Sniitli, and given
in his work on Foods) ; increosrn the freiiiienci/ and
force of t/w pulse (proven by the elaborate experi-

ments of Parkcs and WoUowicz upon man with the

s|)hygniograpli) ; checks the etiininulion of urea (sliown

by tlie experiments of Dr. W. A. Hammond upon him-
self, and confirmed by Parkcs and WoUowicz) ; is not

found in the excreta in more than very liuiited quan-
tities (supported by Baudot, Schulinus, Anstie, Thu-
dichum, and Dupri). Further than this, the experi-

ments of Dr. Ford in demonstrating the presence in

the blood of alcohol as a result of the disintegration
of the hepatic sugar, confirmed Iiy Dupre and
Bfichamp, tlu: gejieration of heat, and so force, ]jroven

by Dupre by convincing experiments, com])letes a

chain of evidence most strong, and is a sufficient

refutation of the argument of those who, either

through scientific obtuseness, or a mistaken zi'al in

the cause of temperance, obstinately shut tlieir eyes to

the results of cai'eful and exact research. As a late

correspondent of yours from Orange, Mass., denies
that alcohol should rank among the lieat-jjroducing

foods, 1 would like to refer him to the testimony of
Dupre in the London Practitioner for 1873, Vol. IX.,

page 33. Duiire here demonstrates that " onegranmie
of alcohol oxidized in the body evolves 7,184 units of
heat, while the same weight of lean beef gives off only
1,483 units of heat. 9.3 ounces of lean licef, eijual

to about two ounces of alcohol, will supply enough
force to keep up and maintain for one day the cir-

culation and respiration of an average man. i.e., four
ounces of strong spirit will suffice for this imrpose."

Tlie modest statement of your correspondent, that
had Dr. Anstie lived to tliis day, he would have suf-

fered his principles to undergo a radical change upon
this subject, is too purely gratuitous for serious
notice.

Halsey L. Wood, M.D.
SJNOBIH SlEEET, AtTBCRN, N. Y.. Mov. 13, 1S76.

To THE Bditob of The Medical Record.

De.vu Sir:—Under the above caption, Dr. Stiinson,
in a previous issue, refers to my commnnication on the
same sul)ject, and says that " Dr. Mays seems to

desire to support the theory that alcoliol is a food,"
and then asks, " Does it (alcohol) contain those ele-
ments which replenish the tissues of the body," and
after alluding to the teaching of organic chemistry,
he decides this question in the negative. Again, he
asks, " Is it then a force, supplying food ?

" This he
answers with an emphatic "No," and in order to
substantiate his refutation of the last question, ho
further says, ' Hydrocarbons produce force liy oxida-
tion. Alcohol is a hydrocarbon, and, if consumed in
the body, must produce heat (the italics are ours) in
order to rank among the heat-forming foods," and lie

then refers to the experiments of Dr. W. R. Richard-
son, of Edinburgh, which, he sa.vs, "go to prove that
instead of producing animal heat, it diminishes the
heat of the body."
Now, with the first conclusion at which the Doctor

arrives, we have no reason or disposition to find
fault ; but with regard to the second we will say that
it would be true if heat was the only force generated

by foods in the body, but that it would be a most
fatal and unscientific test (with which he assumes to

decide whetluu' or not alcohol can be classed among
tho.se substances which have the capacity to generate
bodily force), were he to apply the same mode of
rea.soning to other hydrocarbon foods, the force-pro-

ducing power of which no one doubts. For if the

distinguishing cliaracteristic of a hydrocarbon food ex-

clusively deijends on the expenditure of its force in

the shape of heat w'hile undergoing oxidation in the

body, what then becomes of fat, starch, and sugar;

one gramme of each, according to Prof. Frankland,
has the capacity to produce 9,0G9, 3,912, and 3,348

heat units res|)ectively, when oxidized outside of the

body. (" Each heat-unit represents the heat required

to raise one gramme of water 1° Cent, or 1.8° Fahr.")

In other words, this means that by the oxidation of

one pound of beef-fat, a sufficient amount of heat is

generated to elevate ' the temperature of 9,069 lbs.

(about 4 tons) of water 1° Cent. (1.8" Fahr.); that

tlie oxidation of the same quantity of arrow-root will

similarly raise the tempeiature of only 3,913 of water,"

etc. (Pavy, " Food and Dietetics.") Now it is very

evident that the energy wliieh these substances pos-

sess cannot be solely expended in the production of

heat while undergoing oxidation within the body, for

if this were the case the heat of the body would be
raised to a degree incom|)atible with life, whereas the

truth is that tlie temperature of the body after the in-

gestion of a meal is elevated to but a slight, and
sometimes to an inappreciable degree. Nor indeed is

this latter view at variance and inconsistent with
what we would be led to anticijjate from our
knowledge of what is required to carry on the pro-

cesses of nutrition and oxidation in the body, for we
know that there is other work to lie performed in the

animal economy besides that of maintaining • the

bodily temperature at a certain uniformity.

The physiologic facts are these : All our hydrocar-
bon and carbohydrate or force-producing foods are oxi-

dized within th(; body, and the force or energy which
they jiossess, and is thus set free, is destined to perform
" interior work," such as nervous muscular and other

work. Now it is a physical axiom that that force

which accomplishes nervous, electric, chemical or me-
chanical work cannot manifest itself as heat-force at

the same time. Hence it is an obvious absurdity to

hold that a substance cannot be a force-giving food
merely Ijecause its force does not a|jpear in the same
form within as it does when oxidized outside of the

body. There is no doubt that alcohol in -certain

quantities behaves in tin verysauae manner within the

organism as do other foods of the same nature ; if not,

then it is the most extraordinary and exceptional sub-
stance in existence, for Drs. Anstie, DuprS, and others

have proven that the body is capable of consuming
one ounce and a half of alcohol, thus setting free a
larger amount of force than do most of our other

force-yielding foods, and tliis view is in perfect accord
with the ideas of the late and much lamented Dr. Anstie,

as expressed in his "Final Experiments on the Elimi-
nation of Alcohol," published in the Practitioner,

(vol. xiii.) as follows: " I tliink I may take it as eon-
ceded that cjuite GOO grains of absolute alcohol can
be disposed of daily within the organism of an
adult male without any perceptible injurious effect

upon the bodily functions. Now, this quantity of

alcohol is (theoretically) capat)le of generating an
enormous amount of force; liut it is equally certain

that that force does not show itself under the form of

heat."

If space permitted, we could detail the conclusions
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wliirli \vc lire wiiiranti'd to ilniw from soieiititic diitii

cimc iniiiLr the kind of work uhicli ul<(>licil pi'iloniis

williiii the liodv. Imt wv have no dt'siiv to cncToiu'li.

and. tlicirfoiv. hi'j; leave to refer to n paper entitled
'• 'I'lie I'rineiplcs of Antipyretic Action," which we are

preparinji. and will be piiiilislied shortly, in which this

phase of its action is discussed, not only in rehitii>n

to the innnifi'station of its eiieriry in other than lieat-

force, but also its power to reduce thehodily tempera-
ture mider certain circumstances.

It is a laiuent'ililo indication of the |)resent stati' of
therapeutics (if such loi.!ic can l)c taken as ii fairspeci-

nicn) that a person who desires to give an iiitellii;ent

and scieutilic expression of liis views should irrone-

ously substitute (he to.xic for the therapeutic action of

a sulistancc. and allow his ideas to i)c fjoverned to

hiuh an extent by the one-sided and inadccpiatc ex-

periments and conclusions of Dr. Richardson, as to

l)clieve that they arc tinully decisive on the alcohol

(piestion. For any oni' who has fjiven any attention

to this subject must know that tlie four stages into

which Dr. Kichard.son divides the action of alcohol

arc but t\u' " profjrcssivc changes" of tlie effects of

alcohol in nan'otic and poisonous doses, and have
nothin!^ in common with the action of alcohol in

small and dietetic doses. The effects from the tirst to

the last as noticed by Dr. Hichardson and (pmted by
Dr. Slimson, arc produced luily by large and unoxidi/.a-

blc doses of alcohol, anil arc directly the reversi' of

those which are produci'il by small and o.xidizable

quantities. It would be just as unfair to represent the

ciU' tic action of ipecacuanha as the only therapeutic

etTect of this remedy, when the truth is, that in cer-

tain circumstances and certain doses it is also anti

cuictic; and the same holds true of many other sub-

stances \vhich hiive a twofold action on the lunnau
body.

Dr. Stimson would certainly be very welcome to the

graluitous iLssiimption that Dr. An.stie would proliably

liave reached similar conclusions to tliose of Dr. Hich-

ardson, " had not his useful life been cut short as it

was ; " unil it would appear more graceful, were it not
known that Dr. .Vnstie di'scribcd those identical effects

of ale<ihol in a very comprehensiviMind scieutilic man-
ner iu his "Stimulants and Xarcotics,'" nearly twilve

yeai-s ago. Sincerely yours,

Tiros. J. Mays, >l.D.
Uppeb T.ehioh, Pa., Nov. IT). ISTij.

A CURIOUS CAUSE FOR VOMITING IN
AN INFANT—A UKASS RING HOUKKD
OVER THE EPIGLOTTIS.

To THE KDITt)lt OF The MnDICAL Uecord.

Dk.miSih:—I send ycm the following case for pub-
lication, if you think it will prove of sufftcienl interest

to your readei-s.

One nu)rning during the last week in October a

little child, eleven nuuiths of ago, was brought to my
ollice for advice. The mother, an intelligent .\merican

lady, told me that the infant had been perfectly well

up to seven o'clock on the previous evening, when it

was suddenly seized with a slight attack of vomitmg.
and sin<v that time it had refused the breast. She also

said that she had lost a child with diphtheria about

two years ago, and she now feared that this one hail

something the matter with her throat, bec(>u.se she

would not mirae. The child wa.s sleeping rpiictly in

its uiotlu^r"s la|) when I commenced my examination.

There was no (lyspnica, and no increase in thi' nornuil

frc(piency of the respirations. The pulse wa-s regular

in force uud action, the skin was cool and natural,

and. ns far as I could judge from external signs, there

was nothing wrong with the cliiltl. Upon inipiiry I

could elicit nothing which would explain the symp-
toms that the mother had di.sciibed, imtil at last I

learned that a short time before the vomiting came on
tin- baliy had eaten a small piece of banana, which Ihi;

mother had given her. Here seemed to be a sutlieient

cause to account for the whole story, and an examina-
tion of the throat appeared to be a useless formality.

Still, as the attiiition of the mother had b( cu lixed

upon this |)art of the body as the sent of the diHieully,

I depressed the tongue and looked into the throat.

Much to my surprise, 1 must coufe.s,s, I saw a glistening

object deep tlown in th<' pharynx. A second look
bnnight it more clearly into view, and by the aid of a

pair of forceps I nnioved. without ditlicnity. a small
brass linger ring which had, no doulit, been picUed up
by ihc child wliile creeping about the floor lUi the

previous evening. It belonged to a sister of the

patient, and the mother remembered that the children
were playing with it on the night before. The ring

was just large enough to fill that |iortion of the

pharynx in which it was lodged, and w.as so |)laced

that its axis corresponded pretty clo.sely with the axis

of the fjesophagus, the anterior portion being caught
and held iu place by the epiglottis. The vomiting
which took j)lace was in all probability excited by in-

eifi'Clual attempts to swallow or to reject it, and not
by the presence of the piece of banana in the stomach,
as I at first supposed ; but the cfTorl, although it may
have changed the original position of the foreign
body, had not sufficed to remove it. Deglutition was
not much interfered with, for the child had swallowed
watiu' during th<' night, according to the mother's ac-

count, wilhout apparent ditiiculty : but the muscular
movements necissarily involved ni nursing were no
doubt productive of pain iu the throat, and hence the
rc'fusal of the child to perform tliis function.

Thisca.se, simple as it is in itself, seems to me to

point with more than ordinary directness to two
important features. TIk; first is the value of close

observation, on the part of those who have the care of

infants and little children, to detect tlie earli<st indi-

lations of disease or derangement, and to seek advice
for such as seem to require professional aid, instead
of waiting to try the effect of domestic- medicine, as so

many people are ])rone to do. A <lelay for a few hours
longer might have converted this case of sim|)lc me-
chanical oiistruction into a dangerous and perhaps
fatal malady. The second point is the importance,
on the part of the pliysiidan, of never neglecting the

investigation of any clew, no matter how slight, which
may be of use in making a diagnosis. Often, it is

true, such clo.se .attention will turn out to be a mere
waste of time ; liut oiicc in a while, as in this instance,

a little trouble will amply repay one for any number
of former unprofitable eftorts. Very truly yours,

\V. H. FisiiEii.
IIOBOKKN, N'. J.. XovonibiT II, ISTrt.

Undiciu.yino .V LiijuiD IN A TtniE.—Dr. L. A. Frost,
of Mechauicsburg, 111., writes to us describing a con-
venient and ready method of underlying one tlnid by
another. He simply takes an ordinary test tubi', heats
its centre over a spirit lamp, and draws out the bot-
tom into a capillary tubi-, which in its turn is bent so
as to be parallel with the original tube. The capillary
tube is made as long as the other for obvious rca.sons,

and its extremity expanded info a funnel. The fluid
is poin-ed into thi' larger tube, and the fluid intended
to underlie it is poured into the funnel shafied ex-
tremity of the capillary tube.
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Keui Jitstrumnits.

WARKER'S IMPROVED SYPHON.

Mu. TnoNfAs W.VRKKR, of this city, has devised

an appanitus for tlie administration of s]nirl<ling

wines, wliicli promises to be of tlie greatest utility to

plivsiciaus. It is well known, whenever wines charged

with carl ionic, acid gas are prescribed for our patients,
j

that after the bottle containing it has been opened

and tlie tirst dose is taken, that most, if not all of the

sparkle disappears, and, as far as any good to be

obtained from the gas itself is concerned, it is virtu-

ally inert. The French contrivance of introducing a

faucet with stop-cock through the cork, although ap-

parently sound in theory, was found radically tlefec-

tive in practice. The wine was discharged with a

spurt, and with considerable force, but contained

little or no gas after the tirst glass was drawn. Mi-.

Warker, after a careful study of this iihenomena. dis-

covered that the object aimed at in this and all other

similar contrivances— namely, the discharge of the

wine under pressure—was the real cause of the loss of

the gas in the glass. This theory, it seems to us, is

abundantly substantiated by the ordinary method of

obtaining the wine from the bottles. The operation

of removing the cork is the signal for tlie discharge

of the e.xtra and supernatant pressure ; the wine is

then simply poured in the glass, and, if not allowed

to stand too long, retains its accustomed sparkle.

If, however, the entire contents of the bottle are not

used within a reasonable time after being openecl,

we have also a loss of the carbonic acid which it

contains. In this instance the gas escapes from the

liquid because there is not sutHcient pressure above

to prevent it.

It is necessary to appreciate these facts in order to

understand tlieprinciples upon wliicli his contrivance

is based. His objects are, first, to maintain the pres-

sure in the bottle, or the ordinary syi)hon, as the case

may be; and secondly, to discharge given quantities

without subjecting them at the moment of th(;ir dis-

charge to any pressure whatever.

The apparatus, as seen in the cut, consists of a

bottle of champagne, the cork of which is perforated

for the recepticm of a tube connected with an extra or

receiving chamber. When a small quantity of wine is

to be drawn, a direct communication is opened
between the chamber and the bottle by means of a

valve, and, when a sutlicient quantity of the wine has

escaped in the small receptacle, the valve is closed.

The bottle and the extra chamber are then entirely

independent of each other, and the pressure in each

is relatively the same, and can be so maintained as

long as desired. When the wine in the chamber is

required, the opening of a compound valve relieves

the pressure of the supernatant

gas, and the wine thus relieved

gently Hows into the glass,

containing even more gas than

when |)oured from a freshly-

opened bottle. As can easily

be seen, this operation can be

repeated with the same result

until the Ijottle itself is exhaust-

ed. Tlie practical application

of this principle enables the

physician to prescrilie sparkling wines not only from
syphons, but from the original bottles, and still preserve

the sparkle until the entire contents are used. Aside

from this, means are now alforded, by attaching

this supplementary chamber to the nozzle of the

ordinary syphon apparatus, of charging still wines,

brandies, and even noxious draughts with gas, and
administering them to our patients ad libitum. The
question which naturally suggests itself in this con-

nection is, why champagne and similar wines cannot

be treated as the ordinary mineral waters, which arc

known to retain a certain amount of gas when dis-

charged under pressure. The answer to this is, that

Mr. Warker has found that, while mineral waters will

so liehave, the wines are governed liy a different law,

and hence the opposite result. Another advantage of

this contrivance is the possiliility which it affords of

administering the different mineral waters charged

with gas, and at different temperatures. Carlsbad, for

instance, can be drunk at its natural elevated

temperature, without suffering from tlie loss of its

carlionic acid, which would be the case under other

circumstances. Altogether, the scientitic principle in-

volved in this contrivance is as interesting to the

physician as its practical application is destined to lie

beneficial to his patients.

ARMY NEWS.
Official List of Changes of Stations and Duties of Offi-

cers of the Medical Department. United States Army,
from November 19 to November 25, 1876.

Gibson, J. R., Asst. Surgeon. Assigned to duty as

chief medical officer of the Powder River Expedition.

S. O. 1.50, Dept. of the Platte, Nov. 16, 1876.

WiLLi.\Ms, .1, W., Asst. Surgeon. Assigned to tem-

porary duty with the troops at Washington Arsenal.

S. O. 240, A. G. O., Nov. 22, 1876.

Patzki, .1. H., Asst. Surgeon. Assigned to duty
at Fort D. A. Russell, Wyoming T. S. O. 154, Dept.
of the Platte, Nov. 14, 1870.

Dickson, J. M., Asst. Surgeon. Assigned to duty
with 16th Inf. in New Orleans, La. S. O. 224, Dept.

of the Gulf, Nov. 18, 1876.

HoFF, .1. V. 11., Asst. Surgeon. To aceom|jany Co.

G, 23d Inf., from Fort McPherson, Nei)r., to Fort Fet-

teriuan, Wyoming T., and, on arrival, relieve Asst.

Surgeon Gibson from liis duties as Post Surgeon at

that post. S. O. 156, C. S., Dept. of the PlatteT

B.-VRNBTT, R., Asst. Surgeon. Assigned to duty
with battalion of 3d and 13th> Infv. in New Orleans,

La. S. O. 224, C. S., Dept. of the Gulf.

CR.A.MPTON, L. W., Asst. Surgeon. Leave of absence
extended one month. S. O. 132, Div. of the Mis-

souri, Nov. 17, 1876.

Taylor, M. E., Asst. Surgeon. Assigned to duty
with 3d and 13th lufv in New Orleans, La. S. O. 234,

C. S., Dept. of the Gulf.

Rose, G. S., Asst. Surgeon. Died at Madison Bar-
racks, Sackett's Harbor, N. Y., Nov. 20, 1876.
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fflebical Items anb JCftoa.

CoxTAOiocs Diseases.—Com|)urativc stiit<>ment of
cases of Contiiirious Disease reported to the Sanitary
Bureau, Ilealtli De|)artment, for tlie two weulvs cucliiig

Novenilier 25, 1870.
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Ruelilc Ruler.

Rinclrtcisdi Rinnd-flysh.
Rosenstein Rosen- stiiie.

Scliioeder Slirur-der.

Seitz Zytes.

Scliroetter Slinir-tcr.

Stkpfen.
Steiner Sty-ner.

Senator S.'n-a-tore.

Thomas Toe-mar.
Tliierfelder Teor-fel-der.

Vogel Fo-gel.

Wvss Viss.

Wendt Vent.

Welicr Vay-her.
Wagner Varg-ner.
Zenker Tzen-ker.

Zuelzer Tzool-tzer.

Ziemsseu .- Tseem-sen.

French Internes.—Tlie appointment of " interne"

of French hospitals is held for four years, during
whicli time transfers arc made from one institution to

the other, affording an extensive experience in the

general and special parts of the profession. The
custom in New York hospitals is to limit these ap-
pointments to eighteen montlis each.

State Boards of IIkai.th.—Eleven States now
have State Boards of Healtn. Massachus^'tts led the

way in 18139. Slie was followed in 1870 l)y Louisiana

and California; in 1873 by Virginia; in 1873 by
Minnesota and Michigan; in 1874 liy Maryland ; in

1875 by Georgia and Alabama; and in 187G by Wis-
consin and Colorado. When the State Board of
Health was organized in Michigan. Dr. Hitclicock

said that tlie loss to the people of that State caused
by preventable sickness was more than |3,000,OOB per

annum. " It is our ofBce, tlien," said he, "to make
the labors of this Board popular with, because useful

to, the people of tlie State. Here,"' he continued, *' is

the work for this Board to do ; to educate the people
in respect to the nature and causation of diseases, and
the means for tlieir prevention ; to suggest appropriate
legislation for compelling, when necessary, the use of
these means; and to present arguijients for such
education and legislation, fortified and made cogent

))y facts, well authenticated cases of disease and
death directly traceal)le to ignorance, neglect, or dis-

obedierice of the laws of hygiene ; and to make it

possiljle by this work that many, if not all, the lives

and much of the treasure now needlessly lost to the

State may be saved." Iml>ued with the same spirit,

the members of the AVisconsin Board recently met at

Madison and organized for laljor Sanitarian.

A New Form of Aspirator:—The London Lancet
(Nov. 4) calls attention to a new form of aspirator

devised by Dr. Gritti, of Milan: "The instrument
consists simply of an ordinary double-ended india-

rubber syringe, resemljling the common Higginson's
syringe, to the tubes of which are affl.xed nozzles
adapted to lit into the aspirating needles or trocar.

Before using the instrument for aspiration the ball

and tubes are to be completely filled with water, and
after introduction of the needle into the chest (if in a

case of pleurisy) the inlet tul)e is fitted on to the nee-

dle, and tlie instrument worked in the ordinary man-
ner until tlie desired amount of fluid has Ijeen evacu-
ated. If it be needful to inject any disinfectant or

other solution after removal of the fluid, this is readily

accomplished by reversing the apparatus and fitting

the outlet tube to the canula or needle. If the capa-

city of the ball l)e previously ascertained, the nunilier

of strokes needed to inject any given quantity atfords

a ready metliod of measuring how much is thrown in.

The apparatus appears to us to jjossess many advan-
tages, provided always that the suction power of the

syringe is sutliciently great. It affords a method of

removing tlie fluid gradually, and with an even pres-

,sure throughout tlie operation ; it is portable, cheap,

and readily replaced, and it does away witli the neces-

sity for a complicated apparatus, the stopcocks of

which are a puzzle to the uninitiated, and wiiicli is a

source of alarm to the patient. Added to this is the

advantage of its ready reversal. Sliould it be found a

success, it will be anotlier proof of the simplicity of

useful inventions."

Influence op Pine Forests on the Rainfall.
—Si line interesting observations have lately been made
by M. Fautral on the influence of pine forests on the

quantity of rain received by a country, the hygrome-
tric state of the air, and the state of the ground. It

is proved that pines have the property of condensing

vapor, and that in a much higher degree tliun leafy

woods. Thus the quantity of rain whicli fell over a
piiii' forest during fourteen months was 840.70 mm., as

against 7.57.7.5 mm., on the open ground three hundred
metres off, showing a difference in favor of the forest

of more than 10 per cent, of the latter (juaiitity. In

the ca.se of oaks and witch-elms the dilference was
only 5 jier cent. The mean saturation of the air above

the forest was ten-hundredths more than at the other

station (do against 58). The quantity of rain received

by the forest ground was 471 mm., while SOU mm. was
interrupted liy the trees

—

i.e., 0.43 of the water pre-

cipitated. Now, tliough the open (sandy) ground re-

ceived 757 mm., there is reason to believe tliat the for-

est ground really conserves more water. Tliese data

show what services may be rendered l>y pine forests

on burning, sandy, or chalky plains, which the want
of water renders unproductive. Such forests, too, are

a powerful remedy against inundation.

—

Medical Prtsa

and Circular.

Return op the Secretion of Milk.—It is well

known to foreigners resident in Cliina, that the Chi-

nese women who liave borne children are aljlc to

e.xcite anew the secretion of milk years after the

last child had been weaned. Dr. Miiller reports two
cases of this curious phenomenon that were observed

by him. A woman, aged 30 years, whose breasts were

completely retracted, and had been inactive for six

years, took a child si.x months old, which she placed

frequently to her breasts, confining herself afthe same
time to a special diet. Ten days later the milk began
to be secreted, and after six weeks Dr. MuUer found
the breasts firm and well developed, and pressure

caused a stream of milk to flow out. Tlie menses

ceased while this lactation continued. The general

health was very good. By similar means the secre-

tion of milk was re-established in a woman forty years

of age, whose youngest child was nine years old,

and had not been nursed for six years. In this case

menstruation did not stop, but it became less abun-

dant. In a tliird case the attempt to re-establish the

secretion of milk excited such disturbances of the

general health, that it had to be discontinued. In

the two first cases the milk was carefully examined
and found to Ije normal ; its spec. gray, was 1030.

An Iron Calculus.—A man in Paris recently passed

a urethral calculus the size of a hazel-nut. Its pas-

sage was attended by severe nephritic colics, M.
Cazeneuve found, on examination, that it was entirely

composed of almost pure peroxide of iron.
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©riginal Ctcturfs.

CLINICAL LECTURES ON
RHOEA.

ACUTE DIAK-

DBLIVERED IS HKLI.EVUE nOSPFTAL,

By W. H. THOMSON, M.D.,

PBor. or iUTSBIA MSDICA, UKDICAL DKPARTMSNT CMTERSITT OF

NKW YORK.

LECTUUE It.

We have dwelt at such length upon tlie causation

and th? treatment of infantile diarrhu'a, liecause the

principles tlien enunciated are e(iuall_v applicable to

the commoner forms of acute dianhiea in adults. In

brief, we might say that the majority of cases of sum-
mer diarrhrea are caused l)y a fermentation of the

intestinal contents due simply to a deticiency of the

normal digestive secretions; and therefore, that the

first indication is to remove the fermented matters.

and then to re-estahlish tlie flow of the natural juices.

This is a different view from that usually entertained

by our patients, viz., tInU we should give them some-
thing which will act as au immediate check to the

flu.v : and hence a beginner is often unconsciously in-

fluenced l>y this natitral impreivsion of theirs towanls
administering opiate and astringent mixtures without
delay. But nothing will check a diarrh(ea so soon or so

well iis a single ilay's flow of natural secretions. Could
weartilicially prepare an e.xact counterpart of them both

in their antiseptic and their solvent properties, I doubt
not that we would tiud such a mi.xture the best astrin-

gent for diarrluea possible. The (juestion for us to

ask, therefore, is, what secretions are probably the

imes most deficient or perverted in this affection, and
how best can we restore them.

In the tirst place, it is not likely that the gastric

juice is as lacking in a case of acute diarrhoea in an
adult !is it is in infantile diarrhiva. In dy.sentery, on
the other hand, there are reasons to suspect a notable

deticiency of gastric secretion, as I will explain pres-

ently. But in ordinary summer diarrluea the symp-
toms of gastric dyspepsia are not usually very marked,
nt least not at tirst, and not until the system is liegin-

ninu to feel quite sensibly the effects of the disorder.

It is not uncommon for the p.itieuts to have a good
appetite for si'Venil days after the diarrliu>a com-
mences, and to feel uncomfortable only when the

stage of gastric digestion has been passed for some
time. Diarrluea also, properly speaking, does not

implicate the large intestine nor depend upon an ab
normal state of its secretions, for when indications of

dysentery set in, we have a train of symptoms which
plainly contmst with those of diarriuea. A patient

with dysentery is disturbed by food almost in\-

mediately after it has entered the stomach, so that in

many cjises nothing is so calculated to excite a desire

for stool as the partaking of an ordinary meal. In

dy.sentery, therefore, wlu-ther acute or chr(mic, it Is

very common to note the unaltered smell of the com-
ponents of a dinner. A patient of mine once said

that he could detect in a dysiMiteric dis<tiarge the odor
of a small jncce of beefste.'\k which he had eaten but

a short time before. It is on this account that yon
will probably never meet with such specimens of pure

starv.ition as in some children with dysentery, who
will Void the milk they take almost immcdiat<ly after

it him been swallowed : but such an occurrence is not

to be expected in a case of true diarrluea, no matter
how profuse or frecjuent the discharges may be.

The explanation of this difference between these

allied disorders is to lie found in the nervous mechan-
ism of the alimentary canal. There apjiears to be in

health a mutual imderstanding, so to speak, between
the sensory nerves of the stomach and those of the

rectum. The natural time for an evacuation from the

rectum is directly after breakf.ast. that Is. wlu-n the

stomach receives food after its longest period of rest.

Irritation of the rectum, on the other hand, seems by
this alliance to be reflected upon the jiylorus to so
paralyze its sphincter-like action. -that tlu- food is not
delayed long enough in the stomach to be acted upon,
and hence It is then eijually untit for intestinal digis-

tion. anil is hurried on to be voided as soon aspo.ssible.

I may remark in passing, that the consideration of
such facts in the nervous comiections of the digestive
canal as this feature of dysentery illustrates, lias ap-

peared to nu- to afford a hint of the cause of the ab-
normal appetite which characterizes certain cases of
nervous disease, as in epilepsy, insanity, etc. The
sense of hunger has its seat mainly in the gastiic

nerves. In these cases I allude to, the nervous dis-

ease Is always accompanied by a hurry in swallowing.
The patient" bolt or gulp their food and drink, and it

seems reasonable to infer, that along with intestinal

paralysis and constipation in them, there is still the
.same hurry in the action of the stomach, which emp-
ties itself into the sluggish intestine before the hunger
is appeased, as it would be if tlie.food remained long
enough in contact with the gastric walls.

IJut to return. The commonest period both for the
on.set of diarrluea and for its mo.st abundant dis-

ciiarge afterwards, is early in the morning, indicating
an accumulation above the ctcum during the rest of
sleep. Dysentery, on the other hand, is most relieved
by rest, and most excited by movement of the body,
and also, as we have just stated, by a meal. Dlarrho'S,
therefore, is generally due to a disorder in the secre-

ti<ms which empty into the small intestine, and of
these we may be sure that the duodeual secretions are
the most frequently affected. Among many indica-
tions of this in the acute forms, we may frequently
note that both preceding and accompanying its de-
vilopment we commonly find a muddinesj- of the
conjunctiva', and yellowish streaks about the numth
and a muscular languor, with slight aches around the
shoulder and down the back, which are rightly diag-
nosed by the patients themselves as signs of " bilious-
nes.s." Now there are a great many causes operating
during the hot months, which may with mucli proba-
bility be regarded as effective in changing the charac-
ter of the secretions which empty into X\iv duodenum.
All vegetable acids, for example, when taken In ex-
ecs.*, have a greater tendency to neutralize the alka-
linity of these secretions than we fiiul in the case of
the miiu-ral acids. I doubt, for instance, whether there
is anything so certain to cause an obstinate l(U)seness

of the bowels as a persistent use of lemonade. The
acids of fruits, when in exce.s.s, I believe, therefore,
are quite as "bilious" as fats can Ix-, and quite as
frequent causes of diarrha'a as their presunnjbly indi-
gestible pulp. Moreover, the biliary and the pancre-
atic sccreti<ms, taken together, are among the densi',st

secretions of the body, and a too free ingcstiipn of
water, even when pure, may dilute them too much for
thi-ir proper action. Hut water in warm weather is

often anything but pure, and how much of perversion
is cau.sed by its conditi<m It is diftii ult to say. If, as

I is l>elleved by many, the malaiinl poison Is Introducid

I

as frequently by wiiat we ilrink as by what we breathe,
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we may liave another potent cause for tlie duodenal
secretions becoming affected by our yielding too freely

to tlie demands of tliirst on a summer's day. But vie

need not multiply such surmises as to the genesis of

these perversions, for all we wisli to illustrate by them
is the prol)ability that an effort to increase the allva-

linity of the intestinal fluids, and along with this to

administer medicines containing both resinous and
antiseptic ingredients, would seem to offer the most
rational prospect of relieving the disorder.

Now among all our remedies, there is not one which
appears to increase the flow of the natural secretions

of the bowels like rhubarlj ; for while the cathartic

oils act mainly by producing a catarrhal condition of

the mucous membrane, and the irritant resins by an
operation similar to the irritation of the intestinal

fermentation itself, and the salines by jjreventing the

water in tlie intestine from being absorbed, rliubarb

causes the dejecta to jjresent more normal cliaracters

than any in tlie list. It is often pronounced an astrin-

gent on account of the rheotannic acid which it con-

tains. But tannic acid itself in anytliing like the

small doses which would correspond to the astringent

ingredient in rhuljarb, would show but little control

over a flux, and hence the constipation which often

results after a dose of rhubarb ouglit to be explained
otlierwise. The normal secretions restored l)y the

operation of this remedy, are themselves the causes of

the stoppage of the flux, and the constipation whicli

follows is notliing more than a natural result of the

previous over-stimulation of the intestinal secretions.

The common addition of alkalies, like soda and mag-
nesia, is justified by the considerations already ad-

vanced of the necessity for alkalinity in tlie intestinal

juices, wliile the still further addition of spices or

aromatics supplies the indication for antiseptics.

The oils contained in spices, like cloves, ginger, cinna-

mon, etc., are close allies chemically with phenic or

carbolic acid, and hence their preservative powers,

which are made use of in pickling, etc. But it is not

so generally known that camphor, oil of peppermint,

and notably oil of winter-green (Gaulotheria Pro-

cumbens, not the Pipsissewa), are equally members of

the chemical series to which carbolic acid belongs.

From oil of winter-green also, salicylic acid can be

derived even more readily tlian from salicin itself

;

while it illustrates the relationship which I have just

mentioned between these various vegetable products,

to know that salicylic acid is now chiefly made from
phenic acid itself.

In recommending these old remedies, therefore,

whose value experience has shown for so long, I have
aimed to explain why they are beneficial, in order to

prevent you from giving tliem up too soon under the

temptation to resort to opiates and astringents. You
rarely relieve an acute diarrhoea by these last, unless it

be already nearly cured by natural means ; but I have
seen many instances of chronic diarrhoea which had
become quite difiicult to arrest, from what I lielieved

to be a too early and persistent use of opiate and
astringent mixtures. Opium is a very effective agent
for suspending digestive secretions, as is often disas-

trously shown when it is administered to check the

cough of phthisis, and hence I give it in diarrhoea

only after the failure of the first remedies recom-
mended, and then generally in combination with them
or with other adjuvants to be mentioned presently.

The first prescription for an adult, therefoic, would
be something like this: 5 Magnes. sulph. 3 vi. ; Syr.

rhei arom. 3 iiss. ; 01. gaulotheriae gtts. x. ; Aq.
nienthse ad 2 vi. M. S.—Tablespoon every three

hours.

Should the irritation, however, produced by the
fermentation be so great as to cause a condition of
persistent intestinal catarrh, we may then have re-

course to astringents; but if so, I must prefer the min-
eral acids to the vegetable astringents, and would al-

ternate with the above prescription the following
modification of Hope's Mixture : IJ Acidi nitr. dil.

3iv. ; Tr. cainphora>, Tr. opii, !Ta 3 iss. ; Syr. zingi-

beris, 3 i. ; Aq. cinnamomi ad ? iv. M. S.—Two tea-

spoons in a little water. It is only when the intestinal

inflammation reaches such a degree that fever is de-
veloping, tliat you sh(mld have recourse to more active

astringent measures. Should such a condition arise,

the indication for the administration of the acetate of
lead is plainest, because it is the only astringent we
possess which is also a local sedative to inflammation,
while the other mineral, and still more the vegetable,

astringents are local irritants.

©riiviial Communications.

LISTER'S ANTISEPTIC METHOD
OVARIOTOMY.

By J. MARION SIMS, M.D..

IN

HEW YORK.

Professor Lister's late visit to, this country seems
to have given a new impulse to anti3e[)tic surgery.

Van Buren has adopted it with success, and is lectur-

ing on it to his class at Bellevue with great enthusi-

asm. Stephen Smith has also adopted it with the

same success, and is teaching it most earnestly to his

class at the University, and other surgeons must take

is up. I have often wondered why it had not been

used in ovariotomy. Lister told me it had not been
done in Great Britain. He advocated it strongly, but
Spencer Wells and Keith have had such wonderful
success in their operations, that they did not feel jus-

tified in trying any new method.
I would have used it long ago if I could have

found a convenient and amijle spray-producer.

A fortnight ago I heard that Dr. Sass had per-

fected an apparatus, and had tested it in operations

by Van Buren, Stephen Smith, and others. I saw Dr.

Sass, and he kindly consented to bring his apjjaratus,

and apply the carbolic spray for me in a case of ova-

riotomy.

The patient, forty-seven years of age, noticed a

tumor the size of an orange in the right iliac region

last April. She consulted her family physician, who
pronounced it an ovarian tumor. In June she con-

sulted Dr. Thomas, who wisely told her the time had
not arrived for an operation. On the 20tli July she

went to Philadelphia to see Dr. Atlee, who gave her

the same good advice. I saw her on the 20th Septem-
ber. I have never seen any one so anxious for an
operation. I dissuaded her from it, advising her to

return home, and wait at least till next spring. I

told her the tumor did not weigh more than ten

pounds, and that an operation was not justifiable till

she vomited her food, and bcgiin to emaciate. I saw
her a month later. She declared she h.ad not the

strength to make the journey home, and that she

threw up every time she toak food. 1 still refused to

operate. She wrote to Dr. Atlee, and he replied on
the 6th N<)\;eml)er: " I can scarcely tliink a tumor so

small cad affect your general health so seriously. But
if your emaciation and debility are the result of the

presence of the tumor, then^by all means it should be
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rcriKivcd." I Itclicve Iiit voniitiii'; aiul cimsiMpiciit

ciimcliition were mainly tlie icsult of iiicntiil uiul

iiiiiiiil causes. Wliatevi.T the cause, tuT tUoliuiii'^

stii'ii^th and a ri'cciit fiis^itivi- attack of |)(^i'ituiiitis

warnid iiie not to procrastinate the operation any
lonj;iT.

Tlic operation was done on Thursday, the 2Iid

Nov<'iul)er last, I am particular in tixini^ the date,

because I believe it inaugurates a new departure in

ovariotomy.
Dr. S:iss directed the spray, which coverifd the seat

of operation with a delicate carliulic mist. The
hands, sponptes, and instruments were all dipped in

carbolic water. The operation and dressiuL; lasted

forty minutes, the Sfiray litin^ kept up all the time.

It could have bren continued two hours, if necessary.

There were no ailliesions. The peritoneal cavity con-

tained six or ei;^lit ounces of a reddish serum. The
|)eritoneal membrane was everywhere deeply con-

geste<l. This fact explains the presence of reddish
serum, and the previous attack of peritonitis.

Tlie pedicle was very short, and at least three

inches broad. It was tied in three sections with strong

twine, and drawn out an<l ll.\ed in llie lower angle of

the wound, clamp-f:ishion.

The external incision was closed by sutures, and a

carbolized dressing applied.

The pulse never rose above 90, nor the temperature
over 101.

Convalescence was fully assured in forty-eight

hours, and the patient is now quite well. The tumor
was polycystic, on right side, and weighed fifteen

pounds.
1 hasten to lay this case before the profession

merely to urge the adoption of Lister's antiseptic

nietliod in ovariotomy, which, I am sure, will prove

as valuable in this operation as it has in general sur-

gery.

Dr. Sa-ss's apparatus answered it.s purpose admir-
ably, and I think he has rendered us a great service in

bringing it before the profession at this time.

OPIUM I.VEBIUETY.

Hy .1. B. M.VTTISOX, M.D.,

ItROOKLTN, N. T.

(Ri-atl before the Medical .Society o( the Co. of KingH.)

In accepting the invitation kindly tendered me to

prepare a paper for presentation this evening, I have
done so with the most a|)preciative sense of my inaliil-

ity (o proffer more than an outline of a suliject great

and irrowing in its importance, and which demands
of him who would do it full justice time in excess

and talent in advance of that I have bestowed upon
it.

Tiii^ to|)ic to which I am desirous of directing yinir

attention, and which I trust I shall be able to invest

with a larger shan^ of interest than you have hitherto,

perhaps, accordi'd it. is Opium Ineliriety : its Pathol-

ogy, Etiology. I'rognosis, and Treatment.

i am well aware that, in so doing, I am inBtituting

a new departure from the ordinary line of investiga-

tion concerning a most important factor in the weal

of a common humanity; but if I can succeed in im-

pressing up(m you the fact that in opium we pos.sc.ss an

agent potent for mil as well as good, and whose power

in this regard has failed of receiving from our griMit

body professional the attention it .so deservedly ch'-

mands. it may be that, in time to come, being fore-

warned you will be forearmed, and able to avert a

dauger which is far from fanciful, but has in it, when
fidly established, llinl which leads down to the dark-

ness of moral and physical di>;;railation or death.

An assei-tion that tlie eonsumplion of opium in this

country during the past quarter of a <-enlury has in-

creased to an extent utterly unwarranted by its need
as a therapeutic measure pure atid simple, will, 1 pre-

sume, pass uncliallenge<l. No one will deny that a

marked change has occurred in the practice of medi-
cine 80 far as the employmint <if this drug is con-

cerned; but that, alone, is entirely inadiquate to

explain the inordinate demand at present existing.

Casting about for an explanation, we lind there has

been established among us a disea.sed eoniMtion, not,

it is true, enumerated in our nosology, but which has,

nevertheless, as asserted by high authority, "i.ltained

stupendous dimensions, lying amijushed beneath the

foundations of health and happiness," and which pre-

sents, in many instances, a symptomatology as marked
and specific as that of the better-known ills to which
our tiesh is heir.

After a time more or less prolon;;ed, according to

varying circumstances, an individual who has Ijcen

employing opium, Ix; the cause thereof what it may,
linds himself the subject of sundry uncomfortal)le

sensations for which he is unable satisfactorily to

account ; but in many eases ignorant a.s to their real

nature, or supposing them to lie some new manifesta-

tions of the disorder for which the drug wa.s adminis-

tered, no suspicion is aroused, its use continued, and
this order of alTairs re|ieated. eventually engenders a

condition in which the demand for the stimulant is

imperative, and the pitiable sulVerer becomes the vic-

tim of an appetite that will not be denied ; a craving

that is, in almost the entirety of cases, absolutely irre-

sistible.

Or, it may be, a patient well aware of the danger
attending a protracte<l euiployment, fails of its full

appreciation until some peculiar circumstance calls

attention thereto, and then, Knot too long delayed, a

tremendous effort, costing di.stre.ss of niiml and body,

may succeed in ca.sting off the incubus; but in loo

many instances the power to will has become so pros-

trateil that it is unable to reassert it.self, and the hap-

l(Ns individual is given over to a servitude most
d<'plorable.

Again, as more oftens happens, j)atienls continue its

use without the slightest idea of IhiMlanger superven-

ing, being unaware of its eni-naring property and
unHarned by their medical attentlani : and when re-

lieved, as tlu'y suppose, of a necessity for its continu-

ance, and an attempt is made at abandonment, are

horrilied at finding it impossible so to do. and un-

less Inrlping hands come to the rescue, almost inva-

ri;.bly find themselves relapsing into their former con-

dition.

Then, too, are those who, with an inordinate desire

for stimulants of some sort, have recourse to opium
for various reasons, as one demand or another for its

use may be uppermost. The man of letters fimls his

eagerness in the pursuit of knowli'dj^e (piiikened and
enhanced thereby. The orator discovei-s his llights of

fancy and bursts of eloipnnce more easily attainable

with than without it. Aulhoi-s, under its intlnenee,

tind themselves in possession of a larger storehou^e

from which to draw the nnitcrial for their literary

producti(m.s. The men and women of society discover

the charm of their aecomplishnieiit.s, bi' the sphere of

their adornments what it may, largely increased by its

wonderfid power; and the votaries of pleasure, ex-

hausted by the round of their dissipating indulgence,

resort to it to rekindle, in their well-nigh cfTute frames,
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tlie fire that has burned so low and threatens to go
out altogether.

Souuer or later, various functions become disordered.

One of the earliest and most constant is an obstinate

tor|jur of the intestinal tract, diarrha?a occasionally

alternating; the appetite becomes impaired, and in-

digestion holds liigh carnival; the skin grows dry
and harsh, and its natural color gives place to a tinge

yellowish or brou7X'd ; the eye loses its accustomed
brilliancy and assumes a dull, lustreless look ; flaslies

of heat and cold succeed each other ;
cramp-like pains

rack tlie l)ody ; sleep vanishes, or is trouljled, dream ful

and altogether unsatisfying ; tlie face becomes pinclied

and haggard; emaciation ensues ; the strength declines,

and the wretched unfortunate becomes, indeed, a mere
pliysical wreck of his former self. Mentally, tlie con-

dition is deplorable. Tossed about by conflicting

emotions, preyed upon by distressing doulrts and
fears abiding, conscious of his thraldom and the

impotency of his efforts at emancipation, tlie al>ject

slave to tills galling bondage goes through life sur-

rounded by a darkness seemingly impenetiable and,

at times, down "into the very depths of des|)ondency

and gloom." The strong becomes weak, the brave a

coward, and all the nobler attributes of a vigorous

inanliood are swamped in the overwhelming rush of

this imperious appetite.

(Tentlemen, this is no fancy picture. I have seen a

man whose courage would have carried him to the

cannon's mouth, and wliose eloquence has thrilled the

councils of liis State and the nation, so powerless in

the grasp of tliis monster, that liis helplessness was in-

deed pitiable to see. I liave known a patient declare

he would sooner endure for days tlie exquisite pain

of a mortal neurotic lesion, than be enshrouded a few
hours in tlie gloom that pressed itself down upon liiin

as a result of his thraldom to opium. Those of you
who have read the pages of Coleridge, will remember
the graphic recital of suffering as a sequence of his

slavery to this most tyrannical of masters. This, in

fact, constitutes one of the most painful features con-

nected witli an enslavement to opium, and in many
cases, doubtless, far transcends the mere physical dis-

tress. As has been well remarked, " but few know the

terrors of those who are thus diseased. But few can

comprehend the torment of a sensitive moral nature

that by reason of its very sensitiveness has yielded

to the bondage of appetite. But few apprehend the

physical demand for composure and even oblivion

that haunts a restless, nerve-worn nature, and many
more should be willing to shield a brother's infirmity

with the same covering of charity which they would
themselves desire under a similar invincible pressure."

The description above given, applies of course

only to cases where from peculiarity of constitution,

hereditary or acquired, or from the extent and dura-

tion of the disease, the system has vmdergone a well-

marked transformation. In the earlier stages the

effects may be quite satisfactory, as has been observed

by one who speaks wliereof he knows: " The victim

takes his fiist dose and feels e.xalted, serene, confident.

His intellectual faculties are so adjusted that he needs
but call, and they obsy ; discipline and order reign.

His load of care, the tedium of life, his aches and
l)ains, and ' the spurns that patient merit of the un-

worthy takes,' are all lifted from his shoulders ....
The beams pour in, tlie clouds disperse, and all is

bright as noon-day. But this calm is only that which
precedes tlie storm. The nerves, that system of

exquisite meclianism in man, have been interfered with

and abused. There has been an unnatuial strain ; the

harmony of tension has been disturbed and deranged

;

and now, instead of discipline and equanimity, cruel

disorder and distraction rule the hour."

The time required for bringing about this latter re-

sult admits of wide variation. I have notes of an
instance in wliicli the inebriate plodded ahmg nearly

seven years seemingly contented, save in unimportant
particulars, so long as there was no interference with

his accustomed intoxicant. Recently I have been

made acquainted ivith the case of a gentleman wlio

has been an habituate for a still longer period ; but

owing to an originally strong constitution, it is only

now that he feels impelled, from the encroachments the

disease has l)egun to make upon him, to seek relief.

Individual instances vary largely regarding habitual

consumption- The maximum daily quantity in cases

under ])ersonal care was twenty gi ains of morphia .«ub-

cutaneously ; the minimum a fraction less than -|'„ that

amount. The extent of habituation, either as to time

or quantity, affords no criterion of the effect produced,
lieing sometimes strikingly dispro))ortionate, and in

the instances mentioned the results were much less

disastrous in the larger consumer, and tliis too de-

spite the fact that liis addiction was more than triple

in duration that of the other. The literature of

this part of the subject presents some examples so

extraordinary as to seem almost beyond belief ; and
among them the most notable in all respects, of which
I liave knowledge, occurred under the observation of

Dr. .John Van Bibber of Baltimore, and may be found
in full in the Archives of Neurology for May, 1875.

This gentleman reached a maximum of 60 to 80 grs.

morphia, hypodermically, per diem, with the addition

of from one to three jjints of whiskey and eight or ten

strong cigars. Under treatment he improved, but

eventually succumbed to the triple pressure of his

aleohoi, opium, and tobacco. Opium inebriety jiresents

itself in a twofold aspect, that of a vice and of a dif-ease

;

and in cases primarily the former, it sooner or later

eventuates in the latter. As a vice, those instances

—

a marked minority I think—in which the initial taking

is a re])reliensible desire for its stimulating properties,

apart from any condition demanding its jiain-reliev-

ing power—a mere wish for its pleasures, witli or

witliout the knowledge that its pains will prove to he
greater than any delights it may furnish if its use be
continued.

As a disease, those cases where its primal eniploj'-

ment is legitimate, liaving the sanction of professional

authority, and in which its use is persisted in until

the morlnd condition becomes thoroughly established.

Just when the line of demarcation will l)e reached

cannot with positiveness be predicted. Various mod-
ifying circumstances may exist in individual instances

tending to prolong the time during which volition

exerts a controlling power ; but its reign is of necessity

limited, and then opium inebriety as a vice is sup-

planted by opium inebiiety as a disease. The shortest

time which I have known required to establish this

latter condition was three weeks, at the expiration of

which, although the disease originally demanding it

was subdued, the o])ium was not, and the gcntkman
remained an inebriate for many months, the final

result being favorable.

Opium inebriety demands a congenial soil f( r its

development. The nervous temperament furnishes a

fertile field. We are essentially a people of this

type, the most so. Dr. Beard asserts, on the glol>e.

Neurotic diseases are rife among us, increasing rather

than otherwise ; and to tlieir growing frequency and
tlie consequent freedom, amounting at times, I feel

bound to say, to recklessness witli which the anodyne
properties of this drug are invoked for the mitigation
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of pniii, is to be ascrilx'il in most measure tlio alarm-
int; proportions to wliiih tliis dispense has attuiiicd

aiiion^ us.

The majority of iiullvidiiiils lial)le to become inebri-

ates possess a eonstitution so in liarmony witli its

seductive properties, tliat llie exlilbition of opium for

more tlian a limited time; expnses them to tlie risk of
inebriety. Probal>ly not a few umonir you are eoi^ni-

y.ant of those on whom it exercises tliis faseinalin;;

influence, and wliose safety would be seriously im-
perilled by a somewhat prolonged administration.

The limits of this paper preclude an analysis of this

favoriui; diatliesis. and it will sullice to say that the

leading factor tluMVof is a strongly markeii /iini/il<iri/

tendency to debility of the nervous system, either

special or general, as evideneeil by an ancestral morln-
nry record in which neurotic lesions present a promi-
nent predominance. I do not wish to he understood
as saying that tin; one is, of necessity, the corollary of

the other; but I believe the exceptions not immerous;
and if the proposition in the nuiin be ci>rrect, the care

tienianded in determining the status of an individual

from the stand-point of hereditary tendency prior to a

protracted employment is too obvious to call for

comment.
Touching thus superficially on some of the more

salient points connected with this disease, we pass to

consider the question of cause, which, in its practical

relation to ourselves, as physicians, I take to be the

most important part of the subject ; for, if what is

deemed the; leading agent in its origin lie correct, then

opium inebriety becomes in large degree a disease

preventable, and as such assuredly deserves our Con-
sideration.

Kelcitating to abler authority the great questiim of

the etiology of inebriety in general, and restricting at-

tention to this special type, What is the initial cause

of its development? Do men take opium from choice

merely for its pleasures ; or is it that, once ordered

on professional authority for some ill. fancied or real,

and continued a tiuK^ iudelinite. the patient, never

dreaming of the danger he is cimrting, finds himself,

when therapeutic indications for its use have l)een ful-

filled, a victint i T<mching this, observation varies
;

though the preponderance of testimony favors the

cause last mentioned. A recent writer holds to the op-

posite view, his languagt! being: " In accordance witli

the best information I have been able to gather, the

largest number of opium eaters contract the habit from
choice, merely for its ])leasHres." Prominent an\ong
those well (pialified to pass judgment on this ipiestion

is Dr. Harrish, who reaches a directly contrary conclu-

sion :
' Men take it not for social enjoyment, but for a

physical necessity." Another authority in this country

remarks: ' For the primary induction of the habit, the

stated physician is so commonly responsible, that the

onus /iniliitniti in exculpation rests upon him by all fair

presumption." A late fJerman writer .says: " The i

original causes of this di.seased condition, and of its

e.xtensiim. are the doctors themselves, who have accus-
'

tonu'd patients to resort to the use of injections for the

relief of painful affections of more or less short dura-

tion." Further corroborative evidence comes from
another foreign source, in which the writer, after

noting three eases of this ilisciise coming inider his

care, all having their inci-ption in an opiate prescrip- t

tion, remarks: "This leads me to 8:»y that 1 think there

are many cases of chroni<' disease, or diseiu<<! in which
sleeplessness is a prominent symptom, in which opimn
is fn^ipiently prescribed willnrnt any thouixht of this

danger supervening, and which has led me to believ<' ,

and practice that it is advisable nut to give opium

continuously for any length of time in these cases, un-
ices in painful and ineuralile disi:i.se.s, a.s cancer, etc.,

especially if the patient is of a nervous temperament.
There is no doubt that pain or sleeplessness would
more frequently have to l)e endured, but other remedies
might lie substituted which would, in part, tlxuigh

not entirely, take its place. .\nd, if we consider

that it would save some, more perhaps than many are

aware of, from contracting such a habit, I think that

at least it would be advisable to consider this danger
and bear it in mind when we are called upon to treat

such ca-ses and b<-lieve opium to be indicated ; a dan-
ger which most rea<lers well know, from their own
experience, not to be a fanciful one." ,\ Iter referring

to the strictures sometimes passed regarding the me-
dicinal employment of aUoholic stimulants, he con-

tinues: 'Hut it is otherwi.se with those whom I have
mentioned, who have not known the potency of this

drug, at least personally, until it was professionally

administereil, and who, in all likelihood, would ncjt

have known it unless so ordered. Aiul this is gener-

ally the rule, I think, that the majority of habitual
opium-eaters have, in the lii'st instance, acrpiired the

taste for it after having been ordered it by a medi<'al

man ; and in view of this danger, I venture to say
tiiat this (Uight to be borne in mind when we adminis-
ter opium in these cases, lest we might be the innocent

cause of setting the spark to the fire that may only be
e.vtingui.shed with life." Speaking from personal ob-
servation, my testimony militates a statement as to the
voluntary induction of this direful degradation.

If this lie true, what is the great lesson to be learned
on this most important subject ; Sinq>ly this, that

the necessity for caution in the prescribing of opiates

rises to that of a tint;/, in view of the fact that much
the larger number of victims to this baneful bondage
become such through the unintentional ministrations

of their nudical attendants.

Respecting the prognosis of this affection, various
circumstances may exist in individual cases affecting

tlii^ probability of a successful termination. If the in-

ebriety be the W(/// disea.se. no complication existing,

the i)rospect. of course, is heightened, though I am
somewhat sceptical regarding the assertion of a recent

writer, himself a ten years" sufferer, but linally relieved,

that every ca.se of opium inebriation not complicated
by organic derangement, admits of cure. The extent
of habituation as to (lurtition is of greater import in

determining the likeliness of a favorable evcTituation

than the mere daily quantum consumed. The h^ng'T
the addiction the less favcjralile the prognosis, though
to this there are. I believe, some .striking exceptions.

.Much, too, depends on the patient's condition at the

time restorative measures are adopted. If the g( neral

health be not very greatly impaired, and if. in addi-
tion, can be aroused an earnest purposes on the part of
the sufFiTcr to co-operate cordially with whatever
mode of medication is adopted, an unyielding resolve

to persevere in treatment, never douiiting the issue, a
strong point is gained and the prospect of recovery
very greatly enhanced. Dr. Lewenstein says that
scarcely twenty-live per cent, recover. Dr. I'arrisli

remarks: "(Jf the cases miscellaneously presenting,

one-third are curable if conducted under instituticmal

rf'gime." Dr. Day gives similar testimony. Dr. ('al-

kins writes: "In a certain pen-entage, not yet defined,
of rases curable, but under this primary and essential

iondili(m, that the' patient is, for the time being, nio-
rally, if not physically, suliji'i't to tlii' supervisiim and
guidance of his physician." Dr. V.an Deusen oliserves:
" Our experience has satisHird us that a large share of
the cases deemed as having got beyond the reach of
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medical aid can be successfully conducted ; but then
on this one condition only, that the physician sliall

have the entire and exclusive control. As for efforts

at reformation voluntarily undertaken and successfully

carried tlirouirh, the cases are so extremely excejjtional

as never to be counted on ; l)ut when a course of
treatment lias been submitted to and faithfully juose-

cuted to the end, the result is directly the other way."
My personal experience in the management of this

disease is entirely substantiative of this latter state-

ment.
Regarding treatment, a wide divei-sity of o])inion

exists as to the propriety of a sudden or gradual
withdrawal of the hal)itual intoxicant. There are

those eminent in the fraternity who favor the former
practice. And in one case under my care, a prominent
surgical autliority advised tlie man's incarceration, and
the morphia shut off at once and forever. Sooner
than sulmiit, tlie patient declared to me he would have
attempted self-destruction. Howe, in " Emci'gcncics,"

asserts that ' tapering oft' will not result in cure."

This statement is a very mistaken one, as the successful

experience of more than one pi-actitioncr can well

attest. Ur. Lewenstein states :
" This is best eff'ected

suddenly, rather than progressively, the economy sup-
porting an energetic procedure of tliis kind more
easily than one more gradually conducted." Dr. L.'s

cases may have been such as to warrant him in this

assertion ;
but as apjilying to opium intoxicants in

general, I am doulitful.

In large inebriate asylums immediate abandonment
is urged as being more active and prompt; but it

must be remembered in thiscoimection that tlics(i insti-

tutions are ah\e to impose ])liysic:d restraint, without
which, in well-marked cases, it is well-nigh impossiljle

to secure success if this plan, which may well be called

heroic, be adopted. Advocates of this method argue
that opium is a |3oison, and as such should he at once
cliscarJed, and that its votaries, so long as tliey are

allowed to experience its exhilarating effects, clamor
for its continuance. The logic of the first proposition
is open to question ; and as to the latter, it is a fact

that, so far from actually craving the drjg, ojiium
haliituates entertain a feeling distinctly the reverse.

Instead of a longing, a loathing ; a disgust, rather

than a desire ; for, be it remembered, the morl)id appe-
tite is the result of the diseased condition, and as such
strictly involuntary—outside the will's domain. Al)-

sence of the accustomed supply gives rise to great
mental and phy.sical di.scomfort, almost invarial)ly pre-

cipitating tlie patient into a renewal : but this proceeds
not from any wish for its mere exhilaration, for, in

many instances, this is lost altogether ; but from the

reason that the will is weak, and when the crucial time
arrives gives way entirely ; so that, to use the striking

language of a sufferer, '• tlie drug-damned victim re-

sumes the hell-invented curse."

Opposed to this treatment is what may be termed
the reductionary mode of management, which con-
sists of an immediate diminution to the point of tol-

eration, and thenceforward its decrease in quantity,
more or less minute, according to the degree of suffer-

ing attending its withdrawal ; meanwhile surrounding
the patient by circumstances hygieuically favorable,
and employing such direct medication as will best teucl

to sustain and strengthen the shattered nervous system
and make amends for the ab.straction of the adventi-
tious support. The leading advocate of this metliod
in tliis country says :

" Our experience in the treatment
of opium cases has satisfied us that it is neitlier wise
nor humane to deprive the sufferer of his usual allow-
ance all at once, but rather to grant a certain indul-

gence. Our practice is, in the general, to curtail by two-
thirds, and upon the remainder to make reductions by
inconsiderable fractional differences." A similar plan
is, I believe, jnirsued in the public institution under
charge of members of this Society. It has, too, oper-
ated successfully among cases in private practice, and
is, in my judgment, best adapted to a majority of in-

stances of the disease.

The reasons advanced in its favor are, that by it is

avoided the shock which would of necessity ensue
on a peremptory setting aside of the entire supjjly.

Again, patients presenting themselves for treatment
are often so reduced in their general condition as to

require restorative measures to recuperate to a point at

which they will be better able to bear the pressure when
the time of trial comes. Then, too, by this plan can
sooner lie secured the confidence of the patient—a fac-

tor of no trivial .significance, since by assuring him
that the treatment will be as i)ainless as it can well be
made, his courage, all too drooping, more likely can be
revived, and he induced to lend his co-operation with
whatever measures may be deemed advisable. And by
thus securing the trust, an excellent foundation is laid

for the nioi'al jjart of the tieatment, which must most
certainly react with favoi' on the physical.

At first sight, an immediate reduction of one-lialf or

two-thirds seems almost dangerously ra])id ; Ijut the

fact is, opium inebriates frequently become possessed
of the idea tliat their supply must be increased, so that

at length they are consuming a quantity entirely in

excess of what is actually required, and a very decided
decrease occasions l:mt little inconvenience. I renieni-

lier an instance in which the descent was made from
five grains hypodermically. daily, to two-thirds of a

grain, before any material discomfort was experienced.
In the front rank of therapeutical measures is to be

placed what m.ay l)e termed a stout diet—an abundance
of richly nutritious food, of such character and variety

as shall seem Ijest adapted to rejiair the waste effected.

As an admirable acljunct, cod-oil is commended.
Tlie signal advantages obtained in the treatment of
other neuroses present the strongest arguments for its

employment in the one under consideration. Of the
strictly medicinal agents, various helpful resources are

at command. Strong nerve tonics are demanded.
Strychnia, preferalily the sulphate subeutaneously, is

valuable. Arsenic is a roliorant of value. Its power
as an efficient nerve-strengfliener is indisputable. Fer-
ruginous preparations, especially tincture of the chlo-
ride, generously given, are of service. Phosphorus,
zinc, quinine, and the minor tonics may be cmjiloyed
as adjuvants. I believe electricity, from its well-known
tonic and sedative properties, to be well adapted to

the treatment oi tliis disease.

The invigorating effects of cold-water baths, simple
or salt, sponge or shower, followed by a libeial amount
of friction, are serviceable. The value of alcoholic

stimulants is a mooted question, by some condemned
as worse than useless, by others esteemed. Regarding
this point, individual peculiarities are to be respected.
Important auxiliary aid may be secured by a judicious
empliyment of exercise, especially pedestrian.

For the sorely-besetting alvine torjior, atropia is the

remedy piir excellence. Hypodeiniically administered,

Ti'ii
to j\i gr. at bedtime, it has, in my experience, always

secured relief. It possesses additional value in re-

straining the excessive cutaneous action resulting from
tlie opium withdrawal, and is, liesides, a stimulant of
unquestioned power to the sympathetic nervous sys-

tem, which bears in large measure the brunt of this

disense.

Of the suffering ensuing when the tolerant point is
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readied, that connected with a want of sleep stunds

proiiiincnt. The insomnia is at times so decided as to

di'fy relief, save by a temporary resort to (>|>ium. Of
liy|>iu)tics. my preference is for chloral, but it some-

tinK'S needs dispi'iisinj? witli a lavish hand. I liave

given thirty, forty, fifty, and sixty {{rs. consecutively,
t

of a nii^lit, before the a-^rypiiia subsided. Hromi<le of

pota.ssium is valual>le, but it must be i^iven freely—one
j

to tliree drachms in the twenty four liours. " A point

of importance is to administer it durim; tlie day, that

it.s effect may be cumuhilive at bedtime. The other

bromides are of service. .V combination is somitimes
advauta<5eous. Monol)ri>mide of camphor commends
itself. The lesser soporifics— hasfii.sh, henbane, ctlier,

lupulin. and valerian—-have a value. The warm bath
i

is sometimes effectual. I have seen sleep secured by

th , iuhalaliou of a very small ((uantity of cliloroform.

When everytliinfi else fails, a full dose of the accus-

tomed opiate is advisalile.

Ttie intense epiijfastric distress, the ncuralj;ia-like

adii'saiid |>ains, and tlie almost insupportable sense of

}ien:ral discomfort, arc rendered moreen(liiral)le Ijy tlie

employmint of warm baths, local or <;eneral, of simple

water, or witli vapor or air, as iu the Roman or Turk-

ish. They are unnuestionably of i;reat restorativevaluc.

Tlie resultant diarrlnca, unless e.vcessive, tlemands

no special attention. When r((iuired, warm-water
enemas, witli mercurials and mild astriui^eiits.arc imli-

cated. In the attention thuj. i,nvin the body proper,

that directed to tlie mind is of thorough iinportance.

In an affection in which the phenomena of perturbed

mental action are so coiispicuoii.sly prominent, the

value of psychical treatniMit is at once apparent.

AVith its details I need not detain you. Suffice to say

they comprise such social sunoundinj;s and sustaiiiini;

sympathy as will tend to reauimatj the prostrate spirit,

so that, with renewed physical sti'eiigth and restored

willpower, life iu its pristine integrity may be resumed.

progress of ittetiical Scinice.

ENTOZO.V OF THE Elepii.^nt.— .Mr. T. Spencer Cob-

l)ohl recently examined the viscera of an elephant who
had ilied of an epidemic disease, and found that tlu'

cnto/.oa in the stomach and intestines of the animal

were a sntficient cause of death. The small intestines

contained large (luantities of strongyles, considered by

Ilr. Baird as new to science, and the colon was filled

with thousands of amphistomes, or munuri as they are

c died by tiie natives. The excessive eccliymosis ob-

served throughout the alimentary canal testified to the

injurious action of both species of entozoa. Mr. C.

says there are now four or five distinct species of en-

to'/.oa infesting the elephant. The amphistomes under

the microscope present a brilliant pink color, with

tub-rclcs projecting from the interior of their capa-

cious ventral suckers.— T/i'' Lninvt, Sept. 10, 1878.

Two New Instkumknts kou Tiik.vtmknt ok Sriitc-

TUUKs OK TiiK I'liKTHU.*.— Dr. Oib.Tsoii. of IJrooklyn,

calls th.' attention of th:' profession to a divulsing

urethrotome and a bulboiw urethrotome, designi'd by

hinnelf. which lie thinks pos.sessi-s several advantages

over all the urethro'.omes at present in use. The first

is especially designed for the treatment of strictures

of large ca'libn?. It consists of a metallic tube nine

inch •< long and eiglitoon millimetres in eircumferen<i'.

I

which pri»MiU a raised band or .shouhh'r fivi'-eighlhs

of au inch from its extremity. This is split throughout

one-third of its length, to permit the halves to be ex-

panded laterally. AVithin it is a steel tube into which,

at one end, an olive-shaped bulb can be screwed,

whilst at the opposite end is a screw, turning which

retracts the bull> and dilates the instrument. There is

a deep slot in the Imlb for the blade, the shaft of

which passes through the inner tube. The blade can

be exposed between the bulb and the shoulder, ii dis-

tance of five-eighths of an inch. Tin' instrument is

supplied with two bhides, and three bulbs of different

sizes. Kaih l)ulb has a flexible copper tip, to enable

the instrument to travei-se the deep urethra, even to

enter the bladder. The aim of tlie instrument is to

avoid deep incisions, Imt by a jirocess of combined

stretching and nicking, to effect divulsion of stric-

tures. In using it the bulb will first discover the

stricture, and must be jiassed thrcjugh. until the con-

stricting band lies between it and the shoulder; a

few turns of the screw will now expand the bars and

put this liaud on tlie stretcli. and the blade, which has

hitherto lain concealed in tlie wedge, must then lie ri-

tracted so as to traver.se the part acro.ss which the

l)and lies. Usually this first incision causes a sensible .

relief of tension, but it rarely severs the stricture com-

pletely. A few more turns of the screw will again

make this tcn.se. and th n the l)ladc must be imslied

back to the bull), again nicking and iirobably severing

the band. If necessary, this procedure; may be re-

piatcd a<;ain and again, until the stricture is com-

pletely divided. Several strictures may be divided at

the same sitting, if desired. The breadth of the dilat-

ing bars renders them less liable to contuse the urethral

walls, and the lateral dilatation by stretching the

constricting band at right angles to the knife, renders

the division easy. On this account it is n,)t necessary

to dilate the urethra as excessively as with Dr. (His'

iiistruineut.s. The dilatation occurs only at the point

of constriction. The operation is not very painful,

and the hemorrhage is not great. A full-sized sound

must be passed for a few days after the operati.m.

( )ne great advantage of this instrument is, that it fixes

the stricture at the ])rccise jioint where the blade pro-

jects. Finallv it is simply constructed, strimg, easily

cleansed, and "not expensive. Dr. Giberson has em-

ployed it with much satisfaction in a large number of

cases.

His second instrument consists of a metallic tube,

to one end of which is attached one of a series of

grooved bulbs of various dimi'nsions. Through the

tube passes a steel rod. one end of which is a blade

half an inch long, which is concealed until renuireil.

The in.strument comljines the merits of a bulbous

bougie and a urethrotome. In using it. the bulb must

first bo iia.ssed through the stricture, and the knife

pushed forwarils and made to surmount the most

prominent jiart of the bulb. The instrument is then

drawn outwards and made to cut its way through the

stricture. If a single incision be insutlicient, a larger

bulb may be substituted and the procedure repeat, d.

If the stricture be very tight, or it be necc.s.sary to re-

lieve sudden retention of urine, the bulb is replaced

by a flexible, tunnelled tip. which is slipped over a

whalebone iruide previously introduced. A larg(r

blade is then |.rojected. and the stricture divi.led.

Dr. (tibersem believes, however, that stricture below

I
-JO Kn'iich, are more satisfactorily treated by gradual

I

dilatation, when practicable.

I
CONTUACTION- OK TllK P.M.MAU F.VSCIA.—Dr. O. W.

Madelung, of Bonn, has. during th.' last few years,

examined and observed the treatment of a nnnib.r of

cases of this affection iu the Surgical n.)si)ital in th.it
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city. In sevei'al of the cases he obtained histories of
previous injuries or inflammations of tlie palmar
aspect of tiie hand, and tliinks tliat tliese were the

exciting causes of the suljseqiient contraction. In
otlier cases, and especially those occurring in advanced
age, the disappearance of the fat which fills every
interstice in the palmar fascia during early and adult
life, seemed to be at least a predisposing cause of the

affection. By this disappearance of fat, parts of tlie

tense connective tissue of the palm are left unpro-
tected, and the constant pressure, especially opposite

the heads of the metacariial bones and the flexor

tendons, leads to chronic inflammation, to a hyiier-

plasia, and fin.ally shrinking of the normal fibres and
consequent permanent flexion of the fingers. The
dise.ise claims imperatively the help of tlie surgeon,

both on account of its painfulness and of the incon-

venience resulting from the deformity. Tlie standard
surgical haud-l)Ooks mention several operations for its

relief, but unfortunately none of them offer any
guarantees of success, and they are, moreover, so often

followed liy obstin:ite inflammation and ulceration,

that they are now generally discarded by surgeons of
e.\:perieiice. Prof. Busch, of Bonn, however, has de-
vised an operation that lias produced several cures,

and has never produced any injurious conseinience.

It consists in raising a triangular fold of skin, tlie

l)ase of wliich falls in the furrow separating the bent
fingi'r from the palm of the hand, and the apex is at

the furthest point in the palm, at which diseased fibres

of the connective tissue can be felt, when the finger is

extended to the uttermost extent. The flap is dis-

sected up from the a|)ex, as much as possible of the

subcutaneous tissue being taken with it, so as to freely

expose the palmar fascia. The flexion of the finger

will now yield a little, and small nicks must then be
made in tlie fascia, wherever the tension reveals con-
tracted filjies, until the finger can be completely ex-

tended. The edges of the wound are then loosely

united by sutures and the hand kept in a sling with-
out attem|)ting to preserve the extension. When the

wound has granulated entirely, slight extension may
1)3 begun by placing wood cylinders of various sizes

in the hand, and later on the hand may be stretclied

on a posterior splint, and active and passive move-
ments may l)e made wliile dressing the wound. If

several fingers be affected, two fingers may be included
in one flap, but it is well not to attempt more in one
noeration. Advanced age is no counterindication to

t le operation. It has never been followed Ijy burrow-
i ig of i)us, or inflammation of the sheaths of tlie ten-

dons, or liy tetanus. On one occasion part of the flap

sloughed, piobably from too early attempts at stretch-

ing. The operation relieves the tension and flexion

c )mpletely, but does not prevent the occurrence of
tlie malady in another situation. It is important not
tj begin luovements, or to bind the hand on a splint,

before the complete formation of granulations in the

"^ound, as this would cause pain and swelling of the

hand, and jjerhaps sloughing of the flap. In 18.58,

Buscli called attention to tlie great elasticity of granu-
lations, of wliicli he has often taken advantage in the

treatment of cicatrices from burns.

Treatmi'iit of this, contraction by means of manual
or mechanical extension without operation, has been
tried time and again, but it seems to be utterly use-

less, and has only resulted in aggravating the pain.

Several operations may be necessary to effect a cure.

The ojjeration will lie greatly facilitated by the use of
Esmareh's bloodless metliod, and the wound be made
to heal more rapidly by the use of Lister's anti.septic

dressing. When this dressing is used, even if the

sheaths of the tendons be injured, which will unavoid-
alily happen in some cases, the tendons may remain
perfectly free and unimpeded in their motions.

Mode of TEnMiN.\TioN of the T.^ctile Nerves.—
Up to the present time, as is known, our information
concerning the terminations of the tactile nerves is

limited to the knowledge that a portion of tliese nerves

end in terminal corpuscles, particularly the tactile

corpuscles of Jleissner, and tlie terminal Ijulljs or

corpuscles of Krause; it is admitted that the remainder
terminate either freely or by closed networks.

Dr. Ditlevsen offers to show that the researches of

latter years permit of views which are quite di.stinct

and much more satisfactory from an anatcunical as

well as jihysiological point of view. With this ol)ject,

he has reviewed all the researches which demon-
strate the termination of the tactile nerves in terminal
cells. These researches are the following: 1. The
t)bservation of Leydig that the nerves of the tactile

hairs teiininate by siiecial cells, which are situated in

the sheaths of the roots of the hairs, an ol)servatiori

whose truth was confirmed many years later by
Sertoli. 2. The oljservation of Merke! on tactile

cor)juscles in the tongue and beak of birds. These
corpuscles are, in reality, nothing but groups of ter-

minal nervous cells. 3. The discovery ]>y Leydig of

similar tactile corpu.scles in the skin of reiitiles and
auiphiliia 4. The fact that in man the corpuscles of

Krause are also groups of terminal nervous cells

CLongworth and Waldeyer). 5. The investigation by
Longerhaus of amphixus lanceolatus. 6. That of

Merkel of the skin of man, mammalia, and birds ; and,

7. Tliat of Ditlevsen of the skin of frogs. All these

investigations sliow that the nerves of the skin ter-

minate l)y special terminal cells. If we add the

observations, according to which the tactile corpuscles

of man and also the terminal corpuscles of birds,

ordinarily called Pacini's corpuscles, are also (irobably

groups of terminal cells, as well as other sjiecial

observations, mentioned at length by our author, it

becomes apparent that the principal characteristics of

the mode of termination of the tactile nei'ves in man
and the vertebrates are a» follows: 1. The tactile

nerves end in cells. 2. They are situated in the skin

and the adjacent mucous tissues. 3. They are spread
over the entire body ; and 4. Are sjiecially numerous
in the active organs of touch. .'5. The corpuscles of

Meissner and Krause are nothing iiut aggregations of

such cells. The result of a critical examination of

the investigations thus far made on this subject shows
tliat the reduction of gold chloride is particularly

liable to lead to error. Hence the opinions now pre-

vailing are regarded as extremely [jroblematical.

Finally, special attention is paid to certain termina-

tions of nerves, the nature of which as tactile nei'ves

is still undetermined, namely: (1) the corpuscles of
Pacini in man and the mammalia, which have been
more particularly discussed by Axel Key and Retzius

;

(2) the organs of the sixth sense of Leydig. These
organs are not, according to the author, organs of a
special sensation, as Leydig maintains, l:mt are in part

terminations of gustatory nerves (the gustatory bulbs
of man and the vertebiate animals), in part termina-
tions of tactile nerves, as well as jirobably the organs
discovered in the skin of rejitiles by Leydig and
Cartier. As to the lateral organs of fishes and tad-

poles, it is still doulitful to which of the two above-
mentioned categories they belong, but it is certain

that there is no probable reason for admitting them to

be organs of a sixth sense.

—

NanUsl't Mcdicinskt
Arliv^Me. Bd., No. 11.
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THE METRIC SYSTEM IN PRESCRIP-
TIONS.

The recent action of the Medical Society of the

County of New York, in recommending its members to

emph>y the metric system in writing prescriptions, is

likely to attract a good deal of attention, not only in

this city, l)Ut throiigliout the country at large. The

sulijei-t is one which inerit:^ the most serious considera-

tion of all who are familiar with its bearings. The

proposition to alter a long-established custom is defen-

sible only upon the ground that the substitution is

demanded upon the score of necessity, or upcm the

plea that the merits of tlie innovation overlialanee the

demerits, and more than make up for the inconvenience

connected with its introduction. Two subsidiary

(juestions likewise demand discussion, namely: Are

we ready for the change, and is there a fair ])rospect

of Us general adoption i These points appear to us

to be tlie ])rineipal ones to which attention should

at present be directed, and it is to the consideration of

these that we would invite our readers. First, is there

any necessity for a change ; In other words, is the

present system of prescribing in every respect satisfac-

tory, and are our prescriptions dispensed by apotheca-

ries in a proper manner' In ordinary preseriliing we

employ several diffen-nt units, to wit. the grain, scru-

ple, drachm, and ounce as nieaxnres of weight, and the

tluiddrachm fluidounee, and pint as measures of capa-

city. In Kngland they likewise employ corresponding

measures of weight, and also measures of capacity

liearing the same names as those in use with us. as the

tluiddrachm. tluidounee, pint, etc., but the names du

not mean the same. The tluidounee of Kngland is a

volume which will be oceupicl by 4:(7.."i grains of

water, twenty of which vcilumes constitute the pint,

while the tluidounee of this country weighs -l^rt.n

grains, and I'l ounces make a pint. This difTerenen

is a source of inconvenience to us in two ways: lirsily,

in rending English books wc cannot effect tlie reduc-

tion from their standard to our own (in cases wliero

we wish to be e.xact), without considerable trouble

;

while a second and mueli more serious inconvenience,

however, arises from tlie fact that Knglish madi- grad-

uates are said to be imported, and employed by
pharmacists in tliis city and elsewhere. In conse-

(piencc of this the jiliysician.who orders a f. 3 i. of

any preparation never knows whether the patient

will receive the amount that he desires, or whether

a less amount will be dispensed to him. This un-

certainty, due to tlie fart that measures of the same

name do not possess etiual values, is certaiidy an

<vil which demands correction in some way. There

is. however, still another difficulty in the use of

the ouiiiie. In the majority of prescn|)tions calling

for fluid preparations the letter/ is not placed before

3 symbol. In these cases it is the druggist's duty to

supply a Troy ounce, or 480 grains of the preparation

demanded. Now what is the custom in this regard ?

If the prescription goes to an American pharmacy, the

probabilities are that the fluidounee (either American

or English as may happen
I will be employed ; on the

otiierhand, if it goes to a German druggist, the prob-

abilities are eiiuiilly great that the Troy ounce will be

used. One prominent pharmacist informed us that it

was his custom to use the fluidounee in dispensing

prescriptions written by American physicians, and the

Troy ounce in dispensing tlio.se which came from

Germans. We see, then, that when ; i. of a given solu-

tion of morphine is ordered, there is a good deal of

uncertainty as to the amount that will actually l)e dis-

pensed. Another inconvenience connected witli the

use of graduates is due to the fact that it is extremely

difficult to measure with them accuratelj', even where

a reasonable degree of care is exercised ; and yet how
many of us have watched the nimble fingers of the

apothecary poi^r a tincture into a graduate, and then,

after a hasty glance, that would do credit to a pigeon-

shooter, pour it into the dispensing Iiottle, and leave

behind a lialf draclim or so, remaining in the graduate.

An ex])erieiiced apothecary states that " errors of half

an ounce or more to the pint are of freijuent occur-

rence," * duo to this species of carelessness.

Fully appreciating the errors likely to arise from this

cause, the last National Conventiein for revising tho

I'harmacopeeia directed its Committee of Uevision to

discard all measures of capacity, and to em|)loy only

measures of Wfiii//it in the formulation of otiiiinal

preparations. These directions of the Coiiv<'ntion,

liowever, were not complied with, and the committeo

olTer as an excuse that compliance therewith would

have cost them (the committee) "too much time and

trouble." ( Vide Preface to the Pharmacopaiia of tho

L'. 8., 1878.)

Thus far we have conceded tli(^ accuracy of tho

graduates themselves. If any one, however, will con-

• Wo »v»ll minmlvci liiri. unit lr\wr of nomo of the ilnmiinpnta

K'lilcli were preacnlcd to tbc CumlUa Mliion at tliu County Socictjr.
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sider the low price ($3 a dozen), at which ounce

graduates can be purchased, he will, we think, come to

the conclusion tliat very little time or trouble has been

spent upon their correct adjustment. We once per-

sonally had an opportunity of oljserving the process

of graduating and engraving these glasses, and have

often wondered whetlier our own prescriptions were

dispensed from them. In many cases, it is true,

the inaccuracy of the graduate will be balanced by the

inaccuracy of the apothecary, but in other cases this

ciTor will be increased.

In our next we will consider the character of the

Troy weights in use among us, as bearing upon the

general discussion.

ALBANY ETHICS.

Until it is definitely settled that the professors of

medical colleges have greater privileges of violating

tlie Code than are accorded to ordinary memliers of

the profession, we shall protest against the shameful

system of medical advertising which shields itself

behind college announcements in the secular pajiers.

Why any body of men, because they may constitute

themselves a faculty of a medical college, have a

i-ight to parade their professorsliips, ostensibly for

the good of the Institution, but in reality for the good
of themselves, we can never quite understand.

As we luid a right to expect Ijetter things of the

Faculty of tlie Alliany Medical College, we are

the more surprised to find it stooping to the special

method of advertising to which we have referred.

We are well aware that any cliarge of using unfair

means to advance the scliool, and through the school

to advance themselves, will be met by the interested

parties with innocent astonishment; but this will

hardly receive its wished-for interpretation by the pro-

fession at large.

There is in reality no middle ground to take in this

matter. Either the Code has to be altered to suit the

supposed requirements of tlie college, or the college

made to conform witli the requirements of the Code.
The deliberation which has apparently dictated the

policy of tlie school in the advertising affair, only adds
to the gravity of the offence, and the sooner the fac-

ulty is subjected to discipline the better. It matters

not who the members of the said faculty may be ; the

higher their position, the more effectual will be the

example which may be made of them.

Reports of Societies.

Trans.^ctions op the Inteknational Medical
Congress.—Subscriptions for tlie forthcoming volume
of Transactions of the International Medical Congress
are now being received. As but a limited edition
will be printed, gentlemen who desire to oljtain
copies are requested to forward their names, with tlie

amount of subscription ($H per eojiy, in advance;, to
the Treasurer, Dr. Casper Wister, 1308 Arch Street,
Philadel|)hia, before January 15, 1877. The price of
the volume will be raised upon the day of publi-
cation.

NEW YORK PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Staffd Meeting, Nov. 8, 1876.

Dr. Chakles K. Briddon, President, in the Chair.

button removed prom the kose.

Dr. Louis H. Sayre exhibited a liutton which had
been removed from the nose of a child by means of

the forceps devised by Mr. Durham, of Guy's Hospi-

tal. Several iihysicians had expressed their opinion tliat

tlie foreign body had already escaped, but Dr. Sayre

introduced the forceps, and felt the Ijlades strike

against something which gave a sensation different

from the tissues in tliat locality, gently separated the

blades, grasjied the body, which proved to be the but-

ton, and drew it out. The case illustrated the use

of the force])S for removing foreign bodies through
small openings without previous dilatation.

Dr. Sell referred to a ca.se in which several unsuc-

cessful attempts had been made to remove a like liody

from the nose of a small child, and liojied that the in-

strument exhibited would afford the surgeon a means
for obtaining a more uniform success.

Du. BuTDDON thought that the blades of the in.stru-

ment cxliibit<'d were too large to admit of easy intro-

duction into the middle meatus, and that the forceps

commonly employed for tearing away polypi of the

nose would jnove more uniformly serviceable. In

cases in which no instrument like a pair of forceps

could lie introduced, the foreign body might be pushed
back into the |)harynx.

Dr. a. II. Smith referred to a case in wliich a liut-

ton had remained in the nose for four or five months.

Several unsuccessful attempts had been made to re-

move it, but Dr. Smith succeeded by introducing a

hooked probe, and catching it into the eye of the

button.

Du. BuiDDON believed that the hooked probe would
more frecjuentl}' succeed than the forceps.

MAMMARY TUMOR.

Dr. Sands presented a mamillary tumor removed
that day from a mulatto woman at Roosevelt Hospital.

The patient was thirty-eight years of age, and had
never borne children. Except for the disease of the

breast, she was healtliy. Three years ago -she first

perceived simply a luird swelling, as she stated, upon
the inner side of the left nipple, but not involving it.

This gave her some uneasiness, but it did not com-
mence to grow rapidly until six months ago. Six

weeks ago the enlargement became much more rapid,

so that at the time she presented herself, a few days
before tlie operation, the swelling was probably five

times as large as It was six months previous. The
patient was sent for operation Ijy Dr. Rankin, of

Newport. Tlie appearance of the swelling of the

breast was singular. The organ was considerably

enlarged, but unequally so in the vertical and tians-

verse dii'eetions. The ^ertical measurement was a

little more tliau six inches, while the transverse reached
nearly twelve inches. The tumiu- was movable upon
the pectoral muscle ; was fi'ce from heat, ])ain, or

tenderness ; was pretty fij-ni upon the external aspect

of the breast, l)ut to tlie inner side of the nipple

was a hemispherical protuberance as large as half

of a good-sized apple, in whicli there could be
readily detected a distinct sense of fluctuation. The
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areolar of the breast seemed liealtliy ; the ni]>)>1c ap-
peiircd normal ami was not retracteil. The nineial

appearance of the breast was somethinj^ like that pri'-

sente<l when chronic abscess is present behiml the

fjlaml. and at tii-st Dr. Sands was not certain but that

it miLcht i)rove to be such a condition. The history

of tlie rase, however, and the duration of the disease,

enabled him to exclude such a cimjecture. In order
to decide as to the ))resence and the character of the

fluid, if present, a hypodermic needle was inserted at

the point where the tluctuation was niiist distinct, and
a syrinjjeful of clear, snmewhat reddish licpiid was
drawn out, which upon examination by the lieat test

was found to ciuitain albumen in lar-je cpiantity; the

sjiecimen becominir nearly solid. The fluid was ipiite

free from viscidity, and upon microscopical exaniina-

ti<m nothinjj was detected except blood-globules, and
some corpuscles, the nature of which was not detir-

niined. I)r. Sands was at a loss with regard to jiosi-

tivc diagnosis. Cancer seemed to be fairly excluded.
There was neither cachexia nor enlargement of the

lymphatic glands. The skin seemed quite healthy,

was not changed in appearance, and was not adherent
to the tumor.
The diagnosis seemed to be between adenoma, with

the occurrence of cyst due to dilatation of one of the

ducts of the glands, and a sero-cyst. He was inclined

to regard the case as one of the latter. On tlw day of

the operation, to make diagnosis more certain, the

tumor was tapped, as a preliminary measure, with a

trocar, intending, if it should prove to be a sero-cyst,

to withdraw its contents, and inject the cavity with a

solution of iodine. After the escape of about four
ounces of fluid, serous in appearance, it became evident
that the cyst was only incidental, and was not the

characteristic jiart of the disease, for after the ri'-

nioval of the fluid, there still remained a large swell-

ing, almost as large as the original. It was decided
to remove the breast by extirpation, and the object

was accomplished without dithculty, altjough he was
somewhat surprised to find, upon making the dissec-

tion, that the tumor had contracted some adhesion to

the skin.

The specimen was \)rescnted because it exhibited a

somewhat extraordinary appearance. Nearly the

entire mas-s had undergone what appeared to be
cheesy degeneration. Tlii-re was a cyst at the right

extremity of the tumor, and it did not seem to have
any distinct boundary wall. Its contents seem to have
been rather the effusion of bloody serum into the tex-

ture of the morbid growth than tlie product of secre-

tion from a ej-st-lining mi-mlmine, or a cyst wall. The
opposite edge of the tumor displayed a tissue which
looked very much liki- ordinary glandular tissue of

the breast simiewhat (edematous. Dr. Siinds inclined

to the opinion that up<m mic-oscopic examination the

tumor would be found to be an adenoma of the cystic

variety which had undergone this rennirkable kind of

degeneration, yet he was doubtful regarding its pre-

cise character. It was a tumor, however, which. prii>r

to the time of possessing any accurate knowledge
concerning such growths, would have been called

cucejihaloid. But that term, at the present time, pos-

sessi'd no meaning when applied to such growths
without a more minute examinati(m.
The s|)ecimen was referred to the Committee on

Micro.scopy.

Dii. Hkvehi.ev Robinson presented two small i)or-

tions removed from a growth in the larynx of a m.'iu,

31 years of age, who cami' under his observation three

weeks ago at the Manhatt!in Throat Hospital. At the

time the first examination was made with the laryngo-

scope, the nature of the growth was not decided.

The man was also seen by Dr. A. H. Smith, who was
also in doubt regarding the nature of the growth.

Small porticms had been nnioved, and appeared under

the microscope to be of .an epithclioinatous character.

Since the patient had come under his care there had
been considerable advance in the growth, and a certain

amount of dysphagia and dysjjna-a had been devel-

oped.
There were three interesting i)oints in the case :

Fiml. The age of the patient. As far as the doctor

was aware, no case of ei)itheliomatous tumor in the

larvnx, occurring at the age of 31 years, had been

reported.

Sefotiil. The question of enlarged lympliatic glands

at the base of the jaw and about the neck was not

sufficient to determine the nature of growths in the

larynx, whatever they may lie with regard to tumors

iu other |)arts of the body. In other cases enlarge-

ment of tiie lymphatic glands in the neighborhood of

the growth had been regarded as chanicteristic evi-

dence of malignancy.

I

T/iirit. The appearance the tumor presented under

I
the laryngoscojje. and the date of its duration, being of

' only eighteen months" standing, woiild seem to indi-

cate its malignant < haracter. At the request of Dr.

Robinson, the specimen was referred to the micro-

scopical committee.

Pii. A. H. Smith inc|uired whether e])ithelioinatous

growths were nccompaniid by secondary enlargement

of the lymphatic glands.

Dn. SATTEiniiw.MTE replied that such enlargement

almost necessarily accompanied such growths in their

advanced stages.

Dn. Smith asked if it was not a fact that epithe-

liomatous growths of tlu' oesophagus were not accom-

panied by such lymphatic enlargements.

Dk. S.\ttkkthwaiti-: was unable to answer with

reference to the gland,>^ in the immediate region of the

growth, but was certain that epitheliomas of the (esoph-

agus were liable to be accompanied by distinctly

cancerous giowths in other parts of the body.

I

Dll. S.\XDS recalled a ca.se, reported to the Society

' some thirteen yeai-s ago, in which an undoubted can-

cerous growth of the epithelial variety was removed

j

from the larynx and returned in the sui)ra-renal cap-

sule, kidney, and ureter im one side, as proved by

autop.sy made twenty-one months after the o])eration.

There was no enlargement of lymphatic glands in the

neighl>orhood of the larynx.
' Dr. Eiiskisk M.vson referred to a specimen of can-

' ccr of the a-sophagus which he had presented to the

Society about two years ago. and in that instance the

glands were involved, as well as some of the other
' organs.

]
Dk. S.\TTEnTiiw.\lTE remarked that at the time the

[

specimen was i>resented, the observati(m was made
that a small tocus might give rise to a very extensive

concenms degeneration of other glands and organs.

Du. V. P. Gin.NEV pnsented a specimen, accompa-

nied by a written history.

I

ANEiniSM or THE .VIICII OF TIIK ,\01IT.\ WITH ERODEn

I

rouTloNS OF STEUM'M, rl..\VICI.E. AND FIRST RIB

WITHIN THE SAC—HEATH BY EXHAVsTION.

Through the kindness of my friend JI. T. Scott, a

medical student from I^exington, Kentucky, I am en-

abled to present this comparatively rare sp(cimen.

The case occurred in the i)ractice of Dr. Henry T.

Skillnian, of the s;\me city, and from Mr. Scott, hia

pupil, I have leanud the following history, which ho

gives mu from memory

:
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A merdiant, set. 33 years, always enjoying good
liealth prioL- to the summer of 1873, applied to Dr.
Skillmau for advice in May, 1875. A small tumor
was found in the right supraclavicular space, near the
middle line, al)Out the size of a common walnut. A
distinct pulsation could l)e perceived, but no marked
l)nut was appreciable. Tlie patient complained of pain
darting down the right arm, and represented this as par-
oxysmal in cliaracter, at times very severe. He was
easily excited, and beyond an expression indicative of
great anxiety nothing specially attracted attention. The
tumor had appeared only asliort timeljefore this exam-
ination, though the pain in tlic right arm and a flushed
face on the least exertion, liad existed for two years.

A positive diagnosis was not made at tlie time, liut

tlie case was oliserved with much interest by several
medical gentlemen. A month or so later a huskiness
of voice, with a peculiar cougli, served to render clear

the diagnosis, the tumor meanwhile continuing in

statu quo. No well-marked changes occurred until

the last week in August of same year, wlien Dr. S.

was called to seethe patient, and found liim seated
in a large cliair suffering fi'ora severe dyspnoea, wliile

the tumor seemed the size of a large orange, liangins
as it were over the suprasternal notch, and hiding from
view the manubrium. Great emaciatimi, marked
huskiness of voice, a cough attended with a ditlieult

expectoration of a glairy mucus, and an alarming
dysphagia, were prominent symi)toms. Tlie pulsations
were visible on entering tlie ro(un ; the skin at one
jiortiou was a little discolored. l)ut no otlier signs of
impending rupture were discovered. The dyspliagia
increased, and finally on the 13th of Septemljer death
liy exhaustion ended Iiis suffeiing.

Aut"/jsi/.—On removing tlie integument no opening
could be found leading into the tumor. On opening
the tumor, it was found filled with coagula, and, on
inserting the fingers, rou;iheiicd pieces of bum' could be
distinctly felt. On further investigation the sac was
found expanded into two pouches, one springing from
the ascending portion of the arch and spreading to-

wards the right, while the other involved tlie transverse
portion, and extended anteriorly and to the left. All
of the manubrium—save the upper border, which was
jagged—was found within the sac; while the external
periosteal layer formed a portion of the lining mem-
brane of the anterior wall. This made, consequently,
a consecutive or diffused aneurism. A nearly vertical,

irregular fracture of this bone was found. The sternal
cud of the left clavicle, as far as the junction of the
inner with the middle third, with a cup-shaped erosion
of the head, the articulation being unaffected, was
likewise found within the sac. The iuner surface of
the sternal end of the first rilj of the left side, covered
with a thin layer of periosteum, lay within the sac,

while the uiiper border served as a limit for the down-
ward extension of the tumor. No erosion of the tra-

chea was found. Heart and valves thereof found in

a nearly normal condition. Lungs found edematous,
though not markedly so ; the bionchial tubes con-
taining a considerable quantity of mueo-purulent
uiateriaL No other organs were examined.

In a hasty reference to tlie literature at my command,
I find only two reported cases of aneurism of the aorta
where bone was found within the sac, although Dr.
Janeway, in a recent conversation on the suliject, in-

formed me that one or two such specimens could 1)6

seen in the Bellevue jAIuseum. I have not had time to

look them up. Tlie reported cases I shall refer to as
briefty as possible. Dr. Dickson (.Medical Observations
and Inquiries, vol. iii., 17(1!), p. .")7) reports a case
wherein death occurred from the rupture of the aneu-

rism externally. The first bone of the sternum was
almost destroyed, a lai'ge portion of the first rib on the

right side, the right clavicle was much eroded, while
the left was much diseased. Seeeral small pieces of
rii(/r/ed hone adhered to the inside of the teguments,
and others were mixed among the clotted blood.

Dr. .John H. Packard (Amerienti Journid of the

Medical Scie/ices, .July. 18.58, p. 48) reports a case
wherein the tumor projected through the sternum and
opened externally. " Several pieces of roughened
bone within its cavity, two of them evidently rem-
nants of the steinum bare and eroded."
The end of right clavicle and the up])er two ribs on
same side in a similar condition iirojccted through the
walls of the sac. Dr. Packard gives a diagram which
represents very clearly his theory of the mode in which
the bones found their way into the cavity.

Cases where absoqition of the bone takes place from
pressure are very common, and many reports of such
can be found in the text-books and journals.

PEUI-IIEP.VriTIS .\ND CIHRnOSIS-
b-TIOLOGy.

-A QUESTION OF

Dr. \. L. IjOomts jiresented a liver taken from a

lady thirty-four years of age, who came under his

observation in November, 1874. At his first visit the
])atient stated that, as far as she knew, there was no
liereditary tendency to disease in her case. She had
always Ijcen healthy until two years before he saw her,

when she moved from the western part of the State to

West Farms, where she contracted intermittent fever,

from which she suffered, having chills and fever every
two or three weeks during the entire period which had
elapsed up to the time of the Doctor's first visit. Dur-
ing that time she had been treated witli quinine and
arsenic, but without producing other than temporary
relief. In March preceding she suddenly became
jaundiced, and so deeply that she said the sur-

face of the body looked like an orange. The jaun-

diced condition continued about two months, dur-

ing which time she had di.stinct chills, fevers, and
sweats. About the first of .June she noticed that she
was losing flesh and strength more rapidly than at any
time before, and by the first of August she was unable
to get out of bed without assistance. The jaundice
had entirely disappeared about the first of .June.

Aliout that time she also noticed, for the fir,sttime, that

her abdomen was somewhat swollen. The swelling
ra|)idly increased, and by the middle or last of August
she was so large that it was trcuiblesome for her to

move about. She was then advised to visit Richfield

Springs, and was carried there uiion a mattress. Very
soon after her ariival she liegan to improve ; regained
her appetite and gained in strength, and at the end of

four weeks all the swelling of the abdomen had dis-

appeared. It had been supposed that the abdominal
cavity contained fluid. Her general health improved so

much that she fiattered hisrself that she was nearly well.

About that time she took cold, had a coryza and
some bronchitis, lost flesh and strength, the paroxysms
of intermittent fever returned, the abdomen increased

in size quite rapidly ; and, having serfn a large num-
ber of physicians and received their opinions with ref-

erence to her case, but obtained no permanent relief,

she came to this city for aid, when Dr. Loomis saw her.

Her abdomen was very large, contained fluid, and
presented the ordinary appearance of advanced ascites

;

she vomited almost all the food taken
;

paroxy.sms

of fever occurred every three or four days distinctly

intermittent in character; and it was advised that the

fluid be at once removed from the abdominal cavity

by tapping. The patient was tapped, and on exami-
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imtion iniiiu'diiiti'lv nftor tlio oporation, disclosi'd tlio
;

fact that the liviT was vi'iy iiiiicli itiiiiinislicd in size. '

The (itlicr origans of tlu' ImmIv. as far as it was possililc

to reatli tluiu, were foujul to In- in a licallliy condi-

tion. The urine ^avc no evidence of renal affection.

Slie was a hidy wlio liad nev( r taken stiniuUuits ; had
never suffered from any form of trouble al)out the

liver, as far as she knew, until the occuirenoe of the

jaundice. After the reniovul of the lluid she was
placed upon tonic trealnicut, cod-liver oil, iron, etc.;

improvement in her condition he^an; tlie stomach re-

tained food; slie gained in strength and flesh some-

j

what, lull the fluid retiuned (piite rapiiUy, so that liy

the middle of December it was thoUfj;lit tapping; would i

again be necessitated. To the surprise of all, how-
ever, the abilomen began to diminish in size, and ili-

minished very rapidly, so that by the middle of .Janu-

ary the rtuid hail almost if not entirely disappeared, i

and the patient was ap|iarently far on towards com-
plete convalescence. Impidvcuniit continued so mark-
ed that Dr. Loomis discharged her as a regular pa-

tient. About the tirst of March she took cold again:

had a coryza and l)ronchial catarrh ; complained of

8on»e pain over the region of the liver; Ihiid again
|

accumulated in the abilomimd cavity ; she lost flesh

and strength, the paro.xysms of intermittent fever re-

turned, and about the tii'sl of May it liecame neces-

sary to tap her a second time. Tlie jjatient did not
rally as well an after the first ta])ping, and by the first

of .July it became necessary to perform the opeiation

the third time. At each ta|)ping. from ','7 to :i4 pints

of rtuiil were removed. It was clear each time, con-

tained no Hoccules of lymph, and, as far as it was
])ossible to determine, had all the characteristics of

[

tiuid found in the abdominal cavity in connection
with cirrhosis of the liver. After the tapping in

July, the patient improved somewhat, but by the

niidiUe of November tin,' alidomcn was larger than
|

ever, and her general conditiim was worse, if possible,
i

than it had been at any time during her entire sick- I

ness. She was again tapped, and the fluid did not !

return to much extent, if at all, and by the middle of

December her strength and flesh had so increased that

she was again discharged as a re^idar patient. She
continued to improve, ami tho case was regarded as

one in which a most remarkable cure had been effected.

During all this time the tnalment was tonic ; at no
time resorting to diuretics <m' hydiagogue cathartics,

or calomel, or large dose) iif ipiinine. Aliout the tirst

of May she wa.s again seen, when she ap|)eared well,

and there had been no return of the swelling. AImhiI

the lii-st of .lune. Dr. L.iomis was called to her on ac-

count of an attack of hi-nuitemesis. One attack was
rapidly followed l)y others, and at the end of four or

five days the |)alient died of e.\hauslion.

.\t autopsy, the liver was found to be much smaller

than normal, and the capsule very nuicli thickened.

All through the substance were evidences of marked
increase of comiective ti-.-ue—the cut surface present-

ing the appearance of ordinary cirrhosis with degene-
ration of Hver-tissue. The surface of the organ was
smooth rather than loluilated, and a)iparentl\' the

greater change in the comiective tissue was upoi\ the

surface, tlie .secondary change being in its substance.

The stomach, pancreius, and liver were (piite firmly

bound to each other by oUl adhesions, but there was
no evidence of peritonitis at any other point over the

surface of the peritoneum. Tlw only evidence of peri-

tonitis was that indicateil by the connective-tissue in-

crease over the liver itself.

If the fluid in the abdominal cavity was the result

of peritoneal intlammatiou, the peritonitis was a local-

ized one. Again, at no time did the fluid withdrawn
contain any flocculis of lymph or any intliimmatory
product, indicating that peritonitis was the cause of
the appearance.

If the case was one of pure cirrhosis it was regarded
as interesting : first, from its origin : and second, from
its course; tliepatimt making recoveries to apparent
health, which were followed by a return of the drop-
sical aceuiiiulatioii. The return in each instance was
preceded by an attack of coryza and bronchial catarrh,

some pain over the liver, and then followed a lapid
aeeuinuhition of fluid in the abdominal cavity. As
the early history of the case was glanced at, it wtiuhl
SI em that the first thing that attiacted attention to the
liver was an acute attack of jaundice, uiiacconi])anied
by any symptoms which would Iciul to the suspicion
that it was caused by biliary calculus. It was a
jaundice that would lead rather to a catarrh of the
gall-ducts as a cause.

Jlight not the jaundice, then, have been produced
by an obstruction in the bile-ducts, in conscrpience of
simple catarrh occurring in a liver already hyperteniic
as the result of chronic malaria, and might not an in-

flammatory procH'.ss be established in connection with
those changes i That being the case, might not the con-
nective-tissue cliang<'s have been preceded by thicken-
ing and contraction of the covering of the organ, and
a gradual extension of that change along tlie trans-
verse fissure and portal canals until the organ became
very thoroughly the seat of connectiveti.ssue degene-
ration i To Dr. Loomis that seemed to be the only
reasonable explanation. The case had been regarded
as one of cani^'r, chronic peritonitis, ovarian tumor,
etc., but after the first tapping he was satisfied that it

was one of cirrhosis of the liver. When his diagnosis,
however, had been made, there remained a doulit with
regard to the cause, for the influence of alcohol could
be positively excluded.

I
Dit. M.VKY Pi:'r.NAM-.I.\coBi believed that there was

I

no question with regard to the cirrhosis being de-
I veloped from the peri-hepatiti.s, for that was a very

i

common cause; but she thought a link had J»( n
dropped in arriving at the conclusion that the catarrh

1
of the bile-ducts and jaundice had bei n caused by the
perihepatitis. It seemed to her that the catarrh
should be explained in some other manner.

Dii. Loo.Mis remarked that he had been niisunder-
stood with reference to the catarrh of the bile ducts
being caused by the peri-hepatitis. Karly in the his-

tory of the case there was |miii <pver the region of the
liver, ami at the time of the occurrence of the jaun-
dice the question arose with reference to the probable
relation existing between |)eri-li( palitis, the occurrence

I

of the malarial paroxysms, and the jaundice.

I

Dr. Lnoniis further refi'rred to a point of interest in

his case. A few years ago Dr. Jlurchison stated
that waxy degencratiim of the liver was of quite fre-

quent occurrence in connection with chronic nnilarial

lioisoning. At the time the statement wiis made. Dr.

i
I., had under observation a case of ascites, associated
with chronic nialaiial poisoning, and he made the
diagnosis, based upon the statement of Murchison
that there wius waxy degeneration of the liver with asci-

. tes as tlie result. The patient died, and at th<' autopsy

i

no waxy degeneration whatever was found, but there

was present just such a cirrhotic condition of tin liver

as seen in the specimen presented, but without any
history of jaundice.

With regard to the jaundice in his present case, it

had no necessary connection with the peri-hcpatitis;

I

but, occurring at the time of the first pain over tho

,
liver, aud tho pain over the liver occurring In con-
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nection with paroxysms of intermittent fever, it would
seem thut there was a connection Ijetween the two
causes which miglit in part explain the development
of an intiaramatory process throughout the substance

of the organ.

Dr. a. H. Smith inquired whether the paroxysms

of intermittent were cuntrolled l)y quinine.

Dr. Loo.vits replied that they were not entirely con-

trolled.

Dr. Bevert.kt Kobinson asked whether there was
not ancient pleuritis in Dr. Loomis' case.

He liad seen cases in which there had been present

pleuritic trouljle, a thickened condition of covering of

the liver, accompanied with intermittent paroxysms of

pain and feyer. Tliey had evidently Ijeen eases in

which tlie pleurisy was the original disease, and peri-

hepatitis had been developed secondarily. He re-

garded it as impossil>le to differentiate between peri-

hepatitis and pleurisy upon the right side without

resorting to puncture of the chest.

On. LooMis replied that there were no evidences

of pleurisy in his case, and furthermore, that he

regarded it as an easy mattei' to make a differential

diagnosis between peri-hepatitis and pleurisy—and
without puncture.

Dr. Putnam-Jacohi directed Dr. Loomis' attention

to the fact that a calculus was present in the gall-

bladder.

Dr. Loomis recognized its presence, and remarked

that whether it had anything to do with the produc-

tion of the jaundice was a question.

NEW YORK COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY.

Annual and Stated Meeting, November 27, 1876.

Annual Meeting.

Dr. H. B. S-vnds, President, in tue Cii.iir.

the metric system.

After the reading of resolutions upon the death of

Dr. Thebaud and Dr. Hunt, the following resolution

was reported from the Comitia Minora, and adopted by

the Society :

Resolved, That the Medical Society of the County
of New York recommends to its members the use of

the Metric System in then- prescrijjtions.

Dr. S.^nds, the retiring President, in accordance

with custom and courtesy, addressed tlie Society over

which he had had the honor to preside during the past

two years, and referred especially to an important event

which had occurred within that period of time. The
event to which reference was made was the legislative

enactment regarding the suppression of quackery.

The Censors of the Society had taken action in the mat-

ter, and the result of their laliors had been quite grati-

fying. It was not probable that quackery could be en-

tirely abolished by any law. The true remedy was within

and not outside of the profession. The significance of

a medical diploma should be increased; a higher

standard of excellence should be aimed at among our-

selves, so that no doubt could be left in tlie public

mind with regard to the superiority and skill of the

regular practitioner. Medical men slioukl heartily

unite in perfecting themselves in their art, and iu pro-

portion as they carried out such resolutions, and ap-

proached the highest standard of excellence, would
empiricism be expelled by the pure light of scientific

truth.

The minutes were then read and approved, and the

Society adjourned.

Stated, Meeting.

Dr. John C. Peters, President, in the Cn.\iR.

Dr. Peters, in his inaugural remarks, recommended
that steps be immediately taken with reference to

the publication of the Transactions of the Society.

Tlie Society had been in existence seventy years, and
during all that time the minutes had l)een kept cor-

rectly, and contained a large amount of material

which was exceedingly interesting, and he hoped, in

view of the fact that the Society now held more
money than they were entitled to by law, the Transac-

tions would be published within the year.

It was recommended by the Comitia Minora that

certificates of membership l)e granted to tlie following
gentlemen: Dis. J. L. Wilson, W. B. Hubbard, Gus-
tav B. Sussdorf, J. C. Kendall, David Brekes, and S.

S. Bogart.

Dr. Euskine ALvson then reported

TWO cases op SnCCESSFOL AMPUTATION AT THE HIP-
JOINT.

He gave a complete history of each case, and drew
largely upon the writings of Dr. George A. Otis, of
the U. S. Army, for the statistics and the literature of
the subject. The following were some of the more
important conclusions to which Dr. M. arrived. It was
not the greater dexterity in the performance of this

oiieratioii that had given the greater success in later

years, but it was the more careful selection of cases,

and a more careful use of all the appliances which sur-

geinis now have placed at their command. Thoroughly
skilled assistants were regarded essential to the best

success.

It was desirable that as little blood as possible

should be lost. In his cases an abdominal tourniquet
was used, and Esmarch's bandage also, so that no
more blood was shed than in s<mie comparatively tiivial

operations. If called upon again to perform the opera-

tion he would use Lister's abdominal com|>ressor. The
compression of the aljdominal aorta sliould not be
prolonged beyond the time necessary to secure the an-

terior vessels. Tlie posterior vessels could be controlled

with sponges until secured with the ligature.

It was believed that rapidity in the performance of
the operation did not lessen the sliock. Subcutaneous
injection of a drachm or a drachm and a half of l>iandy

immediately after severance of the limb was recom-
mended as a measure for modifying the shock and
assisting the patient in rallying. The doctor was
strongly inclined to the opinion tliat loss of Ijlood was
the leading element in the production of shock; hence
should be most carefully guarded against.

The complete removal of the capsular ligament was
recommended, for it was believed that, Ijy so doing,

the healing of the wound would be exjiedited, and the
formation of sinuses more certainly prevented. The
circular operation, or Alanson's, was performed, and
Dr. Mason was (piite strongly in its favor, because the

stump could be more easily dressed than after the

flap operation ; it probably gave rise to a smaller sup-

purating surface ; it gave the opportunity for modiii-
cation liy separating the bone just below the trochan-
ters in cases in which it might be deemed necessary
after tlie bone had been reached, and the vessels not
being cut so obliquely across could be more easily

secured. There were cases, probably, in which the

flap operation would be better than the circular, and
the surgeon should not be wedded to either. It was
a curious fact, and one which had been placed upon
record, that in successful cases of amputation at the
hip-joint, there had followed a marked increase in th
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weight of the pntient. The second of Dr. Mason's
patients hiul jjiiined twenty live ponnds in weight
since the operation, antl the tiist had gained consider-

alil)'. The general conehisioii to whieli Dr. Mason
arrived was, llwit the fornur mortality attending this

operation eonld l>e diminished liy employing all the

re.smirces which an enliglitened science had placed at

our command, ami the predietion was maile that it

might not l>i' far distant when the resnlts of the opera-

tion wonUl l>e as favorable as those of ampntation at

the npper portion of the thigh. The patients, a lady

and a gentleman, were then presented, the lady having
lost her left, and the gentleman his right lower ex-

tremity.

After the conchision of Dr. Mason's paper,

Dk. .\. 15. Ckosbv read a nieniorial upon the lives

and services of

FIVE MEOIC.M. MEN WHO 1"K.\CTISEIJ TilEIU PKOFES-
SIOX ONE HUNDRED YE.\nS AOO.

Two were .signers of the Declaration of Indepen-
dence, namely

—

.Josiah Uakti.ett and Matthew
Tuohnton. Their field of lalior, professionally, was
chietiy in the State of New Hampshire.

U wa.s noted that, as early as 1754, Dr. Bartlett

treated what is known as diphtheria with great suc-

cess by the use of antiseptics and free doses of Peru-

vian bark. The same disease prevailed in the same
locality several years previous to the al)ove date, was
treated antiphlogistically in a heroic manner, and the

mortality was exceedingly great. Dr. Hartlett died at

the age of sixtytive, and Dr. Thornton reached the

age of eighty-nine.

Joshua Hu.\ckett was born in 1 T:!:5, and died in 1802.

He turned his attention particularly to the practice of

obstetrics.

Lyman Spaui.dino was born in 1T7.5, and died in

1821. To Dr. Spaulding was due the credit of origin-

ating the plan for bringing into existence the .Vmerican

I'liarni.acopceia, and throughout its formation his name
could everywhere be traced, for he was, de facto, its

founder.

Xatiian Smith was born in 17G3, and died in 1829.

lie was the founder of the Medical Department of

Dartmouth College ; and, with great acc<ptance to the

students, delivered all tlie lectures. In 17118 he burst

forth from the prejudices so strongly held by the j)ro-

fession and the people, and used cold affusion in the

treatment of typhus fever
;
gave his patients cold water

to drink, plenty of fresh air, iiLsisted upon perfect

cleanliness, and granted a nourishing and moder.itely

generous diet. He was among the very tirst to per-

form the operation of ovariotomy in tliis country,

and ])erformed it independent of any knowledge of

McDowell, of Ky. He used leather ligatures, cut-

ting the stump sijuare across, secured the vessels as

after any other amputation, and returned the whole
to the abdominal cavity. His patient made a good
recovery, although there were .some omental adhesions

which necessitated the use of additional ligatures,

and there were also some adhesions to the abdominal
walls. Manipulation for the reduction of dislocation

at the hip-joint was also among his accomplishments.
Dr. Crosby closi'd with a glowing tribute to the

memory of these live heroes in the medical profession.

Dn. O'Sii.MVAN introduced a resolution relating to

the publication of the Transactions of the Society,

which was referred to the Comitia Minora.
On motion, the IJy-laws were suspended, and the

second Monday evening in December designated as

the time fiu' holding the n<'Xt Stated Meeting.

The Society then adjourned.

llciu ^nstruiufuts.

STOMACH PU5IP, ASPIRATOR, AND
SVKIxVCK.

Bv I!. A. WATSON, .M.D.,

BCKOEO!! TO JEBSKY eiTY rilAnlTY .\ND 8T. rnANCIS HOhPITALB,
JEU8EV errv, n. j.

Havino recently, in my hospital |iracticc, a patient rc-

ipiiring the daily use of the stomach-puni]), I began
the treatment with an instrument somewhat less com-
plicated than a steam-engine. To use this pump suc-

cessfully, it is necessary for the physician to spend con-

siderable time in the study of its mechanism, and,
linally, to demonstrate its action by the passage of tluids

through it in either direction prior to introducing the

tube into the stomiuh. These preliminaries having
been properly attended to, the tube may be |)assed, and
the physician, with the aid of an assistant, will (irob-

alily succeed in introducing food into the stomach or

removing its fluid contents when desirable.

These complications and high price of the instru

ment are probal>ly the real reasons why so many physi-

Fio. 1.

A, Cone ; B, Cone: C, St>ckct».

cinns are found to depend upon the uncertain action

of emetics whenever they wish to empty the stomach

in case of poisiming. For the purpose of removing
these objections so far as possible, I now offer an instru-

ment which I have used with satisfaction, after an

experience confirmatory of the views already expressed,

and which I think may be acceptable to the pro-

fession.

The central part of this tlgnre will be recognized

immediately as the pump—modelled after Davidson's

syringe—increased in size ond power, and supplied
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with hollow cones for the purpose of facilitating the

making the connection. Tlie direction of tlie current

througli tlie instrument is shown liy print'jd arrows
on tlie tubes, wliich are connected with the bulb of

the pump. Surroundinir the pump may be seen in

this figure the English elastic stomacli-tube provided
with a metallic socket C, and the other end supplied
with a piece of hard rubber, which is filled with fine

perforations for the purpose of protecting the valves

of the instrument. For the purpose of introducing
fluids into tlie stomach, the cone A is introduced into

the socket C, and the instrument worked in the usual

way ;
and if it now be desired to reverse the current,

it is only necessary for the jihysician using the instru-

ment, while he holds the Inilb in the left hand, to

seize the cone B with the right hand, carry it to the

socket, detach cone A, and insert tlie cone B. Thus the

action may be rapidly reversed, and that too while it

is filled with fiuid, without even the loss of a single

drop. Tlie use of this pump as an ordinary syringe
requires no e.\planation.

The following woodcut represents the Aspirator.

fllfbical Mtms anir JXtxoa.

CoKTAGious Diseases.—Comparative statement of
cases of Contagious Disease reported to the Sanitary
Bureau, Health Department, for the two weeks ending
Deceml>er 3, 187G.

-^ec
cig^

Fig. 2.

D, Cone ; C, Sockets.

;

This is prepared for use by closing the tulie with
stop-cock, attaching the needle to cone D, connect-
ing the cone B of the pump with the socket C
of tlie Aspirator, and then exhausting tlie air in the
bottle, after M-liich the needle may be introduced, the

stop-cock o|)ened, and the working of the pump re-

sumed for llie purpose of continuing the vacuum.
These instruments are manufactured by Messrs. F.

G. Otto it Sons, of New York.

ARMY NEWS.
Official List of Changes of Stations and Duties of

Officers of the Medical iJepartment, United States
Army, from Nov. 2oth to Dec. 2d, 1876.

IiIcEi.DERuy, H. , Asst. Surgeon. Relieved from duty
at Fort Monroe, Va., and assigned to temporary duty
with the troops at Washington Arsenal, D. 0. 8. O.
243, A. G. O., Nov. 34, 1876.

Lamb, C. A., Lieut. -Col. and Asst. Medical Pur-
veyor. Died at the Soldiers' Home, near Washing-
ton, D. C, Dec. 3, 187fl.

Week Ending
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©riginal Cecturea.

LECTURES ON FEVERS.

By AI.FKED L. LOOMIS, M.D.,

PBOFKWOU or PATHOLOiiY AND PBArxiCAL MKDICINE IN TIIK MRDICAL
Dia-AltTUEST or TIIK UNIVKIISITT OF TUK CITV OF NEW YOItK.

^rhuliogntphically reporto«i fur TlIK Medical IIkcokd.)

Lectuke VI.

TYPHOID FBVEU (CONTINUED). TREATMENT.

Genti.kmen:— Before spcakinp; in detail of the trent-

mont of typhoid fever, 1 will say ii few words eoncerii-

ing its prevention.

If the modem theory (wliidi I have already jjiven

you) of its etiology he aecepted, the question naturally

arises, cannot Ihi' typhoid [loisoii he prevented from
enterinj; our dwellings, or polluting our drinking-
water ;

Facts prove almost conclusively that typhoid fever

is never of si)ontaneous origin. Shoidd it occur in

the locality where you may residi', if possihli; lind

out its iirigin. If no case has ever liefore occurred in

tlie locality, endeavor to ascertain the manner in

which the typhoid poison ha.s lieen introduced. If it

is already endenue, limit the disease to tlu; first few
ca.ses hy a most thorough disinfection, and remove all

those surroundings which favor the reproduction of
the •y|)hoid poisiui.

If the theory is correct, that typhoid fever is depend-
ent upon a poison ccmtained in the excrements of a

typhoid patient, then the poison should he destroyed
us soon as it is discharged friini the hody. For this

purpose, the intestinal discliargcs should he received

into a jMircelain hed-pan (not a tin one), the Ijottoni of

which should he covered with a thin layer of pow-
dered sul])hate of iron : immediately after the dis-

charge, crude muriatic acid, equal in quantity to

one-third of the ftecal mass, should he poured over
it. Never empty tlu^ discliarges from a typhoid
]iatient (no matter liow thoroughly they may hav(^

been disinfected) into the privy or water-closet used
liy the family. Trenches should Jie dug for their re

ception, and new trenches should he opened every few
days; the greatest care should he taken that tlie,s(>

treitches are not so situated that drainage from them
can contaminate wells or springs which furnish drink-
ing-water. All under-clothing or hed-clothing that

may have heciune soiled l>y the discharges ficim (he

howels, sliould he innuediately innnersed in chlorine
water, and thoroughly hoiled within twenty- four
houi-s. This procedure will certainly destroy the in-

fective power of the typhoid poison contained in the

intestinal discharges, and in the majority of instances

you will prevent the spread of the fever.

Repeated otiservation shows that when one memlier
of a family has typhoid fev<^r, not unfrequenlly it is

developed in every other memlier. This spread of tin'

disease can he prevented, unless there is some local

cause for its development which cannot he reached.
When its origin is not apparent, the wells, springs,

and all the sources from whence water is derive<l lor

drinking and cooking purposes should he carefully

and thoroughly inspecteil. Care must he taken that

the waste-pipes from wells and springs do not pass
directly into cesspools or sewers, and thus hnome a

means for the conveyance of impure giuses into the

springs and wells.

The greatest care must also bo exercised in regard

to home ilrains and sewerpipes. that they shall he
free from li'iikiigi- and obstruction, and that all water-
closets, sinks, and other openings into them be pro-
vided with suitahle traps.

When unpleasant odors are constantly pre.sint in

dwellings, especially in sleeping apartments, disinfec-

tants should 111' thoniughly employed, and the house
be kept thoroughly ventilated.

When it may he neces.saiy to open drains and cess-

pools in a dwelling f<irpurposis of repair or cleansing,

the same i>recautions shouhl he e.vercised
; these are

especially of imjiortauce during the summer and au-
tumn.

In conclusion, let me impress upon you this fact,

that when typhoid fever is carried from the sick to the
1 healthy, the evacuations are the chief, if not the only

j

means of contamination
; consciiuently, the impor-

tance of thoroughly tlisiiifecting the excrements of
typhoid patients should always lie liorn<' in mind.

Ill this cimnection the i|iiestinn naturally aris(s, can
we not counteract or neutralize the effects of the fever

I

poison after it has gained adnii.ssion into the .system,

and thus pi<:vent the devi'lopment of typhoid fever (

To accomplish this, at one time blood-letting was
resorted to; hut at the presiiit day few practitionera

;

would venture to suggest such a plan of treatment,

and few patients could he found willing tosuhmit to

it. Emetics were given on the supposition that the
fever ))oison uctcfl priniarilv upon the mucous mem-
hnuic of the .stomach, and ^that the olVending agent
might be removed by their larly adniinistialion, and

i thus its absorption into the system prevented. .\s it

has been proved that the typlmid poison can be intro-

duced into the system through other channels than
the stomach, and as experience has shown that emet-
ics liave not the power to prevent the development of
typhoid fever, their use has been aban<loned. Dia-
lilioretics have also been employed ; but there is not
the slightest proof that typhoid or any fever poison
was ever removed from the system by sweating, A
patient with some of tlie premonitory symptoms of

I

fever may sweat, lie relieved, and at once recover, but
such a patient has not received the typhoid poison
into his system, and was not, as is sometimes said,
'• threatenid with typhoid fever."

I

Notwithstanding the bold aflirmation of the author
of the cold affusion plan of treatment, that if it were
resorted to bef<ire the third day of the disease, it

would invariably arrest its development, it has failed
to stand the test of ])iiictical experience.
More recently, sulphate of (|uinine, administered in

large doses, has been thouglit to have the power of ar-

rtsting the development of typhoid fever in the same
way that it arrests malarial fc ver, by its anti-periodio
power; but there is no evidence that it has any such
piiwer, and ns a prophylactic remedy it has been
abandoned.

,

I might go on almost indelinitely enumerating
mea.sures which have been resoited to for |)reveuling

the development of this fever; but after the poison
has once giiini'd entrance into the system, no means
have as yet been discovered by wliich it can be eoun-
teiacted or iieutialized so as to prevent the develop-
ment of this disease. The duty of (he physician, so
far as he may be able, is to guidi' the di.sease to a
favorable i.ssue, ami pri'Veiit injury to organs essential

I
to life, keeping in niiiiil that a certain (letinite period
must elapse before this result can be accomiilished.

' Ik'fore entering into a detailed account of the treat-

mi nt to 111' pui'sue<l in the management of a case of
typlioid fever, I will say a few wuids in reference to

thc_ arrangement of the sickroom of fever patients.
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Thourcli often overlooked, this is a matter of no incon-

si(leral)le importance, not only as regards the comfort

of the patient, Init it has mucli to do with the success-

ful issue of the case.

It is of the greatest importance that a properly

qualified nurse be selected ; one who has had experi-

ence in tlie care of fever patients is to be preferred.

In the next place, the patient should be placed in a

large and well-ventilated apartment. All furniture

should be removed from the sick-room, except those

articles which are necessary for the comfort of the

patient and the convenience of the attendants. Re-

move tlie carpets from tlie floor, place your patient

in a bed of moderate size in the centre of the room,

and let there be free ventilation during both day and
night.

Tlie temperature of the apartment (if possible)

should be kept below 60° F.

Tlie I)ed and liody linen of the patient should be

changed daily, and at once be removed from the

sick-room and placed in a weak solution of chlo-

ride of sodium; especially is this important if the

patient is having frequent discharges from the bowels.

Tlie apartment sliould be kept perfectly quiet, tlie

Mtrht sul>dued, and only the attendants should be al-

lowed in the room.

These preliminary arrangements having been made,

we will suppose we have in charge a patient with a

mild type of typhoid fever. All medicinal interfer-

ence in such a case is unnecessary. The treatment re-

solves itself into the arrangement of the sick- room and

proi)er diet ; milk is preferalile. fruits are not to be

allowed in any case. In the mildest case the care in

diet is imiiortant, and the patient should lie kept in

bed until convalescence is fully established. Thi.s

should be insisted upon, even in the mildest cases.

As I have already stated, the temperature in a mild

type of this fever rarely rises above 103° F. ; tlierefore

there is no necessity for resorting to antipyretic meas-

ures; frequent sponging of the surface with cold or

tepid water, as is most' agreeable to the patient, will

be found of service.

By far the larger number of cases of this fever are

of a more severe type, and thougli in your treatment

you must be guided liy the circumstances of each indi-

vidual case, usually you will be obliged to resort to

more decided measures.

R?raeiuber that there are no specifics for this disease
;

all of those wliich have been proposed and employed
have either fallen into disuse, or are resorted to only

as aids in general treatment.

Typhoid fever is a disease tliat has certain stages to

pass tlirough, limited only by days and weeks. There

is great douljt whether the physician can shorten its

duration by a single day, but experience warrants the

belief that many lives may be saved by remedial meas-

ures used at the |)roper time, and combined with judi-

cious hygienic management.
There are critical periods in this disease ; be pre-

pared by knowledge and judgment to carry (if possi-

ble) your patient safely through them. Unquestion-

ably one of the most important things to be accom-
plished is the reduction of temperature, or ratlier the

keeping of the temperature below a certain standard.

Blood-letting, emetics, diaphoretics, cathartics, chlo-

rine water, and mineral acids have all b^'cn resorted to

in order to reduce temperature. Tlie last two agents

were su|)posed to reduce temuerature by neutraliziug

tlie typhoid poison. At the present day I think there

is no intelligent ])liysician who imagines he can neu-

tralize the typhoid poison, and thus reduce tempera-

ture, while only a few years ago these agents were

supposed to possess such power, and were very exten-

sively employed for such a purpose by some very

intelligent physicians.

Tlie agents wliicli more recently have been emjjloyed

for this purpose, namely, sulphate of quinine and cold

applications, are powerful agents in reducing the

temperature and lessening the severity of the disease;

but tliey can never shorten its duration, and if you
employ them, expecting this result, you will be greatly

disappointed. It is claimed liy many very distin-

guislied ol)servers of the present day that the pareii-

cliymatous degenerations of tlie different organs and
tissues of tlie body, which are found in those who die

of typhoid fever, are due to tlie prolonged high tem-

perature which is present during the course of this

disease; but as yet there are no facts to prove this

assertion, for the same ijarenchyniatous changes are

found in the bodies of those who have died of d's-

eases, the course of which was not marked by high
temiierature, and did not extend over a period of

more than forty-eight liours. So far as we are able by
analogy to determine upon what these |)arenchyniatoiis

changes depend, we are led to believe that tlie specific

poison of the disease has more to do with their devel-

opment than the high rate of temperature. One thing

must be a])parent to every clinical observer: that the

injurious effects of a prolonged higli temperature are

early and most markedly shown by disturbances of

the cerebro-spinal .system. It is still an unsettled

question whether these disturbances arc due to the

j)rimary changes in the constituents of the blood,

which ahv.ays accompany a high range of temperature,

or to the direct effects of the high temperature on the

nerve centres.

Whichever view we accept or adopt, the employ-
ment of those means which have the power of s.-ifely

reducing temperature is indicated, and when judi-

ciously used they have much to do with the safety of

the patient.

All those means which have been employed for the

reduction of temperature are included under th.e

general term of antipyrctifs, and the treatment of dis-

ease by the use of these agents has received the name
of antipt/irtU triY;tiit£nt.

Unquestionably the most efficient and reliable of the

antipyretic agents sue the external application of cold

by means of baths, packs, and effusions, and the in-

ternal administration of the sulphate ot quinine. The
quinine is not administered to produce any specifif ac-

tion upon the typhoid fever poison, but is employed
for its antipyretic power. There are other antipyretic

agents besides these two, but they are of so little im-

portance that it is necessary to give them only a pass-

ing notice after we shall have considered these two
important ones.

At the present time, to a great extent, the opinion

prevails that the application of cold to the surface is

the great antipyretic in the treatment of fever. This

is no new teaching. Long ago Dr. Currie recom-

mended the apjilication of cold to the surface of the

body for the ])urpose of rapidly reducing temperature,

and proved that it had such an effect; yet it was
never very generally practised, and soon fell into

disuse, as there was nothing reliable to guide one in

its application. As we now have the thermometer to

guide us in its applicatitm, more recently it liiis been

resorted to with considerable success.

I will give you some general rules, which may be

of service to you in the use of this antipyretic in the

treatment of tyjjhoid fever.

As soon as the axillary temperature in the even-

ing rises above 103° K., jilacc the patient in a water
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Imth liavias: a teiiiijcniturc of 70° F. or 80° V., iiiul
]

{gradually lnuiT tliiit U'lnpciiitine by the nddition
of oidil wiitcr or ice, until tlie teiiiperatiire of tin-

patient Iie<{iii8 to fall. You may lie ooinpelled to

lower the temperature of the liath to (i(»^ F. Iii'fore

the temperature of the patient i^ aflfeeted ; Imt the

loweriujj; of the body temperature must be accom-
plished by the lowering of the temperature of the

lialh. takin<r care tliiit the latter does not fall In-low
6(1^ F. When the temperature be<;ins to fall, renew
your therinouii'trical observations every two or three

iniuutt-s. If it falls rapiilly—that is, two or three

de-^rees in tive or six minutes— as soon as the fall has

reached lo:!" P., remove your patient from the Imth
;

if it falls slowly, a.ss<Kin as it reaches 101° F. he should
lie removed anil immediately placed in lie<l. Never
keep the patient in the bath until the temperature

shall have reached the normal standard; should you
dn so, he may pass from a condition «( fever iiiti> a

state of collaiwe, as the temperature continnets to fall

for sinue time after his removal from the bath. While
in the bath, cold should be applied to the head by
means of a sponge wet iu cold water or by an ice bai;

The cold pack is much less effective than the bath;

but if the patient is too feeble to be moved, it may be

employed with benefit. You should wrap the patient

in a sheet wrung out of tepid water, and over this

sheet apply one wruu-j out of cold water. The latli-r

may be removed as often as it becomes warmed : its

applicH(i<ui and removal may be continueil until the
desireil fall in temperature shall be obtained.

In severe cxses, during the first luul second weeks,

you will find that after the tempeniture lia.s been re-

duced by the application of cold to the surface, it will

l>egin slowly to rise until it reaches its former height.

U.-*ually one to three hours will elapse before it

liegins to risi-, and from two to si.\ before it reaches

its former height You will then be obliged to repeat

the baths or packs, and to continue tln'ir use, both day
»nd night, from three to si.x tiini'S during the twenty-
four hoars, if you expect to keep the temperature
below HKi F. and acc<nuplisli anything by this |ilan

<if treatment. My experience in the use of cold appli-

cations leads nie to believe that unless you are able to

maintain a low rauge of temperature alter four or tive

baths, you gain very little bv their continuance. In

<ither words, if, after using the baths for twenty-four

hours, the temperature of your patient rapidly rises to

the same or a liighiT degree than it was before their

use was commenceil, you will obtain little or no beiie-

tit from their continuant-e unless you can intrwlucc

some other agent w^hich shall maintain the low tern-

pirature reached by the bath. I am also convinced

that after the si'cond week of tyi'hoid fever, cold baths

should not be employed to reduce temperature, for

by their continiKms use after that (leiiod they may do
(^rcat harm. The condition of a typhoid |>atient dur
ing the first and second week of the fever is very dif-

ferent from that during the third and fourth week.

Uurinj; this Utter pi'riod there is great danger of col-

lapse after a cold bath, and in several instances I am
confident that pulmonary coniplicutions have bii-n the

/ result. In a few instancis the temperature can be

very rapidly lowend by the application of ice-bags to

the abdomen. The rapiility with which the tempera-

ture can be reduced usually depeml.s upipii the severity

of the fever. In some casea, when the patient is

placed in the cold liHth. the temperature will iunnedi-

ately begin to fall ; in other cases there will be a

gradual reduction of temperature as the water is made
cooler. In certain •-cvere cases, you may keep a pa-

tieiit in a bath of the teuiptrature of UO" F. for the

8()ace of half an hour, without tin; temperature falling

a degn-e. These cases are excei'dingly grave in char-

acter, and you should use the liath with great care.

Finally, let me impress upon you that in typhoi<l

fevi-r, in older to iiiliiee the tempiiatiire, \ou must
not iudisciiminatrly apply cold to the surface of the

body. Perhaps there is no remedial agent which re-

ipiires greater care in its use; yet d(uibiles.s, when
judiciously employed, the lives of many typhoid p.i-

tieiits may be saved, and it is e(|Ually certain that

when injudiciously employed, many lives may be
destroyed. If you use the cold baths in conjunction

with other means for leduciiig temperature (concern-

ing which I will speak at my next lecture), I am cou-
fiilent you will Jiccomplish imich ;

but if you ri-ly only

upon the baths, in the majority of instances you will

be disappointe<l in the result. At the pri'sent time it

seems to me, that by some, the benefit and power of
cold baths in the treatment of typhoid fever have been ,

overrated. '
I

The geiu'ial condition of your patient, and the

stage <if the fever must be considered; also the effects

of the first few baths iiui.st be carefully noted.

Should a patient's temperature range at 104" F. or
10."(= F., there is no positive evidence that you must rc-

.sortto a cold bath, or that a cold bath is the best

agi'iit to be employed for its reductiiui. Again, if the

patient after the secontl or third bath is more quiet,

lias less delirium (if deliiium previously existed), if

his breathing beccunes ea^y and natural, if the heart's

action is more regular and forcible, and he falls

a.sleep and perspires, there can be no question in regard

to the beneficial effects of the bath. If, on the other

hand, the bath is followed by feebler heart's action,

by dusky cheeks, by rapid respirati<in, aiul by coldnessi

of the extremitiis, from whicli condition the patient

ralli<'s slowly and imperfectly, you may be certaintliat,

however high the temperature may range, you will do
harm by continuing the baths. When flu; extremities

are cold, or there is profuse hemorrhage from the

bowels, or when, from any cause, there is great feeble-

ness of the heart's action, and especially in the C!i.sc

of aged persons, cold baths are coiitraindicated.

€>rt0'mal Communications.

A CASE OF EXTKNSIVE CoMPdU Xl)
FHAOTUKE OF SKULL AND LOSS OF
15HA1N-SUI5STANCE, WITH OTHER SE-
VERE INJURIES—KECO\EKY.

Bv CHAS. E. SLOCUM, M.D.,

DEFIAKCC, OQin.

Skitkmukii 22, 1875, I was sent for in great luistc to

visit a farm-house, four miles from Defiance, which
had just been the scene of a terrific steam boiler ex-

plosion. On arriving at Ihr place designated, I found
three men dead, killed by the explosion, two witli

crushe<l heads, and the other with epigastrium and
left si<le wholly torn open. Seveml were injured

more or less severely. The steam-boiler, engine ami
appuitenances (being connected so as to be riadily

portable), weighing 4,500 lbs., were throwni by the ex-

plosion a distance of 130 feet, passing through a barn

in their course.

The subject of this article, Orvillc Cassill, aged 15

years, while working in tln' barn, was struck by the

flying boiler and carrieil with it a distance of 40 feet,

where he was foiuid on a pile of straw with the en-
'
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gine partly resting on him. He was with difficulty

removed from under the great weight, and was found
insensible and suffering extremely from the shock.

His skull had suffered an extensive compound com-
minuted fracture, and considerable broken-down brain

substance was oozing from the wound with very free

hemorrhage, which was found to proceed from the

laceratetl middle meningeal artery. He was removed
to the house covered with blankets, warm bricks

placed to his feet and cold applications to his head.

Tlie shock continued so extreme that scarcely a hope
was entertained of his rallying from it.

The heart's action and respiration were scarcely per-

ceptil)le. There followed, however, a very slow im-
provement in his condition, and after a lapse of fifteen

liouis he swallowed some warm fluid placed in his

mo'.ith.

On the following morning, twenty-two hours after

the accident, many of the symptoms of concussion and
compression coexisted to a marked degree. Tlie

power of speech was abolished, special sensation de-

stroyed. Respir.ation still feeble, imperfect and noise-

less. Pulse weak, quickened, tremulous, and irregular.

He had vomited slightly. There had lieen involuntary

evacuations of freces and urine. He would swallow
small quantities of fluid if placed well back in his

mouth. Voluntary muscles much weakened, but able

to contract. Pupils widely dilated, nearly uniform,

and sensitive to light. Eyelids. firmly closed and im-
movable. Mind abolished.

With the assistance of Dr. L. G. Thacker, who ad-

ministered chloroform, I proceeded to operate on his

head. The fracture involved the right parietal bone
in its posterior inferior edge and angle, and extended
into the occipital bone. The edges of simie of the

fractured pieces (two of the largest measuring two and
five-eightlis inches in length, one, and one and a half

inch wide respectively; smaller pieces were numerous)
were turned inwards as on a hinge, and had destroyed

the meninges to the extent of the fracture and ])ulpetied

the brain substance to a depth equal to their width.

The broken l)rain flowed away freely before, during,

and after the operation of enlarging the scalp wound,
removing the pieces of loosened and depressed skull,

and trimming the ragged edges. The hemorrhage was
still consideraljle from the meningeal arteries. The
chloroform was well borne, the pulse increasing some-
what in volume during its administration, and a quiet

sleep followed its discontinuance. The scalp wound
was apjjroximated by numerous sutures of silver wire,

the head shaved, and long strips of adhesive ])laster

a])plied and covered by b.andages stitched to their

place, leaving several apertures for the exit of Isroken-

down brain-substance remaining and the pus that

miglit form.

Pressure of the brain outward (hernia cerebri) was
great and troultlesome during the first and second weeks.

The frequent tearing out of the sutures with the

very free supiJuration, made frequent dressings neces-

sary. The silver wire was repeatedly and freely em-
ployed until union took place.

The accident occurred \Vednesday morning ; Satur-

day night following he uttered the fii'st sound as he
was being moved. Sunday a muttering delirium com-
menced in which a word could occasionally be dis-

tinguished. This delirium increased during the week.
After ten days a simple question would occasionally

be answered intelligil)ly in monosyllatjle. During the

tliird week tlie hemisphere gradually settled back to

its normal position, followed by the scalp and a de-

pression. His mind improved rapidly and his deli-

rium ceased with the ending of the third week.

For over two weeks there was incontinence of urine

and f;T;ces, and for the same length of time his nurses

thought him blind. His pupils were constantly widely
dilated and nearly uniform. Their c(mtracti<m to a
natural size occupied a period of several months, and
his improvement in sight—-particularly his estimate of

distance—was equally .slow.

During his delirium, powders containing sulphate

of morjjhia one-tenth grain, and bromide of ])otassium

fifteen grains, were given whenever required. Usually

one or two in twenty-four hours sufficed to keep him
moderately quiet, and four was the highest number
taken. A simple refrigerant drink, with an occasional

small dose of sulphate of magnesia, constitute the list

of medicines used until tonics were indicated.

Constant watciiing and frequent restraint were
necessary to preyeut violence to his head and other

injuries.

In November necrosed bone was removed from the

anterior part of the wound, and in December a smull

piece from the occipital bone, the former being a (jiece

found depressed at tlie first operation and elevated

into position, thinking to preserve it.

In December the last flow of brain-substance was
noticed at the inferior part of the wound, it following

the removal of a small fumious excrescence. The
lowest point over the occipital bone was the last to

close, frequently exuding a small quantity of pus un-

til April, 1870, when it soundly healed.

This case I think may fairly be classed as one quite

fully illustrative of the great amount of injury and
consequent dangers that the human system is at times

capable of withstanding.

This boy was severely bruised in the left leg and
thigh, in the sacral and gluteal regions, in the left

scapula, and in Ihe whole extent of his left forearm.

Two ab.scesses formed in his shoulder, and the con-

tinued injury given his forearm during his restless

delirium produced supjuiratiou and a complete frac-

ture of wliat was at tir.st an incomplete one of both

bones. Necrosis and removal of bone followed. By
persevering treatment he recovered with a straight,

serviceable arm, with good motiims.

During the summer just passed he has been assiating

his father in errands and light work.

His mental faculties are a little slow in their action,

and somewhat impaired. His parents state that he is

much more petulant than he was before the injury.

There is no com|)laint of pain.

The depression through the o])ening in the skull

varies considerably in depth, at times measuring one

inch, notwithstanding the increased thickness of the

scalp. He cannot remain in a stooping posture. He
is in good flesh and strong, but still moves a little

sidewise and has not recovered his former steadiness

of walk.
This case is also good evidence in favor of an open-

ing through the scalp and skull sufficient in size to

allow the full escape of broken brain, lilood and |)U3

in all perforating and contusing injuries of the cere-

bral mass.

The histoid of the case of Carruth, of New Jersey,

and numerous others recorded of the same character,

which terminated fatally after a few months, from
leaving these irritants pent up to [jroduce abscesses

and compression, also bear testimony against the

policy of non interference.

November t7, 1876.

--

The Bogus Medic.\i> Diploma, traffic is quite brisk

in France.
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A CASE OF TETANUS SUCCESSFULLY
TREATED BY CALABAR BEAN.

By frank S. OIIANT, M.D.,

YONKKBS, N. T.

In an interostin<» coiniiuiiiication from Lewis A. Stiin-

son, J[.D., on the " Treatmetit of Tetanus liy Calahai-

Bean." wliieli appeared in tile last Noveinlier nuiiilier

of the lUxoim, the writer says :
" As it is essential to

the proper appreeiation of the therapeiitieal value of

tlio agent that the failures should lie reported as well

us the successes, I send you the following notes." etc.

Now, believing tliat many of the failures attending

the administration of Caliiliar bean for tetanus have
been due either to a poor preparation of the agent, or

insntlicieiit doses, or both combined, and having re-

called to my mind, after reading Dr. Stimson's case,

the successful treatment of a cure of tetanus liy Cala-

bar bean, I thought it might not be uninteresting to

place it before the readei-sof the iii-x<iKi> while yet the

subject was fresh in their memories.
The following history is taken from notes, niadt'

while serving as house-surgeon to St. John's Hospital,

Yonkers. N. V.

Fritz Rannon, aged 21, single, native of Germany,
admitted to hospital .\ngust 1!), 1S74. This man,
while attending to a boiling vat of sugar, tripped and
fell in up to his waist ; he ijuickly got out, but was ter-

rilily liUined liy the boiling llnid. He was conveyed
to the hospital soon after the accident. He improTed
slowly under appropriate treatment until Sejitember

13tli, when the nurse reported that he had been very

restless through the night, and sometimes e.xcited,

September Kith. Restless, in a half sleeping condi-

tion, and with sudden tits of starting, as from a night-

mare. It was also noticed he had occasional con-

tractions of the platysma and facial muscles, with
temporary fixation of the lower jaw. Later, he com-
plained of sudden pains "shooting all through liini."

At night the muscles of the legs and abdomen under-

went sudden and painful contractions. He was now,
by order of the visiting surgeon, Dr. Pooley, given a

prepared tincture of Calabar bean in ten drop doses,

repeated every hour and gradually increa,sed ; also or-

dered beef-tea, wine, and milk frequently.

K September 14th. Was di-lirious all night, the spasms
have not increased ; he now takes twenty-five drops of

the tincture every hour.

September l.ltli. The tetanic spasms have not in-

creased, but the patient's appearance is that of one
worn out with fatigue ami anxiety. The dose of the

tincture was increased to thirty drops every hour, and
the following prescription ordered :

8. Chloral hydrat.,

Potass. Iiromid 83 ; i.

A<|UiK ; iv.

M.
Sig. : A dessertspoonful every three hours.

September lOth. Has slept calmly nearly all day, and
awoke towards night feeling much refreshed.

September 20lli. Since the above <late patient has

improved slowly ; tincture Calabar bean, in thirty drops,

has been given three times a day, as symptoms of te-

tanus have subsided.

September 2".ith. While in the bath this morning
patient was seized with a general spasm or opisthot-

onos, which lasted in bed fiflein minutes, A strong

solution of Calabar bean w:is immediately made and
adininistcrcil as follows:

B. Extract jihysostig gr. xxxij.
Alcohol dil "

i.

M.
Sig. : Forty-five drops to be taken every two hours.

Towards the afternoon the spasms subsided in force
and fref|Uency.

Dctober 1st. On the 30th, (latient feeling very com-
fortable and no evidence of irritation, the dose of
the bean was continued only three times a day. Dur-
ing this afternoon he was suddenly seized again with
opisthotonos which lasted for nearly two hours. The
do.se was now increased to sixty gtts. every hour.

(Jctober 'id. Better; no return of spasms this morn-
ing ; medicine continued in the same manner.

October 4tli. Patient has been doing perfectly well

;

has lost the fatigued and anxious look ; the dose of
drug was reduced to thirty gtts. thrice daily. From
this date mitil his convalescence the patient had no
further return of tetanus. The drug was gradually
given in smaller doses, and rtnaUy stopped altogether.
Rkmauks.—There are a few chief features in the

history of this case worth remarking upon. It will be
observed that during the tetanic condition, whenever
the drug was not pushed, the spasms returned with
greater or less frciiuency, and that only when it was
given in large and fix quent doses darger than in any
case I have heard or read of) did its jxiwer become
evident. The largest, dose in Dr. Stimson's case did
not exceed one and a half grains, and this when the
symptoms were most severe ; while in this case the
maximum dose reached at one period four grains, and
was Continued for some time after the subsidence of
marked spasms in three-grain doses.

No distinct ]ihysiologieal action of the agent was
noticed during its administration, beyond contraction
of the pupils and slight delirium at times.

The tincture which was first used, was prepared at
the hospital by subjecting fleshly cru.>;hed beans to

the action of pure alcohol, and giving this ;is a satu-
rated tincture ; but the extract which was especially
fiidercd came from the firm of W. H. Schieffelin tfc

Co., New York.

107 WABBURtON Ave., Yonkebb. N. Y.

A SUCCESSFT^L CA.SE OF AMPUTATION
OF THE Til Kill IKKATED ANTISEPTI-
CALLY.

By lewis a. STIMSON, M.D.,

SliilOKOH TO PIK8BTTERIA!) HOSriTiL. NEW TORE.

W , 37 years old, was admitted to the Presby-
terian Hospital 1 3th November, ISTIi, for a central

iisteo-sarc<ima occupying the lower half of the left

femur. Amputation was performed November 21.st,

as follows, Drs. Van Huren. Retinoid, Keye.s, and the

resident staff of the hospital assisting : A medium-
sized Listi'i's spray producer, su|iplied with a five per
cent. s<iluti<in of carbolic acid, was so placed that its

spray would fall directly upon the cut surface. The
lliigli was wiushi'il with a 2i per cent, solution of car-

bolic acid, and the instrniiients placed in a basin

filled with the same. The antiro-posterior (lap opera-

tion Ihrongh the upper part <if the middle third was
performed, an Ksmarch's band having been applitd to

the leg and a tournii|Uet to the femoral artery. The
anterior flap, cut rather short on account of the

proximity of the tumor, was made from without in-

wards, the posterior one by transfixion. The artery

was found high up in lhi> posterior flap, and a caibo!-

ized catgut ligature ajiplied, both ends of which were
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cut sliort. All otlier bleeding points, alioiit fifteen in

number, were secured in the same manner.
It liad not been tlionglit ])rudent to carry tlie elas-

tic bandage over tlie tumor itself, and the flow of
blood fiom tlie enlarged distal veins was tlierefore

considerable ; l>ut the arterial supply was controlled

so effectually by Dr. Van Buren, that little or no
blood was lost from the uppei' aide. The sciatic

nerve was dissected out and cut off high up, so as to

Bave it from becoming iml)edded in th(^ cicatrix in

case primary union should not l)e obtained. A carbol-

ized drainage tube, to provide for the ready escape

of the first flow of serum, was placed across the bot-

tom of the wound, and the edges of the latter then

brought together with silk sutures prepared with
carbolized beeswax (about 1 to 5). A strip of "pro-
tective" was laid along the wound, the end of tlie

stump covered with a square piece of muslin dipped
in tlie carbolic solution, and eight thicknesses of car-

bolized gauze prepared by Caswell and Hazard, but

identical with that made in Edinburgh, placed over

all and bound down with a roller bandage. A dra(^bni

of lirandy was given hypodermically, and the patient

placed in beil and surrounded witli hot- water bottles.

The shoelv of the operation was considerable, and
the temperature fell that evening below 97^

; l)ut the

next day the patient had reacted finely, and since then

he has eaten and .slept better than for months previ-

ously, and has suffered no pain. Before the operation

liis general condition was bad, his appetite jioor, his

tongue red and glazed ; his temperature rose from 1^
to 2^ degrees every afternoon, and the pain, especially

at night, was very severe. The j)re|)aratory tri'atment

consisted of careful nourishment and tonic doses of

mercurj', in accordance witti the facts recently estab-

li.shed by Dr. Keycs. During the first twelve days
following the operation liis temperature never rose

above 99f° ; on the tliirteentli day it rose to lOOJ",

relurning on tlie fifteenth to 98J°, an excursion due
apparently to the ajipearance of a laige carbuncle

over the sacrum.

Two weeks after the o])eration, the entire wound
had united by first intention, except at the outer

angle, wliere the drainage tube had been maintained.

No bare bone could l^e felt, and the sinus was not more
than 11 inches deep. All the sutures had been
removed, and it is worthy of remark that, although
some were left in ])laee fourteen days, there was no
suppuration about them. On the tenth day the patient

was olile to sit up, and on the fifteenth to walk with
crutclips.

The dressing was renewed the day after the opera-

tion and every secontl day thereafter for ten days,

always under the spray, a frequency which was due to

my desire to run no risks, and not to the amount of

discharge, of which, if_we except the finst flow of

serum, there has been scarcely half an ounce all told.

The tumor was presented to the Pathological So-

ciety jSTovember 33d, and a full description will lie

found in the report of the meeting in a future num-
ber of tlie Medical Record.

I feel justified in calling attention to this case,

because the rapidity of the recovery and the alxsence

of all complications seem to have l)eeii due to the

antiseptic treatment, and l)Pcause, taken in connection
with the good results obtained in two capital opera-

tions performed liy Dr. Keyes (one of which was |Hi1)-

lislied in the Recoud, Octolier 2Htli). and tliree minor
amputations and one compound fracture of the tibia

treated similarly by myself, it furnishes an additioiuil

n-ason why a method which has been cordially ado])t-

ed and conscientiously practised in all its details for

several years in England, France, and Germany,
should no longer be a rarity in America.
The apjiaratus used on this occasion was loaned liy

Dr. Van Buren, who has been very active in calling
the attention of the profession to the advantages of the
method, especially as a means of settling some of the
most important and perplexing nosocomial problems.

|)rogrcss of iEctiical Science.

Lister's System as used at Freibukg.—Dr. A. W.
C. Berns furnishes a summary of the results of the
Lister treatment of wonnds as obtained in the Freiburg
clinique, under Prof. Czerny. In April, 1874, they
adopted tliis treatment. In 187;i, there were 901 cases

treated, with forty-five deaths, of which nine were
from pyiemiaand three from erysipelas. In 1874, 910
cases and forty-two deaths, of which pyajniia claimed
five and erysipelas tlirce. In 187.'5, 8(i4 cases and
twenty-four deaths, three from pypeniia and one from
erysipelas. Conservative surgical procedures have been
notably benefited liy the employment of this method.
Dr. Berns concludes that, while the clinical material

remained tlie .same in quality, and otlier conditions

were unchanged, the comparative mortality, and the

incidental wound-di.seases diminished, as a result of

this mode of treatment, although, to be sure, the figures

given are small.

—

Arc/dvJ'. Hlu. Chinirg.., XX. 1, 1870.

The Open Treatment ot' AVounds.— Dr. Burow, of

Konig.sberg, reports the resuKs of 123 operations per-

formed by his father and himself during a period of

nineteen years, and treated by the open method. The
following are the figures given. There were 123 cases,

with nine deaths, i.e., 7i per cent., comprising thirty-

three amputations of the thigh with six deaths, or 18

per cent. ; twenty- four amputations of the leg with
three deaths, or 12 per cent. ; and twenty-five amputa-
tions of the arm, twenty-nine of the forearm, nine of

the foot, and two of the hand without any fatal case.

These figures furuisli a most interesting comparison
with those compiled liy Paul, Mnlgaigne, Ashhurst,

and others, more especially Kronlein, Volkmann, and
Thiersch. Dr. B. supports with sound arguments the

character of his statistics, while acknowledging that

tlie figures are small. He gives in brief the following
,as the essentials of the system he follows. In a case

of amputation of tlie breast, he carefully checks the

bleeding by the use of silk ligatures which he cuts

off short. The wound is then left absolutely ojien, lie-

ing protected from dust and flics by a simple oiled

cloth. No sutures or plasters are used. When the first

oiled clotli is loosened by suppuration, a second is ap-

plied dressed with a simple ointment. When granula-

tions spring up luxuriantly, the cloth is wet with a so-

lution of acetate of alumina. This is the whole treat-

ment. Aft(M' amputations of limbs, he first ligates tlie

larger vessels before loosening the Esmarch's tube,

completing the ligations after removing it. The
wound is then left open for lialf an hour with the

double object of guarding against secondary hemor-
rhage and of allowing the surface of the wound to

ooze with a serous tiuid. Then he puts in three sutures,

securing them with a loop and not a knot, so as to al-

low for swelling of the tissues. Two or three strips of

plaster are jilaeed between the sutures, and the lower
angle of the wound is left wide open for the free

escape of discharges. Then by position of the liml)

and careful watching, it is made sure tliat the secre-

tions can escape freely. He docs a flap operation,
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insists un the ^contest cluaiilincss on all hands, and
ni'vcr uses sponges ii seroiul time.— Arehic /. llin.

C/iirurff., XX. 1,1876.

TlIK Dl.UiNOSIS OF DlI,AT.\TIOX OF TlIK StoMMH.
—Piof. W. F/.'iiby finds i^icat uncertainty attendinu
the dia<jno4i3 of certain diseases of the stomach, and
turns his attention to data other than those associated

with ilvspepsia. In cases of dilatation of the stomach,
the amount of matters vomited may be of diagnostic

siitnilieance, if in excess of from five to ci};ht jjounds.

the normal capacity of the orj^an. Neither visible

peristaltic movements, nor audible sijlashiuu sounds
when the body is shaken, are distinctive of dilatation

of the stomach. Percussion aids hiiu in the diagnosis

of tliis condition, under favorable circumstances.

There is dnlness extendini; liDrizontally across from
the arch of the ribs when the- patii^nt is erect, and this

duln;',ss is replaced l)y tympanitic resonance when
he lies down. To determine whether this cavity is

the stomach or a distended colon, beiibe ob.serves the

percussion note, after the introduction of a considera-

ble amount of fluid, cither by swallowin-; or by usiuf^

the stomach-tube, in which latter case it can be intro-

dnc-d and removed ut pleasures So after p(mrin'j; in

a litre of fluid, if the level of the fluid is not much
hiirher tliaii the navel there is dilatation of the stom
ach. The most convincin-^ proof of dilatation, how-
ever, he finds in introducing a long bougie or tube

into thi^ .stomach, and then judging of the degree of

depression downward of the greater curvature by pal-

pation through the abdominal wall.

—

Deutseh. Archio

f. klin. v.-./., XV. ; M,,l-Cliir. UuH'hchau, 187(1; -1%
MM. Cent. Xeit., Oct. 28, 1870.

CnuoNic KiiBi'M.\Tic Myitis.- -Dr. Uno IlcUeday

says that but little is known delinitely with reference

to the pathological anatomy of this disease.

.Vs for the symptoms, pain occupies the first place, in

the opinion of the patients and that of the greater

part of the |)hysicians. This symptom is uncertain

and generally indefinite. At first its character varies

cnsidrrably : it scarcely ever remains the same in

different individuals, and changes in the same patient,

evcMi disappearing from time to time. It does not

always correspond to the part which is in reality at-

tacked ; it nniy be entirely wanting, etc. It may also

d"pend on numerous other diseases. It is not rare,

however, that a true myitis gives rise to pain in parts

which are (piite distant from the seat of the disease.

It is probable that there is then a compression, exerted

by the smaller portions of the muscles on the nervous

fil imeiits, and the symptom exhibits itself at their pe-

ripherical ends.

The sensibility of the diseased i)oint to pressure has

no further value. It exists in several other diseases,

and may be wanting in myitis.

The function of the diseased muscle is mo.st fre-

quently impaired, but one may be entirely mistaken

Cduccrning this during lib;. The impnssibility of

Using the muscles freely may arise from other causes,

and. on the other liaml. the muscular groups, which
seem to be |)aretic and are really so, sometimes present

no traces of infiammatinn. The source of this is

much further removed.
The extiTual swelling cif the affected muscles is

most frequently minimal or iiul. It is by palpation,

carefully perform mI, that a diairnosis is made. It is

not neces,sary that the volinm; of the diseased portion

of the muscle should be augm nt'^d, although this

lia)>pens often enough ; the characteristic changes

refer rather to the consistence, and, above all, to the

mu-icular elasticity. This resembles that of the mus-

cle in the condition of contraction, and the diseased

points may attain an almost ligneous induration,

although the author has never in reality found the

disea.sed muscle contracted. The diseased foci—for

till' disease in question quite frequently presents itself

i

under this form—are less easily ilisplaced with r<'gard

'i to each other and the intermediate healthy parts. It

I

is neces-sary to know, liowever, that the consistence is

not always augmeiiti-d ; it nuiy be found nornnd and
even diminished, but the want of <lastiiity is constant.

This is the pathognomonic sign, but to appreciate it a,

thorough knowledge and a careful examination are

i

necessary.

The muscles arc rarely affected in their totality.

I

The seat of the disease is mo.st frei|uently found near

[

the attachments. Sometimes one feels numerous
ncidosities scattered through one or several muscles,

the intermediate sul)stance being healthy. The more

1
advanced the anatomical changes are, the less the

patients compliiu in general of the sensibility to the

touch. The rheumatismal callosities are as a rule not

painful.

1 The treatment should be directed by the rule that we
must, first of all, endeavor to diminish the morbid

1 production, by causing its alisorption.

I
Mdssdijr is the bist remedy, because it acts directly

on the diseased (joints, and it has a more certain

influence on the absorbent organs, than any other rem-

edy, internal or external.

in recent cases its effect is often miraculous; but

even in older cases of myitis, whi<li have generally l)een

previ(msly treated by many other means without a

duralile advantage, it gives a good result, proviiled

the cure has not been rendereil impossible by the

destruction of the muscular tissue. It is ncccs.<wiry to

continue the treatment by massage, not only tmtil the

pains have ceasi'd, and the patiiiit has recovered the

free use of his muscles and believes himself cured,

but even to the time when he is really restored and the

I last trace of the disease has disappeared. In inveter-

ate cases this requires nuieli tim<'. Eight cases are

detailed, illustrating the difficulties of the diagnosis

and the triumph of massage.

—

NordUkt Mediciiiakl

I Arkic, 8de. Bd.. No. 8.

! A New Colorino Flcid kou 1Iistoi,ooicai, Useh-

i

—Prof. Dreschfeld, of Manchester, recommends a

watery solution of eosin in the proportion of 1 part to

I
1000 or l.jOOof water, as possessing many advantages

!
for coloring microscupie |)ieparatic'ns. Tlie thin mC-
tion, either recent or hardep.ed, recjuires to be ])laced in

1
the fluid thus prepared, for not more than one minute
or one minute and a half, and on removal U put

1 for a few seconds in water weakly acidulated with ace-

tic acid. The watery solution, so easily prepared and

preserved, is one great advantage. A secoiul one is

the short time required for completely staining the

tis.sucs. In the third place, eosin rcndere the tissues

clear and the histological details distinct. Fourthly.

it differentiates the various tissues beautifully, a

property which is very useful in examining the ner-

vous tissues anil compound tumors.— Cenlralhl. /'. il.

Med. Wiiu,., Sept. ;!0, 1.S70.

KMniVSKM.\ OF TlIK SurN DflllNO P.MlTflllTION.

—

Dr. P. .\lek.schicff mentions, in the HiLHuinrh .Med.

HnuilHehiiu. Hd. 2, 1870, a rare ciunplicjition of parlu-

riticm which he observed at the obstetrical clinic of

Moscow in a primipara, twenty-four yeai-s of age.

During the application of forceps, rendered necessary

byn contracted pelvis, a tumefaction of the skin of

the neck was observed above the right clavicle, and
this tumefaction increased largely during the uterine
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contractions. There was observed an intumescence of
the face, and especially of the palpeliriB, the neck, and
the upper portion of the thorax. This swelling con-
stantly increased, and a manifest crepitation could be
felt with the finger. Nothing particular could be
perceived in the respiratory organs, exceijt a certain

weakness of the respiration of the right side. A live

cliild was deliven'd witli the forceps, and the emphy-
sema disappeared in twelve days without any treat-

ment. This case was due to the passage of air to the
skin tlirough lacerations of the pulmonary tissue, the
result of intense muscular contractions.

—

Lo Speri-

mentale, August, 1876.

PorsoNiNG BY ffiNANTHE Crocata.—Dr. Foss lelates

nine cases of poisoning in children by this plant.

The root was the portion eaten by the victims. It is

said to have a sweet taste, which is soon followed by a
sharp pungent sensation. The plant is called the five-

fingered root, and is used very frequently in some
parts as a dressing in severe cases of whitlow. The
symptoms of the poisoning were similar in all the

cases. Fifteen minutes after eating the root they all

became unconscious, and had convulsions at intervals

of half a minute between each. The pupils of tlic

eye were widely dilated, the eyes were fixed and never
moved, and the retin:^ were insensible to light.

There was no paralysis, reflex excitability, or any
tendency to vomiting or purging. The pulse at the

beginning of the attack in each was about 10(1, but
forseveral liours l)efore death was imperceptjlile. Post-
mortem examiiiiition showed the left side of the heart
to be filled uith clotted blood, and the right side to be
empty. Both l>mgs were congested, and upon section

dark blood and frothy mucus oozed out. The blood-
vessels of the memljranes of the lirain were congested
with black blood, and so the substance of the cere-

Orum and cerebellum The PnietiUoner, October, 1876.

The Role op Guanul.vtion Tissue in Sckofula.
—As early as 1865 Dr. Rubl had come to the conclu-
sion that almost all scrofulous abscesses and ulcers were
primarily due to the production of a tissue that closely

reseml>led tlie granulation tissue, wliich Virchow had
sho,^n to be the foundation of syphilitic, lupous, and
leprous growths. Continued observations of a very
large numljer of cases have since then convinced him
that almost all tlie diseased jjrocesses in scrofula de-
pend on the production and development of granula-
tion tissue. The characteristic peculiarity of this

granulation tissue is that it contains all the forms of
the elements of connective tissue, although the em-
bryonic forms are most abundant. It consists mainly
of lymphoid cells and of round or branched cells

whicli resemble them, but are much larger ; in addition
to these there are numerous polynucleated cells, cells

undergoing division, and cells in which endogenous
cell-growtli is taking place. The last are most fre-

quently giant-cells, which are a constant and often
a very large constituent of scrofulous granulation tis-

sue. These are in part developed fiom lymphoid
cells, l)ut in part from connective-tissue coi-puscles,

endothelial colls, or bone cells, which have been
excited to proliferation by an inflammatory irritation.

Some of them by absorption of protoplasm, and others
by union with other cells of the same sort, attain an
immense size. Wlien tlieir development is completed,
they break up into lym|)hoid or rather epithelioid
calls, which also possess tlie faculty of proliferation.

Besides these cells, the granulation tissue contains
spindle cells in various stages of development, and
elastic filjres whicli are partly the remains of the tissue

that was replaced by the granulation tissue, and partly

a new formation. In the latter case they often resem-
ble embryonic fibres, and their connection with spindle
cells can be easily demonstrated. Finally, blood-ves-

sels which are partly of new formation may also be
present. This granulation tissue consequently is dis-

tinguished from the normal tissue especially by the

number of large cells, rich in ]irotoi)lasm, wliich it

contains. It consists of a collection of these brood-
cells, simply lymphoid corpuscles, and young embry-
onic elements of different forms, which possess the

characters of an inflammatory growth.
This granulation tissue may finally undergo a case-

ous metamorphosis, or it maybe organized in the usual

way and remain a permanent constituent of the body.
In the former case, the product of degeneration may be
semi-purulent, or thicker and pap-like, or may be firm

and hard as a potato. Microscopically it then consists

of bright granules, separate and in mas.ses, of free nu-
clei, of ])us cells, and of other cells of varying size and
form, some of which have undergone amyloid degen-
eration, and some are still well preserved. Well jire-

served cells are found even in very old cheesy collec-

tions. This granulation tissue may start from the

connective- tissue cells as well as from the lymjih cells.

Most frequently, in consequence of a local obstruction
to the flow of lymph, some of its cells are placed in

abnormal conditions of existence, and then take on
the above-mentioned changes through proliferation.

When some of these altered cells are carried to dis-

tant parts through the interstitial lymjih canals, they
may excite similar processes there. The phthisical

process in the lung and other internal organs is in

every respect the same as the scrofulous inflammation
of external parts. The anatomical changes, the coiuse,

and even the mode of cure, are the same in both.

Phthisis is one of the forms in which scrofula may
and often does appear.— CentraUihittJiir Med. Wisxcn.,

September 9th.

Cinchona Cultivation in India.—We learn fiom
the recently pulilished report of the progress and con-

dition of India that the cultivation of the bark is VC17
successful in most of the districts where it has l)een

planted. In Sikkim there are now nearly three mil-

lions of trees in growth, a large proportion of which
are the red variety, yielding a large quantity of alka-

loid. The statement that " the inquiries of the Gov-
ernment quinologist have resulted in a cheap and
efficient method of extracting the febrifugal alkaloids
from cinchona bark " must interest all the manufac-
turers of quinine at home. In the Neilgherry Hills

there are about 3,000 acres under cultivation, 'most of

which are private plantations. The manufacture of
amorphous quinine having ceased in August, 1875,

all the bark is now dispatched to the London market
for sale. In Bombay it has been decided, after a trial

of ten years, to abandon the attempt to grow the
plant on the Mahableshwar Hill, the climate being
unsuitalde. In Mysore there are two [jlantations, the

bark being of a somewhat inferior quality, yet effi-

cient in checking ordinary attacks of intermittent

fever. In British Burniah the cultivation of the bark
is carried on with success. The Indian Government,
however, has decided not to manufacture quinine in

this province.

—

Lancet.

-—-

—

^^^^—^—-^^^

Scarlatinal Dhopsy.—Dr. S. D. Bell (Trans. Med.
Soc. Penii.) claims great success in the treatment of
tills complication, by the use of a decoction of sco-

jiarius, prepared by boiling half an ounce of the tt)ps

in a pint and a half of water down to one pint. Dose,
tablespoonful to wineglassful every four or six hours.
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3. lllcckln ilournal of iUcbicinc anii Giirqcni.

HcNniiwI wdxht.

3 i;ruins.

4 "

"

Actual wclKht.

3.15

4.:i5

5.10

GEORGE F. SHRADY, A.M., M.D., Editor.

PCBLISnED BY

WM. M'OOD Sc CO., No. 27 Great Jones S»., N. V.

Ne-w York, December 16, 1876.

THE METRIC SYSTE3VI IN PRESCRIP-
TIONS.

In our lust wc considered the maimer in wliicli Huid

lireparations are dispensed by a|)otltecarics, and will

now invite attention to the Troy weij^lits in use among

tlieni.

R''ferrin'!; t i the price list of a prominent tinii. we

tind that they offer for sale a set of weights, consisting

of thirty-five pieces, for thirty-eight cents (rather

cheap to be very good) ; and a set of grain weights,

four pieces for ten cents. A set of these latter heing

tested gave the following results:

Nominal wfinht. Aftiml Wright.

i grain. .JIH grains.

i
"

.'JO "

1
•' 1.10 "

2 " 2.
"

It will l>e seen that of these four, Imt one wa.s cor-

rect, and that the otliere were respectively ten per cent.,

forty per cent., and eighty per cent, over weight.

These weights were of German manufacture.

Another set (.Vmerieaii make), consisting of thirteen

pieces, and sold for twenty- five cents, were found to

be reasonably accurate, the error in none exceeding

two per cent.; but a set of grain weights (same make)

comprising si-ven pieces for nine cents, was vitiated

by the one-half grain piiee, which was fcmnd to weigh

.2!t gr., or a little over a (piarter of a grain. Our next

researches were at the shop of an apothecary, who

permitted us to test \w weights, and among which we

found the following

:

Nominal wrlght. Artunl vvolRht.

3 grains. 2.75

4 " 2.73

5 " 8.80

6 " 4.43

480 " 458.8.1

At another store eight or nine small weights wtro

examined, with the following result

:

.\t this store we also found a small (ierman saddle-

s<ale. graduated from.l gr. to .1 gr., in which the arm

cariying the saddle was. 2 gr. lighter than it .should

have been ; consi'fiueutly, if half a grain of morphine

had been ordered. .3 gr. only would have been fur-

nished, or if .3 gr. were ordered. 1 gr. only would have

been weighed. At a thiid store we found everything lus

it should be ; but at a fourth, the propri<tor declined

to permit us to examine his weights, lie said that he

knew they were all right, because lie had used them

for several years. The two shops we first \-isited, and

in which the defective weights were found, are situated

in prominent thoroughfares, and enjoy fn-st-cla.ss pat-

ronage. Tlie.se few examples are of course not con-

clusive, but they permit a fair inference that a large

proportion of the prescription weights used in this

country are inaccurate, and many of them seriously

so. We have made inquiry of several apothecaries as

to whether their weights were regularly examined by

I
the Inspector of Weigiits. The uniform reply has been,

that their avoirdupois wei'^lits were iuspected, but

tliat their prescription weights were not. We see, then,

that if we buy a pound of l)ird-seed, there is every

(irospcct of our getting accurate weight, but with

i strychnine or atropine the case may Ije very different.

i
We have been further assured by an apothecary that,

in a prominent store in which he was once a clerk,

there was not a balance in the establishment that

would turn with less than three grains, and that it

was the custom to ei^timnU all smaller ((uantities. An-

other ajjothecary states that he knows of a store in

which there are no Troy weights over half an ounce,

all weighing above that amoimt being done with avoir-

dupois.

These fiiets, and those whi<h we stated in our last

concerning the indifferent use of the fluidounce and

the Troy ounce, certainly lead us to believe that some

change from present customs is desirable.

The practice of medicine necesaarily presents so many

uneertaiiities, that we should make an effort if jjossilile

to iliminish them ; and if we can secure uniformity in

the dispensation of our medicines, we can thus elimi-

nate at least (me variable factor.

The abolition of tiinnsurft of fujiacitij in pharmacy,

and the dispensation of all medicines (solid or lluid)

by weight, is, wc think, a step that will meet with

nciiuiescence from all those who have given much

thought to the matter. It is the practice in every

country in continental Europe, and would now be the

custom here if the committee who revised the Pharma-

copo-ia had not been too lazy to perform the duties

assigned them by the National Convention of 1870.

We sliMulil also make an effort to secure a reasim-

ablc degree of accuracy ill all weights employed in
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pharmacy ; and we believe that we are not over-fastidi-

ous in demanding that the smaller weights shall not

vary more than one jjer cent, from tlie standard, and

that the larger ones shall vary still less. As it is per-

fectly practicable to detect a difference between weiglits

of one-hundredth milligramme, that is, less than one-

five-thousandth of a grain, we feel that we have a right

to demand of the apothecary a decent approximation

to the standard. The necessity of a change l)eing con-

ceded, in our own mind at least, brings us to the con-

sideratii)n of the question, as to whether it would be

bettei' to employ the metric, or whether we should make
an effort to perfect our present system. The discussion

of tliis i)oint we leave until our next issue.

TYPHOID FEVEU IN PABI8.

The leading article in the last number of La France

Medicale contains interesting points as to an epi-

demic of typhoid fever now raging in Paris. The

Administration of Public Assistance has provided a

special hospital, and the general hospitals liave an

unusual number of cases.

During the last three months the number of deaths

lias been more than double that of the ])reccdiiig four

years. According to the figures of M. E. Bernier, who is

charged with the duty of reporting upon prevailing

diseases, tlie number of typhoid-fever cases for tlie

third quarter of these preceding years has been three

hundred and sixty-three, of whom ninety-three died,

making a mortality of twenty-five per cent. Now,
for the corresponding quarter of the current year

tlie records of hospitals give seven hundred and four-

teen cases, which are double those of other years, and

the mortality has been thirty-five per cent, instead of

twenty -five. In the two preceding quarters tlic aver-

age of deaths was twenty per cent.

The fever exists permanently in Paris, and each

autumn it undergoes a constant and considerable

exacerbation, varying in degree, but regular in its

return. This year it is coincident with unusual atmos-

pheric conditions. M. Bernier has studied with zeal

the course of the epidemic in the various arroudisse-

raents (wards) of Paris. He has found tliat the influ-

ence of jjopulation, that of altitude, poverty, or

wealth, do not furnish data for conclusions. The
epidemic is also remarkal^le in other features than its

number. There is noted an especial severity of the

early symptoms. The invasion is insidious and rapid.

Several hospital physicians have noticed an alisence

of diarrhoea and epistaxis, and the early appearance

of tlie eruption of spots. At the present time it

assumes an adynamic form. A further point observed

l)y JI. Bernier is that there is a seemingly increased

power of contagion.

The Assistance Publique has opened a temporary

hospital. The mortality last week was one hundred

and seventy-one, while the week previous it was fifty-

nine.

MEDICAL PATENTS.

A CORRESPONDENT, Commenting upon the account

given by our Philadeljihia correspondent concerning the

wonderful exhibition of skill and ingenuity on the

part of the instrument-makers at the late Centennial

E.xhibition, very pertinently asks, whence comes tlie

" skill and ingenuity ?
"

Claiming, as he lias a right to do, that in the vast

majority of instances the medical profession deserve

the credit for tliese inventions, he opens the question

of medical patents by the following pertinent re-

marks :

" It may not be out of place to ask. What means

will best secure a pecuniary return to medical men
for their designs and inventions ? " Scarcely a day

elapses without a new design being fniTiished to an

instrument-maker, for the making of which he takes

good care to charge a round sum to the designer, and

then he manufactures and sells the article at an im-

mense profit to himself. Could not some arrangement

be made with the trade, to allow the profession a

royalty on all designs and inventions accepted, manu-

factured and sold, leaving to the former the sole right

and jn'ivilege of piitentiiir/ and selling? This ])lan

would save thy dignity of the profession, and though

not so remunerative as the holding of a patent, it

would nevortlieless give a physician some pecuniary

recompense for the outlayof his time and means, and

for the labor of his brain."

CREMATION AS A SCIENCE.

Despite the recent effort to popularize cremation by

the final disposal of a famous corpse, the public are as

much, if not more inclined to old-fashioned burial

than ever. In fact, as the result of the recent exhi-

bition in Pennsylvania, cremation as a science lias

lost ground. The furnace, as exhibited on the occasion

to whicli we refer, was a very comjjlete one of its

kind, and its construction was I>ased upon .strictly

scientific principles—in fact, it accomplished every-

thing anticipated. So far as the corpse was con-

cerned, everything went off satisfactorily, but whether

other corpses are likely to follow the example is a ques-

tion. It is a pity, however, that such a perfect furnace

should not be turned to some more useful purpose.

FIRES IN THEATRES.

The recent terril>le catastrophe at the Brooklyn

Theatre has aroused public concern regarding the best

means to be adopted to guard against the effects of

fire in large and crowded buildings. It is of course

useless to attemi)t to control any crowd when under the

inauiaoal influences of a panic. The safety of the

great majority composing it rests altogether upon pre-

vention. Oliviously the best assurances in this direc-

tion are the greatest possible facilities for rapid egress

and the prevention of the spread of the flames from
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one part of the builtlini;; to tlif other. In regftrd to

these points, very few, if iiiiy of the puhlic IniiUliii'js

of this city arc absolutely safe. In our theatres, with

one or two exceptions, no extra provisions arc made

against the oconrrenee of a i)iinir, and no extra i)re.

cantions taken to arrest the pioi;ress of a fire anioni;

tlic scenery. In the case of the Hrooklyn Tluatie, all

the necessary conditions were presi^nt beforehand to

bring about the terrible results which have so recently

shocked the community. Dreadful as is this experi-

ence, resulting from ineffieicnt preparations, some

good may yet come of it in the way of a demand

from the authorities, and from the public, for security

in the future. Of the numerous suggestions wliich

have been made, those referring to the control of tire

have not only a practical, but a scientific interest to

the medical profession. It is well known that by tlie

aid of chemistry, all fal)nc.s, whether for costume or

scenery, can be made absolutely uninflamniiible. Not

long ago the Kuglish medical journals, in coninienting

u|)on the death of two actresses by fire, discussed the

subject of non-inflammable dresses in all its bearings,

and advised that gauze and similar fabrics used by

ballet-girls should be soaked in solutions of alum, or

in .some of the silicate salts. This suggestion has been

adopted in some of the London theatres with good

results. Although this precaution in regard to the

dresses of actresses would not have prevented tlie

Brooklyn disaster, it would certainly have its good

effect if the "flies" of the scenery had been made

non-conibustiblc.

The President of the Board of Health, Professor

Chandler, has very properly, it seems to us, advised

that the scenes be painted in water colors and coated

with a solution of silicate of soda. These precau-

tions, together with those suggested by others, in re-

gard to the free supply of water-|)ipes among the

scenes, an iron curtain to shut off the fire from the

audience, anil a trained fire brigade attached to each

place of amusement, are all thoroughly practical, and

we are in hopes that popular opinion will prepare

the way for their ultimate adoption.

Heports of Sorlftifs.

W.\i.8n"8 Physicians' Combined Call Book and
Tablet.—This visiting list is arranged in a most con-

venient form for the pocket, and, in this respect, we
think tliat it is superior to any other which we have

sec'U. It is bound in leiither. is s<'ven and llnee qu.ir-

ters of an inc'li long, four \vid<', but threr-fiijlitlm thick,

and is interleaved. It is so arnmged without dates as

to be good for any year, or any time in the year, iinil

can C(uise(piently be used until filled. It enables the

physician to write the n;uue, adilre.ss, and munber of

visits paid ea<h patient Mliiity five per week) on one

page and line, aiul by u-ing ndilitional pages, the list

may be extended as desired. A convenient and novel

feature is an •riimihlf tulilrl bound on the insiile of the

frcmt cover, upoi\ whii li mi'moranda may be writli n.

The publisher is Ralph Walsh, M.I)., 2JT Four-aiul-a-

half street, Washington, I). C.

NEW YORK PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Stutfil Meeting, Notemher 8, 1876.

I)k. (;. IC. Buiddon, Puesidknt, in the Chair.

(Cuncludeil from puKi* 8(14.)

WATKHMK.T.ON-SEED IN TRACIIKA—TIIACIIKOTOM V.

Dii. KitsKiNT. MvsoN presented a watermelon-seed

whii'h lie had removed by tracheotomy from a boy six

years of age— a patient of Dr. Morton, of .Morrisania.

lie was called to see the patient, Aug. 5th, and found

that four days before, while eating watermelon, he

had swallowed a seed that had passi^l into the liachea.

He had sufTereil from cough since the occurrence of

the accident, and on the niglit previ(Misto the doctor's

visit had had an attack of <lyspii<ea. When first

seen, Aug. .'">tli, the boy's v<iice was husky, and the

forei<rn body was readily deticled in the trachea by

auscultation when the patient coughed. The traeliea

was opened below the isthmus, and as soon as the

opening was made, something Hew out and struck the

doctor upon the cheek. It was supposed to be the

seed that had been swallowed, but upon the nu)st dili-

gent search no .seed could be found. The patient,

however, at once began to breathe more quietly. A
tube was introduced, a pair of curved forceps |)asscd

through, but nothing was clutched. The tube wa.s

allowed to remain until two days after, the breathing

being (|uiet. when it was removed. .\ slight anionnt

of bronchitis was present. .Vug. 1-lth. nine days after

the operation. Dr. M. was sentfor and f(uind that the

lioy had done well up to the previous night, when he

had a terrible paroxysm of cotighing like tho.se which

had previously occurred, and wliieli lasted from \'i to

:! A.M. Dr. Horton informed Di'. M. that up to the

n>orning of the 1 Itli it could not be determined that

any air eiitereil the right lung, and yet there was no
dulniss upon percussion ; nor was there any increased

frequency of pulse or elevation of temperature. When
Dr. M. saw him at -t I"..m., air was entering both lungs

freely, and on coughing a foreign body could be

detected in the trachea. The boy was ])lace(l under

the influence of ether, and the original opening dilated

by means of an instrument, and as soon as the dilata-

tion was sufficiently complete, a violent i>ariixysm of

coughing ensued, and the seed was expelled. The
wound healed rapidly, and the following Sunday the

boy went to Smulay school.

The ca.se was interesting in two ijartieulars :

1. The seed remained in the boy's trachea thirteen

days.

2. It illustrated hoiv easily the surgeon might be

deceived with regard to foreign bodies passing out

after an opening into the trachea had been made.

CANCKIl OF THE STO.MACH.

Du. .loiiN C. Pk.teiis presented a canwT of the

stomach, in which |H'rforation of the coats of the

organ wovihl probably have been complete had it not

l»'<'n for an enlargement of the liver.

The patient was a man. K\ years of age, who lived

sonii-what well, and was pi-rfeclly healthy up to two
years before his death, at which time he Iwgan to

suffer from dyspeptic symptoms and more or Ic's men-

tal dcpressioii regarding the rapid approach of di ath.

He wan repi'atedly e.\aniincd ;
iidargenient of Ihi' liver

was dctecte<l, there was a fuliu^ss and u Ixwrd like
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hardness across tlio epigastritira, but at no time was
any tumor detected. Dr. Loomis saw the man, l)ut

was also unable to detect any tumor. The man never
had vomiting, but complained of suffering extremely
after the least imprudence in diet, and anything more
than a small quantity of Inland food was taken. His
case had been regarded by one jjhysician as one of neu-
ralgia of tlie stomach, proceeding from malaria. Inas-

luucli as lie had not liad malarial manifestation, and no
pain wiiatever except from imprudence in diet. Dr.
Peters persisted in the opinion that there was present

[

some organic disease of the stomach, probably of a can-
cercnis cliaracter. All hereditary tendency to cancer was
denied during life, but after death it was found that
two or tliree of the members of liis family had died of
cancer of the stomach. The treatment was palliative,

and the remedy which gave him most relief was liydrate

of chloral. Administered in tliirty grain doses at night
and twenty-grain doses in the morning, the renu'dy
ke|)t him in a very conifortalile condition. Shortly
after taking the chloral one night he arose for some
purpose, and, endeavoring to go about in a dark
room, he fell and struck his head against a solid l)ody,

and died with all the symptoms of concussion of the
brain.

The entire alwence of vomiting and tumor through-
out tlie duration of tlie disease were the interesting

features of the case.

Dii. LooMis remarked that there was not present in

Dr. Peters' case any of the so-called cancenuis cachexia,
and that neither primary nor secondary tumor of any
kind could be detected. On palpation there was a
feel as though there was a thickening of the tissues in

the region of the stomach, and he was led to believe
that the sensation was due to a tliickened condition
of the walls of the stomach, either malignant or non-
malignant. In absence of all the ordinary symptoms
and liistory of cancer of that organ, he was led to
believe that .some otlier condition was present.

Dr. Heitzm.\nn remarked that he had made a
microscopical examination of the specimen presented
by Dr. Peters, and that he had found it to be cancer-
ous in nature, and of the colloid variety. He further
remarked that cancer of the stomach was not usually
accompanied with secondary changes in other organs,
but simply with swelling of the lymjihatic glands, as
was present in that case.

Du. Sei.i- presented a blighted ovum that had been
cast off in the tenth week of pregnancy. It was thrown
off, and the day sub.sequent was brought to the doctor
at the Dispensary by the woman herself. She had had
one living child, and had aborted three times. In the
first two al)ortions she was sick with labor pains and
progressive hemorrhage, and then the ovum was cast
off. In the present instance, the ovum was discharged
without pain or hemorrhage, and no discharge fol-

lowed. The query was with reference to the cause of
the abortion.

URETHRAL CAI,CULU.S DISCHARGE THROUfin AN OPEN-
ING IN URETHRA.

The President, in behalf of Dr. Stephen J. Clark,
presented a urinary calculus one-quarter of an inch
in its transverse, and one-third of an inch in its long
diameter. Dr. Clark furnished the following history :

Octohi-r fSth.—I was requested to visit a boy, three
years old. who was suffering from retention of urine.

On examining I found a congenital phymosis, and a
scrotum enlarged to about three times its normal
dimensions. After relieving the contraction of the ])ro-

puce by circumcision, I emptied the bladder with a

No. 4 catheter, of about twelve ounces of urine ; the

distention was followed by temporary atony that re-

quired the use of the catheter for three or four days.

During the first week of my attendance upon him,
an oijening formed at the peno scrotal angle, that dis-

charged about three ounces of fetid pus. I enlarged
this opening to the extent of about two inches, and
came in contact with a concretion situate in the depth
of the wound under the pubic arch. It was my opinion
at the time that the calculus had been im])acted in the

membranous urethra ; that ulceration and perforation

had allowed it to escape inco the tissues outside; and
that the channel through which it had escaped had
almost immediately closed, for there was at no sub-
sequent period the slightest escape of urine from the

sinus through which the calculus was removed.
Dr. Satteuthwaite, from the microscopical com-

mittee, made a report upon the tumor presented by
Dr. Alliu at the last meeting of the Societ}'. If was
found to be made mostly of spindle-shaped cells ; there

was also present a large number of round cells. The
tumor was regarded as a i)eriosteal sarcoma of the

spindle-celled variety. Its malignancy was un-
doubted.

The Society then went into E.xecutive Session.

NEW YORK ACADEMY^ OF MEDICINE.

OBSTETRIC SECTION.

Stated Meeting, Nov. 20, 1 876.

Dr. Isaac E. Tatlou, Chairman.

tl.acenta pr-evia : its physiology and its

management.

The Chairman laid before the Section the -vnews

which he had hing held regarding the physiology and
management of central implantation of the placenta.

Fortunately, it was a rare occurrence. The location of

the ])lacenta, and how it came to occu])y the position

in which it was sometimes found, were questions that

received special consideration. His reuiarks were based
upon the following history of a case which had lately

fallen under his observation :

A lady, a't. 34 years. Cuban, and the mother of five

children, had been confined to her bed since June with
malarial gastralgia. Distinct paroxysms of jjain oc-

curred at about two o'clock in the morning and at

aljout the same hour in the afternoon. She became
considerably enfeel)led, although resolute, and at one
time m.arked symptoms of peritonitis were developed,
which subsided under the use of appropriate remedies.

Her time for delivery was about the 20th or 2utli of

October. Dr. Taylor was called to visit the patient on
the 25th of October, and found that .she was suffering

from considerable jiain at intervals of fifteen or twenty
minutes, without decided contraction of the uterus.

There had been a slight show, but no hemorrhage.
The pains became irregular, and after a time ceased.

On the 26th the pains were a little more active, yet

there were no decidcnl contractions of the uterus, and
no hemorrhage. The cervix was long, and no distinct

])resenting part could be made out by vaginal exam-
ination. By external examination it became evident

that there was a lateral ])resentation, and the fcetal

heart was found to be acting well. On the 27th noth-

ing special occurred. On the 28th a visit was made at

about five o'clock in the afternoon, when it was found
that she was having distinct uterine contractions—not

a painless form of contracti(m, as some have supposed.

There was, however, nothing specially urgent in the

case, and the doctor left for home within a short time.
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lie Imd, however, scarcely rcacliod tliero when ho re-

ceived 11 mcusajje to return as ruiirkly lis possiMe, on

iieemnit of tlie oeeurniiee of severe floodinji. It

sceniid that tlie piilieiit. from sittin;^ in n eliair, lind

attempted to rise and i;<> to lier lu'd, wlien the slight

show inenased to a rapid loss of Muod, and slie sud-

denly lost fully one (piart. The appearance of the

countenance indicated severe lossof liloixl. A va-jimil

examination was made immediately upon arrival, and
till? neck of the uterus was found open suHkient to

admit two tinkers, which were passed in an inch or an

inch and a half, and a placenta was distinetly fi It,

The vai^ina was tampoiiid with a larj^e sponj;c, and cmi-

sultativi' assistance at onci' called. .Vs soon as such as-

sistance arrived, the woman was placed under the intiu-

ence 111 chloroform, ami version was pirformed l>y a

cumliination of external and internal mat.ipulation,

only two linjjerslieinj; introduced into the uterus. The
placenta was separated over a small space, the thijjers

were passed up, and. by assistance from ahove— the

ut.Tus lu'iiij; pressed downwards -made to rupture the

memhraues, when vei'sion was completed- The
child was perfectly liUiodless. The pulse of the mother

after the operation was rapid, and the respiiatiun

rather (juick ; hut siie ultimately did well.

The case wa.s interesting because it illustrated so

well the views Dr. Taylor had lonj; entertained rej;ard-

ing the physiology and the mana;;ement of pla-

centa prievia, and which were so nmrkedly at variance

with those held by Barnes, Playfair, Schroedei-, and
others.

The views entertained by Dr. Taylor were that there

wa.s no nhorteiiinri of the neck of the cervix iluriui;

pn-irnancy ; that the placenta, in cases of central im-

plantati(m, was attached to the uterus at the iiitfi-iutl

Oi, and when f(nind in the cervical /.one. it was tlnre

because it had been driven down by the head of the

child. The Doctor maintained that he had rejjeatedly

demonstrated the correetnes,s of these views by the

introducti(Ui of a cylindrical speculum two and a half

or three inches in diameter, durinj; Labor la procedure

that ciudil be easily accomplished with mulliparous

women, in whom the central placental presentation oc-

curred most frerpiently ». and observin<i what was tak-

ing place. He had seen and the chksses to which he

hail ijiven the opportunity had also been able to see,

the cervix open and close as uterine contractions came
and went, as well as the exact spot where the blood

cam' from, lie had also been able to dennmstrate.

in th- same manner ami with the greatest certainty,

that th' placenta was not at the os tincie at all until it

had bei'U brought there by the presjsure produced by

the descent of the child's head when presenlin;;.

The head of the child, bein<; in contact with the

placenta, drove it down, wli ^n a nt;'rine contraction

took place, and when the contrac.ion ceased the hi-.id

receded, ami with it th • placenta. It was the liradnal

crowding ilown that separated the placenta directly

from the body of the uterus, where it was originally

Attached ; and when found at the os tincit, in the eer

vical zone, it was there because it hatl been ]iuslied

there. The validity of that vii-w was supported by the

fact that when the Doctor visited his pati>iit on the

26th. th-n hfijiiHilfuH I'-nii, the cervix was found to Ik:

lonii, and no presentinfj part coidd be nnide out by va-

g'nnl cxaminatiim. On the '.iHtli. however, he found

that uterine contractions were distinct, and that a pla-

centa could be readily touched after pa-ssinj; throui;h

n cervical canal an inch or an inch and a half in leni;tli.

Dr. Taylor maintained that the placenta in complete

presentation was over the os internum; that the os

internum, and not the us tiucK, as shown by Uarucs,

Cazenux. and others, was the first to yield when labor

beyan ; hence the heniorrhaf;e came from the c( ntre.

Ueference was made to the older view in accord-

ance with which it was suppos<d that the heniorihage

was due to shortening; of the neck, which began

about the sixth or seventh ni< nth and gradually wint

on until at term the cervix had coniphti-ly disappeared.

The next view was that entertained by Cii/.eaux, in

accordance with which it was supposed that thi' lower

portion of the uterus, during the last three months of

pregnancy, underwent a special growth, and the |)la-

centa having obtained its full si/.e. that that growth
was the cause of the separation of the placenta from
its attachments. Barnes's view was, that the det:it(h-

meiit of the placenta arises from an excess of giowth
of the placenta over that of the cervix, and adapted

itself to the expansion of the cervix during the latter

part of pregnancy. It was maintained that Dr.

Barnes's diagrams, and one taken from Hunter, show-

ing the safe placental attaclimint ; the attachment

in ])artial presentation, also safe; and the cervical

zoni', which was the unsafe, or the hemorrhagic /one,

certainly set aside the view of non-shortening of the

cervix, and in that contradicted the statements made
by the author in the text of his book.

I'layfair adopted the views of Harnes and Duncan,

and claimed that about two weeks previcms to labor

painless contraction occurred which had a tendency

to expand the cervix ; the internal os gradually yield-

ing until at the term of labor the uterus presented a

perfectly oval form. From all those views Dr. Taylor

dissented, and contended that the internal os remained

intact throughout utero-gestation, and if a placenta

was attached over it. that it also rennuned undistmbed
until labor commenced, lie had not only substanti-

ated his views by direct oliservation during the proirress

of labor, but by post-mortem examinations in wliidi

the placenta had b.en foun<l in the body of the uterus,

altliough death had occurred from hemorrhage, and
not in the neck at all. It is impossible for the placenta

to grow in the cervix, and that it was necessarily

attached to the body of the uterus. The uterus

renniined hcrinctically sealed until son\e cause brought

on uterine contraction, such as a blow, a .shock,

a mental emotion, etc., and then labor commenced.
Again, at full term, the pains began; contracticui

went on gradually expanding the cervix, whether pla-

centa was there or not, the expansion beginning at the

internal os ; but .suppose the placenta attached over

that point, the result would be that it would be sepa-

rated from the internal orifice before it was separated

fron> any other portion of the ut'rus; the pains went
on, slight liemonhage occurred ; the pains conlinu< d,

the placenta became separated more and more, and the

hemorrhage increased as a matter of course. If the

external os was opened the size of a shilling piece, it

was evidence that it had been separated proliably to

two thirds the size of the child's head, and at any
moment profuse hemorrhage might occur. Under
such circumstances, Dr. Taylor proceeded to deliver

the woman at once. Tliere was no advantage in

tamponing the vagina according to the older view,

and waiting fi>r farther expansion of the cervix.

Where the placenta could be felt in the cervical

zone, the labor had placed it there; Barnes had not

separated it as he believed ; Nature had asserted

her power and pushed the placenta down before the

iirescnting part. What was the physician to do
then { If the placenta wa.i 5 inches in diameter, and
the diameter of the child's head 3J inches, it only

remained to separate the placenta J of an inch ; if C

in. in diameter and the head 4 in. in diameter, tho
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placenta I'emained attached only for a distance of an
inch on each side ; and now all that was necessary was
to pass tlie linger up, separate the attachments at some
point, ru[)ture the niemb'anes, perform bimanual ver-

sion, and deliver if the child is malplaced.

Dr. Taylor had demonstrated his view.s repeatedly

since 1852, althougli his first publication was in 1862.

Dii. HuuiiAKD airreed with the chairman in the state-

ment that central placental presentation was rare,

having met it only three times in three thousand cases.

He referred to one case in wliieh the placenta was
thrown into the lied by a uterine contraction,—the

labor proceeded without farther trouljle, and the

woman was safely delivered. In a third case the

placL'uta could lie di.stinctly felt, was separated all

around and removed, the hemorrhage at once ceased,

and the lal)or went on in a natural manner.

Dr. H. then aslied the question, wliy not piocced in

that manner when the head or breech presented, and
the child was citlier dead or there was no prospect of

saving its life by version, instead of resorting to ver-

sion as a general method of managcn)ent ?

Was not the woman subjected to greater risks, under

such circumstances, by resorting to version than by
proceeding as indicated?

Tiiii Cii.vtUM.vN believed it unnecessary to seiiarate

the placenta completely, unless in an exhausted con-

dition, and that a partial separation sufficient to permit

of the rupture of the membranes was sufficient, as

tlie operation of version could then be easily com-
pleted.

If tlie case was first seen when the os was nearly or

com|)letely dilated, it would probaldy be i)etter to

separate the edges of tlie placenta remaining attached,

remove it, and let the case alone. The separation under

such circumstances could be readily done. He did

not deem it wise to permit the case to go until such a

period was reached, and Ijelieved it to be the safer

plan for the mother and child, as soon as the cervix

was open as large as a shilling ))iece, to separate the

placental attachments sufficient to permit rupture of

tlie membranes and then complete tlie veision by ex-

ternal and internal manipulation. If the head or

lireech presented, give ergot, separate the membranes,

and let Nature deliver.

After the relation of several cases by different mem-
bers, the Section adjourned. Immediately after the ad-

journment the Section was handsomely entertained by

Dr. W. C. Livingston.

NEW YORK MEDICAL JOURNAL ASSO-
CIATION.

Stated Meeting, Nonemher 17, 18T6.

Dr. D. B. St. John Roosa, Vice-Puksident, in

the cuair.

effects ok lesions op the buain upon the vis-

cera, and of diseases of the visceiia upon the
BUAIN.

Du. EnoENE DupUY remarked ujjon the above sub-

ject as follows

:

Mu. Pkbsident, Gentlemen—Notwithstanding the

almost innumerable cases of disea.ses of the brain where

autopsy always discovered lesions of a grave nature

in the lungs, it ia not more than six years ago that

attention has been called to this most inteiesting

point of pathology by my friend, BrownSCquard.
He showed that lesions experimentally jiroducc^d in

the base of the brain in guinea-pigs almost invarialily

give rise to hemorrhage in the lungs, in the lieait, the

stomach, the supra-renal capsules, the kidneys, the

liver, and to congestion of the intestines. Except a
few observations scattered in French and English
jjeriodicals. there is no mention to be found of these

facts which are of such great importance for a correct

prognosis and rational treatment of cerebral liomor-

rliage. Every one knows that in the majority of cases

these hemorrhages are not fatal •jirr itf. Although I

speak more particularly of cerebral hemorrhage, I shall

comprise under such heading all diseases of the brain,

such as tumors, abscess, iiactures of cranium, in-

rtammation of (lart of a lobe or of several parts, etc.

The facts which experiment has disclosed, bearing
on the luiig.s, for instance, are the most interesting ])er-

liaps, because of the serious nature of a hemorrhage in

lobes of the lungs, following and caused by an affec-

tion of the cerebrum. (Edematous patches of the

lung ti.ssue. sub-pleural laige ccchymotic suffusion of
blood, congestion of the lungs, are the usual consecu-

tive lesions in the chest. The relation between the

lung lesion and one in the cerebrum is so close in llie

human species, that Professor Olliviei-, of Paris, has
report^'d three cases of apoplexy, which he called pul-

monary unilateral apoplexy, in which he found at the

autopsies that wi 111 a hemorrhage in the left coqius stria-

tum, having cau.sed a right liemi|)legia, there was con-

gestion and apoplexy of the right lung. If you examine
with care all the patients who may come under your
notice, I am confident that you will always detect

some trouble in the lung or the pleura of the same
side with the palsied arm, and sometimes of both
sides. The production of those alterations does take
pliice very rapidly after the onset of the cerebral

lesion, as it is an effect of it. While Dr. Browu-
SCquard made his experiments on the subject, I being
his assistant, then I could see the lesion in the lung
take place under my very eyes, as the first lesion was
being produced in the cerebrum.

The heart, in a less degree of iveofamty, is found to

contain hemorrhagic spots after brain lesion. In ani-

mals the frequency is great enough, but not so in

men. There is another morbid iihenomenon produced
by brain disease in human pathology : it is a state of
the heart which so much resembles hyjjertrophy as to

lead the inexperienced to commit an error in diagno-
sis. I believe that most of the patients who die of
cerebral hemorrhage have that pseudo-hypertrophy
of the heart, which, in its turn, is accompanied by
dropsy. Such an opinion is strongly su])ported by
the researches of Bouillard, Niemeyer, and others,

who teach that that symptom never depends upon
pure hypertrophy, but upon a weakening of the circu-

latory functions. Hence, Bouillard found by clinical

accuracy what very recent researches in the physiology
of the brain have proved.

On the kidneys the effects of brain lesions also

manifest themselves in the shape of hemorrhage, con-

gestion, etc. OUivier has also shown that in human
pathology cerebral hemorrhage gives rise to albumen
in the urine within a very short time after the onset

of the attack — sometimes, however, a long time
after, but always at some period before death. Now
this point must be understood in practice, in order

not to commit errors in prognosis and treatment. In
some cases albumen appears and disappears. The
first case that came under my notice was in tliis

very city, where I was visiting Dr. B.-S. some four

years ago. A patient of his had been taken with
palsy from hemorrhage on the brain ; besides symp-
toms in the lungs and heart, his urine, which was exam-
ined by a physician of this city, was found to con-

tain, two days after the attack, a quantity of albumen.
I had examined the urine on the very day of the at-
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tack, luul it cmitiiiiiL'd none then. It (1isii|)|)ean'(l

iiftiT thi^ ti>urtli iliiy, and only reappeared some time
before death, which followed ill the train of ]arf;c '

bed-sores.

Now, in rejjard to the correspondence? of tluw '

lesions with particular parts of the brain, I have <

made quite a nunilier of expi'ririients within the la.'-t

six veal's on these particular points and many others,

and I think tliat I <'an safily .say that any kind of

lesion seated in any part of the brain, and even of

the nii'nini.;es, will produce in animals sui'h symptoms,
and the .same is tlic case in tln' liuman subject, as I

have found by anuly/.in;.' an immense number of cases
j

re|)orted for other purposes.

Hut this is nut all. Kxpcrimentation and clinical

researches show that disorders of the viscera, thoracic

and abdominal, also in their turn j;ive ri-se to symp-
toms of lesions of the brain. My learned friend. Dr.

I/'pine, of Paris, has pul>lished a very e.vcellent paper

some si.i: years ago, in which he has shown, suppoited
by cases, that pneumonia does fiive rise to hemiplegia.

lie has very carefully collected his cases from the

wards of Prof. Charcot and others, and his research! s
|

lenil to show the connection between pneumonia and
lKnii|)legia to be such that there is no room for sup-

posing that in these cases there was oidy coincidence.
[

Hrown-Si'ijuard ha.s shown that lesion of the: lirst
;

thoracic sympathetic ganglion in guinea-pigs brings
j

«u vascular troubles in tlie ear and ey(^ on the same
si<li'. rotatory movements, etc. LCpine himself has

shown that injections of irritative substances in the

lung tissue do cause constricti(Ui tif the pupil on the

same side, secretion of tears, etc. I have found that

instilling a drop of absolute alcohol by the hypoder-

mic syringe in the lung-tissue of a guinea-pig will

give rise to transient paralysis of the anterior leg on

the same side. Lately, Prof. Leudet, a most accurate

observer, has reported tliat he has seen hemiplegia

occur in a patient every time that he washed tlie pleu-

ral sac, from which he had aspired a (piantity of elliised

matter. Such examples are not infreepuntly found
when looking up Ciises in records, journals, etc.

The irritations of the liver in rabbits cause trouble

of the innervation, which I doubt not have their par-

allel in human pathology. Those of the stomach are

already loo nuich known to rerpiire notice; let me
say. however, that 1 liave<iuite freipiently seen the phe-

nomena which Brown Secpiard has been, with SiliilT,

tile- tii-st to notice. I mean the intlucnce in animals

c.xerci.sed by lesions of the brain on the stomach.

Physicians are well aware that a great majiuity

of Cerebral troubles originate in gastric disturli-

ances ; but I believe—and some few cases th.it have

occurred to me in practice prove—that intlamnia

tioii, or disorder of th ? brain of any kind, or of lln'

ininingL>s. arc the most prolitic producei"s of gastric

disturbances—lesions of the intestines. I know that

those physicians wlic. devote special attention to

di.seasps of children have noticed that sometimes

disorders of the alimentary canal are found asso-

ciated, in such a way as to suggest the relation of

cause to effect, with intlaiiimation of the middle ear.

J. Frank, the learned pathologist, has indeed put on

rccoiil that in man grave diseases of the liverdogiveii.se

to inrtamination of the right ear. Now, gentlemen. I

feel that I (Might to explain here. There are prai-ti-

tiuners who believe that the opiitlialmoscope is the in-

fallible detective of lesions of the brain. Some think

even that they can locjili/.e the seat of the disease. In

bringing to your notice that fact of pos-sible connec-

tion between the liver disorder and the middle right

oir inllnmmation, I do not intend to be credited with

urging the use of the auri.seope in order to discover

the possible cimnection between the simultaneous dis-

orders t^f till' organs, and still less to locate anything
ill the brain, if there be also brain symptoms.

Kxperimiiits have taught me, however, that a strmig

irritation of the liver, while the ceicbium is exposeil,

will produce anainia of the C(mvolutions, but yet I do
not mean to infer that such state of the liver in

men or animals is produclivi-of di-owsincfs, although
that symptom is frequently mi'l with in ijuite a iiuiii-

ber of liver complaints. I make that statement " en
passant " because I Know the stress that, with reason,

is laid upon results of vivisectiiui, and I think it but

right to siiy that the state of the circulation iirmlueiuij

sleep is a matter unknown as yet.

The intestinal irritation can cause hemiplegia under
certain ciriiinistance.s, a fact of the utmost importance
in deterinining the real signilicance of the symptom
palsy. Dr. Nicaire, of Paris, a distinguished surgeon,

lias lately brought before the notii'c of the surgical

society of that city two cases which occurred to him.

Tiiey were women past the critical period. The tiist

\

sulTercd from right crural strangulated hernia. She
had, as a consequence, left hemiplegia, with palsy of

face of the same side : the attack caiiie on gradually,

[
and there was no aphasia; herniotomy was performed

;

without opening the sac, and the patient was cured.

j

The .second was also right crural strangulated hernia,

llemipligia supervened slowly, .and was complete,
limbs and face same side ; as in the other ca e the

mind was unaltered, and there was no aphasia ; this

patient died of peritonitis after the operation of kclo-

tomy. Those cases, 1 nqieat, have been reported by
Dr. Nicaire especially to show that the jialsy did not

depend upon brain lesion by clot or otherwise,

think that it is unnecessary to enlarge on the value

and significance of the series of paralytic symptoms
' induced l)y a niorl)id influence exerte<l by diseased

viscera upon the brain. I »ill now, gintleini'n, try to

off.'r an explanation for those pheneunena, which, if

acceptable, may probably suggest a mode of dealing

with them efficaciously. I do not hesitate to say that

those symptoms are all reflex in their nature, because

there is no jiossibility of considering, for n minute,

that irritation of the intestines, for example, will

bring on paralysis in a direct manner. The reflex

plieiioinena are brought about by the agency of vaso-

motor nerves. At one time this system of nerves

was the scapegoat in every disease ; at the present

time there is too little said aliout it. If a nervous
system could be personified, this would be the one
•qui ne meritait ni cet excOs dMuuineur ni cette in-

ilignitd."

While discussing the pathology of reflex paralysis,

which he thinks does not even exist. Prof. Vulpian
states that, after all. lesions have always be<n found in

such cases when the autopsies were carefully per-

formod— I doubt not in the majority of cases. Ihit

nevcithele.ss, the occurrence of the paralytic symptiun
contemporaneously with the visceral disea.sc. I believe,

go far to show a relation of cause to effect, and very

certainly we all know tliat if a blood-ve>"sel or a nervc-

llbre be kc-pt in an almornial state for a length of time,

their nutrition is impaired, and the parts which they

subserve are li /nrlivri impaired. It matters not

whether the impairment is brought about by dilata-

tion or contraction, both permanent, of vessels. In the

point at is-sue the fact to be kept in mind is that

whether it be rases of the first scries, >./•., symptoms
in the viscera during the occurrence of brain lesions ;

I or of the second scries, syinpt<uns of brain alTections
' during the existence of visceral diseases, wc have to
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deal with consequent, not a mere coinciilent element,

and understand tliat it is always an iiiitative agent

which is at work. «

Corrcspoutiencf.

LISTER'S ANTISEPTIC METHOD IN
OVARIOTOMY.

To THE Editor of The Medical Record.

Sir:—In the last number of the Record, I took to

myself tlie credit of being tlie first to use Lister's an-

tiseptic nu'tliod in ovariotomy.

By the British Midical Journal of the 2.5th of Nov.,

1870, just received, I see that I was mistaken. At a

meeting- of the Pathological Society of London, held

on Tuesday, the 21st Novemljer, ' Dr. GritHtlis, of

Swansea, exhibited two desmoid ovarian tumors re-

moved respectively from females aged twelve and
twenty-one. Thoy were both removed under the

bichloride of methyline, the mrholie spray being also

used."

"In both cases the pedicle w.as ligatured with the

carbolized catgut, and then returned into the pelvis,"

and both cases recovered without any untoward acci-

dent. Yours, etc
,

J. Marion Sims.

ARMY NEWS.

Official List of Changes of Stations and Duties of Offi-

cers of the Medical Deixirtment. United States Army,
from December 'd to Decemlier 12, 1870.

Magruuisr, D. L., Surgeon. When relieved l)y

Surgeon McKee, to proceed to St. Louis, Missouri, and
report upon arrival there, l)y letter to the Surgeon-

General. S. O. 250, A. O. ()., Dec. 4, 1870.

McKkb, .1. C;., Surgeon. To report in person to the

Commanding Officer Department of Arizona, for duty

as Medical Director of that Department. S. O. 250,

C. S., A. G. O.

LiPPiNCOTT, H., Asst. Surgeon. Ordered before the

Army Medical Board, in session in New York city,

for e.xamination for promotion, and upon conclusion

thereof, to rejoin his station. West Point, N. Y. S. O.

250, C. S., A. G. O.

CoMEOYS, E. T., Asst. Surgeon. Assigned to tem-

porary duty at Fort Clark, Texas. S. O. 310, Dept.

of Texas, Nov. 28, 1870.

JileMcal Jttina onii Nems.

CoNTAOiotJS Diseases.—Comparative statement of

cases of Contagious Disease reported to the Sanitary

Bureau, Health Department, for the two weeks ending
Decemljer 9, 1870.
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(t^riainal Comiminirrttioits.

THE PROPER TREATMENT FOR LACERA-
TION OF THE CERVIX UTEUI.

By THOMAS AODIS EMMET. M.D.

(Abstract of n'limrkR ninilf U-for.- the Mi-iUcnl Swiuty of the County of

Nt'w York. I'tiniio^uphirftlly rt'l)orU-<l.(

Mr. PiiKsiDENT AND (tKNTLKMKS : —Two years aj;o I

had tlio honor to deliver an address before this Society

upon hioeration of the cervix uteri as a fre<iuent and
unreco-jnizL'd cause of disease, and 1 also pointed out

a plan of treatin.-nt. Since tliat time e.iipressions

of disappointment have been -iiven, l>ecause the results

liave not lieen gained which were promised. Tlie
[

failure to olttain such results as have been desired is

due chielly to want of proper care in the preparatory

treatment for the operation.

If cellulitis has previously existed it will certainly

return if every v<stige of it is not removed before lite

operation is performed. Some have operated belort^

the cysts, whieli form in the tissue of the cervix, have

been properly emptied ; before the contrestion has been

fully relieved; and before the parts have ix'cn j;otten

into the Ijest po.ssible conditions ; and, as a matter of

coarse, their operations have failed. Otliers have not

properly denuded the surfaces to be united ; have not

observed due nicety in coaptating them after they

have been freshened, and have failed to secure the de-

sireil results. For, it is necessary to obtain union l>y

lirst intention. To this end tin' Haps should be fresh-

ened in sueli manner as to j^ive as smooth and clean cut

surface as possible, ami lli.'n if they are adjusted with

a reasonable degree of accuracy, and have been platnl
in proper condition preparatory to the operation, all

ciMigestion removed, etc., we may expect to obtain

union by first intention. Cases are rarely seen in

wliicli the laceration dues not need local treatment

before operative interference.

Laceration of the cervix can be improved by treat-

ment aside from operatijn; but the c<uulition which

has caused the woman to seek medical aid will invari-

ably relapse, and it is for the purpose of |)reventing

relapse that the operation is performed. It is to keep

them well, after being under treatment. It hius never

been claim 'd that the simple operation will overcome
every ditticulty, but it will improve the loctil condi-

tion beyond wlnit has been gained by previous treat-

ment, and keep the patient from relapses. From
one to three months are reijuired for i)reparntoiy

treatment.

The effect of the injury from child-birth is to arrest

iarubilion, if it be lateral laceration, in eonsetiuence

of the irritation of the tlaps, whicli separate as the

woman a.ssiune.s tin; upright position. If the a<;cident

occurs from very rapid labor or from the use of forceps

with ctmsiderable traction, the perineiun is ruptured

not infre(|Uently, and with this there is watit of pmper
support to the uterus; it gi'ts down upon tin; tioor of

the pelvi.s, and with the prolapsus there is also some
degree of retroversion. Now whei\ the woman at-

tempts to walk, the Haps are forced far apart, the pos-

terior lip catching in the cul-de-sac, and the anterior

lip is crowded far forwards.

If after labor the c.Mvix has cicatrized, glazed over,

as the woman as.sumes the upright position, erosion

forms again, there is profuse leucorrlnea, freipient

show, backache, pains down the limbs, dilhcully in

walking, etc., and she seeks relief. When examined,

the parts will be found to be congested, red, angry-

looking, swollen, and in a eonditi(m which, until re-

cently, has been mistaki'ii for idreration, sometimes
for epithelioma, as well as for corroiling ulcer of the

uterus. .Vs the lips of the wounil are soft and Income
flattened, the injury cannot be readily recognized by

tile eye. Generally it can be reeogniziil by the linger

if the laceration is double, when the patient lies upon
the back, because the neck of the uterus is felt wider
tluin the body above. In ciLses in which there is any
doubt, by ilrawing the posterior and anterior lips

together the true condition will at once be revealed,

and the neck is then often found to be smaller than
natural.

l/ateral lacerati(Ui is often more diflieult to delect,

because the surfaces present ane(pial length upon both

sides. AVhen the laceration has taken place upon one
side, the uterus becomes turned to the injured side,

because of the intlammation which freipiently follows

the injury and attacks the nearest broad lig.-iment.

This version results from shortening of the inflamed
ligament, the two flaps gape, and with the uninjured
side form a tripod with two legs shorter than the

third one ; the uterus, therefore, is necessarily tilted to

f)ne side.

In these cases the parts torn to the vaginal junction

project inti> the passage at the same length of the un-

injured side, and, being covered by the vaginal wall,

the cervix presents a natural appearance. In cases of

doubt, it is well to place the patient upon the knees

and elbows, introduce a speculum, tlius distending the

vagina with air, ami tiiding gravity in bringing the

uterus into its proper positicju. when it will be seen

that a cleft exists in the neck of the uterus, extending
perlia[>s not only to the vaginal junction, but into the

vaginal wall itself.

When the uterus is tilted to one side from this in-

jury, the sound can be passed in the median line to

the fuiulus without giving by its use any indication of
the true condition. The explamition is. that the sound
pas,ses through a patulous os and along the angle of

the line upcui one side of the cervix to tlu; litun of the

uterine canal of the opposite side ; the direction from
the.se two points being biought into the axis of the

vagina from the position of the uterus.

The preparatory treatment consists in the system-

atic use of vaginal injections of hot water, counter-

irritation in form of iodine or blisters over the

region where cellulitis may have i)reviously existed,

emptying the cysts which have been formed l)y the

graduid ilegi^neration of the mucous follicles, keeping
the flaps together by the use of cotton tampons satu-

rated with glycerine in front and behind the cervix,

and keeping the uterus anteverted as much as possible.

The uterus should be lifted up by the linger, and should
be retained in position by a properly-fltting pessary.

When celliditis has exi.sted, it is very often lound that

it has been kept up by the entire weight of the uterus

coming upon a shortened broad ligament. It bectmies

necessary in such cases to so fit a pessary that the

tlragging proiluced liy the utervis will not be brought
to bear upon such shortened broad ligament. Hut
great care must be taken not to lift the ut4-rus too
high, for by so doing you will proiiuce the same
condition you wish specially to avoid. The cysts

, should be punctured with a small lanc<'-shaped

[
knife, stabbing the cervi.x in variiuis directions.

Scarcely an ounce of blood will be lost, as a rule
;

but if the hemorrhage be more than is desirable, it

can be readily controlled by a vaginal injectiim of
hot water.

j
After the puncture, Clturchill's tincture of iodine is

,rvy
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brushed over the surface and carried into the canal,

the flaps lirought together and retained in position by
glycerized cotton pads placed anteriorly and pos-

teriorly. The puncturing must be repeated until the

cysts have disappeared, and until the flaps have been

reduced to the projjer size.

The vaginal injection of hot water should be large,

not less than a gallon, and should be lepeated night

and morning, administered vnth the woman lying up-

on her l>ack.

As long as any tenderness can be detected in the

neighboring connective tissue by jjressure from tlie

finger, tlie operation should lie avoided, for you may
be sure that a certain amount of cellulitis has pre-

viously existed, and that there is still remaining a

condition which would require but slight provocation

to re-establisli the inflammation. After doul»le lacera-

tion, partial constriction is often produced upon the

neck as the parts cicatrize. This is often sufficient to

obstruct the circulation in the flaps when aided by
cystic degeneration. The starting-point is the irri-

tation set up by forcing the flaps apart when the

female is in the upright position ; the mucous fol-

licles become inflamed, their outlets get blocked up,

and cystic degeneration follows, and as such cysts

become distended by fluid, the mucous membrane
will roll out to the os internum. From this cause

the flaps become almost strangulated, and are placed

in a condition similar to paraphimosis. In my former
description of the operation, I advised that the sur-

faces should be fi'cshened by means of scissors, leav-

ing in the double laceration an undenuded tract of

uniform width across the fla])S, which, when brought
together, would form tlie cervical portion of the uter-

ine canal. Since that time, having closely watched
the condition and changes after the operation in a

number of cases, I have found that the os has frequently

become too small. My rule had been to leave this un-

denuded tract at the width of the canal as it appeared
at the bottom of the laceration, which is generally at the

internal os. But when the canal was made of the

same diameter between the.se hypertrophied flai)S, it

became too small after the operation, as soon as the

xiterus and cervix returned to the natural size. In my
present plan I obviate this difficulty by leaving the

freshened surfaces oval, so that the undenuded tract

is now left trumpet-shaped. Now, as the uterus

gradually returns to the normal size, this new canal

becomes of a natur.al and uniform diameter through-

out. To make the canal of the ])roper size, we must
bo guided by the amount of hypertrophy in the

flaps. It must bear some relation to the increased

size of the flaps, and the trumpet-shape is necessai'y,

since the hypertrophy increases in degree from the

bottom of the laceration towards the outer edges of

the flaps. Immediately preparatory for the operation,

I commonly have given a large vaginal injection of

hot water, the effect of which is to contract the blood-

vessels, and allow of only a moderate loss of blood.

The mode of operating is to place the patient on the

left side, and to use Sims's speculum (u- some other

perineal retractor, to bring the parts into view. The
fir.st step is to bring the flaps together, and while they
are lifted into apposition hy means of a double ten-

aculum in the hands of an assistant, the uterine toiuni-

quet is slipped over the cervix, below the point of va-

ginal junction, and tightened. Just before constricting

the neck the precaution should be taken to draw up
with a tenaculum, through the loop, sufficient vaginal
tissue all around the cervix, that the flaj) may be
brought together easily. The fold thus formed ren-

ders the tourniquet less liable to slip as the cervix be-

comes reduced in size from the escape of blood during
the operation.

For fieshening the surfaces I prefer the ecissois, be-

cause of the greater rapidity with which the tissues

can be removed. At the outer angles of the fissure

the freshening should be as superflcial as i;o.<^silile,

for fear of cutting the circular artery. The intro-

duction of the sutures is the mo.st difficult step in

the operation, on account of the mobility of the

organ and the density of the diseased uterine tissue.

I recommend that when the tissues are dense, the

lance-])ointed needles of Dr. Sims shoidd be u.sed, but
when the parts are soft, the round needle should be
employed. The short round needle has the advantage
of making only a punctured wound, and the suliu'o

fills the tiack it has made .so as to prevent the oozing
of blood through the aperture, as .sometimes occurs

when the bince-pointed ones are used.

The lound needle should, therefore, l)e used when
possible. From three to four sutures arc generally

needed on each side. The fir.st should be passed close

along the bottom of the tis.sure, and should not in-

volve the undenuded strijj left to form the canal ; the

last, through the crown of the cervix, being more
superficial, is easier of introduction, but needs to be
passed with more care than the others, with the view
of bringing the edges at the os and along the vaginal

surface from this point into accurate apposition. If

proper care is not taken, cicatricial tissue will be left,

and it may be accepted as an axiom that a female is

not well while cicatricial tissue exists upon the cervix

uteri.

The sutures are secured in accordance with the plan

recommended by Dr. Sims for the operation of vesico-

vaginal fistula. The needle is armed with a short

silk loop to which the wire is attached after it has

been introduced. The ends of the wires are to be
twisted over the " shield," but before being freed

from the former should be bent over flat by means of

a tenaculum, used as a fulcrum, under the suture at the

end of the twist close to the line of union. The
sutures are commonly removed at the end of ten days,

and great care should be taken in witlidrawing them,

lest the edges of the wound be separated. The nearest

portion of the loop should be cut, the woman lying

upon her left side, so that it will continue to bind the

l)arts in apposition until it has been drawn out. 'Ihe

suture nearest to the vaginal junction should be the

first to be removed, for if tendency to gape in the line

is seen, the remaining ones can be left severjd days
longer, so that the ununited portion may heal by gra-

nulation.

The woman should remain in l)ed two weeks after

the operation, and should n(jt be allowed to get up
for any purpose. The bladder must be emptied by
means of the catheter. The bowel.<i may lie kept re-

gular by proper diet, as there is no necessity of main-
taining constipation as far as the success of the opeia-

tion is concerned. On the second or third day after

the operation, a vaginal injection of tepid water may
be used if tliere is much discharge.

Lacerations of the cervix uteri are very common,
and it is doubtful if a female can give birth to her

first child without some degree of laceration taking

place. But if slight, union may take jilace while the

woman is in bed and the rent does not give rise to

any subsequent trouble.

Lacerations througli the anterior lip do no harm
except to make vcsieo-vaginal fistulie. They do no
haim when backwards, except they run out ui)on the

vagina and give rise to bands of cicatricial tissue

i
which produce retroversion, or set up a peritonitis
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from riiniiiii^ into the riil-de-siic. It is only wlieii the

hiccnitiou is hiti-riil that the chiuf troiilile I'lisiies. I

hiivi- ocTjisionally irn-t with cases where it wus iiiipoS'

silile to (h-iiKiiistnite wliere the hiceralion liiiilv phice,

ami yet the l>a(l effects fiilhiwiii;; the accident were
reci)_;;ni/.eil. It wcuihl seem as if partial laceration

occiirreil from tlu' internal <>s towards the outlet upon
one or liolh sides without extclidin|^ to the vajiinal

surface, while the mucous membrane prolapsed Ihrou-^h

the enlarj^ed canal and os.

Tile appearance in such cases is that presented afti r

dilatation with the spon";c-tent when partial contrac-

tion has taken place al>ove, and witli dilated cervical

canal tlie prolapsed mucous nnrnlirane can he seen

through the patuhuis os. The cervix is -jenerally hut

little enl:ir>;ed in diameter, Init the walls are tliinner

than natural. I have trealid these cases hy dividing;

the ccivix throui^h upon lioth sides, then increasinj;

the widlh of the raw surfaces so as to narrow the

can^d, ami lirini;ing the edges together as for the

lateral oprrati(Ui.

We fre(|Uently meet with cases in whicli nature has

ftttemptol to repair the injury, and there is left a

dense nnissof cicatricial tissue which has been formed
l>y granulation in the angle. When this source of

irritation exists there will lie more tlisturliance of the

nervous system than in the original condition, ami
the enlargement of the uterus remains. Tiic only

lemedy for suc'j eases is to remove liy means of a

V-shaped incision the entire mass, and secure tlie

surfaces in ap|>osition with sutures as iu the operation

for laceration.

When the case has been of long standing, numerous
cysLs are formed and ruptured, and as a conscipiencc

contraction takes place along the edge of the mucous
membrane of the canal and vaginal cervix. The effect

of this contraction is to evert the two former Hat sitles

of the llaps into convex surfaces in relation to each

other. Were we to simply freshen these surfaces in a

superlicial nuttmerand attempt to bring them together,

we shoidd fail to approximate the outer edges properly

without the sutunvs were twisted .so tight as to cut

out. This cicatricial tissue is so dense that, slundd
union bi' secured, it will be only temporary. It is,

therefore, necessary to remove entirely this projecting

surface, and partially excavate, that the sides of the

flaps may be brought into close contact.

After the operation for laceration of the cervix

uteri the pessary is to be again intro<luced. For, if

th(^re has lieen ri'trovcrsion, its soon as the woman be-

gins to assume the upright position, of necessity the

uterus begins to settle ilown upon the floor of the

pelvis inilil by traction of the walls of tin.' vagina upon
tlie flaps an erosion is produ<;ed, and gives rise to

congestion and inerea.teil si/e of the organ. The ne-

cessity for maintaining the uterus in its proper posi-

tion is frequently entirely overlooked ; not only as a

measure of bi'ueflt before the operation, but as a real

measure of obtaining beneficiid results subsefpient to

its performance.

I have no hesitation in saying positively, and this

conclusion has been reai'hed as the result of a bug'-

experii-nce, that not the slightest good will result from

this operation without preparatory treatment.

The principles of the operation are simple, and its

execution is not ditlicult under any circumstances
;
yet

the greater success will attend the surgeon who looks

most carefully to the details of the preparatory and
milwecpient treatment. Attention to the minutest de-

tail is of the greatest importance ; even more so in the

this branch tlian in the li Id of general surgery, where

its necessity has been so long and fully recognized.

A CASE OF PERITYPHLITIS, WITH OPER-
ATION AND itKMARKS.

By EDGAR IIOLDKX, M.D.,

KEWAnK, K. J.

Mu. K.. residing in Iloboken, a stouf, robust, and
hitherto exceptiomdly healthy man, was seized with
rigors and intense p.iin in the ileo ca-eal region on the

"til of No'ember inst. The pain spreatl gradually
over the whole abdomen, but cliii lly expended itself

on the hypogastric and hepatic region, the tenderness
uixui pressure being extreme.

The symptoms were such for several days as to lend
to the conviction that an acute inflammation of the

liver with |)eritoneal coniplicatiiJii, and not a dilH-

culty with the ciccum. existed. The temperature,
however, was rarely above 101 , the pulse fiom iM) to

UKt : the skin moist, and tlu' tongue, file from any
particular redness, was covered with yr^llowish white
coating. Excessive pain, anorexia, inability to talk or

move without increase of suffering, the doival (fccu-

biliis and gradual development of tympanitis led to a
suspicion of deeper trouble, and on the .seventh day
the tenderness over the previously extensive area was
evidently concentrated over the ilet)-ca'cal junction.

An inguinal hernia of the riglit side, which had not
been down since the beginning of the illnes.s, compli-
cated the ca.se and also renden-d tlie diagnosis some-
what uncertain. Waiting for rigors or some other
evidence of suppuration, and finding none, the tympa-
nitis being markedly increa.sed. the pulse increased in

freipiency and cordy in charactiT, with indications of
high arterial tension, it was decided best to operate.

It was now the twelfth day of the disease, and no
satisfactory evidence of actual suppuration liad pre-

vented, save a very slightly increased and possibly only
a fancied prominence over the supposed seat of trouble.

.\n ordinary hypodermic syringe proved, however, the
correctness of the conjecture tliat abscess existed, and
upon withdrawing the needle a few drops of pus w<Te
found and examined under the microscope.
Through the kindness of the attending physician,

Dr. (Jeisler, and a fortunate experience in a former
paracentesis thoracis in a child of the family, every
lacility for operation was jircsented, and with the
assistance of several prominent physicians the follow-
ing operation was performed Nov. 18. ISTli. After
the induction of anie.stliesia a more careful ex|)lora-

tion of the abdomen gave rise still to doubt as to the

|)resence of pu?, and the hypoderniic needle was again
introduced as nearly as possible in the direction of
the former puncture. .Miont twenty drops of unmis-
takable pus of exceedingly fetid cliaracter were ob-
t^iined. The tlulne.'vs extended from the ileo-ciecal

region upward to the liver, and over an area about
four inches in width, but not downwards, as would
naturally be expected.

.V curvilinear incision was now made two and one-
halt inches in length, its centre just below the point
of puncture of tlu' needle ami one finger's breadth
distant, and in front of the anterior superior spinous
process. A thick layer of adipose tissue rendered con-
siderable tension on the retractors ncccs.sary, and «li(n
after careful dissictioii the fascia transversalis was
being punctured, a suilden gush of disagreeable pus
escapi'd, amounting to a litth- more than a pint, at first

yellow, then sanguineous, and very dark in color. My
finger was introduced, and the appendix vermiformis,
surrounded with thickened tissue, could be felt at the
lower extremity of the cavity, the ascending colon
pressing towards the outlet, but evidently separated
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from it by a thin wall, probably the peritoneum. No
openiusj could be detected into the bowel or appendix.

After an injection of warm salt water, a tent of lint

wa^ introduced, and the upper part of the incision

closed with a deeply inserted wiie suture and a large

pjultice applied. On the day following (Xov. Idth),

the tympanitis .had disappeared, pain considerably less,

aid the pulse again at a normal rate. From two to

lour grains of opium were given in the following

twenty-four hours, according to the judgment of the

attending physician, and yet a free evacuation of the

bowels was had with little or no pain. A glass drain-

age tube f ot an inch external and i internal diameter,

with a Ijulb at one extremity and just long enough to

enter the opening in the transversalis fascia, was intro-

duced and secured by cord and adhesive straps, the

poulticing being continued. Nov. 21st.—All symp-

toms favorable, no rise of pulse or temperature, and
but little discharge; salt warm water again injected,

both for cleansing and the ascertaining of amount of

contraction of tlie abscess walls. A nodulated mass

could now be felt through the abdominal walls at the

site of the appendix. Opium in graiu-doses twice

daily. Milk punches and l)eef tea /)/•<? re nata.

Nov. 33d.—Very greatly improved, free from jjain,

and able to move in bed without difticulty. The dis-

charge upon the poultice small and of better cliarac-

ter. The drainage tube was now removed, and the
|

wound and cavity cleansed with the warm salt water

as before. The suture in the upper part of the in-

cision was also removed, healing having occurred. So

far as cou'd he ascertained by ihe fluid injected, the

abscess cavit/ was nearly oijliterated, a hard mass be-

ing distinctly felt over the ileo-c;-Ecal region. Alxlo-

mjn very slightly tympanitic agaiu, but pulse, respi-

ration and temperature normal.

Nov. 27th.— Patient free from all abnormal symp-

toms and a])parently well, with the single exception of

the still open wound in the abdomen. The discharge

partly of l;iudable ])us, ]jartly of blood. Tlie locality

of the aliscess clearly traceable upon careful percus-

sion, the ileo-ca;cal mass softer and smaller. Poulticing

to be continued for a few days.

Dae. 1st.—Thirteen days after operation. The pa-

tient appears well, but very weak, is free from all pain

and tenderness, ri.ses in bed without difficulty, and but

for a slight cold, contracted by exposure to a draught

of air from a window, would be al)le to be out of l)ed;

is only conscious ot weakness when trying to walk.

The abdomen wound has entirely healed. No foreign

substance has been found in the discharges.

That this patient would have died if a few hours of

longer delay had been allowed, can scarcely be

doubted. The abscess wall was exceedingly thin, the

intestines pressing forward into the incision, and the

sensation being to the finger as if inside the peritoneal

cavity, while the thickened fascia and muscular al)do-

miual wall showed no evidence of yielding before the

accumulation.

The iutinitesimal prospect of a discharge into the

intestine itself can h.ardly be considered.

Everything favored operation, and tlie entire absence

of adverse symptoms after the operation was all that

the most sanguine advocate of such procedure could

desire. The failure to olitain any foreign substance

in the discharge might seem to militate against the

idea of an origin in the appendix ; but (aside from

such failure l>eing no proof that a substance was not

discharged) the perceptible hardness over the appen-

dix for several days subsequent to the operation, and
similar failure in several of the cases recorded Ijy Dr.

Bjck in a pamphlet on the subject two years since,

show that such origin (in the appendix) was proba-

ble.

That the abscess resulted from inflammation, ttf |it tv-

(fiKov, and was therefore truly perityphlitic, and that

|)ronipt operation was jiroven justifiable by recovery,

are the chief points of interest.

Ue;iort)5 of hospitals.

BELLEVUE HOSPITAL.

Notes of Pkactice akd Peculiarities of Tre.^t-
MENT.

EriLEPSY—CESSATION OF THE FITS -VFTER A .SEA

VOYAGE—RETURN OF THE DISEASE.

The case illustrated a fact occasionally noticed,

namely, a cessation of the convulsions of epilepsy im-

mediately upon making a trip across the ocean. The
patient was se"\eiiteen years of age ; had had the fits

since he was three moiitlis old, until five years ago,

when he came to this country from Ireland. After his

arrival the fits almost entirely ceased, but had returned,

and it was for their treatment that he had come to the

hospital. In certaiji cases of epilepsy a marked ini-

])rovement in regard to the occurrence of convulsions

is brought about by a trip at sea. Another practical

point was illustrated by the case. It was very difficult

to determine to what extent his intellect had lK*en af-

fected, for the reason that the boy had never been sent

to school, or rather he was not allowed to remain in

school, and his education had been entiiely neglected

at home. It was regarded as a ])oint of special im-

]K)rtance that epileptics should l)e regularly subjected

to mental exercise.

PROLAPSUS uteri CAUSED BY TRACTION FRO.M BELOW
—SUPER-INVOLUTION OF THE UTERUS—RECTOCtLE
—CYSTOCELE—BARE COMBINATION.

The patient was a woman, tet. 37 years, who had
been married sixteen years, was the mother of twelve

children, th- youngest sixteen months old, and she had
also had two miscaniages. Her chief symptom was a

buniing heat in the vagina. She had had no men-
strual discharge for six nit nths. Upon examination

it was found that a most remarkable atrojihy of tlie

uterus had taken place, the cervix almost entiiely

gone, tlie body not more than one-half its normal size
;

and that but little involuticm had occurred in -the va-

gina and perinanim. Tlie cessatiim of the menses

could therefore lie readily explained. The sub-invo-

lution of the vagina and perineum had given rise to

the rectocele and cj'stocele. This little uterus had
already settled from its normal position, and it was
])rophesiod that ultimately the oigan would l)e dragged J

down and out from tlie woman's body by the traction I

made by the prolapsed vaginal walls. It was thought

the condition of the patient, with reference to the cys-

tocele and rectocele, might be improved by operative

procedure, although the prospect of success was not

at all flattering.

PROLAPSUS UTERI CAUSED BY DIRECT PRESSURE FROM
ABOVE—POLYPOID GROWTH IN THE URETHRA.

The patient, let. GO years, had suffered from vesical

tenesmus two months, and it had been so severe that

jirolapse of the uterus had been produced. The irre-

sistible and continuous desire to evacuate the bladder

had kept up a constant bearing down; expulsive effort

and displacement of the uterus had been the result.
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But wliiit gave rise to tlir- vpsirnl tt-nesnuis ? Fpon
ex;imin:itioii, a small iiolypniil growth was fouiul in

the urcllua. It wdwUI \>r liarilly fair to say that a

urotliral jiolypiis hail caused pmhipsiis uteri, hut it

hatl aeteil as a cause in ex<iting an iuthience tliat iliil

give rise to such a condition.

IIYUItUKKIKKA—CAItOlNOMA OV THE CEUVIX.

Tlie chief interest in tliis cjise was the sparseness and
yet tlio i^ravity of sulijcctive symptoms. Menstruatiun

had ceased six months u<;o ; three months airo the

woman hef^an to have a watery vaginal dis(har<;e.

which had continued up to the time of the examinii-

tion. and which liad recently been linifed with lilood.

Thei-e was a tixed pain above the pubis, and so severe

that th • woman wa.s unable to sit still. Her face was
haiinard.

On pliysical exaniinatiiui. an exceedingly friable

fungous ifrowth, which bled upon touching it, was
found involving the entire cervix uteri, and prol)ably

passing beyoml the vagin.'il junction into the body.

All that was recommended in way of treatment was to

let the woman take opium sulHcient to make her com-
fortable, and to use an injection composed of tannic

acid 3 i., carbolic acid gr. xv.. and water Oj.

If the growth had involved only the cervix, and to

only such an extent as would permit of amputation by

nuans of the galvano-cautery wire tiliovi' the disease,

the operation would have been recommended.

rnF.PUTIAI. I'ON'DVI.OMATA, IlENUiN IN CUAUACTEll.

A f<^w suspi<!ious looking growths were seen U|)on

the prepuce of a young man, whose statements were such

as to entitle him to full credence, and it was believed

that they had occurred independent of gonorrluea,

chancroid, or chancre. In other words, they were
believed to be of non-specific origin. They were
snipped olT with scissors, and the stump was cauterized

with chromic acid.

UUETIIKAI. STKICTURE INDId'ENDEXT OF ANY ANTECE-
DENT (;ONOItUIUEA OK POSITIVE IN.Jl-nY WHICH CAN
BE .\S(EKTAINEI).

The young man had been sent for treatment on ac-

count of some nervous trouble, his physicians suspect-

ing that the pains in the i>ack. gradually extending
over towards the groin, and linally down the groin and
upon the inside of the thigh, and accom|)»nied by
driiibling of urine after the act of urimttion was sup-

posed to be completed, was due to some urethral irri-

tation. A careful investigation had also excluded
masturbation fnmi the history of the ca.se. Upon
examination, it wius found that the meatus urinarius

WHS abnormally narrowed, and it was remarked that

perhaps in Sift out of 1011 cas-s of trouble after micturi-

tion this condition wouhl be fcuind to be present.

The meatus was cut until it admitted a :i2 French scale.

SYNCOPE ATTENDING THE INTIIODUCTION OK A nilE-

THUAI, SOUND.

The case wns interesting as showing the intimate

relation existing between the nervous .system and the

penito-urinary apparatus. The fti'st time the instru-

ment was introduced into the patient's urethra, lie top-

pled over in n fainting tit. It was said that this

seldom occurred but once, and that, as a mailer of

precaution, it was well always to have the patient

placed ill the horizontal position whenever, for the

first time, the urethra is to be explored.

KIlACTrRE INVOI.VINO THE El.lloW-.IOIXT.

The principli! involved in the treatment of the two
casc:i sccu, although not new perhaps, is of sullicient

! interest to warrant rei)etition. The danger to be

avoided is anchylosis. The method of treatment was
believed to be aiii)licable to all cases involving the

I
joint.

j

1. Extcnsiim until ]>rimary irritation has entirely

subsided.

\
This can be done by means of the weight and

pulley, with the arm in a straight position.

2. When the irritation has subsiih'd. then lock the

limb up in a plasterof-l'aris splint, with the fore-arm

tlexed at a right angle with the arm and placed mid-

way between pronation and supination.

.S. After it has remained locked up for perhaps

ten days, the splint should be removed and gentle

passive motion commenced and persistently kept up
until motion at the joint is secured.

Two i)rominint obstacles ti> carrying out this plan,

are the groans of the patient and the timidity of the

young surgeon. One is ((uite apt to be excitid by the

other, but tlii' latcer must be set aside to a very great ex-

tent if the groans of tlw patient are not subsetniently to

be turned into curses when he tinds out that he cannot

even wipe his own nose with the hand belonging to the

injured nu'mber. In the cases before us this manipu-
lation could be performed with great ease and com-
fort, and the hand could also be carried to the top of

the head without difficulty. The results thus far

were exceedingly favoiable, but by persistent con-

tinuation of the |)assive motion it was believed that

the movements of the limb could yet be materially

improved.
In another ward, and under the charge of another

eminent visiting surgeon, a case of like character

with the above was seen, and the )ilan of treatment

strongly insisted upon was. that the joint should be let

entirely alone until all inflammatory action had dis-

appeared (we are now speaking with reference to

overcoming the ti ndency to anchylosis invariably

present), perhaps six weeks, or even more, and then lit-

tle by little the rigidity could be overcome, daily mov-
ing it, making flexion and extension mori; and more,

until at the expiration of four, five, or six months good
motion could be establishid ; the patient reaching

his own nose, mouth, throat and head, etc. It was
said that the patient could be an.esthctized and full

flexion and extension nnide ; but that precidiire was
objecte<l to Upon the ground that the joint wouhl
i-i-rtainly relapsi? into the former semi-anchylosed con-

dition, perhaps be made worse, and that ultimately

the slow inocess of overccmiing the rigidity would be

necessitated.

The timidity of the young surgeon in this instauce

might lie regarded as a valuable accomplishineiit.

AOKTIf INSIFI'ICIENCV—LITTLE OU NO COMrKNSATOnY
IIVPEKTUOIMIV.

One or two practical points presented lluinselves in

the case before us which are worthy of mention.

I. The fact that little or no cardiac hyp<rtro|ihy

attended the aortic hsion rendered the prognosis un-

favorable, because what the heart needed was nuur
powerful walls to counteract the cfTect produced by

the valvular insufficiency and restore e(|uHil>riiun to

the circulation. As it was. thi' nnin fulTend: 1, from
cardiac disea,«e ; 2, from interference with the venous
flow; and 3. imperfect digestiiiU, as the result of

chronic congestion produced by such interference willi

the circidatlon. He therefore had lost flesh and
strength, and was in an amcmic c«mdition.

I

Wliat WHS to be ilone for the patient under such

circumstances ?

I It was remarked that the rational treatment wouhl
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be to make the heart act, and so restore the cardiac

iinpulse that it would remove tlie venous congestion
;

but as a matter of practice it was believed to be better

to be^in at theotlierend, and treat tlie results produced
\>y t\\! ol>structed circulation. The man was anannic,

lience iron was indicated. His digestion was bad,
and although dependent on the cardiac disease, an
effort was made to imjjrove it Ijy the use of such a

remedy as would favor a restoration of tlie apjjetite

and assist the digestion. Suljsequently, treatment
could be directed to the condition of the heart itself.

The first remedy jirescribed was citrate of iron and
quiuiue in ten-grain doses three times a day, l)efore

meals. In addition, foi- that particular case, it was
recommended to give the following :

—

g . Pepsin grs. x.

Acidulated wine (Rliein or sherry). . . 3 ii.

Acid, hydrochlor. dil gtts. xx.

M.
To be taken with each meal.

ANEORISM OP THE ARCH OP TRE AORT.\—ADVANCED
CONDITION WITHOUT SPECIAL. SYMPTOMS—STRIDU-
LOUS COUGH.

A male patient, net. forty-four years, a laborer, with-
out liistory of constitutional sypliilis, noticed " some-
thing in his swallow " about eight months since, and
nine weeks ago liad an attack of bronchitis, wliich for

several days liad l>een preceded by a smothering cough.
Near the junction of the second intercostal cartilage

witii tlie stennim was a rounded tumor, elevated alxmt
half an inch aliove the surrounding parts, inilsating
synchronous witli the heait-beat, and when auscultated
g&yeahniit. This tumor seemed to have been develoijed
imperceptibly, and liad not l)eeii attended with the usual
pain, ultliougii tlie pressure had been sufflcieut to cause
it to make its way thi-ough the chest-walls and show
itself externally. There was a stridulous cough, liut

the fact that the respiratory murmur was exceedingly
feeble was regarded as evidence that it was piobably
due to pressure upon the trachea.

VARICOCELE—SIX CASES TRE.A.TED BY ONE METHOD.

We saw seven cases of varicocele, in five of which
the disease was ccnifined to the left side, and in the
remaiuing two it was developed upon both sides.

Six of tliose jjatients were undcM' treatment by means
of nieclianical ])ressure afforded liy a truss, and this

was aided liy a suspensory 1)audage. Tlie odd case,

the disease being only sliglitly developed, was treated
by means of tlie suspensory liandage alone. Sup-
port the pendant parts and at the same time make
moderate compression immediately over the external
abdominal ring. To make pressure, an ordinary hernia
truss was used, witli the addition of a perineal band to

secure it perfectly in position. The aim was to make
such an amount of pressure as would moderately com-
press the veins attluit point, and maintain it night and
day, tlie truss Ijeing removed only for purposes of
cleanliness. It was believed l>y the visiting surgeon
that we sliould not resort to any more violent means
of cure in a majority of cases, and that in a large pro-
portion favorable results might be expected.

DIABETES MELLITUS—EXHIBIT OP THE QUANTITY OF
WATER DRANK AND THE QUANTITY ELIMINATED BY
THE KIDNEYS.

The case was interesting because it illustrated the
stitement that the dialietic patient eliminates more
watei-, by way of the kidneys, than he diinks.

There has Ijeen a strong conviction that the con-
sumption and elimination of water may be equal.

7,
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immediately when the patient hiy down. For over

a year she hud often suffered from dysuriu.

A v;i;4in d examiniitidii reveided iiuirki'd iintevcrsion

and C(in-iid;Tul(le enliii;;ement of the uterus. In the

dcirsil dTul)itu< tlie or;;aii resuiu'd very iieiirly its

norind position. The iitenis was repliieed imd lii|it

in position l>y llodif-'s p 'ssary, and the eoii;^li slopped

at onee. .V few days later th;' pivssary was with-

ilrawn, lint the anteversion wji-s then reprodueed. and
the- paroxysms of cmiLtlnn^ r<'tnrned and continued

nutil til p '.ssary was reapplied. .Vt the end of a year

the uterus was very niueh diminished in size, and the

autevcr.siim so much moditi^td that th.; patient did not

c<m!{li even when the pessary was removed.—/.< l^yon

Mediad, November, 1870.

Nkw Tkst foil iVi.ni'MBX IN TiiK Uhink.—At a

recent meotinj» of the Suciete il« UioliKjif de Purif M.

Boueliard ri'ad a pap;T on the employment of the

doulile iodide of mercury and potassium as a test for

alhumen in the urine. Aecordini; to him, the test is

very delicate, and so much so that the alisincc of alliu-

mvn may h.,' positively affirmed, when the urine iloes

not cloud (HI the addition of tliis reagent. There are

c Tlain sources of error in the test, however, which
nnist he home in miiul :

1. The error may depend upon the reagent itself,

when it can he easily avoided hy adding an excess of

iodide of potassium to the solution.

2. If mueine be present in the urine, or white pre-

cipitate analo^r<ms to the alliuminous precipitate, it is

formed on addimr the ihmlile iodide, but it forms

slowly, while alhumen is thrown down at once.

3. if the uratts be |)resent, a precipitate may also be

thrown down, but it forms slowly in the middle, in-

stead of at the bottom of the test-tube; is not floccu-

Icnt; .and finally disappeai-s under the influence of

heat
4. When the urine is alkaline, a precipitate may

form even if no albumen be present, but it has a gray

color, and becomes lilack in a few seconds.

5. The presence of alkaloids in the urine may also

lead to the formation of a precipitate, but it is not

flocculent, begins to form in the middle of the test-

tuba, and disappears under the influence of alcohol or

heat.

In a word, evi-ry precipitate which persists after the

employment of heat is due to the presence of albu-

men in the urine.

—

Le Lyon Midkal, November, 1876.

MoDK. OK IlKNKHATINO Sl'I.IMHTROUS iVcif).— >lr. Tlio-

ma.s \V. Iveati's suggests a reaily and simple method
of producing this acid for disinfecting purposes. Bi-

sulphide of carbon, when ini.xed with petroleum and
burned ill a profierly ecjiistructed lamp, will generate

sulphurous acid with the othi'r usual products of com-
'lUstion. In a room <'oiitaiiiing thirteen hundred cul>ic

feet of air. it was found that by liiirning two hundred

and eighty grains of the bisulphide witli a single

wick, tlie atmosphere b 'came so charged with the sul-

phurous acid, that it was impossible to remain in the

loom more than a few seconds. In twenty minutes

after lighting th • lamp, the air was nnbearai>le. Mr.

Keates ha-s designed an apparatus for the purpose of

disinfecting, which consists of a lamp enclosed in a

metal case about three inches in dianv'ter, and eight

or nine inches high, with holes at the bottom for the

adniis.sion of air, and others in the top for the escape

of the sulphurous acid. This can be carried about

and left in clos<'ts, holds of ships, etc., and, it is said,

without any danger.— Tlie Lancet, November 18,

1870.

Trbpanniso as a Puopiiyi.actic.—M. Sf'dillot has

already presented several communications to the Arn-

diiiiii' (/<•.« ScUnr^s <// I'lirin, recommending previMitive

trepanning in cases of fracture of the skull with splin-

tering of the internal table, to avoid the usually fatal

complicati<ms of this injury, lie has now collated

one hundred and six cases of this sort of injury, which
he publishes in support of his recommendation. Of
these cases seventy-seven were trephined and twenty-

nine were not. Nine of the operations were jireven-

tive—that is, they were performed before the appear-

ance of the primitive or consecutive accidents ; sixty-

eight were curative—that is, they were performed to

remove grave complications such as paralysis, convul-

sions, or coma. In twenty-one of the one hunilred and
six cases the external table was not fractured ; and as

the symptoms, in most of these cases, were not marked,
the injuries were often thought to be slight.

Of the twenty-nine cases that were not operated on,

one recovered and twenty-eight died ; of the nine

cases in which preventive trephining was performed,

six were cured; of the curative trephinings, twenty-one
were performed during the tirst five days after the in-

jury, and eight of the patients recovered ; forty-seven

were performed after the fifth day, and fifteen patients

recovered. The mortality was consecpieiitly propor-

tionate to the delay in the application of the trephine.

When the operation was preventive two-thirds of the

patients were saved ; when it was curative, but per-

formed early, over one-third were' saved ; when per-

formed late, less than one-third ; while only one case

in twenty-nine recovered without an operation.

In the diagnosis M. SCdillot suggests that ausculta-

tory percussion may help the surgeon.

—

Lit Lyon Mi-
dical, November, 1870.

Aneurism of the Ahch of the Aorta that .simu-

lated a Pi.ELiniTis Sinistra.—Marc V . a dray-

man, thirty-eight years of age, of a robust constitution,

was suddenly seized with a violent stitch in the side

and intense dyspno>a, while walking alongside his cart

on .Tuly 31st. He fell in the Street and had to be car-

ried to his home. Fifteen days later he was removed
to the hospital De la Croix-Housse, in Lyons, where
he was placed under the care of M. Soulier. .Vt that

time the stitch had disappeared, but the oppression

persisted; respiratory movements, 40; pulse, 104;

slight cough. A physical examination revealed flat-

ness, loss of vocal fremitus, and loss of the vesi-

cular res|)iiatory murmur over the whole of the left

lung. A slight, soft murmur was heard posteriorly

over the situation of the left bronchus. The voice-

sounds were the same over Imtli lungs, but the whisper-

resonance was exaggerated on llie lift side. .Mensura-

tion showed that the left side of the thorax was not

enlarged. .V diagnosis of pleurisy was made. On
.Si^ptember 2d the patient had a s<'vere attack of lee-

moptysis. On September '.Itli lie had another attack

of hiemoptysis, in svhich large clots of blood were

coughed up, and which proved fatal in a few minutes.

At the autopsy a small sacculated aneurism, as largo

as a nut. was found on the under surface of the arch

of the aorta. The aneurism was filled with a firm clot,

and it eompres.sed and obliterated the lelt bronchus.

The dot and the thin aneurysmal sac presenti'd fissures

which opened into the left bronchus, and through
which thi; terrific hemorrhage took place. Then' was
complete sph'iiization of the left lung. The right

lung and both pleura- were perfectly normal. The case

is of interi'st on accmint of the diflieiilty of the diag-

nosis.

—

Le Lyon Midical, November, 1870.
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THE METRIC SYSTEM IN PRESCRIPTIONS.

Before disciissing the com])arative merits of the

metric and our jiresent system, it will be desirable, we

think, to succinctly state the principles upon which

the former depends, so far as it relates to pharmacy

and the dispensing of medicines.

In this connection we deal with a single unit, tlie

Gramme,* equal to a little less than 15i grains Troy.

All integral quantities are expressed in multiples of

this, and all fractions in decimals, the decimal point

being always placed in its proper position between the

integers and ths fraction, in the same way that we

place tiie point between dollars and cents in monetary

notation. The fractions have definite names accord-

ing to the position whteh their units occupy, thus

grammes 1.04:2 may be read, one gramme, six deci-

grammes, four centigrammes, and two milligrammes,

just as in our currency the figures $1,043 may be read

one dollar, six dimes, four cents, and two mills. This

form of expression, however, is seldom employed, as

we usually confine ourselves to dollars and cents, at

the same time always having in mind the meaning

and relations of the dime and mill. In metric phar-

macy, likewise, the gi-amme and centigramme are the

terms usually employed, f For instance, it is custom-

ary to say thirty centigrammes in preference to three

decigrammes, just as we say thirty cents, rather than

three dimes, although either form is correct. The

inU,li(jramme in pharmacy, like the mill in currency, is

rarely used, simply because so small a quantity is

seldom called for. The terms decagramme, hectogr.,

and kilogr. are not used in prescriptions, the number

of grammes required, being expressed in ordinary

Arabic numeials.

* The complete system of metric weights is as follows :

lOUO lOU 10 I .1

kllofframme, hectoffranime, decagramme^ gr.ymme, decigramme.
.01 .001

centlffrumme. milltgrnmme.

+ '• Les autcurs de forraulaii-es reoommandent tous de lie se servir

que (le^ termcs ur^mmes et centigrammes.^' Dorvaxilt, L'Qfficine.

Paris, 1875, p. -"
'

The extreme simplicity, therefore, of metric phar-

macy, and its absolute correspondence in principle and

detail with our own currency system, are featui-cs not

to be overlooked. The above is the whole of the

metric system so far as it immediately concerns us.*

Tlie manner in which one can at presi^nt use it may be

best shown Ijy an example.

Premising that
Gninnnes.

gr. i. = 0.0U4

gr. XV.434. = 1.000

fsi. (U.S.) = 29..i44

I i. Troy = 31.103

we immediately perceive that if we desire to trans-

pose an ordinary prescription into a metric one, we
can in the great majority of instances dispense with

fractions (in our mental calculations), and use con-

venient approximations, thus:
Grammes.

gr. i. = COG
gr. XV. = 1.00

5 i. = 30.00

Tlie following prescription, therefore, metrically ex-

pressed, becomes

:

Grammes.

5. Hydrarg. bichlor. (gr. ij.) 0.12

Potassii iodidi ( 5 ss.) l.'i.OO

Syr. sarzte co. ( ; iv.) 120.00

M.

Dose, teaspoon ful three times a day.

In reference to the above we ask attention to several

points. First, it is expedient for the present to write

the word ijrammes m full, over the first line of

figures. t Second, whenever a less quantity than a

gramme is ordered, the zero (0) should always be placed

before the decimal point. It will be noticed in '.0

example given, that the syrup is ordered by weig,"\-

This is in accordance with Continental usage, the Ger-

man Pharmacop(eia expressly stating that every ingre-

dient in an ofticiual preparation shall l)e determined by

weiglit.| The use of the cubic centimetre, as suggested

by soine,§ would throw us out of uniformity with Euro-

pean practice, and would be attended with many of

the evils which accompany our present employment

oC measures of capacity. If we are going to use the

metric system at all, let us employ it properly, and in

conformity with estalilished usage. When a small

quantity of a fluid is prescribed, it is often the custom

to order it in drops. This may also be done in metric

prescriptions. JIany physicians, however, aware of the

varying size of drops in different preparations, prescribe

small quantities in minims, and are innocent enough to

Ijelieve that the apothecary dispenses accordingly. We
venture to say that not one druggist in ten measures the

* We shall not here discuss metrics in its relations to measures of

len^h, area, or capacity, as these are not involved in pharmaceutical
operations.

+ Simio physicians in this city have the word printed upon their pre-

scription blanks at the upper right-hand coi-ner.

X -t/f virJA' itttiiqitam, ned temper t>oji<lerihun liquoritni guantuas
iuaicw'ita et tietermi»niida est. Pharm. Germ. 1S73, p. XII.

§ The Medical Register of Kew Englai-.d, 187H.
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niininij with ii jiiprtte, tlic propiT wiiy, or even with a

minim jjrti(lu;Uc, but simply jiives as many iliops us

are orderi'il minima in the iJiTscription. Tlie minim

and the drop, then, being to the apothecary praetically

the same, the abandonment of the minim will not l)e

much of a loss to pharm.u y. Domestic dosa^je is the

same in tlie metric as in the old system, the teaspoon,

tablespoon, etc., beinsj nsed us heretofore.

Having now e\|>lained the principles and practice

of metric pharmacy, we are hi a position to consider

its advantages and disadvantages, us compared with

our present system.

UeI.ATIVK iVuv.VNTAOES.

n Metric System—Sim|>Iictty. ()Iii SysU'tii—Complexity.

I. A single unit— the Five units of weight—

(jraintne. ijniiii, urniple, draehiii.

ounce, poll IIII.

Four units of capacity

—minim. Jhiiilrachm, fluid

ounee, pint.

II. .Ml medicinal sub- Some are dispensed by

stances are dispensed l>y weight, others sometimes

weight. by weight, and sometimes

by measure.

III. Convenience in calculating and altering for-

niulie (metric). If, for instance, in the prescription

above given, it seems desiral>le, npon a patient's

second visit, to increase or diminish the quantity of

the active' ingredients, this is readily effected by the

addition or sulitniction of a few centigrammes, tlie

(luautity of menstruum and dose remaining the same.

If, again, the formula is suitable for an adult, and we

wish to graduate it for a child, and make it only

one-sixth as strong, the prescription would be :

Grnmmt'H.

B . Hydrarg. bichlor 0.02

Potass, iod 2.50

Syr. sarza; co 1 20.00

iM.

S.—Tcaspoonful three times a day.

If, now, we wished to effect this same apportionment

in the original prescription, written in the usual man-

ner, we would bo obliged to write, Ilyd. hiehlor.

gr. i, a quantity which the apothecary could not

directly weigh (for lack of a i gr. weight). lie

would therefore weigh out (me grain, and divide it by

guets-work into llin;e portions, one of which (perhaps

equal to the others, but probably not) would b;; dis-

pensed. Coming now to the iodide of potassium, the

J s». would have to be reduced (in the prescriber's

minil) to grains, 240, and this divided by <>, giving -10,

and this changed to Knm:in notation, .\l. ; and, live

times out of si.x, we would have to give a special

extra thought as to whether the .x comes before or

goes after the 1.

In comparing, then, the n'lativc merits of the two

systems, we find that the advantages appear to be all

upon one side : and we frankly confess that, if there

are any comparative disadvantages in the metric

system, we have thus far been unable to discover

them.

The (pipstion as to the erpedieneij of the adoption of

the metric system in prescribing will be considered in

our next.

TIIK M,\N.\(ii:MKNT OF OIJK ASYLUMS.

FnoM a popular point of view the office of medical

superintendent of a lunatic asylum is not a very desir-

able one. Judging from the reports in the daily i)a-

pers of maltreatment of patients, it would appear that

as a clas.«, the physicians are not only neglectful of

their duties, but positively cruel in their miiiistralions.

It is so easy to create a .sensation by detailing the

wrongs of some poor lunatic, that it is not a matter of

surprise that the reporters of the daily press seize upon

the slightest pretext for so doing. The apparent plau-

sibility of these stories is such as to create a profound

impression upon a .sympathiziiig pulilie, and react in

a manner that is in tlie highest degree detrimental to

the best interests of the asylums.

The medical iirofession, however, are prepared to

tjike the stories for what they are worth, and place

their own interpretation upon the animus which dic-

' tated their eirciihition. From the character of the

medical superintendents of these institutions wc have

' a right to believe that the charges of intentional iiihu-

1 man treatment are entirely groundless, and we should

be content to suspend judgment until the time for

vindication arrives.

A week or two ago the daily papers detailed the

account of a helpless female, who for no apparent

reason was hast<'ned to a lunatic asylum, and there

kept in forced confinement for several days. To other

sensitive and lone females, who were liable to become

disabled in the street, this was not a very assuring evi-

dence of personal safety in a free country, and no

doubt many read the dramatic descriptions with feel-

ings akin to positive horror. It is needless to .'ay that

I

the matter was duly investigated by the authorities,

when it was proved that the poor woman was really

insane, and a fit subject for treatment in an asylum.

Then tin? papers became silent on the question of right

and justice in the matter; and so it was, from a sensa-

tional point of view, judiciously, if not ignominionsly,

I

dropped.

J

Next in tlu^ course of eveiiUs, and us a needful sea-

: soning for dull and unsatisfactory political news, on-

otlier victim of asylum cruelty is found, who is duly

interviewed by a reporter, .'ind another horrible story

started. It is stated that a helpless patient was

driven naked to a bath ihrough a long hall, was

confined in a strait-jacket, and otherwise roughly

,

used at the option of her attendant ; and that she

i was BO forcibly fed, that the instrinnent used for

the purpose inflicted a serious injury upen her palate.
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On its face this also appears to be a very bad case.

If, however, we consider the ordinary difficulties in

the way of treatment of the class to which tlie patient

belonged, it is easy to place a charitable construction

on the worst possil)le interpretation of the affair. At

least, so far as the investigation has gone, there is no

proof that the medical superintendent was remiss in

his duty, or tliat the attendant wilfully abused her

trust.

THE akc:tic expedition.

TiiR English journals are still discussing the causes of

the recent failure of the Arctic expediti<m. Tlie gen-

eral opinion seems to be that the greatest difficulty

in the way of success was the occurrence of scurvy.

It now appears that the latter disease was due to a

neglect to supply the men with sufficient lime-juice,

and that such n?glect was owing to the fact that the

commander of the expedition did not believe in its

cfflcacy. It would seem from this that our own naval

authorities have not erred in their recent interpreta-

tions of naval discipline. From present apjx'arances,

however, our cousins are not to be held altogether

blameless for tlieir presumptive interference with the

duties of the medical staff.

PROBING OF WOUNDS OF C.WITIES.

We are gratified to learn that in a recent case of gun-

shot wound of the abdomen, admitted to Bellevue

Hospital, that no attempt was made to search for the

ball Ijy probing. This is such an exception to the

general rule in cases admitted to hospital, that it

deserves special mention. In the present instance the

patient will evidently have the best chance for re-

covery; and, in case of death, which from present

indications is not improbable, there will be no ques-

tion concerning any meddlesome interference on the

]iart of the surgeon in attendance.

Gunshot In.tuht op the Mosculo-spiu.\i_, Nerve.
—Dr. E. Owen was consulted l)y a gentleman, (Jctober
last, will) was injured a year previous by the accidental
discharge of a gun loaded with corn-sliof. Tlie con-
tents entered tlie arm, and at the time of the examina-
tion by Dr. Owen (Oct. 11) there was numbness over
the back of the head, with no power over the extensors

of tile thumb or fingers. The pronator radii teres and
the flexors of the wrist and fingers retained their

power. For some time after the accident there was
no sensation over the back and outer side of the fore-

arm, but at present he feels a pinch, like the sensation
caused by a red-hot iron. He is recovering the use of
the hand, under the care of Dr. Kellgreen. of the Swed-
ish Institute. The treatment consists of various gym-
nastic and manipulatory exercises. The shot-corn
(twenty-four in numl>er), searched for in vain by the
surgeons, have worked up from the deep tissues to the
skin during this treatment.

—

The Lancet, November
18, 1876.

Thans.-^ctions op the New York Patiioi.ogioal
Society. Vol. I. John C. Peters. M.D. Editor.

New York : W. Wooa & Co., IWd. 8vo, pp. 273.

Although the New York Pathological Society has
been in active existence since 1844. and has during the

past twenty years ranked as the foren'ost medical or-

ganization of the country, it has not, until the present

year, fulfilled the oft-expressed deterniin;ition of ))nb-

lishing its transactions in book-form. In view of the

immense amount of material whicli has been accumu-
lated liy the faithful and accurate reports of the vari-

ous secretaries, it was, after much deliberation, decided
to base the present volume upon t ;e proceedings of

187.5, and supplement the reports of the various cases

with similar ones which had been recorded since 1844.

Dr. Francis Delafield was the first editor appointed.

This gentleman for several years 1-ibortd successfully in

arranging the vast quantity of manuscript material,

and on his I'esignation Di'. .John C. Peters was .ap-

pointed to the oflice, when these labors were ccmtinued
with a zeal and purpose which have so happily culmi-

nated in the present volume.
Tlie arrangement is purely an anatomical one. and

will be acknowledged to be the best that could be

made. After giving a very interesting account of the

origin and rise of the Society, a list of the siiecimens

of 187.') is presented. Following this, the specimens
bearing upon diseases of the nervous system are re-

ported, then those of the organs of respiration, circu-

lation, and digestion, making altogether the most
valuable and vaiied contribution to pathology that

was ever before collected in a volume of its size. The
reports are admirably condensed by the editoi', and
his notes upon the different pathological conditions

arc singularly judicious and extremely valuable. Rep-
resenting as this does the opinions and experience of

the leading pathologists of New York upon the dif-

ferent morbid conditions presented, the work cannot
fail to interest every practitioner, and be of Sjiecial

value to every earnest and progressive student. St>me

of the cases related are almost unique, many are ex-

ceedingly rare, and all are worthy of permanent
record.

While speaking of the general plan of the work, we
must not omit reference to two very valuable and ex-

haustive tubular statements rejiresenting the experience

of the Society in aneurisms of the aorta and in cancer of

the stomach. The first was arranged by Dr. F. Dela-

field, and includes eighty-four cases; the second by
Dr. Bradford S. Thompson, and comprises fifty-five

cases. The great satisfaction afforded by the consul-

tation of these tables causes us to wish that there were
more of them.

Dr. Peters informs us that the present V(5lume em-
braces only one-half of the specimens presented during
187-5, and that anotlier volume will be required to

complete it. Now tliat a proper initiative is taken by
the Society, it is to be hoped that the good work will

go on, and that the profession will be favored with
equally valuable and interesting volumes as time and
circumstance may admit.

Observations on the Diseases of the Rectum.
Bv T. B. Curling, F. R.S. ; Consulting; Surgeon to the
London Hospital, etc. 4th edition revised and en-

larg-ed. Lindsay tt Blakistou, 1876. 8vo, pp. 244.

The reputation of this work as a practical guide to the
surgeon is so well established that it is only necessai'y

to say that the fourth edition is fully equal to any o
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its pridoccssDrs. The wlioli' volumi! bears evidence of a ' good, namely, tlie lupus cryllicnmto.su<> and pustular

Pliuid ill II i^ood li-jlit lit a slioit disl:iiice

oliscrvcr, tliesc plates prrseiit appiiuaiiccs

very tliorouitli ii'vision : and an ciitiicly new cliapteidii

('iiliitdiiiv ill (' iii'^eiiital liiipeifeetioiis of tlieAmisaiid
li 'ctuiii is added.

Ci.iNU'Ai, SmiiKs OF Disk \sh in (Miii.nuKN. Ry El'S-

TACK Smith. .M.D. (Loud, i Fellow of the" Royal
Oollrjfo of I'hv.sicians, etc. Philmlelphia : Liiul.sar iV:

Blakistou, ISTii. ]3mo. pp. 201.

Tills liitl:- viiluiii'j is a elinieal study of the prinei|)al

r.'spiiatoiy dise.Lses of cliildreii, iiioliidiiiL; acute tnlicr-

nilosis as it affeets the head, chest, and peritoiieiiiii.

Typical cases are selected and ^iven in detail, with in-

teiestinj; clinical and patholoirical comments. The

syphilide.

from th

nearly like life, and we repeat that their careful study

will lie very luiiilicial. \Ve oliserve in tlnni that tin:

peculiar normal color of the skin is very well imitated,

whereas in many of the forei>{n derinatoloijieal plates

it is liy far tot) tleep, even as represenlin'; .\iistriiin

skins. If any criticism is made against Dr. Duhrinn's
effort, it is that the rifdness of the inorltid skin is not

the exact counterpart of iiatine. This is noticealile in

the plate sliowiiij; erythc-matous eczema, an affection

well known to lie one of the most dilliciilt of illustra-

tion. The artists. Messrs. Falier and Moras, have al-
hrst chapter, which is of an introductory character.

,.,.,„iv acipiired a deservcdlv liiirh reputation in this
friv.s a v.ry succinct and interestiii;,' u'.-iieial aeeouiit dnss'of work, and we think that Dr. Duliriii" is for-
of the peculiarities of these diseases ill children, fol-

lowiii',' v.hicli are chapters devoted respectively to the

followinif to])ics: Collapse of the luii!; (postnatal
ateli'ctasis). croiiiioiis pneiiiiionia. pleurisy, acute ca-

tirrhal pneumonia, chidiiic catarrhal pneumonia, li-

liroid induration of the line.;, acute general tulnTciilo-

sis. .-leute tuliercillosis of the pia mater and tulierciilar

hydrocephalus, and tuliercular peritonitis.

.\s a whole, the work is one tif the most valiial>I>'

contriliutions to the particular class o{ infantile dis-

eases of which it treats, to he found in any laii'^uaire.

Ati.as ok Skin Diseasks. By Locrs A. DuiiuiNci,

M D. Phil.-ulelphia : J. B. Lippincott & Co. 1876. I

tunate in olitaininj; their si'rvices. V\'e shall look for-

ward with pliasure to the appearance of the succeed-
ini; parts, wlii<li are to apiii^ar (piarterly with re<;ular-

ily, knowinj; that the skill of the author will lieaj;ain

seen in supplying such illustrations as are most
needed.

.\N iNTItonrcTION TO PATIIOI.onv AND Moiinii) Ana-
TOMV. By T. Hknkv Gukkn, .M.D., London. H. C.

Lea, Philadelphia. 18T(i.

We have already reviewed at length this valuable
work, and shall now brielly speak of some of thc!

additions in this, tlii^ second .\merican frcmi the third

London edition. That there was a decided want.
TilK object of the author of this atlas is to jiresent owiiii; to the rapid strides made of late years in

faithful illustrations of the more common forms of patholofry and morbid an.atomy. of a practical and
skin affections such as are <;encrally met with in prac- not too lari;e a work on this subject, is well shown by
tice. and to delineate as fully as the iiuiiil)er of plates the success olitained by this one. In it we tind the

—about forty-eight in all-will allow, the |)liases and various morbid processes carefully described, with an
varii'ties of these affections. It will be therefore seen absence of teeliiiical details of a confusing nature,

that tli'i Work will be of great practical value, as it and in this point the work is superior to some similar

will afford the opportunity which is usually given to G riiiaii ones. Intlamiiiation. nutrition, and degcner-
but few. of obtaining a clear knowledge of the diag-
nostic features of tin sj diseases, which are not as fully

understood as they should be. Much of the want of
success in the treatment of these aff'-ctions on the
part of the general practitioner, is ilue to his

ation are treated of at sufficient length with much
clearness. The new formations and tumors also are

in general described in a simple and intelligible

manner. In this edition the chapter on epilln lioma
is notably enlarged. Though there is much uiiifoini-

v,ant of familiarity with tluin clinically, and the re- ity of merit of all the duipters, we look upon those

suit is that in despair he often declines to adopt any
treatment. We think that within the limits of the
atlas as proposed by Dr. Duhring, he will be able to

present the appi'arances of the diseases generally met
with, and that from them a clear idea of skin affec-

tions generally can be obtained when supplemented by
further study and redding. Another important fea-

ture of tliis atlas consists in the fact that diseases as

seen in this country only will be portrayed, as it is

well known that their general riin.-iiilil'- varies within
nert.iiii limits in different coiiiitries. Taking then the

fact that the accomplished author proposes to give us

illustrations of the more frcpient diseases in their

varying stages and phases as sei-ii in this country, that

they shall be strictly true to nature rather than in jiart

imaginary or diagranimatie, we think that a very
decided want will be admirably supplied. Kacli plate

will be accompanied by descriptive letterpress, fully

explaining the clinical features shown as well as by
directions for treatment. .\s the present may be

judged as a sample, wi- think the literary part of
the work is decidedly valuable. The clinical histories

and descriptions are clearly and tersely stated, while
the directions for treatment are simple' and very satis-

factory. In the present taseicnlus we have lour plates,

illustrating erytliematous eczema, erythematous lupus,

pustular sypliilidi'. and psoriasis. They ari' of (piite

uuifurm merit, though two we think are exceptionally
j

relating to the cell, to the changes induced by syphilis,

to inllanimation of connective tissue, as being very

satisfactory. The various intlammations of stiiictures

and ti.ssues are carefully treated of. and many illustra-

tions are given. In this edition we find a good chipter
on llodgkin's disease, and that the one on inflani-

mations of the ki<lncys has lieen amplifiid. making a
very readable and useful chapter. The work is cer-

tainly a peculiarly valuable one, giving as it does in

short space the essentials of tlu^ subject. It is hand-
somely gotten up by the American publisher.

y.TVDR still I.A VALEITR SKMf lOI.OOIQlIE DK I.'EcTIIV-

.MA. By Paii. MisKi.iKii, M.I). Paris: IHTti.

I.N this little work the author gives the results of his

studies into the etiology of ecthyma, conducted under
the supervision of I'rof. Hardy, at llupilal St. Louis
of France. The following conclusions are of interest,

and contain essentially the pith of the work :

1st. Kcthyma is an afTection rarely idiopathic, al-

most always secondary.

2d. Acute ecthyma results generally from local

causes. It is one of the most freipient and important
symptoms of the parasitic diseas<'s.

yd. Chronic ecthyma is due sometlnieij to cxtornal

causes, but it is connected always with general causes.

The first play the rOle of occusiuual causes, the utiicts

that of predisposing.
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4th. Clironic ecthyma is a frequent complication in

all conditions of cachexia, chronic diseases, adynamic
fevers, debility from bad hygiene. It may develop
itself as a critical symptom, or in the course of certain
affections of the nervous system.

.'jth. Ecthyma is one of the most serious cutaneous
manifestations of syphilis, its gravity being subordi-
nated to the character of the ulceration, which is only
found in those |)rofoundly affected with syphilis, or
by bad intercurrent conditions. The supervention of

a cachectic condition has a marked influence upon the

cl3velopmeut and course of syphilitic ecthyma.

The Anatomy of the Head, with Six Lithogrraphic
Plate.s representing frozen Sections of the Head. By

I Thomas DWIGHT, M.D., etc. Boston : Hurd, Hough
ton & Co. 1876.

Dr. DwiGHT has followed the exam|)le of Braune in

studying anatomy l>y frozen sections, which are valu-
able as demonstrations of tlu; relation of jjarts which
dissection generally fails to make clear.

While the neat little volume is not one to lie read
hurriedly through, it contains a great deal of valualUe
information in an attractive form for reference, and
certainly fills a place in medical literature which has
been unoccupied.
The author gives his reasons for producing the liook,

in his preface, as follows: "Knowledge of anatomy
may ho compared to that of a city. Slany can enu-
merate the streets crossing the great thoroughfares,

can even draw pretty accurate diagrams of tlie nuiin

streets and squares, l)ut be alisolutely ignorant of the
direction of distant places from one another, and con-

sequently of the short cuts lietween them, and what is

to be encountered on the way. One who knows all

this may be said to know the city, and he wlioean tell

what a rod thrust through any part of the Ijody will

strike, knows anatomy in its most practical aspect."

Dr. Dwight has made his suliject much more attrac-

tive and less obscure than it has heretofore been, and
he deserves the thanks of all studious medical men.

The Book op the Balance of Wisdom, etc. By H.
Cakkington Bolton, Ph. D. (Reprint from the
American Chemist, May, 1876.) P-p. 30.

This pamphlet consists principally of selections from
early Arabian writings, and shows that the Aral)ic

philosophers, during and jirior to the twelfth century,

possessed very great skill in the use of the halanee and
in the determination of sprcijre ijravilie.s.

Life : What do we Know about It ''. By H. A. John-
son, A.M., M.D. Chicago, 1S76. Pp. 39.

The author objects to the positions of Huxley, Tyn-
dall, and other physicists who are studying the meta-
physical, and concludes that neither he nor they know
much about the matter.

Argc-Ment in Favor op .v Contaoiods Diseases Act,
etc. By E. T. E.\SLEV, A.M., M.D. (Reprint from
the Rich, and Louisv. Med. Jour. Oct. 1876.) Pp. 33.

An admirable essay upon the su1)ject, and tilled with
propositions the truth of which is well recognized l>y

the profession, and which, if conceded by the laity,

would lead to speedy legislative action.

The Use of the Spectroscope. By Emil Rosen-
burg, M.D. (Stevens Triennial Prize E.ssay.) New
York, 1876. G. P. Putnam's Sous. Pp. 68.

This essay contains a description of the s])ectroscope

and the metliod of using it, and chapters upon tlie

characters of the emission and absoiption spectra, more
particularly of blood, bile and urine, normal and
morliid. The medico-legal relations of the suliject

are also considered. It is clecidedly the best contribu-

tion (in the English language) to the subject of spec-
troscopy, so far as it relates to matters of interest to

the physiologist and physician, that has yet appeared.

Micro-photographs in Histology. By Carl Sei-
LEU, M.D. Parts III., IV. and V. Philadelphia: J. H.
Coates & Co.

As in previous issues, some of the plates are good,
others are wretched. Plate XV. of blood-corpuscles of
man and of the ox is a valuable contribution to the
question that is just now agitating the minds of Drs.

Richardson and Woodward ; the former claiming
that under certain circumstances it is possible to di.s-

tinguish microscopically lietween the blood of man
and certain manuuals, while Dr. W. shows tliat rnder
certain otlier circumstances this is impossible. Plate
XXII., representing the kidney of a mouse, is capital;

but the work as a whole is not what it should be, and
does not fairly represent American photo-micrographic
capabilities,

A Synopsis op Dermatology. CompUed by F. M.
Bi.ODGETT, M.D. Boston : James Campbell. 1876.

This is a chart containing Ileljra's and Piffard's clas-

sifications; Wliite's statistics of cutaneous disea.«es in

Boston
;

(trofile drawings of the principal skin lesions,

after Piffard ; aiul the usual seats of disease, according
to Till)ury Fox. The chart will ])rove of value to the

student, as it gives him at a glance much useful ele-

mentary information.

A Treatise on the Theory and Practice of Msdi-
cine, by John Syer Bristowk, M. D. Loud., F.R, C P. ;

Physician to St. Thomas's Hospital, etc.. etc. Edited,
with Notes, by James H. Hutcliinson, M.D. , one of the
attending Physicians to the Pennsylvania Hospital, etc.

Philadelphia: H. C. Lea. 1876. 'Svo, pp. 1089.

The nundjer of new l)ooks on the practice of medicine
is getting to be so great, and the facts which they con-

tain are generally so well estalilished, that it is quite

difficult for the reviewer to point out any very dis-

tinctive characteristics. So few authors in tliis dcjiart-

ment of medicine have any original views to offei', that

their works cannot be distinguished in that |)articular

from the general run of oidinary treatises. We can say,

perhaps, in summing up the whole matter, that liecause

such works are u|j to the times, arc ordinarily compre-
hensive in sco|je, that they are to serve a useful ]>urpose.

How an ordinary student can satisfy himself which is

the one which will best suit his necessities is a very
difficult question to decide. We mtist admit that each i

author has his peculiarities of presentation of his sub-
ject, method of arrangement, in fact system of teach-

ing, which can only be referred to in general terms.

In the present instance the notable feature of the work
before us is its extraordinary sco|)e of subjects, putting

one in mind of times gone by, when medicine was di-

vided into two great departments—that of medicine
proper, and surgery; tliat what ctnild not be comprised
in the latter must find a ])lace in the former. In this

respect this work may be considered as a type of an
encyclopa'dal manual for the guide of the practitioner,

who must forsooth content himself with one book
on practice in which every disease which he is liable

to meet is descriljed and treated. Considering the

size of the work, granting what has already been said

of its scope, the reader will be |)repared to expect
great conciseness, and will not lie disai)pointed.

The Physician's Visiting List for 1877. Philadelphia :

Lindsay & Blakistou. 1877.

As frecjuently said on former occasions, this list has
the two great advantages of sim])licity and convenience,

which must always maintain its place as a favorite.
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Reportg of Societiea.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE COUNTY OF
NEW YORK.

Stated MeHinij, Decemhi-r 11, 1876.

I)n. .John V,. Pi;tkhs, Puksiijknt, in tiik Ciiaiu.

THK rUOPKIl TKKATMKNT KOU I.ACEIl.\TION OK TIIK

CEKVIX LTKKI.

Dii. Emmkt's |mi»'r being before the Society for dis-

cussion ((•/</. i)af;t' 823).

I)K. KouDvcK Haukku reniiirkid tliut wliiu Dr.

Einini't iciul his tiist piipur U|)iin the subject umUr
cousideiiition, iilUiough ho coiiUl rccogniz.- tlio fun-

ditioii di'scribcd, imd had the fuHest failli in the

truth and accuracy of tlie statement made, lie was not

able to nndeixlanil it siilliciently to accept tlie views

wllidi tlie author of the paper then pnsented. Since

that time he had become a convert to Dr. Kmmet's
views ui)on the subject, and liad come to regard his

contribution as one of great importance to gyne-

cology.

Special reference wa.s made to a case wliich Dr.

Emmet had given him tlie o|)portunity to see, in

which the uterus measured live inches, with a ccrvi.x

very much enlarged, and presenting the angry, eroded,

patulous, everted appearance precisely as descriliid in

the paper. The preparatory treatment was thorough-

ly carried out, the operation performed, and. having

since had the opportunity of making an examination,

he had found tin' uterus to measure only 2i inches,

and tin; cervix presented the appearance of that of

the luilliparous woman. That such would be the

result wIkii the treati.ient. prei)aratoiy, operative, and
!-ubs<(pient, Wiis carried out with the cari-fulness of

detail insisted upon by Dr. Emmet, theie was no
doubt. In the instance referred to, the cervix pre-

sented no appearance of having been subjected to an

operation.

With reference to ci(-atrices which resulted from the

operation. Dr. IJ.irker lielieved that they would entire-

ly disappear in most cases, while the cicatricial tissue

which resulteil from the ctTort nature made to eifeet a

recovery rtmained imlurati'd, and became ii serious

disturbing element in the subsequent history of the

ciise.

It wiLs maintained that this [leculiarity woukl
enable the examiner to determine whether the lacera-

tion, if cured, had been cured by an operation or by

spontaneous union.

Dr. Uarker further remarked that he had seen but

few cases of laceration of the cervix in later years,

and explained that fact upon the ground that those

who were in the b.tter C(>n<lition in society had coin-

pi.tent obstetrical atteiiilants during the time of par-

turition and throu^ihout the puerperal period. 'I'hose

not in a social condition to obtain such attention, as

n general thing, arose from their bells too early after

contineinent, and the result was that spontam^ous

union of the laceration, if it was to occur, was pre-

vented, and the general disturbance to which it ^ave

rise soon followed. It was for that rea.son tin' injury

Wius more connnonly seen in the poorer cla.ss of

patients.

Dr. Uarker was not (piite certain iw' to whether Dr.

Emmet believed the arrest of involution and the sub-

8e<iuent erosion, vei'sion of the uterus, etc., were

primarily due to laceration of the cervix, or whether

it wiu the subinvolution which prevented spontaneous

union of the laceration, the laceration not necessarily

bearing the relation of cause to all the other con-

ditions developed.

lie believ<'d that laceration took place and even

became perfect during the puerperal period ; for

when the woman was kept in bed the parts were

placed in a favorable posilion for ciia|itation of the

edges of the wound, and the weight of the organ did
not give rise to eversion of the cervix and prevent

union.

Keference was tluii made to cases wliich formerly

came under his care in IJelleviie Hospital, and in which

the uterus was found increased in size, displaced as a
matter of coui'se, cervix erod<'d, eversion was not recog-

nized—in short, the cervix presented the appearance
described by Dr. Emmet ill his jiaper ; but the

patients were relieved by treatment, and passed from
under observation. It was a notice ible fact, how-
ever, that those patients returned, and would pass

through the same course of treatn;cnt, or essentially

the same, and go out again. Those cases were cured

most commonly by the use of the actu il cautery. The
actual cautery entirely destroyed tli.- condition de-

scribed as cystic degeneration of the mucous follicles

of the cervix. None of the caustics in ordinary use

.seemed to affect these to any great extent; but the

actual cautery so destioyed them and modified the

nutrition of the parts that their cure was effected. It

was formerly urged as an olijection to the use of the

actual cautery that it would leave lieliind it cicatricial

tissue, which might interfere with the process of

parturition. That result Dr. Barker had never seen,

iiut, on the contrary, he had seen just the opposite

state of affairs, and related a case in which the actual

cautery had been used freely, and in a subsi(pii nt

labor the child was born before the obstetrician

arrived.

The former papers read by Dr. Emmet had been of

great service in calling attention to the effects pio-

duced upon the iierv<ius syst<iii in c<inse(inence of the

contraction of cicatricial tissue upon and about the

cervix ut<ri and at other situations upon the genito-

urinary oigans of the female. That fact was one now
commonly reeognizid ; but Dr. Barker had not seen

it leferred to. that cicatricial tissue, after an operation,

was absorbed; hence, gav(^ no rise to subsetiueiit

troul)le. He had seen cicatricial tissue left as the

result of improper use of caustics.

With regard to the success of the operation pi r-

formed by Dr. Emmet, it depended entirely ujion

currying out fully the minor drtnilii of the preparatory

treatment, of the operation itself, and of the subse-

ijuciit treatment.

Dk. Pic.vsi.iiK, in alluding to some of the reasons for

the ojicration, called atti'iilion to the noticeable fact

that, if but one laceration was present, it was almost

always upon the left side. That fait was explained

by reason of the greater frcipieiicy with which the

fivtus presented in the lir.st position, consiqiieiitly a

greater strain was broUi;lit upon that portion of the os

uteri. Laceration of the cervix oicuired occasionally

upon the right side alone, and the proiialile explana-

tion was, that the second instead of the first position

was occupied by the presenting part of the child.

With regard to diagnosis, if the laceration was
upon one side only, perhaps was originally double,

and had healed upon the right side, unless one was
familiar with the appearance presented by the parts,

it was not easy to make out. On that account many
CR8C8 escaped attention. Dr. IViuslee maintained that

the number of cases was great beyond all conception,

except to him who had given special attention to that
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class of affections. Until very recently the exact con-

dition had not been recognized at all, and the first re-

cognition, or at least the first description, was given

by Dr. Emmet. There were many eminent gynecolo-

gists, and even eminent authors, who did not yet know
what the cases were. Did they fully understand them,

they would not speak of a ])eculiar kind of ulceration

wliich results from parturition. No autlior had a

riglit, in the liglit of the knowledge now within reach,

to speak in such .an indefinite manner of any class of

cases, but especially of that class which had been so

clearly described Ijy Dr. Eniniet.

With regard to frequency, lie could say tluit scarcely

a case of ruptured perineum occurred w'itliout lacera-

tion of tlie cervix, and probalily from one side to the

other. Sometimes sucli laceration occurred without

any laceration at all of tlie perineum.

Why had not tliis class of cases l^een found out be-

fore ? It was |)rol)alily because tlie injury liad inter-

fered with involution, and the case had seemed to be

one of hypertropliy ; tliat is, tliere had seemed to be

only an actual increase in size of the ccrvi.x, and the os

had l)i'en found to be of a (jeculiar sliape and size

with two surfaces, one in front and tlie otlier Ijehind,

covered witli enlarged papilla?, called granulations,

and presenting that red, angry looking appearance.

The cervix, however, was all tliere, and when turned

up it would be found that tliose angry-looking sur-

faces were notliing more nor less than the lining

membrane belonging originally to the internal surface

of the caual of the cervix.

AVhy did tlie operation become necessary ?

In tiie first place, a laceration up to the vaginal junc-

tion prevented complete involution in a majority of

cases, because the two lips of the wound liecame sep-

arated entirely, and the cervical canal became so far

everted that constant irritation of the surfaces was
kept up, which .sustained a continuous congestion of

the uterus, and rendered farther involution impossible.

But not every case had associated with it subinvo-

lution of the uterus, the uterine cavity being too long

and too large; but the cervix alone might be >iffected.

If there was double laceration and either side had
healed spontaneously, hypertrophy of the cervix would
remain. There was not only an erosion of the sur-

faces of the flaps, but a growth of the anterior and
posterior lips.

The laceration, then, not only arrested the |)rocess of

involution, but gradually ludduced hypertrophy of

the cervix, and it was in addition one of the most cer-

tain causes ol sterility. For the removal of the latter

condition the operation was a proper one to be per-

formed. But there were cases, as well, which required

the operation even after the menopause. When the

laceration had healed upon one side, it did not inter-

fere so much with involution, but it would interfere

with pregnancy.
With regaril to the operation itself, there were, as a

rule, no traces of it left. Uterine tissue, in common
with all unvoluntary muscular fibiv, healed more
rapidly than any other tissue, and the appearance of

the cervix atter the operation was almost perfectly

normal.
Dr. Peaslee then referred to a case in which the

cervix measured seven inches in circumference before

the operation, but at the end of three months presented

an appearance almost entirely normal. With regard

to the sutures he had commonly permitted them to

remain more than a week, and had had no difficulty in

removing them without affecting tlie union of the

parts. By taking deep sutures it was believed to be

safe to leave them sufficiently long to allow adhesion

to become so firm that their removal could be effected

without endangering the union of the flaps.

Dr. Pali.en believed that laceration of the cervix

was very frequent, full forty jjer cent, of the cases at

the clinic at the University Medical College presenting

that lesion. He regarded the diagnosis as easy by the

touch alone
;
and when the patient was placed upon

tlie left side, a Sims speculum employed, and the parts

raised with a tenaculum, the fissure could be readily

recognized. Coaptation of the torn surfaces by means
of sutures was held to be tlie best method of treat-

ment, either for immediate relief or as a subsequent

operation. Cure without surgical procedure was re-

garded as rare ; and the operation rarely, if ever, failed

to bring about the integrity of the cervix. Dr. Fallen

had performed the operation during the past ten years

substantially as Dr. Emmet had recommended, and
read extracts from papers in illustration of the views
he held at the beginning of that period.

Dr. Downs raised the question whether occlusion

of the OS might not occur as the result of s|)ontaiieous

or operative closure of the flaps of a lacerated cervix,

and cited a case which seemed to him to illustrate tliat

possibility.

Dn. McNDE presented some statistics regarding

the frequency of laceration of the cervix. Out of 490
uterine cases treated by hiin at Mount Sinai Hospital

there were 28 in which complete laceration, l)ilatei'al

or otherwise, had occurred, or 5-,''ii per cent. That was
a smaller percentage than Dr. Hanks had reported

from Deniilt Dispensary, or 8-,^, per cent., and con-

siderably less than mentioned by Dr. Fallen. Of those

28 cases, 23 were bilateral, 4 unilateral, and 1 pos-

terior. Sixteen were attended with endo-cervicitis or

metritis, and there was u-sually subinvolution or hyptr-

jilasia. Eleven were connected with displacement or

hyperplasia, with uterine catan h. One case exhibited

no uterine symptoms whatever, and no other disease

of the uterus. The more eversion there was present,

the more marked were the symptoms. In some cases

there was no eversion, but simply laceration, and yet

there was present considerable endo-cervicitis. He
had also found that when treated by ordinary local

measures, without operation, they would get better,

and remain away for a time, but return with the

same trouble as l)ad as ever.

Dr. H.\nics remarked that one point should perhaps

be made more iirominent, and that was with refer-

ence to cicatricial tissue remaining after the opera-

tion. He was of the opinion that it was a peculi-

arity of the operation that no cicatricial tdssue re-

mained, and cited a case in which labor had subse-

quently occurred without the slightest difficulty, and
was effected without laceration Ixin:; reproduced.

Dr. Hanks also drew attention to the use of a double

tenaculum for holding the lips of the wimnd to-

gether, thus permitting of the more easy introduction

of the sutures by less skilful hands than Di-. Em-
met's.

Dr. Chamberlain referred to the fact that he had
failed for a long time to recognize the lesion, although
constantly seeing cases in which it was present. The
reason for not recognizing the condition he attiiliuted

to the fact that he used the Ferguson speculum, by
which it was obscured. By the use of the Sims sjiecu-

lum, or its equivalent, he had been able to detvet its

existence when unable to recognize it by means of the

Ferguson instrument.

Dr. Gillette regarded the diagnosis as very simple,

and the mechanical operation as one easily performed.

His first operations had been failures because of insuf-

ficient instruction concerning preparatory treatment.
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The df)j;ri'e of (lisplaconient, the cystic tlegcneriition
of the tissues, iiml the eoiii;cste(l coiiilitioii, wire not
fiillv considered l)y l.iin formerly, lienee fiiilunr fol-

lowed his operations. Tliut had heen tlie experience
of otiiers, and prolmhly siicli experience had been
due to an etjually iusntticient knowledge n3 possessed
tiy himself.

Dii. Otis remarked tlmt for several years he had
had opportunily of ohsiTvin;; the results followiu'^
the division of cicatricial tissue in canals of simi-
lar character, especially thi' urethra, and had found
it to lie an invarialile result that, when the con-
striction was tliorouirhly divided, the cicatricial tissue

was entirely ahsorlied. lie had also observed that
where division had been nnide across the urethra,
the same result did not follow. In order to produce
stricture the injury must extend arcUHid the canal,
which it did not do where the incision was nnide
loni;itudinally. In such case the cicatricial deposit
bad no hold around the canal, but the contraction
Was upon the cicatricial ti.ssue itself, and it was final-

ly able to disappear; whereas, if the plastic deposit
had surrounded the canal, the contraction took jjlace

at the ( xp< n.se of the canal.

I)K. Wvi.iio remarked that he had had the opportu-
nity of observing the results which h.id followed
closiiiif of laceration of the cervix by means of sutures,

at the Woman's Hospital, and had not seen any sub-

quent bad results. It had seemed that the condi-
tion WHS not yet recogni/.i'd liy .some eminent f;yne-
colo;;ist.s, for a case had come under his observation
which had been regarded by several gentlemen in

I'hiladilphia as one of cancer of the cervix, but which,
after careful examinati<in. was recognized as (UU' of
simple laceration, and completely cured by au opera-
ti<m i)erformed by Dr. Kmiuet.
The Society then adjourned.

Corrfsponticncf.

A NKW METHOD OF ADMINISTERING
QUININE.

To THE Boiton OF Tuc Mrdical RKCono..

Aiil,')W m? to say a few words recommending a new
medicine to our already long list.

In the October number of the Amfrioiii Journal of
Uiilienl Si-irnr-t of the present year is an article by
Fothergill, of London, recommending the hyilrobroniii:

acid. Amiuig otii 'r properties he spi'aks of it as a solv-

ent for (piinlne arul a [ireventive of the head symp-
toms n-sulting from the use of quinine.
We had a patunt in the hospital with chronic mal

aria, who conld not take fpiinine for any length of time
with lut bjing "almost ciazy from it," as she ex-
|iress;-d h.-rs-lf. and at Ih' su.;gestion of Dr. Bur-
ndl, tirj visiting physician, we tested the acid on this

ca.sc.

It was given in Z ss. doses, with ipiinine in capsule-s,

and with the happiest residt. The roaring in the cars

aufl thv di/./.ine.ss <lis'ippcared. and the patient no
long.-r objected to being cured by ipiinine.

Since then. I have tested the medicine in many cases,

and it hisnever failed. Dr. II.. of \Vashin'.;ton, I), f".,

cntereil the hospital suffering from malarial poisoning
and from largediws of rpiinine, and wa.sniuch pleased

ot being relii-ved from the cinchonisni by the acid. I

The tinnitus aunum following the exhibition of (pii-

nine seems tube due to an active congestion of at least

•ionie parts, if not the whole of the brain, as Dr. D. U

[
St. .1. Roosa has observed that after taking ten or fif-

teen grains of cpiinine the meinbrami lympani and

I

malleus are maikedly injected. It had "before bi-cn

noticed that the admini.stralion of quinine aggravated
the syinpt«uus of otitis media and other aural alTec-

I

tions.

It may be that hydrobromic acid, being analogous
to bromide of potassium, may, like bnunide of pot-
assium, cause contraction of the blood-ve.s.sels, and thus
prevent the bad efl'ects of quinine. However this

I nniy be, it acts in the happiest nuinner.
There is a growing mistiust among the laity toward.s

quinine. All sorts of stories are reported concerning
its harmful effects, such as causing permanent deaf-

,
ness, impairing the eyesight, affecting the brain, etc.,

etc. Nor are these opinions wholly willauit reiuson, for
the roaring in the ears, the di/.ziuess, the trembling
limbs, the sensation of being in a storm at sea general-
ly, is anything but pleasant and reassuring to a person
distrustful of •• allopathy." It is then the duty of the
profession to keep our faithful ally ipiinine from fall-

ing into disrepute when it can be done by so simple a
means as the use of this acid.

In giving quinine in solution, I use the following
formula :

IJ. Quinine' svdph j j.

Hydrobromic acid,

AqU!i' lia 3 i.ss.

M. Sig.—Two teaspoonfuls contain five grains of
quinine.

You can insert the formula for making the acid
according to Fothergill, if you see fit.

Dissolve 3 X., 3 vj., grs. xxviij. of potassie bromldi
in water Oiv., add = xiij., 3 i., gre. xxxvij. of tartaric
acid. The arhl reiniiiiis in aoliUion, and jiotassa bitar-

trate is precipitated.

W. E. Forrest, .Ml).,

lietiilent P/iyniriun. Picalnjlrrian lluKjiital.

ANTISEPTIC OVA R 1 OTOM Y.
To THE KDITOIt OF THE XlF.DICAL I{>X'OKl>.

My dear Sir:—In the number of the Kkcoud for
Dec. i), lST(i, I find a case of ovariotomy reported
by .1. Marion Sims, .M.D., in which • Lister's antiseptic
method" was employed.

I desire to call attention to the following quotation
from that article. The italics are my own, "Thu
operation was done on Thursday, thf 'i:itl Aurnnlxr
liml. I am purticulitr in ,fi.ein;/ t/ir iliitr. hraiime I hc-
lii'Cf- it inttUf/ttnifCM n netr ilrjiavturr in ifPiiriotoniy.''^

Vtitm a perusal of this and the context, the inference
to be drawn is. that the 2;jd day of November, 1870,
marked the jii-Ht employment of "Lister's antiseptic
method" in the perfiuniance of ovariotomy.

I take the liberty of forwanling to you an extract
from a report of my own, published in the llomo-a-
jKithic 7'iinin for November, ISTli. bearing this title:
• Successful Ovariotomy — .\ntiseptie TrealiiK nt,"
which, I think, may placethe date of the employment
of " Lister's inethoil " in ovariotomy, six monllis prior
to till' date mentioned in the article of Dr. Sims.

After some general remarks on the condition of the
patient and the history of the case, the article reads:
"On .May "Jltli I proceeded to remove the tumor,

which wiLs unilocular.
" J/iirinij hml the ojinrtmi-hl tfioroiifffily alrfd, the

iitmonp/irre of the room irux rhnnjeii icitfi carhnlic arid
'I'riiy—from a solution in the proportion of about one
part of the acid to fifty of water. T/if tnhlr trim al»o

'I'rityfd, and my hniiitu irnnlied in a rarlmlir aciit »olu-

ticn. She was brought under the aniesthetic without
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troul)le. An incision, not inore than two and a half
inclies in k-ngtli, was made in tlie linea alba, and the
tumor e.\|)osed. Tlie Huid drawn off was daik lnown
in color, with flocculi here and tliere deposited through
it. The adliesions were quite numerous, Ijut imt dense,
and tlie vtssels were secured by torsion niid Liste?-^s

(intis-'iitic animal ligatiircK, tlie ends being cut off
close, and returned to tlie abdominal cavity. The
pedicle, which was broad, was tied with a .Hi-uiiff aiii-

lUiil liijittiire, passed double through its centre, and
secured on both sides. The fcraseur was then applied,
and the jiedicle severed. The ends of the ligature
were cut close, and the stump dropped back into tlie

alidomen. 77ie p"ris wen- sprnyed eunstantly with car-

bolic acid, and Ulb sjioiiyes used mere snaked in a solution

of -hi proportion of acid. Silver wire sutures were
emiiloyed to close the wound, and the patient jiut to

)>eil after a compress saturated with carholic acid solu-

tion Jiad. been applied, and a bandage placed around the

abdmncn.''''

Til is patient recovered without a single untoward
symptom, and the tumor weiglied about 2S lbs. The
ligatures used for the pedicle and to arrest tlic henior-
rliage were prejiarcd by J. H. McFarlan it Co.," Lon-
don, after Lister's formula. I miglit here also mention
tliat on tlie 18th of j\[arch, nearly two months l)efore

the operation just mentioned. I removed a remarkable
dermoid cyst, containing teetli, bones of various and
peculiar shape, tufts of hair, quantities of lime and
colloid siilistance, in which operation the antiseiitic

method was used, not, however, in so tliorough a
manner as in tlie case quoted. In the latter the parts
were sprayed before and after tlie operation, and my
hands difiped in artiticial serum impregnated with
carbolic acid. The pedicle was ligated as were the ves-
s;;ls—which were numenms—with Lister's carbolized
catgut. The patient died on the fifth day. At the
])ost-niortein examination the condition of the pedicle
and vessels was .so satisfactory, that I believe ere Icuiij,

that clamp twine, or wire, will lie cast aside, and anti-

septic animal ligatures be used entirely in the treat-

ment of the pedicle.

Very truly yours,

Wm. Tod Helmuth.
21 West Thirty-scventti Strcpt. New York,

Def. H, IhTB.

ARMY NEWS.
Official List of Changes of Stations and Duties of

0(Kcers vf the Medical Department. United States

Army, from Dec. 10th to Dec. IGtb, 1876.

CooPKH, Geo. E., Major and Surgeon. Ajipoiuted
Assistant Jledical Purveyor, with the rank of Lieuten-
ant-Colonel, to date from Dec. 2, 1876; vice Laub,
deceased.

Bii.nNGS, J. S., Asst. -Surgeon. Proiiioted Sur-

geon, witli the rank of Major, to date from Dec. 3,

1876 ; vice Cooper, appointed Asst. Medical Pur-
veyor.

Expectant TnE.\TMENr of Chore.v.—Doctors E.

B. Gray and H. M. Tuckwell gave, some five years

ago, a series of cases treated in this manner. They
now present twenty more cases where they were treated

in isolated wards, had good nursing, large and well-

padded crilis, plenty of nutritious food, but no stimu-

lants. The average duration of these twenty cases of
chorea was a little over nine weeks. The doctors are

inclined to rely upon this treatment till more conclu-

sive evidence can be obtained that the disease is in

the slightest degree favoraWy influenced by medicines.
— The Lancet, November 18, 1876.

iHeirical Itetna anir ^tvoB.

Contagious Diseases.—Comparative statement of
cases of Contagious Disease reported to the Sanitary
Bureau, Health Department, for the two weeks ending
December 16, 1876.
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CPriaiiml (Tciinimmirations.

SELECTED CASES OF

HvrKirntoi'HiKh (ii.ANDri.Ai: tisstk
OK TIIK VAII.r OK TIIK I'llAliYNX
AND oiiiKi; in rKi;Ti;(tniiEU tissue
OF THE NASAL I'ASSAliES,

WITH SYMPTOMS OP POST-NASAL AND NAS.VI. (A-

TAUnil, ClllED WITH THE (iAI.VANO-rAUTKKV
;

T(Hi Kill Kit WITH KKMAItKS AND I)I!SCKII'-

TION OK AN INSTHUMKNT.

I3y U. p. LINCOLN, M.I).,

.SKW YOKK.

Miss C, ngcil twentvoiu' vcnrs, was rtfeiTcd to me
for trciitnunt. Fclinmiy. 18(i."). Slif wii.s in j^ood g^n-

iTiil hiiiUli. of II iioivdiis. vivacious (Uspositioii, ami
had iiilicTitiil no unfavoralili; discnisia. Miicli lime

liad lieon devoted to lier iiuisieal education, ispeeially

vocal, ill wliicli e.xceptioiiiil proticiency had lieen

attained.

For the jia.st two years a hoarsenes.*. attrilmted

ori-^inally to a cold, has been a frei(iieiit and tin.illy an
almost constant cause of annoyance. At the s.iine

time a want of tinihre in the head-notes was also oh-

served, and a iia.sal character in ordinary enunciation.

At th-st, efforts to clear the throat alTordcd teni|>orary

relief of the hoarsenes.s, hut in a sliort time the

deadened consonant sounds were unvaiyiiii;. To
breathi' throu-^h tlie nostrils required special attention,

while at night it was only practicaliht to hreatlic

through the c)pen mouth. A di.sagieealile naso-pliaryn-

geal iliscliaige and an occasional hacking cougli weic

also complained of.

On inspecting the phaiyn.x. transparent mucus was
found tlowing from aliove. and its mucous mend)iaiie

II little congested and thickened, greater ahove than

helow. A similar condition was exposed in the

larynx hy the mirror, and in addition, in tlie naso-

pharyngeal space, an excessive hypertropliy of the ade-

noid tissue of the vault. This enlargciiKiit occluded
at least three-fourths of the opening of tlie postericr

nanrs. and was covered with tenacious mucus.
The anterior narcs were also much obstructed by

siihmucous thickening, especially over the inferior

turbinated bones, and from them a ropy mucus was
discliarged.

Nothing abnormal existed in the lungs, and all

other fuiuiions were well perl'ormed.

The patient liad sulimitted to a great variety of

treatment, both internal and local, without material

benefit.

Treatment was advised as follows : destruction of

the adenoid tissue by means of the galvano-cantery,

ami of the polypoid growths in the nostrils by chro-

mic acid, and sul>sef|miilly spray applications of as-

tringent solutions to the naso-pharyngcal tract and
interior of the larynx.

The use of the galvaiio-cautery was declined, and a

trial of the chromic acid desireil. Seven applications

of till' latli-r were miule to the growths in tlie vault of

the pharynx, and threi: lo the enlargement in the an-

terior nares, at intervals of from three to live days.

The nasal thickening' was thus thoroughly removed,

but in the post-nasal region but little wa> acoMiiplisInd,

the tissue being uniiHually linn. My liist ncoiniinnda-

tion was now yielded to. and three applications of the

({alvaiiii-cautery, at intervals of a wei'k, coini>letely

removed the remaining glandular tissue.

A few a|)plications of a spray of tannin, ply<x-rine

and carbolic acid and water accomplished the removal
of every evidence of disease, and relief of all the
symptoms coniplained of.

.Miss H,, aged 14 years, a pupil in one of our public
schools, was brought to me by her mother, November,
lH7."i, who was niiicli depnssed because, as she said,

of the growing stupidity of her daughter. The pa-
tient was found to have had more or less trouble with
her throat since an attack of scarlet fever when two
yeai-s of age. She now had a slight cough, or, nioie

properly, was frequently compelled lo clear her tliroat

;

luit the principal cause of complaint was a defective
enunciation ; this was a source of annoyance to herself

and trial to her teachers, which no amount of patient

practice hud been able to correct. Her general health
was good, though .she often suffered from sore throal.

Her breatiiing was chielly oral, yet there was no nasal
catarrh complained of, and though the no.se itself was
appar utly small, the nasal mucous meinbrane was
normal in appearance.

On inspection through the mouth, both tonsils were
found greatly enlarged, and on using the mirror the

a<lenoid tissue of the vault was seiii nearly to till it;

from the latter mucus was tlowing down the pharynx,
and caused the cough tliat was complained of.

Excision of the tonsils and the use of the galvano-
cauti ry on the adenoid tissue were urged. The first

was not permitted; their removal, however, was un-
dertaken by means of Vienna paste, and accomplished
after four applications to each gland at an interval of
four or tivf days. Tno applications with the galvano-
caulery, with an interval of a week, completely re-

moved the hypertrophied tissue above, and effected a
complete cure.

•James B., aged sixteen years, of French exfraclion

and scrofulous diathesis, but fairly nourished, canio

under my care March. l.sTli. For more than four
years he had been troubled by a naso-iiharyngeal
catarrh, and was very subject to sore throat ai d
"colds." For the |)ast year his trouble had become
excessive, but as yi t he had had no special treatment.

Formerly a bright, intelligent lad. he had become
mentally dull, and wore a characteristic .stupid ex-

pression, and was looked upon by his teachers with
pity and indulgence. His voice was dull, thick, and
lacked tlexibility, and his breathing almost enlinly
through his open nioulh. The sense of .smell had gra-
dually disaiipearcd, while that of hearing was so de-

fective that the tick of my watch was heard only when
held within an inch of either ear. On examining the
nostrils they were found swollen, and from them
jioured a profuse niuco-purulcnt discharge; the same
conditions presented in the pharynx, while by means
of the mirror, tlu' naso-phaiyngeal space was found
<piite tilled by hypertiopliied glandular tissue.

Both tympana were concave and dull, but readily

restored tiiuporarily by practising I'olitzer's method
of inflation.

After removing the secretion from the adenoid ti.ssue

a thorough application was made to it with the gal-

vano-cautery, and to the nostrils and jiharynx a spray
of n solution containing three grains chromic acid, ten

grains bichromate of potash in an ounce of water. At
the expiration of a week the galvano-cautery was
again iiseil as before, and at the same s<ance a galva-
no-cautery needle was inlrodiicid well into the infil-

trated tissue in the nostrils. It was two weeks befote
the eschar had entirely come away and the woiiiids

healed, but the defective enunciation and the em-
barra.s!wd breathing were already corrected. Extend-
ing over a period of two weeks longer, at intervals of

) r
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about three days, applications of the spray and Polit-

zei's metliod of inflation were practised , wlien the

patient was discliurged, cured of every evidence of dis-

ease in tlic naso-i)liaryngeal region.

The only internal treatment employed was during
the last ten days, when, on account of a succession of

boils, the following was prescribed :

]J . Potassii iodidi I ss.

Ferri pyrophosphatis 31.

Syrupi simplicis,

Aqua3 Sil 3 i j

.

M. Sig.—Take one teaspoonful after meals.'

MemnrAs,—Since the invention of the rhinoscope, and
Dr. Wm. Meyer's effort to direct the attention of the

profession to the frequency of the hypertrophied glan-

dular tissue in the posterior nasal region, its influence

in producing organic and functional changes in the

conditions and uses of the upper air-passages is ac-

knowledged. Yet I donl)t that the important part exer-

cised by these growths in many cases of disease in the

upper-air passages has received the consideration it de-

serves, and I am sustained in my belief l)y tlie frequency

with wliich I have met these growths during the past

eight years, and Ijy the infrequency of references to

them in medical periodicals and the brief notice of

them in special works.
Dr. Wm. Meyer met with the disease 102 times in

his private practice in the course of eighteen months;
and of 3,000 |Hipils in the public schools of Coijenha-
gen examined Ijy him, 20 cases weretliscovered. Prof.

Cohen has a reasonable doubt of the accuracy of Meyer's

diagnosis, for he seems to have relied chiefly on digital

exploration ; his leading symptom—a sensation as of

a bundle of eartli-v.'orms—being almost always sug-

gested by tlie constriction upon tlie rtnger of the soft

parts of this region by its muscles, may have been
easily misinterpreted. At the same time it should ]>e

remembered that the climate of Copenhagen is )noba-

1)ly more conducive to tlie development of this disease

tliaa our own. Whatever the verdict, tlie affection is

not uncommon with us, and the above cases are re-

ported nut because they may be considered typical in

their history, but chiefly to illustrate the success of

treatment.

Formerly, in the management of these cases I relifed

on nitrate of silver, chromic acid, Vienna paste, or the

curette, as prepared by Meyer ; but two years ago de-

vised an instrument by means of whicli I could con-

veniently use tlie galvano-cantery, and which has
superseded in my practice tlie other methods when this

is |)ractical.

Its advantages are, its radical effectiveness, shortness

of treatment—two or three applications being sufficient

to remove the most extensive growths—and its com-
jjarative painlessness.

In respect to the latter feature, I can assert as a re-

sult of my experience in many cases, and as was testi-

iied to by the subject of the tirst case in this report, in

the presence of several physicians who witnessed the

operation, that there was less pain either immediately
at or subsequent to the application than after the use

of escharotics.

The only requisites are, the docility of the patient,

and if an amesthetic is permissible this is always
secured, and a suitalile battery and electrode.

In the last of the above cases, and in similar subse-

quent operations, I have made use of Dawson's battery,

and have found it to fulfil every indication of a cau-
tery battery.

The electrode used was made at my suggestion, for

use in the uaso-pharyngeal region in another affection,

by Otto & Reynders, though afterwards somewhat
modified. It consists of an addition to one of Leiter's

electrodes, and used with his universal liandle, all of

which is figured herewith.

In some cases the shield described below may be
dispensed with, cither on account of the patient being
able to avoid contraction of the palate during an
operation, or when it can be controlled by some re-

tractor, as the rubber cord suggested by Dr. Wales.

1. Leiter's universal handle.
2. Electrode, on which is fixed a spiral spring terminating in a shield

of bone concealiiif^ a platina di.;k which terminates the eiecti'ude.

y. The same, with the disk disclosed by the recession of the shield

when pressed agi\inst the tissues in the act of cauterization. The
shield serves to protect the surrounding parts in case the instrument
is Erasped by them during an operation.

4. The disk in its relation with the shield.

The above figures are one-half the size of the origi-

nal.

EDGEWISE DISLOCATION
TELLA.

OF THE PA-

By ALEXANDER N. DOUGHERTY, M.D.,

NEWARK, N.J.

This day, Dec 4, 1876, 1 was summoned to see a you.ng
man named Leonaril, who, while working as a i)aiTiter

on the roof of a house, had met with a singular ihurt

about the knee.

I found him in the attic of the house where the ac-

cident occurred. The left lower extremity (the one
involved) was in a state of extreme extension, ».nd the

patella was tilted up on its inner edge, the posterior

surface of tlie bone looking directly outward, and the

exterior tendon correspondingly tilted up and stretched.

The patient seemed in great pain, which any attempt
at reduction much augmented. I had him laid down
on a bed, and after a few minutes of manipulation,
during which he called loudly for chloroform, I suc-

ceeded in effecting reduction, which took place with
an audible snap.

The manipulation consisted in depressing, with a

joggling motion, the projecting edge towards the

outer condyle. This failed at tirst, but after a few
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trials |)r((v«cl effectual. Tlie thigh was not flcxcil, as
ifconiiiuiKU'd by Gross.

Tlic t:uisi5 of the arcidcnt scoraed to lie a sudden
wriMich (if the kiieo in tiiniiiis the body while the foot
WHS hid^'ed in the gutter (if the roof.

Gross speaks of hisliuvini; iiicciuiitcred only thirteen
rccorJed ca.se.s. iMine will make a fourteenth, unless
he has seen others sinee the [lublieation of his book—
which is, by the way, in my judgment, the most com-
plete and valuable treatise on surgerv extant in any
languige. He says, p. S7, vol. ii. :

'• the reduction is
g<'nerally extremely difficult, owing, appaientlv, to the
trouble which is experienced in disengaging the Ijone
from the sub condyloid fossa where ii is almost us
firmly impacted as if it were screwed fast. On si-verul
occasiuns, indeed, the most violent efforts, conjoined
with the division of the ligament of the patella, weie
hardly sulficient to accomplish the o))ject
Fortunately, such measures are not likely to be again
repeated, since I'xperience has fully shown not only
their utter inefficiency, but great dauber.
"The proper method of reduction consist.« in flexin"

the thigh strongly upon the pelvis, and in bending the
leg forcibly to the fullest extent uijon the thigl" th(!
limb being again immediately brought into a straight
line, at the same time that an elfort is made to [jusli
the bone strongly over towards the inner part of the
joint."

He disapproves of the extended position of the limb
in coimection with efforts at reduction, but my case
shows that it may answer equally well on occasion

, ,
_-.• "=">. .-.juaMj „cii oil occasion. sutuied tor llie sodium, and given as foil

I order,d the use of an elastic cap ; and next day I
j
4.0 ( j i) ; lO.IiO, 2.0: same at 12 ni-ht

junil my patient walkina- on the streef so f.niii. >,.,! Pi.lc ,,«..,. <.... i.i„ i. if..,- ' "^
,

-^ "• "' .....onv- «.U|-f , t»llll IIL-Al UaV t

found my patient walking on the street so e<iuip[)c'd,
and suffering no inconvenience from his accident.

A CLINICAL CONTItllumoN To THE
EFFECTS OF ACL'TE JikO.MlZ.VTlON.

By GEORGE M. SCHWEIG, Ml).,
NEW YORK.

Tmk remarks I have to offer are based chietly, though
not wholly, on obsiTvations made recentiy (.\prTl,
1«7II> in a case of morphine melhomania, where 1 ad-
ministered various salts of bromine in a manner that
I shall pres.;ntly describe. The deiluctiims that I

have drawn from the effects as observed, are bi.riie out
by similar, though less characteristic effects obtained
in two other cases, to which 1 shall have occasion to
recur hereinafter.

It would be foreign to the purpose of the i)rescnt
paper to give in full the history ot the patient.s, or any
more of it than may have a bearing on the effects to
lie considered.

C.\SK. I. — .\lr. 8., a;t. 42, married, came to consult
me, March 24, ISTtj, accompanied by his attending
jihysician. The obji-ct of his visit wius to be cured of the
mor|ihia habit. As necessary to a proper ap|irecialion
ot his then physical condition, I will state the follow-

_^

ing: He had been addicted to morphia for about .seven
yeai-s, during the la.st four of which he had used it ..> ........... ..uii.iiHuire was
liypodermicully. The doses during this p.-riod had ,

''"""'"^'l '" "''"Ut t'lr^e days, dating from the last dose
ranged ticim grm. .04M to .31(i (J to S grains) per "^ I'romide
diem, and were for a short time as high as 1.0 (i:ij
grains). He had been twice at the .\svluiii in Hing-
liamton; the last tiiii.' (in 1H7.-)) for" neariv four
months; had obtained no relief. A brief forced ab-
stinence had produced delirium and mania, followed
by an iiicieilged consuniption of the drug. The habit
liud b.111 engendered by the therapeutic administration
of morphia for the relief of giustralgia (probably hys-
terical). His condition, as when I tii-st .saw him, can
be suiuined up in a few words. He had :

1. Morj>kia inelhoiimiiUi, the average daily (hypo-
dermic) consinn|)tion being .004 (one grain), "taken in
two doses.

2. HyaUria, its manifestations limited to the solar
plexus.

;S. Symptoms of the first stage of locomotor ataxia.
4. I'ri'l/irii/ Mrirlure.

After some preparatory treatment, such as dilating
the stricture, adniinisteiing tonics, etc., as also an un"
succe.s,sful attempt to decrea.se his daily allowance of
morphia, the bromide treatment was instituted as fol-
lows: April rith.—Hedtiine, pota.ss. broinid., gramines
2.0(3 ss.). .Vpril(;th.—U.^.M., pot. bromid., 2.0; 7.\.m.,
2.0; 7.30, being very restless, solut. Mageiid. Illv. liy-
poderm.

; 2.0 pot. bromid. at it.iiO and 11 .\..m. 12 M
and 12.30 p.m. ; at 12.4.5. ITiiij. .Magend. .sol., by skin ;

then resumed bromide as follows: 2.0 at 1, l.:!."!, 2.1.")'

;{, 3.30, 4.30, .5.20, and CIO i-.m. Then chaiiged t'oTiro-
mide of sodium, of wliieli 2.0 was given at O.4."). He
now for the lirst time during the treatment began to
show signs of somnolence. 7.1.'i, sod. brom , 2.0;
slej)t for three hours, wlien, at 10.20, dose was re-
peated. Sh'pt to April 7tli, 4.30 .\,m.. when treatment
was resumed as follows: 2.0 sod. bioniid., at 4.30, ."i,

5.40 (very restless; 5Tr, Magend. sol. by skin), and
7.10 .\..v. ; fell asleep shortly after last dose. Slept :,!,

hours, when treatment was again resumed with 2 (t

doses of the salt at 1.20. 2.20, 3.40. 4 (at 4.10. bein"
very restless, received .T v. .\lagen<l. sol.), 4.30, .C
.5.30, and 7.30 I-..M. IJidiiiide of calcium was now sub-
stituted for the sodium, and given as follows: 10 p m
4.0 (ji); 10.30, 2.0; same at 12, night. April Hlh
—Pulse very feeble. At 12.:.5 .vM.' administered a
hypodermic of .0013.-) (gr. ,',) sulphate of strvchnia;
then coiitinu(Hl the calcium iiromiile as follo"ws- -'0
at 12.1.5. 12.4.5, 1.1,5, 1.4.5. ,\..M. ; 3.'.) at 2.1,5 \m'-
very restles.s. At 2.30. Magend. sol. TTlv. ; -.'.Oof the
bromide at 2.4.5 and 3.15; at 3.30. TT[v. Magend. sol. ;

then calc. bromid. 2.0 at 4.1.5, and 4.0 at 5.15 .v..m.

This finished the broinides for the time lieing, and
also the morpliia. The patient had takfcn grin. (13.5

: ( 3 iij.) of bromides in less than fortv-eight hours, viz.,
from .\..M. of the Uth, to 5.15 .\.m. of the 8th ot
April.

When, at about H .^.M. of the 8th, I visited the pa-
tient, I found him in a profound comatose sleep. His
condition was such that for some hours I fi'ared for his
life. It is foreign to the imrpose of this paper to de-
tail here the means I employed to arou.se him durin<'
that day and the next. I will therefore proceed to
enumerate, as observed, such of the phenomena pre-
sented as I consider directly attributable to the bro-
mides. If in some respects my observations differ
from those of other observei-s, this may be accounted
for, firstly, by the well-known inconstancy of the bro-
mide effects; .second, and chiefiy, bv the relatively
large (piantitics given, and the fr.ipiency of adminis-
tration—in other word.s. the ni/iiil brominalion.

Tfinpcratttn:*—The thermometer in the rectum re-
corded OH Fahrenheit. The normal temjieialuie was

Ciinliiii- Action.-—Thv pulse was very fref|ucnt. ran"--
ing from 100 to 140 for s.'veral days. It was, duriirg
the fii-st few days, so excessively feeble, that at tinu^
the radial pulse was imperre|"itilile, and the carotid
almost so. It was riiythmical throughout.
The cii/til/iiri/ rirnilnli'ni was e.xceedingly feeble

;

extremities cool, lips blue, etc.

Ji-a/iiralio/i was about iiormal in freipiency, feeble
at times stertorous, and shallow throughout.

*.Vy olMcr%'iitlan)i umbnoc tlir period ot lirumlUL
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Tlie Urine.—There was entire suppression of this

excretion for two days ; for many clays after there was
a va-y decided diminution.

Defeailion, after the first few days of general iner-

tia, became normal.

Salivation remained a prominent symptom for about

ten days. It was exressive. At times the saliva flowed

from his mouth in an uninterrupted stream.

The breath for about two weeks remained intensely

fetid ; the tomjue heavily coated.

Hunger and thirst appeared for some days extinct,

only gradually reappearing.

Blejiharocviijunctieitis was first noticed on tlie sec-

ond day, accompanied by a moderately abundant
muco-purulent secretion. It receded sijontaneously

in about a week.
The ^j'/^'!7.< were for some days slightly dilated.

There was throughout no aenc.

I come now to consider jjlienomena more directly

within the sphere of the nervous system.

IJi/pnosis.—The hypnotic effect was simply supreme.

I have never seen any one so profoundly asleep as tliis

patient. lie may be said to have slept continuoasly

for about four days and nights after the last dose of

))roraide liad lieen administered. It was witli great

difficulty that he could be aroused during this period

for even a moment, to fall back almost instantly into

the same stupor as before. It was a full week before

he was alile to open his eyes properly, and even then

the somniferous influence had not entirely ceased.

Sensation.—At a first glance it seemed as Ihough this

were entirely extinct. Shaking, pinching, etc., elicited

no signs of cognition. The letliargy appeared to be

perfect. On analyzing his conditiim in this rcsijcct l)y

further expeiiment. however. I found tliat it was less

impairment of sensation tlian an indifference and liel)e-

tude so profound as to preclude nianifest.itions of

consciousness of .slight insults. The moment, there-

fore, tlurt any decidedly painful irritation was pre-

sented, the patient evinced his c<msciousness of the

insult by a short outcry and witlidrawing the offended

part. These nraui testations, however, were only mo-
mentary, to give way as quickly to the previous state

of torpor. 'I'liey reminded one forcibly of the action

of ijigeons wliose cerebrum has l)een extirpated. The
major irritations alluded to, I accomplished l>y means
of electricity, a prompt response being obtained to

either galvanic or faradic currents of higli tension.

As to the surface of the body, then, there wqre
neither hyper- nor dysa'sthesia, and only seeming, not

genuine, anoBsthesia. Of the conjunctiva and other

accessible mucous membranes the same may be said,

holding good, howevi5r, in a somewhat less degree.

Motion.—There were evinced during the entire

bromism no signs whatever of paralysis or sub-paraly-

sis. Tlie only deviations from the normal that I was
able to observe in this direction, were general paresis

and disturl:>ed co-ordination. Tiie.se manifested them-

selves in every muscular effort. This was not oliserv-

able for tlie first tliree or four days of the lironiism,

simply because during that time no muscular efforts

were made. Wlien vitality, however, had so far re-

turned as to admit of liis sitting up occasionally, the

tottering gait, the feeble pressure of the hand, etc.,

etc., made the paresis sufficiently obvious; while the

impairment of co-ordination manifested itself by in-

ability to button his shirt or collar, to wipe his mouth
or nose with a handkerchief, to convey food to liis

moutli, etc. It was fourteen days before he could
write his name. Speech, for over a week so feelile

and incoordinate as to be aljsolutcly unintelligible,

bore furtlier evidence in botli these directions.

Th€ Special Senses.—I had no opportunity to make
observaticms as to taste or smell. Sight was little

im])aired. if any. Of audition the same holds good
that I have said above of general sensation.

Tlie Mind.—By far the most important observations
that I have to record are in this connection. From the

time that bromism was completely estalilished (the

morning of April 8thJ, until the morning of April 22d
—or fourteen days—Air. S. was fairly demented. The
alienation presented the form of '• intellectual insani-

ty." There were ineoherency of speech and actions,

hallucinations of sight and s<nind. delusions of varied
nature, a general aspect of imbecility, and an almost
entile absence of rational conduct in every respect.

The maniacal and delirious elements were absent
througliout. It is remarkable that, as physical strength
returned, the mind still remained clouded, until, on
the date al)ove mentioned, and without any previous
amelioration whatever in this respect, Jtr. S. woke up
perfectly sane. Subsequent inquiry elicited the very
inteiesting circumstance, that he not only recollected

j)erfectly many occurrences that had taken place during
the period of mental da:rkncs.s, but had, also formed a
rational conception of them.

This concludes my oliservations in this case. Before
drawing deductions therefrom, I will briefly give a

few oljservations made in the two other cases above
referred to.

C.\SE II.—This case was published in the New York
Medical Journal for May, 1876, only, however, in its

asjiect as an instance of cure of the morphia habit, no
reference being had to any of the effects of the bro-

mides excepting their therapeutic action in the existing

methomania. The patient took, from G.30 p.m. of
July Uth, 1875, to the evening of the 18th, or in nine
days, about 100.0 (iqiwards of ? v.) bnunides, as fol-

lows: July ilth, sod. bromid. 21.37; lOtii, sod. broniid.

19.40 and calc. bromid. 25.25, together 44.05; 11th,

sod. bromid. 3.0; 12tli, sod. bromid. 21.37 and pot.

bromid. U.71, together 31.08; 13th, pot. bromid.
11.05; 14th, pot.'bromid. 7.77; 15th, 7.77 each of
sod. andpotas.s. bromid , together 15.54 ; 10th, broniid.

sod. 7.77; 17th and 18th, each 9.71.

There was, in this case, a complete absence of all

the effects mentioned in case I., with the exception of
only two, viz., the hypnotic action and the mental
symjitoms. About the former of these there was
nothing remarkable. As to the latter, it appears that

temporary insanity set in suddenly on July 20th, or
about a week after the last of the bromides had been
taken. The manifestations in this case were those of
acute mania, accompanied with delusions, etc., etc.

Recovery took place in about ten days.

It may lie advanced that the mental trouble here

was due to the sudden breaking off of the morphia.

In reply, I would state that this is unlikelj', inasmuch
as there was, from the time the bromism had been
produced, a total absence of all desire or craving for

tlie drug. I am free to confess, howevei', that at the

time, and in the absence of the light which further

experience afforded me, I did not myself attach so

much importance, as an etiological item in this respect,

to the bromides, as I do at present.

Case III.—This was the same jiatient as Case I., and
forms a subsequent cliapter in his history. He was
cured of the morphia methomania, but came back to

me in the beginning of May, on account of his hysteri-

cal trouble. After a varied treatment,"! again had
recourse to liromidcs. He was very restless, melan-
cholic, and depressed, comiilained of gastric pain

(he is absolutely free from any organic gastric affec-

tion), etc. On May 3(.lth, the bromide of jiotassium
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bpiii;^ cm|)l(>_vc(l tliroii<;liout, he n-ceivcd 4.0 (3 i.) at

5.40. (i.:i.-i, ;.:!0, S.:{0, H.Od, uniUO.OO J'.m., 12.00 iiij,'lit,

iiiul 1.00 A.M. of May ;Mst.

!lu liinl iiDW rccoivcil over 31.0 ( 5 i.) of the .suit in

a little over seven lioui-s. /Ac iieilliT ali'jit, nor iiiuiii-

t'estfil (I xiiii/lr Dill' of' th' oriUiiiiry eJfWtn of litnji' ilnxfa

ofhi-i'iiiiiles, iilthoiifili they were administcietl laritely

tliluti'd, oil an ein|)ty stonmeli. lie felt restless mul
miseiaUle ihuiii;; tlie following day, and in the even-
inj; resumed as follows:

May :!lst — 7..")0 1'..m.. .5.8 ( 3 iss.> ; then 3.9 at ll..w
P.M., "and at 1. 00, 3.00 and 4.00 .\.M. of .luiie 1st.

No c(uiese 'lit effect w;is .is yet perrcptilile, and, mind-
ful of the elTeets on his mind of the former bronii/a-

tion, a repetition whereof I was desirous of avoiding.
I stopped the remedy. During the day lii.s condition

remained uneliiuiged. At iiiirht he slept a little.

Xe.tt day (.luiie 2d) no other luedieation having
m 'anwliile been instituted, he .slept the greater |)or-

tion of tlie day, all through the ne.xt night, and nearly

all the succeeding day (.June 3d) and night, lie slept

thus almost continuously for 4S hours, to the morning
of June 4tli. It thus afipears that in this instance the

only effect of the liromide was the hypnotic; that
this was not immediat4>, liut limitedly remote, over 24
lioui-s elapsing before its manifestation. This retarda-

tion was no doulit due to the opposing inrtuenc'e of
the existing hysteria. After a few nights" regular
sleep, the hysteria disappeared for the time.

I will now briefly consider in how far my observa-
tions, lis above recorded, are of practical value. /
nhiiH Uavn untonehed t/ioKC thiil injnt' with the recorihd
obi rail ioiig of' ol/tfrs. as off.-ring nothing new.

Cunliiic Aetion.—'iiluit observei-s speak of the pulse
as liecoming " slower and more feeble," while others
(Saison, Dainourette and I'elvet, Laborde) deny all

influence <m the heart. In my first case the pulse be-

came much wwn' fretjii, lit and feeble ; in the other two
it remained unaffected.

li'ijiiration. —The slertor I noticed in Case I. I have
not seen recorded elsewhere. On the contrary, Clarke*
speaks of the respiration as " without the stertor of
opium and aleoliol."

Of the transient abroiiation of Imii/frr and thirst I

have seen nothing mentioned elsewhere.

The conjiiiirHritin may have been accidental.

It is remarkable that no m-ite appeared in any of tlu-

ruses.

With Inspect to the uriru! my ol>servations arc totally

at variance with those of all other observei-s, with the

exception perhaps of Hibuteuu. In no inst.nnee did I

find an increase, and in CiLse I. a positive and m.irked
decrease of this excretion. This circumstance would
appear to militate against the views of Di-s. Ainory and
K II. Clarke, of Boston, and Dr. McIOlroy, of Zaiies-

ville, O., that "the bromides encourage a destruetive
«Jietamorphosis of tissue." I am of opiniim, rather,

th.it the emaciation accompanying tlie prolonged
bromine influence is dw to the retardation of ii.iniin-

ilaticf metamorphosis (of food), as shown liy Dr. Har-
tliolow, of Cincinnati. Kabiiteau claims that there is

no change, either quantitative or qualitative, in the

urinary excretion.

What I have said under the head of S^naalion shows
1 ) the absence of the ( trin't anirsthesia that is generally
considi^red so uniform an effect of bromizaticui, and
2 1 the presence of reflex action, the loss of which is

insisted on more especially by Echevcrria,
M/ observatiuas on Motion exclude the "general

paralysis" claimed by many, and introduce a new
phenomenon, vi/.. . tiiiijuirnnj Ions tif eo-nriliiiiitinii.

Tht Miiiil.—What I have observed in this connec-
tion is nothing new. It appeai-s probable, however,
that the tempoiary insanity accompanying or following
acute bromism takes form in accordance with the

temperament and disposition of the individual. Thus,
in an excitable person we should have delirium or

mania; in one prone to dejection, simple or suicidal

melancholia; in shailow-minded individuals, idiocy,

imbecility, or a niereiy apathetic condition, etc., etc.

There is one further conclusion at wliiih I think
myself justified in arriving as a result of my observa-

tions ; it is : that thr rjf'trtu nf thf liroiniilia iin' iltii; not

to tht' olkitli, lint the hromini'. A study of the manner
in which the bromides were here administeri'd, and of
their attendant effects, will, I believe, furnish ample
proof in this direction. So far as my individual judg-
ment goes, both the sodium and ealeium bromide are

superior to the potassium for the purpose of obtaining
the effects of bromine.

Xkv York, 100 Second .Vvkmk.

proijrcss of iftcliical Sciciicf.

* ClArke oD BromlUcis Boston, 1873, p.

Abdominal Section anhCoi.otomv pok Intkstinai,
Oli.sTUUCTiON.—Surgeon- Major J. .lohnston. ]\I.D.,

givesaninterestiiigaecountofaca.se upon which he
operated. .V woman. 30 veal's of age. was admitted
to the hospital on the 2.">th of September, IKT.'i. A
few months jiieviously she had given birth to her
second child, and during the latter five months of
gestation was trouliled with extreme constipation.

.\fter the birth of her child the bowels were never
moved without strong medicine. When admitted,
she complained of great pain on the right of the
umbilicus, and of intermitting pains on the left of the

same. The abdoiiuMi was tymi>anitic. but not more
so on one side than another. A large eucma brought
away hardly any fa'ces ; the pain was relieved by
opiates. For several days enemata of warm water
were repeated, the tube at length passing in about
eleven inches; but no fivcal matter was discharged.
Three weeks after admission the syni])toms became
much aggravated, the pains being very violent and
uncontrolled by opiates, the ])ulse 120. temperature
101,2", and the alulomen enormously disti^nded. An
operation being deiiii<d advi.sabie, an incision was
made, under eliUunform, from the umbilicus to with-
in an inch and a half of the pube.s, Thr eiecuni and
ascending colon were found gri'atly distended with
fluid fiBCes, and, as the transverse colon then appeared
to l)C the seat of the obstruction, and was beyond
reach, the ciecum wis transfixed by a strong silk

thread and held in position, while the protruding
int«'stines were repbieed, and the upper portion of the
wound wius brought together. The gut was then
opened in the long axis by an incision one and a half
inches long, and its margins were stitched with strong
silk sutures to the abdominal wall. There was a
large quantity of dark brown, putrid, semi-fluid
ficces and flatus, which continued for several days.
Nine days after the o|)eration the patient passed
healthy, well-formed fieees from the artificial open-
ing, and three days later all the sutures were removed.
Kourteen days subsecpiently it was observed that a
quantity of damson and niisin-stones and skins and
vegetable marrow seeds were passed with the fiecal

matter from the colon. It was then found that she had
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eaten damsons and the other artieles two months pre-

Yious to her admission to the hospital. Subsequent-

ly immense quantities of liardened faeces containing

these stones were tunnelled out of the transverse colon.

On the 1st of May, 1876, seven months after the

operation, hardened stools were passed for the first

time liy the natural channel, although the artificial

opening was as large as ever. Fi'om that time the

Ijowels were moved daily l)y the natural channel, and
C(Uitraction of the artificial opening was aided liy

firm strajjping with adhesive plaster. For eight

months there had been uo free natural passage of

fa?ces per rectum.— Ohstetrical Journal, November,
1876.

Diseases of the Pancreas.—Dr. J. E. Lockbridge,

of Indianapolis, thinks that writers on the practice of

medicine have treated the diseases of the pancieas too

slightly. lie sees no reason why we should not meet
with diseases in this organ as well as in others. Dur-

ing the last ten years lie has seen a number of cases in

which he thinks the pancreas was the seat of the dis-

order. In the first ten years of his jjractice he had not

directed his attention to the ])ancreas. because, as he

says, he was taught to believe its affections were very

rare, so that jiroliably they were overlooked. Dr. L.

.says the disease may be taken for dyspepsia, liver

derangement, scirrhus of the pylorus, aneurism of the

abdominal aorta, enlarged spleen, floating kidney
(left), or an accunuilation of faeces from obstruction

of the transverse colon. There are two symjitoms which
he considers pathognomnic of pancreatic disease: a

tumor situated between the ])it of the stomach and
the umbilicus, and the constant passage througli the

bowels of the undigested fatty ])ortions of the food,

with an inordinate de.sire for fat meats.

—

Atlantii

Medical and Surgical Journal, November, 1876.

ALBUJfrNUUIA AS A SYMPTOM OP .\N EPILEPVIC
Att.\ck.—In a paper published in Vol. 59 of Yir-

ehoir's Archipi's, Dr. Huppert maintained that a transi-

tory albuminuria occurs after every epileptic fit, whether
typical or abortive. Dr. Kauer, on the other hand, ex-

amined the urine in twelve cases \i\i\\ more exact tests,

and liis results were entirely negative. In the hojie

of settling this disputed point. Dr. Otto, of Pforz-

heim, examined the urine after thirty-one ejuleptic

fits, and concluded that a transitory albuminuria often,

but not always, follows the attack. He examined
the urine drawn innnediately after the attack, and
also that drawn two hours later. His tests were
heat, nitric acid, and ferrocyanide of potassium. In

the urine drawn immediately after the attack, albumen
was found six times, in greater or less abundance

;

in the urine drawn two hours later, it was found
twenty-two times; in the urine drawn a third time,

at a later period, no albumen was ever found. These
thirty-one attacks occurred in twelve patients, and
tlie twenty-two attacks which were followed by alliu-

minuria occurred in seven patients. Sometimes in

the same patient, albuminuria would occur after one

attack, but not after another. Dr. Otto never found
alluuninuria after an abortive epileptic fit.

This albuminuria is undoubtedly due to the dis-

turbance in tlie eirculatiou and the l)lood-pressure

during the attack, and consequently its duration can-

not exceed tliat of the attack itself. The urine

drawn immediately after the attack is seldom albu-

minous, because the urine excreted by the kidneys

during the attack, which would alone contain the

albumen, has not yet reached the bladder. The albu-

minuria is consequently of no |)ractical importance.
—Berliner Itia. Wocheiischri/t, October 16.

Sai.icin in Acute Rheumatism.—In the Jancet of
October 18, 1876, Dr. J. Maclagan strongly recom-
mended large doses of this drug frequently repeated,

by which means the pain and fever were more rapidly
sulidned. In very acute cases in adults he gave
twenty grains every hour until the pain was relieved,

after which, twenty grains every two hours, till the

temperature was normal. For one week afterwards
the same dose was given four times a day. As to car-

diac complications being prevented by thciajiid action

of the saliein. he has no doubt. He also is of the

oiiinion that if saliein or salicylic acid, in large and
repeated doses, sluuild ultimately come to be the only
treatment for acute rheumatism, the next generation

would be far more free from valvular diseases of the

heart. In fourteen cases which the Doctor has treated,

where the heart was intact when the treatment com-
menced, in not one did any cardiac complication de-

velop itself. He considers salicylic acid to have
much the same action as saliein, as an anti-pyretic and
anti-rheumatic. Saliein has the advantage of being

an excellent tonic, and never causes troublesome symp-
toms. In the Lancet of November 18, 1870, Dr. .lolni

Curnow gives four cases of rheumatism, three of wliidi

were quickly relieved by the saliein treatment; but in

the.fouith. the absence of any relief, and the power-
lessness of the remedy to allay the fever and the peri-

carditis, made him hesitate to accept Dr. JIaelagan's

dictum, that saliein given in sufficient and early doses

prevents cardiac complications, and that its free ad-

ministration is the best means of staying their progress

after they have occurred.

FiRKPnooF ScRNKKV.— Mr. Dion Boucicai. t, the

well-known dramatic author, recently, at Waliaek s

Theatre, gave an exliibition of the means liy which
stage scenery could be rendered fireproof. Two drop-

scenes were used for the purpose of illustrating the

experiment. One of them was painted in imitation of

foliage, the other was iu its original state. Mr. Bou-
cicault addressed the audience, saying that the scenes

shown had lieen simply washed with a mixture com-
prising tungstate of soda, silicate of soda, and water.

It was no "new invention," but had been in use for

fifty years, although not in general use. Mr. B. next

took a section of ordinary garden-hose, to which was
attached a Inass nozzle, and which was connected

with the gas metre. Having ignited the gas, he held

the flame directly on the hanging scenes. There was
no ignition of the canvas, and Avlien the flame had
been held steadily in one ijlace for fully half a minute,

the only result was a hole two inches in diameter,

while tlie canvas for the radius of about six inches

was charred, and crumbled upon being handled. A
))iece of wood dipped in the solution was held in the

flame for nearly a minute, with the simple result of

cris|Hng the part touched l>y the flame, while a coil of

rope which had been saturated with the mixture was
held in t\ie full force of the flame without impairing

its usefulness. The painters discovered that in using

this mixture the use of glue as sizing would be ren-

dered unnecessary, and as it is much less expensive,

the nninagers will benefit by the economy, while ren-

dering their theatres fireproof. The expense of apply-

inu tlie solution to a set of scenery and .surroundings

will only amount to from $100 to $200, and the

reduction iu the rate of insurance will cover that

amount.

Scarlet Fevkr and Diphtueiua are epidimic in

dilTerent parts of the country.
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THE METRIC SYSTEM IN TRESORIP-
TIONS.

Before discussinf; the expediency of employiii!;

the metric system in prescriptions, we will consider

the objections tliat imve lieen niiide to its use. Of

tliesc, the majority have l>een rtiised l)j' i>ersous unac-

quainted witli the matter, and whose views conse-

quently were founded upon misapprehensions.

01)j. 1. " Tlic system is complicated and diffici'lt

to learn." Tliis is a very i)revalent. Ijut very errone-

ous impression, and one wliich tlie article in our last

issue has answered in advance. Surely, the three data

tliire given, by means of wliich an ordinary prescrip-

tion may Ite changed into a metric one, are not very

difficult to remejibcr or to practice. They are, more-

over, hut temporary expedients, because, after a few

weeks' use of metrics, the prescriber liegins to think

in this system, and insensibly contracts tlie habit of

estimating the doses in centigrammes or grammes,

instead of in grains, drachms, or ounces.

Obj. 2. " The use of the metric system will throw

us out of uniformity with English practice." Although

our system of weights is the same, our lluid measures

are not the sanis as those in use in England, as wc

have before shown.* Tliis objection consequently

falls.

Obj. :?. "To understand the metric system properly,

and to use it intelligently, a person shonhl forget the

units of length, volume and weight to which he has

l)3en accustom-id." If the propositions here stated

were true, this indi-ed would be a fatal objection.

l''or .1 liimdred years we have been endeavoring to

forget the Mtlinij, anil have not as yet succeeded ; it

is therefore not likely that the yard, gallon, or

jiound will escap." our memories until long after the

nntric system shall lia%-c been practic.illy establi.-hed

atnong us. Nor is it necessary that we should forget

* Ukuical nrcoiu), !)«'. S, IKTtt.

them, unless the author of this third objection wislxg

to assert that we cannot, and therefore do not use

our present niomlary system intelligently, beiause

we still remember that the "York" shilling is

12J-]00ths, and the " Boston " shilling lOj-lOOths of

our pn-sent monetary unit. We are certainly inclined

to believe that the average medical n)ind is capable

of obtaining a clear conception of the (MtAMMK, with-

out previously forg<'tting the value of the ifraiii.

Obj. 4. "The druggists are not familiar with the

metric system." In reply we will state that, as a rule,

druggists at the present moment know more about

the metric system, both theoretically and practically,

than ])hysiciansdo, and tliat many of thcni are strongly

in favor of its adoption,' An experienced apothecary

writes: "Allow me to express my great satisfaction

to find such a proposition emanating from the medical

profession, in which I recognize an appreciation of

the feasibility, as well as a necessity for a change

from the old to the new system," He further writes:

" While the pliiirmaceutic ])rofcssi()n has in the main
been the chain|)ion of the modern system, the medical

fraternity, generally, took the opi)osite ground. t The
druggists, then, are not so wholly ignorant of this

matter as many physicians suppose. Further, the

County Medical Society at its last meeting directed

its Secretary to notify all druggists in this city of the

resolution concerning the metric system, which the

Society at its previous mveting had adopted. The
receipt of this notitication will at once put the apothe-

cary upon his guard, and he will prepare himself ac-

cordingly.

Obj. 5. " Tlie druggists have not the requisite

weights, and hence will calculate a metric prescription

back into Troy weights, and in doing so may make
mistakes." This appears to us to be the only valid

objection that has yet been offered, but its importance,

we thiuk, hiis been t)ver-estimated. It is, moreover, a

difficulty that can bi> ea.sily remi'died. Per.sonally, we
have used the; metric system almost exclusively for

about a year; others have used it for longer and shorter

periods, and we have not yet heard of the occurrence

of any mistake through this cause. ^lany of the drug

gists already possess metric weights, and those who
have not will hardly lu'sitate to procure them, if rc-

cpiested by physieiiins whose prescriptions they are in

1

the habit of compoiniding. Let every physii^ian who

desires to use the metric systeu) go to the drug stores

nearest his residence and inform the proprietors thereof

of his intentions, and also state that he expects |)roper

I

weights to be employed. The pr<)bal)ilities are that

,
within twenty-four hours the apothecary will be suit-

:
ably provided, as there is in the city at the ))rrsent time

an ample supply of metric weights of good quality.

In buying metric weights— in fact, weights of any sort,

I*
Ainonif thnno who rtv-oninu-nil tho iwo nf th.* ni-w HvNteni mny Iw

tnmiU'>nr4l, Ciiin\-oll. Hnzinl it Cn.. Nonvnnnl. Ufti'hfirdL, llicc of

I IWIIcvuc Hiwpilnl, Kiliirr A: Anicml. I>yiT, and many iithi'P*.

tExtruri fnjiii il<*cum"iitii Uld ticfurr the CuinttI* Mliiurm.
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we would urge the druggist not to buy any sets to

which the maker has not attached his name, as this is

the surest guarantee of accuracy, except actual com-

parison witli standard weights. We furtlier recom-

mend liim to buy sets arranged in sucli manner tliat

any ])iece can be balanced by the sum of several pieces

of lower denomination. Tliis enables the purchaser

to i-eadily test the weights himself, and if they are

founil to properly agree among themselves, it is pre-

sumptive evidence of tlicir individual accuracy. On
tlie otlier hand, if tlicy do not agree, tlie set should l)e

absolutely rejected.

Having now considered the principal objections that

liave been raised, we will proceed to inquire into some

of tlie advantages of metric pharmacy, and into the

reasons wliicli sliould influence our clioice.

1. Its extreme simplicity, and its comparative con-

venience for mental and other calculations, are strong

arguments in favor of the system. It is these wliich

have induced one nation after another to adopt it. At

the present time it is wliolly in use in the greater

part of continental Europe, including Russia (after

Jan. 1-, 1877), in Mexico, and many South American

countries, etc., with populations aggregating 452

millions; partly used by populations numbering 48

millions ; not used in England, pop. 32 millions.

2. It will bring our pliarmaoy and our literature into

unison witli tlio major ))art of tlie civilized world.

Tlie New York Medical Journal Association, which

endeavors to cater to the literary wants of the great-

est number of its members, subscribes to seventy-seven

periodicals, of which twenty-two are American, four-

teen English, seventeen French, t\\enty-two German,

and two Italian ; that is, tliere are forty one journals

in whicli all quantities are expressed metrically, against

thirty-six iu which the old system is employed. Fur-

thermore, English and American medical literature is

not wholly free from metric permeation. Drs. Otis

and Sands give us their ideas concerning the calibre

of the male urethra, expressed not in inches, nor in

lines, but in millimetres, while Dr. Keyes tells us how
many red corpuscles there are in a cubic millimetre of

syphilitic blood, etc. We see, then, that if we would
fully comprehend European literature, and a con-

sideraljle portion of our own, we must make oursch'cs

familiar with the metric system in all its details, and
the man who fails to do so ))uts himself at a disad-

vantage in cwnparison with his more intelligent or

industrious rivals.

3. In j)rescribing by the metric system, tliere is a

f lir prospect of our patients getting the quantity of

medicine tliat we order. A gramme is a gramme the

world over, but an ounce is not always the same, even

in tliis city.

4. The serious inaccuracies which attend the em-

ployment of glass graduates will be abolislied.

Having now given an exposition of the manner in

which our prescriptions are at present dispensed, and

having explained the metric system in such a way that

any one willing to give a half-hour's study to the subject

can master it both in principle and detail, and hav-

ing considered the objections which have been raised,

we believe that most of our readers will agree with us

that there is a present necessity for a change of some

sort ; that the metric system is not as complicated and

abstruse as many suppose ; that its real merits far out-

balance its demerits; and that the inconveniences

connected witli its introduction and employment will

be far less than those which would attend an effort

to redeem our present system from the abuses that

have been engrafted upon it. The only hope, it ap-

pears to us, lies in a new liroom. Reform is needed.

Years ago the extensive adulteration of medicines

imported into this country led to the appointment

of a government inspector, wlio seizes at tlie custom-

house adulterated drugs ; later, the lack of uni-

formity (through ignorance or design), in our otH-

cinal preparations, led to the establishment of Dr.

Squibb's manufactory of standard medicaments; still

later, the ignorance and incompetency of so many

druggists and drug clerks, brought into existence the

Board of Pharmacy, whose duty it is to see that all

who compound medicines are competent to do so. We
must now go a step farther, and by the use of tlie me-

tric system bring about uniformity and certainty in

tlio dispensation of prescriptions.

One of the most notable events in tlie history of

our County Medical Society was its inauguration of

the movement which led to the formation of the N.".

tional Pharmacopoeia. Of almost equal importance is

the action wliicli it has recently taken u])on the matter

under discussion—action that clearly indicates tlie

progressive tendencies of its members, and their de-

termination not to lag behind the rest of the world

in matters of such vital importance. Under these

circumstances, then, we have little doubt of a very

general adoption of the metric system in tliis city, and

of its early extension to other [larts of the country.

THE CLOSE OP VOI.U.ME XT.

In closing tlie volume for the present year, we take

occasion to express our obligations to contributors

and to the different members of our staff for the in-

valuable aid which they have given us. The original

articles have been contributed l^y leading writers from

different jiarts of the country, have been selected with

great care from a wide range of subjects, and as far

as possible the best interests of our readers liave

been consulted. The lectures have been confined to

the discussion of such diseases as are met with in

ordinary practice, and it is to be hoped, have ful-

filled their purpose of suggesting new points for

study and new ideas for treatment. The practice of

the hosjiitals has been regularly reported, as have also

been the transactions of the leading medical societies^
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not only in this city, but iiU over the country. Tlie

labors in the department of projfress of medical

science Imve been particularly arduous. The greatest

pains have been takui in rullinj; from the |)cri-

odiciil mediciil literature of the world everything

of praelieal value. Every item in this department

has bi'en abstracted from the original sources and

translated from all the different l:inguagc» in wliich

such publications are made. We have also endeavored

to ba strictly impartial in our review department,

entrusting all special subjects to leading experts in

thij city and elsewhere.

In the discussion of editorial subjects we have

aim,'d to lead profe.ssion:d opinion into the channels

bat calculated to subserve our true interests as a class,

and those of the public to which we are so intimately

and responsibly bound. It has also been our aim to

publish the l.'itest medical news from the Old as well

.K thi' Xew World ; our unusual facilities for so doing,

and the Conscientious care which we have exercised in

discharging our obligations, causes us to hope that we

have succeeded in our undertaking.

In saying thus nuicli we have no desire to have it

understood that we have performed all the labor to

this end. Ordinary uu'desty compels us to say that

whatever of interest and value appears in the present
J

volume has been due to others. To the various members

of our staff we are indebted for invaluable aid. It is

a pleasant task for us to acknowledge their labors in

tliL'ir respective departments, and allow each reader to

form his own estimate of their value.

Dr. Wksi.ey M. Cari-enteh has furnished the

journal with the reports of societies, here and else-

where, of the majority of the medical lectures, to-

gether with the reports of tin- practice in the hospitals.

Dr. Kicti.vKD J. I)UN(;i.tsoN, of Philadelphia, has

during the past year contributed many articles of

value, not the least of which have been his reports of

the International Sledical Congress, the American

M 'dical Association, and his admirable letters upon

M -dical Ci-ntennial Affairs.

In the department of Progress of Medical Science,

Dr. (Jkohok H. C'CTTEIs bus had charge of the Scan-

dinavian, Dutch, Italian, Spanish, and Portuguese

journals ; Dr. II. D. Jov, of the English and American
;

Dr. J. Havkn EMKitsoN, of the German ; and Dr. J.

.V. Mcf'UKKiiY of the Frinch, the latter gentleman

having also contributed many separate articles in

other languages.

For spi-eiid assistance in our strictly editorial labors

we are indebted to Dr. E. M. Hunt, of New .lersey,

for his articles on llospitjil Construction and Organiza-

tion ; to Dr. U. W. Taylor, for his review of the

Kiigli-h Debate on Syphilis; to Dr. T. E. Salter-

Ihwaite. for the report of the Rkcoud Commission on

the Health of Philadelphia ; and to Dr. 11. (J. PifFard,

for his recent contribution> upon the Metric System in

Prescriptions.

TIIK M.VX.\(ii:MENT OK OHK .\RYI.CMS.

In advance of the re|)ort of the Commissioner of

Lunacy concerning the Bloomingdale Asylum affair,

we are wai ranted in saying that there are no sub-

stantial groun<ls upon which charges of mismanage-

ment can be founded. It is somewhat surprising,

notwithstanding the exciting discussion in the news-

papers concerning asylum criu'lties, that no new

atrocities liav<' come to light save those which arc

ba.sed upon the loose and irresponsible assertions of

anonymous correspt)ndents,

IIKATISO 8THEKT CABS.

The puljlic discussion concerning the heating of

street cars is likely to result in some good. Al-

ready the railroad managers are beginning to give

serious attention to the subject, with a view of de-

ciding upon the best means to he used. So far there

is no agreement except ujjon one point, that the stove,

as a heating apparatus, is out of the question. Various

footpans are suggested, but as these will give a good

deal of trouble to the com|)anies, it is not likely that

they will be adopted. In the meanwhile the passen-

gers must be content to wait and to shiver. The ven-

tilation of our street car is another question worthy of

attention, and one which cannot always be satisfac-

torily settled by a draft from an open window. The

odieious passenger who believes in this method of

gaining fresh air has conuneuced his operations for

the season.

Ucuicius anti Uoticcs of Oofks.

A Treatise on tiie Sciekce and Practice of
Midwifery. By W. S. Pi..\vfaiu. M D., F.R.C.P.,

Professor of Obstetric Meiliehie in King's College

(London), Examiner in Midwifery to the University

of London, PhvHieian for the Diseases of Women and

Children to King's College Hospital, etc., etc. Ameri-

can Eiiition. Philadeli>hia : Ueni-y C. Lea. 1876. 8vo,

pp. 50.').

This is a well arranged and concisely written, rompact

manual, which bids fair to become a standard authority

<m the subject of which it treats. The science and art

of obstetrics is ])re,senti(l in a very <iimpn-hi iisive and
systematic maimer, proving at once the practical (pial-

ities of the author, not only as a meilical writi'r, but as a

successful meilical teaehei'. He has the faculty of bring-

ing imt till' salient points of every topic and of piivMiit-

ing them in a very interesting and intelligible manner,

A very natural division of the subject-matter is made,

and the reader is taken by gradual and easy steps from

the study of the anatnmy of the gi nerative organs,

through the physiology of eonceplion, generation, preg-

nancy, labor, obstetric operations, and the pinrpi-ral

state." To follow our author from chapter to chapter

would be to give but a recital of the practical point.s

of the obstetric art which are woith remembering. It

is saying everything else for it lo remark that it is

thoroughly up to the nipiirements of the times, and is

destined to !« <me of the most useful handbooks in

that department. It is profusely illustrated and well

printed.
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ttlcports of Societies.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.
Stated Meeting, Dec. 7, 1876.

Dr. S. S. Puhplb, President, in the Chair.

WESUi/rs OP clinical study rbl.\ting to phthisis.

Prof Austin Flint pvesentecl the results of his clini-

cal study wliich had been obtained from records made
upon six hundred and seventy cases of phthisis oli-

servcd during a period of tliirty-five years. Tliese

results liad been publislied in l)Oolv.-form as a coutri-

Ijution to tlie study of plithisis ; but the doctor felt

inclined to make them the subject of a paper liecause

tliey embodied an honest search after truth ; because
he regarded them as important negatively, if not
])Ositively ; and because a reviewer of liis volume iu

one of tlie medical journals liad made the statement,
" that hardly a single new fact had l>een given,"
and " that it was to l)e regretted that so much labor
had been expended with so unsatisfactory results."

Some of the conclusions at which Prof. Flint had
arrived were tlie following :

With regard to the st.atement that the cliief source
of tlanger in phthisis wassecondary, ''that tlie jiatient

is apt to become tul^erculous," as Niemeyer would have
us believe, the doctor had arrived at the conclusion
tliat the danger in the great majority of cases was not
from tlie di'velopmcnt of granulations, or miliary
tubercles. The latter was an exceedingly rare occur-
rence as the cause of death. The cliief danger was
from exudation into the air-cells, with subsequent
damage t<i the pulmonary structure or from grave com-
plications. For, out of sixty-three cases it seemed
fair to attribute considerable importance to the granu-
lations or miliary tulierclcs, which were present iu

fourteen, while in the remaining twelve theh' import-
ance was comparatively small.

With r>_>gard to the question whether phthisis is

commonly preceded by

BROSCIirAL CAT.YRRH, ACUTE OR CHRONIC, PLEURISY OR
ACUTE PNEUMONIA,

Prof. Flint reached the conclusiou that such was
the fact in only a small proportion of cases. For
in only nine cases was it noted that the phthisis was
preceded by |)neumonia; and in only six did the

jihthisis follow the pneumonia quickly. Of one hun-
dred and three cases of

ACUTE PNEUMONIA,

in not a single one was the disease followed immedi-
atdy or quickly by evidencas of phthisis. His ob-
servations had corroborated the conclusions of Louis,

iu that when persons already tuberculous were attacked
with pneumonia, the termination was generally in re-

covery. With reference to

PLEURISY

occurring antecedently to the development of phthisis,

it was noted in twenty-two eases. In eleven of them
the ))hthisis appeared to follow the pleurisy quickly
or immediately. It was concluded that pleurisy was
rarely followed by phthisis. The antecedent jiresence

or absence of

BRONCHITIS

was determined by facts relating to cough and ex-

pectoration. There wei-e one hundred and twelve

cases. Of those, seventy-two had cough for a length

of time, varying from a few weeks to several months,
but the cough was dry, a fact which warranted the

exclusion of bronchitis as a primary step towards the
development of phthisis. In only one of the whole
number of cases was expectoration present at the com-
mencement of the cough. This conclusion was not in

conformity with some late teachings by a LJerman
school, of which Niemeyer was the exponent. With
reference to

CHRONIC liuoNcnrris,

it was regarded as a matter of common clinical expe-

rience that it was one of the rarest of rare things for

it to be followed by phthisis.

BRONCHIAL HEMORRHAGE .\^ND I'HTIIISIS.

The question of the relation between bronchial licm-

orihage and phthisis was considered. Prof. Flint's con-

clusion was, that hemoptysis was not a cause of phthi-

sis, as asserted by Niemeyer, although it was believed to

be a forerunner of phthisis. Such conclusion had
also been substantiated by the statement made by .lohn

Ware, who analyzed three hundred and eighty-six

cases. The result obtained by the doctor's study, fui-

ther showed that Niemeyer w.as correct in the .state-

ment that bronchial lieniorrhage implied a predisposi-

tion to phthisis ; it was not evidence that phthisis ac-

tually existed, but the in.stanc(s in whic'ti tlie subjects

were exempt from it after having had the hemorrhage
were exceptions to the rule.

With reference to the develoiimcnt of phthisis by
the local effects produced liy

CO.VOUL.\TED BLOOD IN THE BllOSCHIAL TUIiES

it was believed by Prof. Flint that the atKrmative of

such a proposition had no rational siip|)ort. Ware's
statistics had proved the incorrectness of Niemeyer's

saying, that bronchial hemorrhage was an unfavorable

omen in the course of phthisis, and hastened a fatal

termination. Prof. Flint's studies had led to the same
results olitained by Ware, and the conclusion was
reached that bronchial hemorrhage, occurring in the

course of phthisis, was not unfrequently followed by
a .sense of relief, and other evidences of improvement.

RECOVERY FROM PHTHISIS.

It was a noteworthy fact in Prof. Flint's collection,

that there were forty-four cases in which complete

recovery t<iok place, as evidenced by the disa.ppearance

of all pulmonary symptoms; by the regaining of the

usual weight, muscular strength and general vigor;

and Ijy the fact that jihysical exploration failed to dis-

close any signs of morbid process in the lungs.

It was believed to be the largest aggregation of

cases in which recovery from phthisis had occurred

that medical literature afforded. From a careful study

of those cases, it w!is thought to be a fair conclusion

that circumstances, irresjiective of treatment, which
were common to all, or to a huge majority, had a

greater or less effect in bringing about such recovery.

Other things being equal, the prospect for recovery

was in proportion as the amount of the phthisical

affection was small. Considerable extension of the

disease, and the existence of cavities, however, did not

preclude recovery. The tendency to recovery was
greater before than after thirty years of age ; the earli-

est of the cases reported being nineteen. Sex in this

respect had no influence. Absence of family predis-

position had not seemed to have mucli influence.

Chronic laryngitis, pleuinsy with eifusion, and peri-

' ncal fistula, were not unfavorable to recovery. Most
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of llif puticiits who rccDvcrerl \veri> pL-raoiis of resolution
1111(1 |KMscvi-iiUirr, and liroiiirlit the power of the will
to Ijciir upon tlieir plijsiciil condition.

UECUnUENCE OK I'lITHISIS.

With refiMvncc to the rc'currcnco of the disciisc. the
conclusion was reached that it occurred in aliout one-
sev.ntli of the cases, and tlmt tlie time of reuurreuce
varied from ciLchteen uicnllis to six years.

In all the eases in which a single recurrence had
talvcu plac(?, the recurrent iilTection had proved fatal.

R eurrence, at best, was to be regarded as unfavora-
ble.

AIIRF.ST OF PHTHISIS.

In some cases of phtliisis there was an arrest of
the disease, althoufrh recovery did not take i)lace.

Thirty-two cases had been collected bclonLcinir to tliiit

Ciite;j;ory ; and in sixte<'n, considerable cavities had
been formed in the lunys. Althoufrh such an amount
of disease was unfavorable to recovery, it did not
jireclude arrest, and many yeai-s might elapse without
progress.

K.VTAL CASKS OK VIITIIISIS.

From the study of the fatal cases, it was concluded
that the duration of tlii' disease was shorter in women
than in men

; that occupation seemed to liaveiio inllu-
cnce either in shorteniui; or prolonging its <luration ;

that the duration was shorter after tlian before thiity-
four years of ago: and that the intemperate use of
alcoholics had not seemed to shorten the duration of
the disease.

INTIIIXSIC TF.XDENCV OF I'lITIIIsIS ni KECOVKHV.
The somewhat jistonishing conclusion had also been

reached by the doctor that phthisis, in a certain ))ro-

l)ortion of cases, tended intrinsically to recovery
; that

the disease incuri-ed arrest and ceased to i)i()gress from
its own limitation.

That was a conclusion at variance with the general
view held by the profession, and it was that fact that
made it important.

It might be s-aid that an error in <liagnosis was more
probable than an arrest of the disease; but the svmp-
toms present in the cases which gave rise to the opinion
were siurh as had led to the diagnosis of phthisis in
all the eases that had been under observation.

In eight out of the birty-four ca.ses which ended in
recovery, there was no medicinal treatment ; no mate-
rial change in the habits of life; no liygi.Miic treat-
ment ; in short, no appreciable inlluence brought to
bear upon the diseasi-. Ui'coveiy took place from
intrinsic tendency ; five were males and three females.
With regard to the influence of

IIYOIENIC TIIKAT.MKXT

the following conclusions were reached :

1. In the larger proportion of cases of chronic
phthisis, benitit to a greater or less extent followed a
temporary change of climate.

•J. Change from sedentary to out-of-iloor habits w.as
benelicial, perhaps more than any other single remedial
measure.

3. Change of occupation, chiefly because it gave
ri.st^ to change of habits, was favorable.

•t. I'ermanent change of residence was regarded as
beneficial in certain instances.

a. Sea-voyages exerted a favorable int1u<-nce in
H large proportion of cases, and sometimes snch influ-
ence was very nnirkcd.

Concerning

MEmCIXM. TIII-.ATMKNT

the conclusion was reached that cod-liver oil was use-

ful, although not i)otentially curative; that the hypo-
phosphites and alcoholics also were useful.
The paper being open for discussion,
1)1!. O'Sii, I.IVAN remarked that in his experience

phthisical patients had received marked bem-fit Iroin
liygienic treatment. It had also been his opinion that
chronic laryngitis was not commoidy followed by
phthisis.

PiiOF. Flint r<inarked that there was no tendency
in chronic laryngitis to lead to phthisis, and that wln^n
they were associated, the laryngitis was sccoiidary to

thi^ phthisis.

PitoF. .\. I,. I.ooMis remarked that the imi)orlai)0"

of snch a work as had been done by Prof. Flint conld
not be overestimated, especially as tlie records had
been made by one who in his c-irlier sludii's looked
upon phthisis in an entirely difTerent light than thcfe
who had bei n educated more recentlv.

It seemed to him that the first (|Ueslion to be de-
cided was. what was pulmon.iry phthisis J In answcr-
inir .such a question very different view.s. necessarily,

would betaken. It appeared to him, however, that
from the present histological knowledge of phtliisis,

thri'c distinct forms of the disease must be recognized :

and that, in thi^ recording of cases, in order to reach
results which at the present day would lie fully ac-

cepted, it was necessary to classify the eases under one
of tlio.se three heads. There was catarrhal |)lithisi.s,

tubercular (jhthisis, and l)ronchial phthisis, or what is

called fibrous phthisis. AVhcn those three classes of
cases were obsirved, it would lie found that in a cer-

tain proportion reiovery was possible, and that in

another class recovery was impossible^, no matter how
favorable the cireimistances. hygienic and otherwise,
by which the patient might l)e surrounded. The
latter class of c.'ises were those which he should ac-
cept as tubercular phthisis, which was maikcd by
an entiii'ly iliflerent class of symptoms thiin those
which mark the divelopment and progress of catarrhal
or fibrous phthisis. In oblainiiiglhe history of a case,

the first (jiiestious eomnionly cmployid were, how limg
have you been sick, and how did the sickness begin ?

In more than one-half of the cases whicli had fallen
under his observation, the jiatient had began to be
sick by taking cold, had a sneezing, a cough, etc.

;

which ran along for a time, when th<'y began to get
better, but the cough never entirely jiasscd away.
Such a train (if symptoms were significant, and meant
tliat the patient had had a catarrh from which he had
never entirely recovired. There had been left a dry,
hacking cough, which had continued ]ierlia|)s for six
months, when the p.-itieiit biyan to lose flesh and
strength, peihaps had had a hemorrhiige, and then as
he came for examination evidences of pulmonarv con-
solidation would be found. It was the opinion of
Prof. I,oomisthat if the histories of cases were taken in
that manner it would be found in a large proportion
of cases the phthisis li.nl been developed as a catarrh

;

that thi'y had, at some time jierliaps. been triated
for nasal, |>harvngeal. laryngeal, nr bronchial catarrh.
In another class of cases, the first thing noticed was s
loss of tic sh, which went on rapidly ; fever, rcslle^sncss
at night, impaired digestion, cough without exjiecfo-
ration, Innionhage, rise in tempirature, and a rise

higher at the commencement than at any time dur-
ing the progress of a catarilial phthisi.s, until a huge
amount of lung consolidation had occurrid. With
such a history it could be di teimimcl that the case
was (me of tubercular phthisis from the beginning.
There wius another class of cases which used to be
called " cenfnry phthisis," and those wire cnsis in

which the synnitoms were due to chronic bronchitis
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with fibrous induration of lung-tissue, dilatatiou of
broncliii, etc., etc. Anotlier fact to betaken into con-
sideration in estimating tlie value of results derived
from r^'corded cases, was the differeuce iu tlie signifi-

canee of physical signs among good diagnosticians.
AVhat one would regard as evidence of localized catar-

rhal pneumonia, another would claim as a sign of

|>lil liisis iu the first-stage. Perhaps the |iatient had had a
liemorrhag'e, but he recovered, and lie was put down
as a case of recovery from |)hthisis by one ; while in

another's statistics the case would ai)|)ear as one that

h ul never had phthisis, but localized pneumonia. A
case ill point was cited iu which there was evidence of
inilinonary consolidation under the scapula, with
broneliitis

; and there had been a hemorrhage, prob-
ably lironchial. The man was examined by several
eminent membci's of the profession, who stated that
he had incipient phthisis ; while others main-
tained that he did not have phtliisis, but a localized

pneumonia, from which he might with a great deal of
certainty recover. The patient did recover, and sub-
sequently died from another disease. At the autopsy
tile hiiigs were found perfectly healthy at every point.

Prof. Loomis believed that it was imjiortant that
two factors should be taken into consideration in

arriving at a conclusion in the study of this class of
cases

:

1. It was important to recognize three distinct forms
of the disease.

2. It was important to agree as to exactly what was
meant by the physical signs of incipient phthisis.

ARMY NEWS.

Official List, of Changes of Stations and Ditties of Offi-
cers of tlie Medical Department. United States Army,
from December 17 to December 23, 1876.

Hasson, a. B., Surgeon. Granted leave of absence
for fifteen days. S. O. 249, Div. of the Atlantic, Dec.
20, lyTG.

Tii.TON. H. R., Surgeon. To take po.st at Canton-
ment at the mouth of Tongue Iliver, M. T. S. P. O.
40, Hea(li(uarters Department of Dakota (in the Field),
Sept. 11. 18?(i.

FoitwoOD, W. H., Surgeon. Assigned to duty at
Raleigh, xV. C. S. O. 183, Department of the South,
Dec. 10, 1S70.

BitowN, B. II., Asst. Surgeon. When i-elieved by Asst.
Surgeon Spencer, to comply with orders from Head-
quarters of the Army in his case. S. O. 182, C. S.,

Department of the South.
Adaiu, G. ^^., Asst. Surgeon. Granted leave of

alisence for one month, with permission to leave the
D^'|)artmeut and apply for an extension of one month.
S. O. 225, Department of Texas, Dec. 13, ISTO.
Crampton, L. W., Asst. Surgeon. On return from

leave of aljsence to report iu person at these Head
quarters for assignment. S. O. 247, C. S., Department
of the Gulf.

Si'ENOEii, H. G., Asst. Surgeon. Assigned to duty
at Fort Barrancas, Pla. S. O. 182, C. S., Department
of the South.

Swearing to his own Idiocy.— At a recent Will
trial iu Toledo (Ohio) the defendant swore that at the
time he executed the instrument he was " idiotic and
of weak and unsound mind." This is the first case on
record iu which this very common explanation con-
cerning one's idiocy was ever sworn to. Generally,
however, tliis is not necessary.

Ulcirtcol Uteins ani) Jfetoa.

CoNTACrious Diseases.—Comparative statement of
cases of Contagious Disease reported to the Sanitary
Bureau, Health Department, for the two weeks ending
December 23, 1876.
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Alumni As-sociation, l(!(i

American D..rn.atolo-ical Association. 534American Gynecological Society, 5!)H (WOAmerican M(,dical Association 2"9 •^(i7 '-ioi A4n .n, ^
520. 5:m, 544, .547.

'
~~^' ^'•' ^"'' «»' 497, Bailey, Dr. F. K., death of 517Amern™. medicine, outside estimate of, 728; honors to,

j '^J^lio^-^^fti:^"!:^.^ !:^^^: «2
; cervix,

i ?"i;7y^S7^•^•:;^^''"'"•''^«•<'«=.««3.7.o.
Arnold Dr. U. I), Jeaih„f,'5'l7
Arrow-heads forceps lor extraction of '>45
Arsenic in skin diseasrs. 4!),s

' •" '"

Arteries, torsion of, .i4!).

I

Arthrepsy, treatment of^ ;j50
Arthropathy in locomotor ataxia 88

I

Ascites, resin of copaiba in, 12(t ' '

I.Vskew, Dr. H. F., death of, 213

''*'i^r^;;r;^:;iS'^s!"
'''---^«'*'' 302;

Aspirator, a new, 80, 7!)0
Asthma, treatment of, 2(1')
Asylums for the insane, association of superintendents.

Athetosis, case of 573

A.Mlla, myxoma of, 2X!)
Axis and atlas, probable union of, 269.

B.

American Neurological Association, report of 46(iAmerican Otolofjical .Society, report of, ",8
. n. ncan Fnl.lic Health Association. 7a^ '

Amcncun yet<..nnary Uoll.-ge, report of :Jl0Aininnn.iiiiia. cjuse of, .'Ki),
'

Amujbie, development of, 142
Amputations alter iniiirv ".ij . „
Anatomy, notice of ^^o,

j-
'on o'4.^

'^""•"•^' '^°' '''^

Anaemia, i.rogicssive, diafc^uosis of, ri70
Anajsthesia, (i2»

; discovery of 215 -''u o- . • , ,

2(;o. '
'

'**• ~~'' -'
' ; "1 females, •

Andral, M., death of, 245
Aneurisms notes on, 00. 205, 505, 020 755 801 8-»<An;,nna lud.-vici. 140. :j,s| ' ' "'' °'^-

,

\nkle"usr"'-' ''"'•'"'"J-'-V and treatment of 30(i

tn.n ..;r—
'""^"""^""' "'• ''''' <^"in"0-.s ampuu- ,

Anst'l^nr'-
.'^'^?''»"t'^'' °f •li'^ease of, 200.

!-in tic. j)r. !•. L, memorials of, 32 DO iAnlellcxion. notice of ,.an>t,hlet on 708
'

Antiseptic method, 50, 10,' ,57, 382,' ;^4, „,,,^ .^^^ gj3_

laceration of," 835 •",;",ms'n.liV
,":"".''"'«•"-; cervix,

65: lencocyth,.Jnia: '^ hemorrhages,

Anthrax, report of forty-one cases of 50HAnti-vaccina ion, 90.
'

Anus, fissure of und chlorr.form ooj • ,
of. 339.

i.ni.>rr,iorm. 284
; imiwrforate, case

Aphasia, remarks on, 150 INO •>ri7
Aphonia ciiie.1 by chloroform, 238

'

Aphrodisiac. dami.i„„ as an .540
'

Aponionihia. novel use of I(;4
'

Apople.xy, artificial respi,.,tion in, 01Apoihecary, jod^rment „j,,„nst, 517A,«x vermiformisi, loop and-.stra„,..lated heniia,

A<|iiapuncture, 350.
Aquarium, the New Tnrl- c-u .< •

Ann presen,a.i,:„rnX';::^
t ^i^;;'""'

"' ">^- "'

^n, 231. 270, 3(^:'^:[;;i^; :;;;;- ;-,;li;^.]:;^.

JJattey s operation, 55
Baxter's statistics. 479

Beach' Dr U-™'f '

""'"^'y "^ innutrition, 721

Behier, death of 4'>''

"^"^^!'!^}.X^;-^^'^^-=^"-2«"-^30.3«3,
Beneficiary system, 433
Bent^knee, eleven yea™' standiufr, successfully treated.

Beri-Beri of J,xpan, 510

j

Bibulous paper in skin ,lisea.se 3SS

|B.U,^Dr. J. H.. forceps for extraction of arrow-heads,

I BI-1&"' ^l ^- ^- "" "l'''t''erin. 199, 220
I Billroth and his operations. 737
Birth refc'istr.ition, plea for. 22(i'

I

Bladder dilatation from valve-like prostate 301 • i„

I

jectmg without aid of catlie,er.'^.590; rup "l" oT
J'*'.;.»l'p<'ulalore.xaminin.r. 174

•
^I'kto of,

I
B ephantis ciliaris and errors of refraction 7'«)

epharo-a.Jenitis with fistula;, j,;,
"^"°"' "'"•

lll'"'^;'
,"";''''" "M-r-irnaiKy. 241.

%";;'
1 ul'r

V'"
""V"''"'

*"'"'• -•"=• ""croscopyof

«>.- urini:':^".:'::}.'^;"^""' '"""'''^" -"• •'«-

Bi.dy and iLs ailments, notice of work on 101ones sudden death after injuries of 72*
liony tumor, a symptom of. 307
Book-rack for myopic chihireu, .5

lloracio acid as a dressing for wounds, 440
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Borax as an antiseptic, 354.

Bouton de Biskra, 223.

Boweu, Dr. W. Shaw, book-rack for myopic children, 5

;

naso-pharJ^lgeal catarrh, 583.
Bozemau, Dr. N. , autoplasty by gradual approaches, 5G0.
Bradley, Dr. E., spray treatment in genito urinary in-

tlamniation, 170, 220.

Brain—communication between ventricles and subarach-
noidal spaces of, (il8; embolic softening of, KiO;
fibres, course of, 557; gunshot wound of, 58; micro-
scopical study of, (i7;i; physiology of, 95, 131, -151

traumatic lesions of and ophthalmoscope, 28G.
Briddon, Dr. C. K., morbus coxarius, ;i20; myxoma of

axilla, 289; prostatic disease, 321 ; rhinoplasty, 51;!;
wrist, exsection of, 411.

Bright's disease, remarks on, 7, 1 63, 444, 507 ; work on,
notice of, 127.

British army medical service, 171, 358.
liromohydrate of (juinine, 103.

Bromide of potassium disguised in milk, 730.
Bromization, acute effects of, 841.
Bronchial glands, diagnosis of enlargement of. 111.
Broncho-pneumonia, intermittent, 189.

Brouchocele, treatment of, 507, 588.
Buck, Dr. Gurdou, perityphlitic abscess, 34.
Buenos Ayres, vital statistics of, 042.
Bulbar paralysis, treatment of, 384.
Bulkley, Dr. L. Duncan, scaly eruptions of hand, 185.
Bull, Dr. Charles S. , iritis and ueunilgia, 535.
Bumstead, Dr. F. J., on gleet and stricture, 178.
Burchard, Dr. T. H., syphilitic myocarditis. 103.
Burrall, Dr. F. A., administration of tiuids in trismus

120; nitrite of amy 1 in anaesthesia, 070.

Calabar bean in tetanus, 700, 702, 811.

Calculus, causes of, 028.

Callan, Dr. Peter A., phlyctenular keratitis, 155.
Cancer—electrolysis in, 153, 190, 210

; cells, development
of, 725; mammary, 140; spread of, 557.

Carbolic acid in joint diseases, 103.

Carbollzed catgut in living tissues, 509.

Cardiac inflammation, acute, 183.

Carnivorous plants, 300.

Caro, Dr. S., nostril clamp, 595; salicylic acid in rheu-
matism, 292.

Carroll, Dr. A. L., simple method of obtaining dei^osits
for microscopic examination, 501.

Cartilage, .structure of, 321.

Catarrhal phthisis, 005.

Catheter, broken, in the urethra, 600.

Caustics in eye practice, 074.

Caution marks, use of in prescriptions, 593.
Centennial exposition, fever of the, 180, 087, 703, 751,

708, 773; medical aspects of, 354; surgery of, 392,
Cerebral exhaustion, 715 ; lesions and the mucous mem-

brane of the stomach, 743, 782; regional diagnosis,
404.

Cervix uteri, incision of, 656 ; laceration of, 823, 835,
Chancres, anatomical structure of the soft and hard, 318.
Chancroids and stricture of the rectum, 208

; treatment
of by actual cautery. 'i'73.

Changes of residence, dangers of, 272.

Charricre, death of, 400.

Cheap doctors, 403.

Cheatham, Dr. W., apparatus for ether, 79; blepharo-
adeuitis, 261.

Chemung County (N. Y.) Medical Society, report of, 338.
Chest wound, an unique, 770.

Childbed, genital lesions of, 061 ; -work- on, notice of, 466.
Children, free hospital for, 181 ; work on diseases of

127, 833.

Chloral, iutra-venous injection of, 494, 579 ; use of 436,
443, 550.

Chloroform, antidote for, 076 ; death from, 534.
Cholera, epidemic of 1873, review of, 26 : remarks on,

499.

Chondrosarcoma of femur, 306.
Chorea, its causes and treatment, 84, 104, 339 526 50

012, 643, 077, 090, 700, 838.
Chronic insane, care of, 533.
Chubbuck. Dr. H. S., inversion of utenis, 338.
Cicatrices, depressed, operation for, 557.
Ciliated pus cells, 557.

Cinchona cultivation in India, 814.
Cinchouoidin in intermittents, 706.
Clark, A., ovarian cy.st, 010; salicylate of soda in rhei

matism, 603.

Clavicle, fracture of, 61, 219, 261.
Cleborne, Dr. C. J., artiKcial respiration in apoplexy, 6
Clergymen, charges for, 106, 181.
Gierke, Dr. C. H., death of, 181.
Clinical surgery, notice of works on, 44, 225.
Clinical teaching in Paris, 31.
Coca, physical effects of, 325, 399, 586.
Cochineal carmine in animal tissues, 173.
C chlea, syphilis of the, 747.
Cohen, Dr. J. S., diphtheria, 97, 113, 151, 167, 183.
Cold, effect of extreme, on mind and body, 313.
Cold bath in typhoid fever, 717, 734, 775

; cold in head
cure for, 294.

Color blindness in sailors and railroad employees, 341.
College commencements, 149, 180, 454.
Colles' fracture, treatment of, 305, 410, 523, 686.
Comegys, Dr. E. T., ergot in the treatment of diarrhoea

505.

ConferviE in solution for hypodermic injection, 366,
Connecticut Medical Society, officers of, 390.
Cou.su Itation, ethics of, 143.

Contaminated air in our dwellings, 783.
Convulsions, arrest of, 350, 035.
Cook, Dr. Geo., murder of, 422.
Cool bathing in summer complaints of children. 500, 564
Copper coin in intestinal canal for seven weeks, 411.
Corn, oil of, as a remedy for eczema. 740.
Coroner's inquests and practismg physicians, 363.
Coryza, a cure for, 394.
Cottage hospitals, 511.
Cotton-pessary, advantages of, 327.
Cough, nervous, and anteflexion of uterus, 8, 838.
Coxalgia, treatment of, 637.
Craniotomy, remarks on, 194.
Cremation, 326, 518, 816.
Criminal insauity, 434.
Crosby, Dr. A. B. , lost art in surgery, 395 ; morbus coxa

rms, 413.

Croton chloral hydrate as an anassthetic, 445.
Croton-water supply, the, 543.
Croup and diphtheria, 621.
Cystitis in females, cure of, 260.

D.

Damiana as an aphrodisiac, 540.
Dancer's cramp, 63.
Dandruff, cure of, 774.
Darby, John, notice of work by, 258.
Dawson's galvano-caustic battery, 260; (•«. Piffard'a bat-

tery, 278, 294.

Dead diplomas, 238.
Deaf and dumb, the, 689.
Death certificate and unqualified persons, 275 ; reliable

sign of, 753. ^
Delafield, Dr.F.,raararaary cancer, 146; perityphutis, 78.
Dental anatomy, notice of work on, 751.
Dentists, the future of the, 520.
Devils and defunct physicians, 534.
Diabetes insipidus, treatment of, 104.
Diabetes meUitus, remarks on, 009, 728 ; notice of work

on, 108.

Diarrhoea, acute, treatment of, 505, 679, 791
;
chronic,

treatment of, 331 ; infantile, treatment of, 342.
Diphtheria, remarks on, 31, 71, 97, 111, 113, 151, 162,

167, 183, 183, 189, 199, 226, 241, 315, 338, 406, 425,
588, 621, 678, 733, 729.
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DiRCTifusioiis in medical societies, 071.
Disi'a.se frcrrnK. (!4I.

Disinfcctiiitr iipii.-iratns, n .siinplo, OIJO.
Di.slocati()iis, rare, 57;}.

Divulsioii of Ktricture ami lieiiiorrhag-o, 07
Dogs ami iiif<,ctious ilisea-ses, aaS.
Doublc-litacliHl iliploma.s, l>i'>.

Joiigh.rfy. Dr. AUx. X.. ilislowition of patella, 840
lJniikiiij;\vater. coiitumiiiatcd. 208, 212. .")47

Pniiii nifinhraiits. artilicial. (i.SH

DiiHose l)r \y. K., shorUiiing' the course of medical
Ktiulj, 2(.).

Dumb-bell i»'s,sario,s, 37:i.

Dunninj;. Dr. W. H., diagnosis of aneurism, rm
Dungl,.,o„, Dr. Kicl.ard J . letters on the me.lieal affairs

nt the I eiiteniual exliibition, 372, 3,S(i 41)!) ,-,si .-.')•>

0!) 1 , 7;i.'").
' 1 • ~i

Duodenum, operations on, 41;!.
Dupuy. l>r. K, hysterical disorders, 251

;
physioWy of.he bra.n, l:il. 4.51

; reliex irritation, 820
^^

Duval, death of. 422.
Dysmenorrhcea. treatment of. 407 51.3
Dysentery .iciite. treatment of, 105; chronic treatment

01. .>,_; development of amoeba; in, 142
Dyspepsia, some fonus of, W.).
Dyspeptic asthma, 558.
Dyspatua, ursemia as a cause of, 101.

E.

Eajfley epidemic, 208. 212.
Ear, chronic s-uppuralion of, 580; cold water, effects of

010
foreign body, removal from, 252, ;J82,

Ears, death from boxing the, 014.
Ecthyma, etiology of, 8;j;i.

Eczema, remarks on, 185, 157, 0.39, 740
Eflsou, Dr. lienj.. >.pray in genitourin.irydise.ises, 196.bggs, molecules m the germinal matter of 240
bgypt. pharmacy of, 247.

'

Elbow.j,.ints. anchylo.sis of, 222; resection of 557
Electrolytic troat.nent of malignant tumors, 153 • in

skin diseases, 172
Elephant, entozoa of the. 79.S.

Elephantiasis, treatment of, 2:!1 440
Emmet. Dr. T. A., I.iceratiou of cervix uteri, 823Empyema, cure of. 174. 442, 009 772
Endocarditis ulcerative, 157

'

Epidemics of the century. .!55
; neurology of, 560

Epiglottis, bra.Ks ring hooked over. 780
Epilepsy, remarks on, 174. 403, 406, 589, 622 081 844
Epi.sta.xis, treatment of. 5!).5.

'

Epithelioma, remarks on ca.se8 and treatment of 54 157

Epulis of lower jaw, 337.
Ergot^active principlesof, 188; hypodermic injection of,

Erysip,.|,-,„, syphilis and. 28(1 ; treatment of 238
fcsniLireh s apjiaratus, effects of, 140. :!(ll
Ether, new apparatus for. 71), 243, 244
Eucalyptus, the. on the ('ampagna'l8-'
Eye._ hereditary affections of, 675 ;" notice of work on.

Expectoration, albuminous, after thoracentesis 157
lixtra-utcnne pregnancy, notice of work on, 240.

V.

Faradic and_ galvanic currents, differential indications for
tnc, (<»(.

FavuH. remarlm on, 101

F:lm:^ai'!:rt^.^-,S;^^',:? rir'
'«™'-™^-- '^

'''"v^i:lrSl;K;:«^.°"
""''"»' '''' -"cutaneous dl.

Fevers, remarks on. 77, 717, 015, 047
jt-ihroids, uterine. 24, 250, 525.
(•"ibrouia, submucous, 321.

Kibula, ununited fracture of, 452.
I'ilth diseases, notice of work on, .'186
Kire damp and the barometer, 374.
Fisher l)r W J{. brass ring over epiglottis, 787.Hca bites and jihlebitis. 582
Flesh shower in Kentucky. 309.
Flint. Dr. A., on phthisis." 848
Fl..ating hospital of ,St. .lobn's Guild. 496
Hood, Dr. P. II., case of tetanus and tan.sy poisoning,

Foetus shot in utero, 505.
Foot and.mouth disease in cattl... an<] cow-pox 04lork. sw.iliowing, 320.

'

Forrest. Dr. W. E., on quinine. 837
Foster. I)r Frank P., ,irm presentation, 356 ; hysteria

douche l^r""""''^'
'^""^''"*""' <'''!; "<^«' vaginal

Fo.x, Dr. G. H.. treatment of skin diseases, 388
!• ractures, diagnosis of, by auscultation 111
France, population of, 341.

'

I'lankel, Dr. E.
, urethro-rectal fissure, 23

French jirizcs, 181.

l''rontal bone, removal of 88
Frothingham, Dr. (ie,, R. University of Michigan, 740lungous growths, prevention of. 041.

G.

Galacton-hma. ergot in. 238.
(lall-bladder, location of. 304.
(ialvano-cautcrj- lor pharyngeal tumors, 839
t.alvano-imnctuie in aneurism ;!49
Gardner. Dr. W. W., blepharitis ciliaris 739
Gastrotoniy and gastrostomy, 317, 413, 614, 0,59, 704(.alvano-cauteiy batteries, 450.

'

(ielsemium, remarks on. 378, 782
Genital irritation as a cause of nervous disease 20'>

19o"22.r^'
iuHanimation, .spray treatment' for,' 170,

^"\u,'33i)'
'^'""""•"'«^""" Ij'^tweeu stomach and co-

German students at universities '^45
(ierrish. Dr. F H.

, preliminary education, 470Giant cells, 342.
Gibney, Dr. V P., aneurism. .SOI

; lumbricoids, passage

Iren'tl''"'"'-,''"'
>';' "'"'''"'' -'-^''«« ^^ -hil-

ilren. .1)1
; searlatuial hematuria 55

1

rT^l'^-
'"• ^,"'"'^- ;;?''• '"'">« in typhoid 'fever, 775.<.illettes speculum. 5!)().

'

(ilands. enlarged, in diphtheria, 31
Glanders, acute, 237.
Glaucoma, acute, treatment of, 574.
Glazed brick in hospital construction 227
(;ieet and stricture, !)3, 177.
Glue dressings in fracture. 524.
(Muteal region, fibio-recurrent tumor, 14,5.
Glycerine, poisonous properties of (i8.5
Godon; Dtj. Frederick William, herpes zoster, 348 ; death

Goitre, some causes of, 718.
Gonorrhtea. nature and treatment of, 200. 332 660 7-")
;"odwil ,e. Dr^ I). H., laryngeal insutllatm-. 133 ' '

"'a^;,ns;"' U^ ''' ''''"'""^- •""' "-'"^Pl-tic oper-

Grailcd courses. 433,

Grinrnr^lo"«''f."t-,'"''T"S^'' '" '""scola'- rupture, 235.l.i.mt, Ur. I., .s.. Calabar bean in tetanus 811
iTiatuitous medical senices, .34

1

(jray. Dr. G. H.. gelsemium, 378.
Guano as an anti.septic, 342.
Gunshot wounds, reinaikabie recoveries from. 14.

H.

Hamilton, Dr. Allan McLanc. on chorea. 84 (il-> Mn •

genitil irritation and nervous disease. 202 locomo'
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Hamilton, Dr. Frank H. , dislocation of hip, 780 ; division

of isthmus of thyroid gland. 4 ;
polypi and hypertro-

phy of nose, 714 ; review of work by, 28.

Hand, eruptions of, 185; strange affection of, 365.

Hanks, Dr. H. T., three-way stop-cock. 590; unusual

uterine hemorrhages, 76

Hay fever, remarks on, 650, 676, 708, 730, 737.

Hasraatidrosis, case of, 143.

Haemoptysis and barometric pressure, 133; treated by
ergot, S8.

Harlem flats nuisance, 346.

Hai-vey demonstrating the circulation, 806. .

Harvey, Dr. J. Jlurdook. death of, 16.

Hawthorn, Dr. Frank, death of, 33i).

Head, anatomy of, 834 ; cold in the, cure for, 294.

Headache, therapeutics of, 503.

Health almanac, notice of, 44.

Health Board of Germany, 39.

Health office, affaii-s of, 388, 303.

Hearing, tests for, 688.

Heart, amyloid degeneration of, 173
;
gout of, review of

work ou, ll/S ; rupture of, 30; penetrating wound
of, 310; notice of work on the, 417.

Heat, animal, theory of, 484.

Heitzmami, Dr. C, structure of cartilage, 321 ; suppura-

tive processes in skin, 333.

Helmuth, Dr. W. T., antiseptic ovariotomy, 838.

Hematuria, intermittent. 364.

Hemingway, Dr. S.. ou ajihasia, 156.

Hemiplegia, prodromata of, 364 ;
syphilitic, 369.

Hemorrhoids, treatment of, 188.

Hendricks, Dr. H. W., appendix^ vermiformis causing

strangulation, 764.

Hemi-facial spasm, 458.

Hernia, femoral, irreducible, 483 ; treated by hypoder-

mic syringe, 339.

Herniotomy, antiseptic, 708 ; opening the sac in, C'29.

Herpes zoster, with hyperidrosis, 348.

Hinton, Dr. James, death of, 164.

Hinton, Dr. John H., tumor of intestine, 512.

Hip-joint, .amputation of, 804; dislocation of, 670, 701,

750, 780.

Histology, notice of work on, 129, 753.

Hodson, Dr. J. F. P. , effect of medicines on teeth, 220.

Holden, Dr. E., perityphlitis, 835.

Homicidal handwriting, 518 ; mania, 25.

Honiceopathic tinctures, 54.

Homoeopathy and Michigan State Medical .Society, 528.

HomcEopathy in Michigan Univ., 43, 334, 390, 469, 017.

Hopkins, Johns, hcspital, notice of, 611.

Horse, endocardial vegetations in, 335.

Hospital appointments, 26, 213 ; construction and organi-

zation, 57, 73, 89, 105, 131, -643; incurables, for,

remarks on, 93 ; lengthening the term of, 591

;

patients, care of, 159.

Hotel physicians, 579, 619.

House drainage, 565, 632.

Hovv.ard, Dr. Benjamin, letter from, 690, 738.

Howe, Dr. John W., sarcoma of thigh, 769.

Humerus, fraet. ext. condyle, 363, 491.

Hunt, Dr. D. Brainerd, death of, 646, 694.

Hunt, Dr. E. M., placental delivery, 569.

Hurd, D. E. P., ou neuralgia, 743.

Hutcheson, Dr. R. W., treatment of popliteal aneurism,

365.

Hutchinson, Dr. W. L., Siamese obstetrics, 133.

Hydrate of chloral as an anesthesia for children. 111.

Hydrophobia, treatment of, 188, 534, 574.

Hydrorachis treated l)y the elastic ligature. 558.

Hygeia. the city of, 743.

Hygiene of ruriilizing. 646.

Hysteria simulating pulmonary embolism, 314.

Hysterical disorders, pathology and treatment of, 251
;

hip-joint disease, 508 ; strismus, 458.

Ice, impure, 404; preservation of, at bedside, 613.

Idiots, care of, 437, 737.

Ilio-femoral tri.angle, diagnostic value of, 189.

Ilio-sacral articulations, puerperal inflammation of, 8.

Illinois State Society, notice of, 258.

Incision and discission of the cervix uteri, 407.
Independent examinations, 431.

Indiana State Medical Society, officers of, 409.

Indigestions, diagnostic relations of, 537.
Infant mortality, 313.

Infantile hernia, a variety of, 135
;

paralj'sis, 237, 260.

Infective substances, 654.

Innutrition, the malady of, 721.

Insane, the care of the, 41, 140, 308, 434, 073 ; notice of
work on, 257, 831.

Insomnia, causes and treatment of, 205.

International Medical Congress at Philadelphia, 176, 307,

311, 353, 510, 559, 509, 030. 033. 673, 688, 800.

Intus.susception, treatment of, 139, 158.

Intemperance and State medicine, 471.

lutra-uterine medications, 109.

Iridotomy, VVecker's forceps scissors for, 37.

Iritis and neuralgia, 535.

Iodine, producing albuminuria in children, 381.
Iodoform, odor of, 335.

Jaborandi, effects of. 507.

Jacobi, Dr. A., uriemia as a cause of dyspnoea, 161.

Janeway, Dr. E. G. , leucocythEemia, 879, 295.

Jaundice, duration of, 491.

Jenks', Dr. E. W. , speculura, 001.

Joints, resection of, and Lister's method, 385.

Jones, Dr. E. Lee, death of. 134.

Journiili^tic enterprise, ()07, 743.

Judson, Dr. A. B., lateral rotary curvature of spine, 272.

K.

Kentucky State Medical Society, 294.

Ker.atitis, notice of work on, 576.

Keyes, Dr. E. L., on syphilitic blood. 38.

Kiunicutt, Dr. F. P., chorea and malarial poisoning. 329.

King, Dr. David F., hypertrophy of spleen and ovarian

tumor, 347.

Kirkwood, as a winter resort, 693.

Knapp, Dr. H., periosteal tumor of orbit, 410.

Knee-aud-breast position for vaginal pessaries, 299.

Knee-joint, dry caries of, 724.

Krackowizer, Dr. E., memorial of, 10.

Kumyss, its preparation and use, 8, 343.

Labor in narrow pelves, 634.

Lachrymal sac, suppuration of, in infants, 158.

Lactation, prevention of, 40.

Laryngeal insufflator, a new, 133.

Larynx, anaesthesia of, under operations, 783 ; curious

case of constriction of, 103; extirpation of, 370;
prolapse of both ventricles of, 359.

Laughlin, Dr. E. D., diagnosis of fractures by ausculta-

tion, 111.

Lead poisoning, two new sources of, 518.

Leake, Dr. H. K., cool bathing in bowel affections, 564
;

salicylic acid in rheumatism, 357.

Leale, Dr. C. A., copper coin in inte.stiiial canal. 411
;

diphtheria, 483
; fatty placenta, 397 ; tuberculous

testes, 411.

Leeches, how to make them bite. 013. 630; how to pre-

serve, 314.

Lefferts, Dr. Geo. M., prolapse of both ventricles of the

larynx, 359.

Lente, Dr. F. D., cases of compound fracture. 439 ;
ether

apparatus, 244 ;
metropolitan practitioners and water-

ing-places, 644; perinephritic abscess in children, 276.

Leucocythajmia, 279, 295, 304.

Lice, to destroy, 773.

Life insurance, notice of work on, 533.

Lincoln, Dr. K,. P., tumor of pharynx, 839.
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, Joseph, nntiseptic incthotl, 09.).

^'Uny, remarks on, 271, 440.

. dislocation of, 7 ; excretorj' function of, (Ml.

I aniBsthesia. new metli.j.l of obtaining, :!IMI.

i.oMiolor ataxia, causes and treatment of, 72, 87, ;)30,

•tS7, 729.

oniis. Dr. A. h.. aneurism of aorta, 60; peri-hepatitis,

SO-.' ; typhoid fever, (il'i, (i47, (Wili, 711, 7.")!), 807.

ikanin. Dr. .\dcheid, on kiimyssi, JUJi. •
iniliriooids. passage of , through sinus above ileum. 709.

mif. jiarasitio growths in tlie, 3'J2.

mpbaugitis, remarks on, -'8j.

-AI.

ick. Dr. «;. J., dislocation of head of radius, 779.

aulean. Dr. Donald, homoeopathy in Michigan Univer-
sity, 4(19.

ilaria. prevention of, 547.

ilarial lieadaohe, 503.

ili^,'nant sore throat, topii-al applications in, 371.

nli;,'nant tnniors and elei'troly.sis, 588.

illoohis. internal, fruuturu of and di.slocation of aukle.

39.

inimary gland, hemorrhage of, in typhoid _fever, 338.

ammary tumor, 800.

nmniitis treated by bandaging, 222.

aiiia a potu, 322.

ann. Dr. Edward C, epilepsy and inebriety, G81 ; in-

temperance and State medicine, 471.

a.son. Dr. Erskine. bladder, rujituro of. 481 ; caries of

knee-joint, 704 ; chondrosarcoma of femur, 30li
;

Colles' fracture, 410; dislocation of femur on pulies,

234; morbus coxarius, 307; osteoid chondroma of

tibia, 289
;
perityphlitis, 37.") ; tracheotomy. 817.

ason. Dr. E. Osgood, aneurism of aorta, 755 ; syphilitic

infection. 701.

Kassage, remarks on. 413.
>tiria medica, review of work on, 544.

iial impre.'isions, 454.

Ml. Dr. .1. B., opium eating, 09, 793.

iaxilla. excision of inferior. 028.

Lax.son. Dr. E. R., diphth-iria, 328.

(ays. Dr. Thoma.s J., alcohol as a food, 661, 780.
IcDowell memorial fund, 393,

(cEwon, Dr. K. C, metropolitan practitioners and water-
ing-places, 710.

IcLcan, Dr. Leroy, oe-sophagotomy, 282 ; resection of
r.adius, 185.

IcSlurtry, Dr. L. S. , radical cure of empyema, 773.
leat, preservation of, 23S.

ledical advertising, 182. 193. 224, 23S, 256, 403, 014,
002.

ledical itssociations in Xrw York, 613.
ledical charity, abuses of, 59. 707.
ledical Centennial affairs, 372, 389, 418, 499, 581, 593.

691, 73.-).

pfedical College Convention, 424 432.

iledical education, remarks on, 325, 405, 433, 609.
iteilical journalism. 19S.

Jedioal matters in Paris, 579.

ile<lic,il patents, 391, 810.

iledical prolcssion, influence of the, 655.
iledical schools in France. 358.

>[e<lical societies and medical reforms 255.
ledical Society of Countv of Kings, olTicers of, SO.

ledical Society of New .Ii'rsey, rei>ort of, 370.

ledicjil Society of Countv of New York, reports of, 28,
93. 177, 304, 321, 39.V 070, 710, 804, 835.

ledical Society of Penn.'iylvania, 3811.

ledical Society of State iif New York, 424, 430.
lerlical staff rank, 42, 90.

ledical students' reception, 00, 62.

ledical and surgical memoirs, notice of, 519, 072.

ledioal systems, what they are and what they may be,

191.

ledical testimonials, 134.

ledical women. 214. 393. 418, 727.

Jlodicino, adilress on, 001 ; one hundred yeim ago. 804.

Melanosis, diffused, 701
Mjuicre's disease treated by quinine, 518.
Meningitis and ergot, 350.

^!enoi>ause. Hattey's treatment for, 55.

Menstruation, i)hysiolof,'y of, (iS:! ; in Lapland, 318.

Merriam, Dr. E. 1)., ununited fracture of fibula, 452.

Meteorism, operative treatment o', 413.

Metric system in proscriptions, 163, 799, 804, 815, 830,

845.

Metropolitan practitioners and watering-places. 013, 019,

644, 709.

Mexico a.s a residence for invalids, 272, 290, 308.

.Miasmatic alga', 838.

Micrometry, apiilication of photogra))hy to, 520.

.Microscope, preparation of, tis.sues for, 205.

Micturition, physiology of, 311.

Midwiferv. review of work on, 28.

iMilk, impure, 102, 182, 277, 547, 700; return of, inde-

pendent of pregnancy, 79J.

Milk of magnesia, 14.

Miller, Dr, J. Jl. , ergot in enlarged spleen. 253.

Milne, Dr. J. A., dilating urethrotome, 133.

Jlind, influence of, on disease, 4(>1.

Jlinor surgery, notice of work on, 129.

.MiiTors, clouding of. 822.

Jlorbus coxarius, diagnosis and treatment of, 189, 307,

320, 335,412, 010, 754, 770.

.Morgridge, Dr. Geo. O., salicylic acid in rheumatism, 550.

-Alorphffia, remai'ks on, 239
Mortality of New York for past .vear, 214,

Motor centres, loc ilization of, 4()5.

.Mucus, easy method of removing, when adherent to ute-

rus, 718.

-Alundc, Dr. P. F., intrauterine medication. 109.

.Murray, Dr. Alex,. Damiana, 540,

Mnscariue. experiments with, 757.

Muscle, rupture of. treated by massage, 235.

Jluacles, contraction, hot water for, 209.

Muscular incoordination, 400.

Mn.sculo-spiral nerve, injury of, 832.

IMushrooras, poisonous, 582.

Myitis, chronic rheumatic, 813.

Jlyocarditis and .syjihilis, 102.

Myoma of bladder, extirpation of, 557.

Myopia, book-rack for, 5.

Myositis ossificans, 508.

Myxoma of axilla, 2S9.

Na'vus, treatment of, 11.

Xasal catarrh, treated locall.v, 326.

Nasal cavity, methoil of removing foreign body from, 778.

N.i.sal douche, daugei-s of, 583.

National Medical liibrai-y, 447.

Navy, jirofessional rights in the. 719.

Neck, treatment of deep cysts of, 014.

Necrosis, aromatic sulphuric acid in, 718.

Neftel, Dr. W. B., electrolytic treatment of tumors, 153,

210; hay-fever. 737.

Nelson, Dr, A. B<, on hiemoptysis and barometric pres-

sure, 132.

Nephrotomy for pyonephrosis. 475.

Nerve-irritability in different parts of the same, 654

.

Nerve-stretching in affections of nervous centres, 302.

Nervous diseases, imd modern life, 021 ; review of works
on, 107, 544.

Neuralgia, treatment of. 550, 743, 750.

Nevins, Dr, R. H., cause of chorea, 077.

New-born, weight of the. 209.

Newspaper notoriety. 582.

New York Ac.ademv of Medicine, 12, 48. 70,

407, 421, 525, .52 670.

109,
'50,

194,

7«4,272, 355, 39
848.

New York Kye and Ear Hospital, 32 1,

New York Jfedical Library and .Journal AH.soeiatio!i, II,

77, no, 131, 140, 19.5, 201, 242, 250, 350. 388, 451,

723. 757, 820.
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Neiv York Odontological Society, notice of transactions
of, 7.15.

New York Pathological Society, officers of, (54 ; reports
30. 60, 78. l;]0, 144, 161, 289, 306, 320. bo, 41o'
481,512,610,724,754,769.800,817,832.

Kew lork Metlical Register, notice of, 480.
Newman, Dr. R., Salpingitis, 410.
Nou-puerperal hemorrhages, 633.
Nose, button in the, 800 ; elephantiasis of, 446 ; feeding

by the, 760
;
polypi and hypertrophy of, 714 : treat-

ment of fracture of, 235.
Nurse-training, 325, 671.
Noyes, Dr. H. D., iridotomy, 37.

O.

Obesity, treatment of. 382, 630.
Obstetric section, meeting of, 240, 818,
Obstetrics, address on, 606 ; notice of work on, 768 S47
CEnanthe Crocata, poisoning by, 814.

'

CEsophagotomy, cases of, 282, 828.
CEsophagus, foreign body ejected 'from, by apomorphia,

164.

Office thieves, 7'89.

Ohio State Medical Sojiety. notice of transactions of 592
Oi)hthalmic and Aural Institute. 278.
Ophthalmology, International Congress of, 223.
Ophthalmoscope, review of work on, 496.
Optic nerve, atrophy of, in Pott's disease, 158; tumors

of, 6 J 4.

Opium, antidote for, 190; habit, 69, 572, 793.
Orbit, periosteal tumor of, 410.
Orthopaedic surgery and allied .subjects, 527, 577
Osgood, Dr. D. W,, treatment of elephantiasis, 231.
Osteo-aneurism of inferior maxilla, 81.
Osteoid chondroma of tibia. 289.
Osteology, review of work on, 129.
Osteotomy in rachitic deformities, 284.
Otis, Dr. F. N., aspirator, 80

;
gleet and stricture,94,177.

Otitis externa, remarks on, 778.
Otfc, Dr. Isaac, coca and cooain, 586.
Otto's new truss pad, 111.
Ovulation and menstruation, 258.
Ovarian cysts, diagnosis of, and treatment of, 190. 250

610, 635, 637. '
'

Ovarian fluid, chemical characters of, 8.
Ovariotomy, cases of, 254, 382, 449. 482, 792.

P.

Pachymeningitis, cases of, 163.
Page. Dr. F. W., salicylic acid in rheumatism, 453.
Page, Dr, R. A., advantages of cotton pessary, 327.
Fallen, Dr. M. A., perineal laceration, 342.
Palmar bursal tumors, 317.
Palmar fascia, 797.
Pal|)itation, postural treatment of, 96.
Pancreas, destruction of. 331, 844.
Paracentesis, remarks on, 637.
Paraplegia, traumatic, parturition in, 141.
Paralysis following acute diseases, 458

;
peripheral, 330

Parasites and chylous ascites. 670.
Parsons, Dr. R L., treatment of the insane, 146.

iTi*^"""
''™P'^y'*<^'"'i '"• ^1-^

;
in traumatic paraplegia,

Pai-ker, Dr. Willard, Jr., Kirkwood as a winter resort,
693.

'

Patent medicines, remarks on. 9. 207, 423.
Patent rights in medicine, 416, 456, 467.
Patella, dislocation of, 840 ; treatment of fracture of 55

406. '

Pathology, review of work on, 356, 833.
Pauper insane, care of. 330.

"^'"'^io''^'
^'^' ? ^'

'
^"'^'^'°i^ •1"'' discission of cei-vix uteri,

407; inflammation of non-gi-avid uterus, I, 17, 33-
Mexico as a residence for invalids, 273, 290, 308
835. '

Pedestrianism and vertigo, 335.
Pellagra, its causes and nature", o09.
Pennsylvania State Board of Health 1 38

Pepsin, remarks on, 497.
Percussion, notice of work on 768.
Pericarditis, suppurative, lio!
Pericardium, puncture of, 24, 140, 231.
Perihepatitis, case of, 802.
Perineal laceration. 242, 490.
Peri-nephritic abscess in children, 201, 275.
Periostitis, diffuse phlegmonous, 174.'
Peritoneum,*i'emarks on dropsy of, 54.
Perityjihlitic ab.scess. cases of, 12, 34, 78, 375, 508 83.')

Pern.anent membership of Medical Societv of State .

New York, report of committee on, 429.
Pertussis, treatment of, 143.
Pessary, the pliable, 741 ; in vagina for thirty years, 77-
Peters, Dr. Geo. A., on gleet and stricture, i79.
Peters, Dr. J. C. , cancer on stomach, 817.
Petroleum in skin di.sease. 158.
Peugnet, Dr. E., o.steo-aneurisra of iirferior maxilla 81

ovariotomy, 482.
'

Ph.-igedenic sores, treatment of, 070.
Phantom tumors. 240.

Phannacopceia, the U. S., 395, 498.
Pharmacy bill, proposed amendment to, 209
Pharynx, fish-bone in the, 335; tumors of, 839.
Phlegmasia dolens. death in, 574.
Phlj'ctenular keratitis, yellow oxide of mercurj- in, 155
Photo-micrographs, notice of, 547.
Phthisis, remarks on, 120, 331. 497, 632, 741 works on

225,578, 848.
'

> - ,

»ou.son

Phymosis, diabetes a cause of, 738.
Physicians and druggists, relations of, 43, 47 126
Physicians' Mutual Aid Association, 26.

'

Physiological chemistry, 542.
Physiology, notice of works on, 44, 138, 161.
Pica, case of. 302.

Pifeard, Dr. H. G.. alopecia areata, 77
; favus. 101 gal

vano-cautery apparatus, 301, 260 ; metric system
815, 830, 845.

Piles, radical cure for, 113, 188.
Pillsburj', Dr. B.

,
preliminary education, 529.

Pine forests, influence on rain fall, 790.
Pirogoff's amputation, 533.
Placental delivery and uterine involution, 569.
Placenta, fatty degeneration of, and death of foetus, 397.
Placenta prasvia, treatment of, 510, 81,S
Plague, notices of. 294, 307, 566, 742.
Plaster-of-Paris splints in Pott's disease, 521.
Plasma tubes in the human skin, 566.
Plaster-Paris jacket in Pott's disease, 'i3.

Pleural cavity, knife-blade in the, 478.
Pleurisy, vocal fremitus in, 365 ; and lymphatics of lungs,

Pneumonia, remarks on, 268, 331.
Poisonous haras, 678.
Polypoid excrescences of bladder, 206.
Polyuria, treatment of, 054.
Popliteal aneurism, case of. 491.
Post. Dr A. C, cases of ejiithelioma, 144.
Post-mortem kindness, 149.
Post-partum hemoiThages, 109, 325.
Pott's disease of spine, and plaster-Paiis jacket, 53 ; atro-

phy of optic nerve in, 158.
Practising foreigners, 579.
Pregnancy and general pathologj-, 658 ; influence upon

union of fractures, 508 ; mammary signs of, 40
; and

traumatism, 685.
Preliminary education. 239, 245, 288, 342, 469, 502 339.
Premature labor, induction of, 676.

'

Prescribing druggists, 784,
Prescriptions, altering of, 126.
Presbyterian hospital affair, 10, 26, 33, 213.
Prescriptions, caution marks in, 593.
Presiding officers for medical associations, 388.
Prizes, abolition of medical, by professors, 319.
Probing cavities after gunshot wounds, 58, 833.
Profession, the, and the secular press, 10.
Prolapsus ani, treatment of, 188, 478.
Proprietary medicines. 423.
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Prostate, hypertrophy of, iodine injections iu, 090.

Psoriasis, reumrks on, IS,"), (i:it), IH'i.

Public Hcaltli Commission, 518.

Pudendal ha>niorrha>;o, cane of, 138,

Pucnieral convulsions, 4oO.

'uerperal liver, remarks on, IS, 17:?, ;iUT, UlU, 036, 822.

'ulmouary alfections, report on, 721.

Pumyea, Dr. P. U., eoniniunicaViility of diphtheria, 71.

Purpura heniorrhajtica, treatnunt of, 42'>, AA').

Punilent va^rinal discharges and infectious, 270.

Putiiam-Jacolii, Dr. JIary, puerperal fever, 307.

Pyjeniia in hospital jiractice, •")0l).

Pylorus, cancer of, 4'Jl.

Q.

Quackeubush, Dr. J. V. P., death of, 404.

Quackerv in Havaria, 04.

Quamntinc, affairs of. !)(!. 272, 278. .ir)t',. 44(1, 043.

Quinine, new niethotl of administering, 8;i7.

n.

Rabies, spontaneous, 22S, 438 ; treatment of, 188, 080.
Rachel. Dr. Ci. W., theory of animal heat. 4S.').

Kailius. (iislocation of head of, backwards, 77!) ; resection

for non-union, IW.
Railroad accideut.s, analysis of, 198.

Rau. Dr. F. C, death of, Oi)4

Read. Dr. Henry X., pudendal hajmorrhage, 138.

Rectum, notice of work in diseases of, 832.

Redressement brusipie of genu valgnni, 50.

Rt'cse, Dr. W. \\.. uterine leech and aspirator, 590.

Relapsing fever, inoeulability of, 254.

Restraint .system in the treatment of insane, 575.

Retro-i>baryngcal abscesses in children, 749.

Revaccination, remarks on. 205.

Rheumatism, remarks on, 204, 230, 292, 3;f0, 337, 303,
414, 4.52, .5.50, 844.

Richter, death of, 480.

Rice, Charles, pharmacy of the ancient Egyptians, 347.
Robinson. Dr. B., catarrhal phthisis, 005; epulis of low-

er jaw, 337 ;
paralysis of vocal cords, 300 ; tape-

worm, 754.

Robinson. Dr. Ed. T., novel use of apomorphia. 104.

Rockland County Medical Society, olficers of, 390.
RockwcU. Dr. A. D., faradic and galvanic cuiTents, 757.
Rodenstein, Dr C. F., death of, 229.
Rodman, Dr. \V, B . on puerperal fever, 18.

Roosa, Dr. D. B. St. .John, address to students, 63;
syphilis of the cocldea, 747.

Root, Dr. K. W., death of, 341.
Rur.alizing. hygiene of, 4il5.

Russian milk wine, its preparation and use, 343.

S.

Saleswomen, seats for. 324.
Salicylate of soda in rheumatism, 083.
alicylic a.i.l, uses of. 141, 230, 292, 303, 381, 413, 414,

452. 55(1. 0«». m<
Salpingitis with anoni.il'us symptoms, 410.
Sands. Dr. H. B , on gli 't and stricture, 9;i ; a nnique

chest wouDil, 770; niainmar)' tumor, 890.
Sauitarii- report-x otiMvy. notice of, 130.
Satiitarj- sur\'ejr», 707.
Santonin ixiisoning, treatment of, 558.
Sarcoma of skin, 610 ; of tihia, 700.
Satterthwaite. Dr, T. K. , embolic softening of brain, 130;

sarcoma of skin.OlO ; stricture of small intcstines,307.
Sayre, Dr, L. A., tish-bune in the ]iharynx, 335; rotary

lateral curvature of spine, 429 ; morbus coxarius,
010, 754.

Sayre, Dr. Louis H., bntton rmuored from nose, 800.
Scarlatinal dro|wy, 814 : li

'

i. .551.

.Scarlet fever, clinical si m efiidcmic of, 227
;

jierinanent change o) ,,.... .,,,.. ,kin after, 280; treat-

ment of, 822.
Scenery, fire-proof, 841.
Schools, contagion in, 25. 10(1, 363; '>Tercrowding in,

182, 104. 209.

School children, minimum age for, 304.
Schweig, Dr. (ieo. .M., acute bromization, 841 ; cerebral

exhaiLstion, 71.5.

Scientific careers. 454.

Scleroderma of right side, 709,

Sclerosis of hing, 024,

Scriven, Dr. Z. W., death of, 198.

Scrofnloiis persons, operations on, 189; granulation tig-

sue in, 814.

Sea-sickiiess, inoi']>hia in, 534.

Seguin, Dr. E., medical uniformity, 392; uniformity in

the practice of physic, .554.

Seguiii. Dr. E. 0., hay -fever, 737
;
pachymeningitis, 103.

Sewage, disposal of, 043.

Sex of child and ago of the mother, 758.

Shall it lie a profession or a trade ? 207.

Short-term system, the, 223, 201, 274, 335, 354, 383, 433.

Shoulder-joint, excision of, 305.

Slirady, Dr. George P,, Presbyterian Hospital affair, et

seg., 100; contagion in schools, 20 ; homicidal mania
;

hospital appointments. 20; medical staff rank, 42, 159,

272,319, 450
;
probiugof gunshot wounds of cavities,

58; unneces.sary journals, 5S; cure for incur-

ables. 92 ;
physicians' piescrijitions, 120 ; ethics of

consultation, 144; short-term system, 144,223.335,

354, 38;3 ; care of hospital jiatieiits, 1.59 ; success in a

crowded profession, 175; medical advertising. 193,

224, 250 ; care of insane, 208, 575 ; Eagley epidemic,

208 ; amendments to pharmacy bill, 209
;
ineliminary

education, 239 ; medical societies and medical re-

forms, 255 ; State Boards of Health, 271. 288 ; affairs

of Health Office, 288, :J0:> ; liouKeopathy in University

of Michigan, 3:'.5, 307
;
patent rights in medicine, 410 ;

use of pioprietai-y medicines. 423 ; national medical
library, 4 17 ; Baxter's statistics, 479 ;

hygiene of

runalizing, 495; cottage hospitals, 511 ; medical and
surgical h'story of war, 51i) ; Croton-water supply,

543. 7(!7 ; interuation il medical congre-ss, 559 ; hos-

pital service, 591 ; hotel physicians and rural prac-

titioners, (>19
,

pseudo-specialism, 031 ; influence

of medical profes,sion, 055 ; on discussions. 071
;

nurse -training, 071 ; centennial fever, 087; profes-

sional rights of navy, 719 ;
medical woraen,727 ; con-

taminated air in dwellings, 783 ; Albany ethics, 800.

Siamese obstetrics, 1 33.

Siamese twins, a new pair of, 182.

Simpson, statue of, 774.

Sims, Dr. .1. JI., antiseptic ovariotomy, 792, 822.

Skin, clinical lecture on diseases of, 171 ; diseases, atlas

of, notice of, 44 ; diseases of, in different countries,

038; suppurative |)r<)cesscs in, 322; treatment of,

158, 388 ; work on disease of, 309.

Skull, gunshot wounds of, 701, 809.

Slaughter houses, 212.

Slocum. Dr. C. E., oil of com in eczema, 740; gunshot
wouml of skull, 809.

Small intestines, stricture of, 307.

Small pox, prevention of pitting in, 112; spread bj' dogs,

288.

Smith, Dr. A. H,, diphtheria, 31 ; milk of magnesia, 14.

Smith, Dr, Gouverncur Jf., epidemics of the century. 3.53.

Smith, Dr. Heywood, London, on Smith's scissors, 02.

Smith, Dr .T. Lewis, diphtheria. 102.

Smith, Dr. Orsaraus, death of, 094,

Smith, Dr. Stephen, aniimtations one hundred years

ago, 750.

Smith. Dr. Strowbridge, dcath'of, 453.

Snow in streets. 134.

Society of neurology and electrologj", 767 ; offlccrs of, 32.

Sole leather splints. 2(i8.

Soutllc, the fa-tal, 285; placental nature of, 579.

Spear, Dr. David Dana, scarlet-fever epidemic, 287.

' Specialism and general jiracticc, 0:il.

I

Spermatorrhfea, notice of work on. 225.

' Spider bite, 141,

I

Spinal cord, functions of ganglia of. 430.

1 Spinal cnn-aturo, section of latiasimua dorsi for, .55 ; nus-

peniion in, 534.
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Spine, lateral rotary curvature of. 266, 273. 429.
Spleen, enlarged, treatment of, by erg-ot. 2.i3 ; hypertro-

phy, simulating ovarian tumor, ^47 ; rupture of, in a
child with typhoid fever, 254.

Splenic fever, 206.

Splenotomy, 64.5.

Sputum, a new kind of, 141.

Spiritualism, exposure of. 3.58, 679.

Squire. Dr. T. H. , patent rights, 467.
St. Francis Hospital reports, 734.

Staples, Dr. Franklin, treatment of fractured clavicle,

219; foetus shot in utero. 59r).

State Boards of Health, 271, 2S7, 790.
State exammations, 95.

Stanchfield, Dr. J. K, , imperforate .anus. 331).

Stearns, Dr. H. P., discovery of modern anaj'thesia, 215.
Stein, Dr. Alex. W., physiology of micturition, 311.
Stevens triennial prize, 613.
Stevens, Dr. Geo. T., chorea and anomalouB refractions

of the eye. .567, 643.

Sterno-cleido-mastoid muscle, inflammation of. 363.
Stimson, Dr. E. H., Is alcohol a food ? 739.
Stimson, Dr. L. A. , antiseptic method, 81 1 ; Calabar bean

in tetanus, 7(>2.

Sternum, resection of, 24.

Stoddard, Dr. John P., Homoeopathy and Michigan
State Medical Society, 528.

Stomach and colon, communication between, 339

;

pump for, 805 ; ulcers of, 623, 817.
Stone, masked .symptoms of, 144 ; median operation for.

332.

Stone, Dr. J. 0., death of, 404, 438.
Stop-cock, new, three-way, 596.
Street car.s, heating of, 84T.
Stricture, treatment of, 349.
Stromeycr's fiftieth professional anniversary, 325 ; death

of, 470. 517.
Sturgis. Dr. F. R.. etiology of hereditary syphilis, 390,
Summer complaint in children, treatment of, 500, 564.
Subacute pleurisy. 571.
Success in a crowded profession, 175.
Sugar, formation of. in animals, 204.
Sulphurous acid, mode of generating, 829.
Sultan, death of the, 518

; medical staff of, 325.
Summer resorts and metropohtan practitioners, 528.
Sunstroke, treatment of, 602.
Suppression of urine, bicarbonate of soda in, 729.
Surgery, address on, 004; lost art iu, 395; review of

work on, 257.

Sweden, medical associations in, 405.
Swimmers' cramp. 030.
Swiss universities, 422.
Syphilis, blood corpuscles in, 44; congenital, treatment

of, 254 ; hereditary, etiology of, 390 ; English debate
on, 333, 351, 368, 400. 415

;
paralysis, 301 ; remarks

on, 7, 402
; transmission of, 705 : treatment of, 49,

494, 040 ; review of work on, 533, 500.
Syphiloderma palmare, treatment of, 185.
Synchysis, sparkling, 573.
Syphilitic anthropathies,382 ; blood and the eflcects of mer-

cury. 28 ; infection of mother through child, 686, 761.

Tactile nerves, mode of termination, 798.
Tajnia and raw meat, 316.
Tau.sley. J. 0., otitis externa, 778 ; suppuration of mid-

dle ear, 5.S6. •

Tansy poisoning, case of, 339.
Tape-worm, treatment of, 754.
Taylor, Dr. Isaac E. on craniotomv, 194; placenta pra,--

via, 818.
Taylor, Dr. R. W. , treatment of syphilis, 49.
Teeth, artificial, in oesophagus, 282 ; effect of medicines

on the, 220 ; cause of decay of, 774.
Testes, tuberculous disease of, 411.
Testicle, cancer of, iu au infant, 413.
Tet.-.uus, the pneumograph iu. 317; treatment of, 338.

3S1, 700, 762; treatment of, in horse. 013.

Tetanv, clinical study of, 463,
Thames, mud-butter" the. 774.
Theatres, fires in, 810, 844.
Thebaud, Dr. J. S., death of, 710, 773, 770.
Therapeutics, review of work on, 27.

Thermometer, clinical, patients' notion of, 43; im-
proved, 197.

Thigh, dislocations of, 318.
Thom,as, Dr. T. G., address to students, 03.
Thomson, Dr. W. H., acute diarrhoea, 679, 791.
Thoracentesis, continuous aspiration in, 302 ; sudden

death from, 157.
Throat, diseases of. 195.

Thrombosis of cavernous sinuses, 204.
Thyroid gland, cancer of, 146 ; division of isthmus of, 4.

Th,vrotomy, case of. 359.
Tibia, rare fracture of, 415 ; resection of shaft of, 318.
Tobacco-poisoning, 341.
Tongue, epithelioma and psoriasis of. 157 ; vesicular

diseases of, 589.
Toothache, cure of, 100.
Torpedo, nerve terminations in electrical apparatus of.

730.

Transfusion of blood, 442.
Trask. Dr. J. D., dumb-bell pessaries, 299, 374; infan-

tile hernia, 135.
Traube, death of, 310, 323.
Traumatism in pregnancv. 588.
Trephining, statistics of,"270, 829.
Trichinous pork, disposal of, 181.
Trichophyton, new treatment lor, 510.
Trismus, administration of fluids in, 120.

Tracbea, injection of stimulants in, by hypodermic s,v-

ringe, 268.

Tracheotomy, remarks on. 483.
Tran.siictious of College of Physicians, Philadelphia, 12H.

Transactions of Societies and Medical Journals, 165.

Tube, underlying a liquid in a, 78.

Tumors, electrolysis in. 197.

Tunica vaginalis, calcification of, 145.

Turtle, the man and the. 455.

Tvphoid fever, remarks of, 45, 54. 56, 149. 179, 254.

207, 331, 493, 502, 020, 647, 660, 711, 730, 734, 742,

759, 775, 807, 810.

TJ.

Ulcerated nipjiles, 90.

Ulcers, chronic, Esmarch's bandage for, 510.

Umbilical hernia iu infants, 718.

Uniformity of medical observation. 392, 554. 604.

United States, present sanitary condition of, 608.

University of Michigan and Michigan State Medical So-
ciety, 740.

Unnecessaiy journals, 59.

Urea, ferment of, 237.

Ureteroplastv, case of, 493.

Urethra, nervous symptoms of stricture of, 203; rapid

dilatation of female, 173.

Urethral calculus, case of, 818.

Urethro-plastio operations, 110.

Urethrocele, vaginal, 445.

Urethro-rectal fissure caused by sounds. 23.

Urethrotome, a dilating, lii3.

Urethrotomy, external jjerineal, new guide in, 706

.

Urine, incontinence of, 510; relations of phosphoric acid

and nitrogen in the urine, 332
Uronolog.y, notice of work ou, 129.

Uterine applicator, a new, 130 ; asthma, 40 ; calculus,

285 ; ebb, importance of, 058 ; fibroids. ()36 ; flexions,

notice of work on, 753 ; hemorrha.ges, unusual, ()5.

70, 451 ; leech and aspirator, 5!)6.

Uterus, anatomy of displacements of, 158, 085 ; inflam-

mation of, 1, 17,33; extirpation of, 40 ; retrover-

sion of, 638.

Vaccination, uterine, of a lamb, 14.

Vaccine case, air-tight, 390.



INDEX. 8&9

Vagina, fibroma of, 2S!1.

\'agiu."vl douclio, a new. ,")!(7.

Vail, Dr. \V. H., on iti|)hthBria. ;tl3.

Valvular inuriunrH, innocnousness of, 493.

Van (ii'isou, Dr. K. E. , rupture of heart, 30.

Van Kleek. Dr. .1. R., ilcatli of, (W, 04.

N'aricocolc-, treatment of, 828.

Varioo.se veins, a new operation for, 141.

Varicella pnirit,'o, 40.

Varius, uonpenitnl, treatment, 557.

Va.so-motor centres ami their mode of action, 446.

Vegetation, effect of, upon health, 277.
Voin.s, entrance of air in, ^'H5.

Venereal sores, unity or duality of, 639.

Venesection, when available, 172.

Vemix caseosa, removal of. 111.

Viburnum prunifoliuui, uses of, 657.

Viper-bites iii l''rauce, S38.

Virchow, personalities of, lfit'5.

Virulent tluids, active elements in, 345.

Vital motion, notice of work on, 385.

Vivisection question. Hi, 182, 404.

Vocal cords, epithelioma of, 801
;
paralysis of, 300.

Volume XI., close of, 840.

W.

Walsh's Physician's call-book, 817.

Warker's improved syphon, 788.

Warren, Or. Edward, treatment of typhoid fever, 47

;

medical matters in Paris, 579.
Water-supply and S'wcrage, :I!I2.

Water-Huppl.v in New York, 7'20, 707.
Wat-son, Dr. 15. .\., stomach-pump, 805.
Watson, the lat« Dr. .lohn, portrait of, 03.

Waxy degeneration, I'lfeot of operation in arresting, 3117.

Webster, Dr. David, living larviu in the ear, 2.53.

Weight* and meas\iri's, uniformity of, 313.
Well-water, use of, in cities. 31.1.

Weston, Dr. Edward B. , fracture of clavicle by muscular
violence, 02.

Wey, William C, care of pauper insane, 339.
Whooping-cough, contagiousness of, 478 ; treatment of,

14'2. 407, 723.

Williams, Dr. Mark II., nephrotomy for pyonephrosis, 475.
Wilson, Dr. II. A., divulsionof stricture and hemorrhage,

07.

I Wine, coloration of, 718.

Wood, Dr. H. L., Is alcohol a food? 786.

I Woodruff, Dr. L. Deforrest, death of, 510.

Worster, Dr. .loseph, on treatment of dysmenorrhosa,
I

510
;
physiology of menstruation, 083.

Wounds, open, and antiseptic treatment of, 157.
Wrist, exsection of, 411.

Z.

Ziemssen's Cyclopaedia, notice of, 531, 545, 789
Zymotic fevers, neuroses following, 696.
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